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INDEX TO YOL. XYIII,

JlBBEIS: SjUuide, li; Cacu, 413 ; Cister-

eian, 15, 36, 115 ; Clugny, ?8 ; Fountains,

15; KievauU, 15; Robertsbridge, 115; S.

Albana, 157 ; Westmiaater, 2 ; iLorktliiie,

15,36
Aberdeen, stalls at, 216
Academy, Koyal, 45, 67. 311,351, 370,388
Accident at Abbey Mills Fumpiug Station, 1
Action, osmotic, 329
Adel church, doorway at, 393
Agricultural use of sewage, SO
Albany capitol, 6
Albert hall roof, 151
Alliance, Architectural, 479
Alaager ffesleyan chapel, 292
American architects' charges, 329
Amiens, towers at, It^O

Amsterdam Crystal Falace roof, 150
Ajicient Clttguy, 78; ancient font at South-

ampton, 235 ; ancient Irish churches, 399
;

ancient Kome, photo;<rai>hs of, 445; an-
cient tumulus in lirittauy, 97

Annual contersazione of the Institute, 4C4

;

annual report of the Institute, 318
Apparatus for drilling rock, 422
Arabic architecture, bO
Arcades: Holyrood chapel, 72 ; Westminster
Abbey, 26

.Archieological societies, 81, 382, 432, 457
Archeeology, 18, 9U, 119, 382, 433, 457
Arched roofs, 224, 242, 277, 290
.Architects and their plans, 350, 364, 369, 373,

434, 441 ; architects and theu: pupils, 183
.Architects' charges, 329
Architectural AlUance, 479; Architectural

Association, 17, 46, 67, 95, 109, 131, 133
810, 244, 286, 314, 364, 390, 429, 466 ; ar-
chitectural chiaroscuro, al5, 354; archi-
tectural criticism, liuskin'a, 129; Architec-
tural Examination, 449 ; Architectural Ei-
hibition Society, 33, 312, 387, 4U2, 405, 427,
446,483; Architectural Museum, 391, 421;
Architectural rublication Society, 70, 164,
180; architectural societies, 47, 13'», 146
178, 211, 236, 269, 287, 296, 336, 365, 382,
421, 432, 442, 467, 466, 408, 483

.Architecture, development of, 203; archi-
tecture during 1869, 1 ; architecture, Here-
fordshire, 46B; architecture, llindoo, 73;
architecture iii Manchester, 41, 68 123*

141; architecture of the reign of Queen
Anae, 210 ; architecture at the Koyal Aca-
demy, 67, 351, 370 ; architecture in West-
ern India, 421

.Art appUed to industry, 17, 1'27, 144, 118 163
203,208,450; art. Early Christian, 371 •

art, Etruscan, 280: art, Greek, 363, 330,
*»S, 411; art notes from Home, 47 103
199 ; art, ornamental, 130, 145 ; art, itoman',
298, 326 ; art in the Sistine ceilmg, 408,
447

;
art in the Thames Embankment, 213

art workmanship at the Society of Arts'.
127,144,164,203,208,450

Arts, theory of the, 257, 312, 389, 447
Alteasment of duties on building leases, 189
Assessments, parochial, 317, 337, 354
AiBocisted Arts' Institute, 120, 165, 315, 339,

Austin Canons' Priory, 55
Ayrton and Harry, Messrs., 356, 364, 369,373

BAKNWELL, chapel at, 262
Barry and Ayrton, Messrs., 366, 364, 309, 373

34«"** '' '^'"'''''' ^^
; *=• Saviour's church,

3eams, deflection of, 373
Benedictine Abbey of S. Albans, 157'
Benevolent Institutions: Uuilders", 411 •

Builders' Cleras, 178
'

Bezley Uaath church, 450
Blanchald Jerrold on Industrial art, 17
Bloomsbury Eemale School of Art, 10a
Bombay Cathedral organ, 50
BradHeld reservoir, 7l, 104
Bradford: Goods station roof, 49; townhall.

Brent church, 467

_ Brickmakers' Union, Manchester, 361
brickwork. Old London, 286
Bridge-builders, monastic order of 47
Bridges; Cabin John, 413; Leeds, 152: Pea-

nau-, 197; Tay, 297
Brief chapters on British carpentry. 187 217

SS3,237, 246, 267, 285, 289, 303, 307, 325
»45, 379, 397, 419, 437, 455, 477

Bristlas and brushes, 278
Bristol, sanitary reform at, 400
3ritt«ny, tumulus in, 97
BroBCroft castle, 485
.•rubes and bristles, 273

Builders' Association, General, 480 ; Builders'

Benevolent Institution, 411; Builders'

Clerks' Benevolent Institution, 178
Building Acts, 226, 334, 349 ; building in

concrete, 169, 271, 307, 332 ; building intel-

ligence, 13, 35, 61, 81, 98, 121, IK), 102,

179, 200, 218, 236, 253, 270, 287, 305, 330,

347, 365, 332, 401, 423, 439, 458, 481;
building for the learned societies, 4i^l

;

building leases, 189; Bl'ildinq News
Sketchbook," 26, 36, 56. 62, 72, 83, 99, 103,

211, 216, 262, 320, 310, 392, 413, 424, 450,

467; building operations and steam power,

24; building a stable, 413; building trade

moraUty, 463; building trades in Paris,

438

Building Mateeials a-nd Appliamces—
Drying timber, 188
Uoffman kiln, the, 6, 36, 89, 99
Hot lime and rough sand, 316
Kiln, the Hoffman, 5,33, 89, 99
Lias lime, 62
Lime burning, 5, 89, 99
Northern timber, 86
Osmotic action, 329
Pain's flooring cramp, 2G
Parkinson's " Universal "joiner, 107
UanBome's "General" joiner, 106
liecent improvements in building materials
and appliances, 244, 283,331

Steam power and building operations, 21
Strength of Portland cement. 152

Buildings for the Post OlUce, 171 ; buildings,

public, 346
Bulging of walls, 44
Burlington Fine Arts Club, 445
Burn, the late Mr. William, 245
Burning lime, 5, 89, 99
Butter-walk, Dartmouth, 320
Buying timber, 291
Bylands Abbey, 15

CABIN JOHN BRIDGE, the, 413
Camberwell Presbyterian church, 432
Canopies of Stalls, King's College, Aberdeen,

246
Canterbury cathedral, 177
Capitals at Holyrood, 211
Capitol at Albany, New York, 6
Carpentry : British, 1.S7, 217, 233, 237, 246,

267, 289, 303, 307, 325, 345, 379, 397, 419,

437, 455 ; Tredgold's, 143
Cartoon for Tempsford house, 374
Case for surveyors' tackle, 118
Cast iron, 170
Castles : Broncroft, 465 ; Conway, l&S ; Hold-

gate, 465; Rochester, 108; Shropshire, 465

;

Stokesay, 465
Cathedrals: Canterbury, 177; Chester, 428 ;

Eieter, 460, 466, 468 ; Peterborough, 320

;

Uochester, 407 ; SaUsbury, 225
Cause of walls bulging, 44
Ceiling, the Sistine, 408, 447
Ceilings, decoration of, 212
Cement, Portland, 152, 392
Chapels: Alsager, 262; Barnwell, 263 ; Bat-

tersea, 2^8 ; Holyrood, 72
Chapters on British Carpentry, 187, 217, KU,

237, 246, 207, 289, 303, 307, 325, 345, 379,

397, 419, 437, 455
Charges of American architects, 329
Chester Cathedral, 428
Chiaroscuro in architecture. 315, 351

Chimneys, high, 431; chimneys, theory of,

160, 198 ; chimneys and towers. 318

Chips, 20, 39, 05, 81, 100, 135, 165, 182, 306,

222 239, 255, 273, 291, 308, 333, 349, 307,

381, 402, 426, 443, 457, 461, 483

Christian art, early, 371

Church-building in Cornwall and Devon, 391,

456 ; church decoration, 25

Churches: Adel, 392; ancient Irish, 399;

Battersea, 346; Bexley Heath, 450; Brent,

467; Camberwell, 432; churches of the

Deaneries of Freebridge Lynn and free-

bridge Marshland, 95 ; Cornish, 391, 456
;

Devonshire, .391, 456, 467; Hailey, 296;

Hartlepool, 188; Italian. 245, 276; Ken-
sington, 413 ; Kiracote, 01 ; Marolles, 56

;

Northampton, 467 ; Protestant, 85, 101, 137,

141, 203; St. Germains, 450; St. James's,

Yarmouth, 314 ; St. John's, Croydon, 30

;

St. Luke's, Kentish Town, 21 ; Toddingtou,

6; churches with wide bays, 353

Cistercian abbeys of Yorkshire, 15, 36

Cistern covers, 330, 343

City streets, widening, 26

Civil Eicoisaiaiso—

Arched roofs, 234, 342, »77, 290.

Bridges: Cabin John, 413; Leeds, 152;
Pennair, 197 ; Tay, 297

Civil and Mechanical Engineers* Society,

48, 1U5, 150
Deflection of beams, 373
Effect of sudden loads on cast iron, 170
Engineering during 1869, 1

Failure of the Bradfield reservoir, 71, 104
French system of engineering, the, 43
Hydraulic engineering, 34
Indian government and civil engineers, the,

79
Institution of Civil Engineers, 47, 48, 79,

83, 98, 366, 392, 400, 420
Institution of Civil Engineers of Ireland, 151
Lattice piers, 446
Liquid embankments, 150
Narrow gauge railways, 297
Pennair Bridge, Madras Kailway, 197
l^roposed new routes : to India, 297 ; to

Ireland, 90
Railways: East London, 35 ; narrov gauge,

297 ; North British, 297
Roofs: Amsterdam Crystal Palace, 150;

arched, 224, 242, 277, 290; Bradford
goods station, 49; Crystal Palace, Syden-
ham, 150 ; Derby Market Hall, 49, 105 ;

King's College Dining Hall, 262 ; King's
Cross Station, 48, 290, 307; New-street
Station, Birmingham, 49; Koyal Albert

Hall, 151 ; St. Pancraa Station, 105

;

Victoria Station, PimUco, 49 ; Winter
Garden, Leeds, 151

Screw piles, 209
Society of Engineers, 105
Strength of iron and steel, 420
Tay Bridge scheme, 297
Trussed girders 352, 407, 428
TubttUr loundations, 297
Waverley Station, Edinburgh, 297

Civil engineers and the Indian government, 79
Civil and Mechanical Kngineera' Society, 48,

1U3, 150
Civihsation and the fine arts, 315, 339, 353
Classic ornament, early, 223
Cleansing stieets, 88
Cloisters, Canterbury, 177
Clugny Abbey, 78
Cohege, Owens, 26S
Colours used in decoration, 351, 269, 438, 456

403,
Commercial morality of the building trade, 463
Compensation cases, 9S
CompcUtions: 19, 37, 63, 81, 82, 83,90, 99.

122, 125, 127, 140, 144, 162, 173, 130, 203,
S2I, 233, 253, 270, 320, 332, 366

Concrete budding, 169, 271, 307, 333
Conventional church type and Protestantism,

85, 101, 127, 141, 203
Conversiiiionc of the Institute, 464
Conway Castle, 188
Copyholds of inheritance, 32, 59, 113
Corn Exchange, new, 320
Cornish churches, 391, 456

COBHESPONDECrCE.

A DISTRICT SURVEYOR at fault, 289;
Abuses at the Board of Works, 365 ; Adverti-

sing architects, 237 ; Architects and their

clients, 424, 441 ; Architectural Dictionary,

164, IbO
;
^Architectural Exhibition, 482

;

Architecture at the Birmingham Spring
Exhibition, 254, 271 ; Art workmanship at

the Society of Arts, 164, 203 ; Basis of archi-

tectural classitication, 233 ; Bedford Canal
experiment, 332; Bradford Townhall, 164;
British carpentry, 307 ; Building News
illustrations, 19 ; Buildinq News
"Sketchbook," 36, 62, 83, 99, 424; Chester-

field steeple, 103 ; Cistercian abbeys of

Yorkshire, 36; Colour, 179; Concrete

building, 271, 307, 332; Corn Exchange
eompetilioc, 82; Depression in trade, 142;
Development of architecture, 203; Doric
style, the, 288, 306 ; Drury-lane 'Theatre,

331, 348 ; External facings and dress-

ings, 254, 271, 288, 307; "Fasti Here-

fordenses," 62 ; Flats for the middle classes,

62 ; Goasip firom Glasgow, 203 ; Granite

quarries in Cornwall, 123 ; Historical deve-

lopment of art, 163, 179, 201, 218, 220, 230,

2S8, 306, 331, 318, 365, 382, 401, 425 ; Hoff-

mann's kiln, 30, 89, 99 ; llolboru Viaduct

piers, 18; Houses of Paihament and the

Board of Works, 163 ; Imitations of woods
and marbles, 440, 459, 481 ; Improvements
in building appliances, 288, 331 ; Institute

gold medal, the, 163, 220; King's Cross

station roof, 307 , Knighted architects, 99

;

Lambeth Palace, 434 ; Lamps on the Ihtmet

Embankment, 220; Leamington town sur-

veyorship, 36 ; Lias Ume, 62 ; Lnncheont
and abbey ruins, 6:{ ; Manx competition,

the, 203 ; Metropolitan drainage, 30 ; Mid-
land Counties Idiot Asylum competition, 19,

37, 83, 172 ; Modern stained glass : in Glas-

gow Cathedral, 179, 183, 288, 306 ; in West-
minster Abbey, 122 ; Slortar joints, 133 ;

Mote House, Iglitham, 2:17, 289; 307 ; Ne»
Temple-street, 271; Ornament' and colour

in house decoration, 459 ; Patent Victoria

stone, 482 ; Plymouth Guildhall competi-
tion, 83, 99, 123, IW, 162, 180; Protestant-

ism and its churches, 141. 203; Referees in

competitions. 111, 180 ; Restoration of Car-
narvon Castle, 38 ; Salford Bridge, 123, 141

;

Shop-fronts, 432 ; St. Swithin's, Lincoln,

441 ; Swine Church, 330 ; Technical educa-
tion and the working classes, 123 ; TheorT
and practice of modem housepainting, 123,

112; Uniting England and France, 123;
Ventilation of dwellings, 831 ; Villa in St.

James's Park, 99,142. 163; Water cistern*

and drain traps, 348; Wollaton Hall, 383,

402 : Wryness in architecture, 459
Cottages, labourers'. 90, 356
Country-houses and mansions, 241

Cramp for flooring. Pain's, 26
Criticism, Raskin's, 129
Croydon Church, 36
Crystal Palace roof, Sydenham, 150

Culture of the fine arts and industrial pur-

suits, 143 ; culture in surveyors, 217

DAMP WALLS, 329
Damp-proof houses, 355
Dartmouth: Butter-walk, 330; Newcomin'a

house, 374
Decoration (see " Furniture and Decoration ")

Derby Market Hall roof, 49, 105

Design for bridge at Leeds, 152 ; design in

shop-fronts, 293, 313, 483
Desirability of restortug the Italian chorchei

of London, 245, 276
Development of architecture, 202; develop-

ment of art, historical, 137, 163, 179, 201,

218, 220, S36, 288, 300, 331, 348, 365, 332,

481, 425
Devonshire churches, 391, 456

Dictionary of Architecture, 70, 164, 180

Distribution and agricultural use of towa
sewage, 80; distribution of prizes at

Institute, 340
Disturbances in the London building trade, I7»

Domestic architecture of the reign of Queen
Anne, 210 ; domestic fireplaces, 184

Don't closely cover your cisterns. 330, 348

Doorways: Adel Church, 392; Rochester

Cathedral, 467
Doric style, the, 258,288. 306

Douglas competition, the, 169, 203

Drainage, facts about, 168 ; drainage level,

Towle's, 162 ; drainage of Prescot, 275

Drawings of Michael Angelo and Raffaelle,

445
Pressings, external, 223, 251, 271. 288, 307

D riers and varnishes, 328, 336, 362

Drilhng rock, 422
Drury-lane Theatre, 304, 331, 318

Drying timber, 186
Duties on building leases, 189

Dwellings for the middle classes, 21, 03, 333 ;

dwelluigs for the poor, 63, 107

EARLY CHRISTIAN ART, 371; early Classic

ornament, 328
East London, a railway for, 35

Ecclesiastical art at llome, 103

Edinburgh improvements. 399

Education of surveyors, 327, 261

Effect of sudden loads ou cast iron, 170

Egham, farm buildings at, 252

Elemcntsry principles of carpentry, 143

Embankment of the Thrimes, 97, 230, 343

Embankments, liquid, 150

Knfranchisement of copyholds of inheritance,

32, 59, 118
Engineering during 1869, 1 ; engmeenng

French, 48 ; engineering, hydrauUo, 34

Enghah and F'rench metal work, 287 ; EngUsh
mansions and country houses, 311 ; English

timber buildings of the middle ages, 46, 97,

109, 131, 159, 197

Etruscan art, 281)

Kxeter Cathedral, 460, 466,468; Exeter Dio-

cesan Architectural Society, 466, 468

Exhibitions: Architectural, 23, 313,387,403,

405,437, 446, 483; ecclesiastical art at Bams>
103, 287; fans, 383; International (1871),

363 i llidiael Angela and BafaeUa'i drav<



n INDEX OF COxNTENTS. Jax. to June, 1870.

i*(t. 4U: Nnr Brituli latututioa, IW

;

Stattj •( tnutk Xnau, HI i Soculj oi

hnlMSB W*lBrC*lnn.SSS; Mnatuui-

IMhj Otiimj, I« ; vorts «( Um oU

SnaiBHi* isimM aUliHti*

FACINGS iW cxtanal, I3S, SSI,

r.n.ioi

Tfnml*tm Ana, Tbc—
AmcHlM
SHlSU

Alto' iMtiUta, ISOl I6S, SIS,

riM Arta' aub, 4U

rUi wtiaftktald auttan.

riTUt n—Jutt: M BTQinlioa,
SI(, n*. aS3 : oci tadaxiwl panuiu, U*

MkkMi AMio-i Lut Jari(Miit*Bd Holy

X««BiMi iHUtaUan, 190

«T*1 icalMif , W, C7, Sll. Sil. STO, 388
SktiM ccili>|[, Um, ««, i47
facktj or BritM Inltu, U7; S. bet; ror the
Kteaanpmml o( tk* Kine Am. M, luS,

ei, ut, *u. a!9. U3. M3, ;k>a, xis, 4io,
4I», iOi SmcwIj o( raiotcn in Waiu
Otln«,SU

Waterottaatdnwiap at the Dadlcj GaUar;,

nnplacai^ taacatic. IH
RatiTc jriciw, laagct'a,m
Raakaraat triadnr tncerr, 3
naia he tka aiMla danta, SU
ntMrau enmp, Paia'a, M
Itai^ iceontiaa ar, U*
IharfK ineaiT. M
Ikal at SairtkaaiataaL t3S
1tmtM,foiisimJ,\U^ aWxMcktIakearaatiBbcr.Zn

" aa, tabalar, 297
I Mbar. IS
I L|u anl F1rt«bnd{c Uanhland,

aurtag, 48; Ftcaeii tai Eulith
mM«atk,«R7; rNaeiiUwen, 190

rtnta af akaya, m, 3U, «82
F»nlia«i oftto»»ty». 1»), 198
Tvavnvms av» DacoaATioa—
Bi«feaaaa4 tnatica, t7(l

CWhaLtU
Oil! iaaatatiea. t*
Olll I ia <fc«nr»ttoi, ISl, M>
Onry-laM naaira,tM^l
Iaa>y riiMirnfa«wt.M8
7lacn,t2S9
Jajaaeae anoMat, ISl
Jaj'i airtalfc paial, 328
Manl or —afalal dceontioo, 9t, S7
Oia, nraiakaa, dnen. fcc., iHt, 339, SC3
Onaacatal iisawork, 119, ISO, lt7, 1«9,

" ,2U, 93t,!Sl
Tt aat

J

aa< ataetiee af'nodcni hoaw naint-

tafc 88, IS. W, M, 191, Z7S, 328, S3S.

Vaa aa< aliaaa of imitatioai of wood and
ancUa,«U.Ma«S9, 481; oMandalinMA
af anaaMai aaa ealoer ia booaa dtcoca-
ttoa,«N,«««,«8

aa<a>OlaTliaMn^lO(
WaUa,tU,n«
irui«iaaa,ui
WfatonTlM

BIBUALBUILDnS'ASSOCIATION, 480i
naanljaiaar. laaaOM't, lu« ; Ooicral Foat
<Mca,aaw,m

tmaad, ISi, V^!, 498
Oatkednl ituud |Um, 144, 179,

. J8B, M(| Glaafo* rMip, 170,203,

Olaaa,' Tcactiaa, M
SaaAnck, HafcMaUre, 907"

—

"9 tnm Olaatu a, 170, 903, 2S9, 449
a aari draia^ lerel, Towle'a, 189
"• lna*a;a, 24

IM. 4

ait, an, 380. Ml, 411
haUUtnijaadllaaaiKom, 371

HAAILBM OBOAir, tke, 102
BaUaj, ckarah at, 99«
Rail al tkt laaa Teapic, aev, 381
llaaf iat paper, iM
RavKk AjtWnl«nifal Sodetr, 81
Han^Mdabin arckiteetara, 4M
Bifk tbtauaTa, atrai(fetcaia(,43I
Hiadaa arcbttectare, 72
Hiatiinfal darebpairat af art, 137, 1C3, 179,
Wl, tU. no. 9*8, 288^ 30e; 131 MS 3«S
189, 401 «)S; klalarieal ahalaRaptii of

4tS
'

Uatm—n Kiln, the, t, 38, 88, 99
Bahlntc Caatia, 4«
BalT raanlKa, Michael Aafelo'a, 447
fitljmi capitala at, 211 •, chapel at, 72
Biayllali, 2Hi
Haa liaM aad nafk aaad, 34«
aaaa of KavaMaia at OailauaUi, 374

^H MM. iff* "• ***' '*'• '**• "'' "'

*!«* ***' ***
'
^***" '' '"''•«"'>

(nd la ateiaialand. I87i k<» to aa/a
C14O.a00 par aaaaw. 408

Barlalaaa, ika hla f. T, IM
B;*iakcaa|iwatia(,M

IDlor ASVLVM Oonipetillon, ITS
llluMratiouso/ wtuJow tracerv, S. li!>

Imiutiout of woodi and marblca. 41*^, 440,
«», •l.'.l

Improved •orreTora' measure and tackle caae,

lis
laiproreaaeata in bnilding materials and ap-
pUancea, 941. 288, 331 ; improvcmcuU at

Edinburgh, 399
Incutcntal uses ufrhimneTS, 100. 19S
Uclosure .\cts, notes on. 41U, 430
Indian Govcrnaient and ctvil engineers, 79 ;

Indian oraament, niixlern, -1^1

bdusuial art, 17, U7, 144, 14S, 164, 3C3, SOS,
4^

laAaeaee of tha Fine Arts : un etrilisation,

Sit, 339, 333; onittdustTT, 1<8
Inner Temple Hall, 3«1
Infirmary at V^ i^a, 17'^

Institute ol llriiish ArehitecU, 44.88, 199, 133,

171, J19, i1.>. Hi, 26i, 319, 34U, S99, 409,
4S9. 4«4

latUtutions : CIril Entineera, 47, 79, 83, 98,

3M. 399, 400, 490; Civil Enfilneers of Ire-

land, 151 ; Surveyors. 17. Si. 49, 61, 80, 118,
Its, lU, 297, 9«1, 349, 384, 410

IxTiicoaaonicATioa—

ladexed to number of page. The figures
folluning the letter " q " refer to " Ques-
tions," and those fulloa ioj; " a " to ' An-
swers.**

AOREEUENTS and stamp duties, (q) 389
;

algebra, (q) 83. (a) 124; ambulatory
churches, (q) 149 : arch upon circle, (q)
142. (a) 164, HH, 220; arched ribs, (ql 254,
(a) 290 ; arched roofa, (q) 164 ; architecU'
charges, (q) 460, 48.' ; architectural books,
(a) 402; ashlar wallini, (q) 83, (aj 124; 8S-
phalte rarnish, (q; 33s.

BACK bounduy wall, (q) 383, (a) 402, 455
;

ball-room floors, (q) 83; baths, (q) 99;
bell for country church, (q) 142; bendiuK
Tcneer, (q) 348, (a) 383; black spots in gra-
Bite, (q) 220; boring tools, (q) 2St, (a) 289 ;

bowliBg green, (q) 383 ; braced arches, (a)

37: breaking weight of cast iron, (q) 938,
(a) 272 ; bricklayers' work, (q) 124 ; build-
era* prices, (q) 254, (a) 289 ; lluilding Act,
(q) 99 ; building church spire, (q) 432

CARD modelling, (q) 460; cast-iron stan-
chions, (q) ili, (a) 307 ; cavity walling, (q)
19; cement with morUr, (q) 142. (aj Itil

;

cement for resisting tire, (q) 460 ; cement or
wood skirtings, (q) 272 ; ctiapels and gallery
construction, (q) «3 ; church lamps, ;q) S3,
(a) V9 ; circular rain water Unk, (ql 1»2, (a)

161, 181 ; civil engineer, (qi 142, (a) 181

;

ciril engineer's pupil, (q) 142, (a) 164; clean-
ing granite ashlar, (q)441, (a) 4«0; clean-
ing varnished seats, (q) 1«(, (a) 181 ; com-
pensation or purchase, (q) 38.1; concrete
buildingi, (q) 19, 366. (a) 63; constanU of
labour, (q) 238, (a) 272; construction of
roof, (q) 124, (a) 164

DEAD black for bricks, (q) 383 ; deflectisn of
beam, (q) 289, (a) 332; designs for head-
stones, (q) 4;2; destroying bugs, (q)25t;
diminishing points, (q) 204, (a) 2:18, 254;
distraint for rent, (q) 181, (a)264; drainage,
(q) 1«4, (a) 204; drawing, (q) 318; drawing
paper, (q) 99, (a) 124 ; dredging, (q) 402

;

dry rot, (q) 19, 307, (a) 63 ; duties ot archi-
tecU' pupils, (ql 19, (a) 37, 83

EARTH'S sphericity, the, (q) 307, (a) S32, 318

;

ebonismg mshogany, (q) 238; echo, (q) 164,
(a) 201; employment abroad, (q) 181; engi-
neers' exsminations, (q) 289, (a) 332 ; Eng-
lish and foreign woods, (q) 124; equation, (q)
883

FAILURE In Portland cement, (q) 383 ; fall-
ing out of stopping, (q) 3.)2. (a; 366; finite
dilfercnees, (q) 220 ; floating a caisson, (a)

20; floor-plale,(q)63, (a)37, 83; framingof
partiUon, (q) 124, (a) 142, 164, 181

GLASS drawing hoard, (q) 460. (a) 482;
Gothic moulding, (q) 400; Government
House, OlUwa, (q) 307, (a) 3:13 ; granite in
architectural draviogs, (q) 460, (a) 482

;

groined vaulting, (q, 37

IIALF-TIUBERED houses, (q) 441; Halifax
Building ttuciety competition, (q) 332, (a)
366 ; heating water in bath, iq) 259 ; hedges
and ditches, (q) 238, (a) 272 ; hipped roofs,

(q), 99; llursta "Architeclural Surveyor's
Uandbook," (qj 19, (a) 83, 83, 99

INSPECTOH'S duty (q), 124; interference
with clerk of works, (q) 2S4, (a) S72, 289;
iron roofs, (q) 142, (a) 181

LABOURERS' COTTAGES, (q) 411; land-
measuring, (q) 818, (a) 366; laring cellar
Hoors in cement, (q), 425 ; legal queries, (ql

37, 63 820, (a) 8i>, 254; Lewes Friory, (q)
124; locking drawers, (q) 289, (a) 332, 31S,
.•loe, 383 ; London University, (q) 164. (a)
181,201

MACINTOSH, (q) 99: magnetic and true
meridian, (ql 83, (a) 124 ; mapping, (q) 181,
(a) 201 ; material for balconet, (q) 142 ; mea-
tuing glass, (q) 161; measuring groined
archea, (q) 3M ; measuring stone walling,
(ql 188, (a) 124, IM; mites in boards, (q)
124; mouldings, (q) 220; Slount Sorrel
granite, (q) '204, (ai 921 ; mounting large
maps, (q) 181, (s) 954

KATIO.VAL School plans, (q) 19, (a) 63;
Kicoll's patent, (q) 2«*4 ; novel question, (q)

PATENT fnel. (q) 938; plan arrangement of
ataire, (q) 490; plan drawing, (a) 20;
plumbera' work, (q) 220, (a; 3J2, 20?, 332 ;

position of font, (q) 63 ; powers of numbers,
(a) 37; preserving external stonework, (ql

tt3; preserving red facing bricks, (q) 230,
(al 254, 272. 28'J ; problems, (q) 339, 182, (a)

348 ; proft-ssionui practice, (([) 383

QUARr/.-cRUSiii.\a (q). 441

RAILWAY TUNNELS (q), 425 ; rentoving
ink and colour troui drawing paper (q), 124,

(a) 164 ; removing lime from tiles (q), 307 ;

remuneratiLin (q), 2l4 ; repointed walling

(q), 3G8 ; retaining walla (q), 272 ; ri|:lit of

hght (q), 938, (s) 971; roof of Midland
station (q), 181, (a) 904

SCARFING beams (q), 63 , sculptors' pointing
machine (q), 2'iO; seiuicirculitr arcli (q),

46U; shop stove (q), 164. (a) 221, 2.18; size

of overflow pipe (q), 383, (a) 425; size of

panel (q), 238; smoky chimneys (q), 124;
sotttt of arch (q), 204 (a) 238; specitlcaUou
ol a Gothic building (q), 307 ; ataincd glass

(q), 441; stove (q), 37, (n) 64, 83; strength
ot beam (q), 441 ; streugtLi of iron girders,

kc. (q), 251, (a) 289 ; strength of roofs (a),

37, (q) 63; supporting cast-iron pillars (u),

37,63
rKRRA-COTfA (q), 272; theatres (q), 03;

theodolite (q.), 63, (aJ 83 ; timber roof (q),

83; trammel, the (q), SCO; true construc-
tion (ql, 383

VALUE of building work (q), 19; various
queations (q). 2U4, (a) 354; velocity of
water (q). 90», (a) 221 ; verbal orders (ql,

03, (a) 99, 124; vermin (ql, 332; vibration

of walls (ql. 383, (a) 402 ; volume of water

(q), 104, (a) 181

WATER-CLOSETS (q), 383; webs of plate
girders (a), 37 ; weight of dry timber (q),
83; white gault facings (q), 332

International Exiiibition for 1871, 2G8
Ireland, proposed new route to, 90
Irish churches, 30\l

Iron and steel, strength of, 420
Ironwork, oruanientul, 119, 130, 147, 169, 186,
209,338

Irrigation with sewage, 44
Italian churches of Loudon, the, 215, 370

JAPANESE ORNAMENT, 151
Jay's metallic paint. 3J8
Joiners: Parkinson's " Universal," 107; Ran-

jome's " General," lOG

KEEP the air in motion, 403
Kensington Churcli, 413
Kidderminster School of Art, 90
Kiln, the Hoffman, 5, 36, 89, 99
Kimcote Churcti, 61
King's Coile/e. Aimrdeen. stalls at, 246

;

King's College roof, Loudon, 202 ; King's
Cross station roof, 48, 2'JO, 3'J7

Kirkham Priory. 55

LABOUR in building, 200
Labourers' cottages, 90, 356
Lambeth School of .\rt, 301
Lamps for the Tliames Embankment, 213
Lancashire rivers, 464
Land and building societies, 64, 125, 149, 165,

181, 205, 221, 238, 254, 29U, 307, 386, 425,
460 ; land transfer, 333

Last Judgment, Michael Angelo's. 417
Lathwood and lath-rendiqg, 255
Lattice piers, 446
Laws of the detlecLion of beams, 373
Learned societies' building, 421
Leases, building, 189
Leeds, bridge at, 152
Legal intelligence, 20, 37, 81. 98, 165, 203,

237, 238, 255, 290, 307, 366, 425, 460
Level, Towle's, 162
Levelling, 260, 279, 295
Lewes Priory, 78
Library and Museum at Guildhall, 371
Lime and sand, 346
Lime-burning, 5, 89, 99
Liquid embaiikments, 150
Liverpool Archi'ectural Society, 146, 287
Loudon brickwork, old, 286; London Corn
Exchange, new, 320; London middle class
dwellings, 21, 62; Ijondon and its ornamen-
tation in 1870, 42, 207

Lord Napier on Hindoo architecture, 72

MACULE, tlie late Mr., 326
Madras Railway, 197
.^laiichester : architecture, 41, 0^, 123, 111;

Brickiuakcrs' Union, 361; Oa'ens College,
268; Reform Club,211

Mansions aud country houses, 241
Manufacture of Portland cement, 392
Marbles aud yvooda, imitutious of, 413, 440,

459, 481
Market, Newton Abbott, 233
Marolles Church, 56
Measure and tackle case for surveyors, 118
Mediieval timber buildings, 46, 97, 109, 131.

150, 197
Medievalism, modern, 314
Memoir of the late W. Burn, 245
Metal work, French and English, 287
Metallic paint. Jay's, 328
Method of rapidly drying timber, 186 ; method

ol straightening chimneys, 431
Metropolitan Building Act, 220; metropolitan

railways, 253; metropolitan tramwaya, 108
Michael Angelo's works, 445, 447
Middle class London dwellings, 21, 62, 333
Midland Counties' Idiot Asylum, 172
Mode of nourishing street trees, 413
Modern architecture in Western India, 421

;

modern house painting, 88, 123, 137, 142.
191, 278, 328, 3.10, 302; modern Indian
Ornament, 480; modern Medimvalism,3l4;
modern B^imau art. 190; modern stained
glass in Glasgow Cathedral, 141, 179, 183,
288, 306

Monastic order of bridgebuildera, 47
Monumental sculpture, 390
Morality of the buildii^ trade, ^Gi
Mosaics at South Keiisingtou, 4
Mural or mo.iuiineiitnl deeoration, 2-), 57
Museums: Architectural, 300; Guildhall,

:C1
Music hall. South Loodon, 381

NAPIEU, Lord, on Hindoo architecture, 72
National schools, Stratford, 31
Nature and art in the .Sistinc ceiling, 408 ;

nature, suggcstioDS from, ;ty2

New British Institution, 190; new face in an
old place, a, 43, »0, 142, 163 ; new method
of straiglltcniitg cliimncys, 431 ; new public
buildings, 316 ; new route to Ireland, 90 ;

new State Capitol at Albany. 0; New-
street Statiou roof, Birmingham, 49

;

new theatres, 310 ; new town-hall, Brad-
ford, 132 ; New York street paving, 179

Newcomin's House, Dartmouth, 374
Newton Abliott market, 233
Norfolk churches, 95
Northampton, window at, 467
Northern Architectural Association, 47, 421,
483 ; Northern Architectural Students' So-
ciety, 209 ; northern timber, S6

Notes on the diurches of the Deaneries af

Freehridge Lynn and Freebridge Marsh-
laud, 95 ; notes on the luclosure Acts, 410,

430; notes on timber buildings of the
middle ages, 40, 97, 109, 131, 16U, 197

Nourishing street trees, 413

OBITUAUY, 6, 20, 23, 38, 103, 245, 255, 308k
320, 101,425

Objections to steam road rolling, 493
Obscure work of art, an, 228
Ogee tracery, 09
Oils, varnishes, and driers, 338, 336, 863
Old London brickwork, 288
Order of hridgo-builders, monastic, 47
Organs: Bombay Cathedral, 50; Uaarlem,

102; Salisbury Cathedral, 225
Ornament : Early classic, 228 ; Japanese,

151 ; modern Indian, 481 ; ornament and
colour, 438, 468, 408

Ornainenlal art, 1311, 145 ; ornamental features

of -Arabic architecture, 86 ; ornamental iron-

work, 119, 130, U7, 169, 186, 209, 333
Ornamentation of London, 42, 207
Osmotic action, 329
Our domestic flreplaces, 184; Our office table,

20, 38, 64, 83, 99, 123, 142, 165, 181, 20C,

221, 239, 255, 272, 2'JO, 308, 333, 349, 365
38S, 402, 425, 460, 482.

Owen's College. Manchester, 268

PAIN'S FLOORING CRAMP, 26
Paint, Jay's metallic, 328
Palace, South London, 301
Paperhanging, 456
Paris: Building trades, 438; street tseeSy

413 ; tower, Lycec Napoleon, 190
Parkinson's " Universal" joiner, 107
Parliamentary notes, 121, 138, 162, 178, 200,

211,235, '253. 270, 279, 316, 339, 361, 381-
4(^0, 423, 407

Parochial assessments, 317, 317, 354
Patent Victoria stone, 456, 482
Pavements, tar, 478
Paving streets, 178
Payne's surveyors' tackle case, 118-
Peabody fund, the, 167
Penuair bridge, tlie, 197
Perpendicular window tracery, 3
Peterboroagli cathedral, 320
Photographs of ancient Rome, 445
Piers, laitice, 440
Piles, screw, 209
Plea for culture in the profession of a turrayor*

227
Pocket sextant, the, 187
Pollution of rivers, 185, 464
Poor timber, 467
Portland cement, 152,,392
Position of architecture at the Royal Academy.

67 ; position of tile foni ia churches, 102
Post Olfice buildings, new, 171
Presbyterian church, Camberwell, 432
Present drainage, 275
Preventing damp walls, 329; preventing walls
from bulging, 44

Principles of carpentry, elementary. 143;
principles of levelling, 360, 279, 295

Priories : Kirkhanu 55 ; Lea-es. 78
Process for " ILung " drawings, 138
Progress of Art, 363, 380, 398, 410 ; progress

in sanitary matters, 44
Proposed new route to Ireland, 90 ; proposed

restoration of Exeter Cathedral, 460, 468
Protestantism and tUe conventional church

type, 85, 101, 127, 141,203
Public«liuildiugs, new, 346 ; public Buspicioiv
and South Kensington, 423

Publication Society, Architectural, 70, 164, 180
Pf HLICATIONS, NoTICKS OF :^
English Country Houses, 241
Iroumoiigers' Almanac, 161
Marvels of Architecture, 161
Memorials of Temple Bar, 161
Mural or -Monumeucal Decoration, 85, 67.

Our Domestic Fireplaces, !84
Picturesque Designs for Mansions, Villas.

Lodges, kc, 211
Report on Railways, Tramways, &c., for the

City of London, 161
Short notices, 253, 329
Street's Indian and Colonial Directory, 329
Supplement to the First and Second YAi-

lions of " Historical Memorials of West-
minster Abbey," 2

Trades' unions defended, 329
Tredgold's Elementary Principle) of Car-

pentry, 143
Yearbook of Facts, 181

Pupils and principals. 183
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RAKl'AELLK, »ork« by, 415
llailways : Kiist London, ZTi ; Madrus, 197

;

metropolitan, 253; narrow giu^e, 'Z'J7

;

North British, 297
Ransomc'a " General " joiner, 100

Rapidly drying timber, 186

Kecent improvements in building materials

and appliances, 244, aS8, 331
Reform Club, Manchester, 211

Reuderinc houses damp-proof, .155

Reports: Institute of Architects, 318; Rivers

Pollution Commission, 185
Re8erToir,Brad/ield, 71, 104
Restorations: Chester cathedral, 428 ; Cxetcr

cathedral, 466, 4C3
Restoring the ItHliun churches of London, 245,

27C
Results of the Inclosure Acts, 410, 430
Seticulated tracery, 69
Eievauli Abbey, 15

Rivers Pollution Commission, 185, 461
Road-rolling by steam, 390,405, 422
Robertsbridge Abbey, 115

Rochester: Castle, 108; Cathedral, 407
Rock-drilling apparatus, 422
Rolling roads by steam, 390, 406, 423
Roman art, 298, 320
Rome, notes from. 47, les, 199,287
Roof of the South London Palace, 361

Roofs (iron); Amsterdam Crystal Palace, 150

arched, 224, 242, 277, 29U; Bradford Good;

St.ltion, 49 ; Crystal l*aUce, Sydenham, 150

Derby Market Hall, 49,105; Kmg'a Col

lege, London, 282; King's Cross Station,

48,290, 307; New-street Station, Birming-

ham, 49; Royal Albert Hall, 151; St. Pan-

eras Station, 105; Victoria Station, Pinilico,

49; Winter Garden, Leeds, 151

Rooms, strong, 29

1

Rouget's *' fi.tative " process, 138
Rough sand and lime, 3^0
Royal Academy, 45, 67, 311, 351. S70, 388;

Royal Albert Hall roof, 151 ; Royal Architec-

tural Museum, 391 ; lloyal Commission on
Water Supply, 225; Royal Institute of

British Architects, 44. 8(i. 129, 103, 171, 212,

220, 245, 202, 318, 340, 399, 409, 419, 464
Riukiu's architectural criticism, 129

SALISBURY CATHEDRAL, 225
Samples of water, 225
Sand and lime, 346
Sanitary aspects of the Building Act, 226

;

sanitary progress, 44, 400 ; sanitary reform in

Bristol, 400
Schedule of charges of American architects,

329
Schools of Art, 85. 5S, 81, 9), 108, 139, 172,

236, 333, 381, 413. 457, 483
Schools at Stratford, 34
Screw piles, 200
Sculpture, monumental, 390

Sewage, utilisation of 22, 44, 80, 151
Sextant, the pocket, 187
Shop at Lingfield, Surrey, 109
Shop-fronts, 293,313. i*i
Short notices of hooks, 253
Shropshire castles, 405
Sistiae ceiling, Rome, 408, \^^

Sketchbook, Tnc Building New»,2«, 38, 56,

72, 99, 108, 211, 246, 262, 320, o40, 3»2, 413,

424, 450, 4117

Sketches at Conduit-street, 446
Soci^te del Architectea da Dupartement du

Nord, 450
Society of Arts, 127. 144, 161, 203, 208, in,
450 ; Society of British Artists, 257 ; Society

for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts. 46,

103, 221, ^55, 315,339,353 361, 380, .308,

410, 429, 483; Society of Engineers, 105;
Society of Painters in Water Colours, .335

South Kensington, mosaics at, 4; South Ken-
sington and public suspicion, 423 ; South
London Palace, 361 ; south metropohtan
water supply, 70

Southampton, font at, 235; Southampton
sewage, 22

Southern Thames Kmbankment, 07
Spires and towers. 146
Spriugings of spires, Caen, 413
Stability in towers and chimneys, S18
Stable-building, 413
Stables and farm-buildings at Egham, 352
Stained glass, 37, 64, 122, 124, 141, 165, 179,

IS), 205, 221, 23^, 272, 28S, 2«0, 306, 307,
318,383,425,411

Stairs at Crowhurst Place, 109
Stalls, King's College, Aberdeen, 216
State Capitol at Albany, New York, 6
Statues, memorials, &c., 37. 64, 124, 233. 254,

272, 270, 290, 307, SV8, 383, 425, 441, 460
St«am power and building operations, 24

;

steam road-roUiur, 390, 405, 422
Steel, strength of, 420
Stokesav Castle, 485
Stone, Victoria, 456, 482
Stonework of the Houses of Parliament, 192
Straightening high chimneys, 431
Stratford, schools at, 34
Street cleansing. 88; street paving in New
York. 178; street tramways, 19 J, 319;
street trees in Paris. 413

Strength of iron and steel, 420; strength of
Portland cement, 152

Strong rooms, 294
Suggestions from nature, 392
Summary of Raskin's architectural criticism,

129
Surface decoration, 212, 234, 251

SuRVEYOE, The—
Distribution and agricultaral use of town

sewage, 80

Enfranchisement of conyholds of inherit-
ance, 32, 69, 1 18

Improved surveyors' measure and tackle
case, IIS

Institution ot Surveyors, 17, SJ, 59, 61, 80
118, 165, 182, 227, 201, 291, 317, 337!
S49, 354, 884, 410. 430

Notes on the Inclosure Acts and their
results. 410. 430

Parochial assessments. 317, 337, 354
Plea for culture in the profession of a Sur-

veyor, 227, 261
Pocket sextant, the. 187
Principles of levelling, 240, 379, 895
Street cleaasing, 88
Theodolite, the, 31, 63, 83
Traversing, 337

TACKLE-CASE for surveyors, 118
Tar pavements, 478
Tcmpsford House, cartoon for, 37t
Thamss Embankment, 07, 220, 243
Theatres: Drury-lane, 304, 331, 318; new,

210; Vaudeville, 306
Theodolite, the, 31, 63, 83
Theory of the Arts, 257, 312, 389, 417 ; theory

of chimneys, 160, 198; theory and practice
of modern house painting, 88, 123, 137, 112
191, 278, 328. 336, 3«3

Three Cistercian abbeys of Yorkshire, 15, 36
Timber buildings of the middle ages, 46. 97

109, 131, 159, 197; timber, buviug, 291;
timber, drying, 180 ; timber, forces brought
to bear upon, 273; timber merchants and
the new Building Act, 334, 349; timber.
Northern, 86 ; timber, poor, 467 ; timber
trade review, 96, 255, 273, 291, 308, 334, 319,
367. 384, 403, 426, 442, 483

Toddington Church, 6
Tower arcade, Holyrood Chapel, 74
lowers: Amiens, 190; Holyrood, 74; Lycde

Napoleon, Paris, 190; Harolles, 56; S. Ger-
mains, Amiens, 190; St. Liii, Amiens, 190;
towers and chimneys, 318; towers and
spires, 146; towers and transepts, Peter-
borough, 320

Towle's grade and drainage level, 162
Town sewage, use of, 80
Townhall, Bradford. 132, 164
Tracery : Flamboyant, 3 ; Flowing. 69 ; Ogee,

69; Perpendicular, 3; Reticulated, 69;
Wheel, 69

Trade morality, 463; trade news, 39, 63, 81,
100, 126, 166, 172, 182, 206, 222, 239, 256,
271, 291, 310, 334, 350, 368, 395, 403, 443,
461, 481

Tramways, street, 21, 108, 190, 349
Transepts and towers, Peterborough, 320
Transfer of land, 233
Traversing, ;337

Treatment of sewage, 151
Tredgold's carpentry, 143

Trees in Paris, 413
'I'russed girders, 333, 407, 423
Tubular foundations, '297

Tumulus in Brittany, 97

UNION of Brickmakcrs. Manchester, 364
" Universal " joiner, PHrkinson's, 107
Use and abuse of imitations of <rood< aoil

marbles. 412, 410, 4.>9. 481 ; lue and abase
of ornament and colour, 439, i}«, 468 ; ose
of town sewage, 8^)

Uses of chimneys, 160, IDS
Using poor timber, 467
Utilijation of sewage, 22, 44, ISl

VARNISHES and oils, 181, 528, $18. 38J
Vaudeville Theatre, 305
Venetian glass, 31
Ventilating hospiUls, 200
Ventilation, i06
Victoria stone, patent, 456, 482
Victoria Station roofs, 49
Villa in 8. .James's I'uik. 43, 99, 142, 163
Voluntary Architectural Examination, iU

WALLS, bulging of. 44; walls, damp, 329;
walls, decoration of, 212, 211

Walton Manor, cottages at, 90
Warming hospit ils. 200
Waste ot labour in building. 300
Water-colour drawings at Dadler Gallery.
118; Water-colour Society's Kxhibitiuo..

Water rams. 253 ; witer samples. 225 ; water
supply and sanita-y matters. 2% .37. 64. 70,
99. lii. 165. 204, 221, 225, S:W, Ml,«7«,
290, 333. 348, 383, 423, 4M,itl,4»i

Waverley Station, Edinburgh, 997
Wcsleyan chapel at Alsager, 261
West window, Northampton, 407
Western India, modern architecture of, 431
Westminster Abbey, 3, 20
White lead, 191
Wheel tracery, 69
Wide-b.iyed churches, 352
Widening city streets, 26
Wigan Infirmarv. 172
William Burn, the late, 31S
Window at Nortliamp;on, 467
Window tracery: Flamboyant, 3; Flowing.
69 ; Ogee, 69 ; Perpendicular, 3 ; Relico-
lated, 69 ; Wheel, 69

Windows, decoration of, 262
Winter garden roofs, Leeds, 151
Woods and marbles, imitations of, 412, 41(V
459, 481

Work of art, an obscure, 223
WyUon, the late Mr. James, 23

YARMOUTH, S. James's Church. 8U
Yorkihire abbeys, IS

iFOn INDEX TO ILLUSTRATIONS, SEE NEXT PAOE.)
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Ctiiuejr-piera, N«voMBiii'i,g74
Chuanrr-ikan al Little Bruled, 110
Chanbn Add. 391; Amiens. l»t; Battenea,
»U, Bcllej llcalli, 44S; Cnmbcrwell, 43S

;

DanaiMitk. Uti; llailer, 301; UarUepool,
IM; K«itiiMaii.4l7;'Kiineote, 53; Lud-
loar, SOO; UuoUea. ii; Nearcaitle, 175;
NoctfcaaipliMl, 47"; UM Baaing, 285; S.
CamaiDt, 462 1 Ttxldintton, 13

CTi tai e oniaaaat, early, 2So
CWatara, Caatarbwy Catbedtal, 177
Clab, llaacbaal ef Kefocn, 215
ChtgarAbbejr.Tr
CoBva; Caalle, 188
Cottaga bnildinjt, Walton Uasor, 03
CatUfaa lot labwirer*. 3(9
Coreutrv. aucicnt buitdtaic at, 233
Cramp fur flmirioj;, Pniu's. 30
CroabT Hall nrnTt, 'i!(5. 437
Crovbarat eiact, K, lid, 1$3
Crown pott and beam at Minatcr, 207
CrojdoQ ralan^ mob at, 235, 37>

DABTUOUTn: Butler Walk, 823; New-
comm't Uauie, 371 ; porvli door, S. Saviour't
Cblircti, 282

Oeaina: Uridee at Lcedi, 151: I'lymouth
Guildhall, 113

Doon : /.del Cburcfa, 391 ; Bolton Abbey, 434
;

Rochcater Catlicdral, 472 ; Saffron Waldon,
V8 ; S. Saviour't, Dartmoulh, 232

DanbUne Catbedral window, 370

EARLY CL.VSSIC ORNAMENT, 230
Kcban, atablea and farm builduiga at, 219
femioB of arcade, Weatmioater Abbey, 28
Kllbain, roof at, 397
Kagliab medifera) timber buildings : Chimney

ibaft at Little Bruted, 110; Crowhunt
Place, 9;, 110, 133 i Door at Saffron Wal-
don. 98 ; Great Tangley Manor, 95 ; LouTre
at Barnard'* Inn, $8; Shop at Lingfleld,
Suney, 110

FAUM BUILDINGS at Egbam, 249 .

Finiatt ou ttalls, Ludlow CUnrcb, 300
Flooring cramp, Pain't, 20
Kouotaiut Abbey, plan of, 15
French towert, 191
front view of Bradford Town Hall, 136

GARDEN FRONT, Crowbnnt Place, 95
Generaljoiner, Ranlome't,.I06
(treat Cntober, Laaibetb Palace, 325
Great Tangley Manor, 93
OuildbtU, Plymouth, 113

BAILEY CHURCH, 301
Hallrooft: CroydonP«lace,379;Eltham. 397;
Hampton Court, 477; Igbtkam, 217; South
Wraili.ll, 313

Hampton Court roof. 477
Hartlepool Church, 184
Hoffmann Kiln, the, &
Helbora Viaduct pien, 19
Holyrood Chapel, 74, 214
Uooie, HevooDin'i, 374 ; IhooM in Oiford-
•Ure, 183

lOHTiIAU, Roof al, 217
Illnatrtliont of window tracery, 8, 75
mprored tarTcyora'nteainre and tackle cue,

Indian ornament, modem, 475
Inlrmary at Wigan, 174

Inner door of porch, Dartmouth, 282
Interior of Nunted Court, 267

JAPANESE ORNAMENT, 155
Joiners : rarkinson'a " Univertal," 107 ; Kan-

tome's ** General," lOG

KENSINGTON CHURCH, 417
Kiln, the Hoffmann, 5
Kimcote Church, Leicestershire, S3
King's College, Aberdeen, stalls at, 248

;

King's College roof, Cambridge, 419 ; Kijtg's

College roof, London, 263
Kirkham Priory, plan of, 55

LABOURERS' COTTAGES, 359
Lam beth Palace, roof at, 323
Launton, cottage at, 359
Leeds Bridge, 154
Lewes Priory, plan of, 77
Lingtield, shop at, 110
Little Braxted, chimney shaft at, 110
Louvre at Barnard's Inn, 98
Ludlow, stalls at, 300
Lyc6e Napoleon, Pans, tower at, 194

MANCHESTER Reform Club, 215
MaroHes, Church at, 52
Measure and tackle case for surveyors, 118
Mediceval timber buildings in England : Chim'
ney shaft at Little Braxted, 110; Crow-
hurst Place, 96, 110, 132; Door at Saffron
Waldon, 98; Great Tangley Manor, 95
Louvre at Barnard's Inn, 98 ; Shop at Ling-
Scld, Surrey, 110

Minster, chancel at, 207
Modern Indian ornament, 475
Mote House, Ightham, 217
Music Hall, South London, 358, 361

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, Stratford, 29
Nature, suggestions from, 395
Newcomin's House, 374
North transept, Westminster Abbey, 92
Nursted Court, 267

OLD B.iSING CHURCH roof, 285
Organ for Bombay Cathedral, 50
Ornament: Early Classic,23D ; Japanese, 165 ;

Modern Indian, 475

PAIN'S FLOORING CRAMP, 23
Palace, South London, 358, 861
Paris, tower at, 194
Parkinson's " Universal" joiner, 107
Payne's surveyors' tackle case, 118
Piers of the Holborn Viaduct, 19
Plans: Bignell House, Oion, 283; Byland
Abbey, 15; Charterhouse, 177; Clugny
Abbey, 77; Fountains Abbey, 15; Kirk
ham Priory, 65 ; Labourers' cottages, 359
Lewes Priory, 77 ; Rievaulr Abbey, 16

,

Robertsbridge Abbey, 116 ; St. Alban's
Abbey, 157

Plymouth Guildhall, 113
Porch-door, Dartmouth, 283
Presbvterian Church, Camberwell, 435
Priories: Charterhouse, 177; Kirkham, 55-
Lewes, 77

'

Proposed infirmary at Wigon, 174

RAMS, water, 258
Rantome't "General" joiner, 106
Reform Club, Mancheiter, S15
Rievaulx Abbey, plan of, 15

Robertsbridge Abbey, 115
Rochester Castle, 112 ; RocUester Cathedral,
473

Roofs: Bedlington, Durham, 217; Crosby
Hall, 285. 437 ; Croydon Palace, 286, 375

;

Eltham, 397 ; Hampton Court, 477 ; King's
College, Cambridge, 419; King's College,
London, 262; Lambeth Palace, 326; Mote
House, Ightham, 217; Old Basing Church,
285 ; South London Palace, 861 ; South
Wrailiall, 345; Westminster Hall, 803;
Westminster School, 455

Room at Croivliurst Place, 132
Rooms, strong, 291

SAFFRON WALDON, door at, 93
Schools, Stratford, 29
Second premiated design for Plymouth Guild-
haU, 113

Section of ancient building at Coventry, 833
Sedilia, S. Germains, 452
Shop at Lingtield, Surrey, 110
South-east view of Toddington Church, 13
South London Palace, 358, 361
South Wraihall, roof at, 345
Spires, Caen, 342, 416
Stables, Egham, 249
Stairs at Crowhurst Place, 110
Stalls

:
King's College, Aberdeen, 343 j Lud-

low Church, 300
State Capitol at Albany, 10
Steeple Aston, cottage at, 359
Stoup and Sedilia, S. Germains, 453
Stratford, schools at, 39
Strong rooms, 294
Suggestions from nature, 395
Surveyors' measure and tackle case, 118

TACKLE-CASE for surveyors, 118
Tempsford House, cartoon for, 377
Timber buildings of the middle ages : Chim-
ney shaft at Little Braxted, 110; Crowhurst
Place, 95, 110, 132 ; Door at Saffron Waldon,
98; Great Tangley, 95; Louvre at Barnard'a
Inn, 98 ; Shop ut Lingfield, Surrey, 110

Toddington Church, 13
Tower arcade, Holyrood Chapel, 71
Towers; Lyc6e Napoldon, Paris, 194; Ma-

roHes, 52 ; Peterborough, 322 ; S. Germain,
Amiens, 191; St. Lui, Amiens, 194; St.
Nicholas, Newcastle, 175

Town HaU, Bradford, 135
Tracery, window, 8, 75
Transepts: Peterborough Cathedral, 33!!;
Westminster Abbey, 9Z

UNIVERSAL JOINER, Parkinson's, 107

VIADUCT PIERS, Holborn, 19

WALTON MANOR, cottages at, 93
Water Rams, 258
Weslcyan chapel at Alsager, 205
West doorway, Rochester Cathedral, 472
west window, Northampton, 470

Westminster Abbey: arcade at, 28; north
transept, 92

Westminster Hall roof, 303
Westminster school roof, 455
Wigan Infirmary. 17-i

Window tracery,"8, 76
Windows; Dunblane Cathedral, 378; 8.

Peter's, Northampton, 17u
Wraihall, roof at, 315
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ARCHITECTURE AND ENGINEERING
DURING 18G9.

AEClIITKCTUIiK.

ONLY a few important works were in-

augurated during the year just past, but

many which date their origin from a period of

greater enterprise liave either been brought to

a successful completion or else been consider-

ably forwarded towards that issue during the

course of the last twelve months. Neither

architects nor engineers can fairly complain of

a lack of opportunities fitted to test the skill

and talent now possessed by either profession.

Although England has not witnessed^ in its

metropolis or in its provinces such gigantic

strides in the direction of progress or change

as have been fostered under the Imperial

hot-bed system in Paris, or even in the sub-

ordinate towns, as Marseilles, we are not sure

that with less haste there has not been almost

equal speed attained, and, though somewhat

silently, yet very surely, London is becoming

quite as thoroughly transformed under our

eyes, as Paris is under those of our neighbours.

Even now, to a spectator standing upon either

of the West End bridges, nearly all the more

prominent structures which meet his view

are such as he may have seen in course of

erection ; and though, if he have any archi-

tectural feeling or knowledge, he must find

much therein to wound his sensibilities, yet he

cannot but acknowledge that upon many

of them individually, and certainly upon

them collectively, is impressed a character of

boldness not altogether unworthy of the

age. If he seek for unity of style, he

will indeed be woefully disappointed. At

the same time there is an entire absence

of that monotony which so painfully charac-

terises the cotemporary French works, which

are perhaps more equally and academically

correct.

In Ecclesiastical architecture—which we
nanie first, as in it alone at the present day the

display of some sort of artistic character is

considered essential,and tlierefore it is the best

fitted toafford agauge ofour architectural capa-

bilities—London hasnotreceived many very re-

cent additions of note. Mr. Scott, whose works

are still far in advance of those of any of his

compeers in quantity, if not in quality, but

whose restorations at least are a favourable

feature of the age, is bringing to a close that

most Interesting one of the Chapter House at

Westminster, and in the provinces is pro-

ceeding with those of the Cathedrals of Salis-

bury, Gloucester, "Worcester, Lichfield,

Chester, S. Asaph, and S. David, and the

Abbey at Bath. Works of still higher impor-

tance, as involving large additions to the

Cathedrals of Bristol and Llandaffi, have been

conducted by Mr. Street and Mr. Prichard,

and in Ireland, Mr. Burges is still proceed-

ing with his new cathedral at Cork, while in

Scotland that of Inverness, by Mr. Ross, has

been finished, and opened.

S. Barnabas Church has been completed at

Oxford by Mr. Blomfield, and a short time

Bince we favourably reviewed it as a novel

experiment. The restoration of the noble

church of S. Nicholas, Great Yarmouth, is in

progres.s, a large portion now being rebuilt by

Mr. Seddon ; and the chancel of a new church

dedicated to S. .James, almost upon the satne

colossal scale, has just been erected m the

same town by the same architect, who has also

in hand the rebuilding of the east end of S.

Nicholas, (irosmont, one of the finest churches

in Monmouthshire, and the restoration of the

quondamCathedral Church at Llanbadern,near

Abeiystwith. Cruydon Church and S. John s

College Chapel at Cambridge are other of Mr.

Scott's important works, an S. Margaret s at

Liverpool is of Mr. Street's. Bolton Churc.i,

by Mr. Paley, the Roman Catholic Pro-Cathe-

dral at Kensington, by Mr. Goldie, and S.

Luke's, New Kentish Town, by Mr. Champ-

neys, are all worthy of notice.

Of educational buildings, perhaps the most

important are the Keble College at Oxford, in

a somewhat startlingly-polychromatic style, by

Mr. Buttcrfield, and the Glasgow University,

by Mr. Scott, the additions to Balliol College,

Oxford, and to Gon villa and Caius College,

Cambridge, by Mr. Waterhouse, the Clarendon

Library, by Mr. Deane, and the New Dulwich

College, by Mr. Charles Barry. Most of these

are vast and costly buildings of unquestionable

merit, though various in degree; we fear,

however, they will fall sadly short of the quiet

and satisfactory character of their less pre-

tentious medieval prototypes. The University

ofLondon, by Mr. Pennethorne, is an ambitious

and praiseworthy work, of considerable origi-

nality, in the Italian style, in which sculpture

forms a large elemeat, possibly somewhat m
excess of what is prudent, since its seated

figures in armchairs and bare-headed statues

would seem better suited to the interior than

the exterior, in our climate and atmosphere.

The middle-class schools at Bedford, by Mr.

Peek, the Wesleyan College at Headingley,

near Leeds, and the new Charterhouse Schools,

by Mr. Ilardwick, may also be named as other

important educational establishments of recent

Of charitable institutions, perhaps the most

useful are those whicli provide thelmuch-needed

dwellings for the artisan and poorer classes,

such as'thoae to which the late Mr. Peabody

devoted so large a portion of his wealth. A
block of buildings, erected from the designs

of Mr. Darbishire for the trustees of that fund

in Westminster, has recently been opened,

and Mr. Seddon has built another on the estate

of the Bishopric of London at Fulham, and

also has commenced an orphanage for sixty

children for Mrs. Tait, upon the private estate

of the Archbishop of Canterbury at Broad-

stairs. Again, S. Thomas' Hospital, of which

Mr. Currey is architoct, forms a stately range

of buildings, extending from Westminster

Bridge to Lambeth Palace, immediately oppo- ,

site the Houses of Parliament.

Although the rage for building speculative

hotels has"received a check not otherwise than

salutary, yet the great Gothic hotel and ter-

minus of the Midland Railway near King's Cross,

by Mr. Scott, and that by Mr. Waterhouse at

Liverpool, if the last, are certainly not the

least among their gigantic compeers ;
to the

completion of the former we look with inte-

rest, as an experiment in the application of

the Mediaeval style to the most practical re-

quirements; the latter, we regret to say, is of

too nondescript a character to excite the saine

feeling. Far better than either is the massive

pile constructed as the Great Northern Hotel,

at Le ds, by the Messrs. Hadfleld and Son, of

Shefticld.

Manchester has its Town Hall in progrew,

and we hope it will prove the chefd'auvre. at

Mr. Waterhouse ; while Liverpool has its muni-

cipal buildings just finished, a stately struc-

ture by Mr. Robson, and its Exchange is ap-

proaching completion, from the designs of Mr.

Thomas H. Wyatt. Sir M. D. Wyatt also

has exhibited lately several works that he has

in hand, most notable among which, but very

open to criticism, is the interior of the India

House.
Messr.«. Banks and Barry are engaged upon

their home for the several learned societies,

which is intended to form the fag.ido towards

Piccaddly of the triple group occupymg the

site of Burlington House and grounds, ot

which the goodly range of new galleries ot the

Royal Academy form the central portion.

Steadily also are being carried on the

several structures which are to embellish South

Kensington, but their extent is so large that

their progress is necessarily slow ; but ere long

we shall have in the Albert Hall, the Albert

Memorial, and South Kensington Museums, a

group of buildings of which any capital might

be proud, and they are now rendered acces-

sible from all parts by the girdle with which

the Metropolitan Railway is connecting the

City with its suburbs.

The limits of our space warn us that it

must sufiice but to name the street leading to

the Mans-.oi.-house, already dignified by Mr.

PAnson's Bible Society's establishment, and

the Metropolitan Meat Market, in Smith-

field, by Mr. Horace Jones, to show that

neither architects nor engineers have been

idle during the year 1869 just closed, and

are not very likely to remain so during the

new decade to which 1870 a.d. has introduced

us. We look forward with hope that it may

be not less distinguished by the erection of

the proposed New Law Courts by Mr. Street,

as well as by many other works in which art

may be an equally prominent feature, and

though many circumstances doubtless press

upon the nation the necessity for caution m
expenditure, we trust that such may not be

unduly exercised in matters in which the

civilisation and the welfare of the people are

more concerned than politicians are often wont

to allow.

ENGINEERING.

HAD the year 18G9 nothing else to boastof

but the opening of the Suez Canal to the

trafticot the world, it would be more than sufti-

cient to gild with glory its declining days, and

render itmemorable in history. The enterprise

may be justly regarded as the chef d'a-uvre

of the bygone year. There are, however, some

others that are not witliout importance and

value, that cannot be passed over in silence.

A p-lance may be directed towards the under-

takings partly in prospective, and par^y ">

operation on the coast of Holland, ihe

Dutch have always been considered as e-toeJ-

leut hydraulic engineers in their own particu-

lar line which consists mainly in counteracting

the perpetual endeavours of the sea to recover

its ancient territory. Not content with main-
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taioiilj Ibrir suprrmary orcr the billows,

Aty esaiemplata works on a bolder ncnlr,

aod h«T« ealled in the awMtaacc of Mr.
n«wk«h«w to MMble t)MS to pot their projects

into •z«««tioa. la Uw matter of docks, some
Ktife aaoaat of work has been done at home;
•omc of the LoodoD companies haTing foiiud

it imperatirc upon them to incroi.<c their ac-

mmixwtoiHUi tor atoiage, and the lierthing ofwgoiay wda. Awons ihe priuoipal cx-

>§!» of tkii deaoription is the aiddiiion

«aa» !• Ike WMt lodia Docks.
It eaanot be said that the railway system

kaa rreeivtd, in the Old World, at least, aity

eoaaidenhle derelopiuent within the last

tw«lT« WHrths. So nr as any extension of
the Ftwo|ieMi ritmu towards the frontiers of
Am is eoooeraed, notUio<; has boon accom-
pliabed, and the more remote Oriental regions
aie still in i<(noranoe of steani looomotion.
Certainly abort lines have been constructed in

TatioM Darts of the Continent, but these are
PfindpaUy similar to the few opened at home,
loop or tie lines, snd wiiuJd never have
Mne into existence but for the previous con-
traetioB of otbcr routes. Passing into the
Kew World, there is undoubtedly a lino that
aerita leoognitioa and approval. The Central
Ffeciflc travecMS for upwards of 3,000 miles
the chequered lanibcapie lying between Sew
York and San Francisco. The journey is one
incessant repetition of succeeding civilisation
and barbarum. fn>m the houses of the
settler* to the hunting ground of the Indians
u bat a step for the locomotive, and on© has
baivly time to realise the romance that is

attached to the prairie and the forest, befoi«
the conotry aastimes another phase less savage
and rude. As a great national artery of
lataroommnnication, the Pacific line is un-
liralled, not only in its extent, but in the
almost incredibly short ptriod of time in
which it waa constructed. Perhaps the less
that is said about its actual construct ion the
bett«r. American ideas on these matters are
not onrs, not to mention that a system of con-
straction may answer admirably in a new,
undeveloped country, which would be per-
ieetly iotulerable in one like our own, where
the comfort of the subject is so carefully
Attended to. The large use made of timber,
he unmenae quantity that exists in America,
and the facility with which it can be rendered
•railable for the porporc, are substantial
nMonafor the railways of the New World
BOi poMOMiog those elements of durability
•ad solidity which are to be found in those
dflUBcd on a totally different principle.

Unfortunately for one of the most prominent
works which the past year gave to the public
as oompieted, some mismanagement or incom-
petency on somebody's part prevented 1869
from witaesaiog the II..lborn Viaduct a
finished structure. A bridge in which the
pedoatids of iu supporUng columns evince
ootward visible signs of deterioration and
dism:egration cannot bo ckssed among tlie
oomnkted works of the year. It ought to be,Mi U Mnot From the street to the river is
Wit a ahort leap, and ctrUinlv the former, so
far as obstroctions are concerned, has not
much the advantage of the latter. For five
long years have pUcs, scaffolding, timbers,
fii.lcrf. and other ob»Ucles impeded the
wattrway m the vicinity of Blackfriare, not
to allude to those hidcouj wooden erections
on the up stream side of CharingKiross bridge
whjdi belong to the defunct Waterloo and
Whitjdull subfluvial tramway, if nothing is
done by thu company toward* the resuscitation
of iU affairs and the progress of the works
before next June, tlie river must be cleared

^ the impodimenU referred to. Now thstNew Blackfriar»-bridEO is opened to the public
• very short time will sufljco to clear
fty ioc temporary acceswricj that con-

tnbated to lU erection. The wooden
Mrnctare between the new bridge and that
of tlie Ix>ndon Chatham and Dover Uailway
ia £Mrt disappearing under the united efEorto
of bammeni, bars, wrendies, shear-legs, SK?"

and levers of all description:;, and soon not a
vtstigo of it will remain. Cotemporaneously
with the improvements iu our thoroughfares,

streets, and buildings, considerable exertions

have been made to rondor the banks of the

Thames alou^ its metropolitan course worthy
of I ho fine river that flows between them.
The completion of the Southern Kmbankmont,
anil the now road running from Westminster
to Vauxhall-bridge, will vastly improve the

value of property on the Surrey side of the

Thames. This desirable event will beaccom-
plisheil not only by the broatl avenuo opened
up into South Lauibcth, but also by the de-
molition ofa whole nest of friglit ful slums which
extended along the bank up the stream from
Lambeth Suspension Bridge. ^Vith three
works so nationally important as the Viaduct,
Embankment, and Bridge, opened for the
public use, and servinc as ornaments to the
metro{X)li.'i, the year 1869 has done more for

the utility and beauty of London than many
of its predecessors. It is true that it has not
been possible within its limited period, to re-
establish professional and business transactions
on the same scale upon which they existed
before the year 18C(), but this is not to be
wondered at. An evil that has been accumu-
lating slowly aud imperceptibly, but no
the less surely for years upon years, is not to

be removed in a twelvemonth. But although
it is not altogether removed, it is ameliorated,
and it is not it mere surmise, but a valid ami
well-founded expectation that confidence will

be speedily restored, and that with the past
year will be buried all those fraudulent
schemes and insolvent speculations, which are
dangerous to the wise, and snares to the
foolish.

WESTMINCTER ABBEY.*

THE Dean, in his preface to this supple-
ment to his former work, explains its

purpose to be the correction and addition of
matter pointed out to him by critics and others,
and justly states that, " It is only by such in-
formation that a work touching on so many
Eoints of English history and art can be
rought to anything like the correctness

which the subject requires." IIo also adds
that " other additions have been made from
the constant appearance of fresh objects of
interest in the Abbey." A great many new
and interesting illustrations have also boon
added, and the 178 pages thus compiled, form
no moan volume in themselves, and one
which certainly no possessor of the work to
which it is an addendum should be without.

From its necessarily miscellaneous contents,
many gleanings of value to the aichiicctural
student may be extracted. In plate 1 we liave
representations of five of the bas-reliefs from
the frieze of the Shrine of Edward the Con-
fessor, which have an intense though rude
dramatic character. " The Remission of the
Dancgelt," stored in very ordinary casks

;

" The Pardon of the Thief," who is engaged
in rifling the iron-bound treasure clicst, while
the king is quietly watching his nefarious
proceeding from his bedstead in the back-
ground

;
" The Shipwreck of the King pf

Denmark ;" "The Visit to the Seven Sleepers"

;

and " 8. John and the Pilgrims," are all
quaint, if commonplace delineations of facts,
or what the simple faith of those times deemed
to be such, in a style wliich we could wish
was used in our day to chronicle passing
events worth chronicling, of which we have
no lack.

At page 7 wo are told to read, " The Coro-
nation Chair, doubtless standing where it now
does, but facing, as it naturally would, west-
ward, was then visible down the whole church,
like the marble chair of the Metropolitical .See
at Canterbury, as when it stood in its original

. ti.
"^"PP'cmcnt to the Klmt and Second Editions of

lliatorlcal Memorlala of WoatmlDnter Abbey.' " ByAarnoB I'ersiivii Btaklev, D.U., Dean of Wcnt-

position at the east end of the cathedral.

When the Abbot sat on this royal chair on
high festivals, it was for him a seat grander
than any episoop.il throne. The Abbey thn.s

acquired the one feature needed to make it

equal to a cathedral—a sacred chair, or
Cathedra." In Plate 3 we have a view of this

a ncient relic, and also of the Shrine of
Edward the Confessor in its present sadly
de>poiled and mutihated condition. It would be
well if in a future edition could be added, byway
of contrast, a reiircsentalion of it restored to

its pristine splendour, such as Mr. Burges has,
by Ilia research and imagination, already por-
trayed it.

In the 5th and Cth plates are given, to a
scale Buflicient fairly to represent them, a por-
tion of the Chantry of Henry V., and the
helmet, shield, and saddle of that monarch,
which still remain suspended over his tomb.
Xlercly as picturesque vignettes, follow sketches
of the monuments of Sir Francis Vere and of
Chaucer, and then a plate showing that to
Mrs. Nightingale. With regard to the latter,

the Dean quotes the following absurdly lauda-
top' p;issagefrom " Wesley's Joiirnar' :

" Mrs.
Nightingale's monument has not been praised
beyond its merit. I once more took a serious
walk through the tombj of Westminster
Abbey. What heaps of unceasing stone and
marble ! But there was one tomb which
showed comraon-siMise : that beautiful figure

of Mr. Nightingale endeavouring to shield his
lovely wife from Death. Ilcre, indeed, the
marble seems to speak, and tiie statues appear
only not alive." Now that the proprieties of
monumental sculpture aro better understood
than when that passage was written, and such
vapid sentimentality is out of favour, we
should have liked to have seen this extract ac-
companied by some judicious and qualifying
remark of the Dean to direct public taste to
take a more reasonable view of the monument
in question.

In plates 10 and 11 we have picturesque
views of the Cloisters, showing the entrance to
the Chapter House, and the interior of the re-
stored Chapter House itself, and in page 59 wo
are told " That over the entrance to tlie

Chapter House, significant ef the purpose of
the edifice, was a picture of the Last Judg-
ment. The vast windows, doubtless, were
filled with stained glass. Its walls were
painted in the reign of Edward IV., by a con-
ventual artist. Brother John, of Northampton,
with a series of rude frescoes from the Apoca-
lypse."

As regards this alleged rudeness of the
paintings, we set such a value upon their faded
fragments, and consider them as possessing
so high an intrinsic merit, independently of
their antiquarian interest, that wo trust no
attempt will bo made to supersede them by
any less rude modern work, and glad indeed
shall we be if the painted glass which is about
to lill the glorious old framework of the win-
dows be in any degree consistent and har-
monious with these ancient decorations on the
walls.

At page 61 wo read that " A few arcades
and pillars mark the position of the ancient
hall and chapel of the Infirmary, which here
as elsewhere, has been absorbed into the
modern ciipitular buildings. The chapel, of
which the proportions can be imagined from
the vast remains of the corresponding edifice
at Canterbury, was dedicated to S. Catherine.
This, rather than the Abbey Church itself,
was used for such general ecclesiastical
solemnities as took place in the precincts."
At page GG we have tlie following interest-

ing information about the work of decorations
of the interior :—" In the close of the fifteenth
century we can see the conventual artist hard
at work in beautifying the various chapels.
Their ceilings, their images were all newly
painted. An alabaster imago of the Virgin
was placed in the Ciiapel of S. Paul, aiid a
picture of the dedication of the Abbey. Over
the tomb of Sebcrt were placed pictures, pro-
bably those which still exist. Then was added
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the Apocalyptic scone, round the walla of the

Chapter House. Then we read of a new ser-

vice book, higlily decorated and illuminated,

and presented by subscription from tlie Abbot
and eight monks. As the end draws near,

there is no slackening of artistic zeal. The
Abbot was more devoted to the work of de-

coration and repair than Islip, and of all tliC

grand ceremonials of the Middle Ages in the

Abbey, there is none of which wo have a fuller

description than that one which contains

within itself all the preludes of the end."

A communication, by Mr. Poolo, in pages

117 and 1 18, relative to what is called " The
Middle Tread," will bo of interest to our

readers. This was a central course of stone

running along each walk of the Cloisters,

having squares placed diamond-wise on either

side of it, and a course of square stones

against each wall.

Mr. Poole says :
—" The same arrangement

of diamonds and squares is yet distinctly

traceable in the two ambulatories, and in the

two aisles of Henry's VII.'s Chapel. . .

These middle treads may have been service-

able in guiding the processions of the clergy.

In the nave and its aisles there must have
been similar patterns. ... In the recent

restoration of the pavement of the north aisle

of the choir, and in the adjacent western aisle

of the transept, the feature of the 'Middle
Tread' was just distinguishable; and under
the direction of Mr. G. (i. Scott, the architect,

it was carried out in the new floor."

The ICth plate, representing the Monu-
ment of Henry VII., with the entrance to the

tomb below, as seen on opening the vault in

1869, from a drawing by George Scharf , Esq.,

is clearly and well given, and is interesting
;

as also are the woodcuts in page 142, of some
marble fragments of a frieze of Torregiano's

"Matchless Altar," that were discovered

during the same exploring operations carried

on in the royal vaults, the stone coffins and
contents of which, now that modern curiosity

is satisfied, will, we presume, ever more rest

in peace.

Even this careful supplement, we believe,

does not exhaust the list of discoveries made
in the precincts of the Abbey down to the pre-

sent time, and will need to be again
supplemented in its turn, but we feel sure that

the interesting labour thus entailed upon the

Dean will not exhaust his praiseworthy
enthusiasm, and we look forward with con-

fidence to his being enabled, with the assist-

ance of the same coadjutors to whom he
repeatedly refers, to render his valuable work
as complete and reliable an account of all

the " Historical Memorials of Westminster
Abbey," which it is in the power of the pre-

sent age to collect. John P. Seddon.

ILLUSTRATIONS OP WINDOW
TRACERY.

(^Continuedfrom page 417.)

FLAMBOYANT TBACERY.

FLAMBOYANT tracery is much more
common on the Continent than in this

country. In fact, it might be said, if we
were to speak very strictly, that there is no
purely Flamboyant window in all England,
although the principle is very often seen to

affect a composition, and to mingle very
freely, even to a predominating extent, both
with flowing and geometrical patterns. The
true idea of Flamboyant tracery is the pro-
longation of the mullions in waved lines. It

may bo distinguished from flowing tracery by
observing that while both of them are con-
tinuations of the mullions, the flowing pro-
duces figures which give us some idea of in-

dependence of the mullions. In the true
Flamboyant style this notion is lost, and in

following the lines of the tracery the eye per-
ceives simply and solely a prolongation of the
mullions with foliated spaces between. This
gives a_ very stiict and intense unity to the
composition. There are no void spaces, no

sub-arcuation, no centre-piece, no subordina-

tion or predominance of any particular figure

or figures ; all is equal, all well balanced,

and, as Mr. Freeman, indulging in a bit of

Ruskinism, observes, it " might almost

suggest the late watchwords of the nation

among whom it attained the greatest preva-

lence, and a Flamboyant window be deemed
an architectural exposition of Liberty, Equality,

and Fraternity." To this ho will per-

haps allow us to add that the general flame-

like effect of the whole composition forms a

lively image of what resulted from that nation's

premature attempt to enforce the said doc-

trines. We must refer our readers for illus-

trations of the ty])ical French Flamboyant
windows to those at Haifleur and S. Germain
Pont Audemar, represented in Rickman's
"• Gothic Architecture," pp. 424, 425. We
give, as 'an English example, the window at

Bolton Abbey (see fig. 54). In this the prin-

cipal lines of the tracery follow curves, of

which it is hard to say whether they belong

to the flowing or Flamboyant style, and form
three Flamboyant figures, each of which is

fiUed with four others. Some of these sub-

ordinate forms, however, approach nearer to

the reticulated type, and forbid the classifi-

cation of the window as pure Flamboy-
ant. A mixture of the same kind is to

be found in every English Flamboyaat
window that we have observed. In fact,

Flamboyanoy, which on the Continent at

once assumed a distinct and decided form,

was here scarcely more than a modification

of the reticulated, influenced to a greater or

less extent by the prevailing continental

fashion. Thus the very fine five-light window
at Sloaford Church, shown in fig. 55, exhibits

several figures of a purely reticulated pattern,

others being so elongated as to assume a

Flamboyant form. There is also in this

window an evident tendency to maik the

arcuation of the lights, in the muclij less

distinctivejmanner peculiar to the Flamboyant
style. The fusion of the reticulated and
Flamboyant ideas is also very strikingly

marked in the large four-light window at S.

John's, Jersey, shown in fig. 56. Hero a
quasi-reticulatcd pattern is filled up with a
Flamboyant version of divergent tracery, the

foliation, however, being at the lower end.

The vertical lines in this window show a
tendency to the Perpendicular, which finally

became the prevalent style in this country,

and held its ground until the pen'?d when pure

Gothic architecture fell into the long slumber
from which it has awakened only during the

present half- century.

PERPENDICULAR TRACERV.

We have before noticed that the Flamboyant
and Perpendicular styles have a common
characteristic of the tracery being merely a
prolongation of the mullion. In the former
the lines are wavy, in the latter they are straight.

This leads to a further common characteristic,

namely, that the only possible tracery in both
styles, when in a pure state, is the foliation

of the intermediate spaces. A piu'e Perpen-
dicular window is not tlierefore capable, like

those in the Geometrical, and flowing styles, of

challenging attention, as the chief feature

of a building, by the variety and magnificence
of its details, but on the other hand its forms
are so simple and so easily treated, that the

designer, if he is content to confine himself to

the style in its uncombincd purity, can hardly
fail to attain a very respectable mediocrity,

because it opens no door for the indulgence of

tasteless and incongruous vagaries and com-
binations. Regarded from this point of view
it bears some analogy to the Early English,

which also consists of very easy repetitions

and combinations of very simple forms. The
flowing style, except the reticulated variety,

should not be attempted by any but a designer

who has thoroughlymastercdall its peculiarities.

Sir. Petit (as quoted by Mr. Freeman) believes

that it was the introduction of the Perjjendi-

cular style, and the simple and easy way in

which its oniaments, iu perfect consistency
with the peculiarities of Gothic, might bo
multiplied to an almost indsfinite extent,
which saved Gothic architecture in its deca-
dence from utter debasement. Another pecu-
liarity of tlio Perpendicular is tliat it permits
of the erection, so to speak, of ranges or stages
of tracery. Wo are no longer confined to the

mere pyramidal figure which must influence

the other styles to a very great e.\tent.

Tlie peculiar simplicity and beauty of the
style is seen in the fine five-light window
from Swinbrook, Oxon, shown in our illustra-

tion (fig. 57). Here the foliation of the figures

across the centre of the arch gives the idea of

a foliated transom. In other cases a plain

transom is introduced, and supermuUions rise

above it, originating a new stage of the
tracery, when the window is said to be super-

mullioned. The tracery is also sometimes
commenced below the spring of the arch. In
this case and several others it is very common
to group several of the lights together by
the lines in the tracery forming another arch
in the head. This produces a very pleasing

variety, and creates spaces which are often

filled with quatrefoils of reticulated figures.

In the east window of Rnshden Oliurch,

Northants, there are three foliated lights in

the lower part of the window, but at a con-

siderable distance below the head these are

each subdivided into two stages of two foliated

lights, each giving, two stages of six lights,

wliile in the head the tracery again forms
the three lights of the lower part, the

apex of the arch being occupied by two
smaller foliated perpendicular figures sur-

mounted by a quatrefoil. Subarcuation is

used as a means of introducing a very great

variety in Perpendicular windows. In some
cases the sub-arches will spring from the

centre mullion without any complementary
lights, in which case it is evident that the

number of lights must be even. In others

they spring from the mullions on each aide of

the centre, leaving a complementary light.

These arrangements bear a very close analogy
to the arch tracery of the previous styles, and
they afford the opportunity for the introduc-

tion of many figures of the Geometrical,

reticulated, or other patterns. Another variety

of Perpendicular has received the name of
alternate tracery, wliich is, where a tracery

bar rises from the crown of the separate

lights, but none from the muUions. It may
be considered, on the whole, the most graceful

of the varieties of the Perpendicular. It has
less opportunity for richness and variety in

the lines than the supermullioned, but has far

less stiffness and monotony. It has the same
general effect as the reticulated, the same
uniform expansion over the whole design, and
the same difficulty with regard to the imper-
fect piercings or spandrels. Fine examples of

this style are to be seen at Rochester
Cathedral and at Towcester. Windows in

this style are occasionally subarcuated, and
it is also used in combination with super-

mullioned tracery. Another variety of Per-
pendicular has received the name of panelled

tracery. Its title to the name of tracery is,

however, somewhat doubtful. It is formed
by a simple continuation of the mullions alone,

without any bars springing from the head of

the lights, and as nothing springs from the

apices of the lights, it almost necessarily

follows that a transom sliould be thrown across

at that point, otherwise the unfinished appear-

ance of the arches unconnected with anything

would be intolerable. This renders it impos-
sible to draw any distinction between a

transom across the tracery and a transom
across the lights, and more especially where
the tracery commences below the spring of

the arch—the general effect is to lead us to

practically estimate the number of lights at

double its real amount. The style is, however,

so unsightly that examples of it in a pure

state are extremely rare. The only one cited

by Mr. Freeman is at Clent, in Staffordshire,

and of this he is somewhat doubtftil.
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A more intereeting variety of Perpendicular

window* »re those which were fonueJ during

tlM transition from the flowing style. The
principle of the Peq>cndicular, existing also

in the flowing, the two styles melted and

commingled iu the most harmonious and
natural manner, llie different varieties of

Um flowing tracery suggest Perpendicular

ideal m naturally, that in proportion as they

man completely realise their own ideas, the

other was more completely included. The
atrong reaemblance between reticulated and
PwpeadicuUr forms, of which we have before

MKen, may be taken as an illustration of

tnia remark. In a five-light window at

Tewkeebuy, we see the union of these two

stylas, and the steps by which one naturally

led to tb« other. The lower part of the

traeenr next above the lights is filled with

reticulated forms, while the space in the head

b occapied with the straight-lined figure,

foliated at each end, peculiar to the Perpen-
dicalar style. It was but a slight step from
this to the distinctly alternate I'crpenaicular

style. Another form of Perpendicular develop-

ment was from the ogee tracery. This took

place from the natural tendency to draw
vertical lines from the apex of tlie ogee arches.

This tendency is vcrj* visible in a window from
Cambridge, shown in fig. 56, which is an
entirely transitional window, containing many
vertical lines, but not tbe other peculiar

Perpendicular forms, the inter\-ening spaces

being filled with reticulated figures having

even a Flamboyant tendency. Another fine

transitional example is shown in fig. 59, which
represents a five-light window in the chancel

at Kislingbur^, Northacts. This window
tHaowa a row of alternate piercings, filled with

Perpendicular patterns, above a row of quatrc-

foils. In the window at Tewkesbury, shown
at fig. CO, we see also a combination of Per-

pendicular with reticulated and divergent

tracer)-, the primary pattern being a two-light

reticulated. Traces of arch and foil tracery

mav also be discovered in the Fenestella.

Perpendicular tracer^' may bo combined
with the Geometrical style as well as with the

flowing, in so many different ways that

daaaification and description are almost

impoenble. The combination is mostly effected

by filling up a primary pattern of one kind

with a secondary one of another. But great

care is required in effecting these combina-
tioiis, as a Geometrical or flowing figure

thmat carelessly into the midst of an other-

wise Perpendicular design has a most unnatural
effect, and, on the other hand, one or

two vertical lines may entirely destroy the

good effect of an otherwise decorated com-
position.

MISCELLAXEOUS WIDOWS.

If tracery be defined exclusively as origi-

nating with the lines of the millions, the

figures described in circular windows can
hardly be called true tracery. Yet that they
are traceried figures it is impossible to doubt.
Circular windows, with elaborate piercings,

existed even in Norman architecture, and arc
found bearing all the peculiarities which dis-

tingnisbed the successive styles described in

tbe foregoing remarks. In fact, the circular

piercing wafl developed into a distinct form of
window before the introduction of the pointed
window with tracerj". Tliev were at first

simply foliated, and afterwards, in the Geome-
trical style, would be filled either with a
number of foiled circles round a central one,
or a series of foliated figures, radiating from
a centre circle, as in fig. 66. In the flowing
style we have some very beautiful circular

windows, of which we represent the ex-
tremely splendid example in the south front
of Lincoln Cathedral (sec fig. 61). This is in

no sense a rose or wheel window. The
tracerj" has no reference whatever to a central
point. The outline is formed by two vesica:

and tlieir spandrels, being an arrangement
somewhat analogous to subarcuation in a
pointed window. The tracery is extremely

licautiful iu itself, suggesting the idea of

natural leafy forms, but being without the

steui, which would be found in the muUion of

a pointed window, wo cannot say—beautiful

as this window is by itself—that the flowing

idea is the most adapted to circular windows,

in which we judge that the arrangement

should always bear reference to the central

point.

Wo next present four examples of trian-

gular windows. Fig. 62 is a window at

Gaddesby, the tracery of whidi consists of

three spherical squares doubly foliated. Fig.

63 is a rather unusual design, occurring at

Catworth in Huntingdonshire, which is an

adaptation of wheel tracery. Six snokes

diverge from tlie centre, and are carried into

the sides and angles of the window, the whole

spaces between being trefoiled. Nos. 63 and

64 are two triangular windows from Carentoa,

which give examples of the adaptation of

Flamboyant tracery to the triangular shape.

All these figures may bo found among the

subordinate figures of more elaborate com-
positions.

Fig. 66 represents a window at Milton

Malsor, occupying a square space, but in

which the mam figure consists of a wheel in

which eight spokes diverge from the centre.

The spandrels are open and foliated.

Square-headed windows are often filled with

tracery in the various styles. We can, how-
ever, only represent one two-light window
(see fig. 67), which is filled with very beautiful

tracery of a mixed divergent and convergent
character, divided by a vertical line in the

middle. In some cases this vertical line is,

however, omitted. Flat-headed windows are,

howover, far more common in the Perpendicular
than in any other style.

The last class of window which we shall

notice is that having a straight-lined arch.

They are principally found in belfry and spire

lights ; and the tracery is usually of the most
simple and unpretending kind. Flowing
tracery properly so called is seldom found,
either in these windows or in clerestory

windows. A two-light reticulated design is

as much as we generally find, even in the
latter position. The belfry and spire openings
however of our ancient churches, from their

peculiar nature and extreme simplicity, often
present very favourable opportunities for
studying the Early styles in their greatest
purity. In fig. 68 we give an illustration of a
straight lined window arch at Stanwick, which
is filled with a mixture 'of reticulated and
wheel tracery, and in fig. 69 we show a window
at South Kilworth, in which the design is

Geometrical, with an unfoliated pointed oval
filling up the space in the head left above the
circle.

With these illustrations we must close our
remarks upon window tracery for the present.
The subject is a most extensive and interesting
one, and our illustrations might be multiplied
almost indefinitely. It is, however, doubtful
how far it is advisable to treat upon this and
like topics in an exhaustive manner, if that
were even possible. The principal value [of

its consideration will be found in its suggcstive-
ness, and if enough has been said to explain
and illustrate the peculiarities of the leading
varieties of the vanous styles, so as to enable our
readers to enter into their spirit and reproduce,
with life and soul, the beautiful forms of which
they are capable, we shall have fully attained
the object of these remarks.

THE SOUTH ICENSINGTON MOSAICS.
rpHE Pall JUall Gazette says :—" The plan
*- proposed by the Science and Art Depart-
ment for the historic illustration of the art of
mosaics has ha<l an unfortunate commencement.
Ths fac-shnllc copy from ' The Fignrc of the
Good Shepherd seated amongst his Flock,' which
has reached South Kensington from Ravenna,
the authorities of the Museum decline to exhibit,
on the pica that the replica is badly executed.
Thi.s famous mosaic, in the mausoleum of tbe

Empress Galla Placidia, of a date as early as

the fifth century, was rightly considered by Mr.

Cole and Colonel Scott specially worthy of re-

production. Accordingly, a commission was
given to Salviati and Co., who arc entrusted by
the Italian Government with the restoration of

the mosaics in S. Mark's, to make a copy of the

original ; and we arc in a position to state that more

than oiilinary pains were taken to secure accuracy.

It so happens that in Ravenna resides a trusty

mosaicist, trained at the Papal mosaic establish-

ment in Rome, and of late years employed by

the Government of Victor Emmanuel to guard

and to keep in repair the much dilapidated mosaics

of Ravenna. This man wa-s engaged to execute

for ovm Government the copy now in London, and

the way in which he went to work was as follows.

He made on the face of tbe original a coloured

tracing, which is now iu our possession. This

sketch, which is of the nature of a working draw-

ing, was executed not only to secure truth iu

general outline, but minute literalness in detail

;

it is, in fact, a ca.st as well as a sketch, for the

indentations on its surface indicate the number,

size, and disposition of the tesscrie or cubes of

which the mosaic is constructed. In Italy we were

told that Mr. Cole rightly deemed such details

essential to the value of the historic series which

the public may still hope some day to see com-

plete. The mosaicist, in obedience to his instruc-

tions, proceeded step by step with caution ; living

on the spot, he was able once a day, or oftener,

to correct his copy by a visit to the original, and,

moreover, Salviati's director made a journey

from Venice to Ravenna in order to verify the

replica ere it was sent to London. Why the

result has proved unsatisfactory to the authorities

at Kensington it is not easy to explain, save on

the supposition that they expected a mosaic of

the fifth century to be as smooth, clean, and pretty

as the ceramic works which the Department pro-

duces and puts up now in the nineteenth century.

The making of this copy has led to the restoration

of the original. The Italian Government, on
hearing that |England possessed the only existing

facsimile of an invaluable work, which might any
moment fall down from the wall and be destroyed,

were moved with so much envy that they actually

scraped together a little money to secure itshetter

safety. A few weeks since we saw a man and a
boy on scaffolding busy on renovations, which a

photograph in our possession shows are under-

taken scarcely in time, for parts of the mosaic

are, in fact, not mosaic, but patches of paint to

disguise dilapidations. And we are sorry to add
that this pernicious practice of rubbing in colour

with a brush has been fatal to other mosaics in

Ravenna and Venice."-
THE ACCIDENT AT ABBEY MILLS

PUMPING STATION.

AT the last meeting of the Poplar District

Board of Works, the surveyor reported

the damage done to the neighbourhood owing to

the bursting of the air-chamber at Abbey Mills

pumping station, referred to in our last. Mr.
Sadler, a member of the District Board, contended

that the Metropolitan Board had made a most

I

glaring mistake in providing a single air-chamber

I

at the pumping station for the eight engines

I which had been erected there. There should

I have been at least two air-chambers. The
I
kitchens, gardens, and the lower parts of a large

i proportion of the houses have been flooded with
' putrescent and offensive sewage matter, which on
subsiding leaves a deposit which would bo most
detrimental to the health of the neighbourhood in

summer weather. Mr. E. R. Cook, representa-

tive of the Metropolitan Board, deniedjthat that

body was to blame in the matter, and said that

the construction and arrangement of the works
met with the full approval of the first engineers

of the day. However, a large cast-iron plate

had been construe ed, and would be fixed in a
day or two in such a manner as would enable two
of the permanent engines to be got to work at

once. With reference to the future, he thought
the Metropolitan Board, with the experience thoy

had had, would not again trust their eggs to one
basket, but would most probably make another
outlet and divide the engine power between the

two, giving four engines and one air-chamber to

each.

Proposed New Park for Mauylebone.
— It is proposed to form a new park for the
borough of Maijlcboue. The site is at Hamp-
steod, and an Inhabitant, Mr. David Tildcsley,

has offered to contribute *I,000 towards the cost.
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LIME-BUnNISO.

IN a former article I endeavoured to exijlain

the nature and manufacture of lias-lime,

and although I specially stated that my aim

was not to describe limo-kilns, I have been

taken to task by a con-espondent in the last

issue of TuE Building Nkws for not pointing

out the merits of an invention of which he is

the joint patentee. My non-mention of the

Hoifmann kiln did not arise from ignorance,

for I am fully aware of the many advantages

which it possesses, but even if it had been used

for burning lias (which up to the jiresent time

I believe not to be the case), I can see no rea-

son why I should have treated of it in those

remarks which were directed to the material

and not to the manufacturing api)liances.

My intention was to have explained the chief

feature of this invention under the head of

lime-burning, and in reply to Mr. Wedekind
1 may take this opi)ortunity of so doing.

I have already pointed out the diiference

between tunnel-burning and flare-burning,

and before commencing any reference to

special forms of kiln, I may still further sub-

divide the methods of calciuation by distin-

guishing between what I may call the vertical

and the horizontal systems. The vertical

system of calcination, which may be carried

out either as a tlare or a tunnel process,

consists in exposing a column of chalk to

the action of a vertical flame and updraught.

Including as it does, therefore, all the old-

fashioned kilns in the country, this may be

called the old plan of burning. On the hori-

zontal system on the contrary, which is the

new plan, the flame and draught are conducted
in a horizontal direction through the material

to be calcined. This plan also may by special

appliances be carried out in kilns either on
the flare or tunnel principle, or on a combina-
tion of both of these methods.

Limekilns themselvi smay likewise bedivided
into two classes, namely, continuous or draw-
kilns and intermittent kilns. Draw-ldlns are

those which after being once started are kept

continuously at work by drawing otit the lime

when properly burnt by means of draw-holes at

the lower part of the kiln ; the chalk and fuel in

the case of tnnnel-draw-kilns being introduced

through apertures in the upper part. Or, in

some more recent forms of draw-kilns on the

flare principle, fires burning in the walls of the

kiln are made to operate upon a constantly

descending column of chalk added to at the

top and removed when bmrnt from the bottom.
Intenuittent kilns are those which after being
filled and biu'nt either as tunnel or flare kilns

are allowed to cool in order that the lime may
he removed and a fresh charge introduced.

Intermediate between these two classes come
certain forms such as Hoffmann's kiln, which
may be characterised as a compound inter-

mittent kiln, and others which will be noticed
in due course.

In investigating the relative merits of these

systems the points to be considered may be
briefly stated as follows :—1. The quantity of
lime acted upon at once. 2. The mode of
emptying and filling the kiln. 3. The quan-
tity of fuel employed for a given produce of
lime. 4. The wear and tear upon the kiln.

5. The quality of the lime ; and, 6. The
facilities of working. Many of these items
are of course dependent one upon another, and
it will not in all cases be possible for me to
consider them seriatim.

The kilns in use throughout the country for
the purpose of producing tunnel-lime may be
arranged under two heads, namely, those open
at the top and those that are covered in with
a dome or cone. Open kilns conical or cnp-
shaped in section and provided with an aper-
ture at the bottom for tlie removal of the lime,

being by far the most common form, and in

such kilns as these wo get the minimum result

from a given quantity of fuel. If we consider

these kilns under the various lieads we have

arranged for our analysis we find that firetly

—The quantity of chalk exposed at once to

the action of the fire is never more than from

five to eight feet in depth by whatever may
be the area of the kiln. In draw-kilns of this

form when jjlaced against the side of a hill

we get probably the most favourable conditions

for supplying, loading, and emptying the mate-

rials, as the chalk is wheeled in upon the level

at the top and descends by the gradual removal

of the lime to the lowest level, when it is

carted away. The filling consists in simplv

pitching in basketfuls of chalk together with

the necessary amount of fuel, and as the top is

uncovered the workman can disjjose them in

exactly those positions where they are re-

quired. The emptying or drawing of the kiln

is efllected by merely opening a trap in the

bottom, when the lime " runs" or falls mechani-

cally into the carts or other vehicles for its re-

moval. By covering in the top we at once

effect a saving in fuel by keeping in the heat,

but we do away with the facilities for evenly

distributing that fuel among the materials to

be calcined. The cone enables us to obtain

a greater depth of chalk under operation at

one time, by increasing the up-draught, but it

involves certain evils which I shall refer to

further on. The fuel consumed in such kilns

as I have been describing varies, of coui-se,

greatly with the nature of the chalk or lime-

stone, but it may be assumed to average 30 per

cent, by measure, of the raw stone. In this very

simple form of kiln, especially when it is used as

a draw-kiln, we have probably the least amount
of wear and tear, but when employed on the

intermittent system the alternate expansion

and contraction is very fatal to the linings,

which are generally of fire-brick, and become
speedily cracked and drawn in at that part

where the maximum heat is obtained, namely,

within about a couple of feet of the usual

surface of the. chalk. The quality of the re-

sultant lime in this kind of kiln is open to the

objections I pointed out in my fonner article,

but although the coloiu- is indifferent and the

use of the chalk in comparatively small lumps
Ls involved, the lime is generally very evenly

burnt. Perhaps in the last particular, namely,
in the simplicity of the operation of lime-burn-

ing, this kind of kiln takes the highest rank.

On the continuous system any workman can
fill in three baskets of chalk to one of coal and
draw out so many bushels per diem, and skilled

labour is entirely avoided. When burnt in-

termittently the plan of arranging the

alternate strata of coal and chalk is so simple

that the burners cannot get wrong, and the

kiln burns itself off without any attention

whatever. I may therefore briefly sum up the

advantages and evils of the oldplanof tunnel-

burning on the vertical system as follows :

—

Advantages—great simplicity in the operations

of burning, filling, and emptying, and little

wear and tear of kilns. Evils—waste of fuel,

small quantity of chalk operated upon at one
time, and impure and discoloured lime.

I now pass on to tunnel-kilns in which the

chalk is burnt on the horizontal system which
I have called the new plan. I may take by way
of example the form of kiln patented by Hoff-
mann for effecting this object, as, although
several patents have been secured, HofiBmann's

kiln is the only one which has as yet proved
successful. To comprehend aright the action

of this invention in its simplest form, I must
refer to the accompanying diagram. As will

be seen, the general plan of the kiln is circular

or annular with a central chimney-shaft a,

sunounded by a smoke-chamber b. The kiln

may be divided into twelve or more segments
by movable partitions or shields formed of

wrought-iron plates as shown at c, and at the

floor level of each of these compartments a flue

as seen at e is taken into the central smoke-
chamber. 6. Each of these flues may be opened

conical plug-shaped damper nitnated over the

aperture of the flue in the bottom of the sraoke-

chamber b. The form of the kiln is a con-

tinuous, low, waggon-vaulted passage having
projecting piers to receive the wrought-iron

divisions which form the compartments. This

kind of kiln of course necessitates the employ-
ment of a lofty chimney to establish a snfii-

ciently powerful draught. This general de-

scription will I trust,together with the diagram,

be sufficient for a comprehension of the mode
of working. In the diagram the compartments
7 and 8 are represented as under full fire : No.
1 is being filled and No. 2 emptied ; Nos. 3,

4, and 5, are cooling down previous to being

drawn; and Nos. 9, 10, 11, and 12 are being

dried and gradually wanned by the waste
heat carried forward from the compart-
ments undergoing full firing. The atmos-
pheric air needed to support the combustion
of the fuel passes in at d No. 2, and from thence

through the compartments 3, 4, and 5, and
while it assists in cooling them down, it takes

up a great portion of their heat. By the time,

therefore, that this air reaches the part where
the burning is taking place it must doubtless

have acquired a very high temperature, and
thus be in the most favourable state for com-
bining with the gases fiom the coal. The fuel

for this kind of kiln should bo in a finely

divided state, and m.-y consist of small coal,

breeze, or a mixture of these materials with

sawdust or dried tan. It is introduced by means
of numerous small apertures through the crown
of the vault, and falls into vertical fireplaces

fonned in the chalk or material to be calcined.

As will at once be seen, if I have succeeded in

explaining the action of the kiln, we have here

a plan of burning far superior in all respects

to the old method, and one which can only be

spoken of in terms of the highest approbation.

I will now analyse its working under tho

difiEereut heads I have selected for this puipose.

The amount of the chalk which is subjected at

one time in the HofEmann kiln to the direct

action of the fires is very great and approaches

the maximum quantity possible. For in my
diagram, if the fires in the 7th and 8th compart-

ments are in full work, the heat from them is

acting upon all the chalk between this point

and the end of the 12th compartment, where
the products of combustion quit the kiln by
means of the flue e. Thus, on examining tho

condition of this part of the kiln, which is

easily done by removing the covers of tho

feedholcs, we should probably find the chalk in

compartments 9 and 10 at a dull red heat and
cherry red respectively, although no fuel had
been introduced, and before reaching the flue

e the heating value of the fuel would have

become exhausted. No heat is thus lost,

either in the cooling proctss or in what may bo

termed the smoking process, and we must there-

fore give Hoffmann's patent the pre-eminence

in this respect. We have next to consider the

method of filling and emptying, and here the

patent kiln presents several difficulties. I have

mentioned that the fuel is supplied through open-

ings in the top of the kiln and falls into fireplaces

formed in the material. These fireplaces are

to any extent or entirely closed by means of a simply circular shafts about 12in. in diameter,
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•Dd re»iuire «o he carefuUv disi>08ed nuder the

faad-hotw. Furtiier, in order lu facilitate the

dm^kt tkroagk w la^ a quantity of stouo,

Imi wra raqniraci in the material. These lines

•n Iwilt op and arched over in rubble chalk-

work : liter mnxt be carefully put together, or

thev niav wllanse in the firing and greatly

iaierfviv with the draught. It requires, tiiere-

foK, ikilM laboor to attend to these various

deuik, and none but a good workman can

pack the arched vault quite closely, to do which,

Mbas to throw npthe latter iiortionof thechalk

WTwal test above his head ; when the com-

|iartiiMBt M tiled, the do«ir has to K> bricked-

>p aad plastered over with clay. Tlie drawing

.ofcourse.becommenced' until the lime is

OMitlv cool for one to enter the kiln, but at

Ifcabft. ttiiiriir very warm work. From the con-

laad tfmee in which the material is enclosed,

•ad the cnat draaght, and conse^^uently fierce

Iwat whielt is occasioned if the dampr is not

properly attended to, the lime sometimes gets

•o clinkered together that it has to bo cut out

with crow-bare, but this ought never to occur

in a kiln which has been |>ro))erly managed.

The fuel Wing kept away from tlie larger

portion of the material to lie calcined, a con-

aidenble |>art of the lime, if carefully picked,

might |Mb>K for flare lime, but the process, as

at present carried out, cannot be properly called

flare-burning. I understand that hre-clay retorts

hare been specified to keep the fires quite apart

from the contents of the kiln, but I cannot

believe tltis would be found to succeed. The
qnantitv of fuel used is very small, and the

saring nas been stated to lie fully 60 [ler cent.

of the amount of coal bnnied on the old plan,

aad small coaj and slack Wing substituted for

good round coal, still further reduces the cost.

A point which has not received suflicient

attention in lime-burning, appears to n)e to

interfere more or less with tlie proi)er action

of tlie fires in these kilns. The carbonic acid

gas given off both by the lime and the fnel is

all carried forward through the more advanced
fires, and sometimes so checks the combus-
tion, that they can only be kept alive by
Beans of a powerful draught. Another matter
«4iidi is a serious evil in tliis plan of burning,

h that the steam driven off by the heat in the
hotter parts of the kiln is again de|)osited in a
condensed form at the very place where tlie

tone is undergoing the drj-ing process, previous
to being burned, and in brick-kilns, this point
often occasions much difficulty. But even
with these objections, which have lieen partly
morided against in a much more complicated
kiln recently patented, the saving in fuel is

rery great. In treating of the wear and tear of
the kiln, we can readily see that, althoiigli in

one respect a continuous kiln, Hoffmann's
patent has all the disadvantages of an inter-
mittent kiln, namely, the liability to damage
by alternate expansion and contraction, and
being of an annular fonn, the expansion takes
place in a specially destructive way, occa.sion-
ing cracks m the outer wall, and great strain
ujion the arched roof. In point of durability,
it cannot take a very high rank, and its cost in
the first instance is jproriortionately very great.
The lime in a well-managed kiln is very

nnifurm and good, but I am told that it takes
a long time to get into the way of working
the fires and floes, to ensure this result, and that
in some places much core is always mixed with
the lime, but we must judge the invention by
iU success only. Under the last head, namely,
the facilities of working, I need not say much
in addition to what I have already stated-
skilled labonr is required in the filling, and
most careful and constant attention in the
firing. The fuel is fed in in such very small
qnantities, that the stoking of the fires may be
said to be periictual, and the heavy damjiers
and iron lortitions entail considerable trouble.
Id fact, the kiln needs quite an army of men
to manage it, and even if there is in its
vicinity a steady and uniform demand for lime
all the year round, it can only be employed by

i^Jlfr*""?'" ^'^ """K* ""y "f business.
Sotwitbttaiidfflg tlieae objections, it is doubt-

less, out and out, the best lime-kiln now in use,

and for a given quantity of fuel, produces

more lime of good quality tlian any patent

proce.ss at work in this country. My account

of Hoffmami's patent has occupied so much of

my space, that I must reserve my remarks on

flare-Kilns for another article.

Gilbert R. Redgrave.

TODDINGTON CHURCH.

THE Church we illustrate this week is being

erected in place of an old but almost

wholly modernised church in Toddington-park,

b etween Clieltenham and Kvcshani. It is being

built at the sole expense of Lord Sudoley. In plan

the church insists of a navo 66ft. X 23ft. ;
chan-

cel, 40ft. X 20ft. 3in.; south chapel, 10ft. X 21ft.;

north ohapjl, 5ft. x 2rift. Vestry on the north side

of the chancol, and a tower and spire 22ft. square,

»nd south porch. Tho north chapel is erected to

receive a very large monument with recumbent

effigies of tho first |Baron Sndoley and his wife,

erected some time since by Mr. Lough, as well

as other monuments of the family. This chapel

is groined with a stone vault of two bays, the

chancel with one of three bays, and the south

chapel and tower are also groined. The nave

is to have a rich oats roof. The walls are faced

with wrought stone inside as well as out, and are

of unusual thickness, so as to admit of fine depth

of mouldings everywhere. Most of the walls are

srcaded iatemally, and a sparing one is made in-

side of polished lias shafts. Very great pains aro

being taken with the mouldings throughout the

building. There will bo but little carving, but

the mouldings are unusually rich and varied.

The whole of the work is being executed under

the direction of Mr. Price, Lord Sudeley's clerk

of the works, and without the assistance of any
contractor. The designs are all made by Mr.
George Edmund Street, A.R.A., of 14, Cavendish-

place, Cavendish-square,

THE ATNEW STATE CAPITOL
ALBANY, N.Y.

THE site of this building, of which we give a

double page illuatration, is very commanding,
being about 170 feet above the level of the Hud-
son, and has an area of ten acres. It is bounded
on the south by State-street, and on the north by
Washington-avenue, 100 feet in width. Theland
foiling off rapidly to the north, south, and east,

this building, with its high walls, still higher
pavilions, turrets, and towers, will appear to great

advantage. In the exterior composition of the

design there is a general adherence to the style of

the pavilions of the new louvre of the Hotel de
Ville of Paris, and the elegant hall or Maison de
Commerce recently erected in the city of Lyons.
Without servile imitation of any particular
example, tho architects have endeavoured to pro-
duce a composition in the bold and effective spirit

which marks these moat admired specimens of
modern civil architecture.

The terrace which forms the grand approach to

the east.or principal front, will form an item of
striking architectural detail, nowhere we believe as
yet attempted on such an extensive scale, at least
in America.
The exterior is 290 feet long north and south,

and 390 feet east and west. Tho floor immediately
above the level of the plateau of the terrace will
be entered through the porticos on Wa.shington-
avenne and State-street, and through the carringe
entrance under the portico of tho east front.
The fir.st or main entrance floor will be reached
by a bold flight of steps on the east front leading
to the Loggia or Hall of entrance occupying an
area of 60 feet by 74 feet, and 25 feet in height.
Commuaicating directly with this hall are two
grand staircases which form tho principal means
of communication with the second and most im-
portant floor. On the left of this hall are a suite
of rooms for the use of the Governor and his
secretaries and military staff. On the right are
rooms for the Secretary of State and Attorney-
General, with corridor leading to the Court of
Appeals.
On the second or principal fl.isr will be placed

the Senate and Assembly Chambers, and the
Stale Library, all of which (in elevation) will
occupy two stories, making 48 feet of height.
Rooms for the committees and other purposes will
also be placed upon this floor. The Senate
Chamber will lie 75 feet by 55 feet on the floor,
with a gallery on three sides of 20 feet in width.
Tho Assembly Chamber will be 02 feet by 75

'*u' °u i*"*
"'""'' """'"'ndeil by a similar gallery,

which in both Chambers largely increases the

areas of the upper portion. The Library wi
occupy the whole of the east front of these tw
stories, and will be 283 feet long and 54 fet

wide. This will be the most attractive room i

the building, and perhaps in the world. Itslarg

area and lofty proportions, its views toward tb

north, east, and south, overlooking the city, an

bringing in the Valley of the Hudson and i'

western slope for miles in each direction, wi
make it a favourite place of resort at all seasoi

of the year.

The main tower is G6 feet square, and aboi

320 feet in height. In the centre of the buildin

will be an open court of 137 feet by 92 feet. Th
court will be a grand and attractive featur

being treated in the same manner as the exteric

fronts, and will no doubt ultimately have ii

fountains, and be surrounded with statuary. Tl
plans of the foundations have been prepared wit

great care. The entire structure will weig

150,000 tons J but the great inequalities in tl

heights of the various walls, and the distributic

of the enormously heavy fire-proof floors, an

roofs sometimes laden with deep snows, brie

very unequal weights upon the parts of tl

foundation adjacent to each other, and withoi

this great care they would settle unequally, an
crack the walls, as is so frequently seen i

modem private, and even in many of our publ;

bnildings. The stone foimdation of the wal
commences on concrete, and is made of larg

blocks of close-cut limestone of from two to si

tons weight, laid in regular courses, the first oi

of nearly the width of the concrete, and each sui

cessive one narrowed by offsets, until tho wall i

contracted to the width necessary to support tl

superstructure, arranged so that they will aifoi

an equal bearing on each side of the line of tl

centre of gravity of the walls and the weigh
which they are to sustain. The work has bee
carried on with very rapid progress. The con
missioners appointed for the erection of th

building are Messrs. Hamilton Harris, John '\

L. Pruyn, O. B. Latham, James S. Thaye
Alonzo B. Cornell, William A. Rice, Jam(
Terwilleger, and John T. Hudson. The arch
tects are Messrs. Fuller and Ijaver, of Albany, an

Mr. W. J. McAlpine is the engineer.

OBITUARY FOR 1869.
1869. Age

Jan. — Goodall, E., Artist Engraver ... 76
„ 3 Nystriira, A., Swedish Architect 75
„ 5 Smith, Geo., Architect 86
„ 10 Huet, P., French Artist 65
„ 15 Ellis, Sir H., Antiquarian 91
„ 18 Aahpitel, A., Architect 62
„ 26 Newton, Sir W. Miniature

Painter to the Queen 84
Feb. 13 Martineau, R., Painter 43

„ 18 Webb, Rev. J., Antiquarian ... 93
Mar. 5 Teiment, Sir J. E., 65
„ 9 Boileau, Sir J.P. Arohffiologist... 74
May24 Worssam, S., Inventor and

Maker of Sawing Machinery —
,, 30 Jewitt, O., Artist Engraver ... 69

June 10 Hurlstone, F. Y., Painter, Presi-

dent of the Society of British

Architects 68
„ 15 Hesse, N. A., French Artist ... 74
„ 28 Todd,Rev.Dr.J.H.,ArchffiologiBt 64

July — Richardson, E., Sculptor 57
„ 13 Farthing, W., Curator of Archi-

tectural Exhibition —
„ 29 Jukes, J. B., Prof. Geologist 58

Aug. 1 Crawford, W., Painter 44
„ — Warner, Chas. (senior partner of

the well-known firm of J.

Warner and Sons) —
„ 2 Roebling, J., American Engineer 53
„ 18 Hotchkiss, American Artist 35

„ 26 Leys, Baron, Belgian Artist 54
„ 30 Lamb, E. B., Architect 03

Sep. 26 Foggo, Geo., Painter 76
Oct. 24 Hebert, Pierre, French Painter 65
„ 28 Bruce, J. ArohsBologist 67
„ — Borel, M., Chief Engineer of

Works of Suez Canal 48
Nov.— Hinde, J. H., Archajologist 64
„ 30 Challoner, C, Liverpool, Timber

Merchant 79
Dec.— Good, H., French Architect 88
„ — The Oberbaurath Langhaus,

German Architect 89
„ 15 Tenerani, Roman Sculptor 81
,1 — Lead, Leonard, Artist in Pottery 82
„ — Launitz, German Sculptor 74
„ — Creswick, T., Artist 68
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PORTERS LODGE

THREE CISTERCIAN ABBEYS OF
YORKSHIRE.

YORKSHIRE abounded in minsters of the

great Cistercian order. Its rich meadows
and sechided valleys, sheltered by wooded
hills, and watered by clear streams, offered

homes to the recluse and farmer monks of an
order which loved secluded sites. Among the
most lovely of English abbeys may be men-
tioned Rievaulx and Fountains (two of tlie

grandest yet surviving, even in ruin), whilst
Kirlvstall, Byland, and Roche still present
many features of the highest interest, and the
more scanty remains of SaJlay and Jorvaulx
are picturesque in decay.

There are some very remarkable peculiari-
ties in the two former buildings ; both
require little more than a roof to enable tlie

renewal of holy offices within their deserted
walls. Rievaulx, in its magnificent choir,

presents tlie rare, perhaps the unique, feature
of a vast triforium, and huge flying buttresses
which beyond a doubt enclosed lateral chapels,

as in continental examples ; its axis also

deflects from the English system of orienta-

tion. Both in height and features it bears the

impress of its original builders from France.

Fountains offers also the fragment of a
galilee at the west end, narrow as a Byzantine
narthex, like one at Byland formerly ; a superb
eastern transept which contained nine altars

;

and a tower attached to the north wing of the

great transept. Kirkstall, a daughter of

Fountains, shows how its choir was arranged
before its reconstruction. Abbey Dore like-

wise had an eastern range of five chapels
;

Byland ended in a beautiful arcade of five

arches opening into the easternmost bay or

processional path ; Croxden gloried in a
coronal of five polygonal chaiiuls ; and
Beaulieu, built on the model of Pontigny,
terminated in a superb apse and processional

path ; but all these trespassed on the normal
type of the Cistercian minster. Purness also

had a western tower, and Abbey Dore pos-

sesses a tower attached to the south wing of

the trangept.

But the ideal of a Cistercian church em-

braced a long nave, a dwarf aisleless choir,

a low central tower, and a transept divided

into two or three chapels in each wing. In

many cases the choir screen was erected

athwart the nave, three bays from the cross-

ing at Kirkstall, Jorevalle, and Netley, and

originally at Fountains, although it was subse-

quently placed at a space of only one bay

distant from the crossing. There was no

eastern Lady Chapel, as all minsters of the

order were dedicated to S. Mary.

The conventual buildings were usually on

the south side of the church, the exceptions

being at Tintern, Ford, Buildwas, Dore, Jlel-

rose, &c. The refectory ordinarily stood north

and south, as at Beaulieu, Fountains, Rievaulx,

Jorevalle, Ford, Kirkstall, Croxden, Tintern,

Netley, and Byland. Circumstances of site

probably determined the exceptional position

of east and west. On the west side of the

cloister there was usual ly an enormous range

of building consisting of a cloister in two

alleys, and a lay brother's dormitory and guest-
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honso, in ooe line above it. .\t Kountiiins it

«M called tbe New Cloister, and no doubt was
indispeiisable in winter, as (lie Cistorciiui

' loialm ganh WHS enclosed w-iili only a poiitice

rv<of cairied on timber post;$. OoojuiiouaUy

• large jwd or alvpe ioterreued l>etwoeu this

iMiga and the onbter wall, as at Buildwa:!,

Bc«idi««, and Dora, indicatin!; its dcstina-

tioo aa a eweeUwMe ; whiUt »t Fouiitiiin!;

extenial ataus erected over the porter's ludge

enabled gaaitc to arrive witboat dieturbiag

the monaatic order, and a passage as at

Xc-tlcy, ncaaUou, nud Jon^aulx, commuai-
ited'with the south aisle of the narc.

The r^edary was not unfreqncn tly 8ub-

dirided oy ranges of piUan. There were
three alleys at ^vaolz and two at Fountains,

and it would aeeu that the dormitories were
ofiaa airaaged in a sin:ilar manner. The
cong waally tww eastward of the dormitory.

Tte kitclien is generally on the co^t side of

the reCgetory, and the butteries arojplaced on
the west of it

Tbe 9hhoe$ homte was usually on the cast

side of the donnitorr, consisting of a great

ball and cha|)cl, kitchen, and domestic ad-

icucts, and may bo traced^ at Jorvaulx,
Fountains, and Buildwos.

At Kirkfrtall there was a foreiuic parlour,

like atteeaont, or slype, which corresponded to

similar chambers ' or alley's at Worcester
(Benedictine) and Kirkham (Austin Canons),
for communication with tradespeople, serv'antj",

and guciits. At S. Gall, in the ninth cen-
turr, it was called also the vestibule.

The choir was originally but of one span, as

at Foroess, Ford, Boyle, Melrose, Kirkstall,

Bnildwas, Valle Cnicis, and Roche, or was of

two bays as at Merevalc, or three bays, as at

Jorraolz, Byland and Tintem, or of four bays,

as at Netley and Warerlcy ; but this gradual

elongation yields in size to the eastern ends of

Croxden and Beaulicn, the five bays and
nine altars of Fountains, and the three bays
and doable processional .path of Dore, the
seven bays of Rievaolx, or the nine bays of

The ckapftr keute was divided into alloys,

two at Kirkstall and three at Beaulieu, Sallay,

Netley, Croxden. Tintem, Fountains, Jorvaulx,
Bnildwas, and Valle Crucis. It had three

bays at Valle Cmcis, Fumess, Bnildwas,
Netley, ftwr at Kirkstall, Jorvaulx, and Tin-
tem, five at Sallay, and six at Fountains.

Usually the $aerUty intervenes between
the chapter house and south wall of the tran-
sept ; and not nnfrequently there \i&treiaunt,
or small chamber which served probably as a
lc«ser regular parlour, and aumbry for the
cloister library between it and the east alley

of tbe cloister. At Buildwos, Tintem, Foun-
tains, and Jorvaulx it is a chamber southward
of tbe chapter house ; but it occurs in its

ordinary position at llievaulx, Beaulieu, and
Croxden

; the enter recesses of tlic chapter
house at Fumess probably served the same
pnrpoee.

The transept was divided into eastern
cbapela in each arm—three at Kirkstall and
Waverley, two at Roche, Jorvaulx, Fountains,
Kievaulx, Merevale, Valle, Crucis, Byland,
Tintem, Croxden, Netley, Boyle, Melrose, and
Sallay, bat only one at Dore ; whilst at Fur-
ness, there were three in the northern wing,
and a single altar in tbe south arm.
Tbe dormitoTy normally occupied the east

side of tbe cloister eztendmg over tlie sacristy,
cfaaDter bense, slype, and a long vaulted range
of diambcra subdivided into a parlour and a
day room or calefactory provided with a fire

place ; a flight of stairs led down into the
traowM through the library, which was often
over toe chapter home.

_
With theae oli«crvntions, which have been

etven more in detail in my " Sacred Archa;-
togy," I jwococd to give a short account of
• recent riait to tbe three famous Cistercian
Abbejrt of Yorkshire— Iticvaulx, Byland, and
Foostains. Tlie teroiid of these is easily
reached frum Coxswold sUtion, and the third
from Ilijion ; btrt tbe But is somewhat inac-

cessible. It is three miles from Ilelmsloy,

which again is distant from Qilling station

about five miles ; an omnibus forms a rare

accommod.ition, as it only goes from Helms-
ley early in the morning, and returns late in

the evening. A letter addressed to Mr. John
Wright, landlord of the best inn at Ilelmsloy

(and a very comfortable hostelry it is), will,

however, provide a carriage at Gilling Station.

.\ very pretty drive it is, skirting Duncombo
Park, and commanding views in the direction

of Kirby Moorside. The drive to llievaulx is

not of much interest ; the carriage stops at

a gate in a field, and the traveller enters

upon a superb terrac3 of the greenest and
smoothest turf, with an Ionic temi)Ie at each

end. lie is conducted to thejbrink of this broad

long lawn, and then a sight unrivalled lies

below his eyes ; a steep precipice clad witli

forest trees sinks down abruptly into a deep
valley. On the other side are wooded hills

curving round towards the south-west, and
permitting the silver Hie to steal along the

grey walls of the ruined minster, so far

beneath, that imagination at first sight re-

creates it in its perfection, or rather the eye

fails to see that all is a wreck. A winding

and very sharp descent by stairs and paths

leads into the little village, red-tiled and
whitewashed, and past the scanty remains of

the lesser guest house and the almoury. An
ugly red railing surrounds the minster ; tlio

whole nave (160ft. in length) is gone, and
trees and mounds only show where once stood

the grand range of pillars and aisles of the

church, and the fine mass of building in two
storeys allotted to tlic lay brothers and the

guests. On entering the cloister garth is seen

the noble archway which led into tlie splendid

refectory which formerly was a hall divided

into three arcades, 125ft. long and 38ft. in

breadth. On the west side are traces of the

reader's pulpit. It must be remembered that

the monks sat at side tables, not in the centre

of the hall. The whole of the other conventual
buildings are marked out by rugged heaps of

stone, grass-grown, and crowned with trees.

The transept at either end has a group of

three tall lancets, and the eastern tower arch

soars to a height of 75ft., but beyond, shorn

of its aisles, and all but two of its gi-.ind

flying buttresses, which strode out wide to sup-

port the stone vaulting, appears the unrivalled

choir, measuring 144ft. by 63ft. Its double
tier of triplets at the east end, its long line

of couplets in the clerestory, and its doubled
windows in each bay of the triforium, with
beautiful geometrical tracery, and the arcade
resting on pillars, wrought with infinite mould-
ings. In the flying buttresses remaining may
be seen the square openings for a wall pas-

sage, and twin groups of shafts, and the
springing of arches which spanned the win-
dows of the outer chapels, which, from tlie

weather mouldings, seem to have had gabled
roofs. Rievaulx was the earliest Cistercian
Abbey, founded in Yorkshire in 1131, one
year before Fountains, and forty-six before a
stone was laid at Byland, and neither .ever

came near in majesty the eldest English
daughter of Clairvaux. Tlie conventual
buildings had been completed in 1153, when
the founder,'Sir Walter Espec, was buried in

the white habit of the order before the door
of the chapter house. In 1136 monks from
Rievaulx began the fair abbey of Melrose. On
the south-east side of the choir is a turret
with a vice leading once to the triforium,
now iv7-clad, and with steps not to be care-
lessly mounted. Tlie whole churcli was 343ft.
in length. The pillars of the crossing are
chamfered oH at some heiglit to admit the
canopies of the monks' stalls. Tlio enor-
mons size of the choir was an infringement
upon the ordinary dimensions, which w.is also
followed at Sallay, Fountains, and Beaulieu.
A very rough drive up stony hills, across a

rough wild moorland deep in ruts, but bril-
liant with heather bells, and then down a
long descent between grand mountainous
hills, conducts to the Abbey of Byland, bella-

landa, fair land. A trout stream brawl.s

through the valley, and craggy highland and
rolling russet heights frame in the ruins,

solitary as the most recluse of the most ere-
mitical order could desire

; and removed to

this site because at old Bjland the bells of
that church and Rievaulx chimed together
inhai-moniously, like S. Maiy's Minster and the
cathedral at Winchester. Littlo remains of the
noble church, except the west front, the base-
ment story of Iho nave-aisle, and transept
on llio north, the east end of the choir, and a
fragment of the southern arm. Narrow
semicircular windows, slender shafts, a plain
corbel^table, and shallow buttresses betoken
an early date ; whilst Pointed arches in the
triforium and clerestory of the south arm,
recal the fact of the existence of a blind story
as at llievaulx. But the prominent feature left

is the fragment of the great rose window, the
arcade pierced with three lights, and three wes-
tern doorways forming a picturesque picture
when seen through the round archway of the
court gate. The portions of conventual buildings
require a practised eye to reset them into their
true plan, as they are almost hopelessly
covered over by the soil. The high altar
slab is now placed in a summer house at
Myton, that of Rievaulx (horrible to relate)

serves as a table for tourists I When will

persons of education cease to desecrate the
site of God's broken altars by vulgar pic-nics,

ramble indecently among the ruins and dust
of the fallen sanctuary, and set a scandalous
example to others with less opportunities of
knowing what is right ? A few weeks since
a friend saw a party eating their lunch in the
Lady Chapel of one of our finest minsters !

Public exposure is our only hope, for sneers
and unseemly language are too often the
retort now to private remonstrance and gentle
appeals. At Fountains doors are happily
placed throughout the church, and a well-
trained, intelligent, and watchful guide
precludes all improper conduct or desecration.
At Byland, a woman who sells good photo-
graphs stops the visitor in the road, who enters
his name in a book, and pays a shilling ; at

Rievaulx a gamekeeper or gardener takes
a gratuitous fee; but in neither case is any
supervision of the tourist made. At Fount-
ains names are entered and shillings paid, but
a bell is immediately rung and a guide is in

attendance.

Fountains is the most perfect ruin in

England, the whole ground-plot retains its

buildings in such a condition that they can
readily be allotted to their uses, although, of

course, there are many portions which must
remain without their destination being ascer-
tained, having served as chequers or houses
of office, or been transferred to other uses at

subsequent dates. Everyone who has really

studied conventual arrangement is most ready
to admit the impossibility of giving a reason
for every detail, and reluctant to make guesses.
The buildings were burned in 1140, but the

church was rebuilt or restored after 1204 ; and
an imposing pile they form. The approach is

through a park exquisitely kept, and a walk of

half a mile beside the pretty stream of the Skell,

between tree-clad banks and along a gravelled

road, is hardly in keeping with an approach to

a sad ruin, and yet under certain conditions of

light, the tall transept tower, the long front of

the nine altars, or tlie solemn nave, appear as

if entire ; in fact, there was much in the boast

of an honest Yorkshircman—"If we had
Fountains at Scarborough, wo would soon pu t

a roof on ;" even now, what a noble Tlieolo-

gical College might be framed out of tho

buildings—what a monument of piety and
magnificence would such a restoration bo, and
what an exami)le to others to restore His own
to God again ! Everj'one knows Fountains
(hroiigh photographs or drawings, and yet
there aie portions of it of an interest unknown
to most. That little fragment of arcade
which formed a part of the western galilee

;

tho porter's lodge under the stairs leading to

the guesthouse over the " new cloister" or
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ambulatory as it is now called ;
that rare

feature tlic nine altars rivalling its one com-
peer in majestic Durham ; the tower—a sign

of the relaxed discipline of this order and its

growing pride and wealth—arc perhaps the

most prominent, but the artist, the architect,

and archaeologist will find on every side, in

every chamber and mass of foundations, new
sources of inquiry : tlie fireplace and round

chimney in the kitchen, the stairs in the Bouth

nave aisle ; the broad rcfectoiy|(109ft. by 46ft.)

once parted by two arcades, with its torso of

a wall pulpit ; the arrangements of the infirm-

ary, hostries and abbot's house, tlio tesselated

pavement where the high altar stood, the

bridges, dormitories and gong, would suflice to

while away many a long summer day, even if

the minster itself were loft unvisited. One
curious mistake has been made hitherto with
regard to the apertures, still visible, where the

rood loft stood, that they were used for urns

on acoustic principles to swell the volume of

the organ ; as if that instrument existed of con-

siderable size in monastic houses, or was ever

placed in such a position, which was chosen
after the Reformation, when roods were
destroyed by the hands of desecration. The
real fact was they were placed under the altar

of relics and served av a place of safety for the

reliquaries in times of danger. The proces-

sional stones in the nave have unfortunately

disappeared. The frames of the east and
western windows show how in the 15th

century the abbots loved to replace the stern

Norman or graceful Early English lights by
formal Perpendicular tracery. All accounts of

the abbey also fail to point out that the monks'
dormitory extended over the day-room, and
that they passed across the library over the

chapter house by a staircase into the transept
;

whilst the lay brothers slept in the dorter o n
the west side of the cloister, and had stairs into

the nave, and the guests in the southern part

beyond the porter's lodge had their separate

staircase and special door opening also into

the nave, apcntice securing them from rain and
wind.

In point of beauty of situation, Rievaulx is

far superior to Fountains, and we cannot doubt
that its vaster and loftier church, its triple-

aisled refectory and day-room, worthy of their

adjacent buildings, must have outshone in

magnificence a minster which in popular
estimation lias long cast it into comparative
shade, because more readily accessible and
presenting a more complete appearance.

In the Public Record Office is presented a
grand scheme of Henry VIII. for a catliedral

at Fountains, and another for, Guisborough.
Yorkshire thus would have possessed three

cathedrals.

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, B.D., F.S.A.

68, Belgrave-road, S.W.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting of this

Association, lield at 9, Conduit-street,
Hanover-square, on Friday evening last, Mr. R.
Phene Spiers, Vice-President, in the chair ; a
paper by Mr. Blanchard Jerrold was read by
Mr. J. W. Fogerty, on " Art applied to Industry
in France, as Promoted by tlie new Association
of Art Manufacturers." The author sent a
letter begging to be excused from attending per-
sonally to read his paper, on account of failing

eyesight. After a rather long preface, in which
the past and present condition of art in France
were compared (the substance of which appeared
in The BriLWNa News for September 17th last),

the author said :

—

" Stimulate an energetic spontaneity in indivi-
duals towards the beautiful and the useful," the
French Emperor said to his subject-exhibitors on
their return home from the Great Exhibition of
1862 ; and leaders among them drew up tlie con-
stitution of the Central Union of the Applied
Arts. This Central Union is an independent
association of artists and art manufacturers ; and
it owes its birth, not only to the encouragement
given by the Emperor j but also to the grave

facts which the Count de Laborde comprehended
in liis report to the French Government on the

Exhibition of 1851. The year 1851 taught the

French to be busy over the defence of their laurels

as art manufacturers. Count de Laborde warned
his countrymen that, jealous of the art-fame of

France, England and other European nations

were imitating her popular drawing schools, and
other means of raising generations of scholarly

and tasteful workmen and designers. In the

interval between the Great Exhibition of 1851
and 1855 the applied arts progressed extraordi-

narily in England and Germany ; and tlie French,
surveying the Palais de I'Industrie, saw that the

distance between them and their competitors had
been lessened. Two years after the original

International Exhibition, the French jurymen
sent to London declared that France was in

danger of being surpassed by the English in the

Cold which had been once exclusively hers.

The Union of the Applied Arts, then, may bo
fairly regarded as an independent association of

leading French art manufacturers, who have been
stimulated to extraordinary activity by the recent

art energy of England, and particularly by the

splendid presences made by the Mintons, the

Elkingtons, the Copelands, our glass and hard-

ware manufacturers, and the busy airs of the

South Kensington Museum in 1862 and 1867. So
regarded, it is specially interesting to us, who are

to be affected by its success ; to be kept, in short,

at that distance behind French art-manufacturers

which we occupied before the Exhibition of 1867.

The promoters of the Union have stood well to

their original plan ; and if they have not
developed it yet to the extent to which they con-

templated two years ago, they have only paused
for a surer spring. Waiting for the favourable

opportunity for the foundation of their college

(to which I drew the attention ofthe English art-

public in 1867), they have steadily carried

forward their design of bringing together the ele-

ments of an art-manufacturers' museum in the

Marais, and of encouraging their confreres to

produce serioxis works for the occasional eihibi-

bitions. France has been long since provided
with free elementary art-schools, which have
constantly developed generations of art-workmen,
and occasionally produced great artists. The
highest teaching in art is within the reach of the
poorest citizen who discovers genius. The walls

of the Palais de I'Industrie are covered with the
drawings of the free schools ; but, until this

Union was devised and set in motion, a link was
wanting in the chain, according to the orderly

minds of our neighbours and rivals. The Museum
of Art applied to Industry must complete the
Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, and there must
be courses of special instruction of the arts appli-

cable to various trades. As proof of the desira-

bility of the Union, the Jeanselmes, the Four-
driniers, the DeroUes, and the Christofles pointed
to South Kensington, and besought their co-

manufacturers to see whether it would not be
possible to raise a grand institution in France, in

complete independence of the Government, as

hinted at by the Emperor. " Let us cultivate the
beautiful," they said, " in conjunction with the
useful, without a cocked hat at our garden
gates."

The Union which is now flourishing, and
doing its best to put the old distance between the
French art-manufacturers and the English (in

which endeavour we shall take the very best cure,

I trust, it shall never have the shadow of a
success), is thus an independent association of
leadin;; Frenchmen, who are not beholden to the
Imperial Government for aught save permission
to establish their headcjuarters in the ancient
and deserted Place Royale. The association

possesses the foundations of a retrospective and
contemporary museum, and a library of books on
ancient and modern art, where the student and
the workman may consult authorities, and have
the help of cultivated attendants. Courses of

lectures and lessons, and general and special

exhibitions of the applied arts, complete the

means of the association for attaining its ends.

The association has entered upon its mission of

national competition with generosity ; for corre-

spondence is to be held with foreign centres of

art-industry, and the exchange of models, &c., is

to bo invited—an international courtesy which, if

I remeinber correctly, Mr. Henry Cole proposed in

] 807 to the possessors of reproducible art treasures

of all nations. The founders and their friends

found the money necessary for the enterprise,and
the reward for the subscriber of 100 francs or

upwards was the inscription of his name noon the
bronze tables of the association as & co-fanaafeur.
In forming this association the original execn-
tivo committee applied for patrons in a direction
which would not have been adopted by an Eng-
lish committee in search of distingui»he<l headings
to a prospectus. M. Gcrome was asked to accept
the title of Cuntereatevr of the Union MoBeam.
The patrons are Baiye, the famous sculptor to
whom the bronze-workers of France arc so deeply
indebted; Oaillaame, sculptor j Albert Jacque-
mart, Michel Chevalier, and a senator or two

—

acceptable on account of other functions in har-
mony with the objects of the Union. We
should have dressed our prospectus with a few
peers, and thrown some distinguished artists in as
ntilities ; and in this very difference there is a
certain indication that the art-sense has not yet
penetrated the mass of the British public.

Passing from the list of patrons to that of
working committees, we find an eminent arobi-
teotural decorator, M. E. Guichard, president of
the Union

; and Chocqneel, carpet manufacturer ;

Falize, senior, jeweller ; Eneste, junior, hard-
ware manufacturer ; Hcnnann, engineer ; Le-
fobvre, lace manufacturer ; Mazaroz-Ribalier,
artist cabinet-maker; Marie avral, artificial

flower-maker; Mourez, carver and gilder;
Rouseau, porcelain manufacturer ; Turquetil,
paper stainer ; Vcyrat, goldsmith ; and Renard,
senior, builder—the directing minds gathered
around him.

It is because I have held close relations with
these leaders of the Union from its foundation,
that I am anxious to make known the good they
have efl'ected as an independent body in revivfng
the art-energies of their countrymen ; and to
commend the still more important work they are
preparing for the elevation of art-mannfactures
among ail the nations that may choose to join the
noble institution, on the details of which years of
anxious consultation have been already spent.
This institution is to be called " The Inter-
national College of the Applied Arts " (Le College
International des Beaux Arts Appliques a
rindnstric.

I have seen the plans of the College, discussed
the detail of it with the President of the Union,
Monsieur Guichard (whose treatise on domestic
decoration I venture to commend to the members
of the Architectural Association), and entreated
the founders of it to rely on the cordial co-opera-
tion of all English authorities who are interested
in the propagation of art-knowledge in Great
Britain. I need only observe here that the In-

ternational College will welcome the students of

every nation ; that its terms for residence and
non-residence will be on a scale to meet the most
modest purses ; that its plan will embrace every
kind of technical education, and that it will bo
governed in that liberal spirit which declares
art to be of no country, and the beautiful to be a
shrine at which every sect and race may kneel in
neighbourly fashion.

There was but a short discussion on the paper,
the attendance being very thin. It seems almost a
mistake to have a meeting so near to the Christ-
mas ftolidays. The Chairman concurred with the
general tone of Mr. Jerrold's paper, and dwelt
upon the apparently innate feeling for art which
is found in even the lowest classes of French
workmen. Mr. Douglass Mathews thought that
no efforts which could be made for furthering
the artistic educatiim of working-men would
succeed until the restrictive policy of trades'

unions was abandoned. At present, tbes 3 unions
had a detrimental effect on workmen and work-
manship, for under their regime, no inducement
tD excel in his work was held out to the careful

and studious workman. Votes cf thanks having
been passed to the author and rea<ler of the
paper, the meeting adjourned.

INSTITUTION OF SURVEYORS.

AT the ordinary general meeting held on
Monday, December 6th, the following names

were read and passed to be ballotcil for on January
24th, 1870, viz. :—As Members—John Edward
Ponndlcy, Black Hill, Kerry, Montgomeryshire ;

George Rawlonce, Salisbury. As Associate—An-
drew Johnstone, 25, Gresham-street, E.C.
The following Donation to the Library was

announced.—Various Prize Essays, by Clement
Cadle ; also a Donation of £3 ,Ss. to the Library
Fund, by G. H. Appleby. A vote of thanks was
unanimously given to the various donors.

The adjourued discussion on Mr. Hope's paper,

entitled the " Distribution and Agi-icultural Use of
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ARCILSOLOGICAL
THK PaLESTTSB E.XPLOKATIOS.—A Jem-

«alem letter reporta that Lient. Warren'.'* researches

hare now led him to the north-east angle of the

Haram wall, bat be and all his party hiiTe, accord-

ing to the latest acconnts, been compelled br ill-

bMhh to retire to the Lebanon. He has round

the Pool of Betbeada to b« a real reserroir, con-

enled aad plaMcred, with an orerflow through a

rHiaricabkitoDe chamber in the wall. Phoenician

ckaracten hare been traced on the stones. A
Taller, tbe eziatence of which has hitherto

remained mmnectcd, has been traced at this

comer of the Haram. Thew! discoveries have
now abnoit exhaosted the Hanun walls, and
archcologbta will wait in an.\ioas expectation

nntil tbe party is allowed to commence o|)eriitions

witlda tbe Ilaram area itself.

BuiooK Catbedbal Restobatiok.—The
diaeoTery of many details of great antiqnity and
interaat in the conne of tbe restoration or rc-

buiidiog of the Irannpta, now procrcsaing, has

thrown ao mneh light npon the original character

and beanty of this hiitoric pile that the com-
mittee are dctsrmined to spare no effort towards

carrying oat, nnder the able gnidanca of Mr.
Gilbert Scott, the valnable hints thus nncx-
peetedly offered them. The following is an
extract from a letter of Mr. Scott to Mr. Morgan,
the clerk of tbe works :

—" This exhuming and
restoring to their places the fragments of the

beaatifol work of the ihirteenth century—re-

duced to min by Owen Glen<lower, used as more
loogh materia] by Henry VIII. and re-disrovered

b^ na foar centnries and a half after their rednc-

tMn to rain—is one of the most interesting facta

I hsTe met with in tbe course of my experience.

Its carrying out to perfection is a matter of great
historic and artistic importance, and demands
erery effort and all the stndy and thought which
can be brought to bear on it, with a view to

ensoring the perfect fulfilment of the tsSk wc
bare undertaken."

A Relic of Kablt CRRtSTiAN Abt.—A few
daysanee we (Otterrer) had an opportunity of
esmmUng one of the mo«t interesting relics of
Eferiy Christian art which is prolubly to be met
with in Earope. It is the head of Christ in atto-
reliero, in Carrara marble, enclosed in a frame-
work of Rosso Antico marble. The head is

treated in Classie style, and the expression of
the featoras is benign aod divinely majestic. In
iU ftaitnt oatline it resembles the bead of
Cbnst, as represented in tbe Raffaclle school of
psintMS. The present owner of tie work states

that it, «ith many other antiqae carvings, was
fonnd during tbe progress of some excavations
made in Rome by Signor Ammendola, with the
Tiew of trectisg a fonntain in the grounds of his
residence. At a considerable i!ei;tb below iho
sorfaee, an entrance to one of tbe large Catacombs
n% discovered. It had evidently been nn-
diatarbcd for centnries—coins, marble column",
statues, aad other works were fonnd. Its great
autiqaity i* proved by the symbols which nro
carve.! on th» (ramcwnrk of Ro«so Antico marble,
among which in the fish, the oartiist of Christian
•vroboU. Ar.i-r fr^tn itf> merit as a work of art,
toe b' ' rcferrcl to is invaln«ble as a
r^l'c '

' bri-tian era, and it is to be rc-
;;r»ite-t iim- <»• 'i,i$-rrliif, beiugin private hands,
i« not placed in a i^o'.it'oa whi-re its extreme
\ituAj and great antii|uity might be seen and
•ppiwimted by all loven of art.

guildinj Jui4lliigcn([i:%

CUUBCHES AKD CBAPKLS.

St. James's, Aldoate.—A dnngorous crack

has t>ccn discovered in the north wall of thi.s church,

imperilling, it is feared, the whole strneturo. The
fissure is st) complete I bat the])«ople in the premises

which abut on the chui-ch can see through into the

building. The cliuR-hwanlens huvo promptly

closed the chnrch for the purpose of a careful

official examination.

Uami'steap.—On Friday Inst the Bishop of

London couseerate<l the new chnrch of S. Stephen,

at Hampstcad. It consists of a nave with six

bavs, snpiwrtcd by Mansfield-stone pillars, inter-

sected by a tower] and terminatctl nt tbe east end

bv a polygonal apse. This at present is tbe extent

of the bnildiiig, but eveutnally north and south

aisles will be added to the structure, together with

a south transept, a north aisle for the organ, a

western narthex and gallery, and noi'th and south

porches to the aisles. The style is that of an

early period of the 13th century, and very much
likein character the earlier churches of the north

of France. The interior is of white and purple

bricks ; the fl(xir being paved with Minton's tiles

arrange<l in pleasing patterns. The architect is

Mr. S. S. Teulon, and Mr. Burford is tbe clerk of

the works. The exterior has at present an un-

finished and rough appearance, the nave being

bricked up on the north and south sides. The
amount already expended upon the edifice is

£7,846 17s. 5d.

LivEBPOOL.—The new Greek chnrch, erected

according to designs prepared bj' Mr. Sumnors,

architect, is now rapidly approachmg completion,

and will shortly be consecrated l)y the Archbishop

of Syra and Tenos, who has expressly visited this

country for the pm^pose. It is thought that the

opening will take place on Sunday, the 16th inst.,

but the date is not yet fixed.

Salisbury Cathedbal.—Some half dozen

more fignres have been placed in the vacant niches

of the west front of the Cathedral during the past

few days. The principal of tbem is that of tbe

Virgin Mary with the child Jesus, an angel being

on either side. These are placed immediately

over the great doors ofthe western entrance to the

Cathedral.

FiSH-STEEET CONGEEGATIONAL CHUKCH,
Hull.—This building has been recently re-

opened, after undergoing very extensive renova-

tion. The interior woodwork has been entirely

removed, and new seating, staircases, windows,
&c., have been substituted for the old pews and
fittings. The building has been rcfronted in

brickwork and cement. All the woodwork of the

seating is stained and varnished, the pulpit, table,

and communion rail are in oak. The new vesti-

bule is paved with Maw's plain tiles to a pattern.

The building is lighted by two powerful sun-
lights. The whole of the works have been
cxecutc<l under the direction of Mr. Samuel
Ma?grave, A.R.I.B.A., of Coimty-buildings, Hull.

Manchester.—On the 18th ult. the late

Bishop of Manchester consecrated the new
Church of S. Stephen, City-road, Manchester.
The ground plan of the church is oblong in shape,
rather widerat the eastern than at the western end,
by reason of the shape of the site. The north-
east, or what would be the north-east if the
building was oriented correctly, is the principal

external view. The church is seated to accom-
modate 700 persons, and has cost abont £5,000.
Messrs. Ellis and Ilinohcliffe were the contrac-
tors ; Messrs. Thomson and Co., of Birmingham,
supplied the gas fittings; tlie gla»ing is by Messrs.
Edmundson ; the heating apparatus by Haden ;

the east window is filled with stained glass by
Heat'in, Butler, and Bayne ; and n sculptured
medallion below the west window is by Mr.
Green. Messis. Mcdland and Henry Taylor, of
Manchester, were the architects.

Home.—Dining the week of the inauguration
of the General Council at Rome, the cjiapel of S.

Seliiistian, in S. Andrea Delia Vallc, which has
lately been under restoration at the cost of tlic

Pope, was re-opened. His Holiness devoted .some
of the marbles of the Marmorata to this nse ; two
of the columns of jiaonuzzetto, which adorn the
walls, were fonnd in the same vicinity as long ago
as 1843.

BUILDINGS.

NeVca8TLE-on-Tyne.—Designs for orphan-
age and schools in connection with the Rev. Dr.
Knthci ford's chnrch, have been prepared by Mr.

Thomas Oliver, architect, at nil estimated cost of

£3,500 for the schools, or £4,500 if united with

the orphanage.

New Dbill Hall and GYMNAsiim, Nkw-
CASTLE-on-'Tyne.—This building (to which we
have before referred) is of brick, and of an un-
pretending architectural character, and is about 130
feet long. At the east end is a house, where the drill

sergeant will reside ; and the house also contains

board, orderly, dressing, siuokLng, and secretary's

rooms. The drill hall and gymnasium, which is

about 105 feet long by 50 wide, is open from the

gi-ound to the roof, and is divided into five bays
by cast iron pillars, which support the roof, and
also the timber work of the gymnasimn. All tbe

necessary apparatus for a gymnasium will be
erected in the hall. At the west end of the hall

is a gunnery, in which will be kept the large gnus
;

and over the gunnery is a gallery for the accomo-
dation of spectators on the occasion of any
entertainment, &c. On the north side of the

building is a largo aniioury and store room, and
also the u.sual out oftices. There is an open drill

yard, 70 feet long by 25 feet wide, at the westend
of the building. At some future time a tennis

court will be formed in this yai-d. The cost of the

building and the fittings up of the interior will bo
about £2,000 ; and, besides this, there is the cost

of the land, the whole being defrayed by
Lieut.-Col. Potter. The plans of the building

—

which is most admirably adapted for the purpose
for which it is intended—have been prepared by
Mr. Thomas Oliver. The contract was let to Mr.
Kennedy, of Jarrow, and the work has been
superintended by Mr. Henry Andrews, the clerk of

the works.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. The Editor respectfully re-
quests that all cominuuicatious should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, astliere are many claimauts
upon the space allotted to correspondence.]

P. O. 0'.=?. to be made payable to J. Paasmoro Kdwards,
at the Strand Office. AU cheques to be crossed on
the Union Buuk.

Received.—A. F.—H. .and A. P. Fry-C. N.—H. W.
—L). 11. .and J. N.-A. (>. H.— .S. S. and Co.-J. H.—
R. S. and Co.— 11. S. and Son—A. L. and Co.—G. M.—
W. C—J. C. F. K.—C. S.-T. M.-T. B. B.—J. H.—
W. O. C— A. H.-G. F.-.I. E.-R. J. K.-M. H.—
E. W. M.—W. n. S. and Co.—M. and Co.—H. A.—J. C.
—J. L.-C. B. A.
George Remington, Jun.—With sketch of gateway,

S. Albans.
F. W.—The addressof Mr. J. K. Colling is ISO, Hamp-

stcad- road, N.W.
.1. A. 1'.—We do not supply transfer paper.
Solomon G BE EN.—Could not say precisely without

seeing the eketchcs.
Thomas Gbeensted.—With sketch of west door-

way of Rochester Cathedral.

THE HOLBOKN VIADUCT PIERS.
(To the Editor of T}iE Building Kews.)
SiK,—The publication of tbe report of the enl

gineers appointed to examine the piers of the

Holborn Valley Viaduct-Bridge over Farringdon-
street, affords to the proprietors of the Ross of

Mull Granite Quarries, from which the red granite

of the piers was quarried, the opportunity of ox-

plaining the cause of the giving way of these

stones, and inquiring publicly, what departure
from Mr. Haywood's original designs is referred

to in the report of Messrs. Claike, Bidder, and
Harrison.

I send you copy of tracing of the piers furnished

to me by Mr. Haywood's orders nearly three

years ago. This tracing was furnished in order

that I might give an estimate of the probable cost

of these piers. You will observe in this tracing

,

joints are shown at twelve inches from the bot-

tom of the Ross of Mull granite,aud at nine inches

from the top of the same granite. As it has been
proved that the fracture of these twelve-inch and
nine-inch stones has been caused by hollow beds
and Iho improper nse by the contractors of de-
tached bits of lead instead of a continuous Fheet

or ring of that metal ; the matter that I wish now
to elucidate is that these comparatively thin

stones, upcm which the whole weightof the super-

structure would bo imposed, formed part of the

original design, and the reason for that being the

case.

When the design was shown tome in February,
1867, and the time (abont twelve months there-

after) within which the work was to be finished,
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was named, I reprosouted that it would bo much
easier to Imvo the work done in the time were the

piers circular in form instead oilthe form shown in

tho drawinj;—the reason for tliis beiug, that the

time taken by the masons in preparing, and by

ELEVATION ON FACE

the machinemou in polishing would be consider-
ably shortened by tho adoption of the eircnlar

form. To this Mr. Haywood wonld not consent,

therefore tho thin, and, unless carefully laid,

weak pieces of stone, were retained in the de-

sign.

I have frequently admired tho patiei-xe with
which the inbabitantd of London submitted to the
great inconvenience of the opening of this noble
Viaduct being so loug deferred, mainly that the
)iier3 of this bridge should be angular instead of
circular, and the great simplicity with which Mr.
Deputy Fry explained that the delay was from
the difficulty in getting possession of tho ground,
ignoring the f.ict that the arches of the roadway
both east and west of Farringdon-street were com-
pleted many months before the bridge, tho land
for which was to be had for the taking. Mr. Fry
has been rewarded by the five hundred guineas'
worth of plate, and tho public by the sight of
fractured piers.

The proprietors of the Boas of Mull Granite

QuaiTies are too well aware of the excellent
qualities of tho stone to fear much loss from tho
exaggerated reports of tho damage done to these
piers. We knew that when tho truth came to be
known it would be found that the stone was not at
fanlt.

The massive columns of the Blackfriars-bridge
were taken from the same part of the quarries,

and I have been informed by Mr. Carr, tho en-
gineer of that structure, that ho aacertaiucd by
exporimeut with a polished piece of Uoss of Jlall

granite three inches in diameter, evcnlij lirtdcd,

that the crushing point was nine tons per square
inch, or ono hundred times more than the weight
homo by tho fractured piers at Farringdon-street.
—I am, Sir, G. W. MuiR.

Scottish Western Granite Company,
Glasgow, Dec. 29, 1869.

P.S.—It is necessary I should explnin that
although tho fractured stones were taken from
the qiiarrics at the Koss of Mull, tho proprietors
arc not in any way responsible for tho quarrying,
dressing, polishing, or fixing of these stones, these

operations having been undertakeu by tho con-
tractors of tho Viaduct.

THE BUILDING NFAVS
TKATIONS.

ILLUS-

SlK,—From time to time you are pleased to in-

form ns that certain illustrations are " drawn on
transfer paper," and I fancy that method is better

adapted to show forth the touches and pecn-
laritics of each draughtsman, than either tho ordi-

nary engraving or the "photo-litho " process.

But to re-draw a subject on that paper, in such a
stylo as to make it worthy of The Building
News, would occupy such length of time, that
persons at all engaged wonld not take that trouble.

Cannot someone, therefore, invent a good tracing

paper, that would answer the same purpose, so

that the tracing laid on the stono should make an
exact and faithful impression of the drawing,
which I believe the "photo-litho " process some-
times fail to do? A few instructions in the mat-
ter—where the materials are to be obtained, &c.

—

would no doubt throw more spirit into the thing,

and draw more numerous contribtltions to your
" Sketch Book Series."

I was pleased to observe a suggestion that the
" Sketch Book" should be extended to two volumes,
and that the number of illustrations of one person
should be extended. But I doubt the propriety
of including new buildings. Surely there are
subjects of modiaival work in London worthy of
record.—I am, &a., J. H.

P.S.—Would it not be a good idea if you were
to select agood subject or two from every county,
typical as near as possible of the architecture of

each?

THE BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.
Sir,—Having been much interested and edifled by

the different sketches forming your "Sketch Hook
Series," as they have from time to time been published,
and feeling {in common, no doubt, with the great ma-
jority of your subscribers) a strong desire to see that
work carried to a successful issue, a few remarks with
reference to tho letter in your last impression, signed
" Chas. A. Jaques," may I hepe bo considered not
out of place ?

Dealing, in the first place, with your correspondent's
first suggestion, I should imagiue there cau bo no ob-
jection against increasing the present limit iu the num-
ber of coutributious, but such an alteration in the ex-
isting rules cau only be of service iu the event of the
present number of contributors being so small as to
preclude the possibility of publishing sketches at pro-
per intervals ; and 1 think the alteration should only
be made on those grounds, otherwise one of the best
features in the "Sketch Book "—that of providing a
constant variety of treatment—each artist having more
or less a distinct style—is almost lost.

The adoption of your correspondent's second sugges-
tion—to make sketches of new buildings admissible

—

would, I lirmly believe, be the means oi lesscninf>', to a
very great extent, the interest now displayed In the
" Sketch Book ;" and the reasons for such belief are
obvious. In the first place, in one portion of your
paper wo already obtain, from time to time, illustra-
tions of new buildings erected about the country.
Then, again, I think the policy of admitting sketches
of new buildings is very questionable, inasmuch us it

is giving eucoura§:emeut to young artists to throw
away their spare time In tkctchiug works of moilcrn
architects, instead of employing that time iu becoming
acquainted with the worlds of tlie grand artists of the
middle ages, almost as a uatural consequence catching
thereby the spirit and feeimg with which all their
works abound—a result which cau never be obtained
by sketching from new buildings, oven thougli a life-

time wyre wasted on it. The last paragraph of your
correspondent's letter ought not, 1 think, to carry that
weight to his suggestion which he evidently Intended
it should do ; for surely I,ondou cannot be quite so
destitute as he would have It Imagined. But even
granting that in ancient buildings tho metropolis is

exceedingly poor, 1 think I :im right in supposing that
more thau one museum contaius subjects well calcu-
lated to enrich tho pages of The Buildisg News

" Sketch Book." Coming to pecuniary c -,
I think rosidc'nts in London certainly hn\ i

.

tage of those in the country, and your u
. ut

must not forget that a thing worth p<jsi>osBiu'|{ ulu:u
costs money to acquire.— 1 am, &c.,

M. SMMGHOr,
Btallwood, Folkestone, Feast of tho Epiphany, 1M7U.

Sir,—I quite agree with the suggestion of Charles
A. Jaques, that Till: Biii.dimi NKws.skoifh Book may
be extended to rrvn vnhmirs. If «„, I Iinitc r>.<'.;in
subjects will I" It is well i

there are many '

jccts iu tho
,

i

some of our are 1 . during deli- >
times. Beslde.-(, it woiii<i i,i> an iiiducouionL in tuturo
to take sketctes nt such a time If, poradvciiture, some
of them found their way into "our Sk<'tch Book."

A CoMTniBUTOB.

MIDLAND COUNTIES IDIOT ASYLUM COM-
PETITION.

Sir,—From the fact that the conditionii of this com-
petition appear to have been very fairly drawn up, and
that the committee have asked each cumpettior u»
name three architects of eminence, from whom ihey
may select their professitinal lulvlser. It Is to be hoped
that the result of the comi>ctltlon will be ni're satis-
factory than several which have been lately under
notice. As it Is impossible for the conipititors to
address the committee, may I ask them thn^ugh your
pag(^s, when they have made their award, to exhibit
the various plans which have been sent In ' ' ' • --ly

recompense which the majority of arei m
for their trouble in competing, is the vA
cess they go through Iu studying the ri .f

the buildinn: In hulid,aiul Ihey are surely f

in asking the opportunity to inspect tlieV< •,

in order that they may see how others liu^i: ,.<.,. ^ liio

subject as well as themselves.—I am Sir, your.-*, Ac,
Jan. 3, 1870. Ccii petitob.

Jtttqt0mmttm([atmit.

QUESTIONS.
[1730.J-NATIONAL SCHOOL PLANS.-Can any

of your readers Inform mo what the custom Is with
regard to charging a client for plans which are sealed
by and lodged with Government, which is required
before the grant is remitted. I ask this, as it involves
an extra set of drawings besides those to be deposited
In my otUce and those supplied to the builder, which
last two, In ordinary cases, are alone supposed to be
included In the usual charge of £5 per cent.—F.

[1731.J-DEY EOT.—What Is the best mixture or
wash to adopt on foundations of walls and the.gravel
under thejoists for a house affected by dry rot? The
old sleeper joists and flooring are all removed, and new
joists and flooring to be put down. Before putting
down the new floors 1 think the whole foundations
ought to be cleaned out and washed over with souio
solution ; and also, what Is the best solution for coating
the sleeper joists with ?—W. Lawbie.

[17.32.]-HURSrs "ARCHITECTURAL 8UR-
VEYOK'S HANDBOOK."—Can any of your readers
explain the following 7—On page 74 it states that the
weight of wrought iron x liHs = the weight of brass.

On page 7<> is given the weight of round aud square
wrought Iron in lbs. to the foot run, none of which
multii)licd by tho figures above equal the weights given
in tlio table on page 83. The same applies to the
weights per superficial foot on page 85, and also to the
copper.—H. A. It,

[1733.J-CAVITY WALLINC-Is cavity walling
correctly measured as solid for reducing to standard
thickness cither for " all materials "or "labour only "

in London, vicinity, or elsewhere ?—F.

[17»J.]-C0NCRETE BUILDINaS.-WiU any of
your readers give their opinion of concrete buildings,
which have been liuishod.and occupied for some timo
(say at least 13 mouths). As to their comfort inter-

nally during both hot and cold or damp weather ; also

their external appenrauce after beiug built for a few
years, the surface being left as the machiae makes it

:

.also, when plastered with cement 1 An uuintorestou
opinion ou these matters, and on concrete buildiugs

generally, wonld greatly oblige many who have no
means of judging for themsolves, but who would gladly

adopt tho system if satisfied of its elBcleuoy, ainong
whom Is,—Dry JIatebial.

[173,5.]—DUTIKS OF ARCHITECT'S PUPIL.—
Would any of your correspondents kindly inform me,
1. What are considered the duties of an architect's

pupil 1 2. Whether he is bouuil to give his undivided

attention to his master's work, during ofllce hours,

which would leave him no time for reading, and
making drawings, evening work being iusutricient for

such/ 3. Whether he is bound to do things which in

uo way tend to advance him In his profesjion as an

architect end surveyor, such as running on errands and
doing the general work of an pUice boy / 4. Whether
he is bound to attend office regularly like a paid clerk,

which would leave him no time for outdoor study ?—IJ.

[irjO.l-VALUE OF BUILDING WORK.— I beg
to thank "F.R.l.B.A." for his valuable reply to my
query as to the "Custom of the Profession." Possibly

some other talented contributor will kindly give me
his oidnion on the "Value of Builders' Work?
Taking value of " Constants of Labour," ii* " Hurst «

Handbodk" as a basis what rate per ccut. should be

added for each of the loUowiugltems, viz., superintin-

dencc, plant, capital—the above independent of

profit, which 1 put at from 5 to 15 per cent., accordlug

to tho nature aud quality of the work.—jEdiles.
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nTttV-VLAX DBAWIKQ.-Tke i«rin w<>rklue

1mL.7^S?m«^ m Ike MM ho:iiout>il line.

>"*y?y-rS .. a^oriy •• Rod (or rulUng
- ^ Bay be eladdtUil by ibe Meom-

^0,1^ AMek.wtePpU«* mora nuilcuUrly to acc-

&Mafaankwotk. " variaotx' 'o' eoo<'r«<o means
• «Hta«Ta<eehnn dotted or oaaBiBded lu.U.erliai-

' miliml " ttoleolow praTiooiIy described,

Ikw iMU^d of bodilT; Mtd "medley," the
'

<1 or dellDeaUBC (lu* in eleratlon
Kilon M -Joeeph'*

I
•• «( ItUariottt tints. I am nn-

\ with a Miiiable work on
. _J think !>unlc)', Cat«y, Areh-

kaU. lUHoM. 8<nvaou, Loretu, and
mlwri wodd be happy to aupply any
«< Ita laNnmeBU qaoted, eaeh being

> tk* leqalramaou and nn-^ - the beet by their respeoUvc

I poet free upon application.—K

ri7«.)-rL0ATlKO A CAISSON.-Keferring to

- OmtneterM " akateh of cal»»on, the line C D repr o-

•ruu iu nalanlUaeol dotation, therelore tue amount
of balbut reqnlradto *ik U to the line A B will be

eoaal to Ike w«4rht of water displaced by its increased

SM«(M,wtalrb if obUioable as follows the lou)Clh

ki^ t(tt. brradth Ml., and the distance between

Hmm delation C U and the line A B to which it Is

raqalnd to be eank. swft.:—

= 44*1 toni, the weight of water

dieplaeed. which la eqnlvaleat to the weight of
" keailodgc " required to effect the ruulred immersion.

—WiLUAH Moon, Jnn., Hetton Colliery.

OTtS-l-rLOATISO A CAISSON.—To wclghl the

eabaoa ao aa to aink 20(t., " Contractor " has only to

dad the veteht of the body of water he would displace

to (iTe himthe weight necessary to displace It. Thua
« X -a X a) = KS.OOOrube feet, then 14,000 x 82Slb.,

Ike Wright of I cubic foot = IM) tona nearly.—JAUEg
PiAiiK Smith, Lcieealcr.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The KcroaTED Stoppage of the Metropolitan
Maix Oeamace.—SereralJonrnalsaniuscdtbemsclTea

sek by pabliahlnf exaggerated ai'counts of an
t at tke Mala Drainage works at Barking. An
C MVtalaly oocunrad, bat not of a character to

oaaaa aay gioatwaeein or alarm. The particular part
at tko woria Innporarlly affected is at Abbey Mills.

) working, consequent upon the late

../ralaa, a fraetore has occurred in an air chamber,
i a partial stoppage of the pumping was the rcxult.

Ae aooB aa the accident was dietcovercd, immediate
•IflBO were taken to remedy It. No complaluts appear
to kan haea made rcapecting any dimculty having
kaoB foaad ia tka keeping clear of the City sewers,
aiMag tnai Ike aeeident.
Tib Lambctb Wateb Kipplt.—The Registrar

OOBOVkl directa attention (and with good reason, as
«• eaa atteat) to the water now being supplied by the
Lambeth Company, which la rery turbid, and unnt for
doawstie oae withoat nitration.

®ini mv{\ '^M%

Railway from Calais to the Mediteb-
AXEAS.—An examination hag been opened in

the department of the Cote d'Or on the project of
a railwar from Calaia to the Mediterranean by
wvf of Amiena and Dijon. On this subject a.

canunittee, which met at the latter town in

MoTcmber taut, expressed the following opinion :—"BorKundr experta from the proposed line u new
and important untlet for the ilirc<t exfxjrtutioii of
iu prodacta V> Knglaiid, Holland, Relginm, nnd
tlw departinentii in the north of the empire. This
niatc wUl be for that dintrict not only the cheapest
\M the nwMt rapid ; in thix Hense, that in adilition

totheamallerkilometricaldihtance, theiiRTchuiidiiie

will not be delayed a week bv the ilillieulties

llHiiaiiliaul in painng thrungh f'arix."

LOVDOS AddOClATIOS OF FOBEMBN EN-
SIIIBSM.—On Saturday evening, the iMth annual
utt»\n% of tlie membenof this inatitntiou wan
held at the C3ty Terminns Hotel, Cannoii-ntreet

;

Mr. 1. Newton, of the R/,yal Mint, President of
the Aaodatkm, occupied the chair. A aatiafoctory
bkkBC* ibaet wu pteaented. Mr. Newton wag rc-

elwte.1 president of the iissocifttion for the eleventh

time When fii-st elected to the office m 18i)!t, the

«s>«x-latiou uumlKTPd only Cil members, and among

its hou members not one Ix>udon employer was

incliMlctl. Now there arc 108 good members on

the books, and 60 honorary members. Of the

latter, 26 are London employers. Mr. Newton

stated that a great change had taken place in the

feeling of employers towanls the associaboii.

Fnim having a strong objection to the organisa-

tion several of the masters had Income its best

friends.

Pboposbd Winter Garden and Hoeti-

CULTURAL Society fob Blackpool.—A meet-

ing has been hold at Ulackpool in furtherance of

the establishment of a winter garden for this

incroasinglv-popnlar watering-place. The pro-

posal is to' bo carried into effect by joint-stock

enterprise.

A Case fob the Lawyers.—It is stated, bnt

we know not with how much truth, that there

will shortly come before the courts a case of great

interest to architects and builders. About four

years ago a company was fonued in Birmingham

for ihe purpose of building an exhibition hall, to

be called the Cnrzon Hall. Mr. Edward Holmes,

of Birmingham, was appointed architect j and

subsequently the tender of Messrs. Ilorsley

Brothers was accepted for the building. Four of

the annual dog shows have been held in the hall,

and it has also undergone somo alteration, under

the superintendence of another architect. Some
defects of construction are now said to exist, and

the company intend bringing an action against Mr.

Holmes.

Railway Damages to Pbopbbty.—The

case of Brand e. the Hammersmith and City Rail-

way was where the owner of the house near

which the railway was being constructed under

the powers given by the Lands Clauses and Rail-

ways Clauses Consolidation Acts claimed com-

pensation for obstruction of light, for damage to

garden by limedust and smoke in the course of

construction, and for " damage to which, the

premises would be subjected, from the vibration,

noise, and smoke from passing trains in the user

of the railroad after construction." All these

were allowed, by a jury, says a legal correspon-

dent, to be proper grounds for compensation. But
upon appeal to the Court of Queen's Bench, it

was held that compensation was not properly

claimable in respect of noise, vibration, and

smoke. From this decision, however, the original

plaintiff again appealed, and it was reversed by

the Court of Exchequer Chamber ; but upon a

third appeal by the company to the House of

Ixjrds it was finally decided that the clauses of

the Acts which relate to compensation extend

only to damage caused during the actual con-

struction of the railway, and not to such subse-

quent injuries as are caused by its fair and
reasonable use, and that therefore the company
were not bound to make any satisfaction to the

plaintiffs for the injury resulting from the pass-

ing of trains.

The Department of Science and Art.—
A Manchester corrospondont asks:—Will the De-
partment of Science and Art explain upon what
principle of public morality it justifies its recent

action with regard to science teaching and
science teachers ? In September last that De-
partment issued certain regulations determin-

ing the subjects to be taught, and the rate of

payment to be made to Government science

teachers for the current year ending with the

science examinations in May next. In November,
many weeks after the commencement of the vari-

ous courses of lectnrcs in the different branches
of natural and physical science (mostly given in

connection with Literary and Mechanics' Insti-

tutes), the Department, without consulting with
the various teachers who had undertaken their en-

gagements under its direction, and in faith of its

guarantee, and several weeks after the body of
teachers alluded to had entered on their respec-

tive duties, peremptorily repudiated its contract,

substituting for it an entirely distinct set of

terms. Supposing any commercial firm were thus
to break its contract, in what estimation would it

be held in the commercial world V Yet in what
respect would the proceedings of the fomier be
more honourable than those of the latter ?

Launitz, the Sculptor.—The celebrated
sculptor, Launitx, to whose chisel the people of
Frankfort-on-the-Maine arc indebted for the
admirably-executed Gnttenberg monument, has
just died, after a tedious illness, at the age of
aeventy-fonr.

A Contract in Nottingham.—Mr. Tutin has

written us another letter on this subject, in which

he remakes his statements and confirms them by

additional testimony. The insertion of his letter

would, no doubt, call forth a rejoinder from Mr.

Vickci's, and as the matter cannot be discussed with-

out, to some extent, becoming pei-sonal, wc think it

well 1« leave it where it is. We hope certain

coutractoi-s in Nottingham will be more particular

in future.

More Pkabody Buildings.—The trustees of

Mr. l'eabo<ly'.s Fund have purchased the site of

the Old Magdiilcn Hospital, at the southern end

of the Blackfriars-road, and it is proposed to erect

blocks of dwellings thereon to be known as the

"Peabwiy Memorial Dwellings." P<)s.ses9ion wil'

not be taken, however, until April next, and the

old buildings of the Magdalen Hospital have beer,

placed, by the Peabody trustees, free of charge, at

the disiK)sal of the guardians of the S. Saviour's

Union, to be used in the intcrun as temporary

workhouse premises.

The Proposed Brighton Aquarium.—At
the first meeting of tho shareholders of the

Brighton Aiiuarium Company, held on Friday

week at Westminster, the chairman stated that

the engineer was engaged upon the detailed draw-

ings, preparatory to the works being commenced,
lie also alluded to the company having secured

the services of Mr. Lloy<l, the well-known

manager of the Hamburg Aquarium.
The Lanoham Sketching Club.—Mr. H.

C. Pidgeon, the president of the Langham Sketch-

ing Club, has issued cards of invitation for the

first coMvenaziovc of the season, which will take

place to-mon-ow (Saturday) evening, when many
of the pictures intended for the Suffolk-street

Gallery and Spring Exhibition will, we under-

stand, bo shown at the society's rooms, Edward's-

place, Langham-placc.
Abandonment of a Proposed West End

Railway.—The number of private bills for the

forthcoming session deposited in the House of

of Lords is at present 211. The North-Westera
and Charing-cross Railway Bill was withdrawn at

the last moment, though all the plans, &c., had
been prepiu-ed and properly lodged.

The Palace of Westminster.—Since the

prorogation of Parliament great alterations, and
in many respects improvements, have been made
in the interior approaches to both Houses of

Parliament, though the whole of the contemplated

alterations have not been carried out, owing, it is

understootl, to the estimate having being exceeded.

In the central hall the mosaic roofing is all but

completed. In making the alterations in the roof

the wet, however, came in continuously, and did

much damage to the large gilt gas chandelier in

the centre of the hall. This, however, can be

repaired by the meeting of Parliament, though at

a considerable cost. The statues of the Kings
and Queens of England in this hall have been all

taken down and thoroughly cleaned . Workmen were

for some time engaged in gilding and colouring

some of them, but after much progress had been

made in such ornamentation the idea was
abandoned, and all the statues have received a
thick coat of plain white paint. Leading from

this hall to the committee-rooms the centres of

the solid moulded archways have been removed

and glass substituted, in order to afford more light,

and large sun-lights will also be placed here and

in other places. The ornamental oak doors lead-

ing to the lobbies of both houses are now fixed,

and afford considerably more light than formerly.

The Palestine and the Sinai Exploration Funds
have become one. The next (united) report will be

issued from New Burlington-street, Mr. Bentley

having been appointed the publisher.

The Lords of the Admiralty have deciiled on effect-

ing a further reduction at the Chatliam Dockyard by
the abolition of the paint-mills and factory. It is

expected that a considerable annual saving will

thereby be effected.

The death has been announced of Mr. William
Essex, enamel painter in ordinary to her Majesty

and the late I'rince Consort. He was 85 years of

A new Baptist Cliapel is to be built in St, James s-

grove, Peckham.
We note witli much pleasure the announcement

that .Sir William Fairbairn is to fill the cliair at the

forthcoming anniversary Festival of the London
Association of Foremen Engineers, which is ap-

pointed to take place at the City Terminus Hotel,

on Saturdav, the 19th of February. The yearly
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gatherings of the association are always rcgariied

with inlcrest by the meclmnioal cominiuiit}', but

this }-cnr that interest promises to be intensified.

The new market at Burnley was opened on Satur-

day last.

A new church will be opened at Rufford, Lanca-

shire, on Tuesday next.

MEI-yriNGSFORTHE ENSUING AVPHCK.

MoNDAV. — Institution of Surveyors. The "Kn-
francliiseincnt of CopyliolUers." By Edward
Smith. 8.

Tuesday. — Institution of Civil Engineers.—The
President's Inaugural Address. 8.

WKONKsnAV.—Geological Society. 8.

TiiUKSDAV.— Society of Antlquarlei. 8.30

2ti[ii(It[ ^\m.

KoEiiAMrTON.—For tlie erection of six cottaffcs at
Kofliampton for the liifjlit Hon. tho Earl Speucer.
Messrs. IJccstoii, Son, and IJrerctou, architects. Qnan-
tities supplied by Mr. Karnett :—

Townsend £1070
Ada.iiBon and Sons 18UG
Hr.icliur and Son J8.tO

KaKtou Brothers 1770
Aviss and Co. (accepted) 1597

Kydk I-ocal IJoARD.— For constructing Western
Intercepting Sewer. Mr. Francis Newman, C.K.,
borough surveyor :—

Lino No. 1. Line No. 2.

Barton (finally accepted) eu22 £841
Evans (accepted, but tenders
afterw.ard8 withdrawn 71-^ 76i'i 9

~
'competition7~

India Otfice. — A competitive examination for
forty appointments in the cnyinccr establishment of
the Public Worlis Department in India, will be held in
July. W. J. Thornton, secretary.

CONTRACTS OPEN rORTBUILDINri
ESTIMATES .

Test, Feb. 7, 1870.— For the supply of slates and
for coverinjr the roofs of the city slaughterhouses.
Herr Julius Ilennlcke, architect, lierlin, Neue Biirse.
liHiDLiNOTON GAS WoRKS, ,Jau. 13.—Contract No. r.

For the construction and erection of a brick tank, 78ft.
diameter by 2i>ft. deep, for new gas holder, to contain
80,000 cubic feet. J. Escritt, secretary, Bridlington
Quay.
Bradfikld VForkiiouse, near Reading, Feb. 1.

For the supply of good water.—J. C. PInnigcr, clerk,
Newbury.
LiLr.EY, near Lhton, Jan. 10.—For rebuilding the

churclu-T. Jeckyll, 5, .s. George's-terrace, Queen's-
gate. \V.

Strand Union, .Tan 10.—For the construction and
erection of a clock at their new workhouse, Tanner's-
end, Edmonton. Mr. W. S. Cross, architect, 11.
Strand.
Keading, Jan. 14.—For the erection of a new gram-

mar school. A. Waterhouse, architect, S, New Caven-
dish-strret, London, \V.
Islington Feb. 1.— For the erection of two spires

at S. Joliu's Church. Mr. A. ,1. C. Scolos, architect,
Crolton Lodge, Masbro'-road, Hammersmith.
Cuow N Estate 1'aving Com.mibsioners Jan, 13.

For tlie removal of dust, dirt, and ashes from the
houses. F. Adams, clerk. 1, Mhitehall-place.
Waltiia.m Holy Cross Burial Board, Jan. 24.

—For paving and feuciug the pathway leading through
the churchyard. Mr. C. Cliapman, architect 51,
Bishopsgatc-street, Within.

St. Giles, Ca.mberwell Jan. 17. — For repairing
certain roads, also for curbing and paving the same.
Geo. W. Marsden, Vestry, Clerk, Vestry Hall.
Greenock Hahbolr .Ian. ^V—For the construc-

tion of certain works at (Jarvel-park. J.K.Gray,
Town Clerk, Council Chambers, Greenock.
Batley, Broilmiiill Estate Jan. i:!.— For the

erection of thirty-two dwelling bouses and a shop in
Taylor-street. I'age Spencer, C.E., architect and sur-
veyor, Batley Carr.
Chatham Dockyard Fxtenrion .Jan. 25.—For

the supply to Chatham Dockyard of carpenters' and
other tools. Director of Works Department, Ad-
miralty, Spring Gardens-terrace, London, S.W.
Crook Jan. 12.— For building IS cottage houses, at

Wooley-torrace, near Crook. Alfred Jobson, Colliery
Olhce, Darlington.
ILKLEY Jan. 17. — For the erection of a pair of

houses in the Grove. Geo. Smith, architect, 3 Ber-
mondsey, Bradfoid
Midland Railway Jan. 18.—For the erection of

an engine shed, Ac, at JIanningham Station, near
Bradford. James Williams, secretary, Derby.
Preston Corporation Jan. 10.—For the erection

of a covered market in Chadwick's-orchard. Robert
Ascroft, TownCleik, Town Hall, Preston.
SoLTHSEA Baths —Jan. 24.—Contract No. 2.—For

the supply of boilers, engine, pumps, pipes, &c., and
for heating baths and assembly rooms at the above
building. Messrs. Davis and Emanuel, architects, 2,
1 msbury-circus, E.C.

S. PancrasJan. 10.—For laying about 1,200ft. of
pipe sewer in MilUeld-laue, Iligbgote-rise. Charles
Worrell, Chief Clerk, Dcpaitnient of Works, 10
Edward-street, llampstead-road.

'

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Kandei.l, Saunders, .nnd Company, Limited,

Quarrymen and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of
1 rices at the Quarries and Depots ; also Cost for
Transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished
on application to Bath Skme Office, Corsham. Wilts —
[Advt.]

BANKRUPTS.
TO SrURENDEK AT BASINCHALL STREET.

Edward George Kills, llenrietta-.street, Manchester-
fQuare, builder— Isaac Barber, Lewisliam, plumber

-

Edward Ilayhoe, Park-road, Richmond, carpenter-
Robert Evans, Allred-road, .South Norwood, builder

—

John .Jones, Mortimer-road, KInguland, builder and
contractor— Charles Clarke, Ilomerton, builder-
Edwin Jennings,'Hereford-road, Wcstbourne-grove,
builder—William John Holmes, Beliiravc-tcrracc,
Shepherds-bush, builder—William Henry Turner,
Euston-street, Euston-road, glass painter—tJohn Simp-
son, Thomas-Htreet, Wliitechapel-road, engineer—J.

Say, and John Snringall. Clarendon-street, Harrow-
road, builders

—
'1 nomas West, Devonshire-road, Brom-

ley-by-Bow, engineer-Charles Marriott, and Jona-
than Lorkin Ely, Colney Hatch, builders—Thomas
Osborn, Islip-street, Kentish-town, builder—John
Goodey, Prince Arthur's-avenuc, Bow, builder— .Joseph
Henry Hnmnhrics, St. Andrew's-terrace, Wanus-
worth-road, huiider—Ambrose Slarriott, St. Neot's,
gas and hot water engineer—William Harris Smith,
Lancaster-road, Notting-hill. (Carpenter — George
Willis, Canning Town, Essex, builder—George Lunan,
Ciayball-road, Bow. carpenter—WHIIam Brickland,
Wellington-street, Old Ford-road, timber dealer
—William Henry Lovett, Florence-terrace, Ealing,
builder- John Calvert, King-street, Covent-garden,
civil engineer—John Dedman, Penge. builder—Charles
Pennaek, Bermondsey, builder—William Arthur
Harris, Wanless-road, Camberwell, builder—John
Hall, Porten-road, Hammersmith, builder—Charles
Saunders. Oxford- terrace, Shepherd's-bush, builder-
Richard William I'aliett, North-street. Cainden-grove,
Peckham, builder—John Ilowtck, Ilove, builder-
Edwin Wills, Upper AVestbourne-park, builder— Ste-
?hen Cripps, Watford, Herts, builder— William Henry
Iverest, Turner's.r(iad,Limehouse, carpenter—George

Pattren Mann„Swan8coinbe-pljicc, Shepherd's-bush,
bricklayer—Edmund Jlcsher, High-street, Fulliam,
builder—Edward .John Thurlow, (Jarlton-road, Kent-
ish Town, builder -William Wellcr, Woolwich, stone-
mason—Arthur Cumberland, Manby-grove, Stratford,
brick merchant—William Chutter, Vowier-street,
Walworth, builder—Willi.am Wiggctt, Hartham-road,
Camden Town, builder-William Stark, Whittington-
road, Peckham. builder—Thomas Holbard. Scbastopol-
road, Lower lOdnionton, builder—Jesse Hill, Weedlng-
tnii-road, Kentish Town, builder—William Thomas
Dunn, Aveley, Essex, bricklayer and builder—John
Bliglit, and William Henry Baron, St. Ervan's-road,
Notting-hill, buildcrs—GeorgoJohn Millwood, Picker-
ing-street, Islington, bricklayer—George Hewett,
Mile-end-road, bnilder—William Ilummins Gardiner,
Slitcham, builder — .John Jenkins, Hornsey-road,
Holloway, stonemason—William Beard, Tavistock-
road, Westbonrne Park, builder— William Avis, Mal-
don-road, Kentish Town, carpenter.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.
John Bootle Kilshaw, Lancashire, builder—Joseph

Parnell, Great Crosby, near Liverpool, builder—Robert
Roberts, Liverpool, builder—Joseph Daynes, New
Catton. Norwich, carpenter and builder—Richard Bas-
kertield, Halesowen, Ayorcestershire, carpenter—John
Turner, Stamford, stonemason—.James Henry Graham,
Bishopwe.arraoutb,joiner—Thomas Roberts, Plymouth,
painter—William Perks, Tything of Wliistones, M'or-
cestershire, marble and stonemason— Edwin Cornelius
Middleton, Hirmingham, architect—Abraham Cittins,
Birmingham, builder— William Timothy French, War-
wick, plumber— Hugh Middleton, Bonfay, engineer-
Joseph Mickmahon, Scarborough, builder—Henry
Timothy Lockett Hartnell, Curry Rivell, Somerset-
shire, builder—John Conway, jun., St. Asaph, builder
and contractor—John Boothman, Upholland and Bil-
llnge, stone merchant—James Owens, Liverpool,
builder—John Jones, Liverpool, joiner and builder

—

Matthew Ryder, East Bolden, near Sunderland, joiner
—Walter Edd^, Gosport, plumber, painter and gla-
zier—Robert \ ickery, Broadway, Somersetshire, con-
tractor—Rowland Vvilliams, West Derby, Lancashire,
joiner—Arthur Lewis, Shrewsbury, painter and gla-
zier-William Weale, Shrewsbury, stonemason—Harry
Langston Jones, civil engineer—John Reed, Stockton-
on-Tees, bricklayer—Joseph B.arlow, Stockport, Che-
shire, builder— Richard Carfoot, Hurton-on-Trent,
builder-George Ede, Brighton, builder—John Scatcli-
ard. Huddcrsiield, York.^birc, painter—William .'laun-
ders. Freshwater, Isle of Wiglit, builder—Johu C'roft,
Wangford, Suffolk, builder—Charles Snooks, Addle-
stone, painter and paperhanger—Nathaniel Willlani
Holloway, Egham, builder—James Gibson, Leeds,
plasterer—James Sheriff, Upton, Chshire, builder-
John Church, New Passage, Gloucestershire, carpen-
ter-James Hallctt, Bristol, painter-Charles Bowycr,
Bristol, Builder—Thomas Hyde, Chalvey, near Slough,
stonemason—William Smith, Darlington, builder-
Thomas Woodhouse, Rose-place, East-street, Roch-
dale, contractor.

UNDER TUE rATttONAGE OP H.M. THE QUKKN.

THE LONDON PARQUETRY WORKS.
thci Rmt. ManufActorv OHtabllahod Ir. KnirUnd (In IMI) by

CnAIlMiS STKINITZ, founder of tito RiifrtUh Partiaetrr BiuiiMM.
for tli<3 exchiitlve production of

*' Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors,

Borders, Ceilings and "Wall Decoration.
In Geotnctricjil, CiirrniD<>Ar. nitd MoaiUo p*tt«rn&

Plaiu and Kirtlnutton, for ytrKt-cliuw Work only, prepared trto f>f

expf'tme. MaDufnctorT~Camb«rweU Hull, Onrre-lanA, Oauberwelii
S.R. 8ot« Agents and Show Room, Glllow and Co., 176 and 177,

Oxford-Btreet. W.

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

^V' J. J. CORDES & CO.,
^^ the Patentees and Manufacturers t.f the

MAiiK. well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Ewbank's Nails),

Desire to make it known tliat they have adopted

a "star," or " cross," as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent out by tbem,

except Clasp, bear this mark upon their heads,

and that within every package sent from their

works is also placed a card bearing their name
and address. All their bags are also branded
CoRDES and Co.
The Nails are manufactured by J. J. CoRDES

and Co. out of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig
Iron, and have long since earned the reputation

of being superior to all others. The Nails are all

uniform in make and quality, each one perfect

and count out full 1 ,000 to the M.

DOS WORKS, NEWPORT, HON.

]y£essrs. Charles Devaux and
COMPANY, BanVers Mntl Conslpnooa of the VTEILLE

MONTAGNE ZINO MtNINO COMPANY, supply tho VIKILLK
MONTAGNR ROOFING ZINC, and allow a dl.count of 4 por cent,
wherever the roofs are certified by the Company's architect to be
Eroperly laid.—Particulars or designs will he suppUal at the Vicille
[outagne Company's expense, bv their architect, Mr. JAURS ED-
MKSTOS, of .), Crown-court, Old Broad-street, E.a, where models of
the various patents for ainc roofing may be seen

'
C. H. DAVTES and CO.'S~

GENUINE AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS
N.B.—Designers and Practical Joiners.

CAMBRIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,
LONDON.

SCHOOL fittings:
essrs. Banks and Co.'s Patent
RevlsPd Illustrated Prioed Shoot oC cwry article required

In a well furnished .Schoolj sent for three htiirnpa.

PARSONAGE WORKS, ALBERT STREKT,
MANCHESTER.

M

THE ELECTRIC CL.
REQUIRES NO WINDING.

This
PATENT CLOCK,
with HOBELKT &
6o.'b Patent Sulphate

of Lead Bnttcry, li

g-oaranteed to keep

good time without

anj attention. The
battery requires r^
charging only onoe %
yearat mosb

The ImproT«m«nl
orer all other Eleo-

txio Clocks U obriooi

to the least ezpe-

rlenced aa well as the

moat Bolentlflo-

Price, in Keat Fancy

Wood Case. i\
Higher prloee Mooch-

ing to i^Ifr

the

An inspection is solicited by the

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTUREBS,

MOSELEY & CO.,
WirOSK IMl'ROVKJIE.NTS IN

ELECTRIC BELLS,
_ And tlicir APPLLVNCES,

are being used all over the country, Including

largest hotel In the Kingdom, aa well as In Inais,

Cliina, Australia, Africa, Uolland, &o.

14, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.

CATALOaUBS GRATIS. BSTIXAISS FVRSISBBD.

The Trade Supplied.

GrLBERTTTFRENCHr
BOLTON, LANCASHIRE,

Manufacturer of Church Furniture.

Communion Linen, Altar Cloths, Surplices. Kobcs.Kcele-
siastical Carpets. Glastonbury and Aluir t^Iniirs,

Lecterns, Fauld Stools, Alms and Collecting Boxes,
Almoniers and Basins, Curtains, Cushions, vVoolleu
Rugs for Seats. Kneeling Mats and Hassocks. Em-
broidery in Gold, Silver, and Silk, Heraldic, Kccle-
siastical, and Emblematic Fl.ags and Banners, Church
Mourning, Funeral Palls, Memorial Brasses, &c., Ac.

A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue sent free on
application.

Pareelii dellTered free nt all principal RAilway StoUomt.
I'rtizi-; jiedal, iMi

HAMILTON AND CO.,
Ko. 9 and 10, GUKKK-STBKET.SOHO-SQUAIIK LONDON, W

Bole Manufacturers of
A. WATKIN'S PATENT WHU3 BOUND, ROtJND and OYAI,

PARTING BRUSHES.
DUtomper Brushes, Saith Tools, Stippling Bnuhes, Gilders* and

Orainers' Tool*.
ThefiO goodn nre made of the be«t matorials and workmanship, and

haveobtainctl a hijrli roi'Utation anion)? the cliief decorators In the
kingdom. yArni;sh and Colour Manufacturers, Oilmen, Merchants
&C., are BuppUed ou the lowoit terms. Price Lliits forwarded on ap-
plication.

LEE Sd OO.'S
PATENT OLEO CHARTA WATERPROOF

WASHABLE PAPERHANGINGS.
The only Itrmciiijfor linmp in Xnvni- Old WalU.

Droorat<«l liy Fii-st.claiiR Art-Workmen, or Stencilled and
Trintea iu CTcrjr Rtyle, to fiuit tlis Palace, too Mansion, and tlie

Cottage.

ARCHITECTS' AND DECORATOR.';' DE.SiaNS C.ARRIBD
OUT ON SHORT NOTICE, WITHOUT E.XTRA CHARGE.

5, Newman-street, London, W.
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LITTLE CASTERTON FREESTONE.

THE «bow Stone k mised in Blocks of any portable size, is a perfect Weather Stone, need not be placed bedwise, and is

TO)iigh» at a che^wr rate than any Stone in the Kingdom. For price and particulars, address—

O. H. SIMPSON, STAMFORD, LINCOLNSHIRE.

CHARLES GOODYEAR,
GRANITE MERCHANT,

U Tnrmr^ M atnij tn-m hi. w>rk^ known m
. _ ..»

THE DE LANK GRANITE QUARRIES,
' ? ~ . "r ~ ,7 r"*!-T.^^. ^.j o,«iu from thf .hove (jMrrlo. U b«la» MtmrOroIy ti«a In

•"' '"» "* ^STrifS !li»SviStoSS7wMlilwi to the rooiiM. of con.trii<-ilon.^^
r<!^v".7r»-^?!unroT.-. Jl. Londi^ - 1?. Xirt.>mml»rlimd-Mr»«.8tr.n<l, W.C.

W. & J. R. FREEMAN, _^
XKRGHANTS IN ALL KINDS OF STONE AND GRANITE

^,,^ ^_ _ .^ ^cltr-lMd; and MiUh«nk-irtr<«t We»tinin»tor^whoro

-. .r-, — >™.l»«l foe IVll»«rl~, •Hl«» bT V«««l mB»11, to •ll P«r« of Uio Klnsdoin.

ul- KICK—-'7. Mn.I.RAXK STKKKT, LONDON S.W

tunr Diiak>.1WlMtkUlHi

PORTLAND STONE COMPANY (LIMITED)
Supplk's direct from Its Qunrries

PORTLAND BLOCK STONE,
of FIm »ati ETen Texture, Soninl, and Durable, in Blocks of any Dimensions, or Sawn in Slab of

V«fl«i IhkkneaH. PORTLAND ROACH STONE,. ^, , ^ „ .

Tilwilni^r """^ *<* ^^^ '^•' ^'* Walls, iMachincry Beds, loundations, &c., in Blocks of all sizes

•: • Low iWe.
Stone can be forwarded either per Vessel, London and Soutli-Westorn or

Great Western Railways and their connections.
For Price*. I"»rtioul.ir«. ami Samples apply Ui tbe Jlnnn'jiT.

MR. J. J. R. SHORT, ISLE OF PORTLAND, DORSET.
London OrJors niav be ad.lrcs^d to 10, rAKK-STREKT, WESTMINSTER, S.W

SAMUEL TRICKETT,
BUILDING STONES! BUILDING STONESI!

TOKOJOO,
FIBST-CLASS BUILDING STONES OF KVEKY DESCKIPTION.

I'lLLOUGIL tilK'ciiut'in mnv be seen at his officii, or iu
v;ti-1'-; bulk, nt hii t)r>i>ftts~

• < VICTORIA WHARK, MII.LWALI..
StlLEAOB STATION, PADDIKGTOX.
SKVEX SISTEn.S. DO., O, N. It

I,,,,,,,.. DEVONSHIRE STKEKT, DC, O.K. H.

Worked loOldor. All* BLOCKS, LANDINGS, nud I'AVINGS,

rmOV TH« TOtMSBXtM. mmBTSnTKK WAnWICKSHIRB, IMSH, SCOTCH, AN-D WELSH QUARRIKa
ADDRESS—2, GBESIIAM BUILDINGS, BASINGUALL STREET, E.G.

WILLIAM ORME CARTER,
~

LIVERPOOL,
SLATE MERCHANT, QUARRY PROPRIETOR, AND MANUFACTURER OF

ARTICLES IN SLATE.
SLATE.S for ROOFING of every Size and Qualitj-, cither Blue, Grey, Green, or Red, direct

tttim fbalhfml^im Wol« or Wi^nirirahiifl, at wluile»*l> price*, n truck Ionjc of not Ic&s than flrct^'as.

SLATE SLABS, direct from the Quarries in Wales, at -n-liolcsalo prices, in truck loads

" SLATE "orofAMEKTAL ENAMELLED ARTICLES in imitation of the most costly
HirilMh <fcfa—wTpfaB») BkUm, miM>. Wall Unlii^n, Tnlilo tops, Columnft, Stc, &c.

SLATK PLAIN ARTICLES.—Nvorking Squares and other Utensils for Brewing, Water
CliAM% iKtih*, Slakm flb«Miic for Ltinlrrit, DsirieB. OraoohofUM, Aer, Mnlnir and Shelrcs for Stroni?-rooin<t, Horso and O'W MangerB,
•tod D&Wai^ OuO* Tlra«vk^ rickllnK TruoirhB, PaTSmonU, Lavatorlcfi, Urinals, and all articles for SoniUry Furposos. Billiard and
KajmHtto TmUm tMh mort canefnllr fui*hi-^. »w\ ridgr*! roll jilaln and crrstod.

l.AK'.K yViJ' ti nr lEfH>KlN'J SLATK.S OX nAND FOTt EXrOUT.

BEST SLATE SLABS-1,200 TONS IN STOCK.
U(;uKIXG SLATES, and EV>;RY DESCRIPTION of PLAIN and ENAMELLED SLATE

MAKUFACTUltE for HOME USE or EXPORTATION.
JOSEPH BRINDLEY,

SLATE MERCHANT,
ENAMEL ANT) STEAM SLATE WORKS, BKRMONDSEY WALL, LONDON, SE.

Ki*timat«t civcn lor Sl.-itliii;, and evcry-ihlni. that ettn be made of Slate.
TIIB SEW mUE Ll.-T AND C.\TAL<;(;LK OF ClIiJISEV-HECE DE.SIONS ARE NOW IlEADV.

FRENCH UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION 1867.
The only SILVER MEDAL given to Great Britain specially for

" Pottery (Stoneware, Pipes, &o.), for Materials and Processes for
Civil Engineering and Public Works," Class 65, was awarded to

HENRY DOULTON AND CO.,
LAMBETH.

Uimt. n. * OO.hm oMnlnad Thrw M»l»l. «l iho Puis EzhlWUon for their T»rioo« Munnfuehiree.

Glazed Stoneware Drain Pipes, Terra Cotta Chimney Tops, &o., &c.,
EupvlliU Oil llic lowrnt tornm, dirirt from If. D. & Co.'s MnnufactorieB :—

^ UIGII STUEET LAMBETH, LONDON; ROWLEY REGIS, STAFFORDSHIRE;
and SMKTIIWICK, near BIRMINGHAM.

JOHN DOULTON BROTHERS & COLIVERPOOL POTTERY, "'

ST. HELENS,
STORES—100, SOHO STliEET, LIVERPOOL,

.MANUFACTURERS OF
DOUT.TON'S STONEWARE PIPES,
nOULTOSS IIAI.K-SOCKET PIPES,
DOUI.TOX-S INVERT BLOCKS FOR SEWER BOTTOMS
DOi;i,TON-S I'ATKN'I' .JUNCTION BLOCKS,

TBBRA DJTTA ClilMNEY-POT.S, EIRE CLAY FLUE PIPES,HIDGE «s PAVING TILES &c

raiZE MEDAL.EXHIBITIONOP 1862,
Awarded for Ex.'cllence of Mamifncture and Beaiity of Design.

THE ARCHITECTURAL POTTERY
COilPANY, POOLE, DORSET,

MAXUTAm-JUCR-S of MOSAIC, ENCAUSTIC, and TESSKLATED
TILE PAVKMKNT.S, Includiii^ Vitreous Blue, While, and Green
Teaacra, for Churohos, Halls, ConsorTatoriea, &r. White Glazed
Ttlcs, Plain, and with Patterns, for Baths, Dairies, &c ; Coloured,
Enamelled, and lEmliossed ditto ; White and Colonrw! Olajod Bricl^g,
Meiallino Pavinjr Tiles, Cln,, Mn.. and ISin. Blacli Paving Briclts,
niaclc Facing? and Arch ditto, Bluck Grooved Stable and Flro Bricks
llldsos, &C.

N.n.—KKMOVED FROM 36, PAKLIAMKNT ST.
TO 84, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, W.C

Q-. Mitchell, Marble, Stone, and^^ GBANTTE WOTIKS
SHOW ROOMS-I66,BB.OMPTON-no.VD, LONDON, S.W.

\Vhoro Art-liHoctfi, Uulldcra, and Merchants will find the 18*^681
ana best Btock of Chimney-pieces and Monumonta in Londju, of
which Booke, Cutalofjuoa, and Sheets of MouumGnis will bo for-
warded on application.
Estimator will mc'jt with prompt attention.

MAN UrACXOilY AT WALTON-STBEET

JOHN ST. POLISHED GRANITE
WORKS, ABERDEEN.

J.VMES WIIIOHT, Manufacturer of Polished Granite toiler
Majesty, siipplic** flr.^l-claRS Monument". ColumnR, PilaBtern, Stc.
London ApeutK, Mr. ALEXANDER NICHOLSON, 66, Mark-lane,
E.C. ; and Mr. MATTHEW W. JOHNSON, 363, Koston-road, N.W.

GRANITE.

John Freeman & Sons, Penryn,
^^ COBNWALL.
Agents in London—W. & J. R. FUEEMAN, 27, Millhank-street : And

N. TBEGELLES, 10, Uuion-conrt, Old Broad-street, E.C

ABERDEEN GRANITE WORKS.
ALEX. MACDONALD, PIELD & Co.,

Workers in Polished Granites to the Queen.
Awarded Prize ^r(!tla!« Tntomntionnl Exhibitions 1S31. 1865, and 1862

and THREE Prize McdnlH at Farifl, 1807.

Red, Blue, and Grey Granites for Archi-
tectural Construction, Decoration,
Memorials, and General Purposes.
LONDON DEPOT, 4<M, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.

THE BURHAM BRICK, LIME, AND
CEMENT COMPANY.

LONDON Depot—BURHAM WHAUP, BELVEDERE-ROAD,
LAMBETH, S.E.

GAULT BRICKS. Cornice Tiles, and Tubes, Quoiup, Cliimnoy-pt.ts,
Drain Pipes, &a, Groy Stone, Mcdway Lime, fresh from the Com-
piiny'p kilns, delivered in barge loads alonfrside, or by the van load
he, from the Company's depot. Plaster of Paris, Portland, Shcppy,
and Rouian Cements, as nmnnfacturod at the Company'B works,
Burham, on the banks of the River Modway, and at Murt-ton, neat
Sitiiuj,'bourno, Kent.

Brinks, TileB, &c. of any dCRlifn made to order.

GREAT CULAND CLIFF HYBIiAULIC LIME.
ThiK Limo ia perfectly hydraulic, of great ttreufrth and tenacity

^ it

F-Pt'' readily under water, and becomes verv hard Lii a short time
PAUR AND STRONG'S TATK^TT COMBINATION",

(See Builder, May 16, 1808,

The Bnrham Brick, Lime, and Cement Company, haiHng been
appointed hoIo manufacturer^ are prepared to supply Tubes for the
Cellular Walln, &C. Price? and particulare forwarded on appticatloa

rKTIIKU'S PATENT DIAl'EU BRICKS,
Manufactured only by the Burham Brick, Liiuo and Cement Com-

pany.
A groat variety of designB are prepared for diapered surfaces,

string courses, circular columns, window heads, &c, to be seen at
their Loodou Dop&U

Architects' own designs executed.

STONE QUARRIES.
KETTON, BCTLAUD.

T. TURNER,
KETTON, NEAR STAMFORD,

Has at all times a quantity of KETTON STONE in blocks, sawn
and worked to order.

Kotton stono, turned balusters, bases, and columns, turned up
to b cwt. each Lu the above stone.

Prices known on application.

Portland Stone Steam Saw
MILLS, ISLE OF rOKTLAKD. CHARLES HOLLAJJD nnO

CO., Proj)rlol,or«.—POUTLAND STONE from tho Saw dolivorea by
Khlp at Portlnnil, or rftllwar.—For prices, npjily to
0HAULE8 HOLLAND & CO.. ISLE OF I'OHTLASD, DORSET.

J^abricotti's Marble Sawing
MILLS, by Improve*! Moclilnery. Aiickland-strcet, and Glyn-

stroet, Viiiuiinll. Blocks of every qualUy sawn promptly, with
iiddity and uirurary. at moderate rates.

A Boloctioii of good Vein and Sicilian, sawn into uscftilthicknessea
on .Rale at per fool cube, and sawing. Blocks sawn into Scantling-
bystoam rimicrs. rowernU Steam lathes for Turning Columns.^e .

up to I2ft.l(-n;th.

fiawn Portland Slab.—Stewards
and CO., Portland Stone Merchants, Isle of Portland, an«l

at Portland Wliarf, Grosvonor-road, Plmlico.—For list of price*,
apply to W. H. HOLLAiO), 20A, Gronyenor roAd Plmlico,
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S. LUKE'S CHURCH. NEW KENTISH
TOWN.

IN our coluranof " Building Intelligence "for

the 10th oi: December, wo brietty noticed

tho conseoratiou of this chnrcli in New
Kentish-town, and we propose now to give a

more detailed account of it, as being in some
respects removed from tlie ordinary run of

suburban churches, and also as being the

maiden effort of a young architect, Mr. Basil

Champneys, son of tho Dean of Lichfield, and
latevicarof the parish ofS.Pancras, in which the

church is situated. The opportunity which has

fallen into the hands of this gentleman at so early

a period ol: his career was a most fortunate

one, and the sum at his command unusually
ample, from the fortuitous circumstance that

funds were provided by the Midland Railway
Company, who had demolished the church of

S. Luke's, King's-cross, in order to make their

station at S. Pancras. Tliis provision, sup-

plemented by subscriptions raised, and neces-

sary yet to be raised to defray the whole cost,

will have amounted to £14,000, a sum far

greater than any of the new churches in its

neighbourhood have cost, and more than many
of the stately Church establishments in the East-

end of London, which we have recently re-

viewed. Under these circumstances the archi-

tect must forgive us if we regard his work
somewhat more critically than if he had to

battle against the want of means which
generally cripples the efforts of his brother
professional men. Upon tho whole, however,
we feel we can congratulate Mr. Champneys
upon having produced a work of considerable
promise, and one which is highly creditable

when considered as his first work. It is bold
and ambitious, and if it lacks somewhat of

rhythm, and complete mastery of style, this

is no more than must have been expected by
those who entrusted to him so important a
commission. Grace, indeed, it does not dis-

play throughout, but then the school which its

architect evidently strives to follow is one
which, as we once heard one of its members
forcibly declare, holds as an article of faith

that elegance is an emanation from a region
h.ardly polite to mention. The display of

vigour is its aim, and this sometimes is at-

tained by efforts of a spasmodic character, the

repression of which become needful if the

sublime is to be kept clear of the ridiculous
The style is said to be Early English, but our.

familiar friend, the Early French, lias had a
marked influence upon it, as well as upon most
of the works of the school we have referred to.

The material is red brick, pointed, externally
and internally, with dressings of Tisbury stone,

the colour and texture of which in connection
with the brick are admirable. The church con-
sistsof a wide and lofty nave with lean-to-side,

aisles, a central tower over the first bay of the
chancel, with the aisles continued eastward to

embrace it, and projecting eastward thence is

a polygon apsidal sacrarium. The tower and
apse are vaulted with brick, with stone ribs, and
the rest of the church has an open timber roof.

The tower is to be completed with a saddle-
backed high-pitched roof. The roofs are
covered with Broseley tiles of rather too pale a
tint._ The arcade between the nave and aisles

consists of four wide archts carried upon cir-

cular columns of a red conglomerate stone,
which are efl'cctive. The arches are richly
and boldly moulded, but the mouldings are
somewhat clumsy, and not well in accord with
those of the capitals. Some of the windows
are nicely treated with roll -moulded brick
jambs, &c., and the internal arches are carried
upon delicate, slender shafts, in which we do
not perceive much correspondence with the
arcades aforementioned. The ])orche3 to
boh ais les are also of a more refined treat-
ment, and with their groining and recessed

order of arches carried on slender columns,

are really successful features. Tho great west

windows are well thrown up, and, though not

happily treated inside, and of rather too bald

a type of plato tracery, are unquestionably

effective.

Close to the Church are the parsonage and
another house by the same hand, of which we
regret to say we can liud very much less to

say in praise than we can of the Church. They
are, in our opinion, hopelessly ugly and un
couth in style, a sort of cross between the

rigid type of utilitarian Gothic and
the domestic work of Queen Anne's time.

They are red brick piles, of which the general

grouping is the best feature, with long narrow
windows with wide white-painted frames, ad
vanced as close to the outside as the Building

Act would allow, with small panes of glass

divided by clumsy wooden bars. The plan

and interior arrangements seem defective

particularly in the absence of any hall, and
in the cramped nature of the passages and
staircase. Nevertheless, they are not without

evidence of much care and thought bestowed
upon many of the details, and wo are well

aware that what strikes us as defects are con

sidered merits by the school to which the

architect appears to have given his adherence.

The self-evident fact that such work does not

meet the requirements of the age would in no
degree change their opinions or practice, for

their creed is that they must be right and the

ago wrong, and that no compromise should or

ought to come from their side.

We ought not to conclude our notice of this

group of buildings without calling attention

to the unusual and remarkable excellence of

the construction throughout, which is due to

tho honesty, zeal, and arti.stic knowledge of

tlio builder who has carried out the works
Mr. Thomas Williams, tho contractor for

Llandaft" Cathedral, and many other important

ecclesiastical buildings.

The following additional particulars of S.

Luke's Church have been supplied to us :

—

The entire cost of the church, exclusive of

architect's commission, has been £14,000.
The walls are built externally with red

Suffolk brick, and lined internally with the

same material. The whole of the dressings

are in Tisbury stone ; tho columns of the

arcade of red Rad3T stone, from near

Cardiff ; the small columns to doorways,

windows, vaulting shafts, roof corbels, &c.,

are of green sandstone from Bridgend in

Glamorganshire. The roofs are covered with

Broseley tiles, from tho manufactory of

Messrs. Thoriie. The floor of the chancel

is laid with Messrs. Maw's tesselated pave-
ment, and that of the nave and aisles with
tiles supplied by the Poole Pottery Company.
All the seats in the nave are executed in

pitch pine. The base of the pulpit is of

Radyr and Bridgend stone, and the upper
part of mahogany and oak, the combination
of which produces a pleasing effect. The
octagonal font, executed in marbles of

different colours, and having the alteniate

panels inlaid with intersecting circles, the

emblems of the Trinity, the Cross, and the

monogram of Our Saviour's name, was
executed by Messrs. Burke and Co., of

R«gent-street. The stalls, which are hand-
some and richly moulded, are executed in

teak wood. Tho brass lectern, the gift of
Mr. William Gibson, of Kentisli-town, is

elaborately chased, and has the symbols of

the four Evangelists wrought in it. The
centre window of the apse is tilled with
painted glass, by Messrs. Heaton and
Butler, and the effect of it is considered

satisfactory.

MIDDLE CLASS LONDON DWELLINGS.
(Concluding article.')

OUR former article* on this subject con-

tained some general remarks in advo-
cacy of a more substantial and comfortable

* See Building News, page W3.

style of town dwelling ; some also in con-
demnation of the existing stylo of dwelling

—

unhappily too well verified by the fearful
burning to death, only tho following week, of
six persons in a dwelling house in Sandwich-
street, Burton-crescent. The daily press haa
little to say on the subject, even that little

being restricted to comments upon people's

excessive solicitude for the safety of their

furniture and Christmas pudding, or their

tardiness in bringing np tho fire-engines ; as
if the safety of a London dwelling-house,

once fairly a light, depended solely upon the

speedy arrival of fire-engines and fire-escapes.

Why, there are at this moment thousands of
dwelling-houses in town that would at once
succumb to tho flames in case of the occur-

rence within them of that ordinarj', trifling

incident that caused this shocking catastrophe

in Sandwich-street ! The papers tell us of the
upper part of the house and its staircase being
ablaze in a moment, which could not have
been tho case had the stairs and the burning
back room been enclosed with brick walls or

partitions of incombustible materials, as they
necessarily are in a block of " model " dwel-
lings. In these buildings there is no induce-

ment for the capitalist to construct wooden
partitions in lieu of brick ones. Each floor is

in plan a counterpart of the supporting story

beneath it—a series of brick-enclosed cells or

rooms. The stairs, similarly enclosed, can
therefore be constructed of stone, or of

(what is far better) tile and Portland

cement. Moreover, as each staircase serves

for several entire dwellings or flats, it occurs

but seldom, or at wide intervals, in a large

block ; and the builders can well afford to

make it not only fireproof, but spacious, sube

stantial, and handsome. The floors in these

model houses are usually vaulted, or mad-
otherwise incombustible, but, for their prac-

tical safety from fire—that is to say, combus-
tion of the fabric, involving loss of life—this

costly mode of building is by no means indis-

jionsable. They might be safely floored with
wood in the ordinarj' way, perhaps more safely

than with iron joists and girdere. The roofs,

too, might safely be constructed with timber,

and not one in ten thousand be bunied off in

twenty years. They might, indeed, ignite,

and so might the timber floors, but, all having
their bearings on incombustible walls, they

could not " burst ablaze in a moment," like

this wretched dwelling in Sandwich-street, or

that equally wretched " mansion " burnt out

not long ago at Notting-hill. The -conflagra-

tion (or, let us say, simple flare-up) would bo
promptly enough extinguished by the fire-

engines, safely and effectually " playing up
"'

from the stone or tile staircases.

Now, an ordinary town house of the period'

is but from 16ft. to 20ft. wide, and, practically

speaking, it cannot bo built with fireproof

walls and staircases. There are in it hardly an
-j

two floors alike, so that lath and plaster parti-

tions, strutted up Heaven knows how, and
hung up goodness knows whence, are a sheer

necessity. The entire building, roof and all,

is, from ground-floor to attics, propped u]) by
or held in suspe;ision fiom timber supiiorts,

and ready, if it catch fire anpvhere, to collapse

or snap asunder at any point and tumble into

the cellar. There is plenty of constructive

ingenuity, but no soundness in it ; and thus it

is that, in case of fire, especially at midnight,

it is scarcely possible for the inmates to escape

being burned to death. People often say,
" What are the District Surveyors about tO'

allow such an unsafe mode of construction ?
"

But the District Surveyors have nothing what-

ever to do with it, and no control over ii. The
Metropolitan Building Act, while its clausei-^

as to timbers inserted into party walls really

induce this evil mode of construction, issilens

as to a Londoner's right to burn his own house

down. What it says impliedly is :—He shall

not bum down or even endanger his neigh-

bours'. And it well realises its object, for wc
rarely or ever hear of a fire in a town dwelling

causing the burning down of an adjoining one.
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Party w«ll» not oa\j extend beyond the c.-il-

uijs, bat |>i«rc.' the' iwifs, lUiJ are corbelled

Mt, IK) Buitr ' ' -v 'lideoiisly, beyond the

MTW. 'nie> i-cs rei>oatod, as they

•n,aXtTety 1- _^it, down the front of

• Lmdoii (trcet, are by no means ' architec-

twtenae," and are happily unknown in pro-

rincial towns. In a luw of model dwellings

thejr are to a great estent got rid of. Here

«« oukjr cay that their ceiieral introdaction in

LMidOB woald perhaps do more than anything

efaw to improre its dreary street fa9udcs. No
Oiw oaa deny that tlie fronts of the model

mUdle-cbM hooaes in Victoria-street, West-

miastar, CTen in their diu^ry coinpo, liuve a

Mitain airof grandeur or vastness of which

th* moit eoaUy facades of ordinary town
dwellhip* are destitute . The very infrequcncy

of the entrance doorways suggests a massive

architectural treatment of those features un-

known to the ordinary London dwelling-house

builder. The verv naming of that func-

tkwarr ^»ith his joorways, or holes in the

wmll—^'loles sqnar.',' and holes semicircular

—

with imposts high above tlie springing of the

arch) is distn^Ning to think of.

On the score of mere economy these model

iioant woald have murh to recommend them
tblioth the capitalist and the occupant. Their

gMMnl nae over the central districts of the

metiwoHa wouM relieve the former of that

wasterol application of valuable frontage in-

volred in the now thick-setting of heavy party

walls and mean staircases. These now occur

at (on an average) every 20ft. of a middle-

dan dwelling, and if we contrast this ar-

raaeement all down a street of these houses

with that of the Victoria-street flaU, it will

be seen what a great saving of ground-rent

tbev effect, to say nothing of capital invested

in tie now frequent construction of such costly

features as party walls and staircases, whose
height, and consequent bulk, is ever on the in-

crease to keep pace with the ever-increasing

popolation of London. In this respect the

va6te of space in central parts of the metro-

polis is often absolutely absurd. The Uainbow
TsTem, in Fleet-street, and the Red Lion
Tavwn, in Fenchurch-strcet, are signal in-

stances of it, though by no means excep-
rional. Again, it now often occurs that, in

even central jjarts of London—especially

in cases of household property—the upper
loon are comparatively worthless. People
will not run up and down four or five

Sgfats of (or rather " pairs " of^ stairs, in

•toer to obtain the use of two—^liardly ever

ttuve^rooms ; and, in consequence, these

pjwmost rooms are often not merely lowly

noted, bat unoccupied. This would never be
the case with the model dwelling. The
stars, once ascended, would give access, not

to two rooms, but to an entire hon.se of several

looms ea $uUf. The uppermost flats in' Vic-
toria-street, Westniin.stcr, are never without
traanta, and they are, moreover, highly popu-
lar. Lastlv. the extreme simplicity of coii-

•tmction ot these model booses is an unques-
tiaaable aonrce of economy to the capitalist.

To the middle-class tenant they are a saving
m many respects. A ladv, who requires three

•erranta to do the worl; of a five-storeyed

boose, will easily " work " a one-storeyed house
with two, or even one, of these "greatest
plagoes of life ;" and, what is of even greater
fonseqoence, she can herself, without effort,

peiaonally look into all that is going on in her
househnM. A correspondent of this journal
a.-/ r alludes to. the usnally-nttered
aii'i y obvious objection to the number
nf stepii Ui \>Q gone up and down. It is one
that on firrt thought seems unanswerable, but
in nality these model houses effect a wonderful
saring in this very particular. Many ladies,

with their children and domestics, hardly go
ont of their Imiwes oftenor than once a day

—

sumetimes not at all. In the latter ca«c it is

«briow there would, on even the very highest
lats, be absolutely no stairs whatever to tra-
rerwr. It is aiiiiply a question of quitting or
trnaiuing in the house during eacli day. Now,

let us siipi>ose, as an extreme ca.se, that the

raterfaniilias of the very tomiio.st fiat comes

home every mid-day to'hmch and retnrns in

the uftenioon to his office, conies home again,

dine.s, and goes out every evening. In even

this extreme case, in that of a topmost storey,

the numlwr of stair-steps he will go up and

down will fall far short of one-sixtli of the

number of steps a ladv or her servants now
ordinarily ascends and descends in even a

three-storey hou.se of the usual construction.

Here is, then, we say, a manifest economy to

the tenant in this very item of going uj) and

down stairs. While on the subject of economy,

Kt us glaiic' at the question of lodgers, a matter

not to be ignored, when considering a plan for

middle-class London dwellings. It has been

a-sserted, and very likely with truth, that three-

fourths of the population of London either sub-

let part of their houses to lodgers, or are

lodgers themselves. This being so, it must

plainly not be assumed that every middle-class

householder will consent to solely occupy a flat

of from six to nine rooms. There seems no

valid reason why he might not, as now, sublet

part of his house or flat. There would certainly

be in a model house greater privacy for a lodger

than in an ordinary dwelling. It is a mere

question of fees for the porter or concierge, who
attends and takes in letters, parcels, messages,

Ac. at the street door.

There is another prejudice against dwellings

of this class, which they share in common with

the political scheme of voting by ballot—it is

that they are held to be " un-English." " Oh,"

we have lieard a Londoner say, " that kind of

house would never suit me, with my English

John Bull notions ; I call them Bastiles, sir

—

regular Bastiles !" Our friend had just been

expatiating, and justly, on the discomforts of

his town dwelling, and at the moment we our-

selves, with a very laudable British hatred of
" Bastiles," were struck dumb with the objec-

tion. It was at the time unanswerable, but

now we imagine

—

hioir, indee I—that the

occui)ants of tliese dwellings already built in

town, both the gentle ones in Pimlico, and the

simple ones in S. Giles's and Bethnal-green,

tell i|uite another tale. Let any one who is

oppressed with this peculiar Anglicanism go
down to Victoria-street, and seek for it among
the occupants of those large houses built by
Mr. Mackenzie. They are, by-the-bye, too

large and too high for the street, or the street

is too narrow for them ; but this is an evil that

will be averted in future by the Metropolitan

Board of Works, or the worehipful aidiles who
are possibly to be set up in its place.

In central town districts of London, there

can be no question about it, these " Bastiles,"

(wherever rents sink below £75 a year) are the

only proi)er safe, sound, sightly, and economi-
cal dwellings to build. They cannot well be
built by single capitalists of small means; they

ought to be taken in hand by our Cubitts and
Kclks, our Freakcs, Lawrences and Mansfields,

not pro bona publico, or for anything so

heavenly or ethereal, but as an unquestionably
good speculation. Such middle-class houses
would yield a better interest than the in eveiy
case overdone model dwellings for the labour-

ing poor, with their expensive paraphernalia of

well-meant, but ill appreciated and ill-used

"sanitary appliances," aensely-packed coppers,
water closets, cooking ranges, cupboards, air-

valves, &c., &c. The " wage-paid classes," in

nine cases out of ton, care " for none of tlicso

things." They in many cases stop up .the air-

valves, and when fuel runs scarce, as it too
often does in London, refuse, God help them !

to discern the utility of cupboard doors. Such
features, in a larger middle-class dwelling,
would, while of slightly dearer quality, be
sparsely sjiread over a block of dwellings, aiul,

as it is needless to explain in a technical jour-
nal, these larger-roomed, many-roomed dwell-
ings would be far cheaper to build.

The question is a really serious one. London
is already too bigfor the paltry 20-foot fronted
houses it consists of. We all see it growing
with gig.iniic strides into the suburbs, bigger

' and bigger, and yet if any one will go into

any of tliese suburbs he may see, just at this

time of commercial stagnation, the un-slated,

uu-compoed, stagnant carcases of just such

combustible dwellings as are periodically burnt

down, in Guilford-street with two, in Dover-
street with three, in Oxford-street with five, in

Gilbert-street, Bloomsbury, witheight, and now
in Sandwich-street, St. Pancrns, with six, of

their unfortunate occupams. The earlier

volnmes of this journal contain dreadful jiar-

ticulai's of many of these, and of other equally

shocking holocausts in these treacherous, but
unquestionably " English " homes.

Failing our large London builders, why
should not the Duke of This or the Marquis of

That, or some other of our half dozen aristo-

cratic owners of London—veritable lords of the

manor—whose wealth has, by its enterprise,

grown so plethoric, take up the task, just povr
passer U temps, or by way of honest specula-
tion ? These noblemen have all of tbem in

their estate-surveyors very competent archi-

tects at their elbows, and if the hint were taken,

even one row of dwellings each would really
immortalise all the half dozen lords ; for what
would our Continental visitors behold when
they came to town ? Six, yes, " six " rows of

London dwelling-houses not only designed by,
but built—yes, " built," under the direction of
architects. Ghosts of Pericles and Mecanas,
what an opportunity

!

Solomon Set-Square.

THE UTILISATION OF THE SOUTH-
AMPTON SEWAGE.

SOUTHAMPTON is, we understand, about
to utilise its sewage, which has been

running to ruinous waste upon the miidhinds
of its surrounding shores. We heartilj' con-
gratulate the local board upon at last resolv-

ing to rid this flourishing port of a source of
pestilential mischief, and in making the
sewage what it really and rationally should
become—a fertilising agent. There are

various ways of doing this, but these can be
resolved into two general methods—the

manufacture of the sewage into manure, and
the perhaps more natural treatment, the dis-

tribution of the sewage by means of irriga-

tion on the land. Both plans have their advo-
cites, and both, to a certain extent at least,

prevent the pollution of our rivers and
streams. Of course, so far, either method is

a great step, if not a decided gain on the

wasteful and miserably stupid drainage of the

very elements of reproduction into our

nearest watercourses. When we hear, there-

fore, of any town adopting either one or the

other of these systems, it is a pleasing duty to

record the fact as showing the progress of
scientific intelligence among public authori-

ties, and a desire to keep pace with other

communities in great sanitary measures.

The plan which is now being considered

in that town with a view to an arrangement for

effecting the above object, is well-known to our
readers as the " A. B. C." sewage process,

which we have described on a former occasion.

In 1869 the process was brought before the

notice of the Local Board, who subsequently

appointed a deputation to visit Leamington, to

inquire into, examine, and report upon the

work-* there, which report has at length been
made, and from it we gather the deputa-

tion appear to have been favourably im-
pressed with the process in operation.

Briefly, it consists in collecting the sewage in

a cesspool or receptacle, there mixing it with
a compound solution of animal chnrcoal, blood,

clay, alum, magnesia, and other ingredients,

by a rotary agitator. Tliis admixturi; at once
precipitates tlie solid matter, forming a
thickish residuum, which on being allowed to

settle in tanks, is pumped up, dried by hydro-
extractors, and brought into a dry, marketable
state, the superabundant water running off

clear and almost tasteless. Fish, indeed, have
been kejit for months in the effluent water.
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Wo extract tlio following analysis of the

manure as sold to farmers ut £3 lOs. a ton.

Water 1*1

Organic Matter 'i'^i

Phosphate of Mine UB
Earthy and Alkaline Salts ll"i

SiUcatcB «2
lOO-O

Nitrogen Ammonia ^'^

The cost of raanufacturo does not exceed

30s. per ton.

At Leamington, we understand, these re-

sults have been realised ; and there is some

reason for believing a still better success will

attend the " Native Guano Company's" process

at Southamjiton. This town has a population

of nearly three times that of Leamington, and

possessesgreiterfacilifesof position and transit.

The surrounding land.s of the neighbourhood

afford ample field also for the guano ;
and if

wo are to accept the Company's statements,

the fertilising powers of the manure are great.

Practical farmers speak highly of it in its

distribution over corn land and root crops,

while for horticultural purposes generally,

acoordiuj; to the opinions of some practical

gardeners, it is more jjermanent in its effects

than foreign guano—the ammonia being more

fixed. In dry weaiher also, it does not burn

the plants, as Peruvian guano. We hear the

company offer the town tuOO a year for the

sewage. This, of course, is conditional, the

town going to no outlay, but lotting premises

to the Company for the working of their pro-

cess duiing a term to be arranged, terminable

by a twelve months' notice on either side.

The sew.ige dilliculty has been a serious

one, and Southampton has perhaps suffered

more from it than other towns, linnncially, at

any rate. Having noble water-frontages on

the south-east, and west it certainly behoves

the Southamptonians to render tlieir waters as

pure and innocuous as possible, more especially

to prevent the accumulation of mud along

the shores, or anything that can render it in-

odorous, as upon this will much depend the

claims of this port to rank as a watering-

place of some pretensions. G. H. G.

THE LATE MR. JAMES AVYLSON.

THE decease of Mr. James Wylson, architect,

which took place on the 6th inst., at his

residence in Islington, will occasion among ti large

circle of personal friends, and others, a feeling of

deep regret at the loss of one who was alike dis-

tinguished for the variety of his aci|uircmcnts and

general knowledge, as well as for his estimable

social (inalities in private life. In the former

capacity, his leaning was decidedly to the

practical and useful in science and art, his

delight being in the study of mathematical or

mechanical problems, no matter how ahstruse,

which his naturally ingenious turn of thought led

him to consider could be devoted to good account

;

while, in the latter capacity, those who kn(HV him
best could best appreciate that frank geniality of

disposition, and that ready How of lively and
instructive conversation which issued sjiontaneously,

as it were, from the resources of his well store(l

mind. When, on such occasions, a new idea

happened to be propounded, or some ((uestion

appeared to be capable of further elucidation, he

was invariably loth to let the matter drop until it

had been sifted to the utmost ; and he would

frequently consult for the purpose one volume

after another from the range of shelves at hand,

till he was satisfied ; nor was it an uncommon
thing to find that many of the volumes had l)een

already enriched l)y careful references or marginal

notes in his own handwriting. From this remark
it may be inferred that Mr. Wylson was emphati-
cally a niau of persevering research, and of

method ; such were, in truth, prominent traits in

his character. His industry was most remarkable,

nor less so his constant habit of " system" in even

the minutest concei'us. He had " a place for

everything, and everything in its place." Indeed,

but for this, it would have been imimssible for him
to have accomplished one-half of what be did in

an incredibly short space of time ; .and this with-

out in the least degree passing over things super-

ficially, ilr. Wylson was at all times, ami on
many subjects, a ready and accurate writer.

Besi<les his frc(|iient contriliutions to the current

literature of the day, which were always more than

merely acceptable, his versatility was displayed in

his aptitude for writing [xxitry, especially of a

humorous kind ; this being coupled with a rcfine<l

taste for music, in which he occasionally essayed

his powers of compositiim ; and his friends pf)sscss,

in cither the single or combine<l form, niany

clever effnsions which had been struck off in the

whim of the moment. This use of the pen in

difl'ercut ways would appear to have been resorted

to by him as a real source of recreation,

until" the pressure of other duties imposed on

it a comparative restriction, for, besides what

appeared from time to time in print, the anuiunt

of " nuinuscrii)t " he has left behind him

would fill volumes, irrespective of certain important

works which he was iireparing for distinct puldica-

tion. Hewas one of the earliest contributors to the

JiiiiUer, and an article by him which appeared

hi the volume for 1844, upon "Cements," attracted,

among othei-s, considerable notice, lie afterwards

edited the " Engineer's. Pocket-hook," a very useful

little publication ; and in 18">'.l ho published his

" MechanicalInventor'sGuide,"a work which con-

tains a mass of condensed information, designed

to form a practical introduction to the principles

and components of machinery, being further

illustrated by copious diagrams, and a collection

of nearly three hundred mechanical moi ements.

A few additional particulars respecting Mr.

Wylson's general career will not be uninteresting.

He was bom in Glasgow in 1811, and served an

articleship of five years in that city to an architect

of the name of Weir, with whom he remained for

four years afterwards. In ISiiO he removed to

Norwich, and was for a short sime with Mr. John

Brown, a wcll-knowu architect there. Upon
reaching London he became the senior clerk in the

office of Mr. Sydney Smirke, where he remained

till the year 1843. About this period the writer

of the present notice became acquainted with Mr.

Wylson ; being, in 1842, one of a few " Architec-

tural Draughtsmen " who foraied themselves into

an " Asso(.-iation," with that gentleman at their

head, Mr. Wylson being both the originator of

the Society, and its first secretary, When eir-

cumsttmces led biin to relinquish the latter oflSce,

he was presented by the Association, as a kind of

testimonial, with a handsome pair of massive

silver compas.ses, expressly designed for the

purpose. The meetings of this association were

first held in Castle-street, Holboru; they next met

in Southampton-street, Strand, then at Lyon's Inn

Hall, (also in the Strand, and since pulled down);

and now, in a more developed fonn, they constitute

the " Architectural Association," meeting in

Conduit-street, Regent-street.

Mr. Wylsou first established himself in practice

in his native city, where be designed and carried

out many important public and private works
;

among which may be mentioned,—an extensive

range of "model dwellings for the labom-iug

classes ;" the Prince's Theatre, since taken down,

the site being otherwise required ; and S. Lnke's

Free Church. To the pulpit in the latter build-

ing he applied with success, in 18r)r), the theory of

the parabolic form as a sound refiector. He also

assisted in establishing the Glasgow Athemeum,

and for his professional services rendered to that

Institution, the Board presented him with a ticket

of life-membership, besides electing him a durector.

In 1818 he received, out of 100 designs, the first

preminm for a plan for laying out the lands of

Gilmore Hill for building pui-poses. Upon his

([uitting Glasgow, in 18u0, to return to Loudon, he

was honoured with a public dinner by invitation

from the resident architects ; and we next find

him occupying a responsible post in the office of

the late Sir C. Barry. His future course became

somewhat changed when he received the appoint-

ment (out of 5.5 candidates) of Surveyor to the

"National Freehold Land Society," whit'h he

retained until his "department" was annulled by

the trade in land being so seriously affected by the

Crimean war. He was subsequently chosen (about

ten years ago) Surveyor to the " Conserv.ative

Land Society," which office he continued to hold

until his death, as also a similar office in the

" United Land Company, Limited," which has

been only comparatively recently established.

In the discharge of his nmltifarious duties, as

in everything that he undert(X)k, Mr. Wylson was

truly indefatigable ; a man of the strictest

integrity, and so utterly unselfish that there is

reason to think that this very conscicntiousnesshas

tended to hasten his removal ; inasnmcb as,

although subject of late years to severe attacks of

a distrossing complaint, itwas with great ditHcnlty

tliat he could be persuaded, under any circum-

stances, cv«n partially to relax his efforts
;
and

he may be said to have died literally in hame«8.

His remains arc to be interred to-day In the

Brompton Cemetery. J. D. W.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION
SOCIETY.

CERTAINLY this society has a wonderful

amount of vitality, or it would have ceased

to exist long since. Year after year it puts forth

most commendable efforts, and year after year

it meets with discouragement. Though the pro-

fession is wjlicited and coaxed, though the art

public are invited to come in, though the hanging

committee do their best to do justice and give

satisfaction, still the Exhibition is not appre-

ciated. One goes a few days after it is opened,

and he sees only a few visitors, and they appear

languid and indifferent, and he cannot help con-

trasting it with another Exhibition—the

Academy—which is open at the tame time. In

fact, this striking contrast tells unfavourably

against the Architectural Exhibition. In one

place all is life and fervour—in the other vacancy

and stillness. We say this more in sorrow than

in anger. We say it not to discourage theConncil,

I ut to state a fact. Once more the Council have

made, as they have done for years past, an appeal

to the art public. This time we earnestly hope

their efforls will work a heartier response, bring

more exhibitors and visitors, and yield a richer

revenue.

The following is an extract from the circular

just issned by the Society, and bearing the names
of the Hon.'Stcs., Robert W. Edis and Rowland
Plumbe :

—

" The Council consider that the period has now
arrived, taking into oonsideralion the increased

art education of the public, and the necessity for

insisting upon the pioper recognition of archi-

tecture as a fine art, when a strenuons effort

should be made to place the Exhibition on a more
substantial basis ; this can only be done by

obtaining the general assistance of the profession

to secure a first-rate Exhiliition of works in ihcir

branch cf art, in order that the pubUc may find it

as much as possible attractive and interesting,

and be able to foi-m a fair judgment of the pro-

gress of architecture in this country.
" It wa8anticipatedlastyear,when the Academy

took possession of their new premises, that the-

would have been able to set apart at least one oc

their galleries for architectural drawings exclu-

sively, and, with increased accommodation, to pro-

vide for a suitable representation of the architec-

tural profession. Such, however, was not the

case. Amongst the works exhibited were only

fifty architectural drawings, representing the

works of about thirty architects. This naturaly

caused much disappointment to those of the pro-

fession who hoped to find space allotted to them
in the new rooms ; and itcanhardly beanticipated

that the Academy will, at any time, be able to do

more than hang a very lew architectural works,

the demand upon their space for purely pictoria

works being continually on the increa.se. Archi-

tects must themselves maintain their own Exhibi-

tion, if they wish the position of their art and its

annual progress to be fairly represented.

"It is hoped, therefore, thatthe profession gene-

rally will carefully consider whether they desire

that their drawings shall he collected together

annually for exhibition, or, in a great measure, be

omitted from the annual gatherings of art works

in London. Unless, however, architects are will-

ing to aid and support this Society, the Council

will reluctantly have, after the next year, to dis-

continue the Exhibition, as they cannot otherwise

possibly hope to make it either worthy of the pro-

fession it desires to represent, or of the attention

of the general public."

The City Streets.—In The Buildiso
News for August 6 last, we referred to the worn

and dilapidated condition of the roadways of

some of the City streets, instancing, as an ex-

ample. Fleet-street. We are glad to see that at

the last meeting of the City Commissioners of

Sewirs, Mr. Solomons directed attention to the

slippery condition of the roadway in Hounds-

ditch. The stones laid down are so small and

smooth that there is no foothold for the horses.

Mr. Nind also complained that the roadway lu

Barbican was in a similar slate. These com-

plaints were referred to the Streets Committee

for consideration and report.

.V new iron church ha« just been erecteil at Car-

diff by Messrs. Francis Martin, and Co., of Liver-

pool.
"
Tlie church holds lliO people, and cost £400.
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3Juildittq M:itcri;rk md
Appliances.

SrE.\X POWKR AXO BCIlDINa OPKRATIOXS.

TIE piufenion of tlie engineer and that of
III.' ari'i>ti.><-i IiJive so much in common

in: .^ well as in tlieirdifti-

cui; .1 cause suri)rise when
•By io-tunce is fuunii «•!' the practitioner of the

one nec!<-cr?n!; to avail hinv>elf of sucii lahour-

isa\
'

:incfs devised by the other as
wiv raoa>are tend to facilitate his

Wo -f such neglect, however,
ail e found in tlie practice of
the uria.uci luau m that of his colleague, and
periMfu tlM reason for this is. that t)ic field in

whif' ' • -vzineer pursues his vocation is

'Mv. i. and cintains i^reater demands
iar ..iiug appliances than that of

. aiclutecture.

•One example can l>e cited jj in which tlie

. architect has apparently failed to a gi-eat

• extent to avail Itimseff of the numerous
mechasical contrivances devised by the eugi-

< iieer f*r raising weiglits ; as in none save
wotk&of great magnitude do we sec the services

of the eteara crane invoked, in all others the
" mMerial " Woi; trani^ferred from tlie ground
to the scaflEold by wh.^jt may well be dcsi!,niated

that '

ntrivance, the hod, a contrivance
ili^' and unscientific in the applica-
tJOK ..

I

• .w, and ut once unworthy of the
lethnical knowledge and the commercial ex-
perience supposed to be i>o.ssessed by the
practitiiruers of a liberal profession. A" little

anal^-sLs will show how rude and unfitted to an
age eminently bcientific. is the practice of con-
veying bricks and mortar from the ground, to,

say, an altitude of twenty-five feet, in a box
su]>ix>rted on a man's shoulder. It may be
said that the practice is so universal as to
instify its advocates in quoting the proverb,
" \ox popnli, vox Dei." But how long was

. the custom tf lighting the street lamps by
means of a num ascending a ladder for the
purjjose—how long was that custom sustained
by the voice of the ]ieoi)le ? Yet now, when
abandoned, all »ensible jjeoplo wonder it was
ever in use.

_
To a thinking mind it must api)ear equally

sillv to employ a costly locomotive engine,
sncn as a strong man certainly is, and %vliich

weigla perhaps one hundred and fifty pounds,
a carriage, as we must p -^-ard the liod,"weiglung
some forty ]>onDds tacrv, or a total of say two
hunSred joirnds, to raise an actual paying load,
to use raUway parlance, of about fifty pounds,
which isjuet one-fifth of the gross load raised;
and in order to have our analysis complete, we
"lU'-t ' lltct that the engine and carriage
"*"-•

: so that, in jwint of fact, the
• i-iking the double journey of the
we may say. but about one-eighth

-Ad. The duty, too, is one attended
withcocsideratle danger to life and limb, so
that even from the sentimental point of view
of common humanity the practice is an objec-
tionable one.

Again, taking a commercial view of the
mnttfr. we find our analysis work out thus
'^"

::)i-ii need not be" told that five and a
re generally considered theoretically

• y'hK indicated horse power in steam
. ^Ve will however, for jjractical

•

'lie that it is but in the proportion
: [lierefore, an engine of 1 -horse

. .exert as much power as four men;
•.v,,ary to give more detailed calcula-

j
' ''ouij consume in ten working

"9"' "f raiHingsteaminthemoming.
about k«t. of coaLs. Coals good enough for
tbu purpfjse can be obtained in London for
twenty shillings a ton, and in most country
du>t-Jct« for much less, ^o that the engine
would consume about fourteen shillings per

, ^eek. Then the other expenses would be,

say, one shilling per week for oil and tallow,

the drivers' wages, say eighteen shillings per
week, maintenance two shillings, and interest

on origiual cost of engine and machinery, one
shilling, cost of transport from place to place,

say two shillings ; then we must add to this

the wages of what may be called a brick-

trirameron the scivftold, to attend to the unload-

ing there, and also to arrange the bricks, &c.,

for the bricklayers—say his wages equal a hod-

man's, or twelve shillings per week ; theengine-

driver could very well load the buckets in

which the bricks or mortar was placed and
attend so small an engine as well. On the

opjKisite side of the account we have four hod-

men at twelve shillings each, so the totals

would stand thus : steam-power would cost

£2 28., while manual labour would cost £2 8s.

per week ; we believe also that steam on ii

larger scale woidd show more conspicuous

economy. Our French neighbours, who are

distinguished for the scientific manner in which

they handle these kind of things, rarely or

ever use a hod. In all cases wlien a new
building is planned out and the foundations laid

they erect a sort of derrick with four tall

masts or posts strongly tied and braced ; at the

summit of this, they secure a purchase-block.

With this derrick all the materials are raised

to the workmen above, in the case of small

buildings the hoisting power being manual,

while on larger works the steam-engine is

employed. In the case of very extensive

building operations, they place a portable floor-

engine in the central apartment on the ground,

by which they drive a lay shaft run along
the scaffolding, at about tlie height of the

first floor, one end of which shnft actuates

the crane machinery of the main derick, which
raises the more ponderous weights, wliile suit-

able provisions are fitted along the shaft itself

by which smaller matters are at once raised to

the level of the scaffold. There should bo no
difficulty in applying a source of power so

portable and so cheap as the steam-engine to

the hoisting of building materials. There are

numerous instances too, where a water-engine
or a small turbine might be made to actuate

the crane, the power for either engine or tur-

bine being taken from the water-main in the
street ; this could be done, we are inclined to

think, in low level districts where a strong
bead of water could be commanded. We have
abolished the practice of raising a lucifer-

raatch to the top of a lamp-post by sending a
full-grown man up a ladder for the purpose

;

it is time that we likewise abandoned the prac-

tice of sending our bricks and mortar up on a

scaffolding in the same old-fashioned manner.

GRANITE TRAMWAYS.

IN his report to the Holbom Board of Works
on the schemes now seeking Parliamentary

Banction, for the improvement of the metrop(3li3,
Mr. Lewis H. Lsaacs, the surveyor to that body,
offers some suggestions which may be worthy the
consideration of those concerned in the attempts
now being made to introduce the tramway system
into the streets of the metropolis. He advises
the use of granite tramways instead of iron. He
was first struck with the merits of the idea while
visiting some of the cities of Northern Italy
some years ago.

In the Commercial-road East, a granite tram
hag been laid down for many years, extending
from the western end of the road to the West
India Docks. This tram was designed for the
convenience of the heavy traffic from the docks
to the city ; but as its constrnction permits the
passage of all wheeled vehicles over its surface,
Its use is not restricted to the Dock Company's
carts and waggons. No objection, Mr. Isaacs
thinks, can be raised against it, unless it be its
cost, and this disasppcars when the saving it affects
in tractive powcj, and the wear and tear of
vehiclen, is remembered. In opposition, therefore,
to the iron tramways for Nvhich Pariiaraentarv
sanction is now sought, he recommends united
action on the gart of the local autliorities con-
cerned, and the laying down a double Uno of
granite tramway for the enthe length of one of the
leading thorgugbfares of the metropolia—say

from the Marble Arch to the General Tost
Office.

The tram stonca should be of Gr.pvnsey
granite, 18in. wide, 9in. deep, .and Gft. in length.

The inner edges of the stone should be 4ft. Gin.

apart, and this space shonld be paved with
Guernsey, Aberdeen, or Mount Sorrel cubes Sin.

wide, and of the same depth as the tram stones,

9in. There should be a cle.ar space of 2ft.

between the two lines of trams, and tliis, with
the remaining width of the street, shonld also be
paved with Guernsey, Aberdeen, or Mount Sorrel
cubes, as before described. The while should
rest on a substratum of concrete, composed of
hydraulic lime and clean Thames b.allaat, and of
the uniform depth of 12in. all over. lu setting
out the trams, the centre of the street should bo
found, which should serve as the centre line of
th9 2ft. space j thus the trams would approach to

or be removed from the footway, according as the
width of the street increased or diminished. The
whole width of the two lines of trams and the
space between would be JTft., which would leave
ample margins on each side in streets of such
>vidth as Oxford-street and Holborn. In clearing
cab ranks or safety crossings, ))laced in the middle
of the road, the trams would be inclineil towards
the footways until the obstructions were passed.

" Great stress," saysMr. Isaacs, " will, no doubt,
be laid before the Parliamentary Committee on
the success of the iron tramways in New York, as
also of that from Paris to Versailles. Of the
American trams, I am unable to spenk from per-
sonal knowledge ; but in the Versailles route, it

should be home in mind, that, although the omni-
buses start from the Place du Palais IJoyal, it is

not until they reach the Champs IClysces, by the
Pont de la Concorde, that tlie tram proper com-
mences, when the ordinary wheels are removed
from the omnibuses, and flanged wheels sub-
stituted in their stead. Applying this example to
London, and making allowaiwe for the difference
in size of the two cities, it -amy be stated that
whilst an iron tramway wonld be permitted west-
ward of the Marble Arch, it wo-mlil not be allowed!
to come nearer to the City than that point. The
Parisian tramway omnibuses ase large, roomy,,
comfortable vehicles, cirrying 6.| passengers, and
are drawn by Shree .horses. A London omnibus,
drawn by two horses, now conveys 'Hi passengers,
but I have no hesitation in saying that on a road
possessing ordiiKiry gradients and provided -with

granite trams, such as I have describsd, the same-
tractive power would be fonnd suffirient for an
omnibus conveying 46 passengers at the least.

This load would not only be easily set in motion,
but the motion would be economically naintained
as far as the tractive- power was concerned. The
jolting now experieieeed in riding over a paved
surface (especially wiere the roadway is-ont of
repair) would be remedied, and there would be a
sensible diminution oi the noise canse(V by the
trafiic. Finally, the nsaterials and the method of

construction I have resommended would ensure
the rsndway proving o-r .% lasting characttr, pro-
vided it was not interfered with by the gasand
water companies after it had become consoli-

dated."'

Pakquet Flooeing.—Mr. George Needbara
Mansfidd; has patented a. method of making in-

laid fiocinng. He uses wcodi veneers for the wear-
ing surfaoe, and these he hacks up with sheets- or
strips oi kamptulicon, prepared either with or
without aji internal layer <tf ("auvas, or with the

material onlinarily nsed for' floor-cloths ; or he
uses indisMmhber cloth, sutil.as that manufactured'
for covering stairs, and which posscs.ses the

property of deadening sound; The veneer is

attached to any of these Ijaakings f)y some adhe-
sive material, and is so prepared as to resist the
action of d&mp. An advantage secured by this

invention isy tliivt the covering.may be laid down
in strips or- pieces of any fsum, and arranged in

any pattenu It is attached to the floor by marino
glue.

IlACKNEsDo-WNS.—Thiji'Mtiog" to the nei^-
bourhood of Ualston and iltuikDey, is being, to

some cxteot, curtailed of its-valae aa a public re-

creation ground, by the cosstruwtion of a braneh
of the Great ISastem Railway, -which crosses the
" Downs " by means of a. cutting. At the last

meeting of tha Hackney Vestry, it was resolved
" That in She opinion of this Vwstrr, as represent-

ing the rato-payers of Haclaiey. a* is not desirable

that the GJr6a.t Eastern Railvfay Company shoald

be pcrmiStstl to retain thsii'- cutting across Ihe
Downs as-Mii09*n cutting,sitherin whole oi in

part."
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MURAL on MONUMENTAr, nECOBATION.*

WE gladly welcome Mr. Thomas as an

offioient labourer in a more practical

iield than those in which his previous literary

labours have been expended. "Tlio Science

of Moderation" and " Metronomy ;
or, the

Science of Proportion," were, in our opinion,

subjects too purely theoretical to yield much

fruit for the craving of others than metaphy-

sicians, and we own to be far better content

now, sitting at the feet of the author to learn

what his experience has well qualified him to

teach—the secrets and comparative merits of

fresco, encaustic, water-glass, mosaic, and oil

painting, the subjects treated of in the volume

under consideration.

Mr. Thoma«, as he tells us in his preface,

has studied fresco painting in Municli under

the direction of Professors Cornelius and Hess,

but his own decorative paintings upon a

monumental scale aro so well known to our

readers, that no further credentials are needed

to entitle all ho has to say upon these interest-

ing subjects to the best attention of those

engaged in the endeavour to advance those

arts. The reasons for their encouragement,

tersely given iu the introductory chapter,

namely, " (1) as a memorial of national

existence, and (2) as the record of the aspira-

tions of thatoxistonco," are so cogent that they

would hardly need a word of comment but that,

judging from their works, our artists appear to

give but slight heed to them, seeming rather

to consider that the existence of any other

country and age than their own is what they

are called upon to memorialise, and that ficti-

tious, rather than real, aspirations are what

their works should record. Our poets dress

up for us dolls of the nn'thical court of King

Arthur, or fancied visions of Jason and other

heroes of mythology, and our painters treat

ns like children to idealisations of our fore-

fathers and the bric-a-brac of curiosity shops
;

while all the stirring events of our own age,

which are capable of being Kiatched against

any of those of historj', pass unrecorded

except by newspaper correspondents, and the

features of eur distinguished men remain un-

limned save by photographers or the inferior

class of artists wlio unfortunately constitute

the majority of our portrait painters. Great

then, is our need of that monumental art

which, m the words cf Mr. Thomas, " in its

liighest development exercises a dominant
influetco overthearts of design of a conntrj',

Ijinds them together, gives them a certain

unity of action inconformity of motive which
spasmodic art, originating in individmal and
disconnected culture, never can."

Further on vrc read, " The gi-andcst style of
,

iart is best displayed in large dimensions * *

As, thoiefore, ^<?orks of art of spch magnitude
cannot be often in demand for ortHnary dwell-

ing houses, it is important that mural painting

should be enjouraged in churchss and national

municipal public buildings." But to what
•end, withoctimity of purpose and worthiness?

On this point he remarks, "There may be a
clever, but never a grand me.Kifestation of art,

till a people be moved by one pulse, one
simultaneous throb ; till all talent is concentric

to a coir:mon purpose. . . . Do Englishaen
ever ask themselves, whitlier bound—to xihat

end—ars art, literature, ard politics tending ?

Has England a part to play in the world's

History, and what ? ... It is unity of pcrpose

alone, Ti art, literature and politics, which
constitute greatness end which gradually

raises a characteristic and enduring nfttional

monBtient."
Commending the atovc terse and pregnant

remarks to the seri'Ons thought of those whom
they concern, we proceed to the practical por-

tion of the voluriie heforo us.

* Mnral or ^fonumental Decoration—its AJirn and
Mwbod. By W. Cato'.Vhcmas. Londou.

The chapter upon fresco painting is, we
think, calculated to dispel many erroneous

notions which prevail on the subject, and to

convince that it is not so imsuitable to our

climate as isoften thought. What is needed most

is experience on the part of our painters, and

care in the preparation and materials ef the

surfnce to bo painted. Hut the lack of what

Mr. Tho'nas calls the comparative luxury of

oil-painting tends doubtless to discourage its

use
;
yet were schools of painters trained to

mural decoration, sulficient demand for that

class of work would ensure a suflicient sup-

ply ; much of the more disagreeable and

laborious work would be executed by subor-

dinate hands, and need only the supervision

of the principal ; and though our author con-

fesses that it is not an art for the hesitating

and timid, and that the grand stylo of draw-

ing, the broad and simple treatment of colour,

an eye steadily fixed on the whole effect, and an

energetic and rapid hand, are qualities rare in

these days, this arises mainly from their not

having hitlierto been called for.

Minute particulars are given in the work as

to the preparation of the surface. The walls

should be of brick, thoroughly dry, a brick and

a half thick, in preference to a greater

thickness, unless the walls aro built hollow.

Old walls must have their plastering removed

and fresh applied, and ceilings need a more

durable basis than lathwork. Equality of

roughness in the under coat, and care in the

selection of the lime used, is strongly recom-

mended, and a good suggestion is made that

if the walls slightly inclined forward, dust

could not easily settle upon the pictures.

DurdhamDown lime, from near Bristol, com-

posed of carbonate of lime 99-5, bituminous

matter 0-3, and earthy matter 0-2, is con-

sidered the best, and all need a long time to

reduce their causticity, and directions are given

for their slaking and mixture with sand. The

colours used in the painting must chiefly be

simple earths—no vegetable, and but few

mineral preparations being admissible, and

brilliant colours not having been found to

stand.

The method of executing the paintmg is

then described. The first coat or " rough

cast" being dry, the cartoon tracing and

sketch of colour ready, and the plasterer at

hand with his fine mortar for the intonaco,

the area intended to be painted is then lightly

floated on in two coats, at an interval of

about ten minutes. A roll of soft wet linen

is then passed over the surface, and any loose

particles of sand dusted off. The outlines

being then traced upon it, and the colours

sufficient for the day's use properly mixed,

the painter proceeds to pass a thin wash of one

colour over the intonaco, which is then left

for about ten minutes.

Tiie light and shade is then indicated

wife the shade tints, and shortly afterwards

the middle tints are applied solidly, and the

work modelled in. After an interval of about

half an hour the last delicate finishing

touches are added with tlie glazing tints,

l)y which time the mortar will become too

dry to continue working upon, although there

are means of retarding this if desired. The

superfluous mortar is then cut away with a

knife, so that the next day's work may bo

done in a similar manner, the paintmg pro-

gressing " like the filling up of a child's

puzzle map, piece by piece," the nice adjust-

ment of which is of great importance.

Such is bmn fresco painting ; there are,

however, other modes resembling it in effect,

such as fresco serco, in which the usual

fresco colours are used on a dry intonaco, the

ground being merely resaturated with water

previously to painting upon it ; the result,

however, is less brilliant.

J[r. Thomas acknowledges that as many

modern Continental painters have failed in the

use of fresco as those of our own country

who have experimented at Westminster ;
still

he maintains that longer experience by con-

tinuity o£ practice is all that is needed to

make them willingly accept it as " the beat

method of executing works of art for impor-

tant public buildings.

Having dwelt at length upon this portion

of our author's treatise in consideration of its

practical value, we shall defer to a future

occasion om- remarks upon the remaining

processes discussed by him. J. P. S.

CHITECH DECOBATIOK.

TIIK following remarks by Mr. Albert Harts-

home, in a late number of the llarruio

Gazette, will be read with interest :

—

Amongst the nnmcrous innovations from

which we Iiave suffered of lttt<^ years, none, Mr.
Uartshoruo thinks, makes iiseli more conspicioas

at the present season than church decorution. For

several weeks before Cliristma.s organised bandnof

yonng Iwlics set themselves to work to "decorate '*

the parish chnrch, and in order to accomplish thi*

end it appears to be necessary to raannfactnrc an

almost unlimited quantity of wreaths, garlands,

festoons, chapleta, crosses, triangles, crowns, stars,

and monograms, of every conceivable shape and

colour. These various devices axas then arranged,

according to the taste and fancy of the lair artists,

upon the walls and in the windows of the church.

The arches and piers are covered with heavy

festoons (the greatest care being usually taken to

hide from view any architectm-al beautias which

modem restorers may have spared), cardboard in-

scriptions o£ an approved indeeipherablo Gothic

type spread themselves in gorgeous array over-

the chancel ar(!h, or ran along the steps of tho-

altar ; the pulpit, lectern, and font are bedecked)

with holly and other prickly evergreens, oftcrito>

the signal discomfort of the officiating raioibtcr. .

But the grand effort is generally rcserve<l for the

east end, and here, in oildition to the evergreens

and inscriptions, are crowded all the flowers, real '

or artificial, and bunches of berries which, can be

obtained ; even cotton wool is pressed mto the

service as being so much Uke snow, not to menuon

iiorae-made paper flowers, pink calico Mters, dyed

everlastings, and other distressing anomabeg.

For several davs before Christmas the mside of

the church is "like a workshop, while carpenters

and labourers are busy nailing up the "decora-

tions " with then: usual reckless disregard for the

architecture and carvings. The over-decking of

churches did not escape the observation of the

Spectator, who thus alludes to the subject in 1711,

No. 282—" The chniTb as it is cow equipped looks

more like a greenhouse than a place of worship.

The middle aisle is a very pretty shady walk, and

the pews look like so many arbours on each side

of it The pulpit itself has.snch clusters of ivy,

holly, and rosemary about it, that a bght fellow

in our pew took occasion to say that ' The congre-

tration heard the wool ontof a bush, like Moses.

The somewhat similar spectacle which gladdeiis

the eyes of the faithful on Christmas Day is well

known, for is not every one eager to go to chnrch

to see the show ? Do not its beauty and merits

form an almost unexhanstablo theme for conver-

sation for weeks after ? How charnung. Mrs.

Smith's pink and white cross looks whif h floats in

the font ; or how verj" nicely the clever Miss

Jones' have made the garlands which cover the

pulpit ! Our foolish forefathers, asa rule, went a

different way to work, and iu sonie benighteil

districts their system of " sticking the chnrch is

still held in reverence ; sprigs of holly ana ivy

were formerly thought suflicient to remmd us of ft

glad season, and a few years ago one almost felt,

sorry when the word came

—

" Down with the rosemary, and so,

Down with the bays and mistletoe ;

Down with the holly, ivy, all."

Now it is a positive relief when Candlemas Day

comes and the faded finery is removed, and we

once uioie see the church in its pristine state.

PAviKo-or OLD Streets
f.^""^'*^

flRKEN —At the last meeting of the Bethnal

SvestTy, the clerk reporte<l th.t he had re-

served the slAction of th« MMropo .tan Board of

AVorks to the further loan of £10,000 for tne

paving of footings and old streets in the pan.h.

The Vestry directed the clerk to take the neces-

sary stops for raising the money. The paving of

he wretched streets which abound m ;t>' "« g^"

bourhood cannot but have a benchcial effect on

the sanitarj' condition of the '"l-f»'*°';'
/""^

paved thoroughfares can always be ^?pt clean.
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l'AIN> KI.UOKING CK.\Mr.

AVERY haadj floariBK ci»m|)—•ppUo»ble
morKiTvr to olliw poiposBi—is here illus-

tntod. Fig. 1 (hows its gaoerdJ construrtioa.

It is compoa«d of m meUl pliite A haTi'ng a boss

B pierced witb • slightlr incliaed screw-tapped

kola, throogh which puses a screw C, the head
of which is perforated at D to receire the end of

a lercr E, and the opposite end sockettcd in a
ioot plate F. The metal plate trarerseii by the

•crew also carries a gripping lever G bolted

Iboaely on its nnder side, the plate being pierced

with isTeral holes <i a, so that the pivoting of the

gripper mar be shifted at pleasuru. The action

is as follows :—The plate is laid flat on the joists

H H', so that the gripper G lies between the

joists, the end coming; against the juist, and
the foot-plata F against the edgo of the outer

flooring board. The cramp being in this

r"
"ion the serew C is turned by the lever

o that the foot plate begins to press

afainst the edge of the floorini; board, and
the miin plate A to recede from it ; this back-

FlQ. 2.

ward motion of the plate A along the screw C
caoiM the end of the gripper G to nip against the
aide of the joist H, forming a bearing which be-
eomee firmer the more the screw C is turned in
tbe same direction and the greater the pressure
btooght on the flooring. By turning the screw
( tke opposite direction the plate A advances
along the screw, tbe pressure is taken off the
edge of tbe flooring board, and the cramp may be
immediately removed by anscrewing about two
iadMa and striking a blow with the hammer at M.

Kio. X

U II not likely to go »t of order, will suit
ranoos thickneaws of jiw sir any kind of floor,
and i* speeiallj adapted fo.- fireproof floors where
At eitu arc bcdiled on concrete. It is also very

eaay of application :—Place tbe cramp on the

joist close to floor board, -nith the grip at an

angle of 4.'>
; give the cramp a blow with hammer

at A (see Fig. 2). Give an^ither blow at B, and

proceed with serew. To release the cramp, un-

screw about 2in. and a blow with hammer at C.

Fig. 3 shows the cramp in u.se as a " Lifting

Jack." By placing a deal uuilemeath floor or

girder, two cr.mps can be nsed, which will give a

lifting power of between Iwo and three tons. It

will give self-gripping power to put a strut to any

angle.

Fio. 4.

In Fig. 4 is shown its u?c aa a carpenter's bench
cramp, for heavy work, such us large doors or

gates, or principals for roofing, which have to be

framed on a stage. The cramp eiin be used for

any bench purposes by laying the work on two
deals. It may be had of Mr. B. Treeton, 30,

Colchester-street, Leman-street, Whitechapel, or

of his agents, Messrs. Eaton and Hewlett, 85,

St. John's-strcet-road, E.G.

S. JOHN'S CHURCH, CROYDON.

THE newly-restored church of S. John,
Croydon, was consecrated on the 6th inst.

—

the anniversary of its almo.st total destruction

threo years ago—by the Lord Bishop of London.
There is good evidence for believing that a

chur<^'' xisted here in Saxon times, but which,

like otl"* buildings of this early date, was super-

seded by one erected during the llth or 12th,

with additions of the 13th and 14th centuries.

This is attested by the fragments of mouldings
and carvings of this date which were brought to

light during the recent operations, and wliich are

now preserved and placed under a recess in the

south wall. Of the extent or plan of the early

chnrcrh nothing is definitely known. It was
probably of small size compared with the

structure of the 1 5th century, or Perpendicular
period, the work, it is presumed, of Archbishops
Courtney and Chichele. It then consisted of a
nave of five bays, north ami south aisles, with
porches, chancels with aisles, in wliich were two
chantries, that on the north dedicated to the
Bles.sed Virgin, and on the south side to S.

Nicholas. There was a rood screen, to which the
staircase in the south-cast column of the nave
gave access, and a lofty tower of four stages was
placed at the west end. This church was a
Iwautifnl specimen of the prevailing style, and was
remarkable for the excellent proportions of its

nave arcade, good window tracery and details,

and the spiriteilly carved grotesques used as label

terminations and corbels. During the process of
cleaning, in 1844, some fresco paintings were
discovered, probably representations of S. James
the less, S. Hilarion, S. George, and a king and
qneen. An altar tomb of the Perpendicular
perifxl, to the memory of Hugh Warham, brother
of Archbishop Warham, stands in the chantry of
S. Nicholas, and in the chancel were laid several
br.isses—one of a ])riest—Silvester Gabriel, vested
In cassock, surplice, amcss, or choir tippet, and
cope, with embroidered orplircys, still remains

;

the others were to the remains of civilians, and of
late date and inferior execution. On the south
side were the monuments of Archbishops Grindall,
Whitgift, and Sheldon. The beauty of these
monuments was nnfortunately destroyed by the
disastrous fire before alluded to, and by which, in
fact, scarcely the walls of the fabric were left
standing. The restoration has lieen of the most
complete character. The contract of Messrs.
Dove Brothers, tbe builders, is upwards of £25,1500,
and Mr. G. G. Scott's commission as architect,
£1,200 ; and the total cost is near upon £:i5,5(M).

The architecture of the new building, as restored.

is very similar to that of the old, being Early
Perpendicular. The church is now lengthened to

I82ft. by Hlft. wide; the height to ridge of nave
is o5ft. The lengthening is hi the chancel. The
reredos over the altar is a most elaborate work in

marble ; it is divided into three compartments,
representing the Birth, Crucifixion, and Ascension

of our Saviour ; above these compartments are

white marble figures of S.S. Mark, Luke, and
.lohn. The new clock and chimes, which are of

nio.st elaborate construction, have been supplied by
Messrs. Gillett and Bland, of Croydon, at a cost

of about .-€2,000. The carving throughout, was
executed by Messrs. Fanner and Brinilley, and
the lighting arrangements by Messrs. llardmaii,

of London and Binningham. Mr. Prosser was
the clerk of the works.

Tiifn liviLnma news sketch book.

Upper Arcade, South Transept, West-
minster Abbey.

I
SEND a sketch elevation of the upper arcade,
south transept, Westminster Ahbej-. At the

time of my preparing the sketch, I did not contem-
plate preparing a set drawing of it, and time would
not allow me to notice the stained gla.ss. The
designs in the drawing are therefore inserted so as

to give the general effect of the Arcade, more than
the details of that part of it. The sketch was
made for its architeoturc, bnt the omission of
the stained glass will soon show how indis.solubly

interwoven are the cognate arts, though I believe

it is generally entertained now-a-days that the

stained glass business is out of the pale of an
architect's calling. I cannot guarantee the cor-

r.'ctness of some of the more niinntc carving, &c.,

in consC(iuence of the great height of the work
from the floor, and the dim religious light which
permeats the building ; but the remainder will

be found correct. It is drawn in common hlaeliest

ink so as to make it bold, and better suited for

the vigour of the photo-litho process.

.Tames Hicks.

WIDENING OF CITY STREETS.

A T the meeting of the City C immissioners of

i\. Sewers, on Tuesday last, Mr. Deputy H. L.

Taylor said that the Metropolitan Board of

Works, in constructing Queen Victoria-street, had
set back the upper part of Qneen-street, liut there

were still two or three houses projecting, which it

would be well to set back also, in order to com-
plete the improvement of the street. The leases

of three of these houses would shortly expire ;

two at Lady-Day, and the other at Midsummer-
Day ; 'and before fresh leases were granted,

it would be desirable, if possible, to secure the

property, and so avoid the payment of heavy com-

pensations. It was resolved to refer the matter

to the Im provement Committee to consider, and
that they confer with the Metropolitan Board of

Works, and report thereon to the court. At the

same meeting, a letter was read from the clerk of

Cripplegate Ward Within, forwarding a resolu-

tion passed at the wardmote on S. Tbomas's-Day,

as follows:—"That: houses Nos. 8 to 11, and

24 to 27, Gresham-street, inclusive, project into

the street, whereby the footpath and roadway are

contracted, and such obstruction should be re-

moved as soon aa possible." In support of this

resolution, \\t was urged that the widening of

Gresham-street would greatly relieve the Poultry.

On the other hand, it was urged by the chairman

(Mr. Deputy De Jersey) that the narrowest part

of Gresham-Ftreet was 15ft., and the other part

not intended to be altered was only 18ff. To do

any good, tbe street ought to be widened to 30ft.

or '40ft., and that would cost several thousands of

pounds. Ultimately the matter was referred to

the Finance and Improvement Committee for

consideration and report. A letter was also re-

ceived from the churchwardens of the parish of

All-Hallows the Great, and All-Hallows the Less,

informing the Commissioners that the obstacles

which stood in the way of carrying out the ar-

rangements contemplated in the years 1864-5, for

widening Upper Thames-street, by taking down
the vestibule of the parish chnrcb, had been re-

moved, and that they were now prepared to render

their assistance in furthering the matter on the

terms previously arranged, if the Commissioners

were now willing to proceed with it. This was
also referred to the Finance and Improvement

C.>mmittec.
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Sk ^itiiticjiar.

THE THEODOLITE.

WITH a good chain and a five-inch thco-

dolito a surveyor should bo able to

carry out any work in the field that could

j.ossibly devolve upon him. All the various

oiicrations connected with trigonometrical

surveying, traversing, laying out curves, nnd

setting out tunnels, sewers, or any other

similar engineering works, are most accurately

performed by the use of the chain and theodo-

lite. A complete acquaintance with this in-

valuable instrument is indispensable to a sur-

veyor. We do not mean simply a knowledge

of the metliod of using it and of registering

observations by it, which could be dune by an

automaton, but a thorough and intimate know-

ledge of its various parts, the errors that are

incidental to its use, and the means of avoid-

ing, detecting, and correcting them. Some
of this information can be obtained from text

books, but the greater part of it is not to be

found in their contents. It is this latter

description of information that we propose, in

the present article, to supply. Wo will sup-

pose that our readers of tlie younger class

know what a theodolite is, and if not, the

sooner they acquire that elementary informa-

tion the better.* In selecting a theodolite

there ia one important point to be ascertained

at first, and that is that the vertical axis of

the instrument has been truly and accurately

ground. If this be not the case, the evil can

never be remedied, except by the maker, and

it will be impossible to register observations

correctly. To ascertain wliether the axis has

been properly turned, set up the instrument

as nearly level as can be done by simph'

moving the legs, clamp the lower plate, and
UQclamp the upper or vernier plate, and
bring the bubbles to the centre of their

tubes, by the parallel plate screws, in the same
manner as with an ordinary level. The in-

strument will then be level. Now clamp the

vernier or upper plate, unclamp the lower, and
turn the two clamped plates round together.

If when this is done the bubbles of the bubble

tubes still remain in the centre of their rim,

the axis has been truly grotmd, and the

theodolite so far is a good one. It will be

well, before going further, to explain what is

meant by a five-inch, six, or seven-inch

theodolite, as a similar mistake is often made
to that entertained regarding a level. It

is frequently thought that by a 10, 12, or

14-inch level, an instrument is meant which
has those relative longitudinal dimensions,

whereas they only apply to the focal length of

the glasses. The term 5-inch has nothing to

do with the focal or any other length of the

part of a theodolite, but signifies that the

diameter of the divided or lower plate has

that dimension. As the larger the diameter of

the divided circle, so the greater is the number
of subdivisions, and consequently the accuracy

of the instrument. At the same time, the

weight of a theodolite increases considerably

with an increase in the size of the divided

plate, as all the parts must be made propor-

tionally stronger. Its portability, therefore,

becomes diminished, and as engineers and sur-

veyors have often to shoulder their own levels

and theodolites, and walk many miles over

rough ground with them, the weight is an item

of great importance. Some professional men
on this account prefer a four-incli theodolite,

btit this is too small for accurate work, while

others, with a disregard to the same con-

tingency, advocate the use of a six-inch.

The latter is a very heavy instrument. The true

mean will be found in the size mentioned at

the commencement of our article. It is quite

large enough for all practical purposes, and at

the same time not too heavy to carry about

•Thebe(*t and most couoise treatise on Burveyinj^and
mathematical instruments iw Mr. Heather's little vfork,
forminR" one of Weale'H series. Every student and
memtjer of the profession should have It in his poscs-
Bion.

with safety. A surveyor should be careful to

whom he entrusts the carrying of an instru-

ment tliat costs five and twenty pounds.

Having ascertained that there is no defect

of construciioii in the axis of the theodolite, a

glance should bo given at the mnnnerin which

the bubble tubes are mounted. These arc gene-

rally mounted with capstan -headed screws at

both ends, but sometimes, especially in both

theodolites and levels of the most modern make,
they nre mounted with a hinge at one end and

a single screw at the other. This is by far

the best method of mounting them, as they

retain their adjustments more permanently.

There is this difference to bo remarked respect-

ing their nature, and it is necessary to be

certain that in the latter plan it can never

happen that the hinged end should ever require

lowering. The following diagram .will render
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our meaning clear. Since the bubble always

runs to the highest end, there is manifestly no

necessity of raising or lowering more than one

end of tlie tube, provided the other be free to

pivot upon a hinge, but not to have any vertical

motion. In fig. 1 let A B represent the

correct position of the bubble tube, when the

instrument is properly setup and levelled. Let

A be the screw end, and B the hinged ex-

tremity, which itmust be borne in mind cannot

by construction bo raised or lowered. Suppose
the level tube to be deranged, and
the screw end to occupy the position

shown by the dotted line C B. It is

evident that it may be restored to a horizontal

position either by lowering the end C to the

point A or raising B to the point D, the line

C D being parallel to A B, and therefore hori-

zontal. But as the end B cannot be raised,

the only alternative is to lower C. So far, so

good. But suppose the instrument is badly

constructed, so that, after lowering the movable
end as much as possible, that is, screwing it

down as far as the screw will go, it still

remains too high. Obviously, tliere is no
remedy without sending the instrument to the

maker to have the bubble-tube taken oft' and
remounted. Referring to the diagram for an

illustration, stippose the end A to bo deranged

so as to occupy the position shown at E, and
that after screwing it down as far as possible

it can only be brought to C. The bubble tube

will then occupy the position sliown by the

dotted line C B, and will be always out of

level until remounted. A similar contingency

is represented by the dotted lines F B, H B
on the lower side of the line A B, on the sup-

position that that the movable end at A has

been lowered by derangement instead of

raised. In the extreme ca.'ie wo have selected,

it is supposed that the end A which was at H
could not be raised higher than F, and as B
could not be lowered to K, the position of the

bubble tube would be represented by the

dotted line F B. We fancy we hear many of

our young readers exclaim upon reading this

explanation, " Why not set the bubble tubes

accurately level in making the instrument,

and then they would never need adjust-

ment ?" This would be the simplest method
of getting over the difhculty, were the

bubble tubes the only part of the instru-

ment that can become deranged. But the

truth of the matter is that the bubble tubes

themselves rarely get out of adjustment,

although when a bubble will not remain in the

centre of its run, or nearly so, when the

instrument is turned round on its axis, it is

the common remark, " Oh, the bubble is out
;"

the fact is that tlie bubble tube is not out at

all, but some of the motions of the instrument

have become slightly deranged. In adjusting

the bubble tubes there is this important

j

piractical point to bo borne in mind—that the

more the movable end is screwed down, tho

steadier and more permanent the po:>itioii of the

tube will be, and the less likely to get out of
order. In purcliasiug a theodolite or a level

with the bubble tubes mounted on a hinge,

if when tho instnmient is set up and levelled

the movable or screw end of the tube is

raised much above its bearings, it hhould be
rejected, as tho tubes will never bo steady

under the least rough usage. VViien all the

parts of a theodolite or level are fresh from
the hands of the maker, all the adjusting

screws should bo nearly " home," and the

"instrument will then be in what is termed
permanent adjustment." An experienced

siu vcyor who has sent an instrument to be
adjusted by a maker, will know by the way
in which it has been done, whether it hsm

passed through the hands of a man who under-

stands his business.

The next point to bo considered with re-

spect to a theodolite is the position of the

verniers. These are two in number, placed
opposite one another, that is at a distance of

180 degrees apart on the divided limb. The
verniers are sometimes fixed at tlio proper
distance apart in the making of the mstxu-
ratnt.and atothertimes are movable, soastobc
capable of accurate adjustment when required

Tho object of having two verniers is to ensure

great accuracy in the observations. When
this is needed the angles are read off by both

verniers and tho mean taken, which tends to

reduce any small error that might otherwise

occur. h\ tho diagram in fig. 2, let A B re-

present the normal position of the verniers of

a theodolite, that is when they are both at

zero, A being one vernier, and B the other.

Suppose a reading is taken with tho vernier

B only, the angle read being equal to B D.

But suppose also in the reading of the angle,

an error is made in excess equal to D F,

which would be equivalent to reading the

angle B F instead of B D. One reading only

being taken with one vernier, the error re-

mains. But if when the angle B F is read

by error, the angle A C be read with the other

vernier, and the mean of tho two readingi»

A C and B F bo taken, the error becomes re-

duced to D K or half D F. Instead of

supposing the readings to be wrongly

taken, if we imagine trifling errors to

exist in the verniers themselves, the

same line of reasoning holds good. Trifling

err-jrs do exist in the verniers, and it is for

the purpose of nullifying them that they ari>

both used. In ordinary practice it is not

necessary to use both verniers, but there is one

thing to be attended to. The surveyor should

always use the same vernier during the same

series of operations. We are accustomed to

make a slight scratch on one of the verniers

in our practice, so as to be able to distinguish

it from the other. When the verniers of a

theodolite are fixed by construction, if they do

not each coincide with the zero of the divided

lower plate to within three or four minutes,

the instrument is faulty. Having completed

our remarks on the levels and verniers, there

is still one more important coAsideration for

the purchaser of a theodolite to attend to.
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It b Uie verticalitT of Y's, or supports of the

tel«Mcope. In soine iustruments, alwaj-s in

tboM ( 1 • Uift SIM, there is a separate ad-

jutment for tUs parpose, but in many there

ji none, the roppOTts being set vertical by the

maker. To ascertain this, set up the instra-

mwt accnrately level, direct tlie intersection

of th«cracB wires to some wcll-detined vertical

line, sarh as the quoin of a building, and

acre the the telescope np and down. If the

intetvection of the wires coincide during the

whole motion of the telescope with the edge of

the ocoin, the constniction is^ood, if not, bad,

and It can only l>e reotitied by tlio maker. An

eminent mathematical instrument maker once

gave US the followii-.j; little piece of practical

advice respecting the manipulation of a theo-

dolite :—'• Alwaj-s turn your instrument in

the same direction, either to right or left, but

not indifferently backwards and forwards."

Tlie reason is that there is always some lubri-

cating substance present between the axial

bearings, and if the instrument be constantly

tamed in the same direction, this is always

maintained in a smooth and even state. But

when the rotation is backwards and forwards

it gets rubbed up, and interferes with the

evenness of the movements. As a conclud-

ing observation, we would strongly advise

onr readers never to purchase a cheap instru-

ment, and when they have secured a good one

to take care of it. A word more. Never

tamper with the wlju-stnients of a theodolite.

OK THE KXFRASCHISKMEKT OF COPYHOLDS
OP IXHERITAN'CE.*

ALTHOUGH so raany enfranchisements have

been effected in recent years towanlsi the

abolitioii of a tenure which has lung survived the

Dfccssitiei it was designed to meet, copyholds

(till exist in tuch vast nasi hers as to cause their

enfranchisement to be a subject which intimately

coDcens most of those who are connected with

this InstitotioD.

A Lord Chief Justice of England in the reign

ol Cbarlts H.,—and who appears to have been

himsalf a " villein," though in the modem
tense of the word,—left a posthnraons work on
Courts Leet and Conrts Baron which has been a
book of reference with later writers on copyholds,

and which contains the following concise ex-

planation of a manor :

—

" Ai to the antiqnitr of mano's, we find that

the ancient kings of this realm, who had all the

lands of England in demesne (i.e., in their own
hinds), did grant a certain compa-ss or circuit of

croond to certain lords and great personages, with

liberty to parcel the lands out to other inferior

tenanta, reaervingsnch duties and services as they
tboogbt fit, with power to keep courts wherein
tfaey might redress misdemeanonrs and nnisances
within snch their precincts and punish the offences

of their tenants, and debate and decide contro-

verrias of MCHm and tinim between them: the

Mid lords performing such services and paying
soeh rent), &c,as the said kings reserved by such
tbair grants and donations. And these grantees,

being formerly great lordi and nohlemen, were
called barons, and came to Parliament, and from
thence the oonrts so granted are called Conrts
Barons, as also the grantees are called lords, and
tix9 laada granted are calle I manors or lordships
to this day ; thongb, in process of time, by grants
and ooaveyanccs from inch noblemen and barons,
these lordshiis or manors came into the bands of
knights and ordinary gentlemen by purchase, &c.,
and thus we find them to this day."
The grant 1 of manorial lands and the services

attached to them having thus originated with the
will of the respective lords, it may be easily con-
ceived that the benefit of the gmnts and the
nature of the services were of very different kinds
from tlie ontse:, varying according to the relation
in which the grantees stood to the lords ; and,
farther, thai these grants only gradually settled
down into the specific cnstoms now attaching to
particoUr muon, and to particahir tenements of
the same manor.
Th« old knigbt^ervice or military tenure

having been abolished, we first meet with the
ease of those who hold of manors as freeholders,
originally, if not still, liable to render chief rents

and herlots, and, in the case of a new tenant, a

rolief usntlly equal to one year's chief rent.

Wo then "come to the class of tenants for whom

it seems that the lords anciently held, not the free-

men's, but the customary court, or court of the

copyholders ; the conn Kir those who claimed

onlv by custom, and whose holdings were origi-

nallv for the most part dependent upon the will

of the lord, and subject to the performance of

duties of a servile kind.

Among these, the nearest to freeholders in the

exU»nt of their rights appear to be the copy-

holders of frank lemire, or privileged copyholders,

gencrsUy known as customary freeholders, and as

paying rents, reliefs, and heriots, but whose

base services in times past are said to have been

limited in their nature, and not prescribed by the

will of their lord. While the«e form the highest

class of copyhi-lds, the lowest comprises the un-

usual case of lands held for terms of years, and

the common case of lands granted for three or

more lives, in both of which, with very rare ex-

ceptions, the tines charged for renewals have not

been made with such a certainty of amount as to

have constituted a custom, and have invested the

tenants with a right of inheritance.

Intermediately is the vast class of copyholds

of inheritance, for the origin of which in this

country we are referred to a period of serfdom

—

the state of transition from .slavery to voluntary

work through which, in one form or another, the

common people antl conquered races have ordi-

narily passed ; a period when the lords, instead

of accumulating all the fruits that could be pro-

duced from their lands by the labour of those

whom they had in subjection, saw that it would

be more expralient to grant to some of them a

tenure at will in the lands they cultivated, and to

re<iaire a mi.xed tribute of money rent, of certaiu

articles of produce, and of only a limited amount

of direct personal service. It is gathered from

history how the extreme power of the lords was
often opposed by the influence of monks and pre-

late', and subsequently by the preaching of the

friars ; and how it was weakened by the breaking

np of baronial estates ensuing at one time from

the crusades, at another from the wars of York
and Lancaster, and frequently as a consequence

of the extravagance of their possessors. We may
fairly suppose that the serfs or villeins were less

prompt with personal obedience whenever the

manor passed from the baron class into the hands
of meaner-born persons, sometimes the descend-

ants of thrifty villeins ; but perhaps the modes,

short of riot, by which they sought to work out

their emancipation, are not so clearly known to

us as to render uninteresting the following indica-

tion of what may be considered to have been the

final stage of the process. I take it from one of

the admirably systematic surveys of ecclesiastical

property, made in 1649, by onlcr of the Parlia-

ment ; and the case is that of a lord farmer who
probably considered he had reduced his demand
for his tenants' work to the smallest possible

amount. The survey states :

—

" There have beene heretofore certain Dayes
Workcs which the Coppybolders of yard lands
and halfe yard lands aforesaid were wont to doc
for the Lord by the plow in the Harvest time
besides the Money Rents they paid as aforesaid.

But it is alleadged by the Tennants that the said

services have not bin of late required of them by
the Lord of the said Mannor in regard the Dyott
which the sjid Tennants clajmed to have of the
said Lord in the dayes they did the said service

was accounted more chargeable than the said
dayes worke were profittable."*

But before the question of servile work could
have been thus narrowed, the grantees of what
are now knowji as copyholds of inheritance had
doubtless obtained their far surer footing than
the original will of the lord ; and the words " to

hold at the will of the lord according to the cus.
tom of the said manor" had ceased to be opera-
five except as regards the second clause. The
long-continued practice in a multitude of manors
that the lands of a deceased tenant should bo
granted to some one standing to bim within the
degree of relationship prescribed by the customs,
had come to be leg illy recognised as obligatory
upon the lord ; and it would reasonably follow
that the tenant should be allowed to sell or
"alienate" the heritable iatcrest which he pos-
sessed in the copyhold lands to a stranger who
would pay for his own admission a fine

* if^_»*_*• •»*»?T (teaeral mwtinu of tbc In-MttMlM el Sarverori, Janoarr 10th , 1 870, by Kdwabd

• The above l» not extracted from the original, bu t
from an otDclal manuscript copy ; and the ccrtlHeatc of
the corrcctnenB of the copy Is probably not Intended to
(TUarantee the accuracy of the spelling.

usually veiT similar in amount to that chiirged to

the heir. In several manors there are, indeed,

strikingly exceptional customs on this point, and
in others a tine is also due upon the death of the

lord, not necessarily of the same kind as that

charged on the admission of a tenant ; but these

cases seemed fitted rather for special than for

general consideration.

Just as the freeholders of manors were upon
their accession charged a relief commonly equal

to the annual rent to wliicli their holdings were
subject—^just as first-fruits were similarly pay-
able in the clnuch,—the fine chargeable upon a
copyhold tenant tor his admission was perhaps in

all cases originally equal to a single year's rent.

In some manors we know a tixed fine is still

charged e(iual to only one year's quit-rent, the

actual annual value in time long past ; iu other's

a fixed fine is charged of so much higher an
amount that it would seem as if some later valua-
tion of the copyhold lands had been agreed upon
as the basis for future fines. In others again

—

those whicli are the principal subject of this

paper—neither the ancient rent nor any later

valuation has been adopted, but the fine is de-
pendent upon the improved annual value of the
land at the present time, and called fine " arbi-

trary," a term, which, indeed, can only bo accepted
in a " non-natural sense." For the fine, if abso-
lutely arbitrary, might be put so high as to nullify

the tenant's right of renewal ; and as it must
therefore be proved to be customary and reason-
able, the word " arbitrable," which appears to

have been sometimes used, would be a happier
term to employ even now. This term is found in

a judgment which is quoted at great length by
Mr. Serjeant Scriven in his treatise on copyhold
and other tenures, and which contains very inte-

resting particulars as to legal decisions that had
been given respecting arbitraiy fines. It was de-
livered about the year 1780 in the case of Grant
and Astle, and the Court of Common Pleas by
Lord Loughborough decided in the negative upon
the question whether the lord of a manor was
bound to make any deduction for land-tax in
assessing the fine. ]?rom the extracts given from
this very elaborate judgment, it seems that in the
reign of Elizabeth the courts of law interposed to

moderate the exercise of the lord's right to a fine

where the custom had left the amount of it

uncertain, and determined (tliongh after con-
flicting decisiolis) that a coi)yholder's refusal

to pay an unreasonable fine did not work a for-

feiture of the tenement. It further appears
that in the sixth year of the succeeding re ign
that of Jame? the First, t7i-o years' value was ad-

judged to be an nnrcaxonable fine ; and that

there were cases in the fifth and twelfth of King
Charles the First in which Lord Keeper Coven-
try's opinion was that one year's improved value
was a reasonable fine. But forty years afterwards,

namely, iu the twenty-nimh of Charles the

Second, Lord Nottingham held (though it seems
in a very peculiar case) that tivo years' value was
ft raasoiiabU fine ; and Lord Loughborough's
judgment ))rnceeds :

—"At the time of this de-

termination in 1677, two years' value was not a
much higher payment thiin one year's value had
been i-.t the time of Lord Coventry's determination.

The interest of money had been reduced, and
from that and otlier causes the value of land had
risen. One year's value might be nearly as large

as an aliquot part of the selling price of land in

the fifth of Charles the First as two j'ears' value

at the time of Lord Nottingham's determination.

From that time to the present the idea of two
years' value being a reasonable fine, in the case of

a fine arbitrary (or, in the more proper ))brase,

arbitruhlf), has prevailed uniformly, and the ad-

hering to this rule has been a matter of very

great convenience, though it cannot be said to be

a matter of strict justice "—on account, ho con-

tinued, of subsequent reductions in the rate of

interest.

But has this non-increase of the fine been
really a favour to the copyholder, and not a mere
act of justice? The doubt may be scarcely par-

donable, yet it seems to me that an increased

demand for land and a reduction of the legal

rate of interest were inadequate explanations of

the increase of th" fine from one to two years'

improved value. The greater demand for land

did not warrant this increase of the fine, for it

would find expression in the increase of the

annual value itself. Again, the reduction in the

rate of legal interest which took place during the

Commonwealth, from eight to six per cent., and
which was ro-enacted ut the Restoration, would
effect the income of the lord from fines as well
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lis that of the copyholders ; it would increase the

selling price of the manorial interest as well as

that of the tenant, and it thorotore did not afford

a justification for the two parties sharing the

profits of the copyhold lands in any other propor-

tion than before. There seems room for the conjec-

ture that many lords had gradually insisted upon
fines on a somewhat increased scale, moved by a

feeling of chagrin that, according to the ultimate

decisions in the reign of Elizabeth, " the will of

the lord " had ceased to haye any value but

that of a technical expression, and thinking it

only fair to make the tenants pay something extra

for the right of inheritance which former lords

were found to have permitted tlicm to acquire.

In the I'lirliamentary surveys, to which reference

has been made (written, it will he remembered,
just about this period), there are occasional indi-

cations of such an exercise of the lord's option in

requiring a larger fine than one year's value. For
instance, of one manor we read :

—" The fines

payable for the said tenements upon descent or

alienation are arbitrary, but usually between one
and two years' improved value is accepted for the

same ;
" and of other two manors in the same

county it is siiid that the fines were two years'

value on death or alienation. It is, therefore,

not improbable that during the period over
which the above-mentioned judgments extend,
the practice of obtaining from one and a half to

two years' value as a fine had become very
general.

But although the fine arbitrary had been
limited to twice the improved annual value,

after deducting for repairs, quit-rent, and other
outgoings except land-tax, yet the circumstance
of its being the iiiiprui-i'd annual value was ad-
judged to Ije prejudical to the national welfare to

such extent as the tenants were thm deterred
from improving their property by the considera-
tion that part of the increased value they might
confer upon it would flow into the pockets of the
lord in the shape of fines. Again the heriotof a
beast, or some other personal chattel (or its money
equivalent), due in most manors from the estate
of a deceased copyholder who has held lands upon
which there is or was an ancient messuage,
afforded a further inducement to the legislature

to facilitate enfranchisements. Considered by
some as having originated in the gratitude of
the tenants to the lord for the tenure allowed to
them

; by others as bequests to propitiate the
lord's favour towards their children ; by others,
and with perhaps greater probability, as exac-
tions by the lord (with the object, it may be, of
keeping up the stock of his demesne, the' central
home of the tenants), just as w-ar-horses or arms
were the heriots of freemen who followed their
lord to the wars :—viewed in any of these lights,

the original purpose of heriots had long ceased to
exist, and they were seen to have often occasioned
to a copyholder ari.sk of loss out of all proportion
to the intrinsic value of the copyhold tenement he
might have chanced to possess, from its inter-
mixture with a large estate.

Therefore, to facilitate enfranohisment, the
Copyhold Act of 1841 was passed, the
Tithe Commissioners for England and Wales
being appointed Copyhold Commissioners
to direct its operation. Besides removing
some restraints which had attended the renewal
of copyholds, and also removing such impediments
to enfranchisement as were owing to disabilities
of either lord or tenant, the Act increased the in-
ducement to tenants to enfranchise, by declaring
that lands dealt with under it should be freed from
all encumbrances affecting the manor itself. It
also empowered the lord and a certain proportion
of the tenants of a manor to enter into an agree-
ment which .should be binding upon all the
tenants, and by which the lord'srights throughout
the manor should be commuted for annual rent-
charges variable with the price of corn, and per-
haps to_ some futnre extent, or with sums of
money similarly valuable, to be paid asfineseither
on death and alienation, or at such fixed intervals
as might Ijc agreed on. Or the lord might make
an agreement with any one or more tenants for
a similar commutation, applicable only to his
or their tenements. Or the lord might make
agreements with all or any of the tenants of a
manor for the enfranchisement of their tenements,
in consideration of the immediate or prospective
payment of sums of money.

The Commissioners seem to have entered ener-
getically upon their work—who that knew the
late Mr. Blamire could doubt it?—and in June,
1842, they male their first report. Very few

individual enfranchisements had been completed,
but thoy stated that one entire manor had been
commuted, and another was in progress of en-
franchisement ; and, undismayed by tho peril of
prophesying, they expressed their anticipation

that the commntation orenfranohisemont of whole
mnnors would become popular and common.
Their report ended with a suggestion that com
rent-charges, to arise from the lands dealt with,
should be allowed as the consideration for en-
franchisements, just as they already were in com-
mutations. This was authorised by tho Copyhold
Act of 1843, by which it was ahso enacted that
tho consideration for comniiitations or enfranchise-
ments of lands held of a manor might be taken
in tho form of a conveyance to the lord of other
lands or rights, provided they wero parcel of the
same manor,—a proviso which was, however,
repealed by the Act of the following yoar. In
their report of this year, 1844, the Commissioners,
still hopeful of dealing with a manor as a whole,
advised that, upon the concurrence of the lord and
a certain majority of the tenants, a compulsory cb-
franchisement of all the tenements of a manor
should be effected, just as there was a power to
similarly agree upon an entire commutation
of the lord's rights. And three years later

the Commi.ssiouers, in their sixth report,

considered that the time had arrived when
the concurrence of lord and tenant should no
longer be necessary to a commutation. They re-

commended that any tenant should be empowered
to call on the Commission to commute his un-
certain payments, and to assign to the lord a con-
sideration ; and further, that whenever two-thirds
in valno of the copyholders in any manor were
commntcd, the lord should be entitled to call on the
Commission for a compulsory commutation of the
remainder. With this view the then Commis-
siontrs desired that there should be given to them
what, by the way, is very desirable for every one,

and lor surveyors above all, namely, " extensive
P'lwors of calculating pro.spcctive value; "and
they also desired to be a lowed to decline to inter-

fere at all in cases which they might consider very
exceptional.

In less than five years afterwards the Copyhold
Act of 1852 was passed, which enacted that in the
cass of any tenement to which the next admittance
should take place, on or after the first of July
18.53, the tenant should have power to compel an
enfranchisement in consideration of a gross
sum ; or the lord (subject to proving his title,

if desired, to the satisfaction of the Commis-
sioners) might compel the tenant to take
an enfranchisement in consideration of the
piyment of an annual rent charge. Either of
these consideration.s, or lands, &c., might (as

before) be, by mutual agreement, the compensa-
tion for the enfranchisement ; and enfranchise-
ment rent charges as well as commutation fines

and rent charges need not be variable with the
price of corn, but might (as advised in the Com-
missioners' Report of 1850) he of fixed amounts.
To prevent hardships or injustice in special cases,

the Commissioners were empowered in one section
to suspend proceedings for enfranchisement, and
in another to govern c.isi>s in which an enfran-
chisement w.iiild prejudicially affect tho mansion-
honse and grounds of the lord. Common rights

were to continue to attach to lands enfranchised
under tho Act ; and rights to mines, minerals,
sporting, and royalties of other kinds were to
remain undisturbed, except by consent.

The latest Copyhold Act (1858) superseded by
fresh enactments a short Act that had been passed
in 1S53, mainly with reference to ca.ses in which
the lords for the time being had only a limited
interest. It further repealed all the provisions of
the former Acts, by which a tenant might be
bound to pay for either commutation or enfran-
chisement a consideration to which he had not
specifically agreed,-—provisions upon which the
original Copyhold Commissioners had relied, not-
withstanding the many and cumbersome clauses
that it had been found necessary to enact for the
purpose. It also extended the right of compul-
sory enfranchi.scmcnt to cases in which the latest

admission had taken place prior to 1st July, 1853,
providing, however, that if such enfranchisement
were promoted by the tenant, he should tender the
value of a fine and heriot, and two-thirds of the
steward's fees,—a proviso which may be considered
as having by this time lost its pecuniary im-
portance.

The schedules appended to the Commissioners'

working order of the Commission ; and the terra*
of the re[>orts themselves are varicvl only by occa'
sional statements of the exercise of the Commia"
sioners' discretionary powers in suspending en"
franchi-scments which would have workeil a hard-
ship to individuals, the grounds alleged in several
cases being an excessive estimate of the valne of
the interest of the lord.

Upon this important subject the Commissioners
have published two documents, indicating the terms
for enfranchisements. The first of these, issued
in the early days of the Commission, stated,
infer alia, that the enfranchisement from
fines arbitrary was usually made at from 4
to (; years' valne of the tenement (!<., abont 2i
fines), heriots being paid for similarly, at tho rate
of 2J heriots on the average of the last three, and
quit-rents being valued at 25 years' purchase.
The commi.ssioncrs offered this statement a.s only
a rough guide for what were at that time com-
paratively rare transactions

; and, rcganled as
such, nothing need be said to its detriment. On
the other hand the second document, issued in
185.5, and having reference to enfranchisement
from ordinary arbitrary fines, presents an appear-
ance of the most refined exactness ; 3 years' pur-
chase of the annual value is sit down as the con-
sideration for enfranchisement by a tenant of the
age of 20 ; 5 years' purchase for one of 70, and
for each intermediate age a year's purchase is

given to si.x decimal figures.

Against this table Mr. Rou.sc, in his " Copyhold
Enfranchisement Mannal," brings a number of
objectioiLs, the most noteworthy of which are,
that the table does not extend to ages older than
70, and that it makes no distinction between fines
arising from houses and those arising from lands.
If it is indeed the case that the Copyhold Commis-
sioners, when publishing this table," intended that
no deviations from it should be permitted in re-
spect of either the nature of the property or the
extreme age of the tenant, then the table is cer-
tainly open to snch objections. Bnt if the
Commmissioncrs merely wished to give for
ordinary cases a sort of mean standard
for guidance in respect of age, then, on
adopting Mr. House's statement of the fine

occurring upon an average every fourteenth year,
I propose to show in parallel columns that the
values of such fines arc about as nearly indicated
by the Commissioners' table us liy those which
Mr. Rouse has prepared in its placy. Few valuers,
lioivever, can have failed to be struck with the
oddncss of its giving to within the two-millionth
part of a year's purchase tho actuary's graduation
ot materials which are necessarily very coarse on
account of the singular circumstances that in these
holdings the flue paid upon the creation of any
tenancy is irrespective of tho ago of the tenant
admitted, and also irrespective of the rate per
"ent. which the particalar property is supposed to

yield as an investment, and further that a very
>imilar fine may he repeated at any moment after
an alienation.

However, although we all know that snch
apparent exactness in this matter is merely an
extravagant fiction, there is no occasion to go to
the other extreme, and to ignore almost entirely
the business of an actuary, and trust to the Incky
chance of a balance of errors. The proportion of
a fifth of the fee simple value, or a sixth of it, or

something between the two, is commonly agreed
upon as the consideration for an enfranchisement

;

i)ut the adoption of this in preference to some
other fraction, such as a third or an eighth, is

based upon a calculation by some actuary in

time past, and a thoughtful vainer must desire to

have in his possession a tabic which shall enable
him to make a reasonable allowance for every
year's variation in the ages of the copyholders.

Mr. Scratobley, an actuary, and formerly a
Fellow of Queen's College, Cambridge, has
written a manual on tho enfranchisement of copy-

hold projierty, but the main purpose of the book
seems to have been the promotion of copyhold
enfranchisement societies, which should have the

good effect of helping tenants to enfranchise and
improve their property, bv making them advances
of money secured throngh life assurance. As re-

gards the terms for enfranchisement, I do not ob-
serve that he does more than give the established

formula for findinj; the value of a series in per-

petuity of linos of £1, payable by successive lives

assumed to be all of the same age at the time of

succession. The formula may be expressed in

Reports of late years enumerate transactions of "'or^s "s that of dividing one fine by the difference

an extent which is indicative of the thorough '>et«ecQ unity and tho present value of £1 pay-
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•ble OB the extisctkn of a life now o- •>• •
«•v^.l

1^. TfaeqnotieotistheTmtueof tl 1

njpeiretTxitT.tbeSrrtbeinppayaWf
,

,
'

anJ thi* n(at h«», thrrffore, to he discinuiteJ (or

the trnn of «iK-li life «s may he in poseewon.

Bmt Im poiats out that the formula will require

modiantiea »t the hands of the vahier, ou ac-

M)«al of the fines from copyhoWs Iwing also pay-

i^l)]s at other times than u|>on inheritauce.

Mr. Rnain, in his manual before retcneJ to,

kM caMrad npoB tho sul'joot very fully ; and in

•ddilioDtathe arithmetical portion to which alone

^1^. nriew will lefer, his work contains a

laiiie amount of, I beliere, aerTioeabla legal m-

lonnation, particularly his digest of the copy-

hold aeti contained in the thinl and latest

•ditioa.

At pp. 97-9, he writes of the Talne of cnfran-

^tMOMBt from fines when payable only on ad-

fanow after the deaths of snccessire tenant:!,

nd *> sack a cane therefore the above-mentioned

fonnnlamav bo applieil. Accordingly, the correct

result (or nearly such) is (jiven by Mr. Roase for

the enfranchisement to a tonant about to be ad-

mittftl. and aged 44—which is here suggested

by him as the aver.ii^e admission age

—

tLl^ (assuming 3 per cent, compound interest,

4-2 years' purchase, of which 2 he says are

for the fine now payable, the remaining

2-2 being for the enftanchisomont from future

fine?. He very properly goes on to intimate

that if a life of an age younger than the

one of thirty for instance—is about to be

J and to enfrancliise, the discount of the

i and following lines will lie larger ; these

beiag aiore romote. their value will be proportion-

•Uy ta« than the 2 2 they were worth in the case

of a life of the average admission age, 44—which

is evidently the same in effect as deducting more

than the fine of two years' purchase from 42 or

the Talne of the fines in perpetuity . Ami he adds,

" Shenid the valne be required when tbere is a

life on the rolN, the Talne of that life will bo

Mtinated in like manner."

It is surprisinc that after this perception cf

the principles of the case. Sir. House, in passing

from his explanatory remarks to his " Rules/'

dionld give for the same case a rule (No. 7, p.l 15)

which produces a widely different result. He here

abandons the assumption of 44 being the age of

the ropyholders wlicn admitted ; and for

the aTerago Talne at three per cent, of

the series of fines from the present time

for ever he names 4-8 years' purchase instead

o(4-2,basingtbeformerupon an assumption which

he here introduces, that, in the case of

lands the intervals between the admissions will

ordinarily be found to average eighteen years,

whilst in'the case of house property he suggests

sixteen years. These intervals are however

materially shorter than the expectation of life at

the age of foriy-fonr ; and it is not shown why
fines piyabU cnly alter the deaths of the tenants

booU "happen more frequently in the case of

t^^T»^»t« hciding houses than in that of tenants

hi«KHtg lands. Uowerer, ibc discrepancy in the

TaloM assigned by him in the two places to the

paipetoity of the fines at three per cent, is of

comparatively little moment ; the more remark-

able circumstance is the divergence between bis

naarks and his role as to the allowance to be

made from the perpetuity in respect of the age of

the tenant on the rolls. The plan laid down in

bis rule is to deduct from the value of the series

of ftaas only a single fine of two years' purchase

in tba case of the best possible life, and to deduct

in tbe case of any other age a proportionate part

of sacb two years' parcbiise ; that is to say, he

aakaa here no gresl^r abatement in'rcspcct of the

be* pos^ble lile, a child, than that which he had
properiy shown in his previous remarks to be

needed in the case of a life of forty-four ; and
malies indeed a smaller abatement than that which

was rightly called for in the case of a life of

thirty. Jiotk of his plans cannot be right ; it is

tbe second which is erroneotLs. The circumstance

that it ispoesible for a very young life to be ad-

mitted on payment of tbe line in not apposite to the

qnestion, for tbe l>e<t possible life is extremely
•zaeptional and not the average holding assumed
tn otder to capitalise the fines. For the latter wo
micht take a life of tbe average age of copy-

boraers at the time that they inherit ; and it is

tberdore on an enfranchisement to a tenant of

this average ago (as in his previous remarks)
that tbe dednction of the two years' purchase
Aenld be made, a specific deduction of a greater

or less amotmt respectively being needed in the

case of a younger or older agcil tenant* I have

dwelt thus much upon this discrepancy because,

the oniinary case of fines on ailmissions

after death or alienation, to be next considered,

Mr. Ronse has similarly framed his rule and

tables with a regard to the best possible life,

and its inapplicability is rather more readily seen

in the caKe of fines only payable after the deaths

of the successive tenants ; but I am notacquaiulcd

with any manor in \yhich this is the cust<im.

(To be continued.)

ST. PAUL'S NATIONAL SCHOOLS,
STRATFORD, ESSRX.

THESE schools are erected in the parish of St.

Paul, Stratford, of which the Rev. 6. P.

KeoSh is vicar. The parish contains upwards of

10 000 inhabitants, principally of tlie labonring

class, and (nntil the erection of the piessnt baild-

ings) was without schools. The works have been

designed with the strictest regard to economy, and

are built of stock bricks, with red brick dre.ssings.

They consist of rooms for boys, girls, and infants,

with class rooms, and are designed, in accordance

with the requirements of the Committee of

Council on Kducation, to accommodate 550 child-

ren The cost, including boundary walls and

outbuildings, was £2312. Mr. Jamea Rivett, of

Stratford, was the contrnctor, and the rooms are

heated throughout with hot water by Messrs. J. L.

Bacon and Co., of Farringdou-road, E.G. Mr.

Henry Ough, of Stratford, is the architect.

VENETIAN GLASS.

IN the Island of Mnrano, says the Pall Mall

Gazette, the seat of the ancient manufac-

ture of Venetian glass, there has been this last

autumn a praiseworthy exhibition, with the pur-

pose of reviving an essentially national industry.

During the Austrian occupation favour was

shown to Bohemian glass, to the prejudice of

Venetian ; but when the strangers left, efforts

were made to direct the industry of the people

into former channels. A few years since the

friends of Italy were instrumental in opening an

exhibition of the glass manufactures of Murano
;

and that first attempt has been now followed by a

second and more extended effort, prizes are

awarded, speeches delivered, and we can report,
|

from a personal inspection of the works collected,

that modem artisans aro regaining the skill which

made their forefathers famous throughout Europe.

But the commercial difficulties appear to be

scarcely less serious than the artistic. Fuel, »s

travellers know to thoir cost, is scarce and dear,

and from this and other causes, the ordinary

"•lass in domestic use can he imported .it a lower

price than made on the spot. Cavaliere Zanetti,

who is doing ranch to raise the fallen fortunes of

Mnrano, and to improve the condition of its in-

dustrial population, speaks of the manufacture of

common glass as almost extinct in the island.

Venezia, in fact, imports more than she exports.

Italy is too much addicted to the ornamental, her

art products are often at too great a distance

from utilitarian uses, the genius of her people

expends itself ou trifles, and cares not for sub-

stantial support in commercial prosperity. Not a

few of tbe articles exhibited in Muiano arc in

design falsa and fantastic ; they do violence to

utilitarian uses. At the present crisis in the

fortunes of Venice, capital and employment for

labour are wanting ; and Mr. Layard, Sir Wil-
Uam Drake, and others, have been anxious to

give new impulse to the manufactm-e of lace and
of glass—art products evidently in keeping with

the intuitions of the people and the traditions of

the place^

• Adopting the notation of Mr. i'eter Gray's clasBi-

cnl paper on the " Tlieory of SucecDsive Lives," in the
hucoud volume of tlie *' .Journal of tbe lustituteoi Ac-
tuaries," the value of the perpetuity of tlie periodical
lines of £2, the flrnt being receivable at tlie end of the
year lof age) in which the present tenant, aged x, may
die is

2 2 / 1 + oa- \ -z

A.X = 1 1 I =
1 - A,/ 1 - Ay \ 1 + r / 1 - Ay

- 2

1 + (1

1 + o»
When the present tenant happens to bo of the average

aKe of tenants at tbeir admiasiou (which we may put
fur the uniform succession a^'c y in the formula), i = y

2
and we have simply to deduct 2 from the

1 - Ai/

which Is the value of the linos in perpetuity when the
lirifi is to be paid Immediately.

Oiiuil (BiiigiiiciJrmg.

HYIMIATT1.IC ESOINEEBING.*

OUR winter weather—for, as the French truly

remark, climate wc have none—has already

conferred upon the country its animal contribution

of destructive floods, occasioning an enormous

amount of damage to property, and, in some

instances, a loss of human life. As year after

year these periotlical visitations return with nncrr-

in<' regularity, it eaiiimt fail to strike one that

there must be soiuctliin;;- very defective and im-

perfect in our national hydraulic engineering.

The control, maintenance, and repair of the river-

ways of the country are of equal importance with

those of the roads. In fact, to judge from the

cxjnsequences resulting from a neglect of these

duties, our rivers require the fulfilment of them far

more urgently than our roads or even railways.

All the great roads constituting the main arteries

of inland communication were thoroughly well

and skilfully constructed by engineers such as

Telford, Smcaton.M'Adam, and others, and, with

some exceptions, the majority of the county, .

parish, .and district roads in England will bear

comparison with those of any other country.

From first to last, the mail coach roads were

regarded in their proper light as great thorough-

fares of traffic, and no pains nor expense were

spared to render them safe and durable. Since

the introduction of railways there may bo some

excnse for the neglect with which water communi-

cation has been treated, but had our rivers been

properly engineered previous to that era, they

would never have fallen into the state they have,

and become the annual scourges they prove them-

selves to be. Many of our rivers and streams

have no mean between two positions. They must

cither be nearly dry or jiossess the proixjrtius of a

torrent. Stagnant in summer, and impetuous in.

winter, they are useless in the former season and

dangerous in the latter. It is by no means an

uncommon circumstance to pass dryshod over a

stream in the morning, and to find it at evening

impassable by the most expert and daring

swimmer. Similarly, during a drought, certain

districts are absolutely destitute of water, while

in others it is literally niuning to waste.

The origin of these irregularities in the currents

of rivers is altogether to be traced to the circum-

stance that they have never been subjected to a

systematic and efficient treatment by hydraulic

engineering. Owing to rains, the access of surface

water, drainage, and nnmerous otiior contingent

additions to its volimic, the channel of most rivers

will at certain times be surcharged with water.

In other words, their contents cannot be represented

by a constant quantity, either physically or mathe-

matically. Merely regarding the matter in a

common sense point of view, it appears suqirising

that year after year, wealthy landed proprietors,

largo graziers, and farmci-s quietly succumb to

such devastations. Expect thein they must, yet

they make no provision against them, but seem to

regard the infliction as fated and unavoidable,

with the same apathy and submission that forms

the distinguishing characteristic of the Mahometan

and the Oriental. Let us select as an example the

state of the Irwell. A short while ago, the water

rose 12ft. above the ordinary level, ami in various

parts of Lancashire the general appearance

of the country was that of a succession of lakes,

with little dry oases here and there in the shape

of a farmhouse or a haystack. It is often

remarked that farmers have no objection to the

flooding of their grass lands, but, on the contrary,

are glad to avail themselves of the fertilising

influence of the water. This may be true enough,

and were the effects of Hoods confined within

limits 60 narrow and beneficial, there would be

little to allege against their occurrence. But when

towns as well as liclds are flooded, bridges and

boats carried away, sheep and cattle drowned,

and human life jeopardised and destroyed, it is

time to consider the matter seriously. However

glad farmers may be to have their fields fertilised

gratis, they should draw a distinction between

irrigation and inundation. The former is produc-

tive of salutary effects only ; the latter may fulfil

the office of the former, but it is the cause of an

immensity of evil as well, and a balance of good

and evil will point out that the latter considerably

predominates. As the agricultural and bucolic

classes of a nation are invariably the slowest to

avail themselves of any alteration or improve-

Krom the Mecluanat' Magaxine.
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nipnt in the stercotj-ped system of .atfairs, it is

nut so much to he wondered at that they make no

iittenipts to arrest and ohviatc the consciincnces

that are annnally s) prejudicial to their interests.

It- is possible that they may not he quite so snpine

in the matter as might he imngined. They may
have made a calculation on the prohahle cost that

they might have to incur to prevent such catas-

trophes, and may consider that on the whole it is

))referahlo to let things take their course, and
chance the floods. The lino of arKument would
lie as follows :—To properly control the course of

the rivers and streams causing the periodical

inundations, it would be necessary to have them,
in the first place, thuroughly surveyed from source

to mouth, and such engineering works constructed

along their course as might be deemed necessary.

These would consist of deepening the chan-

nels in some places, widening them in another,

/lulling down olii bridges of which the water-

way is too contracted, building new ones, and
placing weirs wherever they might be required.

Although wc have stated that a calculation of the

cost of these necessary works may have been made,
yet it may be taken for granted that in ninety-

nine ca.ses out of a hundred such never has been
the case. Instead of inquiring into the nmtter in

the least, the landowners and agricultiu'ists are

willing to sacrifice the annual holocaust to the god
of the innndating waters.

There are other parties besides these classe-s of

the population who are equally if not more con-
cerned in these fluvial depredations. It was asserted

in a daily contemporary of last week that persons
were prevented from entering the town of Bewdlcy
from the Worcestershire-road by reason of the

tloods. It is not to be supposed that tlie whole
burden of remedying this chronic state of things
should fall upon the local authorities and rate-

payers of the town, Imt it is to be expected that

they would unite with any other persons equally
interested in the matter in putting a stop to the

evil. It cannot be a subject of indifference to the
tradcspcojUe and shopkeepersof the place towitness

it on market and fair days rendered unapproach-
able except by the mean.s of boats or swimming.
Neither can the proprietors of large factories and
business premises behold with nonchalance their

lower stories under water, and their extensive yards
and outhouses completely water-logged. The rise

of the Trent this year has been within ISin. of the
height to which the great flood of 1,S,52 rose, to the
imminent danger of the town of Nottingham. A
portion of the Midland llailway near the station

was flooded, but not to so serious an extent as to
^ansc a stoppage of the trafHc. Railway embank-
ments, culverts, and bridges are occasionallydam-
aged, and even carried away by inundations, but
such occurrences are comparatively rare. It is

ea.sy for the engineer of a railway to place the
permanent way a rahri of such contingencies. By
raising the embankment a few feet any great
danger from floods may be prevented. In some
situations the levels of the line will not permit of
the increased height being adopted, and then the
bank must take its chance with the open fields. It

is (juite time that the engineering of our rivers was
taken in hand by the Government, since not even
their own interests appear sufficient to spur private
parties to exertion. A professional survey would
speedily ascertain what works and improvements
were necessary to effect the required alterations in
the rivers, and a rate couhl be levied on all land-
owners, tenants, and other parties who were
benefited by the water, to pay the expenses that
might be incurred. In cases were the stream was
navigated, a small toll could be levied on the traffic.

The conditiim of oar inland water communication
will never be what it ought to be until some com-
pul.sory mea.snres are taken to ameliorate it.

A NEW EAILWAY FOR EAST LONDON.

ONE of the largest of the railway schemes
which will be brought before Parliament

'during the ensuing session is that of the East and
West Metropolitan District Railway, which is
planned to pass through the most populous por-
tions of East London. The projected lino has
for its chief engineer Mr. Brunle'es, whose name
is known in connection with the Mont Cenis Rail-
way. The proposed railway would place the
inhabitants of East London in direct communica-
tion with various railways which already servo
the northern and eastern districts, as well as with
the railways south of the Thames, and give a
<lircct comnmnication from cast to west. The
deposited jdans show the line to commence in a
•-.•ntting at Gravel-lano, where it will join the

Metropolitan Railway Extension. From that point

it runs in a sonth-eastorly direction into the

Whitechapel High-street, cast of Middlesex-

street, otherwise I'etticoat-Iane. Thence it passcB

underground along High-street, Whitechapel,
Mile-end, and Bow-roads, until it reaches the

North London Railway terminus in the Avenue-
road. The cost of the property required is com-
paratively small, and aa the work is intende<l to

1)6 eff'ctsd by tunnelling, there would he no intcr-

ferencB with the ordinary traffic. The scheme is

finding great favour in the East of liOndon.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Nottingham.—The prizes gained daring the

past year by the students of the Nottingham
Schoiil of Art were distributed on Friday evening
last, by Mr. Justice Mellor. The attendance was
large. The President, Mr. Birkin, occupied the

chair, and read the annual report, which was of a

satisfactory nature, and showed the success that

had attended the efforts of the committee.

ROTHEUHITHE DISTRICT SCHOOL OP ART
AND Design.—A short time since the Govern-
ment intimated that it must discontinue to supply

the assistance by which this school has been

hitherto carried on. A committee of manage-
ment has therefore been formed, with the rector

of Rotherhitho as chairman and treasurer, and
Mr. W. Marillier as hon. sec., with the view of

continuing this school (still in connection with

Government, but on an independent basis). Mr.
R. Hale has been appointed as the master. The
school has been in existence for fifteen years.

liiiUtnii <|^#ifl^^t[^-

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Arundel.—The building of the new Roman
Catholic Church at Arundel, Sussex, has com-
menced. The height to top of spire will be 250ft.,

and the cost will be £.")0,000.

Colchester.—An adjourned meeting of the

vestry of the parish of S. James, Colchester, was
held on Wednesday week, to consider the means
to be taken for the restoration of S. James's
Church. The plans and estimate submitted by
Mr. Teaton, architect, were discussed at length,

and ultimately it was decided not to adopt plans

for the present, but to make the first aim the

raising of subscriptions. The sum required is

between £4000 and £.")000.

RUPFORD.—The new church of S. Mary's,
Rufford, was consecrated on Tuesday. The new
church consists of an unusually spacious nave,
GOft. long and 23 ft. broad, the desire of the
architects being to group the congregation
principally in the centre of the church, so that

as few of themas possible might be inconvenienced
by the pillars of the arcades, which divide the
nave from the aisles. These arcades consist of

moulded arches resting on columns of Mansfield
stone, with carved caps and moulded bases. The
general style is Geometric Gothic, or Middle
Pointed, and the materials used are red Rufford
bricks, with black bricks introduced as bands and
in arches, with Scarisbrick stone for dressings,

window tracery, &c. It was built by Messrs.
Sale and Hunt, of Southport, from the designs
and under the superintendence of Messrs. Danson
and Davies, architects, Dale-street, Liverpool.

Llandouoh.—On Thui-sday, December .SOth,

the church of Llandough, near Cowbridge,
Glamorganshire, was re-opened after undergoing
a thorough restoration under the superintendence
of Mr. C. Buckeridge, architect. The south wall
of the chancel has been re-built, and in place of
the old wooden-framed window, three lancet
windows have been inserted ; the sedilia, cre-

dence, and piscina forming part of the sanctuary
window. The two-light window of the east end
has been replaced by a three-light window with
two trefoils. On the noith a doorway has been
opened into a new organ-chamber and vestry ; an
arcade resting on columns ot Radyr stone opens
the organ-chamber to the chancel. The old
chancel-arch has been replaced by a larger one,
resting on columns of Radyr stone. The nave
restoration consists of a new window, pulpit, floor

of encaustic tiles by Godwin, and seats. The
roof, too, has been boarded au(i slated, copings of
Forest of Dean stone placed on gables and bell-

tnrrct, with crosses and weathercock.

Mistlet.—The iKiculiar old parish church of
Mistley, Essex (in the Italian style, with a tower
at each end), having become so dilapidated as to
necessitate re-constrnction, a new edifice, in the
Early Decorated style, from designs by Messrs.
Wadmore and Baker, of Great S. Helen's,
Bishopsgate-street, has just been consecrated.

Finding the old site to bo extremely limited from
the numerous graves in the surrounding church-
yard, the new edifice has been built on a sit« given
by the Rev. C. J. Norman. The fontidations

were commence<l in Deoomber, 18C8. The total

interior length of the church is lOOft. (Jin., of

which the chancel occupies 27ft. The total width
of nave and north and south aisles is 51ft. 6in.

Projecting from the south aisle is a spaoioos
porch and on the south side of the chancel is s
vestry. North of the chancel is an organ chamber
open to the aisle and chancel. The material used
was Kentish rag, with Bath stone dressings. The
nave and aisle roofs are open-timbered, bat that:

of the chancel has a panelled ceiling divided with
arched ribs. The chancel is paved with Maw'.n
tiles. The pulpit and font are of stone. Sittings

are provided for 5-10 adults, and 60 children.

Mr. Hawkins, ofJMonks Eleigh, was the contractor.

The amount ofcontract,allowing for the materials
of the old church, was £4,307. The heating
apparatus) is by Detmis and Co., ot Chelmsford.
It is intended to add a spire, 142ft. in height, as

soon as funds permit.

Cardiff.—On Thursday, the 16th ult., a small
Iron church was opened for worship in accordance
with the belief of the Evangelical Lutheran Church.
It Is situated near the basin of the AVest Bute
Docks, the site having been granted by the Trustees

of the Marquis of Bate, and is chiefly intended
for the use of Scandinavian sailors who visit

Cardiff. It is constructed by the well-known iron

church builders, Francis Morton and Co., of

Liverpool, London, and Glasgow, and comparing
the low price (about .C400) with its apparent
strength and solidity, the comfortable accommoda-
tion it offers] is very creditable to that firm. The
church will accommodate 160 persons comfortably,

and there is in connection with it a reading room,
which will hold about 30 persons.

buildings.

New Town Hall and Mechanics' Insti-
tution, Stone, Staffordshire.—This bnild-
ing, which abuts npon the High Street, and oc-
cupies the site of the Old Blue Bell, is rapidly ap-
proaching completion—with the exception of the
gas-fittings. Iron gates, and painting, bnt little

remains to be done. It comprises on the ground
floor an entrance from the High Street, spaoious
hall and staircase, two waiting-rooms or com-
mittee-rooms, porters'-room, closets, slde-entranoe
approachable from the gateway, and in the rear
of the above the large hall ; at the back of the
large hall there are, besides another entrance, two
retiring-rooms and closet, over which it is intended
at some future day to erect a billiard room. The
works are being executed by Mr. Whiltome, of
Gaol-square, Stafford, from the drawings and
under the superintendence of W. Bakewell, of
Nottingham. The entire cost of the building,

inclusive of fittings, will be about £2,500.
Bethnal Green.—Mr. Mundy, the Surveyor

to the Bethnal Green Board of Guardians, has
been instructed by that body to prepare plans and
specifications for sach an enlargement of the

workhouse infirnniry as would provide accommoda-
tion for about 1.50 additional patients, at a cost of

about £1,800.
Brlston.—The Vicarage Honso at Briston, in

the county of Norfolk (after having been in a
dilapidated state for some years past, a part only

having been inhabited) has Icon pnt in good
repair and considerably enlarged, at a cost of

nearly £ti00. The work has been moat satisfac-

torily carried out by Mr. Robinson Cornish
builder, of North Walsham, in the same county
under the superintendenie of the archltEct,,

Charles J. Moxon, A.U.M5.A., of 48, Albany-
street, Regent's Park, London.

The Shop Architecture of Bradford.—
Notices have appeared in this jonnial at various

times of the great improvements which are visible

in the shop architecture of Bradford, wider streets

stimulating builders to erect more stately edifices.

In some instances where the Corporation hare
opened out thoroughfares, they have imposed re-

strictions on the purchasers of land that the build-

ings erected should not only be of a certain height,

but that they should have handsome and appro-
priate fronts to the principal streets. A handsome
block of shops are completed in Tyrrcl-str«et and
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NwrM«rk«t-«t»ee«.aii<l»notlierrunKvismi>i\>Ktvj>sIto the level of Piccadilly, and by makinjt tUem

adjaaaag. Tlie froota of ihr Utter will Ih- Imilt i
from that point in the nature of nir-ti^ht pipes or

at ttaat poliBbed by machinery, ix>rtain iliflicnltios syphons, their contents wonld flow incessantly.
" ' "" "' " " liut into these syphons, from iho commencement

to the outlet, no open commuuioittinu conld be
ia the—ni|i«il«rinn of Urge blocks of stone by the

iMrhJMi IwTini; bnn orereuuie. The stone for

lim Ifaehaaks' Iietitote will he prepared in the ]
|>ennitted, and therefore the only means for the

The finest shop, nowover, in the special drainaije of these depressed situations was

bcwwigh, iadaed one of the largest in the West

'*"'"t. hu been built in Wc«t-};ate, and will

kort^ be opened. Tbe town is indebtol for this

able pile to the enterprise of .Me^tirs. J. lUini;-

worth. Sob and Co., wnoteoale and retail drapers,

whob^TC spent ne&rlr £I3,0CK>on the land and
1 1

»«»* The buildin;; stretches frum Godwin

-

treet to Soatheate, having; a fronta^- of 120 fi>et

to Wettgate, which at this poiut has been widene<l.

thft fnmima are fonr stories in height, with an
•itie eier, and at each end of the building oma-
oMed tamts rise aborc the main roof. K\tcr-
nally the ftmctore has a bold and striking appi'ar-

aaoe, a beehiro ia the t>°nipanum of the (XHliment
over the eapacioas entrance door testifying to the
imimtxj which has led to the erection of the pile,

while tbe Bradfonl Anns, sunnonule<l by the
Boar's head, is placed in the centre and at the top
of the front. The basement will be devoted to

the caipet trade ; tbe ground floor is the shop proper,
well lighted by the external windows and by a
large well-light at the back, carrie»lup to the roof.

On the next floor is the show-nxim and wholesale
department. The stt>ries alMjve are to Ik* occnpieil

asAire and stock-nmms, inarkiug-off nxmi, kitchen,
diniag room, bagatelle room, bath room, and
reading room, with other conveniences for the
aHtstaats. A lofty attic, extending the whole
ieaxth of tbe building, was intende<l to be devoted
to sleeping rooms ; but althongh this room is ex-
cellently lighted and ventilateil, the C'ir]>onition

bre-Uws will not allow it tt> \ie usoil a.s a tli)niiitory.

The architects arc Messrs. Audrew.s, Son, aiid

Pepper, Bradford.

—

LrrHt Mercur)/.
PkhaBTH.—A new hotel has just been completed

at Fenarth by the Taff Vale Railway Company
;

the architect is Mr. Bernard, of Cardiff. It "is

bnilt in tbe Italian style, and contains fifty rooms

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
fWe do not hold our^'lves n-sponslble for the opinions
ofoar eormpondents. The Kdltor respectfully re-
^eastt that all eomniuuicationH stiould be drawn up
asMeCy as.poMlMe. astlicrc are many claimanu
ipon the space allotted to corrcspondeDce.]

P. O. 0'«. to be miule payable to .1. Tassmore Edwards,
at ttK Strand Office. AU cheques to bo crossed ou
tLe Cnion Bank.

RscEivr-o.—T. G.-J. B.-J. H.-J. F. and Sons-
W. Y.-a H.-J. .1. C. and Co.-E. H. U. B.-J. T. M.—W. 8.-8. and Co.—A. W. II. It. -J. U.-C. D.-J. N
jaB.-W. 8.
A- C—JiMirt. Mernrwealbcr. of lx)ni?-«cre, W.O.,

ana Shand and JlsaoD, Upper Ground-street,
BIa<kfria».
t^ABLES, Farm Blildinus, Ac— KawlinKSou

Parkeaaon, architect.
Tbos. Battknblrt.- With sketch on transfer

paper of Tower of Marollea Churcb, near LUIeux. for
Sketch Book.
W. D. DoBaoK,-The description came nil right.
K. JoivcB.- The salary paid to a clerk of works

rarle* materially. It will depciid on the character of
tta« work, and the quality of the man.
A. GocoH.—You can have tho number by scndln"

four stamps. "

METROPOLITAN DRAINAGE.

(To the E<Utor of The Building News.)
Sib,—London seems to have had but a "hair-

breadth 'scape i' the imminent deadly breach " of
being orerrno by a viler foe than ever threatened
ho- before, for whenever the pnraps at Barking
fail, she will have cause to put np her shutters and
lament as one indeed overwhelmed

—

" For my particular grief
Is of so flo'idgate ami o'erlwaring nature
That it eDgluts and swallows other sorrows."

To gire tbe reader a view of the matter, it may
be stated that when the metropolis was to be fur-
nished with a new fet of rewers a public invita-
tion was issued for plans and schemes. These
were chiefly directed to the districts north of the
ThamM, and tbe difllculty experienced by the
competitors lay in tho drainage of parts whose
sarlaee was lower than the highwater level of the

iJ*i.
Take as InsUnces portions of St. James's

rart and Westminster. The drainage of elevated
pU«e, as Hamp.tcad and Highgate, was e»»T.The sewers would clear themselves by eraritatioD

that of conduits into sunk reservoirs, from which
the contents conld be mechanically raised and got

rid of. Out of such conditions spr^ing tho system

now in use, and which an architect has recently

desoribeil. Descanting on the benefits the new
drainage by chief and intercepting sewers is cal-

culated to confer, he says, " The high level,

middle, and low level sewers are, in fact, so many
uqueiliiots, and the last, being lower in part of its

course than the river itself, has its tnrbid contents

raised by pumping engines. These are capable

of perfoiming tho work of two thousand three

hundretl and eighty horses, imd of consuming
forty-four thousand tons of coal por nnnnm. By
I his depression of tho drainage level there has
been pro tiiHto a raising of the metropolitan area.

The main sewers measure collecti-ely eighty-two

miles, iind are fed by some thirteen hundred miles

of old drains. Tho qu^uitity of liquid passing
daily through these channels is ninety millions of

gallons, and even t'^is large measure is sometimes
quadrnpled during rainstorms. The cost of

executing the enormous work is estimated at four

millions sterling ; and its iiccomplishment must
secure for Mr. Bazalgctte a place among our fore-

m'>st engineers,

"For neither Brind'ey nor Bridgewatcr did essay

To turn the tide of Helicon that way."'

"Among the points of snporiority,'' says the

same author, " possessed Iiy Koine overevery other
city of anlicjuity, few were more v.ilnable than the

drains or oloaciC, nor in the same utilitiuiaii range
has any modern capital proved a rival to our own.
But preeminent as she has boon in this respect, it

was reserved for the present generation to conceive
the comprehensive system, and to execute tho

truly wonderfnl and unexampled project, destined,

perhaps, to furnish distant futurity with the most
nniqne of all memorials of London's greatness."
Then, as if impressed with the danger of the
plan of which he had become the panegyrist, he
adds, apostrophically, " Be never out of order, oh, ye
dark, dark streiims." It is indeed singular that
before his pages are well ont of the press, an
accident to the machinery on which the order and
effect of the whole fcherae depends should have
occurred. Why any serious accident should, in
the absence of some natural convulsion, be pos-
sible, seems utterly astonishing. The work of
two thousand three hundred and eighty horses
might be reasonably apportioned among at least
half a di'zen machines, so that the necessary
repair of one should he easy of accomplishment.
All is governed by degree, and it is probable that
current, rumours may he more or less unfounded,
but public anxiety cannot be too soon set at rest;

for those concerned may be earnestly reminded
that t^ic simultaneous coi-flagration of all its

stores of gas and oil, of petroleum and gun-
powder, would bo of less deadly consequence, less

destructive to the convenience and habitable con-
dition of the metropolis, than the total stoppage of
its sewers. T. M.

at—and this I think Mr. Redgrave will admit is

thf ihiiiit—ordinary wages.

With reference to the deposit of sieam on
coldest raw material inside the ki'n, in my
opinion, it is a fallacious point, for (he steam in
condensing imparts heat to the stone, and as
radiation to the outer air is cnt off, no more heat
work is done by the fuel than if the steam escaped
by a sepaiate vent, and the stone were heated
without the first assistance in that direction it got
from the condensation of the steam.

Again, with regard to the effects of " alternate
expansion and contraction," and that " in point
of durability it cannot take a very high rank," I

would only say that this is not the experience of
the owners of any of the Huffman kilns that I
know of. I have been concerned in the erection
and working of three in England and three ii»

Ireland, ami it is certainly not ray experience.
Mr. lipdgrave alludes to " an army of men to
manage it," forgetting, as it appears to mo, that
the question is not tbe actual number of men, but
the compound ra'io of their total wages, and the
produce in tons of a Hoffman kiln to the corre-
sponding items of an ordinary kiln—that is the
commercial and economic question.

Mr. Redgrave will, I trust, excuse what I do
not at all intend for criticism, but as a statement
of how my experienoe leads me to differ from a
few of his conclusions.—I am, Sir, &c.,

Chas. E. Bapull, Secretary.
The Boston Lime Company Limited.

Dublin, January 12, 1870.

HOFFMAN'S KILN.
SiK,—Permit me, as one who has had consi-

derable experience in the working of Hoffman's
kilns, to offer a few observations on the subject
so ably dealt with in your paper of the 7th inst.
The description given by Mr. Redgrave of the
construction and working of this patent kiln is
most graphic, and extremely aocmato

; his state-
ment of its advantages is fair and clear, if not
exactly coming up ti. the point of merit claimed
for it by some, but in his coni;luding remarks he
takes some minor objections to its general adop-
tion

; perhaps be thought so much praise would
be better for some slight qualification.

M'. Redgrave thinks it a point ngainst the
patent kiln that it requires "skilled labour" to
pack it well

; if pushed to the literal meaning
of the words, I must admit this, na I cannot
say that any common labourer could do it intui-
tively, but I think the practical value of such
an objection is reduced to almost zero by con-
sidering what I know to Ira a fact—that any
ordmary workman will acquire this small amount
of skill perfectly by a fortnight's practice. There
«re many things called skilled labour that are
nowaday entrusted to ordinary labourers, such as
firing and driving farm engines and machincrv,

THE BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.
Sir,— rermit me to add a suggestion to those of Mr

•Jaqucs in your last number. In place of confining tho
Sketch Book to ancient monuments, or even to moaeru
buildings, as that gentleman proposes, might it not be
thrown open lo sketclies of original designs 1 I think
this would excite the emulation of students, and if
criticism were invited, and the drawings fairly dis-
cussed, it would give confidence and self Knowledge to
the contributors. The want of fair and competent
criticism is the cause of many shortcomings in (mr
arcliitects, and much public Ignorance. The highest
talent in the kingdom is employed ou literary criticism ;

if it were not so our literature would not stand where
it does. It' this suggestion were adopted there would
be much greater necessity than at present for iiiereasing
the limit to the number ol sketches from each.— I am.
Sir. &c., C'oNTKinuToR
Jan. 5.

THE TOWN SURVKYORSHIP OF LEAMINGTON.
—A HIXT TO CANDIDATES.

Sir,— I have received the particulars of this vacant
appoiutment, as advertised in your paper, and was
highly amused to sec it stated as one of the stipulations
as to the eugagemeMt, namely, that the ' surveyor must
not be absent from the town without obtaining the
consent of the Board or its chairman !" Probably the
Board will compel the surveyor to wear livery. No
doubt with such a commencement it will turn out a
good situation for any professional man who can carry
the required weight.—I am, Sir, &c,, c. E.

THREE CISTERCIAN ABBEYS OF YORK-
SIIIUE.

Sir,—The learned writer of the above has by what
he pleases to call desecration, given a tinge of bigotry
to an otherwise unobjectionable article, and by
attempting to brand such a harmless act as eating
among Iho ruins of an abbey, he has weakened any
.just protest against destruction and injury to those
venerable remains, By classing superstitious fancies
with proper objections, the latter may unfortunately
meet with the contempt the former are pretty sure to
have. The history of monastic institntious would
cause many lo wonder which god they really did belong
to before. It is hard to please all parties, and I don't
know whether being marched round by intelligent
guides would increase the pleasure of visiting such
places ; at all events it has been objected to at West-
minster Abbey and other places where It is adopted.—
lam. Sir, &c., R. H.

THE RESTORATION OF CARNARVON CASTLE.
Sir,- In reply to your correspondent, dated .Ird Dec,

relative to the trilling works in progress at Carnarvon
Castle, and the incompetency of enjrineer officers giving
proper instructions lo the workmen, seems rather a
vague statement, and especially so when "F. R.I. B. A."
says that he made but a hasty inspection of the works
then in operation.
Doubtless, the ancient building in question Is of ster-

ling value, both to Government and the Archaeolo-
gical Society. It is, however, difBcult to comprehend
Irom your correspondent's remarks how the removal of
ikbru from the base of the building, and the erection
of an iron railing on the edue ol the moat, can be
termed " restorations," and why such simple and valu-
able service should deteriorate from tho appearance of
an ancient relic, and why, (or such a small amount of
work, " F. R. I. B. A." would recommend a Gothic ar-
chitect be specially employed to superintend it. As
regards proper directions boinj; given to the workmen
by the engineer ollieer, it is not imperative ou him to
do so; such matters are invariably involved on the
clerk of the works, who, in conjunction with his otiicer,
zealously and carefully superintends every work in
their <thiirs.'e, and at all times aifords every facility lo
tho contractor, his agent, and workmen, with iho neces-
sary wiirking drawinjis and instrurtlons, for the expe-
dition of the work, in a fair and woikiunnlikc manner.
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from the coiHmenceint'nt to the i-ompk-tioii of every
Bervice. Indiffi'rent tiadcsmen there may be employed
lit timeH oil public as well as on private works. Un-
skilful workmen, inferior materials, &c., have but a
sliort duration in the U. E. Department. The eon-
tractor's early nttention is drawn to the terms of con-
tract, which he cannot depart or digress from In any
respect. It is well known that barrack buildings are

void of much desij^n ; but they are solidly built, heated
and ventilated—ruch as is required for the liritish sol-

dier. It is true also that an enj^dneer officer has a j^reat

deal to do, and so has the ch^rk of works in his divi-

sion, in looking after the works in barracks and f<»rti-

(ications generally, but it does not follow, because one
has constant desiprnin^'- and supervision of such works,
that he is incapable of restoring or building Gothic
work ; and 1 can assure " F. K. I. B. A. " that there are

those lu the R. K. L). who entertain the highest respect

for ancient art Trusting, when he next visits Oar-
narvou Castle, the minor repairs he mentions may have
been executed to his entire approbation, 1 am, I Sir,

yours, &c., 0. W., U. E. D.

MIDLAND COUNTIKS IDIOT ASYLUM COMPE-
TITION.

Sir,—Will yon kindly allow me to say in reference
to this competition, and in answer to numerous in-

quiries, that the linilding Committee intend exhibiting
all the compefiin,-- plans before the final decision is

given, and the award made, unless any competitor
should intimate to mc, under cover of his motto, his

objection to his design being exhibited. I am. Sir. Ac,
W. G. ISlatcii, Secretary.

24, Waterlao- street, Birmingham, Jan. Iti.

Jni^iltammumption.

QUESTIONS.
[17^S.]—STOVE.— I should be fflad if some of your

readers would inform me if there is a detached stove
made (suitable for the hall of a geutlemaa's house)
whi'^h consumes its owa smoke, so as to do away with
the necessiiy of a flue, and if so where it U to be pro-
cured.—J. H.

[1739.]-GR0INED VAULTING.—Can any of your
readers kindly inform ino of a simple method of
measuring j,'roiued vaulting, somi, in one case, and
t^egmeutal iu the other in section.^I. W.

[1740.]—A QUERY.— I shall be obliored if any of
your numerous readers will ^ive me some information
as reg'ards the following:— Whether I, bciu*? a minor
and under the a*(e of 21 years, can be compelled to take
in a work after haviufi: signed a paper so to do. I had
the first number gratis, and finding that the second
number is not so well executed m the first, I am
iinxiouK to return them both to the publisher's agent,
and give up the contract; and if there are any cases
which have been tried, and iu whose favour decided
under such circumstances?—A Young Subscriber.

REPLIES.
[1711.]—SUPPORTING CAST IRON PILLARS.—

There is no doubt that the method of supporting cast
iron pillars on the tops of piles as given by *' Viator "

in your columns of the '.iith uU. Is very defective. It
violates the very first condition essential to the sta-
bility of a column, viz . tha*. r sliould be properly
bedded. In fact, the columns iveu in the sketch of
"Viator" have no bed wha ^er, and could not be
T^arded as "pillars firmly fixed at the ends."
Without this condition bein^ fulfilled they could not
be expected to stand any striiin. I give in the annexed

sketch, iiriiwn to a scale of an inch
to a foo . !' secure plan for fixing
pillars to wooden supports. A cap
is placed on the top of the pile, a
bed fur it being obtained by re-
ducintr the dimensions of the pile
until tlic top fits inside the casting,
as shown by the dotted lines, so
as to bring the facjs of the cap
and the pile flush with one another.
This cap has a flange l^in. thick,
furnished with 4 lin. bolt holes.
The pillar is cast with a base cor-
responding to this cap, and also
furuishcd with 4 holes The pillar is

placed over the cap, and firmly
bolted to itby 4in. bolts, as eliowuin the drawing. This
beds the pillar, truly and firmly. It will not do
to bolt the pillar and cap to the pilo itself with screw
bolts, because screws will not keep their hold in the
<lirection of the fibres of the wood.—T. C.

[1714.]-STREXGTH OF ROOFS.-The second roof
18 the BtronRost, because while the directions of the
ritrnius. and the amount of th»;m also, supposing them
botli to be equally loaded, is the same, there are fewer
pieces in it than in the first. A reference to the dia-
grams will sliow that in the second roof the strains,
whir-h must all ultimately b-2 transferred to the two
side walls, arc conveyed thither directly by the inclined
ralters situated betwecu the queen posts and the lie
rod. In the first instance this is not the case, as the
sloping rafter is replaced by two ether pieces havin-
diff^-rent angles of inchuaiion. They are neither ol
them at all good specimens of a truss root—Cah-
JENTER.

[1718.1-BRACED ARCHE.S.-"Cnlculator" must
te careful how ho attcmi»ts to make up combinatioiw
olrast and wrought iron. This way the way in which

the early ci.'-t iron girders intended for large spanw
were strengthened, and sonio of the results were
attended with great loss of life It is true that many

of these combinations were exceedingly
uu^cieutific in design, and also barlly con-
strucU'd ; but even jit the present day,
engineers who are well used to the de.-tlgu-

ing of iron structures hesitate a great deal
to give their sanction to such compound
depigns. The annexed sketch will llluKtratc
the danger. Let A bo a casting, and It a
bolt passing through the upper and lower
members of the casting as shown, and
being screwed home tight. Now, If wc
imapnc the casting to expand more than
the bolt, it is clear that it must either
wrench off the head or nut of the bolt, or
itself break at the angles a and h. If, on
the other hand, tlio bolt expand more than
the casting, it will work loofe, and thus
be of no more use in construction.—8. S. L.

[17J1.]-WE1JS OF PLATE GIRDKRS.-Thc strains
upon a plate web may be readily calculated from the
formula ^ — w it x where S Is the strain, w the weight
per unit of length, and a' the distmico of S from the
centre of the girder. In the example civen by " F. J."
the half span of the girder is Hft., and we may obtain
the strains at three different points, which will be
suihcieut for all practical purposes. At the centre x
= 0, and, therefore, S = o. At 7ft. from the centre S =
1x7 = 7 tons, aud at the abutment S = I x 14 = 14
tons. Whatever may be the theoretical value of the
strains upon the web, it must not be made thinner than
Jin. metal.—Engineer.

[1724.]—POWERS OFNUMIIKRS.~For the benefit
of " Inquirer" and others, I give 25 to the power 3'55

worked out by logarithms sufficiently near for practi-
cal worK. Log. of 1*0 = l-;597yt; l-3y7U4 x 3-55 =
4-9C2(W7]. The number answering to the log. of
4-962C870 will be 91,765 00 practically. Consequently,
(25) a« = 91765.—Q. K. D.

[172r)0-FLOOR PLATE. -When "X. M." takes
into consideration that the ends of iron joists a foot
deep are frequently let into the walls of buildings, he
need not bo apprehensive of such a trifling piece of
iron as he proposes to use.-B. R.

[173;-..]-DUTIES OF ARCHITECT'S PUPIL.—
(Funny reply.) "Q" will find that the following
answers show the light in which the duties of archi-
tects' pupils are generally considere<l :— 1. No i)a' ticu-
lar duties. 2. lie Is not bound to give his undivided
attention to his master's work; if he enters an office
as a pupil, and then finds he has to work for his
master's interest, and not as a pupil, who ou»ht (see
No. 1) to have no particular work assigned to him, but
ought to bo allowed to do anything calculated to
advance him in his profession, then it is an imposition.
3. He is not bound to run errands, or do auvthing of
the sort; an office boy ought to be kept for the pur-
pose. 4. He is not bound to attend office regularly,
because as *'Q " says " it would leave him no time for
outdoor study," which is one of the essential elements
of a pupil's education. Of course he ought not to
make a practice of absenting himself from business.

—

J. K.

STAINED GLASS.
Tamavortii. — Testumonial Window to Dr.

Millar.—The General Committee have accepted the
deeiffn sent in by Mr. W'aiies, of Newcastle. The
design consists of the fip^ure.^ of the Twelve Apostles,
bearinjr appropriate symbcis. Above and below are
angels bearing scrolls. The figures are bold, and the
colourinf^ beautifully rich, and no doubt a very hand-
some window will be produced. The glass for the
painted window will cost £270, and tbe necessary
repairs to the stonework of the window, and other
expenses, about £80. A painted window, wliich will
cost about £150, Is to be placed iu the south transept,
to the memory of the late Key. F. IJlick, for about 40
years vicar of the parish. This grand old church is

now undergoing: thorough internal restoration, and it

is hoped will be enrichtu with other stained windows.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Sale.—The Sale Local Board have received per-
mission from the Secretary of State to borrow the sum
of £1.5,000, to be repaid iu .10 years, to defray the cost
of sewering the township, and they are in commnnicti-
tion with the I'ublic Works Loan Commissioners with
,a view to obtaining a loan. There are 75 applications
for the oihce of surveyor to carry out the work. The
Board have resolved not to go beyond a salary of £175
per annum in making the appointment.

Metropolitan Water Supply.—As before stated
in The Building News, it is not improbable that the
interests of the eight water companies in I.,oudon will
be purchased »nd placed in the care of 8o:i>e central
body—possibly the Sletropoliian Board of Works—so
a-* to ensure a constant instead of an intermittent
supply. The advantages which would result from this
plan in respect of health aud cleanliness are unijues-
tiouable, but the ditlieulty .at present is to decide what
body shall bear the responsibility, as the ^It-tropolitau
Board, liaving already as much as it can niana{j:e or
7n(^man:ige on its hands, has not, we believe, shown any
desire iu thi.s direction. The answer of the vurions
companies to the appeal for a constant service is that to
give a permanent supply they must have power to
enforce a rate, but, as a local contemporary justly ob-
serves, the ratejiayers ol London would bo very un-
willing to h.ave their rates levied by a compnuy con-
ducted for the purpose of making pi'ofiis.

llIE AllTIHANH' UWKLI.INOS' ACT IN S. LUKE'8

—

At a recent meetin(f of the K. Lake's vestry, • raportfrom the surveyor waa read, describio^f the State of
foul houses in Forsu>r'«-building», which had been
referred lo him by the .Sanitary Committee in order
to ascertain what structural alterations would be re-
quired to render them Ht for liumau habitation. The
surveyor was of opinion that »lruclur«l alteratioDn
would be iusufhcienl, as the houses were In a very
(lapidated condition, thoroughly worn out and tom-
lillng to decay. The only remedy for the evil would
be to demolish the premises. The report of tho (ar-
vcyor was adopted, and Ihchoujtci iu question, together
witli some preiiiiiici In Wood't-pUce, will be de-
molished.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

New Moni!.me.vt at llAnitow.—Among the recent
memorials erected in the churchyard of liarrow-on-
hlll, the monolith placed upon the Lclghton family
vault Is not the least rcniarkablo, considering lu
material, great weight, and the quantity of work-
manship thereon, apart from iu site and the difficulty
of poising It there. Six yeais ago such a block could
liardly have been executed ; and now perhaps It is the
largest blockofpcdished granite that has crosaed the
.Scotch border, exceeding even the rough hewn pedi-
ments on tile Thame.. Kmbankmcnt. Throe huire
masses were squared up prior to one being found siiffl-
ciently pure for the purpose, and that bad to be
polished by a portable engine taken up to It In the
quany, ajt it required a steam crane of (jreat power to
turn it about with facility. It was executed at the
works of Messrs. Newall, Dalbeattie, near Dumfries,
and great dlthculty was experienced both by road and
rail in bringing It to its destination. Tho design of
the monument is Mr. Lclghton's own, and la Italian
Gothic in stj'le. The whole block was once polished,
the form being "fine-axed" out of the square after-
wards. The eight shielils introduced are of serpen-
tine marbii^ from Cornwall. The three gables it was
intended to decorate with painted /aicmv?. though now
It Is thought mosaic will be more durable ; thus the
work will be rendered either at the Vatican works In
Homo or in Venice. The door is of o«k, bearing an
incised pattern and bronze stods. When finished the
top will be surmounted by spheres of rod and blue
granite, polished, and an Angel of the LastJudgment
bearing a trumpet, or by S. Michael vanquishing Sin.
This will come from a I'aris foundry, thus rendering
the work not unworthy of the terrace at Harrow.
Owing to the sandy loam on which the superstructure
is placed, much ditlieulty was experienced with the
foundations, which will have to bear twelve tons, and
that on a slope.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Arbitration Case, Nottingham.—Hind

V. THE Midland Railway Company.—The
hearing of this case, which had stood adjonmed
in order that the claimant's books might be exa-
mined, was resumed on Thursday, January 6, at

the George Hotel, Nottingham. Sir. Philbrick
appeared for the claimant, and Mr. Field, Q.C.,
represented the company. The arbitrators were
Mr. Cawley, M.P., and Mr. Goddard, Mr. Pownall
acting as umpire. The claim, £3000, was »np-
portod by Mr. Evans and Mr. Williamson, sur-
veyors, and Mr. Nicholson, of Newark. Oa
behalf of the Company, Mr. Tarbotton, Mr. Hns-
kinson, Mr. Norris, and Mr. Bakewell valued the
injury sustained at sums ranging from £420 to

£520. The particulars of the claim appeared to

have been that the claimant had been deprived of
the use of a portion of the West Croft Canal in

consequence of the Midland Railway Company
having filled up the canal, and the ground was
occupied by their works. The claimant alleged

that in consequence of the fllling-in of this part

of the canal he could no longer get his heavy
goods alongside his wharf in barges, and con-
siderable inconvenience was caused. He was
obliged to send his heavy goods by rail where he
formerly used the canal. After hearing a good
deal of evidence, Mr. Field, Q.C., on behalf of

the railway company, did not deny that there had
been a certain amount of " estate " damage, as he
would call it, but it Av\ not appear that there had
been any trade damage at all by decrease of

profi s. He considered the amount of the claim

most exorbitant, aud did not think the claim of

trade damage would have been set up except for

a morbid desire to get as much as possible out of

the railway company, and had no doubt that when
the claim had been satisfied Mr. Hind would re-

linquish his lower wharf ami .oncentrata all his

business at Queen's-road.—The arbitrators will

take time to consider their award.

Brkach op Contract.—Babkeb v. Pbes-
TEiGN Burial BoARD.^This >vas an action

recently brought in the Hereford County Court,

by Mr. E. H. Lingen Barker for the recovery of

£50 for services rendered by him in his professioo

as an architect. The facts elicited by the evidence

may be summed up as follows:—In 1866 the

Burial Board of the town of Presteign invited

sereral architects to submit designs in competition

lor the erection of two chapels, aad- e^ventoally
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the one »ent in br plainiitf, on conditi<'n • roqiiiremcnts as to security, ami fnrtherniore,

ihat'it «MiU be atrriol out (or *:T<»0. In due liail Vitluirawu his ostinint* in the conversation

formiklly instmctod to m»ke tliat had passed between him and the clerk. Mr.
Edwards was calle<l, however, and indignantly

KM,pkiBtiff ^
tte wottiaf dnwiact, to sand • copy of the plan

to Ibe Ufti Biahap for >p(>roTal, and to hare

hUb of qaaatitaM itMfMured for the bailders ; a

naolMte «•> alto adopted agreeinfr to the pay-

mmt of S per oaat oo the oatUtr for drmwmga

aadt soparateadeiMa. At the time when the

adiwtiaaiiit vaa inserted in the local papers, a

(Oilt* exiitad in the trade, so that only two

baiUen <«id« forward, and one of tLcdO retired

fran the field at the last moment. The remaining

Hader, on being opened, was found to be within

the prearribed limit, and inqnirj- respecting it<

nutT' (Mr. Edwards, of Leominster) showed that

he had }MC ean-ied oat a £30(Xl contract to the

aatbfactioa of a London arohitect and a Uovem-
a«Bt inspector. Nearly a year's delay now took

phee in conneqaence of an informality in the

Board's formation which necessitated its recon-

itmfti'Mi The seTen old members were, however,

ra-aleetfd, together with fresh ones in the place

of twowboh^yesig:ne(l. The new Board at its lirst

meeting directed the clerk to request plaintiff and

Mr. Uaddou (the aathor of one of the rejected

dreigns) to rv-tubmit their respective plans.

Tikis otdsr, however, the clerk did not obey, but

1 plaintiff simply to und his plans for the

of the Board. cou!'i*ting now almost

sly of new members. Plaintiff, suspecting

nothing, fell in with this apparently nataral

reqoest and sent his plans. Then, without com-
miwiifating fa any way with him, the Board at

CM mearing rescinded all the resolutions relating

to hisappoinCment, and at the next decided upon
haiitiog that Mr. Edwards shonld find secnritr

for the completion of the contract (though no

denied that he had cither thoughtof or mentioned

snch a thing, while on the contrary he was fully

prepared to carry out the work and procure the

stone as the specifications described, and as 'he

had always calculated npon. The plaintiff's

oonosel, in reply, argued that if even Mr. Edwards
had withdrawn his tender (improbable in the

extreme as it was that ho would have chosen the

time and circnmstanoes alleged), plaintiff onght

still to recover, becanne the time when that event

was stated to have tiikim place was a year after

the assurance had beoa given that the work could

be carried out for £7W, and the " conditional"

element in the contract applied to plaintiff as well

as to the defendants. The judge directed the

jury that the points for their consideration were

(1), Had plaiatiff found a builder to carry out his

design for the amount named ? (2), Had this

builder been given the opportunity of complying
with the wishes of the Board respecting the

security ? (3), Did they believe this builder's

statement that he had not withdrawn bis tender.

(4), Had a reasonable, or rather had aiii/ oppor-

tunity been afforded plaintiff for substituting

another builder or reducing the cost of bis design ?

After a few minutes' consideration the jury re-

turned a verdict for the plaintiff, and the costs

were ordered to follow the result. Since the

hearing of the case, an attempt has been made to

procure a new trial on the ground of "excessive

damages." The judge however, without hearing
the reply of plaintiff's counsel, refused to disturb

the verdict of the jury. Fresh light too, has been
thrown npon the motives which actuated the Board

notice of this had been given in the advertise- in dismissing plaintiff, by a correspondence which

t»), and further, that ho shonld bind himself Has recently been conducted in the local papers.

to cany oat the work for hi) estimate, " without

any extras of any description." To the probable

•orprise and disappointment of the Board, Mr.
Ki«ards agreed at once to these two fresh impor-

tations into the case. The Board then took

objection at the next meeting to the sureties

named by Mr. Kdwis, adjourned for 3 days,

and reoniml fresh names to be supplied in the

interim. By the expedient of delaying a post

and ante-dating the letter, the clerk contrived to

limit iir. Edwards practically to one day only.

Mr. Edwards was, however, absent when the letter

arrived, and was therefore anable to send an
answer by return of post The adjourned meeting
took place next morning, and a member named
IMvis was deputed to ascertain if Mr. Haddon
eoaU ladoce the cost of his design by jt^lOO.

Immediate^ npon his return, .Mr. Edwards weut
to Pteataign prepared wiih the names of two
fresh sureties ; the clerk, however, informed him
that he was " too late," that it was needless to

amne theae, as indeed the objection to the first

yma oaly an excuse, the Board purposing to

anpiojr Mr. Haddon instead of plaintiff. The
ebffc farther said that the Board wished him
(Mr. Edwards), to do the work, so that be had
batter send in an estimate for the new plans;
dua however he flatly declined to do, observing
that he had baen " fooled enongb already." Two
dayi after this, a meeting was held, at which Mr.
Davies reported that Mr. Uaddou would guarantee
that the coat ihonld not exceed dCUOO, and the
•leric aiko reporlad that Mr. Edwards bud sttted
to him that he had been under a misapprehcnsioo
nqwcting the rtooe, and finding now that he was
•speeted to provide it,>he should withdraw his
tHMer. Mr. Haddon's plans were then substituted

lor plaintiff's, and advertisements for fresh tenders
«Mnd to ba iaasrted in the local papers. On
aaing these, plaintiff wTote to the clerk expres-
iiBg bis astonishment, and demanding an explana-
liao; receiving, however, no reply, he wrote a
aaoad letter direct to the Board, remonstrating
at having been kept in ignorance of their proceed-
iaga, stating that he had fulfilled all his inslrnc-
tioaa, and that if a cheaper plan was all they
wanted, they shoold have applied to him to
ladnce the eostof his design. It is not clear from
the minntes whether this letter ever reached the
Board, bat formal notice was sahaeqnently sent
plaintiff "tosutetheamonntofhisclaim." This
he did, his actoant amounting to £.50 ; the Board
howaver, made a connler offtr of £20 (to avoid
lit%Btkm),a som wbiah plaintiff djclined toaccept.
Tba drfance amnonted to this—that the contract
«na maits conditional upon plaintiff's finding a
bniliw to carry oat his design for £700, and fiat
ha had pneUcsUy failed to find such a one, inas-
mocb as Mr. Edwards had not fulfiUcd the Board';

It seems that Mr. Haddon, when acknowledging
the return of his plans, requested that it the Board
failed in getting a contractor for plantiff'a plan,
/(!* might be pat to competition ; it appears also

that the clerk was in Mr. Haddon's interest.

These facts, therefore (stated in writing by
members of the Board), combined with Mr.
Haddon's assertion that plaintiff's plan would
not admit of partial consecration, show that there

was an undercurrent at work from the very
commencement to get Mr. Haddon's p'ans substi-

tuted for plaintiff's.

Messenger v. the Guardians of Clerk-
ENWELL.—In this case an architect, who alleged
he had been employed by a previous Board of
Guardians for Clerkcnwcll to make plans and
estimates for an infirmary, sued the present
Guardians, appointed under Mr. Hardy's Act.
They denied their liability partly on the ground
that they did not represent their predecessors, and
partly because, even if they did, there was a
condition in the nrisiinal contract that the plans
should have the approval und assent of the Poor
Law Board, who had postponed the subject.
Nevertheless, the jilaintiff obtained a verdict.

Mr. Horace Lloyd upon theae grounds now applied
to the Court of Queen's Bench for a rule nisi to
set aside the verdict. The Court granted a rule
nisi.

©mi (gfiiit ^iM{,
A Word to the Wise.—Merchants think

nothing of paying £5 for one sign, with nothing
but their names on it. Well ! what do you
think of having ."),000 signs »-wcck in a newspaper ?
In it you can show your whole establishment to
the public every week. If you are wise, just go to
work and advertise.

—

Nem York Paper.
Tub Old Prison at Brixton.—The large

prison at Brixton, forme ly n«ed as a treadmill
for the punishment of criminals, and subsequently
cfjnverted into a prison fo- the confinement of
female convicts, is now deserted, the last batch of
female prisoners having been transferred to the
new prison at Woking. The walls of the prison
are being raised, and other alterations made, and
when completed, it will be use<l as a receptacle for
male convicts sentenced to long periods of im-
prisonment.

Extensive Landslip.—An extensive land-
slip at Monkland Glen, a valley about 250ft. in
depth, down which Hows the Ctilder Water, is

reported by the JCilinbvrgk Couranf. A large
muss of land on the fouthern side of the glen
slipped down, completely blocking the course of
the etroam, and flooding the valley for a consider-
able distance.

Buckingham Palace.—A journal devoted
to Poor Law matters states that Mr. Scudamoro
a Guardian of S. Jtargaret and S. John, West-
min.ster, proposed, at a recent meeting of the
Boai-d, to memorialise Her Majesty the Queen
to ])laco the larger portion of Buckiimham Palace—the same being empty—^at the servioo of " the
deserving poor." The proposal was not seconded,
and therefore fell to the ground.
Destruction op the Old Stab andGabtek

Hotel, Richmond.—The Old Star and Garter
Hotel was totally destroyed by fire at an eai-ly

hour on Wednesday morning. Only throe persons
were in the building at the time, and so rapidly
did the flames spread after the outbreak in the
basement had been discovered, that Mr. J. C. W.
I/ever, who had assumed the position of manager
hut a fortnight ago, had no time to escape, and
was burnt to death. There are matters in con-
nection with this disaster wliioh would scarcely
seem credible. When the first alarm was given, at
a quavter-past one o'clock on Wednesday morn-
ing, the chief tunicack of the district" had to
despatch his deputy on horseback a distance of
five miles to the reservoir of the Sonthwark and
VauxhiiU Water Company, at Battersea, to get
them to apply the necessary pressure'; and it is

scarcely necessary to add that before this could be
done not one brick was left upon another of what
a couple of hours previously had been the Old
Star and Garter. An ini|uiry ought at once to be-

instituted as to the nianageinont of the Sonth-
wark and Vauxhall Water Cumpany, by which
the Richmond district has heretofore been
supplied.

Associated Arts' Institute.—At the usual
fortnightly meeting of this Institute, held on,

Saturday evening last, Mr. A. B. Donaldson road
a paper entitled " Art for Art's Sake." The
President (Mr. R. Westmacott, K.A.) occupied
the chair.

A Commemoration Dinner.—A dinner was
held at the Whittington Club, Arundel-strtet,
Strand, on Siiturilay evening, to celebr.-.te the
completion of a m.iusion for Sir Dudley Coutts
Marjoribauks, Bart., in Park-lane, Hyde-part.
The chair was taken by Mr. Charles Long, clerk
of works, and the vice-chair by Mr. Henry Ln«-
comb, foreman of the works. After the loyal
toasts were drunk, the health of Sir Dudley and
Lady Coutts Majoribanks and family were pro-
posed by the chairman, and resjjonded to most
heartily by T. H. Wyatt, Esq., the architect.
Messrs. J. and C. I'Anson, builders, and several
gentlemen who were present. The evening was
spent very happily, and everything passed off with
the greatest success.

Supposed Discovery op a Painting bv
Rubens.—A journal of Finland states that a
painting by Rubens, representing a " Descent from
the Cross," has just been discovered in the church
of Elenas. The inhabitants were not aware that
they possessed snch a treasure, although the
picture hs,d always attracted the attention of the
connoisseurs. Last summer three artists, named
Schestrand, Lowgreen, and Munsthelni, lieing on
a visit to the town, declared postively that the work
was a Rubens. An inqniry was then instituted, and
showed that the painting had been brought from
Germany in 1660 by Count de Loewenhaupt, who
l)resented it to the town. It is said to have been
restored by the artist Lindau in 1S21.

Death op Mr. John Tidd Pratt.—Ou Sun-
day night, Mr. John Tidd Pratt, for many years
registrar of friendly societies, died at 29, Abiugdon-
street, S.W., in his 72nd 3'car. The deceased
gentleman w-as called to the bar at the Inner
Temple in 1824, and in addition to his ofiice as
Registrar of friendly societies, held a post in the
National Debt Ofiice, and was the banister
appointed to certify the rules of savings banks.
He was the author of " Laws Relatingto Friendly
Societies," " A Collection of the Public General
Statutes," " The History of Savings Banks,"
" The Laws of Highways," " An Analysis of the
Property Tax Act," "Suggestions for the
Kstablishmcnt of Friendly Societies," and other
works of a similar character. In the latter year*
of his life he rendered efiicient service to the
])ul>lic in disclosing, so far as olHcial restraint

would permit him, the unsomul condition aud
business of some of the tenefit, friendly, and
similar societies. Ho also gave great assistance

to the Legislature in its efforts to bring abont a
sounder state of things amongst such associations.

He was always ready to supjily anxious private

inquirers with any information they desired as to
the position and stability of societies in which
they were interested.
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T}iK Walls of Constantinople.—If wo

iiro to believe the Intcst intelligence from

tlie IJosplKirua, one more of the great subsisting

relics of tlio graiulenr of times and niitions gone

by is ilonmcd toilestruetion. The walls of Con-

stantinop'e are to be demolished, or arc already

is l)roces3 ot demolition. It seemed to present a

))ictorial summary of a long tract of history

—

live or six volumes of Gil)bon at least—that

grand line of double and triple rampart, with its

numerous towers aud gates, extending four miles,

from the Golden Horn to the Propontis—the
" long long walls that stretch from sea to sea,"

an Charles Kiiigsley describes them in one of his

most spirited ballads. For a thousand years,

from their completion under Theodosins until the

capture liy the Turks, they had served as a barrier

lietween effeminate wealih within and rapitious

barbarism witliout. l<'or no invader had suc-

ceeded in peiietriiting them. The Latin con-

querors arrived by sea. But they were perhaps

I'ven more dear to the lover of the picturesque

than to the nntiqnarian. The ancient walls of

Rome, venerable as tliey are, but irrogulur in out-

line, often sunk in deep hollows, masked with

houses anil with gardens so as to be generally in-

visible until close approach, and nowhere present-

ing any loni» and imposing fi-ont, were not to

compare in point of grandeur of appearance with

those of her daughter capital. Sliattered with

earthquakes, breached by enemies, robbed of

material by encroachers, that magnificent range

still remained in substance unbroken, with even

its towers standing in regular succession. The
broad open space, or glacis, which follows its out-

line—what ride in Europe can equnl it ?—^is

fringed on one side by splendid vegetation pro-

truding from the old ditches and ruinous slopes,

on the other by the cypress groves of one cemetery

after another. All this monument of forgotten

story will soon cease to exist. The stones, it is

said, are to serve for new erections, and jiart of

the material has been dutifully presented by the

Sultan to his mother, to dispose of as she may
think proper.

TiiK Mktropolit.^n Fire Beigadb.—
Captain Shaw, chief officer of the Metropolitan

Fire Brigafle, has made a report to the Jletro-

politan Board of Works on the London fires of

18t)9. The total number of calls received during

the year has been 1,784. Of these, 120 were

false" alarms, 92 proved to be only obimuey alarms,

and 1,572 were callsforfires, of which 111) resulted

in serious damage, and 1,.373 in slight damnge.

Tlie fires of 1S6!>, compared with those of 1808,

show a decrease of 96 ; but, compared with the

average of the last ten years, there is an increase

of 2".0. Several classified; tables are appended,

with details of trades, causes, aud other particulars.

The.se lists do not include tridng damages by fires

which were not snfliciently important to require

the attendance of firemen, neither do they include

the ordinary calls of chimneys on fire. The pro-

portions of serious to slight losses in 1809, 199

to 1,378, is decidedly favourable.

Thebmo-Plastic 1'i:tty.—In a paper read

before the Civil and Mechanical P",ngineers

Society, by Mr. R. M. Bancroft, on the renewal of

King's-cross station roof, it was stated the glazing

putty used in this roof was that known by the

above name. It is peculiarly adapted for fixing

the glass in roofs of railway stations, green-

houses, and otlicr buildiniis where plate-glass and

iron sash bars are used. This putty, hardens in a

few hours after being used, but will, tvhcn exposed

to solar heat, snfticieut to cause exj^ansion of the

glass and metal, become plastic, and, on cooling,

again returns to its original firmness, thus pre-

venting the loss by fractures aud leakage which
occurs so frequently in places where the ordinary

glaziers' putty is employed.

Bricks prom Slag.—Mr. Joseph Woodward,
Priestgate, Darlington, has taken out a patent,

which may turn out to be of great importance to

<"very iron smelting district in England. The
millions of tons of slag running from the blast

furnaces, and piled up in such unsightly heaps in

all such districts, are to be utilised in the manu-
facture of the new brick. It is stated that the

brick is damp-proof, that it is very solid and firm,

without fliw, and pleasing to the eye. The
inventor opines that it is likely at once to take the

pbice for ornamentation at present occupied by
the costly Staffordshire blue brick. Mr. Wood-
ward's bricks can, it seems, be produced so

economically, that they can be offered at less per
(bousand than the ordinary clay and fire bricks.

KiToirKN ISoiLER EXPLOSIONS.—A corre-

Epondcnt of the Manchatcr lC^a)itiner writes :
—

AVith ft little care the danger of pi|)es freezing up
may be avoided ; but to nmke a close boiler

absolutely safe there is no better plan than to make
it, in fact, an open boiler, by coupling to it a

sufficiently large pipe (say 1 Jin.), which may be

conducted up tlie chimney fine above the height of

the cistern, to which it nmy be returned, or it may
bo simply turned out of doors. For my.self, I

should feel no .security with any absolutely closed

boiler, aud for household purposes it is (piitc un-

necessary that a boiler should at any time be sub-

jected to a greater pressure than that of the

column of water from the cistern. I believe I

have heard that an ordinary cast-iron close boiler

will withstaiul a pressure of between 201b. and
jlOlb. to the s(|uare inch, so that when explosions

do occur they nniy be expected to be serious.

The Artisans' Dwklltncs Act in the
City.—The powers given to local authorities under
this act seem to become more and more availed

of. At the last meeting of the City Commis-
sioners of Sowers, certificates were read from
])r. Letheby, in reference to the houses, Nos. 1 to

9, Three-king-court, Minnries, under the Artisans'

and Labourers' Dwellings Act, stating that they

were in a dangerous state, and quite unfit for

habitation. The surveyor also reported upon the

same, and advised the demolition of the premises.

It was agreed to serve the usual notices upon the

owners.
Metropolitan Street Tramways.—The

first general meeting of the shareholders in the
Metropolitan Tramways Company was held on
Wednesday, at 0, Old .Tewrj'. It was stated by
the Chairman (Mr. W. Evans) that the works of

the Company were being actively prosecuted.

Contracts had been entered into for the supply of

rails, joint-plates, iind timber for sleepers, and
carriages, and Mr. George Hopkins has been

appointed to superintend the works.

The members of the Royal Academy will meet on

the evening of the 25th ins't. to elect an Associate to

their body. About eighty artists, painters, sculptors,

architects, and engravers liave been nominated.

Revillon, the sculptor, died recently in Paris, at

the age of U). Three of his works exist in the monu-
ments of that city—a large statue of S. Paul at S.

Sulpice, the allegorical figure of 'Medicine on the

faeaile of the Hotel de Ville, aud the frieze of the

.saloon of the Theatre Frannais.

The chancel of S. Mary Magdalene Church, Taun-
ton, has just b«n raised, and an elaborate reredos, by
a London scndptor, has beea erected, the work having

been carried out by Mr. H. Davis, the builder of the

tower.

The French Government has sanctioned M. Due's

gift of 40,000 francs to the Acadi^mie des Beaux-
Arts, for tlie purpose of founding a prize for the

encouragement of iirchitectural studies.

A new bridge is to be built at Maldon, Essex, in

lieu of one which is 000 years old. Mr. J. S. Cooke,

of Lon<lon, is the engineer.

Nearly £1,000 has been collected towards the erec-

tion of a new Episcopal church at Sheerness.

The Tnistees of the British Sluseum have ap-

pointed Mr. William B. Kye, senior-assistant keeper

of printed book.s, to the keepership of his depart

ment, in the place of the late Mr. Thomas Watts.

The Prince of Wales is to be invited to lay the

foundation stone of a Working Men's Club, Institute,

and Temperance Hall at Belfast on Easter Monday,
and also to unveil the statue of the late Prince Con-
sort at the Albert memorial in that town.

It is proposed to rebuild the Seckford almshouses

lit Woodbridge, Suffolk, at a cost of .£1,300.

Messrs. Scrivener aud Son, of Hanley, write to

sav that the cost of the Queen's Hotel, Hanley,

(£16,000) included fittings and furniture.

Tlie restoration of the Dutch Church in Austin-

friars being nearly completed, the edifice will be

reopened for service in a short time.

At the last meeting of the Pontificia Accademia d'

.•\rcha'ologia (Dec. l(i), Cav. Prof. Betti, president,

Baron Visconti, secretary, annouiiceil with appro-

priate expressions the loss the society had sustained

in the per.sons of Com. Poletti and 'i'enerani, and the

election of De Guiscppe Montan.iri and P.idre Ton-
giorgi to fill their places in the Cidlegio dei Trenta.

The " France " states that tlie cost iif the fetes at

the opening of the Suez Canal was 33,009,000 francs

(£l,3-.'0,000).

Mr. .lames Sant is the new Royal Academician in

succession to the late Mr. Creswick.

A Trinity steamer lias taken out men and store.s

from Penzance for the building of a ne^v lighthouse

noar Cevlon, under the superintendence of Mr.

Douglas," wlio has lately completed the Wolf Rock

Lighthouse.

A stri]) of land in Old-street. Si. Luke'-, baa tieen

purcliiucd for £500 from the T ' ' f-
i

mi».sioners, in order lo improve tl

At the last meeting of the fcnlV liuuiv;.
town lands, Mr. Houghton Spencer wan appointed
to the oftice of architect and surveyor.
A great landsliip baa ju.it taken nlacc on Mae.sy-

gelly Farm, near Nantniol, IJaihinr.thire. The lua'sn

of earth wliicli fell was of enormouji proportions,
and did not become smtionary until it had travelled
nearly half a mile, when if rcstcil within a few
yards of the .Micrystwilh mail road. A farmhouse
narrowly escaped being buried.

E.xtensivc premises in Fishergate, Preston, are
now undergoing the neccs,srtry alterations to tit

them for the purposes of a po»t-ulHco and telegraph
station.

The trigonometrical survovof England and Walen.
on the scale of one inch to the mile, has been com-
pleted during the past week. It was uumuicnced in

the year 1791.

A new drinking fountain is to be erected in New
Bridge-street, Biackfriara.

The Chartered Gas Company have been fined (at

the instance of the Corporation of London) by the
Lor<l Mayor in two peiiallies of £20« and £50, for

supplying gas from the Curtain-roa<l works deficient

in iilutninating power and of an impure character.

Mr. Cope, R.A., is delivering a series of six Pro-
fessorial lectures on Painting, on Thursday evenings,
at Burlington House. The Council of the Royal
Academy have granted free admissions to the
Exhibition of Works of the Old Masters to all the
artists who contributed to the exhibition of 1869.

A spring exhibition of pictures is to be held at

the Old Bond-street Gallery under the management
of a new committee, which includes Mr. AnsdelL, Mr.
F. Barnard, and Mr. G. Chester. Sir Frimcis Grant
has written to the committee, assuring them that
" the circumstance of artists exhibiting pictures in

another exhibition would in no way prejudice tlieir

interests when they desire to exhibit in the Royal
Academy."

JIEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Royal Institution of British Arcbiteot*.—

On the History and Restoration of Uolkbam
Church. By Jamrrs K. Colling, >'.K.LB.A.

TuESDAV.—Institution of Civii Engineers. Kenewed
discuBsioa on 5Ir. Grantham's I'aper, '* On
Ocean Steam Navigation. 8.

„ Royal Institution. On the Architecture Of the
Human Body. By Professor Humphrey, M D..

F.K.S. .•!.

Wednesday.—Society of Arts. On the Coral and
Pearl P'isheries. By P. L. Simmonds, Esq.,
F.S.S. 8.

Thdrsday.—Royal Institution. On the Chemistry of
Vegetable Products. By Professor Odling,
F.K.S. i.

„ Society of Antiquaries. 830,

,. Linuean Society. 8.

Friday.—Koyai Institution. On Haze and Duet. By
Professor Tyndaii.LL.D., F.K.S, M. K.I. 9.

Saturday.-Associated Arts' Institute Kxhibitlon of

Sketches.—Discussion —Thesis, *' That the Di-
dactic is a proper aim in Art."

„ Jloyal Institution. — On Meteorology. By
Robert Scott, Esq., M,A. 3.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
The joiners of Glasgow have resolved that on and

ifterthe Ist of March they will have a halfpenny an

hour more than at present, and that they will only

work nine hours a day.

TENDERS,
Bedfobb.—Forthecrcctlon of a dwelling house «od

offices on the Cemetery road, for Mr. W. Rofl. Mr.

John Usher, architect:—
Freshwater .„,.,,•

City.-For the construction of a new sewer in rmup-
lane City, for the City Commissioners of Sewers:—

Coker £1017

Anderson ?J2
liloomHeld **
Morris J?9
Crockett J"!Mowiem and Co 2»«,

Crook aud Sons (accepted) 887

Gipsy Hili.—Forroads atGlpsylUiL John Leia-

ing, surveyor :
—

Waterfield .
£S92

Spencer *^'
Hancock J5;
Wilson M7
Strickson JOD

K^Ty :•;;:::::: ««
;; 45.5

..; 4&4
440"
441

;; 418

Simpson *•*

Youn? *^
Steedeu and Cook ;>;;

Gardner *'J
I'ortcr *?5

Coker ^"

Harris
Morris .

.

Thompson
Williams
Coie
.Tones —
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8T.U»!«A«D«-os-SEA.-Kor thj crvcil n of Till*

l>«rt>r«. HkMtDgs
linry. Ilutinf*
Kenwood. Si. Lcou«nl* .

VMler. Uutins*
JOBM. Hi«tta)0
BrMnUad, SI. I.roBard(

Kodda, St. LcoiMnla
S«dl»r. St. Leoii«n!»

B^hM, St. Ijeonarda (accvpied). .
-HM

27X1

sr.'s I'

STJO
S7TW u
SBTS
2W»
261.5

COMPETITION.

• IssIA Orncr. — Acompetillve rxamlnatlon for

tartraDDOliitmenu in ibe .•n;:iii.vr esublii-hincnt ot

S* PbUIc Wurt:* Drpaiuufnt in India, will be buldiu

J«ly. W. J. Thornton. «. crutar)-.

OOFTRACrrS OPEN FOR BTJILDIiffi

ESTIMATES.

FUT, Feb. 7. 187a—For the supply of dntps «nd

lor corerln* the roofs of tbc city i-lau::bUTlniufcs.

Herr Julim Uennicke, arohltect, llcrlin, Neuo ISiirse.

BRAUFIKLD WOBKIIOISE, NEAR KCADINU, Feb. 1.

For ibe supply of good water.- J. C. I'inuigcr, clerk,

Ntwbnry.
ISLWOTOH, Feb. l.-For the erection of two spires

at 8. JchB'a Chnreh. Mr. A. J. I". Seolosi, architect

CNAoa Lodse, Matbro'-road, Hamracramlth.

Waltram Holt Ciioss Buriai. Board, .Ian. 24.

—For paTing and fencing the pathway leadlnf,' through

tlw ehuichyard. Mr. C. Obapmao, architect ul,

Btatao|wgate-aUt«t, Within.

St. Giles. Cambebwell Jan. ir. — Forrepairinft

certain roads, also for curbin<r and paving the same.

Gto. W. Uarsden, Vestry, Clerk, Vestry Ilall.

GuzaocK Harbour, Jan. i'l.— For the construc-

ttoa tt certain works at (iarvel-park. J. K. Gray,
Tmra Clerk, Connctl Chambers, Greenock.

CBATHAif DocKVABD ExTEN.iiON, Jan. 2S.—For
the sopply to Chatham Dockyard of carpenters' and
other tools. Director of ^\ orke Department, Ad-
miralty, Spring Gardens-terrace, London. S.VV.

iLKLCT, Jan. 17. — For the erection of a pair of

hanses in the Grove. Geo. Smith, architect, .'i, Uer-

mondiejr, Bradfotd.

Midlaud Railw.w, .Tan. 18.—For the erection of

aaoKlne shed, Ac. at JIanningham Station, near
Bradford. James Williams, secretary, Derby.

Fmcaros Cobporation, Jan. 19.—For the erection

of a covered market in (badwick's-orchard. Robert
Ascroft, Town Clerk, Town Hall. I'reston.

SotrnsEA Baths, Jan. 24.—Contract No. 2.-For
the sopply of boilers, engine, pumps, pipes, kc, and
lor heating baths and asM-rablr rooms at the .ibovc

bnilding. Messrs. Davis and Kmauuel, architects, 2,

FtBsbu7-clreus, E.C.

WOOD8ETT, near Worksop, .Tanuary 22.— For the

ereetlon of a vicarage house. Mr. U. Fowler, Arclii-

tect. Lonth.

Was Depabtmest Contracts. Woolwich,
Febrnary X— For the erection ofan additional drying
room at the Herbert Hospital. Col. W. DrlscoU Gos-
aett, Boyal Kngineer Office, Woolwich.
BBinoL New Cejseterv, January 19.—For the

erection of chapels, plantinsr, and other works, upon
their land near Easton. Henry Masters, Architect
a>d Snrreyor, I'ark-street, Bristol.

Lbbdb, January 2«.— For the erection of a warc-
boaae, abop, and bouse. In Boar-lane. II. E. Brown,
Architect, Benlah House, Harrogate.
Bedford.-January 21.— For the erection of ahonse

In the saburtM. Mr. John Korton, Architect, 2;i, Old
Bond-street, W.
LxzDf.—Jannarr 29.—For the erection of a pair of

eml-detacbed villas, on Ueadinglcy-hill. Thomas
AaUer, Architect, 9, Tark-place, Leeds.

Fob tuing np a railway arch as a place of worship.
M. (Sparrow, 42, Camberwell-road. S.

FBiESTOir, near Boston, Jan. 22.— For the restora-
tion of the Friory Church. Mr. B. Fowler, architect,
Lonth.
Hath E!<DEBBT.near Spilsby, January 22.-For the

raetiaa of a rectory house and chauccL Mr. K.
Fowler, architect, Louth.
Claxlzt, near Market Rasen, January 22.—For the

reetoration of Claxley Churcli. Mr. Ic. Fowler, archi-
tect. Lontb.
UoLBKACB, Jaooary 22.—For the erection of a school

and master's boose at St Marks. Mr. R. Fowler,
arehileet, Lonth.
iBncLU, January '2A.-For the erection of a villa

reeldanee, premises, and l^oundary walling, at Jlirfleld.
T. W. BeiUwell, architect, Urighouse.
LLAXiWii, near Usk, February 1.—For the erection

of sehool-boildlngs, at Llaniprm. John P. Seddon,
Arel-ltect, 12, Park-street, Westminster.
Leem, January 18.—For slaters', plasterers', and

piambers' work reqnlred In the erection of two houses,
Victarla-niad, lleadlneky.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Rabdkll, nAvxnr.HH, and CoMPAwr, Limited,

Quarrymen and .Stone Merchants, Hath. List of
Prices at the yunrrl|.s anil Denois; also Cost for
Transit to any part of the Iniiid Kingdom, furnished
on a(>pllcatioB U> Bath ijlr>ne office, Corsham. Wilts.—
IAbtt]

BANKRUPTS.
(To Suricuder at Basiughall-street.)

Thomas Allen, llroralcy-ln- Row, builder Jan- '9. at

ii_Wm Ul'om.i'rohnnl-pl., Pluinstead-rd.nud Wool-

w'lch. carp. nor. Jan. 2o, at I->laik V'»"ey ""Jf"'
Park-st., mar St. Allmus, bulldor. Jan. 28, at^ 11-

Kicdorick Wavcoit Daw »nd William Henry Daw,

l<lechvnden->tieot, I'rsmloy-rd., KenBins:ton,bnildera,

Jan ia at 2-FrnnciB Drak», Acton, house decors toi-.

Jan 21 at 12-Jolm Gardner, Cornwall-road, >ottinj;-

hill' builder. Jan. 18, at 2-Gcor(rP Godden, OITham.

Ketit carptuier, .Ian. 31, atU—Frederick James, Lam-
bourn-road, Clapham, builder, Jan. 20, af2--Jnmes

Robert JIalcy. AVIiitekfl-grove, W andsworth, bu>l''<;''.

Jan 1» at U—William Augustine -Mathews nndYVil-

liam Mathews, St. John's-square. ClerkenwcU, engri-

neers Jan SI. at 12-GeorRO Parker, I.ynton-strcet,

Herni'ondsev, canientor, Jan. HI. at l-G«orge Kecve,

Grosvfuor i'nrk, Camberwell, builder, Jan. 2,5, at 11—

.siimuel Unsscll, Wood Green, carpenter. Jan. W, at2-
Alfred John Smith, Octavius-sticet, Dcptford. brick-

layer Jan. 31. at 12—Frederick Sutton, l!rownlow-6t.,

Holhorn. plumber and builder. Jan 25, at 1- George

Tooley, Walmor-cresccnt, Nottlng-hill, builder, Jan.

'
'

(To Surrender in the Country.)

.Tames Atkinson. Thirsk, builder, Jan. 17, at 12—
Charli 8 Brittalu, ITolylakc. civil engineer. Jan. 20. at

11—Edwin ClC'.'sr. Kochdnle. Joiner, Jan. 18, at U—Jos.

Kairless, Xcwcastlo-upon-Tyne, builder, Jan, 17, at 11

—William Firlh, Hlackburn. contractor, Jan. 24, at 12

— Henry Hughes. Bristol, builder and bouse decorator,

.Ian 20 at U— .lames .lameson, Bradford, Yorkshire,

painter' Jan. 18, at 9'15— William Kenyon, Manchester,

limber 'salesman, Jan. 17, at 11—Wllham Medoalf,

SIcxborouifh, joiner. Jan 21. at 12—Hugh Middleton.

Fxeter engineer, Jan. 18, atl2—James Moor, Hartle-

pool, joiner, .Ian. 18, at 12—Peter Park. Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, painter, Jan. 20. at 11— William Perks,

Worcester, stonemason, Jan. 19, at 12—William John
Tebby, Fritwell, builder, Jan. 17, at 12—.Tob Thomas,
Newport, Monmouthshire, mason, Jan. 20, at 11— .Tames
Todd, South Shields, builder, Jan. 19. at 12—George
Williams, Chorlton-upon-5Iedlock, bricklayer, Jan.

21,at 11—Thomas Wyiitt, Marplo. builder, .lau. 26, at

11—John Black, South Shields, builder, Jan. 24, at 12-
James Lcathead Curry ,;Ncwcastle-uiion-Tyne, builder.

Jan. '21, at 12—William Timothy French, Warwick,
plumber, Jan. 21, at 11—Abraham Gittins, Birming-

ham, builder, Jan. 21, at 12—Charles William Marshall,

Snnderland, builder, Jan. 24, at 12- Edwin Cornelius
.lliddlcton. Birmingham, architect and surveyor, Jan.

21, at 12—.Tasper Thornton, Durham, builder, Jan. 24.

at I ll-.'iO-Edward Tudor. Bradford, plumher and
glazier, Feb. .1. at 12—Robert VVrigley, Oldham,
builder, Jan. 28, at 11.

sittings for last examination.

Slay 0, 1''. M. Bennett. Malvern-croscent, Haverstock-
hill, house decorator— .Tan 31, R. W. Morris. Liver-

pool, joiner-Jan. 28, R. Lightfoot and W. Walker,
Waterloo, Lancashire, joiners—Feb. 9, J. Long, Down-
ham Market, plumber and glazier— Feb. 10, ,1. Pull-
man. Otterv St. 5Ijiry. mason—Jan. *22. ,T. Brightmore,
Tideswell, "Derbyshire, mason—Feb. 10. J. Tjiylor, Mil-

fate, near
Rochdale, journeyman joiner—April 29, G.

I. Bryant, GilliuRham, Kent, carpenter—April 29. C.

Franklin, Queen-street, Edgware-road, decorator

—

April '29, F. Syvinford, Tidemorc-street, Bnttersea,
builder— April 29, |W. T. Taylor. Harrow-road, horti-

cultural builder— April 29, ,T. M, Byers, Lewisham,
builder—Jan. 20, C. Hobbs, Shalfleet, Isle ol Wight,
carpenter— Feb. 12, L. W^atts, Melcombe Regis,
painter.

dividend meetings.

Jan. 21, J. Pepper, Liverpool, painter.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.

David Donaldson, Perth, plumber and brassfounder,
Jan. !.>. at 11—George Carrlck, Glasgow, builder, Jan.
18, at 12.

Metals.
LE.VP !—

Pig, Fori'l^ii per tOD IS 7 6

„ KiiRHRh, W.B. do. 19 12 e

„ T..-H11CO. do. 13 5 O
„ Olhcr brands do. IS 15 19 ft

Sh.«t Milled do. 20
Sltot. Patent do. 'J3 ft

Kcil or minittin do. 20 IC

Lithftrpo. \VU do.

WhitAdry do. 'Jfi 2S

„ ffoundinoil do. 2(i 29

COPPEE :—

Briciah—cake and Ingot perton 7*1 74
Be.«t Selected do. 72 ?«
Slieet do. 77 79
BottoniA do. so SI
Au^itraUan do. 72 74 10

Spanish Cake cash
OhitI Bars „ 66 If) 67 (J

" refinodingot 69 10 72 10
" litharge, W.B

Yel. Metal Sheatlilng Jt Kods pot lb. OJ 6S

Inos :—

lljf in Scotland ' cash per ton 2 16 7i
Bars Welsh In London do. 7 7 2 6
„ .. in Wales do. 6 .', 6 7 6
,. Staffordshire do. 8 s 7 6

lull, in Wales do. 6 IS 7 5
Sheet-s single in London do. 10 10 5
Hoops, firstqnalitj' do. S 15 9 5
Nailrnds do. S 8 10
SwedJshBiU-fl do. 9 15 10 5

ZIXO :—

Enpli.sh Sheet perton 2-1 24 10
* DevauxVV. M. Rooflnff Zinc do. 0*

* And 4 per cent, discount if laid upon the new sjsteaL

STKF.L :—

SweilUh Keg, hammered x'*^f '^n 15 15 5
Swedish Faggot da

TIN ;—

Banca perton 110 110 10

Straits, lino cash 110 111

„ for arrival
English blocks 116 117

bars in lis

refined, m blocks 118

Regulus op Astimoxy :—

French perton

SPELTEB :—

Ontheapot perton 19 10 19 IS 6

QUICKSILVEE per btL 6 17 6 18

CNDEK THE PATRONAGE OF H.M. THE QUEEN.

THE LONDON PAKQUETKT WORKS.
the firpt Mannfactorv established in Enpland (iii 1S41) by

CHAE.LES gTKIJ^ITZ, founder of the English Parquetry Business,

for the exchislve production of

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors,

Borders, Ceilings and Wall Decoration.

In Geometrical. Curvilinear, and MoHaic patterns.

Plans and Estimates, for First-class Work only, prepared free of

expense. Manufoccory—Camberwell Hall, GroTe-lane, Camberwelli

S.E. Sole Agents and Show Room, Gillow and Co., X76 and 177,

Oxford-street, W.

PARTNEESHIPS BISSOLTED,
Mullins and Co., Colem<an-Klreet, architects—Garland

and Son. Leeds, builders—JclTroy and Co., Manchester,
Saperhanjrersand plumbers—T\veddellandCarrIne:tou,
lonkwearmouth, engineers—Wales and Scott, Hull,

engineers—Crabtree and <_;o., Hebden Krid<^e, buildera
—Tomlinson and Turner, Bradford. Yorkshire, builders
—Blackburn and Nicholson, Dewsbury, plumbers—
Dunkley and Co., Little lUord, Essex, and Fore-street,
City, cemetery masons.

LITEST PRICES OF MATERIiLS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TlMBEB. Dnty In. per load ; Drawback, Is.

8, X
Tfiak load 11 12
Quebec, red pine ... . 315 41.^

yellow plno.

St Petersburg, yeL.. II II !.'»

Finland fi ft 7 10
,, yellow plno.. 4 ft 1 Mcmcl 7 9

Rt John, N.B. yoUow Gothenburg, yellow « 9 10
Qaebecoak S 10 .'.17 „ white..

Wrch 4 6

,, elm 4 5 ft 10
Da.ntilc oak 4 ft 6 ft

„ fir X 10 4

Mcmelflr 2 10 3 10

Blra 2 1ft 3
Swedish 2 fl 2 10
U»MU, Queb. red pine 3 10 6

,. yellow pine . . 4 6 6
Latnwood, Dant. fm. 4 6

„ StP'hurff. 6 6 5
Deals, or CL, isrtbf 3
by $ In. dury 2*i. jk-t

load, drawback Vk.

Quf^bnc, white xpruoe 12 10 17 10
HI. John,white Hpnice IS Ift

Yellow pine, per re-
duced C,

Canada, let quality, .'is 10 IB 10
tad do 13 13 10

Arehanrel, yellow .. 10 10 ISt lo i Cottonseed 2y 3(i

Gcfle. yellow 9 10 10
Soderham 8 9 10
Christinnia, per C,
12 ft. by 3 by 9 in.

yellow 10 12 10
Flooring Boards, per

«q. of lin., first ycL 7 C 10 6
First white 7 9 9 6
Second qualities .... 6 7
FuuiCRHroxKpr tn 6 6

OILS, &(>,

Seal, pale .. par tun 41
tipt*rmbo<Iy Hfi t'? o
Cod 41
Whale, 8th Sea, pale 40
Olive, Oaiitpoli ftg

Coeoanut, Cochin, tuu 43 u 43 10
I'alm, fine 40 10 o
Linseed 30 30 ft

Hapecoed, Eng. pale. . 41 10

A/f^ssrs. Charles Devaux and
-^'-*-

COMPA?ry, Bankers und ConsiRneca of the VIKILLE
MONTAGNE ZINC MINING COMPANY, supply the VIBILLE
MONTAGNE ROOFING ZINC, and aUow a discount of 4 per cent,

wherever the roofs are certified by the Company's architect to be

properly laid.—Particulars or deeigns willbe pupplied at the VieiUe

Montagno Company's expense, by their architect, Mr. JAMES BD-
MKaTON,of ft, Crown-court, Old Broad-street, E.C., where models of

the various patents for zinc roofing may be seen.

C. hTdAVIES and CO.'S

GENUINE AND AETISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS
N.B.—Designers and Practical Joiners.

CAMBKIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

™r^ J. J. CORDES & CO.,
^^ the Patentees and Manufacturers of the

MARK. well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Kwbank's Nails),

Desire to make it known that they have adopted

a " star," or " cross," as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent out by them,

except Clasp, bear this mark upon their heads,

and that within every package sent from their

works is also placed a card bearing their name
and address. All their bags are also branded
CORDES and Co.
The Nails are manufactured by J. J. Coebes

and Co. out of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig
Iron, and have long since earned the reputation

of being superior to all others. The Nails are all

uniform in make and quality, each one perfect

and count out full 1,000 to the M.

DOS WORKS, NEWPORT, MON.
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ARCHITECTURE IN MANCHESTER.

MANCHESTER is just now, unfortu-

nately, taking its share of tho commer-

cial depression so general in the metropolis

and other populous districts. Building opera-

tions, notwithstanding, seem by no means in

such a state of suspense as the hard times,

severely felt here by the labouring and the

middle classes, would lead a stranger to expect.

Two very large works—the new Exchange
and the new Town Hall—are jjrogressing, and

if but slowly, it is hardly surprising, when
one reads nearly every day in the local news-

papers tho discouraging advertisement

—

" Wanted, Masons to keep away from Man-
chester during the continuance of the Strike."

" Masons," however, do not altogether " keep

away."
" Art architecture," in this city, acade-

mically regarded, would seem to be in a truly

stagnant condition. The Annual Exhibition

of Works of Modern Artists, just closed, con-

tained not one solitary contribution by an
architect. The sculptors contributed only

twelve works, the rest of tho exhibition being

made up of paintings in oil and water-colours.

And yet of tho Manchester Academy of Fine

Arts, housed within the building (the Royal
Institution), nearly one-fourth of the mem-
bers are local architects. The Heywood gold

medal, with a money prize, seems to have been

ofEered frequently since 1842 for the competi-

tive works of architectural students without

eliciting very much of their energy, judging

from the fa-.-t of its having been only twice

carried ofT, and that by a solitary architect,

Mr. R. Popplewell PuUan. Of late yeare it

would seem to have been altogether with-

drawn from architectural competition, and no
wonder.
The New Assize Courts are so well known

to the public by means of published views, that

any very long description of them is unneces-
sary. They are now completed, and tho visitor

cannot fail to be agreeably impressed by the

exterior of this stately building, certainly a
great improvement on the architect's competi-

tion design engraved some ten years ago in The
BuiLDrsG Nkws. " Carving," says a modern
writer, "is the refuge of the incompetent
architect." In this case, however, it is the

very reverse, the architecture being far in

advance of tho carving. The statues, all of

them too short, and generally too diminutive

for their niches, are crude and undignified.

Their proportions might very possibly have
been correct enough in the carver's atelier,

but seen from tho street their general forms
are in anamorphosis, and their protruding fea-

tures overlap one another. This is unfortu-

nate, as the edifice itself is remarkably beauti-

ful, evincing both in its general features and
detail great taste and versatility, combined
with careful study on the part of the archi-

tect. These qualities are manifested every-
where about the building, and notably in its

terrace wall, metal fence, and pier terminals.

Internally there is much to admire. Both the
Nisi Prius and the Crown Courts are (if we
may except the position of the witnesses in

the former) admirably designed ; both courts
are well adapted for hearing in, and of
vigorous though subdued architectural detail.

The entrance-hall is somewhat dark for its

purpose, and is marred by tlie large windows
at each end, whose general design struck us as
altogether too Anglican for the remainder of
the edifice. These windows are not improved
by the painted glass they contain. At the
Crown Court end is a beautiful sitting statue
of a well-known stipendiai-y magistrate, de-
ceased. Executed in white marble, it looks
cut of place in this sombre hall of polychrome,

and anywhere would be far better divested of

the barrister's wig, seldom seen on the head of

the late estimable .lohn Frederick Foster.

Hard by the Assize Courts is tho Woolsack
Tavern, a recently-erected Gothic building,

whose design displays much skill in tho treat-

ment of its brickwork details.

At the rear of the Assize courts stands the

new prison, lately built under Mr. Water-
house's direction. It is a vast structure of red

brick and stone, of Romanesque character,

and of the usual radiating plan, offering so

very few facilities for architectural treatment.

Some critics assume that the aspect of a prison

should be necessarily gloomy. Without going

that length ourselves, we confess there is a

very pronounced air of sprightliness about

this edifice that might at least scandalise a

Middlesex magistrate accustomed to—let lis

say, the Clerkenwell House of Detention.

There is much skill shown in the external

design of this Manchester prison, but the

termination of the lofty foul-air shaft by an

octangular dome and funnel pipe is hardly so

successful as, for example, that of tho ends

of the prison wings, and the design of the

boundary wall. Altogether, it is a very fine

structure, and highly picturesque ,
as one looks

down upon it from the high grounds of Cheet-

ham, the entourage of which is gloomy enough
in all conscience.

Little can be said of the new Royal Ex-
change, or of that other vast municipal work,

the New Town Hall. Tho latter is, as yet

—

like the early Christians—in the catacombs
;

and its immense hoard is all one can see of it.

As to the Royal Exchange, in tho absence of

published views of it, one can only guess

what it is to be by the fragment in progress of

the south side of the present Exchange. The
besetting sin of this structure, a re-facing of

an older one, by Harrison, of Chester, is Us
monotonous flatness or want of relief. Now,
nothing can well be flatter than a pilastrade,

relieved here and therewith oblong panels, but

at present this forms the staple of the new
edifice, as seen above the lofty hoard along

Cross-street. Certainly, anything will be
better than Newall's-buildings, which fomierly

stood here. Let us hope that the New Ex-
change will be " a horse (or a Bourse) of quite

another colour."

Of municipal buildings completed, the

Hulme Town Hall in the Stretford-road is well

worth a visit. It is a handsome edifice of

Italian character, with an external fagade of

considerable extent or frontage, wholly exe-

cuted in warm-coloured ashlar. In the central

paviliou is the Town-hall proper, having a mas-
sive and well-designed doorway in the centre

of a bold rustic basement, surmounted with a

lofty attached colonnade of the Corinthian

order, the entablature freely and cleverly

treated. Within the intercolumniation (some-
what eccentric and ungainly) are tlie windows
of the great hall, wliich measures some 95ft.

by 45ft., and some 40ft. in height. These,

though of bold design and height, being the

only features within the order, rise consider-

ably short of the architrave, or rather of the

continuous astragal, enclosing a line of sculp-

ture, so that there is in the space between it

and the window-heads plenty of plain ashlar
;

a prosaic feature, truly, but here in this fcicade

" worth a king's ransom." To the left of this

central mass, or pavilion, is the Hulme Vestry-

hall, and to the right is tho Hulme Free
Library, each of lower height, and of subdued,

but consistent, design. These have their re-

spective entrance doorways in the centre ;
and

good, bold, effective doorways they are. Tlie

interior of the building is disappointing : the

details, utterly unlike those outside, being quite

rococco and meritricious. " Comparisons,"

quoth Mrs. Malaprop, '' are odorous ;" but,

having now ventured on this comparison

between the outside and the inside of the

Hulme Town Hall, itmay not be amiss tomake
another. It is impossible to look at this

suburban Jiutel dc vllle of a mercdy piovincial

city, and think of buildings of its kind around

the metropolis, without wishing thatthevwtry-

men of S. Pancras, of Kensington, Clerke«-

well, &c., conlrl see and take a hint from this

parochial building in Hulmo. Wo had a*
opportunity of testing tho acoustic qualiliec «(

the large hall, and can pronounce tkera tatti-

lent.

At Pendleton, another subtirb of Manc1iest«r,

the visitor will find another handsome Tow*
Hall, of which some very fine jihotograplm went

to bo seen in last year's Architectural Ezkfti-

tion. At present we merely allude to it M «*

evidence of the public spirit of tite MaaclMctar

people.

Mr. Worthington's Albert Memorial w ew-
questionably the finest of the (completed^

works of the kind ; and in its details il k
worked out with marvellous richnes*, refine-

ment, and delicacy. Unfortunately, there ii

too much of this last quality ; and, fer «•

small a shrine, they have a finicking «ir. TtK
general form of tlie shrine or pyramidal eiatvff

is not pleasing ; and why the npper fuit.

should be so plain does not apfiear. The carted

figures in the already diminutive niches are

even too dwarfish for their receptacles, aai
should, we think, stand ftirther forward ; afl

which is very unfortunate in a work of stker-

wise great merit. The marble statue •£ the

Prince is, like nearly all the statues )« tlie

City, excellent ; but we were surprised t<i see

it placed with its face towards the inteiKled

front of the Town-hall. Perhaps tte Ourjio-

ration had in their head the poet's (Swift ?)

jocular lines on the statne of Queen Aano,

turning her back to the West front oi SL
Paul's Cathedral, and bestowing heralteatio*

to the (then) spirit-shop over the mtcf.

Surely this stati:e in Mnnchester ougtttwliawe

been placed with Us hack to the Town HaJL
The new churches belonging to the BstabliA-

ment are numerous : but few of them Urge or

costly. The new tower of the Catlndral has

been some time completed, and ought to haw
been a work of some pretension, for if there k
any style of Gothic art which a raodtm KugUsfc

architect might be expected to be fully eejaal

to, it is that of " detestable Perpendicular,'"

as Mr. Riiskin calls it. The new tower is K4t

only very inferior to the old one, of w'Kh-k k
is a quasi copj', but its details are not evei

equal to those of tho latest restoration* &t the

choir end of the church. Its "west" <8earw*y

is singularly insipid, and the buttressc'S, witk

their empty niches, are bald and meagre. Tlie

whole tower has a cheap, stiirvcd Ictk, as

though the Chapter authorities hadpareddow*
the architect's sclvme to the smalleet limit

The best view of the cathedral is te be lia4

from an almost recently built bridge <" Sal-

ford Bridge") connecting the end of tie Vigh

street of Salford with Hunt's Bank. While

standing on it one could not but be n»*«t

struck with the excessive vibration to which

every passing waggon or loaded cart «eb-

jected this structure—an iron one with •

very massive piirapet of real or sham masoBry.

It is an ugly make-shift of a bridge JR tli*

midst of a large city ; but the levels «£ the

approaches are not very faroaralele t* arehi-

tectur.al display

S. Luke's, Choriton-on-Medlock, k awsw
church of stone, which has replaced tke «14

unsightly brick Imilding with a " bell-cony,'"

that originally occuiiied a goad site si- the

junction of Bedlord and E«t3aKd-8ti«e<«.

The new edifice, designed in the Geometric

period of Gothic architecture consists of nave

and chancel with north aisle all under qpak

roofs, the aisle terminating in a well-prc^or-

tioned and graceful tower and spire. The

details are satisfactoiy and the 53»er*l gfw^
ing effective. The building would h»w >ee«

far better but fm- the overdue pi»mii»an«

given to its horizontal dressing*, itxAvmi*
simple and massive dwarf W4.ll, frjtt ^iek

the high gateway in Rutlaud-Ktreet in ecareelf

consistent, and f.ir a less evident iodispoeitiea

to let well ah.ne, that crops out m scndry

trifling sinkings and fillings Kp *f /yl»«a

masonry, as in "buttress, canopies, &c Tbei'
"
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tutrei »t the western end of the church is,

with the metal vanes, stone fiuitils, Ac, un-

wmUv good. Very many of the churches

ktaiyVidt about Manche^^ter are tite work of

Maws. MedlMtd and Henry Tavlor. They
are ui«xpensiT« woriu>. coustructea principally

of the i«d " seconds " brick of tlie locality,

relieTed with bands, Ac, of block ones, and

•11 of thvui manifest great inventive |iower

and much study on the part of their archi-

tects. S. Stephen's ClmrcU, in the City-road,

M one of their latest works, and one in many
respects greatly iuforior to some of the r

Mutuer ones of 'the same cluss. The general

mBgement is, like that of all their churches,

ilgeiuovs and picturesque ; and seen from

tiie huth road on which its chancel ^able abuts,

tbe edific« with its lofty double-aisled chancel,

nave with gabled aisles and Jleche (somewhat

too diminutive) presents a striking group, to

iriKiae e9^ dtril the adjoining schools and

wwidi'nfen. by the same architects, well con-

tribnte. The details are by no means equal

to the general design, owmg to an eviaent

over anxiety to make more of the homely
materials than thev are, judging by this

sample, capable of—moreover there are in

this structure violations of architectural syn-

tbesb quite startling. Here may be seen

is the same windows ogival tracery of well-

nigh Flamboyant freedom inserted cheek by
jowl with Geometric lines—one can scarce call

It "tricerj-"— )f the most crude and rigid

character. Gouty red brick muUions display

central fillets, double the width of those of

the stone tracery they bear, but won't con-

•ort with, particularly when it assumes the

flowing form, as it does notably in the aisle

windows. The doorways are well and simply

designed, but in many of the details, such as

the gable crosses, the projecting brick panel-

ling, and even tlic nave ridge tiles, there is a
painful hankering after originality, that often

nils short of its aim, and ends in oddity, or

even worse.

Within little more than a stone's throw of

S. Stephen's are two other churches by the

same architects. S. Gabriel's, in Erskine-

street, and S. Michael's, in Lavender-street,

Uulme, each of them quite as original as S.

Stephen's, and immeasurably superior to it.

S. Gabriel's is a cross church with semi-circu-

lar u>sidal chancel, and chancel aisles abutting

on the street, and will doubtless, when its

transeptal tower is carried up, be a very effec-

tive edifice. S. Michael's, with an admirably
designed exterior, has fortunately been built

ititi its Steeple, a square tower rising from
the west end of the south aisle, and crowned
with a pyramidal roof. At the ba,se of the
tower is the south or principal entrance to the
church, through a doorway of excellent detail

and proportion, the door head embellished with
a well-carved figure of our Lord in Glory.
This church has a lofty nave and chancel, the
former lighted with a gabled clerestory and
simply designed aisles, and the latter flanked
with transeptal aisles or side chapels extend-
ing to the easternmost wall of the building

—

the ensemble highly picturesque, and the de-
tails and general proportions so simple and so
well studied that one wonders how S. Michael's
and S. Stephen's churches in Ilulme can have
been designed by the same architects. To our
mind S. Micliael's exterior displays the very
heaii Idtaloi a brick church for a town district.

One of the largest ecclesiastical buildings
DOW constructing here is the church of the
Jesuits in Oxfi.rd-strcct. It will be a vcr)'

lofhr edifice of stone of Geometric Gothic
aichitectnre with several lateral chapels.
The church is being built from the designs of
Mr. .loseph Hansom, and at present not much
can be seen of it. The mouldings, &c., seem
somewhat over-delicate, and look at present
as though they would be drowned or absorbed
in the Urge surfaces of rough York " I^r-
|<«int" walling, in which they are set. The
site is a very favourable one ; and indeed this
lay be said of most of the public buildings
lately erected in Manchester.

The Irvingite or Catholic Apostolic Church,

erected some thirty yeais ago in the Stretford-

road, has disappeared, and in its stead a lofty

church has been built, with nave, narrow nave,

aisles, and chancel, occupying tlii? entire

original frontage. The interior is simple and

effective, as is usual in the case of churches

whose sole sidelight is from a clerestory. Tlie

external details are not so good, but coarse

and ungainly. The first built diminutive

edifice was, wo believe, the work of an ama-
teur, and, considering the period of its erec-

tion, singularly pure in detail.

The Wesleyan Methodists of Longsight

have vacated their place of worship (built

there only about nine years ago), and in its

stead have erected in its neighbourhood a

very handsome stone church, with a lofty

tower and spire. The style is Geometrical

Pointed j what the interior may be we cannot

say ; but of the interior tliero can bo but one

opinion. Its general design is remarkably

good, and the details, carving, dwarf iron

fence, &c., are all excellent. At Levens-

hulme the Wesleyan Methodists have erected

another stone chureh with tower and spire—

a

building of much less pretension and cost

than the one at Longsight ; and, moreover, of

coarser detail. Still, the general outline of

the exterior is pleasing and well proportioned,

far more than can be said of Levenshulme

Church on the opposite side of the highway.

Such an amorphous, hog-backed abortion as

this edifice one does not often behold.

Here, for the present, our remarks on the

recent architectural doings in Manchester

must be brought to a close. There are still

other buildings of every kind to notice ; and
as yet we have said nothing of the private

works in and about the city, including that

remarkable class, the warehouses of Man-
chester. They and some other structures

must be left for another article. W. Y.

LONDON AND ITS ORNAMENTATION
IN 1870.

AN enumeration of tlie buildings erected in

1869 is not a difficult task, and when
we have completed it we may make the usual

remarks as to style, and amve at the judg-
ment that no revolution in that sense took

place last year. There was the usual dis-

tribution of Classicalism, Mediievalism, and
Italianism. There will of course be a
tendency, not capable of present estimation,

to a predominance of one style over another,

but it takes long to ascertain whether such
an effect is temporary or permanent. It may,
however, be worth while to inquire, so far as

the metropolis is concerned, what is the in-

fluence likely to be made on the public mind
of the inhabitants of the metropolis by the

labours of the year, not only of those which
are strictly architectural, but of those which
come under the proper province of the archi-

tect, as the minister of the ^dile of London,
if we, as yet, have got one ?

First, as to the Thames Embankment, by
no means a building in the ordinary sense,

the impression is one of general satisfaction,

arising from the extent of the construction,

the durability of the material, and the solidity

of the works. The Embankment has been by
no means regarded in reference to its artistic

effect by the general public, nor can it be
said to have been professedly criticised in that
respect. There is also the consideration,
affecting many critics and the public at large,

that the promenade portion is not finished, and
there U a supposition that it may have
some considerable share in the general
appearance, as also that the statuary and
lampwork are not yet fixed.

It is possible that when all this is accom-
plished, there may be some comment as to the
design of the Embankment. This, however,
is not certain, because the fixed features of
the Embankment which will not be improved
have escaped notice. Thus, there is no proper

or harmonious treatment of the permanent
buildings on the Embankment—Somerset
House, the Temple, Lambeth Palace, and S.

Thomas's Hospital. The Embankment is made
to mar the whole of these needlessly, and the
injury to Somerset House is great and un-
justifiable. Tlie multiplication of the lion's

heads, or knockers, is also a reflection on our
artistic capacity, but there is the hope of
their removal, the mouldings of the Embank-
ment entail a needless waste of money, a
portion of which could have been well ajiplied

to artistic purposes.

In making these remarks, which might be
carried further, and into more detail, there
is this to be said as to the Embankment,
that it may produce what it used to be the
fashion to call a great restlietic effect. It
may accustom us to ideas and impressions of
symmetry, which have not heretofore been
realised, and for which it is deeply to be
regretted the Embankment does not furnish a
perfect example. The long sweep of these
quays, carried out persistently knocker by
knocker, will prepare the public eye for
extended compositions, of which we have few
examples in London. The Custom House is

not happy, nor can we quote dock warehouses,
but Greenwich Hospital and S. Thomas's
Hospital furnish us with our largest fayades.
Apparently the Palace of Westminster is here
excepted, but it has been so unhappily
dwiirfed by the terrible alterations that it

seldom shows its full power.
S. Thomas's Hospital, by offering a line

parallel to the Palace will, to some degree,
enhance the Palace, for, with the Bridge, a fine

quarter is formed, as seen from the river on the
west. It is, however, to be regretted, that
the Hospital was not so composed as to group
better with the Palace, and the Bridge, and so
unite them with Lambeth Palace, and the
Embankment should have been arranged
accordingly. This observation will sho\\- how
it is that having failed in such an opportunity
the Embankment may help us in suggesting the
possibility of lines of palazzi, such as our river

could well exhibit. We must not, however,
lose sight of this, that we had one lesson forty
years ago, which has been to a great degree
lost upon us, and that is the lines of terraces

in the Eegent's-park, designed by Nash and
Decimus Burton. The aspiration was a good
one. It was to give us palazzi in that park
which might have rivalled the world. The
unhappy infatuation that stucco and Koman
cement were better than stone and marble has,

however, deprived us of the realisation. These
fionts, with all the regulation whitewashing
and colouring, have become dingy, and the
statuary dilapidated ; while stone, at any rate

would have borne age and poverty with some
dignity, and might have put forth claims to

veneration.

The Eegent's-park and Eegent-street ex-
amples have indeed given [us long lines of
Belgravian and Tyburnian streets, but though
stone is now more freely employed, it is rare

that we obtain the results we should desire.

In connexion with the Embankment, Black-
friars Bridge naturally suggests itself. Its

polished granite shafts have been favourably

received, and so has that portion of the

gilding already finished. This will be one of

the lessons of the day, for we have never had
a mass of gilding so displayed. It will

emulate anything there is in Paris, and already

far surpasses what Mr. Page has done on his

bridges to the west. From the bridge will be
seen to arise from several points of view the

golden gallery and the gleaming ball and cross

of S. Paul's. The old stone bridge made a
good base, above which rose the upper story

of the body of S. Paul's and the dome and
campaniles. The iron bridge, undecorated,

would rather have balanced the dingy dome
and depressed the aspect of the whole monu-
ment. This detriment the gilding of the
bridge relieves us from. It may be the

engineer never contemplated this, but we
may thank him for it. The completion of
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the bridge will, however, suggest one plan,

and that is calculated to iifHict many with

horror—the gilding of the ribs of the dome.

To state that any one had hinted the

possibility of gilding the dome of S. Paul's,

would but a few years ago have made some

worthy purists run mad. It was thought a bold

idea to gild the spikes of the Museum railings,

yet from that we have got to gilding bridges,

and we are not quite distracted. To gild the

dome of S. Paul's would not require such a

very large subscription, and its effects in

those grand views of London seen from

Hampstead, Greenwich, the Sonthern hills, and

so many other points, would far transcend

that of the glittering ball and cross.

The accidental effect of Blackfriars Bridge

and St. Paul's for good, and the accidental

effect of the Embankment and Somerset House
for evil, are worth noticing, because London
has such a variety of surface, not omitting the

rise and fall of tide on the river, that any
building in a conspicuous situation near the

Tl ames must have its operation on the general

view. We most of us got so palled by con-

stant seeing, that we are apt to forget London
is in the eyes of tourists one of the most
remarkable sights in the world ; one which
might be enhanced by judicious care, as too

often it is under present circumstances marred.

It is supposed the daily psisser in St. Paul's

Churchyard doei* not see St. Paul's, and the

old Londoner who has thus passed twenty
thousand times has but a dim appreciation of

it. He must see it from some distant hill at

sundown, or from a bridge by moonlight, and
then he thinks something of it.

In some things we cannot rival Paris, but
we have yet a chance for taking advantage of

some of our points, and now that Baron Ilauss-

man is deposed, a few years may put us well

ahead. The general tendency of late operations

in the ornamentation of London is certainly in

this direction, small and practical as they may
be. The features that we have already men-
tioned will decidedly influence the public mind.
The day and night decorations of Palace-yard
are efiorts in the same direction. The garden-
ing has been successful in the public eye. For-
merly, in many jiarts of the metropolis and of

the City, we had trees in nooks, but we had no
flowers, and the squares were dismal. Now
these new plots of grass and flowers not only

gladden the eye, but they do much more—they
directly train it. In fact, much of the matter
of ou'' observations really refers to the culti-

vation of the public taste, and we are coming
to the point where not only is tlie necessity

felt, but the means are provided for supplying
the want, though as yet partially.

There are some old architects still alive,

who have not abandoned the orthodox faith of

their pupilage, that architecture is a select art

for the select few, and that though the public

may and ought to pay for it, yet it is only the

cognoscenti who can enjoy a good thing. The
efforts of such men were little calcukted to

raise the public taste. Some of their choice
works are yet to be seen. A chaste brick
house in St. .James's-square, reaching the
height of art in simple elegance, by means
of the elaborate expedient of a Palladian
portico and rusticated quoins. There were,
too, men of rare genius, who relieved the
plain brick by masques on the keystones
of the windows. Such were bold eff'ects,

seldom attempted but by the most daring.
The public might well doubt whether archi-
tecture was a fine art, whether there was
any difference between an architect and a
builder, and whether tweedledum and tweedle-
dee presented any appreciable grounds for
real distinction ?

To get from such a state as this to real

designs, in which a positive ornamental and
artistic effect was attempted, and often
achieved, was a great progress, because ideas
of the sublime and beautiful were proposed,
but such alone could not impress the popula-
tion, which had been deprived of its proper
instruction in art. The rise in favour of the

mediseval stylos, with the greater ..
„ ^ ,

artistic detail, has enabled architects to -7 • ,.,°

a real service to public culture. The eyt.

were attracted by colour, and minute features

of form, and if grotcsqueness and sham anti-

quarianism disfigured many of these attempts,

still there were materials to attract public

attention.

It is now that architecture, with its acces-

sories, has reached this stage, that it comes in

appropriately to aid the great movement for

industrial training. Abstract art, the art of

cognoscenti and dilettanti, is not enough, but

there must be something tangible, which the

tradesman and artisan can appreciate. The
public eye must be cultivated, not by picture

galleries alone, which can only be rarely

visited, but by those open exhibitions daily

coming under our gaze in our daily passage

through the city. For such pmpose the garden

plots referred to are particularly useful,

because they display arrangements of colour

and form which all can understand. The
variations of these compositions, as new
plants are brought forward are further

favourable, because there is not the constant

repetition which tends to deaden attention.

The care which has been bestowed on tjie

lamps and their grouping by day and night in

the Westmin.ster Palace district is also worthy
of notice, as being not only ornamental, but

serviceable to the public in the manner pointed

out. Hyde Clarke.

A NEW FACE IN AN OLD PLACE.

UPON the site of what is said to have been
formerly the residence of the notorious

Judge Jefferies, facing St. James's Park, half-

way between the Foreign Office and Birdcage-
walk, there has lately been erected a small

but fanciful structure for the purpose of a
private residence, which is in many respects

sufficiently remarkable to induce us to call

especial attention to it, and particularly to

some of its features, wiiich are calculated to

give rise to profitable reflection. As the tenor

of our comments cannot iqion the whole be
complimentary, we forbear to particularise the

authorship, further than by saying that we
are informed both the owner and his architect

are from the provinces. Their importation,

as a contribution to the architectural curiosities

of London, would appear to argue that they
have had more money than wit at their com-
mand, and at any rate have no reason to

complain if we criticise their work with loss

reticence than we consider it right to concede,

when praiseworthy efforts have been evidently

crippled by paucity of means. But when
butter is spread upon bacon no plea of

economy is admissible as an excuse for the

indifferent character of either. We would,
however, premise what wo have to say by
gracefully acknowledging, as wo think is but

due, the spirit of sacrifice with which this

work has been carried out. The public

—

we beg Mr. Dickens's pardon
—

^Tlie Public we
should say—unless the gorgeous array of this

villa is specially intended for the gratification

of the occupants of the Circumlocution Office

close by, or ia rivalry of Mr. Scctt's work of

the same class in *-hich they are housed, have
been well catered for. A little more ex-

perience in building in London "would, we
think, have tended to a soberer, or else a more
pronounced style of polychromy, for the

delicate hues indulged in will last but a short

time. This, however, we will let pass, and
consider the result in its present state, while

it conveys fairly the ideas of its designer.

The building is a quadrangular block, with

a circular tower projecting from one angle,

with an excrescence on the top, like the

luiiidle on the lid of a pomatum pot. The
whole appears to be an addition to one of the

houses in Duke-street, and has evidently been
constructed under some dilEculties, so as not

to interfere with the windows of the upper
portion of the main house, to which it is

attached, or in front of which it stands. The

without any accident to tlie crowd of people
daily paising through the station. The numb«v,

'-"ares measured on the plan wr- ^''"
' .

'
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surprise at the extraoroinary direction into
which the efforts of enterprising practitioners

in the Modern Italian style are driven. They
seem in no degree to recognise any duty to
make utility the base of their ornamental
features, but follow any caprice which may
happen to strike them ; at any rate, the why
and the wherefore of the numerous vagaries
this building presents have effectually escaped
our powers of detection.

In the Doge's Palace, on the side next the
Canal, which passes under the Bridge of
Sighs, the lower story is emphasised by the
blocks of stone being cut with facets, ending
in a projecting point, with the view of giving
a look of unusual solidity, a feature which
might not inaptly be imitated for a fortress or
prison. Here, however, it has been reserved
as a species of decoration for the topmost
story, crowning one of polished ashlar below.
The same disregard of propriety of scale and
of common sense is also showu in the use of a
Brobdingnagian belt of egg and tongue mould-
ing, which, with nothing to support, encircles

the tower immediately above, and through-
out there is a want of harmony between
details in juxtaposition, some being delicate

to effeminacy, and others bold to coarseness.

The fenestration is a wonderful feature.

The windows of the principal stories are wide
windows of the sort ordinarily called Venetian,

composed of a central wide opening, with
nanow side ones, the former carried down to

the floor, and the latter with their sills 3ft.

higher. The entire opening is spanned by a
wide stone lintel, treated as architrave

frie/.e and cornice. Tliis, obviously too weak
for its work, is supported by two slender iron

columns, which of course look like after-

thoughts. The whole composition is so crowded
into the bay of the order of the facade that i's

cornice actually touches the sollit of the

architrave of the latter.

But the polycliromy, as the most novel, and
evidently the most studied feature of the
building, calls for some remark ; the usual

idea that, colour should be used to emphasise
form has been ignored throughout. The
principal entablature of the structure has its

cornice supported by corbels, which divide the

frieze into a series of square panels, each
having a yellow patera with a white centre on
a dark ground. This is good, but the corbels

between, which as projecting sliould be light,

are, as if from perversity, made of black

marble, and thus the whole effect is spoilt.

The friezes of the windows are filled with
tiles of a crude grass green, with dark Greek
honeysuckle ornament, and some other details

are enriched with colour in a manner which
does not at all shake our opinion, before ex-

pressed in this journal, that the mixture of

stone with marbles and ceramic coloured deco-

rations do not harmonise, and we think this

will become painfully evident when the former

has got smoke-begrimed, as it must, in the

course of a few months.
Red Mansfield stone has been used in parts

as a contrast to the white stone, and as the

texture of their two materials are similar, the

same objection does not apply to their com-
bination ; only in our opinion, the red stone,

as the darker, should be used for the ground

and the other for the architectural features,

which should stand out therefrom. Thus in a

column one would think the shafts should be

of the deeper tint and the capital base and
zone of the lighter. Here, however, just the

opposite treatment has been used for the

capital and zone, the base and shaft being of

the pale stone, producing a most comical and
unpleasant appearance. Delicate inlays of a
bizarre character of design are freelyintroduced,

and these seem out of place in connection with

some of the other ornamentation of pure Greek
character.

To conclude our remarks, which we really
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twTCt at Uie woBteni end of the church is,

with the metal Tanes, stone finials, &e., un-

^yiillv po.a1. Ven- many of the churches

mi i-i4S.*h'«f Manchester are the ^orj^g;

'^ "^ iMtMidvd to 'Ve "loin, we would

I •rehilcatural students to visit it, for

rill (eitainly lind in it food for thought,

at tUe same time, to view it with dis-

, lest while their a|)|>etito for novel-

tHftkeWW^, their digestion be impaired by

Am aqaartiBBably unwholesome ingrtsdientu

nadai tt« dub thus provided for them

IttK BtTLOING OF WALLS.—CAUSE
AND PREVENTION.

fIVK a^ protruding oun'ature commonly
-^ eslled a Inilge, to which external un'd

&«( walls seem especially Bubject, mav fre-

^[•tljr be traced to original defects oi cou-

jtlMtiao. Bulges very often occur at about

tkt UnA of a floor, and where there i:i a floor,

the brickwork of outer walls is commonly
wtiet To avoid ninuing the flour-tiniben,

iat» F«rty walls, they are generally made to

iMt eo tbe front and back, and the party-wall

«0 eftcn apjieor in l>otter condition than the

fiavl. Inuuediatcly below the level of the

iaUnded floor, a timber scantling about 4^in.

Igr Sin. is laid along the wall Hush with its

iaacr foee, to receive the ends of the joists

TW jaista, let it be assumed, arc about ten

iMkas^eep. notched to nine inches at the ends,

j» •• I* rise the height of three courses of

WakwMk. Uere, then, bond-timber and joists

iBgetli iii make a height of I'iin., or four courses

af Irickwork. Tlie joists will have a bearing
«f Sim. on the wall, and the wall may be
jappseed to be a brick and a half thick. Now
whcTtver tbe joists occur, there is a complete
:ntn-ru(>tioD ttf the bond on the inner side of
tke work, while extemally it appears unbroken,
tbe evter face, in fact, l>eing carried up half a
Iwirk in thickness, and looking as though the
vixile wall were perfectly solid and uniform

;

box the backing between the timbers too often
CBMUte of bats and small pieces put together
iaamysterious though incongruous way. So long
aa the timlier remains sound and of its full

^MMBsiens, all is well, but this is seldom very
kag; the tnanner of converting balk timber
into MaBtlings precludes the i)crmanent rctcn-
tlM of its original form. When felled and
i^furcd in its native forests, it is thrown into

tke fiiBt lake or liver, formed into rafts, and
Bsrigated to some port of shipment, wliere it is

filmed into cargoes for convej'ance across the
MB. Tbe sea vwage over, it may be assumed
the port of London, the timber is again
menied in the water, which usually con-

•titvlea its only place of storage till wanted for
Mtaal application to sonic building. As to
«l)Mk, SB architect may si>ccify dryness jw a
MMManr qnalitj-, but he must not expect it in
taaker. He mnysay tliat it shall besound and well
MNMMed, but water-seasoning is all that takes
place prenous to conversion, and this fact is

oteworthy, because as the subsequent shrink-
ag* My be estimated at thrcc-quortcrs of an
inch in the foot, it becomes ob\'ious that so faru tlie l«>nd timber and joists are to be regarded
as fotmiDg the inner material of the wall, a
«lkidi;nee c<ih.i1 to the shrinkage must take
place. But the wall docs not depend on the
«widwork alone, and the irregular filling up
between the joists will receive the weight, and
w» tbe evil will I* deferred. For the time there
mmf be no other visible result than the
*e(»pinp of the floor from the skirting, and
when the latter is of wood, the simultaneous
nMf; of the skirting from the flof)r. It is when
tha Wooden bond, having .shrunk to the mini-

diatension of i)erfect drj-ness, enters upon
*• ••otee of decay that the worst consequences
rf fawrting timber constructionally in walls
«a developed. The inner face then sinks, and
lb* itaHcal conditions are disturbed, and bulg-
ag k iaevitsUe. It was a custom of bygoneya to iiMCTt timber very freely in walls.
ra«Miatieii» were fortified, as it was thought
by the introduction of a " chain-bond " of large
vaoclins, and many a goodly edifice has

The Irvinjjlj* (ho practice. Cireat therefore,

erecteil,^p„ ji,e improvements adopted in the

Sftodem coustruction of walls. A solid basis is

obtained by the use of concrete ; wrought iron

hooping hiis advantageously displaced wooden

bond, and the joists aro kept as much !is

(Hssible out of the walls, their ends being

sujiiKirted by brick or iron corbels. Thus all

rapidly perishable matters are excluded, and a

lasting elmracter imparted to work so executed.

Skirtings also aro made of stucco instead of

wood, and shrinkage in that quarter got rid of.

Thus exjierionco and science are gradually re-

moving one of the old defects and disfigure-

ments of buildings—the bulging of walls.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OP BRITISH AECHI-
TECTS.

TIIE first ordinary general meeting since the

Chriatmas recess was held on Monday even-

ing lait, Mr. I'Anson, Vice-President, in tlie chair.

Mewrs. P. B. Alley, jun. ; W. Haustook, and
Josesph Hewett were elected Associates.

Mr. Seddon, Hon. Sec, read a letter from Sir

Sydney Smirke, with respect to the placing of

archite«tural drawings in the annual exhibition of

the Koyal Academy. The Academy, the letter

stated, still recognised the south-east gallery as

destined for architecture, but in the event of the

drawings submitted not being of sufBcient merit,

the Committee reserved to themselves the right

of filling up the vacant space by works cognate to

architecture.

Professor Keeh said that it was a question

whether architecture was to be elbowed out of

the Academy or not. If not, the Institute ought

to take a decided stand, and insist upon having

the fair share of space at the Academy which it

had held since the foundation.

Mr. Sbddon next announced that a special

general meeting would bo held on February 7,

to take into consideration certain business mat-
ters. At this meeting, Sir Sydney Smirke's letter

will be further discussed.

Mr. James K. Collixo then read a paper on
the " History and Restoration of Holkham
Church, Norfolk." As the salient points of the
paper have already appeared in The Bphding
Nbws (page 8, July 2, 1869 j and page 460, Deo.

17), and as the new reading desk formed the sub-

ject of one of our illustrations on the first-named

date, wo have only to add that the paper was
illustrated by a very large and beautiful collec-

tion of drawings, and that Mr. Colling was higldy

complimented for his designs of the carved wood-
work, screens, &c.

Mr. Seddon next read a letter descriptive of
Roberts's fir timber. The letter quoted some tes-

timonies favourable to the material, which has
been used by Mr. Talbert for furniture. Speci-
mens were also exhibited.

The Chairman announced that the next meet-
ing will bo held on the 31st instant, when a
paper will be read by Mr. W. D. Grace, " On the
Ornamental Features of Arab Architecture."

• SANITARY PROGRESS.
ONCE enunciate a truth, nnd slowly and

gradually it takes root. This is more par-
ticularly the case if the application of the truth is

found to bo of immediate interest. Though so
much has been said on the sewage question, and, in
the estimation of many, so comparatively little

done, still it is obvious that palpable progress is

being made. This is shown in an article in the
last number of the Mechanics' Magazine, which
says that one of the great errors fallen into by
fanr-crs is that because they understand the usual
and ancient fashion of tilling and cuhivating
land, they are iherefore quite competent to apply
sewage to it with success. The sooner agricul-
turists understand the folly of such an assumption
the better. They make a great and radical mis-
take in imagining that there is nothing else to do
but to turn the sewage on to the land. It ia the
indulgence of this woeful error that has led many
an unsuccessful farmer to disbelieve in the prin-
ciple of sewage irrigation. Sewage cannot be ap-
plied indiscriminately to land, whether we regard
the soil, the crops, the quantity, or the periods of
application. Kach one of these points must be
carefully studied, and it is not until they have
been thoroughly elucidated that we shall reap the
full value of sewage irrigation. A great deal has
been done, but a great deal yet remains to be done,
especially with respect to rotation of crops. It

has already been established beyond a doubt that

sewage can be renumerativoly and successfully

apjilied to every crop, wljether grass, root, or

cereal, but, with the exception of grass, it has not

yet been ascertained which crop otTers on the

whole the best chance of a profitable retnrn for

capital expended. This is partly owing to the

fact that hitherto rye grass has been the model
orop upon which to experimentalise with sewage,

and it cannot be denied that under certain circum-

stances it yields the quickest return to the agricul-

tmist But at tlie same time it is not to be sup-

posed that the utilisation of sewage by irrigation

is to stop simply at its application to grass,

although it is true that that grass in another form
means hoof, mutton, milk, butter, and cheese.

The real reason why grass (has been selected

as the favourite crop for sewage is not
merely because, as we have already observed, it

yields the iiuickest profit, but also because it

admits of an almost unlimited and indiscriminate

application of sewage. Regarding sewage in the

false light in which it has been hitherto viewed,

as a thing to be got rid of at any price, the
application of it to rye grass offers the readiest

means of accomplishing this result This
false notion of the value of sewage is now, how-
ever, pretty well dissipated, and it will before

long be as carefully preserved as it is now lavishly

squandered.
That the idea of getting rid of sewage instead

of utilising it is not yet abandoned is rendered
manifest by the manner in which the corporation

of that favourite watering place, Hastings, treated

then- sewage last summer. They constructed

works to take it away from the town and dis-

charge it into the sea, and it has been calculated

at a low estimate that the annual value of the
fertilising material thus wantonly got rid of is

.£10,000. It is a wonder the ratepayers do not
look a little more after their own interests. We
should imagine that the above sum gained would
relieve them of a large proportion of their lia-

bilities. It may also be very seriously demanded
whether they have got rid of it so easily as they
imagine. The sea has a peculiar habit of re-

turning tilings thrown into it to the shores

from which they were cast. A filthy

black and empoisoned foreshore we trust

may not result, but it would be only a proper
return to the corporation of Hastings for

their wasteful folly. Among the few towns
which have taken any steps within the last twelve
months to practically test the principle of sewage
irrigation, Warwick may be mentioned. Croydon
and Barking are still the main locales of its

application, and may be regarded as the " head
centres " of sewage utilisation. There is no
doubt but their vicinity to the metropolis, which
can consume evorytliing that is brought within
its walls, 13 a great point in their favour, but
nearly the same may be said of the suburbs of
any large town. Unquestionably, the greatest

difficulty to be surmounted with respect to the
adoption of this principle by local authorities is

the acquisition of the necessary quantity of land.

We are quite willing to adopt a system of sewage
irrigation, says a local board, but where are we
to get the land ? It was that difficxUty which
prevented an admirable scheme for the sewage of

Bromley being carried out. As in all similar

cases it is necessary to borrow money from the
home government to carry out the proposed
works, the question becomes one quite as much of

finance as of engineering. In the case of

Bromley, the plans prepared by the borough
engineer, Mr. Jacob, were approved by the

Secretary of State; but when the fight came, all

the items relating to the land, the alleged antici-

pated nuisances, and the borrowing of the money,
were introduced into the inquiry, and the result

of the whole medley was that the decision of the
commissioners was adverse to the project. The
chairman of the board resigned, and the whole
thing fell through. Some simpler and less

circuitous method of adjudicating upon sewage
schemes is needed. It is absurd to endow local

boards and other authorities with so-called

powers of compulsory purchase, and then virtually

abrogate those powers by refusing the land that
is absohitoly indispensable to the execution of

the scheme. If 1869 has done nothing else but
to demonstrate the necessity of improved and
modified sanitary legislation, the successful appli-

cation of sewage in a financial point of view, and
the failure of all deodorising and disinfecting

processes, it will have laid a foundation for

future operations that will ultimately prove
invaluable.
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riir: extiibition op the wonics of tub old
MASTKIiS AT TllU ItOYAL ACADEMY.

THE lloyal Academy has inaugurated tlie

first winter in its new homo in the happiest

manner possible, by an exliibition of tlie Old

Masters, and associated with them two modern
jiainters, whose names are still fresh in the

recollections of their countrymen. The works

selected for exhibition are for the most jiart

well chosen and really good pictures— jjictures

which not only the general public will admire

and value, but which must be of the greatest

possible use to artists themselves, as examples
of methods, models for imitation, and last, not

least, subjects for discussion and argument
with their brother artists.

On entering the groat room, we are imme-
diately struck with the admirable way in which

Sir Joshua Reynolds holds his own, though
placed with the Old Masters. His " Mrs. Sid-

dons " is hung between two pictures of that

great colourist, Peter Paul Rubens, without

the juxtaposition being at all detrimental to

Sir Joshua. In the same room is placed his

fuU-length portrait of Lady Bute, the only

daughter of Lady JIary AVortley AJontaguc,

and the wife of that Lord Bute who was sus-

pected of an Tindue influence over the Princess

of Wales. This lady was in her time a leader

of fashion, but her chief claim to our atten-

tion now, to our mind, is that slie was the occa-

sion of this fine work of art. The admirable
colouring is so ipiiut, and yet so full of light;

indeed the figure is almost in monochrome, the

only bit of colour being that delightful green
parasol, bringing out the delicate fiesh tints of

the face ; the landscape, too, unobtrusi\'e as it

is, is harmonious, and in keeping with the

figure. This picture is decidedly one of the

happiest efforts of that '• first Englishman who
added the praise of the elegant arts to the

other glories of his country." It is a pity that

"The Study for a Portrait of Miss Leigh" has

been placed in this room, for it is too weak to

have come from the hand of this great master
;

it will not bear comparison with the small

equestrian portrait by Sir Joshua, hanging as

a pendant to it on the other side of the
doorway. Tliero is a Titian, No. 97, in

this gallery, which we suspect is wTongly
named ; the red drapery is very finely

painted, and reminds us of Paris Bordone
but the head is dull and heavj' ; it has cither

been much scraped down or eLso repainted.

No. 97, " The Last Supper," is a possession of

which the Royal Academy may well be proud,
for whether the head of our Lord be by Da
Vinci or not, the cojiy was made during the

lifetime, and probably tmder the superinten-

dence of the great painter himself ; and from
the fact of tlie damaged condition of the

original picture, it has become almost invalu-

able. No. 90, a landscape by Tcniers the

younger, is an example for all landscape
paintere. The artist has managed to bring
out the three figures like jewels upon the
background, and yet when the eye has been
satisfied by resting upon the figures, how per-

fect is that backgroimd ! The reflection in

the water and the luminousness of the sky are
i^uito wonderful. One might sit before" this

picture and revel in the quaint Dutch land-
scape, and wonder what orders Mynheer
Teniers is giving to his gardener, by the hour
together. Cuyp's landscape (No. 10'2) is a
very fine specimen of the master, glowing
witli life and sunshine. The imjiression of
great truth is given in the painting of the
foliage, without that painful realism with
which modern landscape painters of a certain
school arc accustomed to worry the eye. It

is instructive to note that the Dutch painters,

80 famous for minute details in genre paint-
ing, are careful in their landscape art to sub-
ordinate individual details of minute parts to
the general impression of finish given to the

whole pictine. The two Rcmbran..> „^ tj,o I

in this room are so fine that they are Di;'_,'-.tJ

both criticism and praise. No. 91, Gains-
borough's " Blue Boy," is as fresh as when it

first was painted. The rival which has lately

sprung up must bo strong indeed to have equal

claims with it to be considered an original

picture. The best Gainsborough in the pre-

sent collection appears to us the one lent by
the Queen (No. 119). Where shall wo find

hands so painted in modern portraits ? The
composition is unfortimate, as the j-oungest

princess seems to bo slipping out of the pic-

tino ; but this may arise from its having been
cut down from a full length.

The Leon.irdo da Vinci in Gallery No. 1,

called " LaVicrge aux Rochers," is not a picture

whicli will be interesting to the general public.

It has been neglected and allowed to get too

dark, the rocks also are heavy and rather take

the eye away from the faces, whicli are very
beautiful in feeling and expression. There is a
very fine Vandyke in this room, a portrait of

a lady. No. 20. Jlr. Holford, the possessor,

has kmdly allowed the students in the Painting

School of the Academy to copy it, and it would
be difficult to find a more admirable subject,

the expression of the face is so beautifully

wrought out. This jiicture must have been
painted when Vandyke was in Italy, long

before those in the Windsor collection were
executed, as the infiuenoe of the Venetian
School is strongly felt in the colouring of
this work. All Vandyke's portraits arc re-

markable for their /)ose ; he understands so well

the way to place his figures upon the canvas
;

there is a grand simplicity in their action,

which, combined with his great powers of

colouring, render him a very ]]rinco among
portrait painters ; he is also a jiortrait painter

of princes. We are apt to wonder whether
if Vandyke had painted a beggar, he would
have given him the same refined and
courtly air. No. 10, " Las Menlnas," by
N'elasquez, deserves great attention. It is a
sketch for the large Spanish picture, and it is

cm'iously illustrative of the customs of those

times when dwarfs and jesters were necessary

members of royal houseliolds. No. 14,
" Equestrian Portrait of Phillip IV.," is a
pleasing work, but it is not a Velasquez.
This truly great painter's finest works, are only
to be found in S|)ain. On entering Gallery

No. 11, we are immediately struck bv the

Snyder's, No. 49, "The Lion Hunt." 'This
master's method is one which repays study,

and we suspect that upon it our greatest

modern animal painter has not a little founded
himself. But while Landseer is remarkable
for the way in which he makes the individual

hairs of his paint brush tell in painting the

coat of his dogs, Snyder's is no less remarkable
by his method of making one broad and single

stroke of his brush, answer the same jmrposo.

The dogs in this picture are superior to the
lions, both as regards drawing and execution.

This shows that great as must have been the

natural genius of the man ; he was not able

to overcome the want of iiatm-e to paint from.

Dogs he could get in abundance, but a lion,

and particularly a free lion, was a mu£h more
diflicult model to obtain. No. 30, " The
Salutation," is a remarkable Rembrandt

; the

way in which he has condensed the light upon
the neck and shoulders of the Virgin, deserves

particular notice. Hogarth's picture. No. 43,
is a very striking work, though the painter's

caricaturist instincts have decidedly led him
to exaggerate the grief of Sigismunda. No.

59, Titians " Portrait of a Doge," is a glorious

work of art, painted probably in Titian's early

manner, when the feeling of Bellini still clung

to him. The portrait has been very badly re-

paired, if we may dare to saj' so of a pictuie

belonging to that celebrated art critic Mr. Rus-
kin. Rapliael is but poorly rejirescnted ; most of

his fine works, if we except his cartoons, are on

the Continent, and those in this country are dif-

ficult to get at. No. 01, "A Holy Family," as-

cribed to him, is more probably a GiuHo Romano.
The publication of t^vo lives of Albert

without any accident to the crowd of people
daily paaaing through the station. The numbqr ,

'" ""ares ineaBured on the pl«n wf- '''" '-^

master, ?". --'j^- > -•.. ji Jne v irpin," Il«.

55. If wo had not been so strongly nrderet

to admire Durcr in all and every part «f bi«

pcrfonnances, wo should have suhmitted HktX
the landscape and nccessories, gueh as th«
wing.s of the cherubs, are by far the best •put

of this ])icture, both as to colouring ajid de-
tail, and that the heads are somewhat bmBet-

like in shape. The Mantegna hangiBi; est
to this picture, belonging to Lady EasUaite,

is a very fine one, an«l a more favoarabk
specimen of thi.s painter than No. 58, " Christ

on the Jlount of Olives," for in this pietare

he has carried his improved method, aceordiai;

to Vasari, of foreshortening to rathertoogneat

an excess.

All art students should carefully study tlie tw*
unfinished pictures in Gallery No. 4, " the Judg-
ment of Solomon," bv Giorgione, and " A. Vtmy
Family," by Michael Angelo. It is most asfair

that Giorgionc's i>icture should have bfen rtijK

pled all over, so as to give it the ap))earanoe «f
finish, while it is in reality only beguK, and
the sooner this abomination is removed by
some skilful and able repairer the better. It

is natural to suppose that the painter in teaded

to have added other figures on tlie left-fca«4

side ;of the picture, behind the ciecntiaiiec.

The similarity of the composition of lht« work
with Raphel's cartoon of '' fjlynias the Sorcerer,"

oven extending to the action of some of 0»
figures, is at ouce apparent. As tliese jdctaras

must have been painted at about the eaxmt

time, it is possible that both paijitere toelcfor

a model some ancient bas-relief, well kaown
at that jieriod. The Michael Angelo sImwc
the green ground of terre-verte for the fl«il»

iu several places, the marks also of it.»: lv«ing

traced from a cartoon are distinctly visible.

Sir Joshua Reynolds is said to huT'c rcrape*

down a Venetian picture till he came to the

ground, to find out the method used, hut lici«

we can see the greatjainter's method fix>nttiM

earliest to the latest stage on the same caitvaa,

and a careful study of this picture will cunvinee

the student of the painter's strict adherence to

a system of painting most clearly leading

to a safe result. Is it from ignorance tbat

this method of painting fiesh on a greea

ground is, as far as we know, never used in tlia

present day ? It is sad to see the cracks is tlw
" Portrait of Vittoria Colonna," by SelxiistiBt

del Piotnbo, No. 149, the divine Vitterta, as

Michael Angelo called her. He fIiouM have
painted her himself, and given her that oilier

attribute of the divine, immortality. How-
ever, this portrait is now evidently (Ak«B

great care of, and placed under glass, so the

injiuies may very probably go no fuither. It

is as well to say that tliey are raado niadi

more apparent by bad repairing, which migkt
be removed. No. 127, '-View of a \i*,irj

Farm," by Paul Potter, is an exquisite \»aA-

scape, painted with that feelini; for susligbt

common to many Dutch painters. The
minute details of the grass plat are very .swoct

and true to nature. No. 120 and No. 134,
" The Portraits of Rubens and His Wife," by
Rubens himself, are lent by the Quoea, aad

are in excellent condition. They are qnite a
lesson in portrait painting, from the ease Mid
freshness with which they are executed. The
portrait of Rubens' wife has originally fcee»

painted on a smaller canvas, and has beea

added to later, pcrliapa to make it the sa«B
size with her husband's, so a.s to serve « a
pendant to it in the Royal coUectioo. The
join at the lower end of the canvas coatea

through the middle of the hand, but it is »•

beautifully managed that it is only pereejrtible

after the closest inspection. Thi.s portraii !»as

been painted with greater delicacy of feeling

than is usual with Rubens, for much as wa
may admire his colouring, he is undoul^todly

a coarse painter. No. 147, " The Portraii •/

Edward VI.," said to be by Holb.2in, is otAam
original picture. Compare it with the two

Holbcins from Windsor Castle, and that iti
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erecte^f-Q^igjjj^ building existed, but at that time
tnnvt at the wccten «nd of th« church is,

with the metal vanes, stone finials, 4c., un- ^
^iM^v (rood. Very many of the churches L^Y^be church underwent that terrible

H^'&ilJ,iJjn*?£S^'"i'.2[?.yiS^8S^crof
..--.- -

period. If it is by Holbein it hasthe same ,

been much worked upon. No. Ill, "Portrait

©f .lohn. Elector of Saxony," called a Holbein,

we an> strongly inclined to think a Mabuse,

and a very good one it is. Sir. Holford's

other Holbein in the (irst room. " The Portrait

of Lord de la Warr," is more probablya GwiUim

Stietes. As all good jokiw arc given to Joe Mil-

ler, so all good pictures of this time are ascribed

to Holbein. Cntics forget that there were seve-

ral men, nearly, if not quite as great as Hol-

bein, liviiip anil painting during this period.

Ko. 148, a jandi^cape by Bellini, is a very

beautiful work—peculiarly minute and real-

istic. It is impossible in so limited a

pace to notice alt the One pictures in this

collection, much less those by Leslie and

Stanticld. These latter we may return to at

gome future time ; but we cannot close with-

out calling attention to the wonderful
" Altieri Claude," No. 142. The history of

tliis one picture alone would require an article

to itself. In conclusion, we must remark that

the love of the Old Masters grows with the

study of them, and we sincerely trust that this

short notice may induce many to go and

examine them for themselves.

SOCIBTT OF FISK ABT8.

THIS society held their first meeting on Thurs-
day, the aoDual general meeting being fol-

lowed by a lecture entitled, " Blessing the Com-
fieHs ; or. Landscape Art in Poetry."

Mr. Bayliss, the lecturer, observed that the

theme of Art was at first action, then beauty, then

passion ; each school not copying its predecessor,

on: adding a new domain to the empire of art.

Bnt these schools, absorbed each in the realisation

of its chosen phase of bnman hfe, missed .'alto-

gether any adequate conception of that other life
j

the life of natnre, where only we find beanty with-

out sensualitv, and passion without suffering or

in. This life of natnre has now become the

theme of the painter and the poet, who have
learned that it is glorions for its own sake, and
who tee in landscape art the shadow of the lost

paradise, and the promise of the paradise to

come.
After some discussion on the varions points

raised in the lectiu-e, and especially on the subject

of idealism in landscape art, the proceedings

closed.

ABCHITKCTUBAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting of this Asso-
ciation on Friday evening last, the Presi-

dent, Mr. L. W. Ridge, in the chair, Messrs. H.
J. Wright, W. T. Hollams, and A. H. McMurdo
were elected members. Mr. Douglass Mathews,
Hon. Sec., referred to the career and death of the
late Mr. James Wylson, "The Father of the
Aaneiation," of whom a long obituary notice
appeared in last week's BriLonro News.

lir. Chakies B.tiLT, of the City Architect's
Ofllce, Guildhall, then read a paper entitled :

—

OTIS OS son or the tikbeb buildings in
KCaLAXD DtTBtNO TQE MIDDLE A0E8.

As a general rale, when our ancestors were
about to build, they adapted to their use the
the materials which were readiest at hand. We
are, therefore, not surprised to find so many of the
old baiklings constructed for the most part of
wood ; for in the Middle Ages, hirge districts of
Knitland were covered with vast forests of timber,
chiefly of oak. It is possible that the oldest
wooAen work that we have now remaining in
Kngland is a pirt of the church at Oreensted,
near <)ng»t, in Essex. These remains consist of
the upright sides of the nave, and are formed of the
labe of oak trees, placed in a vertical position,
the narrow edges being chopped down to bring
the slabs pretty close one to another, and which
are toneued together to keep out the weather.
The slabs at the ends are brought to a unifom
thicknen by catting off, in wedge fashion, a por-
tion of the rounded sides, and are inserted into
timber sills and phites, and secured with wooden
pins. The convex sides of the slabs arepUccd
ootwards.

Previrasly to the year 1849, very much more

ordeal of

alteration, destruction, and smartening up, known

as church restoration ; and when these works

were completed, the only original parts which

were left were these oak slabs. Internally the

old building was lined with a thick coat of

plastering, and Uiis was laid directly on the slabs,

a key being formed by cutting or jagging with an

adze the internal surfaces of the same. Tliismode

of forming a key appears to prove that the plaster-

work was original, for had the timbers been in an

old and dry state when the semi-shavings were

cut, the same would probably have split off

altogether instead of curling outwards, as was

requisite to hold the plaster. This building was

undoubtedly of very great antiquity ; the tradition

of the neighbourhood, which states that it once

enclosed the remains of Eilinund, King of East

Anglia, is in the main probably true. The thick-

ness of the slabs appears to bo about one-fourth

of the diameter of the tree ; the square timber from

the ceutre very probably was used in the construc-

tion of the root and the other parts of the build-

ing, which was 2yft. 9in. long, by 14ft. wide.

There does not appear to have been any provision

made to admit daylight—another piece of evi-

dence that the building was a case to enclose the

remains of the martyred king—and when any

light was required, it was very likely obtained by

torches.

With the exception of a few roofs, we do not

possess much by way of timber buildings before

the commencement of the fourteenth century,

and where such are found, they are but fragments.

There is a curious arcade on small columns,

forming an open gallery front to an upper stoiy

in the chancel of Compton, in Surrey. It is of

late Norman date, say about the year 1140 or

1150. This gallery was most likely for the pur-

poses of the Rood Loft, or for the display of re-

lics, or it may have been the spot which the

priest occupied when blessing the faithful.

On the side of the Church of Hartley Wintry,

in Hampshire, is .a doorway with highly pointed

arch, in the hollow mouldings of which the four-

leaved flower known as the dog's tooth, is cut,

the whole being in wood. Moor Hall, at Hare-
field, near Uxbridge, was a " camera" of the

Knights Hospitallers of S. John of Jerusalem.

It is a building of timber—a single room for the

use of the officer who had the supervision of the

estate, and his servants. It is, doubtless, the

work of the middle of the 13th century, and has

a fine roof of open timbering of three bays ; one
of the principals has a very elaborately moulded
arch beneath a cambered collar beam ; in the
arch is cut the dog's tooth flower, and over the
eoUar is a king-post supporting a minor collar

and Icon beam.
Roofs of timber buildings are more often con-

structed with than without tie beams. The roof

of Moor Hall spread somewhat for want of one,

but this was obviated by inserting a beam at the
springing of the arch, from plate to plate, and
which beam is nearly as old as the arched roof

itself. Near, but not adjoining to this wooden
room is a storehouse, also of 13th century work,
but built with rubble walls, having several lancet

windows in the sides, and a triplet at one end.
The interior is plastered, which is jointed with
red lines to imitate masonry ; at the intersec-

tions of the lines are roses. The wooden
room is 45ft. long x 29ft. wide. The Store
or Granary is 35ft. long x 18ft. Sin. wide,
and had originally two stories ; the upper was
approached by a wooden staircase, as may still be
seen.

Of timber buildings erected in the 14th
century, we have many still left, and 20
years ago had many more. The tasteless,

cruel, unnecessary and shameful destruction of
such interesting and curious examples as
the Refectory of the Monks at Great Malvern,
the Guesten Hall, and the Old Deanery at
Worcester, and the very curious wooden cloisters

near to S. George's Chapel at Windsor, cannot
be alluded to without expressing feelings of
contempt and indignation. These buildings
were erected in the early part of the 14th cen-
tury, and at this period many porches of oak
timber were attached to churches in many parts
of England. Those at Radwinter, Hempstead,
and Alkham, in the county of Essex may be
referred to as fine and varied types, but perhaps
the grandest and at the same time the most per-
fect, although not less than five centuries old, is

at Boxford, in Sufiblk. This porch has a finely

moulded entrance to its front, and a rich barge
board above ; each side has two bays of open
tracery, with highly pointed arched heads, each
two lights wide. The inside is grained in two
bays, with moulded ribs springing from triple

columns, with moulded caps and bases attached
to the sides. This porch is certainly more than
a century older than the church to which it

forms an approach. Judging from the few
which have lasted to the present time, it would
seem that timber was not a favourite material in

the 14th century for building churches. There
is one, however, at Besford, in Worcestershire,
belonging to the early part of the century, and
another at Marton, in Cheshire, of a later date.

In both these examples the sides are formed of
timber framings, and the spaces filled in with
plaster and loam, much after the same fashion
as was adopted in house building, and which
will bo particularly described hereafter. It

ought to be here mentioned that the door-heads
in both of these churches are of the ogee form
of arch, a very favourite shape for door-heads in
Worcestershire, Cheshire, and Warwickshire.

In the county of Essex are a number of very
curious belfries, built about the middle of the
15th century, and attached to churches. Those at

Blackmore,Margaretting,and atStookare erected
of timber from the ground, having but a slight
foundation of rubble below the oak sills. The
noble balks of timber forming the main upright
supporting posts are of astonishing size j at
Blackmore, which is the largest and finest exam-
ple, each of the four principal posts contains not
less thantwoand a half loads of squared oak timber,
and all the other timbers are in proportion.
This belfry, which is three stories high, measures
30ft. square on the ground floor.

The belfries at Shenfield, Chipping Ongar,
Mountnessing, and WUlingate Spain, are framed
of timber and rise from the ground, but stand
within the walls of the churches 5 that at Bowers
GiSbrd Church rests on the walls of the stone
tower. A very good example of the same sort
of belfry is to be seen at Cowden, in Kent. It is

a fine and bold piece of timber construction.

Standing just within the walls at the western
end of the nave are six upright posts, three on
either side, each containing the best part of a
large oak tree ; those at the angles, at their

loner ends, measure 18in. X 15in. in their
sections, and enlarge at the tops to 21 in. wide ;

these angleposts are now about 14 ft. long.

These posts once rested on a timber plate or
sill, which, having decayed, has been removed, and
the ends of the timber have been underpinned
with brickwork. The two intermediate posts are

even larger, and measure 21ft. wide x 17in. at the
top. All the posts are somewhat cambered over
at the upper ends, the natural bend of the trees

being taken advantage of for this purpose. The
two centre posts are longer than those at the

angles, the upper ends terminating at a higher
level hy about 5ft. These six wooden pillars

carry three framed principals, dividing the en-

closed square space into two bays. The centre

principal is merely a massive tie beam or girder,

17in. X 14in., laid flatwise over the posts,

with curved arched braces 2ft. wide and Sin
thick, framed in underneath.
The principals on the east and west of the en-

closure are of a more complicated characted than
that in the centre, the tie beams resting on the

posts at a lower level, and supporting additional

pieces of framing to make up the difference in

height. The reason of this arrangement in the
design is evidently to obtain a bearing for other

arched ribs, which are set at right angles with
those in the centre principals, giving to the pre-

sent ringing chamber somewhat the effect of
being groined, with the exception that these ribs

spring from the centres of the sides of the square
instead of from the angles.

It was in the autumn of the year 18C5, when I
sketched this belfrey. I was then most anxious to

inspect the construction of the spire which is

carried on the substructure just described, and
with that intention I ascended the steps which
lead to the bell-chamber. With some difficulty I

lifted the heavy trap-door, when in an instant to

my horror, I discovered that I had upset a
hornet's nest which for some months had hung
near the warm window in the western gable of

the church. It needs but few words to describe

how soon the trap-door fell, and how fast I came
down the ladder, and into the churchyard ; when
fortunately, net one of the venomous insects found
its way through the defective floor into the
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chamber below—but tlie survey of the spire hadt

of course at that time to be abandoned. But I had

left my book in the ringing-loft, and moreover 1

had not finished my sketch. After some con-

sideration, I again very quietly returned. I could

distinctly hear tlie warnin<; bu/.z overhoad, but as

rapidly as possible I scratched iu the completing

lines of the subject, and the drawing now exhibited

to you is the result.

TLnro is so little ornament about this belfry

that it is difficult to state its exact ago ;
it is most

certainly of much later date than the church itself,

which it is pretty certain was built about Anno
Domini 1:3-10 to 13.00, and the structure of the

belfiy may be a century later. Of timber build-

ings erected about the middle of the 15th century

and after that time, we have a great number still

remaining, and in something like a perfect con-

dition. I shalljhowever, on the present occasion,

confine myself to those of the domestic class.

In the southern districts of England the old

English manor-houses, the houses of the gentry

generally, as well as those of the better class of

the yeomanry, were very simple in the plaii, and

very often exhibited a singular uniformity of

design. In the centre was the hall, at the end

of one side of which was the principal entrance

to the house, a portion of the hall being cut off

by a screen to form a passage through the house

from the front entrance to that at the back, which

was directly opposite.

On the side of this passage (known by the name
of " the entryc," and sometimes called the

" screens ") and opposite to the screen, were gene-

rally three doorways, as at Crowhurst Place, in

Surrey, the scat of the Gaynesfords ; sometimes,

however, there were but two, as is the case at Great

Tangley, in the parish of Wonersh, in Surrey. In

both these examples the first of these doors opens

into a parlour ; at Crowhurst the second leads to a

staircase, and the third to the butteries, kitchen,

and to the whole of the domestic offices.

In the screen were two openings, without

doors, through which the hall was entered ;

heyond the upper or dais end of the hall were one

or several rooms of a more private character than

either the parlour or hnll : the sleeping-rooms

were generally in the upper stories. Externally

there was usually a recess in the centre of the

front, formed by one side of the hall, as wo find

was the case in the house of Great Tangley, as

originally built. At either end of this central

recess was a gabled projection, the one forming a

porch over the entrance, the other a bay mndow
to the hall. Beyond these were two larger gabled

ends, one enclosing the parlour and offices, the

other the more private rooms before noticed.

The plans of houses of course somewhat varied

according to circumstance or size and importance
;

but the arrangement here described was in the

15th and 16th centuries a very general type

Ockwells, sometimes called Ockholt, in Berk-

shire, is after this fashion ; and Crowhnrst

Place and Great Tangley are also very good

examples.

Sometimes the size of a house was increased

by the addition of several apartments, which
surrounded a courtyard in the rear of the front

buildings ; in such cases the hall was often ap-
j

proached from the quadrangle, and formed one j

of its sides. This occurs at " The Mote," I

at Ightham, and at Penshurst Place, both in •

Kent. I

But whatever was the general plan, the peculiar

arrangement of the great hall, with the screens

at its lower end, the entrances to the offices

beliind it, and the dais at the upper end of the

loom, appears to be all but universal, so much so

that it is found alike in the palaces of the king

and of the nobles, and in the houses of the middle
classes of society. We see it at Eltham and at

Hampton Court, at Mayfield, at Croydon and
Lambeth, at Penshurst, and at most of the halls

of the Colleges at Oxford and Cambridge, as well

as in those of the Middle Temple, and Staple
Inn, London ; and, indeed, at many other places
too numerous to notice in this paper.

In the " ArchiBological Journal " (vol. xiiv. p.

57) is given a translation by Mr. Joseph Burtt,
Assistant-keeper of the Public Records, of a most
Taluable and interesting document from the
muniments of the Dean and Chapter of West-
minster. It is a contract for building a hall at

Eammes, or Ilamsey, Sussex, and is dated the
6th day of March, U Edward II. (a.d. 1321).
This contract is between " Sir Geoffrey de Say,
knigbt, on the one part, and John Bengwyne, of

^^^—^——^^^^^~^ " M the without any accident to the crowd of people

Wogham (O/T/iam), mason, on the other par. I
daily pawing through the station. The numbnt.

that is to say, " that the aforesaid Johnshall make,
on the said OeofTrey's manor of Hammes, four

walls of stone and chalk for a hall, of the which
the two side walls shall,be UOft. long on the in-

side, and 2tft. high from the ground, and the

two ends shall be gables ot such a length that ' This celebrated order was founded about the

the hall within the walls shall bo 30ft. in width

and of such height as the roof of the hall will

permit. And the said John shall make in the

gable towards the west, which shall bo at the

dai.s of the said hall, a lire-place which shall be

6ft. in width within the jambs, and on the side

of the said hall towards the south, another fire-

place of Oft. in width, and the shafts of the two
ctunmeys shall be carried 3ft. above the roof of

the hali. And the said John shall make in the

side of the said hall towards the north, three win-

dows, with transoms, each 6ft. in breadth, and

of such a height as the walls will permit ; and

on the side towards the south there shall be the

diior of the hall, of convenient width and height,

and two windows agreeing with the windows on
the north side ; and in the gable towards the east

there shall be three doors, one for the pantry,

another for the buttery, and the third for a passage

to the kitchen."

This part ofthe contract has been here quoted

to show that the arrangement here described

exactly agrees with that given above, and proves

what a very general plan it was.

The contract obliges the said John to " dig,

draw, and cut all the stone that shall be required

for the aforesaid walls, doors, windows, and fire-

places in all the places where the said Sir Geoffrey

sees it to be to his advantage, except the stone

which shall be for the hearths and the backs of

the said fire-places against the fire. And the

said John shall dig the sand for all the aforesaid

works, and shall find lime at his charge, as well

as for the said works as for covering all the hall

and the pent-house. And the said Sir Geoffrey

shall have carried all the said stone, lime, and
sand on to the place where the hall shall be

made ; and he shall give to the said John for his

work, and all other expenses aforesaid, thirty-

five marks and a quarter of wheat, and shall pay

him from month to month according to the pro-

gress of his work."

It will be observed that this contract is only

for the mason's work, nothing being said about

the roof and tlie other carpenter's work, nor the

works of the other tradesmen.

The Great Hall of the Palace of Westminster,

and the Guildhall of the City of London, are the

exceptions to,the rule ; at Westminster the chief

entrance is in the north end of the building ; and at

Guildhall it is in the centre of the south side; in

each case through a finely-designed porch ; but

both these cases must be considered in a different

light from the hall of a manor-house, as these

two halls were attached to adjoining buildings

only by mere passages, and were nearly insulated

on all sides.

(To be continued.)

^area meaiured on the plan wf-

MR. C. liV'^IGNOLLES, the newly-elected
President of the Institution of Civt

Engineers, in hi.s inaugural address, referred

briefly to the order of Monastic Bridge Builders.

ART NOTES FROM ROME.

THE annual distribution of prizes at S.

Luke's Academy took place on the 27th ult.,

being the Pope's name-day. The first prize in

painting was taken by the Roman artist Guerrino
Guardobassi, the second by Angelo Carosi, of

Carbognano, and Cesare Caroselli, of Genazzano.
The first prize in architecture was conferred on
a son of Tenerani, the sculptor (lately deceased),

who as president of the association would have

had the happiness he liad much desired of

bestowing it with his own hand had he been
spared a few weeks longer. Monsignor Ciccolini

pronounced an oration celebrating the benefits

Pius IX. has conferred on the arts. Betti, the

oldest member of the association with the excep-

tion of Minardi (confined to the house by ill-

health) spoke in moving terms of the losses the

Academy has sustained in the course of the past

year in the painter Fracassini, the architect

Poletti, and the sculptor Tenerani, as well as in

the veteran German artist Overbeck. Tenerani

will be succeededin the presidency of the Academy
by Coghetti, whose rich and vigorous frescoes at

Santa Maria in Trastevere, and other churches,

are familiar to all who know Rome ; and as

curator of galleries and museums by Giaccometti,

known chiefly by his great work, the viaduct of

I'Arriccia.

close of the 8th century. Their repntcd founder
was St. Benezct, who, from the bumble calling

of shepherd, became the builder of the bridge

over the Rhone at Avignon, about a.d. 1180.

The recognised title of a Jlonk-Pmgineer of

this order was, in the baibamns Latin of the

middle ages, Pon'TIFEX {Cunitructeur de
Fonts) bridge builder. Hence, we infer
" Engineer in Chief " to be a translation of the
title, " Pont ifex AVaximns," although before the

Christian era such designation was attribute<l to

the chief high priest of a heathen temple, and is

now deemed, as it neverthlcsa was in that same
twelfth century, solely applicable to the Pope of

Rome.
This Monkish order of bridge builders, which

may be chai-acterised as the first Institution of
Civil Engineers, continued almost uninterruptedly

for several hundred years ; it is not certain

whether they were quite separate from others,

their purely ecclesiastical brethren, but they were
a mendicant order, .solely, however, for raising

funds for bridges. History records few of the

names of these pious Engineers, but the last was
the monk Romain. who, after long previous good
service under Colbert, became one of the first, if

not the very first, of the Engmeers of theCorpsde
Pouts et Chaussces of France, when that institu-

tion was, after many vicissitudes, finally consti-

tuted in the early part of the last century.

THE NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

THE members of this society held, on
Tuesday last, their eleventh annual meet-

ing, the President, Mr. Thomas Oliver, in the

chair. The ordinary report, which contained a

review of the operations of the society for the

past year, and which drew attention to the sub-

jects referred to at the close of the President's

address, was read by the Secretary and confirmed.

The financial position was stated to be good,

there being a balance in hand of £9 Os. lid. The
arrears of subscriptions were stated to amount to

£26 7s. The annual address was then delivered

by the president. He concluded a general review

of the architectural events of the past year by a

few remarks on the work accomplished by the

society, its present position, and its prospects as

to the future. What they were going to do

would greatly depend upon themselves, but more

especially upon united action on the part of the

executive and the junior members. The first

thing which they ought to do was to secure a

diploma, and all other things would follow in its

train. He had long held this view, but had never

until now realised how soon this might be accom-

plished. They must put themselves under the

Government of their country, at least to this

extent, and they would be the better qualified,

educationally, morally, and socially, to execute

the duties of their position. A brass plate with

engraven name should not constitute an architect;

he should be a man of education, a man of science,

imbued with art-feeling, high principled, strictly

honourable, beyond suspicion. He stands in his

position towards his country responsible for the

life and limb of those under his direction, as well

as for those for whom he constructs, yet his conn-

try makes no provision for his education or for

the assurance that he is competent to undertake

these high responsibilities. Mr. Oliver added

—

I am well aware of the difficulties and even the

disadvantages that attend the establishment of an

architectural diploma, but these, as in the case of

both the legal and medical professions, may ; be

readily overcome or even turned, as in the instances

rsfened to, to the well-being of the profession.

He next sketched a i)lan on which the diploma

might be granted to existing architects and pro-

cured by future applicants, the system being, in

the main, that adopted some years ago, in refer-

once both to the legal und the medical professions.

He pointed out, in some detail, what onght to

constitute the educational qualifications for candi-

dates going up for examination, and, lastly , alluded

to the proposed architectural library, sketching

class, and visiting class.-
There are 2814 lighthouses m the world. The

coa.sts of Europe have 1886 ; America, 774; andAaia

and Oceanica has 165.
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tumi at tlM «wt«n mi of the churvh is,

with tha metal muiM, stone finials, &c., un-

a«a»lK g<wd. Veiy many of the churches L

•"v-OwBtjjWh^ter are the JPfr"*""

'

TH» FKBXCH BnTU OF KSGISKERISG*

maK Dwne of the 1st Februaiy, 1716,

X iHikad the dat« of the acttuil csUbliBh-

naitf and deSnite organintion of the Corps des

Ponta e» ChaustJes. A hierarchy of Kngiueers

«M than craatcd, which, thoagh the duties first

sttnbutad to them hare sinee heen rasUy exten-

ded. atiU exiiU in iU leading features, on a

iMtaa perbcUy adapted to fuiai Uie purpose of

keeiniig erenrthing in the shape of what we call

j, STprteent day " PubUc Works," strictly

oound under Oorerument control.

Am now oonstUuted, [this Corps des Fonts

, J . jce Survey Office, the HydroKraphical

^"^Vifl^ of the Admiralty, the Trinity Board, the

"Voods and Forests, the Board of Health, and

other public Boards, and commissioners, by the

connty, city, and borough surveyors by the way

waidens, and by innumerable local officers

throughont the United Kingdom ; besides many

other duties and functions which in this country

we have had no thought of creating for ths pur-

pose of control, but which arc vested m this

ministry by their perfect system of centralisation.

To keep this enormous machine in good working

order, the subdivision of labour and responsibility

has been carried to an extent, which is a

striking proof oC the organising faculties of

the French. There arc in Paris about thirty-

two Bureaux, each with its statf of chief ,
deputy,

and clerks, of which fully one half have their at-

tention devoted exclnsively to public works. So of

ibrmsthe moat important branch of,
tije almost as many permanentcomraissions sitting

tba boremment department in France, desig-

natod a* the " Ministry of Agriculture, Commerce

nd PuUic Works." It is impoesible in a brief

tkateh, aneh as I am attempting, to give more

^h.n a fiifait idea of the importance and many

nuoiSeatioDa of this ministry, which includes

tlM direction, inspection, and in many cases the

eanying oat of what,in this conntry.are assigned

to Tariona and generiklly independent bodies, or

are not looked after at all, at least systematically.

The Agricultural Branch is charged with the

(ieUili and statistics relating to cultivation,

produce of crops, drainage, irrigation, &c., with

the foperrision of the numerous farm and

Taterinary schools, the chambers of agriculture,

and various other similar establishments ; with

the inapection of the river fisheries, with the

MOlatioa of the sea bathing places, and l^hc

jnuienl 'water springs, and with sanitary affairs

MMnl and tpeoiaL

The Commercial Branch attends to assnre com-

paniea and tontines, to internal and external com-

meroe, the valnation of cnstom-house entries, to

the regulation and management of every mercan-

tile port on coast and river, and from the grand

emporinms of Marseilles and BordeauK to small

fishing villages ; it guards the various museums
of and all that relates to arts, trade, or manufac-

tores genarally thmngh associations and schools
;

to the inspection of weights and measures, to the

tobacco and gunpowder manufactories, and the

protection of children in factories, to the control

of all exchange agents aod.brokers, and of the

various chambers of commerce established in

every department and in the principal towns.

The Engmeering Branch inspects and controls

every railway, canal, and navigable river, whether

completed and in operation or only in progress.

It brings evcrj- mill and manufacturing establish-

ment, worked' cither by water or by steam, under

ila direction ; mines, sunk or open, beds of

of minerals, quarries, and collieries, come
under its regulitions, and, of course, all

steam engines stationary or locomotive. Also

all establixhments for electric telegraph.^ water

or lewerage, and the streets and improvements

of towns. A special otfice is devoted to the

management of all the lighthouses, channels, and
buoys on the coasts, estuaries, and harbours.

The construction and repair of highways and
oarriageable roads of every class come under its

controL The superrision of the various scholas-

tie aataUiahmenta connected with Engineering.

The special sohoollof the Fonts et Chausces itself,

eitabliahed aoon after the corps was organized ;

the School of Mines, the School of Arts and
Hannfaotures, and the Kngineering course of the

Koole Polytechnique. Within the category of

its duties come the Topographical and C^logical
Surreys of the Empire, and the whole extensive

I of levels and contouring, and the publi-

1

I of maps and profiles ; further, it cttab-

1

I the minute regulations for the preparations
,

on fixed scales, of every plan and section inten-

ded for the purpose of soliciting a concession,

and for every stage of tlie works subsequently
executed. Finally, it has to report upon every
oooecsaion demanded for any object previous to

presentation, through the Minister of State, to

the Orown, for ratification or otherwise.
Tbos this " Ministry," combines in itself, and

beeomea, theoretieallr, responsible for many of

the dsties performed in this country by the
•• gtaadlng Order," and other committees of both
Hooaes o( Pariiament, by some department or
other of the Beard of Trade, the Custom House,

• litnctdtM Ike iaunral siidrew of Mr CiiAii.r.s

Bucata Tkoiollu, ProMeat at the ladiiutiou of Civil

in Paris, each with" at least a dozen members,

besides coiracils and chambers of agriculture and

commerce for each of the eighty-nine departments

of France and all the principal cities. Further,

there is a staff of engineers for each department

and everv great town in the empire, and for every

railway, "canal, and other cstahli.shment in working,

besides engineers detached on leave to assist and

profit bv experience to be gained in the mannge-

ment of railways or a private undertaking, and

not a few are similarly allowed to look after

public works of various kinds in foreign countries.

For the I'ublic Works, the corps has 877 engi-

neers in eight classes, of which 134 belong to the

division of mines, and 4343 conductors, in five

classes, of which 141) are mining guards. In addi-

tion, there are 27."> harbour masters and other

portofiicers. In the whole, 54y5 employes, at

the present time nominally available, and 150

ofiicers are invalided with retiring allowances,

there being nearly I'OO widows of deceased officers

in receipt of pensions. The Ecole des Pints et

Chaussees has fifteen professors, mostly from the

corps, eight teachers, aud thirty otherpersonson the

staff for regulation purposes ; at present, how-

ever, there are only 55 pupils at the school. The

Ecole des Mines has 16 professors (mostly en-

gineers), 8 teachers, and a large staff .besides.

There are only 9 pupils. The two working

mining schools at St. Etienne, and at St. Alais

have 13 professors and teachers. Wo have often

heard of the admirable modern management of

the streets of Paris. To effect this, there are

specially appointed 16 engineers of all classes,

and 152 conductors, who have charge of the

public streets, roads, foot pavements, promenades,

plantations, water supplies, and sewerage, all

appointed by the minister, but paid for by the

municipality of Paris. I am not now considering

the cost, but merely the organisation, which is

certainly most complete and effective in its

results.

The late Mr. Hosking, professor of engineer-

ing and architecture at King's College, laid it

down as a maxim, that it is " the combination of

the workman and the man of science that forms

the civil engineer," and I adopt the definition as

we all must. But the engineer of the Corps

des Fonts et Chaussees is a highly educated

scientific gentleman, and, as our esteemed

member, Mr. Calcott Reilly, said in a debate a few

weeks since—and there can be no better judge

—

" These engineers are all mathematicians." No
doubt ; but very few probably are at first practical

men. These arc found in the da-ss of Conducteurs

des Travaux et Grades-mines, and the young
engineers are usually wise enough, till they

acquire their own experience, to rely on them,

they being generally really workmen.
These conductors of the Corps des Fonts et

Chaussees are a most valuable, and in the main,
irnst'vorlliy body. They ore entered, first, into

the lowest of the six classes into which they are

divided, at the average age of about twenty-five,

after having served an apprenticeship to some
master workman. By the time they are fifty, they

get to rank as principal conductors, and after a

further service in that rank, varying from three

to thirteen years, they obtain appointments as

Sul)-Engineers, but rise no further from want of

sufficient previous education ; they may be con-
sidered as the corporals, sergeants, and sergeants-

major of the corps. Those of higher grade (the

commissioncjl officers as it were of tha corps)

enter the Ecole des Fonts et Ctiaiissues at

about twenty-one, and at the end of three, four,

or five years are usually qualified for, and pass

their examination, being then appointed us

ordinary engineers of the third class, at which

period they are not far from flve-and-twenty.

They then rise through all tlie ranks of t,he

hierarchy, until they attain the position of in-

spector-General of the first class (the highest

grade) after a service of thirty-six years, on the

average. I have not been able to ascertain th^

rules of promotion, but I find that three officers

of the same ago who entered the school on the

same day, and after five years' tuition, also obtained

their first appointments as junior engineers on the

same day, served respectively, thirty, thirty-three,

thirty-six years before attaining the highest rank

—so I infer that the promotion is not altogether

by seniority. Neither can I get any reliable in-

formation about their pay, except that the first

forty engineers-in-chief of the first class, each

having served about thirty-five years in the corps,

on the average, appear to be entitled (under

what circumstances I know not) to a salary of

£320 a year.

Such are the arrangements in the celebrated

Corps des Fonts et Chaussees of France, which

manages everything relating to engineering in

that country, binding every one, native as well as

stranger, not belonging to the corps, who desires

to act in that profession, with a thousand ties of,

what an Englishman calls, Jled tape. In theory

the system is perfect, but it drags along terrible

slowly according to our ideas—and we must come

to the conclusion that however powerful to con-

trol, it is ill adapted to originate ; yet it must be

confessed that they are intelligent learners, and

if tardy in following, they do follow, andimprove ;

and they do certainly, after the realisation of facts,

generally establish with accuracy the right mathe-

matical principles on which they should be based.

At the same time it would bo doing great injus-

tice not to state that many engineers of his-

torical celebrity belonged to the corps of the

French Fonts et Chaussees. I mention only

Riquet, of the Languedoo Canal ; liomain, the

monk ; Belidor, who was also a military engineer

and artillery oflicer; Ferronet, Gauthey, but

there were, and arc, many others both in former

and in modem times.

This complete organisation is kept up by

the strictest supervision. Among other regula-

tions is the preparation annually of a volume or

directory of five hundred closely-printed pages,

chiefly tabular—bulky as the annual list of our

army. It is interesting to turn over the leaves,

and I shall place in the library a copy of the last

publication for 1869, by way of voucher for the

analysis I have given you. The book records the

names, rank, duties, station and address of the

persons, little short of six thousand in number,

whose various attributes are set forth in it. The
dates of birth, and their successive steps in the-

corps ; of officers, from pupil to inspector-general

;

of conductors, up to their becoming sub-engineers.

The work of each Bureau Commission or chamber

is defined—in short, everything that has to be done

or doing, to be inspected or controlled ;
but there

is no record of works executed, except occasional

and voluntary contributions from engineers to a,

separate official publication, by the department

entitled the Annates of the Corps commenced

about forty years ago and still regularly con-

tinued. These annals contain papers of the same

character as those which appear in our own
printed minutes ; but they set forth, in addition,

every decree and ministerial decision upon points

of engineering practice ; especially in the working

of the conditions in concessions granted. These

can only be compared to a collection of reported

law cases on these subjects, which in fact they

really chiefly are.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS' SOCIETY

ON December 1 7th last we gave an abstract

of a paper read by Mr. 11. M. Bancroft,

before the Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society,

on the " Renewal of the King's Cross Station

Koof." After the paper was read, a discussion

ensued, and several questions were put to Mr. Ban-

croft, which ho answered at the adjourned dis-

cussion on the 1 2th insi, aa follows :

—

In conformity with the wishes of several

memher.s present at the reading of my paper on

the Uencwal of the King's Cross Station lioof, I

have collected some particulars of weights and

prices of other roofs, which I trust will be interest-

ing to those pre.scnt. At the same time 1 beg to

submit further details of the roof in ques-

tion and I must here remark that 1 .have had

every facility afforded mc by Mr. Riclwrd .Johnson,

Engineer to the G.N.K. Company, who has a
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secoud time kimlly consented to allow tliLs society
to insjject the dniwings now before you.

In the glazing of this roof, the puttv nsed was
that mannfactured by Sir W. A. Kose and Co., C6,
UpperThames-street, and called by them" Thermo-
plastic " putty. It is peculiarly adapted for lixing
thegIa.ssinroof.sof railway stations, greenhouses,
and other buildings where plate-glass and iron
sash bars are used. This putty hanlens in a tew
hours after being used, but will when e.xjxjsed to
solar heat sufficient to cau.so the expansion of the
glass and metal, become plastic, and on cooling
again return to its original firmness, thus prevent-
ing the loss by fractures and leakage which ocenr-
so frequently, indeed, almost always, in placcss
where the ordinary glazier's pntty is used.

In regaril to the weight, I have prepared the
following table, which shows the total weight of
the ironwork in one bay of twenty feet in the new
roof at King's-cross :

—

Tons. c»?t«. qrj. lbs.

Weight ofBib when put
together cxclusiTe of
cast iron 7 11 1

cwt. qra. lbs.

No. 4 Lattice purlins 7 11 8 4,

8 Trussed do. 3 2 27 1 9 3 20
2 Ventilators at

bottom of

glass ... 3 27 6 1 26
8 Z bars 20 ft.

long ... 1 2 3 12 21
2 Z. irons 6" X 3"

forrentilator 1 3 13 3 2 26
4 Z.iron84"x2"

do 1 18 4 2 16
3 7 iron arebes

for lantern 1 1 11 4 5
<> T iron brackets

for lantern 21 1 14
30ft. super ridge
coyer at 41b. per ft. 1 8

€0 J iron glazing bars
(8' 6") = 451b. each 1 4 12

420 „ (8' 3")= 431b. each 2 6 8
4 Intermediate rafters

H iron 20' 10" long,
each 5cwt. Oqr. 171b. 1 2 12

8 Wrought iron angle
brackets under ends
of purlins S-ilb. each 1 24

4 Lugs top of intermedi-
ate rafters, 41b. each 16

4 Castings at foot of
rib 2cwt. Oqr. 81b. 8 14

4 Bolts and nuts to do.

lilb 6
4 Cast iron shoes to in-

termediate rafters ... 1 1 4

49

17 3 2 14
The upper portion of the scaffold overhangs

the main body of the travelling stage twenty
feet on either side, enabling the glaziers to un-
cover the bay in advance, and to cover the last
completed bay, while two entire bays are occu-
pied by the workmen engaged in the removal of
the old wooden laminated rib, and fixing in the
new iron rib, substituted for it. Mr. John Jay,
of Euston-road, is the contractor for the work,'
who was also employed in the construction of
the old roof, 19 years ago ; the work being
under the control of Mr. Richard Johnson, Chief
Engineer of the Great Northern Railway
Company. The whole of the iron work is
sublet to the Thames Iron Company.
Having given these additional particulars of

the roof at King's Cross, I will now give a
slight account of one or two other roofs of
somewhat similar construction in London and the
provinces, in the first place taking that over the
Market Hall at Derby.

DERBY MAIIKET HALL.
The area covered by this arched roof is a rec-

tangle 192ft. long, and 8Gft. Gin. wide. It is
divided into eight bays of 24ft. each. The roof
IS hipped at both ends, and therefore there are
only five ordinary principals of 81ft. 5in. clear
span. These principals consist of wrought iron
arclied nbs, the inner and outer curves being true
circles struck from the same centre, with radii of
43ft. itin., and 41ft. Sin. respectively, as shown in
the sketch, the springing of the rib being 7ft. Gin

^l;?''®,''!''
<^«°''<^- T^ie heig'it of rib at crown is

t>.itt. lOin. above the floor level. The wron>'ht
iron nb is of the same depth throughout, and con-
sists of o-lGin. thickness of web, and top and
botton flanges each of two angle irons SJ" x 3.>»

At every alternate supporting place of the
purlins the web is joined by means of the ioint
plate I y X lOJ- X .'- thick, which plate is ahio
rivcttcd on to the wob at the other purlins as a
strengthening plate. Angle irons e.xtend ahvars
over two lengilis of the web. The web is orna-
mented with a neat design of holes punched out
ot the solid plate. The larger holes were punched
out by a screw press, with long levers and heavy
weights attachol to them. When brought once
into the swing, the momentum sufficed to drive
the punch through the 5-l<> web plate. The rib
carries wrought iron lattice purlins at intervals
ot r.ft. 'Jiu.

The iron work for one bay wcirrhs 14J tons
The rib or principal being 5} tons, purlins!
standards, &c, D-i tons.
Bath rib is supported on cast iron colnmns,

23ft. high from floor level to bottom of gutter
of an octagonal section, and thickness of metal
LJin.

Opened 29th 5Iay, 1866. The Hall is 220ft.
long, and 110ft. wide, and is covered by a semi-
circular wrought iron roof, in one span of 86ft,
Bin., and two small side roofs of 12ft. span ; the
wrought iron principal ribs being carried by 22
ornamental C. I. columns, 22ft high ; the height
from the ground floor to the centre of the roof
being 64ft. The roof is covered with slates, glass,
and lead.

The estimated cost of the Market Hall, com-
plete wita fittings, was nearly £20,000.

BRADFORD GOODS STATION.
The following list contains all the principal

dimensions of the roof:

—

Span between walls of building io3 10
Height from rail level to top of arched

rib or principal g2 o
Distance of main ribs apart cen. to cen. 20
Height from platform level to top of

rib 60 2
Height from do. to bottom of rib ... 58 2
Depth of main rib over all, which is"

the same all round the arch 2
Radius of the arch, i.e., from centre to

intrados is about 59 q
The rib is built up of

—

Top and bottom flanges, all round arch,
9'Xi', rivetted to web and angle
irons, with i° rivets pitched aboutlin.
apart.

Angle irons all round arch 3;i'X3''"x'"
Ornamental quartrefoil web plates \"

"

thick in No. 33 lengths, as shown
in sketch, covered at each joint by
3!/xi" joint plates, the two bottom
plates on either side being left solid, ton cwtqr.

The weight of one main rib is about... 6 16 1
Total weight of iron work in one bay

of 20 feet, including rib, purlins,
lantern or louvre frame, iron span-
dril rings, sash bars, &c., is about ... 13 7 2

NEW STEEET STAIIOX ROOF, BIEIIINGHAM.

I will next instance the roof which covers New-
street Station. It was completed in May, 1854

;

it is in one span, without intermediate supports^
and up to that time was considerably larger than
any roof previously constructed, but has now been
eclipsed by the St. Pancras Station roof in the
EuBton-road, which has a span of 240 feet.

The span of the principals in the New-street
Station roof varies from 211 to 191 feet. The
ground being irregular on plan, and the space
valuable, the outline of the roof was made to fol-
low its boundary, and the roof is constructed
tapering in two difTerent proportions. The
length of the several principals are consequently
different, the greatest span being 211 feet at one
end of the roof, and the span diminisliing to 191
feet at the other end.

It will bo seen from the drawing exhibited that
the roof is supported on one side upon brick pilas-
ters, projecting from the wall of the office build-
ings, and on the other side upon hollow cast iron
columns,^ 2ft. diameter, and oj tons weight
each, which are connected together by cast iron
arched girders. The height of the springing of
the principals is 33ft. above the level of the
railway ; the rise of the tie rod, which forms a
curve, is 17ft. in the centre of the largest prin-
cipal, and the depth of the curve orincipal is 23ft.,

making the rise of the main rib 40ft., and the
total height is 84ft. to the top of the louvre in
the centre of the roof.

The total weight of iron work raised was
1050 tons, the raising of which was elTected

without any accident to the crowd of people
daily passing through the station. The number
ot squares measured on the plan was 1705 and
including 320 additional squares of ridge and
furrow roofing, supported on bowstring trasses,
and varying in span from 188 to 45 feet, the
price was £1 Ss. OJd. per yard, or£32,274 for the
whole. This information is obtained from Weale's
book on the " Construction of Iron Roofs," which
was published in 1859.
Another example is the roof over the London.

Brighton, and South Coast Railway, Pimilco
Station. This station was erected and completed
in 1861 according to the designs of Mr. Jacomb
Hood, Civil Engineer, by the Horsley Company,
lipton, contractors. The roof is 740i1t. in length,
and 243ft. in breadth, covering in all an area of
179,820 superficial feet. The length is composed
of 13 spans of 50ft. each, at the north end on*
span of 53ft., and at the south end a span
averaging 37ft. Those spans are supported bymam girders placed transversely, forming two
spans of 124ft. 7in. and 117ft. 5in. respectively.
These main girders are 10ft. 9in. deep, and rect
on cast iron columns down the centre and the
east side of the station, the girders on the western
side being supported by the station wall.

The columns are 30ft. in height, and 1ft. Gin.
in diameter, the shafts are fluted with ribbon
bands running round them, the thickness of the
metal being IJiii. at the thickest part ; they are
fixed at th(! bottom to a cast iron shoe secured to
the stone foundation by Lewis bolts ; the stone
rests upon 9 piles braced together at the heads,
and having a thickness of concrete filled in round
them, the whole carrying a weight of 78 tons ;

the foliage on the capital is cast separately, and
fastened on the column by screws. The total
weight of the colunis, including base and spandril
brackets, is 6 tons 2 cwt.
The greatest span of the main girders is

124ft. 7in. The top boom or Uange is formed
by a wrought iron plate and a cast iron gutter,
which is made to answer both purposes ; the
bottom boom is formed of flat bars Sin. wide.
The struts and ties are formed as shown in the
drawings, viz. :—of flat and "[" iron ; the rivets are
all Jin. ; the different sections are proportional
to the duty they have to perform ; the sectional
area of the bottom bar of girders is 15in. at
centre, the tensile strain being 5 8 tons per sec-
tional inch. The sectional area of top of girders
(cast iron) is 47in., having a compressive
strain of 18 tons per sectional inch j at the junc-
tion of the struts and ties, cast iron ornaments
are secured by means of bolts. The total weight
of each girder is 13 tons 10 cwt. The total
weight distributed on the girder, including its

own weight, is 61 tons. Between the columns
are fixed ornamental longitudinal girders, form-
ing a system of bracing. The main principals
for the small spans are 12ft. 5.J in. apart, and
are formed of rafters ofT iron 4" x 4" x ^", with
an inclination of 2 to 1, the lower end of the
rafters being secured to a snug cast on the gutter.
They each carry a distributed weight of 47 tons,
and were tested to 9-15 tons. The struts are
formed of IJ x 2" wrought iron piping, fitted
with joints at the ends ; the ties are round iron,
and have a section proportional to the strain
upon them. The alternate principals are T iron,

18ft. lOin. long X 4" X 4" X i", fixed at
their lower end similarly to the main principals,
the upper end being secured by bolts to a cast
iron girder resting on the main principals.

The lower standards are cast iron of an H sec-

tion, placed over each main principal, and bolted
to tho longitudinal oast-iron girder ; another
standard is placed upon the centres of the main
principals, upon which a cast iron ridge piece is

bolted with holes cast in it to receive the upper
ends of the sash bars, the lower ends being fixed

to a cast iron girder at the top of the side stan-

dards.

The sash bars are of a T form, 2in. high and
iin. thick on the top, and lin. x Jin. at bottom,
the distance horn centre to centre ofthe sash bars
being 1495in. Between the side standards are
placed four louvre plates of galvanised iron Jin.
thick, the ends being bolted to the standards by
{in. bolts. The bracing between the centre
standards are of round iron |in. diameter.

The louvres are glazed with glass iin. thick ;

the covering upon the rafters consists of the best
Duchess slating, with a lap of 3in. They are
secured to Ijin. boarding by stout copper nails.

The boarding is cut into lengths, so as to break
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Uta auin principals only, »nd is

nlm^hiil and tw^oad with inch galTtniied hwy
u«a. Tkc boarding i« £x»d to iin. d«*l curb' '<

the back* of Um nuin and intermediato pri'

pak, Um curb beinc Moiuvd to the raftan by s

aqnara-baadrd ooadi tcrrmt, placed 2in. apart on

allMiialii (id«« of the T ''"°> <">'^ >* ohamfcrta

OB tha anderaide and fitted into the loneitudiual

timben (6i]i. X Sin.) at Mch end. The toUl

vaigbt of ironwork in roof, eirlusire of columns

•ad acreen* at tonth end, is <A>0 tons. Weight

of iraowort in roof, exdusire of columns, "5 tons

per square. The ooet, as per contractand extra*,

ineludinf columns and screen, was £3,0780, or

about £17 St. 7d. per square of 100ft. superficial.

I am indebted to Humber's " Record of

ICodara Enginecrinc" for the foregoing infor-

aflion as to tbb) roof.

A4iofauBg the last roof is that belonging to

l^gXeadoOt Chatham, and Dorer, and Qreat

Wartem Companies, which is known as tlie

Victoria Station, Pimlico. It was erect«d

from a design ftimished by Ur. Fowler, C.E.,

•nd ezeeuted and erected under the super-

intandenoe of Mr. William Wilton, C.K.

hf tha Horsley Company. It consists of

tao aagnental archei of unequal spans, and

of unequal lengths. As shown by the roof

plan, one is 44afl. in length by 127ft. 'lin. in

breadth, and the other is SSSit. in length by

by 129(i. in breadth. The diiferenco in width

was found neoesaai^ to aroid the disturbance of

the then existing arrangements of the station.

The height firom the rails to Uie bottom of the

gutter at the eares, at the intersection of the

riba, is 36ft., and from the rails to the underside

of tile bottom flange, at the centre of the main
riba, is 63ft. 6in. Each of these sheds is longi-

tudinally dirided into bays of 35ft., by the main
riba springing on the outer sides from the brick- i

work of the station buildings on the one side,

and the outer wall on the other, and resting

in the centre on ornamental cast iron columns.
These columns are bolted down to founda-

tion plates, which are again bolted to a stone

foondation, 2ft. below the Icrel of the raiU,

and they serve as pi|)e8 to convey the water from
the roof to the drains ; they are each 38ft. long.

The heads of the colanins arc conncctai
toother in the line of the roof by east-iron

elliptical girders, the .«pandrils of which arc tilliil

in with open scroll work. Each column supports
a I>air of main ribs, and the bay is again sul)-

dirided into three parts by two intermediate ribs,

springing from the sides of the gutter. This
gutter, which mns along the whole length of the
roof, rests upon the top of the elliptiuil ginler,

and is provided with an outlet to each column.
The outer gutters rest on the walls. The covering
of each roof is »npi)ortcd by eight trussed and si.K

trellised purlins which arc bolted to the main ribs.

On thaae purlins rest timber rafters, which earrv
the corrugated zinc covering. The top of each
abed is ventilated by a lonvre, which is 18' S' in
width, running throughout the whole length, and ,

is lighted by means of the glass top of the lonvre
and by two skylights, one on each side, which also
um the entire length of the roofs.

The total cost of these roofs was £24,250, or
•hoot £27 138. 4d. per square of 100ft snpcr-
fldal of area covered.

At the concln.sion of these remarks the <lis<a«sion
was taken up by the members ami visitors present,
and it will be resmned at the next meeting of the
Society on the 2Cth inst.

OKGAN FOB BOMBAY CATHEUEAL.

THE OTgan illustrated herewith, w;ik built by
Means. Bishop and Starr, 250, Marylcbono-

road, London, for Bombay Cathcdrtl.

Great Orxan C C to G In alt. — M notes.
1. Oiwn diapason, hft.^ ^eU, fcff'

s. CUrabella) „„ ,

?- Sffqalaltra. .1 and 4 ranks.
10. Tnunpet, 8ft_

.1. LleM^'i^Si?'' ^ •"" « -
il,?:-"*'-

v-. rttumSi itt
i*. Coraopeao, uf.

Choir Organ, C C to G--5ft uoteb.
18. Dulciana. 8ft.
19. German llute )

a). .Stop Baen.
i

21. Keraulophon, to tenor C, Sft.
2a. Principal. 4ft.
U3. .Metal flute, 4ft. tone.
•H. I'locolo, 2ft.

25. Cremona, to tenor C. Sft. tone,

Pedal Organ, C C C to E-29 notes.
20. Open baiis, wood, iMt.
27. Open ba«9, mctaj, I6ft
28. IIourdoD, wood, iflft. tone.
2(1. rrincipal, metal, 8ft
SO. Klftecnth, metal 4ft.
31. Bombardon, wood and metal, iHft.

Couplers.
Great to pedals—swell to pedals.
Choir to pedals—swell to great.

sup'jr

'

1 to Ljreat..^wcU to thoir-
.Sub choir to ^r

Total number of pipes, 1,"t04,

Three compoeitlou pedals.to great ; 2 to choir ; 2 to

swell ; 2 to pedals.
Two large pair of bellows with different pressures of

wind.
The whole of the interior wood-work is of hard

mahogany, to suit the climate of India, and the

metal pipes of spotted metal. Every means hag
been adopted to render the organ safe from the

attacks of the white ant. The organ has two
fronts

; one towards the choir, and the other to the

aisle. The case is of massive oak, with a snper-
Rtructure of iron work enriched with copper and
brass. The design was furnished by T. Roger
Smith, Esq., of the Strand, and the ornamental
ironwork executed by Messrs. Peard and Jackson
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KIRKHAM PRIORY.
PORTIONS REMAINING

' GATEHOUSE.

-AncQ PORTERS lodge:

JO
'Z

Oa DORMITORY OVER
U)3 A DAY-HOOM.

Oq.

y.i I , iT, I I ,r "^^ °^"^- zoo

KIRKHAM, OR AUSTIN CANONS'
PRIORY.

THE Priory of tlieFIoly Trinity, Kirkham,was
founded in 1122, by Sir Walter LEspec,

who led the English army at the battle of the

Standard, and died in the Cistercian habit,

as a memorial of a son (according to a legend,

not narrated in his charter), who was killed

whilst riding to Frithely, by being thrown
against a stone cross, owing to his horse being
startled by a wild boar. The splendid abbe)'

of Rievaulx (1131), and tliat of Warden
(1136)," were erected by the same mmiiiicent
friend of tlie church. Kirliham was occupied

by Austin canons, who about a centuiy after

tlieir settlement thought of removing to another
site 12 miles eastward of Malton. When they
gave up the project, they evidently addressed
themselves to embellish their buildings. In
point of position the priory challenges a place

equal to Bolton, and second to Rievaulx. The
broad rapid Derwent flows beneath the sloping

meadow which forms its site, and on the

opposite side rise beautifully wooded heights

following the curves of tlie stream, which is

crossed by a bridge of three arches, one of

which is Early English. We possess no details

of the first buildings, the earliest portion now
remaining, the doorway of the refectory, is

Norman, c. 1180.

Tlie ruins consist of a gatehouse, portions

of the almonry, guesthouse, and the porter's

lodge ; a fragment of the south nave-aisle, the

steps to the great west door, the bases of the
lantern, or bell tower, the walls of tlie south
wing of the transept, and a small part of the
east end of tlie minster, besides remains of
the conventual buildings.

The gatehouse has been vaulted in two
spans. The wliole building may be re
ferred originally to the latter part of the
twelfth century, but the central part of the
gateway is pure Decorated, and of the richest

workmanship. The battlement has quatre-
foiled ornament or panelling, and the north-
west turret remains, its fellow having long
since disappeared. A large pediment dying
into ihe stonework crowns the lofty archway,

which is without shafts. Below the cornice

are the following arms on shields :—Clare,

three chevrons, gu. ; Plantagenet, the three

lions of England ; Ros, gu., three water
bougets ; and Vaux, chequey, or and gu. At
each end is ii statue. One is of S. Peter, the

other may have been S. Paul. In tlie centre

is an aureole containing a figure of our Lord
in Doom, the dedications to the Holy Trinity

and Christ being synonymous, as at Christ

Church, Norwich, Bristol, and elsewhere.

The two niches below contain images. One
bears a huge staff, and possibly represents S.

Christopher, in allusion to the neighbouring
river. In the central niche under the

pedimental canopy was, within memory, a

rood, and the lateral trefoils contained angels

with thuribles. Above the string course of the

two windows are these arms :—L'Espec, gu.,

three wheels of five specs or spokes ; Grey-
stoke, barry of ten arg. and az., over all three

chaplets gu. Four more are ranged two and
two on either side of the pediment—1, abend

;

2 and 3, three water bougets ; and -t, a cross

fleury. Below them, on either side in niches,

are S. George and the Dragon, and David and
Goliah. The whole front, which is engraved
in the Monasticou, is in two stages, the lower

consisting of the arch, and the upper of five

bays with crocketted canopiesi the second and
fourth being pierced with two-light windows
trefoiled, with a star of six points, the cusps

alternately pointed and round in the head,

and a panelling of quatrefoils under each
pane. The elevation is unique in design and
beauty. The south front had formerly images
of the Madonna and S. Catherine. Outside is

the base of a cross raised on five steps. At the

east side of the gateway is the almonry, a

large vaulted room with a Decorated fireplace,

and a guest chamber over it, which has a flat

trefoil-headed door which opened into a
gong, probably, as a drain has been found in

connection with it. The chamber over the

gateway, as at Thornton, probably accommo-
dated the imjiortant guests, who were enabled

to stand in the actual gatehall before admis-

sion, being sheltered by the vaulting overhead,

while the north side was closed by the

gates, and the south opened into the

minster-court beyond. At the west side

was the porter's lodge, a small vaulted room
with a chamber over it, possibly used as a

tribunal or court house. At a little distance

to the south-west, below the road, is an arch-

way, for the conveyance of stores, as tradition

says.

Passing across the open ground, the first

object of interest is the fine ascent of stairs

which once led into the west doorway of the

Priory Church. On the south is the basement
of a tower, formingan entrance to the cloisters,

as at Lanercost and Xewstead, used by the

porter, with sexpartite vaulting, and the door

way which led from the dormitory into the

triforium of the nave. At Christ Church,

Hants, the stairs lead down in a similar posi-

tion to the floor of the aisle. As in many
other instances, as Hexham, Ulverscroft,

Brinkburne, Lanercost, Newstead, and Bolton,

there was no south aisle. At Dorchester there

was no north aisle to the nave. The reason

of this peculiar arrangement has yet to be
learned, since the Austin aanons erected

aisles at Furness. S. Bartholomew's, Smith-

field, Repton, Christ Church, Hants, Wal-
thain, Haughmond, Colchester, S. Ger-

main's, Bridlington, Cartmel.Diiustable, Thorn-

ton, Bristol, Carlisle, Oxford, Worksop, Llan-

thony, AValsingham, and S. Mary Overie.

Veiy possibly it was in several of these former

instances an economical arrangement in re-

mote and thinly-populated dist ricts. Lilieshal

was aisleless throughout. Still further

southward is a wall, with an internal arcading

on its eastern face, which formed one side or

the substructure of the dormitory, which was
vaulted and divided into two alleys by a range

of seven pillars. This no doubt formed,

from its ornamentation, a day-room or cale-

factory, as it opened on a bea\itiful landscape

towards the Derwent, and would be well

lighted for the use of the writers. Remains
of the cellarage under the butteries of the

hall may be traced in continuation with this

wall running south.
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Tb« only other )i<irtioiis of the rlauf^tral

bsildiBg which reijuire to l>e described are the
tefeeluij and Uvatorr. The s«l>stnictim> of
tlie fotmu coadsted' of six pillars, some of
viudi WMfhttneed. The east and north
traltiaf tiie hall remain. The windows must
lia«« been on the south and west. The noble
Nonnaa doorway in the north wall is exceed-
iaglr fine, and is engraved in tlic Glossary.
Id the adnal angle of the cloister may be
tiaced_ tha door for the admission of
atone iato Um c«]larag«, and adjoining it, on
iha w«rt wall, in two de<!p, arched recesses, is

the laratory. The inner walls have dumb
traeenr of three cinqnefoiled Early Decorated
arches, with ciaqaefoils in the lateral spandrels,

aadaa ornament of six leaves in 'the head.
Bet*p«a the outer arches is a square stone,
witlra Toidad loience having ends crossed at

right angiea. The places for the leaden pipes
and spoata ar« still distinctly marked. In each
caae, aUwt midheight above the trough,
a pipe was laid transversely, and pierced so

as to distribute through several holes distinct

atreama of water, for the convenience of the
caaonswhen washing befor« hall time. North-
ward of themis a door to the dormitory, and
on the other side a second open arch.
From the slope |of the ground, stairs must

hare been freely used, so as to give a
magnificent elevation to the' high altar, as on
a smaller scale may be seen in the remarkable
church of Ashbumham, erected after the
Restoration. At the north-east angle are
portions of two doorways, whicli led into the
cloister severally from the nave nnd south arm
of the transept. The cloister itself had only
a pentice, or a covered way of timbered
work. The grand bases of Uie four lantero
pillars suggest a superb central tower—the
glory of a minster wbicli must have been at
(east 300ft. in length, the nave alone measur-
ing 130ft. Against the steeply rising ground
eastward is sharply outlined the fragment of
the east end, one solitary lancet of tlie triplet,

which once closed tlie minster, with portions
of the springing of the arch of the aisle-

window, and two buttresses ; these, with a
few prints upon the pniiss of the northern
Luttreases of the Lady Chapel and aisle, are all

that remains of a lovely choir of Karly English
date. Under the east window is a grave stone
with a floriated cross. Many of the De Ros
family were buried near the high altar. The
transept had two chapels in each wing. Between
the south front of the transept and the site of
the chapter house, which was Karly English,
and measured 80ft. by 30ft., is a small
slype with a bench table as at Thornton, which
was used by the canons when waiting the
opening of the daily chapter, and as a summer
parlour. It may alio have contained the
aumbry for the cloister library. Southward
of the chapter house there was formerly a pass-
agecommunicating by a doorway in the cloister

wall and leading to the prior's lodge,
still in existence ; it was composed of
a vaulted substructure, which supported
on four pillars a solar above ; and also
of another larger chamber running east
and west, probably a gong. To the ex-
treme east a few portions of the infirmary,
but the mere shell has been preserve

,

embracing the east and west walls, and the
north front

It is anneoessary to allude to the local tale
which coonects the destruction of the minster
and bnildinga with a weird legend. At one
time it seems a chapel was erected out of the
ruin* in the space between the gatehouse and
the Prioiy Church, after the Reformation, but
like the ancient seven bells in the tower, and
an older archway for the transmission of fnel
and provisions, which about a century since
stood higher up the bill side, it has totally
disappeared. A Perpendicular font has been
remored to Acomb.

CoKBioKXDA.— In the plan of Fonntoins,
illustrating my description of that Abbey, in
-Ian 7, for "nine altent" read " nine altani,"
and for "singing choir" read " original choir."

M. E. C. WALCOTT.

NOTICES OF PUBLICATlOIfS.

A Hittori, of Lifhjield Cathedral. By J. B.
Stosk,F.G.S.,&c. London: Longmans, Green,
and Co.

ri"^IIE recent restoration of LiohfieldJCafhedral
JL has enhanced the interest felt by men of
taste in one of tlie noblest cathedrals of the mid-
land counties. The work before us, though pro-
fessing to be no more than a guide to visitors

to tlie building, is really a reliable liistory, and
contains a tolerably good account of the archi-

tecture of the cathedral. It is well printed and
put together, and contains some very fair plioto-

graphs of various parts of the building.

Tlie original Norman Church was founded
either by Kobert de Lymesey, 1086—1121, or by
Roger do Clinton, 112i)—1148— more probably
by the latter.

A large chapel was added before the end of the
century at the end of tlieolder Norman apse; but
these buildings gradually disappeared as the re-

construction proceeded. Professor Willis sug-

gests the following dates and probable order of

erection of the various parts : Lower part of

three westernmost bays of choir, with sacristy on
south side, U'OO ; south transept, 1220; north
transept and chapter-house, 1240 ; nave, 1250;
west point, 1275 ; Lady Chapel, 1300 ; Presby-
tery, 1325. The damage done to the building in

the civil wars of the seventeenth century is well

known. Equally well known, probably—the story

of the death of the fanatical Lord Brook, who
was shot in the forehead while beseiging the
Cathedral on S. Chad's day, and of whom Arch-
bishop Laud said "that as he asked of God a
sign" (as to the righteousness of the work he was
doing) " 80 God gave him one, signing him in the
forehead, and that with such a mark as he is likely

to be known by to all posterity." We need not
follow Mr. Stone through his account of the re-

storation. The details of that work are well
known to our readers ; but to those who need a
summary of its progress and completion we re-

commend Mr. Stone's book.

Gicteh'i Literary and Scientific Regigter and
Almanack for 1870. London : W. Stevens,
421, Strand.

The twenty-ninth annual issue of this most use-
ful little pocket-book is, as usual, full of informa-
tion of interest to all classes. Coaimorce, art,

science, and Divinity are all catered for. Spe-
cially useful to our readers will be found the in-

formation given under " Architecture." Profes-
sor Gockerell's chronological table of architects
and their buildings is given ; together with tables
of dimensions of the principal cathedrals, monu-
ments, &c., throughout the world.

trouble in escaping from having his name for ever
linked with what would have been, perhaps, the
biggest, but, beyond dispute, the ugliest tower in
existence." We trust Mr. Street is thankful, and
will not fail to send for the reviewer, should the
Government after all change the site or the de-
sign.

Atchley's Builder's Price Booh for 1870.
Atchley and Co., 106, Great Russell-street,
L..ndou, W.C.

Tins, the iirst of the price books for 1870 that
lias reached us, is one of the most reliable. We
especially notice a very nseful feature—viz., a
description, by Mr. William Richardson, of the
marks on timber, alphabetically arranged, likely

to prove of very considerable service. There is

also a paper, by Mr. Francis Campin, " On the
Application of Iron to Building Pui-poses," in
which the author examines the oireumstanees
under which cast and wrought-iron girders are
subject to strains, and sets forth succinctly
the rules which may be relied on in general
practice. Any information of this kind coming
from a practical source iswelcome,andivc believe
Mr. Cami)in fully qualified to give it. A paper
on " Builders' and Surveyors' Calculations," by
Mr. Alfred C. Beaton, coutain.s some practical
rules for securing a complete valuation of
builders' work.

Tlie British Almanack and Companion for 1870.
London : Stationers' Company.

This familiar yearly visitor maintains its appear-
ance and character. Its value is chiefly due to
the papers on various subjects wliich the " Com-
panion" contains, and which usually deal with
the principal events of the past year. An inte-

resting account of the National Gallery is given,
and, as a matter of course, the history of the Suez
Canal.

Theartioleon "ArchitectureandPublioImprove-
ments" is contributed by Mr. James Thome, and
is illustrated by several woodcuts—among others
the London University and the new Chapel of S.

John's College, Cambridge. We are informed by
Mr. James Thome that, after " a series of alter-
nate victories and defeats in the ' Battle of the
Styles,'" there has " ensued a calm," and that
either " from weariness or exhaustion, or by com-
mon consent, Italians, Greeks, and Goths have
separated, resting awhile in a sort of armed peace,
watclung each other's movement." This is one
way of putting the matter—and doubtless an
agreeable one to the " Greeks." We fail to re-
cognise anything like peace ; the conflict of
stylos is being fought daily, and the only change
observable in the attitude of the Goths is that
they are quite as willing to fight each other os to
combat Italians or Greeks.

'J'lic delay in the erection of the Law Courts is

commented on. Mr. Lowe is commended for his
interference ; and Mr. Street, who, it is patronis-
ingly added, is "an excellent architect," is ad-
vised to " reconsider his design," " to hit upon
something more appropriate and noble," and to
" hold himself well repaid for the delay and

Vegetable Physiology in a series of Easy
Lessons. By Edwin Lakkesteb, M.D.,
F.R.S. London : Cassell, Fetter, and Galpin.

As elaborate and yet easily comprehended
inquiry into the component parts of vegetable
forms, and their duties in the great work of re-

production. A capital book for elder scholars,

and yet one that should by no means be exclu-
sively confined to their use.

Prison Diseijiliiw, Kith some Suggestions for
its Tinjirortnnent. By Akgus Oboll, J.P.,

London. 1870.

This pamphlet, which is addressed in the form
of a letter to Mr. Henry Pownall, the Chairman
of the Middlesex Magistrates, embodies the
author's ideas of prison discipline. He truly says

that the present system puts the convicted felon
into a position utterly unlike his outdoor life,

and affords no training or discipline for ibatmode
of life when it is again recommenced. He re-

commends that prisoners should be grouped
aocoiding to their trades and professions, each
following his own proper calling, and receiving
better or worse accommodation and food, accord-
ing to his earnings. That in the case of un-
skilledlabouvers their energies should be applied to

the cultivation of land—to be tilled by spade
husbandry and fertilised by prison sewage, Mr.
Croll is not, we think, the first who has recom-
mended such a course. It might work well in

some instances, but could not, so far as we see,

bo applied with any degree of thoroughness.
Such artisans as tailors, shoemakers, and the like,

might, of course, be employed in prison in tbeir

own trades. They need comparatively little co-

operation or supervision, but how are jewellers,

weavers, engineers, compositors, and O! her mem-
bers of trades who work daily, when out of

prison in large l)odies, and depend on the co-

operation of labour for the success of their work,

to be employed while under scutencc ?—unless,

indeed, Mr. Croll proposes to lend them out on
the Colonial ticket system. Mr. Croll admits
that exceptional cases might arise, but, we fear,

the majority of cases would present the diffi-

culties he apparently expects only occasionally to

encounter.

THL BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.
No. 15.

Tower op Maeolles Church, neak
LiSIBUX.

THE village church of MaroUes consists of a
chancel, nave, and tower at the north-east

angle of the nave. The tower, as will be seen

from the illustration, is very bold in its outline,

and of remarkably good proportions, forming a
good and simple type for a tower to a small

village church. The details generally are very

poor and meagre, those of the body of the church
being remarkably poor. The roof covering is of

recent date. The tower, although of no great

altitude, forms a landmark for miles round, the

adjacent countrj- being almost a dea<l level.

Thomas Battebbuey.
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MURAL OH MONUSIENTAL DECORATION."

SECOND NOTICE.

ALTHOUGH Mr. Thomas recommends
fresco jiainting as tho best methdd of

executing works of art for important pnblic
buildingH, liu seems to have a strong leaning
to encaustic painting as well. He says, " It
will jirobably bo preferred by many in this
country, as it promises a somewhat richer
range of colour, a more powerful effect, and to
be a loss encumbered process." We ourselves
should think it particularly suitable for the
decoration of halls and rooms in private
mansions. As its name signifies, it is " exe-
cuted by lire," and though wax be the vehicle,
no paintiii- with that material can properly be
called cnciuistic unless heat bo applied in the
process

;
yet Mr. Thomas looks forward to

the possibility that the advance in chemiciil
science may render it unnecessary to use heat
at all in jiainting with that material.

Encaustic painting was extensively used by
the ancients, even for painting their ships, and
Mr. Thomas has collected much information
on the subject ; but as none of their works
have been preserved, nor any distinct descrip-
tion of tho process they used, we caniiot be
sure that any with which we are acquainted
are identical with theirs. The Chevalier
Lorgna has published his investigations in a
tract called " Un DLscorso Sulla Cera Punica,"
and has described experiments made by the
Italian painter. Signer Antonio Pacclieri, in
the apaitments of the Count Giovani Batista
Gasola

; and Count Gaylus, a member of the
French Academy, many years since, after
trying all the different possible wavs of paint-
ing in wax, hit on a simple method, in which
a head of Jlinerva was painted, and much
admired at the time. He rubbed cloth or
wood with beeswax, and after rubbing it over
with chalk or whiting, laid on colours mixed
with water, and when the picture was dry put
it before a fire, whereby the wax melted and
absorbed the colours. The effect produced was
singular, and the pictui'e without gloss, and the
colours would bear washing and were not liable
to injury.

" Encaustic painting," to quote Mr Thomas,
" is said to be susceptible of all the freedom
and delicacy of any other whatsoever

; you
may leave offer cherish your work at pleasure

;

you_ cannot fatigue your colour, nor are yon
subject to the inconvenience attending oil-
painting—of waiting till it is dry. All the
effect and sweetness of oil-painting (it is
said) may be obtained. The colours are not
liable to fade or change ; no damp can affect
It, no corrosive will hurt it

; nor can the
colours crack and fall in shivers from the
canvas."

As most colours acquire a deeper hue
when moistened, and some deeper still when
mixed with wax, a guide for retouching
IS necessary, as in fresco. When the picture
IS wet, it appears nearly what it will bs when
fixed

;
when dry it looks like distemper. It is

fixed by heat in small works, by placing them
before tho fire, but by braziers in those on
walls. There is no danger in applying heat
over and over again, but this must be done
moderately and gradually, so that the picture
can easily be retouched.
Tho characteristics of encaustic painting are

thus summed up by our author :

" First
: The colours have all the airiness of

water-colours combined with the strength of
oil, thus escaping the defects of both.
"Second : A picture may bo looked at in any

light, the colours are fresh and vivacious
without being glaring.

"Third : The colours are firm without being
brittle, and scratches may be ea-sily repaired."
Of Mosaic, tho method of executing which

* "Mural or Monumental Decoration.'Cave Thomas.
By \Y.

is familiar to most of our readers, and upon
which therefore we need not dilate, Mr. Thomas
remarks " that it should only be employed in
largo public buildings, and at distances suffi-
ciently remote from the spectator's eye, for it
is only lit to render designs made with refer-
ence to its technical limitations and incom-
pleteness. But as a counterbalance to its im-
perfections, it is perhaps the most durable of
all the methods of mural decoration."

Mr. Thomas does not give much information
himself as to the practice of mosaic, although
he makes some valuable and pertinent remarks
with regard to it. He quotes freely from Sir
M. B. Wyatt and Mr. Layard, who arc unques-
tionably good authorities on the subject in
many respects, but witli whom wo are disposed
to differ in others. The truth is that those
who have laudably interested themselves in
the modern revival of this art are rather too
complacent as to tho results of their efforts,
and compose too much a mutual admiration
society ; whereas all the experiments as yet
made have achieved but a small modicum of
success. Neither the works at South Kensing-
ton, the reredos in Westminster Abbey, or any
other examples with which we are acquainted,
deserve the commendations bestowed upon
them. The reasons for this want of success
ai-e that, as far as regards the execution of
mosaic, it has fallen too much into the hands
of manufacturers of the same class as tliose

that fabricate painted windows. Nor can much
good bo expected in eitherof these handicrafts
until artists themselves execute as well as de-
sign their works, or at least are allowed to
control them. That mosaic is a durable and
excellent material for executing works of art
to be placed at considerable distances from the
eye is

^
certain, but the tesseroj should be fixed

in their place, as colours are on canvas, by the
hand of an artist, or it is hopeless to expect an
artistic result better than that of copies of pic-
tures made in Gobelin, tapestry or worsted
work.

The method at present adopted of imitating
cartoons by tho arrangement of the tes°
seraj with their faces downwards is a fatal one,
as preventing altogether the freedom which is

essential to all works of art ; it may, indeed,
be economical, but renders the so-called pic-
ture in reality valueless.

The following remark, quoted—" it is better
to spend time, thought, and money in getting
really first-rate cartoons, than in endeavouring
to bring the tesserre to fine joints or microscopic
minuteness"—would lead" one to think that
though preference is given to the former
quality, the latter is also a desirable one, and
as Mr. Thomas adds no qualifying opinion of
his own, we feel bound to assert strongly that,
on the contrary-, it is so undesirable that, even
if practicable, it should be avoided, and we
cannot join in this opinion, further given, "that
it is higlily gratifying to observe tho degree of
judgment with which the mosaicist has
emphasised the designer's intention of
the jointing in tho Russian, Salviati's,
and the Soutli Kensington specimens."
If we remember rightly, the Kussian work of
this class, exhibited in 1862, was much the
most satisfactory in this respect, but with
regard to tho others named, the jointing is
far too fine and regular, and tho tessera; too
even in colour, so that the backgrounds, for
instance, look as if they might just as well have
been gilt and scored \vith lines as composed of
separate pieces, and there seems no good
reason for breaking up tho ceramic cakes
at all if the object of the designer
is aftenvards to bo devoted to the conceal-
ment of the fact. The eft'ect of the ancient
specimens depends greatly upon the very
coarseness and in-egularity of tho jointing,
and the evident variety throughout in the
colours of the tessenc, consequent upon their
being fixed from the front by the hand of an
artist. We regret also that Jlr. Thomas, in

recounting the names of the most dis-

tinguished men who have used this material,
and their extant works, does not give any

opinion of his own as to their relative merits.
We should have liked, for inBtance, that hiu
readers should have been told the differences
in tho character of tiie early and late works
in that museum of mosaic—iS. Mark's Church,
Venice

; and that it had been pointed out to
them that the former alone show the proper
treatment of design for this peculiar
material, and that the latter, though by the
hands of eminent artists in other methods of
painting, are but grievous mistakes in this

;

that they fail utterly in architectonic adapta-
tion as decorations ; and that, however meri-
torious in many respects, they absolutely dis-
figure the building they were intended to
adorn. We feel bound the more strongly and
clearly to give expre.ssion to the above con-
viction, because the tendency in the present
experimental work in S. Paul's Cathedral and
elsewhere is to err in the same direction ; and
we are threatened to bo as equally intindated
with repetitions of this blundering of the
Renaissance artists as we are with indifferent
manufactures in coloured glass. If Mr.
Thomas's work reaches, as we liope it may,
anotlier and many other editions, we trust he
will give more of his personal consideration to
tho subject of mosaic, and ti-eat us less to
quotations from other authoi-s, however dis-
tinguished, and more to his own deductions
and experience.

Oil Painting wnW, from our point of view,
occupy less of our attention, since to its in-
vention is attributed the decline of that mural
decoration we desire to advocate. " Previously,"
says our author, " painters were chiefly occu-
pied in decorating the walls of public build-
ings, and were restrained in the treatment and
effect of their works within well-defined
limits by architectonic conditions and method
of execution. The introduction of oil-paint-
ing, however, gradually changed the whole
character of pictorial art ; for it rendered the
painter independent of the architect, and re-
leased him from these limitations "

; and fur-
ther, he remarks, wth truth, "The more the
influence of architecture over the painter
waned, the greater became the excesses of the
painter in composition, colour and effect, till

at last the variety of ways in which oil-colours
could bo used dissipated all system in their
use, as w'ell as any common " tendency and
grand aim in art " ; and he argues in the very
direction of our wishes, that "a return to
mural painting and tho simple style of design
and execution whidi it involves would be
highly beneficial, and would not onlv raise the
aim and style of pictorial art, but improve
the very practise of oil-painting itself."

Watcr-rjlass is the subject to which the
last chapter is devoted. Mr. Thomas himself
seems to have had a considerable share in the
labour, and should therefore reap an equiva-
lent one in the honour of tho invention or
development of this process, which promises
valuable results, but of which time is needed
to prove the ultimate success. Our climate,
ho acknowledges, notwithstanding his previous
commendations of fresco painting, is not verj'

favourable to it, and when asking if there is no
means of guarding against tho destruction of
such works of art as the ,'picturo on the Isar
Gate at Munich, which is in a deplorable con-
dition, says that he knows of no other remedv
but the water-glass and 'the water-glass
mortar—the first to fix the colours and tho
ground, and the latter to fill up cracks and
cavities, that they may be repainted, and he
thinks that for monunisntal painting it rivals
and will eventually supersede fresco-painting.

We have not sp.ice to follow tho descrip-
tion of this process, which is elaborately given
in the work, together with the interesting
report upon it by David .Maclise, Esq., R.A.,
which is added in the appendix, and which is

further swelled by a copious list, useful for
reference, of works upon iiainting, of painters,
and of the principal existing mural decora-
tions. From this list the author, in some
v.{luable concluding rem.irks, says it appears
that '• Fresco was preferred by the great
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mastrn for muni decoration, though mosaic,

oil, and dMtemper were well understood. This

pnfwvKt for freeoo in the execution of

moanmental works in the halcyon days of art

WM Uterafore deliberate, and with the convic-

tioQ that it was best adapted to the putpose.

If fieacio is nMceptible of injury from damp
walk, distemper is much more so ; under such

conditions the latter soon perishes, and it is

stated in the Reports of the Boyal Commission
on the Fine Arts that many frescoes have lonp:

snr»-ived the retouchings which have been made
in tempera. Xothwitbstanding the durability

of mosaic, and the preservation of this an in

Itafy, it was never a favourite method with

Um great painters and architects, and wlien

it was sparingly and within well-

limits. The water-glass process may
raperior to all others, but till the inven-

tiott of tnis process, fresco had the testimony

of tlie great masters and the centuries in its

fikvoor. J. P. S.

THK DWELLIXaS OF THE LONDON
POOR.

THERE appeared in the columns of a con-

tempotarj, a short time back, an elaborate

eeoont of the Peabody Trustees' Bwellings and
tlia baildingi of the Improved Industrial Dwell-
ing* Company (Sir S. Waterlow's dwellings).

Having had some little experience in providing
dwellings of this class at a moderate cost, I ven-
toie to tend you a comparative analysis of tlie

aoeommodation, eost, rental, &c., of these bnikl.

ingt, the Society ofArts' dwellings for the labour-

ing classes, and plans prepared by me some time
ago for dwellings of the poor of LiTcrpool. The
latter, although not adopted, proved, upon exa-

mination by the borough engineer, to be the
moat eeonomietl from upwards of 70 designs.

The buildings of the Improved Industrial
Dwellings Company are six stories high, having
in some cases basemcRt dwellings, and appear to
provide 653 distinct dwellings—294 with three
rooms, scullery, &e., and 359 having two rooms,
scullery, &c.—in all 1600 rooms, exclusive of
icullenes;thecoatoftheformerbeing£lG233.1Id.,
and the latter £108 2s. 6id. per dwelling, or at
the rate of £55 Is. 3d. per room, showing a total

expenditure of £86,533 for buildings. The ave-
rage rent of the larger dwelling is 63. lOd., and
of the smaller one 5s. l^d. per week. The ave-
jBge rent for both dwellings is 6s. l}d., and for
each room 2s. 6d. per week. At these rates, when
fiilly let, the gross rental would amount to
£10,462 per annum, and the gross return 12 per
eent.

The Peabody Trustees' buildings at Islington,
Shadwell, and Spitalfields provide about 404
distinct dwellings, comprising one, two, and
three rooms respectively, containing in all 861
TDoms, at an average cost of £242 lis. per dwell-
ing, or £113 16s. 3d. per room, the total cost
•monnting to £97,994 for buildings. The
sverage rent of each dwelling is 3s. lid., and of
eaeh room Is. lOd. per week ; the gross'rental when
fully let would, therefore, be about £4104 2s. per
annum, and the gross return 4i per cent.
The phuis for the dwellings of the poor of

Isverpool, six stories high, without basement
dwellings, contain 168 distinct dwellings, com-
prised m three classes—18 class 1, with four
rooms, scullery, A. ; 48 class 2, with three rooms,
seolleiy, 4e., ; and 72 class 3, with two rooms,
sonllei^, 4c. J in all 480 rooms, exclusive of
senllenes, the cost of class 1 being £179 IGs.

;

elss* 2, £148 7f.; and chws 3, £98 ISs. per
dwelling, or at the rate of £49 9s. per room,
showing a toUl cost of £23,736 for buildings.
Ihe rent of the dwelling class 1 is 6s. 6d. ; class
2, 4«. lOd.

J and class 3, 3s. 3d. per week. The
avenge rent being about 4s., and for each room
Is. 7Jd. per week, the gross rental, if fully let,
would smottntto£2028 16s. per annum, showing
a croas return of 8i per cent.
The Society of Arts' prize dwelUngs for la-

bourers have been erected under my direction in
upwards of nine counties; they are built semi-
detached, each dwelling containing four rooms
and scullery, with nantry, fuel pUice, piggery,
pnvy, cesspit, and ashpit, washing copper»,baking
ovens, fixtures and itUngs, well, rainwater tank,
dninage, ic. ; complete, their average cost has
been £131 10s. per dwelling, or £82 17s. 6d, per
room, exclusive of scullery. The average rent

per dwelling is about Is. 9d. per week, or 5id.

per room per week, showing a gross rental of

£4 lis. per annum, and a gross return of nearly

3t per cent.

From this statement it will be observed that

the Society of Arts' dwellings are the cheapest,

and, wliile containing one room more than the

company's largest dwellings, cost £31 13s. lid.

less. Assuming the company's larger dwelling to

contain an equal amount of accommodation, the

cost woidd then be about £216 per dwelling built

in tenemenU; whereas the Society of Arts'

dwellings have cost but £131 lOs., built semi-

detached ; and although the former may perhaps
be somewhat more substantially built than the

latter, and a considerable difference exists

between the cost of buildings in London and the

country, yet it must be remembered that semi-

detached buildings have to bear the whole cost

of the structure complete, while tenement
dwellings have to bear only a proportionate cost

thereof.

The Peabody Trustees' buildings are the most
expensive, both per room and dwelling. This is

doubtless accounted for by reason of the space
lost in long corridors and passages. Had tlxere

been a greater number of staircases and no cor-

ridors or passages, the cost would have borne a
more favourable comparison. The company's
dwellings are not free from this objection, as

there is considerable space lost in passages and
open galleries on each floor. It will be seen that
the plans for the Liverpool dwellings have a
proper number of staircases, with the dwellings
entering oflf the stair landings, thereby utilising

all available space and reducing the traffic of the
stairs. The established cost of these buildings,

whether calculated at per room or dwelling, is

also much lower than the company's or the
Peabody Trustees' dwellings.

With reference to the rentals, it will be seen
that in the company's largest dwellings, con-
taining three rooms, scullery, &c., the working-
man pays an average rent of 6s. lOd. per week,
whereas in the Society of Arts' dwellings, con-
taining four rooms and scullery, &o., the labourer
pays but Is. 9d. per week. The working-man in
London would, therefore, seem to pay four times
as much rent for a smaller dwelling compared
with that of a labourer in the country.
To enable the working-man with a family to

pay |such a high rent, one of the rooms is not
unfrequently let to a lodger, a privilege, I believe,
permitted in certain of the company's dwellings;
and as the largest of these contain but a limited
extent of sleeping room, this can hardly be done
having proper regard to decency. The rates
fixed by the Peabody Trustees and the rating of
the Liverpool plans appear to be moderate, and
within the limits of a working-man's means,
providing for a proper number of sleeping apart-
ments, essentially necessary to all dwellings.

Trusting you will have the goodness to insert
this letter, I have the honour to be. Sir, your
most obedient servant, John Bikch.
/';«?» tJte Times, Jannary 20.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
NOTTINGUAM.—The prizes won by students in

this school were distributed on Friday evening, the
7th inst., by Mr. Justice Mellor, Alderman Birkin
in the chair. His lordship, before presenting the
prizes, addres.sed the students and visitors at some
length. Addresses were also given by Lord
Helper, Vice-Chnnccllor James, and Mr. Mnndella,
M.P., the latter gentleman paying a high tribute
to the abilities of the master of the school (Mr.
Uawie). From some statistics read by the chair-
man it appears that Nottingham has a larger
number of students attendins its S<:hool of Art
than any other town in the kingdom in proportion
to its population. There are 4 17 students, chiefly
of the artisan class. In the Government exami-
nations in drawing held last March, Nottingham
obtained a greater number of prizes than any
other school in the Unite<l Kingdom—London
alone excepted. The highest number of prizes
obtained are as follows :—Head ScliooLs, South
Kensington Museum, London, 7(i ; Nottingham,
38 ; Bristol, 37 ; Dublin, 34 ; Bath, 30 ; Leeds,
29 ; Glasgow, 28 ; Edinburgh, 27 ; Dundee, 27

;

Birmingham, 25. So that for two years running
Nottingham has obtained the highest number of
prizes. Government offers every year for com-
petition 10 gold medals, 20 silver medals, and
60 bronze medals, total 80. Nottingham school

this year obtained seven of them, namely, one
gold, two silver, and four bronze, and also four
Queen's prizes. Nottingham has obtained the
highest number of medalsof any provincial school
in the United Kingdom. The schools which have
obtained the greatest number of medals rank as

follows :— Nottingham, 7 ; Dublin, 5 ; Edin-
burgh, 4 ; Manchester, 4 ; Coventry, 4 ; Sheflield,

3 ; and Glasgow, 2. Nottingham also obtained
14 extra Government prizes of books, &c.,and 21
free studentships. The Council of the Royal
Academy of London offered thirty season tickets

to be distributed amongst the thirty most ad-
vanced students in the kingdom ; of these Not
tingham obtained three. Only one other pro
vincial school obtained as many, viz., Dublin. In
the annual report of the Governmental Examiners

,

just published, the Nottingham School of Art has
received special notic, as follows:—"We have
again to express regret that the study of ele-

mentary design, by the filling of geometric forms
with ornamental details derived from the analysis
of flowers and foliage, has been attempted in but
few schools. It may be observed that the local

School of Art of Nottingham, in which this is

best done, is also the most successful in applied
designs. In an extensive competition of good
designs for lace, &c., we found an opportunity
for numerous awards, which were called for by
the successful manner of treating the floral forms,
judiciously selected as the materials for most of
the designs for these delicate fabrics."

Peoposed Dkawins Classes in the Thajies
Yailet.—A general meeting of schoolmasters
and others was held on Saturday, at the Norbiton
National Schools, for the purpose of considering
what steps could be taken to establish classes for

teaching science and drawing in the Thames
Valley. Mr. Buckmaster explained the regula-
tions under which such classes could be estab-

lished. He insisted on the educational value of
science and art teaching, as compared with some
other subjects. A short discussion followed, when
it was resolved—" That theschemeof the Science
and Art Department for promoting instruction
in drawing and science was well worthy the con-
sideration of teachers and those interested in
adult education."
Edinburgh.—On Thursday week a meeting

was held for the purpose of delivering the prizes

awarded to students of the School of Art for the
year 18G8-9, and before the commencement of the
proceedings, half-an-hour was pleasantly occupied
in examining the competitive drawings and models
which were displayed. The chair was taken by
Sir William Stirling Maxwell, who was
accompanied to the platform by Lord Colonsay,
the Lord Ju-stice-General, the Lord Justice-Clerk,

Lord Ardmillan, Lord Jerviswooile, and others.

According to the report—the number of students
who have been under instruction in the year 1868-
69 at the central school of the School of Art,
Edinburgh, is 684, which is the largest number on
record, being 37 more than in the previous year,

which had been the highest in number up to that
time. The increase is in the male school, there
having been 47 more students in that school than
in the previous year. The female school shows a
slight decrease of 10 students upon the previous
year. The schools in the city which have received

drawing instruction during the year have been :

—S. George's Day School, Dr. Andrew Thomson's
School, Newington Free Church School, Deaf and
Dumb Institution, Orphan Hospital, Free Church
Training College, Free Church Normal School ;

and the number of students taught in them has
been 1261, being 204 more than in the preceding
year. Taking the central school and the outside
schools together, the total number of students
under instruction in the year, through the agency
of the School of Art, is 1945.

LtrjiBEE.—It is stated that the lumber trade
of Michigan in 1869 has reached the value of
thirty-four millions of dollars. It is estimated
that up to the close of 1869 there have been
manufactured in Michigan 7,200,000,000 feet of
lumber, and that to obtain this quantity there
have been stripped 1,950,000 acres, or 3,000
square miles of pine land. It is calculated that
4,000,000 acres of land still remain unstripped
which will yield 15,000,000,000 of feet of lumber
The total value of the future product in lumber
shingles, lath, &o., is placed at 300,000,000
dollars, and it is thought that fifteen or twenty
years will be required to cut and send to market
the trees now standing.
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ON THE ENFRANCHISEMENT OP COPYHOLDS
OP INHERITANCE.*

{Concluded f7'0>n, p. 34.)

WITH reference to the onlinary case of copy-

holds subject to fine arbitrary on admis-

sion after death or alienation, Mr. Kou.so points

ont (|J. 85), that the way to calculate the value of

the fines " is to find on each manor the arerage
interval which has elapsed between changes of

tenants, for such a period of time as will give a

fair average ; and to then calculate on such

average, allowing for the difference in values

depending on the ages of the tenants standing
admitted. The adopting one fixed average
interval," he continues, " would be unjust in

many instances towanls the lord, and in many
towards the tenant ; though for practical ])urposcs

the result of considerable investigation into the

matter shows that in most manors the average
interval of fifteen years as to land and thirteen

years as to house property, will be a just average
to be calculated on as between lord and copy-
holder." He then capitalises the fines from lands

at three per cent, compound interest, and those

from houses at four per cent.—a distinction which
seems reasonable.

It may be worth pointing ont, however, that

some injustice is done to the lord by valuing the
manor fines upon the assximption of their occur-

ing at regular intervals, instead of at the fluctua-

ting intervals at whichj they are really received ;

for it denies to him some of the compound
interest which he can make upon his earlier re-

ceipts. But I welcome this circumstance as a
very desirable set-off for the injustice which is

done on the other hand to the tenants by capita-

lising the fines as of two years' purchase each,
whereas it is now very general to take a rather
smaller fine in cases of alienation,—although
this, by the way, is exactly the reverse of a
common practice two centuries ago as recordeil

by some writers.

On the question of the allowance to be made
for an existing tenancy I differ from Mr. Rouse,
as before intimated. He says (p. 87) " The
difference between the v.ilue of an enfranchise-
ment where no life is on the rolls and that where
a life of the greatest valuj stands admitted, and
in which the full manorial interv d is calculated
as that at the end of which the first fine will be
payable, will bo one fine, or in the case of fines arbi-

trary, two years' value. It will there follow that,

if the best life be equal to a reducti'>n of two
years' value as the value of the life diminishes,
the portion of the two years' value to be deducted
will diminish." This assumption of the best life

being eijual to a deduction of two years' value,

or one fine, is, I submit, inadmissible.

We have seen it to be irrelevant and productive
of considerable error in the assumed case of fines

payable only after death ; and it is impossible to
conclude that the incidental introduction of occa-
sional alienation fines can give to the best pos-

sible life any theoretical connection with the pre-
sent question. And observe the effect. At page
128 the perpetuity of the fines of &'i every 15
years is staled to be worth, in the case of a vacant
tenancy (spe.aking roughly), 5J years' purchase
at 3 per cent, interest, and we are there directed
to charge 3J for enfranchisement if the tenant on
the rolls is the best possible life, a female child
under 6. But that value of the perpetuity is ar-

rived at (Table VIH.) by taking the fine of two
years' purchase payable now, and taking 3J as
being the total present value of the fines payable
in 15, ;J0, 45, &c., years. So that in charging this
same 3{ years' purchase for the enfranchisement
in the most exceptional case of this young child,
we shall be calculating as if, notwithstanding her
extreme youth, the next fine would yet occur at
the end of the avi:rage interval of 15 years, an as-
sumption which I think indefensible. It does not do
justice to the young tenant ; she may not alienate at
all, but may hold on till death, and, therefore,
her most unusually good life indicates a pro-
bability of the lord's next fine being distanced
beyond the average interval. I submit, as before,
that tlie deduction of one fine is appropriate only
to a tenancy which is likely to last for the average
period, and this average hokling is not to be found
in an e.Ktreme case—in the scarcely possible tenancy

• Read at the ordinary general meeting ol the In-
«ltutiun ol Surveyors, January 10th, 1870, by Edward
OMVTU Associate.

of a child under 0. For want of a record of the
relative fre(|ucncy of the occurrence of surrenders
at successive ages, I propose a tenancy at the
average admi-ssion age—say 35,—as a practical stan-
danl, and make for younger or older ages respec-
tively a reduction larger or smaller than a single
fine in jiroportion simply to the values of life

annuities at such ages as compared with that of a
life annuity at the age 35.

On the next page will be found two tables,

called respectively " Annnity Table " and " Kn-
franchiscment Table." The first shows the values
in years' purchase at three and four per cent, re-

spectively of annuities upon single lives, both
male and female. These are abbreviated from
the latest published annuity tal)les which have
been deduced by the present RegLstrar-General
(Dr. Farr), from observations upon the popula-
tion of England and Wales, known as the Knglish
Life Table No. 3. Any person who may use the
two tables annexed to this paper will have simply
to notice the year's purchase at three per cent, for
lands, or fourpereent. for hou.ses, appearing op])o-

site to the age of the male or female tenant, as
the case may be, in the Annuity Table. And he
will then turn to the second or Enfranchisement
Table, in which, and opposite to such year's pur-
chiuse, he will see the value for enfranchisement at

three per 'cent, for hinds, and four per cent, for
houses ; computed for each of a number of
different fine-intervals, so that he may be gnided
by one or other of these according to his opinion,
whether as regards the particular property or dis-

trict with which he is dealing there is a likelihood
f)f alienation fines being more or less frequent.

This table gives enfranchisement values corre-
sponding to only each integral number of years'

purchase ; and it is enough to take such one of
these as is the nearest to the year's purchase found
in the Annuity Table, because in almost all cases
the year's pnrcha.se for the enfranchisement is

only desired to one decimal place ; but if this

should be desired to two decunal places, the neces-
sary interpolation of the Enfranchisement Table
to correspond with the exact years' purchase taken
from the Annuity Tabic may be effected at sight.

And I have given the values in the Enfranchise-
ment Table to only two places of decimals, con-
ceiving from all that has preceded that it is worse
than useless to affect any higher degree of accu-
racy in tables for these enfranchisements.
The values thus offered in the Enfranchisement

Table are calculated in accordance with the con-
clusion already anived at, that for enfranchise-
ment to a tenant of the age of 35, a sum should
be required less by 2 years' value than if the tene-
ment were vacant. A male life of 35 has been
selected for this purjjosc, and there is therefore a
slight inconsistency in the table to the extent of its

charging a trifle too little in the comparatively
rare case of a female life being on the rolls ; but
the maximum discrepancy (which is at the lowest
part of the table) is only about one-twentieth of
a 3'car'3 purchase.

The following selections from the enfranchise-
ment tables hitherto discussed, and in all of which
the annual value of the copyhold property is as-

sumed to be £1, will serve for a comparison be-
tween them, particularly as regards the effect of
Mr. Rouse's selection of the best possible life, and
my own selection of the age 35 as the standard
for the graduation of our respective tables, to

which variation the difference between them is

mainly attributable.

For this comparison I have adopted the fine-

intervals of 15 years as to land, and 13 years as to

house property, upon which Mr. Rouse bases his
principal tables, in consonance with his statement
before iiuoted, that considerable investigation has
shown these to be fair average intervals. Without
supposing that any particular value can attach to

isolated observations, I have yet thought it fitting

to ascertain the frequency of fines in some of the
manors which have come to my notice in conse-
quence of my engagement in the service of your
President's firm. And here I should wish to be
allowed to acknowledge that, for whatever general
conversance I may have with the essential features

of the present subject, I am indebted to the teach-
ing of his practice far more largely than to any
otlier source.

I have taken an account of the fines received

in a group of manors, all in one neighbourhood,
and in all of which a fine arbitrary is paid on ad-
mis-ion after death or alienation. The observa-

tions extend over only 16 years past, which is a

very much shorter period than the 50 or 70 years

recommended by Mr. Rouse ; but, by taking

several manors collectively it is probably long

enongb, especially as tha evidence of recent years
(influenced commonly by the extension of rail-
ways) may be the most reliable as an indication
of the probable frequency of future alienations.
Allowing for the comparatively few enfranchise-

ments which have taken place, I find that the
average flne-intervul in the manors just referred to
is 1 G years. The fi n cs a fter alienations were rather
more than half as numerous as the others, and
one-fifth of the former fines followed immediately
upon fines payable after deaths. The locality is

the immediate neighbourhood of Hereford, and the
tenements consist of lands rather than houses.
In an abstract to which I have had access of the
court rolls of another manor, in an agricultural
parish in Sussex, and comprising lands fubjcct to
arbitrary fines, and cottages subject to fines certain,
an observation of 4G years shows an average fine-

interval of 18 years. <Jnce more : I have taken
together two manors extending into two parisbea
in the south of England, which contain in all about
4,500 inhabitants, and which comprise a market
town and the agricultural lands around it : about
half the tenements consists of bouses, and the other
half lands. Here the fines are all certain, and
those received, according to the steward's informa-
tion, during 20 years, show that the average inter-

val is 21 years ; but as it is a very backward place
—the population having decreased materially
during the period of observation—alienations are
likely to have been less freqnent than in most
localities. It is important to notice
how potent an element of the subject is

the more or less frequent occurrence of
alienation fines, for if there were none sncb,
but if each tenant held on till death, then the
average fine-interval would be (approximately) the
expectation of life for a person of the average age
of tenants at their admission ; and supposing
that this is 35 years, the expectation is as much as
29 or 30 years. The above averages all indicate an
interval longer than the 14 years which is the
mean of the two selected by Mr. Rouse j and I
am inclined to think that 17 years for lands, or
15 for houses, may be a fair average. Among
the profitable materials which could be collected
by the council of this institution from the contri-
butions of members, would be observations simi-
lar to the above respecting the frequency of the
occurrence of fines in manors variously situated ;

and every such contribution would have a per-
sonal use for the member preparing it.

I may add that, in the two manors last men-
tioned, the widow of a tenant is entitled to hold
for her widowhood the whole of the tenement of
which her husband died seized ; but it seems im-
possible to account for the circumstance of the
fine-interval being as long as 21 years by the as-
sumption that either the frequency of alienations
or the (ultimate) inheritance of children is altered
by this custom of widowhood. Even if every
dying copyholder left a widow, the general effect

would be merely to defer the receipt of successive
fines of such a series as we have been hitherto
considering, and not to reduce the number of the
fines receivable during a given period of years.

The fine would still be received from the child

who inherits, but the receipt of it would be de-
ferred (viz., till the death of both his parents, in-

stead of the death of his father only). Now,
against the chance of a widower tenant remarry-
ing and so increasing the probability of widow-
hood, may be set the chance of a widow remarry-
ing, and so forfeiting her copyhold estate ; and
remembering that some tenants do not marry,
and that widowhoods are sometimes barred by
will, and are reduced in number by alienations, I

think after careful consideration that in the case

of any male tenant holding with this widowhood
custom, it will be enough to seek in the annuity
table for an age 5 years younger than his (but not
less than the age fi).

But we have hitherto dwelt only upon the dry
value of the lord's receipts from fines, and have
not considered what further allowance he may be

entitled to for releasing the copyholder. It may
here be noticed that Mr. Rouse suggests (p. 110)

an addition of about 10 per cent, whenever " ca-

pabilities for improvement " are deemed snfiB-

ciently important to warrant an addition in re-

spect of them. There are, however, matters to

be considered beyond such improvement of the

property as the valuer may anticipate, and which
he will remember to take into account as a part

of his valuation of the property itself. The peril

of forfeiture and escheat, it may indeed be urged,

has been reduced in various ways to a minimnm,
and fines by way of penalties are generally of

small account ; yet the copyholder is subject to
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ASSOTTT Tablb: Part 1,-3 per c«nt. (for

Lands.)

A«» Xatr. Tmmlo J^ lUI*. Female.

Trt. ri»'. p«r Yrt. pw. Tr Tr»'. p»r. yr»'. pur-

n3 !•• SI 14.1 148

St.4 SS4 n 1S8
^ , SSJ sa.s 63 1S.4 14.1

M.» Ml M 1S.1 13.7

St.S *I.S &5 1*8 13.3

i«.4 S4S U 14.4 13.0

M^ a4.s 47 1S.1 K.»

M.4 Hi M UJ 12.3

M4 14.4 69 U* 11.9

MJ) MS «0 11.0 I1.S

10 M.I MJ «l 10.7 11.2

u sa^ M.» «S 103 las

tt a.7 tS8 OS lao 10.4

u tu 2S.e 64 9.6 10.1

14 StJ tS.4 «S 9.3 9.7

U SB.1 M.3 M 8.9 9.4

M St.9 SU) «7 8.0 9.0

17 St.7 SS^ «8 8JJ 8.7

18 tti «« «9 7.9 83
M US SS.4 70 7JI 8.0

M su tt.2 ;i 73 7.7

U Sl.> SS.0 T-i 7.0 7.4

«t SI .7 21.9 rs 6.7 7.1

» tl^ n.7 74 64 6.8

M tlJ SLS 75 6.1 6.5

M tl.1 .214 7« 6.9 6.2

St SO.* Sl.l 77 6.6 6.9

t7 20.7 S09 78 6.4 5.7

K wa ».7 79 6.1 5.4

J* tO.3 sa6 80 49 6.2

ao S0.O SOlS 81 4.7 5.0

St 1»K «.l 82 45 4.7

S! 1«^ 1».» 83 4.:i 4.5

a 1»J 1».7 84 4.1 4.S

SI l».l 1»J tu 3.9 4.1

ss 18Ji 1»J 8C 3.8 4.0

St IM ISO 87 Z.6 ».8

S7 I8J 18.8 88 *A S.6

St 1»« 18.5 89 3.3 33
S* 17.8 18.S 90 3.2 3.S

40 17i 18.0 91 3.

1

3.2

41 17i! 173 92 2.9 ».l

«t I«.0 17.S 9» 2.8 2.9

4S lt« 17J! iH 2.7 2J>

44 WJ 16.1> 95 2.(1 2.7

45 1B.0 lt.7 •.Vi 2.5 2.«

44 1S.7 It.4 97 2.4 2.5

47 )i.4 It.) 9S 2J 2.4

4ri li.l is.- W) 2.2 2.3

4t HX 15.4 100 2J 2.2

to 14.4 ISl

Aavrirr Tibls ; P«rt 2,-

House».)

per cent, (for

Af

Xri

1
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3
4
t
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7
8
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M
11
U
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14
U
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17
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a
a
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M
a
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87
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»
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SI
n
u
M
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»7
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4S
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4t
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Yra." par

IIU>

18.1!

196
20.1

20J
20/)

20j
20.6

S0.5
Sab4

SOJt
20.S
10.1

19.9

19.8

lUil

19J
lt.3

19.2

19.0

lao
188
18.8

184
18.4

\*2
181
17.9

17.8
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17.'.

17-t

17.1

\nii
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lAJt
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l«i'
16.0

15»
156
16.3

16.1

14.9
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It.2
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I6.G

18.7
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».l
ao.3
20.5
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20Ji

M.5
ao.4
20.3
90.2
aui
M.0
I9«
19.7

19JI
19.4
19.3

191
19.0

18.9

18.7

184
18.6

184
18.2

18.1

VM
J7Jf
17.7

173
17.4

17.2

17.1

16.9

le.7

163
lt.4

163
\M
16.8

153
15.4

15.2

149
14.7

143
14.2

14A
13.7

A(t«.

Yrs.

61

52
53
.M
55
56
57
98
69
10
61
62
63
64
65
M
67
«8
69
70
71
72
73
74
7a
70
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
M
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
lOO

Hale. Female.

Yri)'. pur.

12.9

12.e
12.3

12.0

11.7

11.

S

11.2

10.9

10.6

IO.S

10X>
9.6

9.3

9.0

8.7
8.4

8.1

7.8

7.5

7.2

7,0

6.7

6.4
CJ2

6.9

67
5.4

5.2

5.0

4.8

43
44
4.2

4.0

;;.«

3.7

33
3.4

3.3
a.l

SO
2.9

2.8

2.7

23
2 6
2.4

iZ
2.2

2.1

r« . pur.

13.4

13.1

12 S
12.5

12.2
11.9

11.11

11.3

n.o
10.7
10.4

IP.l

9.8

9.5

9.1

8.8

85
8.2

79
73
7.3
7.0

n.8

C5
02
0.0

6.7

63
S.2
5.0

4.8

4.0

4.4

4.2

4.0

3.9

3.7

3.5M
3.3

8.1

3.0

3.9

2.8

1.7

23
2.5

2.4

2.3

22

S3(FBJLX0HISU(E>'T T.4nLI ; Part 1-
(for Lauds.)

-3 per cent.

-11sag

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
S
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Noralwr of yearn interveninp; between flues,

aeoortUug lo wbethcr ttae occurrence
of alieoations is

Frequent, Ordiuarj-, or Rare.

13 1 14
I
15

I
10 I

17
I
18

I
19

I
20

I
21

Years' rurohase lor the EntranchiseincDt.

6.27 6.90 6.68 6.31

6.16 ,1.80 .V48 .-..20

6.06 5.69 6.37 6.09

5.9.1 5.58 5.27 4,99

5.S* 5.48 .'..IB 4.SIS

5.-4 5.,17
\
5 (l."i 4.7H

5.63 5.26 1
4.95 4.(17

5..V2 5.16 4 84 4.50

,5.42 5.03 4.73 4.46

5.S1 4.95 4.63 4.35

.V21 4.84 4.52 4.24

6.10 4.73 4.42 4.14

4.99 i.«.\ 4.31 4.03

4.S9 4.,'i2
' 4.20 3.9.1

4.78 4.4114.10 8.R>

4.(17 4.31 3.99 3.-1

4,.'>7 4.20 3.8S S.61

4.4(1 4.09 3.78 3..W

4.36 8.99 ».B7 3.39

4.25 3.88 3.56 3.29

4.14 3.78 3.4(1 X\»
4.(H 3.67 3.35 3.0S

3.93 3..56 3.25 2.9-

8.82 :i.4« 3 14 a.sfi

3.72 :t.35 3.U3 2.76

3.01 3.24 2.93 2.05

5.06

4.90
4,85

4.74
4.(14

4.85 4.66 4.48

4.7414.55 437
4.62 4.44

\
4.27

4.53,4,34 4.18

4,42 4,23 4,(J()

4,.'>3 4,32:412 :i,9j

4,43 ! 4.21 ' 4.(12 3.84

4.1U 3.91 3.74
4.00

' 3.80 3.(1:1

3.89
,
3.70 3.52

.3.78 3..50 3.42

3,tW 3,48 3,31

3 57 : 3,38 i 3,21

4,32

4,21

4,11
4,00

3,89
3,79
3,(if5

8.58

3.47
3.30

3.26

3.13
3.04

2.94

2.83 i 2.01

2.72
I
2.51

2.(12 i 2.40
2.51

I

2.30

3.27 ' 3.10

3.17
I

2,99

3,06
I

2.89
2.95 2,78
2.85 2.67

274
:
2.57

2.03 2.46

2.53
.

2.:-15

2.42 225
2.32 2,14

2,21 2.04

2.10 i 1.93

2.11 12.19 2.00 1 1.82

3.4-

3.36
3,25
3.15
3.04
2.93
2.83
2.72

4.32

4.22
4,11

4,01

3,90

3.73

309
3.58

3.47

3.37

3.2(i

3.1(1

3.03

2.94

2.84

2.73

2.62
2.52

2.41

2.31

2.20
2.09
1.99

1.88

1.77
1.07

10

20

85

50

70

on

Vacant
Tenancy

Enfeakchisemskt Table ; Part 2,—4 per cent,

(for Houses.)

Number of years intervening between flues,

accordiujj: to wlietlier the occurrences
of alieuatious is

3
4

6

7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Frequent, Ordinary.

11
I
12

I
13

I
14

I
13

I
10

or Karc.

17 1 18 1 13

Years' Purchase for the Enfranchisement.

5.59
5.47
5..35

5.22
5.10
4.98

4.86

4.74
4.02
4.50

4.38

4.26

4.14

4.02

S.90
3.78
3.66
3.53

3.41
3.29

3.17

5.33

5.21

5.09

4.97
4.84
4.72
4.60

4.48
4.36
4.24
4.12
4.00
3.88

3.76
3.64
3.52
3.40
3,28
3.16
3.03
2.91

4.89

4.77
4.&'i

4.52
4.40
4.28
4.16

4.04
3.92

3.80
3.08

3.56
3.44
3.32

.1.20

3.08
2.96

28:1

2.71

2.59

2.79
i
2.47

4.73

4.01

4.49
4.37
4.25

I

4.01

4.13 3.89
4.01 3.77
3.89 3.05

4.3.S

4.20

4.13

3.77

3.63

3.53
3.41

3.29
.3.16

3.04

2.92
2.80
2.08

2.56
2.44

2.:!2

2,20

3,53

3.41

3.29

.3.17

3.05

2.9!

2.81

2.69
2.67
2.45

2.32
2.20
2.08
1.90

4.17
4.0,-)

3.9.1

3,81

3,09

,3.57

3.45

3.33

3.20

3.08

2.96

2.84
2.72

2.60
2.4,S

2.30

2.24

2.12
2.00
1.8S

3.99
S.87

3.75

3.63

3.51

3.39

8,27
3,14

8,02

2.90
2,78
2.66

2.54
2.4'2

2.30

2.18
2.06

1.94

1.82

1.70
I 1.58

3.93

3.83

3.71
3.,-.9

3.47

3.35

3.23
3.10

2,98
2.80

2.74

2 02
2.50
2.:lS

2.2(1

2.14

2.02

1.90

1.78
1.60

1.64

1 1.42

3.81

3.69
3.57

3.44

3.32

3.20

3.08
2.90

2.84

2.72

2.60

2.48

2..30

2.24

i'oo

LcSS

1.76

1.63

1.51

1.S9

127

E.KAMriE.

Lands; suppose fine interval Is estimated at 13 years,

and tenant, a male, aged 10, Annuity = 141 year's

purchase. Enfranchisement = 3'02 years' purchase
(see paper).

Note.

If there is a Widowhood custom In the Manor (see

paper.)

In the case of Building Laud (sec paper.)

In cases other than Buildiu<;; Land, add for tlie change
of tenure one year's purchase of Laud, or half a
year's purchase of House Property (see paper.)

As to Timber and Minerals, (see paper.)

For Quit-rents and Hcriots (see paper.)

3.000,000

3.231,021

3.903,366

6.000,000

UB. nOUSK S TABLE

MAUI TXSANTS.

£

3.739,978

8.909,854

4.098,821

4.430,097

4.993,155

6.472,889

S38.-j,000

£

3.129S

3.S7S0

3,4326

3,7645

4,3301

4,8740

6,0075

PRESE.NT TABLK.

HALE TE.VANTS

gget

5.68

£ £

8.03 2,85

3.24 2.7*

8.58 SOI

4.05 8,42

4.78 4.1S

5 23 4.68

6.0

Lands,

Houses.

10

3.50

2.73

4.06 4.53

3.41

70

5.73

4.62

Vacant
Tenancy

C.06

i.OO

n* ant pajmnt of tbe Aanolty is aappoaed to be
' atili«>i.ccUlcdagelo»teado((aaiuaal)ons]rear

the possihility of any penal custom being pressed
bytnelor(J, and three pages of Mr. Scratchley's
book contain nn epitome of quite a modern case,

in which less than 4 acres of land gave rise to a
fcarfnlly long series of actions and suits, includ-
ing proceedings at law against the Lord Chancel-
lor himself, who had given judjimcnt in favour of
a company in which his lordship held shares.
There is also the dormant valno that must exist
in tbe case of any property in whicli two persons
bave interests that are not harmonious. Here the
turveyor may almost tell the mathematician that

the parts do not malce up the w hole. It is no

doubt the consideration of these ciicamstances

that lend-i to the copyholder at fuio certain being

always charged more for enrrunchiseiueut than

the dry value of the lord's receipts. Such receipts

arising from fines wonld, in sirictnes.«, bo calcu-

lated by iipplvins the i! per cent. enfraucUiscment

table to half tbo amount vl ihe fine.

But, besides this, the copyholder, according

to the ommissioners' later reports, is ordi-

narily charged about half a year's value of

the properly ; and I propose that a like specific

addition (irrespective of the age of the tenant)

should, from the same consideration, be made in

the enfranchisement of copyholds held at fine ar-

bitrnr.Y, but that here the addition should, in the

case of land, be an entire year's purchase, because

the periodical valuati(ms for the arbitrary fines

keep the tenements with tlicir timber and minerals

under thowatch of the lord, and Iwcausc his fines

arc increased by any outlay in the draining

or other amelioration of the land and the im-

provement of the buildings upon it. For house

property an addition of half a year's value is

probably sufficient. The effect of these respec-

tive additions to the extracts from the

tables annexed to this paper will be readily seen ;

but if instead of the fine-intervals there adopted,

viz., lo years for land and 13 for houses, we refer

respectively to the intervals of 17 and 15 years

which I have conjcctm-edto bo the average periods,

the enlTanchisemcnt values for these intervals, as

afforded by the annexed tallies in the case of male
lives, will, when augmented in the manner just

mentioned, become as in the following table. The
question of what may bo the average fine-interval

is, however, very insignificant as compared with

the question of what "is the interval appropriate

to any given case.

As"regards Hnilding Land, however, the addi-

tion that is requisite is of a special kind ; a.nd

each case seems to require separate consideration

upon its own merits. Probably on an enfranchise-

ment of uncovered building land no one would

award \cm to the lord than somewhere about the

same proportion of its fee simple value that he

wonld award in the cn.'^o of other property ; for,

notwithstanding the arbitrary fine, copyholders

have been continually fonnd to build, and in th(j

event of .iny such building, the lord's future fines,

arc calculated upon an improved annnal valnc,

which includes not simply what would be the

ground rent, bnt also the further annual value

of the bnildings themselves. JJnt in the case of 11

large tract of building land, fitted for the erec-

tion of a number of houses, it seems to me that in

strictness the lord is commonly entitled to a

materially larger proportion notwithstanding

that tenants^ may generally obtain en-

franchisements upon easier terms. Regard may
be hod to the greatest nnmber of years certain

for which the custom of the particular manor will

enable a copyholder to demise his lands without

license and with license respectively, and also to-
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the amount of the fine ho must pay for any such
license ; and of any Ijuilding vahie that may be
thus availahle to tlie copyholder he should be
charged for cnfranohisenient only such ii propor-
tion as is indicated liy (probably) the t per cent.
Knfranchisenicnt Table. But the dilTcrence
between such value, and the fee simple value of
the property, if entirely unfettered (as would lie

the case after the enfranchisement), is a surplus
value that is dormant during the existence of the
copyhold tenure, and, in the words of the IGth
section of the Copyhold Act of 1 852, is " an ad-
vantage to arise from the enfranchisement ;" the
lord'should, therefore, receive a further payment
of one-half of this difference, for it must belong
e'/ ually to the two parties whose concurrence is

necessary to make the surplus available. And
this equal division of such surplus building value
applies to copyholds at fine certain just as much
as to those at fine arbitrary. This, I submit, is the
strict justice of the ca.sc, although many lords may
be willing as an act of gi-acc to accept a smaller
compensation for the obstructive power they
possess.

Again, with respect to Timber and litineraU,
which neither lonl nor tenant can touch without
the consent of the other, the same equal partition
of their value is reijuired, unless by the well-
established custom of any particular manor the
value is shared in any other proportion.
To be theoretically accurate, quit-rents ^ovlM,

I think, be uniformly valued for enfranchisement
at 30 years' purchase, after deducting such an
annual sum as the collection of the particular
<^uit-rent may be estimated to cost.

Her lots, when taken not only upon the death
of a tenant, but also upon a surrender followed by
the admission o£ a purchaser of the copyhold,
could be valued for enfranchisement by multiply-
ing the years' purchase in the enfranchisement
table l)y half the value of the heriot, if it is a
fixed sum of money. But when the lord has the
power of taking the beast or goods of the tenant,
the value for enfranchisement must depend in a
great measure upon the probable nature of the
next heriot, and this will be estimated according
to the social position of the present tenant. From
an observation in Mr. Rouse's manual (p. 107)
it appears that the Copyhold Commissioners have
stated that for the enfranehi-sement of heriots
" pnyablo on alienation .as well as death," twice as
much should be paid as when the heriots are
receivable upon death only. Hence it would seem
to be their opinion that deaths occur with only
the same frequency as alienations. If this opinion
is not sufficiently correct, it errs in over-estimating
the general frequency of alienations, and, there-
fore, relatively under-estimating the sum that
should be paid for the enfranchisement of heriots
receivable only on the death of the tenant.
The object of such societies as the present may,

I suppose, be summed np as that of progressing
in one way and another from surmise towards
certainty

; and the present paper has been pre-
pared in the hope that it may bo a step, however
feeble in that direction, as well as a discharge of
the obligation which is laid by this institution
not only upon its members but upon its asso-
ciates also.

lance." A vote of thanks was accorded to Mr-
Smyth. A short discussion ensued, which was
adjourned to February 7th.
The following candidates were balloted for,

and declared duly elected, viz: As Members-
Frederic Chancellor, Chelmsford, Essex ; George
Bridge llilliard, Chelmsford, Essex. AsAssociates
—Ralph William Glutton, Ifartswood, Reigate

;

Willinm Jeeves Crawley, 10, Waterloo-place

;

Thomas Twining Wing, Bedford.
The next meeting will be held on Monday

evening, January 2'tth, when the adjourned dis-
cussion on Mr. Hope's paper, entitled " The Dis-
tribution and Agricultural Use of Town Sewage,"
will be resumed. The following candidates will
be balloted for, viz : As Members—John Edward
Poundley, Black Hill, Kerry, Montgomeryshire

;

George Rawlenoe, Salisbury. As Associate

—

Andrew Johnstone, 25, Oreeham-street, E.G.

KIMCOTE CHURCH, LEICESTERSHIRE.

WE this week give a photo-lithograph of the
parish church at Kimcote, near Lutter-

worth, which has just lately been restored. In
plan it consists of nave, chancel, north aisle, with
chantry, chapel, western tower, and south parch.
The south side shows clearly that the original
church was much lower in elevation, and had high
pitched roofs, but in the ICth century the c'ere-
story was added with flat roofs covered with letid.

In the works just carried out the nave roof has
been thoroughly repaired, and entirely new roofs
placed upon the aisle and chancel , the tracery
of the windows and the other stonework restored

;

the south porch entirely re-built ; new seats
provided throughout the church ; the flooring of
the chancel laid with Minton's encaustic and
plain tiles in patems. A handsome oak pulpit,
a lectern, and three painted windows are special
gifts. The glass for two of the above windows
is the work of Messrs. Clayton and Bell, and for
the other, Messrs. Cox and Co. were employed.
The whole ot the builder's works were executed
by Messrs. Law and Son, of Lutterworth, under
the superintendence of the architect, Mr. William
Smith, of 10, John-street, Adelphi.

Jnt4l%Biw[t

INSTITUTION OF SUEYETOES.

At the ordinary general meeting held on
Monday, January 10th, the following names were
read and. passed to be balloted for on February
7th, viz :—Aa Members—William Blount, Orche-
hillHouse, Gerrard's- cross, Bucks ; Francis Field,
Oxford; John Lees, Reigate; Janies Martin,
Waiufleet, Boston, Leicestershire ; James Raw-
lence, Salisbury. As Associates—Ernest Carritt,
16, Basinghall-strect, E.G. ; George Henry
Tatham, 14, Cockspur-street, Pall Mall; John
Wijram, Bromley s, Harlow, Essex.
The following donations to the library were

announced,—"House of Commons Report on
Agricultural Customs." By J. B. Denton. R.
Horton.—"Tables for Planting and Valuing
Underwood and Woodlands."—Messrs. Daniel
Smith, Son, and Oakley. G. A. Dean.—"A
Treatise on the Land Tenure of Ireland." By
the Author. Brayley and Brittou.—"History of
Surrey," in 5 vols. By John Wornham Penfold,
Sen. The following donations to the library fund
were announced.—J. L. Hornblower, £3 3s. ; W.
Snooke, £5 5s.; W. Turner, £3 38. ; F. Willmott,
£5, A vote of thanks was unanimously giyen to
the various donors.

. J*- P??^"" ^»» '^'"l "7 Mr. E. Smyth, entitled
The Enfranchisement of Copyholds of Inheri-

CHUKCHES AND CHAPELS.

Taunton.—The chancel of S. Mary's Church,
Taunton, was re-opened last week after the
erection of a new reredos. A plan for raising the
floor two feet and placing a new reredos and
sculptured entablature behind and above the
altar was acqniesced in by the parishioners, and
the work has been accomphshed by Mr. Davis,
builder. The roof of the chancel has been re-
decorated from the designs and under the super-
intendence of Mr. A. Stansell, of Taunton. The
canopied reredos, with its niches and crockets of
yellow Mansfield stone, the altar-piece, of pure white
Caen, representing our Saviour's Agony in the
Garden, is sculptured in alto relievo, from a design
of Mr. G. E. Street, A.R.A., by Mr. T. Carp,
Lambeth, together with the standing figures of the
Blessed Virgin, S. Mary Magdalene, and the four
evangelist.s.

Baenstaple, Devon.—The new church of
Holy Trinity was opened by Dr. Temple, Bishop
of Exeter, on the 12th inst. The church was
originally built in 1846, but owing to its defective
construction, fell .so quickly to decay that the
whole of it, save only the tower, has been entirelv
re-built. The tower is a fine Perpendicular one,
standing one hundred and thirty feet high. It was
somewhat higher, but has been lowered some feet,
and advantage has been taken of the scaffolding
erected for that purpose to carve the blocks left
for oi-namental purjioses at the time of its construc-
tion. The new church, which is cmcifonn, follows
nearly the plan of the old walls ; with an exten-
sion westward of a few feet, and eastward bv the
addition of an apse. The nave, instead of being
as before, in one single span, with walls com-
paratively low, is now divided into three parts.
The central part has lofty walls forming a clere-
story, into which the old nave windows are incor-
porated, with new hooded curtain ribs on the
inside. There are now narrow side aisles with
small two-light windows, separated from the nave
by an arcade on cither side of Hatherleigh and
Ham-hill stone, ivith moulded capitals. The

chancel aisles are cnvere<l with double roof
transversely, and there is a narrow aisle to these
connecting them with the nave aisles by transveree'
arches. The old roof timbers are re-con«tmcted
and the carved angels are used again for the
corbels, but the npsidal roof of the chancel is
carved on small vaulting shafU with carved
capitals. The old pews are re-constmctcd into
open benches, and the chancel is fitted with stalls
There is the old pulpit, a new litunv desk and
lectern, and the old altar i.s considerably enlarged
both in height and length. The chancel i.s laid
with Minton's tiles. A memorial window in
stained glass in the south ai.sle is from a design of
the architects ; another is in course of execution
for the ca-st window by Messn. Powell. In the
west window some coloured glass patera; is
introduced. The stonework of this window is
made of tlic old work, but reduced from seven
lights to five. The contractors were Messrs
Hartnoll, Pulsford and Cox, of Barnstaple. Th«
carving of the tower was cxccnteil by Mr. Harrv
Hems, of Exeter. The architect is Mr. Vf
White, F.S.A., of Wimpole-street, London.
LivEBPOOL.—The new Greek church of S.

Nicholas, at Liverpool, recently erected nndcr the
supcnntendencc of Mr. Henry Sumner, F.R.I B A
was consecrated on Sunday last bv the Archbidiop
of Syi-a and Tenos. The .style isByzantinc. It is
built of red bnck and light stone, and is placed
upon a massive stone rock, faced and with slightly
battered basement. The walls are in alternate
bands of brick and stone to a certain height ; the
windows are semicircular, headed with brick and
stone arches

; the central dome of the church,
covered with lead, surmounted by a gilt cross,
nses from the intersection of the nave and tran-'
sept roofs, and forms a Greek cro.ss ; the apsidal
east end and its three western domes over the
narthex, and its lateral projections, form the
charactenstic features of the best examples of
ancient Greek churches. The plan and general
arrangements of the building are based upon
those of the Church of S. Theotocos at Constanti-
nople, erected in the oth century. The church
consists in plan of an oblong 61) feet by 54 feet
within the walls, combining nave, central tran-
sejits, and aisles. The eastern bays, or that
portion which corresponds with our chancel and
aisles, will be screened off by means of the
Iconostasis, and terminated by a central project-
ing apse, with small side ones formed in the
thickness of the wall. To the west of the nave, and
Its whole width, 54 feet by 18 feet 6 inches, is the
narthex or vestibule, entered by the central west
doorway. Eight magnificent columns which
support the roof are specially worthy of notice.
They wore supplied by Mr. Fabbricotti, from his
well-known Carrara quarries. The height of the
nave vault is 45 feet, and to the eye of the central
dome, 72 feet. The iron work of the interior,
together with the apparatus for heatmg and the
iron gates and palisading outside, were supplied
by Mr, J. Gibbs,of Doran's-lane, Liverpool. The
contractor for the whole of the work, which has
been satisfactorily concluded, including the fit-

tings, was Mr. William Tomkinson, of Broiralow-
street, Liverpool. The entire cost has been about
£14,000. Readers of The Building News as
far back as 1864, will, probably, remember that
Messrs. W. and J. Hay were originally appointed
architects of the building, but in consequence of
these gentlemen resenting what they deemed im-
proper interference with theirprofessional conduct,
the committi'o resolved to have the plans carried
out by Mr. Henry Sumner.

INCOEPORATED SOCIETY FOE PROMOTING
THE Enlargement, Building, and Repair-
ing OP Churches and Chapels.—The usual
monthly meeting of this society was held on Mon-
day, at the Society's house, 7, Whitehall, S.W, ;

the Hon, and Rev. A. Lcgge in the chair.
Grants of money were made in aid of the follow-
ing objects :—Building new churches, viz., S
Matthew's Commercial-road, a district formed
from the parishes of Limehonse and Stepney ; S.
Paul's, Middlesborough, Yorkshire ; and S.
Stephen's, Walwortli-common, Snrrey; rebailding
the church at Bettws Ifan, near Newcastle Emlyn,
Cardigan ; enlarging or otherwise increasing the
accommodation in the churches at Ruislip, near
Uxbridge ; Watford, Herts ; Wormingford, near
Colchester ; and Connington, near S. Ives. Under
very urgent and peculiar circumstances the grants
formerly made were increased towards en larging
.and restoring the churches at Broadwood Kelly,
near Winkleigh, Devon ; and Llaufwrog, near
Knthin, Denbigh.
Cymmau.—A galvanised cormgated ironbnild-
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tag, to be vui on SandA^rs as a church, and on

week d^r* •• • idiool, hac just Kvu iMnipleUil on

Ike ale of Hooe Moantain. KliutsUitv. It is

oaable of whng about 'MO (mtmius, awl is

wilt*^ by ax elli|itieal hnu'ed wimluu's on the

aM^aad laiigvr ooea at each eo<). The entrance

ii on tbe sooth ad«, thrnngh a (x^rrh. The
iiU»U«ie is liunl with wood. Mr. 8. Sothcm,
TTewMew ititet, Wreshani, \rits the designer and
coMtnctor.
Cbotdon.—A new Congregational chnrch is

about to be erected at South End, Croydon,

fram plans prepaitd by Mr. Barker, architect,

WelkiJey-road. Accommoilation will lie prorided

for 400 penoos, and a school-room will be attached

cafbte of accoounodating 'MM) ehiUlrou. The
coat is estimated at abont lIl'MK).

BUILDIKCa.

PUOTOX.—The Preston and connty of

Taiiiaslii Infirmary is now open for the reception

of p>ti«nts Tbe western parilion forms onc-

baU of the complete plan. The erection of the

•iteni oBe is left to the fatnre. The building,

fomiflriy known as the House of Recovery, has

been enlarged and re-arranged to t^na the
administrative department, as well as the dis-

pensar;f and out-patients' department of the

mstitntion. That building and the former limits

of tbe site, north and south, determined the dis-

poaitioo of tbe new pavilion. First, a curridor,

18 feet wide and 45 feet long, with windows on
both sides, extend westward from the corridor of

the old stmctnre, and affords due separation from
and access to tbe pavilion. At the end of the
corridor is the pavilion, e.\tendiug from (bo former
at right angles to what were the limits of the

site, north and south, when operations were
eoauDenced. It is a lofty building, of two

I in height above gronnd, and tbe arrange-
on each floor are identical. Tbe large

OBth wards are one above the other. Those are
floe rooms, each 110 feet long, 26 feet wide, and
a little over 16 feet in height, arranged for 24
beds, two beds between each window. Taking
tiM maximum number at 2H beds, there being
roan, » hen no fires are lighted, for fonr more,
there are upwards of 100 s<iuarc feet of floor area
to each patient, and 1700 cubic feet of air space.

The arrangements for veutilation are very ample.
A spacions staircase, westward of the corridor,
eoonects the various floors by an easy ascent from
the basement to the top. Northwards of the
staircase are wards for special cases, two on each
floor, and beyond those a ward of eight beds on
each flixjr, 37ft Gin. by 2()ft. Oin. by 16ft. Oin.
high, all with provisions for warming and venti-
lating. The wards for special cases contain
2300 cubic feet of air space to each patient, and
160 s^jnare feet of floor space. The north wards
of eight beds each contain lilOO cubic feet of
air space to each patient, and 120 square feet of
floor space. Altogether the maximum accommo-
datioo in the pavilion is for seventy-six beds.
The administrative department, offices, &c., are
wen constmcted and completely furnished withn oeoeMary reqnirements. The amount of the
preaent building contract has been £ 1

1 ,700. Mr.
Hibbert was the architect.

The New Arcade, Cabdipp.—The new
Arcade, S. Maiy Street, Cardiff, opposite the
Royal Ilotel, was opened on Monday. The Arcade
contains 60 shops, some with dwelling-houses
attached. The length is 420ft. and the breadth
13ft. The cost of the undertaking is £10,(K)0,
which is paid by a company. It will, however,
be lighted op at the town expense, in consequence
of its great convenience. The architect is Mr. P.
Price, and the builder Mr. S. Shepton. The
large skylight at the top affords quite sufficient
light during the day, while the whole of the
interior is painted in snch a manner as to assist
tbe light —

TO CORRESPONDENTS,
n^ do not hold oonclves responnlble for the opinions
•( oar epnemoadenu. The Kdltor ro»pcctfully rc-

taat aO eoBmoaleationa should be drawn up
-_, _j powible, a* there are many claimants

ipoa tbe apaee allotted to eorrespoodence.]

^S:Z'Jl*i SS?* P*^'^'* •» "'• PsMnore Edwards,
?tS? t"^ 9"^ ^^ cheques to be crossed ooue uaioaBaaiL

tocitiVED..-ll T.;8.. -R. and 8.-J. P. S._

*• -^ %-^. H. P.-.I. 0,-W. J.-Toronto—D. H.j«IJ N.-a.P. S^P.E. k^w. and Co.^. and

C M.-8eDd Uie qoesUgD, with a drawing of the old

coin, to tbe English Mechanic, and you are almost
euro to cet an answer.

.J. K. WALKEa.—Withsketch irom'Holyrood Chapt!].
8MOKK Prevention.—Have nothing to do with '* J.

Kilwanli^ and Co.," of Vftnsltart->treot, Deptford. Ho
has ju8t retired to Edinburgh, from whence, we be-
lieve, he came, foricettiu^ to settle with his creditors.
We believe, moreover. It is not the first occurrence of
the kind.

(Ifarn^s|jair(lcn([^.

LIAS LIME.

(To the Editor of The 1$uildin(; News.)

Sir,—I have read with much interest the excel-

lent article on lias lime, contributed by Mr. Gil-

bert R. Redgrave to The Building News of tho

17tb December last. While, however, agreeing

with the writer's conclusions as to the varions

processes of calcination at present in use in

this country, I cannot but think that in approach-
ing the economical aspect of the question he
assumes too much. I fear he will find few prac-

tical men agreeing with him in the possibility of

manufacturing an artificial lias " so as to leave a

fair margin of profit" I am myself ignorant of

the selling price of the Barrow lime to which Mr.
Redgrave appears exclusively to have confined

his attention ; hut when he is informed that at

Lyme Regis, which exhibits, both in a geological

and commercial sense, one of the richest de-

posits of blue lias in the world, the stone can be

shipped in e.xhaustless abundance at less than
four shillings per ton, he will, I think, be disposed

to modify somewhat his expre8si<in8 of surprise

that there should hitherto have been no attempt
on the part of manufacturers to give practical

expression to his views. I have referred particu-

larly to Lyme Regis, as being more immediately
within my own personal knowledge, but I believe

the same remarks will equally apply to the lime-

stone obtainable at Aberthaw, R-agby, and other
localities within the ambit of the liassic forma-
tion.—I am, Sir, yours, itc.

A Contractor.
London, January 17th, 1870.

INTERNATIONAL ART EXHIBITION.
Sib,—Can you tellme the name of the architect,

if one there is, employed in the erection of the
International Art Exhibition liuikling now in

course of erection at South Kensington ? It is to
be hoped that by the employment of a competent
person we shall not be terrified again with any-
thing so hideous as the Exhibition building of
1 862. The matter is important, as the structure
now in progress is intended to be permanent.
The neighbouring museum buildings also furnish
a warning of want of proper consideration and
definite plan, which should be noticed and borne
in mind. A portion of the south front is

completed in elaborate brickwork and terra cotta,
and excepting the ridiculous size of the entrance
doorway, and one or two other blemishes, would, if

the design was perfectly carried out, present an
interesting and even attractive faoade. On the
east side, however, two parallel projections are
built, one of them only just erected, in defiance
of all symmetry, utterly ignoring the ornamental
wing on west side. Conseciuently the finished and
costly portion must always remain a fragment,
unless at a great sacrifice the buildings are some
of them pulled down.

It is stated that the International Exhibition is

to be opened next year, but I have seen no ])ublic
announcement. As no work is to be admitted that
has been previously exhibited, the Commissioners
are giving artists and others but slender chance of
producing fine works.—I am. Sir, &c.,

P. E. M.

"FLATS" FOR THE MIDDLE CLASSES.
Sib,—It is a strange fact that the two extremes

of society, the Upper Ten Thousand and quite the
lower classes, arc only those benefited by the
iutro<lnction of the continental system of letting
off suites of apartments on the various floors to
different families. Judging from the great demand
for residential chambers, I feel assured that were
capacious mansions erected, replete with every
convenience, and having on each floor, dining,
sleeping, and culinary apartments, they would
quickly find tenants. What is wanted arc good
substantial dwellings for middle class folk. The
flats in the neighbourhood of Victoria-street are,
of course, far too ex|X!nsivc.

The many large plots of land abutting on and

in close proximity to the Ilolbom Viaduct, would
be iulniirably adapted to such a purpose, it would
be useless to build rows of shops with no adjacent
neighbourhood to supply customers, but if the
ground floors were devoted to shops, and the upper
ones, to convenient apartments at moderate rents,

besides being a great improvement to tbe City, I
firmly believe the scheme would answer, in a
financial jwint of view.— I am. Sir, your obedient
servant. J. B. G.

"FASTI HEKEFORDENSK.S."
Sir,—Allow me to tliauk you for the honour you

have done me in devoting a leading article in yuur im-
presBion of December '.^4 to ji description of my " Fasti
HerefordeDses." I was quite prepared to slihnalt to
the usual fate of most authors, viz., severe criticism
aud rough handliugon nil weak points. Your adverse
remarks were fair enough, but I should be glad of offer-
ing a few remarks to tho writer of that article for his
Informatiou.

I. Title page.—This is certainly very miscellaneous,
aud we were never quite satisfied with It— this was our
lirtJt attempt, and expense alone deterred us from re-
producing it in bettor form. My object was to take an
opportunity of showing the nature of what appeared
to me beautiful letters in our Cathedral Library. I
have no doubt that a more suoceesful result would
have been attained if there lind been more freedom
about the corners, and no modern letters used what-
ever ; but my colleague thought ancient letters only
would be unintelligible to most persons. The trouble
and expense I incurred over this title forced me to
the cheaper aud better foreign market for my other
plates.

II. My name is not quite so modern as the writer
supposes. The family of my name, having undergone
various spellings have been located in llucklngham-
shire, Henley on Thames, and Great Milton at least
for 300 years past, as registers prove.

III. The stamping of the covers.-On page 219 it is

stated that these are fac similies of a printed volume
in the Cathedral Library, date lulB.
IV. I am extremely sorry that the writer had not

seen one of the best, or Two Guinea copies of tbe work,
which contain certain coloured illustrations uot given
in the guinea copies. I feel sure that these would
have pleased him as I took special pains to do justice
to plates 4 and 5.

I should have observed above that the best copies
are bound in leather ; in these the stamp comes out
with much better effect.

Tbe papers which caused the greatest labour were
the '* Map," the " Library," and the *' List of Books,"
&c.

.

I shall, during the present year, devote myself to
taking: the Map through the press, .and I must also
make eyery exertion to be.at up as good a. list of sub-
scribers as possible ; if you will assist iu spreading
information about this rare object I .'ball feel truly
obliged. Allow me to subscribe myself, yours, Ac.,

Francis T. Havergal,
Minor Canon of Hereford Cathedral.

Lyde Vicarage, near Hereford, Jan. 14, 1N79.

THE liVILDlNG NliWS SKETCH BOOK.
Sir.—I have rend with no little alarm the sugges-

tions of yourlate correspondents on the above subject.
May I oiler a few remarks which I am sure would be
endorsed by all who are acquainted with the circum-
stances that brought your very interesting and valu-
able Sketch Bock intoexistauce.
First of all I would ask why and for what purpose

it was Instituted ? The right reply, it I am not much
mistaken, would be, To enable us to make a friendly
interchange of sketches of ancient works of architec-
ture, "uot modern designs." Such works being dis-
tributed far and near throughout tlie country, thou-
sands not having the time or means at tlieir disposal
to visit them, would necessarily be debarred from the
advantages they offer for furthering their studies. I
am sure that all who are animated with a nropcr love
for their profession, would do their best endeavours to
contribute at least one sketch to add to the many, and
by so doing we should obtain lasting memorials of the
grand and beautiful works of our forefathers, which
ought to be the pride of our nation, but which I regret
to say are now either ruthlessly destroyed or indif-
ferently allowed to sink Into decay, and ere long will
become things of the past, little or nothing being left

to tell the tale of their former magnificence. I^ct me
thank you, Mr. P^litor, for your praiseworthy eifortsto
add to that little by opening a way through the medium
of your Sketch Book.
In reference to the modern designs, &c. ,

proposed to
be introduced, I would but add that the pages of The
Bun. i>iNG News have always a plentiful supply, and
I think it would be but fair to finish with that which
Is really genuine and instructive, ere we accept that
which, I am sorry to say, only ton often proves Itself

to be of but doubtful character.— I am, yours, &c.,
W. Cl,E.MENT WILLIA.VIS.

Sir.—Being a subscriber to your valuable paper, I
have watched with great interest its progress aud suc-
cess. I am very pleased with your new scheme, the
'• Sketch Book. I was rather surprised at your cor-
respondent f" Contributor's ") suggestioi>, with regard _
to the introduction of original designs. This I think J
would depreciate its value very much, aud destroy its I
f
resent historical character. I have an idea, which,
think, might be adopted to a certain extent. It is,

that copies of photographs, in keeping with the
" Sketch Book," should be accepted. If found of sufli-

clent Interest, for the following reasons. A larger
number of sketches would be forwarded, and, ns the
photograph would be a fac-simile of the building,
there would be little ground for fear as to the cor-
rectness of the sketch. Your subscribers may have
photographs of old and interesting buildings, when
it Is impossible for them to take sketches. In copying
from a photograph, more time can be expended on the
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drnwinp. whereby a clearer aud better idea of the

UetailB would be obtained than from a rouijh sketch.

I propose, in case a prize should be yiven, that the

preference be awarded to thoMc who have made their

sketches from the original subject.—I am ISIr, yours,

&c. J- G- I'-

LUNCHEONS AND AISBEY KUINS.

Sir, — There is an underlying element of discord
Hmong certain of your readers, doubtless enjjendered

by the deplorable reIi;?ious strife of the day, which
never falls to crop up when opportunity olt'ers. and
if refused admission in its positive form into :i jour-

nal which, as yours, professes to steer clear of all

disputes of the "kind, is only too jrlad of a phiusible
pretext for ventiiij; its fanaticism in an attack upon
any e.xpression of opinion concerning a subject ujion

which it may consider itself competent to hold forth.

I beg to indict this morbid diseases as an intolerable

nuisance to all bona /hie readers of a professional
paper, and, as a case in point, would call attention to

a letter in your last week s issue, in which Mr. Waleott
is accused of big-otry on account of an expression of
indignation at acts which are only perpetrated by the

vulgar and ignorant, and whose too frequent occur-
rence makes every true churchman's heart burn with
shame within him.

I repudiate all attempt here to raise the religious

point, the validity of Christian consecration, or to pur-
tue the question of tlie suitableness of the tourist's

choice of a luncheon place, or even to descant upon
the propriety of the croquet lately in full swing within
the hallowed walls of Glastonbury, but I wish to pro-
test once for all against the admission into this paper
of the turbulent spirit which strives to mar with its

irrelevant objections the interest of such articles as
the one referred to. C. S. W.
London, Jan. 17, 1870.

COMPETITIONS.

Cheltenham Union Schools Competi-
tion.—The result of tliis competition, confined by
invitation to the local architects, h^ been the

selection of the plans marked " Hope " prepared

by Mr. J. Thomas Darby.
Eastby, Kent. — In November last, the

guardians of the Eastry Union invited four or

five architects to prepare designs for a new in-

firmary, capable of accommodating 100 patients.

The designs of Mr. T. C. lOiighlley, of lOG,

Cannon-street, City, were selected by the guardians

on the 12th inst The drawings have been sent

to the Poor Law Board for their approval

.

The Plymouth Guildhall Competition.
—The Plymouth Town Council are somewhat
divided in opinion as to the advisability of pro-

ceeding with the proposed Guildhall, and ap-

parently are not quite sure that they have selected

the best design after all. At a somewhat stormy
meeing held last week, it was resolved, after four

hours' discussion, to appoint a committee to pro-

ceed at once to the erection of the building, but

the plans and time of erection are left to that

body, who are to report from time to time to the

council. We since hear that the committee have
appointed a sub-committee to confer with Messrs.

Norman and Hine, the authors of the first pre-

miated design, as to the practicability of so modi-
fying and rearranging their designs as to 'per-

mit of the introduction of^ additional features

which are deemed desirable. We also hear from
a private source that one of the committee is em-
ploying an unsuccessful candidate to prepare

plans for submission. Our readers will probably
hear more about this next week.

Convalescent Home, Saltburn-by-the-
Sea.—During last summer, the promoters of this

institution, finding the existing home too small,

determined to erect a building adapted for the

object on a large scale. Accordingly, plans and
resigns were advertised for, 30 guineas being
offered for the first competition prize, and 20gs.

for the second, all plans, with estimates, to be
lodged with the promoters, at Darlington, on or

before December 31, 1869. In response to this

.adTertisement, we understand that between sixty

and seventy architects have forwarded designs,

varying greatly in style, the estimates for the
carrying out of which range from £3000 to

£20,000. The award will be made in a short

time.

CtHiCAGO, U.S -—The plans of Mr. W.W. Boy-
ington. architect, of Chicago, for the new Iowa
S tae Hou6e,e8timating the cost at from 1,000,000
dols. to 2,000,000 dols., have been adopted.
Thirtean sets of plans were presented.

New York Art Museum.—The recent move-
ment in New York in behalf of a great Metro-
politan Art Museum is so far a success that all

now lacking is the money to carry out the
original design for a building, adequate to hod
»nd exhibit the treasures of art and antiquity
|)ro»>)ised lor the proposed institution.

dul^H^mmuitipttan.

QUESTIONS.
[1741.]—CHAPELS AND GALI.KRY COXSTRUC-

TlON.—Will any of your conespondents be kind
enough to infornt me of a really good work mi the
above subject, and thus greatly oblige—A YoiJN<i
DUAUCHTS.MAN.

[1742.]-FLOOKPr.ATK.—I thank " B. B." for his
reply ; but he has misunderstood my question. I pro-
pose tlnit the flat bar forming the plate should hn
rivetted together to form one continuous length of j.^o

feet, and so to act as an iron bond in tlie wall as well
as a floor plaie, but 1 am afraid that evil effects will
follow tlie expansion and contraction of this iron bar
l.'iOfl. lend. I wish to know whether the superincum-
bent weight of brickwork above the bar would be suf-
ficient to prevent the iron from varying its length
when built in by reason of variations of temperature.
-X. M.

[1743.1-LEGAL query.—There is a case reported
somewhere, I think, deciding that the presumption of
law was that the soil of a privale way belonged to the
owners of the adjoining land. I am unable to find
such a cose Can any reader of The Bl'u.i>ing News
oblige me by pointing It out? I think it was within
I8()--U.—A. B.

[1744.]-THE0D0LITE.-I should feel much obliged
if the writer of the article in last week's I(uili>i;;g
News would explain how the number of degrees,
minutes, and seconds arc read off from a theodolite
when it is divided for reading seconds. I am well
acquainted with the use of a theodolite when it is used
for reading minutes only ; when it is divided for
seconds, I am puzzled to read them correctly,—A Sub-
SCKIBER.

[1745.]—THEATRES.—Numerous theatres having
been erected so recently as to render it improbable
that a collection of their dimensions has yet been
made, I should feel obliged to the readers of The
BuiLDiNO News for such reliable particulais of the
stage, proscenium, auditorium, Ac, of any late exam-
ples as they may be good enough to supply.—Foot-
light.

[1748.] — VERBAL ORDERS.— Will any of your
readers inform me whether if a contractor executes
a verbal order from the architect, he can claim for the
extra work ? It is usually inserted in specifications
that all orders for extra work must be given in writing,
but I have hitherto looked upou this as a dead letter.

—BCILDER.

[1747.] — SCARFING BEAMS, — I have to scarf a
beam b'iii. In length In three places. As there is to be
a heavy central weight, 1 am not allowed to put tlie

joining on the centre, but must leave a clear space of
ten feet there. What would be the best points in the
beam to make the joint ? The beam itsell forms part
of a large truss.

—

Beginner.

[1718.]—POSITION OF FONT.-In the planning of
churches, the font is placed at the west end, near the
entrance. Is this position considered an indispens-
able part of the arrangements, or might the font be
placed elsewhere, say near the north door, should
Circumstances render it more'convenient ?—F. T.

[1749.]-STRENGTH OF ROOFS.—I am much
obliged to " Carpenter " for his answer to this question,
and entirely agree with him that the second sample is

the best. "Carpenter," however, says ''they are
neither of them at all good specimens of a roof truss.

"

Will he point out the defect of the second truss, or
sketch one which be may consider preferable ? The tie

beam is to carry a floor.—Comi'AEISON.

REPLIES
[1711.1-SUPPORTING CAST IRON PILLARS —

The method of fixing iron pillars upon piles given in
your last number has the merit of present security to
recommend it. It is, however, ^^.^„

rather complex in its method, fSMit

and open also to the more for-

miiiable objection of insecurity, , >^,

arising from the patent fact /'-/(

that ground damp and atmos- '' '•

plieric changes would soon
loosen the rusted rivets in an «-

open railway shed, where the n
frequent concussion of heavy f^
trains and engines would then
have the shaky pillars at their

mercy, and possibly an extra
gale might, ere the company
raise the wind for other pur-
poses, shock the public and
the shareholders by a catas-

trophe more disastrous than
the first. The simple method
is to make the footing of the
pillars in one piece with the
pillar, and long enough to sit

at least 9in. ou the head
of the pile prepared to receive It It would then be

secured by cross bolts, and protected, as far as its c«u-

ncctlon with the pile is concerned, from all adverse

influences whatsoever. The section illustrates what
perhaps hardly needs an illustration.—Robun.

[1730]-NATIONAL SCHOOL PLANS.-The dic-

tates of common sense (sole dictator of custom) would

dictate charge for the extraneous drawings.- Uictatori-

ally yours,—DiCTATOK.

[173i.)-DRY EOT.-Lay the whole fonndAttou
over with a good coating, say lln. thIckneM of Wtn-
niinouB concrete, and have the Jolau creosotcd. The
latter can be purchased re«lycrco»oled at a very trlfline
cost above the price of the timber, or the timber can
be sent to be done at ereoMUne works. The beat plan
Is to buy the JoUts rreoaotod. It any plec«i are uwn
off, ao an ao leave the ends exposed, they should bo
dipped in tar, for nlthough the timber Is imprefrnated
with the preserving mnterlal, yet the surface Is of
course better protected than the liuide.—A. A.

[17.:2.]-HLRST'S HANDBfMK.-Your correspon-
dent, " H. A. R.." surely does not expect any two In-
dependent calculations to give exactly the same nu-
merical result .' I have checked the tables referred to.
and find them quite accurate enough forall prscUetl
purposes. As an example. The weight of one lineal
fool of square iron one inch square Is equal to, br the
tables, :i'3iiK. Multiplying this by IMM It ought to
give the weight of a piece of brass of the atme
dimensions. Performing the multiplication we
have .'i^Uls x 104K = .) oW. The tabular number la
:)G4<i. and the difference a little over one ounce. It
must be borne In mind that the multiplier 104S Is only
approximate, and that the correct weight should b«
always taken from the latter. So also for copper or
any other metal.—DHAiiGiiTgMAN.

ri7.'K.]-" HURST'S ARCHITECTURAL SUR-
VEYOR'S HANDBOOK."-The above-mentioned
work is " yet another " Instance of human infallibility

;

one other evidence of the truthfulness of at least por-
tion Tir/mo of " the po(!t'8 " aphoristic distich "To en-
is human," Ac. Without attempting a solution of the
mooted mystery, permit mo to particularise a aome-
what similar incongruity in " Laxton's Price Hook,"
f.e., the weiglit of lead pipe in toble on page 31 agreea
with Hurst's table, but varies from that on page 8.3 of
the same work, and await the doable elucidation.—

F

[1734.] -CONCRETE BUILDINGS.—A favourable
but at the same time impartial and practical review of
the whole question of concrete buildings will be
found in Mr. Reid's late volume ," Concrete and How
to Make It."—Student.

[17.35.J-DUTIES OF ARCHITECT'S PUPIL.-
Albeit it is stated with confidence and Implicitly
accredited that " Fools rush in where angels fear to
tread " the hope is fondly 'cherished that no obnoxious
inference will be deduced and applied in this instance
to him who has sufficient temerity to meddle with this

vexed question. He ventureth his meddlings in three
consecutive paroxysms thus :— 1. Ye ideas of ye tyrant

;

2. Ye ideas of ye slave; 3. Ye golden mean, after
Pecksniff and Co., by no means limited, a long way.
1. In consideration of the pa^^ment of a heavy pre-
mium saTis remuneration, to enjoy a usurpation of the
legitimate " office boy's " beatific duties—to light fires,

sweep out the office, run errands, neither few nor far
between, for both office and household trace exten-
sively, square dimensions, fair copy, hold ring end of
tape in measuring invariably, and generally labour and
frtgdiurnally and nocturnally without a modicum of
thanks, in a workshop lacking respectability or ac-
commodation, for a probationary period of 3 or 4 years,
with the prospective bliss of becoming a fuU-fiedged
improver for a corresponding period at a munificent
weekly stipend of about 10s. drawn upon the Bank of
Imagination, and paid at convenience of employer.
2. To tumble into office about 11 o'clock scented, gloved,
and jewelled, and in the full and uninterrupted enjoy-
ment of a fragrant Uavanah to vote work " a dem
bore," and the governor " a dem muff," to " Tommy
Dodd " for bitters, and recede or vacate to imbibe the
same, returning at a period unknown, or In time to
leave for a two hour dinner, to while away the inter-

regnum (close at 4) in the most suggestive, congenial,
and convivial manner with a decided p<;nchant for
billiards, and "last but not least" by any manner of
means, to draw a princely salary " upon the nail." 3.

To give, in comfortable quarters, fair time and atten-

tion, with accuracy, promptitude, tact,and urbanity, to

employer's interests and own improvement, mutually
enhancing either; to propound queries and receive

courteous and correct replies on all matters of import,

however trivial ; to have every reasonable facility for

study and thorough induction of geometry, drawing,
detail, perspective, geometrical, isometrical or free-

hand, shading, colouring, mapping, sur^-eying, level-

ling, building and other construction, quantity survey-

ing, setting out buildings, measuring up work, pricing,

&c., Ac. either by study, practice, or association, offi-

cially or otherwise ; to have relief from the incurrence

of expense in execution of any duty ; to receive Immu-
nity from any drudgery appertaining to the social

status of an office boy. and be aw.'irded thanks either

orally or substiintially for tlie perlormance of any
matter of supererogation, and finally to receive eo

much attention and tuition, which, if deposited in good

soil, and duly irrigated, will, with talent, assiduity,

and undivided application both during and after office

hours, will eventually attain the acme of perfection,

so ably defined by Gwilt iu his '• Encyclopocdla" (Archi-

tect), and thereby tending to facilitate the approxima-

tion of that " consumatlon so devoutly to be wished

—an architectural millenlum.—F.

[1733]-DUTIES OF ARCHITECTS' PUPILS.—
The lemarks of " G. K." in regard to articled pupils

and their duties are not generally what would be

understood as strictly in conformity with the practice

of the profession. In the first place he says that pupils

are not obliged to attend office regularly ; but this Is

absurd, as in ail articles it is specified what time he Is

to come, and how long to stop in the office, and the

premium paid is generally considered for the privilege

of being ia the office and learning what he can while

he does liis master's work. He cannot absent himself

from office without the permission of the master ; even

if he stops awav to learn his profcsulon better than he

could do at the blBcc, or to go over buildings, it woald
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to viaar <o «o 11 wUkiMtuUtt hit

4»tt. As to raulMr •>••*• Ute<
itoldtRtaK to «• It-STODBKT.

if he mmy
t like he

P71M-DCTUCS OF ARCHITKCTS- ^VrU^.-h»
aM*ftk*«U«* taMwtrd. I oonid hive w1sb«<l for a

Mm «HU*e(«T reply » that conwlnwl in your

laamlW IMta iMt. "ntweooxki. 1 think, to be a

Smm atolaMM Ua* allowed for the pupQ's own

^— '-,t tkatvTCBlBCa an not »B«cieni forsuch, »ncl,

ir, do not lanuuiTeaaea anawrr the nHiuired

k ak. for lanaM*. la oatdcor .kctohln? Ac. 1

aata> that wb««aa It ta l>roTi<«iMl by the artl-

^^^^ tw aaoU «««" ba taaaht hi* profession m
?M7SnMkM^^Atoh MU*. a» I tike it. thath.'

^ril ka*a OMOitaak* aflordcd for nurh). he oui;ht not

takaaaMaiad witk ooa paitiealar hranrh. to the ex-

irfniNri. 11 U loo frequently the case, ine

j(> IB ikia autttcr, treat* ua with silent oon-

. aar wtold It. I thtak, even If appealed to break

T aa tkc aabjeet. Next lo the opinion of

Ifca ImMWIii 1 am nre jomn will be moit esteemed

br Iha Mofaaalna ; let mo therefore hope that yonr

an BBBber will conUIn tli« opinion of your editorial

"wt'mk tklaaalderi.—I'lriL.

nr3».}-DUTlES OP ARCHITECTS' PUPIIiS.—
lie reply of "J. K" ia eertainly very "funny
aad BOl at all ealcul*tc<l to throw lisfht on the

artliinl Permit me to i^re on extract from my
ailfclM. fli»inir wliirli I foond to bo the best policy :—
** Itoakav aU tb Baaiar** oonunands, and not to absent

IlhMdf BOB the oflee during offlce hour* on any pre-

Win able Illn 1 1 n " "J. K." is certainly

tmi a»ifll. Ill Ills assertion that a pupil "ouKht to

kaaaBaparaealar work assigned to taiin,"ss it ts only

>l fjl"t ""liailliiilii " attention to anythiun; wo can
aMrkopatotaeomepmaclent at it. with regard to

Mgn^fsar atady,*' 1 presume the inaKter will ^ivc his

aBOoiipartimllies fur studyiutr the works in progress :

Mt w Hwse matters mnst, from the natare of the

•an, ba left to the deeislon of theTmaster. If, at the
loa at bl* term of apprenticeship, the pupil

•^^dsgnmnda for complnint, of course he has

oaaaana a( ledioas by an action at law for damatrcs

for heath of eoninct, but durhui tlie apprenticeship,

tba papD must obey his master.—W. Uutlxb, Sandy-

pitals. I call it a qnaHl-repetition, bwause it s tlio liead

Snly which is co,l.d from the or giual, and yet U is

the head and the suhlimi! expres.^ion of the taeo which

fix and absorb the attention. Thoni.gel. who is seated

is draped : a trumpet held by the right hand lies

across the knees, whilst the left hand rests on the

book, which reposes on the knees. As to the expres-

sion of the face, there is a eombiuntioii in it "• sweet-

ness, serenity, and a depth of convietlon which iji\ 09

assurance of eTerlasting life. A ""'"fK^"""" «'
'"V"

bcantiful dcsiirn , In alto-relievo, was to bo sent oil on the

following mornini; to Ancona. It has a »;Iory round

the head : and the plumage of the wiiigs is so deli-

cately executed that one almost suspends one s breath

forfeVrof fluttering them. The flr-t work, after these

smaller designs, was executed, 1 belieTC. for Mr.

Ilarton, whilst the great original was a standing figure

and immortalises the memory of the Duchess of

Miss Pufant's Bust of Ruth.—Barbcdienne,
the well-known Parisian producer of art bronzes, has

8«-ure<l the right of executing, both in life size and

small reductions, the bust of Kuth, by Miss Durant,

which was so highly ailmlrod in the Academy l-xhibi-

tion last summer. The copies in bronze will be

brought out in the spring.

tlJSS.)—STOVE.—In reply to the question which
appeared in the Bou.disg I<e«'8 of Jan. 14, 1 beg to

Mate tbat the store most sniuble for the purpose is

tbat manufactured by Messrs. Masf^ave, of Belfast.

Ofeoone there must be a dacaidhtti concealed tluc.

I fiesame " J. H." wishes to do away with all apprar-
•BMOf a flue.—W. Butler, 12.3, .Strand-road, bandy-
oaat, CO. l>ublin.

STADTED GUSS.
Blxxdax.—A new stained window has been erected

In Hk clianeel of S. Mary's Church, Blexham, by
lletils aad Co., of Queen's-sqnare, Loadon. The sub-
ject ia part of tbe Te Deam.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Wabwick.—There has recently been erected in S.

Mary's Choreh, Warwick, a monument to the memory
of the late Mr. Alexander Cam|>b«ll, eldest son of the
late Geaetal Campbell. The monument is the work of
Mr. Williaii. Brodle. RS.A.. Kdinburgh. It consists
at a taMaS aad medallion of Carrara marble fixed apon
abaebgieiiiid oooipoeed of a slab of black marble in
tke sbapa of a polaied arch. The tablet la supported
aa two tnases In the form of cherub heads. It has a
Bcatly BSOttlded tms<> and cornice, and over the latter
taUaaaeroll beirlng an Inscription. The monument
leasaiui Stt. in height and Htu in width.
_rwt Mxaqcis or Westminster's Statue at
dmraa.— It may he remembered that a short time
ataee a iaw was reported in the marble statue, by
TborareroA, of the narqols of Westminster, at Ches-
ter. At the ChesiAT council on Wednesday, some pro-
sawdlags which had U'en taken with reference to the
daiset were referred to. and the sculptor's explanation
•*tbe 0aw was that a piece had been let into the%«n at lbs left shonkler. Mr. Thornycroft has stated
lo a eoatmlltce that such a practice was not uncommon
wltb seiilpton, and tbat the block, save that defect,
waa so excellent tbat he did not consider it worth
while to wait for another block, which he could have
oMaload from the merchant, according to his contract,
Wltbont additional cost. It was reported that an
anaanmsnt bad been come to with »Ir. Thornycroft
•o make Bood any damazB arising from the insortlon
of tbe block In the shoulder. It Is proposed to fill up
Iba enefc with cement
Tbb larZMTOR or the Screw Pbopeller.—ABSMOiM moatnoent of Carrara marble, loft. In height,

basjast bsen erected to tbe memory of Sir. .lohn
waa, the biTentor of the above mode of marine pro-
pamloo. Tlie monamaot, which is In a conspicuousan of Abney Parx Cemetery, bears the following
nsmpllon :— " In loving remembrance of .John Swau,
caKtaeer, of «. Mankfleld-ttreet, KIngsland-road,
»*adoo(tonn«rlyof Ivntfvrd), bom AngustSnd, 1787,
atCaMlagbam, Berwickshire ; died February 1st, IWK),
*<** •' years. ' Xol gone from memory, not gone
""J"

love. h« gcme to bis Patber's house above.' "

^rZ*.!'"'/?* I.ivxurooi,.-A Roman correspon-
ajuol tbe AUoHKam alludes aa follows to the statue

2SI5_ !?????*'.''• '•* "udio of renersnl, the
alpter, reeeatly denertbodr-'The Angel of the
jaasBrertUMi, |m rhap. oae ol tbe grandest ooacepthms
Z.mV*'! ., *T^ " """ noticed that I should
JSTV'iT*''' *'L"*^ «« It bad I not seen a qnasl-repc-ttUM of It anw b ioc <xe, uted for Mr. William K.th-
baae, of Liyerpw.l. It i. to be dedicated to theaMBonr ol Miss Jonra, daughter of Colonel .Jones,
waodladof typhus lever while attending fever hos-

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

PUBE Water !—Melbourne derives a considerable

Cart of its water supply from a reservoir in the neigh-

ourhood, named Van Yean. A quick-sighted physi-

cian, who has brought the subject before the Medical

Society of Victoria, has dlscovere/1 that the whole

drainage of a township, alter creeping through a foul

swamp, flows by three outlets into the main feeder o f

the reservoir.

The Hastings Sewehaoe.—At a recent meeting

ol the Hustings Local Bo.^^d, Mr. Rock, the leading

promoter of Noome and Co.'s system of deodorising

sewage, applied for a lease ol the land on which his

machinery is erected. He explained that he had been

at an outlay of between £2000 and .4;aoOO in experi-

ments, and had got no return yet. and tliat the per-

sons who had now joined him believed that it would
be necessary to spend £2000 more. A lease was
granted for 21 yeors, at .CI a year, with the right to

use the sewage. At the same meeting, nn application

of the Committee of the British Association on the

Utilisation ol Sewage, for udonation in aid of the ex-
periments which they are making to lutiliso sewage,
was read. It was proposed to subscribe live guineas,

hut the motion was lost by one vote, there being nine
for and 10 against.
Thames Sewerage.—We {British Medical Jottnial)

understand that the Board ol Coiiscvv.itors of the
river Thames intend to apply to Parliament next
session for power (amongst other things) to prohibit
the discharge ol solid matter in the river Thames from
the sewers and drains ef the 5Ietroi)o]itau Board of

Worksat Barking and Crossness, and from any other
sewer or drain belonging to them, or any other body
ofpersons ; and to compel the Metropolitan Board of
Works to deodorise, or otherwise render innocuous,
the effluent waters or other liquid matters allowed to

flow into the river.

The Southern Suburbs. — Complaints of the
water supply come from the outlying localities of
8treatham, Balliam, and Tooting, and it has been in
contemplation to utilise for the lower levels of that
neighbourhood some cxistin*^ artesian wells, but these

not being available lor tbe liiglier levels, those dis-

tricts must still be dependent on the Water Company
for their supply.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
ASHBORNE.-A new building society has just b«en

formed at Ashborue, Derbyshire, under the name of
the Ashborue Permanent Benelit Building Society.
Kye.—The 21st annual meeting of the Rye Perma-

nent Benefit Building Society was held at Rye on
Thursday week. Tlie report, which was ol a satisfac-
tory nature, was adopted.
MioDLESBOROucH.-The monthly meeting ol the

Middlesborough, Uedcar, Saltburn-by-th'>-bea, and
Cleveland District Permanent Beneiit Builuing Society
was held at Jliddlesborough on Wednesiiuy week, when
the receipts amounted to ii.'t.'J/.'i Hs. lid., and many new
shareholders were enrolled. The directors, at a late
special meeting, declared a dividend ol .£(» IDs. per
cent, on all paid-up shares, payable on the second
Wednesday In March next.

®mi ©fn[i( SaW^.

The Thames Embankment.—The Parks
Committee of the Metropolitan Roanl of Works
has recommended that Mr. M'Kciizie be employed
to assist in the preparation of the plans for plant-
ing on the plots of f,'ronnd on the Tlinines Kmhank-
iiicnt, North, to imrcliase the iieces.sary trees and
shmbs, and to saperintcnil the works of laying
out and planting, and that the sum of two hundred
gnineas be paid to him for ])erfonning those
services, snch sura to inclndo all travelling and
other expenses.

Berkhampstead Common.—It will be
remembered how, a year or two ago, Mr. Augn.stus
Smith, M.P., took a party of Inboiircrs by special
train to Berkhampstead, ami threw down a fence
which Earl Brownlow had elaborately put up for
the purpose of enclosing a portion of Berkhamp-

stead Common. Tlie dispute got into the law

courts, and Uio Master K the Itolls has now
decided that the late carl had no right to the land,

and that the common is, in fact, public property.

Bessemer Rails. — The reduction in the

amount of royalty on Bessemer's patent, which

will take effect on the 12th proximo, will doubt-

less have an important effect in increasing the

use of steel in the permanent ways and other-

wise in the working of the railways of the coun-

try. The chief patent expires on that date. There

are several supplementary patents connected with

the process wliich will continue in force, bat the

royalty will be reduced to the moderate sura of

28. 6d. per ton. We understand that all the

manufacturers under the old system of royalties

have, without exception, agreed to use the sup-

plementary patent, and will continue stilltomanu-
facture under the reduced royalties of Mr. Bes-

semer's process. This reduction in cost of the

steel rails will be a great boon to the railway

companies, dimiiushing the expenditure under
the head of steel rails very largely, and permit-

ting their being more extensively adopted in re-

laying portions of the existing road. A very

great saving in the heavy cost of renewals of

permanent way will also bo thus effected. ' In
view of the forthcoming application of the tram-

way system to the requirements of towns this re-

duction in the price of steel rails is most oppor-

tune.

IndianAncHiTEcnmEAND Ornament.—Atthe
usual weekly meeting of the Birmingham Society

ofArtisans last Saturday.Mr. W. T. Sweyn read a

paper on the " Ancient Commerce, Architecture,

andOrnamentof India." After describing theearly

commerce of India with other ancient countries,

the lecturer alluded to the character of its archi-

tecture, remarking, en passant, that tliere was a

scarcity of information respecting it. He gave

an interesting description of the temples cut out

of the solid rock, and other works of antiquity,

and of the varied manufactures of the great

English possessions in the East. It was a remark-

able fact, he said, that all the nations of antiquity

strictly adhered totheprinciplesobservable in tlie

growth of plants. Indian ornament observed all

the laws of adaptation, repetition, alternation,

and radiation, at the same time presenting

variety to an almost infinite degree. It was con-

structive in decoration, geometrical in founda-

tion, and symbolic of the beauty of woman. It

always sprang from one root or centre, and the

subdivisions of space were most carefully attended

to. Savage and half civilised nations presented

in their decorative productions a freshness, com-

bined with variety of purpose, such as could not

he found amongst the more civilised nations of

the world. The reason of this was that they

derived their inspiration direct from nature, un-

controlled by the errors of man's devices.

Kino's College, London.—The Council give

notice tliat evening lectures will be delivered at

King's College, Strand, during the ensuing sea-

son, as follows :—Feb. 1, Professor J. E. Thorold

Rogers, M.A., of Oxford, on "Louis XL, his

Policy and Times." Tuesday, March 1, by the

Rev. R. Willis, M.A., F.R.S., Jacksonian Pro-

fessor of the University of Cambridge, on " The
Architectural History of the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre at Jerusalem." Tuesday, April 5, by

Professor W. A. Miller, M.D., F.R.S., " On Some
of the Latest Discoveries in Spectrum Analysis."

Tuesday, May 3, by Sir Bartle Frere, K.C.B.,
" On India as a Career for Men of all Classes and

Professions." Tuesday, .Tune 7, by the Rev.

Alfred Barry, D.D., Principal, " On the Relative

Claims of Language and Physical Science in

Education." Dr. &uy, F.R.S., the newly-elected

Professor of Hygiene, will give his introductory

lecture on the evening of Monday, the SIst of

January.
The Oldest House in the United States
—At the American Architects' meeting, recently

held in New Yoik, it was stated that perhaps the

oldest house in the United States is in Third

Avenue, South Brooklyn, near the Greenwood
Cemetery. It was constructed of Holland bricks,

and bears the date of 1666 in iron letters on th©

front.

New PublicHall fobTunbridge Wells.—
A new public hall ibrTunbridge Wells will shortly

be commenced. The undertaking will be carried

out by a joint stock company, with a capital of

£10,000, of whicli £8030 has been already sub-

scribed. Inadilitioi to the hall proper will be
reading, club, smoking, and billiard rooms, shops,

and cellarage.
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The New British Institition.—One more
exhibitioa of works of liviujj artists is an-

nounced to be hold in Old Bond-str&t, London,
where a spring exhibitioa is also in course of

formation. The latest announcement is called

by its promoters the New British Institution, and

is to be held in a gallery near the Piccadilly end

of the street. The prospectus mentions among
artists who will exhibit, Mr. Cope, K.A., Mr.

Goodall, B.A., Mr. Faed, R.A., Mr. Saul, K.A.,

Mr. Richmond, R.A. ; also amoDK Associates of

the Academy, Messrs. Tjejeune, Dobson, Frost,

Graham, Houston, and Archer ; and iimonj; no
le.ss important outsiders, Mr. T. J. Liunell and
Mr. W. Linnell, Mr. Barnes, Mr. P. R. Morris,

Mr. Beavis, Mr. Sandys, and many others. That
the formation of these new associations is a ne-

cessity of the limited space at the Academy,eTen
the President may perhaps now be brought to

perceive.

Agricultural Land Dk.unage. — Mr.
Meohi, the well-known authority in agricultural

matters, wonders why so little of the plethora of

capital is employed in field improvements. There
are several land drainage and land improvement
companies ready and willing to invest capital in

necessary agricultural improvements, but there

is little demand for it, althougli at least

£100,000,000 could be very profitably employed
in drainage alone. In Mr. Mechi's neighbour-

hood a good deal of permanent drainu;{e has been
effected by these companies, at an annual cost of

7s. Cd. per acre. Yet people do not see it. Some
people think it is of no use to drain the heavy
clays or tenacious tile earths, because the water
cannot pass through them. " Tliis is a great

mistake ; for even at 40ft. and 50l't. apart, and
.5ft. deep, my drains on such soils are discharging
abundantly, although made a quarter of a cen-

tury ago."

'Hie Kilkenny Archroological As.soc!ation lias re-
ceived permission from the Queen to call itself in

future " The Royal Historical and ArclutiDlngical
Association of Ireland." The society is greatly
enlarged, and pnjmises to do much work.

The Woolwich Local Board of Health have come
to the conclusion that the purchase of a street roller

is_ preferable to hiring one, but they have agreed to

hire the Plumstead roller to see how that system of
road-making works.
A correspondent of the " Guardian " states that

Mr. C. Mathews was originally intended for an
architect, and was a pupil of the first Pugin.
The prize for the best essay on " The Use and

Abuse of Music in Public Worship, and the Danger
of Introducing Painted Windows in Churches," has
been awarded to the Rev. John Gritton, .Secretary to

the Lord's Day Observance Society. Did he write
the essay on the "Lord's Day," we won<lcr? His
secretarial labours should have fully engaged him
(hiring the rest of the week.
A wire tramway, five miles long, has just been

laid down over the Downs at Brighton, starting from
the rear of the Black Rock gas works. The wire is

supported by pulleys. At one end it pas.scs over a
drum, worked by a portable steam engine, and by
this means it is driven at a speed of from four to
six miles an hour. Boxes of merchandise can be
attached to the rope, which, as it moves, draws them
along. The line is an experimental one.

The parish church of Stonham Aspal, Suffolk, is

about to be restore<l. It is proposed first to supplant
the pews by benches, and to remove a cumbrous gal-
lery at the west end, after which the roof (now
ceiled with plaster) and other portions of the sacred
edifice will un<lergo restoration.

Mr. Basil Champneys wishes us to state that the
cost of S. Luke's Church, Kentish Town, is £10,500,
and not £14,000, as stated by us la.st week.
The death is announced of Mr. Murray Marshall,

a very extensive timber mcrch.ant and contractor,
well known in Surrey and the ailjoining counties.

Mr. Henry Hewitt Bridgemau has been elected
assistant-surveyor of St. Pancras. There were 21
candidates. Mr. Bridgeman was elected by 19 votes.

.\ctive measures arc being taken to establish the
proposed An-hilectural Art classes. The joint com-
mittee app. 'cd by the various societies have drawn
up a programme, and we understand that immediate
steps will be taken to prepare the upper floor of the
Architectural Museum in Bowling-street, Westmin-
ster, for the reception of the school.
The memb. rs of the Architectur,al As.sociation

who propose to go up for the Voluntary Examina-
tion luive agreed to form themselves into a class for
mutual instruction in the difl-'ercnt subjects. The
examination will take place early in May, and it is

»o be hoped that the recent concessions made by the

Institute will lend an increased mimber of students
to present themselves. The Voluntary E.xamination
cla-s will meet on alternate Monday evenings at
O.ao, in the rooms of tlic Association, "at K, Conduit-
str.'Ct.

The exhibition of the works of the old masters, at
the Royal Academy, is proving financially a decided
success. We believe that the profits resulting from
the exhibition will be devoted to charitable and spe-
cial art pur|)0scs. The galleries will close on the
28th of February, in order to prepare for the luumal
exhibition in May.
A new room has just been opened in the South

Kensington Museum, containing the collection of
pictures, engravings and books bequeathed by the
late Reverend Alexaiuler Dyce. It was strictly

stipulated in his will that these works should be
kept apart from tl>o other objects in the museum.

^
MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday. — Institution of Surveyors. Atljourned

discussion ou Mr. Hope's Paper, "Ou the
Distribution and Use of Town Sewage. 8.

,, lintomological Society. Anniversary Meet-
ing. 7.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Knsineers. Kenewod
discussion ou Mr. Grantham's l*apcr, "Ou
Ocean .Stc.am Navigation. H.

,, Iloyal Institution. " On tlio Architecture of
t!ie Human Body." I5y Professor Humphrey,
SI.D., F.U.8. .3.

Wed.sesdav.— Civil and Mech.inical Enjineers' So-
ciety. Continued discussion ou Sir. Ban-
croft's Paper. " On the Renewal ot King's
Cross Station Roof. 7.:tO.

„ Society of Arts On the Modes of KeadiuK
In use by the Bliu^l, and tlie Means for
arriving at Uniformity. By Thos.Armitagc
Esq., M.U a

^Thursday.— HoyaUnstituticn. "On the Chemistry
of Vegetable Productions." By Professor
Odling, K.lt.S. 3.

,, Society for the Encouragement of the Fine
Arts. First (Conversazione of the Season,
at the Female School of Art, 43, Queen-
square. Bloomsbury.

„ Society of Antiquaries. 8.30.

Friday.—Koyal Institution. On Professor Gra-
ham's Scientific Works. By Professor Od-
ling, Fits. !).

Saturday-.—Iloyal Institution. On Meteorology.
By Kobert Scott, Esq., M.A. 3.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Wages and Hours of Work in the Various

Towns or Scotland.—The followinsj list appears
in the eighth jiuuuiil report of the Associated Car-
penters aud Joiuerd of Scotland :—

Hours. Wages.
Aberdeen 57 22s. per week
Airdrie 57 St'is. „
Alexandria r>7 27s. to 30s.

^"?'JS::::::::::i}^5d.perhour
Arbroath 57 21s. to 22s.

Ayr 57 5id. per hour
Blairgowrie 51 19s. to 2;J8.

BouuyriKg 5ii 5id. per hour
Brou;,^hty Kerry 51 r,d. and 5id. per hour
Campbeltown CO 248.perweek
Castle Douglas 60 20s.

CIvde P'' 288. to 29s.^'y" |oo perCO hours
Coatbridge 57 5Jd. per hour
Criett 57 20s. to 2l8.

Dalkeith 51 5id. per hour

"""""rto" {% lo^toafs.
Dumfries 57 5id. per hour
Dundee 51 248. to 258. 6d.
Dunterraline 57 208. per week
Dunoon 57 (Hd. per hour
Edinburgh 51 Od. to OJd. per hour
Elgiu 67 4td. per hour
Falkirk 57 5cl. „
Forfar .57 203.to21s.
Forres 57 18s. to 20s.

Galashiels 57 5id. per hour
Glasgow 57 Od. ,,

G>yvau 57 278. per week

Greenock ,, fhouse, Od. per houru reenociv ^'
t ehips, 26s. to 288.

Hamilton 57 5.id. per hour
Hawick 57 6d. ,,

1 11 verness 57 4id. to 5d. per hour
.Johnstone 6') 258. to 20s.
Kilmarnock 57-58 238. to 2.5s.

Ivii-koaUly .57 4^. per hour
Kirkcudbrif^ht 57 20s. per week
L.anark 57 22s. „
Leith 57 Od. per hour
Montrose 57 2l8. per week
Musselburgh 51-57 5J. to Od. per hour
Nairn 57 lUs. to 208.

Oban 57 51d. per hour
I'aisley 57 (ill. per hour
Partick 57 Sid. to Od. per hour
Perth 57 2:js. 9d. to 24s.

i'ort Glasgow 57-(>0 24s. to 28^.

I'ortobello 51 5id. to fid. per hour
lien f 1ew 57-60 20S. to 278.

Itoihsay 57 Sjd. per hour
St. Andrews 57 4id. to 5d. per hour
.Sliiiiujf 57 .50. per hour
T;iyport 57 "228. per week
U'ldmgston 57-00 2U8. to28s.

M'ishaw 00 2Js. per week

TENDERS.
Basincbtoke,—For three new houses aud shops,

I.oadon-street, Basingstoke for Mr. Owiui. Mc-iwrs.
G. B. .'(liiKsollwhiie, aichia-ct. (Quantities supplied
exclusive ul old materials of pruperllea pulled ilotrn :—

For gi'uernl trades— Pluiuber,
plumber, painter, and paiuii^r, and

glazier excepted. clazler.
Jennings i:i2Cii 5 £104
Bud.len 124)
I'lstel 12.17 13 KB 10
MusseliwhiteJiSouii 1220
Pclbam and Co. (ac.) liei 1 lo log
Glover l.'j» 18
Watson i:j7 lo
Fisher 130 V 6
I'almer (accepted; i21 10

Briton Ferry.—For building 3 housei In London-
road for Mr. RIUOD. Mr. U. FrancisClarke. architect

:

Joba Tboma* £.570 2
Isaac Qeor^ 500 10

Britom Ferry.—For buildincr 7 bouaea in l{«(;ont-
strcet for Mr. Ilowells. Mr. II. Francis Clarke, uobi-
tect:—

laaaoQoor^re £»52 o
.lohn Thomas 931
.!. C. Reos 81.1 15
Geori^e Treharue , 780

City.—For building warehouse, New-atrcci-aquare,
and I'lough-court, City forMe.<Br8. LelKtatoii. Son, aad
IIodRc. Messrs. Wrixht and Dre»»er. arcliiieits, !,,

rarliaraent-street, Westminster. Tcnderiiijr on priced
sehedulej prepared by architects :—

I
Credit

Time (Pr. Cnt Pr. Cut. for old
mouths

1 above, below, llaterla

Cleinence .

Muntly ...

rritcliard.
Howard .

Holland &, nannen n

10
10

7

Brick
layiu:;

excptd.

7t
6
S

£128
30
105
2S0

400

SO
IM
OUO

M yers and Sons ... . 7*
Keeble 5j
Ashby & Sous lae.) 3i

Neath.—For alterations to shop In New-street for
Mr. Curtis. Mr. H. Francis Clarke, architect :—

.L.lnynes £1.53

.I.Thomas 152 ft

J.C. Rees 8a 7

Stratford, Bow.—For the erection of a public
mortuary and pofit niortem ro<un for the vestry of the
parish of S. Mary. Messrs. Hills and Fletcher, archi-
tects. Quantities were not supplied ;—

Webb and Son (accepted) £210

COMPETITION.

India Office. — A competitive examination for
forty appointineiita in the engineer establislimcnt of
the Fublic Works Department in India, will be licldiu
July. W. J. Thornton, secretary.

CONTEICTS OPEN FOR BUILDINrT
ESTIMATES.

Test, Feb. 7, 1870.—For the supply of slates aud
for covering t!ic roofs of the city Blaug:hterhnuses.
Herr Julius Hennicko, architect, Berlin, Neue Borse.

Bradfield M'orkiiouse, near Reading, Feb. 1.

For the supply of good water.—J. C. Pianiger, clerk,
r^ewbury.

Islington, Feb. 1.— For the erection of two spires
at S. John's Church. Mr. A. J. C. Scoles, architect
Croftou Lodee, Massbro'-road, Hammersmith.
Waltiiam Holt Cross Burial Board. Jan. 24.

—For navinff and fencing the pathway leadin<]^ through
the ciiurchyard. Mr. C. Chapmau, architect 51,
Uishopsgraie-sireet, Within.
CiKF.ENocK HARBOUR, Jan. SS.—For the construc-

tion of certain works nt (iarvcl-park. J.K.Gray,
Town Clerk, Council Chambers, Greenock.

Chatham Dockyard Kxtension, Jan. 25.—For
the supply to Chatham Dockyard of carpenters' and
other tools. Director of Works Department, Ad-
miralty, Spring Gardens-terrace, London, S.W.
SouTHSEA Baths, Jan. 24.—Contract No. 2.—For

the supply of boilers, cngiue, pumps, pipes, &c., and
for heating baths and as!>embly rooms at the abovo
buildin^::. Messrs. Davis aud £inauuel, arcliitects, 2,

Fiusbury -circus, E.G.

War Department Contracts, Woolwich,
February a.— Fur the erection ofan additional dryiug^

room at the Herbert Hospital. Col. W. DriscoU Gos-
sett, Koyal Kngineer Office, Woolwich.
Leeds, January 29.—For the erection of a ware-

house, shop, and house, in Boar-lane. U. K. Brown,
Architect, Beulah House, Harrotjatu.
Lr.EDS.—January 29.—For the erection of s pair of

semi-detached villas, on Hcadincley-hlll. Thomas
Ambler, Architect, 9, Park-place, Leeda.

For fittin^r up a railway arch as a place of worship.
M. Sparrow, 42, Cambcrwell-road. S.

Uirfield, January 26.—For the erection of a villa

residence, premises, and boundnry walling, at Mirfield.

X. W. Hclliwell, architect, Brighou.ie.

Llangw.m, near Usk, February 1.—For the erection
of i^chool-buildings, at Llnn^wm. John P. Seddou,
Arcbitect, 12, Park-street, Westminster.
CBicnESTPn Cattle Market, Feb. 15.—Coutract

No. I.—For the laying out of the site of a cattle mar-
ket, of about G acres in extent ; comprisiner the metal-
iin^ of the pens, standinj^s, aud roads, the coiisiruc-

tion of the drains, boundary walls, and entranccgaies,
and the removal and alteration of certain huuHtsou
the site ot" the market, together with the formation of
a new road, and the diversion aud covcriiipr of a por-
tion of the Lavaut course, and other works connected
therewith, Edward Arnold, Town Clerk, Chichester.
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CHicauTU CATTUt Mabkbt, Keh. li.-Contr«t

K» l.-For th* >apt>ly 4Bd •raetiOB of wroaphi and

<MI traavork of tko mm for <hMp and pli^. and

tkt ilaailllti for sMU*. MrMkar with the wrouglit-

iTM iMkcr&r-riBK* tor honM and ratUe. Edward
AnMd. I^MHi Clerk. ChkslMiMr.
OWTBoa LocAi;. Boakd or Hkalth, jam. 31.—

tut Ike iiBMIi III Hull of earthrnwart- and brick scwrra.

:alkewilako( Croydon, auring the >"n»uin« iwrlvc

Mtha K. ClKwwriKht. v Ifrk. Town Mall. Croydon.

ObBccssTKB. JA!«- '-«.—KoT the rrertJon of a «<»•

Inaa Ctepd as KtieiatL Mr. A. W. Itaborler, ar-

cUlMt, irvmHwick-road, Gloarwtrr.

WTEB WAT«»»0BKe CoMfANy (I.IillTBD) AND
8fTtA'»- 8»««B AOTBOBITY. Jaw. •.•*.-Jor cxciva-

thv.leTcUtau:. Md >>jIm pipe*, ralt-mi. hydr«ut.<. .tr..

SSi lUaMiritl. la U» pariah of Dowllni;. aud wltbtn

Ike oanoratkia of Biadtord, to Slorr Hill Bottom,

tm Ike pariah of Wjrke, ronprialni: aboui.MOOyarda

of 4-iaS|ilpe laore or kaa. Tenders; "The ls«crc-

ury of Ike Wyke Walerworka Company."
wiaaECB, Jam. SI.—For the supply and nxlneoi

t»<M> Tarda of wroacht-imn rontinuous flat bar (en-

elas. wllh (««*• *" t^*"^ Uumford, C.£., sur-

emr to Ike iloard of Uealth, 1, Uaiket-stroet,

^rfikMk.

UNDKR THK r.VTKONAOK OF H.Sl. THE (JUKEJJ.

THE LONDON PARQUETRY WORKS.
the tm M.nnfurtorT »UMldied It EmrUn,! (In 1«<1> 'T

CHABUiS bTKlXlTZ. toundop •« ths EnslUh I'wquetrv Bu«ln«»,

for the oxdiulw production of

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors,

Borders, Ceilings and Wall Decoration.

In G<»ro«rlc»I, CarrlUiniM. «nj Momo iiatlornn.

nus uid bUnulM, tor Klm-cl«i» Work only, prepjrod froo pi

STm* A^nu »>* Stow Booin, OQlow .nd Co., 176 tni 177,

OxfnvdhctrMl. W.

"VTessrs. Charles Devaux
COMr.^XY. TlAnVrm (inii CotiBl^nOM of th«

and
...„ CotiBlfnoM of th« VIEILLE

MOJtTAONK ZINO MIXINO COMPANY, lupply the VIKILLK
MONTAGNK KiK>FINa /.INC, and »llow a dlACOuut of 4 por cent,

wherrtor iIik n»f. aro cortMiHl bjr tl« CJmpanr'a ardilMot to bo

pr<.»erlr l«UL-l'«nlrul«r» or doslgna wfll b« auppUoJ at (he VlolUe

bowlc^o C<.m,»nj-8 eipenw), to tholr archltoot, Mr. JAKK8 KD-

aasTOll.of ^ Orown.«ourt, Old Bro«d-atr«*. K.a, whara modeU of

Um Tarlons p*t«BU for lino rooflDS mar be MOO.

BATH STOSE OF BKST QUALITT.

RAin>ri.i, Sai'Ndbbs, and Comfany, Limited,
Qaarrrawa and Stone Hercbanta, Ilath. List of

Prleee at the Qnarrlee and Depols ; also Cost lor

TraMil to any part of the United Kiofdoin. (uruiebed

oaappUeatloa to Balk Stone Offloe, CoraUam, Wilte.—

lABTT.) ^

BASKEUPTS.
(To Sarrender at Baaingliall-Mreet.)

Joarph Beraadat, Iieadenhall-atroet, hairdresser.

Jan 'ii, at '.1—WllUam Kayncr, Walpoie-atreet, Kew-
cam, bailder, Feb. 'J, at 12.

(To Surrender In the Conntry.)

George Allin, I'ttoxeler, aaetioner and survey ir,

Jaa. M, at IJ.— i:»bert Jamea, MancheHter, joiuer, Feb.

», u 1—William MannSeld, BlrminchHin, bricl; m»uu-
laetaier, Jan. :;8. at 12—Bobert Aakew. (ireat I'oniun,

UaeolBahire, builder, Jan. 25, at 1 1 - William Crcdlaud,
Baadaworth. Yorkshire, varnish raauufacturer, .luu.

at, at 11—William F'reeman and Thomas Yeoman Krce-
»«n, Uttley, stonemasons, Jan. 24. at 11—Joseph Mick-
mahOB, Scarborou:;b, builder, Jan. 2A, at 11—iohu
Moore, rickerin}?, district road surveyor, <lan. 24. at

11—Henry I'ycock, Leeds, joiuer. Jan. 24 at 11—Wil-
M»m Shepbenlson, UuU, joiner, Jan. 27, at 11.

rmxcs roB labt examination.

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S

GENUINE AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS
N.B.—Designers and Practical Joiners.

CAMBKIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,

L0inx>2i.

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

Half a Million has been Paid
b;tho

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

aa COMPEKSATIOS for ACCIDEXTS of all kinds (riding, drlTlng
walking, hunting, &c.)

An Annaal Payniont of i3 to X6 i.t ineurea £1000 at Death,

and ftu .VUowaiice at the rate of £fi per week for Injury.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS ALONE
may be providod aeainst by

raSURASCE TlCKKtS for SIKGLB or DOUBLE JOURSEYS

For partloulAra apply to the Gierke at the Railway Stations,
the Loeal Agents, or at the Offices,

64, CoRNHiLL, and 10, Regent-stbeet, London.
WILLIAM J. VIAK, SconjtAtir.

IMPROVED DWELLINGS FOE THE PEOPLE.

THE AKTIZANS', LABOURERS',
and GENERAL DWELLINGS COMPANY

(Limited).

Capital £230,000. Shares £10. £1 paid per Share.
President-Tlie De.m of WESTMINSTER.

Local CouNcn..Arbitrators,
Rljjlit Hon. Earl Shaftes-
bury,

Ripjht Hon. Earl Lichfield.

Lord Elcho, M.P.
&c.. &o., &c.

May 30, R. Douglas, Hounslonr, gasfitter-May SO,

C Oordery. William-terrace, Shepherd's bush, builder

—May 20, E James, Orchard-terrace, Shcpherd's-bush,
gaafltler—May '20, J. and W. J. Winter, Old Kent-
road, deeoratora—May 20, H. K. Tomes, Swanbroke-
road, Notdnc-hlll, boilder—May 20, J. B. Beckwith,
Beraondaey-street, carpenter— Feb. 24, G. Ruttcr,
WaBdawar:n, builder— t'eb. 3, E. Cordery, Cunning-
ham-road. Harnmerhmith, builder— Feb. 17, J. M'Car-
tky, Beadlnjr. plumber—May 13. T. S. Russell, Coburg-
road. Old Kent-road, builder-May 13, H. S. Boml,
LUUeBDropa-pUce, Battersea, stune mason—May 20,

I. W. Baine. Carter-lane. City, buililcr— Feb. l.'i, T.

Hadaon. llendon, plumber and glazier- Feb. 15, T.
Greenham, Broke-road, Oal>tt(>D, butldcr—May 13, T.
B. Smith, l.arkallrlsc. (laphrini. tmlMcr—May 13, G.
Brown, Pomeroy-street. Old Kent-road, builder-
May 13, W. H. Hackett, Penge, builder- Feb. 8, T.
Peaiee, Lancastt.-r-road, Notting-liill, builder— Feb.
le, J. Taaaell, Upchurch, Ktnt, brickniakcr—Jan. 31,

J. Nellea, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, builder— Feb. 1(1 J.
Ambler, BaUall-heatb, journeyman eurpentcr- Feb.
16, H. Fenn, B[nniu<;ham, engineer- .laii. 20, G. Stan-
ton. Liverpool, builder— Ktb. IS. W. Deakin, llulme,
toDC mason— Feb. 3, B. Kowe, Burt>lem, plumber and
(fUxier-Feb 17, W. Margcrison, Brami.tou, Dcrby-
ahire, aalter—Jan. •2«, T. V. Leverage, Cnuibridge, car-
penter—Feb. 14J. Olding, Soothampton-liouse, deco-
rator—Feb. 11, W. Robinson, Barusiiy, painKtr—Feb.
n, T. BoberU, Plymouth, painter—Feb 24, Z. Ham-
BOod, Old 8aint's-roa<i. Nutting, hill, house decorator
—Feh. », W. Wright, West-street, Carnbridgc-heath
eoatnetor— Feb. V, W. Gray, Manchester-street, Latl-
er-road, 8hepherd'«-bush, palmer—Feb. 3, J. Kil-
akaw, Bootle, builder—Feb. 4, J. Conway, St. Asaph,
bailder— Feb. 4, 1. aad T. Pamell, Great Crokby, near
Lirerpool, builders— Feb. 15, W. Dransfleld, Halifax.
eoBtractor— Feb. 9, J. Riley, Mancbestsr. painter-
Feb. I«, D. Wicka, Shinfleld, Berka, carpenter—Jan.
2a, J. Travla, Treeton, Yorkshire, atone monon- Feb.
8, J. Hoare, Oreat Canford, contractor—Feb. 10, M.
Byder, Kaat Boldoo, nrar Hunderland, jnlner— F'eb. 17
T. Hrde, Cbalrey, near Slough, stonemason— Feb. 11
J. Thompaon. Bristol, maaon- Feb. 16, W. H. Thomun
Birmingham, carpenter.

DIVIDEIIO meetings.

Feb. 2. J. 'Ward, Bolton, contractor—Feb. 9 J
Glean, Liverpool-road, isllngtoD, builder—Feb 9' M
Beale, Uray-atreet, Poplar, Iron and brasa founder

PAETlfEBSHIPS DISSOLVED,
W. F. aad J. Hnrat, Cntloden-street, B:omley-by-

Bow, b»Udrr»-Prent(»! and Hewitt, blourmarket,
Umber merchanta and Ironmuneera—Harpbam andT^ l'"*.''J'' ''?" mercbanU-Harpharo and Sons.
lpawieliaadKrainford,Komaneemeotmerchanta— Pet-
tlloraudl^Bglev.Talfourd place, r«liourd-rd,(,'amber-
well. Iniililers-Oalbraiih and Toliue, Vietoria-»treet
Weatmlnsler. rivil englp. ers Roi ens and tk« . Leeda!
Jolaara aiMl builders—Wratien and Miller, old Ford-
raad, dealen In building maleriala-LiudeM and Son
Markct-aireet, Aewlngtou-cauacaay, Lulldera

^Y' J.J. CORDES(feCO.,
•^^ the Patentees and Manufacturers of the

^xK%. -well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Kwrank's Nails),

Desire to make it known that they have adoptetl

a " star," or " cross," as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent out by them,

except Clasp, bear this mark upon their heads,

and that within every packnge sent from their

works is also placed a card bearing their name
and address. All their bags are also branded
CORDES and Co.
The Nails are manufactured by J. J. CoEPES

and Co. ont cf Scrap and the best kinds of Pig
Iron, and have long since earned the reputation

of being superior to all others. The Nails are all

uniform in make and quality, each one perfect

and connt out full 1,000 to the M.

Th08. Bazley, Esq., M.P.
Jacob Bright, Esq., M.P.
JohnClieetham, Esq., M.P.
W.R. Calleuder, iun., Knq.,
M.P.

AY. SwiNDLEiiURST, Manager and Secretary.

The Company is especially formed to erect improved
workmen's dwellings on the co-operative principle.

No beershop or tavern to be erected on the Company's
property. Profits realised by workmen eini)loye(l ou
the buildings 40 per cent. Deposits received at 5 per
cent. Prospectuses on application, enclosing postage
stamp. OlBce 1, Great Collegy-street (opposite the
House of Lords), Westminster, London.

LIVERPOOL VICTORIA LEGAL
FRIENDLY SOCIETY.

Established Marcli, 1843.

riiief OflBoo : 23, Islingt n. LiverpooL
London Office ; 3, Commerclft -street, Shoreditch.

T^his Society has been in active
operation for 26 years, and takes rank with the very first in-

stitutions of its Jclmi.

Claims paid £1«,131
raid-up Cfipita! I3,5«
SaTedla8tl2_montha 3,688

Wanted a few energetic Agents and Collectors.

Rules, proBpectuaes, and any information may bo obtained of

J. J0:NES, London Manaffer.

THE ELECTRIC CLOCK
REQUIRES NO WINDING.

DOS WORKS, NEWPORT, MON.

LEE <SC OO.'S
PATENT OLEO CHARTA WATERPROOF

WASHABLE PAPERHANGINGS.

The only Remedyfor Damp in New or Old Walls.

Decorated by First-clans Art-Workmen, or Stencilled and
Printed in every style, to suit tho Falucu, toe Mansion, and the
Cottage.

AECaiTKCTS' AND DRCOR.AT0RS' DESIGNS CARRIED
OUT ON SHORT NOTICE, WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE.

6, Newman-Street, London, W.

This

PATENT CLOCK,
tirith MOSBLET &
Co.'s Patent Sulphate

of Lead Buttery, Is

guaranteed to keep

good time 'without

any attention. The
battery requires re-

charging only once a

year at mosL

SCHOOL Fi:^TINGS.

IVTessrs. Banks and Co.'s Patent
Rerised Illufitrated Priced Shoot of cnry article required

in a wcll-fumlahed School, soDt for three stamps.

PAKSONAGE WOllICS ALBEET STUEKT,
MANCHESTEK.

The ImprovcmaL i

over all other Elec-

tric Clocks is obvioua

to the least expe-

rienced as well a« th«

most Bcientifto-

Frioe, im Neat Vanoj

Wood Case, tb

Hii,'her prices aooord

Ing to stylo-

All inspection is solicited by the

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS,

MOSELEY L CO.,
WHOSE IMPKOVEMENT8 IN

ELECTRIC BELLS,
And their APPLIAKCES, I

PRIZE MEDAL, 186S.

HAMILTON AND CO.,
Ho. 9 and 10, OREEK-STRKET. SOHO-SQUAUK LONDON, W

.Solo Manufacturers of
1, WATKIN'S PATENT WIRE BOUND, ROUND and OTAL

PAINTING BRUSHES.
DiiUmper BrusheH, Sash Tools, Stippling Brushes, Gilders' and

OniinerH' T(>oI«.
Thei« goods are made of th« best materials and workmanship, and

have obtained a high reputation among tho chief decorators In the
kingdom. Varnlah and Colour Mnnufacturers, Ollniuu, MorchanU
Ate., are supplied on th« lowest terma. Price LisU forwarded on ap-
plication.

are being nsed all over the country, incIudiDer the

largest hotel in the King:dom, aa well as in India.

China, Australia, Africa, Holland, Ac

14, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.

CATALOGUES GRATIS. ESTIMATES FURyiSHBO.

Tlie Trade Supplied.

T^ead Glazing for Churches .
—

W. M. PBPPEtt BuppTlU ArchltecU, BuHders, and the trad**
with LEADED LIGHTS for CHURCHES and other l^ull<llng^.
•(rfnted in erery deicripcion of rectnetrical patterns.'—

*

k. In sheet, crown, or roll • - -

V mnicd out. Manufa4
lerii window lead, for u

terw. with dw-pauh. Qotrtatlo„_ , _... „,

U^ Wbttfteldttreet, Tott«Uuua-oeart-n)Ml, W.

QuarrioH, or
Architects' designsfret work. In sheet, crown, or rolled plate, sits.

Manufact

—

Qut^ations promptly attondo<f to.—Addrws

earafally curried but. Manufacturer of ancient, half round, fret
aad modern window lead, for painted glass window*, at ilie lowest

with despatch. " ^--
. } ...

GILBERT J. FRENCH,

BOLTON, LANCASHIRE,

Manufacturer of Ohurcli Furniture.

Communion Linen, Altar Cloths, Surplices, Robes, Eccle-

siastical Carpets, Glastonbury and Altar CUairs,

Lecterns, Fauld Stools, Alms and Collettinpr Boxes,

Almonicrs and Basins, Curtains, Cushions. Woollen
Bugs for Scats, Kneeling Mats aud Hassocks, Em-
broidery iu Gold, Silver, and Silk, Heraldic, Eccle-

siastical, and Emblematic Flags and Banners, Church
Mourning, Funeral Tails, Memorial Brasses, Ac, &c.

A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue sent free on
application.

Parcelit delivered fr^e at all principal Railway Stati(Mw.|
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THE POSITION OF ARCHITECTURE
AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

THE assurance that tbe Koyal Academy
still recognise the South-East Gallery as

destined for architecture, conveyed in the

letter of Sidney Smirke, R.A. to the Royal

Institute of Riitish Architects, read by Mr.

Seddon, the hon. secretary, at tbe last ordi-

nary generjil meeting, may be considered to a

certain extent satisfactory, even though quali-

fied as it was by the statement " that in the event

of the architectural drawings sent not being

sufficient in number and merit to iiccupy the

whole of that gallery, the committee would

retain the power of supplementing the exhibi-

tion wiili other drawiiigsor works which might
harmonise with the architectural drawings."

What is, however, urgently needed in addition is

that the selection or rejection of architectural

drawings should be controlled by one of the

members of the Academy connected with that

profes.sion, and not by the usual hangers, who
are painters, possessing, alas ! but little sym-
pathy with or knowledge of this their sister art.

Many drawings, we fear, have been, and are

still likely to be set aside, because not in the

the opinion of those gentlemen sufficiently pic-

torial to adorn their walls, which have
ample merit of another kind to entitle them
to admission to the Academy. We are miable

to state—for the facts were somewhat jealously

concealed—how many architectural drawings
were rejected upon the last occasion. It was
alleged that the paucity of good drawings
sent was the cause that none whatever were
hung in the gallery promised to be appro-
priated to architecture, and that so few found
their way into that space which was allowed
as a substitute ; and yet it is well-known
that many good drawings were rejected,

as several of these were exhibited at the

last annual conversazione of the Institute of

Architects, .some of which, at any rate,

were drawings entitled to exhibition at the

Academy, being representations of important
works in progress by architects of emi-
nence, skilfully and pictorially drawn and
coloured, and far superior to many that were
admitted and hung last year. Now, we hold

that if one such drawing were rejected, the

Academy did not deal justly with the profes-

sion, and we earnestly trust that the reiterated

promise, now conveyed by authority through
Mr. Smirke, will be more faithfully kept than
we consider the former one was. We are

quite willing to allow that much ought to be
conceded as excusing the conduct of the

hangers of last year, who were exceedingly
pressed for time in consequence of the works
to the building having to be carried on up to

the last moment, and to the lack of experience
as to the capacity of the new galleries, coupled
with the overwrought expectations of the

painters, who had forwarded so many more
pictures tlian could possibly be hung. For the
sacrifioe of the architects on that occasion,

therefore, we are, as we have said, willing to

make great excuse, but we cannot conceal the
fact that they were egregiously sacrificed in a
manner which we trust may not recur.

One other point also we would name, while
seeking justice for the profession at the hands
of their brother artists, which is that the
architects in the Academy should imitate the
graceful reserve, in not securing to themselves
the most numerous and best positions for their

works.which characterised last year several emi-
nent painters, notably Mr.Leighton, one of the
hangers. It is not yet forgotten that while
many meritorious architectural drawings were
Bltogether excluded, and others, though ad-
mitted, hung too high for inspection, that an
undue space was occupied by mere competition

drawings that bore the name of the son of a"
architectural Royal Academician : an error o
judgment which we trust will no', be
repeated. In conclusion, we would call upon
the profession to do their |)art towards render-

ing the piomised architectural room of 1870
worthy of its reservation for their works, by
sending in drawings in number and merit such
as to preclude any necessity for their being
supplemented by others supposed to harmonise
with them.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE commencement of another year pre-
sents us with a, very suitable occasion

for placing before our readers a few
facts connected with the working and
management of this most successful

society. We are the more induced to do so

from the fact that although the books of the

Association bear the names of more than 600
of the younger members of the j)rofession,

we arc convinced that the various classes for

mutual instruction would, if their object were
better known, be even more numerously at-

tended than they are at present.

The " Journal " for the present session (which
opened in October la.st) contains the annual
report of tbe committee, and sets forth very
clearly the aims and object of the society.

From the report we gatlier that in addition

to tlic papers read before the Association

(which have in most cases appeared in our
pages) periodical visits have been paid by the

members to buildings in progress, and that

daring the past year they have thus inspected

the following works :—Her Majesty's Theatre,
Grosvenor Mansions, Columbia Market, Bible
Society's House, the new churches of S.

Saviour, S. Chad, S. Columbo, and S. Michael
and All Angels in Shoreditch, the Albert Hall
of Arts and Sciences, Dulwich College, the

Royal Academy, the London Univeraity
Buildings, Drapers' Hall, the Holborn Via-

duct, Blackfriar's Bridge, and Hampton Court
Palace. This list, which includes nearly
eveiy new building of importance in the

metropolis, will give an idea of the valuable
information which must have been acquired
by students who have availed themselves of

the privileges of membership. One of the

most serious objections urged against foreign

systems of architectural education is the

absence of practical acquaintance with build-

ing operations. In England, where a society

can boast in a single year of having con-
ducted its members over so many fine build-

ings, such an objection must fall to the

ground. But the classes which are peculiar

to this society for the study of design and
building construction tend still more strongly

than the visits to assist the student in gaining

an insight into those branches of his art which he
could scarcelybe made familiar with by any other

means. The opportunities for exercising his

inventive faculties are, we fear, too often

denied to the pupil during the earlier )-eara of

his articles, or even if ho has the chance, he
needs the stimulus or incentive of competition

and friendly criticism, which are essential, if not

imperative, in leading him on to good results.

We are aware that it has been alleged that

more injury than good is done to the young
architect by inducing him too soon to try his

hand at designing—that is, before he has, from
careful study of good models and due atten-

tion to iirecedent, acquired what we may term

the architectural "knowledge of good and
evil." But we must remember that this argu-

ment is too frequently brought forward only

from the most selfish motives, and that the

architect who declines to allow his pupil any
chance of using his powers of thought and in-

vention does not scruple to bind him down to

the routine drudgery of tracing and copying, in-

stead of preparing him by a proper course of

study for advancement in his profession.

Wo must not, however, make use of this

article only for enforcing our ideas upon archi-

tectural education. VVo started with the in-

tention of pointing out Homeof the many ways
in which trie Architectural Association pro-
vides for the instruction of its members. Wo
may select for this pur[)oso the Class of Con-
Btruction, which, as we have already stated, is

on the mutual system. This class was started
some years ago as a means of preparation for

the Voluntary Examination, and while this

object is still kept prominently in view,
the matters discussed and treated of are
such as to be necessarj- and valuable to

all younger members of the profession.

The Class of Construction, "formed," as wo
read,"inordertoassistthe members to obtain a
knowledge of the practical part of their pro-
fession," meets on alternate Friday evenings
throughout the session at half-past six o'clock.

It is under the direction of the following offi-

cers, elected annually at the termination of
each session—a president, two vice-presidents,

and two honorary secretaries. These officers

are charged with the direction of the meetings
and the preparation of the questions, which
usually relate to some one of the trades dis-

tinguished in a specification, an bricklayers,

masons, carpenters, etc. The questions for the
next time are given out at the close of each
previous meeting, and in the intervening fort-

night the members are expected to prepare
their answers, which have to be illustrated,

where necessary, with drawings. The answers
are handed in to the chairman of the evening,
and after he has read the first question ho
selects one of the written sheets before him
and calls upon the writer to come forward and
read it to the meeting, and , if requisite , to make a
sketch upon the blackboard. This done the mem-
bers of the class are requested to criticise the an-
swer, to offer anysuggestions,and to point out any
further information they may have upon the
subject. Much valuable information upon
S])ecial details is thus often given to the class,

and any member who may have had occasion

to experiment upon, or make use of new
materials or modes of working, can impart to

his fellow students full particulars. Tho
chairman may then sum up the general result

of the discussion, and state what in his opinion

has been the best mode of answering the ques-
tion or dealing with the matter before them.
The next question is then taken up and treated

much in the same way by another member,
called to the front to read out or illustrate his

views. Sometimes the drawing on the black-
board may be objected to, and another mode of
working out the question is drawn by someone
else, and a warm debate may then ensue upon
the better of the two plans. It is difficult to

over-estimate the advantages of this mode of
instruction. Men who have never had confi-

dence to speak in public are induced bj' ex-
citement and the desire of information to

explain their views, and thus many obtain in

this or in the allied class (for study of design)

the power of speaking in public. Again, there

can be no better plan, we are convinced, for

discovering and exposing long-cherished

traditional errors on practical matters, than

such a means of instruction as this, and infor-

mation on subjects which are too often

considered to be peculiar secrets of allied pro-

fessions is imparted to all present. Wo may,
in order to make this account of the Cla.ss of

Construction more complete, and, without, we
trust, violating any of its secrets, give one or

two of the questions on one particular evening,

and explain the way in which they were

answered. Thus in the questions for the meet-

ing of Nov. '26th, 1869, which related to exca-

vators and bricklayers. No. 1 runs as follows ;

—What is the prime cost value of 1 rod

120ft. superficial of reduced brickwork in

mortar, built with bricksat SSs.jier 1000, sand

at 43. per yard, lime at 123. per yard ; the

labour and scaffolding costing GOs. per rod ? A
member having been called forward to read

his reply, the first point raised was as to the

number of bricks necessary for a rod of re-

duced brickwork. The number usually as-

sumed is 4500, and for London stocks this is,

in all probability, very near the mark, but
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MHMOf tkoM preeent wvra for limiting the

Bwaber to 43rt), and even to 4250. The pro-

portions of Umo and ssaxd not being stated in

tho qMStioii g«T« rise to some considerable

Chalk lime will take 2 of sand,

and this i* the qnantity more generally jiro-

Tided for in London specificaiious, but 2t, and

•van 3 parts is a proportion not uufre<|uently

•mplojed with stone limes, and some were for

the IMS of equal qnaniities of lime and sand.

Of mortar compounded in the proportion of

2 and 1, al>out two yards of sand and 1 of

lime was assumed to'l>o the requsite quantity

per rod, and baring calculated in this way the

pricoofthe materials, and included the 6Cte.

for lalMiur, the total price per rod was obtained.

I:
' remained to lind the fractional value

, ;.—a simple rule of three sum, and

liu= auini;ui, added to the price per rod, was tlic

answer required. The second question :—What
will be the extra cost per foot super, for facing

with bricks at 508. per 1000, wheu the ordinary

bricls cost 35s. per 1000, was then worked out

by another member, assuming 7 bricks to be

the number uei-cssary per foot super.

3. ilow may flat roofs bo constructed of

plain tiles ? This question elicited a conside-

rable amount of information, and some prac-

tical hints on the methods of forming cheap

roofs in this way.

4. Ilow are dry areas usually formed ? Tlic

commoner form of dry areas were well illus-

trated by the sketches of the members, and
attention was called to the best means of

draining and ventilating tlicm.

5. Describe the various kinds of darap-

ooones in common use, and compare their

cost. Not only those in common use, but a

great many new patent and comparatively un-

tried modes of securing walls and founda-

tions against damp were explained by those

prfsent, the summing up being that there was
most likely nothing so cheap and certain as a

good layer of genuine asphalte.

The sixth question also called forth a good
deal of discussion. Compare the different

methods of bonding hollow walls. Metal
cramps or ties which would appear the more
effectual are liable to corrosion and gradual

decay, and many of the recently-proposed
plans of glazed headers and long bonding
bricks cannot quite claim entire separation be-

tween the two thick masses of walls, which is,

of course, the object aimed at. The three nest
questions required to be answered by drawings,
and were as follows :

—

7. What kinds of iron bonds are used in

ordinary brickwork ?

8. Give section to Jin. scale of a carriage-
way 16ft. wide, formed with brick arches and
iron girders—the girders Gft. apart.

y. Describe, in terms suited for a specifica-

tion, and give detail to Ain. scale, of a circular

rain-water tank, Gft. diameter, built under
ground, to hold 1,500 gallons. This last ques-
tion involves the difficult matter of forming a
thoroughly waterproof construction. The
majority of those present advocated the use
of brickwork in cement, protected by puddle.
It will not be necessary for us to quote the
remaining questions, as we have, we believe,
said enough to explain the systiem on which
the class is conducted. It may be confidently
said that no one is too old or too well-informed
to profit by what goes on in the class of con-
struction, and wo can onlv wish it, in conclu-
rioD, a long and successful career.

ARCHITECTURE IN MANCHESTER.
(ConcUidMlfrom Paye 42.)

T AST week's article included descriptions
*-* of certain municipal works of conipara-
tirely recent erection

; but there are others of
which some notice should be taken.

Public statues in the open air were, a quarter
of a century ago, unknown in " Cottonopolis."
She may now, liowever, be justly proud of, not
only the number, but the quality of her statues.
Tlie bronze one of Cobden, in S. Anne's-square,

is the most recent of these works, and is per-

haps the least statuesque and the worst

placed—that is to say, in the very centre of the

square, with nearly'even-where a too proxi-

mate background of shops. The statue

itself, though perhaps not the thoroughfare,

would have been all the better for a more im-

mediate contrast with the quiet dingy church

at its rear. In Peel-park, Salford, is a white

marble statue of the same statesman, on a

pedestal of white granite, that struck us as

being remarkably good. The figure is botli

graceful ond expressive, and tlio perlesfal is

ifar more satisfactory than pedestals usually

are. We can conceive no better materials for

sculpture than white marble for tho figure, and

white granite for the pedestal, as used for this

Cobdeu statue and the neighbouring ones of

Her Majesty and the Prince Consort in Peel

Park, Salford. The remaining bronze statues

here and in Manchester (of Wellington, Peel,

Watt, Dalton and Brothcrton) are all good in

their way, but in a murky atmosphere, sucli

as they are destined to appear in, do not look

to such advantage in bronze as in marble.

The triple contrast of light, shade and shadow,

so all enchanting in architecture, is lost in

these works of the sculptor, which, on nine

days out of ten, present little more than a

harsh outline.

Manchester is rich in Free Libraries, placed

all over the city and its suburbs. The central

one in Camp Field may not improbably bo re-

moved to the old Town Hall (with, we trust,

its surmounting sculpture replaced) when tho

new one is completed. The Ancoats Free

Library is a rather remarkable building, de-

signed by Mr. Waterhouse. It is a structure

of common brick, with little of stone, and still

less of red bands ; simply a hipped parallelogi'am

with two transepts connected with a lean-to
;

its stylo Free Gothic, and treatment very mas-

terly. Apropos of this hipped edifice let u.s

add that in Manchester hipn are now eveiy-

where foniied of the slated plane of the roofs,

and all lead rolls or tiles to such features are

disused, greatly to the improved effect of the

edifices, as any one would imagine.

The Corporation have erected a large and
ornate Gas Station in Medlock-street ; tho

ground floor of the street fagades massive and
good, but the buildings spoiled with a feeble

cornice and balustrade, p\ace<l,witfiout intenal,

immediately vpon the archivolts of the upper
windows.
The churches and chapels in and about the

City are too numerous to wholly describe.

One of the largest, if not the largest, is that

of St. Cross, at Clayton, a red brick structure

by Mr. Butterfield. It is designed in the

Decorated style of Pointed architecture, and
consists of an unusually long and lofty cleres-

toried nave and chancel, with lofty aisles and
transeptal chapel ; a boldly-projecting south

porch, with tower at west end of the south

aisle, and a narthex with central doorway at

west end of the nave. The extreme length of

this edifice is, for a modern church, unusual

;

and this, we think, is its chief and solitary

virtue. Looking at the exterior of the struc-

ture, its outline is essentially modem. The
details, with great costliness, are meagre to a
degree, and the general proportions perverse

and unsatisfactory. The tower of this lofty

church (some ten bays in length) is a diniuni-

tive campanile, rising with many stripes and
angle buttresses up to the nave ridge, where
occurs the bell-chamber with, on each face, a
triplet of meagre louvred windows set in a
high recess or panel, corbelled high above their

heads ; and over all, after more corbelling,

occur the eaves of a diminutive pyramid of

striped slate, crowned with a metal vane ; the
whole steeple out of all proportion with the

church. Ihe windows of the clerestory are

long narrow couplets with foliated heads, ex-
tremely mean in appearance, their interfenc-

stration somehow diminished as they approach
the chancel. The entire outside walls are
striped about every half-dozen courses with
wide bands of glazed black brick, save over

the windows, where largo diapers occur. The
details of tho narthex wall are effective ; but

in tho gable above it are three two-light

windows, whose acute heads are surmounted at

a considerable interval of plain masonry with

obtuse arched labels—a freak that has the

effect of disagreeably enhancing the weakness

of the angles. The edifice stands well back

from the road, is seen from a considerable

distance around, and for its length, its height

and its costliness, is a fine opportunity thrown
away. Surely a large church like this should

have had large treatment ; and a more massive

steeple than this poor, un-English-like cmu-
panilc.

The Stowcll Memorial Church is another

large edifice of very recent erection. Here the

material used is stone, and the proportions and
grouping are very good. The style is Early
lecorated. The building has a wide cleres-

toried nave, a narthex with flying buttresses,

and North and South transepts flush with tho

nave aisles. The internal arrangement of the

transepts, divided by an .arcade from the nave,

is ingenious, cleverly relieving it from the

effect of its extreme width, and what, but
for tho device, would be its rather sprawling

arcade. The chancel, of nearly equal height

to the nave, looks all the better for being
divested of aisles. At its junction with the

North transept rises tho tower, very simple

and lofty, crowned with a plain octangular

spire. The church is, take it altogether, a bold

,

picturesque work, whoso general merits are

too good to let us dwell on some unfortunate

eccentricities of detail about its window labels,

spire lights, &c.
In Newton-street, Ancoats, a cheap church

is in cour.so of construction, with a tower and
timber-framed spire of not very pleasing pro-

portions ; the details, worked out in red and
black bricks, very coarse and faulty.

Of the churches lately built by Dissenters,

the largest and most noteworthy are two built

by Mr. Waterhouse at Ancoats and at

Rusholme, one by Messrs. Paull and Robinson,
and a fourth, very recently completed, from
the designs of Messrs. J. M. and H. Taylor.

Of these the three first named have been built

for the Independents, and the one last named
for the Free Union Baptists. Mr. Water-
house's two churches are both of them well-de-

signed structures of red brick with black bands,

having well-proportioned slated spires. In the

one at Ancoats the octangular spire is set

anglewiso on a square tower with slated

broaches at its angles. This church, very
peculiar in its plan, is well known from illus-

trations. Since its erection, it has been partly

encroached upon, and has now been purchased
by the Midland Railway Company.

Messrs. Paull and Robinson's church stands

on an excellent site at the junction of Every-
strcet with the Bradford-road, and is an im-
posing and somewhat remarkable building.

It has a nave , with transept and aisles, at

present partitioned off from the nave, and used

as class rooms, much to tho improvement of

the interior. Externally the architectural style

may be termed Free Gothic of Continental

aspect. The main doorway, in a saddleback
tower at the corner of the two streets, has a

masive stone tympanum now charged with six

largo stone figures of children in alto relievo.

They are well carved, but have no particular

meaning. On dlt that two of those figures

have lately displaced a much larger central

figure of Our Lord blessing little children, for

some special reason not quite obvious to a
stranger. However, the six wellcarved children

(albeit apropos of nothing to speak of) are

very ornamental ; and the doorway is the best

feature about the church. Let the critic " rest,

and be thankful."

The last of these four structures (the Union
Baptist Church at Rusholme) is a very large

and stately building, just completed under the

direction of Messrs. .1. Medland and Henry
Taylor. The exterior is of red brick, very
oniamentally treated, with a fair admixture of

stone, stone carving, and polished granite—the
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stylo, if anytliiriK, French Romanesque. The
principal entrance is tlirough an open arcade,

elevated on a bold tliglit of steps
; and over it

is a richly adorned wlieol window lighting the

lywrtsi " nave " of the edifice. A turret on each
of its sides serve? to screen oft', as usual, the
.iloping eaves of the building—the one on the
right hand side rising high aljovc the ridge,

and terminating in a square slated spire and
vane. Tlie interior, ameregalleriedrt«(7/i'»?vwOT,

quite disjiels the ideas of High ecclesiastical

character conveyed by the outside I'agado ; but
here the architects have displayed no little

talent in meeting the necessities of their task.

Everything, from the gentle rise of the ground
floor away from the pulpit down to the metal
rain cups for the wet umbrellas of each pew,
seems to have been thought of. Fora building

with a good church-like exterior we should say,

this is internally one of the handsomest and
most comfortable of Dissenting places of
worship.

There are several warehouses and commercial
buildings about the City deserving of com-
mendation, and jn most of them examples of
good doorways are often to be seen. The
stone doorway of the Norwegian Consulate in

Oxford-street, and one of mere brickwork in

Brown-street, may be mentioned as examples.
Mr. Truefitt's bank, built for Mr. Cunliffie

Brooks, is now completed. It ia an exceed-
ingly elaborate and cleverly designed stone
building, with a profusion of carving and
])arcel-gilt wrought iron work in balconies and
tinials—perhaps a little over-done, but all

manifesting careful study and refinement.
The arches of thajJoH cocherc might, we think,
be somewhat more massive with advantage to
the general composition ; but it is altogether
an admirable exterior.

Some very large warehouses have within the
la.st few years been erected in Aytoun and
the adjoining streets, and thinigh they call for
no special comment, they well sustain the
architectural repute of the city for buildings
of the class. In I'ortland-street are two very
large ones

; one of brick, by Mr. Salomon,
with a handsome vestibule and elaborate
stone doorway of questionable merit. The
other is a stone warehouse in the Gothic
style, byMr. Waterhouse. The main facade
of this long and lofty Gothic structure (seven
stories high) is stiictly symmetrical, having a
raised projecting centre, whose hi2>ped roof
(with one solitary dormer in its midst) is un-
fortunately overborne by the bolder gables of
the side pavilions. Nor is there, lower down
in the facade, any architectural featui-e whose
more pronounced form, depth, or projection
compensates for this lack of central em-
p/ianis. Mr. Walter's buildings of this class
strike us as at present the most successful
works in the city. They are well known.

In several warehouses and street fagades
there is a manifest tendency to engraft the
Gothic on the astylar Italian style; and this, too,
with a " zeal without discretion." Thus, one
may see occasionally a lower storey of stone,
with nooked and banded shafts, rejoicing in
quaintly carved capitals of mediaeval freedom

;

and the building, after a little Romanesque
flirtation higher up, terminating in a Palladian
cornice witli dentils or mutules of quite
" Pagan " aspect. If these solecisms were the
works of the mere " speculating builder " one
would omit all reference to them ; but in Man-
chester this is not the case ; they are the works
of architects, who sin advisedly. \V. Y.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF WINDOW
TRACERY.*

(Continued from pa^e 417, Vol. XVII.)
FLOWING TR.\CERY.

THE Geometrical tracery of which we have
hitlicrto treated is distinguished from

• This article should have preceded the one wliich
ftppcarecl in our issue of ,Jan uary 7tli lust, and applies
to the lithojfraDliic illustration Kiven on tliat date
The letter-press which appeared on .lannary "th refers
to the illustration published this week.

succeeding styles by the very defiuito and
independent character of its forms. The
leading idea pervading all its varieties is that
of occupying the qiace in the head with a com-
bination of distinct patterns, which, as a general
rule, have little or no connection either wth
the mullions or with each other. They sup-
port and are supported one by the other, and
touch at many points, but they do not seem to
grow out of each other, and they often leave void
spaces which very plainly indicate the dis-
tinctness of the parts between which they lie.

The headiiieco of a true Geometrical window
might often be taken to form an independent
triangular composition, and in like manner
m.any of the subordinate figures might be
set up as separate windows on their
own account. The pure Geometrical style,

however, became at last fused into the
magnificent and varied forms of Flowing
tracery, of which we have next to speak.
Flowing tracery is so called to distinguish

it from the Geometrical which preceded and
the Perpendicular which succeeded it, because
the lines are evident continuations of the
mullions, taking a very free and unrestrained
course, branching out indifferent directions in

all parts of the window, and forming patterns
which flow into each other in every variety
of graceful intricacy, each figure being the
natural complement or result of its neigh-
bours. The .leading idea of the true Flowing
style is that of continuity of the mullions,
but it is distinguished from the Flamboyant
and Perpendicular styles, in which the same
idea predominates, by the want of tendency
of the lines to any particular point. In the
Flamboyant styles the lines always assume
a flame-like curve, necessarily tending up-
wards, and thus form figures of an elongated
and narrow shape ; while in the Perpendicular
style the lines are simply elongations of the
midlions in a perpendicular direction, with
figures formed in the intermediary spaces
simply by foliation. In the Flowing style,

however, the lines ramify in almost any
direction, and form figures which may have
either an upward, downward, or horizontal
tendency ; which may assume a wheel-like
form ; and which may approach the pervading
circular character of the Geometrical, or halt
at any stage between that and the elongated
fiames of the Flamboyant.

Flowing windows present several very
clearly-defined subdivisions. The first of these
is known as

RETICULATED TIi.\CERY.

This name is derived from the resemblance
of this class of windows to meshes of net
work. It is an evident result of an attempt
to engraft the principles and forms of the
Flowing style upon the severer style of the
preceding Geometrical. The principal cha-
racteristic of the variety consists of a vesica
with one or both extremities converted into

an ogee arch, and which may be called an
ogee vesica. This figure may be considered to

occupy in the Flowing style the same position

which is occupied by the circle in the Geo-
metrical style. It may be considerably elon-
gated or shortened, as it is considered to be struck
from one or from two centres. In the former
case it presents a somewhat squat form, if

considered alone, but when used in very
large windows it has a peculiarly grand and
imposing effect. In combination this figure

appears to be simply the result of an attempt
to fuse together several circles placed in the

manner in vrliich tiley usually are in the

head of an Early Geometrical window. Of
this we give an illustration in fig. 45. A
practical example of this kind of tracery is

also shown in our representation of the west
window of the Friary at Reading (see fig. 46).
That building was commenced about the year
128.5, and this window consists of five tre-

foiled lights, with the ogee vcsicso in the

head quatrefoilcd. The more elongated figure

struck from two centres is not quite so common
in the large windows of this style, but it

may, nevertheless, bo occasionally seen. Jn
either case the true Reticulated idea is that
of a largo expanse of the same kind of
figures cut through at an arbitrary point—
i.e., by the arc of the window itH^jIf. Near
the boundary line we find a niiinbcr of im-
perfect figures, which it would be impossible
to avoid without giving up the main idea
of the stylo altogether. Instances, however,
are not wanting in which this was done, of
which we may specify a four-light window
in Jersey, a three-light window at Soutli-
well Minster, and several others, all figured
by Mr. Freeman in his valuable work upon
^' Window Tracery," at page 9(5. In other
instances the efl'ect of a Ucticulatcd window
is produced without its lines by 8im])ly using
quatrefoils ingeniously shaped and fused
together. An example of this in a three-
light window at Heckington is likewise given
by Mr. Freeman on the same page.

OGEE TRACBRY.

The next variety of the Flowing style is

known by the name of Ogee tracery, ft an.swers
in some degree to the Arch tracery of the
previous style. As that is formed of the
simple arch, so is this formed of an arch
more in harmony with the general character
of the style—the ogee. Ilonco its name.
It also presents diversities very nearly
analogous to the two main subdivisions of
its predecessor—namely, whether the arched
lines intersect or not. An example of Ogee
tracery, with non-intersecting arclies, is given
in our illustration No. 47, which represents

a clerestory window at Oundle oi three
lights. This window is little else than the

three-light window previously described under
the head of Arch tracery, varied by the

circumstance of the arches being ogeed.
Other examples are frequently to be found
in windows with flat heads, and this form
of tracery is a favourite one for clerestory

windows.
Our next illustration, 'No, 48, represents

a three-light window at S. George's, Stam-
ford, in which the lines intersect one another.

Here all the three lights are grouped under a
single ogee arch, springing from the outer
sides of the lights, the apex of which coin-

cides with that of the window, litis arch is

in its turn intersected by two other imperfect
arches of the same form, which spring from
the centre light. This airangement produces
two small spaces, side by side above the
centre arch, with an elongated space above
them, and four irregular spaces at the sides

All of these spaces are foiled, but, owing to

the general predominance of concave lines, the

effect is anything but pleasing. The quatre-

foilcd figures of this window are very
characteristic of the style.

FLO^^^so wheel tracery—nivEiioENT, con-

vergent, AND REVER.SED.

The later forms of Flowing tracery were,

however, much more graceful and complicated
than any we have yet described. The
difficult)' of classification is very great, so

immense is the variety, aud so many combina-
tions are admitted into the patterns. An
attempt, however, has been made by conceiving

the leading idea of the wheel window, so well

known in the Geometrical styles, in which a
central point ia assumed, around which the

figures formed by the ramifications of the lines

may arrange themselves. In the Geometrical

wheel windows there arc two leading varieties.

The first is that of a wheel with its sjiokes,

and the latter is that of a number of vesicas

united at a point. When the idea is that of

the spokes of a wheel, it follows that the lines

must radiate from the centre, but when the

idea is that of a number of vesicas it may be

said of them that they either diverge or con-

verge in relation to the centre. This relation

of the figures to an assumed centre gives rise

to the several varieties of divergent, con-

vergent, and reversed tracery, and when the

several varieties are combined, some very com-
plicated and beautiful forms are proluced.
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An exwnple of pure Divorsent tracery is given outlines may be filled up in their turn with

in fig. 49. Here the heads of the figures are
j
Geometrical patterns ; aud yet, again, every

pkcM tovanls each other. This form is very

extensively uaed for vrindo\«'s of two lights,

but can haitlly be applied to windows of

larrer sixe without introducing a combination

with other foriu.'t.

Fig. 50 is an illustration of Convergent

t.'acen'. which is a form the direct opposite of

that just descjibed. In this, instead of a

central line from which the figures appear to

be thrown off, they converge more or less

from the sides to a central point. The effect

ia a very inharmonious one. The figures do
not gracefully melt into each other, as in most
of tM other varieties, but are thrown together

vith as little or less connection than in some
of the Geometrical patterns, while they are

destitute of the severe simplicity and purity

of form which characterise that style. The
priDciple of convergency, however, seldom
extends beyond the two large horizontal

fibres above the lights. The head of the

window is mostly occupied by the same kind
of ogee vesica which marks also the Reti-

cnlated and Divergent varieties of the Flowing
Btyle.

Figtire 51 is an illustration of the Reversed,
Convergent, or Revergent variety. In this

the two convergent piercings, instead of
springing from the sides of the window, or in

any way originating from or being supported
by the lights, start, as it were, from above, and
oome down to meet them. The ogee vesica
nsnall^ occupies the head, as in tlie other
varieties, but the general effect is far from
being a very pleasing one.

A much more beautiful effect is produced
by the combination of these three varieties in

one composition. We give an instance of
this combination in fig. 52, which represents
the east chancel window of Lindfield Churcli,
HnwwT, where Divergent, Convergent, and
Revened figures may be seen together, fitting

into and complementing each other in a fairly
satisfactory manner.

variety of flowing may be commingled with
every variety of Geometrical. The effect of
these combinations is always curious, but it

must bo acknowledged not always pleasing.

A window must not be a mere collection of

forms without order, and without duo sub-

ordination of parts. The attempt to produce
variety docs not always result in the produc-
tion ofbeauty, and before the designer attempts
to originate any new combination, he should
take care that he has well acquainted him»elf
with the leading principles and peculiarities

of each style, that he may know how to sub-
ordinate them into an harmonious and
beautiful whole.

(7b he continued.)

said that the difliculties in the way of appointing
a paid editor were so great that the idea (which
had been under the consideration of the Com-
mittee) had been abandoned.

The proceedings terminated with a vote of
thanks to Mr. Wyatt for presiding over t he
meeting.

ARCHITECTUBAL
SOCIETY. — THE '

ARCHITECrUKE."

PUBLICATION
DICTIONARY OP

CXmBIHATIONS I.S FIX)WINQ TRACERY.

_
A fall study of the many interesting com-

binations which may be made of Flowing and
Geometrical figures would carry us far beyond
our liraiLs. The student will find thera fully
treated in the pages of Freeman, Sharpe, and
Brandon. We can only say here that it is in
the combination of the various styles that the
finest traceried windows can be produced.
This combination, however, often leads to
great difficulty in the endeavour to assign a
window to its proper classification. The
Geometrical ond the Flowing are so often
mingled in the same composition that it is

almost impossible to say which of them pre-
dominates, and this difficulty is farther
increased in some windows by the introduction
of lines having a decidedly Flamboyant and
Pcrpcndicidar tendency. The five-light
window at Hawkhurst, in Kent, shown in
fig. 5.3, is, for example, a very rich and singular
composition. The lines are evidently of a
Flowing character, but the circle, which tlie
large central light seems to have broken
throngh, and which is the chief characteristic
of the Geometrical style, was evidently the
leading idea in the minds of the designing
architect In the fcne.itell.'c we also observe
a juxUposition of both Perpendicular and
Flowing lines in the same space, and the
wheel is so managed as to give a verticil lino
produced from the central Tight. Tlie figures
in the spandrels seem to have been borrowed
from those over Perpendicular doorways.

Other combinations are to be found of
Geometrical outlines which are occupied by
Flowing patterns, a fine example of which
may be seen in the large five-light window at
1 lympton 8. Mary's, where some Early
lancefa, and afine circle forming a wheel,
arc filled with a mixture of Convergent and
Reticulated tracery. Again, we finf the out-
linen of Arch tracery occupied with Flowing
IM»tfem»

;
and, on the other hand, Flowing

ASPECIAL general meeting of the subscribers
was held at No. 9, Conduit-street, Regent-

street, on Wednesday afternoon, the 19th inst.,

Thomas Henry Wyatt, Esq., in the chair.
Mr. Arthub Catbs, the Honorary Secretary,

read a report from the Committee, congratulating
the members on the complete discharge of all
debts and liabilities, and the possession of a cash
balance of £150 available for the prosecution of
the " Dictionary." The result of the exertions
made to obtain new subseriberj, so as to secure
the completion of the " Dictionary," was reported
as having been attended with remarkable success,
only 67 names being now required to fill up the
list, and, as new adhesions were still coming in,
the Committee recommended the subscribers to
authorise the immediate undertaking of the work
of completion, relying on the continued exertions
of the members to secure the additional sub-
scribers still required.

The Chaibman referred to the great sliare of
labour and responsibility in the production of the
" Dictionary " that had fallen upon two or three
gentlemen, and remarked that as about 100 new
subscribers )iad been obtained since last May, it
would be surprising if, in the course of the next
twelve months, they did not obtain the additional
67 names required to fill up the list.

After some discussion, a series of resolutions
with reference to the issue of thework were unani-
mously adopted, and ordered to be printed and
sent to every subscriber.
Mr. Cates having made some suggestions as to

the means of obtaining farther subscribers, the
Chairman referred to the great efforts that had
been made since the last meeting to secure fresh
subscribers, and several members expressed their
hopes that the subscription list would be filled
up, and the publication of the "Dictionary"
continued without delay.

Mr. Newton proposed a vote of thanks to the
Honorary Secretary of the Society (Mr. Cates), and
to the Honorary Secretary of the "Dictionary"
(Mr. Wyatt Papworth), for tlieir kindness "in
their past labours, and those wliioh they had
promised for the future. Mr. Edwin Nash
seconded the proposition, and Iiinted that a tan-
gible acknowledgment of the labours of those
gentlemen should be made at some future time.
The projiosition was supported by Mr. Thomson
and by Mr. Sydney Smiekb, and carried by
acclamation.

Mr. Wyatt Papworth, in acknowledging the
vote of thanks, said the work must have stopped
but for the energy of Mr. Cates in collecting
funds, and expressed his wiUingucss to continue
the work.

Mr. Arthub Gates said that the great honour
of the work was due to Mr. Papworth ; without
him there would have been no " Dictionary "

It
might truly be called" The Dictionary of Archi-
tecture, by Watt Papworth," for it was his work
ana his exclusively.

Some discussion then took place between Mr
T.C. Clarke and Mr. Cates, the former gentle-
man exprewing a hope tliat the "Dictionary"
would forthwith appear regularly and witliout the
delayH which had hitherto occurred, and giving
It as his ojiinion that it was too much to expect
a professional man Uke Mr. Wyatt Paiiworth to
be burdened with sucli a task, and that a paid
editor ought to bo apjiointed. Mr. Cates, in
reply, detaded the reasons for past doUys, and

SOUTH METROPOLITAN WATER
SUPPLY.

GREAT complaints havelieen made within the
past year as to the turbid and unwholesome

condition of the water supplied to the gi-eater
portion of South Ixindon. The Regi.strar-General
and the various local medical otticers of health
have drawn attention to the matter repeatedly, but
the evil has not been remedied. Mr. J. N. Rad-
cliffe, by direction of the Medical Department of
the Privy Council, has recently been investigating
with respect to the water supplied by the South-
wark and Vanxhall, the Lambeth, and the Chelsea
water companies. Mr. Radcliffe reports that in
twenty-eight monthly examinations of water, from
February, 1867, to May, 1869, the water of the
Lambeth Company was found to be turbid eleven
times, that of the Chelsea Company ten times.
The intakes of these two companies (which are
nearly side by side) are influenced by the freshets
and floods of the Mole, which bring down with
them large quantities of fine detritus. These
intakes are about a mile ht-loiv the influx of the
Mole into the Thames ; and Mr. Radcliffe says
that " below the entrance of the Mole, the Thames
may be turbid, while above the entrance the water
is clear and bright. The ' set ' of the river at
Long Ditton and Seething Wells is to the side of
the river upon which the works of the two
companies lie. This is so markedly the case,
that the half of the stream near the works may be
very turbid, while the opposite half may be com-
paratively clear."

Mr. Radcliffe's summary of bis elabnrate and
valuable report gives the causes and suggests the
remedies for this unsatisfactory state of things.
With reference to the Lambeth and Chelsea
companies, he states that the systems of filtering in
use, " while suflicientwhen the river isat itsbest,are
largely insufficient when the river is at its worst."
He also states that the source of supply is objec-
tionable, and suggests that the intake of the
companies should be removed above Monlsey lock,
and that additional provisions should be made for
subsidence and filtration. The Southwark and
Vauxhall Company, he says, should be required
to do away with certain means which it has for
taking into its reservoirs water from the Thames
at Battersea, as the turbidity be believes to have
been caused in part either by the admission of
tidal water into the reservoirs, or the admission
of unfiltered water from the subsidence reservoirs
into the pumping wells, and so into the mains.

Discovery at Sakkara.—Some interesting
archa3ological discoveries have just been made at
Sakkara, in the immediate neigbourhood of the
famous Serapium or Bullpits in F.gypt. In re-
moving some sand heaps the workmen came upon
an antique statue, which led to further investi-
gation, and an avenue of about a dozen similar
relics were discovered. These works of art,
which consist of two figures seated respectively
on lions, and four others on horseback, the re-
mainder on foot, are presumed to be those to
which Strabo alludes.

Railway Bills.—Among the 87 railway
bills which seek Parliamentary sanction in the
coming session, 27 of the applications are for
powore for the construction of actual fresh lines by
newly incorporated companies. These include the
East and West Metropolitan Junction and Mansion-
house Railway, consisting of a line from the Great
Eastern, North-Kastern, and East London Rail-
ways to the Metropolitan and District Railways,
with a central station near the Mansion-house ; a
new railway from Colebrooke-row, Islington, to
Moor-lane, London ; the East and West Junction
Railway ; a new railway frrjiu Rcdhill to Godstone,
ill Surrey, in connexion with the South-Easteni
line ; Hounslow and North London, to connect
with metropolitan lines ; a new line from Hammer-
smith and City to Fulham ; Charing-cross railway
bridge to Wellington-street, Waterloo-bridge ; new
line from London and South-Western to Cobham;
the Severn Tunnel Railway under the river Severn,
in addition to 19 newly projected Imes in other
parts of the country.
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THE FAILURE OF THE BRADFIELD EESEBVOIH.

THE llih day of March, 1864, will

always be a memoratjlo day at

Sheffield. At midnight on that day 250

people—men, women, and children—wore

swept away from their beds to their death in

the space of half an hour.

Tliiire i'i a steep and narrow valley runninn;

up from Sheffield westward, at a rise of 70ft.

in a mile, for .seven miles, down which flows

the river Lo.xley, fed by tlie smaller stream

called the Dale Dyke, (ruing upwards from

Slicftield there is Neepsand, tlie nether and

the upper slack works, the Birley meadow,
Owlerton, Loxley i?ottom. Scythe Wheel,
BroomheadWliecl,'-' Green Wheel, CarrWheel,

Cliff Wheel, Olive Paper-mill, Rowell Wheel,

Loxley Old Wheel, Storr's Bridge Forge, Stacey

Bridge, Damflask Paper-mill, and Diimflask

Cirn-mill. Here the stream takes the name
of the Dale Dyke. A mile further up stream

is the village of Low Bradfield. In this valley

dwelt the people who were employed at these

works. A mile above Low Bradfield the

Sheffield Water Works Company had been,

at the date set down at the head of these re-

marks, making a large reservoir—a reservoir

that held 114,000,000 cubic feet of water.

Its embankment had been raised to its full

height of 9oft. Tlie weather during the pre-

vious fortnight had been exceedingly wet. A
flood channel had, in the first instance, been

cut to carry off the water and allow the bank

to be raised without its interference. When
the bank, however, had been raised to nearly

its full height, and the engineers and contrac-

tors began to fetjl themselves secure from
harm in this respect, the flood channel was
reckoned of no account, and was allowed to

decay, indeed, was destroyed, first partially

by a great flood, and then by pulling down
its side to get materials for the great bank.

So that for several months before tlie date we
have mentioned the flood channel was useless.

This part of the country is subject to heavy

rains. In the month of August, 185G, 8?in.

depth of rain fell there. In June, 18G.3, two
days' flood put 50ft. depth of water into the

reservoir. The average rainfall is upwards of

40in. per annum. So that it may be taken

that this is a generally wet district. At half-

past eleven o'clock at night on the 11th of

March the embankment of this Bradfield

Reservoir gave way, and a hundred million

cubic feet of water were shot down the valley

within the space of forty minutes. The
volume of water that ran down the valley for

the space of forty minutes was 40,000 cubic

feet per second, and its speed that of a race-

horse—2Gft. per second. Such a body of

water in such violent motion one can hardly

imagine, and if any one saw it his senses must
have been bewildered. Thirty-nine dwelling

houses were swept away, twelve manufac-
tories, four milLs, fifteen workshops, fifty-three

other buildings, and fifteen bridges; all these

were wholly destroyed and 250 people

drowned or otherwise killed. Besides these,

37G dwelling houses, 25 manufactories, 17
mills, l.j workshops, 11 other buildings, and 5
bridges were partially destroyed. When the

water got out of the narrow valley at Owl-
erton it began to spread out, and by the time
it reached Sheffield town its destructive force

was lessened, and the damage it did was the
flooding of tlic streets to many feet in depth,

and 4.357 houses, of which 798 were rendered
uninhabitable.

These were the immediate effects of the

failure of the embankment of the Bradfield

Reservoir. The cause of its failure has, per-

hap.s, not yet been stated. There is plenty
of evidence ; let us sec to what effect. First,

•A " wlieol " at Shoflield and the neiprhbourliood is a
mill where saws, ciV^o tooiif, and knives are frround,
and wheie the machiuery in usually driven by a water
wheel.

the engineer of the work, Mr. J. Towlerton

Leather, said that a landslip occurred at the

site of tlie embankment on the northern sid-

of the valley, which carried the bank with it,

or moved it to such an extent as to break the

puddle wall and let the water escape. Messrs.

Simpson, llawksley, Bateman, Fowler, and

T. E. Harrison agreed with Mr. Leather, and

one would have thought that what these

gentlemen all agreed upon could be but true.

There had been at some time undoubtedly a

landslip near the bank, lower down, at the

spot wheri," Mr. Leather had first intended to

make the embankment, and seeing this ho

made the embankment higher up the valley

at a place where the ground seemed sound and

not likely to slip. So that it might well have

been stated that a landslip had been the first

movement. Other engineers gave other

opinions of a nature more complicated than

this one, but before we can describe them, a

description of the bank itself is necessary.

The site of this reservoir is on the outcrop

of the coal measures. The strata consist of

close and retentive shale, alternating with

thin beds of sandstone, and including a

stratum of rock known by the name
_
of

" gannister," usually found with and forming

the floor of one of the lowest seams of coal in

the local series. At the site of the reservoir

this coal seam was extremely thin, and in

places hardly perceptible. Shale and stone,

therefore, were the materials of which the

bank was composed, the clay being selected

for the puddle. Moreover, the stone was

selected and deposited at the foot of the outer

slope of the bank to prevent it slipping—with

the avowed object, tliat is to say, of prevent-

ing the bank slipping; and an extra 3d. per

cubic yard was paid to the contractors for the

selection and deposition of this stone, of which

there were 24,000 cubic yards, forming quite a

bank of itself, 50ft. high to its apex. Thus the

bulk of the embankment, a!i<l the wlioleof the

inner slope, were composed of shale alone. It

is necessary to a riglit understanding of this

record that the nature of this shale sliould be

understood. To those who are acquainted

with the coal measures and millstone grit for-

mation its nature is well known. Toothers
it may be said that when pulled to pieces

in the process of excavation it is shivery,

friable ; slippery when in contact with

water.

In short, it has every appearance of having

once been a deposit of mud wliichhxs become
compressed into a solid state by the weight of

the superincumbent rooks, but which is ready

to go back to its original state of mud on a

sufficient quantity of water being restored to

it ; to become dissolved, in fact.

The length of the embankment was 1584ft.

and its top width 12ft. The top of the bank
when finished and fully settled was to have

been 5ft. above the top water level, or the level

of the waste weir. The slopes were 2; hori-

zontal to 1 vertical, both on the inside and

on the outside. The height of the bank
where it crossed the stream of water called

the Dale Dyke was 95ft. A puddle trench

was excavated down to ; retentive ground,

which was not reached, near the middle of the

bank, until the trench had been sunk to a

depth of COft. In other parts the depth was
not so great, but in all parts of its length the

trench was carried down to retentive ground.

Cro-ssing the line of puddle trench was a fault

in the stratification. Before the excavation

was begun, a strong spring of water issued

from this fault above the site of the embank-
ment, and on sinking the puddle trench, the

water left its normal place of issue and

followed the excavation of the trench and

was pumped out by steam power. The quan-

tity of water was great, requiring four large

pumps to be kept working. After the trench

had been filled with clay puddle this water

was thrown back, and issued again at its old

place within the site of the reservoir.

The clay puddio was carried up in the

centre of the bank in the form of a w.all IGft.

tliick at the bottom in the middle of the bank,

and finished 4 ft. thick at the top, the widths

at the bottom in other parts of it« length

being as much greater than 4ft. as allowed

a batter on each Bide of fin. to the foot. The
puddle was well made. Its thickneis wag
less than puddle walls are usually made, but

the quality of the workmanship wag good.

The bank itself was fonned chiefly by e.xcavat-

ing within the site of the reservoir, and run-

ning the stuff into the bank by waggons and
rails, with tips of from 3ft. to 5fi. in height.

Probably the latter height mostly.

The method of drawing off the water from

the reservoir was by cast-iron pipes laid in a

trench in the solid ground under the scat of

the embankment, and auriounding them with

clay puddle of a minimum thickness of 18in.

There were two linos of discharge pipes, 18in.

diameter, laid 2ft. Gin. apart, the joints of

either lino of pipe being placed, not opposite

thoso of the other line, but opposite the biidies

of the pipes, the sockets facing the reservoir
;

so that the rim of the socket, which was 2iin.

thick, formed, with the thickness of the joint

(|in.), a projection of nearly Sin. all round
each line of pipe every Oft. of its length. The
pipes were of more than the ordinary strength

of street pipes, being llin. thick in the body.

The length of the socket was Bin., and its

diameter at the inner end was Jin. greater

than at its outer end; so that the joint,

which consisted of lead and yarn, was m the

form of a wedge, opposing its thicker end to

the pressure of the water from within the

pipe, tending to prevent its being blown out.

The depth of the trench in which these two

lines of pipe were laid was 9ft., but at the

point where it crossed the puddle trench the

puddle trench was 30ft. deep, and to avoid a

sudden drop in the depth of the puddle under

the pipe from 18in. to 30ft., the pipe trench

was run up from the bottom of the puddle

trench at a slope of about 5 to 1, coming up

to the Oft. depth at a distance of 100ft. on

each side of the puddle trench. The inner

ends of the discharge pipes, which were en-

closed in a foieb.ay of masonry, were open.

The valves were placed on the outer ends of

the pipes, in duplicate on each line, within

four pipes' lengtli of the very ends, the four

valves being enclosed in a valve house of

masonry. Of the two valves on each line of

pipe, one was kept open, and was to be used

imly when the other should be under repair.

The pressure on the door of each of the valves

in use was about 4.5 tons when the reservoir

was full. These discharge pipes would to-

gether let off about 5000 cubic feet of water

per minute. For waste weir, the means of

carrying off the water that might come i'lto

the reservoir when it was full which these two

discharge pipes could not let off, there was a

length of G4tt. provided, the drainage area be-

ing 4300 acres. We have mentioned this

weir only for the sake of completing the

description of the embankment; it never came

into use, and so formed no part of the cause

of failure, although at the moment of the

catastrophe the height of the water was

within a few inches of it. It may, however,

be incidentally mentioned that it was much
too short to carry oil a heavy flood from 4.'J0(»

acres. The reservoir when full covered an

area of 78 acres, and held 114,000,000 cubic

feet of water.

These being the facts of the case on the

Uth of March, 1864, Ictus see what had pre-

viously occurred.

Tlie bunk was finished in April, 18G3. In

June of the same year there was a flosd which

put into the reservoir a depth of oOft. in

two days. At tliis time the top of the bank

was 7ft. 4in. above the top water level, or

the level of the waste weir, being 2't. 4in.

above the intended peiuianeut level of the top

of the bank. This allowance had, of course,

been made for subsidence of the earthwork.

There is no record of the exact height of

the bank above the waste weir on the day

above-named, but about a week after the
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accident, tlie present writer saw the parts of

the b«nk remaining-, and estimated the height

roughly at Cft. above the waste weir. It had

not yet fettled down to its appointed level of

5ft. above tliat level, although it had gone

down since June of the previous y«ar a fool

or lOin.

To return to its previous history, it is on

record that the fortnight preceding the day of

the failure had been a wot time, nnd that was

one of the grounds for the opinion of those

eminent engineers who said the sole cause of

the disastt-r was a landslip. The possibility

of a landslip was feasible enough. The strata

dip from north to south at nn angle of one in

six. There had actually been a landslip not

far below the site of the bank. Tliere was a

Cottage house on the north side of the

valley, opposite the embankment, which
showed that some movement of its foun-

dations *had taken place. It was not,

however, very well determined when this

took place. A landslip, indeed, was
a possibly true theory of the c.iso, but

it seems to us that there is a more certain, in-

telligible, immediate cause of the accident.

We are now, after the lapse of nearly six

years, trying to unravel a mystery. It has

always been a mystery how this bank failed.

At the time, strong personalities were used,

especially by the coroner at the inquest ; but
now, although the people of Shcflicld will

never cease to remember the day on which the

Bradfield reservoir burst, we can more calmly
review the scene.

Let us first dispose of the opinions given
there and then soon after the accident. Mr.
Kawlinson and Mr. Ucardmore made a joint

report to the Government, in whicli they (we
hope to be pardoned if we attribute the chief

inOuence of this report to Mr. Rawlinson)—in

which they stated that the disaster was at-

tributable to the escape of water either

through the joints of the discharge-pipes into

the outer part of the bank, or along the out-
side of the pipes between them and the sur-
rounding paddle, or both, for they laid great
stress on the probability of both defects
having happened. To understand how the
first-named of these supposed defects could
have happened, we must take into considera-
tion that the pipes were focket pipes laid on
clay puddle, which might yield to their
weight aud to that of the sui)erincumbent
earthwork, ciusing them to sink and the
joints to be drawn. Wo must suppose they
meant only partially drawn, for it is incon-
ceivable that any one joint should have been
drawn to tlie extent of Cin., which was the
Jenpith of the socket. Then that the presnire
of the water iu the pipes blew out one or more
of the lead joints and allowed the escape of
water into the bank. A great deal was made
of the pressure of four or five tons on each of
the valve dours at the outer ends of the pipes
by fome of the witnesses. This, it was sup-
posed, might have drawn the joints apart.

It is sufficient to condemn this view to con-
sider that if any such thing had happened
the joint first drawn, and probably the only
one, would have been that of the pipe adjoin-
ing the valve, for the pipes were not boiled
together, so that one could draw another
with it, much less could the movement of the
pipe next the valve have had any tractive
action on the pipes in the body of tlio em-
bankment. And if any such drawing bad
taken place, the escape of water would have
been in or close to the valve house, and could
not have been unobserved. That a joint may
have been blown out in some part of the bank
is more possible, but still highly improbable.
Pipes laid less guardedly than tlicse were, are
constantly subject to a much greater pressure
than these were, and a blown joint is a rare
thing, even in scores of miles of piping, while
here we have to do with only the fifth part of
a mile of pipe laid with unusual precautions.

{To he continued.)

LOlU) NAPIEll ON HINDOO ARCIIITEC-
TUllE.

THE following are passages from Lord Na-
pier's lecture on Hindoo architecture to the

Native Christian Literary Society of Madras :

—

The Brahminical architecture is imposiug, it is

oven poetical with its accessories
; yet, regarded

both from a scientific and an aesthetic point of

view, it is manifestly dcfectiTC. In the Brahmini-

cal Riyle the ruling feature is the horizontal

line; the wall or the column supports a beam, tho

beam supports a Hat roof. AVhen the building is

lofty, the fabric ascends by successive horizontal

stages, one succeeding another in diminishing

proportions to the apex. The inherent poverty of

this method of construction is often ingeniously

concealed by decoration on the contours, and the

fabric rises with a certain measure of continuity

and elegance ;
yet the fundamental features can

still bo discerned. Tho characteristics of the

style, as practi8e<l in the temples of Southern

India, are a multitude of supports crowded

together, small intervening .spncea, sijuaro aper-

tures, horizontal superposition, a vast expenditure

of solid material, and railical defects of form,

disguisvd by niinnte ornamentation. It is abun-

dantly clear from our evcry-diiy observation that

the arch and the dome are repugnant to the

geuins of Hindoo architi cturc, and have
been for many ages practically unused by the

Brahminical bniUters. But the introduction of

the arch was the emancipation of architecture

from the despotism of material. The arch and
the dome are the most beautiful, the most scien-

lific, and the most economical forms of construc-

tion ; they arc the proper methods by which
largo spaces can bo covered—they are indispensa-

ble to the nsagos and recreations of modern
public life. Considering the mechanical defici-

encies of the Hindoo style, and the predominance
of sculptural ornamentation which it exhibits,

it appears to be unavaiUable, under the present

Government, for the purposes of the State, and
ill-adapted for the common and pnblic use of

the collective people. But is the Hindoo style of

building, for that reason, to be banished and de-

graded from all secular use, as is the case at

present under the influence of unreflecting and
ignorant innovation? Most certainly not. The
methods of Hindoo a- -liiti cture may be practised

in moderate dimension? with the greatest advan-
tage, and they are perfectly adapted to the wants
of the people. Domestic architecture should be

the expression of social institutions and the

necessities of climate. The principles of the

old-fashionod Indian dwelling wore seclusion and
shade. For the women, a trantjuil and retired

retreat ; for the men, privacy and repose after tho
labours of the day, and protection from the scru-

tiny of grasping authority ; for all, shelter from
tho sun. In its principal features it is thj
dwelling of the ancient Italians which we have
exhumed; it is the dwelling that wc admire at

Damascus. To the street, a plain exterior
pierced by a few apertures, but often furnished
with a ho.spital)lo porch, supported by stone or
wooden columns of quaint design. A narrow
door, deeply sculptured, leads into a court sur-
rounded by a pillared verandah on which the*
private apartments open

; behind this, the offices

and the habitations of the domestics. The in-

terior court is tho charm of tho whole; it is the
feature which the Indian house-builder should
never forsake, and it is just the feature which he
is giving up. It forms the most becoming frame
for tho life by which it is animated. It is in
perfect 'harmony with the figures, the costume,
the ornaments, the primitive industry, and the
simple furniture of the inhabitants. The
columns, the beams, the cornices, the panels of
the ceilings, the doors, the pavements, all display
the mouldings and patterns in which native art
ia so rich, and over which the patient native
workman delights to linger. Tho ugly conven-
tional imago sculpture of the I'agoila scarcely
inv.ades the Indian home, but some pleasant tree
natural to tho soil will add its rustle and its fra-
grance. Now it this domestic architecture of
other days discovers even in its humility a per-
fect appropriateness and a powerful attraction,
what might not tho same architecture become at
the present time in the hands of a person of
amj)le means, cultivated taste, and intelligent
patriotism V If all the proportions were expanded,
if all the materials wero seleetetl, if all the de-
signs were chosen for the most exquisite and
correct patterns—and of such tho whole country
is a storehouse—I do not hesitate to assert that
nothing in tho world could surpass it. Yet what

do we see ? The moment a native of this coun-
try becomes educated and rich ho abandons the
arts of his forefathers, and imitates the arts of
strangers, whom in this respect he might be com-
petent to toach. Nothing is more lamentable
than the corruption and confusion of taste which
is everywhere apparent, combined with unmis-
takoablo evidence of increasing opulence, and an
honourable desire for domestic comforts and de-
coration. The Hindu and European styles and
ornament are all jumbled and piled together. In
some thriving provinces a favourite improve-
ment appears to be to build a Doric upper story
with plaster pillars of immense diameter over tho
unpretending porch of the last age with its slender
Indian granite shafts. The same malady which
infects the middle classes attacks the highest. I

had the pleasure of visiting, not long since, in his
country residence, a native nobleman who, in
addition to all the gifts of birth and fortune,
possesses in bis person and manners an unusual
share of dignity and graco. I need not say that
tliere is a numerous retinue and an overflowing
honnty to Brahmins and native strangers. But
the Jaghirdar recognises the dnty of hospitality
in every form, and he has built himself a little

palace in a pleasant garden, where he delights to
honour his European guests. It may seem un-
grateful in me to criticise a dwelling in which I
was treated with so much respect and kindness,
but I could not repress a sentiment of regret
when I found that every trace of native style had
dis-appeared from the most recent example of
native building, and that a handsome European
villa of spotless chunam had risen among the
gray pagodas and chonltries and the whispering
palm ti-ees.

It is possible that I may he speaking in the pre-
sence of some native gentleman who has made a
fortune by the exportation of cotton, and who is

about to build a new house. The case is not
common in Madras, but it is not incredible. If
there be such a one here I beseech him to pause
before he sanctions the modem "Muster" which
I mentally see before me. I say to him discharge
your Madras architect and take a maistry from
some remote part of the Mofussil where tho tra-
ditions of the fathers are still preserved. De-
termine to have a national house, but such a
house as an Indian gentleman .should inhabit
under an honest government in an age of peace,
justice and learning—a house in which the light of
heaven and reason and fi-eedom can penetrate.
Adhere in general to the ancient plan, and espe-
cially to the court and colonnade ; collect all the
best models and patterns of native mouldings
and sculpture; u.se brick of the finest quality from
the School of Arts for the exposed surfaces ; em-
ploy timber for the pillars within, Cuddapah
stone for the pillars without, glazed tiles for the
floors; make a liberal use of ornamental stucco
and painting where the rain cannot penetrate ; fill

the unglazcd apertures with the beautiful tracery
of which Indian art offers an unrivalled variety

;'— glazed windows authentic motlels may befor

wanting, but they can be treated in the spirit of
the style, and the Government Architect can show
you how. Get all yonr caipets from Vellore, and
your stuffs from Madura and Tanjore. "Where
the Indian patterns fail you, bon-ow from Mussul-
mans. Make a sparing nse of European furni-
ture, and endeavour to harmonise it with the
native forms. But in doing this make every-
thing lofty, light, bright, spacious and accessible.

THE SUILDIN0 NEWS SKETCHBOOK
No. XVI.

JtOLTKOOD CHArEl.
rpnE west front of Holyrood Chapel had
-»- originally a square tower on each side of
tho great gateway ; the north one alone remains,
the site of the former being occupied by a portion
of the palace built by Charles II. Tho surviving
tower is a good example of tho transition from
the Eomanesque to tho Early English, about
1170. On the west and south sides of it there
are two stories of arcades, the lowest of which
forms the subject of sketch. It is composed of
trefoiled arches resting on clustered shafts. A
row of spiritedly carved heads tends much to
adorn it. Tho capital A is taken from tho arcade
above. The two others are from the lancet
windows in the north aisle, and the clustered one
from the south. The interlaced arcade, partaking
somewhat of the Norman, and to which has been
assigned tho original idea of the Pointed arch, is

from tho north aisle. J. R. Walker.
[Mr. Walker's sketch was sent to us on transfer

paper.—Ed. S. N.']
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LEWES PKIOEY AND ANCIBNT CLUONY.
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LEWES PRIORY AND ANCIEXT
CLUGNY.

THE Clngniac churches were usually dis-

"tinguishcd by their magnificence, as S.

Bernard in his "'Apology" (1127) thundered

against them, denouncing " Oratoriorum im-

mensas altitudines, iramoderatas longitndines,

snpervacuas latitudines, sumptuosas dcpoli-

tiones." Height, breadth, length, and delicacy

of finish all incurred his condemnation. Every
minster of the order is in ruins, and Wenlock
alone among them affords a blurred shadow
of their former glorj-. Ciistleacre, Bromholm
and Thetford attord a few data to the archaeo-

logist. Uorton and Lewes retain a few lesser

conventual buildings. The minsters were

usoallv of abnormal shape. In Franco a large

norchiike aute-ehurch occurred at Clugny,

VMelay, and Charite sur Loire, and was re-

puted at Lewes ; it resembled a parish church

in advance of Sherborne, and the Western
Lady Chapels at Glastonbury and Durham.
According to strict rule, their churches were
dedicated to S. Mary, and were to be devoid

of superfluous sculptures, paintings, and organs.

The Church of S. Pancrius had a central bel-

fry standing on four large pillars, and 105ft.

hi^h ; there were two western towers, for

Prior William de Neville, who died in 1268,

gave 200 marks sterling to complete the two
towers in the front of the church ; the founda-

tion of this new work had been laid in 1243,

on the anniversary of Earl William (MS.
Cotton, Lib. A.x.), but at the Dissolution, only

one steeple at the front, 90ft. high, is men-
tioned.

The Lady Chapel was on the north ; in the
apsidal cha|X!l of the north wing of the tran-

8ept(as at Cantc rburj-, Bristol, Oxford), Richard,

Earl of Anindel, December 5, 49 Edward
III., founded two chantries ; to be in the

chapel of S. Thomas the Martyr, or the Lady
Chapel on the north of the great church
(Add. M.S. 6706, fo. 177), unless we are to

understand that it was a detached building

as at Ely, Peterborough, Thetford, and S.

Martin des Champs.
The dedications of the five apsidal chapels

of the choir are unknown ; but wo may pre-

sume one was that of S. Thomas M., already

mentioned ; another of S. Martin, where Sir

Edward S. John was buried (Add. M.S., u.s.)
;

a third of S. Pancras, near whose imago Sir

John Falveslcy was buried in 1492 ; a fourth

was jjrobably that of S. Egwin, whose wonder-
working relics are mentioned in the " Chronicle
of Evesham" (p. 61) ; the fifth, and the altar in

the south wing of the transept may have been
those of S. John and Holy Cross, as they are
specially mentioned, along with the High and
Lady Altars, in the " Constitutions of Clugni

"

(Lib. Ill.,c. xii.)

From the description given by a Conimia-
sioner, it would appear that there was an in-

ternal apse to the choir, with an arcade of nine
bays, formed by eight large pillars ; the cross-

ing, with its four pillars, was under the belfry,

and the nave was of eleven bays, with ten
pillars on either side, and ended in western
towers. We thus dispose of tlio thirty-two
pillars, of which Portlnari, an Italian, made
denizen by Henry VIII., speaks (Cotton M.S.,
CIcop, E. iv., p. a.'J2, March 24, 1637). " Letter
of John Portinari." He brought from London
seventeen persons—tliree carpenters, two
smiths, two plumroers, and a man to keep the
furnace. Ten of them hewed "the walls
about." He informs Cromwell that on the
Thursday and B'riday before they had pulled
down a " vault on the ri|ht side of the high
alt^, that was borne up with four great pillars,

having about it five chapels, which be com-
pa»«ed in with the walls of Ixx. stoks of length,
»>., 210ft." He was then destroying a " higher
vault, borne up by four thick or gross pillars,
Hft. from side to side ; about in circumference
45ft." He gives the dimensions of the church
thus :

—

llie church is in length 150ft., the height
C3ft,, the circumference about it 1558ft.

The wall of the fore front, thick, 10ft. The
thickness of the steeple wall, lOft. ; the thick-

ness of the walls interno, 5ft. There be in

the church thirty-two pillai-s standing equally

from the walls. A high roof made forthe belli-'.

Eight pillars very big, thick 14ft., about 45ft.

The other 23 are for the most part 10ft. thick,

and 25 about. The height of the greater sort

is 42ft., of the other 18ft.

The height of the roof above the altar is 93ft.

In the midst of the church, where the bells

did hang, are 105ft. The height of the steeple

at the front is 90ft.

The radiating chapels of the choir, forming

an eastern coronal ; the apsidal chapels of the

transept and the two towers of the west front

form a most striking correspondence in the

groimd plans of the minsters of Clugny and

Lewes, and this intimate resemblance enables

mo to fix the conventual arrangements of

Lewes, which at first sight, and for some time

.ifter appeared to me a hopeless puzzle. I am
indebted to Mr. Parsons, of Lewes, for the

gi-ound plot. At Clugny there was a vast

ante- church, and parallel to this was the Re-

fectory, on the south side of the cloister. At
Lewes the Refectory is reproduced in the

same position, connected with the palace. The
only similar divergence from the usual position

of a monastic cloister occurs in the abnormal
pl.an of Rochester, where it lies at the side of

the eastern arm of the cliurch.

A fragment of the Norman Gate-house, with

the jambs of the arch, remains on the N.W.
side of the site ; the postern has been re-built

near at hand. Buildings of Decorated character

formeriy abutted on it (Add. M.S. 5677, fo. 18).

The next portion ^of ruin is a beautifully-

arcaded wall, with cylindrical shafts, recently

discovered, which I should imagine formed
part of the Guest House chapel. At some
little distance from this sjwt we reach a coar.sely

vaulted passage, of the shape of the letter L
and terminating in a well-like space, which
by a local figment has been called the lantern,

or prison ; the cells for delinquents, liowevor,

adjoined the Chapter House, and this passa ge
was connected with the cellarage of the Palace
or Guest House, measuring 147ft. by 46ft.,

which was divided into two alleys by an arcade
supported by massive pillare, standing upon
bases 7ft. square. The eastern half of the
south wall remains, with courses of ashlar and
herring-bone work. One window retains part
of a trefoil head. There are stairs leading
from the outside, beyond them is an oblique
wall passage, and at the east end, where the

Refectoiy wall abutted upon it, there is a
newel staircase. .

The western alley of the cloister was 14ft.

broad. On the cast side of the garth stood the
square-shaped Chapter House, in which many
coffins, including those of W. de Warenne and
Gundrada were discovered. The dormitory
intervened between it and the gong.
From a spot between the stairs and the

oblique passage ran a wall 59ft. in length, in

a southernly direction, it then turned eastward;
and this portion remains with a remarkable
elliptic arch, and in its north-eastern face has
putlog holes.

Before us is now a largo line of wall with a
pilaster buttress having a set-off and string,

and an arched opening into a fine building
63ft. by 18ft., which I imagine was the parlour.

The side walls are relieved by large longitu-
dinal arches in one span of 26ft., two broad
bands springing fi-ora short pillars with
chamfered abaci supported the vaulting, and
on the N.W. side the outer order of voussoirs
of a similar although stilted arch, remains ; it

communicates with a square chambci', over
which probably the dormitory crossed. In the
east wall of the parlour are two deeply recessed
nanow windows.
Southward of the parlour is the calefactory,

42ft. by 10ft., with the remains of an arch
and fireplace at the east end, and apparently
a staircase in the north wall. To the south, and
parallel with it, is the Gong, 150ft. by 21ft.,

with buttresses on the south, and both round-

headed and square-headed windows ; along

this wall below the level of the floor, runs the

sewer, with a range of putlog holes to receive

planking over it.

Sir W. Burrell says the oven, adjoining the

Palace as it would seem, was i7ft. diameter,

and roofed with tile. Not far from it, at the

north side, was a subterranean passage .Sft.

wide and 4ft. 6in. in height (this was clearly a

sewer). At the east end of the ruins he speaks

of noble cellarage, supported by pillars, 68ft.

long, 19ft. 6in. broad, and 10ft. high, with

square holes in the main walls throughout for

ventilation.

Southward of the south arm of the transept

was a large Sacristy, apsidal, and containing a
well. In front of it was an alley 14ft. wide
communicating with its doorway ; at the

southern end of this alley was a doorw.iy

which opened towards the Prior's Lodgings
;

portions of his hall still remain, and at a

distance of 290ft. from the newel stair-

case of the Palace,to the extreme east, are two
walls, of which the southern contains a niche.

This building I imagine to have been the east

end of the Infirmary Chapel.

On the south-west of the area was a large

cruciform Pigeon House ; and on the east is a
large mound supposed to have been crowned
with a Calvary. The materials were dug out

of the trench-like excavation called the Drip-

ping Pan. The Priory was surrendered on
Nov. 16, 29 Henry VIII. There are some in-

teresting views of in Watson's " Lives of the

Earls of Warren."
The following extracts from the rules will

throw light on some of the arrangements :

—

A guest was required to pay his devotions at

the Holy Cross, the High Altar of the choir,

S. John's, in the right arm (dextro menibro,

.e., north transept), and the Lady Alt.ir.

Udalrici Cons. Cluniac,lib. III., C. xxii (Migne
149, p. 764). The Claustral Prior, after Com-
pline, stood at the church door to see that the

brethren bowed to the altar, and the priest who
sprinkled them ; he then went his rounds to

see that the almonry, regular kitchen, refec-

tory, were locked, and inspect the iniirmaiy,

dormitory, and gong, and in winter between
nocturns and matins visited the beds and all

the altars. (C. vi.) The circators or rounds

were to keep up a fi-equent patrol of the

cloisters. (C. vii.) Novices slept in their part

of the dormitory and in the gong, " sedes eis

in medio duobus circulis ligneis sunt prtcno-

tatie in quibus eis venientibus nullus audeat

ut sedet." They received the habit in the

sacristy. (C. viii.) They entered the church

at the east end (plagam) and the brethren

came in at the west ; in cloister they sat each

on a trunk ; in church they had cross forms or

footstools ; and sometimes sat on the ground.

They sat next the wall in cloister, and their

masters in the carols (cancellis claustri)

(Ibid.). There was an aumbry for books in

the cloister. (C. ix.) The chamberlain had
his office or camera for clothing. (C. xi.) Tlie

tabula was beaten at the cloister door to an-

nounce that a monk was dying. (C. xvii.)

The Clugniacs differ ed from Cistercians in

the following divergencies of rule. (Petr

Ven., Epist. lib. VI, 17.)

1. They did not acknowledge the diocesan's

authority.

2. They did not prostrate at the reception of

guests.

3. They did not kneel or prostrate at the
hours.

4. They admitted novices to monkhood be-
fore the end of a year of probation.

5. They re-admitted fugitive monks, even
after three offences, although not in a dying
condition.

6. They did not wasli their guests' feet.

7. Abbots did not dine with guests.

8. They did not salute or bless their guests.

9. They had more than two general messes
in the day.

10. They did no manual labour.

11. They did not uncover or bow to each
other in passing.
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THE AUHANQUMENTS OF A Or.UGNlAC MONASTEUY.

Mabilloii, in the "Annales Ordiiiis S. Bene-
dict]," has printed from a M.S. in the Vatican
Library a most interesting description of the
buildinK.s of a Clngniac Monastery at the
beginning of tlio eleventli century, c 1007
a.s described by tlio monk Johannes, and
transmitted for imitation by tlio Abbot Iln^h
to the Abbey of S. Mary, Farfa, in tlie States
of the Church in Italy.

The Church of S. Peter and Paul, Clugny
wa.s m Burgundy. Lo Noir gives the ground
plan HI " L'Architeoture Monastique," H 43
reproduced m my " Church and Conventual Ar-
rangement," and exliibiting the characteristic
gahlee. Lxpilly states the dimensions to have
been GOOft. by 120ft.; the main transept 200ft.
and the choir transept 120ft. With this
J^argeau may bo compared, measuring 200
metres by 40 metres (the nave being 31 metres
high, and the aisles 18 metres in height), and
containing GO pillars. Gregory, of Tours,
(Hist, c xiv.) thus describes one of the
earliest French churches :—

rnf.^' i'
'•" '.''"8"' 155ft-' '» l"-eadth

bOtt.
;

It IS m height to the vaulting
(camera) 45ft.; u contains 32 windows
in the presbytery (altariura), and 20 in
the apse (capsum)

; 41 pillars ; in the whole
building 62 windows, 120 pillars, 8 doors (3
in the presbytery, 5 in the aijse). The
church IS 150ft. long, 60ft. broad ; is 50ft.
liigh in the apse to the vaulting, and has 42
windows, 70 pillars, and 8 doors."
The Clugniac Abbey is thus described by

tinf.™?"^
John:-" The church should he

140ft. long and 43ft. in height, and 160
windovvs. 'l^ie galilee, or nave, as we say,
must be 65ft. long; there should be two
towers in tlie front, with a court beneath where
the layfolk should stand in order not to im-
pede the procession

; 280ft. must intervene
between the south and north gates "

By the rules of the order, " the part of thenew Minster on the left side behind the left
choir (,.e the aisle) shall not be open to clerks
and layfolk, except on Sundays and great
feasts, from tierce to the end of High Mas.s
except to pilgrims who wish to approach the
high altar or matin altar for the sake of devo-
tion, or to make an olTering." The retro choir
was reserved for the monks' private devotions
and the Matin Altar was dedicated to S. Marv
(Stat. Clun., liii., 1039.)

^

" The sacristy should be 58ft. long, with a
tower erected at the upper end (caput). The

.nflnfl'T^
(oratorium) must be 45ft. long

and 20ft. broad, with walls 24ft. high. The
length of the dormitory must be 160ft. by
34ft. in breadth, and have 97 glass window.s
as high as a man can reach with the tips of

h^ ^"f^T^'i
""^

T/''*'*
^''"g 2ft. Gin., and the

height of the walls 23£t." By the rules of the
order2,''lxix. two keepers of the dormitory
night and day, as complaints had been made
of loss of clothes," Migne I., 189 p., 1044.
1 he chapter-house must be '^oft. long and 34ft
broad, with 4 ,v;indows to the east, 3 to the
north and on the west 12 balks (balcares),
with two pillars in each." These probably
enclosed a vestibule. " The parlom- (audi

79
fourth cells should have the same dimensions.
The fifth should be smaller, for the ttssembly
of the infirm to wash their feet on Saturda/,
or for brethren who are hot to change tlici;
habit In the sixth cell the .«crvanu shouldwash the dishes and furniture "

By the rule XIX., in the Clugni.ac Infirmary,
«hich contains five separate chamber
(habitacula) under one roof, the ancient order
ot silence and conversation should bo pre-
served in the central portion allotted to the
brethren and in the ipner cort on on l^,l I I'C 'yVT^ ^'^""'- '^'"« '"'"'« "eat side of
south, and so in the ceK tlie novices 1 XrLI^"' '.T'f T'" *"''i'«*"^ ^7 '»« '"»l''«».

adjoining cloister, the offices, all tie Ik! fr.rA.'^i^l''.'''^'^' *'«='"g4 t"-".: o"'

by a ladder, a door not visible, and no window
Here is a description of Croylandg by the
pseudo Ingulphus, whose history is debaleable
but which no doubt correctly depicts the
monastic arrangements of a Benedictine
Dionastery in a manner as minute and rare as
the statement of the dimensions of Cluiny
Ihe granary contained above, all manner of

grain and m the lower part, farm vessels
;over the stables of the abbot and guesU were

the servants' rooms. Tlie whole west side of

torium) must be 30ft: long and t^e chamber 1% I'l"?

commands of the chamberlain.

?"•.'-!• J^-^JefaJiV^iu^Kftcfe^90ft long. The calefactory should be 25ft
broad and of equal height ; and from the
church door to the calefactory door there
should be 75ft Tlie refectory should be

f. n^'^V'J^
2"ft' '^™'»f'' '">d the height of

s d^^ '
^^-^V

^"!' « ^^'"'^^^^ upon^ach
side 5ft high and 3ft. in breadth Theregu ar kitchen should measure 30ft. by 25ft

»inn
'"'y^'?,'^'^ 'en ""'St have the same dimen-

70f?hv rnr. nf '
°^„""^ cellarage should be

U^M?\ ^^^- ^'"^ '^^^ °*t'"^ Almoniy should

Ct'llarn; "^' ^°"T^°'"^'"S *° "'« ^'^th of the

h JT' n"'^ 'a.['- V'^"-
Tl'o "ifimi should

vdelv9'^, ^^'
"'f ^'^" ™"«t ''« 27ft.

c, TK " '?'"''
^'T" *'"^ o"t"- ^vall of the

k ,j , ^ ^'''''"' (claiLstrum) of each cell
Should be 12ft. wide. The second, thM, antij

adjoining cloister, the offices, all the wo.k-
shops sacristies, cemeteries, cemetery cloister
and the slype leading to the upper houses

Clugm-acrfel.)"'"
'"''' '^''"^^^" (^^'^^^^

"Outside of the Refectory there should be
twelve crypts and tubs ready, whore the brethrenmay take their baths at proper times "

Shaving was aiTangod by the chamberlain
wtio kept the.razors in an auinbrey (scrinio) at
the entrance of the dormitory. Tlie monks sat
in two lines in the ante-bays of the cloister(m cancellis claustri) and next the wall (1 iii
c. xvi.)

;
those who came late were shaved in the

calefactory, like the infirm.'
There was a general bath before Christmas

and Laster, (1. iii., c. xvii. Migne, torn. 149.)
Adjoining this site should be the novices'

cell, formed like a quadrangle
; the first divi-

sion for meditation, the second a refectory, the
third a dormitory, and the fourth a gon''
"Be tween the aforesaid crypts and the nSvices'

cell should be another chamber (cella) for
goldsmiths, setters, and glass-workers 125ft
ong by 25ft. broad

; in length reaching to
the bakery, which should be 90ft. broad and
70it.l ong„with a tower built at the head of it

"

A cunoiis custom of the Norman founders
was that of putting hair of the head and beard
into the wax of seals. The author of the
History of St. Augustine's Abbey," says the

hairs of the first Earl Warrenne'L head re-
mained in the seal in his day (p. 118., Monast
Anglic V. 12.) ; and so the Earl of Lin-
coln, who endowed Caatleacre, a cell of Lewes
.says :—" In evidence whereof I have bitten
tlie seal with my teeth ; Muriel, my wife
witness, the marks still being visible " The
second Eari Warrenne and his brother Ralph
had the hairs of their heads cut off with a knife
before the altar by Henry, Bishop of Winches-
ter in token of seizin." (Monast. Anglic
v. 15.) ° '

I

" mT H ^.''"i^^
or nave of the church

should be bmlt the Palace,135ft. long and 30ft
wide, to receive guests who aame on horse-
back to the monastery. On one side of the
house there must be forty beds with straw
pillows for men only, and on the other side
thirty beds for countesses and other respectable
women In the middle of the Palace, tables
should be fixed like those in the refeotorv to
accommodate both men and women. At great
feasts the house should be adorned with cur-
tains, palls, and bankers along the seats. In
front of It should be another house, 45ft long
and 30ft. broad, reaching lengthways to the
sacristy in it

; the tailors and cobblers should
perform the commands of the chamberlain

the south was the guest house, with two largo
chambers

;
on the east were the jailer's and

converts hall, which, with the abbot's hall,
kitchen chamber, and chapel, closed the
monks cloister eastwards

; on the north side
of the abbey was the great gate, with the poormen s hostel on the east."

Wenlock, Bromholm, Castleacre, and Thet-
tord do not offer a parallel to Clugny as
described by the raonlv Johannes, soclcieas
l^ewes. 1 he archaeologist will thus be enabled
to institute a near co.mnarison between the
buildings. The rules laid down for size in the
different buildings will, I have no doubt, be of
equal interest and value to the architecis, as
they give some clue to the principle upon which
their predecessors worked ; they created, we
co])y.

^ '

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, B.D., F.S.A.,
68, Belgrave-road, S.W.

the k/t^"
*^''"''"'' ""'^* ^^ ^^^ cemetery for

Guests were allowed to visit the almoniy
cellarage, kitchen, refectory, novices' cells',
dormitory, and infirmary, in silence, They
might go into the church to pray at the rood,
at tlie high altar, at S. Mary's altar, orS. John'sm the north arm

;
if they arrived late they

were not allowed to sit with the abbot at high
table (Cons. Clun. 1. iii., c. xxii.
The gates were locked after compline, and

opened at daylight. (Ibid.)
From the south gate to the north gate, along

the w-est side, should be built a house 280ft-
long by 2oft. broad, as stables for horses, and
above it a solar for servants and guests of in-
terior degree.
By the rule, the prison should have a descent

THE INDIAN GOVERNMENT AND THE
CIVIL ENGINEERS.

OUR readers will remember the charge brought
against engineers for receiving commit-

sions on work done by the Indian Government.
Ihe Institution of Civil Engineers in Great
George-street took up the cudgels, and brought
the Indian OoTcrnment to task in ti.e matter,
llio following is an extract from a letter from
Col. Scratchley, Secretjiry to the Indian Govern-
ment, which shows that the charge was made
under a misappreheusion. The letter says :—

" It has been a subject of much regret to the
Governor General in Council, that serious mis-
understanding of this Notification should have
arisen among Civil Engineers, bolh in this
country and in England. His Excellency in
Council, when informed that misconceptions had
occurred, lost no time in issuing a circular order
to explain the object and origin of the Notifica-
tion, and to a.ssure the Civil Engineers in the
service of the Government in India that nothing
had been further from the intention of the
Governor General in Council than to impute un-
worthy practices to the profession. A copy of
this circular ia annexed.

3. "His Excellency in Council most fully ac-
cepts the declaration made by the Council of the
Institution of Civil Engineers of the principles
which are recognised by the profession in relation
to the payments they receive for their services,
and he desires to add that there has never been
any doubt on the part of the Government of India
on this subject, and that the Notification specifi-
cally and exclusively referred to the receipt of
Commission which was a legitimate source of
emolument, as being a recognised practice. This
IS in precise conformity with the declaration of
the Council in your letter to the Duke of Argyll,
dated 27th October last, and it is a matter of con-
cern to His Excellency in Council that any other
impression should have been conveyed by the
manner in which the Notification was expressed,"

The Site fob the New Law Couets.—It
seems likely that the question of the «ite for the
New Law Courts will be speedily settled, inasmuch
as Her Majesty's Commissioners of Works have
issued a notice, under the Courts of Justice
Concentration Act, that several houses in Fleet-
street east of Temple-bar are to be immediately
removed. With that view it is announced that
on Wednesday next, the 2nd of February, Messrs.
Eversfield and Home will sell the materials by
auction, and the purchasers will have to clear the
space forthwith. This will be the 17th sale under
the Act, the last having taken place several
months ago.
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She ^^urvcpr.

wsTrnrriox of speveyors.—^thk DisTJUBn-
•nON AXD AOWCULTURAI. OSB OF TOWS
SEWAGE.

rilHC adljoiinied disoDssion on this sn1<ject was

A iwrnnad on Monday eveninji last, the Presi-

dent of tiM losiitBtioD, Mr. Joh.n Ci.uttox, in

the I'hoir.

Mr i;v. .VTHAM, after detsiUngthonatnreoftlie

p: ; ihi-CoinniirtccofiholirUisliAssocin

ti ~
.._-c L'lilisa'.ioD, pnicecdod to stow that

not oiilv was itconirarj- to all sanitary laws to dis-

charge the sewage of towns into onr rirers, bat

that the only thing that conld be <l»ne with the

aewage to meet the requirements of f^anitary

•rienoe wai to pat it apon the land. Mr. Grant-

Itam, ia rapport of bis view^, referre<l to the

reports of the Sewage Commission of 1857 ; the

Itirers Commission, ]t>65 ; and the Royal

Sanirary Commission of November, 1868. As to

the qaantity of land required for sewage irriga-

tion in proportion to the number of iuhftbitants,

Mr. Gmnibam said that was one of the points

wh'ch would receive the foil attention of the

British A«'-cciation Committee. He quoted a few

returns which had beenob'aiued by the Committee
on this hcd, from which it appeared that the

land obtained f< r irrij:atiou purixjses ntAMershol
Csini. i- at the rate of 1 acre ti> 50 persons ; at

Hcil ord, 1 acre U> 3()0 person? ; Bury S. Kdmuuds,
1 acre lo 0,^3 pcrs. ns ; Carlisle, 'l acre to 282

pcrwns ; Chelmsford, 1 acre to 183 ; Cheltenham,

1 to 13S; Cborley, I to 438 ; Oroydon, 1 to 181 ;

Kdinburgh, 1 to 565 ; Kpsom, 1 to 45 ; Norwich,

1 to 58 ; Rugby, 1 to 138 ; Swaffliam, 1 to 400
;

Uckfield, 1 to 300. These figures should, how-
ever, bo taken with some qualification, as in

several instances the works to which they refer

are inconi) Icte. If he (Mr. Grantham) might
give an opinion cs to the quantity of land that a

t«wn would require, he should say somewhere
at out 1 acre to ever)- 25 inhabitants would bo the

>|n.inti y required to thoroughly ntilife and absorb

the aewage, keepinp in view and providing for

the fntnre probable increase of population. Mr.
Grantham next very strongly insisted upon the

necessity of obtainine the land required for irri-

gati'in purfKises p' rmanentlj'. Lea.sing seems to

be most in vogue, but in many caws the land is

lear-cd Snbjcct to the lessees hereafter purchasing

it ; while in many cases the land required is pur-

rhawd outright at the fir.'t. Vfnless great

tringeney and care were exercised in this respect,

IochI anthorities or boards of health would at

Home time or other either have to vacate the

land they had leased—and probably be unable to

find other land snited to their purpose—or they

would have to p:iy heavier reutali<, OA'ing to the

imprfived character of the property. As to the

quantity of sewage which could bo applied per
acre, nothing definite could be said, for the

quantity varied greatly with various kinds of liud

aiul different crops. The judicious rotation of

5™p' ou any givenqnantity ol land would ccmsume
mure 8»!Wage than the constant repetition of any
one crop. As to getting rid of the supply of

sewage in winter by means of the land, he
thought the plan adopted at Britton's Farm, at

Romforil, wonld obviate that—that is, by very
doe,') drainage (5ft. or Cft.), tha efHnent water
wonld be carried off into the tankn in the first

in>tance, and then into the river if it is quite

cbar, so as to cause no nnisance. As to the
Tarions chemical strengths of sewage suited to

diff-rent di-scriptions of soil, that would be a
matter entirely of experiment, and would be
taki-n up by the Committee referred to. The
relative suitability and economy of the " separate"
and " combined " systems, conside»eil in relation
to the question of the milisation of sewage, would
also be matter of inquiry by the Committee. Per-
sonally ho was in favour of the separate system.
The HOM. H. W. Pethe entered at great

length into the experiments wh'ch had been car-
rieil on at I.io<lge Farm during the last few years
ander his personal fuperintendencc. After allud-
ing to' the cesspool system in London and other
large towns, and pointing out that previous to the
completion of the main drainage system of
London, no farm within twenty miles of London
(etpedsHy in F/Ssex) was without manure carts,
which were sent up by road or rail, and filleJ with
the content* of the London cesspools, and returned
to the conn ry again, he said the idea of a complete
system of Metropolitan drainage was taken np with
little ronaiileration of either cost or consequence.

The money was forthcoming, almost without ques-

tion, but the instant t!ic next inevitable step was

proposed to_be taken, and the town was told "You
have done well so far, but you have not done all

that is needful ;
you must rentier harmless the

mixture you have collected, and use it in the

cultivation of the land.'"—then arose the question

"Will it pay ? " This question was needless;

pay or not pay, it must be done. lie had no hesi-

tation in saving that sewage had a certain value

as a fertilising agent, but that valnc should not bo

estimated by a reference to the cost of the drain-

age of the town. When the sewage reached the

land, estimate its value by comparing the cost of

distributing it with the cost of applying other

manure to the land. All a town had to do to

settle the knotty point of getting rid of its sewage

without causing a nuisance was to bow to tlie

necessity of utilising it, then take the necessary

land, and tempt an enterprising farmer by a low

rental and a lease of the sewage on easy terms.

The speaker then went on to deprecate in some
measure the experiments made by Mr. Hope on

his own land, saying that a field of nine or ten

acres, closely hedged in by trees, was not calcu-

lated to fairly test the capabilities of sewage irri-

gation. He thought Mr. Hope expected too much
from sewage. In deciding what crops should be

grown, it shonld first be determined whether the

application of the sewage to the land was for

sanitary, sanitary and commercial, or commercial

purposes only. If it was applied for purely sanitary

reasons, Italian ryc-grus.s was the proper crop,

because with it a larger volume of sewage could

be used on a given area of land than with any
other crop. It combined sanitary and commercial

eniis were sought, green crops shonld be alternated

with the grass. If a commercial end only was in

view, a minimum quantity of rye-grass shonld be

grown, subservient to green and grain crops. It

merely a sanitary result was sought with a giveii

volume of sewage, 100 acres of land would bo

required. If sanitary and comn.ercial rusults

combined were sought with the same volume of

liquid, 150 acres would be necessary ; and if a

purely commercial aim was kept in view in deal-

ing with the same quantity of sewage, 200 acres

wonld have to be put under cultivation. We had
not yet, however, sufficient experience to say

precisely thit in all seasons and on all lands, a

given quantity of sewage would produce a fixed

amount of grass, roots, or com. Mr. Petre sug-

gested the consideration whether too much im-

port nee had not been attached to growing rye

gross, arising very much from the fact that it was
until lately the only known crop that could be

successfully cultivated with sewage. The speaker

proceeded to show that cropping with rye-grass,

beyond a certai ii proportion, was not an economi-

cal mode of using sewage. At Lodge Farm it had
been ascertained that sewage was applicable to

all varieties of crops. Much had been said during
the discussion of this subject as to draining, but

Mr. Petre thought that as good drainage was so

essential in all good cultivation (whether sew-age

was used or not) too much stress should not be

laid upon the point. Mr. Petre concluded by
reading some extracts from a work lately pub-
lished by him nn the subject, detailing several ex-

periments made by him at Lodge Farm with

crops.

Colonel EWAET said that the kindred branch
of the profession (the Civil Engineers) had groat
cause to be grateful to the Institution for taking
up this important question and going into it so

fully. The question was one of principles and
details. It was important to remember that the

excreta ufed to go npon the land, and that the

sewerage system was of comparatively modarn
growth. Although the riveri had, up to this

time, more or less withstood the pollution caused
by that system, yet, as the la^t feather broke
the camel's back, so would the continuance
of the system sooner or later thoroughly pollute

out; rivers. Sewage matter, for the future,

is not to be discharged into our rivers. In dealing
with the drainage of towns, the local authorities

look npon the question very much as a matter of

X 8. d., and that clement munt be borne in mind
when discussing the relative merits and demerits
of the "separate" and "combined" systems.

Taking low-level towns, it is very evident that in

moat cases pumping must be resorted to, and the

cost of pumping would, of course, mainly depend
on the Volume of wati r required to be raised,

which would be much .smaller and more constant
under the "separate" system than under the
other system. Of course, too, the constant, or

nearly constant, snpply of liquid mannre afforded

under the separate system was an element in

favour of that system which would doubtless be
appreciated by farmers. In dealing with the

details of the question, the ability of the engineer

and surveyor would be shown, because diffetent

places must be dealt with aceording lo their vary-

ing circumstances, the great thing being that they

should be dealt with-on right principles.

Mr. HatwooI) said that he had advocated the

present system of metropolitan drainage, by which
the sewage was got lid of by casting it into the

river ; at the same time, he doubted the ])ropriet.V

of making the practice general, and had ailvocated

it for London only because the immediate problem

was how to got rid of a nuisance for the conve-

nience of those who had produced it. Although
iu theory he believed in the " separate " system,

he thought that it was impracticable in large

towns. People would object to have two sets of

drains in their houses. He deprecated the advo-

cacy of one system as applicable to every town.

It was the dogmatism of a few local boards which
brought the whole question into contempt some
years ago.

Mr. IfCMBERT said that the "enterprising

farmer" referred to by Mr. Petre would be an
aeciuisition to the Watford local board, hut he
had not yet come forward. The board had
obtained land and steam power with a view of

utilising their sew,igo,bnt, as no one had accepted

the offers of the board, the sewage was still being

turned into the river, and injunctions were loom-
ing in the future.

Mr. Watney referred to the sewage farm at

Beddington, where, growing only Italian rye

grass, a net profit of .€8 per acre was realised.

Mr. Tuokett, Mr. Ryde, and Mr, Graham hav-
ing made a few remarks,

Mr. Menzies, in reference to Mr. Haywood's
remarks on the " separate " system, said that it

was not contemplated to have two sets of drains

within a house, but to have one set inside and the

other outside tlie dwelling.

Mr. Hope i-eplied on the whole discussion, and
in the course of his remarks he deprecated the

generality of the chemical processes sought to be

employed for the deodorisation of sewage. The
"ABC" process appeared to he the most fea-

sible of all such schemes. It was just possible

that such a process would be the best, all circum-

stances considered, for a town surrounded by
valuable building land, or situated in a hollow.

Mr. Hope went on to say that when stiff clay is

irrigated with sewage, the drains ought to ba

very much deeper than under ordinary circum-

stances. The system at Beddington was as bad as

it could be, agriculturally. The main part of the

farm is always under rye gra.»s, and grass in a
bad state, and the result was a very unsatisfactory

return. Dr. Carpenter talked of 30 or 36 tons

per acre as being a good crop, and accused him
(Mr. Hope) of working under high pressure

;

but high farming is carried out under high pres-

sure, and the more you could get out of an acre

the better the farming, and vice versa. There

was a good deal of misapprehension with regard

to the applicability of sewage to diffei-ent crops.

Many persons thought that there wos some great

difficulty in the application of sewage ; that it

must be applied under certain peculiar conditions.

Nothing of the kind. The po.ssible maximum
result for a given acre of land with a given quan-

tity of sewage would depend lo a groat extent

upon the mechanical nature of the soil. Sewage
was one of the most miscellaneous of manures in

its origin, and one of the most applicable to all

plunta. It was, of course, necessary with sewage,

as with all other manures, to have a rotation of

crops, because some plants absorb moie of one

particular element of the mannre than others.

But sewage w,is applicable to every crop. It was
simply a (inestion of degree, quantity, and prudent

management. After brielly referring to the

experiments about to be undertaken by him at

Romford, Mr. Hope concluded by referring to the

construction of sewers. He thought tliat the

idea that formerly obtained, of making the sewer

also a drain for the subsoil, was a mistaken

one. The sewer ought to be impervious, and
ought to be made of iron pipes

;
probably in

many caties concrete pipes with a lining of iron

would be found serviceable, as they had been in

France.
The Chairman brought the discussion to a close

by a summary of the discussion, in which he
tendered the thanks of the Institute to Messrs.

Hope and Menzies for bringing the matter for-

ward.
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HAWICK ARCIIvT.OLOGICAL SOCIETY.

THE annual meetingof this society was held last

week. The Socretary, in noticing the trans-

action.? o f the past year, saicl the contributions to the

Museum had not been bo important (luring 180!),

bnt they had, nevertheless, been considerable.

There had been nine meetings of the Society, at

which the following papers had been read :
—" On

the Progressiva Development of the Idea of Tole-
ration," by Mr. James Hogg (two papers) ;

" On
Old Eilinburgh and its Characters a Hundred
Years Ago," by Mr. Richard Cameron, Edinburgh

;

" The Origin and Early History of the Scottish

Dialects, with spcoiiil reference to the Dialect of

Tcviotdale," by Mr. J. A. H. Murray, London
;

" Extracts from ' Camden's Kcmaiuea concerning
Britnine,' from Hawick Burgh Records relative to

Trades' Incorporations, from the Minnte-Book of

the Weavers' Incorporation of Galashiels, and from
that of the Tailors' Corporation of Jedburgh," by
Mr. David Watson ;

" An Account of the Dis-
covery of Ancient Human Remains at Teindside,
and Account of the Examination of a Sepulchral
Ciiirn at Shaws, Selkirkshire, and of some of the
Modes of Burial Practised by Primitive Races,"
by James Brydone, M.D., M.S.A. Scot. ;

" Notes of

a Visit to Etins Hall," by Mr. Alex. Miehie, Gala-
shiels. Bailie Clark was elected president for the
ensuing year ; Councillor Douglas and Mr. George
Balmer vice-presidents ; Mr. Frank Hogg, secre-

tary ; and Mr. David AVatson, curator. A nume-
rous committee of management was also appointed.
It was announced that Professor Elliot, of Liver-
pool, would at the next meoting^-ead a paper on
the geology of the district.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Bradford.—On Thursday week the annual

meeting of the School of Art, Bradford, came off.

Mr, A. Briggs, honorary secretary, read the
annual report, which stated that twelve months
ago the committee reported that the school had
passed through three years' probation so honour-
ably that they felt themselves bound to carry for-

ward the work that had been so well begun. The
students at the school had this year achieved higher
honours than on any previous occasion, and the
committee hoped that their successors would stimu-
late their fellow-townsmen to do something
towards the support of an institution which re-
flected much credit on the borough. The second
grade examination took place at the High School,
Hallfield-road, on the 9th and 10th March, 1869.
Drawings were sent up to South Kensington for
inspection, of which a number were approved.
Attention was drawn to the fact that Bradford
had won the only gold medal given by the Depart-
ment for architectural drawing, and,"fnrther, that
Bradford stands eighth in tr.c list of schools (the
head masters of which have been rewarded with
prizes) in which the general amount of work, as
tested by examination, considered with reference
to the number of students under instruction, was
most satisfactory. Considering that the Bradford
school only occupies rooms in the High School, and
that all the schools before Bradford, and many
behind, have rooms of their own, this fact was
considered to be a very high honour. The com-
mittee considered that in a town lik.3 Bradford,
with upwards of 120,000 inhaliitants, it was not
right that a school which could carry off Queen's
prizes and silver and gold medals should be merely
located iu chambers, and they trust that Bradford
will do something to provide the school with a
suitable home. During the past year, to the ordi-
naryjroutineof study a " life " class has been added.
This class was most successful, and had drawn
many pupils. The number of pupils during the
year had been 125, being an increase of eleren over
the preceding year.

Darlington.—The annual exhibition and con-
versanione in connection with this institution was
heldi n the Mechanics' Hall, Darlington this week.
From the report, read by the secretary, it appeared
that smce the commencement of the school in 1857,
there had been a steady increase iu the number of
members, and the success of the past year had
proved an exception to what had hitherto been the
rale. Durmg the year 1868 there was an average
increase in the attendance of 14 per cent., and
iu the past year this had been further augmcuted
by an increase of 8 per cent., and to this was to be
added an increase of 8 per cent, to the central
school, consequent on tlio abandonment of the
North Road branch school, which had been deemed
desirable by reason of a large number of pupils

preferring to avail themselves of the superior

facilities offered by the central institution. Of the

96 students who presented themselves for ex-
amination in March, r>7 were successful, and
eight were awarded prizes for special proficiency.

The drawings sent to London for national com|)e-
tition numbered .101), being the works of 67
students, and of these 17 wore selected for

award in the elementary class, and in the ad-
vanced section the works of Messrs. John Dinsdale
and Thomas Spenco received prizes, the former
being also awarded a free scholarship.

COMPETITIONS.
New PotiCE Offices, Ipswich.—At the

Quarter Sessions held at Ipswich Inst week,
it was resolved that the designs prepared by
Mr. W. Oldham Chambers, architect, Lowestoft,
for the new police-station in that town should be
accepted by the eoimty, and the same were
ordered to be sent by the Clerk of the Peace to

the Secretary of State forthmth. The arrange-
ment on the ground floor gives accommodation
for the petty sessions, with magistrates' retiring-

rooms, attorney and witnesses-rooms, lavatory, &c.
At the rear of the above, provision is made for
six (cells, contiguous to which is the constables'

sitting-room, coat-room, bedding store, and the
usual offices. The superintendent's department
contains, parlour, living-room, kitchen, and five!

bed-rooms, with infirmary for sick prisoners if

required. The constables are provided with five

bed-rooms, reached by a separate staircase to that

used by the superintendent. It is intended to

commence the works immediately the plans are
approved by the Secretary of State.

The Corn Exchange.—Tlie insignificant ao-

oommodation of Mark Lane Corn Exchange has
been long felt by the merchants and traders fre-

quenting it. It is, however, at last proposed to

pull down the old building and raise a more com-
modious and suitable market in its place. A
special committee has been appointed, who have
requested designs from a few leading architects.

The architect whose plans are chosen is to have
entrusted to him the carrying out of the works.
The second best competitor is to receive for his

plans £200, and the third £150. It is stipulated
that the new exchange is not to exceed in

cost £20,000, exclusive of architect's commission,
and all similar expenses. A special condition is

also made that the architect is bound to find

within a month a builder, with sureties, who is

willing to carry out the work and complete the
same within twelve months from date of contract.

Reference to our Correspondence column will

show that there seems to exist some cause of dis-

satisfaction with the conditions.

"UildiitK Jitti{tlij^in[t

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Eleckney.—On Wednesday week the restored
parish church of Eleckney was re-opened. The
old church was a long straight building, open from
east to west, with no chancel arch, nor, indeed, any-
thing to break the monotony of its long level roof.

The sonth wall has now been pulled down, and a
new aisle built. The old Norman door has, how-
ever, been preserved, and a new porch erected. On
the north side windows have been inserted, and a
vestiy built. A chancel arch has been erected,

carried on corbels. The whole of the floors and
roofs are new, aud theinterior has been seated with
new open pews. The bell tuiTCt has been restored

to its original form, the whole of the walls re-

pointed, and the windows rc-glazcd. The
contractors were Messrs. Conquest anil Son ; the
architect, Mr. Charles Kirk, of Sleafonl.

Leigh.—On the 20th inst. a new Primitive
Methodist chapel was opened at Leigh, South
Lancashire. The style is Noraian-Gothic. The
original design of Mr. Pritchard, C.E., the

architect, was not strictly carried out iu all its

details, much of the purely ornamental work
having to be abandoned owing to the want of

sulHcient funds to cai'ry it out in its integrity.

The building is constructed mainly of brick, with
dressings of Edge Fold stone, find of coloured
bricks for the doors and windows. The front

facing Bradshawgate is composed of pres.sed

brick, tuck-pointed. The form of the interior of

the chapel is amphitheatrical, with a semi-cbanccl

at the south end, containing a pannelled (iothic

rostrum, and also supplying aceomm')dation for

the choir. The roof is on a king-po.it principal,

with segmental collars, well sccure<l with wrought
iron straps, bolts, and plates. The chapel is

capable of seating between 400 and 500 personn,

and underneath is space for a sc-hool-room, vestry,

and three class-rooms. The entire cost of the

building is between £1600 and £17fX). Mr.
Thomas fietbcll, of Earlcstowu, was the builder.

Fundenhall.—The parish church of Fnnden-
hall, Norfolk, was reopened on the 18th inst., after

having been closed for some months past for the
purpose of entire restoration. The restoration o f

the nave and tower was undertaken by the parish -

loners, the architect being Mr. H. M. l'hip.son.

The windows of this portion of the bnilding are

ail new, but in strict accordance with the style of

the originals. The roof is of an exellent pitch,

and of very substantial material. In repairing the
north doorway a very ancient" stonp " was found,

which has been carefully preserved in its original

position. The porch is quite new.

The B.^i'TiSTRY at 8. Stephen's.—The resto-

ration of S. Stephen's Crypt, Palace of Westmin-
ster, is completed by the decoration of the
Baptistry. The stylo of architecture dates back
to the time of Edward I. The chapel is, perhaps,
almost the only portion which remains of the old

Palace of Westminster. The walls have been
painted with arahesques and figures, and a
standard for artificial light, the light of the sun
being almost denied to this subterranean chamber,
is a fine specimen of metal work, manufactured
by Messrs. llardman, after the style of the time
of Queen Eleanor.

Bermondsey.—A new church, dedicated to

St. Ann, is in course of erection at Bermondsey.
It is a very modest-looking little church, built

with brick. A small tower, with a stone spire

occupies the south-west angle of the building,"

The internal measurements are 90ft. by 40ft.

There is nave, chancel, and side aisles, with
organ chamber and vestry. The nave walls arc

built upon five arches, springing from dwarf
columns of iron, with ornamental capitals, and
set upon stone bases. The arches are turned
with red bricks. Accommodation will be made
for about 700 persons. Messrs. Brown, and
Robinson are the builders. The estimated cost

ie £2800.

Herne Church, Kent.—On Tuesday, the

18th, the chancel of the parish church of S.

Martin, at Heme, was re-opened, after a complete
re-arrangement of the seats, fittings, &c. Previous

to the alterations, the chancel steps were very

steep and awkward, and the floor had been
brought to within 7J aud 8i inches of the seats of

the sedilia, although these h.ad been raised about

4 jinchcs ; and though there were six of the old

stalls remaining, these had been placed in such a
position as to render them useless for their proper

purpose of seats for those conducting the services.

The floor levels have now been re-modelled,

rendering the steps of an easier grade, and bring-

ing them into harmony with the sedilia, which
have also been restored to their original height,

the pavement being laid with Minton's red, black,

and buff tiles to pattern, in place of the old coarse

red and black tiles in alternate squares. The old

altar table has been replaced by a new one of oak,

with panels and tracery, and covered with an
altar cloth with embroidered super-frontal.

Eight new stalls, of oak, have been carve<l

similar to the ancient ones, aud, with them, placed

according to the original anangement—viz. : with

three rctnniing on each side at the west end of the

chancel—and the old bench ends, with carved

poppy-heails, have been repaired with new seats

and backs. A new oak screen, with panels filled

\nth tracery, has been place<l at the entrance to

the chaucei A remarkably fine organ (by Lewis)

has also been provided. The alterations were

carried out under the direction of Mr. Walter F.

Dawson, architect, of London ; and the woo<l

carving was done by Mr. Adams, of Heme Bay.

nuiLDlKGS.

New College Buildings at Glasgow.—
The works at the now college buildings on Gilmorc-

hill ai-e making rapid progress, and in some parts

are nearly completed. The main bnilding consists

of south, east, and north fronts, enclosing a

quadrangle, divided into two equal parts by the

largo hall, which stretches from the centre tower
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on the south to the north nnge of buiMiiig. The
vastrrn end of the quadrangle is closed by a row

of arched corridors which runs between the north-

MUt and north west towers. The south front of

the main buildinj; is entirelv tinislml, with the

exception of the larjfe tower which is to be placet)

in the centre, and which is only a little above the

lerel of the rvxif. A few of the ornamental

details in the western part of this front arc not yet

finished. The east fr«>ut is also finished externally,

with the exception of the anatomical department,

at tiM north-east anjile, the plans for which have

been considerably alterwl from the original design.

It is now rapiilly approaching completion, and

part of it is ready for roofing. The exterior of

the north front is completed, with the exception of

the museum, the walls of which arc up and the

parapets finished. The west front is not being

pone on with at present, as the workshops occupy

the position intended for it. As this part of the

building consists merely of a corridor running
lietween the two terrainaf towers on the north-east

and north-^rest, no time will be lost in completing

it when tn-gnn. The foundations of the great

hall which crosses the centre of the quadrangle

have been laid, but nothing further is yet done to

this part of the building. Beyond the west front

is a range of seven houses for the Professors, all

of which are finishcti, with the exception of the

inside work. To the north of the north-west angle

is another range of four Professors' houses, which
are also in the same state of forwanlncss. At the

south-west angle is sitmttod another detached

building of two stories in height, containing a
dwelling-bonse for the Principal and one of the

Professors. This also is nearly finished.

Preston.—On Wednesday week the Markets
Committeee of the Corjxjration of Preston held a

meeting to receive and consider the tenders which

had been submitted for the erection of the new
covered market. According to plans and specifi-

cations prepare<l by Mr. Garlick, and approvc<l by
the Corporation (for list of tenders see "Trade
News," in this week's Building News), the Com-
mittee resolved " That the Oonueil be recomm ended
to proceed with the erection of a covered market
in the Orchanl, in this borough, and that the

tender of Mr. Joseph Clayton for the execution of

the work for the sum of JlitJOTO \ye accepted upon
his giving security for the performance of his

contract." Mr. Garlick laid before the Committee
plana of two sets of water-closets and urinals,

proposed to be constructed near the market, the

estimated cost of the whole being £.310. It was
resolved " That the Council be recommende<l to

order the same to be erected."

SOUTHWARK.—We understand that a large

Temperance Hall is to be erected in the Blackfriars-

road. A portion of the ground on which the old

Magdalen Hospital now stands has been secured

as a site, and the building will have a frontage of

five shops to the Blackfriars-road, an<l will

adjoin the new Peabody dwellings. Besides the

large hall, there will be several smaller halls or

committee-rooms for the u.se of benefit societies,

&c. This hall will be the first of a series proposed
to be erecte<l by the London and Provincial
Temperance Halls Company (Limited).
Preston.—New gasworks have just been

completed at Preston. They arc intended to

provide for the demands of the probable increase of
population in the town for the next twenty years.

The works were constructed from the plans of Mr.
Green, the company's engineer.

BuEY.—On \Ve<liiesday week the Bury (Liin-

casliire) Guardians gave their consent for the
erection of new imbecile wards at the workhouse.
At the meeting of the Visiting Committee on the

next day, the following tenders were ac-
cepted :—Messrs. Hill and Brothers, Bury,
excavating, stonework, draining, and brickwork

;

Chadwick and Jaccjues, Ileywcxx], joiners' and
carpenters' work ;ThoniasConiall, Bury, plumbing
and glazing ; Jacob Lomax, Bury, plastering and
painting ;John Kershaw, Heywixxl, iron and smith'
work ; James Schofield, Heywood, sUting.

St. Luke's WoBKnocgs.—The guardians of
the Holbom Union have received the sanction of
the Poor Law Board to their proposal for adapt-
ing the St. Luke's Workhouse to the ))urpoBei of
a hospital and infirmary for the sick poor of tlie

Union, and to the alteration of the workhouse in
Oray's-'nn-lane for the rccejition of able-bodied
psnpert. It is intended to at once erecta large block
of buildings to contain i.'iO aged andinfirm women
at St. Luke's Workhouse, according to the plans
prepared by the architect to the Union, Mr.
Saxon Snell, and which pUns liare received the
nqualifled approral of the Poor Law Boird.

The building ia somewhat similar to those at St.

Marylebone Workhouse, lately erected from the

designs of the same architect, and which build-

ings the Poor Law Board Medical Inspector, Dr.

Bridges, has rei>orted on in commendatory terms

as being in every respect well adapted for the

purposes for which they were designed. The
proposed buildings at St. Luke's are estimated

by the architect to cost fil-t.OOO, inclusive of

architect's commission, fittings, fixtures, and all

other charges of every description. This estimate

is at the rate of £27 per bed for the hospital por-

tion of the building, and an additional £2000 if

a basement story bo added as designed.

GtJv's Hospital.—The new wing of Guy's

Hospital has made considerable progress towards

completion since its commencement, but is not

likely, from present appearances, to be ready for

occupation (as was anticipated) in July next.

The wing in course of erection will form when
completed part of the modern block of building

on the east side of the Hospital grounds. The
walls are built with brick with stone dressings.

A large kitchen is formed in the base. A subway
will connect the old and new buildings, so that

the nurses will not of necessity have to travel

the distance between tlie buildings in the open
air. Messrs. C. and T. Lucas are the builders.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Receivud.—It. II. and Co.—F. and N.—J. S —1'. H. L —

A. K. and Co.-II. S —J. K—G. E. S—T. C —S. P.—C. S.—
T. K.- R. S.-J. B and Co.-W. H. T.—J. J.-J. B.

J. W. J.— Gt't some elementary work on architecture, and
read it liist.

Charles D. Ja(^ues.—The descriptions came to hand all

rifilit.

Jam us Adam.s —With sketch of Church of S. Nicholas,
J. il. S.—Your enclosure whs forwarded to Mr. Redgrave.
Walter CiiKsTKlwoN.—With sketcli of doorway of Lan-

dcrwednach, Cornwall. It is too small.

P. B. .iLLEv.—Either not received, or overlooked. Be
assured no slij^iit was intended.

G. G.—The Itest thing you can do is to read the articles now
appearing; from time to time in "Gothic Tracery" in this
paper.
W. n. Littlewood.—Three drawings of UoltoD Abbey, York-

shire. Tlie two coloured drawings are of no use for the photo-
litho process.

($antfjjjandriti[c.

TIIE CORN EXCHANGE COMPETITION.
(To the Editor of The Building News.)
Sir.—I enclose you copy of a correspondence

on this matter for insertion if deemed of suffi-

cient professional importance.—Faithfully yours,

J, R. Whichcord.
1(>, Walbrook, E.G.

16, Walbrook, Jan. U, 1S70.
To the Committee of the Cora Exchaugc, Loudou.
Gentlemen,—As one of the architects invited to pre-

pare a desipTi for rebuilding the Corn Kxchau;jfe in
Bliirk-lane, I huvc been famished by your secretary
with copies of four documents, viz. :

—
1. The particulars and conditions of the competition.
2. I'lans and section of tlic existing site.

:{. A repori to the committee by Messrs. I'Anson and
Ilaywoou, and

4. Uepurt by a special committee to the frcneral com-
mittee of the Corn Kxchange. All which papers I
have carefully perused.
Two important points of difficulty occur to me at the

outset, viz. :
—

1. The prep iration of foundatii^ns and coaseqacnt
interference with the vaults under the level of the
ground floor, and the compenaatiou that may have to
be paid to the tenants thereof.

2. Raisins: the northern boundary wall, and conse-
(luent interference with rf;;hts of the owners of ad-
joining property, and the uuccriain cost at which the
reqult^itu additional height may be obtained.
Kcfening to the particulars and conditions of the

competition, In the secoud pajjo is the following,'
clause :

—
" The author of the design selected will not be en-

trusted with the carrying out of his desiffu, nor be
entitled to auy payment, unless he obtain, if required
by the conmiittee, withiu one calendar month after
beinj; so required, a substantial and bona fide contrac-
tor, with sufficient sureties, to execute the same, as
shown and described by the architect's competitive
desigii, within a period not exccediujj 12 calendar
months from the date of contract, and at a cost not ex-
ceeding' by more than loper cent, the architect's esti-
mate, H liich is to be sent in with the plana."
And on the fourth page of the same document

—

" N<! estimate for the works, exclusive of architect's
comnrsHlon and salary of the clerk of the works, Is to
exceed i:20,000; aud particular attention Is requested
to this condition and to the clause as to payment of
ftrchitect."
" The present corn market must be kept available for

buflinesH during; the progress of tlie works, and all
buildii)'; operations which would interfere with the
busincHM 01 tlie market nmst be suspended during the
market hours, which arc from 10 to aon Alonday, Wed-
nesday, and Friday of each week."

*' It is important that the present collars under the
pround floor should not be Interfered with, and no
foundations can be carried down below the present
ground floor without the consent of the occupying
tenants."

1 apprehend no competitor will think it practicable
to carry out the new works witliout dealing more or
less with the foundations and existing drains, in either
of which cases the vaults must be interfered with in
greater or lesser degree.

It would tie impossible to make an estimate of the
cost of foundation works to include compensation to
tlie tenants of the vaults. The latter item may be a
moderatcone, ora very larfje sum may have to be paid. I
do not understand it to be an instruction of the com-
mittee that the several competing- architects should
make terms with Messrs. Allnutt for such an inter-
ference with the vaults as their several designs would
demand, neither do I suppose that Messrs. Allnutt
would be willing' to enter upon such a negotiation, and
without doing so, auy estimate would be the merest
guess.

I suppose every design will contemplate raising the
height of the wall on the north side, this will affect
the right of light and air to the premises facing it.

The adjoining owners liave the entire control over any
increase of height on this side, and no estimate of the
cost of compensation can possibly be made except by
an agreement between the committee and the adjoin-
ingowncrs whose ancient easements will be affected
This difficulty appears to have been foreseen In Messrs.
I'Anson and Haywood's report, clause 40.

As regards the cost at which the Committee appear
to consider the works they contemplate can be carried
out, I have so far examined the plans sent me as to
estimate the space proposed to be covered, which
amounts to the large area of about 14,700 superticiat
feet, and although a considerable portion of this is to
be one story buildin"' only, yet at both ends, viz.,

Mark-lauc aud Seething-lane, lofty structures will
have to be erected, and considering the character of
the building in question, the necessarily expensive
arrangement for vcntilatiou and warming that will
have to be adopted, 1 am of opinion the sum of
£20,000 is a very low estimate, leaving altogether out of
tlie question all items of compensation to tenants or
adjoining owners, or the additional cost of carrying
out the works, as suggested in the 4th page of the
Instructions, In which building operations are to be
suspeuded for fivn hours, three days In every week,
wiiicii of itself will considerably increase the cost of
the work.

I venture to suggest the committee should settle

these questions or otherwise direct the competition to

proceed on the hypothesis that the old foundation
walls at the level of the ground floor are sufficiently

strong to bear the weight of the new building and
also of a roof without intermediate columns, and that
the drainage can be provided without interfering with
the vaults, and in the event of this not being found to

be the fact when the works arc commenced, the cost
incident to any additional foundation work, including
tenants' compensation, should be recognised and ad-
mitted as extra work, while as regards the question of
light and air, precise instructions should be given as to

the additional height the northern boundary is to be
carried. Without such instructions the competing
architects cannot possibly deal with foundations, or
Increase the existing height of the buildings and have
any reasonable certainty of the cost at which their de-
sign can be executed, or, indeed, if it can be carried

into execution at all.— I am, Gentlemen, your obe-
dient servant, John Whichcord.

Secretary's Office, Corn Exchange,
Loudon, 20th January, 1870.

John Whichcord, Esq.
Sir,—I amdirected to inform you that in consequence

of various communications received from certain of
the gentlemen who have been invited to send in de-
signs for rebuilding this Exchange, a meeting [of ;the

special.'coniniittce has been convened.and the following
resolutions passed :

—
"The Committee resolve to release the architects

from the responsibility of estimating the cost of com-
pensation to the occupying tenant or tenants of the
vaults, and as respects the cost of auy structural works
to the foujidations, that the estimate of such cost may
also be omitted from the architects' estimate."
"Thatas regards any obatructionof lights, whatever

they may be, the committee do not consider It neces
wiry to give any fresh directions."

I have only further to add, to reply to yours of the

4th Instant, that you are in error in supposing that

"a lofty structure has to be erected at the Seelhiug-

laue cud." The building there is intended to stand,

but you are invited to show a better adaptation of a
portion of the ground floor.— I am. Sir, your obedient

servant, Henry Robins, Secretary.

IG, Walbrook, E.C.,

January 2Hh, 1870.

LONDON CORN EXCII-VNGE COMPETITION.
Sir,— I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter

of the 20th Inst., in which you tell me "That as re-

gards any ob.-<truction of lights, whatever.they may be.

the committee do not consider it necessary to give any
further direction."
Questionsof right of light and air in theCity nave of

late become very formidable and frequent, in many
cases ab.solutcly preventing any Increase in height, and
in others entailing costs bearing a large proportion to

the eutire outlay on new buildings.
Under these circumstances I am so strongly of

opinion that it is impracticable to design a building

on the land in question with any certainty that it can
bo carriedlnto execution, or to estimate its cost, unless

all questions of adjoining owners' rights are excluded
from the competition, that I beg to retire from th»
number of c^ampeting architects.

As the matter is one of general importance to the

architectural profession, and especially totliosemem-
bcrs whose practice has not been in the City of London.
I propose to send a copy of our correspondence to the

professional press, which I trust will be in accordance

with the wishes of the committee.—I beg to remain,
Sir, your obedient servant,

John Whichcord
Henry Robius, Esq., Secretary
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PLYMOUTH GUILDHALL COMPKTITION.
—WHAT LS A REFEREK ?

Sir,—Can you inform nic what are the proper
functions of a referee ? Should an architect, in

accepting such a position, consent to his duties

being limited to merely assisting, where a com-
mittee or conncil reserve to themselves the
right of determining the award ? And, if so, can
this be considered professional adjudication ?

In the absence of any special rnlingof the In-
stitute on competition practice, guided solely by
my own ideas on tlic subject, and believing that
professional adjudication is of the first impor-
tance, I hold that the functions of a referee in an
architectural competition are those of an arbitra-

tor between the competitors and the promoters
;

and that the office should not be accepted on any
other understanding. And, as it is the compcti-
ters who require that a third person should be
called in to judge between them and the promo-
ters, I consider that the competitors, more par-
ticularly, should not only accept the award of
the referee, but that they arc in honour bound to

resist the slightest interference with it. If the
professional award is to be set aside, what is to

become of profes.sion6l adjudication?
In protesting against the interference of the

Plymouth Town Council with Mr. Waterhouse's
awiird (by which the positions of the second and
third designs were reversed), I have endeavoured
to maintain this position. I may be wrong—at
all events, I am not supported in my views, that
lam aware of, by the late Hon. Sec. to the Insti-

tute, to whom the referee awarded the third pre-
mium, and who, from his late position, should
be, of all men, the most alive to a proper sense of
professional obligations. Wm. Henby Ly.s:x.

Belfast, Jan. 2',, 1870.

[1754.]-ASIir,AR W.\T,I,1N0.-I .liould lie glad if you or
Boiiie of your renders wlio liiive had |iraclural cMicricncc in
such matters wouhl favour me witli inrormalion oa the aulj-

jeets mentioned helow ;— 1. In a wall farmed of ashlar facinj.
with Ifi" cavity brick wall as l)ackiMi(, what are the best
means of rcnderinK the backin^c equally solid with the facing 'r

The courses of ashlar are about Oin. deep, and about Sin. on
bed, and it is often found that walls of tiiis kind become con-
vex on the face, there beini^ so many more mortar ioiDts in
the backing. 3. Whether in a wall such aal refer to the cavity
should be 4iin. or 9in. from the inside? 3. What number of
bond or through itoncs there ihould be, and whether theie

THE BUILniXn A'Eirs SKETCH BOOK.
SiE,— I regret that your correspondents last week should

have misunderstood ray intention with regard to the above
«ul)ject. Let me explain that I consider the Sketch Book in
its present form of a very high prartical value and great his-
toric interest, and that I should on no account wish anything
to interfere with the drawings of ancient buildings. On the
contrary, it would give me very great pleasure to see them
come out much more quickly than hitherto. At the com-
mencement you said that you hoped to be able to publish the
sketches on an average once a week; but in nearly six mouths
they have only numbered l.i. It is probably this fact which
has attracted the suggestions of the last few weeks, as modern
buildings, copies of photographs, increasing the limit to num-
ber of sketches from each contributor, &.c. ; and this it is

which induced me to propose a supplementary series of
designs, which, I think, would in no way interfere with your
present .idniirable Sketch liook. It w»uld attract a dilferent
and a much lai-ger circle of contributors, and is at least niore
Builalile to the present season than out of door sketching. It
might form a second part to each volume, separately num-
bered and distinct from the other.
Mr. W. Clement Williams remarks that your pages are

already plentifully supplied with modern designs ; but these,
ii may be observed, are entu*ely buildings already executed,
or about to be carried into execution.
Now, it is a fact tli.it many of an architect's best designs are

disliked by his client. And what is the consequence of this?
the architect gives up designing well, and dcsi'/ns to please
his client. The architect follows, but djM not lead, the
public taste. A painter or a sculptor may paint or carve, and
excite admiration, but an architect must excite admiration
before he is allowed to.build. The institution of such a sketch
book would lend a powerful helping hand to merit as opposed
to iuftucuce.— I am, &c.,

CONTRIBCTOR.

MIDLAND COI'XTIES' .MIDDLE CL.iSS IDIOT ASVLUJI.
Sir,— Kindly allow me space to say in reference to this

competition, that Mr. A. Waterhouae is now engaged in
examining the designs, having been nominated consulting
architect by a large majority of the competitors. The plans
will be exhibited in tlie Athennum Hall, Birmingham, on
Monday, Jan. 31 and the live following days. Cards to view
may lie had from— Yours obediently,

W. G. Blatcii, Secretary,
6a, Waterloo-street, Birmingham, Jan. 26, 1870.

should go through the entire thickness of the wall across the
cavity? 4. What cramps or dowels are required in the ashlar
work? 5. The host means of securing the blocking to stone
cornices, as sketch.—A. M. B. G.

[1765.]—WEIGHT OF DRY TIMBER.-WiU anyone kindly
inform me what weight timber should be per cubic toot when
dry and well seasoned so that it will not shrink after it is fixed
in a cottage, as I find is too often the case ? Names of tim-
bers: S.John's pine, oak, sycamore, birch, pitch pine, red
pine, spruce deaf.—Dpy Timbkr.

[1766,]—TIMBER ROOF.—Will any of your readers kindly
give information respecting the liability of timber, in roof or
floor especially, to take fire when exposed to blasts of hot air
unaccompanied with any flame or even sparks, and also, when
in contact with any heated brick or stone work, which, how-
ever, never attains to a red heat ?— SmscitlBKR.

[1767.]-M,\GNETIC AND TRUE MEKIDI.VX.-WiU any
of the numerous readers of TllK Buildi.vo Ni:ws kindly
inform me as to what is the " variation of the compass " at
Worcester for the time being, and the most simple method of
calculating the amount of such variation. I think it is about
24 degrees west.—B. I.

[1738.]-\IE.«UREMENT OK STONE WALLING.—

1

shall feel obliged to any of your readers for answer to the
following question. A party requires a stone wall to be built
round a garden, to be worked in courses, and copped face on
both sides. A mason otters to supply labour for the same at
per perch. How should the wall be measured, and what is
the contents of a perch of such walling?—T. C. T.

and IS not reassured bv my last answer, I will pat it in
another form. Let us lirst consider what would be the utual
expansion and conitruetion of a wrought iron bar of a lenzth
of 150ft., and to be on the safe tide, let us assume the extreme
hmilsofthetemperature to be from .Si" to 'Jli" that is, la
have a range of 180°. Multiplying the lenKth of the bar O,
the proper constant, the calculation becomes 160 x U OOU =nmint a foot, equal to 2 ICin. If the bar lie allowed to
expand the half of this at each end. that is, if its ends be
allowed a play of l-OBin.. no harm can possibly result from
making the bar in one continuous length. The width and
thickness of the bar lieing inconsiderable compared with its
''"Btl". the superficial and cubical eipansioni may be neglected
as wholly inappreciable in practice. No weight Ibatcuuld be
put upon the bar would prevent its expansion or contracUon,
those natural forces being irresistible.- B. B.

[1744 ]-TIIEOI>OLITE.-It is erident that •• Subscriber"
has learned to read a theodolite by rote without uodentand-
ing the principle of the vernier. The general rule foe all
verniers is that a certain length of it, according to the pre-
cision required, is diiided into a certain number of parta,
exceeding by one division the same length which is divided
on the primary scale, or the limb of the theodolite. Thus, if
a length L on the primary scale by divided into N division,
the same length on the vernier scale will be divided into N +
1 divisions. Thus, on the limb of a theodolite which read* lo
single minutes, the primary scale is divided to half degrees, or
;iO minutes, and a length equal to 21) of these minutes is
divided on the vernier scale lo 30 parts. Consequentir, the
difference between the length of a division on the vernier and
on the primarv scale is always equal lo l-IOth of the half
degree, and, therefore, in this ease, the vernier resds to single
niinutes. Again, if it is required to construct a vernier that
shall read to 20 seconds, the primary scale in the flrsl place
s divided not to half degrees, hut to 20 minutes, as shown in

|iitei[tammmtii[;itiaii03

QUESTIONS.
[175n,]-CIIURCII LAMPS.—Can you, through the medium

of your columns, inform me of the best method of lighting a
small country church where gas is not obtainable ; wheUier
any of the mineral oils have been found to answer, and
what is the best form of lamp for the purpose?—E. T. P.

REPLIES
[1732.]-1IURST'S IIANDBOOK.-In reply to " H. A. K's"

inquiry respecting the correctness of Hurst's formula on
paee 7.5, as far as it relates to the comparisons of wrought
iron with brass and copper, I am of opinion that if he had
given himsell a little trouble, and carefully gone into the
tables following, he would have come to the conclusion that
the errata should read as follows :—

Weightnf wrought iron x 1082.5 = brass.

W.R.W. " '<l'^« = ™l'POr.

[I7:)8.]-STOVE.— I doubt if J. H." will get a stove to
consume its own smoke without a Hue, nor do 1 think it would
prove a desirable possession though he could. I will give him
the benefit of my experience, which may be of some use both
to him and others. In the beginning of the present winter
two gentlemen asked me if I could devise .iny way of warming
their halls, the grand difliculty being "no flues'." I saw no
possible way of getting Hues except in such a way as would
much destroy the appearance of the houses. The scheme
was on the point of being abandoned, when a friend suggested
the placing of the stove in the basement, and sending up the
heated air by a grating in the floor. I saw immediately that
that would do, and got two of Musgrave's, of Belfast, rough
slow combustion stoves, and built them into brick cases, wilh
about a Sin. air space all round, and carried up the heated
air throurii gratings in the floors, in sheet iron tubes about
12" X 6''. I took out the diniii'' room grates and built in
sheet iron smoke flues up the backs to 2ft. or so above the
chimney breasts, replaced the grates, and the whole was com-
plete. Both are giving great satisfaction, and are completely
successful. I shall be happy to give " J. II." more details in
private if he wants them.— D. II., St. Andrews, Scotland.

the diagram. A length equal to 50 of these divisions ia
divided on the vernier scale into 60 subdivisions. Conse-
quently, the length of a division on the vernier scale is
1-C()th leas than one upon the primary scale, which is equal to
20 seconds. The vernier, therefore, is said to read to 20
seconds. I would strongly advise " Subscriber " to construct
on paper a few examples of verniers reading to various degrees
of precision, and he will thus familiarise himself with the
subject.—TllKoDor.iTK.

1751.]—.VLGEBR.\.— I shall be glad if someone would name
the best work on algebra for a young beginner, and where it
could be obtained.—Plus.

[lr33.]-B.\LTi ROOM FLOORS.—Will some one kindly
inform me whether a ball room floor has usually more spring
than another, and, if so, how it is differently constructed '-^
TF.KPSICBOBE.

[ns.'l.j-PRESERVINO EXTERNAL STONEWORK FROM
DECAY.—Will any of your correspondents kindly inform me
what process has been found most successful for preserving
external stonework from decay ?—W. B.

C17.38.]-STOVE._Tlic reply of M. Butler will, I fear,
disappoint "J. II." There is no occasion to semi to Belfast
for a stove with a descending flue; these can be procured
from any respectable ironmonger in the kingdom. Wlrat
",I. 11." requires is a fuel stove that acts without any flue.

Of these there are several; one of the best, Joyce's patent,
can be obtained in London, requires no ll-ie, but the fuel is

trepared, and coats about the same as the best coal.—W. R. A.,
ckficld.

[1740.]—A QUERY.—Your signature in law is worth
nothing

;
personally you are not liable for the price of the

books. It remains to be seen whether your guardians
are. This will depend upon the nature of the publications
you agreed to take in. Are they necessaries or luxuries ? It
IS just possible that a work of an educational or scientific
character might lie reg.arded as a necessary, whereas a " Jack
Sheppard," or "Lives of Celebrated IIighw,ijraen " would
certainly be considered " luxuries."

—

Clerk.

[1743.]-FLOOR PLATE.—As " X. M." has still some
' anxiety respecting the expansion of his continuous bar of iron.

®tti[ mi{\ m\\.
The Directorship of Works and

Buildings.—It is statc<l that Captain Douglas
Gallon has been apjjointed to the Directorship of
Work.s and Buildings, a new oHice under the First
Commissioner of Works. The Assist;iut Under-
Secretaryship of State in the War Office, at present
filled by Captain Ga ton, will be abolishe<l.

The Institution op Civil Engineers.—
At the meeting of this Society on Tuesday, the
11th inst., Mr. Charles B. VignoUes, I'.K.S.,
President, in the chair, five candidates were
balloted for and declared to be duly elected, viz. :

Mr. Alfred Andrew Langlcy, Engineer and
Manager to the Hereford, Hay and Brecon Rail-
way, Mr. .Robert White, First Class Engineer
upon the Great Southern of India Railway, and
Mr. E<lmund Wraggc, Chief Engineer of the
Toronto, Grey, and Bruce, and the Toronto and
Nipissing Railways in Canada, as Members ; and
Mr. William Rawlinson, Engineer and Manager
of the Brazilian Street Railway Company, and
Mr. Charles Willman, Middlesbrough, as Associates.

A report wa.s brought up from the Council
stating that, under the provisions of Sect. IV. of
the Bye-laws, the following Candidates had
recently liecn admitted Student'! of the Institu-

tion :—William Frederick Alphonso Archibald,
15. A., Albert .Josiah Hess, Anilrew Innes Liddell,

Walter AUingham Magnus, and Henry Gonlton
Sketchley.

The C.atasirophe .kt Liverpool.—The origin

of the fearful accident on Sunday last appears
to be unknown. According to the clergy, the re-

port at first circulated that a cry of " F'iro

"

had been raised is untrue. At a meeting on
Wednesday night, the Mayor of Liverpool said
he did not believe the calamity was caused by the
cry of fire. At the Town Council held on the
same day, it was stated that in the next Bill

which would be brought before Parliament for

corporate improvements, clauses for the better
protection of warehouses against accident would
be introduced, as would also provisions for the
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proriding of anfficient m ans of ineress and egress
to all public buildings, churches, fiheatres, &o. If
Uus be done, some good will haye been effected
by the great calamity.
Street Tramways.—The constmction of

tramwars along: the principal streets in the metro-
polis and the several large towns in 1-higland
afipears to be vcrv popular at present, there being
p*q>ared for the apprwachins: I'arliamcntarv
mssioa no kss than M applications for bills of
this character, aeven of which are for powers to
lajr down lines in different parts of the metropolis,
ana are rcspei-tively entitled the North Metro-
pobten, North London, Motroiwlitan Street,
iTnihco, Peckhara, and Greenwich Street, Kast
londoB, and Pimlioo, Peckham, aud Greenwich
btreet (ranons ^wwcrs) Tramwaj-s. The remain-
ing portion of these applications arc for tramwavs

ui '^"^P<*''> Birmingham, Manchester, I^s,
Plymouth, Portsmouth, Worcester, and AVallasev,
competing companies being in the field for
possession of the streets in the fonr fii-st-named
towns.

Bbadfobd Collbse op Sciesce.—Lord F
CarendiiJi presided on Monday at a meeting,
held at Bradford, of the General Science College
Committee, appomtedatthe meeting held in Leeds
a few months ago to promote the establishment of
a College of Science for Yorkshire. The report
which the sub-committee had prepared, explained
that the CoUege was designed for the use of
pegnona who intended to engage as foremen,
managers, &e., in operations connected with
engineering, manufactures, mining, and metal-
lurgy, and for the training of teachers of technical
science. To render the CoUege accessible to those
unable to pay the fees, it was suggested that ex-
hibitions and scholarships sliould be established,
to be competed for by artisans and students in
Mechanics' and kindred institutions. The college
buildings to be erected, it was suggested, should
proTide accommodation for from 300 to 400
students, but tliat no steps should be taken for
rauamg funds until the scheme had been finally
adopted- by the General Science College Com-
mittee. The report was adopted, and tlie Com-
mittee were empowered to make inquiries throneh-
out the country as to the conduct of similar
insUtutions, and to report to another meeting
CoaxisH Granite Woekeb3.—A correspondent

of the Wetl Briton writes:—"I regret to hear of
many yery imi)ortant contracts for granite being
given to the French and other contractors, whichf
with a little 'concession on the part of working
men, might have been obtained for Cornwall. The
consequence is that a large amount of capital is
lying idle, and many men are out of employ, the
masters works being comimrativfly idle. The
granite masons formerly hid 48. 6d. a day they
then msisted on having 5s., with the additional
pnvUege of having aU their tools sharpened at the
expense of their employers. Pnt even this con-
cession was not sufficient, and nothing less than
OS. 6d. a-day would satisfy some of tlie men. Tlie
luasters found this far beyond even what would
give them a new shilling for an old one, and con-
sequently decline to take orders which would
involve them in a loss instead of a profit."
PiBLic BtriLDiifos.—« An Architect " inalotter
says:—"The 18th aud 19th of Victoria, cap. 122
lart 30, provides for the strong construction of
the building, and makes the district surveyor
responsible in this respect, but it defines no rules
to provide for sufficient ingress and egress pro-
portionate to the capacity of the building, nor
does It insist on all doors of ingress and egress
opening OH/tcarrf», especially lor the latter pnriwse.A provision enacting this requisite for public
safety is highly necessary. Doors of egress
Oijcning mwards, in any sudden akrm, from the
rush and pressure upon them, are firmly closed,
and the most frightful consequences ensue. At a
time of much provi8io;ial legislation, is is sur-
prising how little pubUo safety has been eared far
in case of any sudden emergens occurring during
tlie vast as.scmbUgcs in our public buildings. The
Metropolitan Board has a Bill in ])rcparation formany purjTOses, and let us hope this important
subject may also liave their consideration."

A.N AncHiTECT's Teavewj.ng E.xienses.—At
the last weekly n,(i/;ting of the Chorlcy Board of
Guardians, Mr. J. J. Erad.lmw, architect, of
Bolton, and Mr. K. Pickup, contractor for thenew workhouse, attended to sign their respective
deeds of contract. The chairman (Mr. W
Lawrence) explained that the deed of the cOn^
tractor prondcd th.t be should finish the buUd-
ing by Jan. 1, 1872, under a fine of JCIO per

week J while the architect's deed provided that
he should have 5 per cent, upon the outlay,
wliich should coverall travelling expenses. Along
discussion took i)lace in reference to a bill of £20
98. Gd., whicli had been sent in by the architect
for expenses incurred to London before the
agreement had been made with the late Mr. Leigh
Hall, some of the Guardians contending that the
5 per cent, should include all. Mr. Bradsliaw
said travelling expenses meant simply those be-
tween Chorley and Bolton. The charge, how-
ever, applying to himself (about £5) ho would
forego, but he said ho should have to consult the
executors of the late Mr. Hall with reference t

the other part. The deeds were then signed. "

The Improvement Coniniittce of the Liverpool
Town Council, in view of tlie present depression in
trade and the ilread of additional local ta.xation
which prevails in the town, have decided to recom
inend the Council to set aside certain proposed town
iniprnvemcnts which would cost about S.53i'>,a3Q.

The llanipstead Fever Hospital is now nearly
completed, and was opened for the admi.ssinn of
patients on'Monday last.

Tenders are invited for the erection of new police
offices at Blackburn.
The death of Mr. Henry Saward, late Town Clerk

of lilaokbnrn, is announced.
The Government having decided upon converting

Millbank Penitentiary into a general military prison,
all soldiers whose terms of imprisonment e.tceed 5(1
d.iys will be forwarded lienceforth to that <lestina-
tion. and tlie various niilitarv prisons at different
stalions in England will be abolished.

Mr. Gladstone has been appointed organist of
Chichester Cathedral, in the place of Mr. Thorne
who, we understand, is coining to town.

'

Lord Lilford, patron of the living, has contributed
£1000 to the fund for the restoration of the parish
church of Leigh, Lancashire. The architect esti-
mates that about £001)0 willbe required, and towards
this sum £.5200 lias been promised.
The marble which the Pope has given from tlie

Emporium for the restoration of Cologne Cathedral
and some other German churches, has been sliiiiped
at Civita Vccchi.i.

Ironi

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoHDAY, — Itoyiil Institute of ISritifli Architects

"On the Ornamental Features of Arab Ar-
chitecture." By Jlr. .;. D. Crace, .Contri-
buting Visitor.

TDESDAY.-InBtitution of Civil Enjjineers. "On
the Statistics of Kailway Kxpenditureand
Income, aud their Heariiif!; ou Fiitir c Kail wiy
Policy aud Jlanngiment." l!y Jlr. .Johii
Tlioruhlll Harrison, .VI. Inst. C.K. s
Jioynllustitmlou. "On the Architecture of
the Ilum.in liody." I!y Professor Ilumnhrv
M.D., F.K.S. .).

'

Wednesday.—Society of Arts. "On Recent Im-
provements In Small Arms." liy Captain
Ollea. 8.

TnuKSDAY.—Royal Institution. "On tlieChemistry
of Vegetable Pro<luction8." By Professor
Odling, F.R.S. 3.

,, Linuffian Society. 8.

Society of Antiquaries. 8-31.
Fhiday.—Royal Institution. " A Talk Respecting

Veroua and Us Rivers." By Professor Rus-
kiu, JI.R.I. 9.

Satlrday^.—Associated Arts Institute. Paper on
" Ornamental Art." By Henry O'Ncll
A.R.A. 8.15.

'

„ Royal Institution. On Meteorolocy
Kobert Scott, Ksq., M.A. 3.

llAiii.L^-STRKET.-Teudcr8 for alterations and rc-pairs to ISO sr,, llarlcy-street. Mr. \V. A. Baker
architect. (Juautitles prepared by Messrs. Richard-son and VV aghorn :—

«.t"<.i u

Cowiand £1118
HA.ui'STEAD.-Tenders for cabinet flttings to theAdam .-md Lve Tavern, Hampstead-road. MessrsKlchanlsou aud Waghorn, architects —

Kewiiiau and .Mann £547
Scrivener aud White 512

I'eialerers' Wort.
Buckley aud Beach ^igj
Connolly ""'

,.••*

Heiiinf? ;...;.•.. •;; 154
Sanders aud Sou "

i^d

Uouse. Mr. b G. loulkes, surveyor, :;3a. lied Lion-square :-
J.Woodward £3'J0
E. Brown (accepted) ogy

,«?'''''^';'*^''x?"''';^'^?;
~ Tenders for iiteratlons andrepairs to No. 48, Portland-place. Mr. W. A Baker

architect. Quantities estimated by Messrs. Richard-'son and WaRhorn :—
llawardBros £3900
(jlnrk and Mannooch 3479
Keyes aud Ucad .'."..' 3435
Simpson aud Son ' 3380
Phillips and Son

"
' 32(17

Ebbs and Son .'.'.'.'
,^219

Feeston.— For new covered market' for" Pre'ston
plana and specifications prepared by Mr. Garlick

.1. Tihlcsley, Bilston £!I1«0
Goran Iron Foundry Co., Glasgow... 9:!!>t
1). H.owarth, Eoclidale 8800
i; Wrightsou and Co., Stocktou-on-

Tees 707o
T. riggolt and Co., Birmingli'uin.'.'.' 7800
Newton, Chambers and Co., Slief-

leld 7500
Preston Waggon and Iron Co 74fl8
I!. Hickerstairc, Preston 7I00 „
J. Forstcr, Preston ", 7070 12
P. Eddleston and Co., Accringtoil C650
W. Allsilp, Preston 6687
J. Clayton, Preston (accepted) (3070

bOUTHSEA. — Tenders for erection of baths andassembly rooms at Southsea, Hants, for the SouthseaBa hs and Rooms Coinpauy (Limited). Messrs. Davisand Lmanuel 2, Finsbur^-circus. City, architects.
General Contract, Ao. \Jor liiiiWers' Work
woverwood .tnd Co.,Upper Norwood£12 424
Bramble Bros., Southsea :o->3o
Heury Pook, Southsea gj^o
B. E. Nightiugale, London '. ggjaSamuel Stevens, Southampton 0548
Wllllnni Larcomc, Southsea 02s«
Georifc liurbldge, Southsea

'"
biri

• T. W. Quick, Southsea .....;' ' VyA
William Ward, Portsea IV. . .

.'

9079
George Absalom, Southsea 8850W. U. undC. Lifrht, Portsmouth .. 8651
H.J. Sandars, Southampton 8499
Oeorgc lianies, Portsea a370Neavu and Fry, Portsmouth... ['. ' 8333
Andrew Nance, Portsea {350
Alfred Smith, Portsea ""

7.393
SouTiiSKA.-For works to baths and assembly rooms

at Southsea Hants, for the Sontheca Baihs and Roo .'

Company (Limited.) Messrs. Davis and Emanuel •

Finsbury-circus, City, architects ;- '
"'

Contract No. 2, for Enyineera'

-a Vi
-'080 la

Worlc.
Alternative
estimate.

£3(ii0 l:i 7
Kigg, Chester
Phipson, London
Bacon andCo, Loudon., lort
Truss, London YUn
.Tenulngs, London 172,)
Tophaiu and Co., High
Wycombe i<no

Jukes, Coulson, Stokes,
and Co.. London 1007

Olmson aud Co., Leicester 1428
(Jrant, Landport 1028
Taunton.- For alterations and additions to 'the Baptist

Chapel, Silver-street, I'aunton. Mr. James II. Smith arclu-

2118

1725

8 109O 8

1228

tcct:-

Aplin £940
Binham and Manning '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'."."

736
Giles..

698

By

Sil^ ^\m
the new cemetery.

£248
KiO

TENDERS.
BnisTOL. — For planting, &c

,

3!r. Henry JInsters, architect.
J. .Maul and Sons
J Scaly and .Son
J. Nelson (accepted) ]i-]
Oarr.Tway and Co. (Informal) .'.'.' 130

IIBIBTOL.—For the erection of the buihiinjrs, roadsand boundaries, of the new cemetery. Mr. Henry Mas-
ters, architect :— '

Davis and Son £o8*t8
J. Dinout (informal) ••••••

^^^
J. Slorkey ' 5,.^^
Eastbrook and Son ftii'o
Wilkins and Son .'," t^y,r,

W. Baker (informal) .'.*

f,Ji.-,o

W. Kingstone (Informal) 5492

V^^';'v,'"•"^»° WM
J. VV.Brown 4799
J. P. Stevens 4oj<4
W. Brock (accepted) 4533

.MirKi,EiiA.M (Suirey) —For decorator's work. Juni-
per Hall, for Mr. F. lilchardsou. Mr. G. Lckl'. archi-
tect:

—

Simpson and Sons n'oH

COMPETITION.
India OrncE.—A compctltivo examination for

torty appolntmeuts in the engineer establishment of
the Public Works Department in India, will be held in
July. >\ . J. I'horuton, secretary.

CONTEACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINfi
ESTIMATES.

Pest, Feb. 7.—For the supply of slates and for
coverint; tlic roofs of the city slau^'hterhouses Uerr
Julius Honnicko, architect, Berlin, J\'euc Biirse
IJUADllELl) WOHKIIOUSE, NEAK READING. Feb 1

-I'or the suiiiily of good water. J. C. Pluniger, clerk.'Newbury. " '

I.
Isi-iNOTON, I'ob. 1.—For the erection of two spires at

S. John s Clmrcli. Mr. A. J. C. Scoles, architect, Crol-
ton Lodfjc, JIasbro'-road, Hammersmltli.
CnoYDON Local Board or Health, Jan. Ml —For

the construction of oarthenwaro aud brick sowers in
the parish of Croydon, during the ensuintr twelve
months. K. Cheeswrljfht. Clerk, Town Hall, Croydon
LlaN(;w.m near Usk, Feb. l.-For the erection of

schooI-buiidlnKs, at Llangwm. John P. Scddon.
Architect, 12, Park-street, Westminster.
Leeds, Feb. 1.—For building' si.x houses, near BJrk-

stall-rond. .Mr. J. Mlddlewood's, confectioner 72.
ICirkstnll-ioad. ' '

Cuiciiestek Cattle Mauket, Feb. 15. -Contract
'i.

"" "'" 'ayl"(? out of the Bite of a cattle
marltet, of about 6 acres in extent; comprlsinij the
metallinRof the pons, standiiiffs, aud roads, the oon-
structiuu 01 the drains, boundary walls, and entrance
sates, aud tho removal and alteration of certain houses
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PROTESTANTISM AND THE CONVEN-
TIONAL CHURCH TYPE*

" The despotism of custom is everywhere the staml-

Jng hindrance to human aiivancemeut, beinjf in un-
ceasing autosonism to that disposition to aim at

sometSiui; bitter than customary, which is called,

iiccording to circumstances, the spirit of liberty, or

that of progresB or Improvement."
Mill on "Liberty."

SUCH a iia.-.saKe a.s tlic above naturally comes
to the luiml after any exainin.ation of the

Protc.^laiit cliurcli aroliitcotiire of tlio tlay.

And it comes witli imusual force when we
turn, as now, to tlie yearly records of Non-
conformist cliurch-buihlinK. Wo liave liefore

lis tlio.se of the Congregationalists, Wesleyans,

and Baptists. A few of the exaini)Ies they

contain show gratifying signs of im]irovement.

Here and there, as in the Barking Wesleyan
Chaiiel, liy Messrs. Pocock, Corfe, and Parker,

and as in the llipponden Congregational

Church, by Messrs. PaiiU and Robin.son, there

is an amount of careful quiet study which is

quite a i)leasing surprise in this cla.ss of work.

We see that the design expresses the facts of

the case instead of hiding them, and gains life

and interest in consequence. In the former,

for instance,—a picturesque little building of

Early French Cothic character—the gallery

staircase is made a good external feature. The
same thing is done at Hungerford and Mel-
bourne Wesleyan chapels, by Messrs. Wilson
and Willcox, and deserves praise as a step

towards the honest and characteristic treat-

ment of galleried buildings. The Glossop-road

Baptist church, Sheflield, by Messrs. Innocent

and Brown, lia.s a tower and spire of consider-

able grace and elegancj
;
perhaps not entirely

what could be wished for a tower meant simply

to point out from afar the position of a church;

but yet less of a sham bell-tower than in many
olher buildings of the sort. But along with

these examples, which exhibit growth and im-

jirovement, there are plenty of others of the

usual cut and dried mechanical ssrt. The
dead-alive school of architecture is far from
extinct yet. There is the regular oblong church

with its iron columns, its wiry tracery, and its

absurd overdoing of side gablcts. There are

belfiy towers without bells, spires whose sole

merit ia their height, and an abundance of such

ornament as no architect could bear to look at

twice. It is, indeed, chiefly in the smaller

buildings,—those roofed without columns in

one span—that any real design is at present

to be traced. In the larger ones, habit and
custom, however irrational, still have it all

their own way. It is the plauningof these larger

buildings generally, that we propose in this

connection to review. Their decoration—that
"sweetening" of spiritless detail which pleases

uncultivated tastes and sickens all others—may
be left for another time to consider. It is only

their general arrangement that space will allow

us to notice now.
Thackeray somewhere speaks half regretfully

of the time wlicn unlimited toifec seemed to

him the highest conceivable gratification in

the w.iy of eating, and when such books as
" Thaddeiis of Warsaw'' afforded him like

delight as an intellectual treat. There is a

trash and toU'ee stage in architecture as well

as other things. At an early period of their

art-education i>eople are not fastidious about

the quality of ornament, if they can only gel

plenty of it. And when they see others prefer

simple work full of thought and retinemcnt,

to elaborate work without them, they are

tempted to set down the preference to aifectation

•The Congregational Year Book, If;0. llodder and
Stoughton.
The ir>th Annual Kcport of the Wesleyan Chapel

Committee, IStiil.

The liaptist Handbook, 1870. Yates and Alexander.

and the wish to be singular. They can scarcely

believe that anyone really likes good bread and
cheese better than their favourite sort of

sweetstuff. They .say, " You praise everything

that is plain, you cannot appreciate ornament."

Not at all. One's ideal of perfection may all

the while bo a church as rich as Bourges, or

Charlies or Lincoln. It is not that there is any
want of relish oven for the turtle and venison

of architecture, when they are to be had; it is

simply that one has reached the stage when it

is impossible any longer to dine on cheap con-

fectionary.

Excluding the smallest buildings, then, the

bulk of English church architecture lias still

but one idea. Whether it be Protestant or

Catholic, Anglican or Nonconformist, it is

nearly all a development or a repetition of a

single form. Its style may vary—its artistic

merit may bo great or small—but its arrange-

ment, with few exceptions, is all ba.sed on the

same type. The essence of this type is a nave

with aisles, in other words, a space for the

congregation divided into parallel avenues bv
rows of columns. In certain cases, indeed,

these columns have dwindled down to very

slender dimensions, but normally they may be

considered as piers of considerable size,

numbering live or more in each row.

How this form of church arose out of the

Roman basilica, how it was perfected in the

middle ages, and how it came to be relained

when the ritual of the middle ages was aban-

doned, concerns the archasologist rather than

the architect. For him the question is, " How
far does it meet the real wants of the day?"
It may be at once conceded that those who
follow in the main the religious system of

mcdiicval times are quite consistent in adher-

ing to the regular mediieval church-arrange-

ment. It must be acknowledged too, that of

late years they have often connected it with a

high class of design. Their architecture is

admirable and worthy of general study, but is

their arrangement equally so ? Is the planning

of a Catholic church, in short, the best for non-

Catholic ones ? Beyond doubt it is imitated

in them almost universally, but is this imita-

tion wise ?

Suppose, for once, that habit and custom

were put out of the question. Suppose it had

to be decided for the iirst time how to build a

Protestant church—not one whose type is a

temi>le, and whose purpose is the offering of a

sacrifice, but a ])laco meant for the worship of

God, and the moral and spiritual improvement
of men. The first condition would surely be

that all the congregation should see and hear the

service : the next that they should do so in a

building worthy of its destination. Art is a

power as well as a language, and noble im-

pulses come from other things besides words :

the problem is to unite them both. The ideal

church c.iuld never be too elevated in its visible

expression, but it could never also be too per-

fectly fitted for its destined use. Does our

conventional church-typo, then, fulfil those

two requirements ? Is it one which would

commend itself to minds unbiassed by tradi-

tion or precedent ? For an answer, examine

its results. Look .at the churches built in con-

formity to it, at whatever time and by what-

ever party. Xurabers of them possess excellent

architecture, joined to an arrangement which

shuts out a multitude of the congregation from

the service. Numbers miire—a late variation

on the tyi)e—have a fair amount of conveni-

ence, gained at the expense of all that is

|)ermaiient and elevated. Take the normal

Anglican church, with its thick stone columns
;

thereisarcliitocturcwithimperfcct convenience.

Take the average Nonconformist church with

its thin iion ones ; there is convenience with

imperfect architecture. But where shall we
find the two united ? Where is there an ar-

rangement which a competent judgment can

approve, clothed in a form which a cultivated

taste cm admire V The truth is, that on the

conventional type the two things are antago-

nistic. No onc"desigiiing at first hand a hall in

which a few hundred people should listen to a

speaker would begin by imlting a dozen
columns down the middle of it. And when
custom and the popular notion that " it would
not be a church without" insist on the inser-

tion of these coIuiiiiih, a regarti for the i)ractical

uses of the church insists, on the other hand,
tliat they shall be as small as possible. Unfor-
tunately they cannotbe miiclirediic.''d with im-

punity. The muscle and sinew of tUi building,

—its life and foroc and expression, grow
feebler as its main supports grow lots—and as

the iiave-piers waste away, the whole structure

falls into a sort of architectural consumption.

There is a perpetual struggle on this system

between the necessities of architectuio, which
call for large columns, and the necessities of

arrangement, which demand small ones, and
the best examples of it only show a compro-
mise where neither are satislicd.

Setting aside small churches roofed in one

span, there are now in use, then, two main

varieties of that type of church which habit

and custom have ma<le the almost universal

one amongst iia. Both have a nave and aisles

divided by numerous columns, but in one

variety these columns are massive and of

stone, while in the other they are thin and
usually of iron. Speaking geneMlly, the

former are those of the Church of England,

and the latter those of Nonconformists. Ex-
ceptions may, of course, be found on both

sides. St. "Paul's, Haggerstone, and St.

M.irk's, Notting-hill, for example, have iron

columns, while Scarborough, Tynemouth,

Grantham, and various other Congregational

churches have stone ones. And here and there,

in the works especially of several leading

Gothic architects, wide departures from the

conventional type may be found—churches

with narrow side aisles, with very few columns,

or even with no columns at all. But on the

whole, English Protestant churches in the 19th

century are built on much the same plan as

English Catholic ones in the 13lh, and of their

two chief varieties, one copies the Catholic

arrangement to the letter, while the other

merely makes its columns of iron instead of

stone. We will notice the stone-column

variety first.

In tills variety, as everyone knows, and as

the hundreds of churches built of late years

on the system clearly prove, a large part of

the congregation are practically shut out from

the service by the columns. Nearly half the

side aisles are thus rendered useless, perhaps

worse than useless, since they are filled with

seats from which people can neither see nor

hear. It is quite true that a " magnificent

profusion of space" may be made a great

clement in architectural effect. A church is

not to be condemned because every square

foot of it is not available for congregational

use. But where it is attempted to make every

part so available, every part should be free

from obstruction. There is no principle which

binds the designer to a niggardly economy of

area any more than of height. But there is a

plain principle which should bind him, if he

is providing for a service in which the

worshippers iiro intelligently to join, not to

an-ange his church so that the service becomes

invisible or inauilible to any of them. Anti

the extent to which, on the conventional

arrangement, it docs become so, may be seea

at a glance where the sittings are free and the

congregation large. Everyone, for instance,

who has attended the services in the nave of

Westminster Abbey must have noticed the

way in which the side aisles are avoided a»

long as a single seat can be obtained else-

where. If he has himself been unfortunate

enough to be placed in them, he will bo con-

vinced, too, that this avoidance is not without

good cause. The obstruciion in this case,

indeed, as in most cathedrals and abbey

churches, is worse in proportion to the size

than in a smaller building. It increases.

rapidly with the number of the piers. A com-

parison of the space obscured by the nave

piers in a number of English examples,

taking, for the sake of comparison, the pulpit
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•8 tbe point which ought to bo A'isible, makes
this fact quite cK-ar. Wlierc, as for instance

at S. James tlie Less, Garden-street, there are

only three bays in lengtli, the area thus

obscured is only some 14 per cent, of tlie

whole area of the nave. \Vhere, as at S.

Andrew's, Hillingduu, there are live bays,

it rises (in spite of the smallncss of the piers),

to 25 per cent. >\ ith six bays, and a more
massive style of construction, about 32 per
cent, of the nave is obscured in the new
Cathedral of S. Finn Barr, Cork, while in

some of our old cathedrals, such as Lichfield,

not less than 42 per cent, of the nave would
thiis be rendered useless. On the average,

however, it may be assumed without exaggera-
tion that one-fourth of the nave space in

large modern churches (of the stoue-column
variety) is thus blocked up by the columns.
Making all allowance for passages to the
seats, it will generally be found that in a con-
gregation of 600 persons, at least a hundred
are thus placed where they can neither see nor
hear the greater part of the service. Worse
cased might be pointed out, but this seems a
fair computation. Now with this result, which
anyone can verify for himself, is it leasonable
to go on perj'etuating this variety of con-
ventional churcli type for Protestant worship ?
Does it argue a high standard of architectural
ability that every time we try to accommodate
COO people, we should put at least 100 of them
in places quite unfit for their use ?

(,To be continued.)

NORTHERN TIMBER.

IT may, perhaps, be considered by philan-
thropists and negrophilists, that there is

a considerable portion of selfishness in the
tacit reception of a verdict, whic'i transmits to
posterity the labour of providing for their own
fuel, but in plain truth, each generation has
its own duties to fulfil ; its own enterprises to
carry out ; its own difficulties to overcome, and
its own rewards to earn. A glance at the
manner in which we treat the works of our
ancestors will demonstrate that instead of
preservation at the hands of succeeding gener-
ations, demolition is the fate that awaits them.
^yere we, as a nation, to remain ia statu iuo, and,
similarly to the Chinese, to have our pag« of
progress represented by a blank, then it would
answer to build for posterity, and gauge the
exigences and wants of future ages by our own.
But so long as progress, enlightenment, and
advancement are ineradicably fixed in the
European mind as the necessary duties of a
nation, it is absurd to think for a moment of
the possible or probable state of society after
the lupse of six ccntuiip?. We may safely
and wisely leave to bees, birds, oxen, and sheep
the fulfilment of the maxim enur.eiatcd in
the well-known lines of Virgil commencin"
" Sie vos nnn robi.i."

°

It may not be within the knowledge of our
readers that nearly a century ago, fears were
entertained that our stock of English oak was
declining with alarming rapidity. These anti-
cipations were subsequently " fully realised.
The enormous demand made upon the Sussex
and other plantations by the Royal Navy, for
the use of which a large quantity of timber was
especially set apart and solely appropriated,
had of later years caused a diminution in the
number of trees that it was hopeless to at-
tempt to repair. A Commission was appointed
to make an accurate survey of the forests
available for supplying oak and other timber
for shipbuilding, and their report was confir-
matory of the anticipated exhaustion of tli"
once extensive supply. Fortunatelv, alth :ii..li
OTr own forestial resources were 'consumed,
those of other countries were abundant, and, in
many instances, almost intact. The intro-
doction also of iron as an important element
in the shipbuilding tra<le, prevented any
smorw ground.^ of apprehension on the score
ot not being able to provide a sufficient number
of vessels to iraintain the supremacy of our

flag, and to waft our uievcliandise to the ports

ofdist:int shoi-c.s. The reply to the question,

IIow is the gradual exhaustion of forests both

at home and abroad to be prevented ? will

be probably surmised to be, for every tree cut

down, let isnothcr be planted. This is the

course actually adopted iiimauy iustauces, but

it is only a prolongation of tbe nutural supply.

It is impossible to grow trees in the same pro-

portion as they are cut down. Consider the

numberofyears before any tree suitable for even
ornamental, much less, constructive, purposes,

is fit to be used. In a word, the supply can-

not possibly be made to keep pace with the

demand, and the discrepancy is yearly in-

creasing. As one .source becomes epuisc, the

others are drawn upon more heavil)', and so the

drain proceeds, until there is none left. It is

unnecessary to remark that the major portion

of all timber used througliout Europe is ex-

ported from the semi-frozen regions of the Baltic

and Northern seas. So greatly, has the demand
upon these sources increased of late years, that

the Governments of Russia, Sweden, and Nor-
way have been compelled to take tlie matter
under serious consideration, and to consent to

the felling of timber in forests which hitherto

have been untouched. Tliis preservation of
their contents is, however, not due to any
absolute desire torelain|tIiemin that condition,

but to the fact that tliey are situated so far

inland, and so destitute of all means of com-
munication with the seaboard, that they re-

mained unapproached until the exhaustion of
more available supplies, compelled the timber
merchants to assail them. The red and the
white pine are the two principal varieties

of timber wliich reach our coast from the

north, and the introduction of machinery for

not merely roiigiily cutting them up, but for

planing, moulding, mortising, tenoning, re-

b.aling, and performing all the more finished

work formerly performed by hand labour, has
imparted a stimulus to the trade which it will

never lose. Our readers have already seen in

the columns of Till-; Building News, what has
been stated respecting the importation of
finished woodwork from the Baltic ports, for
the new building on the south bank of the
Thames. Recently large pstablishraent,s have
been opened on the Frencli ports of Dieppe,
Fecamp, ami Havre for the express purpose
of cutting up and finishing the pine timber im-
ported from the North. Whether it is cheaper
to import it in the log and afterwards cut it

np at home, or to receive it in the finished
form required for immediate use, is a question
every nation must decide for itself. Local
circumstances, the state of local trade, the
price of labour, and tlio description of wood-
work Wanted, are the best guides in the
matter.

The oldest of the establishments to which
we have alluded, was charged with the pre-
paration of the pinewood Iiiuses which were
erected as temporary residencies along the
route of the Suez Canal. Many of them were
highly ornamented with mouldings and head-
ings, and constituted excellent specimens of
what the carpenter's and joiner's art is capable
of, in this smooth and docile descrii^tion of
wood.
From the heavy calls made upon the

Northern timber by England, Franco, Ger-
many, Holland, and" other countries, it has
been found iinpossilile any longer to siiw by
hand labour. The introduction of machine-
sawing is almost universal, the motive power
being sometimes steam, but more frequently
water, as abundant supplies of the latter agent
are usually in the vicinity of the forests, and
a little rude engineering will speedily convert
them into useful motors. When it is borne in

mind what a splendid tradeis done by the Baltic
ports, it is no w nider that Prussia and other
Continental powers are anxious to obtain theiu
at almost any price. Prussia exports a large
quantity of oak planks and staves for the use
of the cooper. For timber of excessive dimen-
sions, the North, capacious as are its store?, is

surpassed by the gigantic products of the

forests of the New World, although the re-

sources of the latter are not taxed to the same
extent as those of tlie former. This follows

naturally enough from the greater proximity
of the former to the countries where the ex-

port trade is chiefly conducted. Iron, both cast

and wrought, is now employed by preference in

numerous instances where wood alone was used.

In future years, there is no question but
that the increasing scarcity of timber will

cause iron to be used by necessity in situations,

and for purposes for which it is apparently
now not at all adapted. Tliere is no truer

maxim than " Necessity is the mother of in-

vention." The Americans have long since

proved this by the scarcity of tlieir hand labour

driving them to tlie invention of machinery
and mechanical appliances for effecting opera-

tions previously performed by tbe former
agency. Without taking into account the

resources of the New World, tliere is a sufficient

stock of timber in the old to last, not
quite so long, perhaps, as our coal fields, but at

any rate for another century or two.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHI-
TECTS.

THE usual fortnightly meeting on Monday
evening last was presided over by Mr.

Edward I'Anson, Vice-President. Messrs. A. H.
Paget and A. W. Tanner having been elected as

Associates, and several donations and additions

to the library announced,
Mr. J. D. Grace, Contributing Visitor, pro-

ceeded to read a paper

ON THE ORNAMENTAL FEATURES OP ARABIC
ARCHITECTURE IN EGYPT AND StRIA.

Mr. Grace, after giving some historical parti-

culars of the earliest and most important of the

Arab monuments in Cairo, proceeded to describe

a few of the leading types of tho structures them-

.sclves. They may be classed as follows—Mosques,

sebeels, gates, khans, and dwellings. The mosques
vary greatly in plan and deooration. The sebeels,

or drinking fountains, are very nnmerous in

Cairo, and are among tho most striking of its

buildings. They are most frequently situated at

the coiners of streets. Below is a single closed

chamber, lighted by ono or more largo metal

grilles, sometimes simple, sometimes very orna-

mental. Within is the water supply, witli

which a tube communicates, and, terminating in a

small brass pipe or nczzle, allows the wayfarer to

quench his thirst by suction, for tho water is

rarely allowed to run to waste. The upper story

of these buildings is almost always a school.

There is generally a wide eavo or verandah of

wood projecting some feet from the wall to give

additional shade to those who choose to rest by
the way. The interior roofs are often richly

panelled, and decorated elaborately in colour and
gilding. The gates being considered important

not only for defence but for eeroiuony, are in some
instances works of considerable grandeur. One
curious feature of almost all the Saracenic gates

of Syrian towns is that tho thoroughfares in ever

direct, but usually takes a rectangular turn. This

does not apply, however, to the Cairo gates. The
khans consist usually of an open court, sur-

rounded by small chambers or recesses, and hare
generally also an upper story. In tbe country, or

by the roadside, they afford shelter and security

for man and beast. They have frequently very

handsome doorways. Il>uud the open or en-

closed court ia an arcade or series of recesses to

be used as shops, with a stone divan running in

front of them. A wide eave or awning affords

shade if the court be open. Tho famous khan of

Assad Pascha, at Damascus, is entirely roofed in

by domes, and has a fountain in the centre ; a

gallery runs round it, and doors open from this, as

well asi'romthoground, into a series of apartments
which are let as shops or ollioes. Tbe residences
or private houses of Cairo are of every variety of

g'^noral plan, most of the better class having an
open court, into which the reception rooms open.

Tho rooms of the harem aro generally on the
first floor, and some of these are very handsome.
Mr. Craco next described, with some minuteness,

a few of the principal dwelling houses of Cairo
and Damascus, noting the various points in which
the buildings of the one city differ from those of
the other. In the course of this portion of his

paper, he stated that the windows of the first
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floor are protected at Cairo by the beautiful
mushrcheeych, and those in Damascus by a more
siniplo trellis.

Tliero are several distinctions between the
Arab domestic architecture of Egypt and that
of Syria, as represented at Daraascna. Of the
latter, it may be said that it is more Persian.
Moreover, here the same general style and plan of
house contiuucs to bo built to this day, althonjih
the ditails become very debased and corru|.t.

At Cairo, Arab architecture may be said to be
extinct, the modem style of ornamentation
being entirely derived from Europe and Turkey.

In proceeding to describe the manner in which
the various parts of Arabian buildings are orna-
mented, the author said that the dome, the
prominent feature of many buiUlinji^s, especially
of those devoted to sacred uses, varies in form,
but almost always has the pointed arch for its

section. In the neighbourhood of Cairo it springs
usually from a straight stilt. At Alexandria,
however, and at Eosetta, it has occasionally the
curve returned at the base. la Egypt, the ex-
ternal surface of the dome is almost always
decorated—sometimes by beingvertioallymonldod,
Bomotiraos by the surface being moulded in a suc-
cession of bold chevrons ; but in many instances
in Cairo and its neighbourhood, intricate geo-
metrical patterns are worked over the whole
surface, whilst arabesques or scrolls, carved in a
lower plane, enrich the ground between. The
group of buildings known as the Tombs of the
Caliphs includes many splendid examples of
dome decoration, A broad band or frieze, usually
of writing, is carried round the base of the dome,
and the broad splay or " weathering," by which
the structure rises from the square to the octagon,
is frequently very boldly moulded. The dome is

generally surmounted by a bronze turned finial,

carrying the orescent.

Even more characteristic than the dome is the
minaret of the Arabian mosque. Minarets vary
much in form and ornamentation. In plan, the
octagon is the most frequent form in the minarets
of Egypt ; but they are also sometimes square

;

sometimes circular. In the earlier mosques, the
minarets are shorter and more simple than in
those of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
It is these latter which may be taken as examples
of the minarets of Cairo ; to this period belong
the most perfect examples. Starting from the
square base, they are splayed into the octagon or
circular plan. If octagon, the sides are some-
times panelled or arcaded in the lower story.
The structure is then corbelled out (usually, but
not always, with the honey-comb work) sufficiently
to allow of a balcony .or gallery running round.
The next story, of less diameter, will sometimes be
panelled with mouldings geometrically arranged,
or occasionally, as in one at Damascus (Jama
Mallah), with bands of a different coloured
material, or with inlaid devices. Where octa-
gonal in the lower stories, the upper atory is

generally round, as in the beautiful minaret of
Kaitbai, Somo hare the upper story open, the
superstructure being carried by single or grouped
columns. If coloured materials are used in the
exterior of the rest of the building, they are
generally used also in the minaret, either in

among the finer mosques which does not displav
this characteristic. The upper and lower window
openings are usually grjuped into bays slightly
recessed, a wide frieze being carried through and
continued between them. Koran iuscriptions
usually form these friezes. Alternate courses of
stone, of two or more colours, are of very frequent
use, both for exterior and interior. Being used
horizontally, their tendency is to give size and
width—a tendency the excess of which is skilfully
counteracted in the recessing of the windows, as
already mentioned ; and still more so by the high
doorways. Large plain surfaces are often relieved
by panels, either of sculpture in low relief, or in-
laid ornament of variously-coloured materiiils.

The external doorways of the principal mosques
derive immense grandeur and dignity from the
bold way in which they are set within a deep re-

cess of great height—frequently nearly the full

height of the building. Fine instances of this
arrangement are the world-renowned doorway of
the Mosque of Sultan Hassan, and those of the
Moaiud and Kaitbai mosques. The door itself is

usually, in the caseof public buildings, richly deco-
rated, generally with plates of bronze, elaborately
wrought in the geometric devices so familiar in
Arabic and Moorish work. The doors of private
houses are much simpler. Those at Cairo are
most frequently set in a pointed or segmental
arch, are plain match-boarded, and then orna-
mented in colour with a painted device or frame.
The doors of private houses in Damascus, how-
ever, differ entirely from those at Cairo. There
the door head is generally segmental, and the
wooden door itielf has an outer ornamentally-
cut frame, under which the planks, placed
straight or diagonally, are nailed to the stronger
back-framing in such a way that the nail heads
form part of a geometrical pattern drawn from
nail to nail.

The window openings iu the upper stories of
the mosques are usually small single openings,
with pointed head.s. Where of large size, they
are often filled with pierced geometric tracery
of stone or cement, or, occasionally, of wood.
The lower windows have sometimes square, some-
times segmental, heads. The ground-floor win-
dows of mosques or sebeels have usually a wooden
frame or architrave, with carved surface orna-
ment, in which is a grille or trellis, more or loss

ornamental, of either bronze, iron, or wood.
Other window openings have pointed heads, with
light shafts in the reveals ; or, again, the same
are double, with a light centre shaft, and with
their arches cusped. Rosette and star-shaped
openings are also used, some of the former splay-
ing outwards from a small circular opening, the
cusps followed out in the splay. First among the
windows of ordinary dwelling-houses comes the
beautiful mushrebeeyeh, before referred to, anl
to which Cairo and the Arab quarters of other
Egyptian towns owe so much of their picturesque
beauty. These are proiecting hays or oriels of

wooden lattice, of every varie'y of f attern, and of
lace-like delicacy. These lattices are most inge-
niously constructed, the parts being first delicately

turned and then fitted together in a geo-
metrical network. Some, again, are altogether
simpler, being formed of flat laths half lapped

bands, or ornamentally. The minarets of Cairo I
iuto each other, and often notched with great

are terminated variously. Many are surmounted ' iugenuity, so as to make the lattice ornamental,
by a terminal in the form of an inverted pear

;
|
The vuishreheci/dis vaiy greatly iu size and form,

others have a sort of domical summit. The I The largest are usually square in plan, and are
Syrian minarets are more frequently square in j

divided into four, five, or six bays in length. The
plan, are less elaborate in form, and have fewer
storys and less sculpture. Some of the square
minarets of Syria strongly remind one of the
early Italian campaniles.
Arabian buildings (thominaretsexcepted) have

rarely much excerior cornice. The Mosque of
Sultan Hassan, at Cairo, has a heavier cornice
than u.sual, of bold, honeiconib pattern. In-
terior cornices are more used. An ornamental
crenellation or parapet, however, is frequently
used. These are often shaped on the reversible
principle— i.e., the ornamental form is such as to

correspond with the reversed form of the interval.

It is in the walls of the larger buildings, that is

to say, in the treatment of the large masses, that
v/e may perhaps find most to learn from Arabian
architects. Most dignified and simple are tbey,
preserving greal, breaiJth without unsightly plain-
ness or heaviness. The Arabian builders have
admirably adjusted their wall surfaces to their
climate. All their surface ornament is so subor-
dinated as not to beak up the masses, which are
nsnally so arranged as to preserve the effect of
height. The Mosque of Sultan Hasmn is a
notable example of this ; but there is hardly one

lower part has enclosed panels, with some orna
mental arrangement of mouldings on the surface
Above these are the trellis or lattice panels, and
at this top are not unfrequently small squares of
coloured glass, set in pierced ornament of plaster.

The whole is crowned by a projecting canopy,
with bratishing of wood prettily shaped. The
miishreheeyeh is oftentimes carried on stons
corbels or wooden trusses, in which case the
soffit is formed into a decorative ceiling. From
these handsomer specimens, the mushreieeijch
dwindles down to its probable prototype, the
little projecting cupboard of lattice-work, octa-

eonal in plan, but just large enough to hold the
family glwoleb, or porous jar, in which the water
cools as the air passes through the surrounding
trellis, ioT miislirebeeyeh si^mfies "the place for

drink." Windows of this description are to be
found in Jerusalem and soutliom Syria, but not
frequently.

Of exterior features, the author reserved to the

last the mention of the column and the arch.

The former is (in the older works, at least),

wherever possible, borrowed, capital and all, from
more ancient buildings, whether Egyptian, Roman,

or Christian, As in the existing RomaD basiliciE,
columns of odd lengths are frequently used, and'
the height, where defective, mode up for by on
impost or abacas, or by lowering the saperimposed
struoture to meet it. One peculiar feature in
connection with the column in Arabic buildings
ig the almost invariable use of a wooden cuihioa
between the capital and that which it carries.
This is Dsnally formed by two layers placed in
opposite directions, each oongistinnof from threo
to five pieces of wood 3in. or 4iu. thick, and the
necessary IcDgtIi. In the case of a contiauuu.n
arcade, wooden tie bars extend from the centreof
the cushion to the next column. Some allege that
this arrangement is a proviBion against earth-
quakes, but whatever its purpose, the practice
seems to have been very general The arch in
the Arabic, as iu every other, style, is a very dis-
tinctive feature. The forms of arch most
favoured are the pointed and the segmental, the
latter nsnally rather flat. The round horseshoe
arch of Moorish architecture is seldom met with
in Egypt or Syria, although the pointed arch has
frequently the slight return at the springing
which is 80 consjsicuous in the true horseshoe.
The simple semi-circular arch is, however, met
with, as in the example of the gateway to the
khan at Cairo, the ornameutal treatment of which
reminds one forcibly of Norman work, than
which it is much later. In examples of the best
periods of Arabian architecture, the treatment of
the stones cf the arohivolt is very distinctive, and
this is especially the civse with the segmental arch.
The stones are, in this latter form of arch,
almost invariably notched together, often with
the m3St ingenious designs, in such a way as to
produce a counterchangeJ ornament on the
face of the archivolt. This is generally made
to appear constructive, although, in fact, it is not
always so, hut is occasionally produced by a thin
layer of veneer on the surface. In larger archee,
such as gateways, and also where a straight lintel

is required, a plain single or double setback or
notch is used, merely as an additional security
in construction. Had the great centre stone of
the lintel at B;ialboo been thus keyed, it could
not have slipped into the critical position which
it now occupies. This construction and its or-

namental treatment is as general in Damascus
and throughout the Arab bnildings of Syria as
in Egypt.

Mr. Grace, after giving some further particulars

of the exterior work of Arab buildings, proceeded
to speak of the decorative treatment adopted in

the interiors. He said that the same use of
alternately coloured courses which is noticed in

the exteriors, is often frequently extended to the
interiors ; and even where they are not built in

coloured material, the imitation ia carried out in

red and white, or black and white colours. This
may be seen not only in the mosques and other
largo buildings of Egypt, but in the courts and
rooms of the private houses both of Cairo and
Damascus. At the latter place there is scarcely

a court of any large house but presents an ex-
ample of this system, more or less consistently
e.trried out, while the great khan of Assad Pascha
in the same city, although a modern and scarcely

an Arab struoture, is a good example of the prin
ciple carried out to its fullest extent. (Diite

I7t2 AD.) After noticing the manner in

which the interiors of cupolas are mo t

generally decorated, and giving at some
length the details of that of the Kubbet el

Fedaweeyeh, Mr. Crace said that all flat ceilings

whether of mosques or other pn')lii; building*,

or private houses, are treated without distinction

in one of two or three ways. The handsomest,
producing tho richest effect, is the beam and
panel arrangement, which seems to have prevailed

largely in mosque, scbeel, or dwelling. Th»
finest examples are to be mot with in tho

Moaiud, MahmouJie and Kaidbai mosqacs, ia

some of the older sebeels, and in the house of the

Skeikh of the Mufti at Ebn et Sadtid. A simpler

kind of ci'iling is that formed by beam and matoli-

boarding. Here the boarding is probably placed

diagonally, and the narrow boards are painted

sncoessively in various colours, with perhaps a

running pattern of conventional flower ornament
or arabesque on each, the beam being elaborately

decorated. Geometrical patterns arc extensively

used in the decoration of buildings of all kinds,

externally and internally. Wherever there is a
frieze in an Arabic building, whether externally or

internally, it isalways in writing. How bcantifuPy
the Arabic char.icter lends itself to ornamental
purposes is well known. I'robably in no other
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style of art h»8 writiuK been so largely used for

tUs ead. The suae tue of writing extends to

eTeiy object in which Arabic ornamental art is

•xpanded ; witness their metal vessels, whichM freqaenlly entirely covered with iu^criptions.

Tbe practice doabtlesi owes its orij;iQ io the pre-

clusion of the representation of animal life, the

instinct of the artist to appeal in some direct

way to the undersiandiuK aud sympathy of the

bahoKler being too natural and too strong to be

altogether repressevl. After referring to other

bniMbM of Arab decorative art, the author came
to apeak of the interior ornameatal woodwork of

the Arabs. Wood as a constructive material was
always scarce in the region influenced by Arabic
arehitectore, and a climate of extreme drj-ness

and tempentures makes the nse of that material

in Urge maana midesirable. Probably, from this

canaa. all Arabic woodwork ia made up of a

namber of small parts—framing and panels

ingenionsly wrought into every variety of recti-

lineal ffrm of dc:»ign. Doors, panels, window
sbntters, cupboards, all aremade after this fashion,

and no two seem to be alike. To this system
of woodwork may be traced that wonderful variety

of geometric design applied to all materials by
the Arabs. (Specimens of this woo<l«oik were
exhibited.) The author concluded his paper
(which was very lully illustrated by coloured

sketches) by saying that almost every example
be hai i|noted was a portion of a ruin, or was
shortly doomed to ruin by those sure destroyers,

neglect, apathy, and se.fishness. Monuments
worthy of world-wide fame are dropping to

pieces,either from ntterdisregardorbydisbonesty,

or by the mildew of a fatalism which never
repairs. Inquiring once of the Imam, or chief

priest of the mosfiue, why, since a devout man
had built so beautiful a structure to the glory of
Qod, no good man was found to keep it in repair,

Mr. Ciacs received this reply :
—" Truly, he was

a good man who built this place for the worship
of God ; bnt it now belongs to God, and, if lie
wills it so, it will surely crumble and fall. It is

as lie wills !"

A short discnssion followed, in which Sir Digby
Wyatt, Mr, Barges, Trofessor K?rr, and Mr.
I'bene Spiers took part, and the thanks of the
meeting having been tendered to the author of
the paper, the Chairman announced that a special

meeting of members only would be held on Mon-
day evening next, and the proceedings terminated.

STREET CLEANSING.
A T a recent meeting of the St. George's,
i\. Hanover-square, Committee of Works,
Mr. Tomkins, surveyor, presented a report on
the cleansing of streets, in which he stated that
Smith's patent horse-sweeper had been in use in
the parish for eight days. The first cost was
£26 15s. ; each set of brushes costs £2 lOs.
The cost of work was estimated as follows :—For
ra achine, including grease, oil, and wear and tear,

Is. 6d. ; one horse and driver, 9s. ; brushes, 2b. ;

two men to clean crossings (2s. 8d. each), 58. 4d.
per day j total, 178. lOd. The work accomplished
is equal to that of forty paupers, the machine
baring cleansed Park-lane in little more than two
boon

J a gang of twenty men requiring 4J hours,
at a cost, including foremen's wages, wear and
tear of brooms, <tc., of £3 3s. 8d. , or about six
timts a* much as the former, and representing a
saving in labour done of £4 58. lOd. per day.
The advantages of the machine are:—The saving
of expense in cleansing. The service would be per-
formed by horse labour, and the road repairs
would proceed without interruption. To these
must be added the very important saving in the
wear and tear of the roads by keeping them in a
more cleanly condition, affording an opportunity
of drying quickly, their durability being thereby
greatly increased. Mr. Tomkins, in concluding
his report, expresses a desire to sec these
machines multiplied, and says lie feels strongly
lliat it is nothing short of extravagance under
the guise of economy, to allow any street of con-
siderable traffic to lie for even one day under the
combined effects of traffic and slop.

I'KOPOSED VVBUC BATUS IN S. LUKe's.—
It having been proposed to construct a number of
dwelling-houses on the site of the celeijrated and
extensive bath known as Peerless I'ool, at the
rear of 8. Luke's Madhouse, the Vestry of that
pariah has now under consideration a proposal for
erectiiig public baths and wash-houses on the site.
Bach woakl be a great acquisition to the people of
this crowded and poTerty-stritken neighbourhood.

4ui[ttitin[ij & ^mapmi
THK THEORY AND I'llACTlCE OF MODEKN IIOUSK

I'AINTING AND DhVORATION KXPLAINKU IN

A SEUIES OK I'llACrlCAL AKTICLES, WITH SOMK

ttKMARKS ON THK PRESE.\T STATE AND TliOS-

pects of decorative art.

By as Experienced Workman.

AT the present time, when so many of our

notables in various parts of the country

are distributing prizes and ventilating their

ideas on art matters, it may not be out of

place if something is said on the subject from
a workman's point of view. Any person wlio

has given much thought to the subject will bo

impressed with the wide-spread ignorance that

prevails as to the knowledge of the simplest

principles which should govern tlie application

of ornament and colour to the eiubellishment

of dwelling-houses. We cannot wonder at

this when we consider how little has been
done to spread amongst us that knowledge.
Uow many thousands of even educated people

are there who are absolutely ignorant of the

merest rudiments, not willingly nor necessarily

so, but simply because they have not been
taught, nor have they, had before them true

and good examples to educate the eye and form
the taste. Is the'e any valid reason why this

ignorance should continue—is there any reason

why this knowledge should not be as wide
spread as our educational means will allow,

until it comes to be acknowledged as a part

and parcel of an ordinary English education ?

We can see no reason why it should not be so
;

we are, as a people, capable of being taught
what is pure and true in decorative art—that
art which contributes so much to our domestic
pleasures and comfort, and which in its

nature tends to elevate and purify, making
home bright and beautiful, as all English
homes should be. My own experience has in

many instances proved that there is ever in

the commonest minds a capability of appreci-
ating the true and tlie beautiful in form and
colour. I have seen, again and again, that the
educated and ignorant have been alike pleased
with works of art which in themselves were
true in taste : with this difference, that the
educated mind could give a reason why, and
the ignorant was pleased without know-
ing why ; and yet the latter could experience
a pure and unusual pleasure from some-
thing it could not comprehend, which fact

goes far to prove that there is an innate love
of the beautiful planted in our hearts by Him
who created nothing in vain, and who in His
great bounty to man has spread around him
everywhere on the face of the earth, in the
depths of the sea, in the starry realms of
space, and throughout all the universe, so many
perfect examples of beautiful form and most
brilliant combinations of colour—so many
wonders of construction and adaptation, that
the mind is bewildered by their number and
perfection. How wide a field is thus placed
at our disposal for study, for example, and
for adaptation to our own use ! Nature is the
truest and best teacher. However ranch we may
improve, whatever progress wie may make,
we must return again to her inexhaustible
storehouse for information, for inspiration,
and for new material to supply our wants.
Theio is no false teaching with her. How
many of the simplest flowers that bloom
are in themselves examples of beauty,
of form, and exquisite purity of colour !

The stalk, the leaf, the flower, the grass,
the tree, the shrub, the climbing plant,
the weed, even the lowly moss that gathers
on the old walls, or clings to the crumbling
tower, and which colours with its beautiful
tints the rockv hill sides, are all so many
lessons of untold value to us if we know how
to use them aright. Art, in its infancy and in

its best and most perfect state, isalike in this

respect—that it relies upon natural forms for

its sustenance. How clearly this is shown in

the earliest examples of decorative art of which
we have any record. Let us take, for example,

the Egyptian : how simple in form, and yet

how pure and perfect in adaptation, con-

ventionalised only so far as to adapt it to the

purpose required, yet retaining suflicient

resemblance to its type to indicate the growing

jilant, the straight stalk, or stem, and perfect

flower from which the crafty Nile d'velier

drew his inspiration. He not only crowned
his shaft or column with leaves and flowers,

but he added to its already beautiful form a

well-considered and judicious selection of

colours—a lesson taught him by the natural

objects surrounding him in such prolific

luxuriance. He thus formed for himself a

style of decoration peculiarly adapted to his

requirements, and admirably suited to the

nature of the climate of the land of his birth,

a style of decoration pure and simple, and yet

so true that .an eminent authority has said of

it that the Egyptian, although the oldest, is,

in all that is requisite to constitute a true

style, the most perfect, and that all other

styles approach perfection only the nearer

they approach the Egyptian. This being true,

what a commentary it affords upon our boasted

progress ! Thousands of years ago a people

lived who were capable of originating and
bringing to perfection a style of decoration so

well suited to their wants and purposes, and
so true in its adaptation and execution, that

we, in this nineteenth century, may still turn

back and study their works, and find it profit-

able to do so. Above all, the lessons they

teach us—the one great fact to which they

point and lead the way—are still available to

us as to the ancient Egyptian. We have still

the same glorious book open to us from which
he drew his instruction ; still may we consult

its widespread pages, ever open to us with-

out restriction and without price, available

alike to the poor and the rich, never failing,

always new. Do we desire a design for a wall

decoration, for a muslin curtain, or for a lace

veil, for works in silver and gold, for works
in brass and iron, or for carving in stone or

marble, Dame Nature will supply us. Do we
want lessons in harmonious colouring, where
can we see such combinations of colour as

we see in nature ? and the best of it is that

she never makes any mistakes in placing

colours in juxtaposition with each other ; in all

she does she blends them harmoniously toge-

ther. I remember with pleasure some thirty

years ago being employed in the neighbour-

hood of a rather extensive heath or common,
which was covered with a luxuriant growth of

the common fern. The time was autumn. I

shall never forget how beautiful was tlie effect

produced by the varying tints of the ferns,

as they were waved about in graceful undu-
lations by the wind ; but my delight increased

tenfold when plucking a leaf—if I may so

term it--and examining the fronds, which, com-
mencing at the extreme point of the leaf

with the brightest yellow, descended through
all the gradations of yellow, yellow and red,

red and green, and so on through all the vary-

ing mixtures of red, green, and blue, culmina-
ting in the richest purple : a beautiful example
of exquisite harmony of colour, a lesson to be
thought of always with pleasure, a delight

never to be forgotten. Uow little we know
of the wondrous beauty spread broadcast over
the face of the earth within reach of the
poorest of God's creatures ! And because it is

BO cheap and so plentiful that wo have but
to stretch forth our hand to pluck its beauty,
we are only too apt to despise and neglect it,

as we do many other great blessings. If those

who have not felt the ]i!easure which may be
derived from studying the treasures contained
in some of our old English country lanes,

could only once realise it, it would open a
new world to them. Days may be plea-
santly and profitably spent in some of them
when the hedge-rows are brilliant with the
beautiful wild rose honeysuckle, when the

hedge-banks are one mass of the richest vege-
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tation, amongst vliich are some of the most
beautiful forms of leaf and flower and creep-

ing plant, many of them weed:*, 'tis true, but
none the less beautiful for all that, a collec-

tion of which is not only a roiiiiniKcenco of

a pure jilcasure enjoyed, but llioy form a
wonderfully rich store for reference and for

for suggestion of design. These considerations

lead us inevitably to one conclusion, viz., that

the study of nature is the only true guide to

the practical knowledge of the true and beauti-

ful in form and colour.

Nature attains her ends, whether of con-
struction or decoration, by the simplest means,
and with the least expenditure of material

;

whereas the tendency of modern ornamental
art is to strain at effects by a pnjfuse use of
combinations of ornament, and an overcrowd-
ing of parts. We arc like a people who have
been long oppressed by a tyrannical govern-
ment, the moment we throw off the yoke of
whitewash and its attendant ugliness, the
reaction is so great that wo rush into the other
extreme, and bedaub every inch of avail-
able space with meritricious ornament, as
if pure art consisted in mere elaboration
of form

; we seem to strive which shall origi-

nate or rather multiply the greatest amount
of ugliness, forgetting the great truth that
the simplest forms are the most beautiful. If
we gather the choicest flowers, and most ex-
quisite plant forms—if we then throw them
in a heap on the ground, what are they ?
Nothing but a heap of sweltering vegetation

;

but if we take them separately, and examine
them, what a world of beauty will be revealed
to us. Each separate plant or flower is an
endless source of study and profit in itself.

So it is with decorative forms ; overcrowding
not only destroys that beauty, but it wearies
the brain, and confuses the eye, and is destruc-
tive of all repose, which is an essential and
indispensable qualification of all successful
works. Some little time ago I had an oppor-
tunity of inspecting a sample of this abortive

^k style of decoration. The house was a middle-
^^L class mansion with the usual complement of
^^reception rooms, with a good hall and stair-

^case. The hall floor was laid with Minton's
^Htiles of good design and quite appropriate,
^^the columns and pilasters and skirting, or

plinth, were done in imitation marble. Above
the skirting a dado was formed, with a tile

pattern stencilled upon it, with a border, of
course, the walls above which had also a
diaper stencilled upon them, the cornice (an
elaborately enriched one) picked out with
gold and colour, the ceiling divided into panels
and covered with ornament, above which was
a dome-light filled with ornamented glass.

On entering the dining-room I was at once
impressed with the quantity of ornament used.
Walls covered with a pattern of raised flock,

painted and picked out with gold and colour,
ceiling decorated, of course, doors and window
lining ornamented with low tone colours,
with gold heads ; drawing-room carried out
with the same profuse use of ornament ; walls
thrown into panels with gold mouldings, and
arabesque pilasters painted in the florid

German style
; woodwork got up in white

varnished enamel, with gold beads and orna-
ment. Still the same style and profusion of
ornament pervaded the other rooms wherever
ornament could be put. There it was ; no re-
pose, no rest for the weary eye and brain ; no
feeling of relief from the general sense of
oppression. There could be no fault found
with the execution of the work as a whole,
but everywhere throughout the whole place
was evidence of an utter absence of good
taste and feeling for true art; in fact, it

might be characterised as ornament run mad.
It was a relief to me to get away from it, with
the consoling thought that I had not to live in
such a house

; and yet this work was can-ied
out by an eminent firm of upholsterers and
decorators.

The honses in Grant -road, Battcrse.-i, will shortly
be re-numbercd.

i.niE-BunMi.N'G.—ir.

IN my former article I discussed some of
the principal forms of kilns used for the

preparation of tunnel lime. In alluding to

my notice of Hoffmann's patent a coiTespondent
of The Building News, Mr. Bapull, points
out some facts in which his experience differs

from my statements. I must congratulate
him upon having apparently escaped some of
the difficulties which I know must invariably
accompany the use of any process which
differs from the ordinary methods of manufac-
ture, and from which it stands to reason thiit

no patent, however good, can bo exempt.
When I spoke of the number of men required,
I had no wish to make out that a dispropor-
tionate nimiber of men were engaged, but
that, as will be seen by the context, the kiln
could onli/ be successfully em))loyed by manij-
facturers in a largo way of business with a
steady demand for lime all the year round.
While on my defence, I may be allowed to
assure "A Contractor" that I have no dread
of the exhaustion of the lias formation, and
that, when speaking of the manufacture of an
artificial lias, I had only in view the possibility

of so far improving the pure or fat limes of
this country as to render them capable of com-
peting with those possessing hydraulic proper-
ties, which I think I am justified in stating to

be the only limes which can really be relied

upon. All our experience so far goes to prove
the utter worthlessness of pure limes, and Sir

C. Pasley's opinion on the subject is so well
expressed that I cannot do better than quote
it :
—

" I consider chalk lime bad under all cir-

cumstances, even in the driest situations, as
it never attains any great degree of adhesive-
ness, even when only exposed to the atmo-
sphere, and its resistance is so insignificant
that it rather drives than sets in air. AH that
can be said in favour of chalk lime mortar
is, that it is better than none, and that walls
built with it will not fall to pieces in process
of time, as General Treussart asserted, without
external violence ;

" and summing up, in con-
clusion, he says :

—" Thus chalk lime mortar,
when wet, is a pnlp or paste, and, when dry,
it is little better than dust."

I should perhaps notice, before passing on
to flare-kilns, the so-called bottle-kilns used
for the manufacture of cement, but I will

reserve my remarks upon cement manufacture
for a separate article. Flare-kilns may for
the purpose of consideration be divided in tlie

same way as tunnel-kilns, and the result of
flare-burning maybe arranged under the same
head as I selected in my previous article.

Flare-kilns are, for the reasons which I have
already pointed out, much less prevalent than
tunnel kilns, but in the neighbourhood of
London—that is, in the chalk districts of
Surrey, Sussex, and Kent, this form of burn-
ing is very fi-equently resorted to in order to

produce a clean, bright-coloured lime. The
simplest form of flare-kiln is a cylindrical or

cup-shaped chamber, which may or may not be
roofed in with a dome or cover. The bottom
of this chamber is formed of fire-bars, and
doors or openings immediately above and below
these bars afford the means for feeding and
stoking the fires. In filling the kiln with
stone, hard, sound lumps are selected and
rudely built together in the form of an arch
over these bars, allowing a space of some
fifteen or twenty inches for the fire, if coal is

the fuel emploj'ed, or two feet and more if the

fuel is turf or brushwood. On the top of this

arch the stone is piled up in such a way that

the larger blocks or lumps occupy the centre

of the kiln, while the smaller ones fill up the

interstices round them. In this manner the

kiln is gradually tilled until the layers of

stone may be ten, fifteen, or, even in large

kilns, twenty feet in thickness. For filling

and emptymg, a door is usually left in the side,
which IS bricked up when the kiln is full, the
last portion of the stone being sometimes filled
in through a hole in the dome or cover.
The firing of a kiln filled in the way I have
jnst described in an operation roquiriii;{ con-
siderable care and skill. If the fires are forced
or " driven " too rapidly, the chalk voussoirs
are liable to fly to pieces, and on this account
the temperature must be very steadily
raised. Again, the loss sustained by the
stone of its water and carbonic acid during
the process of calcination diminishes it mate-
rially in bulk, and sometimes causes the
arches to contract to such an extent that
the voussoirs give way, and the whole con-
tents of the kiln then collapse into the fires
and put an end to the process. In examining
the working of this kind of flare-kiln accord-
ing to my former plan, we find, under the first
head, that the entire quantity of stone contained
therein is continuously exposed to the action
of the fire. If the proportions of the kiln are
80 arranged that the height is exactly such as,
combined with the draught, to enable the flame
to traverse the entire thickness of the stone
and to reach the upper layers at a sufficiently
high temperature to efiect their calcination,
the waste of fuel is comparatively unimportant.
But these conditions are rarely fulfilled in a
kiln of this kind, and a large portion of the
heat is lost on account of insufficient height.
We must not forget, however, that the portion
of the stone nearest the fires must be traversed
by the flames before they reach the upper part
of the kiln, and that therefore, practically, the
lower part of the kiln must bo considerably
more burnt than the upper, and the higher the
kiln the more heat has to be driven through the
lower regions of the stone. Another conside-
ration to which due attention is not commonly
paid is the tendency of the flames to form
chimneys or short cuts through the lime, and
in this way sometimes (especially in windy
weather) to avoid large portions of the kiln
and overburn others. This is occasionally the
result of carelessness in filling the kiln, but it

seems in some cases almost inevitable. Colonel
Scott has proposed, in order to remedy this,

that divisions or bratlishings, if I may so call
them, should be formed in the contents of the
kiln by means of thin partitions of lime dust.
Where the top is uncovered, fresh openings for
the flames may be made by cautiously thrusting
in a crowbar. Under the second head, namely,
the mode of emptying and filling, we get the
usual disadvantages of an intermittent kiln.
The arches require skilled labour, as I must
still call it, but the building up of th^ stone
throughout the remainder of the kiln requires,
perhaps, less attention and care than the fill-

ing of a tunnel kiln. The amount of fuel
varies so much in different districts that it is

difficult to fix upon any proportion by which to
arrive at a conclusion, but we maj' assume it

to be from 20 to 30 per cent, of the weight of
the stone. Under the fourth head, namely, the
wear and tear, I can claim a slight advantage
for flare-kilns over tunnel-kilns. At first sight
it would appear that, owing to the absence of
fuel in the kiln itself, the walls ought to last

much longer in flare-kilns, as the greatest wear
in a tunnel kiln takes place, as I have already
stated, at that part where the fuel first gets
into violent ignition, but it must be remem-
bered that the heat of a tunnel-kiln is in most
cases considerably less than that generated in

a flare-kiln, and this excessive heat almost in-

variably forces out the walls and causes rents

and cracks. In the words of a practical lime-

burner, " You may do what you will, but they
will bust."

In respect of quality, flare lime has, at any
rate in London, the advantage of a much
readier sale than any other, from reasons I

have alread}' explained. The presence of core
can almost invariably be detected by an expe-
rienced burner, and in flare-kilns which make
much slack burnt lime the men know tole-

rably accurately where to look for it. A well-

managed flare-kiln may take a high position in
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r«spect of the quality of the resultant lime.

Lastly, with reference to tlie facilities for

working;, we have to look at the extra charge of

•tteuding to and stoking the tires : the loading

I b«Te noticed and the emptying or drawing is

mach the same a^ in tunnel-kilua, except that

from having the bottom occupied bv bars, the

dranrholes are not to conveniently ()!sposed as

in most tunnel-kilns, but tliere is no particular

ivasun why flan-kilns should err in this re-

spect, excopt that tradition has decided that

the door shi.uld bo some way up the side, and
that the kiln should be emptied through the

door. My notice of the commonest form of

flare-kiind has already consumed nearly all my
s)vace, and I must ]>oiitpone ()art of my account
of other descriptions of kilns for another time.

In order to make flare-kilns into continuous or

draw -kilns, it becomes necessary so to contrive

tl>o tire-places that while they are capable
of acting upon the whole mass of stone,

they may not interfere with it during
the period of its descent. The various
methods of accomplishing this have formed
the subjects of constant patents, none of

which seem up to the present time to have
come in for much share of public favour. It

would be hopeless for me to attempt to de-
scribe more than one or two of tlie plans
which have thus been proposed, but before
going into the question in detail, I may point
out a few general facts. Ever since the days
of the ingenious Count Rumford, there has
always been a tendency to endeavour to con-
Ktruct running flare-kilns, which by reason of

their great height, should make the utmost
use of the flames and heat of the fuei. As I

exi>lained in the earlier part of the present
article, as long as we have sufficiently large
fires and a sufficiently powerful draught, we
may go on increasing the height of the
column of lime to any extent. Now it will

readily be understood that in a nmning kiln,

even if the limit to which the flames
can reach be exceeded, as the lime is

drawn out at the bottom, the upper por-
tions of the stone will gradually come under
the action of the fire, and if the height be
very much more than that to which the
flame can reach the top of the kiln will prac-
tically be a receptable in which the stone may
undergo a thorough warming and drying
befoie it reaches the flame in the hotter part
of the kiln. This is excellent in theory, and
as long as ,the height of the column of raw
stone does not destroy the draught from the
fires into the kiln it would be all very well in

practice but for one unfortunate drawback
which has stood in the way of so many in-

ventors, namely, that in the long descent down
this shaft you are liable to two very serious
inconveniences. The first is that if the stone
in such as to produce a soft lime it becomes
terribly crumbled during its long descent,
and you get from 15 to 20 per cent, of lime-
dust ; and, secondly, that you are more or
less liable to get the contents of the kiln set
fsist, and to find that no amount of persuasion
will induce the stone to come down, and be
drawn out. That both these objections, how-
ever, may be, and have been, successfully
overcome, I am quite well aware

; indeed,
thousands of tons of lime are burnt annually
on the Continent and in America in kilns of
this form. Having thus prepared the way
for my account of running flare-kilns, I will
in my next article endeavour to give the
leading features, and to analyse the working
of a few of the kilns on this principle which
have come under my notice.

Gilbert B. Redobave.

COTTAGE BUILDINGS, WALTON MANOR
OXFORD.

TIIESE cottages are betuf; built on land be-

longing to S. John's College, Oxford, let

on lease for a term of 99 years. Tlio site forms a
portion of the ground which wa.t intended for

the artisans' houitea in connection with the Great
Western Works, at the time of the negotiation for

the establishment of these works in Oxford. The
facework of the cottago-s is built with red and
white nine-inch brickwork, as indicated by the
elevations, and with half timber framing tilled in

wholly with red bricks in cement. The roofs are

covered with Staffordshire brindio tiles, and red

ridge tiles. The side lights of bay-windows and
the shop windows are filled with lead (juarry

work, and all other windows provided with wood
casements opening outwards. The cottages
throughout are constructed with cheap but
sound and durable materials ; they serve as an
illustration of the effect which may be obtained
even in economical buildings by a judicious
arrangement of such materials. Tlie cost of each
building, except that with shop attached, is about
£140, and the rent of each will be from £13 to

£14 per annum. The builder is Mr. J. Walter, of
8. Giles' Terrace, Oxford ; and the architect, Mr.
Clapton C. Rolfe, of Oxford.

PROPOSED NEW ROUTE TO IRELAND.

THE project is once more revived of

making Fishguard, in Wales, a port of

departure for Ireland, and thus eifeot an im-

portant saving in the distance to the principal

districts of the sister isle, also shortening the

sea voyage. When Mr. Brunei first laid out his

plans for the South Wales line, it was his intention

(says a correspondent) to make Fishguard the

Irish Channel terminus ; but circumstances arose

which rendered it desirable to alter his plans, and
Milford was ultimately selected as the most con-

venient port. Since that time many efforts have
been made to carry out Mr. Brunei's original in-

tention, but hitherto the necessary capital has not
been forthcoming. There is a prospect, however,
that before long the project will be again revived

in earnest, with a tair probability of its being
successfully carried out. At a meeting of the

Waterford and Wexford Railway Company, the
surveyors of the new line of railway from Bally-

geary Bay to Wexford were instructed to make
final surveys, with a view of closing the agreement
between them and the company foi- the making of

the line. This course has been taken upon the
sanction of the Public Loan Commissioners to a
loan of £75,000 being granted to the company for

the purpose of constructing a harbour at Bally-
geary. It is intended by the company to run a
line of packets from Ballygeary Harbour to Fish-

guard, and, by means of rail and packet, to estab-

lish a short sea route between London and the

southern and western parts of Ireland. At Fish-

guard it is probable thatapierwill be constructed.

From Fishguard to Clarbeston-road, a station on
the Great Western Railway, the distance is only
seven to eight miles, and as thereare no engineer-

ing difficulties to contend with, a branch line

could be made at a comparatively cheap cost.

ARCII^OLGICAL.

Vauxhall Bridoe.—The rumonr lately
circubUfd to the effect that the Metropolitan Board
of Works WIS alwut to purchase V'uuxball Bridge,
and to free it of toll, is contriuli<;t«<l. An act,
however, was obtaiuol last session, enabling the
City of London and the Metropolitan Board
together, to use the coal and wine dnliei for one
year (a. ter the main-drainage ttnn) to purchase
bridges.

Excavations at S. Maktin's-le Grand.
—The latter end of last week, the workmen cm-
ployed in sinking a trench for the Pneumatic Tube
m S. Martin's-le-Grand, at the corner of the Post
Office nearest to Newgate-street, came upon the

remains of a solid wall, some feet in thickness,

composed of several courses of rough stones and
bricks filled up with rubble. They supposed it to

be the old London Wall, but upon examination it

is thought to be part of the wall of the College of
S. Martin-le-Graud. This ancient monastic
establishment was founded bylngelric, A. D. 1060,
who subsequently became the first Dean. The
building is described by the Atheaceum as a fair

large college of a dean and secular canons or

priests. Their rights were not only confirmed by
William the Conqueror, but their possessions

increased. The succeeding monarchs also favoured
them. The office of dean was filled by men who
were notable ecclesiastics, many being exalted tfi

the bench of bishops. The rights of sanctuary
were also enjoye<l by this precinct as early as

1376, the 50th of Edward the Third. The church,
with all rights and possessions, was given by
Ilonry the Seventh, July 19tb, 1503, to the

Abbey of Westminster. The abbots of the abbey
assumed the office of dean, and nil power passed
to Wcstmiustcr. The college and property were
seized by onlcr of Edwanl the Sixth, in 1542, and
pulled down, several streets being built, viz.,

George-street, Angel-street, Little and Great
Dcan-conrt, Three Crowii-couit, &c., the
inhiibitants having the peeuliar power of voting
for Parliamentary Members for Westminister ; but
the Act of Parliament for building the ])resent

Po.st Oflice, 55 George 3, c. 91, pa.sscd June the

23rd, 1815, abolished this right and removed the
whole of the inhabitants.

COMPETITIONS.
Lambeth Workhouse.—Limited Compe-

tition.—A correspondent says :
—" Some time

since premiums were awarded for complete designs
for infirmary and ground plan of workhouse, for
which refer to your own pages. The guardians
have since decided not to erect the infirmary, but
to build a new workhouse, and to convert the
present workhouse buildings to infirmary uses.

They therefore instituted another competition for

complete designs for a new workhouse, the plans
for which were sent in to the old workhouse at
Lambeth, 2l8t Jan. 1870. The following
architects were invited to compete—Andrew
Wilson, East India Avenue ; II. Jarvis, 29,
Trinity-scjuare, Southwark ; T. E. Knightley,
Cannon-street ; Mr. Lee, Basinghall-street

;

Beeston, Son,andBrereton,Victoria-street; F. Mar-
rable, Whitehall-place ; F. H. Fowler, 32, Fleet-

street ; C. Foulsham, 28, Craven-street ; Stenning
and Lepard, 157, Fenchurch-street ; J. Crawley,
23, Thavies Inn ; R. E. Tyler, Bnckingham-street

;

Searle and Son, 4, Bloomsbury-place ; Luck and
Rushforth, Regent-street ; Mc Murdie, York-road ;

Newman and Hewitt, Mortimer-street ; R. Parris,

Kennington-road ; Arthur and C. Harston, East
India Dock-road. I do not know how many of
them have responded to the invitation."

New Church, Bexlky Heath, Kent.—We
are glad to learn that Mr. Burgess' selection has
been adopted by the Committee of the above.

The work is to be carried out by Mr. Knight, of

Nottingham, who was placed first by the referee,

Mr. T. C. Knightley and Mr. Blackbume, of

Loudon, being second and third respectively.

KIDDERMINSTER SCHOOL OF ART.

THE distribution of prizes to the successful

students of the Kidderminster School of
Art took place in the Music Hall in that
town, on Friday last. The total number ol

students who had attended the school during the
past year was 77, a decrease of 7 on the previous
year. The decrease had been in the numbers
attending the evening class, and principally

among the designers, who had not availed them-
selves of the advantages offered by the evening
class during the last five months, the attendance
falling from 50 in the first quarter to 26 in the
last. In order to estimate the position the Kid-
derminster school held relatively to other art

schools, it should be observed that but five other
schools, out of 120, obtained gold medals at the
national competition. The Kidderminster school
had obtained one gold medal, two bronze medals,
seven third grade prizes, and four second grade
prizes. Five students had received free student-
ships. The master (Mr. Kennedy) had been
awarded a bonus of £20 by the Department, and
attention was drawn to the circumstance that,

out of the drawings of thirty-six students sub-
mitted for competition, the works of thirty-five

were pronounced satisfactory; and payments in

respect to them were made by the Science and
Art Department.

S. Thomas's Hospital.—A recent number of
the Times contained a letter signed " F.R.C.S.,"
complaining of a breach of contract in the time
for opening the new S. Thomas's Hospital. The
contractors undertook that two pavilions, the
resident medical officers' quarters, and the build-
ings for the medical school should be completed
by Michaelmas, 18G9 ; and the remainder of the
buildings by Lady Day, 1870. The writer
complains that from the present state of the build-

ing there seems little pro.spect that it will be
opened before the end of the present year. In the
meantime, the interests of the poor suffer, and
the unfinished aud unroofed buildings are being
injured by weather.
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TIMBER BUILDINGS OF THE MIDDLE AGES—(See page 97.)

CBOWllUKST I'LACE, GARDEN FBONT.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOOIATION.

AT the last ordinary fortnightly meeting, lield

on Friday evening last, Mr. Lacy W.
Ridge, President, occupied the chair ; and the fol-

lowing gentlemen were elected members :—-Messr.".

J. L. Stuart, E. M. Sheldon, D. North, A. H. D.
CoUey, T. E, Uudsman, \V. Scott, and C. M.
Stedman.

Mr. QuiLTEB read a letter from Colonel Scott,
referring to the International Exhibition of 1871.
It appears that the subject had previously
been befoic the Committee of the Association,
and the secretaries had been instructed to for-

ward one or two recommendations and inquiries
to the Commissioners for the Exhibition. The
letter now read informed the Committee of the
Association that it was part of the Commissioners'
scheme of annual exhibitions that an exhibition
of architecture, as well as the other fine aits,

should be held each year. The Commissioners

GBEAT TANQLEY MANOE, SUBBEY.

had not yet considered the (jue.stion of the juries

on architectural matters. [The question is,

whether the juries on architecture shall be formed
of professional men or not.]

The Chairman said the communication just

read from Colonel Scolt was worthy of very

serious consideration by the profession. If there

was to be an annual architectural exhibition at

Kensington, of course the question would arise

" Is there room for another Architectural Exhi-
bition elsewhere ?"

It was announced that the first of the Associa-

tion's visits to works in progress this session,

would lake place to-morrow (Saturday) afternoon,

the building selected being the new Inner Temple
Hall, by permission of Mr. Sydney Smirke, ,the

architect. (Kor further particulars see our

advertisement columns.)

The Rev. R. C. Nelson, of Walpole S.

Peter's, Wisbcacb, then read a paper entitled,

NOTES ON THE CHURCHES OF THE DEANERIES
OF FBBEBRIDGE LYNN AND FREEBKIDOE
MARSHLAND, NORFOLK.

Mr. Nelson said that the district in question

was one which ought certainly to bo " done " by
the student of architecture. The two deaneries

are as diilereut as places so nearly adjacent can
possibly be. The centre point is the town of

Lynn, and the buildings to which attention is

directed in these " Notes " are all within a radius

of twelve miles from that point. The difference

alluded to is this :—the scenery of Freebridge

Lynn is pretty, quiet, thoroughly English, cheer-

ful and bright. The churches, thongh good for

the most part, are chiefly of historical interest.

Freebridge Marshland, on ,the contrary, is flat

and dreary, but the churches, although of no note

in local history or legends, are magnificent struc-

tures, and stamp the country in which they are

situated with a character peculiarly its own. The
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chnrcfaes in the town of Lynn are six in nnmb«r
—S. Margaret's, S. Nicholas's, S. James's, All

Saint's, S. Peter's, and S. John's. Of these, the

first named is the principal ecclesiastical editica

in the toirn. and though it has suffered deplorably

from the ravages of the genns " Goth," it is still

a noble pil'. The plan is that of a large and
stately col! giate church—nave with aisles, two
towers at the west end, central lantern, north and

aonth trauaepts, choir n-ith aisles. The founder
was Bishc^ Herbert, of Xorwich. Adjacent to

the sonlh-west tower was the chamel-honse of S.

John the Erangelist, demolished in 1802 for the

erection of " a meat market, surmounted by a com-
modion.s billiard room ",(!) The south-west tower
i» Xomiftn, the opposite one being Perpendicular.

The spire, 2.'>)<ft. high, fell down in 1741, and
crushed the old nave, which was rebuilt in the
nondescript style of the period. After giving
further particulars of this church, Mr. Nelson
8tate<t that when, some years ago, it wa.s re<|uircd

to widen the street, insteiid o{ pnlling down the
booses on the opposite side, an entire bay of the
CSiapal of the Holy Trinity, in the north aisle,

was removed. S. Nicholas's Church, or rather
chapel-of-ease, is the largest chapcl-of-ease in^the

kingdom. It was founded eirca 1200, and the

Karly English tower remains. With this excep-
tion, the chapel was rebuilt abont 1432, in the
Perpondicnlar style. It remained intact, as far

as walls and windows go, till, withia the past few
years, it was " restore<l." All Saints Chnrch once
stood in the country, but the town has encroached
on the fields and completely surrounded it. The
style is Perpendicular. Of S. James's Chnrch,
there are few remains. It has seen great vicissi-

tudes—first a chnrch (at the Reformation dese-
crated), then a manufactory for poplins, then a
poor-house (the spinning-honse, it was called), then
the Union workhouse for the borough of King's
Lynn. In 1855 the lanteru fell down. The pre-

sent ruins arc occupied by the County Court, a
steam-engine factory, and a Primitive Methodist
chapel. S. Peter's, West Lynn, is a quiet village

chnrch on the opposite side of the river. The
modem church of S. John the Evangelist was
erected from designs by Mr. Salvin in 1846.

After noticing the monastic and military remains
in the town, and also the domestic and municipal
buildings of medlteval times, Mr. Nelson referred
to an unique ecclesiastical building known as the
" Red Mount " (supposed to bo a corruption of
Rood Monnt, from a Urge rood or crucifix
placed above the higher chapel). It is a small
octagonal structure, consisting of two chapels, an
nuder and an upper one—the former being the
older, the npper the more modern and lelaborate.

t is supposed to have bWtt » kind of halfway
honse for pilgrims going to Wnlsingham from
the Midland Counties. Th« design and workman-
ship is the same as that of King's College Chapel,
Cambridge, and most probably was executed by
the same workmen. The old stained glass win-
dows have been wantonly destroyed during the
ast three years.

Passing on to Castle Rising, once a seaport, the
An-lo-Saxon chnrch, the Norman castle, the
Norman parish church, the Hospital of the Holy
Trinity, and the Market Cross were noticed in

saccession. Respecting the three first-named, it

seems that the Norman Baron, William d'Albini,
when he erected his stronghold hero by grant from
William Rufus, not only wanted the site npon
which the Saxon chnrch stood, but found the church
moch too small for the increase of population
cansed b^ the influx of his retainers and depen-
dants. 1 he earthworks were thrown up, the old
Saxon church buried, and the Castle erected, on
the completion of which, or simiJtaneously with
its erection, the present stately Norman parish
chnrch was bnilt, from designs, in all probability,
by the same architect. The Anglo-Saxon
cliurcb, like other buildings of the same date,
waa plain and small. The entire length from
cast to west is 76ft. gin. The walls of the nave
arc 3ft. 2in. in thickDe.ss, and those of the chancel
3ft. 7)10. The chnrch consists of a nave ; a
square compartment (it is difficult to say whether
the lower basement of a central tower or not) ; a
chancel and sacrarinm, terminated by a semi-
circular apse—a very rare feature in Anglo-Saxon
work. After describing the Castle, Mr. Nelson
came to (he Norman chnrch, dedicted to S. Law-
rence, and consisting of nave, central tower,
chancel, south transept, chapel, and vestry. The
chancel is |Tranetitional. The dimensions are :

nave, 62ft. 4in. by 23ft. 9in
;
jtowcr, 18ft. by

18ft 4in. ; chancel, 25ft., by 18ft. lOin.

The churches on the Royal estate of Sandring-

ham were next notioed. They are : S. Peter's,

Wolfcrton, erected about 1486, on the site of an
earlier one destroyed by lire ; S. Mary Magdalene,
Sandringham, recently restored ; S. Felix,

Babingley, consisting of nave, south aisle, porch,

and western tower (the chancel is in rnins, the
walls covered with ivy, and there are remains of

a fine piscina) ; S. Peter and S. Paul, West
Newton, a late Perpendicular structure ; and S.

Marj-'s, Appleton, which is in ruins. It consists

of west tower, nave, porch, aisles, and chancel ;

the tower is circular and very early. A walk of two
miles across the fields fi-om the Prince's estate

brings the tourist to Flitcham, where are the re-

mains of what must once have been a very fine

church. There are a nave, south aisle, south
porch, tower (once a central one) south transept,

and chancel in ruins.

Mr. Nelson next proceeded to take his audienoo
in imagination along the banks of the Nar, a
tributary of the Onse. This small stream is

noticeable from the fact that no less than six

religious houses stood on its banks during its

course of twenty miles. Starting from Lynn, the

first monastic institution encountered was that of

the White Friars
; the next was the Nunnery at

Blaokborongh ; four miles further up are the

remains of another religious foundation at

Pentney—and hero is something worth hunting
out. It is the venerable abbey gateway, in .•> won-
drous state of preservation, and still retaining the

original oak do,>rs, which are of the most massive
kind. Still farther on, at the village of Nar-
borough, are some traces of the Roman occupa-

tion. Continuing to ascend the stream, the village

of West Acre is reached. Here once stood a large

abbey, of which there yet remain considerable

traces. The abbey gateway is neai-ly perfect, and
stands by the side of the chureliyard wall. The
parish chnrch has been dreadfully mutilated since

the Reformation. Higher up the Nar is South
Acre, an interesting fane ; and beyond this are

the majestic rnins of Castle Acre, the largest of

the Acres. The village of Castle Aero reminds
one of a Continental town rather than of an
English agricultural village, partly from the

njilitary and ecclesiastical remains,' and partly

froB* the materials of which most of the houses
arc baift. The Abbey and Castle have been used

as stone qnarries, and corbels, shafts, caps, &c.,

appear in the most incoiif;iuotis situations. The
Castle stands npon ancient British earthworks, and
there is a fine old gateway of flint at one end of

the principal street of the village. The monastic
remains are wonderfully perfect. The parish
church, dedicated to S. James the Apostle, is

large and handsome, affording specimens of Early
English, Decorated, and Perpendicular work. It

consists of nave, chancel, north and south aisles,

north porch, and a lofty and handsome tower at

the west end. The interior is remarkable for the

elegance and loftiness of its proportions. A mile
higher up the Nar is the little church of Newton,
which contains some Anglo-Saxon work in the
npper story of the tower.

Turning to the Deanery of Frcebridge Marsh-
land, Mr. Nelson said it Was almost impossible to

over-rate the grandeur or the beauty of its

churches, or sntflciently to admire the spirit in

which wealth was lavished npon them in order to

make them very patterns and models of parochial

churches. Starling from Wisbeach to walk to

Lynn, the churches which are passed ou that

journey of fourteen miles are Walsoken, West
Walton, Walpole S. Peter's, Walpo! j S. Andrew's,
Terri«gto» ». Clemeat's, and Tilney "All Saints.

Of these, 'Walsoken, dedicated to All Saints, is an
imposing pile, consisting of an Early English
western tower and stone spire, a nave and chancel,

each with aisles of the purest and most perfect

Norman work, and a south porch of Perpendicular
work. Two miles further on is the fine church of

West Walton , the pvcvailiug style of which is

Early English, with some ex()ui8ite detail. The
chnrch cousists of navo with aisles, a shallow
South porch of exquisite design, a chancel and
north aisles, and a stately detached tower about
60 yards from the main building, which serves
the purpose of a lych-gate. The church of Wal-
pole 8. Peter's is porhnps the most magnificent
of all the Marshland churches. In plan, it com-
prises a western tower in the Decorated style,

nave with aisles, chancel, and north and south
porches. There is also a most peculiar feature,

viz., a roadway under the east end, which gives

the altar a magnificent elevation. The roof of

this cnrions roadway or passage is elaborately

groined. The whole ivork, with the exception of

the tower, ia Perpendicular, the nave md aisles

being of an earlier type than the chancel. The
nave is extremely loug. The church of Walpole
S. Andrew! ia a very fine one of Late Perpen-
dicular work, but it is dwarfed by its nearness to

S. Peter's. The chnrch of Terrington S. Clement's
is of large dimensions, and although it lacks the
high finish and beautiful detail of Walton and
Walpole S. Peter's, it has a stateliness whioli is very
striking. It is of Late Perpendicular workman-
ship, but seems to have.been hurriedly and imper-
fectly finished, in^consequenccof the Reformation.
It remains, as it was left by the mediaeval work-
men, a magnificent shell, a mighty, bnt incomplete
idea. It comprises nave with aisles, south porch,
choir, north and south transepts, an unfinished
central lantern, side chapel, and a fine detached
tower. At a distance ot two and a half miles
from Terrington stands the beautiful and interest-

ing church of Tilney All Saints, which has been
carefully restored. 'The tower and spire are Early
English at the base, and Decorated in the upper
stage. The nave is very stately, and has five

Norman and two Early English arches on each
side, opening into side chapels. A curious fea-

ture of the chnrch is, that the roofs of navo and
chancel are both on one level. A walk of about
one mile will bring the pedestrian to the Clonch-
warton Station, and in a few minutes he will be
back again at Lynn. Mr. Nelson concluded an
unusually long and interesting paper (of which
the foregoing is the merest abstract, as he en-
tered into the principal details of most ot the
churches named, externally and internally, includ-
ing screens, sodilia, fonts, &c.) by suggesting the
eligibility of the district as the locale of a
sketching tour during the annual vacation.

Some discussion ensued, and a vote of thanks to

the rev, lecturer concluded the proceedings.

TIMBER TRADE OF 1869.

THE business during the past year has been
uneventful and remarkable for its freedom

from excitement, and on the whole may be con-

sidered as having been satisfactory to most of

those engaged [therein. The aggregate import

has been less than for many years past, and the

wood trade of Liverpool, instead of progressing,

has actually decreased the past few years, and the

consmnption has been less than in the preceding

six years'; The chief cause of this we consider to

be the disproportionate rates of carriages ruling

from here to (he manufacturing districts as com-
pared with other ports, which the railway com-
panies appear to foster and favour more than this,

enabling our competitors ou the cast coast to

supply many of the larger mantifacturing towns,

which, on acconot of their situation, would cer-

tainly otherwisederivetheir supplies from this mar-
ket. This, combined with the substitution of iron

for wood, where practicable, has curtailed our trade.

Heretofore, the chief article of wood to this port

has been pine timber, bnt the supply of this is

rapidly fulling off through the increased prices in

Canada, consequent upon the great demand for

t!he States ; and our consumers have latterly

directed their attention more to pitch pine, Baltic

timber, and sawn lumber, which can be obtained

at much cheaper rates. In fact, our trade ap-

pears to be partly changing, for whilst in 18.i9

the import of colonial woods was 6,889,000 cubic

feet of logs, and 9,753,000 feet of deals, &o., this

last year it has been only 4,974,000 of logs

against 12,125,000 feet of deals, evidently show-
ing that the feeling of the country is in favour of

lihe foreign-nMHinfactored article. Within a few
years the price of pine in Quebec has been nearly

doubled, and from present prospects there is not

much chance of any reduction, so that we cannot

hope for any extension of this trade, although

with light stocks on hand, and an improved feeling

with the manufacturers, we may naturally hope
for a satisfactory though limited business during

the forthcoming year.

—

Farnmorth and Jardine's

Circular.

Ancient Indian Monuments.—Above the

ruins of the ancient city of Delhi rise two of the

rare monuments the Hindoos lay claim to. One
is the celebrated " Iron Pillar "—with its Sanscrit

inscription—attributed to the fourth century, cast

in one solid piece of metal, and upwards of 60 feet

in height, although two-thirds of it are buried in

the ground. Still older than this one is the great

stone column, popularly known as the Lat, or the

Staff of Feroz Shah, said to be an edict column of

Asoca, one of the number of monoliths that

monarch erected in the third century.
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ANCIENT TUMULUS IN BKITTANY.

ON Monday last Mr. Eugene A. Conwell road
a paper before tlio Royal Irish Aoiulomy

" On ft Tumulus anil lllianiber in the Island of

Gavr Inis, Murbihan, lirittany," and described

the c( nditions of the purchase of the i^iland in

1832, in regard to the treasure supposed to be
concealed in this tumulus, and the subseijuout

cleariug out of the interior chamber and gallery,

measuring oOft. 8in. iu length. The large blocks
conipo.sin;^ the walls and roof were not of the
native rock of the island, but (excepting three,

which were cpiartz) were grauite, and must hare
been procured from the adjoining continent.
Supposing this monument to have been
erectv;d by an essentially primitive people and
at a period subsequent to the time when the
present Island of Uavr Inis was n portion of the
adjoining continent, what a miracle of me-
chanical power must have been exerted to drag
these immeuse blocks to the shore, to place them
on solid rafts, and, after disembarking them, to
hnul th mi to the opposite end of the island, where
the tumulus is erecterl adjoining a cliff! The
paper was illustrated by three lirge sheets giving
minute details of the general plau and section of
thj tumulus, with ground plan, elevation, and
m asuremcnts of the stones composing the inte-

rior chamber, planned and drawn in 18()8 by
Sir Henry Dryden, Bart, (the present head of that
h'lnsB which two centuries ago gave to the world
of letters the poet John Dryden), and Rev. \V. C.
Lukis, together with twenty-onesheets of drawings
of the sculptures on the stones, e.'teculod by Sir
Henry Dryden. No c ipstone, and only one pave-
ment stone was found sculptured. Twenty-two of
the bpright stones were profusely covered with
sculptures, of the intended significance of which,
whether idiographic, symbolic, or intended
merely for ornamentation, the author could offer
no explanation. He siid that a iitile stone
turned up near Rosetta, on the western mouth of
the Nile, by a French officer of engineers, in the
month of August, 1799, had, from its fruitful con-
tents, led to the deciphering and reading of what
had become mystic characters on the Pyramids of
Egypt ; and if we doubtsd the possibility of
such another lucky accident leading to the
interpretations of the characters before us, may
we not at least hope that by collecting them, and
closely analysing and comparing the analogies
of the characters, s6me future antiquary will do
for archojology what Whitley Stokes has done for
language, and unravel to future generations the
mystery which is at present impenetrable to us

—

viz., the oxact import of every line, and curve,
and figure on these monuments of past times ?
Mr. Conwell also exhibited two series of drawing,
from the cairns on SliabhnaCaillighe—one to
show the kindred character of the ancient
sculptures of Ireland and Brittany, and the other
the sculptures on twenty-eight inscribed stones in
a single cairn on Sliabh-na-Caillighe, exhibiting
an elaborate diffuseness and a variety of cha-
racters unequaUed in any single cairn hitherto
opened and described in any part of the world.

NOTES ON SOME OK THE TIMBKB BUILD-
INGS IN ENGLAND DURING THE
MIDDLE AQES.»

THE SOUTHERN THAMES EMBANK-
MENT.

rpHOUGH that part of the Thames Embank-X ment north of the Thames is as yet of com-
paratively little use, a portion of the southern sec-
tion of the work is being utilised with a vengeance.
At the last meeting of the Lambeth Vestry, Mr.
ilart drew attention to the fact that a portion of
the Embankment was asetl as a coal wharf ! Mr
Turner said that the Act of Parliament, under
which the Metropolitan Board constracted the
works, did not empower them to build any portion
of a wall for a coal yard. The public money .so spent
was thrown away. Mr. Fowler quite agreed with
Mr. Turner that the ajipropriation of a part of the
Embankment for Kuch a purpose was a shameful
thing

;
but he explained that that portion of the

Embankment formerly belonged to the London
Gas Company

; and unless an arrangement for
giving the company the use of the Embankment
at that part had been made, an enormous price
would have had to be paid for the land. We
shiuld like to hear more of this matter. Why
could not the gas company have had an approach
to.- Its coal barges underneath the roadwav of theE nbankment, in the same manner as at Messrs.
D.ulton's potteries, where barges laden with clay
pa '3 some distance inland ?

( Continuidfrom p. M .)

JT was a very usual arrangement to conslruct a
gallery over the screen, to accommodate the

musiciaus who played during dinner and on fo.s-

tivals, and it served as a passage to some of the
upper rooms. The hall at Crowhurst Place, how
ever, it would seem never had one, and in some
cases tho gallery was not quite open to the hall;
At Chiddmgley Place, in Sussex, tho gallery
front was euolosed with a range of folding
shutters, which opened to obtain a view into the
hall.

Very often there were small lattice windows
and other openings in the walls between the hall
and some of the upper rooms, fI'om which a spec-
tator could watch tho proceedings in the hall
without being himself observed ; and for this
purpose we find at the manor-house of Great
Chalfield, in Wiltshire, stoue masks of a king and
a bishop inserted in the walls, through the ejcs
and mouths of which, tho same being pierceil, a
full view of the interior of the hall can bo ob-
tained.

Archbishop Parker, on the occasion of enter-
taining Queen Elizabeth at a banquet at Lam-
beth, writes ,

—

"If her Highness will give me leave, I will
kepe my bigger hall, that day, for the nobles, and
the rest of her traine ; and if it pleases her
Majesty she may come in through my gallery,
and see the disposition of the hall, at a window
opening thereinto."

Internally the hall was the largest and most
important room ia the house, aud generally ex-
tended in height from the ground-floor or pave-
ment up to the roof, the timber eonstructiou of
which was seen from the interior. It was the
most useful and the chief living apartment in the
building. It was occupied by the owner, his
guests, his retainers, and domestics in common

;

the servants occupying that part of the room
which was below the dais. Hero the host dis-
pensed his hospitality, alike to his invited guest
and to the wayfarer, who at the period now under
notice had so often to ask for aid.

Although the hall was very often provided with
a regular open fireplace in the side wall, as at
Crosby Hall, London, and as at tho hall of the
college at Cobham, in Kent, yet the most
common mode of warming was by kindling a fire
on a hearth of tiles or bricks, in the middle of
the room, and the smoke, after well filling the
apartment, c-capod through a hole in the roof,
over which there was an erection to keep out the
rain, with open sides, which in course of time
was called the louvre, from the old French word
" Vourcrt."
The central hearth, together with a very carious

dog, or andiron, round which the fnel was piled,
is still to be seen in tho hall of Penshurst Place'
in Kent ; aud it is only a tew years since that the
dmmg-hallof the King's Scholars at Westminster
was warmed in a similar manner, and where the
original louvre on the roof is now in existence.
The hall of Richmond Palace was warmed in

the same way, as we find by tho description of it
made by the Commissioners of Parliament, A d'
1649 :—" This room hath a screen in tho 'lower
end thereof

;
over which is a little gallery, and

a fayr foot-pace in the higher end thereof
'; the

pavement is square tile, and it is very well lighted
and seeled, and adorned with eleven statues in
the sides thereof ; in tho midst a bnek hearth for
a charcoal fire, having a large lanthorn in the
roof of the hall fitted for that purpose, turreted
and covered with lead."—Vetnsta Monumenta,
vol. ii.

Of louvrog,propcrly so called,not many examples
are now to be found, and most of those which are
left have h.id tho open sidf'S glazed, as at Oriel
and Wadham Colleges, at Oxford. There is one
in its original condition, however, at Lincoln Col-
lege, and another of the time of Henry VIII
formerly entirely of lead, is still left on the roof
of the hall of Barnard's Inn, Loudon.—(See p. 98.)

In later times the situation of tho old louvre
was occupied by a lantern, which lighted the
upper part of the roof, as we find on Westminster
Hall, and at the Middle Temple, and on the halls
of Staple Inn and Gray's Inn, and at Lambeth
Palace.

One of the most conspicuous features, even to

•Read before the Architectural Association, January
14, 1H70.

'

a casual observer, of a timber-built house is cer-
tainly the projecting of tho npper floors over the
eidos of the stories below. Writers on this sub-
ject have not sufficiently explained why snch a
construction wag adopted.
A clever writer on tho subject, nays,—" Whilst

towns were ciroumscriljed by fortified walls, their
principal streets were much crowded with inbabl-
tanls, so that every contrivance was used to gain
room for dwellings. This was one reason why
fabrics framed of wood and plaster were so com-
mon

; as the thinness of their sides, and the
gradual projection of tho nppor floors beyond Iho
limits of the ground plan, raado snch bouses more
capacious than they could hare been if built with
walls of masonry."
But it is quite obvious that this is not tho true

reason, for tho same system was adopted in tho
country, where land was of but small value. It
is far more likely that the projections were in-
tended to protect the lowar timberings from the
weather as much as possible, and consoqaently
from decay.

The sides of the timber buildings of the Middle
Ages are constructed in tho following manner :—
Stout wooden sills are laid horizontally a foot or
two above tho ground-line, on underpinnings of
stone or brickwork, and very large upright story-
posts are placed upon tho sills at the angles, and
at intervals of from seven to ten feet apart ; some
of those at Crowhurst Place measure as much as
14in. by Sin. in their sections, and where seen in
the interior of the house aro richly moulded

:

these posts support horizontal heads of timber,
into which, as well as into tho sills, the uprights
are framed, tenoned, and secured with wooden
pins. The intervening spaces are again divided
by smaller timbers, sometimes by upright quarters
about six inches wide and seven inches apart, as
in the upper stories of Crowhurst Place ; in other
oases, as at Great Tangley, in Surrey, and at Boar
Place and Hevor Castle, in Kent, these minor
timbers are placed vertically and horizontally,
forming squares, round tho intersections of which
are timber quadrants forming circles ; but this
latter system of filling belongs rather to the latter
half of tho sixteenth century. The spaces be-
tween the timbers are latticed up with wattle-
work, formed either of sticks or laths, and
plastered over with clay or loam, well mixed,
and held together with chopped straw ; some-
times, however, the upright punchions or
quarters have ploughed grooves in the edges,
and a board, by way of a panel, introduced
between each pair. This construction is by no
nii'ans a common one, but it is adopted in some
of the upper apartments of Crowhurst-place,
particularly iu the large room over the parlour at
the lower end of the hall ; and it also occurs in a
very curious old house—probably that of the
parish priest—situated in the churchyard at
Penshurst, in Kpnt.

In the Midland and in some of the Northern
counties, particularly in Cheshire and in Lan-
cashire, panels of architectural figures, such as
the quatrefoil, cinquefoil, and lozenge, are
formed by the timbers ; but this fashion does not
appear to have at any time prevailed to any
great extent in the south of England. There is,

however, an example of quatrefoils in lozenges
and in squares in a house standing in the church-
yard at Rotherfield, in Sussex ; and at Eden-
bridge, in Kent, is a building where some of the
timbers take a fantastic form. The timber-built
houses of Surrey, Kent, and Sussex, are generally
not so rich in architectural ornament in the dctjiils

as those in other counties, particularly War-
wickshire, Essex, SufTolk, and Norfolk.

Where the spaces between the upright quarters
are wattled up and plastered ov. r with loam, the
filling is not always made flush with Iho
timbering, but the plastering is sometimes kept
back about lin. from the fronts of the wooden
quarters, the edges of wlijjli in such coses are

worked with a hollow moulding. This is the

case at an old house in the village of Ightham, in

Kent.

The plan adopted for forming the ovir.^ailing

of the upper stories is worth notice. AVhen this

was requirid to be done to the front of the
building, or on one side only, there was no great
difTieulty in the matter. So long as the joists were
miido strong enough to support the weigiit of tho
structure above without b.nding down, no great
harm could happen ; but it was very often requisite

to carry the projections round the angles of the
hcmse, and indeed on all sides, and then a some-
what ingenious scheme was contrived. Thoprjnci-
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j>i ..v^tfl of the framed sides support large

j;
tlv^ors ; those oftou cro69 each other

»L ti^ui i.M^'.es, and hang down, and are seen in-

tem^ly in the ceilinj;s of the rooms ; from the

posti at tho aaj^les are laid, in a diagonal direction,

other timbers to the cros^girders, into which tbey

'o.Bmj^-

xorritB AT babkard's inn.

arc firmlymortiscdand tenoned and pinned. These

arc technically culled dragon-beams ; and by this

mrans a gi»od and sufficient hearing is obtained

for the common jo s s of the floor, which arj

laid at right angles with each other, and project

than at the lower cuds, to give a broader and

firmer bearing of the girders which they can*)',

aud are cut into brackets both externally and inter-

nally. These, in most cases, are got out of the

same solid piece of timber as the post itself,

which is generally the best part of the trunk of

an oak tree turned the lower end uppermost, for

the purpose of obtaining a suflicient width for

the brackets ; these assist greatly to support the

snperincnmbent weight. The example here

given i« from Saffron Waldon, in Essex.

' {To be conthiued.J

COMPENSATION CASES IN NOTTINGHAM.
Thb Midland Railway Company, in the course of the recent

improvement and extension of their stution itnd works at

Nottingham, had oecnaion, under the comiiulaory powers which
they possess, to purchiisc from the Corporation of Nottingham,
iu whom the property wua vested, a certain brunch canal called

tlie West Croft Canal, which they tilled up, and appropriated

the site to the uses of the railway. This ncquisitiuu of pro-
perty necessary for the purposes of the railway was happily
effected by mutual agreement to the satisfaction of all p;raes,
and the tilling up of the branch canal, wliieh was hut little

used, and had, iu fact, become, on sanitary grounds, a crviui;

uuisance to the neighbourhood generally, was admittedly a
great public improvement.
_ There arose, however, the usual cluster of claims for com-
pensation for injuriously affecting from owners of property on
the banks who had the rigtit of user of the canal, sucli as it

was. The smaller of these claims became settled by agree-
ment, hut certain others of larger amount have recently been
the subject of arbitration under the 63tb section of the Lands'
Clauses Act, with the results which follow;

—

1st. Mr. Samuel Morley entered a claim for £1131, which
was heard at the Nottingbam Assizes, and was supported by
the following profesiinnal witncesea—Messrs. T. C. Hine, R.
Evans, i". Jackson, and J. C. Gilbert; while the Railway Com-
pany were represented by Mobbfb. M. 0. Tarbot'^n, T. liuskin-

8on, J.S. Norris, and F. Bakewell, whose estimates ranged
from £75 to £127. The verdict of the special jury was for

£3(10.

Sod. Mr. James E. Hall claimed £2500, and was supported
by Messrs. F. Jackson, R. Evana, T. C. Hine, and H. Goddard.
The Railway Company's witnesses were Messrs.T. Huskinson,
M- O. Tarhotton, J. S. Norris, and F. Bakewell, and after a
consultation at the healing it was agreed that the award
should be for £1.300, plus a strip of land lying in the rear of

the premises, formerly the bed of the canal. The arbitrator

for llie claimant was Mr. Jereniiali Matthews, and for the
Company Mr. C. E. Cawiey; the umpire, Mr. Ryde, of West-
minster.

3rd. Messrs. Shepperlcy aud WJiitehead entered a claim for

£4000, which Messrs. K. Evans, F. Jackson, and H. Goddard
supported; and which was met on the part of the Railway
Company by Messrs. J. S. Norris, F. Bakewell, M. O. Tar-
hotton, and T. Huskinson, whose estimates varied from £dOO
to £66*; the umpire, Mr. Hunt, of London, awarding
£1160, Mr. Matthews and Mr. Cawiey were again the
arbitrators.

4th. Mr.Henry Hind'sclaim.thelast settled, wasfor £3000,
and was supported by Messrs. F. Williamson and R. Evans,
surveyors, and Mr. R. Hubbart, accountant. The Rjiilway

Cumpany's valuers were Messrs. M.O. Tarhotton, J. S. Norris,

T- Huskinson, and F. BakeweJl, who gave estimates of tlie

damage sustained varying from £132 to £520. The arbitrators

were, for the claimant and the Railway Company respectively,

Mr. Henry Goddard and Mr. C. E. Cawiey, and the umpire,
Mr. Pownall. The last-named gentleman has just publiahed
his award, which is for £7&0 in lull of all claims.

AT SATFBOir WALDON.

oTcr the front and Bides of the building from two
feet to four fe«t, and aome' imes more.
The nirigbt posts in the sides and at the angles

of the baildio^ ore generally larger at the lops

THE INSnrUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At the meeting of this Society on Tuesday, the Ist inst.,

Mr. Charles H. Vignoles, F.R.S., President, in the Chair,

twenty candidates were balloted for and declared to be duly

elected, including six members, viz. : Mr. George Allan,

I.cadenhall-street ; Mr. Alfred W. Craven, New York; Mr.
George Clementson Grecnwell, Engineer of the Poynton and
Worth Collieries, Ch^'^hi^e ; Mr. James Hendry, West-
minstjer; Mr. Samuel Guyon I'urchas, Engineer to the Local
Board of Health, Worcester; and Mr. John Bell Simpson,
Blaydon-on-Tyne. Fourteen gentlemen were elected Asso-

ciates, viz.: Captains W. 11. B.^ckett, B.I., P.W.D., Govern-
ment of India; Mr. Henry Hakewill, Contractors' Engineer,
Danish Railways; Mr. James Inncs Hopkins, Cannon-street,

E.C. ; Mr. Thomas Horn, Westminster ; 5Ir. Wm. Chas. Lu.ird,

LandaflF House. Glamorganshire ; Mr. Reginald Empsonftliddle-

ton. Assistant Engineer, Solway Jnnctian Railway, Annan ; Mr.
Frank Morris, Resident Engineer of the Brentford Gj's

Works; Mr. Gabriel James Morrison, Westminster; Mr.
Phillip Algernon Herbert Noyes, Stud. lust. C.E., Roaher-
ville Ironworks, Nortiifleet ; Mr. Arthur Cadlick Pain, West-
minster; Mr. John Thorpe Potts, Cumberwcll Grove; M.
Eiriile Theodore Quinette dc Rochcmont, *' Ingcnieur des

Fonts et Chausc6s." Havre; Mr. Walker Stead, Southport,

and Mr. Edward Wilson, Westminster.

A report was brought up from the Council stating that,

under ttie provision of Sect. IV. of the Bye Laws, thefollowiog

candidates had recently been admitted i^tudents of the Inst'-

lution, VIZ. : Tliomas Bnrges* Fry, William Greenwood,
George Gaiton Melhuish Hardingham, Joseph Heinig, Sidney

Preston, Thomas Edward West, and Alexander Patrick

Wright.

Railway Extension in "Wales.—The
necessary surveys have been made on behalf of

the promoters of the Carmarthen and Canligan
extension line from Llandyssul to Newcastle
EmljTi. The distance is seven miles and seven

furlongs, and the entire cost of an ordinfir}'

narrow gauge single line is estimated at (exclusive

of Parliamentary expenses) :* 27,341, for which
snm a contractor has agreed to carry out the

work.

iiiitdinij Jntitlli3etti[t

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Bow.—The United Presbyterian congregation

at Bow ftre commencing the erection of a per-

manent chnrch on a site in the Bow-road, at tho

comer of tlie Momiugton-road. The church is

designed after the Early French Gothic style, the

successful architect being Mr. Alexander Peebles,

M.K.I. B.A. The church, which will seat 873
persons, will be faced with yellow bricks, relieved

with coloured stone bands, and the dressings will

be of Bath stone. The principal entrance will be

from the front, and the comer is flanked by a
handsome tower aud spire. Underneath the church
will be a lecture-hall, with accommodation for 500
persons.

Oldham.—A new Friends' Meeting House has
been erected opposite the Independent Chapel
in Union-street, Oldhiini. Th;: new structure is

a commodious and suitably designed building,

having a neat and rather ornamental appearance,

with a good vestibule leading directly to a very

light and handsome though plain committee-room

at one end of same, arranged for being used

separately or for being thrown open as a gallery

on special occasions. On cither side of the

vestibule are placed cloak-rooms and other

conveniences, those on the left being solely for the

use of female members and atteudera. In. this

matter of careful provision for the personal

comfort of the attend ers at their places of worship,

the Society of Friends offer an example which

other religions bodies would do well to follow.

The contractor was Mr. Emanuel Whittaker, of

Oldham, and Mr. Peter H. Alley, of Manchester,

the architect.

Bemiondsey.—A new Congregational chapel

ia in course of erection by Mr. Wells, builder, at

Noel-road, Bermondsey. The building is of

brick, with little attempt at ornamentation.

There are three entrance-doors in the front ele-

vation, the centre one leading to the body of the

chapel, and those on either side to the galleries.

The galleries will be supported on iron columns

set in pairs, which are now being placed in

pdsition. In the new building 1000 seats will

bo provided for adults, and school accommoda-

tion will be given for above 700 children. Tho
cost of the building, according to estimate, will

be £4180. The site cost £800.

BATTER8EA CHAPEL.—A meeting connected

with the movement for a new place of worship

was held on Wednesday week. In the course of

the evening Mr. E. C. Robins, the architect, ex-

hibited plans of the new chapel, which gave

general satisfaction. Tho style chosen is the

Romanesque ; the site to be occupied is that of

the old chapel, which was first erected 173G. It

was enlarged at the settlement of the Rev.

Joseph Hughes, M.A., 1797, and has undergone

as many enlargements as it is capable of during

the pastorate of the Rev. J. M. Louie. The esti-

mated cost of the new chapel is £3500, more than

£2000 of which has yet to be raised. It is to

seat nearly 1000 persons.

BUILDINGS.

Bradford.—On the 27th ult. the foundation-

stone of a new mechanics' institute for the town

of Bradford was laid by Lord Houghton. Tho new
building will cover an area of 1000 square yards.

It will contain a lecture hall, in which space mil

be provided for 1000 persons ; a library and
reading-room of ample dimensions ; and well-

arranged suites of class-rooms. The Italian stylo

of architecture has been selected by the archi-

t.ect8, Messrs. Andrews, Son, and Pepper, of

Bradford.

Lambeth.—The business of the new Lambeth
Police-court was opened on Monday in the new
building just completed on the north side of

Renfrew-road, Kennington-lane, nearly opposite

the entrance to the old court, which was first

used in December, 1845. The new edifice and
the various fittings, &c., have cost between

£9000 and £10,000 The building ia of hand-

some elevation, in the Gothic style; tho material

externally is of red brick relieved with black and

Portland stone dressings. The entire details

have been carried out by Messrs. Hill, Keddell,

and Waldram, builders.

Mr. V. Cole has been elected an associa'c of the

Royal Academy o£ Arts.
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselvcM responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. The Kditor rcHpeclfuUy re-
quests that all communlcntions should be drawn up
as briefly an possible, fts there are many clalmant»
upon the apace allotted to correspoudeneo.]

P. O. O'a. to be made payable to J. Passmore Edwards,
at the Strand Office. All cbcqucu to bo crossed ou
the Union Bank.

Reckived.—W. II.B.—J.V.—J. B. M.-W. and J. II.—
W. U. R.-T. S.-F. S. S.-J. C. n.-R. U. K. and Co.-G
and X.—T. K. and Co.—T. H. P.—F.. V. A.— 11. I.-A. and IV

-J. H—W. H.T.—A. and Co.—T. R. H—T. M.—W. 11.-
M . n. and Co.—A. aid W. H. L.-G. P. H.
Wu- SnoEKocK.s.—Inquire through an architectural book-

ae'ler.

Tnos. R. lIoopEH.—Your drawing: came to hand; and
though well sketched, is not of suflicicnt importance lo be
included in the Sketcli Hook aeries.

C. S. Bkck.—Willi sketch of Parsonage, Great Snoring,
Norfolk.
W. J. Cham BEES.—With drawing of parsonage, and details.

Not suitable.

Booth (Ulingwoi-Ui).—You will find an index to Vol.
xvi. in the second number in July, 1869,

Ci;0ntj3j)antlcm[c.

PLYMOUTH GUILDHALL COMPETITION.
—WHAT IS A REFEREE ?

(To the Editor of The Building News.)

Sib,—In answer to Mr. W. H. Lynn's query on
this point, I wi.sh to state my undi.sguisod opinion,
and at a future date, by your permission, to sub-
stantiate the same by facts.

The " instructions " given to Mr. AVatcrbousc
authorised him " to examine and report on the
various plans and the probable cost at which Mch
could be erected ; and that the selection of the
dasigns to which premiums (s(c) shall be awarded
be postponed until the Council are in possession
of .such report."

That Mr. Watcrhouse exceeded his duty, or re-
ceived private and ulterior in.structions, is proved
by the nature of his report ; and I am prepared
to prove, from the inaccunicies therein stated
(especially as to measurements), from private
infoi-mation, and personal correspondence with
Mr. Watcrhouse, that he has not acted impar-
tially ; but, reversed ly, has allowed certain in-
fluences to bias his better judgment.

Subsequent proceedings on the part of the
Town Council, and the amendment of the designs
accepted, sufficiently illustrate the ill-treatment of
the ;^authors of designs submitted under the
mottoes " Nina " and " Ich Dien," and as
strongly testify that the design under motto
"Fiat Justitia Ruat Coclum " does not in any
point meet the requirements of " the Metropolis
of the West."—Yours truly,

W. H. Rbid, Architect.
22, Conrtenay-street, Plymouth,

Feb. 1, 1870.

THE VILLA IN ST. JAMES'S PARK.
Sir,—I sec in your article cntitlc<l "A New

Face in an Old Waco " that you say, " As the
tenor of our comments canoot upon the whole bo
complimentary, wo forbear to particnlarise the
authorship further than by saying that we are in-
fonned that the owner and his architect are from
the provinces."

I am very much obliged to you it)T your con-
sideration of my feelings ; but there is not the
slightest necessity for your forbearance ; the
building occupies a prominent public posi-
tion, more especifdly as it is a little private villa
placed under the very shadow, as it were, of Mr.
Gilbert Scott's monster public offices, and both it

and its authorship are therefore quite open to
public criticism. I am the owner of the villa, and
I selected the design of Mr. Charles E. Davis,
City Architect of Bath, from a competition between
him and a London architect of repute.

I am myself, I may add, perfectly satisfied
with the result of Mr. Davis's designs.—Yonrs,
&c., Alexander W. MacDougall.

Battle Fields, Bath, Jan. 25, 1870.

KNIGHTED ARCHITECTS.
Sir,—In your report of tlie Royal Institute of Dritinh

Areliitects of last week you mention the n^me of " Sir
Sydney Smirke" in two places. I linvc not seen it gazetted,
but I hope it is true that tin's talented architect lias received
the honour of knishlhood. Had he lived fifty years ajo, it

would undoubtedly have been so. King George IV., what-
ever his other shortcomings might have hcen, was certainly
one of tlie greatest natrons and eneouragers of art that ever
mounted the English throne. Unlike the first monarchs of
his name, who" liatedboetry and bainting" he (juicklymade
amends to art for tlicir neglect of it. In his time there
nourished Sir Jeffrey Wyattvillc, Sir William Chambers, Sir
John Soaue and Sir R. Smirke, while in this Victorian age, our
authorities deem architecture to have so far retrograded that
we can at present only boast of our Sir William Tite and Sir
M. D. Wyatt, and they of very recent creation. Had it been
the custom formerly, as it is now, to knight the architect only
on the completion of a great work, Sir 0. Wren would never
have been knighted at all, and neither would either of the
architects ofGeorge I V.'s time. It is now some years since
Sir W. Tite erected the Royal E.vchange, one of the principal
buildings in the City of London, and now, nearly 30 years
afterwards, he is knighted. It is almost a wonder he survived
to receive the honour. It is the fate of some men to be horn
in an age when their abilities are not appreciated. The late
Professor Cockerell was one of these. Had he lived in George
IV.'s reign, I do not think he would have gone to his grave
untitled. We only knight persons for municipal purjioses
nowadays— thus the Lord Mayor received the honour on the
opening of the Royal Exchange, and again at the inauguration
of the Blackfriars Bridge and the Holborn Viaduct, instead of
the architects. The Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of
Works receives it at the opening of the Thames Embankment.
Why the constructors of our chief buildings, luch as Messrs.
G. G. Scott, S. Smirke, Haywood, Cubitt and Razalgette,
should be left unrecognised is a profound mystery.—I am
Sir, lours, 8;c„ Double You Efi Pea.

REPLISS
..Dti^y-^'^TS HANDBOOK.-YoDr corretiKindnt
nraughtroian " ibould be a little more carefnl in his repliei

to our queries. The difference bclwced tli« Airura uil Ubiet
I (|UOlcd and which he repeaU, is 117 of • 16. iu one lineal
foot

; this •• OraughUmau " uyi is a litlU over an ounct bat
in reahljr is \Siiai, or nearly 2m. If this u sulB-
eient for his practical Durpoia it certainly it not for mine.
Much better would it bare been for him to give us the riaht
multipUer

; but how does he know the Ubica are riiiht ? Wbv
not the multiplier right and the tablca wronfj ?—u. A. R.

ri74«.]-VERBAI, OBDER'.-l am aware of what
Builder" asserts respecting the usual clause inserted in

speeificalions, but at the same lime it is not a dead letter.
Us object is manifislly to prevent the accumulation of
"cltris." Although in strict law the cjccution of a verbal
order would not hold, yet if a large amount of extra work had
been done on the strength of an undisputed verbal order, the
contractor would undoubtedly recover the money for it. Nu
court would allow an architect to give a verbal order forwork
to be done, and then shelter himself under the saving clause
in the speeilication when the time arrived to pay for it.- 8. 8.

[ITSO.l-CHURCH I.AM PS.-In reply lo"E. T P's"
query, I beg to say that I lately built a small church in the
coniiry (to hold :I00 people), and gas not being obtainable 1
hghted it with paralHn lamps, and thej do very well indeed —
D. H., S. Andrews, Scotland.

THE HOFFMANN KILN.
Sin,—I have read with much pleasure the

interesting article in The Building News bv
Mr. Redgrave, on lime burning, and as manager
of the largest Hoilmaim kiln in Ireland, allow me
to state that we do not find the difficulties in the
stoking, or filling and emptying, which Mr. Red-
grave refers t<5 ; neither has it been requisite to
employ skilled labour, all the men engaged having
been previously common labom-ers, a little higher
wage being given to one for acting as foreman.

Against any supposed inconvenience in filling,

&c., there is to be taken the important matter of
the expense saved in the stones not having to be
broken small, a.s in the case of the ordinary kilns.
As to duraliility, Mr. Murland had the kiln built
of good materials originally, and although it has
been under the constant action of the fires for the
last two years, it is really as sound and looks as
well as on the first day, and tho^repairs to the inside
have been quite trifling.

Should Sir. Redgrave favour us at any time with
a visit, he will be able to see that at Castle Espie,
at least, only a small number of men are employed
in proportion to the large quantity of lime manu-
factured, and that the alteration of dampers, etc.,
is made rapidly, and does not entail the necessity
of an additional hand being employed. We find
the saving in the ccst of fuel as over 70 per cent.,
and Mr. Murland is so plea.sed with the rosnlts of
this kiln that he contemplates erecting another
one as soon as convenient. Wm. McNamara,

Manager of Castle Espie Works.
Castle Espie Works, Comber, co. Down,

Jan. 20, 1870.

THE BUIWING NEirs SKETCH BOOK.
Sir,—I was glad toobserve the suggestion of " Contributor "

last week, and I think the introduction of original designs
would be an cntuely new feature, and would supply a want
long felt in the profession. I feel certain it would be largely
supported, and for my own part I should be happy to con-
tribute a sketch.— 1 am, Sir, Yoiu's, &c.,

J.vMEs II. Allan.

dnteiicammttiriptian.

QUESTIONS.
[1759.]—HIPPED ROOFS, fcc-WiU any of the numerous

rcaderaofTuK Bun.DiNo News kindly inform me as to the
custom generally adopted of measuring hipped roofs with
gutters, drips, &c. ?—A Subscribee.

[1760.1-DRAWlNG PAPER.—Could any of the readers of
Thk BuiLDiNQ Nkws inform nie whiit preparation renders
drawing paper transparent enough to he at)le to trace through,
and where it could be procured ?—Tracing.

[1761.]—BATHS.—Allow me to ask your readers what is

the simplest and cheapest system for hot water for a bath
r<K)m, furnished from tlie kitchen fire or the calonfen whicli

heats the house ? Can such a system be sent easily, or erected

in France, and about what is the expense':' Would there be
any duty?—A Pakis Subscribeb.

[I70^]-BUILDING ACT.—A and B are owners of adjoin-

ing houses, separated by " irregular partitions
;

" on second
tl'jor A.'s property extends over ^rds ot the area of B.'s house;
above, the line o'f separation is same as below second floor.

A wisliea to build, consequently " party wall " must be in ac-

cordance with "act." To whom would the 'irCL% of second
door now belonging to A, belong 'i 3. If it should belong to

A, iiow can he enter, if to B is he compelled to pay for it ?

8. If B rebuilds, what would be his liabilities,&c. ? I can find

no provision for the above in the Building Act, and shall feel

obliged if any one will inform mc what is the U3Ual practice in

such cases.—R. C J.

[170:*.] -MACINTOSH.— I have ;in India-rubber reversible

overcoat; lately the rubber has gotten very sticky, which has

caused it to get bare in some parts; I should very much like

to know what would be the best thing that I coulu do with it

80 as to make it waterproof again.—SlI.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Wjmborsf Srwkraok.—At the last monthly mettinff of
the Wimborne sewer authorities, the tender of Mr. David
Ridout, of Wimborne, was accepted for the coiistructioQ of
the lirst section of the main sewer from opposite Uie Coach
and Horses Inn, on the Poole-road, to the River Stonr. bdovr
Canford-bridge. The work is to be commenced on Murcb
Ist next.

Want qv Mortuarv-hoisb.s i.v East Londos.—Dr.
Liddlc, in his last quarterly report on the district of White-
chapel, calls special attention to the want of a mortuary in
that part of London. He tells ua of a small room occupied
by three persons, in which the corpse of a child who died of
fever was kept for nine days ?

Unwholesome Water.—The British Me^lical Journal
asks—" How is it, though it has long been admitted that
the use of unwholesome water plays an important part in
ihe causation of disease and death, no practical steps have
l)cen taken by the Government to prevent this injury ? The
Board of Trade does, or is supposwl Xo, exercise some sort of
supervision over London water compiuiies. But why, when
there is a >Ieatth Department of the State, a Board of Trade
should have the control of a matter of such moment to the
public health is not easily understood. The only cure for
such a state of things as that to which we have referred, and
which acts to the detriment of the public health, is, as has
been stated over and over again, to have a Minister of Health,
and then, when we get unity of supervision, we may begin
to hope that sanitary acts will not only be directed to he
done, but that care will be taKen that they shall be done.
Thk Rojal Sanitary Commissioners will^ot resume their

sittings belorc the second week in February.

Hearts op Oak Benefit Society.—The
official anditor's report for the year 1869 has inst
appeared, and from it we learn that the Society
began the year with 1590.S members, and finished

it with 18,309. During the year 3479 new
members were admitted. The income for the

year was £34,764 7s. 3d., against £.30,249 5s. W.
in 1868. The amount received was appropriated

as follows :—.t26,243 13s. 7d. was paid for sick-

ness, funerals and other benefits ; £669 14s. was
spent in postage, reports, &c. ; the cost of manage-
ment was .CIS 14 ys. Id. ; and the remainder, or

£0036 10s. 7d. was added to the Reserve Fund,
which now ainouut.s to £60,i)62 63. 6d. The whole
of this sum is invested with the Commissioners
for the Reduction of the National Debt, except

the value of the Society's premises and furniture,

and the balance in hand for current business.

The management expenses are only £5 4s. 5d. per

cent, on the gross income.

Leonabdo Da Vinci as a Botanist.—
Michael Angelo's versatility as a man of science

is well-known, and we now re.id that another of

the great Italian masters. Da Vinci, was the first

to notice the constancy of a uniform arrangement

of the leaves on the branches of the same species

of plants. This is generally attributed lo Grew
iind Slalpighi towards the close of the seventeenth

ccn'ury. l)a. Vinci, however, mentions the fact

in his treatise on painting in the fifteenth century.

He was also the first to describe the formation of

concentric rings of wood beneath the bark of

trees, by which the age can be determined.

Ancient Scottish Bell.—The ancient bcU
whicli belonged to S. Fillan, one of the early

Scotlijh saints, has been deposited by the Earl

of Crawford—whose name is better known per-

haps to our readers as Lord Lindsay—and the

Bishop of Brechin in the National Scottish

Museum. The Court Circular dejcribes this

bell as " made of yellow bronze, and four- sided."

It will be remembered (says the Guardian) that
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Sir Walter Soott alludes to St. Fillan in the

Introduotion to " The Lady of the Lake ;" and a

little Tillage near Lochearn still bears the name
of the saint.

The stsleineni, which «p|>eare<l in » ci>nlein|)orary,

an>l bus bwn copiol iiito iwvcral of the daily papers,

that the exhibition uf the paintinpi by the olil

wouUl not a^nin Im' hold at the Koyal
ay, but would take plaoe in a f^illory spoeially

erected for the purpo.se at South Kensington, is

entirely with<mt fountlation.

The exhibition of water colour drawings at the
Duilley Gallery, Kjfvptian Ilall, will ojmmi iie.xt week.
The private view is on Saturday.

llie ironwork for the roof of the Koyal Albert
Hall ia now completely rivetled toj^cther, and the

wohoN on which it is temporarily supported will

shortly be rcmovoL
The late Mr. Alfred Davis has bc<|ucatlicd, among

other lar^e charitable donations, the sum of £2000 to

each of the following siK-ieties :—The Society of Arts,
the IJoyal Horticultural Societv. the Zoological So-
ciety, and the Uoyal (ieographical Society,
An important series of copie-s of Karly Christian

fresco ]>aintings, execute<l l>etween the fourth and
ninth centuries, and recently discovered in the sub-
terranean citacomb of S. Clemcnte, at Rome, has
lately been acquired by the South Kensington
Unseam.
The tender of Mr. BUckmore for widening the

bridge over the London, Brighton, and South Coast
Bailway at New Wandsworth, has been accepted.
A site has been secured at Forest-hill for building

a Presbyterian churciL
Tlie subject of " Sewage Farming " will be dis-

cussed at a meeting of the London Farmers' Club, on
the 7th of March next,
A meeting has been held at Battersea to promote

the abolition of tolls at the New Chelsea Suspension
Bridf^e, It was resolved to apply to the Chief Com-
missioner of Works, praying the Government to let

for building purposes, the Crown land at Battersea
not occupied by the Park, and to devote the pro-
ceeds towards freeing the bridge from toll,

A proposal is on foot for the decoration of the new
church at Kensington, now erecting from designs by
Mr. G. G. Scott, with stained glass windows in
memory of Newton and Hunter, both parishioners.

The last admitted batch of probationers to the
Aniiqne School of the Koyal Academy comprised 11
ladies. Eleven were already in this school. Many
of the probationers have studied in the schools of the
Art Department at South Kensington.
About midnight on Thursday week a fire broke out

on the premises of Messrs, W. Temple and Co., builders
Newcastlc-on-Tvne, and damage to the extent of
about £5000 was done.
The foundation stoue of a new hospital and dis-

pensary has been laid at Rothcrhani bv the Earl de
Grey and Kipon. Miss Nightingale, o'f Uotherham,
has promised £1000.
An infirmary for sailors and an institute are about

to be erected at Holyhead. Upwards of £1500 has
been alreaily subscribccl, and the Government has
given a free site for the building.

fhe scaffolding is now removed from the wh<de of
the upper portion of the Albert memorial in Hyde
Park, displaying the richly gilt figures beneath the
cross.

Some experimental granite curb has been fixed to
form the banks of the Serpentine. This, if adopted,
will be a great improvement upon the old plan of
brick ends and clinkers.

An inurestin^' collection formed by the .Society of
Arts of works illustrating the various reproductive
art processes is now being arrangwl in the North Court
of the South Kensington Museum.
The Church Netct states that on Monday a pastoral

staff was prcsciitcd to the Bishop of Winchester by
Dr. Millard, tlie rector of Basingstoke, who presented
it on behalf of the lady subscribers. The design was
as we mentioned on a former occasion, selected by
him, and consisted of an ebony staff with crook and
bosses of silver ami silver-gilt, richlv engraved and
studded with amethysts, carbuncles, and onyxes, the
arms of the see also bcuig engraved on it, by the
Bishop's express desire.

The Illmtrated LimHon Netct savs that a largo
mo<lel of the I>mdoii districts, show'ing the Thames
embankment and the Holborn Valley Improvements.
IS being executed by order of Mr. Lowe, and will
shortly be placed in the South Kensington Museum.
The object uf this inwlel is to aid in properly dispos-
ing of sites for public works. Both of I he proposed
sites for the new Liw Courts are shown upon it; and
that on the Kmbankment is occupied bv a model of
the ezpenmenul ilesign of Mr. Street.

"

The meeting* of the Society of Antiquaries are
flxerl for the following evenings this season :—Feb.
V ! iZ',*""*

**
'
^""^ 3- lO- 17, 24, and 31 ; April

I » (fnn'versary) j May 5, 12, 19, and 26 ; andJane 2 and 16.

MKliTINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Kutomological Society. 7.

Tuesday.— Institution of Civil Kugiuoers. Discus-
sion on Mr. Harrison's paper, " On Uailway
Statistics uiul K.xpeudituro." S.

„ Koyal lusiiiution. "On tlie Arcbitcotureof
the lliimsn Itody." Ity Professor Humphry,
M.D., F.K.S. 3.

WlDKESDAY.- (Jeologlonl Society. 8.

„ Society of Arts. " On loss of Life
at Sea." J. W. Woods, Ksq. 8.

TiiURSD.AY.— Society of Antiquaries. Ballot for the
election of Fellows. 8.:i0.

,, Royal Institution. " On the Chemistry
of Vegetable Productions." By Professor
Odllng, F.K.S. .1.

„ Society for the KiicouraffonuMit of the Flue
Arts. "On the Culture of the Fine Aits,
and its Influence on Industrial Habits." By
Hyde Clarke. Ksq., D.O.L. 8,

Fbidav.—Uoyal Institution. "On Temperature
and Life In the Deep Sea." By W. B. Car-
penter, M.D.. F.K.S., Ac. 9.

„ Architectural Association. " The Bed of the
Tiber." By C. A. Sala, Eso. 7.30.

Saturday.— Royal institution. *• On Sletereology."
By Robert Soott, Esq , M. A. 3.

SJiiad^ |l(;iu.^

TENDERS.
City.—For four new warehouses in Oiit-Iane, City, for

Messrs. Knights, Wells, and Uratiain. Mr. Fred. Cliimcbllor,

arcliitect, Piunurs Hall, Old Broad-street. Quantities sup-

plied bv Messrs. Ksrslnke and Mortiaier:-
'iurner and Sous £8997
Brown 880U
Gaiunianaiid Son 87^1
Conder 8450
Rider and Sou 8376
ColisandSon 8100
llenshaw 798»
lliil, Keddall, and Co 7815
Browne and llobinsou 7790
Brass 7736
HiUimdSons 7620
Crabb and Vaughan (acceptwl) 7218

Clapton.— For building a house with shop, Cliatswortli-

road, Lower Clapton. Messrs. Shaw and Lockington, archi-

tects. Quantities supplied;-
Stone Cement

dressings dressings

Lewis £862 £789
Laverj 837 793
Upson (accepted) 747 730

EssKX.—For new farmhouse and homestead, Little Hea-
ham Hall, Essex, for Josepli Baxendale, Esq. Mr. Fred.
Chancellor, architect, Pinners'Ilall, Old Broad-street, and
Chelmsford. No quantities supplied:

—

Brown £3100
Saundars 3112
Bell and Sons 2964
Glasscock 2905
Cole, Brothers (accepted) 3783 15

Islington.—For hot water and steam boilers, engine, and
laundry littinga for tlie New Workhouse, S. John's-road,

Upper llolloway. R. II. Burdon, architect:—
Turner and Co £1678 8
CottamaiidCo 1650
Hodge and Suns 1550
Fraser and Sons 1495
Benhani 1407
Jeakes and Co, (accepted) 1333

(Foi* Lifts to Main House and Infirjtiary Buildbiys.)

Benliam and Sons £330
BunnettandCo 300
Jeakes and Co. (accepted) 188

{For esterncU Hydrants.)

Jeakes and Co. (accepted) £132

Lkicksteh.—For church of S. Paul, Leicester. Built of

stone, accommod;iting 8<XI adults; sittings, 3ft. wide. F. W.
Ordisii, ftrchitect, Queensboruugh :

—

Bradley, Rugby £6107
Messrs. Myers, London ..,„ 6819
Jackson and Sliaw, London 57-^8

Dove, Brotliers, London 5t75
Widdowson, Leicester 5350
Fern, Leicester 4H67
Neale and Son, Leicester 4705
Osbourne, Brothers, Leicester (accepted)... 4fs9

Richmond.— For a villa. G. H. Page, architect ;—
Sweet and Son £16-34

Gaacoyne 1530
Aries LSSO
A. and J. Smith 1477
Brown and Sons ., 1475
Bass 1460

Stratfobo.—For carcases of 32 houses at Levton, Essex,
for Mr. J. T). Heads Messrs. John M'Uean and Kingdon,
surveyors, Tlie Grove, Stratford:

—

Hunt and Elkiagton £3500
Davis 3410
Turner 3,300

Cardoza 3113
Boyer 3isj0

Fisher 2990
Kniglt 2958
Aitcheson and Walker 2860
Holding and Dickens 2820
Kelly 2817
Inghani 2795
Mansfield 2735
Bate 2640
Finch 2834
Russell and Fartoni 2618
Surveyor's estimate 2508
Brickell 2420
Barnes 2400
Ladd 2300

Maboatk.—For aherations at tiie Puke's Head Hotel, for
Mr. J. Sharpe. Mr. W. Lane Sear, architect :—

Busheli and Son £1363
Mabgatk.— For building a Photographic Studio, for Mr.

II. Gooiliiiiin. .Mr. W. Lane Sear, arcliitect :
—

Sayer £550
Margatk.— For partly rebuilding tlie Britannia Inn, for

Messrs. Cobb and Co. Mr. W. Lane Sear, architect :—
Busheli and Sou (accepted) £480
llayward 477

SoBBlTON.—I'or additions to Elm Ixidgc, for Mr. C. Ow-
tram. Messrs. T. 11. Rusliforth and C. L. Luck, architects.
(Quantities supplied by Mr. Northcroft :

—
Foster £1466

SviiEMiAU.— For forming roads and sewers on the Fair-
lawn Park estate. Messrs. McMurdie and Wagstuffu, arclii-

tecta and surveyors:—
Clieeseman, Dentford £1050
CoUon, Forest Hill 804 7 6
Pound, Bromley 799

Warlkv, Essex.—For a Weileyan meeting house. Mr. J

Leaning, architect :
—

Dobson £.?69
Canham a4l
Shepherd 840
Everettand Sou SIS
Saunders and Son 308

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINGf
ESTIMATES.

Pest, Feb. 7.—For the supply of sliitcs autl for
coveriuar the roofs of the city Mlaughterhouses. Herr
Julius lleuuicke, architect, lierliu, Neuo IJiirse.

Chichester Cattle Market, Feb. 15.—Coatrnet
No. l.~For the layiug: out of the §ite of a cattle
iiiiirkct, of about acres iu extent ; comprising the
metalliug of the pcDS, 8tandii)<;8, and roads, the oou-
structiou of the drains, boundary walls, and entrance
trateif, and the removal and alteration of certain houses
on the site of the market, toarether with the formation
of a new road, and the diversion and covering of a
portion ef the Lavaut course, aud other works con-
nected therewith. Kdward Arnold, Town Clerk,
dtaudings for cattle, together with the wrouglit iron
tothering-rinj^'-s for horses and cattle. Kdward Arnold,
Town Clerk, Chichester.

BiNGLEY, Feb. 12.—For the erection of two villas,

near Bingley. James Suowdon, Architect, 7S, Brooni-
flcld-terrace, Bradford.

Bayforb, Hertford, Feb. 12.—For taking down
and rebuilding the parish church at Bayford '^^ miles
from Hertford. W. K. Baker, Esq., Bayfordbury»
Hertford.

TwicKKNiiAM Local Board, Feb. 7.— For the sup-
ply of 1000 yards grey broken pit road flints. Wm.
lluston, clerk, Twickenham.
Twickenham Local Board, Feb. 7.—For the sup-

ply of broken Markfield granite and broken blue
Guernsey granite, all broken to a 2-iuch gauge. Wm.
KustoD, clerk, Twickenham.
St. George's ITanover-square, Feb. lU.— For the

supply of flints ai^d gravel, Guernsey granite, masons'
and paviora' work, supply of paving materials, work-
men s tools, gaslitters' work, drain pipes, &c. Mr. J.
H. Smith, Vestry Clerk, parish of S.George, Hanover-
square.

Convict Frisons, Feb. 20.—For the supply of iron-
mongery, cutlery, tin ware, and various other stores.
The Directors of Convict Frisons, 44, Parliament-
street, S.W.
War Office, Feb. 24.—For the supply of materials

and the performance of work at Sheerness Tower on
Grain Spit, and Isle of Grain aud Slough Forts. The
War Office.

Watfoud, Feb. 'J.—For restoring the exterior of
the parish church. Mr. J. T, Christopher, Architect,
i'-i, Lincolu's-lun-lields, W.C.
Isle of Wight, Feb. 23.—For the repair of the

roads and highways, and other works, iu the districta
ot tho Fast aud West Medincs for three years. Com-
missioners of Highways, Guildhall, Newport.
Dublin Port and Docks Board, Feb. y.—For

the construction of tliree screw iron barges. N. Proud,
Sec. Port and Docks Office, Westmorelaud-street, '

Dublin.

St. Saviour's District Board of Works, Feb.
17.—Forpaviug the carriage way iu the districts of St.

Saviour's and Christchurch, and for watering the
roads. H. Sturmy, Clerk, Emerson-street, Bankstde.
Chatham, Feb. 14.—For bricklayers', masons',

paviors', carpenters*, plasterers', slaters', plumbers',
smiths', painters', and gasfltters' work, liuyal Eu-
gineer Office, Chatham.
Epping, Feb. 12.— For sinking and boring an arte-

sian well. 17 B, Great George- street, Westmlustcr.
Metropolitan Uoads," Feb. S.— Contracts for

meu and horses for watering the roads, and for the
sale of road sand. Office, 32, Craven-street, Strand.

DoNCASTER, Feb. 18.—For erecting a chapel of
ease, in Christ Church parish. IMaus of Mr. B. S.
Brundeil, 1, Princess-street, Doncaster.

Obsett, Essex, Feb. 16.—For additions and altera-
tions to the Workhouse. A. U. Hunt, Clerk, Work-
Uomford.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED,

Welch Hud Co., Eden-Bt, Hampstead-rd., engineers-Brown
imd Davies, liuiiCorn.joiDurB— Matthews anot Son, Wincanton»
buihlera—Touli and Ambrose, Moitlake, builders—Taylor and
Co., Leeds, ironfouudcrs-Gamble and Co.. Foleshill, lime aud
manuremanufactuiers— M'lntyreaad Stock.Hulme, plumbers
and gaslitters—Smith and Co., Kcigblcy, ironfoundera—
Graham and Straughair, Jarrow, steam sawyers—Wainman
and Levick, water engineers—Ellis and Sons, Leicester, coal,,

lime, and slate merchants—Raggi and Harper, Dou^ias-stieet,
Vincent-square, Wcstmiuster, and Ebury-atrect, Pimlicu,
marble merchuats.
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PROTESTANTISM AND THE CONVEN-
TIONAL CHURCH TYPE.*

(^Continued from page 8G.)

" Tho despotism of custom Is everywhere the stand-
ing hindrance to human advancement, belnj; in un-
ceasing- antag-onism to ttiat disposition to aim at
sonietbino; bettor than customary, which is called,
accordlug to circumstances, tho spirit of liberty, or
that of progress or improvement."

AllLL ON "LiBERTV."

THIS iritoifcrenco of the nave columns
with the primary object of the building

is not, however, the only fault of the prevailing
system. The extreme length of plan to which
it often leads is quite as fatal to the pui-poses
to be fulfilled. The voice becomes inaudible
in the middle aisle through distance, just as
much as in the side aisles through the inter-
vention of the columns. The same thing also
happens, when, as is not unfrequent, deep
transepts are added. Of minor features, again,
much might be said, though the general
disposition of pans is what it is chiefly pro-
posed to consider. But in them, as in nearly
everything besides, the prevailing type shows
plainly that it is not the product of existing
circumstances. Its whole character tells of a
ritual in which the people had no part, not of
a worship which they were intelligently to
join. The nave was, in fact, an outer court
for the laity. What was really held essential
wa.s what went on within—the work of the
priests about the altar—and whether this was
more or less visible to tho congregation
mattered little. Such was the theory on which
our ordinary church arrangement was
developed, and wherever it is not tho theory
of modem times, there the resulting arrange-
ment is not that for a modern church.
And now turn to the quarter where, more

than anywhere else, it has been attempted
o produce a church for modem uses, and
observe the second variety of the conventional
type. Hero the faults of its more ordinary
form have been strongly felt. Here the
practice of putting people by the hundred
where they can neither see nor hear the
service has been confessed to be the absurdity
it is. What, then, is the expedient by which
this absurdity is avoided? In an over-
whelming majority of instances it is simply a
reduction in the size of the nave piers. Thism^ seem at first an easy way out of the
difficulty. It needs no great skill or invention.
It is to retain the conventional plan, merely
putting small columns instead of large ones

;
but, unfortunately, this obvious expedient does
not go veiy far. Used in moderation, it adds
but little to convenience

;
pushed to an

extreme, it ruins art and construction together.
As to the extent of the space obscured, it
makes no proportionate difference whether
the nave piers are 3ft. or only 1ft. in diameter.
Looking towards the pulpit, from one aisle at
least, the larger columns would seem to
overlap each other, while several of the
smaller ones will still apparently touch. But
as to tho arcnitecture, it makes the hio-hest
difference. Thin piers lead to thin arches, to

V '"l''''^'''^'^*°'">''
°'' "°"<'' and, for the sake

ot lightness, to a thin roof. Tho strength,
character, and directness of ancient work give
place to a tame unmeaning prettincss. Instead
of a piece of good solid construction, the out-
growth of the real wants of the day, we have
a lifeless copy of an unsuitable model. So far,
indeed, has this process gone, that to certain
classes the very name of Gothic has come to
suggest flimsiness and slightness. That style

gj^^'^^J^CongregationalYear Book, 18?0. Hoddcr and

Jramluee, WO?.""'
"'P"'' "^ "'" '*^««"'y«° Chapel

The Baptist Handbook, 1870. Yatee and Alexander.

which embodied tho most thorough construc-
tive science tho world has ever seen, and
which used it to obtain tho most Inating
results, has been parodied till some persons
think it only fit for a masquerading dress to
what Americans call "fancy buildings." Such
an idea, it is true, finds no support from tho
practice of the recognised heads of the Gothic
school. A more vital difference can scarcely
exist than that between the true and false
Gothic of the present period ; between that
which uses the Pointed stylo as the best mode
of building known, and that which uses it
merely as tho best mode of making bad
building presentable. These aro the highest
and the lowest points which modern archi-
tecture has touched, and, for various reasons,
this lowest point is often to be noted in the
thin-column type of church.

It is hardiy worth saying much of the
churches whose columns are only moderately
thin, since they have all the faults, though in
a somewhat less degree, of those with thick
columns. And they become a little less incon-
venient only by becoming a gi-eat deal less
architectural. A large part of the congrega-
tion is still shut out, even by columns of this
reduced size. On some fresh type of plan,
moderate-sized piers of granite, or even
clustered shafts of iron, might perhaps be
used, so as to unite good architecture with
perfect convenience ; but on tho ordinary
nave and aisle system this is impossible. The
alternatives here are " thick, or moderately
thick piers and bad placing of the congrega-
tion," or " thin piers and bad architecture."
Unless the nave piers are large enough to
cause considerable obstruction, a design on
this type is sure to be a starved and degene-
rate one of its sort. And below this size they
are never found in any churches remarkable
for artistic merit. In all such examples, if

they follow tho conventional plan, conveni-
ence is invariably sacrificed to strength and
beauty. It seems natural to infer that our
ablest designers feel them on this plan to be
incompatible. If they did not, they would
hardly make a constant rule of sacrificing the
former to the latter. But the fact is liot left
to be thus inferred. A multitude of cases
exist where the columns ham actually been
reduced enough to let nearly the whole con-
gregation see and hear the service, and these
show what the effect of such a reduction
really is. These are, of course, the cases
where iron columns have taken the place of
the nave piers. Where, indeed, these iron
shafts still carry arches of brick or stone, as
at S Mark's, Notting-hill, and Trinity Church,
Huntingdon, they are necessarily thick enough
to cause considerable obstruction. In such
cases there is often a compromise uniting the
weak points of both varieties of the ordinary
church type. The columns are far too thin to
allow of due strength in the wall they carry,
or to be well proportioned in themselves, and
yet they are not thin enough to avoid much
inconvenience to the congregation. The
architecture is poor, and yet the arrangement
is anything but perfect. And where, as at
the Congregational Church, Burnley, the
shafts are coupled to give greater thickness
in the arches, though the architectural objec-
tion is lessened, the other remains. But inore
often the columns do not carry arches at all.

Their superstructure is of wood, and their
diameter only a few inches. Here, then, wo
have the nave and aisles plan in its last stage
of attenuation. Convenience has been reached,
or nearly so ; but what sort of nrchitccture
remains'? We see an elaborate timber roof
(or perhaps worse, a heavy load of lath and
and plaster magnificence) poised on thin iron
props, which seem to tremble under the
weight. We see the whole .structure depend-
ing on ."hafts so .slender that they would not
even stand upright by themselves ; of a mate-
rial which the least outbreak of fire will ruin,

and which a short period of neglect will decay
—used in such small dimensions that even the
ordinary effects of time will soon displace it

and cripple everything connected ^th it. It
is true that matters need not btf so bad as
this. Iron construction does not nocessarilv
involve these taper shafts. The Oxford
University Museum and the South Kensington
Museum show what can be done with iron
shafts by having them thick enough, and
grouping them three or more together. On
the conventional plan, indeed, they cannot be
thus grouped and thickened without causing
great obstruction

; but this only proves that
the conventional plan is a bad one for the
purposes of a congregation. On a fresh plan,
groups of iron shafts, or even massive iron
piers might be used with some success, though
stone piers will always have tho advan-
tage, not only in beauty, but in permanence.
If cast iron can be effectually protected
from rust by enamelling, one great objec-
tion to its use will be removed, though
it will still bo liable to destruction by fire.

But, in any case, to be successful it must be
used in sufficient mass. Strength and solidity,
visible as well actual, are the first conditions
of high artistic character ; and if they could
not be attained without practical inconveni-
ence on a columnar system of church-
planning, it would be infinitely better to adopt
one without columns. Tliere is something
absurd in first fixing on a type whose very
essence lies in its amply-proportioned nave
piers, and then thinning these nave piers
almost down to nothing because they are so
much in the way. No type can have its pro-
portions thus reversed with impunity. To
copy a media!val church and reduce its nave
piers to tho size of its window muUions is not
more reasonable than to copy an antique
statue and reduce its limbs to "the size of its

wrists. Admirable churches might be built
•vithout any columns at all, but never with
columns (unless in clusters) only a few inches
thick. Even in those ancient buildings, such
as Stone Church, Kent, where grace and light-
ness have been carried furthest, the nave piers
have about ten times the sectional area usual
in these iron shafts. The latter are some-
times defended on the plea that Gothic admits
of light and elegant proportions. Very true

;

but these bear the same ratio to an elegant
Gothic column which a .skeleton does to an
elegant female figure. A roof balanced on
straggling shafts almost too small to be
noticed is a hopeless subject for design, as
well as a very temporary specimen of con-
struction. Dignity of expression is impos-
sible when the main supports have wasted
away to mere iron sticks. The ma.ssivepillara
of our early churches have a grandeur which
no ornament can add to, and the spindling
roof-props of these late ones a meanness whicd
none can take away.
So much for the interior of these iron-

column churches, but what sort of form do
they present on the outside ? In other words,
what kinds of roofing are found possible with
such thin shafts ? The roof with a stone or
brick clerestory maybe omitted from the list,

for, though it is sometimes found with iron

columns, such columns must then be thick
enough to cause considerable obstruction, and
the case therefore belongs to the first variety
of the usual church type. A wooden clerestory

has now and then been used with thin shafts,

and but for its want of permanence this

might be one of the least objectionable forms
of the class. But the most usual arrange-
ments are these three : either the single span
roof, from wall to wall, overall three aisles

;

or the longitudinal roof over the middle
aisle, with short transverse roofs over each
bay of the side aisles ; or the triple longitu-
dinal roof. Of these, the first is much the
commonest. It occurs very rarelj' in fair

examples of the ordinary stone-column
church—as, for instance, at S. Mary's, Stoke
Newington, and somewhat oftener in old
village churches of very unpretending ex-
terior. But in these iron-column buildings it

has till lately been almost universal ; and un-
doubtedly of all the modes of roofing found
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in large Gothic stnicUires it is the least com-

patible with high arohitectiiral effect. It

gives a front nearly all gable, anJ a side

newly all roof. Used, as it almost iuyariably

is, with low walls and a wide plan, it leads

to pn.itortions as sv^uat and shapeless as can

well be imagined. Where, indeed, necessity

required it, building of a similarly low and

wide form were doubtless at times erected in

the best Gothic periods. In some few cases

their exterior may have even been deliberately

sacrificed to the interior, the former being

devoted to plainness or even downright ugli-

ness to gain additional grandeur in the latter.

But it "may safely be said that it was never

attempted to make" a Gothic exterior of these

proportions imposing or ornamental. While

Its treatment is jierfectly artless it may escape

criticism. But the moment decoration is ap-

plied to it, at that moment it begins to be

tainted with vulgarity. Tlje mere fact of

drawing attention by ornament to so uncouth

a form argues of itself a certain want of per-

eeption. A wide, low building, overwhelmed

by an enormous roof, is not convertible into

a satisfactory church by any amount of

tracery and carving. The customary attempts

to disguise it only make matters wors:;. To
pnt, for instance, as in multitudes of these

churches, a tower over one of the galler}'

staircases, and a little bit of sham aisle over

the other, does give an appearance of height

to the front. Half its width being thus got

rid of, its gable runs up in the centre as tall

and narrow as can be wished. But this ar-

rangement can only exist for a few feet in

depth. The bam-like nave stands behind it

in its original shapelessness. A row of but-

tresses with windows between them may adorn

its sides, and a string of gablets maybe added
to conceal the roof ; but when all this is done,

two objects more discordant than the build-

mg and its front could hardly be brought to-

gether. It takes something more than a front

to make a church, and something more than
architectural adjuncts to produce architecture.

The first necessity is nobleness of general

form. Whatever the popular taste of the

hour may say, finery is only wasted on a
structure with the proportions of a shed.

{To be continued.)

POSITION OF THE FONT IN
CHURCHES.

THE position of ttie font is of consequence
in the arrangement of a churcli ; but

being dependent on other considerations than
merely convenient appropriation of space, it be-
Comes^necesaary to travel beyond strictly archi-
tectural limits to arrive at a proper conclusion.

The rite of baptism has undergone great
changes in administration, if not in import-
ance and purport, since its institution and
pristine celebration. "Baptism" denotes im-
mersion or dipping under water, as was the
eirly practice, and the name has been retained
tt:)iigb the original method has been practically
discontinued. As the ceremonybecame universal,
modification was requisite, since an act that
would be safe and pleasant in the climate of
Palestine, and the tepid water of the Jordan,
might be dangerous and repugnant in the
chilly air and icy streamlets of high latitudfs.

ParticuLir places thus came to be chosen, and
edifices were devoted to the service. Our
Saviour wholly, and the Apostles ordinarily,
del seated the performance of baptism to other
hands ; but it seems to have been conducted
czc'usiirely by the bishops in the third century,
an 1 the only pubhc baptisteries were connected
with cathedrals. In those times candidates were
carefully prepared by instruction, examination,
andexorcism. Preference wasgiven to thesei.sons
of Koiter and Wli|ti>untide, when great num-
bers were necessarily brought together. In
some cathedrals the baptisteries remain, and
the probability that in otliets the cloisters
^erre.l the pur^Mse is supported by theevidenccs
• f fcnntttins in the mid»t of the garths at
I):irhnm and Wclln. Restriction of time and

place must have been prejudicial to the

spread of the church, since the rareness of

opportunity and necessity of a journey wore
serious obstacles. Out of this difficulty pos-

sibly arose the custom of washing the hands

and face before entering the church. It served

as a kind of pseudo-baptism for such as could

obtain no other, and a reminder to those who
had been dnly christened. When baptism

was entrusted to parish ])riests, and fonts were
provided, water was still kept in distinct

vessels for these personal lustrations, and the

practice gave rise to the stou^>s frequently

remaining near the donre of ancient cliurches.

As infantbaptism same into use, and sprinkling

superseded dipping, the font diminished, and
being taken into the church, became an object

of interest and ornament. Some examples,

both mediaeval and modern, are very elaborate

and beautiful. In the thirteenth century,

Edmimd, Archbishop of Cunterbiiry, ordered

that fonts should bo provided, and kept under
lock and key, to protect them from mrecnj.

The cover thus introduced was occasionally

made to vie in size and handiwork witli the

font itself. It is still used, on account of tbe

dignity it confers on tlie instrument of

baptism, and for the rational object of

keeping the contents clean. The nave, being
the outermost part of our modern church, has

to receive whatever tlie outer portions of the

ancient building contained, and it is indis-

criminately occupied by believers and im-
believers. It was decided by a Council of

Carthage that the bishop should not forbid

Gentile, heretic, or Jew, to enter the church
and hear the word of God. The material

fabric may be entered withou t any tes t of faith

.

It cannot be imperative, because not accu-
rately symbolical, to place near the nave
door, open as it is to all comers, an object

directly connected with the sacramental
mysteries to whose celebration the chancel is

devoted. .These mysteries commence with
baptism, and the steps of the chancel would
afford the most allusive position for the font.

Confirmation is, in fact, a completion by the

bishop of the ceremony commenced by the

deacon, and the lapse of time between the two
parts tias been contingent sometimes on the

age of candidates, at others on the con-
venience or indolence of bishops. The com-
plete rite is the prescribed introduction to the

Lord's Supper, and the font ought to bear a

visible and opposite relation to the altar.

Welby Pugin used to form the baptistery in the

south-west corner, and that situation is often

adopted in Protestant edifice. But in the

elaborate Church of S. James the Less, West-
minster, where Mr. Street appears to have
studied the position of every object wfth
extreme care, and where no door occurs

opposite the chancel, the font, surmounted by
a cover adorned with metalwork, is at the

middle of the west wall. West, indeed, it is

not, for orientation is utterly disregarded, and
the axis of the building, instead of east and
west, lies north and south. It may be safer,

therefore, to consider the altar as the upper
end, and to say the font is at the lower—i.e.,

the north. This arrangement brings the one
opposite the other, and the only question is

whether the secular portion, the na^e, or

oratorium popull, ought to intervene ? Were
the chief entrance, the beautiful, or royal, gate;

in its usual place at the west, the font could
not be in this position, and there is a dis-

turbing mobility in the question that ought
to be set at rest. The space formerly taken
up by pulpit, reader, and clerks' desks, might
no doubt be as conveniently and worthily
occupied by the font, which could nowhere be
more correctly placed than in view of the
whole congregation.

THE HAARLEM ORGAN, AND WHAT
IT TEACHES.

ORGANS have come to be such essential

pans of churcbes, that any additional
and gcienUfically correct information, and hints

a? to their arrangement and position, must be,

useful. The arrangement and position of well-

Unown and good organs must also be matters

ofnosmnll interest, as showing practically

what is best to be done and imitated, and must
indicate what is wrong in the present system.

It is to be reniemhi red that the place of an
organ in a church or cathedral, has hitherto

been considered solely with regard to its

aesthifo or architectural effect in the bull ling,

the musical properties of the building as part
of the instrument, having been unthouglit of.

The celebrated Haarlem organ will s' rvo to

illiHtrate this principle. It is a very large

iustrument, and completely fills up one end of

the building in wliich it is, and which is partly

shown in tbe illustration in a recent number
of TitK BuiLniNO News. It is so famous a
performance that it is sheer heresy to advance
anything against it, but it seems to us that

nothing can be well worse than the position

it occupies in the church in which it is, and
the way in which it is arranged. In the

first place, it is too big for the church,

and seems to fill it with a confusad compound
of sounds almost deafening, aud but shows
that tliere ought always to be some definite

proportion between the size of an organ and
the building which it is intended to occupy. If

it be too small, then is the sound lost, and
if it be too large, the sound ceases to be
be musical, and becomes a noise. The Haarlem
organ was three years and a half in construct-

ing, so that we may well suppose it was care-

fully thought over, and skilfully put together.

It was commenced in 1738, and is, therefore,

of the old school of organ building- It has

CO stops, many of which have two pipes to

each key, and they are neariv all metal. It

is said to have cost £10,000. It has 4088
pipes. What effect such an instrument

as this would have if in a much larger

building—which is called a cathedral, but is

in reality but a large church—it would be diffi-

cult to guess, but of this there can be no doubt,

that its power and beauty, and depth of tone

would be infinitely greater than it is.

It must be observed that the organ stands close

to the wall of the church, according to the usual

precedent and practice, and thatit has thus with
other like arrangements been the evil example
which has dictated the truly unfortunate posi-

tion of the new organ in S. I'aul's, close to the

transept wall, and almost touching its roof.

Another great defect in the Haarlem organ
seemed to us to lie in the large number of

pipes in the front of it, and the effort evi-

dently made to get as much outside and sur-

face show and sound as possible. It serves

to evidence how much tliere is yet to be learnt

and done in organ arrangement, and in the 1
disposal of the .several parts of an organ,

always bearing in mind that such an instru-

ment is for the double purpose of the inter- J

pretation of in.strumental music, and also, I
and more frequently, of helping, not hiding,

vocal music. The sound from this fine organ
though so rich and full, is not a little heavy,
doubtless due in great part to the way in

which it is played, but yet more to its posi-

tion close to the wall of the building. It is

exceedingly disappointing and provoking.

The object in view in thuscalling attention to

this foreign organ is to suggest a new arrange-
ment, and to point out one or two things in it

well worthy of trial and imitation ; but as

change of any kind is very hard to initiate

withotit some precedent to go by, it may be
useful and interesting to hint at the novelties

in the great organ at York Minster, as designed
by its late distinguished organist, Dr. Caraidge.
This organ was built in 1829, contains 80
stops, and 8000 pipes, and cost £5000. It

contains a remarkable cornopean, a grand
ophicleide, and a "f^ba mirabilis, a mere
nothing compared to the gigantic noise-maker
whicli has been palmed off on the Dean and
Chapter of Westminster as a musical instru-

ment, and which must have cost so much.
Hut the most remarkable invention in this

York organ is its huge wooden pedal stop, the
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largest pipe of wliicli is 2ft. Gin. across,

and wliicli looks like a great kitchen cbiiuney,

and the sound from it—not at all disagreeable,

though hardly musical—like the moaning of

the wind in one. Tliese pipes are not in the

organ loft and along the floor of it, like those

at Westminster, but are ranged behind the

stalls upright, and on either side of the choir.

The effect of these pipes In one of Handel's

great choruses, and combined with the rest of

the organ is, or was, very striking and singtilar

;

the whole cathedral shakes with the noise of

them, the hiillelujahs from the choir penetra-

ting through tliis solid wall of sound like the

shriekings of the lost ! Poor Handel ! Why
should he be treated as he is, why should the

instrumental accompaniment alu-ayn be so

loud as to drown the singers, and render the

words utterly unintelligible ? This stop was
the special invention of the doctor, who,
strange to say, was a great violinist as well

as an organist and composer.
York Minster, be it observed, is a much finer

place, as a musical building, than West-
minster, and is inferior only to S. Paul's. The
organ, happily, still stands in the centre of the

loft. The organ of S. Paul's was built by
Bernard Smithe, in 1G97, so that it is of older

date than that of Haarlem. It is impossible

not to admire the solemn beauty, and the

round, full, and rich tone of such instruments

as that of Haarlem and S. Paul's, and when
we contrast this tone with the sharper and
thinner one of more modern and " improved "

instruments, may it not be allowed us ask.

Where, or in what, lies the improvement ? All

musical instruments, as a rule, arc getting

sharper, and so, to speak, more superficial—we
know of no better word—and empty of true

musical sound.
Organ pipes, like church bells, arc getting

cheaper. liig Ben, the result of science, is

merely a huge bit of metal, like a great sauce-

pan struck with another big bit of metal, but
the great bell of S. Paul's—there was no
science in Wren's day—is really a musical
instrument, like the pipes of its organ. The
sound of tills bell, as heard i/t S. Paul's, is

singularly fine, and shows how much is due to

the building in which any musical instrument
may be placed, as well as to the nature of that

instiument itself. We have before alluded to

the efi'ect of the wretched paint with which
this luckless building is coated, and to the
result of it, as regards musical sound in it,

but we believe that if all this paint were
removed, and S. Paul's and its organ and
screen restored, it would always bo a place
wherein all musical instruments might be
tried and tested, say, on "festival" days;
wherein a full band, as in some continental
cathedrals, might well be added to the organ.
But even if this cannot be, S. Paul's would
still be a place where the musical car of the !

public might always find a key to keep it i

true.
I

Another improvement suggested by the i

Haarlem organ is that of doubling the pipes'
of an organ. It is a very singular fact, and
one which we believe has not before been
noticed in any existing work on music, that if

you take, say, a dozen or more voices, every
one of them so indilferont as to bo liardlj-

bearable as x'llo voices, i.e., all of them bad
voices— if 3-ou tiike these and mmhine ihem,
and cause them to sing together in simple
unison, then is the result to tlie full as fine as

a single musical voice, or a good solo voice.

Some might feel it to be better. That a
number of indiiferent or bad things should by
combination make up a good one, is not a
little singular. It is for nature to explain
this, for human sense certainly cannot. Wuuld
it not be the same with organ pipes; the thin

nothingness of a reed stop, composed of a
series of single pipes, might thus he converted
into a thing of beauty by simply doubling or

trebling or multiplying each single pipe in it.

This is for organ mechanists to think about
and try. We owe the frightful Westminster
Abbey " tuba " to the fact of the introduction

into the organ gallery of a solo cornet on festival

occasions. Suppose Mr. Tinle had consulted
the Haarlem organ, as we have here done, and
doubled or multiplied by four, or six, or seven,
as they do at S. Peter's, Rome, this single sour
cornet, would henot have got what he wanted
—a real and fine trumpet stop, a " tuba mira-
bilis "? What the Abbey organ wants now,
the "tuba" being gone, is a H'/lened trum-
pet stop, just indeed what would be got by the

multiplication of a good ordinary trumpet
slop. No man can use it as he does. No
question of mere expense in so wealthy and
close a confraternity as Westminster ought
to stand in the way of perfecting, as far a.s

may bo, the most useful thing in it, and cer-

tainly no more foolish modern Gothic notions

should hinder the making perfect and restor-

ing the organ to its proper and effectively

working place.

It seems a very great pity that a series of
well considered experiments cannot be made
under the auspices of S'mo society—for that

seems the only way—for the purpose of ac-

curately testing matters so important to all

who care about churches or cathedrals ; and
the best way of doing this is for such a body
as the Chapter of Westminster to do its work
well and perfectly. Of course all this applies

with even greater force toS. Paul's and to its

Chapter. The old Haarlem organ fails from
the fact of its confined and packed up position

and small space, which cannot be remedied,

but in S. Paul's it is ^ilnply the putting things

back in their proper places—in other words
restoring S. Paul's Cathedral, and then

leaving it to the organist and the choir and
the dead composers.

One other practical remark here occurs of a

Lss experimental kind. It is well known
that the only opportunity we have of hearing

a church or cathedral organ by itself, or any
sort of musical composition other than the

usual stock, hymn tunes and services, is the

being " played out." It is very rare indeed

that this playing out is anything else than a
great noise, but it fortimately happens that

at Westminster this is not so. It is a musical

opportunity, and is indeed, as it ought to be,

an essential part of the Cathedral service. I

mention it particularly, because on a rocent

Sunday afternoon service, a very beautiful

composition was very finely played by the

sub-organist, but, strange to relate—Dean
Stanley surely cnnnot know of it—the congre-

gation were almost driven out by the vergers

before it, was well over. It was happily a

little longer than usual. Estoperjyetxia.

C. B. A.

THE LATE MR. F. Y. HURLSTONE.

ON Thursday evening, the l!rd inst., tho first

special meeting of Session 1870 of the

Society for the Enoouragciuent of the i'ino Arts

took place, Sir Francis Grant, P.R.A., in tho

Chair. The object of the meeting was to pay a
tribute of respect to the late Mr. F. Y. Hurl-
stone.

The CllAlBMAN, in opening the proceedingB,

said he was pleased to have it in his power to testify

to the interest with whieli he persoudly. and as

President of the Royal Academy, reganled that

or any other society intended for the promotion

and encouragement of the fine arts. IIo was glad

to have on opportunity of paying a tribute of

respect to one of whom he entertained a very

high opinion. He (Sir Francis) had the pleasure

of the late Jlr. Hurlstone's acquaintance, and
always found him a most amialile and ac-

complished man, and a man of great genins, ns

his works exhibited in the adjoining room testi-

fied. He was rejoiced to find thiit the Society of

British Artists (of which Mr. Iliirlstone was

President) was still cfliciently carried on under

tlio presidency of Mr. Clint. In conclusion, Sir

Francis said that the many independent art

societies were extremely useful to artists and the

public, as without their existence a great number
of works could never he exhibited. Last year

no less than \'i'iC> works were sent in to the

Royal Academy for exhibition, and it was ini-

possib'e t>t that or any other individual society

to meet so (p-cat a demand for gpace. After
some further remarks by Sir Francis,

Mr. T. R. S. Temple; read a paper on the
career of the late Mr. HarUtone, and after refer-

ring to the great aid he rendered to the Society
in the management of ita afTairs, Mr. Temple
said that though he was not qualified to say ^at
tho deceased would leave bis stamp upon the age
in which be lived, be woald cay that Mr. UarU
stone was a man of great energy of character

—

that nearest approach to the man of genius. The
Society of Rritish Artists, of which for many
years Mr Hurlstone was President, had, he was
glad to Bay, sig nifiod their intention to devote a
portion of their gallery in Suffolk-street to aa
cxbilution of his paintings. After paying a
high tribute tu tho geniality and yet firmnefs

of purpose so conspicuous in his character,

Mr. Temple said that the deceased's puisnits
were not confined to paiuling. Familiar
with the language and literature of France, Italy,

and Spain, he wasmorethaa recompensed for any
time expended in acquiring these by the facilities

they give him in the practice of his art. Be
treated the art-criticisms of the newspapers with
undisgHi3€<l contempt. Having l)ocn " behind
the scenes " himself (his father was at one time
proprietor and editor of the lately-defunot Morn-
ing Herald), he had frequently noticed the
haste with which such notices were concocte<l,

often by persons unqualified for tho task. In con-

clusion Mr. Temple said that the deceased was
instinctively an artist; art with him was a eccond
nature. The pro-'ession of painting had lost a
liberal-minded man by his death, and that art

could never have too many Fons of the force and
genius of the late Frederick Yates Hurlstone.

At this stage of the meeting Sir Francis Grant
retired from the meeting on account of indisposi-

tion, and was snoceeded in the chair by Mr.
Clint, President of the Society of British Artists.

Mr, Heaphy next read a paper which treated

more especially'ofMr. Hurlstone's works, and of his

extensive acquainta'ice with Eur.)pean literatare.

This paper was followed, and the meeting broug'ht

to a close, by short speeches by Messrs. Frederick

Tayler (President of tho Soeiely of Painters ia

Water Colours), Henry Warren (President of the

Institute of Painters in Water Colours), Fay,
Henry Tidey, and tlie Chairman, all of whom
testified to the great esteem in which Mr.
Hurlstone was held by them, both as a man and
as an artist.

ECCLESIASTICAL ART EXHIBITION AT
ROME,

TilE Paris and Lyons Railway and tihe

Messagerics Impcriales Companies have

announced a reduction of 50 per cent, on their

charges in favour of all articles intended for the

Roman Exhibition of Ecclesias'ical Art, shortly

to be openeil. More than 500 packages from

various parts have already arrived, Aniciici, both

North and South, contributing largely. It has

already been found ncces-ary to increase the

space origii ally assigned for tlie purposes of the

Exhibition. For visitors to Rome t' e pr.)doc-

tions and oljocts belonging to tho City itself will

perhaps possess the greatest interest. The gold-

smiths' work and jewellery, tho mosiics, IxxJk-

hiridinc, type-founding, and other industries,

wl.ich attracted so much attention in the Exhibi-

tions of London and Paris, will not only be much

more worthily represeiiled than they were there,

hut, according to a Roman correspondent, many
treasures of ancient art, and cf objects produced

in the Cinque Ciiito, in «liich Borne is so rich,

will he seeu with a f icility not possible at any

other time, the sacred vessels of the Sistine

Chapel bciog enough to furnish an exhibition ia

then: selves alone.

Relief op Distkisssed Abchitkcts.—The
trustees appointed by Sir.Iohn Soanc mil meet at

the Mnsenni, No. lii, Lincoln's-inn-fields, on

Thursday, the 24th of March, at twelve o'clock

at noon precisely, to distribute tho dividends

which shall have accrued during tho prcce<linp

year from the sum of iC.jlKX) Reiluccd £3 jicr

cent. Hank Annuities, invested by the late Sir

John Soanc, among distrcfscd architcct.s, and the

widows and children of deceased architects left in

destitute or distressed circnm.stanccs. Forms of

application may he had at the J'-iseum, and must

be filled up and delivered there on or liefcre

Saturday, tho 12th of March, after which day u »

application can be received.
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(Tiril d'Ufiinccring.

Tfflt FAILVWS OF THK BBAPFIKLD RESERVOIR.

{OnidK^ed from page 72.)

"VrOW, at to the settling of the pipe.s, and in

JL^ that way drawing the joints. Puddle is

about the most compact tliiug there is about a

reservoir. It is made so purposely, by cutting

up the clav and treading it into a homogeneous

mass, without interstices. Xot being very cohe-
sive, it will yield to pressure, no doubt, if

there be room for it to spread, but it is sup-

ported below by the solid ground, sideways by

the solid sides of the trench, above held down
by great weight—the very weight, indeed,

that is supposed to make the pipes sink. That
puddle subject to great compression is more
solid, and occupies less space than it did when
first made, is probable enough, but then that

mu<t be by compression from all sides alike,

and not from one only.

In respect of this sinking of the pipes in

puddle, it was said they ought to have been
supported on solid masonry ; but the con-

sideration is this. Is a slight sinking ofan inch

or two here and there in a line of pipes (which
the sockets fully allow without injury) a

greater objection than the risk of the crush-

ing of such a thing as a cast-iron pipe ?

The former is immeasurably to be preferred to

the latter. A cast-iron pipe laid on an un-
yielding foundation and subjected to great

pressure is a weak affair—it is an arch with-

out abutments. But we may drop arguments
in this case when we see that Messrs. Simp-
son, Hawksley, Bateman, Fowler, and Har-
rison examined the pipes in situ after the acci-

dent, and found, by applying hydraulic pres-

Burb to the interiors of the pipes, that they
were wafer-tight, and, by drawing candles of

equal length urough the pipes, that they re-

tained their original level, or, rather, that
there was no great depression anywhere.
The creep of water along the outside of

the pipes fares no better when criticaly

examined. Fifty projections of nearly 3in.

all round a line of pipe only 500ft. long pre-
sent such obstacles to the passage of water
along tlie outside of the pipe as to render it

highly improbable that water could be forced
in this diT.;ction with any such head as 90ft.

or 100ft., even supposing that the great weight
Oferthe puddle surrounding the pipes did not
bind it so tightly to them as to make it

almost impossible to force water along such a
line at all. In conclusion, on this subject, to

attribute the bursting of the Bradfield reser-
voir to any defect in the pipes under the em-
bankment is to attribute it to a very improb-
able occurrence. This is not said with any
approval of the method of placing valves only
at the outer ends of discharge pipes. That
metliod is altogether wrong. Let there be
valves at the outer ends for convenience, but
place valves on the inner ends for safety in
case of unforeseen occurrences. Mr. M. B.
Jackson, of Sheffield, an engineer who made
the Melbourne Water AVorks, and others in
Australia, gave his opinion to be that water
ha-J certainly—he was very certain about this

—

|;ot into the outer part of the bank and caused
It to flip. But although he offered some very
good remarks on sinking a puddle trench in
ground that gave out water, saying that the
fissures ought to be plugged—he said with
wood, but cotton waste is belter—and in that
case the great depth of 60ft. would perhaps
not have been necessary, yet he seems to
have failed to discover the cause of the acci-
dent by attributing it to the passage of water
under the puddle and up on its outside into
Ihe materials of the bank, saturating it so as
to cause it to slip. He seems to have for-
gotten the formidable toe of stone, 50ft. high,Md containing 24,000 cubic yards, that was
placed to the foot of the outer slope to prevent
this very slipping which he said was the first

cause of the failure, and which did prevent any
such slipping, in our view of the matter.

What, then, was the cause of the failure of

tlie bank? A slipping of the inner slope,

which held up the thin puddle wall. As long

as the puddle wall was held up it resisted the

pass.tge of liny water, being very well put to-

gether, but being very thin, only 4ft. at the

top, with a batter of Jin. on each side, it

could not stand against the lateral pressure of

the outer part of the bank when the support

of tho inner part was removed. But was it

removed ? Let us see what evidence we liave

on that AVithin a week after tho accident

the present writer, found the inner slope of

bank to bo in this form on the portion of the

bank that remained on the Northern side of

the valley, and adjoining the breach.

That of itself would be a small matter if it

were unsupported by evidence ofwhat occurred

at the time of the accident. Of all tho wit-

nesses at the inquiry Mr. John Gunson, the

resident engineer of the works, was the most
to be relied upon, because of his intimate

knowledge of all the circumstances, and his

fearless and honest statement of what oc-

curred. He, however, more than anyone else,

could not account for tho accident. His
evidence, however, and that of one of the
workmen, taken together, are sufficient to

account for it when we recollect the nature of

tho material of which the inner part of the

bank was made—shale of the coal measures
—and how it was put together.

The raising of the bank was completed in

April, 18G3, when the top, in the middle of
the bank, was 7ft. 4in. above top-water level
—2ft. 4in. above the level at which it was in-

tended that it should settle to eventually. The
water was admitted in June—same year—and
in two days it rose to 50ft. It had yet to rise

40ft. before the reservoir would be full.

Floods do not come every day, and so the
reservoir was not quite filled until the 11th of

March, 1864. For a fortnight before that
date the weather had been wet, and on that
very day a storm arose with a westerly wind
blowing a gale down the valley against the
bank. Mr. Gunson had been at the reser-

voir most of the day on the 11th, but did not
go over the bank because of the spray that
was blowing over. He went home about
seven o'clock, believing all safe. The reser-

voir was then full within a few inches, and the
inner slope was, of course, covered with
water. He was telegraphed for about nine
o'clock, and at ten o'clock he arrived at the
reservoir and went over the embankment, and
saw a crack 10ft. or 12ft. down the outer
slope, running horizontally along the bank,
into which he could have put his hand edge-
wise, and thereupon he formed an opinion of
the cause of that crack, which was this, in his

own words:—" I thought it was the action of
the wind and the waves that had been beat-
ing against it all the afternoon, and that it

might have loosened the material that the
inner slope of the top of the embankment is

composed of above the water-mark ; and if

that had been the case I thought it would be
like taking the inner slope of the puddle wall
from it (meaning that the inner slope of the
bank had been taken from the puddle wall)
and cause a slight crack outside."

Here we have the solution of the mystery.
The reservoir had been rapidly filled ; the
inner part of the bank had not had time to
consolidate ; the material of which it was
composed was the slippery shale of the coal
measures

;
slip after slip of tho inner slope

occurred until the puddle wall was left stand-
ing without support on tho inner side, and
the lateral thrust of the outer part of the

bank bent it inwards and thereby opened a
crack on the face of the outer slope 10ft. or
12ft. down from the top. Still the puddle
wall prevented the passage of water out of

the reservoir until the final slip of the inner
slope occurred and let the top of the puddle
wall fall inwards and allowed a sheet of water
to flow over the bank, which would, of course,

rapidly cut its way through the earthwork in

more than a geometrical ratio of time.

Ninety-two thousand cubic yards of the
embankment were carried away in half an
hour.

'What Bays the workman already men-
tioned? They do not give his name, but
have numbered him " 1."

" I went up to the reservoir about eight
o'clock. I measured the crack in the bank ;

in half an hour's time it did not enlarge more
than one-eighth of an inch. About ten o'clock

I measured the crack again, it had then en-
larged about a quarter of an inch. A two-
foot rule would pass down the crack about
20in. Messrs. Gimson and Craven arrived
between ten and eleven o'clock. At that
time I went on the embankment. Those
persons on the bank then observed the crack,
which was about an inch wide in the widest
place. Mr. Gunson and the contractors sent
for drills and powder to blow out a stone
from the top course of the waste-weir. It

was observed that the water was lowering
faster than the pipes could draw it off. This
was named to the contractors. They thought
it was not so ; but they noticed it themselves
afterwards, and were satisfied that it was
lowering. Then they sent a man along the
bank with a light, to see whether the water
was escaping. He came running back to say
that there was a hole blown through. Mr.
Gunson and George Swinden, and others,

immediately went over the top of the em-
bankment. I went as far as I thought safe,

and saw the water boiling through. I stood
about ten minutes, and then the top fell in,

which appeared to stop the water for a minute
or two, until the water ran over the top in

sheets of foam. An immense gap was
speedily opened, and the bank where I stood
began to incline towards the water, which
was washing through. I immediately ran
back towards the waste-weir, and had to

stride over largo cracks that opened. It was
then by my watch about a quarter past eleven.

Several weeks or a month before the bursting

I observed the pitching on the inner slope of
the bank had settled, forming a hollow, as

near as I can tell, about the place where the

hole was first blown through, just about the
surface of the water at that time. I suppose
the water was about 10ft. or 12ft. below the
level of the waste-weir when I observed the
sinking of the pitching."

These facts are strongly corroborative of
the theory that the slipping of the inner slope
was the first and only cause of the failure. It

will be observed that the slope was 2^ to 1.

Had the inner slope been made 3 to 1, accord-
ing to tho more usual practice, and had the
precaution been taken to place a toe of stone
to the foot of the inner slope, as had been
done to the outer one, there might have been
no accident until the waste-weir had proved
to be too short to carry off a flood coming
into a full reservoir, and which the destruc-
tion of the flood channel had left as the only
means of escape for it. In the meantime,
however, the weir might have been length-
ened, as has been recently done in another
case.

These remarks are, of course, open to the
objection that it is easy to be wise after the
event, but whether easy or not the records of
a failure are as instructive as any account of
a success could be, if fairly stated, as we have
endeavoured to state them, and with the view
to arrive at the truth of the matter, simply, and
not with any presumption to imply censure
on individuals whose faults might have been
equalled by our own in anotlier form.

i
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( IVIL AND MECHANICAL ENOINEKRS' SOCIETV.

THE KINO'fS CROSS STATION ROOF,

(Cvntinued from 2>age 50.J

THE discnssion on this paper was continued

on January 26th ; after somo remarks

from the members and visitors present, Mr. A.

T. Walmislcy gave a description of some of the

methods that have been adopted for resisting the

horizontal tlirnst in arched roofs, as follows :

—

M. Bancroft, to whom we arc indebted for the

exceedingly interesting and valuable paper on the

Great Northern Roof, has furnished a very accu-

rate account of tho Derby Market Hall, which 1

was glad to see published in the various pro-

fessional papers, and through the kindness of Mr.

11. M. ( )rdish, I am enabled to exhibit before you

photographs of this and of some other arched

roofs. Mr. Bancroft stated that the area covered by

the .arched roof of the Derliy Hall is a rectangle

l!)2ft. long and 80ft Gin. wide, and that the larger

holes in the web of the principals were punched

out by a simple screw press, with long lovers and

heavy weights attached to thom. This method

seems to be the right way of treating wrought

iron plates, the web only remaining where it acts

in a similar manner to diagonals, and in my
opinion produces a much better effect than

when raised ornaments are employed ; this plan

was first adopted in the root of the Great Western
Railway Station at Paddington.

The base of each rib is fastened down by eight

lin. bolts on each side of the web to a supporting

octagonal cast iron column IJin. thick, and 23ft.

in length from bottom of gutter to floor level.

The base, which is plain, and about 2ft. lOin,

high, has an inscribed diameter of 2ft. It widens

out into an octagon foliated capital at the

top, with an inscribed diameter of 2ft. Oin.

Angle '.irons are bolted to a horizontal plate, sup-

ported by a bracket in front of ajflat box cast on
the top of the column above the capital. On each

side of this bracket there are oblong openings in

the horizontal plate vfhich passes over the centres

of the column, to which are attached serai-ellip-

tioal arches where the gutter joins tho column.

Thus an outlet is formed for the rain water.

For sake of show, a casing of an equal thickness

with the flat box, forming part of the column,
hides a web forming the bracket under this hori-

zontal plate. A frame is fastened by six bolts to

the upper part of the column (supporting outlets)

which is provided at tho bottom with a lug for

resting on the wall in addition to being fixed to

it by four lin. bolts. The horizontal thrust of

the arch is not transmitted to the wall by this

frame, as might at first sight appear. On the
contrary, boxes are cast on the top of these
frames, each of which contains a pin, dropped
into it from above. These pins connect the ends
of diagonal bracing rods with key adjustment at

one extremity. A flange formed of two L irons

and four plates muuing throughout the entire

lengths of the building along the outer boxes,
and decreasing towards the ends in strength, is

conneotetl to diagonalswhich'inorease towards the
ends in sectional area by the pins. The gutter
being sometimes exposed to a tensile strain,

requires a thickness of IJSin., and is strong
enough to act as the other flange of this horizon-
tal girder.

There are eight diagonals, one for each bay,
the roof being divided into eight bays of 24ft each.
The roof is hipped at both ends, and simple
ties serve ae diagonals at the hips. The ribs here
are similar to the ordinary ones, but of a greater
sectional area. The vertical part of the base of
rib is bolted to the inner flange lOiin. wide of a
vertical piece of | iron into which the column
changes immediately over the horizontal plate
before described, the top flange of the rib being
carried down vertically 2ft. 5in. above the base,
which is horizontal, and the bottom flange of the
rib being carried round horizontally for the
purpose of receiving the lin. bolts. The wrought
iron lattice purlins are radial at intervals of
6ft. 9in., and are prevented from projecting be-
yond the ribs by means of a cast iron strut tin.

thick fixed to purlin and rib by six bolts.

A board 8Jin by lin. is fixed for appearance
sate to tho soffit of the rib. Such boarding is

nailed on to wood SJin. by 3in., fastened on to

the top of main ribs, near the crown ; this is

covered by Italian zinc, Viut at the lower part it is

slated. One square of area covered requires
nearly 15 cwt. of wrought and cast iron. Ono
ordinary rib weighs 54 tons, and the height at
crown is 62ft. lOin. above floor level ; the weight of

standards, purlins, &c., per bay is 9j tons. JJo pro-

vision ia made for any additional horizontal

thrust such as would arise from pressure of wind
or snow, the roof offering a very great resistance

in its longitudinal direction. The contractor for

this roof was Mr. James Haywood, of Derby.

Iron roofs may be divided into two great

classes, of both of which there are several varieties

and combinations. These two kinds are usually

termed trussed and arched. In the case of an
arch the consideration of the following exterior

foroesisinvolved. (l)|the weight of tho structure;

(2), the horizontal pressure (iuo to the resistance

of the abutmoiits wnich is transmitted unaKcrod
through the whole of the rib, and in consequence

of which lateral strength mflst be provided for

in the abutments ; (.S), the pressure of wind and
snow of about 401b. per square foot. The
stability or rigidity of an iron arch can be

gu.aranteed under various arrangements. In

nearly every roof we find a new arrangement for

resisting the horizontal thrust, and different

methods adopted in the design of the principals,

for which no rules can bo assigned; a double row
of braced columns, sometimes affords a base of

sufficient extent to resist the thrust of an arched

roof which, in the case of the Agricultural Hall

at Islington (125ft. central span) is conveyed
through the gallery girders to the outer walls;

the total cost of which, exclusive of erection and
covering, was about £12 15s. per square.

The Midland roof, adjoining the Great Nor-
thern, is a good specimen of a rigid roof in con-

sequence of its enormous span and weight, fsrthe

stability of a n arched roof increases with its

weight and size. Until this roof was erected the

central roof of the Agricultural Hall, designed

by Mr. Frederick Peck, was tho largest roof in

existence constructed with principals without

ties between the walls to resist the horizontal

thrust. If the walls carrying a roof are strong

and heavy it is unnecissary to make any provi-

sion for the expansion of the principals through

variation of temperature, for tliejelfect of contrac-

tion or expansion upon an arch with immovable
abutments is simply to cause the crown to fall

and rise.

In the St. Pancras station roof we find beauty
and strength combined, the pointed arch pre-

senting a better and more pleasing appearance

than the usual forms. Besides, it being more
profitable to employ a structure on which com-
pression principally prevails, ties and other such
obstructions are not presented to the view. Had
this roof been constructed in two spans, as in the

Great Northern, the cost would have without

doubt been far less, and it has been argued that

columns in the centre of the station would not

have been much more in the way of passengers

than ordinary lamp-posts, seats, &c., which are

usually placed in large stations ; but then it must
be remembered that the latter can ba easily re-

moved without endangering the structure should

it at any time be necessary to change the position

of tho rails and platforms, whereas in a station

of two spans the central columns might be found

at some future time to be in tho way of an ad-

vantageous arrangement of the platforms.

Another point in favour of a single span is that

a better architectural effect is produced than
would be with a double span in addition to the

mere strength required to support the covering,

and considering that railway traffic has been
annually increasing, we cannot blame Mr. Bar-
low for desiring his terminus to be the finest and
best arranged. Over 9000 tons of ironwork were
employed in the construction of the Midland sta-

tion, of which tho main and cross girders of floor

comprise about 20 per cent., tho main ribs and
spandrels 13 per cent., the cast iron columns and
caps supporting the flooring about 12i per cent.,

buckle plates 9 per cent,, and the intermediate

ribs, purlins, and connections (> per cent. One
square of area, covered partly with rough glass

3-lCth3 in. thick, and partly with slate, cost £31,

and required about 17 cwt. of wrought and cast

iron. The cost of erecting and supplying all the

columns, girders, and plates forming the flooring,

together with the iron, timberwork, glass, and

other portions of the roof, was about £128,000.

The roof, which is G90ft. long, with a clear span

of 240ft., covers about four acres ; its height at

the ridge is 125ft. above the level of the road,

and the segmental ribs meet in tho centre at a

height of 'Mit. above the level of the platform.

Each half of the main ribs consists of two seg-

ments of circles with radii of 57ft. and lOOft.

respectively. There are twenty-five of these main
ribs in the roof, bttween which trussed purlins at

every 18ft. 6in. carry intermet-Uato ribs of rolled

I
iron lOJiq. deep. The«e purlint help to tliBaa

the lower flanges of the ribs* externally. The
gable ia carrieil by two outer main ribs, the

thrust being taken by a braced horizontal tie,

and presents an area of 14,400 8(]uare feet. The
gangway and gutter boarding were Bumettised.
The timberwork received three coats of best oil

paint after being fixed complete, and the under-

side of boarding to roof, which was at first pro-

posed to bo stained and twice varnished, is, I

believe, also covered with three coats of paint.

The contractors for tho ironwork were the

Bntterley Company.
The travelling staging for the purpose of fixing

the roof in its position was divided into three

parts, tho side ones consisting of five, and the

centre of six divisions each, and from back to

front there were four divisions. The first staging

travelled on 123 wheels, 2ft Sin. diameter,

running on a beam of timber 18in. square, and
was worked at tho north end of the station

towards tho road, but after a few of the main ribs

had been erected, it was fonnd necessary, in order

to complete tho roof by Ihe required time, to

erect a similar staging about the centre of the

station, which was also to travel in the same
direction. The horizontal transverse pieces were
12in. by Gin., except the bottom pieces, npoa
which rested iron shoes to receive the feet of the

standards 12in. by 12in. These lower horizontals

were also 12in. by 12in. Each main rib was sap-

ported by the staging until the wind ties were

finally fixed. More than 50,000 cubic feet of

timber were employed, and a smaller separate

staging was subsequently erected at the north end
for completing the gable. This latter staging was

so constructed that trains might pass under into

the station before the completion of the work.

Time will not now permit me to enter into a

detailed account of the construction and method
of moving the .staging and hoisting gear, but a
very good account was given in The BuiLnmo
News about a year ago. Also tho general

plan of the building, arrangement of platforms,

&c., was well described in The Building News
for February 12 of last year. Ventilation ig

amply provided for by open spaces in the sky-

lights along tho whole length of tho ridge, and
also where the glass overhang the gutters. The
skylight is constructed on the ridge and furrow
principle.

{To he concluded next meek.)

SOCIETY OP ENGINEERS.

THE annual meeting was held on Monday
evening, at the Westminster Palace Hotel.

Premiums for papers read during tho past session

were awarded to Mr. Bartholomew, Mr. Hartley,

Mr. Nursey, and Mr. Vanghan Pendrwl. The
president, Mr. Wm. Adams, then read bus inaugural

address, in which he first reviewed in an able

manner the topics treated in the discussions before

the society at the meetings of the past year, and

afterwards treated in a masterly manner the im-

portant topic of recent locomotive engineering.

Dwelling forcibly upon the larger future introdnc-

duction of steel in place of iron, and giving due

credit to M. Chatclier's steam brake and Mr.

Clarke's continuous brake, he entered into tho vital

subject of the proportions of dead weight in roUing

stock. Upon this last point ho made the follow-

ing remarks upon the Fairlie engines, the value

of which has been frequently urged. "These
engines," he said, " appear to ran very smoothly

,

and they take sharp curves with great facility. It

is, however, quite a qncstion for experience whether

gain of adhesion will justify tho cost of these

engines and the entire duplication of the working

parts. This sj-stcm is now in the way of a fair

practical trial. The steam carriage has already

been working on tho Scvenoaks branch of the

London, Chatham and Dover Railway. Some
small double l)ogio engines arc working on the

Festiniog Railway, and two more are about to bo

sent over to Sweden."
The Council's report showed tho society s

finances to be in a satisfactory condition, although

the depression in engineeriog business had made
itself felt upon them.

Mr. Strapp, the contractor for the proposed rail-

way between Jassy and Kitchenicff, in Russia, has

just i.ssuert a report on the undertaking, from which

It appears that the line will cross the river Pruth by

an iron bridge at Unglienv, where a station is to be

built on the Russian side of the frontier. The length

of the line ia 135 kilometres, and it is to be completed

in three years.
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GEXBBAL JOtKEBS.

OF the mauy raiieties of wood-working
machines with wbich vro have bcconio

£»m>liarisoil during the past f»w jears, there is

probably none— if we except tlie ordinary circu-

lar saw Itouch—which has obtained such n strong

kold on the public favour as (he " general joiner."

Iniroduced originally br the late Mr. Samuel
Worssam, this machine Las been added to, modi-

fied, and "improTCil " by almost every maker of

wood-working machiuery, aud as now construc-

ted by the icaiing tiims it is capable of pcrform-

cntters for tongueing, &c., is quite distinct from
ihe spindles cai-ryiug the cutters for planing, &i'.,

the former spindle heing driven by a separate
belt, and being provided with its own fast and
loose pulleys, so that it can bj stopped or started

without interfering with the work going on at

the planing side of the machine. Tlio fence
plrttc, too, which is shown in its position on the
table in Figs. 1 and 2, is of light construction,

and is so hinged to the table thit it can be
turned over endways and made to hang down
beneath the latter, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

When thus arranged the machine may be used
for cross-catting timber of any length aud up to
4iu. in thicliness

At the planing end the machine will plane on
both sides and thickness at one operation boards
up to "in. wide, the arrangement employed being
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The pUniug is per-

bench with arrangements for grooving, rebating,
niitering, &c. ; and 3rd, a complete arrangement
for cutting single or double tenons, planing,
moulding, &c. The band saw and its table are
arranged at one end of the machine, and their
nrrangement will be clearly uuderstocd without
any special explanation. The other two divisions
of the machine, which arc carried by a single
frame of simple and substantial design, we shall
proceed to describe separately.

Beginning with the side at which the circular
saw is placed, it will be seen from Fig. 4 that
the saw is provided with a rising and falling
spindle, and the latter can thus be fitted with
cutters for rebating, mitering, &c. On the other
side ef the machine, and completely independent
of the saw, are four other spindles, namely, two
horizontal and two vertical. The two horizontal
spindles, the positions of which arc clearly shown

Fig. 1. Fig.

iDg, with mora or less eflioicncy, nearly every
operation that a user of such a machine is likely

to require to be performed by mechanical aid. In
endeaTonring to make "general joiners" avail-

able for a great variety of work and rendering
them capable of performing two or mor,< opera-
tions simultaneously, however, they have in some
instances been rendered far too complicated, and
no provision has been made to prevent a man
Bsiiie one side of the machine from being de-
layed while another man who may he using the

other side is adjusting the work on which he is

occapied. This is a serious defect, and greatly

diminishes the amount of work which the
machine is capable of performing in continuous
work, by increu^ing the number of stoppages
vbich it is requisite t) make for adjustment, &c

Fig. 2.

To avoid this inconvenience Messrs. Allen
Bansome and Co., of the King's-road, Chelsea,
in the arrangement of general joiner brought
ont by them during the past year, and illustrated

1>j ns in the present number, have, besides in-

troducing other improvcmeats, made that side

of the machine employed for t»noning, planing,
tfiicknessing, or monlding, independent of the
other side at which such operations as ripi)ing-
ont, croas-cntting, &c., are performed. The
general arrangement of the machine will be
readily nnderstood by an inspection of the en-
graving, iu which I'igs. 1 and 2 show the
machine as arranged for ripping and tenoning,
whilst Figs. 3 and 4 represent it as arranged for
planing and cros^-cntling.

Heferring to the fijnres, it will be seen that the
»aw Hpindle, which is also employed to carry

formed by two sets of cutters, the spindle carry-

ing the lower set—which act on the under side of

the board—having a fixed po.<fition, while that

carrying the upper set can be raised or lowered
according to the thickness to be given to the

,

work. The two cutter spindles are driven by a
single belt, this passing, from a pulley on the

main shaft, first over the pulley on the upper
cutter block spindle, next under the pulley on
the lower block spindle, next over a stretching

pulley not shown in the figures, and finally back
to the pulley on the main shaft.

The arrangement employed for tenoning is

clearly shown in Fig.s. 1 and 2. It will be seen

from these figures that the pieces of wood on
which the tenons are to be cut, and which may
have a total width of 18iii., aro clamped down to

a light sliding plate, which can be traversed so as

to bring the ends of the pieces between the two
sets of revolving cutters by which the tenons

are formed. The tenons being formed by cutters

are moie sccurate than if sawn, aud they can,

moreover, be mado with shoulders of unequal
length by simply shifting ono of the cutter blocks

endways on its spindle. The arrangements by
which the adjustments are made for various

lengths and thicknesses of tenons will be readily

understood from an inspection of the engravings
without further explanation.
The machine we have described above, besides

performing the operations of planing, tenoning,

ripping-out, and cross-cutting, is capable of

cutting single or double mouldinss up to Sin.

wide, grooving, boring holesup to 2in. in diameter,

and cutting mortices up to 2in. wide, while it

may also be employed for mitering, chamfering,
beading, and rebating or moulding sash frames,

&c. Practically it consists of two machines
on one frame, and attended by two boys, or by a
man aud a boy, it will turn out a vast quantity of

work. Mnltitudiuous, however, as are the opera-
tions which the above machine can perform, its

powers in this respect are exceeded l)y those of

the other machine, al.so illustrated by ns.

This machine — which has been designed

and patented by Mr. AVilliam Parkinson, Ihe

superintendent of the wood-working machinery
at Messrs. Corbctt and McClymont's saw-mill,

Brompton, and of which Messrs. Allen, Kansome,
and Co., are the sole makers—has been named
the " universal joiner," an appellation which it

well deserves. The machine really consists of

thrcd distinct parts, each capable of being

stopped and started independently of the others,

these being : 1st, a band saw for cutting curved

work up to lOin. thick ; 2ud, a circular saw

in Figs. 1 and 4,areeach capable of being raised or

lowered, while one of the vertical spindles

is capable of being shifted both horizontally in

the direction of the slot in the tablo through
which it is shown to pass, and also vertically.

Fig. C shows the machine as arranged for

planing boards on both sides, and at th9

same time tongiieing and grooving the edges.

The board entering the machine on the right

hand side is first acted upon by the cutters on
one of the vertical spindles, these cutters finish-

ing one edge. It then passes over the cutters

winch plane the underside, next under the

cutters which thickness the board and plane its

upper surface, and finally it passes the cutters on
the second vertical spiudlc, which finish its other

edge. The feed gear, which can be readily

Fig. 4.

varied to give a rate of feed of from 10 to 20 feet

per minute, is of the same general construction

as that applied to Messrs. Hansomc's general

joiner already described ; two pairs of feed rollers

being, however, employed instead of one. The
same arrangement whicli we have just described

as being used for planing is also available for

working on all four sides of a moulding at one

o)X!ratiou. The moulding shown by Fig. 1.5, for

instance, we have seen turned by this machine,

finished on all sides, at the rate of 15ft. per

minute.
The machine is also capable of turning out

curved mouldings such, for instance, as that

shown by Fig. 12. For this class of work there

is placed upon the table of the machine a false

table provided with a circular guard, as shown in

the detail views Figs. G. and 7, this guard encir-
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cling the upper end of the vertical spindle which
we have mentioned as being adjustaljl-. The
guard is provided on one side with an opening
through which the moulding cutters can work, as

shown in the figures. The piece of wood to be

moulded has attached to it a template shaped to

the required curve, this template bearing against

the guard as the moulding is being cut. The
depth of cut taken is, of course, regulated by
shifting the spindle horizontally, so that the

cutters project more or less through the guard.
The whole arrangement is very simple, and
answers admirably.

For tenoning, the planing cutters on the hori-

zontal spindles are replaced by tenoning cutters,

as in Messrs. Kansomc's general joiner already
described, while when double tenons are rc-

<iuired, the tenon formed by the cutters on the

horizontal spindles is snhscqnontly divided by
cutters mounted on the adjustable vortical spindle.

This arrangement is shown clearly l)y Kig. 5,

which also represents the light sliding table

on which the pieces of wood are secured.

This table is also used for holding sash bars

which have a moulding cut on theirends, as shown
inl'ig. 8, these baisbeingchunpeddownsidcbysidc.
There is a peculiarity in this slidingtable of which
we must make mention here. The table has a kind
of frame attached to it which serves to .^upp^rt

the outer ends of the pieces of wood which are

being operated on, and the sides of this frame are

formed of bars sliding in sockets, so that the

outer l)ar of the frame can be set to act as a

gauge for finishing the pieces to an exact length.

Inasmmti, however, as the gauge would be in the

way when the first ends'of the peces are being acted

{flkVlUULX

upon, it is made so that it can be depressed when
the pieces extend over it, it being forced up
again by a spring wlien the pieces are removed.

Besides cutting single and double tenons, the

machine will also scribe the shoulders, as showa
by Fig. f», the scribing being effected by merely

placing a second set of cutterjof the proper fonn

on the vertical spind'c, shown in Fig. 5. In

ordinary regular work the machine will scribe and
double tenon 300 pairs of saxhes in Iwe ity-fonr

hours, and the frames for 100 doors have been

tenoned by it in a working day of 9i hours. One
of these universal joiners at Messrs. Corbett and
McClvmont's has also (ini.shed on all four sides

1!I80 "ft. of 2in. besides 2(580 ft. of 2Jin. moulding

in the course of a day of 9J hours, this being done

in the regular course of work without any special

preparation, and without interfering with the
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opemlioDs going on at the circnlar sawing sido

ofthe machine, or at the band sav table. Another

ot ths many rarieties of work which this machine

is capable of performing is shown by Fig. li\ this

figore representing the end of a sash sill as shaped

wholly by the machine.
Of "the two machinM which we h»TO described

•boTe, each has its special application. Mr. Parkin-

eon's " naiversal joiner " may be described as a

farther dcTelopment of the geneial joiner, and al-

though a more expensive machine than the latter,

the greater rariety of work which it is capable of

performing will, no doubt, lead to its being

adopted in place of the general joiner in many
cases. Both the machines are thoronghly well

designed and constracted, and we have seen each

of them turn ont excellent work.

As an instance (says Engineering') of the

eomomical results attending the substitntion

of wood-working machiner}- for hand labour,

we mar mention that at ilessrs. Corbett and
McCymont's saw-mill an amount of work which
formerly cost the«» 442/. per month for wages
when done by hand is now performed at a

cost of 9+/. 'J'he plant employed, which was
all erected by Messri. All<n Kansome and Co.,

consists of a 42in. selfacting circular saw bench,
a 14in. portable deal frame, a large com-
bined planing and moulding machine, a small

planing and monlding machine, a hand-mortising
machine, a general joiner, and one of Mr. Parkin-
son's nniTerpal joiners. The cost of working this

last machine has, siooe its erection, aTeragcd 'AM,

per month less than would hare been paid for

wages alone, if the work it performs bad been done
by hand labour at the ordinary piecework prices.

w
METROPOLITAN TRAMWAYS.
E hare been favoured with a copy of the

report made to the Vestry of S. Pancras
by the Chief Surveyor, Mr. \Vm. Booth Scott

C.E., on the tramways now in course of intro-

duction on the Metropolitan roads. The report is

so lengthy a document that we can bat spare

space to glance at Mr. Scott's conclasions. They
are unmistakeably antagonistic to the present

Tramway Companies, who, it is asserted, by being
permitted to lay tramways upon public thorough-
fares, would be allowed " to usurp a right to

control the use of the thoronghfarca by the com-
munity at large, and would virtually establish a

gigantic monopoly of the passenger tralBc." The
only satisfactory mode of dealing with the matter,

according to Mr. Scott, would be by the institH-

tion of a corporate body, to be called, say, the

Metropolitan Tramway Board, upon whom would
devolve the duty of devising, constructing, and
managing such comprehensive Echcmc, and ex-
tending it from time to time ; or, should this pro-
position fail to be adopted, that the Tramway
Companies should purchase the privilege from the
" street authority," as representatives of the com-
munity, and further pay over to those authorities

a fixed proportion of the profits, say one-half in

excess of 5 per cent.

In the case of the first proposition, Mr. Scott
asserts that, if the privilege of rnnning cars upon
the tramways so constructed were put up to com-
petition and let by tender annnally, or for terms
of years, upon terms and conditions defined by
the Metropolitan Tramway Board, the revenue so
derived would not only (rapidly) defray the cost
of constructing and maintaining the tramways,
but would alfo produce so large an annnal surplus
as to reduce the general or paving rate at least

one-half over the whole metropolis.

We confess to a lively appreciation of the
benefit of a reduction in the paving rate, but at
the same time hardly see why the profits of the
Tramway Companies should provide the where
withal for the accomplishment of such an object.
It may be a misfortune, but it is nevertheless true,

that very few schemes of enterprise or improve-
ment are originated io this country cither by
central or local governing bodies. All such
attempts are left to private enterprise, and—as in

the present case—much delay has frequently to
be pnt up with, and much stubborn opposition
encountered, before the project so long conceived
IS fairly put on trial. Wc have now been waiting
something like a dozen years for the introduction
of a system of locomotion which it is believed
will relieve onr streets and ultimately supersede
onr present vehicles, and now that it has obtained
Parliamentary sanction for an experimental trial,

we think it rather late in the day to propose to
hand over the work to some one else.

PLYMOUTH GUILDHALL, &c.

THE view of the second premiated design for

the Guildhall, public offices, and courts of

law for Plymouth, which we give to-duy, must bo

considered rather as a diagram to illustrate the

general scheme complete in its arrangements
with reference to the site and adjoining buildings,

rather than an exponent ofthe architecture itself.

The point of sight is necessarily an impossible
one, if the arcade which is necessary to unite the

two blocks in one harmonious faoade towards
Westwell-street, as well as to complete the quad-
rangle, were carried out. But so must be any
view taken to exhibit both sides of a wide court-

yard. In this case, the fine tower of St. Andrew's
Church, fAdchurch ofPlymouth,withitscharactor-
istic angle pinnacles, is the central feature, and
grouped together inone building. On thenortheru
side, are the public offices, with the Guildhall and
various suggested additions, while on the south

side (where greater length of site is available) is

the great public hall, placed centrally between the

assize courts and suggested judges' lodgings east-

ward, and the police offices and court, with magis-

trates' rooms, &c., on the west. Both buildings,

as before stated, have a long frontage towards
Westwell-street, and are intended to be connected

by an arcade, or at least a dwarf wall and railings.

Mr. Hayward, in his statement accompany-
ing the design, says :—The harmony of design

resulting from the subordination of one part to

the other, while each contributes to the general

eflfect of the whole group, will be noticed partly

as the eflfect of adopting a style which, as that of

ths adjoining church and buildings, recommends
itself as the style (par excellence) for the par-

ticular spot and for this particular purpose. As
that which was most peculiarly English at a time
when good national architecture was last prac-

tised in England, this style of Perpendicular
Gothic (modified, of course, to suit modern re-

quirements) has been adopted—and also as a

style which was the one best known and every-
where adopted in Devonshire for domestic use and
public purposes—notably at Berry Pomeroy,
Dartington, Compton Castle, Tor Abbey, Tavi-
stock, Cothele, &c. ; as well as old portions of

Goldrenniok, Werrington, &o., in Cornwall ; in-

deed all 15th and some IGth century buildings.
" The Tower of S. Andrew's Church especially

—with which these new buildings are designed
to accord—is a fine example of the style referred
to, and the adoption of it as a key-note to the
general scheme of design is a very happy sugges-
tion in the Instructions, and one the author has
found great pleasure in following out."

TSE BUILDING NEWS SKETCH-BOOK.
No. XVIII.

EOCHESTEK CASTLE.

THE venerable remains of this noble fortifica-

tion are situated on an eminence just above
Rochester Bridge, on the bank ot the Medway, at

the south-west angle of the city. It is generally

supposed to be the work of William the Conqueror,

and it is highly probable that Odo, Bishop of

Bayeux, in Normandy, contributed greatly to this

magnificent work, for he was then appointed Chief

Justice of England, and Earl of Kent, and resided

ia Rochester.

The walls of the castle are built with rough

stones of very Irregular forms, with a cement or

mortar containing large quantities of shells, and

which has set nearly as hard as the stone itself.

The interior of the walls has been rough cast,

and in a great many places a considerable portion

is still adhering to the surface. The walls are

about 104ft. high ; their thickness on the cast,

north, and west sides is lift., and on the south

it is increased to 13ffc.

The castle is about SOOft. square within the walls,

and is one of the most interesting specimens of

Norman architecture in England. The greatest

attraction to the spectator is the noble tower,

which stands in the south-east angle of this

castle. It is quadrangular in form, having its

sides parallel to the walls of the castle.

The fonndr.t'son of this tower is supposed to

have been laid by Gundulph, who was compelled
by the King to spend a certain sum of money on
this building, in reparation of severe damages
caused by a siege of the castle by the King
against Odo, who was a turbulent prelate. So
Gundulph set to work, and after he had repaired

the damages, he laid the foundation for this great

tower, which is still called by his name, and has

proved through succeeding ages a lasting monu-
ment of his fame. This dates about 1090.
Gundulph, however, did not live to complete his

great and noblo work, but died about twelve
years after it was begun ; but as the plan and
foundations were formed and laid by him, it has
ever since been known as Gunduiph's Tower.
It is (juadratigulfir, and about ~0h. square at
the base, and the walls average about 12ft. thick.

In the partition wall in the centre is a well 2' 9"

diameter, neatly wrought in the walls, which
asecnds through all the stories to the top of the
tower, and has a commnnioation with every floor,

as may be seen in the sketch.

The holes in the walls distinctly mark the
position of the floors, though none of the timbers
now exist.

The subject of my sketch is one of the walls of

the state apartments, and here the workman has
shown his greatest skill. These rooms were about
32ft. high, and the wall carried by columns
forming four grand arches. These columns are
about 18ft. high and 4ft. in diameter.

Considering how long this noble pile has been
left exposed to the merciless hands of time and
weather, I believe there are few buildings in
England of e(iual antiquity in a more perfect

condition. The skill and ingenuity displayed in

this grand work must strike the eye of every be-
holder with awe and admiration, and no one who
has any taste for ancient architecture or an-
tiquities can spend an hour more agreeably than
in surveying this highly interesting and mag-
nificent building. Edward Skeeritt.

BLOOMSBURY FEMALE SCHOOL OF
ART.

ON Wednesday the annual meeting for the
distribution of prizes to the members of

this well-known School of Art was held in the

theatre of the South Kensington Musum, under
the presidency of Sir Stafford Northcote. From
a statement read by Mr. Valpy respecting the

work of the institution, it appeared that the pre-

sent number of students on the books were 122,

while at the close of the summer session the num-
ber was 141. On the 21st and 22ndof December,
1868, the annual exhibition of students' works
was held at Queen-square, and was visited by
593 persons. At the annual third grade exami-
nation, held in February last at South Kensing-
ton, ten students presented themselves from this

school ; of this number five obtained full certifi-

cates for the fir.^t group. Their names were Martha
Clarke, Ellen Hancock, Alice Blanche Ellis, Ellen

O. Wheeler Smith, and Blanche Macartliur.

At the second grade local examination, held at

the school on the 9th and 10th of March, 61

students presented themselves ; of these .53

passed in one or more subjects, 23 obtained prizes

(having had the mark " excellent " for one or

more of their papers), and ten obtained certifi-

cates of the second grade. Ninety-nine students

sent up, on the 9th of April, a total of 1332 ele-

mentary and 319 advanced works, in competi-

tion for National Prizes and the Queen's Gold
Medal. Eleven third grade prizes were awarded
in the elementary section, and 12 prizes in the

advanced section, making a total of 23 prize

drawings. The Queen's gold medal had been
won by .Jnlia Pocock, and Her Majesty had been
graciously pleased to purchase one of her water-

colour drawings, "A Head from the Life."

The National Silver Medal had been awarded to

Mary Whiteman Webb for studies of flowers from

nature. National Queen's Prizes, consisting of

books, had also been awarded to Julia Pocock for

studies of the figure, to MaryWhitemanWebb for

flowers from na'ure, to Alice Blanche Ellis for

flowers from nature, to Emily Slous for a model-
led hand from nature, and to Aimee Messenger
for a botanical sheet. .Julia Pocock had taken

the five guineas offered by Mr. Alexander Mac-
arthur for the best modelled hand from nature.

Ellen Macrae and Sarah M'Gregor gained the

two prizes for designs for folding screens given

by Messrs. "Tumer and Sons. Catherine Banks
and Sarah M'Gregor had been pupil-teachers for

the past year. Sarah M'Gregor had been trans-

ferred to the training class at South Kensington,

and Mary Whiteman Webb had been appointed

pupil teacher in her place. The committee were
again happy in being able to state that the school

was free from all debt. The Committee ot Coun-
cil on Education awarded in August last 39
bonuses among the head masters and mistresses

of tlie 99 Schools of Art in connection with the-
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Science and Art Department, being one sum
of £50, three sums of £40 each, tonr sums
of £30, ten sums of £20, and twenty Bums
of £10. Oat of tlio 3'J teachers thus distin-

guished the committee were gratified to find the

name of Miss Gann, the head mistress of the

school, third on tho list. And the committee
could not but recognise also that on her able

general management and efficient administration
the prosperity- of the estabhshment mainly de-

pended. The committee considered that the
school had this year been deoi<ledly stronger in

the higher branches of art j they wished they
could aild in that also of design. Julia Pocock,
in the advanced stages ef the figure, and Mary
Whiteman Webb, in studies of flowers from
nature, deserved the highest commendation

;

Ellen Macrae with Emily Slous in modelling,
and Charlotte Maria Noble in the elementary
stages of tho figure, merited honourable mention.
Alice Locke, Alice Blanche Ellis, Martha Clarke,
Ellen Hancock, Emily Hentsch, and Eleanor
Manly gave promise of following the good ex-
ample set them.
The prizes, which were very numerous, were

then distributed. The Queen's Gold Medal was
given last, Miss Pocock being the winner.

Sir DiGBY Wyatt made a short address, and
Mr. Cole, Professor Donaldson, and Mr.
Godwin addressed the meeting, whiohterminated
with a vote of thanks to the chairman for pre-
siding.

NOTES ON SOME OF THE TIMBER BOTLD-
INGS IN ENGLAND DURING THE
MIDDLE AGES.*

By Charles Baily.

IN many cases the angle-posts are very richly
carved. There is a very goo<l example at

Petworth, in Sussex, and another at the " New
Inn," Gloucester ; but one of the most elaborate
is, or was, at Burj- S. Edmund's, in Suffolk ; it

belonged to a house j ust outside of the place where
the East Gate fonncrly stood. The base and the
•curved bracket at the top were carved with
elaliorate flowing tracery, and above the pedestal
was a figure of a " Salvage Man " holding a club.
This figure, clothed in a sort of plaited dress
fitting tightly to the hotly, was probably intended
for a ma.skcr in the character of a wild man, a
favourite character in the Middle Ages, and the
plaited dress possibly was intended to represent
hair.

The projecting ends of the joists, when left in
view, were generally rounded on the undersides

j

sometimes, however, these were moulded, and at

other times were covered by a long facia board,
either moulded, with the upper part cut into small
battlements, or carved with foliage, and sometimes
with a cove executed in plaster underneath the
joists. The ends of the joists carried another
wooden sill, which received the quarters of the
framing of the ui>per stories.

Not only the floors, but also the roofs of the old
houses overhang considerably, particularly at the
gabled ends, where the outside rafters, technically
called barge-boards, or verge-boards, are very
much larger than the others, and are moulded and
cut with tracci-y, or carved in foliage, with all the
skill that the Middle Age workman could bestow
upon them : a charming effect is thus added to the
exterior of the house. These bsirgc-boards are
carried by the plates and purlins, the ends of
which pass through the boards, and are pinned.
Very often, and particularly as regards the later

examples, the projecting ends of the plates arc
supported by carved brackets ; and resting on the
tops of the plates is a moulded or carved timber
breastsummer, which receives the lower ends of
the timbers of the projecting gable. There are
yet remaining numerous examples of the barge-
boards and gables in all those counties of England
where timber was once plentiful.

Thomas Scotte, of Hawkhurst, gentleman, in
his last will, dated May Hth, A.D. 1533, provides
ior the finishing of his timber house :

—

" I will that if all my goods and chattels move-
able be not sufficient, that then my executors
furnish out of the rents find profits of all my lands,
except such as are devised to Mildred my wife, to
build, set up, and finish my house, which now
lyeth in framj at Congchurst."
As respects tlio materials used for the covering

of the roofs, as the roads were bad and carriage
costly, it very much depended upon what the

• Read before the Architectural Association, January
14, 18(0. -(Continued from page 9a.)

immediate neighbourhood produced. Many build-

ings of the humble cliuis were thatched with straw,
or with reeds if procurable. Throughout the

county of Kent tiles of burnt earth were used, but
in the lower parUs of Surrey, and in Snsse.x, thin
flakes of a stone, easily cleaved, known by tho

name of Horsham slates, were very generally
adopted, and are still found on many of the old

buildings ; indeed, the roof over the ball at Crow-
hurst -|)lace is so covered ; these make an excellent

covering when carefully and properly laid, but the

timbering of the roof requires to bo very sub-

stantial, on account of the great weight of ihc

stones. Another mat<,'rial was shingles, or .si|nare

pieces of the heart of oak, each about one foot

long by four or six inches wide, and half an inch

thick ; these are fastened on to rough boards with
wooden pegs.

The roof of the groat hall at Bittle Abbey was
originally covered with shingles ; and at tho
"Mote" House at Iglitham, a part of tho roof
over the hall is still so laid, although a more
moilern roof has been erected over it. Shingles,

however, appear to have been disused as a cover-

ing for the roofs of houses as early as the middle
of the fourteenth century, probably becan-so the
slope of the rafters re(iuired to be .so very steep

;

for in letters patent, granted by King Edward II.,

in A.D. 1314. to his mother-in-law Margaret,
queen dowager of England, wo learn that "the
king had been informed that divers manor houses
and castles which she held in dower, and which
were roofed with wooden shingles, were greatly in

need of repair, and that they might bo roofed at

a less cost with slates, stone, or earthen tiles than
with such wooden shingles ; he therefore grants
her permission to unroof those hou.ses which
needed repair and to cover them with slate or tile,

and at the same time leave to cut down and sell

as many oaks and other trees in the woods of the
manors and castles aforesaid as may suffice to

repay the reasonable expenses incurred by her for

new roofing the houses in question."

In later times, shingles have been used only as a
covering for the slopes of the timber spires of the
churches, so common in Surrey, Sussex, and in

Kent.
The chimney-.shafts of the old houses are among

the chief external ornaments, and it matters not
whether the material is of stone or brick. In
most cases a large amount of ornament and nice

execution is bestowed thereon ; of stone some fcw
examples of so early a date as the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries are still to be found. ^Yc
may refer to one at Abingdon Abbey, in Berk-
shire, and to those at Old Woodstock and Burford,
in Oxfordshire ; also to that at Northborough
Manor House, in Northamptonshire, as specimens
of interest. But in many of the manor houses in

Norfolk and Suffolk, and at Hampton Court
Palace, in Middlesex, some of the shafts executed
in red brickwork arc of truly marvellous work-
manship. We give on next page a view of two from
an old house at Little Braxted, in Essex. In the
county of Surrey there are some rich shafts at

Beddington Manor House, and many of a plainer
character at Archbishop Abbot's Hospital, at
Guildford. In the plan the shafts are generally
either circular, octagonal, or square, placed on the
diagonal, several being clustered together in one
stack, with narrow s])aces between the shafts.

The generality, however, of the Surrey and Sussex
houses of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
have plain chimney-shafts, which are rendered
sightly and pictures((ue by the shafts being broken
in the plan and having a series of oversailing
courses worked round tho tops. There arc exam-
ples at Shore, near Guildford. The date on one,
1620, very probably gives the age of the others.

Some writers upon the subject of tho domestic
architecture of England in the middle ages have
stated that fireplaces were then but few in num-
ber ; but a careful examination of the old build-
ings will at onco show that these were more
numerous than has been supposed. At Conway
Castle, in North Wales, there is one in nearly
every apartment ; at Bodiara Castle, in Sussex,
there arc between 40 and 50 now remaining.

In one of the upper rooms at the George and
Dragon inn, at Ightham, an old timber house of
the time of Henry VIII., is a cliinmey opening
with plainly chamfered jambs, and having a raised

hearth of tiles, with a fixed fender of stone in

front, and all as old as the house itself.

The art of staircase building was not com-
monly understood in this country until the begin-
ning of the seventeenth century ; previously to that

time the stairs were either contained within a tur-

ret and wound round a centre newel, or formed a

steep approach between partitions, as at Crowlmrrt
Place. But in stone l)uildiDg» the staira were very
often formed in the thicknesg of the walls, as we
see at Ilcver Castle, in Kent.'and at the Guildhall
of the Cit^ of London. One chief characteristic
of an ancient Gothic staircase is that the steps are
formed of solid blocks, and wo find one so con-
structed leaiiing from tho "Entrye" to the upper
rooms at Crowhurst Place j it has a short iwrtion
of the original massive handrail of oak still

attached to the side.

Of turret staircases in timber honscs we hi>TO

fine examples at Boar Place, near Pen.shurst ; and
at a house formerly " mu Lord Chancellor't
lodf/inii.i," attached to the Royal Palace at
Eltham, in Kent. At Eastbury Hall, near Bark-
ing, in Essex, a very fine old house, built probably
by Clement Sysley, who purchased the estate
A.I). \r>u7,oi John Keele, some time during the
latter halt of the sLxteentli century, and where the
walls are entirely constructed of bricks without
stone dressings of any kind, there were two stair-
cases of large size, contained in turrets : one of
these has been destroyed, the other remains in a
perfect state. The solid oak steps wind round a
circular newel, also of oak, which mca-surcs llin.
in diameter, and into which the narrow ends of
the steps are tenoned and pinned ; each step has
its front lower edge rebated over the back of the
step below it, the under soffits being worked off

into a fair slope. The steps rise from 7Ain. to

8in., and the treads next tho walls, to which they
are but slightly fixed, measure I8in. wide, and
next to tho newel, 2in. wide. Thus staircase mea-
sures in the going between the newel and the wall
4ft. oiu. wide, and the brick enclosing walls are
2ft. Sin. thick. The turret in the plan is circular

internally, but on the outside it is multangular.
In the remaining walls of the destroyed turret

we see the handrail, entirely formed of monldcd
brickwork, with great ingenuity, of two courses

of bricks on edge, with a course laid flatwise

between.

Sometimes wo meet with examples of external
staircases, and in such cases we soon discover some
reason for such^an arrangement. There is a good
example at an outbuilding belonging to the Arch-
bishop's palace at Maidstone, Kent. The close

parapet of stone under the handrail is corlxdled

out on a stone foundation, and the stairs are

covered with a wooden penthouse roof, sut>porte«l

on posts which have had tracery between. The
building to which this staircase belongs is two
stories high : the lower floor being the stables,

and the upper was in all probability a store for
corn, or a granary.

There is another external staircase constructeil

of timber, Avith a roof over it, on the east side of
the hall of the Abbot's house at Westminster, now
the dining-hall of the king's scholars of West-
minster School. This staircase is not of so old a
date as th« hall to which it is an approach. The
hall was built in tho reign of King Richard II.,

by Abbot Nicholas Litlington. The present stair-

case perhaps replaced one of older date, or it may
have been added when the school was founded by
the king after the dissolution of the monastery,
and the reason of placing it on the outside was to

obviate the necessity of the scholars passing
through the house.

In the village of Lingfield, in Sun-ey, are
several timber-built houses, every one of which is

worthy of the most careful examination and atten-

tive study. Two of these houses in particular

illustrate very fully the features of the construc-
tion referred to. One of these houses stands on
the north side of the churchyard, and belongs to a
more humble class of dwellings than Crowhurst
Place ; but, nevertheless, it was formerly a house
of some importance. In the external design we
still see the recess in the centre of the front, with
the projecting side wings and the overhanging
stories ; bnt in this case the side projections are

not gabled, the roof being carried straight over
the whole of the building in one continued span.

The curved braces, one of which now alone re-

mains, from the side projections to support tho

plate of the roof, is a feature which is very com-
mon to this class of house.

The other house at Lingfield which has I)ecn

alluded to is situate in the village street nciuly
opposite to the Star Inn. Like the example last

mentioned, it has the central recess, with the
braces to support the roof-plate ; and this house is

a most valuable example, inasmuch as one part of

of its ground story was evidently built for a shop,

and to which use it has always remained.
Two arches formed the open shop front ; these

do not seem to have been at any time glaze<l, but
were most probably enclosed with wooden shutters
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SHOP AT LISOFIEI.D, SURUEY.

hinged at tlie bottom to the sills, on the tops of
the stall-boards, and which could be tnmed do\vn
in the daytime at right angles with the front, and
used for the display of wares. The other arched
opening Is the original door of entrance.

The corner and intermediate upright posts, with
their projecting brackets, and the ends of the

girders and joists, standing out and supporting the

upright quartered sides of the upper story, with
the spaces between in this case not plastered, but

8TAIR3 At SEES FIIOM THE UPPER STOKY, C80.VHUBST PLACE.

CHIMNEY SHAFT AT LITTLE BBAXTED.

nogged up with bricks placed in a variety of forms,
are here all plainly to be seen ; and in the interior

of the same shop we see the diagonal dragon-
beam with the joists, the ends of which are framed
into if, and lie at right angles with each other, as
l)cf<irc stated, in all those houses where the over-
sailing or jetty story continues round the angle of
the building. These two houses are both of the
same date, and must have been erected about A.D.
1520.

( To ho continucd.J)
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REFECTORV

ROB ERTSBRIDGE.
ASBEV.

(Cistercian)

CLOISTER CARTH

I
I

QUEST-HOUSE

SITE OF CHURCH.

• E0BERTS13RIDGE ABBEY.

PROFESSOR AIRY fixes at Robertsbridge

the battle Csesar after • his second

landing fought with the Britons, as one of the

most remarkable military stations in Sussex.

(Archajol., xxxiv., 244.) Robert de S. Martin
founded a Cistercian abbey here in 1176, and
Alice, daughter of William de Albini, third

Earl of Sussex, widow of John, Earl d'Eu,

and wife of Alured de S. Martin, gave Snar-

gate Marsli to the monks. Henry, her son,

gave the lordship of Worth, with the valley

adjoining to tlie forest of Brightling, and his

brother John added the lordships of Maples-
dene and Cunbdene. Henry Earl d'Eu like-

wise gave the Prebend of Salehurst and Udi-
more—(Reg. Storey P. II., fo. Ixiv.)—in Hast-
ings College, to the Abbey, with the lordship of

Waste ; it conveyed the churches of Salehurst,

Mountfield, and Edymere, land and tithes

at Somervilie, Mountfield, Hegea, Boreham,
Maseland, Gertselle, and Sulenta. In 1249
William de Echingham appropriated it to the

Abbey. It' was a daughter of Boxley Abbey,
founded forty-three years before—(Ann.
Waverl. 230)—and affiliated to Clairvaulx, and
according to the " Chronicle " of Rochester,

in 117G Robert de S. Martin founded the

Abbey on the river Rother ; but the charter

of Richard I.—(Monasticon V. CG7.)—calls

Alured de S. Martin the founder ; his only
claim to the distinction being the benevolence
of his wife, who in another charter is called

foundress.

By an easy corruption, Roborisbridge hasbeen
converted into Rotherbridge by Lcland, Lam-
bard, Somner, and Camden, as if the river

gave name to the bridge ; but the ancient
name of the stream was Limine, and Rother,
meaning cattle—(21 Jac. c. xxvii., Cowel
Interpr. s. v.)—would have given name to the
bridge, as at Cowbridge and Oxenbridge ; and
Redlands, an adjacent farm, might thus be a
corruption of Rother-lands, as Redriffe is of
Rotherhithe. But the name Robertsbridge
occurs on the Conventual Seal in King Richard's
Charter, in Henry III.'s grant of a fair—(CI.

Ro. 9, Hen. in., m. 22.)—in writs of Pariia-

ment 25 Edw. I., in a charter of Thomas de
Etchingham—(Add. M.S. 15.M. 63.>l,fo. 30)—
and in Patent Rolls—(10 Edward III., p. 2,

m. 15, in dorso, and 14 Edw. II., p. 2, ra. 5,

in'dorso) ; and besides these evidences we
find a William of Robertsbridge, a justice

itinerantin tlie forestsof Wilts, 6 Edward III.

—(Ryley Placit. Pari. App. C52)—and Walter

of Robertsbridge in 16, Edw. I—(Prynno's

Records III., 1293.) Dugdale, in his History

of ." Imbanking " calls the river, as far as

Bodiam, Robertsbridge Bay.

There was a sacred well called S. Cathe-
rine's near the George Inn, and a few tiles

have been noticed by Sir W. Burrell—(Add.
M.S. 0344, fo. 163, b.)

.'x\bbas, 'Radci, 3cis-de, *Laur, 'obsec, 'e,

-a sceptre, with two birds standing on it facing

each other, 'Chequey, or, and gules, a chevron

ermines, " Barry of six arg. and gules ; on a

chief gules three Bcollopshells arg., lo a Hour

delys, "a greyhound, '^ a hare, a hawk, "a
quatrefoil in a circle, '*a branching tree, etc.

In the solar of the Guest House tiles remain
with the arms of Warrenne, birds, fishes, and
hoimds.
There ia one other relic of the abbey men-

tioned by Dr. Maitland in his " Dark Ages"
at the Bodleian Library at Cxford, with this

inscription :
" This book belongs to S. Mary

of Robertsbridge, and whosoever shall steal it

or sell it, or in way alienate it from this house

or mutilate it,'.]et,him be anathema maranatha."

In 1327 a Bishop of Exeter, finding himself

the possessor, meekly adds—" I, John, Bishop

of Exeter, know not where the aforesaid house

is, nor did I steal this book, but acquired it in

a lawful way."
The abbey was surrendered by the abbot

and eight monks. The conventual buildings

have almost shared the same fate as the

minster of S. Mary. All that has been

spared consists of a ruinous portion of the

Refectory which measured 86ft. by 26ft., on
the south side of the cloister garth, and a

building comprising a solar over a vaulted

substructure on the west side. Against the

eastern wall of the Refectory in the part now
used as an oast house, are a doorway, and
springers of the vaulted chamber which
formed the calefactory or common room over

which the dormitory extended. The western

wall exhibits three arches which communi-
cated with the batteries, southward of which

is a largo sewer. In the south wall there is

a doorway which led to the kitchen, and three

window cases may be traced, while a slight

projection in the wall and a fire-place within

raaik the site of the reader's pulpit and its

staircase.

The Guest House, detached about Soft,

westwaid from the cloister garth, contains a

fine cellarage of three bays, and two alloys

measuring 49ft. by 22 ft., and 8ft. Tin. in

height, with quadripartite vaulting, and two
|

round pillars 4ft. high. In the north wall
there is a single window, and the west wall is

pierced with two others having shouidered-
arch heads. Stairs supported upon a bridging
arch lead to the upper room or solar, which
has on the west wall a trefoiled aumbry, with
nook shafts, and on the ex', erior a window
arch with shafts and indication of trefoiled

tracer)'. In the north wall are two restored

arches with curiously cirved brackets. Two
window arches occupy the east wall, which
retains portions of a buttress. In the south
wall, adjoining the stairs, there is a pointed

doorw ay near another in an outer eastern

wall.

ABBOTS.

Dionysius (Add. MS., B.M., 6344, fo. 46.)
William.—He, in 1192, with the Abbot

of Bo.xley, as lords justices, went into Ger-
many to find King Richard's Prison, and found
him at Oxefer, in Bavaria. They were pre-

sent at the meeting with the Emperor on
Maimdy Thursday, 1193. (Iloveden, s.a., ap.,

Saville, p. 722.) He joined with the Abbots of

Rievalle, Ford, Boxley, Stratford, Stanley, and
Basingwerk in a letter desiring the Pope not

to permit the destruction of S. Thomas's
Church, founded by Archbishop Baldwin.

The letter is dated 1198, (Epist. Cantuar,

cccclxii. 423, Gervase, c. 1612.) He and the

Abbot of Bo.xley were Archbishop Hubert's

envoys to Rome. (lb. ccccxcviii.,4.59). Simon
son of Wm. D'Avranches and Cecilia,

his wife, in 1216, sold the manor of Sutton by
Seaford to the Abbey, in order to raise funds

to pay the ransom for her father wlio had been

in arms against the King.
The Abbey held in 1221 two knights' fees

in Sutton, the gift oF Henry III., to whom they

had been forfeited (Pa. Ro. 5, Hen. III).

1222.

—

Nicholas (Campbell Charters xxvii^

2 Add., M.S. 5706, fo. iii. b.)

John, with W., Abbot of Boxley, wrote a

letter on foreign affairs to Hubert de Burgli,

Justiciar, in June, 1224. ( Royal Letters, cc.

227.)
1225.— .\.i,.\N' (Campbell Charters, xxvL,

2021.) On Juue 9, 1254, Henry III. granted

a market on Mondays, a fair for three days at

the Exaltation of Holy Cross, and free warren

in their domains in Kent and Sussex outside

forest grounds.

Walteii.—On November 22, 1295, the

Abbey received the King.

Thomas.—On August 8, 1297, the King
was here again.

L-WUESCE.—He consented to the assfgn-
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ment of 100 marks a year for the suiiport of
two clerks to cense the Host at the elevation

daily at the high altar of Chichester Cathe-

dral in time of high mass, ISM. (Mud., of
Chichesit-r, lib. v., fo. x\-ii.)

RoBEBT.—The King borrowed £40 in 1815,

from the abbev, for his Scottish wars.

gymer, Fred. III., 153 ; Writs of Pari. II.,

.) He had letters to go bevond sea, ISIG,

P*. Ro. 9Edw. II., P. IM.S. flarl., 69«8, fo.

116, b.

Alan.—On August 27, 1324, the King was
here, and Rudham Cheese came, from Norfolk,

and two oxen were slain for his entortaiu-

meot.
C. 1334.—John (Campbell Charters xsvi.

IS, Add. >I.S. 5706, fo. 101 b.)

C. 1400.—DioNTSirs.
John.—Some years since the effigy of a

Kiught of the loth century was found hero
a0& removed to Loudon by the Earl of

OUltelter, who supposed it to represent his

ancestor, but the arms on tlie breast of the

figure were those of Dalyngtygge, of Bodiam.
A William de Bodiam was buried hero in the

12th century. Sir John Pelham, a great

benefactor to Warbleton Priory, was buried
here by his desire in 1429.

1442.

—

William Bataylle, probably a
native of Battle (Reg. Praty, fo. 67').

1491.

—

John Godewine receivea benedic-
tion Nov. 11 (Reg. Storey, fo. 91 c. Cole
MS. xxvii., fo. 93 c). He, with three monks
and five yeomen, was charged with a forcible

entiy into Godard Osenbrige's house at North
Bridge, with sword and staff and knife, and
then obstructing the course of a rivulet

(Add. MS.C361, fo. 39).

1528.

—

^I'momasTayller, in 1528, leased the
Manor of Posyngworth to William Palmer, of
Frampfvlde, and of the King's Guard (Thorpe
139V On April 16, 29 Hen. VIII., he sur-
renaered the Abbejr, with Robert Thurgood,
Stephen Warre, William Squyre, John Wyke,
Laurence Thraver, Thomas Spratt, William
Senden, and Robert Copar (Dep. Keeper's
VIII. Reoort, App. II., p. 39). He, in 1558,
was in the receipt of his pension of £50;
Senden of £6 13s. 4d. ; Spratt of £8

;

Thraver of £6; and Cowper of £4 a year.

(Willis's Mitred Abbeys, II., 238.) The gross
income was £272 9s. 8d., and the clear

£248 10s. 6d. In Pope Nicholas" taxation
in 1291 it was £109 4s. 2d.

The site was granted to Sir William Sidney.
it passed from the Earls of Leicester in 1726,
when John Sambrooke became the purchaser.
It was disposed of Sir Thomas Webster,
Bart. (Thorpe, 14.2), *"'' '^ ^'^^ *'"' property
of Mr. Allfrey. The endowment of Roberts-
bridge :

—

Flayden Parish, rents.

Westpelmed, lands.

Udyam Manor or tenement.
Blackstocke, lands.

Wyrabelcotts, ditto. •

Wadell's, ditto.

Sprytt's, ditto.

Werd Manor (Worth in Brightling).
Wynhamford Mill (in Brightling).
Posyngworth Manor (in Waldron).
Fullyng myll fyldes.

Bedd londs in Saiehurst.

Coblands, lands.

Popcsthurst, ditto (in Saiehurst and Mount-
field.

Keteneste, ditto.

Badlonde, ditto.

Andrewas, ditto.

Fryars' land in Snare Parish.
Kent. Monken lands in Roraney.
Marshe in Warehome.
Stone, marsh.
Sussex, le Pother Manor, Le Fother Marsh (in

Beckley), and Salt Marsh.
Oaildeford marsh lands.

Poplysham lands (in Bexhill).
Modcrsham Farm (in Beckley).
Lands called Deme.
Cbytyngle (held by the Abbot in 1334).

Plazdon Parish mareh lands.

Field lands in Selsecorabc and Ewerst.
Lands called Rownden in Brightlyng.
Flecherfields lands.

Glynne lauds in Saiehurst and Mundefelde.
Sntton Manor.
Salehurste Rectory.

Adymer ditto.

Moundefelde ditto (Mountfield).

Woderoffe Manor (in Ebeney).
Marsh lands in Pette, Farlegh, Gestlying,

Ikelisham.

Lamberhuste Manor.
Rents in Slapysden, Osyndon, Little Osyndon,

Fokysbroke, Ukley, Camden.
The Seal of the Abbey remains attached

to the deed of surrender in the Public Re--
cord Office. It represents a bridge of three
trefoiled arches, with the river rusliing through
them, and two round turrets, battlemented,
and with loops, one at either end. In the
background is a cruciform church, with the
eastern and western fronts displayed ; each
has a trefoiled window in the gable, over a
single window to the east, and a couplet on
the west ; the gables have crosses. The north
front of the transept has been worn smooth.
From the crossing rises a low octagonal
tower, with windows in each face, and
crowned by a shingled spire. The letters P
and R represents Pons Roberti. The legend
was, " Hec presens cella Domus est de Matre
puella. S (igillum) Coe (commune) Abbatis
et Conventus de Ponte Kob'ti." On the re-

verse is the Coronation of the Virgin, and at
the foot an abbot with a staff, standing be-
tween two double-handed chalices.

In the Cistercian church the architectural
choir formed the sanctuary ; the monks sat
westward of the crossing, which was left free
for access to the transeptal chapels, and were
divided from the conversi by a parclose (olau-
sura), who sat at the west end of the nave.
(Martene Anecd., p. 1272.) A triforium,
which occurs at Byland and Rievalle, was a
rare feature. Tlie belfries were to be of wood
and plain (ibid 1247, 1445) and contained a
bell not to exceed 501bs. in weight. (Ibid
1247-8.) The entire building was to be rigidly
plain ; copes were not to be used in it

;
pic-

tures, carvings, and colour (ibid 1353, 1371,
1372,1395, 1400), and stained glass (ibid 1254)
tesselated pavements (ibid 1322), and many
lights (ibid 1433) were proscribed (Hari. MS.
3708, f . 18.) They were forbidden to have a
baptistery (de ant. nion. lit. torn. I. 6). Their
music was grave and simple, two lights only
burned upon the altar, and a lamp was kept
constantly lighted in the middle of the choir.

Two others, one at the Presbytery step, and
another in the aisle or retro-choir were lighted
at certain times. No person was suffered to

be buried in the church. As regards beauty of
internal decoration, wo have probably not lost

much by the total destruction of the minster
at Robertsbridge, unless, like Meaux at a later

date, it.'admitted organs, pictures, rich carvings,
images, and painted ceilings ; whilst in many
minsters of the Benedictines and Austin
Canons, the service of God has been main-
tained without intermission, there is not a
church of any other order which is not now
utteriy ruinous. The torso of Hulm Cultram
can scarcely be quoted against this assertion,
and Scarborough was a foreign cell, planted in

defiance of Cistercian rule, also in a town.
The selfish isolation of the Cistercians accounts
for the fact in their case ; their monasteries
were built only on " sites severed fromall con-
versation and habitations of men " (MS. Hari.
3708, f. 18), and when the monks left them,
they stood in a wild

; hence their destruction,
lliey had neither gold nor silver, but were
rich in wool and flocks (Gale,'Ji., 64); they had
no law books in their aumbries, the canons and
decretals of Gratian being kept apart. (Mar-
tene Anecd. 1263.) In 1239, to avoid popular
scorn, they established schools in the univer-
sities (Matt. Par., p. 665), and in 1460 had
schools of grammar, logic, physics, and theo-
logy in their cloisters. (Martene Anecd., p.

1623.) Tlie.y were in religion Puritans, in

diet vegetarians, in calling farm labourers,

silentiarics, using a complex code of manual
signs instead of their voices, and solitaires

amongst men.
At Robertsbridge they made an agreement

with the Abbey of Bayhani that neither house
should build a cell within four leagues of the
other. The original number of monks was re-
quired to bo not less than twelve with an
Abbot. (Hari. MS. 3708, c. 1.) Tlieir dress
was white, and their hood doubled (Martene
Anecd. 1591) ; their camisia or shirt of linen,

(1617), their cowl, like their scapular, white
(1431), out of.choir, at night, grey (1435), and
in the sti-eet black, 1646. Furs and almuces
(1430), and dyed stuffs (1253) were proscribed;
their gloves were without fingers (1251), they
bathed once a month (1265-1298), and they
were forbidden litters or carriages (1482.)
They eat but once in the day, besides taking
mixtum (Dist. xiii. c. 1, MS. Hari. 3708, f. 77)
but latterly there were two meals, and the rule
in vestments, plate, and furniture was modified,
as appears by the inventories made at the dis-

solution.

Let us pass a day among the White Monks.
At daybreak the clock strikes and the sac-
ristan rings the bells, all rise in the dormi-
tory, and file into church or sit in the cloister,

until the signal for service, whilst the cooks
supply water for washing in the lavatory
and for drinking in the hall.

They enter at the upper end of the choir,

except the sub-Prior and the officers, and
those who sit next the Abbot and Prior.

Novices occupy a special place. Each sits on
his misericord in his stall after having bowed
upon the form or desk before him. Matins
and lauds for the dead are said (Matin Mass
was sung on certain days) ; to this succeeds
Prime, followed by High or Conventual
Mass, then comes Tierce, followed by Chapter,
which lasts until nearly Sexts, in winter, and
then they go out to labour under the eye of a
Gustos operis, and return to keep Sexts and
take the mixtum, a modest breakfast of bread
and water.

The mixtum was taken before Sexts
(c. Ixxiii.xci.) In summer, i.e., from Easter to

Nov. 1, after Chapter, was labour, followed by
confessions in chapter to the Prior, and then
succeeded a slight interval for private prayer
or reading. Tierce followed, and then Mass

;

if it rained the monks read instead of doing
labour. After Mass they sat in cloister till

Sexts. In harvest time Mass succeeded
Chapter. Dinner was usually between Tierce
and Sexts (cxix.), but sometimes after Sexts
(cxviii). No guest was ever admitted into

the Refectory, contrary to Benedictine custom.
They washed thei- hands (c. Ixxvi.) before

entering the Refectory, where the tables had
already been set out with food, spoons, platters,

and cups, by the cellarer, refectorar, and
cooks, before the boll of the President rang

;

the lector began to read ; and each monk
having bowed to the high table produced his

knife. Whether there were dinner and supper
as in harvest time, or but one meal, there were
only two messes (pulmenta) in the day, which
were served by two hebdomadaries of the

kitchen, IJlb. of coarse bread. Honey was
occasionally served. The servants dined at a
second hall time, and then the cellarer took
back the platters to the kitchen, whilst the

monks read in cloister. If there was a fast

the monks slept off their hunger between
Sexts and two p.m. After Nones in summer,
and a fterJVespers there was biberes, a draught
of water in hall. Then followed collation in

cloisters, reading out of the Lives of the
Fathers ; then Compline. A homina of water
was the allowance, whilst the field produced
the pulse and beans, and the garden herbs

;

or the general dish was occasionally plain or

boiled milk. At supper, fruits aud raw herbs
only were served. Novices had wine and
.-icfra, probably ale. (cxviii.) The modest
meal over, the President rapped with his knife
on tlie table, the monks cleaned their knives
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on their bread and the cloth, the cook collected

the knives, and the convent, two and two,

juniors first, loft the hall singing the Miserere

and went to church, and in summer to the

meridian or noonday sleep in the dormitory.

Those who were bled or infirm Iiad pittances of

fish, eggs, milk and cheese. The times for

bleeding were in February, April, .Tunc, and

September, and the patients were free from

labour during tlie three days ; the operation

must have been severe, for a bread cutter was

appointed to serve them in hall, and the

monks, two and two, in their night cowl,

tunic and boots, lay down in their beds

;

having been sprinkled with holy water by the

abbot as they passed the church door. After

Lauds they put on their day clothes and took

their knives.

All the offices were under the charge of

inspectors who were appointed annually on the

first Sunday in Lent. A light burned for

readers in the chapter-house and cloisters, and

before the aumbry. No one but the chanter

and writers were ever permitted to enter the

kitchen (c. Ixxii.), and then only provided

there was no fire in the calefactory, to liquefy

ink, smooth the wax tablets, or dry parchment

;

and the sacristan to obtain salt for benediction,

charcoal for the censers, and lights for the

church. The inflrmarer, abbots, cooks, and the

cooks' assistants, in order to lift a caldron, were

also admitted. Monks might go into the

parlour, but not more than two at a time, to

speak with the Prior on business. In the

cloisters the readers kept silence, and the

chanter heard those appointed for the duties

rehearse what they we're to sing or read. No
one was to allow his cowl to fall over his face,

in order that sleepers might be detected.

Books were returned to the aumbry, or left in

charge of the next sitter by readers. On
Palm Sunday, Purification, and the Ascension

there were processions, and three stations were
appointed—one next the dormitory door, the

second near the hall door, and the third at the

church door, where the monks usually entered,

and the chapter-house pulpit was placed

there. First went the sub- deacon with the

sprinkler and the deacon with the cross, fol-

lowed by the lay-brothers, novices, and monks,

the abbot and mass priest walking last. On
Maundy Thursday the porter arranged in the

north alley oi the cloister as many poor folk

as there were monks in the house ; their feet

were washed by the brethren, and they

received each Id. Then the abbot washed
the feet of four monks, four novices, and four

lay-brothers ; and the rest washed each other's

feet. On seven days in the year, but after

the General Chapter in 1257 on twelve days,

the monks shaved in cloister, the lay-brothers

bringing water and towels. At the same date

copes were allowed to abbots and dalmatics to

assistants at the altar. (Ann. Waverl., p.

280.)

Days were appointed for shaking clothes

and drying them in the sun. After Matin
Mass all met in chapter, and on taking their

seats each reverently bowed. The reader at

his pulpit read chapters from the Rule, and the

roll of officiants for the week (each bowing at

bis name), and the commemoration of the

dead. The President then said " Loquamur de
ordine nostro," and business was transacted,

or if a delinquent was to be punished, he took

off his cowl, pulled his arms through the hood
of his tunic, and bared his body to the girdle

and was scourged. On leaving, all bowed to

the East, and retired to read in cloister or

pray in church. On fifteen days there were
sermons in chapter. The Abbot sat on the

right side of the choir ; sang Mass on the great

festivals and for the dead, blessed the candles

or Purification ashes on Ash Wednesday, the

branches on Palm Sunday, the fire on Easter Eve,

and the tonsm-cs of novices. He held chajiter

and collation, appointed the Prior, sub-Prior,

and Chanter, promoted and degraded, punished

and absolved. He heard confessions, sprinkled

the convent after Compline with holy water,

and dined in the Guest House, where if he had
no guests ho entertained two monks.
The Prior sat on the north side of the choir,

and on the right hand of the Abbot in chapter.

He summoned by beats on the tablet to chapter
and labour, and rang the bell for washing,
and the nola in refectory, where he presided.

He took his week's turn in the kitchen and to

serve in hall.

The sub-Prior had charge of the monks in

choir, cloister, and chapter, and presided in

hall during the Prior's turn to serve.

The ]\Iastcr of the Novices was in charge of

the novices.

The sacristan and his assistant liad charge
of the furniture of the church, rang the bell

for service, collation, chapter, mixtum, and
bibercs ; lighted the candles and lamps,

opened the doors, made the hosts, and pro-

vided oil for extreme unction, and all neces-

saries for ceremonials and divine worship.

Like the cellarer, inflrmarer, and hospitaller,

the sacristan had his own sleeping place.

(Martine de Ant, mon. rit. L, c. xii. § 30.) It

was in a corner of the church. (Ibid.)

The chanter sat on the south side of the

choir and the sub-chanter on the north. He
took care of the books and superintended

the musical services, and tabled all who were to

take part in divine workship on the weekly
board. He instructed in reading and singing,

and kept the aumbry of books, which he
divided annually among the monks on loan on
the first Sunday in Lent. He drew up the

briefs announcing to monasteries in commu-
nion the death of a monk.
The inflrmarer had charge of the sick and

aged, and when a monk was dying laid him
upon his bed on the ground, and struck the

tablet at the cloister-door to summon the

brethren.

The cellarer and his assistant had charge of

the food ; visited the hall at meal times, num-
bered the dishes on Saturdays ; and saw that

on Good Friday the church was cleaned, after

vespers, and the cloister and chapter-house

after Compline. He presented novices for

admission.

Tlie refectorer distributed the napkins,

spoons, and messes in hall with the assistance

of the cook.

The hospitaller had charge of the guests,

the porter introduced the Bishop to the Abbot
who led him by the hand successively into the

choir, chapter-house, and hostry ; when ordi-

nary guests knocked he replied, "Deogratias,"
and opened the gate. He said, " Benedicite,"

and inquired their pleasure ; if they wished to

enter, he made a genuflection and bade them
sit down in his lodge, saying, "Wait awhile,

till I inform the abbot and come back."

When the guest departed the porter made
also a gentiflection.

Like a Cistercian porter I will now make
my humble bow, wishing you a better journey

than Horace Walpole in 1752, who says, " at

ten we an-ived at a wretched village called

Rotherbridge. We had six miles further but

determined to stop, as it would be a pity to

break our nocks before we had seen all we
intended. But alas, there was only one bed
to be had ; all the rest were inhabited by
smugglers, whom the people of the house

called mountebanks, and with one of whom
the lady of the den told Mr. Chute he might
lie. We did not at all take to this society,

but armed with links and lanthorns set out

again iipon this impracticable journey . .

through these mountains where the young
gentlemen are forced to drive their curricles

with a pair of oxen." (Letters I., 260.)

SELE AND WILMINGTON.

In contrast with this monastery I may add

the following inventory of the Carmelites'

house of Selo, Sussex, preserved in the Public

Record Office, and dated July 16, without any

year :—" All the stufl ther ys a spete, a sory

[sorry] bell, iij or iij old formeys, ii or nj

ragged cheseabulls [chasubles] and tenakylls

[tunicles], all priceyed at lijs. [liijd.]

"Ther ys alyteyllbellintheparj'schestepull

the whyche the Freers useyd, but the parysche
sathe that yt longyth to them but yt ys priceyd

vjs. vnjd.

"Ther ya iiij acres of a grounde with the
byldoynga orcherds and closeys, the wyche
hathe belatyn [been let] for xs. by yerc.

There be stalls in the quero worths xxs., thys

ys all the hoU substans of that howse."

The notice of a parish steeple may be illus-

trated from the arrangements of Wilmington
Priorj', a cell of the Benedictine Abbey of Grcs-
tein in Normandy. (See Addit. MS. 5071, fu.

51.) The south front, with lateral turrets, of the

Gatehouse of the fifteenth century remains,

with a largo mass of buildings. The south-

east front retains two angle buttresses.

Adjoining it was the refectory, over a groined
cellarage, 2.3ft. square, with a central pillar,

and retaining arched doorways in the interior.

Another building, running northwards, formed
the dormitory, facing the nave of the church.

The latter consists of an aisleless nave, a
north porch for the parishioners, a north
chapel like the arm of a transept, which
has a south wing, not in the same plane,

and a large Norman choir used by the

friars, with later additions, and approached
from the monastery by a southern doorway, in

the south transeptal arm. The whole western
portion, with the north arm of the transept

and steeple, was allotted, as at Sele, to the

parishioners, the rest of the building being

reserved to the friars.

MICHELUAM.

There is a house of Austin Canons at

Michelham, near Hailsham (see Addit.

MS. 5671, fo. 86, 87), hitherto incorrectly

described. The church is utterly gone, a few
mounds only indicating its site in an orchard.

The Great Western Gatehouse, late Perpen-
dicular, of three stories, containing probably

the Guest Chambers, stands fronting a bridge

over a moat. At the north-east of it are

remains of an ancient building. Detached
more to the south-east is a block of buildings

in the shape of an imperfect T. The stalk

forms part of the western side of the cloister-

garth. At the north end a wall, pierced with

an arch, communicates with a portion of

cellarage, of two bays and two alleys, 33ft.

by 30ft., with tripartite vaulting, and a single

central round pillar. On the exterior or north

wall are traces of two arches, and a pillar in

continuation of the cellarage. Above it is a
large chamber, with a large double fireplace,

probably part of the Prior's lodging, with a
round-headed doorway high up on the wall

towards the west. Next to the cloister is a

vaulted narrow passage, 33ft. by 10ft., with

doorways on the north, south, east, and west,

vulgarly called " Isaac's Hole." On the south

side of the cloister square is the Refeatory,

61ft. by 36ft., with a small square window, a

doorway, and a recessed lavatory, 15ft. long,

with four Early English .shafts and capitals with

good foliagp and a second doorway in the north

wall. In the east wall arc an aumbry and door-

way, the latter immediately adjoining the south

door of the vaulted passage, which must have

communicated both with the cellarage and

butteries. On the east side of the refectory

are modernised rooms, possibly a portion of the

Prior's Lodge. A door at the south-west aide

of the refectory probably communicated with

the kitchen.

MACKE.VZIE E. C. WMJyytT, B.D., F.S.A.>

68, Bclgrave-road, S.W.

The Old Church, Lambeth.— The late

winds have considerably damaged the roof of this

building, and it appears the churchwardens

have no funds to meet such repairs, the congrega-

tion attending service in the chnrch being, unlike

those attending the district churches, where col-

lections are liberally responded to, for the most

part composed of the poorer inhabitants of the

neighbourhood.
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UIPBOVED SVBVBYOK'S MKASUHE AND TACKLE
CASE.

risof importance to snrTeyors in measuring

IukI to h«Te as little wciiht n pos-ihle to

cany about with them. Tbo apimratus now illus-

trated, which is the invention of Colonel W. I'ayne,

of the V.S. Anny, may be therefore well worth

their notice.

The measnre consists oJ a narrow steel tape, of

a low spring temper, coatC'i on one siiie with zinc

to prevent oxidation of the steel. It is made
d such length and with each graduations as may
te desired.

r I C . I

Ooe chain (four rotls) of this tape weighs bat

ten to twelve ounce.'!, while the chain in common
use weighs nearly as many pounds.

The tensile strength of tape of this size is

more than four humlred pounds.

Its extreme lightness and straight spring

temper enable the sag or curve, which is a great

source of error, to be almost wholly removed by

comp.aratively a sniiill strain, whereas with a

strain of 201b. on a common chain of number
six wire, there will be still an error which would
amount to 58ft. in one mile. ,

The arrangement by which errors arising from
changes of temperature are compensated for js

easily adjusted, effective, and simple.

The manner of making the contacts by means
of shoulders facing in the same direction over-

When in use a handle is attached to each end
of the tape. The manner of attaching is plainly

shown in Fig. 1. Connected with each handle is

a. shonlderjto represent each end of the measure,
And with which the contacts are made in mea-
suring. Both shoulders face in the same direction.

One of these shouMers, a, is connected with a
graduated scale c, and may be moved along the
ta|M hj means of a tangent screw b, so as to com-
pensate for the expansion or contraction of the
measure caused by changes of temperature.
The case is made of sheet brass, on the front

of which is a thermometer E. The usual com-
plement of markiog-piosjj are received in aper-
tures provided for them, while the tally record is

kept bj turning the nob A to the proper figure and
fastenmg it there by slipping the bolt /!•.

When not in use the tape is coiled within the
ca«e around the rim or flange of the revolving
plate O. This, is effected by passing the end of
the tape through an opening in the edge of the
«ase, continuing it until it enters an opening in

the flange of the interior plaic, near the knob h,

represented in the cut at i, where it will be held
iy a small spring against the inside of the flange,

when the plate may be revolved by the knob and
the tape wound in upon the fljnge, as seen in
Fig. 1.

The bandies, when detached, are received in
pocketa provided in the edge of the cas9.
The case is provided with a strap to suspend ii

at the side of the chain carrier.

Some of the advantages which this measure
possesses over the chains in common use, are as
follows :

—

The measnre being in one piece, the liability to
elongate by wearing at numerous joints is wholly
obviated, while the slight wear of one one-hun
dredth of an inch at each of the six hundred
places liable to wear in ihc common chain would
caosa an error of forty loot in measuring one
mUe.
The metal of which this measnre is cons' meted

H, throughout and at all points, in the most
favourable position to sustain any strain to which
it may be subjected ; hence it is made lighter,
and at the same time is stronger, than measures
ol any other form of construction.

comes another of the many causes of error in
common surveys.

The case, suspended at the side of the chain-
man, places in the most convenient position the
complement of marking pins, not one of which
conld be missing without attracting attention,
while the peculiar manner of carrying them
admits of an improvement in their form. Their
heads are made plummot-shaped, so that they may
be inverted and dropped with a considerable
degree of accuracy when occasion requires.

These, together with the convenient method of
keeping the tally record by turning the knob,
using it as an index, to the proper figure on the
front of the case, and there securing it, ensures
correctness in the record, combined with accuracy
in the measurements, and facility of use, probably
never before attained by any other instrument.

IXSTITUTIOX OP SURVEYORS.

AT an ordinary general meeting helil on
Monday, .January 24th, tlic following

names were read and passed to be balloted for on
February 21st, viz.:—As llombers.—John Carter
Clayden, Barnet, Herts ; Edmund Rushworth, 22,
Savile-row. As Associate.—Charles William
Thompson, 17, Parliament-street, S.W.
The following donations to the library were

annonnced :—Seven volumes of " The .lournal of
the Royal Agricultural Society," by T>. Watney

j

W. BIyth's "Survey of Husbandry," by 0. J.

Shoppec ; J. Duncumbe's " Survey of Hereford-
shire ;

'' W. Mavor's "Survey of Berk.sliire ;

"

J. Billingsley's " Survey of Somersetshire ;

"

J. Billingsley's "Survey of Oxfordshire;"
A. Swann's "British Architect;" A. Swann'.s
"Collection of Designs in Architecture, 2
vols.; "Museum Kusticum," in G vols.;
" Vitruvins Britannicus," in 3 vols., by Richnrd
Hall ; " Report of the Committee of the British
Association on the Treatment and Utilisation of
Sewage," by 1{. B. Grantham ; Various
Pamphlets on Sewage and the Ventilation of
Sewers ;

" Report of Select Committee of the
House of Lords on the Itegulation of ihe Powers
of Land Companies,'' by G. Taylor ; Report of

the Enquiry as to the alleged Pollution of the

River Thames at Barking," by Local Govern-
ment Act Office.

The following candidates were ballotelfor,

and declared duly elected, viz. ; — As Mem-
bere.—John Edwanl Poundley, Blackhill, Kerry,
Montgomeryshire ; George Rawlence, Salisbury.

As Associate.—Andrew Johnstone, 25, Gresham-
street, E.C.

At the usual meeting on Monday evening last,

Mr. John Glutton, President, in the chair, a dis-

cussion took place on Mr. Edward Smyth's paper
" On the Enfranchisement of Copyholils of Inheri-

tance," read on the 10th January. The discussion

was opened by

Mr. Taylor, of the Tithe Commission Office,

who, after calling attention to the provisions of the

Copyhold Act of 1841, and the amendniems thereto

of 1844, remarked that the adoption of a definite

principle in regard to the commutation of tithes

was obviously attended with great advantage ; but

it might be doubted whether a similar course would
be pursued in the enfranchisement of copyholds,

the 'great obstacle bein^ the varying value of

copyholds in or near cities and towns, and in

rural districts. It was, he said, to be expected that

on the passing of the Voluntary Act, which gave
lords having a limited estate, the power to enfran-

chise, from the great outcry there had been against

copyhold tenure, subject to arbitrary fines, that

there would have been a large amount of business

brought to the office of the Copyhold Commis-
sioners, but the fact was that during the period

from 1841 to 1852 inclusive, the total number
of cases was only 445 in the eleven years.

The reason he ventured to assign for this

was, that not only copyhold tenants, but the

Copyhold Commissioners were in ignor.vnce as

to what was an adequate compensation for

the incidents relating to copyhold tenure. The
Commissioners, however, applied their attention

to obtaining the best information they could
as to the proper terms for enfranchisement ; but
of the 9302 cases completed to December 31 last,

there was only one effected by commutation, the
remainder consisting entirely of enfranchisments.
The incidents of enfranchisement were comprised
under the several heads of timber, minerals, quit-

rents, copyholds subject to flues certain, copy-
holds for live heriots, and copyholds subject to

fines arbitrary. The compensation to the lord

under the head of timber was a simple one, and
did not create any difficulty with valuers. The
lord had only to prove his right to the timber,
and the valuer could then form his judgment.
In some manors the lord claimed tlte whole of

the timber, subject to an allowance for repairs.

With regard to minerals, it was impossible to give

any data for including this right in an award of

enfranchisement, as it must depend entirely upon
the subsoil, and whether any minerals existed.

With respect to quit-rents, the Commissioners
now advised tiventy-eight years' purchase for this

particular incident, and valuers had no difficulty

in settling the money-right for this incident. In
regard to copyholds subject to fines certain,

in the first paper issued by the Commis-
sioners prior to the passing of the compulsory
Act of 1852, the times for the enfranchisement
of copyhold of fixed fines was staed to be one
year's value ; but parties interested in these

manors complained that these terms were
excessive, and the Commissioners now endorsed
as proper terms for the extinguishment of such
fines from 1 J to 2 J fines, according to the age
of the tenant. As to copyholds for live«, the Com-
missioners did not offer any advice as to the

terms of enfrimohisement of this class of copy-

holders, as sufficient tables were published to

guide valuers. In his judgment it would bo well
to ignore the terms of six years' v.alue for copy-
holds for throe lives and four years' annual value
for copyholds fur six lives. For lieriots it was
now recommended that the sum to be paid for

a heriot should be calculated on the same prin-

ciple as the compensation for an arbitrary fine—
or one-half of the value of such heriot on
alienation, and when piyable on death one quarter

the value of such heriot. In reference to the last

incident, viz., copyholds subject to fines arbitrary,

the table prepared by the Government actuary
had been in existence since 1858, and was based
upon the principle that it would be equivalent^to

a fine of two years' annual value about every
fifteen years, which appeared to be the average
interval of ch.inge of tenure in ordinary copyholds
subject to fines arbitrary ; and this tabloappcared
to give general satisfaction, and he believed it had
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been the means of proilucing a harmonising in-

fluence between lords and tenants, and between
lords' valuers and tenants' ynluers, iu adjusting

the proper terms of enfrancliiBoment. Jn con-
clusion, Mr. Taylor (juoted the opinion of the

late Rev. A. Joucs, a Titue and Copyhold Com-
iTMSsioner, to the effect that after a sutlicient time
had been allowed for lords and tenants to enfran-
chise, a ])ublic act must be passed for tlie extinc-

tion of copyhold tenure in this country.
Mr. W. Brown, of 'I'rinf.', spoke iu favonr of

iibolition of cojiyhold tennres, and gave instances

of his long experience on various manors of the
working of the present system. Owing to tlie

diflicnlties and great expense altending enfran-

chisement in several cases to which he referred,

only a small percentage of enfranchisement.') had
taken place : iu other instances the facilities

offered were groat and free from all redtapeism
and in such cases a large number of enfranchise-

ments had been affecled on conditions mutually
beneflcinl to lord and tenant. He advocated rent

charges where |iarties were under disabilities. With
respect to mines and minerals tliey cost more in re-

servation in conveynnceand conditionsof sale than
they were worth. In proof of the unsatisfactory
working of the present system he mentioned cases

in which, on a chanj;e of ownership, property of
the annnal value of £.'> and quit rent Is. 2d. had
been subject to a total charge for lord's com-
pensation, steward's fees, valuer's and solicitor's

charges, of u]>ward3 of £;i8. In another case,

where the property was of the annual valne of

fU, the charges amounted to £5G, and others in

proportion.

Mr. C. J. Smith reviewed several points
brought forward in the paper, and expressed his

opinion that the discrepancies between the tables
of the Copyhold Commissioners and those of Mr.
Kouse arc'se from the different estimation of the
frequency of alienation, and he thought both the
Commissioners and the author of the paper had
overestimated the difference betvjeen the ages of
twenty and seventy years. The speaker supported
that position by some able arguments.
Mr. K. C. Drivek spoke upon the subject of

license of demise, and was followed by Mr.
Watkey, on the subject of rights of mines and
minerals, timber, gravel, &c.

After a few general observations by Mr.
TUCKETT,
Mr. E. Smvth replied npon the discussion, and

in an able manner vindicated the principles he
had laid down as those by which transactions of
this nature should be governed, after which
The President summed up the discussion

with so3ie practical observations, and the meeting
ajjourued.

dfiiruiturc & X\muimion.

r

ARCII^OLOGICAL
MoABiTisH Antiquities.—A letter from

Jcm.salcm, published in the Journal OJicicl,
gives the following account of a remarkable
archicological discovery made by M. Clermont
Ganneau, dragoman to the Consulate of Trance
in th.1t city. The object is "a great block of
basalt found to the ea.stward of the Dead Sea, in
the territory of the ancient Moabites. Upon this
block is engraved an inscription some 30 lines in
length, in Phoenician characters, commencing
with these words, 'I, Mesa, Son of Chamos.'
^lesa was a Moabitish King, wlio is mentioned in
the Bible, anil contemporary with the Prophet
Elisha, with Jehoshaphat, King of Judca, and
Ahab, Ochozias, and Joram, Kings of Israel.
The 3rd and 4th chapters of the Second Book of
Kings give a detailed recital of the campaign
imdcrtaken in concert by Joram and Jehoshaphat
stgainst Mesa, King of Moab. The inscription
npon the stone also refers to the struggle of Mesa
against the King of Israel, and cimmerates the
towns built and the temples erected by Mesa, and
dedicated by him to the national deity of the
Moabites—Chamos. The age of this monument
is determined by the agreement of its statements
with Jewish history ; it date.s nine centuries
before the Christian era, and is nearly a century
later than the reign of Solomon. It is nearly two
centuries earlier than the famous sarcophagus of
Echmonnazar, King of Sidon. The Phoenician
characters of the inscription present some archaic
features not to be found in the same degree in any
of the Phoenician monuments hitherto known. The
inscription, however, is decipherable with almost
absolute certainty, as each word is .separated by a
point, and all the sentences are divided by vertical
lines. The language is, with some slight ortho-
graphic variations, pure Hebrew.

ON ORNAMENTAL IBONWORK.

THE first of a scries of six lectures on orna-
mental ironwork, under the auspices oT the

Department of Science and Art, was delivered on
Monday evening last in the Lfcture Theatre of
tho South Kensington Museum by Mr. J. M.
Cape-s M.A., of Balliol College, Oxford. The
lecturer commenced by some allusions of a general
nature as to the utility of iion for constructive and
domestic purposes, remarkingthat the present was
emphatically the iron ago of the world. Turning
to tho employment of iron in works of beauty, the
lecturer said that hardly ever has the art of or-
namental ironwork been so miserably low and
degraded as at tho present time, and it is usually
sought to cast tho blame of this upon tho arti-

san. There was no doubt a loud cry for the im-
provement of the art education of English work-
men. Scarcely a week passes without it being
declared in public meeting that we are being
beaten by foreigners in the markets of the w rid,

simply because our workmen are not instructed
in design and beauty of execution. " French-
men, Germans, and Italians," it is said, "are better
designers than our own artisans. They know liow
to distinguish between the ugly and the beautiful
better than English workmen. When you set

a foreigner to any work of ornamentation he
enters into his task with real pleasure ; he feels

like a painter of pictures or a good performer on
tho pianoforte, and not merely as if he were a
journeyman baker tuining out so many lo.ivos in

a given time. Teach onr workmen-well, and we
shall not long have to fear foreign rivals." This
is far from being a true statement of the whole
case. It is certain that our artisans have less

taste than the artisans of many foreign nations,
and that, in some kinds of work, it would be im-
possible to find an English workman to do what
a foreign workman can do. But when the blame
of this state of things is laid chiefly on the work-
ing classes the saddle is not put upon the right

hortc. Our workmen are iu some things in-

ferior to what they were some hundreds of years
ago, because there has been no demand for the
h'ghest class of labour. Five hundred years ago
the land swarmed with skilled workmen ; but for
many generations the taste of the rich has been
vile and debased, and any better taste and skill

in the working classes would have been totally

thrown away npon those who could not appre-
ciate it. There has been no demand for exqui-
site workmanship iu the industrial arts in re-

cent times, and more especially is ths the case
with regard to ironwork. The whole country is

overspread with ornamental ironwork, which, as
a rule, is simply detestable. Our iron furniture
and the ironwoik of our houses, churches, and
public buildings are, as a whole, neither more nor
less than abominable in design and miserabl» in

execution. What has been the cause of this ?

Two things :—1, the miserably bad taste of the
richer classes for the last two or three hundred
years ; and 2, the almost universal adoption of a
process of manufacture whieh is utterly fatal togood
design and good workmanship in iron—theprocess
of casting iron, instead of forging and hammering
it. The one obiect has been cheapness and nothing
else. Without saying a word against the groat
utility of cast metal iu a vast number of works,
the lecturer most strongly condemned the indis-

criminate use of the casiing process in all kinds
of work solbly for the sake of turning out cheaper
goods than any in the market. The consequence of

thisbanishmeut of Iheforge in favour of the foundry
has been the general debasement of the national
taste in metal work. The popuhir taste in gold,

silver, and bronze work is nearly as bad as in iron

and brass. English purchasers of metalwork have
had their minds demoralised through this casting

process. As things now stand, the most delight-

ful and finished workmanship is, to a great degree,

thrown away. Fashionable designs in gold and
silver are, for the most part, very little better

than those in bronze and iron which still "go
down " with the multitude. If it is asked " How
is it that the practice of superseding wrought
with cast iron has created so much mischief,"

the explanation is easy to give. The substitu-

tion of cast-iron for wrought has had three

specially mischievous effects. In the first place,

it has introduced fashions of using ironwork
which are inconsistent with the essential nature

of all metals, and thus has made ironwork simply

a sham. In the Bocond place, it banii-hes all

those jMjculinr beauties in which metals stand
far above all other materials whatsoever. Thirdly,
it his made every l)ody careless as to excellence of
finish and general merit of workmanship

; in fact,

it has degraded the workman in iron into a mere
machine—instead of making him an artist, it

has dragged him down to the level of a stoker of
a steam engine. The first point brings us faco
to faco with the one grand fundamental rule to
be observed in all kinds of ornamental works, of
whatever size or material. It is this : that
whether we build a church or design a dmr or
window or an iron gate or railing, the first thing
to aim at is a strongly constructcti plan or frame,
suitable to the work and adapted to the material
it is wished to employ. Having devised a
thoroughly serviceable skeleton, wc should finish

by making it ornamental, instead of leading it

bare or ugly. Tho lecturer, in illustration of
his argument, here referred to the relations which
subsist between the skeleton and the flesh, mus-
cles, Sic, of the human body, remarking that
the Great Creator pttts His finishing touch
to the human fonn by making its exterior beauti-
ful. In the whole of nature there is nothing so
beautiful as the human figure, with its almost
divine countenance reflecting the mind withiu.
Every portion of the human frame wears on it the
impress of beauty. In a word, the construction of
the body is designed for practical use, and then
that construction itself is made lovely to our
eyes

; and this is the one golden rule to be
observed in all our feeble efforts to produce
beautifid things in art. The same rule is carried
out in all Nature, and it is the true principle on
which art workmanship of every kind should be
designed and completed. The lecturer next pro-
ceeded to refer to various specimens of ornamental
ironwork which were on the table, pointing out
their artistic beauties and principles of design,
and, where there were any, their defects. He
observed that the best examples of mediaeval metal
work were those in which the forms were archi-
tecturally di.sposcil, or which were derived from
architecture, and went on to say that those who had
not already examined the collection of ornamental
ironwork in the Museum wonld be astonished at
the cleverness and invention displaye*! by the
workmen of old. One or two aspects of the art
of working in metals were next mentioned. In
the first place, Mr. C.-ipes said tliat there is

scarcely any otiier branch of art workmanship in

which so sjdendid a field lies open to tho Eng-
lish mechanic as wsrk in iron, and, in a lesser
degree, in bronze and in brass. The raw mate-
rial is of little value compared with the labour
and skill bestowed npon it. Raw miterial cost-
ing only a few shillings could bo greatly enhanced
in value by the bestowal on it of artistic skill.

This kind of work is eminently suited to the
artisan, whose labour is his capital. W"hat is

wanted is sjme sort of scheme lor helping that
labour, so as to bring him in the surest return
with the least possible risk aud money outlay.

With a forge, a few hammers, chisels, Hies, &c.,
he can convert p'ain ugl^^bars of iron into usefal
ornamental work which will fetch a high price in
the market. But it is a grievous mistake to sup-
pose that the artisan will gain nothing more than
a bettor market for his work by cultivating the
art of working in metals. Without undervaluing
the vast im|ortance of enabling the workman to
bring a better and more profitable article into

the market—for men must live by their work,
whether ugly or beautiful—Mr. Capes said in

conclusion that tho very act of emulotion in pro-

ducing works of beauty wonld bring the brains of

tho workman into play, and employ his talents in

a way that could not possibly be the case if his

life resembled that of a mere machine. The actual

daily life of a man who labours patiently to pro-

duce beautiful and rationally useful things is a
far better life than that of the man who only
toils on like a horse in a mill. Every man whose
mind is at all educated onj.iys the time he spends
in inventing, executing, or finishing any object

which sitisfies his tastes. Instead of being a
dreary toil, such a workman literally finds a plea-

sure in his labour. Rely npjn it, stiid Mr. Capes,

the workmen who wrought upon the specimens
of ancient mctalwo/k in the Musenm felt dif-

ferently from the workers in onr iron foundries

at the present day, where fire, machinery, and
casting do everytbmg. The man who has a cul-

tivated sense of what is beautiful, and whose own
daily occupations call forth the full exercise of
his tale!its, actually possesses a source of enjoy-

ment greater than that he wonld have if he had
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onlj to work like a mere anim&l machine. He
is not only a healthier, bnt it is his own fault if

he is not a better man.
The lecturer was listened to by a crowded

and attentiTe andience, evidently composed, for

the greater part, of working men. The nest lec-

ture will be giren on Monday ereniug next, at

eight o'clock.

ON ORNAMENTAL ART.*

Bt Hekrt O'Nkil, A.R.A.

IT has been frequently observed by writers on

the Fine Arts—poetry, painting, sculpture,

architecture, and music—that the essence of art

begins where utility ends ; and, more especially,

that the abstract quality of ornament is useless.

This doctrine, ho«-ever, is not only narrow, but

utterly false. Pleasure is a mental want which

the senses are fashioned to satisfy ; and aught
that produces that pleasure must be useful in

the highest sense. Nature, in her useful creative-

ness, does not despise beauty of form and colour

in producing unsparingly the things requisite for

bodily wants ; and art, in however low a degree,

is but a reflex of nature ; and its mission is to

arouse, in her absence, kindred feelings to those

excited in her presence. In a word. Nature is

the mistress of Art ; and it would ill become
the latter to despise the means whereby the

former works, even in ministering merely to our

bodily wants. To cite a most homely instance

—

a room without ornament of any kind may be

equally useful as one with ornament ; bnt the

latter, even in the absence of taste, will give

more pleasure to its owner. So, instead of

denouncing the inntility of ornamental art, I

would plead for its usefulness in the highest

sense. For of all the arts, however hnmble in

degree, that of ornament has by far the most
extensive influence in ministering to the plea-

sure of the senses. To every production of

human ingenuity—from the stately edifice down
to the meanest object in domestic use—its pre-

sence adds a charm, which, though t.i the mere
utilitarian seemingly of no practical valne,
creates taste and refinement ; and, moreover, in

contributing practically to a nation's prosperity,

promotes the cause of civilisation.

The faculty of the mind which especially in-

fluences the character of ornamental art is taste

—the possession of which is, with all deference
to those who term it a natural instinct, wholly
an acquirement. Now there is a prevailing
error—and of old standing—that because some
men prefer Grenze to Titian, Verdi to Beethoven,
or Tnpper to Tennyson, taste, therefore,'.is not
to be disputed ; and, moreover, that it has no
fixed standard. But our prejudices, our
likes and dislikes, must not be mistaken for
Taste ; and its fixed standard is the thorough
appreciation of what is really true and beautiful.
Moreover, as taste is wholly an acquirement, its

presence betokens the mental health of its possessor;
and proves, thoroughly, that the perceptive
faculties have been accustomed to the presence of
beauty, and have not been degraded by a continual
association with deformity. But custom and
ignorance vitiate taste.

Art has often been termed creative, but it can
only be so in a very limited sense, inasmuch as it

is utterly impossible to conceive or model any
colour or form which is not to be found, partially

or wholly, in Nature—the knowledge of whose
works is the food of art. Bnt though art is thus
based especially on the reproduction of the form
and colour which nature displays, it should

—

especially ornamental art—be rather suggestive
than imitative ; and, instead of copying the
actual form and colour of Nature's works, the
artist should be chiefly guided by the great motive
on which Nature acts. That motive is fitness to
the work to be done—so that, in all her works,
there is neither redundancy nor poverty. The trunk
of a tree, or the stem of a flower, is proportionate
to the weight to be borne ; and the minutest
branch has the adequate power to support the
leaves it puts forth. And this fitness is so perfect
throughout as to make us almost feel that all

living things—from a human being down to a
blade of grass—are the growth of necessity, alone
emanating from a Supreme Intelligence, which
ministers, with boundless wealth, to the highest
and meanest wants of the life it creates.

It is this fitness to the work to be done which

* From a pa^r read Iwfore the Associated Arts
Institute on Saturdajr evening, February 6, 1870.

shapes the prodnctions of Nature, and gives birth

to its boundless diversity of character in form

and colour. From thence spring strength and
delicacy, variety and smiplicity, grace and
beauty," and the quality of the work to be done
affects the character of every object, and imparts

to each such of the attributes I have named as

are requisite to attain the end in view. In the

humau frame all these qualities are embodied
in their utmost perfection, because the work of

humanity is more universal than that of any
other production in animal or vegetable life.

I have said that the characteristic features of

Nature's works are strength, delicacy, variety,

simplicity, grace, and beauty ; and the orna-

mental or decorative artist, in his endeavours to

impart any of those qualities to his work, must
especially beware of the slightest exaggera-

tion. The strength must be free from
redundancy, and the delicacy from weakness

;

the variety must be void of eccentricity,

and the simplicity void of monotony ; the grace

must be free from affectation, and the bcanty
from inanity. And the artist, in any path of

art—but more especially in that of ornament

—

who can give to his work, in a proportionate de-

gree, the qualities I have named, must be esteemed
as possessing that perfection of taste which, in

spite of fashion, will have its beneficial influence

in the far future, if not in the near present.

Other qualities than those I have mentioned
are necessary in the treatment of colour ; but at

present let us confine our attention simply to

form. And, first, of strength and delieacy—in

which Nature's works are so perfect, so well
adapted to the fulfilment of the work to be done.
Every branch of a tree and every stem of a
flower, as I have already said, are constructed so
as to bear the weight of the superincumbent
matter, unless local causes affect their direction.

Look, for instance, at the largest tree, and yon
will find that the branches springing from the
trunk—and every smaller branch springing from
them, up to the final twig—are gradually smaller
in dimensions ; and, without pretending to com-
plete accuracy, I believe that the sum of the
parts is on an equality with the bulk of the
parent trunk. In metal work, I know it is per-
fectly possible to add a superstratum out of all

proportion to the support. But the eye—the
sense only engaged—has simply conception, in
that mattec, of bulk ; and the mind revolts at
seeing the larger form grow out of the lesser. In
designing a candelabrum, for instance, how
agreeable is the gradual diminution of bulk, not
only in the branches, but oven in the spiral
foundation. If you compare those of Pompeian
manufacture—which, generally, are graceful in
the extreme—I think you will find more beauty
and fitness too in those spiral stems which, how-
ever imperceptibly, decrease in bulk from the
root—take the obelisk and column—than in those
which are of the same thickness throughout. The
latter impart a sense of fragility and insecurity
ill adapted to the end in view, even on the mere
score of utility. Now this redundancy is the
point on which we chipfly err, and the error is

not one only of bulk, but also of form
; that is to

say, the latter is often so obtrusive in detail that
the eye fails to grasp the whole design. For
though on investigating the parts of a design we
are charmed by the presence of the most elabo-
rate workmanship, yet if those parts, by being too
obtrusive, weaken the impression of the whole,
the work must be pronounced faulty in that most
important quality in ornamental art—namely,
proportion.

I have said, however, that although the strength
should be free from redundancy, the delicacy
should be equally free from weakness. ' Unfor-
tunately, a middle course has little in it to excite
the exuberant spirits of youth ; so, whether the
direction leans towards redundancy or weakness,
it too often flies to extremes, repulsive to a more
refined and experienced taste. I could point out
modem examples in architecture by the hundred
which err equally in opposite directions ; and,
with respect to the error of making large founda-
tions for light superstructures, the erection of
single columns to support statues which can
never be seen is a sign of that bad taste of which
ancient Rome, in its most prosperous times,
showed such unmistakable evidence. So, re-

turning to the candelabrum, I would warn
the artist not to make the solidity of the
foundation out of all proportion to the super-
structure.

Again. I have observed that the variety
should be void of eccentricity, and the simplicity

free from monotony. Now the error which most
prevails in all the intellectual arts, all'ectiug

equally the character of om" amusements, is ec-

centricity ; and the mind, ever seeking for some-
thing now, however untrue, is now, and always, I

fear, will be, too ready to accept that quality as
an evidence of genius. Bnt the history of human
error should teach us to beware of mere novelty

;

and the distrust of that superficial quality will

ever increase in proportion as reason and ex-
perience influence the judgment. And this, pos-
sibly, is why people who have arrived at a certain

age are often accused of being cynics for not im-
mediately appreciating those things which excite

the enthusiastic admiration of the young ;

whereas, this critical and sceptical spirit is more
often the result of greater experience. Moreover,
as the probability of the duration of life bsoomes
more uncertain, we lose the desire of running
after novelty in the hope of finding fresh delight

—rather keeping to more established sources of

pleasure. But it would be folly on this account
to reject novelty, provided that it is a fresh ap-
plication of principles which have hitherto influ-

enced art, and not a mere deviation from estab-

lished form. Nor in any art is eccentricity more
certain to lead to errors of taste than in that of
ornament—the materials being so abundant for

eccentricity to turn to a perverse use. In tha

earliest stages of art—and, in a more confined de-

gree, carried down to the very present day—it

was the custom to unite features which do not
naturally belong to the objects represented. So,

to express the universality of human action, the
heads of beasts and the wings of birds were freely

added to the figure of man ; but the conceit was
poor, for the human face and figure are fully and
solely capable of giving expression to the varion.s-

attributes of man. Moreover, as regards the

originality of the proceeding, it is of as poor in-

vention as would be that of the artist who to the

stem and leaves of a rose tree added the blo.ssoms

of the lily. With respect to the introduction of

snoh animal forms in ornamental art, the practice-

has been, and is, so common and so time-honoured
that I feel the greatest difiidence in uttering any
objections ; though I cannot but think that in-

stead of putting a lion's paw or a bird's claw to

represent the foot of a table, it would show more
ingenuity and more taste in the artist it, actinjr

under the principles that actuate nature, he could

invent forms which should not be out of all keep-

ing with the objects produced. At all events, I

have no doubt on this point—that the combination
of an angel's head and wings with a scrolled form
which ends in a beast's claw is a ridiculous pro-

ceeding, eccentric, but not original, and utterly

repugnant to sound taste.

As regards simplicity, and the necessity of
avoiding monotony in the attempt to produce it,

I have little to say ; for though monotony is a
prevailing error, yet simplicity in all our works
and deeds is not a prevailing virtue. Even in

dress and cookery—and as long as the eye and
the palate are so constituted as they have ever

been, what pleases those senses must have its use-

fulness—we are wanting in simplicity, and exu-
berant in monotony.

If we turn to what is generally accepted as .1

higher art, namely architecture, we shall find

there is a want of simplicity in its highest efforts,

and an equal monotony in its lowest. In the

former our architects seem impelled by the same
desire as that which evidently excites two street

bands in close proximity, and which strive for
public attention by their loudness of appeal.

The florid flares in juxtaposition to the simple
style, and the whole produces confusion. If we
compare those streets at home which are most
renowned for their public buildings—such as-

Pall Mall—with those of the same order in Paris

and other continental cities, we cannot fail to be
impressed by the latter, on account of the com-
parative uniformity of the architectnre, though
abounding in variety of ornament. Again, if

we look at our streets of shops, or our miles of

stuccoed villas, all, or most, of one pattern,

we are so sick of the monotony of the latter,

and of the want of some general motive in the
former, that one feels half inclined to regret that

every Englishman's house should be regarded as

his own castle, and that he miy deal with it, out-

wardly, according to individual prejudice, with-
out any regard to general appearance. In what
is termed purely ornamental art the same want of
taste is seen in the form and colour of the
furniture in onr most lavishly decorated rooms.
There we find jumbled togjtiier the utmost
incongruity in form, and the greatest variety \a
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colour ; and, much as I npliolil the clmrm of

variety, I cannot but think the eve woulil bo

bettor pleased if chairs, carpels, curtains, tablc-

oovers, anil walls were not so obtrusive and

clashing in their effects. I have seen rooms

wherein the objects I have named have various

shades of one colour, withont producing any

nronotonons effect ; and so in fonn, though ob-

jecting to a thoroughly plain carpet, it is surely

jiossible to gratify the eye l)y beauty of form and

colour without going to an extreme, and offcnd-

ijig taste by the introduction of fruit and flowers

in profusion, which are not naturally produced on

carpets and tables, and not made to tread on.

Nay, even could you, by some process, produce a

carpet which in form and colour should be lite-

rally like a blooming meadow, your skill would be

thrown away, except to excita a smile of pity, or

even contempt, at misdirected ingenuity.

We conio now to the consideration of grace and
beauty, which may be termed the elimination of

the (inalitics I have named in Nature—separately
or combined. For there are grace and beauty of

strength, as well as of delicacy ; of variety, as well

as of simplicity ; and though the fitness of Nature's

works, in the ordinary meaning of utility, does not

depend upon the presence of grace and beauty,

yet, in the highest sense, they proclaim the use-

fulness of the work by the amount of mental

pleasure they contribute. I have said that the

grace must be free from affectation, and the

beauty from inanity ; and in support of my
argument I can only refer you to those works of

art which have been specially designed to develop

those plea.surc-giving qualities. Take a child

by Reynolds, and one by Greuze ; a Madonna
by Raphael, and one by Carlo Dolce ; a

senator by Titian, and one by Kneller, or

even Lely ; these examples, without putting

others before you, derived from poetry, sculpture,

architecture, or mnsic, will fully explain my
meaning. And if I do not allude to Nature's

works in support of my argument, it is because
there are other means whereby Nature—for a good
purpose we may be sure—appeals to our senses.

Tor however pm-e may be our pleasure in con-

templating beauty, yet there are other emotions

which are not excited in its presence ; but which,

being distinctive of human nature, must have a

beneficial influence, and are therefore worthy to

be vivified by art. And this is the reason why I

have ever strongly opposed that narrow doctrine

which now especially prevails : that the aim of

painting, sculpture, poetry, and music should bo
merely the excitement of the one pleasure aroused

by the mere development of beauty. But orna-

mental art is single in its aim, and it cannot add
its tribute to our ceaseless craving for pleasure

by awakening terror or any other human passion,

but must do so alone by the means of grace and
beauty ; and boundless indeed is the field wherein
it works.

(To he continved.J

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Epping Forest.—On Tuesday, in the House

of Commons, Mr. Fawcett said that on Monday
next be would move an address to the Crown
praving for the enforcement of the Crown rights

in Fpijing Forest, in order that it might be pre-

served as an open space for the public.

National Gallery.—Mr. Candlish, on be-

half of the hon. member for Sunderland, gave
notice of a resolution to the effect that the

National Gallery and British Museum should be
opened from seven to ten o'clock on at least three

evenings in the week, in order to accommodate
the working classes.

Public Places.—Mr. Cowper gave notice

that on Tuesday next he would bring in a bill to

provide for the preservation of waste places and
commons near towns as places of recreation.

Iron v. Wooden Kaiuvay Bridgks in
Amekica.—From the eighth annual report of

the Erie Iloilway Company, we learn that as the
bridge8onth9line,beingof wood, require frequent
renewals, and as the increasing scarcity of timber
along the line enhances their cost from yearto year,

it has been decided to adopt iron bridges for all

fumre renewals, where the proper foundation for

permanent piers and abutments can be obtained.
During the past season, in addition to several

small bridges, an iron bridge, CJOft. long, in

four spans, has been built over the Susquehanna
river.

iuitdinj Jitt^lliueni;^.

Westwaud Ho, Nokth Devon.—The
church which has been in course of erection for

the last eighteen months in this fashionable little

wateringplacc isnow ready for opening. It is built

in the Early Pointed style, and consists of a nave,
north and south aisles, and chancel. Sitnate<i but

one hundred yanls from the sea beach, and there-

fore exposed to much rough weather (luring some
portions of the year, strength and solidity have
been aimed at. The exterior dressings arc of
granite from Lundy Isle, except only the hood
moulds of the east and west windows and those

of the doonvays, which are of Manvood stone, and
the carve<l angels, &c., of Forest of Dean. There
is a bell turret for two bells. The stone used inter-

nally is Corsham Down. The capitals on the piers

in the nave are mouldeil, and those in the chancel

and chancel arch carved with siaiple and effective

conventional foliage. The roof, which is of deal,

and varnished, is supported by carved corbels.

The walls are washed with a warm colour which
contrasts happily with thcBathstonc work. There
is a prayer desk and lectern of oak, and chairs

fill the nave, which when supplied with benches
will scat 400. It is hoped in the course of a few
seasons to raise funds for a good pnlpit and
reredos, together with oak benches. Mr. J.

Tremear, of Bidcford, has been the contractor for

the whole of the work, with the exception of the

carving, which is from the chisel of Mr. Harry
Hems. Mr. W. C. Oliver, of Barnstaple, is the

architect.

Newington.—At a recent meeting of the

Vestry of S. Mary, Newington, Mr. Alder gave
notice of the following motion: " That the paving
and lighting committee he requested to view and
report to the vestry nijon the desirability of

widening the road and pathway in Newington-
butts, and of removing the old parish charch to a

more suitable site.

Cologne Cathedral.—The progress made
m the construction of Cologne Cathedral during

the year 1869 was very satisfactoi-y. The
northern tower has reached a height of 1 80 feet

above the ground. The state of the southern part

was so bad that a great deal of the ma.sonry had
to be removed ; 20 feet, however, have been re-

built. The scaffolding for 1870 is almost readj',

and the stone required has been purchased. The
towers will now rise isolated above the building.

They are to be built to a height of 30 feet a year,

and in 1871 the third entablature will be reached,

where the octagonal lanterns begin. The rcstora

tion of the masonry is contmnally progressing,

and, according to the assurances of the architect,

the cathedral will be completed in 187.5 as far as

the cruciform ornaments, should the subscriptions

amoimt to 250,000 florins a year, as they have
lately done. The interior of the cathedral has

been omamented with stained glass windows and
statues, though in this respect much remains to be

done.
Ballarat.—Anew (Roman) Catholic church

is in course of erection at Ballarat (Australia).

Mr. J. B. Denny is the architect. The style is

13th century Decorated Gothic. The width of

the nave and aisles, clear of the walls, ia 61ft.
;

length of nave, lOoft. by 31ft. 6in. ; length of

transepts, 100ft. by 23ft. ; chancel, 50ft. by 28ft.;

side chapels, 32ft. by ICft. ; sacristies, 20ft. by
16ft. The walls are of bluestone, with Kangaroo
Point freestone dressings. The nave, arches, and
clerestory walls are supported on blue-stone

octagonal pillars, with moulded bases and caps,

the arches encircled by a hood moulding ; blue-

stone wall shafts, springing from carved corbels,

support the principals of the roof ; a bluestone

string course, encircling the wall shafts, divides

the triforium and clerestory. The roof is stained

and varnished ; the principals are of Oregon
timber, and the spandrels filled with geometrical

tracery, which gives the roof a light and elegant

appearance. £1000 is to be expended in stained-

glass for the windows. The church, exclusive of

the presbytery, when completed, will have cost

£25,000. The presbytery is in the Tudor style of

architecture.

Taunton.—Last week a vestry meeting was
heid at S. James's Church, Taunton, to take

steps for pulling down and rebuilding the towe r

of the parish chnrch. The tower, which is a fine

specimen of the Perpendicular style, has long

been in a dilapidated state, and the parishioners

have been divided in opinion as to whether it

should be entirely rebuilt or simply restored.

The buttresses and pinnacles, which were pro-
nounced to be dangerous, were removed gome
time since, and the erection of new buttreuM
was commenced, but abandoned. It was reaolred
to pull down the tower and build a fao$imile,
and an influential committee was appointed to
take the necessary steps for carrying oat the
work. The cost is Mtimated at bstweea £3000
and M.100H.

BUILDINGS.

IIampstead. — The new fever hospital at

Hampstead bos been erected within the short
space of one month. The building runs in a
slope almost due east and west ; it is built of

galvanised iron, famished by Morton and Co., of

Liverpool. The walls are lined internally with a
layer of thick waterproof felting, and covered
with planking. The hospital is built on concrete,

and is well drained. The entire length of the
building is traversed by a central corridor, from
which run off the entrances to the different

blocks. The wards are in the westam, and the
administrative department in the eastern end of
the building. The space allowed to each patient
is about 1200ft. To each ward are attached a
small kitchen and a bath-room, with lavatories.

The ventilation varies: Pott's system has been
introduced into one of the male wards. The
nnrses' block affords accommodation for abont a
dozen nnrses, with a cubic space of 900ft. to each
bed. A deadhouse has been bnilt a little way
off. The cost of the hospital, which affords

accommodation for about 100 patients, is £8000.
Messrs. Giles and Biven are the architects ; and
Messrs, Hensbaw were the contractors.

Ramsoate.—Tub New Cemetery.—The
contracts for building the chapels, lodge, walls,

&c., have been received by the board, and Mr.
Wilson, builder, of Canterbury, is the accepted

contractor for the erection of the chapels, for the

siun of £1,882. Mr. Duokett's tender for the

lodge and wall, at a sum of £2,400, was accepted;

bnt at the meeting on Monday last a letter was
read from Mr. Duckett, to which the clerk was
instructed to reply, and inform him that tie

board was not prepared to entertain the proposals

contained therein.

Camberwell.—Another of the old land-

marks in the south of London has jnst been

doomed. The well-known market grounds of

Mr. James Myatt, at Camberwell, have been
cleared for building purposes. The land has

been staked out for eight roads, and it is pro-

posed to build 500 houses on the estate. A
church is already in course of building. Accord-

ing to a recently-published account, it will require

ten houses per day to be erected to meet the wants

of our growing population ; bnt we (^SoiUh

London Press) do not clearly see how this agrees

with the 50O0 empty houses said to be in exist-

ence within a four mile radins of the Elephant

and Castle.

Sheffield.—The great cutlery emporium of

the world has just been brought into direct railway

communication with London by the opening of a

branch line, ten miles long, from the Chester-

field Station of the Midland Railway, to Shefiield.

On the route from Chesterfield the following new
stations have been erected :—Anston, Dronfield

Abbey Houses, Ecclesall, and Heeley. The site

of the new SheflSeld station is in the Valley of

the Sheaf, which was chosen because almost in-

surmountable engineering difficulties prevented

the selection of a more central position. The
building is of rook-faced wall-stono, tool-dressed,

and the stylo of architecture Grecian, with

Gothic headings. The roof is of iron and glass,

and is supported by forty-two iron columns. The
platforms are 700it. long and 30ft. wide. At the

north end of the building are two docks, and at

the south end a covered-in dock. Four lines of

rails run through the station.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. Tbe Editor respectfully re-

quests that all communications sbould be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimants
upon the space allotted to correspondence.]

Rkceived.-J. II.- a. H.—J. B. C—Rev. J.W.—B.J. W.
_T w.—B. H. M B.—Messrs. R. and Son—M. Bros—
M. T.-R.J. W.—H. B.—F. G—J. P. H.-T. W.—C. P.—
C.ana T.—M. and 11.—C. C. R.—G. U. G.—P. and J. P.—
P. P. N.—G. K. R.

M.vc,—The question on " Macintosh " was inserted in mia-

tate. It was intended for another journal.

C. S. S. Johnson.-Sketch of WmUow, Bath Street Inde-

pendent Chapel, Glasgow.

Gko. BiDLAKe.—Please have sketch or sketches sent.
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^mt^Q\\k\xt[t

PLYMOUTH GUILDHALL COMPETITION.

(To the Editor of The Building Xbws.)

Sib,—Mr. Lynn's letter in your impression of

the 28'.h ulf. deserves serious oonsidemtion ; but

it is a pity to mix np the question o{ " What is a

i«f«ree ?"—or, rather what a professional referee

in the case of competitions should stipulate to

be— with the details of the Plymouth com-
petition.

The one is all important, and connected with

the whole conduct of competitions, and will, I

tmst, be taken opbythclnstitutesoonwith energy

aad effect. Indeed, this competition question has
been mooted more than once lately, particularly

abont fonr years ago ; and it is only the pressure

of other business which has prevented it being

cooaideted. The' other matter is more of a

personal one, and is referable to facts. These I

will at once take up, for I feel—as your corre-

spondent Mr. Lynn says—that a lute bon. gee. of

the Institute—unworthy though I am who held

that office—should of all men be most alive to a
proper sen*e'of professional obligatioLs.

Feeling this as I do, Mr. Lynn can now, per-

hap«, understand why I refrained from replying

to his letter of the 26th October, whore he
allowed himselfto make a most unworthy insinua-

tion against me as to local influence. I hare
•inoe stated in print, most distinctly, that I know
not one of the Town Council, and have not a
cr^ of information beyond what I gather from
mn occasional Plymouth newspaper. The de-

cision of the Council was without the slightest

breath of influence from and was also a surprise

to me, as, indeed, was Mr. Waterhouso's report.

But to suppose that I should now object to the
partial correction of wliat I might surely deem
an injustice, without blaming anyone for unfair

dealing, is simply puerile. Mr. Lynn has only
to read the report of the debate on the award of

the premiums to see how lucky ho was to obtain
any place at all. I have ventured elsewhere to

express surprise that his design should have
been selected because, however good in the
abstract—and I admit it consists of a much
finer set of architectural sketches than any others
exhibited—it seems to me utterly out of place.

I go BO far as to think, and believe I have proved
from the report and instructions, that my own
design was the one most suitable for the purpose ;

and surely I am as entitled to this conceited idea
as my opinion as anyone to theirs, especially as

I found it npon the professional report, and do not
pick a single hole in other designs.

However, the point is this—what did Mr.
Waterhoose undertake to do, and what were the
Coancil's instructions ? What a referee ouffht to

do is another matter, which I will argue sepa-
rately. It may he well in future to define before-

hand what a professional referee should or should
not undertake to do, according to the opinion of
the Institute ; and that snch was at least partially

done between the Plymouth Town Cinncll and
their referee, is shown not only by Mr. Ueid's
letter, but also by the following quotations.
The original a<lvcrtisemeiitsays, " The designs

will be submitted to tl;e Council, who will award
the following preminms to the authors of the
three best designs iu the order of their approval."
In the Instructions is the following :

—" The
designs to which premiums arc awarded will alone
be retained. . . . If any difficulty is felt iu

coming to a decision as to the designs to bo ac-
cepted, the committee will call in professional
assistance, but not otherwise."

All this, I fuppose, because it was not then posi-
tively determined to bnild ai: all. This was made
a municipal election question last November, and
not decided in the affirmative till 12th of last

month (January), when a decision also on the
particular plan to be adopted \va.i avoided.

It was not till after the designs had been pub-
licly exhibited in July (as far at least as I know)
that Mr. Waterhonse was called in (according to

the words of the Committee of Council as reported
io the newsnapers of the 14th October la^t) "to
report on the plans which have been received, to
guide the Council in awarding premiums for the
three designs.

"

Mr. Waterhonse's report begins thus :

—

"I was favoured with your instructions to ex-
amine and rep )rt upon the design", 25 in nnmber,
sabmilted in competition for the above buildings,
and, after a careful examination of the whole, I

had the pleasure of explaining in an interview

with you the merits of eight which appeared to

me most worthy of the premiums yon have offered.

I beg now, in accordance with your request, to

rcjwrt up-in these eight in writing," and con-

cludes in these words, " My own impression is

that their" (the Council's) " selcctimi must be

made from among the eight I have remarked
upon, and of which the first three seem to nie

decidedly the best

"

Can it be imagined after this that the Conncil

intended Mr. Waterhonse to be an arbitrator, and

that they did not intend to exercise their own
judgment in the matter ? Whether this is a

right state of things or not, I will nrjjue else-

where, but such ore the fads, and one of the

council actually "was sorry to find the architect

had recommended certain plans for the premiums,

as he thought that was a matter to be left entirely

to the judgment of the Council."

It soems this gentleman—whom I do not in the

least know, even by name, except as I read it in

the newspaper—objected that Mr. Lynn's design

was out of court, stated that the one now first

promiated had its law courts too small, that my
own design was good, and went on to recommend
others.

Again. The Chairman of the Committee at

the time, when proposing the adoption of the

report as it was received from Mr. Water-
house, said, " Tlio position in which the council

stood at the present time was not to decide

whether the town should have a new guildhall

or not ; but whether the designs which had been

selected by Mr. Waterhonse as being best adapted

to their purpose, and possessing the greatest

amountof architectural merit, should be awarded
the premiums."
To conclude this, let me recommend Mr. Lynn

to read again Mr. Waterhouso's report, and that

gentleman's letter to Tub Buii.dino News
of 29th October, and also to compare the re-

port of the same gentleman on the Cambridge
Market Competition. So far for the Plymouth
Competition. As to the general qupstion, I will

write further another time, feeling I have already

occupied sutficient space,—lam. Sir. &c.,

C. P. Hayward.
20, Montague Street, Russell Square,

Fibruary 7, 1870,

MODERN STAINED GLASS IN WEST-
MINSTER ABBEY.

Sib,—Being about to stay with some friends

in London at Christmas, X determined to renew
my acquaintance with Westminster Abbey, in

order to judge for myself as to the justice of
" X. Y. Z.'s" strictures on the modern stained

glass there, and contained in your columns a

short time since. The weather on the occasion of

my first visit not being favourable for a fair

criticism, I had to wind my way to the old Abbey
a second lime, hut for the cause of this second
examination. I was not at all sorry, as it enabled

me tlins to judge of the effect prcduced on the
interior of the church by the modern plass under
two aspects—a bright day and a dark day.

Let me then at once say that I was qnite

shocked to find the Abbey (I had not been there

since the insertion of the lose window in the

south transept) disfigured by the introduction of

the worthless productions that for the first time

met my eye. The gnide-book informs the visitor

to whose art we are indebted for these windows
—the names of nc«,rlij all our glass painters arc

included in the list—and all that can be said is

that if they do not serve as a cant'iun to the Dean
and Chapter in particular, and the public in

general, I shall indeed be surprised. The post-

Reformation monuments in the church form,

undoubtedly, a great oi)StacIc to the general effect

of the interior, but at all events many of them have
considerable pretensions to art, and others do not,

iu themselves, offend the eye by vulgarity and
grotesqueness. The Stephenson, Locko, Chaucer,
and North Transept windows are particularly

reprehensible ; so much so that one can scarcely

believe th-y were placed there with the sanction

of the eminent architect to whom, I hear,

the care of tlic church is entrusted. Take par-

ticularly the north transept windows ; the

one in the west aisle, erected to Admiral Hope,
in which the suljccts are so small that

no one can decipher them ; the six Crimean
memorials, for which evidently that poor old

gentleman on Gravesenl Hill shot at by so

many successive generations of Britons, placed

in vari -us posture-', mu^t have served as a

model ; and lastly, the one in which a sentimental-

looking young lady playing the piano commemo-
rates the late Mr. Novello. These lancets arc

very deeply recessed, and, if I rememberrightly,
contain some beautiful carving ; this, owing to

the obscurity caused by the colours of the glass,

is utterly lost to the eye. The Brunei window did

not impress me. Whilst the drawing is good, the

colours appear of too sombre a hue ; moreover, as
" X. Y. Z." says, it is ]ilaced on the wrong side of

the church, and is only seen during the better

part of the day under the disadvantage of

reflected light. The Chaucer window, whilst in

itself a miserable effort, is undoubtedly of the

type which the other windows should have

assumed, as it is woiall rod, blue and green, but

in this instance the makers appear to have dreaded

the introduction of pure white glass well leaded,

for the whole groundwork has the appearance of

having been smudged over with a brownish

tint, and this dirty tint pAdominates in a little

window, filled np to the brim with colour, hard

by.

A careful survey of the whole has forced this

conclusion on me—viz., that modern glass

painters aim at too much and too little. They
aim at too much when, by confining themselves

to imitating the old workers in tlie art, they

endeavour to make their work pass for that of

the golden period, and so miserably fail. They
aim at too little in not pressing into tlieir service

that advanced knowledge of drawing which we
possess, and of which their precursors, had they

had the opportunity, would most a'suredly

not have been slow to avail themselves.

The glass painter (at all events, English) of the

present day fails in these cardinal points—

a

knowledge of drawing, and of the proper

amalgamation and contrasting, by the use «f

white glass, of colours. He succeeds, and
effectually, in shutting out that too little light of

day with which we Northerners are blessed.

One word as to the Prophets in the clerestory

windows. Surely these gigantic figures are out

of place here. I should like to know from wha*
point one is to get a view of them, and whether,

fromthe meaning of the word " clerc-story," it is

consistent to fill the upper range of windows

in a church entirely with colour?

Having written so much by way of condemna-

tion, I hopa you will allow me to say what

pleasure I enjoyed in renewing my acquaintancs

with the dear old Abb.y—at seeing how tenderly

(in other respects than painted glass) it ha*

been cared for of late. No simpler, but no better,

work has ever been carried on there than the

cleansing of dust, now almost finished, of the

walls and columns. Would that the same method

had been adopted elsewhere ! Wliilst the recon-

structed choir is utterly unworthy of the place,

the successful warming—all operations are hidden

from view—and general cleanness of the interior

are a credit to all concerned, and an example

which others in authority elsewhere will do well

to follow. Lastly, let me express my obligations

to tlie vergers, a body of men only too often

maligned— if we would but remember in how
close conteict they are continually brought with

the British public, which is remarkable for being

of a rather exacting turn of mind. The general

politeness, attention, and evident interest in all

of which they are the appointed guardians,

greatly added to the pleasure with which I

recurred to old scenes, and I could not but feel

that they must be greatly influenced by the

example of him who now, to the advantage of all,

occupies the decanal chair at Westminster,

and whose great qualities of mind and soul, care

and interest for everybody and everything in any

way connected with him, are so widely known.

—

I am, Sir, yours, iS:o., Alpha.
Manchester.
P.S.— I wish you would persuade Mr. Bazal-

gette to remove those great erections of granite

which occur on the Enibanknient where it joins

the bridges. They appear to me most unsightly,

and certainly are very inconvenient, as, for

example, at Waterloo Bridge, where they contract

the footway, and afford most objectionable

corn<rs. The pediments which are placed

midway between the bridges look very hand-

son- e.

UNITING ENGLAND AND FRANCE.
Sir,— I b 'g to forward you a plan for a

railway from Dover to Calais.

A bridge b?ing the mode of communication
proposed, this letter relates principa'ly to the pier.i
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or supports of tlie same. The essential charac-
teristic of tlii^ plan is that such railway, or,

rather, the p'crs supporting the bridge cou'.titu-

ting the railway, cau be built on land, and after-

wards floated to their several positions, and
then sunk and placed in thoii- position by tilling

them with water. It ispropos ci that the piers be
constructetl of iron, that they be hollow, and
something of the shape of a three-legged table

turned upside down. The diameter of the bottom
portion would be oOOft., tlie height of the piers

or supports would average from 100ft. to 220ft.,

and the distance of the three piers or supports
from each other, luOft. One of the largest of

such piers might be thus built (in sections) at,

say, Birmingham, sent by rail to any convenient
harbour, there put together and completed, and
afterwards floated to its allotted position half-way
between Knglnnd and I'rance, and then and there

sunk and placed in position by filling it with
water. When so sunk, it would remain firm and
immoveable, and it is believed it would so remain
for goneratidn". Wherefore, a suitable number,
say a few scores of such piers being made and
existing between England and France, it is an-
ticipated that a railway would simply forthwith
folloiv as a matter of course. In order to com-
plete the same, I propose that the bridge itself be
constructed in any ordinary way, and that the

same be simply level with the sea, or say a few
feet higher than the highest waves. To provide
for the shipping interest, a short wave-proof
intersubmarine tunnel would be necessary, over
which of course ships would pass in crossing the
railway. Snch a tunnel might be some 40ft. or
flOft. below the level of the sea. It might be
about a mile or so in length, and situated in the
centre of the Channel.

In conclusion, in order to carry out this great
work—the greatest undertaking of either modern
or ancient times—the greatest in the world, or in

the world's hi-tory, I rtcomraend that an Inter-

national Congress of civil engineers bo held in
Iiondon in the ensuing spring. Napoleon.

MORTAR JOINTS.
Sir,—Some correspondence having appeared in

your columns, with reference to Mr. Street's dictum
on the subject of mortar joints, as reported
in a lecture given by him before the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects, a few words on the
subject would not, perhaps, be considered in-

opportune.
The following remarks apply to mortar as used

in brickwork, but the same will also apply to

stonework, for the following reasons ;

—

1st. To guard against fracture, by ensuring an
even distribution of the weight, notwithstanding
any irregularities in their shape ; from which it

follows tliat the more perfect the bricks em ployed,
the thinner the mortar joints may be ; and again,
the thinner the mortar joints are, the more care-
fully should the sand be sifted, or the mortar
jtround, in order to get rid of any hard sub-
stances such as pebbles, which would concentrate
instead of distributing the pressure.

2nd. To render the joints proof against wind
nnd rain ; for which purpose they should be well
flushed up solid with mortar.

;jrd. To unite the bricks togetlier, so as to form
one solid mass. To perfectly attain this object,

the mortar employed, besides thoroughly filling

the joints, should be capable of setting to such a
degree of hardness as to equal the bricks it is in-

tended to cement together, beth in its adhesive as
well as its cohesive strength.

Mr. Street must excuse me when I say that,

occupying the position ho does in the architec-
tural world, he ought to bo more careful in

giving vent to unqualified opinions, which cannot
bear the test of scientific inquijry, and are likely

to be taken up, and acted upon—to a length he
possibly never intended—by many who, like

sheep, are only too ready to follow any shepherd
they may have made up their minds to acknow-
ledge.

Take Roman bricks, and Roman mortar, and
the 'reason for their thick mortar joints is at
once apparent ; the bricks were thin, and liable

to fracture under any unequal pressure, whilst
the mortar was coarse, and could not have been
safely used with a thin joint.

In Roman and medieval days, moreover, there
were not the same facilities to be found as now,
for grinding and reducing mortiir to a sufficiently

fine state to admit of thin mortar joints.

If the mortar or cement used is stronger than

the bricks themselves, there can bo no advantage
in the point of strength, to bo gained by in-
creasing the amount of mortar, and diminshing
the amount of brickwork ; for the strength of a
wall must bo taken at its weakest part.
Thick joints, with slow setting mortar, lead to

unequal settlement, and the squeezing out of the
mortar beyond the face of the work, forming so
many traps to guide the rain into the body of the
wall. In oldo.i times, I fancy, buildings were
not run up so fast as in the jjresent day, so that
the mortar had time to harden before much
weight was brought to bear on it.

Believing, as I do, in the common-sense
builders of mcdiieval days, I cannot agree that
they would have made any such specification
with regard to the thickness of joints as that sug-
gested by Mr. Street.—I am. Sir, R. B.

FURNITURE AND DECOKATION.
Sir,—Permit me tocfFer a few rrmiirks on tlic article in

your Ji.3t numlicr licaded " Tlie Tlieory and Practice of
Mudern House Painting and Decoialion, liy an Kxpcrienced
Woriiman."

I »as disposed to tliinl< tliat tlic tlieory of art was the
same from wimtever poiiil of view it might l)c rexurded, Iml
tlie writer of tlic above;articlc lias undeceived nic. Tlic con-
clusions wliicli tile advantage of "a worl<man'8 point of
vio«"enahlea liim to aiiive at arc sonie>rhat startling, and

,

to one not similarly prii ileged, a little puzzlinar.
He coninieiices by stating «imt I am not disposed to gain-

3;iy, that many thousands of even educated people are
ignorant of the merest rudiments of tlie principles which
should povern tlie application of ornament and colour to the
emiiellishmcut of dwelling houses, and asks if there is any
valid reason why this ignorance should continue. I think a
sufllciently valid reason is to be found in liis own words a
little below. He says the educated and ignorant (in art) are
alike pleased with works of art whicli are true in taste, the
difference being, that the one can give a reason for his
admiration and the other cannot. If tlie study of the theorv
of art only enables me to give a reason for ray likes anil
dislikes, without directing them, it seems a folly to pursue
that most difficult subject.

Again. I cannot agree with tlie writer tliat "Nature never
makes mistakes." It is easy to imagine many cases in which
"mistakes" may occur; e. y., a piece of sea coast with a
precipitous slope covered with vegetation, rising from the
ocacn, forms a perfectly harmonious combination of colours

;

presently the slope slides down into the sea, and in place of
the green we have a red clitf ; the change cannot be imma-
terial.

He remarks that the decorative art of the ancient Egyptians
is pure and simple, and peculiarly suited to their requirements,
and net so true, &c. Does he mean that purity, simplicity,
and adaptation, are rather to be avoided than aimed at ?

However, I can sympathise with him in his admiration for
the " hedge bank, one mass of tlie richest vegetation," and 1

also agree with him that the beautiful forms if gathered and
thrown in a heap are nothing but a mass of " swelterini;
vegetation," but this illustration is no more a proof that the
work of the "eminent firm of upholsterers " he mentions is

abortive, than taking an assortment of thin patterns and
flinging ihem on the ground would be. He tells us no fault
could he found with the work a^ a whole ; so great a merit
might have tempered the severity of liis criticism, I think,
but is not " An Experienced Workman's " one of the " com-
monest minds" of which lie speaks? lie maif have an
appreciation of the beautiful, but 1 doubt his capability of
giving a reason for his discrimination.—lam, yours, &c.

H. B.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND THE WORKING
CLASSES.

SiB,—Classes for the above were organised by the mine
proprietors and engineers in the year 1868, at an extensive
colliery district in tlie north, for the benefit of tlie working
men in their employ; the subjects taught arc Plane Geometry
Projection or Solid Geometry, Machine Drawing and Building
Construction. A large number of the working men ai ailed
themselves of the opportunity to improve and raise themselves
in these branches of education, and the classes prospered, but
only to a certain extent, the majority of the members liaving
scarcely received the rudiments of the ordinary branches of
education. Consequently there has been a considerable
fulling off in the session 1809 and 70, which is deeply to he
regretted, as the sulijccts were brought before the classes so
as to make them both popular and interesting. This is the
great drawback to this system; the members to take an in-
terest in it must be better educated before they can handle
Algebraical signs and.forniulas, or be expected to solve practi-
cally any geometrical problem or CLilculation.

Another great objection to these classes consists in the ar-
rangement and discipline connected with them. Several mem-
bers are further advanced in the ordinary branches of educa-
tion, and also in some of the subjects taught, such as machine
drawing and building construction. Memtters who have, no
doubt, passed a good training, and spent many years both
in the drawing offiee, .and on works in progress or finished;
these are expected to coiimience and work up with those who
have never had the slightest training or experience; these
latter really stand a better chance of pulling through at an cx-
aminatioa by the Science and Art Department than their
more experienced brethren ; examples of which occurred to
my knowledge in the examinations last May. To improve all

this, separate classes are required, so that these who can
[irove themselves qualified could take advantage of them to
go into the higher and mure iutricatc walks of the professions
which I am glad to acknowledge the science class masters are
fully qualified to teach.
Our mining population, as a class, cannot be expected to

take much interest in Technical Education, as they liave to
leave school and commence working at a comparatively early
age, and^after that their chances are very small indeed for at-
lending either evening classes, or for self-culture ; although
we do; meet men amongst them, and not a few, who by their

application and industry, have raised themselves into good
positions in society, and in the respect of both their employers
iind fellow workmen.— I am, Ike. T«chkic\l.
Keb 1, 1B70.

8ALF0RI) BRIDGE.
Si«,-lo an irticle on "Architecture in Hanchntcr"

which appeared in TiiK Biii.di.mi New, of January 3ltt »oa
•ay, regarding llie Salford Ilridge that it ii an iron one with avery massive parapet of rral or j/«„i majoati,. I btt u>
inform you that the parapet U of cut iron. Ferbapi It iiav
be useful for " W. Y." lo knoir thi«.

"^
^ g '

THE GRANITE QUARRIES OK CORNWALL.
8iK,---A parapaph appeiirs in yours of Jan. S8ih, copted

from the II al finl,m (the date vlmn such appweT in
that paper IS iiuf gi>cn;. The statement conveys such aralH
impression that altliough it can be puied over in silenco
when appearing in that paper, yet when copied into JournaU
of repute, and professional ones also, it requires that tlie other
side of the question slioulJ be iUled, and aa the ll'ril llriluH
has earned lor Itself a notoriety by iu persistent insertion of
similar statements concerning the granite matona of Ibis
county, a bnef ititement of facta may prevent tlioie out of
tlie county, who are connected wiUitlie trade, from uxepUnc
and copying paragraphs written by ignorant people, whb ai«
ready to accept any reason for the present dcpreMion of
trade that involves the workmen as the cause of such depret-
sioli. In the Brst place, " I regret to hear," prorea that
fiearsay evidence " is a proofin the "correspondent's " mind

that lie II certainly benefiting the county by rushing into
print with what he has heard. It may be true that many
very Important contrai ts have been " given to the French "
but It seems queer lliat there is tncb an outcry about
the trench. What with the cotton, iron, and stone tradea
that we are informed have been "driven to France" we
should imagine that country to be in a very flourishing
state; but It appears Ifiat great drpresssoa exists in that
country as weli as here, and that there are thousands starving
in Itanceas wellas in England. I should guess that the
Trinity Corporation will have had enough experience of the
French contracts liy the time the lighthouse is completed
which thev " sent lo France," and otiier contractors, which
with a little concession on the part of working men, might
have been obtained for Cornwall." Would you believe it it
you were told. Sir, that Cornwall has the monopoly in granite?
Many in the county believe that no other place has any
right to a granite trade but dear old Cornwall, and if an
employer is underbid in his tenders by contractors oot of the
county, why it's all the working men's fault. You can alwaya
hear parties who don't know the difference between fine and
rough grit, talking quite learnedly about " Mr. So-and-So has
lostanotherlargecontract—it'sallthe men's fault." Buctotbe
question of wages. The ll'eit Briton quotes 4a. 6d. as being
the old standard of wages, but it might have gone further
back, to the time when :!s., and even less, was the rate per day .-.

for when the Thames Embankment started 5s. wasthe rate per
day, then arose agreat demand for granite masons, and employers
adopted every method to obt.iin men. The county was Hooded
with "capitalists," who, eager to find employment for their
capital, fancied that every hill contained a gold mine in the
shape of a granite quarry, and only waiting for their capital
to develop it. Old and useless quarries were reopened, new
ones opened, where there was not the slightest chance of a
profitable return for the outlay ; then, having a " quarry," or
"granite quarries," orders were obtained any way, and the
demand for labour rose to such a pitch that men were sent
out of the county to obtain a larger number, and the
"strangers" came with the understanding that there would
be no obstacles in the way to an advance of wegea ; other
firms persistently advertised in local newspapers for men,
and as a consequence of such competition, wages rtise to 5s. 6d.
per day; but even when the trade was at iU highest pitch,
the wages did not average os. per day, as it ranged from
5s. 6d. down to 4s., and a large majority were below the 5s. 6d.,
and only those who may be termed first-class men received
that sum. When trade declined, and there appeared no pro-
bability of its revival, one of the old established firms spoke
to their men on the subject, and informed them that if they
would agree to a reduction of Od. per dav, they eould then
take orders which they would otherwise have to pass by. The
men consulted together, and agreed to compromise the matter
by the employers giving them two hours and an half on
Saturday afternoons, or what is known as the Saturday half-
holiday, on the men giving up the sixpence per day,
the time worked on other days being in Summer from
from 6 A.M., to 6 p m.—This was agreed to by the masters,
who delayed acting' on it for some time, their reason being
that when they found the men agreeable to the reduction,
they would not enforce it until they were compelled by cir-
cumstances to do so. On this point, Mr. Cross, the manager
of the Hyde-park memorial, stated about two vears since
that the masons of a firm in Cornwall had "jietitioned their
employers to reduce their wages." Jtc. Shortly afterwards,
another letter appeared from the empliyH, stiting that
Mr. Cross was not correct in stating mat the masons bad
petitioned for a reduction, but giving them credit for seeing
tlie necessity of, and their acqiiiesceifte in, the reductiou
when it was proposed to them. Thus you see, that what the
//*«/ J^W/oa stales to be the wages at the present time were
reduced two years ago bv mutual aiji-erment. Since then, men
who formerly received the 5s. fld., have been again reduced,
and are now working for 43. 6d. per day, others srj working
for 3s. (id., and less, whilst the highest rate in the county is
5s. Day work, it must be understood, is not the general rule,
but only in yards where the finest and most complicated work
is done —the quarries are all piece work, and as a general
rule, the men have not averaged £1 per week, or anything
like it, for tie hiit two years.

It is further stated, -with the additional privilege of
having all their tools sharpened at the expense of the
employers." This would lead to the supposition that this was
an extraordinary concession, but those conneeted with the
trade are aware that, out of the county of Comn'all. it is a
general rule for employers to sharpen masons' tools. This is

what is done here in the case of dav workmen, but piece
workmen have not only to pay for tlie sharpening of their
tools, but also to provide all of them, picks, spale hammen,
axes, &c.

The new firms have almost all gone down, or are at pre-
sent, in course of liquidation, whilst the men have been
uaable to obtain the money due to them. The Luiidy Island
Granite Co., though not properly speaking ih the omnty,
yet mav be reckoned as such, is in the Court of Chancery, aa
Is the Penrvn Granite Quarries Co., Limited. The men liave
suffered from the toss ol their money, andno donbt many of
the shareholders have also, but there are so many of those
" eapitafists " in the county, that it would occupy too much
time to refer to many of "the masters' works " lying " com-
paratively idle," but the old established firms have world-
wide celebrity, and if quarries that have been in existence
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Z^ilta r»>»n!lor Dec. Slit. 18«». <i~»«fc " d<J«~f

illWMwnii Bat -Conak gniiite vorken " tr< awan or tbe

"Ewi of noBiT tal 4s«ud,* m that when inch itatcmaiti

an aada raScctiw than ai the PM BriUm penists in

akJBg, tanSta of napeeUbUitj iboiild nrefuIlT aroiil

MpTiat UMB befnra Bakinf inqniry into the trntli or

OorawiB, nb. It 187t).

FA Ah adraliMaeat appears r«)5ularlj in yonr rolnmni

MaoMHte tbat an old trm in this connty have been

iSaSrito praride the nanile for the new General Poet-

•(a, < Mcmat oT the stone being remarkable (or " lU

takmt, tnhtr, and price."

Jnlcr^oimmuiuiiatian.

(^ussTioys.

[lT«iJ—SMOKY CHiMNEYS.—Would aj U yonrreadert

kiadlj pT* me instmetiooa

bo« M cue a smoky chim-

in, the position of the door

nM window in the room being

an per sketch?— J. F. R.
rV7«4.)_ BRICKHYEB

WbKC—Would one of your

cottetpondenta kindly explain

the w**''^'^g of h%tdtinouth

eattfaun and sfnX ^loint,

mdw brieUayert' work t—

•[iVm.] _ B£IIOVINS
MttES FKOM BOA&DS.—
Is then any chemical sola-

lion that would remore
Bites ttaa the floor and
shelres of a cbeeae-raom at

visit

a farm*hoaae I occasionally

,™. The boards of this room are Uterally crammed with

them, thcydoconaidetabledamafieto the cheese coming out

in fibnlooa nombeia when it u placed upon the floor. If

thnxich yonr vahiable " Intercommunication a rcmeilv can

bJSvfn (5r effectuaUy getting rid of these troublesome ammd-
cab. it wiU confer a grent boon on tbe fanner. The boards

anstrwg, and the landlord does not care to go to the cx-

ptaa* of a new Aoor.—Sibscubee.

U7(!r -REMOVING IJJK LINES AND COLOUR FROM
DRAWING PAPER.— 1 wish to make use of a plan of an

cstotc for developinK the same, upon which is schemed an

amnireaieat not in ronformitjr with my ideas or views. It is

a mat nrrer, plotted to a larie scale, and correct. Can

aynf ««r rndcrs, through " Intercommunication, inform

aMofamethod to remove the ink lines and colour of the roads '.

I wish to make use of tbe plan itself (in preference to a copy),

*s being moreaccurate.-Subsckibkr.

n7l».]-INSPECT0R'S DUTY.— Is it the duty of an

teapedor to lay down full-siied drawings of arches, panels,

fctron wood or stone st the building ? The proprietor says

that is the architect's duty, and that he should not pay an

tnaaector to do anything but to superintend the building.-

T^L^W
[1772.}—ENGUSn A>'P TORHTGN WOODS.—1 should

be obliRcd if any of your readers would let mc know the beae

book (and the price) on English and Foreign Woods. Out

that gire« the moat variety preferred.—AsTiQUAKiiN.

ni76!>.}-CONSTRUCTION OF
ROOF.—Perhaps some subscriber

tOTonrvalnable joomal will kind-

ly inform me through the " Inter-

conmunication" column of the

bat vaj of ooDttrocUng a roof»

the form of which 1 tend a

ketch of. and aiao tlie dtmea-

iioBt of the timbers. The span

it about 40ft— J. £ Nked«ak.

PTTOi—FRAMINO OF PARTITION.-Will some of yonr

readen DC kind eno ugh to settle the following question that

has arisen between the clerk of works and foremftn. as to the

frimtDg of a parti tion to carry one of the principals of roof ?

cannot recover uiiless he has such written orders; neither is

it sn^cient that the contractor slioulil obtain the written

order nher the work it cxecut«d, as it hns bi-en decided iu the

superior courts that sudi orders are not valid.—A. C. II.

[1747.- SCAttKIXG BEAMS.—In the accompanying

sketch. I have shown the best poeitiun for the scarfing of the

Which of the two methods, as shown, is best ? Fig. I is the
forsman's method, which is framed so as to carry trie weight
off tbe floor joists and throw it on the iron girder; this ihe
derit of works objects to as wrong, and has ordered it as Fig.

%, as be sais be has yet to leam now an inverted truss cau
carry any weight without spreading. Does nut method Fig.

2 throw the weight on the floor joists?—The WoEKino
MXCUAXIC.

tl7n.}-LEWES PRIORY.—Hay I ask if any of jour
Baascroos readers can tell me who is the owner of Lewes
Priory so ably deacribed by Mr. Walcott in your valuable
paper of Jan. 28.—Walteb Middlktoiv.

REPLIES.
n74«>-VERBAL ORDERS.—In cases where the contract

eoBtains a provision that no extra works wilt be paid for--'— ordered in wtMbi by tbe architect, the contractor

tie beam of the truss, under tlie especial circumstances men
tioned by " Beginner." It should oc along tlie line A B, tha

is, just halfway between the two veitical queen rods. Iu

this position it will be subjected to the least amount of local

strain.-C. P. P.

[17B1.]—ALGEBR.V.—Your correspondent, "Plus." cannot

have a better treatise tlian " Colenso'a Algebra." Unless he

intends studying the higUer mathematics, he will not require

more than Part I. 'Hiat is all that is demanded in the

examination for an ordinary university degree—Graduate.

ri754.]—ASHLAR WALl^^NG.—A 4" cavity is ample in a

hollow wall, and the two
walls should be bonded
t<^ether with wrought iron

cramps, well tarred and
buiJt in, two to each su-

perficial yard, with one
stone of 'large area in

each window or door jamb,
the full thickness of the
double wall. The stones

of blocking coarse should
be in lung lengths, and
cramped or dowelled to-

gether, and set in cement.
—T. C. SOKBt.

(;1754],_ASHLAR WALLING.— It is no wonder tha*

walls built as described by "A.M. B.G." should speedily

become distorted. Ashlar courses 9in. deep and only 5 on the

bed are not "facing," but simply " veneering." When I was
under articles, and had to copy out many a specification, it

used to be distinctly stated that " no stone should measure

leas on the bed than in height." To expect to make a good

bond between the backing of a wall and face courses couaisting

literally of stones set on edge, is a hopeless idea. The intro-

duction of a ftw good bond stones here and there will be of

little or no use. The face stones are not large enough cither

iu height or on the bed.—P. S.

[17570 -MAGNETIC AND TRUE MERIDIAN.—When
the variation of the needle was first diafovered by Norman
and Burrough, in London, 1580, it was found that the mag-
netic axis deviated from a true meridian line as much as

11-15" to the east. A few years afterwards it was discovered

that the angle of deviation was slowly diminishing. In the

year 1657, the needle appeared to lie in the deviation of

the geographical meridian of London, and from that time to

the year 1820, the needle advanced to the west; the varia-

tion was then 3418". The observation which was taken in

1838 indicated a variation ot 24, and in 185i it was about
22 16". The a of Ursa Minor, or as it is more commonly

called, Polaris, is about \\° from the true pole, and revolves

round it in 23 hours 5C minutes. When it is at its greatest

distance, east or west, it is said to be at its eastern or wes-

tern elongation. The true beariii* of the pole-star, that is,

the angle made at the centre of the earth between the true

pole and the pole-star, is called polar azimuth. This, which
should he taken at the time of its greatest elongation, de-

pends upon the latitude of the place and the distance of the
star from the pole. This distance is called the polar distance

;

it is subject to a small annual diminution, called precession,

which is 19-3 seconds annually. In the year 18^0 this dis-

tance was 1° 85' 50* ; by multiplying the number of years

since by 19"-3, and deducting the product, the actual polar

distancecan be obtained. The azimuth, or angle of variation

of the pole-star, can be determined by the following propor-

tion:—As radius: sin. lat. : : sin.polar dist. : azimuth. Ilaving
obtained the polar distance to any day and place, iu order to

ascertain the angle of variation, or polar azimuth, find the
time in the Nautical Ephemeria, when the star is about its

greatest eastern or western elongation, and with a theodolite

carefully observe when the star, liaving ceased to move in its

first direction, begins to retrograde. Fix the telescope care-

fully in that place, and direct an assistant to take a stake
with a Ughted candle upon it, and put it down in the line at

some 8 or 10 chains distance- This is the line of elongation
;

then lay, as radius is to the whole distance, which must be
carefnlly measured, so is the tangent of the angle of varia-

tion to the actual distance in feet, measured at right angles
to the former. The line connecting this new point and the

place where the instrument was, is the meridian line re-

quired. Take the bearing of this line, and the angle found
between tliia und the magnetic north, becomes the angle of

variation of the compass; besides the general or secular varia-

tion, there is a diurnal variation. It also varies more in sum-
mer than in winter; varies every hour of the day a little,

most to the west at 11 o'clock, A magnetometer is also used
by some to find the variation.—W. K. A., Uckfield.

[1757]—MAGNETIC AND TRUE MERIDIAN.—It is a
very simple affair to ascertain the variation of the compass.
Let " B. 1." go into a tolerably level field and lay out n due
meridian or true north and south line. The method of doing
this easily and quirkty has been shown in the "Surveying
articles in Tub Hi'ii-DIng New.s. Having obtained this line,

lay an ordinary magnetic compass in its direction, with the
north and south points in line with it. Now ranseashort
line in the direction of the needle, and measure the angle
between them. The present variation is about 21° west, and
is decreasing annually.—Tkig.

[1763.]—MEASUREMENT OF STONE WALLING.—The
contract is evidently taken by "square measure," the wall

being of a uniform thickness. A square pole or perch contains

SOJ square yards or 372^ square feet, so that the work can bo
easily measured up. The perch, as far as the name is con-

cerned, is becoming obsolete, no mention of it occurring in

the recent text books giving weights and measures.— J. L. M-

[1760.]—DRAWING PAPER.-If the drawing paper he

damped with i)en7.ine (which can be obtained at any chemist's),

it will render it sufficiently transparent to enable"Traeing
"

to do what he requires ; but I must say that it is an extremely

unpleasant process iu consequence of the peculiar smell of

the fluid.—Draughtsman.

STAINED GLASS.

RoMK.—Among the costly public works carried otiby the
Roman Government, is the restoration of S. Paul's Church,
which has been going on from the Poutificatc of Leo XII.
till the present day, and on whieh the average sum spent

by this Government has been 50,000 scudi per annum—
though not indeed without periods of interruption both to

labour and outlay. Lately have been finished the painted

windows, eacli with the colossal figure of an Apostle Propliet,

or other saint, the twelve Apostles copied from the faded

frescoes at the old Church of S3. Vincenzo ed Anastasio, at

the Tre Fontane (site of S. Paul's martyrdom), which frescoes

tiiemselvcs are from Raphael's designs, executed by his pupils,

but badly painted over by more modern hands. The above
mentioned good examples of glass-painting were all prepared

at the same factory, that of a manufacturer named Moroni

;

and they are the only painted windows in any Roman church
deserving of notice, except some damaged specimens of sueh
art, as was produced in the sixteenth century, in the
Augustinian Church S. Harla del Popolo.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Plans for the fountain to be erected within the grounds in
front of the Albert Institute, Dundee, were recently obtained
from the architect, Mr. G-. G. Scott, R..A., London, and esti-

mates for the execution of the work have been received. In
the course of a week or so, operations will, in all probability,

be commenced. The area occupied by the lower basin of the
fountain, which takes the qnatrefoil shape, will be about
20ft. in diameter. The stonework rises to a height of 'Ml.

Sin. The basin will be moulded both at the lip and at the
base; and in each segment of the quatrefoil will be a panel,
ornamented with carved work. The masonry will be dove-
tailed, BO as to give the basin solidity and power of resist-

ance against the weight of water. From this ground basin,

the fountain rises with three smaller basins, each taking the
quatrefoil shape, to a height of lo^ft. The second basin

—

which stands 7ft. Oin from the ground, and is 7ft. 6in. in
diameter—rests on a square pillar flanked by polished shafts

of Peterhead granite, resting on bases of the Poliuaise stone,

and having foliated capitals. Round the lip of the basin is

a moulding set with twelve carved heads of lions, from which
the water will play into the lower basin. Over this, the
centre pillar rises, having small detached square freestone

shafts at each corner, and small circular granite shafts oppo-
site each face, supporting the quatrefoil projection of th«
third basin. In the diagonal line'of the square pillar, and
outside of the square sliafts just noticed, are placed four

granite shafts of octagonal form rising from the intersections

of the segments of the quatrefoil of the second basin, and
supporting four gurgoyles which spring from the correspond-

ing angles of the basin above. These shafts and pillars are

neatly moulded and carved. The third basin stands 10ft,

Sin. from the ground, and its greatest diameter is 5ft. The
centre pillar over this basin is quatrefoil in plan, about 18in .

in diameter, and has four small granite shafts clustered round
it, with moulded bases and capitals. The top basin, iu which
will be a water jet, will be about Sft. in diameter, and will be

finished with a simple moulding. The supporting pillars to

it are in mass, the carved capitals running into each other, so

as to form a moulding for the base. The stone used will all

be the Polmaise yellow rock, and the carving will be done by
the architect's carvers.

Belfast.—A stone statne of the late Prince Consort, in

the robes of the Order of the Garter, was recently placed in a
niche in the Albert Memorial Clock Tower, in High-street.

Belfast. The statue is over 10ft. in height, and it is placed
about 40ft. from the street.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

MrcRoscoPTC Analyses of thr Atitosphkre.—Dr.
Syerson, F.L.S., read a valuable paper recently at the

Royal Irish Academy, "On the Microscopic Cliarncter of

Air in Towns, Country, and at Sea," Crystals of amiuoriiacal

salts, fungi and vegetable spores, and crystals of common salts,

characterised the specimens.

The East London Watee Supply.—The report of Dr.

Franklaud, with regard to the polluted state of the water

supplied by the East London Waterworks Company, was
l)rought under the consideration of the Whitechapcl Board
of Works last week, and after some conversation on the

subject, it was resolved that the clerk should write to tlie

Board of Trade calling their attcntiou to the issue of the

inquiry made at their instance, and to the recent report of

Professor Tyndall, at the same time desiring tliat an ex-

amination should be made into the condition of the reservoirs

of the company at Old Ford, to ascertain whether the altera-

tions which the company had engaged to carry out, so as to

secure the water stored therein from contamination, had been
so carried out.

Studies ontiik Sewage-water of Paxis.—From a paper

bv M. Chevalct, in the BitUelin Ue la Sccicte Chimique dc
Paris, we learn that the portion of the sewage soluble in

water (the solid muddy deposit is converted into a kind of dry

manure) contains by far the larger quantity of valuable am-
moniacal salts, and retains in suspension nitrogenised organic

matter, which it is never possible to obtain precipitated
;

Ihere remains, moreover, similar organic matter in sohition.

The quantity of soluble ammoniucal salts amounts to S-S'.'l
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kilos, to the cubic metre of sewage, and, in addition thereto

tl contains fi-lU i^rnis. of a/.otift&d urKuuic iituttcr.

TiiK WatkeSuitlv ok Calcutta.—Calcutta has just re-

ceived another important sanitary boon in the form of a

supply of good water. The works, which are calculated to

deliver si-t million gallona daily from a constant supply, are

situated on the banks of the Uoo^hly, thirteen miles above

CalcultH. The water drawn from the river is forced by engines

into rcceivinjj or settling tanks, from which again it jiasses

into filtering reservoirs coiitainiug layers of line and coarse

8;ind and pebbles. After filtration, the water passes into a

covered well, and is thence carried by pipes to Calcutta.

1 The Subtkreaneous Canai. in Naples.—The Giornale

t di Napoli Bays:—"The subterraneous canal destined to carry

the WHters of the Lake of Aguano into the sea is now com-

pleted, being liOO ractrca in length. Tliis work, one of the

most useful of those undertaken in lato years hy private

persons, has been accompliahed in spite of enormous material

difticullies and consideraMe oppositicm."

The Beckenham Sewaok.— On Thursday next there

will be a conference between the Beckenham authorities and

tiie Lewisham District Board of Works, with respect to the

long agitated question of the Beckenham sewage.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
The Improved Industrial Dwellings Company.—

The directors, in the report of their proceedings for the half-

year commencing Ist July, and endmg .'ilst December. 1869,

state that a further sum of £67 198. has been expended on
buildings now completed, and £67-'i6 9s. Id. on works in pro-

gress, milking an expenditure of £680188. Id. during the past
half-year, and a total expenditure of £133,855 Os. 3d. since

the formation of the company on capital account. The gross

rents received during the past half-year amount to

£6657 78. I'Jd., and after paying all charges, and crediting

the proper amounts to the repairs and leasehold redemption
fuQcIs, there is a net profit of £;J606 lOa. 7V1- The sum of
£5229 138. 7id., which includes £1623 3s. brought forward
from the last half-year, is available for division among the

shareholders , but the directors recommend that a dividend at

the rate of 5 per cent, per annum only he paid—which will

absorb the sum of £2914 13s. 9d.—and that the balance, viz.,

£2284 19s. lOid., be carried forward. There has been no
diminution in the rental at the several estates during the half-

year ; but owing to the continued great depression of trade at

Greenwich and at the cast end of London, no improvement
lias taken place in the occupation of Nelson-buildings, at
Greenwich, and Tower-buildings at Wapping. The directors

hope, however, that the opening of the East London Railway
station in the immediate vicinity of the latter buildings, may
be the means of filling the tenements now empty. Five
bJoeks of buil'Jings are in course of erection at Ebury-atreet,
Pimlico, on a portion of the estate of tlie Marquis of West-
minster. These buildings will provide 110 tenements of two
and three rooms each, and ten large shops; and will accom-
modate about 61 persons of all ages. The directors hope'that
these dwellings will be completed and occupied before
Michaelmas next. The negotiation with the late Marqu s of
Westminster, referred to in the last report, for the lease of a
site in Eburv-square, Pimlico, has been completed, aud 65
dwellings, with 4 shops, affording aecommodation for tibout

830 persons, arc already in cosrsc of erection. The directors
hope that these dwellings will also be completed and occupied
before Michaelmas. The 54 additional tenements at
Waterlow-huildings, Bethnal-green, are nearly completed, 25
being already occupied by eligible tenants. The contract time
for the erection of the buildings will not ^expire until M«rch
next. These buildings have been constructed on a new plan,
and being much approved by the tenants, the directors con-
template a fun her outlay on the same principle.

The United Land Company (Limited) —The
annual general meeting of the shareholders of this
company was held at the oflicea, No. 3.3, Norfolk street,
Strand, last w^ek. The report of the directors was
submitted as to the operatlousduringthepast financial
year ending Dec. 31, 1«09, together with the balance-
sheet of the income and expenditure and of the lia-
bilities and assets for the same period. Since the last
annual report the following estates Iiave been pur-
chased by the company r—Sheerneaa (No. 2), Harrow-
road and Kilburn, Hammersmith, and Portsmouth
(No. 2). The Harro w-road and Kilbura estate and the
eccoud poitian of the Wellingborough estate were to
be ofTered for sale in the early spring. The total
sale of land from March 21 to Dec. 31, 1809, as per
balance-sheet, was £47,005 128. .3d. The directors an-
nounced that, after clearing off the current working
outlay, tin 1 writing off the sum of £750 from the pre-
liminary expenses, and providing for every charge
against revenue, including the interest of 5 per cent.
fixed for calls paid in advance, they were enabled to
declare a dividend on the callod-up capital at the rate
of 5 per cent, per annum free of income tax for the
five months ending 3Ut December, 1869 (th.> four
months to July 3lst having been already paid by the
interim dividend declared ou the 26th July, 1869J, and
in addition a bonus at the rate of 5 per cent, per
annum for the nine months ending Dccembiir 3l8t,
18fi9. The shareholders, therefore, will be paid a total
dividend of 10 per cent, per annum, leaving a balance
to be carried over to next year's profit and loss account.
The first issue of 10,000 shares having been all taken
up, the directors have announced a second issue of
10,000 shares without premium. When the whole of
the shares of this second issue are takeu up, the
directors cannot undertake to pledge th.-mselve-», as
regards any further issuo of shares, that they shall be
offered at par.
London Fkrmanent BuiLniNG Society,—The annual

report of the ioaUon Permanent Benefit Building Society
refers to s-itisfaciory additions to the number both of the
society's members and shares A.fter payment of all expenses,
and interest on loans, a profit of £3.383 198. 6d. h^s been
reahscd; of this amount £3203 6s. 2d. has been placed to
the credit of the members in respect of their deposit shares,
being intertst at the rate of £« per cent, per annum on their
paid-up capiial; and £129 133. 3d. has been sidded to the
reserve fuml, which now amounts to £133G 33. 7d.

Ro.- (HKaEKORDSHiRK).—The twentieth annual meeting
of the llosa and Arehenficld Building Society whs held on the
3rd inat. The balance-aheet attached to the report shuwcd
that with a balance from 1868 of £627 19s. Hid. a total of
£1.520 128. 2d. iiad been received, and £998 \-2%. 8d. paid
leaving a balance in hand of £521 198. Cd. The contingent
fund or expenses account showed that with a balance from
1868 0^" £4:; 9d. Id., a total of £153 10a. Id. had been received.
and£12'j 16s. 5d. expended, leaving a balance of £;i3 i3s. 8d.

©lui ©inii WiU%
London and County Bank.—At the nsual

hiilf-yearly meeting of the proprietors of the
above bank on tlie .^nl inst., in presenting' the
balance-sheet of the bank for the half-year
ending the 31.st December last, the directors
reported that, after paying interest to cn.stomora,
and all charges, allowing for rebate, and making
provision for bad and doubtful debts, the net
profits aiuoant to £87,669 I'Js. lOd. This sum,
added to £6225 17». 7d., brought forward from the
last account, produced a total of £93,895, ITs. 5d.
The usual dividend of 6 per cent, for the half-
year was recommended, together with a bonus of
2i per cent, both free of income tax, which would
absorb £85,000, aud leave £8895 17s. 5d. to be
carried forward to profit and loss new acamnt.
The present added to the June dividend will thus
be 17 per cent, for the year 1869. The position
of the London and County Bank, now so firmly
established, and the handsome dividend its capital

returns, must be especially gratifying to the share-
holders at this period, when wo are only just
recovering from a financial crisis.

CuBSTERFiBLD SiKEPLK.—A Contemporary,
in describing the now Midland branch line from
Chesterfield to Sheffield, says that travellers will

not fail to remark, on leaving Cliosterfiold, the ex-
traordinary steeple of its parish church, which is

built in such a fashion that it somewhat resembles
an old-fashioned conical-shaped nightcap, the
upper part of which had been twisted out of the
perpendicular by the hand of its wearer. Various
traditions survive asto thejreasons which induced
the architect of this eccentric specimen of ecolesi-

astical edifices to depart so far from the path of
rectitude in the construction of the steeple. Ac-
cording to one account, the unseasonable parsi-
mony of his employers so much irritated the local

Wren that he spleenfuUy determined upon this

singular method of immortalising and revenging
their niggardliness. Another version is to the
effect that the architect, having once heard from
somebody a second-hand description of the
famous leaning tower of Pisa, resolved to built
his steeple in a sort of humble tumble-down imi-
tation of the great original—to which it bears no
resemblance v>hatever. A third, and perhaps not
themost unveracious of the traditions, asserts that
the bend sinister and singular which makes this
steeple absolutely unique in the land was but the
result of an accidental deviation from the straight
measurements and plans of the architect.

Opening of the Tower Subway.— It is

announced that the Tower Subway will be opened
for public traffic in the course of a week. It is

stated that passengers will be conveyed from one
side of the river to the other through the subway
in three minutes, and that the fares will be Id.

second class, and 2d. first class. The entrance on
the City side is on the lower part of Tower-hill,
near Lower Thames-street, opposite the Tower
gates ; and that on the Surrey side close to
Tooley-street

.

Badly-made Roads.—At the last meeting of
the S. George's (Hanover-sqanre) Vestry, it was
resolved, on the motion of Mr. Walker, " That
the parish do not undertake the care of any foot-

way, roadway, mews, or sewers, until the sur-
veyor of theV estry has certified that the same has
been properly constructed, and his certificate has
met with the approval of the Vestry." Mr.
Walker said that the Committee of Works had
found that certain streets had crept in which
ought never to have been taken to by the pariah.
He instanced S. George's-mews and Bbnry-mews,
and other places built by speculating builders,

which had roads very badly made, badly
drained, and sewers almost as bad as ceaapooU.
The property was sold to others, and in a few
years the Vestry was called upon to make repairs.

Dilapidated Houses in Marylebonk, —
At thn last meeting of the Maryleboue Vestry,
the clerk reported that the order for the demoli-
tion of the houses in York-court (of which Lord
Portman is the freeholder), made by the Vestry
under the Artizms' and Labourers' Dwellings
Act, had been disregarded, although three months
had elapsed. It was aseertod that it was the duty
of Lord Portman to take them down, but the

clerk said he had been oflioially informed that his

lordship would tnko no steps in the matter. The
medical officer said he visited the houses on
Wednesday last, and "they were in a most
awfully horrible condition." There was no water
on in the b.-'ises j they were gradually being

pulled to pieces by the inhabitants ; and on ac-
count of their condition three of t'lem were
tcnantle.is. The vestry thereupon resolved that
the vestry clerk take steps for the demolition of
the houses, first taking legal advice on the
matter.

DANOEBOUS FBOZIMITY 01' Chbistxah
Decorations to Gab.—An occorrenoo which
might have resulted in a calamity similar to that
of a few weeks back at Liverpool, took place on
Sunday evening in the new church of the Holy
Trinity, North Orme»by, near Middlesbro. Just
before the scr man, fire broke out near the gas-
light, just over the prie-t's head, causing a f^enernl

panic. The alarm had arisen through the gas
setting fire to the Christmas decorations, which
hod not been taken down, and were in a very dry
condition. For a time they blazed against the
clerestory windows in an alarming way, filling

the edifice with smoke and threatening scriom
damage. One of the churchwardens, however,
ascended the pulpit, and sncceeded in beating out
the fire.

Lambeth Workhouse.—The plans for Lam-
beth Workhouse have been received, and there
have been selected as adjudicators thereon, Messrs.
Pocock, Hunt, Snell, Cnrrey, Taylor, Dawsoo,
Waterhouse, Tress, and Jarvis. From these a
referee was selected by the competing architects,
to whom a fee of 50 guineas will be paid, and
who will have to decide as to which are respec-
tively the first, second, and third plans in order
of merit. Mr. Currey, the architect for St.

Thomas's Hospital, has been unanimously elected

by the competitors.

Wo hear that a new wing is about to be added to
King's College Hospital.

" The Grove "—the prfde of Camberwell—^has been
thrown into great consternation by the felling of
some of its largest and finest-looking trees—a step
necessitated from the fact that, though looking quite
healthy, they were " rotten at the core." Leaka^
from the gas-mains is assigned as the reason of their

premature decay. It is very difficult to get young
saplings to grow in the soil to supply the place of the
trees felled.

The Viceroy of India has applied to the Home
Government to send out a civil engineer, possessed
of special experience, to be employed in examining
the coast of India, with the view of discovering
sites for ports.

The ninth annual exhibition of the works of
modern painters was inaugurated at Glasgow^ by a
full dress conversazione on Monday, 3l3t January.
The exhibition is one of great excellence, and
includes, among many others, works of the following
artists :—Turner, Linncl, Danby, Sir Noel and Walter
H. Paton, Portacls, Faed, Erstme Nicol, Mrs. E. M.
Ward, and Madame Ronner.
At the last meeting of the Paddington Vestry, it

was announced that the Metropolitan Board of
Works had given a conditional .sanction to the Vestry
contributing £.'jUO towards the cost of the proposed
bridge over the Grand Junction Canal from Carlton-
terrace to Kensal Koad.
The remains of a fossil serpent, about 30 feet long,

and of a species new to science, has just been found
in the Eocene greensand of New Jersey, U.S.
The Iter. T. F. Hooks, M.A., Secretan' of the Lon-

don Diocesan Church Building Society, has been ap-
pointed to the living of Holy Trinity, Brompton.

It is stated that the parties with a capital ready to

build a new lyrical theatre in London nave failed to

obtain a site.

-^

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—South Kensington Museum. " On Orna-

mental Ironwork." Lecture 11. By J. U.
Capes, Esq. 8.

„ Koyal Institute of British Architects. An
examinatiou of Mr. Ruskin's " Architec-
tural Criticism." By E. Hoole, A.K.I.B.A.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Ifcgtneers. Ist.—
Discussion on " Railway Expenditure and
Income. 2nd.—Mhowkce Mullec Viaduct,
G.I. P. Railway. By A. R. Terry. Associate
Institute of C.K. 3rd.—The Pennair Bridge,
Madras. By E. W. Stoney. 8.

Wednesday.—Society of Arts. "On Emigration."
By T. riummer, Esq. 8.

TnuHSDAV.—Society of Antiquaries. 8.30.

,, Liuneau Society. 8.

„ Royal Iu.<tltution. " On tke Chemistry of
Vegetable rroductions." By l»rofea«or

Odliog, F.U.S. 3

Friday.- Royal Institution. Lecture .by W. K.
Cliflord, Esq., BA. 9.

Saturday.—Associated Arts Institute. Conver-
sazione.
Royal Institution. An Introduction to the
'Science of Religion. By I'rofcssor Max
Muller, U.A., LL.O. 3. ,
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WAGES MOVEMENT.

It ii uBMMcd «paa ulhaht.T thtt the Welsh iron miiten
hare airetil tojraat m aannce' of 10 per Mnt. in wajes, the

(•« to lilie end at the nd of t'ehnurr.

TENDERS.
CorrutSTOXK, Pkvon.—For buildiDf: a jfronp of cottaget

nd bakdmaae for T. Moon, Esq. Mr. S. trooper, Ritherleigh

Inck £480 19
Hova-l - 459 (I

Anrott „ „ 4i>0

Farilh 4.«
E<Krank and inrj „ acn 10
Pamh.jan „ 3M 10
Stntfonl _ 899
Ball _ sflO

Bidr<rajr SM 10
EUaooU and WoUawaj (accepted) 323

BaaiiansiirTH Estatx.—Drainage and road worki:—
Strickaui _ £700
Coker, jun. .- 695
Blarkniore 670
Wigmote _«..„ 000
Young 688
Rziey (accepted) „._ 631

llrtwELL UiLL KsTATi.—Drainage and road worki:—
Young £906
Piiiey 8S0
Strickiou (accepted) „ 740

St. Jons's, Islixoton.— Alex. 1. Scolea, architect :—
Carter and $otu £1750
Sultoo 1600
C«rtle _ 1500
Winahip ; 1360
Cnbittand Son IIOO

ToKU.toTOic, Davos.—For building new detached in-
Iiraiar7, aad mpairingthe union workhoute. Mr. S. Hooper,
Hatfccrlewh, •anrejrar. Sunrejror's estimate, £800 :—

Hall* and BiUleid £917
Hoaraid ; 855
Bookwaj and Fethrick 898
Cock, Grant, and Eaatraond (accepted) 806
Staepkerd and Co 785
Bale and Sons 695

ToKKiifoTON, Devon.—For building a new cliapcl and
daDcel at the nnion workhonte, for J. C. Moore Stevens,
£§9- Mr. S. Hooper, Uatherleigh, sunevor. Surveyor's
eitniale,£600:—

Bale and Sons £635
Cock, Grant, and Eastmond 613
Shepherd 520
Howard 498 10
Hook»-ay and Fethrick (accepted) 492

WuT nii.1. Estate, Wandswoxtu.—Roails —
Young £.3305
Kobinson 2050
Wigmore (accepted) 1725 10

Wmt Lo.tDO.t Estate, No. 2.—Drainageand road works—
Fiirey £545
Young S.'jO

Strickion 600
Coker, jun 49,1 10
Wigmore 4J0
Uiackmore (accepted) 423

Wii.i.r.soEB Estate.—Roads:—
J'"ey f 4.';0

Yonng (accepted) 436

Saviour's and C'hristohuroh, und for watorinfr the
roads. H. Sturmy, Clerk, Einorson-stroct, liankslde.

Chatham, Feb. 14.—For bricklayers', masons',
paviore', carpontera', plasterers', slaters', plumbers',
amilhs*. painters', and gasHtters' work. Koyal Eu-
gineer Oifice, Cliatham.
DoNCASTKK, Feb. IS.—For eroclinff a cbnpel ' of

ease, in Christ Church parish. Plans of Mr. B. S.

Brundell, 1, Princess- street, Doncastcr.

OR8ETT. Essex, Feb. 1*V—For additions and altera-

tions to the Workhouse. A. U. Hunt, Clerk, Work-
Roniford.
Bradford, Feb. 28.—For the constrnction of a ser-

vice reservoir at Horton Bank Top. \V. T. McGowcn,
Town Clerk, Corporation Office, liradford,

Kendal Sewerage, F'eb. 20.—Contracts No. 1 and
2.—For the coustrnclion of brick and pipe sewers and
drain-J.wi'hmanboles, storm outlets, veutilatinsrshafts,
river crossings, sewa^-^ tauk-i, and other works. Con-
tract No. 3.—The supply and <lelivcry of earthenware
sewer and drain pipes, bends, junctions, pullics, traps.

Inverts, and other materials. Contract No. 4.—The
supply and delivery of quantity of cast-iron pipes,

girders, manhole covers, ventilating ji^ratos, fjuUies,

and other castings. Town Clerk, Town Hall, Kendall.

Y'EOViL, Feh. 34.—For the restoration of the church
of St. Catherine, Moutacutc. Mr. Henry Hall, archi-

tect, 3, Bloomsbury-place, Bloomsbury-square, Lou-
don.
RtPLEY. Feb. 18.—For certain alterations and addi-

tions to Uipley House, near Woybridjje, Surrey. Mr.
James K. Colling, 150, Ilampstead-road, N. W.
Hdckna.v,l Torkabd (Notts), Feb. '28.—Local Go-

Temment Act, 185S.—For the construction of the
several works required for the drainage of certain
portions of the district under their control. John God-
ber. Chairman. Countersijjned, C. .T. Spencer, Clerk.

BoROUcn OF Margate, F''eb. 21.—For the supply
of forty tons of 9ln. by 4ln. pranite sets ("Pitchers.' )

W. Brooks, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's Office, Mar-
gate.
G AVTON (Stafford).—For the restoration and enlarije-

ment of St. Peter's church. Architects, Messrs. Wm.
G. Habcrshon and Pite. 3S, Bloomsbury-square, Lon-
don.
Grfenwicti, Feb. 23—For constructine; 410rt. run

of 3ft. by 2ft. brick sewer, rioft. run of 1.5-inch pipe
sewer, and 9:i0f t. run of 12-Inch pipe sewer, and other
works, in Tyrwhitt-road, Albert-road, New-road, and
Tressllian-road, In the parish of St. Paul, Deptford.
E. W. James, Clerk to the Board, (Jroenwich.

COMPETITIOIf.
Wellborougii Local Board, March 7.— Forplans

andeeoeral speciflcations for laylaer out a market and
market buildings. Ist premium, £2.5; 2nd, £15 Mr
U. M. Barber, Clerk to the Board, Newton Abbot
I>cvon.

COITTIIACTS OPEN FOR BTJILDINa
ESTIMATES.

CaicnEBTEK Cattle Maiiket, Feb. 15.—Contract
«o. 1.—For tlie laying out of the site of a cattle
market, of about acres in extent; comprlslno- the
metalling of the pens, standings, and roads, the con-
struction of the drains, boundary walls, and entrance
Kates, and the nmoval and alteration of certain houses
on the site of the market, to^-cther with the formation
of a new road, and the diversion and covering of a
portion of the Lavant course, and other works con-
nected therewith. Edward Arnold. Town Clerk
aundinga for cattle, together with the wrought iron
tetherlog-ringa for horses and cattle. Edward ArnoldTown Clerk, Chichester.

St. George's Hakover-sqcare, Feb. I».-For the
•apply of lllnts and gravel, Guernsey granite, masons'
and paviors work, supply of paving materials, work-men • tocda. gaaHlters' work, drain pipes, Ac. Mr. J.H. bmith. Vestry Clerk, parish of S.George, Hanover-
aquare.
Convict Prihons, Feb. 20.-For the supply of iron-mongery, cutlery tin ware, and various other storesThe nireetors of Convict Prisons, 44, Parliamont-

atreet, ^.\Y.

.^1hJ*"l"- *'**• 2«-For the supply of materials

f-,.iV^
P<rformance of work at Sbcerness Towir oi.

Wm" .nl'c
"" " °"'"' "'"' ^^""H^ *'»''»• Th'

T,iI!L\u',,^7'^''"-
*'''; 23-For the repair of therMda and Wlfhway,. and other works. In the distrlci^

2«22^'„'f H.V" M"''!""-" '"r three years. Com-Moocraof Highways, Guildhall, Newport.
.'"„^*'^">yn-» DiKTaicT Hoard of Works Fell
17 —ror aavlnjf the carriage way lu the districlaof St!

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED

IN CONSTRUCTION.

TIUBBK. Duty la. per load { Drawback, Is.

Toftlc load
Qmi-boc, rod pine ....

., ycllowr pine..
St. John, N.B, yellow
Quebec oalc

„ Wrch
,, elm

Dantsic oalc

fir

Memel flr

RiRA
SwodiHli
Masts, Qtiob. rvd pine

,, yelloTT pino ..

Latliwood, Dant. fm.
,, StP'burir.

Deals, pr C, im by 3
hy H in. duty 2b. per
load, drawback in.

Quebec, white npnico
St. John, white spruoo
Yellow piue, per ro-

ducoil C.

Canada, iNtquaUty..'
Snd do

Archangel, yoUoir -.

C K C t.

11 12 U
3 15 4 15
4 n 4 10

fl

6 6 10

4 5
4 5 5 10
4 5 6 10
! 10 4

! 10 3 ID

2 15 3
! 6 i 10
3 10 6
4 5 6
4 6
6 6 10

l: 10 17 10

18 15

IS 10 19 10
13 13 10
10 10 1! 10

9 10 )0
9 LO

St Pfttcrshurg, ycl... 1

Finland
Memel
Gothenburg, vrIIow

whito..
Gefte. yellow .

Soderham
Christiania, per C,
IS ft. by a by 9 in.

yellow 1

Flooring Bonrdn, per
Bq. of lln., fimtyol.

First Mhtt«
Second qualitios ....

PumiorStoxk pr tn
OlhH, &c.

Seal, pftli^ .. per tun i

Si>erm body .

.

Cod
Wlialo, 8th Sea, pule 39 O
Olive, GalliiKtli (

Cocoanut, Cochin, tun 4

I'alm, Aqo .

.

Linsocd
Rapettoed, En^. pale.. *

Cottonseed ..

. :(fl (>

. CiU u

. :u
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BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randell and Sau.ndkhs, Qaarrymen and Stone Mer-

cliauts, Bath. List of Prices at the Quarries and Depots ;

also Cost for Transit to any part of the United Kino;dQm,
furntahed on appUcatioa to Bath Stone Office, Corsham,
wats.—[Advt.j

BANKRUPTS.
(Act 1869.—To Surrender in tlie Conntry.)

William Fisher, Lewisham and Blaekheath, decorator, Feb.
21, at 3—Wiliiani Knight, Horwiich, near Bolton, brick and
tile manufacturer, Fe^t: 16, at 10—Frederick Sontticoate3,
Everton, joiner, Feb. 16, at 3—Stephen Fletcher, Prcstwich,
near Manchester, builder, 21, at 11—Charles Henry Whaites,
North Elmham, Norfolk, bricknuiker, Feb. 23, at l'2.

BITTIXGS FOR LA.ST EXAMINATION.
May 10, R W. Pallett, North-street, Camden-grove North,

Peckham, builder—Mav 10, J. Inj;le, Gutter-lane, City, gas-
fitter—May 10, E. Wids, Absalom-road, Upper Westbourne
Park, carpenter—May 10, J. Howiok, Hove, builder—May 10,
S. Cripps, Watford, builder—May 13, A.Cumberland Strat-
ford, brick luerchant—May 27, W. H. Everest, Turaer'a-road,
Liniehouse. carpenter—May 37, G. P. BLinn, Swansconibe-
place, Shepherd's-bush.brirklayer-Mav27, E. Mesher. High-
street, Fulham.builtler— MHy27,E. J. Thurlow, Carlton-road,
Kentish Town, builder—May 27, W. Weller, Woolwich, stone,
mason—March 2, J. Coleman, Faraday-road, Nottiiig-Iiill.

carpenter-March 3, E. liunnings, St. Thomas-road, Hol-
loway, plumber—March 1, J. H. Bray, Alexander-road, Kil-
burn, builder—Marcli 1, A. Castle. Sunbury-common, mason
and builder—JIarch 2, T. Gantlett, Clarendon-street, Pim-
lico, and Carnaby-street, pas fitter—Slarch 2, E. B. Bristow,
Twickenham, carpenter— Starch 18, W. Mansfield, Birming-
ham, hrickmaker— Feb. 16, T. WortUington. Lampeter, lime,
timber, and coal merchant—Feb. 25, J. Thomas, Newport,
Jlonmouthabire, stonemason—Feb. 2.j, T. Bavies, Mountain
Ash, builder—Feb. 28, W. W. Lewis, Dinas, Gbtniorganshire.
surveyor— Feb 28. H. Ilugbea, Bristol, house decorator—Feb.
28, S. Cowlin, Bristnl, builder- Feb. ^t, H. V.Martin, Leeds,
hrickmaker—Feb. 9, J. Wilson, ScarhoroHgh, builder—March
23, K.Miller, Ixjicester, brazier—April 26, H. Gilbert, High-
street, Notting-hill, timber merchant.—May 31, W. Rayner,
Walpolc-street, New-cross, builder— March' 8, J. Cohden
Hornsey-park-road, buihler—March 8, D. Wright, Princess
street, Stamford-street, tilass manufacturer- March 8, 1)

Sale, Devonshire-street, Queen-sq., builder—March 9, O. J
Powell, Cleveland-street, Caniberwcll, paper hanger- Feb
2:t, E. Tudor, Bradford, Lancashire, plumber und glazier—
Feb. 32, W. Eddy, Gosport, plumber and glazier.

DIVIDEND MEETrNGS,

Feb. 17, W. Roberts, Ecclesfield, file and steel mannfacturci
—Feb. 17, G. Tilfourd and J. aiitcheil, Shertield, Engi
neers.

SCOTCH SEQCfiSTBATIONS.

George Gray, Portsoy, wood merchant, Feb. 15, at U— Eliz:
Long or Anderson, Forres, painter. Feb. 11, at 12-Jame^
Koy, Nairn, carpenter, Feb. H, at 12.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED,

Radcliffe and Kershaw, Halifax, stone masons-Wilkinsrji
and Harris, Coventry, carpenters— Walmsley and Co.. Jfur>
fire brirk and tile makers— Lark and White, Strood nm
Bankside, cement manuriieturera—J. and G. Whitcoiiil)r
Petwortb, builders- J. and J, Hill, Bristol, timber merchants

Metals.

lead:—

Pig, Forebfn per ton 18 7 6
„ EnxUHh, W.a do. 19 10

,, LtndCo do. 19 .1

„ Other brands do. 1H 15 19 6
Slaet Milled do. 19 :> 19 10 »
Shut, Patent da. i!2 ft

Red or Illinium do. SO IC

Litharprc, WB do.

Whltedry do. W5 28

„ ground inoil do. 20 S9 O

COPrEtt :—

British—«ako and ingot perton 70
BeRt Selected do. 71 10
Shoot do. 76 '

notioma do. 79
Australian do. 73
Spanish Cake caxh
ChiliBars , 66 10

" refiDod ingot 69 1.')

Yel. Metal Shoathinff & Rods per lb. flj

70 10
7S 10
78
(to

74 10 O

67 & O
71 10

6V

IBON^-

Vig in Scotland cnah perton
Bam W«Uh in London * do.

„ ,, in Wales do.
.. Staffordshire do.

Rail, in Wales do.
Shoetx, Nlnfflc In London do.
Hoops, first (juality do.
Nailrods da
Swedish Bars da

a lA 6
7 5
6 12 6
8

7 10
6 V>
H 7

7 5
10 5

8 10
10 b

QCICKHILVBB per btl. 6 17 ft

SPRT.TBR, SiIo<>iAn perton 18 15 19
Kiifflish, V and S do. 19 &
/INC, ditto »h(M>t do. 24 C»

STEEL, Swodieh keg. do. 16 15 d ft

TIN :—

Ranca per ton II4
Straits, fine cash 112

„ for arrival
Ent'lisU blocka 110 112

hiirf. Ill 113
112 114rc'fiuod, iu blocks .

'Po Builders.—Dulwich Estate.
The CoTemorB are prepared to LKT on LKASE, for 84 years

PORTIOXS of their KSTATE, frr Inilldinfr purpwa-^ There la
ample railway comnmntcation, and t^peclal educational advantages
in the new College are secured to occupiers of honsee on the estate.
For plans and jLirticulars apply to CliarleB Barry, E^q,, 1, WestniJn-
Bter-chnmberB, Victoria-street, S.W., architect and Bun-oyor to the
Governora.

Joiner's Bench, second hand,
fitted with drunken and rip unwR, TO BK SOLD a bargain.-

SweotRor and Wadman, Wood MachlulBtn, 9, Ksucx-road, lalfngton.

T^raction Engine.—Wanted, a
good Hcoond-hand TR.ACTIOX KNGINE j also, thn^e or fonr

trucks or WApgoni, suitable for convoying brick b a distance of sir
or Kevcn miles along a common turnpike road.— I'urtitulars to R.
Ttlchards & Co., Engineore, Upper Ground-street, BInckMarft-roftd,
London.

Attractive Novelties, commen-
clng Fehmary 14th.— ProfcPBor I'ej'per's Lecture Entertain-

ment, "On tlie last New and Wonderful Glicst Effects, and other
tlptlcal resources of the Polytechnic."— ThelRomantlc Talc of Rlf
VAN WINKLE, with eitraordinary Dioraniic rnd Hpoctral KcQn«t>.
Tlio Story narrated by Mr. Artis. Teacher of Kiccutlon ; VocallBt,
.MLus Peamon ; and the New Muiic by Mr. Freivin, Ilerr ScliallEen-
iiach, and Band.—ProfesBor Pepper's Annual (onrBO "On Antro-
nouiv and Spectrum Analjfiin,'' comTnonccn in Lent, at the ROYAL.
I'OLVTKCilNia Open from 12 till b and 7 till 10. Admiwlou to-
tho whole. 1«,

"p^or Sale, second-hand, one im-
prove 421n. RELF-ACTIXG SAW BENCH, and one 16in.

Grooving Honch, both e*iual to new. Samuel Worssam and Co.,
Oakley Works, KIng'f.-road,ChelBea, S. W.

TJobertson, Brooman, and Co.,
PATENT AND DESIGNS nEGlSTRATlON AGENTS.

66, Fleet-Ktroet, London. EBtabiished 1823. Prospectuses gratia.

JTercules Land, Building, and
INVESTMENT POTIETY (enrollM pur-m; nt to Art of

Parlliimoiit, fi and 7 WillLiin IV.. cap. 3i. an f he H'rculeB Peimiineot
Beiiellt BuiliUnif Society), 39, MOOllGATKSTUHKT, LoNDON.K.C.
SnbH<Tiptlon and other hhares are issued bearing interest at tlie rata
of £.% pir cent., with prnfits ndiled nt tho cm! of every two y«arfi.
IMMEDIATE ADVANCK-S are made on Freehold or LcaKohold Pro-
perty on very caay terms. Prospectuses, rulert. dsc, on application
al Kio Socioty'« Umccp, .19, Moonrnt^-strnet. E.C.

T. J. WKSLKY EE:NNEXT, SecreUry.
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PROTESTANTISM AND THE CONVEN-
TIONAL CHURCH TYPE.*

(^Continued from page 101.)

IN at least two out of every three of these

thin iion-columii churehes, the "desiKn
"

eonaists of the expedients just described. The
front is narrowed by projecting towers or re-

erased angles ; on the sides, gablets scattered

with on unsparing hand try to conceal the

crusliing magnitude of tlie roof ; and the

wliolo is "sweetened" by the liberal use of

tracery and other decoration. In certain

cases, indeed, a better judgment has shrunk

fiom this ludicrous discrepancy between
general form and detail, and has taken refuge

in a naive simplicity by no means displeasing.

Such examjiles, for instance, as Garden-street

Chapel, Shellield and Dronfield Independent
Chajiel, show the sort of harmony thus

iittainable. And if the designers of these

barn -like buildings generally are prepared to

stop at this point, ttie^e W)rks, if not beauti-

ful, neednot be vulgar. But if they intend to

cultivate external architecture, it cannot be
too strongly insisted on that its indispensable

groundwork is (/nod ijenend form. Wliat
opporturity, then, for such force does the next
mode of roofing on our list present ? This,

it will be remembered, is the longitudinal

roof over the middle aisle, with short trans-

verse roofs over each bay of the side aisles.

It is the plan tried long ago at Haggerston,
and in some other of Mr. Rlomtield's earlier

churches, and has since found its way into

Nonconformist structures. It is now the

ciimmon stock pattern which everybody knows
by its crowd of side gables. There are in-

stances of it this year in both the " Con-
gregational Year Book " the " AVesleyan
Report," and the "Baptist Handbook," and it

has been repeated round London, till it bids

fair to become a sort of architectural night-

mare, hardly to bo escaped from. No doubt
a ratlier similar arrangement may bo found
in some German churches, by no means the

best of their class. But there the bays are

usually very wide, and the gables few, and
only put where they are necessary. At Iler-

ford, for instance, each gable is nearly ;{()

feet wide. In other words these recent ex-

aggerations of the type have five gables where
the originals have two. Tiiis is developing an
idea to some purpose, only it hap])ens to be in

the wrong direction. The Germans had quite

gBbles enough. They ilavoured their pie

jiretty strongly ; but the pic all quinces, the
design all gablets, was left for English de-
.signers to produce. If endurable at all it was
only just for once as a novelty; and yet if

ever an idea was fairly worked to death, this

one has been. It is satisfactory, however, to

see that the architects who first brought it

into notice have also been the first to abandim
it. With very wide bays, and consequently
very few gables, it might still be sometimes
useful, but on the ordinary church of some
six bays long, even the huge barn roof would
be a mere merciful infliction. There now
remains only the system of three longitudinal
roofs, one to each aisle. This is not very un-
common in ancient work, though more so in

modern buildings of the sort now under
review. Probably the inconvenience of its

long gutters, so litible to bo choked by snow
or leaves, has operated against its employ-
ment. This fault might perhaps be lessened

* The Confrregationnl Year !)ook, 1870, Hodder and
Steu(,'hton.
The 15th Annual Report of the Wesleyan Chapel

Commiit«, 1809.

The Baptist Handbook, 1870. Yates and Alex-
ander.

by a little ingenuity, and the triple roof

system might then i)rovo the best of the

three. This, however, is not saying much
Not one of these three syiitems, even in the

best hands, ever produces a result comparable
even to the onlinary clercstoriod exterior.

The churches in which they appear are

usually the poorest of their class. All

of them have, in addition to their other

faults, a comparatively low and square

outline ; a special objection in town
churches, which urgently demand a lofty ex-

terior to keep them from being dwarfed and
spoiled by sunounding houses. And of

course none of them do anything to remove
the internal failings of the three-column

chmch. Whatever expedients may be tried,

anything worth calling internal architecture is

out of the (luestion, while the main columns
are so small as to be half invisible.

Tiie nave and aisles plan, the conventional

type from which few indeed of our churches

ever venture to deviate, has thus been noticed

in both its varieties. The result may be
stated thuj. When its columns are thick, or

moderately thick, it inevitably shuts out a

multitude of people from the service. Sup-
posing it to be five or more bays in length, at

least a sixth and sometimes a fourth of the

congregation arn placed out of sight both of

the pulpit and of the communion table. It

adniits of excellent architecture, but it is in

separable from gross inconvenience. When,
on the other hand, its columns are thin, the

inconvenience is removed, but the architec-

ture is ruined. The system has been forced

into compliance with modern demands, but
it has been killed in the process. The
mediioval arrangement bus been retained,

but the only thing to be gained by retaining;

it—architectural excellence—has vanished.

The type as it remains here is but a shadow
of its former self ; a mediicval church in the

last stage of starvation. To aroliiteotural

readers, some apology may be needed for the

space which has been occupied in proving a

fact so clear. And to some other readers, a

similar apology may be due for tliat taken up
in showing that ordin iry nave columns cause

an unreasonable amount of obstruction. Both
these points seem sullicieiitly evident, but if

they are so, why does not the natural result

follow? If it bo really understood that on
tho ordinary n:ive and aisles plan we are bound
down either to bad arangement or to bad
architecture, why is that plan still almost

universal.* Perhap-* here, as elsewhere, each

party sees the weak points of the other much
more clearly than its own. The class which
adheres to the ston- column variety says to

the opposite one " Your architecture is bad
;

you have ornamented your buildings beforeyou
properly designed and constructed them ;" and
the other retorts " Your arrangement is bad

;

in your churches hundreds of people can

neither see nor hear." And an unprejudiced

lookers on finds it very hard to deny the

truth of either statement.

What then is to be done : to build thick

column churches unfitted for their purpose, or

thin column ones unworthy of their destina-

tion ? Neither : but to step out of this

enchanted circle of habit and precedent in

which wo go round and round and get U')

further ; to break through the " tyranny of

custom," and to find a type on which architecture

and practical utility are not incorapi;tible.

Such a type will never be supplied by the

ordinary nave and aisles' plan, whether its

nave piers are thick or thin. But it may
be certainly attained in either of these two
ways : by designing our churches without

columns at all, or by designing them with

substantial columns placed where they will

cause no obstruction. The former system is

* That is, of course, bad arrangement for the pur-
poses of a Protestant coni^esatlon. It is not in the
slightest desjree meant to deny that much of the
modern architecture dcsi^rned for a Catholic, or semi-
Catholic ritual f ullils its purpose, or that it deserves,
from an artistic point of view, correspondint; admira-
tion.

already adopted in Hoiall buildings, and there

are some BigDs, a.s in the new Wesleyan
Chapel at Barking, of its future employment
on a larger scale. I*, allows great variety of
form. Its plans may bo oblong, cruciform,

circular, or polygonal ; or stil. better, a fresh

combination of these different elements.
Oa the latter system the columns may bo few
in number and far apart, r,r they may be
placed 80 near the side walls as to obscure not
the seats, but only thepa8.sage8 leading to ti.em.

We raay thus have either the wide nave and
narro w side aisles, or the ordinary nave with
very wide bays, or both together. We may
plan a grand open spaca bjfore the pulpit and
communion table—surely a natural arrangement
for a Protestant church—and wo shall find

ample scope forarchitecture in its external and
internal treatment. It was for Catholic
timo< to perfect the long, many-columned
avenues of nave and aisles ; it remain.^ for

us to develop the equally magnificent capabili-

ties of the central dome and lantern tower.
" Any one," says the late Rev. J. L. I'etit,

" who believes that our services were intended
to be performed in the sight and hearing of
tho whole congregation, will admit that the
great object of the church architect should be
tlie attainment of a largo unbroken area in

front of the minister, in whatever part of the
.service he is engaged. Our adherenca to tho
mo lels least suitable to this purpose, and our
rejection of those which aro admirably
adapted to it, is a strong pror)f that we are

studying the Gothic in a spirit of servile

imitation, instead of trea'ing it as a style to

be refined upon and improved." It is this
" spirit of servile imitation " that has been
tho bar to progress. It is this that h.'vs thought
it better to copy the Catholic church arrange-
ment with starved iron columns, than to invent
a new one with clustered shafts or good stone
piers placed where they will cause no in-

convenience. The thin iron column plan,

however, will not last for ever; for people, ai

M. Viollet le Due say3, grow tired of every-
thing ill time, even of what is most contrary
to good taste and reason. It will doubtless be
gradually abandon id in all but the poorest
buildings ; but as it is s) wo h ive one cirnost
hope to express. It is that those who abaado:i
it will at last give up copying tlie Medi.-cval

c'lurcharrangement, the " convjntionil c'lurch

type," and help iu the work of evolving a
church type fit for modern uses ; that when
they give up the nave and aisles plan with
tliiu iron shafts, they will not straightway g.)

back to the same plan with thick columns
(whether of stone or iron), as if in the nature
of things there were no other choice left

;

that when they emerge from bad architecture

they will not plunge instantly into bad arrange-
ment and inconvenience. There is a far

1 iglier possibility before them, that of pro-

ducing works fitted in every detail to

Protestant worship
;

places where everyone
can hoar and sea, y«t solid, permanent ami
beautiful in their construction ; fresh, real,

and noble in their architecture.

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT
OF ARTS, MANUFACTURES, AND
COMMERCE.—ART WORKMANSHIP
AT' THE SOCIETY OF ARTS.

WHY, in the name of reason and common
sense, was such a design prescribed an

that of No 1 in the fii-st division—one of tho
most inane of Renaissance compositions, con-
sisting of two floriated dolphins afllicted with
water on the brain, twirling symmetrically
under a gouty, nondescript vase, with a
Cupid's head and pair of flabby wings
balanced on its point ? Vile, however, a.<!

was the model thus set before the copyists, and
cruel the worse than waste of time entailed

upon them, it would have been well if the'

original liacl been placed here beside the work
of its imitators, that it might be seen if there-

were any executive merit in it which they
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have missed ; for merit of no kiud can we

dis^ni in any of the works of the four com-

petitors in this instance. Unaccountable

though they may l>e for the rapid and tor-

tured curves, there may have been some deli-

cacy of drawing of the acanthus leafage of

the'model, but there is none whatever in these

sandpapered abortions. Out of the four ugly

and misshapen cherubs' heads we are some-

what curious to know if one among them bears

any resemblance to that on the panel in the

South Kensington Museum: certainly not

more than one could do so, for no two of the

copies have anything in common but equality

of badness.

Better in many respects is 6a, Class 1 (J).

Part of a frame in possession of Henry
Vaughan, Esq., by Mr. Thomas Wills. The
foliage is crisper, and the tool marks have

not been sandpapered out. The design is

rich, playful, and picturesque ; its scale being

small, it is comparatively very elaborate. It

is in the figures of the Cupids and mermaids,

only that the carver appears to have got out

of his depth. No. 5, by Mr. C. H. Line, after

an entablature of a chimneypiece in the South

Kensington Museum, consisting of two satyi-s

playing in the centre, and wreaths of vine on

either side, we should advise to be left " un-

finished," for it is hoi^elessly wrong. In this

case we have a photograph of the original

liung under it, whence it is evident that Mr.
Line had no excuse for making the thickness

of the arms of the figures three times that of

the legs, or of equally murdering the foliage. If

he spent all the time devoted to this ambitious

work in properly carving one spray, he might
have caught somewhat of its spirit, whicli, as

it is, he has entirely failed in doing.

Turning to the Repousse work, Class 2 (a) in

a glass case upon the table, we find better work.

Nos. 6 and 7 by A. Dufour, executed in iron

after the examples in the South Kensington
Museum, are exquisitely modelled and chased.
" The V'irgin and Child," an iron panel in low
relief, being the subject of the latter of these

and of Nos. 8 and 9, by Adolpli Ostcrtag and
W. HoUiday, respectively, we carefully com-
pared them. In doing so we again sadly

missed the original to assist us in deciding

which is the best copy. We can safely com-
mend all as works of art, but No. 8 appears to

tis the most delicate and refined, and the

modelling the most delicate ; notice the dimples
in the elbow of the child and the drapery
round its waist and the leg and foot. In No.
7 the draperyis coarser, and the flesh looks as if

its modelling had been scrubbed out. No. 9
is still coarser, the head of the child commoner,
and the profile of the Virgin's head is pud-
dingy, but some details of the embroidery on the

Virgin's dress appears somewhat too faintly

rendered in No. 8, to whose author, however
(Mr. Ostertag), we should award the
prize. Of No. 6, however, the other example
Dy Mr. Dufour, we can speak very highly
after having carefully examined it, together
with a photograph of the original—the
martello bronze mirror case in the South
Kensington Museum. No. 10, the last work in
this class, a repousse work in silver, after a
tazza in the Museum, by A. Clark, also
deserves much praise. The acanthus border
is well modelled and full of spirit, but the
figures of two river gods and two females in
the centre will not bear close examination.
Note the clumsy arm of the one of the latter
with the wings. Tlie hammered iron knocker
set as the next copy, was not a sufficiently
pure and good specimen for the purpose. We
trost that greater care will be exercised
in this respect by the Society in future, for it

is sad to think of students being condemned to
copy indifferent works, and to have the
keenness of their perceptions of the beautiful
blunted, instead of sharpened, by the works
upon which they are called upon to labour so
long. The difficulty of coming to a right and
fair judgment also is increased, for when the
copy is bad, especially in wrought-metal
work the most spirited and therefore the best

workman, is likely to prove the least faithful.

Again, there should be some rule as to identity

with regard to the scale to be preserved.

Here No. 13 is only half the size of Nos. 11

and 12, and affects a delicacy absent in the

others. Without the original how are wo to

judge of the accuracy of the copy in the

several cases ? For our own part, we should

say this coarse design needed a bold treat-

ment. Of the two larger specimens we should

unhesitatingly give the prize to No. 11, by
" A. S.," but in judging between his work
and that of No. 13, by Thomas Caylcy, we
should need further information on the points

above named. The only carving in ivory,

Class i (o), is No. 14, a Plaque, after one

of Silenus and Amorini by Flamingo, by H.
Godart, having a ]ihotograph of the original

hung alongside of it, appears to be very faith-

fully and well executed. Being without a

competitor, we should not hesitate to award to

its author whatever prize was offered for this

class. As we unfortunately failed to find No.
15 in Class 5 (*), a chasing in bronze, wo can
neither speak as to its merits or demerits.

In Class 6, Nos. 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20, are

examples of etching and engraving on metal
after an Arabesque by Lucas Van Leyden in

the South Kensington Museum, an admirable
work, but one which we do not think a good
model to copy. The copies are careful. No.
18 being least so, and Nos. 17 and 20, by Mr.
James &. Gill, and Mr. John Gittens, the

most. Of paintings on porcelain, after a
drawing by Raphael in the South Kensington
Museum, there are several specimens, Nos. 21
to 26 inclusivelj-. The competitors have found
difficulties in translating a sketch into care-

ful drawings, particularly in foreshortened

limbs, and wo doubt whether one has referred

to Nature for assistance
;

and some have,

Chinese tailor like, in copying illegible

scratches of the pen, transformed them into

positively defective drawing, notably in Nos.
21 and 22. We prefer No. 2G, rendered in

colour by J. B. Evans, and No. 25 in mono-
chrome by Miss E. Kenwood. Nos. 27, 28,

and 29 are also paintings on porcelain, after a
conventional Renaissance ornamental panel by
Aldegreve ; the two former executed in

blue, and the last in raonocliromo on gold

grounds. No. 27, that by J. B. Evans is drawn
with the greatest freedom. Nos. 30, 31, and
32 are attempts to render the same design

upon a larger scale as decorative paintings.

Here, there being more scope, it has been at

greater risk, and all are more or less failures,

but the two which ambitiously have aimed at

colour may be pronounced the greatest. We
think great blame is due here also to the pro-

posers of the model.

In Class 11, Cameo cutting, but one ex-

ample is shown. Head, after bust of Clytio,

in the British Museum ; no name but address

only given. There seems merit in the head
but little in the shoulders.

In Class 12, Die Sinking, there is but one :

a creditable production by A Walker, after a

Wedgwood medallion.

In Class l6,^Bookbinding, No. 35, Mosaic
pattern, by Louis Genth, is a good design,

well executed ; so also is No. 36 in Class 17,

Embroidery, a work executed after an Italian

Altar Frontal in the Museum, by the Misses

Pfander, who may be congratulated upon
having been allowed to spend their time and
labour upon a comparatively beautiful object.

Mr. Charles Pfander also sends two well-

painted illuminations. No. 37 and 38, in Class

18, the one of Christ in the Garden of Olives,

with ornamental border by Giulio Clovio, and
the other a bold and richly coloured speci-

men in the possession of the Museum, repre-

senting the birth of Christ.

These close the list of the works sent in

according to the conditions of the First

Division, namely, Works executed after Pre-

scribed Designs. There are two other divisions

of which we have not space to treat upon the

present occasion, but to which we hope to

refer again.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.—ART WORKMAN-
SHIP COMPETITION.
[akothbb xotice.]

IN JIarch, 18G3, the Society of Arts, in viow
of the defects of English woikmen when

compared with the skill of foreigners, determined
on an annual competition among artisans to im-
prove their executive skill, hoping by the award
of prizes to encourage and develop those branches
of art workmanship which are most applicable

to manufactures. They began by calling for
works to bo executed from prescribed examples
of good ornament or art, which the workman
was invited to carve in wood or marble, or en-
grave upon metal, according to his trade. A
committee appointed by tho Society dctcrmine<l
upon and arranged the sulijects (always the
designs of artists of reputation), and photographs
or casts from tho original were sold at cost price

to the artisans, who were then to translate them
iuto their various modes of workmanship. After
some time the workmen complained tliat they
wore too much tied and hampered by this rule,

and that they would prefer to be allowed the

exercise of their own taste in tho selection of

subjects for their skill. To meet this desire, in

18()8, tho Society determined to add to their

former subjects—prizes for skilled workmanship
in processes hitherto but little followed in this

country ; thus the art of enamelling on metals,

though known and practised in England in

mediaeval times, gradually became entirely un-
known and unpractised by English workmen,
while in France it had been revived, and it ia

now largely used in decorative furniture of

various kinds. Glass, again, has hitherto been
blown in the same forms, and the same processes
of manufacture have been copied, as those used
by our immemorial ancestors, and no attempts
have been made to follow the beautiful specimens
of " fiUegrani " or millefiore work which had not
entirely died out in Venetian localities, and has
been rovivetl lately with such excellent effect by
Dr. Salviati. Other processes, neglected or in abey-
ance, were added, and the subjecis to be w.'ought
in them left to the choice of the workmen, who
were allowed to associate themselves with their

employers, or, rather, the employer was allowed
to be associated, in some cases, with the workmen
producers. At the same time, there was a third

division in the Society's programme, consisting

of those articles executed by workmen freely, and
of themselves, which do not come under the
heads of cither the first or second divisions.

In the first division there ia not much advance
upon last year's competition, but in the second we
hail with pleasure several clever attempts in now
processes. The specimens in the third division

are the least satisfactory of all, because the

workmen succeed in producing much better work
when they have a copy to carry out than when
thfy have to rely entirelyupontheirownt.astc. Let
us take as an instance the paintings on porcelain.

Thosedone from theEaphaeldiaw-ingfthe prescribed
design) are on the whole creditable performances,

but if we turo from these to the porcelain painting

coming under the third division, wh itever skill the

workmenmayhavehadislost fromtheirntter want
of knowledge of art, of the principles of light and
shadeand perspective—infact of the making up a
picture; wo must, however, except No. 134-, tray,

"David the Psalmist," by John Eyre, which is a
good bit of colour, and a clever composition. If

it be his own, we suspect this exhibitor is rather

an artist than an art-workman.
The first class of the first division—carving in

wood, ia not quite so good as in former years
;

there is an absence of figure cirving*. In the

carving of a chimneypiece, No. 5, by C. II. Line,

there is much effort after delicacy of execution,

but tho venation of the leaves has been too much
insisted upon, and there is a want of largeness of

manner which can bo seen even in tho photograph
of the original. In Class II.—repousse work
in any metal—No. 8, by A. Ostertag, executed on
an iron panel, is a very skUfnl and painotaking

copy, and on the whole adheres more to the marble
exuniple in the South Kensington Museum, than

No. 7, by A. Dufour, which has, however, a freer

and less timid execution, if more coldly imitative.

In tho next class coming under our notice

—

hammered work in metals—we have only three

works from the samedesign—an iron door-knocker

;

they are on the wholo well done, and in looking

at tliem we must remember that all the works are

forged and chiselled. In Class IV. tho ivory

carving, by II. Godart, copied from a plaque by
Flamingo is coarse in execution, but perhaps it is

wrong to judge it in its present unfiaished state.
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There is one work in the class setapart foroliasing

in bronzo of which it is almost impossible to speak

too highly. It is a miss.xl covsr, beautifully copied

with true art feelingby II. J. Hatfield; the work is a
perfect example of delicate tooling. One or two
of the works in etching and cngravingon metal are

also good; one, No. 1',), by W. J. Dyer, decidedly

clever. Notwithstanding Mr. Godwin's remarks
at the prize distribution of the Female School of

Art, it would appear that even the large rewards
ofTorcd by this Society for cameo cutting produce
very litl le response ; there is but one cxhi bitor. Class

XVII.—Embroidery—is represented by a single

performance, the joint work of the MissPfilnders,
for tlio Society of Arts not only gallantly declares

the prizes equally open to male and female com-
petitors, bnt in some cases olTer special rewards
to the weaker sex. The Miss Pfiinders have done
their work well ; it is nnfortnnate that their
model has not been a very harmonious one in

colour, for the execution of the subject given is

well rendered. In those days of Ritualism and
vestments, surely there must be a great demand
for this kind of work, which might be executed
by women here, rather, than is often the case,

supplied from Belgium, Let us now pass to the
second division of our subject, and examine
those specimens in which the taste of

the worker is free, and only the art
process and the uses of the object prosoribed.
Mr. Alfred Gray has produced an original work
in his frame, engraved and champleve enamelled
on metal. The French are very successful in this
kind of enamelling, but this is the first really
good English work in this material we have seen.
The designs for the book covers are interesting

;

many of them are done by C. Pfander. The one
with the ornament painted on a black ground is

the best. It is refreshing to see English workmen
trying to make filigree glass ; and though E.
Leicester's three champagne glas.ses are thick and
somewhat heavy, and cannot yet compete with
those by modern Venetians, we hail his attempt
with pleasure, and look for progress. The fire

irons, by K. Milward, are worse than poor ; but
both the designs for a balcony are good ; No. 60,
by W. and II. liobson, deserves particular praise.
Observe that all the ornament is welded to-
gether, and not rivettcd, as in the other balcony

;

itself, however, a very excellent work. Our space
will only allow us to mention one or two works
in the third division. G. Deere sends a very
clever mask, a repousse in copper from one
of the Laocoon group ; and G. Millward
exhibits a skilfully-wrought circular ornament
pierced in metal

; his other work is excellently
executed, bnt the design is in bad taste. The
only good medallion portrait is by A. Heness, of
Archbishop Manning, but several of the marble
carvings are very creditable. The design for an
embroidered table cover by W. Peroivall is very
weak. This arises from the naturalistic instead
of the ornamental treatment of the flowers of the
design, tending thus to meagrenesa and poverty
of form rather than to that richness which would
have arisen from a more ornamental rendering.

In conclusion, we must regret the small number
of exhibitors in this most useful competition.
Surely more workmen might avail themselves of
the great advantages so generously oiferedby the
Society of Arts, and, by adding to their value as
skilful workmen, raise the standard of art manu-
factures throughout the country.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting on Monday
evening last, Mr. Joseph Clarke, Vice-

President, in the cliair.

It was announced that Mr. Ernest C. Lee had
been appointed to the Pugin Travelling Student-
ship for this year. The drawings of Messrs. W
S. Champion, Penstone, and W. Hcnman were,
strongly recommended.
Mr. Frederick P. Walters, of 11, Bond-court,

E.C, was unanimously elected a Fellow.
Mr. Elliaii Hoole (Associate), then read

A SUMMARY OP MR. HUSKIN'S ABCHITECTCBAL
CEITICISM.

Mr. HooLE prefaced his "Summary" byre-
marking that as Mr. Rnskin's architectural
thcorio.s have been given to the world for twenty
years, and have, during that tim';, been constantly
discussed and reviewed, no great amount of
novelty attaches to the sui)ject. It seems certain,
however, that until architects are agreed as to
the principles of their art, no concerted action or

real progress can be counted on. Mr. Ru.skin has
delivered a canon of criticism which not only
aims at the settlement of those principles, but
which is intended to enable every reader to dis-

tinguish good architecture from bad, and to con-
strain not merely architects, but all classes of the
c )mmunity, to cultivate the one and to extinguish
the other. Now, if this could be done—if the
principles of architecture could be clearly laid

d >wn, and thus extensively diffused, a great
stride would unquestionably have been taken
towards raising architecture to its proper
position, and towards establishing and main-
taining a just and intelligent criticism of

all architectural woiks, both past and pre-

sent. But Mr. Ruskin has, to a great extent,

succeeded in making his readers critics. His own
enthusiasm, his mastery of language, and his ele-

gant and poetic style, take a strong hold upon
almost all readera, independently of their pos-
sessing any previous feeling for art ; and these,

together with his sympathy with all earnest and
genuine work, and his delicate perception of the
beautiful, have enabled him, by his writings, to

do more to make architecture popular than per-

haps any one author has ever done. Architects,

as a profession, are greatly indebted to Mr.
Ruskin for calling the attention of all the read-
ing world to the subject, and for insisting so

strongly as he has done upon its dignity and im-
portance. And this must be the case, to a very
great extent, even to those in the profession who
do not feel disposed to endorse his theories. But,
as a large number of persons form their opinions
upon architecture, either partially or wholly, ac-

cording to these laws of criticism, an architect

is likely to be frequently confronted with them
in the course of his practice, and should either

be prepared to adopt them or to give valid reasons
for rejecting them. The subject, therefore, has
a practical as well as a speculative aspect. Mr.
Ruskin's success in popularising architectural

knowledge makes one indulge a hope that one
day the principles of architectural art will be
put into definite and authoritative form by archi-

tects themselves, and tint they will bo univer-
sally understood, not only by those occupied in

reducing them to practice, bnt by every educated
person.

As the time allotted to the reading of
a paper at the Institute is too limited to allow of
even a passing glance at the whole of Mr.
Ruskin's published opinions upon architecture,

those contained in " Modern Painters " and in
" The Seven Lamps of Architecture " were alone
referred to by Mr. Hoole. These were very ably
summarised ; bnt as Mr. Hoole made little or no
comment of his own on Mr. Ruskin's ideas, we
need not encumber our columns with matter with
which most of our readers are doubtless familiar,

and with which those who are not acquainted can
better become so by a perusal of Mr. Ruskin's
works themselves. In concluding his very able
and exhaustive summary (so far as it went), Mr.
Hoole said that, without expressing entire con-
currence with all that Mr. Ruskin had advanced,
he would acknowledge the debt under which
every architect must ieel he had laid the profes-

sion by placing architecture in its true position
of honour and importance, and by his brilliant

and conscientious endeavours to enunciate his
principles.

DISCUSSION.

Pbopessob Kekr, in proposing a vote of
thanks to Mr. Hoole for his paper, said that it

was not always convenient to discuss or to pro-
pose for discussion in a society such as the Insti-

tute the opinions of such a writer as Mr. Ruskin.
No member of the Institute could venture to con-
sider such a subject without considerable mis-
givings, and, in point of fact, the meeting could
not be called upon for its opinion, direct or
indirect, upon the theories laid before it. At the
same time, they might trust themselves to con-
sider, if not to debate, the condition of things as

represented by Mr. Hoolo's paper. It seemed to

him (the Professor) that the lecturer had done
well in advancing no criticism of his own, and
that he had also done well simply to contlense

the essence of what he conceived to be Mr.
Ruskin's views. One could easily gather
from the tone of the lecturer himself that

he did not expect practising architects

to agree in all or even in many respects

with the views which had been stated, and he
certainly could not, as a practical architect, sup-

pose that the profession failed to perceive the

very limited e.Ktent to which those principles

applied to the practical work of the architect. The

subject of architecture, it seemed to him (the
Professor), was one which had been over-ridden
by theorists in various ways during the last
fifty years, and the precise |>08ition now assamed
by Mr. Raskin—that of the last and most suc-
cessful theorist of the day in respect of arobitec-
ture—was a position arrived at by a direct and
intelligible course which could be easily developed.
Some of the members would remorabcr, and all
of them woald know, that some tifty years ago
the (lilletanUum, of the Classic antiquarian was
supreme in architectural criticism. Everything
was referred to certain principles, which were very
intelligently, but somewhat stringently, derived
from the study of the works of the ancient Greek.i
and Romans, and copyisra ia its most decided
form was then universally recognised. Bnt it

was not to be supposed that that principle should
remain in absolute authority for any great length
of time without a material change, and accord-
ingly, even at that time, it was found that a cer-
tain romanticism was coming into architectural
criticism—springing from the contemplation, not
of Classic works, but of Mediajval works. In
course of time, but very slowly—for it hod taken
nearly a century to develop the modern Gothic
revival — this new kind of copyism gained
ground. Then another description of romanticism
altogether came into force in respeot of what is

now called ecclesiology, which became a potent
influence and profound science, so to speak, in
the hands of its admirers and students. Many
architects conscientiously deplored the extent to
which ecclesiology had governed architectural
practice within the last twenty or thirty years.
Then the picturesque came to be diligently
studied and specially introduced into architectural
criticism ; and many writers, many thinkers, and
many designers were found to dwell upon the
element of the picturesque strongly and earnestly,
as containing an essence without which architec-
ture was of no value. Then tho last step in this

career of progress was the introduction of the
poetic element, and here, at last, we came to Mr.
Ruskin, for Mr. Ruskin was neither more nor less

than this : the high priest of a faith which
identified architecture with poetry, for the first

time in artistic history. Snch being Mr. Ruskin's
position, what had he, up to the present moment,
made of it? The lecturer had laid before the
meeting concisely, and only from Mr. Ruskin's
earliest works, a certain scheme of—one could not
say architectural aj^thetics, one could not say archi-

tectural practice, but—architectural dreaming,
attaining at last to—what ? Simply to the pro-
duction of a certain sensation, of the kind of having
listened to something eminently suggestive, emi-
nently thoughtful, very often powerfully expressed,
but, architecturally, useless. For if architects

were to be called upon to accept Mr. Ruskin's
definition that architecture was " uselessness,"

they might, at all events, retaliate by saying that
Mr. Ruskin's mode of putting his ideas was to

them useless in every possible way. Not that
he (the Professor) would detract from Mr. Rus-
kin's eminence in his particular field. He was
rather inclined to suppose that those architects

who assigned to Mr. Buskin so high a position

in architectural criticism and in the aidvanes-

men t of architectural knowledge as the lecturer

had done, were doing with Mr. Ruskin as Mr.
Ruskin did with Turner, who acknowledged that

he was unconscious of the merits which Mr. Rus-
kin assigned to him, and therefore he (the Profes-

sor) would prefer to think that Mr. Ruskin was
less ambitious than his admirers wonld esteem

him to be. But he thought that every member of

the Institute would be most willing to assign to

Mr. Ruskin a very high place as an amuser of the

public, and they would also be ready to ascribe

to him a very high place as a de-scriber of his

own somewhat abstruse and recondite thoughts.

But when Mr. Ruskin assumed to bring word
painting to bear upon what in practice were
tound to be very common place subjects, they

might perceive the reason why it was that Mr.

Ruskin delighted tlie uninformed public, while he
utterly failed to instruct tho initiated architect.

He (tlie Professor) would not turn upon such a

writer as Mr. Ruskin, and tell him to take pencil

in hand, and show what ho meant. He would
cheerfully allow him to say all he liad to say,

and believe his intention to be to keep within

certain speculative limits ; but he thought that

architects should carefully guard against it

being understood that they, os a body, were
the admirers of Mr. Ruskin that they

were supposed to be. They gave him all

the praise possible for his eloquence, thought-
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folnetf, intfgiity, and manliness of purpose,

and critical ability, but let it not be said that

Mr. Knskin was re cognised by srchitects as an

aiehitcctQral teacher. Mr. Ruskin was a mcm-
b« of the Institute, and that showed the respect

eniertainet) for him -, they did not discourage his

efforts: they honoured them. But the philosophy

which Mr.Ruskiu dcvelopoJ iu his studies of

criticism—for this, the Professor thought, was
something like the expression that he ou!;ht to

apply to his writings—was not an icsthetical

phili^aophy, though there was a great deal in it

which bore npon its face the ap|>earancc oe

asthetics. When Mr. Raskin saiil there conld bf

no good architecture without good building, he

made a general statement which might be sugges-

tive within a narrow circle ; but architects, who
knew what bnihling is—whereas Mr. Rnskin

did not— conld see n< thing but the merest

oommonplace in any such stitement. Mr.
Rnskin's writings were not .•csthetioal—they were

poetical, and every expression which the lecturer

bad quote<l was excellent if looked npon as

poetry—and poetry, brought to bear on such a

matter of fact as orehitectural design, might often

be beneficial in its influence; although it is the sug-

gestion of that which is by the statement of that

which is not. But Mr. Ruskin could never be ex-

pected—and it warf iu vain for his admirers to

expect it of him—to condescend to plain, intelli-

gibla statement.^ involving plain architectural

principlf s. If Mr. Ruskin were looked at in this

))articnlar view, much more honour would be

done him than by accepting fully all that be

might say as a public teacher, and he would be

assigned his proper place in the economy of the

architectural world, lie hoped that Mr. Ruskin

would yet do great service to art. The Institute

liad congratnUtctl him cordially upon his recent

appointment to an important professorship of art,

&nd it was to be hope I that during the term for

which he holds that appointment he would give to

the world some new and improved principles, and

lie (the Profes.Hor) hoped that Mr. Ruskin would

say Icfs ot architecture, and more of the other

arts. There was a great field open to snch a writer,

thinker, and word-painter in other arts. lie did not

ihink Mr. Ruskin had written much on architec-

ture latterly ; be had indee<l spoken in disparage-

ment of his own published views, and he might be

said to be very near coming to correct principles

when he perceived that liehad writtenmuch in error.

If he devoted the great powers with which he had

been endowed by Nature to the development of

those arts which are much more poetic in their

nature than architecture, he would be doing more
service than by devoting them to an art the

jKietry of which must necessarily be confined

within nsrrow limits.

Mr. Seddon, in seeondin? the vote of

thanks, differed considerably with the opinions

enunciated by the learned Professor. He said

that he could spe&k for himself and for many
others when hfe stated that architects had been

influenced in their practice by Mr. Ruskin, and
though there were many things in those writings

that now sonnded as mere truisms, it should be
remembered that they were not considered as
truisms at the time they were first published. He
thought that in calling the attention of the public

and of the profession to the simple m:ixim that

architecture, like nil other things, shonld be

founded on honesty and truth, Mr. Ruskin did

great service. His chap'er on " Life in Architec-

ture " laid down many importnnt principles, some
of which were hi.rdly recognised thoroughly yet.

On the whole, he was inclined to think that

Mr. Rnskin whs to be looked upon as a great

teacher of principles in architecture as well as in

other arts, and that the profession, as well as the

pnblic, was deeply indebted to him.

Mr. Bbeweb said that it appeared to him that

the great charm of Mr. Ruskin's works was that

they introduced the reader to a new field of archi-

tecture. Until those works were published, many
of the beautiful Mediieval works of Italy were
-very little known, and less understood. The ex-

tended use of marble and coloured materials in

modern architecture was, Mr. Brewer thought,
mainly attributable to Mr. Ruskin's writings.

Mr. Nash said that Mr. Ruskin had nn-
doabtedly been of some value to architecture,
bnt it was cpeationable what that value was. He
liad associated poetry with architecture, bnt
urchitects bad not learnt from his writings a very
gnat deal in the shape of principles to guide them
in the practice of their art, though they had
learnt a great deal of good feeling from them.
From ooae of Mr. Ruskin's works conld any great

canons be laid down but what had been acknow-
ledged centuries previously. Where was the

poetry of Media:val buildings ? Did it not exist

at the present momeut ? Do not the symmetry
and proportion aivised by Mr. Kuskin exist

there ? Was it against modern art that ho was
raging ? Going back beyond the architecture of

the Georgian era—which Mr. Nash inlmitted was
extremely debased—we found Sir Christopher

Wren, who he (the speaker) miiintained was the

great reviver of Gothic art. Wren practised

in England at a time when art was at a
very low ebb—when Mediicval art had wholly
gone out, and was hardly recognised as art

at all. But Wren, with his great skill,

and his great powers ot observition, in tra-

velling through the country noticed with an
artist's eye the things which he had never been
taught, and which nothing but hit eye did teach

him, for he never studied Gothic art ; but ho

attempted it, and in n measure succeeded, and
while his restoration of the Abbey towers at

Westminster was to be condemned, there were
other works by h'ni— for instance, the tower ot

S. Michael's, Cornhill—which showed that he
ould appreciate Gothic art. He (Mr. Nnsh)
merely refeirjd to Wren to show that Mr. Ruskin
was not new in what he was doing. By throwing
a halo of poetry around art he had conferred a

great benefit, but everything that he said was
very impracticable in its nature. He told archi-

tects to lay down rules and canons, and talked of

proportion and truth ; but where were Iiis canons ?

Everyone, perhaps, could understand a canon of

truth, but it was not everyone who could under-
stand a canon of proportion. What was propor-

tion ? He (the speaker) doubted whether any
one then present could define it. (Mr. Kerr :

The rule of three.) No ; it was not the rule of

three, nor the rule ot two, bnt that it was a rule

o£ difference everybody knew; for if there was
no difl^crence in sizes there was no proporti.m.

Two and two were not proportionate—they were
both alike. There was no proportion in a form
like a circle or a square. For proportion to exist

there mnst he gradation and opposition of size.

The thanks of the meeting having been tendered

to Mr. Hoolc for his paper,

The Chaibm.^^n announced that the Council

had selected Mr. Benjamin Ferrey, Fellow,

F.S.A., as this year's nominee for the Royal Gold
Medal.
Mr. Paschen, the agent in England for the

terra-cotta manufactured by Ernst March Siibne,

of Charlottcnburg, near Berlin, next described

the characteristics of that material, which while

being equal (according to Mr. Paschen) to the

ware of our English manufacturers in respect of

quality, was able to compete successfully with it

on the score of price, owing to low rates of

carriage and the cheapness of foreign labour.

This terra-cotta was being used in the new Man-
chester Exchange.
The meeting then adjourned.

duly to rebuke the impertinent interference of the
Institute, and to do so with a spice of wit savour-
ing strongly of that part of the Mansion House
where he and his confreres especially shine. As
to the Institute of Architects, though he gave them
credit for sincerity, he believed one of their prin-
cipal thoughts had been that, if the .space were re-
tained, it would be a first-rate i)lace to draw up
their can-iages in the event of a <liniicr ut the
Mansion House. Comment is nee(llcs.s. The
shameful audacity of the Institute iu presuming
ever to expect to dine at the Mansion House, and
on that expectation to attempt, by a ruse, to pro-
vide a staniling place for their carriages at the
cxpen.se of their hosts has, we trust, received its

(jiiU-tus. Wc did mean to improve the occasion
l)y pointing out to the members of the R.I.B.A.,
how their carriages managed to " draw up " on
former occasions, but on diligent search we can-
not discover any previous record of such an event
as a dinner given at the Mansion House to that
insignificant body.

THE R.I.B.A. AND MANSION
DINNERS.

HOUSE

THE Court of Common Council is not generally

renowned for displays of wit, and therefore

the attempts at pleasantry made there last week,

though not remarkable in themselves, are note-

worthy by reason of their aulhoi-s. There is a
" little spot " of vacant ground opposite the

western side of the palace of the civic monarch,
said to be worth £180,000. The ward ot Wal-
brook, foolishly insensible to the pounds shillings

and pence view of the question, and probably led

astray by some insane enthusiast of artistic predi-

lections, ventured on Thursday week topetition the

Council for the preservation of the said vacant

space. A similar wish had been previously ex-

pressed by the Council of the Institute, who shoold

feel thankful for the opportunity afforded to its

members of receiving instruction in their profes-

sion from three distinguished City councillors

—

Messrs. Deputies H. Lowman Taylor and Henry
De Jersey, and Alderman Sir Benjamin S.

Phillips. Mr. De Jersey and Sir Benjamin
Phillips, contented themselves with offering advice.

We leani from them that nothing does less to re-

lieve traffic than to widen a street, that Mr. Pea-
body's statue (which it was suggested might be

placed in the open space to be reserved), is an eye-

sore, and the open space in question will be

rendered much more beautiful by being built

upon, than by being left vacant, as proposed.

Mr. Lowman Taylor was, however, more than

equal to the occasion. It remained for him

ON ORNAMENTAL IKON WORK.
Pejokd Lectttib.

MR. J.M. CAPES, of Balliol College, Oxford,
delivered his second lecture on this suh-

Ject at the Kensington Museum on Monday
evening last. The atiendance, as on the former
occasion, was large, and mainly composed of

working men.
Mr. Capes commenced by giving a brief resume

of his last lecture, and proceeded to say that

special peculiarities iu any material ought never

to be lost sight of. The special peculiarity of iron

in relation to all other materials was its tenacity

or toughness. This toughness was the result of

a certain condition of the acids which composed
it. Of all metals, wrought-iron was pre-eminently

the most tenacious. It varied from other metals

in several important points. Though it could not

he beaten it could be forged at a heat far below
that at which it melted. In this respect it re-

sembled platinum. In its power ot oondnctiiig

heat and electricity, iron differed much from
other metals. Wrought copper came nearest to

iron in paint of tenacity, hut iron was often more
than twice as tough as this, five times as tough as

zinc, and eight times as tongh as tin, for all prac-

tical purposes. Again, as compared in weight

with stone and marble, iron was much heavier, and
this excessive weight rendered it necessary that

the ornament and framework should be far lighter

than that of other materials. Ornamental effect

could be accomplished witli iron in the hands of

the skilled workman of cultivated taste which
was quite out of the question with other materials

Iron was to a great extent like the human,
body, held together by grasping or clasping,

and not by mere weight. The great secret of

employing iron successfully was to bring out its

toughness in every possible way. It was this

toughness which enabled engineers to construct

those massive arches to be seen at railway

stations and at large factories, without upright

divisions breaking the space. The lecturer then

proceeded to observe that not merely should the

workman invent his design and make it suitable

to the peculiarities of his material, but it should

be his object to ascertain that he was not throw-

ing his labour away upon a worthless sample of

iron. He should be particularly careful in work-

ing with this metal to ascertain that it had not

been rendered brittle by vitreous oxide or glassy

rust, or by phosphorus and sulphur, which were

fatal to its durability. The workman would find

that the purity of his iron was most essential

when he came to the welding together of the

different portions of his work. At present there

still existed a good deal of uncertainty in the

quality and purity of iron. On this point Mr.

Nasmyth, whose opinion was of great weight

on such matters, stated that the faulty weld-

ing which was sometimes observed in iron

work was frequently caused by the chemical

qualities of the iron, quite as much as by the bad
workmanship ot the artisan. Mr. Capes then

proceeded to note a grand distinction in iron when
compared with wc.od, stone, marble anJ many
other materials, which was in the capacity ot

having its different portions all wrought into one

during the process of welding. It was only in

metals, and especially iu iron, that this absolute

union could be produced. Perfect welding was the

ironworker's especial privilege, and it was one in

which he should never be found wanting. Another

rule to be observed was that a work of art in one
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material ought never to appear to be made of any
other. Ironwork should not only bo substantial and
dnrable, but should appear to be so, and should
Bh')W that who executed it understood the capa-
bilities of the material on which they were
employed, and that they were not merely the
slavish imitators of things about which they
knew nothing. At this stage Mr. Capes directed
attention to several specimens o£ ornamental
ironwork which h;id been selected from the
Mnsenm collection as illustrations of the lecture.
They were principally window-gratings of the
fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries.
Passing from them, he went on to say that ere
the British workman rose to the position of an
artist (such as he was some 500 years ago, such
88 some workrneu were now, and such as all the
world were declaring that the artisan should bo)
it was necessary that he should throw his heart
into his work, for no artisan could throw his heart
into a work which he believed in his own mind
to be faulty. Ho must be satisfied as to the
soundness of his design, of its accuracy in detail,
and its perfection in execution. He should have
reasons for what he had done. On fuoh a
debated questinu as that of the adaptation of
natural forms to the purposes of art, he would
not now enter, but would remind his hearers that
nature was the only guide, and that to depart
from it would bo to produce what was odious.
Mr. Capes next alluded to our street architecture,
and contrasted the streets of London with the
streets and boulevards of Paris, much to the dis-

paragement of the former. He pointed out that
one great feature of the Paris thoroughfares was
the extensive use made of iron balustrades and
balconies in front of what we called the flats

of houses. One reason of the poorness of our
street architecture was owing to the practice of
making the upper stories of our houses lighter,
thinner, and less lofty as they reached the top.
In fact, our street architects seemed to go on the
principle of the higher you go, the poorer should
ba the accommodation, and the poorer the outside
effect. The Gothic plan was very different from
this. It went upon the principle of making each
story as nearly as possible of the same height as
those above and those below it. If anything, the
higher the stories, the loftier they were. He
looked forward to the time when the use of
ornamental ironwork would become an important
element in the exterior adornment of our houses.
In concluding his lecture, Mr. Capes dwelt long
and earnestly upon the importance of bringing
the workman into closer contact with the pur-
chaser than he at present was, and observed that
something in the form of a club was needed,
fouuded, perhaps, on tho principle of the Royal
Academy and one or two other institutions,

which brought the artist face to face with his
patrons. A striking instance of a club of this
kind was that established at Mayenoo, on the
Rhine, where plans had been arranged whereby
workmen in upholstery and cabinet work could
send their productions for exhibition and sale,

provided such productions possessed real merit,
lu coonection with tliis club was a people's
bank, from which money was advanced on
loan on easy terms to the deserving, for
the purchase of materials wherewith to work.
This institution had been successful in a com-
mercial point of view, and in the main object
for which it was established—viz., the bringing
of the art workman into direct intercourse with
his customer. Some such arrangement was
needed in England. There were not many
obstacles (the lecturer observed), to the raising of
the art workman in the social scale but what
could be snrmountcd. Only let him study the
principle on which all ornamental work ought to
be designed, and he must raise himself. A dis-
tinguished critic had lately expre.ssHd an opinion
that the English ai-fisan would never attain to
any great excellence in ornamental ait, ci her
because ho had not the root of the matter in him,
or because circumstunces in a measure prevented
the development of his natural capacities. Ho
(Mr. Capes) diiTered from that opinion. The
Englis had succeeded as painters, as sculptors,
and as architects, and there was no valid reason
why, after careful and correct stuJy, they should
not succeed as art workmen. Nor was there any
TBlid reason why they should not be as skilful

and SQCcessfnl as were the English artisans of
fonr or five luinlred years ago.

In the t ilrd lecture (to bo delivered on Mon-
day next) Mr. Capes will enter upon the question
of the propriety or otherwise of copying the exact
forms of natural objects, such as leaves, flowers,
&c., in works of artmetalwork.

NOTES ON .SOME OF THE TIMBER BUILD-
INGS IN ENGLAND DURING THE
MIDDLE AGES.*

By Chables Baily.

OWING to tho continual alterations to the
ground floors of tho houses in towns, to adapt

them for modern use, tho shops have nearly all
boon destroyed, and it is very seldom we find one
in so genuine a condition as that at Lingfield.
Crowhurst Place was late in the last century

much modcruiscd and injured by removing gome
of the timbering of the sides of the lower story,
and by building up walls of briok in place thereof

;

but there remains evidence to prove that the
house in some parts had the oversailing or jetty
floors, particularly to the front winif over the
large room at the upper end of the hall, where
there still remains in the interior of the room the
old oak firound sill, measuring 11 in. wide and Sin.
high, just within the modern front wall. This
sill is mortised to receive a double row of upright
studs, a somewhat unusual arrangement ; but
which was no doubt so done, not only for addi-
tional strength, but to form a hollow space in the
outer wall for the purpose of keeping the room
perfectly free from damp, although this mode of
construction does not appear in any other part of
the house. It is very likely that at the same time
the destruction of the original window-frames of
the hall took place, as well as the covering of tho
outside of the upper stories with the present wea-
ther tiling.

The situations of the original windows of the
hall can bo with tolerable certainty made out.
They appear to have ranged along the whole
length of the upper parts of the sides, between
the main posts of the framed walls, and probably
were divided into many lights in width by mnl-
lions, and into two lights in height by a transom.
One such original window, six lights wide and two
lights high, still remains in the end wall of the

house, at the top of the stairs from the entry.

There is no evidence to show that tho hall at

Crowhurst ever had a projecting bay window—
very probably it had not. But this sort of window
was a very usual although not a universal feature.

Some large halls ha I i
• •, .is ut Hampton Court,

and at Christ Church, Oxford ; and at Eltham, in

Kent. And these windows were generally situ-

ated at the upper end of the ro]m, one on each
side of the dais , and the sills were sufficiently

near to the floor to enable any person in tho room
to get a view of the outside.

Except as to the bay windows, the cells

were generally placed at a high level, and
the great hall of Croydon Palace has a range
of windows on each side, tho sills of which
are as much as 17ft. above the floor

of the hall ; but the uppermost bay of the room
has also other windows at a lower level, the sills

being only 3ft. and 3in. from the floor of the dais.

Such " low windows" in this situation appear to

have been very usual.

Geoffrey Chaucer, in the " Miller's Tale,"
says :

—

So mote I thryve, I schul at cockes crowe
Ful pryvely go knoke at his windowe,
That stant ful lowe upon his boures wal.

And again :

He cometh to the carpenters hous,
And stille he stant imder the schot windowe.
Unto his brcst raught, it was so lowe.

Notwithstanding the many alterations and
partial destructions which the house of Crow
hurst Place has undergone at different times,

yet some of the apartments contain much of the

original work, and afford us many very valuable

examples of the carpentry of tho fifteenth

century. The roof of the old hall is perfect, with
the sole exception of the destruction of the

louvre. The timber, a very large quantity of

which is used in the construction, is in a very
sound state ; the amount of manual labour

bestowed upon its finish is immense ; and,

perhaps, for its size and date, it is as good an
example as we have now remaining. It has three

heavily-framed principals, one at each end, and
the third crossing from siile to side in about the

centre of the hall, thus dividing tho room into

two bays, but of somewhat unequal widths.

These principals are constructed with tie-beams,

as is mostly the case in buildings with timler

sides, beneath which are large curved braces

forming four-centered arches across tho hall, and
which are very firmly framed into tho tie-beams,

and into the stout upright supporting story-

* Road before the Architectural Association, Jan.
li, 187U.—(Continued from page 110.)

posts of the sides, and well securod with w< oden
pins. The most usual mode with the car.icntirs
of the middle ages of fastening together of
timbers was by mortise and tonon, and wooden
ping. Iron boltg and straps were introdncel at a
comparatively late period, and it is very doubtful
if tho older system is not tho bettor in many
respects. Where the- old joinings have given
way, we seldom see that tho wooden pins have
been broken j the mischief has more often hap-
pencd from tho end of the tenon between the
pin-hole and tho end of the timber splitting out.
When iron bolts and straps aro nseJ in con-
nection with oak timber, the sap in the oak is
very apt to occasion a corrosion on the surface of
tho iron. This causes a decay of tho wood, and
the bolts become loose ; and thus, in all those
cases where there is not sufficient str.iin to break
the tenons, the ancient mode of joining the
timbers appears to be the better of the two plans,
particularly in out-side works, where the space
occasioned by tlio slight decay of tho iron and
the wood lets in the wet. Upon each of the tie-
beams stands a large timber arch, which again
supports a collar-beam, and which, with tho
principal rafters, completes the truu of each
principal.

These trusses support the longitudinal timliers,
the purlins, and the Icon beams, which in their
tuin carry the common rafters and all the minor
timbers. The seat of tho old louvte remains in
the upper part of tho roof ; m the plan it is a
hexagon.
Tho room over the parlour at the lower end of

the hall, as maybe seen by reference to the platoon
page 133, is in a very genuine and original state

;

the only thing which is wanting being tho original
window. All the other features appear to be
very much in the state as when left in the
fifteenth century by the builders. In tho sides

of this room is to be seen tho wooden construc-
tion of the walls of the house, the whole of which
is internally moulded and finished in such a
manner as to prove that it was intended to he
seen without any further finish, except as regards
the hangings of arras or tapestry. The con-truc-
tion of these timber sides has been already
noticed, but it is necessary here to give some
further description. On a level with the floor

generally, but in the outer side wall at about
four inches above it, is the top surface of the sill

of the framing, into which tho lower ends of

stnd-qu irters or puncheons are tenonetl : these

quarters rise to about half the height of the sides

of the room, where a horizontal moulded entcrtie

is introduced, from which another range of

quarters rise, and support a head or plate,

which, overh.xnging on the inside, is moulded
so as to form a cornice round the room ; between
these quarters or puncheons are introdnccd, nnd
form two ranges of long upright panels. The
puncheons mjasnre about 5Jin. wide by SJin.

thick, and are about 6.5in. apart ; and the panels

are about 1 to IJin. thick.

The framing of the floor above, the under side of

which forms the ceiling of the chamber, hag

principal and secondary girders, the whole of

which are moulded and uuited with and framed
into the plates or solid cornices. By these girders

the ceiling of the room is divided into eight large

panels. The ends of the joists, which measure

6iu. wide by 6in. deep, are tenoned into tho

sides of these main timbers, and are hollowed on

tho lower edges. Tlie large girders measure

13in. wide and loin. deep. The floor-boards of

the room above are laid in a direction parallel

with the joists, the upper angles of which are re-

bated to receive the edges of the boards. This

mode of laying the floors was the most nsual one

adopted by the carpenters in the middle ages, and

it has some advantages over the modem system.

It economises tho quantity of boarding, inasmuch

as tho tops of the girders and joists form parts of

the floor-sarfaces ; and as the under sides of the

boards are exposed to view in the lower rooms,

there aro but few transverse joints to shrink and

open, whereas in tho modern plan, where the

boards are laid across on the tops of the timb rs,

the joints are numerous. Tho old system has,

however, its disadvantage ; for the boards being

nailed and fastened on the cd.^cs only, are very

apt to warp and cast, and thus to render the floor

very uneven ; and when the oak timber is used

in an unseasoned state, the centres of the boards

are likely to split. In some casc.«, which have

been found in old houses, of floor-boards laid

transversely with the joists, the edges aro ribated

together, to break the joints.

The large ap.irtmout at tho upper en 1 of the
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ROOM OVER PAELOUE, CROWHURST PLACE, SURREY.

Ijall hualso a finc'y-framed timber ceiling, with

girders and plates ; and here the joists arc

moulded to a mnch greater extent than in the

last-de^ribed room, and are also of larger dimen-
sions. A large amount of the original painted

decoration is still to l>e seen ou tlic under sides

of the boards, between the joists ; these are

coloured in lozenges, alternately of red and
white, perhaps the livery colours of the Gaynes-
fords.

This room measures 2ilft. long by 17ft. wide,
and it is Oft. high in the clear, beneath the

the girders.

The chimney-piece in this room is not of so
early a date aa the original house. It most pro-
bably replaced one of older date, early in the reign
of Queen Elizabeth.

In this room we do not see the timbers of the
construction of the walls ; the sides are ronglily

plastered, and a quantity of framed wainscot-
ings is fixed over some parts. This is also the
case in the rooms in the upper floors of this wing
of the house. Some of these wainscotings have
the panels worked with the linen fold or drapery
pattern, and are of a later date than the original
houi>e. Independently framed and pannelled
wainscotings did not come into fashion befcre the
end of the reign of Henry VII., and we very often
find that these do not exactly fit the buildings in
which they ore placed. The fact is, that the
wainscot and the window-glass, and other fittings,

were often the property of the occupier, and were
formerly treated as we now treat tenant's fixtures,
and were removed from house to house.
"Item, Igeve, will, and devise unto my said

weif, the use and occupation of all my waineskott
and glasse in and about my mancion iind dwellingc
bowse in Melford aforesaid, to be and remayne
as they nowe are, and by noe meancs to be re-
moved or altered ; and alsoe the occupyinge of the
bangingog of tapestry which serve for my great
chamber of my saide bonse, for forty yeres, yf
the said Mary shall so longe live ; and after that
tyme I give the same waineskott, glasse, and
hangings to the said William my soune, his ex-
ecntora and a«signei ; but yf the sayde William
dye within his sayde age and without yssue male,
then I geve and devise the same, after the same
fyme, whollie to the s'iid Walter my soune, at the
•aid age of one and tweatie yeres "—See the
Will of Thomas Cloplon, a.d. 1598.
Many ofthe original doors remain in use : these

are all formed of oak boards about IJin. in
thickness, placed upright, and fastened on to

horizontal ledgca five or six in number, the ends
of which are fjam d into side styles; on the
fronts of the up light boards are nailed moulded
filbts so as to cov<r the joiningn, and mitred,
with others to n a'eh at th" lops and bottoms of
the rronts, giving the effect t ..ng u > ight panels.

Those doors, both externally and internally, are

all hung in the openings with very strong hook
hinges, the straps of which pass across tho fronts

of the doors beneath the moulded fillets. There
is ono peculiarity is all these doors ; it matters
not whether they are three, four, or five

panels wide, in all cases the side panels are
much narrower than those between them ; the
jambs and heads of the openings are not in-

dependent frames, lut are the timbers of the con-
struction of the framed wa'ls, and moulded in a
conspicuous degree to form the door-openings.
The fastenings are latches, lifted on one side by a
ring handle on a plate. There are bolts of a rude
character on the insides.

It is somewliat remarkable that the plain or
ledged sides of the doors are placed next the
rooms, and have a very rude appearance, the
moulded fronts being on the outsides. The doors,
however, on the insides were probably always
covered with hangings, which, in such situations,

would be of more real use than in the other parts
of the room.

(To be continued.)

NEW TOWN HALL, BRADFORD.
FRONT VIEW.

WE this week give another view ot the first

premiated design for the proposed new
Town Hall for Bradford. We gave the view from
Leeds Road on Nov. 19, 18(i9, and an interior

view on Dec. 17, 18fii), and we now give the
front view. On Oct. 8th and l.'Jth, last year, we
offered at length our opinion on this and some
of the other principal designs submitted in com.
petition, and it is therefore unnecessary that wo
should say anything now, Messrs. Lockwood and
Mawson arc the architects.

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
Edinburgh Architectural Association.
—The usual fortnightly meeting of tliia associa-

tion was held on the 10th inst. in the rooms (",

St. Andrew-square—Mr. William Beattie, archi-

tect, in the chair. After the election of several

new members, a paper was read by Mr. W.
Cimpbell, entitled " Plaster Work, Ancient and
Modern." Mr. Campbell gave a brief historical

rmume of the origin and development ot plaster

work in ancient times, proving its extreme anti-

quity by a number of quotations from the Old
Testament and various Greek and Roman
anthor-s. Among existinir ppecimens of old

plaster work, few remain anterior to the Gothic
period of architecture. Mr. Campbell called

attention to a number of fine examples of old

work to be found in Edinburgh and its neigh-
bonrhood. In concluding, he pointed out the

chief deficiencies of modem plaster work, and

gave some valuable practical hints as to how
these might be remedied. A discus.sion followed

the reading of the paper, and the thanks of the

meeting were awarded to Mr. Campbell.
London Architectural Association.—

At the usual fortnightly meeting, on Friday
evening last, Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, President, in

the Chair, Mr. Charles G. Mallard was elected a

member. Votes of thanks were unanimonsly
given to Mr. Sidney Smirke and the Benchers

and Treasurer of the Inner Temple for the facili-

ties afforded by those gentlemen for the recent

visit of the Association to the New Inner Temple
Hall. A letter was read from Mr. W. Burgcs
regarding the designs for tho cover of the Asso-

ciation's Sketchbook, on which he had been re-

quested to adjudicate. Mr. Burges said that,

after having carefully examined the various draw-
ings submitted in competition, he had come to

the conclusion that the one marked " L. M. Z."

came nearest to the conditions required by the

Committee. (Mr. Isaac Jones was announeed as

the author of this design.) Mr. George Augustus
Sala, who was to have lectured on " The Bed of

the Tiber," was precluded from attending by
illness, and the time of the meeting was very

profitably filled up by Messrs. Birch (Librarian)

and Phene Spiers drawing attention to the con-

tents and uses of the more prominent of the books
in the Association's library. It was announced
that the members would visit the woiks of tho

new St. Thomas's Hospital, Westminster-biidge,
to-Biorrow (Saturday) afternoon.

Safety from Fire.—The Nortliamjiton
Mitrcnry in an article on " Recent Disastrous

Kires " suggests an improvement. In France, tho

use of tiled and plastered floors in the ujiper rooms
often prevents a fire from extending beyond the

story in which it commenced. In very lofty and
costly houses perhaps something of this kind
might be adopted, the stairs being rendered

similarly non-combustible. But might not such
houses also be required to have an iron balcony
to each of their npper stories, with apparatus so

contrived that part of it may be let down in the

nature of a ladder to the balcony in the next story

below, and so on until the persons escaping came
within reach of assistance from the street ? Perhaps
the lowennost balcony might be conti'ived to turn
so as to project forward from the house into the

street, safely landing the persons in peril without
any assistance from without whatever. If the

Salisbury Street house and the Star and Garter at

Richmond had been furnished with some con-

trivance of this sort, every life sacrificed in these

two places would, it is almost demonstrable, have
been saved.
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Till! I'lIEORY AND rRACTK^B OF MOPKRK HOUSK

PAINTING ANn DKCOIIATION.

HAVING briefly touclicd upon some of the

causes wliicli have prevented us taking

our proper place in relation to tlie decorative

arts, I would (before commencing the prac-

tical portion of these articles) say a few words

as to the influence and practice of schools of

design. I tind that in 1868 there were in the

United King<li)in, 18,474 art students, of whom
0478 came up for examination, and S9G1 of

tla-se passed. Looking at the above figures,

one would naturally conclude that our nrts

and manufactures must be greatly benefited,

and that the influence exercised by the

number of skilled designers, modellers, decora-

tiveartists, &c.,is represented by thenumber of

poor students who are thus encouraged and
rewarded year after year.

Is it so? Are the results at all adequate to

the means employed and the cost thereof ? I

am afraid the question must be answered in

tlie negative, and am constrained to think

that the ;59G1 prize-holders do not represent

the true state of the case, but that a very
large majority is simply representative of

mediocrity and sncce.ss in mere routine studies.

The head-master of the Manchester School of

Art, in his annu-il report for 18G9, says :

—

'' Occasionally there are students of both
sexes, who exhibit a most unmistakable ])re-

dilection for the higher walks of art, and in

such cases I have felt it my duty to assist

them in their purposes to the best of my
ability, watching and directing their doings.

From what I have just said it will be infened
that the study of ornament as a speciality is

only agreeable to the few."

Now I want to know why it is only agree-
able to the few. There must be some radical

defect somewhere, when the study of the

ornamental arts is made so unattractive, that

the very purpose for which such schools were
established is only agreeable to a few of the
students in so important a manufacturing
district as Manchester. Between the few who
study high art with a prospect of success,

and the few who study ornament professionally

there must be in the aggregate an immense
number who attend the classes, go through the
usual routine course, then vanish—making no
sign. If I mistake not, these schools were ex-
pressly established for the purposeof encourag-
ing the spread of the knowledge of ornamental
design among the people, and to show the
various modes o( applying them to the
different branches of trades and manufactures.
Has this important object been strictly

kept in view is a question needful to be
asked at the present time. The study of the
decorative arts have not been made attractive

to the student ; on the contrary, lie has been
flattered and nursed and helped until he begins
to despise the arts of design and to look upon
high art as alone worthy of his devotion. It

is a natural desire of all young artists to rise

to the dignity of high art, but experience
teaches that there are comparatively few who
rise above mediocritj', and if we compare
these few with the number of students attend-
ing our schools of art we shall, I um inclined

to think, have discovered one fruitful cause
of the fmall number of designers and decora-
tive artists turned out by the present system.
A feeling of contempt for the useful arts is,

negatively if not positively, encouraged by
the masters ; as a rule they are themselves
followers of high art, and they either will not,

or do not, care to take the trouble to discrimi-

nate between those students who are calculated

to shine in high art; and those whose time
and talents would be better employed in

gaining proficiency in some branch of the

sister atts. There are hundreds of advanced
students who waste their time and injure their

jirospects in the vain pursuit of the higher

branches of art, who, if they would only

devote the same time and energy to the

acquiicment of some of the useful arts, would

rise to eminence and wealth. It in the duty,

as well as being a wise jiolicy in the state,

to encourage flie highest phase of art

education, but it is still more incumbent

upon the state to sec that the instruction

given in aid of the more useful arts is such as

is best calculated to answer the end in view.

There ought to be a competent Government in-

spector appointed to a certain number of

schools, whoso duty should be to himself ex-

amine the pupils, and see that the purpose for

which such schools were established is properly

carried out ; there is as much harm as good

done by the present system. Out of a large

number of students whom I have known, and

who have received instruction in these schools,

I should have much difliculty in naming half-

a-dozen who at the present time occupy any-

thing of a position in decorative art. I would

not have the aspirant to honours in high art

discouraged, but he should show the necessary

qualifications unmistakably before such en-

couragement should be given to him as will

lead him away from the equally important

study of the decorative arts, for we shall find

that if the student has the true metal in him,

it will come out in spite of all obstructions.

Therefore until this is the case it woidd be

well for the masters to direct the attention of

the student (after ho has acquired the neces-

sary elementary knowledge and skill), to sup-

lement the instruction received in class by the

outdoor study of natural type.j of ornament.

Plant and flower should be indicated, and a

certain amount of botanical knowledge re-

commended ; these studies should be directed

to the improvement of the si)ecial manufac-
tures of the district in which the school is

located. It will be found, as a matter of

coiu'se, that the particular bias of each student

and his peculiar talent will soon show itself

in such studies, and it is the duty, and ought

to be the pride of the master to sliow a wise

discrimination in directing each student in the

path he is best calculated to shine in. It is

folly to suppose that the same course of in-

struction is suited to all. As well say that

the same course of study is suited to the

painter of landscape as to the historical

painter, for the designer of patterns for lace

and the stone carver, for the worker in silver

and the mechanical draughtsman. The ele-

mentary course may be so, but after that

stage the individual character of each student

begins to tell : some will plod on with un-

wearied patience for twelve months on a simple

drawing which others would finish in a sixth

of that time, others show qualifications for

minute and elaborate finish, others for bold

dash and force. Some will be fitted for

pattern designers or ornamental painters,

others again will show aptitude for stone and

wood carving or the plastic arts, and so on.

This being so, is it not the height of foolish-

ness to compel every student to go through

the same course, whatever his talent may be,

or whatever trade or profession he may be in-

tended for ? It is high ^tiine this system was

altered. There are some few schools, at the

head of which Nottingham stands pre-eminent,

where the masters, and consequently the

students, have recently been treading in the

right path, and the result is that these schools

stand at the head of all others in the kingdom
for original and applied design. It is evident

that if these desirable results can be brought

about at Nottingham by a proper and legiti-

mate system of teaching, there can bo no

reason why the same system should not have

the like results in other localities ; instead of

which the majority go blundering blindly on

in a mistaken path, ending in disappoint meut

with all concerned, simply because they have

not been better taught. It will be said that

there must be and is a large amount of good

done with this vast machinery for art education.

Granted, then, that it is so to some extent ; but

I hold that in the main it is a negative sort of

good. We plant the tree and water it, and it

may poesibly rise above the ground, but it

bears no fruit; at least the average crop is so

small that it is liot an adequate return for

the outlay. This raay api)ear stroni; language

in face of thc39Gl prizes given in 18C8, butthe

question only requires to be looked properly into,

when it will be found that the above is rather

under than overdrawn. The remedy is in the

hands of the art authorities, and siiould be at

once exercised. It is our own fault if we
continue to occupy an inferior position much
longer. I have a feeling of shame, as an

Knglishman, that we should be behind any

nation, especially when I am convinced that

our artisans only require to be properly taught

to enable them to stand secoad to none.

THE HISTORICAL BEVBLOPMENT OP
ART.

TlIKllH has just been (lelivcrol at Glasgow a

coni-sc of three Icctnrcson the " History of

Art," by Dr. G. G. ZcrlB, who is at present leetnrinK

at tlio South Kensington Museum, which (les<!rvo

sonic notice as being the first of the nature which

have yet been delivered in that city. Tlie large

upper "hall of the Corporation Galleries was filled

eiuh evening with au an<lienoe composed partly

of students of the School of Art, and partly of

ladies and gentlemen otherwise intcrcstei in the

subject. At the opening lecture on Satunlay,

l.'jth January, the Lord Provost occupied the

chair, and in introducing the lecturer explained

that the course of lectures had been arranged for

jointly by the trustees of I laldane's Academy of

the Fine Arts and the Gliisgow School of Art.

Dr. ZerfH then procee<led with his lecture, which

was entitled " Prehistoric Art." In his prelimi-

nary observations he urged the iuiiiortancc of art

students studying the distribution and ilevclopinent

of the human species. He then continued some-

what as follows :

—

The entire human family may be conveniciitly

divided into three great classes or races, viz.—The
white, the yellow, and the black. In many
resijccts besides colour they arc widely separated

from one another. The average size of brain,

for instance, is in white nations '.)2 cubic inches,

in yellow 88, and in black about W). Their heads,

too, are of different shapcs,;the facial angle of the

first being about 90°, of the'second 85°, and of the

third 83°. The face of the first is nearly oval, of

the second it approaches to square, while of the

third it is more nearly triangular.

In black nations, the cerebellum or back part of

the brain is more highly developed than the

cerebrum, or front part. The fonner is the seat

of the pa.ssions, the latter, of the intellect, and it

is evident to ethnologists that in mental power

the black races can never approach the white.

The human mind is composed of two leading

forces, the moral and the intellectual, the first

static, the second dynamic. These vary in

degree and proportion in different nations, and

those which have most sncccssfully maintained

the balance between them, have risen highest in

the social scale.

Art, of every description, and in every ca.sc,

has arisen from necessity. It has its origin from

the earliest times, and may be called, in fact, a

protoplasm. The savage ornaments his face vntii

frightful cuts and scars with the view of inspiring

terror into the minds of his enemies. This ig

natural, and the same intention may be traced in

our grenadiers' caps. Art is always imitative. In

the earliest times men dwelt in caves, and when

they found these inconvenient, they imitated caves

in their buildings. Wo find, too, that tombs

i-esemble dwellings. When a man lost a dear

friend, he was desu-ons of providing for him a

house like his own. Some ancient tombs have

been found to bear a remarkable resemblance to

the present houses of the Esquunanx. They are

in the form of the letter J, and their length, in

both iu.stances, is exactly four times their width.

The rude masses of stone which compose Stone-

hengc are about 22ft. high, and the entrance to a

Scandinavian house is composed of stones exactly

the same height. These are not the results of

accident, but as we calculate so many diameters

to the height of a column to attain the propor-

tions of the Greeks, so our forefathers constructed

their monuments and houses by similar laws.

Mexican art is also included in the term " pre-

historic," and is the highest form of it with which

we are acciuaintoil. We arc unable to adix a date
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to it, bnt we c«D tnu-c its doTcIopiucnt from a

bubwoiu state to one of high caltiration. There

an aama fioelj-formed heads, which are the work

of teut ttitistB, and show great mental enltnre.

One fixnn bears a rcmarkal>Io resemblaiico to the

Egjrpnui Sphinx. Thcv also built pyramids, for

atraoomical and religions pnqwses, which are

h»cribe«l with a si)ecie8 of sign-writing, which

be<U!? some resemblance to Egyptian hieroglyphics

;

we find on it their own signs of the Zodiac, and a

fignre of a m»n heariDg what has been supposed

to be a telescope, bat which may bo only a stick.

It ia cartain that they were possessed of a

knowkdee of astronomy which must hare taken

not indindoals, bat generations of individuals, to

In concluding, the lecturer again nrged the

necMBty of a more extended knowledge of the

progress of art in other countries, and a deeper

insight into the laws which regulate its develop-

ment. He said we should reason from generali-

ties, and try to discover the cause of every effect.

This it was which distinguished a true artist from

a mere draughtsman.
At the ckiae a cordial vote of thanks was

awarded Dr. Zerffi, on the motion of the Lord
Provoet
The second lecture of the course was delivered

oa the 22nd January, Sir James Lumsden
presiding. After a few remarks by the chairman,

Dr. Zerffi proceeded with his lecture, the subject

of which was " Eastern Art." The following are

some of his remarks.

The Indians arc our forefathers, and our
langnage, in common with many others, is based

onSanscrit. This may be seen by the similarity of

aoand in comparing the cardinal numbers, the first

tenses of the verb " to be," &c., in the different

langnagea. Celt, or more properly Kelt, for San-

scrit contains no C, signifies in that language " to

domineer," and many other instances might be

given.

The religion and art of a country are usually

founded on its natural scenery. Thus the scenery

of Hindustan is varied, Inxuriaut, and fertile,

and their religion partakes of the same nature.

They possess an abundance of wonderful and
supernatural deities. Their architecture, also, is,

too imaginative and luxuriant. Their temples are

forests of pillars laden with sculpture.

Bnt while the arts of a country may be traced

to its scenery, we must not forget that their develop-

ment is gradual. In this respect a nation may be
compared to an individual. Iiooking back to our
childhood, we remember some time when we first

became aware of our existence ; when wc awoke
to consciousness of ourselves and of the world
aronnd as, whenour minds opened to two great ideas

of time and space, both extending to infinity. The
childish mind, and, in like'manner, the nation at a
corresponding period, observes three greatpheno-
mena : Ist. Things suddenly arise, it knows n ot

whence = Creation. 2nd. Things sustained, or kept

in existence, it knows not how = Preservation. 3rd
Things destroyed or cut off it knows not whither
= BMtnction, ormore, properly, Transformation
or Transmutation. In the religion of the Hindoos,
therefore, we find that their three great deities are

representations or embodiments of these three

prun.iry idtas. But the lost, as being the most
powerful and most terrible, they place first. It is

symbolised by fire, and represented by a triangle,

point upwards. The second, or preserver, was
coloured blue, from water being a great fertiliser,

and represented by a triangle, point downwards.
The third, or creator, is represented by a combi-
nation of the two triangles, which is the origin

of the Freemasons' badge signifying existence or
" I am."
Neither science nor art can ever flourish under a

deqratic priesthood. This is strongly marked on
the Indian temples erected before the advent of
Buddha. Their religion was so fettered by laws
that the fine arts could scarcely exist. Buddha
strove to abolish caste and to establish liberty,

and a more intellectual form of worship, and the
architecture of this period shows a great advance
over the preceding ; we find iu it many points of
resemblance to Gothic. They pcssessed the Gothic
arch, simple, and trefoiled, with Gothic aisles and
altars. To give some idea of the influence of
this movement, it may be stated that the number
of Buidhists now in existence is estimated at
400,000.

Egyptian architectore is huge and colossal.
Their pyramids are artificial mountains. To
erect a tomb to one man, 300,000 men laboured for
21 ye ITS, and nothing could better indicate their
nation il character and form of government than

that fact. The obelisks arc their finest works,

and have been said to point to eternity. It has

also been said that they are an emboiiimont of

a ray of light, conceived by Sesostris. The Sphinx

in Egj-ptian art stands alone ; there is nothing

else like it ; and it is to be particularly noticed

that its features are not Kg}^)tian, but Aiian.

It cannot therefore be ascribed to Eg)-ptian

artists.

In Persia art attained considerable develop-

ment. The Persians are Ariuns, and seven ont

of ten words iu that language arc derived from

Sanscrit. In their places of worship they sym-

l)olised, not the Deity, bnt his attributes. Their

palaces are of the most magnificent description,

and arc perhaps unequalled in profusion of carving

and coloured decoration.

Chinese art is highly quaint and ingenious.

They observe Nature closely, and imitate leaves

and flowers. But they have no sculpture. The
figure of a Chinaman in a statue would appear

grotesque. Their minds are childish, and they

have no conception of the higher walks of

art.

After votes of thanks to the lecturer and chair-

man, the meeting was concluded.

On Saturday, 29th January, Dr. Zerffi de-

livered the third and last lecture of the course,

Mr. John Blackie, jun., occupying the chair. The
subject was Classical art, and the following were

among his observatioHS :

—

Wo have seen in the foregoing lectures that

Eastern art, after progressing to a certain point,

remained stationary, and it is not diiBcnlt to dis-

cover that the cansc of its arrest was despotism

either of religion or of rulers. The Jews, for

example, were forbidden by law to carve or

engrave, and they entertained a horror of building

from their bondage in Egypt, and their compul-

sory labour there. So that this nation possesses

no art whatever. Jews are often picture dealers,

but never picture painters.

But in Grecian art we find something higher

than all that went before—nay, higher, it is asserted

than all that has followed it. And Greece was
distinguished from all other countries by the most
perfect liberty. But let us consider first, as in

Indian art, the nature of the country. In looking

at the map of Greece, we are struck by the great

number of inlets of the sea, and of its islands.

In short, Greece is distinguished fi-om the rest of

Europe, exactly as Europe is distinguished from
the rest of world, namely, by the great e-xtent of

its sea boundary in proportion to its superficial

area. And this means two things, firstly, the sea

is the origin of many of our grandest thoughts

and similes—it conveys the best idea of infinity
;

and secondly, it affords the greatest facility of

communication. The Greeks seem to be a combi-
nation of the good qualities of the surrounding
nations. They have the imagination of the South
chastened by the simplicity and aided by the

perseverance of the North. Added^to these are

the learning of the East and the love of freedom
from the West. Their country, too, is one of

extreme beauty, for without natural we can never

have artificial beauty. Art being completely

imitative.

The Doric order arose in the North, and is an
example of massive simplicity. In the earlier

stages of Grecian architecture, the interiors of

the temples were exceedingly plain, while the

outsides wore adorned with magnificent porticos

and colonnades. The Greeks of that time^took
greater pleasure in walking among the stately

columns, and indulging in philosophical specula-

tions, than in worshipping inside. Their temples,

in short, occupied the same position to them as

coffee-houses did to the literary men of last

century. As time went on, however, and a more
elaborate and ornamental style began to creep in

upon and mingle with the simplicity of the Doric,
the embellishment, at first confined to the outside,

extended to the interior also, until ornamentation,
which might be called the music of architecture,

became a marked and prominent feature in their

designs.

In Grecian sculpture we find something more
than a mere imitation of Nature. Their statues

are a harmonious combination of a thousand
beauties in which race and sex arc alike forgotten.

If it had not been so they would have appea'eil

only to Grecian sympathies ; as it is, they speak
to the whole world and to all time. The senti-

ments of beauty they raise in us are of the most
refined order. A Grecian actor was fined or

imprisoned if his audience wept. "Our actors,"

they said, " shall raise us above tears." In the

same manner, the group ot the Laocoon is shown

in the first stage of agony, when it was grand, but
before it had become horrible.

Poetry precedes painting and sculpture. If the

Greeks had not had Homer they would never have
had their great artists. The arts of a country are

but an embodiment of its poetry, and it is by
studying our own Shakespeare and Milton, that

wc can attain to what the Greeks attained by
studying Homer.

The chairman, in afterwards moving a vote of

thanks to Dr. Zerfii, said tlicy were all greatly

obliged to the committee of the Ilaldane Insti-

tute for the enterprise they had shown in getting

up these lectures. Even those who had made art

the study of their lives, would be benefited by the

knowledge and grasp of subject displayed by the

lecturer ; while their young friends would find

new fields opened np to them for tbou;>;ht and
reflection Dr. Zerffi acknowledged the compli-

ment.

ROUGET'S FIXATIVE PROCESS.

IN the month ot March of last year Professor

Rouget, one ot the Masters in the Govern-
ment Schools ot Paris, made a discovery, which

in its effects will be invaluable to artists and the

art world in general; indeed, it appears to us

that this useful invention requires only to be

known to be at once fully appreciated, and we
gladly take this opportunity of mentioning it to

our various readers. It is a rapid and apparently

perfectly safe method ot fixing chalk, charcoal,

crayon or pencil drawings, by means of a par-

ticular fluid blown through a glass syphon in the

form of a fine spray, on to the material to be

fixed. The paper on which the drawing ia made
is not injured by the fluid ; on the contrary, it is

preserved by it—in fact, one ot the great nsos of

this fixative process is supposed to be the pre-

serving of the p-iper and colour of water colour

or other drawings from decay. The apparatus

is in itself ot a very simple character, a child

might learn to use it, and it is likewise very

portable. The process has been warmly take n

up by many distinguished French painters, archi

-

tects, and draughtsmen ; amongst others, we may
mention Gerome, Cabanel, Villems, Gloyrc,

VioUet-le-Duc, and Gustave Dore ; it has also

been used by some well-known artists in this

country, and they have expressed themselves well

satisfied with the results. It was tried this

summer on a crayon sketch ot a sunset, and the

glowing colours were not in the least injured.

This is an example of the undoubted benefit of

this process to tlic painter, for with its aid ho

may rapidly draw in sunset effects, with that

most rapid of mediums, coloured crayons, and

keep them by him as studies for ever, as bright

and uninjured as when first executed. There is

another agreeable quality in this process : when
the drawing has been fixed, it is quite easy to

work upon it again and again, providing only

that the parts worked upon be finally blown over

with the spray when the drawing is quite finished.

Architects will find this apparatus most useful

in fixing their rough pencil sketches and more
elaborate drawings of architectural details. The
very simple rules tor using Professor Rouget's

process are sent with it, packed altogether iu a

neat little box. The London agents for the

apparatus are Messrs. Corbii^re, 30, Cannon-
sti'eet.

PARLLA.MENTARY NOTES.

The Site of the Couhts of Justice.—
Mr. Headlam, on Friday last, asked the First

ComraissionerofWorkswhetherhewouidstatewhat
were the intentions of her Majesty's Government
as to the site of the intended Courts of Justice, and

as to the plan of the building. Mr. Ayrton said Mr.

Street, the architect of the new Courts of Justice,

was now engaged, under his direction, in preparing

plans for the purpose of constmcting the courts

within the limits of the site prescribed by the act

passed in the year 18G5, and also within the limits

of the votes provided by the act passed in the same

year. This was a very difficult work, requiring a

great deal of time and attention ; bnt he had no

reason to doubt that Mr. Street would in the end

succeed in fulfilling his instructions. Assuming
that the requisite consents were obtaine<l for pro-

ceeding with the work, and that the plans were

approved, he saw no reason why the work should

not be commenced at an e.arly period. At present

they had not arrived at the point when he could

tell his right hon. friend exactly what the plans

and arrangements were. Mr. Headlam inquired
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whether it was part of the scheme to have a

commnnieation from the south to the north sitle of

the Strand. Mr. Ayrton said that was part of the

qnestion which he could not an.swer, because Mr.

Street's report as to details had not been received.

If, for instance, no funds were provided by

parliament for making such communication it

ol)viously could not be carried out, however

desirable it miglit be. This point would of course

be eonsidere<l in connection with all other matters

relating to the bill.

The N.vtioxal Gallery.—Mr. Beresford

Hope asked the Fir.st Connnissioner of Works
what steps her Jfajo.sty's Government had taken

or |)roposo to take for the purchase of a site for

the enlargement of the National Gallery, for

which votes had nlreadybeen taken ; and whether

it was intcndcil to proceed at once with tlic new

building. Mr. Ayrton stated that Her Majesty's

Government and their predecessors in office had

taken the reipiisitc steps to ac(inirc the site which

had been provide<l by the several Acts of Parlia-

ment passed for the purpose ; and he believed the

whole of the land would be obtained before the

close of the present financial year. But the

Government had not been able to consider fully

what" steps were to be taken for the purpose of

erecting the new bnilding. They ha<l hardly yet

arrived at a conclusion on that matter.

The Thames Embankment.— Captain

Grosvenor asked the Chancellor of the E.schequer

whether the Lords of the Treasury concurred in

so much of the 4rth Report of the Commissioners

of Iter Majesty's Woods and Forests and Land
Uoveuues, presented to Parliament June 20, 18G9,

as recommended building upon property belonging

to Her Majesty upon the Thames Embankment,
to the extent of 2 acres 2 roods I'J poles, or

whether arrangements would be made to deal with

this portion of Crown property in the same manner
as the remainder of the site ac(iuired by the

Metropolitan Board of Works was dealt with in

the Thames Embankment Act, by which Act such

remainder was set apart in perpetuity for purposes

of public recreation. The Chancellor of the

Exchequer.—^Eleven acres of land below high

water-mark, belonging to the Crown, were taken

for the purposes of the Embankment. Of those

11 acres the Crown has retained .1.5 acres, but it

has received no compensation for the remainder.

We do concur with the recommendation in the

report of the Commissioners that buildings should

be erected on two acres and a half of the uj acres,

,
the property of the Crown. I do not think it

I would be right to lay out in gardens so valuable a

I plot when it may be devoted to buildings and

bprodacc money wliich may be applied in relief of

ttaxation.

Steeet Tramways.—On Friday last in the

1 House of Lords, Lord Redesdale observed that if

Lat the first introduction of the railway system

[into this country there had been some general

{inquiry and some little supervision on the part of

rthe Government, few persons would dispute that

ji a great saving of expense and a great public

(benefit would have been the result. At this

I
moment a new system of locomotion was on the

' point of being ioangurated. In 18G7, a bill was
passed for a tramway in Liverpool, and in 18C9
three passed for tramways in the metropolis.

This year, however, there were no fewer than 24
bills, involving a share capital of two millions,

and borrowing powers amouuting to £800,000
more. Seven of these re ferred to London, and
their object was the construction of lines extend-

ing to llo miles, and an expenditure of a million

and-a-half of money. No qnestion, therefore,

could arise, as to the importance of the system
which was about to be began. He understood
that the London lines anthorised two years ago
would in a few months be opened, and he sug-

gested that, without putting the companies to

any additional expense, no further progress

shall bo made with the bills now before Parlia-

ment till there had been time to gather some ex-
perience on the subject. (Hear, hear.)—The
Earl of Kimberley was not in a position to

make any positive statement, but he would
take care that the suggestions of the noble lord

should receive due attention from the Board of
Trade. At the same time, he might ob.serve

that the tramway in Liverpool was said to be
very successfully at work, and was found to be
free from any objections. He understood that
the new rail which had been invented did not
involve the inconveniences that were found to

exist in that of Mr. Train.—Karl Grey hoped
the house would .seriously consider the question
whether, if it was desirable that the street tram-

ways should bo constructed, it was expedient to

leave them in the hands of private companies
rather than in those of tlio iminicipal authorities.

(Hoar, hear.)

Eppino Forest.—On Monday evening in the

HousB of Commons, Mr. Fawcett moved an
address to the Queen, praying her Majesty to

defend the rights of the Crown over Eppiog
Forest, in order that it may be preserved as an
open space for the recreation and enjoyment of

the people. Mr. C. lUixton, Mr. B. Hope, Mr.
Samuda, and Mr. Kianaird dwelt with force

upon the arnument derived froai the consideration

of the public good, and represented the mischief

which must result from the enclosure of Epping
Barest ; and .Mr. W. t'owper Temple, entirely

concurring in this reasoning, denied the propriety

of the abandonment by any Miui-.lcr of the rights

of the crown ; and suggested that sonic arrange-

ment should be made by which a portion of the

forest might bo surrendered to the lord of the

manor and the copyholders, while the remainder
should be preserved for the use of the public.

Mr. Goldney was the first to say a word against

the resolution, which he represented as an attempt

to do indirectly what ought to he done directly
;

and he pointed out that the mere enforcement of

the Crown rights would not secure the enjoy-

ment of the forest to the public. The Solicitor-

General fully recognised the ; importance of

preserving Epping Forest as an open space, but

he strongly impressed upon the House that the

assertion of the Crown Rights, which were of a
very limited character, and could not be enforced

without great difficulty, woulil not secure the

object which the member for Brighton and those

who had supported his motion had in view. Sir

J. Coleridge's exposition of the law did not at

all satisfy Mr. Alderman Lawrence, who in-

veighed against it, and asserted the paramount
rights of the people with something more than

vehemence ; but Mr. Gladstone, while defending

the course adopted by his law officer in informing

the House as to its exact position with regard to

this question, frankly admitted that it was the

duty of the Government to move in the matter,

and promised that they would take it in hand.

At the same time he suggested an amendment in

the ter.n'i of the motion, which, while not

affecting its general purport, would leave the Go-
vernment more freedom of action as to the mea-
sures to he adopted for the attainment of its

object; and this alteration having been accepted

by Mr. Fawcett, the resolution was agreed to

wilhont a division.

The Crypt op S. Stephen'.?.—Lord Ernest

Bri;ce asked the First Lord of the Treasury

whether some arrangement could be made for the

celebration of Divine Service in the crypt of S.

Stephen's now perfectly ready for that purpose, on
Sundays, during the session of Parliament.

Mr. Gladstone said the crypt had been prepared

with considerable expense ; but it remained with

the House of Commons rather than with the Go-
vernment whether it should be opened for divine

service. The Government were not prepared to

make any proposal on the subject.

Purification op the Serpentine.—Mr.

Dyce Nicul asked the First Commissioner of

Works whether the levelling and purification of

the Serpentine were being done by contract ; and,

if so, what date was fixed for the completion of

these works ? Mr. Ayrton said the works, which

were done by contract, would progress unless in-

terrupted by the weather.

Viaduct over the Thames Embankment.
—Lord Elcho asked the First Commissioner of

Works whether, in pursuance of the recommenda-
tion of a select committee of last session, it was
his intention to bring in a bill to relieve the

Metropolitan Board of Works from the obligation

to construct a viaduct on the Thames Embank-
ment from Ilungerford-bridge to Wellington-

street, Strand, llr. Ayrton said he had strongly

objected to the construction of the viaduct from
Somerset House, and he had not altered his

opinion since he came into office. He had called

the attention of the Metropolitan Board of Works
to the recommendation of the committee on the

subject. As to the second part of the noble lord's

qnestion, the case was whether it was desirable

to alter and take away from the local authorities

a power they possessed for lo years. It was not

his iutentitm to take any steps in pursuance of the

recommendation of the select committee.

A new Primitive Methodist chapel is to be erected

in King-street, Marg.ite, and a portion of the Clif-

loiiville estate, in the same town, has been selected

as the site of a proposed new church.

SCHOOLS OF ART
ClRKSCESTER.—The distribution of priiea

gained by studentH of this school took place on
Tuesdiy week. Mr. H. Zachary, Bccntary to the
si'hool, commenced the business of the evening by
reading the rojiort, which was most gratifying.

The chairman having reviewed the chief features
of the report, an address was delivered by Mr. T.
S. Bazley, of Hatberop Castle, Fairford, after
which Mr. Bazley distribnted tbc prizes. In the
third grade, advanced ami elementary sectionK,

the works of the following students hud been ex-
amined at Kensington and pronounced satis-

factory:—Win. Gardner and l-Mwiu Tarrant, Ik
whom prizes were now awarded, the work of tlio

latter having also been selected for national com
petition ; Ebenczer Barnard, Henry Barnes, R
Embury, Kate Fa.s.sben(lor, Sarah GibbontfN.C),
Francis Gibbons, Martha A. Herbert, .Tohn Healer,
Bessie Hamblett, Julia .Icfferies (."^.C), Wni.
Powell, Anuie W. Pagett, William Simpkins,
William Taylor, .lohn Whiting, and Charles
AVaters. In the second grade, awards for time
drawings before the committee, the following
registered "excellent" and received prizes ;

—

Edward Millar and Lcontine Olive, in freehand ;

Henry W. Barnes, E. Beecham, and L. Olive, in
geometry ; Kennett J. Beecham, in perspective ;

and Francis Gibbons, in mechanical. In tbc same
grade ten students registered " passed " and re-
ceived cards for freehand, two for geometry, one
in perspective, three in model, and one in mechani-
cal drawing. Certificates were presented to
H. W. Barnes for four subjects, and to Francis
Gibbons for the fifth subject. In the Yellow and
Quarterly Schools 57 gave satisfactory evidence
of having been taught drawing, while 4.") regis-
tered as having shown proficiency, and 7 regis-
tered excellent and received prizes. In the British
School, the number showing evidence of having
been tansht drawing was 20, 15 registered profi-
cient, and G exec lent.

BiRKKjjHE.iD Government School op Art.—The annual meeting of the subscribers to this in-
stituiion was held on Tuesday evening. Mr. W. E.
Hinde, the honorary secretary, read the report,
from which it appeared that during the last year
IGl students had received instruction, being an
increase of ten pupils over the number taught in
18G8. The Government had reported most
favourably of the school, and the Committee of
Council on Education, as a recognition of the
satisfactory character of the year's work, had pre-
sented Mr. Bentley, the master, with a bonus of

£10. During the year upwards of 1000 drawings
had been executed ; the work of 87 students had
been sent to London for examination ; 42 students
were specially commended, and the works of seven
selected for national competition, one of which
was successful. At the annual examination con-
ducted by the committee, 79 students worked
papers in freehand drawing, practical geometry,
model drawing, and linear perspective. Fifty-
three of these papers had been aueoeasful . From
the treasurer's accounts It appeared that the
donations and subscriptions during the year
amounted to £127, and the total receipts were
£357. There appeared a small debt against the
school ; and, in addition, there was a liability of
£122, which had accumulated during the last two
years.

South Kensington District School op
Art.—The annual 'distribution of prizes to the
students of the above school was made on Tues-
day by the Prince of Teck, in the i:cw lecture

theatre of the South Kensiugton Museum. The
proceedings began with a statement from Mr.
Cole, C.B., npon the position of the institution.

Mr. Redgrave, the Inspector-General of Art,
delivered a brief address npon the advantages of

art studies, remarking that the primary object of

these schools was not the creation of great

artists, although they had sent many pupils to the

Royal Academy, but to make art still more a
part of the general education of the people. At
this time no fewer than 100,()(X) children were
being taught drawing as a means of stimulating

and developing the perceptive faculties, and ha
urged npon the students the necessity of making
their labours serviceable to the manufactures of

their country. For that purpose they should
give a closer attention to the valuable works to

be found in the museum. The distribution then
took place. The gold medal and the Princess of
Wales's scholarship were won by Miss Marianne
Mansell. The two other gold medals by ilr. W.
W. Oliver, and Mr. Harry S. Palmer. "The silver

medallists were Miss Edith Edenborough, Mis.s

Kate Greenawav, and Messrs. C. E. Black, J,

Harris, E. C. Slo"combe, and W. T. Wilson.
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CUl'RCHES AND CBAPELS.
CAXTEWirKv.—In Nov.Usta committeewnsap-

pMoteiltoniake necessary arningements for taking
down and rebiiildiDg the tower of tbe Cliurth of

Holy Cross, Wt^tgate, Canterbury (which has
long been considered in an unsafe state), and for

eompleting the restoration of the fabric. Since
their appointment the committee have received
the report of the architect, Mr. W. White, F.S.A.,

regardlnir the contem|ilated restoration of this

church, which is one of the most ancient and in-

teresting in Canterbury. The works proposed
are intendetl to C'.mplete the improvements com-
menced some ten years ago, and will consist

mainly of external restoration', the rebuilding
of the old tower, and the replacing of some of
the windows. The clinrch is now closed, the
works having been commenced. About £850
will be required to carry the works to completion,
and this sum is being raised by volunt&ry sub-
scriptions.

SorTUPOBT.— The foundation stone of a
new Infirmary and Local Dispensary is to be
laid on tbe 28th instant, by the Mayor of that
town, Samuel Boothroyd, Esq., who is also the
honorary treasurer of the committee. The pro-
posed design Includes the following rooms and
conveniences, viz., on the ground floor, surgery,
di.ipensary, consulting room, surgeons' sitting-

room, kitchen, scnilery, pantry, kc, also one male
and one female fever ward, each containing 7280
cubical feet, and affording accommodation
for six patients ; there are also adjoining the
above wards, nurses' scullery, nurses' bedroom, 2
lavatories, 2 water-closets, and other conve-
niences, all of which are one story in height, and
efTectually shut oft' from the main portion of the
building by means of wcll-ventilatcd corridors,
and arc approached from the outside by a sepa-
rate entrance. The chamber floor contains sur-
geon's be<lroom, 3 nurses' and servants' bedrooms,
2 bath rooms, 2 water-closets, nurses' scullery, 1

male and 1 female accident or non-infections dis-

ease ward, the cubical capacity of each ward
being 7280 feet, and capable of accommodating 6
patients, the same beinj; well ventilated by means
of six windows, 7 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in. from ceiling
downwards, placed directly opposite each other,
and containing pivotted apartments at the top,

to open with rope pulls, &c. In the ceiling of
each ward will be three cast-iron j)erforatcd ven-
tilator.*, communicating with a blank air flue, by
means of close boardc<l trough, wiih throttle
valves in s-ame to regulate the current, the inlets
for fresh air beinj; sliding air grids, 6 feet above
floor, supplied by fines from the outside. Exter-
nally, the walls will be faced with the best stock
bricks, set in mortar mixed with foundry sand,
and relieved by Bnmliy stone heads and sills, &c.,
and Gothic pointed red and blue brick arches, and
bands set flush with the brickwork. The architects
are Messrs. Mellor and Sutton, and the sole con-
tractors are Messrs. Wishart and Irving.

S. NeOtS liEAR LisKEABD.—A handsomc
Teredos has just been placed in this church, and
deserves notice from its being principally com-
posed of hand-painted encaustic tiles. By this
process the illumination is all burnt into the" tiles,

and has a enrpassingiy rich appearance, which
will stand the test of time. The length of the
Teredos is 19ft., and the height from the floor is

7ft. 6in. There is a panel on each side of the
altar, crowned with a rich Perpendicular hcjuling,
and surrounded by an ample thorn leaf border on
a purple ground. The panels contain Our Lord's
Prayer, the Apostles' Creed, and the Command-
ments, all written in this imperishable manner on
{?'e tiles, and have a diaper oniamcntation in
eagp green and bnff around them, which harmo-
nises well with the other colours. The space
above the altar is divided into three compartments
following the form of the larger panels—in the
centre one a cross on a blue diaper ground, and
in t.t-e others the wheat and vine intertwined
with scrolls on a red ground. The texts on the
scrolls arc "My f1<-sh is meat indeed, and "My
blood is drink indeed," and at the four comern
there are Evangelistic .synilwla. Running along
the entire length of thereredosis the text, "Come
unto Me all ye that labour and are heavy laden."
It was presented to the church by a parishioner,
and 18 the work of Messrs. Cox and Sou, of
Southampton-street.
Staini.uop.—A new Wesleyan Methodist

Chapel was opined In Staindrop, on Tuesday last

The building is of stone, the style Romanesque.
The interior has a wagon headed panelled coiling,

and is fitteil ui> with open benches to accouitno-

date 200 (wople. The architect was Mr. John
R'>ss, of Darliugton.

HORXCASTLE.—The now Wesleyan chapel at

Horncastle, which was opened last week, is in the

Italian style of architecture, and is built with
brick in two colours, with dressings of Bath stone,

its extern tl dimensions being !l6ft, long, 58ft.

wide, and 36ft high. There are 7 entrances, 8 to

the body of the chapel, and 4 to the gallery. The
gallery, which is semi-circular at each end, is

reached by four staircases. The chapel accommo-
dates 962 persons. There is also a large band-
room and 5 class-rooms in the rear of the building.

The chapel is warmed by hot-water pipes, and
the band-room and class-rooms by open fires.

The cost is about £4">(K). Mr. Waddington, of

Burnley, Lancashire, is the architect; and Messrs.

Walter and Uensman, of Horncastle, are the
contractors.

Exeter Cathedrai,.—The Dean and Chap-
ter of Exeter Cathedral have j ust a|)proved plans,

prepared by Mr. Gilbert Scott, for the renovation

of the building. The work is to be commenceil
forthwith, the choir being closed for the purpose.

The choir aisles are to be seated, which has long

been talked of ; the choir itself being far too small

to accommodate the congregations at the morn-
ing services. The present division of the cathe-

dral by the massive antique and curious scroen

into two virtually distinct churches will, accord-

ing to the plans passed, he adhered to. I'he dean
and chapter have decided that the western facade

shall not be touched, as to attempt the renovation

of the ancient figures of saints in the niches

would be the destruction of the architectural

features of the building. Tlie subscriptions

already raised towards meeting the expenses
amount to several thousand pouuds. The Exeter
Diocesan Arcbajological Society entirely disap-

proves of Mr. Sc.jtt's plans, and have sent a pro-

test to the dean and chapter against their adop-
tion. It is contended that the plans disregard

the first principles of ecclesiological church resto-

ration. The naves and choirs of cathedrals ought,

it is said, to be used simultaneously for divine

service, the choirs being set apart for the clergy,

and the naves for the general congregnticjn, as is

the case with the cathedrals of Ely, Lichfield, and
Hereford.

Sempeingham Abbey Church. — This
interesting old church has been restored and re-

opened for Divine service. The old roof ia

replaced by a new one, and seats with bench ends
carved in accordance with the existing originals

have been substituted for the unsightly pews. The
north wall has been rebuilt from its loundatious,
and extended so as to occupy the site of the old

north transept. The walls have been denuded of

their coloured washes, and the mural decorations
brought to light. Three out of the four tower arches
are now opened, and that on the south has had.anew
window inserted, which has been filled with staine<i

glass. The chancel has been rebuilt by the Crown
(her Majesty being the impropriator and owner of
half the parish), at the cost of £400. It is in the
Early English style.

BUILDINGS.

Barnstaple.—New schools and a minister's
house have been erected adjoining the Baptist
Chapel, Boutport-street, for the use of children
belonging to that denomination. The etyle is

Domesticated Gothic, and the buildings have
both a frontage flush with the street, and in con-
tinuation with the line of the side of the chapel.
The materials employed externally are Newport
bricks, and the dressings of Coombe Down stone.
The label terminations are carved in the Natu-
ralesque style of foliage, and with the other
carved work is happily treated. There is an
upper and a lower school-room, and the minister's
house is large and well arranged. Messrs. Gould
and Son, of Barnstaple, arc the architects, and
the work has all been done by local tradesmen,
excepting the stone carving, which was executed
by Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter. The contractors
were : Mr. Oatway, for woodwork ; Mr. Garland,
brickwork ; and Mr. Gould, stonework.
Favebsham.—The Ecclesiastical Commis-

sioners have accepted the tendor of Mr. Lewis
Shrubsole, of Faversham, for the erection of new
farm buildings and labourers' cottages at Elver-
ton Farm, Faversham.
New Town Hall and Parociiial Schools,

Poplar.—Tenders have just been received by the
trustees of the parish of All Saints', Poplar, for

the erection of a new town hall and parochial
Schools designed by Messrs. A. and C. Ilarston,

architects. (,Sce thi.s week's " Trade News.")
The premises, recently occupied as a town hall,

form part of the workhouse, which the guardians
previous to enlarging the house purckased of the
trustees for the sum of £10,000. The new town
hall is to be erected immediately opposite the
parish church iu Newby-placo, ou the site of

the old watch house. To give greater area to

this site it is found necessary to pull down the

parochial schools, which are to be re-built on a
more commodious plan adjoining the new town
hall. The ground iloor of the town hall build-

ing consists of board and committee rooms,
clerks' and collectors' offices, &c. The main hr.ll

70ft. by 40ft., is on the first floor, and has throe

separate approaches, viz., the principal staircase

leading to the body of the hall, and two smaller
staircases, one leading to the bjckof the hall and
the gallery, and the other to the platform. The
main staircase is approached from a large

octagonal hall in the centre of the ground
floor, immediately opposite the principal en-

trance. From this central hall lateral corridors

of fire-proof construction give access to the
various rooms and offices. The two minor
staircases have direct access with the street.

The style which has been adopted for the exterior

is of an Italian character. The principal en-
trance has an interoolumniated vestibule with
lluted piers, and red granite shafts with carved
capitals. Above this vestibule is an open balcony,
the arches forming which are supported on
caryatides. The whole of this vestibule and
balcony is constructed of Portland stone, the

remainder of the front being faced with malm
bricks with Portland stone, cornice pierce!,

ballustrading and finals, strings and window-
dressings, with granite shafts to the windows of

the large hall.

TO CORRESPONBENTS.

CWe do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. The Editor rcHpectfully re-
quests that all communications should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimants
upon the space allotted to correspoudence.J

P. O. O's. to be made payable to J. Passmore Edwards,
at tht Strand OtBce. All cheques to be crossed oo
tbe Union Bank.

Received—R. S.—Rev. D. B—G. B.-C.B. S.—C. H. S.—
J. N., Juu—C. H. H.-J. v.—J. E.—J. C—C. B. A.—W. H. L.
-G. R. K.

J. N., JuN.—We camiot say when your sketch will appear.
Joiner.—1. Get the character if you can. 3. It would he

nothing but fair that 3 ou ahoutd asli permission to take the
pliotograph. 3. You ought not to thinlt of compelling the fore-

man to give a character, as a character given under compul-
sion is not likely to he worth much.

K. P.—There is no annual exhibitiou of the Institute of
British Architects. >\rlte to the Secretary, 9, Conduit-
street, W.

E. H. H.—Sketch of Exeter Cathedral received and re-
turned.

Erbata.—Mr. A. T. Walmisley writes :—In reading over
the report of my paper on page 105 of your last number I find

the following important nusprints :—Line 21 from the bottom
of; the first column ought to read " vertical piece of H iron
into wliichthc column;" line 9 from the bottom of the same
column, the words " Such boarding " ought to be printed
"luck boarding;" top line of third column "H iron lOiia.
deep " instead of "

1 iron."

PLYMOUTH GUILDHALL COMPETITION.
(To the Editor of The Building News.)
Sir,—On the point of what a referee " should

stipulate to be," 1 may possibly agree with Mr.
C. F. Hayward, and shall be glad if ho will

shortly submit his opinion to the profession

generally through the medium of your corre-

spondence column. Ou the question of " local

influence," which he describes as being "more of
a personal one, and is referable to facts," I

regret to join issue. I have not seen any " printed

statement," but allowing Mr. Hayward does " not
know one of the Town Council," he is a very in-

timate friend of their professional adviser; and
.Mr. Hayward will hardiy deny that his first in-
troducti(jn to Plymouth, as architect to the Duke
of Cornwall Hotel, emanated from this quarter.

A reference to the reported account of the
Council meeting held on the 13th October, 1869,
will convince any perion less intimate than my-
self with local tactics, that but for the unsolicited

interposition of the said official, the order of merit
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would have remained as Mr. Waterhoiise decided

—vide We/tcrn Morninij News, 14th October,

18(ii)—in wliich the Town Clerk ia stated to have

said "that the plan of ' Ich Dien* contained addi-

tional accommodation which could be reduced."

An injustice being ackno\vled}.'ed, it is evident

that Mr. Lynn is the sufferer therefrom, and the

Council having since seen that a "mistake" had

been committed, have endeavoured to amend it

by making the 2nd and 3rd prsemia of an equal

money value.

As to the superior merits of Mr. Lynn's design,

there cannot be a doubt ; and the fact is further

confirmed, inasmuch as it will, probably, from its

simplicity of plan, form the nucleus for the pro-

posed new arrangement on the "single block"

system. Of the grandeur of the architecture there

cannot be a question ; and although Mr. Hay-

ward's design is far preferable in every respect

to that of "Fiat Justitia," I cannot agree with

him that it was "the one most suitable for the

purpose." .

I must also differ from Mr. Hayward in the

opinion expressed that he does not "pick a single

hole in other designs." His remarks and com-

parisons, contained in a pamphlet sent through

the Town Clerk, "for distribution to members
of the corporation and others," while the choice

of an architect was pending, disproves this state-

ment, and the good taste of the course adopted is

at least questionable, the more so as emanating
from " A late Hon. Sec. of the Institute."

I cannot pretend to say what Mr. Waterhouse
undci-tooh to do ; but hia instructions were clear,

and are appended :

—

"To examine and report on the various plans,

and the probable cost at which they can be

erected ; and that the selection of the designs to

which premiums shall be awarded be post-

poned until the council are in possession of such

report ;" the Town Clerk further explaining in

reply to Councillor Serpell, " that the gentleman

the committee would employ would give them an
opinion with reference to the whole 2G plans ex-

hibited, together with separate estimates for the

building of each, and therr it would be for the

committee to decide which they would adopt."

Nothing could be more clearly defined, and Mr.

Waterhouse " onght " to have followed the in-

structions, irrespective of whether " it was not

then positively determined to build at all," or the

reverse. Mr. Waterhouse does not assume the

position of arbitrator, as the opening portion

of his report demonstrates, viz., " I was favoured

with your instructions to examine and report

upon the designs, 25 in number, submitted in

competition," yet, as departing from the assump-
tion, further writes, " after a careful examination

of the whole, I had the pleasure of explaining

in an interview with you, (the committee) the

merits of eight which appeared to me most
worthy of the premiums you have offered, and I

beg now to report on those eight in writing."

A good deal of what took place at this inter-

view has come to my knowledge, and tends to

prove that impartiolity was not the order of the

day ; indeed, the "explanation" and the "inter-

view " are two " ugly facts " that speak for them-

selves, and do not require further comment from
yours truly, W. H. Reid, Architect.

22, Courtenay-street, Plymouth,
Feb. 14, 1870.

REFEREES IN COMPETITION.
Sib,—In ascertaining what are "the proper

functions of a referee,"—and " in the absence of

any special ruling of the Institute"—there is no
objection to any one stating their views, or indeed

any views not their own, with a view to bringing

out the points of the question distinctly, and of

forming a sort cf professional public opinion upon
them. In this way I am writing to put forward a
few notions which I do not claim all as my own,
but as being held variously in various ways, and
as leading thoughtful men to see that there are

two sides even of a profesjional question. Mr.
Lynn (Building News, No. 786) has definitely

put forward his view, that the office of referee

should not be accepted on any otherunderstanding
than that of arbitrator between the competitors
and the promoters, and this without even limiting

the office to architects or any connected with the
profession. But this involves the necessity of
knowing beforehand who the arbitrator is to be,

and of the competitors agreeing to such arbitra-

tor. For instance, if a committee instituting a
competition for a church, state that they will

themselves decide on the best plan for their pur-
poses, and not call in any professional assistance,

nnless under certain circnmstances, then they

become arbitrators tbemsolvca, and are tacitly

admitted as such by the competitors sending in

their drawings. If they call in sn architect to

advise them, and he does advise on a number of

drawings, and oven if he picks out a certain

few for pre-eminence, he does not thereby become
arbitrator, nor can the committee shuffle off

the responsibility from their own shoulders

on to his. Again, it is doubtful it such a com-

mittee should actually appoint an architect

not to advise only, but purposely to arbitrate and

decide, without appeal, as to designs—whether

that would relieve them from the necessity of

formally adopting the report of their ' arbitrator,'

and so taking upon themselves the responsibility

of his decision.

Now, it is quite as important to members of the

profession that their relations to committees should

be clear and exact, and that the feeling of re-

sponsibility in committees should be developed

rather than checked, as that professional advice

should bo sought and obtained to decide com-
petitions.

No one can be more desirous of this than my-
self ; and no one would be more ready than I am
to uphold the decision of an ' arbiti-ator ' pro-

perly constituted ; but it is important to define

what the proper functions of a " referee " are, and
not to confound them with, or to assume they

are the same as those of an "arbitrator."

No committee or council would be willing, I

believe, to give up their functions and their power
of accepting or declining to ratify the report of

any professional man they might refer to. Nor,

indeed, would it bo altogether desirable that they

should. They have to find the money, as well as

to bear the responsibility of carrying out the

works ; and to say they shall not or cannot take

any part, or form any judgment upon designs, is

going too far. Our object should be to popularisu

our art ; to make it interesting ; to call out

opinions to induce the public to criticise

justly and fairly our works; not to shut

ourselves up as a mysterious profession

carrying out ideas too profound to be generally

understood, and too abstruse to be comprehen-
sible. The fault in general criticism on archi-

tecture, and the absurd judgments often given at

the present day, are too much the i-esult of such
arbitrary ways, and it is enough to take any
client's heart out of his work when ho is put down
by his architect as an ignorant pretender who has

only to pay, and admire, instead of an intelligent

employer, and open-hearted friend, delighting in

the work produced and rejoicing in being able to

understand and appreciate as well as to find the

means for candying on the works.

Doubtless clients are apt to be " cantankerous ;"

to desire too much to control the last easy details,

and so to spoil works, all tho rest of which are

placed under tho architect's sole control. Yet is not

this sometimes the result of too inconsiderate

claims, and the too arbitrary manner of the archi-

tect himself ?

Similarly, perhaps (for I am only stating the

case), tho attempt to urge committees too far

would be fatal, and while on tho one hand it is

of the utmost importance for architects to urge
the practice of calling in professional advice, as a
matter of course in all competitions, and to up-

hold it as far as possible when so obtained, it

might entirely prevent this being carried out, to

insist that such advice should be final and con-

clusive, and that the committee or council should

have no further power, choice, or responsibility

after the architectural referee had been called in
;

and, in fact, that the committee should delegate

their authority to the profession to which they

appeal for designs.

Many cases have occurred in which errors have
been discovered, or at least faults found—real,
not imaginary, faults—with tho decisions of the

most eminent men. These could be, and have
been rectified by the body [adopting or rejecting,

that is tho responsible body ; but in the coso of

an arbitrator, faults are not recognisable. Again,
can it be said that a body of men arc willing to be

dumb under tho imputation of any non-existent

faults, simply because some one, however emi-

nent, and who has been brought into tho case

without their knowledge or consent, is a member
of their own profession, and deservedly holds

one of the highest places ?

Infallibility does not belong to architects as ar-

bitrators any more than as designers ; and it

might be all very well to make tho rule, but it

might not bear the strain of the first application.

Tliero is no reason why some sucli rules as are

implied in the following queries might not
become tho practice, and ultimately the law of

the profes-sion. Should not an architect be called

in to frame the clauses of the coalitions of com-
petition or iustructiona to competitors '/ Should
not this same gentleman act as referee, and award
the premiuniii, or tho execution of the building or

work, as the case may be ? Should not this gentle-

man's name be made known with the terms of

the competition, and his functions be stated

therein ? Should not his award (together with

the reasons for making the same) be published as

soon as made ? Should time or opportunity be
left for the correction of any error or errors before

the award is adopted by the authorities institnt-

iug the competition?— I am, Sir, yours, io.,

0. F. Haywabd.

PROTESTANTISM AND ITS CHURCHES.
Sib,—The remarks in your leading article of

last week ably represented the two varieties of the

type of church building generally adopted in tlii.s

country, namely—the nave and aisles arrangement,
or the inediiEval development of the Roman
basilica, and tho impoverished adaptation of it to

Nonconformist uses. Both are manifestly irra-

tional and unsuited to our mo<lem idea of religions

worship, inasmuch as they arc more or less derived

from mcdiicval requirements and u-sagcs, and yet

it is strange our leading church architects still ad-

here in spirit and letter to the old type in spite of

its evident unfitness to the conditions of common-^
sense requirements—-viz., an unobstructed space for

hearing and .seeing, convenience, and acoustical

considerations.

To shake off, however, tho association of

custom is a hard task, and it seems to me our
architects must first disengage their minds of

mediasval conceptions, and di.seuthral their feel-

ings from those associations which at present

exercise such a marked influence over their tastes.

It is little use in showing the unfitnes.sof a type of

building for modem pnrj)oses, if these pm-poses

are not accepted, or imperfectly understood as the

primal source. The education of the mind and
taste in mediaeval antiquities and arts so lavishly

displayed in recent works and in ritualistic prac-

tices, has been a considerable drawback to any
advanced or rational improvement in church
arrangements ; but directly this tendency to

mediaeval sentimentalism is overcome we may ex-
pect to find our architects entering into a more in-

telligible comprehension of tho wants and archi-

tectm-al character suited to modem Christian

worship. Tho Nonconformist's type does not meet
our . needs, indeed, often falls short of that

iosthetic realisation or embodiment of our require-

ments which it should be the aim of church archi-

tecture to accomplish. The slenderncss and wiri-

ness of the architectural features, amounting often

to a flimsiness of construction, is too painfully ap-

parent to warrant any reason for their intrusion

or existence at all, except as a pitiable dilution, an
apeing at effect of features worthless when so

transmuted. Such a desire to mimic (by a wrong
process) the semblance of chnreh architecture

must prove futile in its results. We want a more
intellectual mode of design.

In the church planning of the Establishment,

much the same desire impedes any thoughtful

working out or solution of the problem, viz.

—

What is the intelligible plan and expression of a
church to meet our modem wants ? I have before

laid down the conditions—An area as unbroken

as possible, in which all may see and hear ; and a
dignified expression. One embodiment of this

seems to me to bo an arrangement in which the

aisles are reduced to the width of side passages,

thus concentrating tho worshippers within the

central and unobstructed area. Such a plan retains

tho three avenues, assists the roof construction,

and architectural effect. A second plan is that

based on the square or short rectangle, and admit-

ting four or eight piers supporting a domical roof,

instead of the basilican ranges of pillars. A thinl

variety may be founded on circular or polygonal

forms.
In another letter I may have something further

to say, but every reader of The Building News
must' thank you for the series of valuable papers

and examples you have lately given suggestive of

a congrcgatiunal development of church architec-

ture, all past and present efforts being more or

less founded on the sacrificial temple type.—I am,
sir, yours, &c., G. UusKissoN Guillaume.

ARCIIITECTURB IN MANCHE.STEB.

SiK,—"A. R."i3awag. lie thinks "it m»y ba use/ul'

for mc to kuow tliat the ' real or sham masonry " parapet of
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Salhrt bndM » mttit of " out iron " ! Let us hope it ii »t

kM« clyi hollow " ih.™." The pM.pet h«» » hMvy

mM<4 Mo, wkoM atoae-like pedrttalt. bax. aad cornice

m I duaay. u anch u loin." thick It i» curt in ibort

Inuths, ctM»-joi«t«d Uke " niuonnr." mi lies .11 across the

lir^adeadVeiitht npo. the sln-ifK' >n>n K";^"™-
'Jj";

indiinx from their owiilUUon. would perhaps be all the better

ir^ *_ .,^1 I.. ...1 i„ thA nsmiMt.— xours, etc.,

W. Y.
for Kow of the surplus metal in the parapet.-

Si«.—" A. R." *m Bol see the point of ' W.. Y.'s " remarks.

SaiiriBri^to-tTMj massive parapeir ami altliough

ofiiwiitdiMiJc»»«»d to be masonry. "W. \.s «hole

artid* ia a rwr^iirone. although he evidently fears to sioz
_

oar loetl aithSoct as fearlessly as he oajtht In do. « .
1

.

has sot told TOO tliat. with perhaps two cvceptions, all Mr.

Medland Taylor's churches are intci nallv plaster ones, arches,

oraamui*. labeb. Ac. "W V." has also omitted to sUti

DEPRESSION IN TRADE.

Sl»,— 1 would suggest as a renicily for the Rrcat depression

in the building ami most other trades, the followni;; ;-lhat

the trades' unions he of siirae real bencHt to tliciusclves amt

the country, by agitating for the cultivation of wuste lands

away from large towns at home, and for nn emigration scheme,

on a large scale, bv the Government finding the menus.

Money can be found for sucli purposes as the Kutsiiin

war to the amount of one hundred million pounds ;
and wny

cannula few millions be found for the benelit ol the poor,

which probably would be returned by a well-considcreU

1 understand Mr. Gladstone has refused all Government aid

to emigration, and which iirobably every person in his position

would do without there (irst being some great public mam-

REPLIES.

thai the whole of the interior of the cathedral has been

ratored hr cutting away all the stonework, and replacing it

WiHrSastir. With the excepUonof the tower, and that is

TOMrad with Bath stone, the whole of the interior, h erally

evfTT inch is plaster. The original stone was red sandstone,

and 'the effect must have been very warm and pleasant.

Now. the wreUhed building looks as though it were pcrma-

""ttiil \wi Mr. Editor, let us Collonopolites know what you

think of plaster cathedrals andchurdiea?—I remain, yours, Sc,
"^

Pl..»STKK or Pi»is.

P.S.—Up to May SIst. 1869, 130,000 had been ctpcnded on

thecath^Cttl!

FURNITURE AND DECOR.VTION.

Sl«,—I can't, for the life of me, niidersUnd what your

correspondent "H.B." is aiming at in his strictures on the

article entiUed, "The Theory and Practice of House Paint-

ing," he His sneer in regard to a workman's point of view

laVls harmless. It will be evident toanyone who will take the

trouble to refer to the article named, that " II. B. has taken

aaeBtence. and without regarding the context, has formed a

tluory of his own totally unwarranted by the general bearing

oflhetMt,andso lame in its conclusion that it is scarce

worthy ol a repW. " II B." is equally unfortunate in his

ndeanmn to show that Nature makes mistakes in colouring.

lUian a piece of sea coast, with a precipitous slope covered

with feceution rising fmm the beach forms a perfectly har-

moniotts combination of colour (noU the slippery illustra-

tioD which foUows) ;
preaenUy the tUipts M'J into the sea, and

and in pUce of the green we have a red cliff. (I should like

to know how much of the cliff was left after the slope had

slid, as the writer elegantly e-vpresscs it, or whether our

would-be-critic was an eve-witness of tins tremendous

avalanche ? He thenboes on to say this change cannot be im-

material. Well ; no. I quite agree with him. for it is very

probable that the red cliff would harmonise better with its

surroandings than the green" cliff did previous to the snd

catastrophe. Again. " II. B." asks, do I mean that purity,

liniplicity, and adaptation, should be avoided ? No, I do not,

and I dc'fv anv mind except, perhaps, one of the same stamp

as Cornev'DcUnev's (crass Corncy) to find one line throughout

the article tending to that end. Seriously, it is evident

thtou'-hout the whole of " H. B.'s " letter that he is netted

at my criticism of the work of the firm of upholsterers and

decorators referred to in the text. Possibly he may be a

mtmber of the firm, and is troubled with a tender conscience,

although one would scarcelv think so from the misrepresenta-

tion of facts in his letter. In reference to the above lie repre-

sent* me to say that there could be no fault found with the

work as a whole. Look again, •• II. B", and you will lind

that the t«t says, no fault to be found with the "execution

ofthework, andif "II. B."does'not know that work may

he well eiecnted, and vet be deficient in good tinte, he has

yet much to learn ' A,v Expeeiknced Woek«an.

THE VILLA IN S. JAMES' PARK.

Si»,—It is evident by his letter that the mild forbearance

shown in vour excellent criticism on this villa is not appre-

ciated by llr. MacUougall, the owner. On the contrary, he

cems to rrjoice in the marvellous production of the original

minded gentleman who, he delights to inform us, is " City

Architect of Bath," to his mind, no doubt, a recommendation,

and U it, perhaps, somewhat satisfactory to know that wc are

not indebted to a London architect for this effusion.

"This matter, however, introduces us to the important fact

that in London, and even on such a site as this villa occu-

pies, it is possible for an architect with funds at his disposal

to favour us with any "fancy" design, however vulvar, he

may choose to put up. The submission of the drawings to

the Onice of Woods (us probably occurred in this instance-^

the villa lieing on Crown property) is not sufiicient ; what is

wanted 'and it has been often advocated in Tiip. Boil.DINa

News is a department of acknowledged ability, where not

only all designs for important works are to be submitted and

approved, hut such designs followed nut in their detail, and

also a specification dciiosited which shall not only describe

the materials to be used, hut set forth tlie colours, if any,

that are propoaed to adorn the structure. The luloption of this

system wonld probably prevent a repetition of such vulgarity

as is displayed in this villa; but such a desideratum is, how-

ever, I fear, not to be expected when a gentleman with the

artistic ootions of Mr. .Ayrton is First Coiuoiissioncr of Works.

I cannot oondode before congratulatinj! the Corporation o f

Bath on the poaseaeion of an architect with such original and

eleeant taste u thU poeseased by Ur. Uavis, and Mr. Davis
|

on oecoming acquainted with a client, equal, perhaps, to him -

s<:lf in that respect, and I only hope that in the even! of Mr.

MacDougall having more money to spend on speculation

houses, he will, with his architect, "go to Uath," and not add

another to the already too many architectural curiosities of

London.— I am, yours, !cc., W. W.

" X. Y.," another correspondent, says :
—

" I wat<-hed with re-

markable curiosity this architccturalalKirtiun rising gradually

from the ground, which it encumbers in all its ugliness,

marvelling much as it grew towards completion witli what
crowning absurdity it would becuppcd. Having risen to the

height of the Brobdignagian egg and tuiiguc moulding, all the

iKihl ideas of ita designer seem to have taken llight, and, as a

neceasarr cosseqneiice, a collapse was the result. He appears

then, to Bare been id a great hurry to cover it in. as though

he bad all at once awakened to a sense of his imperfections.

The Bear ncighboarhood of what Mr. McDougall styles Mr.
flcott'a *aowiter building' with this villa, reminds one ol

Landieer't celebrated picture of 'Dignity and Impudence.'

The naieive and quiet dignity of the Foreign Ollices make
ore apparent the apish pretentioutnetl of this so-called

elegant rilla.' What's in a name ':"

would do
festation of opinion.

1 should be sorry to see the best workmen leave this couii-

try. but the duty of all plainly ia, to seek work abroad it it

cannot be found at home. ,., . , -n .
Some work would at once be obtained by architects, builders,

and workmen, if the waste and reclamation land pro-

ject were at once started, and trade generally would b e bene-

fited. One person I know did not earn a shilling for live

months preceding the panic, and very little since that time,

now four years, although he had jilenty of work pre-

viouslv; aniJ how many besides him have been jilodding

along with the hope that business would next year be better .

My surprise h;is been iit the workmen having borne their

privitions with such fortitude, which I think all must admiie.

Bu t this state of things must not be expected to continue.—

1

remain, jours, &c., John Edwaed Oeues.

QUESTIONS.
[177J.]_CIVirj EXGINKEIVS PUPII..—Will any of your

numerous correspondents iuform me as to the duties and

requiscments of a civil engineer's pupil, also what advan-

tages he may reasonably expect to further the prosecution of

his studies in return for a lilieral premium paid?—A Civil,

K.nc.inker's Pupil.

[1773 ]—BELL FOR COUNTRY CHURCH.—I have been

requested to ascertain tlie size, cost, fcc, of a bell for acouutry

chnrcli, and will be obliged by any of your correspondents

answering the following queries, viz. :— 1. It is desirable that

the bell should he heard over a radius of about i\ miles , the

belfry of church is about as high as any part of the parish

where it ia required to be heard ; what size of a bell would be

necessary for this ? Its weight and diameter over mouth ?

2. It is wished to have the bell rung by lever, as it is to he in

a bclfrv on gable of church and rung from the outside. How
is this 'done? Give a sketch. The belfry is square on plan.

3. What should be the cost of such a bell per cwt., or with

lever ringing fittings? 4. Give the addresses of one or two of

thebestbellfounders? 5. What are the strongest and best toned

bells cast of? 6. As the belfry piers are not strong enough to

hang tlie bell on, it is proposed to hang it between two sup-

ports bolted to the sill stone ; what should these supports b e

made of to affect as little as poarible the tone of the hell ?—
D. P. C.

[1774.]—CIRCULAR RAINWATER TANK.—I am exca-

vating for a circular rainwater tank, 12lt, 4in. diameter, and

30ft. deep. Failing to lind any given rule in my books for

ascertaining its true cubical contents. I appeal to your

numerous correspondents to assist me in solving my difficulty.

—Sandysaems.
[1775.]—IRON ROOFS.—In what work can I sec some

good specifications for iron roofs ?—W. T.

[1776.]-f;EMENT WITH MORTAR.— I should be glad

to know if the practice of using cement in conjunction with

mortar is injurious, in the erection of half-brick walls for

instance? I have been informed that the one destroys the

other. Is this so ?—W. II. S.

[1-C'.1.1-FRAMING OF PAR-
TITIONS.— I quite agree with
" Foreman's" plan for the carry-

ing of a roof priucipal. 1 have

given a rough sketch, sug-

gesting a slight alteration to

plan No. 1, and instead of using

a wrought angle iron girder

would recommend a wood girder

with an iron Hitch.—C. W.
—E. E. D.

[1770.]-KRAM1NG OF PARTITIONS.— Fig. 8 is decidedly

the best method. The uprights being relied on to carry the

weight, the crosspieces to keep the centre upright, which

has the most pressure on it. trom going to left or right.

What use would the crosspieces in Fig. I be if there were a

strain on the outside uprights, seeing they are standing on

sharp points which must crush with a very little weight on

them? The three uprights by themselves would be more

trustworthy than if accompanied with trusses put in as those

in fig. 1, for they tend to thrust out the top, and should any

pressure come on them of any aniouut, they are sure to give

way and break at the bottom. Suppose the uprights over

joists to give way in Fig. 1, and dowa comes the whole con-

cern, because standing on a point as it were, but should the

same happen in Fig. 2, it cannot be quite so bad, as the centre

upright, being well supported, would stand much longer. The

idea of throwing all the weight on the iron girder may he a

good one, if that has been allowed for in the girder itself, but

the style of doing it as shown iu Fig. 1 is weak and dangerous.

Get squarer ends to your crosspieces by putting their inside

face in the bottom angle, and they may be a little good,

although then 1 would rather see them reversed, as in Fig. 2.

and for the weight, trust to the uprights, seeing A, or as I

suppose, the prmcipal, is nearer the centre upright than the

others.—Chip.

ri777]-TnE CHURCH BUILDING SOCIETY AND
AMBUL.ATORY CHURCHES.—We wish to ascertain if the

Church Building Society have a rule or regulation by which

they refuse to make a grant towards the erection of an ambu-

latory church, that is, an arrangement of plan by which the

congregation is seated in a building roofed in one span with-

out columns and having a full view of the clergyman and

choir, with a centre passage to a cloister-like walk round,

giving access to the seats. We have prepared a design

founded upon this principle of arrangenieut, and are inlormed

by the committee that the plan must consist of the old

regulation nave and aisles, otherwise the comoilttee would

lose the grant from the Church Building Society ; and although

onr ambulatory design is much approved and perfectly satis-

factory to the coiuinittcc, yet they are compelled to decline it

upon that ground alone. We can scarcely believe that the

society woind put so decided a veto up'-n an attempt to adapt

a church building to the requirements of modern church

congregational purposes, especially if the architectural treat-

ment ia not at variance with sound Gothic feeling, which wc

venture to say is the case with our design.—W. D. and M.

[1778.]—CIVIL ENGINEER.—What must be done in

order to honourably and rightly use the letters C. E. at the

end of a person's name ? Is there an examination, and of

wliat nature ; or is it to be obtained by mere money payment,

or how is it to be obtained? If one of your correspondents

would kindly oblige with particulars, it would confer a great

favour.—A.SPIEANT C.E.

[1770.]—UNANSWERED (iLERY.-I asked through Tim
Building News "Iiiterconiuiunieation" column of Decem-

ber Slat if any of the readers of TilP, BuiLUlNii Nnws would

assist mc in getting the "lines" lor constructing what is

commonly called " an arch upon circle," and as there has

been no reply 1 repeat the request, and any one that can and

will give me any iiiformatiuu on the subject will truly oblige.

—Young Stonkmason.

rl780.]-M.\TERlAL FOR BALCONET.— I wish to place

a » sill in front of a diniug room window on which to place

flowers. There must be a protection fur them from falling in

the shape of a balconet. Will any of your readers kindly

recommend the best kind of stone that can be used, excluding

York, whether wrought or cast iron should be used in the

balconet, and how the latter may be securely fixed ?—As
Initio.

®ini (©ftqii SaWi;.

Reported Resignation op Mb. Barry.—
Mr. Ayrton.the new First Commissioner of Works,

and Mr. Biiny, the architect of the Houses of

Parliament, are said to have ijuarrelled. Some
unpleasantness about expenditure and necessary

improvements are stated to have arisen, with the

result that Mr. Barry has resigned his position.

The Echo says Mr. Ayrton has iufonned Mr.

Barry that in consetiuence of the new arrangements

made for the conduct of the business of the Board

of Works, the Houses of Parliament will be

placed under the care of the officers of the

department, and the estimates for works he

prepared by them.

Organs.—A correspondent (Mr. W. H. Stone)

writes :—" May I suggest to " C.B.A.," who

sends you a long letter upon the Haarlem and York

organs, that he is rather behind the age. The

former organ has long ceased to be any wonder,

either for size or variety of stops. It is surpass()d

by most goixl parish organs, even if it were in

good order, which I believe it is not. The York

organ of which he speaks, like its creator. Dr.

Cainidge, has ceased to exist, and is replaced

by a far liner instrument. The old p.annellcd

32ft. wood stop is replaced by one which really

speaks, instead of rumbling, and reinforced by a

;!2ft. in metal. The present organist, my friend

Dr. Monk, is even a greater advance on the fonner

than his organ."

New House Patent,—Mrs. Irwin, a sister of

Mrs. Stonewall Jacksou, has, it is said, seciired a

patent for an improvement in the construction of

houses, which, it is claimed, will create a new

era in architecture. Mrs. Irwin proposes six-

walled or hexagonal apartments, which are not

only much handsomer, but really cheaper than

the quadrangular form. A wall of 80 feet built

iu the hexngonal form encloses a third more apace

than the same length of wall built in the square

form, and as these hexagonal rooms fit into each

other without loss of space, the gain in the whole

building is very great. The patentee also claims

that this mode of building gives a greater degree

of strength than any other, and that this mode of

building, in the hands of a good architect, is

capable°of assuming greater artistic beauty than

the square or quadrangular form. The octagonal

building attracted a good deal of attention some

years ago, but the hexagonal is claimed to be

something entirely new.

The New Gkeen Bank Cemetery, Bris-

TOL.—The site of the proposed new Green

Bank Cemetery, Stapleton-road, is now in the

hands of the contractor, Mr. Wm. Brock, of

Temple Meads. The works were commenced on

Monday last. The tenders for the works sent m
by fifteen firms ranged from £4CG2 to £0143. The

works have been designed by, and will bo carried

out under the direction of, Mr. Henry Masters,

architect and surveyor, of Park Street, Bristol,

and are expected to be completed by the end ot

thie year.
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Mr. Ernest I^nngfcllow, a son of tho poet, has

adopted the profession of portrnit-panitint; in lioston.

A sniiill nrf;an in Lewes Castle, once tlic property

(if Queen Kliziilielli. has just nnderf;onc repair.

The exhihition of tlie works of the idd masters at

tlic Itoyal .\cadeniy will delinitcly close on Saturday

the 'ililh inst., and the pictures will at oiu'c he

returned to their owners.

The huildinss connected with the station of the

Metropolitan District Railway on the Thames Eni-

Ijankment at Charinjj;-cross are rapidly approaching

completion, and the wroufiht iron principals for the

station roof arc several of them alreaily lixcd.

The prizes obtained hy the students of the Female
School of Art, CJueen's-si|uare, liloomshnry, were
puhlidy distributed in the Lecture Theatre of the

South kensinffton Museum bv Sir Stafford North-
cote, M.I*., last week, and on 'rnesday last the Prince

of Teck ^iwe away the prizes to the stmlents of the

South Kensinffton I)istru-t Schools.

The transfer of the pictures from the National
Portrait Gallery in Great Geor;,'e-street,Westminster,
to the g:alleries at South Kensinj2;ton. is nearly com-
pleted, anil the rehanj^inp: of them under the direc-

tion of Mr. George Sehnrf is in pnii;ress.

A new organ is to be placed in the parish church
of Ashford.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoND\t.—Institution of Surveyors. 8.

„ Entomologicjil Society. 7.

TuesDjlT.—Institution of Civil Engineers. "TlicMIinw-
kee Mullec Vinduct, Great Indian Peninsular
Kailway." By .\. R. Terry. Asso. Inst. C.E. 2ncl,

" Description of the Penniiir Bridge, Madras Rail-

way." By Edward W. Stoney. 8.

„ Royal Institution. " On the Arctiitecture of the
Human Body." By Prof. Ilnmpliry, M.I>., I'.R.S.

3.

Wednksoat.—Society of Arts. " On the Utilisation of

Town Sewage." By William Hope, Esq.. V.C. 8.

Thuhsuay.—Society for t!i"e Encouragement of the Fine
Arts. Exhihition of a Selection of the Works of

.Tames "Ward, R..V.

„ Society of Antiquaries. 8 ."^0.

„ Koval Institution, " On the Chemistry of Vegc-
tahle Products. By Prof. Odling. 3.

Fkiuay.—Architectural Association. Merahers' Conver-
sazione.

„ Koyal Institution. "On the Results of the E.vca-

vations at Jerusalem, and on the Recent Survey of

Sinai." By Colonel Sir Henry James, I'.R.S. *J.

®\[dt[ ^{m
TENDERS.

Acton.—Eor the erection of Congregational Church and
Ichools at Acton. Slessrs. J. Tarring and Son, architects,

umdon and Torquay. Quantities supplied :

—

Brick facing. Rag facing.

MvcrsandSon £:ir:i9 £Si77
Ili'llandSon .1(!90 3720
Shurmur 3628 3727
Cowland 3015 3801
Adamson and Son i!4'J3 3029 5
Dove Brothers 3430 3S05
Richards 3391 3692 10
Gibson Brothers 3.339 3493
Nye 3311 10 3H9
Scrivener and White 3186 3447
Snowdcn ,3271 10 3308 10
Shepherd 31-57 3290 10

Bristoi .— >'or finishing houses on the Pile Hill estate,
r 1 ti ] M . W. Cloutman, Bur^-eyor, 4, Excha'ige, Jdristol :

—

CCoiilracl No. \.J

Millctt £t74
Pady 3tO
Cleave 312
Lloyd 310
Harding 310
Hill 3(12 5

Stephens 297
Hook 289
Leat S8.5

Perkins and White 281 19
Hohbs (accepted) 209 5

(CoiUmct No. i.J
Millctt £303
Perkins and White 183 17
Leat 175
Hill 172 3
Summons 170
Lloyd 100
Stephens ].-,7 8
Hoblis (accepted) 149 15
Hook 149
Howell 146 10
Harding 100 6 6

CCmilmrl JVo. 3.J
Llovd £5.1
Millctt 62 II)

Perkins and White
. 48

Hill ,S0 4
Chapman 38 10
Staphens 36 5

Hook 85 15
Holibi

, 29 17
mri'm '.mcfftef) , , 53 ft

City.—For reparations and bnilditig an additional kitchen
to the Bath-street Temporary Infirmary. Mr. II. Saxon
Snell, architect : ..

Hist and Brown tt98 10

Patman and Kotherlngiiam 491
Bridgman and Muthall 417
Sahey and Son 430
Ennor 428
Perry and Brothers 427
Patten ,3»8 10

Pk.vo.n. —For erecting Congregatioiml Church at Dawlisli,

Devon. Quantities sniiplied. Messrs. J. Tarring and Sun,
architects, London and Torquay:—

Wilkins and Son £J«41
Luscomhe, Exeter 2625
MoasaandSon 2691
Trevena 2372
Call and Pcltnck 2207
Goss 2109 1 3
Kenshole 2036 9
Bragg and Dyer 19S0 14
Luscumbe, Torquay 1853 10

Lkvtonsto-nk.—For the erection of dormitories, &c., for

the guardians of S. Matthew, Bethnal-green. Mr. W. Mun-
day, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Kent £1858
Leathkrukao.— For taking down old buildings and build-

ing four houses. Mr. Dibble, architect:—
Ilamblin £1 120

Marvi.krone.—For additional lavatories and sculleries to

the old intlrmary of S. Marylchone Workhouse. Mr. 11.

Saxon Snoll, architect;

—

Howard £U5
Crabb and Vauglian 135
Mnrsman 1.30

I.itngmiin and Burge 127 13
Ebbs and Sons 125

Poplar.— For building the new Town Hall and parochial
schools. Messrs. A. and C. Ilarston, architects. Arcliitccts'
estimate, £755'):

—

JIaini £9.330
Corrun 926S
Gairod 8993
Kiiuor 8070
Walts 8593
Wiiks, D.mgs, and Co 8390
Kc-lby 8315
Till 83(K)

Hearle 8193
Iliggs 8175
Myers and Son 8097
Scrivener and Whyte 801!
Blackmore and Morley 8028
Ciabb and Vaughan '. 7806
Perry and Co 785 t

Sheppield (accepted) 7179
Kamsoate.—For building the chapels, lodges, wall, itc.

at the new cemetery:

—

CFor difipfl.v.)

Wilson, Canterbury (accepted) £1383

l-Fur Loilii<- iimt Vnlh).
Duckctt (accepted) £2(00

RoEUAStiTorJ.—For scnii-detached villa at Roebaiiipton,
Surrey, for the Right lion. Earl Spencer. Messrs. Beeston
Son, and Brereton, architects. Quantities by Mr. Barnctt:—

Parsons and Townsend ...£U83
Bracher and Son 1125
Easton. Bros

,
1071

Adamson and Son 297
WIgmore 930 111

AvissandCo 9C9
SouTjiroRT.— For a detached Iiouse, Quecn's-ro;id, South-

port. Messrs. Mellor and Sutton, architects and surveyors.
Quantities supplied:—

Hodge £1108
Wilkinson 1087
Tindall 1061
Duxfield 1051
lleyward Brolhcrs (accepted) 1031

Southport.— For a new inllrmary and local dispensary,
Virginia-street, Southport. Messrs. Mellor and Sutton, archi-

tects. Quantities supplied:

—

Guest £19)7 6
Sale and Hurst 1883
Tindall 181.5

Kenriek 1800
Bridge 1775
Hodge 17i!«

Wilkinson 1J93
llhngworth 1695
DuxKcld lfi.9

Heyward Brothers 1628
Wisliart and Irving (accepted) 1610
Vau;chan and Wright 1597 8

Stokk-on-Trknt.— For the ereetiun of shop and ware-
house, f.ir Mr. Medina, music seller. Air. C. Lynam, archi-
tect, Stoke-on-Trent:

—

Barlow £818

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BTJILBINft

ESTIMATES.
Convict Prisons, Feb. 20.—For the supply of iron-

mong^ery, cutlery, tin ware, and various other stores.
The Directors of Convict Prisons, 41, Parliament-
street, S.W.
War Office, Feb. 21.— For the supply of materials

and the performance of work at Sbeerness Tower on
Grain Spit, and Isle ol Gr.iin and Slough Forts. The
War Oliice.

Isi.E OF WiuiiT. Feb. 23.—For the I'eoair of the
roads and hi)]rbwaya, and other works, in the districts
ot tho lOast and A\ est Medines for three years. Com-
missioners of Highways, Guildball, Newport.
Bradfoud, Feb. 28 —For the construction of .a ser-

vice reservoir at Morton Unnk Top. W. 1". IVIcGowen,
Town Clerk, Corporation Office, Bradford.

Kesdai. Sewf.hace, Feb. 20.—Contracts No, 1 and
2.—For the construction of brick and pipe sewers and
drains,wiih manholes, storm outlets, ventilatingshafts,
river crossings, s'jwaf^-c tanks, and other works. Con-
tract No. .'l.—Tho suppiv and delivery of earthenware
sewer and drain pipes, bendd. Junctions, gullies, traps,
inverts, and other materials. Contract No. 4.—The
supply and dulii'ory of (quantity of oast'lron pipe.',

girders, manhn'.c covors, ventilatin;; RTat«i, Rullles,
and other castings. Town Clerk. Town Hall, Kendall.
Veovii,, Feb. 24.— For the restoration of tUo church

of St. Catherine, Montacnte. Mr. Henry Hall, archi-
tect, 3, Illoomsbury-place, nioomabury-squani, Lou-
d.>n.

HocKHA'.i. ToRKARD (JJotts), Feb. 28.—Local On-
vernmcot Act, isiis.— For the construction of the
several works rt-ipilred for the drainage of certain
Eortlons of the district under their control. John Cod-
er, Chairman. Countersigned, C. .J. .Spencer, Clerk.
BoRoiuiii OF Mauoate, Feb. 21.— For the supply

of foriy tons ol Din. by 4ln. granite sets (•' Piicbers." )

W. Brooks, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's Ofllce, Mar-
Rate.
Uavton (Stafford).—For the restoration and enlarge-

ment of St. Peter's church. Arcbltceis, Messm. Win.
O. llaberahon and Pite, 3.s, Bloomsbury-square, Lon-
don.
GREENwicn, Feb. 23 —For constructing 410rt. run

of 3ft. by 2ft. brick sewer. ;Mft. run of l.'>-lnch plp«
sewer, and 910ft, run of 12-Inch pipe sewer, and other
works. In Tyrwbitt-roiul. AII)ortro»d. New-ron<l, and
Trc"«llian-road, In the parish of St. Paul, Deptford.
K. W. .lames. Clerk to the Board. Greenwich.
.SroKE-upos-rRENT, .March 14.—For the construc-

tion of about 1800 yards ol main streets, and about
1700 yardn of back roads, together with the necessary
grains, on the Workmen's Land Society's Kslatc.
Charles Lynam, architect, Stokc-upon-'Trent.

Sfsse.x, March 1.—County Bridge, near Berwick.—
For the construction of abutments and flood arches
for a bridge over the river Cuckmere, on the tnrnptkc-
road leading from Lowes to Knstbourne. W. K. J.
liangridge. Clerk of the Peace for the Cuuutyof Sussex,
County Hall, Lewes,
Maidstone Locai. Board. March 1.—For 600

yards of stout 2jlin. tooled Yorkshire flags, hard
quality, to be delivered alongside wharf, at Maidstone.
Kdward Hoar, Clerk to the Board, Maidstone.
Dantzic, JInrch 2.—Sewerage and Sewage I'tllisa-

tion Works.—For the construction and erection on
the Kenipo at Dantzic, of a pair of double cylinder,
condensing, beam pumping engines, to be used for
raising the sewage of the town to the land on the
shores of the Baltic. >Ir. Balwin Ijaibam, C,K., 0,
Westminster Chambers, S.W., tho engineer of the
works.

Cardiff, Feb. 21.—For a new Wcslcyan Cbapol,
Tradegarville. 3Iessrs. W. G. Alwrshoii and Pite,
architects, :J8, Bloomsbury-square, London.
ItoRouoii OF Brighton, Feb. 21.-Forputting new

wood celling, and making other alter.ations to the
Council Chamber, and the performance of certaiu
other works in connection therewith. David Black,
Town Clerk.

Boss, March .I.-For the erection of a villa residence,
conservatory, stabling, Ac. Messrs. Medland and Sou,
architects, Clarence-strect, Gloucester.

Alton Union, March I—For the erection of new
S'ck wards, *c., at the Union Workhouse. W. H.
flioss, Clerk, Alton, Hants.
Basingstoke, Feb. 21.— For a conservatory pro-

posed to be erected at the Cedars. Basingstoke. G. B.
Musscllwhitc, architect, Basingstoke.

S. Marv, ISLiNGT0N,March4.—For dayand jobbing
work in connection with the drains and sewers.
.1. l,ayton. Vestry Clork, Vestry Offices, Upper-street,
Islington.

War Dbpart-ment, Feb. 22.—For the supply of
railway sleepers. Major P. II. Scratchley, R.E

,

Inspector of AVorks, Uoyal Arsenal, Woolwich.
Board of Works, Poplar District, March 4.—

For masons' work ; for the supply of Port Phillip and
Bombay stone, gravel, flints, and broken Guernsey
granite ; for repairs t > tha sewers, gulleys, Ac. ; for
scavenging and watering ; for the collection of dirt,
Ac. S. Jeffries Barth, Clerk to the Board, 201, East
India Dock-road.

(IGLEV IlAV.- Feb. 3).—For the erection of works
and the supply of main pipes, &{•.., for the (ins Com-
liany. To the Secretary of the Company, Oglcy Hay
Stanordshire.

A

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
R.\NDKLL ami S.\L-M)ERS, QHarrytncn and Stone Mer-

cliantB, Bath. List of Prices at the Quarries and Dcpota
;

also Cost for Traasit to any part of ihe Uotteti Kingdom,
furnished on application to Bath Stone Olfice, Cofdham,
Wilu,—[AnvT.]

T.ea(l,Win(loAv Glass, and Varnish
tm-lnes8. tohf niSl'O-SER OF, thG owner rclirinjr : utot-k

and fljct,nrB8 only will i^timo to ntxiiif £7W (no ^ooilwlMi. The pro-
miHe^nre Tery larjTf. (ind cnimblo of doin^ »n oitonslvi! bu'liiea*.

Any youn^ man nndcrntanding' tho ahoro, nnd hiHnjr a l!ttl« capi-
tal at conimniid, will fliiil thU a {fooil oiMiaui^ —21, Mumtcr-

I tr .C, Itegfint s-iwirk, N.W
.

ttractive Novelties, commen-
"

cinir Febmary 14th.—Profo^'sor rei>por'« I>ctnrQ Entertain-
ment, "On the lost New and Wonderful (Jhoat Kffwt*. nnd oihe-r

<»i>ti.-al resouruoa of tho Polytechnic."—Tho llomanttc Talc of KtP
V \.N WINKLK, with extriwirdlnarv Dioramic and Sjioctral S«ne>.
T le Story narrated by Mr. Arti». Toucher of Klccml"n: VocaU«,
.ii i,-s Pcir-son ; autl the New Music by Mr Fn'witi, llcrr Schalken-
buch. and Band.—Profestor PcppcrV Annn.il Coiirno "On A>tro-
no'nv and -'^iicc'rnm Analvsis,'' comn ence« in TiOnt.at tho ROY AT,
POLYTKCIINI ;. Open from 18 (ill S and 7 till \C. Admiwlou to

th- whole. 1«.

^V he (i r a II i t i c P a i n t,

As rsRi) rir thk CnvsTAi, Patmcb. SYnRsiiAir.
Ta tbn Ctieniie^t, nio>.t Hrilll;»nt, and Kndnrinir for all Outside and
Tii-ido Work, on I ron and Wood, Ac. ; for all Docontivc i>uri»oRGH ;

nnil is the best I'jiint for FJattinff qt'!T mr»niifnctnrcd, a.i It i* cool

in workiiitr. t;ike:^nt leant (ivp honrf* in poinjf down, haK comitara*
tivelv little enioll. r.nn bo wa.shed, and will eovtr all "nmk part*.

Sf.ld onlv bv the OUANPnC PaI^^T COMPANY. 39A, Kinn
William-Bireot, London, K.C

ProspcctuwcB and Testimonials fre.^ on application.

"P^o more Damp Walls.—The
onlv Cure for Damp >V*U«. Proscrvlnjr .Slon". Brli-V. and

Ciiiifiit from ilm'aj-, la the .SILICATK ZOflSSA COMPO.SITIOK,
u*cil 111 trie Houaos of rnrUamfnt. end m.Tnufeetureil bv tlie SIT.I-

ryUV. ZOI'l.SSl rOM position nn,1 (ill.lNlTIC r.^J.NT COM'
p.VNV, 39.\, Kills WMUani-»|ni'i ),r)i|iliin, K.C.
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T'he Manuals of Professor W. J.
-*- MACQIORN RAX'KIXE, Civil Engiufer; LL.D.

Trinity Collate, I'lublin; K.R.SS. London «nd Kdinburjtii

;

K.B.S.SJL ; Rrpiis Profc«sor of Civil Eugincerini; and

Mcditnie* in the Univenity of Gluj^ow, &c

Sixth £ditioBj>ricc Ite. cloth,

CIVIL ENGINEERING ; compriung En-
sinetrins. Surveys. Enrthworks, Foundations, Masourr, Car-

peatnrfictil Work, Roads, Railways, Canals, Rivers, Water-

««rk% Hafbovn, 8cc. With nnmeiDiis tables nni illustrations.

**8upMM»iB merit everr existing; work of the kind. . .

. . As a masnal it is unrivalled. The book is an honour

to Ihe author."—r*f Eagiinrr.
" 1b the work before us Professor Rankine has established

for hiairlf > vet higher claim to the gratitude of students "—
Mtdmaietf Mafmamt,
"Sapplia* vmnt that has long been felt by the rising

gencntntt of engineen.'*

—

GUugoK IlcraU.

Post 8ra. cloth, price 12s. Sd.

MACHINERY and MILLWORK ;

OmprinBC Geometry of Machines, Motions of Machines,

WorK ^ MaduDCS, btrcnxth of Machines, Construcliou of

Machines, Objects of Machines, &«. lUustrated with nearly

SOO woodcuts.
*' A valuable addition to engineering literature

Will takt ita place as a high-ciiisa tcxt-oook of Mechanics."—

Mecktmia' MagtLane.
** Fully maintains the high reputation which he enjoys as a

Bcientifie aotbw ; higher praise it is difficult to award. — The

Kttgimter.
^ tlie book is ime of great value . . . . no work in

the Enelish language can be fairly said to compete with it."

^-Engineering.

Tiflh Edition, price 12fl. f.d. cloth.

APPLIED MECHANICS ; Coinprising prin-

ciples of Statics, Cinematics, nnd llynnmics, unit Theory of

Kiructurcs. Mechanism, and Macl'iinea, With numerous

illustrations.
" Cannot fail to be adopted as a text-book

The vhole of the infm-mation is so admirahly arranged that

theie is every facility for reference."—J/ i»it>i7 Joitrmil.

Fourth Kdition, priee 128. ftd. cloth.

THE STEAM ENGINE, ami other PRIME
MOVERS. With numerous tables and iUustrations.

5.

Second Edition, post 8ro. cloth, price 98.

USEFUL RULES AND TABLES
for Architects. Builders, Carpenters, Coachbuilders, En^avers,

Engineers, Founders, Sleclianics, Shipbuilders, Surveyors,

WhceiwriffUts, 8:c.

" Will be valued by engineers and engineering students

evervwh ere."

—

Bngi»eer\ng.
" The book I.efore us—a necessity of the engineer—will be

useful to any teacher of mathematios."— ,YM(T/i<fM//i.

" It is undoudtediy the most useful collection of engineering

data yet produced."- J/i«i«if./yi'ri(«/.

London: CHAKLES GRIFl'lN and Co., ytationers'-haHcourt.

Junt publiKtidi, price 4k, Ijy iKwt 4n. *iL,

Atchley's Builders' Price Book
'^ * forl^Q.—ContAinioff aCoraplete List of the Present Prices of

Ballpen' MJtterialBand IjabMir, and of all Tnutci In Oonnertlon with

BaiUUnr ; UMful and Important Tableii and Memoratida for Pre-

parb^ KBtimatCK. Speelal^r iirranff«d for the ase of Arcliitcctfl,

BtdMan, Couttactom, and Si^fneors .&c., &c., cooipllnl by a Btnff

of axperteooed men.
To which U adde-l,

Bnlltes* Prkei for T>'ods, and the \\t-*t Uidinff r>f YorkRhlre,

(SpeeiaUy Prepfwed), Tjtblcn for cilpiilHtlnc \Va([fe.t. liuiKlerf'

MeacoretnentJi. with Bill" of Qnftntlllc:<, Mnrkn and Qii-iliLi'-it of

Timber, and rales for calculattnir tho various Rt.indAnIi« rn troti itK

appUed to Building Slructurcn Uy » Civil Knjyiueer). Mt»tropoltl!iii

T&flbWny A<rt- Liat of UcmberB, District OtlWurH unit tlin Uc^'uln-

tiont ofthe Bo&rd of Workjt.

"Inooticliiaioo, woainnottoodtTonplyeomniend Mcwrs. Atchloy's

Pries Book to those who wonld pott«ef»! an ftccnrnte, crunpletc, and
Louuhie work on tbut f>ubjc«t, and one which bears ample lulcrnnl

eridsDM that the Ubuura of pxpnrienced men have I>c6n iin-

xpaiinflj bestowed npou it.—JfccAanic«' Magazine, Janoury ^,

ATCHLEY AND CO.,
ARCHITECTUKAL, KNGINKKRING, AND FINE

AKT I'UBLISIIEKS,
IM, OKEAT nr.SSF.LI.-.'iTRKKT. Ilf;D10KI)-S<JUAUE, IV.C.

And all Ilookwllern in Town anti Countrr

Just FubllBhed, price Ik., by tust, 1%. iii.

"Report on Tramways in the
Sietropoiu. By williax ItoOTR acoiT, O.E., Chief

Sorreyor tu ihe Vestrjr of Sk. I'ancraa.&c.
Londuii: VACIIEK ft 80NS, 3g. Farllament-street.

H. MITOHKNEK. KTerahnlt-itnwt, Onkleyqiiare, K.W.

'^Po Book Buyers.—A Catalogue
-*-

of Mcond-haad .'TANDAni) WORK.S In En»li«li LiKira-

tort ; Klao K TCiy exunalve collection of tlie Greek and Latin Cla»-

alea, xraaaUtkiDS, and M alh^malica. Send stamp for postaga w.
HKATH, 487, Wew Oxford-irtroet, London.

Jnst published. Royal 4to, Ornamental Cloth, t\ 168.

"pTnglish Cou ntry tlouses.
^"^ FOBTY-FIVK Views asd Plaxh of recently erected
Maasions, Prirato Residence.. Paniona|7e-l(ou.e., Fnrra-Housc.,
Lo^as, and Cottaffss ; with A Pbacticai, Trratihk o.\ Houhe-
BrtLDIse. By W1U.IAM WILKI.NSOS. Arrl,li.,t, Oxford.

OxroKP snd LO.f DOJI ; Jamrh I'AHKKIt and^Co.
^ _

Y\ ercules Land, Btiilding, and
ISTE8THEXT SOCIETY (cnrolIr>d piirnuant to Art of

Pacttsmsot. and 7 William IT., cap, 32, as tlio Herrulcs Pennanent
Bosslt BaOdlnc Society), W, MOOIUJATEKTIIICKT, I,(i.NiJO.V,K.C.
SataerlpUaa and otlier shares are issued iMiarinir intcrtJtt nt thcrst«
of fftner cent., with profits a4d«d at the end of erery two yoarn.
UWCDIATE ADVANOIS an mado on Freeiiold or Leanehold Pro-
psrty oa vary asaT tsrma. Pmsitillisss, rule., dec., on application
alUs Badaty'a OiUsa, W, Mootnta-strost, K.C.

. T. jTWKSI.Ky BESSETT, SecroUiT.

"K\)r Sale, second-hand, one im-
-^ pnnrad 491. HELF-ACTIHa SAW BENCH, and ons lAin.
Oroonna Bsoeh, both aqoal to new. Kamuei Wors«am and Co..
OsU^ WoilM. Ktofs-rosd. Cb«ls«i, aW

Tnn>EK THB PATBONAaS OF B.M. TBE QUBGN,

THE LONDON PARQUETRY WORKS.
the &n^ Macnfactory esUbllahed li. Kngtand (In Ifltl) by

CHARLRS STKIKITZ, founder of the Knglish Parquetrr Business
for theexcltulve production of

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors
Borders, Ceilings and Wall Decoration.

In OeomHrical, Curvilinear, and Mowilc pattenxa.
Plans and Katimates, for Flrst-clA!ii« Work outy. prepared free of

expea<(& Manufnctorr—Cambftrwoll HaU, Greve-iani', Camberwdll
S.R. Sole A^enis and Show Room, Uillow and Co., 176 and 177,

Oxford-street, ft".

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

X' J.J.CORDES&CO.,
•^^ the Patentees and Mannfacturers of the

„.vRK. well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Kwbank'.s Nails),

Desire to make it known that they have adopted
a " star," or " cross," as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent out by them,
except Clasp, bear this mark upon their hea<la,

and that within every package sent from their

works is also placed a card bearing their name
and address. All their bags are also branded
CoRDES ,ind Co.
The Nails are manufactured by J. J. Cokdes

and Co. out of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig
Iron, and have long since earned the reputation

of being superior to all others. The Nails are all

uniform in make and quality, each one perfect

and count out full 1 ,000 to the M.

DOS WORKS, NEWPORT, HON.
GILBERT J. FRENCH,

BOLTON, LANCASHIRE,

Manufacturer of Church Furniture.

CommunionLinen, Altar Cloths, Surplices,Robes, Kcclo-
siastical Carpets, Glaflt<inbury and . Altar CUairs
Lectcnia. Fauld Stools, Alms and Collecting Boxes!
Alniouiers and Basins. Curtains, Cushions. Woollen
Kiiffs for Seats, Kneeling Mats and Hassocks, Km-
broidery in Gold, Silver, and Silk. Heraldic, Kccle-
siastical, and Emblematic Fla;i:s and Banners, Church
Slouruingr, Fuueral Fnlls, Memorial Brasses, Ac, Ac.

A Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue sent free on
application.

Parcels delivered free at all principal Hailwav Statisns

MOTTLE'S PATENT EARTH SYSTEM.

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
GENUINE AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS
N.B.—Designers and Practical Joiners.

CAMBRIDGE IIAT.L, NEWMAN STREET,
LONDON.

THE ELEGTRIQ CLOG&
REQUIRES NO WINDING.

"H^obertson, Brooman, and Co.,
PATEXT AND DKHI0X8 nKOIBTRATION AOKM=,

ft*. n»et-.tr«t. Lftgd/Q. Krt*bltBh«d Itta. Pro.p.-.-tn.a. gruti..

Joiner's Bench, second hand,
fitted aith dmnkmi an 1 rip Mwa, TO BE SOLD a bargain.—

8wMta«r and WaAnian, Wood Maehialita, »« Xaaex-road. Iilfivton.

TUi
PATENT CLOCK,
with MOSELBY &
Co.'fl rateat Sulphate

of Lead B.'ittery, U
giiarantced to keep

good time without

any attention. The
battety reqoirei re-

charging only once a
jrcar at moeU

The trnproremeot

Over all other Bleo-

trio Clocks is obvious

to the leant expe-

rienced aa well M the

moftt Bcientlfio
Frice, Ih Neat Fane;

Wood Case, £i>

Higher prices accord

Ing to Ktyle.

An inspecUuii 1;^ .suliciicii by tho

PATKNTKES AND MANUFACTURKR3,

MOSELEY & CO., M
WHOSK IMPROVEMENTS IN

ELECTRIC BELLS,
And their APPLIANCES,

are being used all over the country, including the
largfest hotel in the Kingdom, as well as in India.

China, Australia, Africa, Holland, &o.

U, BEDEOKD STREET, STRAND, W.C.

CATALOaVRS GRATIS. RSTtUATKS FORNlSUhD.

The Trade Supplied.

DESIGNS for CLOSETS and PLANS for FIXING
the APPARATUS may be had at

No . 29, Bedford Street, Covent Garden.

J]namel Varnishes, of Superior
Quality, that dry well, look well, and wear well, from 8b. for

gallon.

SamplcB and prices sent free on application to W NATLOR
Varnish Manufacturer, 4A, James-Street, Oiford-rtraet, London.
Also Maiuifacturer of Oak Stains.

Light 4s. per gallon.
Middle Tint 5a. „
Dark Oak Bi*.

A Substitute for Paint, and at
•^^ HALF the coBt-STErireNS' DYES or STATMS for WOOD
Mr. STEPHENS has been kindly permitted to maVe puhlic the

following extract from a letter addressed to hlmlty the Itcv. 11. iL
CHICHESTKU, of Chittlohampton. near South Molton :—

' The effect produced by the Staining Fluid and Varnish has given
such entire satisfaction, that the parishioners have refiucntod nic to
procure five tiutes the iiuantity now paid for, in order to finish tha
church."
H. STEPHENS, Chemist, 171, Aldersgate-street, lata 18, Kt

Manin'fl-le-Graud E.C.

JJalf a Million has been Paid
by the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

a3 COMPENSATION for ACCIDENTS of all kinds (riding, tlrivinjr

wnlking, hunting, &c.)

An Annual Paj-racnt of £3 to £6 5s. insuroa £1000 dt T>P«tli,

and an Allowance at the rate of X6 per week for Injnrj-.

KAILWAY ACCIDENTS ALONK
may be providod aeninet ItT

rs'SlTUANCF. TICKl^tS for SINGLE or "D'OTHiLE JOtTRNKYS
For purt iculitrs apply to tho ClerkK at the Railway Stations,

the Local Agents, or at the OiHcws,

cl, CoRNniLL, and 10, Kf.c;f.nt-s*treet. London.
WILLIAM J. VIAN. SRnret a iT:

"\/rGssrs. Charles Dcvaux and^ COMPANY, Bankern and CDnpifrnccfl of tha VIEILLH
M<iNTAGNK ZINC MININO COMPANY, supply tho VIEILLE
MONTAGNE ROOFING ZINC, and allow a dmcount of 4 per cent,

whcirovor the roofs are eertifled by thn Company's architect to be
nriiperly laid.—Particnlara or deslpnR will bo siippliod at tho Viuilla

Moutatcne Company's expenafi. by their architect, Mr. JAMkh Eu-
MKSTONjOf 5, Crown-court, Old Broad-street, E.C., where modola of
the various patents* for zinc roofing: niny be seen.

I.Ml'KUVED DWELLINGS FOB THIO I'EOPLK.

'^PIIE ARTIZANS', LABOURERS',
X and GENEUAL DWELLINGS COMPANY

(Liiuited).

Capital £250,000. Shares £10. £1 paid per Share.
I'REaiDENT—Tlio Dean of WESTMINSTER.
Arbitrators.

Itight Uon. Earl Shaftes-
bury.

Kiffht Hon. Earl Lichflcld.

I,ord Elcho, M.P.
&c., &c., &c.

Local Councii..
Thos. Bazley, Esq., M.P.
Jacob Brii^ht, Ksq., M.P.
John Clieetham, Esq., M. P.
W. K. Callender, iun., Esq.,
MP.

W. SwiNDLEiiuRST, Man.i^er and Secretary.

The Company is especially formed to erect improved
workmen's dwellings on the co-operative principle.

No beershop or tavern to be erected on the Company's
property. Profits realised by workmen employed on
tlie buikUngs 40 per cent. Deposits received at 5 per
cent. Prospectuses on application, enclosinf; postage
stamp, office 1, Great Col lejre- street (opposite the
House of Lords), Westminster. London.

partnership. -Wanted, a partner
to take the place of one roliriuff from ill health, In a con-

tracting and building firm, of long standing, and turning over from
£12,(M(0 to £17,000 per annum, with scvt^nil frood contraetH in hnn-t.

The aboTc is an opportunity seldom to be mot with, for an energetic
man. Tho whole of the bram'hoa of the bulUiing trades are curriud

on. One conversant with the titnbor dcpartnidnrs proforred. Caiiitm
reniilrnd. finm £700 to £1200.—Ad.lrons, H. A., Post-otTiro. Sheffield

^

JV/Toney promptly Advanced on
PerBonal or any available spcurity. A moderate Intcrepf.

ropavablo by ln»tiilmont«. No preliminary foes.—REAL and PER-
SONAL ADVANCE COMPANY (Limited), 3, Tavi stock-street,
Covout-gardGn, and at 14, Southamptf-n-row, Bloomfibury, W.C.
Hourfl, it to fi. BIUb dlscomitod. Forms freo.

P. J. UARVEY, Secretary

auil numerous cuts in

CARPENTRY, NKW EDITION OF TREDGOLD'S.
Thisday is rublhhc<l, with*U platt'8 (11 of which now first appear in this ctUtioii),

one largd 4to. vol., L'xtr;i cloih, Li 2^.

The ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF CARPENTRY.
A Treatise on the Pressure and E<|Ullibrium of Timber Eraminff.the resistance of Timber, and the Con-

struction of Floors, Arc-lies, llridgos, liuofs. Uniting Iron and Stone with Timber, c&c. ; together with l-'ssayt

on the Nature and Properties of Timber, Ac. Ac. Ity THOMAS TIIEDGOLD, C.IC, with Specimens of

Ancient and Modern Iloofs.by PETER BAULOW, F.R.S., &c. Fifth Edition, carefully revised, with addl-

tlDns, and II new plates.
London : LOCKWOOD & Co., 7, Stationers' Hall-court, K.C.
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TREDGOLD'S ELEMENTARY PRIN-
CIPLES OF CARPENTRY ; WITH
APPENDIX BY PETER BARLOW,
F.R.S.*

WHILE wc give ourselves infinite trouble,

says the Edinbargh Seview, to pursue

investigations relating to the motions and

masses of bodies which move at immeasurable

distances from our planet, we have never

thought of determining the forces necessary

to prevent the roofs of our houses from

falling on our heads. The portrait of Tredgold

has the lineaments of one in whuse mind we
might well imagine this very question to be
deeply revolving. It bespeaks the inquirer,

obSfTver, experimentist, and reasoner, whose
active mind seems to permeate'and vivify the

haggard features of the man. It was indeed

no common mind from which teemed in rapid

succeesion works on the strength of cast

iron, railroads and carriages, the steam
engine, warming and ventilating, and the

principles of carpentry. Appreciated by his

scientific contemporaries, Tredgold was raised

to the status of honorary member of the in-

stitution of Civil Engineers, and being re-

quested by the Council to define the objects

of their foundation, he produced a statement

that may be traced in the charter subsequently

granted to the body. It was reproduced by Mr.
Gregory in his presidential address two years

ago, as interesting to every engineer from its

authorship, and from its bearing on the history

of the Institution. Some of his works may
have given way to more recent productions,

extended research, or the further revelation

of facts, btit his principles of carpentry are

rather confirmed than impaired by time, and,

as now presented, combine the surest base
with the most interesting display of progres-
sive science.

Previous to Tredgold's investigations, car-

pentry had been the subject of many essays,

and those of Peter Nicliolson had nearly
reached the ultimate limits in certain direc-

tions : but except a few formulae on the
strength of timber, and these frequently
erroneous, the engineering department of the

art presented a novel and untrodden field.

One indeed that had been singularly neglected,
and the more strangely as the mechanic
principles applicable to carpentry are essen-
tial to construction in general and scarcely
less so to architectural design. An architect

ignorant of construction is not merely on a
par with a sculptor ignorant of anatomy ; he
is as deficient in the groundwork of his voca-
tion as the surgeon who knows nothing of the
skeleton. Unless the properties of materials
and the forces to which they are subject be
clearly perceived, it is vain to expect effective
and ma.sterly works. This substitution of
certainty for uncertainty, security for inse-
curity, is the true purpose of science. The
engineer contrasts material and strength, the
architect has the higher aim of uniting
strength with beauty

; but he is both engineer
and architect who combines in visible accor-
dance, stability, economy and grace.

Though dealing with a subject susceptible
of a highly mathematical treatment, Tredgold
preferred a simple method adapted to ordinary
use, and the current needs of business men.
That his choice was judicious is attested by
the high estimation and unprecedented success
his labours have attained.

The present is the fifth, a corrected and en-
larged edition, with Mr. Barlow's appendix of

•Elementary Principles of Carpentry, with Practical
Rules and Examples. An Essay on the Nature and
Properties ol Timber, and Numerous Tables, By^OMAs Tredgold, Civil Engrineer. Fifth edition.
With an Appendix by Petek Barlow, T.R.S.&c.
l.ondon : Lockwood, and Co., 1870.

various ancient and modern mofs. The letter-

pres.s extends to 3;)G pp., and besidt^s occa-
sional woodcuts, the original number of
twenty-two engravings is augmented to sixty-

four. The additional plates are of great in-

trinsic value, and we will not object that some
of them relate less to timber than iron ; very
few are of the latter exclusively, and where
the two are jointly employed, the illustrations

must be appropriate and welcome, enhancing,
as the publishers have correctly anticipated,

the worth and usefulness of the book.
The treatise is divided, for. the sake of per-

spicuity, into about a dozen heads or sections,

so that the reader is conducted by well-defined
steps from stage to stage, and the process of

reference is shortened and simplified. But
while the coupling of paragraphs and engraved
figures gives direct correspondence and makes
comparison of text and illustration agreeable
and easy in an original edition, it becomes an
impediment to the expanding interpolationson
which after issues depend for progressive
vigour. To such a cause we ascribe the post-

ponement to a late part of the book of an
important essay on the nature and properties
of timber, since it would obviously be con-
sistent with correct method to view the
material in its physiological aspects, and open
a definite acquaintance with its qualities and
powers, before indicating its constructive
fitness and application. But to take the con-
tents neriatim.

The knowledge primarily requisite in

designing frames of timber being a just

notion of the action of forces, the author
devotes his first section to an elaborate

exposition of the conditions affecting the
equilibrium and pressure of beams. Starting
with the simple postulate that a heavy body
exerts a vertical power equal to its weight,
and would descend in a vertical line, if not
prevented bj' some other power, he proceeds
to discuss the composition and resolution of
forces, and applies the principles to framed
trusses and levers. Ties and struts are dis-

tinguished, the centre of gravity and curve of
equilibrium are determined, the strain on
beams and the stress occasioned by fluids, as
on the gates of canal locks, are exhibited.
This part has thirty-seven engraved diagrams.
The next chapter treats of resistance to strains,

as tension, cross strains, and compression. It
displays the respective powers of various
woods in point of cohesion, stiffness, strength,
and resistance ; and it is only by an acquaint-
ance with these powers that the dimensions or
scantling of a piece of timber capable of sus-
taining a given weight or pressure, can be
rightly determined. Beams, columns, canti-
levers, and the parts of framing are thus pro-
portioned in accordance with numerous and
exact experiments, the results of which are
given, and the rules for application carefully
explained.

The third section is devoted to the construc-
tion of floors, or, technically, naked flooring.

There are three kinds—viz., single joisted,
double floors, and framed floors. They con-
stitute a department of universal occurrence,
in which large quantities of material are con-
sumed, in which failure is more than any-
where disastrous, and where judicious and
economic disposition is of the utmost
advantage. We learn that "single joist-

ing makes a much stronger floor, with
the same quantity of timber, than a double or
framed floor, and may be cr'nstnicted
with equal ease to the same extent of bear-
ing

;
but the ceilings are more subject to

cracks and irregularities
; consequently single

joisted floors of long bearings can only be
used in inferior buildings." The superior
strength of giugle joists was shown by a
simple experiment of Professor Robison.
Two models, 18in. square, were made from
equal quantities of timber. One consisted of
single joists and the other was framed of
girders, binding-joists, bridging, and ceiling

joists. They were placed in a trunk and
supported at the edges. The single floor

broke with 4871b., the framed floor with
3271b., eo that the first was about once and
a half as strongs es the second. Circumstances
will, howeTET, make the use of each imperative
from time to time. The best modes of their

formation arc described and illustrated, each
kind of joist and girder being separately

discussed, and the constants for determining
scantlings supplied.

That a great waste of material ensues from
the provisions necessary to insure a sound and
perfect ceiling under extensive floors, the
author and editor are agreed upon. The latter

calls it a " mask which modem fashions render
imperative." Now apart from the material,

the fashions are of ver^ respectable standing,
not to say antiquity, smce they date at least

from the time of the Tudors. The ceiling at
the top of a room is no more a " mask " than
the lining at the sides, whether of tapestry or
arras, baudekyn, wainscoting, or plaster, and it

is surely a sweeping censure to say that
modem building contrivances in general are
".exacted to satisfy fashions and conventional
respectabilities." An engineer may concern
himself with the necessities of construction

alone—refinements and embellishments are not
his care, but neither is it, we are constrained

to suggest, his legitimate business to disparage
them. Science is good, but Art is not therefore

superfluous.

Section 4, treats of the constmction of
roofs, and no part of a house afibrda a better

opportunity for skilful carpentry. Roofs have
been commonly made too heavy. It was but
natural that designers, uncertain of the be-
haviour of their material, should be eareful to

err on the side of safety ; if indeed security

can be aided by converting that into a load
which is intended for a support. In calculating

the strength of an iron frame, its'own weight
is always taken into account, and the principle,

though not the practice, has proportionate

operation in woodwork. To show how a roof
could be made with the smallest quantity of
timber was a valuable service, relieving the

walls of a needless load and the owner from a
wasteful expense. A memorable instance of
this nature occurred when the roof of S. Paul's

Church, Covent-garden, designed by Inigo
Jones, was restored by Thomas Hardwick.
But it was left for Tredgold to investigate

and demonstrate the proper form and power
of every part.

In an exposition of elementary principles it

was unnecessary,and even undesirable,to meddle
with the complicated forms of mediseval roofs.

The author therefore dismisses them with a
few brief but careful and accurate remarks :

—

"Their principles of construction bear," he
says, " a nearer analogy to masonry than to

modem carpentry. The fashion of timber-
framed roofs originated about the time of
Edward III., as applied to great halls. They
became common about 1400, and spans of
considerable extent were roofed in a most
judicious manner." But here, unfortunately,

the editor steps forward to refute his author.

"In England all judicious timber-roofing

ceased," he tells us " in buildings of pre-

tension, about 1400, and gave place to the

extravaganzas above alluded to, of which
Westminster Hall (1395) was the first and
largest in scale." Thus the one roof of

which above ail others England has had
cause to be proud, the one that has enjoyed

the most universal celebrity, whose design

exhibits the applied conditions of equilibrium

and stability, is classed with debased conceits

and extravaganzas ! The calm reason and mani-
fest good sense that so agreeably pervade the

writings of Tredgold would have made him too

dignified to contemn what he did not under-

stand, but the editor (to whose eminent quali-

fications it is needless to express the most
cheerful testimony), instead of leaving his

want of acquaintance with this particular

matter to be inferred, insists upon writing it

down. Such a conflict of opinion between
author and editor would in any case be injuri-

ous and disfiguring ; but when uncalled for
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iind capricious, constitutes a blemish that

would be well removed.
Let us, however, continue the examination

of this interesting chapter, in which suitable

forms of trusses for different spans are given,

and rules for proportioning the respective

timbers explained. Then follow a series of

executed examples;, drawn from some of the

most notable buildings of Rome, Florence,

Modena, Moscow, and many English instances

of recent construction. Several of those
illustrate the combination of wood and iron,

and indeed of the ascendancy which the latter

material is acquiring in works of chief import-

ance. The engine-house of the Abbey Mills

Pumping Station, for the Metropolitan Drainage,
has the peculiarity of a curb or mansard roof.

Mr. Sydney Smirke, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Lewis
Cubitt, and Mr. Brunei are among the eminent
contributors.

After a short treatise on the construction of
domes and partitions, we come to centres for

bridges. Here the angle of repose, the in-

creasing pressure as the arch stones approach
the middle, and other points, are explained, and
some of the best authorities referred to in

connection with the engraved illustrations.

From this natural prelude, the subject of
bridges proper is arrived at, and commenced
by a slight historical sketch of such structures,

&om the Bridge of Sublicius, 500 years
B.C., to the most approved instances of recent
date. Among the steps to modern practice

are the improvements of Palladio, Price, and
Wiebeking the latter of whom erected the
bridgeof Bamberg overtheRegritz, with curved
ribsand a span of 208ft., thegreatest at the time

(1809) in Europe. The circumstances that
ought to guide the design of modern bridges
are carefully set forth, and the proper scant-
lings determined.

Very serviceable information is given on
scarfing, joints, straps and shoes. It is of con-
sequence to know the best mode of lengthen-
ing timbers to resist particular strains as
pulling, compressing, or tearing across—of
combining several timbers into a single beam—ofsoforming joints as to throw pressure into

the axes of the pieces, and of applying iron
shoes, straps, &e. In this chapter all these
particulars are fully elucidated.

Lastly, and, as we think, unduly late, comes
the treatise on the nature and properties of
timber. Tlie formation and growth, the
maturity, and the season for felling, are first

stated. Processes of seasoning and artificial

]>reparation are treated of. The causes of decay
are shown, and the means of prevention
pointed out. The action of the weather, the
ravages of worms and insects are brought
under notice, and upon the durability of
timber, conclusive evidence is adduced.
A sub-section goes into the classification of

woods as to cohesive force, elasticity, per-
manent alteration of structure, hardness,
tonghness, &c., affording a comparative view
of many English and foreign species, whose
applicabiliy lo special purposes may thus be
seen. There are three-and-twenty tables of
scantlings, specific gravities and useful data,
with an index connecting the great mass of
information contained in a work whose monu-
mental excellence must commend it wherever
skilful carpentry is concerned.

MODERN STAINED GL AaS IN GLASGOW
CATHEDRAL.

IF Westminster Abbey has been victimised
by the experiments in stained glass in-

serted into it of late years, the very noble,

and not far inferior, pile of Glasgow Cathedral
has had its inierior utterly ruined by the same
agency. Still, though the agency has been
the same, the two cases widely differ. West-
minster, Isarring its clerestory, has suffered
from the plague which has inflicted almost all

<;ur cath'-drals and larger churches—that of
being turned into an experimental museum
for various manufacturers—seldom can we say

artists—to try their 'prentice hands upon
;

whereas Glasgow has nought to complain of

that kind, unities have not in its case been
disturbed, but simply overwhelmed instead,

and a very flood, harmonious in its volume of
discordance, has been poured out upon it. In
Westminster, as in most instances, next to

windows which seem to have been formed, as

a salad often is, of ingredients chopped so

small that even the potent onion may lurk in

it undiscovered, come others with medallions
with quiet grUsaile, for their groundwork, or

canopies witli life-sized figures under them for

a change. But in Glasgow the whole build-

ing has been delivered up to the fell swoop of

one bad school which has wrought its will

upon it with a vengeance throughout.
It is true that Glasgow, never bright, was

duller perhaps than usual during a short visit

that I was enabled recently to pay to it. But
the fog outside was white as the snows which
usually alternate with the rain in that northern
clime, but inside of the Cathedral it was of

the yellow pea-soup hue occasionally familiar

to Londoners in November, so that the general
effect of what would be otherwise a fine inte-

rior was quite spoilt. I certainly expected
little of the glass at Glasgow, although Mr.
Winston had stood sponsor for it, but I found
less. It is true that here and there were pic-

tures which looked as if they might perhaps
have been good if the light did not shine
through them, but considered as clever, though
mistaken, transparencies, their appearance
with their surroundings was most grotesque.

Fancy a painting well drawn and soberly
tinted, as some of them were, set in a border
of a zig-zag pattern in quiet colours, such as

strong red and yellow, under a canopy of
hideous pseudo-Gothic work standing out
from a background above of the rawest
scarlet and blue alternately, and beneath an
equally gaudily-coloured combination of shields

and other heraldic accompaniments. Fancy
an elaborately-designed representation of the
" Prodigal Son," with attendant pig drawn and
shaded to the life, but with, unfortunately, the

leadwork necessary to enclose it starting ofE

at a tangent from its nose, making it look as

if smoking a cigar ; while in the next com-
partment the reprobate in question is rushing
into the arras of his parent, who is dressed

out in a parti-coloured garb of azure and ruby,

the scene apparently viewed through the

window of the Lord Mayor's coach. This is

but a sample of the comical effects which
are set around the choir to compete, as they
must, for the attention of the congregation
with the eloquence of the divine preaching
from the pulpit in the midst. It was simply
astounding t> mo that the good citizens of

Glasgow should ever have been advised to

adopt this—the Munich style of painted glass
;

or, having been so advised, should continue to

spend thousands of pounds in completing a
series which is crude in colour and ridiculous

in treatment. Eels, they say, become used to

being skinned, and the verger assured me that

the inhabitants reallv admired these windows.
People seem to look at glass painting, or,

rather, half-look at them, as if they were not

meant to be examined closely, and I very

much question if some of them were fixed

upside down whether many would notice that

anything was wrong. Possibly this arises

in some measure from the fact that they have
had but few opportunities of seeing high
artistic work appropriately treated according
to the material—they imagine tliatthe techni-

calities of the work are beyond them, and
that all that is sought for should be bright and
broken colours to flicker over the stonework
within and dazzle their eyes.

In other matters it a])peared to me that

Glasgow did nut lag so far behind. Near, and
beyond the Cathedral is a stately new clinrch

tower and spire, to surpass which it would be
difficult to find an example in our metropolis,

and generally the new churches seemed built

with commendable simplicity and boldness.

The internal quadrangles of the old college,

not far off, are very interesting, with their

circular-stair turrets projecting from the
several sides ; and the view from the top of
the hill upon which the Cathedral stands is

eminently picturesque, with a line of bold and
striking monuments crowning the crest of the
hill beyond and standing up high against the
sky. Few of our cemeteries could present
anything comparable to the effect, thus
produced. John P. Sedbon.

ART WORKM.\NSHIP COMPETITION AT
THE SOCIETY OF ARTS.—1809-70.

[second notice.]

THE Second Division comprises specimens
of the application to ordinary industry

of prescribed art processes. Before, however,
we proceed to its consideration, we would
repair an omission in our last notice as to
No. 15, Class 5b, First Division, for having
discovered this work, executed after a missal
cover in the South Kensington Museum, we
ought to express our high admiration of this

admirable copy of an excellent work.
Class A.—Nos. 39, 40, and 41 are specimens

of clock dials, enamel painted ; the first and
last in colours and gold, the second with white
ground and black ornament. The last, by
Mr. C. W. Pf nder, is the most effective, and
is soft and harmonious in effect, and the orna-
ment is well designed. The decoration in
No. 40 is poor and finicking. No. 39, by
James Thwaites, is very tastefully designed
and coloured, but upon somewhat too miuute
a scale for the purpose.

Class B.—No 42 is a fram"! for a miniature,
engraved and champleve enamelled on metal,
by Alfred Gray. The shape of the frame is

far from elegant, and the colour of the blue
enamel is too monotonously even and hard,
and the metal left too clumsy. The effort

has been a praiseworthy one, but the result

far inferior to the Oriental or twelfth century
work of the same description. It corresponds
rather with the garish modern French—variety
and subdued tones of colour are what should
be sought after by aspirants to become
revivers of this interesting process.

Nos. 42 and 43 are by J. B. Evans, whose
name appears often in the list of contributors.

These examples of decorative earthenware
show powers which we would fain see better

directed than in eternally reproducing vapid
Renaissance scrollwork.

Nos. 45 to 49 are creditable attempts to

execute the filagree glass, after the Venetian
type, in champagne glasses, by J. C. E.
Barnes. The filagree patterns are regular and
delicate enough, but the glasses are as heavy
as lead, and inelegant in form.

Nos. 118 to 120 are by Joseph Leicester,

upon a large and more ambitious scale with-
out the filagree. The forms in Nos. 118 and
120 in delicate opal and bluish-green glass

respectively are excellent, and the glasses are

commendably light ; the ruby specimen,
No. 119, is not so elegant.

Nos. 50 to 53 by another frequent com-
petitor, Charles Pfander, and No. 54, by C. W.
Pfander, jun., studies for book covers, con-
sist of skilful intricate Renaissance and
Elizabethan designs well balanced and ar-

ranged. We trust, however, that when wearied,
as those artists must eventually become, of

this cliaraoter of work, they will try their

hands upon some better and purer style, and
b'lry the resuscitated griffin ; also that they
would devote some more study to the figure

before they indulge too freely in Cupids.

No. 55, set of fire-irons, are coarse and
clumsy.

No. 5G.—Silver drinking cup in the Italian

style, by Alexander Crichton. The ornamenta-
tion is by no moans badly designed, but tue

form, as seen in the profile, is inelegant, and
it is not very delicate or correct in execution.

Nos. 57 and 58, Envelope cases, tliougii

elaborate, are below criticism.

Nos. 59 and 60, Designs for balconies in
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wrou^rht ironwork, are bettor in arrangement
than in workmanship, the foliage not being
properly modelled or hammered out, but only
coarsely twisted to tlio sliapcs suggested.
We have now completed the second divi-

Bion. The third consists of articles sent in
for exhibition, in addition to those in accord-
ance with the prescribed designs and dio-
cesees. Greater freedom does not in 'this
instance seem to have tended to produce a higher
class of work

; little indeed in this depart-
ment claims any attention. We would except
the mask, repinme in copper, copied from one
of the heads of the Laocoon group, by G.
Deen, but then this docs not pretend to be an
original design. The only piece of ornament
that we really admired was No. 74, a pierced
circular metal dish, by A. Millward.

Nos. 76 and 77, however—inlays in various
woods, by W. Clayton—are interesting, as
showing what a powerful material for orna-
ment that in question is. The colouring is
rich, though wo suspect some of the wood to
be artificially dyed, which is a mistake.
The wood carvings are, to our mind,

especially weak, and their purpose ill directed.
We could not except from the latter censure
even No. 85. " Panel in birchwood for a side-
board door," designed and executed by Wil-
liam Matthews; still the effect of it is
oertainly rich and picturesque.
We should have been far better pleased if,

instead of the numerous pretentious failures
in this exhibition in the way of attempted
designs, there had been more modest studies
such as No. 90, "A patera modelled from
nature," by John Long. No. 9'J, model of
the Florentine boar, by W. Marshall, seemed a
good miniature reduction, and No. 101, the
figure of "A North American Indian."
modelled by A. Dufour, to be a spirited
statuette. Nos. 122 and 123. two plain
champagne glasses with twisted stems, by
Elijah Barnes, are graceful in form and
delightfully light ; and No. 126, tea service,
designed and executed by Isaac Wild, was
delicate in design and refined in colour, and
certainly very cheap at the price named.

In concluding our own article we feel we
need do no more than echo the wish expressed
in that which followed the first portion of
this in the last number of our journal, that
more workmen would avail themselves of
these opportunities offered by the Society of
Arts

; at the same time we would beg those
upon whom devolves the duty of selecting the
subjects to be copied, to exercise far greater
caiUion than was used on the last occasion.
Objects of a less elaborate character, but
clear and precise, and pure in general de-
sign and detail should in every case be
chosen, and in no instance a sketch, even
by Raphael, of an unfinished work. The
vice of our art workmen is carelessness and
want of precision, and if the Society of Arts
could next year obtain one dozen single well
modelled leaves it would do better service
than it has done this time, by encouraging the
production of thickets of slipshod naturalesque
and conventional foliage

; and a hand or a
foot well modelled is worth a dozen malformed
cupids and ten dozen nondescript monsters,
even though hanged up, as their authors
deserve to be, to an equally ornamental gallows,
with due regard to symmetrical arrangement,
like turkeys at Christmas in the s)iop of a
fanciful poulterer. It is sheer wickedness to
misdirect anxious students to study false
models of taste and to condemn them to pass
months of their young lives in copying what
is stupid and vile simply because it is clever

;

and such we maintain most of the Renais-
sance rubbish to be, which the exhibitors of this
season have had set for them, or have set for
themselves, as models for imitation.

The third pair of buildings for the National Hos-
pital for Consumption, Venmor, will shortly be com-
menced, Mr. Frederick Beck bearing the cost of one,
and Mr. Jolm Buckle that of the other.

ON ORNAMENTAL ART.*
By Henry O'Neil, A.R.A.

THE principles I have laid down have chiefly
regard to the treatment of fonn, but all, or

nearly all, are equally applicable to that of colour.
For har.-nony, thoughcommonly applied to colour
and sound, is felt to a great extent in the appre-
ciation of objects that appeal most strongly by
form. But of all the qualities wherewith wo
perceive that nature is imbued, there is one which
may be termed the sum of all—namely, congruity
—and its absence in ornamental art is chiefly to
be deplored. Now our errors arise from a love of
imitating—actually as far as art can do so—the
works of nature

; and also from a childish fancy
that because those works plca.sc ns in their proper
place, their artificial representation should C(|ually
please us whenever an opportunity is afforded of
displaying our talent in that direction. Nothing
can be more erroneous, or even more repulsive to
common sense, which, in spite of its detractors, is

now, and I hope ever will be, the motive power in
fashioning human wants and wishes. When we
enter a room, who on earth expects to walk upon
roses or other flowers, or to sec Nature's works
represented by art in places and on things where
they never could appear ? Nay, the more perfect
may be the imitation the greater is the offence.

And indeed—in every art—you, as artists, should
rcgiird mere imitation, however nsefnl to the
student, as a feeble mode of conveying to the
spectator the impression protlnced on yourselves.
The rendering of that impression should be your
solo aim in any art, and more especially in that
termed purely ornamental ; for though the means
whereby you work are powerful and characteristic,
yet are they so limited—as compared with those at
Nature's disposal—that in the rendering of any
scene, cvenof any object in nature, it is absolutely
incumbent on the artist to give predominance to
those parts which shall give the most intelligible
idea of the whole, as seen by the light of his
individual experience. For art is a compromise,
and more eloquent in proclaiming the great truth
to be represented by the sacrifice of all lesser
trtiths. In colour and effect of light and shade
this doctrine is most salutary and well-founded,
because their strength is elicited by comparison.
But even in form there will often arise a necessity
for such compromise, so far at least as regards the
rejection of details not absolutely necessary to the
intelligent representation of any object depicted.
There is one more quality in Nature, which,

though as regards ornamental art, it is more
needful in colour, is yet a useful adjunct to form :

and that is " propriety." For there is no form the
beauty of which cannot be enhanced by colour.
On this point, however, oral teaching is of the
least avail. You, as students, must steadily
observe, and faithfully copy nature's work ; and
the natural, and in a lesser degree, the pictorial
presence, can alone benefit you in acquiring that
experience which, though the offspring of know-
ledge, is yet the parent of taste.

Now, on all these matters which I have briefly
discussed, we may all derive most salutary lessons
from those whom we arc please<l to regard as
barbarians, compared to those whom we are equally
pleased to call the most civilised nations of the
world. For beauty of form, and harmony of
colour—moreover, for the absence of that puerile
imitation of natural objects, which I pronounce so
detrimental to Art—no manufactured productions
of France or Germany, still less of our own
country, can equal the rugs and carpets of Turkey
and Persia. I have only heard one objection
raised against them—I grant a strong one—and
that is monotony. Bnt without insisting that too
great monotony is less an offence against taste
than too much variety, I ask you to look closely
at those productions, and comparing one with
another, you will discover ditlcrences, however
slight, in form. Moreover, you will perceive a
great variety in the combination and tone of colour,
the latter being brilliant without gaudiness, and
the former ever harmonious.
But whilst I object strenuously to the introduc-

tion of natural objects where they have no right to
appear, and deeply as I reverence the presence of
simplicity, I have no regard for those ascetic
disciples of Art who affect to dcsjiise ornament
in any degree. I neither envy their isolated, how-
ever exalted, position, nor can 1 share in their

affected appreciation of simplicity—even to mono-
tony and poverty—in form and colour. Though
I strongly object to carpets covered with imitations

* ^'rom a paper read before the AsBociated Arts'
Institute on Saturday evening, February 6, 1S70. (Con-
tinued from page 121.)

of flowers, 1 fail to see the infinite beauty— though
I acknowledge tho atility of the article—in the
monotony of crimson or green drugget ; and the
common practice of covering our tublex with a
cloth evinces a dislike to plain wood, however
preferable that may bo to a more composite
article ; nor because I think the representation of
fruit or flowers on the backs of playing-cards is

out of place need they necessarily be without
some indications of form and colour, ifero utility
is the flrst object ; but that surely may be
combined with qailities of an equal, if not higher
order ; toexcite feelings which, in spite of sectarian
impulse, will ever have their sway on humanity,

—

and worthily too,—for whatever gives pleasure to
tho eye and ear, or other channel to the mind,
contributes, even though indirectly, to mental
wealth ; and the unswerving aim of those who
work to give pleasure to otheri', and of those who
live merely to receive it, should i>e so to
fashion the work on the one side, and to refine
the desire ou the other, that the result may equally
eontributo to mental health. To this end, the
possession of that indefinable quality we term
taste is alone necessary. But of all mental
acquirements it is the least intuitive ; and it can
only be gained by the most patient investigation
of the materials i)roffered for its daily sustenance.
Yon will probably ask, as this is so difiicult of
acquirement, " (Jn whom is tho student todepend,
in order to correct the errors of ignorance or
inexperience V" It is easier to tell him •' wiiat to
avoid " than " what to follow." And, moreover,
in telling him merely "what to avoid," it is very
difficult for the teacher to be thoroughly honest
without giving offenpe. Bnt any man in the posi-
tion I occupy at this moment would be unworthy
to address you were he to shrink from saving what
he feels to be true from any paltry fear of offend-
ing individual vanity, or. still worse, national
pride. I fear I must do both ; so, unlike the timid
bather who, with much shivering, steps ankle-
deep into the water, I will take a headlong plunge.
In the first place, then, beware of the overpower-
ing influence of pubhc criticism. A French
critic on art, lately alluding to tlie rapid fjrowth
of art-criticism, was honest enounh to declare
that in proportion as the science had advanced the
art had retrograded. I cannot wonder that such
a result should spring from lay interference, and I

cannot but think that the present influence and
prosperity of tho critics denote a corresponding
want of mental activity on the part of the public.

Evidently, in spite of the spread of education

—

either through indolence or an exclusive atten-
tion to worldly affairs—we are all more or less

disinclined to judge for onr.-elves, especially in
matters pertaining to art. And thus a race of
professional thinkers has sprung inio existence to
supply our intellectual wants. Now I cannot but
look upon this extreme subservience to the opinion
of others as abase abandonment of reason—man's
noblest birthright. Moreover, I defy any man to
do his workproperlyif he is continually influenced
by the contradictory opinions of those who
presume to be public advisers. You know the
fable of the old man and his ass ; so on this point
I will say no more.

Secondly, Who are these critics ? Well, I know
personally that many of those officious gentlemen
who benevolently seek to instruct artists have
simply failed as artists themselves ; and a doubt
naturally arises whether failure in any pursuit is

a proof of a man's ability to give profitable advice
to these who are desirous of succeeding where he
himself has failed. Lastly, and especially, l)ecause,

being anonymous, they are perfectly irresponsible ;

and can safely indulge in prejudices, to fa our
or condemn, under the deceitful mask of public

duty. It is not in the nature of a critic to omit
an opportunity for lauding the talent of a friend,

or, on the other hand, to avoid saying a smart thing

of one in whom ho takes no interest, nor cares he
what pain or injury may be caused hy his cat-like

plaj fulness. For that there is no help. But when
he says—with such additional importance as a

plural pronoun can give—that ho is the mere
utterer of public opinion, I differ from him
entirely. He takes far too motlcst a view of his

calling, which he knows well is, not merely to

echo public opinion, but simply to influence it,

and his judgment—given anonymously—will be
valued wholly by the importance of the journal

wherein it is published. Now I boldly nuiintain

that such a practice is equally unjust to the public

writer as to the public reader ; and I hope, at no
very distant time, to find the presumptuous and
irresponsible " we " changed to the modest and
straightforward "I"; and that every man who
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and capricious, constitutes a blemish that

would be well removed.
Let us, however, continue the examination

of this interesting chapter, in which suitable

forms of trusses for different spans are given,

and rules for proportioning the respective

timbers explained. Then follow a series of

executed examples, drawn from some of the

most notable buildings of Rome, Florence,

Modena, Moscow, and many English instances

of recent construction. Several of these
illustrate the combination of wood and iron,

and indeed of the ascendancy which the latter

material is acquiring in works of chief import-
ance. The engine-house of the Abbey Mills

Pumping Station, for theMetropolitan Drainage,
has the peculiarity of a curb or mansard roof.

Mr. Sydney Smirke, Mr. Shaw, Mr. Lewis
Cubitt, and Mr. Brunei are among the eminent
contributors.

After a short treatise on the construction of
domes and partitions, we come to centres for
bridges. Here tlie angle of repose, the in-

creasing pressure as the arch stones approach
the middle, and other points, are explained, and
some of the best authorities referred to in

connection with the engraved illustrations.

From this natural prelude, the subject of
bridges proper is arrived at, and commenced
by a slight historical sketch of such structures,

&om the Bridge of Siiblicius, 500 years
B.C., to the most approved instances of recent
date. Among the steps to modern practice
are the improvements of Palladio, Price, and
Wiebeking the latter of whom erected the
bridge of Bamberg overthe Regritz, with curved
ribsandaspan of 208ft., the greatest at the time

(1809) in Kurope. The circumstances that
ought to guide the design of modern bridges
are carefully set forth, and the proper scant-
lings determined.

Very serviceable information is given on
scarfing, joints, straps and shoes. It is of con-
sequence to know the best mode of lengthen-
ing timbers to resist particular strains as

pulling, compressing, or tearing across—of
combining several timbers into a single beam—of 80 forming joints as to throw pressure into

the axes of the pieces, and of applying iron
shoes, straps, &e. In this chapter all these
particulars are fully elucidated.

Lastly, and, as we think, unduly late, comes
the treatise on the nature and properties of
timber. The formation and growth, the
maturity, and the season for felling, are first

stated. Processes of seasoning and artificial

preparation are treated of. The causes of decay
are shown, and the means of prevention
pointed out. The action of the weather, the
ravages of worms and insects are brought
linder notice, and upon the durability of
timber, conclusive evidence is adduced.
A sub-section goes into the classification of

woods as to cohesive force, elasticity, per-
manent alteration of structure, hardness,
tonghness, &c., affording a comparative view
of many English and foreign species, whose
applicabiliy lo special purposes may thus be
seen. There are three-and-twenty tables of
scantlings, specific gravities and useful data,
with an index connecting the great mass of
information contained in a work wliose monu-
msntal excellence must commend it wherever
skilful carpentry is concerned.

MODERN .STAINED GLASS IN GLASGOW
CATHEDRAL.

IF Westminster Abbey has been victimised

by the experiments in stained glass in-

serted into it of late years, the very noble,
and not far inferior, pile of Glasgow Cathedral
has bad its interior utterly ruined by the same
agency. Still, though the agency has been
the same, the two cases widely differ. West-
minster, barring its clerestory, has suffered
from the plague which has inflicted almost all

our cathedrals and larger churches—that of
being turned into an experimental museum
for variou-s manufacturers—seldom can we say

artists—to try their 'prentice hands upon
;

whereas Glasgow has nought to complain of

that kind, unities have not in its case been
disturbed, but simply overwhelmed instead,

and a very flood, harmonious in its volume of

discordance, has been poured out upon it. In
Westminster, as in most instances, next to

windows which seem to have been formed, as

a salad often is, of ingredients chopped so

small that even the potent onion may lurk in

it undiscovered, como others with medallions

with quiet grlssaile for their groundwork, or

canopies with life-?ized figures under them for

a change. But in Glasgow the whole build-

ing has been delivered up to the fell swoop of

one bad school which has wrought its will

upon it with a vengeance throughout.
It is true that Glasgow, never bright, was

duller perhaps than usual during a short visit

that I was enabled recently to pay to it. But
the fog outside was white as the snows which
usually alternate with the rain in tliat northern

clime, but inside of the Cathedral it was of

the yellow pea-soup hue occasionally familiar

to Londoners in November, so that the general

effect of what would be otherwise a fine inte-

rior was quite spoilt. I certainly expected
little of the glass at Glasgow, although Mr.
Winston had stood sponsor for it, but I found
less. It is true that here and there were pic-

tures which looked as if they might perhaps
have been good if the light did not shine
through them, but considered as clever, though
mistaken, transparencies, their appearance
with their surroundings was most grotesque.

Fancy a painting well drawn and soberly

tinted, as some of them were, set in a border
of a zig-zag pattern in quiet colours, such as

strong red and yellow, under a canopy of
hideous pseudo-Gothic work standing out
from a background above of the rawest
scarlet and blue alternately, and beneath an
equally gaudily-coloured combination of shields

and other heraldic accompaniments. Fancy
an elaborately-designed representation of the
" Prodigal Son," with attendant pig drawn and
shaded to the life, but with, unfortunately, the

leadwork necessary to enclose it starting off

at a tangent from its nose, making it look as

if smoking a cigar ; while in the next com-
partment the reprobate in question is rushing

into the arms of his parent, who is dressed

out in a parti-coloured garb of azure and ruby,

the scene apparently viewed through the

window of the Lord Mayor's coach. This is

but a sample of the comical effects which
are set around the choir to compete, as they
must, for the attention of the congregation
with the eloquence of the divine preaching
from the pulpit in the midst. It was simply
astounding tj mo that the good citizens of

Glasgow should ever have been advised to

adopt this—the Munich style of painted glass
;

or, having been so advised, should continue to

spend thousands of pounds in completing a
series which is crude in colour and ridiculous

in treatment. Eels, they say, become used to

being skinned, and the verger assured me that

the inhabitants reallv admired these windows.
People seem to look at glass painting, or,

rather, half-look at them, as if they were not

meant to be examined closely, and I very
much question if some of them were fixed

upside down whether many would notice that

anything was wrong. Possibly this arises

in some measure from the fact that they have
had but few opportunities of seeing high
artistic work ajipropriately treated according
to the material—they imagine that the techni-

calities of the work are beyond them, and
that all that is souglit for should be bright and
broken colours to flicker over the stonework
within and dazzle thtir eyes.

In other matters it appeared to me that

Glasgow did nut lag so far behind. Near, and
beyond the Cathcdrid is a stately new church
tower and spire, to surpass which it would bo
difficult to find an example in our metropolis,

and generally tlic now churches seemed built

with commendable simplicity and boldness.

The internal quadrangles of the old college,

not far off, are very interesting, with their

circular-stair turrets projecting from the
several sides ; and the view from the top of
the hill upon which the Cathedral stands is

eminently picturesque, with a line of bold and
striking monuments crowning the crest of the
hill beyond and standing up high against the
sky. Few of our cemeteries could present
anything comparable to the effect, thus
produced. John P. Seddon.

ART WORKMANSHIP COMPETITION AT
THE SOCIETY OF ARTS.—1809-70.

[second notice.]

THE Second Division comprises specimens
of the application to ordinary industry

of prescribed art processes. Before, however,
we proceed to its consideration, we would
repair an omission in our last notice as to
No. 15, Class 5b, First Division, for having
discovered this work, executed after a missal
cover in the South Kensington Museum, we
ought to express our high admiration of this

admirable copy of an excellent work.
Class A.—Nos. 39, 40, and 41 are specimens

of clock dials, enamel painted ; the first and
last in colours and gold, the second with white
ground and black ornament. The last, by
Mr. C. W. Pf nder, is the most effective, and
is soft and harmonious in effect, and the orna-
ment is well designed. The decoration in

No. 40 is poor and finicking. No. 39, by
James Thwaites, is very tastefully designed
and coloured, but upon somevhat too minute
a scale for the purpose.

Class B.—No 42 is a frams for a miniature,
engraved and champleve enamelled on metal,
by Alfred Gray. The shape of the frame is

far from elegant, and the colour of the blue
enamel is too monotonously even and hard,
and the metal left too clumsy. The effort

has been a praiseworthy one, but the result

far inferior to the Oriental or twelfth century
work of the same description. It corresponds
rather with the garish modern French—variety

and subdued tones of colour are what should
be sought after by aspirants to become
revivers of this interesting process.

Nos. 42 and 43 are by J. B. Evans, whose
name appears often in the list of contributors.

These examples of decorative earthenware
show powers which we would fain see better
directed than in eternally reproducing vapid
Renaissance scrollwork.

Nos. 45 to 49 are creditable attempts to

execute the filagree glass, after the Venetian
type, in champagne glasses, by J. C. E.
Barnes. The filagree patterns are regular and
delicate enough, but the glasses are as heavy
as lead, and inelegant in form.

Nos. 118 to 120 are by Joseph Leicester,

upon a large and more ambitious scale with-
out the filagree. The forms in Nos. 118 and
120 in delicate opal and bluish-green glass

respectively are excellent, and the glasses are

commendably light ; the ruby specimen,
No. 119, is not so elegant.

Nos. 50 to 53 by another frequent com-
petitor, Charles Pfander, and No. 54, by C. W.
Pfander, jun., studies for book covers, con-
sist of skilful intricate Renaissance and
Elizabethan designs well balanced and ar-

ranged. We trust, however, that when wearied,
as those artists must eventually become, of

this character of work, they will try tiieir

hands upon some better and purer style, and
b'lry the resuscitated griffin ; also that tliey

would devote some more study to the figure

before they indulge too freely in Cupids.

No. 55, set of fire-irons, are coarse and
clumsy.

No. 5G.—Silver drinking cup in the Italian

style, by Alexander Crichion. The ornamenta-
tion is by no means badly designed, but the

form, as seen in the profile, is inelegant, and
it is not very delicate or correct in execution,

Nos. 57 and 58, Envelope cases, tliougli

elahorate, are below criticism.

Nos. 59 and 60, Designs for balconies in
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wrought ironwork, are better in arrangement
than in workmanship, the foliage not being
properly modelled or hammered out, but only
coarRoly twisted to the sliapcs suggested.

_
We liave now completed the .second divi-

sion. The tliird consists of articles sent in
for exhibition, in addition to those in accord-
ance with the prescribed designs and pro-
cesses. Greater freedom does not in tliis
instance seem to have tended to produce a higher
class of work

; little indeed in this depart-
ment claims any attention. We would excei)t
the mask, r<-/)i)u.<ise in copper, copied from one
of the heads of the Laocoon group, by G.
Deen, but then this does not pretend to be an
original design. The only piece of ornament
that we really admired was No. 74, a pierced
circular metal dish, by A. Millward.

Nos. 76 and 77, however—inlays in various
woods, by W. Clayton—are interesting, as
showing what a powerful material for orna-
ment that in question is. The colouring is
rich, though wo suspect some of the wood to
bo artificially dyed, which is a mistake.
The wood carvings arc, to our mind,

pspecially weak, and their purpose ill directed.
We could not except from the latter censure
even No. 85, " Panel in birchwood for a side-
board door," designed and executed by Wil-
liam Matthews; still the eifect of it is
certainly rich and picturesque.
We should have been far better pleased if,

instead of the numerous pretentious failures
in this exhibition in the way of attempted
designs, there had been more modest studies,
such as No. 90, "A patera modelled from
nature," by John Long. No. 99. model of
the Florentine boar, by W. Marshall, seemed a
good miniature reduction, and No. 101, the
figure of "A North American Indian,"
modelled by A. Dufour, to be a spirited
statuette. Nos. 122 and 123. two plain
cliampagne glasses with twisted stems, by
Elijah Barnes, are graceful in form and
delightfully light ; and No. 126, tea .service,
designed and executed by Isaac AVild, was
delicate in design and refined in colour, and
certainly very cheap at the price named.

In concluding our own article we feel we
need do no more than echo the wish expressed
in that which followed the first portion of
this in the last number of our journal, that
more workmen would avail themselves of
these opportunities oilered by the Society of
Arts

;
at the same time we would beg tliose

upon whom devolves the duty of selecting the
subjects to be copied, to exercise far greater
caution than was used on the last occasion.
Objects of a less elaborate character, but
clear and precise, and pure in general de-
sign and detail should in every case be
chosen, and in no instance a sketch, even
by Raphael, of an unfinished work. The
vice of our art workmen is carelessness and
want of precision, and if the Society of Arts
could next year obtain one dozen single well
modelled leaves it would do better service
than it has done this time, by encouraging the
production of thickets of slipshod naturalesque
and conventional foliage ; and a hand or a
foot; well modelled is wortli a dozen malformed
cupids and ten dozen nondescript monsters,
even though hanged up, as their authors
deserve to be, to au equally ornamental gallows,
with due regard to symmetrical arrangement.

ON OUNAMKNTAL ART.*
By Henry O'Neil, A.R.A.

THE principles I have laid down have chiefly
regard to the treatment of fonn, but all, or

nearly all, are equally applicable to that of colour.
For haraiony, though commonly applied to colour
and sound, is felt to a great extent in the appre-
ciation of objects that appeal most strongly by
i But of all the qualities wherewith weform.

like turkeys at Christinas in the shop of
fanciful poulterer. It is sheer wickedness to

misdirect anxious students to study false
models of taste and to condemn them to pass
months of their young lives in copying what
is stupid and vile simply because it is clever

;

and such we maintain most of the Renais-
sance rubbish to be, which the exhibitors of this
season have had set for them, or have set for
themselves, as models for imitation.

rhe third pair of buildings for the National Hos-
pital for Consumption, Ventnor, will shortly be com-
menced, Jlr. Frederick Beck bearing the cost of one,
anil Mr. Julia Buckle that of the other.

perceive that nature is imbued, there is one which
may be termed the sum of all—namely, congruity—and its absence in ornamental art is chiefly to
bo deplored. Now our errors arise from a love of
imitating—actually as far as art can do so—the
works of nature

; and also from a childish fancy
that because those works please us in their proper
place, their artificial representation should ec|nally
please us whenever an opportunity is afforded of
displaying our talent in that direction. Nothing
can be more erroneous, or even more repulsive to
common sense, which, in spite of its detractors, is

now, and I hope ever will be, the motive power in
fashioning human wants and wishes. When wc
enter a room, who on earth expects to walk upon
roses or other flowers, or to see Nature's works
represented by art in places and on things where
they never could appear ? Nay, the more perfect
may be the imitation the greater is the offence.

And indeed—in every art—you, as artists, should
regard mere imitation, however useful to the
student, as a feeble mode of conveying to the
spectator the impression produced on yourselves.
The rendering of that impression should be your
sole aim in any art, and more especially in that
termed purely ornamental ; for though the means
whereby yon work arc povrerfnl and characteristic,

yet are they so limited—as compared with those at
Nature's disposal—that in the rendering of any
scene, evenof any object in nature, it is absolutely
incumbent on the artist to give predominance to
those parts which shall give the most intelligible
idea of the whole, as seen by the light of his
individual experience. For art is a compromise,
and more eloquent in proclaiming the great truth
to be represented by the sacrifice of all lesser
truths. In colour and eifect of light and shade
this doctrine is most salutary and well-founded,
because their strength is elicited by comparison.
But even in form there will often arise a necessity
for such compromise, so far at least as regards the
rejection of details not absolutely necessary to the
intelligent representation of any object depicted.
There is one more quality in Nature, which,

though as regards ornamental art, it is more
needful in colour, is yet a useful adjunct to form :

and that is " propriety." For there is no form the
beauty of which c;iiinot be enhanced by colour.
On this point, however, oral teaching is of the
least avail. You, as students, must steadily
observe, and faithfully copy nature's work ; and
the natural, and in a lesser degree, the pictorial
presence, can alone benefit yon in acquiring that
experience which, though the offspring of know-
ledge, is yet the parent of taste.

Now, on all these matters which I have briefly
discussed, we may all derive most salutary lessons
from those whom we are pleased to regard as
barbarians, compared to those whom we are equally
pleased to call the most civilised nations of the
world. For beauty of form, and harmony of
colour—moreover, for the absence of that puerile
imitation of natural objects, which I pronounce so
detrimental to Art—no manufactured productions
of France or Germany, still less of our own
country, can equal the nigs and carpets of Turkey
and Persia. I have only heard one objection
raised against them—I grant a strong one—and
that is monotony. Bnt without insisting that too
great monotony is less an offence against taste
than too much variety, I ask you to look closely
at those productions, and comparing one with
another, you will discover differences, however
slight, in form. Moreover, you will perceive a
great variety in the combination and tone of colour,
the latter being brilliant without gaudiness, and
the former ever harmonious.
But whilst I object strenuously to the introduc-

tion of natural objects where they have no right to
appear, and deeply as I reverence the presence of
simplicity, I have no regard for those ascetic

disciples of Art who ail'cct to despise ornament
in any degree. I neither envy their isolated, how-
ever exalted, position, nor can I share in their

affected appreciation of simplicity—even to mono-
tony and poverty— in form and colour. Though
I strongly object to carpets covered with imitations

* From a paper read before the Associated Arts*
lostUute ou Saturday evealDg, Februajy 5, 1870. (Con-
tinued from page 121.)

of flowers, 1 fail to see the infinite beauty— though
I acknowledge tho utility of the articde—in the
monotony of crimson or green drugget ; and the
common practice of covering our tables with a
cloth evinceg a dislike to plain wood, however
preferable that may be to a more composite
article ; nor because I think the representation of
fruit or flowers on the backs of playing-cards is

out of place need they necessarily be without
some indications of form and colour. Sfere utility
is the tirst object ; but that surely may b«
combined with qwlities of an equal, if not higher
order ; toexcitofeclings whioh, in spite of sectarian
impulse, will ever have their sway on humanity,

—

and worthily too,—for whatever gives pleasure to
the eye and ear, or other channel to the mind,
contributes, even though indirectly, to mental
wealth

; and the unswerving aim of those who
work to give pleasure to other^, and of those who
live merely to receive it, should be so to
fashion tho work on the one side, and to refine
the desire on the other, that the result may equally
contribute to mental health. To this end, the
possession of that indefinable quality we term
taste is alone necessary. But of all mental
acquirements it is the least intuitive ; and it can
only be gained by the most patient investigation
of the materials proffered for its daily sustenance.
Yon will probably ask, as this is so diflicnlt of
acquirement, " (Jn whom is the student todepend,
in order to correct the errors of ignorance or
inexperience V" It is easier to tell him •' what to
avoid " than " what to follow." And, moreover,
in telling him merely " what to avoid," it is very
difficult for the teacher to be thoroughly honest
without giving offenpe. Bnt any man in the posi-
tion I occupy at this moment would be nnwortby
to address you were he to shrink from sa) ing what
he feels to be true from any paltry fear of offend-
ing individual vanity, or, still worse, national
pride. I fear I must do both ; so, unlike tho timid
bather who, with much shivering, steps ankle-
deep into the water, I will take a headlong plunge.
In the first place, then, beware of the overpower-
ing influence of pubhc criticism. A French
critic on art, lately alluding to the rapid growth
of art-criticism, was honest enouuh lo declare
that in proportion as the science had advanced the
art had retrograded. I cannot wonder that snch
a result should spring from lay interference, and I

cannot but think that the present influence and
prosperity of the critics denote a corresponding
want of mental activity on the part of the public.

Evidently, in spite of the spread of education

—

either through indolence or an exclusive atten-
tion to worldly affairs—we are all more or le<s

disinclined to judge for onr.-elves, especially in
matters pertaining to art. And thus a race of
professional thinkers has spruu}: inio existence to

supply our intellectual wants. Now I cannot but
look upon this extreme subservionceto the opinion
of others as abase abandonment of reason—man's
noblest birthright. Moreover, I defy any man to

do his work properly if he is continually influenced
by the contradictory opinions of those who
presume to be public advisers. Yon know the
fable of the old man and his ass ; so on this point
I will say no more.

Secondly, Who are these critics? Well, I know
personally that many of those officious gentlemen
who benevolently seek to instruct artists have
simply failed as artists themselves j and a donbt
naturally arises whether failure in any pursuit is

a proof of a man's abiliiy to give profitable advice
to these who aic desirous of succ'ceding where he
himself has failed. Lastly, and especially, because,
being anonymous, they are perloctly irresponsible ;

and can safely indulge in prejudices, to f» our
or condemn, under the deceitful mask of public

duty. It is not in the nature of a critic to omit
an opportunity for lauding the talent of a friend,

or, on the other hand, to avoid saying a smart thing

of one in whom he takes no interest, nor cares he
what pain or injury may be caused by his cat-like

plajfulness. For that there is no help. But when
he says—with such additional importance as a

plural pronoun can give—that he is the mere
utterer of public opinion, I differ from him
entirely. He takes far too modest a view of his

calling, which he knows well is, not merely to

echo public opinion, but simply to influence it,

and his judgment—given anonymously—will be
valued wholly by tho importance of the journal

wherein it is published. Now I boldly maintain

that such a practice is equally unjust to the public

writer as to the public reader ; and I hope, at no
very distant time, to find the presumptuous and
irresponsible " we " changed to the modest and
straightforward "I"; and that every man who
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prints a syllable shall bo knowti by name, and his

words be 'accepted or rojectetl—as a chentie is by

a bankei^from the known responsibility of the

ntterer.

Then, again, I warn the stnilent not to place

implicit confidence on the opinions of those who

are termed thedilfttanti, or simply mere lovers

of art, in contradistinction to those who follow it

M a profession. I honour them for that very

lore ; biit as guides I cannot accept them, and for

this simple reason, that Iheir lore is not cosmo-

politaii. Yonr perfect dilettanU has only one love

utMcfa art.

And now that I have told the stmlent in search

of taste what to aroid, I am bound to tell him

what to follow. Briefly, then, he should follow

hteaelf, and himself alone, if he wishes to obtain

that self knowledge which can alone lead him in

the path of truth. Above all should the student

in Art assert his iudividuality if he wishes to

tboroushly perform his mission on earth. From
his own observation of Nature and Art can he

alone collect worthy material for the pleasure of

others and the profit of himself. In a second,

and scarcely inferior degree, let him bear a

rererence, not a blind love, for those who have

produced great works in the present ; nor letahasty

dislike shut his eyes to the merit of those which

have received the admiration of ages. Fear not

the imputation of conceit because yon are earnest

and steadfast in maintaining your opinions. No
great work can ever be achieved without a proper

amount of self-confidence. The belief that

success will be attained, lonpled with the mo<iesty

and good sense to acknowledge a partial failure,

will ever lead to nobler efforts. Such confidence

as springs from the knowledge of your own
integrity and eamcstnes-? is a sign of health and
strength, and is very different from the conceit

w'-ich arises from an unwarranted belief in natural

ability. Deeply as I reverence genius as ahcaven-

bom gift, I honour much more the untiring

indosby which is purely an acquirement, and
without which the highest genius is of no avail.

For I am a firm believer in the healthy doctrine

that man can accomplish whatever he earnestly

wills—not passively, but actively ; not in dreams,

but by downright work.
But what I most deplore in this practical age,

as mainly detrimental to the progress of Art, is

that though the public individually take the

greatest interest in its progress, the nation

collectively takes very little ; and so Art has not

that public footing here which it has in France
and other countries. I fear, moreover, that the

prospect, at least for the present, is not very

inviting, either for thise who follow the pursuits

of Art or for those who benefit by their labours,

either in the way of iu.'struction, or even of

pleasure. It might have been meant as a joke,

hat it was a jKx>r one, when our pre.sent First

Commissioner of Works lately declared in public

be would take good care that " professional

persons," from painters down to market-gardeners,
should not bamboozle him into loosening his tight

grip on the public pnrse. Now if on this weighty
matter the right honourable gentleman is the

accredited organ of the Government, it wonld
seem that the liberal views it professes do not
extend to that care for the innocent plc.isure and
the intellectual profit of the pulilic which has ever

actuated the most popular govemmeuts, ancient
and modem. It would moreover appear, taking
into acoonnt the peculiar idiosyncrasy of our
learned First Commissioner of Works, that the
post he fills is so unimportant that special fitne-ss

Is not reijuirod for the performance of the duties

attached t« it. On this point, however, I beg leave,

most hnmbly, to differ with our present rulers ;

for I am sore if, before accepting office, that right
honourable gentleman had been sent to a national
school of art for only three months, he wonld,
nnleas naturally obtuse, have entered on his new
duties with a more lively and more healthy
appreciation of the pnl)lic value of Art than that
which at present ho unfortunately entertains.

And now having, I fear, offended individnal
vanity, I must further give offence to national
pride. The plain fact is that, compared with our
Continental brethren, we are .sadly wanting in taste

;

and the deficiency is not confined to one class, but,
in a proportionate degree, prevails in all classes,

eqiecially those who arc exclusively called
" working men." This fact has lately been dwelt
on by pnblie speakers aiul public ivriters, and they
regard this inferiority in ta%tc as the sole reason
why—with all our known en'rgy and ingenuity,
cooplcd with the natural advfl.itages we possess^
thoie foreign manufactoreii, in the production

of which Art has a-ssisted, should find a readier

sale in markets hitherto supplied by our own.

But when a return to protection is recommended

as a remedy for the evil complained of, I reflect

on the wisdom of the well-known fable, and,

instead of calling on Jupiter to help us, would it

not be better to boldly put our shoulders to the

wheels and force the cart out of the ruts into

which it has momentarily plunged ?

The causes for our inferiority in taste, accord-

ing to the public speakers and writers to whom I

have alluded, if their assertions be true, are not

complimentary cither to the national character

or to the wisdom of those who have hitherto

guided the destinies of this great empire ; and I

believe that one cause is put forward to hide their

shortcomings on the other. Public opinion says

that foreign workmen are " by Nature " more
imbued with " taste "; and secondly, that they are

more cultivated in Art than are, unfortunately,

our own. But I deny, most strenuously, that

Nature has anything to do with the presence of

taste, and assert that it is solely an acquirement,

resulting, in a partial sense, from contact, but

chiefly from cultivation. Here is our real want

;

and who can wonder at our deficiency in taste ?

True, we have a few good public collections of

pictures, and many national schools of art, most

efticientiy conducted. But how or when can the

" working man " reap the full benefit of such

institutions ? AVhy, either by neglecting the work
on which he depends for his daily bread, or when,

worn with the manual labour of the day, he has

no energy—however great his mental desire—to

make use of the proffered food.

How different is the artisan's position abroad,

and how much more paternal, however despotic,

is a Government which affords him ample means
for innocent enjoyment—directly, for cultivation

;

and indirectly, for moral improvement—thau that

which, although the creation of freedom, virtually

prevents its subjects from reaping the material

benefits to be derived from the influence of Art.

And this leads me to a question which is ever

uppemio.st in my mind ; for I believe the course I

have in view is not only beneficial in a wordly
sense, but in the highest degree moral and holy.

I allude to the opening of our national collections

of Art and Science on Sundays—a motion on
which subject, dm-ing the last session, was
introduced by Mr. Gregory, the member for

Gahvay, and, lamsorry to say, not boldly rejected,

hxxt piixiUanimously shunted, by those who ought,

ill their zeal for education, to have given a patient

hearing and an official verdict. For much more
than most men imagine depends upon the settle-

ment of that question. I know well that, in time,

it will be settled, and in the direction I wish it

;

but delay in legislating for moral or intellectual

deficiency is fatal. The hour passes away, and
subsequent regret only proves our weakness in not

seizing the opportunity of the moment.

Let us, however, return to facts, and when we
have acknowledged their presence lot not prejudice

interfere in refusing what reason demands. I

acknowledge freely, though with regret, that our
artisans are deficient in taste compared to their

foreign brethren. I further said that such
deficiency was entirely owing to a want of cultiva-

tion ; and lastly, that the means of cultiva-

tion, though offered to some extent freely, were
under such restrictions as prevented their having
any beneficial influence. I acknowledge the

excellence of the National Gallery, the British

Museum, and that at South Kensington : and, as

regards the latter, I think that Mr. Cole and Mr.
Redgrave deserve the thanks of every one
interested in the promotion of Art-education. But
when we turn to Prance, we find that such collec-

tions of Art and Science are not confined to the
capital, but are to be seen in every town of any
importance ; and the same may be said of even the

smallest States in Germany. Moreover, those
sources of innocent pleasure, and of moral and
intellectual improvement, are open freely on the
Sunday—that day which throughout Europe is

recognised as the " working man's " holiday, or
day of rest. Yes ; let it be a day of rest as far as
the labour of the hand is concerned ; but, as to the

mind, inaction is no more possible than in any
other work of Nature ; and let us take care that
the weeds therein do not predominate from want
of proper care for the growth of a. better seed.

The Creator lets no day or hour interrupt the

beneficent labour of Nature to provide for bodily
wants, and it is simply human perversity which
prevents us from reaping what He has sown in

man to satisfy those of the mind. Our best

worship Is the appreciation of everything created

for our welfare ; and of the Creator's gifts human
genius is the highest—a spark, however feeble, of

the Divine Intelligence. So let our rulers decide

whether a " working man "—reluctantly, I use

that title in a narrow sense—would not be better

employed in contemplating the productions of Art
and Science on a Sunday, than in lounging at the

door of a public-house, with a wistful eye on the

church clock.

TOWERS AND SPIRES.

AT the last meeting of the Liverpool Archi-

tectural Society, a paper was read by
Mr. G. H. Ridsdale, on " Some Architectural

Effects of Proportion and Detail," from which

we take the following, on towers and spires :

—

Many architects, said the author, have planted

spires much better adapted for a country site in

crowded streets, not that it is desirable to have
any repetition of Italian spires in modern
churches, but town churches seem to be capable

of bearing a much more varied outline and elabo-

ration of parts in the upper stage of the tower,

and the base of the spire than would be in har-

mony with a rural and open situation, and Wren's
spires offer many suggestions for variety of

design, and are certainly worth a much more
attentive study than usually falls to their lot ;

also some mediaeval German examples afford

hints for newness of treatment.

There is perhaps no more difficult item of

design in architecture than the successful placing

of a spire on a tower, and producing at the same
time a novel and striking effect in the pinnacles

and broaches, and which shall also combine well

with the tower as a whole. As a variety in

MedioBval examples I would point to Desborough,
where a very good outline is gained by a broach

spire, with parapet against the spire ; but though

the effect is pleasing, it is ridiculous to put a
parapet in such a situation.

There are many very instructive examples of

.rnccessfnl treatment in French churches in this

dei„artment of design, and a valuable paper might
be written by some one who knows them more
intimately than I can pretend to do. To combine

the tower an"", spire, splaying the angles, has often

a very bciutiful effect ; there is a church at Rock
Ferry in which this arrangement of tower and
spire is carried out, producing a very pleasing

proportion j and several Mediaeval examples in

Germany and France ; while in England, I know
of only one, that of Laughten en le Morthen.

Some features of a steeple form in Indian

temples, at Benares and elsewhere, are instructive,

showing variety of grouping, and might lead to

suggestive hints, if carefully studied.

Perhaps no building or portion of a
building is so purely a matter left entirely

to the skill of an architect as a tower or

spire, as this demands less special attention to

convenience than other forms. The problem
would seem to be, in the case of a tower, given

three square lines, with the earth for a base, to

clothe them with beauty—a problem that has

been most variously and successfully worked
out.

That it is a difficult one, many here present

will be well aware ;
there appear to be one or

two parts especially demanding skill on the part

of the designer. The upper stage seems to be the

most important, as you m.iy see by looking at

towers which have no special feature of interest,

or a small unimportant window at this stage.

The next would appear (in detached towers) to

be the buttresses, and these are most difficult to

treat successfully at the upper and lower stages ;

many a tower is spoilt in the lower set-off to the

buttresses, and in the way they join the tower at

the top.

The next point in importance is that immedi-
ately below the upper stage, which has a very

powerful influence upon the effect of the tower.

The lower portion would appear to come next in

appearance, and many towers at the west end of

churches gain much beauty by the large windows
here placed, lighting the naves behind ; while a
badly designed stage just over the lower story

will throw a tower all out of proportion ; indeed,

it is often the most successful treatment to leave

this portion almost plain, which our forefathers

seem to have been well aware of.

As an example of the several stages worked out

to their fullest extent, perhaps Grantham, North-

amptonshire, may be quoted. In this case the two
upper stages are of nearly equal importance, a
treatment only suitable where great loftiness and
multiplication of parts exists.
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The Norman towers of England perhaps are

nnsurpassed for their simple grandeur of ontlinc,

accompanied, in many instances, by great beauty

and richness of effect—an effect of dignity often

due to the use of detail much repeated, on the

principle that monotony well managed often

produces repose and grandeur.

Many of these towers have fallen, in a great

measure owing to their being freqnently ashlar,

faced on each face with hearting of mere rnbbish,

though the walls are of great thickness. Many
also have had spires added of later date, as at

Castor, but Southwell Minster, Durham, and

other J^and nninerous examples, retain much of

their simple grandeur and beauty.

The towers of Exeter are worthy of remark

from forming the principal portion of the tran.septs

to the building ; I believe they are the only

examples of towers so placed, at any rate in

Kugland. This arrangement .seems capable of

producing great dignity and beauty, if worked
out on a grand scale.

Noi-man towers embody the beauty of simple

majesty of outline rendered effective by massive

yet varied detail contrasted in a simple manner,

thereby gaining a quiet dignity purely their own ;

and so far a.s I am aware have more merit as

architectural features than towers of similar

date on the continent. The peculiar dignified

beauty of the Norman seems a very desirable

effect to retain in modem architecture, though the

style in its pnrity is but little adapted for present

use. Mr. Huggins has suggested its combination

with Greek, and probably great beauty might be

the result, and the suggestion is a valuable one. In

no style is there more scope for study of round-

arched arcading balanced with wall space than
in Norman.
Norwich Cathedral internally has an effect that

one might almost imitate in a Classic structure.

We shall find that Early English towers without

spires are not nearly so numerous as those in other

styles, and they have also been very generally

surmounted with that beautiful addition at a later

date ; they are generally remarkable for great

beauty and elegance of design, and for much rich-

ness of effect gained by arcading, and frequently

by shafts at the angles, as at Peterborough.

The beauty of towers of this style generally

seems to lie in their gracefulness, an effect rather

of detail than of mass ; towers with traceried

windows seem to gain much by the stronger con-
trast of boldness and richness than seems possible

with only lancet openings and arcades ; a style

combining Early English principal features

blended with Saracenic, and even Greek minor
details, might be worked out with the plentiful

use of iron, which shonld be very suitable for

light and elegant structures, and particularly for

hot climates.

Decorated towers are generally beautiful ex-
amples of grace combined with dignity, and are

among the most pleasing specimens of architectu-

ral design. Beautiful in outline from the grada-
tion of their buttresses, rich and pleasing in

detail, they embody a refined yet vigorous taste,

and I can confidently state that designing was never
80 pleasant to an architect as when the beautiful
English Decorated was the prevailing fashion,
some fifteen years ago ; and who does not know
the strong inclination almost imperceptibly
to infuse much Decorated feeling when design-
ing in other styles, and he feels himself, as it

were, using mouldings and pai-ts less graceful
than he has at his finger ends, and which he longs
to use ? The fact was, we found the style too
perfect, and, unable to advance upon it, tried back
to make a fresh start, introducing much earlier
foreign detail of far less intrinsic beauty, however
Taluablc as affording fresh scope for variety of
effect.

The Perpendicular towers of England, digni-
fied, majestic and elaborate as they generally
are, and embodying a certain peculiar effect so
pleasing, and seemingly so admirably adapted to
a tower, we may place in the front rank of towers

;

I know of no other class so beautiful. These,
like the Norman towers, gain much by a certain
monotony of parts, as, for example, in S. Mary
Magdalene's, Tannton, where the same species of
window is repeated in the different stages of the
tower.

Much of the beauty of Perpendicular towers
arises apparently from a certain greater gradation
of verticality of parts. If you will compare
towers of this style you will, I think, see what I
mean.
, Notwithstanding their great beantr, in the

of verticality is perhaps, comparatively speaking,
rather harshly insisted upon, and contrasted too
strongly and abruptly with the horizontal lines

;

of course I am speaking relatively. The general
simple bold outline of the towers scarcely blends
with the numerous wall shafts, the gradation
appears too abrupt. At Salisbury, indeed, a very
late example of the style, where the angles have
octagonal turrets of rich design, this is not ap-
parent ; the round or simple lancet arches in a
less degree reduce the horizontal strings to their

proper position of subordination, and in the
Deoorateil towers, except early in date, as the
beautiful central tower of Lincoln, there is fre

quently an exaggeration of diminution in stages,

which, however beautifully managed, and pro-
ducing a charming effect of blending and dimi-
nution of mass, perhaps fails in that higher quality

of grand dignity and simple majesty which ought
to be the attribute of all large towers, and which
is so admirably displayed in Tannton and other

Somersetshire examples, and also pre-eminently

so in the Tower of Magdalen College, Oxford.
This difference of feeling may be observed in

the upper stages of the western towers of York
Minister, which have been finished at a later

period than the lower. However beautiful the

staging of the buttresses generally is in the

Decorated period, perhaps it is surpassed in effect

by the greater severity of outline of the Perpen-
licular. And again, the great size of the windows
in Perpendicular towers, and the contrast, as
said before, of the vertical parts, is so gradual and
pleasing that a higher class of effect is attained

than in other styles. We have, for instance, the

bold angle outlines contrasted with the muUions
and again with the upright lines of the tracery,

producing a beautiful scale of gradation.
Of spire towers, in this style, Whittlesea is well

worth attentive study for the manner in which
the buttresses and staging are designed. Perhaps
the lower story is a little overel.iborate, and would
gain by being plainer. There are few more
beantiful steeples than this in the country.

ON ORNAMENTAL IRONWORK.
Third Lecture.

MR. CAPES delivered his third lecture on
this subject at the Kensington Museum on

Monday evening last, the attendance, as on the pre-

vious occasions, being large. After briefly recapi-
tulating the principles laid down in his former
lectures, he proceeded to enter into the practical
application of those principles, with a special
view to the present circumstances and future posi-

tion ofart workmen, and with a view to help in

their self education. The gift of originality of in-

vention was given to but comparatively few, but
the more heartily and perseveringly we tried to do
what was good, the more clearly should we under-
stand what was really good in the works of others.

The lecturer next entered into an exposition on
the rules which should guide the workman in
designing and in judging of designs by others.

Ho laid it down as a fundamental rule that the
works of Nature shonld be taken as models by tho
art workman. But how was|Natnre to be imitated ?

There were different opinions on this point, and
very opposite views were taken on the subject by
men of great ability, and therefore in expressing
his own opinions without reserve he must be
understood as paying the utmost respect to those
with whom he differed. It was thought bv
various writers that we should not aim at copying
exactly anything whatever that Nature creates,
but should adopt a conventional treatment

—

i.e.,

that we should invent new leaves, flowers, or
fruit, for ourselves, bearing some sort of
resemblance to the real works of Nature, although
at the same time somewhat different to them. As
examples of this treatment Mr. Cupes instanced
tha Jleur-dc-li.'! and the Grecian honeysnckle, the
former being based upon the lily, and the latter
upon the unopened bud of a honoyanckle. IIj
had not a word to say against the use of con-
ventional forms, whether in stone, wood, or
metal, but when it was said that none bnt those
conventional forms were to be employed by the
art workman, he thought the injunction perfectly
unreasonable, and that those who laid down snch
a rule were misled. In the first place, why should
we not copy exactly the productions of Nature ?

It was admitted on all sides that certain produc-
tions of Nature were in themselves eminently
beantiful—why, then, should they not be imitated
in art ? Surely for so rigid and unpleasant a pro-
hibition some very good reason ought to be forth

There is a movement on foot for the establishment
of cottage hospiuils in sevcnil of the manufacturing
towns and villages on Tyneside. .larrow and W.ilker

Po 1 x- V I, t vr
° f ' .— — '"' »""" —"—-&"' "" ..^i....™- are each likely to possess one of the.se admirable

x-ariy i!.nglisli and JNorman towers this principle
|
earning. The resources of ornamental art eonld not | institutions shortly.

bnt suffer from snch scvoro " Puritanism." The
advocates (or tho exclaatve adoption of conven-
tional forms confused imitatinn with deception,
and overlooked the fact that even the most
literal interpretations of natural objects in wood,
stone, iron, gold, silk, wool, or paper were always
conventional, and totally guiltless of any attempt
at deception. It was true that when an art work-
man proceeded to copy a flower he mnst make his

copy more or less different from the original, for the
simple reason that it was beyond bis power to oopy
all the wonderful and delicate work of Nat are in

the material in which he was working. No skill

could imitate all the delicacy and beauty of the
rose in such a material as iron, and, for the same
reason, an iron flower or ^vreath must necessarily

differ from one in stone, wood, earthenware, or
even in gold and silver, as the latter metals were
capable of being beaten out to a greater degree
than iron. Art-workers m iron, as well as in

other materials, shonld carefully study the quali-
ties and limits of the material in which they
worked. They should also bear in mind the
means they had of fitting the parts of their work
together. The use of the screw in this respect
was well worth study, especially where it was
desirable to hide the joints. Returning to the
general question as to the imitation of natural
objects, Mr. Capes said that was a very different

thing from the attempt at absolute imitation
which aimed at deception. To attempt at repro-
ducing a flower, wreath, or tendril in iron was
not art, but trickery. Artificial flowers, such
as ladies wore, were often wonderfully clever,

especially those made in France, and very often
could not be distinguished from real flowers at a
distance; but, after all, they were shams, and not
works of art. He would impress upon his hearers

that the duty of art was to suggest the realities of
life, bnt those shams suggested nothing ; they
tried to make one believe that the real thing was
actually before him when it was not. Artificial

wreaths and flowers, whether in wax, silk, or calico,

though they might be pretty ornaments for a
woman's head, were not works of art. Mr. Capes
passed on to recommend his audience to thoroughly
cultivate their tastes if they wished to qualify

themselves as good designers, as such a coarse

would, whilematerially increasing their capabilities

as workmen, increase their enjoyment of works
of art of all kinds. They should take every
opportunity of studying good specimens of all art-

work. The peculiar facilities afforded by the
Kensington Mnsenm in this direction were next
pointed out at some length. No species of art

workmanship, said Mr. Capes, stands alone, and
the more that any particular class of art work-
men knew of the merits of other kinds of work,
the better they would understand their own pir-

ticular branch. All art rested on the same prin-

ciples, and when art workers in any one branch
saw those principles carried out in good speci-

mens of other arts, they would observe those
principles in their own special department. In the

same spirit, Mr. Capes strongly advised his

hearers to study public buildings, and especially

Westminster Abbey. In that building, however,
the towers should not be studied, as Sir Christo-

pher Wren, their designer, did not thoroughly un-
derstand Gothic architecture. The monuments
should be carefully studied, for two reasons, first

of allinordertosliow what horrible monstrosities

and absurdities conld be perpetrated by people

norant of the first principlesand rules of art ; and,

secondly, because some of the monuments, espe-

cially tho older ones, furnlihed admirable sped-

mens of ancient metal wofk. In fact, there was
scarcely a single feature in the Abbey which
would not repay study. Above all, Mr. Capes
exhorted his audience to the stndy of Nature
herself in the trees and flowers of our public parks

and garden?, and, wherever they could, in their

own homes. After dwelling at some length

on the advar."''^es offered to the student of

N-iture and -.rt bv our public pa'k<< and gardens,

Mr. Capes concluded by suying that in Nature
only was found without any failure the two
great secrets of all true art, reality and life ;

grace, reality, truth, and life, let ns ever remem-
ber, are the qualities without which all art is

utterly worthless.

The fourth lecture will be delivered on Monday
evening next.
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THB OENEHAL EXHIBITIOK OK WATER COLOUR
I>RAWISOS AT THE DUDLKY OALLKBY.

THE Dudley Gallery is a spirited little ex-

hibitioa ; it began well some five jjears

ago, and has gone on improving ever since.

It ha4 the merit, too, of being a very varied

exhibition ; all kinds of art-talent find here a
field, though a very small one, for the display

of their eccentricities. It represents the

eitremeyouih of art, with all its vagaries and all

its affectations, but, at the same time, with all

its enthusiasm and its promise of future

merit. The exhibition this year contains

many interesting works, and it is a great pity

that the defective lighting renders their being

seen at all on a dark day, or even on such

days as we must expect at this particular

season of the year, a matter of very great un-
certainty. At the private view, during a pass-

ing shower, the room was so dark that the gas

had to be lighted, that great enemy which, by
its glamour of yellow light, destroys all the

delicate colouring of water colour art.

The picture we prefer to all others this

year is " Poetry," by E. J. Poynter, A.R.A.
The beautiful intention of the head, and the

tender, dreamy expression of the face, so

occupy the attention that it is some time
before you remark the excellent method in

which it is painted, and the pe«uliar beauty
and delicacy of the colouring. His head of
" Jessica," on the screen, is also a fine work
of art. The portrait of " Mrs. E. Burne
Jones " is peculiar ; remark the different tones

of blue in the picture, and the masterly way in

which they are treated. Why Mr. Poynter
should have sent with such finely-wrought

works his insignificant litte skeicb of a tree,

much like a copy for a beginner to study
from, is a mystery to us, and one of those

vagaries of which the exhibition is full. G.
D. Leslie, A.K.A., has, beside his figure

picture, which is a beautiful bit of subdued
colouring, sent an exquisite landscape, a part of

the garden of " Bray Vicarage" ; the breadth
of treatment and the perfect light and shade
of the picture are beyond praise. The fame of

the Leslie name seems likely to be per-

petuated in the art world, for in this exhibition

are several landscapes of great promise by a
grandson of the first Leslie, who seems to us

to look at Nature in an original manner, while
he gives a creat air of truth to his works.
No.207, "The Last Look at the Old Home,"
and No. 253, " Sandwich Flats," are his two
best performances in this exhibition, but all

hia pictures hold out hope of future ex-
cellence. Mr. Simeon Solomon and that

school of which he is the head, appear in

great force at the Dudley. They certainly

have peculiar views of Nature. That their

colouring is good and artistic, and might, in

exceptional light, and under exceptional cir-

cumRtances, be like an effect of Nature, we do
not deny, but we deny that it is always neces-

sary to paint this effect, and to sacrifice to it

light and shade, relation between foreground
and background, and correctness of drawing.
These pamters delight in mystery, but they
forget that vagueness is not necessarily mys-
tical ; they seek for grandeur of form in their

figures, and imagine, like children, that it is

to be obtained by adding to their size. After
Mr. Solomon, whose "Young Rabbi carrying
the Scrolls of the Law " is a really clever

work, rich in colour, and excellent in effect,

Mr. Clifford appears to us the best representa-

tive of this school. His picture called " Old
Songs " is painted with feeling, and there is

power in his larger work of "Jacob and
Kiau" ; but the other membersof the brother-
hood descend by gradual steps to the doptli of

Mr.Wooldridg<.''8 " Meeting again in Elysium."
What a draughty place it must be to have
given tliese children of Anak such swollen
necks, and to have blown nearly all the leaves
o£E the trees I Mr Marks has taken the sub-

ject of his large work from a tale only to be
read in fairyland, and a very attractive piece

of decoration it is. " A Letter to the

General," by A. C. H. Luxmore, is a picture of

merit, though a little too neat and clean. Mr.
Arthur Severn's '• View of Westminster and
the Thames," is rather black ; we suspect he

has taken a larger field of vision than his

paper would properly accommodate. Mr.

Legros has chosen an unfortunate back-

ground for his " Study of a Head." Of several

good landscapes by A. B. Donaldson, the one

called " Nuremberg " is the best. We mucli

admire this painter's colour, though he some-
times exaggerates the red of his roofs. No. 03,

"The Citadel, Nuremberg," by C. Earle, is

also a very clever work. No. 83, " Clarissa,"

by J. Playfair, is highly finished, and would
make an excellent slide for a microscope, but
when contemplated as a whole the result is

less satisfactory. Mr. Frank Walton has five

landscapes in the exhibition ; they are all

painted with his usual care and true feeling

for Nature. Mr. Mawley is also well repre-

sented. There is great merit in the picture

called " Hoeing," by H. Heskorner, though Mr.
F. Walker's influence on the painter is some-
what too strongly marked. The one fault we
find with this exhibition is the large number of

inferior heads which find a place here,

amongst which are some of the inevitable

Academy models, finished up, and decked out

with artists' properties to deceive the eye.

Most of the landscapes, on the other hand, are

of more than average merit, No. 52, " The
Friars, Aylesford " by W. F. Stocks ; No. 90,
" Richmond Ciistle," by G. A. Scappa; and No.
552, "Rusthall Common," by M. A. Langdale,
deserve attention. We cannot close our notice

without mentioningavery clever little work on
the screen, by E. J. Gregory, called " In the

Gloaming " ; the composition is excellent, and
the feeling and colour of the summer eventide

with the contrast of the burning weeds is

most truthfully rendered. In'conelusion, we
must remark that the Dudley is more catholic

than any other water-colour exhibition. It

admits freely those who like to send their per-

formances without distinction, their placing

being subject only to the approval of the com-
mittee. To exhibit in either of the two long-

established water-colour galleries, the painter

musthave already obtained a reputation, and
have been elected a member, but the Dudley
generously gives every beginner an equal

chance, while it accepts with pleasure those

works sent by more advanced members of the

profession. Some years ago the Institute and
the old Society might have done a graceful

deed by admitting outsiders to their newly-
begun extra winter exhibition, but with the

conservatism belonging to such bodies, they
decided against extending this helping hand
to theirbrethren in art. It was just at this time
that some enterprising spirits started the

Dudley Gallery, and its exceptional success

has rewarded their good endeavour.

ON THE CtTLTtTRE OP THB PINE ARTS IN ITS
INPLUKNCE ON INDUSTRIAL PURSUITS.

MR. HYDE CLARKE delivered a lecture on
this subject before the Society for the En-

couragement of the Fine Art* on Thursday even-
ing, the 10th inst., Mr. Henry Cole, C.B., in the
chair.

The lecturer commenced by enumerating the
various aspects from which the subject of his lec-

ture might be regarded. If a high poiot of view
were taken, it might be considered a sort of
national pride to record the names and the attain-

ments of our artists. It was intercstintr, likewise,

to consider our art position with regard to the

other great nations of the world ; and while we
felt proud of such sculptors and painters as we
ourselves possessed, we would rjgret, on the other
hand, that we had none equal to Michael Angelo
or Raffaelle—artists whose works brorght dis-

tinction to the land of their birth. This was
rather nn icsthetic point of view—an aspect which
regarded the arts in their inlcUectunl relations

—

and, some might think, certainly not a utilitarian

I aspect. And yet it was very difficult to separate

the utilitarian from the beautiful, although nothing

appeared more easy. It a severe economist were
let loose to reform the community, to redistribute

its income, and to apportion its pursuits, it was
very probable that among the " idle classes " he
would seek to sabdue and suppress would-he
poets and artists of all kinds. "For," he would
say, " in what do they contribute to the wealth of the

country ? They are mere oousumers of a portion

of the national income—they are mere m nisters

to the wealth and luxury of the better-endowed

classes." There were many reasons for pausins;

with regard to such a view of the question. If

we looked at the great scheme of Nature, we per-

ceived that while on the one side all things were
admirably adapted to their ends and useful in

their applications, they of themselves sngtjested

the Great Author and the Great Designer.

In Nature we found the beautiful as widely dis-

tributed as the useful. If the severe censor or

economist before mentioned was redistributing

the whole income of society, if he had sup-

pressed the artists, and the men who employed
artists—he would ultimately find out that he
would have to take from the coffers of the State

a sufficient amount of funds to re-intcgrate

and restore the men whom he had despised

as mere idlers and consumers of the fruits

of society. This was well deserving of the consi-

deration of the public, for without regard to the

culture of the fine arts, it was impossible for any
country to properly carry on its ntilitarian pursuits.

The great nations of antiquity were well aware
of this principle, and they adopted it and carried

it out. In those colonies, states, and cities of

antiquity where the arts were carried to the

greatest extent, commerce flourished to a corre-

sponding degree. Of late years this has been en-

forced upon us in the strongest manner by the

rivalry of the other manufacturing nations of the

Continent. The lecturer next proceeded to com-

pare the respective positions of England and the

nations of the Continent at the close of the great

war in 1815, pointing out the far superior re-

sources possessed by England, and the great

disadvantages under which the nations of the

Continent were placed, and asked why it was that,

under these circumstances, the nations of the

Continent gradually revived and restored their

manufactures, and were enabled to engage in a

fierce rivalry with us ? To a certain extent, it

was by a careful administration on the part of

their respective governments—such an administra-

tion as we wanted at this moment at home, for

we had not even now a true Minister of Com-
merce. In each country every effort was made to

restore the dead branches of industry ; and those

efforts were greatly supplemented by important

changes in the laws of partnership. But in a

great degree the revival of Continental industry

was due to France, whose population possessed a

degree of artistic skill which never failed them,

even during the war, iind which they converted

into an instrument of rivalry with us after the

peace. We began to feel this competition about

the year 1830, and at that time we were not em-

barrassed by the consideration of Free Trade, or

of the treaty with France ; on the contrary, pro-

hibitive duties and a restrictive fiscal system were

used for the protection of English manufactures.

Our manufacturers felt the want of taste and

technical education in our people, and about 1835

it came under the consideration of tha Legisla tare

and the result was the formation of schools of

design. But these lagged on, for it was difficult

to believe that we who possessed such .advantages

were in danger of losing them. But the period

came when our productions were placed in com-

petition with the productions of the whole world,

under our own eyes, and great and renewed

efforts were made to place us in a position to com-

pete effectually with our rivals. In those efforts

the chairman took a prominent part, and had it

not been for the way in which he organised

an effective administration he (Mr. Clarke)

believed that at the present time we should

be suffering in a still greater degree than

we do now, and that we should feel still

more the wants and deficiencies of our im-

perfect system. While by the course of legisla-

tion and the influence of social events, almost

every means of cultivating the taste of the com-

munity was half a century ago practically

abolished ; while the male population was, to a

great degree, without the means of cultivating

its taste ; and while a style of architecture of

the most miserable character was in requisition,

the female population, fortunately, was not so

absolutely deficient in taste, for it was able to
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appreciate the superiority of foreign manu-
factures. Its patronage of the foreign manu-
facturer forced the English manufacturer to com-
pete with the foreigner by sending better articles

into the foreign market, and thus contributed, to

a, great extent, to the resources of our own popu-

lation. The lecturer next dwelt upon the natural

connection necessarily subsisting between the

cultivation of the fine arts as a matter of taste,

and the culture of the public taste a.s connected

with our manufacturing interests. With regard

to a fine building, or with regard to a remarkable

picture, we might not bo able for a moment to

trace the immediate connection between either of

them and the production of so much printed

muslin or woven silk ; but that there was a con-

nection in the whole and in the limits between
those two products, there could be no real doubt.

I'lUt if we were to attempt to cultivate the fine

arts in such a way that we should only produce
silks and muslins, we should undoubtedly fail.

The lecturer next referred to what took place in

some of the schools over which the chairman
presided, where, at an early period, there was a
disposition to apply these two principles—to seek
the greatest amount of utilitarian results, and to

keep out of the schools, as far as possible, all

purely artistic instruction, because it was
scarcely possible to conceive that the author
of the fine painting and the designer of the
admirable pattern could be produced by
the same principles and by the same
general 1 process. At the first school which was
established at Somerset House there was a
positive restriction on the artistic instruction of
the student, but as we came to understand the
question better, there was a freedom from such
restraints, and these principles have so much ex-
tended that at South Kensington we had an
Academy supplementary to the one at Burlington
House. If we went back in our own history

half a century, and looked at the way in which
the public taste was dwarfed and kept back by
the state of our street architecture and the
architecture of our public buildings, and by the
limited nature of our public collections, we
should see that negligence in the cultivation of

the public taste must result in the want of
artistic culture, and, on the other hand, that a
proper culture of the public taste would result in

the development of our industrial pursuits. It

was not his object to consider so much in what
way industrial progress should be promoted by
schools of design and schools of science, as it

was to consider those general influences by means
of which the public taste might be promoted.
With regard to one subject—painting—picture-
galleries constituted one means of familiaris'ng the
public with works of art ; such means, to a certain
extent, were provided. There had been of late
years a better, though by no means an adequate,
proviuion in this respect. The chairman had
taken a great interest in obtaining a better dis-

tribution of those art treasures that wo had, not
only in this metropolis, but throughout the whole
country—for unless the whole of the population
had their powers developed it was impossible for

us to enter into rivalry with countries like France,
Prussia, and Switzerland, where adequate pro-
vision had been made during at least half a
century. What we had to do was not what we
liked ourselves ; it was not a question whether
wo liked to be utilitarian—whether it was
more practical or more English to be utili-

tarian—the choice was no longer left to us
;

it was a matter which had been decided for

ns by other countries. It was very for-

tunate that, so far as painting was concerned,
there was no want of aptitude on the part of our
artists; and we had this advantage likewise

—

that their abilities had been developed in those
departments in which the study of Nature had
been observed. Our school of landscape was
a fine one, likewise our school of the figure

;

our animal painters were distinguished
;

and in every department in which the
study of Nature was concerned we had
made good our position. With regard to sculp-
ture, so far as ihe capacity of our artists was
ooneemed, there could lje no doubt that we had
had in this country the foremost men ; the name
of Flaxman alono was enough to test that. But
unfortunately, when we named even a man of
the capacity of Flaxraan, we had not his works

;

we had his designs, but there was no adequate
employment of the genius of such a man. We
had not the monuments of Fiaxman's genius as
copiously produced as they would have been in
any other country who possessed an artist of his

foremost rank. And yst the development of
sculpture was a matter which came more imme-
diately within the industrial domain than did
painting. In the case of a great picture wc could
not always trace the immediate connection there
might bo between the work of a great artist and
some industrial production. But we knew that
there was an immediate relation between the
colossal statue and the little statnette which the
manufacturer placed upon our table ; and though
the attempt to train the sculptor of a great statue

might fail, nevertheless a good workman might
be produced. By the exhibition of a great work
of art we cultivated the eyes and the minds of

the mcB, women, and children of our population,

and produced workmen critical in their tastes

—

men who could exercise judgment as to the form
and colour of a work of manufacture. With
regard to public sculpture, the lecturer said he could

not but think of the small number of cemmissions
that bad been given within the lasttwelve months
for public statues in this metropolis, or in the
country at large—a number so small that it was
undeserving of enumeration. How was it possi-

sible, under these circumstances, that we could
maintain such a school of high sculpture as should
appropriately influence our industrial sculpture ?

By saving a little public money in that respect,

we starve J our whole system of production at the

head. We might doubt whether it was right to spend
a thousand pounds upon a picture in the Houses of
Parliament, because wo did not trace the imme-
diate connection of such picture with industrial

pursuits ; but there could be no doubt that we
had a great demand for articles of sculpture

which cost only a few pence or a few shillings.
" Well," it might be said. " What does it matter ?

You sell the thing for a shilling. What does it

matter whether a leg is too long, or whether an
arm is out of proportion ? " But, unhappily,

while we sent our mis-shapen productions to a
foreign market—the Frenchman, the Swiss, the

Prussian, and the Belgian fends a better work

—

not, perhaps, merely for the same price as ours,

but, it might be, at a lower price than ours.

The foreign consumer did not say " It is only a

shilling," but got the best article he could, and
the English workman was left without pay as the
ultimate result. Therefore it was deserving of
the national consideration (even though we had
an economical Chancellor of the Exchequer, and
although we had a Chief Commissioner of Works
who happened not to be a " market gardener " or
any other class of " artist") whether it would not
be a matter of economy to employ a portion of

our public resources on sculpture. He (the
lecturer^ believed, too, that it was necessary to

give commissions to a greater extent than we
had been in the habit of doing for works in

painting. The number of persons who could
afford house room for statues was very limited as
compared with those who could find room for

pictures, and consequently the sculptor was much
restricted in the number of his patrons. In
some few cases, as in the case of the buildings
under the Chairman's direction at South Ken-
sington, and in the new Hall of Science, pro-

vision was made for public pictures and public

statues, but unfortunately such provision was too

generally neglected, although the public was
quite prepared to appreciate any exertions in

that way. But it was not sufficient to have
developed a great institution at South Ken-
sington— it was necessary to establish the

same in every commercial town and in-

dustrial city. We must bring art instruction

home to the thoughts of the population, which
must be made to see its own deficiencies,

and have the means provided to remedy them.
With regard to architecture, fortunately we
had made groat progress, and had got to
consider it worth while to put up handsome
stone buildings instead of those long lines of

dingy brick edifices which constituted such streets

as Harley-stroet, and which wore considered
quite good enough when they were built—they
were hovsrg. The gi'andfathers of those who
built Harley, Wigmore, and Wimpole streets had
houses in which sculpture, carvings, and mould-
ings were conspicuous features. But a state of

atl'airs came about under which it was thought
quite sufficient to put up walls with holes in them
in exact conformity with the provisions of the

Window Puties' Act, and these things were put
up in rows as private residences. The public
buildings of the period suffered in the same way.
By a concurrence of causes, that state of things

had been, to a great extent, put an end to, and
we had now something like an approach to monu-

mental architecture. We had not expended
money on public bnildlngs without having at-
tained some detiqite results. Mr. Clarke next
briefly alluded to the various details by which
onr public buildings had contributed to the pro-
motion of the public tiste. The greater intro-
duction of colour in various viaya, and the uM of
marble, had been satisfactory, and the extensioD
of gilding was a step in the right direction. All
tbe.se means of introducing colour iu a greater
degree than hitherto in our pnblio buildings
formed a very essential contribution towards the
improvement of the public taste, because,
although we had been cnltivatine art for
a considerable jtcriod, it had been form
that had been studied rather than the
advancement of colour. Colour was moet
material with regard to industrial productions,
and with respect to textile fabricswas of mora im-
portance than form. In the porcelain manufacture,
while form was of the utmost importance, ao also
was colour. Although the best of our own pro-
ductions in thislino had good form, they had been
beaten by foreign works on thj score of colour.
He would also mention another art which had
been included by Fergusson in hig " Philosophy
of the Fine Arts." He referred to gardening

—

not the " market gardening " before allnded to.

If the right hon. gentleman the Chief Commis-
sioner of Works had known that landscape gar-
dening was a branch of the fine arts, he would
probably have tabooed that as well as " market
gardening." But landscape gardening had some
claims to be considered a tine art, and had con-
tributed to the adornment of the metropolis, and
the late Chief Commissioner of Work* was de-
serving of great praise for the care which he
bestowed upon the subject. The lecturer referred

with approbation to the small flower-beds which
had been placed by Mr. Lavard in front of the
Houses of Parliament. He would say only a
few words with regard to engraving, which was
certainly the most popular method in which form
could be placed before the population at large,

and he was glad to see present a uentleman who
had done something to promote a better system
of engraving (Mr. Davenport), who gave a very
valuable lecture recently at the Society of Arts on
the various styles of engraving, and who had
placed in the South Kensington Museum a col-

lection of specimens of the various methods of

engraving. Ho (the lecturer) would recommend
his audience to take advantage of the opportu-

nity offered by that collection to study not merely
the present styleof engraving, but the capabilities

all styles possessed of affording a greater know-
ledge of art to the multitude. Without having
traced the immediate connection of a particular

branch of the fine arts with any individual indus-

trial pursuit, he trusted that he had done quite

sufficient to persuade his audience of the import-

ance of the public culture of the fine arts, and
he hoped that he had been enabled to convince

them that, unless the public taste was cultivated,

the public purse was likely to suffer. To carry

out in our political and social economy the same
great principles which the Author of Nature had
adopted in the scheme of Providence there must
be a proper appreciation of the beantiful as well

as of the useful.

A discussion ensued, in which Mr. Dntton,
Dr. Heinemann (Professor and lecturer at the

Crystal Palace), Captain Britten, Mr. Henry
Tidey, and the Chairman took part. The generA
tone of the discussion was corroborative of the

views of the lecturer, who brought the meeting to

a close by a brief reply to a few points raised iu

the discussion.

The Conservative Land Society.—The
post of architect and surveyor to the United Land
Company, Limited, and to the Conservative

Benefit Building Society, which was open to

public competition owing to the decease of the

late Mr. .James Wylson, has been conferred by the

two Boards of Directors on Mr. .John Ashdown,
formerly surveyor of the Orphan Working
School and the' Hammersmith Bridge Company
and other public works. There were sixty-one

candidates tor the position.

BtriLDKRS' C'lEKKS' BEyEVOLENT IjfSTITt;-

Tios.—The third annual meeting of this institu-

tion will be held at 14, Bedford-row, this evening.

We are glad to sec that this yonsg institution is

in a healthy condition, and we beg to congratulate

Mr. Mullett and Ihe Committee on their deserved

success. Several propositions for alteration of

rules will be submitted this evening.
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UOniD KMBANKMKNTS.

WHETHER we adopt the Neptunian or

the Plutonic theorj- of the condition of

chao^, it is in either case inferrable that all

soKd matter existed in a state of fluidity, or,

at least, of semi-fluidity. Artificially, there

are two principal methods of forming a solid

mass. In the one instance it will result from

the solidification of itself when in a liquid

condition. In the other, it may be created by

the gradual agglomeration and incorporation

of its own particles. Cast iron illustrates our

former meaning, and artificial fuel the latter.

The main object in the construction of all

embankments is the complete and thorough

consolidation of every portion of it. Evidently

this may be accomplished by either of the

methods'alluded to. Usually—it may be said

always, in this country—it is the last-men-

tione^d plan that is followed, but the relative

state 01 humidity in which the material of

which the bank is composed may be at the

time of its formation, depends upon its nature,

and some other fortuitous circumstances that

may accompany it. Occasionally embank-
ments are formed of materials almost of a per-

fectly dry and more absorbent character, but

as a rule they are more or less in a wet and
porous condition. Embankments constructed

m marshy and swampy lands, or on the fore-

shore of rivers or coasts, have a large per

centage of water in them when first made
up, hut still the process of formation consists,

as in other examples, of heaping up small

pieces of material, and allowing and assisting

them to become desiccated and consolidated.

All reclamation banks—that is, those which
protect land enclosed or reclaimed from the

sea—have to be very carefully watched for

the first {wo or three years after their con-

struction, as they always crack and split under
the action of drying. These cracks are some-
times filled up by ramming solid or semifluid

earth into them, but the best method to employ
is to " sludee" them, as it is termed. This
consists in filling pails with liquid mud, and
pouring it into the cracks, and repeating the

operation until they are completely filled up.

If the cracks extend from the interior to the

slopes, they must be first stopped superficially

by good sized "spits "of clay, or the liquid

would escape, and this process of sludging or

fluid repairing of banks, bears some slight

analogy to the formation of a bank by first

constructing it in a fluid state, and then per-

mitting it to solidify by contraction and conso-
lidation. At the same time the modus operandi
of the latter method is on a much larger scale

an d varies in many particulars.

The actual deposition of earth and other
natural materials by the transporting power
of water is continually taking place in the
beds of rivers and streams, but until recently
engineers have scarcely turned their attention

to imitating this operation artificially. It

is true that the principle was entrenched upon
at the excavation of the Suez Canal. The
dredges were furnished with long troughs,
through which a constant stream of water
flowed, and served to transport the excavated
sand and earth. The most interesting example
of this plan of constructing earthworks was
made in the isle of Java by M. Siccama and
communicated by him to the Society of Civil
and Mechanical Engineers. The work to be
done was the shifting of the stuff of a cutting
sixty feet deep, and two thousand feet long,
and the subsequent construction of a bank with
the excavated material, which amounted to

157,000 cubic yards. With a strong gang of
English navvies, this quantity, large as it is,

would not have necessitated any extraordinary
measures for effecting its removal and utilisa-

tion. But the case assumes a very dift'erent

aspect, when coolies are substituted for rail-

way labourers, accustomed to use the pick and
hovel. Moreover, this is one of the instances
where it is not possible to make numbers com-

pensate for experience and dexterity. At
Java, almost any number of coolies can be
obtained, but in a work of this nature, it is

not practicable to distribute more than a
certain number over the space available for

working. It appears that M. Siccama could

not utilise the services of more than 1500 of

the natives at his disposal, who, after the

manner of oriental labourers, transported the

earth in small baskets or panniers. Those who
are acquainted with the details of Indian

labour know that it is almost an impossibility

to induce the natives to use the barrow.

Men, women and children will work well and
perseveringly in their own fa.shion, but they
steadily refuse to do so after Ihat of Europeans.
The ba.skets in Java contain, on the average,

about two cubic yards, and at the rate they
could be filled and emptied, nearly a year
would have been consumed in constructing the

embankment. Under these circumstances the

attention of M. Siccama was naturally

directed towards the adoption of some other

means calculated to ensure a somewhat speedier

termination to the labour. He had remarked
that the natives of the isle, in order to avoid the

transport of the large quantities of solid earth

required to form their banks, conveyed it to

its destination in almost a fluid state through
the agency of water carriage, in every sense of

the term. This plan the engineer determined
to imitate, and the general featiires of the
operations are the following :—Canals and
water channels are cut so as to collect all the

surface drainage, and conduct it to the site of

the excavation. Along the longitudinal axis

of the cutting a canal is constructed, leading

to the proposed embankment. The base of

this is marked out in the ground, and the
" toe " of the slopes defined by a row of faggots

or fascines. Directly the rains commence a
number of men are set to work to dig the

earth along the top of the cutting, and pitch

it into the canal. By mixing with the water
it is rendered nearly fluid, and is borne along
by the stream and deposited where required.

The water escapes through the interstices of

the fascines, while the nearly liquid mud is

retained. As the accumulation proceeds, ad-

ditional frames of fascines are constructed,

which in their turn become filled, and so on
;

care is taken to preserve the form of the slopes

when arranging the frames, and they are subse-

quently dressed and trimmed to the proper batter.

Embankments made up in this manner are

found to solidify in a very uniform and
homogeneous condition. They are not liable to

crack like newly-made banks, when constructed

in the ordinary way, but have all the stability

and consistency of ancient earthworks.

Some very valuable working details have
been obtained from this method of raising

banks. The quantity or volume of water re-

quired to transport a certain weight of solid

matter held almost in a state of mechanical
solution, varies, as might be expected, with

the distance and the inclination of the channel

of the stream. With an inclination of one in

fifty, five cubic yards of water will transport

one cubic yard of earth, to a distance of half

a mile. The character of the work whenever
the canals are dependent for supply altogether

upon the rains, must necessarily be intermit-

tent. So far as the operation of making the

banks is concerned, this is an advantage, as

it permits them to become gradually consoli-

dated, whereas, were they made up tout d'un

coup they might be for a long while wet and
soft in the centre, although hard and firm on
the surface. Under these circumstances they
resemble a large casting which remains fluid

in the middle, long after it has become super-

ficially solid. A careful comparison of the

relative cost of the two methods, which may
be distinguished as the solid and the fluid,

gives a balance in favour of the latter of four

to one. It is not to be supposed that the

fluid principle of constructing banks will ever

supersede those in ordinary use, but at the same
time it might be employed to great advan-

age in exceptional instances.

CIVIL AUD MECHANICAL ENGINEERS' SOCIETY.—THE KING'S CROSS STATION ROOF.

( Concluded from page 105.)

IN continuation, Mr. Bancroft said :—One of
our members, at the last meeting, desired

to know if there is really a tie under the
platform or not Now, the horizontal thrust
of this roof must be entirely taken by the heavy
brick piers acting as abutments, but, in addi-
tion, the feet of the ribs are each secured to
an anchor-plate built into the wall, and strongly
fastened down by four bolts' Sin. in diameter';

and with a view to ensure perfect stability, a
wrought-iron tie runs below the level of the rails

across the platform, consisting of a, Jin. plate
rivetted on to the bottom flange of one of the
wrought-iron main floor girders.

It is often necessary to provide for the feet of
true arched ribs to spring out a little during
erection, in order to fit the supporting structure.

This was the case in the Amsterdam Crystal
Palace, the ribs of which were made to spring out
in erection 2Jin. This roof covered an area of
130ft. 8f in. by 64£t. IJin., on each side of an
oval dome, with an entire length of nave of 329ft.

lin. From the inside of this building the ap-
pearance of all the columns is similar.

The first tier of columns support the girders of
the gallery, forming a sort of ornamental frame-
work, with brackets at joints with columns.
The roof of this gallery being a strong wood

structure, acts along the whole nave as a hori-

zontal girder offering immense resistance to
lateral pressure. About 15cwt. of wrought and
cast iron were employed for each square of area
covered with glass.

The large roof of the Crystal Palace, Syden-
ham, with a span of 104ft., covered with glass,

required 12Jcwt. of wrought and cast iron per

stjuare, while the smaller roof, with a clear span
of 56tt., required 13cwt. per square of 100ft. The
details of the two roofs in regard to their general

arrangement are similar. The arched ribs of

the roof throw a very small horizontal thrust

upon their supporting structure, being constructed

of a sufficient depth to act as a girder. There
are two kinds of purlins employed—one 72ft. long

and 3ft. deep, and the other 24ft. long and Cft.

deep, the latter serving to brace each two ribs of

one pair together, while the former act as pure

purlins supporting the intermediate rafters. A
special arrangement was made for bracing the

purlins sideways to these intermediate ribs.

The horizontal thrust of the main rib is trans-

mitted by a cast iron framework to a system of

columns connected by cast iron girders and diago-

nal bracing fixed to the ends of girders by keys.

The whole of the supporting structure up to this

frame is very rigid, for on one side below floor

level there are cast iron girders fastened to brick

foundations, and on the other side a fire proof

flooring of brick arches. Thus the portion of the

thrust arising from pressure of wind, snow, &o.,

which the rib does not sustain is easily overcome.

The covering of the roof is on the ridge and
furrow principle, and the rain water is conveyed

to the drain pipes by hollow columns. Most of the

girders and columns employed in the Crystal

Palace are the same as those used in the Great

Exhibition building of 1851.

The roof of the Winter Garden of the Dublin
Exhibition covered aspaoe 353ft. 6in. by 50ft. 6in.,

having a transept 33ft Sin. wide by 50ft. 6in.,

and is covered with glass and Italian zinc of No.
14 gauge.
The thrust of the arched rib, the outline of

which was semicircular, was resisted without the

assistance of diagonal bracing, which although

forming so great an obstruction, as everyone who
has been to the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, must
have noticed, had hitherto beengenerally adopted.

A flying buttress fixed to the column was here

substituted for diagonal bracing, and the thrust of

the main rib was conveyed to the second tier

columns, which were firmly secured to small

arched roof girders and connected to the first tier

columns. Tlie effect of this was to produce a
transverse striuu upon the columns, which had,

therefore, to be increased in thickness at the sides

which were thus exposed to the strain. As soon

as the first tier columns were firmly fastened to

the transverse bracket girders at the top, and to

girders 1ft. 6in. deep under floorlevel, a complete
rigid framework was produced, capable of tiding

the thrust of the arched rib without the assistance

of diagonal bracing. The gallery floor was trussed

by rods of wrought iron arranged diagonally in

plan, thus causing the principal portion of the
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permanent aud moving load of the gallery to be

immedint*ly conveyed tothe colnmns instead of

being trausmitted by the girders. The truss being

thns arranged formed also a horizontal bracing to

the galleries, and the girders were left to take up
the thrust of the ribs. A rather original mode of

ventilation wag adopted in this roof. The main
ribs csrried in the centre cast-iron standards con-
nected at the top on both sides by an angle iron

which supported the covering. The space between
these two angle irons was used for ventilation,

and could be opened or shut by moons of a valve,

consisting of a piece of convex sheeet iron fixed to

a rod running Along the roof, and having a bear-
ing in each of the cast-iron standards. Pulleys
and balance weights were connected to this rod at

various points by means of cords reaching nearly
' the floor of the building.

By this contrivance the opening or closing of
the ventilator could be managed by simply turn-
ing the valve. Theridgeconsistedof a piece of cor-
rugated zinc fixed on cast-iron supports, covering
the whole apparatus. The buttresses, colnmns,
gutters, and girders throughout the building were
entirely of cast iron, but the arched ribs of the
main roof were of wrought iron, and weighed 2}
tons each. The purlins were also of cast iron,
the weba of which were ornamentally perforated,
the perforations being glazed, and the joints of
the purlins chipped. About Oicwt. of wrought
and cast iron were required for each square of
area covered.

The roof of the Royal Albert Hall is domical.
The plan of the building is oval, with four
centres, the major and minor axes inside the
walls being 219ft. 4in. aud 185fl 4in. respec-
tively. The top of the lantern surmounting the
roof is about 150ft. from the floor level. The
roof consists of light wrought ironwork, having a
wrought iron flanged curb resting on the top of
the wall about 120ft. high from Kensington road
level. Upon this curb plate cast iron shoes are
fastened by keys, from which the main curved
ribs spring. The ironwork is so arranged that
the curved principals are capable of carrying
their own weight, together with the weight of
seven rows of purlins between them and the
rafters of roof and ceiling. The thrust thus bear-
ing on the main ribs is taken by the main wall
plate, and the strains on these ribs are adjusted
by means of wedges between the wall-phite and
the foot of each rib by the slackening or tighten-
ing of which the whole of the thrust is brought
upon these curved ties resting on the wall. The
top flange of the rib acting as an arch communi-
cates the strains produced under every variety of
loading, pressure of wind and snow, &c. So the
wall-plate and these ribs are retained in their
position by means of the carved ties and
bracing. The whole building is estimated to
cost about £200,000.

In conclusion I should like to say a few words
on the iron and glass roof covering the winter
garden of the Leeds Exhibition. This roof pre-
sents the appearance of being constructed on the
arched principle, but more strictly speaking, is on
the principle of a dome. The arrangement here
adopted for taking the horizontal thrust was en-
tirely novel. The internal dimensions of this
Structure are 1.51ft. by 63ft. 6in. The infirmary
walls surrounding the winter garden do not sustain
any portion of the outward thrust. The main
roof is really carried by the four corner ratters or
nip ribs, which, having thus to perform the chief
portion of the work, are made stronger than the
ordinary ribs. The roof is supported on twelve
colnmns 32ft. high by 24ft. lOin. apart, six on
each side of the building, leaving a space of 37ft,
Sin. between the rows and an aisle on each side
13ft. 1 J in, wide. These columns are surmounted
by very handsome capitals, from which spring
ornamental spandrels to a lower frame of lattice
girders connecting the tops of the colnmns firmly
together, and forming a rectangle in plan 124ft.
2m. by 37ft. Sin. At.each colnmn similar spandrels
to those forming arches between the columns
are placed over the side aisles, and are surmounted
by cast iron rafters with perforated webs inclined
at an angle of 30° from the brick wall of the
infirmary to the level of the top of columns.

_
The main arched ribs, which are also of oast

iron, with perforated webs, are bolted to this
bottom frame of lattice girders, and at the top
to a, similar rectangular frame 99ft. 4in. by
12ft. Sin. This top frame is braced by cross
pieces of cast iron 12ft. 5in. apart, and is thus
rendered exceedingly rigid. The weight of the
upper frame, as well as the weight of the greater
part cf the lower roof, is transmitted to the

corner ribs, which, in return, transmit a hori-
zontal thrust upon the upper frame. The lower
frame, acting as a tie, has uow to receive this
horizontal strain on the bottom of the ribs. The
load on the intermediate ribs, although pro.
ducing no outward thrust, is sustained partly by
the corner ribs, partly by the upper and lower
lattice girders, and partly by the intermediate
columns. Both tiers of girders are 5ft. deep,
and the vertical distance between them is about
15ft. 2in. There are two rows of cast iron
purlins connecting the main ribs, and a single
row between the aisle rafters, halfway between
their ends. Two rows of moulded cast iron
gutters are fixed at the base of the arch pieces or
spandrels, at their junction with the lower girders,
and also above the aisle rafters against the brick-
work forming the walls of the central hall.

About 150 bars of iron were employed. Messrs.
Handyeide and Co., of Derby, were the con-
tractors. The floor level is 60ft. 6Jin. from the
summit of the ridge piece. Sashes are made to
open, swinging horizontally for ventilation. The
wooden sash frames for glazing are of a similar
section to those employed in the St. Panoras
Station. Exclusive of glazing, which may be
estimated at £.> per square approximately, the
total cost of this central hall was £3000. The
whole of the constrnction and design of this iron
building was intrusted by Professor G. Gilbert
Scott, R.A

, the architect of the Infirmary build-
ing, to Mr. R. M. Ordish, who was also engaged
upon the various other structures, the pecu-
liarities of which I have been endeavouring to
lay before you in a few words this evening, think-
ing that it would not be uninteresting to compare
them with the roof now under discussion.

The foregoing particulars were well illustrated
by tracings and photographs of the principal
Toofs referred to.

of subscriptions from the various town.s contri-
buting towards the cx|Hm»c of a practical and
comprehensive inquiry into the treatment and
ntilisation of sewage. He reported that be hiul
addressed the circular to 663 Corporations and
Boards of Health, and received replies from 24.j.

The following towns subscribed the sums plaa'd
opposite their uamea :

—
£

MancIiMter, . . 100
Halifax . . . . -.V)

Plymouth. ... 80
Ilatli SI
Curdiff SI
Kieter 21
Greenock. ... 21
llmiley .... 21
'pswich .... 81
Oifurd 16 IS
Burslem
Cambridge
Coventry

.

Devonport
Devibury
l>oncaiter.

Durham '.

Gloucester
Hereford

.

10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10
10 10

INSTITUTION OP CIVIL ENGINEERS OP IRELAND.

A MEETING of this institution took place on
the 9th instant, in the Musenm Buildings,

Trinity College. Mr. John Ball Greene, Com-
missioner of Valuation, presided. The chairman
delivei-ed the annual address, and in the course of
his observations alluded to the kind assistance he
had experienced during his term of presidency
from the oificers and members of the institution,
which latter he described as maintaining the re-
putation it had sustained for the last thirty-four
years. He then referred to the various papers
and scientific matters brought before the institu-
tion during the year.

Kcii?hley .... 10 10
Longtou .... 10 10
Maccleifield. . . 10 10
Maidatone . . . lu 10
Paijley .... 10 10
Readinp: .... 10 10
.Shrewsbury ... 10 10
Torquay .... 10 10
Wakefield ... 10 10
West Derby ... 10 10
West Hartlepool . 10 10
Derby 10
Kendal .... 10
TodmorJea ... 10
Windsor .... 77
Abergavenny . . 5

Abingdon. ... 5
Balsall Heath . . 5
Bradford .... 5

Bridport .... 5
Bromley .... 6
Carliile .... 5

Cheihunt. .

CotUn^ham .

Dartford . .

Daventry . .

Gxtlioanic .

Ely. . . .

EaSekl . .

Kton . . .

Kenton . .

Frome S
Gainsboro' . . . S
Guildford. ... 5
Harborne . . . [
Hertford .... i
Lichlieid . . . S
Louth 6
Malvern , .

Newport (HanU).
Noirtham ....
Pennington and )

Westleigh j
Penzance ....
Ripley

Kusholme . . .

Hheerness . . .

Stoke-on-Trent. .

Swaffliam . . .

Toiteth Park . .

Walker ....
Walton-on-the-Uill
Waterloo ....
Wavcrtrcc . . .

Wcllinjjiiorough .

Weymouth
Crewe .i

Ormskirk

.

Ware
Wells
Littlehampton . .

Athcrton ....
Stretford (Lane.) .

JAPANESE ORNAMENT.

JN The Building News of Juno 1 1th, 1869,
we published, with an illustration, some

remarks on Japanese ornament ; this week we
give some further examples, taken chiefly from
an old folding screen apparently of considerable
antiquity, and mthont a trace of the "European
Market " style of drawing, which is gradually
disfiguring modern Japanese work, or at least
that imported into England.
The figure, with the arrangement of the

draperies, is very happily conceived and worked out,
and, together with the ornament generally, is

painted on gilded and stamped lacquer work.
It is beyond om- province as architectural

journalists to trespass on the borders of fashion,
or we might suggest that certain conspicuous
novelties, which we need scarcely particularise, of
modem female attire are suspiciously like copies,
but very bad copies, of this Japanese lady's
costume. May we venture to think that in this
matter of dress, as well as in the more stable forms
generally of decoration and design, the importa-
tion of a genuine Japanese artist might, should
ho be taken in hand by the right man, infuse a
freshness and subtle combination of colour and
design into our decoration as pleasing as it would
be novel ? o. W. D.

The subscriptions amount to £786, exclusive of
the £50 given by the British Association. Of
those towns and districts which replied to the
circular and did not contribute, 25 deferred their
decision for consideration, and 23 merely acknow-
ledged the receipt of the application without any
intimation as to their intentions, while the
remainder, amounting to 116, refused on various
grounds, some because they thought the iminiry
ought to be conducted at the expense of the
country generally, and some because, though they
approved of the inquiry, they were too poor to
contribute. Others, also approving of the inquiry,
came to the conclusion that they had no legal
authority for contributing, while there were three
only that disapproved of the inquiry. A few
declined on the ground that sewerage works
ah^ady existed in their districts .with arrange-
ments for the utilisation of the sewage. 418
towns and districts made no response at all. The
Metropolitan Board of Works declined to
contribute on the ground that the Act of Parlia-
ment under which it was constituted the represen-
tative body of a population equalling one-sixth of
that of the entire country does not contemplate
such a use of ratepayers' money.
The committee, after a careful consideration of

the matter, was of opinion that the amount already
subscribed was suflicient to justify the commence-
ment of the inquiry, but unless a larger number
of places joined in contributing, the inquirv would
not be sufficiently extended. It was therefore
determined first to forward to every town and
district, subscribing or not, the listof subscriptions,
with this statement of the intentions and views of
the committee, and, secondly, to request the
authorities of the subscribing towns to state the
nature of the difficulties under which they severally
suffer.

TREATMENT OF SEWAGE.

AT a meeting of the Committee of the British
Association on the Treatment and Utilisa-

tion of Sewage, at which there were present E. B.
Grantham, Esq., C.E., F.G.S. (in the chair)

;

Professor Marshall, F.R.S. ; J. Thomhill Harrison,
Esq., C.E., ; J. Bailey Denton, Esq, C.E., F.G.S.

;

W. Hope, Esq., V.C. ; and Professor Wanklyn,
F.C.S., the Honorary Secretary presented the list

Condemned Houses.—We learn from the
report of Dr. Whitmore, the Medical Officer of
Health for Marylebone, that for the past month
the inhabitants of certain miserable houses in
York-court, which were condemned some time
ago, tmder the Artisans' Dwellings Act, by the
vestry as unfit for human habitation, have taken
the affair into their own hands, and have busied
themselves in ripping up the flooring, tearing
down the shutters and window sashes, and
removing the doors, and even the laths from the
walls and ceilings, for the purpose of providing
themselves with fuel during the late inclement
weather. Three of the houses are. it is stated,
now entirely gutted,fand are no longer inhabited,
while the remainder of them, although still

tenanted, are in the utmost state of dilapidation.
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OS THE STRBKGTH OF PORTLAND CEMENTS.

AT the last meeting of the Liverpool Archi-

tectural Society, Mr. J. Bouit gave the

results of some experiments on the strength of

specimens of Portland cements by Tarioos makers,

as follows :

—

Results of experiments on various Portland

cements, 2;>nl December, ISC'J, supplied by

Means. Whirc and Sons, Messrs. Knight, Bevau,

and Co. and the Liverpool or Mersey Cement
Company.

The first series of experiments were at the New
Hotel, Lime-street Station, and the test was a

comber of white facing bricks upon bars of

cement, each bar 3^in. by 2Jin., with a clear

bearing of 2ft. ; 6 bricks weighed 521b.

In all the specimens of each maker, except

Knight, Bevan,and Co., the bars were cast on

7th December, and dried in the air ; the speci-

mens of Knight, Bevan, and Co.'scement were cast

on 8th December, and also dried in the air.

1. White and Sons' neat cement broke with

clean fractnres, showing a close grain, with the

weight of 27 bricks ^ 2-341 h. ; a piece 4^in. long

broke ont of the middle of the bar.

2. Knight, Bevan, and Co.'s neat cement broke
with a single fracture, showing an open grain,

with the weight of 22 bricks = iaO?,Ib.

3. Liverpool Cement Company's neat cement
broke with a clean fracture, showint; a close

grain, with Ihe weight of 32 bricks := 2771b.

4. White and Sons' sand and cement, 1 to 1,

broke, showing a faulty texture at the fracture,

containing small lumps of sand, with the weight
of 14 bricks = 12Ulb.

5. Knight, Bevan, and Co.'s, in equal propor-
tions, broke, showing a similar texture, with the
weight of 14 bricks = 12Ulb.

6. Liverpool Cement Company's, in equal pro-
portions, broke, showing less faulty texture, tlie

materials better mixed, with the weight of 28
bricks = 199Jlb.

7. An extra specimen of the Liverpool Com-
pany's neat cement, cast 14th December, broke,
with a clean fracture, with the weight of 41
bricks = 388?lb.

8. Another extra spocimen, cast the same day,
of sand and cement, in equal ratio, broke with the
vreight of 21 bricks = 1821b.

At the works, Seacombe, the test was resumed
the same afternoon with a lever on specimens
cast, as for the Government tests, with shoulders
near each end, for the purpose of showing the
resistance to tension :

—

la. White and Sons' neat cement, dried in the
air, and cast on 7th December, was torn asunder
by 4581b.

2a. Knight, Bevan, and Co.'s, cast on 8th Dec.
was torn asunder by 5781b.

Sa. Liverpool Cement Co.'s, cast 7th Dec. was
torn asunder by 7181b.

4fl. Maker's name unknown, but supplied by
Mr. Atkins, cast 10th December, was torn asunder
with 6681b.

5a. An extra specimen from the Liverpool Co.
cast 14th December,wds torn asunder with 7181b.

The following specimens were cast on the
several dates given above for the respective
makers, were placed in water the following day,
and taken out of the water on the moroins of the
trial.

^

14. White and Sons torn with 2781b.
2ft. Knight, Bevan and Co. „ 528 „
3A. Liverpool Co „ 738 „
4ft. Atkins C58 „
6ft. Liverpool Co.'s extra... „ 698 „
The latter specimen was slightly injured when

taken out of the mould.
The following specimens, hiU sand and half

cement, were cast on the dates prcviou-ily given,
and dried in the air :

Ic. White and Sons torn with 2081b.
'2c. Knight, Bevan and Co. „ 408 „
3c. Liverpool Cj

, 688 „
ic. Atkins 4gg
the fracture in the hitter showing a pebble of
Urge size in c.mparlson with the sectional
ftr.a of the sf.ecimei.

Be. Liverpool 'o.'s extra ...torn with 5481b.

The following wereof sand and cement, in equal
proportions, and kept in water, as in series ft :

—

Id. White and Sons torn with 2081b.

2rf. Knight, Bevan, and Co. „ 278 „
3rf. Liverpool Co. „ 488,,
4rf. Atkins , 318,,
5</. Liverpool Co.'s extra „ 528 „
The above were prepared on the works of the

Hotel, Lime-street station, under the superintcn-
<Ience of Mr. John Kneale, foreman to Messrs.
Haigh and Co., and had been in his charge until

tested. The following were prepared at the
works in Seacombe, at the several dates affixed,

as stated by Mr. Walker and his assistants :

—

It!. Cast seventeen days siuce, " not more," and
kept in water, torn asunder with 50SIb.

2''. Cast 15th August, air dried, torn with
89Slb.

3e. Cast 16th September, air dried, torn with
0981b.

The weight re(iuired to tear asunder the several

specimens of neat cemeut, per square inch of

strction, was

—

la. White and Sons 73-281b.

2a. Kuight. Bevan, and Co 9248 „
3a. Liverpool Cement Co 11472 „
The weight required to fracture each cement

neat, per square inch of section, was

—

1. White and Sons 37-441b.

2. Knight, Bevan, and Co 3500 „
3. Liverpool Cement Co 44'48 „
Weight required, per square inch, to fracture

the undermentioned stones, sectional area 4 by 4
= 16 inches, and clear bearing 2ft. ;— >

Hollington 03.75lb.

Old stone, E.\change Buildings
Caryl-street 60-00 „

Everton, St. Domingo 555(i „
Runcorn 4200,,
Warwick (near Bradford) 117-62 „
Minera (Berwig) C900 „

^
PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

Street Tramways in the Metropolis.—
On Thursday week, in answer to a question put by
.Mr. W. H. Smith, Mr. Shaw Lcfcvre stated that
the whole question was under the consideration of
the Board of Trade, and he hoped in the course of
a lew days to be able to make a statement with
reference to the numerous Bills now before the
House relating to metropolitan trsimways. In the
meantime, the second reading of those Bills had
been postponed.

The Subway to Palace Yard.—On Mon-
day evening Mr. Locke King asked the First

Commissioner of Works why the subway at the

foot of Westminster-bridge had not been con-
nected with the Embankment at Cannon-row, and
whether it was now intended to be kept for the

sole benefit and exclusive use of the Metropolitan
Railwa}'.—Mr. Ayrton said the subway was a
project suggested some years ago for the purpose
of enabling members of Parliament to pass
quietly from Parliament-street into Palace-yard.
But since it was first proposed, the Metropolitan
Railway Company bad been carried to West-
minster-bridge, and tne Thames Embankment
had been constructed. Ground on the opposite
side of New Bridge-street, which had been
formerly in the possession of the Office of Works,
had been sold to the Metropolitan Railway Com-
pany, and therefore there was no egress from
the subway on that side, except to the company's
station, i'be company had undertaken to afford
an egress at their station. As to the connection
of the subway with the Embankment, the matter
was, he believed, under the consideration of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, but until they had
come to a final determination on the subject he
could not give the hon. gentleman a final answer.
As to any further approach or egress on the land
of the railway company, they naturally said that
if any land were to be taken from them they
must be paid for it.

New Courts of Justice.—Mr. Hcadlam
asked the First Commissioner of Works whethjr
he would undertake to lay before the House the
plan of the proposed Courts of Justice as soon
as the same was settled, and before any contract
for executing the work was made.—Mr. Ayrton
said he should be happy to lay the plans on the
table as soon as they were ready.
Suburban Commons.—Mr. Cowper-Templc

on Tuesday evening, in moving for leave to bring
in a bill to provide for the improvement, protec-
tion, and management of commons and waste
lands near cities and towns in England, said the

object of the measure was to withdraw from the
opcnation of the Enclosure Act of 18.53 all

commons or open spaces within a definite radius
of the mctroixjiis. Leave was given, and the bill

was read a first time.

Open Spaces.—-Lord Otbo Fitzgerald appeared
at the bar with her Majesty's reply in respect to
the address on Kpping Forest, hi which she
expressed her desire not only to maintain the
rights of the Crown, but to preserve all opeu
spaces.

Chelsea Bridge.—The position of Chelsea
Bridge came under the consideration of the House
of Commons on Tuesday. Mr. Peek and Mr. W.
II. Smith atlvocated a resolution declaring that the
toll now levied on that bridge ought to be abolished,
and in this proposal they were supported by Mr.
Brodrick and Mr. Cubitt. Sir P. O'Brien and
Mr. Anderson, however, objected to a benefit being
conferred ui)on a portion of the metropolis at the
expense of the taxpayers of the country, and the
motion being vigorously opposed by Mr. Ayrton,
who prolonged his explanation until he excited
cries of " Divide, divide," it was defeated by a
majority of 141—162 to 21.

DESIGN FOR THE PROPOSED BRIDGE,
LEEDS.

VTT'E this weeklay beforeonr readers one of the

Tt designs sent in at the late Leeds Bridge
competition. The conditions governing the com-
petition fixed the ratio of rise to span, and at the
same time insisted that circular culverts of 7ft. and
10ft. in diameter, should pass through the east and
west abutments respectively, with their centre lines

in the positions and at the levelsshown in the plates.
This nmch in explanation of what might other-
wise be taken for a very curious exercise of taste.

In the design before us, each of the abutments
consists of one mass of cement concrete (1 Port-
land cement, 4 gravel, 2 sand), cased with
masonry, consisting of smooth hammer-dressed
Bramley Fall stone, cornices of Portland, and
plinth of granite. Immediately behind each main
rib are counterforts of brickwork, three feet thick,

laid with their courses at right angles to the
thrust of the arch ; these run the entire length of
the abutment, and through them pass the culverts.

The concrete and brickwork are tied together,

throughout, with hoop iron, at 12in. intervals,

both longitudinally and transversely, so as to make
the whole abutment one homogeneous mass. The
main ribs, 9 in number, are of cast-iron, 2ft. 9in.

deep, each cast in four lengths ; they are very
thoroughly stiffened by cross bracing, &c. The
roadway, which is carried by Mallett's well-known
buckled plates, consists of granite setts, six inches
thick, overlaying a layer of asphalt composed of
tar and sand. The leading dimensions are—width
between parapets, 60 feet, made up of two foot-

paths, 12ft. each, and roadway 36ft. Span on
square, 100ft.; on skew, 102ft. 6in. The bridge is

calculated to carry safely a live load of 2401bs.
per square foot on the roadway, and half that
amount on the footpaths. The tender for the
whole work, without extras, sent in by a well-known
firm, was £15,776 ; this included the removal of
the existing bridge, the building of several
hundred feet run of heavy brick rctiiining walls,

as well as the erection of a temporary bridge, to-

gether with cofferdams and everything required.
The design of which the above is a brief descrip-
tion was sent in by Messrs. W. L. Coke, and
G. F. Roper.

The Technical Instruction op House
Painters.—The society that was formed some
months ago under the title of " The London
House Painters and Decorators Technical Instruc-

tion Association," and having its headquarters at

the London Artizans' Club, 73, Newman-street,
continues its classes at the Marylebone School of

Art in Bolsover-street, and, considering the very
depressed state of the building trades, the associa-

tion has been fairly supported. On Wednesday
week the members of the association adjourned to

the large hall of the German Club in Foley-street,

to hear a lecture by Mr. John G. Crace on " Art
Training." Mr. Edward Hall, F.S.A., architect,

was in the chair. Mr. Grace's high position as a
decorative artist brought together a large audience.
At the comclusion Mr. Crace kindly assented to a
suggestion to print his lecture ; and the meeting
was addressed by Mr. Lamport, Mr. Shipton (the
secretary), and the Chairman—the importance of
diligent study, and of drawing as a qualification,

and the superiority of decorative art on the
Continent, being generally dwelt upon.
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ST ALBANS
ABBEy.

^ NCKe WAS A WArcHi\c Lorr arcacco
* H£RC WAS A WAJCHINC LOFT

-"BELLTOWea.

V CREAT GATE.

WV CAfir^lCHS

S. ALBANS BENEDICTINE ABBEY.

SOME years eincc, I was able for many con
secutive weeks to speud many hours daily

in the glorious minster of 8. Alban. My interest

in it has ne\er abated, and I have collected Irom
various sources printed or in manuscript, illustra-

tions of its history and arrangementp. Somedetails
I at a more date recent gave to the Architectural
Association in a viva voec lecture. The plans (and
they are but sketches) which I hate consulted in
the British Museum, made by Stukeley, 1721, a
second in 1719, anotherin 1791,oneby Esex.afifth
dated 1766, a sixth by Vertue, and seventh 1819
have been compared with the works of Matthew
Paris, notices in the Bock ol Life, and MS. histories.

They widely differ from the account, and the plot
supplied by Mr. Ncwccme, who approached a
difficult subject when archaiology was, in its in-
fancy, and i'osbrooke its first pioneer. Themis-
apprehensions of later writers I have not indi-
cated, as it is most ungenerous to disparage men
who did their best with little light to guide them.
At Battle I had to recast the plan, as it was
popularly assigned in its various parts, and I am
happy to find that my suggestions have been
acc.'pted. I can only trust that in the following
paper I shall be equally fortunate. I should add
that only a fragment of the north wall of the
cloister and the great court gate now survive of
the grand mass of conventual buildings to which
the nearest parallel is offered by those of Glou-

cester. I have given full details of the inner life

of the Benedictines in a translation of the Cus-
tumal of AVestminster, and of the different build-
ings in my ''Sacred Archaiology, " at considerable
Iciigth ; it would therefore be superfluous to at-

tempt here an unsatisfactory, because necessarily

a compressed repetition, which would moreover
occupy space devoted now to new and local

matter.

Eood Loft.—In the time of Abbot William,
1214-35, Walter de Colchester, Sacristan, painter
and sculptor, completed the rood loft in the cen-

tre of the church, with the great cross, Mary and
John, and other sculptures and beautiful struc-

tures.

The Abbot translated the shrine of S. Amphi-
balus bebiud the high altar near the shrine to

a place where there is an enclosure by an iron

Kail and lattice work, and built an altar with a
table and super-altar (or retablc as it must mean
here), painted richly. Within this closure on
Sundays at High Mass a station was made by the

procession. Thomas, 30th Abbot, translated it

from behind the altar of S. Hugh, 1349-9(;, This
altar was dedicated to 8S. Cross and Amphibalus
by John, Bishop of Ardfert, its former dedication
being that of Holy Cross, consecrated by Godfrey,
Bishop of S. Asaph, 1151-66, and the great cross

over the altar was also dedicated by him. The old

Rood, 1214-35, was removed over the altar of S.

Blaise,

Nate Altars.—Three altars below the Rood
were consecrated by Horrensis, Bishop of Hun-
gary, 1401-20 ; they were in a row in the body of
the church, and were dedicated to

—

1. S. Mary, S. Benedict, Apostles and Martrye.
2. S. Thomas, Martyr.
3. S. Oswyn, which was renewed by the in-

dustry of Thomas Houghton, Sacristan, who
painted the rood Mary and John.

S. Andrew's Chapel, coiisecrated by Hervey,
Bishop of Ely, adjoined the norb-west side of the

church and had a chancel, and three altars dedi-

cated to

—

1. St. Andrew.
2. S.Mary.
3. S. Nicholas.

[An altar of SS. Nicholas and Blaiae in S.

Alban's Church, was consecrated by Gilbert,

Bishop of Limerick, 1151-66. Gesta 1, 148.

It had its own custos. Near the door to it was
an image of S. Richard, Bishop of Chichester.

Hervey, Bishop of Ely, consecrated the altar

S. Mary Magdalene.

At York, there was a chapel of the Holy
Sepulchre and all Angels in a similar position,

and Ely had another adjunct of this kind.

1151-68. The Sacristan roofed the greater part

of the church with lead, and whitewashed it

within and without.

Stmth Aide.—Here was the iron closure of S.

Mary at the pillar facing the small door, leading
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to the Abbot's chapel. It was oonsccrated on S.

Yinoeufs Day. by Hugh, Bishop of Durham.

Otw it were "the imagm of S. Mary, S. Mary
Magdalene, and a reuble with S. Mary's ioys. A
fraternity of S. Alban attended this altar. Beyond

it was the door of the forensic parlour. A chapel

of the Holy Innocents is mentioned U5I-6S in

antfriori parte eeclffur, as consecrated by Kalph,

Bishop of Rochester.

In the South Nare Aisle, adjoining the choir

was an arch under whieh Robert the Hermit was

buried, opposite to it was an aumbry for valu-

able books made and painted by Abbot Simon,

1166-83.
Tnntept, Sonth ning.—Oa S. Panlinns Day,

1323, whilst a great multitude was present, two

great columns of the south wing of the transept,

owing to a failure in the foundations, fell. Within

an hour the wooden roof fell, and injured the

shrine of S. Arophibalus, and the cloister adjoin-

ing the transept.

The south arm was rebuilt and roofed by Abbot
Michael, 1435-t'J, the works having been going

on during 20 yeais. Adam de Vankastre,

Sacristan.

Hugh, Bishop of Damascus, consecrated three

altars in the newly-erected part of the church to

S. Mary, S. Thomas, S. Oswj-n, S. Benedict, &c.,

with their images.

THE CHUECH.

Abbot William, 1214-35, completed the west

front, and the tower received an octagonal lantern

.

Abbot Paul, in 1115, had the church dedicated,

which he had completed with the conventual

buildings.

Here were two chapels and altars,

1. S. John Ecangelut, with an image of S.

Martin.
2. iS. Stephfii, with the image of S. John

Baptist At this altar King Stephen granted the

remains of Kingsbury to Abbot Robert de Gor-

ham, sen. Burials are mentioned opposite this

chapel,'near the wall adjoining the chapter house,

it was therefore on the south side : and near the

cemetery or chapter-bouse of the Monks was the

image of S. Mary, called the " Beautiful."

In 1320-60, when the roof fell, it is said to have
injured the shrine of S. Amphibalns.

Tramept, North Wing.—The north wing of

the transept, in the front to the east, were the altars

S. Michael and All Angels, with a window con-

taining the story of S. Katherine, set up by John
Hatfield. Doctor in Decretals and Archdeacon,
where there were images of SS. Katherine and
Michael, and a procession was made at Michael-
mas. Robert Newton gave to the new window
xls. in 1421.

There were three altars also here:

—

1. iS. Scytha, where were the image of S.

Apollonia and a table with images of S. Mary,
S. Edmund kneeling, S. John Baptist, S. John
Evangelist, and Confessors and S. Wulstan. It

adjoined the north choir aisle.

2. Holy Trinity, with images of SS. Rhade-
gnnd and Sebastian. Here was a guild of 200
men and women, to whom the priest distributed

clothes, shoes, and necessaries bought with the
offerings.

3. iS. Saviour, S. Mary, S. Laurence, and S.
Blaise, erected by W. Wintreshull, monk, and
consecrated by Bishop Godfrey, of S. Asaph,
1155-Cl. It is mentioned as S. Blaise's Altar
1214-86, and had over it the old rood from the
nave and the ancient Mariola, but was conse-
crated at S. Mary's altar at this time by John,
Biabop of Ardtert, and the transept ceiled with
wood over it.

Abbot Robert made a beaatifnl image of S.

Mary, 1151-66, over the altar of S. Blaise. A
new one was made by W. de Colchester, 1214-35.
The old one was set up over the Mary Mass
Altar, in the north part of the church, but the
wax taper, garlanded with flowers, was lighted on
featival-s before the new Mariola, in the south part
of the chnrch, which was consecrated by John,
Bishop of Ardfert, and over it was set the old
beam whieh had stood above the high altar.
A bell called Mary was also ordered to be rung

three times a day, to call the celebrants to their
«ffi<!e.

THE CHOIS.

Abbot Hogh, 1308-26,>cgan to rebuild the choir
with the king's help, who gave wood and money.
Geoffrey was the master of the works in Uie choir.

In the time of Robert of Sens, 18th Abbot,
1151-66, Ralph, Bishop of Rochester, consecrated
SS. M&ry's and Ignatius' altar on the south side of
tbe church, in regard to the high altar.

T/k Stmth .iM/<'(deambulatorium) of the Pres-

bytery led to the altar of S. Mary of the four

tapers, where the mass for the dead was snug.

Wheathampstead, at a cost of £74, built tbe

chapel over against the shrine ; a wooden fabric

for the gospeller, at tbe west end of the church,

cost £13, and a pair of choir organs, .^.;17.

For making a like chapel ou the south side of

the church, over against the shrine, with a win-

dow, £54. This was the Gloucester chantry ;

choir, for fabrica lignea, for the organs, and read-

ing the Lections, £44 3s. 4d.

ne North Aisle of the Presbytery.—Here was
the altar of S. Katherine and Michael. In it also

a burial occurred between the bell tower and the

sacristy (of the lady chapel) near the bolls ; and
mention is made of the Leaning crucifix ; and of

the altar of S. Laurence near the bells. The
image of S. Laurence with that of S. Grimbald
had been taken from S. Laurence uhapel, in the

old almonry which had been destroyed in the con-

struction of the great gate, in the infirmary, and
was set over the holy cross altar near the bolls ;

the original dedication of this altar was therefore

changed at this time, and two altars on the north

side of the church under the rood solar (solario

crucifixi) were consecrated by Hugh, bishop of

Damascus, between 1435 and 1449. A treasury

in the 13th century adjoined the church.

Suspended over the high altjir, 1166-83, was a
vessel of gold jewelled, in which was the Eucha-
rist. It had a silver crown, 1151-66. On the right

hand of the altar, on the wall, was a shrine of S.

Amphibalus.
Between the high altar in the presbytery, and

the enclosures round the shrine, were three altars :

1. S. Alban at the head of his shrine.

2. The altar of reliques, built in honour of S.

Hugh. Robert Thynoth, the shrine-keeper, col-

lected these relics.

3. The salutation, or S. Wulstan's, conse-

crated 1214-35. It adjoined S. Oswyn's, east-

ward of tbe old shrine.

Abbot Mote was led through the little door of

the shrine into the vestry.

In the enclosure eastward to the lady chapel

were three altars

:

1. S. Amphibalus ; at the head of the shrine

the door leading to it from the lady chapel is

mentioned.
2. S. Edmund, king, on the north.

3. S. Peter, on the south, with his image and
story painted.

The shrine of S. Alban was made by Abbot
Geoffrey, 1119-45, with images and alto-relievos,

cameos, and jewels. The golden plates were
stripped off it by Abbot Ralph, 114G-51, who with

the produce bought the town of Brantfield, to

fnrnish funds for repairs of the church-roofs.

Abbot Simon, 1166-83, made a feretrum of gold,

silver, and gems over the high altar facing the

celebrant, with the martyrdom of the saint carved

on a line with his eyes. On the two sides his acts

were pourtrayed in alto-relievo. On the upper
part, towards the east, was a crucifix with Mary
and John ; and on the top to the west was S.

Mary and the Holy Child. Above it was a crest-

ing, and at the angles were towers with crystal

tops. Inside was the chest with the saint's relics.

A large beam with carvings of the acts of S.

Alban was set above the altar by W. de Colches-

ter, 1214i-35 ; and six tapers burned upon it on
great festivals. It is described as having on it

the Patriarchs and Apostles, a Majesty, the

Church and synagogue, and was afterwards set

over the Mariola in the south wing of the tran-

sept.

The altars of S. John, S. Stephen, S. Peter, S.

Amphibalus, IS. Benedict, S. Michael, and S.

Mary, hatl beautiful carved fronts or tables,

coloured. S. Mary's had a retable, a superaltar

of carved work, with a cross above and a painting

below, 1195-1214. The toble of the high altar

was partly of metal and wood.
The Lady Chapel had been commenced for

many years without further progress, when Hugh
de Eversden, 1308-26, completed it, with a sump-
tuous altar erected by Reginald of S. Alban's.

In its vestry, within the cemetery, Thomas West-
wood, precentor, built a chapel of the Transfigura-

tion, VV. Roydon being the chief mason. Upon
the chancel next the cemetery was once a wooden
chapel with an altar, at which the mass for the

dead had been sung ; but this service was re-

moved to the chapel of S Mary of the Four
Tapers, and the old chapel was destroyed.

Abbot's Lrdge, 1151-68.—The chapel of S.

Alexias , where the Mary mass was sung to note
;

dedicated by Ralph, Bishop of Durham. It is

said to have a door opening into the south aisle of
the nave.
Abbot Thomas, 1349-96, built the Abbot's

bakehouse, the Watergate tower, the Abbot's
kitchen, a wooden compartment for his chap-
lains within his chamber ; the wardrobe, the pen-
tioe and studies, the Abbot's chapel and study, or
library. He also built the domus scriptorioe.

At Abbot Thomas' burial, 1396, he was carried
up the stairs of the chapel into the church.

Abbot Thomes, 1349-96, built the wall from
the king's hall to the almonry ; also the new
chamber joining the church wall, for guests.

The Abbot's lodgings, tho Abbot's hall,

the (xii., xiij., iiij.), the Abbot's kitchen, the
spicery and surveying place between the kitchen
(Ixvjs. viijd.), and hall, are mentioned in the sur-

vey of Edward VI. The figures mark the valua-
tion.

CONVENTUAL BUILDINGS.

The Abbot's lodge adjoined the nave, for the

Camera Ecclesia; contigua was built by Abbot
Robert de Gorhamand Ralph, 1146-51, built the
chambers " joined to the church " and a gong
covered with shingles.

1401-20.—Heywood built the inner chamber
with its ceiling, chimney and windows.

1420-40.—His successor, Wheathampstead, built

a chamber 95ft. long for the Abbot's lodging
during the King's sojourn, at a cost of £300

;

and a library (mentioned with tbe new ordinance)
adjoining it; a chamber between tbe chapel and
hall with a pentice leading to the same j the

study, clock chamber, garderobe, and lower
study, besides shortening the King's Hall, and
enlarging the Lower Court, at a cost of £41.

1464-74.—Abbot Albon added in the Abbot's
palace, two stone buildings at the end of the

King's Hall, one lodging for the cellarer, and one
for the bursar.

Wheathampstead improved in the Abbot's
lodge, the chamber between the chapel and hall,

and 'rebuilt the gallery or pentice leading from
that chamber to the hall ; enlarged the stady

;

altered the garderobe, supplying it with ewers,

basons, pots, spoons, and salts, and enlarged the

inner court, at a cost of £126.

A Quadrant (the base) court, one acre and a
half in size. After the translation of S.

Alban, 300 poor were yearly fed in this court.

On the North was the Great Gate House, with

the King's Gaol, for the liberty of the town of St.

Alban's, and the purveyor's lodging.

On the East side were lodgings.

On the South side were the King's Garners,

adjoining the Old Hall, and lodgings, one having
a garden ; and the square gatehouse called Ilamea
Gate (destroyed in 1722).

On the West side were the King's stables ; and
at tho upper end the Almonry are mentioned in the

survey of Edward 'VI., when the buildings were
allotted among.the King's riders, tlie master of

the horse, and Sir A. Dudley, officers of the

royal stables.

1235-60.—John II. built a noble house very

long, of stone, and tiled, with three chimneys,

opposite the Groat Gate, to the adornment of the

whole court ; it was of two stories, in the upper-

most were the liberiores, Abbot's servants, and the

lower formed tbe larder.

1151-68.—Gilbert, Bishop of Limerick, con-

secrated the Great Rood in the south part of the

monastery.

Thomas de la Mare had license to orenellate

the abbey with a wall of stone and chalk, from
the King at Woodstock, 17 June, 31 Edward lU.

1260-90.—Roger gave a bell called Amphibalus
for Curfew There was another called Albaif.

CLOISTERS.

1214-35. — Abbot William built a cloister

between the Chapter House and S. Cuthbert's

Chapel (the latter has always hitherto been

placed in tbe rood loft), and a three-sided cloister,

inj charge of the Kitchener. One side from the

kitchen t» the door of the Regular Cloister [qy.
on the north] .... the other side from
tbe door of the Monks,' Regular Cloister to the door
of the Guest House, [ulterius] formerly used by
Benedictine guests, under the Hospitaller's charge

[qy. on the east] .... The third side

trom this cloister door and the kitchen to the door,

of the way to the Tailory, under the chamberlain's

charge. [t^y. on tho west] .... The
walls were latticed pariete contraticulato with a
little plantation, in the custody of the hostillar.

1335-49.—In the time of Abbot Michael, the

tresaunt of the cloister, called the Abbot's Ward
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was erected to Ibe height of the walls, and the

great tresaunt raised.

The Trcsannce is an alley. It occurred at Ely.

It was not the east alley. Trobably there were

the west and south alleys.

139C-H01.—John V. rebuilt two parts of the

cloister with studies and libraries, and S. Nicolas

Chapel, and over the vaulting of this cloister the

library, and under the vaulting of S. Nicolas

Chape'l he intended to build aumbries for the

conventual muniments.
134y-96.—Abbot Thomas glazed two parts of

the cloister besides the ancient glass of the chapel

" quondam pietorise," and made wooden benches.

Abbot Heywood vaulted completely the two

parts of the cloister, adding buttresses which had

been begun by Abbot John de la Mote,

(1.396-1401 ) and left by him half vaulted ; and he

made the whole work correspond.

1151-66.—Abbot Robert built the Chapter

House, regular parlour, S. Nicholas (probably the

Gnest) Chapel, all the cloister in front of the

chapter house, the bath house, long horse stable

(a lamp burning in it continually), granary, larder,

and two solars.

Under S. Nicholas' altar Abbot Alfrio con

cealed the relics of S. Alban.

John de la Moote, 1396-1401.— r/*^ Prun-'s

Zodge.—In \ the Prior's Manse he built the

chapel, the wine cellar, and the summer
parlour (parlalorium cajnaculum) under an

old chamber, overlooking the garden. He
built also other chambers at the end of this

hall next the infirmary. He built the wall or

de Ambulatory between this garden and the

infirmary, to walk in during wet weather. The

Prior's Chapel contained an altar of S. Symeon.

1396-1401.—John de la Mote, over the Dor-

mitory Chapel built the Prior's chamber ; but its

latrine was near the Guest Chapel, so it was said

to be next the horn of the altar.

The Almonrt/.—The Chapel of S. LaureDce,in

the Almonry, was destroyed owing to the building

of the great gate of the infirmary, which borethe

name of S. German's Gate, where the dead

brothers who died at Redburne were received and

placed on the stone in the infirmary.

Sulnoth, the 8th abbot, placed semi-secular

nuns in the almonry to administer the mauuday
or daily dole : they attended the hours in the

minster.

1195- 1214.— The Dormitory.— John, the

twenty-first abbot, rebuilt the dormitory and its

adjunct the gong. The former is said to bo a

most noble building. The convent gave up their

wine for fifteen years to find funds for the work.

Abbot William, 1214-35, completed the dormitory

and gong. The latter is called the Rcre Dorter

(as at Syon), with lodgings above and beneath in

Edward the Sixth's survey.

1396-1401.—John de la Moote strengthened the

dortor and its buttresses with new arches of

Kentish stone, paved it, and made glazed the

end window.
He built the cloister towards the kitchen and

tailory, with its vaulting and chambers over it,

and in the midst a cistern to catch the water for

flushing the latrine ; and other cisterns near the

refectory and wall of the Study House, and the

Secret Rere or Private Dormitory {i.e. the Gong)

;

at the end of this was a hou*e to receive any
guests of the Abbot, if there were an extra-

ordinary number ; and in front of it two cham-

bers for the chamberlain, and under the work-

shops of tailors and shoe makers. (lU. 443 ,)

He rebuilt the Archdeacon's chamber (which

had stood on the side of the private dormitory) in

the great orchard. (UI. 444.)

DomusAotiquariorura, the dcriptorium, is men-
tioned c. 1150.

1195 - 1214.— The Refectory.— John, the

twenty-first abbot, rebuilt a most elegant refec-

tory. Under the old refectory, that is in the

cellarage, Abbot Ralph, 1145-51, prepared a
chamber, which he occupied after his resignation.

Abbot Thomas, 1349-96, gave £16 ISs. 4d. to the

building of the latter of the cloister, and pulled

down the old wall of the refectory, next the

cloister, rebuilt it. (III. 386.)

GUEST HOUSE.

1235-60.—John I. built in the hostry a

noble Guest Hall, with several chambers
adjacent ; one painted, with rooms, conclaves,

chimney, atriom, court and under ball, worthy to

be called, from its crypt and double stories, a

King's Palace. At the entrance a noble atrium
or entrance, called the Porch or Oriel, and other

very beautiful chambers with conclaves and

chimneys. This new hall and ohapel and ad-
juncts was leaded. The old hall which stood in

the same place was ruinous, the walls failing
;

dark and unsightly. The roofs were of shingle
and lateres (tile). The new hall and a side cham-
ber and chapel were painted magnificently by
Muster Richard, monk.

11 19-4G.—AbhotGcoffrey do Mans built a large

and noble hall with a double roof (probably, that

is, in two aisles, it resembled the Infirmary Hall)

for the Gnest House, and near it a goodly cham-
ber, called the Queen's Chamber, because nsed for

her reception. No other woman was admitted
within the precinct. Abbot .John, 1235-60, bought
a house for guests, probably poorfolk, in Church-
street. In the time of Garinus the Guest Par-

lour is noticed. John la Mote, 1396-1401, bnilt

the fair hall called the Conventual Oriel, under
which are larders and fish-safes. The Kitchener's

Lodging adjoined the Oriel, which entry is men-
tioned in the survey. John de la Mote, 1396-1401,

built the kitchen, bakehouse, brewery, and cham-
bers for stock, and [aisiamenta] offices of servants

and officials. The bakehouse, brcwhouse, boiling-

house, and the laundry are mentioned in the

survey.

1097-1119.— The Hrst Chapel of S. Cuthbert

was built by Abbot Richard.

1168-83.—Simon, the Bishop of Durham, dedi-

cated S. Cuthbert's Chapel, which adjoins the

cloister, in honour of S. Cuthbert and 8. John
Baptist, vi. Kal. Junii. The chapel, like that of

S. Cuthbert at Durham, was in the cloistergarth

facing the Slype or parlour. The roof became
dangerous from age.

1214-35.—William built a new chapel of cut

stone, with its glass windows and all other appur-

tenances ; and also an altar which Bishop John
of Ardfert dedicated to S. Cuthbert, S. John
Baptist and Agnes. Above its vault was a room
with about twelve beds, with glass windows, and
a leaded roof ; to supply the want of room in the

dormitory. He built a cloister between it and the

chapter-house to save passers by from rain drop-

pings.
1214-35.—In the hostry of the convent was an

altar to S. Cuthbert. S. John Baptist and
Agnes, with their images in the glass ; built by
Hngh, Bishop of Durham, in the time of William

of Trumpington.
1151-68. 7?;;5/'»OTry.—The Chapel of SS. Coomas

and Damian consecrated by Gilbert, Bishop of

Limerick. Abbot Geoffrey, 1119-46, bnilt the

infirmary, with its hall and chapel towards the

east. In the aisle ofthe nave of the old infirmary,

where the infirm used to lie, an altar in honour
of the visitation of S. Elizabeth by S. Mary was
erected by W. de Wintresbnll, gistarins, and con-

secrated by William, Bishop of Chester, 1215-25.

The Hall was rebuilt in the 14th century.

A little cloister with certain chambers over,

adjoined the Eere Dorter, abutting on one end
on the oriel, and on the other part on the re-

fectory.—(Survey 2, Edw. vi.)

1260-90.—Abbot Paul also built a cloister of

four sides, by which the way lies to the infirmary,

in the care of the infirmarer. They were both of

oak, with rafters and ceilings, tiled with oaken
shingles. As early as the time of Abbot Paul, "the

door of the infirmary facing the cloister" is

mentioned.
The infirmary is described as having been

built by Roger de Norton, Abbot, 1260-91, he gave
100 marks to the works. In 1421, Dean Kentwode,
of S. Paul's gave £8 to the work of the infirmary,

and J. Beule, Warden of S. Andrew's Chapel to

the hall of the new infirmary hall a great basin in

1428. J. Martyn at the same time contributed to

the erection of the chancel. The Chapel of S.

Laurence in the old almonry was destroyed when
the great gate of the infirmary was built. Wheat-
hampstead rebuilt the chambers of the infirmary,

and repaired the chapel at a cost of £664. He
also built that noble chamber extending there

from the chapel of the infirmary up to that passage

which leads from the conventual kitchen to the

Prior's chamber, at a cost of £800.

Tlie Cemetery was consecrated by Thomas,
Bishop of Down, in it stood a cross,—1214-35.

Abbot John, 1235-60, repaired the gamer, the

water-mill near the brewhonse, and dug the

fish-pool.

The great gate was built by Abbot Thomas,
1349-96.

Abbot Moote, 1396-1401, bnilt the seneschal's

chamber between the almonry and the stable-gate,

and a hay-house with a wall to the great orchard

gate.

There was a large house between the infirmary

and great orchard, called Piotoria from its

paintings, nsed by the abbot, to escape noise and
interruption.

There was a wall at the lower side from the west
door of the church to Halllwcll gate by the bridge

;

houses were built along it, and their occupants
broke through its windows, and so entered the
Saciest's Garden.
The survey of Edward VI. gives ns the first

hint of destruction, in the valuation of the

buildings, the quadrant cloister Ivit., the chapter-

house vjZ. xiij». ivrf., the lavatories with the iMd
\l., the old hall xx«., the Prior's lodging xxvji. vji.

viijrf., the bursar's and cellarer's lodgings ixl. vw.
viyrf., the little cloister xiii. xvj<. viij<i., the well-

house (ihe conduit in the cloister) xlvj«. Tiij(f„

the oriel Ixxxvi*, viijiZ., the now ordinance (the
office of the Master of the Works') and
library xiii. vi«. iWyl., the infirmary and chapel
xx^, the barn and brcwhouse adjoined the

laundry garden, between the bam reserved

for the king's stables and the river. The
whole valuation was £205 7s. 4<]. The base
court was reserved for the king's stables. The
reign of this king shows in indisputable records a
continued destruction of all that was beautiful in

art, and venerable—nay priceless, in architecture.

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, B.D., F.S.A,,

58, Belgrave-road, S.W.

NOTES ON SOME OF THE TIMBER BUILD -

INGS IN ENGLAND DURING THE
MIDDLE AGES,*

By Cbables Baily.

GREAT TANGLEY, near Guildford (illus-

trated on page 95, ante), is a house which,

from the external appearance of its timber-

framed front, we should expect must have been

built near to the end of the sixteenth century ;

indeed, the date, 1582, more than once appears on

the trusses under the sill of the window of the

room over the porch, and again on the gable to

the left of the same. With the exception of the

arched opening of the porch, and that of the

entrance to the house beneath it, the whole of

the front is certainly of this date, and the design,

with its long ranges of narrow lights of sqnare-

headed windows, extending quite across the two
gables from side to side, is quite in accordance

with other works of the same time.

It will be observed that the windows, one

above the porch and one in the gable end, project

from the framed front, those to the upper story

being supported on brackets carved with foliage,

A space now plastered over on each side of the

projecting window, which lights the upper floor

in the left gable, will also be noticed, beneath

this plastering ; window lights also exist, but of

a shorter proportion, the sills being on a level

with the transomes of the centre window ; this

is a feature often seen in the houses of the time

of Queen Elizabeth.

The barge-boards of this time, as seen in this

example, are not cut with tracery, but are

moulded, and sometimes carved with foliage and

ornaments derived from Italian forms. But the

careful observer, when examining the interior of

Great Tangley, will soon discover the skeleton of a

much earlier building within the Elizabethan en-

closure, and which perhaps may have been a

work finished a century before the date upon the

outside.

When the latter front was erected, an addition

of about 4ft. 6in. appears to have been uiade to

the house, filling up the recess in the front, and

the hall of the older house was divided in its

height into two stories, by the introduction of a

floor. This older hall on the ground level ex-

tended in length from the screen at the side of

the entrye ,
quite to the end of the present strac-

ture. In the ground-floor rooms, most of the fin-

ishings belong to the later house ; the large room,

being the lower part of the hall, has its sides

lined with wainscoting, framed in small-sized

panels, and the division between this room and

the entrye appears to be the remains of the

screen, but which is of a very plain character.

It consists of seven round posts or columns,

framed into a sill at the bottom, and into a head

at top. Of the two doors, one is now stopped up.

The two doorways leading from the entrye to the

parlour and to the offices are square-headed

openings, and the mouldings of these, as well as

of the screen and of the wainscoting, are the

• Read before the Architectural Association, Jan.

U, 1870.—(Continued Irom page 132.)
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qo»rter-ronn<l8 and ogeec. so often met with in

the works of the time of Que.'n Eliiabeth and

King James I. « , i„j
An older doi^rwsy, with a fl«t four-centred

mrch. exactly rorresponding with the work

of the porch, and evidently belonging to the

original honse, is still left in a clo=et at the back

of the entryr, and in a line with the two other

dcors.

The parlonr on the opposite side of the entrve

f> the hall, with the exception of the fireplace,

retains its sixteenth century character. It is

wainscoted throughout ; and the internal effect

of the square bay window, with iU small glazing,

is highly picturcsiiue.

Bnt it is in the uppermost rooms that we nnd

the fullest evidence of the older house remaining.

\Ve have seen the roof of the old hall in a nearly

I«rfect state. It is in four baj-s, of unequal

widths, formed by three framed principals, with

very massive tie-beams supported on the upright

story-posts of the "old outside framed back and

front walls, with curved braces underneath, and

supporting short king-pieces, with arched strutts

to collar and leon beams.

The large scantlings of the timbers we may
here notice. The tie-beams in the centre measure

1ft. Sin. deep, by lOin. thick ; thpse are cambered

to a great extent, the natural bend of the tree

being Uken advantage of for this purpo.se. The

bncea beneath the ties are 4in. thick. The king-

poets are 9in. square, and the arched strutts

measure Sin. in thicknes-s. The story-posts,

which carry the ends of the tie-beams, measure

lOin. wide, by 9in. thick, and are hollowed on the

internal angles.

The upper part of the original hall extended

over the entrye, where was the music-gallery,

making the length in this part 29ft., the width

between the storv-posts being 20ft. That the

original house extended in the length of the front

beyond the upper end of the hall there is positive

proof ; for the older timber-plate, with the circu-

lar bracket beneath it. which carried the jetty or

overhanging floor of the upper story of the gable

end of the older house, is left, as also the carved

bracket, and the window-jamb adjoining to it,

belonging to the front, erected a.d. 1582.

We have si ill remaining in the county of

Surrey two important examples of domestic

chapels : the earlier is at Lambeth, and is the

work of the first half of the thirteenth century.

The windows, which consist of triplets of lancets,

and the entrance, which has a semi-circular arch

over a double doorway, are interesting in their

wav.
The later example is attached to the Archiepis-

copal Palace at Croydon. Externally it is a plain

building, principally of red brickwoik : the badge

of the cross keys and some figures of crosses are

worked in black-headed bricks on the western

gable. This room, which is raisetl on a basement,

has for very many years been used as a school-

room, and the interior is still kept in a very per-

fect state. It is divided by an open screen into

two parts—the ante-chapel, with its gallery, and

the chancel or choir, with the original desks and

seats. This chapel, which is five bays in length,

has a panellc'l ceiling in wood, slightly raised in

the centre ; benea'.li the tie-beams are arched

timber braces, the mouldings of which are con-

tinned down the side walls, between the windows

to Uie floor. The mouldings of the ceiling

and screen are bold in the sections, and the whole

is a valuable example of the time of its erec-

tion, which was probably about the middle of the

sixteenth century. There can be little doubt that

the room in a manor-honae which was fitted up
for a chapel was alao very frequently ased for

domestic purposes.

It is hardly necessary to state that manor-

bonses, as well as other establishments of import-

ance, were nearly always surrounded with moats;

not exactly as a fortification against military

attacks, but more as a defence against ordinary

vagrants and thieves. At Great Tangley, as well

as at Crowhnrst Place, the moat remains in a

very perfect condition. At the latter house, the

side of the building which contains the kitchen

and offices rites directly out of the water. A
great number of moats are to he seen round the

old farm-houses in the counties of Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex. At Hever Castle there were two
moats, one outside the other; and situated be-

tween these is a verj* curious building of timber,

of two stories, which appears to have been
erected for a barracks, with a range of rooms
above, over the stables below. The details show
it to be a work of the first half of the sixteenth

eontnry, and it is not unlikely to have been erected

for the accommodation of the attendants of King

Henry Vnt., when upon his visits to Lady Anne
Boleyn.

Towards the end of the reign of King Henry

Vin., many timber-built houses were finished ex-

ternally with a coat of stucco, either between the

timbers in panels or entirely covering over the

whole of the surface, and ornamented with bas-

reliefs of foliage and other figured work. Ex-

amples of this kind of work, called pargetting,

appear to have been more common in townslhan

in the country. Numerous specimens are to be

seen at Maidstone, Ashford, Ipswich, S. Albau's,

Saffron Walden, and AValtham Abbey, and at

many other places ; and throughout the county

of Essex it was the practice even as late as the

middle of the eighteenth century to cover the

fronts of the wooden houses with a rough cast,

and to score the surface with scrolls or wavy
lines, with smooth borders or styles round the

outsides of the panels.

We find at Crowhurst a long settee fixed to

the upper end of the hall. This seat is quite as

old as any part of the house ; the details of the

mouldings agree exactly with those of the original

doors, both of the external and of the internal

entrances; and this is without doubt the seat

belonging to the dais, the floor of which at Crow-

hurst appears not to have been raised above that

of the other part of the hall, as was usually the

case in the halls of most ancient houses. This

seat is 1ft. lOin. high from the floor of the hall,

which is level with that of the entrye ; and it is

not likely that the floors of the entrije and of the

lower part of the hall have been raised ; and the

short length of this apartment appears to be a

good reason for keeping the whole floor on one

level. The hall measures from the screen to the

upper end 23ft. 5in., and from front to back 25ft.

Sin. in the clear.

In the feudal times, before the wealth of com-

merce had asserted its pretensions against the

claim of our old nobility and gentry to exclusive

homage, every advantage was taken o£ the oppor-

tunity afforded by the glazing of the windows to

display in stained and pointed glass the heraldic

insignia of the family of the founder, and of his

connections. Shakespeare makes Bolingbroke

reproach King Richard's minions :

—

thus becomesWES, and the tonne or tun com-
pletes the name Weston.
A ridiculous story is told rospectin<; these

figures. The people in the neighbourhood of

Sutton Place say that Sir Richard Weston was

brewer to King Henry VIII., and that the grapes,

which they call a bunch of hops, and the tun are

allusive to the fact ; but the truth is that Sir

Richard Weston held a higher position : he was

Lord Chamberlain to the king.

("fii be concluded in our next.)

—" You have fed upon my signorics.

Dispark'd my parks, aud fell'd my forest woods

;

From my oivn windows torn my household coat,

Raz'd out my impress, Icaviug me no sign,

—

Save men's opinions, and my living blood

—

To show the world I am a gentleman."

—

King Richard II., Act iii., scene 1.

The windows of the old hall of Ock-

wells manor-house were, to within a few years of

the present time, glazed with many coats of arms,

coeval with the original building, the colours of

the glass being distinct and vivid. Among which

were the arms of King Henry VI., with the ante-

lopes, his supporters, and the motto Dieu et moii

droit; of hia queen, Margaret of Anjou, with

her supporters, the antelope nnd the eagle, and

motto Mumble et loyall ; of Norreys, with beavers

for supporters, and motto Ffeiithfiilly serve ; of

the Abbey of Westminster ; of Beaufort, Duke of

Somerset ; of Edmund, Earl of March ; of Henry,

Duke of Warwick ; of De la Pole, Dukeof Suffolk
;

of Sir William Beauchamp ; of Lord St. Amand
;

of Sir William Licon, of Bray, Chief Justice of

the King's Bench ; of the Lord Wenlock ;
of Sir

Ilichurd Nanfan, captain of Calais ; of Sir

John Pnry Kent, of Chamberhouse Castle, in the

parish of Thatcham, Berks ; and of Bulstrode,

quartering Shobingdon. The last was probably

intended for Richard Bulstrode, Escj., one of the

builder's executors. The royal arms were sur-

mounted by highly bowed crowns, the others by
crests and lamberqnins. The mottoes were

several times repeated in old text character, in

diagonal lines across the window-lights, the quar-

ries of the back-ground being powdered with

yellow flowers. This interesting glass was re-

moved a few years ago to another house.

Much painted glass—consisting of coats of

arms, badges, and other figures—is still preserved

in many of the windows at Sutton Place, near

Guildford. Amongst which is the curions rebus

of the Weston family. It appears also on many
parts of the exterior executed in tcn-a cotta. It

is a vine leaf with a bunch of grapes, in conjunc-

tion with a barrel or tun. We must read it ir,

Norman French. The .rapes as UVRS ; the UV
in which is equal to double V, or W. UVES

THEORY, FUNCTIONS, AND INCIDENTAL
USES OF CHIMNEYS. *

ANCIENT civilisation, to which architecture

is so much indebted in other respects,

prospered in the warm climates of Egypt, Greece

and Italy, where fires in the apartments were

seldom necessary. It has therefore thrown but

little light on this branch of science.

The ancients had no chimneys in their dwellings.

The " Kapnodoche " of the Grecian dwelling was

most likely nothing bnt a hole in the ceiling

through which the heated products of respiration

of man and of combustion of charcoal in the

braziers then in vogue, passed off, after having

mingled with the air, according to the law of

diffusion of gases.

It has been said that history has failed to record

the inventor or to define the place where the chim-

ney was first used, bnt as with other acquisitions of

modem civilisation, it must be acknowledged that

this progress of personal and fireside comfort is

rather the result of the combined efforts of gene-

rations than of individual men. The apparatus

used by the old Romans, in connection with their

warm baths, having beenlost to the masters ofthe

middle ages, we find the primitive elements of the

modem chimney in conical smoke tunnels ascend-

ing through the thick walls of castles of the

Anglo-Saxon period in England when certain

necessities stimulated invention ; and it is not

difficult to trace the transition from these con-

trivances to the common chimney, of which we

find the first authentic record in the 12th century

in France, in the Uth century in Italy, and in

the reign of Qneen Elizabeth in England, when

lady visitors in lordly mansions were frequently

sent out to other houses, where they could have

the enjoyment of a fire-place, that modem luxury,

which is now considered as one of the working-

man's wants.

The chimneys, in the first instance, serve the

purpose of effecting a regular and quick access of

air to the grate as required for the chemical

decomposition of bodies containing a large per-

centage of carbon and hydrogen, which are called

fuel. This decomposition gives birth to new com-

binations, accompanied by development of light

and heat, and it is called combustion. The

quantity of air which flows through the grates

depends mainly upon the proportions of the

chimneys. A second, and no less important

function of theirs, especially in our large cities,

is to discharge the products of the combustion

into the air instead of allowing them to spread

over the room. If these gases arc visible, as

smoke, the presence of pure carbon or carbonic

oxide, both combustibles and results of an in-

complete combustion, is indicated—the first being

a pure waste, and the second in part so, con-

stituting a lower degree of oxidation than the

incombustible carbonic acid, the formation of

which shows an exhaustion of the heating

powers of the fuel. The gases are impregnated

with carbonic acid, steam, combustible vapours

and nitrogen, as the incombustible part of the

feeding air, and would be injurious to health it

diffused immediately in too limited a height ;

therefore they must be carried beyond the reach

of human abodes, to be caught and diffused by

the <urrents of the atmosphere, without doing any

harm. To serve the latter purpose the chimneys

are frequently built higher than would be requisite

for effecting the necessary draft.

Without entering minutely into the computa-

tion of the sizes of chimneys for open fires or

for stoves, it is proposed in the sequel to give

some rules mainly agreed upon by the theorists in

order to serve as a guide for practical life. These

rales must be applied judiciously, since the nature

of the fuel and local circumstances affect them.

Nevertheless, they are apt to give the limits

within which to move, in order not to commit

acT gross errors against physical laws, or to cause

« Heart by Mr. Adolph Ctuss.of Washington, be-

fore the American Institute of Architects.
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an unwarranted waste of fnel in a ccntnry which
may justly he proud of it-s progress in the science

of the laws of nature. The draught of a chimney,

namely, the velocity or ascensional force of the

currents within it, is detennined hy the rales of

hydraulics, since, on account of the small differ-

once hctween the iiressure of the air within and
outside, the rules forcfflnx of water may be safely

applied. It depcndsjirimarily ujwn the height of the

chminey. Heated air, rising in a vertical pipe, open
at both ends, represents a column of air equal in

height to the height of the pipe diluted in proportion

to the intensity of its heat, and which is lifted by
an equally high column of exterior, colder, there-

fore heavier, air, in the manner in which, with

communicating pipes of equiil height, a fluid of

less density in one pipe u raise<l hy the denser

fluid in the other pipe. Within certain limits the

taller the chimney or the hotter the gases, the

more rapid will be the draught.

Suppose the air in a smoke-stack of forty feet

height beingheated to212°F. above theexteriorair.

Its density and weight will then be about three-

quarters of those of the surrounding atmosphere.
The consequence is that the exterior air will enter

the lower end of the chimney with a power equal to

the weight of au equal sized column eleven feet in

height, since twenty-nine lineal feet of the exterior

column weigh as much as forty lineal feet of the
heated column. The velocities of the current in

chimneys of eqn.al height and withequal differences

of temperature, increase with the square-roots of
their diameters, provided that the section of the
flue from which the warm air enters is at least

equal to that of the chimney. Moderately wide
chimneys offer, besides, the advantage of cooling
off the ascending air less, because the surfaces of
contact, as elements of the retarding element of
friction, are proportioned to the diameters, whilst
the volumes of moving air are as the S(inare3 of
the diameters. Chimneys should, therefore, have
a moderately wide shaft, but the upper orifice of
their tops, regulating the efflux of the gases,
should not be largerthan isrequisite for a discharge
with proper velocity, say ten feet per second,
because otherwise cold air would enter, force a
downward current by the side of the ascending
column, and, besides causing a disadvantageous
cooling off, would interfere directly with the
draft.

A proportionably wide chimney, having low
Telocity coupled with a smaller upper orifice, will
therefore bring the actual velocity of discharge
near to the theoretical velocity. It may reach as
much as eight-tenths of the latter, after deduction
has been made for friction at the rims and against
the side walls of the opening.
Another agent, besides the heat of the interior

column, is the velocity, which increases with the
higher layers of the atmosphere and their more
or less horizontal direction, tending to carry off
the discharging gases.

The breezes in the higher regions are more
regular and stronger than near to the ground,
where their movement is weakened and interfered
with by friction and many other obstacles.

But still more important under this head is the
effect of an absolute dilution of the air in the
smoke-stack under certain circumstances.

If the temperature of the air in a smoke-stack
is equal to the temperature of the exterior air, and
there is no cause for a change of the specific

gravity and the pressure of the air on one of both
side-s, then the column of air within the stack will
be at rest.

But if an atmospheric cniTcnt, a wind, moves in

a horizontal or ascending direction immediately
above the month of the smoke-stack, then the
quiet column ofairwithin presses, with .an elasticity

dependent upon its atmospheric pressure, against
the moving exterior layer of air, which con-
sequently sweeps along the particles of air at the
orifice by air friction. This canscs an absolute
dilution of air in the stack, therefore a rapid
flow of air from the fireplace to the stack, and
causes frequently during heavy gales an nn-
nsually strong draft in the smoke stack, even at
times when there is no fire and the thermometer
shows the air to be colder in the chimney than
in the open au- ; which case is mostly observed
in the spring.

The useful height of a smoke stack has, how-
ever, also a limit, to exceed which will diminish
the draught, and which, therefore, mnst be con-
sidered as the maxunum height of the stack.
The warm air which cntei-s the smoke stack from
the fireplace or furnace cools off whilst rising,
thns becoming denser and heavier ; for a corre-

reach the temperature or the density and weight
of the exterior air. So far the height of the stack
helps the draught ; with a greater height, how-
ever, a column of air would exist within the
stack which docs not differ in weight from the
corresponding exterior column, and consequently
does not increase the draft. On the other hand,
this is objectionable, since whilst lifting this dead
column of air, its friction against the walls of the
stack must be overcome, and the power required
will therefore be lost for the effect of the stack.
The height of chimneys in dwellings is deter-
mined in most cases by the height of the dwell-
ings themselves, since, generally, they must be
exceeded a few feet. Their size is fixed mostly
hy municipal regulations, which cannot well be
altogether disregarded, though they still partake
frequently of the character of a law in the reign
of the First Edward, when a man w^as tried, con-
victed, and executed for burning sea coal in
London

!

An efficient combustion requires, aside from
the quantity, also a certain velocity of the feeding
air. If this is too small, the exterior air will

not he mingled properly with the combustible
givses in the fireplace, and the latter escape in

part, from the process of combustion forming a
settlement of vegetable acid, tar and soot in the
flue. This slow and incomplete combustion will

not reach the high temperature which is to be
aimed at. If the velocity of the air is too great,
the combn.stion will take place completely close
down hy the grate, the flame will be short, the
circulation of the hot gases will be very small,
they will be hurried along in the chimney, and
the costly fuel will not he consumed to any
advantage. If the gases are not left time to

part with their heat, we poor freezing mortals are
condemned to buy dear fuel—in order to produce
carbonic acid ! The most proper velocity within
the chimney depends upon the kind of fuel and
apparatus. Seven feet per second will be a gooil
average in dwellings, in order to make the com-
bustion as complete us possible. Suppose this
velocity to be doubled, then twice as many
adhering paiiicles of air will not only have to be
torn away from the walls, but will also have to
be pushed forward with a doubled velocity, and
this requires a power increasing in the square.
The resistance of friction is, therefore, propor-
tioned to the square of the velocity. Chimneys
for open fireplaces, besides being conductors of
smoke, serve also the purpose of renewing the
air, or ventilating the rooms. If their size is

proportioned to one square foot in stem, and
contracted to one-half of a square foot in chimney
top, for every ,3500 cubic feet of the space to be
heated, they answer, with the average height of
our city dwellings, the stated conditions, and
change the entire volume of the air in the room
five times per hour. The most useful sizes of
chimneys required for good-sized parlours are
rather large. It is advisable in such cases to

have two fires, since otherwise it will be difficult

to avoid the backing of the smoke while building
the fire. On the other hand, however, no such
chimney of any room should have less area than
one-half of a square foot. In Russia and Ger-
many, where stoves predominate, flues of no more
than fiin. in diameter have lately become very
popular, without mnch previous reflection,

facilitating, as they do, the task of the designing
architect, since with moulded bricks they need
not form any projection, even in a nine-inch wall
when it is stripped inside. But it is now admitted
that, in consequence, the coal dealers flourish,

whilst the honsewives complain. No fine of any
kind should have less than 60 square inches
sectional area, otherwise the fuel will be wasted.

The Irnnmongrrs' Almanac and Text Book.
London : 44A, Canuon-street, E.G.

Possibly we have been favoured with one of
the surplus copies ;

if not, the middle of Febrnary
seems rather lato for the appearance of an al-
manac. This, however, is all that can bo said
against it. It is well got up, and full of good in-
formation.

MarvcUoj Architecture. Tramlated from the
French of M. Lefevre; with a chapter on
En^lhh Architecture. By R. DOKALD.
London : Cassell, I'etter, and Galpin.

This book has no claim en professional readers
further than in respect of the subject of which
it treats. To the general reader it will, doubtless,
be of interest, got up as it is with a wealth of
illustration and ornament. We did, however, ex-
pect a littlemorein the concluding chapter, which,
as it at present stands, is tmly described as
"short and sketchy." The book has, indeed,
eveiy appearance of having been written to fit

the illustrations
; it is, however, as a whole, well

worth a idace in every boy's library, whether as a
prize book, or otherwise.

By John
Co., Sta-

The Year Book of Facte. 1870.
TiMBS. London : Lockwood and
tioners' Hall-court.

The indefatigable scissors of Mr. Timbs are per-
haps more busily employed throughout the year
in the preparation of this work than on any other
of his numerous compilations. The title is hardly
borne out by the contents, many of the dis-
coveries, &c., recorded being as yet anything bnt
facts. A good portrait of Mr. E. J. Reed, the Chief
Constructor of the Navy, is given, and a small
illustration of the Holbom Viaduct.

Report on the Projects of the Raiheay, TVam-
rnay Companies, and other bodies applying to

Parliament during the Session 1869-70, /<)?•

powers in respect ofrarious matters affecting
the City ofLondon. By William Haywood.
London : M. Lowndes, Fenchurch-street, E.G.

Five railway schemes, more or less affecting the
area under the jurisdiction of the City of Lon-
don Commissioners of Sewers, are described in
the report, to none of which we Imagine any
perions opposition will be offered by the Corpora-
tion. The Southwark and City Subway, and the
Charterhouse Market (at present abandoned) are
also alluded to. The principal and most interest-

ing part of the publication is, however, that
which relates to the London street tramways.
The questions affecting them seem very fairly

considered by Mr. Haywood. He points out the
difficulties connected with their adoption, but, on
the other hand,truly observes that "greatdifficulties

have, however, been overcome in the construction
of railways and other engineering works ; and we
should not have had the benefit arising from
them had every obstacle in their way, or had
every objection which could be raised against
them, been suthcient to prevent their construc-
tion."

(To be continued.)

NOTICES OP PUBLICATIONS.

, appears by the preface to be a
spending height of the stack it would finally a larger work.

Memorials of Temple Bar ; with Some Account
of Fleet Street and the Parishes of S.

Bunstan and S. Bride, London. By T. C.
Noble. London : Published by Diprose and
Bateman, 13, Portugal -street, Lincoln's-Inn-
fields.

TEMPLE BAR seems by common consent to

have hitherto escaped the notice of anti-

quarians. Its approaching demolition has in-

spired the author, himself a native of Fleet-

street, with the idea of recording its history. The
book naturally deals principally with the asso-

ciations connected with the old City Gate, and
preparation for

ON VAENISHES.
As a rule, all varnishes should be kept in a dry place.

It should also be observed that they snould be applied
in a dry place. Much, indeed, depends upon the state
of the weather when they are emploved—more than
is easily credited—and the woilc should bo Itept in a
warm place until thoroughly dry.
All varnishes in which spirits of wine is the men-

strura should be ueed in a warm place.
Foremost among varnishes is the real original.
French Polish. — Gum sandarac, fourteen ounces

and two drachms ; gum mastic, in drops, seven ounces
and one drachm ; shellac (the yellower the l>etter)

fourteen ounces and two drachms ; alcohol, of 0'8295

sp. gr., three (quarts and one pint.

Pound the resinous gums, and effect their solution

by continued ofjiiation, without the aid of heat.

If the woods arc porous, seven ounces and one
drachm of Venice turpentine.

If also an equal weight of <rround glass with the
gums bo added, the solution will bo more quickly
made, and otherwise benefited by it. Before using,

the wood should be made to imbibe a little linseed oil.

the excess of which should be removed by an old
flannel.

The varnish should be applied by saturating a piece
of old soft coarse linen cloth, folded into a sort of
cushion, rubbing the wood softly at first, turning the
linen from time to time until nearly dry. The linen
should be saturated afresh, and the rubbing continued
until the pores of the wood are completely filled.

Two or three coats are goner.illy sufTicient. Do not
rub hard. If the varnish becomes tacky, apply a very
little drop of olive oil uniformly over the surface of
the cushion.
The finishing process consists in pouring a little

fiure alcohol upon a piece of clean linen, which is

iglxtly rubbed over the varalshed wood, and as the
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IIbcb uid Tarnish dry. thp wood Is mbbod more
teiaUy, atil it Ukes * keutUul polish like a looking-
gUM.
The above mav be relied upon as the original and

^nnine Frenrh polish, it bein<r In the " DliMionnaire
Techoolgiaue," an accurate French work.

£:«ed/ac raniuA.—Wash Sox. oi aeedlac in several
mUan, drf It, and powder It ooarsely. Dissolve it In

one pint ot reMtted spirit* of wine, pnt In a i;entl«

bft, ahaklBg «« oft«M as convenient, until It appears
dlsMlred, poor off the clear, and strain the remainder.
SMUtc ra™i«A.-Take .'toz. of shellac, break It

into a coarse powder, put It luto 1 pint of spirits of
wine, keep it in a warm place a few days, shaking;
Avqaentlv until dissolves) i strain.

Cifai >*ami«A.—Dissolve the copal, broken in pieces,
in luaced oil, by digest on. the heat being almost
ralBeient to boll the oil. The nil should be made
drjrlniir by the addition of quicklime. This makes a
beautiful irauspareut vsmlsh. It should be diluted
with oil of turpeuttno ; a very small-quantity of copal,
in proportion to the oil. will be found sufficient.

(?Hm Stmdarac famish.—A colourless varnish may
be obtained by dissolving: 4oz. of in^m sandarac and
loi of Venice turpentine in 16oi. of alcohol by a gentle
heat ; it is not very hard, however.
Mastk InrnisA.—Mastic should be dissolved in oil

Of larpeatine, in close glass vessels, by means of a
motto heat. This varnish is extonsively used in
masMrancies, &c
BoocWiwfcrs' VaniUh.~^z. of shellac are to be dis-

solved in 1 quart of rectided spirits of wine ; add lOoz.
of burnt and recently heated animal charcoal, boil a
few minutes, subtract a little of the liquid, and see if

it is colourless ; if not, add a little more charcoal
When colourless, strain throufih silk, and afterwards
Alter through blottia^-paper ; if wanted perfectly
pore, strain when cold.
CaouUhoui- la j-nijf/f.— Digest 3 parts of caoutchouc,

rnt in shreds or small pieces. In 94 parts of rectified
oil of turpentine; strain through linen cloth.

—

Eagltih ilKhanic.

TOWLE'S GR.^DE AND DRAINAGE LEVEL.
This, aceordinit to the Ammcax Jtmrnalo/Gas Lii/Hinit, is

a neat, durable, and simple inBtrument. which is intendeil to
meet the wsnts of the student and the practical surveyor as
weU. The illustration herewith gives a clea r idea of its con-

•tmetioa. To make its operations perfectly plain, the follow-
ing example is given :— Problem.—To set a number of stakes
(W pegs in the ground, to define the surface of a proposed
eonente Aoor for iustance, so that their top erds shall lie in
the same horizonUl plane—and at the same time so that all
the pegs shall be of the same level as some other peg, marked

1st. Erect the instrument and level it nearly over peg A;
measure with a rod (a pine stick lin. square and about 8f'.
kmg will do very well) from the peg A, up to the line of sight,
and pnt a small nail or pin at that height, into a rod for a
mark to sight at.

2iid. Now proceed to drive another stake, B, wherever
desired, and turn the iostrument on its ball and socket joint,
to bring the line of sight to bear upon the rod, when placed
and held by an assistant, upon this stake. The bubble, after
being brousbt to the centre again, will readilv indicate
whether the line of sight, which will then be liorizontal,
•hrika above the mark or nail on the rod, or not; if it strilies
••eve the mark on the rod, the assistant moat drive the
•'•kagradually, till the mark exactly corresponds with the
toe of sight—when it will be in the plane of the level—and
then, inasmuch as the top of both stakes (A and B) are the
same distance below the plane of the level, they are them-
elvei in the same horiiontal plane. In a simihir manner
procMd to place as many other stakes as may be required.

. ,'"'**'* i»stmment can be laid out the proper grades for
ntaMttebea, roadways, *c., and the proper levels for foan-
y"**^ es houses, bridges, concrete floors, artificial ponds,
me^ by Ujfuue wlio understands the principles of a common
cOMBter'i or mason's level.

Hai^iHoii E Towle, Civil Engineer, Broadway Rooms, New
Terk, IS the patentee.

luildinj Jittejliigcmie.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Egremont.—A new Baptist chapel has been
openetl at Egremont, Liverpool. It is an oblong
building nndcr a single span roof, gabled at either

end. The chapel is built of stock bricks with
Stonrton stone dressings, and is in the Early English
style of Gothic architecture. Accommodation is

provided for about 300 persons, and the cost is

slightly under £1000, exclusive of the land. The
work has been carried out by Messrs. J. and T.
Mason, builders, Egremont, from the designs and
under the superintendence of Messrs. Danson and
Davies, architects, Grecian Chambers, Dale-street,

Liverpool.

ToTNKS, Devon.—The first section of the
fine old parish church of S. Mary, which has
been for the last eighteen months undergoing
restoration, was opened on the 13th inst. The
organ, which has been taken down from the

gallery, where it formerly stood, and re-erected on
a platform in the new part of the church—the

north-east—after having several new pipes and
stops added by Mr. Hamlyn, of London and
Newton Abbot, was re-opened at the same time.

The restoration of such a large building of course
necessitated the outlay of agreat amount of money,
and it was not until a considerable sum was
promised that the vicar commenced his task. The
services of Mr. George Gilbert Scott were engaged,
and at his recommendation the northern aisle has
been extended, thus greatly increasing the sitting

accommodation, and allowing for the removal of

the western gallery, and also the abortive galleries

over the beautiful rood-screen. The whole of the
architectural beauty of the edifice is thus thrown
open. At the west end there is a fine arch, which
before was entirely lost to view. In this there will

be placed a handsome window, which will afford air

and light to a portion of the church, hitherto badly
ventilated and quite dark. In order to do this,

however, the belfry will have to be raised a story
higher. At the commencement of the restoration
it was decided, in order that Divine service might
be continued on Sundays, that the work should be
divided into sections. The first section, as already
stated, was commenced eighteen months ago by
Mr. Reeve, of Totnes, who agreed to execute the
same for £1100; the cost of the second section,

estimated at £800, will include the reseating and
renewing of the whole of the part from the screen
to the nave. This is now in hand, and considerable
progress made in the work. The pulpit, of finely-

carved stone, is also undergoing renovation, and a
temporary one has been substituted. A prayer
desk, of polished oak, costing £37, is now in

course of preparation ; it is the gift of the vicar.

The restoration of the stone and wood carving was
entrusted to Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter.
Headinglet Church.—This church, which

has been closed since August last, was re-opened
on Sexagesima Sunday. The alterations consist
of the building of an organ chapel and vestry,

and of the re-arrangement of the whole interior

of the church. A handsome carved reredos in

the form of an arcade, with cornice and cresting,

has been erected across the entire east end of the
church ; and a portion of the chancel has been
covered with fancy tiles. The font has been
removed below the tower, and a proper baptistry
constructed. The outlay has been about £1050.
The works have been carried out under the super-
intendence of Mr. Charles Fowler, architect.

BUILDING.
Sunderland.—A new bank has just been

completed at Sunderland for Messrs Backhouse
and Co. The style is Trench Gothic, the main
front of the building being ornamented with
polished granite shafts, with carved stone caps
and finely chiselled corbels. Mr. G. G. Hoskins,
of Darlington, was the architect, and Mr. Gradon,
of Durham, the contractor. The carving was
executed by Messrs. Farmer and Brindley.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. The Kdilor respectfully re-
quests that all communiciitions should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimants
upon the apace allotted to correspondenco.]

P. 0. O's. to b« made payable to J. Passmore Edwards,
at the Strand Office. All cheques to be crossed on
tbe Union Bank.

Riciivro.—Fuller and Laver— G. R. R.—Editor Norlhump-
tm Uercury-Q. B.—}'. C—J. W. Jun.—C. G.—W. J. C—

C. P. 11.—J. V.-J. r. S.-J.C.-J.P. and Co.—C. P. and Co.

—R. S andCo—W. S.T J. H.—D. .T. W.—C. II.—W.O.C.
—R. D. and Co.—J. P. S.—C. H. A.—J. H —S. W. and Co.—
W. B. and Son—W. L. W—W. Sutherland—C.S.—W. H. L-

—M. E. G. W.

($0ntfj|jaitfon4^.

PLYMOUTH GUILDHALL COMPETITION.

(To the Editor of The Building News.)

Sir,— I intended to have continued my
crude remarks upon the appointment and duties

of a referee, but the letter which appears in your
impression of this week leads me back unwill-
ingly to the Plymouth competition.

It must be very unedifying, and I hope as dis-

tasteful to your readers as it is to me, to see per-

sonalities creeping into discussions on profes-
sional matters. I cannot sea why we should not
give each other credit for bona fides when in

competition with each other, and be able, with
free but friendly criticism, to discuss matters of
professional interest without imputations of un-
fair conduct. But Mr. Reid lias flung abroad
such open charges as]well as frivolous insinuations

in his letter to you, that they must be met out of

consideration for third parties, if not out of mere
self-respect. When Mr. Reid states he has not
seen any printed statements, &c., he must forget
that he has seen a copy of my remarks, &c.,
which I sent to him at his personal request, for to

this very printed statement he refers further on.

Then he states what is totally incorreot(butwhicb.
would be no matter for regret were it otherwise),
viz., that I am indebted to my acquaintance with
the Town Clerk for the appointment of architect

to a certain building at Plymouth. Mr. Reid
should be more sure of his facts before he under-
takes to instruct people in them. The one modi-
cum of truth is that I know and sincerely respect

the Town Clerk of Plymouth—too well indeed,

to allow that that gentleman would be a moment
swayed in my favour in discharging a public

duty. Besides, what ia^the favour after all

—

mentioning the fact that I had provided extra
accommodation and sent estimates with and
without such extra work ? Now I say that

to suppress this fact would have been unfair
in any one ; but what shall be said of those who
in council, totally unknown to me, actually

stated my design was " good ? '' They must have
been of course grossly unfair, and ia some secret

way ruled by, though not known to me. Yet
I have said I believe I do not know one member
of council even by sight, while Mr. Keid and
those who have gained the competition probably
know every one, and have frequent personal oom-
munieation with them. But away with all talk

of being biassed by unfair personal prejudices. I

believe now that my design was the most suitable,

according to the instructions and the block plans
given to competitors, but the council do not seem
to wish that plan, and are now going to adopt a
"one block " system. This may involve injustice

to all of us, but not necessarily any unfair bias

for or against individuals. And here is the rub
in competitions—an injustice to some one or to

our mistres'i Architecture herself is hardly pos-
sible to be avoided. Either some technical

difficulty starts up, and justice between man and
man must be done, to the detriment of archi-

tecture, and so the best art is not chosen, or in

some way the best design involves the trans-

gression of some of the instructions, and it chosen

for execution injustice is done to individual com-
petitors. It is our duty, though a very severe

one, to prefer injustice to ourselves rather than to

our art, and so all men in the end will rule it, if a
nobler building is got by this means. The very
fetters of instructions, e.specially if drawn np by
unpractised hands, prevent a free flow of archi-

tectural idea, while it seems perfectly un-
just to choose any but iho designs which are
within the very limits which so fetter the artist.

This seems to be the reason of a frequent choice

of a design which has not calculated the cost or

cared for the instructions in preference to those
which most clearly have attended to them, and
have calculated the cost exactly. And this leads
me to the " mistake " which it is said the council
had made, inasmuch as they now find (it is said)
that " Nina's " design is but a few hundreds in

cost above that of "loh Uicn." Now " Ich
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Dien" was estimated at £39,770—with all the

extra accommodation, and £30,000 without it

;

and these estimates were pronounced by Mr.
Waterhouse as " very reliable." " Nina's " esti-

mate is said to be .•4i4O,O00, and Mr. Waterhouse
states " the cost would far exceed the sum sug
gested ; indeed, the author himself to a certain

extent admits it."

Now is it a mistake to say that ' Ich Dien " is

the cheapest only by a few hundreds 1 Mr.
Waterhouse, moreover, iu his letter to The
BUILDINB News quoted before, places " Ich

Dien," with " Fiat Justitia," as among the

cheapest designs exhibited. It is evident from
this, and not from what I say, that a " mistake "

is committed in stating the cost of " Nina's " de-

sign to be so near that of " Ich Dien." Again,
Mr. Eeid says he differs from mo iu my
" opinion " that I pick no holes in other designs.

Now it is not an opinion, but a.fact, that I do
not pick holes in other designs, though Mr. Reid
does in all very freely. I quote Sir. Water-
house's report, and state I have not seen the de-

signs, except to glance at one or two drawings of

each as hung up at Plymouth one afternoon, bat
not enough to form an opinion even as to the
details of any one plan or elevation, simply be-

cause I have not seen them—only two or three

drawings out of a set. My printed paper, called
'• Remarks, &c.," was not seat to the town clerk

for distribution, as Mr. Reid asserts, nor would
the town clerk permit anyone on my behalf to

look at any of the designs or to take any notes.

So I was and am dependent entirely for my in-

formation to Mr. Reid and others who publish
it, and have not had any but the most
formal communication with the town clerk,

and have neither seen that gentleman
nor any one of the Council from the time Mr.
Waterhouse was expected to the present hour.

It is totally unfounded and untrue that any or

the slightest influence has been privately exerted
in any way by me, or in my behalf, that I am
aware of. What I have printed has been in Mr.
Reid's possession soma time, and a copy was in

the hands of the editor of every Plymouth paper
£.t the earliest moment to prevent any idea of
private influence, which is now suggested by one
who knows a great deal about local tactics, but
assumes to possess more information on other
matters than he really does.

I begin to look on all competitions as the
debris, or broken matter, and hard, objectionable
fact as material thrown down in soft places where-
upon we may hope one day to see a hard and fair

roadway leading to some proper law, regulation,

or custom in competitions whereby much of the
present [unsatisfactory conduct of them and the
competitors themselves may be avoided ; and if

at present we who compete are spattered with
some of the mud whi'e the hard core is being
laid, perhaps we must not complain, but it will

be our own faults if we do not in good time make
a. sound road. This Plymouth competition pro-
vides some rugged, hard material difficult to ap-
preciate as useful except in this ; but personali-
ties have no use, and only serve to spoil the work
and discourage, as well as discredit, the work-
men.

I have occupied too much space to add more
now on the general question.—I am. Sir, &c.,

Feb. 22, 1870. C. F. Haywakd.
P.S.—I may be allowed to state my satisfac-

tion that " Nina "—by whatever mistake—re-
ceives as much premium as " Ich Dien," and I
only regret that " Fiat Justitia's" first premium is,

according to a vicious system, "merged in the
commission "—for as they are making a fresh
design, they sorely deserve the premium for the
iirst one.

[We have received a long letter from W. H.
Lynn on this subject, which will appear in our
next number, when the controversy, as far as
our pages are concerned, must close.

—

Ed. B. N.]

CHESTERFIELD STEEPLE.
Sib,—I am inclined to think with you that the

last version given in this week's number respect-
ing the distorted nature of the above ungainly
Btrncture is the most correct. The spire being
•of oak covered witli lead, the action of the
weather on the former material is so well known to
us all, that it requires but a very slight stretch of
imaginatiou to come to the conclusion that the
oak being green when used, has twi.sted " all

Ways " from the effects of the sun and other
*tmospheric influences, and caused the steeple to
•he the unsightly affair it now is. Barnstaple

Church, in Devon, boasts of a similar, although
smaller spire, constructed in like manner o f

oak and lead, and warped as much as that at

Chesterfield. It was struck by lightning in

181G. During the recent restoration of the
church, the inhabitants of Barnstaple were unani-
mous in their desire to have this crooked spire

pulled down, but Mr. Gilbert Scott, their

architect, would not hear of it. That gentleman
designated it " a gem." He is an high authority
whoso opinion must be respected ; but he is the
only person I ever heard speak in its favour. The
most striking feature about Chesterfield is, that
from whatever side it is viewed it appears top-

pling over towards the spectator ; this is occa-
sioned by the fact of its being out of the perpen-
dicular in one direction for a certain height, and
then shooting off at another angle for the rest of

the distance to the top. In this only, and in the

remotest way ))0S8ible, does it resemble the Lean-
ing Tower at Pisa, which, as is well known, is a

circular tower of white marble, consisting of six

stories or galleries with open arcades running
round their outsides, and terminating on the
summit with a bell chamber of about two-thirds

the diameter of the rest of the structure. The
tower is about fourteen feet out of the perpendi-

cular at the extreme edge below the bell ehamber,
which latter, as if to counteract the effects of
such defective construction, is built at an angle
leaning the reverse way. This being at a con-
siderable altitude looks somewhat slight from the

ground, but is very distinct on close examination.
The hanging of the bells, by-the-bye, is very
properly nrranged so that the lightest are on the

overhanging side of the tower. The Pisa tower,

although scarcely handsome, is not such an eye-

sore as the Chesterfield steeple, and it occupies a
more secluded position than the latter, whose
withered proportions can be seen from every where
iu the town. I have noticed a very successful

twisted spire on a church at Dijon, in France,
delicate beyond measure ; and cleverly carried up
with the strictest regard to geometrical nicety

and proportion. It is j ust possible that the archi-

tect of Chesterfield had a vague notion of a

similar nature, but if ever he flattered himself
upon accomplishing a parallel feat, he must have
been most wofuUy dissapointed on beholding the

frightful results of his ambitious efforts. J. V.

THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT AND
THE BOARD OF WORKS.

SiB,—I am glad to find that the Houses of
Parliament are to be placed under the care of the

Board of Works, and hope the deterioration of

the building which has been going on of late

years, by additions and alterations, will thus be
put a stop to, or at least abated. Whoever may
have been the designer of the main structure,

certain it is that similar talent is not possessed by
the author of the late works, and it is lamentable

to see a fine building thus messed with and spoilt.

It is the fashion now to decry all but thirteenth

century Gothic, and many affect to sneer at the
Houses of Parli.iment ; but I am sure there is no
man among the R.I.B.A.'s who could equal them.
Is it known how much money has been spent in

the foalLsh attempt to convert the old

crypt into a chapel and baptistry ? It

was not required for anyone, or for any
purpose, but seemingly done for the express
pleasure and profit of the architect. There was
not even the excuse of that mischievously known
thing, a restoration, for no one can say there was
a chapel and baptistry there before. Now it is

converted, there is no one to officiate in it, and
certainly it would be difficult to find subjects for

the christening process ! Are there any little

Bills born in the Houses save those which have
their origin in the Parliamentary way ? As re-

gards the resident officials, even if they had been
people of consequence, no special provision for

their worship was necessary, considering that the

Abbey and parish churches are but the other side

of the road. If it is necessary to retain the ser-

vices of an architect, I should like to engage him
in the Chinese fashion of stopping his salary

when work was being done, and so remove from
him the fatal temptation of having to make work
for himself.—Yours, &c., M.

THE INSTITUTE AND THE ROYAL GOLD
MEDAL.

Sib,—The Institute of British Architects, it

seems, design the Royal Gold Medal this year
for Mr. Ferrey. Her Mojesty is supposed to have

given this medal in keeping of the Institute for

those who have specially dutinguished them-
selves as architects, or in gome way farthering

the art. Can you tell me. Sir, in what way it

can be said that Mr. Ferrey has established a claim
to the honour of royal recognition and reward '(

He is no doubt a very respectable man, but M
an architect is certainly not above mediocrity.

If the medal is to simply go the round oi the

members of the Institute, then, as a facetious

Fellow openly expressed it, " we shall all have it

in time." But the question may arise, whether
it was worth while for Her Majesty to ostablush

such an e(iuivocal sign of merit ? If there were
no better men than Mr. Ferrey, though the fact

would be lamentable, the Institute would bo

excused. But there are. There is J. H. Porker,

who, by the numerous works be bag edited and
published during the last thirty years, and by his

con amarc labours as an archscologist, has done
very much for the advonoement of architecture,

especially the Gothic phase of it. There is John
Ruskin, to whom, for the glowing poetic interest

he has thrown over the art and the attention he
has drawn towards it—raising it in the estima-
tion of the general public—the profession is im-
mensely indebted. Others also could be named.
Inasmuch, however, as the Institute had not

discrimination enough to see the merits of a
Pugin and a Britton, what can we expect ?

—

Yours, &c., M.

DR. ZERFFI AND THE HISTORICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF ART.

Sir,—It seems to me that the lectures of Dr.

Zerffi, which appear in the last number of your
journal, are little else than a tissue of falsehood

and nonsense. For instance, he speaks of the

Jews being " forbidden by law to carve or

engrave." They were only forbidden to make
idols. The description of Solomon's temple, with

its seraphim, lions, oxen, palm trees, pomegranates,

and lilies, plainly proves that the sculptor's art

was permitted for proper purposes. This building

being divinely commissioned, to say that the

Jews had a " horror of building" is sheer non-
sense. He says too, that Jews are " never picture

painters ;" a great mistake, for many well-known
artists of the present day are Jews.
Then with Greek art. Its origin and excellence

he finds in the " great extent of its sea boundary."
The geographical configuration of its coast is [he

same now as then, but where is its art ?

He says " the Doric order rose iu the north,"

instead of which it appears to have begun in the

south. It has been traced to Egypt, and was pro-
bably, with the other styles, perfected at Athens.
There is no warranty for saying that the Greek
temples were at first exceedingly plain In their

interior, and subsequently excessively ornamented

,

and so far from the Doric being marked by sim-
plicity and plainness, the Doric Parthenon sur-

passed all others in Greece, if not in the world.

—

Yours, &c., P. E. M.

THE VILLA IN S. JAMES'S PARK.

Sia,—I am induced to write a few lines to yon, not 80 mach
on the artistic merits of the above-named building, about
which there could not be two oniuions, asin reference to some
propositions made by " W. W.,'* when writing on this subject

in your last number.
In his letter he advises that, to prevent the appearance of

future architectural monstrositiies, there should be appointed
by Government "a department of acknowledged abili^," to

which not only drawings but also full specifications of pro-

posed new works should be submitted for approval;—or
words to that effect.

It seems to me. and I think most students of art will agree

with me, that thejresults of such a system would be most perni-

cious. The "department" of course would have its own
particular and favourite style, and would, if it could, enforce

the adoption of that style to the eventual exclusion of all

others. How would architects like all styles but one to be
tabooed, though that one be supposed perfect by its advo-

cates ? Is it desirable (though each has its good points) that

the style of the existing Science and Art Department, or Baron
Hanssmann's style, or any other style, should be universally

adopted? No; far better the present circumstances. Now,
genius has its opportunities as welt as mediocrity ; under the

proposed regime all freedom of thought in design wo-lld

be speedily stamped out.

The only true remedy for present evils is that architects

themselves should be requireu to pass through Government
examinations, both in knowledge of practical work, and in

theoretical acqujiintauce with the characteristics of the

various styles, and should then be furnished with diplomas

leaving them free to use their acquired knowledge in what
individual direction they pleased. This is most necessary for

both the comfort and sa'fety of the public, and till it is done
there will always be ignorant and unscrupulous persons in

toe profession who will not be prevented from outraging good
taste even by selAsb considerations.

Hoping you will lend your powerful aid to press this scheme
more closely upon the 'attention of the pubUc.—X am, Sir,

yours, ttc, M. M. G.
P.S.—I am aware of the present existence of voluntary

examinations, but of course thev do not answer the purpose

;

they should he compulsory on all.
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BRADFORD TOWN HALL.

Su.—Yoar print of lhi« wwk's inae •ffordi me tn oppor-

teKitf flfMeiBC Um macb-Ulkcd-of priz<de«igD fnr above, and

lHKib«tedlop«vceiT« at aKlonce that the whole treatment

•rtte IbMde M » wdneed, and certainly an nn'rorthy. copy of

tk9 Bobbdnin of MoMra. Spcakeman and Charleswurth

tar th« MuKliMtor TWn HaU. Can any ulUfactory expta-

MtioB to livea of thia telf-tvident fact f

I vm. Mn «7 feelimc* viH ^ shared by all who are

ftMmualid witk tin two dettgns, and that the puMic would

kei«lwv«i^ neh »m explanation aa mav remove the disa-

INmUs tMMwnwM pcodnced by vour public«itou of Mcs&rs.

LoekvMi ud Mavaon's dcai^n.—Yours, be.

ART WORKMEN'S COMPETITIOX.

Si^—After reading your criticisms on the above competi-

tMM. I Tiiited it, and 1 certaiuly thought the m»jor part was

gw^ eapecially so when 1 couslder that in most ciiscs they

tftTvto be executed Hfter working the usual time of ten

boors ; but, like yourself. 1 felt the want of the oriijinal, so 1

vest atraight to the Keosiiiitlou Museum and niHiJe a lung

•ewck after panel No. 1, hut could not lind it. Hut I came

wrasa the entablature of chimneypiece. 1 was surprised to

tluak tliat such a specimen had been chosen. The photograph

hone in the Society's room) flatters greatly. The foliage is

not like that of the vine, and if 1 had to make a choice it

would be in favour of the one caned by C. H. Line, the chief

Ikottofwhichaeems that it is too naturalistic. 1 write this

^ite imputiallT, not knowing anyone counected with the

eooMieUtion. but'in order to Icad'^ others tovisitiheorigiuHl, like

myaelf. In mv opinion, it would have been better for the

Council, in their pn^cramme, merely to have said au enubla-

tnre for a chimneypiece. composed of satyrs uud vine, hIIuw-

il^ the career to iue hit own ideaa. W. H.

ARCHITECrURlL DICTIONARY.

SiK,—.Vniongst the advertiaements in your piipcr there

Utely appeared one coutaiains; the arraugemeuu of the .Archi-

tectural Publication Societj lor the completion of their dic-

tionary, and the different modes by which subscribers could

p«y their moneys and receive their copies. Being one of the

nnmbcr that in these hard times cannot well spare £15 at one

aubscriptiou, 1 am gtad to find the society prepared to meet

such cases. But it does not appear quite clear to me from

the advertisement what time is allowed to complete the sum,

and what is the lowest sum allowed fur any one year.

The Dictionary, incomplete as it is, has, 1 think, become
geaermlly to be recognised as the most reliable work of refer-

ence on all architectural matters, and it would be satisfactory

to leam troa the conductors that it is intended to complete

tho ranainder as carefully as the earlier portion, and that ttie

ilhutratkuu Will be of equal merit to those already published.

1 obaerre that the plates have been produced ruther as the

al^ecta were forthcoming than in strict connection with thet

letterpreu, and would suggest that as soon as possible a lis

of the plates in their order should be furnished by the cditon

which woold become a guide for the binders in arranging the

parts for binding. It would also be advisable that a scheme
should be drawn up showing bow the whole might be divided

into Tolnmcs of moderate bulk for the sake of those who
prefer to have the earlier parts bound for convenience of

reference and more careful preservation.—I am, yours, Sec,

\1TKUVIUS.

rough sketch. Will any experienced reader advise as to the

best method of effecting complete drainage, as it is becoming

Jnier^C0mmuitiiiatian.

QUESTIONS.
ri781.>- MEASUREMENT OF GLASS.— Are laps cor-

rectly measured in a greenhouse, for instance, or is surfHce

measure alone correct ; or does custom vary with the loca-

tion ?—X.

[1782.]—ECnO.—I should be much obliged if some corre-

spondent would inform me how (in a practical manner) to

destroy the echo in a building, as per sketch. The walls are

a serious matter? Cesspools are objecttonahle.'

SCE-lltKE.

-.V SUB-

[178G.]- VOLUME OF AVATER.- WouM any of vour
readers give me any information on the following V What
would he the effect on a volume of water contained in a

reservoir 20U' x 200' x 15', the water to remain in a state

of -stagnation as regards inllux, but 20,(K)0 gallons per diem
to be drawn off; and «-hat result of small iiiflax, say 30,000

gallons per month ?—G. F.

tl787.]-ARCnED ROOFS.—In your paper three or four

weeks back you gave some accounts of arched roofs. Will

vou please allow me to ask, through The Building Nkws,
how to work out the strains in this kind of structures ? I

think it will be a very interesting subject for your readers as

well as for—CALCULATOR.

[1788.]—LONDON UNIVERSITY.—Perhaps some of your

correspondents would kindly inform me what is the course of

"Architecture" in the University of London? Also, in what
other English universities is there a school and course of the

same, and if it is necessary to matriculate and pass the

ordinary " Arts " entrance ?" Is there a license granted, as

in the engineering course ?—Double You Bek, Saudymount.

what his master tells hint. The duty of the master is to

teach his pupils their profession, a duty which the majority

or them certainly do not do. As a rule the pupil is left to

shift for himself, and pick up such stray hitsot' information as

he c»n. A young man has a much better chance of really learn-

ing his profession by becoming the pupil of au enjrineer with a

moderate practice than by entering the otiice of one of the

"great guns," who have something else to do than bother

their heads about the pupils. —A. C. E.

[1774.]-C1RCULAR RAIN WATER TANK.—"Sandys-
arms " wants to ascertain the cubic contents of a circular

tank, and states he cannot tind any rule in his books that

gives him the information. It would be a curiosity to see a

list of "Sandysarms's" hooks that fail to give the information

that most schoolboys know— viz., "how to find the area of a

circle." I will answer his question. Square the diameter,

and multiply such square by '7854 ; this will give the area,

winch, multiplied by the d^pth, will equal the cubic contents

12' 4' X 12' 4" X -7854 = 119 38 x SCO" divided by

27 = 132gyds nearly.—W. R. A,, Uckfield.

[1774.]-CIRCULAR RAIN WATER TANK.-The rule to

find contents of tank is area of base x perpendicular height.

Area of base = diameter squared x -l^hi; therefore contents

of above tank - (V2' 4")^ x -7854 x 30ft. = 4563-3 cubic

feet, or 169 cube yards.—W. J. C.

[1779.]—UN.ANSWERED QUERY.—CIRCULAR ARCII
IN CIRCULAR WALL.—"Young Stonemason" complains

that this question has not been answered. It is not easy iu

the small columns of Intercommunication to answer questions

that require to he drawn out to a large scale to make them
understoodjfcnt the enclosed I send. Let A B C U be the

SLAtlTtNC FL

fioisfaed in stucco ; the gallery was added with a view to lessen

the echo, which it has to some extent done, but at the present

time the voice sounds as if rattling against wall at A; this

wall has been covered with sacking inside, and this has
prored a partial remedy ; sacking has also been hung from

each principal about 5ft. down; tliis proved useless, as did

eereral other similar experiments. The building is aliout 70ft.

long by 40ft. wide, and 28ft. high to the plate.—Inc^uibeb.

[17S3.J—SHOP STOVE.—What is the Iwst apparatus for

use in a joiner's workshop, to heat kIqc without scorching it,

and that with a small amount of fuel can be kepi alight all

day?—IxquiBTR.

n784.]-CLEAMXG VARNISHED SE.iTS.- I have a
quantity of deal seats to re-varnish ; tbey are in some places

coated with a kind of pasty Idack, and in some rubbed qnite

smooth by contact with dreises. What is the best way to

prqwre them for rc-vamishing ?—Inquirer.

(17850—DRAINAGE —Is it desirable to construct a sewer
<jr good sized drain from premises at some distance from a
mnnine stream ? The fall is very slight, being not much
oretran is obtained by taking the difference between the
tirdiovy Icrel of tbe stream and that of the surface— pii/£

REPLIES.
[1758.]— MEASUREMENT OF STONE WALLIXG.—

Everything depends on locality. In some places the only

known definition of perch would be " a fresh water fish." In
the south ol England the perch in use contains Ifi^t. super-

ficial, in the west 18ft. superficial. "J. L. M." says "a
square pole or perch contains 30J square yards, or 272J square

feet," although contending that the term perch is* obsolete,

—the above quantity is known technically as a rod—and
follows with " JO that the tvvrk can easihf be measured up."

The yard superficial in vogue in the majority of places out
of London certainly recommends itself as the most simple for

all walling. The reduced system is, I think, applied almost

solely to brickwork.—E.

[17fi7.] — REMOVING INK LINES AND COLOUR
FROM DRAWING PAPER.—Moisten the portions to be
removed, dry with blotting paper, and clean out briskly with

india-rubber. Practise ou an old drawing first if unaccus-

tomed to the method.— F.

[1769.]—CONSTRUCTION OF ROOF.—In The Building
Nkws for the 11th inst., I see that an answer is given to this

question which belongs properly to the next, or " Framing of

Partition." I enclose a
sketch of the manner in

which I should construct the
framing of the roof in ques-
tion. I should make tbe
struts of timber, and the ties

of round bar iron. They are

shown in the sketch by
thick and thin lines re-

spectively. A B, CD are

the principal rafters, which
could not be less tlian 12" x
6". The two collars K F, G II would equal each 9" x 4",

and ihe small struts M N, G K, and U K might be of

timber 6" x 6". The lie rods A D, P R should be of

round iron 2" in diameter ; those shown by tlie

letters N E, N F of li" round bar, and G C, H B, of |" in

diameter. It would he far better to construct the roof of iron

altogether, as it would be much lighter. It will be much too

weighty if built of wood to place upon walla only 14" thick, as

shown iu the question.—L. P. L.

[1770.]-rRAMINGOF PARTITION.—Vote for Fig. I.—F.

[1770.]—FRAMING OF PARTITION.—In your issue of

February 11th, " The Working Mechanic " asks if some one
will settle the question he has furnished and explained in

your Intercommunication column. "C. W. R. E.D." has given

bis ideas with reference to the question, which are an im-
provement on Fig 1, yet I cannot say that I agree with him.

Firstly, take Fig. 1, or "Foreman's " method. Supposing the

sectional mark A to represent the principul beam or weight

to be carried, evidently it is best; yet, as "C. W. K. E. D."
shows, it is desirable to havtf a better footing for the blades.

It might easily be attained by taking a partial beariug on tlie

girder with sufficient tenons into kine-post to keep them in

their places, instead of introducing the very unsightly post

'*C. W. R. E. D." proposes, to say nothing of cutting to disad-

vantage, and extra labour. As the " Clerk of Works " says, he
has yet to learn how an inverted truss can carry any weight

without spreading. So far as timber goes, no doubt he is

right; but, judging from this case, the sectional size of tlie

girder appears to be 18* deep, so what need is there to fear

from spreading, for, in the present case, the king-post cannot

be in tension ; it is possible for the blades to be so, and that

is the only advantage No. 2 has; but if there is not sufficient

support for them, as 1 infer there is not from the sketch, fur

better give them a good footing and judicious fixing at top,

BO as to ensure a concentration of the weight on the seem-

ingly strong girder. The question simply is, which plan is

the best ? but " C. W. R. E. D," goes so far as to suggest the

introduction of a wood girder with fiitch plate, which I fear

would be tampering with the specification. Yet his plan

would not do, as it is not wise to have the sotlit uf a beJtin

and joists on tbe same level ; by so doing he would in course

of time find cracked ceilings and cornices. I agree with
" Foreman."—T. S. S., Rugeley.

!
I
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[1772.]-CIVIL ENGINEER'S PUPIL.—Your " Pupil's

question is rather a puzzler. Ihc duties of a pupil are to do

plan of the circular wall ; bisect the arc A B, and through
the points draw F. F parallel to the jamh A C or B D—
through any point a in E F dr;iw G II perpendicular to

E F, produce the lines C -A and B D to meet G II in the
points G H, and G H will be bisected in a from a as a
centre, and with the radius a G or a H describe the semi-
circular arc G F II ; also describe the arc of the extrados, and
divide the arcs into five equil parts, and let fall the perpen-
dicular faint lines, and those of the middle solUt curves to

the inside circular line C E D. Having extended tlie arcs of

tlie intrados curve on the line 1 K, and having drawn the
lines of the sofiits and those in tiie middle, lay off the dis-

tances between tlic riglit line G II and the circular outside

line A f> B—viz. G A on I X and on K j Z, e d on ej, v g on
h i, s /i on 6 m, &c., &c.; then trace tUe front curve on the

soffit X r Z. To find the rear curve, lay G C on 1 Y, c C ou
e S, &c., by which the curve will be obtained.—W. R. A.,

Uckfield.

[1779.]-ARCII UPON CIRCLE.—If by this somewhat
quaint term " Young Stoncmusou " means the reduction to ft

plane of an arch in a cylin-

wall, perhaps the
t him :

—

drical

following may assist 1

Let A B C be the cylindrical

wall, or circle, and D E F
the perforating "Tch. Divide
the circumference of this

into parts, as 1 to 10, and
from the divisions drop or-

dinatea upon the diameter
D F. Let the seats of
those ordinates be set upon
A Ji C. Draw a straight

line G H at right angles to

the diameter of the cylin-

der, and fixing the com-
passes at B, transfer by arcs

the seats of the ordinates

from ABCtoG II. Then to

obtain the flattened eleva-

tion, draw J L as a base,

and raise upon it the ordinates 1 to 10 of the same height as

in D E F, and connect their lop* by the curve J K L. which

represents in a flattened state tlic arch upon circle.—

Drauuutshan.
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STAINED GLASS.

^KTHK.—The" Romiin Catliolic church rtt TTcfhe, near

Bicester, has lntfly received an addition in the shnpo of a

stained glass window, erected in memory of the late Mrs.

A. W. Colling:ridg:e. It consists of two lights, nrranfied with

t-hreo panels in each, containing respectively hnlMength

ttgures of S. Thomiis Aquinas, S. l>ominic. S. Vincent de

Paul, and blesBcd Joseph Labero, with full length liijures of

S.William, Archliisln.p of Y(»rk. and S. Klizalieth, Queen of

Hungary. At the hoUom of the window is an inscription.

This is the fifth window that has been erected in this church

hy the members of the Collingridee family, all of which have

been supplied by Mr. Francis Barnett, of the Kdinburgh

and Leith Staine'd Glass works, Lcith.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Thk Lwa RtvKB.—The conservators of the river Lea have

Riven notices to the local authorities of the towns and dis-

tricts draining into the river to ndopt other modes of dis-

posing^ of their sewage before next June. A penalty of £50
will be incurred for every day after that period in which the

authorities of any place allow sewtige to go into the river.

Sewage Irrh;.\tion at IIornsey.—The Ilornsey local

board have decided on adoptinc; a system of irrigation for the

disposal of the sewage of the pariah. The plans of Mr.

Latham, C.E., had been adopted, the cost of the works being

estimated at £18,000 for internal, and £S0OO for drainaa:e

without the parish, and that ofthe two other engineers, Mr.

Shield. £i22,O()0, and Mr. Measom £85,000 for whole, and

£26,000 fi)r internal. Some montlis ago a notice had been

served on the board by the conservators of the river Lea, in

which it was stated ,ihat after thirteen months, which will

expire in August, no sewage matter is to be discharged from

the parish into the river, uiider a penalty of £100, and £50 per

day after the expiration of tlie notice. It is intended to

apply for Pailiamentiiry ])owcrs to carry the sewage to land

without the parish: arid for the delay, which will extend to

eighteen months, it is proposed to apply to the Lea Conser-

vators for an extension of time.

The Construction of Housks as affecting Mor-
tality.—Dr. Gairdner lately delivered before the Glasgow
Philosophical Society an able address "On thetDefects of

House Constrnction in Glasgow as a Cause of Mortality."

The lecturer, after showing the moral and physical effects result-

ing from over-crowdingr, said
I
that, taking the family as

a unit of society, it was essential for the well-being of

society that its houses should allow the development of

family relations. In such houses he considered that the fol-

lowing eight points should he specinlly attended to:—I. Suf-

ficient cuhic space in sleeping rooms (the leg^it minimum at

Glasgow is 3(>0 cubic feet for every person «iiove eight years

old), to secure whicli it will be necessary to make the ou-ners

icstead of the occupiers responsible for overcrowding ; 2,

arrangements for proper separation of the sexes, which
means, of course, a rather general condemnation of single

room occupancies ; S, proper means of access, instead of tiie

dark, ill-veati!a*.ed common staircases of the large " flatted
"

houses; 4, proper lighting and ventilation of inhabited
rooms—a requirement which would prevent the habitation of

most underground room? ; 5, adequate privy accommodation,
taking care that the " privy" ia also private, a condition often

not carried out in Glasgow, it aeems; 6, good water supply;

7, baths and washhouses, not at a distance, but on the

§remises ; 8, airing and recreation grounds. This last con-

ition, in reference to a town in some parts of which, Dr.

Gairdner tells us, there are from 600 to 1000 inhabitants per

acre, sounds very much like asking for a general demolition

of multiple occupancies within vast tenements as existing in

Glasgow. Such demolition will doubtless be effected in time,

and the soouer ttie better, if sufficient accommodatiou be

provided somewhere else.

A Bill for the regulationsof the sanitary laws ofthe State

of New York has bt-en introduced into the United States

House of Representatives.

Thk RoTi'NDA Hosi-ital. Duni.iN,—Dr. Evory Kennedy
has laid before the Bof rd of Governors of tliis hospital a pro-

posal for improving the sanitary condition ot the hospital by
isolating the wards as much as possible by means of external

galleries of communication optn to the air. It is to be
regretted that the proposal did not evsn t^nd a seconder, for

-the death rate for tlie fifteen years ending in 1868 amounted
to the excessive proportion of 1 in JiiiJ, ow;ng to the imper-

fect means of keeping the wards free irom infection.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

National ERF.KHotD Land Society.—The annual meet-

ing of the members of this society took place at the Guildhall

Tavern, Greaham-street.on the Mth inst. Mr. W. E. Whitting-

ham, the secretary, read the minutes of the previous meeting,

which were confirmed. The directors' twentieth report was
taken as read. The Chairman, in moving that the report be

•adopted, referred to the long period of success enjoyed by the

aofliety, which was almost utiinterrupted, notwithstanding the

.great crash of 1865-6, and the consequent distress and want of

confidence succeeding. The capital now exceeded a million,

upwards of £90,0(X) had been advanced during tlie year, and
£5000 added to the reserve fund. There was no huililing

society in the kingdom equal in magnitude to theirs. Hitherto

their losses had been most insignificant, the whole not exceed-

ing Ss. per cent, on tlie capital, taking the average of years.

It was the part of wise men, however, to provide for every

possible contingency, and therefore the directors had added
£60,000 to the convertible securities, the amount heingin vested

in Consols or new Three per Cents. With respect to a bonus,

they had had a good yenr, and would liave bt'cn glad if they

could prudently have paid one. The directors believed that a

bonus might safely he declared every other year, and this he
thought ought to satisfy the memliers.

Worcf.ster Bf.nkkit Bi'iLDiNo Socikty.—The eleventh

annual meeting of this society was held on Monday week. Mr.
W. H. Walker. Secretary, read the report, from whicli it

appeared that the operations of the society had been most
Buccesaful, and mori; than refilised the hopes held out in the

prospectus issued at the formation of the society. The gross

profit, including the amount hrou^hr. fonvard from lust year,

was £1999 88., and that, after placing 1 ' per cent, to the

credit of investing nieiiibcrs' accounts, nearly 6 per rent, to

the credit of borrowing members' accounts, and dischargin;^

all current incidental expenses, the buluuce of Keserve and

Deferred Premium Fund amounted to £211 Ss. 8id., a feature

which the committee confidently pointed to as calculated to

give great confidence in, and stability to. the Mtciety.

FaYKR-HHAM, SlTTINGHOCRNK, AND LaTIIK AT RcaAT
Building Socikty. -The report presented at the nineteenth
annual meeting on the 7th inst. showed that £1000 had
been advanced on property during the piist twelve months,
and about the same amount had been returned on shares
withdrawn as completed. The assets were computed at

£10,9:i8 19s. 7d., and the liabilities at £S:{79 17s 6d., leaving

a balance in favour of the society of £1^559 28. Id.

LricKsTER.—The seventeenth annual meeting of the

Leicester Permanent Benefit Building Society was hrld nu
Monday week. The directors again report an increase in the
number of shares held in the society, as also in the amount
of money received during the year; althoiigli, owing to the

unsatisfactory state of trade in the town for the last few
months, the number of withdrawals is considerably larger

than in former years. During the year 1008t new shares
have been issued. 440 liave been withdrawn, 8 have been
forfeited, and 73^ invested and 86} advanced shares completed,
leaving a total of 5212^ shares on the books at the close of

the seventeenth year; being an increase of 400 in the year.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Breach of thk Building Bye-Laws in

Leeds.—Mr. Fowler, the Borotigh Surveyor,

attended recentlj before Mr. Bruce, the stipen-

diary magistrate, in proof of an information

laid against Mr. John Jagger, cloth manufac-

turer, for an infringement of the building bye-

laws. It appeared from the statements of Mr.

Fowler and the buildings inspector (Mr. Hains-

worth) that the defenflant is having erected a

number of houses in North field-terrace, and
that with respect to one named in the informa-

tion the chimney had not been pargetted with

mortar, and that it would be impossible to do it

properly without pulling it down. Tlie Borough
Surveyor added that many of the flues had not

been pargetted, but he had only taken out the

summons for one. Defendant said that the men
weie employed on the work when the frost set in,

and they were not able to proceed with it until it

broke. He called Mr. Chriatopher Gale, the con-

tractor for the joiners' and bricklayers' work,

who said that he sub-let the brickwork, and the

man bad slipped the pargetting, but as soon as he

found it out he had it done. The Borough Sur-

veyor said that the Corporation had great diffi-

culty in getting this kind of work done, and re-

marked that the defendant had rendered himself

liable to a fine of £5, and asked for a substantial

penalty. Mr. Bruce decided to hear another in-

formation, charging the defendant with having
allowed the floor joists to enter the flues, before

giving his decision. Defendant : The contractor

tells me there are no joists in the flues. The
Borough Surveyor : I can call the inspector to

prove it. It appeared, however, that the Borough
Surveyor was unable to point out a penalty for

this offence in the Act. Mr. Bruce said it was no
use convicting if there was no penalty. Defend-

ant : The contractor tells me that there is no
such joist within nine inches of the flues. Mr.
Bruce: The most material thing for you is that

there is no penalty. The summons in this case

was accordingly dismissed. On imposing a fine

of 203. and costs on the first information, Mr.
Bruce remarked that, unfortunately, maay houses

in Leeds were a discredit to the town.

®n\ ©§44 ffiiiMi}.

Institution OF SuBVEYORS.—At the ordinary

general meeting, held on Feb. 7, the adjonrneii

discussion on the paper^ Mr. E. Smyth, entitled

" The Enfranchisement of Copyholds of Inheri-

tance," was resumed and concluded. The follow-

ing candid.itea were balloted for and declared duly

elected, viz.—As Members :—William Blount,

Orchehill House, Gerrard's Cross, Bucks ; Francis

Field, Oxford ; John Lees, Reigate ; James
Martin, Wainfleet, Boston, Lincolnshire ; James
Itawlence, Salisbury. As As.sociates :—Ernest

Canitt, 16, Basinghall-.strcet, E.G. ; George Henry
Tatliam, 14, Cockspur-street, Pall Mall ; John
Wigram, Bromleys, Harlow, Essex.

iNCOBPORATED SOCIETY FOR PROMOTING
THE Enlaeoement, Buildincj, and Repair-
ing OF Churches and Chapels.—This
society held its usual monthlymcetingon Tuesday,

at the society's house. No. 7, Whitehall, S.\V.

Grants of money were made in aid of the follow-

ing objects, viz :—Building new churches at New-
castle-upon-Tyne, S. Philip's, and Great Wol-
laston, in the parish of Alberbnry.near Welshpool,

Salop ; enlarging or otherwise incrensing the

accommodation in the cUu-chcs at Buckhorn

Weston, near Wincanton, Dorset ; Forton 8.

John's, in the parisli of Alrerstoke, Hants

;

Longdon, near Kugclcy, Stafford ; SameKflold

,

near Kington, Hereford ; Towednack, nearllaylc,
Cornwall ; and Wolverhampton, S. Andrew's.
Under very urgent circnmstances the grants
formerly made towards building the church at
Perry-streot, in the pariHh of Northflect, near
Gravcscnd, and towards reseating and restoring

the church at Bnrriiigton, nearOhnmlcigh, Deron,
were each increased. Two or three applications

for assi.stancc towards school churches were
unavoidably rejected at this meeting, anrl the
consideration of them reluctantly postponed, in

cou-setiucncc of the special fond for such build-

ings being entirely exhausted.
Ikon Rust.—Professor Crace Calvert, of

Manchester, has re.'«ntly communicated to the
Chemical Society the results of some curious

experiments upon iron rust. Two samples
analysed by him were found to contain over 6 per
cent, of protoxide, so that we must no longer
consider that substance as consisting entirely of
sesquioxide. Ilis experiments seem, moreover, to
contradict the current belief that the ru.sting of
iron is entirely duo to moist oxygen. Neither
dry nor moi.st oxygen appears to have any action,

and the only experiments in which the ordinary
rapid oxidation of the iron was observed were
those in which the metal was exposed to the joint

action of water, oxygen, and carbonic acid. The
same results were obtained whether the iron was
immersed in air or water.

Slackness among the Buildebs op
SYDN EY,1N. S. W.—A correspondent writes that
owing to the abundance of money and to low
prices of building materials, so much capital has
been fixed in bricks and mortar as to bring down
rents fully 15 or 20 per cent. This, it is thought,

will be some inducement to intending emigrants,

although rents arc still twice what they arc in the
most fashionable London suburb.
Associated Arts' Institute.—On Satur-

day last the second conversazione of the season

was given by this society at its rooms, 9, Conduit
street. The gallery of the Society of Female
Artists was thrown open for the occasion, and
proved a source of much attraction, the works
exhibited showing a marked advance on those of

previous year.s, and including pictures by Rosa
Bonheur and other lady artists of eminence.
There were also on view various works by mem-
bers of the Institute, and a fine display of the
Autotvpe Co.'s reproductions. The rooms were
well filled. Among those present were Professor

Weatmacott, R.A., President ; Mr. Gilbert Scott,

R.A., Sir Duffas Hardy, Professor Brewer, Pro-
fessor Ansted, F.R.S., Mr. and Mrs. Thorny-
croft, Mrs. Gliddon, Mr. Fredk. Taylcr, President
of the old Water JColonr Society ; Mr. Cave
Thomas, Mr. Hepworth Dixon, Mr. A. B.

Donaldson, Mr. Montgomerie Ranking, Mr.
Sutherland Edwards, Mr. Phene Spiers, &o. An
excellent vocal and instrumental concert was
ginen during the evening, in which Misi Banks,
Miss Palmer, Mr. Plater, Signor Nappi, Mr.
Sceales, Mr. Casserley, aud Mr. Lauber, were the

performers.

The first street railway in Philadelphia was laid

in 1857. The present number is Ifi, and the com-
bined capit.il is about 12,000,000 dollars, of which
nearly one half is paid in. A total length of track

in 1857 of five miles has been extended, until now it

is more than 200 miles long.

The Hanging Committee of the forthcoming

Royal Academy Exhibition (the " Athenseum

'

states) will be composed of Messrs. Hook, Elmore,

and Sant ; the last being, according to the rule, the

latest elected member of the Academy. Tile Select-

ing Committee will comprise those who were hangers

of last year's Exhibition, viz., Messrs, Watts, Leigh-

ton, and Hart.

It was decided by the General Purposes Com-
mittee of the Manchester Corporation on Monday,
tliat all powers to lay down tramways in the chjr

ouglit to be conferred upon the municipal authori-

ties responsible for the maintenance of the highways,

and that all Bills otherwise promoted should be

opposed.
1 he cement trade seems to be looking up on the

Tyiie. Last week Lieut. Colonel Addison Potter

com|)letc<i the erection of large mills at Willington

Quay. The works will be knoivn by the name of the

Tyn'e Cement Works, and are fitted up with ma-
chinery which reduces band labour to a minimum.
Another cement-making firm is establishing a place

at S. Peters.
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The motian »t the Institute to limit the period

of the Hon. Secretary's eligibility to hold office was
lost br s Ur^e majofttv.

The' Board of Mana^Ktuent of the Sheffield General

Infirmary have determined to build a detached wing
for the treatment of infections or serious cases.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoxsAT.—Royil InstitatioB of British Architects. An Ac-

cooat of some Onffinal Prawinf^ br Italian Archi.

tccta. Bv Profisior Dooaldsoa, P.P.

1 Tdisd.vt.— Institution <if Civil Enetneers. DiscoMion upon
"The Mlioarke Mullee Viaduct and the Pennair

Bridie, ted. " The Wolf Rock Liiththouse." B;
llr.7. N. Douglass. 8.

„ Koyal lastitntioa. "On Plant Life as Contrasted

wttk that of Animals." Bjr Dr. Masters, T.LS. 3.

WnnsDAT.—Societ^r of .\rts. " On the Causes and Conse-
qnenees of Hifh Charges for Passengers by Bailwair,

and the .\drantan» to be Expected from an Adoption
ofLowFarta." By G. W. Jones, Esq. 8.

TBrasDAT.—Roval Institution. "On the Chemistry of Ve-
gtUble 'Products." B; Professor Odling. .S.

^ finnfan Society. 8.

„ Sodetj of Antiqaaries. 8.36.

TaiDAT.—Roval Institution. "On Ironclad Ships." Br
E. J. llecd, C.B. 9.

SATcaoAT.— Associated Arts Institute. "The Position aud
Claims of Architecture as a Fine Art." Bv U. C.

Boynes 815.

„ Royal Institution. " An Introduction to the Science
affteligian''ByPnfea«>rMax)IuUer,M.A.,LL.D. 3.

COMPETITIONS.

SCt[ai4 ^\m
TENDERS.

Khowli Hill, Twttord, Bebks.—For the erection of a

new chancel to the church of S. Peter, Knowle-hill. Quan-
tihes supplied. >'redk. Rogers and WUliam Scott Champion,
ardiitects:—

Silver & Son £895
Wheeler 680
Honour bCaske 593 10

WaU&Hook 540
Accepted.

S. Lull's.—For Houseless Poor Asylum, Banner-street, S.

Luke's. Mr. R Hesketh, architect. Quantities supplied by

Kr. J. W. I'orge and Messrs. Franklin and Andrews :

—

Waiskitt £6840
Newman and Mann 6685

Axford and Whillier 6*52

Brass 6394
Holland and Hannen 6345
Myers 6385
Cowland „ 6926

Ashby and Sons 6184
Pritchard 6173
Henshaw 5984

King and Sons 5869
Browneand Robinson 5820

Perry, Brothers 5447

SuaazT.—For alterations and additions to Ripley House,
Bipley, Surrey. James K. Colling, architect;

—

Hills 11876
J. and A. Wright 1575

Spicer 1674
Jarrett 1487

Harris 1475 10

G. and J. Wood 1470
Farley 1305
Saunders and Beevers 1360
Todd and Sanders 1225

LammieandCo 1163

Walsall.—For the erection of infants and girls' school,

with nistress's residence, for the Committee of St. Peter's

parish. HeaaiB. Nichols and Chamberlain, architects :—

Briler, BirminghamI £1625
Wilkes, Darlaston 1540

JeiFrey and Pritchard, Birmingham 1482

Trow and Sons, Wcdnesbury 1473
Hiteben, Thepleck 1460

Nelson, Dudley 1440
Fisher, West Ilromwich 1S91

Tbompeon, Wolverhampton 1370
Taylor, Walsall 1349
Stocktoo snd Son, Oldbury 1.343

Rowley, Walsall 1300

Adkins, WalsaU* 1274 10

HolUnd, Dudley 1270
Reduced estimate (accepted)... 1193 15

Walwoith —For S. Stephen's Church, Villa-street, Wal-

worth. Mr. H. Jarris, architect ;

—

Downs £«E4«
Marsland kSon 64fl0

Thompson 6327
Henshaw 6082
Merri:t k. Ashby 6000
Biggs 5983
CartCT 5870
Peny. 5845

Longmire fc Burge 6804
Colls k Sons 6784
Dove Bros 6635
Myers fcSons 6419
Tarrant 5186

West Biomwich.—For alterations snd additions to The
Poplars, for T. B. Halter, Esq. Messrs. Nichols and Cham-
berlain, arehitccts :

—

Fisher „ £449
Wilkes (accepted) 443 10

St. Giles's. C-Vubeswell, Mar. 7.—Wanted plans as to

tlie best raeausof iHving out an estate of about four acres in

the Old Kent-road. March 7ih.
WoLBoaonoii Local Boabd, Xewtox Abbot. Devon,

Mar. 7.—Flans for laying out a market. R, H. M. iiaker,

Clerk.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINft
ESTDL4.TES.

BnADTORD. Feb. 28.—For the construction of a service

rcservdir at Horton Bank Tup. W. T. JIcC.mvcH, Town
Clerk, Corporation Office. Bradford.

UrcKNALt ToRKARD (Notts\ Feb. 28.—I/)cal Government
Aft, 185S.—For the construction of the several works re-

3Hired for the drainage of eertaiu portions of the district un-

cr tlieir control. John Godber, Chairman, Countersigned,

C. J. Spencer, Clerk.

Stokb-cpon-Trrnt, March 14.—For the construction of

about 1800 yards of main streets, and about 1700 yards of

buck roads, t(^etber with the necessary drains, on the Work-
men's Land Society's Estate. Charles Lynara, architect,

Stoke-upon-Trent.

Sussex, March 1.— County Bridge, near Berwit-k.— Forthe
constmction of abutments and flood arches for a bridge over

the river Cnckmere, on the turnpike-road leadinz from
Lewes to Eastbourne. W. K. J. Langridue, Clerk of the

Peace for the County of Sussex, County Hall, Lewes.

MAinsTONK Local Board, March 1.—For 600 yards of

stont SJin. tooled Y'orkshire flags, hard quality, to be delivered

alongside wharf, at Maidstone. Edward Hoar, Clerk to tlic

Board, Maidstone.

Dantzic, March 2.— Sewerage and Sewage Utilip^itiou

Works.—For the construction and erection on the Kempe at

Dantzic, of a pair of double cylinder, condensing, beam pump-
ing engines, to be used for raising the sewage of the town to

the land on the shores of the Baltic. Mr. Balwin Latham,
C.E., 6, Westmiuster Chambers, S.W., the engineer of the

works.

Ross, March 6.—For the erection of a villa residence, con-

servatorv, stabhng, &c. Messrs. Medland and Son, archi-

tects, Clarcnce-strcet, Gloucester.

AtTo.N Union, March 1.—For the erection of new sick

wards, kc, at the Union Workhodse. "W. H. Moss, Clerk,

A tton, Hants.

S. Mary, Isltnoton, March 4.—For day and jobbing
work ill connection with the drains and sewers. J. Lay ton,

Vestry Clerk, Vestry Offices, Upper-street, Islington.

Board of Works, Poplar District. March 4,— For
masons' work; for the supply of Port Philip and Bombay
stone, gravel, flints, and broken Guernsey granite; for repairs

to the sewers, galleys, Stc; for Bcavengin< and watering; for

the collection of dirt, Stc. S- Jeffries Barth, Clerk to the

Board, 291, East India Dock-road.

S. John, IlAMPaTEAD, March 4.—For the supply of

Yorkshire paving, Aberdeen, Haytor, and Shap Fell granite

kerb, Markfield, Groby, and Penmaen Maiu pavings of the

best quality. Mr. W. Gribble, Vestry Clerk, New End,
Hampstead.

S. John, IIasipsteat>, March 4.—For the supply of

broken Markfield, Groby, Bardon Hill, and Clee Hill granite,

Dorking lime, and stock bricks. Mr. W. Gribble, Vestry

Clerk. New End, Hampstead.
WniTTIKGHAM AsVLUil, COUNTT OF LANCASTER,

March 12.—For the erection of certain buildings. F. C.

Hulton, Clerk to the Committee of Visitors, Winckley-square,

Preston.

War OrFiCE, Pall Mall, March 12.—For the supply of

materials, and for the performance of bricklayers, masons,
carpenters, slaters, plasterers, plumbers, smiths, paviors,

Ssinters, glaziers, paperhangers, and gas fitters' work at

ravesend. Tilbury Fort, &c. Commanding Officer, Boyal
Engineer Oflice, Gravesend.

S. Luke's Workhouse, City-hoad.—For the erection

of a block of buildings for the reception of 450 paupers. Mr.
H. S. Sneil, Architect, 36, Chancery-lane, E.C.

S. Martlebonf,, IMarch 3.—For the supply of stoneware,

sewage pipes, bends, junctions, &c. W. E. Greenwell, Vestry
Clerk, Court House, S. Alarylebone.

S. Marylebone, March 3.—For the supply of Guernsey,
Groby, or Whitby chippings, and other materials for the re-

?air of the carriage and footways. W. E. Greenwell, Court
louse, S. Marylebone.

(

S. Marylebone, March 3.—Fur bricklayers, plasterers, '

slaters, earpentera, painters, and glaziers, plumbers' and 1

smiths' work, and forthe supply of horses, carts and drivers,

ballast, sand, gravel, &c. W. E. Greenwell, Court House,!
S. Marylebone.

|

Stalbridge (Dorset), March 8.—For the erection of a
new Congregational Church and Schools. W. J. Stent,

Architect, Warminster. ^
Croydon Local Board oWHeAlth, March 15.—For

the construction of earthenware and brick sewers. Mr. B.
Latham, C.E., 6, Westminster Chambers.

Metropolitan Board of Works. March 11.—For the
construction of brick and pipe sewers in Limehouse. J. Pol-
lard, Board of Works, Spring-gardens.

Lambeth, March 4.—For the supply of men, horses and
carts for watering the roads. T. Kotfey, Vestry Hall, Ken-
nington-grecn.

Laubeth, March 4.—For the slopping and cleansing
work. T. Koffey, Vestry Hall, Kenniugton-green.

Laubeth, March 4.—For the Bwpply of broken Guernsey
granite, flints, flne and rough gravel, paving materials, Stc.

T. Rofl'ey, Vestry Hall, Kennington -green.

Lambeth, March 4.—For the execution of masons' and
paviors' work. T. Roffey, Vestry Hall, Kennington-green.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Kakdell, Bauwders, and Company, Limited,

Quarrymea and Stone MercbantH. Bath. List of

I'rictri at the Quarries and DepOts; aldO Cost for

Transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished
on application to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[ADVT.] Coraham, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.
(ACT 1869.—TO SURBENDKR AT nASINGHALL-STREET.)

Mann. Thomas, Penge, builder, March 11, at 12

{ACT 1861.—TO SURRENDER AT DASiHGHALL-STBEKT.)

Downing, Frederick Arundel. Great Rnssell- street, engi-
neer. March 4, at 1 ; Hazard, Henry Herbert, Sylvan-grove,
Old Kent-road, engineer, March 6, at 11.

(TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.)

Tinkler, Mary, Stamford, builder, Ma'-ch 1, at 11 ; Thomas,
William. Pendawdd, Llanrludlan, Glamorganshire, builder,

March 9, at i.

PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.—ACT 1869.

March 10, D. Tidey, Belsize-park-gardens, builder—March
13, W, Knight, Horwicb, near Bolton, brick and tile mann-
frtcturer—March B, J. Cunlifl^e, Leigh, brick miiker—March
15, W. .Anthony, Aberdare. contractor—March 19, F. South-
coatea, Everton, joiner—March Ifi, H. Toy, Birmingham,
brassfunnder-March 4, G. Hcveningham, WolverhamptoDr
builder.

SITTINGS lOE LAST EXAMINATION.—ACT 1861.

March 18, F. Saunders, Gloucester-road, South Kensing-
ton, builder—March 22, T. L. Rvott, Newbury, brickraaker

—

March 22, H. and E. Stnitt, Piaistow, gas fitters—March 23,
J. Scott, Richard-street, Islington, gas fitter—March 23, W.
Brewster, Margaretta- terrace. Hammersmith, builder

—

March 22, T. Hoad, Weymouth-street, Portland-place,
plumber—March 23, T. Lee, Lordship-place, Chelsea, plumber
—March 2-'J, R. Whiteway, Appleforu-road, Wesl^bourne Park,
house decorator—March 2, 11. Lewis, Carmarthen, plumber
-June 2, J. Brady. Woolwich, builder—June 2, C. P. Thur-
gate, Great Yarmouth, builder—June 2, H. Baggc, Hatfleld-

square, Fulham, builder—Jiuic 2, E. Jennings, Hereford-
road, Westbourne-grove. builder—May 26, T. .S. Manwariog,
Lewisham, carpenter— June 3, J. H. Hassam, King's-road,
Chelsea, plumber and decorator—June 2, S. Hoel. BurlingtoBp

Mews, Westbourne Park, carpenter—March 11, J. Moore,
Pickering, district road surveyor.

Dr\"TDEND MEETINGS.

March 3. W. Thompson, Sheffield, builder—March 3, G.
F. Forster,'A. Keir, and J. Brotherton, Stockton-on-Tees,

timber merchants—Feb. 29, R. Napper, Gulhampton, Somer-
setshire, carpenter—March 2, T. Benson, Acomb, Yorkshire^

joiner.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.

T. and W. Clarkson, Everton, painter and plumber, div.

Is. 3d.—C. Fierse, Oxton, near Birkenhead, builder, div. S^d.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.

Atkins, James, and Atkins, William Cooper, Riddlesdown,

near Croydon, and Battersea, lime burners, Feb. 16.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLTED.

Longley and Sons, Leeds, builders—Briggs Brothers, Bar-

ton-upon-Humber, builders—Matthews and Son, Wedoca-
bury, plumbers and glaziers-Hack and Taylor, Chariton
Kings, house decorators—Stubbs and Co., Runcorn, hiaX

builders—M'Arthur and Co., Rood-lane and elsewhere, metal
merchants—Flaxman and Co., Walbrook, iron merchants—
Wileman and Wigley, Bnrton-upon-Trent, joiners—Thornton
Brothers, Bradley, Yorkshire, slaters.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TlMBBfl. Duty Is. per load j Drawback, Is.

£ 8. £ 8.

Teak load H ft 11 15
Quebec, red pine .... 3 15 4 15

„ yellow pine-. 4 5
St. John, N.B. yellow
Qaabecosk 6 15 6 5

„ birch 3 15 415
„ elm 4 5 5 5

Danlzic oak 4 5 6 5

,. fir 2 5 4

Memelfir 2 5 3 10

Kipa 2 15 3 2

Swedish 2 2 2 12

Masts, Qucb, red pine 3 10 6

,, yellow pine .- 4 5 6
Latnwood, Dant fm. 4 6

,, StP'bur^. 6 6 6
Deals, pr C, 12ft by 3
by 'J in. duty 2il per
loiLd, di'awoack za.

Quebec, white spmce 12 17 10

St. Jobn.white ipnioe 12 15
Yellow pine, per re-
dured C.

Canada, Ist quality.."18 10 19 10

2nd do 13 13 10

Archangel, yellow .. 10 10 12 10

£ 8. £ »

St PeterBburg, yeL.. II 10 12 1»

Finland 6 5 7 1^
Mcmel 7 9
Oothenbiu^, yellow 8 9 1"

,, white..
Gefle,yenow 9 10 10

Soderham 8 9 10
Christiania, per C,
12 ft. by 3 by 9 in.

rellow 10 12 10

Flooring Boarda, per
Bq.of lin., first yel. 7 6 10 G

First white 7 9 6
Second qualities 6 7
PUSIICBSTOSBprtn 6 8

OILS, Ac.
Seal, pale .. per tun 43 »
.Spermbody «9 i» o
Cod 3« 1039
Whale, 8th Ses. palo 39

OliTe, Gallipoli «t

Cocoanut, Cochin, tun 4.'» 10 46 •
Palm, flue 32 X>

Linseed 31 31 1»
RapeBOcd, Eng.pale.. 45 •
CottoDBeed 31 37

Metals.

LBAD :—

Pig, Foreifrn P«r ton

„ KngUeh, W.B. do.

„ Lead Co do,

„ Other brands do.

ShwitMilled «io.

Shot, Piitent do.

Red or minium do.

Litharge, WB do.

White dry da
,,

ground in oil do.

COPPEE :—

British—cftlcc and Ingot per ton
Rest Selecteil da
Sbeet da
Bottoms da
Australian da
Spanish Cftk« cash
Chili Bars „

" refliiuU iugot
Tel. Metal Sbeathiug & Hods per lb.

IS 7 B
19 10 U
19 5 t>

W 15 19

in 5 19 10

«
SO IC

()

ac !8

20 29 a

70 71

;i 10 78 10
-6 78
7!l 80

71 a 7< 10 a
(I

66 67 e
m 10 (1 71 (p

• •1 <H
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now THE PKABODY FUND IS

ADMINISTERED.

THE fouitli annual report of the truslees

of tlic Peabody Fund, just issued, is a

document of great significance, and has a

very important bearing not only upon tlie due

administration of that vast fund, but upon

the far wider question of the improvement of

the dwellings of the working classes in

general. It hap]>ened that Mr. I'eabody

began his series of splendid donations just

about the time when other philanthropists

had, for the most \m\{., begun to iiag iu their

exertions so far as to give up the attempt to

provide dwellings for the really poor of

London as entirely hopeless. All the im-

proved dwellings erected by the several

philanthropic societies of late years have been

for the class of well-to-do artisans. The Pea-

body Trustees are consequently the only public

body at present in practical charge of tuis

great question. Hence, a serious responsibility

rests upon them. The maguiliccnce of the

gift, and the unprecedented generosity of the

lamented donor, have attracted an amount of

public attention to their proceedings which

has been given to no similar effort. The task

before them is to show that the decent poor

of London can be decently housed without

pauperising them—that is, without letting

places to them at unremunerative rents. If

the trustees accomplish this task, Mr. Pea-

body's half-million of money will prove a
prolific seed of future benefit. The success

of the trustees will assuredly bring a host of

imitators into the same field—persons who ate

willing to do good with their capital, but who
cannot afford to sacrifice the moderate interest

it ought to produce. The fair accumulations

of the fund itself will also increase in the

ratio ofcompound interest to an amount which
may enable them to extend its benefits to a
much wider extent iu the future, and to still

lower classes of the community. The failure

of the trustees, on the other hand, will involve

most disastrous consequences. Not only will

Mr. Peabody's generous gift have accomplished
the minimum amount of good which it is pos-

Bible to do with half-a-milliou of money, but

a serious discouragement will be given to any-

body who might be disposed to go and do
likewise.

We arc sorry to say that the document
before us shows that the trustees have failed

to accomplish anything like the amount of

usefulness fairly to be expected from so great

a fund in the period since the first donation.

In the first place, thoy do not seem to be suf-

ficiently active. The necessity for improved
dwellings in London is great, urgent, and
pressing, and no pains should have been
spared to push their work forward with the

utmost celerity. Mr. Peabody's first donation

of £150,000 was made in March, 18G'2, exactly

eight years ago, and the first report was issued

in January, 18G6, nearly four years after-

wards. The interval had been occupied with dila-

tory legal proceedings (for which the trustees

must, we suppose, be held excused) in prepara-

tion of a trust deed. Their first building was
opened in Spitalfields, in February, 1864, and
their second, in Islington, in September, 1865.

They had then purchased land at Lawrence-
street, Chelsea, at Bermoudsej', and at Shad-
well, and at the last-named place they had
commenced building. On the whole, we could

not complain so far, but it would be reason-

able to expect that having once got into

regular working order they would have gone
on at a more rapid rate. But now, at the
beginning of 1870, after another interval of

four years, we find only the completion of the

buildings already Commenced at Shadwell,
the erection of one block at Westminster, and
the commencement, but no more, of the com-
paratively small building at Lawrence-street.
The land at Bermondsey, purchased at least

six years a^o, remains unbuilt upon, and the

money paid for it lies idle and unpro-
ductive. Wo think, if the trustees desire

to stand well in public opinion, they should
give au explanation of this last fact. In
the absence of explanation it haa an ex-

tremely disagreeable appearance. They do
not state whore the site is, whether it

is covered with homes or is merely waste
land. If waste laud, there surely could be no
obstacle to its being built upon during the past

six years, and if it is land producing a rental

of some kind (and it would be diflioult to find

land in London which does not), the rental

for the past six years should appear in the

accounts, where we find no trace of it. The
laud at Lawrence-street, Chelsea, was, in like

manner, from five to six years in hand before

they commenced building upon it ; and, in

the absence of information, we are likewise

compelled to ask why that was also allowed to

remain so long unproductive, if it were so

(which is doubtful), and if it produced rental,

why does not the amount appear in the

accounts ? With respect to the second tru.st

of £300,000, it appears not to have been
available for building purposes till July last,

and the trustees have acquired by its means
three extensive sites at Bri.xton, Cheyne
Walk, Chelsea, and the Magdalen Hospital

Estate, at Southwark. How long these sites

will remain uncovered with new buildings we
have yet to learn. One of them, that at

Brixton, has been in hand long enough to pro-

duce a rental of £240 ; the others are unpro-
ductive.

Taking the whole period covered by the

first trust, we find tliat the trustees, with a

command of £150,000 and its accumulations,

have only erected four buildings, accommo-
dating 498 families, and commenced a fifth

for 68 families. Let us now see, by com-
parison, what the trustees might have done
had they been as active as others, working at

the same time, and with means much more
limited. The Improved Industrial Dwellings
Company was formed in 1863, more than a
year after the incorporation of the trustees, so

that, making every allowance for legal delays,

the two bodies may be taken to have been
working for the same period. The Company
began with a capital of only £30,000, which
has since been raised, as circumstances re-

quired, to £250,000. Up to the end of 1869,

they had built nine blocks of dwellings for

653 families, at a costof £127,051. The con-

trast with the Peabody trustees is very great,

aud exceedingly unfavourable to the trustees.

The funds of the company have been collected

with some difficulty. They have spent

£32,000 loss than the Peabody trustees, and
yet have provided dwellings for 155 addi-

tional families. To this we must add that the

same company has now in hand buildings at

Bethnal Green and Pimlico, to accommodate
another 220 families. With this example
before them, the public are surely entitled to

expect much greater results in the future from
the Peabody trustees. They hold the land,

they have the money at command to build

upou it, and it is intolerable that only one pile

of buildings should be carried on at a time,

and that at a " one-man-and-a-boy " rate,

while the applications of the poor who want
respectable homos crowd their books without

their having the means to supply them.

When we come, however, to consider the

question of the economy displayed by the

trustees, we are not sure whether their delay

is entirely a matter to be deplored. On two

former occasions {okle Building News, March

8, 1867, and February 21, 1868), we called

special attention to the outrageou^(ly extra-

vagant amounts that had been spent upon the

buildings then erected. The houses at Spital-

fields, deducting a large estimated proportion

for the shops, had cost as much as £3.37 per

tenement, and £161 per room ; at IslingtoD,

£273 per tenement, and £130 per room; ai

Shadwell, £224 per tenement, and £108 per

room ; and now we find that at Westminster
the expenditure has been at a similar extra-

vagant rate—viz., £326 per tenement, and
£135 per room. For permitting their archi-

tect to allow such enormous sums to be spent
on buildings which, thou;{h of solid and honest
workmanship, are studiously plain in their

interior fittings and finishings, and by no
means extremely ornamental in the exterior,

the trustees must have some difliculty in find-

ing an excuse. When they entered upon the
task of building dwellings for the poor there

were plenty of precedents to guide them, and
it should have Dcen their ta.sk to examine all

these, and decide upon the most suitable and
economical. The buildings of the several

London societies are no way inferior in com-
fort or solid and good workmauHhip to those

of the trustees, and had they been studied, as

they should have been, previous to the adoption

of the present plans, we might have seen

dwellings for quite double the number of

inmates with equal, if not greater comfort,

and at much le.ss cost. The following table

shows the cost of several other buildings of

the same class, none of them being in any way
inferior to the Peabody buildings, but in

many respects even superior. It was the duty
of the trustees to have improved upon these

models, and not to have retrograded :
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The three last buildings were put up by

their own architect, and, before committing

themselves without competition to the guid-

ance of this gentleman, it would have been

well if they had observed that his plans are

the most expensive which have yet been

executed.* The fund they administer is a

most sacred public trust, and should be

expended with the utmost caution and

• The co8t per room In loKeatre Buildings and
Streatltam Street Is Increasea very much by the

unusually heavy price paid for the land. J I this

amount (£0000) were subtracted in the former buildin g,

the cost per roojn >yould appear to be only about£tt
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economy. It snrely cannot be right to spend
from £130 to £160 upon rooms which others

have built for £50. That this has been done is

agreat waste ofthe capital, and a diminution of

the future income, for which all future genera-

tions of the poor of London must suffer. It

would be as far from our wish as it was from
Mr. Poabody's intention that the inmates of

hit houses should pay high rents to make up a
large dividend. But he certainly did mean
that the fund should be fairly remunerative.

His idea was that the hard working honest
poor should have greater home comfort for the
sam« amount they were hitherto compelled to

pay for little or no comfort, and he
wished to afford them this without
weakening their sense of honest independence
by extending it to them as a charitable dole.

All this has been proved to be practicable,

and easy of accomplishment when once suffi-

cient capital lias been raised to erect the
buildings. But it has not been done by the
Peabody trustees. The dwellings of the
Metropolitan Association, of the Society for
Improving the Condition of the Labouring
Classes, and of Mr. Gibbs, at Westminster, all

afford quite equal comfort to the tenants. They
are let at rents barely exceeding the Peabody
rents, and yet they pay fair dividends of from
4i to 6 per cent. Every inmate in them may
feel himself an independent man, paying fair

money for money's worth; but as the case stands
the Peabody tenants are to a certain degree
left to feel themselves recipients of a charity.

The return from rents is only just about
2 per cent. If the first cost of the
buildings had been less, the return might have
been double at the same rents ; no comfort
afforded to the tenants need have been
abridged in the slightest degree, and the re-

sult would have been a double ratio of increase
of the fund for future extensions. In so far
as the past expenditure is concerned these
things can truly be mourned over, but not
remedied. For the future there remains the
hope that as the large amounts of the second
and third donations, together with the
£150,000 left by Mr. Peabody's will, still

r«main intact, the trustees may adopt a dif-

ferent class of building, or exercise a stricter

personal surveillance over the estimates. Our
own opinion is that they should take the pub-
lic a little more into their confidence before,
and not after, they have spent their money.
We are sure that had they done so—had they
invited plans from all who had experience in

the matter, or thrown open their design and
execution to the competition of the building
professions, tliey would never have been guilty
of the folly of erecting dwellings for the
poor of London at a cost of £130 to £160 per
room.

A FEW FACTS ABOUT DRAINAGE.

A RECENT report of the Sanitary In-
spector of the town of Leek shows

that it IS nineteen years since he began to
keep a record of the various details bearing
upon the general economy of life in the town,
at the instance of the Registrar General, and
upon the prescribed form used in the statis-

tical department of his office ; and this re-
cord, kept in accordance with suggestions
from time to time made to him, Mr. Farrow,
by the chief officers of the Registrar-
General's Department, Dr. Farr and Captain
Clode, has been of the greatest assistance
and importance to the Improvement Commis-
lioners of the town in promoting the physical
and socia'i welfare of the inhabitants. During
the first few years of this period the subjects
of drainage and water supply were from time
to time talked of, and ultimately it was re-
solved to drain the town, and establish a
regular staff of sanitary officers. The sewer-
age works were commenced in 1858 and
finished in 1860, so that this record enables
a comparison to be made between the ten
years previous to the esUblishment of drain-
age work! Knd tb« aiue yearg since they have

been in operation, a length of time on each
side of the critical year which may reason-
ably be supposed to show a general result,

and whether the outlay of money made in

1858, 1859, and 1860, and the continued
maintenance of the sanitary staff, have been
justified.

Leek is not a large town, but may be con-
sidered to be nearly of an average size, the

population being now between ten and eleven
thousand, and it has increased during the

nineteen years in the proportion of 9 to 11.

During the ten years ending 1860 the total

number of deaths was 2819, being an aver-

age annual rate of 29 in every thousand of
those living, and the average age of those

who died during that poriod was 24-8 years.

During the nine years ending 1869 the total

number of deaths was 2242, being an aver-

age annual rate of 24 in every thousand of

the living, and the average age of those who
died during this period was 32-5 years.

According to the data given by Dr. Farr
in the census returns for the year 1868,

293,280 weeks' sickness were due to tlie

population of Leek during the ten years end-
ing 1860, and 233,792 weeks durino; the nine
years ending 1869, which, corrected for the

increase of population, shows the total

amount of sickness to be 50,755 weeks less

during the latter period than would have
occurred during the same time if the sani-

tary state of the town had continued the

same as it had been during the previous ten

years. The total number of deaths during
the nine years ending 1869 was 492 less than
would have occurred iu that time if the mor-
tality had continued unabated, and the 2242
persons who died during the nine years end-
mg 1869 lived 16,309 years longer than they
would have lived if they had died at the same
rate as those did in the previous years, which
is equivalent to an average increase of 7*7

years in the duration of each person's life.

Supposing the average cost of each person's
sickness to be five shillings per week (which
is a low estimate), it would follow that during
the last nine years £12,688 has been saved
to them. Of the 50,765 weeks' sickness pre-
vented, 16,917 is the number due to persons
between the ages of 15 and 65 years, and
these are the persons who may be taken to

be producers. Assuming a male person's
earnings to be ten shillings per week and a
female's five shillings, this represents a sav-
ing of £6343. In addition to this, there were
492 deaths prevented. Supposing the funeral
expenses consequent on each death to be £5,
there has been a charge upon the community
on this account of £2460 less than would
have been the case if the former state of
things had continued to exist, making
altogether during the last nine years a saving
of more than £21,000, besides the great in-

crease effected in the value of life, and the
moral and social improvements which always
attend such increased values.

There can surely be nothing more certain
than that the welfare of the poor is intimately
connected with that of the comparatively
rich, and at Leek we have the means of sepa-
rating the conditions of life of the two
classes, for there is a burial society which
consists of nearly all the poorer people, in-

cluding their children above the age of three
months, and which comprehends one-half of
the population. The society is not an insur-
ance society, and requires no accumulated
funds, but simply makes equal calls of one
penny per member as required. During the
nine years ending 1860 the number of mem-
bers of this society was, on the average of
those years, 4909, and the total number of
deaths 1199, the average uge at death being
20-4 years, and the total cost of funerals

£4539, being 188. 5Jd. per member ; whereas
during the nine years ending 1869, the ave-
rage number of membeis was 6142, the total
number of deaths 971, the average age at
death 26-3 years, and the total cost of funerals

£3884, being at the rate of only 129, 7|d. per

member. Corrected for the increased num-
ber of members during the second period, it

will be seen that the total number of deaths
during this time would have been, according
to the old state of things, 1497, instead of the
actual number, 971 ; and the total cost of
funerals £5676, instead of £3884. The
total cost of the sewerage works did not ex-
ceed ISs. per head of the population, so that
their cost would seem to have been paid off

within three years of their construction.

These being the facts of the case, let us
see what are the conditions under which they
have obtained. It is generally understood
that the quality of the water supply of a
town, and the manner in which the sewage is

conveyed away from the habitations of men,
are the two chief agencies of health or of
disease. As to the water supply of Leek,
there are no wells in the town—wells which
are the fruitful sources of much disease in

other towns. The town has been supplied
with water for a great number of years from
the hills several miles off, the water from
which is originally very pure, but, until re-

cently, was much contaminated in its passage
to the town, and very deficient in quantity.

Those persons who were not supplied with
water from this source took it from the river

which runs by the town, and which has its

source in the same range of hills. The
general character of this water is unquestion-
ably good, as, indeed, most waters derived
from hill sources are. The Leek Improve-
ment Commissioners, however, have not rested

satisfied with tliis, but have secured for the
town the very best part of this water, viz.,

the copious springs issuing from sandstone
rocks. To bring a supply of water into a
town, however, and make no provision for

carrying it away from dwellings after it has
been used, is almost to do nothing to improve
the sanitary state of a town. The greater

part of the ground under the feet of the

people of Leek is of an absorbent nature, and
previous to the proper drainage of the town
the liquid sewage had been absorbed into it

for so long a time that it had become, as it

were, sodden with it, and for many years be-
fore the town was drained, of which we
have but trustworthy records of ten, this sew-
age-sodden ground had rendered the town
very unhealthy. If the ground had been of
a less absorbent nature, the necessities of

drainage would probably have forced them-
selves on the attention of the inhabitants as

a matter of convenience long befoie they
did as a matter of health.

The particular manner in which Leek was
drained, in respect of the construction of the

sewers, can hardly be a matter of public

interest, but one or two points may bo men-
tioned which may be so. One of the chief

features of the work is that both sewers and
house drains were freely ventilated, about
200 pipes being carried up the walls of houses
in various parts of the town, so as to carry up
the sewage gases above the roofs of the houses.

Care was taken that none of these pipes

should terminate near to bedroom windows.
The upper ends of the house drains were pre-

ferred as the best points at which to make
the connections between the drains and the

ventilating pipes, those places being the

places at which the light sewage gases, sul-

phuretted hydrogen and carburretted hydro-
gen, have a natural tendency to accumulate,
and it was thought that if a rigid system of

trapping all openings at the ground level

were adopted without providing some proper

means of escape for the foul air of the drams
when it should be displaced by the flow of

water down the drains, it would bo driven into

the houses, and so these connections wore
made to afford it an outlet above the roofs

of the houses, where it was believed it would
be harmless—would become destroyed or

chemically changed, or at least would become
so much diluted as to be harmless. The
Medical Officer of HeaUh and the Sanitary

Inspector ore quite of opinioo, after escpcrienee,
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that this veutihition of tlie drains has con-

tributed iiuioh to tlio beueficial results that

have undoubtedly followed the drainage of

the town.

It may be said—Mr. Bawlinson has said it

—that to reduce the rate of mortality in a

town to no less than 24 in the thousand is

nothing to boast of ; and that remark would
seem to be very applicable to towns in

general, but there arc peculiarities of the

trade of Leek that make it highly probable

that it is impossible to reduce it much below
that rate. Large numbers of the population

are employed in silk factories, and tnere are

sufficient reasons why this employment has a
tendency to deteriorate their health.

The only other point, perhaps, that need be
mentioned as of interest, is that the Bew;ij;o is

utilised in inigatiag about 100 acres of grass

land close to the town. Many persons object

to this mode of sewage utilisation, because
they think it must be unhealthy to live near
land so irrigated. That has not been found
to be the case at Leek. There the land lies

chiefly on the side of the town that is said to

be the most objectionable—viz., the touth and
south-west. The whole population reside

within half a mile of some portion or other of
this irrigated land, and a thousand of them
within 100 yards of it, and in no case has it

been observed that the proximity of this

land has had any injurious effect on the health
of the persons residing nearest to it. There
is a peculiarity in the case which is a proof
of this. In their desire to avoid litigation,

.the Town Commissioners gratuitously gave to

the landowners the use of the sewage, with
the provision that in case it should ever
thereafter prove to be a nuisance the Com-
missioners were to resume possession of it.

This they would now gladly do, in order to be
able to demand payment for it, and their
ofiScers are always watching for an oppor-
tunity to establish a charge of nuisance on
this irrigation, but hitherto have been unable
to do so.

On the wbole, Mr. FaiTOw's report must
be considered to be a signal proof of the
advantages of proper sanitary works and regu-
lations in a town, and also of the importance
of keeping an accurate record of passing
events, which enables future legislation to be
based on truth instead of guess-work.

CONCRETE BUILDING AT
TWICKENHAM.

A ROW of five dwelling houses, with shops,
-^^ is now in course of erection close to
the Railway Station, Twickenham, upon the
estate of C. P. Swanton, Esq., by Messrs.
Hooper and Corpe, of Park Prospect, West-
minster. They are of three stories in height
and the walls aro constructed entirely of
concrete, composed of gravel dug upon the
spot, with Thames ballast from the neighbour-
hood, and Portland cement. What is particu-
larly noticeable, however, is a very great
simplification and improvement in the ordinary
concrete building apparatus, invented by Mr
Hooper, and used experimentally for the first

time in these buildings. In this improved
apparatus the upright iron angle pieces, which
form a prominent feature in the ordinary
apparatus, are altogether dispensed with, their
place being supplied by boards carefully
adjusted to the proper angles, and which
themselves form panels of tlio framing-.
Another improvement is that the panels are
joined to the uprights by a simple hook and
eye arrangement, whereby all bolts and nuts
are entirely dispensed with, and the shiftings
of the apparatus are performed in a fraction
of the time commonly required. In the next
place the cores used to connect the opposite
sides of the framing are simple pieces of flat

iron, which, when withdrawn, leave no per-
ceptible hole in the wall. The round cores
commonly used leave, of course, a hole of
their vwn shape and size, the imperfect filling

up of which often permits of an entry for
vermin. These Hat cores are fixed in their
proper places without nuts and screws by the
simple means of a pin dropping into a slot.

In addition to these advantages, the framing
has been constructed of the depth of two
feet, instead of the ordinary depth of eighteen
inches, and the walls have been successfully
carried up at the former rate per day. They
are now raised to their full height, the roof is

being fixed, and the result, which is eminently
satisfactory, may be inspected by any person
interested in the subject. Messrs. Hooper
and Corpe are so well satisfied with this first

experiment with their improved apparatus,
which has effected a great economy both of

time and labour, that they intend to continue
its use in all their future concrete buildings,

and those who desire to see it in practical use
will shortly have an opportunity of viewing it

in the construction of several pairs of concrete
villas upon the same estate, the first of which
is already laid out, and will bo immediately
commenced.

ON OENAMENTAL IKON WORK.

ON Monday last Mr. J. M. Capes, M.A., of
Balliol College, Oxford, delivered his fourth

lecture on ornamental iron»7ork, to a largo audi-
ence in the Lecture Theatre of the South Ken-
sington Musemn. On the table were a num-
ber of choice specimens of ornamental fire-

screens, gratings, &o., some being several centuries
old. Referring to these, Mr. Capes said that he
very much doubted whether any workers in iron
at the present day could produce specimens of their

skill at once so beautiful in design and so perfect
in execution. He did not deny that in these
specimens there were many faults, but they were
so far above the average run of mo<lern produc-
tions that they might almost be said to approach
perfection. He knew that there were many
workers in iron who could turn out a good copy
of perhaps any piece of work, but such was not
the way the specimens exhibited before them had
been prodnoed. From a slight sketch furnished to
the producer of any one of these specimens, he had
supplied the ornamentation by drawing upon the
resources of his own artistic feeling, and of his own
skilled hand. The production of ornamental iron-
work in the present day was impossible unless the
worker himself was something more than a mere
copyist. He must be an artist, and be able to
appreciate and to execute what is beautiful. It
was a misnomer to call his occupation a trade.
Trade meant something entirely different. Iron-
work was, in the truest sense of the word, an art.

Referring to the collection of ornamental iron-work
in the Museum, Mr. Capes observed that it repre-
sented but a few of the specimens that had been
left uninjured by the wars occurring in Europe
during the last 500 years. Still they bore sufficient

testimony to the existence of artistic workers in

iron in the middle ages, such as might be sought
for now in vain. The idea in the minds of most
people in regard to modern English and foreign
work was that in the former case everything was
sacrificed to durability and strength, and in the
latter to exterior show. To a certain extent this

might be true, but whether it was so now or not,
such a contrast certainly did not exist in former
days, for then our countrymen were artists as well
as workmen. In illustration of what he said he
pointed to some specimens 'of English ironwork
replete withthe tasteful ornamentation he extolled,
and then proceeded to refer to the various uses to
which light ironwork might be adapted. Pre-
mising that the employment of open iron-work
wasall but illimitable, Mr. Capes, in strong terms,
condemned the present mode of protecting the
stained glass windows of churches with wire net-
work, which disfigured not merely the windows
protected, but the churches also. Why should
not there be delicate networks of light wronght-
iron, ample enough to protect the windows from
the missiles of the malicious, but yet so fragile as
not to prevent the light from streaming into the
buildings ? There would, it is true, be an increase
of cost, but we could not expect beauty without
paying for it, and after all, when hundreds of
pounds had to be paid for a window, it was surely

wiirth while to pay a little more to prevent the

outer guard from being a disfiguremeut to the
whole church itself. Light ornamental ironwork
might also le used with advantage in pianos, in

place of the eoived wood-work ia ftont of moit I

of them, and also as a protection to thoie windows
on a level, or nearly so, with much frequented
thoroughfares. Again, similar work mlRht beuied
in lieu of the present cases of organs, which wera
generally very ugly. The great obatacle totbenae
of light wrought Iron wa« its old enemy—cheap
iron casting, which had kept people ignorant of
what the Bkilleil workman conid do with the
former. Mr. Capes then strongly urged his
hearers to practice ornamental ironwork by taking
as models such specimens in theMusenm aamight
strike their fancy. They ought not to aim too high
at first, but becontent,as when learningamasical
instrument, to practise the " scales" of their
art. By doing this they would add to their
handiness and skill. The lecturer next dwelt
upon the importance of learning to draw, and
for this purpose he said the Art School in the
Museum and the schools throughout the country
afforded ample facilities. Stu<lent8 should not
strive so much to draw landscapes or things of
that kind as to make straight hues, onrvos, ice,
to which they were likely at any time in the
course of trade to have to apply their skill. Fram
that they misht pass on to acquire some facility
in handling the paint brash. By this means they
would both train their eyes and hands, and they
would be enabled, when called upon, to give a
sketch of a work in their craft, gracefully ana
correctly drawn upon paper. As his hearers werd
aware, persons often required a particular work
executed of which they bad a vague notion
fioating through their heads, and in such cases it

would be most advantageous to the workman if

he could produce it upon paper, without running
the risk of executing the work and finding it un-
satisfactory to the intending purchaser. In such
cases it was not necessary that the drawing
should be highly finished, but though it might be
bold and rough, it might also be true and capable
of conveying an idea of what the work would bo
when done. Looking at the matter in every way,
he could not but think that a knowledge of draw-
ing would add materially to the skill and
cleverness of those who possessed it. In all heavy
work, the fingers were sure to lose their sensi-

tiveness, unless something was done to retain it,

and in no way could this be done better than by
practice in drawing. Unless the art workman
took care to keep his fingers in order, ho might
be said to be spoiling his tools, for just as certain

ordinary tools required sharpening and grinding,

so also the fingers required to be exercised on
delicate objects, in order to preserve their

sensitiveness. In conclusion, Mr. Capes said

that if his hearers took his advice in respect to

drawing, they would be thankful for having
acquired that art to that end of their lives.

Mr. Capes delivers his fifth lecture next
Monday.

«
THE DOUGLAS (ISLE OF MAN) COM-

PETITION.

WE are glad to see that Mr. Ellison's

praiseworthy opposition to the csurse
adopted by the Manx authorities in the matter of

the late Isle of Man House of Assembly Competi-
tion has been successful. For more than a year
the matter has been in a state of uncertainty.

The publication by Mr. Ellison of his plan side

by side with that of the architect to whom, in

defiance of the conditions of the competition, the
premium had been awarded, at once enlisted the
public feeling of the island in his favour, and
this sympathy was thoroughly endorsed by us
and the opinion of several professional men of

high standing. Last week the matter was once
more brought before the Tynwald Court, and
the decision of the committee rejected by 17 votes

to 4, all the plans being rejected, and the com-
mittee being directed to report to the Court what
amount should be paid to Mr. Burnett, the

architect to whom the award of the first pre-

mium has been recommended, for his modified

plans and otherexpenses.and—whafmay possibly

turn out a more serious matter than the Court
apparently expect—how far it stands pledged to

the other architects who had competed. The
Manx people aro to be congratulated on their

escape from the adoption of a plan which
appeared the least likely to answer its purpose,
and was certainly by far the most expensive ;

the competing architects suifer, but wc think
even they will rejoice at the reversal of a foolish

decision which may clear the way, for some sensible

coturse of action.

It is said that there are at the present time lbr«4

tbeusR&d h9M«« t9 let in wd aroimd Batt«r$««>
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EFFECT OF SUDDEN) LOADS ON CAST IRON.

BRITTLE substances are usually defined

b3' physicists as those in which the

force of coliesion is comparatively weak.
Their particles or component atoms are there-

fore held somewhat loosely together, and
when exposed to strains of certain descrip-

tions possess little or no resistance. It will

probably here be observed that many brittle

substances are endowed with very considerable

powers of resistanca to a crushing force,

although they display but very feeble tensile

strength. This is no doubt true. Cast iron,

for instance, will stand a direct crushing force

of fifty tons to the square inch, while its

tensile strength is only eight tons to the square
inch. But the real strength of the material

is only to be depended upon when the crushing
force is applied in a particular manner. It is

not so much a question of the amount of the

force, as of the manner in which its action is

exerted. When it is stated that cast iron will

bear a crushing or compressive strain of fifty

tons per square inch, it is always presumed
that the strain is applied to the material in a
similar mode to that which prevailed at the

experiments which fixed that constant.

Whenever the weight of fifty tons, or other

crushing weight, is imposed upon a square inch
of cast iron, it is supposed to be by gradual and
almost imperceptible increments, commencing
with a very small weight, and terminating
with that which ultimately determines the

fracture of the specimen under experiment.
If, on the contrary, the weight be applied sud-
denly and violently, the material will yield to

one very much less in amount. It is this lia-

bility to give way under a sudden strain that

has rendered engineers so very cautious in

emplojTng the material in any situation where
it might perhaps inadvertently be exposed to

its influence. By an excess of caution, cast

iron is frequently, from the same cause,

debarred from being applied to numerous use-
ful purposes to which it is perfectly well

suited, and in which it might be adopted with-

out the slightest fear of disastrous or unforeseen
consequences. It is, no doubt, advisable,

especially for young members of the profes-

sion to be " on the safe side," as it is termed,

but ' nevertheless, while adhering to the
example of precedence, and the result of
experience, one must not be afraid to employ
a constructive material simply because
ito employment has been in some instances

attended by failure ; however, it should
not be forgotten that the majority of these

failures occurred in the early days of rail-

ways, and were due more to the incom-
j)etency and rash judgment of the designers

.of the structures than to any real defect in

.the material.

At present it may be safely presumed that
lOur knowledge of the nature, properties, and
'Capabilities of oast iron under strain is more
complete than it previously was, and it might
therefore be concluded that bridges and other
structures of that material were not likely in

future to be subject to such contingencies. No
doubt such accidents are rare, but that they still

happen is demonstrated most absolutely by the
occurrence that took place recently at the

•bridge of Elkantara, in Algeria. A description

of this bridge will be apropot to our present

article, and very instructive to those who may
have the designing of works of the same or

eimilar character. In the first place let us
briefly relate the accident. A roller of five

tons in weight was traversing the bridge
backwards and forwards for the purpose of
cnishing the metalling and bringing it to a
smooth surface. On a sudden the roadway
gave way. The horses attached to the roller

•ere able to maintain it for a few minutes in

« suspended condition, while the driver out
t;be tracew, when it disappeared into the gulf
beneati with equal noise and rapidity. The

ravine across which the bridge of Elkantara

is thrown, is nearly 400ft. in depth, so that

both driver and hoi-ses had a very near escape

of being dashed to pieces. The span of the

bridge, wliich is wholly of cast iron, is 184ft.

and the clear width between parapets 33ft.

There is not the slightest difficulty in the pre-

sent instance in arriving at the cause of the

accident. It was the breaking of one of the

cast iron plates constituting the roadway,
under the heavy rolling load brought upon it.

There are altogether five arched ribs com-
posing the framework or main girders of the

bridge, two of which are the face or outside

ribs, and the othere the interior or intermediate

ones. These latter are spaced about Oft. 9in.

apart, and the whole are braced togetlier by
cross girders and trussing, also of cast iron.

The transverse girders are of a plain X
section. Upon the intermediate arched ribs

are placed the cast-iron road plates, their span

being nearly equal to the distance between

the centres of those ribs, which is evidently a

long span for cast-iron plates in the situation

under description. The plates are slightly

cambered, and their average thickness is

0-8in. That of the metalling is about \Q\m.
The framework of the structure was not in

any degree aitected by the accident.

A glance at the construction of the bridge

at ouco points out that the contingency was,

in the miin, due to an attempt at false

economy. The design clearly was to dispense

with the usual transverse soad beams, and
make the cast-iron plates do the double duty
of acting as road plates and girders at one
and the same time. The shape and section

of material that will answer perfectly for a

road plate pure and simple, where the span

does not exceed 3ft. or 4ft., is not by
any means adapted to situations where the

span becomes nearly 10ft. It is somewhat
extraordinary that the French engineers,

who, as a rule, calculate the action and effects

of strains upon bridges a great deal more
precisely than we do, should not have
appreciated the exact nature of the case. At
the very first sight, a road plate of cast iron

nearly 10ft. in span is a veiy unusual piece

of construction, and it could not fail to strike

one that in that position it would be acted

upon by other strains than that of compres-
sion. Oast iron in the shape of a road plate is

not adapted to undergo tensile or transverse

strain, and even in the best form, namely
that of Mr. Ilodgkinson's girder, it is not

altogether reliable under a heavy irapactive

or concussive load. In addition to these
theoretical objections, there are also otliers of

a prictical nature. Wiien the ratio of the

thickness of the plates to their superficial

dimensions is considered, it is not an easy task

to ensure that the casting should be thoroughly,

uniformly, and homogeneously manufactured.
Any flaw in it, which might, under loss trying
circumstances, be of no importance, would
be fatal to a plate in the situation it was placed
in at the bridge of Elkantara. Ou the score of

weight, both cast iron plates, and the still

older practice of using brick arches, to carry

the roadwayare objectionable. They are now
nearly obsolete with us. Wrought iron corru-

gated or buckled plates are the means usually

employed by English engineers for supporting
the roadway of public bridges, but even in that

case their span does not attain to the dimen-
sions of the cast iron plates which have been
just described. The cross girders of a bridge
require depth, the road plates, superficies, and
it is impossible to combine the two in one
without the chance of danger, or incurring
an unwarrantable expense.

GOSSIP FROM GLASGOW.
(Feom Oue Own Cokkespondent.)

GLASGOW has long boasted that she is " the
second city in the empire." If the con-

templated municipal extension had been permitted
by an Imperial Parliament, and if the amount of
average ba accepted as the criterion of precedence,

it is jnst possible that she might shortly have been
" the first." However, as Burns says, " the
best laid-schemeso' mice an' men gang aft agley,"
and Glasgow must be nieauwhilo contented
within her old circumvallation. But—again to
quote our national bard—"its comin' yet for a'

that," for sooner or later, Glasgow, like Saturn,
mnst swallow her own children. Or, giving the
illustration another turn in the kaleidoscope, the

districts sought to be included in the municipal
extension are either the begotten or the foster

children of Glasgow, which, enjoying all the
advantages of the relationship, would be free

from the obligations. This anomalous state of
matters of course cannot continue, and the
pretty suburbs and petty burghs must one day,

with what grace they may, yield to the inevitable.

If it is mortifying to me to write that

Glasgow is still the second city in the empire, it

is with no less pride that I quote from the play-

bills that the stage of the Glasgow Theatre
Royal is " now the greatest working stage in

Britain." Let us be thankful that we have
something " greatest," be it even the talent of

trumpeting.

Since I last wrote, the profession has sustained

a more than common loss by the death of James
Henderson. I was not intimately acquainted
with Mr. Henderson, but I well know his works ;

and I have now to siy of them what I wish I had
said earlier. Mr. Henderson neither occupied

a prominent position in the profession nor en-

joyed an extensive practice, and this partly

because of his modest and unobtrusive nature.

Hence his works are comparatively few, but they

are all characterised by many and even peculiar

e.xcollences. His favourite style was the Italian,

and for this, " staled by custom," he found new
features and gave new details. And while his

works show much originality, this originality is

always subject to judgment, and over all there is a
mellow refinement, as, overthedayoompleted,thcre
is a softer radiance in the setting sun. I believe

that no architect iu Glasgow better understood
Italian architecture than did Mr.Hender3on,if , in-

deed, so well ; and it is to be regretted that an
artist of such great abilities did not make mora
opportunities for their exercise :

—

Men's evil manners live in brass j their virtues

We write in water.

Leaving the practice of copper-plate to those

whose business It is, our Water Committee are

somewhat tardily about to give a lesson in

aquagraphy. A fountain is thought to be an
appropriate public memorial of the late Lord
Provost Stewart, in whose civic reign the Loch
Katrine water supply was brought into GUsgow,
and accordingly it has been resolved that such a

memorial be erected in the garden of Kelviu

Grove Park ; that designs, with probable cost, be

advertised for; and that a premium not exceeding

£50 be given for the design that may be

accepted. Glasgow architects and others have
been recently interested in another fountain

—

one to be erected in Alexandria (Dumbartonshire)

in honour of Mr. Smollett, the Lord of the Manor,

a collateral relative of the novelist. Desigui were

advertised for, and the successful competitors are

Meesrs. Adamson and MacLeod, of Glasgow.

As the Wallace Monument has been almost

wholly a West of Scotland crotchet, its claim to

be called " National " has been thought by soma

to be presumptuous. This claim will, however,

soon, be incoutestably catiblished, for the monu-
nieat is, characteristically enough, about to b3

converted into a publichouse, 'Tis thus that

Scotland delights to honour the memory of her

great and good ! Burns's birthplace is a common
alehouse, just because it is his birthplace. An
excursionsists' inn flourishes by his Classic

cenotaph on the " banks an' braes o' bonny

Doon ;
" and no less a one than Bnrns himself

having said tUat " Whiskey and freedom gang

thcgither," there seems to be something sin-

gularly appropriate in the licensing as a public-

house of a monument to the great Scottish

patriot. In Glasgow we have the association of

ideas no more than suggested—but we all know
the value of ".snggestiveness " in art—in John

Knox upon a Doric column of the proportions of

a beer barrel. In the neighbouring town of

Dumbarton they are associating drinking with

education, the classroom of the Gr.immar Schoo

being a drinking booth for the assembly-room,

but this, too, is " national," for has not Burns

himself said of "guid Scots' drink," that

—

It waukens wit, it kindles lear,

An' pangs us fu' o' knowledge.
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I will probably recur to this Dumbarton
Oraminar School and Aaseinljly-room, as " thereby

hangs a tale" of ccjuaiderable interest to the

architectural profesaion.

Dr. Zcrili has been lectnring to the Haldane
Academy with considerable acceptance. His

subjects were "Prehistoric Art," " Eastern Art,"

aLd " Classical Art," and hi.s treatment of all

was alike given and reoeired with much hearty

enthusiasm.

I went on a recent Sabbath evening to hear a

lecture on •' Michael Angelo," by a minister of

ths Kirk of Scotland. The subject wa'< not
" improved," and the lecture was little more
than a dry narrative of the lite of the great

sculptor. The subject of lecture of the preceding

Sabbath was " John Knox," and Knox so closely

followed by Buonarotti indicates that art, like

ivy, is getting round the Scottish lOrk.

A Masonic hall of a handsome character has
been spoken of. Such hall acoommndntion is

mnch needed in Glasgow, for the City Hall is too

large for ordinary purposes, the Queen's Rooms
are too far west, and the central and elegant

Merchants' Hall is about to be converted into a

Hall of Justice for the convenience of the

sheriffs. This project may, however, be some-
what chilled by a larger proposal to build a suite

of balls, of various sizes, on one of the most
eligible sites in the city—central, and with an
extensive frontage to several streets, two of them
thoroughfares.

As the earth will one day fall into the sun, so

has the Architectural Society fallen into the

Philosophical. The ultimate fate of either it

would be rash to conjecture. At one time the

Architectural could support itself without the aid

of either a crutch or a guardian angel. Excellent

essays were then regularly read, and these were
generally followed by animated disoussiona. The
annual general meeting was then something to be
alike looked forward to and back upon. Invita-

tions were issued to the presidouts of the several

learned societies, to artists, and others interested

in art, and addresses were delivered by not only
professional men, but also by those valuable
outsiders who show up architecture from other,

and often from original, points of view. The
walls of the halls and rooms were covered with
drawings of the chief architectural labours of the
year, with illusti'ations of ancient and modern
art, and with curtains, carpets, paper hangings,
painted panels, and other means and appliances
towards domestic comfort and elegance; while
on the floor were sculptures, models, building
materials, furniture, and long rows of stands
laid over with books and kindred illustrations of

all appertaining to a house, the whole forming
an instructive and most interesting little " Exhi-
bition." And next day this " Exhibition " was
thrown open to the public wholly free of charge.
The tables at the annual general meeting have
more recently been covered, bat with "plates"
from neither the burin of Piranesi nor the graver
of Jewitt, and designed for solely th? one art of
" carving." Some of the ancients thought that
the seat of the intellect was the stomach. The
Architectural Society, although somewhat
slowly, may have come to a similar conclusion,
and it would be blameworthy indeed did it not
act upon its convictions. How it will flourish
under its new local habitation, if not name, time,
and, perchance, your correspondent, will show.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT a special general meeting of members only,

held on Monday, the 21st of February, 1870,
Mr. H. Currey, Fellow, in the chair, the notice
convening the meeting having been read, the
various subjects pcoposed for consideration were
brought forward in turn, viz. ;

—

THE EOIAL ACADEMY EXHIBITIOlf.

The correspondence which had passed between
the Council and Mr. Sydney Smirke, R.A., on the
subject of the accommodation provided for archi-
tectural drawings at the Royal Academy Exhi-
bition, having lieen produced, Mr. J. P. Seddon,
Hon. Sec, explained that at the close of last session
the Council had received a memorial signed by
five Fellows of the Institute, calling attention to
the fact that the gallery originally intended to be
devoted to Architecture had bocn otherwise ap-
propriated at the last Exhibition of the Ruyal
Academy. A committee had been appointed to
Qongider this memniial, and, actii.g on their re.

port, the Council had directed a letter on the sub-

ject to be addressed to Mr. Smirke, K.A., whose
reply (dnted 2lBt December, 1869) had been
already printed in the Institute Notice Paper
(No. 6 of this session), and circulated among
the members.
Another letter, dated 2l8t February, 1870, was

then read from Mr. Smirke, expressing his regret

at being prevented by illness from attending the

special meeting, and stating that the south
eastern gallery at the Royal Academy (41ft. by
31ft.) was set apart for the exhibition of arclii-

tccturul drawings, and in the event of spare wall

space being left, for such water colour drawings
as would not interfero with the effect of the other
works exhibited in the same gallery.

After some discussion it was resolved " That
the Council be in.structed to acknowledge the
courteous letter received from Mr. Smirke,
and to request him to bring under the notice of

the Royal Academy the importance of leaving to

its architectural members the selection of drawings
sent to the Royal Academy for exhibition, which
course, if adopted, would, in the opinion of

this meeting, meet the wishes of the architectural
profession generally."

It was further resolved " That this Institnte in-

vite its members to do their utmost to promote a
good Architectural Exhibition at the Royal
Academy this year."

TEBM OF OrFICE FOE HON. SECRETAEIES.

Before the discussion on this subject com-
menced, J. P. Setldon, stated that, in order

to facilitate its free consideration by the

meeting, he desired to make known his iniention

of retiring from the office of H on. Secretary for

Home Duties.

After some discussion, it was moved and
seconded " That it is expedient that no honorary
secretary shall remain in office for a period ex-
ceeding five years." But the motion, having
been put to the vote in due form, was lost.

Mr. Seddon, however, still expressed his inten-

tion of resigning the hon, secretaryship.

PaOFESSIONAIi PEACTICH.

Attentionbivin? bcei called to a Parliamentary
Report on Hmigerford Bridge and the Welling-
ton-street Viaduct, conaining an appendix headed
"Papers handel n by H. Cole, O.B., 3rd May,
1869," it was res i

! cd " That the consideration of

this subject be refn ed to a committee consisting
of the vice-presidents and honorary secretary,

mth power to add to their number."

THB LATE W. BtlBN, F.B.I.B.A.

The Chairman announced that the Council
had with much regret received intelligence of

the death of Mr. William Burn, one of the original

members of the Institute.

Professor Donaldson having alluded to the

deceased gentleman in terms of great respect, it

was unanimously resolved " That a letter ot con-
dolence be addressed to Mrs. Burn, on the occasion

of her recent bereavement."

AECHITEOTUEAL ART CLASSES.

The following recommendation of the council,

passed by resolution on the21st inst. was reported

:

" That a donation of £50 be contributed, out of

the funds of the Institute, towards the establish-

ment (and first year's expenses) of the Archi-
tectural Art Classes, now in course of formation
under a general committee of management."
The business of the special general meeting then
terminated.

At the ordinary general meeting on Monday
evening last,

Mr. Seddon announced that, at the request of

the Council, he had withdrawn his resignation of

the office of Hon. Sec. for Home Duties (which he
announced at a special general meeting of mem-
bers on the 2l8t ult.) He would consent to serve

for the remainder of the present session, and
would allow his name to be put in nomination
for next year.

Professor DONALDSON stated that a letter had
been received from the hon. sec. of the S. Louis
Institute of Architects, inviting the Royal
Institute to interchange correspondeni e with that

body, and asking for certain information, which
the Professor had supplied.

Mr. Seddon directed attention to some speci-

mens of American marbles from quarries sitnae
on the shores of Lake Champagne, Vermont, which
were ( xhiliited. T he qu.irries were opened in

1868-69. The State Geolojpst of Vermont saTf,

respecting these quarries, " The beds dip to the
east at an angle of from 10 to 16 deg., aud rua
north and south, and contain a great variety of
marbles. The average thickness of the beda ig

more than 100ft, I never saw larger deposits of
marble."

Mr. Mason, a representative of the quarry
owners, was preaent, and in answer to viirious

inquiries, he said that, so fnr as the marbles had
yet been tested, they received a polish easily.

They were sold in New York at the present time,

in the square block, at an average of aboDt 'Mi.

per cubic foot. American architects were of
opinion that these marbles were much harder
than Italian murldes. But the great beauty of
the marble was the large size of the blocks that
could be obtained. The strata were about 6ft. thick,

so that columns 6ft. diameter could be obtained
of any length.

Professor RjutB thought that the marbles in

question were more fit for ornamental than
structural purposes, i.e., for chimney-pieoep,
linings, &c., and taking into account their heauty

and cheapness, be thought there was a wide field

for their introduction in a decorative sense. The
Professor said it was an interesting thing to

notice, in this connection, that marble pavements
are being brought down to such a low price as to
enable them to compete with tiles. He was told

that a very good marble pavement coald now be
made for two shillings per foot super, exclusive of
laying.

Professor Donaldson then read two papers,

as follows :

—

" A Notice of the Inscriptions (comm mly called

the Testanientum August!) in the Temple of
Augustus and Rome, at Ancyra."

" On Autograph Drawings of the Great Masters
of Architecture, preserved in the Libraries, &c., of

Italy and other countries."

\Ve hope to give abstracts of these papers next
week. A discussion followed, In which Messrs.

Wyatt Papworth, Talbot Bury, J. P. Seddon,

and E. P. Spiers, Sir M. Digby Wyatt, and
Professor Zerr took part. Professor Donaldsoa
having replied and acknowledged the customary
vote of thanks, the meeting adjoiurned.

THE NEW BUILDINGS FOR THE POST
OFFICE.

THE works of the new buildings to supple-

ment the existing General Post Office ara

making great progress. The excavatiins are

nearly completed, and the vaults under the

basement have been commenced. The building

will consist of four floors, excltisive of basement.

The basement floor will be kept for store-rooms

and other purposes, and in the centre will be a
large room, 80ft. by 60ft., which will be devoted
entirely to the telegraphic department as a
battery room On the uround floor there will be

a large public office, 79ft. by 52ft., which will be

devoted to business connecied with money orders,

registered letters, post-oifice savings banks, and
the receipt of telegraphic messages. The princi-

pal entrance will be in the centre ot the S.

Martin's-le-Grand fugade, immediately opposite

the portico of the existing bailding. There will

be a private entrance for the Post Master-

General, whose rooms will be on the ground
floor, and there will also be a spacious apart-

ment provided for deputations. The remaining

rooms on the ground floor will be occupied by the

Accountant-General and his staff, which is a very

large one. There will be two other entrancei

from the street, one of which will be for the ex-

clusive use of the telegraph staff. On the first

floor the secretaries, si>licitor9, and the staff will

be located. The whole of the second floor will

be occupied by clerks, and the third floor will be

taken by the telegraph department. In the

centre of this floor will be the instrument room,

131ft. by 80ft., to the right and left of which

will be smaller instrument rooms, and private

rooms for the telegraph engineer and his staff.

There will also be retiring rooms, lavatories, and
refreshment-rooms. The corridors on each floor

of the building will be 10ft. wide, and tl:e rooms
on every floor will be lofty, spacious, and well-

lighted.

The principal front of the building will face

S. Martin's-le-Grand, and will be 286ft. 5in. long.

The ends, facing Newgate and Angel-streeto, will

each be 144ft. long. The building will be faced

with Portland stone, set on a granite base, and
will be bold and prominent. The existing

General Post Oflice will he to a slight extent
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dwarfed by it* new neighbour, the height of the

old bnilding being about uOft., while the new one
will stand 20ft. aboTe it. The ground floor will

hare an altitude of 15ft., the first floor, IGft. Cin.,

the second floor, 15ft ; the third floor, howeyer,
Taries in height. The large instrument room will

hare a circular ceiling, 25ft. high iu the centre,

whilst the height of the otherrooms on the same
floor will be ISft. The contract for the bnilding,

which has been taken by Messrs. Brass, of Old-
street, S. Luke's, amonnts to £129.718 17s., and
the works are (according to the Obserrer) to be
completed by December 31»t., 1871. Mr. Williams
is the architect.

MIDIi.\XD COUN'TIES MIDDLE CLASS
IDIOT ASYLUM.

IN reference to this competition, the following
report has been receired from Mr. Waterhouse,

the gientleman nominated by the competitors as
consulting architect

Midland Counties Idiot Asylum.

To A. F. Godson, Esq., lion. Secretary of the
Committee.

Dear Sir,—I bog to report that since my
appointment as referee, I have paid two special
visits to Birmingham, to inspect the 15 design?
submitted in tliLs competition ; after a careful
examination of them, I have formed the opinion,
as I hare had the opportunity of personally
explaining ti the committee, that the design
bearing the motto " Comfort and Convenience "

is, on the whole, the best, as regards its internal
arrangements, its external architectural effect, and
its general conformity to the conditions of the
competition.

The design throughout is marked by great
(implicity in its general construction and in its

plan. The First Class Patients' Rooms are 12ft.
square by 12ft. high. The dormitories for second
class patients give 650 cubic feet her bed, and
the infirmary 1050.

The buildings proposed to be erected first would
accommodate 104 patients, viz., 32 first class, and
72 second class, while the entire design shows
accommodation ifor 268.

With regard to the important 'question of
cost, the authors of " Comfort and Convenience "

frankly state their opinion that the sum named
(£8000) would be insufiicient to carry out the
first portion of the buildings, though I observe that
some of the other competitors are sanguine of
being able to accomplish it. I am myself inclined
to think that the latter are mistaken, but if it

should so happen that bnilding operations can be
carried out m the neighbourhoo<l chosen by the
committee at an exceptionally low rate, I must
still express my opinion that the design " Comfort
and Convenience," in the matter of cost, would
be the mcwt advantageoas of the whole number for
the committee to adopt, on account of its simplicity
and the almost total absence of any mere
ornamental features.—I am, &c.,

Alfred Waterhouse.
8, New Cavendish-iitrect, W.

Feb. 24, 1870.

We are informed that the authors of j the
successful design are Messrs. Matthews 'and
Qniltcr, of 10, Cloak-lane, London.
The design will, in due course, be submitted to

the Conmiissioners in Lunacy for their approval.

DISTURBANCES IN THE LONDON
BUILDING TRADE.

THE qniet condition of the bnilding trade in
London since 186C, when the Id. per hour

advance wa« obtained by the men, has contrasted
favourably with that of other parts of the king-
di>m ; there appear, however, to bo nnwolcome
indications of approaching disturbances. Some
weeks since, a number of builders resolved on an
effort to reduce the wages rate one halfpenny per
hour. On notice being given to the carpenters
and joiners in their employ, the men expressed
their determination to resist the reduction by
every means in their power. Consequently or
from gome other canse—one builder only—Mr.
C. Aldin, of South Kensington, attempted to
enforce the proposition, the result being the
strike of the whole of his men. Unable to obtain
men at the reduced rale, the establishment was
re opened at the end of a foHnight at the former
wages rate of 8.1. per hour, but employment
was rcrnicd to any of ih'! men who had struck.
A m-c'ing of c.jrpentars and joiners was held

on Saturday at the King's Head, Ebury-bridge,
Pimlico, when the following resolution was agreed
to, after hearing the report of the strike com-
mittee :—"That this meeting is of opinion that
the men arbitrarily victimised at the firm of Mr.
C. Aldin for supporting the rights of the trade bo

supported by us until they obtain work elsewhere

;

also, that the meeting sympathises with those mou
who have been discharged by the masters for col-

lecting suliscriptions in support of the strike at

the above firm, and that they be placed upon the

same footing as the men on strike with regard to

being supported until they obtain re-employment."
A movement is also on foot amongst the car-

penters and joiners for obtaining a reduction in

the present hours of labour ; and at a meeting of

100 delegates, on Saturday, a committee of 30
was appointed for the purpose of bringing the

movement publicly before the whole trade, with
a view to combined action during the coming
season. The rules for conducting the movement
are being printed for distribution, and an aggregate
meeting will shortly be held.

WIGAN INFIRMARY.

WE this week publish a plan and view of a
design by Mr. Thomas Worthington, of

Manchester, for the new infirmary at Wigan.
The site selected is about half a mile distant

from the town, and is well elevated above it.

The entrance gates and lodge are at the angle of
the land nearest to Wigan. The buildings are
arranged so as to front the main road from
Wigan. The administrative oftioes and dispen-
sary occupy the centre, right and left of which
are wings for males and females ; and iu the re»r
of the offices is a two-story pavilion, for surgical
or accidental cases.

A porch and vestibule give access to the central
hall, on the right of which is a room for the
matron or superintendent, in direct communica-
tion with the board room. The board has a
private lobby leading from the central hall, with
cloak room, lavatory and water-closet adjoining

;

and a waiting room for patients in attendance on
the board, immediately opposite. On the left of
the central hall is the group of rooms appro-
priated to the dispensary department, comprising
a patients' waiting room ; consultiog and retiring
rooms for the physician and surgeon

; dispensary;
and separate entrance and exit from the grounds
for the out-patients. This group of rooms is

entirely separated from the other parts of the
establishment, so that out-patients would have
their entranse and exit without in any way
coming into contact with the other inmates of the
institution. 'The physician's and surgeon's rooms
are each in direct communication with the
waiting room. The dispensary adjoins the
waiting room, with hatch at which the patients
will hand in their presoriptionsi, and obtain their
medicine. In the basement, under the dispensary,
is the drug store and lavatory. Adjoining the
dispensary is a staircase which oommuuicates
with the house surgeon's bed and sitting-rooms
with bath-room, water-closet, lavatory, and simi-
lar accommodation for the dispenser. A similar
staircase, on the opposite side of the central hall,

communicates with the matron's private apart-
ments, and with six bed-rooms for nurses and
domestic servants, and a general [store for linen,
&e. A large cistern in the tower will provide
for the general service of the establishment, and
will afford an ample supply in case of fire.

The most central position has been selected for
the kitchen and domestic offices, which adjoin
the ward corridor, with serving counters on the
male and female sides respectively. Glazed cor-
ridors on each side of the kitchen communicate
with the central hall of the administrative build-
ings. The scullery and cook's pantry are on the
same level with the kitchen. The larder and
stores for kitchen use, with the beer and wine
cellar, are in the basement under this part of the
buildings, and are approached by staircases from
the kitchea and from the central hall. The
central court is at the same level as the basement
floor, and has cart entrances with a sub-way
under the glazed corridor, for the delivering of
stores.

The ward accommodation provided is for 60
patients, 45 males and 15 females. Behind the
kitchen is the male ward of 30 beds for surgical
cases or accidents, having two small sirgle-
bcdded wards for special treatment, or isolation
after operation. This pavilion contains two
stories of wards, of 14 beds each—Length of
ward 68ft, width 26ft. height 14 ft,= 108 super-

ficial feet of floor surface, and 1507 cubic feet to
each bed. The single-bedded wards are 12ft x
12ft. Gin. X 14ft. high, and contain each 210O
cubic feet. The levels of the ground have sug-
gested, with a view to economy, that the ground-
floor ward should be about 4ft. Gin. below the
corridor level, which has the advantage of reduc-
ing the number of steps required to the upper
floor. Immediately adjoining the staircase is the
operating room, and the lift for raising patients to
the upper floor. The nurses' room is placed
between the large and small ward on each floor,

with inspection windows to each ward. Ample
water closets, bath and lavatory accommodation
is provided in connection with these wards and
the operating room. A window is placed between
each bed, of tripartite construction, with swivel
sashes and open hoppers close to the ceiling.

Provision will also be made for admission of air
near the floor, between each alternate bed.
The side pavilions, for 15 beds each, forming the

two wings, are only one story high, and each
contains a ward of 10 beds—length of ward 42ft.—width 24ft.—height 14ft. ; and a smaller ward
of 5 beds, length 29ft.—width 20ft. These
dimensions afford 1000 superficial feet of floor

space, and 1411 cubic feet to each bed in the
larger wards, and 1624 cubic feet in the smaller
ones. (Each of these pavilions has a spacious
and airy day-room, with large projecting bay
window overlooking the front part of the grounds
and the high road. A nurse's room and scullery
are placed between jthe wards and the day-room,
with windows for supervision. The water closet

will, in all cases, be cut off by ventilated
passages. The positions of the fire-places

generally, though in some respects different to
the arrangement generally adopted in pavilion
hospitals, have been pract^ically tested with good
effect. 'The greatest attention has been paid to
warming, ventilation, &c.
The plan comprises detached mortuary

chamber, with the separate wash-house and
laundry, and has been arranged with a view to a
future extension of 50 per cent, which may be ob-
tained in a most economical manner by raising
the two side pavilions an additional story, adding
the required 30 beds.

SCHOOL OF ART.
Makylebone and West London School

OP Art.—The annual distribution of prizes to

the students of this school took place on Saturday
evening, the 19th nit, atthe school-room, Portland-
road, Mr. Peter Graham in the chair. From the
report read by Mr. G. A. Stewart, it appeared that
during the past year 479 students studied in the
school, showing an increase over the former year
of 98 students. In this number were representa-
tives of 25 different trades or occupations. The
rewards distributed were the result of the exam-
ination of the students by means of time work,
done in the presence of members of the committee
in March, 1809. In this personal examination
169 students presented themselves, of whom 105
passed, the superior merit of 27 of these entitling
them to the mark " excellent." Many students
passed in more than one subject. The entire

number of papers successfully worked out was 139.
The examination by the authorities at South
Kensington of the works done by the students in

the ordinary course of stndy during the year w.i3

satisfactory. 271 students sent up 1999 works, of

which number the works of 70 students were
marked satisfactory, 19 received hook prizes, 4.

honourable mention ; 20 works were selected for
further national competition, and four students
received Queen's prizes of books.

Exhibition op Drawinq at Berlin.—An
exhibition which is to be opened on the 10th and
closed on the 24th of April next, will present
some novel features intended to popularise and
elevate the study of drawing. The exhibition
is to be divided into three groups ; the first will
comprise the models, the second all kinds of
works executed by pupils, and the third, imple-
ments and drawingmateriala. The productions of
the pupil must bear, besides the name, the age
of the draughtsman, and mention how much
time he has expended on the work ; it must also
be stated whether he has copied from a model or
drawn from nature. The idea of this exhibition
originated among the drawing masters of
Germany, and it will be carried out by a com-
mittee to which they haveentrusied its manage-
ment.
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THE CARTHUSIAN
PRIORY, OR THE
CHARTERHOUSE,

LONDON.

A GLANCE at tbo

plan of the Char-

tdrhouse, 1511, sliows

liow widely different

it was from the ar-

rangements of any
other religious order.

The Carthusian rule was
for a body of solitaries.

On the south was the

great gate, still remain-

ing, and opening into a
court with the guest-

house ; at a short dis-

tance to the west, was
the lodging of the lay

brothers, or converts.

A gateway leading to it

is figured in Bearcroft's

Histtry. On the north

was the Major Mansio,

a large cloister garth

surrounded on the west,

north, and east, and
partly on the south, by
the twenty-three cells

of the brethren, each
containing a sitting-

room, writing-room,

and bed-room, with a
little herb garden bo-

hind it. Three of the

doorways, one with a
turn at the side, remain
on the west, under the
alley of the modern
cloister ; there was also

in the present century
another on the N.E.
side. The mound,
which was the site of

the northern alle}', re-

mains. The south-west
side of the garth was
occupied by the refec-

tory, with the Prior's

lodge ; westward of it,

abutting at the little

cloister, the church,
with a sacristy on the

north side, and the

chapter - house and
laundry to the east of
it. On the S.W. were
a mill, a gateway, and
a detached flesh kit-

chen, called signifi-

cantly, Egypt. Ileaine
has given a bird's

eye view of the later

condition of the build-

ings, which is repro-
duced in Strype's Stow.
At Clermont the little

cloister lay to the
south of the church,
with the chapter-house
at the east, and the
refectory on the south

; the Prior's lodge
lying to the west of the church, and the Minor
Mansio, with a guest-house, lay brothers' cells
and chapel adjoining the gate on the south.
The Certosas of Pavia and Florence present a
similar arrangement.

In the Patent Ro. ;}G, Hen. VIII., P. xv.,
m. C, the kmg gives to Sir Edward North, the
whole church, belfry, cemetery, cells, cloisters,
cellarages, solars, gardens, orchards, vineyards,
and the cemetery called Charterhouse church-
yard and its chapel, the west gate in S.
Sepulchre's parish, and the east gate in S. Bo-
tolph's, without Aldersgate. There is unfor-
tunately no survey in the Minister's Accompt.
The peculiarity of the Carthusian rule lay

in providing a distinct cell or house for each
inmate, as had been practised in the Egyptian,
Greek, and Celtic monasteries, and at Christ

Church, Hants, before the 11th century, but

the practice of the West was adopted in provi-

ding a common refectory for use on certain

days. The outer door of the cell was provided

with a turn on one side, for the admission offood,

or for oral communication. They appear on the

plan near the laundry ; another survives in the

Benedictine cellarage of Canterbury. The door

stood open only when two or more persons,

coming on business by the Prior's license,

were within the cell ; but no brother might
break silence except on emergency, or.'alarm, or

when in want of bread, water, or fuel. A
small stream ran through tlie'littleback garden.

Potage and the daily pittance were brought to

the cell, but raw herbs and fruits were the

staple fare. They all contained a bed of felt

or a palliasse, a pillow and coverlet of sheep-

skin, sewing and writing materials, two

books borrowed at a
time from the aumbry

;

two pots, two porrin-

gera, a bread pan, a
cloth, a broom, two
spoons, bread knife,

drinking cup, flagon,

ewer, sultcellar, plate

and towel, a chopping
Qxe, wood hatchet,

tinder and flint.

Conversation was for-

bidden in church, hall,

and cloister ; but in

the latter, intercourse,

under restriction, was
permitted with guests
or visitors. Matins,

Mass and Vespers were
attended in church, but
the hours were said in

the cells. Confession
in chapter was made
weekly on Saturdays,
besides private confes-

sion in the cells.

Mackenzie, E.G. Wal-
coTT,B.D.,F.S.A.

58,Belgrave-road,S.\V.

CANTERB URY
CATHEDRAL.

ONE of our illustra-

tions this week is

a very fine view of a
bcautifnl bit, a portion

of the Cloisters, Canter-

bury Cathedral. Though
now little else but rug-
gedly grand, sufficient

detail has escaped the

devastatins; hand of time
to allow the arcbasolo-

gist to form a pretty

exact idea of its original

eflfeot. The fine bold
tracery is in an excellent

state of preservation.

The plate is produced
by a new process, pa-
tented by Mr. Wim-
bridge, of Rugby Cham-
bers, 19, Great James-
street, Bedford-row.

The drawing ii m.xde

with a certain ink npoa
zinc or other metal

plate, and after under-
going various manipnla-
tions, a block in relief is

produced in exact fac-

simile of the artist's

work, touch for touch.

Unlike lithography, it is

as easy to draw on the

metal with any ink as

ordinary drawing in pen
and ink on paper.

Directions for the

Guidance of Artist*.

1.—The pens most
suitable for the above

process are Gillott's

Lithographic nibs for

hue work, F nibs for

broader kinds, and for anything requiring groat

freedom of handling, a quill will be fonnd the

most useful.
, , , . ,

2.—The subject to be drawn should be traced,

and the tracing having been laid npon the plate

so as to reverse the subject, a piece of ordinary

reil chalk paper mnst be inserted between the

tracing and the plate, after which, if the lines

be gone over with a tracing point, a reversed

outline of the subject will bj found in red

upon the plate.

3.—Haying gone thus far, the nrtist may now
commence to draw the subject in ink ; for this

purpose pour a small quantity of the ink from

the bottle into a small Indian ink saucer, and

then proceed te draw as with Indian ink upon

paper, taking great care not to breathe upon the

plate, as this is liable to cause the ink to run ; the

artist must also be careful not to touch the surface

of the plate with his hand, as any grease npon

the plate would probably result in the failure of
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1 parts of the drawing as occurred upon the

greasy portion of the plate. This can be easily

aroided b; nsing the rests for the hand. The

drawing being finished, it should be carefully

placed in its box and forwarded to the paten-

tee, who will return it in the form of a block,

ready for printing in a few hours.

4.—For geometrical drawings the ordinary

drawing instmmeuts are used the same as if on

paper.

6.—The ink, plates, hand-resU, red paper for

re-traoing, and all other reiiuisites can be ob-

tained of the patentee.

STBBET PAVING IN NEW YORK.

AN experiment in street paring is reported

from New York, which has interest for

other cities as well as the one in wbioh the ex-

periment was made. The Common Council of

New York permitted a priTate company to do the

pitching of the whole tiioronghfare of the aristo-

eratio Fifth Avenue. The mode of operation

i«aotted to was to pour some 4in. of tar'over the

granite blocks of the old roadway, and fling into

this bed a quantity of soft limestone, rolling it

over by xery heavy pressure to a smooth surface.

Very soon the traffic cut this up so as to resemble

a mow road after a few days of thaw. The
concrete was then renewed, and the populace

termed it in deriision the "poultice pavement."
Everybody complained of it. The ladios said the

tar ruined their dresses and boots ; the coachmen
protested that their carriage springs were broken

by the continual jolting into and out of the

cavities which were speedily worn in the soft

concrete after each renewal; and housekeepers
made outcry againet the destructive gritty dust
which arose from the road in dry weather. By-
and-bye the property-holders demandedjthe inter-

position of the Board of Health, and an exami-
nation made by that body revealed worse
mischiefs than the desti-uction of new boots and
csrriage springs. A single blast of the dast-

charged atmosphere at a street corner meeting a
delicate lady riding past in an open carriage
has occasioned hemorrhage of the lungs. Forms
oi ophthalmia, " more distressing and aggravated
than any hitherto known to the profession," have
beet, brought on from exposure to the gusts of

this street. " Diseases of the lungs, of the

throat, ot the heart, of the liver " are all enume-
rated as traceable to the dust generated by the
" poultice pavement." The quarter was fast

becoming deserted, the fashionable residents

preferring to shut up their fine houses and go to

other parts of the city, when the Common Council
who had permitted the experiment gave orders

to restore the street to its former condition. The
damage to property alone, in the shape ot

"defljed white marble porticoes and the deface-

ment of luxurious furniture," is estimated at
" hundreds of thousands of dollars."

ABCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.
LrVBBPOOL AECHirBCTTTEAl, SOCIEXY.— On

Wednesday week the tenth meeting of the present
aeesion of the Architectural and Archseological
Society of this town was held. The chair was
occupied by Mr. F. Horner, president of the
society.—Mr. Botilt stated the results of some ex-
periments on the strength of cement, and gave
it as his opinion that it would not be safe to
n»e cement for flooring without testing every
barrel.—The President read a letter from Messrs.
J. B. White and Sons, who took exception to the
results of the experiments on the strength of
cement (see last number ofThe Building News)
which had been read at the previous meeting of
the Society by Mr. Boult, on the ground that they
were unfair to themselves. They enclosed the
results of another series of experiments of the
came nature. It was resolved that the letter be
acknowledged, and that Messrs. White and Sons
be informed that it waa not the business of the
society to adrocate the claims of rival manu-
facturers, but that they would have no objection
to print the r<!anUs of the experiments com-
municated by Messrs. White.—The paper for the
evening was read by Mr. W.H. Picton, AE.I.B.A.,
on " French Suburban Villas."
NoBTnEKy AiJCHITECTTTEAL AsgOCIATION.—

A special meeting of the members of the Northern
Architictural Association was held on Saturday,
the 26lh ult.. at the Old Castle, Newcastle-on-
TyM Mr. 'ihonwi (.Uyer, preeidcnt, ia the

chair, for the purpose of taking into considera-

tion and preparing a report upon the minutes of

proceedings of the eighth annual meeting of the

Architectural Alliance. After a lengthened dis-

cussion on the several subjects contained in the

minutes, a report was adopted, and the Secretary

was instructed to forward it to the Secretary of

the Alliance previona to the next annual

meeting. -^ —

—

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

Stasips on Building Leases.—On Friday

last Mr. Bourkc brought under the notice of the

House of Commous the practice adopted by the

Commissioners of Inland Revenue during the last

foitt years of charging beyond the nd valorem

duty upon leases an additional amount of 36s. ;

and the remarks of the hon. and learned gentle-

man were followed by a chorus of complaints

from all paits ot the House, and a succession of

appeals to the Chancellor ot the Exchequer to

propose some legislation which may remove all

doubts as to the validity of leases which are now
said to have been insufficiently stamped, and re-

lieve their holders from any liability to penalties.

Mr. Lowe defended the action of the Commis-
sioners, and at first seemed disposed to put oil all

legislation upon the subject until he can find an
opportunity to introduce a bill for the general

revision of the Stamps Acts ; but at livst the pres-

sure was too great even for his powers of resistance,

and he waa induced to promise that he will bring

in a bill with as little delay as possible. Even
after this undertaking had been extracted from
the Chancellor of Exchequer, there was some
disposition to continue the debate ; but upon an
appeal from Mr. Gladstone the House consented

to postpone further discussion tmtil the jpromised

measure is upon the table.

Watbe Supply ok Sunday.—Mr. Stapleton

gave notice on Tuesday evening that some day
before Easter he would call the attention of the

House to the neglect of the companies which had
the privilege of supplying water to the metropolis

for domestic purposes on Sundays, and to the great

injury thence resulting to the public health.

The Rivbrs' Commission.—Mr. .lames
Howard asked the Secretary of State for the

Home Departmenthow many reports were expected
from the Kivers Commission, in addition to those

already received, dated respectively March 29,

1866, May 6, 1867, August 15, 1867, and February
10, 1869 ; and when it was expected the

conmiissioners would have completed their

inquiries ?—Mr. Bruce said that the commission
had not yet closed its inquiry, aud the subject was
hardly yet ripe for legislation. He hoped that

next session he would be able to introduce a bill

founded on the reports of the commission.
Tramways.—Mr. S. Lefevre moved for leave

to bring in a bill to facilitate the construction and
regulate the working of tramways. He said there

were 27 companies formed for the construction of

515 miles of tramway, mvolving an expenditure
of £14,000,000. In London there were seven
companies, proposing to lay 125 miles of tramway.
Previous to this year he could not make out that
more than five or six private acta had been passed
for the construction of tramways, three of which
were passed last year for the metropolis, and one
was introduced this year for Liverpool, and two
for Salford and Birmingham. It was attempted
to show that the committee last year authorised
the bills for the metropolis by way of experiment,
but he was informed that that was a mistake, and
that the bills were passed on their merits. No
one who had read the evidence taken by the
committee last year could doubt that tramways
were a great public convenience, that they tended
to regulate the trafiic and keep it in straight lines,

and that they were a great comfort to passengers.
The only question was by whom they were to be
made. He had just received deputations from
several northern towns, who stated that the local

authorities wished to make the lines themselves.
That was one question to be considered by the
House ; and another was what regulations should
affect the lines when they were made, and also
what should be the relations between the bodies
who made the lines and the companies who worked
them ? All these questions were discussed in the
committee of last year, and he thought that the
better way would be to bring in a general bill, and
in the meantime to suspend all action in the
private bills before the House. He proposed that
the local authority, after obtaining a certificate

from the Board of Trade, should proceed to make
the trsmwRy, and acll it iX they chose, or companies

might make them in the event ot the local

authority not doing so, having first obtained a

certificate from the Board of Trade. Some of

the clauses provided for the purchase which wns
to be made, and in such a manner as to prevent

any absolute monopoly in the tramways for a
longer period than 21 years. The purchase would
only include the actual rails and rolling stock, it

was also provided that companies laj-ing tramways
down should be registered as joint-stock com-
pai-.ies. Though the bill gave power to local

authorities to make tramways, he thought in the

main they would be constructed by private com-
panies. It would, however, bo in the power ot

local authorities to determine the whole system.

Great difficulty would be experienced in London,
and therefore he prohibited the vestries from lay-

ing down tramways without the sanction of the

Metropolitan Board. He had every desire the

subject should be fully considered, and therefore

he proposed that the bill, after being read a second

time, should be referred to a select coimnittes,

—Leave was then given to bring in the bill.

GUILDERS CLERKS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

The third animal meeting of ttiis institution was held at

the offlce, 14, Beitford-row, on the evening of the 24th ult.,

Thomas Stirling, Esq., the president, in the chair.

In consequence of the issue of a circular containing some
proposed alterations to the rules, there was a numerous
attendance of tlie subscribers.

The Secretary having read the advertisement convening
the meeting, aud also the report and balance-sheet, the
UHAittMAN, in a stirring speech, reviewed the progress of

tlie institution, from its foundation tliree years bacit to the

present time, dwelling upon the facts that in spite of the un-
toward aspect of external affairs and the consequent extra

difficulties to contend against during ttiat period, the success

attained had been very great. Up to the date of the present

report the receipts were aliout £1190, of which he found thai
£600 were invested in Government stock—a most wise pre-

caution, and laying the foundation of a secure income in the
future ; £150 were on deposit at the bankers, gaining interest i

the balance of the current account was ample, nearly £80 had
already been expended upon the objects of the institution, aud
the total expenditure for management had been about £290.

Since the date of tlie report the committee had expended,

under rule 5, a further sum of £20 to assist cases of sudden
distress, which would make nearly £100 total expenditure for

pensions and relief.

The report and balance-sheet were unanimously adopted.

At the conclusion of the formal business of the meeting,

Mr. Webb brought forward a proposition to alter rule 4,

section 9, to clearly settle the point whether a widow could

claim the half of her deceased husband's pension, or whether
it should be optional with the committee to grant it. lie did

not consider it proper that any benevolent institution should

be Hable to have any legal claim upon it for relief, but tliat

discretionary powers should be vested in the committee-
Mr. Baves proposed an amendment that the rule should

remain unaltered. Very cai'elul consideration had been given
to the framing of the rules, and he thought this one quite

plain enough. It rested with the committee to prove the
eligibility of every candidate, and if allowed he thought they
should be fairly entitled to the half pension.

The amendment being put to the meeting was carried by a

majority of II.

Mr. ALroRD R. Smith then brought forward a proposition

to alter the rules so as to allow the widowed mother of a
builder's clerk the benefit of the institution. Since sending in

the formal notice, he had reconsidered the matter and wished to

put the alterations in adifferent shape so as to embrace cer-

tain restrictions.

TheCuAiEaAN ruled that it would be out of order, but
suggested that tlie original proposition should be moved, and
some one else should propose the second consideration as an
amendment.
Mr. T. P. Ward asked if rule 17 section 2 had been com-

plied with, as he had seen no particulars of the proposed
alterations advertised ?

The Secretary e.xj)Iained that hehad received one month's
notice in writing of these alterations, with full particulars, and
that he had given fourteen days' notice by advertisement
according to the rule. That he had also appended full par-

ticulars to the report, which had been circulated amongst the

subscribers.

Mr. Ward insisted that the rule had not been complied
with, as the full particulars had not been advertised, and he
had only received the circular three days previously.

Mr. Graystonb considered that the rule had been strictly

complied with, and thought the question ought not to have
been raised, as it was interrupting business ; the rule waa
very clear, and had been acted upon to the very letter.

The Chairman took the opinion of the meeting upon the

point ; and a majority of 5 decided that it had not.

Thishaviug stopped progress, -Mr. Newton proposed "that
the notice given be taken as sulRcieut," which was carried,

but Mr. Smith declined to again bring forward his proposi-

tion. Another gentleman had been allowed to have bis

alteration discussed before this question had been raised, and
it seemed to he all out of order; he should raise the question

again at the next annual meeting, and would see that there

V, as suflleicut notice given.

The question excited considerable interest and caused some
after discusiion.

The meeting terminated at a late hour upon the Chairman
brietiy replying to the usual vote of thanks.

Street Tramways and Surplus Road
Metal.—A question has been raised by the

Lambeth Vestry as so the justice, or otherwise,

of allowing the tramways companies to claim the

material taken off the road where they construct

their lines. The matter is to be referred to the

Board ot Trade for settlement, the expenses to be

borne jointly by the company and the vestrj'.
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CHUECIIES AND CHAPELS.

Sunderland.—The new Trinity United Pres-
byterian Cliurch, erected in I'ark-terrace, Sunder-
Und, was last week opened for public worship.
The building is designed in the Gothic stylo of
architecture, and is built entirely of stone. The
church is capable of accommodating 800 persons.
In addition to the church and school room, a ses-

sion house, vestry, and keeper's rooms, with con-
veniences, are attached. The total cost, exclusive
of site, is about £;i,o()0. Mr. Thomas Oliver, of
Newcastle, was the architect ; Mr. H. Andrews,
the clerk of the works ; and the contractor for the
whole of the works, Mr. Robert Allison, of Whit-
burn.
MoRDEN.—Morden Church to be rebuilt, at

the cost of Mr. J. S. W. Drax and Miss Drax.
Workmen have already commenced opei-ations,
under the direction of Mr. Joseph Sellers, archi-
tect and builder to Mr. Drax.
East Sheppord.—The new church of the

Holy Innocents, East Shefford, Oxfordshire, was
consecrated on the 23rd ult. The building is in
the Early English style. It is a simple church,
without aisles, but with arch dividing the chancel
from the nave. On the south side is a conve-
nient vestry. The walls are unusually thick. The
tracery and door jambs are of the best Bath stone,
ttud the exterior of flint, interspersed with stone
bands. A bell-cote surmounts the west end, built
sufficiently commodious for two large bells ; the
whole is finished completely with Bath stone.
The cost was about £lij00. Mr. C. F. Hayward,
of 20, Montague-street, Rnssell-square, was the
architect, and Mr. T. Wooldridge, of Hungerford,
the contractor.

Briohouse.—On Friday, the Bishop of Ripon
consecrated a new church at Brighouse, dedicated
to'S. James. The church is a neat Gothic
strnctitre, built from the designs of Messrs.
Mallinson and Barber, architects, Halifax. The
church is divided into nave, north and south
aisles, chancel, and organ chamber, and contains
seat accommodation for six hundred people. The
cost was £3800.
Chester Cathedral.—A statement of the

progress made with the restoration of Chester
Cathedral was given by Dean Howson at a semi-
private meeting held recently in the council
chamber of Liverpool Town Hall. Mr. G. Scott's
estimate of the cost of a complete restoration of
the building is £5i),500, and towards this sum
£39,000 had been subscribed up to the end of last

year. The necessity of completing the work was
strongly urged, and in order to further that object
it was arranged to hold a public meeting in
Li rerpool in Jane next.

East Horsley.—The parish church of East
Horsley, Surrey, was re-opened on Tuesday week,
after restoration under the direction of Mr. H.
Woodyer, architect. A few months ago the
building was defaced in every part of the ex-
terior with a covering of compo, and in the
inside things were still worse—arches had been
bricked up, the pillars on which these arches
stood had been half buried in earth which had
been wheeled within the church to raLse its floor
to the level of the churchyard, and the upper
portions were completely lost in hideous high
pews, which literally rose above the capitals.

There was an ugly gallery at the west end, and a
worse than ugly window at the east. The church
was originally dedicated to S. Martin, and is one
of the oldest in the county, but a " restoration "

which it underwent about fifteen years ago is said
to have denuded the exterior of every interesting
characteristic. It consisted of nave, chancel,
south porch, and massive west tower, the nave
being divided from the chancel by an Early
English arch. Although in the present work of
restoration the north wall of tlie north aisle, and
the tower, are the only relics of the past, the
architect has entirely preserved the old style of
architecture. Great use has been made of polished
red Devonshire marble ; the roof is, of course,
entirely renewed, and the old high square pews
have been supplanted by strong oaken benches.
Maw's encaustic tiles form the floor within the
Communion rails, and the church is heated with
hot air on a pl.in introduced by Mr. Perritt, of
Bolton. Messrs. Swayne and Son, of Guildford,
were the contractors for the whole work.

PoNTYPOOL.—A new church is to be erected
at Pontypool, from a design by Mr, William Adams,

architect, of Newport. It will comprise porch,
nave, and chancel, with a vestry on the east side.
The chancel and altar are to lie on the north,
instead of the cast. The style adopted by the
designer is Pkriy English. The foundation will be
of Pennam stone, and the external walls will be of
the same material, relieved by oniamental courses
of red bricks.—The Wesleyan.s of Coody-gric,
near Pontypool, are about to erect a new chapel,
from plans by Mr. E. A. Lansdown, Bristol and
Newport, architect.

Walworth.—A new church, dedicated to S.
Stephen, is to be erected on the Walworth-common
estate, in the parish of Newington. The style
a<lopted is Gothic, Mr. Henry Jarvis being the
ai-chitect. Mr. Tarrant will be the builder.

Trowbridge.—On the 2fth ult. the new
church of S. Thomas, Trowbridge, was consecrated.
The style is Early English, and the church is built
from the design of Mr. William Smith, architect,
and builder, of Trowbridge. The exterior is of
Atworth stone, the interior being faced with Bath
stone. The plan is almost cmciform, being G6ft.
from ca.st to west by o5ft. from north to south. The
east window is by Hardman and Co., and the tiles

with which the whole building is paved were
supplied by Maw and Co. The total cost was
£7000.

BUILDINGS.

Islington.—New schools for the district of S.
Silas, Penton-street, Islington, were opened on
Friday last. The building is constructed on the
approved Government plan, the rooms being lofty,

and well ventilated and lighted. There are three
schoolrooms—one on the basement, for infants,
one on the first floor, for boys, and one on the
second floor, for girls. These are provided ivith

appropriate class-rooms, offices, &c. Accommo-
dation is provided for .111 children. The total

cost of the building was £3448. The style

adopted is Gothic, Mr. Clare being the architect,
and Messrs. Dove Bros., the bnildei-s.

Vauxhall.—New schools have just been
opened in the Ponton-road, Nine Elms, Vauxhall,
affording accommodation for .190 children.
Messrs. Lee and Sons, of Whitehall, are the
architects, Mr. Samujl Puttick, of Nine Elms,
being the builder. The total cost of the build-
ings is about £11) , exclusive of the site, which
was given by Messrs. Thome.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

(We do not hold cnrsclves responsible for the opinlona
of our ccrreepondents. The Editor respectfully re-
guests that all communicHtlonB should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimants
upoa the space allotted to correspondence.]

P. O. O'.^. to be made payable to J. Passmore Edwards,
at the Strand Office. All cheques to be crossed on
the Union Bank.

Erkatum.—In our report of the discussion on the King's
Cross station roof at the Civil ;and Meclianical Engineers'
Society in our last number, the name of Mr. A. T. Walmisley,
A.K.C., should have appeared in the first line instead of that
of Mr. Bancroft.

RECEiran.—H. T. G.—AC. and Co.—11. S.—S. S. and Co.
—J. Barras—P. Le R—Gilbert R. Rcdgrave-A. J. J.—
W. 0. C—T. B.-E. C.-C. B. A.—J. N.-J. B.—J. L, W,—
J. Walker— S.C. and J. P. S.—John Pigott, Jun.—J. B.—
R, S.-J. M.-W. Woodward.

(5antHjj0U(l^iii[0.

MODERN STAINED GLASS IN GLASGOW
CATHEDRAL.

(To the Editor of The Building News.)

Sir,—Mr. John P. Seddon, in your last number,
gives out his opinions on the stained glass windows
of our cathedral, with a freedom and assurance
rarely exhibited, except by the presumptuous and
thoughtless novice in art ; and we must know
something more of Mr. Seddon, of his capabilities

and attainments, before we attach the slightest

importance to his strictures.

Mr. Seddon's description of the effects produced
by the.se windows, taken either collectively or

individually, is simply an hallucination of his

own ; and the crude colouring and comical effects

he saw in fhem are only to be accounted for by
defects within himself. Not only are the citizens

of Glasgow well satisfied with these windows, but

soalno are the educated Englishmen, and other
foreigners, who in crowds visit the Cathedral
every season ; all unita in declaring it to be the
noblest display of painted gla«s within the
kiugdom.

If Mr. Seddon knows something of the subject
upon which he so freely ofTors his opinions, let
him tell US, at his leisure, what are the defects
he so much condemns, and from what causes they
spring

; and, further, let him tell us wherein
consists the difference of treatmentand oxccntinn,
as shown in the Munich windows here, from that
displayed in the windows here by the Scotch,
English, and foreignfglaas painters who have
been employed in thedecoration of our Cathedral

;

and let him select from these those of them ha
thinks superior to the Munich windows.
He had abundance of examples before him

when he visited this church, there being no less
than nine windows by Mr. Hughes ; three by
Mr. Wailes ; four by M. Capronnier, ef Brussels ;

three by Mr. Ballautino, of Edinburgh j four by
M. Scheinert, of Dresden ; threo by M. Bertini,
of Milan ; three by Messrs. Clsvton and Bell

;

one by Mr. O'Connor; twelve by Mr. Wille-
ment

; and one by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and
Bayne.
By doing this, Mr. Seddon may perhaps open

our eyes, perhaps his own.
His charitable supposition that our citizens

" have had but few opportunities of seeing high
artistic work appropriately treated," is very con-
siderate, no doubt

J
but let me ask, what better

wonld they be in London, according to Mr.
Seddon's showing ? Let me toll him that the
donors of these windows are gentlemen of posi-
tion, learning, and refined taste; that the citizens
of Glasgow travel much, and see more than most
Londoners, and have less of that arrogance of
manners and forwardness of speech which makes
the Euglishman so shunaed abroad.— I am. Sir,
yours, &c., St. Munoo.

Glasgow, March 1, 1870.
[The writer of the above encloses his name,

with the words, "not for insertion," underlined
by the side of it, as if he were half ashamed of hii
sonorous utterances. Whatever maybe the value
of Mr. Seddon's criticisms, he had the courage to
attach his name thereto.

—

Ed. B. N.]

COLOUR.
_
Sir,—Perhaps .some of your readers would be

kind enough to e.xplain the following transmuta-
tions of colour.

Take a piece of glass of ultramarine tint and
look throngh it on a garden when the sun is
shining strongly—be careful to shade the eyes from
all external white rays ; at first all seems cool and
blue, but by degrees all the green leaves that catch
the sunlight (from the light green of young shoots
to the dark green of Irish yew) turn to an intcn.se
crimson.

I at first thought that this was a Ciisc of a
colour (red) not surrounding but actually taking
the place of its complementary (green), but I
found that no other green, besides that of leaves,
would produce this effect. Paint and coloured
cloth, from emerald to olive green, merely become
paler and bluer.

Next, in looking through the same glass on
ultramarine, it appears green—that is to say, it

changes into its complementary plus the blue
gloss. On looking at orange (complementary of
blue) it becomes pink, perhaps because it was a
deep orange. A lighter orange, almost a. buff,

however, turned white.
Allowing for the differences to be expected from

not being able to use absolute colours, the results

are not so even as to enable me to determine the
rationale of the changes. Perhaps some of your
readers may enlighten me. I may add that I

have made use of other per^ions' eyes besides my
own, with the same result.—I am, &c.

Edward Cook.
Northampton, Feb. 26, 1870.

DR. ZERFFI AND THE HISTORICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF ART.

Sir,—Your correspondent " P. E. M." should

leam moderation in writing on a subject of which
he is completely ignorant. His expressions of
" falsehood and nonsen.se " are much more
applicable to his own production than to Dr.
Zcrffi's excellent lectures, of which, I may add,
my report is but a bare outline.

On the subject of Jewi.sh art, I quote the
following from a lecture by Emanuel Deutsch, of
the British Museum :

—" With the settlement of
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the natiouiuto a properly regulated commonwealth,

one looked for the growth amoug them of the

tfts and sciences, but the result was far from

satia&ctory. I do not think they invented, or

eron developed to any considerable extent, any

single branch. When the time came that

Solomon built his temple they whose fathers m de

bricks for strangers had to send for the

I'kaHiciaM to erect their sanctuary. One occupa-

tion alone, the tilling of the soil, seemed to have

been after their heart."
'• P. E. M." forgets to name any of the "many

weU-kno^vn artists " whom he alludes to.

His remirks on the influence which the sea

exercised in the development of Greece are

characterised by a shallowness uuworthy of that

subject. Permit me one or two quotations. Thirl-

wall, in his " History of Greece," and Schlegel,

in his '* Philosophy of Histor)-," make the same
remark which " P.E. M." takes exception to in

Dr. Zerffl. Goethe savs in one of his reviews,

(Vol XLV. p. 227,) " Perhaps it is the sight of

the sea from youth upward that gives English and

Spanish poets such an advantage over those of

inland countries.'* Julius Charles Hare, in his

" Guesses at Truth " (p. 72) writes :
" To us, who

have been familiar with the sea all our lives, it

might almost seem as though our minds would
have been * poor shmnkon things,' without its air to

brace and exjiand them,'* and speaks again of
" those who, not knowing the sea, have no salt to

season their thoughts with.*' In another place he

says *' That it has been an essential condition in

the civilizing of nations all history shows." A
recent number of the Saturday Beview points

out the same thing in reference to Holland. It

says, " The golden sun of the south enters not

these northern latitudes, neither does the broad

swell of the Atlantic sweep into the narrow and
chopping seas, and such as are these aspects of

nature, soch has been the phase of Dutch art."

Natural scener}* is not the only, but it is

probably the most important motive in a nation's

progress. But it would be as reasonable in
*' P. E. M." to expect that the physician who
cures him of the small-pox should preserve his

life for ever afterwards, as that the cause of a

nation's prosperity should absolutely prevent its

decay.

I shall not quarrel with your correspondent for

denying that the Doric order is characterised by
simp icity. His views on this subject are

undoubtedly much more original than those of

Dr. Zerffl.—I am, &c.
The Weiteb op the Repobt,

FLTMOUTH GUILDHALL COMPETIHON.—WHAT IS
A KEITE&EE F kc.

So,— It never occurred to me that an architect writing on
thii rabject could by any poiaibilitj be miiuDderitood, bj
an ardiitect, u referring to any other than a professional

referee.

Mr. Hayward teems determined to avoid committing him*
•eU to a decided opinion. Surely, after a consideration

extendiQK over a period of four years, he mast have formed
•ome definite views on the subject, which he could impart,

inetead of " a feir notions which I do not claim as all my
own, but as being held variousljr in various ways."

Writing thus in voar impression for Keb., 18, it is not sur-

prising that Mr. ifHywarii hag rather ob-ic'irfd tbaii otherwise
the subject under discussion, more particularly by mixing
together two questions which should be considered separately

—the award of premiums and the selection of a design for

execution. The premiums, if rightly awarded, are the expres-

lioo of superior, as well as of relative merit, vietoed in the

light of certain conditions and instructions which only a pro-

feMional man can properlT interpret or appreciate ; and, for

this reason, they saoulU follow the prulessional selection.

The premiums may or may not indicate the designs best

adapted fur execution, and, therefore, should not iieceatarily

govern the fiual selcctjun, which, with the responsibility

attaching to it, must, of course, rest with the prumuters.

Tttom a professional point of view (the only one from which
it is worth considering the question, as we cannot impose
obligations on promoters), I look upon a referee and an arbi-

trator as the tame, the latter term only expressing more fully

the function which should attach to the office—that is, to

decide or judge. "To examine and report on the rari^nis

plans, and the probable cost at which tfie.y can be erected,"

and no more, does not require the tervicet of an eminent
arebitect Any clerk in a borough surveyor's office might

Erepare a tabmar statement of the sizes of tne various rooms,
c, as compared with the dimensions req*iired by " instruc-

tions," and might calculate the cubic contents of each design
and lay them before the promoters. He might certainly feel

at a kne in returning the different styles in which the designs
were conceived, but that is not essential, as the promoters in

tocha case reserve the strictly architectural and the (esthetic
** department " for themselves.
At a rule, architect! who are employed as referees are not

formaUy recognised as arbitrators by the promoters, but
virtually tber are, for they invariably make a selection of
designs; and it is the exception, I believe, for a committee
to award the premiums contrary to the professional decision.
Bat whether or not, or whether or not he exceeds his iuatruo-
tions in doing ao, in to far at a referee selects a certain
oamber of designs aiid decla/ea them to be in a certain order
of BMit eotitled to the premiums, he is virtually an arbitrator
or judge between the promoters and tbs competitors in regard
to merit. And his position as such, if not formally, is, I
consider, tacitly and virtually admitted by the competitors,
aalfM rtUOAablt groood of o)0«ctio& hu btea raU*d hy

them to the person selected for the office. My opinion is

that a referee should not undertake to do less thau this ;

therefore, that the cffiee "should not be accepted on any
other uuderslnndmgthan that of arbitrator bi-tween the com-
petitors and the promoters;" and I believe that no architect

who respects his position and wishes to avoid being made use

of as a screen for the perpetration of "jobbery " would other-

wise accept it. I know of at least one instance in which an
architect of older standing than Mr. Waterhousp declined to

act on instructions similv to those given in the Plymouth
case.

If it it at all obligatory on com^iotitors to support the

award of a referee, 1 presume it is from consideration of its

being a prc/cssiottal decision rather than as the decision of an

arbitrator in the ordinary sense. If so, I cannot see because

a referee is not " an arbitrator properly constituted " (which

I suppose a referee never will be if Mr. Hayward means one

formally agreed to by each party concerned, by deed of sub-

mission, kc.) that the cumpctitors are exonerated from their

professional obligations. For instance, had the Plymouth
Town Council proposed that an arbitrator with full powers

should be appoiutod, or a referee by whose decitiiou they

would agree to abide, aud at the same time had named Mr.

Waterhouse for the office, would not Mr. Ilayward and the

other competitors have applauded the proposition, and could

they have refused to a^ree to the appointment of an aixhitect

of Mr. Waterhouse's position? Now is it to be supposed that

the award of Mr. Waterhouse, under these circumstances,

would have been different to what it was when his position

was less formally recognised? I think not. Yet because in one

case the referee was " an arbitrator properly constituted,"

Mr. Hayward would "uphold his decision;*' whereas, im-

pliedly, in the other case he would not, and practically he did

not. In other words I'aa Mr. Hayn-ard seems to hold), the

ignoring of the position and of the award of a referee by

promoters exonerates the competitors from their professional

obligations to support them! Wlicn promoters in such a

case admit that tn^y have acted wr-»igli/, what then ?

As it is useless to attempt to impose obhgutious on the pro-

moters of a competition, it is idle to expect that the relations

between committees and the profession can be rendered clear

and exact by such means. It reform is to be effected in com-
petition practice, it must be through the profession, indirectly

through proper urofessional views being taken and acted up
to by referees wfien they are employed, and by competitors.

So long as the observanceof professional obligations is looked

upon as " simply puerile," we cannot expect much.
While maintaining that a referee should he regarded as an

arbitrator, in respect to the premiums, I had no intention of

denying to promoters their rizht ofjudgment in the selection

of a design for execution—the, really speaking, only point

wliich, practically, concerns them. This is a totally different

question from tlie awarding of premiums ; aud the distinction

has been so clearly and fully laid down in the " German Com-
petition Code," recently pubhsbed, that I need not occupy
your space hy enlarging on it.

In hie former letter Mr. Hayward made some allusions not

exactly bearing on this question, being " personal " and " re-

ferable to facts," which I Wduld briefly notice.

It may be in your recollection that Mr. Waterhouse, who
acted as referee in this competition, awarded the second place

to my design " Nina," and the third to Mr. Hayward's " Ich
" Dien i

" that thecommittee confi' med his award or selection

;

but that the Town Council reversed the positions of these de-
signs, and awarded the premiums accordingly. It is this inter-

ference on the part of the Council, I presume, which Mr.
Hayward refers to as " the partial correction of what I might
surely deem an injustice"—the "injustice" bt-mg, apparently,

that Mr. Hayward's design was not place;! tt by the

referee, instead of third—the "partial correction " its being

advanced by the Council to the second place. Passing over

the implied superiority of a Town Council to a professional

referee in a matter of technical adjudication wliich this

observation conveys, I would merely observe that this same
Town Council, which Mr. Hayward commends for their partial

c orrection of an injustice on the 13th of October, very frankly

admitted, on the yth inst., that this partial correction " jvas

arrived at confessedly through a mistake ;" and, as Mr. Reid

informed you last week, it has been thought right to equalise

the premiums, " and thus remedy the mistake that hau been
committed."
My allusion to local influence (Building News, Oct. 29),

which Mr. Hayward interprets as "a most unworthy insinua-

tion " against him was but a general allusion, and, as such,

was fully warranted, I think, hy the circumstances I then
referred to. Mr. Reid's statement in your last number, how-
ever, would seem to Justify the expression of a stronger

opinion.

Under the circumstances I do agree with Mr. Hayward that

Iwas"lacky to obtain any place at all," but not for the

reasons he would seem to sujjgest. I do not exactly under-

stand his allusions to my design—what he means by " good
in the abstract," and "a much finer set of architectural

sketches than any exhibited," and yet " utterly out of place."

For one professing a disinclmatiou to " pick a single hole in

other designs," vtteriy out of place, is rather &tron^lHa^M&ge,

but not so strong as Mr. Hayward has thought tit to use
elsewhere. Mr. Hayward is quite at hberty to prove, to his

own satisfaction, that his own design is the best (though the

manner of bis doing so may be open to question), but not to

indulge in disparagin?, and even offensive observations re-

garding the designs of others.

Mr. Hayward rcfert me to Mr. Watcrhouse's report and
letter, which, judging from qnotations made "elsewhere" in

favour of his design,! believe I am already more conversant
with than Mr. Hayward himself. Mr. AVaterhouse's supple-

mentary report, which I append for insertion (if not tres-

passing too for on your space) has not been made public, that

I am aware of. Strange to say this document does not con-

tain any reference to " Ich Dicn,"—Yours, Sec,

Belfast, February 23, 1870. W. Henkt Lthn.

The street between the blocks is too narrow. There is a
Guildhall as well as a PubUc Hall, and the former though
comparatively small (75 by 45), is 105ft. high.

"2. Servabo Fideiu'is iu one block, and therefore difficult

to build except at ouce. The hall and corridors are excel-

Icully arranged, but the staircases are poor; tliere is no van
yard, the treasurer is badly provided for, Grand Jury accom-
modation is inadequate, jury retiring room far removed from
Civil Court The cost of this des'gn would, in my opinion,

exceed that of ' Fiat Justitia " by So to 30 per cent.
" 3. In spite of the heavy pillars of tlie Hall, I consider

' Fiat Justitia's ' design to be architecturally a great success,

or 1 would not have spoken of it as I did in my report.
" Lastly, If cost be altogether set aside, I am of opiniuu

that ' Nina' decidedly heart off the palm.—Beheve me, yours

very truly, A. Waxbrbouse.
" C. C. White.ford, Esq. (Town Clerk)."

P. S.—I have not had an opportunity of comparing the pre-

miated designs as regards either merit or cost; but, on the

latter point, which would seem to have influenced Mr. Water-

house a good deal in his seleetion, I observe that a local com-
petitor, in writing to the Town Council, on the 8th inst,,

stated, with reference to the three premiated designs, that
" having tested each of them by measurement with, and
priest of, similar buildings recently erected in different coun-
ties, I am prepared to assert that there it very little, if any.

difference m the cost."

March 1.—Mr. Hayward's letter in your last impres-

sion contains the fol'owiug;— "'Nina's' estimate is said

to be £4O,0OO, and Mr. Waterhouse states ' the cost would fax

exceed the sum suggoattd, indeed, the author himself to a

certain extent admits it." This, while it is literally true, ia

economically so. As Mr. Hayward puts it. Mr. Watcrhouse's

observation would seem to refer to the £W,000, as being the
" sum suggested

; " whereas, in the report, it refers to the

£26,1 00, or sum suggested hy the council, at the limit of

expenditure.
" Nina," as well as "Ich Dien," provided a considerable

amount of extra accommodation. This fact, and the slight

difference (£2S0) between the two estimates, were not de.

clared by the Town Clerk when "Nina" was under discussion.

It was the suppression of these facts, which I quite agree with

Mr. Hayward "would have been unfair in anyone," that led

the council into the error wliich has amce been admitted.^ W. H. Lynn.

Sir,—Few, if any, members composing the Royal Institute

of British Architects have suffered more than myself in sup-

porting the honour of our profession ; and it was for tne

general good thereof I addressed you in reply to Mr. Hay-
ward's letter of the llth inst.

This gentleman having now accused me of resorting to

frivolous insinuations, I beg the favour of & final explanation,

garnished with some additional facts, which are quite as diffi-

cult of refutation as those already placed before your readers.

"Without descanting on Mr. Hayward's native modesty, I

will proceed briefly to consider the two leading points of hit

letter— viz., the picking holes in other designs, and the non-

sending of the pamphlet for distribution.

Ou the first point I ask, will Mr. Hayward forward a copy of

his pamphlet and remarks, &c., to the Council of the Institute,

for their opinion on the professional nature of the proceeding ?

and on the second point, will he explain before the said Coun-

cil the meaning of the following extract thertfrom?

Copy from a letter addressed to Charles C. Whiteford, Esq.,

Town Clerk. Plymouth, "to be read at the next meeting of

the Town Council, or when any decision is proposed to be

come to.'*

Extract.—" N.B.—With this letter I beg to forward a copy

of a more extended statement as to my design, for distribu-

tion to members of the Corporation and others, but I liave

no objection whatever to this also being pubUshed if re-

quire d.-(Signed) C. F. H."
Will Mr. Uajward also explain at whose instigation, and

throngh whose instrumentality, a lithographed copy of the

plans that now accompany his printed statement was sur-

reptitiously affixed to a set of drawings exhibited at the Royal

Hotel, under the motto " Ich Dien," and this only a few days

previously to Mr. Watcrhouse's arrival in Plymouth?

I beg to assure him that one ot his" sincerely respected"

friends in a conversation on the subject justilied the act,

" saw no harm in it," and further said, that the additional

drawings were sent as the originals were not considered suffi-

ciently explanatory. I quote hia own words, and challenge

contradiction.

Probably enough has now been written to prove that my
assertion is neither unfounded nor untrue; but failing its

being thoroughly convincing, I think Mr. Hayward's admis-

sion that his printed statement or a copy was in the hands of

the Editor of every Plymouth paper at the earliest moment
to prevent any idea of private influence (of which no notice

was taken) illustrates that bis efforts to obtain priority were

even more strenuous ihun those I attributed to him, and

the present attempt at an explanation forms a capital joke

that will uot easily be forgotteu.

I eni:lo8e printed copy of a letter addressed to the Mayor
and Town Council of Plymouth, for the accuracy of which I

can vouch, and its insertion will perhaps be a balm to the

feelings of those who have been unsuccessful in the race for

fame,—I am, &c., W. H, Reid, Architect.

S3, Courteiiay -street, Plymouth,
March a, 1870.

[This controversy, at far at our colunmi are concerned, it

now closed.—Ed. B. N.]

MR. WATERHOUSE'S SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT.

8, New Cavendish- street, Portland-place, W.,
15th Oct., 18C9.

" M^ deab Sift,—I have received a letter this morning
from a gentleman on the Plymouth Town Council who asks

ray opinion of the design for the OuUdhall under the motto
'Civis,' and my objections to that of ' Servabo Fidem ' if

executed in stone ; whether I consider ' Fiat Justitia ' gives a

satisfactory and harmonious whole; and what design oui of

the 26 1 consider host, irrespective of cost. 1 believe I ought
not to answer this letter except through you. I therefore

trouble you with my reply, to be used, or not, at you ma>
deem best.
" 1. ' Clvit* exbibitt a very carefully prepared set of draw-

iogi : hut too obviootly doei thit design toliow that of another
public building in the Nwtb of fiogUud [mih Ht defectt).

THE DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTURE.

SiE,—In reply to the inquiry of " Vitruvius," in your

number of yesterday, permit me to state that to all new sub-

scribers to this work who may pay £15 Iss. in one amount,

the whole of the work which has been published up to the

present time—viz., to the end of the letter L, will he at once

supplied, and the continuation will be delivered as it appears.

The fifteen guineas may be paid by instalments of uot test

than three guinens each, and at intervals not exceeding

twelve montlit, but ao that the last payment may not be later

than Febiuary, 1874; and for each instalment so paid an
equivalent portion of the dictionary already published will be

supplied, and on completing the full amount of the subscrip-

tion such subscriber will be entitled to receive the continua-

tion, iu like manner to those who may have paid the amount
in one sum

Intending subscribers may be assured that every care will

betaken hy the Committee so to conduct the production of

the remainder of the Dictionary as to secure lor it the hke
commendation and recognitivu that has been bestowed oatht
preceding portion.

With the next part issued title ptges and tablet of the,

pUtei will b« puUliihodj,wUich| with preceding UUe»i fcc*
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will enable subscribers to bind the text and plates now
issued in seven volumes of moderate bulk.

Imay add that, not more than fifty copies uow remain
available for new Hubseribers, and it is certain tlmt whenlhese
are appropriated tlie market value of the book will bo much
enhanced ; all, therefore, who wish to acquire it should not

loneer delay eendinfc in their names. I shall be happy to

reply to any inquiries which may be addressed to me.—I am
be, Abthuh Gates, lion. Sec.

7a, WMtehall Yard, S.W., Feb. 26.

Jnl^iirommuiiiptian,

QUESTIONS,
[1789.]—MAPPING.—Could any of the readers of The

BuiLDino News inform me wliere 1 could procure a book on
mapping, ornamental printing, &c., and the price?—
Dkauqbtshax.

their method of admeasurement (practical eniiUah for thcm-
selvcB no doubt) of multiplying hair the circuiiiltrcncc of the
tiink by Iialf its diiimeUT, by 30ft. as depth, would give the
coutcnts near euou^rh. I proved this method to be a very
incorrect uue, hence my appeal to yoi&r journal. 1 canaoi,
however, but express my roKret that your readers should
from time to time he subjected to the obnoxious and insinua-
ting sarcasms— the language of which is very poor—of your
correspondent " W. R. A.", after simply asking aid through
your columns.~SAi«DX9AUf8.

[1774.3-CIKCULAR RAIN WATKE TANIt.-MultiplT
half the circumference by half the diameter, and the result
multiplied by the depth will yield the cubical contents.—f.

[1790.]—ROOF OF NEW MIDLAND ST\TION.--I have
heard it argued that the roof of the new Midland Railway
station exerts no lateral tlmist whatever ou the flank walls
of that building, and should feel greatly obliged to anyone
who will kindly answer tliis question.

—

Sxuuent.
)

tl7W.]-EMPL0YMENT ABROAD.—"An Assistant," who
has been some time out of employ, and does not see much
chance of getting any, would take it as a great act of kind-
ness if some of your numerous correspondents will kindly
answer the following. What prospect would a fair draughts-
man and general assistant have of obtaiaing employment in
either New Zealand or Australia; what salary *-ould he he
likely to get; and is it possible to get an appointment before
atarting?—A Would-be EMiottAMX.

[1792.]—MOUNTING LARGE MAPS.—I have to mount a
set of ordnance maps to form a plan lift, by 7ft. 6in. The
widest cloth I can get is iOin., and a seam sewn would bo
objectionable, as liable to form a ridge ; besides, the maps, not
yet damped, don't quite agree. How must I manage? Will
somebody who knows please take the trouble to renlv early.
andobUge?—R. N.O.

[1793.]-DISTRAINT FOR RENT.—Can any of your cor-
respondents tell me what is the law with regard to lodger's
chattels? It is the generally conceived notion that the
lodger's goods can be seized with the occupier's. U not the
law altered, or undergone some modification ?—Reade k.

REPLIES.
[1770.]—FRAMING OF PARTITIONS.—It would appear

by "F." and "F. S's'* replies given in your last week's
issue that they are, with myself, unanimous with " Foreman's"
idea of constructing a partition for the carrying of a roof
truss. My sketch (given the week before last) showing a
king-post and strut inverted, is, according to my views, the
most practical method for the supporting a superincumbent
weight if properly tenoned and bolted together. I would
like to he informed what " spreading " would take place ? I
do not approve of "T. S. G'a" idea of dispensing with the
kipg-post and using diagonal whole stauncheons from girder
to top sill of partition : cutting up of timber there may be
with struts, but surely are they not capable of supporting
threefold the weight of the diagonal pieces? I quite concur
with "T. S. S." that the girder should not substitute a
ceiUng ioist, for very obvious reasons. The position of girder
should be carefully supervised by the clerk of works or the
foreman during the erection of the building. As the " Clerk
of Works " has yet to learn the principle and the safety of the

inverted truss, I herewith give a rough pen sketch of the plan
on which one of our greatest engineers constructed his uia-
ducts on the Cornwall Railway some 12 years since, which of
all other places demanded work sound in principle and execv-
tion to support the daily traffic of the waggon loads of ore and
China clay that passes over them, and, therefore, if au inverted
truss has been so successfully used in railway viaducts. I can-
not see the objection to woikingon asiniiiar principle in private
works. It is true flitch girders and trusses may be a serious
deviation from the architect's specification, but this is not the
question at issue ; it is the performing of work on a proper
winciple to stand for all time, or built to sell.—Ci-EttK of
W0EK3, R.E.D.

a774.]-CIRCULAR RAIN WATER TANK—I .am sorry
that througli an oversight my answer to the above in your
last should have been incorrect. The correct result is that
supplied by " W. R. A." The rule, you may see, U the same
in both aaswerfl.—W. J. C.

[1776.]—IRON ROOFS.—There are some excellent de-
scriptions of iron roofs in Mr. Fiiirbaim's " Useful Information
for Engineers," third series. Also in a work by Mr. Dernpiey.
in Wcale's Series,—A. R.

[1776.]—CEMENT WITH MORTAR.—Bearing iu mind
that in the tuauufactiu'e of cement the gr^Htest care is taken
to ensure the proper proportions of the ditfereiit ingredients,
of which lime is one, there is manifestly no advantage to be
gained iu mixing it with a large additional quantity. It is

possible that the cement might improve the mortar, but the
latter would certainly not improve the former. It is the
practice in wet situations to add a barrel or so of Portland
cement to ordinary concrete, but this is to obtain its setting
groperties, which would not he required in the case of hal^
rick walls.—Beta.

[177*.]—CIRCULAR RAIN WATER TANK—I am much
obheed to " W. R. A." for his solution of my problem in last
week's " Imtercommunication " column. The case of mea-
•urement was one of dispute between the men who did the
•XCftYftUng fox the taokj and my^filfi they coBteuding thai by

[1778.]—CIVIL ENGINEER.—Your correspondent has
mooted a question which it is impossible to answer. It is the
disgrace or the profession that there is no absolute, bona Jide
criterion of the fact—what iaaC.E.? Anyone may append
those two letters to his name, and there are none to question
his right to do so. There are no legal or valid means for dis-

tinguisliiug the base metal from the true coin, the impostor
from the genuine practitioner. Many plans have been put
forward at various times for removing this anomalous state
of aflFairs, but nothing has been ever effected. It has been
suggested that "The Institute of Civil Engineers" should
move in the matter, but iu reality tiie members of that body
care nothing about the status of the profession, nor auytliing
else except their own interests.

—

Another C.E.

[1784.]—CLEANSING VARNISHED SEATS.—The best
material for removing dirt and ^ease ft^m paint or varnished
deal is the cleansing powder sold by the London Sanitary
Companv, 6, Liverpool-street, £.0. I have used it for several

years.—k. W.

[1786.]—VOLUME OF WATER.—The eflfect of draw-
ing off 30,000 gallons per day fr»m a reservoir 200ft. x 200ft.

X l&ft. would oe that it would be emptied in a month's time,
and if 1000 gallons per day were at the surae'time coming in,

the supply would last a day or two longer. This is a mere matter
of arithmetic, and if that had been all that is involved in the
question it had hardly needed a reply, there being flj (or

more correctly 62S) gallons In every cubic foot ; but another
effect would take place, providing the reservoir be not covered
over, which, if a domestic supply is to he drawn from it, is of
great importance. In uncovered reservoirs of less than H or
16 feet in depth, vegetation is rapidly promoted, and when
that dies animalcule are forued. So that in this reservoir,

after the first two or three duys draught upon it, vegetation
would commence and go on increasingly from day to day, and
the water would he quite unlit for domestic consumption. If

the reservoir be covered thia objection will he done away with.

—WATEKWOajtS.

[1788.]—LONDON UNHERSITY.—There are two colleges

in London which provide courses on Architecture—University

and King's. If " Double You Bee " will send for a prospec-

tus of the Architectural course at University College, Gower-
street, he will obtain all the information he requires.—W. J. C

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Temperance FeruanjsntLand and Building Society.
—The sixteenth annual meeting of the members of this

society took place.at the Terminus Hotel, Cannon- street, on
Wednesday week. The attendance was very large. Mr.
Phillips, the secretary, reJid the report, which showed the

following results :~The to/cal receipts of the year amounted
to £431,000. The sharea issued during the year numbered
16,433. Nearly £143,000 were received for subscriptions on
investing shares, being naarly £18,000 in excess of the pre-

ceding year. The re-payments of advances amounted to

£11^,400, being less thi.u the preceding year, many bor-

rowers not having redeemed their mortgages, by extra pay-

ments, as rapidly as in utore prosperous years. The subscrip-

tions withdrawn by meiribers amounted to £53,000, lea\ing

at their credit more th.au £534,000. Nearly £47,000 were
received on deposit at 4 ;Ber cent, interest, and £50,700 were
re-paid to depositors, leaving at their credit more than
£133,000. £42,500 were received for interest and premiums
on the investments of the society. The sums advanced on
houses amounted to £%2,000. The amount remaining oat on

houses and laud, and secured by mortgage, was £698,000,

the total sum advanceil on this description of security since

the commencement of tide soeiely being more than £1,370,000,

the assets of the sociel.y have been increased by £107,000,

and amount nearly to £800,000. During a portioa of the

year the rate of preraio m for advances was lower than at any
time previously. The directors have been able to apportion

profit to investing shaj'eholders at the same rate as preceding

years, viz,, 7i per cent, per annum on the subscriptions at

tbw credit of the sharra iu force. They have also apportioned

pmflt on uncompletecl shares withdrawn during the year (in

addition to the profit paid on withdrawal), at the rate of 4

ptr cent, per annum for the portion of the year expired prior

to tbt receipt of tbo ootice of withdrawal. After proYiding

for chaises uf management, fcc., the balance of the profit hat
been carried to the reserved or contingent fund accoant
which now stands at £60,386.
S'JVXEEIOIf PBAMANBIVT BlNEriT BUILDINO SociEtr.

—The second annual meeting qf the members of thia society
was held at the offlces, Mooffate-street, on Wtdnetday waek.
The rsport, which was adopted, stated that the shars ioooiM
of ihejrear wu £MU9«. 6d., as compared with £SMS Iu. 4d.,
for 18(». The unoant advanced was £9373 S«. Tlu loftat

and debits were reduced by £8661 8s. &d. The repayment
•abacnptiou secured by exiatinfc mortcagee amoaated to
£13,94a 16s. Ud.,and the profit included Uiereia Kud recelrs-
blc in future years has increased to £5032 3s. 3d. The gnxM
profit for the year was £7o9 l&s. lid, and the dividends
payable, inclufling £166 l&s. 3d. 6 per cent, oa paid-up shares
for the last half-year, amounted to £4ttS I4e. 6d. Tbe invest-

ing members' balancM reached a total nX £4&ii 17i. 9d.
having iocrused from £3910 18«. lUd. in 1868.

"^M^.

Sitt JosEPU Whitwoeth on Street Tba»-
WAYS A»D BOAD-HAKINa.—Tbe tuo of boiw
tramways 'u being urgently preeMd forwud, and
a large outlay m contemplated. In Sir Joseph
Whitworth's opinion, however, they are not
suited to the present tunes, and mechanical engi-

neers have a right to enter their protest, consider-

ing the many obstnictions there have been for

many years past to the employment of road loco-

motives. If toll gates were abolished, and each
county had an organised staff for making and
keeping the roads in gootl onler, using the steam
roller, steam sweeping machine, and other necea-

sary appliances, where there is a lai|;e traffic,

mechanical engineers would then, Sir Joseph hag
no doubt, soon produce a small light locomotive

that would do its work quietly and most effec-

tively ; at the same time, pedestrians and those

who ride and drive would have the great enjoy-

ment of good and clean roads, instead of the

present badly paved and rough macadam roads.

The broken stones of the latter are now left for

the horses' feet and narrow wheels to consolidate

in a way which it is quite distressing to see. The
consumption of fuel per horse power is now so

small that road locomotives could be employed at

far less expense than the over-worked and ill-con-

ditioned horses we now see, while pedestrians and
those who keep animals for pleasure would have
good roads, and many gentlemen, no doubt, would
have their well-made locomotives. Under any
circumstances, good clean roads are the most
profitable when'.everything is taken into account

;

but unfortunately those who make and repair

them generally consider only one side of the

question.

Rescinding a Contract.—Skpton Pabk,
Liverpool.—A special meeting of the Liverpool

Town Council was held on Monday week to con-

aider a resolution of the Improvement Committee
consequent upon the alleged bankruptcy or

stoppage of Mr. Samuel Campbell, contractor for

the Scfton Park works. From the minutes

of the meeting of the Improvement Com-
miltee on the 16th February, it appeared that a
certificate had been submitted from Messrs. Andre
and Homblower, architects and designers of the

park, setting forth that, according to their judg-

ment, " The contractor has not exercised, and is not

exercising, snch due diligence, and is not makiug
such due progress, as would or will enable the

works contracted to be executed on or before Ist

July to be completed within the time." Ui>ou

this it was resolved by the committee " That notice

be immediately given by the Town Clerk to Mr.
Samuel Campbell, under the eleventh clause of

the contract between him and the corporation for

the execution of works, Sefton Park, dated 22nd

June, 1868, to determine the contract, and that.the

Town Clerk do employ a suitable person to enter

upon and take possession, on behalf of the cor-

poration, of the works and materials on the ground,

and all the plant, tools, and material of the con-

tractor." The resolution, after some discnsaion,

was adopted by the town council. According to

a report in the Liverpool Mail, one or two of

the members of the council alleged that the con-

tractor's difficulties were, in a great measure, due

to his unjust treatment by the architects.

Proposed New Street from West to
North East.—At the next meeting of the

Holbom Board of Works, the question of co-

operating with the Clcrkenwell and St. Luke's
authoritic! in urging upon the Metropolitan

Board of Works the necessity of making a new
approach from the west to the north-east of

London, by way of Wilderness-row, St. John's-

square, Liquorponil-street, King's-road, Theo-

bftlds-road, aad Bart-«tr«et, Bloomibory, will b«
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oonaidend. Br widaning Wilderness-row, and

pallinKdowQ a few houses so as to continue it across

St John-street, St. John's-square, and Clerken-

well-gteen, and by slightly improving the

eastern approach to Liquorpond-street, and the

weetam approach to Theobald's-road, a very

Taluable and continuous line of thoroughfaro

would be secured from Shoreditoh Church to

New Oxford-street.

I MPROVEMKNT IX St. PACL'S CHURCHYABD.—
At a meeting of the City Commissioners of Sewers

on Tuesday last, it was determined to lay into

the public way about 6.">00ft. of ground at the

west end of St. Paul's Cathedral, at a cost of

420,000, the Metropolitan Board of Works
being asked to contribute towards the cost.

ISSTITUTIOS OK SUKVEYOES.—The following

candidat«8 were balloted for and declared duly

elected at the last meeting, viz. as members,—John
Carter Clayden, Bamet, Herts, Edmund Kush-

worth, 22, Saville-row, W. As associate,—Chas.

William Thompson, 17, Parliament-stroet, S.W.
Pkoposbd New Appkoach to SJiirnriELu

Mabket.—On Friday afternoon last a public

meeting was held at the Metropolitan Meat
Market, in support of a proposal to construct a

short length of street from the extreme end of

Chartcrhonse-street, at the north-east|corncr of

the Market, to Goswell-road, immediately opposite

Old-street, St. Luke's. This would place the

Meat Uarket, as well as Holbom and Oxford-

street, in direct communication with St. Luke's,

Uoxton, Shoreditoh, and the Hackney and Kings-
land roads. The estimated cost of the new street,

which would be 400 yards in length, is £30,000.

A deputation was appointed to wait upon the

Metropolitan Board of Works to request the assis-

tance of that body in cai-rying out the improve-
ment.
The Wallace Mokument as a Bekbshop.
—A correspondent of the North liritUh Daily
Mail writes angrily protesting against a recent

decision of the Stirling Town Council granting a

license for the sale of beer on Sundays at the

monument. He quotes a choice paragraph from
the speech of a Scotch minister at a recent public

meetmg. " What would the ancient Greeks have
thought of a memorial erected at the Pass of

Thermopyla; to Leonidas and his 300 Spartans,

and plastered over the front, ' Alloa Ale ?' "

We suggest, as a reply to the rev. gentle-

man's qnerj", that the sentiments of objectoi'S

and approvers wonld probably have boon
identical, namely that " they had come to a very

pretty pan indeed." Seriously, however, the

thirsty Scotchmen of Stirling might surely have
found some other place for a beershop, without

turning the Wallace monmnent into a drinking

fountain. Onr Glasgow correspondent also refers

to this.

Railway Passexgebs' Assukaxce Com-
pany.—The twenty-first annual meeting took
place on Wednesday, Mr. J. Clay, M.P., in the

chair. The directors report the premium income
of the year at £118,403 10s 7d. as against

iM13,657 38. 4d. in 1868 ; the receipts from in-

vcstmenta, at £112,300 9s. 5il., against £117,085
188. Id. in 1868. The compensation paid during
the year amonnted to £65,194 3s. Cd., or 55-06 per

cent, on the premiums received, the rate for the

previous year having been 5172 per cent.

The claims included 31 cases of fatal and 3406
other accidents. The bonus recommended is 16s.

a share, in addition to the usual interest at the

rate of 6 per cent. The paid-up capital, after

payment of dividend, being now increased to

£50,000, and the reserve fo a similar sum, and it

being considered that £100,000 invested funds

afford an ample guarantee to the public, the direc-

tors recommend that all policy-holders who have
paid continuously five yearly premiums bo

allowed a bonus of 10 per cent, on the amount of

their fotnreannual premiums so long as the profits

will admit. The report was adopted unanimously,
The appointment of Mr. Bade and the Hon. K.
Ashley as directors, in the room of Messrs. Harri-
son and Penlington, deceased, was confirmed

;

and the directors retiring by rotation, and two of

the retiring auditors, were re-elected. £100 was
voted to Mr. Scrutton, in acknowledgment of his

long services as auditor.

residence at Whitehall Gardens by the Thames Em-
bankment works.
The heatiiijc app.aralus at S. .lame-s's Church,

Devonport, KettiiiH; out of order on Sunday week, the

sulphurous fumes so affected the congregation that

many had to be carried out, and the services could

no*, be proceeded with.

Wcin parish church has just been lilted with hot

water heating apparatus by Messrs. Evan and Morris,

plumbers, ic, or Shrewsbury, at a cost of £125.

The new market hall at Dolgellcy is rapidly

approaching eonipletioii, and the contractors expect

to have it out of their hands by Jidy 1.

The Versailles Gallery of Sculpture has just re-

ceived marble busts of the chcuiist Chaptal ; the

Orientalist, Chainpolliou ; Mollieu, Auj,'ustin Thierry,

Frangois" Arago, and Georges Ouvier. Tlicy have

been executed for the Government by various known
sculptors.

A discovery has been made in the kitchen of the

Chiiteau de Kochcchouart, in Haute Vieimc, of some
mural paintings of the sixtecntli centiiry. Tlic

most important, the colours of which are still bright,

represents an archery party. There are eleven

ligures in the composition ; one being that of For-

tune, who, with her foot upou her wheel, seems to

preside over the scene.

The proprietors of the " North British Daily Mail
"

have oifered to subscribe £500 towards the iustitu-

tion of a society having for its oliject the provision

of cheap, healthy, and decent dwellings for the

working classes of Glasgow.
The Middlesex magistrates have resolved upou

enlarging the Clerkeuwcll House of Delcutiou.

Deptford dockyard has bccu purchased by 5Ir.

II. E. Marsh, auctioneer, of Cannon-street, on be-

half of Mr. Austin, for a little less than £100,000.

Considering the extent of the yard, which is more
than 22 acres, this is not a large sum, being abuut

£4500 per acre, and the price, we are informed, in-

cludes the slips, storehouses, cranes, and over thirty

houses.

Sir Shafto Adair has presented to the inhabitants

of Ballymeua a " people's park," extending over

55 acres. Sir Shafto further proposes to enclose and

ornament the park at au estimated cost of £1500.

A portion of the new Koman Catholic Church of

the Sacred Heart, Camberwell, was opcne<l on the

16th nlL
Mr. James Holland, a well known member of the

Society of Painters in Water Colours, died last

week at his residence in Osnaburgh-street.

The erection of a new Baptist chapel is talked of

at Clapham.
The Phoinix Gas Company has resolved to reduce

the price of the gas supplied from its works at

Bankside by threepence per thousand feet. This is

the third reduction since the passing of the Act of

1860.

The Bible Christian chapel in the Waterloo-road

has been re-opened, after restoration from the effects

of the late (ire.

The Newingtou vestry has decided to petition

Parliament against the Pimlico, Peckhaui, and
Greenwich Street Tramways (Extension) Bill.

One of Messrs. AvcUng and Porter's steam road

rollers has recentlj- been employed in cuusolidatiug

the macadam of the Blackfriars-road.

An amalgamated committee of representatives of

each of the vestries of the metropolis for the pur-

pose of watching Parliamentary action on any
matters connected with metropolitan affairs has

been formed. The question under immediate con-

sideration is that of street tramways.
The street tramways now in course of construction

in Lambeth are estimated to cost about £4000 per

mile.

A company is in course of formation having for

its object the erection of a lecture and concert hall

in Battersea, in lieu of the old Lammas hall.

A corresi>ondent writes to correct the statement

that " no site can be obtained for a proposed new
theatre," as there are several good sites suitable for

the erection.

In the Court of Exchequer, on Saturday, Sir
Robert Peel obuined £53o5 damages from the
Metropolitan Board of Works for injury done to his

SJpdif Jl^tc.^,

WAaES MOVEMENT.
Glasoow.—Strike ok UouiiK-C.\nPKNTKRs and Joinrrs.

—At a large meeting of the house-curpeuters and joiners of
Glasxow, held on Snturduy night, it whs reported tliat twenty-
two of the enipkiverB in the town hiid agreed lo tlie demand of
tlic men for a reduction of the working hours from ten to
nine hours per day, and also to grant un advance of wages
from 6d. to ejd. per hour. Several of the largest employers
refused to accede to these terms. About si.t weeks ago the
Ulas|^w and Fartick Branch of the Associated Carpenters
and Joiners of Scotland applied to the Genera! Society to
sanction their demanding from the masters a reduction of
working time to nine hours, and an increase of wages from 6d,
to C^J. per hour. At that time the society refused to sanc-
tion them in going in for the double demand, though there
was a disposition shown to support them in asking for a
reduction in the hours of labour. Since then a second appli-
cation from the Glasgow and Partick Uranch was made to
the General Acisociatiou, and the matter having been sub-
mitted to the branches of the society throughout tlie country,
the result was that by a vote of 791 to 41 they agreed to
sanction a strike for the enforcement of the double demand.
Thu Scolsiiiiui states that a large number of the Glasgow
joiners employed in those workshops the proprietors of which
refused to accede to their demand, left work on Monday
night with the iutcutiou of not resuming.

TENDERS.
.Vbinguon.—For proposctl alteriitions and additions to a

house, Abiugdun, fur fauliuc Martin, Ksq. Mr. Edwin Dolby,
ardiituct :

—
Townsead £255
King 255 U
Drew 319 10
Williums 835
liryau 225
Davis 231 7 S

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoNU.iv.—Institution of Surveyors. 8.

„ Entomological Suciet3'. 7.

TfEsD.VY.—Institution of Civil I'.nginecrs. " Description of

the Line and Works of the San Paulo Railway,

Brazil," M. D. M. Fox, M. Inst. C.E.

„ Royal Institution. " On Plant Life as Contrasted
with that of Aniumls." By Dr. Masters, F.l.S. 3.

Wkdnksoay.—Society of Arts. "On Tramways in Streets."

By W. Bridges Adams. '.Zaq. 8.

„ Geological Society. 8.

Thursday.—Royal Institution. "On the Chemistry of Vege-
table Products." By Pcofess'jr Odling. 3.

„ Linncuii Society. 8.

„ Society of Antiquaries. 8.30.

„ Society for the Encouraucmciit of the Fine Arts.

Second Conversazione oE the Season, at the Gallery

of the Society of Female Artists, 9, Conduit- street,

W.
FaiDAY.—Architectural Association. "Domestic Architecture

during the Iteign of Quceu Anne." By R. Almond,
Esq. 7.30.

Royal Institution. " On Cliance." By Prof- Syl-

vester, MA., L.L. D., F.R^S. 9.

Satuedat.—Royal Institution. "An Introduction to the
Science of Religion." By Frof. Max MuUcr, M.A.,
L.L.D. 3.

Berks.— For new grammar school, Reading,
\Iired Waterhouse, architect :

—
Cleasy
Gregory
Doverwood and Co
Woodroug'i
Brass
Matthews
Hibbard
PoUard
Wheeler
Bays and Rammage
Ilains and Sou
Cowknd
Simpson
Colls^and Sou
Jackson and Shaw
Manatield and Price

Maccy
Gibsou, Bros
Uorsciuan
Walton, Bros
Perry and Co
I^iglitingale

Woodbridgc
Blackmoi'u
Holland and Ilunnen
Jones
Kirk and Parry
Wright and Co
Dimaicnt
Bull and Son
ParncU and Sou
Claike

Berks, Mr.

3t,908

24,878
23,798
23,7H9
23,495
23,213
22,959

23,3»1
22,293
22,(XIO

21,978
21,940
21,765
31,7*6
21,716
21,65S
SI,S»1
21,178
21,488
21,437
20,915

30,770
20,730
30,671
30,481
19.950
19,905

19,895
19,385
18,900

18,707
17,831

Brecon.— For Brecon County Gaol. Mr. Thos. F. Fillary,

architect:-
1 1 imer Brothers £10110
Williams and Bolton «230 6

Watkins and Jenkins 8795 18 V

Welsh andSon 8700

Lovatt 8578 1 4
Jones and Johna 8478

Yates 7997 16

WiUiaras Brothers 7850

Stone dressing reduced by two lowest.

Yates £7*7.! 11

Williams (accepted) 7HW

Brighton.—For house and shop in North-road, Brighton,

for Mr. W. Balcombe. Mr. John Hill, architect. Quantities

'"W'^ltn" «03 15

Marshali"; 800

Hampton 773

Beisto:..—For finishing houses, St. Luke's-road, Bed-

minster, Bristol. W, Cloutman, surveyor, 1, Exchange

Bristol;-
Contract Ao. 4.

Summons £i~'>

Stephens 203 12

Perkins and White 223

Howell 311 15

Millett 203 1 lo

Hook Wt
Leat (accepted) 190 ()

llobbs ....;. 189

Lloyd 185

Contract No. 5.

Perkins and White 4587
MiUett 500 8

Lloyd «0
Hobb. 181

Howell 461 15

Stephens (accepted) 399

Hafding 350 U
CoTKHii.i-.—For new rectory house at Cotehitl. near

Wstlicrall, Cumberland, for the Reverend John Howard.

Messrs. Habcrshon and Brock, architects:—

Court (accepted) £1417
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Depttord.—For the oustruction of 410ft. oi brick »cwer,

and 73011. of ISin. and 930ft. of ISin. pipe sewer, in Tyr-

whitt-road, New-road, and Treiillian-road, Deptford, for the

Greenwich District Board of Works;—

KilliiisbackandCo £1220
Pearson «99
Geiiring 870 10

Beaton 860
Morris 8.i0

Kent 837
Bloorafield SIX)

Harris 797
Chadwell 77'> I)

Ladd 7<B
Hayward (accepted) 700

I Coker 820 10
Cole 020 10

TlEPTFoni).—For the construction of 400ft. mn of 15in

pipe sewer, and other works, in Warwick-street, Payne-

street, Papnall-street, and Angus-atrcet, Deptford, for the

Greenwich District Board of Works :
—

Voung £650
Pearson 620
Ladd 601
Morris 600
ChadweU 671
Kent 669
Cole 666
Bloomlield 6aO
Harris S.38

Hayward (accepted) 476

LoMJON.—For a ground floor shop only and basement near
Newcastle-street, Strand, for J. H. Ferrier, Esq. Mr. .1. II.

Rowley, arcliitcct. Quantities supplied by Mr. T. T. Green :—
Rivett £633
Hill, Keddell, and Waldram 619
Macey 699
Crabb and Vauahan 590
Browne and ftoljinsou 586
Beeton 583
Brass 561
KiUby 5S1
King and Sons 626
Kelly Brothers 61.3

Scrivenerand White 512

London.—For additions to the Parsonage of St. Silas,

Pentonville, for the Reverend .1. Wilkinson. Messrs. Ilaber-

shon and Brock, architects:

—

Manley and Rogers £1087
Crisp 107,3

Sharpington and Cole 1050
Nigjhtingalc 999
Scrivener and White 981
Fairhall and Weeks 9.')7

Newman and Mann 886
Carter and Son 857
Palmer (accepted) 6.30

LoNnoN.—For the S. Martin's parochial school for girls to
beerected in Castle-atrect, Leicester-square. Mr. F. Marra-
ble, architect. Quantities by Mr. W. F. Mcakin:^

Dove Bros, (accepted) £31/3

London.—For various alterations, &c., to premises, 2i,
Crutched Friars. Mr. R. C. Harrison, architect :

—

King and Sons £1859

London.—For alterations at Lisson Grove for Messrs.
Spencer, Turner, and Boldero. Mr. T. R. Parker, architect :—

F.bbs and Sons £9t7
Aitchison and Walker 845
Thompson and Smith 8.37

Blower 830
Potter and Son 826
Morsman 789
Snowden 7(8

MossLEY Vat.r.—For the erection of a pair of semi-de-
tached villas at Mossley Vale, near Liverpool, for Mr. James
Kendall. Troughton and Prescott, architects. Quantities by
Mr. W. Longson, surveyor:—

I

Yates £1493
Gardiner, .Tun 1467
Greenwood 14.35

Henshaw 1.397

Beotham 1.368

Brookfield 1369
Jeffry 1355
Webster and Turner 1320
Stananought (accepted) 126(5

Pkntonvh.lk.— For repairs and alterations at 23, Penton-
street, Pentonville. Messrs. Haberahoa and Brock, archi-
tects:—

Manley and Rogers £1087
Crisp 1073
Sharpington and Cole 1050
Nightingale 999
Scrivener and White 981
Fanhall and Weeks 937
Newman and Mann 888
Carler and Son 857
Palmer 636

Taunton.—For alterations and additions to No. 6, Fore-
•treet Parade, Taunton, for Mr. J. C.Brown. Mr. J. H. Smith,
architect :

—

Shewbrooks £993
Moss and Randell 880
Giles 832
Manning and Dinham (accepted) 756

Uppr.R Teddinoton.— For villa at Upper Teddington,
Middlesex. Mr. H. T. Sugden, architect. Quautities sup-
pUed;—

Phillips £2589
ColliiiBS 3115
Pope and Filler 3098 10
Elliott 1990
CoUinson 1905 12 10
Manley and Sogers 1900
Hurst 1900
DsTby 1843 16
Meatom 1810
Todd and Saundera 1797
Jarrett 1795
Gregory 1750
Howard 1782
Nightingale , 1717 o o

Walworth Comhon.—For erecting the chancel, nave, and
aisles of 8t. Stephen's Church, Walworth Common, Surrey.
Messrs. Henry jarvis and Son, architects :

—

Downs „ „...».£6546
Marsland and Son 6V)0
Thompson 6.327

Henshaw 6082
Merritt and Ashby 6000
Higgs (983
Carter andSons 6870
Barllett SSiS
Lon<;mire and Burgo 5804
Colls and Sons 57M
Dove, Brothers 5640
.Myers and Sons 5119
Tarrant 5186

COMPETITIONS.
.St. Giles'.s, Cambekwf.i.i., Mar. 7.—Wanted plans as to

the best means of laying out .in estate of about four acres in
the Old Kent-road. March 7th.

Woi.BosoiT.it Local Board, N'kwton Arbot, Devon,
Mar. 7.—Plans for laying out a market. 11. M. .M.l.'aker
Clerk.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINft
ESTIMATES.

Stokk-upon-Trent, March 14.—For the constructioa of
about l.SOO yards of main streets, and about 1700 yards of
back roads, together with the necessary drains, on the Work-
man's Land Society's K^tate. Charles Lyaam> architect,
Stoke-upon-Trent.

WllITTI»nHAM ASYU'M, COUNTY OF LaNCART KK.
March 12.—For the erection of certain haitdinsfs. F. C.
Ilulton, Clerk to the Comraiftee of Visitors, Winckley-square,
Preston.

War Officr, Palt, Mai.t,, Marcli 13.—For the supply of

materials, and for the performance of bricklayers, masons,
carpenters, slatfrs, plasterers, plumbers, smiths, paviors.

painters, glaziers, paperhangers, and gas fitters' work at
Gravesend, Tilbury Fort, &c. Commandinj; Odicer, Royal
Engineer Officf, Graveaend.

S. Li'kk's Wohkhousr, City-road.—For the erection
of a block of buildings for the reception of 450 paupers. Mr.
II. S. Snell, Architect, 'iG, Chancery-lane, K.C

.

Stalbrtdiik (Dorset), March H.—For the erection of a
new Conffresiational Church and Schools. W. J. Stent,
Architect, Warminster,

Croydon Ijocai. Board of IfEAMii, March 15.—For
the construction of earthenware and brick sewers. Mr. U.
Latham, C.K., G, Westminster Chambers.

Mktropomtan Board ok Works. March 11.—For the
construction of brick and pipe sewers in Liraehouse. J. Pol-
lard, Board of Works, Sprinti-gardens.

Kkni.ky, Surrey, March 10.—Forja residence andofTices at
Kenlcy. near Croydon. Charles Rdtley, architect, 32, Bush

-

lane, Cannon-street, E.C.

RoTHF.RniTHR, March 31.—Christ Church Bijys' National
Schools.—For the erection of the aboye schools. T. C. Colley,
Hon. Sec, February, 1870.

St. Gir.F.a. Cambrrweij., March 2S.—For sinking about
ten wells, and supplying and fixing pumps to the same.
George William Marsdcn, Vestry Clerk, Vestry-hall, Camber-
wetl,

Stoke-I'pon-Trrnt, March It.— For the construction of
about 1800 yaids lineal of main streets, ami about 170<»

yards of lineal of back roads, with the necesfiary drains on the
Workmen's Land Society's Estate. Charles Lynam, architect,
Stoke-upon-Trent.

Tottenham, March 9.—For additions and alterations to a
house in Ilanger-laue, Tottenham. Thomas Uorwood, Esq.

,

sohcitor, 8, Warnford-court, Throgmorton-street, K.O,
Croydon Local Board of Health, March l.'i.—For the

construction of earthenware and brick sewers in the parish of
Croydon. E. J. Chesswright, clerk, Town->iall. Croydon.

Drioiilinoton Waterworks, March!?-—For tlie supply
of 6000 yards of 6-inch; 1600 yards of 5-inch; 3000 yards
of4-incli; 4000 yards of 3-inch vertically cast iron socket
pipes. John Smith, solicitor, clerk to the local board,
Birstal, near Leeds,

lloNCAsTER, March 10,—For the following works for tlie

Covered Wool Market.—Iron work:—Wrought-iron roof, sup-
ported b^ cast-iron pillars and girders, wrougbt-iron gates
and palisades. Masonry and brickwork:—Brick walls, atone
curb sills, &c. Joiners' work ;—Boards for roof and lloor, and
skylights. Plumbers' work:—Lead gutters, ridges, and hips,

glazing to wndo^vs and skylights. Slaters work:—lloof

slating. Mr. Tho nas Anelay, borough surveyor. Mansion-
house, Doniastc.

Dorsetshire, March 8.—For the erection of a new Con-
gregational church and schools ut Stalbridge. W, S. Stent,
architect, Warminster.

Epping Special Drainage, March 12.—Water supply
contract No. 2.— For the erection of a water tower, engine,
and boiler house, and other works, partly in the parish of
Epping, and partly in the parish of Tlicydon Garnon, in the
county of tsset. Contract No. 3.— For the supply and
erection of steam-engine, boiler, pumps, 'gearing, &c. Mr.
Jabez Church, of 17b, Great George-street, Westminster,
civil enfjincer.

Colchester Improvement Act, March 12.—For supply-
ing and laying-in the footpaths of Colchester, about 3500
square yards of befit 3-inch York tooled pavement, and about
1400 yards of York kerb-stone, loin. by4in.; also granite
kennelling, and other work. Joseph Hope, town surveyor,
Lion-walk, Colchester.

Convict Peusons, March 12.—For the supply of timber,

deals, slates, lime, sand, bricks, lead, glass, wrought and cast-

iron, ironmongery, gas and water pipes, white lead, oils, &c..

for twelve months.—To the Directors of Convict Prisons, -14,

Parliament-street, Westminster, S.W.

BcnNOR, March 9.—For the construction of sea defence
and esplanade works in their district, and other works inci-

dent to the above. Frederick Elkins, Clerk to the Local
Board, Rognor.
Bououoii OF Bradford, Marcli 8.—For the erection of

cattle market, slaughterhouses, and other premises connected
therewith. W. T. McGowcn, Town Clerk, Corporation Offices,

Bradford.

BoftOL'uu or lUioATK Outfall Woikv, Starch 14.—
For the coDitructton of oatfall tewera, hlt«r bouse, patent
olid sewage extract')ri, laying down land for the purpose of
sewage irrigation, and for enclosing or fencin|-in a portion of
Earlswood Common. Clair J. Gree, Town Clerk. BeiKato.

BoKornii ok Soothamptom, March 10—New Cattle
Market.— For erecting an iron shed at the New Cattle Market.
Charles E. Deacon, Clerk to the Local Hoard of Health, Audit
Ilonie, Soatbampton.

BoEOUon or Sot-rnAurTON, March U.—For the erection
of the proposed building for the School of Art, in connec-
tion witli the Hartley Institution. FraucU T. Bond»M.U.,
principal.

Apprrlf.y BtinoR, March 16.—For the erection of two
semi-detnched villas, at Appcrlcy Bridec. Charles E. Hari-
dcn, architect. 25, Darley- street, Bradford.

BiDKPORD Local Govr.R.NMKNT Board, March W,—
Conatntction of Waterworks.—Fur the construction of an
impounding; reservoir and outlet works on the Port Stream at
Gameston, in the parish of Bideford. The sunply of «l>out
360 tons of cast iron pipes and other castings. The supply o(
earthenware drain pipes, for the collection of water; the
supply of sluice valves, hydrants, covers, and index plates, and
the laying and jointing of alraut I'.^,006 lineal yards of cost
iron water mains. K. II. Buse, Clerk, Bideford, Devon.

Lkei):^, March 14.—For the erection of S. John's Vtcorage,
Xewtowu, Leeds. Adams and Kelly, architects, 18, Pork-
row, Leeds.
Leeds, March IS.—For building premises in Botr-lane. W.

BakewctI, architect.

Uppihoham Union, Ri:tland, March 15.—For the pro-
posed alterations and for the erection of new buildings at the
Union Workhouse at Uppingham. WiUtam U. Brown, Clerk,
Uppingham.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randell, Saunders, and Company, Limited,

Quarrymen »nd Stone Merchants, Bath. List of
Prices at the (Juarrlea and Depots ; aUo Cost for
Transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnisUod
on application to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Adyt.] Corsham, Wilts.

^ -

BANKRUPTS.
act 1869.—to Sl'aRKNDER AT BASI.VOIIALL-STREET.

John Iladley Rigdcn, Clapton, builder, March IS, at 13.

to SURRENDER IK THE COUNTRY.

Ilenry Allday, Rothwell Haigh, builder, March 15, at 11—
James A. llambly, Denton, Kent, builder, March 9, at 10—
James Mitchell, Elland, Vorkshire.joiner, March 11, at 10—
William Thomas, Penclawdd. Glamorganshire, buildei*, March
9, at 3—George Veale CoUivcr. Addiscombe, carpenter, March
22, at 10.

SITTINOS FOR LAST EXAMINATION.-ATT 1861.

June 9, TI. Garner, St. James's-road, Camberwefl, builder-
June 9, E. Stephens, Wimbledon, surveyor—.Hareh 29, S.

Jennings, Oxtcd, lime burner and beerscller—.March ."iO, ft. H.
Bobby, Brentwood, builder—March 8, G. Pitt, Walsall, gas-
fitter— Mar. 11, T. Patton, Middlcsborough, stonemason.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

March 33, A. Pickett, Croydon, builder—March 23, R.
Grant, Croydon, stonemason—Marcti 23, C. P. Phelps, Rus-
RcU-road, Kensington, builder—Mardi 30, W. W. Martin,
Exeter, engineer—March 30, R. Gardner, Etcter, builder-
March 16, J. and R. Potter, Liverpool, builders—March 12, J.

and C. W. Todd, Milner-atrcet. Brompton, .Middlesex and Lee,
Kent, builders—March 2:5, W. W. Martin, Exeter, engineer-
March 23, R. Gardner, Exeter, builder—March 10, J. Alder-
ton, East Harding, Norfolk, thatcher—March li, J. Harmer.
Hawk hurst, plumber.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.

II. Williams, Bristol, timber merchant, div. 4fd.—J. W. Lee,
Leicester, engineer, div. l^d.-T. W. Taylor, Colchester and
Wivenhoc, builder, div. 2s. 1 Jd-—J- Payne, Birmingham, iron
founder, div. Ss. 4d.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED,
Pratchitt and Co , Carlisle, engineers—G. T. and W. God-

dard, llarman-street, Kingfiland-road, builders-Taylor Bros.,

Ilaulcy, earthenware manufacturers—CUlf and Co., Imperial
Potteries, Lambeth.

SCOTCH SEqUESTRATION.

David Salmond, Jun., Arbroath, engineer, March 3, at 12.

T^o Brickmakers and Others.

—

To Ijo LET, on LKASE, for a term of jcars, BOXLEY
GAULT BRICK and TILE YARD, a«ftr Maidstone, Kent, with ft

gootl local trndo attjuhvd, aiid all necewary plant for manufacturing
OauU Bricks. The Gault cl.iy in thin field h of » superior qualltjr.

making a boantiful Btraw colour brick. These brlcka aUnd their

colour bettwr tlmii any others of tho oort made. There is aUo ft

beautiful white Hand and clay for makUw Rod Brlckn, all within
thii -'inumforctire of a huiulrctl yardp-.—l^^or further particulani,

^\>\>iy io .TaiiinH Clf'tuont*, BuUdor, Maidstoop ; or to Uenry
Towslcy, RoTlpy, nc;ir .Mixid^tfuio. Kant

T^o J3uilders and others.—To be
-*- DI.SPOSED OP, an OLD ESTABLISHBD BUSINRSS, prio-

cipally jobbing, in a firRt-class neighbourhood, threo miles west of
the Marble A-rch, a capital li-roouied houae. werkuhopA, and Urge
gardoiL Held on lease at a tow rent. Stock, plant and flxtum
smalL—For farther partlculawt, apply nemmolly, to Mr. J. S.

Gonirae, Auctioneer, tS. Old Jmvry, and Feftham.

-A Large Plot of
L\Nl> to iJo LET, on LEAJ3E.—Particulars of M«Jore and

"Pinsbury."

Ruilding Land (Freehold) to
-^-^

be LET. r.irtof tho Wimbledon Park Rutate, harlng a
goo-l front-TC'' to the M<!rli;>n-roail, and a dppth of 200ft. Suitable
for S'lini-dcl.'ichpd VHlaj«, &c. Water, gaa, and newer.—Apply to
Mr. T. Allen, Architect and Surroyor, 7, John-street, Adelphl.

pollard Oak Plank, rare quality,
5ft. X 2ft. X 4 inches, rich, brown, sound, seasoned, and

good figure. Also Vcnoer from some tree.—For price, 4c., apply to

. NORTH, 4!*, High-ttreet, Grantham.
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LITTLE CASTERTON FREESTONE.
THE aboTe Stone is raised in Blocks of any portable size, is a perfect Weather Stone, need not be placed bedwise. and

WTonght at a cheaper rat« than any Stone in the Kingdom. For price and particnlars, address—

C. H. SIMPSON, STAMFORD, LINCOLNSHIRE.

CHARLES GOODYEAR,
GRANITE MERCHANT,

Is PT«pAr«d to Supply fr«iin liifi Works, knftwn an

THE DE LANK GRANITE QUARRIES,
Urn* of Snporlor Qu»Utj tor ^Xigimftrjng luid j^nerml Building Piirptwa. OranlW from tho nboro QuaTrlos U being oxtonBlvelr Med In

:n..mnw» «. »o«»«of IheUrKwt TiRineerinf^ workunowlntliecourBeof oonstniction.
OFFICES: OoBktry—Fore-street, BoJmln, Cornwall. London— 1», Northiimlwrland-street, Strand, W C

W. & J. R. FREEMAN.

ABERDEEN POLISHED
GRANITE.

G. LESLIE JAMIKSON,
THE CROWN GRANITE
WORKS, ABERDEEN.

Every description of Polished Gr«nlte Work (or Ar-
cmtectural and Monumental purposes, in Red, Blue,

MERCHANTS IN ALL KINDS OF STONE AND GRANITE
|>n«fTsajoiiUicth.Ociam«tolSnrv HMol«rfl«M.rtre«, dtj-rcd ; imd MUlb.nk-!tr<«t W«itinlMt«I-wh(m)KMimatM ruMj b. oH.li»d for IMIroie., elUiar by Tesiigl or R«U, to nil parts of th« Kingdom.

OFFICE—27, MILLBANK STREET, LONDON S.W.

PORTLAND STONE COMPANY (LIMITED)
Supplies direct from its Quarries

PORTLAND BLOCK STONE,
of Fine and ETen Texture, Sonnd, aiui titrable, in Blocks of any Dimensions, or Sawn in Slab of
Various Thicknesses.

r. . , .r T.PP'?I'-AND ROACH STONE,
Extensively used for Dock and Sea Walls, ifachinery Beds, Foundations, &c., in Blocks of all sizes
at a Low Price.

Stone can toe forwarded either per Vessel, London and South-Western or
Great Western Railways and their connections.

For Prices. Particulars, and Samples apply to the Mitnaffer
MR. J. J. R. SHORT, ISLE OF PORTLAND, DORSET.

London Orders may be addres-sed to 10, PARK-STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W

SAMUEL TRICKETT,
BUILDING STONESI BUILDING STONES!'

FIKST-CLASS BUILDING STONES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.PORTIAS D,
BATH,
•ABS.
SOULTOir,
BKP, i
WHITE, > In GMidHlAae or LlmAetoiu.
BLUE, )

PILLOUQH.
BTErS,
ETAIBCASES,
LANDINOS,
CILLS, uid
COPINQS,
Worked to Order.

Specimens nifty be neon At his offlee, or in
bulk, at hlR DepAtn—

VTCTOniA WHAEF, MTLLWALL.
MILKAOE STATION, PADDINGIOK.
SEVEN SISTERS, DO., G. N. R.
DEVON.SHIRE STREET, DO., O. E. R.
Also BLOCK-S, LANDINOfi, nnd PAVINOS,

. „^^^ J.?^' YOnK.SHTRB. DERBYSinBE. WARmCKSITIRE, IRISH, SCOTCH. AND WELSH OHARRIESADDRESS—2, GRESHAM BUILDINGS, BASINGHALL STREET, EC
WILLIAM ORME CARTER,

LIVERPOOL,
SLATE MERCHANT, QUARRY PROPRIETOR, AND MANUFACTURER OF

ARTICLES IN SLATE.
SLATES for ROOFING of every Size and Quality, either Bine, Grey, Green, or Red, direct

'""oT'\SriTra**ciT^
^

Ti*
^' ^"tinoreland, at wholesale prices, n truck loads of not less than Are tMs.

SLATE SLABS, direct from tlie Qnarriea in Wales, at wholesale prices, in truck loads
of not Iws than Are tons.

^ '

SLATE ORNAMENTAL ENAMELLED ARTICLES in imitation of the most costlv
Marbles. Chimneypletes. Bsthi., F<lter«, Wall llnloi », Tnble topi., Columns, Ac &r "'

SLATE PLAIN ARTICLES.—Working Squares and other Ut«nsils for Brewing, Water
l^intMSi!' SStS^ll'^J^.h^'^' ""''•';"• Oreenhonses, ic Lining and SheWes for Strong-rooms, Horse and Cow Mangers,

5SiSSfe§3^-^M?ffi;b^".^V^iJj:^iri,'iiiYnrc'^^^^^^^
"" "' '^"" '»• ^"*^ '^'^^- ="""'"»'

I-AROE STOCK 01 lIOOII.Ni; SL.tTES ON HAND FOR EXPORT.

BEST SLATE SLABS-1,200 TONS IN STOCK.
ROOFING SLATES, and EVERY DESCRIPTION of PLAIN and ENAMELLED SLATE

MANUFACTURE for HOME USE or EXPORTATION.
JOSEPH BRINDLEY,

«T.,rr.. a,^ SLATE MERCHANT,
ENAMEL AND STEAM SLATE WORKS, BERMONDSEY WALL, LONDON, SE.

m,^ ».„?."""'*i?'' f'^*'° ''" Slntino;, and everything that can be made of Slato.THE NEW PRlci LIST AND CATALOGUE, OF CIlfMNKY-P

and Grey Granites
deenshire.
Estimates on application,

promptly attended to.

from tho best quarries in Aber-

Orders and inquiries

Q". Mitchell, Marble, Stone, and
o„^ GRANITE W0BK8bROW RO«H&-166, BROMPTON-ROAD, LOimON, 8.W.

Wliare Architect*, Builders, and Merchant^ will lind the l«--ffftst
and DMt Btock of Chimney-pieces and Momiineuts lo London ofwhich BooltB, Cfttftlogu«8, and Sheeta of ilouuments will be for-
warded on applicfctlon.
Estlmatea will meet with prompt attention.

MAKUFACTOaY AT WALTON-STHHET

»^

JOHN ST. POLISHED GRANITE
WORKS, ABERDEEN.

JAMES W«I8HT, Manufacturer of Polished Granite to Her
MajMty, _BUp^Uos_flrat-clas8 Monuments, Columns, Pilasters, Ac.
London
E.C. ; and

—rr—• r'"- v_'_ "."UJ.M.VU.B. i^uiitiiiiiB i-itasters, sec.
Afents, Mr.ALEXASDEE NICHOLSON, 66. Mark-lane.
1 Mr. MATTHSW W. JOHNSON, 363, Euston-road. N.W.

GRANITE.
Tolin Freeman & Sons, Penryn,

CORNWALL, ''

Agents In London—W. <t J. R. FREEMAN, S7, MlUbank-streot • and
N. TREQELLKS, 10, Union-court, Old Broad-street, S,C

ABERDEEN GRANITE WORKS.
ALEX. MACDONALD, FIELD & Co.,

Workers in Polished Granites to the Queen.
Awarded Prize Medals International Exhibitions K%1. ia'>5, andl

and THREE Prise Medals at Paris, 1867.

Red, Blue, and Grey Granites for Archi-
tectural Construction, Decoration,
Memorials, and General Purposes.
LONDON DEPOT, 404, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.

THE BURHAM BRICK, LIME, AND
CEMENT COMPANY.

LOSDOK DKPOT—BtJEHAM WHARF, BELVEDEEE-KOAD
LAMBETH, RE.

GAULT BRICKS, Cornice Tiles, and Tubes, Qnolns, Cliimnej-pota.
Dram Pines, Ac, Grey Stone, Medway Lime, fresh from the Com-
Ssny's kilns, delivered In barge loads alongside, or by the van lead

;c^, from the Company's depDt. Plaster of Paris, Portland, S"

-PIECE DESIONS ARE NOW READY.

FRENCH UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION 1867.
The only SILVER MEDAL given to Great Britain specially for

" Pottery (Stoneware, Pipes, &c.), for Materials and Processes for
Civil Engineering and Public Works, ' Class 65, was awarded to

HENRY DOULTON AND CO.,
LAMBETH.

•'•"'•• n. * 00. IiATe ebtalntd Three Medals at the Paris Exhibition for their Tarioni MannfaotniM.
Glazed Stoneware Drain Pipes, Terra Cotta Chimney Tops, &o., &c.,

Supplied on the lowest termi, direct from H. D. & Co.'s llanufactories :— ,

HIGH STREET LAMBETH, LOxNDON; ROWLEYREGIS, STAFFORDSHIRE;
and SMETHWICK, near BIRMINGHAM.

ind Eoman Cement*, an manufactured at the' Com'paiiy'B worlti
Burham, on tho bankw of the River Medway, and at Mur«ton, im»t
8ittingl)ourne, Kent.

,
Brlckw, Tiles, &e., of any dexlpn made to order.

GRKAT CULAND CLIFV HYDRAULIC LIME.
Thm Lime is porfoctly hydraulic, of great itron^h and tenacity ItetH readily under water, and beconies very hard in a short timaPAKU AND STRONG'S PATENT COMBINATION.

(See Builder, May 10, I86S.
The Burham Brick, Lime, and Cement Ci-mpany, haring been

appointed 8oIe manufacturers, are prep.irod to supply Tubes for the
Cellular Walls. Ac. Pricea and particularB forwarded on aBpUcation

PETHKR'S PATENT DIAPER BRICKS,
Manufactured only by the Burham Brick, Lime and Cemeut Com-

pany.
A rreat variety of deslma are prepared for diapere* rfacea,

trlni? courses, circular colnmus, window headn, &c., to bt seen at
their Loudon DepOi.

ArchitoctB' own deslgng executed.

JOHN DOULTON BROTHERS & CO.,
LIVERPOOL POTTERY, '

ST. HELENS,
STORES—100, SOHO STREET, LIVERPOOL,

MANUFACTURERS OF
DOULTON'S ST0NT;WARE PIPES,
DOULTON'S HALF-SOCKET PU^ES,
DOULTON'S INVERT BLOCKS FOR SEWER BOTTOMS,
DOULTON'S PATENT JUNCTION BLOCKS,

TEBRA COTTA CHI*INEY-POTS, PIRE CLAY FLUE PIPES.RIDGE & PAVING TILES, &c

STONE QUARRIES.
KETTON, RUTLAND.

T. TURNER,
KETTON, NEAR STAMFORD,

Hai at all times a quantity of KETTON STONE In blot^f, MWS
and worked to order.

Ketton stone, tamed baltutwa, buM, and colunma, torn ti np
to ocwt. each in the aboT« stone.

Prices knewD on application.

THE GRANITE AND MARBLE AGENCY.
OFFICES : 6 ao4 7, CLEMENT'S LANE, E.C.

SfoMnmentfl
brilliant Red
axeo. Also in auiuvubmu, L>OTUuniiiin, h

itfl Otirb.s, Paving Settn, Block!, Rough Scappled, Dresied,
Jkc. .Specimens may be neon, and Denlgn« and Prices obtained, on
applying to

WHITE AND HODGSON, AGENTS.

I, Columis, PilaBters, Slabs, &c., can be obtained la
,
PlBk, Blue, and Grey Oranitei, PoU»hed or Flne-

I Serpontlao, Devonshire, and other Marbles.
Oranitfl Otirb.s, Paving Setts,

J^abricotti'a Marble Sawing
MILLS, by Improved Machinery, AucVland-Btrect, and Glyn-

stroet, VauxhalL Blockii of erery cfuality sawn promptly, wi.h
rapidity and accuracy, at moderate raien.
A selection of good Vein and Sicilian, sawn into useful tblcknMM-

•n sale at per foot cube, and sawing. BI<uluLjawn into Scantllr
bysteam rippers. Powerful Steam LaUieii fol: Turning GoliuBus,*:
up to 12ft. lenvth.
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ARCniTECTS AND THEIR PUPILS.

ONE class of conespondenta has of late had

a Rood deal to say both in soiTow and

in anf^er in reference to the vexed question of

Architectural Education ; and we have given

them every opportunity of saying it. We
allude to pupils serving their articles in archi-

tect's offices. Many of these young gentle-

men, fascinated by the "gentility" of the

profession of an architect, rather tlian drawn

with enthusiasm to an arduous vocation,

demanding the well-sustained energies of a life

of study, have induced their parents to article

them at high premiums, with parchment

indentures, binding their masters—we beg

pardon, "principals,"— to "well and duly

instruct the said H in the art, trade,

and mystery of an architect and surveyor."

They require to be so instructed. Paterfami-

lias, having paid down a round sum by way
of consideration or premium, remains for

three, four, or five years in fond expectation

that young Hopeful is being so instructed
;

that, at the expiration of his indentures (or

"articles "), his son may be enabled to set up

his brass plate, and to open an office with the

best of his professional brethren. The youth

begins his term, and, if inclined to be studious,

betakes himself to reading : for he has entered^

let us suppose, the office of "an architect in

extensive practice, holding a public appoint-

ment ;" and for the first twelvemonths or so

the young man finds there is nothing but

reading for him. He has probably acquired,

ere taking to architecture as a calling, little or

no knowledge of drawing or of mensuration
;

and, during this period of his noviciate, he
cannot help feeling his own helplessness and
inutility. He sees that, in plain parlance, his

principal duty is to get out of the way, and
not disturb the great Mr. B , whom he is

bound to, nor interfere with that gentleman's

over -busy draughtsmen and clerks. So he reads

on : for he is studious ; and the result of his read-

ing is to inform him that the " art, trade, and
mystery of an architect and surveyor," as he
finds it set forth for him in, let us suppose,
" Gwilt's Cyclopiedia of Architecture," is an
uncommonly tough subject for study. He
begins to wonder how in the world B could

have undertaken to teach him the whole of it

for two hundred guineas. The whole of what ?

Surely not all the Science, all the Art, and all

the " Trade " that go to make up the ideal

architect ! Why, to realise the ideal, the mere
sciences alone would suffice to wear out a
man's life. An architect can, he sees at a
1,'lance, only hope to learn something of them
all : something of mathematics, something of
tlie many modes of projection, of statics, of
chemistry, of optics, acoustics, pneumatics,
and all the rest of it. These, albeit more or
less needed by an architect, are not, by any
means, architectural sciences par excellence

;

they are nearly all taught in schools, all in

universities, and not specially in architects'

offices. And then, the Fine Art " Architec-
ture," supposing it to be what it is not, really

separable from Painting and Sculpture, how on
I'arth is any one to absolutely teach it ? If it

ran, strictly speaking, be taught and learnt,

what becomes of the classic saw, " Poeta
nascitur" &c. ?

Our student emerges from the contemplation
of the parchment romance, cunningly devised
in the lawyer's office—for, what did the
lawyer know about the "art, trade, and
mystery " he was writing about, when he drew
"p young Hopeful's articles? He awakes
from the dream, to look around him and see
how very few are the professional men, whom
he will probably have to encounter in life, that

know overmuch of the many sciences desir-

able, if not indispensable, for an architect, or

that are imbued with an overweening ardour

for the noble art, to which he has been
" apprenticed "—yes, " apprenticed " by the

lawyer. He meditates on the triple nature of

the pursuit he has chosen ; on, in short,

the three " lamps," he lias to keep trimmed,

that they may illumine him on his way
through this hard world :—to wit, the

Lam]) of Science, the Lamp of Art, and
the "Lamp of—Making a Living." "Ah," he

exclaims,—" this last is the ' lamp ' for me
to save out of my parchment inden-

tures ! Why didn't B explain all this at

first ? 1 might then have got my father to

send me up to Oxford or Cambridge, and
might there have usefully spent two or three

years in acquiring some of the sciences I now
perceive my want of. I might, too, have

travelled, or have sketched and read, for a year

or two
; and at the end of all, have gone to

Mr. B , and have paid him his premium
for the privilege of seeing his large practice,

and of acquiring that third ' lamp ' of Making
a Living, which is no where to be so soon, so

easily, and so well acquired, as in an architect's

office." He is tempted to write all this to

The BuiLDiNa News, but on second thoughts

doesn't ; for he reflects that there is only one

more year of his term to run. He asks him-

self, " What can be done in the time ?" Little

of a certainty for Science and less for Art, but

how about " Trade ? " " Well," argues our

hero, "it will take the whole twelvemonth to

acquire B 's office lore of 'ttie Trade'

—

that is to say, of drains and concrete, and
masonry and woodwork, and leadwork and
slating, painting, glazing, and ironmongery

;

his routine of preparing contract drawings,

specifications, agreements, and certificates of

professional fees and customs, and his archi-

tectural jurisprudence ; and really, when I

come to look, not only at, but into B
(who is after all a very good fellow), this

office lore of his seems, as I may say, the very
' sack)' of Sir John Falstaff to the ' bread,

a halfpenny' of his (B 's) Science and
Art."

So ruminating, our hero takes courage and,

ere his term expires, contrives by conversations

with his principal (if he can get them) or by
diving deep into office routine, to make him-
self during that last year" generally useful

;"

and thus to pick up the whole modicum of

tuition in the " art, trade, and mystery " of

an architect, that since the building of the

Tower of Babel, has ever been picked up by
sheer use, and sheer use only, of a set of

apprenticeship indentures. He contrives some-
how to learn the " trade " of an architect's

office ; and, if he becomes expert in it, and has
" troops of friends " to push him on in the

world, he haply finds his account at last in the

two hundred guineas, expended in the venture.

Many architects are specially artists, many
of them are specially scientific men. If they
have pupils, it will go hard if the art archi-

tect does not often converse on art with
his art-loving pupil ; while the scientific one

will assuredly commune with the scientific

pupil. But, whether a youth who has been
articled to an architect shall ever shine in

science or in art, will depend almost wholly

upon himself. Many young men enter the

profession altogether unconscious of the fact.

It is of course always advantageous to enter

a good office, and during the entire terra of

articles, to, if possible, have the benefit of

seeing active practice ; which is better than

all the theory in the world. But the student,

even if he enter it with a really liberal educa-

tion (and how few do this !) can never hope
to shine in his arduous profession if he con-

tents himself with that portion of the art, or

of the sciences, which can simply be picked

up in his master's office. An architect in

active practice is the best person from whom
to learn the " Trade " of an architect and

surveyor,—for there is a " trade " to be learnt

—and such an architect will have no time to

deliver office lectures npo n the art (the Fine

Art Architecture) or upon the cognate

sciences. As to the sciences needed for an

architect, and the art, without which he will

be no true architect, the student can only

acquire them by supplementary study out of

office hours. Incidentally they may bo topics

of office-talk ; but they must not be regarded as

office -lore.

All architects have not necessarily an ex-

tensive practice. Such men often know little

of an architect's " trade." They may, never-

theless, be profoundedly skilled in their art,

or in some few of the many sciences pertain-

ing to its active pursuit. If these take pupils

at all, jthey are Jbound in conscience to be

always communicative of their knowledge
(having time at their disposal), and with the

generality of such architects, this does often

happen. The pupils of such architects go
elsewhere for office-practice—that is to say

for " the Trade ;"—and often germinate there-

after into good, serviceable practitioners.

Our student readers who have had the mn
of our Correspondence columns, will feel some
disappointment at the net result of these

remarks on architects and their pupils ; but,

if they inquire into the tnith of them, and
find them confirmed (as they will), no harm can

have arisen from their perusal. Let them rest

assured that no premium paid down will suf-

fice to make a man an architect. How best

to make an architect is a problem, from whose
solution many famous architects, with sons to

train as such, have recoiled. It is after all a

very debatable question whether, taking into

account the very many and very diverse quali-

fications to be secured for the aspirant, there

is really any cheaper or quicker course to

adopt than that of entering a good architect's

office as an ordinary pupil ; always supposing the

pupil's natural aptitude for avocation so trying,

his having had a really liberal education, with

(we fear we must add) the profession of the

national creed, the possession of a small private

fortune, and troops of powerful friends, to

afford him patronage. Sir William Chambers,

for aught we know, may have had an eye to

each and all of these last desiderata when dis-

coursing on " the necessary qualifications for

an accomplished architect," so very " many,
and of difficult attainment." He was an excel-

lent architect : but his great acquirements

were not the result of a parchment indenture,

and a premium paid down. He learnt some-
thing more than his " trade " ere he began to

practise it. So did Wren ; and so did another

excellent English architect, James Gibbs,

who, after a University course and long

academic training, deferred the commence-
ment of his practice to a period of life, when
our architects " of the period " fondly expect

to have made a fortune.

MODERN STAINED GLASS IN
GLASGOW CATHEDRAL.

APOLOGY for having hurt the feelings of

your correspondent " St. Mungo " by my
criticism on the Munich glass in Glasgow-

Cathedral would be fruitless as well as un-

profitable. Considering the subject of dis-

cussion raised as too important to be smoothed

over by the hoUow courtesies affected by

members of mutual admiration societies, I

take up the gage of defiance he has thrown

down to me, careless whether the result of

the battle he invites me to engage in be my
own discomfiture or the further laceration of

his wounded sensibilities. It is to my mind

a matter of congratulation that, though the

admission of my opponent proves the cor-

rectness of my surmise that certain eels

have become so accustomed to the process of

being skinned as actually to rejoice and take

pride in the operation, yet that the denuda-

tion of their integuments has left a wholesome

rawness of the exposed nerves, which may
possibly be pervious to argument.

It is not for me to speak of my own cap»-
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bilities and attaiuments, of which your
correspoadent desires to know more before ho
attaches the slightest importance to ni}-

slrictures, but as they are not unknown to

many of your readers, and 1 am willing to

stake my professional reputation, such as it is,

upon the correctness of ray judgment in this

matter, I think it would be but fair, and
much to be desired, that "St. Mungo" and
any other combatants in these lists should
raise their visors and let spectators judge as

to their credentials.

The opinions which I gave in my first

article on this subject, if expressed forcibly,

were deliberate, and the result of conviction,
and I cannot retract a single expression.

"St. Mungo" invites me to say what are
the defects I so much condemn, and from
•what cause.s they spring. First, then, I would
say that there is an absolute incongruity
between the character ofthe Munich glass and
the architecture. The whole of the canopy
work is but a parody of Gothic design. In this

particular it is lamentably inferior to almost
all English work, even in the least artistic, of
which there is a fair knowledge displayed ofthe
ancient method of treating these details in this

material. Next, the colouring of all this por-
tion of the windows in the Munich specimens,
and also of the heraldic part beneath the pic-

tures, and of the bordere, which are continued
on either side of them, is crude in the ex-
treme. The backgrounds of the canopies
mostly alternate with a hard violent cold blue
and a suring scarlet, without any of the
variety of tint in the various pieces of glass

of which they are composed which is always
to be found in ancient glass, and often attained
in modem English.

The borders, which come in close juxta-
position to the pictures, are of loud zigzag and
other patterns in strong red, yellow, and
other colours, devoid of variety and delicacy.
The heraldic lower portions are also violent
and crude. " St. Mungo " asserts that my
statement to this effect is simjjly an
hallucination of my own. I ask, therefore, for
the testimony of others as to this point.

To proceed to the pictures themselves
which are set in this framework. These un-
doubtedly show in many cases powers of
artistic design and colouring which one
cannot but regret should be so misapplied.
It is of this misapplication that I would
principally speak. I wish neither to ex-
press approval nor condemnation of these
pictures, taken by themselves, as I had
neither time nor patience to sufBciently exii-

mine them. It struck me that they varied
greatly in merit, and that many representa-
tions are to be found in them of figures

dressed out in glaringly and discordantly-
coloured garments, the absurdity of which
would be apparent to any Glaswegian parent
if he tried to conceive for an instant the fair

members of his own family doffing the like
;

but I have also reminiscences of sufficiently

soberly clad and well-drawn individuals, lo

which little exception could be taken, save
that they ought not to be there at all, for the
following reasons, to wit :—Firstly, that pic-

tures of elaborately-shaded figures should be
looked at and not through ; shadows are in

nature transparent, and lights opaque, but in

transparencies this is necessarily reversed, and,
therefore, such never have, nor ever can,

become legitimate objects of art. Next, deli-

cate naturalesque work is not suitable for

decorative glass ; the lovelier the painting the
more it is out of place, for a head even by
Raphael would necessarily be spoiled by being
encircled by a hard and fast line of lead

carried across the neck, and supplying a neck-
lace neither ornamental nor part of the ori-

ginal design. I will not add other instances

of the class of the Prodigal's pig, to which I

referred in my last article, lest my opponent
charge me with being needlessly flippant or

profane ; nevertlieless, numbers of similar
comical effecta may be found in Glasgow
Cathedral by those who wish to seek for tliem,

and which cannot be called hallucinations of
inine. Thirdly, these misplaced transparen-
cies, these lead-murdered pictures, fit only to
make yokels gape during an illumination, are
utterly out of harmony with the grotesque
framework with which they are surrounded,
and which I have described above.
Such are the defects of these windows, and

the causes from which they spring, according
to myjudgment, and now I ask their defenders,
equally at leisure, to disprove my statements
if they can.

" St. Munsro," however, asks me further to
say " Wherein consists the difference of treat-
ment in execution as shown in the ^Munich
windows here from tliat displayed in the
windows here by the Scotch, English, and
foreign glass painters who have been em-
ployed in the decoration ol our Cathedral, and
let him select from these those of them he
thinks superior to the Munich windows." In
reply, I beg to .^ay that_j I regret that the
limited time I had at my dispoi.al prevented
my bestowing attention on others than those
I came specially to see. All I can say is, tliat

none others struck me as so offensive ; the de-
merits of the rest—alas ! they have many

—

are of a more modest description. In my
previous article, which has given your corre-
spondent such offence, I spoke my mind as to

the general class of glass painting, under
which most of the other specimens in Glasgow
Cathedral may ba ranked. As decorative
work they are generally designed upon better
principles, and fail for want of art power—and
why ? Because artists are not employed. If
the public will go to glass manufacturers and
buy windows as they would bottles, what
better result can they expect ? What build-
ings would they get. if they went to builders'

firms for them and sought to get the architec-
ture in for the n.oney ?

But that I may not appear to condemn with-
out being able to suggest a remedy, I would
point to Llandaff Cathedral, where there are
many windows by Messrs. Morris, Marshall,
and Company, who are, as it is well known, a
band of artists endeavouring to break the
trammels of tiie system wnich has so long
kept glass painting a mere branch of trade.
Without pledging myself to indiscriminate
praise of their works, they are in sufficient

number, and of sufficient ability, in that cathe-
dral, to prove that the revival of this art is quite
within the power of English artists, who have
a far better appreciation of the proprieties of
Gothic design than any foreign ones. Let
English artists be sought to execute English
art, whether upon glass or walls—it may take
them some time to master the requirements
of a material new to them, and till then I

should be glad to see more walls painted than
windows spoilt—and let the English and
Scotch public look at glass as at other paint-
ings, and expect to find appropriate design,
good drawing, no shading, and harmonious,
but withal brilliant, colour ; in fact, to open
their eyes, and not fancy that windows are to

be looked at with blinking ones ; they will

then soon view with appropriate disgust these
Munich monstrosities.

If Scotchmen are so prone to travel, as
"St. Muiigo" alleges, let them look at
equally ridiculous specimens of the same
Munich glass as their own at Cologne Cathe-
dral, where they can compare them with
others in the aisle opposite by Albert Durer,
and_ both with the still older and far finer

ancient work in the windows of the choir.

The last alone are right in treatment as glass,

but the second named, although erroneous on
principle, as all Renaissance glass painting is,

m common with the similar modern school, yet
beats tne latter completely out of its own field,

and is a fine thing in its way. Let them go
on to Strasburg and feast their eyes with tne
colour of the ancient windows there, and then
to Florence, if they would fain see good pic-

tures on glass. Then, if thev have eyes, and
know how to use them, which many still

greater travellers apparently have not, they

will be less self-satisfied on their return home
with their importations from the Continent,
but will set themselves to make good use of
the talent they have among themselves, and
which only awaits their judicious patronage.

John P. Seddon.
P.S.—Since writing the above, I am in-

form-d, upon undoubted authoritv, that the
Munich gh-iss at Glnsgow is open to other,
and very practical, objections to those I have
named, the colours in many windows having
been discovered to be fading and scaling off.

OUR DOMESTIC FIREPLACES.*

MORE than five years ago the author of
the book now before us issued a

volume under a similar title. His purpose, as
stated by himself, was to draw public atten-
tion to the subject he undertook. He
thought, and reasonably, that the subject was
one in which Englishmen are specially in-
terested, and that investigation into and the
record of the various attempts made at obtain
ing the greatest results from the combustion
of fuel could not fail to interest the public,
and might possibly lead the way to further
improvement. Although successful as a book—two editions having been sold, and the book
allowed to remain out of print for three years—the author's aim, from his own point of
view, was not accomplished. He therefore
determined, in issuing a third edition, to re-
write his book, and endeavour to produce a
book more entertaining than the former, and
having therefore a better chance of becoming
popular and useful. In this we think he has
succeeded, though whether his book will be
the more acceptable to others not so interested
in the subject as ourselves it is hard to say.

Mr. Edwards's book opens with a short his-

torical account of the open fireplace. Carrying
us back to the ages that immediately suc-
ceeded man's discovery of fire, or at least his
application of a discovery which possibly long
inspired reverence and dread, he introduces us
to the Grecian tripod, which may, to all intents
and purposes, bo regarded as the first stove.
Men had, by this time, become sufficiently
familiarised with fire to admit it within a
human habitation. The fuel used was wood,
burned in the large bowl suspended withm
the upper rim of the tripod, the smoke being
allowed to find its way from the apartment as
it best might. No attempt at the construc-
tion of a chimney seems to have occurred to
the Greeks : they contented themselves with
avoiding as far as po.ssible the unpleasant
effect

^
of burning fuel by various means.

Sometimes the tripod was stationed in the
open air until the fuel had become well
igtiited, and then carried into the room re-
quired to be warmed. Hard woods, which
produced less smoke, in some cases a more
fragrant smell than the common kinds, were
held in great request, and when high honour
to a guest was intended, or at the dictate of
personal luxury, costly perfumes and spices
were burned with the fuel, to disguise, as liir

as possible, its unpleasant odour. 'This of
course was only practised by the wealthy. The
poor had to submit entirely to the incon-
veniences of smoke. The brazier has probably
remained in use longer than any other device
for burning fuel. At the present day it is

commonly employed in Naples and the south
of Italy, and also in Spain. Even in EngUnd
at the end of the last century the chamber
of the House of Commons and other large
areas were heated by charcoal or coke burned
in open braziers. The constructive genius of
the Roman people, which seems in all things
to have guided rather to the accomplishment
of useful as well as magnificent undertakings
than, as in the case of the Greeks, to the con-
sideraiion of mere sesthetic merit, led to con-

* Our Lh/mestk Fireplaces.—A new edition, re- wrii ten
and onlargud, the additions completing the Autlior's
ontributlon^ on the Domestic Use of Fuel, and on
Veutilntlou. Ky Frederick KowARDS.jun. Liiulon :

Longmans, Green and Go.
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sulorable improvemenis. The hypocaustum,

probably iiBcd lirst for the hcatiiij^ of baths,

Hiid tlien gradually ir.troduced into the dwell-

ini; house, consisted of columns of arches

about eighteen inches high, which sujiported

a tile pavement, fastened by a fire-resisting

cement. A fire made ht one end below the

level of the ground heated the pavement, the

smoke and hot air passing around and be-

tween the columns before they escaped at

some point of exit at the opposite extremity.

Tlie Komans appear either not to have under-

stood or to have discarded the application of

chimneys. Fines they undoubtedly did con-

struct, but these were for tlic purpose of

ca.irying thehotairfrora the hypocaustum into

the cliambers above it, and not for the escape

of the smoke. A method of heating by air

similar in general principles is also known to

have been in use among the Chinese from a

remote period.

In England, a pit or hole in the gi-ound

probably formed the fireplace at the time of

the Norman invasion, which was protected

.after the fire was extinguislied by the couvre-

Jru. To this pit probably succeeded the

liearth slab, with a bank of clay or brick to

partly enclore the fuel, and a couple of iron

bars turned so as to be supported above the

ground. The louvre arrangement, which ex-

cluded wind and rain, now began to be adopted

for the escape of smoke, several openings
being in some cases made in the roof. The
removal of the fireplace to the end of the

apartment, and the introduction of the

chimney followed gradually, and tlie use of

coal as fuel instead of wood, still more gradually.

The new fuel was dear, and no appliance

existed suitable for using it, until the intro-

duction of a cage of iron, mentioned in Gage's
" History of Hengrave," and even this—im-
provement though it may have been—was
not sufficiently so to induce the increased
adoption of coal. When, however, in the

sixteenth century, popular i)rejudice had
somewhat given way, and " the detestable
sea coal " was graciously permitted to " spoil

the complexions" of the City dames, improve-
ments in the form of the fireplace speedily

followed. Sir Hugh Piatt in 1594, Sir John
Winter (a cousin of the Marquis of Wor-
cester) in 1658, and Prince Rupert in 1678,
introduced methods not very dissimilar from
contrivances which have in oui" own time
souaht adoption under the shadow of a patent.

Prince Rupert's arrangement is remarkable
from its exhibition of a principle that has
since remained unapplied until within the
last thirty years—viz., that of allowing the
smoke to pass away by a narrow aperture
behind the grate, instead of rising directly
into the chimney. The smoke is effectually

carried off by a sharp draught which is pro-
duced, and the fire burns well, and throws out
considerable heat.

Other improvements followed at intervals,

for which the reader can consult Mr.
Edwards's book. We must pass on to 1745,
when Dr. Franklin began his career of
promulgating useful ideas which had been
left in abeyance by the very slow moving
people of those days. His tirst contrivance
was the Pennsylvanian grate, with warm air-

chambers at the back, which supplied fresh
air from an external source to the apartment.
Another was his "patent reversible" stove,
as a modern inventor would assuredly have
entitled it. This was for the purpose of
warming two contij^uous rooms on tlie same
level with a single fire. It was intended for
adoption where one room was used .is a study,
imdthe other as a bedroom. An iron plate was
substituted for the brickwork dividing the
rooms, and the fireplace so suspended in tlie

middle of the plate that it could be swung
round to face either room. This arrangement
was of course only practicable in a few in-

stances. Other suggestions of Dr. Franklin's
are worthy of attention. At the close of the
last century, "when the hob gr<ate was com-
monly used and the Bach grate was adopted

by those who did not mind avoiding smoke at

the cost of a considerable consumption of
coal," Count Itumford* began his labours in

the improvement of the fireplace. Amcricin
by birth, he was persuaded to remain in this

country, where he took great interest in

science, became a Fellow of the Royal Society,

and assisted in establishing the Koyal In-

stitution. At a later period he was knighted,

ind .afterw.ards entered the service of the
Elector of Bavaria, returning, however, still

later to this coimtry. His improvements and
those of others who succeeded him are all

recorded by Mr. Edwards, and were referred

to at some length in our review of the first

edition of his book.f
The consideration of the improvements

which may still be effected in our fireplaces,

which is the subject of the third chapter of

the book, is of the most importance. In-

ventors may take it for gianted that the open
fireplace—so natural to our English habits

—

will under some form or other continue in

vogue. Hence, among other means for better

economising its heat, attention may be most
profitably directed towards inprovement in

the form of the grate. We agree with Mr.
Edwards that, unquestionably, the best is that

which presents the 'largest amount of radi-

ating surface to the room. In this par-

ticular the old grates were especially defec-

tive. There is, however, no need of a monoto-
nons repetition of square forms. Other forms
may, and should, be developed to the fullest

extent of which they are capable. The next
most important point for consideration is the
material for the construction of grates. The
interior portions sliould be undoubtedly of

fire-brick, fire-lump, or fire-stone, and on no
account of iron. For the external portions

Mr. Edwards advocates the use of tiles, on
the very good grounds of their cleanliness and
capability of decoration. Tlie form and
length of the firebars are also of considerable

moment. The canted or curved form is

perhaps the best ; they should bo .about 6in.

to 8in. above the hearth, and, for ordinary

apartments, about 9in. in breadth. The
escape of the warm air into the chimney must
be specially guarded against. This can be
effected easily by constructing the usual large

open space immediately joining the fireplace,

and by the use of registers. The proper
supply of air to the room in immediate
proximity to the firepl.ace, instead of from the
doors and windows, is so universally neglected
as to be almost in danger of being totally for-

gotten. Yet none acquainted with the sub-
ject will deny the importance and necessity

of preventing the draughts fi-om the doors
and windows wliich now travel across the
room when the .air ruslies towards the chim-
ney. These evils may be easily obviated by
the formation of air-channels from outside
walls to our fireplaces, so that fresh air may
reach them without traversing the room.

Other methods of keeping our houses warm,
such as double glazing windows, utilising

tlie waste heat wliich escapes by the chimney,
and the consumption of smoke, are treated at
considerable length, and a ch.apter is added
on pedestal stoves and other methods of
warming our halls .and staircases.

The book is illustrated with 149 figures of
the v.arious kinds of stoves, of which the
greater number appear for the first time. It

is a complete and masterly contribution to the
elucidation of further improvements in the
industry on wliich it treats, and we shall be
very much surprised if the public allow this

to remain, what Mr. Edw.ards, with too much
modesty, calls it, " the completion of his

labours."

THE REPORT OF THE RIVERS'
POLLUTION COMMISSION.

THE Royal Commission for Inquiring into

the Pollution of Rivers in England and
Scotland was appointed, in April, 8168. to

* A portrait of Couut Kumfurd is giveu witli Mr.
EdwanlB'fi book,

t See IJuiLDi.N'G News, August 5, ISIH.

supersede a former Commission issued in 1865.
Sir William Thomas Denison, and Messrs. E.
Frankland and J. C. Morton, who form the
Commission, have recently presented their

first report, dealing mainly with the condi-
tion of the Mersey and Kibble basins. It

will be remembered that reports were pre-
sented by the former Commissioaoa the rivers

Thames, Lee, Aire, and Calder.

That now before us is arranged under two
heads, the first describing the district visited

by the Commission, and relating the various
experiments made in the purification of water
contaminated by sewage or manufacturing
refuse, and the second dealing in detiil with
the whole subject of the water supply within
the Mersey and Kibble basins.

With regard to the pollution of wat-r, all

who have given evidence before the Comcois-
sion agree that the rivers are in a far worse
condition than formerly, and this fact ceases
to cause surprise when it is remembered that
between 1831 and 1861 the population of the
area drained by these rivers ana their tributa-

ries has increased from 1,578,370 to 2,796,964,
while the increased adoption of manufacturing
processes requiring the aid of pure water can
hardly be estimated. Sewage and manufac-
turing refuse are the two great enemies to

the purity of rivers. The mansion, the
cottage, and the mill contribute, though not
in equ.al proportion, to the nuisance, and the
river channels thus become the recipients of
every kind of waste material. The responsi-

bility for this state of things, though varied
in degree, is general. The landowner, who
bitterly complains of the neighbouring corpo-
ration or millowner, is to a certain extent
just as guilty as they. In fact, as the Com-
missioners observe, while all complain of
the effect of the habitual carelessness upon
their own comfort and convenience, all are
equally indifferent to the comfort and conve-
nience of others.

We cannot follow the Commissioners into
their detailed description of the influences to
whish the rivers are subjected, or into their
investigation of the various remedies sug-
gested for the evils described ; our space only
allows us to glance at their conclusions and
the measures they recommend for improving
the present bad condition of the area exa-
mined. With regard to sewage, irrigation is

recommended as the best—in fact, the only,
safe and trustworthy remedy for that propor-
tion of pollution contributed by towns.
Manufactures, however, are in a somewhat
different position. Some polluting materials

—

such as those from calico-print and silk manu
factories—cannot be used in agriculture with
advantage, and those who use such will have to

resort to subsidence or filtration. These processes
have been already found by many manu-
facturers not only pr.acticahle but profitable.

Whatever is done, however, whetherby towns or
manufacturers, with their sewage orrefuse, the
Commissioners unanimously recommend that

its presence in the rivers should henceforth be
peremptorily forbidden. The constitution of

some authority is of course necessary for the

carrying out of this general principle, and
for the prevention and punishment of all

offences against the purity of rivers. On this

point the Commisiioners have not been able

to agree. Sir William Denison is in favour of
a purely local authority. As the offence

committed must necessarily be local, he would
have the preventive or corrective authority

also close at hand, and this he would accom-
plish by adhering to existing divisions. Accept-
ing tlie parish as the unit, and holding the

parish officers responsible for the state of the

rivers and streams passing through or by it,

he could group the parishes collectively into

local boards, also responsible for the condition

of the area represented. The members of
these bodies should be resident, unpaid, and
responsible to the general government.

Dr. Fr.ankland and Mr. J. C. Morton are of
opinion that local boards would be incom-
petent to act as desired, without the guidance
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and assistance o£ some central autliority.

'ITiey, therefore, recommend tlie constitution

of a central board, to be composed of not

more than three persons, who shall be duly

qualified to deal with the pollution of water

and water supply, and shall have jurisdiction

OTer all the streams and rivers in England.

To this central board they would also entrust

the investigation of all schemes for water

supply, and all proposals in public works con-

nected with river conservancy, and the report-

ing thereon to the Home Secretary.

To guard the manufacturer from arbitrary

interference on the part of the River Conser-

vancy Board, however Constituted, and yet to

ensure a duo performance of the duties for

which it is to exist, the Commissioners have

united in framing a standard of purity below

which no liquid shall be admissible into rivers

or streams :

—

(a.) Any liquid eont&iaing, in ttttpension, more
than S parts by weight of dry mineral matter, or

1 part by weight of dry organic matter in 100,000

parts by weight of the liqaid.

(i.) Any liquid containing, tn tolution, more than
'2 part.s by weight of organic carbon, or "3 part by
weight of orj^aiiic nitrogen in 100,000 parts by
weight.

(c.) Any liquid which shall exhibit by daylight a

distinct colour when a stratum of it lin. deep ia

placed in a white porcelain or earthenware vessel.

(<(.) Any liquid which contains, in tolution, in

100,000 parts by weight, more than 2 part.s by
weight of any iiiet.il except calcium, magnesium,
potaasium, and so<lium.

(».) Any liquid which, in 100,000 parts by weight,

contains, lohether in lolution or tutpeation, m chemi-
cal combination or otherwise, more than '03 part by
weight of metallic arsenic.

(Jl) Anv liquid which, after acidification with sul-

phuric acid, contains, in 100,000 parts by weight
more than 1 part by weight of free chlorine.

(j.) Any liquid which contains, in 100,000 parts

by weight, more than 1 part by weight of sulphur, in

the condition either of sulphurcttedj hydrogen or of

a soluble sulphureL

(*.) Any liquid possessing an acidity greater than
that which is produced by adding 2 parts by weight
of real muriatic acid to 1000 parts by weight of

distilled water.

(«.) Any liquid possessing an alkalinity greater

than tliat produced by adding 1 part by weigh t

of dry caustic soda to 1000 parts by weight of dis-

tilled water.

The Commissioners believe that as Bcieace

progresses, improved methods of purifying

iwlluted liquids will be discovered, and that

eventually much higher standards may be
adopted without injustice to the manufacturer,
and with greater benefit to the general

public.

ON OENAMEXTAL IRONWORK.
Fifth Lbctube.

MU. CAPES delivered his fifth lecture on
this subject on Monday evening last, the

attendance, as on former occasions, being large.

The lecturer commenced by asserting that the
application of the true principles of construction
and ornament was as necessary in the smaller
details of household furniture and fittings in

ironwork as in the larger and more elaborate
works designed for ecclesiastical and public
edifices. The lecturer next pointed out that
changes in modem habits required saccessive
changes in articles of practical convenience,
and what the designer in ornamental art had to

do was to follow up all these changes in social

wants in an intelligent and practical manner.
Many of the specimens of dotnostic ironwork in

the mnseum were designed for purposes which
had now become obsolete, but, at the same time,
it they were really good in themselves they
deserved very carefnl stndy as showing the
capabilities of the material. The proper under-
standing of the peculiar qualities of each
material was the one grand lesson which modem
rt-workmcn have to learn from the ancients, with
whom the modem practice of shams andimitations
was not at all in favour. Kven in the most
primitive times all the arts of construction were
£re-eminently true and peal. The hnts and
ovels of semi-savage races and the architectural

works of the Greeks, Romans, or Mediaevalists
were alike constructed on principles suited
to the capabilities of the materials employed.
In the earliest ages the art of casting iron
or other metals was not known, though the

art of mixing two metals together was a very

early discovery indeed. Of course the Stone Age
was prior to this, as in that age the art of work-
ing metals was totally unknown. The invention

of bronze was probably the very earliest dis-

covery in working inotals. The oldest reference

we had to this discovery was in the 4th chapter

of Genesis, where mention was made ot oneXubal
Cain as " a worker in brass and iron." The
word which was here translated " brass " ought
to be rendered " bronze," as in that age the

mixing of zinc and copper to make brass was not

known. It was sometimes supposed that the

making of the molten calf in gold, as recorded in

the Bible, was a proof that the casting of metals

was understood at that early day. Mr. Capes,

however, thought it in the highest degree im-

probable that any such process as casting was in

use amongst a wandering tribe. The golden

calf was probably a very small and ugly idol, hastily

hammered into shape. Very possibly it was com-
posed of thin plates of metal beaten out on to a

wooden shape, as this method was known to tho

ancients. The lecturer next referred to one of

the specimens exhibited on the screens, a fountain

jet in the form of a lion's head. He did not

commend that specimen as a model for a similar

work, though it was marvellous in execution, for

he thought there was something barbarous in

making water-spouts out of the mouths ot men
and animals. He did not see the beauty of

imitating in art what was repulsive in reality.

He knew that the fashion of making heads,

whether of animals or of men, pouring out water,

sometimes with'plain faces, 8ometimcs]with hideous

contortions, was a custom very common indeed in

the Gothic period, but it was said that these gro-

tesques were the caricatures ot the time ; that in a
period prior to the invention of printing they

answered the same purpose as the comic periodi-

cals of to-day. Whether that was correct or not, it

was difiicult to understand how anybody could re-

produce such things in the present time. Gur-
goyles was the extremely ugly and appropriate

name given to these grotesque water-spouts.

But bad as was the taste evinced in the

design of the fountain-jet referred to, it would
at any rate bear comparison with the generality

of iron spouts manufactured in the present day,

which were simply abominations. Referring

next to a collection of door-knockers shown on
the screen, Mr. Capes said that he would not

advise bis audience to spend a very great deal of

time in inventing new forms for knockers, for the

day of knockers was past. They had long gone
Out in country places, and in the best town houses

there are no knockers, only bells. Knockers, in

fact, when once people had learnt to put up bells,

were simply barbarous. The bell ought to have
been substituted for the knocker many years ago,

and it was only because we were so obstinately

stupid that we stuck so long to so barbarous a

makeshift as a knocker in a good house. But if

the art workman in iron lost in the knocker one
field for the employment ot his skill, he could

find an opening for great ingenuity in executing
bell-handles and bell-pulls. At present these

handles were designed as if in utter disregard ot

their ultimate use. They were sometimes too

small, and sometimes so sharp as to run into the

hand of the user, while again, in some oases, theywere
so big that no one less than a giant could get firm

hold of them. All this resulted from the desire on
the part of the designer to produce something new
rather than something beautiful and convenient.

But mistakes in practical designing were not
confined to iron work. The whole contents of a
costly modern drawing-room would attest this, to

say nothing ^of such things as teapots, cups and
saucers, &c., while in the matter of women's
dress, an article only needed to be a novelty to

meet with a ready sale. Mr. Capes greatly con-
demned this hankering after novelty on the part
of buyers, and strongly insisted that mere novelty
was not to be sought for irrespective of beauty
or usefulness. Some firo-irons, such as were
used with wood fires, were next referred to.

Thongh too long, and in other respects unsuited
for use with coal fires, they would still afford

valuable hints to the designer of modern fire-

irons. A pair of fire-dogs was also shown, and
though, by reason of the change of fuel referred
to, they are no longer a domestic requirement,
Mr. Capes suggested that they would well repay
stndy as models, to some extent, in designing the
iron standards affixed at the ends of our modem
fenders for supporting the fire-irons. These
standards, as at present designed, were not only
ugly, but were very often pulled from their

sockets by the lifting of the irons. Passing on
to the consideration ot fenders, the lecturer re-

ferred to the comparatively modern custom of
having movable iron fenders. In some buildings
of the present day, said Mr. Capes, you may see
fenders ot stone or brick bedded into the floor ot
the room. These occurred in houses ot which
the architects were tremendously " Gothic " or
revivalist, and determined to restore the fashions

of four or five hundred years ago, whether good
or bad. Many persons liked such fenders, but he
preferred the movable iron fenders of the present
time. But as to the vast number of iron fenders
which were sold by ironmongers, they were very
ugly indeed ; and showed no signs]of any compre-
hension of the true principles of design. They
toppled over very easily, and did not prevent the
cinders from coming out into the room. They
were not comfortable for putting one's feet upon ;

which was a very serious fault in a fender. He
should be very glad if some;workmen would turn
their attention to producing an ornamental
wrought-iron fender. It was not necessary to
have fine delicate work, for it would be little seen
in such a position, and liable to get broken
Such a fender should not have those awkward
pnijeotione, characteristic ot modern fenders,
which were so well calculated to catch and tear,

women's petticoats. A wrought-iron fender
ought to be substantial and practical, and might
even be made a work of fine art. Mr. Capes
then went on to urge the value of wrought- iron
work for modem lamps and gas-fittings, and
remarked at some length on the immense field

thereby presented to the art-worker in iron. Locks,
keys, and hinges were next touched upon, the
lecturer warmly praising the ancient practice of
displaying the finely wrought and chased hinges
of cabinets, &c.^—a practice far more artistic than
that evinced by nine-tenths ot the upholstery ot
the present day, which was simply showy and
glaring. The lecturer next referred to the
practice of displaying hinges on church doors,

&c., which the Gothic revival had introduced,
saying that so far all was well, although he had
no doubt that had tho (jualities of the material
allowed it, these ornamental modern hinges would
have been produced in many instances by casting
rather than forging. In conclusion, Mr. Capes
dwelt very forcibly upon the importance to the
artisan of persevering practice in all branches of

his work.
It may be stated that the works illustrating

this and the preceding lectures are all to be seen
in the collection at South Kensington. The sixth
(and last) lecture will be delivered on Monday
evening next.

NEW METHOD OF RAPIDLY DRYINa
TIMBER.

WHAT is required to be done in order to
efl'ectually dry timber? In the first

place it is indispensable that all the soluble par-
ticles within its pores be removed, or otherwise
it is manifest that they will always constitute a
cause of dampness and deterioration. They
would, in tact, act as a sponge, and absorb and
retain a considerable proportion of humidity.
By the method to which we draw attention, the
soluble matters are first got rid of, and then
the drying process thoroughly effected. The
operation is commenced by allowing the timber
to steep in boiling water for several hours, which
removes all the soluble ingredients. At the lapse
of this time it is dried, and again steeped or
boiled in a weak solution of borax. The object of
this is to remove the albuminous particles which
will not dissolve out by the simple action of
water, like the other more soluble ingredients.
The action of the borax, however, produces this

desirable result, and the albumen is then got rid

of. The final step consists in removing it to a
drying room heatf-d by steam, where it remains
during three days, at the termination of which it

is perfectly dry. In France there are several

large establishments for carrying on this drying
business, and as the French employ more timber
in permanent, or intended permanent buildings

and erections, than ourselves, the workshops are

kept ge 'erally very busy. It may be impossible
to prevent the use of green timber, dating it

from tlie time of felling, but it is not im-
possible to adopt some method of preparing it

that shall prevent the wood of the floors, doors,

and windows of houses two years old "gaping"
in the face of their proprietors or tenants, as the

case may be.
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THE POCKET SEXTANT.

IN our artiolo upon the "Theodolite" it was
stated that tliere was no other surveying

instrument that could compare with it in

point of range and accuracy. It frequently

happens that in small surveys the use of a

more handy and ])ortable instrument is more

desirable than extreme precision, apcorapanied

with an additional exi)eiiditure of time and

money. To use tlie theodolite properly some

time is consumed in setting it up and adjust-

ing it for the reading of angles, whether

horizontal or vertical, and for otiier accurate

and delicate observations. It is an instrument

that can never be employed for rapid or flying

surveys, and it is needless to remark that

instances constantly occur where the circum-

stances do not warrant the adoption of tlio

theodolite for the purpose of surveying. In

these cases, there are two other instruments

which, without possessing the extreme accuracy

of the larger and superiorinstrument, are never-

theless admirably adapted for taking angles

with sufficient precision for ordinary purposes.

They are the pocket sextant and the pris-

matic compass. Both of them can be held in

the hand, although the latter answers boat

when supported upon a small tripod. Both

of them also demand some skill and practice

upon the part of the observer, wlio ought to

be well acquainted with the limit of their

capabilities. In a word, he should know
when to use them, and when not. It must

not bo supposed that wo are advocating tlieir

wholesale employment in preference to other

instruments. On the contrary, we simply

maintain that they are, one or both, the

proper instruments to use on certain occasions.

Nothing is more ridiculous in the eyes of a

practical man than to observe a young mem-
ber of the profession lugging out a heavy
6-inch theodolite to take an angle, or lay

off one, that could bo equally well done with

a pocket sextant, or even by the chain alone.

In the one ca.se he requires a couple of men
to assist him with his cumbrous instrument, in

the other he carries it in his coat pocket or in

a sling case across his shoulder. At present

we shall not refer to the prismatic compass,

which was largely employed by those engaged
in the great trigonometrical survey of England
and Wales for filling in the details, but con-

!ine our attention to a description of the con-

struction and capabilities of the pocket
sextant, the shape of which is probably familiar

to most of our readers.

This instrument is essentially a reflecting

one, and in consequence its principle is founded

upon the same data which govern all instru-

ments of a similar character. Briefly, the

results of all reflecting

instruments are based
upon the fact that the

deviation of a ray of

light after reflection at

the index glass and that

: 1 led the horizon glass,

double the angle of

inclination between the

two glasses. Tliiswill

be rendered clear by a
reference to the dia- '^ .'

gram. Let A represent \ .'

the index glass of a \ /

sextant, which is moved \ /

by the index arm as re- \
'

quired, and B the hori- C
zon glass which is fixed

permanently in a plane perpendicular to that
of the instrument. The angle of inclination
between the two glasses in any one given
position will therefore equal in the diagram
the angle A D B. If we imagine R to repre-
sent a ray of light impinging upon the mirror
A, it will be reflected from A to B, and by the
laws of optics the angle of incidence R A B
will equal the angle of reflection BAD. On

arriving at B, the second mirror, the ray of

light will be again reflected in the direction

B C, making, according to the same law, the

angle A B F equal the angle C B D. The
total deviation of the ray of light is measured
by the angle A C B, and by the conditions of

the problem this must be equal to twice the

angle A D B, or that between the index or

horizon glasses.

In the two triangles AUG, B H D, the

angle A H C equals the angle B H D, and
consequently the remaining angles, II A C,

H C A of the one triangle equal the re-

maining angles H B D, II D R of the

of the other. But the angle II B D, being the

angle of reflection, equals the angle A B F,

which is the corresponding angle of incidence.

This latter angle being the exterior angle of

the triangle A B D, e<(uals the two interior

and opposite angles H I> B, BAD; therefore

the angle H B D equals the angles H D B,

BAD. From above, the angles H A C,

H C A =: angles II B D ->- H D B ; therefore

substituting for II B D its value of the angles

H D B -f B A D, we have the angles

HAC + HCA= angles B A D + 2 H D B.

But the angle BAD, the angle of reflection,

equals angle R A E, the angle of incidence,

which is equal to angle HAG; therefore

the 'remaining angle H G A or A C B equals

2 H D B, or the angle of deviation of the ray

equals twice the angle between the glasses.

This angle is practically equal to that subtended
by the object and its image at the eye of the

observer. The diiference between it and
the actual theoretical angle is usually called

the parallax of the instrument, which may be
altogether eliminated by properly handling
it. When the eye of the observer, the centre

of the index glass and the object, form three

points in the same straight line, this error

becomes reduced to zero. In order to obviate

the necessity for first registering an observa-

tion and then doubling it to obtain the angle
required, the divisions on the arc or limb are

marked double what they really represent, so

that the correct angle is read off by the

vernier at once. The ordinary pocket sextant
reads to single minutes, which is quite sufticient

for the purp(jse of practice. In reading the
angle, care should be taken to bring the

micriiscope perpendicularly over the vernier, or

else the true reading will not be obtained.

A reading taken " on the skew " will not be
accurate, and moreover the practice is a vicious

one.

Having now described the instrument, and
shown its applicability for the purpose of

surveying operations, it may perhaps be asked.

What are its defects ? When ought it not to

be used? We will first answer the question

and then conclude our article with some prac-

tical hints respecting the manipulation of

this valuable assistant in the field to the pro
fessional man. In the first it is not applicable

to objects which do not lie approximately in

the same horizontal or the same vertical

plane. Strictly speaking, the two objects,

tke angle between which is required, ought to

be situated exactly in the same plane, but a

little departure from this rule is of no practical

inconvenience. The observer, even if his

eye bo no guide to him, can always tell in

taking the angle wlicther this condition is

fulfilled or not, as he will be obliged to incline

the sextant to one side or the other, in order
to obtain the necessary overlapping of the

objects. This is a point that requires atten-

tion, for angles observed between two objects,

situated widely out of the same horizontal or

vertical plane, are incorrect, and a survey so

conducted will not " close " properly. We
have known considerable errors arise from
ignorance .and neglect of this necessary pre-

caution. This is one of the points in which a
sextant is inferior to 'a theodolite. Should it,

however, be absolutely indispensable for want
of another instrument to find with the sextant

the horizontal angle between two objects

which are not situated in the same horizontal

plane, the actual oblique angle may be

observed, 'and the true horizontal angle de-

duced from it. This is a case that rarely

occurs in practice, and one that should be
sedulously avoided.*

The calculation is of a very troublesome
and complicated nature, involving the princi-

ples of spherical trigonometry, so that we shall

not refer to it in detail. The pocket sextant
offers a ready method of laying off right

angles, for by setting the vernier to ninety
degrees it really becomes to all intents and
purposes an " optical square." This latter

instrument, as haa been already mentioned, la

nothing more than a small sextant with the

mirrors fi.xed at the angle of 45°, and in-

capable of recording any other. The mirrors

of a sextant after some use get very dirty.

The best way to clean them is by the unc of a
small light brush. A telescope is frequently-

attached to the instrument, but it is of very
little practical use, and only complicates its

manipulation. When once put in thorough
adjustment a sextant, with proper care, will

last so for a very long period.

BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

By Thomas Moebis.

ri 1HE artistic incidents of carpentry attract

JL the architect's feeling as strongly as

the scientific and practical relations engige
his graver consideration. It will be here

attempted to sketch the more prominent
elements with some regard to historic order,

from a time when the carpenter began to ea-

croach on the mason, to the present, at which'

he, in turn, isyielding to the worker in iron.

Few have devoted to English antiquities

more diligent investigation than the late John
Britton, and he notices that " the gradual

progress of the art of building with timber is

a subject of which a judicious account is a

desideratum." (Dictionary of Architecture.)

Smith's "Specimens of Ancient Carpentry," en-

graved and published by Seago, in 1787, are

unaccompanied by any letter-press whatever ;

and Abraham Swan's book, 1759, shows but a

confused condition of mind, as though he were

halting between two opinions, for the old

system had been in great part relinquished,

and new principles were even at that late

period imperfectly understood. Such authors

as Nicholson and Tredgold developed special

branches, but with practical aims rather than

literary or artistic views. Something has been

done since Britton penned his remarks;

Messrs. Brandon and others have rendered

good service, but the want has not been fully

supplied. Mr. G. E. Street has directed his

great talents to the English woodwork of the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (" Trans -

actions of the Institute," 1865), and this cir-

cumstance imposed some slight restrictions on

the scope of an essay I subsequently wrote,

from which the subject matter of my
present chapters will be principally drawn.

The restriction is rather nominal than real

;

but I derive pleasure from this recognition of

Mr. Street's labours, and advantage from the

information they afford. Such an account as

Britton contemplated is not easy of accowi-

plishment, but may probably be best supplied

by gathering into a connected review the

intelligent observations of many minds made
in limited fields, and exercised on scattered

examples, so that we may look for the best

narrator in the most assiduous collector

;

but successfully dealtwith, the subject is un-

doubtedly one calculivted to interest not only

those vooitioually coucerued, but a large ex-

terior class. Under this impression I have

contemplated some such contribution as the

present to a compilation of the kind, and the

purpose has been accelerated by facilities for

which I am indebted to the Editor of The
Building News. The labour, cost, and risk,

• A full description of the formula will be found in
" WilUaios's I'ractical Geodesy," and the subject ii"

well lavestigateU in " Puissaui's Ucodcate."
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of eugraving iu

a satisfactory

style any con-

siderable num-
ber of architec-

tural examples
are sufficient to

deter manyfrom
the attempt who
may have turned

the leisure of

years to labori-

ous application

inproTioingdata

Yet witlioutsnch

accompaniments
the best descrip-

tions are fiat and
unintelligible.

The lectures of

our best archi-

tects (when the

description of

objects, and not
the inculcation

of principles con-

stitutes the
theme) delight

their audiences

in delivery by the
emphasis of con-
viction, and sup-

port of graphic

demonstrations
;

but into what
spiritless, dull

dad vapid nar-

ratives do they
degenerate when
the light of il-

lustration is

withdrawn

!

I have spoken
of mason and
carpenter as in

a sort of an-

tagonism, but
their respective

pretensions may
be considered. Among the primae-
Tal antiquities of this country,
Stonehenge bears testimony that
the practice of working in stone
existed here in days far beyond the
reach of history. Professor Nielson
attributes it to a race of pre-Druidic
lire-worshippers—Phcenician colo-
nists settled liere, and assigns it to

the rites of Baal. The pillars and
imposts yet remaining are but the
weather-beaten relics of a circular
temple, once possibly resplendent
with elaborate figures and tlie orna-
mental accessories of art. English
masonry during the influence of tlie

Romans must have ordinarily dis-

played an elegance of design and
perfection of workmanship suitable

to tlie high cultivation of that
polished people ; while in later

times were achieved the exquisite

vaultings of the Royal chapels at

Cambridge, Westminster, and
Windsor.

But tlie conversion of stone is

always costly, and in a country s 5

well wooded as England, the early

builders were presented by Nature
with a building material of more
easy and universal application.

It is not surprising, therefore,

that among our Anglo-Saxon ances-
tors wooden edifices should have
obtained so completely that "to
build " and " to timber " werj
equivalent terms. (Gwilt's Saxon
Grammar.) In character it _ _

have been superior to the prevailing rudeness
of the age, but its adoption was universal.
That edifices constructed by Saxon and
Norman builders, of wood, and covered with
tliatch or shingles, should have generally

Conway Castlk.—Fig. 1.

may not

Uaktlkpool CHtJBCH.— Fig

perished in a lapse of several centuries, with
all the incidents of warfare, fire, neglect, and
change of purpose or of taste, is less surpris-

ing than the actual existence of some few ex-

amples. But tlii'.so sufficiently show that

tenacity and duration were united in the mate-

rial with light-

ness and facility

of use.

Whatever the
material adopted
for enclosures

and divisions, a
good covering

for protection

against tlie wea-
ther was always
necessary. In
dry and sultry

regions, the flat,

heavily - formed
terrace would be ,

most agreeable ;

)

but in this

country, where
abundant rains

are more to be
provided against

than excessive

heat, the conve-

nience and eco-

nomy of timber

could not fail to

secure its gene-

ral employment,
while our in-

stances of outer

stone roofs, as

at Willingham
and Barneck,

though perhaps

more frequently

met with in Ire-

land, are alto-

gether minor
and exceptional.

The covering

of large apart-

ments tried to

the uttermost

the structural

resources of re-

moter mediaeval

times ; stone and
wood were made

available in turn, according to ap-

titude or local production ;
masons

and carpenters were long kept in

active emulation.

Where the .space to be covered

with timber exceeded the compass
of a single beam, it was usually

(hvided into three parts, that in

the middle being approximately

double the width of cither of those

It the sides. The same arrange-

ment took place where masonry
was used, if the span were thought

too great for a single arch. All

sULh works, therefore, were closely

issimilated in plan to the nave
and aisles of a church. It is pro-

bable, indeed, that Continental

churches formed the models for

e irly imitation. In English

examples of Norman date, arches

of masonry crossing the aisles at

the back of the piers remain in

so\ eral buildings, as at Hartlepool

(jhurcli (tig. 2), an interior finely

ngraved in " Billings' Antiquities

of Uurliam,"
The highly characteristic Nor-

man Church of S. Peter, at North-
ampton, has such arches, and from

the occurrence of shafts running
upwards on the nave wall, it may
be supposed that cross arches and
gables were also intended there.

If this surmise be correct, the ac-

cordance of design and arrange-

ment, though not of detail, between

this church and that of San Mineato, at Flo-

rence, could hardly bo more striking and

complete. San Zenone, at Verona, illustrated

in the beautiful work of Mr. Gaily Knight,

by my late friend Mr. George Moore, and

the French cathedral at Le Piiy, admirably
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represented by Mr. Street in the " Institute's

Transactions, 1860-61," may be also noticed

as examples of this form, and the last is

further remarkable for tlie siuinches or pen-

dentivcs, that savour strongly of a Moresque
source. This latter edifice is assigned to a.d.

950 to 1000,

The refectories or fraterics, in which the

inmates of great monastic houses assembled

for meals, were necessarily spacious. In a

manuscript account of that at Hereford, by
the late Mr. .lohn Clayton, it appears to have
"been UOft. by 6iJh. It was divided into

•centre and side pnrts by ranges of wooden
pillars and arches. Considerable portions of

the Norman timber-work remain mixed up
with and enclosing some principal rooms of

the Episcopal palace. But whether in reli-

gious or lay possession, these capacious apart-

ments afforded the best opportunities for

•skilful roofing.

The large Gothic roofs are attributed by
Kraft to the pride of the feudal times, and
perhaps some measure of ostentation attends

the uprearing of every colossal edifice, reli-

gious, military, or civil. The cathedral,

majestic in form, intricate in design,

mysterious in effect, the castellated stronghold
of the noble, the hall of the municipal guild,

the seat of a grand commercial corporation, the

mansion of ttie man of affluence, may all owe
to a sense of exultation in their projectors

something beyond the strict proportion of
means and ends. The same feeling has
actuated monarchs and churchmen, Plan-
tagenets and Wykehams, Parliamentary com-
mittees, boards of directors, and individual

votaries of ambition. But whatever the cause
to which our palatial halls are due, the skill

evinced in their construction is even more
.istonLshing than their extent. It would be a
task of interest to follow a development so
strictly in agreement with the circumstances
of the times. So long as security depended on
tlie command of armed retainers, and the baron
ni'et his vassals and serfs at a common table.

his conquest by the erection of stately and
impregnable ca.stle3. That at Conway he
built in 1284. '-.4 more boautifnl fortress,"

sivs Pennant. " never aro.se. Its form is

oblong, placed in all parts on the verge of the
precipitous rock. One side is bounded by the

Fio. 3.

U great hall was well adapted to its purpose.
B as commercial influence arose, and the
esblishment of personal freedom induced
asiluity, the sentiment of loyalty inspired the
enie nation. Thenceforward the military
chacier of the baronial household subsided,
the ifinement of manners brought a variety
of -artments into request, and the chief
teatb of the ancient mansion disappeared.
My I'pose, however, is to indicate their rise<
rathe han chronicle their fall.

Thirst Edward repeating in Wales the
war picy of William in England, secured

Fio. 4.

river, another by a creek full of water at every
tide, and most beautifully shaded by hanging
woods. The other two sides face the town.
Within are two courts, and on the outside
project eight vast towers, each with a slendei
one of amazing elegance issuing from its top,
within which had been a winding staircase.

The great hall suited the magnificence of the
founder. It extended 130ft. in length, was
32ft. broad, and of a fine height. The roof
was supported by eight noble arches, six of
which still remain." These arche.'! carried
gables in the manner already described, and
they serve to elucidate an old term, not always
intelligibly defined—the gabled roof. The
illustration (fig. 1 ), after Cotman, shows the
picturesque condition of the ruins, but on
personal examination I (bund the springings
of the arches more in the form of the marginal
sketches, Figs. 3 and 4.

(To be cmthiued.)

-^
THE NEW ASSESSMENT OF DUTIES ON

BUILDING LEASES.
MOST inexplicable and inconvenient
change of practice has lately been adopted

by the Commissioners of Inland Kevcnue with
regard to the stamp duties chargeable on build-
ing leases. These leases involve immense
interests, and any event tending to invalidate
them must carry with it a corr&sponding degree
of apprehension. It is not surprising therefore
that the Times and the law periodicals have been
lately teeming with correspondence on the subject.
The case of " Bonlton v. Commissioners of

Inland Revenue,"* has produced an unwonted com-
motion. It arose upon a lease granted in 186!),
whereby in consideration of the yearly rent and
covenants therein reserved and contained, the
lessor demised to the lessee four pieces of ground
with four messuages erected thereon, for 9!» years
from March 2.">, 186S, at the rent of £8 Ss. for
each jjiece and messuage. The lessee covenant-
ing iiUrr alia to complete each of the messuages
with all necessary fixtures, &c., to make foot-
paths, and to keep the building, drains, &c., iu
repair.

The lease was liable to an ad valorem duty of
30s. on the rent ; but the Commissioners assessed
it as liable to a further duty of 3.5s. in respect of
the covenant by the lessee to complete the
buildings. 8nch covenant, as they contended,
falling within the l;itter part of the lUth section
of 17 and IM Vic, c. H3, which latter part runs

A

thus, " and m any case where any deed or instru-
tnent, which shall be chargeable with any ai
valorem stamp duty in respect of any •nm of
monev, yearly or in gross, or any st/n-k or aecn-
rity therein mentioned, shall be made, aim for
any farther or valuableconsidcration.surh deed or
iiLstrument shall be chargeable (except where
express provision to the contrary is or shall be
made in any Act of Parliament), with soch
farther stamp duty as any separate deed or in-
.stmment made for such last-mentioned considera-
tion alone, would be chargeable with, except
progressive duty.
On hearmg counsel for the appellant, and with-

out calling on the counsel for the Crown, the Court
gave judgment in favour of the Commissioners,
rhns every b«i Id ing- lease granted during the last
fifteen years becomes subject to this Sot. dnty

;

but the Commissioners will not impose penalties
where leases nffectc<l by the decision are brought
to lie stamped within a reasonable period aftcrthe
decision. The Chanced lor of the Excheciacr
proposes some amelioration, by releasing from the
extra stamp all building-leases more than four
years old ; that being the period during which the
Inland Revenue Commissioners have commonly, it
is said, exacted the dnty, accordiiij; to a new light,
which seems at about that pericnl to have dawned
•upon them. Solicitors of experience and extensive
practice, however, declare that nntil the decision
m Boulton's case, they never saw a lease so
stamped. The decision of the Court of Exchequer
is objected to, because it seems as if some further
consideration than the rent passed to the grantor
of the lease, which is not the case, as the rent is
intended to issue from a completed house, and is
not, strictly speaking, secured until the bouse is
complete. If the lease was delayed until the house
was complete, no covenant to finish would be
necessarj-, and no extra Stamp duty would become
payable, and it is a mere matter of convenience
that the lease, should not be so delaj-ed. No
larger or " othervalnable consideration " than the
rent pa3.se3 to the landloni, whether the lease is

granted before or after the building is complete.
But whatsoever may be the scale of duties acted

upon in future, there should be no retrospective
application. The Chancellor of the Exchequer
seems to perceive this, and it is to be hoped that
in order to remedy a grievance so important in its

consequences an Act will be pas.«ed to free all leases
up to its date from the proposed surcharge.
To Mr. T. W. Webb «e cannot but suggest

that when a gentleman publishes observations on
a judgment delivered in one of the superior Courts
of Common Law, the court, and the date of the
trial, the names of j udge and counsel, together
with some intimation of the writer's position and
<lualification ought (o be put forward plainly,
instead of incidentally, or being left altogether
undisclosed.

"Observations on Boult -u v. Commissioners ot In-
land Revenue " ItyT. W. Webb. Vachcr and Sons.—
Leitersot Messrs. Hopsood, and .Messrs. Allen, Colley,
and Edwards.

The Felton Portrait op Shakespeare.
—This celebrated picture fonns part of an estate
in course of administration under orders of the
Court of Chancery, and will be brought into
the market ; indeed, the sale is announced to take
place at Christie's, on the 30th of April next.
This has been supposed to be the portrait from
which Drocshout engraved his plate, or has been
copied from the plate which w.is the first portrait

published of Shakespeare, and has the repufcition

f)f Ben .lonson's testimony of its resemblance to

the immortiil bard. The Felton portrait is painted
on wood, life-size, little more than the countenance
remaining. On the back is an inscription in old

writing, " Gu. Shakespeare, 1597.—R. B." pre-

sumed to be Richard Burbagc, a well-known
player and artist contemporarj- with Shakespeare,
and to whom report has always given the honour
of painting the only portrait for which Shake-
speare sat ; but, after all, this is but rumour.

The Pbabody Estate at Bri.xton.—At
last, something like justice to the wishes of the

late Mr. Peabody, who purchased this valuable

si.xteen acres of land at Brixton, and invested it

in trustees for charitable purposes, is to be carried

out. The property has remained dormant some
years, and on the death of Mr. Peabody it wa.s

claimed by the Crown, on the ground of his being

an alien ; but it has now been conveyed back to

the trustees, who have made their first effort to

utilise the land. The cricket pavilion and other

superfluous buildings are to be ilemolished forth-

with, and the land—a large portion of which is

already let—laid out for building purposes. The
property will yield a large revenue, which is to be

applied to charitable purposes among the poor of

Lambeth.
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lie rvfinc Slrts.Q^

THE NEW BRITISH IN6TITUTI0S.

THE New British Institution! As we read the

title of our catalogue, and looked at its

primrose-coloured cover, our thoughts recuiTed

to the past, and we bega« toexpct anew spring

crop of modern pictures, bearing some relation

to the noble collection by which the Koyal

Academy has just fultilled the autumn
functions of the defunct exhibition. The
title provoked the comparison, and we 'smiled

as we entered the little drawing-room which

shelters the tiny offspring of Mr. Gullick, con-

taining, " toppers " and all, 211 pictures of the

cabinet size. But we wish well to the effort,

and trust that the little one may grow up into

more manly dimensions hereafter. AVe can-

not but think that the old British Institution,

8S far as relates to its spring collection, died

out before younger and better managed exhi-

bitions, and we rejoice to see that in the New
the artists are to do their own work and
manage their own affairs. One thing how-
ever forcibly struck us on entering, and the

very smallness of the collection made it more
instantly apparent—the absence of any one

first class picture to raise this new exhibition

above the dead level of the commonplace in

art. Certainly the picture which most nearly

attains to this position is ' Blue Bells," sent

by Mr. Wallis. It is painted with a certain re-

freshing purity of colour, and tender sentiment

for spring, which quite makes you forget how
very large the flowers are, and the unnatural

height of the figures. It is one of the gems of the

exhibition. H. F. Poole, R.A., exhibits one of

his romantic bits of rustic life, " A Welsh
Peasant Girl," very lovely in feeling and
effect. "The Cedar Grove," by A. Mac-
Callnm, is an excellent specimen of this

painter. It is a powerful landscape, though
perhaps a trifle cold in colour. The only

fault we can find with No. 139, a kndscape,
by C. J. Lewis, is, that it is a trifle woolly in

texture, and has a predominating grey, even
in the foreground. " The Wounded Finger,"
by J. Ilallyar, is cleverly painted ; the old

man is true to nature, and the action of the
child very good indeed. No. 124, by the
same painter, " A Child Asleep," is painted
with great ease. C. Liicy is represented by
two pictures—one a portrait of Air. Bright,

and the other a subject with several figures

in it. Of the two pictures sent by Mr. Archer
we prefer " Peasant Children bringing home the
Heather :" it is a nice bit of subdued colour.

"Household Gods," No. 164, by W. B.
Scott, or the conjunction of the Pagan and
Christian religions, is a good idea for a
subject. Some of the figures are rather out
of drawing. We cannot praise Mr. W.
Linnell's " Study in the Fields," for it is a
picture unworthy of the artist's powers. No.
60, a landscape, by W. Holyoake, is cleverly

but coarsely painted. Mr. M. Anthony has
two dashing architectural subjects, both taken
from Spanish cathedrals. Several foreign

Sainters have contributed to this exhibition.

fo. 93, " Souvenir d'ltalie," by A. Baccani,
is a work of great merit, the sky being really

luminous. No. 84, " View in the Ardennes,"
by F. Lamoriniere, is painted with feeling,

and the morning grey very truthfully given.
No. 205, " A Gossip," by T. K. Pelham, is

too much of a copy of the late J. Phillips's

school to be a good picture. It seems to us a
pity that, recommending as he does modera-
tion in all things, Mr. Cave Thomas should
have made use of such very striking and
flaring colours and such glaring contrasts in
his picture of " Angels contemplating Men."
No. 206, "Rake Hill, Hants," by A. Cole, is

a nice little landscape, though rather too
cleanly painted. The artists who have hung
the pictures, and whose names are given in
the catalogue, have done their work fairly
well, and generally put the best pictures in

the best places, and it is only when we gliince

upwards to the " toppers " to whicli we have

already alluded that we come to the usual

complement to the better works—the brace of

snipes, the dead pheasant, the cvor-recurring

woodcock, the draped model, with a fancy

title—that, highly exalted, swell the numbers,

if they do not increase the merit of this

collection, which, taken as a whole, is well

arranged, well lighted, and suflicicnt in

number to examine without fatigue, and

which has our best wishes for its success.

TRAMWAYS FOR STREETS AND
ROADS.

APAPER on this subject was read on Wednes-
day night before the Society ofArts, by Mr.

W. Bridges Adams. The following is a sum-
mary of the propositions laid down in the paper :

—

1. That iron rails, as au improved mode of

partially surfacing roads and streets, are desir-

able, as ditnioishing traction resistance, wear and

tear, dust, mud, and nuisance.

2. That the surface of the rails should be of

hollow or channel form, more or less transversely

curvilinear, sufficiently deep to retain the wheels

under the ordinary conditions of running at the

required speed, and sufficiently shallow to enable

the wheels to be drawn out, when required, on

the ordinary road surface. The depth of the

channel being so small as to permit the wheels of

ordinary vehicles freely to cross them or run

across them.
3. That the special vehicles fitted for use on

these rails, whether for passengers or for goods,

should be provided with elastic tires, yielding be-

tween tire and wheel, to prevent all noise, jar-

ring, or vibration, and to run over the common
surface as well as on the rails.

4. 1h^t the vehicles should have their wheels

and axles so arranged as to work round the

curves of very narrow streets.

5. That the rails should be so laid that the

vehicles can pass from one wheel track to another,

on level surfaces of the road, and preferably of

iron without timber.

C. That it is desirable to use hot-air engines

instead of horses for traction, when prac-

ticable, to draw or propel street vehicles on rails,

to economise the wear of the roads, and get rid

of dirt and muck ; such engines being free from
smoke, steam, noise, and all risk of explosion.

7. That the vehicles used in the streets should

be capable of coupling into trains on the out-

skirts of towns, and attaching to small locomo-

tive engines without nuisance, working round

curves as sharp as tbosc in the streets, on channel

rails.

8. That those trains should communicate by
the ordinary roads laid with rails, with buildiag

land all round the metropolis, traversing up
and down any sharp curved roads of new locali-

ties.

9. That, exc ept in the direction of foreign

commerce, and for its purposes, a belt of land

from five to seven miles in width, except where
already built on round the metropolis, should be
reserved, only to be used by the proprietary for

woodlands, fields, gardens, orchards, and recrea-

tion grounds, having in view the health of the

metropolis, and the economical and sanitary dis-

pos.ll of the concrete.

10. That the whole of the street and road rails

of the metropolis and other towns and city

suburbs should belong to the municipalities,

subject to the superrision of a general Board of

Works, and that the turnpike roads laid down
with rails should belong directly to the State,

represented by the general Board of Works.
11. That the working and repairs of these lines

should be let by competition to contractors for

given periods, the maximum rates and fares

being specified, but leaving it open to the con-
tractors to lower the fares, the rents payable by
the contractors becoming revenues to the muni-
cipalities of the State.

As regards the metropolis, two of the most im-
portant street lines to commence with would be
from the Marble Arch and over the new viaduct
to the Bank, and from Westminster-bridge, along
the Thames Knibankment, to the Mausion-honse,
On the Embankment, which is still guiltless of

noise and vibration, it wonld be most important
to public comfort to keep it so, while providing
for the annual transit of probably eleven millions
of passengers over its surface, who, at one penny

per head, wonld give a return of some £45,000
per annum, a probable net revenue of £28,000 on
two miles of line, for the benefit of the Metro-
politan Board of Works, and relief of metropolitan
taxpayers. Or, if the rule of public companies
is to obtain, with the object of getting rid of

government responsibility, shareholders will no
doubt be readily found to take the responsibility

with a division of profits. It is possible that
private companies making the lines and working
them, and dividing the profit with the munici-
palities and the State, would, on the whole, in

the present condition of commercial ethics and
governmental perceptions, be productive of the
least waste, and, consequently, the largest profit

both to the public and the companies. It is

occasionally argued that no profit should be made
from transit, but this would probably soon in-

volve a condition of debt, in the absence of

stimulus. It would bo better to go on lowering
the fares in proportion to the increase of prolit by
good management. The calculations hitherto
made in the paper assumed a reduction of fares

to oue-fourth the existing tariffs.

FRENCH TOWERS.

THE three French towers forming the subjects

of our double page illustration, although of
late date, possess characteristics of beauty and
picturesqueness which must always win for them
the attention and interest of such admirers of
Gothic art as may chance to see them in the
reality.

No. 1 represents the tower of the church of
S. Germain at Amiens. It is situated in an
elevated portion of the town, and is of the Flam-
boyant period. The circular stairway rising up
beside the angle, and rather abruptly weathered
into the roof, gives it externally a very quaint
appearance. The view is taken from near the
centre of the Place dc Feurre.

No. 2 illustrates a tower in Paris, situated near
to the church of S. Eticnnedu Mont, and attached
to the edifice known as the Lycee Napoleon. It

is not, however, of the same date as this building,
which is of Renaissance character, and was
founded by the first Bourbon king, Henri IV.,
date about 1595. The tower is of a period long
anterior to this, but its original purpose or asso-

ciation we are ignorant of. The proportion of its

parts is admirable, and the means devised for

external access from the staircase at the angle
to the floors is very suggestive.

No. 3 is a vievf of the tower of the church of

S. Lui, in the city of Amiens, and is situated at

the south-west extremity of the church, obtruding
conspicuously on to the street. It is a rich and
meritorious example of the Flamboyant style, the
tracery in the tympanum of the doorway being
most elaborate and elegantly wrought. The
buttresses have cusped niches and panels, with
pinnacle-like weatherings at each stage of their
height, the whole being somewhat too profusely
enriched with crockets, but the general appear-
ance of the tower is both effective, ornate, and
pleasing.

In presenting these illustrations of late Mediaival
architecture, we venture to assert that the Perpen-
dicular style in our own country, and the Flam-
boyant style in France contemporaneous with it,

scarcely receive the notice they deserve, works of
an earlier date absorbing attention, while the
many peculiar merits of the styles jnst alluded to
are either, as fashion declares, "damned with
faint praise " or ignored altogether.

The illustrations are produced by the photo-
litho process from an excellent drawing by Mr.
John Cotton, architect.

Medieval MSS.—In a paper read before the

Society of Antiquaries on Thursday week, on the

Monastic MS. inventories still preserved, Mr
Mackenzie Walcott mentioned several novel facts

that all the Suffragan Bishops and Deans, am
many of the other members of the new foundf
tion, were of conventual orders; that juries <

Londoners were sent to appraise the monasteri
in the Midland counties, and that sums varyif

from £20 to £400 were paid " for tolerance^

continuance " to Henry VIII. He also hasfoid
the Inventories of Winchester and Durham, esy

in the reign of Edward VI., and a precious f|;-

ment relating to Westminster Abbey soon «er

the Dissolution. The paper will be print^ia

the Archtrologia.
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Tin; THEORY AND I'BACTICE OK MODERN HOUSE

PAINTING AND DECORATION.—WHITE LEAD.

By AN EXI'EKIENCEU WoRKMAN.

ri^HE metliods of manufacturing and pre-

J_ paring white lead for the painter's use

are many and various, and would oacupy a

volume in description, and which would

answer no purpose to enter into at length here,

seeing that every information on the subject

may be gained by consulting Muspratt's

*' Chemistry Applied to the Arts and Manufac-
tures ;" we shall therefore only now notice such

facts as are useful to the house painter and

decorator to know.

The white lead is of courae a carbonate or

oxide of lead—according to the method of its

preparation. It is produced from sheet lead

by two standard processes. One, the Dutch
method, in which the reactions are effected by
operating on metallic lead with acetic acid,

aod decomposing carbonaceous matters at a

comparatively elevated temperature, and with-

out any other moisture but steam ; and the

other, wherein the carbonate is thrown down
from a solution of bassic acetate of lead, by
transmitting carbonic acid through it. Large
rectangular spaces are formed, enclosed by
stout walls of brickwork or masonry, within

which pots of acid containing coils of sheet

lead are piled in stacks. These stacks are

built u|) of layets of dung, acid pots, lead, and
boards, alternately. Eight layers of pots

usually constitute the stack. Spaces are

left at one end in every other layer, in order

to create a thorough draught. Every stack

contains about twelve tons of metal. A period,

varying from five to six weeks, is allowed to

convert the sheet lead into carbonate. The
English method is a similar process to the
above, but, instead of dung, spent tanner's bark
is used, which, although slower in its operation,

has the advantage of not darkening the

lead by sulphate of hydrogen, which the
dung evolves. With tan, nine or ten weeks
are required to carbonate the lead ; by the

latter method the particles of lead are more
minutely divided and finer ; consequently, in

use it covers better. It used to be the practice

to grind the lead into an impalpable powder,
and make it up into cakes for the niarket, but
the process was so destructive to the lives of

the workmen concerned that it has been
virtually discarded, except for small quantities

sold as dry white lead. The practice now is

to compound it at once with the liuseed oil.

This is effected by an ajjparatus called a
kneader, somewhat similar to that used in large

bread-baking establishments. This is a
cylinder in which a square iron bar, furnished
with arms, is fixed longitudinally, and is

turned by steam-power. All the materials

—

white lead and oil—to the extent of eight per
cent, of the lead compound, are introduced by
the doors, which are firmly closed. When the
two are mixed the paste is withdrawn and
ground to make it more homogeneous. The
surest white leads are alone fitted for the
lainter's use in interior decoration. There
re several of these in the market under the
ames of London white, Nottingham white,
ike white, and the Belgian wliite—called
reuzer white, and numerous others not
cessary to our purpose to name, these being
i white leads, but differently prepared.
Ire white lead when properly prepared is

ti most valuable white we have for mixing
v4i oil aud making of paints— it i.s a pure
wte which will keep its colour under all

oriary circumstances, and will mix with

P' colours without injuring them or being
injed by them, and is capable of producing
thoiads of tints by admixture with other
pig'ntfi

; there is no other white with equal
bod\lien ground in oil, or that will cover as
"welliuaQj- substitutes have been tried, but
oonevve as yet stood the test of practical

use as compared with while lead. Its purity
|

is not injured, or very little, by light, oxygen,

or pure air, but is so, more or less, by
sulhhuretted hydrogen, damp, and impure

air.* In using it aa a white paint, it is most
durable, keeps its colour best, and is least

liable to crack or peel if it is used with pure

linseed oil alone, well raised aud passed

through a fine straining sieve before it is used
;

it is well also to add a little black or blue to

it in mixing, which will help to purify the

white and resist the colouring effect of the oil.

In finishing white it is usual to add about

one-third turpentine, as it assists its working

in painting, but when it is used as flatting,

i.e., dead colour without glcss, we find in

practice that the less oil is contained in the

lead the more successful the flatting. We
therefore beat the lead up in turpentine alone

to a proper consistency ; it is then left to stand

for ten or twelve hours, when the oil pre-

viously contained in the lead will rise to the

surface and may be skimmed off ; if the colour

is then too thick for working with, more pure

turpentine may be added. We thus obtain

the purest whites, and, by mixing, the most

delicate tints of colour it is possible to get

from white lead in oil. We have hitherto

been speaking of pure white lead alone, which

may be known by the purity of its whiteness,

its great density, solidity, aud absence of

spongy or granular appearance. Age improves

its quality. It is supposed that in time a

portion of the water it contains evaporates,

and it thus solidifies. When white lead has

been packed in cask for a long time, when
opened the lead will be found to have sunk

or diminished in bulk considerably, or solidi-

fied. New lead is distinguished by a softness

and oily appearance, and consequent want of

solidity, but if the lead is really good, the

difference between old and new is not of very

great importance for the generality of work.

Unfortunately, white lead is subject to great

adulteration, and this is invariably done in

the manufactory. According to Muspratt,

all the white lead which is manufactured into

paint is more or less adulterated. Again, he

says that some of our English white leads are

pure, also the Kreuzer white, but the com-
pounds sold under the names of Venetian
white, Hamburgh white, Dutch white, &c.,

are all adulterated to a very great extent.

The principal ingredient used for adultera-

tion is sulphate of baryta, but whiting and
other earthsare usedforthatpurpose, whereby
its valuable properties are deteriorated and
the public swindled.

Of three samples of white lead sent to M.
Louret for analysis, the results were as fol-

lows :—Igrm. of No. 1 contained 0-695 of

white lead, and 0-305 of sulphate of baryta
;

Igrm. of No. 2 contained 0-340 of white lead,

and 0-660 of sulphate of baryta ; and Igrm. of

No. 3 contained 0-282 of white lead, and 0-718

of sulphate of baryta
;
yet hundreds of tons

of these mixtures are sold annually as white
lead at three or four shillings a hundred
weight less than the pure article. The
adulteration may be detected by simply con-
trasting the pure white lead with such as is

suspected to be adulterated. It is said that it

may be detected by digesting the sample in

dilute nitric acid, which dissolves the lead, but
leaves the sulphate of baryta ; however, it

will be found that sulphate of bartya and
whiting, when ground in oil, become dis-

coloured in Consequence of their want of body
and greater power of absorbing oil. Glaziers'

putty is an example of this. When pure it is

made of good whiting and linseed oil alone
;

the oil turns the whiting into a yellow stone

colour. It follows, as a matter of course,

* In many of the sm-all igricultural towns and villages iu

tlie Midland counties — Worcestershire and Warwickshire
especially—the outside of the shops and house door and
shutters are often painted in tints of stone colourand drab, aud
the mouldings picked out white; sometimes tints of pink and
blue are introduced ; these will keep their purity for years,

and if it were not for the wear aud tear with sun and rain,

seem aa if they would never require painting again. We
need not speak of the other side of the picture as shown in

its effects on paint in our towns.

that if whiting or sulphate of bartya are

mixed with w hite lead, the whiteness of the
lead is impaired, its body weakened, and it

will not cover as well. Wo have found ia

practice that two coats of pure white lead

when mixed as paint will cover better or make
a more solid ground than three coats of the
slightly adulterated, or than four coats of the

common'or worst lead. Therefore it may be
accepted as a fact proved by years' of experi-

ence, that in its general useiulness, its powers
of preserving and giving protection to wood
or other materials, in producing good work,
and, in an economical point of view, pure
white lead, although the dearest in the market,
is in all essentials the cheapest in practical

use.

Flake white is another preparation of white
lead in the form of scales or flakes, hence its

name, and is an oxidised carbonate of lead,

somewhat purer in colour than the ordinary

white lead, and is usually ground in poppy
oil, and is principally sold by the artists'

colourraen, but is of great service to the
decorative artist when a pure white is re-

quired ; also in the finishing of imitation

marbles in enamel work, i.e., polished paint.

It may also be used with advantage in varnish,

being exceedingly fine in texture, and free

from grit. Zinc white is also a useful white,

and may be used either in oil or water. It is

a pure oxide of zinc, and has one or two
advantages over white lead, inasmuch as it is

permanent under all circumstances, and com-
paratively innoxious both in its manufacture
and use ; in itself it is a bad dryer, but salts

of zinc is mixed with it, which causes it to

harden. There are four kinds—snow white,

y.ino white, stone grey, and grey oxide. The
first two are of an unalterable white colour

;

oxide of zinc is also used in paper staining.

Notwithstanding all its good qualities, zinc

white is not a favourite pigment with the

house painter, principally on account of its

want of body. In practice this is found a
great preventative to its general use ; it takes

four coats of zinc white to produce as good a
body as three coats of pure white lead will

do, thus adding the extra cost of labour and
material for one coat over and above the cost

of white lead paint. It has, however, many
admirable qualities, and may be used for

special purposes with advantage ; it is rather

superior in whiteness to white lead, and is

good as a finishing white, or with delicate

tints on a ground work of white lead, and may
be used in varnishing enamel colours.

If the chemistry of the future can discover

a method of manufacturing it with an equal

body to white lead, we may safely predict that

it will supersede that pigment.
The deleterious effects of white lead upon

the health of the workman is a well-known
fact. The operative painter is peculiarly sub-

ject to its poisonous properties—its eft'ects are

seen in the pallid face, care-worn and
wrinkled appearance, the attenuated frame,

bad breath, and obstruction of the bowels,

commonly called painter's colic ; in many
cases, paralysis follows after colic ; we have

seen the hands and arms drawn up and

distorted and utterly useless. Lead has been

found in many cases to have impregna.ted

the whole system. It is scarcely possible

for the painter in using white lead paints

to escape its effects altogether, however

careful aud cleanly he may be in his habits,

although we have known some who have

lived to a good old age without having a

day's illness which might be traced to that

cause, but we are quite satisfied that much
of the ill consequences may be traced to

the workman's own want of care and
cleanliness. We would strongly insist upon
his washing his hands in every case before

he touches his food, and clean the paint from
under and about his nails. A good practice,

which we are glad to see spreading, is to wear
linen overalls, cap, jacket and trousers. He
should always cast them oft' before he leaves

his work, and not wear them constantly aa
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some do ; he will thus get rid of all trace and

emell of paint from his person until work time

next morning. On the contrary, tlie man o f

careless or dirty habits, who does not adopt

these necessary precautions, carries about

with him continually the fumes of lead ; aud

when he sits by the fire at home at night,

after his day's' work is done, the heat will

cause a vapour to exude from his garments,

carrying with it minute particles of lead,

which he and others in his immediate vicinity

inhale to his and their detriment. When he is

eating, the paint from Uis hands is trans-

ferred to his food, eonseiiuently he swallows

particles of white lead, thus producing disease

and aU its attendant train of evili>. This is

not a fancy picture, but is a stern fact of

everyday occurrence, and one which we
have seen in numberless instances, and we
fnlly believe that it is this gross carelessness

alone that brings to our hospitals three-

fourths of the cases of lead poisoning. There
can be no doubt but that much of this evil

may be avoided by attending to the before-

mentioned simple precautions. It is a melan-
choly fact, that rather than take this small

amount of trouble, many will sufier the ex-

cruciating pains attendant upon lead poison-

ing, and fly to gin or other spirituous

liqnorg for teraporarj- relief, thus adding to,

instead of diminishing the evil ; fat bacon
and other fatty meats are considered good as

a preventative, as they help to clear the lead

out of the system ;
purgative oils occasionally

are useful, but we believe in the good old

adage that prevention is always better than
cure.

THE STONEWORK OF THE HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.*

rilHE condition of the stonework of the New
JL Houses of Parliament is at last beginning

to attract serious attentisn. When pieces of

masonry varying in weight from 51b. to 101b. or

lolb. come crashing down, it is no wonder that

some uneasiness should be felt, at least by those

who reside in the Palace, or whose duties take

them thither. Only a short time since a piece of
carved work, weighing between 701b. and 801b.,

fell from the summit of the Clock Tower upon
the roof of the house below inhabited by the
record clerk of the House of Commons, Sir

Thomas May. It passed through the iron roof as
if it were so much paper, broke an iron girder,

and was stopped only by the stout brick arches
beneath. Another time a piece of about 18Ib.

weight fell into one of the courts and was
shivered into fragments j nst afterno less a per-
sonage than the Usher of the Black Rod had
passed through. At another time a fragment
weighing about lOIb. fell at the feet of the police-
roan on duty ontside the entrance into West-
minster Hall, at the south end, jnst opposite the
Abbey. During every considerable storm a
shower of pieces of stone, from the size of a wal-
nut to an orange, rattle down upon the iron roofs.
We believe, indeed, there is a special functionary
appointed to go abont the roofs and rake the
debris into heaps. There is never any certainty as
to when and where these sculptured morsels are
going to fall ; and the River Terrace, where on
sommer nights the members walk and smoke their
cigars, is not likely this year to be so much
frequented as ugual. More pieces break off from
the carved terminals supporting the gilt vanes
than firom any other parts ; the reason
being that the rods which carry the vanes are of
iron instead of copper, and as the iron oxidises
its swell and splits the stone. In no remote time
this defect is likely to came the destruction of the
npper parts of all the pinnacles. The only change
likely to do mneh good is to substitute copper rods
for the rods of iron. Besides this the stone is rot-
ting deeply in broad discoloured patches, in regular
lines all round what ate called the string courses.
Before ithas been forty years in existence the
New Palace of Westminster shows far greater
signs of external decay than many structures of
ten times its age. Certainly if reports, inquiries,
oonunissions, and committees could have done
any good, the new Houses of Parliament ought
to have been abont the soundest bnildings ever
reared. In the first instance a commission of

• liWB tiitl-uU Hall (iazcUc.

scientific men and architects was appointed to

ascertain the best kind of stone to be employed.

These commissioners must have had what
the Americans call a good time of it in pro-

secuting their inquiries, for they appear to have

visited ererv castle, abbey, and ancient

boase in England. In the end they re-

commended the use of a magnesian limestone,

geoIoRieally called dolomite, which abounds

in Derbyshire, and of which Bo>*<)ver Castle,

still, in fine preservation, though of the date of

1680, is built. So various is the quality of this

stone that the same quarry will furnish the best

and closest-grained seams and the most porous

and most worthless. Sir Charies Birry, we
believe, wished that an experienced practical man
should be appointed to examine all blocks sent

from the quarries. But the Government did not

see the necessity of this recommendation, and

the post was never properly filled. Two quarries

were selected in Derbyshire—the Mansfield and
the Anston. The former, unfortunately, could

only furnish a small supply, hut what it yielded

was of excellent quality. The Anston quarry

had an abundant supply, and of this the New
Palace is mainly built. The difference between
the two kinds o£ stone is now as easily dis-

tinzuishable in the external walls of the building

as the difference between brick and marble. The
Mansfield stone is as sharp and true in outline as

when it left the mason's hand ; the Anston stone

in all exposed positions is fast rotting away.
£.\periments which have bean made show that

some of the stone employed is of a most porous
kind ; indeed, a cube of stone nine inches square
was found to be capable of absorbing no less

than three pints of water in forty-eight hours.

How many gallons, then, won'.d the whole^build-

ing absorb during two or three days' heavy rain ?

and what must be the result when in winter the
rain is followed by a frost expanding the absorbed
water into ice ? As a matter of course the deli-

cate carvings must crack into splinters. The pro-
cess of decay is thusgoineon steadily and swiltly,

and some remedy should be immediately applied.

The report recommending the material to be em-
ployed in building the New Palace dwells upon the

necessity of special care being taken in the selection
of stones for the west and south-west faces, as
there, it says, the greatest tendency to decay would
always be found to exist. Upon what evidence
this theory was based we do not know, but the
exact reverscof what was predicted has happened,
for it is in the east and north-east faces that the
stone has most rapidly decayed. One can, in

fact, draw a series of lines round the building
where the stones are rotting, and these lines will

be found to correspond with what are technically
called the string courses, that is, the stone
mouldings which project above and below the
bands of carved work. Upon these the water
drips from above, and then trickles over to those
beneath, and so on from top to bottom, till the
constant dropping wears away the stone, and
the inscriptions are becoming illegible, and the
little pinnacle carvings falling away. The same
process has gone on, but not to so great an ex-
tent, at the Geological Museum in Jermyn-street,
though the stones of that building, as might have
been expected, were carefully examined when
selected. It is to be feared, however, that most
kinds of dolomite are too porous to withstand the
London climate in their natural state. Their
pores require closing to protect the surface from
the action of moisture, the destructive effect of
which is increased by the sulphureous acid which
is generated in the London atmosphere by the
hundreds of thousands of coal fires always
burning. The Caen stone endures our climate
better, as we see in Westminster Abbey—much
of the east end of which is built of this material;
but the Mansfield stone appears to be best of all in
this respect.

Of course when the stonework began to decay,
as it did before the New Houses were half
finished, the methods proposed for its preserva-
tion were almost innumerable, some of them
virtually amountinc to a plan for rebuilding the
whole structure. The favourite device, however,
was to coat the stone with various liquid com-
positions, so as to fill up its pores, and keep them
air and water-tight. About twelve years ago two
of these inventions were tried on portions of the
walls. One was a liquid prepared by Mr. Ran-
some

; another was a solution of silica, the in-
vention of Mr. Szerelmey, a practical chemist,
who has devoted his scientific knowledge to the
discovery of preservatives against the decay of
stone, wood, and iron. A committee, consisting

among others of the late Professor Faraday, the
late Sir Charles Barry, and Sir RoderickMur-
chison, was appointed to decide npon the merit*
of the competing inventions, and its verdict wa<
in farour of Mr. Szerelmey's plan. The test of
time apparently confirms the judgment of the
committee, and the composition which it recom-
mended has, after a lapse of eleven vears, been
re-examinod. Daring the interval that has passed
it has been severely tried, having, we believe,
been scrubbed with wire brushes and with sand
and sulphuric acid. Yet it remains as bright and
vitreous as when first put on during a heavy
shower of rain. Among other things petroleum
and what is c died liquid glass have also been
tried. The petraleum makes the stones look black
and greasy, but still it must to some extent fill up
the pores, and so for a time retard decay, just as,

we believe, the boiled linseed oil has done when
applied to the Geological Museum in Jermyn-
street. As to the water-ylass, it is strange that
any practical chemist could have thought of it for
such a purpose. Water-glass is only silicate of
soda. If all the stonework could be immersed in
this for a year or so it would form on the outside
a silicate of lime—hard and durable enough for
all time. Asit is, it has merely been smeared on
with a brush like any other paint or solution.
The carbonic acid in the air turns the silicate of
soda into carbonate of soda, producing a mouldy
efflorescence which is easily wiped off with the
hand, and leaves the stone as exposed to decay as-

ever.

Besides these various compositions another
mode of treatment is now, we believe, being
pressed npon the attention of the Chief Commis-
sioner of Works. This is nothing less than the
CHtting out of the decayed parts of the masonry
and the substitution of stones of a better quility
—in other words, the rebuilding of a consider-
able part of the Palace. In the end perhaps this

remedy may prove to be the only effectual one,
but it is obviously a remedy of a very desperate
character, and ought unquestionably to be
adopted only after all other measures have been
fairly tried and failed. We certainly do not
think it can be said that this has yet happeued.
Indeed, there is very strong practical and scientific

evidence in favour of at least one of the protec-

tive compositions which have been already tried.

The plau of cutting out the decayed stones

would be very costly—in fact, the cost would be-

indefinite : once begun it would be difficult to say
where it should stop. It is perfectly plain, how-
ever, that the present condition of the Palace of

Westminster is not only disgraceful, but even
^angerous. -
International Etching Society.—An

International Etching Society has been founded
at Brussels by a band of artists, of whom MM.
Felicien Bops, Th. Hippert, C. Tan Camp, Louis
Arton, the Baron H. de Beeckman, the Baron .Jules

Goethals, Eugene Smits, Baron Georges de Snoy,
and G. Van der Hecht are the best knDwn. The
objects of this Society, as stated in its programme,
are to encourage and extend the tastefor etchings ;

to publish two monthly volumes of etchings, and
to organise exhibitions of everything connected
with engraving. The proposed publications are to

consist of an album containing at least three etch-

ings every month, on fine paper, and accompanied
by letterpress when necessary, and of a cah'ier

d'etudes, in which every member of the Society

will have the right to contribute ; the two publica-

tions to be of the same form.

The Isthmus op Corikth Scheme.—A tele-

gram from Athens states that an agreement hasi
been concluded for cutting the Isthmus of I

Corinth by which the work is to be accomplished/
within eighteeu months. The undertaking is noc
one of great difficulty, though the material to b(

removed is not the most favourable for such work
being a friable sortofmoimtain limestone, yieldiq

slowly either to blasting or to the pick. The lengt/
[

of the canal will, we suppose, a little exceed thn
miles, and the mean height of the land above t'

sea level is, we believe, about 80ft. The effect-

the work will be verj- advantageous to the Pirae,

placing the Athenian port on the direct pass*
from 'Trieste and Hrindisi to Constantinople i^

the Bosphorus. We have already referred to 's

scheme.

Associated Arts Institute.—At the *al

fortnightly meetingon Saturday evening lasfrfr.

H. Ellis Wooldridge, vice-president, in the air,

Mr. H. C. Boyes read a paper on " The Pc-ioB

and Claims of Architecture as a Fine Art.'
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some do ; he will thus get rid of all trace and

smell of paint from his person until work time

next morning. On the contrary, the man o f

careless or dirty habits, who does not adopt

tbwe necessary precautious, carries about

with him continually the fumes of lead ; and

when he sits by the fire at home at night,

after his day's" work is done, the heat will

caose a vapour to exnde from his garments,

carrying with it minute particles of lead,

which he and others in his immediate vicinity

inhale to his and their detriment. When he is

eating, the paint from Uis hands is trans-

ferred to his food, consequently he swallows

particlex of white lead, thus producing disease

and all its attendant train of evil.<'. This is

not a fancy picture, but is a stern fact of

everyday occurrence, and one which we
have seen in numberless instances, and we
fully believe that it is this gross carelessness

aloni that brings to our hospituls three-

fourths of the cases of lead poisoning. There
can be no doubt but that much of this evil

may be avoided by attending to the before-

mentioned simple precautions. It is a melan-
choly fact, that rather than take this small

amount of trouble, many will sufler the ex-

cruciating pains attendant upon lead poison-

ing, and fly to gin or other spirituous

liquors for temporary relief, thus adding to,

instead of diminishing the evil ; fat bacou
and other fatty meats are considered good as

a preventative, as they help to clear the lead

out of the system
;
purgative oils occasionally

are useful, but we believe in the good oli

adage that prevention is always better than

THE STONEWORK OF THE HOUSES OF
PARLIAMENT.*

rilHE condition of the stonework of the New
-1- Houses of Parliament is at last beginning

to attract serious attenti«n. When pieces of

masonry varying in weight from 51b. to lOlb. or

151b. come crashing down, it is no wonder that

some uneasiness should be felt, at least by those

who reside in the Palace, or whose duties take
them thither. Only a short time since a piece of

carved work, weighing between 701b. and 801b.,

fell from the summit of the Clock Tower upon
the roof of the house below inhabited by the
record clerk of the House of Commons, Sir
Thomas May. It passed through the iron roof as
if it were so much paper, broke an iron girder,

and was stopped only by the stout brick arches
beneath. Another time a piece of about 181b.
weight fell into one of the courts and was
8hiTere<l into fragments j nst after no less a per-
sonage than the Usher of the Black Rod had
passed through. At another time a fragment
weighing about 101b. fell at the feet of the police-
man on duty oBtside the entrance into West-
minster Hall, at the south end, just opposite the
Abbey. During every considerable storm a
shower of pieces of stone, from the size of a wal-
nut to an orange, rattle down upon the iron roofs.
We believe, indeed, there is a special functionary
appointed to go about the roofs and rake the
debris into heaps. There is never any certainty as
to when and where these sculptured morsels are
going to fall ; and the River Terrace, where on
summer nights the members walk and smoke their
cigars, is not likely this year to be so much
frequented as usual. More pieces break oflt from
the carved terminals supporting the gilt vanes
than from any other parts ; the reason
being that the rods which carry the vanes are of
iron instead of copper, and as the iron oxidises
its swell and splits the stone. In no remote time
this defect is likely to cause the destruction of the
upper parts of all the pinnacles. The only change
likely to do much good is to substitute copper rods
for the rode of iron. Besides this the stone is rot-
ting deeply in broad discoloured patches, in regular
lines all round what are called the string courses.
Before it has been forty years in existence the
New Palace of Westminster shows far greater
signs of external decay than many structures of
ten times its age. Certainly if reporU, inquiries,
commissions, and committees could have done
any good, the new Houses of Parliament ought
to have been about the soundest buildings ever
reared. In the first instance a commission of

• livu thtrult AluU UaulU.

scientific men and architects was appointed to

ascertain the best kind of stone to be employed.

These commissioners must have had wh.it

the Americans call a good time of it in pro-

secuting their inquiries, for they appear to have

visited e?erv castle, abbey, and ancient

bonse in England. In the end they re-

commended tha use of a magnesian limestone,

geologically called dolomite, which abounds

in Derbyshire, and of which Boksover Castle,

still, in fine preservation, though of the date of

1680, is built. So various is the quality of this

stone that the same quarry will furnish the best

and closest-grained seams and the most porous

and most worthless. Sir Charles Birry, we
believe, wished that an experienced practical man
should be appointed to examine all blocks sent

from the quarries. But the Government did not

see the necessity of this recommendation, and

the post was never properly filled. Two quarries

were selected in Derbyshire—the Mansfield and
the Anston. The former, unfortunately, could

only furnish a small supply, but what it yielded

was of excellent quality. The Anston quarry

had an abundant supply, and of this the New
Palace is mainly built. The difference between

the two kinds of stone is now as easily dis-

tineuishttble in the external walls of the building

as the difference between brick and marble. The
Mansfield stone is as sharp and ttue in outline as

when it left the mason's hand ; the Anston stone

in all exposed positions is fast rotting away.
E.xperiments which have bean made show that

some of the stone employed is of a most porous
kind ; indeed, a cnbe of stone nine inches square
was found to be capable of absorbing no less

than three pints of water in forty-eight hours.

How many gallons, then, would the wholejbuild-

ing absorb during two or three days' heavy rain ?

and what must be the result when in winter the

rain is followed by a frost expanding the absorbed
water into ice ? As a matt«r of course the deli-

cate carvings must crack into splinters. The pro-
cess of decay is thus going on steadily and swiltly,

and some remedy should be immediately applied.
The report recommending the material to be em-
ployed in building the New Palace dwells upon the
necessity of special care being taken in the selection
of stones for the west and south-west faces, as
there, it says, the greatest tendency to decay would
always be found to exist. Upon what evidence
this theory was based we do not know, but the
exact reverseof what was predicted has happened,
for it is in the east and north-east faces that the
stone has most rapidly decayed. One can, in
fact, draw a series of lines round the building
where the stones are rotting, and these lines will
be found to correspond with what are technically
called the string courses, that is, the stone
mouldings which project above and below the
bands of carved work. Upon these the water
drips from above, and then trickles over to those
beneath, and so on from top to bottom, till the
constant dropping wears away the stone, and
the inscriptions are becoming illegible, and the
little pinnacle carvings falling away. The same
process has gone on, but not to so great an ex-
tent, at the Geological Museum in Jermyn-street,
though the stones of that building, as might have
been expected, were carefully examined when
selected. It is to be feared, however, that most
kinds of dolomite are too porous to withstand the
London climate in their" natural state. Their
pores require closing to protect the surface from
the action of moisture, the destructive effect of
which is increased by the sulphureous acid which
is generated in the London atmosphere by the
hundreds of thousands of coal fires always
burning. The Caen stone endures our climate
better, as we see in Westminster Abbey—much
of the east end of which is built of this material;
but the Mansfield stone appears to be best of all in
this respect.

Of course when the stonework began to decay,
as it did before the New Houses were half
finished, the methods proposed for its preserva-
tion were almost innumerable, some of them
virtually amountini: to a plan for rebuilding the
whole structure. The favourite device, however,
was to coat the stone with various liquid com-
positions, so as to fill up its pores, and keep them
air and water-tight. About twelve years ago two
of these inventions were tried on portions of the
walls. One was a liquid prepared by Mr. Ran-
some ; another was a solution of silica, the in-
vention of Mr. Szerelmey, a practical chemist,
who has devoted his scientific knowledge to the
discovery of preservatives against the decay of
stone, wood, and iron. A committee, consisting

among others of the late Professor Faraday, thff

late Sir Charles Barry, and Sir RoderickMur-
chison, was appointed to decide upon the merits
of the competing inventions, and its verdict wa-i
in favour of Mr. Szerclmey's plan. The test of
time apparently confirms the judgment of the
committee, and the composition which it recom-
mended ha', after a lapse of eleven years, been
re-examinod. During the interval that has passed
it has been severely tried, having, we believe,
been scrubbed with wii-e brushes and with sand
and sulphuric acid. Yet it remains as bright and
vitreous as when first put on during a heavy
shower of rain. Among other things petroleum
and what is died liquid glass have also been
tried. The petreleum makes the stones look black
and greasy, but still it must to some extent fill up
the pores, and so for a time retard decay, just as,

we believe, the boiled linseed oil has done when
applied to the Geological Museum in Jermyn-
street. As to the water-class, it is strange that
any practical chemist could have thought of it for
such a purpose. Water-glass is only silicate of
soda. I£ all the stonework could be immersed in
this for a year or so it would form on the outside
a silicate of lime—hard and durable enough for
all time. Asit is, it has merely been smeared on
with a brush like any other paint or solution.
The carbonic acid in the air turns the silicate of
soda into carbonate of soda, producing a mouldy
efflorescence which is easily wiped off with the
hand, and leaves the stone as exposed to decay as.

ever.

Besides these various compositions another
mode of treatment is now, we believe, being
pressed upon the attention of the Chief Commis-
sioner of Works. This is nothing less than the
CHtting out of the decayed i)arts of the masonry
and the substitution of stones of a better qu-ility

—in other words, the rebuilding of a consider-
able part of the Palace. In the end perhaps this

remedy may prove to be the only effectual one,
but it is obviously a remedy of a very desperate
character, and ought unquestionably to be
adopted only after all other measures have been
fairly tried and failed. We certainly do not
think it can be said that this has yet happeued.
Indeed, there is very strong practical ami scientific

evidence in favour of at least one of the protec-

tive compositions which have been already tried.

The plau of cutting out the decayed stones

would be very costly—in fact, the cost vrould be-

indefinite : once begun it would be difficult to say

where it should stop. It is perfectly plain, how-
ever, that the present condition of the Palace of

Westminster is not only disgraceful, but even
dangerous.

Intebnatiosal Etching Society.—An
International Etching Society has been founded
at Brussels by a band of artists, of whom MM.
Folicien Bops, Th. Hippert, C. Tan Camp, Loui»
Arton, the Baron H. de Beeckman, the Baron •luletr

Goethals, Engene Smits, Baron Georges de Snoy,
and G. Van der Hecht are the best knDwn. The
objects of this Society, as stated in its programme,
are to encourage and extend the tastefor etchings ;

to publish two monthly volumes of etchings, and
to organise exhibitions of everything connected
with engraving. The proposed publications are to

consist of an album containing at least three etch-

ings every month, on fine paper, and accompanied
by letterpress when necessary, and of a caliier

d'etiule», in which every member of the Society

will have the right to contribute ; the two publica-

tions to be of the same form. i

The Isthmus op Corinth Scheme.—A tele-

1

gram from Athens states that an agreement has/
been concluded for cutting the Isthmus of/
Corinth by which the work is to be accomplished/

within eighteen months. The undertaking is noli

one of greit difficulty, though the material to b(

removed is not the most favourable for such work
being a friable sort ofmountain limestone, yieldiu

slowly either to blasting or to the pick. Thelengt
of the canal will, we suppose, a little exceed thn
miles, and the mean height of the land above t'

sea level is, we believe, about 80ft. The effect

the work will he ver}- advantageous to the Piroe,

placing the Athenian port on the direct passe

from Trieste and Brindisi to Constantinople A
the Bosphorus. We have already referred to 's

scheme.

Associated Arts Institute.—At the »al

fortnightly meetingou Saturday evening lasl'lr.

H. Ellis Wooldridge, vice-president, in the air,

Mr. H. C. Boyes read a paper on " The Pc-ioa

and Claims of Architecture as a Fine Art.'
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ON THE PENNAIE BBIDGE, MADRAS RAILWAY.*

11HIS brulge was 107-tft. inlengtli between the

abutments, iliviileil into 1.'4 openings of 64ft.

each by masonry piers fift. thick, 12 (ti at each end

nearest the abutments) being founded on solid

masonry, and tlic remaining 1 1 in the centre on

brick walls. Details were given of the mode of

pntting in the fonndatioi s and of the fair work of

the abntments and of tne piers. The average

height of the piers from the bed of the river to

the underside of the girders was L'Oft. ; while they

measured 2yft. in length, being built for the

reception of a second set of girders, should it here-

after become necessary to double the line.

The snperstructnre consiste*! of wrought-iron

plate giniers arranged in pairs, 8ft. apart from

centre to centre, each pair being l.S'Jft. lOin. long,

and continuous over 2 openings, connected trans-

Tcrsely by means of 7 plate and 12 cross- bracing

frames. The girders were of the double J section,

4ft. deep, and consisted of similar top and bottom

flanges. Each girder, as sent from England,

arrived where it was to be erected in 5 sections, of

the following lengths, viz. : 2 abutment pieces of

21ft. 4in., 2 intermediate pieces of 30ft. and 1

centre piece of 37ft. 2in. The weight of each set

of girders complete was 37 tons 3cwt', and of the

sleepers and i>ermanent way for each length of

HOft., 11 tons 17cwt., so that the total dead load

was 49 tons, or 7cwt. per lineal foot o£ roadway,

equivalent to 3^ cwt. per lineal foot on each girder

of the pair forming one set. The greatest running

load did not exceed lOcwt. per lineal foot on each

girder, so that the maximum load to be sustained

was about 135 cwt.

In order to build the girders, a length of about

3()0ft. of embankment behind each abutment was
levelled to a height of 1 fiwt above the girder

stones, this area allowing four sets, two abreast,

to be set up at one time. The first pieces of girder

arrived from Madras by railway on the 21st of

October, 1868. Setting was begun on the 24th of

the same month, and by the 24tli of December all

the riveting was completed, as well as eight sets

rolled ; and the whole would have been rolled and

in place by the end of that month if the masonry
of all the piers had been ready for their reception.

In these two months there were only Ci^t working

days, during which time 12 sets of girders were

unloaded, set up, and joined together by 34,000

rivets ; the whole comprising 120 pieces of girder,

228 bracing frames, as well as all cover plates and

other fittings, together weighing upwards of 370

tons. Four sets of girders were constantly worked

at by four sets of men—oue set of men being

employed in unloading and setting up, another in

fitting and screwing them up ready for the riveters,

a third in riveting, and the fourth in rolling the

girders across opening after opening, until they

reached their destination. On the completion of

the riveting, each set of girders was lifted with

screw jacks about 18in. and double-headed rails,

laid fiat, were affixed to the lower flange. The
end rails were allowed to project 12ft., so as to

relieve the giniers from the overhanging strain as

early as possible. Three platforms of sleepers

were now made, and on these, directly under the

rolling rail, 12 cast-iron rollers arranged in groups

of four were placed. Upon these the girders were
lowered. Four similar rollers, secured to sleepers,

having been placed on the girder stones of tlie

abutment and the piers to be passed over, it only

remained to fi.x thehauling tackle, which consisted

of double purchase crab winches, secured to

s'eepers resting on the top flanges over the centre

of the girder. A large double block was then

attached to a bracing frame in front of the girder,

and another similar block rested on the top of the

second pier forward, and there was passed through
these blocks a 6-in. Manilla rope, one end being
secured round the second sheave of the first block,

while the other end, after taking a couple of turns

round the crab barrel, was passed back to two
men, who coiled it fast as it was wound in on the

sleeper platform behind the crab. The rate of

rolling was about 1 foot per miuute, provided no
delays occurred ; but owing to the time taking up
in shifting tackle, and other occasional hindrances,

the average rate of progress did not exceed 4 or

6 openings a day, or a distance of 420 feet, in 9
working hours. It was stated that the rolling

system had been in use on the Madras Railway

' * Read before the Institution of Civil Kngineers, by
Mr. K. W. 8T0NEY.

for some years, and that it had been found to be

cheajier, safer, and more expeditious than the

ordinary way of riveting on staging. The system

had been applie<l with advantage to the placing in

position of girders of much larger span than

those described, by the introduction of a simple

temporary trussing to support the overhanging
jiortion in rolling. The lattice girders of a

viaduct on the Paris and Orleans Railway, spanning
openings of 164ft., were so rolled, as were also

the plate-girders of the Grand River Bridge,

Manrititis i<ailways.

The cost per sot for erecting and fixing the girders

in place, exclusive of the value of large tools, was
KH], or £40 lOs. per opening. The cost of fixing

rails, rolling and lowering was about 34s. per open
ing. The value of materials used and deprecia-

tion of plant did not exceed £15 per set.

The Pennair Bridge was opened for public

traffic on the Istof August, 1869. The maximum
deflection of the girders at the centre, with two
engines conpled standing over and just covering

1 opening, was Jin. ; this deflection was increased

5-j or ^ or say a total of jjin., when the same en-

gines were run at a speed of 40 miles an hour

over the bridge. With both spans uniformly

loaded, the points of contrary flexure were each

48ft. from the abutment piers, and the points of

maxinmm deflection 24ft. from the same. When,
however, one span only was loaded (say with

engines) the point of flexure in the loaded span

was about 54ft. from the abutment, and the point

ofmaximum deflection was situated at about 27ft.

from the face of the same abutment. The calcula

tions from which these results were derived were

given in an appendix.

NOTES ON SOME OF THE TIMBER BUILD-
INGS IN ENGLAND DURING THE
MIDDLE AGES.*

By Charles Baily.

(^Concluded from page ICO.)

THERE are itill remaining at Crowhnrst Place

some old shields of arms in stained glass,

which were once part of the glazing of the old

windows. On one of these shields is the coat of

Gaynesford, argeut, a chevron gules between three

greyhounds, statant sable ; and also of Poyle,

argent, a saltire gules, within a bordure of pellets

Or impaling Wakehurst, Gules, a chevron cn-

grailo nargent between three falcons argent, and
relates to Sir John Gaynesford, whose mother
was .Margaret Poyb, and who married Anne
Wakehurst. He died a.d. 1460, and is buried on
the south side of the chancel of Crowhurst
Church. In another shield the coats of Gayns-
ford and Poyle impale Covert, gules, a fess

ermine between three martlets Or, and refers to

another Sir .John Gaynesford, the sixth of

the name, whose first wife was Katherine
Covert, and who dying a.d. 1543, was buried at

Guildford. In a window on the staircase at the

back of the hall are the three ostrich feathers of

the Prince of Wales, on the quills of which are the

words, HIC DIEN, intended for ICH DIENE
;

and on each quarry of the glazing is the badge
of the Gaynesfords, the grapnel with double
flukes.

Except the plain lozenge-work, it is not often
that welind in the south of England an original

glazing of plain glass remaining.
In Lancashire and in Cheshire many of the old

timber houses still retain much of the original

glazing of the windows. At Little Moreton Hall,

situated about three miles to the south of Congle-
ton, in the latter country, the several windows
give us no less than six different patterns of

glazing in leaded lights.

In the cornice over the great bow-windows of

the hall, and of the withdrawing-room, each of

which in the plan is enclosed by five sides of an
octagon, are the following inscriptions, carved in

the woodwork, together with the arms aud crest of

Moreton :

—

"Godisal in al thing.—This windovs whire

made by William Moreton in the yearc of cure

Lorde MDLIX.
Kycharde Dale Caqieder made thies windovs

by the grac of God."
Until of late years, glass has at all times been

a very costly material, and it has often been as-

serted that many of the windows of the houses of

the twelfth, thirteenth, aud even of the begin-

ning of the fourteenth centuries were left un-

glazed, and closed against the wind and the

* Head before the Architectural Association, Jan.

14, isru.

weather only by wooden shutters. The existCDce,

however, of the iron hooka, of the kingea, or of
therhutterB themselves, ia not sufficient eridcDce
that the windows were not glazed or f.lled with
some other material which would let in light ; and
it is somewhat strange that it ia often the m indows
of the principal rofjms in very important buildinga

where these shuttera are still to be found ; Boch as

the hall of the Bishop's I'nUce at Lincoln, and
the hell of Winchester Palace ; and if any por-

tion of a window, for the sake of economy, wag
left ungluzed, that part would more likely be
the upper lights rather than the lower, inasmacb
*a the inolemency of the weither would be in

that case less felt than if the lower lights were
open. It is, however, quite certain that some-
times other material than glass waa u«ed.

In an oldaccoant among the MKS. pre»ervo<l

at Ijoseley House, in Surrey, of the time of Henry
Vlll., we have the entry for two hundred of horn
" oocupyed at Cobham Park, in reparynge of

wyndoives at the scttynge up of the kyngs
majesties bowses tber, at 3s. 1 Od. the bnodreid,

7». 8d." Another iiem is for "a thousand of

lantern horns for the windows of timber hoDses; "

but the timber houses here mentioned appear to

refer rather to temporary edifices in the field, pre-

pared under the direction of Sir Thomas Cawar-
den, master of the king's revels, tents, hales

(halls), and toylcs. Another for " gilding the

lead or lattice-work of the horn windows." These
notices prove that bom was a material much em-
ployed for the transmission of light through the

windowsof our ancient houses.

We conclude these notes with schedules of the

prices of materials, and the accounts paid to the

different classes of artisans for wages, at three

periods of English history, and which throw

much light on the subject of building in the

middle ages.

First, in the years 1367-8-9 certain works were

performed at the Royal Castle of Rochester, and
we learn from the fabric-roll that

—

Beer freestone cost from 9s. to lOs. per ton ;

Caine (Caen, in Normandy) freestone, 98. per ton ;

and that Henry deYeflee* received for 13 tons of

Stapleton freestone, 8s. per ton. Reygat
(Reigate) freestone cost 6b. per ton, and freestone

from Farlegh (said to be Fairlight, in Sussex), 3s.

4d. per ton. Large pieces of stone from Bocton
(Boughton Monchelsea), for lintels, cost 3s. 6d.

the piece. Stones called nowel (newels for wind-

ing-stairs), 28. and 2s. 6d. each. Stones called

crests (coping-stones), 12d. to 16d. per foot.

Stones called Lermer (stones worked with a pro-

jecting moulding to form a drip), 12d. per foot.

Stones called spaces (coping-stones for the in-

tervals or spaces between the battlements), 8d.

per foot Stones called tablement (strings, cor-

nices, and plinths), 6d. per foot. Stone called

" Parpeincoins " (squared stones, extending across

the face of a buttress, so as to form the quoin at

each angle), 5id. per foot. Stones called "Senas-
sheler " (squared stones with one face worked
sloping, or askew, such as the set-off of a buttress),

20s. per 100 feet. Stone called "Paas" (the

landing of a stairs, or flat paving-stones), 208. per

100ft. Stone called " Squarassheler" (square-

ashlar, worked Bt<me for facings), I63. per 100ft.

Stone called " Pavement" (paving stones), 8s. per

100ft. ling-stone cost 3id. per cart-loal. Squared

chalk, lOs. per yard (probably per cubic yard).

Block chalk, 3d. per ton. Tiles (query, plain

tiles ?), 3«. 8d. per 1000.

It is worth noticing that the lime was burnt

with sea coal ; 10s. Cd. per hundred was paid for

the labour of burning the same, and the coals

cost 20d. per quarter.

All articles of metal appear to have been very

cosilv. The ironwork is charged at 2d. per Ih.,

steel,' 8d. per sheaf. " Wrest laches" of tinned

iron, with their furniture, for the doors of the

castle, 5td. each, and tinned iron rings, with their

furniture (probably for the latches), 4d. each.

The locks for the caetle doors cost 17d. to 24d.

each. Tin for making the joints in the lead pipes

is charged at 3d. per lb., whilst that for tinning

ironwork, i:o., cost 41d. per lb. (the former at .3d.

per lb. was probably mixe<l with lead for solder,

and that at 4id. per lb. was probably pure tin,

which will account for this great difference in the

price) ; but the nails, of all the ironwork, are per-

haps the most costly articles ; they are charged

• This Henry de Ycflee or Y'eveley w«s one ef the
architects for rebuilding the walls and stonework of

Westminster Hall, and with his partner Stephen Lote
was contractor for tlie marble lomb erected by King
Richard 'I. In Westminster Abbey. See Tranmrtiont

nf the London and Middltsex Archaological Societij.

vol. ii. p. *e'J, &c.
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from 5d. to ISd. per hundred, these latter beinjr

"great iron aaiU, o&Ited spyking ;" 1000 tinned

iron nails for the dt>or8 of the castle cost Ss., and

^000 for t^e windows, 9s. (>d.

With respect to the wages of artisans, we learn

from the same document that the director of

received 8d. per day, and the ordinary

» fid. to Gd. per dar. Setters 3d. to 6d. per

Oupenters had 'M.y 4^-. 5d., and 6d. per

Smiths, *>d,, and plumbers 4d. and 6d. per

For the carriage of material, carters, with

thrir own carts, had 8d. to lOd. per day, and

labourers 2d. to 4d. per day.

In the Rochester city records we have a few

entries which show that in about two centuries

after the date of the before-mentioned charges—
Tiz„ in A.D. l'>78—the wages of workmen had

increased very considerably ; in fact, more than

100 per cent,

" ChmriffS heUotced upon tht aicehncse.

"Item* P' to Thomas Sabine and his fellowe, for j dayes
Torke for to saw ratters for the same howse ijj.

It«n, for iij dayes work to John NichoUes iij^.

ItCDk, P<1 to Thomas Ffoule. masoue, for ij dayes worke upon
)e towne keaye \}s. liiji."

Ironwork still remained at 2d. per lb.

•Item, P-i to Thomas Waller, for iij ringells and iij thimbles

of irone, wayeing xlviijlb, at ij of the pownde."

Oak timber is charged at about 2|d. per foot.

*' Item, for xxviijt* foote of oaken timber, for twosusters
for the stayers belon^nge to the Towne Keaye and for a
plank for the foote vijsvi'i

"

On the 28th day of April, A.D. 1610, the rates

of wages were assessed at Okeham, in the connty
of Rntland, by the Justices of the Peace, and
from which it appears that

—

With
A chief joiner was to receive by the day— Meat,

Before Michaelmas
And from Michaelmns to Easter

A joiner's apprentice which hath not sened
four years, his wages—before 3iichael-

mat ... ... ... ... ... .,,

From Michaelmas to Easter
A maater sawyer—before Michaelmas

After Michaelmas
Aplowwright—before Michaelmas

After Michaelmas
Athatcher before Michaelmas

After Michaelmas
A ftvanascm, which can draw his plot, work,

and set accordingly, having charge
over others—

Before Michaelmas
After Michaelmas

A rough mason, which can take charge over
others—before Michaelmas;

After Michaelmas
A master carpenter, being able to draw his

plot, and to be master of work over
others—

Before Michaelmas
After Michaelmas

Au expert evpenter—before Michaelmas ...

AAer Michaelmas.
A bricklayer—before Michaelmas

After Michaelmas
A tyler or slater— before Michaelmas

After Michaelmas
A tyler's, or slater's, or bricklayer's appren-

tice-
Before Michaelmas
After Michaelmas

It appears, by the high constables' catalogues of

persons hired at the statutes from 1020 to 16^,
that the rate of wages above set down was then
complied with.

By the statute made in the fifth year of the reign
of Queen Elizabeth, chapter the fourth, these
following rules are enacted :

—

That refusors to serve for the wages appointed are to be
im^isoaed.
That all artificers and labourers, being hired by the day

or week, shall, betwixt the middle of the months of March
and September, be, and continue, at their work att or before
five of the clock in the murning, and continue at workc, and
not depart vntil betwixt seuen and eight of the clock att
night, except it be in the times of breakfast, dinner, or drink-
inge ; the which times at the most shall not exceede above
two boures and a halfe in the day; that is to say, att euery
drinkinge an half hour; for liia|dinner an hour; and for his
sleepe, when he is allowed to sleepe, the which is from the
midst of May to the midst of August, halfe an houre at the
inoBt«; and at every breakfast an halfe hour; and all the
aaide artificers and labourers, between the midst of September
and the midst of March, shall be, and continue, att their
work from the springe of the day in the mominge untill the
night of the same day, except it be in the time above ap-
pointed for breakfast and dinner, uppou to looss and forfeit
on penny for every hour's absence; to be deducted and
dealted out of his wages that shall soo offend.

That every person giuiuge aboue the waives appointed,
hail suffer ten days imprisonment, and forfeit fiue pounds.
That every person taking above the wages appointed,

shall suffer on-and-twenty days imprisonment.
That every retainer, promise, gift, and payment of wages

contrary to the statutes, is utterly voide, and of none effect."

The question has often been raised as to the
kind of timber which was used in these old wooden
baildings. It is a common opinion, even with
practical men, that it is chestnut ; but it is much
more likely to be oak. There is great difficulty in
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distinguishing between these two sorts of timber,

panicnlarly after they have been a long time in

ase, and especially where oak imported from the

Continent has been employed. There are two
rales, however, which may infallibly be relied on.

The one, whenever the feather appears on the

surface we may be sure ihat the timber is oak :

this figure is occasioned by cutting through
longitudinally what is technically known as the

quarter-grain, and which appears in the transverse

section of an oak-tree in thin lines radiating from
the centre pith ; and the quarter-grain does not

exist in chestnut. The other rule is, whenever

iron bolts or nails have been inserted into oak

timber, in anything like a green «r unseasoned

state, the sap of the oak acting upon the iron

occasions a black stain in the wood ; this is never

the case with chestnut.

It is, however, very probable that chestnut, as

well as all other sorts of native timber, was some-

times U8e<l, but not in large quantities, for there

are few districts of England where chestnut tim-

ber grows in anything like a natural slate, bat oak
is indigenous to our soil. Chestnut is seldom

mentioned in old documents, and in the fabric

roll of Rochester Castle, as well as in the Rochester

city records, the timber mentioned is chiefly oak

and " oken timber," with small quantities of

" estriohbords called wainscot," and 28 "poplar

boards," which latter cost 33.

The paper was illustrated with a large number
of sketches and original drawings.

the one which, for a given urea, has the least cir-

cumference, consequently, the circular shape and
the shape of a polygon. In the vertical section

through axis it is usual to erect small smoke
stacks prismatically, but to increase the thickness

of walls towards the ground. Higher smoke
stacks are built pyramidically inside as well as
outside, in order to offer more resistance to the
winds. While adhering to the latter forms, large

factory stacks are given an interior slope of about
IJ inch, and an exterior slope of 2} to Sin.

for every 10ft. of height. It may bo laid down
as a general rule, to determine the exterior

lower diameter by adding one-twentieth, and
the interior one by adding one-sixtieth of
height of stack, to the corresponding upper
diameters. Far instance, if a stack is 60ft.

high, and its upper diameters are 2ft. and 3ift.,

Dase

5, = 6Jft

THEORY, FUNCTIONS, AND INCIDENTAL
USES OF CHIMNEYS. »

(^Continued from page 161.)

FIVE different theories have been started during

our period, for best shape of longitudinal

section of chimney flues, namely :

1. The chimney is built with parallel side

walls.

2. The sides are contracted at orifice.

3. The sides are enlarged at orifice.

4. The sides are contracted at half height.

5. The sides are enlarged at half height.

Each theory has its champions still, and though
prepared to meet the issue in all its phases when
required, I do not propose to encroach upon your
time too much, since the position I maintain is

based upon personal tests. The ably conducted

contest, however, treated mainly the question of

draught, whilst I consider it in conjunction with

that of economy of fuel.

The height of smoke stacks for furnaces and
boilers with chimney-draught is generally assumed,

for an engine of 20 horse power, as not less than

60ft., by which, with a proper width of the

stack, a good draught is obtained . To determine

the horizontal section of such stacks, it must be

considered that the combustion of lib. of coal

requires, as a maximum, 150 cubic feet of air,

of which one-third combines with the gases

evolved from the coal, and two-thirds \vith the

solid portion of the coal.

The combination of the air and gases increases

their volume as much as one-tenth. That quantity

combining with the carbon remains the same.

The total product of the combustion, assuming the

temperature of a furnace at 1000° Fahrenheit, at

which aeriform bodies are expanded to about three

times their ordinary bulk, will be 464 cubic feet

for the pound of coal. Adopting reliable results,

that the products of such combastion pass off at a
velocity of 36ft. per second, the area to allow

this quantity to pass oft' will be half a square inch

;

in practice, however, as a large surplus of air is

always admitted, it is found advantageous to

increase the area to two scjuare inches. This will

give for the average consumption of one horse

power, e{|ual to 131b. of coal per hour on a

3<iuarc foot of grate, 26 square inches of area for

the flue opening into the chimney.
As temperature and bulk become reduced in

proportion to the distance from the fire, the area

of the fine towards the chimney may be narrowed
gradually, avoiding any sudden contraction,

awkward bends, or sharp angles, and so as to reduce

the area of the chimney itself to about three-

((uarters of the above, or 1 \ square inch per pound
and hour, as stated.

A common rule is that the minimum area of

chimneys 72 to UOft. high is 400 square inches

for each 20 horse power.

The most correct shape of horizontal section of

chimneys is, in relation to resistance of friction.

* Kead by Ur. Adslpii Clubs, o< Waahington, be-
fore the American Institute of Archltecta.

then the corresponding diameters at

would be 2 + ^ = 3ft., and 'i\

A round stack, in order to resist safely a wind of

100ft velocity per second, should have an exterior

diameter of not less than one-twelfth part of its

height.

The draught of a smoke stack being dependent
upon the temperature of the rising air, it is

important to protect the current against cooling

off. Bricks being bad conductors of heat are

therefore best suited for their construction among
the cheap materials, but care should be taken to

lay them with narrow joints, filled in solid through-

out, so as to avoid a lateral access of cold air,

which would act like a blow pipe. The bricks

must be well burned, so as to have little porosity.

The porosity of the soft brick is objectionable for

two reasons ; firstly, because the dirty humidity of

the chimney and its accompanying bad odour will

be transmitted to the adjacent walls; secondly,

because the porous material offers plenty of

passages through which cold exterior air may
enter the sta=k in minute particles, when the inner

air is much diluted and a strong pressure of wind
acts from outside. Large chimneys should al Tays

be built with hollow walls ; an air-space of an
inch or li inch will answer best. At all events

bends and irregularities should be avoided in any

stack, and the inner walls shou.d be plastered as

smooth as possible, in order to reduce the

friction of the air against the walls—that

important element of smoky chimneys. It is

advisable, when constructing large stacks, to wall

in iron bars at intervals of 2 to 2Jft. across an

inner corner, which form a vertical ladder for

mounting the stack. The foundations of large

stacks should be laid with extreme care, so as to

avoid an unequal settlement of the masonry, which
may cause the falling, or, at least, a dangerous

inclination of them. The foundations should be

started upon a base at least three or four limes

larger than the section of base of .stack. In<liffe-

rence in this respect has frequently led to disas-

trous results. Factory stacks receive, for better

effect, belt courses and a cornice, similar to the

capital of a column. These are best constructed

of bricks, with an iron covering plate for protect-

ing the joints against being washed out by rains,

or of well-jointed cut stone. Heavy cast or wrought

iron cornices should be avoided, since their larger

weight increases the unavoidable vibrations of the

stack during heavy winds.

By judiciously applying such well-known

principles, the action of chimneys is brought

within the domain of exact science. However,

that accomplished quack, the smoke-doctor, will

flourish, most likely, as long as the worthy medical

profession are in competition with patent

medicine.

The causes of smoky chimneys may be recapitu-

lated, for dwellings, under two heads, the first of

which contains the preliminaries for the success of

the second ; it is foreign to our present subject,

and consists of a proper arrangement of the fire-

places, whilst the second sums up thus :

—

1. Insufficient height ot the chimney.

2. Too small or too large a section of chimney.

3. Friction in the chimneys. Flues being built,

vciy properly, adjoining, interfere with the work-

ing of each other if a building in settling has

formed cracks in the partitions, and one flue is

heated up, whilst the other is not.

4. Too large discharging orifice of chimney.

5. Action of wind, rain, and sun on the dis-

charging orifice. This is remedied by raising the

chimney, or fitting the well-known cowls on them.

A downward current of wind may, for a large

orifice and a low velocity of the ga-ses, press down
the interior column in whole or in part, if it slides

down along one side of the chimneys, and by fric-

tion carries along a part of the rising gases.
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If the side walls of the chimneys have become
wet in coiiscqncnee of heavy rains, against which
they have not been protected, the smoke stack will

be robbe<I of a large araonnt of heat whilst the water

is transformed into steam. This steam mingles

with the air in the chimney, and forms a moist air

which is specifically lighter than the dry air of

same temperature and pressure, but does not

thereby compensate at all for the above stated

loss of heat. The flues shonld bo covered in,

therefore, so as to keep off the rain.

The strange fact that some chimneys won't
draw when the sun is high and throws its rays in

the month of the chimney is not satisfactorily

explained. However, during wann weather, the

draught must be smaller in the chimHcy on account
of the smaller difference between the temperatures
in chimneys and open air.

Now, if the main walls of houses and conse-

quently also the side walls of chimneys are con-

siderably colder tlian the exterior air—which is

frequently the ease in the spring, and also in the

summer after continuous wet weather—and wo
have a continued hot sunshine, with no fire on
the hearth, a cold column of air will constantly

descend in the smoke-stack, unless the contrary is

canaed by favourable winds. Other causes combine,
and it is necessary that the raj-s of the sun should

heat the upper part of the chimney as much and
as equally as possible, bo as to lessen the weight
of the column of air in the smoke-stack ; it is

also necessary to keep off from the smoke-stack the

exterior downward current, aud all this is effected

by properly arranged cowls.

6. Contrary draughts. — A chimney smokes
frequently in a double parlour, because the fire

in the adjoining room hasa ni'^re lively draught, or

in case the house is heated in part by furnaces, if

the staircase is high, well heated up, and draws the
air of the parlour more vigourously than the

chimney, bo that the smoke descends, in order to

fill the void created. In this case the doors must
be shut, the windows opened, and a strong fire

must be made in the smoky chimney until the
temperature of the chimney is high enough for

establishing a regular draught.

7. One common chimney for several fire places.

In this case independent metal pipes must be
insej'ted for each fire.

8. Openings left at lower end of flue " for
ventilating the latter," as called for in many
specifications. The lower end of fine should be
well closed, so that no cold air can enter and cool
off the rising current.

X shall add only a few words in relation to

smoke-flues as simple and efficient aids for venti-

lating apartments, wherever artificial Iieat supplies

the time-honoured open fire-place ; which, whilst

objectionable to economy of fuel and for keeping
np draughts, conduces to health in replenishing the
air. Adjoining or between two smoke-flues there
should be inserted ventilation flues, commencing
jast below the cornice of the room to be ventilated.

The necessity of placing the ventilation flues

between the smoke-flues is obvious ; the thin brick
partitions are heated np by tlie smoke-flues, and
communicate this heat to the ventilating flne,

which thereby sucks the bad thin air rising to the
ceiling of the room, and leads it into the open air
iliove the roof, where the ventilating flue ends, at
me height with the smoke-flues.
According to size of room and nnmber of

persoas occupying it, a corresponding number of
ventilation flues are built ; for instance, one flue of
t by 8in. will suffice for a room of 9000 cubic
loot, wliich is occn»ied daily by eight or ten
fiersons.

Rooms which are heated by iron stoves or
lurnaces are frequently filled with much dry air,

und are freed from this, in part, by the flues
ilescril)ed above, and in part by the ventilation
fines in the outside walls, commencing Sin.
iiliove the surrounding ground, and leading to the
I'liom, 1ft. above the floor. It is necessary to
have registers for these lower flues, in order to
obviate cooling off during heavy winds. No
registers are necessary for the upper flues, since
the wind cannot descend from above if the smoke-
fines are properly arranged, and the room will not
['( cooled off by the bad air being dischargefl.
The wholesale rejection of ventilators near
ceilings of rooms by a certain school of ventilation
men is erroneous, since the elements of heat and
the diffusion of ga-ses are not given proper weight
by them.

If carbonic acid, of course diluted by heat and
other gases, would not rise, no smoke-stack would
work.

Suppose we enter a room filled with pure air,

containing no more than its conBtituent part of
one-twenty-fifth per centum of carbonic aeid, and
having the normal temperature of 65°. The
process of respiration raises this temperature to
!t8°, and vitiates it with 4 per centum of carbonic
a*id. The increase of heat dilntes, by expanding
the volnme, while the carbonic acid adils to the
density. The result is that 1000 eubic feet of the
respireil hotter air weigh but 731b., while the
weight of an equal quantity of the colder pure
air amounts to 761b. By opening an npper
register the foul air will escape, in consequence.
If yon do not provide an outlet above, however, it

is easy to reverse the current. .Judicious action

in both cases is neces.sary. Too much and too

little zeal in the goo<l cause of ventilation has
killed more people, by exposing them to nndnc
draughts, than want of fresh air has ever done.

Where sewerage is not accessible, ces.spool8 may
be ventilated in like manner, so as to prevent the

rising of the bad odour into the privies. The
cesspool is to be arched, the manhole for cleaning

it out is to be shut air-tight ; Din. below the

apex of the arch a ventilating flue is started

in the wall with an opening of, say, (iin.

wide and 12in. high, leading above the roof.

This ventilating flue is connected with the

smokc-flne of a range or cooking stove, being
separated from it simply by a :iin. thick

ca.st iron plate. By the continued heating, in

summer and winter, the smoke-flue heats the

iron partition plate, and, consequently, also the

ventilating fine, which sucks the bad air from the

cesspool and any pipes or dncts leading into it,

and conducts it above the roof.

The smoke pipe should be, in this case, about

14in. square, and the ventilating flue may be
6 by Hin. in addition.

In treating a detail in the science of construc-

tion, the temptation has been great to encroach
upon the important subjects of heating and venti

lation ; in fact, it has been difficult to separate it

from these corollaries, but it is believed to be of

more solid service to exhaust than to enlarge.

Let the community understand that the matured
conclusions of men who have studied the physical

laws underlying the movement of the air are

worth more than the mere notions or vague ideas

of the chimney-sweep and bricklayer, who have
not the preliminaries for combining isolated

phenomena to a correct observation, but who enjoy
the hollow prestige of being so-called " practical

men," and are admired if, by chance, they hit the
case.

MODERN ROMAN ART.

A CORRESPONDENT of the Standard, writ-

ing on the Exhibition of Catholic Art, says
it is a standing libel on Roman Catholic art.

Catholicism hasinspired some of the grandest works
of hnman genius in every fine department. Archi-
tects ^sculptors, painters, poets, musicians, have so

illustrated it that there never can come a time
when men will let its memory die. But what
has Rome done ? She never had a great native

artist of her own, and only in one or two instances

has she failed to spoil and injure the artists she
borrowed from other lands. She had the loan of
Bramante and Michael Angelo, and what did she
make them do ? What did she get out of them ?

That spleadid abomination, St. Peter's. There is

not a single church in Rome—and there are nearly

four hundred of them—that does not offend

almost as much as it pleases ; and most of them
are hideous abortions. Umbrian, Tuscan, and
Lombard genius came to her assistance over and
over again ; and she has blotted out and pulled
down most of what they did for her, to make
way for her own gilt and whitewash conceptions
of the sublime and beautiful. I was in the

Sacristy of St. Peter's the other day. There are
in it some magnificent {works of Merlozzo da
Forli, jubilant angel heads that lift your soul up
to Heaven. They are priceless, for this artist's

works are rare. Few visitors ever see them
;

and along with them are some paintings of Giotto,

which nobody can see properly, so abominably
are they hung. I wanted to have one of them
turned, for I knew there was another painting on

the obverse side. But it could not ba done, aud I

was gravely comforted by the assurance that it

was " only another Christ." Rome cares for size,

for gilt, for gold, for mirbles, for militant magni-
ficence. True art she never cared for, and now
she cares for it less than ever. You have no idea

o'f the money that is being spent at the present

moment in churches in Rome, but not a stroke of

art is being contributed. The Exhibition faith-

fully reflects this spirit. It U n slander to call it

a representation of Ciithollc at. Ta^cany,
Umbria, I^orabanly, Germany, France, and Eng-
land forbid ! It is a representation of what wan
never Inspired by devotion or piety, but only by
Kingerbread ambition. To sever Rome from
Roman Catholicism is to do the latter the greatest
service in one's power ; and therefore one m»y
rejoice that the Exhibition is wha*, it is. " We
needs must love the highest when we see it," it

has 'been said ; but Rome has seen the highest
and hates it. Fra Aagelica, Oiotto, Peragino, alt

in their turn showed her the right way, and she
refused it. Bernini is her true prophet, and
speaks her inmost sonl.

EXHIBI-nON OF STREET TRAMWAY
MODELS.

A N exhibition of models, illustrating the street

ex. tramway system, is on view at 3.5, Parlia-
ment-street, Westminster. It is promoted by tho
Metropolitan Street Tramways Company, with the
object of illustrating the modes of locomotion
which the public will soon have in the streets of

the metropolis. Bills were passed last session,

authorising the constrnction of lines in East
London, the Surrey side of the river, and Pim-
lico, Peckham, and Greenwich. The first and
second have been commenced, but some dispute
with a local vestry stops practical prooeedmgs
with regard to the third. This exhibition re-

ceives additional interest from the numerous
tramway projects in different parts of tho coun-
try, for which legislative sanction is at the pre-

sent time being sought. The line between White-
chapel and Bow will probably be the first finished.

The car to be used is very similar to that seen in

America—handsome, comfortable, roomy. It will

convey 28 outside passengers and 22 " inside","

affording to all ample seat space, and opportu-
nity of passage, without the inconveaience
which the ordinary means of conveyance, especi-

ally on a wet day, inflicts. The fare is fixed by
Act of Parliament at a penny per mile, with aa
understanding that the charges may at any time
be revised by the Board of Trade. Although the

tramway carriage is narrower externally than an
ordinary omnibus, it is 12 inches wider within,

and very lofty. As one horse in a tramway is

said to be equal to four on the road, the hnge
vehicle will be easily drawn by the customary
pair. The promoters of the modern schemes have
no doubt of their ability to avoid any hindrance
or damage to the common street vehicles. The
rails being level with the surface of the road, a
carriage will be able to cross them without endan-
gering its springs, as was the case with Train's

ill-fated system, while the three-quarter inch
groove in which the flange of the car-wheel runs
is too narrow to entrap the flimsiest wheel of the

most elegant vehicle, save, perhaps, the bicycle,

which has not yet been made a matter of legisla-

tion. There are in the exhibition models of single

and double lines. The gauge is unusually wide—

•

over four feet eight inches. The company which
has provided these miniature specimens has care-

fully collected statistics to show the working of
tramways in America, Canada, and the European
cities where they have been introduced. From
them, it seems that in New York, in the year
18G7, 78 millions of passengers were conveyed by
4li80 horses, while in London 6677 horses drew
only half that number. In Stuttgart, during
1868, the street tramways carried 60 times the

number of the population ; in London tha pro-

portion was only 13 2-:irds. If the actual tram-
way works as the model promises, there can be no
doubt the objections which proved fatal to the

scheme when it was tried before will ba no longer

heard of, and all who have tried the experiment

must acknowledge that on the score of comfort

the tramway car bears somewhat the same com-
parison to the ordinary omnibus as the springless

cart does to the phaeton. However, there ia

room in every large town for both systems, and
the use of both, for a very long time to come, will

be a necessity not to be avoided. "Perhaps,"
says the Daily Netes, " one of the most effective

tramways at work in Englmd is a line running
through Salford. The main rails are simple iron

plates, ' flush ' with the roadway, but in the

centre there is a smaller rail, with a thin deep
groove, and into this runs a guiding wheel, which
the driver can hoist at pleasure. Hence, if the
' rule of the road ' demands it, he leaves the rails

and comes back again to the familiar groove

without trouble or delay. The tramways we are

to have ia London will not allow of any such de-
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TiatioD, and the wiiler thorouglifnres will not, of

conne, so much reciuire the ailvantagcs. Th«

poblic interest in the revired iiu' sti.in i> shown

by ibe numbers visiting the exhibition ; and it

is not k little singular that the exhibitor ia fie-

q«eot!y plied with queries as to the applicability

uX t :e plan to steam purposes."

OFWARMING AND VENTILATION
HOSPITALS.

LAST we«k we gave plan, view, and (jeneral

description ot the new Wigan Infirmary.

of which Mr. Thomas Worthiniiton, of Mnn-

obe«ter, is the architect. In the description

•ccompsnying hi? plans, Mr. Worthing'on maVes

the following remarks on warming and veiitila-

tinf(8cchbuilding», which, though more especially

applicable to the structure in question, will be

found to be of ueneral practical value ;
—

In an establishment consisting of wards of

moderate size, it is believed that no means of

warming is so effectual and so healthful as open

fireplaces, very lofty in the openiug j and by

• Inpting an amngament of a honded hit-and-

miss l:>uvi« (which has ulready been used with

success), an excellent draught may be obtained.

The entire sides and backs of the fireplaces would

be bnilt of firebricks, the inclination of the sides

being at an angle of ia", so that the heat may he

reflected at a corresponding angle iuto the ward.

The fire itself would be contained in a plain bar

basket, with as little metal as possible exposed

to the heat
With ret^ard to ventilation, It is obvions that

the first essential is the proper allowance of air

space ; but with the most ample provision in

this respect, it is necessary to have the means of

changing the air contained in any hospital ward.

Various contrivances may l>e employed to admit

th^ outer air in such places, and in such a manner

as to keep up an unceasing movement in the

upper stratum of a ward, aud a constant dis-

placement of the foul gases which rise to the top

of any room containing a number of persons, and

above all ia a h<»pital ward constantly occupied,

daily and nightly, by diseased inmates. The
great diflScnlty i?, of course, to Bccnmplish the

object without ciusing currents, and it is proposed

to do this in the following manner :—The windows

in all cases would face one another, and be

divided in their entire height into three sub-

divisions. The lower portion, for about tbree-

fonrths of the whole opening, would consist of an

ordinary donble-hung sash ; the upper fourth be

pivotted, and work in a swivel with cords, to

open at any desired inclination. On the

top of this swivel light, and, in fact, form-

ing a portion of it, would be a continuous

hopper-sbapel frame, made of cast-iron. This

frame would ext«ciil the entire width of the

window. It would be glazed at the front

and ends, but a space at the top left open about

2in. wide and the full length of the frame. This

long narrow opening would be covered with fine

wire gauze, and admit a constant but imper-

ceptible stream of the enter air, which would be

continually pa-ssinn across the ward close to the

ceiling, towards the corresponding opening in the

opposite window. A slightly upwnrd direction

would be given by the sloping form of the hopper,

in order that the air may be thrown towards the

centre of the apartment, and be so distributed as

to avoid down currents. Any or all of the three

divisions might be opened more or less, at the

discretion of the attendant ; but when so opened

to their full extent, the ward would in a very short

time be flooded with fresh air. Uesidcs this,

however, there would be the opportunity of obtain-

ing a current from the two extreme ends of the

ward, and flushing the upper part with fresh air

without opening the doors. This would be effected

by means of a glazed louvre, about Gft. high and

4ft. wide, placed at the entrance end, over the

door from the staircase ; and again at the other

or balcony end. The louvres, worked by a ver)-

•imple mechanical conlrivsnce with lever and
screw, may be adjusted to;admit more or le§s air,

a* require)), but practically would be very rarely

closed. There would also, at various points in

the walls, be air shafts or flues discharging

above the roof level ; and the ventilation may be

'afther assisted by small air grids or channels
built in the walls, at short intervals, clf'se to the

( ciling. These grids would have a sloping lip on
the iuside, projecting about Cin. from the wsll,

with an inclination of abunt 40", to prevent the

air falling at once in a cold volume to the lower

part of the ward. A corresponding grid would

be placed in the opposite wall in each case. The

air being thus admitted in very small quantities

and at very numerous places, would ditfnse itself

without porceiitible draughts, and displace the

gaseous portion of the contained air, which

naturally ascends to the ceiling. The form of

the small air channels would be snch that they

would hardly be observed if not pointed oat, and

are therefore not likely to bo wilfully obstructed,

especially as Ihay would be close to the ceiling, and

therefore out of'reach. On the ridge of the roofs

may be revolving ventilators of large diameter,

to promote tbo ventilation of the top wa-ds.

Each ward may be lit at night by two sus-

pended rings of gas burners, over which a funnel-

shaped cowl may be suspended, terminating in an

iron flue conmiunicating with a shaft in the wall,

by means of which the products of the gas would

be carried off, while nt the same time an upward

current he caused, and a further impulse given to

the ventilation during the night, when the win-

dows are usually closed.

WASTE OF LABOUR IN BUILDING.

OF all the painful sights wo are called upon to

witness in this day of steam engines, and
labour-saving appliances, none strikes us, says

the Scientific Amevicon, as being so absurd and

unnecessary as the waste of human toil in build-

ing as it is generally conducted. Hodmen
crawling up long ladders with small burdens of

bricks and mortar, carrying at each trip some

sixty or seventy pounds of building material,

with thirty or forty pounds of hod, and one

hundred and sixty or more of flesh aud blood

—

not to mention beer—seems something .so foreign

to this age of.'machinery that we shoulil scarcely

feel it more incongruous to see the stocks and

pillories restored to our market-places.

If a huge beam or girder is to be raised, we
see the crane, tackle, and steam engine employed,

but the ordinary carrying is done by human
legs. Those legs, although they can do climbing

passably, are certainly inferior in this respect to

other legs designed by nature to make climbing a

specialty.

A ladder is a very serviceable appliance in its

way ; we, however, believe it to be as bard a road

to travel as ever the genius of man devised. The
hod belongs to an ancient aud honourable fainily

of implements, but it does not seem the most

agreeable companion in the world to clasp in

aflcctionate embrace or place one's cheek fondly

against.

1 herefore, we say, down with the hod ; let it

take its place with the .host of implements on

the tomb of which modem progress has written

the epitaph—" Played Out."

I.*t us suppose the two side pieces of a ladder

to be replaced by iron rails and the rounds by

tics, and let ns suppose some genius to conceive

the happy idea of causing a locomotive to crawl

tediously up this heavy grade, drawing after it

a load of one-third its own weight. What
gibings, what laughter, what derision would such

a scheme excite among mechanics ? Yet we are

importing annually large numbers of locomotives

to do the same thing ; only these locomotives run

on the ties instead of the rails.

They do these things better in France. Either

derricks are employed, or the brick and mortar

carriers are used as stationary engines, rather

than as locomotives. In passing a building in

process of erection in Paris, one may ofteu «ee a

number of men stationed one above the other

along a lailder, each of whom passes bis load to

the next above him, until the load reaches its

destination. Jn this way a continuous procession

of materials is kept up, and a largo quantity may
be elnvated in a short time.

This is an improvement on the climbing

procesi", but there must even in this way bo an

enormous waste of power. And this waste is not

only useless, but so easily avoided, that the con-

tinuance of the employment of human power to

perform such rude work, is a disgrace to modem
civilisation. It can be demonstrated that a small

one-horse power engine, with suitable tuckle, aud

the employment of a single man to attend it, will

do the mork of six men at elevating bricks and
mortar, at a cost of less than the wages of two
men.
No mechanic who reads this will fail to see

many ways in which this application of s'eam

power could be advantageously made. The
ladder might be replaced by a railway up and

along which a cat-load of bricks or mortar might

bo made to roll, which track might t)e joined to

and made continuous with a horizontal track, by

means of an easy curve at the summit, the whole

being adjustable to snit the progressive heights

of the wall as they advance towards completion.

It would require little genius to adjust the detail,

and the cost of building would be greatly lessened

by dispensing with the hod carriers.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

Stamps on Buildino Leases.—On Thurs-

day week the Chancellor of the Exchetpiar said

that having considered what had been ur};«d in re-

lation to this matter he thought it would not be

just to insist on the limit of the indemnity he at

first proposed. He therefore now only made it the

measure applicable to the future, and should in-

sert a clause by which stamps on building leases

would be 10s. instead ot :i5s. Mr. Bourke ex-

pressed his great satisfaction atthestateinent just

made, which would, he believed, satisfy the

country. Leave was then given to bring in the

hill.—On the onler for the second reading of

the Bill, on Monday night, Mr. Alderman

Lawrence protested strenuously against the

Bill unless the lOs. stamp was made uniform

on all leases.—Mr. A. Kinnaird also protested

strongly against the Bill in its present state, as

acting most oppressively on the poor man.—The

Chancellor of the Exchequer said that the Court

of Exchequer had decideii that leases in certain

ca.ses should be subject to a tax of 35s. each. He,

iu consequence, had introduced a Bill of Indemnity

up to that time ; but in order to prevent injustice

in future cases he reduced the tax to 10s. Had he

not done so leases would now be subject to a tax

of ,S5s. Now hon. members askc<i him to omit the

second clause in his Bill, which reduced the tax to

lOs. He was willing to do so, but if he did so the

tax would remain at 35s.—The Bill was read a

second time.

IKDIAN Railways.—On Friday last, in reply

to Mr. Rodeu, Mr. G. Duff stated that the Indian

Government was using all due diligence in the

completion of the Indian system of railways. The

great line from Lahore to Peshawur was in course

of construction, and several others had been com-

menced. .

The Tramways Bill.—This bill was read in

the House of Commons on Monday for the second

time.
Commons and Waste Lands.—Mr. V.

Harcourt asked the Under Secretary of State for

the Home Department whether, before the intro-

duction of any further bill authorising the enclosure

of commons and waste lanils, her Majesty's

Government would bring in a mcasnrc giving

effect to the recommendations of the committee

which sat la.st session ns to the amendments required

in the existing law.—Mr. KnatchbuH-llugcssen

said the Enclosure Oommissioncra had prcsentcl a

bill to the Home OtHco for the enclosure of about

l'a,000 acres. The select committee which sat last

year on the subject had recommended certain

alterations in the existing general law, and

recommended that no further enclosures should be

made until those alterations were effected. The

Government had prepared a bill for that purpose,

but he could not name a day for its introduction,

but until it was introduced he should not ask the

consent of the House to any further enclosures.

The Newcastle-on-Tyne Improvement Bill,

the EUesmere and Glyn Valley Railway, and

the Newcastle and Gateshead Water Bills were

read a second time in the House of Commons

on Wednesday. The Newry Water Bill was re-

jected on the motion for a second reading.

gutlttiitig 3iiicHii)Cit([C'.

—^

—

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

BiBSTAL.—Last week, C.inon HeaM laid the

foundation stone of a new church at Brookroyd,

Brownhill. The church, which is to be erected

from designs by Messrs. Sheird aud Hanstock,

will be a Gothic stmcturc, and will accommodate

about ."SCO persons. The edifice will be OOft. long

bv -tstt. broad, and will consist of the nave, north

and south aisles, chancel, aud vestry. It will

have an open timber roof. The total cost of the

building is estin\ated at £1700.

BUESLEM.—The Wcsleyan Chapel at Bnrslem

is to be considcrjbly enlarged. Mr. John
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Stringer, of Samlliach, hns contracted to do the

work, from the designs of Mr. GeorKc Wood-
honsc, of Bolton. The total cost of the altcra-

tion.s will be about £.'.VH)0.

BiRKK.NSHAW.—The Comer Btone of a new
We.slevan Chapel wa.s laid la.st week. The plans
have been prepareil by Me«srs. Milnes and
Friince, architects, Bradford. The style adoptcil

is Italian, plain in character, and the dimensions
of the chapel are : len;^t.h, (iOft. width 4r)ft., with
a height to the ceiling of iiljft. Sittings will be
found for 240 adults on the ground floor, and for

3<)() adults and children in the galleries. The
interior woodwork, of Baltic red wood, with
white deal panels, will be stained nnd varnished.

The cost of the chapel will be .ViUX), exclusive
of the land.

Bei,le Vub.—The Wesleyans of Belle Vue,
near Wakefield, intend to erect a chapel and school,

and, with this in view, they offered a premium for

the best plan, and out of five sent in they have
selected the one forwarded bv Mr. W. Watson,
architect, of Wakefield. The chapel will bo 40ft.

long by 31ft. wide, and the school-room 31ft. long,

by luft. wide. The design is Gothic. The
external facings will be red pressed bricks, relieved

by white and blue bands and arches and stone
dressings, the front gable coped with stone and
having ornamented tenninations and iron foliated

finials. The cost of the building will bo over
£400. Mr. Watson has also been instructed to

prepare designs for a chapel and schools at East-
moor, which are tf) cost about £ 1 200.

WoBCEiiTEBSHlRE.—A new church dedicated
to S. I'hilip, at Webheath, in the parish of
Sardebigge, Worcestershire, was consecrated by
the Lord Bishop of Worcester on Tuesday week
last. The church, which hag been erected through
the liberality of the late Baroness Windsor, is

from the designs of Mr. Preedy, architect, Lon-
don, and is in the Early Decorated style of
Gothic. The ground plan comprises a nave 60ft.
lopg by 22ft. wide, chancel 2.'jft. long by 18ft.

wide, a vestry on the north side, and porch on the
south-west. The accommodation is for 200
adults and children. There is a stone bell gablet
over the chancel arch. A suitable dwarf wall and
iron railing, with entrance gates, encloses the site

on three sides. The materials used are the local
stone from the Hewell quarrie.i, with Bath stone
dressings, bands of red Finstal stone being intro-
duced on the exterior, as also on the interior
facing, which is of stone throughout. The roofs,
which are open-timbered, are of red deni and
pitch pine, boarded and covered with Stafford-
shire tiles. The font is of Painswick stone, with
polished shafts of Irish green marble, and has an
open oak cover. The pulpit and stairs ou tne
north side of the nave are of English oak, with
carved panels. The prayer desk, chancel scats,

altar table, and rails, are of the same material,
and the benches in the nave of stained deal. The
windows are glazed with plain cathedral glass of
two tints of green, with the exception of the east
window, which is filled witti stained glass,
designed and executed hy the architect, and con-
tains the following subjects :—The centre light,

the Crucifixion, having on cither side types of the
same—namely, setting up of the Brazen .Serpent,
and Abraham offering up Isaac. In tracery over
centre light is Our Blessed Lord in session in his
mediatorial office, with angels in side tracery.
The passage spaces in the nave and chancel, and
the porch floor, are laid with Godwin's tiles. The
church is heated on the hot-water system by Mr.
Vincent Skinner, of Bristol. The carving is the
work of Mr. Boulton, of Cheltenham. Messrs.
McConn and Everal were the contractors, and
Mr. Smith, the clerk of works. A reredos, con-
structed for the most part of Carthagenian
porphyrites, brought from Rome by the late Lord
Plymouth, is in course of execution by Messrs.
Burke, of Regent-street, London. The design
consists of the al>ove material, arranged in bands
and patterns. There is a central cross in white
marble, flanked on either side by panels contain-
ing angels bearing musical instruments, executed
in glass mosaics on gold backgrounds. In the
side compartments are the Alpha and Omega,
and the sacred monograms incised in coloured
cements on white alabaster.

Snodland. — On Tuesday, the 1.5th February,
the parish church of All Saints', Snodland, Kent,
was reopened for Divine service by the Lord
Bishop of Rochester. The chancel has been
restored after designs by Jlr. .\. W. Blomfield,
and new roofs have been placed on the nave and
side aisles. An excellent organ by Messrs.
Bevington has likewise been erected in a chamber

attachcl to the chancel. The tiled pavement by I Cross are nearly ronstracted to theirMaw IS ot a beautiful pattern, and n reredos of and the
""rncKn lo ineir

gold mosaic sets off the oast end, which has been
decorated by .Messrs. Ileaton and Butler, to great
advantage. The font, hitherto smeared with
white paint, consists of eight polished stone
panels, surmounHng a Purbeck marble base. A
feature of some interest In the nave is a djeply-
cut scene of the Crucifixion, on the second
column, reckoning from the west, and fronting
west. This has been carefully restored.

Talbot, Dob.%et.—On the 4th inst. a new
church, dedicated to 8. Mark, was opened at
Talbot Village, Dorset. It has been built from
designs by Messrs. Evans nnd Fletcher, of Wim-
bome. Throughout it is a massive and sub-
stantial building, in the Early Decorated style of
architecture. The nave is 47ft. long by 2ift. in
width, the chancel 1.5ft. by 21ft., and the tower
12ft. by 12ft. l»in., and 75ft. in height. The walls
are of Purbeck stone, and the whole of the floors
arc laid with ornamental tiles. There are no
rafters, and the roof, a very handsome open
one, is of pitch pine. The chancel roof
is more fully decorated with carving. The
bracketed corbels have figures of angels, with
the harp and the trumpet, ot the north and
south sides respectively. The capitals of the
columns bcnr the design of the grape and passion-
flower. The archway between the nave and the
body of the church iias columns of Devon.shire
marble, and ihere are marble columns at the
eastern window. The pews, which are of pitch
pine varnished, are of the modern open descrip-
tion, and movable. The pulpit will be partly of
Devonshire marble, partly of Caen stone. The
church will contain accommodation for between
300 and 400 per.^on^, and will cost about £4500,
the clock and bells £523.
llEasLE.—All Saints Church, Ilessle, near

Hull, was rc-openedonthe 25th ult., after restora-
tion and enlargement. The nave has been
lengthened 20ft. to the eastwanl ; the chancel
pulled down and completely rebuilt, stone for
stone ;

and the north and south aisles widened
16ft. The clerestorv has been rebuilt, and the
west doorway opened out. The roofs are of open
timber work, varnished, and the existing nave
pews will shortly be replaced by open benches of
pitched pine. The three centre compartments of
the reredos are filled with mosaic, by Salviati,
and two painted windows have been placed in the
south aisle, by Messrs. Hardman and Co. The
thick coats of paint and whitewa-sh, which lined
the internal walls previous to the restoration, have
been eutirely removed by the use of a chemical
solution, thereby avoiding the objectionable
method of '• tooling." The whole work has been
carried out from the designs and un^fer the super-
intendance of Mr. R. G. Smith, architect, Hull.
Messrs. Simpson and Malone have been the
builders, the other contractors being, for ironwork.
Hart, Son, Penrd and Co. ; for painted glass,
Hardman and Co. ; for encaustic tiles, Maw and
Co. ; for church furniture, Messrs. Frank Smith
and Co. ; and for the heating apparatus, Messrs.
Rimmington and Sons.

ftill height,
roof of the station is being rapidly

prf>cceded with. The contractors have ^mrlovod
at present, 21)00 men, 2 locomotives, 250 hor'ws
2H0 trucks, 2 steam togs, and 1.30 barpei-tho
latter for conveying away the excavated material.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

fWe do not hold ounw-Ives responsible for the opfnions
of our corrcMpomltinu. The Kditor ri«p<><-tfully m-
quests that all cuinmunications should t>e drnwu up
as brlelty as poMlble, aa there are many claimaDU
npoB the space allotted lo corretpondenoe.j

P. O. O'i. to be made payable to J. Paamnore Rdwarda,
at tht 8trnuil Office. All cheques to be crowed on
ibo (inlou Hunk.

REcrivED.-J.U..naSon-J. M. CspM-Joi. gttwart-
Jghn Noble-J. H. B.-O. P.-B. O.-B. J.—t. I) _W. Batt

r» ,;''
J"".'""""- ""' Q-"^- I>—Ssmuel BWBisH-

J. B. >.-W, D.D.-C. snUT.—U.ondB.-W.O. C.-M. M.

R. S. T., JC!l.—Th« •ketchei will proh.bly appmr.
I.IIfK Boy.—Not taitabje for " Interconimunication "

W. Cavk Thomas.—Thanln for progrmnme.
W. D. lloBson.—We cannot apeak prcciaeljr m to the Umt

of the appearing of ttie aketcti.

Cl.jYKYARMs AND Bl.ow IIasd.—Repliea too puerile.
W. fui.r.iN.—Yourqiiratlon ia an advertiaemeot.
HLuvKVox.—Letter out aulhenlicated.
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BUILDING.S.

Dock Extension.—A fine dock, in extension
of the East and West India Company's system,
was opcne<l at Poplar on Saturday. It covers
the area once occupied hy the Old City Canal, and
it makes the Isle of Dogs much more an islond
than ever it has been before. There are 33 acres
of water in the new dock, and 4 pairs of gates,
through which entrance can be obtained from either
end. The main lock is unusually large, viz , 300
ft. long, 55ft. wide, and 30ft. depth at high tide,

and it leads in the first place to a fine basin of
six acres in extent. On the north, or export side,

there is a mile and a (jnartcr of quay frontage,
with 16 jetties. The total length of quay is

three miles. Warehouses of the most amide
dimensions and of improved construction arc built,

or building ; two of them for the storing of jute,

and others for tea, coffee, rice, &a A railway,
bringing the dock into immediate connection
with all parts of the country, will be laid down
at once along the iiuay.

The .Metropolitan District Railway.
—The extension of this line along the Thames
Embankment is rapidly progressing. From
Westminster Bridge Station, eastward, a total

length of about 0600ft. of side walls is complete,

on which 22<XJft. of upper arches arc turned.

Arching is also in progress for a further lenjth

of ;»00ft. The walls are 7Jft thick, and 25ft.

apart. The walls of the booking o<Ii«e a» CJharing

ZERFFI AND THE HISTOBIOAL
DEVELOPMENT OF ART.

(To the Editor of The Building News.)

Sib,—Will yon permit to an outsider a few
remarks on " Dr. Zerffi and the Historical
Development of Art"? Your correspondent,
in your issue of 4th Morch, in supporting Dr
Zerfli's argument from the influence which the
sea exercised in the development of Greece,
quotes Goethe— " Perhaps it is the sight of the
sea from youth upward, that gives English and
Spanish poets such an advantage over those of
inland countries," and adds, " Natural scenery ij

not the only,.bnt it is probably the most important,
motive in a nation's progress." Now it could
not be " the sight of the sea from youth upward "

that gave to the greatest of " English poets "

" such an advantage over those of inland
countries," for not only was he like his own
Rosalind's uncle, "in his youth an inland man,"
but his life was almost wholly passed between
Stratford and London ; nor gave it any such
advantage to the greatest poet of the other
division of the island, although bom by its beach.
Shakespeare, in a patriotic passage in " King
Richard II.," makes John of Gaunt speak of

" the silver sea
Which sets in it the oflSce of a wall.

Or as a moat defensive to a house."
and of

" the triumphant sea,

Whose rocky shore beats back the envious siege

Of watery Neptune,"

but I do not know that he anywhere shows for

it snch an enthusiastic love and admiration as

does Byron ; and while Bums sings the beauties

of the Doon, tho Ayr, the Lugar, and the
" streams around the castle of -Montgomerio," I

am not aware of a single poem in which his muse
engages with the majesty of tliesea. Your corre-

spondent's quotation from Julius Charles Hare—
" that the sea has been an essential condition in

the civilising of nations, all history shows," is,

although a more commonplace, a more sensible

support of the argument of Dr. Zerffl. It

amounts ti simply this, that the sea, being the

great highway between nations, is one of tho

principal means by which religion, literature,

science, and art, are transporte)! from one people

to another. The Mediterranean gave an oppor-

tunity for a civilisation of some sort being ferried

across from the Egyptians to the Greeks. The
sea does not make up much in natural scenery,

and although it did, I am not sure that nitural

scenery is among " the most important motives in

a nation's progress." Although " God made the

country, and man made the town," many of the

most important motives may bo found not amidst
natural scenery at all, but in great cities. It is

in great cities where miad meets mind, where
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" enterpriiies of great pith and moment " are

conceired and bronght forth, where association

earriea out schemes by which individuals would

be enuhed, and where alike civilising inventions

in the material, and reforms in the moral, social,

and political world have chiefly their rise and

prosecution. Dr. Johnson would not have ex-

changed the Strand for the Vale of Tempe. But
what is the " motive of natural scenery " on those

who are daily in its midst ? For what poet or

philosopher is the world indebted to the banks

of Loch Lomond or the phores of Loch Ketturin?

The Highlanders of Scotland are noted for their

intense attachment to^heir native land ; bnt, as

Martineau says of the Alpine serfs, "they are

attached, indeed, to their home, with the strong

instincts of men cut off from much intercourse

with their kind ; and whose passions, wanting

diffusion, acquire a local intensity j they there-

fore sigh in absence for their mountains as the

Arab for his desert ; but in them there is no

sense of the glories amid which they live ; and

they wonder what the traveller comes to see."

"The most important motives in a nation's pro-

gress" are, I suspect, something much beyond
" natnral scenery," however beautiful, or how-

ever sublime.—I am, Sir, &c. G.

Sib,—^The " Writer of the Report " is wrath-

fully disposed towards me for exposing the

Doctor's blunders, and says that I am " com-
pletely ignorant " of the subject. I can only say

that I ought to know something of Painting,

Sculpture, and Architecture, having been for

many years engaged in the service of the Art
Triad. The "Writer's" quotations are pretty,

but have little bearing on the subject. I spoke

of sculpture, not poetry, mental idiosyncrasy,

&c. As, Sir, the errors in the Doctor's teaching

are so flagrant, and the facls of some importance,

I beg the favour of further space, in order to sub-

stantiate my statements by indisputable autho-

rities. There is fall justification, I think, for my
being positive and plain in speaking of the sub-

ject, tliere being at the present time so much
lecttiringon art by persons not practically familiar

with it. It is the blind leading the blind. The
first false statement I will notice is that " the

Jews were forbidden by law to carve or engrave."

This, no donbt, refers to what Protestants term

the second commandment of the Decalogue. The
injonction, however, only prohibits the iise of

scnlptnre for idolatrous purposes. That it does

not condemn it entirely and unreservedly is

proved by the fact of the Temple, for which
Divine guidance was directly given, being pro-

fusely decorated with the representation of natural

objects. Solomon, too, who, as the wisest of men,
may be supposed fully competent to decide on the

meaning of this law, had his Palace, as we learn

from Josephns, richly ornamented with the repre-

sentations of " trees and all kinds of plants " carved

in relief, abo pictures. His throne, moreover,

had on its steps figures of lions. Surely these

are sufficient proofs of how the rule is to be under-

stood. Bnt it is worth while, perhaps, to consider

for a moment what would be the result of such a

rendering as the doctor seems to put upon it. As
a moral commandment it would be equally obli-

gatory on Christians as on Jews. Pictures,

scnlptnre, illustrated books on science, natural

history, philosophy, &o., all these would be so

many gigantic sins. Illustrated periodicals (even

The Buildikg News), though ministering in

what is pure, useful, and entertaining in the innu-

merable wants and pleasures of our daily life, all

must be sacrificed, as opposed to the Divine will.

In short, it would needs be that civilisation mnst
come to a standstill, or we should all be in danger
of perdition.

To Bay that the Jews had " a horror of build-

ing " is simply a foolish and empty as.sertion, as

also that they had no art. The ancient Jews did

not certainly distinguish themselves in art as

greatly as did other nations, and for a very sufli-

cient reason. In other nations, architecture, sculp-

ture, and painting were all developed and brought
to excellence in the service of religion, the erection

and fitting op of places of worship. But the Jews
had DO temple nntil Solomon's time, and but that

one was allowed, so religion, with them, gave no
stimulus to the fine arts. The art of building they
certainly practised snccessfully. Their cities were
fortified with walls, &c., which Josephus says
" mightbe counted amongst the strongest," and their

houses, we learn from many passages in Sacred
history, were in the time of David of two stories in

height, which marks an important advance in

building. It is veryunfair to the Jews asserting that

their Temple was built by the Phamicians. King
Solomon was properly desirous of having the

highest perfection in everything pertaining to the

dwelling of the Most High, and had recourse to

skilful foreigners to supplement native tah'nt.

Similarly, in the present day, we, when requiring a

high class of decorative art, call in the aid of

French and Germans. But would a future Dr.

Zerfii, if acquainted with this fact, be therefore

warranted in asserting that we had no art ? And
with respect to Hiram, the great raaster-raind

in the erection of the temple, the opxoc tiktoiv or

chief worker, to this marvellous edifice,

although he seems to have learnt his art, or, it

may be, perfect«<l it, amongst foreigners, yet wo
mustremember thataccording to Josephus,Hiram
was a Jew. That Jewish workmen were largely

employed in the Temple work we know by the

narrative in 1 Kicga v. 13-18—"And King
Solomon raised a levy out of all Israel ; and the

levy was thirty thousand men."—" And the king

commanded and they brought great stones, costly

stones, and hewed stones to lay the foundation of

the house. And Solomon's builders (the italics

are mine) and Hiram's builders did hew
them, and the stone squarers, and so they

prepared timber and stones to build the house."

How well this work was done by the Jews, and

much other of a difficult and remarkable

character is attested by the late striking dis-

coveries of the lower part of the Temple platform,

and other still existing though now subterranean

remains at Jerusalem, after a lapse of three

thousand years.

Dr. Zerffi makes the strange assertion that Jews
are " never picture painters." Now, if the

Doctor knows so little about artists, how is he

likelj to know much about art ? There are Jew
painters, I beg to inform him. The remarkable

genius of this gifted people shines as bri^htly in

painting as in every other mental occupation. In
proof, I need only mention such names as Winter-

halter, Court painter ; Bendeman, Director of

the Dnsseldorf Aoademy; Israely, of Ant-
werp ; Oppenheim and Veit, of Frankfort

;

Magnus and Michael, of Berlin ; Jacobs, of Paris;

Levi, of Belgium ; and, in England, S.Hart, Pro-

fessor of Painting to the Royal Academy ; the

late Abraham Solomon and his surviving brother

and sisters, all talented artists. There are as

engravers, of the highest class, J. Gezy, and

Gacoby, Professor of Engraving to the Vienna
Academy ; and as sculptors, Snssmann, of Berlin,

and Viener, of the Royal Mint, Belgium. These

names are but hastily gathered, or the list would
be much longer.

It mny he as well to remark, that two of the

artists named are said to have changed their

religion, though subsequent to their distinguish-

ing themselves as painters. The others remain
faithful to the faith of their forefathers.

Dr. Zerffi starts the fanciful hypothesis that

Greek art owes its excellence to the influence of

the sea. I beg to say there are other and much
more readily demonstrable causes. There was
the constant demand under a gross pantheistic

religion for figures of the gods. There was the

beauty and abundance of the best material, the

Pentelio marble, and the immense advantage

which sculptors then possessed of studying in the

public games, &c., the nude figure. Moreover,

the Greeks were an eminently handsome race.

They had an unbounded esteem for personal

beanty, and that beauty was not hampered and
disfigured by their style of dress. That these

were the reasons of the remarkable perfection of

Greek sculpture may be argned from the fact

that the converse of these conditions is assigned

as the cause of the art not thriving with us in the

present day.

Dr. Zerfii states that the Doric style " arose in

the North " (wherever that may be). Standard
writers agree in considering that it came from
the South, its prototype being evident in the

rock-cut tombs of Beni-Hassan on the banks of

the Nile. His whole account of Grecian archi-

tecture is iuiiccurate. The Grecian Doric is not,

as Dr. Zerffi states, essentially one of " massive

simplicity." The style must be judged of by its

most perfect specimens, and, as Fergnason says,

the Doric must not be regarded as a merely

masonic^form. Sculpture was always used or in-

tended to be used with it. The metopes between

the triglyphs, the pe<liments of the porticoes, and
the acroteria or pedestals on the roof are all un-

meaning and u-'eleiB, unless filled or surmounted

with senlptured figures. Sculpture is, indeed, as

essential a part of this order as the acanthus
leaves and ornaments of the cornice are to the

capitals and entablature of the Corinthian Order,
and without ii, or its place supplied by painting,

we are merely looking at the ilead skeleton, the

mere framework of the order, without the flesh

and blood that gave it life and purpose.

What the order in its complete perfection is we
see in the temples of Theseus and Minerva
Parthenos. (^f the latter superb buildings it is

stated (" Anti(inities of Athens)" :
—" The

der-orations of this sumptuous edifice were of the
richest and most perfect design and execution.

Both pediments were charged with sculpture of

unrivalled excellenoe. The metopes of the ex-
ternal entablature exhibited a succession of ninety
two groups in high relief ; and the frieze which
surrounded the cell and vestibule was adorned in

its entire length of more than 500ft. by a repre-

sentation of the Panathenaic procession.'' On
the acroteria were sculptures, and the architrave
seems to have had bronze ornaments, probably
shields, attached to it. This is what Dr. Zerffi

calls a simple style. What must his ornamental
ones be ?

Another of Dr. Zerffi's enigmatical theories is

that " neither science nor art can flourish under
a despotic priesthood." With regard to the latter

part of the proposition (though no friend to
priesthood), I cannot admit it to be true. Ic

strikes me that exactly the reverse is the case.

All history shows it. The architecture of Kgypt,
India, Classical Greece and Rome, and Mediasval
Europe, were all developed under priestly rule

—

spiritual despotism. As faith dies out, or mental
enlightenment weakens the priestly authority,

the art creative power languishes and dies, one
of the latest illustrations of this being the
decadence of our native Gothic in the sixteenth

century. Protestants are the only religionists

free from priestly yoke, and markedly have no
art of their own—hive done nothing to advance
art. In poverty of soul they are simply copyists

and cribbers from ancient creeds. In conclusion,

I must remark on the singularity of a History
of Art making no reference to Rome ani
Western Europe.—I am, Sir, yours, &c.,

P. E. M.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ARCHITECTURE
I.—AECHITECTUKE, CIVILISATION, AND

ETHNOLOGY.

Sir,—Granted that architecture is a natnral

product of civilisation, for a refinement of build-

ing accompanies a refinement of manners, it

follows that if we trace the gradual growth of
civilisation we shall also see the development of
art.

Civilisation may be defined as the outcome and
application of the dormant energies of the human
mind when two or three persistent varieties of

mankind come to live in amicable competition

among themselves, which induces each to emulate
the be tter qualities of the other, and so become
assimilated and raised above themselves—the

abilities of one supplying the deficiencies of the
other. Now that railways are dispelling pre-

judice by Inducing people to see instead of hear
and read about each other, this principle may
extend itself to the whole world, which former
times prevented by the insecurity and difficulties

of intercourse, although the trading Phoenicians
and road-making Romans were unconsciously
hastening the results we see now going on with
increased rapidity at the present day. We must
also bear in mind the deep-rooted animosity that

such a long seclusion had engendered, and lay

some share of the blame to the physical features

of the earth's surface, such as mountain ranges

and land-surrounding waters (great barriers at

one time), also that before the Christians the

Buddhists were the only religionists known to

history who cared to make proselytes of their

fell ow men, or treated them with equality. All
the civilised communities of o'd entertained only
a good opinion of themselves, and called their

neighbours barbarians, and ever sought to con-

quer, enslave, or 'lisplace them to satisfy their

pride or avarice. Nevertheless, ic appears that

the highest of these civilised communities have
been produced by the gradual amalgamation and
equalisation of the aborigines after a long period

of servitude with the race who had overruled

them by conquest—this by means of a middle class

developed by their union. All the great historical

nations of antiquity were undoubtedly combina-

tions of races, and the names by which they are
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known may be taken in each nnae to be that of

tho dominant ormostnumerous one, whose dialect

thoy together spoke, raisisg it by joint eilort to

the dignity of a language; tin- 'iiiib'ct of the

other would perish, except local names, and some

few words forobjecto which were wanting. This

process is going on now, but how many dialects

have thus died out ? Yet this admixture of race,

however intimate, although it may modify each,

never seems to have resulted in the prodnctioa

of a new type of man, embodying tlie excoUcncies

of both. We may notice in England to-day, in

the same family, nay, even among brothers, good

examples of the three races who have made the

English nation what it is. 1. The dark-haired man
akin to the Iberian. 2. The red or sandy-haired

Kelt and his Aryan conKCuer. 3. The fair or

brown-haired Teuton ; each with their individual

typical characteristics of mind. It seems doubt-

ful whether the lirst will ever understand the

self-control or practical purpose of the two latter;

at the same time never will the Aryan fully ap-

preciate the arts, though he may be useful in giving

them a practical direction, thereby ctirbing the

impulsive and exuberant imagination of the

other which is the prime cause of his artistic

power. Architecture to anAryan alone would be

the application of a science, to the former a dis-

play of his inherent art. Mr. Eergusson's most

interesting chapter on Ethnology in his great

work, deserves to be most attentively considered,

but he has not pointed out that architecture arose

among communities com posed in themselves of

different races.

Language, like architecture, is a consequent of

civilisation, being the refinement and extension of

the dialect of the more energetic of the races by

their combined action. Tho age of nomadic tribes

was a dialectic period; national organisation pro-

duced language as it did literature, science, and

art. Science and art are already to a certain ex-

tent cosmopolitan, but literature must remain

national until languages have died out before

one speech which shall make " the whole world

kin"
J

when there shall be an architecture

without styles, and art without atlected conven-

tionalisms.

Mr. Forgnsson considers that the Kelts—

a

—misnomer for the dark pre-Aryans—are to be

identified as great builders naturally, or as having

an innate genius which only required to be

brought out by circumstances ; that the Tura-

nians—if not the same—as having an innate

power of combining colours, and the Aryans as

being great organisers, and besides, directors of

the abilities of the others to useful purposes, and

it is more than probable that we owe wooden

construction to them, as well as the introduction

and use of metals. Setting aside physiology—

;

h.jwever paramount it should be in the study of

«thnology alone—monuments and idolatry are

everywhere teats of the presence of the pre-

Aryan, as political organisation and inflectional

Un(,ua^e i re of the Aryan. Wherever these races

have intermixed, the results have been progres-

sive arts, restrained idolatry, an enriched inflec-

tional language, political administration, a mental

activity, and moral tone engendered, and a bril-

liant civilisation in consequence. Not permanent,

however, for the Aryan influence seems to die

out after the effort, leaving the pre-Aryans either

to remain in statu quo for ever, or unable to

.govern themselves—even to relapse into their

original condition. It seems probable that we
can even estimate the amount of Aryanisation in

every case by carefully studying the history of

nations. Greece we may safely cite as the only

example of these two types combined in such

proportion as to produce excellence in almost

«very feature. The English, as the Romans were,

are modified Aryans ; the French, modified pre-

Aryans ; were they to combine, a civilisation

might yet be the consequence as brilliant as that

of Greece. A contrast between these two nations

as they are is exemplified by the character of the

monuments in Iheir cemeteries, and beautiful

designs arc to be found in a French professional

sketch-book, too expressive to be carried out per-

haps, but which resemble on a small scale the

tomb of Cyrus, or even Birs Nimroud (as restored

in Mr. Fergusson'a book). We, on the other

hand,preferring a modest slab to mark the sacred

spot, endow a scholarship or professorship, to

commemorate the worthy dead—these very dif-

ferent from the obligatory foundations of the

Middle Ages for the welfare of the soul. There

is, however, in England, a very notable exception

to this yet unfinished, which certainly does not re-

present tho national mind, whioh by Milton wai
said of our great poet:

—

What need my ShakCMpcnro for his honour'd bones
The labour of au ai;o in piled slouert,

Or that his hiillow'd rciuiues Hliould be hid
Under a Btarry-polntlng pyramid.

Would these lines ever have been written had
there not been those who indulged in tho vanity
of" storied urns?" Yet what is more satisfactory

as a memorial than the simple recumbent effigies

of the best period of Christian art in England
(I3th century), especially when compared to

those monstrositicsj that encumber Westminster
Abbey ;

porpctrationa of tho unbridled imagina-
tion when mental vigour was directed another
way.
Do we know anything of these Turanian or

preAryan races before the Aryans came In

contact with them ? Only this much, that, in the
Stone Age, they occupied the whole of Europe,

(?) Russia, NonhemAfrica and Souihern Asia, as

their remarkable megalithio monuments and inter-

ments prove. These monuments (kistvaens and
dolmens), in their simi^est and rndtst form consist

of a few huge unshaped stones forming a

chamber by acting as walls and roof ; their use

is still uncertain, although it, ismore than probable

they were houses as well as tombs ; they are

generally found buried by a mound thrown up over

them. In time they were better built, with

chosen flat and square or oblong blocks ; some-

times one of the wall slabs had a round hole cut

through it. Was this stone added when thehonse

came to be closed up as a tomb for its inmate,

for one side is sometimes still found open ?

Then the plan became more complex, several

cells were grouped . together, and a passage con-

structel extending to the edge of the mound.
There are also the circles of upright stones (crom-

lechs), formerly attributed to the Druids, and

equallyof uncertain purpose, but sometimes found

surrounding a chambered tumulus. But to return

to the chambers themselves. We shall be able to

trace modifications and improvements in their

structure which seem to point ont the period of

the fiist contact of their builders with the intru-

sive Aryans, bronze implements being found and

better pottery. The walls, previously of upright

slabs, came to be built with stones in layers ; the

roof, still formed with slabs, naturally restricted

the size of the cell ; afterwards it was found that

height could be got by continuing the walls up

and making them converge by over-sailing the

courses until the space was thus spanned ; last

came a circular plan, and with it a rough dome
thus constructed. There are numerous specimens

of these " bee-hive huts" either above ground or

within mounds in the British Isles and elsewhere,

and they have quite recently been discovered in

great numbers in the now sterile valleys around

Mount Sinai, by Capt. Wilson, R.E. The round

chamber3,at first small, grew in size, for this con-

struction was soon found capable of covering a

considerable space (Maeshow, in Orkney, and

New Grange, in Ireland, arc specimens of attempts

on a larger scale), eventuatiug in the grand and

most finished example, the so-called "Treasury

of Atro'is" at Mykene, in Greece, where the square

over-sailing stones have been worked to a curved

surface, and probably even covered with plates of

bronze. The remarkable low tower-like struc-

tures found in Sardinia, containing a domed
chamber thus built, and called Nuraghes by the

inhabitants, should be compared ; but who will

deny that these are the germs of the circular tem-

ples, such as the I'antheon, at Rome (encased in

the time of Agrippa), whence the round domical

churches, and even the word " Church" itself ?

The development of the arch from the lintel is

perfectly analogous to that of the dome from the

roof slab, and there is but one more improve-

ment for both—the radiating joints or beds.

The Bronze Age was a period of increased

activitv. The Aryans were on all sides forcing

themselves among the old dark races, and the

active PhcBnioians, who were undoubtedly allied

to the former, although they spoke a Semitic

dialect, were busily Hitting about and turuing up

everywhere, being the only wayfarers of the open

sea, bartering Egyptian beads and bronze orna-

ments for tin, copper, gold, silver, and amber ;

this at the very dawn of history, when, however,

Egypt, at least yet free from priestcraft, was in

the days of her progressive vigour. Much we

owe to the Phoouicians, but they were onli/

carriers; their settlements were only store-

houses, generally on ishinds—but these sometimes

becoming great centres of trade, grew into towns,

and even cities, as Carthage. Such a structure

as the ourioas megalithic temple at Malta, and
the general improvement and finish of Stone-
henge, seemed to be explained by the intercourse
of iho natives with the Phoenician colonists.

The primitive Aryans of Asia Minor boilt
houses of wood, prototypes of Hellenic temples
which the pre-Aryans ol the country fiist copie<l
as tombs in the living rook, and afterwards, wh*'^
they had intermixed, these were IfuUt at templett
one giving them a character more appropriate
to the new material, and proportion ; the other,
graceful ornament, and, at last, the most wondrous
sculpture. The same process seems to have
originated the lithic architectures of Egypt and
India long previously, but Assyria and old Persia,

more Aryan, retained its wood construetlou
almost to the end.
One thing seems certain, that to have a correct

idea of the origin and development of architec-
ture, we should study and compare its remains in
all countries, and trace tho complicated stmc-
tures to their simplest forms. The combination
of the two great types of mankind took place at
diffeioDt times in different places, and under
varying circumstances. Egypt seems to bare
been the first ground, but if we do not find here
the incipient forms, there is evidence that they
must have been similar to those primitive erec-
tions which in other countries have fortunately
been preserved to our day. Are there not tribes

still in their Stone Age, who help us to form
some idea of the original condition of our own
ancestors ?—I am, &c.,

A. G. Ellis,

• GOSSIP FKOM QL4SG0W."

Sir,—I rrgret to find in my latest sent " Goasip " an
awlcward tnistalce. By some iniscoaceptioa of my meaning
the quotation from Stiakespeare

—

" Men's evil manners live in bra^s ; their virtoet

We write in water "

—

is printed in connection with my alight notice of the meriti of

the late Mr. Uendersun, instead of with that which foUowi

—

a paragraph about a pul>lic fountain in memory of a deceased
Lord-Provost. The "copper-plate" and" aquagraphy " of

tlie context show the real relationship of the quotauon. I see

also that in my remarks on municipal extension " average "

has been printed for acrritife.—1 am, &c.,

\ouB Glasgow CoaaKSPOHDEXT.

PROTESTANTISM AND THE CONVENTIOXA.L
CHURCH TYPE.

Sir,—I am sorry that I have only just read your last

article on this subject, but trust that at this late hour you
will publish what 1 have to say. I don't wiali to insult yon
to sucli an extent as to call you what is now termed " lox "

Church, but I must say that my food hope that you were

Church has received a tearful shock from what you say in

your note about "semi-Catholic ritual." What I want to say

18, that you appear to have entirely overlooked two churches

which, with my small knowledge of modern churches, have

come under my notice, in wliich the side aisles are used

simply as passa|;ea, so that the congregations are so pUeed
that nearly all—if not all—cau see both altar and preacher

—

viz., S. Columba, by Mr. Brooks, and AU Saints, Clifton, by

Mr. Street.

These churches are intended for high ntuahstie serrices.

All Saints is not vet finished. From the small kaowledge I

have of the subject you treat of, 1 should think that if we

want to see churches built for the people, in which they can

see both altar and preacher, and can worship with comfort

and convenience, and without detriment to their health, we

must go to the churehes built by the people called " High

ChurcV'-I am, &c. J- *• Autxi-NOKa.

AET COMPETITION-SOCIETY OF ARTS.

Sir,—I was much surprised, in looking overTas Bcildiko

Skws of the week before last, at findini; that the champagne

glasses which I sent to the Society of .4.rts for comwtamn for

prizes were described as being "without liligree. Surely

there is a mistake here, as all the three glasses are m the

highest sense liligree, after the pure Venetian style.

In the delicate green one I have put a double thread o(

enamel so tine that I can find nothing m the Kensington

Museum equal to it. I did this to show that indelicate

manipulation of filigree the Brituli workman is not inferior

to that of Venice. The other glasses are both done with a

sin"le thread of different colours. I trust yon wUl see this u
corrected.-I am, Stc. Jo.seph Leicesike.

13, Tenison-strcet, York-road, Lambeth,

March 6, ISro.

THE M.\SX COMPETITION.

<;it,—Seeing by your columns that the Manx goremmeBt

have rescinded their former decision with regard to the plaas

sent in by request, tor the proposed local House* of Parhament

—although, so far as 1 understand, they were bound to employ

the author of the " best plan " sent m—may 1 ask if it is

the intention of Mr. Ell son (who is proved to have done so)

to test the legalitv of this decision V It certainly ought to be

done in the interc'sU of our profession ; but be should not be

left to stand the risk which would be run m taking the

necessary steps. Allow me to suggest that your professional

renders 'whose battle, after all, it is) place in your hands,

should the necessity arise any sum they like towards the

necessary expenses. This I will gladly do Trusting this

matter will be taken in hand before it is too late,— I am, «c..

An AacHiTECT.
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3ni^r^com)nnnii[atioir.

QUESTIONS.

[17»4.]-RKMUNERATIOX.—Could any of the readers of
Tbi BriLDinc Nsws inform me what would be a fair re-

vaaentioa to be pud to a person for utroducinft a youngM an iaprorer into an engineer'a ofBce, tlie voung
MU agrveing to give up. say. 13 montha of bii ume :—T.

rl?05.}—A NOVEL QUESTION.—Can any correapondent
iBforaa me the beet way for a young; accounUnt wnd arelii-

tcet'e clerk to cam his passage to and froni Auertca 'r—Riciiu.

Mastbks.

n7»«-}-P0USHIJ«G PINE FLOORS.-What is the best
asothod of polishing pine floors?—In(^uiu£S.

ri7»7.}-DIMlNlSHI>'G POINTS.— Could any of yonr
readers infonn me if there is any rule to get the dimiiushiu^

points A B in a perspective, thus? If so, a atscriuUon of the
rule will obhge— Pint, M.

. i- wit

CITW-J-NICOLL-S PATENT.-There is a Nicoll 's patent
lor cbeap construction. Can you, or any of your readers
oblige with patentoc's address ?—X. Y. Z.

riTWj-SOFFIT OF ARC H.-I should feel much oMiged
•fjofyo"'" numerous correspondenU could descrilie the

method for drawing the sketch outline for the soffit of a
tcmi-orcalar arch cutting through a circular wail, the plan

of which is a quadrant. The jambs will not he parallel, but
at right angles as shown in the annexed sketch.—iMt^uiKER

0800.}—MOUNT SORREL GRANITE.—Can anv of your
eorrespoodents inform me where Mount Sorrel granite comes
from, and for what purposes it is generally used ?—Stident.

n«)l -3-VELOCITY OF WATER-Required the velocity
of water issuing from a pipe 6' diameter, 4 miles long, with
afaeadofSOIt—G. P.

• [1802]— VARIOUS QUESTIONS.— Can any of your
nomerons correspondents give me anv information with
regard to the following? :—1. What is the rule for ohtaining
best form of wooden l>eam out of a round piece of timber 'i and
what proportinn should "width " bear to " depth " for stnmgest
section "a 2. What, briefiy, is the difference between a fime i

and a "cement?" 3. Wtiat should be the projection of I

footings with regard to height in factory chimneys, and what I

if the proper diminution of the shaft?—X. T. C. '

Henceif «D6 be made equal to twice A «/ it will be the
devflopmcnt of the arc A P B. Would " Youug Stonemason "

say if It is the method of finding the lines for the consiruc-
tion of ft stone arch in a circular wall iliat he wishes to have :

~W. J. P.

[1779.1-UNANSWKRl=:t> QUERY.—About twelve months
ago, I fell into the sHrae predicament hs described in Thk
Building News of December SUt by " Young Stonemason."
I was asked to make a drawing of a window which was
circular on plan and arched in elevation, to correspond with
other windows in the same buildins- I tried, and failed; I
was so chagrined at the result that I determined to solve
what was termed at the time *' a puzzler," so I looked through
one or two works on orthographic projection, but I could not
find anything near a solution of the " puzzler." so 1 set to
work to soWe the problem, and after several inetfectual
attempts at solution, I found out the following method, which
I believe to be correct. On inspection of the accompanying
illustration, it will be better understood than any description
I can give; but the following attempt at description mav
be found acceptable. Let A B. Fig. 1, be the circular plan of
a window, and C the eentre; through C draw the intersecting
line 1 L tangent to or at right angles with the radius C Z ;

upon I L and C as centre with the radius C D describe the
quadrant C D F, equal the height and width of the proposed
arch ; divide the quadrant into any number of equal parts, as
D G, G H, and H F. let fall the vertical hues F C, H h. and
G ff, until they cut the intersecting line I Lin the poinls C h

and g ; then from C as centre describe the arcs from the
^

attached, similar to King's College. Presuming that informa-
tion is required respecting the courses of lectures on architec-
ture at University College. 1 submit the following:—Four
courses are delivered annually by Professor T. Ilavter Lewis.
viz., two on " Architecture as a Fine Art," and two" on " Con-
struction." In each of these subjects the lectures are divided
into a first and second year's course, but the whole of the
lectures may be attended in one year. These lectures are
delivered in the evening. At King's College, London, lectures
on Construction are annually delivered by Professor Kerr. AS
Cambridge University, a course of lectures on Architecture is
now being delivered by Sir M. Digbv Wvatt, but this course
is, I believe, only open to students of the University.—R. L. B.

[1789 ]-MAPPING— Apply at Spon's. 4«, Cbaring-cross.
The cost woull bertl>out 5s., although there are books of the
class running to considerably higher figures.—S. P. C.

[17ftO}—ROOF OF MIDLAND STATION.—T would ad-
vise "Student " to refer to the account given of the discus-
sion on the Great Northern Terminus, King's Cross, at the
Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society, in your journal of
Feb. II and Feb. 25. He will find the information he
requires about the New Midland Station fully explained in
Mr. Arthur Thomas Walmisley's account of tliis, among other
roofs.—G. Smith.

[1790.1-IlOOF OF THE INEW MIDLAND STATION.-

REPLIES.
CI770.}-UNANSWERED QUERY-ARCH UPON ARCH.

It does not seem to me that " Young Stonemason" has been
much Itenefited by the two answers given to his quer\' in
The BtiLDiMG Nkwi* of February 25th. " W. R.A., C'ck-
field," notwithstanding his sneer at*'* Sandysarms," a few lines
further up the column, does not appear to have lo success-
fully studied his hooks as to give a lucid demonstration to
the problem that he has attempted to solve. It is so obscure
that it will take a Philadelphia :iawver to see through it,
" Draughuman." too, will find that the fixing the compasses
at B, and transferring by arcs the seats of the ordinates from
A B C to the straight line G U drawn at right angles to the
diameter of the cylinder will not give the flattened elevation.
The developmeot of the curve should be got by the ordinaiy
method of stepping with the compasses, which" is the easiest
and quickest way. or by the following manner:—Bisect the

chord A B at E, and drawing D E perpendicular to it, with
radius A D and centre A Oearrlbe the arc D c. Divide E c
tolo three equal parts, and st^t qS c d equal to one of there
parts, then A ^ is equal to half the length of the arc A D £.

points D^ and h until they cut the circumfere nee A B C in

the points h' g' and d; then from the points thus obtained
draw vertical lines of an indefinite length. The projection is

thus obtained : draw tiie intersecting line I L, upon I L
construct the arch of the necessary height and width as
shown in Fig. 3, and divide the circumference into the same
number of equal parts as was done by the quadrant in Fig. 1

;

then from the points D G H F draw the horizontal parallel

lines until they intersect the vertical lines drawn from plan
Fig, 1 in the points d g h and /; and through these points
draw the line/ h a d hy hand or liy the use of Frencli curves

;

then / A g (i will be the projection of "an arch upon circle."

I have also shown the method of obtaining a Gothic arch
based upon a circle on the other side of the vertical line Y Z,

which needs no further description, as the foregoing descrip-

tion will answer forthisalso. On referring to The lluiLDiNr,
Nkws of July 2iid, 1869, I see a similar question was asked
by *' Labyriuth." Will some of your better informed readers
say whether the above method is correct or not ? If cor-

rect, could they tell me iu what work the same or a similar

method is described ? If not correct, can tliey give one that
is, and oblige " Labyrinth," ** Young Stonemason," and-
Rocudalk!'

The roof exerts no lateral thrust on the side walls, for the
Simple reason that the thrust is taken by girders running
right underneath the station from side to side, as shown iu

[1782.]—ECHO.—" Inquirer " wishes to destroy echo. Let
him set the sucking on upper part of wall A diagonally, asou
plan, instead of flat, as at present. He will then most likely be
able to dispense with the sacking hung from principals, which
is positively hurtful, as it destroys the resonance, a very diffe-

rent thing fiom the echo which troubles him. Let him ex-
periment with the pitch of the planes of the canvas faces till

le gets the most suitable angle.—F. W. L , Belfast.

[1785.]-DRAINAGE.—If your correspondent "A Sub-
scriber " will turn to the paragraphs " Water Supply and Saui-
tarj- Matters," in The Building Nkw.s of Februiu-y 26th. and
read the few lines under the head " The Lea River," he will
see that it is not desirable to construct a sewer to drain into a
stream. ReferrinK to his sketch, the whole question resolves
itself into this:—Is there fall enough to construct the sewerV
If the level of the water in the stream is above the level of
the invert of the culvert, it cannot be done. "There mav be
room for a pipe between the water level and the level of the
houFc if a pipe drain would be large enough for the purpose.
"A Subscriber" had belter take professional advice.—C. E.

I1788.]-LONIX)N UNIVERSITY.—There are, no courses
of lectures on any subject whatever in this university. When
will the public learn to distinguish between the University of
London and University College? The two institutions are
perfectly distinct. The former consists of a Senate and Coun-
cil, and has power to confitr degrees in arts, sciences, medicine,
Jaw, ilic. ; the latter xs u luigt public ct.litge, w.th school

the sketch annexed. The girders, which are of wrought iron,
are supported on pillars, and the space below is utilised for
cellars and purposes of storajje. These girders tie the feet of
the roof principals together, and so prevent any lateral thrust
ill the direction of the outer or convex side of the roof.—Con-
STEtCTOK.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Leith.-The Leith local authorities are about to institute

measures to prohibit the occupation of underground dwellings
in the burgh. On Friday week, at a meetingof the Public Health
Committee, it was resolved tliat notice to quit, under tlie

provisions of the Public Health (Scotland) Act, should be
served upon all occupiers of houses which are less than one-
third of their height above the level of any street or ground
adjoining, or have not 3ft. at least of their height from
the Hoor to the ceiling, with an open area of 2ft. 6in. wide
from the level of the floor. Mr. Archer, sanitary inspector,

was instructed by the committee to prepare a rei'wrt contain-
ing a list of alt premises within the burgh which, iu the

meaning of the Artisans and Labourers' Act, are in a dan-
gerous condition and untit for human habitation.

Thk Kuksoil DRAiNACiK ok Nkw Bkomi.ky.—Mr. Har-
rison, cugiubcr, recently visited Bcumley fuY the pnrposc ol
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advising the lociU board as to the best system to be Hdopted

in the subsoil drainage of New Bromley. Mr. Harrison

advised that the whole «f the water shouhi be taken into the

cxistinj: town drain, near the Market-square, nndjaodis-

churgcd into a large pond at the back of the town.

TiiR SrppLY or Watkr to the Citv.—At a meeting of

the Court of Common Council, on the 24th ult. it was

Tcsolved, "That it is desirable the question of the supply of

water to Iheinhabitanfs of this City should be seriously con-

Biilered by this Court, and tliat, Iiavini; regard to the Report

of the Royal Commission, the wiiole subject be referred to a

committee for them to inquire and report forthwith to this

Court as to whether it will he to the advantage of the public

that the interests of the existing water companies should be

purchased, and that the subsequent maaagemcnt should be

Tested in this corporation."

South London Watkr Supply.—Dr. Bristowe, in his

report to the Cambtrwell Vestry, quoted the analysis of the

waters for January, by Dr. Bernays, as follows:—" Kent

Company, total solids, 282.Sgrs per' gallon, of which li)6

consisted of organic matter ; tlie water was bright and clear

and in no sense objectionable. It contained but few nitrates,

nnd the organic matter was vegetable and uninjurious,

Southwark and Vaitxhall : Total solids, 2t-28gr8. per gallon.

of which 29 consisted of organic matter; the water was
nearly clear, but required filtering. It contained above the

average impurity. Nitrates were more than usually distinct.

Lambeth Company: Total solids, 21 Slgrs. per gallon, of

which 2* 1 3 consisted of organic matter. The water was turbid

and required filtering. Nitrates were more than usually

distinct."

STAINED GLASS.
New Pai!»trd Window is Bishopsgate Church.—By

the liberality of a pnrishioncr, a new east window has been
recently erected in Bisliopsgate church. The design was by
Mr. MooiJy, of the .'^outli Kensinftton Museum, and it was
executed by Messrs. Powell, of Wliitefriars. Tlie west window,
the Bift of the same parishioner, was desifjned and executed
by the same artist and manufacturers. The subject of the
east window is the Crucifixion, treated in part conventionally,
and some -deal fipires are introduced to make the representa-
tion of the sacred scene harmonise with the architectural

ornamentation necessary for the style of the church.
Guildhall.—The Corporation of the City of London have

within tlie last few days ajjreed upon the form which the
proposed memorial of the late Prince Consort shall take. It

will be remembered that a considerable sum of money was
voted for that purpose, and it has now been settled by the
City Lands Committee that a Iar;;e west window in the Guilil-

hall, above the gallery, shall te lilled with stained glass in a
handsome and elaborate design. Twenty designs were sent
into the City Lands Committee for the royal memorial, but
that selected is the work of Messrs. Ward and Hughes, of
Frith-street, Soho. The preliminary masonry work has been
commenced, and it is believed that the window will be
finished in a few months, certaiuly before the next banquet on
Lord Mayor's Day.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Edinburgh Woekmf.j('s Houses Improvement Com-

pany (LmiTET).)—The eighth annual general meeting of
this company was held this week. The report stated that the
directors had pleasure in sulimitting to the shareholders a
report and balance sheet, which was, on the whole, satisfac-
tory. The net revenue arising from the rental of the houses
enabled them to maintain the dividend of 5 per cent, and to
add a further sum of £08 12a. Qjd. to the reserve fund
Although the houses built by the company at Dumbiedykes
«re at present all occupied, the report stated that the great
extent to which building has recei.lly been carried on in the
neighbourhood ofthe company's Idings and elsewhere has
had an appreciable effect on the letting of the houses. Several
of them stood vacant during the first and second quarters after
Whitsunday, and one was vacant for three quarters. It was
to be observed that there continued a great demand for the
lower rented houses, and that it was only the houses of the
highest rents (£12 a year) that there was any difBculty in
letting. The total loss arisiu; from vacant houses during the
past year amounted to £58 l:i . The directors were gratified
to state that there had been no loss from irrecoverable rents,Md the arrears at the close of the account amounted to only
£8 ins. on a rental of upwards of £1300. The report was
unanimously adopted.
East Sureei Permanent Building Society.— The

trinual meeting of the members of this society was held on
Tuesday week, at Bermondsey. The directors' report stated
that the board, after providing for all liabilities, had been
enabled to declare a bonus of Is. 4d. in the pound. The i

report was unanimously received and adopted.
City a»d Scburban Permanent Benefit Bdildino

AND Investment SociETv.-The fourth annual report of
•the City and Suburban Permanent Benefit Building and
iBveatment Society, presented at the meeting held at the
London Tavern, on the S.'ird ult, stated that not only has
Uiesuccetsof the society been satisfactory during the past year,
bnt It has in reality made an advance m its transactions, as
will be seen by reference to the last balance-sheet, where the
receipts are £13,371 IBs. lOd., and in this year's balance
•heet the receipts are £15,102 15a. Out of the orofit of the
year, including the balance of profit brought forward from
tast year, the du-ectors have placed 3 per cent, interest to the
creditof all investment shares and deposits, and after care-
fully investigating the whole of the liabilities of the societv
they have declared a bonus of 2J per cent, upon all invest-
ment shares, thus making with the interest a dividend of 71

i^n"'!.'-,'''"'""^''"'- ''^''» ^""s »f ""e society amount to
xiy,8;j6 IGs. 3d.
The EinHTH Woekino Man's Bfildino Society.—The

lirst annual meeting of this society was held at Sunderland
recently. Mr. J. W. Campbell, the secretary, read the
•Daiance sheet, from which it appeared that £20,935 had been
advanced on mortgage during the past year on 171 houses
•cattered over all the north of England. £1665 more was
passed at the close of the year, but waiting tor deeds being
prepared, and that tlie total advances for 13 months had
amounted to £22,600. The total income for 12 months is set
down at f 22,.19'j, and the shares in force at 9D,Sf The actual
net profit, after payment of every expense and without antici-
pating any future profits or arrears thereof, amounted to 16^
per ceut. per annum to borrowers aa well as investors.
London and Westminster Land, Buildino and Ik-

VZ3TMF.NT SociETT.-The balance-sheet of this society, for

the twelve mon'hs ending December .>!, shows the income to
have been tB1.5t(l 53. 8d. ; the expenditure, £69,9.55 8s. 6d. ;

and the balance in hand and at the hank, i'i,Oln 17i. 3d.
The profit and loss account ihows a balance of f»,179 19s. .'id.

London and Geneeal Buildinii Society.— At the
fourth annaal meeting of this society, held recently at the
ofllces. 337, Strand, the chairman, Mr. Thomas Hughes, M.P.
presiding. The report read bv Mr. W. K. Selway, the
managing director, stated that the number of sliareholderi
had increased during the year from 7(59 to lOlO; the total
number of shares subscribed for was 4144. The iacoroe of the
society from all sources was £.19,310, including £2t,S91
from subscribing members and depositors alone. The securi-
ties taken by the trustees, consisting of freeliuld or leasehold
lands and houses, were in the aggregate £48.860. The amount
of profit in addition to that brought from last year is £3190,
out of which the Board had apportioned 7i per cent, to all in-
vesting shareholders, leaving. a large surplus to be carried to
a contingent fund. Mr. Thomas Hughes and the Karl of
Lichfield bad been elected trustees in the room of the Kight
Hon. A. H. Layard and Viscount Milton, resigned. The
report was, ou the motion of the chairman, unanimously
adopted.
British Land Company.—The directors, in their last

half-yearly report, announce that the sales of land during the
past year have amounted to £143.959, being £67,678 less

than in the previous year. Having regard to the smaller
amount of land sold, as well as to the promise made at the
last annual meeting that the debt of the company should be
reduced, the directors have to a great extent refrained from
makiii" new purchases, and only three estates have been pur-
chaaeu during the year, viz., George-lane Station, Woodford,
a further portion adjoining the estate at Kingston, and Wal-
thanistow (Jf0. 9). The remaining portions of the following
estates have been sold, viz., Bedford (No. 2). Bushey (No. 2),

Gosport, Leyton (No. 2), Ramsgate (No. 2), Stamford-hill, and
Walthall! Cross (No. 2) ; also the Barnet waterworks. After
paying the interim dividend at 5 per cent., amounting to

£7750, the balance sheet shows a profit of £23,708, and out of

this sum the directors recommend a further dividend of 5 per
cent., and abonus of 5 per cent., free of income tax, making £15
per cent, for the year, which will take £18,875, leaving a
balance of £t833 to be carried forward to the next year. In
accordance with the resolution passed at the last annual
meeting, 30,000 new shares have been issued, of which
29,389 were taken by the shareholders in respect of their

existing shares, and the remaining 611 were offered by tender,

and allotted to the highest bidders at premiums amounting to

£1M2. The deposit of £1 and first call of £1 a share,

amounting to £60,000 have been paid, and £19,463 in advance
of calls not vet due, and the debt of the Company is now
£29.000 within the borrowing powers.

Dbiffield and East Riding Benefit Buildino
Society.—The fifth annual report of the executive com-
mittea of this society is of a very encouraging nature.
Within the past year 1.55 9-lOths ordinary shares have been
taken, and 80^ have been withdrawn, leaving 543^ ordina'-y

unadvanced shares in progress. In deposit shares there has
been an in crease over the previous year, and the balance due
on such shares is £3,600. £2375 has been advanced on
mortgage securities ; and £650 has been advanced on mort-
gage to DOn-menibers as surplus fund investments, at £5
per cent, interest. The balance now remaining due upon
advances of shares is £7535 123. 5d., and upon advances of
surplus funds £21.50, making a total of £9685 123. 5d. The
profits of the year, after providing for all expenses of manage-
ment, have enabled the executive committee to place to the
credit of ordinary unadvanced shares interest at the rate of
£8 per cent., and to carry £17 3a. 5d. to the reserve fund,
increasing that fund to £158 11a. 3d.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Slaters' Work.—Hussey v. Prout.—This

was an action brought in the Bloomsbury County
Court, before G. Lake Russell, Esq., Judge,
originally in July last, by the plaintiff, for work
done as a slater ; the price was not disputed, but
the amount of work done was, and the case was
adjourned for arbitration. Mr. Brown, of Lisson-
grove, builder, was appointed arbitrator by the
defendant ; the award of Mr. Brown was not
satisfactory, and a new trial was applied for and
obtained. Mr. Wood, barrister, appeared for the
plaintiff, and Mr. Pain for the defendant. Mr.
Wood, in opening the case, strongly condemned
the way in which the plaintiff had been treated.

The plaintiff and a number of witnesses were
examined, and proved that the price charged of
33. 9d. per sciuare yard was fair and reasonable,
and that lOfi squares had been done. Mr. Brown
was also examined, and admitted that he did not
go to measure the work, but had taken the mea-
surement from the plan. He did not make nearly
so much as the plaintiff. Mr. Prout, the defendant,
considered that 33. Gd. per square was sufficient.

His Honour said, after hearing the evidence, ho
could not understand how Mr. Brown could have
made the award he did, and he gave judgment
for the plaintiff for £5 10s. and costs.

LiABiLiTv OP Local Boards for High-
way Repairs.—Judgment was given in the
Court of Queen's Bench last week in an action
against the Preston Local Board, which involved

the liability of local boards to repair footways.
Their lordships decided u]X)n the general principle

that no action could be taken at common law for

a highway repair.

The Sewage Nuisance. — Attoeney-
Gener.\l v. The Local Board of Bishop's
Stortford.—This was a bill and information
filed by the Attorney-General, at the relation of

Mr. Richard Hunt, against the Local Board for

the district of Bishop's Stortford, asking for an

injunction t<i restrain the defendants from
permitting any of the sewage of the town or
district of Bishop's Stortford, or any water polluted
with sewage or other noxious or offensive matter,
to pass into the river Stort, through any of the
sewers, drains, or channels under the control of
the Local Board, in such a manner as to render
the water of the river near the plaintiff's mill nnfit
for use by the plaintiff or his lessees, or a
nuisance to or injurious to the health ofthe persons
resident at the mill or in its vicinity. The bill

stated that in the year 1867 the inhabitants of the
town of Bishop's Stortford resolved to place the
town under the operation of the Public Health
Act, 11 and 12 of the Queen, chap. 63, and,
accordiagly, an application was made to Her
Majesty in Conneil, and an order was made on
the 9th of February, 18B7, that the Public Health
Acts should be put in force in the town. Prior
to the date of that order the Highway Board for
the district had acted as a I.rfx;al Board, but after
that date the defendants were constituted a Local
Board under the provisions of the Acts. It was
stated that the defendants then proceeded to carry
out a regular system of drainage for the whole of
the district. The consequence of their proceed-
ings, according to the bill, had been the creation
of a nuisance. Affidavits were filed by the
plaintiff and by other persona in support ol the
case made by the bill, and evidence was also
given for the defendants, by which it appeared
thit they had made no alteration whatever in the
sewers, and that no increase of sewage had been
passed into the river ; that the water was as pure
now as it had been for many years, and that fish
were plentifully caught at the present time. This
bill was filed and an injunction applied for in July,
18C8, but the motion was allowed by the plaintiff
to stand over, and the cause only now came to a
hearing. It was further stated that an Act of
Parliament had been passed, which would come
into operation on the Ist of July next, by which
it was provided that no cesspools should be allowed
to drain into the river Stort, and, consequently,
that the granting an injunction now would be
totally useless. The Vice-Chancellor said this
was an information and bill, the bill being
founded on the individual injury alleged to have
been done to the plaintiff, and the information
being founded on the injury alleged to have been
caujcd to the public generally by the nuisance.
The plaintiff was the owner of a mill in Bishop's
Stortford, which was let at a rental of £I0<) a
year, and was occupied by a tenant named John
Lawrence. The plaintiff himself lived some
distance trom the town, and had no interest in
the place except the rent he derived from the mill.

The only inj ury. therefore, which he could stistain

was in the loss of his tenant, who, he alleged,
would leave the mill if the nuisance were not
done away with, or in the reduction of his rent.

The tenant had been cross-examined in court, and
it appeared from his statements that he had first

bucome tenant of the mill in 1865, and, after
residing there for a year, he had taken a lease for

12 years, so that there were several years of the
lease unexpired. Lawrence said he had been in

ill health occasionally, but he did not state that it

was caused by the smell from the river, and he
did not state that he had ever applied to have
his rent lowered. The plaintiff in his affidavit

said he had received many complaints in
writing from the inhabitants of houses in the
neighbourhood, but none of these written com-
munications were produced ; and the conclusion
became to was that such complaints were never
made. As regarded the health of the town,
the plaintiff was not personally interested in

the question, and in his Honour's opinion there
was no case of private injury which would justify

him in interfering. When the bill was first pro-

jected the case was rested entirely upon private
injury, but subsequently the plaintiff, in order to

strengthen his case, had obtained the sanction of

the Attorney-General to the information being
filed on public grounds. That sanction was
obtained, as was usual in such cases, upon an
ex 2JaTte statement, and now the question was
what injury was caused to the public by the

conduct of the defendants ? The bill charged that

they had caused all the cesspools of the town to be
drained into the river, that the sewage matter was
deposited along the banks, and the unwholesome
and offensive effluvia arising therefrom created
an intolerable nuisance most prejudical to the
health of all persons residing in the neighbour-
hood ; that the fish in the river, which were
previously abundant, had been entirely destroyed,
and the water rendered nnfit for use ; and that
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the rirfr hud, in fact, been converted from a pnre

and pleasing stream into a foul and noxious

sewer, and the bed had been filled np with

noisome deposits. Numerous affidavits bad been

read in sopport of these alK-grations, and evidence

had been given on both sides, the result being

that be wm perfectly satisfied that the statements

in the bill were grossly exigeerated. It appeared

that the river was abont 40ft. wide, that it was

about 4ft. deep in the summer time, and Gft.

deep in the winter. The consequence was that

B very largo body of water was constantly pass-

ing during the day. There was, however, no
inMnnation given as to the quantity of sewajre as

compared with the quantity of water. There
was evidence that during the summer of 1H(;8,

which was well known to have been an excep-

tionally hot summer, there was some smell arising

froin the water ; indeed, it was impossible that

the sewage of a town containing 5000 inhabitants

could run into a river without occasionally pro-

ducing an unpleasant smell; bnt it appeared that

none of the inhabitants themselves complained of

the nuisance, and no one was fonnd bnt the

plaintiff, who did not live in the town, to raise

these complaints. It had been distinctly stated

in evidence that within the last tew months a

quantity of fish had been can^lit in the river, and

it was also established beyond doubt that no fresh

sewers had been drained into the water ; that the

sewage was in the same state it had been in for

many years, and no material change had occurred

daring the last five years. All the statements

made by the plaintiff turned ont to be mere
exaggerations. It was no doubt of great im-

portance that the Court should interfere in a case

where a serious nuisance was created by pouring

the sewage of a town into the pure water of a
river ; but, on the other hand, it was qnite as

important that the Court should refuse to interfere

where a proper case was not raised. It was clear

from the evidence that there was no justification

for filing this information, and what possible

reason the plaintiff could have had for taking np
the case when he had no interest in it, and when
none of the inhabitants sided with him, he could

not eonceive. The Act of Parliament which had
already been pas.sed, and which would come into

operation on the 1st of July next, had, in fact,

provided a remedy for any complaints that might
be made, and after that period it would be the

duty of the authorities to prevent the sewage from
being passed into the river. Under any circum-
stances, therefore, it would have been completely

useless to grant an injunction now. In his

Honour's opinion the case had entirely failed, and
the bill must be dismissed. Then, as to the costs

of the information, if it wore dismissed without

costs, it would be necessary for the defendants to

mise the costs by a rate upon the inhabitants of

the town, which would be a great injustice to

them. He thought, therefore, the costs ought to

fall upon the plaintiff, and the bill an d informa-
tion must be dismissed with costs.

^n\ ®i44 ^M{.
The Appkopbiation op the Site of

Newgate Market.—The Corporation of Lon-
don, with the full consent of the Dean and Chapter
of S. Paul's Cathedral, have agreed to the appro-
priation of the site of Newgate-market. The plans
which hare been prepared by Mr. Horace Jones,
the City; Architect, comprise the erection upon
the late market site of a large block of buildings,

having a road 30ft. wide all round the same—the
former paved way between the late shambles and
houses not having been more than from 12ft. to

15ft. in width. The proposed plan affords ample
light and air both to the intended buildings and
to the present surrounding houses. There arc to be
two passages or gangways 10ft. wide traversing
the block, one from north to south, the other
from east to west. The grotmd floor is to consist

of 16 shops, averaging 15ft. in width, and .SEft.

in depth, with first and second floors of offices,

warerooms, &c. Ample cellarage will also be
provided.

The National Gallery.—Last week the
report of the directors of the National Gallery
for last year was issued. The pictures purchased
during the year were :—1. A picture by John
Martin, of the "Destruction of Pompeii,"
boaght in London in March. 2. " The Court-
yard of a Dutch House," by Peter de Hooge,

purchased in Paris in March. 3. A " flower
Piece," by Jan Van Huysiim, purchased in

London in April. 4. A Man's I'ortrait," by
Albert Cuyp, bought at the same time. 5. An
altar-piece by Marco Marziale, a rare Vene-
tian master, purchased, together with the two
following pictures, in the month of September,

in Milan. 6. " The Madonna and Child

Enthroned," another altar-piece, by Marco
Marziale. 7. A " Madonna and Child," by Barto-

lomeo Montagna. Among the bc(inests and
donations during the year were George Cruik-
ishank's " Worship of Bacchus," and George
Jones's " Relief of Lucknow " and " Passages of

the Ganges, Cawnpore." The collections at Tra-
falgar-square and at South Kensington (assuming
that all the visitors to the museum visited the

picture gallery) have been attended by 1,804,802

persons on the public days during the year ISCy
(761,238 at Trafalgar-square and 1,043,654 at

South Kensington). The gallery in Trafalgar-

square was, owing to the re-arrangement of the

collection, in consequence of the acquisition of

the rooms lately occupied by the Koyal Academy,
open for nine months only during the year

; yet

the total numbers exceed those of 1868. The
daily average in 18C9 was 4911, while that of

1868 was 3840 only.

Metropolis Turnpike Roads.—The Com-
missioners of the Metropolis Turnpike Roads
north of the Thames report that in the year 1860
the receipts amounted to £29,198, of which sura

£24,086 WHS from tolls; and the expenditure
amounted to £28,407. The Commissioners have
been placed in a position to pay off the bonded
debt secured on the tolls of the Marylebone and
Finchley road ; there only remains to be paid a
sum of £2773 due to Mr. Eyre's representatives,

and when this shall have been paid off the toll

gates will be removed. The surveyor reports the
failure of water at wells hitherto used for watering
the roads,—viz., at the well west of the Pack Horse
at Tumham-Green, and at the four wells on the
Kilburn-road district ; and he reports almost an
entire failure at a well opposite Sion-park and one
at Ivy-bridge, and a great diminution of the supply
at a well in Boston-lane, on the Uxbridge-road
district.

Discovery of an Ancient Coffin.—Mr.
E. J. Trendell, of the Abbey-house, Abingdon,
has in his possession a massive stone sarcophagus,
discovered in the course of excavations made in

his grounds some time since. It is 7ft. long, loin.

deep, and 2iin. thick, and it is generally supposed
to have contained the remains of the illustrious

King Cissa, father to King Ina. Cissa was King
of Wessex, and is the reputed founder of Abingdon.
He gave to Hean large quantities of land, whereon
to build the Abbey of Abingdon. Cissa died
abont the year A.D. 079. On a portion of the lid

of the coffin is an elaborately cut raised cross,

with the figure of a cross-bow, and other tracings,
now almost obliterated.

A Railway Wanted.—Can anybody (asks
the Parochial Critic) give a reason why, during
the railway mania, no one company was formed to

connect Greenwich and Woolwich by rail ?

Thousands of miles of useless railways have been
built that can never yield a fair dividend, and yet
two most important towns, both on the banks of
the Thames, densely populated, are still un-
connected by a chemin de fcr. We congratulate
the inhabitants upon the prospect of a street

tramway being laid down on the high road, and
hope the parochial authorities will not be so blind

to the true interests of the ratepayers as to offer

any obstacles to the construction of a street tram-
way.
Art CRiTicifSM of the Daily Press.—In

last week's Standard there is a letter which
speaks of Mr. Theed's proposed statue of Lord
Derby as a '-horrible infliction." How far this is

the case, says the Guardian, may be judged by
the fact that as recently as the 25th of October
last, the same paper spoke of this statue " as in

every way, both as a likeness and a work of art,

an admirable ' counterfeit presentment ' of one
who was every inch a nobleman." Verily some
people have brief memories !

Sbbastopol.—The walls of Sebastopol have
now been completely restored, and upwards of 300
houses have been built in place of those which had
been mined by the bombardment. A new church,
in the form of a pyramid, built entirely of marble,
has also been erected in the churchyard of that
town. The funds for the construction of the
building were raised by a public subscription in

the whole of Russia. A sum of 200,000 roubles
in all was expended on the building.

Mr. Theed is busy in his studio upon a colossal
statue of the late Sir Robert Peel, for tlie borough of
Hudderstield.

The Archbisliop of York has announced his inten-
tion to re-introduce into the House of Lords, after
Easter, the Bill having reference to Ecclesiastical
diliipidations.

Her Majesty, the "Lancet" learns, has been
pleased to signify her wish to open the new buildiiiff
(if the University of London in person. The event
will take place, in all probability, in the month of
Mav next.

Sir Digby Wyatt, the first occupant of the Pro-
fessor's Cliair of Fine Arts at Cambridge University
(founded by Felix Slade. Esq.), delivered his inau-
gural lecture on Wednesday, m the Senate-house.
The parish cliurch of Greenwich was re-opened on

Sunday last. The square pews, with their doors,
have been converted into open sittings without doors,
and the church re-lighted by means of handsome
brass standards. These alterations are completed on
the floor, and tlie galleries are to be re-modelled in
the same way.
The Deptf<irdians are apprehensive that in the

course of time they will be inundated with sewage,
and perhaps drowned. The accideiu at .\bbev Mills
Pumping station has caused the alarm.
A domestic fire-escape has just been completed by

Mr. William Frear, a decorator and paper hanger,
residing at Woolwich. It is of simple construc-
tion, and, being enclosed in a box, presents quite a
neat and compact appearance. It has been viewed
by several engineers, and has been entrusted to
Mr. Merryweather, to test its capabilities.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Royal Institute of British Architects. Special

general meeting.
Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discussion upon

Mr. Fox's paper " Oa the San Paulo Railway," and
if time permits the following paper will be read ;

" On tlie Conditions and the Limits which Govern
the Proportions of Kotary Fans." By Mr. W.

„ Royal Institution. "Deductions from the Com-
parative Anatomy of the Nervous System " Bv
Professor Rolleston, M.D.,F.R.S. .3.

Wednesday.—Society of arts. "On Surface Decoration."
By W. Pitman, Esq. 8.

TiiCRSDAY.-Society of Antiquaries. 8.30.

„ Linnean Society. 8.

„ Royal Institution. "On the Chemistry of Vege-
table Products." By Professor Odling, F.R.S. 3.

t KIDAY.—Associated Arts Institute. Exhibition of Sketches.
Discussion: Thesis, "That there are no present
grounds forhopeof Progress in Architecture." 8 1.5.

„ Royal Institution. "On the New Thames Tunnel."
By P. W. Barlow, F.R.S. 9.

Saturday.—Royal Institution. "On the Sun." By J.
Norman Lockyer, Esd., F.R.S. 3.

%\^i\ l^ics.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
The Nine Hours' Movement in tie Building Trade.?.—Ttiis movement for the reduction in tlic hours of labour in

the building trades just set on foot by tlie carpenters lias been
taken up by the other branches in the trade, and at a meeting
of[operatives—painters, bricklayers, masons, joiners, plasterers,
&c.—held at the Lord Palmerston Tavern, Chelsea, on Satur-'
day evening last, a society was formed to promote the nine
hours' movement, and the following resolution was adopted :

—

"That an invitation be given to the various societies in tlie

building trade to send delegates to the society for the purpose
of co-operating with it, and making a united effort of bolli

unionists and non-unionists to obtain the reduction of the
hours of labour to nine per day, the present depresscl state
of trade affording a favourable opportunity for the attainment
of that cbjecl."

TENDERS.
Chelmsford.—Tor new premises at Withara, for Messrs.

Johns. Mr. Chas. Pertwee, architect, Chelmsford:-
Byatt, Chelmsford £12liO 10
Fincham, Chelmsford lfH.5

Brown, Braintree 930
Qouett, Woodbam 002
Gardner, Coggeshall „ 830
Choat and Son, Cbelmaford 8.3:) )0
Roper, Chelmsford 8:i0

Messrs. Sudbury, Halstead »I0

Saunders, Maldon 730
Crabb and Letch, Braintree 728

Cheliisfobd.—For enlargement of Orsett Union House
Mr. Charles Pertwee, architect, Chelmsford :—

Hall, Grays Thurrock £2109 2
Larkin. Orsett 196.5

Fergusson, Paddington 1900
Clements, Rocbester 1K,W
Brown, Braintree 1844
Place, Grays Tbnrrock IS.'O

Nightingale. Lambetli 1818
Fincham. Chelmsford 1783
Blake, Gravesend 1770
Davey, South Ockecdon 170(1 I)

Withers, Uford 1830
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SiiKKKiELl).— I'or upw scliooU in Nappier-street, Sheffield,

for Iltnry WUbod, Esii. Meairs. I'lockton and Abliot,

aicliitects ;

—
Masom and Bricklayers.

G. Longdon and Son £1310

Carptnter and Joiner.

T. Bonninglon £7« 10

St-aters and Plasterers.

Harrison and Chadwick £14--)

Plumber, Olazier, and Painter.

R.J. Walkor *161 10

£2391 U

Sheffiblo.—For three houses in Victoria-park, ShefHeld,

for T. W. Stacey, Esq. Messrs. Flocktou and Abbot, urctii-

tects:—
Masons and Bricklayers.

Chalaugcr and Turner £1120

Carpenters and Joiners.

Badger and Uolmcs £72S

Slaters and Plastsrers.

Harrison and Chadwick' £290
Plumber, Glazier, and Painter.

W. Bissett £:S10

£2481 10

Shkffield.—For ncnr music hall in Barker-pool, SIicfQeld.

Messrs. Flockton and Abbot, arcliitcca :

—

Ma.wns and Bricklayers.
Nelson Brothers £7050

Carpenters, Joiners, and Smiths.
Badger and Holmes £3125

Slater.

T, Stainforth £236

Plasterer.
G.Taylor £500 8

Plumber, Glazier, and Painter.
W. Bissett £710

£11,610 8

Sheffield.—For new offices in George-street, Sheffield
for Messrs. Pawson and Brailsford. Messrs. Flockton and
Abbot, architects :

—

Mason and Bricklayer.
W. Sparrow £1225

Carpenter and Joiner.
T. Sharp £730

Slater.

T. Stainforth £56

Plasterers.
Harrison and Chadwick £180

Plumber, Glazier, and Painter.
J. B. Corrie £287

£2478

Shkffif.ld.—For work to be done in the erection of two
houses in Victoria-park, Sheffield, for H. Nowill, Esq. Messrs.
Flockton and Abbot, arcliitects :

—
Mason and Bricklayer.

M.DaTison £1099

Carpenters and J.nners.

Badger and Holmes; £650

Slaters and Plasterers.
Harrison and Chadwick £220

Plumber and Gla.::ier.

J. B. Corrie ..£253

Painter.
J. H. JenkinsoB £;58 10

£2260 10

SouTn Kensington.—Fur erecting S. Jude'a Church
Messrs. Georffe uud Henry Godwin, architects. Quantities
snppUed by Messrs. Gardiner and Bell :—

Myers and Sons £11,300

SuNDEEUND.— For drains and roid-making, boundary
walls, and gateway :

—

Draiai .^ roada. Boundarj walls. Gateway.
Mason £1672 £lt21 ID £3,52
Young il77 1318 181 IS
Scott 1068 2 8 1100 12 218 9 7
Wetheral S65 775 320
Hirst, Messrs... 628 10 957 17 U li

Fonjth 7« 14 575 12 120

Sussex.—For additions and alterations at the county
Lunatic Asylum Mr. 11. Card, architect. Quantities sup-
plied by Mr. B. H. Nunn :—

Cheesman (accepted) £3600

Walham Gbkkn.— For building house and shop, Exeter-
flace, f«r Mr. David Oldfield ;—

Taylor and Pits (accepted) £460

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINft

ESTIMATES.
Stoke-upon-Trent, March 14.—For the construction of

about 1800 yarda of taiiiu atreets, and about 1700 yards of
back roads, to'ether witli tlie necessary drwina, ou the Work-
men's Land Society's Estate. Charles Lyuam, aroUitect,
Stoke-upon-Trent.

WuiTTINOHAM ASILUM, COUNTT OP LaNCASTBE,
MarcL 12.— i'or the erection of cert-iin baitding*. h\ C.
Hulton, Clerk to the Committee of Visitors, \Vmckl«y-square
Preston.

S. Luke's Workbousb, Crrr-RO.VD.—For the erection
^ablockofbiiildinKs for tlie receptioa of 450 paupers. Mr.
H..S. Snell, Architect, 66, ChaQCerj-lanc, E.C .

Croydon I»c\l Board op Health, March 15.—For
the construction of eanhenvare and brick aewers. Mr. a
Latham, C.E., 6, Westniiuatcr Chambers.

UoTHERHiTHK, Mafch 31.—Clirist Church Boys* National
Srhools.— Knr tlie ercftinn of the abuye schooU. T. C. Collcy,
Hon. Sec, Kul)ruary, 1870.

St. Giles, Cambrrwkll, March 28.—For sinking about
ten welts, and s<ip|)lyin^ and fixing pumps to the same.
George WiUiam Mursdea, Vestry Clerk, Vcstry'haU, Camber-
well

.

STOKK-fpoN-TRKNT, March 14.— For the construction of
about 1800 yarda lineal of main streets, and about 1700
vards of lineal of hack roads, with the necessary drains on the
XVorkracn's Laud Society's Estate. Charles Lynam, architect,
Stoke-upon-Trent.

Driohlinoto?( Watkrwork.s, March 17.—For the supply
of 6500 yards of 6-inch; 1600 vards of 5-inch; 3000 yards
of 4-inch; 4000 yarda of 3-inch vertically Ciist iron socket
pipes. John Sinitb, solicitor^ clerk to the local board,
Bi ratal, near Leeds.

Borough of Keioatk Outfall Works, March' 14.—
For the construction of outfall aewers, filter house, patent
solid sewage extractors, layiu<; down laud for the purpose of

sewage irriif ^tion, and for enctosin;; or fencing-in a uortion of
Earlswood Common. Clair J. Grec, Town Clerk, Reigate.

Borough Of Sodthahptox, March 10.—New Cattle
Market.— For ercctinK an iron shed at the New Cattle Market.
Charles E. Deacon, Clerk to the Local Board of Health, Audit
House, Southampton.
Apperlry Bridge, March 16.—For the erection of two

semi-detached villas, at Apperlcy Brid^^e. Charlea £. Mars-
den, architect, 25, Darlcy-atrcet, Bradford.

BiDEKORD Local Goverkment Board, March 16.

—

Construction of Waterworks.-For t\\c construction of an
impounding reservoir and outlet works ou the Port Stream at

Gamcston, in the parish of Bidcford. The supply of about
350 tons of cast iron pipes and other castings. Tlie supply of

earthenware drain pipes, for the collection of water; the
swpply of sluice valves, hydrants, covers, and index plates, and
the laying and jointing of about 1^,008 lineal yards of cast

iron water mains. K. H. Busc, Clerk, Bidcford, Devon.

Leeds, March H.—For the erection of S. John's Vicar^e,
Newtown, Leeds. Adams and Kelly, architects, 13, fade-
row, Leeds.

Legos, March 16.~For building premises in Boar-lane. W

.

Bakeweil, architect.

Uppingham Union, Rutland, March 15.—For the pro-
posed alterations and for the erection of new buildings at the
Union Workhouse at Uppingham. William H. Brown, Clerk,
Uppingham.

High Wycombe, Bucks, March 14.—For the erection of
a 16-rooraed detached residence and offices. W. Arthur
Vernon, architect, High Wycombe, Bucks.

GaJiENWicH District, March 23.—For layin* down Aber-
deen granite kerb and Aberdeen granite cubes for channels,
and other materials and works required for making up the
roads and footways of Bow ater-place. Bow ater-terrace, Rus-
sell-place, and Bedford -place, Old Dover-road, in the parish
of Greenwich. E. W. James, Clerk to tiie Board, Greenwich.

The Trouville Assocr.iTiON (Limited), March 21.—For
the formation of certain roads, on the estate at Trouville-sur-
Mer, Normandy. Architects, Messrs. Harvey and Nelson, 6,

Whitehall, London.

Ross, March 19.—For the erection and completion of three
villa residences on the Merryvale estate. Mr. George Smith,
architect. Corpse Cross-street, Ross.
Slioo Corporation Waterworks, March 25.—Contract

No. 1.— For the constructiou of the storage, reservoir, filter-

bed, and pure water basin, relief tank, and service reservoir.
Contract No. 2.—For providing various articles of cast and
wrought ironwork required for the construction of the
reservoirs and works connected therewith. James M'Kim,
Town Clerk, Sligo, Town Office, Sligo.

Metropolitan Board of Works, March 19.-For the
erection of two fire-brigade stations—one in Evelyn-street,
Deptford. and the other in Uigh-street, Wandsworth. John
Pollard, Clerk of the Board, Sprmg-gardeiis, S. W.
Norwich. March 3?.—For the erection of a church in the

parish of St. Philip, Ueigham, Norwich, in three contracts,
No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3. Edward Power, architect, 1, Wal-
brook-buildings, Walbrook, London.

Watford Union, March 15.— For the erection of a chapel
at the Union Workhouse. Richard Pugh, Clerk to the
Guardians, Watford.

Kent, March 17-—For the erection of a residence for the
Chaplain at the Kent County Lunatic Asylum, near Maid-
stone. Beale and Hoar, Clerks to the Visitors of the Asylum,
Maidstone.

KiRBY Stephen, March 28.—For the works required in
the restoration uf the parish church. Architects, Messrs.
Austin and Joiuisou, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Croydon Local Board op Health, March 21.—For the
erectionof two patent solid sewage extractors. R.J. Chess-
wright, Cierk, Town-halJ, Crojdou.

Gloucestershire, March 21.—For the erection of a
police station and petty sessional court, at Chipping Campden.
Mr. J. Medland, County Surveyor, Clarence-street, Gloucester.

Edmonton Union, March 21.—For the erection of an
infectious hospital at the Union Workhouse. Wm. Pulley,
Clerk to the Guardians, Edmonton.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITV.
RA.NDELL, Saunders, and Co.'hpany, Limited,

QuarryiTieu aud Stone Morchaats, Bath. List of
Prices at the Quarritis aud Depdts; aho Cost fur
TraHsit to auy part of the Uuitod Kln^'-doni, furnished
ou applicatiou to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Advt.] .CorsUain, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.
ACT 1869.-70 SUKKK.NUEtt AT BASINOHALL-STSKKT.

Appclles Ilarversoa, Black'iiaa-strect, Borough, glass aud
lead mercliant, March 15, at 11.

TO SUBaK.\UKR IN THE COUXTaY.

John Bojld, IlartlHnil, Devoa, plumber, March 26, at 12

—

Jalies Gavia Cuimin^'haiu, Sunderland, timber merchant,
Marcli 2i, at 11— Bcujaiuiu Ireland, Heydoa, Norfolk, Itme
burner, March 2i, at li

ACT 1869.- PUBLIC EIAXINATIOXS.

March 30, W. Fisher, I.ewisharn and Blackheath, house

decorator—March 2:i, W. J. L. Wilton, Ford. ne»r Stoke
Diraerel. carp.nter—March 2.'i. T lljlland. SudUurv. buUder—April », K. James, Manrhester.joiucr— March 17,'H. ilale-
kand, Higher Uroughton, Lancashire, joiner.

SITTIROS FOm Li«T SXAIIIMATIOK.—ACT 1881.

Marcli St, W. Medcalf, Mejborouijh, joiner— March 22, O.
Tunnacliffe.ScarborouKh. plasterer—April 6, J. (ioodcy. Prince
Artliur's-avenue,Three Colt-street, North Bow, builder—April
S. K. Barrett, Salisbury, plumber and glazier—June 16, C.
Clarke, Homerton and Charlton, builder—C. Turner, Bdirard-
strect, York-road, Battersea, and Cornwall-street, StanloT.
bridge, Fnlham, jobbing carpenter—June 16, J. H. Scarll
Barking, carpenter—June 16. It Berry, Klngston-on -Thames
slater—June 16. W. H. Turner, Euston-itrect, Euston-road,
glass painter-June 16, W. Chatter, Vowlcr-strcet, Walworth,
builder—March 25, C. W. Marshall, Sunderland, buiUer-
March 28, W. Blake, Maufield, painter and grainer.

DIVIOIHD VEETIH09.

April 1, U. and M. C. Slack, Herefonl, timber menjhant*—
March 16, J. Potter, Liverpool, builder—March 1 2, R. Napper,
Galhampton, Somersetshire, carpenter—March 21, J. Boberu,
Blaenrhondda, contractor—.March 16, T. Stepheoioa and R.
8tubbs, Nottingham, plumbers.

SCOTCH SI(iU(9TBATI0N.

David Robertson, Glasgow, iron merchant.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED,
T. and R. Parry, Manchester, builders—Shenhe»rd and

Allen. Luton, painters and glaziers—lllineworth and Son,
Bradford, Yorkshire, builders—Turner and Ward. Ilanlej,
buildcra-Southwart and Co., Thornton, stone merchants.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TlUOKB. Duty U per load ; Drawback, Is.

Teak load
Quebec, rod pine .

.

,, yellow pine-.
St John, N.B. jellovr
Quebec oak

„ btroh
,, elm

DantKic oak
fir

Memelflr
Ri(r»
Swedinh
Masta, Queb. red piae

,. yellow pine ..

Latuwood, Dant fin.

„ St P'burR.
Doalu, prC, I2ftby3
by 'J in. duty 2* per
load, drawback '2a.

Quebec, white Kpruce
St. John, white spruce
Yellow pine, per re*
duc-ed C.

Canada, Ut qaHltty.

'

Sod do
ArcbaDgel, yellow ..

£ i. I t.

11 5 11 IS
3 16 « 15

4 5

5 15 8 5
3 15 415
4 5 5 5
4 5 6 5
2 5 4

3 5 3 10
! 15 .1 >
J 2 a 12
3 10 6 e
4 5 6
4 6
6 6 5

IS 17 1»
la 15

19 10 19 10
13 13 10
10 10 li 10

St. Poterabursr, yeL..
Finland
Memal
(iothonburg, yellow

,. white .

Oefle, yellow
Soderham
Chrixtiania, per C,
IJ ft. by S by 9 in.

yellow
Flooring Boards, per

aq. of lin., first ycL
First white
Second qualitloH
PUMIOBSTOMSpr tn

OILS, Ste.

Seal, pale .. per tun
SpennbodT

1 10 IS 1*

9 1?
•

10 ij
9 l«

6 10
9

Sperm b
(^

93
i 10 39

Whale, Stii Sea. pale 39 •
OUre, GaUipoU GO o o
Coooannt, Cochin, tun ih 10 4fi

tahu,aue 32 3;^

Linseed 31 31 10
Rape»eed, Kng. pale.. 15 Q 6
Coctooseed 31 9 37

Metals.
LBAD :—

Pi?, Foreijrn per ton
„ Bngltsh, W.B. do.
,, Lf^iad Co do,
,, Other brands . . do.

Sheet Milled do.
Shot, Patent do,
Oedominium do.
Litharsre, WB do.
Whitedry do,

Ifl 7
19 10
19 5
!8 15

19 5
19 •
19 10

9

29
groundiuoil do. 3f& 29

coppaa t—

BriUeh—cake and ingot per ton 70 71

BestSelectod do. 71 10 72 10
Sheet do. 76 78
B^ttonwi do. 79 go
Australian do. 71 74 10
Spanixh Cake cash
diiliBara 66 67

refined introt 6a ll) 71

YeL Metal Sheathing & UodA per lb. 9 6^ • 6|

A ttractive Novelties.—Professor
^ Ti.n— .- <• r\.. *!,_ i_..» -M -..J \\r i„_r«i ni.^..* VJV-^i^On the last Now and Woadorfnl Ghoft Effects.

And other Optical Besourcc.i of the Polytechnic" Tbe Bomantio
Tale of KIP VAN WINKLE with Ertraordinary Dioramki and
Spoctral Scenes, is narr.ited by Mr. Artis.— Profeeoor Pepper's
Annual Course "On AMtruuomy and Spectrum Anatyt^id" Wedneedim
at 8.30 and Saturdays ut 3, during Lent, at the &OYAL POLT-

Pure Water.- The latest patented
dstem Filter In Kcneral use is the SBl^F-CLBANING

CHAttCOAL CLSTl-mN FILTER, a great imoroTement : fllei in

July last by FRMDKltICK LIPHCOMBB andCO,. Tomple Bar, who
are fixing more filters into cidte^ll^ than all other filter makers pot
together. Pruapoctus free.

jyTr. H. C. Bunkell has applica-
tiona for all kinds of Securities »ad Investments.

Notices of Estates. Lund or Houses to be Let or »old are in-

sorted in bi^i monthly register, and extensively olroulated free
of ohariite. Commiaaioa (only upon business effected) fixed
xnd modttraio. Applications and parttoulars are reinested to
be forwarded to his Auction. Land and Katate Oifloes.M, Klnic-
street. Obeapstde . B.O.

T^o Builders. — Partnership
Wanted.—WANTED, by a Yonng Man. ai;fl »9, single, a

Joiner, &c..by trad^a SITUATIOM as SHOPand VAllD FOUK-
MAN, with ATiew of beoDUiing a partner. Could oommand a saaall

ciipitaL Nine yeard' reference fr<im proMiit aaiployers. Uas ai^ed
as G«nflral Feremaa for Qve yean.—Address, P< Y., Post-ofice,
Ulouceeter.

partnership. — To Plumbers,
Zl«c Workers, and House Decorators.—W.\NTRD an ener-

getic M.IN, With some knowicil^ of eilhur of the rhjvo trades, and
a capita! of i:3M or £tOQ. to join the adrertiser Inexteniiag a wel-
e«tablish^il iruoJ paying BU^INKS.S ; borao, cart, and ran, and alj

fiUiit roi|uliiite for earryin^r on a Turr laor.itire faustnesu ; r.Ham«
s«t year orer £1000.—By latter to J. K, L,, FraokUa's, Mews AfVafc.
Battersea- pork -terrace, Batternea.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE.
COMMENCEMENT OF NEW VOLUME,

AND

PERMANENT ENLARGEMENT OF
THE ENGLISH MECHANIC

AND

MIRROR OF SCIENCE.
On the 25th of March, " The MECHANIC," hitherto published separately, will be incorporated with the ENGLISH

MECHANIC AND MIRROR OF SCIENCE. The latter Journal will also be considerably and permanently enlarged.

The improTements contemplated in connection with this enlargement will enable the ENGLISH MECHANIC not only to

maintain its present position as the leading scientific and engineering journal in the kingdom, but also very considerably to

extend its influence and circulation.

Its circulation at present exceeds that ot all the engineering or scientific journals combined, and will at the commencement
of the New Volume amount to

30,000 COPIES WEEKLY.
The Journal in its enlarged size will consist of 32 foolscap pages profusely illustrated. Advertisers who wish their

announcements brought before the numerous classes who read the ENGLISH MECHANIC should remember that all who
read similar journals read this, and that thousands read it who never see any other journal of the kind.

PRICE 2d. WEEKLY.
OF ALL NEWSVENDOES IN THE KINGDOM.

OFFICE—31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

EAWKSLEY'S PATENT STEPS.

Sole Agent—J. WESTWOOD, Jun.,

Tredegar House, Bow, London, E.

RecommeDded for DURABILITY, SIMPLICITY,
KIRM I'-OnTINO, ELASTICITY, and arc perfecUy

NOISELESS.

6ti<y(\ AAA Persons have passed over some ol

jO/U)UvU these steps, the wear beingonly

l-16th of an inch, and they may be seen at the Patent

Office Museum, South Kensington.

COX AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of CHUKCH FURNITURE.

With 680 Desifms for Church Furniture, Gothic >retal Work, Deco-
rations, Carpets, Hangings, and Embroidery. Price 6d., post free.

CATALOGUE of STAINED GLASS,
Containing 80 DsBigns, Prices, a Photograph of felx Figure Subjects,
aod a Ust of nearly 100 Churches in which Stained Glaati Windows

have been erected by them. Price 6d., post free.

CATALOGUE of MONUMENTS,
Tomb Ralls, HeadHtonea, Memorial Brasses, &&, desitrned by eminent

Architects and others. Price 6d., post free.

CHURCH PLATE, of MeBsre. COX and Sox'8 own manufacture ;

a large and varied assortment of CUalices, Flagons, and Pateris, in
eilvcr and electro-plate

; Portable Bag Sets and Pocket Communion
Servicer in stock.
LIGHTING CHURCHES.—Estimates furnished for laying on Gas

or lighting Churches and other Buildings with Coronie, Standards,
or Bracket* to burn pas, candles, or oil.

DO.MESTIC GOTHIC I'UHNITUBE.—Designs and Estimates
fuvniRhcd for Gothic Furniture of every description.
CARVING AND GOTHIC JOINERY.—A preat re<iuctIon effected

by roughing out the work by machinery, and linishing only hand
labour.
GOTinC METAX WORK of every description in SUver, Brass

and Iron.
ESTIMATES furnished for carrying out any Desiga

SHOW ROOMS,
28 and 29, Southampton-street, Strand, London.

STAINED GLASS WORKS,
a and 44, Muidcn-lane (adjoining the Show-rooms).

MANUFACTORY,
The Wood snd Stone Can-intr, Gothic Metal, Monumental, and
Granite FoUshing Works, College Wharf, Belvedere-road, Lambeth

FIBST-OLASS MEDAL,PARIS EXHIBITION, 1857
i'OR SUPERIOEITY OF VARNISHES.

MANDER, BROTHERS,
VARNISH AND JAPAN

MANUFACTURERS,
17, GRACECHUECH-STREET, LONDOS

6, E0E DE L'ENTREPOT, PAEIS.

ESTABUSBKD

BRICK MOULDS,
AND OTHER TOOLS FOB BRICKMAKING,

ARB ALWAYS KEPT IN STOCK BY
CLARK * HUNT, 159, SHOREDITCII, LONDON.
Uooldx made to any glTen dimensions. Price Liat forwarded on

nCBlpt of a atamp.

POLONCEAU AND SEYSSEL ASPHALTE

For eorering Flat Boo^ Paving, and Flooring of every description

especially in pUeM sabject to damp and vermin.

Thla Asphalt« is now «aea«iT«iy m^d for Paving STABLES (as

•bowB •teve), tb« abMUce of joints preventing the geneiation of

For littaBatcs and Prioeii, kc ,
apply to

JOHN PILKINGTON,
15, PISH STREET BILL, LONDON, E.C.

Conntry BoUdera impplied with Aaphalte in balk for corerinff Floor-

BgM, Bam Floora, Ac with ioalructious to lay it d.,wn.

PRIZE HSDAL, lact

HAMILTON AND CO.,
So. » and 10, OBEEK-KTRIiFrr. SOHO-SQCARB LONDON, W

Sole Maniifacturors of

A. WATKDiS PATENT WIRE BOUND, ROUND and OVAL

FAINTING BRUSHES.
ClsUnper Bnuhw, SmIi TooId, Stippling Bnuhos, Qlldera' and

Graintfm' Tools.

BY

MAJESTY'S

LETTERS

HER

ROYAL

PATENT.

t goodii are madto of the butt materiabi and workmanxhin, and
bftva obUbifld » high reputatiou among the chief docoratorn In lh«
'• ingdofo. VamWi and!^ Colour Manufncturera, Oiloimi, Morcliaiitii

itr,. ar« lupplicd en Um U/wmt tvjrma. Pric« LlsU forwardud on ap-
plkktkm.

Established a.d. 1774.

Austin's New Imperial Patent
-^^ SUPERFINE FLAX SASH LINE.
The above article ifl now heing manufiictured Bud Bold in lar^*

Quantities for DreenhouHe Sflshes, Puhlic-house Shutters, and othei

ht-itvy work. The inanufacturem would reeonimond it for its strength

and the large amount of wear in it coneequeut on Itu peculiar mtum-
factnrfi.

AUSTI^"S IMPERIAL PATENT FLAX SASH AND BLINF
LINES (two Prize Medalt! awarded). The Manufiicturcrs of the iilwvf

articles particularly wish to draw the attention of the Trade t-o theii

imperial Pulent Klax Suhli Lines, of wldch they are now making foui

qualities), and they strongly rooonimend that In all cnReH they shouh)
he pnrcliased in preference to the patent lines made from Jute, which
article has neither the strength nor the durability of Haxj conBequently
cannot give so mnrh BatiRfacLion to the Consumer.
Th«v nlso Invite the particular attention of the trade to their

IMPK^IAL PATKNT BLLND LINES, which are very superior to

oitvtliing yet offered,

Thtiv cnn be ohuiticd of all Rop«iinaker«, Ironmongers, Merchants
Foctuis. and Wholesale Houses in Town or Country.

LEE cSC OO.'S
PATENT OLEO CHIRTA WATERPEOOF

WASHABLE PAPERHANGINGS.
The viihj ll^medyfor Damp in Newor Old Walls.

Decorated by Flnrt-cla*«« Art-Workmen, or Stencilled and

Printed in every style, to suit th« Palace, the Mansion, and the

Cottage.

ARCHITECn-S' AND DECORATORS' DESIGNS CARRIED
OUT ON SHOUT NOTICE, WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE.

5, Newman-Street, London, W.

WORKS AT WOLVERHAMPTON
^ i. Tarnishes Supplied of guaranteed quality
h^ j^ for ilailwtiy Companies,

Coach Builders, Decorators, Builders,
Churches, &c.

SAMPLES CAN BE OBTAINED GRATIS.
CARRIAGE PAID.

A sphalte Trinidad
MINERAL TAR.

Seyssell

—

THOMAS HARRISON and CO. have now % regular supply oS
ROCHE ASPHALTE and MASTIC MINERAL TAR from trance,

and can undertake to execute any work in Asphalteof the very finest

SeyBsell quality, as well aa Trinidad and British Asphaltes, on the

most reasonable terms.

m.T:.T>4ni?r» / for every description of BOILDISG, RAILWAY, and
PRi-FAKH-U

\^ AGRICULTURAL WORK.
™,T--.rT.T,.*.E.r» ( for every purpose, situation, and EXPORT TO BVEBY
TEMPERED

^^ CLIMATK.
Rendered to uniform consistency by Steam Power.

rhe trade supplied on advantageous terms ; and estimates given foT
works of anv magnitude; also for

laying"TAR PAVEMENT.

THOMAS HARRISON AND CO.,
ASPHALTE, VmiTING, AND PAINT WORKS—

Cambriitpe Heath Wliarf , Hackney,
Sunderlhod Wharf, Rotherhithe.

CITT 0FFICB8-N . 136, FENCHURCH STREET, CITY, E.C'.

PAPIER MACHE ORNAMENTS,
t'LOWEB-S, MOU LUIXGS, VENTILATORS ,

fa.

PAPIER MACHE EIGURES,
HH.ACKETS, HAS RELIEFS, fa.

PAPIER MACHE CORNICES,
CHIVINEYPIECES, PICTURE rR.\MES, Slc.

Af~&B.EATLY REDTJGED PRICES.

PAPIER MACHE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

Successors to BIELEFELD &. CO.,

21, WELLINGTON STKEET, STRAND, W.C

jQjIoh:TEi^-^a-E.
CHARLES STKUTTON,

34, Commercial Road, Lambeth.

Gl-out or Kheumatism is quickly

M<Klkim, ULAIB'S aOUT »n.l RHKUMATIC I'lLLS. ,..„_.
Tticv require no rcstriiint of diot or confin<mcnt during their tlsc,

ft ml ivrocuriptin to prevent the dibcuB*. att.u-kitiKimy vital jwirt.

01 tainetl through auy ChemiBt or Medicjue Vendor.
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GOODBICH, HEREFORDSHIRE.

GOODRICH, the principal village between

Ross and Monmouth, on the banks of

thv Wye, in Herefordshire, contains inucli tliat

is interesting to the architectural student as

well as to the antiquarian. The remains of

its ancient castle, the church, of nearly as

remote an origin, and some considerable frag-

ments of monastic buildings now attached to

a farmhouse, are all worthy of attentive exa-

mination. The modern castellated residence,

deprived of the splendid contents of its far-

famed armoury, which have been transferred

to the South Kensington Museum, has, how-
ever, little but what would excite the ridicule

of an architect of the present day in its mimic
turrets and drawbridges, which are but a

parody upon the genuine ones in its immediate
vicinity. According to Mr. John Taylor, the

librarian of the Bristol Library, who lias pub-
lished a short notice of Goodrich Castle,

the date of its foundation is not known,
nor is it mentioned in " Domesday Book,"
although its Keep is of Norman work. This

was probably built by Hugh de Lacy, the

founder of Llantony Abbey. In the reign of

Henry II., A.D. 1165, it was held by William
Marehall, Earl of Pembroke, and subsequently

by William de Valence, who died a.d. 1296.

It became afterwards the principal seat of the

Talbots, in the reign of Edward III., and here
resided the Earl of Shrewsbury, Sir .John

Talbot (.\.D. 1421), famed as the antagonist of

Joan of Arc. From a petition preferred

against him by the inhabitants of the Hundred
of Wormlow, in which district the castle is

situated, it would appear that he was a
scourge to the neighbourhood as well as to

his enemies in France. Goodrich Castle
remained in possession of tlie Shrewsbury
family until a.d. 161G, and in that of the

Dukes of Kent till a.d. 1740, when it was
purchased by Admiral Griifin, whose grand-

daughter, Mrs. Marriott, now owns it.

The general plan of the castle is a paral-

lelogram, about 180ft. long by 152ft. wide,

with a round tower at each angle, and a square
Keep in the centre of the south-western side.

The entrance is at the south-eastern angle,

and is a fine composition—a gateway between
two circular towers rising from square bases,

with noble squinches continued nearly to the

parapet and producing most delicate lines.

These squinches in such development seem
peculiar to the South Welsh castles, and may
be seen at Chepstow and Newport, in Mon-
mouthshire, but nowhere with such perfec-
tion and refinement as here at Goodrich. The
depth of the gateway is not much less than
60ft., and its passage was defended by a

drawbridge, and loopholes on either side.

The chases for the first gate are 10ft. within
the aichway, aud above it were holes to pour
from a chamber above molten lead or missiles

upon the heads of those attacking it. At in-

tervals about 7ft. beyond were two portcullises,

the spaces between being exposed to loop-
holes at the sides, and similar means of defence
from above. Behind these there was another
gate, and 6ft. further on a doorway leads to a
long, narrow gallery formed in the thickness
of the wall to give access to the loopholes
referred to. These numerous contrivances
rendered the access to this castle unusually
dangerous and difficult.

Alongside of this gateway are the ruins of
the chapel. Few of its details are left, but
sufficient to show its arrangements, which
appear to have been very complete. Corbels
on either side show the position of the screen
which divided off the ante-chapel, and a small
apartment or recess in the thickness of the

wall is supposed to have been used as the
confessional. The details, which are much
mutilated, are of Early English work, with
alterations and additions of the period of

Henry VI. A lofty octagonal tower, called

the watch-tower, adjoins the chapel, and was
probably occupied by the chaplain and the

warden, and thence access was obtained to a

covered passage along the wall to the circular

tower of the south-west angle, which is 36ft.

in diameter, and with walls 8ft. thick. In
this tower upon every floor is a trefoiled-

headcd recess for a lamp on the landing oppo-

site the doorway, and the remains of a chim-
ney-piece upon one of the upper floors is a
charming work of the Decorated Gothic
period, with delicate corbels composed of three

mouldings, composing a triple shaft with

minute capitals dying below into the jambs
without bases. Many of the castles in this

part of the country have charming examples
of cliimney-pieces of this character, among
which may be particularly mentioned those

of S. Briavel's, in the Forest of Dean.
The Keep, of Norman work, is square, with

pilasters at the angles, and has a semicircular-

headed doorway and some couplet windows
divided by columns, with other details of good
character. In its basement was a strong

apartment about 15ft. square, with an inner

cell entered by a low Pointed archway. This
has hardly any provision for light or air,

and was constructed under a license from Ed-
ward III. by Richard Talbot as a prison.

The tower at the other angle of the west
side of the castle is circular outside, but
rudely polygonal within, aud is of the Per-
pendicular style. On the north side is another
tower, called the Ladies' Bower ; near this is

the withdrawing room, with the kitchen and
its appurtenances below. The latter are so

filled up with rubbish as to be difficult to dis-

tinguish ; the stone sink of the scullery is,

however, still to be seen. The drawing-room
must have been a fine apartment, with lofty

lancet-headed windows divided by muUions
;

it was separated from an ante-room by an
arcade of two well -moulded Decorated arches

supported upon an octagonal shaft which was
continued down to the basement below. This
feature, through which, as a frame, and the

breach made in the tower beyond at the time
of the Great Rebellion, the windings of the

river Wye and a lovely country are now
visible, is one of the charms of this un-
usually picturesque ruin.

Some remains of an equally fine banqnet-
ing-hall also exist, with a delicate corbel with
a single short detached column in it which
supported an arch of division, possibly over the

dais, from the rest of the hall is well worth
notice as resembling somewhat upon a humble
scale the magnificent one at Chepstow Castle
The church, at some little distance, although

sadly mutilated, corresponds in detail with
the Gothic architecture of the Castle, but it

has no remains of Norman work. It has no
structural division between nave and chancel,

and consists of two aisles of equal length, the
arcadodividingthem being Early English, with
a tower without any belfry windows, and alofty
spire with four lucarnes, aud a south porch.

The porch is curious, as possessing besides the

wide archway in the usual position, a smaller
one on the east side, with a window alongside.

The object of this is not apparent, but the

effect is very picturesque. The walls, are

dilapidated, and the roofs modern, and the
windows have in general been replaced by
larger ones of bad character. The structure

is, however, about to be substantially restored,

and the roofs renewed, at the sole cost of
the vicar, the Rev. Henry Morgan, under the

superintendence of Mr. Seddon, the architect.

The monastic remains referred to as attached
to a farmhouse in the neighbourhood are the

remnants of Flanesford Priory, founded by
Richard Talbot, who served in the wars of

Edward III., and died in 1356. A noble hall,

with decorated Gothic windows, is now used

as a barn, »nd is in very fair condition, and

should not be overlooked by any architect

who may visit the Castle, from which it is but
a very short distance.

LONDON AND ITS ORNAMENTATION
IN 1870.

THE Thames Embankment has this advan-
tage, that it makes a full and large

display, and the constructive merits of the
engineer, with regard to its foundations, can
be allowed for. It has, it is true, two chief
aspects, that of its river frontage and that of
its capacity as a promenade, but the river

fronts are long masses, making an open
account of a large expenditure for a great
work. Thus the engineer is well represented.
The Holborn Viaduct does not show itself ia
the same way. Most of its best work is

buried from sight, and in no point of view
will it give a great impres.sion as the work of
one mind, because in a short time it will come
to be regarded as a natural feature. Before
five years, perhaps Mr. Haywood will cease to

be thought of as the author of the Holborn
Viaduct, because, fulfilling the functions for

which he has designed it, it will be worked in

as an integral and indispensable portion of our
great thoroughfares.

It is a singular consequence of success, but
one of the best auguries of sure success, that
a man should efface himself in the thorough
accomplishment of his work ; absorbed in his

own approach to perfection as in the dogmas
of the Buddhists. There is one comfort, this

Nirvana can never befal a vain man, and
torment him, for he will never be tempted to

attain it. Except that the houses are unbuilt,

and these are so far proofs of newness, the

carriage passengers are already becoming
accustomed to this grand thoroughfare, and,

accepting its usefulness, regard it as an
established institution.

The designer of the Viaduct has to depend
for remembrance on partial exhibition of minor
works, which are separately treated—such, for

instance, as the Farringdon-street views of
the Viaduct itself. Here, again, successful

realisation rejects applause. The throng
of spectators, who once passed, and might
have admired the frontages, are now raised up
high in air to another surface and an upper
world, and Farringdon-street and Holborn-
bridge have to seek in the growth of the

metropolis future crowds of wayfarers. Under
these circumstances an incident of the upper
Viaduct is noteworthy, and that is the knots

of gazers who stop to look at the bronze
statues.

It was no doubt conceived that these four

statues were simply designed as terminals for

the piers, as seen from Farringdon-street

below. For that purpose they serve, but at such

a height from the street artistic details would
be lost, and therefore Mr. Haywood has found
a further resource by turning the faces of the

statues to the main thoroughfare. The bases

are not high, the figures of moderate height,

and the whole can be well seen. They arrest

the attention of the passerby. They have

their names, as Agriculture and Commerce,
plainly set forth, and the spectators are led to

judge how far the sculptor has answered for

the task set liim. They seem to go to work
with a will. It is not a glance and then push
on, but everything is carefully scanned, and
in many cases lengthily discussed.

It is probable that these minor and not

costly works have done more for awakening

the interest of the population, and created

more work for artists than many of the larger

and expensive monuments. They are only

the application of a mode of ornamentation

common enough in France and on the Con-

tinent, and within the means of any muni-

cipality. It does not exact the highest genius

for art, but it requires careful and exact

treatment, giving remuneration to assistant

artists, and affording the young sculptor scope

for distinction, Very few are aware how
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narrow is the field open to the exertions of our

sculptors. It is loosely thought that public

monuments give scope for competition, and
the reward of employment. The opportunities

are however rare. Just now all that is in

prospect is the Derby monument. Altogether

these things are lottery prizes, and like such

prizes they are apt to do more harm than

good. They are often awarded under the in-

fluence of a clique, and besides, there are

natural and pnidential considerations which
limit the decision. A committee hesitates

before giving a commission of £5000 or

£10,000 to the best design of a man whose
reputation is not established. The delay in

the Wellington monument for S. Paul's has

been enough to frighten any committee. A
dull man of good business habits, possessing

the confidence of dull men of good business

habits, will lay hold of a good supply of com-
missions, and keep many young men of ability

in the drudgery of his workshop making
Teputations for one who wants genius, and
closing more surely against themselves the

avenues to distinction.

The sculptor is thrown upon private practice

in busts, and is glad if he can earn a decent
living in a quiet way. If he misses a public

commission in bronze or marble, he may
obtain no further achievement than a private

commission in stone. Such is the fate of many
a man of genius, well regarded and well

supported. These descents to inferior persona-

tion are among the bitter trials of a sculptor.

There is a very good example now on hand.
Thomas Milnes, the sculptor, is named as

having the good fortune to execute four

colossal lions for a liberal patron of art, Sir

Titus Salt. These lions are, however, those

originally designed, and supposed to be com-
missiontd for the Nelson Monument in Tra-
falgar-square, by the Board of Works, but

superseded by the productions of the late

Baron Marochetti. Milnes's lions are now
after long years worked out in a brownish
Yorkshire stone. They are fine and notable
productions, which leading connoisseurs go
out of their way to see, but they are carried

out in an inferior material, and placed in a
private gentleman's grounds. A group of

sculpture, Sampson and the Lion, of the same
sculptor, approved by two Chief Commissioners
of opposite parties, and which they wished to

be ill marble and placed in one of our public

gardens, was next estimated in stone, and even
then found to be outside tlie mercies of the

budget. If a sculptor makes a sacrifice of

money in order to obtain a public situation for

a favourite work, even then ho has no secu-

rity. A man such as Milnes, and many
more, may stand before his model wishing,

like Pygmalion, it would come to life with as

good expectations of success as he has of

getting it before future generations in the

higher forms of art.

The statues on the Holbom Viaduct are

therefore of this value, that they set a good
practical example for the encouragement of

sculptors, and the popularisation of art. So
far as the Viaduct is concerned, they serve

a good purpose and contribute to the monu-
mental appearance of this great thoroughfare.

In the Holborn-circus will be placed the

Albert monument, a good situation for a great

work. From that point westward the monu-
mental character of this great artery ceases,

no public buildings being available. There is

little hope of the Museum fagade being to

to any extent thrown open. The only chance

is the erection of other public monuments on
the ronte. If the railway street from Charing-

cross to Tottenham- court-road should be
earned out this will afford a relief, and so too

any street running by the Law Courts. The
Viaduct will in all likelihood place this great

line before the public as a more valuable

resource for the advancement of the metropolis.

An incidental result of the Viaduct is to

give ns the effect of an upper town, with its

raised lines of communication overlooking
large streets. This the railway viaducts do

not accomplish for us, as the arches are from
motives of economy kept as low as possible.

The great arch of the Holborn Viaduct
commands in the daytime a great expanse of

crowded streets and at night a wide extent of

illumination. It remains for the Corporation
to turn these features to account. 'They are

resources ready furnished, which require care

rather than expense to make available, so as

to add to the attractions of the scene, and to

make it one of the most remarkable city sites

in the world, possessing great animation in

the movement of its thoroughfares, always
an element of grandeur to the visitor.

There is another opportunity yet to be
taken advantage of. Tlie Holborn Viaduct is

seen on the north from Ludgate-hill as a

scenic close to the wide street, but before,

intercepting the view of St. Paul's, is the

unhappy railway bridge. Here a small circus

is laid out, which has every chance of being
carried out without system, aud so as to

make a muddle of a fine situation. It would
be easy to compose the two eastern quadrants
with the railway bridge, so as to give on that
side a new Lud Gate, and what would then
appear, instead of an impediment, a portal to

St. Paul's. Hyde Clarke.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.—AET WORKMAN-
SHIP COMPETITION, 1869-70.

THE following is the Report of the Judges
in this competition :

—

In submitting our list of awards for the com-
petition amongst the art-workmen for the session

1869-70, we desire to congratulate the Council of
the Society of Arts upon a more worthy response
to their liberal invitations to the workmen to

forward good specimens of their handicrafts than
was made last year.

This improvement is manifested rather in the
absence of the very bad than in the presence of
the very good. In the second division, however,
comprising the application to ordinary industry of
prescribed art-processes, we have met with several

works of conspicions excellence. Foremost in the
list of these, we must place the ornamental iron-

work for the balcony of a window, executed by
Mr. William and Mr. Henry Robson, a work
uniting three special merits—elegant and not over-
loaded design ; masterly technical execution in

forging, twisting, &c. ; and moderate price. We
are fully aware of the high position occupied in

metal working generally by this country at the
present time, but we look upon this work of the
Messrs. Robson as an especially good example.
We have, therefore, awarded to it the North
London Exhibitionjprize for the best specimen of
skilful workmanship at the Society's exhibition,

in addition to a premium of £10.
In several other instances the exhibition contains

good evidence of excellence in metal working, and
the Messrs. Emms' balcony and wrought-iron
bannister are very satisfactory.

In metal working in other divisions we have to

commend highly the " Virgin and Child," worked
in low relief in iron, after an example in the
South Kensington Museum, by Mr. A. Dufour.
In this case we have also to notice excellent work
combined with moderate price. To Mr. A.
Dufour we have awarded a premium of £10, while,

for a corresponding work, executed by Mr. Adolf
Ostertag, we recommend that a prize of £6 should
bo given.

The hammered iron knocker, executed by
"A.S.,"i8 large in style, and well and simply
treated.

In coppersmiths' work, the repousse mask
wrought by Mr. &. Deere is well " bossed " out,

and may be regarded as a skilful piece of work-
manship. Mr. A. Millward has forwarded a good
specimen of the inlay of German silver in cojjper,

and a still better circular ornament pierced in

metal ; the latter is agreeable, and ch.aracteristic

in design, and is worked with a cleanliness of

cutting and truth of figure highly to be cfim-

mendcd.
It is to be regretted that, in working in the

precious metals, in which at the present time the

art-workmen of Paris and Vienna are so superior,

the Society's Exhibition should contain nothing
worthy of notice.

In the second division, however, we are glad to

recognise, on the part of Mr. Alfred Gray, a power

to execute enamelling on metal in the style (a
novelty in this country) which has gained so much
reputation for the houses of Christofle and Bar-
bedienne, of Paris. Wo have awarded Mr. Gray,
for his miniature frame, a premium of £7 10s.,

and shall hope to see him, on some future occasion,
displaying his command over the various processes
of enamelling upon a more elaborate and
important scale. The application of enamelled
colours on ceramic bodies, so as to form elegant
commemorative tablets, has been fairly sho«ni by
Messrs. Evans and Griffiths, of the Potteries, to
whom we have awarded a premium of £5.
We are further pleased to be able to remark

that the Society's invitation to workmen to
compete under their second division has succeeded
in eliciting marked novelty and excellence in

English glass-working. Mr. Joseph Leicester's
three champagne glasses, with filigrani in the cup,
stem, and foot, fairly rival the products of Venice.
The works of Mr. Barnes, though not so elegant,
display command over several difficult processes in

glass-blowing. In the same division Mr. Charles
Pfander contributes various agreeable specimens
of painted book-covers of a more or less novel
character ; and Mr. E. T. Grove an envelope case,

in various woods, enriched with carvings in low
relief, and marquetry, of neat execution, and
marking progress in the application to ordinary
industry of an art-process hitherto comparatively
little used in this country.

In the classes of carving in wood, carving in

ivory, painting on porcelain, and modelling in

plaster, there is little call for remark, although a
fair average has certainly been maintained.

In cameo cutting, wo remarked an excellent

portrait of Dr. Billings, for which we have given
a premium of £5.
Among the works of exceptional merit, not

previously referred to, should certainly be noticed

Mr. H. J. Hatfield's beautiful bronze missal cover,

pierced, and chased with great truth and taste.

In etching and engraving on metal, the works
of Mr. S, Gill and Mr. J. Gittins were of such

equal merit in our eyes as to entitle each of them
to a premium of £5.
The embroidery executed by the Misses Pfander

reflects credit upon those ladies.

We noted the contributions to the exhibition of

the veterans, Mr. Louij Genth and Mr. Mark
Rogers, whose works we have commended.

A decided novelty in marquetry, contributed by
Mr. W. Clayton, to which we have awarded the

premium of £7 10s., appeared to us likely to be
valuable for purposes of internal mural decora-
tion.

Upon the whole, and in conclusion, we have to

express our conviction that the Society of Arts,

should it see fit to continue its liberal invitations

to art-workmen to compete for prizes, cannot do
better than offer a somewhat similar programme
for the ensuing year to that of 1869-70, varying,

however, some of the prescribed designs, the

repetition of which has now become monotonous.

Signed,

( M

RiCHAED EEDGKAVE.
EOKGE Godwin.

M. DlGBY Wyatt.

Institution of Naval Aechitects.—"This

Institution will open its annual general meeting

on Wednesday, the 6th April, in the Lecture

Theatre of the South Kensington Museum, which
has been placed at the disposal of the members
by the courtesy of the Committee of Council on
Education. The remaining three days of the week
the Institution will met as usual, through the

permission of the Society of Arts, in their great

hall, in John-street, Adelphi. The meeting at

South Kensington has been arranged with the

view both of obtaining a little extra time for the

discussions upon the papers read, and in order to

enable the members and associates and their

visitors to inspect the premises of the Royal

School of Naval Architecture, and the valuable

collection of models of ships and marine engines

iu the Naval Gallery at South Kensington. The
programme of papers to be read has not yet been

completely settled, but some interesting contribu-

tions to the theory and practice both of naval

architecture and marine engineering have already

been promised.

It now appears to be certain that the extension of

the Metropolitan District Railway beneath the

Thames Embankment from Westmmster to Black-

friars Bridge will be completed aud opened for

traffic by May 1.
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Ofiuil ^ugineeriiifl.

SCREW PILES.

IT is a fact worthy of notice tliat altliough

screw piles have been in use in England
and the transatlantic continent for nearly forty

years, they have scarcely been employed in

France on any scale that warrants a descrip-

tion. This is the more difficult to understand
since the value of tlio principle is universally

recognised, and in many situations it would
be impossible, in an engineering point of view,

to obtain a foundation without them. It is,

in fact, only since their introduction and the

establishment of their advantages that certain

structure-j, lighthouses for example, have
been succes-ifully erected on shifting sands,

and other kinds of foundations, upon which,
by the ordinary methods in use, no superstruc-
ture could have ever been erected. On the
Bombay, Baroda and Central India railway
screw piles were employed as the means of
obtaining a foundation in the numerous rivers

crossed by that line. They were screwed
down, sometimes by capstan power, at others

by yoking native cattle to the end of a long
lever, until they came to a firm substratum.
Several of these properly braced together
formed the piers upon which the iron girders

were placed, which were nearly all of a uniform
span of sixty feet. Unquestionably one of the
chief merits of the screw pile is its great
suitability for rapid rivers, which sometimes
during a severe draught arc nearly dry, and
which in flood time, roll down their waters
with all the impetuosity of a mountain torrent.

The screw pile not merely fastens itself firmly

into the ground, but its comparatively small
sectional area offers but little impediment to

the motion of the stream. At the same time,
it must not be forgotten that there are certain
descriptions of substrata for which the screw
pile is not adapted, and where it becomes
necessary to seek a foundation by the employ-
ment of other means. We shall allude to this

presently. The first application of the screw
pile principle was made by the inventor, Mr.
AlexanderMitchell, in the harbour of his native
town, Belfast, where some buoys were success-
fully anchored in that manner. The light-

houses at Fleetwood and the Maplin sands
demonstrated a few years afterwards that the
invention was likely to prove of great utility

to engineers. The former of these was carried
away bodily about a month ago by a schooner
which ran into it. It was only the super-
structure that fell, the piles remaining in their

place. A large number of dock walls, jetties,

breakwaters and other engineering works have
been erected solely upon foundations secured
through the agency of these piles. A brief
description of their advantages and suita-

bility for the purposes of foundations will

prove of interest to not only our professional
reader.^, but to the amateurs as well.

A screw pile only differs from an ordinary
one of timber, or cast or wrought iron, by being
furnished at the lower extremity with a screw
or spiral. The screw is of particular construc-
tion, as it is provided with ouly two or three
turns, or more correctly blades, which are of
different diameter. The upper of these has the
greatest resistance to contend with, and is

therefore of a larger diameter than the others,

sometimes reaching the dimension of four feet.

Thepile being adjusted in either a vertical or
inclined plane as required, a movement of
rotation is imparted to the upper extremity,
and the penetration commences. One of the
chief merits in thus obtaining a foundation is

that the pile does not dislodge the earth near
and round about it, but bores its own way, so
to speak, without disturbing the neighbouring
layers. Thus fixed in position, the pile can
be used either as a mooring post, or as a portion
of a pier upon which; to erect a bridge, jetty,

or other analogous superstructure. The screws
are either cylindrical or conical, of cast or
wrought iron, and the piles may bo also of

eitlier material, or of timber. The employ-
ment of the latter in connection with the
screw end is rare. According to the nature
and consistency of the ground to be pene-
trated, so must the shape and size of the
screw be proportioned. If the earth bo of a
loose, friable, easily penetrable character, a
cylindrically formed screw will answer for the
purpose ; but if it be of a compact, tenacious
description it becomes necessary to use a
screw in the shape of a cone. No screw, what-
ever may bejits form and powers of boring,

will penetrate into absolute rock, but the
principle has been successfully applied in

instances where the foundation was a bed of

coral. It is manifest that the power required

to get the pile down will depend altogether

upon the nature of the ground to be pene-
trated. As a rule, a capstan worked by
manual labour is found sufficient. One of these

machines with eight bars about twenty feet

in length, each manned by five or six labourers,

has been found capable of getting down a pile

four feet in diameter, to a depth of fifteen

feet in an hour and a half, in ground com-
posed of sand, clay, and loose rock of a
schistose nature. The conditions being the

same, a period of two hours was sufficient to

sink a screw pile to a depth of twenty-one
feet. In cases where it is not possible to

employ the leverage of capstan bars, that is

where room cannot be obtained for erecting a

platform, the head of the capstan is furnished
with a wheel which can bo worked by an
endless rope or chain set in motion by a gang
of men. Where the earth is very dry, screw
piles can often be " got down " by very simple
means. It sometimes suffices to fix to the

upper end of the pile a rod with an eye in it

to attach a short iron lever, and screw the pile

down. This arrangement will only be avail-

able for short depths.

The especial advantages of screw piles are

considered generally to have more relation to

bridge foundations, than any other engineering
works, but there is another very important
application of the principle which we have as

yet only touched upon. It relates to the
anchorage of buoys, and mooring posts for

vessels. Obviously the desideratum in this

particular class of works is that the hold or

grip of the anchor should be a maximum. In
other words, what kind of anchor will give

the greatest resistance to a tensile strain, ten-

ding to cause it to drag, the anchor itself

being of the least weight ? It is a simple
question of a combination of maximum hold
with minimum weight. About twenty years
ago some highly interesting and instructive

experiments were undertaken with a view to
the practical elucidation of this important
point. Some of the best-made anchors,".weigh-

mg two hundredweight, were dragged along
the ground, by a force which produced no
effect upon a screwed mooring, inserted

to a depth of three feet, and weighing
only eight pounds. Others weighing
seventeen pounds resisted haulingbetter than
anchors having a weight of nearly five hun-
dredweight. The value of screw piles and
moorings for lighthouse, jetties, breakwaters,

and floating signals, and all structures ex-

posed to violent hurricanes and sudden impac-
tive forces, can scarcely be over estimated.

On this account they would be found very
useful in stormy latitudes, for securely fixing

telegraph posts, as it is the commonest oc-

currence in the world to hear of the telegraphic

communication being interrupted in conse-

quence of the posts beingblown down. There
's one more point relating to screw piles that

deserves mention, although probably it is

seldom brought into notice. It is the facility

with which they can be "drawn." All that is

necessary to accomplish this task, which with

piles of a different description is a very

tedious and] laborious one is to reverse the

operation of getting them down—in a word, to

unscrew them. It might be stated that when a

pile is once down, it is not intended ever to

come up again. This assertion is not quite

correct, even for permanent worics, and cer-

tainly incorrect when temporary works are

considered. Piles aro sometimes required to

be drawn in situations when it has been
thought that they were down " for good." In
works of a temporary nature, where the piles

aro of timber, they are seldom permitted to

be drawn, as the operation would disturb the

foundations of the permanent structure, bub
are cut off near the ground level. If screw
piles were employed in temporary dams and
such like work, they might be drawn, as the

unscrewing would scarcely affect the ground in

any sense, and their comparatively small

sectional area would. still more lessen the

chance of any danger. The piles might thua

be used over and over again, and constitute

a regular item of the contractor's plant. Per-

haps the only description of ground that would
be unsuitable to the use of these piles would
be a stiff clay. The screw would get clogged
and the labour of getting it down would be
more than what would compensate the other

advantages. Hollow cylinders would be the

proper substitute to employ in such a case.

ON ORNAMENTAL IRONWORK.
SIXTH LECTUEE.

MR. CA.PE3 delivered his concludins; lecture

on this subject on Monday erenini; la-it.

After some brief remarks on topics toached on
in hi3 former lectares, Mr. Capes referred to Che

widespread prejudice existing against the use of

iron as a material io which to execute works of

art. Some people, he said, looked upon iron as

being all very well as a material for the construc-

tion of railways and steam engines, but thought
it incapable of being applied for highly-decorative

or ornamental purposes. How unfounded was
such a prejudice was seen by an examination of

the small coffers, caskets, locks, &o., of wrought-
iron executed in the Middle Ages, which ex-

hibited the highest finish and delicacy of work-
manship. (Several specimens of this kind of

work were exhibited, and the general character-

istics of their details were pointed out by Mr.
Capes.) The lecturer, in continuation, said it

was graatly to be regretted that so little work of

this kind was called for at the present day,

owing to its beauty not being recognised by the

public. Most persons cared for quantity rather

than quality. As a rule, a man in decorating his

house sought to make as much show as possible,

and this prevailing fondness for display at a
cheap rate was a special misfortune for those who
were workers in ornamental iron. It was their

misfortune in two ways—first of all, because it

was entirely out of the question to make
thoroughly good ironwork very cheap, as it must
always be to a great extent made by hand and

not by machinery. Secondly,the beauty ot wrought

iron was not of that particular kind which at-

tracted the ignorant multitude of purchasers

—

whetherhabited in fustian and corduroy, or having

large balances at their bankers. Good wrought-

iron-work was not, in a word, smart or showy.

Mr. Capes next proceeded to point out the special

adaptation of such small works as caskets, locks,

hinges, &c., to the circumstances of the art-work-

man, as, being small, they could be produced in a

workshop only a few feet square and with a small

forge and few tools. The lecturer ventured to

hope that as the community became better edu-

cated there would be a revived demand for

works of art of this kind. He next alluded to

the practice of engraving on surfaces of iron and

steel, which had now very much gone out of

fashion, but which was capable of producing the

highest results. This kind of work owed ite

abandonment in great measure to the expense in-

curred in engraving on so hard a substance, but

the engravers of steel plates for the production of

prints had for some time past used a kind of

steel prepared in such a way as to allow them to

cut into it with facility, and the engraving beinK

finished, the plate was hardened. Ho saw no

difficulty in the way of applying the same pro-

cess to the engraving of steel for purposes other

than the production of pictures. He hoped wa

might see the day when a taste for chased and

engraved steel would be as common as it was

formerly. How beautiful were the effects pro-

duced by such processes would be seen by in-

specting the Meyrick and other collections of
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armour. Oriental metal work was peculiarly

profuse in examples of what could be effected by
such means. In his concluding remarks, Mr.
Capea dwelt on the general position of the Eng-
lish art-workmen, the necessity for persevering

study, the influence of schools and museums,
and the connection between general education

and the special needs of the art-workman, lie

said that it was perpetually being put forward by

writers in the present day that if we were ever

to hare a rerival of the workmanship of former

days, and if England was to rival foreign nations

in the originality and beauty of their designs,

our art-workmen must be something more than

mere copyists of old works. They must cease

to be mere machines, and become, in their degree,

real artists, working with a real feeling, love, and
understanding of what was beautiful. This view

he held to be entirely true— it was feeling for

art and beauty of which so much was needed.

This feeling and love for art had been of late

years much fostered by the South Kensington
Museum and the various schools of art in con-
nection therewith. The masses were gradually

being leavened by such agencies, and not only
was the art-workman induced thereby to

produce a better article, but the public were led

to demand more artistic productions. The
necessity of persevering art study was strongly

insisted npon by the lecturer, who also ad-
Tiscd art-workmen to cultivate all their facul-

ties as much as possible. He would advise them
to turn aside from no one branch of learning

to which they had an inclination, under the idea

that it would give them no practical help in their

studies as art workmen. The social life of the

workman exercised great influence on his work.
It was undeniable that the kind of life which the

London artisan was obliged to live, through the

want of proper house-room, was most unfavour-
able to the cultivation of the artistic spirit both
in himself and in bis children. His advice to

art-workmen was, wherever possible, to live a few
miles outof London, where thcj could study nature
and spend their Sundays in quiet enjoyment. To
say nothing of the increased healthiness of their

families, the cost of the daily train, and the rent

of a small comfortable cottage, a little way out,

would not together exceed that paid for two or

three miserable and perhaps ill- lighted rooms in

London. In London everything was dirty, and
almost everything was ugly, and there was nothing

to call out whatever latent gifts nature may have
bestowed nprn the workman. He supposed that,

putting it at a very low rate, 68. or 73. per week
bad to be paid for poor and confined accommoda-
tion in London—say two or three rooms, 5a.

per week was £13 a year, and that was very

nearly equal to 7 per cent, on an outlay of £200
—a sum for which a man might buy out-and-

oDt half an acre of land, and build a good roomy
cottage. If builders and landlords a few miles

ont of London understood their own interests

they might supply good cottages for artisans at a

rent of from JE12 to £14 per year. It was utterly

useless to preach to workmen about cultivating

their tastes until they had more pleasant homes.
At present, they and their families were " cabin'd,

cribb'd, confined " in a way not only injurious

to health, but in a manner which render com-
mon decency almost impossible.

A vote of thanks to the lecturer was proposed
by one of the audience, an iron-worker, who
expressed his opinion that if our architects would
bnt give their influence to a more extensive use
of wrought-iron work, our streets would assume
an improved appearance. The proposition having
been seconded, Mr. Capes briefly acknowledged
the compliment, and the meeting adjourned.

NEW THEATRES.

ANEW theatre is to be erected at Hanlcy
during the coming summer. It will occupy

the same site as the present bnilding, which is a
very inconvenient and inelegant strncture, and
will be more than twice as large. It will be 113ft.

long, by 54ft. wide, with two tiers of boxes,
gallery, and pit, seating 3200 persons. The stage
will have a depth of 42ft., and a width of 54ft.

and will be provided with an iron drop-curtain, as

a precaution in case of fire. The dressing-rooms
and green-room, will be on a level with the stage.
Attached to the boxes and pit will be retiring-
rooms. The street front vrill be in the Corinthian
style, the materials nsed being red, black, and
yellow bricks, with terra-cotta pillars, caps, pedi-
ment, and panela bearing medallion j)Qrtmits of

Massinger, Shakespeare, and Ben Jonson, and
monograms of the proprietors. The scenery will

move vertically, instead of horizontally, and
spacious cellars will be left below the stage. The
estimated cost of the new erection will be £4500,
and the plans have been prepared by one of the
proprietors, who is said to have given much study
to the subject.

The new theatre in the Strand, now in conrse of

erection, is to bo named the " Vaudeville," and
will open in May.
The prospectus has been issued of the Denmark

Theatre and Winter Garden Company, which is

formed with the view of erecting on the site of

Saville House, Leicester-square, a theatre, winter
garden, club, and restaurant. The capital is

£150,000, in 30,000 shares of £5 each. We gave
an elevation of the proposed theatre in The
Building News for December 24th last.

The new Variety Theatre, situate in Pitfield-

street, Hoxton, was opened on Monday evening
last.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
A T the usual fortnightly meeting on Friday
l\. evening last, Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, Presi-

dent, in the chair, Messrs. E. T. Parrot, J. Kiddell,

jun., F. O'Connor, E. E. Moore, and D. Ander-
son were elected members. It was announced
that to-raorrow (Saturday) afternoon, the mem-
bers would visit the Improved ludustrial Dwel-
lings in Ebury-street, I'imlioo, and some schools
which are now in course of erection from plans
by Mr. Currey. Mr. Phen6 Spiers urged those
who intended to go up for the Voluntary Exami-
nation this year to prepare for the preliminary
examination, so that they might pass with distinc-

tion the final ordeal. Mr. Rowland Plurabe having
pleaded for more recruits to the Artists' Rifle

Corps, the President appealed for funds in aid of
the establishment of the proposed Architectural
Art Classes. £250 will, in the first instance, be
required for fitting up class rooms, and other ex-
penses, although the Architectural Museum has
placed a part of its premises and the use of its

casts at the service of the classes. The Com-
mittee of tho Classes hope shortly to announce
tlio opening of the classes for " drawing the

figure" and "drawing of ornament." Mr. Lacy
Ridge is the secretary of this Committee, which
is made up of five members of the Institute (in-

cluding the chairman, Mr. Charles Barry), five

representatives of the Architectural Museum, and
five members of the Architectural Association
(exclueive of the Secretary).

Mr. R. Almond then read a paper on

The Domestic Architecture op the Reion
OP Queen Anne.

The lecturer, after noticing the political and
social aspects of the age, said that while raising
St.Panl'sasatemple and Blenheim as a trophy, the
architecture of the period parodied neither temple
nor trophy, and were there nothing else to

be said in its favour, this was more than could
be said of some of the architecture of the present
day. In modern works in the Mediajval style,

from Strawberry Hill and Fonthill down to hun-
dreds of the most recently erected, the church
was to be traced in a variety of forms. In spite

of Pugin's cautery, more than thirty years ago,

that we think " nothing Gothic unless it comes
out of a church," from what is seen on all hands
plenty of the idea is still in existence, and these

remarks apply in even a greater degree to modern
domestic works in the Classical style. Speci-
mens of the genuine architecture of tho reign of

Queen Anne, are to be found in the following
localities ;—Hampstead, Highgate, the East-end
of London, Walthamstow— almost a Queen
Annean village—Edmonton, Tottenham, Wal-
tham Abbey, Hackney, Leyton,and Leytonstone.
Essex, of all counties, is particularly rich in

structures of the period, of which, also, many
may be eeen on the walk from Putney to Rich-
mond ; St. Albans, too, abounds in them. The
lecturer said that at one time he conceived the

idea that the style of these buildings was solely

the result of the rapid strides that Classic archi-

tecture had made in this country, but, after

ttudying many example.'!, he believed their archi-

tectural expression, as far as architecture could
express itself, to be neither more nor less than
the development of the Elizabethan and Jacobean
styles, and as purely English as any we possessed.

In fact, he believed that had we gone on thus
progressing, instead of forsaking the true path for

types of monnmental Roman and Grecian archi-

tecture, we might now possess a school which,
though it might be faulty, would be British to

the backbone, and cqnal to any modern school
abroad. Any originality the French metropolis
can lay claim to is owing to the development
of a style similar and contemporary with the
one which formed the subject of tho lecture. Mr.
Almond denied that Harley and other dull and
dreary streets were the development of the Queen
Anne architecture ; those strseta had as little to

do with tho style as the structures erected at the
present time by speculating builders had with
the Pandolfini and Karnose palaces. In Queen-
square, Great Ormond-street, and many other
streets and squares of the same date, no mattar
how plain the exterior of the houses, the internal

work will be found to be of the most finished

description. If ever, said Mr. Almond, there was
an epoch when delicacy of design and finish of

execution were carried to a high pitch, it was that

of the reign of Queen Anne. If boldness

without obtrusiveness, delicacy without weak-
ness, scholarly art without pedantry, com-
mended themselves to thinking men, the archi-

tecture of the period under discussion would
also commend itself. As solidity, firmness, per-

manency, and all that suggests similar ideas is

the keynote of the beautiful in architecture, he
would leave decoration aside, and remark on the

small amount of repair which the buildings of

that period he had examined appeared to have
undergone. The amount of repair which a
bnilding required was a sure test of the ability of

the architect or the parsimony of the employer
Having, as a rule, overhanging roofs of a good
pitch, well-marked dormers, and tall chimneys,
though generally built on a square plan, the

houses of the period seldom fail in being

picturesque. If the originators of strikes, trades'

unions, and the members thereof, together with
the speculating builder, were to study the various

specimens of handicraft displayed in such
houses, we should suffer less from the conceit of

the bungling workman and his penny-wise em-
ployer. The bricks are a study alone. They are

somewhat smaller than those that are now in use,

and not at all inferior to the well-known Italian

terra-cotta. In some instances, so carefully is

the bricklayer's work executed that much of the

ornament in that material is carved, and the

cornices, strings, &c., were frequently finished

with the chisel after they were fixed. The
colour of the bricks, again, was unequalled in

the present day, though doubtless age and ex-

posure to the weather had something to do with

the tone of the brickwork. A very good speci-

men of a modern lodge in this style is to be seen

in Kew Gardens. The roofs cf the domestic
buildings of the reign of Queen Anne were
always of flat, red tiles, and one of the greatest

charms such buildings now present is the loveli-

ness of the colour of the roofs, instead of the
wretched coldness of the modern, blue-slated

roofs. Their builders never went in for orna-
mental ridge-cresting, consequently the even line

of the ridge remains unbroken. Of the external

woodwork, the cornices are mostly of wood, and
in many instances richly carved and carried by
beautiful consoles. The external doorways and
doorheads were generally carved and embellished
in the richest manner, and a walk in Great
Ormond-street, Bloomsbnry, or Queen's-square,

Westminster, with a view of e-xamining those

features, would well repay the trouble. But it

was in their staircases that the builders of tho
time of Queen Anne so far excelled us of the

present day. All the art and ingenuity that

could be brought to bear was lavished on this

important feature. The balusters and handrails

were most varied in design and richly carved
;

the handrail never took the hideous and un-

meaning form of the ramp of modern handrails.

The ends and sofhts of the stairs were richly

ornamented and panelled, whilst a handsome
wainscotting, 3ft. or 4ft. high, took the place of

the miserable skirting which now habitually

follows the rake of tho stairs. Many such stair-

cases were of oak. There are few rooms more
comfortable than a Queen Annean wainscotted-

room, with its richly-moulded and carved panel-

ling—a feature which affords a fine field for

gilding and colour, and by which an effect might
be obtained which would entirely throw our

modern paper-hung rooms into the shade. The
windows and houses of this period were more
pleasing than those of the present day, owing to

their having nearly as much moulded wood in

their composition as they had glass, thus ensuring

a most satisfactory play of light and shade, in-
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stead of looking like immense black patches, as

is the case -with the large plate-glasa windows of

the present day. In such houses there was but

little scope for tho stonemnson, except in the

copings to the gate, piers, vases, and probably a

coat of arms or two ; but where such work did

occur, it was gcnonilly executed in Portlanl

stone of good quality. 'Ihe mouldings were deli-

cate and truly workmanlike. The marble-mason

and carvers' works were more in reqnest. The
approaches from tho garden gate were generally

paved with this material, as well as the halls and

passages inside the building, very often in black

and white marble chequer-work, which had a

very good effect. But it was principally for

chimney-pieces that the marble mason was in

demand. These and iho hearths were very often

very elaborate, and of different kinds of marble.

The grates were of a very quiet character. Ihey
had delicate steel mouldings and borders, the

latter being very often richly chased. Flustering

in the more important ajiartments was but

little used, as the walls were for the

most part wainscotted, and generally where
this was the case the cornices were also

of wood ; where, however, ornamental plaster

ceilings are found, the work is of the beat de-

scription ; indeed, no period ever equalled this for

the beauty and excellence of this kind of work.

For the most part, the enriched work was moulded
io the first place, and afterwards carved with

chisels, hence its great merit. But the crowning

glory of the Queen Annian period of art was the

metal-work, as applied to gates, railings, and
vanes, the whole of which, for merit of design

and exoellenoe of workmanship stands unrivalled.

At no period in the history of art ha.s ironwork
taken so legitimate a form as during this epoch.

It was priiicipally scrollwork, and most varied in

design, leaves, coats of arms, and otherornaments
entering largely into its composition. How dif-

ferent were the gates of this period to the modern
oast-iron g ite, or, for that matter, to much of the

ecclesiastical metal-work of the present day I The
lecturer here referred ia detail to a few houses

typical of the style of architecture of Queen Anne's
time, amoni; which he named the Asylum for the

Deaf and Duml), at Hackney ; Leyton Honse
j

two houses at Waltbanistow ; the Custom Hou<e
at King's Lynn, Norfolk, and a house at Hadleigh.

In conclusi>;n, Mr. Almond said that those build-

ings taught us lessous ever to be remembered in

domestic architecture. They were marked by
modesty, homeliness, fitness, and comfort. They
appeared to have sprung from the common sense

of the country, and to have riseu above tho pre-

judices of the mere popinjays of architecture. A
revival of the domestic architecture of the Middle
Ages could never he a complete success, but tho

taste and civilisation of those who dwelt in the
domestic buildings of the reign of Queen Anne
were at the very least equal to tho.se of the
population of Pimlico or the tenants of Tyhumia.
If tho merits of tho architecture of tho Victorian
period are to be judged by Buckingham Palace
and Osborne Honse, or even by the buildings
covering the Westminster property Belgravia-
wards, there was no reason to fear that that of
the reign of Queen Anne would suffer by the com-
pari.^on.

An animated discussion ensued, the prevailing
opinion being that the honesty of construction
characteristic uf the best buildings of the time of
Queen Anno was a thing which might be followed
and held np for imitation with great advantage to
the progress of architecture in the present day,
but anything like copyism in matters of design
was ouergetically condemned. Tho introduction
of new materials necessitated certain modifica-
tions, and especially was this true of plate t'lass,

which being so generally in demand by clients,

was obliged to be adopted by architects. Though
the dignity, repose, and comfort of the buildings
of the period referred to were worthy of emula-
tion in the present day, architects must not seek
to attain such effects by mere imitation, hut must
rather endeavour to make progress in their art by
working ont and developing true principles and
adapting them to modern requirements and new
constructive materials.

A vote of thanks to the lecturer brought the
meeting to a close.

-«
THE BUILBWa NEWS SKETCH BOOK.
CAPITALS FROM CHAPEL BOYAL, HOLYKOOD.

THOSE capitals vmh the round abacus are
taken from the south aisle, the most perfect

portion remaining of the interior. They support

an arcade of Pointed arches. Those with the
square abacus are from the north aisle ; they form
the supports of an arcade of circular intersecting
arches, with the dog-tooth ornament j they lack the
boldness and the beauty of the others, and are, to
all appearance, of a much earlier date.

John Eussbll Walkeh.

MANCHESTER REFORM CLUB.

ONE of our illustrations this week, represents the
Manchester KeformChib. The basement is to

be let as stores, the ground floor as otficcs j the
cinb, starting from the first floor, will be approached
by a grand central hall and staircase. Tho hall and
ante hall to be groined, and walls decorated with
terra cotta and marble columns. The grand stair-

case to he oak, with richly-carved balustrade, in-

laid with various kinds of wood. On the first 11 lor

is a largo dining-room, 80tt. long by 32ft. wide,

with richly-panelled oak and pitch-pine ceiling,

decorated with gilding, &c., carved oak doors and
dado ; on this floor arc also the strangers' dining-
rooms, coffee-rooms, &c. On the second floor are
billiard-rooms, card-rooms, smoking-rooms, &c.
The front and side elevations are to be of ashlar

work, with polished red granite columns, and
different coloured polished marbles. The contract

is taken by Mr. Nield, builder, late Mayor of
Manchester, for £20,000. The architects are
Messrs. E. Salomons and J. P. Jones, of 21,

Whitehall-place, London, and 63, King-street,

Manchester.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
State Railways in India.—On Friday

last Mr. Grant Duff, in answer to Sir D. Wedder-
bum, paid it was the intention to entrust tho con-
struction of the projected State railways in India
to the Public Works Department, and he was not
aware that any person could maintain that the

operation of that department, in the conduct of

works carried out by its means, had not been
entirely satisfactory. With regard to the second
question, he did not know the reasons which had
induced the Government of India to select the
particular enjineering officers whom they had
selected for their railway works. The Govern-
ment at home did mt interfere with the dis-

cretion of the Government of India ; but the
present Government of India had so great a stake
In the completion of the line that there was every
reason to believe that the very best of officers

would he selected. As to the third question, the
transmission of the materials required from Eng-
land for tho projected State lines, through the
medium of the Store Department, was under con-
sideration.

The TiiEES in the Paeks.—Mr. Eastwick,
on Thursdiiy week, asked the First Commissioner
of Works if he had observed that a number of
elms, oaks,',bepche3, and plane treeain Kensington
Gardens and St. James's Park had been maimed
and decapitated so as to have become a deformity
instead of an ornameat in the public parks ; and
whether be would give orders to prevent this pro-
cess in future, and replace the mutilated trees
with young plants.—Mr. Ayrton, inj reply to the
question of the hon. member, was afraid that the
trees in the park were not exempted from tho
law of nature under which trees in general
flourished and decayed, and he entertained the
opinion that when a tree exhibited signs of decay
it was better to lop off the decayed branch rather
than cut tho whole tree down ; and that treat-

ment had the advantage of preserving the rest of
the tree for a considerable period. He was afraid
that no better course than that he had indicated
could be pursued, unless the hon. member could
point out some way to make tho trees everlastins;.

The Site of the Mint.—Mr. J. B. Smith
inquired of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
as the prospective Master of the Mint, whether
Her Majesty's Government had any intention of
removing the Royal Mint from its present site at
Tower-hill.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer

—

I hope I may answer my hon. friend's question
without assuming a title which I do not possess.

We have five acres of land on Tower-hill, occu-
pying what wo may call a most eligible situation

;

one acre only of it is taken up with Mint build-

ings, and the other portion is occupied by a very
excellent tenant. Sir Anthony Rothschild, for

purposes of refining. We think it is a waste of

pnblic money to keep this largo tract of land, and
we hope to mature a plan for moving the Mint
rather more into the centre of London ; and when

we do so we shall be very happy to ecU this ex-
ceedingly eligible allotment of land for a suitable
price.

Tbamways.—On the motion of Mr. Shaw
Lefeyre, the following members were on Monday
appointed a select committee on the Tramways
Bill :— Mr. Shaw Ix^fevre, Colonel Wilson Patten,
Mr. Ayrton, Mr. Sclatcr-Booth, Mr. Dent, Mr.
Cawley, Mr. Hibbert, Lord George Hamilton, and
Mr. Loch

; with power to send for persons, papcn,
and records ; five to be a quorum.
Hyde Park.—The Earl of Albemarle appealed

on Tuesday in the Honse of Lords to the noblo
earl the Secretary for the Colonies to use his
influence with tho Board of Works in order that
some gravel might be laid down on the west side
of the road in Hyde Park, parallel with Park-
lane, as was done last year. He did not know
whether the First Commissioner of Works was a
horseman—(a laugh)—but if he would ride a
" gfoggy " horse at a smart trot from the Marble
Arch to the Wellington statue he would see tho
reasonableness of a request which he preferred
on behalf of eiiuostrians generally, not omitting
the noble earl himself. (A laugh.)—Earl Gran-
ville believed he had met his noble friend in tho
park that morning, though not, ho thought, on a
"groggy" horse. (A laugh.) He should have
greatpleasure in informing the First Commissioner
of the remarks of his noblo friend, and hoped hia
reqnest would be acceded to.

Houses op Parliament.—Mr. Cowper-
Temple moved in the House of Commons for
copies of all reports received at the OfBce of
Works from chemists or architects on t'ue results
of experiments made for preventing decay in the
stone of the Houses of Parliament (in continua-
tion of Parliamentary Paper, No. 487, of Session
1867-8) ; and also of correspondence between the
First Commissioner of Works and Mr. Edward
Barry, during the present year, respecting hia
duties as architect of the new Palace of West-
minster. The motion was agreed to.

Pollution of Rivees.—Colonel Gray asked
the Home Secretary when the report of the Rivers
Pollution Commission would be issued, and also
whether it would bo explained how the said
report had been in the possession for some days of
other persons, though not yet in the hands of
members of the House of Commons. Mr. Bruce
said the report had been printed for some time,
and would shortly be in tho hands of members.
He had made inquiries into the point referred to
in the second part of the question, but was unable
to discover anything about the matter.
Patents fob Inventions.—Mr. Macfio gave

notice that he would on that day (Tuesday) four
weeks, move for a Select Committee to consicler
and report on the laws relating to letters patent
for inventions.

The Liverpool Improvement (No. 2) Bill and
tho Sheffield Water Bill were read and discharged
on Wednesday, both having been withdrawn.

.^
ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

Edinburgh Akchitectubal Association.—
The usnal fortnightly meeting of the Association
was held on Wednesday week, Mr. Thomas Ross,
President, in the chair. The minutes of the pre-
vious meeting were read and approved of, and
several new members elected. The business
of the evening was a resolution mored by Mr.
Wm. Beattie, architect, and seconded by Mr.
Archibald Sutter, civil engineer, viz. :—That tho
different methods followed by surveyors in the
measurement of work ia productive of incon-
venience and loss ; and that, in the opinion of the
Edinburgh Architectural Association, a uniform
system of measurement should in future ba
adopted by all surveyors." In supporting this

resolution. Mr, Beattie pointed ont the orils rO'

suiting from the present want of uniformity to
the architect, the contractor, and to the public
generally. He advocated a more detailed and
analysed system of measurement, and that the
old practice of allowances should bo entirely dis-

continued, and nett quantities universally adopted.

Ho contrasted the English and Scotch systems of

measurement, and stated that the former was
more minute and detailed in its dissection oE the
work.—Mr. Ormiston, surveyor, oriticisod the re-

marks made by Mr. Beattie, and an animated di-:-

cussion followed, in which Messrs. Paterson and
Ross, architects, and Messrs. Lawrence and
Russell, surveyors, took part. The resolution was
nuanimously|adopted, and in view of the interesting

and important nature of tho subject, it was re-

solved to call a special meeting at an early date

to take some practical steps in tho matter.
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ON scBPACE dko:kation •

So much attention has been paid, and so

much skill has been employed in producing

copies of nearly every kind of work ; so many
prizes have been awarded in this room and else.

where in abundance, that I think it well occa-

sionally to look around and see what success

has attended so muoh labour, and what advance
towards perfection has been attained. It is not
an easy task to confine oneself to one subject,

but I propose to describe a few modes of treat-

ment, which to me geem correct, for decorating
ceilings, walls, windows, and floors, to which I

beg your indulgent attention.

In the first place, I remark, in all cases we
sbonld not only allow, but invoke, the aid of
Nature to assist us, carefully studying her varied
beauty of form, her richest luxuriance of
colour. We cannot exhaust her treasures by
the most diligent research or careful study, and
the more we examine her beauties the more we
shall be lost in amazement, but we shall find

that nothing natural, either in form or colour,
can ever be positively ugly or incorrect. There
are many objects we individually like and dis-
like, but it is quite possible that as the colours
we think most beautiful are unseen by one who
is colour blind (and there are many such), so
natural forms we dislike exceedingly may be
highly appreciated by others, who see great
beauty in them ; some of you, I have no doubt,
take as much care of your specimens of ferns
as others of the choicest roses.

CEILINGS.
The decoration of ceilings appears in the pre-

sent day to receive but little attention
; they are

too often apparently forgotten. The floor is

covered with the softest carpet, glowing with
colour

; the walla hung with richness and orna-
mented with pictures and mirrors ; the windows
festooned with brocade, and the ceiling but too
often looks like a white sheet, covering up the
whole, to keep the dust from the furniture.
Formerly, ceilings received a great amount of
consideration, some be!\utifnl examples of which
still remain. Many of the Italian palaces contain
ceilings which were painted by the first masters of
the day ; noble productions, bold, effective draw-
ing, and glowing with richest colouring, worthy of
bting visited and admired now, after more than
two or three centuries have passed. The ceiling
of the Chspel Royal, S. James's, was a proud
effort of Holbein's skill, which he painted in
1540, and which was admirably restored by Sir
Robert Smirke about thirty years since. In Paris
we find many grand ceilings, especially in the
chnrch of the patron, S. Genevieve, which was
begun by Monsieur Q-ros, by orderof the Emperor
Napoleon, in 1813. It was afterwards finished,
with certain alterations to suit the Bourbon
dynasty. I shall not easily forget the effect it
had upon me ; the clever arrangement, the ex-
cellent colouring, the magnificeat scale of the
work, the surface covering a space of 3256 square
feet, combined with the vast area of the building
create hn impression not easily effaced. The
artist had £4000 for his work, and was created a
peer of France by Charles X., to show his appre-
ciation of the merits of this great artist. Here in
London, upon the doma of our metropolitan
cathedral of S. Paul's, for the admiration of our
foreign visitors, we have a make-believe arcade,
with sham architectural features, mouldings,'
cornices, pilasters, balusters, niches and figures,
painted in sham-shadow colours. Is it possible
that our artists can ever hope to be created peers
of the realm if they only receive such commissions
as these ?

Many beautiful old ceilings are coved and
formed in panels, generally a large centre, per-
haps a circle, or an oval, surrounded by smaller
compartments, enriched mouldings framin<' the
whole work

; the surface of the panels filled in
with scroll work of different designs, either
modelled separately or worked in fine plaster on
the ceiling itself (a method I should very much
like to see carried out again), forming its own
light and shade, and, when enriched with colour
and gold, cannot be surpassed. The beauty of the
arrangement and colouring, by Mr. Owen Jones,
of the stalactite root in the Alhambra- court, at

P™S?E^!'* "" ^^'^^ "' ^"' """» "' 'y William

Sydenham, was very great, and I extremely re-

gret its loss through its unfortunate destruction

by fire a year or two since.

One of the best stucco ceilings I recollect is

the ceiling of the staircase leadini; to the picturo-

gallery at Wentworth Castle, Yorkshire ; a good
plain example is the ceiling of the great hail < f

S. Bartholomew's Hospital, in Smithfield ; and
one of the best painted ceilings is the beautifulh
designed and painted nave of Ely Cathedral, by
the late Mr. Le Strange and Mr. Gambler Parry.
The thanks of every lover of colour are due to

Sir Sidney Smirke and Mr. Willemcns for design-
ing, and the Benchers of the Temple for their

liberality in allowing the design to bo carried
out 30 successfuly upon the ceiling of the Temple
Church It was the wonder of my early days,
and is still a treasured delight. I have ever con-
sidered it a great step in advance, and after all

that has been done in this great city, until the
recent decoration of the staircase of the Foreign-
office and S. Stephen's Crypt, at Westminster, I

cannot refer you to anything better.

Plat ceilings should always be a shade of silver

grey or blue, more or less warm or intense in

colour as the size of the room or use of the build-
ing should suggest, which may be ornamented
with shades of tlie same colour, or white, or red,

or gold. Look t Nature. Mr. Ciace has told

us, in this room, " she never errs." Her har-
mony is always beautiful, "ever perfect." The
canopy of nature, the sky, is always of that tint,

sometimes very pale, sometimes intensely blue,
sometimes ornamented with soft tinted clouds,
appearing like floating silver, sometimes sprinkled
with myriads of stars, and sometimes literally
blazing with glowing tints of vermilion and gold.
Mr. Colling tells us that ceilings should appear
" light and elegant, anything that is agreeable,
so long as it is kept light, rather than the or-
dinary and vulgar whitewash." He says :—
" Our whitewashed ceilings are a remnant of bar-
barism, handed down to us from our Puritan
i'athers, the same who were so fond of beautify-
ing our churches with their indefatigable white-
wash brush." Blue is always best used as a
ground colour. It seldom looks well iu lines or
small objects. We are so accustomed to see it in
such quantity in nature in the sky above us that
it seems scarcely to be sufficiently represented to
look proper when in small objects. How very
rarely do we see a perfectly blue flower. Red, on
the contrary, should never be the predominant
colour. It should be used sparingly upon sur-
face, or diapered with dark colour or gold. It
may be most successfully used in lines and back-
grounds of enrichments, and is always a pleasing
addition.

Great effect is produced and good taste dis-
played by enrichment with contrasting colours
and gold, but treating the whole as a flat surface,
never, under any consideration, painting orna-
ment in shadow colour to appear as relief. Simple
lines and stencilled ornaments are suflicient
modes of decorating any flat ceiling, and by
properly modulating rich colours, the whole work
may be decorated satisfactorily, and exhibit good
taste, too. At Addington, the seat of Mr. Hub-
bard, the ceilings have been decorated, under the
direction of Mr. Owen Jones, in this manner
with great success.

WALLS.
I will now direct your attention to wall deco-

ration. As the surface in mnst apartments is
considerable, and meets the eye on every side, I
think it worthy more consideration than it seems
to receive ; and that its adornment is seldom
eared for as much as it should be. We will sup-
pose a case. You have built or purchased your

then you think of its decoration. Yon

too often unsatisfactory? The dining-room walls
look as if covered with brown paper, similar to
what you lay Under the carpets, with a stray
leaf or two of gold here and there, which appears
to have been blown in at the window, and ad-
hered by accident upon the wall. The drawing-
room walls look cold—no colour, no effect in
them ; and the elegant object which looked so
well in the hand, is quite lost upon the surface
of the wall. Perhaps you have it covered with
another. If you do not, you are sure to sav,
"Well, I will certainly choose a different kind
of pattern next time." The bedrooms, too, are
unsatisfactory ; and the staircase a monstrous
sham. You get an effect, more or less, of marble
for £20 or £40 upon a surface which would cost
forty times that amount, if only cased with marble
half-an-inoh thick j besides which, marble is un-
suitable to our cold climate. And who would choose
a yellow marbled paper for a good house, when
you may see it in every brick house built in the
outskirts of this city which is let for £40 per
annum 1

Many of the old patterns which were prepared
for staircase walls, a few years since, were in
imitation of Gothic traoeried windows, with a
perspective aisle leading, perhaps, to a cowshed,
or opening to a beautiful river view, with a m.an
or two in a bo.at fishing, and sometimes swans
swimming proudly along ; sometimes representa-
tions of blocks of granite with chamfered edges,
and real sparkling glass introduced for effect. In
bad taste, as they certainly were, I equally deplore
the lack of taste exhibited almost always in
choosing yellow marbled paper now.
The walls of the staircase, if divided into panels

and decorated with different-coloured marbles and
inlay patterns of geometrical arrangement, may
look well ; but certainly not iu such quantities of
one colour as is generally seen. Staircase walls,
if painted a light grey, either in encaustic or dis-
temper, and ornamented with some simple sten-
cilled device iu marone, would look well, and be
quite a foil to the richer decorations of the rooms.
Where paper is used, any simple pattern, not too
often repeated, printed in chocolate or self-colour

,

da-k, on any light ground, would, in my opinion,
be much better than any imitation of marble could
possibly be, and, if desired, could be as easily
prepared and varnished as marbled p,iper.

(Tu be continued.^

ROYAL BRITISH

house;
perhaps go to your decorator without your archi
tect, perhaps without even seeking his advice
upon the matter. You see an immense variety
of decoration, hangings, and paper patterns

—

every colour, every style— in such mingled
variety and mixing of form, that you get tired
and say, perhaps, " I will have this or that," the'
consequence being, too often, your choice is un-
suitable. Probably you choose a brown and gold
paper for the dining-room, where everything
should be rich and exhilarating

; grey or white
and gold, with some exquisitely-drawn device, for
the drawing-room

j perhaps a green chintz for
a bedroom with north aspect, a pink diaper for
one facing south ; and. to crown all, a most
bilious-looking marbled paper for the whole of
the surface of the entrance hall and staircase,
from top to bottom of the house ad nauseum,
and there the matter ends. But, now, is it not

INSTITUTE OP
ARCHITECTS.

THE ordinary general meeting of the above
Institute was held on Monday evening last,

when the chairman (Mr. Charles Barry) an-
nounced that the liberal donation of £100 had
been received from the president, Sir William
Tite, in augmentation of the travelling fund of
the Institute, and a letter from Professor Ansted
was read, in which that gentleman briefly tendered
his services to deliver occasional lectures before
the Architectural Art Classes, now in process of
organisation under the auspices of the Institute,
the ArchitecturaljAssociation, and other cognate
bodies.

Mr. Herbert Ford, of Aldermanbury, and Mr.
Charles Smith, of Reading, having been elected
fellows, the meeting was then made special to
consider the recommendation of the council with
respect to the award of the Royal Gold Medal,
the Soane Medallion, and other medals and
prizes of the Institute for the year 1869-70, when
on the motion of Mr. T. H, Wyatt, seconded by
Mr. J. H. Good, the Royal Gold Medal was by
the unanimous vote of the meeting (subject to
Her Majesty's sanction) awarded to Mr. Ben-
jamin Ferrey, F.S.A.

The other medals and prizes were awarded as
follows :

—

The} Soane Medallion, with the sum of £50,
under certain conditions, to Mr. Ernest C. Lee,
of 15, Great James-street, Bedford-row, wha was
the successful competitor for the Pugin Travel-
ling Studentship this year.

Tne Institute Silver Medal, with £5 5g., to
Mr. Edward J. Hunt, of John-street, Adelphi.
Medal of merit in the same competition, to

Mr. A. Hill, of Cork.
The Institute Silver Medal for essay, to Mr.

J. Huskisson Guillaume, of Marland Place,
Southampton.

Student's Prize in Books, to Mr. Adolphus
Came, of Great James-street, Bloomsbury.
The list of subjects prepared by the Council

for the medals and prizes of 1870-71 having been
agreed to, the meeting adjourned till the 28th
instant.
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Hall Roof of the MuXii House, Iohi-uam.

BBIEF CHAPTEKS ON CARPENTRY.
By Thomas Morris.

(^Continuedfrom page 189.)

THE Mote house, about two miles from
Iglitham and four from Seveiioaks, is an

edifice respecting whicli tlie professed topo-

graphtrs. Hasted, Moule, and Lewis, are re-

markably incommunicative, but guided by
Mr. J.Russell Smith's " Bibliotheca Cantiana,"

I have mot with some interesting particulars

in the " Gentleman's Magazine," 1835 and
1837. The writer, M. A. J. Kempe, derives

the name of the parish from izzad, the Saxon
for island, in reference to the position of

this, the principal building within it. It was,

indeed, a romantically situated fortalice, con-
cealed by woodlands, in a deep ravine ; and
the waters of a rivulet flowing round the

enclosure supplied the moat from which the
name is taken.

There is no record of any great military

adventure here, but the site was occupied at

an early period of the Anglo-Saxon dynasty.
Ivo do Haut had it in the time of Henry III.,

and it was long held by owners of that name.
To this reign the original parts maybe referred,

.uid they are probably the work of Sir Piers

I'iiz Haut. The place altogether is a good
specimen of the fortified house of a knight in

the fourteenth century.

Passing under the gate, we enter the court,

in front of which is the object we are in

senrch of—on account of its gabled roof—the

hall. The interior furnishes one of the
animated scenes in Nash's " Views of English

Mansions," but instead of the mere arched rib

of stone there represented, Mr. Bailton (to

The Chancel, Bedlinqton, Dobham.

whose pencil I am frequently indebted) found
the arch and gable solid up to the cross-string,

as now engraved. " The roof of the hall,"

says Mr. Kempe, " has undergone some altera-

tion, but at either end two of the acutely

Pointed arches remain." The alterations here

referred to (including the introduction of a
largo window), are assigned to Richard Haut,

in Henry the Seventh's reign. The method
of supporting the middle of the rafters is not

shown, but may be judged of from other

instances that will be introduced.
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Perhaps the finest example of gable roof-

ing was at the Archiepiscopal Palace of

May field, Sussex, once the home of b.

Diiiistan, and where his reputed tongs,

hammer, and anvil, ',were long preserved.

Mayfield was attached to the See of Canter-

bury till the time of Henry VIII., and was

then relinquished to the Crown by Archbishop

Cranmer. The King granted it to Sir Edmund

Worth, and from him it passed into the occu-

pation of Sir Thomas Gresham. It was dis-

mantled about A.D. 1730. The hall was 68ft.

long, and 38ft. broad. "The lofty stone

arches which supported the roof are left stand-

ing, not," says Nichols (" Bib. Topog. Brit."),

" with any intention of showing to posterity

its ancient'grandeur, but because the materials

were judged inadequate to the expense and

danger of t»king them down." They give to

the ruins, he adds, "a most venerable and

picturesque appearance." The erection of

this ball seems attributable to Archbishop

Islip, 1349-66, who is accredited with munifi-

cence and architectural taste. Besides his

works at this favourite residence, he expended

large sums on the palace at Canterbury, on

the house at Maidstone, and in founding

Canterbury Hall, Oxford, now part of Christ

Church, and remembered in Canterbury

Quadrangle. Dean Hook found but scanty

records of bis private life, but he is supposed

to have been of noble stature, and an active

public-minded man, taking a due share in the

important events of his time. Ho was, how-

ever, an invalid for several of his latter

years. Travelling (of course on horseb.ick)

towards Mayfield in January, 1362, he was

thrown in a watery place and thoroughly

drenched; but continuing his journey and

neglecting even on arriving at the Palace to

chaniie his raiment, he fell asleep (in quadam

Jajiidea camera), and after dinner had a

stroke of the palsy. A great proportion of

the edifice no doubt continued of timber, and

the stone room was probably the one just

considered. Buildings of wrought stone were

always deemed of consequence—the name of

a part of the Saxon palace at Westminster is

preserved in "Whitehall ;" and the principal

feature of Londrn'a ancient fortress is the

" White Tower," both so named, it may be

presumed, from the whiteness of their con-

stituent stonework. After the above severe

attack, Islip resided alternately at Canterbury

and Charing; but died at Mayfield on the

morrow of S. Mark, 1366.

The hall had probably a recessed fireplace

and flue, since a mantel in another room is

dated 1371, only five ye&rs after Islip's death,

when his nephew Wittlesey,succceding Lang-

ham, had obtained tlie see. It was fo at

Ightham, of which Mr. Kempe says " huge

timber logs, placed on andirons, still blaze in

the capacious chimney of tliis most venerable

hall." The arches at Mayfield have nearly

the same curvature also as those at Ightham,

and in the former the places of the supports

for the rafters are apparent, but as I give one

of these examples it is needless to reproduce the

other. Mr. Street has supplied to the " Trans-

actions ofthe Institute," 1864-5, views to show

the remains and probable perfect condition of

the palace hall. " It appears to me," he re-

marks, " to be one of the most noble designs

it is possible to conceive." No tribute of

admiration could be higher than this ; and it

comes, let it be remembered, from one whose

observation has been very extensive ; who, like

an energetic soldier, has followed his vocation

unimpeded by family ties or home attractions,

and can say, " I learnt my art by walking

about England with a knapsack on my back."

As a modern instance of this kind of con-

struction, I mention the chancel of Bedling-

ton Church, Durham, a solid little work of

Norman character, where Mr. Kailton supported

the roof with arches and gables of stone, as

represented in fig. 6.

This engraving serves a second purpose. It

was, I venture to assume, by exactly such

arched ribs that the nave of Saint Peter's,

Northampton, built by Simon de Saint Liz in

the time of the Conqueror, was, ns already

intimated (page 188), intended to be spanned,

though with more elaborate detail, it may be,

to accord with the rest of that rich and

interesting edifice.

Here I propose to turn from the masonry of

early times to contemporaneous works in timber,

convinced that the true principles of British

Carpentry can never be fully comprehended

except through an acquaintance with the

methods of masonic construction that consti-

tute their very foundation.

The degree in which these principles had

been mastered by our ancestral architects left

them under great restrictions in design and

the forms of ancient edifices were often ill

adapted to the wants of the projectors ;
but

advancing science has found it difiicult to in-

vade arrangements that time has countenanced

and custom sanctified.

Jiitpj^uiia,

CHUBCHES AND CHAPELS.

BnTTEESHAW.—On Wednesday week a new
Congregational Chapel was opened at Buttershaw.

The chapel, which is in the Gothic style, was

designed by Mr. Prltchett, of Darlington. All

the windows have coloured glass. Accommoda-
tion is found for 450 persons. The cost of the

building will be about £2450.

Uppeb Easton.—The now church of S.

Gabriel, at Upper Easton has just been

consecrated by the Lord Bishop of Gloucester

and Bristol. It is built almost entirely of brick,

from designs by Mr. J. Neale, of Clare-street,

Bristol. The length o£ the nave is 70tt. by

29ft., the transepts are each 26ft. by 20ft., and

the dimensions of the chancel are 26ft. by 29ft.

There are also vestry and organ chambers. The
tower, which is on the south side of the chancel, is

90£t. iu height, and bas angle turrets and a short

slate spire. There is a gallery at the west end of

the church for the use of the school children. The
building will accommodate about 700 persons.

The entire cost is about £3000. The builder was

Mr. J. P. Stephens, S. Paul's, and the carved

work was done by Mr. H. T. Margetson, Stapleton-

road, Bristol.

BUILDING.

BiBMlNGHAM.—The now building erected

for the Town and District Bank, Birming-

ham, has jnst been completed. The style is

Lombardic-Veuotian, free treated. The front

of the ground floor is boldly rusticated, and has

circular -headed windows, with moulded and en-

riched architraves springing from mculded im-

posts. The first and second floors are alike in

character, having cucular-hoadod windows, divi-

ded by panelled pilasters, but each floor is

differently treated, both as regards the orna-

mentation and the moulded work, each storey

being fairly marked out by bnldly-moulded string

courses, that serve also as sills to the windows.

The attic storey is lighted by oval lunettes,

arranged in a panelled frieze, and the whole front

is terminated hy a bold and massive modillion

cornice. The banking hall, which is the most

important feature in the erection, is 65ft. long,

35ft. wide, and 33ft. in height, the general style

being Italian. The building has been erjcted

from the designs of Mr. Yeoville Thomason, of

Birmingham, by Messrs. Hardwick and Son ; the

ironwork of the strong room by Messrs. Milner
;

the whole of the work was carried out under the

superintendence of Mr. Caveler, who oiBciatcd as

clerk of the works. The entire cost of the build-

ing was between £11,000 and £12,000.

Abchitects' Benevolent Society.—The
annual meeting of this society was held on Wed-
nesday week, at No. 9, Conduit-street. The Secre-

tary, in his report, stated that the total receipts

for the year, including a balance of £95, had been

£419 133. lid., and the expenditure, including

£105 given for relief and £88 invested, had been

£345 168. 4d., leaving a balance of £73 17s. 7d,

The invested fund now amounts to £1557.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not bold ourselves responsible for tlic opiiions
of our correspondents. The Editor respectfully re-

quests that all communications should bo drawn up
as briefly ns possible, as there are many claimants
upon the spoeo allotted to correspondence.]

RECtiran.—J. P. S.—J. S.—J, B. F.-J. R. A.—W. E.—
J. H. T.—W. S.—C. R.— J. R.-F. E.. Jan.—T. S -M. and
Co.—J. L. W.—It.II.G—W. B.-R. H. C.-C. II. B. U.—
i: M. and Co.—H. Tennant—C. QoodcUdd—J. H.— J.4. L.

—C. R. W. U. T.

Wm. Gcnton.—We know of no 8uch work.

Gro. Holfohd.—The sketch came to hand.

W. E. Cle.^ton.—Several other answers to query 1779

have appeared.
A CiTizKN or London.—Too late.

Ebb.vtum.—In article on "Our Domeatic Fireplaces" last

week, on page 185, second column, hue 61, for " constructing;
"

read " contracting." *

DE. ZERFFI AND THE HISTORICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF ART.

(To the Editor of The Building News.)

Sib,—Having road "P. E. M.'s " statement

that he has been engaged for many years in the

service of the Art Triad, Painting, Sculpture, and

Architecture, I feel myself bound to take some
notice of the two letters iu which he attacks my
historical accuracy, basing his criticism on a con-

densed report of three lectures delivered by me
at the Haldane Institution of Pine Arts, at

Glasgow.
He takes every word of my reporter for granted,

and accuses me of having concocted a " tissue of

falsehoods," talked "sheer nonsense," made
"blunders," propounded "strange assertions,"

propagated " flagrant errors," enunciated " enig-

matical theories," and started '• fanciful hypo-

theses," a string of accusations which would

have been more than sufficient to burn a man in

the glorious artistic times of the Inquisition.

I conld settle the whole of the dispute in a very

short way, and cause " P. E. M." to appear a

doleful Don Quixote, fighting against windmills,

by simply stating that I never made any of the

assertions which he so chivalrously attacks ; or

that I cannot be made answerable for the " bare

outlines" of my lectures, given in a report.

Supposing I had stated, "Jews are generally

pisture dealers, but rarely sculptors or painters ;

that they are exoeUent grammarians, philologists,

poets, critics, and musicians," " P. E. M." would

look very foolish with his rhodomontades, with

his comical attitudinising before the readers of

The Building News, with the envious leer in

his lines crying out, " No connection with the

shop over the way." But my reporter (who is

altogether unknown to me) lias shown so much
knowledge and genuine good taste, that I shall

stand by°him, and treat the matter as if he had

reported the ipsissima verba I spoke. The
thousands who listened to my lectures at Glasgow,

and the hundreds to whom I lecture week after

week in London, will bear me oat when I «ay

that I never professed to bo a "Q-og or Magog,"

that I continually encourage my students not to

take any kind of hypothesis or theory forgr.intod,

but always to investigate whether hypothesis and

theory are esfablislied by facts, and concerning

facts, I advise them to be very cautious, and to

accept as such only those which are based on the

most trustworthy historical authorities.

Had " P. E. M." done mo the honour of attend-

ing my lectures on the Jews, he could have con-

vinced himself that I based my statements on the

very highest authorities. My information was

taken from Holy Writ, Bohlen, Ewald, Hirt,

Meyer-Schulze, Winkelmann, Ben David, Rabbi

Mauasseh Ben Israel, Kugler, and Lubke. Now
all these authorities substantiate my views. Not

in one of them do I find the assertion that tho Jews

had an art of their own ; not one of them contra-

dicts tho second commandmont of the Decalogue,

which " P. E. M." says that only " Protestants

term so," as if the Jews had altogether a diffurent

Decalogue. But I have studied some of the dis-

tortions, garblings," omissions, and arrangements

of different religious sects in holy matters, and I

know that there are people who handle the words

of any sacred book just as it pleases them. To
enter into a controversy of this kind is not my
province, I lectured at Glasgow on Art, and had

nothing to do with Protestant or Romanist, High

Church or Low Church opinions on the second

commandment. Hquoted tho law of the Jews as

tho caufe of a well authenticated effect, that they

had no art of their own, and there my duty as aa
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historian was at an end. The very hij{hcst autho-

rity of tho Jews, their Scriptures, enact, " Thou
shall not mahc unto thee any graveti image
(this passage settles sculpture as fiir as idoU are

ooncernod), ovang lihcncss of angthing that is in

heaven ahiifc, or that is in the earth benoalh, or

that is in the water !<«(/(/• the earth." (The italics

are this time mine.) After so clear a statement
of the three dimensions, in which anything,
whether man, woman, animal, plant, fish, or pro-

toplasm, may exist, I ask " V. E. M.," what was
left to the Jews to carve and to engrave ? But I

was not satisfied with the stern and inexorable
law. I wished also to know how tho learned
doctors of tho Jews understood it, and I found
that one of the most eminent of them, Babbi
Mannsseh Ben Israel, eays :

" That all those
things wliicli are esceeracd holy in the presence of

God, or idea of man, may not ho imitated in any
known form or shape, ulthough made without the
intention of adoring them." I really must beg
" P. E. M," before he attacks anybody again with
somuch modesty andcourtesy, tospend a few hours
in the Briiish Museum, or in any of tho ele-

mentary historical classes, where he might make
himself acquainted with the very first principles
of discussing scientific matters in a scientific

manner. Tho laws of the Jews enact, and the
Jewish commentators of these laws understood it

so, that the Jew should not occupy himself with
art, and the result was :

" tliat the Jews had
none ; " and all the arguments of "P. E. M." will

not give the Jews of the East a special art of
their own.
The most remarkable feat of logical perspicuity

in "P. E M." is whore he savs (see Building
News, March 11th, 1870, page 202)—" The
ancient Jews did certainly not distinguish them-
selves in art as greatly as did oiher nations, and
for a very sufiicient reason." Your readers will

scarcely believe that, after this introduction,
" V. E. M." comes to the same conclusion, which,
drawn by me, ho calls a " tissue of falsehood";
(or he continues thus: " In other nations, Archi-
tecture, Sculpture, and Painting were all de-
veloped and brought to excellence in the service
of reUi;ion, the erection and fitting up of places
of worship. But the Jews had no temple until

Solomon's time." The question for an inquiring
mind must be, Why nM ? And the natural answer
would be, because the law commanded them to
have only a tent, and it was necessary for the
Jews, in order to set about constructing the
Temple of Solomon, to have a new and special
Divine commission, which certainly does not
prove that they had a great love for building.
Wo may convince ourselves that tho very contrary
was the fact if we compare with their nrchi-
tectura! productions the marvellous temples of
Egypt, the rock-hewn sanctuiiries of the Indians,
and the magnificent sacred edifices of the Greeks,
of which I may mention the Temple of Diana, at
Ephesus, which had beon already once burned
down and rebuilt about a century before the
Jews received the Divine Commission to build
their one single Temple. "P. E. M." himself states,
"that this ONE only was allowed." Ifonly o««
was allowed, is that not a prohibition to build
others, and does that look like an encouragement
from the Most High to develope Architecture ?

O Sancta Simplicitas I
" P. E. M." admits further

that " religion with them gave no stimulus to

the Fine Arts." I ask any unbiassed reader of
The Building News whether I did not make the
same statement, only in somewhat different words,
and whether it is fair and reasonable that I

should be taken to task for it by my logical
critic 2

"P. E. M." has a very objectionable mode of
quoting even tho " bare outlines " which my
Glasgow reporter sent to your paper. In e.'c-

plaining how it came that tho Jews had a
horror of building, I assigned as a cause not only
their Semitic nationality, but also their bondage
in Egypt. With regard to their nationality, I

may observe that they wero a mixture of the
three groups of tho human race : the Black,
Yellow, and White. After a certain time they
repudiated all intercourse with other surrounding
races, and thus formed a distinct type, with a
facial angle on an average of 85°, and an average
amount of braiu of about 85^ cubic inches,
(the Aryans having an avcmge of 92 cubic
inches of brain). This Semitic type certainly
has nowhere distinguished itself by groat
Architectural works and enterprises. With
regard to their bondage in Egypt, where the Jews
were employed in making bricks for their task-
masters, and roil heavy stones about, aa may be

seen on many Egyptian and Assyrian slabs, on
which the Jewish type is unmistakably recognis-
able in those who had to perform tho lowest
ofllces of beasts of burden, I observed that this
condition was anything but favourable to the
development of a taste for building in tho freed
Jews. " P. E. M." says " that they had to bring
great stones, cosily stones, and hewed stones to
lay tho foundation of the houss," and calls those
journeymen Solomon's iuiUlers (these arc his
italics), and a.ssumes that they were Jews, and as
great architects as those of Hiram or Huram. I

doubted this assertion, and found in Holy Scrip-
ture that tho thirty thousand carpenters, the
eighty thousand stone-cutters, the seventy thou-
sand journeymen, and the three thousand six
hundred overseers were all tributary strangers,
whom David hod conquered. See Chron. II.,

chap. 2., v. 2, IG, 17, and 18 ; so that as far as
the authority of Scripture goes, not one single
Jew took part in the building of the Sanctuary. I

must confess, however, that there is a difiiculty

in the matter ; for Kings, Chronicles, Ezekiel,
the writings of Josephus, tho Septuagint, the
Vulgate, the authorised English version, and
Luther's Bible, all disagree in their details con-
cerning the construction of the Temple of
Solomon ; to these may bo added the host of
commentators, who generally obscure the simpli-
city of tho most simple subject. The unfairness
of "P. E. M." in quoting is also evident in his

trying to attribute the opinions of others to me.
It was Mr. Deutseh, of tho British Museum,
an authority on Jewish historical matters, referred
to by your Glasgow correspondent in support of
my views, who stated, "thit the Phcouicians had
to construct the sanctuary of the Jews," and
" P. E. M " insinuates " that I treated the Jews
very unfairly in asserting such a fact."

Having only spoken of Jewish art in the East,
"P. E. M.'s," list of moc/ei'» Jewish (?) painters,

amongst whom I find no Michael Angelo, Titian,

Albrecht Durer, Murillo, Rembrandt, Hogarth,
Turner, or Landseer, proves nothing. Had his

artists lived and worked during the 580 years of
national freedom which the Jews enjoyed out of
the 3370 years of their historical existence, I

would give in and say " Peccavi 1" But ho might
just as well have stated that he knew one Jew who
turned Christian, and therefore all Jews were
Christians.

M. Ch. d'Henriet, iu the "Revue des Deux
Mondes," 15th July, 1809, says, in an article on
the "Schools of Art iu Europe," that the
English are no artists, and assigns as can*e their

being Saxons. "P. E. M." finds a different
can.se, and says they are " Pr )te3tan;3," and
therefore have done nothing to advance art. " In
poverty of soul they are simply copyists and
cribbers (?) from ancient creails." Poor members
of the Royal Academy of Berlin, with all your
excellent sculptures and paintings ; unfortunate
artists of the Dutch School ;

" cribbing " R.A.'s
of England, how proud you must feel after surh
a " tesiimoninm panpertatis " given yon by the
celebrated "Triad," "P. E. M." 1

Had my critic studied geography, he could not
have been s > angry at my stating that the D iric

style originitod iu the north of Greece. The
Aryan immigration ti)ok undoubtedly its course
from the norlh over Thracia into Greece. If
" P. E. M." will be kind enough to look at the
map of Menke's "Graicia Belli Peloponnesiaci
tempore," ho will find that Doris lies north of
Athens. Now what objection has " P. E. M." to

Doris being to the north of Athens ? That the
Doric style was the first formed in Greece, and
wa.s stern, simple, and, as I call it, ma.scnlino, is

asserted by Pausanias, Vitruvius, Pliny, Stuart,
Hirt, Winkelmann, Meyer-Schulze, Kugler,
Westmacott, Fergusson, Liibke, and even by any
stepping stone to architecture ; but it wonld be
too much to expect such elementary knowledge
from one who is in tho service of an " Art Triad,"
and ;has no time to know anything of any art.

" P. E. M." finds fanlt with me for exhorting my
hearers to study the aspect of nature, and the

geogra])hical position of any country, the art of

which occupies their attention. 1 mentioned the

sea around Greece as instrumental in exciting

great thoughts and expanJing the mind of the
people, and as alTording the greatest facility

for an intercourse of m:m with man. I never
stated, " that the art of the Greeks took its

origin in tho sea." Everyone who looked into a

class-room at any third-rate educational estab-

lishment, where tho study of history is not alto-

gether neglected, ought to bo acquainted with

the influence climate, food, religion, political

organization, and aspect of nature, must neces-
sarily ezerciie on the development of every
nation. Had "P. E. M." honestly quoted what
my Glasgow reporter made ine say, he never
coald have brandished bis critical shillelagh in
good Irish fashion, and asked me to "tread on
his coat-tail." "P. E. M" says that the Par-
thenon was adorned, though built in the Dorio
style, and forgets all about the period in whish
it was constructed ; a period in which the Doric
and Ionic etyles were already melted into one,
forming the Attic style, and when Greek art was
at its vory height. In foot, the Parthenon had,
with regard to certain elements, such as ths
string of beads above the triglyph frieze, a touch
f the Ionic s^yle.

Concerning the statement " that neither
science nor art coald fltmrisb and develop ander
a despotic priesthood," I may say that I have
based my thesis on a careful study of history,
continued for upwards of thirty years. I found
that a Divine commission to constrnct great and
magnificent buildings, and to produce works of
art, was given to the Aryan nations, whenever
and wherever they reached a certain climax of
historical development. The questions I had
to deal with were : Did art iu the East develop
or remain stationary 1 Did Greek art attain
the highest development, and then degenerate ?
Having established these phenomena I fonnd
the oriuiu of art in pare religious fervour, and
its degeueration or stagnation ;ia priestly des-
potism. Mere vituperntion proves nothing. To
be a practical glazier, house-decorator, or brick-
layer does not make a man a competent judge
of matters of art and tjsto. The celebrated
Winkelmann, tho greatest art-eritic that ever
lived, could hardly draw a straight line. It

is very often the practical arrogance of tho
artistic ignoramus which prevents the real
progress of art. This observation induces me
in conclusion to make some remarks on the de-
plorable neglect of the study of history in this

country. From all platforms of England,
Scotland, and Ireland, we hear a venerable
chorus singing the same song :

" tho continental
artists outdo ours ; they have more taste, com-
mand a better market, have, in fact, ideas in
producing objects .f art, whilst oar artists have
plenty of mechanical skill, but no originality of
composition." The chiirus hit on the right
tune, but have any of the singers taken the trouble
to investigate the cause of this phenomenon /

Having been engaged in eduiation for the last
eighteen years in this conntrv, I tried to find out
this cause. The artist becomes through training
and education what be is. I studied the schoraes
of the different Schools of Art and Academies
of Paris, Berlin, Vienna, Munich, Ziiric i, and
those of England, and compared them diligently

with one another. I found that the students
were everywhere taught to make strokes, to dis-

tinguish a straight line from a crooked one, to
practice freehand-drawing, modelling, painting

;

they are taught geometry, perspective, and ana-
tomy, exactly the same in EngUnd as abroad.

I know that there are in England as many
talented masters and students as in any of tho
above mentioned art soliools and academies, and
still there are no refined designers, no tasteful

draughtsmen, who could iu general compete with
German and Fi-enoh artists. As to siniile isolated

great painters, I could mention many in Englmd,
who stand their ground in originality, exeelleaco

of colour, poetry of composition, and vital truth

to nature, and need not bo afraid of any foreign

competition. But the great total of artists, the

generality of designers and draughtsmen, are still

inferior to their brethren abroad. I can assign

no other cause than the total neglect of one im-

portant branch of study, which is oultivated in

all the above-mentioneil foreign academies and

totally disregarded iu England, viz., the study of

history. The students of the Polytechnic School

at Zurich may listen to historical lectures re-

gularly for thirty-six hours per week, under nine

different professors, amongst whom are Dr. Liibke,

Dr. Kiukel, Dr. Scherr, Dr. Egli, Dr. Fehr, &c.

Nobody can deny that with such a training,

students must have a larger range of ideas and
more expanded views, because they are made
acquainted with the productions of nations, the

slow and gradual development of art in the works
of the great mastersof the past. Tiiis is the only

means of transforming mere mechanics into self-

conscions, thinking artists. Mind and imigina-

tion require thoir nourishment as well as the eye

and the hand their practice.

As far as I am concerned, I hope that afuture
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" p. E. M." will first make himself acqnainted

with facts, learn modesty, quote correctly and

nason logically before he enters the lists to break

• Imnoe with one who has fought all his life in

Am oaoae of truth.—I am, ko.,

0. Q. Zebffi.

THE LAMPS ON THE THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

Sni,—In the current number of the Illustrated

Louden IfeKt the public is enlightened as to

what is proposed by the Board of Works in the

way of gas standards for the Embankment wall.

And in the interests of Art, and for national

credit's sake, I hope, in spite of the puffing the

design has receired, that the publicity thus given

to it will result in its withdrawal. Many, I

doubt not, will agree with me that anything less

artistic, poorer in conception and execution, it

would be difficult to conceive. The whole thing,

in the first place, has the character of a design
for stone instead of metal ; and mark. Sir, the

heaviness of the base, with its clumsy cornu-
copias ; the extreme ugliness of the centre

colamn, with the bad modelling of the boys
swarming round it, in the supposed attempt to

light the lamp. I can only characterise it as a
puerile conceit, badly executed. If such a design
IB carried ont, to the disfigurement of our new
and noble highway, it will be simply a national
disgrace. Yet it seems certain we are in danger
of it, hence my present protest. The design may
bo seen on the embankment, in aitu, in juxta-
position with two others, the which, though not
very attractive, are eminently superior to it. In
wrought iron work we can hold our own with
credit, but in cast-work we are miserably below
the standard of other countries. Compare any
English founder's designs with those of Uurenne
or Barbezat, at Paris. Uurs so mindless, so

common-place in design and coarse in execution ;

the latter displaying such wealth of invention,

feeling, and _/?«(»<«, combined with high fiaish.

And the question naturally arises to my mind,
why not apply to such firms as I have named for

a design in the present case ? It would be far

better to be beholden to foreigners for a good
design than suffer their ridicule on our native
bad one. I hope, too, if it enters into the mind
of the Board—the importance of a really good
design—that such will be carried out with a
coating of bronze, like the Paris street-lamps, so

as to avoid the abominable clogging of the ever-
necessary paint-brush.

Independently of its artistic demerits, it

strikes me that this design has a practical fault

in the facility it gives to the climbing propensi-
ties of street boys. The example in metal will

only too readily be imitated by their mischievous,

ill-clad congeners in the flesh.—I am. Sir, yours,

&c., Philip E. Masey.

DE. ZERm AND THE HISTORICAL DEVEMPUENT
OF ART.

SiE,—Yonr readers ought to be much obliged to your cor-

respondent "P. £. M." for exposing the Dr.'s blunders. His
first care, bovever, ought to be tu avoid falling into such
himself. To begin with " the first false statement " that
*' the Jews were forbidden by law to carve or engrave."
"This," says " P. E. M.," *' no doubt re fers to what Protes-
tants term the second commandment of the Decalogue," and
he quote* Josephas to prove that Solomon had on the steps to

his throne flgures of lions, but he does uot say that Josephus
condemns these identical figures of lions as being contrary to
the Jewish law. In the 7th chapter of Book VIII of his

"Antiquities of the Jews," and la the middle of the 5th
paragraph, he says, "nay, before this happened" (he is

speaking of Solomon's idolatry) " he sinned and fell into an
error about the observation of'^ the laws, when he made the
images of brazen oxen that supported the brazen sea, and
the images of lions about his own throne, for these he made
although it was not agreeable to piety so to do." In a foot

note to this passage, the translator, Wm. Whiston. KM. says,
" The Pharisees and latter Kabbina have extended the second
commandment to forbid the very making of any image,
though wUhoui any intention to have it worshipped"
Let me now state the case. Dr. Zerffi said, " The Jews were
forlvfdden by law to carve or engrave." "P. E. M." says.

*'Thii, DO doubt, refers to what Protestants terra the second
CtMUUadment of the Decalogue," and from his own false

coaatniction of an hiatorical fact he infers that " as a moral
eommandoient it would be equally obligatory on Christians
as on Jews that illustrated periodicals " (even Tue Building
VxWB) ** must be sacrificed as opposed to the Divine will,"

and that " dvilisatiun must come to a standstill or we should
ali be in danger of perdition !" It is in the same paragraph
as this ingenious reduclio ad absurdum that your corre-
ipoodent speaks of " there being at the present time so much
lecturing on art by persons not practicady familiar with it.

It is the Wind leading the blind.'' If " P. E. M." is " prac-
tically familiar with art," I should recommend him to coiihue
himself Uj Its practice.

" P. £. M." seems to have made diligent search for evidence,
01 Jewish art, and huds from Josepbus that their walls
"might be counted amongst the strongest," and from the
Bible that their houses " were, in the time of David, of two
storiesin height." To this it might be objected that a stone
wall d«ci ast luceManlj bclaag to the fiat arts, and if a two

story house is to be considered high art. what is your corre-
spondent's opinion of the tower of Babel?
We are next informed that *' Hiram, the great master

mind, in the erection of the temple, the apxOQ riKTuv "

(I take the liberty of correcting "P E. M.V' Greek) " or
chief worker " was a Jew. If " P. E. M," « ill refer to 1
Kings vii. 14, and to 3 Chroniiles ii. U, he wi II find it

distinctly stated in both passages that while his mother was
a Jewess, his father was " a man of Tyre." In the ftrat-

named passage we find that " Solomon sent and fetched
Hiram out of Tyre," and in the second, liuram, king of Tyre,
describes him m writing to i^olomon, as " a cunning man,
endued with understanding of Huram my father's," and
proceeds to detail his parentage and attainments at great
length.

"P. E. M." takes considerable pains to inform us that the
Jews " were employed on the Temple work," that " they
brought great stones, costly stones, and hewed stones, to
lay the foundation," Stc. I have already objected to classify-

ing stone wails among the fine arts, and am not aware that
foundations have any superior claims to the title. I am will-

ing to admit, however, that " So/omon's builders" were as
much entitled to the names of painters, sculptors and archi-
tects as many persons of our own time who are, like them,
' engaged in the service of the art triad."

When Dr. Zerffl stated that the Jewish nation was without
painters, it is only reasonable to apply his remark to the Jews
as a nation. When they were scattered abroad over the whole
world, it would have been strange indeed if they had uot
adopted the manners and occupations of the people among
whom they were placed. It is almost needless to remark
that the individuality of the Jews is by degrees melting away,
and that they are becoming assimilated more and more every
day with the surrounding nations, and as this process is con-
tinaed, it is natural to suppose that their national characteris-
tics will gradually become blended with those of their neigh-
bours.

" P. E. M." favours us with a few of his notions as to the
causes of Greek art. " There was a constant demand." he
says, " for figures of the gods." This is equally trueof idolators
over the whole world, but few of ' whom have emerged from
barbarity. " Abundance of material" he says next, but this,

as he said himself of its sea boundary, " is the same now as
then." The Jews had also the advantage of public games
(see Josephus' Antiquities, iv. 8, 1 ; xvi., S, 3; xix. 1, 4, &c.)
Greek art, he says, owes its excellence to " their style of
dress." It does not seem to have occurred to him that
" their style of dress owed its excellence to Greek art." But if

these and fifty other causes were admitted to have influenced
Greek art, Dr. Zerffi's argument would remain exactly where
it was.

"P. E.M." again labours to prove that the Doric order is

not characterised by simplicity. lie would write to much
greater effect if he proved the same of himself. The quota-
tion which he is kind enough to supply from l-'ergusaon
exactly suits my purpose. That distinguished author says:
" The Doric must not be regarded as a merely masonic form,"
thereby cautioning his readers against mistaking the studied
siinplicity of a Doric column for mere masonry.
The last of Dr ZerlB's remarks that "P.E'.M." thinks (it

to attack is that "neither science nor art can flourish under
a despotic priesthood," to which he opposes the counter pm-
position that " as faith dies out, or mental enlightenment
weakens the priestly authority, the art creative power lan-
guishes and dies." Art creative power, that is, is, in an
inverted ratio, mental enliglitenraeut. The National Educa-
tion Bill is striking a death blow at British art. Let us blow
up our universities and go back with your correspondent to a
state of blessed savagery. My eye is attracted to the con-
cluding words of a letter signed A. 6. Ellis on the opposite
page from that of " P. E. M." May I trouble your compositors
to put them in type a second time ? " Are there not tribes

still in their Stone Age, who help us to form some idea of the
original condition of our own ancestors P"

*' P. E. M." concludes by wondering why Dr. Zerffl's lectures

make "no reference to Rome and Western Europe." I have
also observed that Hallam's " Hi-*tory of the Middle Ages"
is not brought down to modern times.

I regret exceedingly that time and space forbid my answer-
ing the letter of your other correspondent "G." This I shall

be happy to do next week.—I am, Sir, &c.,

The Weiter of the Repobt.

Why should not the committee appoint a consulting archi-
tect of eminence to supervise the drawings? This might be
done without in any way hurting the feelings of the architect
appointed, and prove a shield to him in the event of adverse
criticism.

It is lamentable to think that the work of our pious fore-
fathers may be obliterated and ruined in incompetent and
irreverent hands, through the ignorance of the lawful custo-
dians of the venerable fabrics which are the glory of our hind .

Trusting that it may not be too late to stop the threatened
devastation, I am. Sir, 8tc., A. L. W.

Croydon, March 15

.
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QUESTIONS.
[1803.] -SCULPTOR'S POINTtNG MA.CHINE.—Could

you or any of your correspondents tell me where I could get
a sculptor's pointiu,^ machine with any recent improvements
which may have been made, or give me a description of aiich

improvemeutB so thnt I can get one made from them^ as I am
in want of a first class article ?—Joseph Haxl.

[180+.]—FINITE DIFFERENCES.—Can any correspon-
dent inform me what is meant by finite differences? Doea it

mean ditferential calculus, and can any one recommend a good
book on the subject P—Fic.

[1805.]-PLUMBERS' WORK, &c.—1. Will any of your
practical readers kindly inform me of the use of a service box,
and the means of fixingit (if one be required) to aslate cistern ?

2. What is the width of lead used in tlie best work for cover-

ing tlie rolls in lead flats—the width of upper and under roll

to oe separntely given? S. In what situations is it desirable

to use close copper nailing? 4. What are soldered dots;

undt^r what circumstances should they be used, and at what
distance should tliey be placed? 6 How are the joints in

the linings of lead cisterns effected, and is it necessary to have
one at every angle? 6. What ia the best bed for stonework
in spires—horizontal or square with the rake, plain or rebated,

and should the joints be dowelled or joggled? Answeri to

these questions will oblige—Zoff.

[1806.]-PR-ESERViTION OF RED FACING BRICKS.—
In the summer of 1863 I built a church, and faced the walls

with black, white, and red bricks, laid in mortar, afterwards

the joints were opened and pointed with Portland cement.

In frosty weather tlie red bricks facing the south and west

get a white hard surface ; in rainy weather they return to

their original red colour. I would like to know from some
obliging reader why they change colour, and also how to pre-

serve other red facing bricks that I laid in the summer of

1869, some of which have crumbled away with the winter's
frost ?—F. N.

[1807.]—MOULDINGS.—T am anxious to know the simplest

and quickest method of obtaining full size sections of mould-
ings rn»ra old huildinus. I have t)een advised to lead them,
but do not fully understand the process. Perhaps some more
experienced reader will enlighten me, or tell me some better

way.— A. F.

[1808.]—LEGA-L.-Can any of your numerous correspon-
dents inform me whetlier I can be compelled by law to pay
for breaking a British plate glass window in a country village,

the shop front being within 16ft. of centre of road, when the
local board compels anyone to build not less than iSft. from

centre of road? It wasdune with a>agon, purely accidentally,

and the iusurance company claims the whole amount.—
CAKEIEa.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
Sib,—At a special meeting on the 14-th inst., the royal

gold medal of the lioyal Institute of British Artichokes
('mongst irreverent jokers called "destitute chokers") was
bestowed on the Council candidate without a dissentient

voice. The principal reasons assigned were that the indi-

vidual was such an "old membjr" and was so " rLspectable."

One of his supporters put thj case in ratlier a backhanded
way that "his friend was not onlv an architect but a gentle-
man!" The argument was striking hikI iiuansH'(rabIe, and
mediocrity, true toitself, returned its " ri;3in>ri:ib!i: " represen-
tative unanimously. Tttosu who, as possessing i^ome indepen-
dence of mind and action, were expected to mike fight were
all conspicuous by their absonre. It may be they thouglit

their own claims would be canvassed, but if so they were
miserably disappointed, no rivalry was attempted. I do not
dispute, Sir, the worthiness of the recipient on the grounds
adduced, but it is strange that these extraordinary (though
obvious) grounds of merit are not mentioned in the Royal
role of rules and reasons. In the same cool perfunctory,
manner the other prizes were allotted, the meeting, however,
rousing itself to a frenzy when considering en the bestowal of

a few pounds sterling. The spending a pound of the Institute

money is, to a well-known dear old Professor like drawing
his heart's blood, and he seems to protest on behalf uf the
destitute Institule :—

"Who steals my name steals trash.

But he that lilches my hard savings
Robs me of that which eiCarce enriches him>
Ajid makes me poor indeed." Y. Z.

SWINE CHURCH.
Six,—Having heard that the above church is to be restored

under the direction of a yuung and totally inexperienced
architect of the neighbourho'id, I trust you will. by. making
this known through your widely-circulated journal, call the
attention of the ecclesiological societies of the district to the
matter, and if possible prevent irreparable damage being
done. The church is of early date, and contains many fine

monuments. It is situated in the East Riding, aboat 6 miles
from UuU on the Hull and Hornsea Railwaj.

[1809.]—BLACK SPOTS IN GRANITE.—Can Scotch grey
polished granite pilasters in lengths from 10 toSft. and 18in. to

2ft.*in width, be supplied without a black spot in any of them
(about the size of a large walnut), or is it usual and natural

for such a spot to appear in any of them?—loNORiiius.

MEPLIES.
[1779.]—ARCH UPON CIRCLE.—Having set out the plan

of circular wall, A IJ B, m P n, from the centre C draw C D
perpendicular to the diameter A B. Draw E F parallel to

A B at any convenient distance from the wall lines. Sot out

I J at equal distances from point on line C D for the opening
of arch, and from those points I and J draw lines radiating to

centre C, whicli will give the face hues of jambs. From the

points I and J again draw lines parallel to C D, and where
they intersect the lines E F set up the elevation of arch. I

have divided each side of the arch into two stones by the

radiating joint line drawn from the centre G and extended to

M, and to enable a mason to work the four stones that form

the arch, it will be necessary to make six moulds. Those
numbered 1 and 2 will be the face moulds; that marked 3

will be the mould for beds that set on the top of jambs. No.
4 will be the heading joint mould for both atones where they

meet on radiating line G M, and 5 and 6 are the two moulds
for the development of soffit of arch. They will need dividing

after the development is drawn, at the line Cflr, wlrch coin-

cides with the joint line of elevation G M. To get mould No.

8, it is only necessary to draw the radiating line C J. Nos. 1

and 2 are got by the construction of the elevation of arch,

the flattened elevation of which would have to be got out if

the arch were a large one, and nut by perpendiculars from I

and J as in the diagram. To find No. 4 draw parallel to C D
(taking care that one of them intersects the intrados of arch

at the point marked 3) any number of line-t between A and C
to meet the line G M. From tiie points of intersection draw
other lines perpendicular to G M, and transfer the ordinatea

P p, m m, kc, to q q', r r, 8tc„ and through the points

q' r' t vjz, &c., draw a curve. The same way of transferring

the ordinates from the inside of circular wall will find the

inside curve on the section G M. On account of the jambs
radiating to the centre from which the wall has been struck,

the arch will be narrower on the inside of the wall than on the

outude^ cooseqaently the line K H muet be diawn parallel to
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C D to meet the line E F, aud from that point the curve of

iniide arch shauld be found by ordinatcs. From the point
where lliia intcrnnl curve cuts the joint line G M draw the
line X X perpcndiculur to G M, transfer the ordinate K it to it

and join x z\ the line r z will then lie the sotllt line of that
mould, Aud V z the outside wall line. The section of the

joint in the centre of the arch will have the soffit line at
right anelea (or as niaaona term it, aqaare) with the perpen-
dicular ^ce of wall. To get the derclopment of Boflit, which
makea up the moulds Sand 6, take the lengths of the spaces
1,2,3,4,5 in elevation, and set them off on a line drawn
from the point I at right angles to the face of jamh K I, tlicn

from the pointa 1, 2, :J, 4, draw linea parallel to C D, meeting
the external face of wall in the points 5, 6, 7, 8 ; draw lines

from tliose points to the centre C. If lines be drawn from
where these radiating lines rut the inside line of wall, paral-
lel to C I), they will give the points on the inlernal curve of
arch that correspond with the points 1, 2, 3, 4 on the external
curve. Set tliose points, thus found, off, from internal curve,
on a line drawn from the point K at right angles to the face
of jamb I K, and then join the pointa b f,c g, d h, e i. From
the points; I, 6. 6, 7, 8, and 0, draw lines at right angles to
K I, and also from the corresponding points ou inside line of
wall, meeting the lines Q R, o/, cg.dh, ei'xn. the points
Qfcfic/e R'ff/h i; through the points Q 6 c del and R///
hiK draw curve lines, and Q I K R will tlien be the develop-
toentof the soffit, and when divided through the line c y,
Ko. 5 will he the sotht mould for the stone No. 1 in elevation
and No. 6 will be the soffit mould for elevation No. 2. A
large arcli will require a greaternuraber of stones asvoussoirs,
and consequently a greater number of moulds. Each joint
that comes between tlie top of jamb and the centre of the
arch will require a different mould, and each of them should
he fonod by the same method as that of No. 4. The mould
No. 4 might be found with a much less number of ordinatcs
than is shown on diagram, all tlie ordinatcs needed being
those that take in the depth of arch stones.—This rule will
apply to a semicircular arch on the circle as well as a Gothic
arch, and will be a reply to question 1799 in last week's issue .

If " Rochdale " will take notice of my remarks last week on
"Draughtsman's" diagram, he will see that the same will
apply to his, for in stepping it with compasses he will find
that there is a greater distance hctween A. aud C than there
is between D and C Fig. 1 of his illustration. The diS'erence,
though, would not be of much consequence in the working of
a small arch. An arcli of from 2ft. to 2ft. Gin. opening in a
circular wall struck with a 9ft, radius might he worked eo that
it would come nicely together when the lines are drawn, as in
the accompanvin;' diagram, perpendicular from the poiuts
I and J.—W. J. f., Tenby.

' ^

n783.]-SnOP STOVE.—"Inquirer" must he avery green
chip indeed it he is not cognisant of the concomitants of the
time-honoured glue heating apparatus; sawdust or shop
dust to a joiner would necessarily be the least expensive com-
bustible and chips (dry) with a modicum of " nettle creepers "

would effectually heat any species of glue without scorcUiog,
at an insignificant expenditure of either time or its monetary
equivalent.—F.

[1800.]—MOUNTSORREL GRANITE.—In reply, to this
query allow me to say, that the Mount Sorrel granite
quarries are situated withm one mile of the Barrow station
on the Midland Railway, with which they are; connected by a
private line. The quarries have been worked for SO or 9)
years, aud have, during the last quarter of a ceuturv, supplied
London as well as a large number of the Midland, Nortlicrn,
and Eastern towns, with the best "paving setts," besides
sending away upwards of 50,000 tons a year of macadamising
and other material for repair of roads. The Mountsorrel
quarry is the largest granite quarry ia the United Kingdom,
and its size will Ije best understood by my saying that close
upon 600 men and boys are cmployedon the works.—C. II. B
Ha]CB1,t, Manager.

.
aSOlO-VELOCITY OF WATER.-The velocity of water

issuing from a pipe is that of a heavy body falling through
space, reduced by the retarded motion of friction. What the
actual retardation of that friction is can only be determined
by experiment. Many experiments have been made on that

subject
;
perhaps those most worthy to be relied upon are

those pubhahcd in Eytelwein's " ilandbuch und der Hydrau*
lik." 1801, by which it appears that, if we call the velocity in
feet per leeond r, the diameter of the pipe in feet rf, the head
of water in feet h,

I -I- hU
/ being the length of the pipe in feet. In the case given the
velocity would accordingly be lOin. per second.—WATjEa-
WOIIKS.

STAINED GLASS.
Thk Maetyrs' Mkmoriai, in SHiTiiPiELD.~On Friday

afternoon the Earl of Shaftesbury unveiled the Martyrs'
Memorial In Smithfield. The memorial orcupies one of tlie

arched recesses in the wall of S. Bartholomew's Hospital, and
consists principally of red and grey polished granite, the more
ornamental part being in bronze. The style is Classic, to har-
monise with the building. The head of the memorial is

semi-circular in form, with a large bronze shall in the centre,

set off with mouldings, between which is the text
—"Blessed

are the dead which die in the Lord." The cornice also con-
sists of mouldiiiL'S, and hears the text—"The noble army of
martyrs praise Thee." This is supported by pilasters, be
tween which there is a panel with the following inscription .

" Within a few feet of this spot John Rogers, John Bradford,
John Philpot, and other servants of God, suflfered death by
fire for the faith of Christ in the years loo5. 1056, and 1557-

On the base is the further inscription : "Near this place is

erected a church to the memory of the said martyrs." The
whole is protected by a massive wrought iron grille. The
memorial was designed by Messrs. Habershon and Pito, and
executed by Messrs. Cox and Son, of Southampton-street, at

their Lambeth granite polishing works.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITAEY
MATTEUS.

The Whiteciiapel Lodgiko Houses.—Dr. Liddle,
medical oftici-r of health, says that the police inspection of the
loilging houses in his distiict is carried out judiciously and
eff"ectually on the whole. He states, however, that there is

a great deal of overcrowding, for which the surveyor who
measures the rooms is responsible, Sol) cubic feet being almost
the maximum space allowed per head in even the mo»t au"y of
these cheap abodes for the poor. Mr. Liddle states that these
lodging houses are by no means so healthy ns is often sup-
posed—an opinion which is borne out by the fact that 66 out
of every 113 cases of relapsing fever were sent from the
registered common lodging houses.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETY.
London Scottish Pkrmanent Building and Invest-

ment Society.—The directors, in their last report, state

that during the past quarter the number of shares held by
members had doubled, and the society is now in a position to

receive applications for advances.

®\\\\ %%\\\ WiU\

The Botal Statues at WESTMnfSTEE.—The
effect of gilding all the c'ecorative stittties of

sovereigns in the Royal Gallery at Westminster,
a costly work, which has been executed within
the past few months, is, says the Athrcncum, so

far satisfactory that the brilliant white of the

marble figures no longer interferes with the
colouring of Mr. Maclise's pictures on the walls,

and is splendid where all is superlativelyjgorgeoug.

At present, notwithstanding the use of gold
somewhat dimmed in its brilliancy, the statues
look rather hard and metallic ; but—as few things
of the sort approach old gilding in richness and
sobriety of colour—if the persons in charge can
be persuaded to let time take effect on the figures,

the result will certainly be a glorious treat to

lovers of colour in the coming generation. It is

well worth while to see what a change gilding
has made in Mr. Thornycroft's figure of Charles
the First.

Society FOB THE Encouragement of the
Fine Aets.—The second conversa:io»e of this

society for the present season was held at the rooms
in Conduit-street, on'Thursday week, and was very
fully attended. In addition to the musical pio-
gramme, there was a short address by Mr. S. Solly,

F.R.S., Vice-President, on the collection of
pictures by the late James Holland, kindly lent

for exhibition by Mr. C. C. Fuller. These works,
which would be more properly described as draw-
ings or sketches, covered all the walls of the ante-

room, and were scnitinised with gi-eat interest by
the visitors. The artist, as Mr. Solly took occa-

sion to remark, began his career as a painter of

pottery, and his first pictm-es, apart from the

decoration of manufactured forms, were flower

paintings. He afterwards rose to great distinction

as a landscape painter, and among the countless

limners of Venetian scenes he will always maintain
a high reputation.

The British Museum.—On Tuesday even-

ing a meeting of the inhabitants of the East of
|

London was held in the Town Hall, Shoreditch,
for the parpose of adopting resolutiooii faroarable
to the opening of the British Moseam on c«rtaia

evenings during the week. Mr. John Uolms, M.P.,
who occupied the chair, in opening the proceedingii,

said the object of the meeting was to aid too
motion of Mr. Allen, which would be proposed
next week, should the state of public basinsM
ponnit, that the British Museum be opened to the

public three nights in each week, and that a better

use might bo made of the national institution of

thc^ metropolis. They wonld not bo asking too

much were they to insist on the British Mnscnm
being opened five days in the week, and especially

on the Saturday evening. He could not see why
an institution of national importance, which cost

annually £113,000 for its nmintcnance, shonld not
be thrown open to the public. As a proof of the

interest which they evinced in visiting the institn-

tion, it was found that the attendance on Monday
was always larger than on any other day, and
Faster an I Whit Monday brough t crowds of
visitors. It was stated before the Commission by
one of the superintendents that working men
formed interesting collections of natural history

for themselves, and within a range of a few milos

of the Museum there were between 200 and 300
private collections. They might hope to see before

long a higher technical education for the people,

which would make them take a deeper interest in

Museums were they thrown open to them. They
had a great advantage over the other countries of

the Continent, and that was in having shortened

the hours of labour ; but it wonld be well that the

working men shou.d utilise these hours.

Cemeteby Buildings, Wooton Bassett.—
In the recent compel ition for the cemetery buildings

at Wootton-Bassett, the burial board selected the

design sent in by Mr. Thos. 8. Lansdown, archi-

tect, of Swindon, and has instructed him to pro-

ceed with the carrying oat the same. The designs

are 14th century Gothic, and consist of two
chapels, each 30ft. x igft. internal dimensions
havingopened timbered roofs springing from stone

corbels. There is a bold entrance to each
of the chapels, surmounted by a bell turret. The
curator's house will be placed near the entrance,

and will consist of parlour, kitchen, boardroom,
and offices, and also three good bed-rooms. We
hear Mr. Lansdown is also entrusted with the

laying out of the grounds, fences, entrances, &c.

Tall Chimneys.—A wrought-iron chimney,
196ft. high and 6ft. Tin. in diameter, has just

been erected in Pittsburg. Another is to be put
np 275ft. high. The first was riveted together in

a horizontal position, and then lifted to the per-

pendicular by a crane. The other will be made
upright ; the plates will be riveted by means of a
scaffolding running up inside.

Bradford Art Society.—A Bradford con-
temporary has drawn attention to the formation
of a society under the above title, which has
been organised, and holds meetings regularly, in

the room of the Chamber of Commerce, Bradford
Exchange. The objects the society has ia view
are to bring local artists into closer companionship
with each other, of discussing matters pertaining
to art, and to promote an autumnal exhibition of

the art talent of the town and neighbourhood.
The society consists of ordinary members, who
will be expected to contribute of their own work
to an exhibition in August next, and to the
annual displays of local art produce, of which it

is hoped the August e.xhibitlon will be a long

series; of honorary members, whowilihe permitted

but not bound to exhibit ; and of lady members,
who will enjoy the privilege of honorary members
at half the moderate fee stipulated from the latter.

The leading artists of Bradford arc stated to have
attached themselves to the society, and an ama-
teur talent has been disclosed such as few persons

knew to exist in the teeming aud toiling popula-

tion of Bradford. The large and varied field of

works eligible for exhibition include "oil paint-

ings and water-colour drawings, sculpture, archi-

tectural and other designs, engravings, drawings

in crayons, sketches in oil and water-colours,

vignettes, pen-and-ink sketches, and finished

pencil drawings." It is also proposed to have
lectures by the members on the principles of art.

A society of the nature indicated is ranch wanted
in Bradford, and the promoters will no doubt
receive that earnest and hearty amonnt of sup-
port in the important work they have nndertakea
to which they are entitled in their efforts to

elevate the taste of the community, and to

encourage the earnest study of the fine arts in a
practical direction.
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The system of permanent way kdo\nias " Knowles's

permanent way " is about to De tested for a short

length upon jjne of the railways near London.

The Bournemouth and Christchurch section of the

Ringwood, Christchurch, and Bournemouth Railway,

has been op€ue<l for passenger and parcel traffic.

The Academie des Beaux ArU has elected Ilerr

Dracke, Prussian sculptor, as a foreign associate to

its body, in the place of Tenerani.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUINa WEEK.
lloTio&T.—Entomological Society. 7-

„ Institution of Sun-cyors. Adjourned discussion on
Mr. Squarey't paper on "Farming Covenants.'

after «-hich Mr. Matthews will read a paper
entitled. "A Plea for Culture iu the Profession of

a Surreyor. 8.

TuxaoAT.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Continued dis-

cussion on Mr. Fox's paper "on the San Paulo
RaiU-ay. 2Dd. "On the Conditions and Limits
which Govern the Proportions of Rotary Fans."
By Mr. R. Brings. 8.

M Royal Institution. " Deductions from the Com-
parative Anatomy of the Nervous System." By
Professor Rolieston, M.D., K.R.S. 3.

VkoKKSDAY.—Society of Arts. Adjourned discussion on Mr.
W. Bridges Adami paper on " Tramways for

Streeta." 8.

M Geological Society. 8.

THrBSDAT.—Society of Antiquaries. 8.30.

„ Society for the Encouragement of the Pine Arts.

Lecture by J. Dafforne, Esq.. "On the Poetry of

the Arts." 8.

„ Roval Institution. "On the Chemistry of Vcge-
taMe Products." By Professor Odling. FRS X

Feidat.—Architectural Association. Recent Improveme-
meuts in Building Appliances. By Mr. J. Douglass
Mathews, A.R.I.B.A. 7.30.

„ Royal Institution. "On the Histories of the

Eourth, Fiflti, and Sixth Centuries in Englniid, as

Illustrated hv the Modes of SepuUure then Prac-

tised." By Professor Rnlleston, M.D., F.R.S. 9.

SatcbdAT.—Roval Institution. "On the Sua." By Norman
Lockyer, Esq., F.R.S. 3.

©iptdij ^(jiuji.

WAGE3 MOVEMENT.
Glasgow—JoiTsrRs' Stbike.—At a crowded meeting of

joiners, held on Wednesday, encouraging reports were sub-

mitted with ref^ard to the amount of assistance tlie operatives

were receiving from different trades in Glasgow and other

Slaces, and it was resolved that a dividend should be paid to

e non-society men out on strike. Deputations were ap-

pointed to meet with the members of various trades in

Greenock and Dumbarton, and also to meet with the masons,
plasterers, and bricklayers of Glasgow, to solicit aid. The
men pledged themselves to adhere to their present demands,
at least till Tuesday next. The printed monthly report of the

Associated Carpenters and Joiners of Scotland says :
—

" As
was fully anticipated in last return, the joiners of Glasgow
ceased work on Tuesday, 1st March. About 1500 cleared out

of the shops on the Monday night, and since that time the
numbers nave been gradually reduced, till at the present
time there are not 1000 on strike. This reduction has not
been caused by any wavering or secession in the r anks of the

men on strike Soarcely any of those who came out have
resumed work on the ten hours' system, and by latest

account! the men are more firm than on the day they came
out."

TENDERS.
Apslbt Xxd.—For S. Mary's Church, Apsley End, Herts,

for Charles Longman, Esq. Mr. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A.,

nrchitect :
—

Roberts £53.'iO

BeUandSonl 47aO

Bebes.—For pulling down and rebuilding part of Broom-
field Hall, Sunmngdale, Berks, for Thomas Uolloway, Esq.
John Dale, Esq., architect :

—

Nutt and Co. (accepted) £9138

Bishop's Stoetfoed —For S. Michael's Church, Bishop's
Stortford. Ur. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., Diocesan architect:—

(Tender for First Portion o/ Works carried out.)

Tooley £3231 13 6

{For new north aiile to chancel, without teating ami re-
building vestry.)

Tofllejr £1380
Bracher ud Son* 1300
RoberU .' 119S
Gibbonl 10»7
Mason and Green 1069
Glasscock 1085
Cooke 948
BeU and Sons 927

CiTT.—For building warehouse,Wood-street,'Cheapside, for
M. Da Costa Andrade, Esq. Mr. H. H. Collins, architect.
Quantities supplied by Messrs. Batstone and Hunt:—

Myers and Sons £1936
Cohen 1807 10
Moultrie 1743
Uenshav I739
Kbbt End Sons 1606Hcrritt and Ashby ]541
B«WBaaaEiidMa]m(E*eq>ted) „ UlS

CROTnoN.—For re-seating Holy Trinity Church, Croydon.

Mr. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A. , architect:—

Pav £S76
Shepherd 327
Knight and Son (accepted) 335

Pollard 283

DrLwicH.—Tor the erection of the coach-house and stabling

at Westwood House, Eaat Dulwich. Mr. J. 11. Rowley,

architect :

—

Snowdon £343
Crabb and Vaughan 312

Dewell 306
Lennard 398
Shepherd 185

Mundy (accepted) 165

F01.EKSTONE.—Ts'or building new north aisle, sacristy, and

porch, and enlarging sanctuary of the Church of S. Peter, at

Folkestone, and raising the present roof an extra height of

Sft. Mr. Spencer Slingsby Stallwood, architect, Folkestone :

With porch and
credit old

materials.
• Brooks and Slade £1680
Baker 1388 1 9
Adcock 1237 3 10
Prebble 1220
Bowlcy 1127

Without porch.

£
12*0 9 11
1124 8 8
1107
1029

In this case estimates were not divided as called for.

FcLwooD.—For the erection of a county police station at

Fulwood. Messrs. Myrcs. Veevcrs, and Myres, architects

and surveyors. Quantities supplied ;—

Jackson £1073
Saul 1037
Alston 996
Christian 973
Cooper and Tullia 939 14 3

Toralinson 905
Turner (accepted) 849
Clayton 880

GBANTnAM.—For pair of semi-detached villa residences in

the Avenue-road for Mr. Payne. Architect, Ur. Bentley ;

—

Kudd and Son £029
Challans 615
Priest and Snaith 685

HoLBORN.—For female infirm wards at S. Luke's Work-
house, for the Guardians of the H'llborn Union, Mr. H.
Saxon Snell, architect, Qaantities supplied :

—
Wilson £12,250
Myers and Sons 11,888
Cowhnd 11.770

Colls and .Sons 11,733

Perry and Co. 11,669
Perrv. Bros 11,447
Hill,' Kcddell, and Waldram 11,388

Hart 11,250

Ebbs and Sons 11,146

Manleyand Rogers 10,817

Bull and Sons 10,799

Lathey, Bros 10,4.30

Crabbe and Vaughan (accepted) 10,065

HoLBOEN.—Hydraulic lift and sanitary fittings at the

female infirm wards at S. Luke's Workhouse. Mr. H. Saxon
Snell, architect. Quantities supplied:-

Potter and Sons £1398
Benham and Sons 1385
Jeakes and Co 1278
Turner and Co. (accepted) 1214

Islington.—For first portion of fittings for casual wards,

Islington workhouse. R. H. Burden, Esq., architect :—

Nutt and Co. (accepted) £300

PiNNKE.—For erection of dwelling-house and ofllces at

Pinner, for F. W. Goodall, Esq., R.\. R. Norman Shaw, Esq.,

architect. Quantities by Messrs. Franklin and Andrews ;—

Little £5979
PatmanandCo 5635
Humphrey 5475
TroUope 5438

Carr and Son « 5270

Simpson 5163

Browne and Robinson 5145

Rider S080
Birch 4987

Newman and Mann 4986

Cowland 4887

Jackson and Shaw 4595

Pekston.—For the erection of chapel of ease to S. Paul's

Church. Messrs. Myres, Veevers, and Myres, architects and
surveyors :

—

Alston £1176
Cooper and TuUis (accepted) 1076 6 11

Dewhurst (plumbing) S6

RicHHOND.—For alterations to stable buildings at Bute

House, Petersham, near Richmond. Mr. W. Scott Champion,

architect :

—

Bridgman and Nuthall £649
NutlandCo 680

Sweet and Son (accepted) 465

Rochdale.—For alterations to Dunster House, Rochdale,

for Jonathan Kield, Esq. Mr. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., archi-

tect:—

Seedell (accepted) £1100

SAifDwicH.—For S. Clement's Church, Sandwich, Kent.
Contract for second portion of nave and aisles restoration.

Mr. J. Clarke, F.S.A., Diocesan Architect :—

Wilson £1072
Denne 993
Adcock 948
Shrabwle W

SlIENDISH Park,—For footbridge over London and North
Western Railway from Shendish Park, exclusive of ironwork.
Mr. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., architect :—

Roberts £495
Bell and Sons 455
Dunkley (including iron girder) 511

Walton-on-Thames.— For building new billiard room
and kitchen, wing, &c., to Holwood House, Walton-on-
Thamcs, for James Puiey, Esq. Mr. Charles Bell, architect.
Quantities not supplied :

—

Rankin £525
Kennington (accepted) 4U

Worth.—For partial reseating ofWorth church, Kent. Mr.
Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., Diocesan architect:—

{Tenderfor the whole.)

W. and G. Denne £230

(ilasom' Work.)

Jones £80
Newton 78

{Carpenters and Fainlen* WorJc.)

Add
masons' work

Wyborn £185 Of ) £203
Ralfe 161 16-^ £78 J 239 16
Moat 144 3 (. ) 222 3

Whitstable.—For new schools, Seasalter, Whitstablc.
Mr. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., Diocesan Arjhitect :

—

Cornelius £538
Porter 537
Harnett 620
Cephas Foad 603
Lawsott, Jun 495

COMPETITION.
Manchester, May 30.—For abattoirs and a carcass market

The following premiums will be awarded:—One of £150. one
of £100, and one of £75. Joseph Heron^ Town Clerk, Town
Hall, Manchester.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUHDINft
ESTIMATES.

HoTREKHtTnE, March 21.—Christ Church Bovs' National
Schools.—For the erection of the uboye schools. ^. C. CoUey
Hon. Sec, February, 1870.

St. Giles, Cambrrwell, March 23.—For sinking about
ten wells, and supplyin;; und Hxing pumps to the same.
George William Marsdeu, Vestry Clurk, Vestry-hall, Camber-
well.

GsEENWiCH District, March 23.—For laying down Aber-
deen granite kerb and Aberdeen granite cubes for channels,
and other materials and works required for making up the
roads and footways of Bowater- place. Bowater- terrace, Rus-
sell-place, and Bedford- piace, Old Dover-road, in the parish
of Greenwich. E. W. James, Clerk to the Board, Greenwich.

The Trouville Associ.vtion (Tjirnitcd), March 21.—For
the formation of certain ruads, on the estate at Trouville-sur-

Mer, Normandy. Architects, Messrs. Harvey and Nelson, 6^

Whitehall, London.

Sltgo Corporation Waterworks, March 25.—Contract
No. 1.—For the construction of the storage, reservoir, filter-

bed, and pure water basin, relief tank, and service reservoir.

Contract No. 2.—For providiny various articles of cast and
wrought ironwork required for the construction of the
reservoirs and works connected therewith. James M'Kim,
Town Clerk, Sligo, Town Ofllce, Sligo.

Norwich, March 23.—For the erection of a church in the
parish of St. Philip, Ileigham, Norwich, in three contracLa,

No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3. Edward Power, architect, 1, Wal-
brook-buildings, Walbrook, London.

KiRBT Stephen, March 28.—For the works required in

the restoration of the pariah churcli. Architects, Messrs.

Austin and Johnson, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Croydon Local Board of Health, March 91.—For the

erection of two patent solid sewage extractors. K. J. Chcss-
wright. Clerk, Town-hall, Croydon.

Gloucestershire, March 21.—For the erection of a

pohce station and petty sessional court, at Chipping Campden.
Mr. J. Medland, County Surveyor, Clareuce-street, Gloucester.

Edmonton Union, March 21.—For the erection of an

infectious hospital at the Union Workhouse. Wm. Pulley,

Clerk to the Guardians, Edmonton.
Richmond, York, March 23.—For tlie erection of a gaso-

meter, and the requisite pipes and apparatus, to supply a

gentleman's mansion-house und stables, Stc, with gas. J amea
D. Ferguson, land agent, Richmond, Yorkshire.

Northamptonshire, April 11.—For the erection of farn
!

buildings on theFawaley Estate. Mr. Waters, Estate OUice
;

Fawsley, near Daventry.

High Wycombe, March 25.—For the erection of a sixteei

;

roomed detached residence aud offices. Mr. Arthur Vernon
architect. High Wycombe.

Market Harbohough, March 31.— For building ale

stores. John Ladds, architect, 4, Chapel-street, Bedford-row
London, W.C.

FisHTorT, near Boston, March 21.—For the works in th'

construction of a sea bank about li mile in length, fu

enclosing the Milk House Marsh. W. H. Wheeler, C.E.

Boston.

Admiralty, March 29.— For supplying her Majesty'

several dockyards with 600 loads or English elm timben

Antonio Brady, Superintendent of Contracts, Contract Depart

ment. Admiralty, Whitehall, S.W.

West London District School, March 25.—For th

erection of school buildings to accommodate about 830 cliildre>

at Ashford, Middlesex. Charles D. Hume, Clerk to th

Managers.

Briqhtoh. — For the erection of six fourteen -roomc

houses. Mr, Crawford, 5*^, Bishopsgate-street Within, E.G..

BuRSLEM.—For the erection of a residence at Port Hi
lir. T. B. Harley, Burilcm.
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BANKRUPTS.

ACT 1869.—TO SURRRNDRR AT BASirTGUALL-STaEET.

Abraham RaVpr, Acklarn-roatl, Weatbourne-park, builder,

April 8, at 12— William Mayer, Albert-villas, Seven Sitters',

Toad, hiiil<l(!r, March 28, at 11—James William Fletcher, New
Wandsworth, timber merchant, March 25, at 10.

TO SURKKSDRR IN THE COUNTRY.

GeoTfre Wilson. Ranugate, builder, April 7— tlcnrv Burr,
Maidstone, plumber, March 28, at 2—Samuel Campbell, Tox-
tctb-park, Liverpool, builder, March 38, at 11.

BANKRUPTCY ANNULLED.

George Vcale Colliver, Addiscombe, carpenter, March 7«

ACT 1869.— PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

April 4, J. A. Hambly, Denton, builder—March 31, M.
Tiokler, Stamford, builder.

April 11, J. 11. Kiijdcn, Clapton, builder—Marcb 2*, II. J.

I;Owe, Ryde, Isle of VVi^ht, builder—April 8, R. liamfa rd,

Hull, builder—April 12, J. Mitchell, Elland, joiner.

SITTINGS FOR LAST RXAMINATION.—ACT 1861.

June 16, II. II. Hazard, Kylvan-^rove, Old Kent-road,
engineer—June 23, J. Say and J. Spniigall, Clarendon-street,
Harrow-road, builders-June 23, T. West, Dcvona-road,
Bromley-by-Bow, cnsi"ccr.

DIYIDIND MEETINGS.
April 0, G. S. Culver, Kainsfiate, engineer—Ma rrli 28, G

Snape, Birkenhead, bricksetter—March 28, T. Holmes, Trau-
mcre, architect.

DECLARATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.
W. Kirk, J. Wale, and J. Kirk, Montaorrell, coal and timber

merchants, div. Is. Id.—E. J. Sowlcr, Derby, timber mer-
chant, div. Is. Gd. —M. Greener, Bisliopwearoiouth, architect,
tirst div. Is. Od.

SCOTCH SE(JUESTRATI0N3.

1). M'Gregor, Killearn, contractor. March 15, at 12—W.
i)ocherty, Govan, carpenter, March 22, at 13.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLYED,
W. Jones and Son>, Warri igtou, ironfoundcra—Chectham

,

and llowarth, Rochdale, stonemaaons—Harrison and Birch.
Rochdale, joiners—G. Moorliouae and Company, Meltham,
Yorkahiie, atonemaaona— Bedford and Parker, Huddcrsfield,
ioincra— n. Potta and J. Carrington, Chapel-en-lc-Fritli, lirac
burners—Walford and Evil), Northnmberland-atrcet, Strand,
architects—Jennings and Abbott, Blackburn, painters and
decorators-Ward and Son, Fratton, builders—Brydon and
Co., Whitehaven, engineers-W. and J. Derry, S. Anatell,
iroDfouaders—liurd and Co., Kochdale, engineers.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Ramdell, Saundebs, and Oompany, Limited,

Quarrymeu and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of
frlces at the Quarries and Depdts ; al^o Cost for
Transit to any part of tho United Kingdom, furalshed
on application to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Advt.] Corsham, Wilts.

UTEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED

IN CONSTRUCTION.

TIUBEB. Duty Is. per load ; Drawback, Is.

Teak load
Quebec, rod pine ....

„ yellovr pine..
St. John.N.B. yellow
QiMbec oak

„ birch
„ elm

Dftntiio o«k
flr

Hemel fir

Bio
Swedish
Mutfl, Qaeb. red pine

,, yellow pino .

.

Lathwood, Dant. fni.

„ St P'burg.
Deals. prC, 12ft by 3
by 9 in. duty 2a. per
load, drawback 2.1.

fcieboc, white spruce
St. John,white spruce
Yellow piao, per r&-
duccd C.

Canada, Iflt quality..
2nd do

Arehanffol, yellow .

.

5 15 6 d
3 15 415

5 5

< &
i 5
i 5
2 17

2

. 4 .^ 6

12 ir 10
12 Id

18 19
12 13

10 10 13 10

St, Petersbnrg', yel...
i'lnland
Mcnicl
Gothcnburgr, tcUow

„ white .

.

Qofle, yellow
Soderhiini
ChriKtifiniA, per C,
12 ft. by 3 by 9 in.

yellow
Flooring Boards, per

sq. of lin., first yol.
First white
Second (luiillties

PU'WlCKSxONBpr tn
OILS, &c

Seal, pale .. per tun
Siiortnbody
Cod
Whale, Sth Sea. pale
Olive, Oallipoli
Cocoannt, Cochin, tun
I'alm, fine

Linseed
Rapeseod, Eng^. pale.

.

Cottoneeed

£ s. X
II 12
6 10 8
7 I

7 10 9 15

9 10 10

8 9 10

10 12 10

7 6 Id

01
38 10
39
58 69 (I

46
40 in

32 32 5
44 Id
31 37

Metals.
LEAD :—

18 7
19 10

B\g, ForeijTn per ton
t, Enfflish, W.B. do.

„ Lead Co do.
„ Otherbrands do. 18 15 19

SheetMilled da 19 5 19 10
Shot, Patent do. 22
Bed or mininm do. SO IC

Idtharre, Wfi do.
Whltedry do. «i 28

„ ground iooU do. 2S 29

Copper :—

British—eake and in^ot per ton 70
Bert Sfileeted,

Bottomi
Anitralian
flMldiCaka
C&iUBan

reflaed ingot

7fi

78
71

66 5
69 10

T«L Metal Sheathing & Rodi p«r llh s)

72
78

74 10

67 10

71 10
«|

UNDEIl THE PATRONAGK 01' H.M. THE QUSEX.

THE LONDON PARQUETRY WORKS.
thfl fl";. Manufactory establUbed Ir. England (In 184l> br

CHAHLKS STEINITZ, founder of tho KnirlUh Parquetry Busineai,
for the oxcluslre production of

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors,

Border s, Ceilings and Wall Decoration.
Ill OorjtnPtrlcal, CiirTlllnear, and MoMaic patterns.

Plana and Eblinintos, for Firnt-claas Work only, prepared trta of
exponne. Manufaciorr—Camberwell JlaU, Oro»»-lane, Camberwcll
.S.E. Sole A«enu and Show Room, Qlllow and Co., 176 aud 177
Ox/ord-Btreet. W.

]y£essrs. Charles Dcvaux and
COMPANY, Bankers and Conolgnees of the VIETLLK

NtONTAONE ZINC MINI.NO COMPANf, supply the VIRILLE
MONTAONE IIOOFINO ZINC, and allow a discount of 4 per cent
wherever tho roofs are certtfled by the Company's architect Ifl be
Sroperly laid.—Particulars or de«isns will bo supplied at the Viol He
[ontaguo Compiwiy'ii expense, by their architect, Mr. Jameh Ed-

MKSTO.N.of 5, Crown-court, Old Broad-ntrcct, Ka, where modeU of
the various patents for sine rooflns may bo aeen.

=1^50,000 ready to be Advanced
'-^^ bylhcTEMPERANCR PERMANENT LAND and BUILD-
ING SOCIETY, on FREKKOLD or LEASEHOLD PROPERTY,
for any period of years not exceeding 15, tho mortKagc being re-
deemable by oqual Monthly Instalracnta Interest (In addition to
a small premium) 5 per cent, on the balance carh year. Apply to

UENRV J. PHILLIPS, Socreury.
'

Ofllcofl : 4, Ludgate-htll, London, E.C.
N«TB.—More than One Million and a Quarter Pounds iterllng

have heen advaucad upon house property alone.

TTercules Land, Building, and
INVESTMKNT SOCIETY (oiirollcd pnrniAnt to Act .f

ParUfimeiit. fi nnd 7 Wllltum IV.. cap. 32. tm the ilflrcules Permanent
Ileneflt Buildinir Society), 39, MOOBGATE STHEKT, LON'UON. E.C.
SnbKi'riptioQ and other nhitres .re iNAUod bearing Interest at the rate
of £6 Twr rent., with profits added at the end of erery two years.
IMMEDIATE ADVANCES are made on Freehold or Leasehold Pro-
pertT on very easy terms. Prospeetusos. rules, &c, on application
at tt e Sooietj'H Offices, 39, MoorKat*-8trcet, E.C.

T. J. WKSLET BENNETT, SoereUry.

IMPROVED DWELLINGS FOR THE PEOPLE.

THE ARTIZANS', LABOURERS',
and GENERAL DWELLINGS COMPANy

(Limited).
Capital £350,000. Shares £10. £1 paid per Sliaro.
PRES-IDENT—The Dean of WESTMINSTER.
Arbitrators.

RIfrlit Hon. Earl Shaftes-
bury.

Right Hon. Earl LIchHeld.
Lord Elcho, M.P.

&c.. &o., &c.

Local Council.
Th08. Kazley, Esq., M.P.
Jacob Bright, Esq., M.P.
John Clieetham, Esq., M. P.
W. K. Callender, iun., Esq.,
M.P.

W. Swindlehiirst, Jlanager and Secretary.
The Company is especially formed to erect improved

workmen's dwellings on the co-operative principle.
No becrshop or tavern to be erected on the Company's
property. Profits realised by workmen employed on
the buildings 40 per cent. Deposits received at 5 per
cent. Prospectuses on application, enclosing postage
stamp. Oflice 1, Great College-street (opposite the
House oi Lords), Westminster, Loudon.

E
Just published, Boyal 4to, Ornamental Cloth, XI 16a.

nglish Country Houses.
roBTY-FlVK Views and Plans of recently erected

MannioHB, Private RcsidonceM, Pamonago-HousM, Farm-HousoK,
Lodjros. and Cottages : with the nctual rnift oj each, and A PitAC-
TiCAl. THBAT18B ON H0U8E-BUILDINQ. By WILLIAM WIL-
KINSON, Architect, Oxford.

OxroKO and LONDON: JAUES FAnEEBandCo.

Just published, In one toI. ; elegantly bound in cloth, £1 lis. 6d.,

Tj]rnest George's Sketches,
Gorman and Swisi, being- actual TranHfcrs by CovreHV

Anastatic Process, of tho original Pen-and-ink Drawings of 45
pictureBque Vleivi In NureraberR, Cologne, WUrsburg, Coblentz,
Prague. B&Ie, Lucerne, Thunne, Bemo, Lausanne, Ac, with short
descriptiTO text by the arti»t.

London : W. M. THOMPSON, 49, Pall Mall, and 20, Cockspur-
street.

Tmportant to Builders and Others.
—A large quantity of PAPIER MACIIE CENTRE FLOWERS

to be SOLI), a biirgain. the mannfacture being' relinquiHhetl.

—

Apply to Wni- Dyer and Co., Woolwich-road, near Greenwich Union.

THE ELECTRIC CLOCK
REQUniES NO WINDINO.

TUi
PATENT CLOCK.
with HOSBI.Er *
Co •* Patent Snlphat*
of Lead Batterr, if

gnaranteed to keep
good time without
any kttentioa. The
battery reqnim r^
eharvbic only COM m
yearatauMt

Th« ImpraraHmt
orar all aih«r Bl«»>

trio Cloeki la obrloai

l« the leMt exiie-

llaaoed aa well as th*

moi t iclentlfle
Price, la Neat Faaoy

Wood Caee, iA

Hlgbar prieee aooord

lug tottylfc

An iiupeotion li loUolted bv Uio

PATENTEES AND MAKUFACTURER8,

MOSELEY & CO.,
WIIOSK IMPItOVKMKNTS IN

ELECTRIC BELLS,
And their APPLIANCES,

are being nied all over the oonntry, Inoladine the
largest hotel in the Kingdom, as well u in Indlk,

China, Australia, Airica, Ilolland, &o.

14, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.

CATALOaVBS ORATIS. ESTIMATES rVHSISUED,

The Trade Supplied.

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

X" J.J. CORDES&CO.,
•^^ Uie Patentees and Manufacturers of the

,£;i„K. well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Ewbank's Nails),

Desire to make it known that they have adopted
a " star," or " cross," as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent out by them,
except Clasp, bear this mark upon their heads,
and that within every package sent from their

works is also placed a card bearing their name
and address. All their bags are also branded
CORDES and Co.
The Nails are manufactured by J. J. Cobdes

and Co. out of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig
Iron, and have long since earned the reputation

of being superior to all others. The Nails are all

uniform in make and quality, each one perfect

and count out full 1,000 to the M.

DOS WORKS. NEWPORT, MON.

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
GENUINE AND AETISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.—DesijTners and Practical Joiners.

CAMBRIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,
LONDOK.

TTalf a Million has been Paid"^^
It tho

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

u COMPEKSATION for ACCIDENTS of M kinds (ridlus, drtTing
WAlkiafT. hunting, &e.)

An Annnal FAymont of £3 to l^bs, insur«!i jCinoO At Death,
and AH Allowance at thcrnt«of £6 per week forlnjory.

RAILWAY ACCIDENTS ALONE
may be prorided ACftinst by

INSrRANCE TICKKTS for SINGLE or DOUBLE JOfRNEYS
For partlcnlarfi nppl? to the Clerks &t the Hallway Stationa,

the Lofikl A^ODts, or at tho Offices,

64, CORNIIILL, aud 10, REGENT-STHEET. LONDOIT.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Socretarj.

LONDON AND GENERAL

PLATE GLASS INSURANCE COMPANY,
Chief Offices, 56, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.

CONCRETE BUILDING.
For fall Particulars, with newest and most reliable Information on this Eoonomioal and Superior

System of Building,

SEE THE NEW ILLUSTEATED BOOK
To be obtained gratia on application to

DRAKE, BROTHERS, AND REID,
CONCRETE MACHINISTS AND BUILDERS,

208, NEW KENT ROAD, LONDON, S.E.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE.
COMMENCEMENT OF NEW VOLUME,

AND

PERMANENT ENLARGEMENT OF
THE ENGLISH MECHANIC

AND

MIRROR OF SCIENCE.
On the 25th of March, " The MECHANIC," hitherto published separately, will be incorporated with the ENGLISH

MECHANIC AND MIRROR OF SCIENCE. The latter Journal will also be considerably and permanently enlarged.

The improvements contemplated in connection with this enlargement will enable the ENGLISH MECHANIC not only to

maintain its present position as the leading scientific and engineering journal in the kingdom, but also very considerably to

extend its influence and circulation.

Its circulation at present exceeds that ot all the engineering or scientific journals combined, and will at the commencement
of the Ne w Volume amount to

30,000 COPIES WEEKLY.
The Jonrnal in its enlarged size will consist of 32 foolscap pages profusely illustrated. Advertisera who wish their

ann ouncements brought before the numerous classes who read the ENGLISH MECHANIC should remember that all who
read similar journals read this, and that thousands read it who never see any other journal of tho kind.

PRICE 2d. WEEKLY.
OF ALL NEWSVENDORS IN THE KLNGDOM.

OFFICE—31, TAVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

HAWKSLEY'S PATENT STEPS.

Sole Agent—J. WESTWOOD, Jun.,

Tredegar House, Bow, London, E.

RccommeDded lor nURABILITY, SIMPLICITY,
FIRM rOiiTING, ELASTICITY, and are perfectly

NOISKLESS.
6K wrt AAA Fertons have passed over some ot

jOf UjUUU these steps, the wear beln^only

l-16th of an inch. These Steps are In use at most of

the Stations on the North London Railvray.

BRICK MOULDS,
AKD OTIIEK TOOLS FOE BRICKMAKIXG,

ABB ALWAYS KEPT IS STOCK BY
CLARK & HUNT, 159, SUOEEDITOII, LONDON.
MtmliU mmd. to mny given dimatuioiu. Price LUt forwarded on

receipt of « itAmp.

rOLONCEAU AND SEYSSEL ASPHALTE

XSTJLBZ.IAHSD

Foreorerlitf FUt Boof^ Parlnff, and Flooring of over; description
MpedjUlr In pUcM flnbj«e£ to cUmp and TormliL
Tld« isphaUa is now «xteiwlT«Ir wed fur Pnvlnir 8TABLKS (at

ahown abore), the abaanca of Jolnu prereatiiiK the generation of
ammonia.
For Katlmatet and Prices, Ac, appl^ to

JOHN PILKINGTON,
15, FISH STREET lULL, LOXDON, E.C.

Coontrj Bnildere luppiiwl witli Akplwltc in bullc for corerinf Floor*
nf., Barn Floors, Jtc, with instruction, to Ur it djwa

P&IZK VXDAJj, 1861

HAMILTON AND CO.,
Ko.»Mi410, OEEEK-STEEET.SOIIO-SQCABK LOXDOK, W

Sole Msnofactarerfl of
A. WATKCrS PATKST WIBE BOiniD, BOUND and OTAL

PAINTING BRUSHES.
JUMtmat" Bmahea, Sadi Tool., Stlpplini Bnuliai, aUdnri' and

Orainwi' Tools.
TliM. pmds ar. nad. of tb. beat materials and worlcmanshlp, and

have obtaiaed a Uffh rwnutiffn anooff the chief decorators in the
kt>(dam. Taiaiafc aad Coloar Uaaohctoren, Oilcan, Merchant.
*&, ar. enroU<4 in the l«weit Mnu. Price Liste forwarded on ap-
yUeattos.

COX AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of CHUKCH FURNITURE.

With GSODesl^rnB for Church Furniture. Gothic Metal Wort, deco-
rations, Carpets, Hanglnp8, and Embroidery. Price 6d., post free.

CATALOGUE of STAINED GLASS,
Containing 80 Dasiyns, Prices, a Photofrraph of Six Pitnire Snbjncts,
and a List of nearly 100 Churches la which Stained Glass Windows

haye been erected by them. Price 6d., post free.

CATALOGUE of MONUMENTS,
Tomh Halls, Headstones, Memorial Braasea, &c., deslErnod by eminent

Architects and others. Price 6d,, post free.

CHURCH PLATE, of Mesurs. COS and SON'S own mannfacturo
;

a large and varied aB><(jrtmcnt of ChaUces, Flagons, and Patoiis. In
wllvcr and electro-plate

; Portable Bag Sets and Pocket Comniuuion
Services in stock.
LIGHTING CHURCHES.—Estimates furnished for laying on Gas

or lighting Churches and other Buildings with Corouie, Standards,
or Brackets to burn pns, candles, or oil.

DOMESTIC GOTHIC FUKNITURK-DeslgnB and Ettlmatoa
furnished for Gothic Furniture of every description.
CARVING AND GOTHIC JOINERY.—A prcat reduction effected

by roughing out the work by machinery, and finishing only hand
labour.
GOTHIC METAL WORK of every description in SUvor, Brass

and Iron.
ESTIMATES famished for carrying out any Design,

SHOW ROOMS,
28 and 29, Southampton-street, Strand, London.

STAINED GLASS WORKS,
43 and 44, Maldcn-lane (adjoining tho Show-rooms),

. MANUFACTORY,
The Wood and Stone Carvinc, Gothic Metal, Monumental, and
Granite Polishing Works, College Wharf, Belvedere-road, Lambeth

BT

MAJESTY'S

LETTERS

HER

aOYAL

PATENT.

Established a.d, 1774.

A ustin's New Imperial Patent
^~^~ SUPERFINE FLAX SASH LINE.
The above article is now being manufactured and Bold in Inrfti

quantities for Grceiiliouno Sashes, Public-house Shutters, and other
heavy work. The manufacturers would recommend It for its strength,
and the large amount of wear in It couscquout on its pocHliar manu-
facture.
AUSTIN'S IMPERIAL PATENT FLAX SASH AND BLIND

LINKS {two Prise Medals awarded). Tlie Manufacturers of the nlKjvi'

articles particularly wish to draw tho attention of tlio Trade (o their
Imperial Patent Flax Sash Lines, of which they are now making four
qualities, and they strongly recouuncnd that lu all cases they should
be purchased In preference to the patent lines made from Jute, which
article has neither the strength nor the durability of flaxj consequcntlj'
cannot give so much satUfaclion to tho Consumer.
Th«y also invito tho particular attention of the trade to thoir

IMPERIAL PATENT BLIND LINES, which aro very superior to
anything yet offered.

They cau bo obtained of all Ropemakertf, Ironmongers, Merchants
Faoton, and Wholesale Houses in Town or Country.

LEE SZi OO.'S
PATENT OlEO CHARTA WATERPEOOF

WASHABLE PAPERIAN&INGS.
Tlieonly Remedyfor Damp in New or Old Walls.

Decorated by Flrit-cIaHd Art-Worlcmen, or Stencilled and
PrlDted in crety style, t3 euit the Falace, the Muision, and th.
Cottage.

ARCHITECTS' AND DECOEATOES' BESION'S CARRIED
OfT ON SHOE! NOTICE, WITHOUX EXTEA CHABOE.

5, Newmaa-Btreet, London, W.

t'lKST-CLASS MliDAI,,rARI8 EXHIBITION, 1867
i'OK SUPEUIOEITY OF VARNISHES.

MANDER, BROTHERS,
VAEHISUAND JAPAN

MANUFACTURERS,
17, OKACECHUKCU-STREET, LONDON

6, RUE DE L'ENTREroT, PARIS.

WORKS AT WOLVERHAMPTON
jj^t, Vftmisliea Supplied of guiiranteed quality

j?*.,^ (or Railway CompADios,
lil^^ Coach BuUdorB, Decorators, Buildup,
t)/>f^ Churches, &c.

SAMPLES CAN BE OBTAINED GRATIS.
CARRIAGE PAID.

A sphalte Trinidad Seyssell

—

-*-*- MINERAL TAR.
THOiLAS HARRISON and CO. have now a regular supply of

ROCHE ASPHALTE and MASTIC SIINERAL TAR from trance,

and can nnacrtake to execute any work in Asphalte of the very finest

Seyssell quality, as well as Trinidad and British Asphaltes, on the
most reasonahle terms.
n«T^n . -ofT^ /" for every description of BUILDISG, RAILWAY, andPREPARED

(^ AonicnLTUIlAI, WOllK.

TEMPERED ( for every purpose, situation, and EXPOETTO KVBttY
\ CL 1 AtAT H*

Rendered to uniform consistency by Steam Power.
The trade supplied on advantageous terms ; and estimates gWen for

works of any mafrnitude ; also for

LAYING TAK PAVEMEKT.

THOMAS HARRISON AND CO.,
ASPHALTE, WIJITING, AND PAI^T WORKS—

Cambridge Heath Wharf, Hackney,
Sunderlai>d Wharf, Rotherhithe.

CITY 0KFI0K8—N . 106, FENCHUBCH STREET, CITT, E.C.

PAPIER MACHE ORNAMENTS,
FLOWKllS, MUUL1)IXG.S, VEXTlL.vrOllS ,

Sic.

PAPIER MACHE FIGURES,
BRACKETS, BAS REUEFS, &c.

PAPIER MACHE CORNICES,
CHIMNEYPIECES, PICTURE FR.4.MES, S:c. _

AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.

PAPIER MACHE COMPANY
(LIMITED),

SuccesBora to BIELEFELD & CO.,

21, WELLINGTON STREET, STRAND, W.C

CHARLES STRUTTON,

34, Commercial Eoad, Lambeth.

JOHN WESTON & CO.,

SOLID AXD VENEERED

HANDRAIL MANUFACTURERS,
80,UPPBBTrHITECKOSS STBEKT, LONDON, B,C.
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EXTERNAL FACINGS AND DRESSINGS.

ONE of the advantages of our present rapid

means of locomotion is tlie facility it

afEords the observant architect of drawing
sharp contrasts of the Iris'e or the cheerful

architecture of the towns and villages he flies

past in the course of, it may bo, a long railway

]ourney. There is much to be learnt in tlie

process. This special fact amongst others, that

in smoky towns at least, something more than
determining the main lines, and ranreXyfontied
details of a building is necessary to its success-

ful design and pleasing expression. Our traveller

will come upon rural villages, some of them
of brick, white, red and yellow ; some of them
of stone ; sorao even of cob ; but whatever
their material, he will see that, as they lie

basking in the sun, under a clear, smokeless
sky, their aspect is nearly always pleasing.

It matters little with what material their

buildings are /acerf. If he do come upon an
architectural eye-sore of any kind, the chances
are it is the ambitious work of some thought-
less architect, whose violent skylines, coarse
details, or, more frequently, in harmonious con-
trasting of coloured materials (conveyed, haply,

from some exotic source), hail the traveller from
out the unobtrusive village with their loud vul-
garity. Such cases are but exceptions to prove
the rule that, in country places, however
amenable they may be to the blandishments
of good architectural outline and proportion,
an architect need seldom be over solicitous

about what the painters would tfrm the local

colour of his buil<iini>8. Even compo, so often
considered (and most erroneously considered)
the fittest for town architecture, will pass
muster ; and look cheerful and respectable in

the country. Interesting and beautiful it will

never look anywhere. It is suid to be a
material that rather absorbs than reflects the
light

; it is ever monotonous, whether it be
painted or coloujed, or uned au naturel ; we
should hesitate to call it, in the face of certain
purists, truthful and viituous—we simp y
aver that, in smokeless country places, it will,

with every other material we can think of,

pass muster.

But, as he passes through the smoky towns,
our traveller will see that buildings of even
good aichitecfural proportion and skyline that
would do mure than pass muster—nay, look
charming—in the country, buildings of what
our friends the purists would call "honest"
material, have a certain snmetliing about
them which is displeasing, unsatisfactory, and
might somehow have been better. It is

not easy to say at once what it is they lack

—

perhaps the sun to break out and thniw them
into strong contrasts of light, shade, and
shadow—we can't at once say ; but anyhow
we are dissatisfied with them, and glad to
come upon the next country edifice of any
consequence

; or at least upon the buildings
of some comparatively smokeless town, of
which there are many in Old England.
Let the; journeying architect analyse the

cause of this. Let him enter one of the
smoky towns, notably a manufacturing one

;

and he will be struck with the gloomy aspect
of even ashlar stone buildings of unquestion -

ably good architectural outline, proportion and
detail

;
while that of corapo-faced buildings

is simply abominable. Should he, seeing all

this in Leeds, in Manchester, in Birmingham,
come to the conclusion it is all owing to
their excessive sinokiness, let him try the
eilect of a walk in the metropolis. Let him
look at the S. Giles's Schouls in Endell-
street--that brick building of such admirable
proportion and outline ; or at those stone
buildings, admirable for nothing, the British
Museum, or the CoUego of Physicians in Pall

Mall ; or again at those compo buildings in

Victoria-street, Westminster, the town man-
sions, really of excellent proportion ; and
what will lie see ? Ho will see tliat the

brick and the stone and the compo structures,

albeit they are not quite so black and gloomy
as the buildings in the large manufacturing
towns, resemble them all in their Iriate, un-
satisfactory aspect. The fault, if he reflects

on it, will bo found to lie in the want of
contrast of local colour in the materials with
which these buildings are faced. In street

architecture, so unlike in its conditions to

country architecture, this want of colour con-
trast is fatal to the success of any architec-

tural work. For lack of it the gloomy stone

buildings of Sir Robert Smirke look more in-

tensely gloomy ; Mr. Barry's clever Gothic
school frowns dismally on its two cheerful

neighbours opposite, by Mr. Pennethorne and
Mr. George Pownall ; and the stately town
mansions in Victoria-street can never, despite

their array of chintz, muslin and mianonotte,
have as cheerful »n aspect as the fagade of

Messrs. Vickers' distillery on the very same
side of the same street. Nor is the fact

altogether owing to their being faced with
compo instead of stone.

Stone is undeniably a very beautiful

material ; but, on the score of mere beauty,
it is not always the best material with which
to face every town building. Much will of
course depend on the aspect of the fagade,

towards or away from the sun's rays. The
same may be said of the exclusive use in a
town fagade of any material whatever. A
building of architectural pretension, con-
structed wh'iUy of brick, with brick strings,

cornice and window dressings, will need a
very expert designer to redeem it from un-
mitigated ugliness. On the other hand brick,

of whatever colour, whether it be gray stock
brick, as in the case of S. George's Cathedral
at Southwark, or red brick, as in that of

Lambeth Palace, when well relieved, as these
buildings, are with sttme dressings, has always
a pleasing, cheerful appearance. Stone, from
some caute or other, does not stand well in a

London atmosphere : witness the sad failure

of t'lis material in the House's of Pariament. It

is so excessively costly in town that few private
individuals ca^i afford to use it in their build-
ings. The reign of compo facings is nearly
over

; and brick, not always of the best and
most sightly kind, is now very generally em-
ployed, not only for wall facings but for

dre.ssings. We now see all about London
and its suburbs buildings faced wiih the dull

fawn-coloured brick nf the locality, " re-

lieved " with dressings of red brick, red
brick quoins, corbels and co-nices, string-

courses, sills, heads, and other window and
door dres.sings. But whatever the colour of

these dressings, the effect of them is nearly

always coarse, and void of beauty or refine-

ment. This coarseness is simply perceptible
in Gothic work, but in attempts at Classic,

Italian, or Renaissance mouldings, it is obtru-
sively offensive. Much better would it be
for such brick buildings were these dressings

executed even in Portland cement, if real

stone cannot be forthcoming—not on the
score of durability nor yet (save the mark !)

on that of " honesty," but on the score of

colour-contrast necessary to cheerfulness and
beauty. Here it may be urged that, if brick

projecting dressings must needs be used, it is

always—and especially in Classic work—better

to have them of a uniform monotone with
the wall facing than variegated. The gray
stock fagades of the metropolitan police

stations are coarse enough in all conscience,

but what are they to street fronts and villas

in and around London, faced with the like

material, "relieved" with projections of red

brick, or worse still, with cornices, pilasters,

&c., of glaring red, white, and black brick?
We require in town a veritable Building Act
to abate these abominations, these offensively

j

abortive efforts to create silk purses out of

sows' ears. Parti-coloured brickwork as a
j

general rule should be confined to bands or
patterns, worked^ flush with the surface, or

"naked" of the wall. They aie usually
failures where they go beyond this rule

,

whatever be the style of architecture ; while
projecting dressings, as corbellings, blocks, &c.,

are best confined to bed-mouldingi, or other

covered features, and vertical dressings should
be sparingly used ; in nine cases out of ten
they obviously break the bond of the work, and
are best avoided altogether. The remark refers

to constructive dressings of the kind, not to

cast ones, as seen in many ancient works

;

such OS mansions in Norfolk, Essex, and else-

where. Cast brickwork, indeed, is a very ap-

propriate material for town buildings, as might
a short time ago have been seen in and about
Queen-square, Westminster ; and may still be
seen in OM-square, Linc(dn'8-inn. For town
use, even flush brick patterns in a wall are
hardly worth the trouble of devising and work-
ing. Recessed brick bands, as of brick set

arris-wise, are manifestly smoke-proof, and
will endure as long as the brick walls they are

set in ; but who will predicate as much for

Mr. Butterfield's black ones set in the red
brickwork of All Saints, Margaret-street, or,

more ephemeral than they, the red ones set in

gray stock brickwork all over the metropolis)?

Black brick bands in stocks, as used by Mr,
Clutton for his convent near Victoria-street,

and glazed black diapers in red brick, as used
at old Lambeth Palace, will, for aught we
know, abide the advent of Macaulay's New
Zealander.

It would seem then that, if the Londoners
are to continue building, or rather facmg their

buildings with gray stocks, they will do well

to eschew all intermixture of that material

witli red brick, whether applied to composi-

tions in either the " streaky bacon" or the
" blear-eyed" styles of architecture. If they

would, as they needs must, relieve this dull-

looking material at all, it will be best done by
st cks themselves,set back arris-wise or other-

wise within the wall ; or by black (not red)

bands and diapers, built flush within it. It is

a material which can hardly dispense with
architectural dressings ;

and these should be
of " honest" stone, as in Messrs. Robarta'

bank, Lombard-street. Should the architect

be driven to the use of its compo substitute, he
may c insole himself with tlie reflection that a
stringcourse or cornice of compo is quite aa
" honest" as a simulated arrangement of coarse

bricks with gaping mortar to serve for a cor-

nice of mouldings, which it can only carica-

ture.

For all smoky towns, it is greatly to be re-

gretted that red bricks cannot be more gene-

rally used for wall facings, not exclusively

used, but relieved with stone, or any lighter

coloured suostance, as in Marlborough House,

Pall Mall, or in the buildings opposite the east

end of tlie Royal Exchange. These structures

always retain a cheerful appearance, their

cheerful aspect being evidently the result of

the intermixture or relief of materials ; as any

one may perceive who will contrast them with

other red brick buildings, in whose composi-

tion there is no such relief, such as, for ex-

ample, S. James's parsonage, Piccadilly. Red
bnck is indeed the comeliest of all bricks, but

then it should be used f.^r the body of the wall,

not be sparsely applied as an ornament, set-

off, or relief to walling of another colour ; at

all events, in town fronts, and for projecting

dressings to such walling, we can conceive

nothing more hideous. As to the colour of

the red brick, it will always be best to pro-

cure for town purposes a light or salmon-

coloured brick . Every one who has compared

the light, cheeiful-looking material at Marl-

borough House with the sombre-looking wall-

ing of All Saints' Church, will perceive the

truth of the remark.

These observations on brickwork have been

chiefly restricted to its use in the metropolis,

where we have such a variety of bricks in the

market—a variety so great, that even archi-

tects are often puzzled to enumerate them

—
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and yet none of them can be said to be suit-

able" for facings of town buildings, by reason

of their dull colour. But in the provincial

towns the archilect finds a surprising diff r-

ence in the supply and choice of this useful

material. Tims Liverpool possesses but oiiu

description of brick, and that one of a dull

brown red. There all attempts at variegated

brickwork, of which London has just now such

a plethora, are out of the question. We only

know of one such building in the whole town.

In Cheshire, and in other parts of Lancashire,

there are at least three several kinds of

coloured brick, and these are used for facing

purposes in five different ways, producing jast

as many tones of colour. Three of tliese arise

simply from the natural colour of the best,

econd best, and common brick of the locality,

but two more varieties are obtained by the

local mode of use, unknown or hardly known
in the metropolis, and the effect of either of

them is very pleasing.

One of these kinds of facing is locally termed
' ' seconds and while ends," and consists in the

facing of a wall in Flemish bond, with
stretchers of (light red) " seconds" brick, and
headers, burnt to a very pale red or flesh

colour, of the common (red) brick. The pro-

cess gives the wall a sparkling, chequered
appearance, which, where it can be kept from
the influence of smoke, gives a good effect,

especially to large surfaces of walling, at a

very moderate cost. It is a very old method
of facing a wall, and is somewhat falling into

disuse.

The other mode of facing is by "while
ends" alone—that is to say, by constructing

the front with burnt headers only, each super-

imposed course breaking joint intlie usual way
with that of the course beneath it. Tliis

method gives a warm mottled grey tone to the

wall, and out in the country, as at Alderley

Edge, in Cheshire, where the burnt ends have
a pale pink colour, the effect is remarkably
pleasing.

These two descriptions of facings are, liow-

ever, wholly subject to the remark as to local

colour with which this article opened

—

that is to say, they do well enough in the

smokeless, rural districts ; but, like London
stocks relieved with red bands or interlacings,

they are of but brief use in the smoky towns.

This may be found at Bradford, near Man-
chester, where both the London and the Man-
chester modes may be seen—or, rather, might
a few years ago have been sei-n—c nibini d,

in the case of a church, faced wholly with
white header?, interlaced and banded with red

bricks. In this case, the ingenious patterns of
the architect have come to nought ; they and
the "white ends" Having, in less than nine
years, settled down to a monotonous dull grey,

the sure fate of all such feeble alternations of

colour in large smoky towns. The same thing
may be seen in London, hardly so smoky a
place as Manchester, by anyone who will exa-
mine the cleverly red-handed facings of Mr.
Gray's builditig at the corner nf Tavistock imd
Kouthampton-streets, Covent-gHrden. Had it

been faced wholly with stone, it might, with
Arthur's Club, or the Wellington, in St.

James's-street, have been equally monoto-
nous—a conclusion not wholly destitute of
comfort when one reflects on the dangerously
perishable nature of London masonry.

Bethinking us of the moral of our article, it

would seem to lie in the conclusion that in

smoky towns, where it is procurable, there is

nothing so desirable for facings as bright red
brick walling, relieved amply and judiciously
with dressings of compact, bright-looking
masonry

; or (shall wo confess it ?) Portland
cement when stone cannot be had.

ARCHED ROOFS.—Xo. I.

TTNTIL reflection guides us to the reason
kJ why the aban lonment of the arched
form for bridges of large span should be fol-
lowed by its introduction for roofs under
Bimilar circumstances, the fact appears almost

paradoxical. The cause of the arch falling

iut<} disuse whfn the span of the structure

becomes excessive is duo to the great rise, or

versed sine, necessary to afford the requisite

degree of stability and equilibrium. It is

true that the ratio between span and rise i.«

reduced to the minimum limit when iron is

the material used, but oven that limit becomes
impracticable under certain conditions. A
reference to lig. 1, which represents the ordi-

nary conditions relating to a bridge over a

river, will show the necessity of deviating

from the arched form in numerous instances.

concerned with the calculation of the strains

upon a truss of this description, but it may be
briefly mentioned that the effect of inclining

the tie at an anjle with the horizon is to in-

crease the strains upon all the members. The
strains upon the rafter are proportional to the

angle between it and the tie. Those upon the

other component parts are also dependent in

some measure upon the amies they themselves
make with the rafter. Thus it will be seen

that additional headway in a roof is not gained

without a corresponding disadvantage with

regard to the amount of the strains generated

Fia.t

Let P B G represent the general contour of an
arch bridge over a river, having the minimum
rise X that can be given to the span. Let

A F G C represent the surface of the ground,

which is naturally not much above that of

the water-l(!vel, and suppose A and C to be

the points the most remote from the centre B
of the bridge at which it is possible to com-
mence raising the roads. The inclination of

the roads cannot therefore be less than that of

the lines A B, B C. Suppose that by Act of

Parliament, or in consequence of other condi-

tions equally compulsory, the steepest gradient

is fixed at that shown by the lines AD, EC.
Since the crown of the arch cannot be flat-

tened to that level, it is clearly necessary to

abandon that form of construction and adopt

another. The simplest method available is

that shown by the dotted line, which consists in

running the abutments up to D and E, and
throwing a horizontal girder aoross. The
girder itself may either be rectangular, as

shown by the dotted parallelogram, or its

upper member may be curved similarly to

that of a bowstring girder. There are other

circumstances in connection with this type of

construction which have also had considerable

influence in leading to the partial discarding

of it by engineers, but the impossihiliiy of

adapting it to suit certain physical contingen-

cies of ground and loi'.ality has been prima
facie the reason of its being superseded by
other more favourable forms.

The introduction of the arched form to the

construction of roofs was due principally to

the necessity of dispensing as mtich as possible

in railway stations withj all intermediate sup-

ports from side wall to side wall. The enor-

mous height also to which it was necessary to

raise the rafters of the old trussed roof when
the span became of large dimensions speedily

rendered a modification of the system indis-

pensable. Headway was likewise of para-

mount impprtunce, which was pinched when
the truss had a horizontal tie rod. We will

just trace the several alterations and modifica-

tions which the old truss has undergone in

order to render it suitable to modem require-

ments. In fig. 2, A B C represents the

older system of truss, where the tic rod A C is

horizontal, but as more headway was fre-

quently required, its original shape was
altered to that of A BC, the dotted lines A D,

D C showing the new manner in which the

tie rod was inclined and additional room ob-

tained undemetith. We are not at present

throughout the truss. By the modification in-

troduced in fig. 2, not only is the headway
increased, but the depth of the truss is

reduced, which is a concomitant ciuse
of the increase in the strains. But when
roofs of very large spans began to be con-
structed in iron, it was at once sought
to still further reduce the depth of the truss,

and this brings us to the first approximation
to the curvilinear form. The diagram in

fig. 3 shows the modified truss ABC, with

the inclined tie rods. The dotted cnrved lines

show the alterations that virtually transformed
it into an arched roof. The exact contour, as

well as the proper system of bracing, is not

shown in the diagram, to avoid confusion, but
merely enough to illustrate the introduction of

the principle. There is still another form
which will complete the series, and which is

used to avoid the employment of any tie rod
whatever. It is the type of construction

erected at most of the underground stations,

and one which we shall give an analysis of.

The principal parts are an upper and lower
flanjje, connected together by either a solid or

an open web, as represented in fig. 4. The

FiC.^

web in the roofs of the underground stations

consists of a solid plate, stiffened at intervals

by radiating tie or angle irons, but lattice

bracing is also used for the web in some in-

stances, notably in the gigantic structure,

roofing in the station at S. Pancras, on the

Midland line. So far as the merits of the

solid or open web are concerned, there is not

mucli superiority to be claimed by either. The
latter is rather more economical, and certainly

has a lighter and more elegant appearance,

but does not give so much stiffness and
rigidity as its rival. By bolting cast-iron bosses

and ornaments to the intersections of the

lattice bars, the monotonous aspect of the

diagonal lines can be relieved, and the trellis

arrangement broken up, as it were. Where the
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•pan of the roof is small, it is immaterial, so

far as regards economy of metal, wliich

description of web is used. The conditions in

either case give very little strain npon that

part of the arch. It only requires to be thick

enough to maintain the flanges at their proper

distances apart, and so prevent their being

subjected to any strains but those of a com-

pressive character. Thfl bowstring girder is

sometimes used as a roof principal, and is an

economical form where the span is of con-

siderable dimensions. It has the disadvantage

of possessing a horizontal tie, so that it is not

well adapted for instances in which the head-

way must bo a maximum. In all curved

roofs of a segmental shape, it must be borne

in mind that there is a discrepancy between

the theoretical premises and the practical

deductions. It is assumed that the curve of

the upper flange of a bowstring girder, for

example, does not differ sensibly from that of

a parabola. All that remains to ensure in

practice is that it should not, which is not

effected by making the curve that of a

parabola, but by so proportioning the ratio of

tlie rise to the radius that the described circle

shall not depart to any appreciable extent

from that curve. Obviously there are practical

difficulties, inseparable from workmanship,

which would render it exceedingly unadvisable

to adopt any other curve than th:it of a circle.

Ordinary workmen can readily describe a

circle of any radius, but the accurate laying

off the ordinates and alscissfe of a parabola is

a step bciyond their capabilities. We must
reserve for our next article the investigation

of the action of the strains upon curved roofs,

and the method of calculating them.

SALISBURY CATHEDRAL AND ITS
ORGAN.

AMONG the very many questioni now so

much debated, and so loudly calling

for solution, and perliaps a new idea to help it,

there is not one more interesting and impor-

tant than that of the future use to be made of

our great cathedrals. What are they for

—

with all their great empty spaces, and how can

they be adapted to present requirements ;
or

can matters, a.s they are at present, b.; so

altered as to adapt themselves to the cathe-

drals ? These are, indeed, tremendous open

questions, and vi-ry hard to answer ; but one

at least out of the many may be open to a
comparatively easy solution, and it is this one,

viz., that cathedrals are, of all other building.s,

the very best for muaicil purposes, and
especially for the purposes of sacred music.

This fact stands happily apart from creeds

and formalities and pedantries of all kinds
;

»nd it becomes therefore a matter of no small

interest to inquire as to what kind of instru-

ment, or instruments, is best fitted for them,
and where such instrument should be placed.

Accident here has helped to a solution of the

problem ; and there would seem to be no
sort of doubt thit the organ-loft, or as it is

sometimes more correctly called, the rood loft,

is the best place for the organ, and the organ
the best of instruments. Salisbury Cathedral,

out of many others, is now most perilously and
unfortunately in a state of transition between
the destruction and neglect of the last gene-
ration of men, and the foolish care and still

more fatal improvement of the present day.

It is proposed to restore Salisbury Cathedral
;

and it is truly melancholy to think, even for a
moment, of what this really means and im-
plies. Shortly, it means that after all is dotie,

there will be little or nothing of the old cathe-

dral left but the bare carcase of it. But of
this another time, our present business being
with the organ itself, and its proposed arrange-
ment, as indicated in Mr. Scott's " Report,''

issued but a week or two back. If that re

port be attentively read, it will conduce to

much clearness of comprehension, and serve to

make this slight notice more intelligible and
convincing. It may save the organ. If there

be one thing more than another more sure

and certain as a matter of principle as re-

gards the arrtngement and mechanical

construction of an organ, it is this, th«t

the whole of the instrument, though it is

composed of so many different parts, is in

effect one instrument, and only one. Just as

in an orchestral band, the whole of the

instruments, though so different in form, and

sound, and power, are meant to produce,

when combined, the effect of one, just in pro-

portion to the skill and genius of the individual

performers who compose the whole of it.

This, as it seems to me, exists in the very

nature of an organ. Distribute the different

p»rts of an organ about a building, and you
destroy the very nature of it, and do all that

is well possible to weaken and confuse it.

This it is now, unfortunately, propos-d to do,

with the organ at Salisbury Cathedral, even

after the warnings and miserable failures of

S. Paul's and Westminster Abbey. Mr. Scott

proposes, or some one does for him, to cut up
the Salisbury organ into pieces or sections,

putting a part on the organ loft, where it now
is and ought to be, a part behind the stalls of

the choir, and a part, of all places conceivable,

up in the clerestory roof, and thus cutting

what is and ought to be a single instrument,

into four, perhaps! into five distinct and
separate parts. What would be said if Sir

M. Costa, at Covent Garden, were to divide

and separate his fine band by leaving some of

them in the pit, putting some in the boxes,

transporting the wind instruments to the back
of the staue, and lifting the fiddles into the

roof, and then, strangest thing of all, pro-

mising to bring them all together again by
"electric action !

" It would certainly boa
very curious experiment to try, and miglit

well puzzle the most famous and skilful of

composers to write anything for such a band
and so placed. Surely Mr. Scott, or those who
do his work for him, do not recollect that the

sole object of " electric action " is a purely

mechanical matter, and serves but to bring

the fingers of the performer practically nearer

to the pipes, but that no electricity or anything
else will annihilate the interval of tirae

necessary for the sound from e ich individual

pipe in an organ reaching the ears of those

who listen to those sounds from them. An
organ pipe close to the ears of a performer or

conductor would of course reach the ear

iiistantaneousl}', but another pipe in the roof

of a building, though sounding at the same
precise instant through the medium of electric

action, would be likely enough to be a bar or

two behind to his ear, from the simple fact of
the sound from it taking that tirae to travel

before reaching his ear. What has electricity

to do with it, or how can it help to diminish
this interval of time, the two pipes sounding
together during the same instant ? Surely all

this contemplated and certain failure is simply
to know nothing whatever about the matter
architecturally, musically, or in any other

way. Sound travel;) at the rate of 1145ft. in

a second of time, and is comparatively a slow
rate of travelling, as anyone may see by
watching the stroke of a hammer at some little

distance off, and waiting for the sound of it

to reach the ear. No proposition for the
destruction of an organ could be more fatal

than this—fatal in every way, for it compels
the organist, whatever his powers may be over
the material instrument, or whatever his

mechanical precision, to miss his mark
and to fail. Why Mr. Cooper himself,

whose powers seem to me little short of

miraculous, could not get over such a

difficulty as this; no "electricity" will enable
him or anyone else to triumph over the diffi-

culties created by the " improvements " in S.

Paul's, and what is now proposed to be done
at Salisbury is, if anything, even worse, and
more perplexing, and utterh' destructive of

accuracy and delicacy of performance. One
thing more. Mr. Scott or his assistant in

the " Report " talks of lengthening or widen-
ing the organ loft, and about the " proportion

"

between the size of the organ and the size of

the loft it stands on, and seeing to ask what
thit proportion ought to be. Ha may well

ask the question, for this simple reason, that it

is already answered—fully and accurately and
most thoroughly answered—in two buildings,

S. Paai'a and Westminster. There ia a small
organ, I suppose it must be called, yet left

standing in Westminster, and which looks novr

as if merely put up on a shelf out of the way
for an hour or two, or as waiting to be pulled

down, the main instrument being already

gone. Is that unhappy fragment in pro-

portion? The other example teas atS. Paul's,

and if a section showing the organ and soreen

be attentively studied it will be found that no
more perfect way of proportioning an organ to

the size of a cathedral, and no better wa^ of
putting it on a supporting base can possibly

be hit on. The vaulted roof under which the
organ stood, the screen on which it rested, and
the size of the organ were as nearly harmonised,
and as admirably put together as could be,

and did infinite credit to that knowledge of
proportion and outline for which Sir C. Wren
was 80 justly famous. Mr. Scott wants to

know, after all his chances, what proportion is,

and means ? We answer, there it is, or rather

was, but must be seen now in a section of (be

church, drawn on a fragment of paper I r.

Gladstone says that this great country ia

daily improving, and all we want now is

education universally diffused. What is the

amount, may we ask, of education to be got, if

any is, out of S. Paul's or Westminster, or

Salisbury, and who are they who are to get
most out of them—the few, or the ignorant

many ? May we not hope therefore that before

the Salisbury organ is tampered with or

destroyed, that these important considerations

and facts will have some weight and be duly

considered, and that the properly effective

mode in which a large organ should be put
together will bo taken into account by some-
one who at least knows that it is something
more than a mere collection of noisy metal
tubes and " electricity

!"
C. B. A.

WATER SAMPLES.

AFTER giving us a report, and then the
minutes of evidence on which it was

based, the Royal Commission on Water Supply
has now issu d the Appendices. Kverybody
observed in the Report a comprehensiveness
and clearness of arrangement imusual in

Parliamentary Blue Books, and the appendices
show those desirable qualities in an equal
degree. Mr. Pole was the very man to be
appointed Secretary to this Commission.
Formerly a professor of mathematics, after-

wards the manager of the official business of
one of the eminent water-works engi-

neers in Great George-street, and after that

time^a profe^sor of Civil Eiiginou-ring, he had
all the qualities requisite for the occasion, and
if opinion differed before the appointment,
the reports and appendices of the proceedings
have proved the propriety of the appointment.
Being charged by the Commission with the

collection of samples of water from the

sources proposed by Mr. Bateman, and those

proposed by Messrs. Hemans and Hassard,

Mr. Pole first obtained from those engineers

their pamphlets and other information, and
then consulted Dr. Frankland, to whom he
was instructed to deliver the samples for

analysis, on the mode in which he would wish

them to be collected and preserved, and the

quantity of each sample. Mr. Pole found
that in considering the quality of the water

likely to be afforded by any particular gather-

ing ground, it was necessary to notice not

only the mineralogical composition of the

rocks, but also the nature of the surface

of the ground, as regards conformation, cover-

ing, and accidental circumstances. Mr. Polo
first describ 'S the collection of water from the

Cumberland Lake district, proposed by Messrs.

Hemans and Haesard as the source from
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which the metropolis should be supplied. The
rocks in the greater part of this district are

such as are usually considered most favourable

for preserving the purity of the water falling

on them, being practically insoluble, and very
little liable to disintegration.

The hills rise abruptly and their sides are

steep and rugged, so that the water runs oS
quickly. This is not only conducive to the

purity of the water, from the less time it has
to take up foreign matters, but it also tends to

diminish the quantity exposed to absorption

and evaporation, and so to increase the* pro-

portion of rainfall available for storage.

The samples were collected in glass

carboys, holdins; two gallons each, covered
with wickerwork, and fitted with ground glass

stoppers. They were made expressly for the
purpose by the Aire and Calder Glass Bottle
Company, four of them being filled for a
sample of each of the principal streams, and
one for each minor stream.

In taking the water, each bottle was cleaned
round the neck and stopper, next rinsed three
times with the water it was to contain, and
then filled to within a short distance of the
stopper. This was fastened down with
leather, and sealed, and the leather covered
with canvas, a record being kept ofi the num-
ber of the bottle, the exact locality, and the
attendant circumstances.

From the lakes, the water was taken by im-
mersing the bottles below the surface out in

deep water. From the streams the water was
ladled from the running stream with a ladle

of ebonite or " hard india-rubber " (a material
recommended by Dr. Frankland) attached to a
long handle, and was poured into the bottle
through a funnel of the same material.

The weather was fine during the time of

Mr. Pole's visit, and although he took no
accurate gaugings of the quantity of water
then running, he estimates roughly th.it from
one-hull' 10 one million gallons per day was
the fine weather flow from each square mile,

or say one-twentieth of an inch in de] i a per
day.

A sample of water from Thirlmere Lake was
beautifully transparent and colourless, and the

small submerged pebbles were quite clean and
free from vegetation, which is generally con-
sidered a sign of freedom from mossy contents

in the water.

Before Mr. Pole started on his journey he
and Dr. Frankland considered where the

several samples should be taken, but when he
arrived there he found local circumstances in

some cases interfere with their preconceived
opinions, and he had to exercise his own judg-
ment as to where the different samples should be
taken so as to fairly represent the quality of the

water of the district generally. Lead mines
also also claimed attention, and Mr. Pole
gives in this appendix a succinct description

of the manner in which they defile the water.
This Cumberland lake scheme of Messrs.

Hemans and Hassard, civil engineers, is illus-

trated by a plan of the gathering ground, a
sketch map of the route of the conduit, de-
tailed cross sections of the several portions of
the conduit, showing the intention to con-
struct it differently in different parts so as to

utilise the local materials, and other drawings,
from which it seems there are some remark-
able features in the scheme ; and they are
briefly these :

—

A tunnel, nearly eight miles in length,
divided into 20 sections by 19 shafts, varying
from 100ft. to iOOft. in depth. The tunnel
begins in 30ft. cutting, and the inclination is

2ft. per mile.

Another tunnel is still more remarkable,
being six miles long, with only two shafts,

those being 500ft. deep, and the summit of
the hill being 1150ft. above the level of the
tunnel. There thus being nearly two miles
from shaft to shaft, the time occupied in

driving this tunnel must be of great length.
ITie tliird remarkable featute in the scheme

B the use of wrought-iron pipes 8ft. diameter,
r crossing valleys. ITuree plates are bent

into a circle, with butt-joints and covering-
plates, and round the circumference the tube
is stiffened by X irons and angle-irons, the
whole riveted together.

Mr. Pole also visited the district at the head
of the River Severn, from which Mr. Bate-
man, C.E., proposed to take water for the
supply of London, and there took samples in

the same manner as that described above.
It had been alleged that there were lead

workings in the Severn district which would
have an injurious effect on the quality of the
water, and Mr. Pole investigated the subject
with a view to meet this allegation. He
found several workings of this kind, and at

one of them a curious effect was observed on
the trout and salmon inhabiting the waters
proceeding from one of these lead workings.
They became of a black colour, beginning at
the tail.

The streams of water are coloured by
peat, being brown, but perfectly transparent,
except in the lower ground where the rivulets

run over the alluvium of the flatter lands ;

here the water was turbid.

The volume of water in these mountain
streams changes very rapidly. In one case
Mr. Pole observed that at 2^ p.m. on the 6th
day of the month, the quantity was 130 million
gallons per day. At 3J p.m. on the 7th, it

had fallen to 90 millions, had lost its turbidity
and had become transparent, but had retained
its brown ci>lour. At 8i p.m. on the same
day the volume was reduced to 50 millions,
and at 8 a.m. on the following day to less

than 30 millions. These rapid changes in

appearance led Mr. Pole to think that, although
the peaty brown colour may be a constant
characteristic of the streams in rainy weather,
the turbidity is only a transient effect follow-
ing immediately from rain, and disappearing
very soon.

The two eminent analytical chemists, Dr.
Frankland and Dr. Odling, to whom these
water samples were submitteil agree that they
are exce-dingly suited for the supply of
towns. They are of fair appearance and
aeration ; contain but a small proportion of
dissolved mineral matter, and are extremely
soft;, but unlike many other soft waters th^y
exert no sensible action on ordinary lead.

They contain, moreover, but small proportions
of organic nitrogen and carbon (organic
matter), and have not been at any time sub-
jected to previous sewage contamination.
As the Commissioners had to inquire into

the efficiency or otherwise of the existing

sources of supply, as well as into new pro-
jects, they entrusted the taking of the samples
from the Thames and its tributaries also to

Mr. Pole, M.Inst.C.E., F.R.S., and he divided
the samples into four classes, viz. :—(1) Those
from the head waters of the Thames, above
Lechlade

; (2) the main stream
; (3) the more

important tributaries, north and south ; and
(4) certain outlying waters. The portion of
the Thames basin above Lechlade is about
400 square miles area, the principal streams
of which are the Chillbrook, the Churn, the
Gloucestershire Colne, the Loach, the Ray,
and the Cole. The surface of this drainage
area consists almost entirely of porous rock of
the upper and lower oolite f.irmations, in-

terspersed with small areas of other forma-
tions. The oolites are covered generally with
only a few inches of soil, and the rain is

quickly absorbed. The supply to the streams
is therefore principally from springs. The
Seven Springs were yielding 150,000 gall ons
per day, and the Syreford Spring, at the
source of the Colne, from three to four million
gallons per day. Three of the springs from
the upper oolite were yielding respectively as
follows :—(1) Thames Head, three million

gallons per day. (2) The Bogwell Spring
from one to two millions. (3) Tl.e springs in

Ampncy Park, about two miles east of Ciren-
cester, between five and ten million gallons
per day.

Samples taken from the main stream from
Lechlade down to Hampton, and from the

various tributaries, as well as from some out-
lyiiig waters, showed that the water of the
main stream was much better than from the
other sources, and increased in quality for
di)mestic use downwards, until at Hampton,
where a great part of the present supply is

taken, the quality was be'.ter than anywhere
else except the comparatively small supply
from the Bagshot sands. This subject of the
quality of the Thames water was fully gone
iuto when the first Report appeared, and will

be in the recollection of readers of The Build-
ing News.

THE SANITARY ASPECTS OF THE
METKOPOLITAN BOILDING ACT,

ON Tuesday week a deputation from the
Metropolitan Aasociation of Medical

Officers of Health had an interview with the
Home Secretary, in order to bring under his
notice some alleged serious deficiencies in the
Building Act, which have an important bearing
upon the sanitary arrangements of the dwellings
which are springinj; up ia all directions around
London. The points chiefly dwelt on by Mr.
Liddle (who headed the deputation), Dr. Tripe,
Dr. Vineu, and Dr. Aldis, who addressed Mr.
Bruce, were the practice of erecting buildings
upon deeply-excavated ground, which had previ-
ously been filled in with rubbish containing a good
deal of unwholesome decomposable materials,
without the protection that would be afforded by
a layer of flagstones or concrete at the founda-
tion, and also that of building upon wet and un-
drained laud. Instances were mentioned in which
the surveyors of the metropolitan district boards,
contenting themselves with the deposit of plans
for house drainage, took so little further interest

in the matter that builders either put in no drains
at all, or made a pretence of putting them in,

without any communication with the sewer, or

departed from the plans deposited from motives of

economy. They also drew Mr. Bruoe's attention

to the evasions which were practised in respect of

the 29th section, which provides for the ventila-

tion and lighting from the outside of all the

inhabited rooms of newly-built houses. Mr.
Biuoe, in reply, expresied his general concurrence
with the views of the deputation, and in the neces-

sity there was for an amendment in the statute.

He considered, however, that this matter formed
a part of a more comprehensive scbeme of sani-

tary legislation, and ttiat it sb >uld be deilt with

by the Government wlien the Sanitary Commis-
sion now sittinij shall have made its report. He
was reminded by Dr. Vinen that the inquiries of

the Commission excluded London, but replied

that though such was the Cise, Government would
not be thereby ileterred from including the metro-
polis when the question of amendment in the
sanitary laws came under consideration.

Testimonial to B. R. Green, Esq.—We
notice with pleasure an event of interest in the

world of art. In June last the Artists' Annuity
Fund expressed by unanimous resolution its high
sense of Mr. Green's services as secretary during
more than twenty years. A committee consisting

of Messrs. Abbott, Atkinson, Cooper, Dighton,

Morris, Radford, and Willmore, undertook the

task of giving substantive and enduring effects

to this resolution. The object was warmly sup-

ported, and although subscriptions were limited

in amount and restricted to members—the primary
and essential purpose being an expression of the

esteem Mr. Green's conduL-t has secured— a
handsome timepiece, and a pnrse of £50 liave

been provided. The presentation took place

at Freemasons' Tavern on Tuesday evening

the 22nd inst.. Captain Dighton, past presiden t

of the society, and treasurer for the testimonial,

accompanying the gift with a warm and effective

eulogium.

BnoMPTON Barracks.—During the present

year various improvements are to be commenced
at the School of Military Engineering, Brompton
Barracks, costing £21,000, a vote ou account of

which is inserted in the Army Estimates for 1870-1.

There is to be an alteration of the entrance to the

barracks, and new schools of insiructionare to bo

erected. It is expected that the ground now occu-

pied by the hut barracks will be taken over by

the Royal Engineering Department, for the

better carrying out of the instruction of the

ofli cers and^ men of the corps of Royal En gi-

neers.
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She Surueiiar.

A PLEA POB CtTLTtTRK IN THE PE0MS8I0if OP A
SURVEYOB.

AT the Instit.ntion of Surveyors on Monday
eveninsj the disciisiion on Mr. Squaroy's

paper on " Farming Covenants " was renamed,

and occupied the >vboIe evening. Mr. Jeremiah
Matthews's paper on the above subject was

therefore taken as read, and will be discussed

at the next meeting. After some introductory

observations on technical education, Mr.
MATTnEwg said :

—

The landmarks of the profession hare been

broken np in oonseqnonce of this inevitable sub-

division of liibour. Take our own profession as

an example, and consider how it Ins grown np.

We have a recognised existence, we have grown
into an iusiitmion. In the beginning of the

career of many of ns the modern surveyor was
unknown. The owners of property had for the

most part legal professional men as tlieir confi-

dential advisers, who collected thiir rents and
managed their cst.tes generally in a very

efficient manner. The surveyor occupies a simply

subordinate position—generally employed by the

professional man and without any particular

training, except what he acquired by his own
practical experience. But now, stimulated by
the vast improvements in agricnlture, by the

rapid development of our minenil wealth, by the

immense extension of railway;, and by other

causes, the surveyor has gradually acquired an

independent position ; he is now himself the con-

fidential advi.ser of owners of property, instead of

being dependent on other professional men for

enipi'iymont.

It is well for us to be reminded of this gradual
c ntinued inireLise in the importance of our pro-

f'ssion, in oriler that we may be more impressed
with the necessity for a simultaneous expausioa
of our education and culture.

To wli:it, then, has our profession grown, and
for the fulfilment of what duties should we seek

to qualil'y ourselves ? We must have a thorongh
Icnowledge of the agricultural value of land, and
should therefore be practical farmers. F>ir the

general manigement and improvement of an
estate wo must kuow something about building

and arcliitectnrc ; about draining, surveying,

levelling, and the cultivation of timber. We
must know, too, the mineral resources of the pro-

perties with which we deal, which in itself opens

up a vast field of knowledge ; nc must be

familiar with manufacturing and commercial pro-

perties ; wo must bs good accounrants (not so

simple an acquirement as some seem to imugiiie) ;

and we ,-hauld at any rate be able to solve ab
initio thosa problems in annuities, life interests,

reversions, and other subjects, the solutions of

which wo are in the habit of extracting mecha-
nically from published tablis.

Thiscertainly seems a long list of acquirements

;

but something still more important is domandfd
from him whi would excel in our profession. He
mnst be qualitieJ to act as witness, arbitrator, or

as umpire, three qualifications which demand the
most careful training. As a witness he must
have clear opinions and clear reasons for holding
them, and these opinions he must be able to ex-
press in concise and lucid language. As an arbi-

trator he should have the qualities of an advocate,

disorimin.ting those points most favourable to

his own case and lucidly enforcing them. As an
umpire he should have the qualities of a judge

;

skill and judgment in weighing evidence on both

sides, and selecting only tlie material points, not
stubbornly clinging to a preconceived opinion,

but open to the reasons and arguments on each
side, and possessing ability to sift tliem.

The surveyor should also have a literary and
logic d culture, in which I am hound to say we
are, for the most part, ileficient, which will enable
him, ill the reports he has so co' stanily to make,
to arrange his arguments and opinions in the most
concise and logical form ; and, finally, he must
above all things have tact in dealing with his fel-

low-men ; for, as he must arlvise the wise and the

foolish, the learned and the unlearned, he must
have the skill to enter into the minds of those he
coini'S in contact wjili and to see things froji their

poinds of \ii.'W, in order that he may know what
kind of arguments will bo most likely to couviuce
them.
Now a thorough knowledge of most of the ac-

quirements I have mentioned would require the

exp rience of years. A surveyor cannot be so

good a farmer as a man with as good an educa-

lion and ability who spends his lite in nothing

else—he cannot be as go^d an accountant as a

pr fessional one—he cinnot know as much about
building as an architect— ho cannot weigh
evidence like a judge. Nevertheless, onr work Is

not at present so subdivided that many of the

gentlemen I am addressing would shrink from
giving an opinion on most of these subjects, or
occupying any of the positions I have described.

A surveyor, then, who would excel in his profes-

sion, should aim in the first place at acquiring a
sonnd knowledge of the rudiments of each ot

its branches, and then a perfect knowledge
of as many as he is capable of mastering

;

and this is, in fact, a limited form of my
general theory of education—viz., that a man
should know one thing perfectly, and know some-
thing of everything else. I do not moan that

he should have a superflcial knowledge of other

things, but a knowledge which is real in its cha-

racter though it may be elementary and limited

in its extent.

With this view I consider the best preparation

for our profession to be a high general education,

becauss I believe that a mind thus trained may
be made capable of acquiring the technical details

of the profession with a comparatively small ex-

penditure of timo and labour. Let us see what
branches of learning are included in such an
education, and what influence, direct or indirect,

they would be likely to have on our profession. For
the sake of simplicity we may class them under

three heads, science, mathematics, and literature

and logic. The direct value of scientific know-
ledge, especially that of chemistry, botany, and
geology in our profession is obvious.

We learn from chemistry the component parts

of our various soils and of the plants we grow
npon them. We thereforo know what elements

of the soil a particular plaat v<:ill assimilate, and
hence what we mnst replaca there in order to

continue the cultivation of sindi a plant ; in other

words, we learn the science of manuring.
Ag.iiu, a botanist, from bis knowledge of plants

will see at a glance the nature of the Foil on

which particular plants are gro>ving, whether it

is barren or productive, wot. or <lry, light or

heavy, si that startiiig with his knowledge, a

valuer, with a comparatively short practice, will

be able to give a reasonable opinion on the

agricultural value of land. The somo may be
said of the geologist, but, independently of the

value of geology in an agricultural point of view
to the surveyor who has anything ro do with the

immense mineral properties of this country, a
deep knowledge of this science is indispensable.

The knowledge of mathematics, even of a high
order, is of dinct benefit. Including the more
elementary knowledge of figures in this subject,

it is of course essential that we should have a
thorough knowledge of book-keeping, of tho best

methods of keeping our farm, estate, and other
accounts. Questions of life interests and rever-

sions, &o., require a considerable knowledge of

mathematics for solution, and, though we are

supplied with tables which solve most of such
questions without our thought or trouble, yet

cases often arise in which our tables are not ap-
plicable, and it is therefore on all accounts de-

sirable that we should be able to solve all such
questions by the light of our own knowledge.

But, independently of the direct practical bear-

ing of science and mathematics, their indirect

value In trai ning and disciplining the mind isincal-

oulable. No matter what we are engaged in, all

through life it is onr great interest to find out the

truth about matters we are concerned in. To do
this we must be able to judge correctly of the

facts which come before us, an ability which
constitutes one of tho greatest distinctions

between one man and another, and to do which
with effect needs all the lesources which tho

mo-t perfect system of intellectnal training can
command. For this purpose the vilue of the

study of mathonia'ics ami S'-iencc is essential.

M ithematics teaches ns the m'thod of arriving

at truth from reasoning. It o'jliges us to lav

down with exactness and precision all the pre-

misps from which we meim to argue, to keep each

step in one argument distinct and separate from
every other step, and thus to cultivate a habit of

mind necessary to tho elucidation of truth.

Science shows us how trmh can be arrived at

from observation. We do not all profess to

reason, but we all of us profess to draw infer-

ences from observation, and I may safely say

that no man who is not a student of science can

form an idea of what tho difficulty of reasoning
from experiment or observation really is, or hoir
cautions it is necessary to be if we would avoid
false inferences.

I might speak at some length on the bearing
of literature and logic, both directly and
indirectly on onr profession, bnt by so doing, I
fear that I should exceed my proper limit. I will

merely observe that one of tho greatest wants in
our cdncation is the power of expressing onr
thoughts and opinions in graceful, logical, and
grammatical language. Wo may have arrived at
a correct conclusion, either by sound reasoning,
or by a correct Jnlgmont of evidence ; bat few oi
ns have the art of writing down, or expressing
clearly, tho way in which we have arrived at it,

laying down, when necesfuiry, first the premises
from which wo start, then the various steps of onr
argument, arranged without confusion, and slated
without prolixity, so that our conclusion may be
at once natural and convincing.

This art can certainly bo best acquired by a
study of literature and logic.

From these remarks you will understand that I
recommend for our own education, before we
seek to acquire the knos-ledge of the technU
calitiea of our profession, a wide mental culture
such as is generally thought necessary in the
older established professions. It is needless for
me to enlarge on the indirect advantages of snoli

a training. I mean those advantages which are

independent of our profession. We all of ns
have our times of leisure, but we do not all know
how to use them best, and this culture mu:t cer-

tainly teach us how to employ our leisure with the

greatest pleasure to ourselves, and the greatest

benefit to our fellow-men.

Let us suppose, then, that this idea of a
general cultivation of intelligence is a reasonable

and noble one. Shall we by following it ont
detract from our practical use ? It is the nature
of some people to value an idea in and for itself,

irrespective of the practical consequences which
mav result from it ; but we English delight to

call ourselves a practical people, whiohmiy be
interpreted to mean a people iuae^essiblo to and
impatient of ideas. Prescription and routine have
more lio'd upon Eiglishmen than most other

people, and so when we change any of onr cus-

toms, we change them not because they are anti-

quatedor irrational, but because they arepraotically

inconvenient.

What, therefore, I have been endeavouring to

show is this, that the training I advocate is not only
not inconsistent with the best technical know-
ledge, but that it is a very great assistance, both
directly and indirectly, in acquiring proficiency in

the higher walks of our profession.

The question now arises—Where can we best

obtain this culture?

I certainly know of no place comparable to the
XJniver-ities for this purpose. They are par
excellence the seats of learning, and possess the

greatc-.t facilities for uninterrupted study and
instruction in those branches of onltnro I have
mentioned. I do not say that the course of in-

struction and training is altogether a perfect one.

I believe that in some respects it might be greatly

improved, and that tho number of such seats o£
learning might with advantage be increased. But
great improvements have been of late years

introduced, and greater still are even now con-
templated, and they are, at any rate, the most
perfect and complete we have.

Moreover, a student has the additional ad-

vantage of being of necessity brought early into

contact with many cultivated minds widely differ-

ing from his own. This, in itself, must have a
tendency to widen his own mind, and is a means
of acquiring that tact and knowledge of men
which is an education in itself, and of incalculable

practical value in our own profession.

But many object to an University trf.ining for

us, and these objections may be thus briefly

stated.

Firt.—It is a wasteful, unproductive expondi-

ture of time and money.
Secondly.—There is a great danger of acquiring

there idle and expensive, or frivolous and dissi-

pated habits.

Thirdly.—Kven if such habits be avoided,

there is fie danger of acquiring tastes or know-
ledge which will actually unfit the student for

the (Iruilgery whicn must be necessarily gone
thron.^h in learning thj technical details uf a
surveyor's profession.

With respect to tho first objection, I have
already endeavoured to show that the cxponditnre

is not ueceasaiily tmproductivc. Independently
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of the hamanisiDg inflaence of the cultnre I am
adrooatine, and speaking in a etrictly commercial

sense, I regard the time and money as capital in-

Tested in a particular way, and much more likely

than many commercial ventures to be repaid with

•bnndant interot.

On the eecond objection I may remark that it

i( manifestly much more beneficial to a youth to

be brought up with a knowledge of temptation

combined with the power of resisting it, than to

be br -ught up simply in ignorance of the tempta-

tioms to which he may be subjected when thrown
upon his own resources.

Every youth of eighteen years onght to possess

that knowledge and self-respect which will enable

bim to conduct himself with propriety when re-

moTed from the direct personal influence of his

parents or guardians. Tfcefartof hisnotpossessing

fhese (probably due to defectiye previous training)

(Day certainly be a reason for artificially keeping
each a yonth out of temptation, but is no reason

for condemning the general system of sending
yonths to the nnirersities. Moreover, there are

manifestly less t-mptations to evil in the country
than in large towns, and yet, I think, few will be

fonnd to advooate an education in a country oJOSee

in preference to a town one. The great benefit

to be derived by a yonth from contact with the

mental activity of a town, notwithstanding its

increased temptation.^ is far superior to that

which he is likely to derive from the too general

mental stagnation of the country ; and, for the

lame reason, a still greater benefit may be ex-

pected from the stimulant of mental activity and
competition iu places like our nniversities.

Again, I by no means admit that a yonth is

more likely to acquire vicious habits by residence

»t an university than in a town or country office.

A yoDtb of eighteen will naturally expect a cer-

tain liberty of action ; be will, naturally, have his

own intimate associates, and it is by a choice of

these that his future habits will probably be

determined. Now, at an office—whether in town
or countiy—his choice is necessarily limited ; he
may nlmost of necessity be thrown into very in-

different company, and it is certain that he will

have a greater choice of bad associates than good
ones. But this is not so much the case at the
universities ; few may be said to be absolutely

bad, few who do not possess some of the feelings

and habits of gentlemen ; while a youth,

ambitions of good, can always find there congenial
friends.

With reference to the third objection, I must
•ay that it appears to my mind to be very much
the same as the one we used to hear, years ago,
against teaching reading and writing to the work-
ing clasFCS—viz., that we should educate them
above their work. I certainly thought such an
objection was now condemned to retirement in

the most mral districts, and, at least, confined to
the agricultural labourer. We have surely not
now to learn afresh that it is the man who dig-
nifies the work and not the work which dignifies

the man ; and that the commonest work will be
better done by a man with some mental training
than by one without.

I can conceive no kind of work more mono-
tonous, or which involves more simple mechani-
cal drudgery, than part of the work of an astro-
nomer, who spends hours, nay, even flays and
weeks in pointing an instrnmeut to a particular
object, whose path in the heavens he wishes to
investigate, and jotting down on paper his ob-
servations. He goes through this drudgery
because he has a propped of being able, at some
future time, to exorcise his mind on his mere
mechanical observations. Surely, if this be cheer-
fully done in a science which has for its aim the
iolntion of the most profound problems of the
universe which can be presented to the mind of
man, the drudgery of a surveyor's office necessary
to acquire the technical details of a profession
which in its highest branches certainly demands
great thought and intelligence need scarcely be
considered unfit for an educated man to go through.

Doubtless many ca>es may be pointed out of
youths who have failed in their profession after
an University training But to artcue against a
general system simply from snch iustances is to
fall int) an error which I have previously men-
tioned—viz., that of drawing conclusions from
partial and imperfect ob.servation. Before we
can d'aw any trustworthy conclusion on the sub-
ject, we should at least know the Cises of those
who have failed without this training, and of
the^e we could most of us record many instances
both in town and country.

I am, then, in favour of an University educa-

tion for members of this profession where it is

practicable, bnt there will, of course, be many
exceptions to this, as to every other general rule.

The means may be wanting, or the youth may be
peculiarly unfitted for such a course. All we can
do is to lay down an average system and leave

each one to judge for himself of the weight of
any exceptional circumstances iu which he may
be placed.

I know that the createst ornaments of our pro-
fession have not had these educational advantages.
But let them remember that only men of more
than average intelligence, men who would have
succeeded in almost any sphere, and under almost

any disadvantages, could have raised our profes-

sion to its present standard of importance, and
that this standard will have to be kept up by
average men.
We must all remember, too, that schools and

colleges are not the only places of education.

The world is a great theatre of instruction as well

as of of action, and the actual wants and business

of the age in which men live form them for acting

a proper part iu it. Men of great intelligence

without any other hints than those suggested by
their situation will hit upon schemes lo carry on

improvement in the world. Much, however, may
be done in the course of education by way of

preparing the minds of men for improving such
opportunities as occur.

Finally, we must remember that education,

like everything else in this world, must be pro-

gressive. The most educated man will scarcely

be satisfied without endeavouring to impart to his

children a higler education than he possesses

himself. Manufacturers and tradesmen are nt last

beginning to understand this, and to appreciate
the value of the culture I have been advocating.

Iiet us, too, recognise it that we may retain and
increase the reputation for morality, mental
acuteness, and practical utility which the distin-

guished men in this Institution have already
earned for our profession.

BATTEESEA CHAPEL.

WE give this week an illustration of the

proposed new chapel for the Baptist con-
gregation formed in 1797, which has been projected
by the present pastor, the Rev. I. M. Soule, who
has held that office for the last 32 years. During
that period above £5000 has been expended on
the old chapel and the schools.

The new chapel will occupy the site of the
old, which has been widened by the purchase of
the adjoining land required. It is designed to

accommodate about 900 persons, and is estimated
to cost about £3500.
The architect is Mr. E. C. Robins, of South-

ampton-street, who has chosen the Romanesque
style, as most readily adaptable to the exigencies
of the site, which is still much confined. Galleries
on three sides are provided, that at the end being
considerably deepened by its extension over a
weekly meeting room for 100 persons. The
building will be faced with white bricks, with Bath
stone dressings, and is to bo commenced at once.

EARLY CLASSIC ORNAMENT.

VIVANT DENON, in his " E.y.jt Dcinea-
ted," tells us that the ancient Ei.'.v| tians

expressed certain ideas by c^'tain unflerstood

rules, to which the most sacred laws of Art, and
even of Nature, were subservient. We cannot,
therefore, judge as to the state of the arts by their

emblematic figures. But they had a school and
a style separate from that of hieroglyphic
emblems, and when they wished to exhibit attitude,

motion, or expression, they knew how to design
from Nature and give the character required.

This is especially observable in their compo-
sitions appertaining to religion and majesty, but
where hunting, warlike, or domestic subjects are
employed, the figures lose much of their rigidity,

and a spirit of greater originality pervades
throughout. Perhaps the finest example we
possess is the marvellous head of the young
Memnon. Here the characteristic thick lips, full

eves, and rounded nose, assist to unite art power
with natural beauty. This subtile result of Art
from Nalnre is the great charm in all primitive
st)les, and to further illustrate our subject we
would direct our readers' attention to our litho-
graphic illustration of this week on Early Classic
Ornament, taken principally from authorities in

the British Museum and the Louvre, Of Egyptian

work wo have selected No. 2, a piece of
embroidered mnmmy cloth, the colours of which
are green, yellow, red, and orange. No. 3 is a
carved and engraved patera, representing an
aqnatic flower with its leaves. No. 4 the upper
portion of an emblematic ornament, decorating
a doorway. No. 6 a scarabeus. No. 7 an elegant
little cup, enriched with lotus buds and flowers.

No. 9 an offering of flowers, &c., painted on a
very perfect mummv case, preserved in the
Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons. No.
10 is from a mural painting in one of the
mountain tombs west of Thebes.

No. 1 is an Assyrian figure presenting offerings.
No, 6, also Assyrian, is an ivory ornament composed
of gryfons and papyrus flowers ; it was found in
theN.W. palace of Nimroud, and is probably the
back of a mirror case. It is beautifully carved
and inlaid, and has been partly overlaid with
gold. No. 5 is of Etruscan origin.

Further illustrations on the subject of early
Classic ornament will be found in The Buildino
News of September 4, 1868, and January 29,1869.

O. W. D.
•*

AN OBSCURE WORK OP ART.

THE territory of Dalmatia is so far removed
from the most frequented highways of the

world, that the character and history of its works
of art, says the American Builder, are not generally
known ; few travellers have visited the largest of
its towns, fewer have climbed up the steep passes
of Montenegro and visited the once famous con-
vent of S. Dyonisus, originally a temple of Juno,
but since changed into a Christian church.
Though possessed of great architectural finish,

this temple has not, we believe, been folly

described, and the details given verbally by a
gentleman tourist, who visited the convent, may
prove of interest to the curious reader.

The ancient temple was taken possession of by
Greek Monks of the Mount Athos early in the
Christian era, and has from that time been con-
stantly occupied by brothers of the order. The
temple forms a long parallelogram, 60ft. by 180ft.

in dimensions, and had originally seventy
columns of the Corinthian order of architecti;ie,

of which only twelve now remain standing, and
forming the front of the church as it is. The
height of these columns is 45ft., and the work-
manship exhibited upon them is of the highest
order of art.

The acanthus of the capital is of most beau-
tiful design, and the frieze as well as the cornices
show festoons of flowers and fruit of great merit.
The principal cornice is almost entirely destroyed,
with the exception of two figures of Bacchantes
with flowing garments and crowns of olive leaves
in their hair, which are now worshipped by the
monks as images of saints. The floor is covered
with broken figures and columns, and the greater
part of the Venetian tower of the monastery is

built of the ruins of the temple. The interior of
the church contains a marble statue of S.
Dionysus, as the monks inform the traveller, of
colossal size, but which is evidently a relic of the
temple, a representation of Zeus or Jupiter, with,
the eagle at his side.

Part of the floor of the crypt is well-preserved^
and the broad border of vine and palm leaves ;
the figures in the centre represented probably
Juno, and a marriage procession.

Altogether this ancient temple is of great
interest to architects and antiquaries, as it is pn>-
bably one of the best preserved relics of the
golden era of Grecian architecture.

Thb South Meteopolitan Team way.—The
new line of tramway laid down from Brixton
Church to the old toll-house at Konnington is now
nearly completed ; some few yards at either end
require paving, and the line to be cleared of the
loose ballast, when the metals will be ready for
the reception of the tram carriages. A portion of
the tramway at the west end is constructed with
a single line, but the main portion consists of a
double line of paved way and metals. The ve-
hicles to be used are capacious, and well fitted up
for first and second-class passengers. They were
made in America, and imported to this country
in a complete form. It is proposed to open the
tramway for public traffic on the 5th of April,
from Brixton to Kenniiigton, at very low fares

;

and the tramway will euiisequently be extended
to Westminster and Claphaai during the ensuing
summer. The omnibus proprietors on this road
will run at tramway tarifl's, and a very spirited,

opposition ie anticipated.
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BRIEF CHAPTERS ON
CARPENTRY,

By Thomas Morris.

(^Continuedfrom page 218.)

WE have been regarding at Ightliam and
Mayfield works in stone of the four-

teenth century, a century of unexampled
architectural splendour, involving the entire

range of that elegant, vigorous, and finished

division of the Pointed style characterised by
flowing lines and exquisite tracery, called the
Decorated—the manifestation of graceful
maturity in medijcval art. Tlie practice of
vaulting cathedrals and principal churches
with stone had from an earlier period called

the conditions of siructural stability into
special action, and the exigency of flying

buttresses had (before A.D. 1200) been dis-

played in a remarkable manner at Lincoln
Chapter House, where the diameter of the
room, including walls 4ft. thick, is bnt 70ft.,

yet swells, with the buttresses, to I40ft. The
available building is a mere nucleus, occupying
but a fourth of the area, in fact, taken up.
Walls and piers were the appointed bearers of
loads, and if subjected to side strains, they
Were fortified by buttresses. It would not
always increase our admiration of buildings if

we examined too closely the amount of
propping they require, and we might some-
times regard that as a preposterous invention,
which formed one of the cautious steps of
early artists towards their ultimate triumphs.
That their imagination was ever active, their
judgment ever vigilant, is witnessed in the
Chapter House at Salisbury ; and that a para-
mount importance was accorded to design, is

made evident by the wooden vaultings of the
noble octagon at York. The thirteenth cen-
tury architects have there left evidence of a
grand intention, but the want of later expe-
dients obliged them to elect between aban-
donment, disfiguring coimterforts,or execution
in a light, but (when made to do duty for
stone) simulative material.

The inference I desire to carry onward is

that builders of old were perfectly conscious
that vaults and arches do not bind and tie

walls together, but have a disposition, more or
less active, to thrust them apart. Whenever,
therefore, we meet with arches or curved pieces
in timberwork, let us assume their intended
operation to be by repulsion, ami the support
they aiford that of passive resistance. It is

necessary to say this, because the extent to

which did rules have been overlaid and
obscured by otlier systems is not commonly or
flufficiently perceived.

Among the causes of a generally imperfect
acquaintance with ancient carpentry may be

Section of an Ancient Bu;ldino at Coventry.

BRITISH included the lax and indiscriminating way in

which merely antiquarian and amateur writers
are accustomed to jumble technical terms of
diffVrent epochs, dissimilar styles, and opposite
principles, professing to teach an art of wnich
they have no practical knowledge, and every
word of whose vocabulary they misapprehend
and misapply. This need not be discussed in

detail, but will become apparent as we pro-
ceed.

This engraving illustrates the notion of a
gabled roof in timber, and it is not unlikely
that the great barns of monastic establish-
ments offered plentiful instances of similar
construction. Professor T. L. Donaldson has
noticed that many tithebarns existed in

Wiltshire, " and with their centre and side
aish-s partook of a church-like character,
while their roofs presented the finest combina-
tions of carpentry that could be brought
forward."

(r« ba continued.)

ohaMr, and the Court will diitribnte the pDrchuo
money. Every registered proprietor of Und may
in a prescribed manner trannfer Bach land or mj
part thereof ; andnpundne transfer being com-
pleted, the registrar shall enter (he name of the
transferee as proprietor of the land, but nntll

snch entry is made the transferor shall be deemed
to remain proprietor of the land. Upon com-
pletion of the registry of the transferee the
regiHtrar shall deliver to him a land certificate ;

he shall also, in cases where part only of the
land is sold, deliver to the transferor a land
certificate, containing a descriptinn of the Isndi
retained by him. Uu the death of the lole

registered proprietor, or of the snrviTorof several

registered proprietors of any land, sach person
shall be registered in the place of the deceased
proprietor or proprietors as may, on the applica-

tion of any person interested in the land, be
appointed by the Court. There are similar pro-

visions relatmg to bankruptcy and to the marriage
of a female proprietor. The Coart may, npon
the application of any person interested, issue an
order inhibiting any dealing with any registered
land or registered charge. Where any sale of
the fee simple in land takes place after the ex-
piration of two years from the date of the com-
mencement of this act, such land shall be entered
on the register before the completion of the sale ;

if it be not, any conveyance made of the fee
simple in such land shall operate only as a cnn-
tract, and shall not pass any estate in the land.
An office, to be called the Office of Land Registry,
shall be established, and the business of snch
office shall he condncted by a board, in this act
called the Board of Registry, consisting of the
Lord Chancellor, the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
and areglstrar. This board will divide Englandinto
districts for the purposes of registration.

THE TRANSFER OF LAND.

THE Lord Chancellor's bill to facilitate the
transfer of land was issued on Tuesday.

The first part, which relates to the registrntion
of the title without the interference of the Court,
provides that any person who has contracted to
buy an estate in fee simple in land, or any person
entitled for his own benefit at law or in equity to

any such estate ; or any parson capable, either
alone or with the consent of other persons, of
disposing by way of absolute sale of an estate,

whether subject or not to encumbrances, may
apply to be registered as proprietor, provided that
in the case of encumbered land the encumbrancer,
or if there are more encumbrancers than one, a
majority in value of them, consent to the appli-

cation ; and that in ca^es where the applicant
cannot dispose of the land without the consent of

some other person, the person whose consent is

required concurs in the application being made
;

and that a mortgagee shall not be entitled to be
registered as proprietor without the consent of
the mortgagor. The registration of any person
as first proprietor of land shall confer on the

person so registered an estate in fee simple in such
land, together with all rights, privileges, and
appurtenances therewith enjoyed or reputed as

belonging or appurtenant thereto, subject to any
adverse estate, interest, or title subsisting in or to

the land at the date of the entry thereof on the

register ; to the encumbrances, if any, entered on
the registi'r ; and to such charges and interests,

if any, as are in this act declared not to be en-

cumbrances ; but free from all other estates,

encumbrances, and interests. The common law
liabilities of land are not to be deemed encum-
brances within the meanini; of this act.

The second part provides that jailicial scales

may be made by the Court of the fee simple of

land. A jadicial title may be given to the pur-

NEWTON ABBOTT MARKET
COMPETITION.

(From a Cobrespondbnt.)

EIGHTEEN plans were sent to the Wol-
borough Local Board, respectively bearing

the signatures " Fides," " Atlas," " As You Like
It," " Perio," " Nota Bene," "Common Sense,"
" Civis," " Proposer," " Economy," " Leo,"
"Fides" (with a red cross), " Convenienre,"
" Detur Dif,'niore," " Saum Cnique," " Per-
severance," " Alphabet," " Pradentia et Animis,"
and " Sub Spe." Another plan bearing the
mark, a double ring, arrived , but too late to ha
received in competition for the premiums. It

was, however, placed in the room with, but apart
from, the competitive plans, for the inspection of
the members of the board. The plans lay ten

days for their inspection, and then a special

meeting of the board, at which every member
was present, was held to make the awards, when
after two hours discussion, the first prize of £25
war awarded " Perseverance," and the sei'Ond

of £15 to " As You Like It." Oa opening the

envelope, the first was found to be Mr. John
Chudleigh, of Exeter, a son of one of the mem-
bers of the board ; and the second a Mr. James
W. Chenhall, who has recently taken up his resi-

dence at Newton Abbott, and whose interests the

Wesleyans ore using every effort to promoto.

Here is another proof that local talent is some-
times appreciated. Whatever is good in the pre-

miated plans is common to some others, while in

an architectural point of view they are inferior to

many in the room, which are evidently designed

by men of experience and ability. The plans

were allowed to lay for the inspection of the rote-

payers and general public daring the following

five days, and, strange to say, the visitors ex-

pressed great surprise at the decision the board

had come to, other plans being thought far pre-

ferable, that of " Atlas " having the preference

generally.

The Palace op Augustus.—In the exca-

vation on the site of the Palace of Angnsta*
Caisar, Mount Palatine, Rome, "now the property

of the Emperor Napoleon, three undergraand

rooms, which apparently belonged to the baths,

and of which the walls are admirably decor itei

with fresciies, have been discovered. Copies of

these paintings have been made by M. Layraud,

a French artist, and have just arrived at the

French Institute. The relics from the villa of

Augustus will eventually occupy a room at the

moseimi in the Palace of St. Germain.
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c^in;nitui[i5&gi;iloi;ation.

ON STTBFACE DBCORATION.

(^OmtiHued from page 212.)

LET ns now consider a few of the modes in

which walls were formerly decorated, and

perhaps ide.is may be suggested which may be of

adrantage to us now.

In the history of the ancient {)alacc of West-

minster, by Smith, we are told that in the thirteenth

centnr}-, in the reign of that patron of art, Henry

HI., " it was decorate<l in high perfection ; in one

chamber all the warlike histories of the whole

Bible are painted with inexpressible skill, and
explained by a regular and complete series of

texts, written in French over each battle, to the

no small admiration of the beholder, and the in-

crease of royal magnificence."

Abont 1312, Langton, Bishop of Lichiield,

commanded the coronation, marriage, wars, and
inneral of his patron. King Edward I., to be

painted in the great hall of his episcopal palace,

which he newly bnilt. Fanciful derices, many a
holy text and saintly legend, with Tarious

sentences, emblems, and mottoes, which give

opportunity to the artist to display his skill and
exercise his wit, we see in the remains of this kind

of decoration, wherever it is found, and in later

times the arms of the sovereign, and the armorial

bearings of the familv, and other loyal emblems,

were often grouped with good taste, producing a

rich effect.

Tapestry, the most comfortable kind of wall

decoration, was introduced into England, as

fnmitare hangings, by Eleanor of Castile.

Previously, needlework tapestry had only been

nsed for vestments, and for the decoration of the

sanctuary, no doubt a continuance of the vail in

the Holy of Holies iu the Hebrew Temple, or for

special decoration on festive occasions. It was
woven at Arras, in the fourteenth century, and,

from its superior comfort, soon became a formid-

able rival to wall decoration by the pencil. Mis
Strickland tells us of Eleanor—" The coldness of

|

our climate must have made it (tapestry) ii:dis-
j

pensable to the fair daughter of the South,
|

chilled with the damp stone walls of English halls

and chambers."
In 1586, the nnfortunately-beantifnl Mary

Queen of Scots describes her miserable residence

(ride " Ranmer's Contribution "), She says :

—

The walls surrounding the house are so high,

neither the sun nor fresh air could penetrate it.

The damp, however, is so great that every article

is covered with mould iness in the space of four

days. I have for my own accommodation only

wretched little rooms, and so cold, that were it not

for the protection of the curtains and tapestries

which I have had put up, 1 could not endure it by
day, and still less hy night."

Tapestry hangings did not remain on the walls

as modem hangings do now ; they were carried

from place to place as they might be required, by
the groom of the chambers attending a royal

progress, and often, by their want of judgment in

arrangement, causing many ridiculous blunders to

arise.

I have no doubt that in consequence of the

comfort and easy manner of decorating walls with
tapestry hangings, the artists of the day gave
more particular attention to the decoration of

ceilings, as many magnificent ceilings are still to

be seen, but accompanied by bare walls.

Excuse me, in passing, remarking that, at the

present time, in some of the cottages in France,
the paper-hangings are cut into requisite lengths,

end fastened to the wall with tin-tacks, not pasted

on, so that should the owner remove elsewhere,

they can be taken down and removed with the

other fumitnrc.

I often wonder that curtains are not now more
often nsed upon walls, as they produce such a rich

effect, and can be so easily taken down and
cleaned. I have scon them used a few times with
the most satisfactory results ; pictures can be hung
against curtains with the greatest ease, and they
form a capital background.
The nearest approach to the old style of

tapestry in the present day is occasionally seen in

rooms where wall-panels arc formed in wood
skeleton framing, and covered with rich silk,

either divided by another coloured silk, framed
with gilding, or with arabesque painting pilasters,

At suitable distances, according to the size or use
of the room.

A beautiful piece of medieeral embroidery,

representing scenes in the life of S. Martin,

belonging tothe Worshipful Company of Vintners,

and kept usually at their hall in Thames-sticet, is

an excellent example of that class of read-work,

and in good condition.

Leather has ever been a favourite material for

decoration, and especially appropriate for hanging

in palaces and large mansions. It affords infinite

scope for representing foliage, scroll ornament,

flowers, and heraldic devices, of elegant design

and good workmanship ; capable of receiving

sufficient relief in any style to bo easily followed

by a good colourist and gilder. Spain, Italy, and

Flanders, centuries ago, manufactured gorgeous

leather tapestries. Later, Germany, France, and
especially England, held the first place in its pro-

duction. The durability of the material, the

distinctness of the embossed pattern, the brilliant

colouriug, the brightness of the gold and silver,

capable of receiving the highest burnishing, has

made it a favourite in all ages, for we see it from

Egypt in the British Museum two or three

thousand years old. It was in the Hall of the

Lions in the gorgeous Alhambra ; and nearer home
many chambers are decorated vvith excellent effect

in all the original brightness and beauty. I saw

a staircase at Oxburgh-hall, the seat of Sir Henry
Bedingfield, a few years since, in which all the

panelling was filled in with old leather, the

flowers and ornaments of whith had been entirely

repainted and gilded ; the wood mouldings were

painted black and marone and gold, and the whole

effect very rich. I do not like it for frieze or

moulding ornamentation in imitations of relief. I

am heartily gl.id that the fashion of covering

brackets, legs of tables, picture-frames, &c., with

leather flowers and leaves has exploded, together

with potcchoaiaine and other foolish, useless occu-

pations, which was nothing more nor less than an
absolute waste of time. Leather is the only

material, except china, which I like to see

ornamented vvith representations of natural flowers

in proper colours. It seems appropriate for rich

surface decoration, and especially for Elizabethan

or Kenaissanie panelling.

Surface decoration by painting in fresco appears

to have been coeval with architecture itself, and is

a splendid mode of decorating large edifices. All

data concur in proving that some of the Egyptian

frescoes must have been p.T,inted two thousand

years before the Christian era, yet they retain the

brightness and freshness of tone they received

from the painter's hand.

We are informed by Pliny and other writers

that the greatest jiainters in Greece were engaged
in painting in fresco upon the walls of their public

edifices. In the Koyal Museum in Paris is

preserved ono'of these pictures painted upon a
gold ground, representing Apollo and M;ir.syas.

The Roman people, cultivating no'liing .so much
as the art of war, looked but indifferently npoii

the arts, consiilerhig them as mere decorative

occupations, and when Roman conquerors dragged

the captive Greeks at their chariot wheels to serve

them in ornamenting Italian cities, they were
looked down upon by their military masters, and
regarded merely iu the light of mechanics, the

result being a decay of the good taste anil

simplicity which the Greek painter had perhaps

perfected ; and gaudy colouring, mosaics and
gilding in profusion, displaced intellectual beauty,

grace, truth of nature, and experience. In the

time of Augustus (;a;sar the love of variety and
the desire for extraordinary things led many of

the wealthy to prefer the glowing fanciful rich-

ness of Indian manufactures to the simply elegant

subjects of the Greek artists ; and the vulgar love

of display gave occasion to Apelles to observe to

one of his pupils, who had painted " Helen

"

bedecked with jewellery, " O, young man,'' said

he, " not being capable of making the lady hand-
some, you have made her rich."

It appears by research that in the dry climate
of the land of Egypt, the liquid employed in

fresco painting was a finely-prepared size, formed
of eggs carefully beaten together and blended
with vinegar, forming a substance, when properly

made, which appears to have been impervious to

atmospheric changes, and only yielding to actual

violence.

In Italy and elsewhere lathed ceilings are

admirable for the preservation of frescoes
;
good

bricl^work seems the best foundation for wall

surface, but rubble walls have provcil to be the

very worst, they arc so liable to be bulged and
uneven. The frescoes which have been painted

upon plastered surface, where the proportion of

lime has been about one-third and river sand two-
thirds, last better than any other. But whatever
the oonstraction of the coiling or wall may be, the

immediate surface for painting the picture must
be plaster or stucco, and the greatest care must be

taken in preparing it.

In Florence the artists are of opinion that the

lime used for the paintings should, after the most
careful mixing, bo kept in a moist state iweUc-
inontlis, that it may not burn the colour or the

brushes.

The yellow colours used are ochre, Naples

yellow, terra di sienna. Reds : burnt ochre, burnt

sienna, and all the oxides of iron, from orange to

violet. Blue, the only brilliant colour in fresco :

ultramarine and cobalt. Brown : umbers and

burnt terra verte. Purple : burnt vitriol. Green

:

chrome green, Verona green, and terra verte.

Black : charcoal black and lamp black. These
colours have been well tested, and for the most
part admit of being niLxed in any reasonable

way.
The best frescoes in London are certainly the

beautifully-painted, richly-coloured figures by the

late William Dyce, at All Saints' Church,

Margaret-street ; and I regret they are so far

from the eye that they are not easily seen. Mr.

Armltage deserves great praise for the excellent

drawing of the figures in one of the side chapels

in S. John's Church, Islington ; and the soft,

delicately-tinted colouring being near the eye, is a
great success.

Although there has been so much fault found,

and so much said about the fading of the fresco

in the Great Hall of Lincoln's Inn, if it was
carefully dusted and cleaned with bread, and
afterwards washed over two or three times with

new milk, it would look as fresh and well as ever,

unless there should be found a mouldy eftio-

rescence, owing to the presence of saltpetre in the

walls, which is little to be feared, as it is a great

height from the ground. Carlo Maratti once

cleaned the frescoes of the Vatican with the light

wine of the country, and restored the^n very well.

Smoke has been described as a cause of ruin to

frescoes, but its effects have been and can be

removed. Damp is by far their greatest enemy ;

it sometimes ascends through the wall from the

soil, or descends from dilapidated or ill-constrncted

roofs. Of couree the greatest care is requisite to

be taken of them. As Mr. Wilson informs us,

" Many fine works, even by Raffaelle, in thu

Vatican, and In some of the churches and cloisters,

have been irretrievably injured by the populace

in wanton mischief," In the church of S.

Maurizlo, Milan, some of Lulni's finest frescoes

would be in excellent condition had it not been

for such wantonness, for the barb.arous hand of

man has scraped off the blue colour for the value

of the ultramarine, and the gold also with which

parts were heightened.

In very early times we have abundant evidence

of the extensive employment of encaustic painting.

Pliny says of it, " We employ wax as a vehicle of

painting, not only from the beauty it gives to the

picture painted with it, but also because it is a
preservative of the walls which it adorns."

Plutarch highly praises it. He says, " Even time

cannot efface it,"

Many who have thoroughly inquired into these

matters arc of ophiion that the greater part of

the mural paintings discovered in the cataioinbs,

Pompeii, Herculaneum, &c., have been encaustics,

although there are counter opinions, concluding

them to be in distemper. Many authors mention

this process of art, and although it docs not appear

that it has been practised here until very recently,

it seems more fitting to our climate than any other

kind of painting. I hope to see some magnificent

pictures painted in encaustic, even in our neglected

S. Paul's Cathedral, The method is very simple.

Pure wax is broken or cut into small pieces, and
put into a glass vessel filled abont half full, upon
which must be pom-ed spirits of turpentine and
oil of lavender, with a little gum mastic. When
all is thoroughly di.s.solved, a clear liquid is

formed, which should be carefully drawn off into

a large-mouthed stoppered glass bottle, lest evapo-

ration should arise and render the liquid too thick

for use. Vitrnvius advises the addition of a little

pale linseed oiU This preparation should be kept

in a warm place, and is quite ready for saturating

the wall, or of mixing the colour for painting.

The artist must next provide a portable grate for

heating the surface of the wall to about 100°,

then applying! the liquid preparation of wax to

the surface of the wall with large brushes, until

the absorbing power ceases, shifting his heating

apparatus to the next portion, and s > on, A
good white ground work is then to be painted iu

rather full body, mixed with the same preparation

of wax ; and when this grounding is sufficiently

firm the picture may be painted. It is especially
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worthy of notice that all the colours nscd in oil

painting may be employeil in encaustic. When
the whole work is completed it should bo coated

with Tarnish, composed of wax mastic and liquid

bitumen. When sufficiently dried the surface is

heated again, and the whole sudorises together,

the Tarnish coating the picture itself, the ground
on which it is painted, and the first preparation

on the wall, which forms on cooling a combined
body of those substances. This work is luminous

but not glossy, finely transparent although so

solidly painted, and is a brilliant and almost

imperishable work of art, which seems especially

adapted for historical paintings and surface deco-

ration, on either a large or STuall scale, as it docs

not confine the artist in the same manner as

fresco, but allows him opportunity of retouching

and shadowing freely. After the work has been
left partly finished, without showing any disad-

Tantage, it seems fitting for any work requiring

the freest use of the pencil.

Damp or fire is the only enemy to encaustic
;

negligence, of course, will sometimes cause the

destruction of the finest work of any kind. The
paintings on the Taulted ceilings in the library of

Siena were ruined by some working men who
mixed mortar aboTC them.
We append a description of the examples which

were exhibited, illustratiTo of Mr. Pitman's
paper :—

No.

1

2

11

12

13

14

1«, 17
A 18

SO

22

23

25

DoBcriptfon.

VVoTen tapestry, In excel-

)

lent condittoa (

Perstan pattern carpet, ofi
Axrniascer miuufacture, >

coloui-ed by \V. I'itmau )

Parquet floor bor deriufj ... |

Pattern of satin damask |

Painted pilaster
Sain liaii^iag for wall]

paucla J

Painted pilaster
[mications of old starapeii

leatlier pattern manu-
factured in paper

Impressed gold pattern de-
coratiTe panel

(mitation leather pattern,
printed on paper

Imitation leather panel,
green and ijold in puper

Lyons brocade, of ihn richest
manufacture

Painted pilaster

Pattern of satin damask

Painted fl »ckpaper,heraldic
border, tin; louver |)iLrtleft

as manufactured

Patterns of old style of
BtencUliiig; on coloured
walls, at least 30 years
old

Painted flock panel j

Raised flock as printed ... j

Examples of the best era-"^

bossed painted and gilt
j

leatlier, at i'-ast 200 years I

old. The piece represent- i

in<; St. Hubert and the
boar, is a fine example .. J

Imitations of leather em- )

bo3.*ed in thick paper ... ]

Krench caricature paper-
jhanging j

Newest style of French J

embossed applique gold >

paper J

Various specimens of me- 1

dlEBTal paperhanf^ings... i

Specimen of old maoufac-'^
tured paperhanginsf, the I

12 yard piece formed uy
1

paHtin<r sheets lOj^ether, >
each Hheet stamped with I

the duty paid maik, about
|

45 y^rs old J

I/enl by

The Marquis of
Salisbury.

T. Hughes. Esq.,
M.P.

Messr*. Arrow-
smith and Co.
Messrs. D.

Walters & Sons.
Mr. Earle.

Messf''. C«rblere
and Sou.
Mr. Earle.

Messrs. Corblere
and Son.

Messrs. W.
Woollaras & Co.
Messis. Pitman &
Cuthbertson, 30,
New(5ate-strcet.

Messrs, VV.

Woollamn & Son.
Messrs. ('or biere

and Son.
Mr. Earle.

Messrs. D. Wal-
ters and Sons.

Messrs. Scott and
Cuthbertson, de-
siirned by W.

Pi Lman.

Mr. Geo. Pitman,
Bath.

Messrs. Scott and
Cuthberison.

Messrs. Scott and
Cutht>ert8on.

Mr. Geor)?e,
Dean St., Saho.

Messrs. Corblere
and Sou.

Mr. Pearse.

Slessrs. Corblere
and Son.

Messrs. Pitman
and Cuthbertson,
designed by W.

Pitman.

W. Pitman.

(To be continued.')

^
Historical MSS.—On Tuesday the Royal

Commission on Hibtorical Manuscripts issued their

first report. As far as their inquiries haye ex-
tended, Tery important and Taluable materials
hare been brought to light, illustrating some of
theletst known periods in the history of Great
Britain. About 180 persons and heads of insti-

tations haTe expressed their willingness to co-
operate with the commLssionei's, and amongst
others, the Duke of Bedford has placed the
calendar of his Taluable collection at Wobnrn
Abbey at their disposal.

ANCIENT FONT IN S. MICHAEL'S
CHURCH, SODTHAMPfON.

THE font in this church is an ancient and
curious specimen of workmansliip of

Norman date, bnt is not so well known as its an-
tiquity and peculiarity claim for it. It resembles
closely that in Winchester Cathedral called the
" crnx antiqnariorem," which Mr. Britton
ascribes to the time of Walkelyn, Bishop of Win-
chester, who died in 1097. The font of S.

Michael's may ho regarded as coeval with it. It

consists of a square block ol black marble sup-
ported on a central stem and four angle shafts,
with a hemispherical basin in tho centre. The
top is ornamented with rudelycarTed running
foliage, while each side or face is divided into
three circular compartments charged with rudely-
carved figures in low relief emblematical of the
Saint or Archangel Michael, who is ap.iken of

by S. John as fighting against the Dragon and
his host. This seems to be portrayed by the
figure (if an angel clothed in a long rube, the
head having a nimbus, and with extended
wings. Under the superintendence of Messrs.
Guillaumo and Parmenler, architects, this curious

relic is, we are glad to learn, undergoing restora-

tion. The four angle pillars (whose bases are

still sunk, indicating the position and size of
their shafts) have been replaced in Purlicck marble.

The capitals of these consist of three broad
leaTes to each pillar, which are oarTed on the

under side of tho main body of the font at the

corners. We are glad to find, through the libe-

rality of a lady, that this restoration of the corner
pillars is to be supplemented by a suitable font

cover, and we hope to giTO a view of tho font at

an early date
.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Palace op Westminster. — Mr.

Gregory, on Thursday, 'the 17th inst., asked the

Fiist Commissioner of Works wherh-r ho had
intimated his intention of placing in the hamls of

bis own department all the works of the Palace of

Westminster which have'hitherto been under the

supervi.sion of ananhitect ; and, if'so, whether he
would inform the House of tho name of the

gentleman connected with 'the Office of Works to

whom these professional duties were to be en-

trusted. Mr. Ayiton said the question was
founded in S'ime misconception. The arrange-

ment to bo made at the commencement of the
present financial year would be that the Palace of

Westmin-ter wonld be placed, in the same
manner as the other palaces of her Majesty in

London, under the charge of Mr. Taylor, one of

the assistint surveyors, who.seJ^office was not well

described by the title, because it involved duties

of considerable importance. The ordinary works
were carried on under his immediate direction and
guidance, and whenever any extrairdinary works
arose, they were executed by those whose peculiar

capacity fitted them [tor the performance. For
example, an artist was employed for painting, a
sculptor for sculpture, and an ai-chiteot for archi-

tectural work. Under the new system, Mr.
Taylor would perform his functions under the

supervision uf another officer recently established

in the Board of Works, and called the Director of

Works, Her Majesty's Governtnent had selected

a gentleman of well-kuown high position, namely,
Mr. Douglas Galton.

Public BuitDiNOS in the Metropolis.—
Lord Elcho has given notice that, on going into

committee of supply on Civil Service estimates, he
would move a res ilutinn which would be practi-

cally iu accordance with the recommendation ol

the select committee of last year with reference
to public buildings in the metropolis, and re-

quiring the deposit of plans, elevations, models,
and designs at the office of the Commissioner of

Works, in the same manner as railway companies
are now compelled to deposit in the Board of

Trade, and to move for the necessary alteration

of the standing orders.

Public Works for India.—Mr. Kinnaird on
Friday asked the Under-Secretary of State for

India whether tho Viceroy had issued orders to

sti>p further expenditure on public works, and if

such was the case, whether the orders had been
approved bv the Home Government; and whether
he would object to lay upon the table of the H msj
a copy of the orders and of the despatches of Lord
Mayo on the subject ; also of the cnrrespoiidenoe

relating thoieto. Mr. Grant Duff said that no
such order had been approved by the Home Go-
venuuent of ludia, and none had been issued by

the Viceroy. What happened was this. In last
antamn the Oovernment of India disoorered that
they had taken too sanguine a view of their im-
mediate financial position. They found it neces-
sary to make rednotlong in varioug branches of
expenditure, and, amongst others, In that branch
known as public works ordinary, embracing those
public 'works which the Qovernment of India
paid for out of the annual public income. la
order to reassnre his hon. friend, he read an ex-
tract from a clespatch from the Qovernor-General,
showing that the works to be paid for oat of the
ordinary revenue would amount to £4,500,000,
which, added to the snms proposed to be borr iwed
and for railway purposes, made a total of

£10,000,000. He had no objection to lay tha
despatch cm the table.

Metropolitan Buildings and Manaoe-
ment.—On the m'>tim of Sir W. Tite, leave was
niven to bring in a Bill to consolidate and nmrnd
tho Buildings Acts relating to the metropolis, the
formation of streets, and of sewers and drains in
the metropolis, and for other purposes. The Bill
was brought in and read a first time.

Regent's Park.—Mr. Plimsoll asked the Chief
Commissioner of Works whether it was his inten-
tion to enclose the whole of the Regent's Park
with a railing similar to that recently erected
on the south-east comer of it ; or whether he did
not think that a less lofty and ponderous
strnctnre, which would not exclude the view of
the park from the people passing on the exterior
of the railing, wonU not be preferable. Mr.
Ayrton said the part of the railing referred to by
the hon. gentleman was erected under contract by
his predecessor in office. Representations had
since been made to him that the inhabitants
would prefer a view of the park to a sight of the
railing which was described by the hon. gentleman
as a " lofty and ponderous structure." Under the
circumstances he thought it right to reconsider
the matter, and he hoped shortly to be able to re-

enclose tho park with a due regard to decency
and order, and without annoying the inhabitants
in the neighbourhood.
The New National Gallery.—In the

House of Lords, on Monday, Viscount Hardinge
moved for papers, of which he had given notice,

namely, " That there he laid before this house
copies of correspondence between the Office of
Works and the architect of the new National
Gallery, respecting the designs for the new bnild-

ing." Earl Granville said tho question lay

entirely with the trustees, but he need hardly say
that it would be inconvenient to produce corre-

spondence not yet finished. The subject was
under consideration, and when any conclusion was
arrived at he would communicate it to their lord-

ships. Lord Redesdale complained of the

manner in which objects of art were now dis-

tributed in various localities which ought to be in

the gallery, and hoped GoTemmcnt wonld pnsh
forward the work at once. Earl Granville

assured his noble friend that every exertion

would he used for that purpose. The Earl of

Carnarvon wished to know when the correspond-

ence wonld he produced or laid on their lordships*

table. The Earl of Kimberley : As soon as it is

finished.

Gas and Water Bills.—In the House of

Commons, the Chester Gas Bill, tho Mansfield

Water Bill, the Newport (Isle of Wight) Gas
Bill, and tho Runcorn, Weston, and Halton Water
Bill, all of which had come from the Lords, were

read a second time, and ordered to be committed.

Opening of Museums and Galleries at
Night.—Mr. W. Allen postponed his motion on

this subject till the 5th of April.

The Control Department and thb
Royal Enoinbers.—Mr. James White asked

the Secretary of State for War what duties

formerly carried on by tho departments at present

placed under the Control system were now per-

formed by the Royal Engineers ; and, if it be the

case that those duties were satisfactorily per-

formed and have entailed no increase in the

superintending staff of that department, what
reduction had been made, in consequence of those

diminished duties, in the number of officials

under the consolidated system of tho new Con-

trol Department. Mr. Cardwell said it was pro-

posed to give back to the de,)artment the custody

of the barracks and recruits.

The Central Hall of the Houses ob
Parliament.—Mr. A. Guest asked the C >ie

Commissioner of Works whether he intended U

make provision in tho estimates for comp'e.ing

the decoration of the central hall; and, if not,\

his reasons for not so doing. Mr. Ayrton re-\
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f)lied that until the estiinatts were prcpareil and

aid on the table it was not nsnal to ask what
wonld be the cost of particular works. He had

no authority to sav what they had cost, bnt when
the estimates were prepared the hon. member
wonld be able to have all the information he de-

sired. In reply to a further question from
Colonel Sytes, the hon. gentleman stated that for

the ilinmination of the mosaic picture in the cen-

tral hall a new light would be necessary, and
that would inToIre a new window and other

works.

Dkputattons.—Mr. Ifacfie asked the Chief

Commissioner of Works whether the rooms in

which members of the Government receive large

deputations had been or would be examined, with
a view to ascertain whether the floors were suffi-

ciently strong to bear the great number of

persons who were occasionally crowded thereupon.
Mr. Ayrton believed that the floors of the rooms
in which members of the Government received

deputations had not been very carefully examined
at any recent period, and he was bound to say
that some of the older buildings were built in a
somewhat unsatisfactory manner, the floors not
being calculated to bear the large crowds which
occasionally waited on the ministers, not so much
as a deputation, as by way of demonstration.
The floors were, however, quite strong enough to

bear the weight of any reasonable number of
gentlemen who might deem it necessary to wait
on a minister for the purpose of expressing their

opinions on a pnblic question. As a matter of
safety hon. members wonld do well to keep de-
putations within reasonable limits. With regard
to the new buildings, however, no matter how
great the crowd might be which visited them,
either to the inconvenience of the deputations or
the ministers, the building% themselves wonld not
be likely to suffer any injury.

C^ tn{t

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
Royal Institute op Abchitects of

Ireland.—The usual monihly meeting of the
above Institute was held on Thursday, the 17th
inst., at N.). 212, Great Brunswick-street, Dublin,
James H. Owen, M.A., Esq., in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been
read and confirmed, the chairman stated that
Mr. T. CoUot had been the successful com-
petitor for the Fitzgerald bronze medal. The
chairman congratulated Mr. Collot on his labours
in produfing the excellent drawing then before
them. Thoir

i
ro'ession, like all others, was of

course, built on it.< junior members. He hoped all

those members would do better than they the
seniors had done. Mr. Collot was then about to
read for them a paper on Grey Abliey, County
Down, and although he (the chairman) was not
then aware of its contents, he was convinced it

wonld display the same intelligence as had the
drawings of the Abbey theu before the meeting.
He would unavoidably have to postpone the for-
mality of placing the medal in Mr. Collot's pos-
session, as it had to be engraved, but trusting the
gentleman would imagine that mere formality
completed, they were ready to hear Mr. Collot's
paper read. Mr. Collot then proceeded to read an
essay on Grey Abbey, which displayed great in-

telligence and much research. Mr. Collot having
concluded, Mr. H. Brien moved that the thanks of
the Institute be passed to Mr. Collot not only for
his clever drawings, but the paper which he had
jnst then read. The motion was seconded by Mr.
0. Geoghegan, and was unanimously passed. Mr.
Park Neville, C.E., having been moved to the
second chair, Mr. Owen r.ad a paper on the late
Doolin and Dixon case. The paper which treated
of the entire case was highly interesting, and at
its conclusion the meeting manifested their appro-
bation of it by applause. A vote of thanks
having been passed to Mr. Owen, Messrs. Robin-
son, Otway, and Butler were unanimously elected
as Associates of the Institute, and Mr. G. Booth
as a non-professional associate.

SCHOOL OF ART.
DOBCHESTEB SCHOOL OP Aet.—The pupils

of the Dorchester School of Art underwent their
annual examination on Friday week. The school
being in connection with the Science an I Art
Department, South Kensington, the usnal rules
ot the Department were ob-erved. Seventeen
pnpils we.e examined in fret hand, eight in geo-
metry, seventeen in moilel drawing, and six in
perspective. The papers have been forwarde I to
the Science and Art Department by the hon.

chueches and chapels.

Building and Enlaeqino of Churches
AND Chapels.— The Incorpiiral I d Society f> ir Pro-
moting the Enlargement, Building, ami Repair-
ing of Churches and Chapels held its usual
monthly meeting on Mondny last, at the Society's
house, 7, Whitehall, the Earl of Romney in the
chair. Grants of money were made In aid of tin-

following objects :—BuiMing Hew churches at
Darlington, S. Paul, and Ford End, in the parish
of Great Waltham, Essex ; rehuilding (he
churches at Speldhurst^ near Tunbridge Wells,
and Withington, near Shrewsbury ; enlargiug or
otherwise iucreasing the accommodation in the
churches at Bathwick, S. John's, Somerset

;

Clerkenwell, S. Philip's, London
; Odconibe,

near II minster, Somerset ; Whitfield, near Brack-
ley, Northampton ; Worle, near Wesion-super-
Mare, Somerset; and Yatton, Somerset. Under
very urgent circumstances, the grant formerly
made towards enlarging and restoring the church
at Marlborough, near Kingsbridge, Devon, was
increased. Grants were also made from the
School, Church, and Mission House Fund towards
building mission churches at Mynyddislwyn, near
Newport, Monmouth, and Pensnett, near Dudley.
The society likewise accepted the trust of money
as repair funds for the new churches at Talbot
village, Dorset ; and Honusdown, near South-
ampton. This meeting was the last in the
society's financial year, and grants amounting to

£7630 (a sum larger than has been received in

the same time) have been made towards the erec-
tion of 3d new churches, the rebuilding of 20, and
the enlarging or otherwise increasing the accom-
modation in 86 other churches. The committee
have also assisted in providing eight school
churches and mission-houses.

Folkestone.—The lowest contract, Messrs.
Bowley's, for £1127, is understood to have been
accepted for the restoration of S. Peter's Church,
Folkestone. The whole works will he carried out
from plans prepared by Mr. S. SUngsby Stalhvood,
architect, of Folkestone, after Easter. ' The prin-
cipal additions will consist of a new north aisle
and extension of north transept, saciisty, and
sanctuary ; increasing the height of church by
rnising the roof 5 feet and lowering the whole of
the floors

; reducing in height the present sittings
throughout, and putting at the intersection of
transept with nave and sanctuary roofs an oak
octagonal flcche, finished with leaded circular
spire, and arraui^ed for affording thorough ven-
tilation to the church, the want of which is very
much felt. A porch has been provided for at the
west end j but this it is proposed to leave down
for the present.

NoETH Shields.—A New Presbyterian church,
situated in CoUingwood-street, North Shields, was
hpened last week. It is constructed of iron, is

C6 feet in length, and 27 in breadth, and affords
accommodation for fully 300 worshippers. It is

fronted by a porch, over which rises a neat trefoil

window, with deep stained glass ; a neat spire, 20
feet high, surmounts the whole. This is the first

iron church built in North Shields. It. has been
erected by Mr. C. Kent, Euslou-road, London.

ROMALDKIEK.—The restoration of Romald-
kirk Church has just b^cn comple*-!! i, under the
direction of Mr. Huswell, architect, of North
Shields. This church is Mic only one in England
dedicated to S. Romald the Hennit. It is a large,
well-proportioned edifice, Early English and Late
Decorated in style.

WlBSEY.—The new Wcsleyan chapel at Wib-
sey, which is in course of erection in the Gothic
style, from the designs of Messrs. Andrews, Son,
and Pepper, architects, Bradford, is approaching
completion, and is expected to be opened in May
next. The building has been roofed in. Space
will be left for galleries, but it is not intended to
put these in at the outset. The cost will be about
£2400, inclusive of the site.

BUILDINGS.

HoxTON.—The new Variety Theatre, Pitfield-

street, Hoxton, briefly noticed in our last, has
been erected from plans prepared by Mr. C. J.
Pliipps, of 26, Mecklenburg-sqnare, the arcliitect

of the Gaiety, Queen's, and Vaudeville (shortly to

be opened) theatres ; and the decoratiojis and
drop have been designed and painted by Mr, G.
Gordon, of the Queen's and Gaiety theatres.

Rome.—A Roman correspondent writes an-
nouncing the completion of the retinilding of the
Sc'toh College, in the Qiiattro Fontune-street.
The foundations had to be carried to a depth of
60 feet, on account of the instability of the rfetrij

of antiquity which covered the S'te. The aichi-

tect was the late lamented Cotninendatore Luigi
Poletti. The portone is left without cornice or
any salient ornament, other than a figure of S.

Andrew, in hii;h relief, committed by Poletti to

the chisel of his friend, the late eminent scnlptor,

Tenerani.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
l^ii do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. The Editor respectfully re-
quests that all communications siiould be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimants
upOB the space allotted to corrcspoudouco.l

RuCETVEn.—P. E. M.—C. B. K—X. W. C—E. A. L.—
W. II. and J, W.—C. G.—Jiitnes L»rab.—L. & Co.—J. L. W.
-P. and R.—W. U. C—W. B.—E. A. L.^I. B. B.—J. 1.

Elliott.

C. H. C. (Birmingham) asks U9 the circulation of a London
prnft-88ion:il paper. We can only tell him that it has not the
eiglilh part of the circulation it |)rofes8es to have. Let

C. II. C. inquire at any of the principal nevaagents of Bir-

mingham, and ascertain for himself.

J. C. Williams.—Your letter is wide of the mark.
Patkick.—Your sketch will most likely appear, but we

cannot exactly say when.
W. W. M. informs ua that the work of restoring Serine

Church, referred to in our last, will also be under the super-
intendence of Mr. Christian, of London.

R. T. Anoekws,—The question, as you have put it, ii not
iutelligihle.

DR. ZERFFI AND THE HISTORICAL
DEVELOPMENT OF ART.

To the Editor of The Building News.

SlE,—The honour of " having been for many
years engagec' in the service of the triad " has so

weighed down your correspondent "P. E. M"
that all but tlie three capital letters of his

Christian and surname seem to have been
crushed out.

Had this professor favoured the public, as in

theoase of Dr. Zorffi, with his name and position,

we outside public should have been impressed
with his authority, and not ventured a remark.
As it is I am bold enough, as one of the small
particles tending to make the aggregate publio, to

express my views—although I feel " P. E. M."
may justly continue to designate us outsiders as

"blind" and engaged in "leading the blind"
whenever we attempt an observation upon
matters connected with "his triad." But how
does the matter stand ?

Dr. Zerffi Is reported hy yon to have said
" The religion and art of a country are usually

founded on its natural scenery." To this pro-

position " P. E. M." does not venture a reply

more gracious than that of saying in his first

letter that Dr. Zerffi's lecture was " a tissue of

falsehood and nonsense."
Yet withal the proposition is an historical

truism—acknowledged alike by the German
Curtius, and Mommsen, as the English Grote,

Buckle, Baring, Gould, and every writer pre-

tending to wiite history.

Ci allenged by your reporter and others with
this omission, " P. E. M." admits it by making
no reply in his second letter.

If ho knows anvthing of philology he must be

aware how physical and natural appearances pro-

duced epithets—how epithets begat mythology

—

and mythology an idolatry or object of worship
;

and how, with an element higher than man once

created, the human mind came to elevate the

material and physical productions of man, and
finally strove to raise man himself to the level of

the object he worshipped.
The high physical training in Greece, the

abandonment of every idea in the Greek citizen

but that of producing the finest soldier—material

element for the state—coupled with the desire to

raise the finest specimens to the level of the gods,

acted and reacted by the passing of social laws

and otherwise, until the Greek had his beautiful

development of human form, as much as modern
Englishmen have in the animal form of the race-

horse.

Dr. ZerflS illustrated his general proposition by
calling in aid tirst Indian ^-hjsical googiaphy,
and then is reported to have Suid in releieuce to

his second illustration—Greece, " Let us consider,

as in Indian art, the nature of the country."
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In alliulin;? to this ha mentioned the enormma
length of sea-ooast in reference to the superlicial

area, and its consequent influence on the |<opula-

tion and philosophy, and he made uee of the

truism that the sea was " the orij^in of many of

our grandest thoughts and similes."

Cnrtius speaks of this truism thus: "From
three sides the sea penetrates into all parts of the

country ; and while it accustoms men's eyes to

greater acnteness, and their minds to higher

enterprise, it never ceases to excite their fancy

for the sea, which, in regions whore no ice binds

it during the whole conrso of the year, effects an
incomparably closer union between the lands

than is the case with the inhospitable inland seas

of the north." "Thus (ho adds) the special

advantages of the land of Greece consist in the

measure of its natural properties."

Art in Greece (as in fact all art is) was the

product of the mind, and that mind was influenced

largely by the physical features of the country.

Your correspondent "P. E. M.," in his second

letter, appurently misreads Dr. ZerflS, and alleges

" Dr. Zerffi starts a fanciful hypothesis that Greek
art owes iis excellence to the influence of the

sea"—forgetting apparently that it was only in

illustrating the influence of the physical features

that Dr. Zerffi alluded to one only of the most
remarknble of tho<e features—its extent of sen

coast, and that the sea was the origin of many of

our grandest thoughts and similes, and not the

origin of the Greek art. He by no means con-

fined himself to the physical element of the sea

being the only influence.
" P. E. M." tells us that other and more demon-

strable causes than those he attributes to Dr.

Zerfli as bis basis gave the excellence t > Greek
art—viz., "The constant demand under a gross

pantheistio religion for figures of the gods."

In answer, I dare not venture a long observa-

tion. 1 will quote a professor, but that an emi-
nent one, M. Taine, who writes, " Greece so tho-

roughly wrought out its conception of the beau-
tiful humxn animal, as to make an animal of it,

and in order to glorify it on earth, the Greeks
made a divinity of it in heaven.

Destroy the Greek mind, the Greek freedom,

the Greek intellect—merge all in the materialism
and physical superiority of Rome, and with it

Greek art ceases. But with the destruction of

the art, what P. E. M. calls the gross pantheistic

religion of the Greek was not destroyed, the

Greek religion lived on through the Roman
period, but yet produced no real and true art of
the excellence of Greece.
Let us now turn to another exception taken by

" P. E. M."as to Dr. Zerfii's statement that "the
arrest of art is despotism either of religion or of

rulers," £.nd the illustration he cites of the Jews,
who •' were forbidden by law to carve or en-

grave," and who " entertained a horror of build-

ing, from their bondage in Egypt, and their

compulsory labour there," so that that nation pos-

sessed no art whatever."

This is designated by the professor of the
"triad " as " foolish and empty assertions." At
the same time he admits the ancient Jews did
not certainly distinguish themselves in art as
greatly as other nations did, and he gravely as-

serts that this was because architecture, sculpture,

and painting in othor nations were all developed
and brought to excellence in the service of reli-

gion.
" P. E. M." assumes that religion absorbed,

used, and developed these arts, not that they de-

veloped religion ; but if this be true, how comes
it that the highest religion of the old world, the
most intellectual development, one that kept so-

ciety together in the longest continuous period

—

in short, the highest system of religion, the
Jewish—^id not absorb, use, and develop© these
arts, and possessing a higher mental standard than
the surrounding heathenism or Zoroastinism,
produce a higher class of art than elsewhere 1 The
Christian religion, in later times, so long as it

was the form in which philosophy and ment:il

efforts gave forth their utterances, could absorb,
use, and develope these arts in the rearing of the
most splendid and impressive buildings the world
has ever known. Jewish religion, unfettered,
could not have stopped a similar development,
except by some stringent law imposed by priest,

such as that cited by Dr. Zerfli, which stunted
the whole growth of Jewish art. For whore are
Its civil palaces, its regal courtyards, as at Nine-
Teh—palaces and yards far removed from reli-

gious purposes, and wholly unconnected with
them?

What single remain exists of this high Jewish
art, which " P. E. M." speaks of ? Where is it

to be found ?

Egypt leaves to us its monuments, Nineveh its

civil palaces, Greece its temples and statuary,

Rome the remains of its pbysical power in its

amphitheatres, not only in its capibd but in its

outlying provinces of Verona, Aries, Nimes, Pola,

and its civilisation in gigimtic aqueducts in its

remotest cohmie^. But where do wo find one
single civil or religious remain of Jewish art ?

It is all swept away, whilst savages have left

behind gigantic sculpture, as at Easter Island,

and huge tumuli, as in the valley of the Mis-
sissippi.

It is idle to cite the marvellousness of Solo-

mon's temple as a specimen. The false excite-

ment of both Christian and Mahomedan in the

middle ages as to its alleged glories produced
fanciful stories, which descended, and to this day
are repeated in our nurseries and Snnday-schools,

Beyond its being accepted as a copy of the

wooden tabernacle, ornamented with layers of

gold, wo have nothing on which to hazard an
opinion. The beat authorities only consider it to

h-.ive been a metal enorustated style, made splen-

did by precious motals, and not sculpture.

Succeeded by the temple of Zerubbabel and

that of Ezekiel, the same glory is not even

mythically attached to these later temples, and

there is but little doubt that many of the beau-

ties of the " Temple of Herod " reared under

Roman influence, and of which there is some-
thing like an authentic account, were in later

generations attributed by the Jews, the enemies

of the Roman, to the " Temple of Solomon," a

temple claimed to have been erected under and
by the Jew alone.

If " P. E. M," were to study for a short time a

little history, he would do well before speaking of

the " triad," the product of that same intellectual

element which is in part portrayed by history,

and which, with the '• triad," tends to give a true

representation of the philosophy and feeling of a

period. Chaeles Haerisox.
March, 1870.

Sir,—My remarks on Dr. ZerfB's opinions refer

solely to the report of his lectures which appeared
iu your journal. The Doctor pretends to abide

by that report, but in detail^he tries to shift his

ground.
His statement that though there were Jew

picture dealers, yet that never were there Jew
painters, I meet with a broad denial, and produce
a list of such artists. He then tries to wriggle
back to the East and antiquity, and says my
answer does not apply, but your ingenuous
readers will see that it does apply, for it is

evident by the allusion to the dealers that

modern times is meant. And, moreover, it goes

to show that the Law does not prevent Jews
painting pictures, and that they have the mental
power to do so, and that in an eminent degree.

In similar spirit he makes a great pretence of

informing me that " Doris lies north of Athens,"
as though this was a point in dispute, blinking

the fact that I had asserted that the south was
the birthplace of the Doric order.

In the face of the passage in II. Kings, which I

quoted, he says not one single Jew took part in

the building of the Temple. Dr. Adam Clark,

well known both as antiquary and a Biblical

commentator, says this mention of 30,000
evidently does refer to Jews, and that pro-

bably the 70,000 named strangers were occupied
in the harder and more menial descriptions of

work.
My expression, " what Protestants term the

second Commandment " was induced by the fact

of Roman Catholics not dividing the Decalogue
in the same manner as Protestants. For many of
your readers, to say simply the second Command-
ment would not be sufficiently definite.

With regard to the meaning of the law, that it

is not prohibitory ptr se, X argue from the
example of the Temple, an argument that no
amount of rabbinical reasoning can weaken, and
Solomon's private works, at a time when he stood
high in Divine favour, are of scarcely less

authority. Josophus, indeed, does affect to impugn
the King's acts, but, as Dr. Whiston clearly

explains, Josephus does it without justification.

In modern practice, representations of natural

objects are still used in Jewish places of worship,

frequently flowers. In one case iu London, figures

of lions holding the laMes of the Layo ! and in

Rome human figures are amongst the ornaments :

bat much more than this, I baye the aathority of I

the learned and eslimabte Dr. Adicr, Chief Rahbi
of the United Conijrogation of the British

l''mpire. His statement is, " that according to

Jewish law, painting is permitted, and sculpture
is, in certain cases only, forbidden." I think,

Sir, this, from the highe«t authority of the day,
is conclusive. I enclose the Rev. Doctor's Ktate-

ment in corroboration of what I say, but not for

publication.

So far from agreeing with Dr. Zerfli in suppos-
ing their experiences in Egypt wooM make the

Jews hate building, Ithink, as regards all lheart.4,

useful and ornamental, the sojonm in E.:ypt was
most valuable to them, they no doubt acquiring a
vast amount of knowledge from what was then
the highest civilisation existing. That valuable
art knowledge was so acquired we learn by the
ready way in which the brazen calf and the ser-

pent were made, and by the Ubours of Brza'eel
and Aholiab, ExodU'i xxxviii., 22, 23. Solomon
had quite a passion for building. II., Chronicles
viii., 1—5. Hiram I claim as a Jew, as J"sephua
says he was by birthof thetribeof Kapthali, on the
mother's sido, but his father was Ur, of the stock
of the Israelites, and though a man of Tyre, h«
might be a Jew.
From its proximity to their own country, the

nationality and language having the same origin,

and the king being, if not a Jew proselyte, at
least favourable to the true religion, it is pro-
bable there were many Jews resident at "Vs re.

The Doctor asks your readers whether he did
not'maka the same statement as me in rcf rence to

Jewish architecture, " onlyiu somewhat different

words." I beg to remind your readers that the
Doctor's words arc that the " Jews have no art."

I say they bad.

In preference to the Doctor's statement respe:;!-

ing the Jews being a mixture of black, yellow,

and white races, I prefer the Scripture testimony,

which shows an uninterrupted and unmixed
descent from Shem.
The latest of the Doctor's dilletante dogmas

is that the Greek "Doric and Ionic styles

were melted into one, forming the Attic style."

Need I say, Sir, that nothing of the kind ever

took place? The Romant bad an Attic base,

and a so-called Atticorderingeneral use for the top
of buildings, but these did not constitute a s'yle,

but were used indiscriminately in all the styles.

Is this what the Doctor was running his bead
against ? When people set up as teachers with-
out practical knowledge, but guided only by indis-

criminate reading and theory, they must neces-

sarily halt and blunder. P. E. M.

ADVERTISING ARCHITECTS.

Sir,—^The enclosed circular havine just been placed in my
hands. I be^ to forward it to you, as 1 think it is a " rarity"

that the architectural world should see, that they may know
with whom we have to compete in Hull.

1 also send you an extract from a local paper of Saturday's
date, in which you wilt see that the author hopes to catch
custom by advertising his gratuitous services.

By devoting a spare corner i f your next to the exposure of
Mies'e little devices you wilt much oblige an old suliscnber.
—1 am, &c., Saml. Mcsobavk.

5, County-buildings, Hall, March 21.

[The circular referred to was just such an one as any grocer

or tailor woaU issue. The fullowiug is extracted Irom tho
advertisement columns of a local paper :

—

" Notice.—Charitable Institutions, Churches. Chapels,
Schools.—An architect in Hull will prepare plans and specifi-

cations for the above gratuitously.—Plans prepared for

houses. Works superintended on reasonable terms.—Address,
* Argus,' Hull News"—En, B. N.]

THE MOTE HOUSE, IGHTHAM.

Sir,—Permit me to remark that Ightham is too large to be
correctly defined as an island, merely from 'the circumstance
of the Mote House having been surrounded with water, u
was frequently the case of old, like the residence of that sad

Isdy, who so persistently asserted that she was 'a weary, she
would that she were dead.

Ightham. in Kent, is said to have derived its name from a
union of eight Anmlets into one township. It was once a
market town, »nd I find enumerated Borough-green, Old-

bury, Bedwell, and Toyhatch, u well as the Mote-honse,

forming five only out^of the eight hams which it boasted of

old.—I am, &c., A. Hall.
.—-^^

Trees Obstettctino Highway.—The plain-

tiff in the case of Turner v. the Bingwood High-
way Board was possessed of lands on each side

of a highway through Lcybrook-common, the

land being covered with valuabb- fir trees. The
Highway Board cut down some of these trees, on
the plea that they were an obstruction to the

highway. It was held that, prlmd facie, the

Board had a right to do so, and an injunction to

restrain them was refused by Vice-Chttncellor

James, hut without prejudice to the right of

action (if any) which the plaintiff might have in

respect to the sale or removal for the purposes of

loie of trees in question.
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QUESTION'S.
nSlOl-BKKAKING WEIGHT OF CAST-

IRON BEAM—Could any of your numeroui

lYftden JnfniTO me how to calculate the break-

iiiK wc'fEht of a cast iron beam thus :—being
IflL bctweeniupporta?—F. B. PopiL.

riSll.]—SIZE OF PANEL— Will some of your readers

iaibrm me what is the proper method geQcrally adopted for

redacioK a panel of any given dtmeasioos to half its sixe and
reUia the same proportion?—J. T. U.,

[13120—BBOVISIXS MAHOGANY.—"WiU some of yotir

eorrespoadents hare the goodae33 to iurora ais the simplest
manner of ebonisiag maho^nny and half polishing it after-

wards on sinall sur&ces ?—FiVK Points.

[1818.3—CONSTANTS OF LABOUR —Will any of your
wimeroai readers kindly iuform me of a simple but correct
method of finding the ralue of labour in the several branches
connected with buildiog, as set forth by Hirst in his hand-
book under the head of ** Constants of Labour F" He there
tatea that the ttnae during each day which the workman is

aasamad to be at work is 10 hours. As an example, under
the head of " Bricklayer's Work "-.—

Days of a brick-

layer and labourer.

3-500

10s. 5d.

Brickwork in mortar to walls ) ^
exclusive of face work )

™

Bricklayer 10 hoort at 8d. = Os. 6d. .

Labourer ., 4H- = 3s. 9d.
'

The question is, in what way is the constant of labour, u
above, and the rate of wages amalgamated, in order to ascer-

tain the value, Ubour ouly, of a rod of brickwork? Again,
under the head of " Mason'i Work ":—

Time of mason per foot

super, Portland.
Plain work tooled 130
Mason 10 hours at 8d. = 6s. 8d.

Query as before, value per foot supsr of labour *only.

—

QlTIKICUS.

[1814.]-HEDGES AND DITCHES.—Can you, through
jour Intercommunication column, help me in the folloKing
matter?—My neighbour has a hedge and ditch abutting
close on the rear of my cottage, and he has filled up the
ditch to about 3ft. ahore the ground floor. Has he a right to
do this, and how far can he claim as the width of a ditch ?

Doubtless some of your numerous readers can speak from
experience on this matter.—Pais Link.

[18U]-PATENT FUEL.—Would any of your readers
inform me the best kind of machine, and cheapest mode of
cementing small du«t, or slack coal, into blocks for burning
in engines, instead of lump coal, and were I could see this

kindof work in operation?—A Subsckibjis.

[1816.]—RIGHT OF LIGHT.—Will an agreement given

by the owner of the light to the party whose ground it over-

looks be a sufficient legal security Mgain st the said owner, his

hein, fcc, claiming a right after 30 years ?—Inquikxs.

REPLIES.
C1797.>-DIMINISHING POINTS.-1 have enclosed a

ishoving two pictures in, perspective, and also their

ranisbing points, and if " Pupil M." will try it on a mucb
increased scale 1 think he will more readily understand it

than I can explain by writiog, but 1 wilt, in the first case,

take Fig. 1, which is at an angle of 90° ; the rule in
that case is that angles of 90^ vanisli in the point of sight, or
P S, those of 45^ in the point of distance, or P D. The rule
to get the points P, D, F, D, which are always requisite in
perspective of this kind, is to join the cone of rays which
must contain the picture, then by taking the diameter, and
with A as centre cut the horizontal line, which will give the
points P, D, P, D, required. In fig. 3 the angles are taken at
wilt, and when the first plan la placed in perspective as X X X
if the lines are continued until they cut the horizontal line

at V P, Y P, will give the vanishing points for the rest of the
picture. I imagiue "Pupil H." knows the rule of perspec-
tive, and I hope I have explained his question, for I fear it is

•omewhat dinlcait to obtain too much of your space to ex-
plain more detiuitely the rule, as your Interconrirauaication
column is, as it ought to be, very largely patronised.—J. B.

a7»7.}-DIMINISHING POINTS.—Perhaps "Pupil M."
vookl better uodcrsUnd the rule if I were to propose a
imple prf>bleni— say a cube, and find its vanishing points
geometncally. (Kjg. i,) j^t a. b, c. d, represent the plan of a
cube 8ft. side, and one side at an angle of 40° with the pic-
ture plane P P, and nearest angle 2ft. from it, height of the
•ye 4ft., and 6ft. from JE* P, and 3a to the left of the mearest

r/ca

Am PS \ rvv.p'

•4^-^ *-3'; J---J <--a ,a"-> FIG.

3

angle a of the cube, \ scale. Place the position of the F P
and station point 8 1' as above, then draw the line S P, V P*
from the S i' parallel \xi a d, and where it iaterspcts the P P,
viz., V V^ will be the vanishing point for all Unes parallel to

a d, then draw S P, V P^ parallel to the other Bide in like

manner, and V P^ will be the vanishiug point for the aide

a b, and all lines parallel to it. Fig. 3 repreaeuts the cube as

it would appear when viewed under the above conditions

with all the working lines, i'ig. 3 is the same cube showing
the method for findiug the vanishing points in lineal perspec-

tive.

—

Gil Bias.

[1797.]-DIMINrsHING POINTS.—Diminishing points,

or rather vanishing points, are regulated by the angles at

which the building stands Let us suppose a building is 2nft.

distant from us. Then set up 20it. from horizontal line A U,

at which p-iin'' C construct the plan 'of the nearest angle of

the building V F', produce the lines C D, C D^ tUl tliey inter-

sect the horizontal line in points V P' and V P', which will

be the vanishing points required for the two sides of the

building. "Pupil *' should procure Mr. Burchett's book on
" Perspective," Chapman and Hall.—F. P.

[17W.}—SOFFIT OF ARCH.—"Inquirer " wishes to know
the same, I think, as " Young Stonemason '' and " Rochdale."

The annexed sketch, I hope, will give some information, which

Ir,
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method I have proved to be correct. I give the same plan
openiag through walls and jambs, as shown at 1799, so that
I only need to explain the elliptic and semicircle lines. Divide
the base lines A A, B li into any number of equal parts.
Make the ordinaies5 6, 6 6. 77, equal to 22, 3 3. 44 ; O, if

turned up on its base line, would be the inside arch, ditto the
same with 1 on i be elliptic arch, that will be the outside arch
10 make a level ceiling of soffit. If "Inquirer" wants to

get out centre out, and he cannot do it with the method
sketched, 1 shall explain further.-John Hudson, joiner,

&c., Sunderland.

apparatus) might have spent his penny better in writing for
informationonothcrsubjects.instead of attempting to answer
questionshedoes not understand. I imagine that a trough (with
spaci's in the top for the usu»l double pot to stand in) the
width of fireplace set far eni)UKh from the back to allow the
flame, &c.. to ascend behind it, and supplied with a feed cis-

tern, would answer. Perhaps some correspondent may have
seen a contrivance of this kind. I have not any available
steam, such as is generally used to keep the glue hot in large
manufactories,

—

Inquiekr.

STAINED GLASS.
Lebds.—An east window, by Messrs. Ward and Hughes,

of London, has ju3t been completed and fixed in the church
of S. John the Evangelist, Leeds. The subjects depicted are,

in the upper half of the window, " Christ in Glory," and in
the lower half "The Crucifixion." The remainder of the
window contains representations of various Saints of Old Tes-
tament and Christian times.

Barnard Castle.—A stained glass window, in memory of
the Rev. G. Dugard, is about to be fitted up in the parish
church. It will be executed by Mr. Baguley, of Pilgrim-
street, Newcaatle-on-Tyne.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Hacknft.—The friends and admirers of the late Rev. R. B
Aspland, M.A., minister of the Unitarian chapel at Hackney-
have erected a memorial in white Carrara marble, contains
ing a medallion portrait, in that building. The work wa
executed by Mr. Gaffin, sculptor, of Regent-street.

Memorial Brass.—A monumental brass has been placed
in the aute-rhapel of Exeter College, Oxford, iu memory of a
commoner of the college who was accidentally shot' by a
fellow student. It bears a Latin inscription, and was executed
by Messrs. Hart, Son, Peard, and Co.

[17850—SHOP STOVES.—The youth who so ahly described
the aioal procMl of imoking and scorching g lue (without any

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Sanitabt State of Eastbourne.—A reporton the
sanitarv state of Eastbourne has been made to tlie Privy
Council by Dr. Thome Thome. There appears to be most un-
deniable evidence that the main causes of typhoid fever in

Eastbourne are the use of impure water and the inelficient

ventilation of the main drains. In some instances water for

domestic purposes is drawn from welln in close continuity

to cesspools. The system of ventilating the main sewers througn
charcoal, thougli iu some respects good, is. as applied at East-

bourne, worse than useless, on account of its entirely stopping

the exit of the aewer gas, which has been thereby forced into

the houses, What really seems to be required fi)r the sani-

tary well-being of the town are a proper ventilation of the

sewers ai.d house drains, an adequate supply of pure water,

and the disconnection of tlie direct comoiunicHtioii between
water supply cisterns and the sewers by means of waste
pipes.

New Disinfecting Apparatus.— Mr. George Fraser, of

the firm of John Fraser and "^ons, exhibited and explained at

a recent meeting of the Medical Olttcers of Health Associa-

tion a new appa'atus for which he has recently obtained a

patent. The object is to supply a ready means of disinfect-

ing all clothing, bedding, &c., that may have been used by

persons suffering from fever or other infectious disease. II

such appurar us were erected in all populous districts, it if

highly pruliable that the spread of many diseases would be

considerably checked. The apparatus and its working may
be thus briefly described :—A briek oven or chamlier <iccupy-

ing a space Sft. square is erected, in the lower portion ol

which IS a covered furnace and flue capable of raising the

internal atmO'phere to the required temperature, the front

being enclosed with a sliding door. A closed truck or carriage

is provided with shelves, racks, and doors, and it is latended

to collect the clothing in these carriages from the infectec

houses and convey it to the charaher. The front door is thei

opened and the truck placed inside, the fire lighted, and the
;

grocesa of disinfection takes place, sulphur or other fumei

eing used. When the proi-ess is completed the ttuck i

again taken to the house and the articles removed. The cine

points in this patent are :— 1. The whole of the vapoun
given off during the disiutectlon are, by a peculiar arrange

ment of flues, made to pass tiiruugh the furnace and ar'^thu

consumed. %. The clothing is nut removed from the trucl

until returned to the owner. .'1. The carriage wliich convey!

the clothing and returns the same to the house from whici

it was taken is itself disinfected ou each occ'ision with tht

clothing, &c. 4. The apparatus is not expensive.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

DEW.-BURT AND WesT RlDIIfQ PERMANENT BuiLDIKt

Society.—The shareholders in this association held their an-

nual meeting last week. Mr. W. Hemingway, secretary,

submitted the report, whicli showed that the income froo

subscriptions during the year had been £5062 l:;s. 7d., am
the income £89a7 Ua. 5d. Alter paying interest at the rate o

A\ per cent, to each shareholder, a bonus of 2 per cent, o

the amount of each share was provided for out of th

profits. The report was adopted.

London Laboueers' Dwellings Society (Limited).-

It appears by the seventeenth half-yearly report that thi

society is in a very flourishing couditiun. The capital of tb

society now amounts to £43,200, and several blocks of buiW

ings have been added to its estates.

LEGAL.

CtAlM BY AN Abchitbct.—At the GatesheS"

County Court, last week, the case of Lithg

Y. Davidion was heard. The claim was n

£58 7s. 9d., but the £8 odd was discarded, as onl

£50 could be recovered in the County Court. 1

February, 1868, the defendant, a miller in Gate

head, engaged the plaintiff, an architect in pi»

tice at Uorlington, to malse and draw up pl»i

for the rebuilding of his flour mills. A set

'

plans, sections, elevations and tracings was m»o

and tenders invited, but the plans were not
"
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lied out in consRquence of several objections

made to them. The plaintiff charged the travel-

ling expenses which he had incurred in preparing
these plans. He drew up a second set of plans,

upon which the mills wore erected. Ho was en-

titled to charge 5 per cent, upon the amount of

the contract, but he had only charged 2i per
cent. No terms were mentioned when he was
engaged, and he had a riglit to cliarge 5 per cent.

Evidence was given to ihis effect, and a number
of letters were read to show that the defendant
had never disputed the account sent in until re-

cently. His Honour recorded averdiot in favour
of the plaintiff for £35.

®uil ©fii^ SaW^.

Dinner op the Locksmiths Employed
at messn.s. milneb and son's safe works.
—On Saturday iifternoon last a dinner of the
locksmiths employed at Mcssre. Milner and Son's,
Phccni.K Safe Works, took place at the Phoenix
Inn, Smithdown-lane, Liverpool. The lock-
smiths' department has only recently been estab-
lished in connection with the works, and the men,
assisted by iheir employers, took this opportunity
of celebrating the event. The attendance num-
bered about 50, and included, in addition to the
lock>miths, many of the other employes. Mr.
William Owens occupied the chair, and Mr. G.
Bolton (manager of the locksmiths' department)
the vice chair. After the customary loyal toasts
had been drunk, the Vice-Chairman proposed
" The Health of Mr. Milner," and having re-

ferred to the recent inlro<luction of the lock-
smiths' department into the works, and expressed
his conviction that the other employes would find

the locksmiths at all times ready to co-operate
with them in the most cordial manner, he alluded
to the past success of Mr. Milner's business,
which he was confident would also be successfully
conducted in the future. He pointed out the
advantage the works would derive from the addi-
tion of this department. In conclusion, '.he ex-
pressed their best wishes for Mr. Milner's future
health and happiness. Mr. Hughes proposed the
health of Mr. and Mrs. D. Ratcliffe and family

;

and afterwards the chairman proposed that of
Mr. Hulme, the surgeon to the works. Mr.
Hulmc, in responding, alluded to the kindness of
Mr. Milner in having for many years past pro-
vided medical advice for the men gratuitously.

After several other toasts the party separated.

The Steam Koad Roller in Maidstone.
—At a meeting of the Maidstone Local Board, on
Wednesday week, it was resolved to purchase a
Bteam road roller, at a cost of £580. The machine
had previously been employed in consolidating
the road surfaces of the town, and, according to a
report made by Mr. Buckham, the surveyor to

the Board, the use of the machine materially im-
proved the stability of the roads, and saved at
least 6 per cent, of the materials required for

repairs. As the seconder of the resolution to
purchase the roller observed, every improving
town will sooner or later see the necessity of
adopting a similar course. We may state that
Mr. Randall, a resident in the town, contributed
£100 towards the cost of the roller.

Proposed Docks and Harbour op Repuoe
AT Deal.—It is proposed to construct new docks
and a harbour of refuge near the ruins of San-
down Castle. Nature has, it is said, already p ro-
vided materials on the 'pot, which may be dug
out and used and the surplus sold. 200,000 yards
of sand at 6d. per yard would realise £5000, and
under that there is sufficient clay to make
400,000,000 bricks, the average value of which
would be 30s. per thousand, roali-ing £000,000.
Beneath that, again, there is ."iifficient chalk to

mabi 100,000 ioids of lime, which at 5s. a load
would realise £25,000. Thus the materials dug
out from the harbour are all fit for use in its

construction, and their value in the whole would
be £630.000.

Testimo.vial to a Surveyor.—Mr. Wright,
the late surveyor to the Tunbridge Wells Local
Board I f Health, has just been presi'Uted by a
large nmubcr of the inhabitants with a purse
containing £100. lis an expression of sym|iatliy
for Mr. Wrii^hl's having lieen cruelly and un-
ustly treated in being summarily di»charged
after having served ihe town for so long a period.
Kingston Bridge.—A short time ago a oom-

i
mitte* was lormed of tix memberB of the Corpo-

ration of London and six members of the Metro-
politan Board of Works to oarrv into effect the
Act of Parliament entitled Ihe Kew and oth-sr
Bridges Act, the purport of which is to free from
toll all bridges over the Thames from Kew to
Staines. It w.js chiefly the energy displayed in
the matter by the Corporation of KinL'ston that
effected this, and so it w .8 declared that Kings-
ton Uridgo should be the first to be freed from
toll. Besides, there was a facility in this case
not possessed hy the otbois. There was a fixed
debt of £16,000 odd to bo paid to free Kingston
Bridge, £24,000 of the £40,000 originally bor-
rowed having been paid off, while for the oth ers
the amounts are not agreed upon as between the
owners and the intending purchasers. On Satur-
day, the 11th inst., thj Lord Mayor of London,
Sir John Thwaitts (Chairman of the Metropolitau
Board of Works), Sir James Lawrence (Chair-
man of the joint committee), the Sheriff.s of
Middlesex and Surrey, th" Lord High Steward of
Kingston (Lord St. Leonards), the Members of

Parliament, and other persons, met the Corpora-
tion of Kingston at the railway station, and pro-
ceeded in state through the town and over the
bridge into Hampton Wick, the late lessee of the
tolls handing the key of the gates to the Lord
Mayor as he passed through. The bridge is

built of the Portland oolite stone, having five

elliptical arches, the span of the centre arch being
60ft. The total water-way is 334ft. The arches
spring from the level of the highest recorded
flood. At each end of the bridge there is also a
land arch of brickwork. The whole length of the
bridge is 382tt., and the width of roadway
Soft. 6in. The amount of the contract for its

erection was £26,800, and the total expense, in-

cluding the purchase of the site and the ap-
proaches, was £40,000, which sum was advanced
by the Public Loan Commissioners at 3J per
cent, interest. The bridge was commenced in

1825 and fiaiihed in 182S.

An anonymous contributor has ^iven £500 to the
Incorporated Church Building Society, 7, Whitehall,
in aid of the special fund for mission-houses and
school churches (till now quite exhausted), in the
hope that strenuous efforts will be made to raise so
valuable a branch of the society's opcrati ms from its

present depressed state.

The foundation-stone of a new church at Selby
Hill, Birmingham, will be laid on Wednesday next.
The designs for the building are by Messrs. Martin
and Chamberlain, of Birmingham.
A model, showing the proposed mode of completing

the buildings for the South Kensington Museum, has
been deposited in the library of the House of Com-
mons for general inspection.

Ihafleche containing the chimes of the R.C. pro-
Cathedral church of Our Lady of Victories, Kensmg-
ton, is to be removed, and a tower built, which will
add to the general effect of the edifice. It is not im-
probable that the gongs which now strike on high
occasions will be re-placed by bells, which could not
with any degree of safety be hung in thcJUche.
A return has been issued which shows that in the

year 18G9 the moneys paid into the Consolidated
Fund, on account of metropolitan improvements,
amounted to £5844 2s. 4d. There were no advances
out of the fund on that account for the year.
The parish church of Mereworth, Kent, is to be

restored, at a cost of £450.
It is said that the King of Prussia has decided on

carrying out the projected canal from the Baltic to

the North Sea. The works are to be commenced
next year, and may be finished in 1878.

The people of Burnham, Somersetshire, have de-
cided to borr()w (on loan for thirty years) and ex-
pend £1200 in town improvements.
An art exhibition will shortly be held in Derby.
The sewerage and construction committee of the

Derby Local Board of Health have agreed to effect

an improvement at the Corn-market end of Rotten-
row, at a co.it of £2400.
There is a probability that Liverpool will become

a cathedral town.
For some days past the roadway in Tarnmill-

street, Clerkenwell-green, along the Metropolitan
Railway, from near Cowcross-street to within a few
vards of the Sessions House, has been sinking. Men
have been at work endeavouring to arrest the pro-
cess, but some houses which had been lately' under-
pinned show further signs of giving way, much to

the alarm of the inmates.
Lady Rolle on Tuesday laid the foundation stone

of a new church at Oticrton, on the east coast of
Devon. The cost of the edifice will be about £7000,
the whole of which has been promised by Lady
Kolle.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoHDAl.— Rnjul Inililale of Britlili Arctiitccti. "Oa

Some Ancirnt Churches of Ireland." Br Arthar
Hill, A.RIB.A.

TczsDAT.— InitJlulion or Civil Entineen. " DMcription of
tlie SI. Pancrai Railoav Sutiiin. Miilland Railwav.

"

By W. H. Barlow, M tnat. C E , F.R.S. S.

„ Rnyul Inititulion. " Deilurlioni from the Com-
parative Anafomr of tlia Nervoui Syatcia." Bf
Profeaaor R<illcaton, M.D . F.R S. 3.

Wkdhisdat.—.Societj of ArU "Oo Suhmarino Channel
Communication." Bv Thomai Paje, C.E. 8.

Tbuisdat.— Society of Antiquaries 8 30.

„ Royal Initilution. " On the Chemittry ol Vers.
lable Producla." By Professor OdliuK, F.aS. 3.

FaiDAT.—Iloyal liitiiiution. »,

SATvaOAT.—Asiocialed Arts InatUute. Paper on ths
" Gotliic Spirit in Medieval Poatry." By B.
MontKomerie RankinK. Eaq. 8.15.

„ Royal Inititutirn. "On the Sun." By Normaa
Lockyer, Eaq. PRS. J.

Slipd^ ^p%,
WAGES MOVEMENT.

Tnu maions of Perth have atruck for an adranee in thair
wairea. They demand aixpence per hour, which ia a rile of a
halfpenny on the preaent rate.

TENDERS.
Ai.Dr.asnoT.—For tlniahini; hotel and pair of eotta(«i at

Alderthot. Mr. Henry Peak, architect, Guildford :—
Martin, Wella,kBatchelor(accepted)£639 16

Basinostokk.—For buildinr two houses and shops on
Station Hill for Mr. ;H. Smith. Mr. G. B. Hnasellwhits,
architect, Basingstoke :

—

Wilkes £892
Pelham and Tigwell 850
Jenninj^a 813
Pistell 780
Muiiellwhite and Sona (accepted)... jtt 19 8

Bow.—For Presbyterian church. Alexander Peebles, Esq.,
architect :—

Extra for
stone spire. Total.

Barnett £«838 £161 *07»»
Bishop 6483 870 585S
Hill.Keddell.andWaldram M6« 610 69M
Fish 6!89 843 6639
Mortar 5369 489 6758
Patman and Fotheringham 5250 S7S 653S
Adamsonand Sona 6343 321 5564
Sawyer 6221 373 6.'>9J

Hill and 8on 6220 810 6530
Myers and Sons 5199 SAO 6479
Dove Brothera 5155 360 640$
Ennor 6147 442 6589
Hume 6058 384 6.'543

Hanley and Rogers 6021 !90 5311
Nightingale 4946 350 6298

Beaford.—For erecting village school and teacher's reti-

dence at Beaford, Devon. Mr. F. Qarger, architect ;

—

BaleandSon ^ £SS9
Smale, Uulleid, and Halla» 680
Howard 624

•Revised tender accepted.

BuoBTKinai.—For the flrsc section of a new ehnrch at
Brightridge, Kent. Mr. Theodore K. Green, architect ;

—

Eitra Extra
boarding plastering

to roof. to roof.

KyersandSona £2191 £78 £8S
Sharpington and Cole 1877 97 82
Walker 1857 67 83
Anscorab 1730 80 90
Dove Brothera 17S5 45 7»
Willicombe and Oakley (ac-

cepted) 1595 «( 97

Cauden Town —For building 4 houses iu High-street, for

Mr. Bowen. Mr. W. Gosling, architect ;

—

Edgar £2393
Waltham 2182
Perry Brothers 9147
Faulkner W7I
Kelly Brothers M0»
Scrivener and White 1989
Hanley and Rogers , , 1987
Stentiford 1985
Heyward 1900
Ball 1870
Aitcbioson and Walker (accepted)

*

1748

CoLCHRSTBE.—For supplying and laying York pftvinr,

eranite kennellinir, and other work in the footpaths of CoT-

cliasler, for the Colchester Town and Channel Cummitaion.

Mr. Joseph Hope, Town Surveyor:

—

Everett and Son, Colchester £25H 10
Lviich, Northampton 2400
Hutiy. London .. . 21«a
E»ciis. London 2154 3
Watts, Colchester 2105 9
Stroud, Oxford 20;0 10 8
Nowell and Robson. London SOoO
Knight, London (accepted) 2013

Dakmngton.—For villa for C. Janson, Esq., DtrlingUn.

John Ross, architect, Ddrlington :

—

Sriek, Stone, Plasterer, and Sinter
J. Simpson £751 15

Carpenter and Joiner.

Martin S«0
Plumbing and Glazing.

Johnson 900
Painier.

Davison ud Sons 18

Total ... £1329 17
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lUauiKiTon—Tor Riie drr Infint Sehoolj. Darlington.
Joha Boss, MfcKitcct. Darhoeton :

—

Accepted teBler,tauTamauDt £iSi3 13 8

fiMCOMBE. -IIW stabling, kc. to Mr. Hollanil's new
koBM It Fu-Bcambe. Surrejr. Ur. Hear; Peak, architect :—

Guddard k Sob (aec«pted) tin
FacicoxBi.—For atabling, i«., at Famctmbe, Sarrey, for

G- J. Hull. Kso. Mr. Bent; Peak, architect :—
Mitchell £313 •
AtBeld 288
Vre 25110
H. Uoon 9t Soa (accepted}- 327 10

niDiKY.—Kor house at Hadler, Mr. 8. Dickens archi-
tect Quantitiea bjr Mr. L. C. Riddett :—

huriMl £1550
Manlej and Rogera 1497
Macey 1489
Scrivener and White 143g
Scrivener and Sterenion 1867
Walton >319
Capps and Ritso 1295

Hath t«i.i!ioH.—For ereclingJNethercott Hall, Hatherleigli,
Devon, fur Captain Arnold ; building atone, !cc., found.
Quantitiea supphed. Mr. F Harger, architect ;

—

Cv>sa £^<8« 4 2
B irllctt and Esiery 2715 i
Call and Pethiclc 2644
llo-it«-aT 26M
Bile and Son 2515
Huoard (accepted) 2066 10
Smale, liuUad, and Hallt (too late) 2339 10

LoifDON,—For alterations to 144, Edgware-road, for W.
Eeacke, tsq. Mr. W. Seckham Withenngton, arcliitect

:

Melville £375
Mark 320

Lonnos.—Tor alterations o offices, JTohn-ttrcct, Black-
friars, for S. Saviour's Union. Henry Jarvis k Son, archi-
tects:—

Deardi £398
UaraUndfcSon !94
Tarrant 270
Bagnley 233

LoNDOjr.—For alterations to Sontharark Chapel, Long-
ane, Berinondsey. Heury Jarvis & Son, architects ;—

Higgs £1077
Thompson 978
Ilenshav 872
Wicks, Bangs fc Co.... 745
Tarrant.. „ 73t
Elder St Son B66
Downs 536

lCoBTo:t Cake.—For farm boildings and cottages at
Morton Carr farm, for J. W. Pease, £sq., M.P. John Ross,
architect, Darlington :

—

.Brie*, Stone, Platter, and Slater.
JohnJohnson £522 15

Plumbing and Glazing.
Thomas Johnson 28 12

Painting.
Hornby and Eoberts 13

Total ...£56.1 7

SKXirifiicGROTX.—For hospital at Skinningrove for the
Earl of Zetland. John Ross, architect, Barlington:

—

Bosomworth (accepted) £1341 6

STANWica.—For gardener's cottage, Stanwick, for her Grace
the I>owH|(cr Duchess of Northumberland. John Ross, archi-

tect, Darhogton ;

—

Accepted tenders, total amount £514 13 i

Whitby.—For two villas at Whitby for Benjamin'Pearson,
£aq. John Ross, architect, Darlington:

—

John White (accepted) £3288 10

COMPETITION.
MAircHESTEK, Hay 30.—For abattoirs and ft carcass market

The following premiums will be avsrded:—One of £150, one
of £100, and one of £7o. Joseph Heron, Town Cleric, Town
Hall, Mauchester.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINft

ESTIMATES.
St. GiLBS, Cambeewell, March 28.—For sinking about

ten wells, and supplying and fixing pumps to the same.
George William Maraden, Vestry Clerk, Vestry-hall, Camber-
well.

KiBBT STEPntx, March 23.—For the works required in

the restoration of the parish church. Architects, Messrs.

Austin and Johnson, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

NoaTHAitPToxsniKa, April 11.—For the erection of farm
buildings on the Fawsley Estate. Ur. Waters, Estate OlQce
fawsley. near Darentry.

Market HARBoaouaH, March 31.— For building ale

Biores. Johu Ladds, architect,!, Chapel-street, Bedford-row
London, W.C.

Adhiraltt, March 29.— For supplying her Majesty's

several dtx^kyards with 50O loads of English elm timbers.

Antonio Bradv, Superintendent of Contracts, Contract Depart-
ment, Admiralty, Whitehall, S.W.

BaiGllTox. — For the erection of six fourteen-roomcd

houses. Mr.Crawford, 54), Bishopsgate-strcet Withiu,E.C.

BuRSLEK.—For the erection of a residence at Port Hill
Mr. T. B. Uarley, Burslem.

MlDLAKD Railwat, April 5—For the erection of
Biores for lost property and workshops at Derby. James
Williams, Secretary, Derby.

MACci.EsriRi.o, April 11.—Cheshire New County Asylum.
—For the erection of gas works, steam engine, and other
engineering works. Robert Griffiths, architect, Martin-
Btreet, Stafford.

Ix>!iDOX, April 5.—For the new school buildings, Crown-
itreet, boho. Messrs. Slater and Carpenter, 4, Carlton Cham-
bers, 4, iti-grnt- street.

St. Lure, MrDDLESEi, March 29—For re-paving the
•arriage and footways of Old-street, and certain other streets

S.,- M? P'??L,,*r ^- H'y"'' V»''J' Clerk. Vestry
OfflccB, 22i, City-road, B.C.

SIBTROP01.ITAN BoAED Or WoEKs, March 28—For the
completion of a Fire Brigade station, in Hermitage-street,
Padiiington. John Pollard, Clerk to the Board, Spring

-

gardens, S.W. .. r t.

WATroED, March 31.—For he providing and laying of about
2,3 feet of pipe sewers, for the alleratiun of aewaiie tanks,
and other works. John Sedgwick, Clerk to the Hoard, Watford.

WoLVEEHAMPTO."! Main Drainace.—Contract No. 4.—
April 4.— For the construction of upwards of 24,000 yarJs
in length of brick, stoneware, and cast iron pipe sewers, and
other works. H. Uuderliill, Town Clerk, Wolverhampton.

Woottox-Bassett, March 23.— t'or the erection of two
mortuary chapels and curator's house, &c. Thomas Laus-
down, architect, Swindon.

South-Eastbrn Riiilwat Company, April 5.—For the
construction of the railway from Charlton station on the
North Kent Railway to East Greenwich. Johu Shaw, secre-
tary, London Bridge station.

Ged.ney, March 30.— tor erecting a double cattle shed,
wagon shed, and drill house on the farm in the occupation of
Messrs. Oldershavv, and also four cottages near the church, on
the Dawsmere estate, in Gedney, Lincolnshire. Edward D.
Skelton, Sutton Bridge, Lincolnshire.

Hedingham Hiohway Board, April 7.—For the sup-
ply, delivery, and fixing of five CHSt-iron girders; two lengths,
each 16ft., of cast-iron palisading; and ^two cast-iron guard-
plates. Robert 1'. Stedman, Clerk to the Board, Sudbury,
Suffolk.

BATH STONE OP BEST QUALITY.
RA.NDELI,, Saundehs, and Company, Limited,

Quarrymen and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of
Prices at the Quarries and Oepflta; nNo Cost for
Transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnishod
on applicatioa to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[AxivT.] Corsham, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

William James Cockell. Itijjh-street, Battersea, builder,
March 29, at 10—George Dickinson. Hndderafield, braga-
foiinder, March 30. at 11—Allen Marden Graham, New
Barnes, West Maliiog, brickmaker, March 29, at 2—Thomas
and George Page, Birmingham, ironfounders, April 4, at 12.

ACT 1869.—PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

April 31, T. Mann, formerly of Penge, builder—April 25,
J. H. Rigden, Claptun, builder.

SITTINGS rOR LAST KXAMINATION.—ACT 1861.

April 12, J. Bennett, Eagle-place, St. James's, engineer-
April 12, n. J. Dover, Upper Norwood, builder -April 13.
H. F. Smith, Lewigliara, builder—June 30, C. Marriott and
J. L. Ely, Muswell-hill-road, builders—June 30, W. Wiggett,
Hartham-road, Camden Town, builder—June 30. W. Stark,
W hittington-road. Feckham, builder—April 11, T. Hawkins,
Blackburn, joiner.

DIVIDHND MEETINGS.

March 31, C. Schiele, Manchester, engineer—April 5, W.
Shilcock, Leicester, builder—April 5, T. Matthews, Leicjster,
decorative painter—March 31, 11. Heath, South Brent, car-
penter—April 5, J. Giles, Nctley, builder and undertaker-
March 30, J. Cassidy. 11 uddersfield, plumber and glazier

—

April 7. J. Atkinson, Thirsk, builder—April 13, C. F. Bradley,
Compton-terrace. Islington, plumber and builder—April 13,
T. Adams, Ore, Sussex, builder.

DECLARATIONS OP DIVIDENDS.

H. Hillary and J. Aahfold, Canterbury-road, Kilburn Park,
builders, div. 94. Id —S. Binven, Nsilsea, glass m;iiiufacturer,
div. Is. Sid.—E- Bates, West Gorton, builder, div. 28. 4d.—
R. Napper, Galhampton, North Cudbury, Carpenter, div.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.

Alexander Robertson, Birnam, lime merchant, March 26,
at 13—John Armour, Irvine, builder, March 30, at 12.

PAETNERSIIPS BISSOLVED,
Robinson and Hall, Hull, machine joiners and wood cut-

ters- Crowther and Foster, Halifax, builders—Hartley and
Co., Calverley, stone merchants — Reade and Co., Wolver-
hampton, varnish manufacturers— Rothwell and Collinge,
Edgeworth and Haslinjjden, builders-Green and Nash,
Bradford, Yorkshire, builders—Clayton and Co., Lombard-
street, eujEineers—WiHiams and Lowe, civil engineers.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED

IN CONSTRUCTION.

TiMBKB. Dnty Is. per load j Drawback, It.

Metals.
LBAD :—

W?, Foreijm per ton
„ Kntfllsh, W.a do.
.. Lnad Co. do.
„ Othnr brands .. do.

Sheoi Milled do.
Shot, Patent do.
Rci or minium do. »0 IC
LithnrRe, WB do.
VVhitedrr do. MO

,, grt^uudluail do. SG

COPPER :—

British—cftko and ingot per ton 70
Boat Selected do. 71
i'heet da 76
Bottoms do. 78
Australian da 7l
Spanish Cake caah
CtaU Bars , 66 5

" rfiflnod Ingot 69 10
'YaL Metal Sheathing & Rods per lb.

18 7 «
19 10

19 i Q
m IS 19

19 i 19 10

»

67 10
71 10

6} 81

Teak load
Quebec, rod pine ....

„ yellow pine..
St. John, N.B, yellow
Quebec oak

„ birch
,, elm

Dantxtc oak
fir

Uemel fir

ttigft

Swedish
Uaata, Queb. red pine

,. yeliow pine ••

Latnwood, Dant fm.
„ St P-burg.

Dealn, pr C., IWt by 3
by B in. doty its. per
load, drawback za

Qnehec, white nprwre
nt. John,wliit.« npmoe
Tetlow pine, per re-
duced C.

Canada, 1st qnality.*
Ittd do

Archangel, yellow •#

t S. JE .
11 10 13 b
3 IS 4 li

10 6

S 16 6 5

3 IS 4 IS

4 6 ft 5
4 5 6 S
S S 4

1 S 3 10

« 17 3 3
» 2 13
3 10 6
4 S 6
4 6
8 6 6

U 17 10

in IS

IS 19
it 13

10 10 13 10

St. Peterebm^, yol... U
PioUnd 6
Memel 7
GothoDburg, voUow 7

„ wnito •
Ocflo, yellow 9
Soderham 6
ChrlBLlnaia, per C.,

18 ft. by 3 by 9 in.

ToUow 10
Flooring Boards, per

Rq. of I in., first yuL 7
Flrrt white 7
Seoond qualities ..• 6
PUMlGBSroNBprtQ 6

01 L8, Ac
Seal, pale • . per tan 43
Spermbody 9i
C3od 3S
Whale, Sth Sea. pale 39
OUve, Oalllpoli !A
Coooanut, Cochin, tun 4fi

Palm, floe 4i)

Linseed 33
Itapeseed, Eng. pale.. U
Cottoniwd 31

10 10

9 I'J

COX AND SON'S
CATALOGUE of CHURCH FURNITURE.

with 680 Dailgns for Church Furniture. Oothic Metal Work, Deco-
rations, Carpets, Hangings, and Embroidery. Price 6d., jjost free.

CATALOGUE of STAINED GLASS,
Containing 80 Doslgnm, Prices, a Photograph of Silx Figure Subjeots,
and a List of nearly 100 Churches in which Stained Glass Windows

have been erected by them. Price 6d., post free.

CATALOGUE of MONUMKNTS,
TombUalLi, IIcadHtones, Memorial Brasses, &c., deni^ncid by eminent

Architodts find others. Price 6d-, post free.

CHURCH PLATE, of Messrs. COX and SON'8 own manufacture;
ft Ini^ge anil varied assortment of Chalices, Flagons, and Patens, in
silver and electro-plate

; Portable Bag Sets and Pookot Communion
Snrrlees In stock.
LIGHTING CHUECHES.—Estimates fnraiahedfor laying on Gai

or lighting Churches and other Buildings with CoroniB, Standards,
or Brncitotn to burn gas. candles, or oil.

DOMESTIC GOTHIC FUltNITUUK—Deslgns and Estimatei
furnished for Gothic Kumltnre of every description.
CARVING AND GOTHIC JOINERY.-A Kreat reduction effected

by roughing out the work by macliinery, and finiBhiiig only band
labour.
GOTHIC METAL WORK of every description In SUver, Br»li

and Iron.
ESTIMATES furnished for carrying out any Design.

SHOW ROOMS,
28 and 29, Southampton-street, Ptrand. London.

STAINED GLASS WORKS,
43 and 14, Maiden-lane (adjoining the Show-rooms),

MANUFACTORY,
The Wood and Stone Carving, Gothic Motal, Monnmental, and
Granite Polishing Works, College Wharf, Belvedere -road, Lambeth

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

10

33
10

37

X" J.J. CORDES&CO.,
^^^ the Patentees ami Mivuufacturers of the

MAKK. well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Ewbank's Nails),

Desire to make it known that they have adopted
a " star," or " cross," as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent out by them,
except Clasp, bear this murk npon their heads,

and that within every package sent from their

works is also placed a card bearing their name
and address. All their bags are also branded
CORDES and Co.
The Nails are mannfactured by J. J. CORBES

and Co. out of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig
Iron, and have long since earned the reputation

of being superior to all others. Tlie Nails are all

uniform in make and quality, each one perfect

and cotmt out full 1,000 to the M.

DOS WORKS, NEWPORT, MON.

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
GENUINE AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.—Designers and Practical Joiners,

CAMBRIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,
LONDON.

JOHN WESTON & CO.,

SOLID AND VENEERED

HANDRAIL MANUFACTURERS,
80. UPPER WHITECROSS STREET, LONDON. E.a

T^obertson, Brooman, and Co.,
PATENT AND DESIGNS aEalSTKATIOK AOIiXTS,

66, Fleet-Btreet, London. EstabUihed 1833. ProfpoctuMs prall^.)

Tmportant to Builders and Others,
—A Urge quantit_y of PAPIRB MACflB CEXTRE FLOWEBa

to be HOLD, a bF\rgam, tbe manufacture being reliniiuUheiL

—

Apply to Vftn. Dyer and Co., Woolwioh-roml, near Oroonwich Union.

T^o Contractors, Road Makers,
4:c.—LsrtreqiianLity of UNSIFTED DRYBRICK UDBBISH

to be had for lifMiiR-, lying la Rod Gronn «iiiaro ; cart entranco Ked
CroH-itreet, Uniou^Hlreet, Boroni^b ; lUno two Contractor's pumpi
to be Bold, 7in. and Pill., with luctlon pipe, &c,—Apply Rt Eitftt*

OfflM, XI, Wftlbrook, CUy.
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ENGLISH MANSIONS AND
HOUSES.*

COUNTRY

HARDLY less comprehensive than those
moral treatises which undertake to

teach the whole duty of man are some which
are occasionally published by architects, as

setting forth their views upon the theory and
practice of their profession. It is not quite
easy to understand for whom these works are
specially intended. Following, yet apparently
ignoring such standard books of reference as
Gwilt's " EnyclopaBdia," which most architects
have upon their shelves, and dipping quite as
widely but less deeply into matters of con-
Btruction and accommodation, they would
seem to be too superficial for the student, and
yet too technical and profuse to engage the
interest of the public. Probably their only, as
well as obvious purpose, is to increase the
elientelle of their authors, and to secure its

confidence in their skill and ability. It is a
different matter when a professional man has
had considerable experience in a special
branch of design, and it becomes then a
graceful act on his part to give the benefit of
such to the world and to his brethren, but we
fear few persons are really benefited by com-
pilations of hasty thought and dogmatic state-
ments upon multitudinous subjects, accom-
panyingseries of designs equally heterogeneous.
We have before us two works of this cha-
racter, for which we are unable to discover a
sufficient raison d'etre. The autobiography
of an architect should be that written in his
works. In these the trivial becomes transi-
tory, the important alone remaining as per-
manent testimony of his powers. We would
not wish to be understood as suggesting that
there is not in either of these works much
that is both useful and interesting, though
both would have been improved by condensa-
tion and limitation of subject. Mr. Wilkin-
son's quarto book is, in fact, a volume of his
own designs for houses, villas, parsonages, and
cottages, to which is prefixed what is termed,
"A Practical Treatise on House Buildin?," to
which latter our preceding remarks apply. It
only occupies thirty-five pages, and discusses
in the most cursory fashion the duties of an
architect and his subordinates, the require-
ments, the materials, and the workmanship of
buildings. In the plates Nos. 1 and 11, are
represented Chadiington House, Oxon. The
plan seems well arranged, except that on the
ground floor the watercloset is enclosed in the
centre of the building. The exterior grouping
is wanting in simplicity. Better in the latter
respect, and fairly picturesque, is Wootton
House, Oxon (plates 3 and 4). It would have
been improved by a higher development of the
quasi-tower over the staircase. The position
of the dining-room is objectionable, as the
hall has to be traversed in serving it. Bignell
House, Oxon (plates 5 and 61 has a well-
arranged plan, and is stately as well as
picturesque. It also would have been a better
composition had its tower been raised consider-
ably. Norham Manor, Oxon (plate 7) is

spoiled by the paltry projection of the
entrance gable, as are the house on Norham
Manor (plate 11), and another at S. Giles,
Oxford (plate 13), as well as some other smaller
buildings by fanciful excrescences. Several
farmhouses and cottages are simply and well
treated. All the designs are in the mediaeval
domestic character, and, with the exception of
a few features, are unexceptional in style,
though not remarkable for originality. On
the whole, the collection of designs given

• "English Country Houses," by William Wilkin-
sow, architect, of Oxford.
"Picturesque Designs for Mansions, Villas, Lodfes,

•t, 8cc.," by C. J. BicuABDsoN, architect.

by Mr. Wilkinson, in this work, are creditable
specimens of modern English country houses.

Mr. Richardson's octavo volume is of a more
ambitious character, and is embellished by no
less than about 500 original engravings. These
consiit of numerous plans for cottages, villas,

and mansions, &c., " many of which have been
carried into execution, selected from a large
collection of similar subjects, the result of
many years' professional experience." An in-
troductory chapter on the picturesque in rela-
tion to architecture carries the reader from the
Grecian temple, draped with curtains and fes-
toons, to the Roman ruins, by nature and decay
invested with the same quality, and the Gothic
styles of which it was the greatest charm,
back again to that of aborigines, and buildings
based on the imitation of nature, completing
"a brief and necessarily very imperfect re-
sume of the progress of architecture." Thence
he is brought to the designs of the author,
which have for their object the suggestion of
" the most approved, tasteful, and effective
plans for the mansion, the villa, and the cot-
tage," the avoidance of smoky chimneys, the
perfection of the means of warming and ven-
tilation, and appropriateness of the decorations
of houses, and even their accessories.

To illustrate one of the latter, a vignette of
" a ruined fountain, designed in 1820 by one
of the best teachers of drawing England ever
possessed, the late C. J. M. Whichelo," is in-

troduced. It forms a curious climax to a some-
what confused burst of eloquence ; and we
trust the reputation of the said deceased artist

rests on other and better foundation. Another
garden fountain in ruins, for which, in prefe-
rence to perfect ones, our author seems to have
a strange predilection, precedes some designs
and a description of a gardener's cottage, and
wo regret to say that the step is to the ridicu-
lous, if it does start from the sublime rather
than the vague. We are at a loss to know
why all its angles should be canted off, seeing
that there is plenty of room to get round them

;

or what can be the object of the portentous
finial upon the principal gable. Apropos of
nothing but to fill up pages, various bits of
Ornament of a miscellaneous description are
interspersed, and their style is of the worst
rococo ; note those on page 43, 47, 53, and
elsewhere. In design No. 5, a double cottage
and village Sunday-school, we noted a capital
group of chimney stacks, the detail of which
is given in page 57, but the text tells us that
this is copied from a very fine ancient example
at a farmhouse at Ashford, in Kent.

Several designs for park lodges are imita-
tions of castellated architecture, or miniature
copies of collegiate towers, with oriel win-
dows overhanging Tudor arched gateways

;

that in design No. 11, page 90, is without suf-
ficient abutment. A detail of the bay window
is given ; but we are told that it "is copied
from one at the old gatehouse at Montacute,
in Somersetshire, both as to dimensions and
detail, and we cannot forbear expressing our
opinion that wo should prefer the design first-

hand, and with its original context.

Perhaps, however, the most comic thing in

the collection of designs is one of a stove. No.
12, p. 93. No words of comment are needed
to the author's description. "This stove is

intended to fill a recess in the hall of a baronial
mansion, placed on a marble pavement with
groups of ancient armour, pikes and helmets,
and the warlike implements of ancient times
surrounding it. The plan shows its interior to

be filled with fire clay. It is only a common
stove, but with a more artistic outline or figure

than is generally seen." (It represents three

parts of a man in armour !) " A movable
box is placed within the pedestal to receive

the ashes ; the smoke flue leaves at the back
;

the helmet opens to receive a cup of water."

In his description of design No 13, Queen's
Gate Lodge, Hyde Park, the author, writing

of what he is well acquainted with, gives an
interesting account of the attempt made by
him, as surveyor to the estate of the Earl of

Harrington, to embody in his designs the

views of His Royal Highness Prince Albert
for the erection of buildings for the purpose
of science and art at Kensington ; and though
he quotes an amusing paragraph in which the
Albert Hall is ridiculed, he looks forward to
the time when it will become the nucleus of a
structure of a similar character to that con-
ceived by the Prince, when the present
National Gallery will be wanted for a Bank
of England or Royal Exchange, and the preju-
dices of our generation to the removal of the
pictures thence will bo overcome, as South
Kensington will have become central as Tr«-
falg ar-square in the future extended metro-
polis. To this account is appended nunerous
details as to the value of land in the neigh-
bourhood, particulars of iron gates at Queen's
Gate Lodge, and a disquisition upon founda-
tions of buildings, damp-proof courses, and
fireproof construction : all things very well in
their way, but out of place in such a volume,
nor do wo discover in the remarks any special
novelties.

The remainder of the book is occupied with
what may be termed gossip about various
buildings erected by the author or projects for
what ho would like to have built, the latter
even more profusely illustrated with wood-
cuts than the former. The most crotchety
castle in the clouds—and there are several
such—is set forth with plans, sections, eleva-
tions, and perspective views, sketches of
bargeboards, finials, ceilings, and other details
mostly of the Batty Langley type of Gothic
or rococo Renaissance. No loss than a dozen
woodcuts are devoted to the elucidation of a
design for a gimcrack bath-house and summer-
room that somebody or other was once crazy
enough to think of building " in a prominent
position in a park in Kent." Another design
fully set forth was made for a Roman Catholic
chapel and schools intended to occupy a site
leading from the High-street in a very fashion-
able district " immediately out of London,"
and we shudder to think from how great a
peril so near neighbours have been fortunately
delivered.

A picturesque fagade for " A Villa in the
Old English Wooden style," which attracted
our eye, we find stated to have been taken
from an elevation given in " John Thorpe's
Sketchbook." It has, however, given occa-
sion for a disquisition of several pages in
length upon the ancient wooden-constructed
houses of England, in which there is much
antiquarian information given on the subject,
and which is very readable.

Design No. 29, for " A Sculptor's Villa," is

a characteristic chapter of our author's. He
tells us that in fl85'J he became for a short
time the guest of a gentleman who had suc-
ceeded to the possession of more than a million
of wealth. The vision of a chance to help
such a Croesus to expend a portion of this

wealth seems to have been too much for him,
and he forthwith commenced an appropriate
design for a villa to properly exhibit Classic

sculpture. A grand gallery in the centre
has a staircase contrived to wind round a
group representing the Capture of the Queen
of the Amazons. " But the possession of only
a million of money gives a moderate income
compared with that of the Sovereign Popes at

the time the Vatican was erected," and so,

though unwillingly, economy must be con-
sidered, therefore "Underneath the gallery

were supposed to be large cellars for wine.
These had a private entrance through the

pedestal of the Amazonian group, as shown in

the plan and section to a larger scale." The
ingenuity of this contrivance, however,
needed to be supplemented by the following
naive apology that " the collection below was
supposed to be as valuable as the one above, and
calculated to yield as much enjoyment, and
one certainly that would be more highly ap-
preciated by a greater number of persons."

The method of warming this imaginary
Elysium is then elaborately described with
the aid of woodcuts, and the systems of rival

inventors balanced and discussed. Somewhat
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farther on an entire chapter is devoted to "The
Fireplace, Flue Construction, and Smoke Pre-

vention," and may be read with much profit.

In it the author says rather pertinently, " It

may be asked what has a work on " Pictu-

resque Architecture " to do with either smoke
or sewer gases ? " And as the purpose of his

argument is to point out how our buildings

might be made less unsightly by the effects of

smoke, and as he has given much attention

to this important subject, we are not disposed

to qnarrel with the interpolation of the chapter

in question.

Harrington House, Queen's Palace-gardens,

J8 the beading of the last chapter, and the

flattering letters from the Earl for whom it

Was erected will render Mr. Richardson very
independent of our own captious remarks.

After having lived in it a season he writes

that it is '• a house without a fault." Perhaps
the fault that we should find with it was due
to the Earl himself, who, we are told, in-

sisted upon having it built in his favourite

—

the Gothic—style, and the complacency with
which our author reproduces some of its

details would lead us to think that both the

owner and his architect vfere ratlier easy to

please—where ignorance is bliss, however.
It would be folly for us to strive to undeceive
them. Let us allow that the plan is a stately

and good one, and that comfort and conveni-

ence seem to have been admirably studied

throughout. " These objects being attained,"

says Mr. Richardson, "any real or imaginary
faults perceived by professional cities may
be palliated, if not forgotten." After such
defiance why should we restrain or conceal the

smile with which we turned to the last page ?

where, with another characteristic step from
the sublime to the ridiculous, we are abruptly

taken from the premises of the noble Earl to

contemplate two engravings of a most common-
place " cut-wood canopy to a door at West
Brompton, a short distance beyond tlie Metro-
politan District Railwny. It has been con-

Btrucred about twenty years, and stands

well."

We would, however, part with our author

as pleasantly as may be, by expressing sincere

admiration of his design No. 38 for encaustic

tiles, which forms one of his " slight digres-

sions," though we must decline to follow him
in commending those which are to be seen on
columns in the South Kensington Museum.

ARCHED ROOFS.—No. II.

IT has already been stated that arched roofs

may be classed under one of two heads,
those having solid and those having open or

braced webs. The first of these will now be
considered, for which purpose it is necessary
to have clear ideas of thfi general manner in

which the arch is affected by strains. On the

supposition of a uniformly distributed load,

and that the form of the arch is a parabola,
the horizontal thrust may be assumed to be
constant from the crown to the springings.
This thrust answers to the strain at the crown,
and when it has been once Ascertained, the
strain at any other part may be found from
it. Taking W to represent the total load on
the arch, L the span, R the rise, and S the
strain at the centre of the arch, the usual

W L
formula gives S . "^Ihis, it will be

8 X w
seen, is the same formula that obtains for the
strain on the flanges at the centre of a girder
having the same span as the arch, and a depth
equal to its rise. Applying this rule to th
diagram in fig. 1, we have L = 50, R
10ft. Oin., and makingW = 20 tons, the value

20 X 50
of the central strain is S = =

8 X 10
12;5 tons. Similarly, the strain at any other
point may be found by calculation, but it is

not so correct as that given by a diagram, for
the reason, already stated, that the conditions

Fia.i

A\}r

R

9' = L Substituting this value in

2

the equation, we obtain H K = K L x

I
R

\ I
L Referring to the diagram in fig. 1,

F-IG .3

I _

and using the same notation as before,

W
<l HK=— andKL = S- the

Pf 4

I strain at the centre of arch. Putting

. I in these values in the formulawo get

W

S =
2 E

= W X L

8 R

assumed in theory and in the calculation do not
actually prevail when the arch takes its real

form. We will first ascertain the strain by
calculation at any given point (H in fig. 1).

Let W' equal the load upon the arch situated

between the crown and the point H, and S tlie

strain already found at the crown. Putting
S' for the strain at H, the equation becomes

S' = ^ S* -|- Wi *. In the present instance

S = 12-5 and Wj = 5 tons ; so that

S' = V 12-5^+ 5« = 13-46 tons, equals the
strain at the point H. This is a special

example, hut generally, if S be the strain at

the crown, W the weight between the crown
and any point x where the strain is required,
then the strain S' at that point is obtained

from the formula Si = V S'' 4- Wj.
It is obvious that the greater the dis-

crepancy between the real form of an arch and
a parabola the wider will bo the departure in

practice from the results arrived at by pure
theory. We may now proceed to calculate

our strains by diagram, and first for the strain

at the crown. Referring to fig. 1, let F Gr

represent a portion of the radius of the arch
;

draw D E at right angles to it. D E will

consequently be a tangent to the arch at the
point H. Make II K, drawn vertically, equal
to the load situated between the crown of the
arch and the point H. Draw K L horizontally

to meet H E at L, then K L is equal to the
strain at the crown C. In fig. 1, H K is made
equal to 5 tons, on a scale of 20 tons to one
inch, and K L measures exactly 12'5 tons by
the same s?ale, which is the value already
found for the central strain by calculation.

As the strain at the crown is horizontal, the
calculation and the diagram coiticide accu-
rately in the result, which is not the case at
any other point of the arch, the discrepancy
increasing the nearer the point approaches the
springing. It is not difficult to demonstrate
this mathematically. In the triangleHK L
wo have H K = K L x tangent of angle
K. I. a fut angle K L JI = 0, then H K
= K L X tan. 0. Draw the line A C, then
A C is parallel to D E, and the triangles

H K L and ABC are similar. Consequently
the angle K L H equals angle B A C.

Calling this angle 9' we liave 6 = 0' and H K
= K L X tan 0i. But by construction the

B C
tangent of angle 9' = . But B C = R

A B
L

and A B = half span of arch = — , so tan.

2

which is the formula given at the com-
I mencement of our article. It should

I
be remarked here that the value of

' R in both figs. 1 and 2 is about

twice that which would be given to it in

practically designing a roof. The reason it is

so proportioneil in the diagrams is to allow the

construction of the strains to be better shown,

which would not have been the case had the

arch been drawn too flat. The space at our

command does not permit of the diagrams

being made on the same scale as they would

be in the engineer's and architect's office.

Having shown the method of ascertainin

by diagram and calculation the amount of the

central strain, it now remains to find that at

any other point by the former mode of

analysis. Let us suppose that it is required to

determine the strains at five equidistant

points of the aroli represented in fig. 2. That
at C has been already determined for the case

in fig. 1, and can be equiUy readily obtained

for that in fig. 2. In this instance L = 100,

W = 40, and R = 20, and the central strain

S will equal 25 tons. To determine the

strains at the other points D, E, F, and A,
draw the lines D D', E E', F F', A A', towards

the centre of the circle of which the arch is a
segment. They are, therefore, parts of the

several radii, and the lines D J, E K, P M,
and A P, drawn perpendicularly to them
respectively, will be tangents to the arch at

the points where the several strains are

required. From these points draw the

horizontal lines D G, E II, F L, and A N,
making each equal the strain at the centre, or

equal to 25 tons. From the end of these

lines drawiverticals to meet the tangents, and
the several strains at the points D,E, F, G,
will be given by the lines D J, E K, F M,
A P. If they be measured on the diagram
upon a scale of 20 tons to one inch, they will

read 25'5, 27, 29'5, and 34-5 tons respectively,

or rather more than what they would amoimt
to by calculation by the ordinary formula.

There is, however, an accurate method of

calculating the strains at any point which
will serve to check those obtained by the aid

of a diagram. The strains vary as the

secant of the angle which a tangent at any
point makes with a horizontal line. When
this angle is known the strains can be deter-

mined.

In fig. 3, let the diagram be a reproduction

of that in fig. 2, only on a smaller scale, in

order to allow of the centre of the circle

being shown. Suppose it is required to find

the strain at the springing of the arch—as

before, let A P = S' = required strain,

S = that already found for the crown, and
put 6 for the angle PAN. Since the angle

P A is a right angle, the angle P A N la the
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complemeat of the angle B A 0. Making
this latter equal to 6', we have 6 =
(90° — ff). If the angle 9' weie known, the

problem is solved. To find 0', v/ii use the

trigonometrioal equation of the triangle

A B 0, in which the angle A B is a right

angle, and B = A B x tun. 6', or tan.

B
0' = . But B is equal to the radius of

A B
the arch minus its rise. Calling the radius of

the circle R', then B = Ri — R. When the

span and rise of an arch is given, the radius

is found from the equation

—

L2 + &
R' = '

, when L is the half

2 R 50' + 20*

span. In this case R' = = 72-5ft.

2 + 20
From this B = 52-5ft. Hy logarithms we
have—log. tan. 9' = log. 52-5 — log. 50 + 10

Solving we find 0' = 46° 24'

9 = 43°-3C'. Referring to

A N
triangle A P N, A P = .

COS. 9
8' and A N = S', therefore S'

logarithms log. S' = log. S -

10. Putting in the values for S and 9", we have

log. S' = 'log. 25 — log. cos 43o-36' + 10.

Solving for S' we finally obtain S' = 34-52

tons, which is the same value ns that given

by the diagram in fig. 2. If the values of the

secants of the other angles made by the

tangents with the horizontal lines be found,

the resulting strains at tliose points can be

also determined. As many points may be

taken as considered desirable, but unless the

arch is very large, four points will be suffi-

cient for practical purposes. In our next we
shall give an example of an arch roof with

internal bracing, such as is commonly adopted

for railway stations and roofs of large span,

where an uninterrupted space below is the

chief desideratum.

Consequently

fig. 3, in the

ART IN THE THAMES EMBANKMENT
LAMPS.

SINCE the days of Sir Christopher Wren
when he proposed to re-model the plan of

London City, after the great fire, there surely

has not been so great and good a chance of at

least commencing so much needed a work as

was offered accidentally to the man who was
fortunate enough to be entrusted with the con
struction of the Thames Embanlvnient. And
equally sure it is that no failure of doing any-
thing really great and of lasiing fame and
endurance ever came to be made. It is very
difficult, in a few words, to characterise the

multitude of mistakes and shortcomings in

this important work, for it is all wrong from
the very bcginnini; of the idea to the last

ending of it. The river, and the constant sight

and view of the ever-moving water, was the

first and main thing to be kept in perpetual

view, and should have been that to which all

other considerations should have been sub-

servient. Everybody, however, knows—every
man, woman, and child knows—that to see tlie

moving water of the river you must stand
close to the heavy, stupid, close parapet, and
almost tumble over it, to get a sight of the
river at all ; so that instead of taking advantage
of the idea which nature provided, that very
help and key-note itself has been actually
blotted out ! If you want not to see the lliver

Thames, you have but to wander down to its

embanked sliores. We say nothing at present
of the huge blocks of granite whicli make
their appearance every nowand then just where
they areof no sort of use or meaning, and where
they indicate nothing ; or of the arches such
as that opposite the Temple Gardens, a splendid
opportunity, built only to be walled up again,

so no mortal can ever pass through it or under
it. What is this awkward archway for, or

what does it mean? We say nothing of these
|

curious things, but only hint at them by way
of asking for some information, and pass on to

the grand and crowning completion of the
Embankment scheme—the lamps, which are to

light up its dulness at night. These lamp
standards seem to me very notable things
indeed, and well worth a little thought and a
few lines of comment, and may bo, a hint or

two. It is a curious thing to consider how
singularly unpractically we practical people go
about things. There are just three of these

lamp standards, and but three, and out of
them but two have the names and consequent
personality of the artists who made them
attached to them. One is modelled from a
design, and that by an architect, and the

other is apparently by nobody in particular.

Why, we may ask, were not a larger number
of artists applied to for designs, and models
as well as mere designs, for so important and
conspicuous a work, and one so difficult to do
well, though to some it may seem easy ? It

might well have tempted some of the students

of the Royal Academy, and if so we might
have had some real honajide works of art by
the youthful artists themselves, for they could

not have employed others to do the work,

whether good or ill, for them. If these Academy
students liad been appealed to, the public

might have had a series of designs everyone

of them different, instead of, as will most
surely be the case, some two or three hundred

gas standards all cast from the same mould,

and that one the very plainest and dullest of

the three.

But let us gl anco for a moment at each of

these three designs that are now offered for

public inspection, and the approval of those

who are supposed to be the most capable of

judging of their claims and merits. We
would begin with what we may call design

No. 2, from the firm of Messrs. Turner and
Allen, and designed, as we must suppose, and
afterwards modelled and worked out, by Mr.

S. Burnett, carver. It should always be
clearly stated whether the "designing," asitis

termed, and the actual execution, are by the

same person, so as to avoid confusion, for

this lamp standard does not look as if the

workman of it had made the drawing for it as

well. We give him the credit of both. We
have had in our time something to do with
carvers and modellers, and think it a great

pity that so much of evident painstaking and
careful modelling should have been thrown
away and lost in the accomplishment of actual

falsity, and in the modelling of nothing. Not
to waste time on it, let anyone, not art in-

structed, look at the head and mouth of the

fish or dolphin, as we suppose it must be
called, and then go to the nearest fitlimonger's

(Grvjve's, Whitehall), and look at any sort of

fish he likes, from a sprat to a monster salmon,
or even flattened red herring, and then ask
himself whether there ever was, or can be,

either in the water or out of it, any such
animal, or any such mouth. Why should the

public bo compelled to accept such work as

this ? It is a very difficult thing indeed to

model even a common leaf, and still more
difficult to model a fish's body and a fish's

mouth, and to catch any of the life and ex-
pression which it always has in it ; but the

only way to approximate to either is to study
and try to copy the living animal as it moves
and swims. Nobody can invent these things;

they must be seen and drawn and modelled
while under eyesight. All that can be said

to the carver or modeller of this fish and
standard is to wish him better luck in future

and no drawing to work from, and thus drive

him to the fishmongers, or, better still, the decks

or holds of the fishing smacks off Billingsgate

Market. '

No. 1, as we have ventured to call it, is but a

poor affair, and hardly worth talking about ; it

is said to be designed by Mr. G. VuUiamy, the

architect of the Board of Works, from a recol-

lection of some such workat Rome. The name
of the actual artist or modeller is not given, so

that it is impossible to say well how it was

conjured into existence. It was modelled from
a drawing from the ofSce of the architect,

certainly no part of it from any real living

thing, as will be evident enough by a glance
at the claws and feet and legs of the lion,

which the foot of the standard ia supposed to

represent. Of all things to be found in nature
at once indicative of suppleness and strength,

the legs of the carnivora are the roost notable.

The most imaginative of men may try his

best, as many have done, to picture this in any
sort of material or way, and may perhaps, to

a certain extent succeed, but a single mo-
mentary glance at the living animal itself,

whether lion, tiger, or panther, will in one
instant put to shame all his fancied powers,

and he willbutown',tbat Dome Nature has had
the best of it, and has already provided for

him models to work from which infiuitely sur-

pa-8 all he could have imagined or thought
about. The whole of the rest of this deaiga

has been evidently modelled from n drawing,
and is as hard and lifeless as the common
plaster ornaments to be seen everywhere. It

was a good thought of the modeller of it to

hide himself from the public and to leave the
glory to Mr. VuUiumy.
We have left till the last the most important

and telling of these three designs or models,
and about which there has been a good deal
of talk. We confess at once that when we
first saw this gas standard wo hardly knew
quite whore we were. It really looked as

though John Bull had at last got hold of an
idea, and meant something or other. Was it

French, or Hindoo, or had the New Zciilander

at last appeared, and brought a gas lamp
with him wherewith to illuminate things

before the ruin came ? It seems to rae very

creditable to the Coalbrookdale Company
that they have not appropriated this design to

the firm themselves, but have honestly left

the credit of the work to the real tvorking

man, Mr. Butler. How far thi- clever artist

has been left to himself it would perhaps be

difficult to say, for the awkwuid " cornuco-

pias" pouring out their gifts of plenty, and
typical, as wo are told, of British commercial
industry, could seem hardly ti have occurred

to the same man who thought of the climbing

boys ; the one idea has nothing wh itever to

do with the other, and really spoils the compo-
sition as a whole. But the wonder with me
is at the boldness and hardihood of the

modeller, and the Coalbrookdale firm, too, in

offering to our dear British public, and to the

important Board of Works, such a rude idea

as this. If, instead of naked climbing boys

applying a torch to a gas lamp, out of all proper

police rule and respectable order, Mr. Butler

had represented a surpliced chorister kneeling

at the foot of the said gas lamp invoking fire

from above, what a beautiful idea would it

not have been, and pronounced on all hands to

be, and from every voice, and from every

printing press. But perhaps Mr. Butler is a
man of genius, and will not work in the

orthodox gi'oove, so we must take it as it is.';

and here we cannot help finding almost infinite

fault with it, not because it goes too far, but

because it does not go far eu'iugh ! Did Mr.

Butler ever see a half-naked b >y climb up a

common lamp-post or park tree ? if so, he

never s;iw the originals of his two figures.

They are totally and altogether wrong, both

in form and action and me'.hod of lighting

—

i.e., if the said youths were left to their own
resources, and to do the work in their own
way. If the artist has "postured" his

models according to Academy precedent and
method, it may be all right, but according to

rough and untutored nature it is all wrong.

The newspaper accounts call both figures boys,

but the lower one is not the figure of a boy,

but a small man, and so is the fiice, head, and
neck, and the action as well ; while the upper

figure is a child, not such a figure as would
be likely to climb a lamp-post in the face of

the policemen and the Board of Works ! What
a state Art is m ! Here is a very clever work-

ing artist with a good thought in his head, and
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a ready aud skilful hand, aiming at what is in

reality a great and colossal work, and with

power at least to do something, wasting his

powers in the production of mere falsity, from
the simple canse of want of proper objects to

see, and, having seen, to go by. It is a dismal

and a stupid failure, and only serves to show
how much of real and strong art talent there

is amongst n!>, and how it must, as things now
are, be wasted and end in failure. We would
have said something on the modelling, as it is

called, of these two well-intentioned figures,

but our space forbids. What a pity it is that

this workman has not another chance, and that

instead of there being, as there surely will be,

some two or three hundred of Mr. Vulliamy's
drawings of Roman lamps down one side of
the dull Embankment, aud up the other side

of it, all cast from the same mould, the Board
of Works cannot be induced to give these men
another fair chance— their own chance—not
through any firm or architect, and let us see
what they might do. This would drive each
one to his wit's end. Mr. Burnett must go
fishing somewhere after a fish's mouth ; the
nameless man who modelled Mr. Vulliamy's
drawing into practicality would go to

the Zoological Gardens, perhaps, after lions'

feet and claws, and Mr. Butler would
be compelled to wish that there were
fewer police about everywhere, so that he
might indeed see for himself how a ragged
and shoeless boy looks while climbing a lamp-
post, and how another ragged boy would
stand on the pedestal of it and look at

him. I heartily wish these clever men another
try for it, and commend them to truer models :

models not taken from drawings on paper, but
from the forms to be found in nature, and not
even from art examples, even though they be of
the best, but from the primitive inspiration of
all art—Nature herself. Surely the great future
of art, which by the way is not as yet begun,
may be slowly predicted from even such
works and efforts as these. To vivify the dull

streets of this brick and mortar built and
architecturally brainless London, even with
the naked forms and active movements of
climbing boys, the man of the highest powers
must be inspired, not by models and Academy
rules and posturings, but by the ever-recurring
sight of Nature in the freedom of her action
and ways of work, and it is not in the forms
and studied movements of well-dressed young
gentlemen that these are to be seen, but in the
wild ways of those who have nothing to call

their own, or to boast of, but the fast circula-

tion of their blood, and the wild and may be
glorious freedom of a lawless nature. The
verj' hardest problem of modern and Western
civilisation is to find the foundational ideas in

actual Nature on which the future of Art, in

the fulness of its meaning, is to be, or can be,
built. C. B. A.^
The Maintenance op Crown Roads.—At

the last meeting of the Marylebone Vestry, a
letter was read from the First Commbsioner of
Works, stating that the board had under con-
sideration the subject of the maintenance of that
portion of the Albert-road, Regent's Park,
extending from the bridge over the Regent's
Canal, near S. Mark's Church, to a point nearly
opposite to S. John's Wood Chapel, in the parishes
of S. Marylebone and S. Pancras, and that the
board had arrived at the conclusion that the duty
of maintaining the road properly belongs to the
parishes, so far as the road and paths extend
within their respective boundaries, and not to the
Office of Works.—The vestry clerk said some
jetLTi since an understanding had been arrived at
between the Office of Works and the vestry to
the effect that the Crown was to maintain the
works in question.—It was' resolved to comraani-
cate with the Office of Works on the subject.
Royal Birmingham Socibty op Artists.—

The nsual Spring exhibition of this society was
opened on Thursday week. The exhibition is said
to be of average merit, and includes some works
by Turner, Rosa Bonheur, F. Tayler, David Cox,
W. Hunt, Do Wint, Prout, John Gilbert, Walter
Goodall, Louis Haghe, Vicat Cole, A.R.A., Birket
Foster, T. M. Richardson, Fred Goodall, R.A.,
Clarkaon Btanfield, David Roberto, &c.

§uildiir| |lHtci[iaIs Hiri
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architectural ASSOaATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting of this asso-
ciation on Friday evening last, Mr. Lacy

W. Ridge, President, iu the chair, Messrs. Herbert
A. Lacy, F. Pither, T. Hallowes, and W. A
Large were elected as members. It was announced
that a series of visits was being organised to the
works of various firms engaged in the production
of building materials, and that the class for sur-
veying would commence on Monday next, the
4th inst., at 8 p.m. A letter was read from the
contractors for the restoration of the Chapter
House, Westminster, accompanied by photographs
of the tombs of Henry VII. and his queen,
Elizabeth of York. After a few remarks by the
chairman, the best thanks of the meeting were
given to the donors.
Mr. J. Douglass Mathews, A.R.I.B.A.

(Hon. Sec), then read a paper on

Recent Improvements in Building
Materials and Appliances.

In his introductory remarks, Mr. Mathews said
that architects were, with truth, designated a
Tory lot, for let an invention be ever so good
they would not adopt it for a considerable time,
but when it proved successful they all followed
each other like a flock of sheep. It should be
remembered, however, that an architect incurred
responsibility in introducing an untried inven-
tion, for in case of failure it was he who was
blamed aad not the manufacturer. In the interest
of his clients, therefore, an architect was bound
to be thoroughly satisfied with an invention
before he recommended it. After suggesting that
manufacturers should co-operate in making their
inventions known to the profession, Mr. Mathews
referred to the Museum of Building Appliances,
remarking that though it was a move in the right
direction, it was not suflSciently comprehensive.
If a permanent exhibition on a large scale was
impossible, an annual one might be instituted,
and the lecturer thought that not only the profes-
sion but the public would take sufficient interest
in such an undertaking to render it successful.
Mr. Mathews next suggested that in all cases
architects should be put in full possession of the
prices of the several articles, remarking that if

the unhealthy principle of high trade discounts
could be given up, and an uniform rate of say 15
per cent, allowed, much would be done to secure
co-operation. As it was, if an architect specified
a material or article not in general use, the manu-
facturer of which, perhaps, allowed a less discount
to the trade than could be obtained by the use of
another article, much opposition was fre-
quently given, and when such material cr article
was adopted, little care was taken to make it suc-
cessful

; in fact, the prejudice of contractors went
further to prevent the introduction of new mate-
terials than even the caution of architects. Mr.
Mathews next proceeded to describe some of the
most useful and most recent improvements in
building materials and appliances. These might
be classified under three heads, viz :—(1) Mate-
rials for general building and for protection
against the weather

; (2) improvements conducive
to health ; and (3) appliances tending to increase
comfort and economy.
Remarking first on concrete building, Mr.

Mathews said that three years ago the modern
method of concrete building was in its infancy.
Tail's method* was one of the earliest introduced,
and a warehouse in Suffolk-street, Borough, con-
structed on that principle, appeared satisfactory.
Drake's apparatus for building in concrete,-|- he
believed, possessed some advantages over Tail's,
one being that it was not so unwieldy. Drake's
stone-breaking machinej was referred to as a
useful auxiliary to the concrete building appa-
ratus. Osborn's "General Builder"§ was next
noticed. It was observed that this invention ap-
peared to possess peculiar facilities for securing
inoreased speed and efficiency in construction. It
is so constructed that a double, or morning and
afternoon system of shift may be worked, so that
two heights may be done in a day, with, it is

• Bhildimo NEwa, p. 499, Vol. XIII., and p. 461, Vol. XV.

+ BuiLDiUQ Niws, p. 44, Vol X. X VII.

t Building News, p. 177, Vol. XVII.

i BuiLDiMO News, p. 651, Vol. XVI.

stated, the same safety as a single shift. It has
one continuous upward movement, thus avoiding
the nece-sity of dissevering it from the walls by
its repeated resetting. The machine on cither side
of the wall works independently or conjointly, at
will, with that on the other side, and the panels
may be lengthened or shortened at pleasure, and
shifted every Jin. in height, so that projecting
timbers and stonework, such as purlins, corbels,
mouldings, &c., may be built iu as the work pro-
ceeds. Messrs. Parr and Strong's system of con-
struction* was next mentioned, aud the Broomhall
Tile Company's mode of employing con-
crete cased with patent briok blocksf was very
favourably spoken of by Mr. Mathews, as, amongst
other recommendations, it presented a well-
finished and nice looking wall surface on both
sides, thus in many instances rendering an inter-

nal coat of plaster unnecessary.
In connection with the construction of hollow

walls, Tutte's patent slate and iron wall-ties were
favourably noticed, with respect to both utility

and economy. The utility of the slate »nea would
of course depend to a great extent on the security
and immovability of the foundations. In this

connection Jennings's glazed and perforated
bonding brick was also noticed as being useful.

One great thing to be attended to in the con-
struction of all walls, whether hollow or not, was
to prevent the rising of damp. This object was
very efliciently attained by the Brownhall Tile
Company's perforated damp-proof course, and by
a patent of Mr. Jennings's. The penetration of

walls by damp was effectually prevented by Gay's
patent colourless waterproofing process. This
was also useful in preserving stone. It was invi-

sible, insoluble, and durable and effective. As far

as Mr. Mathews had tested it, its waterproof
qualities were perfect. Gay's impenetrable paint
for stone, brick, cement, iron, &c.. Professor

Church's stone-preserving and indurating process,

and Devaux's silicate of zinc paint, were next
noticed.

Pether's diapered bricks, manufactured by the
Burham Brick and Tile Company, were com-
mended, and
The lecturer next proceeded to notice the

various systems of fireproof floor construction.

Dennett's fireproof construction J was well-

known, and very reliable. It had been used
in the most important recent buildings, such as

the new Foreign Office and S. Thomas's Hospital.

Moreland's system, as used at the new Midland
Hotel, was next described. Phillips's system § was
next noticed, it being remarked that this was the

only system which had yet been put to the test on
a large scale by a fire. Allen's system, as used in

the Ebury-street dwellings, was next noticed.

Passing on to roofing materials, Mr. Mathews
first noticed the Broomhall tiles, which he said

made a good roof, and answered their purpose well.

The Vieille Montague zinc was .also very light,

durable, and economic, but should only be used
on roofs at some distance from the ground. At-
kinson and Michael's asphalte roofing paste-
board

II
was also described as a desirable material

in many respects.

The patent Victoria stone, or petrified concrete

(as laid down in the Poultry, opposite the Mansion
House), Jennings's patent capped drain-pipes and
patent connector, Mansorgh's ventilator, Jen-
nings's patent closet. Patten's Brazilian closet

Antill's and Tye and Andrew's stench tr.ips,

Walker's patent compound-action looks aud
latches, and several other inventions, were next
briefly mentioned.

Haines's load-encased block tin pipe ^ was next
referred to, and to say nothing of its sanitary ad-

vantages as a preventive of lead poisoning, it

will commend itself to builders and architects on
the score of cheapness, as the patentees are able

to sell all sizes of their pipe at a price per yard

less than that of common lead pipe of equal

strength.

Potts's ventilating cornice** and Mr. Jennings's

plan of slating (by which the amount of slate

which overlaps in the ordinary method is saved)

were next described. Jackson and Son's carton-

pierre was referred to as a light and well-moulded
article, much used for the roofs of ceilings of

theatres and other buildings where rapidity of

• Building News, p. 579, Vol. XV.

t Building News, p. 774, Vol. XV.

} Building Kews, p. 626, Vol. XIII.

i Building News, p. 130, Vol. XIII., and p. 857, Vol. XV.

II
Building News, p. 576, Vol. XVI.

ir Building News, p. 358, Vol. XVJI.
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construction was aimed at. The Stockholm

joinery (much used at the new S. Thomas's Hoa-

pitiil, and much cheaper than English work) and

Harrison's shu'tcr-shoos wore favourably noticed.

Mo.ikin's patent sash-fa-itcnings were next men-

tioned, and Messrs. Hart and Son's patent piston-

spring revorsing-holt locks, with circular ends,

were noticed as possessing extrema simplicity of

construction, no liability to getoutof order, and

convenience in fitting. 'These locks were as cheap

as those of any make equal in strength and

workmanship. Hodgson's "Citadel" lock* and

Kawksley's step-protectorf having heen noticed,

an enumeration of several miscellaneous inven-

tions brought the pnpor to a close.

Mr. Blashill, the Chairman, and others

having made a fe* remarks, the customary vote

of thanks was accorded the reader of the paper,

and the meeting adjourned.

BOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the ordinary general meeting on Monday
eyening last, Mr. Charles Barry, Vice-

President, occupied the chair. Sevex-al donations

of books, &o., were announced by the honorary
secretaries, including a splendid series of photo-

graphs of the new Palais de Jajtice, Paris, the

gift of M. Due, the architect. The Chairman
next called attention to a new terra-cotta brick,

produced from a quarry in Yorkshire belonging
to Mr. Davison ; the price of these bricks was 4s.

per thousand, delivered at the railway stations in

London. He (the Chairman) had tried them, and
found them very serviceable, as they possessed

hardness, density, and truth of shape.

Professor Donaldson then read

A Shoet Memoib op the late Willlam
BuBN, Fellow.

The Professor said that the Institute had
recently loaf, by the death of Mr. William Bnm,
one of the earliest members of their body. He
joined the Institute in 1835, being at that time one

of the most respected members of the profession

in Scotland. Born in Edinburgh, December 5,

1789, he grew up in stirring times of intellectual

progress. Mr. Robert Burn, the father of the

subject of this memoir, united in his avocation

the operations of a builder and architect, one of

his works in this ca|>acity being tlie Kelson monu-
ment on Calton Hill. An.xious to ensure to his

son William the best education in his profession,

he sent him up to the ofGce of Mr. (afterwards

Sir) Robert Smirke, who then divided with Mr.

(afterwards Sir) John Soaue a lari;e and im-

portant practice. Here be remained for three

years, and had an opportunity of studying the

principles of construction in varions important

works, including Coveot Garden Theatre, bnilt

for John Kemble. Returning to Edinburgh, he

BUCCfoded to the busines.^ of his father, which he

greatly extended, and for twenty-eight years he

pursued a usefi/l career in tiiC " Modern Athens."

The curliest productions of Mr. Burn seem to

have been greatly influenced by the strict Greek
bias of Sir Robert Smirke, but his Inter works
are free from slavish adherence to any particular

style. His earliest important work seems to have
been the Custom House at Greenock in 1816.

He was patronised by the highest nobility and
aristocracy, and so partioulaily did he study

domestic architecture that he became the almost

exclusive designer of the country houses of the

nobility and gentry throughout Scotland. A
characteristic feature of Mr. Burn's career was
the deep and loyal interest he took in his native

country and her ancient monuments and castles.

The picturesque early domestic architecture of

Scotland was studied with great zeal by him, and
this naturally led to the desire of seeing it illus-

trated in the same manner as the antiquities of

England had been by Britton ; consequently
between 1840 and '42 appeared the yolumes of

the " Baronial Halls of Scotland," a most valu-

able contribution to the archaiological literature of

the North. This publication was duo to the

generous advance of £1000 by Mr. Bum. Do-
mestic architecture was his forte, and about 500
works of this kind were executed by him, of

which many were extensive mansions for the

nobility, one of the latest being Montague House,
Whitehall, for the Duke of BuccU-uch. Every
part of his detail drawings wrre delineated by
his own hand wiih the greatest clearness, and he

* BuiLDina New», p. 600, Vol. XVI.

t BtnLBiKO NiW9, p. 243, Vol. XV.

was untiring in his endeayonrs to meet the

wishes of his clients. With rare ability, patience,

and perseverance, he would change and modify
his plans over and over again to suit his em-
ployers ; at the sume time, he was a man of the

highest honour, integrity, and independence. He
was extremely averse to incurring unnecessary

expense, and often delayed commencing work in

order to avoid it. He never engaged in competi-

tions, being unwilling to enter into such rivalry

with his fellow professional brethren. Heboid for

many years the appointment of consulting archi-

tect to the Government in Scotland. He followed

a sound principle in not seeking employment, but

waiting nntil he was sought. In many instances

he hauded over to younger professional men com-
missions which he hid received. If his career

was not what might bo called a brilliant one, it

was one in which calm common sense was con-

spicuous throughout. He died on the 15th

February last, aged 80, and is buried in Kensal-

green Cemetery.
The Chaibman said he could not let this

notice of Mr. Burn's life pass without bearing

personal testimony to the extreme kindness of Mr.

Burn to those younger than himself. His business

habits were a remarkable feature iu his life, and
but for the fact that some of his works bore

great merit as works of art, he might be said to

have heen more a man of business than an artist.

Professor Kkbr said the career of Mr. Burn
was a most instructive one. He was practically

a useful servant of the public, and the success

which had attended his endeavours to satisfy the

public was an encouragement to architects to

adopt a fair aud practical course in their dealings

with the public. It was no easy thing, as many
could say from personal experience, to satisfy the

demands of the higher clasi-es of this country for

any considerable time ; and when Mr. Burn had
maintained a reputation throughout so long a

time in so very difficult (though apparently so

easy) a matter as the designing of gentlemen's

houses, he must be accorded credit and distinction

of a yery high order. It was the fashion nowa-
days to judge architects by other than professional

standards, but he hoped that the Institute was
proof against such a fallacy, aud would attach to

the reputation of such a distinguished architect

as Mr. Burn the yery highest sentiments of its

approbation and applause. Mr. Burn's plans of

country houses were, one might say, faultless
;

he had so thoroughly acquired the mastery of the

demands of that particular stylo of building

—

and those demands were neither few nor small

—

that he was able, as far as he (the speaker) could

judge, to accomplish in the most successful

manner the provision of the demands of his

clients, and in a systematic way which no one
else in the country seemed to hiive possessed.

Any one who would devote himself for a little

time to the consideration of Mr. Burn's plans

would arise from their study with the reflection

that there was something exceedingly skilful iu

his administration of affairs.

The Buy. E. L. Cutts, M.A., then read a

paper

On the Desirability op Kestoeikg the
Italian CnuncHES of London.

After a few prefatory remarks, the rev.

gentleman said that some archtects had
Bup did designs of their own for the restora-

tion of individual Italian churches ; among
others, SirDij;by Wyatt had prepared designs for

the restoration of S. Lawrence, Jewry. Mr.
Bursres, too, had successfully restored the chapel

of Worcester College, Oxford. His (Mr. Cutts's)

object in mentioning these was to bring the

various essays of the kind to a focus, in order to

promote the suitable restoration of the Classical

churches of London. The taste of the chnroh
building and restoring public was one so ex-

clusively in the direction of the Gothic revival

that it had failed to do anything like common
justice to Classical architecture in general, and to

the Italian churches of London in particular. Of
the latter there were many of great merit, and
there were others which, though not so re-

markable for merit, were passable ; others, again,

stood yery low as works of art. But taking the

best of them, many were very cold and very un-

church-like in appearance at the present time ; so,

indeed, were the " chnrcliwardenised " Gothic

churches of bygone days. Some of these Italian

churches would no doubt need as great and a-s

careful restoration as many Gothic edifices have

received, and a clean sweep would have to be

made of lobbies, galleries, &c. In restoring such

buildings it would be necetsary, be presumed, to

put painted glass in the windows, very generally,

and colour and gil ling on the walln and intomal
architectural features. It would alto be neces-
sary to replan the area, go as to fit it for the pur-
poses of the modern stylo of servico ; the

furniture should boj in harmony with the

style, and yet ecclesiastical in its general
effect. But to restore these ohnrches suc-

cessfully, two important conditions must bo
adhered to—viz. ; First, the restoration should
bo quite in harmony with the architecture

of the building, and not an attempt to Qoihicise ;

secondly, such restoration should be ecclesiastical

in its feeling and character. He would inatauce

three or four churches in illustration of his

meaning. In the church of S. Martin's in-thc-

Fields, one would suggest, perhaps, that the
galleries should not l>e taken away, for two
reasons—flrstly, they could hardly be spared, for

the church was well attended and the room wag
needed ; secondly, because the church was rather

low in proportion to its other dimeosions. Many
other suggestions as to the arrangement and
decoration of this church were given by Mr.
Cutts, but as his MS. could not bo borrowed, we
are unable to give them with anything like

accuracy, the extreme volubility of the reader

rendering it impossible for the reporters to follow

him. The churches of S. Mary-le-Strand, S.

Mary Woolnoth (which was described as very

unchurchlike in plan), and S. Stephen's, Wal-
brook, were also referred to, and suggestions for

their restoration and decoration thrown out by
the rev. lecturer. In conclusion, he said he
should be very glad to see S. Mary-le-Strand first

taken and dealt with in the manner he had
described, which he believed could be effected at

a cost not exceeding £1500. S. Mary Wool-
noth was also worth taking in hand, for when
properly restored, it would present the finest

Classical interior in the metropolis.

An interesting discussion followed, in which
Messrs. C. F. Hayward, E. I'Anson, J. P. Sedilon,

J. G. Grace, E. Nash, Webb, T. Morris, Fowler,

and Professors Donaldson and KeiT took part,

and the thanks of the meeting having been given

to the re iders of the papers.

The Chairman announced that the next meet-
ing of the Institute would be held on May 2,

when the presentation of the gold medal and
other prizes would take place.

The Voluntabt Akchitectfeai Examika-
tion.—The rules and regulations for this ex-
amination, to be held in May next, are now being
re-issued, after careful revision. In conformity

with a resolution passed at the closing general

meeting of the Institute last session, candidates

who pass iu therespectiveclnsse of proficiency and
distinction will receive cenificates to that effect.

Members of the Institute are earnestly requested

to encourage their pupils and clerks to prepare

them-elves for this and for the Preliminary Ex-
amination inteniled for students who have been not

less than one year in an architect's oflice.

DisiEioT StTEyEroESHip Examination.—An
examination of candidates desirous of obtaining

certificates of competency to act as Distrio t

Surveyors will he held at the rooms of the Hoyal

Institute of British Architects, on Thursday the

28th and Friday the 29th of April, in acconlance

with the usual coiiditiimsadvirtised.—At a meet-

ing of the Board of Examiners held on Friday

the 28th January last, under the Metropolitan

Building Act, 1855, the f.11 .wing gentlemen

were recommended to the Council of the Institute

for certificates of competency to perform the

duties of District Surveyors, and rejKjrted to the

Metropolitan Board accordingly ;—Daniel E.

Dale, 13, Angel-court, EC. ; Bauister Fletcher,

24, Bedford-square ; James W. Forge, 84, St.

Mary-at-hill, E.G.; Horace Gundry, 13, John-

street, Adelphi ; and John Goldicutt Turner, 15a,

Wilton-street, Grosyenor-place.

An Example to be followed.—The whole

of the doors of the Metropolitan Tabernacle,

Newington, have been made to open owt wards,

and additional ttaircasc accominodaiion provided.

The example thus set by Mr. Spurgeon and his

deacons is one which ought to be followed in every

building in which large numbers of ]iei pie as-

semble, in order to prevent the recurrence of the

fearful loss of life which has so frequently

followed an alarm of fire.
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BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

By Thomas Mobki8.

(Continued frompage 233.)

The Hall of Ndi^tbd Court, A.D. 1330.

NURSTED Court, from which the next

example is deriyed, and which we
shall illustrate next week, was the seat of

an ancient family in Kent. Sir Stephen de

Graresende is supposed to have commenced
the buildings about A.D. 1283, and Richard

de Gravesende, Bishop of London, to have
completed them in the next century, to the

early part of which, Mr. William Twopenny
concurs in attributing the subject of this en-
graving. The hall with its lofty tiled roof

was, as usual, the chief feature of an irregular

pile of flint walls, with Caen stone dressings

to quoins, doors, and windows. Before its

demolition, drawings were taken by Mr.
Edward Blore, with the accuracy for which
his representations are always remarkable
and thus it has been fizured in the " Gentle-
man's Magazine" 1837, and the "Domestic
Architecture " of Turner and Parker.

The peculiar framework for supporting the

loof at once attracts attention, and viewed in

a progressive light it well deserves conside-
ration, but in order to appreciate its merit
we must bear in mind the arcades and walls

of other examples, and the solid gables that

must have curtailed the view of the upper
part of the roof. Here we find in their

stead large purlins supported by curved struts

and oak columns with cross arches at inter-

vals for giving stiffness to the whole. Mr. E.
B. Lambe, who also made drawings, noticed

some diminution in the columns, which in

that respect differed from stone shafts of the
period. The foliage of the capitals and ter-

minations of the purlins were beautifully

wrought.
In roofs of this kind the purlins were not

always in contact with the rafters, but the
connection was made by one series of vertical

pieces of the same scantling as the rafters,

and another series of similar pieces fixed

horizontally.

Great care was taken to give the rafters a
firm footing on the level top of the wall. A
plate of moderate scantling was embedded
along the centre, so as to leave about half
its depth rising above the face of the stone-
Work. Notched across this were pieces which

may be termed
sleepers, reaching

I

from one face of
the wall to the

' other at suitable in-
iirvals. The outer
( ud of each sleeper

received the foot of
a rafter, and from
the inner end there
arose a vertical

strut, flush with
the face of the stone
ashlaring of the
wall, a circumstance
from which these

small timbers have
; received the name
of ashlar-pieces.

Ancient Mode of The ordinary con-

CoNMECTiNO Walls and struction is shown

Rafters. in the annexed
figure.

A A, wall plate, B B, sleepers, C C,
rafters, D D, ashlar pieces. Every rafter
hiid thus a secure footing, and gravity and
friction were turned to the fullest account.
Moulded plates were occasionally framed to
the cross-sleepers and ashlar pieces to form a
sort of wall capping or cornice, and in other
instances it was merely attached to the face.
The rafters of the opposite sides of the roof

were in pairs, halved and pinned together at
the top without the intervening ridgepiece of
modem work

; early roofs were frequently

without any longitudinal connexion except
that of the outer laths and thatch ; but more
was unnecessary. In examples of very
moderate span may be found rafters perhaps
six inches by four used fl it wise, and rarely

more than eighteen inches apart. Even when
ridge-timbers became general they were
usually placed beneath the rafters, which wore
halved and pinned at the top as before.

Pulham Church, Norfolk, may be instanced,

and this method has appeared so convenient
that I have adopted it in ordinary domestic
roofing, trussing the ridge, which at the same
time gives to the sill piece power to support
ceiling joists.

The length 'of rafter at Nursted rendered
necessary further support than was afforded

by the base and apex, and purlin. A level

strut was [therefore introduced in each pair

of rafters, to keep them from sagging under
their heavy load of plain tiles. These level

struts were upheld by a longitudinal plate or

purlin in the centre, supported by shafts

standing on the crowns of the arched prin-

cipals
; and such shafts are frequently called

crown-posts. Further, to keep the struts up
to their positions at the ends, there are

auxiliary struts from the rafters themselves.

Thus the tendency of the rafters to bend in-

wards under external pressure was counter-

acted by internal provisions, and the weight
was uniformly tlirown upon the walls or upon
th e assisting columns.

In some roofs the oblique struts under the

crosspiece were carried above it to the opposite

sides in a saltire figure, as at Lympenhoe
Church,* and in other cases a second level

piece is framed higlier up from rafter to

rafter, as at Stowe Bardolph.* Instances
occur, though whether by design or accident
is uncertain, where the upright ashlar pieces at

the base, the portion of plain rafter, the raking
struts, and the crosspiece or level strut, are
all of equal length, and thus facilitate the
formation of ceilings of seven sides, so common
at one period in chancels.

It is possible that the plain tile covering at

Nursted may have superseded some other
material. It is the heaviest of any commonly
used substance, and three times as weighty as

thatch, which was in general use at the time
of this erection. The pitch of the roof is well
adapted also for shingles, at that time in

vogue, and though discarded where danger
from fire is imminent, never entirely disused.

The Saxon thegne, says Hudson Turner,
" built his hall from the woods on his demesne,
by the labour of his bondsmen ; it was thatched
with reeds or straw, or roofed with wooden
shingles." They are now perhaps as much
used in America and the West Indies, as at

earlier, ascending even to Roman periods, in

this country, and they seem to combine in a
high degree the conditions of lightness and
duration. Reduced to the jiroper form by
cleavage, the fibrous character was unbroken,
the inclined position and exposure insured
abundant ventilation, and the rapid passage
of rain. It is probable that the process
of water seasoning, indeed, was resorted to.

Evelyn advises that boards should be laid a
fortnight in water ; if running, so much the
better. " I the oftener insist," he says, " on
this water seasoning not only against the
worm, but for its efficacy against warping and
distortions of timber, whether used within or
exposed to the air." The marginal sketch
shows the spire-covering at Aldenham Church,
Herts, where the gauge was four inches and
the width about the same, so that each
piece would bejabout ten or eleven inches by
four. " In no case does a spire covered with
this material appear to have failed. These
spires are very frequent among the old
churches of Kent and Sussex, and are ex-
ceeded by few in simple beauty and ap-
propriateness of character."—Street, S.P.,

R.I.B.A.
It must not be forgotten that as well for

fixing tiles and shingles, as for giving firmness

* Figured in " Brandon's Bools.'

to the joints of framing, the carpenter em-
ployed no other fastening than wooden pins.
These were of oak, and a better appliance
could not have been found, as is attested by
the revolution of ages. The use of trenails
must have been coeval with the earliest at-
tempts in ship building, and they still unite
the planks and timbers of our " wooden walls."
The posts and rails of fencing are among the

Shinqle Coverino, Aldenham Church,
Herts.

objects also connected by wooden pins, the
toughness of oak, and the expedient called the
drawbore, enabling the workman to bring the
parts of his work together with considerable
force, though care should be taken to avoid an
excessive strain. The application of trenails
has been latterly extended to railway purposes
in fi.xing chairs and sleepers, and a system of
compression in heated dies, to give increa.sed
strength, and prevent shrinkage, has been
patented. —--
TEH BUILDING iV^mS SKETCH-BOOK.—

No. XXII.

CANOPIES OP STALLS, KING'S COLLEGE,
ABERDEEN.

OT? the large gronp of buildings of which
King's College at present ounsists, thotower

and chapel are all that remain of the original
edifice, which dates from the beginning of the
16th century, and is supposed tii have been of
very considerable extent. The other buildings are
modern, and it is much to be regretted that more
is not left of the original, the architecture of
which is at once so peculiar and interesting.

The principal feature on entering the chapel,
and that which at once attracts the attention of
the visitor, is its richly carved woodwork. This
consists principally of a number of canopied
stalls with misereres arranged on either side of
the choir, the nave of the chapel being partitioned
off and used as a library. The canopies of two of
these stalls form the subject of the accompanying
sketch for The Buildino News Sketch-book.
There is also a fine and elaborately-carved

open screen, the effect of which, however, is

unfortunately lost by the partition which outs off

the nave being built immediately behind it ; but
as the new library building is now almost com-
pleted, it will not be long until the partition is

removed, and the nave and choir again thrown
into one.

The design of the panels, as will be seen from
the sketch, consists chiefly of an imitation of
window tracery. Flamboyant in character, and
the carving throughout is of the most elaborate
and delicate description.

The panelling of only two canopies is here
represented, and although there are altogether 90
such panels, each is different in design. As illus-

trative of the friendly relations long existing
between the two countries, it is interesting to note
the flenr-de-lis of France side by side with the

thistle of Scotland. Undoubtedly this old
chapel contains the finest and most perfect speci-

mens of wood carving now existing in Scotland,

The Bermondsev Vestry is, with the approval of
the Metropolitan board of Works, about to borrow
£8000 for street paving.
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STABLES FARM BUILDINGS &c.
FOR

R. J. ASHTON, ESQ. BISHOP-CATE HOUSE.

RAWUN50N PARKINSON, ARCHITECT.

REFER ENCE.

A

.

Sailt/fr room .

B. Harru-BH D?
C. StahU.
D

.

Coach.'hinLse.

E . Litter plcLce.

F . Loose hooo.

C. Cccds.

H

.

Workshop.

I . Fowb house.

K. Root D?
BoUmgJ)^
Cow D9
Calxtng i?^

k'odder

PttfgerxBS.

Hay room.

Cart-lwrsc stable.

titim^fss room .

Cart shetl.

U . Stable yurdi.

V . FoLcLyarti.
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COLOURS USED IN DECORATION.

By AN Experienced Workman.

HAVING briefly noticed tlie white leads
and other whites commonly ground in

oil, wo have now to speak of those white
earths, &c., which are useful in distemper or
water colour ; the principal and most im-
portant of which is whiting. It is csiien-

tially a water colour, and cannot be used as a
paint in oil. Whiting is prepared from
white chalk, which is a carbonate of lime.

There are several other native earths suitable

for distemper of different degrees of whiteness,
such as Spanish white, Paris white, satin

white, &c., more useful to the paper stainer

than to the house painter, but which may be
used occasionally for special jobs ; but for

all useful purposes, the best washed whiting
is amply sufficient. When it is pure and finely

levigated, it is smooth to the touch, free from
grit, and is generally supplied in balls or oblong
lumps ; and when mixed with a proper vehicle
has a creamy appearance, and in working, lays
on smooth and even, and lies level when dry.

On the contrary, bad or impure whiting is

coarse, dark coloured, and full of grit, and
whatever vehicle is used it works ropy, and
lays off in ridges, and is apt to show the
marks of the brush when dry. If the work
done with it is examined, it will be found to

be rough, uneven, and shady, and it is not
possible to turn out good work with it.

Zinc white may also be used in distemper
colours, especially when an exceedingly pure
white is required, it having a much greater
body than whiting, and consequently a
stronger or more solid white may be produced
with it. It will also keep its colour better
than any other white used in water. There
are several methods of working and mixing
distemper colour, and a number of vehicles or
sizes may be used for the purpose, of which
we purpose to speak hereafter.

The manufacture of colours has become in
our day an important branch of practical
chemistry. Paints and colours can be had
ground in oil by machinery. Dry colours
are furnished so finely levigated, and reduced
to such an impalpable powder, that many of
them can be mixed at once with oil or water
without the trouble of grinding.

It is not very many years ago since the
painter had to grind all his own colours, but
now this is all done for him, and the number
of colours has been so much increased that
even hues and tints are manufactured. This
being so, it would be a waste of time to de-
scribe the different processes of manufacture

;

wo therefore only purpose here lo describe
such colours as are indispensable in making
hues, tints, and shades of colour for interior
decoration.

Of yellows, the ochres are the most useful,
and, like most.native earths, are permanent
colours, more or less powerful according to
their kind. The best of this class is Oxford
ochre, and is found in the shire from which it

derives its name. It is of a rich, warm
yellow hue, and is useful for mixing with
white for making cream colours, buffs, and
the ground colours for imitation wainscot
oaks, &c., and almost any tone of stone
colour may be made by adding a little burnt
umber or black ; also a variety of quiet
neutral green tints by^adding Prussian blue
and a little Indian red to Oxford ochre and
white. There are a number of other ochres
which are useful for ordinary work, such as
stone ochre, Roman ochre, Italian ochre, and
others, but for real sterling qualities none are
equal to Oxford. There is a Welsh ochre, of
not much use when ground in oil, but which
is very much used to mix with paper pulp ia
making smooth yellow brown papers for
Wrapping and packing purposes ; it is also used
Ifor mixing with the pulp for maJiing what are

called in the trade pulp paperhangingg, or
self-ground papers, in contradistinction to the
better class of papers, on which a groimd colour
has to be laid boforo printing. Tlie ochre and
other colouring matter in the pulp forms a
ground colour in itself, which only requires the
pattern to be printed upon in body or opaqus
colours ; blue, black, or red has only to be
added to the ochre in the pulp, to form a
variety of grounds. Of chrome yellows we
have a variety of shades, from deep orange
to pale primrose, intensely bright yellows, of

great pureness and brilliancy, chemically a
chromate of lead ; it is of so bright and
prominent a character that we know of
scarcely any position in which it may be used
in its pure state ; even pure tints, when nearly
white, require a little red adding to them in

order to sober and tone them down, but if so

used with Indian red a great number of warm,
quiet yellow tones may be made in admixture
with white ; and if chrome, Indian red, and a

little black are used wo get another series of
useful tints, of a rich hue, of great value in

colouring. Chrome yellow is a valuable pigment
for mixing with blue to make bright greens,
with red to make orange, and with red and
black to make olive. In combination with
Prussian blue and Antwerp blue, chrome
yellows make brilliant greens of all shades,

but according to Field they ultimately destroy
these blues, and therefore it is better to use
the manufiictured greens. Tints made from
chrome yellow alone do not harmonise well
with other colours, but have an obtrusive
garish look, which should always bo subdued
with red.

Terra de Sienna, technically raw sienna, is a
native earth of a deep and permanent yellow
colour, of good body, and transparent, not
very useful for making tints with white lead,

but of great service as a glazing colour, and
in the imitation of satin wood, and other
yellow woods. In glazing imitation marbles
it is useful, especially those of a yellow colour

;

and when it is burnt, it becomes of a deep red
orange hue, much more transparent than in its

raw or unburnt state, and is then invaluable
for imitating mahogany, amboyna, walnut,
and several other woods ; and as a transparent
glazing colour. Burnt sienna may also be
used in producing certain tints of warm
neutral greens, in admixture with blue or black,
which cannot be got by any other combina-
tion of colours.

Of blues, we have also a variety, the prin-
cipal of wliich is ultramarine blue, which in

purity of colour, harmony in combination, and
generally useful qualities, is infinitely superior
to any other blue. The real ultramarine,
which is made from lapis lazuli, is a permanent
colour, indestructible by time or fire, but is

destroyed immediately by acids. The fac-
titious ultramarine is a manufactured pigment,
the best of which is produced in France and
Belgium, also, to some extent, in England,
but not so successfully as on the Continent,
on account, it is said, of the difference in

climate, as it requires to be manipulated
upon bright sunny days only. In colour it is

equal to true ultramarine, and is a permanent
colour, varying in colour from deep blue to a
light azure. Of all blues it is the farthest re-

moved from green (although we have a green
ultramarine not of much use in house decora-
tion.) White destroys the vividness of the blue,

but does not affect its usefulness, inasmuch as
no other tints of blue harmonise so sweetly
as those made from ultramarine blue, with
the addition of a small quantity of red. All
other blues have a cold greenish tinge, in

comparison, and therefore require so much
red to neutralise that property that the purity
of the blue is injured. Another blue of the
same character, and almost as bright as ultra-

marine, is named lime blue, on account of
its capability of being mixed with quick lime
without being injured thereby. Newly
plastered walls may thus be coloured by tints

of blue grey ; or by adding a little Indian red,

a series of warm lilac or pure tones may bo

used, which will keep their colour. It is a
very useful pigment in water, but of no use

whatever in oil.

Cobalt is a somewhat similar blue to ultra-

marine, but of a bright hue, not so well suited

for decorative purposes as that pigment.
Prussian blue is a deep toned and powerful

blue colour, of vast body and considerable

transparency ; valuable in compounding greens,

in combination with ochres, chromes, siennas,

and other yellows, and for making hues and
tints of purple when mixed with lakes or

other red colours, and mixes well with white
lead. It is not so permanent a colour as

ultramarine, but will last quite long enough
for all ordinary purposes.

Antwerp blue is an exceedingly transparent
blue, of a peculiar tone, very valuable as a
glazing colour, in combination with yellow
lake, for enriching and deepening the colour of
all imitations of green marbles. Some very
good tints may be made from it for use in

contrast, but used with white alone it does not
blend harmoniously with other colours, except
in very delicate tints, it being of a very cold,

hard tone.

(To be continxied.)

ON SUBPACE DECOBATION.*
MOSAIC painting, as it was called in the

reign of Constantine, when Byzantine
decoration was at its height, must have been Tcry
gorgeous ; being often upon gold ground work,
and the ornamentation being composed of small
cubes, it sparkled with great brilliancy. There
were two descriptions, namely, " opos tesselatum"
and " opus sectile." In the first, coloured glass

was chiefly used ; in the second, marble only,

which was cut into the form required by the
pattern. Its greatest merit is its durability, and
from the nature of the work con!d better be
executed by a skilful experienced hand in follow-

ing set lines and given ornament, rather than
designing original composition. It has been
cleverly revived not long since, and no doubt will

be more extensively nseii. I cannot say that I am
particularly charmed with it, perhaps because I
have seen but little ; bnt mosaic mnst ever be in

comparison to encaustic painting as the best

executed scagliola is to real marble ; it may be the
exact colour, the exact imitation of vein and care-

fully polished surface ; the real marble shades and
glistens as the rays of light fall upon or through
it, and the least stroke of the pencil in painting
shows the play of the hand or the instant idea of
painter ; but as the scagliola lacks the life of the

marble, so the mosaic, from the fact of its

mechanical construction, possesses but little

intellectual charm, and lacks the instant finish and
effect produced by encaustic painting.

Paperhangings are the most prominent wall
decoration in our day, and, since so much has been
said about them, and the question of style baa
been so often discussed, I will only refer slightly

to them. It was the fashion, before manufacturers
were relieved from the duty upon paper, to paste
sheets of paper together (after the e-xcise duty had
been stamped on each sheet) into lengths of 12
yards j afterwards it was ground-coloured, and
then printed upon with blocks.

Stencilling, a method of decoration either in

oil, colour, or distemper, was then also much in

fashion. It was one of the most cleanly methods
of decoration, especially for bedrooms, I ever saw.
The walls were coloured the preferred ground, and
then the patterns, which were cut out with a pen-

knife in painted vellum or oiled drawing-paper,
were rubbed over with brushes of flattened surface,

dipped into the desired tints of colour, and when
dry looked exceedingly well if carefully executed.

At this time good patterns, in the hands of a
judicious, careful man, may be used for some of

the best kind of flat decoration, although paper is

so general. Walls always look well in tints of

green, olive, and grey ; and drab or fawn colours,

if diapered with green, red, marone, and gold,

have generally a good effect.

Impressed gold papers, printed with finely-

engraved brass dies, have been lately introduced,

and for workmanship cannot be surpassed. The
patterns shown are good examples ; the great

reason being, apart from their richness, there

is no attempt at shadow, which should always bo
avoided. The ground colours are laid in a careful

and superior manner, and soft good effect is

obtained. The specimens of flock paper are the

Concludedftvm page 23S.
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lererse of the impressed gold, for as in one case

the gold leaf is pressed by a warm cylinder into

the ground colour of the paper, so the relief effect

accompanied by real shadow is produced by print-

ing the block in flocking size and flocking the

same, repeating each process several times until

the desired relief is formed. The pattern is then

in relief in white flock upon a sized white paper
gronnd. Flock paper is very easily applied,

to the wall, and is especially suitable for panel
decoration ; it may be finished after being
siied with ordinary gine size, and one coat of

psinttoprevent absorption in any tint of distemper
ecdonr, or finished in paint, and relieved with
coloor and gold according to taste, finished as the
style of the room or staircase may require. The
newest French paperhanging patterns are raised in

relief, and some have edging of gold as embroidery,
producing the exact effect of appliqu6 work.
Several good examples are exhibited, also
embossed thick paper w imitation of old leather,

and which produces similar effect.

The late Mr. Pngin, Owen Jones, and others,
have raised paperhangings to a pre-eminence here.
Any person with good taste may easily select
patterns appropriate to every kind of room. I
think our manufacturers are not behind any
country in this particular. We must now educate
the working men, get them to study nature ; and
those who set the working patterns should
remember the lines in Thomson's " Spring ":

—

" Who can paijit like nature ?

Can imagination boast,

Amid his gay creation form like these ?

And can he mix them with that matchleu ikiU,
And lay them on bo delicately fine,

And lo«e them in each other, aa appeari
In every bud that blows f

"

Look at the beautiful colouring of nature, bo
bright, so bold, so sensitively soft, so freely
distributed, yet charmingly adjusted j the ground-
work, always judicious in tiut, heightens the
lustre of all above it. Look at the beautiful tints

upon the rocks. Every shade of gray and golden
green, red, pnrplc, ami black ; beautiful heather,
and shining golden gorse ; blue and gray marl

;

a mingling of such gorgeous colour that cannot
be surpassed.

Mr. Grace arranged his idea of harmonious
colouring for a certain occasion in the following
manner (and ho will, I am sure, pardon me for
mentioning it here, for they should bo put up in
every workshop, as references) :—

1. Black and warm brown.
2. Violet and pale green.
3. Violet and light rose-colour.

4. Deep blue and golden brown.
5. Chocolate and bright brown.
6. Deep red and gray.
7. Marone and warm green.

8> Deep blue and pink.
9. Chocolate and pea green.

10. Marone and deep blue.

11. Claret and buff
12. Black and warm green.

Onr rooms should always be bright and cheerful

;

they should never be painted or papered dark or
dulL The climate is mild but changeable, and so
much of the year dull and cold that we should
always remember it when choosing our colour for
their decoration.

WINDOWS.
Windows are the subject of onr next division.

As it is of the greatest importance in most houses
that they should be easily opened, they should bo
lightly ornamented with drapery ; instead of cover-
ing up half the window, as it often docs, it should
be so arranged that the air and ventilation should
not be interfered with.

A window glazed with ground glass is almost
always imsatisfactory. The vitrified surface being
removed, the smoke and dust discolours it, and
makes it difficult to bo kept clean. White
enamelled glass, having a semi-opaque figure upon
a transparent gronnd, is more satisfactory. If the
windows of a dining-room were filled with clear
light pink glass, the effect of the room would
always be pleasant and comfortable. The greatest
care should be taken to avoid introducing dark
colours, unless in the top or bottom division of
the window, where heraldic devices and armorial
bearings will look well, and greatly enrich the
appearance of the room.

. _
The art of painting glass is one of the most

simple
J it only requires a good draughtsman, and

a good taste for arrangement of colour, for the
best windows are those where glass is used which
has been coloured in the manufacture. The glass
requires to be carefully outlined and shaded by
on« process or another, according to the method of

the painter, which, when leaded and finished,

cannot be surpassed for effect. There is as much
difference between real coloured glass windows
and enamel painted windows as there is between
real gems and paste stones.

The Munich painted glass at Peterhouse,
Cambridge, which cost £5 per foot, looks very
bcAutifnl. I remember the pleasing effect of the
windows representing "Peter and John at the
Beautiful Gate." The door is represented partly
open, showing the lamps, which are lighted ; and
as the suu was shining through the glass, it had
the exact effect of the flicker of the flame.
When glass is stained by enamel colour, it must

in time wear off the vitrified surface. One of the
beautiful windows at Mr. Beresford Hope's church,
at Kildown, in Kent, is spoiled in consequence of
some of the colour peeling off ; and the whole of
the windows I have seen painted in enamel,
although soft and beautiful, appear like the best

kind of transparent pictures painted upon silk.

I have two or three pieces of old glass, which
were originally in a chapel at Islington, which
was stained on the surface, and much of it is

obliterated. In the staircase at Apothecaries'
Hall, Blackfriars, there are two or three parts of

windows where the colours are entirely lost, in

several places the yellow stain and the brovm
shadows alone remaining.

Flemish windows, although coarse in compari-
son, present the effect of the brightest, richest,

sparkling gems. In the windows of the chapel at

Hatfield-bouse the colours are as bright as
emeralds, sapphires, and rubies,

I fear to exhaust your patience if more is said

at present about stained glass, as it is so intimately
connected with church decoration, which is well
worth an evening's consideration alone.

The window cornices and curtains should always
bo light and elegant, the material being of the
least consequence, sometimes velvet and lace,

sometimes brocade or damask, and sometimes
chintz. Fringes and tassels cannot be too light

and fanciful, and seldom too often repeated.
The old netted tassels, made of an infinite number
of tufts and knots, looks much better than a large
wood top, covered with silk threads and bullion
fringe ends, of the present fashion. A careful,

clever upholsterer, with good taste, having a
fringed valance, a few yards of cord, and a
dozen tassels, can make almost any window look
elegant.

Where there are two or more windows in the
siile of a room, by all means put silvered plate-
glass just above the floor to the level of the lath
of the window cornice. It is the most effective

ornamentation. In small square rooms narrow
glasses set across the angles of the room increase
the effect of the windows greatly.

FLOORS.

Time would fail mo to tell you of the various
ways in which floors are decorated. Since the
days of Queen Elizabeth we have certainly ad-
vanced, for the floor was covered with rushes,

rather an inconvenient mode of decoration we
should think now. The incised marble of the
14th century, in which the pattern is drilled and
cut out with a chisel, and then filled in with lead,

we may see restored, in some degree, in the 'new
floor of the Guildhall. The beautiful inlaid

marble and mosaic round the shrine of S.

Thomas a Becket is still partly to be seen at

Canterbury Cathedral. The cold, comfortless
effect of the combination of white and black
squares, or lozenges of marble, is still in many an
entrance hall, and in churches and public build-
ings. The revived manufacture of encaustic tiles

has given an appearance of warmth and finished

effect to hundreds of chancels in new and old
chturches, and when the patterns are well chosen,
and not too often repeated, they have very good
effect. A few good patterns are preserved at
Tintem Abbey, many at Malvern, a few at

8. Alban's and elsewhere, but the new ones are
perfectly correct, and, as far as the manufacture
of them is concerned, they appear better than the
originals.

Wood floors, laid in geometrical patterns and
polished with wax, look very well, but I think
nothing looks better or feels more Comfortable
than an Eastcm-pattcm carpot, laid in the middle
of the floor, with a parquet bordering round the
rest part of the room. Carpets should never be
cut, into all sorts of shapes for the edges to fit close

to the skirting ; it wastes material, and is a great
cause of the accumulation of dirt and dust. When
parquet is not used, the floor can be stained and
wax-polished, and the effect is very good, Care

should be taken in choosing the carpet to have
suitable colours, and a proper flat horizontal pat-
tern. It is rather astonishing to see such absurd
carpet patterns continually, when so much has
been said about them. Some manufacturers give
us for a hearthrug a border of natural flowers
with a lion in the centre. Who would put their

baby on it, I should like to know ? Another would
give us a brace of pointers ; another, a design of
water lilies, and imitation of real water! Think
of sitting near the dining-room fire with your feet

in cold water ! The carpets are sometimes a floral

ground with sprigs of roses, shaded like life with
stems and leaves, thorns and all ! 1 have not yet
seen thistles and nettles designed for carpets, but I
do not despair. Wo oft«u see imitation ribbon
tied in true lover's knots, and bows, and ends,

which are suggestive of catching one's toes and
tripping np ; sometimes imitation mouldings in

high relief, formed in lozenges, squares, and
panelling, like an inverted oak ceiling, really

painful and apparently hazardous to walk on.
The patterns of most of the Turkey carpets, the
Scinde rugs, and Persian carpets, are the very
best, because suitable for their position. They
would only look like carpeting, place them where
you may. Our carpets may be strained over a
ceiling for panelling, and many patterns, being
vertical, would suit a wall. But it is not so with
an Eastern carpet ; it is a carpet, and you could
not use it for anything else. The small squares of

the most beautiful colours will not suffer in

imagination by being stepped on ; they seem
solid, and designed for the purpose ; but who
would' Tfillingly step on natural roses or bunches
of ribbon ? The carpet before you is a good
specimen of a Persian pattern, woven as an
English Axminster in one piece, bordered to suit

the room. Carpets should always be rich in

colour, bright in effect, and gem-like in pattern.

Whero these things are remembered, and the
articles manufactured are exhibited in good
windows, buyers will purchase them, if their taste

is directed a little by the seller.

We must educate the working classes, that they
may be not only working men, as too many of

them are, but workmen. Get them to study nature,

observe her beauty, think, take interest in the cost

of producing their work as well as in its finish. I

think it is better for a government to assist in

providing scientific education of every kind, that
men may be skilful in their work, that orders
may not be sent to foreign markets for manu-
facture, than for them to allow the working
classes to be listless and indifferent to the ruin of

commerce, reducing the quantity of labour, which
causes poverty and distress, and ultimately to

provide funds for their emigration. It is making
matters worse by allowing the sinews and strength

of the country to pass away. Professor Ruskin
tells us (" Taste," page 174) " It is nothing to

give food and medicine to the workman who has

broken his arm, or the decrepid woman wasting
in sickness," it is an every-day duty. " But it is

something to use your time and strength to war
with the waywardness and thoughtlessness of

mankinil, to keep the erring workman in your em-
ploy until you have made him an unerring
one." I think these words, which arc full of

truth, will equally apply to government as to

individuals, and iJE you are more actively as-

sisting and increasing the number of those who
take great interest in technical education, which
will, I believe, cause workmen, employers, and
patrons to be a mutual assistance and comfort to

each other, I shall be quite pleased at the recep-

tion of xay paper upon Surface Decoration.

STABLES, FARM BUILDINGS, &o.

THE stables of which we give an illustration I

this week were erected at Bishopgate (

House, Egham, for R. J. Ashton, Esq., and fonn,
(

together with the farm buildings recenily erected
~

for the same gentleman, a model cstablishmeut,

with all the recent improvements.
The buildings are faced with white Suffolk ^

bricks, with Bath stone dressings, the string-
j

courses being of moulded white bricks. The
^

whole of the internal and external woodwork li I

of deal, stained and varnished. Adamantine '

paving is nsed inside the stable and under the

glass covered ways, and Staffordsliire paving in

the yard. The covered ways are constructed of

iron and glass. The farm buildings and enclosures

are erected in keeping with the stables.

The buildings were erected from the designs

and under the superintendence of Mr. liawlinson

Parkinson, architect, and the 1 uilder was Mr. A.

Simpson, of Egham.
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METROPOLITAN llAILWAYS.

ri'MIE Ilonso of ComraotH Committeo ap-

JL pointed to consider the billsolasscd as Group
No. 1, resumed tlieir sitting on Tuesday. Evi-

dence on behalf of tlie Boird of Works, in

opposition to the extension to the Mansion-
house, was given. Mr. Corrio, the City Komom-
brancer, addressed tlie committee on the part of

the Commissioners of Sowers against the proposed

extension. Mr. Denison, Q.C., having replied

on both bills, the room was cleared, and on the

readmisaion of the public the chairman said the

committee considered the preambles of both bills

proved. TheMotropnlitaa lino must go to Aid-
gate without any further extension of time, and
the siation must cither bo made on the south

side of Aldgatp, or there must be a subway be-

low the street for the aooommodation of the pub-

lic. In the Metropolitan district extension to

the Jlansion-house the proposed opening in the

middle of the new street must be made to the

satisfaction of some public or corporate body to

be named in the bill, the fenced portion to bo so

made as not to interfere with the light of the ad-

jacent buildings. There must be a station at

Bread-slree^, as well as at the Mansion-house.

The Metropolitan District Company must
satisfy the Board of Trade that they have raised

the necessary capital before they break ground,

and the period at which the line is to be made
must be fixed at July 1 , 1.871. There must bo a

ccnditiou in both bills that every facility sbould

be offered to any new company hereafter formed
for the completion of the inner circle, as origi-

nally sanctioned by P.irliament, and there must be

a clause introduced in both bills as to the use of

the stations at Bread-street and AUlgate by the

new company, and that, generally, every faci-

lity shall be given to them as to the traffio of the

inner circle.
«

BOOKS HECEIVED.

MESSRS. LETTS, SON, Sc Co., have for-

warded sets of their " Sectional" drawing
and tracing papers and note books. They are

prepared at cheup rates, and will be found very

handy by architect', surveyors, and clerks of

works for drawing rough plans. The lines are so

ruled as 'not to show objectionably through the

work. The note books, which are ruled in Jin.

s<iuares, can be had either with or without metal
rims, and at prices equally as cheap as the tracing

papers.

—

The Appivj/riation o/tltn llailways by

the State, published by Cassell, Pettcr, and

Galpin, is a popular statement by Mr. A. J. Wil-

liams, of the Inner Temple, in favour of the appro-

priaiiiin of railways hy the State. It is a simple

and intelligible statement in favour of his plan, to

a certain extent supported by examples from
foreign lines.

—

Protection to Jfative Industry
(Stanford, Charing-cross) is an attempt by Sir

Edward Sullivan to persuade the Government to

tax heavily intoxicating liquors, apparently as a
means of maintaining the " ba'anco of trade,"

whatever that may be. It is with some satisfac-

tion that we can legitimately excuse ourselves

from reading this book.—Hardwicke'a four handy
little shilling volumes, Peerage, Baronetage.
Knightage and Commons, deserve a repetition of

the welcome wo have always given them. The
Baronetage and Knightage are especially valu-

able since the numerous additions lately made to

those orders, in preventing u» from offending the

newly created and in many cases little known
dignitaries by neglect of their titles.

to leave the lecturo-hall out of the scheme at

present, and proceed with the rooms most urgently

required.

Thb Mabon Statue, BmifryonAM.—The
Town Council of Birmingham, having resolved to

erect a statue of Mr. Josiah Mason, in recognitioa

of hia munificenco in fonnding the Erdington
Orphanage and other works of benevolence in

connection with the town, solectod thirteen

scnlptors to compete for the execution of the

work, which, as the printed instructions drawn
up for their guidance states, is to be entirely of

Carrara marble, and is intended to be placed in

soma public building. Its size and treatment
was left to their judgment, the only condition

prescribed under the last mentioned head being
that the figures of three children should be intro-

duced as accessories. It was, however, required

that the models or sketches of the prin-

cipal figure should not exceed 2ft. Gin. in

height, and that every design shoald bo scut

in, not later than March 15, together with
an estimate of the cost of carrying it out, and
its delivery in Birmingham. These instructions

were only dated January 17, and it is probable

that the shortness of time allowed prevented

many to whom they were addressed from compet-

ing. The invitation was declined by Mr. J. H.
Foley, R.A., Joseph Durham, A.R.A., Mr.
Alexander Munro, Mr. Mark Noble, Mr. Evan
Thomas, Mr. W. Theed, and Mr. Thorneycroft.

It was accepted by Mr. Peter Hollins, Mr. F.

Junck, Mr. E. G. Papworth, jun., Mr. J. B.
Phillip, Mr. F. J. Williamson, and Mr. Marshall
Wood, all of whom have sent in designs, whioh
during the past week have beea on view at the

Corporation Art Gallery, Ritolifif-place. The
award has not yet been made

.

3itti;IliKeiti[0.

COMPETITIONS.
Cabdipp Union New Workhouse.—In

January last, thirteen architects sent in designs

for the proposed new workhouse at Cardiff.

We understand that Mr. T. E. Knightley, of

London, has examined and reported upon the

various designs, by the request of the guardians,

and that they will consider his report at their

next meeting.
Thobnton.—In a limited competition, the

designs submitted by Mr. Geo. Smith, architect,

of Bradford and Kci^hley, have been accepted by
1
the committee for the proposed new Mechanics'
Institute and Working Men's Club, Thoniton.

! The building comprises a reading-room, 22ft. by
20ft. ; refreshment-room, 22ft by 20ft. ; library,

19ft. by 18ft. ; and curator's house, on ground
floor ; and two class-room? and conversation-room
on first fioor. A lecture-hall will be placed in the

I rear, capable of seating 500 persons. The
estimated cost is about £2200, but it is intended

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
WORKITEN'S INTERKATIONAL EXHIBITIOX.

—

Mr. II. Palmer on the 24th ult., asked the Secretary
of State for the Home Department whether it was
the intention of the Government to introduce a
Bill (similar to " Tlio Protection of Inventions
Act, 1851"), to give protection to persons exhibit-

ing new inventions at the forthcoming Work-
men's International Exhibition.—Mr. Bruce said

a bill of that kind will be shortly introduced by
his hon. friend the Secretary of the Board of

Trade.
The Mosaic Decorations op the Cen-

tral Hall.—Colonel Sykos asked the First
Commissioner of Works, on Friday last, whether
the Government had ordered more mosaic pictures

for the Central Hall ; whether they were in that

advanced state of completion that one or more
may or will be put into position during the Easter
recess ; and whether, if so placed, care will be

taken to throw sufficient light upon tbem to enable
members of Parliament and the public to appre-

ciate their design and execution.—Mr, Ayrton
said there was great difference of opinion as to

the effect of the mosaic picture now placed in the

Central Hall ; some thinking it extremely beauti-

ful, while others had an exactly opposite opinion.

Under these circumstances a great deal of con-

sideration would be required before any further

expenditure was incurred, and the House should
have an opportunity of expressing its own opinion
before ai y further works were undertaken. Mr.
Poyntor was at present engaged in painting

another compartment, but no further works had
been ordered.

City Imtbovements.—The City Commis-
sioners of Sewers, at their meeting on Tuesday
last, decided upon taking steps to acquire the

houses 78, 80, and 81, Qncen-street, Cheapside,

the leases of which are about to expire, in order

to set them back and widen the street. The
necessity for widening this the direct approach to

Southwark Bridge from Cheapside, cannot but bo

increasingly felt when Queen Victoria-street

comes to be opened in its entire length from
Blackfriars Bridge to the Mansion House, and we
are glad to see that steps (though gradual ones),

are being taken to effect this desirable improve-

ment.—The houses between Moor-lane and Type-
street, Chiswell-strect, will soon be removed, and
the new direct north road, from the City to

Islington and Hoxton (via Bunhill-row and
Shepherdess-walk, City-road) will thus be com-
pleted. The claims for compensation in respect

of these premises have been sent in, and are in

course of settlement. The costs, estimated at

£6500) will bo borne by the City Commissioners

of Sewers.

OHUBCHES AND CHAPELS.

BiBMINOH AM.—The foundation stone of a new
church at Selly Hill, Birmingham, was laid on
Wednesday last. Messrs. Martin and Chamber-
lain, of Birmingham, are the architects.

Bbamsifaw.—The parish church of Bramsbaw,
Wilts, is about to be restored aud repewod, at aa
estimated cost of £600. Accommodation will be
provided for 287 adults, and 76 children. The
church contains two Tory unsightly galleries, bat
it is not proposed to rcm')T0 them, although they
cannot do otherwise than spoil tbe effect of the
restoration.

Bridlington Quay.—On Monday the founda-
tion stone of a new church, dedicated to the Holy
Trinity, was laid at Bridlington Quay. The
church will consist of nave, chancel, tower, vestry,

and north aisle ; the space for the south aisle is left

for further extension. The length of nave 87ft.,

and breadth 33ft. North aisle 17ft. 3in. by 64ft.,

and the base of the tower 24 ft. square ; chuncel
36ft. long, and 30ft. wide ; vestry 25ft. Ion? by
18ft. wide. The building is calculated to hold 500
people. Its cost will probably bo about £4000,
and the building is to bo completed early in the

next year. The style will be Gothic, of the
twelfth century.

East End.—On Thursday week the memorial
stone of a new Wesleyan Chapel was laid at East
End, Middlesex. Mr. J. Willey is the architect,

and Messrs. T. Niblett and Son, of Homscy Rise,

the builders. The cost is about £1000, and the

building will comfortably seat about 250 persons,

the school, which forms a transept to the chapel,

will seat about eighty more. The building is in the

early English Gothic style.

Westward Ho.—The new church, dedicated

to the Holy Triuity, whioh has been in coursj of

erection for tho last eighteen months, was opened

by the Bishop of Exeter last week. It is

in the Early Pointed style, aud iu plan con-

sists of a nave COft. by 20ft., chancel 32ft.

by 18ft., chancel aislo I'Jft. by 9ft., north and
south aisles COft. by 9ft., organ chamber 10ft.

by 9ft., Tcstry on north side of chancel, south

porch and western narthex 20ft. by 7ft., the height

from nave floor to ri<lge of roof being 40ft.

Situated but 100 yards from the famous Pebble

Ridge, and exposed during tho winter months to

rough weather, strcfigth and solidity have beea
tho aim of the architect in tho construction of the

church. Tho external dressings are of Lnndy
Isle granite, with some fow exceptions, whore
Marwood and Forest-of-Dean stone havo beea

used for contrast in colour. There is a bell

turret, ISft. high, with two bells over the chancel

arch. The dressings of the interior are of Bath
stone, and the plaster ij finished deep rod with

good effect. Tho nave roof is of deal, and that

over the chancel pitch pine. The stone for facing

all tho plain masonry of the exterior was takca

from tho Keuwith Quarries. All the works have

been completed by Mr. J. C. Tremear, builder,

Bideford, from the plans and under tho superin-

tendence of the architect, Mr. W. C. Oliver, 19,

Cross-street, Barnstaple. Tho carving was exe-

cuted by Mr. Harry Hems. The cost of the

works will be about £1700. The nave will be

provided with chairs, and will seat about 400

persons.
BUILDINGS.

Paris.—The new Hotel-Dion, Paris, is, after a

pause, again being proceeded with. Within the

last few days, conspicuous progress has been made
with the windows, floors, and roofs. As soon as

that portion of the new hospital which fronts the

Rue Saint Christophe is finished, the old build-

ings on tho west and south-west of Notro Dame
will be demolished. There will then be a fine

open space, bounded on the east by the portico of

the cathedral ; on the west by the Rue do la Cit6

and the grand new barracks of tbe Garde de

Paris ; on the south by tho Saint-Michel branch of

the Seine ; and on the north by tho new Hfltel-

Dieu. The new hospital will provide for 700

beds. It will cost £600,000, exclusive of furni-

ture and fittings.

Ramsgate.—The foundation stcme of a new
wing to S. Augustine's (R.C.) College, WcstCliff,

Ramsgate, was laid a few days ago. The new

wing will contain a spacious play-room, twc

large dormitories, lavatorj-, study-hall, &c
the roof being utilised as a " belle-vne," _i

covered promenade 100ft. long, which wil
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afford a splendid sea yiew. The cost will be

fSSOi). Mr. K. Welby Pugin is the architect,

Mr. J. Kuiirht Morley being the contractor.

Royal Italian Opera, Drokt Lane.—
The anlitorium of "Old Drury" is about to

nnder^ a complete transformation, to adapt it

for the requiremenU of the new Opera Company,

which, ander the able direction of Mr. George

VFood and his powerful company, will be no mean
riTal to the Maplcson-Gye compnny at Covont

Oarden. Plans and drawings have been prepared

by Messrs. Marsh, Kelson and W. HarTcy,

architects, and [the whole works placed in the

hands of Messtu. \V. Bracher and Son, who re-

modelled the honse, under the same architects, for

Mr. Maplcsou, in the short space of five days, after

the destruction of Her Majesty's Theatre, 1868.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responeible for the opinione
of our corrcspondenu. The Editor respectfully re-

quests that all communlcaliona should be drawn up
aa briefly as possible, as there art) many claimauts
apoB the space aUoited to correspondence.]

EicitTiD.—J. n. W. B—Thomas Ayrea.—Houblon—E.
R.—E. WestoD.—Geo. E.Davia —Edwio Baser.—D. T. and!'.

—J. D. M.—W. K. F.—W. E. G.—H. J. A.—P. and Sous.—
B. J. C—T. E. K.—W. J. S.-J. R.—A. W.—Jos. Oswald (too

laUX

W. W. has written na a long letter, adrocatiog the anony-

mous system of corresoondence. We say, let any one write

as he thinks proper, this has been our plan from the com-
mencement. It a contrbutor or a correspondent likes to put

his name to what he writes, he is at liberty to do so. W. W.
prefers to put his initials merely, another puts his name in

fall, or uses some noiii de plunie. Let each one follow his

own inclination.

take more pains ; ho has some idea of colour, but

his fiiure drawing is defective. I should certainly

advise him to study figure drawing for some
time. His cathedral front is tame and common-
place. I fancy it would be a good thing if Forae

local architect would deliver a course of lectures

on architecture. I do not see why that art should

he neglected, and so many architects, too, in

Birmingham.—I am. Sir, &c. T. G.
BirmiogUam Heath.

Juteii^mmumptiuit.

QUESTIONS,
[18170—BUILDERS* PRICES.—Could any of your rea-

ders obliee by answering the following : Wliat is a fair profit

beyond tue actual cost to builder for work in a nev building

of average magnitude? Are prices increased when work
consists only of reparation of dilapidations j if so, to wliat

extent? Is it usual in charging day work to make an item

of cartage from builder's yard, or should this be comprehended
in alkwance for materials ?—j£.

EXTERNAL FACINGS AND DRESSINGS.

(To the Editor of The B0ildlng News.)

SlE,—^Yonr article on the above subject sug-

gests the question, " Why cannot we get rough-

glazed white or red bricks, as well as black ones ?"

It is chiefly their vitrified surface which makes
the latter smoke and dirt-proof (as at Lambeth
Palace), and for use in patterns the former

colours would often be preferable but for their

deficiency in this respect. Perhaps some brick-

maker may take the hint.

As to Portland cement, we all know that it

need not bo an imitation of stone ; and we all

know, too, that in this country it almost invari-

ably is. It we nsed it as plaster was used by the

Saracenic builders, or even as it is. nsed by the

Turks to this day, it might bo defensible archi-

tecturally. But, in any case, a facing material

mora thoroughly unfit for a smoky town can, I

think, hardly bo conceived. What can be more
dismal and depressing than the dingy drab which
cement acriuires after a year or two in London, or

what can be more raw and monotonous than its

surface if painted ? Dressings of a lighter

coloured brick than the general facing wonld
probably be far preferable to it on every ground,

especially if, as I have suegcstcd, these light

bricks could be rough glazed or partially vitrified

on the surface.—I iim, Sir, &c., J. C.

I see white glazed bricks are advertised for

sale, but these appear to he those with a smooth
enamelled surface like Dutch tiles. What we
waut is a less shiny glaze.

[1818.]—STRENGTH 01' IRON GIRDERS, fee—Will
some of yoar readers give me the following information P I

am wanting a good practical work on the strength of iron

girders, columns, Stc. ; also one on joiners' and carpenters'

work What would be the most suitable, and where could I

get themf—W. W.

[1819.]—INTERFERENCE WITH CLERK OF WORKS.—
Will some of our practical and experienct;d men kindly inform

me, is it right or legal for any archilect^to cancel the orders of

a clerk of works or send drawings and instructions to a con-

tractor or his foreman as long as an architect acknowledges

he has such a one on the woiks, providing the said clerk of

works keep within the limits of the said drawings, specifica-

tions and contract agreements signed by the said architect

and contractor f—Purii.

[1801,:-VELOCITY OF WATER.-The readiest method
of solving the question of *' G. P." will be, first, to find the
quantity of water or number of culiic feet flowing through
tUe pipe in Imin., and the velocity will be easily got hv divid-
ing the quantity by the area of tlie pipe. Thus if C' he the
number of cubic feet passing through the pipe in Imiu., V the

C
velocity, and A the area of the pipe, then V = —. To find C

A
we may use the following formula, in which D = diameter of
pipe in inches, H = head of water in feet, and L = length of

4-7^^ ns.

pipe also in feet, then C

the figures given by

n
" G. r.," we get

C = 472 X S77-6

Reducing this to

2653

Solving the fraction C = 49 7 cube feet per minnte, or 312

gallons ia round numbers. Since the area of the pipe it

rr '

equal to— D>

-, putting for D its valae of 6iu., we hare A

= 0"2 square feet. From the equation above V = —, the

velocity is equal to 248 Sft. per minute.—Htdbaulics.

your

[ISM.]—BORING TOOLS.— Will any of your readers

kindly inform me whether there is yet manufactured any simple

boring instrument which archi|tect8 could carry in their bunds
the same as a level staff or 5ft. rule ?—and what are the best,

nicest, and simplest methods generally in use for boring to

discover the nature of dry laud and of land submerged by the

sea or other deep water?—and also what book would give the

clearest and moat reliable advice as to the treatment of

quicksands, morasses, and other difllcult or dangerous found-

ations, and the liabilities and capabilities of all sorts of

soils?

—

Vectis.

[1821.]—ARCHED RIBS.—I should like to ask the writer

of the above article in your last number why the Derby
market hall roof is deeper than the King's Cross roof, both

lately described in TjiK Building News ? Derby market
hall, spin, 86' 6"; depth of rib, 2' 4'. King's Cross roof,

span, 105' ; depth of rib, 2'. Why is the smaller span the

greater depth ? I have noticed the Paddiiigton Great Western

root, but no writer on arched roofs mentions it ; also the same
with the roof of the Agricultural Hall. I shall he greatly

obliged if you will please notice this in your queries.-

A FupiL.

[1822.]—HOW TO DESTROY BUGS. — I should be ei-

ceedingly obliged to any of your correspondents who will

kindly tell lue of an effectual and incvpensive way of

exterminating bu»s from the walls of a house. I have a

special horror of these creatures, hut have, I fear, *' let

mysell'in for them " in the house I have lately taken. The
rooms were stored before tlie furniture was put into them, by

way of precaution, and since then the vermin have made
their appearance. I have saturated all crevices with oil of

tar; this keeps them pretty well ander, but is not quite

effectual. 1 have beeu told that camphor will answer the

purpose, but my experience—hajipily not very great—leads
nie to say it is of little use. 1 find nil the silver in the house
tarnishes. Can your correspomli'iits also iuiorm me if it is

likely to he the oil of tar that docs it ?—A Tbndek-Skihned
Individual.

[1802.]-VARIOUS QUESTIONS.—As I see that none of
contributors to Intercommunication have replied to

" X. T. C," perhaps you will allow
me to do so. To obtain the best
form of beam from a round piece

of timber, we proceed as follows :

—

In* the annexed cut, let the circle

represent the timber, and A D any
diameter Divide A D into three
parts in E and F, draw E B and F C
perpeniiicular to A D, and where
they touch the circle draw the lines

A B, C D. The best form of beam
C^'' ^ " will be represented by the figure

A B C D. The proportion of the depth to the width is given

by the formula D = ^2 B'. In words, square tlie width of

the beam, multiply it by 2, and extract the square root ; the

result will be the depth of the beam. In reply to the second

question, s lime is produced by the burning in a kiln of either

a limesUHie or chalk. A cement is an artificial combination of

chalk and clay. The best Portland cements contain from 07

to 75 per cent, of chalk, and from 25 to 35 of clay, according

to the quality. For a chimney about luoit. in height, if built

square, liii. in Klft. is a batter ol'teu used. There is no rule

about the footings.—Spes.

[1806.]—PRESERVATION OF RED FACING BRICKS.—
Our patent process effectually prevents the change in ap-

pearance as mentioned by "F. N.," at the same time cITuc-

tu.illy waterproofing walla thus treated.—R. Gay & Co.,

Alton, Hants.

[1808.]—LEGAL.-You will certainly have to pay. The

Local Hoard has discretionary powers, and may. if it chooses,

allow a departure from the bye-la«s. Besides, it is quite

possible that the building may liave been where it is before

the constitution of the Board. In this case you would he slill

worse off, as its powers are not retrospective.—A. L.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE BIRMINGHAM
SPRING EXHIBITION.

SlE,—As you are parhaps aware, we have now
two exhibitions in the year at Birmingham. The
Spring one has just commenced, and appears a

very good one j Turner, Cattermole, Callcott,

Harding, Prout, and other eminent artists are

well represented, and the local artists have like-

wise done very well. There is also an attempt
at architectural drawings, but it is a feeble one.

Four designs only are sent, and they certainly do
not hold a very high rank. Mr. Bindley sends
his design for West Bromwich Schools, but it is

Tery poor Elizabethan, and makes one wonder
how he came to obtain the job. Mr. F. 8. Proud's
design for cottages is a superior production alto-

gether, and is a very pleasing specimen of domestic
Gothic, showing hiow a good effect may be gained
by simple means. Mr. J. S. Davis's reredos is a
flaming piece of composition. He cannot be com-
plimented on any great ancceSB, though there are
iudicationg that be might do better were he to

REPLIES.
[1792.]—MOUNTING LVRGE MAPS.—There is no dif-

ficulty iu mounting the map " K. N. 0." speaks of, only he
must exercise care, skill, and pHiience, the last especially. I

may observe that if he imagines he can join a single pair of

ordnance maps together so that all the corresponding lines

should fit exactly, he cannot know much about them. If he

gets the main roads to join tolerably accurately he niav con-

sider himself lucky. Now for the mounting. As to having

a sewn seam, the idea is absurd. Tiie way to manage is to

join the cloth at the same time that the mounting is done, hy
the same adhesive material, which is usually a strong paste.

If he could possitily *' feather-edge" the cloth at the joints

it would make a capital job, but this, I fancy, altluiugli an
easy operation with thick paper, could hardly be done with

cloth. It might, however, be [jossible to thin the joint in

some way or other. The joints of the maps themselves must
be " feather-edged," or they will he clumsy,—S. S. L.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Hakrow.—The Messrs. Leigliton, of artistic reputation,

have erected a monolithic faniily monument in the churchyard

of Harrow. It was executed at the works of Messrs. Newall,

of Dalbeattie, near Dumfries. The three gables it was

intended to decorate with painted faience, though now it is

thought mosaic would be more durable. Thus the work,

according to the Guardian, will be rendered either at the

Vatican works in Rcme or in Venice.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTEKS.

Hawick.—Her Majesty's Commissioners for inquiring into

the best means of remedying the pollution of rivers inland,

C'immenced, on Tuesday" last, an inspection of the basin of

the river Tweed and its tributaries, and also of the river

Irvine. Provost Fraser has received intimation from tlicir

secretary that they will be at Hawick on Friday (to-day), and

requesting that tlie Provost, the members of Council, the

Tuwn-Clerk, the Medical Officer of Health, and the Burgh

Surveyor, will meet them in the Council Chambers at noon.

Beidpost.—We are informed that an engineer from Uirining.

ham, and a contractor from Preston, Lancashire, are now

engaged in a survey of the district previous to the formation

of a company for supplying the town with water.

[1793.]—DISTE.AINT lOR RENT.—If a lodger has rea-

son to suppose that his goods aud chattels are likely to be

seized to satisfy a landlord's claims, he should apply for an
order of protection, but otherwise '.anything (with certain ex-

ceptions) that is on the premises can be seized in distraint.—-

Clesk.

[1797.]—DIMINISHING POINTS.—There are two errors

made in my answer to the above, which, if not explained, may
greatly mislead. Point A is omitted, which should be placed

on the cone of rays perpendicular to the point of sight, P 8.

Again, instead ofjoin tb« cone of rays, reaa/orm the coDii &c.

—J. B.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

ExKTEE Building and Fherhold Land Societv.—
The thirteenth annual meeting of this society was held at the

Atheuffium on Tuesday week. The report expressed satisfac-

tion that the business transactions of the society had exceeded

this year that of any previous year. The total receipts iu the

year amounted to £11,816 6s. 8d., being an increase of

£1470 13b. 4d. The sum due from borrowing mcmben
amounted to £16,001 lEs. 9d., being an increase of £321)3 6s.

2d. The amount due to investing shareholders was £19.058

10s. Id., being an increase of £2262 2s. 6d. The net profit

realised, after defraying all expenses of management, wal

£927 l.^s. 6d., out of which the coniiiiittee recommended the

adding of 5 per cent, per annum to the accounts of share-

holders, and to carry on a sum of £80 to the current year'e

account. The number of members on the register is K63,

holding 1339 shares. The sum of £ 1018 had this year heea

lent on secui-ity of houses and land, being an increase on the

previous year of £100.
People's Co-opeeative Leneeii Buildino Sooiiii

(Geeknwicb).—The twenty-second annual report, like U»

predcceisors, recerils continued progress. The capital of the
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Society, after deducting the loans d«e to the bankers (£1500),

now amounts to £43,839, being an increase during the year

of £3186. Although diBtress and commercial depression has

prevailed to an unusual extent, yet the society continues to

prosper—a proof of the soundness of its principles and tlie

co-operation of its memherB, wlio, by their individual and

collective clTorts, have succeeded in maintaining the efficiency

of the Society.

LEGAL.

A District Surveyor at Fault. — At
Gnildhall Police-oourt, on Tliursday week, Mr.

Polydoro de Keyser, proprietor of the Royal

Hotel, Chatham-place, New Bridge-street, Black-

friara, was summoned by the Commissioners of

Sewers, before Mr. Alderman Stone, to show cause

why he did not do certain works to his hotel, in

order to make tlie building safe. For the defen-

dant it was contended that the buildine; was in

no way dangerous, and that it was under the

continual supervision of the surveyor of the

Metropolitan Board of Works, the surveyor of

Bridewell Hospital, and Mr. Gruning, surveyor

for Mr. De Koy.sc.r. Tliere was a crack, but it had

been there for nine or ten years, and four years

ago a fillet of cement had been rnn round the

house, but during the whole of that time it had

not settled one bit. These proceedings, it was
contended, were malicious on the part of Mr,

Power, the district surveyor, because Mr. De
Keyser had complained against him to the Com-
mis.sioners of Sewers. Mr. Alderman Stone

Stopped the case, and said he was satisfied that

the building was not a dangerous structure. Ho
dismissed the summons.
Pearson v. thk Lambeth Vestry.—The

action brought some time ago by Mr. Pearson,

the contractor, against the Lambeth Vestry,

claiming £160j Is. Id. for accidental damage
done during the construction of sewer works in

Camberwell-new-road, &c., during the floods.has

been settled, Mr. Pearson accepting £530 IBs. 6d.

in satisfaction of his claims, and paying the costs

incurred.

A New Safety Sash Fastener.—Messrs.

Hobbs, Hart, and Co., have sent ns for inspection

a specimen of their newly invented patent sash

fastener. Its object is to effectually frustrate all

attempts of thieves to open a window by means
of pushing the catch back with a knife slid be-

tween the bars from the outside. On examining
the fastener, we have found that one-half of it has

an iinderslip on its bed. When the halves of the

fastener are placed on the sash bars, this under-

slip doses the seam, and effectually stops the pas-

sage of a knife or any other instrument passing
between the sashes. The large catch has a locking
bolt, completely locking each half of the fastener

firmly together. There is no mistake about the

value of this sash fastener, as it works easily, docs

its work effectually, and is, we hope, sold cheaply.

The Late George Cattebmole, the En-
graver.—A committee of gentlemen, consisting

of W. P. Frith, R.A., William Evans, S. C. Hall,

Edward Franks, and Tom Taylor, are exerting
themselves to procure funds for a monument to

the late George Cattcrmole, to be erected in the

cemetery at Norwood, where he is bru-ied.

Monster Blast op I'reestone.—The
opening of Garscube new freestone quarry, which
is situated on Temple Farm, near Glasgow, took
place on Saturday afternoon, when about 3000
tons of rock were lifted by a blast of eight bores,

two feet deep, and charged with 301bs. of powder
! each.

Opening op Museums on Week-day
Evenings.—On Tuesday evening a meeting was
held in the vestry-hall, Chelsea, to promote the

opening of the British Museum and the National
Gallery in the evenings. Mr. Walter Taylor
occupied the chair. The firat resolution, which
expressed a hojw that the Government wonid sup-
port Mr. W. S. Allen's motion for opening the
national collections on three evenings in each
week, from seven till ten o'clock, was moved by
Mr. C. Hill, who said that 3,000,000 persons haA
visited the South Kensington Museum in the even
ings in twelve years, and a Parliamentary
committee, after full inquiry, lias recommended
the opening of the British Museum and the
National Gallery on three evenings in each week
from seven till ten o'clock. Mr. Dickson
seconded the resolution, whic h was carried.

Another motion, adopting a petition to Parlia-

ment, was moved by the Eev. Mr. Sngdcn,
seconded by Mr. Prichard, and carried ; after
which a vote of thanks to the chairman broaght
the proceedings to a close.

Society for the Encouragement of the
Fine Arts.—Ou Thursday week Mr. James
Daffomo gave a lecture on " The Poetry of tlie

Arts "—Mr. W. C. Hazlitt in the chair. The
lecturer said that the poetical in art had for its

object to interest the feelings by means of form
and colour, by graceful and fitting words, so that,

whilst satisfying the intelligence, it teemed with
life and beauty. High art ho had the greatest

respect for, but greater for that tme art which
rendered the artist a connecting link between the
living and the dead. After some remarks on
Egyptian, Grecian, and Roman art, and on their

slow progress towards maturity, Mr. Daffome
proceeded to show how Christianity had revolu-

tionised art, noticing its revival on the establish-

ment of the Papal throne, and the character
impressed upon it by Cimabueand Giotto, Michael
Angelo, Perugino, and Raffaelle, Next adverting
to the poetry of the builder's art, with a passing
tribute of respect to the labours of the old

monkish artists, he eulogised the poetry of the

pencil of Turner, Wilkie, and Martin, dwelling
on the poetical sentiments evoked by " The Fight-
ing Tcmeraire," " The Distraining for Rent," and
" Belshazzar's Feast ;" and he concluded a le:ture,

poetical as well in treatment as in subject, with
some reflections on the intense thought and study
required to produce a work of genius, and on the

deep sense of gratitude that was duo to the

artist.

The Poplar Board of Guardians took possession
of the iimshed portions of the additions to their

workhouse on Tuesday last. Mr, Morris is the
architect.

The S. George's (H.inover-3quare) Committee of
Works has resolved " That in future all tenders for

works and other matters be sent in under seal,"

It is proposed to erect an iron building in con-
nection with the Taunton and Somerset Hospital, to

be used as convalescent wards. The estimated cost

is £2000.
The Salisbury Gas Company is about to reduce

the price of its gas to 43. 4Jd. per tliousand feet.

Mr. Arthur Kempe, surgeon, of Exeter, lias offered

to erect, at his own expense, a convalescent hospital

in connection with the Devon and Exeter Hospital.

The block of buildings of which the Elephant and
Castle, Newington, forms a part, has recently had its

surrounding footpaths experimentally paved with
asphalte, by the same process as that by which a
portion of Threadneedle-street was, about three

years since, laid with the material.

Two of the railw,ay arches on the Chatham and
Dover line at Camberwell have been fitted up, to

serve the purpose of a Baptist chapel, by Mr. Parker,
builder, of Stockwell.

A new wing is being added to the Morningside
Asylum, Scotland. It is an extension of the present
south-west wing, and will cost £4000.

THE TIMBER TRADE REVIEW.

prospects op the timber trade as regards
builders.

FOR many years the prospects of the timber
trade have been anything buthopoful. Over-

speculaiion culminated at last in the failure of

eminent firms of bankers and of contractors, and
others—all doubtless men of honour, but led

away by that system of reckless advances which
characterised the time, and which has resulted

in the great nnmber of unlet houses to be found
in the outskirts of London. A mnoh healthier

state of things is now returning. The houses

may remain yet unlet, but the inevitable law of

supply and demand forbids reckless building, as

it is self evident that no builder with capital

would build unnecessary houses, to remain on
his Lands for years unlet, and the builder who
depends on advances from his bankers knows
what he generally has to expect. Trade thus

having almost found its level, we may hope for

the renewal of the good old times of wholesome
trade.

The timber trade affecta builders in a very

great degree, and the trade is rectifying itself

rapidly. The reckless imports of days gone by
have been almost stopped, for low prices on im-

portation have almost done their work—not

quite, but aliiiijst.

What bnildcrs haTe to look oat for in the pre-
sent year is the gradual rise in the price of wood
goods, as importers are certain to endearoar to
raise prices.

Although a riao ia inevitable, the time has not
yet come, and probably will not come ontil
autumn, and then we may look for a permaneot
advance. Builders therefore cannot do better
than provide themselves with what they roqairs
at the current prioea, for goods thus purch<iae d will

pay for keeping. Now that wood goods are
duty free, no estimate only can be formed of the
qnantity importe<l, but competent judees uy that
tneir private statistics show that the imports are
such as to justify an expectation of a certain rise
in prices at some not remote date. The bailder
need not feel at all discouraged if this prove
true, for by the laws of political economy, it

means greater prosperity to him. Men who
" scamp " will not have their osaal opportunitiei
(they always find some opportunities), aud the
honest, straightforward trmler will be the gainer.

LATHWOOD.

Actual experiment on I fathom of 4ft Peters-
burg lathwood, bought by auction at the rate of
£6 7s, per fathom of 216 cubic feet, or eqniU to

£4 43. 8d. per fathom of 4tt. or 144 cubic feet.—
The fathom of 4ft. was rended into 135 bandies
of 400ft. each, and after adding ITs. 7d. per
fathom of 4ft. for barging, labour, rending, &c.
(a most liberal allowance), the cost per bundle
was a fraction less than Is., although 4ft lath>

wood is generally worse to rend than 6ft. and 8ft.

The fractional difference spoken of would enable
those who buy their own lathwood to rend to give
a few more shillings per fathom of 6ft., with the
same result.

THE LONDON LATH-RENDERS.

Have they ever considered that the bundles of

laths Imported from Gothenburg only contain

360 running feet, and do they know that they
were originally intended for the Hull market?—or

at least the habit of giving 360ft. to the bundle
was incurred by the Swedish men first dealing

with Hull merchants. The strong London lath

will always be preferred to the Hull lath, and the

imported lath, if the bundle is opened, is often a
dismal spectacle. Builders want good atuGT, and
sometimes Hull laths, 360ft. to a bundle, and
equal to those riven there, will do very well, and
give satisfaction. Let London lath-renders see

what good work the Hull men can t urn out, and
try to imitate it, and then they need not fear

competition from the foreigner at present.

It is a positive fact that lathwood is imported

into Hull, riven there, and again sent to London
and sold at a profit. Bat the same lathwood can
be imported into London at less than the Hull
prico, or to give the beuefit of any doubt, at an
etjital price. Why then can we not compete with

them ?

RECENT TIMBER SALES.
Theke have been frequent sales of the timber used in tbe

constrnction of the temporary Blackfriara Uridge, and there

will probably be many more. Tbe timber is all good Dantiic,

of eicellent quality, a'nd has sold at from 6id. to 8d. per cubic

foot. This result is arrived at by cubinjt up the different

lots, the timber being sold at so much per lot.

Messrs. Churchill and Sims' sale, at the Baltic Sale Room.
Threadneedle-street, 30tb March, was very numerously

attended, and the biddings were more spirited than they

have been of late. The prices realised were low, but it is

probable that an improvement in this r cspcct will take place

before long. The following prices were obtained ;

—

Quebec, 12ft., Ist bright pine. £19 Petg. std.

Do. do., shorter lengths, £16 158. to £17 5s.

1)0., 3nd spruce. £U 5s. for 3x9.
Do., 3rd do., £12 10s., do.

Swartwick. Srd yellow, 3 x 9, £9 Petg.

Do., 1st and 2nd do., 3 x 11, £ll 10s.

Do., do., 3x9, £10 10«.

Huaum, do., 4 x 9, £10.

Do., Srd do., S x 9, £».
Ilolmsund, do., 3 x 9, £8 1.5s. to £9.

Krageroe,2nd do. 2J x 6J, £7 15s.

Do., 3rd do., 2 J X Ci, £6 168 . to £7 6s.

Uleaborg, 1st and 2nd do., 1 x 9, £7 lOi.

Riga crown, 3x9, white, £9.

Do., half crown, 3x9, do., £7 10».

Archangel, Srd, 3 x 11, yellow, £8 lOa.

Do., 1st, 3 X 9, do., £13.

Gelle, Srd, 3x9, do., £9.
Wyburg, 1st, 2J X 7, do., £9 lOl.

Do., do., 3x7, do., £8 5s.

Da,do., 2J X 7, do., £8 ICs.

Georgia pitch pine, £12 to £12 lOi.

Sandarne, 3rd. S x 11, yellow, £9.

Do., do., 3x9, do., £9 os.

Do., do., 3x8, do., £8 5s.

Do:, do., i X 11, do., £9 los.

Pugwash spruce, £10 15s. to £11 S>. for 3 x 9.

Metis, 1st spruce, £15 5a., do.

St. John'sapmce.£13 to £13 15i. do.

Schien, lat aud 3ud, 3x9, white, £11 10a., Pet. atd.
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WiM, 3x9. do , U It*. Pe'. ltd.

HndikiwaU, Srd, S x 11, Telloir, 27 it-

Skapvik, do., S x t, do., £8.
JieotaUdt. lit, S X 11, £9 S>.

. .^
Ii^MlricktUdt, 1x7, l>t 7caio« floorini, lU td. per

qaar«.
So., 1 X ei,do,lIi. do.

I>o„ I X 7, do., 8a. 9d., da
So., i X 7, lit, white, St. Sd., do.

Bo., } X Si. I8t, yellow, 8». 6d. do.

Sram, I X 6\, lit, do., 6s. 6d. do.

Rigft crown wainscot logs, SOs. per I8ft. cube
Birch, BOs. to i3t. M. per load.

Auckland, Knnrie pine. 3s. per cubic fooL

So., do , 15 to 44in , 9s. 6d. do.

Sram yellow balks, 39s. per load.

Crown Danzig tiniter, 858. do.

Beat niddUog do., 80s do.

Sflod middling do., 70t. do.

I middling do., 41s. do.

MEKTIXaS FOR THE ENStJINa WEEK.
MoBDAT.—Institation of Surveyors. Paper on " A Plea for

culture in the Profesaion of a Surveyor." By Mr. J.

Matthews. 8.

M Entomological Society. 7.

TvieDAT.—Institution tf Civil Engineers. Ist, Discussion
on the S. Pancras Station- 2nd, on the Dressing of

Lead Ores. By Thomas Sopwith, jun., M.Inst.

C.E. 8.

„ Royal Institation. " Seductions from the Compara-
tive Anatomy of the Nervous System. " By Proiessor

KoUeston, U.S., F.R.S. 3.

WsBHKSDAT.—Society of Arts. Adjourned discussion on Mr.
W. Bridges Adams* paper on Tramways for Streets. 8.

Thctbsdat.—Society for the Encouragement of the Fine
Arts. Exhibition of Works of Art, contributed by
members and others. A paper by Henry Tidey, Esq.
on " Beauty and the Beautiful." 8.S0.

„ Society of Aotiquaries. 8.30.

„ Royal Institution. On the Chemistry of Vegetable
ProducU. By Professor Odling, r.R.S. 3.

Fbisat.—Royal Institution. 9.

8atc»dat.— Roval Institution. "On the Sun." By Norman
Lockyer, Esq., F.K.S. 3.

^\[n&\ ^^m>

WAaE3 MOVEMENT.
Thi Nimt Houis Mo>'event in thk BcildinoTbadj!.

—The adjourned meeting of delegates of the carpenters' and
joiners* societies was held on Saturday at the Duke of York
Tavern, York-street, Lambeth, in furtherance of the above
movement. From the reports given in by the delegates it

appeared that during the week large and inlluential meetings
had taken place in various metropolitan districts, nt all of
which resolutions have been unanimously adopted, declaring

the great benefit that would accrue to the trade, in its present

depressed condition, from a reduction in the hours of li'bour,

and also in favour of the new code of working rules to be
mutually agreed upon between employers and workmen.
Arrangements were then made for the holding of other 'iistrict

meetings. No day hiis yet been fixed upon for the great
aggregate meeting of the trade. It was stated at the meeting
that of the slxt^ joiners victimised at the fim of Messrs.
AUdin for resisting a reduction in wages, all but twenty-
nine had succeeded in obtaining employment. The men still

unemployed were being well supported bj the trade sub-
criptions.

TENDERS.
Beauvont.—Tor new chapel, refectory, and dormitory at

8. Stanislaus College, Beaumont. Messrs. Jos. A. Hansom
mad Son, architecta :—

Myers and Sons (accepted) £6901

BKRiioxDsir.—For 2>,000n. of tram, for the Bermondsey
Vestry :-

Booth (accepted). 9id. per foot.

Castlr DorfiNOToif.—For proposed mill and overlooker's
home. Castle Doninf^ton, Leicestershire, being Contract No. 1.

Mr. Bakewell, architect :

—

Bell and Son, Nottingham £1982
A. F. Whittome (Stafford) 1968
Wooll and Slight (Nottingham) ... 1960
Stevenson and Weston (Nottingham) 1939 11 6
George Johnson (Nottingham) 1932
Henry Vickcra, Nottingham 1928
T. Wood and Sor, Nottingham 1908
£. Marshall, New Lenton, near Not-

tingham 1888 13
J. E.Hall, Nottingham (accepted) 1880

CHEmTSEi.—For House for Mr. Worthington. T. Wonna-
cott, •rehiteet :—

Knight and Sons, Chertsey £2636
Simpaon, Egbam 250i>

Nightingale, Lambeth 2405
Goddard and Son, Famham 2370
Martin and Wells, Aldcrshot 23 15

CtOTDOiv.~For the erection of dwelling-house and stabling,
Chai. a. Searle and Son, architects :—

Myera and Sons £.3794
Fatman and Fotheringham 34-20

Macey 3379
Bove. Bros 8345
Newman and Mann 8330
Colla and Sous 3329
JJiggs 3296
Braee 3140

S«4 8095
BIlie 2961
Ho'li'lge 25U
Pollanf „„ ,,,, 2495

Beptfokd,—For building fire brigade station,

for the MetropoUtan Board of Works:—
Hanop and Gould
Stockabury ••.

Wiltick
Thompson
Sharpington and Cole
Nightingale
Tongue
BlacK more
Crockett
Harris and Edwards
Foster
Ball
Cruhb and Vaughan
Knight '

Hughesdon .••.....
Winship ••

Hockley
Atchinscn and Walker

Kvelyn-road

£3439
21S2
2100
2065
1977
1969
1919
1895
1850
1846
1815
18.'i9

1797
1698
1689
1685
1660
1C43

Edmonton.—For building infectious ward at the Edmon-
ton union. Mr. T. E. Knightlcy, architect. Quantities

prepared by Messrs. Curtiu and John Edward Ormes ;

—

Sanson £3472 10

Howard 3125
Crahb and Vaughan 8120
Bentley 8036
Withers 29S0
Sanders 2912

Nightingale 2933
L. and W. B. Patman 2829
Eaton and Chapman 2785
Wood 2760
Winship 2760
Pocock 270O

Bayes and Ramage 2700
Cook and Green 2693
LinzeU (accepted) 2497
Johns 2285

Gaetei, Paek Gutvino Boer, Gemnock.—We under-

stand that Messrs Shearer, Smith, and Co., of the well-

known Balbeattie Granite (Quarries, have been the successful

competitors for the supply of the granite for this extensive

dock, which we believe will be the first dock on the Clyde

entirely constructed of granite.

Hion Wycombe.-For Villa residence. Arthur Vernon,

Esq., architect;

—

Goddin £1455
Silver and Son 1445
Reavell 1350
Lacey 1300
Wood and Company 1299
Spicer 1290
Bover 1283
Loosely 1252
Woodbridge 1330
Ferguson 1237
Nightingale 1234
Cooper 1208

Hoensey Rise.—For the erection of the Aged Pilgrim's

Asylum. Mr. F. Boreham, architect :

—

Roberts £11600
Perry and Co 10148
Jackson and Shaw 9989
Williams and Son 9967
Higga 9800
Ebbs 9640
Hill and Son (accepted) 9310

Hoensey.—For the formation of roads and sewers upon an
estate, for the Right Honourable Earl Beauchamp. Messrs.
llammack and Lambert, surveyors :

—

Newman and Mann *., £11086
Capper S999
Anderson and Son 8903
Abbott 8100

KiEKDALE, neae Liveepool.— Fot carpentry and joiners'

work required to a building estate, for Capt. R. Holdcn.
Troughttjn and Prescott, surveyors. Quantities supplied:

—

Mullin £433
Robinson 290 12 10
Elam 287
Greenwood 235

Lambeth.—For rebuilding the Pine Apple public-house
and two houses adjoining, situate in Hercules-buildings,

Lambeth. Mr, Lewis H. Isaacs, architect. Quantities sup-
plied bv Mr. L. C. Riddett :—

Patman and Fotheringham £4915
Adamson and Sons , 4653
Holland and Hannen 4024
Mansfield, Price, and Co 4555
Phillips 4510
Aiford 4529
Browne and Robinson 4356

S.Luke's.—For sheds at S. Luke's stone yard. Mr. II.

Saxon Snell, architect;

—

Bridgman and Nuthall £123
Pask 108 10
Sabey and Son 10a
Ebhage 106
Perry Bros 103
Smith (accepted) 95 10

Souiii Hackney.—For the erection of school buildings.

Chas. G. Searle and Son, architects :

—

Fatman and Fotheriagham £875
Brass 865
Newman and Mann 826
Merritt and Ashby 795
Ennor 778
Babbs 773
Higgs 764
Bean 723 17 1
Pavitt 684

Sydenham.—For residence at RockhiUs, Sydenham, for

R. Sutton, Esq. Mr. John F. Bentley, architect. Quantities
by Mr. Wm. Si. Catherwood :—

'

Residence. Boundary Wall.
Buck £2140 £li;6

Keble 1998 121
Hookham 1869 1.38

Mauley and Rogers 1837 110
Cooke and Co. (accepted) 1730 81

COMPETITION.
BbadtordAbattoiii Company, Ltmitrd.—Extension of

time to 2nd May.—Plans, Sac, of a slaughter-house, cattle

sheds, and all necessary appurtenances tu a slaughter-house
proposed to be built at Bolton Bridge; also plans for an hotel
and outbuildings, adjoining to Bolton-road, and near to the
proposed slaughter-house. The directors will give £20 for

the best, and £10 for the second best set of plans. MessTB.
Dixon and Ilindle, Land Agents, &c., Kirkgate, Bradford.
Manchestkr, May 30.—For abattoirs and a carcase market.

The following premiums will be awanlej:—One of £150. one
of £100, and one of £75. Joseph Heron, Town Clerk, Town
Hall, Manchester.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUIIDINa
ESTIMATES.

WoHLK Church, Somerset, April 11.—For the general
restoration and re-seating of the pariah ch ircU of Worle, near
Weaton-Super-Mare. John Norton, Esq., Architect, 21, Old
Bond-street, London, W,
Wootton-Bassett, April 4.—For the erection of two

mortuary chapels and curator's house, &c. Thomas Lans*
down. Architect, Swindon.
Wakdsworth, April 7.—For the completion of two villas,

sitnate in the Merton-road. Jas. Prentice, secretary, 378,
City-road, London.
Pentosvillk. April 6.—For the supply of building mate-

rials at Her Majesty's Convict Prison, Pentonville. The
Surveyor General of Prisons, 4i, Parliament-street.
Midland Railway, April 5.- For the erection of an

engine shed for twenty-fourengines at Peterborough. James
Williams, secretary, Derby.
Midland Railway, April 5.—For the erection of

stores for lost property and workshops at Derby. James
Williams, Secretary, Derby.
Fawslet, April U.—For the erection of farm buildings, on

the Fawstey Estate, Northamptonshire. Mr. Waters, Estate

Office, Fawsley, near Daveotry.
Southicnd Local Board of Health, April 4th.—For

the main drainage of their district. William Gregson, jun.,

clerk.

Fabnhau and Hartley Wintney District Schools,
Farnhau, Surrey, April 4.—For cert;iin additions to be

made at the above schools. WilHam Holiest, Clerk to the

Managers, Farnham.

Macclesfield, April U.—Cheshire New County Asylum.
—For the erection of gas works, steam engine, ami other

engineering works. Robert Griffiths, architect, Martin-
street, Stafford.

London, Aprils.—For the new school buildings. Crown-
street, Soho. Messrs. Slater and Carpenter, 4, Cai'lton Cham-
bers, 4, Regent-street.

Wolverhampton Main Dratnaoe.—Contract No. 4.—
April 4.—For the construction of upwards of Sl.OOU yarJa

in length of brick, stoneware, and cast iron pipe sewers, and
other works. H. Underbill, Town Clerk, Wolverhampton.

SOUTH-EASTERN Rhilway COMPANY, April 5.—For the

construction of the railway from Charlton station on the

North Kent Railway to East Greenwich. John Shaw, secre-

tary, London Bridge station.

Hedingham Highway ;Board, April 7.—IFor the sup-

ply, delivery, and fixing of five cast-iron girders; two lengths,

each 16ft., of cast-iron palisading; and ;two cast-iron gnard-

plates. Robert F. Stedman, Clerk to the Board, Sudlinry,

Saffolk.

Northamptonshire, April 11.—For the erection of farm

buildingson the Fawaley Estate. Mr. Waters, Estate OlBce,

Fawaley. near Daventry.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITT.
Randell, Saunders, ami Company, Limited.

Quarryinea and Stone Merchants, BatU. List of

Prices at the Quarries and DepAt^ ; also Cost for

Transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furntshedl

on application to
BATH STONE OFFICE,

[Advt.] Corsham, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

Samuel Fern, Wincobank, Eccleafield, joiner. April 8, at 2

—David Terry, Whitwood, near Castleford, builder, April IS,

at 12—Francis Kidd, Saltburo. Yorkshire, builder, April 5, at

11—James Perkins, East Dereham, Norfolk, builder, April 12,

at 12.

ACT 1869.—PUBLIC EX.A.M1NAT10N9,

(At their respective district courts.)

James Gavin Cunningham, Sunderland, timber merchant,

April 26, at 10—C. H. Whaites. North EIniham, Norfolk,

brickmaker, April 18—J. Bond, Hartliind, plumber and tin-

man, April 12—W. J. Partridge, Irthlingborough, Northamp-

tonshire, builder. May 4.

SCOTCH SEqUESTHATIONS. *

James Nairn, Perth, painter, March 31—Janet Thompson,
Renfrew, brickmaker, April 4, at 13.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

T. B. Smith, King's-row, Victoria-road, and Upper Ebuiy-

street, Pimlico, builder, April 23—G. Brownlow and E. £.

Brownlow, Kingston-upon-HulI, timber merchants, April 7—
T. Roberts, Llanfwrog, Denbighshire, builder, April 6.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED,
G. F. Forster, J. Brotherton, and A. Keir, Stockton, Dor-

ham, timber merchants—J. Greenwood, E. Tetley, and /.

Pickup, Tong, Yorkshire, engineers—G. Strong and J . Uildrer,

Sunderland, steam ssiwycrs—T. Howlett and G. Bo«^
Kingston-upon-HuIl, house painters—G. Mallinaon and W.

Bakewell, Leeds and Dewsbury, Yorksliire. architecta—Dyion

and Sons, Mossiey, L^incashire, builders—Dean and Ross.

Shelf, builders—Leyland and Ashworth, Liverpool, builders—

Wild and Co., Sowerby, masons-Cooper and CuUura, Cam-

berwell-road, buildera—Catton and Beaumont, Huddersfield,

hoUders.
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EXHIBITION OF THE SOCIETY OF
BlUTISH ARTISTS, SUFFOLK-STREET.

ON the whole, we cannot speak in very
favourable terms of this Exhibition. It

is depressing from the large number of inferior

works it contains, and the absence of any
pictures of superior merit to outweigh the
impression they make upon the mind. This
depression is further enhanced when we re-

mark that all the worst works are marked aa
sold, and that any picture which has some
value or originality appears to have been
overlooked. However, these are early days,
and we must trust that future buyers will have
better taste. The members of this society
have, with very creditable good feeling, included
a number of the late Mr. Hurlstone's works
with their present exhibition. This tribute to
a deceased painter is a graceful deed. Under
these circumstances the points of a man's art
at different periods of his life may be dis-

casaionately reviewed, and the memorials of
his strength be brought forward to counteract
the weaknesses of his later life. His place,
too, in the ranks of art can then bo impartially
assigned to him. In these r.inks Mr. Hurl-
Btoue will never take a high place, but,
though not a great painter, his art had a cha-
racter of its own, and as such deserves to be
represented by at least one of his pictures in a
National Gallery of British art, though his
originality has somewhat suffered from his too
great anxiety to walk in the footsteps of the
old masters. For many years he presided over
this society. Since his death, however, the
members have resolved upon a somewhat
different course of action to the one which he
put^sued when he exercised that influence
which an old and respected member of such a
society must acquire. Mr. Hurlstone was a
staunch enemy to the Royal Academy, and no
member of their body would have had much
inducement to exhibit in Suffolk-street during
his lifetime. This terrible barrier (which we
trust the Academicians have been aware of),
has now been done away with, and three or
four R.A.'s have sent a work of some kind to
inaugurate a new regime. Mr. Leighton's is

of the most importance. It is a head in oil,

painted in a bold and masterly stylo. Mr.
Maclise and Mr. Redgrave have each con-
tributed a watercolour drawing, and Mr.
Frith a rather vague chalk sketch. Let uti

hope that in future years the number of these
contributions may increase, since it is most
desirable that there should be a community of
feeling between all bodies of artists.

_
To our minds the landscapes in this exhibi-

tion have the greatest merit, though we must
except two pictures by Mr. Heaphy, taken
from an incident in the life of Goldsmith,
which that poet himself has further illustrated
in his play of " She Stoops to Conquer." In
the first picture Goldy, in all the glory of " the
plum-coloured suit," is taking, with a grandiose
air, a glass of beer from one of the young
ladies of the family. The unconscious little
poet is occupied only with himself and his
finery, in curious opposition to which is the
very tiny bundle, tied up in a handkerchief,
containmg all his wardrobe. Ho does not
perceive the suppressed amusement of the
supposed barmaid and her sister. In the
second picture. Goldsmith, in tendering pay-
ment for his dinner and night's lodging, dis-
covers his mistake. The amusement of the
girls and the confusion of the poet are both
well depicted. Should not these two pictures
have been placed as pendants? No. 91,
" Going to Market in Showery Weather," is
Mr. G. Cole's best landscape. A gleam of
sunshine peeps out through a drift of clouds,
and agamst this bright gleam a dark group of

cattle and figurestoUs with capital effect. The
light and shade of the whole picture is

extremely well managed. "Arundel Castlo,"
by the same painter, is also an effective work.
Mr. Wyllie's picture, No. 145, " The Ebbing
Tide," is good in colour, and faithfully
painted. No. 133, " Barley Harvest," by Mr.
W. Gosling, is made up of little, but that
little is very good and true to nature. No.
187, by W. Bromley, is well, though some-
what gaudily painted. The figures are a shade
too costumy. The lady in the foreground
seems to be more anxious to attract the
gentleman than to partake of the stimulating
herb. Perhaps the best landscape in the
exhibition is No. 170, by H. Moore. The re-

flection in the water of the foreground is

worthy of notice. This painter has succeeded
in doing what so many artists try for in vain
—he has produced an original effect, though
it is rather a melancholy one. No. 388,
" Lord Chief Justice Camden in the Stocks,"
by J. Hallyar, is an excellent subject, but
badly treated. Surely the Chief Justice of
England cannot have been such a very vulgar
old man. The stocks, too, are unpicturesque

;

and, to judge by the landscape, far from the
busy haunts of men, which is not usually the
case, seeing that the offenders were put in

them as a warning and laughing-stock for the
Tillage. " London during a Fog," by A.
Liidovici, is a clever work, painted with great
Tigour. There is in this room a nice little

landscape by C. Davidson, jun.. No. 405,
" Near Reigate, Autumn." No. 444, "Olivia
and Viola," by E. S. Kennedy, is good in

colour, and the faces are pleasing and well
painted. Mr. Donaldson's head of " Gretchen"
is rather too hot in colour. This painter suc-
ceeds better in watercolour. " The Pier
Head, S. Ives," by C. N. Hemy, though some-
what too solidly painted, is very true to
nature, and the sea is excellent. No. 592, by
H. Vernon, is too teasingly painted. The
touch of the foliage reminds one of worsted
work. We have omitted to mention M.
Clint's landscapes in their proper order. They
are careful and truthful renderings of nature,
and the artist strives laudably to retain pass-
ing effects. No. 159, "S. Catherine's, Scilly
Islands," pleased us the most. We have not
much space to spare for the watercolour
department of this exhibition, though it is in
many respects quite as good as the oil, and
will repay careful attention. No. 682, by E.
H. Fahey, is a capital bit of painting, the dull
gray of the day is so truthfully given. We
noticed two very excellent little studies by E.
Temple, though their colouring was somewhat
crude. " April Showers," by E. M. Wimperis,
deserves praise; and No. 803, "NearMort-
lake," by W. Hann,is a proof of how many pic-
turesque subjects may be found in the neigh-
bourhood of London. No. 665, by Mrs. Mar-
rable, is a poor subject, but it is well painted.
It is not, however, so good as this artist's

work in the Dudley Gallery. On referring to
our catalogue, we find that this exhibition is

fast approaching to its fiftieth anniversary.
We wish it well, whatever may be its failings,
and observe with pleasure that though it does
not take the first place in our estimation, it

can still hold its own against
youthful contemporaries.

many more

THEORY OP THE ARTS.

IN pursuing any rational course of the
study of design, the practical aspect of

which I have, in the course of a few former
papers in this journal, endeavoured to eluci-
date (as it regards the art of architecture),
we should never lose sight of that broader
view of the subject which comprehends our
innate feeling for art, its relation to our
necessities, intellect, and imagination, and its

development from an early age. In one word,
" Fine Art " is the mental impress or utter-
ance of a nation conveyed in its manufac-
tures, its buildings, its sculpture and painting,
and its poetry. In an abstract and meta-

physical sense it is the stamp of the mind and
feeling upon any object or faculty of man-
kind. It should be the embodiment or ex-
pression of truth and beauty in whatever it

touches—indeed, these qualities should be its

essence, and inseparable from it. To dull,
dead, expressionless matter, it may be said to
bear the same analogy as the indwelling soul
or spirit does to our corporeal being. On the
contrary, it is not entirely a thing or creation
of fancy or imagination, as most people
imagine it to be—not an expression in which
truth or beauty may have nothing to do. For
if truth and beauty had nothing to do with
the creation of art, but only the imagination,*
there would be nothing to test it by, no
standard by which we could estimate its

merits. Grotesqueness and ugliness would
under this idea bo deemed only other names
or qualities of that excellence or perfection
which is commonly allowed for works of fine
art, in the same way as some metaphysicians
have contended that " good " and " evil " are
merely words conveying different forms of
human conduct equally meritorious.

It can bo shown how this definition of art
has accorded with the best periods of ancient
art (and we now refer especially to archi-
tecture), and that its progress has been pro-
portionate to this pervading idea, and has
retrograded whenever mere fancy has sup-
planted the sterner qualities alluded to.

Every nation, however, has developed its

fine art capacity as it has its religious thuught
and feeling, primarily according to natural
tendencies, nhysical and mental characteristics,
and seconaarily, according to political in-
fluences ; but this progress or development has
invariably followed one general law common
to the human mind of every race—namely,
that the faculties of sense precede the in-
tellectual,—the corporeal idea the spiritual
idea.

Those countries that physically favoured
the sensual were precisely those in which the
arts first took root and flourished. The east
first cradled and nurtured the fine art or per-
ceptive faculty. Bodily wants were easily
satisfied, and the organs of sense and imagina-
tion were aroused and gratified. In the infancy
of the human race the imagination takes the
place of the maturer fiicultv of reason. In the
absence of any demand for an intellectual

process, the imagination readily emiiodies
idens or converts them into tangible or bodily
shapes. Hence we have '' fetichism " or the
deification of matter as the primaeval form of
religious thought, and the source of inspiration
of all early poetic effort, and as Lord
Macaulay observes, the imagination of man
being free and unfettered, his earliest poetic
faculty was the most prolific.

Philosophical writers, in the analysis of the
power of imagination, have indeed generally
considered it in reference to the sensible
world, though its higher exercise is to be
found in other and every field of thought.
Addison and Dr. Keid have limited the pro-
vince of the imagination to objects of sight,

and this limitation appears to be correctly

founded in all infantine displays of this

power, whether of nations or individuals.

In Oriental and Asiatic compositions, the
greater part of the metuphors are taken from
celestial objects. "The works of the Per-
sians," says Voltaire, "are like the titles of

their kings, in which we are perpetually

dazzled with the sun and the moon." The
poetry of eastern nations abounds, too, in such
figurative expression, and every juvenile

attempt is characterised by the same reference

to sensible objects borrowed from nature and
art.

Again, the Polytheism of earlynations gave
an additional impulse to the imagination and
the fine arts ; for in spite of its chimerical
nature, polytheism became the sole arbiter

—

in want of a more intellectual basis—of every

* 1 mean bjr "imagination" tlie association of ideas, the
power of conceiving ideally, and without regard to reason. It

IS only when judgment or taste directs tne combination of
ideaa that it can be applied to arctiitectare.
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tbouglit or effort. Xlailc up of liction :ind in-

spiration, it yet established a sort of funda-
mental connection between ideas, which, as
Comte observes, gave a grand character of

unity of method and liomogeneity to the primi-

tive conception of mankind, a character which
will only again recur when the philosophy of

the future—the "positive" philosophy of

Comto— is inaugurated, and then such an
homogeneous and scientific method will be
realised in a much more perfect manner. The
numerous and varied festivals adapted to the

nature of early worship supplied a happy
channel for tile exercise of the first efforts of

the fine arts, which were then (unlike at pre-

sent) in entire harmony with the spirit of re-

ligion. As Comt^ says :
" The {esthetic facul-

ties are in some sort intermediate between the

purely moral and the purely intellectual ; and
their proper development happily react at once
upon the mind and the heart, constituting one
of the most powerful agents of education that

we can conceive."

The fine arts, moreover, adapt themselves
hj preference to a fixed state of society ad-
mitting of a defined representation, and under
polytheistic supremacy this condition was per-

fecUy fulfilled. G. H. G.

fXo be continued.)

WATER RAMS.

THE water ram, or hydraulic ram, as it is

sometimes called by those who think

common English not good enough for the occa-
sion, is a useful instrument for utilising small
quantities of water pow^er, such as are too

small to give effect to wheels or to turbines,

or to Water engines with reciprocating motion

.

It is faid to have been im'ented by Mont-
golfier, but its details have been much im-
proved since his time. Its action results from
suddenly checking the motion of a column of
water, and providing, near the point at which
the motion is so checked, a receptacle to

receive and retain a small portion of the

water of the column. It is a means of utilis-

ing the momentum of a column of water
suddenly brought to rest, as distingiiislied

from its mere quantity and fall. No great fall

is required ; moderate falls of 7ft., 8ft., up to

10ft. give higher duty than greater falls.

The effective work done by water rams is

usually 50 per cent, of tlie power expended,
but by attention to the proper adjustment of

the weights of the valves and the waterways,
66 per cent, may be obtained from them.
Fig 1 shows a general view of the arrange-

ments, where A is the source of supply, B the

position of the ram, and C the point of
deliver}'. The position B must be so chosen
that the surplus water may flow easily away
from it. It must also be at a considerable
distance from A—that is to say, it must bo at

such a distance as will give such a momentum
to the column of water as will force the

required quantity of water through the deli-

Tery valve rather than allow it to pass back-
wards into the source again. This would not

be effected if the weight of the moving
column were merely that due to the head of

water ; in that case the plenum of water
would, under certain conditions of the valve,

be delivered back to its source ; but the mo-
mentum of a long column overcomes this

tendency, and forces the plenum through
the valve. At the same time, the distance
of the ram from the source of the water must
not be so great as that the friction of the
water in the supply pipe would absorb any
considerable portion of the power. Perhaps
100ft. is abont a proper distance. The delivery

Ejpe
may be taken away to any distance or

eight, always remembering that distance
counts, pro tanto, as height. That is to say,
that, according to the size of the deliverv pipe
and its length in respect of the quantity of
water to be delivered through it, a head of
water is required which adds its own height to

the absolate height of the point of delivery

AIR VE3S&1.
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above the level of the ram. In the other

respect, however, viz., that of the question

what is the least height of the point of delivery

above the ram under which the ram will

work, it has been found, both by calculation

and experiment, that it must be at the least

three times the height of the source of supply
above the level of the ram. On the other

hand, perhaps thirty times the same height
may he about the limit.

-H3S^

There are many things to be attended to

before the machine will bo brought into

perfect adjustment to the work it has to do.

In a number of experiments that were made
to determine the proper weights of valve and
areas of waterway, the percentage of useful

effect varied from 26 to 55 per cent., with
variations in the weight of the pulse valve

alone. With a fall of 14ft. in the supply
pipe, and a delivery head 56ft. above the ram,

tlio duty was 62 per cent, when the weight of

the pulse vulve was l^lb. and the stroke lin.,

the waterway being 2^ square inches, or 2ilb.

when the stroke was IJin. and the waterway
IJ square inches. With double the height of

delivery the best weight was found to bo
l^lb. when the stroke was liin.and thewater-
wa)' 2J square inches, or 3jlb. when the stroke

was Ijin. and the waterway IJ square inches.

In some other experiments, made to test the

machine in respect of rapidity of motion, it was
found that for comparatively large quantities

of water expended per minute tlie duty was
not more than 50 per cent., while with a

smaller quantity of water and slower moiion,

the duty was as high as 63 per cent. The fall

of water in these experiments was 9ft., and
the height of the delivery above the ram 50ft.

It would seem that as the circumstances under
which the ram is to work vary, so should the

proportions of the weights of the valves and
the waterways vary, and perhaps the highest

duty cannot be ensured without repeated

trials in each case.

One thing to be observed is common to all

water rams, viz., that the head of the ram
must be so strongly bolted down to a solid

foundation as to be absolutely immovable, for

if only a slight motion be permitted in any
bolt or other fastening, the constant jarring

will soon knock the machine to pieces.

ON THE DORIC STYLE.

AN excellent monograph has been pub-
lished by Dr. P. F. Kiell (Stuttgart,

Ebner and Seubert, 1870, illustrated by 24
Tables), on the Doric style. With reference

to the word " Style," there exists a confused

conception. J. S. Mill, in his " System of

Logic," and before him Kant, as well as Hegel,
have continually tried to admonish students, of

whatever branch of science, to be careful in

the use of words. " A name," as Hobbes has
it, "is a word taken at pleasure to serve for a
mark which may raise in our mind a thought
like to some thought we had before, and which
being pronounced to others, may be to them a
sign of what thought the speaker had
before his mind." The word style has been
used, first, in a concrete sense to designate an
instrument with which people used to write,

or with which the designers sketched forms.
After Homer and Pindar had produced their

master-works of epic and lyric poetry, the

word style received also an abstract meaning,
and was thus turned into an attribute qualify -

ing the peculiar way of expressing or formu-
lating thoughts. The word style in this

symbolical sense has been also applied to

works of art, architecture, sculpture, and
painting. Historians and art critics used it

very freely as a means to trace the develop-

ment of art in its different stages of progress,

improvement, and decline. Dr. Krell, in per-

fect accordance with historical facts, treats

the Doric stylo as the most important of

Greek architecture, because it served as the

very basis, I may say the root, of the gradual

growth of the other architectural systems and
styles of (Jret'ce. There can be no doubt that

the Roman architect Vitruvius, under Emperor
Augustus, was, though not the first—for ho

mentions older written sources from which he

took his classitications—at least the one who
traced the system of Doric architecture with a

certain accuracy. But Vitruvius, adhering to

the principles of Roman architecture of his

times, has been guilty of many inaccuracies,and

never gave us an historical account of the de-

velopment of this style. In the licnaissaii.ce,

when classical art was revived, Bramanteand
other great architects of that period did not

favour very much the Roman-Curinthian style,

but, keeping to the simpler Doric, they used

the so-called Roman-Doric Style. Dogmatism
took hold of the mind of architects, and with

an arrogant disregard of the historical de-

velopment of any particular style, they kept

to their antiquated divisions, without troublin g
themselves in the least whether their distinc-

tions and classifications were in accordance

with facts. Wiuckelraann, the father of

archseolosy, endeavoured to furnish us with

the necessary materials for a systematic study

of the history of classical art, without which

an architect, whatever his practical attaiii-

ments may be, can only be a clever mechanic

and nothing more ; or turn out an artist in the

style of the stone-cutter who, when finishing

the capital of a pillar was asked by a

passing dilettante, "What order?" and re-

ceived the answer, " What order ? well, sir,

the order of Mr. John Brown, the architect."

Only by studying history the artist becomes

conscious of his own craft, and is enabled to

judge from a higher point of view not only the

products of past ages, but also those of his own

times. Hirt, the great art historian in Ger-

many, followed in the steps of Winckclmann;

Delagardette, in France, with his study of

Pffistum, workediin the same direction ;
then

Hittorf, Zanth, Penrose and Reynaud pub-

lished their inestimable works, followed by

Kugler, Schnaase, Gailhabaud, and Lubke.
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At last Botticher, of Berlin, throws a new light

on the Classiciil period of .irt,in a philosophical

spirit, and with an irnmonse amount of learning.

His able resoarclu'S were continued by Semper,

who combines historical observation with an

unsurpassed originality of criticism in his

gl-eat woik " The Style " fDer Styl). Semper
may sometimes err, but h6 is always sugges-

tive, excitmg, lucid, and logical ; often dog-

matic, but wo may trust his axioms because

they seem to rest on a basis of deep research.

Though hia classification and grouping have

the appearance of novelty, it is always worth

the trouble to verify what ho asserts. Such
men are the roal benefactors of art students.

They force them to tliink, to judge for them-

selves, and not to bow down before a Vitru-

vius or Pliny merely because these writers

have been considered authorities for a Inng

series of years. Further works conceived in a

modern sjiirit of inquiry are Reber's " Ges-
chichte der Baukunst im Alterthum," 1864,

and a more recent publication by Beul^,
" Histoire de I'Art Grco avant Pericl6s," 18G8,

and Dr. P. F. Krell's " G-eschichtc des Dori-

Bchen Styls " (History of the Doric Style). In
accordance with modern teachers of the history

of art, Dr. Krell asserts that the Doric style

did not take its origin in Asia, as nothing
strictly analogous can be found in the stupen-

dous architectural works of tho Indians,

Persians, Assyrians, or Babylonians. He then

investigates the theory started by some one-
sided historians, whether it took its origin in

Egypt and passed through Phoenician media-
tion into Greece, and very correctly states

that this is a mere hypothesis, as the only
building which bears a re=cmbIanco to tho

Doric stylo in some of its details, with regard

to the columns, falsely called proto-Doric, is

the tomb of Beni Hassan. But the echinus
in those columns is altogether wanting, and
the entablature is in a totally different style.

He comes to tho conclusion, after enumerat-
ing and minutely describing all the known
Greek monuments in the Peloponnesus, as

well as on tho Greek Phoenician islands, that

the Doric style of the Greeks, with its pecu-
liarities, tho triglyphs and metopes, had its

origin in tho North of Greece, as this style is

mentidned before and after the migration of

the Heraclides, and because its stern and simple
character corresponds with that of the Doric
people. He proves that Doric temples, like

all other buildings, took their origin in wooden
constructions, that only therein lies their

analogy with other buildings : a circumstance
which often misleads superficial students of

the history of art to assume that every style

of architecture took its origin in Egypt. The
further development of architecture is influ-

enced by climate, aspect of Nature, religious

and civil institutions of the people. Ethnology
gives ns the very best basis for classifica-

tion. Tho triangular-headed negroes (Prog-
nathi) scarcely go beyond constructing trian-

gular wigwams. The square-headed Turaniiins

(Brachikeplmli) keep to square houses in the
form of tents ; and only the long, or oval-
headed, Arj'ans (Dolicokephali) have been
capable of conbiniug all geometrical forms for
real grand architectural constructions, using

I

the triangle, the square, and the arch at

I different periods in the progress of their social
i and artistic development.

With sharp, penetrating reasoning, Dr.
Krell proves the essential differences between
the Etruscan and Doric style ; examines the
lax-Archaic style (first so called by Professor
Semper), which was very early developed in

Sicily, a Doric colony. Then ho passes on to
:the strict Archaic style, from which by
.degrees the powerful and pure Doric style
jdeveloped itself about 600 B.C. The period in
which this style flourished lasted till 520 B.C.

The next period is distinguished by a change
in the colossal forms of the pure Doric style,

in which tlie Temple of Heracles, at Akragas,
the Temple of Poseidon, of Juno Lacinia, of
Athene on Ortygias, and the Temple of
Apollo at Delphi, have beeu constructed.

The Archaic stylo approaches ita last develop-

ment, and during this period of transition the

Temple of Athene, at iEgina, has been built,

aperiod which lasted till after the Persian wars,

when Greek art reached the height of perfec-

tion, and the Attic-Doric or Attic style became
predominant. Itjis therefore evident that

an Attic stylo existed, had its peculiarities and
distinguishing features, and the assertion that

such a style " never existed " must be looked

upon as the outburst of total ignorance of tho

history of art. In this well-known Attic

style, which is a mixture of Doric simplicity

and Ionic elegance, a blending of Northern
with Southern architectural details were con-

structed (during the times of Kimon and
Pericles) the Temple of Nemesis, the Temple
of Themis, at Rhammis in Attica, the Theseus
Temple in Athens, aTomple of Heracles, the

Parthenon of Athens, a Temple of Apollo at

Bassa;, in Arcadia, and the Telesterrium at

Eleusis, the Propylaia of the Acropolis of

Athens, the Temple of Phigalia, &c. After

this period the Doric style came altogether

out of fashion. Under Alcibiades, the archi-

tecture of the Greeks, as well as their national

character, degenerated : a proof that the

moral and intellectual condition of a people

are closely connected with their Art. To
students and lovers of ancient architecture,

desirous of acquiring correct infcirmation, wo
warmly recommend Dr. P. F. Krell's " History

of the Doric Style." G. G. Zebifi.

GOSSIP FROM GLASGOW.
(Feom our Corbespondext.)

A REPROACH brought against Glasgow, and
with great justice, i^ its high death-

rate. This excessive mortality has been ascribed to

j

various causes : to the pollution of the river by
sewage ; to the pollution of the air by gases ; to

I

the sitoation of tho city, a great basin receiving

water from every side as well as from above ; to

the character and habits of a great portion of tho

^

people—their ignorance and indifference, intempe-
rance and improvidencj ; and to overcrowding in

the poorer districts in the centre of the city,

from tho supply of house room being unequal to

tho demand. Means of various kinds, where

j

meanwhile practicable, are, however, being ap-

I
plied in the endeavour to check and reduce it.

I

Rome was not built in a day ; nor can the im-
' provement Act, even had it a Baron Uanssmann

I

at its head, remodel the wynds and vennels of
Gla.«gi)W in a twelvemonth. More immediate
mac.liiuery must be brought into operation, and
of this, a sanitary inspector, with a large staff of

assistants, has been appointed ; also a number of

women, whose office it is to instruct the lower
orders in such simple duties to themselves and
society as cleanliness and common decency.
There is likewise a movement being made for

having better and (if po.ssible) cheaper dweUinga
built for the labouring classes. The present
Scottish mode of constructing dwellings in flatj,

or one house upon the top of the other, neces-
sarily puts a large population upon not only a
small are.a, bat also a small feu-duty ; it is fur

those with "speculatiou in their eyes" to say
whether spreading houses of fewer floors over a
larger superficies would be profitable to the pro-

prietor as well as healthful to the occupant.
A paper upon, inter alia, " over-crowding,"

was lately read in the architectural section of the
Philosophical Society, by Mr. Salmon. Mr. Sal-

mon is not only an architect of long and high
standing, but is also a magistrate, and, if I mis-
take not, a member of the Improvement Trust,
and consequently he has had exceptional oppor-
tunities for seeing his subject from several points
of view. The following is one of the arguments
of his paper :

While those living in the villa districts had
each seven thousand five hundred cubic feet of
air, the industrial classes in the city had only five

hundred cubic feet, and the substratum of the
population no more than three hundred. Before
suitable dwellings could be built for tho humble
classes, architects must give over many old cus-
toms. In the first place, they must abandon the
plan of cecting tenements of four stories. A
common form ofthose houses was to have accommo-
dation for sixty, eighty, or a hundred inhabitants.

The area on which these stood would average
four hundred and twenty square yards for sixty

people, five hundred and sixty for eighty people,
and seven hundred for a hundred people ; or at
the rate of six hundred and nine'.y-ono ialiabit-

ants to the acre ; or about five hundred cubic
feet within walla to each inhabitnnt. That wai
far too small an amount of air-space in a city.

Uis opinion, founded on forty years' obBerva-
tion and experience, was that the only solutioo of
the problem of hoosint; tho working population
wag tho extension of the area of the city, and the
building of villages as close to the boundaries ai
ground could be obtained, la thone villages,

every variety of houses for the working clasMs
should be provided, from the cottage for the
foreman or small master, to the living-room and
bed-closet for those for whom they might be con-
venient. A large proportion of the houses should
be restricted to one story ; none should bo mora
thin three, and of thc^e as few as po-sible.

I hove read with much pleasure Mr. Soddon'l
articles on the "painted" glass in our cathedral.
I have since seen a letter by Sir George Harvey,
PreMdont of the Royal Scottish Academy, in
which he criticises two stained glass windows,
just completed by Ballantioe, of Edinburgh.
After alluding to the appropriateness of design,
he says :—Another feature in this glass is hero
conspicuously shown in tho colourless light trans-
mitted, even when the sun shines through it at
noon. This effect is the result of the irregular
structure of the gloss, each undulation forming a
prism by which the rays of light are refracted at
innumerable angles, and as they cross in all direc-
tions neutralise each other before they reach the
wall or floor of the interior of the building. This
effect, so pleasing to the eye, contrasts favourably
with the thin fiat enamelled glass used in the
Glasgow cathedral windows, where the trans-
mitted light, carrying tho colour with it in un-
mingled ravs, stains the building with many
coloured gaudy hues wherever it chances t > fall.

Mr. Seddon, in one of his articles, bestows a word
of praise upon our Gothic. It is, however, of its

Classic that Glasgow has chief reason to bo proud—of the works of Stark, Hamilton, Wilson and
Thomson. And from whatever influence, so firmly
does Classic seem to have taken hold of us, that in
the last past thirty years or so, during which
time church building has, from various causes,
been alike active and extensile, perhaps mora
than half the number ef our churches have been
designed in not " the only appropriate" Gothic,
but in Greek, Roman, or Italian. And to this
may be add(Sd the significant indication that many
of these Classic churches were the results of com-
petition.

Of the greater nnmber of play-honses, " tho
last scene of all" seems to be a grand confl igra-
tion. It is litt!o more than a twelvemonth ago
that the I'rince of Wales theatre went over to the
majority, and on the 25th of March the Koyal
Alexandra followed it. It was a building about
three hundred feet long and a hundred and fifty

wide, was respectable as a place of entertainment,
had no architectural pretensions ofany kind, has
had its value estimated at six thousand pounds",
or thereby, and that's all that may be said about
it. Since the burning in 1829 of the great
theatre in Queen-street, no fewer than five

theatres in Glasgow have been destroyed by fire.

Two, however, both upon the same site, have
escaped this fatality. First, the old theatre in
Duulop-street, which was taken down by Mr.
Alexander, and replaced by a house highly ornate
in its decorations, and remarkable for comfort
and for facility of seeing and hearing j and
secondly, this model hou<e, some years after Mr.
Alexander's death, having been overtaken by the
wonted fate, its more commonplace fuccessor,

which—" to what ba^e uses we may return, Ho-
ratio!"—is just now being "stamped out" under
the iron heel of the Union Railway. One of the
five bnrned theatres belonged to Professor Ander-
son, " the Wizard of the North." Having last

week his "rough magic here abjured," Mr. An-
derson intimated t} his farewell "audience" that

it would be as proprietor and manager of a new
and magnificent theatre that he would next ap-
pear in Glasgow.

Tlicre is a proposal to erect a statne in George-
square of the late Thomas Graham, the Master
of the Mint. A statue, in wti ich Glasgow ought
to be largely interested, is about to be erected in

Edinburgh—that of Dr. Chalmers, the eminent
divine, pu'pit orator, and political economist. I
ought to have mentioned in my last that the sum
intended to be expended on the commemorative
fountain is "from £2000 to £1000"—a wida
enough margin for competitors.
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She ^miucjor.

PRIXCIPLES OF LEVELLISO.

THE true figure of the earth is not pre-

cisely that of a sphere, but of an oblate

spheroid, compressed at the poles, and pro-

tuberant at the equator, in consequence of the

centrifugal forces engendered by the rotation

of the primitive fluid or semi-fluid mass upon

its axis ; and the dimensions of the spheroid,

at the mean level of the sea, as deduced from
skilful combinations of the meridian arcs

measured in various latitudes, are exhibited

in the following table :

—

Diameters o( the Earth. By Bofsel. By Airy.

Miles.
7925 601
7899111
7912 359

Miles.
7925-618

Polar 7899170
Hean 7912-407

Difference of diameters 26190 26-478

According to these dimensions, tlie surface

of the earth at the equator is nearly 13i miles

further from its centre than the surface at the

poles ; and the equatorial diameter is to the

polar axis in the ratio of 300 to 299 nearly.

This ratio, however, is so small, that a sphe-
roid made in accordance with it cannot be dis-

tinguished from a sphere, except by the most
delicate admeasurement, since in a 15-inch

globe the polar axis exceeds the true length

by only l-20th of an inch. In the art of level-

ing, therefore, the earth may be regarded as

a sphere having a mean diameter of 7912^
miles, which is nearly equal to its mean
diameter, without sensible error.

Now, it is a property of the sphere that its

surface is everywhere equally distant from a
point within called the centre ; consequently

points or lines taken thereon in all directions

are truly level with each other. If the earth

were at rest, and were entirely covered by
matter either wholly or partially fluid, the re-

ciprocal attraction of the particles would cause
the surface to assume a spherical form.
Owing, however, to centrifugal force com-
bined with the force of gravity, the former
arising from the diurnal rotation of the earth,

and the latter from its attraction, the surface

of the sea, ami of every separate fluid, is not
precisely spherical, but spheroidal. But the
deviation from exact sphericity of any fluid

surface of moderate area is so slight that it

may be considered as spherical, and points or

lines taken thereon in any direction as truly

level one with the other.

The sphericity of any large body of water,
such as the sea, or a lake, when calmness pre-

vails, is obvious ; but any small body, such as

a reservoir, or a pond, when quiescent, appears
like a perfect plane. ITius the depression of

the sea, below a tangent to it at tlje distance

of 10 miles from the point of contact, is as

much as 66| feet, while the depression at

the distance of a quarter of a mile is only half

an inch. For all practical purposes, therefore,

any small fluid surface in a state of repose
may be regarded and used as a plane. And
so truly smooth and mirror-like does a fluid

surface become, when quiescent, that the rays
of light which are incident upon it from near
or overhanging objects form exact optical

images thereon of the objects ; and the eye
that receives the rays reflected therefrom
fancies the objects to be situated in the direc-

tion of the mirror."

* This may be exemplified by the old fable ol the
dog and the shadow :—A dog crossing a rivulet with
some meat in his mouth saw the image of liimself
represented on the surface of the water. Believing it

to be another dog with another piece of meat, he
greedily snatched at the Rhadow and dropjMid the sub-
stance, which immediateiy sanic to the bottom of the
stream. 5Iiiton also describes the mirror formed by
a crystal fountain as our first mother Eve's leoking-
glass—

" A murmuring stream
Of waters Issned from a cave, and eprcad
Into a liquid plain, then stood unmoved,
Pare as the expanse ol heaven ; 1 thither went
With nnezperleDced thought, and laid me ilawil

The surface of the land follows the curvature

of the earth, and deviates therefroiu only so

far as it rises above or falls below the general

level of the sea. But the inequalities of the

land, however large they may appear on close

view, are as nothing when compared with the

earth as a whole ; for the highest chains of

mountains may bo represented on a globe

15in. in diameter by the smallest grains of

sand, and the general elevations of the con-

tinents and islands by strips of rough paper

pasted thereon. The land, however, is no-

where regular, even, and smooth, like still

water, but is everywhere irregular, and is dis-

tributed into hills, valleys, plains, and

mountains, all of which differ in form and

extent, and are more or less elevated and de-

pressed, undulating and uneven. Points,

objects, and places thereon are therefore at

different levels, or, what comes to the same
thing, are at differentdistances from the centre

of the earth.

The object of levelling is to find how much
higher or lower any one point is than another,

or the difference of level between any two

points. In a more extended sense levelling

consists in determining and representing the

relative heights of any number of points or

places in a line traced in any direction upon

the earth's surface from its centre, or from an

assumed level surfacet or line equidistant at

every point from that centre. This may be

illustrated by the following diagram and

description.

Suppose A B C to be a circular arc co-

incident with part of the earth's spherical

surface, and O the earth's centre ; then any
points A B C in that arc are obviously at the
same distance from the centre O, and truly

level with each other. Now let the undulating

On the (freen banlc, to looli into the clear
Smooth lalce, tliut to me seemed another sky.
As 1 bent down to look, juut opposite
A shape within the watery gleam appeared.
Bending to look on mo."

And with what wonder and delight does a child
contemplate in a still glassy pool, or a soft gliding
stream, the picture of the adjacent scenery painted
thereon by nature the beautiful blue sky above, with
its snow-white clouds, golden fringed and fiushod with
crimson, and the lovely landscape on either band, with
its verdant trees, glistening shrubs, and flowering
plants—

" the pled wind-flowers and the tulip tall,
And narcissi, the fairest amont4 them all.

Who gaze on their eyes in the stream's recesi,
Till tney die of their own dear loveliness."

all appearing Inverted in the clear mirror formed by
the limpid water.

t The surface of the sea, which is connected and on
the same spheroidal level all round the world, is the
datum whence its depths are sounded by hydro-
graphers, and whence the heights of hills, mountjiins,
lakes- and towns are measured by geot^rapliers, wlio
for this purpose suppose it to be continued beneath
the continents and islands.

line Ai Bi Ci be part of the earth's irregular

surface ; then any points Ai Bi Gi in

that line are evidently at different levels,

that is, at different distances from O, and also

from the arc ABC. From this it follows

that any arc, as A B C, coincident with or

parallel to the earth's curvature, is the datum
from which the true difference of level between
any two points, as Bi Ai , may be determined,

and to which the separate levels of any
number of points, as At Bi Ci , may be re-

ferred. Thus the true dilTcrence of level

between the two points Bi Ai is simply the

difference between the vertical heights B Bi
and A Ai , or B Bi — A Ai , assuming Bi to

be higher than Ai ; and the separate . levels

of the several points Ai Bi" Ci are shown
by the vertical heights A Ai , B Bi , C Ci

,

with reference to the arc A B C as a datum or

standard of comparison.

It may here be observed that in plotting

sections the datum A B C is never represented

by an arc exactly concentric with the earth's

curvature, but by a straight horizontal line

which, owing to the immense length of the

earth's radius, is so nearly identical therewith,

that it is considered sufficiently accurate for

the purpose. It may also be observed that, in

reducing levelled points to, and in plotting

reduced level points from a datutn line, it

tends greatly to convenience as well as to

aocuraoy when the datum line is chosen, say

50ft., lOOft., or any other number of feet below
some station-point, so as to be well below the

lowest point in the surface. The reduction of

all the points will then be subtraotive, and
mixed subtractions and additions will be

avoided.

When at rest and uninfluenced by sur-

rounding objects, the plumb-line and a fluid-

surface assume positions, the former per-

pendicular to the horizontal, and the latter

perpendicular to the vertical, with a sudden-

ness and a certainty unapproachable by any-

thing else. Hence it is by means of an
instrument called a level*, having either a

plummet suspended to a line, or a fluid with

an air bubble floating thereon contained in a

cylindrical glass tube, attached to it for the

purpose of determining vertical and horizontal

lines, that the operation of levelling is per-

formed. The nature and application of these

lines in levelling may be explained as follows.

When heavy bodies are raised above the

surface of the earth and quietly abandoned,

or are suspended from any points, the attrac-

tion of the earthf coin])els them to fall to the

ground, or to hang from the. points of sus-

pension in vertical linos, which are exactly

perpendicular to the earth's spherical sur-

face, or to that of still water, and con-

verge to its centre. Thus the plumb-

lines As A, Bj B, Ci C, show the directions of

the vertical or of gravity at the respective

points Ai Bi Ci , are perpendicular to the

line or surfuce A B C at the respective points

ABC, and meet in the centre O. From this

it will be seen that no two vertical lines can

be absolutely parallel. But for the same
reason that a small surface of still water may
be regarded as a plane, any two or more plumb-
lines at short distances apart may be con-

• The plumb-level and the plumb-rule, with an
attached plumb-line giving the horizontal in the

former and the vertical in the latter, were probably
the flrnt philosophical instruments ever employed in

scicntilic and buildiujj pursuits. T lie plumb-level has

been almost siiperaedod by the spirit-lovel, but the
plumb-rule is still universally used by artificers.

t Every particle of matter of which the earth is com-
posed attracts or gravitates to every other i>article,

and thus all the particlts are held or bound together,

and form a spherical bsdy, in whose centre the aggre-
gate of the attractions is concentrated; hence the

attraction of the earth diverges in every direction

from its centre through its mass, and through every
point in its surface into space, like rays of light from
a lumino.is object. The force exerted hy this attrac-

tion on all bodies increases as the distanccdiminishes,
diminishes as the distance Increases, and is equal at

equal dlHtunces from the earth's centre; and the

forces with wliich bodies gravitate to each other, are

direcily as their masses, and inversely as the squares

of their distances. Thus, if the mass of one body be
thrte timca greater than that ol another, its gravitat-

ing force is three times greater ; and with a distance

three times greater the gravitating force Is nine times

less.
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sidered as parallel to each otlior, tlio devia-

tion from tho tnio level in the one case and

from exact parallelism in the other being in-

appreciable. Wlien, however, two plumb-

lines arc at considerable distances apart, the

divergence is sensible. Thus, if two plumb-

lines, As A, Ci C, be one mile apart at A C,

the measure of tho interval At Cj , at an alti-

tude of one thousand feet above A C will be

rather more than one mile and three inches.*

A horizontal lino is a straight line at right

angles to a vertical line, and also a tangent

to the earth's spherical surface, or to an
arc concentric therewith, at any given point.

For this reason it is called the line of

apparent level. It is that which a levelling

instrument traces at cacli backward and for-

ward observation, and from which the diffe-

rence of level between any two or more points

or objects situated above, between, or below
it is ascertained.

Thus, let Bi Bi be a levelling instrument,

the line of collimution of which is adjusted

truly horizontal by the spirit-level. Then the

back sight Bi As , and the foresight Ba C, , are

identical withthe liorizont.il line As Bs Cs form-
ing equal angles As Bj O, Cs B2 0,with the ver-

tical B» passing through tho axis B" of the

instrument ; and the true difference of level

between any two points Ai Ci , situated in the

respective verticals As O, C* O, equally dis-

tant from the vertical Bj O, is simply the dif-

ference between the staff readings Ai As ,and
Ci Cs ; for, as the distances Bj As

, Bj Cs , are

oqual, the radii O As , Cs
,
passing through

Ai and Ci
, are equal, and the angles Bj As 0,

B» Cs O, are also equal.

If tho staff-readings Ai As , Ci Cs be re-

spectively 8-64 feet and G'28 feet, then the
height of the point Ci above the point Ai will

be 8-64 —- Q-2B = 2-3G feet. This example
shows how simple tho process is of finding how
much higher or lower one point is than
another—tho line of collimation of tho tele-

scope, when sot truly horizontal by the spirit-

level, gives the line of apparent levelf over
the two points ; and tho difference between
the two lieights measured vertically from this
line to tho two points, by a levelling staff,

gives their difference of level. It is important,
however, to observe that the accuracy of the
difference of level determined thus between
any two given points depends upon the posi-
tion of the levelling instrument, or of the
point whence tho apparent level line is traced
by it, with reference to them.

Thus, when the instrument is placed mid-
way between any two points, their true diffe-

rence of level is determined by tho difference
between the readings of the staves held on
them. When the instrument is set up over
one of thom, and the stall is held on the other,
the height where the line of collimation of
the telescope intersects the staff is above the
true height by an amount equal to the dip of
the earth's curvature at the staff; conse-
quently this amount mu«t be subtracted from
tho difference between the readings at the
staff and the instrument to obtain tlieir true
difference of level. Again, when the instru-
ment is placed at unequal distances between

* When n, heavy body falls from a fjre'it heifjlit, its
path is not in a true vertical line, but in a sllffhtly
curveil lino, which cuts the fjround in advance ot the
vertical line drawn from the point whence the body
was disengafjed. This is owiu;; to the body, at tlio
moment of its descent, moving in a fjreater diurnal
circle from west to east, by the earth's rotation, than
the earth's surface, and therefore the body strikes the
ground eastward :of the vertical line, by a minute
quantity equal to the difference between the upper
and lower velocities in tho time of tlie fall. The
attraction of a hill or a mountain also produces a sen-
sible deviation of the plumb-line from tho vertical.
Thus, if two plumb-lines bo suspended on either side
of a mountain, the attraction excited by the mountain
upon tlie plummets will draw them so mucli towards
It from the vertical that instead of tho plumb-lines
convcrgiuff at tho centre of the earth, they will meet
at a point nearer to the surface.

+ Such a line is commonly understood aa a true level
line i but it is not so. An arc of a circle, whose centre
Is the centre of tlie earth, is a true level line. A
strai^'ht line at right angles to a vertical line falls
towards the vertical 8iii., :win., and "Sin., at tho
respective distances of 1 mile, 2 miles, and 8 miles
therefrom.

them, tho difference between the stafl-readings

must be diminished by tho excess of tlio

earth's curvature at tho farthest staff over that

at tho nearest staff. It is necessary to explain

this effect of the earth's curvature more in de-
tail with tho view to avoiding it, or to de-
ducing rules for correcting it.

(To be continued.)

INSTITUTION OF SCRVEYORS.—THE EDUCATION
Oi' THE SUUVEYOE,

THE discussion on Mr. Jeremiah Matthews'
paper on the education of surveyors (which

appeared in The Building News a fortnight

ago), commenced on Monday oveuing last. In
the absence of the President,

Mr. E. J. Smith was voted to the chair.

Mr. Stukob said that Mr. Matthews had re-

ferred to tho paper which ho (the speaker) read
about twelve months ago on tho subject.* He
was glad that Mr. Matthews agreed with
the general tone of his paper, although
differing from it in some respects. How-
ever, he thought they both agreed, in com-
mon with the members of the fnstitution, that in

order to enable the surveyor to rise to that emi-
nent position in the profession which might enable
liim at some future time to fill the chair of tho

Institution (now so ably occupied by Mr. Glutton),

ha should have a good sound general educatic n.

He agreed very fully with Mr. Matthews as to the
professional or technical education of the sur-

veyor, and looking to the increasingly important
position which tho profession was taking, such
education was more than ever necessary. The
only point on which he differed from Mr. Mat-
thews was on the question of a university educa-
tion. Although agreeing very much with Mr.
Matthews' observations as to the effect of a uni-

versity education in enlarging the mind and
strengthening the reasoning powers, he (Mr.
Stnrge) entertained the same doubts as to the
advantages of such an education, which ho ex-
pressed in his paper before referred to. Though
ho would not fay that it was inexpedient in all

cases for a young surveyor to go through a
university training, he thought that, on the whole,
the balance was against such a training. In the
course of the discussion which followed his (Mr.
Sturge's) paper, an opinion was expressed that
tho system of education therein laid down wai too
exacting, but he was unaware that he had laid

down any item of professional education which
was unnecessary or undesirable for the surveyor
to acquire. It was true that there wore men in
the profession who had attained to considerable
eminence even although they had entered it rather
late in life, but such men would probably have
attained still greater eminence had they in their

youth had such an education as was now consi-
dered necessary for a surveyor. After all said

and done, when the theorelical education of the
surveyor had been gone through, it was of but
little value unless supplemented by the practical

education which was obtained by going through
the routine of an office, tho management of estates,

and all tho other branohes of the profession. It

was obvious that such a course of theoretical and
practical professional instruction would occupv
a good many years, and ho was willing to

admit that ; perhaps the standard laid dowu
by him in his pa|;er might seem to be some-
what too exacting, but it should be remem-
bered that it was necessary to aim high. Eut
if his (Mr. Sturge's) course of education was
too exaeting, Mr. Matthews' plan was still more
so, on account of the university education in-

volved. Supposing a young man went to college

at eighteen years of age, and made the mo«t of
his time, he would be twenty-one before he came
out with his degree, and at that ago he would not
have received any special technical education ne-

cessary to fit him for lii» profession. Although
the trained mind of a well-educated university
man was more likely to conquer the difficttlties of

liis professional education with greater ; ease

than one who had only received an ordinary
school education, he was inclined to think that
five or six years was necessary for him to acquire

tho requisite theoretical and practical knowledge
of the profession, and a man would be si.K or

seven and twenty before he could set up in busi-

ness for himself. Although that was not an ab-

solute bar to a university education, it was a very

great objection to it. Practically, he thought it

* See BuiLDiMo Nsws, Vol. Xyi.,)i. 17.

might be laid to come to this : In the case of
those to whom expense and time were no objcctt,
a unireriity education might be tho more deiir-
ablo for their aoni, but for the general bulk of
students, it would bo quite enough to hare to ac-
quire the special profeaiional education after leav-
ing school.

Mr. T. CiiATrsiLD Cl-^bkb said that what
struck him with respect to the cultivation of many
of the profeiaional men with whom he met wa«
that they were too specially educated ; that for
their earliest life they devoted themsalves very
actively to their profession, and allowing it to
engross their whole time, didn't leave themselves
that time for tlio cultivation of a general iiitt>rest

in politics, literature, and tho general iiiteresti

of society which they ought to do. This be
thought was a great want iu the profession, and
it was a great reason why so many of its members
were such bad men of business as they were.
He was in favour of a university education
where possible, as tho associations of college life

tended to widen i^ man's sympathies in a way
that was impossible to those brouKht up excln-'
sively from pupilage to clerkship, and from clerk-
ship to practice. The subject was a very large
one, and if taken on the ground of the education
of young architects, it presented a very much
wider field for discussion. He felt that tho edu-
cation of young architects at the present moment
was very deficient. However conscientious and
desirous an architect might bo of giving to his
pupil all the knowledge he could, the field of
education through bis office was not wide and
general enough ; it did not take in everything,
both artistic and practical, in a sufficiently syste-
matic way. He found the disadvantage himself
some years ago, and he saw it now with regard to
his own pupils. Classes and courses of lectures
were required to supplement the knowledge
obtained in the office. After commending tho
Architectural Art Classes now being formed, Mr.
Clarke said that tho Institution of Surveyors ought
to consider, in connection with the question
of profeisional education, whether they could
combine with the ohjscts of the Institution the
establishment of classes for the education of
young surveyors, on tho plan of those alluded to
for architects.

Mr. C. M. BiDWBLL, as a university man,
remarked that it should not be taken as a matter
of course that a university education could not be
of direct value in the professional education of a
surveyor. There was such a thing as a natural
science tripos at Cambridge, iu wliioh a man
could take degrees in chemistry, botany, geology,
and the other natural sciences of direct value to

tho surveyor as a professional man.
Mr. E. Ryde repeated what he had said on a

former occasion, namely—that, after all, expe-
rience wa! tho great thing which the surveyor
needed in order to succeed in his profession. He
contended that a university education was not
necessary to enable a man to hocome a surveyor,
and said that a good education in one of onr
public schools was all that need precede tho usual
system of pupilage and clerk»hi[i.

Mr. MENZIE3 was in favour of a university

education. All clai!ses at the present time were
considering the subject of education, and it

behoved surveyors, as a body, not to be behind
hand in such a matter. Surveyors were now
brought into contact with the highest minds in

the land, and he contended that a man of culture

would rather have to do with a surveyor whose
mind was somewhat on a level with his own.
Eveu supposing that a youu}; man entered on a
university curriculum, he would still have four or

five months in each year in which to give his

attention (0 his strictly professional education.

Mr. C. BiDWELL having made a few remarks
in support of Mr. Matthews' paper.

The Chaibman summed up the discossion.

After expressing regret at the absence of Mr.
Matthews (which was occasioned by illness), he
proceeded to ennmerate the different functions of

tho surveyor, and compared the views embodied
in the papers of Messrs. Sturge and Matthews,
arriving at the conclusion that a university cdn-
cation would enable a person who had it to enter

into active business as soon as, if not earlier than,

if he took any other course. Tho difference, he
thought, between the two systems was not one of

time ; the university course took considerably

more capital than if a yonth went through his

articles and then took a situation of jElOO a year.

Wherever the means were available, he agreed
with Mr. Matthews' plan ; at the same time, he
thought that the determination of either course
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THE NEW NG'S COLLEaE ROOF.
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mnst be Tery mnch inflnenced by the particular

cirCDmstancos of each individual.

The nsual vote of thanks to Mr. Matthews
having been passed, it was announced that the

next meeting of the Institution would be held on
Monday, the 2oth inst.

THE NEW KING'S COLLEGE ROOF.

THE above engraving illnstratcs the new
King's College roof, lately erected in place

of the one which came to grief a short time back.
Bot few particulars are needed, as the illustrations

almost explain themselves. Each of the girders

covers a space of 25ft. x 9ft. The breaking
weight is supposed to be in excess of 50 tons in

the centre, or from 9 to lOcwt. per superficial foot

all over. The girders are proved to 28 tons in the

middle, or 5cwt. per superficial foot for a
distributed load. The present load is 2001b. per
foot, without making any allowance for vacant
places where skylights are formed. As a crowd of

people closely packed will not add more than 90
to 1001b. per foot, it will be seen that ample
precautions have been taken. The root is

composed of 9in. brick arches, the spandrels filled

with concrete, and the whole covered with
Pyrimont Scyssell asphalte, now so generally
used, and with such good results (care being taken
to use the Pyrimont and not inferior asphaltes) in

roof construction. The work was carried out by
Messrs. Dines and Banderet. The old roof had
Btood for forty years, had often been covered with
sightseers, and in all probability, wonld have
remained intact but for the Embankment and
Railway works. Settlements are now to be seen
along the entire terrace in front of Somerset
House, leaning towards the river. It could well

be wished that the late accident may have
imparted some degree of caution to those charged
•with the conduct of these works, or fears may be
Tery reasonably entertained for the safety of other
Btmctnres—not excepting S. Paul's Cathedral
itself.

THE SniLDING NEWS SKETCH-BOOK.
No. xxm.

S. Maby's Chapel, Baenwell, Cambeidqe.

THIS old Norman building stands in a
meadow near where the famoua Stour-

bridge fair was held. It appears from the style
of its architecture to be of the time of Henry I.,

and consists of a nave and chancel, separated by
a rich chancel arch, some good doorways, and
mall windows with mouldings of very good
execution. The stringcourses are bold, and seem
to have had much care bestowed upon them

;

and the comers of the building are ornamented
by shafts with well-carved capitals. The wooden
roof is also well worthy of attention.
This chapel was for many years used as a stable,

and had to be propped up, but it has lately been
restored, through the exertions of a few gentle-
mea who could appreciate its value. J. R.

GIRDER

NEW WESLEYAN CHAPEL, ALSAGER,
CHESHIRE.

THIS chapel (with which it will be seen a school

is combined) occupies a commanding posi-

tion in the main road through the village. The
design which has boeu prepared by Mr. George

B. Ford, architect, Burslem, Staffordshire, is in

the Gothic style, the chief peculiarity being that

whilst strictly characteristic of that style, all

obstructions to sight or sound are obviated, which

in mediasval architecture are so prevalent. The
arrangement of plan is that of a parallelogram for

the chapel.

The materials used have been pressed red

bricks, relieved by brick bands of other colours,

and HoUington stone dressings. The inside

dimensions of the chapel, including portico,

vestibule, and vestry, but exclusive of school-room,

is 83ft. 6in., and the width, exchisive of buttresses,

is 38ft. 8in., and will accommodate 400 persons.

The main front of the chapel is divided into three

bays, the centre bay being carried up as a gable,

and the side bays being the gallery staircases, the

roofs of which are hipped. The main feature in

the front of the building is the entrance to the

portico, which is composed of stone arches finished

with moulded labels with carved bosses, resting

on three stone piers, having foliated caps and
moulded bases.

The centre arch of the porch entrance is

carried up in a pedimental form, and the spandrel

is filled in with carved foliage. In the upper
part of the gable is a four-light traceried window
with label mould round the arch. The gable is

finished with moulded stone coping, springing

from panelled and canopied knees, and terminat-

ing with saddle stone and iron vane. The stair-

cases, which are carried up in the side bays, form a

square on the plan and materially add to the good
effect of the front of the chapel ; they are finished

with hipped roots, springing from moulded brick

cornices, resting on panelled stone frieze, under
which is a moulded brick string. Each roof has

an iron vane. The staircases are lighted by lancet

windows, with small wheel windows over the

same.
The sides of the chapel are each divided into

five bays by buttresses projecting boldly from the

wall line and ascending in two set-offs, having
slopes of black brick, which will be of greater

duru 'ity than stone ; each bay contains a two-
light ». 'ow, with traceried head. At the east

end of the chapel, viz., behind the rostrum, is the

orchestra, semi-octangular in shape, and under-
neath this is the minister's vestry, and at the roar

of the vestry is the school -room for the accom-
modation of 100 children, the roof of which,
being lowest, is hipped and finished with an iron

vane. Above this roof rises that of the orchestra,

which is finished in the form of a gable. The
roof, which is 36ft. in span, is formed without
any horizontal tie, and whilst having a pleasing
effect, is so constructed as to prevent, as far as
possible, any reverberation of sound, and to afford,

by means of a very simple and inexpensive con-

jf—/4 x2—k

trivance of revolving shutters, a means of
thoroughly ventilating the building without
draughts.

The body of the chapel is approached from an
op«n portico, 7ft. wide, which leads into a vesti-

bule 6ft. wide, and in this vestibule are folding
doors, with swing hinges, so arranged as at all

times to prevent cold currents from communica-
tion with the interior of the building. From the
portico ascend staircases to the gallery.

The woodwork of the interior of the chapel is

of pitch pine and red deal,i stained and varnislied,

the pews and free seats being aiike made with
sloping backs. The rostrum, which is of a neat

design, is of pitch pine.

The floor of the chapel, both to the pews and
the aisles, slopes down from the vestibule to the

communion, thus affording to persons sitting the

most distant from the minister an uninterrupted
view. The windows are glazed with cathedral

tinted glass, the margins being of crimson
coloured glass, in leaded quarry lights. The
building is heated by hot water, and has been
erected by Mr. John Stringer, of Sandbach, under
the superintendence of the architect, at a cost of

£1900, including fencing. The total cost, in.

elusive of the land, however, is upwards of

£2300.

RO AL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT a special meeting of the Council held on
Monday, the 14th March, 1870, it was re-

solved " That ithaving been referred to this Council

to advise a member whether he is bound to com-
ply with a requisition to give up all the contract

plans and drawings of a building (to which ha

had acted as architect), and all other papers

necessary for affording a complete knowledge of

the building and of the works carried on in con-

nection therewith, the Council express their

most decided opinion that the rule and custom of

the profession is that all the drawings and papers

of an architect prepared for the purpose of erect-

ing a building are, and remain, the solo property

of the architect."

Peesentation Clock foe S. Saviotje'3,

Haverstock-HILL.—A lady and gentleman
have presented to S. Saviour's Church, Haver-
stock-hill, a church clock, in commemoration of a

deliverance from danger which occuixed last

autumn in the neighbourhood. It is executed in

polished oak, and stanJs 3ft. Gin. high, exclusive

of brackets and finial, and 3ft. wide at spiinging.

The ornaments are inlaid with brass, as also an

inscription plate at the base. It has been spe-

cially designed to suit the requirements and stylo

of the building, by T. W. Tobin, and the clock is

of the best description, machine made, by Streeter,

of Conduit-streetj
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BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

By Thomas Morris.

(Conthmed frompage 216.)

r> EVERTING to tho illustration on page

JX 233, one is reminded that Coventry

was an affluent and most picturesque city,

rich in its cathedral and other

foundations, and in buildings

where woodwork was applied

in a very ornamental way.

After tho destruction of the

cathedral by order of Henry
VIII., tho early monastic

works appear to have been to

some extent incorporated with

later constructions. Whether
the object under notice had
fulfilled any previous purpose

is unknown, but so far as

accounts reach, it is of later

origin than I supposed. Near
S. John's Church is Bablake

Hospital, founded in 1506,

by Thomas Bond, who had

been mayor in 1497. His

charity was included in the

dissolution of guilds in 1547,

but Edward VI. granted it in

the following year to the

bailifEa and commonalty of

the City. Half a century

later one Thomas Wheatley
became suddenly wealthy,

through the accidental con-

signment to hira from Spain

of a quantity of cochineal and
casks containing ingots of

silver, which the outbreak of

hostiliiies may have kept from
being reclaimed. He was by
this mean " enabled greatly to

oid a schoopfor boys, com-
menced by the municipality in

1556, and now admitting

seventy scholars, who are

clothed in th« costume of the

sixteenth century. Thus in a
fitting proportion Coventry
reflects the custom and use-

fulness of tho great metropolitan
establishment of Christ's Hospital.

The section is made through the

boys' living room.

It will be convenient here to

take another retrospective glance.

I should bo glad to see erased
from tho terminology of early
carpentry the words tie-leam and
trusg, in connection with it, as they
are calculated to engender false

impressions. When it is desired
to bridge a rivulet, the simplest
means of all is to throw a tree
from bank to bank. If the tree
be squared it becomes a beam,
but nobody in the world I suppose
would think of calling it a " tie-

beam." What would be its rela-
tion to the banks? It would
neither draw them together nor
push them asunder, but would
be a load, consisting of its own
weight, plus that of any object
upon it, and this weight the
banks would have to support. The
old word for a beam was summer,
equivalent to the Latin traies.

The Oxford Glossary adduces
from an indenture at Salisbury,
1445 " and every somr yn
brede XVI ynches." It is

obsolete, except in the com-
pound brest-summei; which indi-

cates a beam flush with the'
face of the work it sustains,'
and is familiar to us as the sup-j^

port for front walls over shops. Such beams, I

m other situations, are kaown as girders. They

'

are employed for their power to bear a cross

strain, and convey a load to supports under
their extremities. This is precisely the action

of beams in old roofs. At their middle stood

tho crown potfs, performing just the same
duties as at Nursted. An instance of this is

met with at Minster Church, in the Isle of
Thanet, my sketch of which is here engraved.
Minster belonged to S. Augustine's Abbey at

Interior of the Hall, Nursted Court, Kent.—(Described last week.)

archbishops concerning the place, but little

relative to tho building. In 117C, tho tcnanta
of tho halimot agreed to cop their corn and
pay tithes as amply as they had ever done
since the dedication of the Cliurch of S. Mary
of Menstre. (Ilaated). But tho present
building is evidently of tho thirteenth cen-
tury, and very similar forms exist at Barnwell,
Cambridge, engraved in le Keux's memorials,

and attributed to that date.
The beam was viewed as

something to build upon,
just as the stono arches were.
In the old Chapter House at

Ely, which was a square
room, there were four piers on
m inner square, from which
arches turned in each direc-

tion supported a flat coiling in

nine compartments (Bent-
ham's Ely). A tie intimates
a pulling, but the old carpen-
ters never knowingly subjected
timbers to a tensile force, and
tensile action is at the very
root of our modern notions of
a trtiss. That arches were
deemed the proper supports

for roofs may be seen in the
nave of S. Martin's, Leicester,

about 1350, and noticeable for

its fine mouldings. The
aisles also of that and many
other churches have archi-

form supports in wood, and
several are given in " Bran-
don's Roofs." It was as a
beam and not as a tie that

the foundation timbers of the

cathedral roofs were employed
nnd it is the only way to

justify their dimensions. It

was as struts to resist com-
pression by an outer force, and
not as braces to draw other

timbers together or suspend
them, that the several parts

of ancient roofs were applied.

It was the fact of the beam
being a foundation to build

upon that led to its being
dispensed with. "We find,"

Street observes, "that our
architects were constantly

their designs, with tho

Mr.
old

varying

object of improving the construc-

tion of their roofs, and very often

with a view to dispensing with the

horizontal tie-beam, which in

many cases was evidently felt to

be an eyesore."

To the desire for avoiding tho

horizontal beam and its depressing

effect, we are indebted for tho

most truly artistic examples of

carpentry ever displayed, and
wherever art has been promoted
there ought to be no miserly

consideration of cost. At Long
Stanton, near Cambridge, a church

with a total breadth of about

30ft. is divided into a nave some
14ft. in width, and side aisles.

There are four sets of rafter bases,

and tho usual level and raking

struts, but no tie. There was a

very ample quantity of material,

but it was openlyshown, and prob-

ably attracted deserved admiration

at the time of its erection. In

roofs that were wholly shut out

from observation by stone vault-

ing, " forests of timber " are

found, and the very exuberant

use is extolled by some architects

of tho present day, as evincing

skill and honesty not paralleled

in modern times ; but we
• -Mi-N^TEi;. (afg bound to reflect that what

Canterbury, and frequent notices may bo , was perfectly honest and even skilful in the

found of agreements between the abbots and | fourteenth century, would not disarm a casuist

THE C
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of the nineteenth, and the professional enthu-

siast who, without first ensuring tho con-

nivance of his employer, should expect credit

for connealing in the loft of some edifice an
enormous and unnecessary amount of fine

timber would be likely to find himself the

hopeless defendant in an action for damages.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION FOB
1871.

OUR readers are aware that efforts are

being made for the purpose of holding

an International Exhibition next year. We
suppose that tlie notion has not been taken up
very enthusiastically, as it has been necessary

to held what was called a conference to promote
the exhibition, at the Society of Arts, under
the presidency of his Royal Highness Prince
Christian, on Wednesday last. A respectable

sprinkling of first-class men attended, but for

anything that was suggested, the meeting
might not have been called. Whether the

speakers were overwhelmed with the presence
of a prince of the blood, or whether they said

nothing because they had nothing wortli

saying, we cannot tell. Certainly the whole
affair was flat, stale, and unprofitable. His
Royal Highness Prince Christian made a few
observations, which were certainly not dis-

tinguished for originality or eloquence. After
a few questions from Mr. George Godwin, Mr.
MDlais, and others, as to the financial prospects
of the undertaking, lighting one of the

picture galleries, and insurance of the pictures,

and a few rambling prosy remarks from
Professor Westmacott about nothing in par-
ticular, and sundry other remarks of the same
quality from Mr. S. C. Hall, which somewhat
smelt of the shop, tlie Lord Chancellor rose

and delivered a speech which contained two or

three good points. In fact, the Lord Chancellor
could not speak for ten minutes without say-
ing something worth listening to. The chief
point of his speech on this occasion, however,
was laudation of liis Royal Highness Prince
Christian, for deigning, in the plenitude of his

generosity, to preside over the meeting. To
speak plainly, as impartial and unprejudiced
ODseners, we could come to no other conclu-
sion than that the meeting was pretty much
of a farce. Either the meeting should not
have been called, or when it was called, some-
thing more should have been done. In saying
this, we are not influenced by any unfriendly
feeling. In fact it is quite the reverse. Now
it is decided to hold an International Exhibi-
tion next year, we wish to see it a great suc-
cess. It will not be, however, if opportunities

are trifled with, as was the case on ^Vednesday
last. We shall expect more satisfactory
things in future from Col. Scott and Air. Cole.

But to do a thing well, and particularly such
a thing as an International Exhibition, it is ne-
cefsary that the spirit and form of flunkeyism
should be put under foot.

OWENS COLLEGE, MANCHESTER.

THE design for the first portion of the new
buildings for Owens College la now com-

plete, and the works themselves will shortly com-
mence.
The site is abont a mile to the south of the

centre of Manchester, on the west side of Oxford-
road. It is bounded on the north by Coupland-
street, and on the south by Burlington-street. At
its east or Oxford-road end it is some 120 yards
in width.

The original idea was to make the buildings
snrronnd a large quadrangle, but this idea has
been modified, it being found that the cost of tho
work would exceed the means at the disposal of
the committee ; and it was considered by them
that the present requirements of the College
would be more conveniently met by the erection
of a compact range of buildings, with space
behind for less sightly, but not loss necessary
strnctnres, and in front for others of a mora
ornamental character, which will donbtlcss soon
be reqaired.

The design abont to bo carried out, and which
we have now to describe, has been brought to

maturity after long and careful consideration on
the part of the committee and professors, in con-

iuuction with their architect, Mr. Alfred Water-
house. The scheme consists of a main block of

varying width, and upwards of 300ft. in length,

set back about 200ft. from Oxford-road, and
ranning parallel with it. It is intended that this

should ultimately form the wostern side of a
quadrangle or court, 20Oft. in length by 100ft. in

widlh. The three other sides will not bo enclosed

at present, but when the entire scheme is c.irried

out, there will be a natural hbtory museum on
the south, a library, examination hall, and other

departments on the east (Oxford-road front),

where the chief architectural features would bo
introduced ; while to the north there would be
space for additional lecture and class rooms, or for

the medical school.

At tho rear of the main block is a large space
of irregular shape, averaging 200ft. in width, on
the south of which (Burlington-street sido), the

chemical laboratories will also be at ence

erected in a detached building, hereafter de-

scribed ; while on the north ample space will be

left for an extension of the laboratories, if

needed, for various subsidiary buildings, and
for a gymnasium.
The main block, containing as it does the

various lecture rooms, class rooms, Ac, has been
planned so as to secure the maximum of the three

essentials—light, quiet, and airiness. Wherever
possible the class rooms turn their back upon
Oxford-road, which is always busy and noisy,

while a wide corridor of communication runs
along the building on that side. On the base-

ment floor thii oorrirlor is unbroken. On the

upper floors it i3 cut in twain in the middle by
the library on the first floor, and by a large arts

class room on the ground floor.

This division of the corridors has been devised,

amongst other reasons, to prevent their being
used too freely for general traffic. Each half is

approached by a separate staircase, entered from
a porch on tho east side. On special occasions,

however, or whenever required, the whole of each
floor can be thrown en suite.

In arranging the accommodation one important
consideration has been kept constantly in yiew.
Inasmuch as the requirements of the College may
vary—one depiirtment needing an increase of

space, another requiring less, the rooms have
been so arranged as to be put to different uses, if

need be, without any structural alteration what-
ever being involved. As the full development of

the scheme is reserved for the future, some in-

genuity has had to be exercised to make tem-
porary provision for wants which will be more
adequately met, when the whole of the buildings
contemplated shall have been erected. Thus one
large arts class room, not required as such at pre-

sent, will be used as a temporary library. Another
large room, in the basementi, will form a tem-
porary dining-hall.

The slope of the ground has favoured the

arrangement of the basement story as planneii.

On the western side its floor is above the level of

the ground. On the eastern side the rooms will

look into areas 2Gft. wide, so that the story is

practically entirely above ground. On this floor

will be placed the engineering -workshops and
museums, tho students' temporary dining room
and common room, the natural philosophy work-
shops, rooms for students' boxes, lavatories, cloak
rooms, &c., &o.
The southern extremity of the building is

devoted on tho basement and ground floors to tho
chemical theatre, a room 6Ctt. by 40ft. The
professor's table is at the western end on the
level of the basement floor. Tho floor of the
theatre rises eastwards until it reaches the level

of Oxford-road. This room will be lit by windows
on the south and west sides, all fitted (as well as
those at the natural philosophy lecture room)
with iron shutters, to admit of the room being
darkened at pleasure.

The other principal rooms on the ground floor

will be the engineorinp drawing room and lec-

ture room, natural philosophy rooms, a largo
arts class room, w ith rising floor, tho board room,
and secretary's ofBee.

On the first floor there are throe large arts

class rooms, professors' roflms (which, for the
most part, are common rooms), tho temporary
natural history museum, temporary library,

students' reading room, and various small arts

class rooms.
There is considerable accommodation in the

roof, for which special uses will no doabt soon bo
fonnd.

The chemical laboratories in the separate
building already mentioned will form a block
95ft. square. There are two large laboratories,
placed side by sido, each of them 70ft. by yoft.,
and 22ft. in height. There are store rooms below,
and various subsidiary rooms adjoiniug the
laboratories.

Tho professor's private laboratory is so placed
as to command both the others, and there will bo
direct communication by a covered corridor
between this laboratory and the table in the lec-
ture theatre.

The dimensions of a few of the other rooms
and of tho floors may be interesting. Tho stories
will be, except in special parts, of the following
heights from floor to ceiling ;—Basement, 15ft. ;

ground floor, 17ft. ; first floor, 17ft. Cin. ; rooms
in the roof, 10ft. The chief exception is the
chemical theatre, which averages 28ft. in height,
and some of the large arts class rooms, which
have been made about 22ft. high, by a little

scheming iu the arrangement of the floors.

The four largo arts class rooms are of the fol-
lowing dimensions :—Oneof them, 40ft. by 45ft. ;

two, 40ft. by 33ft. ; and one, 31tt. by 35ft.—that
devoted temporarily to the library is 40ft. by 45ft.
The students' reading room is 34ft. by 33ft. ; the
engineering drawing room, 52ft. by 31ft. ; the
board room, 37ft. by 30ft.

There are in the buildings first to be erected
ninety rooms in all, of which the chemical depart-
ment takes twenty-eight ; natural philosophy,
nine ; arts class rooms, nine ; engineering, eight.

Special care has been bestowed in maturing the
scheme for warming aud ventilating the buildings.
Iu the sub-basement there will be hot water
boilers and a steam engine, the latter to drive a
fan for forcing fresh air (warmed in winter) into

the corridor and lecture theatre. In the ordinary
class rooms there will be openings for ventilation
above the doors, aud all the windows will be
double hung as sashes, with a light above hung
on pivots for summer ventilation, to open
diagonally, so as to throw the fresh air upwards
towards the oeiUng. •

The whole of tho rooms will be warmed by hot-
water pipes, but provision is made for the intro-

duction of fireplaces hereafter, if found desirable.

Fresh air is also brought into the rooms behind
the coils of hot-water pipes wherever practicable.

A special flue for the extraction of vitiated air

will be taken from tho ceiliug of each room into
largo shafts iu the roofs leading to ventilating
turrets, in which steam cones will accelerate the
draught.

Separate and particular arrangements have
been made for warming and ventilating the
chemical laboratories. A tower has been carried
up above the roof with largo arcadod openings on
each sido, behind which a cowl will work, always
presenting its mouth to the wind. This tower
will bring a constant and ample supply of fresh
air to the warming apparatus in tho basement of
the laboratory building. Tho smoke from this

apparatus will bo utilised for increasing tho
draught in the flue for tbe extraction of vitiated

air. Tho warming of tho laboratories will be
effected like that of the other parts of the build-
ings, but from their own separate apjiaratus.

The style of the buildings, as might be pre-
sumed, is Gothic, of a Collegiute and early type.

The walls will be faced throughout with York
stone, and the roofs covered with slate The
upper part of the central gable will be devoted to

a clock dial, and over the centre roof will rise a
lofty fleche to be used for purposes of ventilation.

A similar feature, but lower, will rise over the

chemical lecture theatre. Square headed windows
arc tho rnle, except in the corridors and stair-

cases, where they are pointed.

Internally, the most interesting architectural

features will doubtless be the staircases, which
are arranged in largo octagonal bays, i53ft. by
14ft., and cut off from the corridors by arcades of

double columns.
The floors of the buildings throughout will be

fireproof, on the Dennett-arch principle.

Railway Bhidoe oveb the Dnieper.—A
railway bridge which has just been completed
over the Dnieper, near Kiew, is one of the

greatest works of the kind iu the world, and is

said to bo the longest in Europe. It consists of

12 arches, and is 3503ft. in length. Captain
Von Struve, who built tho bridge, has been pro-

moted to the rank of colonel by the Emperor of

Russia, on the recommendation of the minister of

Public Works.
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COLOURS USED IN DECOBATION.*

Br AN Experienced Workman.

OF reds we have a still greater number, the

most useful of which are vermilions,

Indian red, burnt ochre, Venetian red, and
the cocliineal and madder lakes.

Vermilion is a sulphuret of mercury, which
is botli found in a native state and produced
artificially ; both are permanent coh)ura, and
vary in tint from dark rod to bright scarlet,

and are of immense value for all decorative

purposes ; they may be used pure or mixed with
white, both as oil and water colours, forming
innumerable gradations of tints of pink, which
harmonise well in combination with other
colours. Vermilion is much adulterated

;

the native vermilion of the Chinese is con-
sidered the purest. We were examining some
imitation vermilion the other day from a
French house, and we should have had much
difliculty in distinguishing the false from the
true except by actual use ; the price was less

than one half the cost of the pure colour, but
it is not permanent.

Indian rod is a peroxide of iron, a rich

dark red of a purple hue, with a powrerful

body, and very permanent when pure. Many
valuable tints of a muiTey and lakey tone
may be had from it by mixing with white
alone, useful for colouring large surfaces,

which harmonise well with other colours.

There is a pure, sweet tone in them, and an
absence of pretentiousness about them, which
cannot be got from any other colour. By
adding blue or black we get another series of
tints of warm or coal greys, as the red or the
blue predominates, all of which are indispensa-
ble to the decorative colourist. It is also
a useful colour for neutralising greens. Pure
tints of green can seldom be used on large I

surfaces in interior decoration, on account of
their exceeding brightness ; but if a little

Indian red is used with them a most valuable
set of tints may be made for wall surfaces,

and if the green is still further reduced by
adding black with the rod we have a still

more useful series of neutral tones for dining-
room and staircase walls. Indian rod is also

invaluable for using in the imitation of several
red marbles, and when used alone is a good
colour for many purposes ; mixed with black

j

we get chocolate.

Venetian red is a common rod ochre, useful
for mixing common colourn, and for ground
colours for graining mahogany upon.

j

Light red, or burnt Oxford ochre, is useful
for making many tints of flesh colour or
salmon colour. It also forma a good ground
for graining mahogany and other red woods
upon.

Of the lakes, the most useful for our pur-
poses are purple lake, crimson lake, and
Victoria lake, but unfortunatiily none of these
are permanent colours. The madder lakes
are all permanent colours ; rose madder, purple
madder and orange madder, are indispensable
in the painting of flowers, birds, and coloured
ornament, but are too expensive for common
use. This is to be regretted, they being the
only permanent transparent reds we have.
Both purple and crimson lakes are useful for
making a certain class of tints, but their
evanescent nature causes the decorator to be
very chary of using them, and it is better to
put up with a somewhat inferior colour than
to use one we know will shortly vanish.

Victoria lake is a rich, dark, transparent
colour of a peculiar tone, and is only useful
in the graining of mahogany or other red
woods, but for that purpose it has no equal.
The rose madder lakes vary in colour from
pure pink to the deepest rose colour, and are
the most beautiful and nearest to the natural
colour of the rose of any colours which have
yet been discovered ; all the other red lakes

* Concluded from page 251.

are poor in comparison ; where expense is not

a consideration, many beautiful and useful

tints for use in decorative colouring may bo

made, and for glazing in the painting of

flowers and ornament it is invaluable. Purple

madder is a rich deep purple, of good body,
durability, and transparency. It is useful for

glazing and for making tints of a beautiful

and pure purple hue ; its use in other respects

will be evident.

Of brown pigments we have a great number,
and as every warm colour mixed with black

will make a brown, we have an endles.s variety
;

but there is no necessity for mixing, as we
have so many ready for our use of all shades,

the principal of which for our purpose is

Vandyke brown, raw and burnt umber,
asphaltura, and black japan.

Vandyke brown is a species of bog earth of

a fine deep transparent brown colour and good
body, durable both in oil and water-colour,

but a bad drier in oil ; it must consequently

be forced when used in oil by adding sugar of

lead or other drier, or else used in varnish or

japanners' gold size ; when ground in water,

it is invaluable for imitating mahogany,
walnut, maple, rosewood, and other woods,

both in graining and glazing. We have also

used Vandyke brown with great success as a

wood stain for church work, as follows :

—

Let the Vandyke brown be ground fine in

water, then thin down to the required depth
of stain with water alone, and brush this

over the work. When it has stood a minute,

80 as to allow time for the colour to sink into

the pores of the wood, but not to dry, use a

damp rag or chamois leather, and wipe off as

much of the stain as you can. If this is done
properly, the wood will be left a clean even
stain, not showing any marks of the brush, as

is the case in many so-called stains. The
wood will then require two coats of clear size

in the usual way, and one or two coats of

varnish, as may be desirable.

Raw umber is of a deep yellowish-brown
colour, very useful for general work. In
mixing stone colours, and for making oil and
water-graining colours foroak and other woods,
Turkey umber is the best and richest umber
we have, and, when burnt, becomes of
a dark brown hue, almost as deep as Van-
dyke brown, but with a reddish tone. It

mixes well with white, both in oil and water,

and many warm rich tones of stone colour

and drabs may be made by adding a little

black. As a graining colour in oil for dark
oak it is invaluable. Burnt umber and Bruns-
wick green make many shades of good warm
brown colour, which may be varied by adding
black and red. Black japan is a very rich

brown varnish, principally made from as-

phaltum. Asphaltum is a valuable brown, but
is a bad drier, and has other bad properties,

therefore, we prefer to use black japan, which
is a good and quick drier. It may be used
as a black for many purposes, as when suffi-

cient body is laid on, it becomes a glossy jet

black, but we mention it here principally for

its value as a stain for deal or pitch pine in

church work, or wlionever the wood is loft

unpainted. The black japan only requires to

be thinned down with turpentine to the

required depth of stain and laid on the work
with an ordinary paint brush, taking caro to

lay it as even in colour as possible. The work
will then only require varnishing in the usual
way. If a darker colour is required, two coats

of the stain will effect this object. By this

system the use of size is avoided, which is

always objectionable, as it is liable to crack
the work, and sometimes peel off. Of blacks

we have a variety—ivory black, blue black,

lamp black, vegetable blaek, and a patent
black of recent introduction, we believe of

French manufacture ; it has the advantage
over ordinary blacks that it does not require

grinding, but may be mixed at once from the

powder with boiled oil, and dries well with-
out any driers being added to it. It is of a

jet black colour, and its introduction is a great

boon to tho trade.

Blue black is of great service for staining

whiting for whitening ceilings, and for use as a
graining or glazing colour in imitation of wal-

nut, rosewood, and other woods. Drop
black is a jet black, of great service either in

oil or water colour, and may be used with
advantage ground in turpentine, with a littlo

japanners' gold size added, just sufficient to

bind it. It will dry a dead black colour,

which, when varnished, will have a smooth
glassy surface, much smoother than if oil

black is used. Lamp black is principally used
for common painting. Ivory black and vege-

table black are only occasionally used, but are
of service for many purposes, which need not
be here specified.

It will be evident that the colours named
above are only a tithe of the number manu-
factured for the use of the painter and deco-
rator, but we believe them to be all that is

really essential in carrying out any style of
decorative colouring. For special works of a
high class the artist's colourman will furnish

every requisite.

NORTHERN ARCHITEOTURAL
STUDENTS' SOCIETY.

SINCE we noticed the formation of this society

in our journal of December 17th, 1869, the
members have not been idle, and have got their

arrangements into good working order. On the
date to which we have just referred we stated

that some of the students thought it desirable to

amalgamate with tho Northern Association, a
body consisting of the practising architects of the
district, and had given notice of motion to that
effect. That proposal was rejected by s large
majority at tho meeting held on Jan. 18th, 1870.
The Literary and Philosophical Society of New-
castlo-on-Tvne, with its customary kindness and
liberality, has granted to the Architectural Stu-
dents' Society tho use of one of its rooms as a
place of meeting. We have received a copy of

the rules of the society, from which it appears
that the means proposed to be taken to attain the

objects desired are the reading of essays and dis-

cussions upon thera, competitions in design and
Construction, and visits to old buildings, or new
ones cither completed or in course of erection.

In accordimce with these rules tho following

work has been done, in addition to the delivery

of tho inaugural address, which we previonsly

noticed

:

Jan. 18.—A paper on the " Studies of a Young
Architect," by Mr. W. S. Hicks, read
and discussed.

Feb. 1.—A paper on "Landscape Gardening,"
by Mr. W. Bedlington, read and
discussed.

Feb. 15.—A paper on " Decoration," by Mr. 0.
Hall, read and discnssed.

March 1.—A paper on " Villa Architactnre,"

by Mr. J. II. Morton, read and discussed.

March 15.—A paper on " Domestic Architec-
ture," by Mr. Joseph Oswald, road and
discussed.

March 26.—The first ont-door meeting of the

society held at Seaton Delaval Hall,

advantage being taken of the usual
Saturday half-holiday.

Seaton Delaval Hall is situated seven or eight

miles north of tho Tvne, and abont one mile frotn

the sea shore. It was erected at the begiiining of

the 18th century from the designs ot Sir John
Vanbrugh. It consists mainly of a centre and
two wings, forming three sides of a square, and is

construoled entirely of stone, which has now ac-

quired an excellent grey tint. A continnoug

arcade or cloister extending tho entire length of

each wing produces a fine effect. The style

adopted is, of course, that species of ItaUan
Renaissance which prevailed during the reign o£

Queen Anne. It is most skilfully treated ; the

fagades are noble and impressive, and the mass is

well " broken up" without deteriorating from its

grandeur. The great fault in the central portion

(_tlie Hall) is tho plainness and baldness of the

flink staircases as compared with the rest of the

building. The architect may possibly have ar-

ranged these intentionally in order to " throw
out" the other parts, but, if so, the attempt has

been carried too far. Lack of funds may, how-
ever, have compelled Vaubrugh to curtail his

ornament. The central building was almost gutted

by fire in 1822, and, with the exception of a new
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roof, no restoration has been made. Sufficient

remains, liowcver, to indicate the splendour wliich

must have characterised the interior ; for in-

stance, the marble floors, the massive fireplace in

the ({reat hall, the draped statuary, the ironwork

and painted decoration yet visible, and the oak
and mahogany panellingof the rooms. The entire

buildiu); may be described as massive, picturesque,

and varied in ontline, although a carelessness in

the management of details is here and there

visible. Within the grounds of the hall stands an
ancient church dating from the Norman period.

The chancel arches are very fine ond rich speci-

mens of that style ; indeed, the structure is one of

the most interesting examples of the Anglo-
Norman era extant in Northumberland. Church-
wardens hare been at work, alas ! here as else-

where, and have ceiled the nave with plaster, and
inserted a Decorated window in place of the

Norman east window, thus marring the effect of
the chancel. Some pieces of armour, together
with the tattered pennons and banners of the
Delavals, are hung up in the church, and two
etligies (one of a knight, the other of his ladye),
fill up the western angles of the nave.

The excursion to S-^aton Delaval will, it is

hoped, be the first of a long series.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Decoration of the Centbal Hall.—Mr.

A. Guest, on Friday last, asked the First Com-
missioner of Works whether, adverting to the

statement of the First Lord of the Treasury
respecting the diflicnlty of deciding on the com-
pletion of the decoration of the Central Hall,

it was the intention of the Government, before

coming to a conclusion, to consult the architect

of the Houses of Parliament, from whose designs

the works have been commenced.—Mr. Ayrton :

I have to observe that it would be quite pre-
mature to appoint any person to approve of

works until the Government have determined
to prosecute them.
Tag Arcuiteot or the HorsBS op Pae-

iTAMEST.—Mr. Tipping asked the First Commis-
sioner of Works if it was true that he had de-

manded of the architect the drawings of the

Houses of Parliament ; and if he was aware that
the Royal Institute of British Architects had de-
clared that such a demand was not in accordance
with professional custom, according to which such
drawings were the property of the architect.—Mr.
Ayrton : It is correct that I have asked Mr. Barry
to deposit in the office of the Board of Works cer-

tain plans prepared by him for the public service.

It is also correct—at least I have been so informed
—that certain architects have resolved that they
are entitled to keep plans that they have prepared
for other people who have paid for them. I have
referred all the papers to the usual legal advisers

of the board, in order to ascertain what the rights

of the Crown are.

House Tax.—Mr. Alderman Lawrence moved
on Tuesday " That the house tax is unequally and
unfairly assessed, imposes unnecessary restrictions

upon the construction of buildings specially

adapted for the working cla.sses, and ought to be
repealed." Sir Sydney Waterlow and the Cor-
poration of London, in erecting some houses for

the working classes, had had them built without
front doors, and on that account they escaped the

tax to which other buildings of the same class,

provided by Miss Coutts and the Trustees of the

Peabody Fund, were liable. It might be said that

9d. in the ponnd was a very small amount, but
the remission of that amount wonid be felt, and
the removal of the restrictions wonld be a great
relief. He wonld now take them to the baronial
residences and mansions of the rich, which were
scattered throughout the country. By the law
only an acre of land could ba taken as a curti-

lage of one of these houses, and it might happen
that there was no one ready to take a house of
that kind, and so it came to pass that houses
which had cost £200,000, £300,000, and even
£500,000, were rated at only £200, £300, or

£500 a year. He knew many instances of that

kind, but would refrain from mentioning them.
Two friends of his had each spent about £20,000
on a mansion, and one was rated at £60 and the
other at £«0 a year. Adjoining these was the
house of a noble proprietor who had jnst expen-
ded £100,000 on improvements of hi.'i mansion,
and it was rated at £100 a year. When they
compared this with the fact that the rooms of the
poor in the metropolis were rated to the full, he
said this case was unequal, unjust, and unfair.

Then this tax was not levied in Ireland, the Irish

people having succeeded in getting it abolished in

1822 ; and he could vouch that in Dublin people
were lodged much better than those of the same
class in England. But the middle class had a
grievance of their own in respect of this tax, for

while the large manufactory escaped, the small
manufactory had to pay if it formed part of the
hou5e. Then—and he wondered the teetotallers

had overlooked this—while private houses paid
9il., beer-shops and public-houses paid only 6d.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer considered that
the working classes were but lightly taxed. It

was true they did not pay income tax, and that
thcjr escaped taxes on luxuries ; bnt the bulk of
the indirect taxes—the taxes on spirits, tobacco,

malt, sugar, tea, and coffee-rwere paid by them.
—Mr. T. Collins seconded the motion.—Mr.
Stansfeld admitted the force with which his hon.
friend had discussed the subject, bnt thought that

his arguments had fallen far short of the sweep-
ing conclusion at wli ich he had arrived—namely,
the total repeal of the house-duty. The tax was
only imposed upon houses at and above the value

of £20 a year. He quite admitted that they

might have an improved mode of assessment, so

as to make the tax more just in its incidence.

The assessment for the house-duty was not nearly
so much as that for the window-duty, for which
it was a substitute. Ho did not deny that there

was some injustice and inequality pertaining to

the tax, but that attached to almost every assessed

tax, and he must show that this was an excep-
tional one in that respect. He could not antici-

pate the Budget, but on the whole he did not
regard this tax, which was after all one of the

fairest of direct taxes, as a bad one, nor could he
hold out much hope of its repeal.—Mr. Alderman
Lawrence then withdrew the motion, observing

that the answer of the minister was an admission
of the whole case, and he did not suppose that the

tax would long continue to exist.

The Wobks of the Serpentine.—Cap-
tain Dawson Darner asked the First Commis-
sioner of Works if, while the works of the Ser-

pentine are still in progress, it wonld not be fea-

sible, and even expedient, to take stops to render
the borders of the lake more picturesque, and to

do away with its tank-like and rigid outlines,

which extend up to Kensington-gardens bridge,

by throwing out promontories here and there, and,
if possible by creating an island, and as material

was now at hand the expense could not be very
great.—Mr. Ayrton said the contract for the works
of the Serpentine was made before he took charge
of the office he now had the honour to fill. When
his attention was called to the matter it un-
doubtedly appeared to him that the margin of the
Serpentine would be somewhat of a formal cha-
racter, and ho therefore requested the engineer,

as far as he could consistent with the contract,

to make it a little more ornamental. It was im-
possible to make any serious changes in the con-
tract without leading to a very large increase in

expense and to competition ; and therefore he
had not thought it advisable to re-open the con-
tract to that extent. With regard to the " mud "

that had been taken out and deposited in the

place from whence the gravel had been excavated,
he could assure the hon. gentleman that the sub-
ject had been very carefully considered by the

engineer, Mr. Fowler, before he recommended
that mode of carrying on the works. To remove
the mud would double the expen-e of the work,
which had already cost £3000 ; but there was no
reason to apprehend that it would in any way
prove injurious to health. As to the drainag?,

that had been carefully looked to and provided
for.

COMPETITION.
The New Lambeth Wobkhottsb. — Mr.

Henry Currey, of Norfolk-street, Strand, the pro-

fessional referee on the designs sent in in this

competition, has (according to the South London
Press) decided that the best designs, as regards

the several internal requirements, simple arrange-
ments, and consistent architectural character, are
those submitted by Mr. Robert Parris, Messrs.

Foulsham, Giles, and Biven, and Messrs. Tyler
and Ashdown ; the degrees of merit are indicated

bv the order in which the designs are named.
Mr. Parris i<, therefore, the architect selected,

and the two other firms will receive premiums.

The Hanging Committee of the forthcoming
Royal Academy Exhibition will consist of Messrs.

C. Landsccr, in the place of Mr. Sant (as formerly
announced), Hook, and Elmore.

ARCHITECTUR.\L rL.4.K3.

Anest Mr. Ayrton'i re|ilv on this sutijeft in the House of
Conimous, reported in our lint, Mr. E. .M. Barry writei to the
Times Hs follows :

—

" As I liavB offered to comply with Mr. Ayrton's request,
unusual thoush it be, to give him ray drawinjs which I have
prepared for tlie Government during au engiigement which
1ms no.v lasted ten years, I imajjine some error must have
occurred in reporting the ahove answer. It dcscrilies inaccu-
rately the demand that has been made upon me. the nature
and extent of which (and the peculiar circumstances under
which it has been preferred) will he apparent when the papers
which have been moved for ou the subject hare been laid
before Parliament. 1 may add that I a^ree with Dr. l*ercy
that arrangements should be made to furnish those in charge
of public buildings with all necessary information respecting
them."
The following is Dr. Percy's letter in the Tlmrs :—
" Sir,—You will learn from the reply of the First Commis-

sioner of Her Majesty's Works and Public Buildings to a
question put to hira in the House of Commons to-d'iy, that
the OfUce of Works is not in possession of plans showing the
details of the construction of the Houses of Parliament.
The want of such olans has caused great iHConvenienc'e and
expense, as the following facts will demonstrate. There are
not fewer than 2020 flues for the iulet and outlet of air in
that vast edifice: and in order properly to regulate the venti-
lation, it is essential that the direction of every flue should be
known. But without detailed plans it is impossible in many
cases to acquire that knowledge ; and there were no such
plans when I took charge of the warming and ventilating of
the Houses of Parliament. I therefore represented to the
then First Comntissiouer the necessity of supjilying the
deficiency; and, accordingly, an architectural draughtsman
was employed during two years for the purpose. It required
also the services of two men during a considerable portmu of
that time to explore the direction of the air-flues, and in some
instances it was not found practicable to do so. However,
correct plans of both Houses of Parliament, of all the com-
mittee-rooms, and some other parts of the building have been
prepared ; and nearly every air-flue has been numbered and
minutel/ described. Whatever custom may prevail among
architects respecting the ownership of plans, it is certainly
desirable that the Office of Works should be careful to secure
the possession of the working drawings of any public build-

ings which may hereafter be executed, especially of the pro-

posed New Law Conrts, in which there will be complicated
arrangements connected with ventilation.

"I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

"Houses of Parliament, March 31. JOHN PERCY."

iutldiitu Jiit<|lliigeiii[e.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

DiNaWALL.—A handsome new church for the
Free Church congregation, Dingwall (N.B.), is

now all but completed. The building, which was
designed by Mr. John Rhind, Inverness, is in the

Gothic style. The principal doorway has a
deeply moulded arch supported on clustered pil-

larcts. The window heads are ornamented with

'

geometrical tracery, and the windows which light

'

the galleries rise above the eaves and are
finished with gablets. On the north-east corner is

a spire, 115ft. in height, finished with an octagonal

:

Gothic pointed dome, which is crocketeil in
;

the anL'les. The church is to cost between £iO0O
and £5000.
HiNDON.—A neat little church is in coirse of

erection in the decayed old borough of Hindon,
in accordance with directions given by the late

Marqnis of Westminster, shortly before his fatal

illness. The foundation stone was laid recently

by Lady Theodora Grosvenor. Mr. T. If. Wyatt
is the architect, Mr. Miles, of Shaftesbury, being
the builder.

KiLcooK.—The new parish church, Kilcock,

Ireland, was consecrated by the Archbishop of :

Dublin on the 17th ult. It ha<i been erected at a
j

cost of about £2(X)0. The building, which is in

tlicstyle ofthe 13th century, consists of a nave and ,

apsidal chancel, measuring 05ft. by 20ft., robing .

room, south porch with detached round tower and
spire, the latter rising to a height of about 70ft.

from the ground. The nave is fitted with open
benches, and affords accommodation for one hun-

dred persons. Mr. J. E. Rogers, of Great Bruns-

wick-street, was the architect j Mr. H. Sharpe, of

Kells, the builder.

Selly Hill.—The foundation stone of a new
church at Solly Ilill, near Birmingham, wa-t laid

on Wednesday, the 31st ult. The now edifice,

which will be dedicated to S. Stephen, will seat

300 i)ersons. It will be nearly 112ft. long on the

ontside, and 30ft. wide ; and the roof, open to the

ridge, will rise to a height of nearly 45ft. The
building will consist of nave, chancel, vestry, organ

chamber, and tower and spire ; but there will be

no aisles. The roof will be an open-timbered one,

carried on trusses, without intermeiliata supports.

A lofty arch will divide the nave from the chancel,

the east end of which will be polygonal. The tower

and spire together will be about 100ft. in height

The spire is to be of timber, covered with slate

and lead, arranged in ornamental bands. At the

j unction of the tower and spire there will be four
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ptono pinnacles, with stone roof rniining back into

the spire. The clmrch is to be bnilt of stone, in

the English Gothic stylo. The dressings will be

of Bath stone, lined internally with tlie best

pressed bricks. The cost of the church will be

about £3000. The architects are Messrs, Martin
and Chamberlain, and tho builder Mr. Charles
Jones.

Weeley.—On Monday afternoon thofoacda-
tion stone of a new Wesleyan chapel was laid at

Wecley, Kssox. The chapel, which will seat 150
persons, has been contracted for by Mr. N. Saun-
ders, builder, Dcdham, at a cost of £308, .Mr.

John Lcanins, of Guildhall Chambers, London,
being the architect,

WiOKHAJi Mauket.—The parish church of
All Saints, Wickham Market, was reopened on
Friday week, after undergoing extensive restora-

tion. Exteraally, the restoration has been con-
fined to partly rebuilding tho east wall, rebuilding

the defective parts of tho walls of nave and
chancel, and restoring the stonework of doorways
and windows where needed. A new north aisle

has been added, and internally the church presents

a complete change of appearance. The south and
west galleries have been removed, and the old

pews supplanted by neat benches, with carved
poppy-heads. The organ is placed in the north
chancel aisle, and the chancel has been raised two
steps. Several of the windows have been filled

with stained glass, and the font restored and re-

moved to the entrance porch. Mr. C. E. Hake-
will was the architect, and the work has been
carried out by Mr. Henry Lnff, contractor, of

Ipswich, at a total cost of about £1400.

WoNEBSH.—A new carved Iccteni, in Spanish
oak, is about to be presented by a parishioner to

tho church of the Holy Trinity, Wonersh. It has
been executed by Mr. Ede, from a design supplied

by Mr, WooJyer, the well-known church archi-

tect.

BUILDINGS.

Abundel.—Arundel, in Sussex, seems to be in

a flourishing condition. There are many new
buildings in course of erection in the town, and
the influx of mechanics and labourers has been
very great. Messrs. Myers and Son, the contrac-
tors, have now about 100 men employed in the
town, and many more are expected to arrive
shortly. Great difficulty is experienced in finding
room for the workmen to sleep, and if their num-
ber materially increases, it is proposed to accom-
modate them at night in the workhouse, which is

at present empty.
Bolton.—At a meeting of the Bolton Town

Hall Committee, on Thursday week, a letter was
read from Mr. \V. Calder Marshall, the sculptor,

stating that his models for the tympanum were
now ready for tho approval of the committee. It

was resolved that a deputation of the committee
should come to Loudon to view the models in Mr.
Marshall's studio, and approve of the same on
behalf of the committee.
BotTRXEMOUTH.—The foundation stone of the

new wing to the National Sanatorium, Bourne-
mouth, will probably be laid in Easter week. The
new wiuL', which has been designed by Mr.
Arthur Blomfield, will cost about £4200, and will
accommodate 20 patients, besides containing do-
mestic offices and two dining halls.

Cambridge.—The foundation stone of the
new building for the Cambrilgo Young Men's
Christian Association was laid on Tuesday week
by Mr. W. Fowler, M.P. The building will con-
tain, on the basementj four large rooms (to be
used as committee rooms for the benefit societies

of the town, &c.) and a kitchen. On the ground
floor will be a library, reading-room, committee-
room, and conversation-room. The lecture-room,
60ft. by 32ft., will be on tho first-floor, and mil
be capable of seating 300 persons. The cost is

estimated at £4700. Mr. Loveday is the con-
tractor.

Smithfield.—The guardians of the City of
London Union are about to erect new and more
commodious offices than the existing ones in S.
Mary Axe. A site has been secured in Bartholo-
mew-close, Smithfield, at a cost of £11,000.

A GiOASTic Ga3 Pipe.—The subway in the
new street from Leman-strcet, Whitechapel, west-
Ward of the Commercial-road, leading to the docks,
being finished, application is about to be made to

the Metropolitan Board of Works to admit therein
a gas main, forty-eight inches in diameter

; pro-
bably one of the largest castings of the kind
bitheito maunfactored for sncb a piupose.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

[Wo do not hold ourselves rnspnnslblo for tho oplntont
of our corrennoiHloutH. Tiio Kditor resru-ctfully rc-
qucstH that all CDininuniciitions HhouUl be drawn up
aa briefly ns poKsible, as there are ninny ciaimautB
upon the Bpuce allotted to correspoudcuce.]

GOOD FRIDAY.
The next number of The Bcii.dino News will be pub-

lished on Thursday, the l-ltli inst., at the usual time.

Advertisers aud others are therefore respectfully requested

to forward all cooimuuiuations not later than 5 p.m. on

Weduesdu; next.

Received.—W. E. S.—H. B.— 11. J. A.—J. Faraday—
R. W. A.—Maw and Co.—T. W. C—C. H. B. H.-E. S.—
John Philips—J. P. S.—C. S,—C. B. A.—G. G. S.—T. T.—
P. and Sons-J. W. T. W. C—J. W. 11—T. P. L.—W. E.
andCo.-Rev. J. W.—A. P. U.—K. and Co.—M. and J. W.

W. Hague.—Respectfully declined.

W. H.—You don't send yuur name. We are not under an
obligation to insert every query sent us.

A. S.—Two other letters on " Architecture in the Birmingham
Exhibition" appear among the Currespoudence

O|0rrajjaii(l^ni[0,

(To the Editor of The Building News.)

NEW TEMPLE STREET.

SlE,—A fine opportunity now presents itself

for opening a new street through the Temple,
from S. Clement's Church to Blackfriars Bridge,

and thus relieving the overburdened traffic of

Fleet-street. This could be done at a very
trifling expense, as there is no property of any
consideration for which large compensation would
be required. And as regards the Temple itself,

that would bo easily disposed of, for there is no
right to compensation at all. The public are

very much in the dark as to the tenure of this

place. It is, in fact, national property, and does

not belong to tho Corporations of tho Inner and
Middle Temple, but is held by them from tho

Crown on payment of some insignificant sum of

£20 or about, as a reddendum or quit rent. The
nation has a right to resume the land and buildings

at any time, more especially as the trsstees have
entirely failed to fulfil the purposes for which it

was granted. The Temple is, in fact, in tho hands
of a set of self-appointed irresponsible men, called

Benchers, who receive enormous sums yearly

from the admission of barristers, and from the

rents of chambers in the Inn, not one
farthing of which is ever accounted for to those
who contribute the money ; but the funds of the

society are squandered away in giving extra-

vagant feasts to princes.'illustrious persons, and
their own personal friends. Surely, if ever an
abuse required looking into, it is the mismanage-
ment of the Inns of Court, and I only wonder
that the Minister of Finance has not long
since turned his attention to this subject. The
whole territory of the Temple might be sold, and
would easily produce one million sterling—a sum,
I dare say, very acceptable to Mr. Lowe.—I am,
Sir, &C. ElCHAED Pateekosteb.
March 31, 1870.

CONCRETE BUILDING.
Sib,—There have been several inquiries of

late in your journal as to the use of concrete for

cottage building, <tc. Some correspondents have
asked what method of construction to adopt in

order to ensure durability and economy iujtheir

work. With your permission I will give a few
particnlars of two systems of concrete bnilding

—

viz., constructing with solid blocks of concrete,

and constructing with an apparatus. An erec-

tion by the former method, now fifteen years old,

is to bo seen under Windmill Hill, Gravesend.
and is well worth inspection. The building

named has proved the durability and the economy
of that mode of construction. I would ask, has

anyone had such experience in constructing

concrete buildings by means of an apparatus to

say that that method is the 5ound03t and most
durable ? In the latter kind of construction,

muny builders cover the exterior surfaces of the

walls with plaster, in order to hide the rough
honeycombed appearance of the walla as they

emerge from the apparatus. This plaster coat-

ing, owing to its bad quality or some other

reason, is frequently to be seen peeling and

dropping off, haying a moat wretched appear-

ance, and leaving the rough surface of tho wall
exposed. In tho method first nimed in this

letter, the solid blocks retain the original smooth
surface given them in the moulds, and are as

hard and as durable as when first put np, if not
more so. To say nothing of tho better appear-
ance of this mode of construction, the expense of
material and labour in coating the walls reared
by an apparatus is saved. In constructing build-
ings in concrete by either of the systems named,
it would be advisable to have reliable informa-
tion on the following points ;—What cement to

nso for coating the e-xteriors of walls ; what
canses the facing to fall off after a time ; what is

the cause of what arc called fire-cracks—is it

through the expansion and contraction caused by
the heat of the sun ? In a house I erected at
Northfleet, these cracks appeared in parts not
exposed to the sun, and I incline to tue belief

that coaling concrete buildings with cement
is wrong, which, with your permission, I will

proceed to show at some future time, and I

will also explain what I find to bo the best and
simplest method of preparing and using the
concrete for constructive purposes.—I am. Sir, &o,,

Northfleet. W. May, Jun.

architecture at ITHE BIRMINGHAM SPRINQ
EXHIBITION.

SiK,—I have pemsed the letter of " T. G." with no little

astonishment, and with your permission would like to make
a few observations upon it.

In the first place, by what authority does "T. G." cast

a slur on tlie West Bromwich School Committee? Can he
for a moment suppose their choice was dictated hv caprice
and favouritism, and that therefore there baa been improper
influence used in appointing Mr. Bindley ?

In the second place, why does "T. G." indulge in such a
laudatory panegyric (is he ironical ?) on Mr. Proud's design
for cottages, although it may be a "superior production,"
showing a " pleasing specimen of domestic Gothic !" I would
not deny but it may be a very creditable production for a
young architect ; at the same time tiiia " pleasing specimen,"
though " gained by simple,(very) means," does not evince a
latent Wykeham or Pagin.

I should advise Mr. Proud to make one of the great living

(not provincial) architects bis model.
Then (having left the " pleasing specimen," 8tc.), "T. G."

rushes full tilt at Mr. J. S. Davis, whom he treats, afl if

" stirred up with envy (and revenge)," to a most unmerciful
and unmerited disparagement. If " T. G. understood poly-

chromy as well as lie seems architectural criticism, I think he
would not detract frim the merits'.of a7J(Ji»^ire^edos for being
rendered in " flaming " tints, it being impossihle to be in too

bright colours, for the following reasons, viz., whenever a
coloured reredos is used it is in nearly, I might say every
case, bec^.use the wall it is to be done on is incapable of

having a window inserted (as we often see in modern town
churc les) ; therefore the light admitted from the sides or top
falls in au obli(^ue direction on the mural painting, making a
brilliant tone of colour a sine qua non.

But "T. G." reaches the acme of absurdity, and "out-
Ilerods Herod" when he says art has been neglected among
the numerous architeclB of Birmingham; supposing this

true to some extent, who have we to thank for it but those

pseudo architects who fritter away their own and their readers*

time in unreasoning platitudes?— I am, &c.,

"Mens Sibi Conscia Recti."
Edgbaston.

Sia,—A correspondent, who signs himself " T. G.," thinks
proper to write a criticism on the architectural drawings
exhibited in this town, ^s he speaks ex catkedrd I presume
he is an architect (for none but the most conceited amateur
would venture to teach architects their business, as if they,

as a body, were totally indifferent to the well-being of art,

and only followed it from a love of gain). He characterises

the exhibition as " a feeble one," and to this I make no objec-

tion. He then implies that some unfair and improper
iulluence was brought to bear on the committee appointing

Mr. Bindley architect for the West Bromwich schools. This
is a most unjust insinuation, and wo'ild naturally lead people

to suppose that your correspondent was an unsuccessful

competitor. He, however, recovers his good humour when he
alludes to Mr. Frond's design for cottages, which I am
informed is in the " Domestic Gy^/tii^" Jstyle of architecture

But will our dehghtfulty vague critic explain this ambiguous
deiinition ? as he is probably aware three periods of Gothic

were in vogue in the Afiddle Ages, and there is a further one
denominated Victorian. My reredos, he says, is njlamittg

piece of composition ; therefore I am really surprised that it

was allowed to enter the building at all, and still more so

that it is hung in immediate proximity to a pheasant and
other game. In that brilliant negative style so much affected

by " small beer " writers, " T . G." says " I cannot be com -

plimented on any great success." Does he mean that I

cannot be complimented at all, or that I am " condemned with

faint praise?" I shall not offer any apology for my figure

drawing; though, as your correspondent cuts such a sorry

figure in frint, I think I may be pardoned for a failure in

draviitg.

Your correspondent wishes that " some local architect would

deliver a course of lectures on architecture." But as he

himself must be an architect (juilging from the general tenor

ofI«& remarks), it seems extraordinary that he has not already

taken the initiative, and instructed those architects "who
have neglected their art." but have at the same time adorned

and beautified this andother towns.—I am, &c.,

John Statua.ic Davis,

11, Temple-atrect, Birmingham, April 2, 1870.

EXTERNAL FACINGS AND DRESSINGS.

Sir,—In reply to the letter from "J. C," permit me to say

we have from time to time executed orders for glazed bricks

forexternal purposes, though in London, where such a

material it moit required, only in one ijutuce, ud that by
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&Toar, the oluecUoa belnc the glued surface. If this can be

OTcreaoiet the difficulty or i dirtj imoked front can be sur-

MKMWtod, vmA the only way to do bo ii to adopt such bricks,

a»d the olgMtion will then be found to exist only in

the iugciutioa. If the fronts erected in the Ili^h-street

%t Poole, beside* the house fronts in the other parts of the

eoantry. eouM be aeen, we are convinced they would be

approred. and the objection to the glazed surface would hsTe

no weight. It has never to our knowiedjte been noticed as a

fault. The natural colour of the cUt of the neighbourhood is

a light buff, but we made several cofours. Our price for the

bufl was £9 per 1000 at the works, and as 2000 would

frequently be sufficient for a front in a street, the additional

cost, after deducting the cost of ordinary faced bricks, or of

cement and paint, would increase the first cost of the building

say JEIO or £12, wbile if compared with cement and periodical

painting, they would be found the cheapest material in

the end.

We tried many descriptions of surface, but are of opinion

that the glaze niust be as vitreousss possible, and any modifi-

ficatian which renders it dull wilt not have the effect. If

not smooth the dirt will lodge and adhere, and is not easily

washed by the rain. If your correspoadent will call at our
London office in St. Martin's-lane, we should be glad to give

him any further information, and show him what specimens
we have, ^ough through the imaginary difficulty of the glaze

we were unable to effect sales to an extent that would make
it worth our while to continue to manufacture that descrip-

tion of goods as at llrst. Light reflection is not felt to be an
objection in the East, where the rays of the sun are much
more powerful, and where they arc not subdued by passing

through clouds of fog and smoke to the same extent as in

London. We are. and always have been, of opinion, that any
increase in the reflection of the sun would be a great deside-

ratum here in the favour of glazed bricks, not only in London,
but anvwhere la our frequently sunless and humid climate.

—

Yours, 'Slc., The Ajlchitkctukal Pottkri Co.,

Poole, Donet.

Jnicr^t0mmuui([atian,

QUESTIONS.
n823.1-CiST IRON STANCHIONS, H SECTION.-
should feel much obliged if any correspondent could supply

me with a formula for ascertaining the sectional area of an H
section stanchion, the height ofwliichis 12fc. and the work-
ing load 30 tons ; also the proper proportion of web to flanges,

and, tice tersa, the dimensions of the metal being given, a

formula to ascertain either the crushing weight or safe load.

-J.S.

prerents the change in appearance in the same way as a
coat of paint would, but if I understand his question aright,

be wishes to keep the colour of the facings and not cover

them.—A. B.

C1810.]-BUEAKING WEIGHTOFCAST-IHON BEAM.—
In answer to this question I enclose the requisite formula,

taking for granted that the bottom flange of the beam is lin.

thick:—W = breaking weight of beam in tons; a = area of

bottom flange ; d = depth of beam ; L = bearing of beam in

inches; c = constant.

c X a X d 26 X 9 X 121 3

W = = = 17 tons 8—cwt,

L 163 14

F. A. II.

[1811.]—SIZE OE PANEL.—Let ABC Dbe the panel of

whidi it is desired to obtain one containing half the area and

ri82l.}—BETAINING WALLS.—In an article upon " Re-
taining Wails " in Vol. XIV. of Building News, p. 286, you
gave the following reduced equation for finding the thick-

I of wall when in equth brium :

—

/^ tang.

Should it not have been—

* = */
^HaxTtangT^i^

S
In comparing the former equation with that given by

"J. S." in Vol. XV., p. 833, I found they would not agree,
whilst the latter and "J. S's. " gave the same results. Will
jon,Sir, or *' J. S.,"be kind enough to say which is right,
as it makes a considerable difference in the thlc knesi of
walls ?—A WoEKiNo Mah .

him in station. He neither understands drawing nor verbal
orders, and I have often left him after an hour's talking with
the melancholy conviction that I had not snccecded in
putting one single idea into his stupid head. The result is I
am obliged to be my own clerk of the works, attend the
works iilmost ditiiy, give my orders direct to the foremen, and
with my own hands do tlie setlingout, measuring, and book-
keeping ; this too on a contract of many thouaauda.- Akchi-
T«CT.

[1825.]- TERRA GOTTA—I shall feel greatly obliged to
any reader of Thk Building Nkws who can and will inform
me if, in the mannfacture of terra cotta works for building,
snch as bas-reliefs, medallions, moulded strings, and such
like, itjbc necessary absolutely to cast such in moulds pre-
viously prepared from models, or whether they can be
modelled in the wet clay and burnt straight away from the
modeller's stool ; or refer me to some reliable work on the
subject, in which I can read the full details of the manufac-
ture.—J. P.

retaining the same proportion. Produce AB to E, making
B E equal to half A B. find centre of A E at F, with K as

centre describe semicircle AGE. extend B D, cutting semi-

circle at G, with U as centre describe arc G H, erect a per-

pendicular at H, cutting diagonal C B at J. Draw J K
parallel to A B. The figure J K 11 B will be half the area

of A B C D and of the same proportion. This rule will

apply to any proportion by extending the aide A B as much as

it IS proposed to reduce the panel, say one half, one third,

one fourth, Ifcc, and working as above.—W. P.

[18! S.]—CONSTANTS OF LABOUR.—The question put

by "Quericus" at first appears rather difficult to answer,

and it is rather extraordinary that the " constants of labour
"

were not more lucidly defined by the author of the pocket-

book referred to. The following explanation will answer the

question of your correspondent. From the data given he

desires to know the value of the labour only of a rod of

brickwork, and of a foot super of Portland stone tooling. The
general conditions may be thus expressed;—Let T equal the

time in days or decimals of days occupied by the workman in

performing the unit of work ; let W equal liis wages per day,

and C the cost of the labour only of the same unit cif work.

Then we shall have the general equation C = T x W. Let

us apply this practically to the cases given by "Quericus."

First, for the rod of brickwork. The value of T, which

includes the time of both bricklayer and labourer, is 3 5, and

that of W or their united wages is 10 4 shillings. Therefore

the value of the labour only of a rod of brickwork will be in

this instance equal to 3 5 x 104 = 3640 = £1 16s. 5d.

Similarly, for the second question C - 013 x 6*66 - 0865
shillings, = 10^. The term*' constants" is employed to point

out that however the wages may vary, a good workman will

always do practically a "constant " amount of work in the

same time, which ia quite true. The value of the labour

depends, therefore, upon two quantities, one a constant and

the other a variable. Of course in deducing the " constants
"

an average was taken, and not the performance of an extra-

ordinarily good workman.

—

Conteactoe.

STAINED GLASS.
BuNGAT.—A. painted memorial chancel window has just

been completed at S. Mary's church, Bungay. The window
consists of four lights, divided by a stone transom, thus
making eight compartmeuta ; in the centre of each of the
lower U)ur is a medallion containing a subject from the his-

tory of our Lord, painted by Messrs. Barlee, of London. The
four upper compartments, painted by Messrs. Powell, of
London, contain figures of angels playing on musical instrn-

mentss
Nayland.—The east window of Nayland church, Suffolk ,

has just been fiUed with stained glass by Messrs. Baillie and
Mayer, of London. Tlie window is Decorated in style, an d
contains five lower comp;irtmeut3 with tracery lights. In the
centre opening are two groups under canopies, one of which
is " The Trial of S. Stephen," and the other " The Stoning
of S. Steplien." The four side openings each contain a group
in medallion shape on geometrical and mosaic backgrounds
enclosed within borders of purple and green dowers. The
CTOups on the north side are " The Nativity " and " Christ

Bearing the Cross ;" on the leftside " The Entombment"
and " The Ascension."
Hemel Hempstead, Bucks.—A stained glass window

has been fixed in Great Gadclesclon Cliurch, Uemcl Hemp-
stead, in memory of the late Mrs. Moore Halaey, lady of the
manor, containing tlie subject of Dorcas feeding the hungry,

and other acta ot charity, the death of Dorcas, and S. Peter

raising Dorcas to life, under rich canopies, with angels on
pedestals. The window was designed and executed by W.
Holland and Son, Stained Glass Works, Warwick.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &C.

BuNHiLL FiELD3.~Mr, H. T. Helyer, architect, of Bourne-
mouth, has been entrusted with the design of a propnsod
monument to Mrs. Susannah Wesley, mother of the Rev.

John Wesley, in Bunhill Fields Burial ground.

[1826.]- CEMENT OR WOOD SKIRTINGS. — Wliich
makes the best skirting, cement or wood, as regards dura-
baity.cost.aM:.?—T. &. H.

[1814.}—HEDGES AND DITCHES.-The allowance for

the width of the ditch, as all surveyors know, varies with the

local custom, which must be ascertained in tlie locality.

With respect to the other part of the question, your neighbour

may fill up his ditch as high as he likes, so long as lie does

not reach the level of any of your " lights." '•" i'" 'i""" *'"«

he is in the wrong box.—A. K.
If he docs this

REPLIES.
[1805.]-?LUM3EES' WORK.— "Zoff." two or three

weeks sgo, asked some questions on plumbers* work, whicli I

will endeavour ts answer:—!. Use of service box—Is to

regulate the use of water to W.C. ; if to a slate cistern, it

would probably be fixed with red lead, or screwed.—2. Width
of lead for covering rolls in lead
flats. The lead at the rolls in

,
good work is forued thus : One

W^M^^^^^, sheet laps about batf-way over
"^^^^^^^^^^^^^ the roll, and the other passes

right over the whole and returns again on to the flat,

snd is there soldered down.—3. Close copper nailing where
desirable. Cjpper nailing is desirable wherever 2 sheets of

lead lap over earh other, and are exposed to any rubbing, as

in a wood sink covered with lead the edges would be close

copper nailed.—4. Soldered dots—how used— what distance

apart. Tliey are generally used on ro<ifs, as in the covering

of a dormer, where the lead is exposed to the action of the

lun, soldered dots would bs used at the lup-

Sing; the distance apart would be regulated

y circumstances. I believe plumbers take

J
ride in making a good ^soldered dot.—5.

(lints in lead cisterns—how effected. The
lead -work for cisterns is cut out as above : the

sides arc then folded up, some being made a

little longer than others to give a lap; the junctions are

then soldered.—-6. Best bed for stonework inspires. Hori-

zontal on square with the rake, &c. Horizontal beds for

ordinary spires would make sound work, with plain joints

properly doweUed.—W, W.

rieoe.l-PRESERVATION OF BED FACING BRICKS-—^ f. %." shooid have been told that the " patent process
*'

[Igie.]—RIGHT OF LIGHT. — Certainly; provided the

privilege or riglit is made available before the expiration of

the second life after the granting of it. No one who suc-

ceeded to the property could, for instance, cause a liouae that

had been built in accordance with the grant to be jmlled

down. When a person succeeds to property he is bound to

take it with all its liabilities, so long as they are legal.—

Clexs.

[1819.1-INTERFERENCE WITH CLERK OF WORKS.
—In reply to "Pupil," let me first explain the position

of a clerk of the works, us his question nroves that he is

quite at sea upon the subject. A clerK of the works is

the person employed by an architect to see that his orders

are carried out by the contractor during his absence and to

report to him immediately upon any inferior material being

brought upon the works. In " Intercommunication " of 'l^W\

September, 18«9, Mr. Morris very clearly and properly

deacribea the duties of a clerk of the works. The question

of *' Pupil " appears to me to be whether it ia legal for a master

to cancel the orders of his servant, or to give inatructiong to

other persons 'without his servant's consent? The question

thus stated needs no reply. It is certainly cuatomary for

architects to save themselves trouble by transmitting their

orders through the clerk of the works, but where they find

that through the stupidity of the latter this increases in-

stead of diminishes their trouble, the usual method ia to

get quit of the clerk of the works at once. Latterly, how-

ever, it has become the custom of local boards to appoint the

clerk of the works. I am myself now suffering from the

effect of this system. My clerk of the works was selected

from amongst 50 applicants, amongst whom were merchants'

clerks, shopmen, and broken down tradesmen of the locality.

Very shortly I tound him most grossly ignorant of everytliing

his position required him to know, and his handwriting and

spelling were something wonderful to see. I can only ascribe

his election to a wise look and a happy knack of pulling his

forelock ia the moit profound manner to every pereou above

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Penehyn.—In a report en the sanitary condition of Pen-
rhyn, Dr. Thome says the present drainage works are not

only insuflicient but structurally incapable of carrying awav
all the sewage. Several of tlie main drains, all of which
empty themselves into the estuary of the river, are rudely

constructed of loose stones, and many of the street gulljr

holes are blocked up.

Beidpdht. —Dr. Buchanan has been sent down to Brid-

port to examine into the alleged non-execution of needful

sanitary worki there. He was sent down m consequence of a
memorial addressed to the Privy Council by one of the

members of the local board. The memorial stated that there

had been fatal typhoid fever casca, and that the water was
polluted. It appears from Dr. Buchanan's report that the

place is in the same condition as it was in 18G4. In that

year it was reported that tlie place was in as bad a state as

it possibly could be—bad sewers, bad drains, bad water, bad
paving, masses of putrid matter lying about and poisoning

the air with their exhalations being some of the characteris-

tica of the place.

Clitheboe.—At the last meeting of the Clitheroe Local
Board of Health the following resolutions were passed :—
"That the Local Board apply to the Chief Conatable of Lan-
casliire to give directions for the police statisned in the

borough to act as inspectors of nuisances, together with tlio

borough surveyor, to enforce and carry out llic Local Govern-
ment Act, 1858, and Sanitary Act of 1866, within the

borough." " Tliat the Local Board be desired to obtain the

beat possible advice as to dealing with the sewage of tlie

town, especially with a view to remedy the state of Mearley
Brook."
Dealing with Sewage by Irrigation.—It must be

enc^mraging to the advocates of this system of dealing with

sewage to note that lately a Committee of the House of Com-
mons decided, in the case of the Blackburn Corporation, in

favour of irrigation as the proper method of disposing of the

sewage of a town. On Tuesday week another Committee of

the same House decided in favour of the same system in the

case ol Reading. In each of these instancea the proposal to

irrigate was strongly opposed ; hence the advocates of the

system may especially congratulate themselves on the result.

#«![ ®f ([(J
%M%

imi^Presentation to Dr. Zerffi.—An illun

nated address was delivered to Dr. G. G.Zcrfli,

on the 31st o£ March, by the students of the

Birkbeck Literary and Scientific Institution.

Tlie address on vellnra is a real masterpiece ;
the

richness of the boarder surpasses anything pro-

duced in later times in this style of medi;Kval writ-

iug. Design varies with design, and ia still har-

moniously kept together by tbo soft tints of the

rich colours so as to form one artistic whole. Mr.

A. G. Clayton, the artist, has ornamented the

nine shields of the boarder witli antediluvian ani-

mals : pterodactyls, ammonites, ichthyosauri,

protoplasms, labyrinthodons, and mastodons,

crowned with buttirflies, spiders, squirrels, rabliits,

and frogs. The initials are serpents and dragons.

The body of the address, written iu black letters,
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expresses the gratitude of the students of tlie Phy-
sical Geograpby and Universal History Classes to

the Doctor for the care with which ho dcliTcrs his

lectures in order to promote a taste for the higher

branches of science.

Abtists' Benevolent Fund.—The Glstan-
niYcrsiiry festival of this institution was celebrated

by a dinner at the Freemasons' Tavern on Satur-

day. Viscount Enfield, M.P., presided. The
Chairman, in giving the toast of the evening,

stated that since the formation of the fund

£30,812 had been distributed in relieving

widows and orphans of British artists. During
the past year 52 widows had received annuities

from the fond, and three orphans had received

gratnities. Among the subscribers to the

fund were several crowned heads, including

the Queen, the Emperor of Russia, and the King
of Prussia, and in looking down the list of

benefactors he saw the names of men illustrious

in arts, literature, politics, science, and commerce.
Mr. G. Godwin, in proposing " The Societies con-
nected with the Fine Arts," expressed his opinion

that in England young artists had not the same
opportunities of obtaining the technical and mani-
pulative knowledge of the painter's ort as in

Franco, where they were admitted to the studios of

painters of eminence, and saw them at work. The
result was that on the continent an artist began
his career where in England he too frequently

left off. He should be glad to see our English
artists opening their studios to young students

more freely. Among the other toasts were, " The
President and Members of the Artists' Annuity
Fund," proposed by Captain Dighton, and " The
Artists' General Benevolent Institution," given
by Mr. C. J. Dimond. Mr. Lambton Young, the

secretary, read a list of subscriptions, amounting
to upwards of £450. Among the donors was her
Majesty the Queen, the announcement of whoso
annual subscription of 100 guineas was received

with great applause.

The SlIEl'HEBDESS-WALK Impbovement.—
The Metropolitan Board of Works having pur-

chased (as previously announced in The BUILD-
ING News) a large portion of the ground ad-

joining S. Luke's Workhouse, City-road, for the
purpose of widening Shepherdess-walk, work-
men commenced on Tuesday last pulling down the
boundary wall, and removing the old materials,

so that in a week or two this long-delayed im-
provement will be completed, and the carriage

thoronghfaro from Essex-road, Islington, to the

city, by way of Packington-street, thrown open
to the public. It has been suggested that the

whole of Shepherdess-walk, from tlie canal bridge

to th« City-road, should be called Dodd-street, or

Contractor-street, as the improvement is owing,
in a great measure, to the untiring exertions of

Mr. Henry Dodd, the well-known contractor,

FOEMATION OP A CeNTBAL SCHOOL OP
Art foe Dbbby.—A Central School of Art has

i been formed at the Derby Mechanics' Institution,

in connection with the Science and Art Depart-
ment, South Kensington. An influential local

i committee has been formed, and Mr. T. C. Sim-
mondi has been appointed head master.

The bridge over the Dee, forming part of the via-

duct which supports tlic Chester and Holyhead line,

is about to be entirely reconstructed.

A meeting was held in Glasgow on Wednesday
week, when it was resolved to form an association to

be called the "Glasgow Institute of Fine Arts," and
ofBce-bearcrs were appointed to make arrangements
for its incorporation.

Tenders for the erection of the new Small Debts
Courts for Durham have been sent in, and the build-

ing will shortly be commenced. The site is at the

end of Elvet Bridge,
The Corporation of Winchester are about to erect

a new town-hall.
Mr. G. Doman h.as been re-elected as surveyor of

highways to the Basingstoke vestry, and his salary
has been raised from £20 to £30 per annum.
A new organ is in course of construction for Eling

Church, Hants.
The ifoundiition stone of the new workhouse at

Woolwich was laid on Saturday last.

The South Eastern Kailway Company is about to

proceed with the construction of the new line from
Greenwich to Woolwich. The company is prepared
to receive ten<lers for the construction of the line

from Charlton to East (ireenwich.
The memorial stone of new National Schools at

Bickington, Devon, was laid last week.

Sir Francis Crossley has offered to give £10,000
towards the erection of a new infirmary at Halifax,

on condition that the existing building shall be
retained xi a convalescent ward.
The surveyor to the Taunton Local Board of

Health has given notice of his resignation of hia

office after June 24.

The restoration of the west front of Wells Cathe-
dral has commenced.
The Church of S. Thomas, Salisbury, is to be

restored, at an estimated cost of £1500.
It is in contemplation to restore the Lady Chapel

at Chichester Cathedral, as a memorial of the late

Bishop, Dr. Gilbert.

A numerously-signed memorial to the Dean and
Chapter of Exeter is being prepared, praying them
not to adopt the plans suggested for the restoration

of the Cathedral, but to open the nave to the choir

for public worship.

The rebuilding of S. Michael's Church, Otterton,
Devon, was commenced last week.
The new carriage-drive and promenade at Black-

pool is nearly completed. Mr. Sykes is tlie engineer
of the work.
A new organ was opened at S. Paul's Church,

Astley Bridge, Lancashire, o n Sunday week. It has
been built by Messrs. Bowes and Co., of Manchester,
and cost £200.

It is proposed to erect a new dispensarj-, with
hospital attached, at Berwick.
The corner stojie of a cottage infirmary was laid

at Stanley, near Wakefield, last week.
The building at present used as the London Stock

E.xchange is about to be considerably enlarged,

Mr. E. M. Barry WTOte to the Pall Mall Gazette
on Monday last as follows:—"Sir,— I have seen a
paragraph in your paper stating that I had made an
estimate for new dining-rooms for the Houses of
Parliament to cost £24,000. I shall feel obliged if

you will allow me to state that I have made no such
estimate."

The joiners of Barnsley have struck work against
a demand of the masters for one hour per day more
labour.

THE TIMBER TRADE REVIEW.

IF there has been any alteration during the
past week it has been in the shape of slightly

increased prices for some description of goods.
At present, pending the fresh importations, it

will be found that merchants are rather unde-
cided in their quotations. For instance, we know
of a bona fide sale being effected of first quality

mill-sawn Archangel yellow 3x9 deals, at

£14 10s. per Petersburg standard, and also know
that precisely the same description of goods can
be had at £12 lOs. Again, best Onega yellow
have been lately sold at £15, and in another part
of the town they can be had (taking an outside
price) at £14. One of our principal importers
asks £13 lOs. for 3 X 7 Petersburg yellow, and
£10 for 3X7 and 2i X 7 Wyburg yellow, but
even taking into consideration the scarcity of

yellow battens, the price varies very much from
other offers made during the week for 3 X 1

1

and 3 X 9 of similar descriptions. There is

always this uncertainty about prices at this time
of the year, importers naturally wishing to bring
their coming cargoes to a rising market, and con-
sumers as naturally wishing to buy cheaply.

Hence it is quite possible that individuals may
have had offers, or have effected purchases at a
little less or more than quoted in our price list, but
alter a careful comparison of information derived
from authentic sonrees, it may be taken as repre-

senting the state of the market as accurately as it

can be ascertained. The stock at the docks seems
much lower than we have seen it at a similar

period of year, for some time past, and the prin-

cipal private timber yards do not seem to be at

all overstocked. There seems also to ba an im-
provement in tne general quality o( the remaining
goods. The stock of square timber seems very
small.

Now that the Easter holidays are approaching,
when the South Kensington Museum will be
crowded with sight-seers, it may not bo un-
important to call the attention of those interested

in such matters to the different kinds of wood
which meet one at every turn, manufactured into

different articles of furniture. For instance, the

magnificent cabinet of satin wood, with plaques

of Wedgwood ware, is worthy of especial study,

both from the richness of the material and the

excellence of design and workmanship. It con-

trasts curiously in its brightness with the carved

walnut cabinet and mirror which stands near it.

The various ancient chests and cabinets of oak,

cypress, chtsnnt, baywood, cedar, &c., are all

interesting studies, both to the timber merchant

and the cabinet maker, and there may be also seen

what perhaps few persons have noticed, that is a
small specimen of ivy wood.
The stained deal school desks are also worthy

of notice, but one specimen of desk of pitch pine
polished, made bv Sidebotham and Co., of
Manchester, is well worth going to see, ag it
shows what pitch pine is capable of.

With reference to price lists, we will give a word
of caution. Beware how yon aroguided by lists af
prices taken from country papers. These are almost
always supplied by a timber merchant known
to the proprietors, and who consequently has an
interest in keeping prices op. He is wailed upon
once a week with the provio us week's slip for any
alterations he may wish to make, and curiously
enough, seldom if ever records a fall in the [)ric6 of
any article ; being quite unlike the bakers, who
forget to tell us when broid has risen, but never
fail to placard their window when it ia "down
again."

DEFINITIONS OF FORCES BROUGHT TO BEARUPOS
TlMBEft, kc, AND OTHEa REMA&KS.

Tbisibull gives ttie propertits of timber u follovt—m.,
tresa, strain, itraiaing force, strength, stifTness. ftexare or
deflection, extension, cohesire force, elastic force, and modulos
of elasticity.

1. Sxaess is the force cicited in the matarial, or that power
which, being appUed externally, cndearours to produce
fracture.

2. Stbain ia the effect produced by the streii or itraininc
force.

3. SraAmiwo force—same n "itress."
i. Stbkhoth—that is, that property of bodies by which

they resist breakage or fracture.

6. Stiffness ia that property of bodies by which they
resist bending or flexure.

6. FLUxuaE oa Ukflectiopc is the space throngb which
a body is bent by means of the stress or strainiuf force.

7. ExTEKSioH is the quantity by which the length of a
body is augmented when drawn in the direction of its fibres.

8. Coilr,sivE FoECB is that property by which bodjet
resist the separation of their parts, and is measured by tho
force or weight that would tear them asunder.

9. Elastic Fokci is that property by which bodies
endeavour to recover their original state when the straining
force iswithdrawn.

10. The Uooulus of Eluticitt is the measure of tht
elastic force.

UTEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED

IN CONSTRIJCTIOIf.

TIVBBB. Dat7 Is. porloftd ; DnwlMok. !•.

Teak lo^d
Quebec, red pine ••••

., yellow pine..
St. John, N.B, yellow
Quebec oftk

„ birch
,, elm

DanUic oak
fir

Memel flr

Riga
Swedish
Masts, Queb. red pine

„ yollow pine ..

Lathwood, Dant fm.
St P'barg.

Deals, prC., 12ft by 3
by y 111. duty 28, per
load, drawback 2s.

Quebec, white spruce
St, John,white Bpruce
Yellow pine, par re-
duced C

Canada, Ist quality. •

9nd do
ArchaDf*l> 7flUow ••

5 15 6 5
3 16 415

« 17
i
3 10
4 b
4

6

IJ 17 10

la 16

18 19
la 13

10 10 13 10

St, Petermbnrar. y«l-'

Finland
Memel
Qothenburg, rellow

,, white ••

Gefle, yellow
Soderham
Christiania, per C.,

IS ft. by 3 by 9 in.

yellow
Floorinjf Boards, per

sq. of liu., first yel.

First white
Second qnftlltles ••.
POUICK Sto.VB pr tn

OILS, Stc
Seal, pale . . per ton
Sperm body
Cod
Whale, 8th Sea. pale
OUre. Gallipoli
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun
Palm, fine
Linseed
Rapeseed, Eng. pale.

.

Cottonseed

II 11
6 10 8 •
7 9
7 10 9 IS

9 10 10
8 9 10

10 IS 10

7 6 10
7 9 6
6 7
6 8

43
91
3a 10
39
5$ 59
46
40 10
31 »
44 10

31 37

Metals.
LBADr—

Pig, ForeisTi per ton H 7

„ EnffliRh, W.B. do. 19 10

„ TifadCo. do. 19 5

,, Otherbrauds do. 19 15

ShcfltMilled do. 19 5
Shot, Patent do. 22

Red or minium do. SO IC

LitharBo, WB do.

Whitodry ^^ ^ ^

,, grooudlnoU >.•••< ...•.••• do. 33

19
19 10

COPPEU :—

British—eako and Ingot per ton

Best Selected do.

Sheet do.

Bottoms do.

Austrftlian do.

Spanish Cake cash

Chili Biirs .>

rcffuod in^ot

70
71 73 e
76 79
78
71 74 10

66
69 10

TeL Metal Sheathing & Hods per Ibi 04 fil

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUINO- WEEK.
TUKSDAY.—Tnatitution of Civil Engineers. IXiCuasion oa

Mr. Seaforth's paper " On the Dressings of Lead
Ores ;" also papar on " Railway Rolling Stock,"

by Mr. R P. Williams. 8.

Wedkisday.— Civil and Mechanical Engineers* Society

,

"The Pacific Railroad," by Mr. Arthur Tvrrell.

7.30.

„ Geolopical Society. 8.

Satl'&day.—Associated Arts Institute. Exhibitian of

Sketches. Discussion Thesis—'* That Truo Art
must be Conventional." 8.15.
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WAOK3 MOVEMENT.
Tta Nni« Hosms Movmtxr in tu« Bcn.Draa T»iD«.

—* mettiDK of the delegates from the carpenters'and joinen

•ociet.csmrartherallce of the above movement «ras held at

the DukeofYork Tavern, Lambeth, on Saturday evening, Mr.

SiBClaic in the chair. Several new delenatea handed in their

miJiliitielB The chairman said he was glad to find the

noremenk was steadilv progressinit. lie nomted out the

idrantagtes which would accrue to the trade by the adoption

of the nine hours. «nd thoujtht the present time, when m
inanT of their fellow working men were walking idly

about the streets, while oihers were working systematic

overtime, most oppirtune for effecting a reduction m
the hours of labour. The deleeates then gave in their

report*, which proved the rapid progress of the move-

ment Puring uie past week district meetings had been

held at Brixton, Chelsea, Paddiiigton. Fiusbury, Marylcbouc,

and Kinc's-cross, and the new coile of working rules has been

well nenred at each meeting After the t ransaction of pro-

TiBCul bsuineas, and appointing deputations to attend the

dieiriet meetings to take place during the ensuing week, the

proceedings concluded with a vote of thanks to the chairman.

Tbe aicgrente meeting will be held shortly after l^astcr, it

being the desire of tlie delegates to bring the movement to a

•ncccssful close as early as possible, feeling that prolonged

agitation would do more h arm than good.

TEXDERS.
BtTHXALGaiES.—For addition to infirmary at thcBcthnal

Green Workhouse, fir the guardians of Bethnal-green. Wm.
Mundy, architect. Quantities supplied ;—

R. Cook -saTes

Lathey,Bros «70
A. Borton 23*0

Higgs „ S247

Sti:;;^^::;:::::::::::;::::::;::::::::::::::::lSS

Hill, Keddell, and Waldram - 2150

BUckmore and Morley « SIS*

Capps and Ritso **<)

Oarmd SW4
King and Sons »»»
Wicks, Bangs, and Co 1990

Brown and sons 1*50
Boo.voR.—For contract No. S, Bognor sea defences, Sussex.

Mr. Arthur Smith, engineer. Quantities supplied by Mr.

G. W. Ranwell, 3, Westminster Chamhers :—
Green ^I™
Mills jno
Vickers and Crane **«2

Bushby 8257

Goble.. «?34
Hayter «TO
Mfintn ««»
Quick 2019

Biackmore ^^^
Harries (accepted) 1807

CiTT.— For new hall and premises in Noble-street, City,

for the Coachmakers' Conipanv. Mr. Fred. Chancellor, archi-

tect. Pinner's Hall, Old Broad-street. Quantities supplied

by Messrs. Karslake and Mortimer :—
Downs £1795
Hill and Sons 4697
Turner and Sons ^fiSS

Maeey «39
Brass ««
Cooper and Cullum 4328

Henshaw 428.1

Conder 4268
Coles and Son 4('38

Browne and Robinson 3963

Crabb and Vaughau 3512

Chilmsfoid.—For alterations at Springfieid llall, near

Chelmsford, for W. J. Beadel, Esq. Mr. Fred. Chancellor,

architect:— -..^
Brown £1700
Gardner IfiSO

East SnEKU.ScRRET.—For villaresidenoe. Mr. E. Ingress

Bell, architect. Q>iantit{es by Mr. James Gandy :—
.Sharpington and Cole £1800
Adamson and Son (accepted) 1723

KsSKX.- For new farm buildings at Little Braxted Ilall,

Essex, for Chas. Ducane, Esq. Mr. Fred. Chancellor, archi-

Saunders - £1800

Gardner 1 790

Brown 17»0

GxKAT Walthait.—For new church and parsonage house,

Forth-end, Great Waltham, Essex. Mr. Fred Chancellor,

architect;—
Church. Parsonage.

Brown £2400 £1318

lUsuAK.— For new farm buildings at Parsonage farm,

Ilenham, Essex, for J. Baxcndale, Esq. Mr. Fred. Chan-

cellor, architect :—
Daviesand Ratcliff £1299
Glasscock 1253

Cole 1090

KNUTsyoKD.—For eight model cottages of six rooms each,

at Knutsford, Cheshire, for the Knutsford Freehold Building

Committee. Mr. Sherwin, architect. Qaan'iiies supplied:—
Cottages. Boundary walls, &c.

Ellis £863 1 11
-• -- -

Massey 850
Whiteman 81S 9 4
Cardwell 781 17 6
Borton (accepted)*... 700 n

• Being £95 per cottage, including fitting grates, &c., and

OQtbnildings. Competition designs were advertised for, the

architects' limit being £100 per cottage.

LiTTLCTow.—For additional training stables, for II.Goater,

Esq , at Littleton, Hants. Mr. A. Bedborough, architect.

Quantities by Messrs. Curtiss and Son :

—

Grace and Hawkins £800
Fielder 750
Stevens 683

Sanders, Southampton (accepted) 676

LoHDOK.— For alterations at 51, S. Martin's lane, W.C,
orMcMfs. Ilaywird and Co. Mr. W. F. Potter, architect :—

Mokes and Gill £«9
Watson, Brothers .330

Perkins 295
Hammer 239 10
HoBOor (wceptcd) 153

London.—For rebuilding Nog. 66. 67, and 68. Margaret-
street, and No. 113, Great Tichflcld-strcet. Mr. W. A.
Baker, architect. Quantities estimated by Messrs. Richard-

son and Waghorn :

—

Hyde (accepted) f-l-iSO

Uartlgbone.—For the erection of the " Bedford Arms"
Tavern. South-street, Marylebone. Mr. W. A. Baker, archi-

tect. Quantities furnished by Messrs. Kichardson and Wag-
horn :

—

Mitchell £2177
Manlev and Rogers 1900
Hill, Keddell. and Waldram 1850
Phillips and Son 1849
Brown 1747

Browne uud Robinson 1<>70

Hyde 16C9

Pbkstos.—For new class room to the parish church
school Myrcs, Vecvers, and Myrcs, architects :

—

Alston £190
Heallicotc IM
Gillett (accepted) 170

Pbkston.—For public house and shops. Church-street.

Myrcs, Veevers, and Mjrefl, architects :

—

Jackson £689
Tomtinson 643
Walker 640
Turner 639
Brown Brothers 6:i0 17

Huntington 826
Hull 618 U
Haine Brothers 616 18

Clayton 014 10

Cowell and Clayton (accepted) 604
Bed Hill, SrnaEY.-For a villa at Bed Hill, for F. Cam-

pion, Esq. Mr. J. Lee8,!architect:

—

Cook £1621
Nightingale 1480
Hooper 1337
Baguley (acrepted) 1375

Soi'Tii Hackney.- For ChristChurch, Mr.W. Wigsinton,
architect:

—

Hill and Co £5538
Howard 5488
Killby 5431
Ennor 6110
Dove, Bros 4945
Aifordand Whillier 4876

SuTTO^—For the erection of three houses, workshop, and
gateway for Mrs. Hoare, in West-street, Sutton, Surrey. Mr.
Sparrow Harrison, architect. Quantities supplied:

—

Martin £957
Keal 897
Maeers (accepted) 860

Terli.ng.— For house and Ijuildings.lIlingerBFarm, Terling,

Essex, for the Right Hon. Lord Raylcigb. Mr. Fred Chan-
cellor, architect :

—

House. Buildings.

Gardner £935
Saunders £925 885
Brown 880 860

Teblino.—For new dairy, Terling, Essex, for the Right

Hon. Lord Rayleigh. Mr. Fred. Chancellor, architect:—
Saunders £460
Brown 440

with brick foundation on two sides of the ground of the
Inlirinary of Greenwich Hospital. Kemball Cook, secretary,
SO.King William-street, E.C.
KiNGSTON-upoN-HuLL Local BoABn or Health, April

21.—For the construction of about a.VH) yards in length of
brick sewers, and other works. C. S . Todd, clerk to the board,
Hull.
Evesham, May 3.—For the restoration of S. Marv's Church,

Chclmswickham. Rev. J. Hartley, Chelmswickliam, near
Broadway.
Halifax, April 30.—For the erection of a Unitarian chapel.

William Bakewell, architect, 12, East-parade, Leeds.
Stourbridge, April 14.—For the erection of a corn ware-

house, stables, &c., for Wra. 0. Firinstone, Esq. Thomas
Smith, architect, the Mount, Stourbr idge.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randell, Saunder s, and Company, Limited,

Quarrynicn and Stone Mercliauts, BiitU. List of
Prices at the Quarries and Doi)5t3 ; al-*o Cost for
Transit to any part of the Unitoil Kingdom, furnished
on applicatiou to

BATH STOXE OFFICE,
[Advt.] Coraham, Wilts.

PiRTNERS UPS BISSOLTED,
Metcalfe aad Co., Chowbeut, eugincers—Putcrson and Co.

Birmingliain, engineers—Oiven and Martin, Biahopsgate-
street-without, brassfoundera and gasfitters— J. and J. lluiffor,

Manchester, builders—Parker and Holdsworth, Calverley,
Yorkshire, joiners—Booth and Grittitlis, Kingsland-road,
atoneniaaons—Dowsou and Co., Princes-wliarf, Commercial-
road, Lambeth, limber merchants—Bayley and West, Coven-
try, painters and glaziers— GiUibraud kiid Harrison, Black-
burn, joiners.

£115 16 5

110
109 18 «
126 18 R
113 6

COMPETITION.
Bradford Abattoir Company, Limttf.d,—Extension of

time to 2nd May.—Plans, &c., of a slaughter-house, cattle

sheds, and all necessary appurtenances to a slaughter-house

p'roposcdto be built at Holtou Bridge; also plans for an hotel

and outbuildings, adjoining to BoUon-road, and near to the

proposed slaujihter-house. The directors will give £,--10 for

the best, and £10 for the second beat set of plans. Messrs.

Dixon and Ilindle. Land Agents, &c., Kirkgate, Bradford.

Manchester, May 30.—For abattoirs anda carcase market.

The following premiums will be awarded:—-.One of £150, one

of £100, and one of £75. Joseph Ueron, Town Clerk, Town
Hall, Manchester.

CONTMCTS OPEN FOR BUILDINfl

ESTIMATES.
WoELE Church, Somerset, April U.—For the general

restoration and re-seating of the parish ch irch of Worle, near

Weaton-Super-Mare. John ^'o^ton, Esq., Architect, 24, Old

Bond-street, London, W.

Fawsley, April 11.—For the erection of farm buildings, on

the Fawsley Estate, Northamptonshire. Mr. Waters, Kstute

Office, Fawsley, near Uaveutry.

Maccleskield, April 11.—Cheshire New County Asylum.

—For the erectiou of gas works, steam engine, aud other

engineering works. Robert Griffiths, architect, Martiu-

Btreet, Stafford.

SiTTiNGBouESE WATERWORKS. April 18.—Contract No.
1.—For erecting an engine and boiler liouae and other works

at KeycoH-hili, near Sittingbourne. Contract No. 2.—Tiie
supply and erection of a etciim engine, boiler, feed pumps,

and gear. Contract No. 3.—To supply and fix a set of three-

throw pumps, on the vertical principle. W. J. Harris, Clerk

to the said Committee, fittinghourue.

Parish ok S. Pancras. — Lkavksden Woodsidk
Schools, April U. —Contract No. 3.—For supplying and
erecting duplicnte engines, boilers, and pumps for lifUng

water from a well about 180ft. deep itito a tank about 75ft. high,

and for other works. Contract No. 4.—For sui)plying and

erecting a cast-iron water tank on a tower about 75ft. high,

witli all necessary pipes, vahcs, and other fittings. Daniel

Fildew, clerk. Clerk's offices, Vestry Uall, S. Pancraa, N. W.

Camuridob, May 6.—For the erection of a corn exchange,

in Wheeler-8'rcetand Corn Exchange-street. Edmoud Foster,

town clerk, Cambridge.

Lkwishau District, April 13.—For the sewerage, job-

bing wor'is, and iron works, road scrapings, collection of dust

and rubbish, and horse hire. Samuel Edwards, clerk to the

board, Grove-place, Lcwishani, SE.

Snakk.sbeook, April 13.— For the erection of an addi-

tional wing and infirmary to the Seamen's Orphan Asylum at

Soaresbroiik. R. W. Hackwood, Secretary.

.Barrow-in-Fl:r.\ess, April 18—For the erection and
completion of a steam corn mill. William Thomas Uauclarke,

secretary, Barrow-in-Furnesa.

London. April U.—Committee of the Seamen's Hospital.—

For the erection ot an iron railing, on a Portland atone curb.

jguilding Land to Let.

—

AT ROKHAMPTON, SntltEY, for detached and •cml-deUchtd
Villas ; also a few sites for shopK on Earl Hpencer'a Ki'tnte.

AT MILVERTON. KEaU LI!AMIKCJT0N, for detached VilU
rGsidcnccs on Enrl Warwick's Kstiitp.

AT ASHKOUD, NKAR WINDSOR, adioininfi: the ttatlon, for
Villa rosidenocs on Qenoral Brownrigg'sEawte.
AT WEST HAM, ESSEX, close to the Stratford and Stratford

Bridge stations of the G. E. Railwaj, suitable for sinall property ;

alKO some very advantageous frontages with wharfage, suitable
for maniifactnring premises, on the Rat. H. R. Rokcby's Estate
FOR SALE, about 12 acres of Building Land adjoining Wkndft-

worth Common.
Apply to MoMn. Bceston, Son, and Brcreton, Architeeis and

SnrTcyorH, !7, Orosvonor Uan»ion8. Victoria-street, Weatnunstcr.

'Po Builders and others.—Land
for the ERECTION of hoiiROs. shops and hotel," adjoining

Rudbnrv-stfttion, on the Lontlon and North Western Railway, TJ
BE SOLT> or let on lease for 99 yoarK, Advances made U) respect-

able builders.— Apply to view the estate to Mr. Watchorn. near tho
station, or Mr. S. Hickson, 9, King's-road. Bodford-row, W.C.

(^rystal Palace Company.—To
^^ Builders and others.—Crystal Palace Estate.—The Crystal
Palace Company are prepared to lot on building leases for a term
of B9 yp^ir.t, certain porliona of thfir freehold property abutting
upon the Pi'ttite-road, Thickw*od-rn ad, Anerley-road, and Palace-
road. Plans and conditions maybe socn on application to John
Norton, Esq., Architect, 24, Old Bond-street, W., or to Mr. Hart,
Accountant, Crystal Palace, Sydenham, S.E

C)ity of London.—To be Sold
^^ or Lot, on building lease, an Important FREEHOLD PRO-
PERTY, compriNiug a BRpcrfifinl are.a of over 7OD0ft., with good
frontage to a lending thorouglifare, three mltiatos' walk from tho
Bank of England. The ground is suitable for the erection of a
large offlc*, building warehouse, wholesale and retail ba.-4ltiess pre-
mises, and for any purpose reniiirlng space and publicity witlilu the
groat centre of commerce.—Plan and particulars may be obtained
of Mcasrs- St. Qulntin andNotley. Survfvr.'t. 'iT.Knyn X Kxchanse.

"Rarlow Kails.—Wanted sutti-
cient second-hand Barlow Ralls fof liijht sertlnn and in good

condition), to lay down 200 yards of tramway.—Send price and sco-

tion to Pictfir and Sons, Box, Wilts. ^^
Tmportant to Buildersand Others. '

-A large quantity of PAPIER MACHE CENTRE FLOWERS
to he SOLD, a bargaiu, the manufacture boin^ rclin'iui.shoil—
Apply to Wm. Dyer and Co., Woolwich-road, near Greenwich Union.

Joiner's Bench.—To be Sold,
cheap, in consequence of the space being required, a Sawing,

Grooving, Rabetting, and Tennoning Bench fitted with 30in. Kip
Saw and Drunken Saw, price £'2*i only.—Sweetser and Wadman,
Wood Machinists, 9. Essex-road, Islington (near Agricultural Hall)

T^ure Water.-The latest patented
-*-

Cistern Filter in general use Is tho SELF-CLEANING
C-TIARCOAL CISTKRN FILTER, a great improyement ; filed in

July last by FREDERICK LTFSCOMBE andCO., Temple Bar, who
are fixing more flltersinto cisterns than all other filter makers put
together. Prospectus free.

ly/Tr. H. C. Bunkell has applica-
lions for all kinds of Sooiirities and Invostments,

Noticea of I'.statea, Land or Honsoa to bo Let or hold are Is-

aorted in his monthly register, and extensively circiiliiti^d free

of charno. Commission (only upon hushiess efTo^Sr" I Ixfld

and moderate, Applioatious and piirticiMitra jupi nn^osied lo
be forwarded to his .\iictiou, Limdanu i-ataca Otllcos.SO, Ktng-
Btreet. <:hBap«lde . K.C.

1 ohn Gosnell a,nd Co.'s Cherry
TOOTH PASTK is greatly superior to any tooth powder,

gives the teeth a pearl-like whiteness, protects tho enamel from
decay, and imparts a pleasing fragrance to the breath.

Angol-pasaago, 93, Upiwr Thanios-street, Londjon^

A ttractive Novelties.—Professor
•^ '*~ Popper's Lecture Entertainment. "On the last Now and
Wonderful Ghost Effects, and other Optical Hofourccs of iho

Polvterhnlc," The Romantic Tale of HIP VAN WINKLE,
with Extraordinary Dioramic and Spectral Scenes. TIi -t'-ry

narrated by Mr. Ward. — Vocalist. Miss Pe-WHon ; and tho

nevr Music by Mr. Frewln. Horr Shalkenb.Tch, and Baud

—

American Organ daily.—Profesttor Pepp<>r's Annual Course "On
Astronomy and Sprctrum Analysis" Wednusdaya at S-HO and
Saturd..y8 at .1, duvi.r- Lanf. at the ROVAL POLYTECHNIC.
Open from U to .'* and 7 till I ). Admlasion to the whole la.

out or Rheumatism is quickly
relicTod and cured in n few days by that celebrated

Medicine, BLAIR'S GOUT and RHEUMATIC PILLS.
They require uo restraint of diet or confinement during their u»0

and arc certain to preyont the disease attacking any vital part,

Obtainod throuffa any Chemist or M«dicine Tndor.

G
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THE DRAINAGE OF PRESCOT.

TOWARDS the latter end of last year the

Local Board of Health at "Prescot,

Lancashire, invited engineers to send in plans,

in competition for the prize of £100, for the

best method of draining tlie town and dispos-

ing of the sewage, in answer to which they

received sixteen plans and reports, one of

which, marked " Sufficient," we will briefly

describe.

Prescot is situated on a hill, at the foot of
which runs a foul brook, which receives the
refuse of tanyards and other oilensive

matter unconnected at all with the sewage of
Prescot. Ou one side of the town lies land
suitable for irrigation by gravitation direct
from the town.

These being briefly the circumstances, the
author proposes to leave the existing surface
drains to carry off the rainwater to the ordi-

nary watercourses, and to lay down a new pipe
sewer in every street to receive the sewage
and carry it all to one point near to the brook
first mentioned, and there to construct a tank
in two divisions, into each of which alternately
the sewage is to be received. As to irrigation,

the author advises that if the land pointed out
as suitable can be had on reasonable terms by
agreement, it should be irrigated in the ordi-
nary way, the inclination of the main sewer
being for this purpose reversed in the direc-
tion of tho land, but be dnes not recom-
mend the Board to purchase this or any other
land for the purpose of irrigation compiilsorily
in the existing state of the law in that respect
provided. Presuming that the land would not
be had except under these latter circum-
stances, the author proceeds to describe the
construction and working of the tanks. By
this method he makes no pretension to render
the sewage water absolutely pure, but only to
keep from flowing into the brook the solid
part of the sew.nge, and to convert it into
manure by mixing with it the street sweep-
ings and other town-refuse. Owing to the
great inclinationfof all the sewers, the sewage
Would arrive at the tanks in a fresh state, and
would be on that account of more than ordi-
nary value as manure. Sewage entering a
drain at tho most remote part of the town
from the outfall would arrive there in one
hour, while the average of the whole town
would be 30 minutes. The collection of the
solid parts of the sewage in this way is not
to be mistaken for the method that is some-
times adopted of letting the sewage matter
accumulate for weeks together and then
digging it out on the large scale, or with t!ie

method of treating the sewage with lime.
These methods destroy the value of the solid
sewage as a manure. The plan here pro-
posed is simply to receive the sewage from
the town in settling tanks, from which the
water would be drawn off through strainers
into the brook. If at any future time a com-
bination of the interests in the brook through-
out its course should render it desirable to
purify this water chemically before its dis-
charge, the Board are advised that they may
adopt one of several methods of purifying
sewage water that have been lately adopted with
apparent success, and this by merely adding
to the tank proposed others thatwouJdin that
case be required. But looking at the present
state of the brook, the course it runs, and its

outfall into the river Mersey, at Runcorn, any
such combination is not probable.
Having stated that the old drains are to be

left to carry off the rainwater, and the new
sewers the sewage from the houses, and their
appurtenances, the author comes to an im-
portant part of the whole question, viz.,

scavenging. At present, tho bye-streets,

courts, and alleys are not scavenged, and as it

is intended in this plan to leave the present

drains to carry off tho surface water, it is

deemed to be essential that all these places

shall be efficiently swept, and the refuse

carted away. When that is done, the author

believes that the increased cleanliness to the

eye alone will be worth all tho cost, and
remarks that, having been largely employed in

town improvements of all kinds, nothing in

his experience has had a more direct and prac-

tical effect in these respects than efficient

scavenging. The sweepings, together with

the other refuse, would be taken to the out-

fall tank, and there mixed with the solid

sewage matter.

As the bulk of the rainfall is to be excluded

from the sewers, flushing becomes necessary

occasionally ; and this it is proposed should

be done by self-acting flushmg boxes fixed

at the heads of sewers in courts and alleys.

These boxes are so made that when empty
they stand on a frame. The pivots upon
which they turn are centred behind the true

centre of the box ; so that, when full, the fore

end becomes heavier than the hinder end, and
tips over. In consequence of the peculiar

shape of the discharge pipe, a syphon is

brought into action as soon as the throat of

the pipe becomes gorged with water, which it

does as soon as the box begins to tilt over, by
which means the contents are emptied at once
in a flush, after which, the box returns to its

normal position. It is proposed to supply
these flushing boxes with rainwater from the

roofs of adjacent buildings, so that every
shower of rain will fill them once or oftener,

according to the time of its continuance.

There being in general plenty of rain in

Prescot, the flushing from this source would
probably be found quite sufficient for all pur-
poses. The quantity thus admitted to the
sewers can be, of course, limited at pleasure.

The settling tank is to be divided into two
equal compartments. The rate of flow of

sewage is not equable day and night. One
half of it usually flows oif in eight hours of the

day, while the night flow is comparativeiy
small. One of the divisions, which call No. 1,

will receive the flow of the sewage from
10 o'clock a.m. to 6 o'clock p.m., wliich will

be in quantity one half of the whole 24 hours'

flow. At 6 p.m. the sewage will be shut off

from No. 1, and turned into No. 2 division,

into which it will continue to flow until

10 o'clock next morning.
The sewage in the division No. 1, that had

been shut off at 6 p.m. the previous day, will

settle during the night; and at 6 o'clock in

the morning the discharging sluice will be
opened and the water run off through the

strainers down to a level 7ft. below the top

water level of the tanks. This discliarge will

occupy three hours. At 9 o'clock the

deposited matter in No. 1 division will be
raised to the surface by means of a chain

pump (the tanks are to be arched over and
covered with a tuickness of 2ft. of earth, and
the space made use of upon which to mix the

street sweepings with the sewage) from the

sump hole provided for its reception in the

centre of each division. By 10 o'clock this

division will be again ready to receive the

sewage, which will then be shut off from No.
2 division and turned into No. 1, as on the

previous day. The sewage that had been
running into No. 2 division during the nigbt

will then be allowed to settle until 2 p.m.,

when the discharging sluice of that division

will be opened and tlie water run oft" into the

brook during the next three hours, or until

5 p.m., when the deposit will be raised to

the surface and the division made ready to

receive sewage again at G p.m., when
division No. 1 will be shut off again as

before.

Two men will be sufficient for all the work
to be done : that is, turning the sewage into

and out of the tank as required, raising the

deposit, mixing it with the street sweepings

and other refuse from the town, and loading
the carts with the manure.

An overflow culvert is provided to carry

the sewage round the tanks direct into the

brook, if ever it may be desired to cut it off

from the tanks fr.r temporary purposes.

Following the items of the printed instruc-

tions, the ventilation of the sewers is next con-
sidered, and under this head the author re-

marks that every inlet to a drain at the ground
level ought to be trapped (but not by a " bell

trap," which is a form of trap that ought never
to be used), and when these inlets to the

drains are trapped a ready means of escape for

the sewage gases ought to be provided, and
they should be conducted into the atmosphere
above the roofs of the houses, so that on their

escape they are destroyed by dilution with the

atmosphere at a point beyond the reach of air

breathing. These ventilating pipes should be
mostly at the upper ends of the sewers and
drains, where the gases have a natural

tendency to accumulate. The gable ends
of houses are preferred, but the pipes may be
taken up to a point above the roof anywhere
except in close proximity to bedroom windows.
Tho sewers are to be of 9iu. and 12iD.

glazed earthenware socket pipes, jointed with
well-temnered clay, and the outfall sewers of

brickwork in mortar, 1 Sin. diameter. The least

inclination of any sewer is 1 in 480, its carrying

capacity when running half full being 50 cubic

feet per minute, while the calculated maximum
quantity of sewage that will enter it is 30 cubic
feet per minute.
The instructions required observations to be

made on the best form of water-closet, and it

is here said that tho best form for houses
where expense is not a consideration is con-
tained not in the house itself, but in a detached
building approached from within the house by
a passage with double doors, and so con-
structed that a thorough draught passes

ihrouirh at all times ; the closet pan to be
supplied with water from a cistern overhead
with a discharge pipe of not less than IJin.

diameter ; the common fault of waterclosets

being the too small size of this pipe, permit-

ting tlie descent from the cistern of a dribble

of water merely, instead of a flush, whereby
the valve is required to be kept open for too

long a time ; for during the time that the

valve is kept open foul air is coming up into

the closet ; whereas with a down pipe

of sufficient size, and a ventilating pipe

carried up from the soil pipe immediately
below the pan and passed through the

wall into the external air,_j^ flush of water
is at once obtained and ttie foul air is driven

outwards. But coming to water-closets for

courts and alleys, and for cottage property

generally, the author has found a simple pan
and trap, without a supply of water being laid

on to the closets, sufficient, and indeed pre-

ferable to any machinery or arrangement of

valves and chains, which often suffer wilful

damage and soon get out of order ; that is

when a proper supply of water is laid on to

the house, so as not to entail too much labour

or trouble in fetching it. In these cases

most tenants will take the small trouble of

throwing down a pailful or two of water daily

for their own convenience, if for nothing

else.

As to what is best to be done with the pre-

sent privies and ashpits until these water-

closets can be adopted, the author says they

should be covered so as to protect the con-

tents from the rays of the sun and
the flow of rainwater into them, and that

the scavengers should be instructed to

throw into each of them once a week
a quantity of chloride of lime, spreading it

about the sides as well as the bottom.

The sewers are to be laid at an average

depth of 9ft., that being the depth required

to drain the cellars of the houses, which are

numerous at Prescot, and many of which are

in a bad condition.

Candidates were invited to turn their atten-

tion to the question of water supply, and to
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state whether, in their opinion, an inde-

pendent supply would be advisable instead of

continuing to take water from the reservoir of

the Liverpool Corporation situated at Prescot,

but at such a level as to be capable of supplying

only the lower parts and middle zone of the

town, while the higher pans are wholly un-

eupplied. But the author of this plan dis-

misses the quoation of an independent supply

as being impracticable, and states that ihe

supply ought still to be continued from the

Liverpool works, but that the Prescot Board

ought to require their supply of water to be of

equ.il purity to that enjoyed by Liverpool,

which is not now the c^se. Tliere are two large

service reservoirs at Pr.'scot belongin'j; to tht-

Liverpool works, which receive water from

Bivington Pike, and between the two reser-

voirs are filter beds and a pure water basin,

from which the supply to Liverpool is derived,

but the Prescot supply is derived directly

from one of the large reservoirs, and what

the author recommends is that the pipe sup-

plying Prescot should be extended across the

bottom of the reserve ir into the pure water

basin. And, further, that the Liverpool

Corporation should be called upon to pump
over a stand-pipe to be erected at the site of

the reservoirs a supply of water for the liisiher

parts of the town. As this supply would form

but a small part of the whole the expense

would not be great, while the convenience to

the resid.-nts would be very great, and con-

siderin.' that any person or body undertaking

to supply a town with water cannot be said to

perform their whole duty thereto bo long as

any part of the town is left unsupplied, the

author is of opinion that, in all fnirness, the

expenses of these improvements ought to be

borne by the Corporation of Liverpool.

ON THE DESIRABILITY OF RESTOR-
ING THE ITALIAN CHURCHES OF
LONDON.

THE paper lately read before the Institute

by the Rev. E. L. Cutts deals with a

. subject of such importance that something
more may -well be said upon it while still

fresh in the minds of those interested in

church archiiecture. Rfstoration seems to be
the term some.what loosely applied to all

material alterations in our churches ; other-

wise, we might object that the word by no
means expressos the vast ch mge from their

original state some of these buildings have
undergone. DiWng the last few years several

churches in London have been, in this sense

of the word, restored, and the present object

is to express a few thoughts with regard to

the way in which this so-called restoration

las been carried out.

In the first plac? must be considered the

internal arrangements of the churches with re-

ference to public worship. It would be out
of place here to speak of the changes in form
that the services of the Church of England
have undergone during the last two centuries.

We need only look to facts as they at present
exist. The want of distinctly marked chan-
cels, with space for the altar and seats for the
clergy and singers, the ponderous galleries,

the mighty piling up of pulpit, desk, nnd
clerk's box, together with the old-fashioned
pews, have called forth a passion for destruc-
tion, akin to that which doomed so much that
was glorious in art during the sixteenth
century.

The last forty years has seen a great'change
in our views on the most fitting form for

worship. Religion and ecclesiology have
acted mutually on each other, and the tendency
now is to return to an earlier period of church
history for the modern ritual. If a gaily-
draped altar, a reredos with mosaics or inlaid
marbles, the pulpits, desks, and organ pliced
according to certain canoni, and the space for
the congregation occupied by open seats or
even chairs, bo found best t« aid our devo-
tions, all claims of antiquity must give way

before these higher considerations. We must
not call this " Gothicising " the churches, but

ihe work must be undertaken with a good

heart, free from nil fancied trammels laid

upon us by the acoidenis of style. But let us

narrowly watch that these changes are made
as the result of downright conviction, and not

from the thirst for follDwiug the caprices of

fashion. The fittings of these churches are

often examples of curved oakwork of the most

exquisite beautv, and the monstrous " three-

decker " pulpits are often adorned with

decorations in wood of great richness.

One case may be quoted—the Church of S.

Olave's, Hart-street, is threaten, d '.vith t'^e

immediate destruction of its old pews. This

is one of the few city churches that escaped

the great fire, and it is an intertsting building

of late Gothic date, containing some fine

J«cobean monuments to civic worthies, and a

tablet in memory of the wife of Samuel
Pepys, who himself is buried below. The
pews are of the typo common in City churches

;

the sides and doors arc handsome, but accord-

ing to our present notions, rather high ; and,

in most cases, it must be confessed, the seats

are carried round three sides. But their most
noticeable features are the cirved panels along

the tops of the principal pews. Here the lover

of art will find a rich display of work of the

school of Grinling Gibbons. The removal of

this woodwork from the church would be a

great loss ; its destruction we will not con-

template. In no art coUeetion could it have

the interest it possesses here, in its native

element, and no argument that the fittings of

a church should be in keeping with the general

architecture can hold good where the doomed
work can claim so respectable an age, and
where it has such great intrinsic worth. Let
us hiipe that some such consi<lerations as these

have been duly weighed, and that, if the

church must be reseated, the new fittings will

show little else than a fresh adaptation of the

old materials.

How best to decorate the windows of these

churches is another most important point. The
interior of S. Michael's, Cornhill, a church

generally attributed to Wren, has lately been
transformed by Mr. Scott and Mr. Williams.

The result is in many respects satisfactory
;

but this question suggests itself—Was it wise

to put tracery into the windows of the aisle and
clerestory? i'his particular church, however,

oft'ered unusual temptations. Before the altera-

tions, the aisle had not, as might be supposed,

simple round-headed openings ; but having
marked out upon his wall windows of tlii-

form, Wren turned inverted arches under the

fir t, carried the archivolts round them, and so

had circular windows placed at the head of

square blanks. This form may be seen at S.

Magnus, by London Bridge, and if rot

beautiful, it is yet quaint and characteristic.

If the object in enlarging these windows was
to gain light, why was such fully-coloured

glass used, and wliy were the heavy mullions

thrust in ?

The name of Wren is a mighty bulwark in

th6 history of architecture. Wren was a great

historical personage, and his reputation, as

embodied in his work?, must be kept clear

from the mists that successive generations so

often cast upon the remains of bygone ages.

Let us not plead the authority of the builder.s

of the fifteenth century, who filled the spacious

windows of their Norman forerunners with

Perpendicular tracery, as a means, perhaps,

of providing a better field for their painted

glass. But we must turn to S. Lawrence
Jewry, the church by the Guildhall, and see

how this same difficulty has been managed by
Mr. Blomfield. Here the two round-headed
windows at the east end, and one on the south

side, have been filled with painted glass by
Messrs. Clayton and Bell, and two largo circles

near the altar by Messrs. Heaion, Butler, and
Bayne. Thisa windows are left in their

simple expanse as designed by Wren. Round
the outlines of the former, to which special

praise is due, is carried a bold margin, set

with small medallions, and the whnle height
of the windows is divided into two compart-
ments containing figure subjects. The treat-

ineni of the wuiTc here is quite different from
the Gothic work at S. Michael's, and the effect

is far more beautiful tlian that of the Munich
windows in S. Paul's, with their yellow archi-

tecture and blue back grounds. A similar

subdivision of lights has been carried out at S.

Swithin's, C'atmon-street, andS. Mary's, Alder-
manbury, and in each case it is to be regietted

;

not that the nakedness of the fenestration is

not felt to be one of the strongest cases

against the revived Classic as compared with
the Medioeval styles!; but beeause it is an un-
cilled-for perversion of the original des'gn.

One eminent architect ha-> proposed tilling in

thise windows with wooden tracery, and it is

a valuable suggestion. For if the material

be made to declare itself, it cannot seem to

enter so closely into the constitution of the
window as stone mullions and arches, but would
appear to belong to the glazing rather than
to the wall. The same arguments, therefore,

can hardly be brou;jht against its use. But
the church of S. Lawrence shows a bold

manner of grappling with the difficulty, and
the success attained is richly deserved.

On the decoration of these churches mnch
might be said. Something has already been
done, and if sufficient interest be bestowed
upon them, and funds be forthcoming, much
may yet be accomplished. We should like

to learn what were the views of Wren on
coloured decoration as applied to his own
churches. The facts of the case, however,
might be hard lo learn, and, if attained,

might prove unsatisfactory. His knowledge
of the different schools of glass painting, of
mnsaics, and of cnlotir in general, was pro-

bably not great. Mr. Penrose, in an appendix
to Dean Milman's "Annals of S. Paul's,"

tells us that AVren's general views with
r. gard to the completion of the interior of

S. Paul's have been recorded, but that little

is known in detail of the manner in which
he would have carried them out. Mosaics,
painted windows, and inlaid marbles form
the leading features of the decoration of the
Cathedral now in progress, and lovers of art

must wish the scheme all sncce.s. If wo
think that our acquaintance with art history

is wider than Wren's, and our judgmenij
truer, we ought surely to call our modenij
skill into play in these very buildings, con-

sidering that we are adding to the original;

design, but in no sense altering it, as actually

caiTied out.

The future of these City churches it is hard
to foresee. Often well nigh deserted by their

Congregations, and covering sites of immense
value, arguments may well be brought against

their maintenance. Several have already

disappeared, and coming years in all likeli-

hood will see the destruction of many more.

Cockerell and Clayton have preserved for us

their forms, but their removal will still be
a loss. Who does not recognise in these

churches, whether they meet us in the busy
thoroughfares, or stand in their quiet grave-

yards among the winditig lanes of the City,

one source of that interest and quaint pic-

turesqueness of which the older parts of

London have still so large a share ? But it

is not from the streets themselves that the

artistic value of those churches is most
keenly felt. . From the river, the bridges, or

some high station point, their varied towers

and spires, rising almost from the water's

edge, leading up and giving scale to the

crowning stiblimity of the dome of S. Paul's,

must be acknowledged to be one of the chief

architectural glories of which London can
boast.

Under the head of Italian Churches must
be ranked a large nuinher of buildings of

the very humblest description, erected for

the most part in the last century, and
during the early years of our own. On
most of these but little skill or cost seemB
to have been expended, to make them fulfil

I
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any further end than tho barest necessities

t/f |ilacos of wor.sliip. They miiy be accounted

beyond tlie pale of artisiio criticism, as ex-

amples of building, not of arc/litect lire : and

the work before us is to engraft some
architectural character upon these sorry

stocks. Ill such cases we may deal with a

far freer hand. Sometimes it may be well U^

keep to tho general ideas of tho original

designer—at others, the adapter may work
wiih tolerable independence. In using any
means at their command to bring such

churches into harmony with the religious and
artistic feeliiigs of the present day, there is

ample field for the energies of our ecclesio-

logists. But in handling buildings of an
earli'T date, and with arcliitootural character

to recommend them, wo must be guided by a

spirit of strict conservatism. It will not be
well if coming ages iix upon this archajo-

logical generation the stigma of having
wantonly tampered with the works belonging
to an important phase of our architectural

history that has long since passed awav.
A. II. P.

ARCHED ROOFS.-No. III.

VIEWED in an sesthetical light, the open
roof of trussed ironwork in the arch form

is one which may claim precedence over the

more massive and ponderous examples. There
is an elegance and lightness about the frame-
work which contrasts favourably with the

heavier specimens of the plate type. They
are especially well adapted for roofs of large

span, not only on account of the reasons
already mentioned in our previous article, but
because the strains upon the bracing are com-
paratively small, and therefore the full value
of the trussed arch is not obtained in examples
of limited span. In fact, the trussed arch is

the form for large roofs for precisely the same
cause that the bowstring bridge is the proper
type to select for large bridges with a heavy
moving load. The example selected of a
tnissed arch roof in tig. 1 has a span of 50ft.,

a depth of truss of 7ft., and is supposed to be
loaded with two tons on the whole roof, nr

one ton on the half principal shown in the
tigurn. The tiiick lines.represent the parts in

compression, and the thin ones those in tension,
from wliioh it is at once evident that the
whole of the upper flmge or bow is in com-
pression, and the lower or tie in tension. Also
B E C F are struts, and C E, D F ties. When
the design of a trussed roof is of a very com-
plicated nature, it is not easy to determine, as
in the present case, by mere inspection those
parts which are in compression and those which
are in tension. It is not until some progress
has been made in the analysis of the strains
that the manner in which they affect the
various membt'rs of the truss becomes apparent.
Having ascertained those bars which are struts
and ilioso which are lii-s, the next point is to
examine into the distribution of tho load.
Referring to fig. 1, we have a total load of
one t(m upon the half principal, and it is

divided as follows :—There will bo one-thirj
situated at each of the points B and C alW
one-sixth at A and D. Thus, we shall have at
B and C a weight of 033 tons, and at A
and D a weight of 01G5 tons. It will, how-
ever, be apparent by a glance at the diagram
that the weiglitof 0165 tons at A is supported
directly by the vertical reaction of the abut-
ment, and coasequently produces no strain

whatever on any part of tho truss. Its action
may be therefore ignored, and the total weight
on the principal producing strain on its various
parts will be equal to 825 tons instead of one
ton. This theoretical assumption will not
hold unless tho distance A C or unsupported
length of tho rafter between tho abutment
anti the strut B E be of sufficiently limited
dimensions so as not to allow of any bending
taking place. This is always practically

effected bv subdividinz the roof by the intro-

duction of the sloping struts, into lengths
which are too small lo permit any appreciable
deflection.

The relative positions of the subdivisions of

the load being adjusted, the next operation is

to ascertain the strains upon tho various hars,

and in the analysis, as in all other calculations,

we must always proceed from the known to

the unknown. At the point of support A the
vertical reaction producing strain upon the

roof is the sum of the weight at B, 0, and D,
since they must all be ultimately transferred
to that point. This reaction is therefore

equal to 0-825 tons. Wo have, therefore, three

forces at the point A, making equilibrium
at the point A, namely, the vertical reaction

of 0825 tons, the strain along A B, and the
strain in A E. It must be kept in miad that

althoui^h in practice the arch is a segment of
a circle, it is supposed in the diagram to con-
sist of the polygonally-shaped figure A B C D,
the length A B, B C, and C D being straiglit

lines. Each of these is, in fact, regarded as a
Separate bar, or part of the upper flange. On
a scale of one ton to the inch, make A H
equal to 0-825 t'ns; join A B, ami produce
the line to any convenient length. From the
point H, draw 11 K parallel to A E, meeting
A B produced in K. Measuring by the same
scale, A K will give the str dn upon A B, and
H K that upon A E, respectively equal to 1-90

and 1-57 tons. It should be observed here,
that were A B in the same straight line with
B C, as occurs in the ordinary inclined rafter,

then the strain upon A B would t^e the same
as that upon B C, plus the additional strain

due to the weight at B. But as in the diagram
the direction of the different bars of the arch
is continually changing, tlie question is con-
siderably more complicated. To find the strain
upon B (J, we must fimi the resultant of the
strain upon A B and tho weight at B. Upon
A B.produced, lay off B a = A K equal to 1 90
the strain already found for A B ; draw a b
vertically equal to the weight at B equal to
0'33 tous

;
join B J, which is the resultant re-

quired. From the point B, draw b d parallel

to B E, and B d will give the strain upon B C,
and id that upon the strut B E. There now
remains only, the central bar C D of the upper
flange upon which to ascertain the strain.

This, allowing for the change of direction,

will evidently be less than that upon B C, by
the action of the weight at C, plus the pull

on the queen rod C E. Before the strain upon
C D can be determined, that upon C E must
first be obtained. This obviously proceeds
from the pull at the point B, for since C E is

a tie it cannot be affected by the weight at
the apex C, which is supported directly by the
arch and tho strut C F. At the point E there
are two forces acting, a compression along B
E, and a tension along A E, and the resultant
of these will pull upon both C E and E F. The
amount of these pulls or tensile strains may
be thus ascertained. Produce A E to any
convenient length, make E h equal to H K,
equal to the strain upon A E ; from h draw
h m par^illel to B E. The resultant of the
strains in A E and B E will be represented by
E m. From to draw «t n parallel to E F, anii

m n will be the strain upon E F, and E «, the
pull upon the queen rod C E. Tlie compres-
sion upon C D c:in now bo calculated. Pro-
duce B C, and upon it lay off C p = B(?

;

from p draw p q, equal to the weight 033, at

C plus the pull E m ; from q draw q r parallel

to C F, and the strain upon C D is measured
by C r, and that upon G F by j- r. The ques-

tion of what becomes of the weight D at the

central apex will probably be now demanded.
As D F is a tie, the whole of the weight D ia

conveyed in equal subdivisions to each of tho
two abutments, and it has already been ac-
c 'unted for, since it was included in the value
of A H, which was made equal to tho vertical
reaction at A. There is yet one more strain
to bo determined, and that is the pull on the
king rod D F. The rod D F can only be
affected by the strain upon the strut C F, since
it is at right angles to the tie E F. But the
corresponding strut upon the other half of the
girder will bring a similar strain upon D F ;

so 'hat if wo produce F, and make F S equ il

to twice q r, then drawing S t parallel to E F,
the total strain upon D F will equal F t. The
strain upon D F is in fact the vertical result-

ant li thestraius in C F, and tiie corresponding
strut upon the other half of tho roof.

The straint having been determined they
should be tabulated as shown in the annexed
table, and preserved for future reference.
Before, however, considering the analysis as
thoroughly trustworthj, a few of tho strains
should be checked by some ind -pendent method,
as errors will frequently occur in estimating them
by means of a diagram which are only per-
ceived by employing another process of analysis.

The strain upon E F may be checked by draw-
ing from H the line H B parallel to E F. The
line H B will equal )m», the strain already found.

Tablb.

iu Strtiii'S

AB -f 1-90

BC -f 1-90

CD + 1-63

AE 1-58

E F I'.^S

BE -f 025
CF -1- 022
CE 025
DF — 0-22

Arch

t Tie rod

Strata

Ties

There is this general principle to be borne in
mind in determining all strains upon trussed
constructions by diagram. Whatever may be
the amount arrived at by summation, if the same
value for the strain is also obtained by an in-

dependent operation it is scarcely within the
limits of possibility that it should be otherwise
than correct. As an example of our meaning,
take the strain found on the end of the bow A B.
It is determined at once by the plotting upon
the vertical line A H the reaction of the total

load upon the half roof. But Lf each weight
were treated seriatim, the sum of the separate
strains would be found to equal that obtained
in the diagram. It will be of great advantage
to those who are unacquainted with the method
of analysing strains by geometrical diagrams to

work this out for themselves on a good large
scale, and tabulate the several strains arising

from each weight. The strain on the central bar
of the arch C D may be checked by calculation.

Let S equal tho strain, L the half span, Gr the
distance of the centre of gravity of the half load
from the centre of the girder, D the depth of the
truss, and W the total load upon the whole

W (L - G)
roof. Then we have S = . Sub-

2 X D
stituting ia this equation the values for the

2 (25 - 12-95)

letters, we get S = solving the

2x7
equation S = 1-72 tons, which differs only by
0-07 from that arrived at from the diagram,

a quantity that may be regarded as in-

appreciable. In conclusion, it should be
mentioned that wherever a trussed principal is

employed, in which a sloping rafter ia used
instead of an arch, the method given in the

present case is not applicable. It is not

difficult, however, to apply another method
which gives equally true results.

The Poultry Chapel is lo be sold, it is said, for

£70,000, and a new place of worship of great magni-
tude will be erected for Dr. Parker on the site of
Claremont Chapel, Pentonville, within two minutes'
wiilk of the Angel.
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the thbort and practicb of modern

house decoration.

By an Experiesced Workman.

BRUSHES AND BRISTLES.

THE selection of good brushes is of the

utmost importance to the house-painter

and decorator, but is also a matter of some
difScuIty, which arises from his inability to dis-

coTer the quality of the brushes until he gets

them into actual use—excepting, of course,

those who have bad a large experience in the

baying of this class of brushes ; but, as a
rule, brushes are purchased on faith of the

reputations of well-known manufacturers, or

are taken on the representations only of the

vendor, who tempts with a low price while

Touching for the superior quality of his goods.

The bristles of which the best painting-

brushes are made are imported from Russia
;

there is, however, such a great variety of sorts,

lengths, colours, &c., that it is impossible to

give a full description of bristles in a short

notice. The varieties mostly have their

Russian names, indicating the locality whence
they come or the trader who collects them.

Germany also sends us bristles, but they are

inferior both in quantity and quality to the

Russian goods, and are generally unfit for

making good painting-brushes, and are used

only for making the common ones. Bristles

varj'in length from about 2in. to 9in., and

sometimes lOin., but when they exceed 6JiD.

they are generally weak and appear im-

poverished. They are of several colours

—

white, many shades of yellow, black, and a

mixture c)f the above called greys. Although
brushmakers can detect no difference in the

properties of variously coloured bristles when
tliey are of the same quality and length, yet

the painter usually prefers to have his brushes

all white bristles, simply because he knows

he is less liable to be imposed upon by

having horsehair or bad bristles palmed upon

him in lieu of good ones. This fact alone has

caused so great a demand that the price of

the white bristles has risen very high indeed.

The market value of bristles depends on

colour, length, quality, and solidity ; the

white, the long, tlie stiff, and the solid of the

different sorts fetching the highest prices,

but as the cost of rough bristles varies from

£6 to £70 per cwt., it is impossible to give any

general quotation for them.

The bristle which is best adapted for paint-

ing-brashes is first Siberia, the present value

of which in the rough is £32 to £33 per

cwt. This is considerably higher than they

have ever reached before, and there is no

reason for supposing they will be lower.

Bristles must yearly increase in value, because

their production is limited, and as civilisation

advances the demand for them becomes more
extensive. During the last three years the

prices have been as follows :—In 1866, £28
;

in 1867, £29 10s. ; in 1868, £31 ; and in 1869,

£32 per cwt. ; being a rise of 14^ per cent, in

that short time. The best painting-brushes

are made of bristles entirely, but unfortunately

in the brush trade, as in many others,

adulteration is freely carried on, and so

cleverly that it requires a practised eye to

detect the fraud. Bristles are so peculiar, and

like feathers, have such distinct character-

istics, that there are but two materials yet dis-

covered with which they can be mixed without

immediate detection. These are horsehair

and the fibre of the American aloe.

When horsehair only, and in small quantities,

u mixed with bristle, its detection in the brush

il very difficult, and requires a very careful

examination by an experienced person. No
rule can be given by which a painter could

obtain a reliable result ; he, however, soon dis-

covers there is gomething wrong when he

comes to use it. It is only when a large pro-

portion of horsehair is used that he can sus-

pect or discover it, the brush being limp and
without spring, and instead of weaving square

and even at tlie point or end, will twist part

one way and part another and become utterly

useless ; but to detect horsehair readily before

using the brush he would have to become
practically acquainted with both horsehair and

bristles.

Fibre, alone and in combination with horse-

hair, is largely used in the manufacture of the

lower class of painters' brushes ; this fibre is

from about 10 to 20in. long, of a whitish

colour naturally, but may easily be dyed to

suit the various purposes for which it is used,

and being about one-tenth the value of the

bristle [it is made to represent, offers great

temptation to the unscrupulous trader.

It is astonishing how many thousands of

painting-brushes are made annually, for home
consumption only, which most likely do not

contain as much as one-third bristles, and

these of the poorest quality, the remaining

two-thirds being horsehair and fibre. Yet

they look well when hanging in the shop

windows, where they are marked perhaps 2d.

or 3d. less than the price of the best ariicle.

Now the vegetable fibre can be easily

detected, even though a small proportion only

is mixed in the brush ; the brush loses

elasticity, the fibre bending easily enough,

but will not spring back again ; it is harsh to

feel. If a few bristles are rapidly bent at, a

sharp angle, they will soon resume their

original positions, while the fibre remains

bent ; the surface of the fibre is not so'smooth

as bristle, it has less tenacity. If a suspected

hair is pulled out of the brush, and the end

burnt in a small flame, it will curl up, the

smoke having the peculiar odour of burnt

hair if it be bristle or even horsehair, but if

it be fibre it will burn away, leaving a delicate

white ash.

Fibre is very useful when made into stock

brushes for rough lime whiting, or forencaustic

work, as the alkalies do not soften it, while

they gelatinise bristles.

An idea prevails among painters that whale-

bone is used as a substitute for bristles, but

such is not the case. To cut and prepare

whalebone to be as fine as bristle would bring

up the cost to more than the genuine article.

It is only used for such brushes as are re-

quired exceedingly stiff and coarse.

From the above it is very difficult indeed to

detect adulteration, unless sucli a large pro-

portion of horsehair or fibre is used as will

destroy the strengih or elasticity of the brush.

We will therefore mention the chief points to

be noticed in selecting brushes. A good
painting-brush, either round or oval, should

D& made of straight bristles having an in-

clination to turn to the centre when viewed
endwise. The extremity of the brush should

be soft ; if harsh, bend the bristles sharply to

test for fibre, as explained above. The bristles

should feel solid to near the end, though taper-

ing slightly all along, and the brush should

have a good spring.

The apparent size of the brush is no criterion

of value ; the better the bristles the heavier

and closer they will lay together. Nothing is

easier than to make a brush look a size larger

than it really is.

The handle should not be too large, nor
must the end project above the binding'; it

should be a little below, so that the binding

may cause the bristles to close over the handle

and be divided towards the centre ; if, on the

other hand, the handle projects ab^ve the

bristles are separated, and the brush will most
likely work with a forked or swallow tail

;

thus, before the brush is hardly worn out, it

will become u.seless for good work ; not only

so, but the loss of time consequent on the

extra labour required to lay off the work
smooth and even will very soon swallow up
the price of a dozen well-made brushes.

Common brushes are usually made in this

way to give them a fuller appearance. An-

other trick with the handle is to make the
large end trumpet shaped, so that while there
is a largo propnrtion of wood within the
brush, the external handle appears very small.

The handle should always be shaped in con-
formity with the brushes—for round brushes,
round handles ; oval brushes, oval handles

;

flat brushes, flat handles
;
yet to save expense,

most of the oval brushes are made with round
handles ; which destroys their usefulness by
weakening the sides on which the brush is

worked, and thus causing them to work un-
evenly. The high price of bristles, and its con-
tinued advance, has led to many devices for

meeting the emergency ; the most notable
and valuable of which is the socket principle

for ground brushes and dusters, by means of

which a shorter bristle is made to answer the
purpose of one an inch longer. So high is the
present price of 6in. and tin. bristle that old

fashioned brushes would cost about one-third

more than the present socket-brushes ; con-
sequently they are seldom made. Messrs.

Hamilton and Co., manufacture most of

their painting-brushes with C. A. Watkins'
patent sockets, which are made of fine wire,

soldered to>xether, instead of string, which is

merely glued. The patent sockets are much
stronger than any other form of binding, while

they are lighter than the string-bound brushes
when in use, because they do not absorb
water, and may be cleaned as often as is re-

quired without danger of cutting the binding.

The socket principle can only be applied with

advantage to the usual round and oval paint

brushes.

Distemper stock brushes, lime brushes, and
other similar brushes having always been
fastened by a narrow binding of wire, string,

or leather, fixed close upon the root end of

the hair, do not allow of any alteration in this

respect ; but the method employed by Messrs.

Hamilton and Co. for securing the bmding of

distemper brushes deserves a passing notice.

Instead of the wire being held on the handle
by a small notch cut in the wood, the breaking
off of which destroys many a brush, they
make a solid notch of copper, which is

fastened to the handle ; the wire is wound
on to the copper below the notch, and the

whole is soldered firmly together. The result

is that these brushes are the most serviceable

that are made, and the wire never gives way,
even though they are beaten heavily against

the pails, as labourers are accu'-.tomed to do
with them, and will stand any amount of

rough usage ; an important consideration this

to the employer.

We may mention that except the handle be
broken, these brushes do not require retjing,

for should the hair slip down through getting

too dry, it is merely necessary to push it back
again, and carefully place ti.e brush flat in

water for a couple of hours, when it will be
as good and sound as ever.

(Jb be continued.)

Roman Antiquities.—Six admirable st itnes in

bronze, representing respectively Saturn, Jnpiter,

Mars, Minerva, A|inllo, and Castor, have just

been discovered at Ostia, a small town sitaated at

the mouth of the Tiber ; also an enormous gold

ring, which the eflSgv and inscription denote to

have belonged to Trajan. A very beautiful

column has been discovered in the excavations on
the Palatine. The explorations are still being

proceeded with at Pompeii, and some interesting

objects have lately been discovered, including a

very rare glass oil lamp, a still rarer and perhaps

unique object consisting of a small terra-cotta

cup with a metallic cup inside containioK a night-

lamp like those in modern use ; a largj cladi- ,

ator'.s sword, with the metallic portions of the

s<)ftbbard ; many copper and silver cnins of the
,

time of Vespasiin, and an amphora full of small

onions near the skeleton of a woman. The skele-

ton of a man was also discovered, holding a pick-

j

axe in one hand, an iron bar with the other, and

with many bronze objects scattered at his feet,
j

near a wall which had been partially broken]

I

through.
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PEIKCIPLES OF LEVELLING.

{Contimied from page 261).

IT has been alrealyri'maiked that a fluid sur-

face, A B C, iu a Slate of repose, is spheri-

cal and truly level at every part; consequently

any arc, A. B C, coincident therewith, or any

arc, As Bs Ci panillel thereto, is the line of

true level, all points in eiiher being equidis-

tant from the earth's centre O. If, therefore,

a levelling instrument Bi Bj were capable of

tracing the true level line Bj As
,
then because

the radii O Ba , O Ai are equal, the true dif-

ference of level between any two points Bi

Aj Would be tlie difference between the

heights Ai Aj , and Bi Bi , or Ai Aj —• Bi Bj .

Bu' since a levelling instrument can only trace

the apparent level line Bj Aj
,
whicli is a tan-

gent to the true level lino Bj As at Bj , then

because the radius O Ai is in e.xcess of the

radius O Bj by the height As As , duo to the

earth's curvature, the true diffi -rence of level

between the two points Bi Ai would be the

difference between the heights Ai As and Bi

Bj , minus the excess As Aj ,
or (Ai As— Bi

Bs ) — Aj As . The value of As As , at any

di>tarce from Bj , may bo determined as fol-

lows :

—

Let O be the earth's centre, O Bj its radius,

and Bj A, an arc of its circumference ; and

let B, As be the tangent, and Aa the secant

of the arc Bs As. Tlien th.' arc BaAjisthe
line of true level, the tan;;ent Bs As is the line

of apparent level, and the excess A» A3 of the

secant Aj above the radius A| is the

heiglit of the apparent above the true level

with reference to the point B,.

Now, according to Euclid, (3, 36), the tangent

B) A3 is a mean proportionil between the

entire secant O xVj and its external segment

Aj A3. Then, if the tangent Bj A3 be denoted

by t, the arc of distance Bj A, by d, the radius

B« by r, and the height A A3 by A , we
have

(2 »•
-f- A) : t'.:t : a,

~
(2 r + A)

But since in levelling operations the height

is iilmost nothing compared with the eartli's

diameter 2 r, and since t le distances of t^e

arc d and the tangent t do not sensibly

differ, 2 f may bo substituted for (2 >•
-f- h), and

d for t. without any appreciable error. Then,
with these reductions, we have

2r : dy. d : ii,

d' = 2r h,

<J>

.-. A = - ,

2r

that is, the difference between the true and
the apparent level h is equal to the square o(

the distance d'. divided by the diameter of the

earth 2 r; and consequently h is always pro-

portional to d', since 2 r is a constant

quantity.

For the preceding formula another much
more convenient for calculation may be found
thus :—^Taking 2 r to be 7912J miles, equal

to iho mean diameter of the earth, and the

resistance d to be one mile, equal to 5280ft.,

the height of the apparent above the

5280
true level h = = -6673, or frds of a

7912i
foot for one mile, wh--nce we have

A = i rfj

;

that is, the correction tor curvature A in feet

la iwo-tliirds of the square of the distance d* iu

miles. The foUowiug are examples by this

formula :
-

At two miles :

A = |i« = }x2« = fx4 = 2GGCft.
;

at three miles :

A=Jd«=fx3'=fX9 = 6ft. ;

and at four miles :

A = |rf=fx4, = |xl0 =10-666ft.*

The preceding correction for the earth's

curvature is made on the supposition that the

ray of light whicli is reflected from the point

on the staff intersected by the horizontal

line of sight of the telescope proceeds to

the eye in a p^^rfecily straiiiht line, and that

the point observed in the line of sight is in

tliat line. But this is not absolutely true.

For the ray moves from the point on the staff

to the eye in a, slightly curved line, convex

upwards, and the visual line is a tangent to

this curve at the eye, consequently the point

is actually somewhat below where it is seen.

This may bo explained ns follows :
—

III vacuo, and in all media of uniform

density, the rays of light which issue from

luminous "bjectst move in straight lines ; but

in all m>-dia of variable density they move in

broken or curved lines. Thus, if the atmos-

phere did not exist, or if it were everywhere

of uniform density, the line along which tlie

ray would proceed from the horizontal point

on the staff to the eye would be a straight

line, the vi-ual line between the eye and the

point would be identical wi'U the ray, and the

point seen in the line of vision would be where

it is ^een. As however, the uir may bo sup-

posed to be divided into strata, gradually de-

creasing in density from the earth upwards,

and as the eartli's sphericity perpetually

chanaes the inclination of the strata, the ray,

while passing from the point to the eye,

obliquely through the strata, thus varying in

density and inclination, is gradually reflected

or bent more and more from a rectilineal

directiim into a vertically curved line concave

towards the earth. Hence the line of vision

is a tangent to that part of the curved ray

that enters the eye, and continues to diverge

from the curve the further it is produeed
;

and hence the point seen in that line is not

where it is in reality, but above that position.

J

* As dlKtsnceB are sometimes measured by Gunier's
obain of 6i> feet, It in desirable to bave formulae that
will give the curvature A iu feet, and al^o iu iuches.
wheu the distauce d is taken In chains. Now Bluce 80
chains are equal to one mile the formula

3 \ 80^

Gives h In feet when d Is measured in chains. Thus If

rf = 47 chains, then

2/dN,5 2/4?.' 2 J
7i = -( - ) = -( -\ = - X 5872' = - X

3X80/ 3 \80 j 3 3

•34513 = -2301 of a foot. The formnia

<P

80O

Gives A la inches when d is taken in obains. Let d =
32 chains, then

a' 32' 1024
ft = = = = 1S8 inches.

800 800 800

t An object is luminous either by Its own llRht, or
by the li»;tit iuci>leut upon It from a lumtoouu ubjeot.
It is vietiblc ouly wheu it is luminous, aud U uot then
luminous by any sympathy between tlie eye and it,

but by the llabt which pro-eeds from It tu the eye.
Wiien, therefore, an object is luminous, rays of ItRht

Issue fi'oiu evety point of it, rudittte iu all directluus,
and are iiubiicd with its fcm and colour. Those rayp
which strike tlui eye are refrtcted by its lenses, aud
paint an liivertetl pietuie of the ottject on the retina,

whence the upiio nerre transmits the Impression tu
the brain—ttie process throughout being almost iu-
stantaueous.

X Atmosplierical refraction is of two kinds, namely,
astrouumical aud terre.-trial. Tlie former elevates the
BUD, moon, aud stars, aud the latter all objects on the
earth's surface, above their true places. Iu the zenith
there Is no refraction, because a ray of light conuo^
from an object in that direction passes vertically
through the atmospheric strata, or cuts their tangent
planes at ri^jht ansjlea, but it gradualiy increases
thence to the lionzon, w here the air is most dense, and
a ray traversing it from an object iu that direction
Intersects ttie variable strata most obliquely, and is

most refracted. The ine;iu quantity of refraction Iti

the horizon is H3', and as tlie oiauieter ef the sun ami
lunon ate about :i2', it follows tliat the upper ed^iPS of
their dlscH are iu reall'y below the horizon wlieu their

lower edges appear resting on it. Hence it Is owing
to the refracting power ot the air that the «un is

always Been above the hniizoii before he has risen and
after he has set. itdViiucIng tile uiuriiiiig and [.roilucinj;

Its aurora, piolongiig the cveimig, and CHU.img iis

twilight, and tiuaug the rlxuils aud the iiioiK'tfiiii

tops, with crimson, purple, and gold; tlmt uiglit, in fact.

Is made to pass so beautifully aud imperceiitlbiy into

day, and day into nigh'., without cbangiss sad-
denly from the one to the other.

This apparent elevation of the point is called

the error from refraction, which is equal to

the angle contained b -tween the straight line

drawn from the point to the eye, and the

tangent to the refracted ray where it meeti
the eye.

Let Bi 6j be a levelling instrum"nt set up
over the point Bi ; Ci Ci a levelling staff

placed on the point Ci ; Bj 0.. an arc, or the
line of true level, concentric wilh the earth's

curvature B C ; and Bj C the lino of ap-
parent level tangential to the arc B] C| at

Bs and along which the ray would proceed
from the horizontal point Cj to the eye at

Bj if the atmosphere were ot uniform density.

(,ToH contimud.)

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

The Thames EnBiSKME.VT.— \Ir. '57. H.
Smith, on Mouday, asked the Ftr.'<t Loril of the
Treasury whether he hal recelrel a mtjiuorlal

from the Dean and Cliapter at Westminster, the
Vestiy of S. George, Hanover-squtre, and
numerous represeutitife bodies uf tie metropolis,

against building Ujiou Crown land lately reclaimed
from the Ttiatnes hy the Thames Boi'tankuieat
at the expense of tho ratepayers of Lon<loii ; and
whether he would give the memor alists aa
assurance that no arrangement shiiuld be made
for the appropriation of the site tmiil after the
publication of the annml report of the G immi»-
sionera of Her Majesty's Wiods, Foreats, and
Land Revenues.—Mr. Gladstone : This motion,
as I uuderstanil it, does not reter to land which
the Board of Works have reclaimed from the

river, but to land iu possession of the Crown. I

am told that I cannot a ly absolutely that no
arrangement shall be made until after the publi-

tion of the annual report of the Commissioners of

Woods and Forests, inssmuch as that would
throw nsover till a very late period of the Session.

Howerei', it is possible that nothing may be done
until then. Meanwhile, if anything is done, it

will be in the shape of a proposal fur a vote by
this House, and ample notice will be given, so
that all parties will be able to expresa their

opinion upon it.

Mbteopolitan District Eailwat. — Mr.
SHEBKirF a.sked the First Commissioner of

Works whether any authority had been given for

placing in a Committee-room of the House a
model purporting to be that ot tho works pro-

posed by the Metropolitan District Railway Com-
pany in Queen Victorui-street, City, but diiTerent

trotn the model prodaoed before the committee
on the Bill for the said works; ami, if so, whether,
before such authority was given, means were
taken to ascertain whether the railway company
admitted the correctness of the said model ?—Mr.
Ayrton said the Palace of Westminster, like all

other palaoee, was presumed to be in the occupa-

tion of Her Majesty, and its use was regul.itod by
the Lord Great Chamberlain. The duty of the

department with which he himself was connected

was confined to those works which were necessary

in the building, and to furnishing it for the pur-

poses which the Lord Chamberlain might design.

Ordinarily, with regard to any part of the Palace

which was used by eiiher Honse of Parliament,

the high officers of each House give such dir.o-

tions as were necesstiry ; but when application

was made for any special use of the building, the

lequisiie authority was granted, not by either

House of Pailiauient, but by the Lord Geit
Chamberlain. In the present case it wa« by the

ofEcers of the Lord Great Chamberlain's depart-

ment that the sanction necessary to enable the

model to be exhibited had been given. They did

not, of course, iufjrm themselves as to the accu-

racy of the model ; the responsibility on that

head resting with the persons who proposed to

exhibit it.

-^

The Mason Statue.—The Committee of

the Birmin.ham Town Council entrusted with

the telection of the designs sent iu competi-

tion for the Mason statue, Biriiingham (referred

toinTHE BuiLDl.NG News af. rtngbtago), h ve

clioseu the work of Mr. Pipwoiih, which rei.re-

seuts the founder of the Erdii.gion Or hMna^e

welcoming a ragged orphan. Tne 8 -lection does

not api ear t< hute given niuih satisfacti. n iu

the town. Mr. Phillips's de^ign is s.iid to have
been the most popular. The cost of the statue

will be about £1500,
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ON ETRUSCAN ART.*

IN taking up the study of Etruscan art, the

first question which presenU itself to us is,

Who were the Etruscans ? There can be no

doubt that they were of Aryan origin j
some,

howerer, say that they were Phtonicians, others

that they were Egvptians, while some assert

that they were Teutons, and some tliat they

were aboriginal Kelts. The Etruscans, as repre-

sented on many drawings in Hamilton's col-

lection of old Etruscan pottery, appears as a race

of men with Mongol features—flat heads, pro-

jecting cheek bones, and pug noses, in conflict

with a higher Aryan-like race. It seems then,

from this evidence, that a mixture of the Mongols

and Aryans produced thit totally different type

from either Greeks or Romans. Two distinct

immigrations are recorded, the first about

1850 B.C., when Pelasgians and Thyrrenians

Mttled in Etmria ; and the second about three

hundred years after Homer and as many years

before Herodotus, in the time of Thalcs and

J,ycurgn8, about 800 B.C. The second tiino

they appear to have established themselves in

Italy, organised a society, and adopted Greek

mythology and writing. The differences in

their mythology are easily explained by the in-

fluences which their connection with the Egyp-

tians and Persians must have exercised on their

mode of thinking. That the Etruscans were ex-

tremely well-versed in Grecian lore, and also in

the later Grecian history, is without doubt. They
record the expedition of the seven heroes against

Thebes, as seen on camiols in the Stoich

Museum. They have on their burial urns

scenes from the battle of Marathon, and their

Echetlos is to be seen represeuted as he appeared

suddenly in the battle, armed only with a

plough, and driving the Persians before him,

for which valorous deed he received the name of

Echetlos, and was honoured by the Greeks

together with all the other leaders in the cele-

brated battle. But no record of this incident is

to he fonnd on any Greek monument, which

goes far to prove that very early a close con-

nection existed between Greeks and Etruscans.

Whilst the Greeks, after the Trojan expedition,

suffered very much from internal dissensions,

the Etmscans appear to have enjoyed a long

peace, and peace quickly developed a special

kind of Etruscan art, in a eertain degree origi-

nal, bearing, however, the stamp of Asiatic and

Egyptian influence. The Etruscans very early

devoted all their energies to pottery, and as the

Chinese are called the potters of the East,

the Etrnicans may be called the potters of the

West. I therefore am inclined to assume that

many vases ascribed to the Greeks have been

Etruscan productions. In burning, painting,

and fashioning clay, the Etruscans appeir to

have acquired from time immemorial a kind of

speciality, and there is nothing to contradict the

assertion that they, by degrees, perfected this

speciality so that their trade in vases extended

all over the then-known world, and that even

the Greeks preferred to furnish their houses with

Etruscan pottery to fabricating it themselves.

Besides that, we know that the Greeks looked

npon the making of pottery as a kind of low
handicraft, and with the wealth of marble
which they possessed, they preferred to devote

themselves to architecture and scnipture. The
learned professor Domenico Valeriani very

forcibly propounds all this, and I see nothing

very hypothetical in it. The gloomy mythology

of the Etmscans appears to bear out the asser-

tion that they were inclined to a melancholy

superstition, better fitted for potters fabricating

dark rases with rod figures on them, or red vases

with black figures, than for sculptors handling

white marble. They sighed under the super-

stititious principles of the day, which frightened

them with terrible conceptions of the Divinity.

They bad two sets of gods—the veiled gods, with

Asar at the head, representing the cosmogonical

forces : fire, wutcr, the creative power, like the

divinities of the Indians or those of the Egyptians

with Aran at their head (the concealed gO[l,or air),

and then twelve lower divinities presiding over

the order of all existing and visible things. All

this hns a great resemblance to the Scandinavian
lore with which we were made acquainted some
two thousand years later. The Etnucans be-

lieved in a hell, but not in an E ysinm. The
whole of their creed was devoid of a comforting
union between Qod and man. All their dirini-

• Abstract of a Lecture delivered by Dr. ZEKFri at
the South Kenilneton Huseum, March 29, 1870.

ties were conceptions of horror. These impressed

the people with a ferocious character, which

clearly appears in the legend that their priests at-

tacked the Romans with live serpents and burn-

ing torches. At their funerals they had no

dances, but sanguinary battles. Not less than

twelve different thunderbolts wore known to

them, vis. : those of prophecy, authority, law,

wish, admonition, approval, help, prosperity,

falsehood, plague, murder, and threats. They

have in their mythology a record that the

Cyclops forged in the subterranean black kitchen

of the -Stna the thnnderbolts for the use of the

incomprehensible First Cause. They had a

whole thunderbolt ritual, every day In the month
bringing thunder had its special signification.

All the concealed gods had the power of thunder-

ing, and nine out of the secondary gods could do

the same, says Pliny, but he forgets to give us

the names of these divinities. The conception

of an everlastingly angry, jealous, persecuting,

thundering and lightening divinity had very

much in common with the Jewish conception of

Javeh and with the Northern incarnation of

Thor. The Etruscan belief that aiirolites were

thunderbolts sent by the angels against the

Titans has a great analogy with the Persian

legend assuming the same to have been done by

the Fervers against the Devas. Another pecu-

liarity is observed in Etruscan divinities, viz.,

that they are nearly all winged, like many of

the Zend, Assyrian, and Babylonian divinities,

mlers and priests. [Jupiter, Diana, Minerva,

(who, with the Etruscans, was a kind of

lady Mercury, and had not only wings on her

shoulders, but also on her feet), and Venus, are

all winged. Others, like Proserpine, Eros, and

the Furies, have wings on their heads. Winged
genii are plentifully seen on their subterranean

graves in the old Etruscan town of Tarqninium,

According to Dempster, even cars are provided

with wings ; but therein the Greeks agree with

the Etruscans, for Euripides, in his Orestes,

speaks of the winged car of Phoebus, and on

some old Eleusian coins Ceres is to be seen sitting

in a winged oar drawn by two serpents. Plenty

of such winged cars are found on the vases in

the Hamilton collection. Some of the Etruscan

divinities have an Egyptian type. There are

two brazen tablets representing Isis and Osiris in

the Museum Chiusini (Clusium). We have a

small winged Harpocrates as Eros, with his fore-

finger on his lips, a lotus on his head, and a

cornucopia in his left hand. Their jars are of

Egyptian form, representing sphinxes, women,

their drinking cups in the form of legs, with

human faces on them,and Mercuries with pointed

beards. As far as all this goes we can trace in

Etruria an Eastern as well as a Greek inflaence.

Etruscan architecture took its origin in wooden

construction. The ground plan of an E:ruscan

temple formed a square. The front had a deep

colonnade, while the temple itself was divided

into three cellas, the central of which was

broader than the others, and each of them con-

tained the image of a Divinity. More celebrated

than their temples were their burial places. The

most simple of them belong to the primitive

form which in all quarters of the globe has been

preserved—mounds formed of e'arth and siones,

sometimes with conical columns rising above

thsm. Such mounds with columns are seen at

Vulci under the name of cucumella. The

Nuragha on the island of Sardinia are tower-like

stone buildings of a conical form, containing in

the interior many chambers. Other tombs are

cave-like, hewn in the rock or hollowed out as

simple chambers ; the ceilings, which are sup-

ported by pillars, are often found having on them

imitations of wooden rafters. The dead were

buried in full armour, vases and other vessels

surrounding them. The walls of these tombs

are often covered with decorative paintings.

Such tombs exist at Cometo, Vulci, Cere, Tar-

quiaii, and other places. On some of them the

outside is ornamented with fagades chiselled out

of the rook. All this certainly reminds us x)f an

Egyptian Necropolis. I may remark that fortifi-

cations were brought bythe Etmscans to a groat

artistic perfection, proving their matter-of-fact

character. In the old city walls of Cossa, Popu-

lonia, Todi, we plainly perceive an advance from

the polygonal Cyclopean construction to the

regular freestone building. Wo find, too, gates

for the first time constructed in the form of

arches of wedge-shaped stones, producing by

their span a firm vaulted construction. The
old gate of Volterra is of this kind. The

Etruscan architecture acfiuired a lasting merit

in the history of art by the new epoch which
it introduced by this progress in technical coa-

ftruction. By degrees, the Etruscans became
the fashioners in clay and the bronze raanufac.

turers of ancient times. Not only vessels, but gods,

were moulded in clay or cast in bronze, as is

to be seen by the numerous specimens found

in the museums of Europe. The style of these,

however, is rude and heavy, showing everywhere
a distorted conception of the human body. A3
Greek towns were said to have contained a double

population, one half living and the other iu

marble, the same may be said of Etrasean towns,

only in Etruria bronze occupied the place filled

by marble in Greece. Of such works we possess

a fantastic Chimera at Florence—a fabulous

monster, a symbol of a volcano iu Lycia, com-

posed of a lion, a goat, and a serpent, because it

was said that lions dwelt at the top of the moun-
tain, goats peaceably grazed half way up its sides,

and that below it poisonous serpents had

their abodes. Then wo have a she-wolf in the

Capitoline Museum at Rome, the Mars of Todi

in the Vatican Museum, a boy with a goose

under his arm in the Museum at Leyden, and a

draped male figure in the Ufiizzi at Florence, these

are the most characteristic specimens of Etrus-

can art. Everywhere the animal forms are dis-

tinguished by a vigorous naturalness, although

hard in the mode of execution ; but the human
figure, from a scrupulous and constrained con-

ception, and from an exaggerated attention to

detail, exhibits a cold, lifeless appearance, utterly

wanting in the animating spirit, of truth. We
see, then, that the Etruscans were more distin-

guished in works which required technical skill

than in those which take their origin in the

higher flights of imagination. Their religion,

their gloomy views of life and nature, forced

them to keep their human figures heavy, com-

pact, and oppressed, devoid of that free and easy

harmony which distinguishes Greek art. In

their sculptures they always wavered between

weakness and a hard style of execution. How
undeveloped their sculptures were may be judged

from the fact that in many instances the feet of

their figures were placed in profile, whilst the

upper part of the body faced the front, which

peculiarity appears in many early sculp-

tured representations of Christian saints. Such

figures have often, too, their feet to the north,

whilst their faces are turned in the very opposite

direction, making us believe that they walk to the

south.

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.

ONE illustration this week consists of a sketch

of the inner door, south porch, S. Saviour's

Church, Dartmouth, drawn and sent for " The
Building News Sketch Book" Series by Mr.

Henry J. Snell, of Plymouth. Mr. Snell sent no

other description than what appears in the

sketch.

Our other lithographic illustration shows one

of the " English Country Houses " by Mr.

William Wilkinson, of Oxford, to which we
particularly referred in our first article a fort-

night since. Bignell House, which we have re-

duced by the photo-litho process, may be re-

garded as a fair sample of the illustrations in

Mr. Wilkinson's book.

Instruments op Horse Torture.—At the

Royal Institution, on Friday night, on the occa-

sion of Professor Huxley's lecture on the horse

there was exhibited a number of large razor-

edged flint stones, some with frightfully jagged

edges with most terrific points, and many of them

of great size. These were picked up from the

roads as specimens of the cruelty inflicted on

horses at the present time. The inscription upon

the black board to which they were attached was

as follows:
—"Instruments of Horse Torture

employed in the Nineteenth Centnry on the Roads

of the South of London, within the four-mile

radius of Oharing-oross. April, 1870." 'The in-

dignation felt was very great that such frightful

barbarism should be practi-ed at the same time,

when by the adoption of the steam roller by the

public bodies all these sharp stones could be

pressed into the earth, and a perfectly flat and

even road be made iu a few hours. It is to be

hoped that this session will not pass over without

a short bill making the use of tho steam roller

compulsory on all public bodies laying down loose

stones.
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BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

By Thomas Morbis.

(Continuedfrom page 2G8.)

DISREGARDING strict chronology, it will

be more serviceable here, than later, to

notice two or three examples that seem to

prove conclusively the strutting and unti-

tying principle of ancient timber work. At
the church of Old Basing there arc principals

with cross struts of bent timbers which could

exert no appreciable influence in a pulling or

tying direction. This example also displays

purlins and arched wind braces, so tliat the

common rafters are reduced to a secondary

importance, and rest upon a framework instead

of being self-sustaining.

The roof over the Council-room at Crosby
Hall, London, of the fifteenth century, has
the saltiro struts, making each pair of rafters

complete without ridge or purlins ; but it was
intended to be concealed, and the struts are

straight.

Roof over CouNCiL-nooM, Crosby Hall.

Again, in the domestic chapel of the archi-
episcopal palace at Croydon, a late erection,
with panelled ceiling, the principal beam or
girder is converted into a very flat-pointed
arch by supports at the haunches from the
wall-posts, and the back of the girder has a
considerable rise towards the centre. It thus
presents a convexity where subjected to cross
pressure. On the apex of this beam stands a
crown-post with a horizontal cross strut at
half its height, supported at the ends by raking
struts flora the centre of the chief beam,
giving a firm rest for the purlin. There is no
attempt to relieve the centre, but the full

share of weight is thrown upon a timber forti-

fied for its reception, and especially adapted
to convey it safely downwards.

Roof of Ceapel, Croydos Palace.

In order that the noble works of our ancient
carpenters may be appreciated, intelligently
repaired, or successfully imitated, it is essen-
tial that their constructive principles should

Roof of Old Basixq Church, Hants.

be rightly comprehended ; and it has seemed
the more allowable and necessary to insist

upon a clear and explicit understanding on

this point even to iteration, because those

principles have to a great extent ceased to be

of common adoption. I shall now proceed to

exhibit their application in some of the grand
monuments of an art for which our native

builders were held in paramount honour

—

works that have been nowhere surpassed, and
rarely approached, by contemporary artists of

other nations.

The roof of Westminster Hall opens a new
era, and so magnificent an example deserves

the most considerate attention. The founda-
tions of this grand room are referable to

William Rufus, who held his court here on
returning from Normandy in 1099. The
detailed form of his building can only be
judged of by analogy, and the Strongest pro-

bability attaches to the tripartite arrangement
of Oakhampton, Hereford, and other coeval

instances. The late Mr. John Rickman,
assistant clerk of the House of Commons,
printed a pamphlet quoted by Brayley, to show
that the difficulty of explaining in what manner
such a span of roof could have been supported
before the flying buttre.sses were erected was
done away with by the development in 1820 of

an ancient triple doorway at the north end, in-

dicating that the hall was originally divided by
pillars of wood or stone, so as to form a nave
and side aisles in the manner of a large

church. Flying buttresses belong to the

thirteenth century, and were utterly unknown
as a separate building expedient in the
eleventh ; although virtually the arched ribs

of aisle roofs were flying buttresses to the nave
against whose walls they abutted. Roofs of
great span were altogether incompatible with
the condition of mechanic skill in the Norman
age, and the long gallery-like form of all con-
siderable apartments was the inevitable and
attesting consequence. Before the usages of

those early times had been wholly discon-

tinued, when the hall " used in the day for the

patriarchal hospitality of the owner became at

night a sort of stable for his servants," little

inconvenience may have attended the slight

separation of side and central portions, but with

greater delicacy of manners new arrangements
of domestic interiors were adopted, and when
distinct sleeping apartments were provided the

old columnar divisions of the hall became more
than ever obstructive and obnoxious.
Had the capacity for spanning a room

nearly 70ft. wide been anywhere achieved in

the time of William the Second, the very in-

ferior displays for 250 years afterwards must
have been precluded. Mr. Sydney Smirke
cannot perhaps be said to have combated this

notion by merely stating that no vestiges of

foundations for columns were found in the

cour.se of repairs conducted by Sir Robert and
himself, and that rooms of equal width had
been covered by single roofs in Italy. Mr. E.

J. Carlos suggests that if wooden columns, as

at Nursted, were employed, the non-discovery
of foundations might be easily accoimted for,

and both he and Mr. Twopenny incline to the

hypothesis of divisional supports of some
kind. Wooden posts were earlier in use, it

may be, than stone columns, but the latter are

more in unison with the general conception
of a royal palace of the time, and their com-
plete disappearance seems the less calculated
to excite surprise, as a patent was directed in

1394 to .John Godmerstone to repair the great

hall and sell old materials ; so that it may be
received as certain that whatever was un-
suited to remain or was capable of being
again worked up, should have wholly dis-

appeared from its original situation. Mr.
Smirke tells us, indeed, that much wrought
stone was discovered among the ashlaring of
Richard the Second's time. He says, also,

" That the roof (that of Rufus) was not
similar to the present one is indisputable, for
the external buttresses which resist the pres-

sure of the present principals formed no part
of the Norman walls, nor can we point to any
evidence of practical skill in carpentry on
the part of the builders of William the

Second's age equal to the execution of so bold
a task." (Arohffiologia, Vol. 26).

The Palazzi della Ragione or Halls of Jus-
tice at Vicenza (operated upon by Palladio)

and Padua afford no real precedents for

Westminster, and though of ancient Gothic
character, have most likely undergone similar

changes. That at Padua was built by Pietro

Cozzo between 1172 and 1219. "A vast roof

like that at Vicenza towers above the edifice,

rising perhaps half as hi'^h again as the walls

upon which it rests. This roof is said to be
the largest unsupported by pillars in the

world. The hall is above 2-i')ft. long and
80ft. wide, as much in height, and not quite

rectangular." But the roof is not of the early

date of the foundations. " In the year 130G
there came to Padua arenowned architect and
engineer, an Austin friar, Frate Giovanni, by
name. He had travelled far and wide in

Europe and in Asia, to the very Indies, and ha
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had brought back plans and drawings of all

the baildings which he had seen, amongst
other* a drawing of the roof of a great

palace in India beyond th« sea. This

design greatly pleased the Paduans, and thev

request d hira to roof their hall (which

had previously firmed three chambjrs) in

like manner, and Fra Giovanni assented, ask-

ing no other pay excepting the wood and tiles

of the old roof which he was to take d^iwn."

(Murray's " Northern Italy "). So that this

Italian discursion, instead of supporting a

theory, collapses under the touch of investiga-

tion, like a house of cards. Much more ample
information than bus yet come to light con-

cerning the Westminster renovatioil is to

be desired, but of the fragmentary history

one of the chief documents is that in

Rymer'9 Foedera, a.d. 1395, An. 18, Ric.

2, commencing " Ceste Endenture faite

par-'ntro nostre Seigneur le R')y d'une part

et Bic'iard "Washboura and John Swalwe,
masons, d'autre part, Tesmoign que le-< didtz

masons ont empris de faire bien et loialment

t'lute la table des mures de la grande sale

deinze le palavs de Westmonstier d'une part

et d'iiutre. La quele table sur monteni
I'ancien mure deux Pees d'assise garmy la dite

mure."
These particulars show thit alterations

were in progress from 1894 to 1398. Nor is it

at variance with the length of time commonly
required for the preparation of works of such

magnitude to suppose that the new roof was
not only de.sig^ed, but put inio actual pre-

paration, before tlie old building was dis-

turbed. There was no such lapse of unnoticed

years, we will assume, as between the pro-

jection and complete execution of the new roof

a'- Guildhall ; aud artificers were subject to im-

pre-sment ; but we cannot, on the other

hand, conceive as existing in the fourteenth

century the organisation that produced those

sudden, magiolike effects winesscd in the

gigantic halls for modern international exhi-

bitions. There must have bei-n designs and
devices, models and " pairones," forms and

moulds to prepare, and trees of suitable size

and curvature, it may be presumed, to select in

their native seats, making the term assigned

seem short. A.D. 1398 was the last of which
Kic'iard saw the end, and the manner of in-

augurating the Westminster roof was more
suitable to a work of entire loveliy than even

the most successful renovation of a pre-

existing object. It took place at Christmas,

and the king kept the festival " in a most royal

manner, with every day justings and running

at the tilt, whereunto resorted such a number
of people that there was every day spent

xxvi. or xxviii. oxen, and 30O sheep, besides

fowie without number. Also the king caused

a garment for himself to be made of gold,

silver, and precious stones, to the value of

3000 markes." Beneath the same majestic

roDf four centuries and a quarter later took

place the most remarkable display of modern
pomp—the coronation of George IV., wlien it

had undergone a thorough repair by Sir Robert

Smirke with old ship oak from Portsmouth

Dockyard. The walls were at the saine time

refaced internally with Gin. Huddlestone

ashlar. The lengthening of the hall south-

wards, and piercing the east wall to suit the

new Palace of Parliament, were done by Sir

Charles Barry.

ABCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting on Friday
evening last, Mr. Lacy W. Bidge, Presi-

dent, in the chair, Mr. Foskett was elected a
member, and the ordinary routine business having
been transacted.

The Rev. Thomas Hugo, rector of West
Hackney, gare an ex empore addre/s on

Old London Bbickwork.

The rev. lecturer, in his prefatory remarks, said

that a (treat many yeaisagoba (then curate of
8. Botolph'g, BiabopBgate) perambulated the
•treet« of London, in company with Mr. Charles

Baily (then a young architect in Gracechnrch-
streetj, in quest of objocts of interest to the
antiquarian, the architect, and the liisfi/rian.

The results of those investigations were put be-

fi re the world in the "Transactions" of the
London and Middlesci Archa^ol"gical Siciety,

and, as was therein pointed out, the ward of
Biabopsgate in the City of L <Ddun was fnund to

be particularly rich in what were then compara-
tively rare specimens of old brickwork. But if

such works were rare tivenly years a^jo, it might
be gne-sed that (owing to the groat changes in

and the rebnildinu of large portions of London)
they were much scarcer in the present day. He
had, in anticipation of this address, gone over the

ground he had formerly traversed, and ho had
foimd that very few vestijes of interest now re-

mained. He would not, however, take up th-"

time of the meeting by describing brick buildings

that were now no more, hut wonii confine his

remarksto th6(U' fortunatelv) few that remained.
Of all things that an architect could study, brick-

work was one of the most important, and nny at-

tempt to rescue old speolmens of it from oblivion

would be, to a certain extent, a thing o£ value
aud that was his excuse for presuming, ns an'
amateur, to address a profes&ioiml andienre.
After stating his belief (based .up >n Scriptural

and other records) in the superior antiquity pos-

sessed over stone by brick as a building material,
the lecturer traced its employment through
Egypt, Greece, and Rome, to our own day, re-

markin r that the brickwork of the Romans was
a marvellous specimen of man's powers, and that
when we knew that some of the brickwork of
the Romans presented as fine a front to-day as

when first erected, it made ns have an extreme
veneration both for the builders and for the
material which they used. The material, at least,

is most noble, however egregiously wrong may
have been, and is, its treatineut among onrselvos.

The ward of Bishopsjate was, for its size, ihe

most interesting area in London to the archseolo-

gist and architeo-. Tnking his hearers for an
imaginary walk in the ward, the rev. lecturer

firs', noticed the celebrated house of Sir Paul
Pindar, in Bis'iopsgate-street Without, and di-

rected the attention of his hearers to a little bit

of work on the northern side of it, which he
said was singularly characteristic of the time.

It was Renaissance in style, as was all good brick-

work of that period. This specimen, which was
well worth a special visit of inspection, was now
fast falling to pieces, and he was afraid that it

would not long lemain. The ornamentation of

the London brickwork of the sixteenth centnrv

differed from foreign brickwork, being mainly
characterised by the employment of pilasters,

semi-engaged, caps, and cornices. An old

brick building, showing in a marked degree of

perfection this latter treatment, was next ttaied

by the lecturer to be still in existence in Great

S. Helens, in the labyrinthine portion of that

thoroughfare between the churchyard and S.

Mary Axe ; in fact, Great S. Helens abounded
with interesting buildings, some much older than
that referred to. There was a singular building

of the reign of Elizabeth there, not to mention
Inigo Jones's entrance to the church. The old

London brick houses in question were erected

between the years 1610 and 1650, and there was
no house of the kind that Mr. Hugo was ac-

quainted with that did not state upon its face that

it was of that period, or that could not be proved
to be so. In S. Helen's Churchyard was another

brick house of the period, but with stone

pilasters and quoins ; this (date 164C) was not a

good specimen. The first building namadas still

existing in Great St. Helens had a email space

left in the wall, probably intended for the sign.

The buililings already named, Mr. Hugo was
sorry to say, comprised all that remained of old

brickwork in the ward of Bishopsgate. Passing
beyond that ward, the lecturer ruentioned a
building in Tokenhouse-yard, which he wss
afraid bad disappeared, although Mr. Baily told

him that it still rem>iined ; at any rate, there was
some doubt about it. In passing, the rev. lec-

turer expressed his indebtedness to Mr. Baily

ior much valuable knowledge, archseological and
architectural, imparted in ihe course of the pere-

grina'ions with that genileman bafore referred

to. One of the finest specimens of old brick-

work with which he was acquainted wei'e situated

in the Barbican, five or six doors from Red
Cross street. In this house tberu were the pilasters

before mentioned, and a large central arcb. The
well-known specimen of brickwork over the

archway of Gray's-inn was next referred to, and

after remarking that several old frontages in
Chcapside were worth notice, the lecturer said
that he had frequently reati with disgust and
Sorrow the objecttous made by aichitects against
the use of brick as a modem building mateiial.
It was taid with such a mateiial there c nid be
no light and th^de—nothing widch could bring
cteditupoii the architect. In his judgment, how-
ever, b ick was the most plastic of all materials

;

and when he savv archiiects complaining of the
deficiencies of biick he came ta the conclusion
that it was a parallel case to that presented by
the bad workman who found fault with his tools.

In the Temple, in Fleet-street, were to be seen
many gateways or archways of the extremest
e.xcelleu'je in brickwoi k. He admitted to the full,

however, that there was a kind of uniformity,
knd therefore monotony, in all brick baildings,
aud that, by the use of other materials, greater
variety of effect had been obtained ; but because
architects had followed each other blindly in the
use of brick, it did not follow that that material
Wis incapable of greater things. As an illustra-

tion of what miglit be dune to obtain greater
variety in biick buildings, the rev. lecturer al-

luded to some of the work in the new bnildingsof
the South Kensington Museum. He condemned
the bulk of the brickwork now rising up on every
band, as displaying an egregious lack of good
taste. He regretted this, because he hoped and
trusted that the future of Loniou would be a
future of brick architecture, for brick was really

aud truly the material of which city houses should
be built, if not all houses ; and while it appeared
to him that stone was, in general, the nio!>t suit-

able material for the constructiou of religious

edifices, atill, the high cspabilities of bnck even
in this direction were shown to groat advantage
in the new church of S. Coluinba, Shoroditch,

which was a geimioo work of architecture. la
tracing the causes of the bad quality of most
of our modern London brickwork, the refV.

lecturer said it was chiefly owing to the inferior

kinds of brick that were now manufactured. An
extensive brickmakcr had told him that better

bricks were not made because nearly every house
was now built on a lease of ninety-niue jeara,

and the bricks now made are considered quite

equal to lasting that lime. Now he (the lec-

turer) ventured to say that all the old buildings

he had referred to were built by conscientious

men, with the intention that they should last

for ever. Again, the mortar now used about

London aud elsewhere was of the most wretched
character. With such materials it was impos-
sible to produce good work. In conclusion, the

rev, lecturer strongly dwelt on the suitability of

brick for modern town architecture, instancing

the capabilities of the materi.d as evince i by the

splenilid works lu Italy of the Reuaissance
period.

In the discussion which followed,

Mr. Charles Baily spoke with regret of

the greiit number of inieresting brick buildings

which had disappeared from London, particularly i

instancing one which formerly existed in Win-
chester-street, City, undoubtedly the Wnrk of'
Inigo Jones, of which ho believed no drawing
existed. In speaking on the history of brick-

work, Mr. Baily said that all ages, from the time
of the Romans down to the present d.iy, fur-

nished some gojd specimens of brickwork, and
ho believed that some masterpieces were exe-

cuted in the material in the present day. Ha
emphatically contradicted the assertion made by
some authors to the ifffCt that Si.on after the

Roman legions left Britain, theartof burnijigcartb *

into bricks was los', and at some length entered '

into his reasons for coutradioting it. In reference

to terra-cotta, which, after ill, was ony brick,

Mr. Baily said that many architects fanced that

our forefathers never used a material without
boldly showing what that material was, but in the

instance of Sntton-place, near Guildford, all the

dressings, the muUions, and the arching of the

doors and windows were in terra-cotta, though
apparently of stone. In conclusion, Mr. Bail.v

remarked on the ingenuity our ancestors brought
to bear on the employment of brick constrnc-

tively and ornamentally, and advocated the study
of old brickwork.

In ihe remarks which followed by various

members of the Ass leiation, vaiious points ia

connection with the lecture were touched upon.

One Was the tar inferior strength of a brick

column of given diameter to that of a bt 'Ue

column of the same dimensions ; this was to

some extent a bar to the employment of brick

except in conjunction with stoue, aud the
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general feeliatc of th» meetinf; seemed to be that

no new stylo would ever be worked out in brick

exclusively, though the increasinp; popularity of

terra-cotta promised to be of great service to brick

architeotufff. Several additional existing old

brick buildings in London and elsewhere wore

enumerated by the vaious speaker?, and one
gentleman, in reference to some of the specimens
quoted by the rev. lecturer, said that the semi-

attached pilasters in brickwork on the fagade,

though excellent in point of workmanship, were
not in good taste, such features belonging pro-

perly to stone architecture. As to the rubbishing

kind of brickwork so abundant in the suburbs of

London and elsewhere, it was stated that it was
due rather to the fact that the houses were
" built to sell " than to any question of lease.

A word was said in defence of London " stock
"

bricks, it bjing observed that they were yery
durable, hard, not very easy to cut, but good for

wear and tear.

The customary vote of thanks to tlie rev. lec-

turer having been carried, the meeting ad-
journed. — —
ENGLISH & FRENCH METAL WORKERS
AT THE ROMAN ART EXHIBITION.

A COMPARISON between the merits of the
productions of the French metal workers

and those of an English firm, Messrs. Hardman
and Oo., of London and Birmingham, is made as

follows by a correspondent of the Wastminster
Gazette :

—
" There can exist little doubt, judging even

from the few specimens exposed, that the Messrs.
Hardman and Powell still retain their position
as the fli-st ecclesiastical metal-workers of our
day, or, at least, one may say that no one has
gurpassed them. Richer, more elaborate, more
costly productions may have emanai;ed frem
other htmses, but few of ecjual purity of design,
none of greater perfection of workmanship. It

is not an ordinary or superficial observation of
their works, iu contrast to some of the more
effective productions of such manufacturers as
M. Poussielque-Rusand and Madame Armand-
Galliat, which will evidence this. But anyone at
all conversant with the princiijles of metal-work
can see it at a glance; and it is by no means
artistic to sacriiice the principles to mere gor-
goousness of appearance ; whilst to adapt a lower
method of workmanship to an object for which
itis unfitted, just because it is showy and less

cosly, betrays, even in an artist, a want of thought
and judgment which are inconsistent with the
professions he makes.
"Madame Armund-Galliat, of Lyons, f.y., ex-

hibits chalices, which are in appearance rich and
elaborate, although not quite satisfactory in pro-
portion, faulty iu ornamental detail, and some-
what overdone in design. In fact, it seems un-
gracious to find fault with thinus in many re-
sp-ctsso meritorious and satisfactory ; although
I am only doing so by way of contrast. They
will not, however, bear contrasting with the
chalices of Messrs. Hardman, which, though of
simple design, are not only without those taults
of proportion and ornamental detail I have al-
luded to, but partake altogether of a much
higher order of art, and are iu every respect con-
sistent with, and carry out, the true principles of
metal-work.

"The French chalices are almost, if not en-
tirely, cast—those of Messrs. Hardman entirely
beaten up. The bowl of the one is sui rounded
by a casing, unnecessarily thick, not to say
clumsy

; that of the other, by delicately beaten
leaves and flowers of most elegant disign ; the
sharp engraving of the one contrasts unfavour-
ably with the dull stamping of the other, and the
uneven polished surfnoe of the excessive enamel-
ling of the French, although possessing the ad-
vantage of colour, seems a little wanting in re-
finement, and of inferior merit to the exquisite
finely-wrought gold ornamentation of the Eng-
lish. A chalice too, should be, as far as is con-
sistent with safety, light, and lifted almost with-
out effort. These qualities are the natural re-
sult of beaten metal work, whilst the French
chalice—I held it; in my hand—was unusually
heavy. The one, in a word, will bear the
minutest inspection

; which is a merit .scarcely to
be conceded to the other. It seems invidious to
carry out this comparison any further, or to e.-c-

tend it to the works of other manufacturers ; and
I have no intention of doing so. I have insti-
tuted it from a deep sense of its fairness and law-
fulness

J and it bag confirmed my conviction that

however, at first sight, people might be inclined

to give the palm to foreign munufacturers, thein

is not one who, with all his merit, comes up to, or

at least excels, our own manufacturers, the Messrs.

Hardman, as I have already observed, either for

purity of design or perfection of workmanship.
To this statement I must make one exception.

Mr. Goldie, our own aichitect, has designed, and
Madame Armand-Galliat has executed, a reliquary

for a portion of the Holy Cross, which to me
seems almost faultless. If Mr. Goldie can design

metal-work in such perfection, it shows that he

posses.sos powers of which he has hitherto given

us no similar example. This reliquary has a
rectangular base, faced with fine enamelling and
chasing, and rests on quaint monsters admirably
mo<ielled. From the centre of the base grace-

fully rises a stem with a most superb knob, ter-

minating in a crystal cross, Sit in tinel.v-wrought

gold-work, and surmounted by a gable filled with
beautiful foliations, leaves and flowers. On each

side of the stem rests an angel in adoration. This
inadequate description will not convey any idea

of an object which is by far the best of all the
foreign similar works in metal. There is no de-

sign in Madame Armand-Galliat's cases which
equals it, and that is saying much for our Eng-
lish artists."

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

THE 13th meeting of the session of this society

was held on the 6th, Mr. F. Homer presiiling.

Mr. H. H. Vale called attention to the students'

competition designs, for which prizes are ofTcred

by the society. The subject was a park entrance,

for which eight designs had been sent in for com-
petition. The designs, which were exhibited in

the room, all bore evidence in a more or less

degree of careful study and architectural skill on
the part of the competitors. Mr. Vale reviewed
in succession the various designs, which, he said,

were highly complimentary to the students. He
pointed out the respective merits and defects of
each, accompanying his criticisms with judicious

and timely suggestions for the guidance of the
students in connection with their professional

pursuits. The successful designs were—1, " Quod
potui feci," and 2, " Red Star." The names of the
students will be announced and the prizes awarded
at a future meeting.—Mr. G. F. Chantrell read a
paper (adjourned from the last meeting) on con-
crete buildings, upon which some discussion
followed, and the author was accorded the thanks
of the society.

(Utldiiiij dirt^ltiucitiiL-.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

ExETEK. — Southernhay Congregational
Church was opened on Wednesday week. The
style is Early Decorated, the materials used being
Westleigh limestone, with Bath and rod sand-
stone dressings. The church is very broad. It is

laid out upon the lines of the nave, north and
south aisles, transept, and apse, but the aisle

roofs are thrown up to a great comparative height,
to secure abundant ga'lery room, and the clere-

story wall is proporiionall* dwarfish. The clere-

story walls are supported by iron pillars bronzed
and picked out with colour, with carved stone
capitals. The cost of the buildin;; was £6214.
Mr. Tarring, of London and Torquay, was the
architect, and Messrs. Bragg and Dyer, of Paign-
ton, the builders.

Hartley Wintney.-The Church of S. John
the Evangelist, Hartley Wintney, was conse-
crated on Tuesday week. The church is built in

the Gothic style of the Decorated or thirteenth
century period. The edifice consists of nave and
side aisles, chancel, organ chamber, transepts,
baptistry, vestry, foundations for tower, &c., and
will accommodate 612 adults and 100 children.
The churchjis built of hard burnt red stock bricks,

with Bath stone dressings. The columns in the
interior of the church are of Bath stone, the caps
carved iu foliage, and the walls are i>la8tered iu

fine sand with slight tint. The roof is open
timbered, with principal raftersandoeiling divided
by moulded ribs and purlins into panels. The
co-(t of the building has been £3600. Mr. E. A.
Lansdo'.vne, of Newport, Monmouthshire, was the

architect, and Mr. H. Hibbard, of Bath, the

builder.

LiMlNOTON, So.MER.SET.—The parish church

—

—of which Cardinal Wolsey wus once rector

—

has been reopened, after having its chancel
thoroughly restored. The roof is new, and orna-
mented with carved oat, bosses, and the floors are

laid with Godwin's tiles. The ancient stall ends
are of somewhat late date, but interesting, and
have been carefully preserved ; they are very
elaborately carved ; a few new ones have been
added. There is a new altar rail of massive
design. The reredosis of Butb stone, relieved by
marble bosses, and is noticeable a* containing ex-
cellent carvings of the evangelistic beasts. An
ancient picina has been discovered on the south
side of the altar. The pnlpit stands in its former
position, but has been rnised, standing upon a b.iB*

of Ham-hill stone. Some parts of this church
exhibit good Early English work, and there are
some fine effigies in excellent condition, but, un-
fortunately, almost wholly blocked from view by
high pews. Several Early English coflin-lidi,

with beautifully-carved foliated crosses upon
them, have been found during the restorations.

Remains of a fine rood-screen still exist. Mr.
Davis, of Langport, has carried out the whole
of the works, from designs by Mr. B. Ferrey,
F.S.A.
Llanerfyl.—The foundation stone of a new

church was laid at Llanerfyl, in the dioeese of
S. Asaph, recently. The church will consist of
nave, with western bell turret, chancel, vestry,

and south porcb. The fine old open-timbered
roof will be repaired and placed over the nave.
Room will be provided for 200 persons in open
seats. Local stone is being used for the walling,

and Sholvoke for the dre:,sings ; the chancel
fittings are intended to be of oak. The work Is

being carried out by Mr. W. Morgan, of Llanfair,

builder, from the designs of Mr. E. Haycock,
jun., architect, Shrewsbury.

Starston, NoiiFOLK.-^This church is about
to be enlarged and restored, under the direction
ofMr. R. M. Phipson, F.S.A. Such timbers of
the nave roof as are decayed will be taken out,
and others in oak preciselj- similar in size and
mouldings substituted, and the whole re-covered
with load. This roof is figured in Brandon's
" Open Timber Roofs." A new north aisle is to
be built, with three stone arches and piers open-
ing into nave—the present Decorated windows on
the north side ot nave being refixed in ai«le

walls. The root of this'aisle will be in pitch
pine, with moulded timbers and tracery spandrels,
and covered with lead. An unsightly west
gallery will he removed, and the benching will
be continued in the aisle in oak similar to that at
present in the nave. A new organ chamber at
the east end of the new aisle v\'ill bo erected, and
have arches opening both into chancel and aisle.

The passages are to bo paved with tiles, and
Gidney's underground stove need for warming.
The contract has been taken by Mr. Grimwood,
of Weybread, Suffolk, who has restored several
churches in this district, under Mr. Phipson, in a
satisfactory manner. The Ven. Archdeacon
Hopper, the rector of the parish, has, with his
family, contributed the greater portion of the
funds.

Worcester.—The work of repaving Worcester
Cathedral has commenced. The materials to be
employed in the Lady Chapel, the aisles, and the
two upper transepts are red and yellow Mansfield
stone, white Portugal stone, and black marble,
from thirteenth century designs. Messrs. Collins
and CuUis, of Tewkesbury, are the contractors
for the work.

BUILDINGS.

Bath.—A commodious and mneh-needed goods
station has just been completed at Bath by the
Midland Railway Company. It is built of blue
lias, with Box stone dressings. The roof is sup-
ported on a lisht framework of iron, and has
rough thick glass in the centre. The offices are

at the east end of the station. Sydenham Field
being separated from the city by a river, a bridge

is being constrncted to form a communication be-

tween Seymour-street and the goods station. The
bridge will be of cast iron, and in most respects
similar to the existing one, with which it will be
parallel at a distance of about one hundred yards.
It will, however, have no pillars supporting it in

the centre. The bridge will have a clear spun of
150 feet, while its width will be 24ft. The abut-
ments on the Seymour-street side of the river are
now in course of construction. The works are
being carried out by Mr. Humphreys, of Derby,
and his manager, Mr. Green, from the plans of
Messrs. Allport, jun., and Wilson, the engineers,
and the architect, Mr. Saunders.
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SlOKK-CPOS Trest. — Th6 showroom at

Hetsrs. MIbmh mid Ci>.'8 norli.8 ha« reeentl; been

eirgan Iv Rde<s>nted. The style chosen is «

free renderinif of Gre k «rt, nr, rather, a mndern

traiislali n of ihat beautinil epnoh of dt-oorative

art, in wbi.h mIi the 3i irit of the original i>>

retnined, wbilet tlie worl( has the ailTamage nf

beinfr, so to spt-ak, in the Yeniacular. The walls

are painted a deep rich maroon, and have for

their sole decoration festoons and pendants of

conreiitionali-ed foliage. The cornice which

•urrounds the walls ii partiallv dec< rated wiib

tilv*. auc* has iis monldiniis and members jadi-

cioiislr decorat>^d in colour, whilst the deep lOVe

abore'it is p»inted of a qniet nentral i;reen drab,

rrllered by a very b'-antifiil omament based on

Oreek tradition, without being a servile imita-

tion. It is painted in bine and crimson. The
columns which support the four main arches
have their capitals gilt, and are themselves en-

riched by bands of maroon and gold, relieved by
somewhat severe but very eflectire oniamenta-
tion. The pilasters which respond to them on
the walls are decorated by an arabesqne ornnment
of simple and tasteful character, and the ilat

ceiling above the light simply but judiciously

treated. Mr. Gee was entrusted by Messrs.
Miaton with the work.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

fWe do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our corres(xtndents. The Kditor respectfully re-

quests that all communications should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimaots
npOB the space allotted to correspondence.]

RxciniD.—D. n. and J. N.—W. R—J. F. and Sons—
J. M. and Soot—J. J. C. and Co -Geo. Smith—J. 0. S.—
C. G . 1).—I. L—Rev. J. A. H.—S. W. and Co.—F. F. M.-J. H.

F. WiOHoas—With sketch of S. Albans.
W. S.—The errors arc rectlAed.

Cjarri»^jiait(kiti[^.

THE BASIS OF ARCHITECTURAL
CLASSIFICATION.

(To the Editor of The Building News.)

•Sib,—We are indebted to Dr. Zerffl for pointing
out the very remarkable circumstance that the
general geometrical character of a nation's habi-
tations is the effect of the same geometrical form
ruling in the shape of their heads, and so " giving
ns the very be^t basis for classifioation. Tho
triangulnr-headed negroes CPrognathi) scarcely
go beyond cinatruoting triangular wigwams. The
square-headed Turanians (Brachikephali) keep
to square houses in the form of tents ; and only
the long, or oval-headed Aryans (Dolicokephali)
have been capaMe of combining all geometrical
forms for real grand arehi'ectural constructions,
using the triangle, the i-qnare, and the arch." It

is possible iliat captious crities may tike exception
to b ith premises and con -Insions in this staie-

ment ; hut enough for us that the hypothesis is

sufficiently novel and .striking. I dtclare I think
there is a great deal in it, and not merely as
regards craniological development but in the
varying character of the facial expression. For
instance, in the soulless, whimsically-twi.sted
features of the Chinese people, cannot you plainly
trace their fantastic bamboo construction, Iho
childishly repeated forms of their pagodas, kc 1

In the straight nose and forehead, and the regular
clearly cut features of the beautiful Greek, is

there not clearly expressed the character of the
na ional anbitecnre ? Is not the Gieek face
the Parthenon in human lineaments?

Cannot >ou see the grand arcuated style of the
Romans prognosiicated bv the tinelv arched nose
and massive visage of thatpople ? Aiid are not
the hold, ii regular, but handsome features of the
nor h western n itious of Europe typical of their
picturesque Goiliic siylts? It is to be hoped that
this imp..it«iit subject will at once eniiiige tlie

careful consideniiun ol Professor Huxlev, so
tbaf Hhenhe secures an imlubitable cranium of
Prthisturic man he shall be aMe to tell us what
his buildings were. Thoughtfully studying this
matter, an important idea seizes me, and I would
respccUully submit it as a query to Dr. Zerffi. If

an architect is desirous of bringing up some of
his offspring to the same pursuit as himself, can d
ho not liv n fitting co'upressio'i of the youngster's
skull give it such a shape as will ensn'e architec-

tural eminence ? It is clear n iw why we do not
excel onr foref iihers. Wo are not long-lioaded

enouub, though certainly iu these days we some
of ns pull very long faces.

All the important rosults of this momentous
discovery may not at present be evident, but so
far they are important, and if the R.I.B.A. have
any right or title to be stvled Dolirnkephali, the
next award of their R lyal Gold .Medal will bo to

Dr. Zciffi. With snfB lent enc mragemont there
is no knowing what interestini; and valuiible

discoveries he will yet make.—I am. Sir, &c.,

Db. Zebffi's Humble Disciple.

•ON THE DORIC STYLE.
Sib,—Ur. Zerffi appears to have been diligently

rending up the subject of Grecian Architecture.
He however still insists, I see, upon tho existence
of what he terms the Attic style. Whatever cur-
rency Dr. Zaiffi's opinions may have with the
teneral public, it would not do to allow his
fanciful stuteiiients to pass unchallenged in the
pages of an aichiieotural journal. The buildings
he names in " this well-known Attio style, wbich
isa mi.vtureof D iric simplicity ami Ionic el.gance,
a hlendimr of northern with southern architectu-
ral details," are all pure Doric, the buildinjis in
the list routrasting quite as much with each other
as they d-> with other excluded specimens of the
style which are not supposed to be " Attic,"
though on the same soil.

. That the Doric stylo was the invention of the
Dorians has no better foundation than the state-
ment of Vitruvius, whise traditi.ns respecting
this and tho other styles are regarded by Knglish
writers as purely mythical. Thi rock-cut origin
of the style is agreeable to the fact that the
earliest specimens of the order are much more
massive than the later. Had the origin been a
wooden construction, it is probable, as Fergusson
points out, the reverse of this would be the case.

—I am, Sir, &c., P. E. M.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN BUILDING
APPLIANCES.

SiB,—I should be glad if yon will allow me to

oiTer a few practical directions on Mr. Douglass
Mathews' paper on this subject reported iu yonr
issue of the 1st instant, and I will confine myself
strictly to those matters in which I have had
actual experience. In concrete walling the only
system I have tried has been thut introduced by
the Broomhall Rrick and Tile Company ; it

makes capital work when once completed, but my
individual experience is lhat it is excessive in

point of cost. The expetisive items consisted in

waste of blocks, either because they were not true,

or that they br ko in separating, and generally the
labour in trimming, &c. In caseof any aliemtions,

or if inseitions have to be made in the walls, it is

expensive to make g lod. As a matter of money
tho 9' brick fence wall with 14" piers would have
cost Cs. Ojd. per yard, and the 12" p.iteut wall f.iir

both sides actually cost 2ls. l^d. per jardcom-
plele, but it certainly mado silcj-did woik.

With regard to bond of holl w ivalN, ai.y two
walls of unequal substance or ultitnato load must
have a tendency to settle unoqually nnd with
consequent tendency to fracture any rigid bond
between Ihom. In practice I have found a
wrought iron cramp, split and caulked at the ends,
and dipped in the centre, to run off water the most
simple and most reliable. In the matter of damp-
proof course, tho Broomhall Company's patent is

expensive, that is to say 7d. per foot super, as
against od. for slate in cement, or 4d. lor Wright's
tar asphulte, or iu that average difterenco accord-
ing to quantity or locality.

With reference to fireproof constru'-tion I have
used Dennett's, Fox & Birretts, I'hiUips's, and
brick and tile arching, and, taking all things into

consideration, have found Dennett's the most
convenient and lea-t expensive in exocntion j

Morolan'i's is simjily a.i addition il means of
Btreiigthonlng Dennett's, and is so far superior
lor bearing power in warehouses, &c.
The Broomhall tiles m.ike a roof of beautiful

appearauco, but it is only fckiu thick, and a
crackedor broken tile lets the rain through at once.
In case of repairs to chimneys or any inspection
of roofs, some are sore to be broken, and they are

very troublesome and costly to repair. I have
used them in se-eial places ; at a church thit I
erected I have seen the tiles off by fifty at a time,
and this more than once ; the|ioi ting, too, gettng
1>03-, with other debris chokes up the gu ters and
pipes hence these roofs are a continual suurco of
e.\|ienpe and annoyance.

I hud long sought for a good general lock at a
fair price, with firmly attached furniture. Hart's
reversible bolt is very well, but tho iusiant a lock
has to bo opened by the joiuer for any purpo.-e,
as for reversing iho bolt in this case, the proba-
bilities aic it will got damaged, and each party
blnmes the other. I have I .r^ely nsid Ilobbs'g
locks, to a sample deposited at mv office, with
their patent spindle, and am not aware of there
being a defective one in wear at the present
moment.

I am aware that tho experience of others may
bo at variance with mine, but the statements of
patentees must be taken with the utmost caution,
and it must be borne in mind lhat the builder
mnst charge something more for his risk in
dealing with ilcma of which he knows nothing,
and over which his workmen are sure to waste
time

; and this again is a further extra apou my
quotations.

If the patentee does the work there is always
consideratilo delay, iuconrenieace of arrangdment
with parlies interested only in one .speciality, and
hindrance to other trades, and extra cost in con-
sequence, which in one form or another meets the
adventurous architect who is tempted to dabble in
these matters. If anything goes wrong nobody is

responsible, and the blame from all parties falls

eutirely upon the architect.— I am. Sir, ifec.,

Thos. Chas. Sobby.
27, Brunswick-square, W.C.

EXTERNAL FACINGS AND DRESSINGS.
Sib,—The letter from the Architectural Pot-

tery Company, if I understand it rightly, helps to

show why bricks with a smoke-resisting surface
have not come into general use long ago. Shortly
stated, the cau-e seems to be thus :—architects
want a rough glaze, and manufacturers supplv a
smooth one. Without going so far as Mr. Rus-
kin, who speaks of lustre as an ignobleness in
almost everything, it .seems plain that a smooth
glazed brick, in jambs and arches for instance,

would harmonise very bailiy with common brick
and stone in the rest of the building. Even sub-
stances like granite and marble, the beanty of
whose veining is a constant temptation to polish

them, are generally best in external work when
free from actual shlniness. Mr. Woodward's
Crown In.suranco Office, for example, with its

facings and dressings all wrought to a uniform
degree, looks more of a piece than the Sun Insur.

ance Office, at Charing-cross, with its polished
piers and fascias tacked on to a red brick front.

No doubt a smooth glaze gets rather bi ttcr

washed by tho rain than a rough one. Bu-. that
tho rain will keep either of them clean no one can
imat;ine for a moment who remembers how dirty

our window glass t'ets in spite of it. Wo must,
therefore, be satisfied with a surface which can
be washed either by hand or by engines. A peri-

odical washing, if nehal a brick capable of being
washed, would soon become as usual as a peri-

odical painting. It is rare now, because with such
bricks as we have, it is uext to useless. A red or
yellow brick with just such a face as the Stafford-
shire blue ones, if we could only get it, would
answer the purpose exactly. But the jjlaze can
hardly be too rough or uneven, both to harmonise
with the roughness of the olher building
materials, and to avoid those reflections

which give a jarring speck of light in place

of the local colour which the architect raeaut to

introduce. I think any manufacturer who sup-
plies a washable red or yellow brick which has
not the drawbiick of a smooth shiny surface will

have no dilBculty in fi idinga gooii sale for it. It

would be quite as usful in expo-^ed towns, like

Brighton, as in smoky ones like Londun.—I am,
Sir, &c., J. C.

MODERN STAINED GLASS IN GLASGOW
CATHEDRAL.

Sir,—In replying to the very offensive arlic c

by Mr. Seddon on these wind iws, 1 end^'avoured

to point him out a w ly by which ho might bo

able to explain t >e grounds upon wuich he

judaes of tue qualities of paint-d glas», and

show us by example wherein the Munich glass

falls short of these essential qualities ; it is

therefore to be regretted that, when in the
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cathedrnl, he did nnt more carefully examine

the windows by our Knjjliah, Scotch, ami other

foreitrn artis'3 or manufacturers. The crypf. of

our cathedral i^ iho most beautiful part of the

buiUliiicr, imd one of the finest in the world, and

we wonder greatlv how it wua that an arrliitcot

visi'in^ onr cji'hedral^ and firiding himself an much
disgu-tfd with the Munich glas iu the wiodows

of ihe church above, did not seek refuge and
consolation here below, where bat little 5fumch
glass i^ to ho seen.

It would bo fruitless to go on contradicting

him in his assertions rospectinjj these Munich
windows, '• th it the whole canopy work is a jiarody

of Gntliic design, that the colouring of the

heraldic portions and borders is crude in the ox-

treine, htkI that tho-e lead-unirdo ed pictures are

utterly out of hiirmony wi'h tlicgiotc-que frame-

work." We snbmitit is f4>r Mr. Sedih>n to prove

bis stutemonts or jnoduce corrohoriitivetestiiuony

from recoguised authorities on the ait

No oite vvill quarrel wi'h Mr. Seddon for hold-

ing the opinion " that only English artists should
bo emploved in glass painting," or, that "their
work should exhibit appropriate del^ign, good
drawinir, brilliant and hurmouioua colouring, and
that no shading should be allowed."

Etigbmd, howevor, was not the cradle of glas^
pnintitig, but, on the contrary, sho was indebted
to the C' ntincnt for nearly all the painted
windows erectttd by her in (he middle ages, and
tothe Continent we must still go to study this

art in the abundance and perftctions of its ex-
amples, as Mr. Si'ddon himself I'ecommends. For
published works on this subject we are also S'ill

almost entirely dependent on the Continent, and
their autho 8 are ht'ld in the highest estimitlin.
Fi-r these und other x-easons, I therefore doubt
the wisd m of the advice that *' only English
artists ,-h')uld be employed," the more e^^pecially

a« he tells us that all our Engliah glass puintera.
with the exception of oue firm, are " mere trades-
men."

"Appropriate dcsiijns, gooddrawing, brilliant
and harmonious colouring," appear to us the
qntdiiies which mo^t distinguish the Munich
windows lure, and we think the high reputa-
tion of the artifts enipln^ed will weigh m^re
with those who have not seen these windows
th'in the abusive language indulged in by Mr.
Seddon.

I<i legard to his opinion that '* no shading
shMuld hi' allowed," I would remark that, whiUt
this practice is almost universally disregarded by
the ght.ss [lainters Of all countries, and is in opposi-
tion to the leaching of our most trusted authori-
lioH on the art. he sbould adopr. somewhat milder
lauiinajre when writing about the w>a'ks of aitists
who dtfft-r from him in this respect. The Glas-
gow C mmittte seem to have thought that pic-
ture windows on a lar^iC scale and composed of
gri>upH of fifiurca could not be satisfactorily
treated without shading, and in this opinion they
were sH(.ported by the advice of the late Mr.
Winston.

Tbat Mr. Seddon disrkes the Munich windows
does not much surprise or annoy me, but that he
should adopt stich loud, coarse language when
writinir about the wnrks of brother arti-ts, even
though they be Germans, excites my indignation

;

till he biimelf sees the rudeness he has been
guilty of, apology were fruitless indeed.
The name of a writer can be of little conse-

?aence in a discussion where teasons are adduced
or the opinions expressed ; it ia only when

opinions are given unsupported by argument, that
a good name may give them value, and thinking
thus I did not wish my name to appear, as I had
no thought of entering on a discussion of the
proper treatment of glass paintings, but only to
take exception to the unwarrantable assertions
and abusive language contained in the article l)y

Mr. Seddon. Having little to fear, and
nothing to be even *• half ashamed of," I will
subscribe myself yours, &c.,

David Thomson, Architect.

"A DISTRICT SURVEYOR AT FAULT."
Sll,—Tlie account you inserted in yuur issue of April 3nd

Oicertuin proccfdiiiua taktn by tlie Comniiasioaera ol Seuers
agtiiutMr. De Kkjsci-. uf the RoyaniuLcI, Cluithum-place,
m resptct of curlmii works required to be done to Ins prtraiacs
to reudrr ihe sanio sale, is incorrect ia many essential
particulars.

ita\*^*^'^
K^'iift into tbe case I may here mention that the

69thiecuim of I lie Act ofl'iirliHment enacts, *' Whenever it is
niaile known to the CorniniBBiom-rs hereinafter uwmed tbat
«iiy structure (ineludmi; iu such expression any buiUUog,
wail, or other structure, and anything alllxed to or projecting
nrotn any buildinj?. wall, or other strudure) is in a UanKerous
itate, auch commisaioncrs shall require a survey of inch

structure to he made hy the. district tarveyor, or by tome
other competent surveyor, and it shall also be the dut^ of the
district surveyor to make known to the said Commitsioner*
any i nfnrmation he nmy receive with respect to any structure
being in such state as aforesaid."

On the 3rd of January hist a policeram frrd rot "or some-
Iwdy elae," as in your report) ciilli*d here and left word with
my clerk that the back wall of No. 10, tihatham-place, was in

a daneerous condition. This inrurmation I forwarded to the
Conimissiuners in the usual wny npnn fnrmi supplied bv
themselves for this purpose, and on the 11th of January 1

received an order from thcni to survey and report upon the
state of the house in question. On the 17th of the same
month I reported that in my opinion a portion of the back
wall was in a dangerous state, and recommended certain

steps to be taken to secure the same.
Mr. Do Keyser, who ia one of the Commissioners, seems to

have felt himself agj^rievcd, and complained, through his sur-
veyor, Mr. Gruning, to the Commissioners of my conduct in

this matter.

My certificate and report upon the above hears date Jnnuiry
17th, and Mr. De Keyser's complaint through his surveyor fs

dattd February 14th, nearly one month afier ray report had
been sent to the Commiitsioners ; and when I slate tliat up to

the former date Mr. De Keyscrwas an entire stranger to me,
it wilt bo seen liow gnmiidless is the insinuation that in

these proccedinj^s I wan actuated by " malicious feelings;"

quite the contrary, Mr. De Keyser solicited nn interview with
me on the 28\h Jvinuary relative to this same certificate, and
I then found him to be a very courteous and, as I thought,
hononrable genttemunj indeed we parted on very friendly

terms.

With regard to tlie question put to me in cross-examination

as to whether the wall would stand fur " one, two, ten, or

twenty years," I declined to answer on the ground that 1 had
nothiitg to do with the future; the point I liad to decide —
rfgard being had to the sa'etv of the publin—was. " is or is

not tliis wall now dangerous?" and my opinion is most
decidedly that it is dangerous, and ought to bs properly

secured.
All practical men who are conversant with defective old

work know that a structure may stand for an indefinite period,

and may on the otlier baud give way at any moment.
The statement that a " tilleC ot cemotit had been ntn

round the house " is simply untrue ; the only cement I coult
discover were a few small bands about 2in. or 3in. long placed

at the top of the cracked brickwork; this was, however,
at some considerable distance above the crack to which I

more particularly rel'erred; and when 1 say that it is soma
l:2rt. long, and varying from i li> ^in. wide, running obliquely

from north to soutb, and subject tu all the vibration cou-
sequcnt upon the roadway next the house btiiig used for the
purpose of coave,ving heavy loads on to the new embank-
ment, 1 think you will agree tliat as the subject was brought
before me utiicially. I could not in the interests of the public

have expressed a difTerent opinion tlian the one contained iu

my certitieate without a grave dereliction of duty, and, in

the c\ ent of an accident taking place, a judicial censure-

One of the witnesses for tlie defendant admitted in cross-

examination that the wall was to a curtain extent dangerous.

1 was in court during the whole of these proceedings, and
have no recollection ol the ahlcruian stating tltat '' he iliought

the case <iught to be inquired into elsewhere."
In conclusion allow mc to state that my position is thus :

Information is left with me that a certain building ii

dangerous; this ia forwarded to the ComniisMioners, who
request me to survey the same, and give an opinion as to its

condition, and on this opinion, which is etiihodied in the form
of a certificate, proceedings are taken by them. I ara only a
witness in thu case, and had the Commissioners wished they
could liave called oilier professional witnesses to have sup-

ported my opinion.—I am, &,c.,

Kdwaed Powek, District Surveyor.

IGTIUM OR EIGHTHAM?
Sia,—With reference to Mr. Hall's note to you (p. 337) iti

support of the dcrivatijn from a cluster nf eight hamlets, the
incident of the Oxford and Cambridge boat race enabled me
to luake a little inquiry. Chiswick Eyot was frtquently

mentioned in the newspapers, and 1 found it was pronounced
Chiswick Ait. In Todd'a "Johnson" eyot means a little

island, and was so used by Blackstone. " It seems just tbat

the eyots or little islands arising in any part of the river shall

be tlie property of him who owneth tbe piscary and the soil."

As to eight (Saxon iggath, an islandj the same dictionary

inakes^it " an island in a river." " Some also do plant osiers on
their eights like quicksets."—Evelyn. The situation of the

Kentish Mote House (with the waters of a rivulet flowing

round the enclos^ure and supplying llic moat) would thTcfore
appear to justify t he appellation cither of Igcliam or Eigiitham.

12, Regent-street. Tiios. Muuris.

<|nteiIC0mnmiiit[ati0it.

QUmXIONS.
[1827.]—LOCKING DRAWERS.—Will any correspondent

inform me how 1 may construct a nest of drawers (as in the
wing of a writing table, for instance), so that 1 can lock them
all with one key at one operation ; also what appUances (if any)
are necessary, and where to obtain them to ctt'ect this object ?

-H. R. E.

[18-28.]-AGREEMENTS AND STAMP DUTIES.-Will
any one oblige by informing me how specifications and agree-

ments are made binding with regard to stamp duty ? Sbould
the number of folios in both specilication and agreement be
counted and stamped accordingly lor both to become binding ?

Do agi-ccments and specifications require stanipiug, however
small the amount of the contract ?—if nut, what amount can a
builder's agreement be drawn up for without requiring stamp
duty?—B. it., Driiaeld.

[18 29.]- ENGINEERS' EXAMINATIONS.—Would some
experienced candidate or any one else give me his idea on the

lollowing?— I am to try the engineers' examinations for

admittance into the P. W. D. India—whether would 1 have a

better chance after passing a year iu a railway engineers*

office, or by attending the engineering classes at Edinburgh
University for the same time?—£Di?fBUKGH.

ri880.:-DEFLFCTIONOFBEAM.-Will tome kind rwdar
inmrm me how to calculste the deflection of a wrought troa

lattice girder to the annexed sketch, 61fl. spaa and 5R. deep

under a load of 28 toni at centre, necleeting iti ova veight ?

And also required the deftection under ita own weight, wbt^
18 10 tons?-R. B.L.

[1831.] -HEATING WATER IN BATHS.—Is thfre not a
pateat apparatus which if placed into a bath full of water
wilt heat It iu a short time? I should be glad to know the
manufacturer's addrets.—A. M. M.

.

REPLIES.
[1806.]—PRESERVATION OF BRICKS.- "A. B." is

(]uite in error in asserting that our patent proceaafor wxterproof-
ing walls alters the appearance " in the same way as & coat of
paint would." This is quite a mistake. PerJiapt yna will

kindly allow us to state that no aheration whatever ia made
in the appearance of walls treated by our process. We shall

be pleased to forward "A B." or any of your readers speci-

mens in proof that our statement is correct. We are manu-
facturers of a waterproof paint, and the mistake has probably -

been made of confounding this article with the waterurooHnf
process recently introduced by us, but to which it bears no
resemblance, the one being a manufactured aiticle sent out
ready for use, the other beinc a process which can only be
executed by our own men with special apparatus devised for

the purpose.— R. Gay and Co.

[1817 ]—BUILDERS' PRICES.—35 per cent, on the actual
cost is considered a fair proHt with prompt paymi^nt in a new
building of a first-class description, but in an ordinary build-
ing s^me of the staple articles, such as bricks, stone and lead,

have a somewhat lower per ceiitage put upon them. In
reference to cartage of materials, if the quantities are large

the price includes the delivery, as they will in most instance*
be taken direct from the merchant's wharf, but when small
quantities are required from tbe builder's yard, then the
cartage is usually charged. In ascertaining the cost it should
he understood that the price of laltour is the current rate of
wages in the district, and of materials the price chained by
the wholesale dealer, mercliant, or manufacturer, as the caio
may be, with the coat of carriage added thereto, and tbe usual
allowance for waste if measured net in work. It is \vtj
desirable that siimc clear and recognised rules should be
issued by tbe profession in this matter, as strange blunders
are sometimes made. I once heard of a legal arbitrator in a
disputed building case deciding that a general builder was
entitled to a percentage upon the account for work done by a
plumber employed by him to execute that department, iu

consequence of bis not keeping men in tbat branch of the
business, the said account being already charged at the fall

trade price. Of course no reapectahU surveyor would hare
been guilty of such an absurdity.-Z.

[1818.]-STRENGTn OF IRON GIRDERS.—There are

two good practical books by Mr. Shields, which will answer
your correspondent's purpose. One is " Strains upon Iron*

work," t'Od is devoted to the subject of girders and roofs. Tbe
otlier is

'' Strength of columns.' There is no better wotk on
" Carpentry " than that of Nicholson.— K. S. P.

[1819.]—INTERFERENCE WITH CLERK OF WORKS.—
" Pupil " raises an important question ; asl take the matter,

the clerk of works is the clerk, not the representatite, of the

architect on tbe ground, and his business is to aee that the

directions and instructions of the architect are fairly carried

out with strict limitation of authority, and without any power

whatever to pledie the architect or his client. In practice

the architect should give all drawings, directions, and instruc-

tions to the contractor, who alone is responsible for their

execution ; and the contractor should deposit such drawiugi,

&c.. on the works in the clerk of work's office, whose duty it

is to see them carried into execution. The contractor can

plead ignorance of any matter of which he has not been

officially informed. If the contractor chooses .to carry out

ideas of the clerk of works in any points not warranted by the

inslructinns before him (the contractor), instead of raising

the question for the decision of tbe architect, as a principle I

invaiiably disallow it if claimed as an extra. I have heard

many clerks of works boast of tlic builders they have ruined.

and builders arc foolish enough to submit to this, and rHtber

than boldly and honestly stand Upon their rights and refer to

the architect for decision any question in dispute between
themselves and the clerk of works, ibey blindly go wrong, and
involve themselvea in miserable consequences.—Tuoa. Cha^.
SonBT, 27t Brunswick-square, W.C.

[1820.]—BORING TOOLS.— Being at present engaged in

sinking a well in some reclaimed land, I can inform * Veo-

tia." that the simplest boring tools cannot be compressed iu n
space so small, or reduced to so slight a weight as to be " car-
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iM in tka htiid." An orduitry Kt of Woring tools will go in

• loac thallov box •boat 9ft king b; 1ft. iquaTO. If all that

k ntairad ia to uceruin tho natara of the lubioil, the sim-

iMk and readieat method of doing M is to get a couple of

tntt '• nariiea," give them a pick and ihovel a piece, and let

tkaa dig a " good big hole. With regard to the aecond

fxi of the ouettion, " Vectii " secnia to mix up engineering

witk tthoutare in a renr confused manner. There ia no

iiule book which treats upon the subjecta of fonndatioDS,

u2 " tks Unbilities and capabilities of all sorts of soil." For

Ike former, " Vectis " may consult " Foundations," in

Weale's series, and for the latter " Soils, Manures, and
Crops," in ihe same series.—Essxx.

nsai.]—&RCHKD RIBS.—I am afraid " Pupil " is not

quite correct in hia measurements, lu the accompanying

HIKCS CROSS

diacram, I gire the outline of the ribe of the two roofs he
ellndes to. It will be seen from this that the external and
internal radii of the King's-cross roof being respectirely 54' O*
and 51' S'. The depth of the rib is not 2' C, as stated b;
luny but 2" »', and consequently 5" deeper than ithat of the
Dertjr Market-hall roof.—Th« WaiTxa o» the Abticlk
UTIllln TO.

STAINED GLASS.
UA«TLiBoiei.—The church of St. James's, Marylebone, is

in coarse of restoration, and the Her. Sir Lionel Darell, Bart.,
of >"retheme Court, Gloucestershire, has commissioned Mr.
George Rugers to execute six stained vindovs, to be dedicated
by Sir Lionel to the memory of his late sister.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c,

A colouat figure of Diana robiDg* has jast been placed upon
the pedeital designed for it between the approaches to the
terraces itt Streatham Hall, Devon, the palatine residence of
Thornton West, Esq. It is in Portland stone, and has been
executed by Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter, an artist of some
npote in the West of England.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BoLTOW.—The corporation of Bolton hare commenced,
nnder pressure of legal proceedings, the construction of an
intercepting sewer 3,300 yards in length, and estimated to

cost about £6000, for preventing the pollution of the river.

They ars now threatened with proceedings by several manu-
facturers, who are apprehensive that their water rights will

be interfered with. The Parliamentary Sub-Committee have
Tisited Leicester and Leamington to inspect the sewage works
there, and they presented their report on Saturday;- They
consider the system adopted at Leicester to be not only
iiiefflcient and expensive, but also very offensire. At
Leamington the sewage of the town is treated by a company
nnder a patent known as the "A B C" process. Without
pled^g themselves to any definite opinion as to the efficacy

of thu system, the committee consider it presents features of
youible success, and regarding the difficulty and heavy cost
which must be met with in an irrigation scheme for Bolton,
they recommend that in the first instance an experiment on a
mall scale should be made of the "A B C" process, which
they say can be accomplished without much delay or a large
ontlay. This report was adopted by the General Committee,
mnd the Borough Engineer was instructed to submit a scheme
for experimental works, with sn estimate of their cost. To
adopt the irrigation scheme in Bolton, it is believed, would
entail an expenditure of at least £60,000, inasmuch as the
wwage would have to be pumped to a considerable height,
and carried in pipes, for a distance of five miles, to a place
called Red Moss, near Ilorwich. The cost of dealing with
the sewage on the " A B C " process is estimated at about
£10.000.
Sahitast Lkgislatiov iit Austria.—a bill for the

amendment of the sanitary organisation of the Austrian
Empire has been lately under discussion in the House of
Deputies in Vienna. The question at issue appears to be
whether centralisation of the sanitary department shall or
thall not be maintained.
Detects tn the Nuisaitcbs Reuoval Acts.—At a

recent meeting of the Association of Medical Officers of
§ealth. Dr. Liddle read a paper " On Certain Defects in the

aisances Reraoral Acts, with a few Suggestions for their
iMiidment." The drift of the paper was to the effect that,
wtboiL^h much good had been effected during the sixteen
ycwfin which the Acts had been in operation, there were
BUT ahortcomings in them that required arnendraent. Mr.
lioolB especially urged the consolidation of the differsnt Acts
into one general Act, to which all sanitary clauses dispersed
through other Acts should be transferred. The term
"nuisance" ought to be better defined and further extended
tip to that point at which public opinion had now been
•doeated. The Acta should he made compulsory, and not
weir permissive; and the minimum penalty should heUMby the legtaUture. to that the magistiatei might not

have power to make the Acts a dead letter by the insignifi-

cance of tlie penalty inflicted in cases of default. At the
close of an exhaustive paper Mr. Liddle embodied his views

in a list of suggestions, which it was agreed slioiild be brought
under the consideration of the General Purposes Committee,
so that they might be brought under the notice of the legis-

lature when a fitting occasion should arise.

SurKRvisnN op Sanitary Mattkrs.—At n meeting of

the Association of Medical Officers of Health, held on the

19th ultimo, a paper by Mr. Clegg, of Epping, was rend, en-

titled, '* A Scheme for the Better Supervision of Sanitary

Matters." The scheme was based upon t!ie existing mode of

inspection adopted by the Poor Law Board as to areas, and
on that in use under the FHCtory Acts as to powers. The
paper was divided into three parts: 1. Ofhcers required; 2.

Their duties; 3. .i diagram or illustration. The writer pro-

posed the election of a Sanitary Commission in each union,

composed jointly of guardians and magistrates. Under the

Sanitary Commission there should be a clerk, a medical
officer of health, a surveyor, a registrar, a collector, sanitary

police otllcers, and disiufectors. The Government to appoini

a medical officer in chief, and 13 district sanitary officers. The
vuxius operandi proposed was that the union medical officer

should report to the medical ofHcer of health—in the case of

epidemics, daily—his reports to be sent in duplicate, so that

one might be retained by the medical officer of health, and
the other forwarded to the sanitary inspector-general of the

district, and from him to the Government medical officer in

chief. The duties of various other officers were described iu

minute detail, as well as the method of proceeding iu the

execution of sanitary orders when obtained from the magis-
trates.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
HALirAXPEEHANENT BENEFIT BUILDINQ SOCIBTI.—The

seventeenth annual meeting of this society was held on
the 29th ult. It appeared from the report that the total

receipts for the year had amounted to £135,123 lis. 8d.,

being a larger sum than in any previous year. There had
been 961 new members during the year, taking up 2798
shares, being an increaseof 30 in members and 396 in shares.
The amount paid to withdrawing members had been
£19,632 14s. 6d., an excess of £4298 Ts. 2d. over the amount
paid last year. The number of new depositors was 488, and
the receipts from depositors had been £4S,208, and the with-
drawals £31,187. In the advauce department a sum of
£76,134 had been granted to members during the year,
being an increase of .Sd3,004 over the previous year.
London AND PaoviNCULTKMPKRANCE Halls Company,

Limited.—The first annual meeting of this company, formed
forthe purpose oferecting commodious halls for temperance and
educational purposes, was held at the Temperance Institute.
Newington Causeway, on the 28th ult., Mr. John Mann,
Chairman of the Board, in the chair. The report, which was
unanimously adopted, shows the receipts on 675 shares taken
upto be £334 14s. Id., and the expenses, including registra-
tion of company, printing, rent, advertising, tc, £77 73- 5d.
Avery eligible site has been secured by the directors, on
favourable terms, in the Black friars-road, on a portion of the
sife of the old Magdalen Hospital, and on this site the
company's first building is proposed to be erected. In
selecting the spot named, the directors had in view the
erection of a commodious and fit building for the holding of
public political and other meetings for the boroughs of
Lambeth and Southwark, in addition to serving its ostensible
purpose as a temperance hall. At present there is hardly a
iemperance hall in London that can vie with those to be met
with in third-rate provincial towns.
EusTON Mutual Bbnefit Building Society.—The

fifth annual meeting of this society was held at its Offices,

13, Red Lion-square, Holborn, on the 23rd ult. From the
repoi't presented to the meeting it appeared that the cash at
the bankers amounted, at the end of the fin'mcial year, to
£1010 18s. 9d., of which sum £800 had been appropriated at
a premium of £326. During the year two mortgages were
completed, the amount advanced being £400 in each case.
The report and balance sheet having been unanimously
adopted, the directors and auditors for the ensuing year were
elected, and the proceedings terminated.
Great Torringto.x Villa and Gi^nebal Building

Company (Limited).—A company bearing this title has
been formed at Torrington, Devonshire, having for its object
the erection of middle class houses and villas in the town.
TuNBRiDGE Permanent Benefit Building Society.—

This society, which was formed some twelve months ago
held its first annual general meeting on Thursday week. Thei
report, which showed a balance in favour of the society of
£71 14s. 7d.. was unanimously approved and adopted by the
meeting.

LEGAL.
Benefit Building Societies.—A rule of

a benefit building society, enabling its trustees to
borrow money to an amount not at any time ex-
ceeding two thirds of the amount for the time
being secured by mortgages of tho society, is not
contrary to the provisions of the Act 6 and 7,
Will. IV., c. 32. Rules enabling the trustees of
such a society to borrow without limit, or to carry
on business other than that of a benefit building
society, would be illegal, although certified by a
barrister nnder the Friendly Societies' Act. This
(,sayfl a legal correspondent) was the holding of
the Lord Chancellor and Lord Justice Giffard, on
the case of Laing v. Reed, being an appeal from
a decision of Vice-Chancellor Malins, overruling
a demurrer to a bill filed against the trustees of
the Northern Counties Permanent Benefit Build-
ing Society.

Masters and Workmen.—Williams v.

Wilson and Another.—In this case, heard at
the Liverpool Spring Assize? on the 29th ult.,

before Mr. Justice Willes, Thomas Williams, an
operative painter, sought to recover damages for
injuries sustained by him while in the employ of
the defendants, Messrs. Thomas and Henry
Wilson, master painters. In October last the

plaintiff was engaged, with other of the defen
dants* workmen, in painting a vessel lying in on(
of the Birkenhead docks. While the party wen
working on a scaffold erected by some of th<

men, it gave way, and plaintiff fell into the hole
of the ship. He was severely injured, and i

was stated that he would be a cripple for life

At the close of tho planiiff*8 evidence, hii

lordship said ho considered that no liability couk
be made out against the defendants. It had beei
decided that a servant could not bring an actioi

for an accident arising from the negligence o
other servants of tho same master, unless it wai
shown that the master was aware of the negli

gence, which in this case was not proved.—Th<
plaintiff was non-suited.

Stoddart v. Monk.—This case (tried at th(

Liverpool Spring Assizes on the 28th ult,, befor
Mr. Justice Brett) was an action for worl
done, materials provided, commission on worl
which realised a profit of £10,000, and £20)
money lent. Both parties are contractors, th
plaintiff residing in Belfast, and the defendan
living at Seacombe. The former was engaged b;

the defendant to do work in excavating at thi

south end of Liverpool. The defence was that h
was simply engaged as a walking ganger, and a
wages ranging from £2 lOs. to £3 per weeli

During the two-and-a-half years over which th

work extended, the plaintiff drew £776. Th
jury gave a verdict for the defendant.

Sale op Land by Telegram.—The case o
Godwin v. Francis was where defendant had heh
himself out to the plaintiff as having authority

to sell an estate, and thereupon a correspondenc
ensned between the plaintiff and defendant, ii

the course of which the plaintiff offered to bn
the estate for £10,500. In answer to this orde

the defendant sent the following telegraphi

message to plaintiff :
—" From B. Francis t

Charles Godwin.—Your offer for the estate i

accepted. Confirm yours by next post.'* Th
defendant had taken the usual course in sendin,

this message, having written it out and signed il

and the telegraph company delivered to the plain

tiff a verbatim copy of the message, signed b
their clerk. It turned out that the defendant ha<

not the power to sell the estate for £10,500, am
the proper owners of the estate repudiated th

bargain that had been made. The plaintiff ac

cordingly brought this action against the defen

dant for his breach of contract. It resulted in

verdict for the plaintiff for £72G 9s. On ai

application to the Court of Common Pleas fo

leave to enter a non-suit, on the ground that th<

defendant had not entered into any ogreemen
that was valid within the Statute of Frauds, th

court held that the telegraphic message, conplec

with the plaintiff's letter, constituted a valid con
tract within the Statute of Frauds (29 Car. 2, c

3).—Legal correspondent of Stockton and Bar
lington Times.

®\\\ ®%\\\ ®iM^.
Ventilation.—The Royal Danish Society o

Science, among other prizes, has offered one fo

the best essay containing an investigation of th

movement of the air in a system of ventilatioc

The essay may be written in English, Frencl
Q-arman, Danish, or Swedish, and must be sentii

before October, 1870.

The Fabadat Memorial.—Mr. Foley ha

been commissioned to chisel the Faraday mono
ment ; so the most unfitting form of memorial i

really to be adopted. But the stalne, bust, alle

gorical flgnre, whatever the work of art may b'

is not (says the Illustrated Midland Nem
so out of character as it will be out of place

For where thmk you it is to be located ? In tl

British Museum, forsooth : an institution th:

has nothing in common with Faraday's depar

ments of science ; that has no gallery of efl

giated worthies of any modern period ;
and th:

cannot accommodate antique masonry that

already possesses and ought to exhibit. Tl

committee will hardly be able to say that tl

monument is placed where it will be with tl

unanimous consent of the subscribers.

Architectural Exhibition Society.-

Architects intending to support the Architectur

Exhibition this year will probably be glad

learn that the time for sending ia drawin

has been extended to the 20th instant. >\

trust the profession will respond to the Society

invitation, and so render the exhibition a real

interesting and useful affair.
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Institution of Surveyors.—At the Ordi-

nary General Meeting held on Monday, April

4th, the following names were read and passed,

to be ballrted for on May 9th, viz. :—As mem-
ber.—Stephen William Willinms, Rhayader,
Radnorshire. As Associate.—Rdbert Charles

Catling, Needham Hall, Elm, C.imbridgshire.

The following donation to the library was an-

nounced :
—"Sir R. C. Hoare's History of Modern

Wiltshire," 6 volumes, by F. Attwood. The fol-

lowing donation to the library fund was an-

nunnced :—W. J. Crawley, £2 2s. A vot« of

thanks was unanimously passed to the donors,

and a special vote to Mr. F. Attwood. The dis-

cussion on the paper by Mr. J. Matthews, entitled
" A plea for Culture in the Profession of a

Surveyor " then ensued ; and a vote of thanks
was accorded to Mr. Matthews. Thenextmeet-
inz will be held on Monday evening, April the

25tli, when a paper will be read by Mr. E. Ryde,
in continuance of his paper of last session,

entitled " Parochial Assessments." The chair

to be taken at eight o'clock. The following
candidate will bo balloted for, viz. :—As
Associate.—George Harvey Elwin, 116, Waterloo-
road.

Blackhkath Common.—In consequence of a
memorial which has been presented by the In-

closure Commission regarding Rlackheath Com-
mon, the draft of a scheme has been prepared and
printed pursuant to the Metropolitan Commons'
Act, including the regulations which the Board
intends to adopt for the proper preservation of

this valuable space. To those interested, we may
state that copies of the scheme, maps, &c., may
be seen at the Alexandra Booms, Blackheath,

and at the offices of the Greenwich District Board
of Works, and that suggestions or objections re-

specting the schemes will be received by the In-

closure Commissioners.

A new chief post-oftice is about to be erected in

Queen-street, Wolverhampton.
The late Mr. John Meeson Parsons, formerly of

Kaymond-buildings, London, has bequeathed to the

nation one hundred pictures, to be selected from the

well-known valuable and choice collection which he
made during his lifetime. In addition to this he
has directed that the South Kensington Mu.seum
siinll be placed iii possession of a number of valuable
water colours.

A number of public improvements are being
carried out at Saltburn-on-the-Sea.

AVorcester has refused to adopt the Free Libraries
Act,
We regret to hear that Mr. Henry Sharp, the

esteemed treasurer of the Builders' Clerks' Benevo-
lent Institution, committedsuicide on Friday morning
last, at his residence at Croydon. For a long time
past he has been in a desponcling state of mind ; in

fact, he never recovered from the stoppage of Messrs.
Piper and Co., by whom he had been for many
years engaged.

TIMBER TRADE REVIEW.
ON THE EXPEDIENCY OF BUYING AND SELLINO
PLANKS. DEALS, AND BATTENS, ETC., BY ONE
UNIFORM STANDARD OK 120 12 FEET, IJ BY H,
OR bT. PETERSBURG STANDARD.
This in a question of very great importance to all con-

sumers of wood, and is also of interest to ail raeclianics wlioae
, callinx it is to use such materials. At present there are so
many various waysof l)u>'ing nianufactureil tiiui}er that end-
less confusion is ilie natural result. During an experience of
twenty-tive years, the writer lias Ijought and sold Ijy the St.
Pelersliurg standard of 120 12 ft. J) l)y 11

;
per 121) 12 ft. 3 by

:
9, S by 7, 2J by 7, !-'t by CJ, &c., per foot run, and per 100

j
tupetticial feet of 1 iucli. and eacli system probably has its

I
supporters. In old times, when there was less competition,

;
such a stale of tilings did not result in much inconvenience,

'for a cimsunier in the country and his timber merchant most
likely dealt with each other all th-iir lives, were used to each

1
other's methods, and would have resented the idea of change.
All this is altered now. Railways and penny postage are
continually bringing offers of wood either by letter or l)y tra-
veller, and the ditterent systems are thus brought into y\it-
zling juitaposition.

t It being quite impossible to carry all the different relative
prices in the memory, a hook of reference containing such

' calculations is an absolute necessity, whereas if the Peters-
burg standard were universally adopted to the exclusion of all

others, such hooks could almost be dispensed with. They
would be useful so far as they showed the price per foot run
at any rate per Petersburg standard, but for little more.

It is quite possible lor an ingenious traveller who tho-
roughly understands his business to get a better price for iiis

goods by quoting at a rate per standard which liir customer
is not quite master of. For instance, he asks £7 per Peters-
hurg standard for a parcel of 24 by 7 battens. His customer,
who IB lued to this method of buying, demurs, and thinks the

price high, and the travellershifts his ground and asks £7 lOf.

ler 120 12 ft., 2i by 7, and effects a sale, although he ii

;iving £7 Is. 5d. per Petersburg standard for the same foods
per 12ir 12 ft., ii by 7, and effects a sale, although he is

?;iving £7 Is. 5d. per Petersburg standard for the same foods

le declined at £7. This is not a problematical case, but one
.liich occurred to the writer's own knowledge not three

weeks ago. Of course the same tactics can be resorted ti by

the buyer, hut the incident shows that it would be much
fairer to adopt one uniform standard. Again, if the market

price be £7 15s., Petersburg standard, and the consumer
requires a price for 1^0, 12 ft. 3 by 9, the merchant will not

quote £12 i'^a. 8d.. which is the exact equivalent for £7 15s.

Most hkcly he will ask £13 for 3 by 9, which is 3s. lid. per

Petersburg standard more than it should be. Again, if £8
per Petersburg standard is the price for 2% by fij battens, he
will no doubt charge £8 for 120, 2 ft. 2^ by «i, or equal to

£8 2i. 6J. Petersburg, thus causing a loss of profit to the

consumer of 2s. 6d. per standard of 120, 12 ft. U by 11.

These are not paltry considerations in this age of competi-

tion. Such amounts constantly recurring make serious diffe-

rence to large buyers, and arc not to be despised by small

ones. There can be no doubt that importers would gladly

meet the views of consumers in this respect, provided a proper

representation were made to them. It would be the means of

simplifying their accounts, and saving much valuable time.

The question of calliper and string measure is now being

ventilated, so that a more favourable opportunity cannot occur

for settling this question at the same time. It is not here

proposed to abolish the practice of buying and telling by the

root run. Such a course would not meet with the approval of

any one, for it would he manifestly absurd to expect a carpen-

ter, for instance, in a small way of business to buy a few

planks, &c., at a rate per standard. Such persons almost

invariably buy by the foot run, snd would buy in no other

way.
A travaller once had the cariosity to keep an account of the

advantages he obtained in 12 months, by ringing the changes

on the various standards in the manner already described,

and the extra profit to his employers amounted to over £300.

On the other hand, it is quite possible that he did not deduct

the instances of the consumer getting the advantage over

him. But, at any rate, the fact provea that an alteration is

desirable, and that such alteration would save much labour,

and commends itself by its fairness and simplicity.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRTJCTION.

Tsak loftd

Quebec, wl pine ....

,, yellow pine..
St. John, N.B. yellow
Qaebecoftk

,, l)irch

,, elm
Dautxic oak

flr

Memel hi ".

Ri|f»
Swedish
M»8tii, Qncb. red pine

., yellow pin© •
Lathwood, DaiiL fm.

„ St ["barpr.

Deals, prC, 12ft by 3
by 9 In.

Quebec, white »pruc« I

St. John,white spruca ]

Yellow pine, per re-
duced C.

Canada, Int qnality.
2nd do

Archangel, yellow .

St. Peterflburg, yeL.

13 13 10

3 1.^ 4 16

4 5

5 15 « S

3U 4 15

4
3 10

17 10

16

19 19

13 13

11 IX 10

U IS

Finland 6
Memel 7

Gothenburg, yellow 8

„ white . .

Oefle, yellow 9
Sodorham 8
Chriatianla, p«r C,
11 ft. by » by 9 in
Tellow 10

Flooring Boardi. per
Rq. of lin., first yoL 7

First white 7

Second qual itlei .... 6
PuulCBSTorifKpr in 6

OILR, Stc
Seal, pale . . per ton 43

Sperm body 92

Cod 40
Whale, Sth Sea. pale 39

Olive, Gallipoli 57

Cocnauut, Cochin, tun 45

i'alm, fine 40
Linseed' 33
Rape^eed, Eng. pale. • 44

Cottonseed 31

10 (

{

f

c

10 10

9 10

IS 10

6 10

9 6
7
8

10 46
10

10

10

36

METAL3.
LBA.D :—

Pig, Foreign per ton 19 5

„ Engliah, Vf.U. do, 19 7

., Lead Co do. 19

„ Otherbranda do. 18 10

SheelMillod do. 19 5

Sliot, Patent do, Ti

Red or minium do. SO C

Lltharjre, WB do.

Whitedry do. 26

„ grouudinoU do. S6
'

COPPBB :—

British—eake and ingot ..per ton 69

BeetSelcctcd do. 71

Sheet do. 74

Bottoms do.

Australian do.

Spanish Cake cash
ChiliBars , 06 o o

" refined ingot 69 10

T«L Mat^ Sheathing & Roda per lb. 6i

69 10

71 10

75

71 74 10

66 10

72

®i[d^ ^^m
TENDERS.

Bristol.—Tor making 17,t(10 superficial yards of roads,

&c., at Stoke Park, near Bristol :

—

Adams and Kirby .,£2800
Pilditch and Sons 2207 1(1 2
Price „ 1992 2 6
C. and S. Rogers 1898 13
iJtorkcy 1824
MuUett (informal) 17-15

Mercwetherand Son 1630
Davies 1541 3

Baker (accepted) „ 1331
.Sidwell (informal) 1504 10 3

llAMPSTKAD.^For repairs, &c., Bclsize House, Hampstead.
Mr. Horace A. Alexander, architect;

—

Waterer £910
Colls and SoM 870
Barratt 772 19

Mansbridge (Btxepted) , 720

iilowu>ca...£400
SCO
790
460

503
MO

sso

Faxhiiaii, SciRiT —For the erection of additions, tc.,

and alterations to the Farnham and Haitley Wintney District

Schools. Mr. Edmund Woodthorpe, architect. QuantitiM
supplied by Messrs. Welch and Atkinson :

—

Hill, Keddell, and Waldram £432e
ilrinton and Bone 4100
Cooper and Co 4080
Martin, Weill, and Co 3993
Nightingale S823
Bull and Son 378,'i

Ptrry, Bros 8747
Strodlcy and Kemp S700
Bowker 8S79
Hams, ion 3831
Goddard and Son 3(95
Birch (accepted) 8480
Duke 3S0O
Architect's eatimate 3840

IRi,!..—For a Working Han'sArt, Industrial, and General
Kxhibition building, Hull, Yorks. ; with allowance for taking
hack the old materials after the building is done with. R.O.
Smith, Esq., architect. Quantitiea supplied by Mr. 6, W.
Ranwell ;

—

Marshall £3760
Fewsler S73«
Skinner 24S4
Ilabbershaw 8M7
Jackson S25S
Hutchinson V153
BraT and Dixon 2194
Hall 2149

Do. amended 194S
Bewers 20S0
Hall (accepted) 1990

Kensinqtoh. — For building premises in Higb-itreet,
Kensington, for Mr. Wickham. Mr. Joaiah Houle, architect.
Quantities by Mr. D. Cuhitt Nichols.—

Patman and Fotheringhaoi .,.„ £3035
Temple and Foster 2946
Ennor !i»90

Macey 389S
Chamberlain, Broi !I8<3

Stimpson 27M
Cowland 2760
Aiford and WhiUier inS
Hockly 2«<8
Langmead and Way 2634
Scrivener and White 2512

Kensington.— For building two hotues and shops in

Hi^h-atreet, Kensington, for James Broadbridge, Esq. Mr.
Josiah Houle, architect. Quantities by Mr. D. Cubitt
Nichols:—

F.nnor £2498
Temple and Foster 2480
Macey S440
Chamberlain, Bros. „,., SSVt
Langmead and Way 2397
.Stimpson 8303
Cowland S380
Axford and Whillier 2830
Scrivener and White 2388

London.—For the erection of the West Loudon District

.Schools at Ashford, Middlesex. Mr. H. H. Collins, architect.

Quantities supplied by Messrs. Batstone and Hunt, and Mr.
Grilten:--

Merritt and Ashby £S7,965
Brass 65,990
Newmann and Mann 54,738
Crockett 63,300
Jackson and Sliaw 52,300
Tongue 63,850
Nuttand Co 52,000
Myers and Sons 61,961
Crabb and Vaughan 51,600
Capps and Bjtso 51.126
Hart 60.500
Gibson, Bros 49,908
Perry and Co 49,770
Henshaw 49,360
Howard 48,969
Ebbs and Sons 48,86«
Hill, Keddell, and.Waldron: 48,600
Kilby 48,435
Marwick and Thurgood 47,479
Kirk 46,994
Harris 46,500
Fergussou *ifi70
Kelly Bros 4--!,600

Bull and Sons, Southampton (accepted) 4."?,590
London.—For works for Mr. Chick, Princes-street

Leicester-square. Mr. Thacker, surveyor:

—

Pulsford £516 2udcoDtract £1!7
Barnard 450 15 , 110 15

NorrisandSon 450 „ 95 11
Hookham S-W , 86
Norfolk.—For enUrging and restoring Starston Church,

exclusive of the old materials. Mr. U. M. Phtpson, F.S..^-,

architect:

—

Grimwood (accepted) £725
Settle and Carlisle Bailwat.— Tlie last length of the

Midland Railway Company's new line from Settle to Carlisle

was let on Tuesday last, Sth April. The tenders were by
invitation, and five were sent in. When they were opened

they disclosed the following offers :

—

Kckersley and Baylis £329,905
Firbank .•«7.00()

Kelson and C» 367,000
WoodiwUs and Benton 370,000
Brassey 420,000

The contract wiis consequently let to Messrs. £ckersley and
Baylis. Tlie length cf the section contracted for is about 24
mites, extending from Newbiggin to Carlisle.

Somerset.—For the restoration of Worle Church. Mr.
John Norton, architect :

—

Young £11520
Date ^ 1610
Hughes 1560
Wilkius and Son 1400
King 1393
Stephens 1344
Bearen and Sons 1324
Hunt 1310
Newton 1263
Gorvett 1940
Wall and Hook 12-30

Diment 1135
Bennett 1124
B»l 876

I
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WiftTlorftKB Paik.—For paring wid ctrritjje-wav in

put ofS. £«>n'i-road, ud Arlani-rud, Wetlboariit Park
Katata, for the Lind and liause lavcBtmeat Society,

Lifliitfld. Mr. Josalt Uoule, lurreyor:—
Hoxlelt „ «IS31
0«o>i(« _ 1980 10
Bon<iiaa 1«SS

Kowall amd Robaoa „ DM
Crockett 1»IS

Hajden 1200

WKSTSoriNit Pawl—For building the vaults in part of

S. Evan'i-road, and Adam-road, Weatboarse Park Estate,

lor the Land and Bouie laTtatment Society, Ijniitcd. Mr.
Joaiah Roule. aorveror.

Crockett - £«»
Boberta, Bra* „ 646
Ireland _ 619
Hovlett 6<*
BHjiht and Baron 46.1

WiTHEEAL. CcMBKaLiND.—>'or the erection of a lionae

for John Scott, Esq. Ueory Jan'ia and Son, architects ;

—

Milburn «3168 S
Court SIS5 10
Armalronz S05»
Black 28.-iS

Kelaon and Cockburn S813

Yoxr3U>.— For alterations and additions to the Grove,
Yoirard. Mr. R. M. Fhipson, F.S.A., arcbi'cct—

Mountain and Cotton £1339
GrtnlTood 19»6 11
Smyth and Sons (accepted) 899 7 6

COMPETITION.
Bkadfo&d Abattoib Compant Ltmit>:d.—Kxtcnaien of

time to iad May.—Plans, Sec., of a slaughter-house, cattle

shods, and all necessary appurtenances to a slaasliter-hnuse

prop'^ed to be built at Bolton Bridge ; also plans for an hotel

and oatbaildinirt, atjoiniug to Botton-road, and near to the
proposed aluuffhter-house. The directors will givR £20 for

the best, and £10 for the second best set of pUiis. Messrs.
Dijcon aad Uit.dle, Land A^^cnts. &o., Kirkgate, Bradford.
Maxchkstei,. May 30.— F>»r abattoirs and a carcase market

The fuliuwing premiums will he awarded: —One of £UU, one
of £100, and one of £7a. Joseph Ueroa^ Town Clerk, Town
llaU, Uancbest«r.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINft

ESTIMATES.
SiTTiKGBOL'EXE WATERWORKS. April 18.—Contract No.

1.—For erecting an enicine and boiler house and other works
at Keyooll-bill, near :itttingl>oarae. Contract No. d.—The
lapply and erection of a stetm engine, boiler, feed pumps,
and gear. Contract Xo 3.— I'o supply and fix a set of three-

throw pumps, on the vertical principle. VV. J. Harris, Cl<:rk

to the B^id Committee, Sittiagbuurno.

Cakbridgr, iUy 6.—For the erectiou of a corn exchange,
in Wbt-eler-street and Corn£xchaDge>street. Edraiiid Foster,

town clerk, Cambridge.

BARmow-iN-FL'RSE88, ApHl 18—For the erection and
completion of a steam c'lrnniilL William Thomis Manclark-e,

secretary, Barrov-in-Furness.

KlXGSTOIf-t'PON-IlL'LL LOCAL BOAKD 07 HEALTH, April

SI —For the cunstruction of about 2o'M yards iu length of
brick sewers, and other works. C. S. Todd, clerk to the board,

HalL
Evesham. May 2—For the restoration of 3. Mary's Church,

Chelmswickbam. Rer. J. Hartley, Chelmswickham, near
Broadway.

Halifax, April 30.—For the erection of a Unitarian cliapel,

Mr. William Bikewelt architect, U, East-parade, Leeds.
DoxcASTER, April 37.—For the erectiou of a corn exchanze,

alto carpenter's, J!)iaer's, nUiterer's, glacier's, and othe:
works connected. Mr W. Watkins, architect, Lincoln.

Bo^CASTER, April 27.— For the ironwork required for the
roof of the new corn etctiange and the roof of the vegetable

market ani^works in counecuou thei-ewith. Mr. W. Watkins,
RTchitect, Lincoln.

Salford, April 19.—For alterations to the Salford Town
Ball. George Brett, Town Clerk.

Caxtrrburt, April IS.—For erection of a new milt kiln

store and additions to maltbouse. Mr. John Green Hall,arclii-

tect, 8, 3. Margaret's-slreet, Canterbury.

MsTKOroLtTAN Board of Works. May 3.— For the
supply of materials, cai t ige, supply of men, horses, and carts

,

and stopping and cleansing of roads. Metropolis Raads Sice,

'Si, Craven-strcec, Strand.

LoNDOX AKD NoRTU-WESTER!f RAILWAY, April 19.—For
coastruction of the Djwlais Extension Bailway trom London
aad North-Wesieru and Rhymney Company's joint line, in

Breeoa coaaty, to Brecon and Uerttiyr Railway in Glamorgan-
shire, length alrout three miles. Mr. John Garducr, C.L., If,

Victoria (Jhamfiers, W«straiuater, S.W.

BouRXXUOL'TH, May 2.— For execution of town scwcr
works. C. C. Creeke, Esq., surveyor, at the ofSce, Bourne-
mouth.

St. GtLBa's, Cauberwell, A.pril 3S.—Far repairing Ann-
street and Carlton-road, also kerbing and pi^iuj the same.
G. W. Marsden. Vestry Clerk, Vestry Hall, Cam'iciWijll.

Brighton, April 19.—For making and supplying ironwork
and flttiogs, weighing about 70 tons, in c<jnncction with main
sewers f . E Lockwood, Borougli Surveyor, Town-hall,
Brighton.

ExMOUTH Local Board of Health, April 19.—For
supply and fixing of 770ft. of oruamentil cast-iron railing tift.

high, and 3 gates. Fur supplying and building 77Uft. brick

and Portlanif stone walling m. 6in. high, and 6 brick and
Portland Stone gate pillars. Mr. F. Sherwiu, Surveyor to

Local Board.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
RA.ifDEi.L, Saundcrs, and Ooupany, Limited.

Qaarrynen tod Stone Merchant*), Batta. List of
iTloes at the Quarries and Dupdti; al-to Cost for
Transit to any part of the Uaited Kluj^dom, furolshed
on application to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[AovT.] Corsham, WUts.

BANKRUPTS,

ACI 1869—TO SUBBENDKB IS LOSDOS.
Williura Rerridge, Gporgp-jtreet, Notlins-dalo, hnilder, April

38, at \i—John Sergeant, Qolbornc-road, NoMing-liill, builiier,

April Sfi, at 13.

TO SUXUNDH IN THE COUNTKY.
Richard Kimpton. Slieffiali]. Imilder, April 23, at 1—James

Huntlev, HoramJDilen ami Tunbnd'ze Wells, builder, April

25, at '3—=!amael Ikin, B-illon. builder, April '.'O. at 10-
William Winstanley and Julia Formby , Liverpool, engineers,

April 26, at ».

ACT 1869.- PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

A. BaVcr, Aclani-road, Portolicllo-road, builder, May 6—
F. Kidds, Saltburn, builder, April 3a.

SITTINGS FOR LAST KXAMINATION.—ACT 1861.

G. Kccles, Hull, joiner, April 22.

DIVIUHND UEETIKGS.
C. Hurker, Slough, timber and corti merchant, May 11—

J. and R, fotler, Liverpool, huililera. April 2'J-K. Drake.

Acton, bouse decorator. Mhv -4—15. Hewett, Mile-end-road

builder. Mav 4— W. U. nar()iiier, Mitclmm. builder. May 4—
J. Thurlo*, Meopbiiii, Kent, builder. May 4—A. Marriott,

St. Neot's, gas and hot water engineer, May 4.

SCOTCH SECiUKSTBATIONS.

James S. Scott, Glasgow, house painter, April 13, at 12

—

James Muir, Edinburgh, builder, April 18, at 'i.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Wheatley and Mellor, Ycadnn, L^eils, engineers—Harrand
and Heptonstall, Batlcy, carpenters—T.iylor ami EJmondson,
Uorton, joiners — Athoru anil Tattersiill, Chorlton-upfm-
Medlock, plumbers and glH/.iers—Sweetscr and Wad in tin,

Essex-roat!, Islington, engineers—Lumh and Worth, Stockton-
Oi-Tees, engineers — Piirker and Hunt, Holheck, plumbers
and glaziers—Brownsworth and Co., Birkenhead, plumbers
and glaziers.

JJalf a Million has been Paid
br the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

as COMPENSATION for ACCIDKNTS of all kinds (ridiDr,clriTiii«
walking, lumting, Ac.)

An Annual Paymerit of £3 to £B &< innores £1000 at I>OMh,
and an Allowwnw at tho r»teof £4 per weflc for Injure.

A BONL^S TO ALL POLIGY H0LD,.R3 OP TlVfi YEA.RS'
STANDlNtl HAS BEEN BECLARKD, TAVABLii l.\ AND
AFTKll 1871.

For particulars apply totti© Clerks at the Railway Stations,
the Lootil AtceiitN. or iit thi Officua,

64, CoRNBiLL, and 10, Hfrknt strkkt. London.
WILLIAM J. VIAN, Secrtitary.

]2[olborn Viaduct. — Eligible
biiHinpss premises to he let.—The Improvement com-

mittee of the Corporation of London will meet at Gutidhftll,
on .Monday, the lOth May. 1870. at i o'clock precisely, to receive
PK.O|'()'(Ai.*< in writing for taking, upon leases for '21 years.
theHOUSKS KE'<(n'KDattli« North-West. South- West, and
Soutti-fi;;i8t antclcB of the pHrrlnedon-street Rridse. The
houven can lie inspected betu't^cn the hours nfo and daily,
upon application to Hie housokeeper. The eommlttee do n<it

bind tht-mselves to accept te hixhest or any tender Parties
Tenderiuic are required te attend. Further particulars can be
had on application at the Arohiceot's Office. Guildhall.

WOOUTaORPE.
Guildhall, April 13tta. 1870.

TTew. — Important Building
Estate. The Cumberland Ka»aio. adjoiniuft the Royal

Gardens, and close to ttie Kew Gardens Mation, wii.h new
roarta lormed throiiKh the estate. ofTcr-liiic cliolee Kulldinx
Sites, To K« IjKT. on BuHdiuff Leases, direct from the Free-
holder, at moderate gromid rents. The soli is loam, with a
subsoil of sand and f^ravel, and tlie climiire is proverbially
healthy. Water is laid cm. By the new railway In connexion
with the Metropolitan 8.v8tem, Kew la now readily accessible
from all parts of the metropolis. Uouey will he advanced.
Plans and particulars may be had of Messrs. DVCIVBK, Sur-
revors, Land Agents, aud Auctioneers, 4, WUttehall, London,
S.W.

ftites for One or Two Public
^"^

Institutions or L^rae Balldiufrs.—To be SOLD, with imme-
diate pndKOBSion, 16 ACRKS of FREISIIOLD WKLL-TIMBKRIiD
OLD PARK at WATFURD. HERT.S, five minutes' walk from the
Ktatloa, abutting on the hieh road, with {rood sewirK, water and
gas, dry gravel soil, and chalk subaoU.—Partioulars of MeRsrs. R. S.

Taylor and Son, 4, F'ield -court. Qray's-inni or Messrs. Humbert and
Cox, Land Agents, AVatford, Herts, aud^, St. Jamos's-street, S.W.

John Gosnell and Co.'s Cherry
TOOTH PASTE In greatly eupwlor to any tooth powder,

gives the t^^thftft pearl like whiteness, protects the enamel fi-om
docny, and imparts a plenslucr fragranoe to the breath.

Augel-passage, 93, Upper Thames-street, Londoa,

J|j[r. H. C. Bunkell has applica-
tions for all kinds of Securities and Investments.

Notices of Estates, Land or Houses to be Let or Sold are in-
serted in his monthly register, and extensively circulated free
of oharne. Commission (only upon bustneas eff*"'*.ivll 1xe<l
and moderate. Applications and partlctilars are re^^iasied to
be forwarded tohls Auction, Land and i^stthto Ulllces.SO, King-
street. Ubeapside ,B.O.

"Dure Water.-Tlie latest patented
-*- cistern Filter in general use U the SELF-CLEANING
CHARCOAL CISTERN FILTER, a great Improvem-mt ; filed io

July last by FREDERICK LIt'SCOMBE andCO., Temple Uar, who
are Hxing more Sltrrsinto clHterns than all other filter makers put
together. Prospoctu-s free.

\\ranted to purchase, a second-
* t.._.i ,.^-,~^^»t^A (_AA bulldiDiT *^'^"*' luift. tin «n IP *,.. \%i.

irlce ana

IMPROVED DWELLINGS FOR THE PEOPLE.
'^FHB ARTIZANS*, LABOURERS',A and GENERAL DWELLINGS COMPANY

(Limited).
Capital £250,000. Sliares £10. £1 paid per Share.
Premdent—The Dean of WESTMINSTKR.
Arbitrators.

Ri^ht Hon. Earl Shaftes-

Riffht Hon.Enrl Lichfield.
LordElcho, M.P.

&c.. Ac, &c.

Local Council.
ThoB. Kazlev, Esq., M.P.
Jacob liriyrlit, Ksq., M.P.
JohnCheetham. Esq., M.P.
W. It. Callcuder, tun., Esq.,
M.P.

W. SwiNDLEiiURST, Manager and Secretary.
The Company is especially formed to erect improved

workmen's dwellin^js on the co-operative principle.
No beershop or tavern to be erected on the Compnny*B
propcity. Profits realised by workmen employed on
the buildings 40 per cent. Deposits received at 5 per
cent. Prospectuses on application, eiiclosinf,-- postaee
stamp. Otlice 1, Great CoUecre-street (opposite tne
House of Lords), Westminster. London.

Wercules Land, Buildino^, and
"*-*" INVESTMENT SOCIETY (enrolled pursuant to Act ol
Pnrliament, fi and 7 Wtlllivm IV.. cup. 32, an the llercules Pemiimeot
Benoflt Building Society). 39, MOOllGATE STREET, LONDON, E.a
Subscription and other shftres aru Issued bciirlng interest at the rata
of £5 piT cent., with profits added iit ihe end of every two j-eius.

IMMEDIATE ADVANCES are made on Freehold or Leasehold Pro-
perty on very easy terms. Prospectuses, rules, &c., on application
al tl B Roclety'fl Officc«, 39, MoorgAte-streot, E.C.

T. J. WKSI.Ey BENNETT, Secretary.

=P50,0C0 ready to be Advanced
•^^^ by the TEMPEKANCR PERMAXKNT LAND an<l BUILT)- -

ING SOCIETY, on FREKHOLD or LEASEHOLD PllOPERTr,
for any period of yearn not exceeding 15, the mortgage heiug re-
deemaijie by equal Monthly Instalmpnt-i. Interest (iu Rfldhlou to
a small premium) 5 per cent, on the balance each vear. Apply to ,HENRY J. PHILLIPS, Secretory.

Omces: 4.Lu<lgnte-hill. London, E.C.
N9TB.—More than One MillioQ and a Quarter Poonds sterling

have been advancad upon houec property alone.

jyToney promptly Advanced on
Personal or any available security. A moderate Interest,

repavabie bv instiilments. No preliminary feea.—REAL and PES*
SOXAL ADVANCE COMPANY (Limitod), 3, Ta v iKtook-atrset,
CoTent'garden, and at 14, Southamptun-row, Bloomsljury, W.O.
Houra, y to 6. Bills discoanted. Forme free.

P. J. HAnVKY, Secretary

IVromentous, Mystical, and Musi-
-^ -*- CAL EASTER ENTERTAINMENT^.—SAND AND TUB
SUEZ CANAL (a momentous qoostl'iti), by Profe'sor Pepper : with
curious Sand Experiments and Dioratiilc Illuxtrati'>nF>.—Novel
Musical Entertainment, bv Oe<>rge Budtt.oid. Ki»q. (Mystical and
Spectral), entitled, THE HEART OF ST ^NE: a Lfgrnd of ths
Black Forest, with ai-tcnishing Spectral Scenes and New Mu,sic.—
DugWiir'R marvellously agile •'Toraibawk Throwing," and centre
of gravity performances—The American Organ daily,— I.ec uro, by
Mr. King, ''On ft curious Chinese Toipooo."—Napolle M(!chiiic«l
Pictures, and all the other eatertaiumcnts daily, for One ShlUlng.
atKOYAL POLYTKCHMC.

JVew Autographic or reprodu-
elag process.—Artists, Amateurs. ArchitectB, Engineers,

civil and meckanical, draftsmen in every department i>f Art or
Art ManufactureB, can, by means of this valuable invention, bars
their sketchluga or drawings multiplied ad Ubitntn, at a very
moderate cost. The reproduction is, in fact. fth«olute)y ideotical
with the thing drawn—a perfw^t fac-simi}€~\v\i\i all the b'.'iiutios

or faults as the case may bo. The prnccBs Is facile and cIiMnniug,
while the materials uaed arc pimply pencil and paper, rum .tions

being mode most niadlly with an ink eraser. Drawiuas or skctfli-

iugs »o prfxhtccd can be kei>t for any length of time, and m.iy be
printed when desired. £xamplo9of its unlTeroal app'icatiou to be

seen at Mnclnre, Macdouald. and Miicgrckrors', lithofr-kphers to the
Queen, 87, Walbrook, London. Specimens of this njw Btyle of
lithography, especially adapted for E&tatc Agents and Auctioneers,
can 1k! seou on application, or sent by post, if desired, with prices,

&c.

"p^namel Varnishes, of Superior
Quality, that dry well, look well, and wear well, from 8s. per

gallon.

Samples and prices Bent froa on application to W SATLOK
VarnlHti Manufacturer, 4A, James-street, Oxford- street, London

hand corrugated iron buildinif about Mft. by JO, if to be
"i pi"

to Mr. J. A,
soldcheap. —Address,
witli rough sketch
Windsor.

particulars, accompanied

"Rilious and Liver Complaints.
"^"^ Indigestion, Sick Headache, Lose of Appetite. DrowBineH".
Otddiness. Spasms, and all Diaurders of the Stomach and Bowcln.
are quickly removed by that well-known remedy, FBAMPTON'S
FILL OF HEALTH.
Soldbr all Medieiue Vendors, at Is. l^d. and Ss. 9d. per box, or

obtainea through any ChomlKt.

"Robertson, Brooman, and Co.,
•^^ LATENT AND DESIGNS EEOISTKATION AGENTS,
M, Fl«et4trMt, London. £st«^Ush«4 I8Z3. Frospeotussi fratls

,

Also Manufacturer of Oak Stalus.

Light . .

Middle Tint
Dark Oak .

48. per gallon .

6fi. ,.

A Substitute for Paint, and at^^ HALF the coBt.-STEPIft-:NS' DYES or STAINS for WOOD
Mr. STlil'HENS has been kiiidlv permitted to make public ths

following extract from a letter adilro-ieed to him by ihe Uev. B. H.
ClIICHESTKR, of Chittlehanipton, iio;tr South Molton :—
' Tlie elfuct produced by the Staining Fluid and Varuisli has glT«n

«fueh entire siatiDfactlon, that the pi\ri8htoner5 havo roque&tod we to

procure five times thequauiity now paid for, In order o finish th«

ohurch."

II. STEPHENS, Chomi»t lil, AUuisgate-stroet, late 18. St

Martin'b-lo-Graud K.C

TIMBER, DEALS, FLOORING, AND MOULDINGS.

JOSEPH AND ALFRED ROSLINO,
SOUXUWAUK BHID'JE WHARF. BANKSIUE.

_

Keep alsrsoaulvoll-aoasoncdstocfc coiistautlyon nand. which. troin

cue facility afforded br riv«r-sidc prenil»(.« as comparM wIthimaM
ratdl, they are enublea to sell si the very lowest prices.
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DESIGN IN SHOP FRONTS.

ASUOP front must always necessarily

prove a very tough architectural sub-

ject—so tough, indeed, that numbers of

architects are content to leave it alone

altogether. An exceedingly common practice

is to throw a strong bressutnmer across the

whole front of a new building at the height

of the first story, and merely propping it up
with one or two thin iron pillars, leave a

gaping chasm below, which the shopkeeper
may afterwards fill up at his pleasure with

any deformity his own want of taste, or that

of the mechanic he employs, may dictate.

The upper part of a house, which in ordinary

streets comes least into view, will thus often

five tokens of having been designed with a
nowledge of the rules of architecture, while

the lower portion—the shop, which is the

most prominent feature, and is capable of

giving picturesqceness and completeness to

the whole—will consist either of the gaping
chasm aforesaid, enclosed but not concealed
with plate glass, or of some pattern selected

from the stores of a manufacturer, entirely

out of keeping with the elevation of the house
front above. There are two main reasons for

this. The first is the deficient taste of the

shopkeeper, and the other the neglect of

the profession to study so common place a

subject.

As to the taste of the shopkeeper, he believes

in unlimited plate glass, or if he cannot satisfy

himself in that respect, ho seeks the most
staring pattern he can get, to distinguish him
from his neighbours. As to plate glass, he
counts the inches with as much eagerness as a
farmer does his acres of land, and thinks they
are productive in much the same manner.
His rent is regulated to a very large extent by
the length of his frontage, and he naturally

thinks it to his advantage to utilise every pos-
sible inch of it for the display of his goods.

He therefore votes every pier which sup-
ports the superstructure an obstruction and a
nuisance, every pillar must be as thin as pos-
sible, and be put as far as it can out of sight,

and the whole upper part of the building, as

far as appearances go, must cither hang un-
supported in mid air, or threaten to prove too
lieavy some day for the thin weak columns and
insufficient piers.

These remarks apply, wo must confess,
principally to second-rate shops, and to

frontages of small extent. When shops are
built upon a large scale in commanding posi-
tions, and where the upper floors are used, as
well as the lower, for the display of goods, it

very often happens that an architect of some
skill and reput;ition is employed, and then, of
course, the whole elevation of the building,
including the shop front, is entrusted to him

;

the larger scale on which he is able to work
affords him some scope for carrying out his
ideas, and the result is that we get a fair
average of successes. The smaller shops, how-
ever, occupy collectively a much larger extent,
and in the great variety of treatment which
can be admitted, afford a very wide field for
the exercise of slyll. That they should be
left to the undirected taste of the shopkeeper
or the mere carpenter we believe to be a waste
of cvery-day opportunities, which numbers of
men profess only to want, and upon which it

must be said the architectural profession is

more dependent, perhaps, than any other.
Besides the inherent dillioulty of the subject,
we fear that another cause of its neglect must bo
considered that common infirmity of our human
nature, the desire to do something grand and
striking, to the neglect of that which is homely
and commonplace. We could get thousands
of designs to order any day for cathedrals,

churches, townhalls, palaces, and mansions,
but in domestic and street architecture, just

the subjects in which variety is most possible

and most picturesque, we find the greatest

paucity of ideas, and the most inconsiderable

number of varieties. Wo believe, however,
after all, the main reason why wo have so few
artistic shop fronts is to be found in the many
contrarieties which have to bo reconciled in

them. Theshopkeeperrequircs his gapingchasm
and his plate glass. He is firmly convinced

that the open space serves his purpose best,

and when ho yields a little on this point

ho insists on as much meretricious and gaudy
ornament as possible, to attract customers.

His experience has taught him that customers

are attracted by such means, and until the

general public are more widely imbued with

an appreciation of true art principles the

gaudy and flimsy will continue to be attractive.

Thus we come round in this matter, as we do
in every other branch of inquiry respecting

the non-progress of art, to the conclusion that

its ultimate cause is to be found in the want of

a general diftusion among the masses of the

people of the faculty to appreciate the true

and beautiful. The few who have studied

deeply, and whose training and profession

qualify them to guide, are driven, in such

every-day matters, to become slaves of the

lamp, and to follow where they should lead.

Artistic laws the artists* patrons give,

And they who live to please must please to live.

Thus our street architecture progresses far too

slowly, and where we do not find a dull uni-

formity we are frequently afilicted with a
medley of incongruous and unpicturesque
notions worthy only of une nation bouti-

quihe.
It is well, however, that artists should not

altogether resign their proper function, which
is to invent forms combining all that is useful

and beautiful, so as to challenge and obtain a
preference over inferior productions, and to

educate the public taste to a degree hitherto

unattained. The exigencies of trade did not
require large shop fronts in Classical or Medioe-
val times. If they had been required, the
ancient architects would doubtless have found
a way to reconcile the opposing requirements
of utility and oBsthetics, and have left us pre-

cedents we might copy with as much satisfac-

tion as most of their other small works, such as

gateways, altars, tombs, chests, &c. The shop
front is an artistic problem peculiar to the

nineteenth century, and its solution can be
found only by a general reference to well-

defined principles and their bearing upon the
peculiar requirements of the case.

In the first place, we think the practice of
designing the upper part of the building only,

and leaving the shop to be dealt with as

an afterthought, is one that should never
be adopted where it can be avoided.
The shop is really the most important
feature in the elevation, as it is the most
valuable, and the upper parts should be sub-
sidiary to it. Whatever style be adopted for

the shop-front should be carried throughout,
and the features of lightness and airiness

should be in accordance with its general
character.

Next, as to the lines of construction. The
superstructure may be supported either upon
arches or a bressuraraer. The former arrange-
ment was often adopted in the mediaeval shop
fronts, of which some excellent examples are
to be seen in M. Viollet-le-Duc's " Diction-
naire de I'Architecture Frangaise." (Article,
" Boutique." These shops were, however, as

noted above, very inconsiderable compared to

those of modern times, and were, besides,

entirely open to the street, being closed at

night by wooden shutters, which were propped
up by irons during the hours of business, and
served in their upper portion for a canopy, and
in their lower for a stall-board. The arch

construction labours under the disadvantage of

requiring strong abutments to convey the

weight, and these will occupy a greater portion

of the space than can be allotted by the trades-

man. An instance of this may be leen in

some shops which are otherwise very excel-

lently designed, now building and partly com-
pleted, in Villiers-street, Strand. The whole
frontage of the building is of brick, strong

piers being carried up to sustain a depressed

circular brick arch spanning nearly the whole
width, which supports the upper stories. A
plain beam is placed across the span at the

spring of the arch, and the space in the head
is filled up with an ornamental design. These
shops have the rare merit of being perfectly

truthful, and the result is very fair, but we
fear the tradesman will wish some of the space
occupied by piers had been left for his window.
The pointed arch can very seldom bo used
eflEectively for a shop front, and should only

be attempted where some forcible reason exists,

such as the juxtaposition of any important
buildings in the same style. We engraved,
last year, the design of a shop front in New
York, which consisted of an arch in the later

decorated style of Gothic, of the height of three

stories. It gave one an idea of the western
door of a cathedral, and, not to mention
the solecism of such an enormous arch with-

out any corresponding structure above, it

appeared singularly inappropriate for a depot
of sewing machines. Mr. Gilbert Scott's shops
adjoining the new Midland Railway Station,

S. Pancras, have pointed arches in accordance
with the general style of the building, and are

well worthy of notice. He has made the head
of the arch a very effective feature by intro-

ducing a simple pattern at the intersection of

the sash bars with each other. As a general

rule, the arch, if pointed at all, should be a

depressed one, after the late Tudor pattern.

A greater height will interfere too much with

the stories above, and will need buttresses,

which the space cannot afford.

In very wide spans, however, it is evident

that a depressed arch must approach too

nearly to a straight line to be effective, and
we must then use more than one arch, so as

to form an arcade, or adopt the bressummer.
When more than one arch is used, the general

treatment may be much less heavy below, and
great scope is afforded for ornament above.

The columns supporting the arches should not,

however, be put out of sight behind the plate

glass, but be brought out to the front and
show themselves. Some really good shops of
this class may be seen in Throgmorton-street.
The plate glass is placed in a recess, and the

central columns stand in front, their position

being made to coincide with the line of the
sash bars. A tradesman accustomed to the

prevailing notion of keeping the plate glass

front entirely clear might object at first to

such an arrangement, but an inspection will

convince him that a front of this kind offers

quite as little interruption to a view of the

window and its contents as the common sash

bars. A column of Gin. in diameter placed in

front of a recessed window in this manner
will, in fact, interrupt the view rather less

than two sash bars of IJin. each. The
common practice of bringing out the glass to

the extreme limit allowed by the Building

Acts is not always the most effectual. Great
advantages might be obtained if the practice

of recessing the window were more frequently

adopted, more especially in confined situa-

tions. The recess gives opportunities of

display equal to those obtained by any
other method, and offers, besides, a special

attraction in the nature of a shelter from
passing crowds, or from bad weather, which
induces spectators to linger. The shopkeeper

may thus find advantages to compensate him
for the small sacrifice of interior space, and
for permitting the use of a design which gives

increased scope for truthful construction and
artistic effect.' A recessed window, in the

most crowded situation, probably, in London,
near the Cornhill corner of Gracechurch-street,

in the City, affords an illustration of this fact.

The situation is one of the most confined

possible ; and yet crowds are to be seen at all

hours, leisurely examining its contents, without
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discomfort to themselyes'or interruption to the

enormous stream of passing traffic. They are

attracted partly by the paintings and fine

chromos exhibited within, but in quite an
equal degree by the comfort and security

aflorded by the recessed window. The idea

of thus recessing the windows is, perhaps, one
of the happiest that has been introduced into

the subject, and deserves to be much more ex-

tensively worked for both tcsthetic and
utilitarian reasons. Another example may be
seen at a stationer and bookseller s shop in

the Bishopsgate-street portion of the same
thoroughfare, which is also deserving of notice

for the very tasteful combination of colours in

the polychromatic decorations. These recesses

are c.irried to the ground, enabling the spec-

tators to stand within them ; but even when
this is not done, a very good effect may be
often obtained, with perfect architectural

consistencv, by recessing the window from
above the height of the shopboard, and bring-

ing the supporting columns to the front. An
example of this may be seen in the Fleet-

street front of a stationers' shop at the corner of
Chancery-lane ; and an inspection will show
that the space for display is not appreciably
obstructed, while the architectural effect in

itself forms a feature of attractiveness alto-

gether wanting in the common unrelieved
plate glass constructions.

We shall conclude what we have to say on
the subject next week.

STRONG ROOMS.

A STRONG room and a safe have so many
points in common, that the considera-

tion of one naturally leads to that of the other.

Our remarks upon safes will no doubt be fresh

in the minds of our readers, as also will the
sketch we gave of the means at the command
of the burglar. In the present case we shall

therefore confine our inquiry to those points

in which the requirements and construction of
a strong room are peculiar to itself.

In cases where more room is required than a

safe will afford—and very large safes are

weak—or where an extra amount of security

against fire or thieves is aimed at, the use of a
strong room is advisable.

However strong rooms may vary from each
other in their details, they may be divided
into the two types of which we give illustra-

tions.

In fig. 1 is shown that type which is by far
the most common, namely, an iron room or
large safe built into a vault having steps, and
an entrance door, with a ventilating gate for
use in the day. In fig. 2 and fig. 3 we have
a totally different construction. In this case
the strong room is itself movable, being placed
upon a hydraulic ram, by means of which it is

raised out of 'and lowered into a well of
masonry. This construction of strong room is

superior to any other, as it is more convenient
in use, and safer from attack. The advisability

of its adoption depends upon considerations of
which we shall speak further on.

In fi^. 1 the strong room and vault are both
shown in section. Of the construction of the
steps and passage it is not necessary to speak,
further than to observe that the latter should
be made as narrow as is convenient for one
person to pass along. The narrower the pas-
sage, the less chance of success would burglars
have ; for firstly, in a narrow passage, only
one man could work at the door at a time

;

and again, his movements would be much re-

stricted ; in fact, a heavy hammer could not be
used with nearly so much effect as in a wider
space, while the use of a crowbar would be
still more difficult. The first means of closing
the passage is the ventilating gate a b, which
is made of strong iron or steel bars, and fitted

with a good lock in a strong steel box. The
object of this gate is merely to close the vault
during business hours ; at the same time, its

presence—if it be well made—would not ex-
actly help the operations of thieves. Inside
the ventilating gate is placed the real safe-
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guard of the vault, namely, the iron or steel

door, c d. As we have dealt wiili the fasten-

ing of iron doors under the head of tafes, we
need not say more here than that this door
should be of the most massive description, and
with the best fastenings that can bo had. Sup-
posing that burglars, by a prolonged and skil-

ful attack, should force this door, they should
find the door of the strong room itself at least

as massive and well fastened. As regards the

masonry, its materials should bo of the very
best. The best stone to use is granite, and
the blocks should be set in cement, and be also

dowelled together. Amongst the minor pre-

cautions which may be adopted with advan-
tage is that of completely covering the inside

of the vault and both sides of the outer door

with a dead black. Such a precaution would
greatly hamper tlie operations of burglars,

who would find it almost impossible to light a

place so prepared.* Of course, care should be
taken in all cases that no gas is left on near
the vault to afford means of light at improper
hours.

It will be seen that the strong room is re-

presented as being chambered and lined with

fireproof composition. To this many may ob-

ject, but such objection is not really valid, for

the following reasons. In constructing a room
of this kind, every possible precaution should

be used, as, if the contents be of such value as

to demand the use of special means of security,

those means should be as complete as they

can be made. Again, the extra cost of the

fireproofing will form but a very slight per-

centage of the total cost, as the masonry, iron-

work, and fastenings will chiefly swell this.

Lastly, though fire will not penetrate through

massive masonry, suflicient air at a high tem-
perature may find access to the interior, and

• We believe thiswaa lirst proposed b/iMr. Bobert
UaUet,O.K.,F.B.S.

so endanger papers of value. If, however, the

evaporating composition be used, the entry of

such heated air would only cause the evolution

of vapour. If any one slmuld doubt the power
of hot air or gas from a fire, let them consider

tho analogy of a rcverberatory furnace. As the

dimensions and details of each strong room
must suit tl.e purpose which it is intended to

serve, it will not be necessary to enter into any
further dctiiils, our object being to show a good
type of construction, not to attempt a working
drawing for any particular case.

Passing now to figs. 2 and 3, we shall de-

scribe such points as are special in the type of

stronghold liere shown. In fig. 2 tlie strong

room is shown as raised up to the level of the

office over the vault. It is supported by the

ram e, and the water in the cylinder/. Where
there is a good service pressure available—say

not loss than 301bs. per inch—this will alone

be suftlcient to raise the weight of a very pon-

derous strong room with a moderate diameter

of ram. If such service pressure be not avail-

able, pumping must bo had recourse to. In

tliis case, a second cylinder should be pro-

vided, having a pipe passing from it to the

one used for raising the strong room. This

pipe must have a valve capable of opening

and closing the communication between the

two cylinders, and its junction with each must

be at the bottom, unless a jjassage be available

for the water between the sides of the cylin-

ders and their rams when the latter are

"home." The diameter of the secondary cylin-

der may be greater than that of the primary

cylinder/, and its length shorter. The second-

ary cylinder should be provided with a ram
and load of such a weight as nearly to balance

the strong room. Now, supposing the strong

room g to be up as in fig. 2, the ram of the

secondary cylinder will bo down, and ctce

versa. If when the strong room is at its full
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height, the valve upon the pipe between the

two cylinders bo opened, the strong room will

begin to descend, forcing the water from the

cylinder/ to the secondary one, and raising

the ram and weight of this latter. This will

go on till the strong room rests on its bed in

tlie vault, as in fig. 3. By means of the

winch handle h, and mitre wheels i, motion is

then given to the vertical shaft k. This ver-

tical sliaft passes throngh the masonry to the

centre line of the sliding door, which closes

over the strong room, and shuts tlie vaidt. At
the lower end of the skaft is a toothed whe";!,

which takes into a rack on the door. The
door runs on wheels which fit rails placed in

grooves in the masonry. Wlien the door is in

its closed position, it is bolted and locked. It

may he advisable to point out the proper way
to bolt such a door. ;Into the frame at m,

either the screw-bolts wo illustrated, or some
similar (lontrivanccs, should shoot, as it is

evident that plain bolts are hero ucclesa. In

the side frames, of course, only plain bolts are

used, shooting out sideways ; while at the

extremity n, the bolts must shoot cither up-

wards or downwards. It may seem unneces-

sary to use so many fastenings, but it must be

bourne in mind that every extra precaution is

an extra obstacle to the burglar ; and an out-

lay of a few shillings for a supplementary

bolt may save the whole contents of the vault,

When the strong room is to be raised, the

door of the vault is unlocked and unbolted,

and moved into its recess in the masonry by
means of the handle A. If there be the

service pressure on, the valve on the pipe

feeding the cylinder/ is then opened, and the

strong room is raised by the ram e- If a hand
pump be used, the water is pumped from the

secondary loaded cylinder, in that case pro-

vided.

The advantage of this loaded cylinder is

that it eases the work of pumping to the exact

extent of the pressure within it ; thus the

person working the pump has only to overcome
the friction of the apparatus, and the small

excess of the weight of the strong room over

the counterbalance, which must be allowed to

ensure its descent. The valves in the case of

the water pressure from service mains, and
the valves and pump connections in the case

of hand pumping, must be placed in the man-
hole 0, so as to bo beneath the sliding door.

When service pressure is used, it should bo

turned off at night, at a place remote from
the vault, and not of easy access for thieves

;

and if a pump be used, it should be taken

away as soon ns the strong room is raised, and
carried to a place of security at a distance.

In rising and falling, the strong room is

guided by rails placed vertically in the vaults,

two at each side, as' shown. Against these

rails small wheels run ; these wheels being

carried in small brackets beneath the strong

room, and fastened to it.

It will be observed that in this type of

stronghold the door is protected from attack,

even if the door of the vault itself be got

back, so long as the room is not raised to the

top of the vault ; hence the importance of

turning oil the water, or removing the pump,
as the case may bo. i A further important
element of security is to provide eflicient

moans ofj locking the strong room down
in the vault,! by means ofj bolts shooting
into iron boxes built into the masonry, With
Buch precautions it becomes impossible for

thieves to raise the room to attack the door
;

in fact without the water service, or moans of

pumping, they could not well succeed in

raising a room of any considerable woiglit.

Their effort'i, therefore, should they force the

first door, must be confined to the top of the

room, or the parts exposed by tlio man-hole o.

In the latter they cannot do much, as this

man -hole is only to be made largo enough to

afford access to the cylinder/, for the purpose
of packing the gland, or attending to the

pipes.

Of course, the same remarks which apply to

the masonry in fig. 1 are also applicable here.

If the hints we hove thrown out in the

course of these articles bo acted upon in the
case of safes and strong rooms, wc feel con-
fident that the money laid out will not be, as

it now so often is, mi.sspent ; and we can
promise burglars a tough job, and no plunder,
when they try to " crack a crib " so prepared.
One or two hints wo should like to throw

out to those who have the responsibility of
giving out the work in these cases. Fiist the

system of competitive tendering will not be
likely to secure good work ; and such a job as

a strong room may well be excepted from
all cutting down in price and quality. A
penny saved here may be a pound lost.

Secondly, no firm unprovided with really good
machine tools can turn out a good strong
room. Therefore, unless good serviceable

lathes, planing and diilling machines can be
shown, the work should not be given. Bad
drilling machines and bad drills lead to bad
rivetting and other evils ; bad lathes turn out
bad centres and bolts ; and doors chipped and
filed are not to bo expected to St as though
they wore planed in a workmanlike manner.
It is high time that the making of such im-
portant productions as safes and stivng rooms,

and their fastenings, were conducted as a

scientific branch of manufacture, and not as

the work of a nondescript between an inferior

smith and a tinker.

THE OUSEBURN VIADUCT.

TWO years ago great anxiety was manifested

as to the alleged unsafe condition of the

Ousebum Viaduct, which constitutes a portion of

the North-Eastern Railway, and situated as it is

within a short distance from Newcastle, on the

main north line, it was imperative that this public

feeling of insecurity should bo speedily removed.

After their attention had been prominently called

to the subject, the company determined, in order

to rosto''e the confidence of passengers, to

thoroughly reconstruct the bridge by snbstituting

iron work for the wood then in use. The amount
of traffic over the viaduct was so large and im-

portant that it was impossible to stop it during

the alterations, and to secure a continuance of the

use of the rails, while at the same time the work

of restoration was going on, presented a task

full of difficulties and hazard. The reconstruc-

tion, however, has now been completed, and as

the traffic was never suspended for a single hour

in consequence of the operations, the result is n

grand feat of engineering skill, o£ which Jlr.

Harrison, the consulting engineer of the company,

and Mr. John Bourne, the resident engineer, have

every reason to feel proud. The old bridge was
constituted of five laminated wooden arches

—

three spans of 116ft. each, and two spans of

about two feet less each, and the first step towards

the restoration was taken in March, 18G8, by Mr.
Geo. Bailey, contractor, Newcastle, who for the

support of the deck of the bridge erected a large

temporary staging, which brought an increased

strength to the timber joists whicfl carry the

longitudinal baulks for the rails. This erection,

which of itself cost a large sum of money, and

was in reality almost a complete new bridge,

having been completed to the satisfaction of the

officers of the company, and tested in order that

no mistake might be made, the process of remov-
ing the old wooden arches was commenced. The
extreme westernmost arch was first taken down,
and massive wrought iron spandrels and girders,

manufactured at S. Peter's, by the Weardale Iron

Company, of which Messrs. John Eogerson and
Co., of Newcastle, are the agents, were introduced

without loss of time. The same operations were
brought to bear on each of the other arches in

tnrn, and at the close of last year the extensive

undertaking, into which skill of the highest order

and unlimited expense and experience were all

thrown, was brought to a successful conclusion,

while at the same time the- architectural style of

the old structure was fully maintained. The
whole work has been most satisfactorily carried

out by the contractors, and the character of it

has been tested by immense pressure to be sub-

stantial and safe. Many of the North-Eastein

directors have also inspected the brid};e, and have

expressed themselves much gratified with the re-

sults achieved by their engineers. A northern

paper states that the company contemplate re-

constructing Willington Viaduct, on the Tyne-

mouth branch, upon the same plan, and that the

works will shortly be commenced.

Wkt S^n\upr,

PBINCIPLBS OF LKVELLINQ.

( Concluded from page 279.)

NOW, as the atmosphere is supposed to con-

sist of en infinite number of successiTely

superposed strata (represented by the occult

lines in the figure), gradually increasing in

density and in refracting power as they ap-

proach the earth's surface, the ray proceeQ-

mg from tho horizontal point Cj to the eye at

B| instead of pursuing the rectilineal direction

Cj Bj is refracted more and more as it enters

each lower or denser stratum, and describes

the slightly curved lino C, a B convex up-

wards ;* and since every object is seen in the

direction the ray from it has on arriving at

the eye, tho point Cj is observed at C« in the

direction of tho tangent Bj C4 to the refracted

ray C» a Bj at BJ. Hence the height

C» C4 due to refraction is additive, and must
be taken from tho height C, C4 due to

curvature, which is subtractive, to obtain the

true correction Cj Cj for curvature and refi'ac-

tion combined.

But tho amount of refraction varies with

every change in tho temperature and density

of tho air ; for heat, by dilating the air,

renders it light, and diminishes its refracting

power, and cold by contracting it makes it

heavy and increases that power. Tho refrac-

tion is also influenced by variations in the

humiuity ui the air. When, therefore, the air

is warm and light, the ray is less refracted,

and tho point whence the ray emanated is

apparently less elevated above its true place

than when the air is cold and heavy.f Under
these circumstances the same formula that

gives the value of refraction for one state of

the atmosphere will not give it correctly for

any other ; consequently a moan or an ap-

proximate formula only, deduced from the

values of various refractions, can be employed.

The correction for the refraction of celestial

objects is proportional to the tangent to the

zenith [distance, and is expressed, when the

pressure and temperature of the air are respec-

tively 29-6in. and 50° Fahrenheit, by the

formula
r = 57" X tan. (z - 3 r),

where r is tho mom refraction, and z is the

zenith distance. A table calculated from this

formula, with correction.s to be applied when
tho air varies in pressure from 29Gin

, and in

temperature from 50°, is given in treatises on
geodesy and astronomy.

But between 80» from the zenith and
tho horizon refraction increases downwards
so rapidly, and is so irregular, owing to ex-

halations, dust, and vapours floating in the

atmosphere, that little or no dependence can

be placed upon the results given by the above

rule. For this reason different geodetic ob-

servers have deduced and adopted different

coefiicients for the value of terrestrial refrac-

tion, in terms of the arc of distance between

the object and the observer.

In the Trigonometrical Survey of England

andWales, mean refractions in altitude of the

station points of the triangulation were deter-

• The nature of tbe curve into which the r»y Is

refracted cannot be determined, because the tempera-

ture and density of the air are perpctu,ally chanifiug.

It may, however be assumed as osculating with

circle, tho radius of which, la tlie average state of the

air, Is about seven times the earth's radius.

+ Sometimes local heat or cold renders tho strata of

air near the earth rarer below than above, with some-

times a denser stratum intervening. The rays from a

distant object, by passing throngh strata of atr so

disposed, are beut or refracted convex downwards,
and sometimes both convex downwards an4 upwards,

whereby the object is seen depressed instead of elevated,

and sometimes both elevated and depressed, one image

being erect and tho other inverted. These elfects,

which are known oy the names of looming and mirage,

may bo observed by looking at a distant object along

any surface or substance glowing Intensely by the heat

of tbe sun's rays, or made red hot, or through a trans-

parent phial containing clear liquids of different

densities lloating one upon the other
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The highest was —
7

number
and the lowest —, but the greater

34
1 1

Taried from — to — of the arc of distance

between the sUtions, the mean of which,

_ _ _ .077 very nearly," may be taken as

13
the value of refraction of terrestrial objects in

the mean state of the atmosphere with regard

to temperature and density.

Now, denotine the height due to curvature

corrected for refraction by A', and reducing

the square of the distance d' in the formula

A = I rf" for curvature by -077 of itself, thus

(d - -077 rf)', the formula becomes h' = i

(d — -077 dy, or by deduction therefrom,

*' = -5666 d«.
. ^ ,^

This formula, which gives the same results

as the preceding, may be expressed in words

thus :—The product arising from multiplying

the square of the distance d* in miles by

-56G6, is the joint correction for curvature and

refraction in feet. The following are ex-

amples by this rule, corresponding to the

examples previously given by the rule for

curvature :

—

,„„„
At two miles : h'. = -5006 d' = -5606 x

2« = -5666 X 4 = 2-26Gft

;

At three miles : h' = '5666 * = -5666 X
3> = -5666 X 9 = 5099ft.

;

And at four miles : A' = '5666 t^ - -5666 x
4> = -5666 X 16 = 9 065ft.

Now putting A' for tlie height due to re-

fraction, and subtracting — , = -5666 in the

30

formula for curvature corrected for refraction,

from i in the formula for curvature, thus

2 17 60 51 1

_ _ _ — = — we have

3 30 90 90 10

the formula h' = -l d', which may be stated

in words thus:—The product of the square

of the distance di in miles multiplied by -1,

is the correction for refraction in feet. The

following are examples by this rule, corre-

sponding to the examples already given for

curvature, and for curvature and refraction

combined :

—

At two miles : A' = -1 (P = -1 X 22 =
•1x4 = -400 of a foot

;

At three miles : A' = " 1 d* = '1 X 3' =
•1x9 = -900 of a foot

;

And at four miles : A' = '1 i* = "1 X
41 = •! X 16 = -i-eooft.

By reference to the last formula and ex-

amples it will be noticed that refraction in-

creases the altitude of objects by a quantity in

1

feet equal to — of the square of the distance

10

in miles. Thus an object at the distance of

twenty miles is apparently elevated above its

real position by refraction

_ _ X 20' = — X 400 = 40ft.

10 10

The height due to refraction is also

1 2 1x3
^ ^ .15

~
10 ' 3 ~ 10 X 20 20

of the height due to curvature. Hence the

product derived from multiplying the cur-

vature by -15 is the correction for refraction,

and the remainder resulting from subtracting

that product from the curvature is the joint

correction for curvature and refraction. For

example :—The earth's curvature at the dis-

tance of five miles is A S A =: 5 X 5*

= i X 25 = 16-666ft. ; then" the, refrac-

tion at that distance is 16-666 X '15 =
• French mathematicians reckon the medium

qnantlty of refraction at OTtf of the whole distance. It

bu t)een known in very warm damp weather to fall 80

low ai 03, and in very cold fogery weather to rl«e «o

Ugh u -17. But tbeae extremes were rare.

2-500ft., and the curvature corrected for re-

fraction is 16-666 - 2-500 = 14166ft.

Having deduced rules for correcting the

efEects arising from the curvature of the earth

and the refraction of the atmosphere, it re-

mains now to introduce examples showing how

the true difference of level between two given

points (say 2i miles apart) maybe found by the

telescopic spirit level placed first, midway

between them, by which curvature and re-

fraction may be avoided or neutralised ;

second, over one of them, by which it is

necessary to apply the correction for curvature

and refraction to the difference between the

staff reading and the reading at the instru-

ment ; and third, unequally distant between

them, by which it is requisite to apply the

difference between the corrections for curva-

ture and refraction at the unequal distances to

the difference between the staff readings.

First Method.—The instrument is set up at

a point midway between the two points, and

the line of sight of the telescope, adjusted

truly horizontal by the spirit level, cuts the

vanes on the staves, held vertically on them, at

15-67fl:., and 8-39ft. respectively. Now, as

the two points are equally distant from the

vertical passing through the axis of the in-

strument, the two points on the staves inter-

sected by the line of sight are also not only

at equal distances therefrom, but equidistant

from the centre of the earth, and on the same

true level. The heights due to curvature and

refraction are likewise equal each to each, and

therefore the difference between the apparent

heights, or the staff readings, = 15_C7 -
8-39 = 7-28ft., is the true difference of level

between the two points.

Second Method.—The instrument is now

placed over one of the two points, the height

from which to the centre of the eye-piece of

the telescope is 4-82ft. ; and the horizontal

line of sight directed by the telescope inter-

sects the vane on the staff, held vertically on

the other point, at 14-97ft. above it. Then,

since the correction for curvature and re-

fraction combined at 2i miles is A' = -5666(ii

= -5666 X 2-25»'= -5666 x 5-0625 = 2-87ft.

the true difference of level between the two

points is = (14-97 - 4-82) - 287 = 1015
- 2-87 = 7-28ft. as before. It is obvious by

this method of levelling that there would have

been an error of 2-87ft. in the levels of the

two points if the difference between the

heights of the instrument and the staff reading

had not been reduced by the amount due to

curvature and refraction.

Third Method.—The instrument is now re-

moved to an intermediate point J and IJ mile

respectively from the two given points
;
and

the horizontal line of sight of the telescope

cuts, firstly, the vane on the staff held on the

the nearest point at 14-06f t. above that point

;

and secondly, the vane on the stafi placed on

farthest point at 606ft. above it. Now at J

mile the joint correction for curvature and

refraction is A' = -5606^^ = -5666 x -752 =
-5666 X -5625 = -302 of a foot ; and at li

mile it is A' = -5666^' = -5666 X 1-5^ =
•5666 X 2-25 = 1 274ft. Then as the differ-

ence between the joint corrections is = 1274
- -302 = -972 of a foot, the true difference

of level between the two points is = (14-06 —
6-06) - -972 = 8-000 - -972 = 7-28ft. as

before. In this case also, if the difference

between the staff readings had not been

corrected for the difference between the cur-

vatures and refractions, there would have been

an error in the levels of the two points of -972

of a foot.
r , ,1- -.

From the foregoing examples of levelling it

is evident that the method of placing the

instrument in the middle, or as nearly so

as possible, between every two points whose

difference of level is required, is that which

should always be adopted in practice. Tliis

not only avoids the necessity for making the

corrections for curvature and refraction, but

should the instrument itself bo out of adjust-

ment the error arising from the inclination of

the line of sight would be equal in both or

opposite directions. It should, however, be

observed that when two points are not far

apart, wherever the instrument may be set up

relatively to them, the correction for curvature

and refraction is so slight that it may be

1

neglected ; for at 8 chains, or — of a mile, it

is only of a foot, which in practical

200

levelling would be inappreciable. The first

method, however, is that which the leveller

should invariably follow so far as circumstances

will permit, whether it be to find the differ-

ence of level between two points near each

other by one operation, which is called sim-

ple levelling, or far apart by a succession of

similar operations, which is called compound

levelling; or whether it be to find the differ-

ence of level between successive pairs of

points for the purpose of forming a verti cal

section of the ground for a road, a sewer or

a railway. These operations constitute what

is termed the practice of levelling, to teach

which will be the object of another paper.

The following table, calculated by the pre-

ceding formula!, gives the corrections for

curvature, for refraction, and for curvature

and refraction combined, in feet and decimals

of a foot, for distances in miles, from i to

20 miles.

Distances

Corrections In Feet.

For
in Miles.

For For Curvature

Curvature. Refraction. and
Kefraotlon.

1

1^

041 0-ooa 0-035

0160 025 0141

OVS 0-056 0-319

0-606 0-100 8-506

2 2-000 0-400 2206

000 0-900 5100

4 10 060 1-600 9 066

10080 2-50O 14-166

2!'997 3-800 20.397

7 33003 4 9O0 27-763

42-602 6-400 36-262

9 63 W4 8100 45-894

60 000 10-000 60-600

11 SOOoS 12100 68 558

12 95 990 14-400 81-590

13 112-055 16-900 95-755

li 130053 19-600 111 -0.53

15 149 985 22-500 127-485
J

16 170 649 25-600 143049 '

17 192047 28 900 163-747

18 216-978 32400 188-578

19 210 042 36100 •/04-542

20 266-640 40000 222-010

John Phillips.

S. JOHN'S CHURCH, HAILET.

WE illustrate this week a new village chnrch

in Oxfordshire. On plan, the build-

in" comprises a chancel, nave, and north aisle,

with a vestry at west end of aisle, and a

soath porch. The stone used for facing both

the inside and outside was quarried in the parish,

that on the inside being worked with extra labour

to a flat tooled face. Milton stone is used through-

out for all the freestone work. The sittings are

rush-bottom chairs.exeept choir fittings, which are

carried ont in pitch pine, and tho holy table is of

English oak. The roofs are constructed of Baltio

fir and pitch pine, unstained and unvarnished, with

plastering between rafters, and are covered with

Stouesfield slates. The church is tiled throughout,

and heated with a hot air apparatus by Messrs.

Hayden. The stained glass for chancel was sup-

plied by Messrs. Clayton and Bell. Accommodation

is provided on plan for about 230 sittings, and the

coat of the building is about £2000. Tho church

waa built by Mr. Groves, of Milton, fr""! t"*

designs and under tho superintendence ef Mr.

Clapton C. Rolfe, Architect, of Oxford.

EoTAL Institute of the Architects ok

Ieeland.—At the Ordinary General Meitiug

held last night, a paper was read by Mr. VViUiam

Fogerty, F.K.I.B.A., entitled, " Not«3 of a Rec»nt

Tour in Italy."
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TUBOLAR FOUNDATIONS.

SOME short time ago we gave a descrip-

tion of screw piles, with especial re-

ference to their suitability for ioundationa m
situations where, from the nature of the ground,

scarcely any other means were available.

There are, however, various other principles of

foundations which have their own proper

sphere of utility and application, where they

become in their turn the con-ect means to era-

ploy. Among these, is the hollow or tubular

system, which has boon used in numerous

works of magnitude with great success, and is

perhaps better adapted for a very large scale

of construction than the solid principle.

Tubular foundations consist of ho'low cylin-

ders, eitlier of wrought or cast iron, which

present nothing particularly worthy of notice.

It is the manner in which these cylinders are

" got down " that is the interesting fact [in

connection with the use of them. For cft'ect-

ing this purpose there are two methods more

recognised and more generally known than

others. The one is the vacuum or Potts'

method ; the other Triger's, or that of coni-

pressed air. A brief examination of their

relative merits will bo not without interest,

and we will commence with the former. If

we imagine a hollow tube, or better still, a

hollow cylinder, hermetically sealed by a

strong and closely fitting cap at the upper ex-

tremity and open at the lower, and the interior

of it put in communication with an air pump,
and the air inside exhausted, the following

result will ensue. So soon as a tolerably per-

fect vacuum is formed, and the equilibrium

between the external and internal pressures

destroyed, the preponderance of the former

becomes manifest. Tiiis is demonstrated by
the tendency of the water to force its way
into the cylinder, which after disintegrating

and undermining, as it were, the earth in the

immediate vicinity, it finally accomplishes,

and a mixed mass of water and the debris of

the substrata is driven into the tube. At the

same time the cylinder descends through the

loosened stratum by virtue of its weight, and
tliat of the atmospherical pressure generated

upon its top by the destruction of the normal
state of equilibrium. Affairs progress in this

manner until a sufficient quantity of debris is

collected in the cylinder, when by means of

suitable manholes, provided for tliejpurpose, it

is removed, and the operation commenced de

novo. An examination into the rationale of

this process will at once indicate that there

are three principal agents concerned in its

accomplishment, which may be termed water,

pressure or weight, and air. These are de-

pendent upon other conditions, which may be
different, individually or conjointly, according
to the special circumstances of the case. Thus
the upward or disturbing tendency of the
water will be in proportion to the height of
any given vertical section of it—in other words,
to its depth. The effect produced by gravity
or insistent weight alone will depend upon
that of the cylinder itself and its appendages,
while the action of the air will be in pro-
portion to the more or loss perfect manner in

which the vacuum is made and maintained,
and also to the superficial area of the top of
the cylinder. As it is essential that the sub-
tratum should be of a nature that will permit
water to partially percolate through it, and
break it tip so to speak, it is clear that dense
soils, including stiff clays, and very close and
compact gravel, are not the proper kind upon
which to employ this method of getting in

foundations. It is manifest from this that too
much caution and care cannot be exercised in

ascertaining the exact character of the under-
lying strata, for it would be a great mistake
to commence the process and subsequently
discover before solid ground were reached,
that it was inadequate to complete the work
intended. The preliminary borings should

always therefore be carried down to the same
depth as that to which the foundations are

to resch, or otherwise there is no reliable

information to depend upon. Many serious

errors have resulted from an undue attention

to these points, errors which have only been

rectified afterwards at a very considerable

outlay of time, trouble, and money.

The inventor of the compressed air method

was M. Triger, an able engineer, attached to

the staff' of the Ponts-et-Chauss6es. He used

the principle, firstly, in sinking a shaft for a

coal mine. A portion of tlie strata it was
stink through consisted of a gravel so exces-

sively permeable that it allowed the water to

flow through in such quantities as to fill the

shaft, and completely stop all operations.

Under these circumstances M. Triger placed

on the top of the cylinder or shaft an air bag,

drove out the water by compressing the air in

the cylinder, and then excavated the gravel by

the ordinary means. This method, it must be

acknowledged, is sometimes termed Hughes'

method, although it would appear from the

evidence that the balance is in favour of the

honour of its invention belonging to the

French engineer. Hughes' claim rests upon

the fact that he was the first to apply the

principle to the foundations of bridges, which

he did at Rochester. It was originally intended

to use Potts' method, but the divers came
upon the remnant of some old Roman masonry,

which was of such a hard and impenetrable

character as to leave no hope of that principle

being successful. But, after vanquishing this

difficulty by compressing the air, another

arose. The soil at a certain depth became so

impermeable and dense that the water could

not get away at the bottom of the cylinder,

which, in nautical language, was completely
" waterlogged." In this emergency a syphon
tube was introduced, the longer branch of

which descended into the cylinder, and the

shorter passed through the top. The water,

by the compression of the air, was driven up
the long branch and discharged through the

shorter, outside the cylinder. Once the

advantage of this additional contrivance was
seen and recognised, it became a permanent
feature of this system ever afterwards. Since

air, or any fluid in a confined space, presses

equally in all directions, it is evident that

the effect of the compressed air will be felt

upon the inside of the top of the cylinder,

as well as upon the water it forces out,

consequently if this upward pressure be
greater than the insistent weight of the
cylinder, the latter will have a tendency to

rise. This must bo counteracted by weighting
or loading the cylinders with an extraneous
amount of material, which, in fact, has a

double duty to perform. One consists in

resisting the upward tendency, and the other

in causing the cylinder to descend as the
earth beneath becomes loosened and exca-
vated. In this method, therefore, there

appears something slightly paradoxical, as

one of the agents is employed in nullifying

what is partially effected by another. Re-
garding ono as plus, and the other as minus,
the absolute work done towards causing the
descent of the cylinder would be expressed
by their algebraical sum. It is frequently a
consequence of tliis ambiguity that the

cylinders descend with considerable irre-

gularity, sometimes sinking almost imper-
ceptibly, and at others going down with a
sudden and violent jerk. This would not
signify to any great extent, were it not that

a sudden descent is rarely uniform. One
part of the cylinder generally becomes tilted

up, and much time is expended in restoring

it to the perpendicular position. It is easy

to perceive that a constant succession of

these tilts, first on one side, and then on
the other, would seriously interfere with the

operation of sinking. Probably one of the

most remarkable instances of the applica-

tion of this method is that of the centre

pier of the Saltash Bridge, erected by Brunei

over the Tamar, near Plymouth. The rapidity

of the tideway rendered the operations par-

ticularly difficult and hazardous, but the great
engineer triumphed over all obstacles, and
the Saltash Bridge justly ranks as one of

the most remarkable feats in national engi-

neering.

THE NEW WATERLEY STATION, EDINBUBOH.

THE Bdinbnrgh Station of the North British

Railway u about to bo renewed, at a cost of

£50,000. The present inelegant stono Waverley
Bridge is, with the conseut of the Town Council,
to be replaced by an iron one. On this sanction
being obtained, estimates will at once be taken
for ami the work commenced of erecting a tem-
porary bridge, 40 feet wide, on the east side of the
present bridge and over a portion of the town
property. The bridge proposed to be substituted
for the present ungainly structure will be in

three spans of 100ft. each, with a breadth of

70ft., this width corresponding with the recently

widened roadway at the north end. On the
east side, where the present booking ofScei
stand, a small portion of the existing buildings
will be retained for parcel offices. The new book-
ing offices will be on the platform level, and the
main access will be by the arched roadway already
existing. This roadway will be widened to 40
feet. The main features of the new arrangement
will be the two extended platforms for the main
line traffic. On the south the " down " platform
will be 1530ft. long, and on the north the " up "

platform will extend for 1000 yards. Imiddition
to these principal platforms, a series of " docks "

will be constructed on the site of the present goods
station east of the North Bridge, the whole of the

goods traffic being removed to the extreme south
of the railway ground. The plans for the new
station have been prepared by Mr. Bell, resident

engineer of the company.

THE TAY BEIDOE SCHEME,

A MOST important railway project has been
sanctioned by a committee of the House of

Commons. At present communication between
Edinburgh and tbeotbertowns on the cast coast of
Scotland is mainly obtained by meansof steamboat*
which ply across the Firth ofForth and the riverTay
in conjunction with th'e trains on the North British

Railw.iy. The time thus lost is very considerable,

and besides, the dangers and discomforts of the
passage across the two rivers in stormy weather
are such as to induce many railway travellers to

prefer the circuitous route to the North via Ster-

ling and Perth. The North British Railway
Company proposed years ago to construct a viaduct
over the Forth about five miles long, at a cost of

about £2,000,000, but that scheme was abandoned.
Latterly, however, the idea of bridging the Tay
has been mooted, and the pecuniary support ac-

corded to the proposal has been so encouraging
as to justify the directors in applying to Parlia-

ment for the necessary powers, which have been
granted. The bridge will be two miles long, and
will be built upon arches, though only a small

number of the arches will span the navigable

river. The Parliamentary estimate of the cost is

£350,000, but the actual outlay is likely to exceed

that amount. It is expected that the work of con-

structing the bridge will be commenced without

delay.

NAKROW GAUGE RAILWAYS.

THE commission of Russian engineers who
lately visited England for the purpose of see-

ingMr. Fairlie's narrow- gauge plant, and the Festi-

niog Railway where his engiucs are at work, have

reported strongly in favour of the system. They
recommend it to be adopted for a portion of

the railway between S. Petersburg and Moscow,

and estimate the cost of construction at about

£4500 per mile.

PROPOSED NEW ROtJTE TO INDIA.

A NEW route has been projected to India,

J\ which it is believed will be a formidable

rival to that via Brindisi. A railway is proposed

to be built connecting the Austrinn lines with the

harbonr of Santi Quaranta, in Epims, vid Dalma-

tia, Bosnia, and Albania. It is stated that this

harbour could be made to hold a sufficiently large

number of ships for the purpose, and that the

country in its vicinity is very fertile, and capable

of atTording a great opening for its commercial

development. It is 760 miles nearer Alexandria

than Briudisi, and ships using it for the Indian

traffic would avoid the dangerous navigation of

the Archipelago.
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ON ROMAN ART.•

PART I.

THE Btndy of Etrnscan art leads ua to that of

Rome, which was derived from the Etrus-

cans In- influenced and modified by that of the

Greeks. In onler to understand the character-

istics of Roman art, we must first take into con-

sideration the nature of the country and the

physical influences which tended to produce the

special Roman national type. Italy is a narroiv

strip of country accessible from every point by sea

and by land, and from there the Romans had to

develope themselves and to create a great empire.

The people placed upon such a strip of land found

it very difficult to maintain themselves in the

Csession of their settlements. They were there-

j obliged to. turn all their energies towards

the strengthening and developing of their brute

force. They were obliged to seek every means to

avoid being attacked, and to cultivate their

prowess and military genius so as to deter the

snrronnding nations from attacking them. The

grand distinction between the Greeks and the

Romans lies in the fact that the Romans were

the inventors of a so-called State principle, that

is, some abstract idea nnder which every one was

to be ready to sacrifice himself, his family, life,

possessions, and, in fact, his all, for the good of

the State. This self-renunciation by the indi-

vidual for the sake of the community was at the

outset necessary, in oi-der that the Romans might

be able to defend and extend their country. The
Greeks, on the other hand, had never submitted

to the loss of individuality in the State principle.

They considered the idea of a Stale principle as

false to begin with, for a State, apart from or

without individuals, is a nonentity, has in itself

no existence, and is a mere abstract idea. The
Greeks, then, said that the individual was every-

thing, because individuals formed the State. If

the individual be free, the State must be free,

whilst, on the other hand, theState may he grand

whilst the individuals are mere slaves. Carrying

out these principles, the Greeks colonised, the

Romans conquered. The Greek colonies were

free daughters of the mother country, bound to

her by the ties of a common love of beauty and

reason. The Roman colonists were slaves, tied

by military despotism to the iron wheels of

the great State chariot. The Greeks humanised,

the Romans regulated j the Greeks played at

soldiers for fame's sake, the Romans were sol-

diers for the sake of conquest. The spirit of

youthfulness is the distinguishing feature of the

Greek j the Roman's characteristic is stern manli-

nesy. The Greek was free in thoughts and con-

ceptions, in life and art; the Roman felt every-

where the inexorably despotic hand of the State,

in the shape of all sorts of phantoms, pressing

hard on his shoulders. The Roman had to sub-

mit to the authority of the State and the law—and

to the paternal authority. Ho had to obey magis-

trates who resided he did not know where, and

laws he did not know what for ; but he knew
that there was nn infallible State power called

Rome that had always a liotor ready with a

hatchet, or an innumerable quantity of soldiers

on horse or on foot, to punish any refractory who
should dare to venture to act against the ever-

present, ever-active, ever-vigilant State abstrac-

tion. Whilst in Greece the individual man was
developed—which development took the direc-

tion of art, especially architecture and sculpture

—

in Rome the individual was displaced by military

force, which cmshed the conquered through the

conqueror, the poor through the rich, the client

through the patron, the plebeian through the

patrician, humanity through the gods, the indi-

vidual through the State. The Roman was a

mere unit in a large snm, an atom in a universe, a

drop in an ocean. The Greek made the State

serve him, and not the individual serve the State,

which he regarded only as a means towards an

end. To be protected by It, to have his bodily

and intellectual faculties developed through it,

was the light in which the Greek looked upon his

State. Ho was a soldier without being a machine,

a philosopher without being a pedant, and he

worshipped his gods without dogmatic formulas.

That Roman art took, nnder such conditions, a

a totally different development from that of

Greece, is natural. The Romans were Aryans,

The three principal elements which made up the

first thieving, murdering band of those who gave
life to the future mistress of the world were
Felasgians, Sabines, and Albans. The history

of the Romans maybe divided into three periods.

Durina the first period they had kings. The
monarch-

* Abstract of a lecture delivered by Dr. Zebffi at
the Boutb Kensington Museum

During the first period they

seven names recorded during that

ical period Teprcsent not as many individuals,

but as many distinct periods of the early develop-

ment of the State. Under Romulus the Romans
established themselves as a commuuity. Under

Numa Pompilius they adopted some fixed reli-

gions system. Under TuUus Hostilius they or-

ganised their military forces, making themselves

secure against constant attacks. Under Ancus

Martins, having attained a more settled state,

they proceeded to enjoy their security, and beau-

tified their city. Under Tarquinius Trisous they

found themselves divided into castes ;
patricians

and plebeians were separated from one another.

Under Servius TuUius a new order, that of the

knights, was added ; and .under Tarquinius

Superbus royalty disappears. During the second

historical period, Rome appears with helmet,

spear and shield, a dashing and calculating hero

on the historical stage, and begins to conquer.

Three hundred years' unceasing war with the

Samnites, Latinos, Phoenicians, and Greeks, made

them so fond of fighting that the Republic

turned her arms against herself, and she perished

30 B.C. by the triumph of Augustus over all his

rivals. Arts and sciences could not possibly

flourish under such conditions. During this period

the Romans were mere imitators of the Etrus-

cans in everything connected with art. Bridges

and roads were constructed on a grand and

imposing scale, as serviceable to a military State.

Everywhere in their architecture a stern expres-

sion is observable ; despotism lurks in every

stone. In their religion they changed the beauti-

ful and charming gods of Greece into severe

military heroes, commanding, not winning ad-

miration—possessing a certain kind of beauty,

but a beauty which seems to demand, as an ine.'c-

orable attribute, the worship and love which, with

the Greeks, appeared the spontaneous offering of

willing hearts. In the third period we see Rome
in her pomp and splendour, decking out the inner

hollowness, the gradual decay, with marble

palaces, temples, basilicas, arcades, triumphal

arches, amphitheatres, arenas, and baths (of

which Rome alone possessed not less than 7G8).

But the progressive force knocks already at the

gates of this artificial usurper of the world's

dominion. The Teutons, with their Aryan
strength, come forward to be the avengers of all

the glittering misery brought about the world by

this temporal and spiritual tvrant of the setting

ancient world. Religion, a Roman invention in

the sense of tying somebody down to certain

formulas, borrowed her superstitions from all

parts of the world, especially from the Etrusciina,

Egyptians, and Greeks. Auguries, auspices,

sybilline oracles, the entrails of beasts and
human beings, flashes of lightning, the rolling

thunder, the flight of birds, served the priests to

determine the will of the gods, and to fill the

people with gloomy horrors. They disfigured the

idea of the Eastern God, making him more re-

vengeful, more jealous,'more implacable, more
threatening, and more crushing to the imagina-

tion of man. Caprice was the principal attribute

of Jupiter, the Thunderer, goveiuing by no
moral law, but by mere force, revealing himself

inthelightningflash,theternfyingoarlhquak(', or

the volcanic phenomena of the Roman Canipagna.

Amidst the thirty thousand deities with which

the Roman peopled the invisible world, there was

not one that gave him comfort and protection.

All of them horrified and fiig'iteiied him. The
Romans had a divinity of peace, of plague, of

hunger, of war, of pestilence, of fever, of

mildew, of death, and even a DeaCloacina ; they

adored water, stones, serpents, and wild beasts.

Though their divinities were here and there

sculptured in the Greek fashion, this was only

their outer form—their spiritual conception was

that of wrath, mischief, and ferocious hatred.

This must explain to you why sacrifices con-

tinued—why their high priests were a kind of

spiritual butchers, who tried to appease the anger

of the gods with the smoke of burning bullocks, to

notirish them with the fat smeared upon their

statues, and to quench their thirst with cupfuls

of blood poured over them. Later, eager for a

more concrete god than their stone statues, they

found a corresponding living divinity in the

person of their emperor. Earth could offer

nothing more divine in the sense of a majesty at

once recognised and obeyed, and paganism did

but push its principles to their conclusion in

deifying the Coisars, but reason fell to the lowest

depths of degradation, and the Egyptians grovel-

ling before the beasts of the Nib outraged

humanity less than the age of the Antonines,

with its philosophers and jurist consults, ren-

dering divine honours to the Emperor Aurelius

Commodus, who fought 735 times as a common
gladiator in the arena, before the eyes of his

degraded but delighted people. This explains to

us also their public games, which contrast particu-

larly with those of the Greeks, with whom beauty

and intellect reigned supreme. The Romans had
gladiators specially trained for life and death com-
bats. Criminals and slaves were condemned to

exhibit themselves in fearful struggles with lions,

bears, and tigers, rendered more savage by being

kept without food. Such shows they exhibited

at the Coliseum, where the gladiators^ used to

greet the Emperor with the memorable words,
" Those devoted to death salute thee !

" In the

Greek tragedy, idealistic ihuman sufferings

affecting the depths of the soul, occasioned by a
conflict with life, and finding a solution according

to the stern laws of fate or destiny, interested

the spectators. The Romans instituted the cruel

reality of bodily sufferings, blood iu streams

from torn limbs, the rattle in the throat which
signifies death, and the expiring gasp—these are

things that delighted Roman men and women,
youths and virgins. Like their religion was their

literature. Virgil was an imitator of Homer,
Horace of Pindar, Phadrus of iEsop, Terence of

Euripides, and Plantus of Aristophanes. But
in all these imitators and their works prevails

about the same difference as between the noble

idealistic humour of Aristophanes and the coarse

comedies of Plantus, which kept, without any

effort of imagination, to the reproduction of daily

life, both iu colouring and matter. They excelled
,

in didactic poetry and satire, the cool calculating

spirit predominating with them over the highei

idealistic power of conception. Art with then

was never that glorious emanation of imagination

of the poet's sacred ideal of the gods, the iudis-

pensablo delight of the people, as in Greece. Arl

was with them the handmaid of power, authorityj

riches and luxury. Art was a slave, well-fedJ
well-clad, well-kept, by which to make powe
more powerful, todismay the people, and to attract^

and subject them. The Roman character was dry,

geometrical, monumental. Their architecture

was in perfect accordance with their national

character, grand in design, variegated in combi-

nations of new and chiefly practical requirements,

and distinguished by a studied purity of execution.

Their system of architecture took its origin in

Etruria, and was embellished with all the highest

beauties of Greek art. One important element of

Etruscan art lastingly prevailed in Roman archi-

tecture—the arch, which we have already

traced in India, and which serves as a bridge to

connect, by an analogy in architectural construc-

tion, the Aryans on the Ganges and Indus in Asia,

with the Etruscans and Romans in Euro|)e. By
means of the arch, the Romans have executed

tasks more grand and various than any imposed

upon architecture before or since. The Romans
invented the cross-vault. The third form of

vault, the cupola (also used iu Indian temples;

was called forth by the favourite circalar-build-

ings of the Romans. It was a half-hollow globe,

formed of horizontal layers of wedge-like stones,

showing the principle of the arch applied to a

circular ground plan. The half-cnpola archoi

were frequently used in semicircular niches

(apsidas.) All this would have been monotonous

had they not introduced the rich colonnades of the

Greeks, of which the Corinthian predominated.

But a variety was also produced by the so-called

Composite or Roman capital, a coarser and more

contracted form of the Ionic capital being placed

with arrogant clumsiness on two rows of carved

acanthus leaves. The three Greek orders were

often found on one and the same building—the

Doric on the lowest, the Ionic on the middle, and

the Corinthian on the highest story. In Roman
statuary the principal ruling element was delight

in suffering and distorted forms. There was

nothing joyous about it : all was severe and stern,

and even when it had come under a more direct

Greek influence, the too-great length of the bodies

and the smallness of the heads expressed rather

brute force than grandeur of intellect, showing

the superiority which physical and muscular

energy held in the Roman estimatiou above

mental and intellectual power.

A site for the new Liverpool Seamen's Orphan

Asylum has been granted by the Liverpool Corpora-

tion, in the Newsham Park, one of the new parka

recently thrown open to the public.
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EOOP OF WESTMINSTER ILVLL.

BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

By Thomas Moebis.

(Continuedfrom page 286.)

ABOUT such a building as Westminster
Hall there ought to be no lack of in-

formation, yet much uncertainty exists. If

we inquire into the authorship of the present

roof, conjecture points to the " distinguished

architectonic prelate," a Britton calls him

—

William of Wykehara. Several biographies

have been written, and the best is that of Dr.

Robert Lowth, Bishop of Oxford ; but there

are some valuable annotations, by Dr. In-
gram, in his O.xford " Memorials " (Art, New
Coll.) "The genealogical history of some of
the greatest benefactors of mankind is buried,"

observes this author, " in comparative ob-
scurity. Of many individuals respecting whom
very little is known but that they lived, and
that they died, the pedigree nevertheless
is usually traced, with heraldic precision, to

the remotest verge of antiquity. We can
number the various branches of some insigni-
ficant families, with their affinities and de-
scents, and mark their progress from the parent
stem, whilst everything connected with the
domestic annals of a Wykeham, a Wayntlete,
or a Wolsey, is left in a state of considerable
doubt and uncertainty." Must it not cease,
then, to be strange, if little be authentically
known about the construction of an edifice
that stands by its intrinsic qualities so grandly
out as does Westminster Hall among its more
accurately recorded contemporaries ?

Biographers are divided as to the place of
Wykeham's education, but there are grounds
for supposing that he spent some (Wood says
five and a half) years at Oxford, though in
circumstances too straitened to command
the full advantages of the university. He

had indeed no "scholarship," but it would
be as unjust to insinuate as it is impossible to

conclude that he was no scholar. His studios

embraced mathematics, logic, divinity, and
law. " His architectural genius," Dr. Ingram
suggests, " led him perhaps to prefer

Euclid to Aristotle," and for practical

matters Chaundler gives him the highest

credit. The general appellation of academical
students, " Clericus," appears in all the patents

granted to him before he obtained any church
preferment, and he is described as " a person

of as great genius, as extensive knowledge,
and as sound judgment as any which that ago
produced."

On the completion of his studies he entered

the service of his early patron. Sir Nicholas
Uvedale, Constable of Winchester Castle, and
William do Edynton, Bishop of Winchester,
also employed him as agent, clerk, and
attorney. At the Castle he, no doubt, found
exercise for his skill in geometry and drawing,
talents that were eminently calculated to

attract Edward the Third, when he came from
Portsmouth to spend some days at tho castle,

and at a time when ho had similar construc-

tions of his own in contemplation. At all

events, Edward seems to have invited Wyke-
ham to court, where he first appears as Clerk
of the King's Works in 1356, at the age of

thirty-two. Once in the sphere of ecclesiastical

patronage he went into orders, and received

tho rectory of Pulham, Norfolk, in 1357, from
which period his twofold greatness proceeded
in a remarkable parallel. His benefice caused
no relaxation of his secular duties or business

habits, but was accepted and regarded as the

consequence and reward of activity in the

service of his royal master, a testimony of the

satisfaction his great ability afforded. So
completely did he become the king's man of

business that Froissart said " everything was

done by him, and nothing was done without
him."

In April, 1359, he was appointed superior

operationum in Castro, Windsor, and in

attendance on the king at Calais, in 1360, he
witnessed, as public notary, the treaty of

Bretigny. The rebuilding of the castle was
in active progress : "360 workmen were im-
pressed to be employed on the buildings at

the king's wages, some of whom having clan-

destinely left Windsor, and engaged in other

employments for greater wages, writs were
issued to prohibit all persons from employing
them, on pain of forfeiting their goods and
chattels, and to commit such of the workmen
as should be apprehended to Newgate."

Wykeham's office was extended in 1361, he
being now Chief Warden and Surveyor of the

King's Castles of Windsor, Leedes, Dover, and
Hadlam, and of tlie manors of Old and New
Windsor, Wichmer, and several other castles,

manors, and houses, and of the parks belong-

ing to them. In 1363 he became Warden and
Justiciary of the King's Forests on this side

the Trent. He had power to appoint all work-

men, to provide materials, and to order every-

thing with regard to building and repairs, to

hold leets and other courts, pleas of trespass

and misdemeanours, and to inquire of the

king's liberties and rights. Soon after this ho

was made Keeper of the Privy Seal, and
" Governor or Chief Speaker in the great

council of the nation." Thus in him were
centered the afEairs of sundry modem depart-

ments conducted by several of her Majesty's

Chief Officers of State.

He built for the king in the Isle of Sheppy
a castle, to which the name of Queenboro'

was given, in honour of Philippa of Hainault,

and a charter was given to the township in

1366. This castle was a large, strong, and
magnificent edifice, but having no platform
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for cannon, nor command of t^^e sea it was

demolished after an endurance of about three

centuries. His talentii are said to have been

equally displayed at the castles of Leeds

and Dover, both of which are also m Kent

"Although in these mihtarv structures it

has been remarked, "he haV'^^^T^L H
the genius displayed afterwards at Oxford and

Winchester, they would have b«en sufficient to

prove that ho had already reached that degree

of architectural skill which modern art can

but poorly imitate." With his appointment

to the bishopric of Winchester, on the death

of his early patron, de Edyngton, in 130b,

came enlarscd opportunities for his fawurue

pursuit. He had now several palaces, and the

princely revenues that enabled him to carry

noble conceptions into perfect execution
. 1 he

fruits of this elevation, however, are less

discernible in the remainder of Edwards

reisra than in that of his successor, but the

king's works probably received unabated

attention. A writ to the sherifEs of different

counties to impress 302 masons and diggers ot

stone was followed the year aft* by an im-

pressment of glaziers, and operations were

continued at Windsor till 1373. Wykeham

must have been on terms of intimacy with all

members of the royal family, but as the in-

terests of those members diverged it must

have grown difBcult to maintain an equal

friendship with all. He seems to have been m
perfect accord with the Black Prince, and

Richard II. regarded him with unqualified re-

spect ; but he had no friend in John of tiaunt,

Eor probably in Heniy IV.

Attached to the see of Winchester were

several residences—palaces, not merely in

name, but importance. That in the metropolis

was at Southwark, and the site of "Winchester

Park "
is now occupied by Southwark-street

and a populous neighbourhood There were

palaces at Wolvesey, and South Walsham, hm

favourite abode. (He died there Sept. 27,

1404.1 Farnham Castle, a sumptuous seat,

maintains the position of a chief proymcial

residence, and continues in the occupation ot

the venerable bishop Sumner, who has lately

resigned the episcopal charge of the diocese.

To this distinguished prelate Mr. Elmes dedi-

cated his work upon dilapidations.

Wvkeham's ever useful life is seen in its

grandest aspect during Richard's reign. High

in the king's favour, high in state and church,

and high in temporal possessions, with his

own elevation arose his munificent schemes

for the promotion of learning and piety,

dictated by the wants of his time, and deserv-

ing the gratitude of all coming ages. To these

objects he devoted, with equal freedom his

pecuniary wealth and refined architectural

skill. Some preliminary steps had been pre-

viously taken, but the king's license to found

"Seinte Marie College, "^ Wynchestre, in

Oxenford," is dated June 30th 1379. The

foundation stone was laid m March follow-

ing and occupation commenced April 14rth,

138G The popular appellation given to

this establishment soon after its foundation

has never been withdrawn, and it is now, as

then,
" New College." At Winchester, upon

the site of the school where he had been

taught, the college was begun in 1387, ana

entered upon March 28th, 1393.

In 1394 Wykeham undertook there-build-

ing of Winchester Cathedral, and by agree-

ment with the prior and convent, he was to

re-use the old materials. He employed

William Winford as architect, Simon Mem-

bury was his surveyor ; and John Wayte, one

of the monks, acted as controller on the part

of the convent. The general character ot the

building was Norman; and so the central

tower and transepts remain, "but the nave,

according to Rickman, "has had its piers

cased, and the appearance of its walls much

altered by the insertion of Perpendicular

windows, the addition of Perpendicular but-

tresses to the North aisle and of a very

magnificent West front with three porches of

a character very uncommon, the groining ot

the nave being remarkable for its intricacy

and richness." The West front was in point

of time and expense the work of Bishop

Edynton ; but as an artistic invention it is

in all probability due to Wykeham. Thus for

half a century this eminent man is known to

have been engaged in buildings of conspiouous

consequence and the highest merit. ihe

architecture of William of Wykeham, Dr. In-

gram obsenres, " is peculiarly his own. Its cha-

racteriitics are simplicity, elevation, grandeur

and stability. He built, as he always thought

and acted, for posterity. His masonry is dis-

tinguished by the soundness of the materials

and the iudgment displayed in the disposition

of them '" He exercised a nice discrimination

in the treatment of works accordmg to their

destination, from the massive boldness of

military bastions to the minute flmsh ot

ecclesiastical detail. In the quadrangle at

New College " a modest simplicity character-

ises the domestic part, while the gateways

seem formed more for strength and security

than ostentation or splendour. The hall rises

in grandeur as destined for magnificent

hospitality, though it by no means pretends

to rival the adjoining sanctuary of religion.

The only defect in this hall is the flat modem

ceiling. It was originally arched witl. timber-

work, and had a louvre or lantern in the centre

for the transmission of smoke from the

charcoal fire beneath.

I have now perhaps made a sufficient recital

to iustify an inquiry whether it is not of the

nature of certainty that Wykeham, supenor

operationum Regis, must have been the artistic

inventor and scientific contriver of ^Vest-

minster Hall, as opened with royal eclat at

Christmas, 1398 ? Thomas Rickman says of

it
• " The North front of this edifice is one ot

the earliest as well as best specimens of the

Perpendicular style, every .
distinguislnng

feature of the style being here exemplified.

The interior has Norman walls below
;
and

above the arches are filled with Perpendicular

tracery, and from stone corbels of that date

spring the ribs of the wood roof-the largest

and on the whole, the most magnificent wood

roof in the kingdom." The masonry ex-

hibits the impressive and simple dignity tor

which Wykeham is accredited. Here, as at

Winchester Cathedral, Norman foundations

were retained, the old free stone was worked

up, and a new appearance imjiarted.

^upitmi^ & g^tiaptiun.

ITALIAN OPERA, DRURY LANE.

ON Saturday last this theatre was reopened

by Mr. George Wood for an Italian

opera season. Without entering into the

question as to whether there is room for more

than one opera in the metropolis, there can

be no question that the suioid-al policy of last

season at Covent Garden paved the way for

the new undertaking, and that that of the

present season seems likely to ensure its

success. Few things in the artistic world are

more to be regretted than the miserable tailing

off from the old standard of excellence at

the Royal Italian Opera. The appearance of

the theatre alone is dispiriting. Dirty,

patched, faded, and dingy, it looks like the

ghost of its former self. At Drury Lane all is

fresh and brilliant. Within the brief space of

twelve working days the auditorium has been

entirely remodelled. The old floors upon the

pit level have been removed, and fresh ones

laid upon the original stone paving. Within

the portion of the house occupied by the pit

during the dramatic season a new tier of boxes

has been formed, and the front of the stage

has been cut back some five or six feet, ihe

whole of the pit within the line of the boxes

is filled with luxuriously -stuffed stall chairs.

The floors of the various tiers have been

partially levelled, and the box fronts raised to

a corresponding extent, the additions being

covered in amber tabaret, like the arm-rests.

The tiers being unnecessarily deep for the

purpose of an opera-house, a wooden corridor

13 formed out of each at the back, and the

remainin-' po'rtion divided off into private

boxes There are thus three tiers consisting

entirely of boxes, above which the dress

circle occupies the centre of the house, and

private boxes the sides. The entire circle

above is filled with cane-seated chairs, form-

ing the amphitheatre stalls. It will be seen

that the arrangements of the house are very

much the same as when Mr. Maplesonhad the

theatre for a similar purpose two years ago,

but they are in every respect more complete,

while the wooden corridors already spoken of

have greatly improved the acoustic qualities

of the auditorium.

The appearance of the house is quite

worthy of the occasion. The white and gold

decorations exist as heretofore, but have been

revived . The limited time that could be given

for the work, and the immense amount that

had to be got through, rendered the regilding

of the house impossible, but the old gi ding

now it is cleaned looks remarkably brilliant,

considering the wear it has had. A better

1 instance of the superiority of good work over

.^ ^ \ =.!«„ ! ViaH fould hardlv bo adduced than the state

AN ANCIENT Structure T)o?MED.-Astley
^f.f^'l'^^'f

°
fding. Done some eight years

rtnwn in order to form a site for a post-office. It of decorator in ordinary to the theatre), ana

trbuUt about 1654 and is a remarkably fine
j cleaned over and over agam, it is still£ the

• Letd» Caitle, about ftve miles from MaicUtone, had a good

command of Ctntral Kent, xnd i. now a pictnreaque grouP of

wall« and towen and InneU, riting from a wide and liU«-

retembling moat. Three iilande were Kparately tortifled, and

three diatinct liege* necetaary to lU reduction.

specimen of pargetting, now become very rare

The London and MiddleaexArchEeologioal bociety,

as well as private personfl, pleaded hard with the

Government for the preservation of this fane old

building, but, it appears, inefEeotnally. The interior

of the house is interesting, spacious, and sound ;

the carriage-way gives access to a furtya™.

where abundant space might be found for all the

Government offices without interfering with the

present curious frontage and the chief rooms.

YoEKSHlRB AUTIQUITIES.—At the annual

meeting of the Durham and Northumberland

Architectural and Arobajological Society, held at

Durham on Tuesday week, it was resolved to

make, nraong other excursions, a two days visit

to the Malton district. Among the objects noted

are the Roman station and lodge at Malton, lly-

land Abbey, Rievaulx Abbey, Coxwold IChurch

and Shandy Hall, Helmsley Castle, Gilling

Castle, Pickering Castle, Kirkham Priory, Old

Malton Priory, and the moor tumuli. The date

ia not announced. Canon Greenwell was ap-

pointed President.

most part richer in appearance than that on

the ceiling, which was done, we believe, by the

scene-painters of the Gaiety Theatre, under

Mr. Phipps, only last Christmas

!

The white and gold decorations having

necessarily to be retained, the method of deco-

rative treatment that has been adopted is most

judicious. At the old "Her Majesty s

Theatre," the boxes were lined with light

chintz, which had an excellent effect in com-

bination with the amber curtains and the rich

colour of the decorations ;
and chintz linings

were used two years ago, when Mr. Mapleson

found a temporary home for his company at

Drury Lane. But the absence of colour m
the permanent decorations marred the e&ect,

and the house presented a cold and colouriess

aspect even for the summer. 1° «'« ff
«°'

instance blue moire has been ^nbstituted for

chintz, and with valuable result. We should

be soiTy to advocate the use of blue for such
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a purpose generally, and we believe its adop-

tion is, in point of fact, quite a novelty. But

exceptional cases justify exceptional methods

of treatment, and we cannot conceive any-

thing that could better have produced the

effect to be desired. The blue is of medium

depth, and has in it a peculiar tinge of green

that " lights it up," and causes it to harmonise

with other colours, particularly with yellow,

without, at the same time, destroying the

brilliancy of the blue in any way. It thus

affords the positive colour required in tlie

house, and forms a singularly good back-

ground to the occupants of the boxes. Rich

amber satin curtains and valances, and crim-

son stalls and carpeting, enlivened by the

ladies' dresses, make up the rest of the deco-

rative effect, which is unusually handsome and

brilliant.

The musical arrangements for the cam-

paign are highly efficient, and the opening

performance was most satisfactory. The bill

of fare is ample aud varied, and comprises

more novelties than usual. The whole under-

taking savours of judgment, care, and libe-

rality, and will command, we have little

doubt, the success that all well-wishers to the

lyric drama must desire for it.

Wo should state that the structural altera-

tions have been m.ide by Messrs. Bracher and

Sons, of Great Ormond-street, from the plans

of Messrs. Nelson and Harvey, architects, of

Whiteliall. The furnishing, fitting-up, and
decoration were entrusted to Alessrs. Green and
King, of 100, New Bond-street, the dtcorators

to the late " Her Majesty's Theatre."

THE VAUDEVILLE THEATRE.

THE latest addition to the list of London
theatres was opened on the same night

as the Drury Lane Opera. In another part

of our columns will be found a technical de-

scription of the building, and we here pro-

pose to notice critically a few of its more
salient features. The architect of the theatre

is Mr. C. J. Phipps, whose experience in this

particular branch of his profession ought by
this time to be unusually great. The position

and space he had to deal with have evidently

been difficulties in his way ; but he has for

the most part got over them very creditably.

The extreme narrowness of the house gives it

unavoidably something of a pinched ap-

pearance, but the space at command has

been well economised, and a good view of the

stage is obtained from nearly every scat in the

house. It is in the size of the seats that a
certain amount of crowding (doubtless un-
avoidable) is most felt, some of the balcony
stallii being so near to those in front of them
that the room available for the legs of a man
of even average height is decidedly limited.

'Ihe plan of the house is good. The semi-
circle of the balcony " opening out to the

columns of the proscenium by curves of con-
trary flexure " (to quote Mr. Phipps' favourite

expression) is unobjectionable, coming, as it

does, against the straight lines which he has
happily given to his proscenium boxes. These
arc three in number on each side, and form an
important feature in the architectural treat-

ment of the auditorium. The large amount of

space above the proscenium is somewhat of an
eyesore, but it is almost a necessity, in some
form or other, of the general planning of the
interior.

Passing to the decorations, we find no men-
tion of their author in the programme, but we
believe we are right in stating that they are
the work of Mr. George Gordon, the scenic
artist of the Gaiety theatre, to whom is also

due the act-drop of the Vaudeville. Un-
questionably the decorations bear strong
evidence of the scene-painter's liand. They
have been stated by some of our contem-
poraries to be in the Romanesque style, but
wo should rather say they were in the
" Gaiety " style. They bear, in point of fact,

the strongest family likeness to those of the

Gaiety Restaurant ; and wo might almcst

repeat the very criticism that we passed upon

these latter last November, in utier ignorance

of their authorship. Mr. Phipps has in a

manner constituted himself a chamjiion of

coloured decoration in theatres, and for

this a debt of gratitude is duo from

those who admire polychromatic effect
;

but in so doing he lays himself open to se-

verer criticism than others. We are bound to

state our conviction that the decoration of the

Vaudeville theatre is not successful. It is not

for us to enter into the question as to whether

Mr. Phipps or Mr. Gordon has been the source

of inspiration, but we find, in a greater or

less degree, the same faults that characterise

the Gaiety theatre and restaurant. The prin-

cipal of these are want of repose, and the

absence of a sense of harmony in colour. In

entering the Vaudeville theatre after leaving

Drury Lane Opera these defects were more
peculiarly striking. At the one house an un-

broken sweep of amber, gold, white, and blue

upon a base of crimson : at the other, no two
things of the same colour. Mr. Phipps seems,

since his connection with the Gaiety, to have
imbibed some of the spirit of its predecessor,

the Strand Music Hall, a result to be deplored,

considering the opportunities afforded to

him.
Passing a little more into detail, we may

notice that the treatment of the ceiling is good.

It consists of radiating compartments, filled

with white ornaments upon a rich light blue

ground. The same tone of blue, a trifle darker,

is repeated below in a kind of frieze, which
is continued right round the house, and so

forms the gallery front. But the strength of

colour practicable upon a ceiling with a sun
light is by no means compatible with the

direct light falling upon a vertical surface,

and the effect of the blue in this position is, in

consequence, unpleasantly garish, although the

ornament is well drawn and otherwise effec-

tive. The large coved space above the pro-

scenium is divided out into a number of

rectangular panels filled with ornaments of

alternating design. There is much that is

good about this portion of the work, though
there is some of the restlessness of which we
have spoken, and which is due in a great

degree to the spotty character of the designs,

and to injudicious use of the gold. The spaces
contiguous on each side and above the pro-

scenium boxes are treated in a manner alto-

gether different, and very unsatisfactory. The
ornaments are bad both in conception and
drawing,' and are the worst piece of decoration
in the theatre. We are the more surprised at

this, as the treatment of the balcony front
(evidently by the same hand) is particularly-

good, and by far the most artistic in the build-

ing. Oblong panels, containing arabesques
upon gold grounds, alternate with circles of

marone, bearing devices in a light tone of

colour, and the whole effect is quiet, rich, and
soft. Were the whole theatre treated in the
same key of colour, we should have had little

but congratulation to offer.

An important feature of the decorations are
the six figure-subjects from the " Tempest "

and the " Midsummer Night's Dream," in

lunettes above the proscenium boxes. These
paintings are the work of Mr. W. Phillips,

and are excellent in intention and in the
method of treatment adopted, but further
praise we cannot give them, both the drawing
and the execution being very inferior. The
act drop consists of a charming classical land-
scape, surrounded by arabesque borders, and
so far reflects the highest credit on Mr. George
Gordon's taste and skill as a scenic artist.

But what could have induced him to make
the marginal curtains of that bilious-coloured

canary yellow, and who is responsible for the
contiguous draperies of the private boxes?
These boxes are lined with a crimson and gold
paper, so treated as to produce at a little

distance a most agreeable tone of warm
brown. Had this been continued through the

house, instead of a common crimson paper in

the boxes and pit, with green paint in the

balcony, cutting the house in half, the effect

would have been harmonious and pleasant.

But the curtains and valances are of a deep
orange tone—a colour unpleasing in itself, in

discord with everything else in tno house, and
especially so with the canary-coloured drape-

ries of the act drop. When we add that the

orange valances are trimmed witli a fringe

consisting of yellow, blue, and red, our readers

may be left to imagine the result. But wo
have yet a greater sin to denounce. The
proscenium curtain is of tlie brightest possible

blue consistent with its depth of colour. We
have thus the over-bright turquoise blue of
the gallery front and frieze, the neutral blue
background of the figure subjects, and this

mass of what we may term the drapers'

fashionable blue ! The use of blue in deco-
ration is proverbially a matter of extreme
difficulty, but we have seldom witnessed so

unwise an experiment, or winced under so

painful a failure.

iuildiitj Jiit4l%^n4t

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Dewsbuet.—On the 16th inst., the corner
stone of a Congregational Mission Room, ia con-
nection with Ebenezer Chapel, Dewsbury, was
laid. The strncture will be in tho Gothic style of
architecture, plainly treated. The building is to
accommodate 260 worshippers, and cost £500.
Messrs. W. and D. Thornton are the architects.

I

Keighley.—On Easter Ets the foundation
stone of a new chapel and schools in connection
with the Congregational body was laid at Utley,
near Keighley. The chapel proposed to be built
will be in exterior appearance of the Decorated
Gothic style of architecture. It will be 58ft. long,

32ft, wide, and 40ft. high to the ridge. Under-
neath there will be tbe minister's vestry, accessible
from a lobby commnnicalingby a door with the
chapel on the same level. The schoolroom will
accommodate 250 children, and the chapel will
seat about 400 people. The total outlay will be
about £2300. The architect of the building is

Mr. George Smith, ot Saltaire.

Leigh.—The foundation stone of a new Wca-
Icyan Chapel was laid at Leigh, Lancashire, on
Friday last. The building will be Early French
Gothic in style, and will have a tower and spire
rising to the height of 150ft. Accommodation
will be provided for 960 persona, at a cost (exclu-
sive of site), of £9000. Mr. C. O. Ellison, of
Liverpool, is the architect ; Messrs. Burroughs
and Son, of Liverpool, are the contractors.

Nether Whitacre.—The ancient structure of
S. Giles, Nether Whitaore—previously in a very
dilapidated condition—was reopened for divine

; worship on Easter Tuesday, after undergoing
thorough restoration. The edifice consists of
nave, chancel, and tower, and the work of re-

storation includes the removal of a west gallery,

;

and the opening out of tho tower arch, the stone-

work being cleared of the whitewash. Open seats,

chiefly of pitch-pine, stained and varnished, have
been substituted for the old " horse boxes," and
the chancel and nave are paved with encaustic
tiles. Tho south wall of the nave, formerly
faced with bricks, has been cased with dressed
stone work, as aUo the entrance to the porch.

The interior walls are rcplastered, and the
stucco on the eastern wall of the ehancel and
other parts of the structure has been cleaned off,

and the joints of the rubble work pointed. The
Jennens chapel, situated on the north side of

the chancel, has been enlarged, and a new vestry

added. The restoration has been carried out
from the plans and under the superintendence of

Mr. Robert Jennings, architect, Atherstone,
WlKE.—Last week the foundation stone of a

new Wesleyan Chapel was laid at Wike, York-
shire. The chapel, from the designs of Messrs.
Andrews, Son, and Pepper, architects, Bradford,
will be in the Gothic style, 53ft. long by 25ft.

wide, with an internal extreme height of about
30ft. It is estimated to cost about £700, inclusive
of land.

BTTILDINQS.

Cambridge.—^Daring the past two years ex-
tensive alterations have been going on at the
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Cambrii]|c«ahiTe Conoty Gaol, at a cost of abont
£8000. The architect for all the alterations baa
been Mr. W. M. Fawcett ; the clerk of the works,

Mr. Edwin Bays ; and the builders, Messrs. Bell

and Sons, all ef Cambridge.
Kebslet.—Extensive alterations have recently

been made to the Farnwortk Brewery, Kersley.

The erection of the baildings, together with all

the carpentry, has been carried oat by Messrs.
Coope Bros., joiners and builders, of Farnworth,
under the superintendence of Mr. Jotin Garrard,

j nn., architect, of Clamerclough, Kersley.
The Vaudeville Theatre.—Last Saturday

sight witnessed the opening of the little theatre
which has been erected in the Strand upon the
site of the defunct Benlinck Club, a few doors
from the Adelpbi. The architect of the strnoture
has been Mr. C. J. Phipps, F.S.A., a gentl.<man
who has had much experience in this style of
work, harinK designed the Gaiety, the Qneen's,
and seven other theatres during the last few years.
The new theatre, which will comfortably seat
1000 persons, and in addition afford a considerable
amount of standing room, is in every respect
entitled to the claim of novelty. As might be
expected, the principal entrance is in the Strand,
from which a ball sufficiently spacious leads to
the stalls, the balcony and boxes being approached
by a staircase 6ft. in width. The approach to
the pit is obtained by means of another corridor
from the Strand, whilst the gallery entrance is
situated in Lnmley-court. It may here be men-
tioned that the building extends northwards
almost to Muiden-lane, and to Lumley-oourt
towards the east. The interior of the theatre is

constituted as follows :—A balcony, the front
forming a semi-circle, which approaches the
columns of the proscenium by curves of a cen-
tral^ flexure. The chief circle tier is situated
behmd this and at a higher level, the front of the
upper circle being on the same vertical line as
the division between the balcony and the dress
cjrcle; a commodiona gallery backs the upper
circle. On either side, between the balcony and
the stage, and opening on the grand tier, are three
private boxes, divided by pillars, having enriched
capitals, and surmounted by semicircular arches,
each containing a figure subject. On the pit level.
on eii her side, are two more private boxes, those
on the left-hand, facing the stage, being set apart
for the royal family, and so arranged as to admit
of being thrown into one large box, approached
from the stalls' corridor. The stalls are ap-
proached from both sides, there being another
corridor on the other side of the house. The
stalls contain six rows of arm-chairs, the pit is

spacious, and there are three rows of arm-chairs
in the balcony, four rows of teats in the dress
circle, two more private boxes behind same, two
rows of upper circle, and a commodious gallery.
As regards the other arrangements of the house,
opening out from the 6rst landing of the grand
staircase is a refreshment saloon, with cloak-
rooms contiguous, for both ladies and gentlemen

;

above this, and occupying the frontage towards
the Strand, are rooms for the management offices,
wardrobe making rooms, and a spacious refresh-
ment saloon for the gallery. The lighting of the
auditory is by one of Strode's sun-burners in
the centre of the ceiling. The ventilation has
been specially considered, there being extracting
flues in the side walls of every tier near the ceil-
ing. An evil which exists in many theatres, caused
by the approximation of the floor of the boxes to
the pit, has been carefully guarded against, the
ceiling over the pit being carried up to a height
of 10 feet. The stage, too, has been the subject of
ranch care, and is well adapted for the varied
performances of the house ; it is 30ft. 6in,
in depth from the float lights to the back wall,
with a dock for stowing scenery in addition. The
width between walls is 41ft., the stage opening
22ft. wide, and the height above is sufficient to
take up scenery ont of sight. The stage floor is
fitted up with machinery of the usual elaborate
description. The footlights are those which have
been introduced by Mr. Phipps in several of his
l«tertheatrc8,andmanufaotnredforhim by Messrs.
Strode, the lights being entirely out of the sight of
the audience, and burning downwards, the pro-
duce of the enmhnstion being taken away in a
large iron cylinder running parallel with the
front of the stage, and carried up in a flue in the
main wall. The coloured decorations of the theatre
have been executed by Mr. George Gordon, and
are principally on the flat, there being no raised
omamenU on the ceiling' or box fronts with the
exception of the upper and lower mouldings.
The seaU in the stalU R&d balcony are covered

in maroon colour, the woodwork is eboniscd, and
was worked by Messrs. Wodman of Bath, from
the architect's registered designs. The general

builder's work has been executed by Mr. Hyde.
The act drop has been designed and painted by
Mr. Gordon, the figures in the foreground being
by Alfred Thompson, Esq.

Westhoughton.—The foundation stone of

new Congregational schools was laid on Friday
last at Westhonghton. The schools will adjoin

the chapel of the denomination, and will be con-

structed of brick, at an estimated cost of £1050,
Mr. James Atherton is the architect, Messrs.

Dickinson and Watkinson being the contractors,

TO CORRESPONBENTS.

[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. The Editor respectfully re-
quests that all coinmunlcatioDs should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, ns there are many claimants
upon the space allotted to correspondence.]

RsCKTViD.-B.H. iCo—W. Y J. H.—J. N. P.—N.W.
—C. T.—J. H. M.— C. & Co.—Rev. E. H.—J. T.-^. M. J —
G. H. Qt.—i. B. T.—J. II.-A New Subicriber.—J. H. R.—

A

Learner.—A Competitor.—J. H. B.—E. C. D.—W. Sulher-
laad, with MS.—T. Cm.—S. H.

A Constant Subscribee.—The new Law Court competi-
tion was not an open one. Twelre architects were selected.
"The Sendee of the Brici."—You feel mortified be-

cause baffled.

H. J, Sneli,.-Witli description of old house, Plymouth.
P. i J. Paekee.—Hardly suitable for Building News.
J. R. Walkee—Answered by letter.

J. W. B.-St-nd the drawing.
Clerk or Woeks.—Longman's cheap Dictionaiy of Archi-

tecture.

Ojarmpiii^iq^.

A CRITICISED CEITIC.

(To the Editor of The Building News.)

Sib, —I find in the last number of your paper
two letters criticising my review of Dr. P. F.
Krell's "History of the Doric Style." " P. E. M."
kindly acknowledges "that I have been diligently
reading up the subject of Grecian Architecture."
I wish I could say the same of him. He obsti-
nately persists in his ignorance, and again repeats
the utterly unwarrantable assertion that I in-
vented the term " Attic style." In lecturing on
Greek art at the South Kensington Museum,
about three months ago, I used some of Mr.
Wornum's diagrams, and on one of them I
showed the students the outlines of a base, shaft,
fttid capital in the Ionic style put side by side
with the base, shaft, and capital of a column in
the Attic style. Has Mr, Wornum also drawn
for the students of the South Kensington
Museum a mere fanciful representation of the
two styles ? As " P. E. M." does not read up
Grecian architecture, I take the trouble to point
out to him the differences between the Ionic and
Attic style.

1. The base of the column in the Attic style is

deprived of its particular plinth.

2. Instead of it the double contraction is trans-
formed into a simple one, which is united with the
common support by means of a strong circular
ovolo. The Attic base is formed of a sharply
contracted fluting between twooiolos

;
yet in this

limited space the law of tapering of the shaft
is expressed, as it were, on a small scale, for
the lower [ovolo projects further, and is more
strongly formed than the upper one.

3. Though the shaft of the column was essen-
tially the same as in the pure Ionic style, It was
more slender in proportion.

4. The capital expresses a more energetic life

by the greater projection of its powerfully-formed
volutes.

5. The frieze is considerably higher than in the
Ionic style.

6. The corona is NWithont the dentated orna-
ment .instead of which the projecting plinth is

strongly undercut along its whole length, so that
the edge in front overhangs the crowning mem-
ber of the frieze. These are the principal, besides
many secondary distinctions between the Altio
and Ionic style. So much for " P. E. M."
Concemingmy "Humble Disciple," I have very

little cause to be proud of him. He must have
neither listened attentively to my lectures nor
have read much about art, else he would know
that the honour of classifying products of art
according to the three principal ethnological

divisions of mankind does not belong to me,
but that this " momentous discovery," as ho
calls it, has been made by Mr. James Fergnsson,
when he wrote the following passage—" Show
me a building and I will toll you that it was a
Turanian who made it." The greatest art
historian of England attributes all important
architectural products to this special race, the
square-headed Mongols. I did not laugh at this
broad assertion ; I did not sit down in all haste to
pen an article in the style of a punster to the
scientific periodical " Punch and Judy ;" but
knowing from Locke " that general observations
drawn from particulars are the jewels of know-
ledge," I tried to verify Mr. James Fergusson'a
generalisation, and was enabled, after a careful
collection of particular facts, to come to this con-
clusion : that the ethnological ba<is is the safest
for the student of art history. The blacks have
no talent for the higher development of art. The
Taranians generally construct quaint, irregular
buildings, and only the Aryans are capable of a
progressive development in all the branches of
art and science. To disprove this theory, my
'' Humble Disciple " ought to have produced a
list of known palaces, temples, statues and paint-
ings made by Negroes. He ought to have shown
that Turanians were the builders of the Par-
thenon and the Gothic cathedrals ; that the rock-
hewn temples of India, the marvellous construc-
tions of Egypt, the Roman amphitheatres, baths,
viaducts and aqueducts, the Byzantine and
Romanesque churches, the Renaissance palaces,

onr modern railroads, tunnels, and subways have
not been made by Aryans. All that has been
said against me shows that the study of art
history has been sadly neglected even by those
who assume the right " to orltiolse a critic." I
cannot but express my regret that young men who
devote themselves to one of the liberal arts

—

architecture—neglect all higher training, and
think themselves architects if they can draw up
estimates, calculate the price of bricks and planks,
make plans of cottages, thin-walled cheap dwell-
ing houses, porticos without taste, pillars without
style, and ornaments without sense. The effect

of this cause is that over-bearing, rule-of-thumb
pride, with which men like " P. E. M." look upon
everyone as an intruder who propounds new
theories, when he tries to make them acquainted
with old ones ; invents fanciful statements, when
he says what everybody ought to know, and terri-

fies them to the core of their hearts, because they
suppose he could not calculate what a house
would cost if bricks were so much the thousand,
but wishes them to know a little more than they
do. My province is not to teach the technical

details of any particular branch of art, but that

of a; professor of history, who has to raise the
standard of the knowledge of the students and to

make them acquainted with the general course of

the development of art amongst all nations.—I am,
Sir, &o. G. G. Zebppi.

MODERN STAINED GLASS IN GLASGOW
CATHEDRAL.

Sir,—That Mr. Seddon should feel slrongly

and express himself plainly on the subject of the

Munich glass is very excusable. When so much
effort is made by some to make known the true

principles of art, it is very provoking that, as in

the case of Glasgow Cathedral, not only is a good
opportunity lost for right teaching, but made the

means for disseminating bad taste.

Mr. David Thomson asks for corroborative

testimony to Mr. Seddon's statements. I venture

to offer him such :—It is a fundamental and
common sense principle of art that the applica-

tion of any material shall be in a way consistent

with its distinguishing characteristics. This, in

the case of glass, is transparency, hence the rule

that there should be no sliading, or only such as

would be required to emphasise the outline. The
material, too, is not well adapted to display per-

spective effects, and such should be eschewed, and
this is agreeable with another law, that in pic-

torial decorative art the subject represented

should be on one plane. That these are true

principles is proved by the practice of the old

artists during the best period of Gothic archi-

tecture, the 13th and 14th centuries, and by the

opinions of those in the present day who have

made Mediicval art their special study, such as

Pugin, Bntterfield, Street, Pearson, Surges, Bod-
ley, &c., and by the practice of the principal

manufacturers, Ilardman and Co., Clayton and
Bell, Morris, Marshall and Co., &c. AVhat was
the nature of Mr. Winston's advice I know not,
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but in his work on " Glass Painting " ho in

Keveral passages comlemns the Munich glass.

I have not Been the Glasgow windows, but was
shown specimens at Munich, and saw a collection

of such things with other curiosities in the

Musenm at Cologne, and in contra«t to enchhave
beheld with delight the noble works of olden
time at home and abroad. Such glass as that in

tho Daomo, at Florence, one's memory clings to

with delight as the consummation of art. Of the
modern Munich glass I think, with Mr. Seddon,
it is simply meretricious tra.sh— prostituted talent.

It may bo immensoly pleasing to the vulgar mind,
low art, unfortunately, always is.—I am, Sir, i,c,,

M.

EXTERNAL FACINGS AND DRESSINGS.
Sir,—The need of a facing material for town

buildings, smooth, but unpolished, was the 8ub-
«ct of a conversation I lately had with a member
of the well known firm of Doulton, and which
resultedin his calculating at what price terra-
cotta bricks could be made. The price named
was £5 to £G per thousand. They could be buff
or red, and either of the size of common bricks,
or what would perhaps be better, 18" x 9". I
think here we have indubitably the desideratum,
and I much wonder such bricks have not yet
come into gener.al use, since the extra cost on a
frontage would bo but small. The use of such
facing would immensely improve the appearance
of our streets.—I am, Sir, &o.,

Philip E. Masey.

maVinK up the eight hams commemorated in the joint name.
It cannot he fliiown that this joint name ever attached to the
island alone.— I ara, 8cc., A- Uall.

IlENEWAL OF KING'S CROSS PASSENGER STATION
ROOF.

SiH,—In Tonr last nnmher (April 15) a correspondent, in a
letter signed " The Writer of the Article Referred To," falls

into an error in giving the depth of the arched rihs of the
ahote-uamed roof.

GLAZED BRICKS.
Sir,—Onco more permit us to trespass on your

very useful columns to reply to « J. C," par-
ticularly to give him and jour readers some in-
formation on glazod bricks. He appears to con-
sider it beyond all question that, though well
glazed, the bricks would require periodical wash-
ing. Now, in reply to this, we beg to inform
him, and all who may feel an interest in this very
important question of cleanliness ofstreet fronts in
large cities, in no one instance, after eleven years'
trial, has it been found to be necessary, nor to
our knowledge has it ever been done. The bricks
in the instance to which I have before referred
namely, the north wall of the house belonging to
G. L. Fuller, ;^Esq., C.E., no, Park Villas West,
Albany-street, Kegent's Park, have never been
cloaucd, and are looking in excellent condition
To use the words of that gentleman, thov have
admirably fullilled the conditions expected from
them, nud are perfectly satisfactory. Now, Sir
there are the bricks ; after eleven years they look
as well or better than when first put np and
have never been washed. As to the opinion of the
glazed surface, architecturally considered, it is
quite cvideat there are abundant instances of
bmldmgs so ornamented in Hindoostan, China,
Persia, &c., now many hundreds of years old
(which, perhaps, Mr. Kuskin has not seen;), and
which IS a sufficient proof of their being highly
approved m those very sunny countries. See Mr
Connybcare's articles in the FoHnwhtly Review
of November, 1867, and The Building Kews
December (J, 1867, where he speaks of
them m admiration—and his opinion is highly
important in such matters. He also quotes Mr
J?ergusscn, whose remarks are very decidedly in
favour of glazed surfaces for exterior use. It is
qmte as likely as not that after a while our diffi-
culty wtmld be not that of making them lustrous
bnt that of not making them lustrous enough.
Whoever has seen the examples referred to by
Mr. Connybcare has been struck with admiration
of thoscbuildings, in which glazed surfaces form
so prominent a feature. In our last we named a
price, but this depends materially upon the
demand. We need scarcely add that there is ample
opportunity for decorative effect both in colours
and mouldmgs.

The AacHiTECTURAL Pottery Co.

CAB R*ttM

Tlie outer and inner flanges of the riba are not concentric,

as sliou'n in liis sketch, but struck from two different centres

of 51' 3'^ and 54' 0" reapectivcly ; the depth over all at

crown (marked A on sketch) being 'Z' 0", and just above span-
drel fillings (tnarked B) 2' 3".

11. M. Bancroft, Member Civil and Mechanical
Eugineera' Society.

Note.—Tor further details of this roof aec paper read
before Civil and Meclianical Engiaeers' Society, reported ou
p. 465, Vol. XVII. of The Buildinq News.

on to the flat, and is then soldered down.'* Thii alleged
BoldcrioR ii ^ite contrary to the practice, and vould entirely

defeat tlic object attained by the introduction of the rolls,

irhich is to obtain a watertight joint that will at the same
time keep out wet and allow of free expansion of the lead,

as experience has shown that the lead-work should
be laid so as to allow of such free expanstoa and coDlractiOD,
and all soldered joints should be avoided in roof-wortc. Close
copper nailing is not necessary at the lap of lead, and shoald
only be used at sink mart^ins, skylii^ht curbs, thresholds, tDd
other similar positions where the ed'.;es of lead-work may be
subject to wear and beinK turned up. Soldered dots are not
used as stated at the lapping of lead sheets covering a dormer,
but to cover the brass screws which are nsed to secure the
lead sheets covering the sides of any sharplv-sloped roof or
dormer. If any joints arc reouired in the width of the lead
thcv may be formed by soldirea seams, but all such should be
as far as possible avoided, and lapped joints used when prac-
ticable.—G. h.

ri8331-C\ST-IRON STANCHIONS.—Your correspondent
will And very few practical men to citncur in the advisability
of employing so treacherous a material as cast Iron to carry a
load of .SOtons. with a length or height of I3ft. Enclosed is

a section of two wrouglit-iron tee-irons riveltcd together with
2 rivets \" in diameter, which would answer the purpose ; but

CONCRETE BUILDINGS.

Sir,—I am glad a correspondent promises to ^ive your
readers the result of his experience in concrete building. I

know of no subject connected with the building trade that is

more likely at the present- time to be of general interest. I
think if those of your subscribers who have erected concrete
buildings, or who are living in concrete houses, were to give
in your columns a statement of plain facta connected there-
with, some valuable information might be elicited. I have
been some time engaged in erecting concrete buildings, and
have been often Burpnsed at the result of different experiments
I have made, and which I should be glad to give the readers
of The Building News.

I find that nearly all who hare written on the subject have
different opinions as to the cost, proportion of materials, size

of same method of building, &c ; and it would be well if

these and other pointe could be determined. W. W.

BRITISH CARPENTRY.
SiE,—Mr. Thomas Morris, in his article ou " British Car-

pentry," in The Building News of last week, has made an
egregious mistake in his reference to the chancel of Minster
Church (TImnct). As the internal roof is groined in chalk,
with stone moulded ribs, I need scarcely say the sketch is

totally incorrect, aad there is no part of the church at all

like it. Living as I do witliin a few miles of Minster, I may
be supposed to know this interesting building well ; but having
been, jointly with my I'lither, architect of the restoration of all

the church except the constructional parts of the chancel, 1
can speak with the greater certainty.— I am, Stc,

Jas. W. Smith, Waterloo Villa, Ramsgate.

I should never think of using cast iron in the situation ia
(Question. Wrought iron is so much more reliable than cast
iron that where there is a long length of it combined with a
heavy load no me would hesitate to give it the pre ference.

If cast iron be used, it should be in the shape of a hollow
pillar, the strength of which can be calculated from Hr.
Hodgkinson's formula.—A. K.

jiitei[0mmuiii{[atian:.

QUESTIONS.
[1832.]—SPECIFICATION OF GOTHIC BUILDING.—

Will some one be good enough to point out a book published
within the last year or two containing a modern specification
of a first-class Gothic building—either a mansion, church,
club-house, or bank, and state the name of the publisher ?—
J. £. B.

STAINED GLASS.
A YouKsHiRj-; Memoeial.—At Harrogate, on Monday last,

a memorial window, lately erected in the Royal Puran-room,
Harrogate, was unveiled. The erection of the window by
public subscription was for a memorial to two members of
the Slingsby family—viz.. Sir William Slingsby, who some 200
years ago first discovered the mineral waters at Ilnrrogate,
and to Sir Charles Slingaby, master of the York and Amsty
Hunt, who was drowned at the lamentable catastrophe at
Newby lastyear. The window is of three lights, the centre
^iece repreaeutiug the troubling of the waters of the pool of
biioaro, and in the aide lights are the eacutcheons of Sir
William and Sir Charles Slingaby respectively. It is from
the establiahment of Messrs. J. Filkington and Sons, S.
Helen's Glass Works, near Liverpool.

IGHTHAM OR EIGHTHAM ?

nicM^^mlmi.?^
ventured to send you my former commu-

rM.llSi,! . ^ ,^,^"e consideration of its pros and cow.Chiswick Alt IS well known to me, and its analogy very striking.
It 18 because the Mote House island seems to5 inconsiderable
to justify us m attributing to its insular position the origin of
a name applied to the whole neighbouring township that I am
disposed to maintain my ground. We speak of the MoteHouse at Ightham

; but if we should read Aitham, it follows
that the private dwelling would be Aitham i^^c//-it8 aloha
and Its omega. It ia, however, obvious that there ia not, onthe httlc island m question, space for the township that we
call Ightham; so, looking to the mainland for the townshin

[1833.]—THE EARTH'S SPHERICITY.—There are persons
who still believe that the earth is flat, and not round. Some
time ago a Mr. II. bet a Mr. W. £5U0 that if three discs were
placed three miles apart at precisely the same height above a
piece of still water they would be m a straight line. On the
experiment being tried, the referees decided that the farthest
disc was below the liue of sight directed by the nearest and
centre discs, that iu consequence the e;irtli was round and
and not flat, and that Mr. W. had won the bet. Would any
correspondent of The Building News kindly inform me
how much the line of sight directed by the nearest and centre
discs was above the farthest disc?—iMquiHJta.

[18.^4.]-REMOyiNG LIME FROM TILES.-Can you
or any of your readers oblige me with a recipe for removiug
Clastcr lime from a tile floor on which it haa become encrusted
y the carelessness of plasterers ?—D.

[1835.]—DRY ROT.—Will you or any of your readers
kindly inform me through your columns the cause of dry rot,
its prevention and cure, as I have now a house to repair
which is being destroyed by it?—C. F. .

[1836.]—GOVERNMENT HOUSE, OTTAWA.—Will you or
one of your readers kindly inform me what is the name of the
architect for the new Government House at Ottawa, Canada ?

—T. M.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

WisHAW —A monument has been erected in the Cambus-
uethan Old Burying Ground, Wishaw, to the memory of the
late Lord Belhaveii. It is a parallelogram about 38ft. in
height. On each corner of the wall on winch the roof rests is

placed a sphinx, the spaces between which on the aides are
filled with a row of lions' heads; in the pediments above the
facade and the back wall are the arms of the Belhaven family.
Below the sphinxes and lions' heads wreaths of flowers sur-
round the building, the rest of the walls to the foundation
being relieved by plain massive mouldings, which enclose
also the inscriptions. The roof itself is arched, of solid

masonry, and is cut in imitation of the flaga with which many
old churches were roofed, such as may now be seen on the
roof of what remains of Bothwell Old Church. Mr. David
Thomson, of Glasgow, was the architect; Messrs. Mossman,
Glasgow, the sculptors; and Mr. Watt, of Wishaw, the
builder.

Thk Wellington Monument,—This monument still

lingers in the Civil Service Estimates. The vote this Session

ia to be £994, leaving £1100 to be voted hereafter to complete

the £20,000, the amount of the original estimate. The esti-

mate was £14,000 for the monument itself, to be erected in

S. Paul's Cathedral; £4840 for relieti for the panels of the
walla of the chapel in which the monument ia to be placed;

and £11G0 for decoration of the chapel, architect's commission,

and contingencies.

REPLIES.
[1805.]-PLUMBERS' WORK.—"W. W," in answering

a few weeks ago, states. No. 2,the questions put by " Zeff

we are in searrli nf wo ir^ht ..nn^"-r.;— rr* ''",^.,r"" """'f ^hat " the lead of one sheet laps about half wav over the roll,we are m search of, we light upon seven other httle places,
|
and the other passes right over the whole, and returns again

LAND AND BUILDING SOClETr.
BlEMINGHAM SECOND FREEHOLDERS' BUILDING SOCIETT.

—The seventeenth annual meeting of this society was held at

the offices, Waterloo-street, on Tuesday week. The report

stated that the result of the society's operations during the
past year had fully realised their most favourable anticipa-

tiona. Although much anxiety and distrust still exist, the
confidence of the investing public in this society continues
unimpaired, the income having been £13,553 10s. 8d., thus
increasing the aggregate receipts to £198,5(X3 las. 66 new
members have been enrolled, subscribing for 122 new shares.

Upwards of £G500 has been advanced upon mortgage, and in
every instance an ample margin has been secured. The with-
drawing members have been promptly paid, and every
engagement satisfactorily met. The financial statement
showa that the profit, inclading the balance brought forward,

is £3730 lis. 8d. After payment of interest to depoaiton,
and placing to the credit of investing members compound
interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum—in accordance
with the resolution adopted at the last annual meeting—aa
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wdlu lit^mnieg «U miinp'i"mt and iBcideoUl expenses,

Ik* hdtacc of ibe nMireud dehmd premiom fond amounti

to 1I«6S IS*. Sd.; being *B iamue of nearly £600 on the

pceeediBf 7**r.

LEGAL.
METBOTOUTAif BoABD OP Works V.Abbott.

Lambeth Court, April 2ad, 1870. (Before Mr.

Woolrvch).—In this case Mr. Abbott, a builder,

^fts summoned for erecting a dwelling-house in

contravention of the 98th section of the Metro-

polis Management Act, 1862, by not leaving in

front of auch house a road of 20ft. in width to the

crown or centre. The house in question was
sitaatad at the corner of Blewitt-street and Plea-

sant-row, at Walworth, and fronted on Blewitt-

street, which was a new street formed by the sanc-

tion of the Board to a width of 40ft. Pleasant-

row is an old way less than 40ft. wide. Since the

erection of the honse in question other buildings

had been erected in Pleasant-row, which brought
that street partly under the jurisdiction of the

Board, who had required the same to be widened
in front of the new buildings. The contention of
the Board was that the house at the corner of
Blewitt-street should have been set back so as to

give the full statutory width to Pleasant-row in

case that row was at any time afterwards, as in
fact it was subsequently, brought under the juris-

diction of the Board. This contention is a most
serious consequence to owners and builders of
property, as it wonld place those dealing with
properties at the corners of old streets at the peril

at any time within six months of the discovery of

the objection to have a considerable portion of

their property confiscated and their buildings
pulled down in consequence of the acts of other
owners of property in the same street.—Mr.
Reginald AVard appeared as assistant solicitor to

the Metropolitan Board of Works in support of
the summons, and Mr. Rooks, of the firm of Rooks,
Kenrick, and Harston, for the defendant. The
magistrate, after hearing the evidence and care-

fully examining the plans, decided that there had
been no offence under the Act, and that the house
having been built fronting on Blewitt-streei

within the lines shown on the approved plan, the
defendant had a right so to erect this house even
though the result wonld be that the side street on
which the honse flanked would still be left as au
old street of lesser width than 40ft.—Summons
dismissed.

Sib Robert Peel, Bart., v. the Metbo-
POLITAN BoABD OP WoRKS.—This case was
tried before Baron Bramwell, in London, when a
Terdict was found for the plaintiff, damages
£5778, with interest, the defendants having leave

reserved to them to move on points of law. The
action was on an award made by an umpire ap-

pointed nnder the provisions of the Thames
Embankment Act, to recover a sum of £5335
awarded as compensation for the "injuriously
affecting" of the plaintiff's house in Whitehall-
gardens by the defendants in the course of works
performed by them under the powers of their Act
of Parliament. The award was as to two heads
of injury. The one was the temporary injury to

the occupation of the honse and property dur-
ing the progress of the works j and the other the

permanent injury to the property by the removal
of certain steps and access to the river and other-

wise. The jury found, in answer to questions
left to them by the learned Baron—1, that there

was a substantial nuisance to the occupation from
the vibration, noise, and dnst; 2, that this

nuisance necessarily arose from the proper and
practical execution of the works ; 3, that the
umpire awarded nothing under this head for the

annoyance caused by the workmen, &e. And with
regard to the permanent damage, the jury found
that there was injury from the Ins^ of the steps

and access to the river per te ; that there was
structural injury by cracks caused by pumping
and vibration jointly ; also that the additional

garden added to the old one, and new access to the

river, would be sufficient compensation for the
loss of those taken away ; and, lastly, that the
umpire included under this head the loss of

priracy and other amenities. Mr, Hawkins con-
tended that the heads of damage were not the
subject of compensation ; that under the Thames
Embankment Act the plaintiff bad added the
reclaimed slip of land to his premises, and the
jury had found that with the enlarged gardens
the premises were as agreeable as they were
before, and that there was no permanent depreci-
atibU ; that the loss of amcuities, even if sup-
ported, was not a head of compensation, as the
value of the premises was not thereby depreciated.
The Court granted a rule.

A New System op Ventilation.—At the

last meeting of the Royal Scottish Society of

Arts, a paper by Mr. Robert Aytoun, W.S., on a

new method for warming and ventilatiat; build-

ings, was read. The paper stated that the air is

introduced from the windward side of the house,

and passes through a warming apartment into

the lobbies and staircases, which conduct it into

every room of the honse. Means are provided

by which the air of each room is discharged to

the leeward side. The air, therefore, in its whole

course through the house is impelled by the never

failing action of thorough draught. When this

system of warming and ventilating is applied to

dwelling houses, the author is confident that no
fires will be required in the sitting and bed rooms,

owing to the rapid transmission of warm air

through the rooms. In the course of a discussion

on the paper, Mr. J. D. Morrison, surgeon-dentist,

to whom was awarded the Uighland and Agri-

cultural Society's medal for ventilating apparatus,

said he was glad Mr. Aytoun had brought up the

subject of ventilation, and remarked that,

although at the meeting of social science the mere
mention of ventilation was followed by a general

rush to the door, the Danish Government had
offered a prize for the best essay on the subject.

He was anxious that Mr. Aytoun's paper should

have fnll consideration by a committee, as there

was greatly more in ventilation than most people

imagined. He had in contemplation inviting the

heads of the medical, engineering, and architeo

tural professions to witness the application of ven-
tilating machinery to the cure of disease.

The Peabody Trust.—The Vestry of S.

George the Martyr, Sonthwark, has resolved to

send a deputation to the Trustees of the Peabody
Fund, to press upon their notice the very great

desirability—nay, the urgent necessity—of at

least some portion of the funds given by Mr. Pea-
body being spent in the erection of buildings for

the very poorest classes and in the poorest localities.

The vestry deprecates the acquirement by the
trustees of very valuable sites (such as that of the
Magdalen Hospital, in Blackfriars-road), which
only enhance the rents of the buildings erected

upon them. Tenements letting at cheaper rents

than those hitherto erected are required, and the

S. George's Vestry is of opinion (and justly so, we
think), that the Peabody trustees ought, in virtue

of their trnst, to take some steps to meet this want.

The very poor cannot pay Ss., 7s., or Ss. per week
for rent.

Earl db Grey on Art E.xhibitions.—An
art exhibition—embracing specimens of the old

masters, several flue works of the British school,

a very complete collection ot pre-historio re-

mains, contributed by the Rev. Canon Greenwell,
and the Rev. W. C. Lucas, and several cases
from the South Kensington Loan Collection

—

was opened on Monday, at Ripon, by Earl de
Grey. The pre-historio remains which form the
principal feature have never before been presen-
ted for public inspection, and the e.\hibition will

remain open for about two months. Earl de
Grey delivered an inaugural address, in which he
pointed out the importaace of such exhibition!",

as tending not only to exercise a good effect on
the artist and the artisan, but to educate the eye
and improve the taste of the public generally.

The Science and Art Department, over which he
presided, was, he said, doing a great work through-
out the country, by contributing objects of in-

terest to provincial exhibitions, and educating art

teachers, who dispersed themselves over the
length and breadth ot the land.

Death of Mb. ,Tohn Wood.—The death is

announced of Mr. John Wood, an artist of great
ability. For very many years, until incapaci-
tated by illness, he was a constant e.xhibitor on
the walls of the Royal Academy, where, as a
student, he gained several medals, among them
the highest honour bestowed, the gold medal in

182.';, for his picture of "Joseph Expounding the
Dreams af Pharaoh's Chief Butler and Baker."
His numerous works displayed his groat abilities,

and comprised portraits of Stothard, the
painter of the " Pilgrimage to Canterbury," Lake
Price, Esq., Sir Charles Locock, Sir Edward
Barnes, Sir Philip Durham, in the Army and
Navy Club, together with his larger and more
important works—the altar-piece of the " Ascen-
sion," in St. James's Church, Bermondsey, and
the "Baptism of onr Saviour in the Jordan,"
which was chosen in public competition by the

late Prince Consort as worthy of the £1000 prize

offered by Mr. Bell, member of the Baptist
Society. He was born on the 20th June, 1801,
and after a life dignified by perseverance and
kindness of heart, died at tiie residence he had
occupied for upwards of 40 years, on Tuesday
evening, the 19th inst.

The Paris Academy of the Fine Arts has ju.it

awarded to M. Oudine' the prize in the section of ar-
chitecture given by M. Acliille le Clerc for the best
design ot a lighthouse to be erected at the entrance
to the Suez Canal.

It is proposed to erect a memorial of the late Mr.
Henry Uerkelcy, who for so manv years represented
Bristol in Parliament. A statue is suggested.

Cerne Abbas Church, Oorsetsliire, was re-opened
yesterday (Thursday) after restox'ation.

The restoration of the south aisle of the parish
church of Great Yarmouth is now completed, and
will be inaugurated on Thursday next.

Sir William Armstrong has presented £2500 to

the Newcastle Infirmary, towards carrying out the
erection of a new wing to tlie building.

The harbour of Torquay, which has been for some
years in course of construction, chiefly with the view
to acconiinodate yachts, will be opened during the
summer.

Tlie Belfast and North of Ireland Exhibition (in

connection with the Workmen's International Ex-
hibition), opens for ten days on Tuesday, May 17.

Medals and certificates of merit will be awarded at

the close of the Exhibition.
Shoreditch Church is now undergoing extensive

alterations. The pews are .being removed, and
will be replaced by modern seats ; the galleries are

being removed, and the windows will be altered.

A new coach factory, on an extensive scale, has

been erected for Mr. Arthur Andrews, Southampton,
by Brinton and Boue, builders, from designs of

Messrs. Guillaume and Parmenter, architects.

Madame liatazzi, the wife of the Italian Minister,

has just published an archajological work on Nice,

Monaco, and the neighbouring coast.

TIMBER TRADE REVIEW.
The follnvinv circular has been issued by Churchill and Sims,

of 29, Clerucut'a-lane, bearing date April, 1870 :

—

We have a very moderate stock of Baltic and colonial wood
now remaining at the public docks. The deliveries during

March having been as large as tliose of the same month in

1868 and 186d, by our present return the disparity of the
relative stocks will be evident. Tlie winter has been so far

severe in the Baltic as to retard the early loading of cargoes,

while variable weather iu Eagland has scarcely required the

suspension of building works, or of internal trafftc, to check

the eonauinption of timber. The market prices of some
descriptions are improved, of none are the quotations lower

than last month, and our trade ai)pear8 to be reviving.

Stock of Xiubee, Deals, &c.. at the Public Docks
ON April 1.

1870. 1809. 1868.

Foreign Denis, in Pieces 839,000 1,211,000 1,4:JJ,U00

Battens 438,000 776,000 680,000

Boards 814,000 1,790,000 717,000

rir Timber, in Loads ... 11,100 25,300 27,300

Colonial Pine Deals and Bat-
tens, in Pieces 856,000 453,000 011,000

Spruce do 620,000 1,051,000 293,000

Pine Timber, in Loads... 2,700 4,000 3,900

East Indian Teak 8,600 9,600 16,700

FoHEiGN Deals, Battens, and Boabds.—We have

realised a good many Swedisli redwood deals lately, ostablisL-

ing the improvement of 53. to 10s. per standard ; of batteni

the stocks are small ; of boards also there is a sensible reduc-

tion in the quantities, tbougli the energetic Norwegians give

us little rest, loading cargoes in mid winter for the lirst chance

of open water; and already vie have fresh Norway battens

and lluoriug boards on the market, llussian deals are itt

limited compass, and, therefore, at this time more attention

is given to sales for delivery at the outports ; so is it with

regard to shipments from the ports of Finland and the Gulf

of Bothnia. White deals of the lower chiss have rallied, and

the market stock is nearly cleared out—in good time to be pre-

pared for the fresh importation.

Baltic Fie Timber.—The stock is small, so is the demand ;

occasionally we sell a parcel vi-ithio the stated quotations

;

but a little will satisfy the trade while waiting lor the fresh

snpplics now expected in May.
Lathwood.—Prices are again lower. It is always difficult

to sell the past year's supply when fresh wood is looked for.

Firewood.—1850 fathoms arrived last month, overstocking

the market. Christiana wood, 70s. ; common boatds, 60s. to

628. 6d. Prices receding.

Brttisii America.— rhe delivery of 220,000 pieces of pine

deals in March is lavourahle, although the present stock is

nearly double that of April, 186'J. Full prices are sustained,

from the increasing dearness of pine iu Canada, consequent

on the superior demand of the United States. The delivery

of 100,000 pieces of spruce deals still leaves us with 626,000

instock—not large for past times, but exceeding our require-

ments, while this branch of trade is so much in abeyance.

Though the prices in America are greatly reduced, few orders

can be obtained for shipment, so we may yet lind the present

stock no more than wanted during the next four months.

Quebec Timber.-Very slow progress in selhng pino

timber, though we have small stocks to work upon. Elm
timber has mostly gone into consumption ; ash timber the

ame. Birch—iioaU aized Cauadiaa hu been selling as low
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as fiOs., good sizes at 708. to 808. per load ; the stock is over-

much and difficult to realise. AValout—larger stocks than
wanted, and prices reduced.
Oak.— Quehec oak is nominally higher by lOs., but no

extent of business has been transacted for two months past.

Dantzic oak. and Memel also, may be looked for next month in

the early ships.

RiG\ Wainscot is less depressed; a quantity of "•ainscot

hoards has been sellin;;. and several re-sales of Ri^a logs

indicate the progress towards consumption; hut tlie stocks

are still too large to admit of operations for next season's

Bupplv. American wainscot in logs of good form and selec-

tion having been sokl as tow hs 28. 6d. a foot, and American
wainscoat boards being difficult to realise at a smull advance
thereon, the shipment of any more should be discouraged.

The fresh imports of Sclavouian logs are apparently of superior

character.

Stavks.— The deliveries of casks for the East India beer

contracts being nearly completed, the trade is falliug hack
into its previous inanimate state, and consumers evince ho
disposition to take off the small remaining stoiiks. Any
attempt to press sales at the present moment only produces
offers below the cost of importation. The sales made of
Baltic staves have been altogether insigni5cant, and the
same may be said of Quebec, the stocks having passed out of
importers* hands. For United States staves the demand is

limited to exportation, prices being too high for general home
trade.

Fitch Pine.—Fine Georgian sawn planks Iiave been sold
at £13 standard ; the t^tlier imports will not command as
much. Square timber remains at the previous prices, with
Tcry Utile inquiry for it.

MAST3 AND SpAES.—For large masta we hear of nothing
doing, whether of Oregon, New Zealand, or Canadian ; efforts

to sell sccond.iry red pine spars for less than red pine timber
have failed. Fresh Norway spars of the small sizes for ladders
and scaffolds were realised at U*l- per foot, hut the market is

by no means firm.

East Indian Teak.—The delivery of 160 loads of teak
in the past month results from the export for foreign
governments und shipments coastwise; for the local demand
has taken but a small part; as the i-rrival of fresh cargoes
rannot be expected for some months, similar deliveries would
in a short time materially reduce our stock, and have its

jatural influence on prices.

African Oak.—Sales made as low as £(i to £6 IDs. per
load have induced buyers to operate, after a long interval, in

almost forgetfulness of this once reputed splendid hardwood.
Creenheart is likewise moving at £6 per load.

Frkight.—The Baltic rates are unchanged. Dantzic and
Wemel, ISs. 6d. per load; Getle, Sundswall, and the Gulf
Ports, 423. 6d. to 478. 6d. Petersburg standard hundred.
For Quebec an advance on 753. is aimed at. From the mills

on the St. Lawrence, 708. is the relative quotation ; Cronstadt
at S79. 6d. Wyburg at 40s. to 428. 6d. are the present
quotations. Archangel remains at 75s. ; Onega at 65s.

Mafiogany.—All descriptions command a ready sale upon
arrival at advancing prices. Of Honduras—the present stock
is held entirely by the dealers; the last sale at public
auction showed an improvement of about 12^ per cent. Of
Mexican—only one cargo (507 logs) remains unsold ; and of
Tabnaco— the importers have been free from stock for some
time past; prospects are therefore favourable for fresh and
early arrivals. Soft quality, straight grained logs, Honduras
and Mexican, are still required (in substitution of cedar) for

cigar box purposes. Of St. Domingo and Cuba—fresh

imports are much wanted, the stock of tiie former being
exhausted, and only a few old parcels of the latter remaining
unsold. Logs of medium to large sizes and finely-figured

veneer wood are in special request; a parcel of well-grown,

sound, lengtliy City St. Domingo curls would command an
extreme price. The arrivals during the past month have
been 359 logs Honduras, 520 logs Mexican, 50 Cuba (via

Bremen), 44 logs at Nassau, and 111 curls at Boston; the
sales reported have been 608 logs Honduras, 328 logs

Tabasco and Mexican, 1106 logs Cuba, and 7 logs Surinam;
the landed stock on Slst ultimo was ~499 logs Honduras,
1195 logs Mexican, &c., 5004 logs and curls Cuba, 803 logs

and curls St. Domingo, and 813 logs West India, &.c.

Ckdab.—Lower prices have been taken for a parcel of

72 logs Honduras, lately sold at public auction, preference
being now given by the cigar box manufacturers to soft-

grained mahogany, which has been ruling from 25 to 30 per
cent, lower in price than cedar; the stock unsold of the
latter is, liowevcr, limited to a few logs just arrived from
Mexico. Ttie imports have been 106 logs, and the sales 103
logs Honduras and Mexican. Of Cuba there ia no stock.

Pencil cedar is seldom inquired for, and the stock of 1537
logs is sufficient fur all probable requirements for some time
to come.

RosKWooD.—An import of 213 planks from Bahia, and 20
tons at Honduras, is the only new feature in tlie market.
The sales reported have been 58 planka Kio upon pri-

vate terms. The market is quiet, but there are inquiries

for large, sound, dark-coloured planks, for which full prices

could be obtained ; there is also a demand for small-sized

ordinary quality wood at a low price for turnery purposes.
The landed stock consists of 1U80 pieces P.io, and 70G pieces

Bahia.
Tulip Wood is neglected ; the stock is sufTuient.

Zebua Wood lis in better demand, and higher prices are
now asked for the remaining stock, which is all held by tlie

dealers.

Satin Wood.—There is a good demand for St. Domingo,
Porto Rico, &.C., the stock of which is all sold; large, sound,
ligured Bahama is also saleable, but inferior quality and
"inali wood (which is accumulating in stock) is seldom asked
f r; the arrivals have been 'ZVAi pieces at Nassau and 2.'>

1 igs at New York. For Fast India there is no present sale,

and the market is amply stocked.
Wai.nct Wood—The chief demrind ia for the lowest

priced small-sized Italian, tlie better class planks being com-
paratively neglected; the deliveries, however, continue upon
a very satisfactory scale ; the imports have been 1081 planks
and 40 Burrs, the sales^ reported 2550 planks, and the landed
stock is 15,531 planks. American black continues dull of

bhIc, with a full stock on hand; the sales reported have been
36 logs.

Bird's-Eye Mapi.e.—The market has been supplied with
123 logs at New York; the only demand is for fresh, white,
well-figured wood.
Ebony.—Vor large, sound logs there is a ready sale at full

quotations; for inferior qualities low prices only are obtain-
*hle. The arrivals have been 326 logs at Colombo, and 705
billets at Cape Lope?. ; there have been no sales reported.

Cocus Wood.—A fresh import of 23 tons Jamaica is the
only parcel unsold; large sound wood is in special request,

Li<iHUM ViTj:.—The existing stock of about 1410 tons is

chiefly old and inferior, and very unsaleable ; the demand is

limited to the best round, sound City St. Domingo, from 5in.

and upwards in diameter.
Boxwood.-The only description which is scarce and

wanted is the best sound Abasia, from 2^ to 3Jin. in diameter
;

of other sizes the stock is suOicient with a quiet market. The
imports have been 39;tons and the sales 67 tons.

Laxckwood Spars.—The stock unsold is limited to the
late imports, viz., 1203 pieces via New York, and 499 pieces
at Jamaica. Moderate shipments (Afresh spars would realise

an advance upon present quotations.
Sahicit.—A few logs are occasionally sold at retail prices

;

but the remaining stock of 45'J loads may be had uudcr import
cost and charges.

Referring to prices current annexed.

PRICE CURRENT OF WOOD.
BALTIC FIB, TIMBER, per load, 50 cubic

feet 8. d. 8. d.

Riga 57 to 62
Dantzic and Memel, crown 75 „ 85

best middling 63 „ 70
good middling and second 55 ,, 60
commoti middling 45 ,,

5'i

undersized 45 „ 67
small, short, and irregular 40 „ 50

Stettin 40 „ 50
Swedish 47 „ 53

small 40 ,. 45
Swedish and Norway Balks 30 „ 38

BALTIC OAK TIMBER, Memel, crown ..105 „ 135

brack.... 80 „ 90
Dantzic and Stettin, crown . . 85 ,,125

brack and unsquared ..50 ,, 65

WAINSCOT, per log, 18 cubic feet

Riga, crown 85 ,,105
brack 60 „ 60

Memel and Dantzic, crown 70 ,, 75
brack 40 „ 47

DEALS AND BATTENS, per Petersburg
standard hundred £ 8.

Archangel II ,,

Seconds 8 „
Petersburg 11 „
Wyburg 9 „
Finland and Ilandaawn Swedish 6 10 „
Petersburg and Riga White Deals 8 „
Memel and Dantzic crown red deals...... 12 0.,

brack 7 „
Christianis Deals, best sorts. Yellow and

White 10 ,

Norway Deals, other sorts 6 10
,

Ditto Battens, all sorts 5 10
,

Swedish and Gothenburg, good Stocks . . 9 0,
Common and Thirds 8 „

Gefle and Best Swedish Deals 9 ,

Swedish Battens 7 10
,

Dantzic, crown deck, per 40-feet 3-inch . . 18,
brack 12

,

FLOORING BOARDS, per square of l-inch s. d.

First Yellow 7 6 .,

White 7 „
Second Qualities 6 ,

,

Matched Boards (per aq. I and |-in. J 5 ,,

LATHWOOD, per cubic fathom
Petersburg 6 „
Riga, Dantzic, Memel, and Swedish ..4 ,,

FIREWOOD, per cubic fathom
Swedish, Red Deal Ends 75 ,,

Norway Red and White Boards 60 „
Round and Slabs 45 ,.

£ 8.

12 10
9

12
9 10
8
9

13
9

12 10
8
7 10

10
9
10 10
9 5
1 3
U 16

fl. d.

85
75
53

OAK STAVES, per raille pipe £ s.

Memel, crown 140
brack 106

Dantzic, Stettin, and Hambro', full-sized

crown 100
Canadian standard pipe 67 10

Puncheon, per 1200 pieces 18 0„ 19
Bosnia single barrel, per 1200 pieces 27 10 „ "' '

United States, Pipe 30 „
Hogshead, heavy and extra 23 ,

£. s.

,
150

, 115

,
120

40
30

slight 17 ;; 20

INDIAN TEAK, per load 12 0„ 12 10

AFRICAN OAK : 6 , 7

BRITISH GUIANA GREENHEART

CUBA SABICU

6 „ 7

6 „ 8

6 „ 6 10AUSTRALIAN IRONBARK 6

AMERICAN TIMBER, per load s. d. a. d
Red Pine, Quebec (for Yards and Spars). . 75 „ 95

(Mixed and Building) 5'» „ 65
Ysllow Pine, Quebec, large 80 „ 100

St. John's, and Board Pine 80 „ 95
Buildine-sizes 60 „ 70

Pitch Pine ....: 60 0„ 70

OAK, Quebec 115 „ 13.)

United States (nominal) 80 „ 100

ELM, Rock.

ASH 70

MASTS, Red Pine 70
Yellow Pine, Itirge 85
Oregon 140
New Zealand 100

BIRCH, Quebec. large 75 „
New Brunswick and P.E. isle 65 „
Small averages 60 „

AMERICAN DEALS, per Petersburg stan-

dard hundred £ s.

Quebec Pine, First Qualitv, floated 16 0„
Second 12 „
Third 8 10 „

Ditto First Quality. Bright.. 18 ,,

Second 12 15 „
Third 9 10 „

New Brunswick, mixed Pine 7 „

1-20

160
130

9i
75
60

£ 8

17
13 10
9

19
13
9 15
8

Canadian Spmce, per Fetersburf; standard
hundred

First £8 10to£10
Second 8 ,

Third 7 6
,

New Bmniwick First 8 5
,

Second 7 15
,

Third 7 ,

Unsorted 7 10
,

Nova Scotia and Prince Edward's Isle. ... 7 ,

BATTENS, S,,ruce 7 *>
,

UNITED STATES.PitchPinePlanks..,. 12 0,

MAHOGANY, per foot superficial d.

Honduras cargo average 4V ,

Mexican „ 4^ ,

Tabasco „ 4^ ,

Cuba „ 7 ,

St. Domingo „ 7 ,

CurU ,. 12 ,

CEDAR, Cuba (nomi»I) 6i ,

Austriilian , , 44 ,

Pencil 2 ,

MAPLE, Bird's Eye 4^ ,

WALNUT. Italian 4& .

Canadian 2 J ,

SATIN WOOD, St. Domingo 13 ,

Baliama, per ton £5 ,

East India £6 ,

ROSEWOOD, per ton £ 8.

Rio 15
Bahia 13

TULIP WOOD 13

ZEBRA WOOD (nominal) 8

EBONY, Ceylon : 6

LIGNUM VIT^. City St. Domingo 5
Ilaytian (nominal) 2
Bahama 5

COCUS WOOD, Cuba 5 10 „

BOXWOOD, Turkey 5 „

LANCEWOOD SPARS, fresh 10 „
ordinary to fair. . 4s. 6d. ,.

8 S
7 15
8 10
8 6
7 in
8 6

7 10
7 10

13 10

d.

I'

n
10
in
24

fl

Si

It
£9
£7

£ 1.

35
30

, 18

10

10

10
3 10
8

6 IS

15

13
7«. 6d-

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TiSf

£ B. £ a.

Tciik lo»d 13 iz 10

Quebec, rod pine .... 3 15 4 15

,, yellow pin©.. 4 3

St. John, N.B. yellow
Quebec OAk 6 15 6 &

„ birch 3 15 4 15

„ elm 4 5 3 5

Dantaic oak 4 5 6 5
fir J 5 4

Hemelfir S 5 3 10

Riga S 15 3 5
Swedish 2 J 13

Masts, Qticb. red pine 3 10 6

,, yellow pine . . 4 5 6
Latuwood, Dant fm. 4 6

,, SC P'burjf. 6 6 10

Deals, prC, I2ftby3
by 9 in.

Quebec, white spruce 12 10 17 10

St. John,white spruce 12 10 15
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C.

Canada, Istqnality.. IA 19

<nd do IS 13
Archangel, yeUow ..11 12 10

St. Peteraburg, yeL.. U IS

BBB.

t
Finland 6
Memel 7
Gothenburg, yellow 8

,, waite ..

Gefle, yellow 9
Sodorham B
Chriatiania, per GL,

13 ft. by 3 by 9 in
yellow 10

Flooring Boards, per
sq. of lin., first yeL 7

First white 7

Second qualities 6
PflllCBSTONBpr tn 6

OILS, .fee.

Seal, pale .. per tun 43

Si>crmbody 93
Cod 40
Whale. Sth Soa, pale 39
OUre, GallipoU 57
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun 45
Palm, fine 40
Linseed 31
Rapeseed, Kng. pale. . 44

CottODMed 31

S 10

10 10
a 10

i 1110

(1 10
i
7
8

10
10 41

40

10 48
10
10

10 46 •
35 li

Metals.
Lead .—

Pig, Foretim per too 18 2

„ EnftUsh, W.B do. 19 6

„ L<>adCo do. 19

,, Otherbrandt do. 18 10

ShcetMllIed do. 19 »
Shot, Patent do. ZS
Ked or mlninm do. 90 C
Litharge, WB do.

Whitedry do. MO
„ grouudinoil do. 3fi

COPPBE J—

BHlish—cake and ingot per ton W
BestSelectod do. 7110
faheet da 75

Bottoms do. 78

Australian do. 71

Stmnish Calce caah
ChillBarii 67

" refined ingot 69 10

YeL Metal Shoatliing & Itodfl per lb.

74
'0

68
79 10

U

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Institalion of Sarreyors. Parochial Assessments,

by Mr. E. Ryde. 8.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Discussion "On
the Maintenance and Reneiral of Railway Rolling

Slock." 8.

„ Society of Antiquaries Anniversary. 2 p.m.

„ Boyal InstitutioB. On the Principles of Moral
and Political Philosophy, by Prof. Blackie. 3.

Wedsksday.- Society of Arts. A Narrative of llie Works
of the Suez Canal, by D. A. Lange, Esq. 8.

„ Geological Society. 8.

Thuksdat.—Royal Institution. Lecture by Prof. Tyndall,

LL.D., i'RS. 3.

FaiDAY.—Architectural Association.

„ Royal Institution. 3.

Satueday.—Associated Arts Institute. The Physiolojtical

Aspects of Colour, by W. Cave Thomas, Esq. 8.15.

,, Royal Institution. On Astioaomy, by Prof. R.

Grant, LL.l)., F.R.S. 3.
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TENDERS.
* HoLBOXir.

—

Tv w«ter-cloaeU and Hollftries at the Holborn
WatUooM. Mr. H. Saxon Snell, architect :

—
PataanandCo £95
SabeyandSon 81

Bridgman and Nulhall - 76

Starker (accepted) 66 10

KijrrisH Tow».—For the erection of minister'! hoase
attached to Wesleran chapel, Leighton-road, Kentish Town.
Mr. J. WilleT, architect r

—

T.MihleitandSon (accepted) £889

Loxpon.—For re-building Xoa. 48 and 49, Bishopsgate-
tnet, for Messra. Barker and Sons. Tollej and Dale, archi-

tects. Quantities by Mr. Birdseye :

—

SeweU _ £8576
Ashby and CJo. „ 6450
Ennor „ „ 8374
Johnston 7745
Eirett 7691

• Uovard „ „ 7660
LitUe 7437
PatmannndCo 7385
Browne and Robinson 7^70
Newman and Mann 7156
Conder 6980
Kightingale 6947
Manley and Rogers (accepted) 6137

KomroLK.—For enlarging and resforine Starston Chnrch,
•xchisire of the old materials. Mr. R. M. Pbipson, F.S.iL.,

uchitect :—
Grimwood (accepted) £723

Red H11.1.-—For building two residences at Frenches, Red
HiU, for F. Campion, Esq. Mr. Lees, architect :

—

Cook £3141
Baguley 31)36

Snakksb&ook.—For the erection of na infirmary and new
east wing to the Merchant Seamen's Orphan Asylum. Mr.
G. Somers Clarke, architect :—

Myers £18,970
Browne and Robinson 13,520
Mansfield, Price, and Co 13,.361

Nightingale 13 334
Kirk and Parrv , 12,970
Markwick and'Xhurgood 12,880
Conder 13,769
John Kirk 13,749
Bayea and Ramage 13,672
Manley and Rogen 12,557
Brass „ 13,395
ChappeU...

,

12,170
Pattinsou 11,990
Kilby 11,987
Perry and Co 11,980'

Hill, Keddell.andWaldram (accepted)... 11,764

^

—

_ .

COMPETITIONS.
Bbadpord Abattoir Company Limited.—Extension of

time to 2nd May.—Plans, &c., of a slaughter-house, cattle

sheds, and all necessary appurtenances to a slaughter-house
propoMd to be built at Bolton Bridge; also plans for an hotel

UM oatbojldings, adjoining to Bolcon-road, and near to the
tHtmosed Blauehter-Douse. The directors will gire £30 for

the oest, and £10 for the second best set of plans. Messrs.
Dixon and Iliudle, Laud iVgents, &c., Kirkgate, Bradford.
Ma5CRrst£E, May 30.— For abattoirs and a carcase market.

The fDllowing premiums will be awarded;—One of £150, one
of £100, and one of £75. Joseph Heron, Town Clerk, Town
HftU, Manchester.

CONTMCTS OPEIT FOR BUILDINft

ESTIMATES.
Caiibxtdgk, May 6.—For the erection of a corn exchange,

in Wheeler-street and Corn Exchange-street. Edmoud Foster,
toim clerk, Cambridge.

£tk8HAX, May 2.—For the restoration of S. Mary's Church,
ChelmsTickham. Rev. J. Hartley, Ckelmsvickham, near
Broadway.
Halifax, April 30.—For the erection of a Unitarian chapel.

Mr. William Bakewell, architect, 13, Kast-parade, Leeds.

Do:<CASTEB., April 27.—For the erection of a corn excliange,

ftlso carpenter's, joiner's, plasterer's, glazier's, and other
works connected. Mr W. Watkins, architect, Lincoln.

DONCASTER, April 27-—For the ironwork required for the
roof of the new corn exchange and the roof of the vegetable
market and works in connection therewith. Mr. W. Watkins,
architect, Lincoln.

METaoPOLiTAN BoARD OF WoRKs, May 3.—For the
•opplr of materials, cartage, supply of men, horses, and carts

,

and sfoppingandcleansing of roads. Metropolis Roads Office,

32, Craven-street, Strand.

BouRMcMOL'TH, May 2,—For execution of town sewer
works. C. C. Creeke, Esq., sun-eyor, at the office, Bourne-
mouth.
Si. Otles'^ Cambeewbll, April 25.—For repairing Ann-

•traet and Carlton-road, also kerbing and paving the same.
6. W. ICarsden, Vestry Clerk, Vestry Hall. Camljcrwell.

G&ArxsE5D, May 4,—For designs and tenders for supply-
ing and fixing an ornamental iron fence from 3 to 4ft. high
in Windmill-street Mr, J. Gould, surveyor, Parrock -street,
Gravesend.

Briohton, May &,—For rebuilding the Countess of
Huotiogdon's Church, North-street. Mr. J. Wimble, archi-
tect, 2. Walbrook, E.G.

Midland Railwat, May 2.-ror the corrugated iron
roof required for a carriage shed at Perhy Station. Engi-
neer's otQce, Midland Railway, Derby.
Kent Cocsti Lu.f atic Asylum, April 28.™For addi-

tions to the chapel. Mr. M. Bulmer, architect, Tonbridgc-
road, Maidstone.

LiTcncacH Local Board, May 8.—For the constrac-
Uon of Alter beds for the interception of the sewage. Mr.
Whiston, Clerk to the Board, Litchurch.

TrsBRiDGE Wells Local Board, April 29.- For the
construction of brick and earthenware pipe sewers, forming
roads, &c., on the Woodburv-park estate. T. Lewis, Clerk
to the Board. Town Hall, Tunbridge Wells.

Shipley, April 27-—For wrought-irou roof for new retort

house, vronght-iron hydraulic main, and all the cast and
wrought-iron work for a stack of 84 retorts ; 2 iroo scrub-
bers, with Hin. connections; a station meter, eq. 30,000
cubic feet per hour; a station governor, eq. 100,000
cubic feet jier hour ;' a quantity of socket pipes, turned and
bored, consisting of about 000 yards of 18in., 1800 yards of

13in., 1-100 yards of 2in. Tenders to be addressed to the
Chairman of tlie Shipley Gas Company, Shipley, near
Leeds.

Shipley Gas Light Company, April 27.—Tor the erec-

tion of a new retort house, engine house, meter house, and
the alteration of other buildings at their works. Mr, W.
Wright, the secretary, Gas Works.

Prestwick, May 3.—For paving and flagging, &c,, of

part of Myrtle Bank-road, llainsough. Michael Potter,

Clerk to the Board, 88, Moseley-street, Manchester.

PoNTEi-RACT, May 4.—For the erection of a depot for the
First West York Regiment of Militia in Pontcfract. Mr.
Bernard Hartley, West Riding Surveyor, Pontefract.

Ramsgate, May 6.—For extensive repairs to the Apron of

the East Sluices of Ramsgate Harbour. C. Cecil Trevor,

Assistant Secretary, Harbour Department, Board of Trade,

Salpord, April 29.—For the execution of the works re-

quired in the proposed enlargement and certain alterations

of the Workhouse in Eccles-road.

Falpord, April 29,—For the oak fittings in the room in

the Town Hall, Salford. George Brett, Town Clerk, iTown
Ua!l, Salford.

Hawobth, April, 38.—For the erection of a Primitive

Methodist Chapel, at Mill Hey, near Haworth. Sugden and
Smith, architects.

Ilklry, April 28.—For the erection of shop premises in

Brook-street.

Whitwood, April 27.—For the erection of the Briggs
memorial clock tower and spire, to lie attached to the

parish church. Mr. Ingham's office, Whitwood, near ^'or-

raanton.

London, April 26.—For repairing the carriage and foot-

ways of Smithfteld. Joseph Daw, Principal Clerk, Sewers
Office, Guildhall.

War Department Contracts, May 6.—For the recon-
struction of 1 Ktrines at Forts Wallington and Nelson, Ports-

down-hill. Colonel W. C. Hadden, Rayal Engineer OfUce,
Portsmouth.

War Department Contracts, May 6.—For the con-
struction ot sewage tanks, and completion of drainage at

Ports Purbrook, Widlev, Southwick, and Nelson. Colonel
W. C. Kadden, Koyal jEngineer Office, Portsmouth.

War Department Contracts, May 12.—For laying a
gas main from Royal Artillery Barracks to Royal Marine
Barracks, and erecting a meter house at Woolwich. Colonel
W. D. Gossett, Royal Engineer OFSice, Woolwich.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randell, Sacnders, and Company, Limited,

Quarrymen and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of
Prices at the Quarries and Dep6t3 ; also Cost for
Transit to any part of the Uuitoil King-dom, furnished
on appltcatiou to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Advt.] Corsham, Wilts.^

BANKRIFPTS.
ACT 18G9.—TO SURRENDER IN LONDON.

Broadbent, Thomas, Iligiigate," plumber, April 2f), at 2

—

Kerriage, William, George-street, Notting-dale, builder, April
28, at 12.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.

Brockland, John, Carlisle, timber merchant. May 2, at 2

—

Elliott, WiUiam Cornish, Plymouth, builder, May 4, at 11

—

Kirkland, Joiin, Liverpool, engineer. May 2, at 2—Webster,
George, Stockton-on-lees, builder. May 4, at 12—Goulding,
J., Blyth, Northumberland, builder, April 27, Newcastle

—

Hutchings, J., Binstead, lale of Wight, builder, April 30,

Newport—Lever, B., Wycombe- marsh, Chepping Wycombe,
builder, May 5, Aylesbury—Parker, Henry, Warton, Lanca-
shire, carpenter, April 28, Preston—Pike, J., Teignmouth,
builder, April 27, Exeter—Shaw, Thomas, Ilkeston, joiner,

May 6, Derby,

ACT 1869.— public EXAMINATIONS,

Fern, S., Wincobank, near Eccleafield, joiner. May 5—Wil-
son, G., Ramsgate, builder. May 27.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDENDS.

Anthony, W., Aberdare, contractor, div. 43. 6d.—Jones, T.,

Newport, timber merchant, div. 3d.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

J, and W. Roose, Ashbourne, plumbers and glaziers. May 17.

SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATION.

Dawson, J., Fulham New Town, builder, June 17—Pipes,
E., Burton-upon-Trent, plasterer, May 11

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.

Hewitt, J., Damfries, painter, April 22, at 12—M'Onie,
W., Greenock, engineer, April 25, at 1.

,

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Sisraey and Moore, WJiite Horse-street, Stepney, and Fern-

street, Bow-common, builders—Wood, Ward, and Co., Leeds,
joiners—Collier and Elliott, Brentford, dealers in slate—Dover
and Co., Leamington Priors, builders—Murphy and Diggle,
Bury, slaters—Drake and Co., New Kent-road, concrete
builiters—Firth and Sons, Halifax 'and Brighouse, plumbers
and gas fitters—Bates and Walker,' Walbrook, iron merchantpt.

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

X" J.J. CORDES&CO.,
•^^ the Patentees and Maimfaclurers of the

MARK. woll-known

PATENT "WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly callcil Kwbask's Nails),

Desire to make it known that they have adopted
a " star," or " cross," as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent out by them,
except Clasp, bear this mnrk upon their heads,
and that within every package sent from their
works is also placed a curd bearing their name
and address. All their bags are also branded
CORDES and Co.
The Nails are manufactured by J. J. Cordes

and Co. out of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig
Iron, and have long since earned the reputation
of being superior to all others. The Nails are all

uniform in make and quality, each one pcrfeot

and count out full 1,000 to the M.

DOS WORKS, NEWPORT, MON.
illDLANO IIAILWAI'.

NEW HOUTE TO ASD FROM SHEFFIELD.

'Phe new and direct line of Rail,
way between Sheffield and Chesterfield open, placing

Sheffield upon the Main Line of the Midliuid llnilway.
An improved service of Express nnd Fa.qt Trains has been eata-

blishod botweoQ Shetneld and London ; tlirough Carriages by all
Trains.
REDUCED FAKES hare boon put in oporation between SHEP •

FIELD and LONDON (.St. Pancras) and other places in the South
and West of England.
For particulars see Time Tables issued by the Company.

JAMES ALLPOIIT, Oeneral Manager.
Derby. >"'•'.

JMPUOVED DWELLINGS FOK THE PEOPLE.

TPIE AETIZANS', LABOURERS',
and GENERAL DWELLINGS COMPANY

(Limited).
Capital £250,000. Sliares £10. £1 paid per Share.
rREMDENT—The Dean of WESTMINSTER.
Arbitrators.

Rig'ht Hon. Eari Shaftes-
bury,

Right Hon. Earl Lichfield.
Lord Elcho, M.F.

&c.. &c.,&c.

Local Council.
Thos. liazley, Esq., 5LP.
Jacob Bright, Esq., M.P.
JohuCheetliam.Esq.jM.P.
W. R. Calleuder, iun., Esq.,

M.l>.

Building Land.—One of the
6oe«t plots of land to be let, near London, covered wirh

Umber, »Bltablc for a hotue taIuq £'2b00. Advances made.—Addreei,
" Sorreyor," care of the housekeeper, 39, Caonoa'Street, E.C.

W. SwiNDLEiiURST, Manager and Secretary.
The Company is especially formed to erect improved

workmen's dwellings on the co-operative principle.
No beershop or tavuiii to be erected on the Company's
property. Profits realised by workmen employed on
the buildings 40 per cent. Deposits received at 5 per
cent, l^rospectuses on application, enclosing postage
stamp. Office 1, Great College-street (opposite tno
House of Lords), Westminster. London.

4^50,000 ready to be Advanced
'-^^ by the TEMPERANCE PEMfANENT LAND and BUILD-
ING SOCIETY, on FREEHOLD or LEASEHOLD rROPBUTY,
for any period of years not exceeding 15, the mortgage being re-
deemable by eqnal Monthly Instalments. Interest (in addition to
a small premium) 5 per cent, on the balance each year. Apply to .HENRY J. PHILLIPS, Secretary.

Offices : 4, Ludgate-hiU, London, E.C.
NGTH.—More than One Million and a Quarter Founds sterling

have been advanead upon house property alono.

]y/[oney promptly Advanced on
Personal or any available security. A moderate Interest,

repayable by instalments. No preliminary fees.—REAL and PER-
SONAL ADVANCE COMPANY (Limited), 3, Tavistock-atreet,
Covent-garden, and at 14, Southampton-row, Bloomsbury, W.C.
Hours, 9 to 6. Eills discounted. Forms free.

.
P. J. HARYBY, Sccret.aTy

lyromentous, Mystical, and Musi-
CAL EASTER ENTERTAINMENTS.-SAND AND THE

SUEZ CANAL (a momentous question), by Professor Pepper : with
curious Sand Experiments and Dloramle Illustrations.—Novel
Musical Entertainment, by Gcoreo Buckland. Esq. (Mystical and
Spectral), entitled, THE HEART OP STONE : a Legend of the
Black Forest, with astonishing Spectral Scenes and New Mofic.

—

Dugwar's marvellously agile "Tomahawk Tlirowing," and centre
of gravity pt'rformancca—The American Organ daily,—Lecture, by
Mr. King, ''On a curious Chinese Torperlo."—Napoll's Mochacical
Pictures, and all the other entertainments daily, for One Shilling,
at ROYAL POLYTECHNIC. ^
"Robertson, Brooman, and Co.,

PATENT AND DESIGNS REGISTRATION AGENTS,
66, Fleet-flkreet. London. Estfthiished lft2S. ProappctUROs trrati^

rjoncrete Building Machine
(Drake's Patent). Complete apparatus to build a pair of de-

tached villas, including Chimney Breasts, Angles, Uprights,
Scaffold Brackets, tifcc. N.B.—The abnve Machloe has only been
used once, and will be Sold cheap.—Price and particulars on applica-
tion to W. H. Berry, Concrete Villas, Sowerby Bridge, Yorks.

Q-out or Rheumatism is quickly
relieved and cured in a few davs by that oelobratod

Medicine, BLAIR'S GOUT and RHEUMATIC PILLS.
They require no i-estraint of diet or confinement during' their use

and are certain to prevent the diseaso attacking any vital part.
01]tain«d through any Chemist or Medicine Vendor.

TTMber, deals, flooring, and mouldings.

JOSEPH AND ALFRED ROSLINO,
SOUTHTWARK BRIDGE WHAllF. BANKSIDE,

Keep a large an'l woll-swisoncil stock consUmtly on ttand, which, from
the facility afforded by river-aido prcmi^'i *h compared wlthinhind
yur Is, they ara mabled to sell at th^' very I'uvost prim-p,

rPo Builders.—Duiwich Estate.
The Governors are prepared to LET on LEASE, for 84 years,

PORTIONS of their ESTATE, fcr building purposes. There is

ample railway communication, and special educational advantages
in tne new College are necured to occupiers of honses on the estate.

For plans and particulars apply to Charlen Bairy, E»q., 1, Westmin-
Bter-chamlwrs, Victoria-street, S.W,, architeci and tjurveyor to the
Governors.
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THE EOYAL ACADEMY.
ARCniTECTURE is the only one of

tlie three arts which has no annual
flowering season, no particular time in which
it may bloom out to the connoisseurs and
lovers of art in full beauty and complete
adornment. Every year on the 1st of May,
the painters and sculptors reveal to the world
through the exhibition of the Royal Academy
at once in all their perfection the flowers and
fruits of their year's labours, while the archi-

tect can but produce the vague and hollow
semblance of his work, for an architectural

perspective in noway brings before the public
what the building itself will be, when as an

, actual block, and aided by its size, surround-
ings and accessories, it stands before them as
a finished work. It is much as if the painter
were forced to exhibit the charcoal sketch for
his picture, instead of the picture itself, or
the sculptor the rough clay model, instead of
the chiselled marble. Then we must consider,
also, that the architect works from the very
first before the eye of the world : it may
watch his labour, criticising its details and
disputing its taste, if so disposed, from the
foundation stone to the last slate]of the roof

;

and this very fact of watching" produces a
certain weariness, the mind takes no cogni-
sance of the completed structure, the impres-
sion remains vague and uncertain. IIow dif-
ferent to that which a sculptor or painter may
succeed in making by a work begun and
carried out in the silence and solitude of his
own studio, and which, like Minerva springing
fully armed from the head of Jupiler, en-
chants the taste and mind of the art-loving
world when first seen in all its completeness
on the opening day of an exhibition.
Having begun with pointing out, as an ar-

chitectural paper should do, the unequal foot-
ing On which tliese three 'arts are placed, not
for the sake of cavilling at that which is

clearly unavoidable, but for the sake of fair-
ness and justice,we can with a clear conscience
proceed to our criticism of the Royal Aca-
demy in this its .second year of ils new home.
The casual observer takes but little notice of
the hanging of the pictures, but he is probably
insensibly either gratified or irritated by their
arrangement. Much art and taste is required
in placing pictures so that they should not
have an injurious effect one upon the other,
andso as to preserve a symmetrical disposition,
which shall immediately strike the eye as
harmonious and regular. The hangers this
year have been fairly successful in their work,
and have placed nearly all the pictures with a
due regard to the light in which they have
been painted. We already hear the usual
amount of complaint from tho outsiders con-
cerning the rejected works, but as impartial
judges, we must acknowledge that, to our
mind, many pictures have obtained places
which fall considerably below the standard of
merit that the Academy from its position is

bound to maintain. Another room has this
year been added to the exhibition, namely,
the lecture room, in which Willais' fine por-
trait of the Marchioness of Huntly is hun"
but notwithstanding this arrangement, we be-
lieve the number of pictures actually placed
is less than last year.
A very great change has taken place in the

English school since the reaction from Pre-
Raphaelitism set in. The danger in a reaction is

alwaysthe length to whichit goes, and thisyear
it seems to us to have been carried too far, oven
by one of the greatest of our painters, Millais,
once 80 devoted a member of the brotherhood
of Pre-Raphaelites ; and if oneof the chiefs of
the school goes so far, who has genius
, , ,- . / D -, know-
Jedge, and experience to cover his looseness
of painting and chique,is it to be wondered at -„ j
Ihatthelesserpainters, striving after the same much quiet humour about it. ^.„.. ,.......>,.„
thing, fall into worse errors, and, not having J

portrait of a child is also a very characteristic

such gifts to rsise them up, remain in the
ditch crushed by their own dashing efforts

after effect. Surely, brilliancy in painting is

not attained by heaping on tho colour as if

quantity were the thing in art ; and it is at

least more gratifying to our feelings that too
much pains should be taken with a picture
than too little, even though we are assured
that this little pains is just that which stamps
the work as a [really artistic performance.
Mr. Caldcion's pictures this year are an in-

stance of this incompleteness and poverty of
painting. Ilia "Spring pelting -Winter with
Flowers" is tho most advanced example of
the tendency of all his works in this year's

exhibition ; wo expect better things from him.
Last yearhis boat picture was one of the gems
of tho Academy. The left hand centre of the
great room is taken up by Sir E. Landseer's
picture of tho Queen and Prince Consort
landing from a boat on one of the Highland
lakes ; it was painted many years ago, and ex-
hibited as unfinished, and has since been
much worked upon and completed. On the
opposite side is a fine'work by Maclise—alas!

the last from his hand—and near to it. No. 202,
Millais' large picture of " Tlie Knight Errant."
This is a work of greater importance than he
has painted for some time, and' the subject
one which the great painters and poets of all

ages have loved to treat. Innocence rescued
by Valour. Mr. Millais has done justice to

this old but ever now subject, and has enriched
it with a fine work of art. The painting of tho
flesh is fresh and beautiful, the armour a
brilliant and most dashing bit of execution,
and the background at once suggestive and
romantic, but much as we admire this picture,
we turn with still greater pleasure to his

"Young Raleigh," No. 334. The action of
the boy ar, ho listens with rapt attention to

the sailor's tale is remarkably good, and the
entire colouring of the picture very fine : by the
way, the sailor is dressed more in the costume of
a Greek or Italian mariner than in the homely
Devonshire habit. This painter's picture of
"A Flood" is in the second room. The un-
conscioHsne.«s of tho child amid the desolation
of the waters is charmingly given ; it is smil-
ingly gazing at the little pearl-like rain drops
on the boughs which overhang its cradle,
while poor little puss, whose experiences have
not been quite so peaceful, is mewing away in

great discomfort ; tho clayey colour, though
true to nature, is perhaps a trifle exaggerated.
We must not omit to mention the fine
portrait of John Kelk, No. 48, which
confirms to Millais a high rank as a
painter of male portraits. No. 176, Mr.
Poole's only picture, is rich' and glowing in
colour, dreamy in effect, and full of poetry,
very unlike the dry rendering of the same
subject by Sandro Botticelli in a picture be-
longing to Mr. Barker, now in the Kensington
Museum. M. Alma Tadema's two pictures,
Nos. 148 and 152, exhibit his usual power
and skill, and will enhance his reputation with
the English public. Mr. Faed has a very
clever work called "The Day is Done," No.
192. A labourer, tired wiih his day's work,
is resting in a chair, while the old grand-
mother is putting the bairns to bed. No. 199,
"The Lord Chancellor," by H. T. Wells, is a
picture of mark, and commands more atten-
tion than an ordinary portrait, from Lord
riatherley's being painted surrounded by the
ceremonials of his office. The painter has
succeeded in bringing out the chief figure ex-
tremely well in an artistic sense, but we are
inclined to think that the attendants will
engross too much of the public attention ; all

the accessories are most conscientiously given,
but the execution, taken as a whole, is perhaps
a little too thin. Mr. Cope's picture of a punt,
in tho great room, is rather too pale in colour

;

we prefer his other work, taken from the

J'
Me-chant of Venice," where the youth Gobbo

is justifying Shylock's description of him by
snoring after a heavy meal. This picture has

This painter's

work. Mr. Redgrave has but one picture in

the great room, painted from one of his early
etchings of " Jack o' Lantern." The littlo

sprite, half Puck, half friar, is leading an un-
fortunate rustic throngh endless swamp and
qaagmire. No. 157, "Sir Roger do Coverley
and tho Widow," is Mr. Frith's best work. It

is good in colour, and more carefully executed
than usual. The confidante seems to be the
only person alive to the awkwardness of the
situation, and the lover is more passive than
bashful. Mr. Hook has two very excellent
pictures ; he has this year broken now ground
by taking Holland as the field of his labours.

From his peculiar facility for painting water
in its full perfection of ripple he is unrivalled
as a painter of sea scenery ; but here, in his
" Market Women of the Scheldt," No. 158, be
has shown us his power of painting the same
element in the silvery sheen of an unruffled
surface, while the buxom women, with vege-
tables, fruit, and eggs, give colour and rich-

ness to his foreground. Mr. Watts has three
pictures this season ; in the principal one,
" Fata Morgana," No. 193, in tho great room,
from tho Italian of Boiardo, an armed soldier
is attempting to retain tho spirit, but as, like

Time, she is only to be held by tho forelock,
she is passing away and eluding his grasp,
The difference between the flesh painting of
this nymph and that of Millais' Virpin is

worth careful study. No. 203, by E. M.
Ward, is painted with his usual coarseness of
colouring. No. 161, Mr. Elmore's large
picture, is very fine in colour, but the subject
is a painfully sad one. The President has a
good portrait of Mrs. Meyncll Ingram, in
the great ror.m. Two of our best portrait
painters, Boxall and Richmond, are not repre-
sented in this year's Academy; and Mr.
Leighton sends only one small picture. No.
178 is a picture of rather a pretty page boy
coming out of the well-known ball-room door
at Haddon ; it is by W. Fyfe—a name new to
us. Mr. Hart's large picture is too strong in

colour, and all the faces unfortunately Jewish-
looking. Mr. G. D. Leslie has a portrait, in
the great room. No. 210—a young lady in a
greenhouse, with flowers—painted with his
usual grace

; but his large picture. No. 104,
" Telling Fortunes," occupies the end of Gal-
lery II. The subject is a group of young girls

throwing roses intoastream—as a subject com-
monplace enough, but the way in which it is

treated transforms it into a perfect idyll of
youth, sunshine, and dreamy delight ; the
colour is charming, and the method of treating
the background very original. It is a work of
much refinement and beauty, and will greatly
add to this painter's reputation. Over this

picture is placed Landseer's portrait of Vol-
tigeur, the celebrated racehorse belonging to

Lord Zetland. Sir Edwin has also a very
clever picture ealled "The Sick Monkey," No.
265

; the colour is excellent ; the monkey-
physician treats the invalid with more than
professional indifference, and calmly sucks
away, with his rich brown nozzle, at the
orange which is his fee, while the monkey-
nurse bends rather more tenderly over the
patient. In Nos. 183 and 337, two sea pieces,

Mr. Herbert has struck out in a somewhat new
line ; but we confess to more satisfaction in

his figure-pictures than in his present subjects.

In the 5th room is a clever picture, by Keeley
Halsewelle, of priests bargaining for an altar-

piece in the market-place at Rome ; a begging
friar going forth with his ass to seek dona-
lions, the flitting of a peasant family, and
other incidents, fill up the picture, which,
though a work of great merit, is founded, too

apparently, on the stylo and method of the
late John Phillip.

As it appears to be a rule of the Academy
that each of tho members should have a work
in the great room, to which gallery our atten-

tion has been chiefly devoted, we have not
been able to remark upon many very original

Ijictures by artLsts who are not yet members of
this body, but we hope amply to make up for
this defect in a future notice.
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PROSPECTS OF THE AUCniTECTURAL
EXHIBITION.

WE are glad to learn that the prospects of

this Exhibition are promising, and
that it 'trill be quite up to the mark of post

rears—in fact, some interesting depannieuts
of it have never before been so good. That of

sketches from ancient buildings, for instance,

is remarkably full, and contains admirable
specimens by Mr. Edmund Sharpe, in con-
junction wit^ Mr. Brewer, Messrs. Edward
I'Anson, W. Burges, W. Emerson, U. P.

Spiers, Einest George, H. Marshall, 15, J.

Talbert, T. Vaughan, while Mr. J. D. Crace
has added several of Moorish and eastern
decorative work. These have proved suffi-

cient, with photographs of executed works,
abore and below the line of sight, to fill the
smaller gallery, which last year was occupied
by the sketches of the late Rev. Mr. Petit.

Among drawings of works of modern archi-
tecture, some of Mr. Street's successful designs
for the proposed new Law Courts will be seen,
with a picturesque view of a quadrangular
block of stabling which Mr. Burges is build-

ing for the Marquis of Bute at Cardiff ; Mr.
Emei^n's Bombay Cathedral ; details of an
interesting new church, by Mr. W. White

;

some villas, by Mr. Edis ; a quaint church in-

terior, by Mr. Ti uefitt ; a striking building
for the storage of wine for the Duke of Well-
ington in Spain, by Messrs. George and
Vaughan ; iir. E. W. Godwin's Dromore
Castle; churches by Mr. Ewan Christian, Mr.
Joseph Clarke, Mr. Buckeridge, and Mr.
Kempson ; Mr. Seddon's Fulham Almshouses

;

mansions by ilr. S. S. Teulon, Mr. W. M.
Teulon, and Mr. I'homas H. Wyatt. Among
decorations are some beautiful art tiles and
sketches for stained glass, by Rlr. Cook ; de-
Kigns for sculptures and paintings for S.

Peter's Church, Vauxhall, by Mr. Pearson,
which are well worthj' of study ; decorations
ior Dromore Castle, by Mr. E. W. Godwin.
We are unable to state how far the collec

tion of architectural drawings may be com-
parable to that at the Royal Academy, but we
think that it is of sufficient merit and interest

to be looked upon as an affirmative answer to

the question put by the committee to the pro-
fession, as to whether it is needed as a supple-
ment to that before mentioned. It does not
consist, as many suppose, of drawings in-

ferior to or mere duplicates of those sent to

the Academy, but is mainly composed of
woiis of a more practical nature than wliat

are alone considered suitable for that more
popular exhibition. The Architectural Exhi-

'

bition is and must remain specially for the
profession itself, and to archiiiects it is very
interesting, and is looked forward to by those
in the provinces as well as in the metropolis

;

and the former are regular frequenters of the
galleries in Conduit-street, and careful
students of their contents. In them and in

them alone can the various designs sent in to

the several competitions of the year be seen
and compared, and we do not hesitate to say
•hat it would be a great loss if tliis opportu-
uity were to cease. Here the merits of the
respective designs are submitted, as it were, to

a second and more dispassionate tribunal, and
ene more competent than most of those
that actually decide those questions which
are of no slight moment to the competitors and
to the public as well, so that morality as well as

architecture would suffer by the sui)pres8ion of

the exhibition. We speak thus strongly, be-
cause it behoves the profession to consider
well whether or not it will support it. It has
l>een continued quite tentatively on this occa-
ision, that the committee might ascertain
whether, in the first place, the exhibition is

seeded, now that the Royal Academy has
gr.ater space at its disposal ; and secondly,
whether, if needed, the profession will sub-
Kcribe for its support, for without subscriptions
it cannot exist. It must be accepted as a
fkct, though a painful one, that the public care
too little about architecture to enable the pro-

moters to trust to receipts at the doors.

We call then upon those provincial archi-

tects wlio may visit it during the year

to weigh well its claims, and to enrol their

names in t he list of its subscribers. Wo
do not say that the exhibition is all that it

ought to be, or that it may fairly be expected

to become. It needs support in kind as well

as in money. It needs that architects should

send their working drawings of the buildings

they execute, whicli they can well do without

the expense incurred in prepared drawings for

the Royal Academy. There are several ex-

amples of such drawings on the walls of the

galleries in Conduit-street, which will explain

what wc mean, and we commend the considera-

tion of them to the whole of the profession.
^

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

THE conditions under which primitive art

took root have been stated ;
and we

shall find the earliest conceptions in archi-

tecture, as in the other arts, were but the off-

spring of that predominant conception of

mankind—the theological—which was the

basis of all effort, the fount of all early in-

spiration. This dominant and pre-e.xistent

idea being the substratum of all primeval art,

its homogeneity, unity, and its early progress

were natural consequences. Reposing upon a

theological or a poetic basis, the fine arts at

once found all they needed for a provisional

and complete existence, obtaining also a
ready and spontaneous co-operation from this

one powerful system, then the source of every-

thing. As far as architecture was concerned,

there were no conflicting considerations to

weigh, no difficulties of purpose or construc-

tion, as at present ; and in tlie muterial temple
was found its highest realisation, its cumpletest

fulfilment. The varied elements of na'^ure,

difficulties, needs, and the events of life, how-
ever contrary, found distinct embodiment in

deities who are invoked for special purposes
;

such were Juno, Lucina, Neptune, Mars,
Cetes, Mercury, &c., and these required fitting

shrines. Such was the ultimate destination of

all art conception. Even the constructive

element was subordinated to this governing
principle ; for there were none of those com-
plex arrangements of different forces which
we now have to resort to, for producing the

maximum of strength with the least amount
of material at command. Eastern imagina-
tion soon converted building into something
like poetry ; as mysticism begat symbolism in

religion. 'There was little intellect to reason

out the constructive science of architecture

which was thus the inseparable handmaid of

religion. There was an alliance between the

two till art ceased to be dependent upon a
dominant church or creed. Till this time
arrived, architecture had not a separate

existence as an art in the sense it has now ; it

had not become a distinct power or law of
itself, wanting as it did an independent basis

on which to work.
Hence, in the styles of Egypt, Assyria, and

India, there is much that is grand, imposing,

and original; but comparatively little of that

skill or science which economises material,

creates large results from small means, or by
which complicated arrangements are solved.

The old artists had one simple conception,

which they wrought out regardless of cost,

material, and labour. The grandeur of

their structures arose from ponderous
masses, to which was superadded in time a

fine sense of proportion, almost instinctive

at first, though afterwards improved by
geometrical knowledge, which was an ad-
vanced science even at this period of the

world's history. The simple lintel or tra-

bcated construction comprised the whole
secret of their architecture, on which a pro-

cess of refinement, gradually leading to an
abstract principle of design, attained perfec-

tion, as in Greek architecture. The more un-
civilised states of society, possessing no in-

tellectual strength or refined conceptions,

required representation to assist. "The Per-
sians and Egyptians," says Lecky, "failed
remarkably to keep pace with general civilisa-
tion in their cesthetic development." There
was a fixity in their architecture and art as
soon as the first stage was reached, which was
all the unaided mind and imagination could
do. In Egypt, indeed, the profession of the
artist was made compulsory and hereditary,
and a symbolic significance was all art
aspired to. Indian religion ever soared to the
terrible, the unnatural, hence its art was more
grotesque and fanciful than beautiful.
To begin with Egyptian art, as being the

earliest. We find the Pyramids typified best
the conception of the Egyptians. Material and
mass accorded with their childish superstition
and their sensual and material worship of the
Deity. They were not progressive ; in fact, the
oldest pyramids show as refined a degree of art
as the later monuments of that strange and
reserved people. Even their sculpture and
hieroglyphics were just as perfect and quaint
at the early period of the pyramids as they
were later. Being skilled geometricians, the
Egyptians soon attained a knowledge of forms
best suited to express and perpetuate their
ideas. They built only for eternity, sacrificing

every other quality to this object. A massive
grandeur and solidity, rather than refined
taste or beauty, was tlie predominant concep-
tion. Though stationary, however, their art
was a perfect art of the age, simply because
it could not advance a step further without a
fundamental alteration in the mode of thought
and religious sentiment of the people. Their
painting was subordinated to form and archi-
tecture in a more complete manner than we
find among other nations. Form, not colour,

was their chief and first study. Their painting
indeed, was but coloured sculpture. Among
the Egyptians, sculpture was practised by the
priesthood, but there is wanting that ideal

beauty in it which characterised the works of
the Greek artists. With the Egyptians the
figures were mere transcripts of nature.

From our present standpoint, Egyptian art
has a material solidity and a childishness of
character, rather than that intellectual and
abstract refinement which indicates later

periods of civilisation. During a period of
not less than 4000 years, the same improgressive
and stable character appears in its monu-
ments

; and the cxclusiveness of Egyptian
civilisation leads to the conclusion that its art

was essentially an indigenous one ; and, per-

haps, in its mode of expression, as much
characteristic of the early fetichism or
mytholoijy which a raateriiflistic religion

created, as that of any other nation. Mr. Fer-
gusson says if there was anything like progress

in this art it is certainly more observable in

the works of the eighteenth and nineteenth
dynasties. It was to the eighteenth dynasty
that that marvel of material grandeur
the Hypostyle Hall at Karnac, belonged, while

the Rhamession, by Rhamses the Great, deve-
loped the Egyptian conception to the highest

point attainable. Comparing the Hypostyle
Hall at Karnac with the Parthenon, or with a
much later example, Cologne Cathedral, Mr.
Forgusson shows the far greater advantage
possessed by the latter examples in respect of

the far larger proportion of open area to

points of support. But in all earlier monu-
ments and temples the aim of the builders

was to make the material building itself tho

main object more than its use ; and I think

this law is very noticeable and holds good
throughout the history and development of

architecture—namely, that the material aspect

of the art has invariably preceded the higher

tcchnic and cesthetic qualities of it. Mr.
Fergusson says that one half of the merit

of the great JIall at Karnac is technic, while

Ksthetically its merits are very small. Though
the Egyptians understood the principle of the

arch it was very timidly used, and was left for

a later people to constructively develop.

G. H. G.
(To be continued.')
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SHOP FRONTS.
{Concluded from page 294.)

THE precise point, in fact, wlierein the

sliopkccping mind needs ediicaticn is,

that good architecture forms a feature of

attractiveness in itself. A shop front com-
posed of nothing but plate glass is like a
picture without a frame. The picture may in

itself be a good one, but will frequently be

passed over in favour of another not near so

good, if the other be only placed in a richly-

decorated frame. In like manner, the articles

displayed by a tradesman, without the acces-

sories of appropriate building decorations, lose

half their power of attracting customers. We
are conscious of descending from high artistic

ground in taking this view, but it is never-
theless a near and true view of the subject,

and, until the shopkeeper has obtained some
independent art education, it is the only one
likely to have much influence with him. The
passion for enormous sheets of plate glass has
perhaps done more to prevent the creation of

good designs than anything else. It is a most
expensive taste

; the price of the largest sheets

are truly enormous, and the danger of fracture

entails a heavy charge for their insurance or re-

placement. Added to this, it is perfectly im-
possible for the architect to do anything in tlie

way of decorating them. The utmost he can
attempt is the inlroduction of sash bars in

brass, mahogany, or some coloured material
;

and these he is called upon to keep as thin as

possible, in order that the valuable sheets

may display their full dimensions. He must
add nothing that shall diminish their size, or

hide as much as a few inches of their surface.

These instructions, while embarrassing to the
designer, seem to us entirely unnecessary and
useless in a multitude of businesses. In most
ehop windows that we have observed the
goods shown are arranged with some idea of
classification more or less accurately defined.

Thus, the shoemaker has his ladies' and gen-
tlemen's department ; the retail stationer his

paper, book, print, and bijouterie department

;

the linendraper has a host of separate depart-
ments ; and so on through the greater number
of trades. In the more extensive businesses,

the duty of arranging the goods for display

—

or " dressing the window," as it is called—in

each department is entrusted to a separate in-

dividual, believed to possess special knowledge
or taste in that particular line. It would be a
great assistance to such an individual if the
space allotted to him were marked by well-
defined lines, and ornamented with fit archi-
tectural designs ; and there can be no doubt
that such a plan would prove quite as potent
in attracting customers as the heterogeneous
display often jumbled together behind one or
two enormous sheets of plate glass. Such a
division would be most appropriately marked
by the perpendicular lines of columns or piers
required to support the arch or bressummer
above ; and if its principle were universally
admitted, the trade purposes of the shop would
be perhaps more perfectly fulfilled than row,
and a field would be opened at the same time
for the taste of the designer.
The next question that arises is, What

should be the general principle regulating the
taste of such designs ? Not many years ago,
in the dandy days when the " first gentleman
in Europe " gave the tone to all things social
and artistic, it was an accepted maxim that
street architecture should aim at a principle of
uniformity, so as to produce a superficial and
deceptive appearance of extensive grandeur.
It was under the influence of this principle
that Regent-street and the various other Lon-
don improvementi of the time were designed.
A study of better models, and a more truthful
and healthy tone of public sentiment, has,
however, brought this maxim into discredit.
As the lines of street frontage are, in fact,
split up into various proprietorships, are occu-
pied for a great variety of purposes, and as the
owners must naturally have a great variety of
tattes, it is only fitting and proper that all

these facts should be expressed in the arch

lecture. Hence it may be inferred that no

one style can be said to be universally pre-

ferable to another. 'Variety in gracefulness

and adnptation forms the true principle of

beauty in this case. Each house elevation and

each shop frnnt may differ from its neighbour,

and, provided it be'ncither tasteles< in itself,

and the contrasts not inharmonious, the general

result will be far more striking and satisfactory

than an effort at Classic grandeur, or an

affected greatness which every beholder knows

does not extend an inch below the painted
" compo " in which it is executed'.

There are, however, several cautions to be

observed in the application of the various

styles to shop fronts. In the period just re-

ferred to, architecture and design were nothing

if not Greek or Roman. Shop fronts of

course partook of the prevailing tasie, but it

was not perceived that the style adopted

should not be that of the Classic temples, but

of the smaller and more domestic structures.

Wc gladly welcome the grace and delicacy of

Grecian detail, but solemnity and grandeur,

which were chief characteristics of the ancient

temples, are utterly unsuited for the light and

airy character appropriate to modern shop

fronts. If, therefore, a Classic style be

adopted, the designer must beware of mere

copyism. We do not want a reduced model of

a portion of any ancient building, originally

designed for another climate and another pur-

pose, but an example of the modifications and

adaptations of which the style is capable.

Beauty, accuracy, and finish should be the aim
rather than breadth, and the Classical forms

should not be degraded to mere nick-nacks.

Any person who has entered into the spirit of

the style will consider Doric pillars, although

surmounted with metopes, triglyphs, and guttse

of the most orthodox proportions, strangely

misplaced, if the intercolumniations are to be

filled with plate glass enclosing bizarre pro-

ductions undreamt of in Classic Greece, or if

they only adorn a shop board where salmon

and mackerel, or sprats and lobsters, are laid

out in state.

Many hints for successful studies can be
gained by a careful observation of the French
and Italian Renaissance styles, as well as from
the English Renaissance known as the Eliza-

bethan. There are several good examples of

these extant in the streets of London familiar

to most people, such as that designed by Mr.
Herring for Messrs. Swan and Edgar, in

Regent-street ; that of Fortnura and Mason,
in Piccadilly (in which, however, the windows
are somewhat smaller than would be permitted
nowadays), and at the corner of Berners-

street, Oxford-street. It would seem that the

Renaissance styles are more promising of
tasteful variety than any others, because of

their extreme plasticity. They are founded

—

the foreign styles more particularly- not upon
the style of the ancient sacred edifices, but
upon that of their smaller works—their trium-

phal arches, baths, houses, and other buildings

of a domestic and civil character. Hence
their characteristic is not magnificence, but
elegance. The various Classic orders are used
avowedly as details of decoration , and there is

no limit to the multiplicity of both sculptured
and chromatic ornament which may be intro-

duced. These are matters of great import-
ance in designs which must come so close to

the eye as shop fronts. We have already re-

ferred, incidentally, to the use of the Pointed
styles. Here, as in the other styles, the aim
should be beauty, not grandeur ; and recourse

for models to be studied—not copied—should
be had to domestic and civil rather than to

ecclesiastical art.

The question has often been raised whe-
ther there is a probability of any really

new style of architecture ever being in-

vented. If it be, we think it is as likely to be
developed from a faithful study of the present
subject as from any other. The variety of
possible treatment being great, it oilers the

most likely field for putting new architectural

ideas to the test of experiment. The scale of

construction is usually but a small one, and
the materials used not always being of so

durable a nature as stone and bricks, oppor-

tunities are afforded of alterations and rectifi-

cations impossible in other departments. We
are not justifying the sudden execution of im-
mature and heedless notions. The experi-

ments should be well considered, and carefully

e-xecuted ; and if such experiments were tried

on the small scab- for which shop fronts offer

so favourable a field, their effect would soon

show whether they were likely to succeed if

tried upon a larger and more enduring scale.

Besides the general question of the fitness of

styles, there is that of special adaptation both
of convenience and design to special busi-

nesses. On the point of convenience the opinion

of members of each trade will deserve great

weight ; on that of design some remarks nro

necessary. The ideaof illustrating the trade by
the design of the building, though containing

some truth, has been carried to absurd lengths.

Thus wo have existing, in Qerrard-street,

Soho, a shop front designed originally for a
seal engraver's, though now occupied by a
carpenter and undertaker; and this consists

entirely of a magnified quatrefoil panel—

a

piece of detail appropriate enough as an orna-

ment in tracery, but preposterous when applied

to an entire window. We think this perhaps
the ugliest shop front to be seen in London.
Again, we have a Regent-street shop front,

where Indian shawls form the staple of trade,

in which the pillars take the form of palm
trees, with their crown of foliage ; and
another, devoted to the sale of umbrellas and
parasols, in which the lines are all of the

curved shape characteristic of umbrellas, and
of the architecture of Eastern India, the native

home of the umbrella. These forms, being
beautiful in themselves, are tolerable ; but the

further application of the principle needs
great care and taste on the part of the de-
signer. The trade is best indicated by the

actual goods exhibited, and any architectural

reference to it will be more appropriately

found among the details of embellishment than
in the misuse or mere enlargement of struc-

tural forms.

Some shops, as those of fishmongers,

butchers, and poulterers, require an open
space entirely free from plate glass. In such
cases the aim should be to produce a pleasing

interior, and much scope is afforded to produce
good effects. The use of ornamented tiles for

wall decorations opens a field for chromatic
decoration in such cased, of which the designer

should not be slow to avail himself. In shops
for the sale of provisions a good effect, both
of spaciousness and cleanliness, is given by the
employment of white glazed tiles, either with
or without ornamental patterns being worked
in with them.

It would be so manifestly impossible to lay

down a series of complete rules for the design

of shops for particular trades, that wo have
chiefly attempted, in the foregoing remarks, to

enunciate general principles which may be
taken up and worked out by any one who
applies himself to his vocation with a spirit

above that of the mere trader or mechanic.

At the same time, a few hints of a very brief

kind as to some peculiarities in the more
usual classes of shops may fittingly close the

subject for the present.

A Butcher's shop requires to be open, as a
rule. If windows are used they should be
movable ; they are only wanted in the coldest

weather ; at other times plentiful ventilation

must be provided for, both when the shop is

open and closed. This affords nn opportunity

for designing some good ornamental ironwork

above the line of shutters. The general aim
must be to produce a good interior.

A Poulterer's shop.—A somewhat rusticated

style of woodwork would seem very appro-
priate for this shop, and the wood would have
a more pleasing effect if it retained its natural

colour and were simply varnished.

Jeweller's shop.—^Ihis requires a design of
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great elegance and richness, yet very plain.

If the ornamentation of the front be too

luxurious, it will tend to depreciate the rich

effect which should be produced by the goods

within. Jewellery is best set oflE by the use of

dark polished wood, slightly set off by gilding.

A aimilar remark applies to any window used

for the display of tiue art productions of the

smaller kind.

Upholsterer and Furniture Dealer.—This
trade requires length rather than height,

and a considerable depth of view with-
in. The aim should be to show a pleasing

interior encloseJ with glass, differing in style

from the interior shown in those not so en-

closed, in the same manner as the styles of

internal and external decoratiou naturally

differ.

The business of a Seedsman and Florist is

mostly carried on in the suburbs, and the shop
has no building above it. This gives a good
opportunity to make use of a very light style.

Single sheets of plate glass appear, however,
inappropriate, inasmuch as they do not afford

sufHciently ample means of ventilation. The
aim should be to give a considerable depth of
interior view. The upper part might be a
conservatory.

These remarks form only a specimen of
what might be said respecting the special re-

quirements of a number of trades, but to add
to them-would bo useless, as any individual
design must be subjected to requirements
which cannot be foreseen. All that wo can
do is to draw attention to this too-neglected
field, and to point out that though the works
are necessarily constructed upon a small scale,

they are well worthy of being carefully studied
ana designed, and that, if they were so, we
should not only add much to the attractiveness

of our streets, but might create a taste for true

and genuine works, which would materially
promote the art education of the people, and
help on, although in a humble way, the
progress of art itself. W. H. B.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting, hold on
Friday evening last, the President (Mr.

Lacy W. Ridge) in the chair, the following
members were elected : E. U. Burton, C. H.
MoKina (of New York), A. W. Lambert, and
S. Salter, jun.

It was intimated that to-morrow (Saturday) the
members would visit the palace of the Bishop of
London, at Falham, and soma new almshouses
in the neighbourhood. The members are to
assemble in Fnlham Churchyard, at 3 o'clock.
The Chairman said it was now pnblicly

announced that the Architectural Art Classes, for

which the Association had been so long agitating,
were to be opened at the Architectural Museum
on the 3rd of May. On that day the Figure
Claaa, and a class for the stniiy of ornament,
would be opened. As the season is now so far
advanced, it was proposed to have only a half-
session, extending over the months of May and
June. There would be about 25 meetings of the
Figure Class in this time, and the subscription
will be 15s. The Ornament Class will meet in two
divisions. Class B 1 is to meet at half-past nine
in the morning. This division is intended for
those who are able to get away from their em-
ploymffnt, and is, to a certain extent, experimen-
tal. The evening division will meet on Tuesday
and Thursday evenings, from hal f-past seven to
nine o'clock. The fee for either division of this
tlasa will bo lOs. for the half-session. This class
is under Mr. Wallis, the curator of the Architec-
tural ISIuseum, and the Figure Class will be pre-
sided over by Mr. Weekes. It is hoped shortly to
announce the formation of a Water-colour Class.
After alluding to the money that had been con-
tributed or promised by the senior members of the
profe«»ion towards [the establishment of these
classes, the Chairman appealed to his audience,
the ianiors, for whose benefit the clatscs have
been instituted, to contribute their quota to the
neceuary preliminary outlay.

^'' F. T. DoiLMAN, A.U.I.B.A., was to haveMr.
read a paper on " The Progress and Development
of ChDrch Architecture in England since 1830,"
-but fiiiliog at the last moment through illness.

his place was supplied by Mr. II. C. BOVBS, who
read a paper on

MODEBX Medij:vai.ism.

After stating that the paper was not written

for a professional audience, Mr. Boyes proceeded
to sketch the history of the Gothic revival, and
to discuss how far it has been the natural result

of a real change in the condition of society, or

how far the mere unnatural artificial reproduc-

tion of antiquated forms (sometimes by ignorant

romantic imitation, sometimes by accurate anti-

quarian restoration, but always equally unsuited

to the ago in which we live) which the enemies of

Gothic art would have us believe it to be. Mr.
Boyes's paper was based on the theory that the

arts (and especially the architecture) of any age
are the natural outcome, and form for posterity

the moat accurate evidence, of the state tf society

and the spirit of the times in which they re

created. After some remarks in support of the

general accuracy of this theory, the author pro-

ceeded to show that for three centuries previous

to the commencement of the modern Gothic
revival, Mediajvalism and barbarism were synony-
mous terms. The first symptom of a chnngo in

taste was Horace Walpole's so-called Gothic villa

at [Strawberry Hill, which was more of a toy or

curiosity than a work of architecture. It might
be classed under the head of ignorant romantic
imitations, though quite equal, if not superior, to

much of the work which similar motives has since

given rise to ; it possessed at least one good
quality, picturesqneness. From the time of the
erection at Strawberry Hill to the days of the

elder Pugin all the Gothic architecture that was
attempted was of the same class of ignorant
romantic imitation. The writings of Sir Walter
Scott had popularised Mediajvalism, bntthe prin-
ciples of Gothic art were very little understood.
Next in arohilecture came Carter, Britton, Rick-
man, the elder Pugin, and others, who made the

study of Medioevai art the business of their lives,

and succeeded so thoroughly in mastering a com-
plete knowledge of it that it may be doubted
whether it is even now so well understood, cither

in its principles or details, as it was by them,
though a perhaps less accurate knowledge is now
much more widely diffused. This thorough know-
ledge brought on the day of that accurate anti-

quarian reproduction which still is nearly tho

most powerful force in modem Gothic. Welby
Pugin, though a man of intensely original genius,

cannot be regarded as the advocate of much more
than this antiquarian view of Mediaivalism. He
continually protested against a mixture of foreign

styles with our English Gothic, and objected to

any expression of modern feeling in the revived

art -which he so strenuously advocated. His
whole life was spent in an endeavour to galvanise

Gothic into the same sort of spasmodic and un-
natural life that Classic art had achieved under
theRcnaiasanco. Still, his name is the one most
intimately associated with the Gothic revival, and
it is rtiffioult to overestimate the amount of life

and force which his enthusiastic genius threw
into the movement. Mr. Boyes said that although
no doubt, as an exercise in the education of archi-

tects, the study of Gothic art and correct repro-

ductions ef it are very desirable, the copying and
and the constant subserviency to precedent which
antiquarian reproduction leads to are opposed as

much to the Mediajval as to the modem spirit.

Throughout the whole growth of Gothic archi-

tecture nothing is more remarkable than the

almost disdainful neglect of all previous styles

by the designers of every fresh building. It was
not that the Mediseval architects did not under-
stand the previous style, but that they were confi-

dent that they could improve upon it. Since

Pugin's time the growth of modern Mcdiasvolism
has been wonderful. Not only has it become more
general in architecture, but it has been incorpo-

rated with almost every art and manufacture.
Wo have medircval furniture and undcrtnkery,

Media;val type, and mnchmc-made Mediaeval
jewellery ! In most of these things, however,
only the earliest and ignorant romantic-imitation

stage of the Gothic revival has been reached.

Mr. Eastlako's book on furniture and decoration

was a decided advance into a revival of the

Mediaival spirit. Mr. Raskin's writings were
next noticed as having had more influence on
public than on professional taste, such of his

architectural theories as are at all practical having
been learnt by architects from the study of
ancient monuments. In conclusion. Mi-. Boyes
pointed out the high ideal standard of

religion and morals in Media;val times and

remarked that the disciples of culture, " sweet-

ness and light,'' and the believers in " muscular

Christianity," had established an ideal standard

for the modern gentleman as high as that of chi-

valry—an ideal in marked contrast to the spirit of

the times -when Mediaivalismwas despised ; atthe

same time, we have seen arevival of Mediaivalism

in art and a progress in architecture so marked
and so rapid as to surpass any art development
that has over before occurred, and which leads ns

to look forward in confident hope to the art of

the future.

In the discussion which followed,

Mr. Aldridge said with regard to Mr. Boyes's

strictures on antiquarian reproduction, that in

architectural education it was necessary to start

with precedents, and to study what has been

done before. Having become acquainted with all

that has been accomplished, one might reason-

ably hope to do something further. Attempts to

create something fresh had arisen in many cases

with men who knew very little about architecture.

Mr. T. II. Watson concurred with Mr.
Aldridge.
The Chairman thought that Mr. Boyes had

not done justice to Pugin in siying that he ap-

peared to aim at nothing more than arch^ological

reprodnction. To a certain extent that was true,

but Pugin went further—he opened out and
strongly insisted on the principles of the old

buildings, and it was this that gave the great

start to the Gothic revival. Those principles have

in them the seed which must ultimately do away
with the archasological view of architecture. The
aim of all who studied within the Gothic school

should be to lead up by degrees to a style of

architecture which shall be sensible, real, genuine,

and in accordance with modern feeling. As an
example of the application of Gothic to modem
purposes, the Chairman referred to All Saints'

Church, Margaret-street, which he said was a

very great advance upon the simply aroUjeological

church. S. Peter's, Vauxhall ; S. Alban's, Hol-

born ; S. Columba, Shoreditch, were also referred

to as being important examples of thoughtful

endeavour to adapt Media;val architecture to the

requirements of tho present day. There is as

much difference between any one of these

churches (said Mr. Ridge, in conclusion) and an

"ai-cha;ological" church as between Gothic work
of the thirteenth and that of the fourteenth

century. Two or three other gentlemen having

made some remarks on the subject, the usual vote

of thanks to the reader of the paper brought the

meeting to a close.

S. JAMES'S CHURCH, GREAT YARMOUTH.

THE chancel only of this church, the situation

of which is at the southern extremity of the

town, has as yet been built, was opened yester-

day. It forms one of the arras of a building, the

nave and transepts of which in conjunction with

it will form a Greek cross, the crux being

carried by four columns, which will be the only

internal supports. The several arms of the cross

communicate by wide arches -with the nave and
chancel aisles, whose roofs will be parallel to the

central axis. A tower and spire are designed to

project from tho north-west angle. The church

will accommodate between 1000 and 1200 per-

sons, when complete. The walls are constructed

of flint-work, with brick quoins and bands, with

freestone copings, sills, window traceries, &o. The
interior is linedwithcoloured brickwork, arranged

ornamentally, the upper portion of the walls and

spandrels of the arches being diapered with red

crosses on a buff ground ; the soilits of all the

arches also are diapered in colour, and will have

a pleasing effect. The east wiiidow, which is

30ft. high and 20ft. wide, and raised 20ft. above

the floor of the chancel, at present has a tem-

porary filling in of fine brickwork, with three

lancet openings, but -will ultimately have
mullions and rich tracery inserted. The roof,

which is strongly framed with principals, will

hereafter have a curved ceiling with panels

divided by moulded ribs with carved bosses at the

intersections, and the central crux a domical
ceiling similarly treated. Lofty pinnacles are

intended to rise at all the external angles of the

building, to form abutments t) tho vast arches.

At present the arches built, of which the main
one is 33ft. wide, have their thrust retained by
wrought iron bars at the level of the capitals of

the columns. The cost of the chancel, in the in-

complete state above described, has been about

£1000, and tho contemplated cost of the whole
structure is from £8000 to £10,000.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE FINE ARTS ON
CIVILiaATION.*

BEARING in niiiul tho doctrine I laid down
in a former lecture as to tho utility of art

—

I repeat, in the highest sense of that over-shontod

and often misplaced term—it will l)0 my ol>ject,

at the commencement of this evening's discourse,

to prove that the inutility, so freely ascribed to

music, more than to the sister arts, is of all com-

mon heresies tho most false; and further—what-

ever denunciations may be hurled at other arts,

on the plea that tbey merely minister to acquired

tastes—that music satisfies a mental want cueval

with existence. Other arts hive been created by

the perceptive faculties of man ; music was born

with him.
The power of sound pervades creation, from the

very elements down to tho meanest obstacle in

animal life. Tho breath of life and light, the

sighing of the evening breeze and the roaring of

the midnight storm, the hum of insects, the

lowing of tho herds, and the chirp of birds, sing

eloquently of the present ; whilst the never-

dying murmur of tho calmest wave, as it touches

or leaves the smoothest pebbled beach, breathes

audibly of eternity. But in man, through the

working of his heaTen-born ingenuity, sound

attains the highest power of expressing the emo-

tions natural to his present existence, and music,

born with him, i» the link that binds him to

another world. In his dreams of an after-life,

when he pictures to himself a state fi'ee from

earthly impurities, the only mortal utterance he

thinks worthy of existence is a celestial lite in

music. So, although its strains bo polluted by

mortal passion, to my mind music is the soul's

lost language, tho echo of which is so faint and

fleeting, so vague and indescribable, that it

needeth the temporary stoppage of life's mortal

pulse to catch those whispers which instil a dream
of a former and a purer existence. For there is

music in very silence. In the evening twilight,

with no stir of life around you, and not the

faintest sound in the air, music is yet present

;

you may not hear it, but you do more—you

feel it.

This, however, is not the time or place to

indulge in airy speculations, but to treat of art

as it affects our earthly welfare. Now, of all the

arts music is the most spiritual in its nature, and

if its voice be not wholly intelligible to human
capacity the cause must be found elsewhere than

in its poverty of expression. Moreover, if the

antiquity of any art may be regarded as its

highest claim to respect, we must award tho supe-

riority to music, or even to dancing, over all

other arts ; and though its intellectual progress

was slow, yet in contributing to human happiness

its influence preceded that of tho most useful

arts. Even as a public entertainment music, has

a prior claim to poetry, and long before the drama
existed people assembled to witness the feats of

musicians and dancers. Nor can it bo wondered
at that, in an intellectual sense, the progress of

music has been slow, and that it is only in

comparatively late times that it has been enabled

to rivet the attention for its own sake, and with-

out the assistance of other arts, i'or music is a
language which requires extraneous aid to make
it intelligible, and the human voice, thongh the

most perfect organ for expression, is too limited

in scale and power to give full utterance to its

varied effects. Science ha» supplied all that was
wanting to that end, but long indeed was tho in-

terval between the Pandean pipe and the modern
orchestra. There is, howevtr, no unmixtd good,
and science of late years seems inclined to abuse
its privilege in aiding the efforts of art It has
turned its attention from quality of tone to mere
quantity, and monstre drums and trombones
bellow out sounds which, deaf as ho was, would
have shocked Beethoven's ears.

Bnt thongh science has lent more aid in de-
veloping the hidden power and resources of music
than it has to the sister arts of poetry and paint-
ing, yet that music is a natural gift more than
any other art is proved by the fact that whilst
you may reckon great poets and painters by the
score, though the number of musicians exceeds
that of the professors of other arts in their re-

• Read by Hinet O'Nkil, Esq., A.R.A., on the 21«t ijnt.,
before the Society for the fi acouragcment of the Hne Arts.

spective times of prosperity, yet yon cannot name
more than six or seven who merit, in an equal

degree, the title of grcatnfss. Nor does this

result, as some have asserted, from the fewer

qualities to bo developed in music than in its

sister arts ; for though poetry, painting, and

music appeal through different organs of sense,

yet, the entrance once passed, tho road to the

heart is common to all ; and though tho modes

of expression are outwardly dilferent, tho means
inwardly are not dissimilar. Form and colour

are not exclusively the property of tho painter

any more than melody and harmony are that of

the musician, or rhythm and eloquence that of

the poet. All these qualities belong, with more

or less prominence, to art in common. And
though it is said, in disparagement of the intel-

lectual power of music, that it cannot render tho

outward and visible shape of what it seeks to re-

present, yet that it can express the feeling excited

by the real presence may be proved by many ex-

amples. Is there a poem or picture illustrative

of nature more perfect in the expression of the

emotions its varied expression excites than tho

" Pastoral Symphony " of Beethoven ? or can

the utmost efforts of the sister arts succeed in

expressing tho fitful moods of love so s'rongly

as music has rendered in tho sonata in C sharp

minor of the same composer ? It annoys me,

even to indignation, that people who ought to

kuoiv better should have dared to give a title to

each movement of the symphony, as desciiptive

of some feature of nature, or to call the sonata

"The Moonlight." Music does not describe the

real presence of nature, but simply the emotions

aroused by it, and the latter title is especially

false. That sonata is simply a tale of unrequited

lovo, and it is dedicated t > the lady who alone, as

far as we know, aroused that passion in the com-

poser's heart. And how eloquently he describes

its progressive emotions ! Sweetly as a dream
the passion possesses him. Then we get a brief

expression of delight in the scherzo, succeeded

by a more brief awakening in tho trio. It is the

custom now to repeat the scherzo, but h\ the

earlier editions of the work there is no indication

from the composer to justify the practice, and
wisely so ; for to that sudden awakening from

tho brief dream of hope succeeds a wild torrent

of passion, subsiding in a strain of tenderness the

beauty of which no other language of art can

surpass. That tenderness is followed by the com-
plaint which earnestness ever utters ou finding

no reward. Then, in a few bars, we hear the

voice of resignation, to be set aside by another

burst of passion. But, even as in nature, the tit is

more brief, the subsequent tenderness is prolonged,

and the tale is completed in resignation, as

powerfully uttered as was the first burst of

passion. I only regret, having given you the key,

that I have not Charles Halle by my side to open
the heart of the mighty composer.
A few words on the " Pastoral Symphony,"

which I regard as the most perfect poem ever

written to embody tho varied emotions excited in

the presence of nature. It would be well if critics

would accept it in that light rather than treat it

as descriptive of its real presence. Most
eloquently it expresses our delight in the presence

of sunshine and beauty—reaching, at times, to an
ecstatic revelling in the pleasure of existence ; to

bo followed at intervals by tho most intense

utterance of gratitude. Without disparaging

Rossini, how poor in expression are the storm and
succeeding calm in his overture to " William
Tell" to that of Beethoven in the "Pastoral
Symphony ! " There may be no actual re-

semblance to thunder and lightning, wind and
rain; but tho ceaseless roll, followed by sharp, in-

cisive notes, and their immediate downpour, im-
press us with tho emotions natural to the scone
far more than poetry or painting could arouse.

Take, again, Mondelssohu's Italian Symphony,
to each movement of which critics have affixed

a title which the composer never dreamt of.

The whole work is simply the expression of the

impression produced on a sensitive mind by tho

beauty and tho fallen (greatness of the country
and the undying vivacity of its inhabitants. The
first movement is exuberant of delight, the second
—stupidly called " The Pilgrim's March "—is

expressive of those emotions which are excited by
the exhibition of fallen greatness. Tho scherzo

questions the wisdom of sorrow, and leads to the

national exposition of forgetfulness—in rollicking

dance.

Even at the risk of wearying you with proofs

of the folly of nicknaming tho productions of

music, I cannot pass over the C minor Symphony

of Beethoven—the moat sublime exposition of the

power of music. It is said that the four notes

with which the symphony oommenots were

written in Beethoven's hat, during a walk, for

want of paper. Worthily were they committed to

memory, for they announce the birlli of a lite

which, in spite of its vicissitudes, ends in

trinmph.
Who, indeed, bnt the most thoughtless,

frivolous, and superficial of observers, can accuse

tho musio'an of being actuated by no more
intellectual motive than that of producing sweet

sounds, or deny the power of music in expressing

abstract feelings ? It is the language of delight

and gratitude at the blessings of life, of sorrow

for its vicissitudes ; and in the expression of lovo

and every mortal passion it can give an addi-

tional force after that of any other art has ex-

pended all iis resources. Has painting or poetry

ever expressed the intensity of exultation as power-

fully as music has done when throngh Handel
it announces that " Unto us a Child is born, a
Son is given," and his name shall be " Wonderful
—King of kings—Lord of lords ? " Equally
sublime and powerful iu expression, though low-

lier by nature of the theme, is the chorus of

prisoners in Beethoven's Fidilio. Emerging
from their gloomy dungeons to enjoy a moment's
hberty, their utterance is subdued through pros-

tration and fear; but gr.idually, as the free air

and sunlight work their beneficent inflnenoe,

their feelings cannot be restrained, and their

united voices give utterance to a burst of delight

and gratitude—too soon to subside, as hurriedly

they are ordered back again to their gloomy
cells.

Nay, more—music has the power to express

human passions, not only in the abstract, but in

all their variety. How different in feeling are

Beethoven' "Adelaida" and tho love-song of

Polyphemus in Handel's Acis and Galatea, and
yet how faithfully they develop the character of

tho respective lovers! Ttie fir^t needs no com-

ment ; but I cannot help pointing out a few dis-

tinctive features of the song of Polyphemus. It

is i-oUicking and rugged, yet the savage is refined

by the passion that consumes him :

—

He cannot prate in puling strain

Ol lady's love and beauty's cliaio.

Ho is but a monster, and expresses his adora-

tion according to his nnwieldly nature, and

even when he rises to the height of adoration on

the words, " Oh, nymph more bright than moon-
shine night," he proceeds by rugged intervals

to the climax of his passion ; the accompaniment
throughout expressing the revelling desire rather

thpn the sighing tenderness of the heart's

longings.

(To be continued.)

CHIARO-SCURO IN ARCHITECTURE.

AT a recent meeting of the Liverpool Archi-

tectural Society, our old friend and con-

tributor Mr. SamuerHuggins read a paper " On
some. important principles in architecture, illns-

tratod in an ideal tour throughout the world."

We give the concluding portion of the paper,

which treats of chiaro-scuro, or light and shade

in nrchiteoiure :

—

The chief cause or source of beauty and

power in a building is, says Mr. Huggins,,

the light and shade, as it is in a picture of

that building. It is a more essential element in

architecture than it is in painting and sculpture,

in which arts there is more to atone in some

measure for its partial absenca or deficiency than

there is in architecture, which is absolutely

dependent for legitimate effect upon the compo-

sition of forms and relievo. With a view to light

and shade, all planning has been conducted in all

great buildings. All buildings celebrated for

their beauty present tho eye with large masses of

shade brought up against and heightening the

value of the important and prominent parts

illuminated, and give strength and power of

effect to tho whole.

Light and shade was a prime element in the

Egyptiiin and Greek temples, more especially in

the provision of tho deep and solemn pronaos, or

front portico. Indeed, neither Egyptian nor Greek

ever erected a building in which it was not a

prime element of effect. It is the chief charm in

the beautiful courts of tho Alhambra ; it is the

beanty of the Italian loggia, in all which the

openings and depth of recesses express the

primary idea of shelter, grateful, to the mind in

oriental lauds from heat, and in occidental and
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hy[eibor>'an cUmes fn m damp and cold, lu in-

teriors—the beamy of S. Stephen's, Walbrjok,
is its exhibition of phm or form within form. It

is the game in S. Sophia's, at Constantinople, and
in the Enman Pantheon, and in all great in-

teriors. But breadth and depth of light and
shade is embodied in all great buildings, ancient,

modem or mediieral, oriental or occidental. We
••e it in Gothic luiuste , in Moorish palace, in

Indian tomb, in all architecture aspiring to ex-

cellence, to excite the loftier emotions. In all

such I belicTe it must ever be a prime element.

The same principles of uniformity and variety,

er of variegated unity, which guide the historical

painter in planning the figures and general forms
of a picture, with a view to a broad distribution

of light and shade, are to guide the architect iu

arranging the masses of his building, so that they
shall form an efTectiTc and harmonious whole.
There should be in an extensive architectural
composition, as in painting, groups and masses
of light, half light, darks and half darks, and re-

flexes ; and of these lights and darks one should
be principal, the rest subordinate, and all gene-
rally co-operating to produce a totality and com-
pleteness in the work ; and, as in painting the
principal light is generally so disposed as to give
the greatest lustre to that part where the action
and personages are of the greatest consequence,
80 in architecture the highest light will be gene-
rally in the central entrance, portico or porch,
and fall on entablature, column, archivolt—thit
is on the brightest, richest, most delicate and
graceful forms, while the deepest shade will be
brought np to enhance their value, and throw out
these richest and brightest forms in the design.

In grand architecture the darks must bo ex-
tensive, and must greatly preponderate over the
lights and middle tints ; and the grandest can
only be had where a round arched style gives the
opportunity for openings of any breadth and
height consistent with grandeur of concomitant
par^s and arrangement ; that is to say, it is more
in the power o£ an arcuated than of a trabeated
rtyle to arrange for large and deep masses of
shade, producing the greatest breadth and bril-

liancy of effect ; and the Byzantine and Eoman-
esqne styles seem better than the Gothic. It is

only in such, I believe, you can have the utmost
measure of what is properly called breadth of
effect, which may be defined as abundance of one
thing in one place, or, as Euskin says, " mass of

everything—of bulk, of light, of darkness, of
colour, not mere sum of any of these, but breadth
of them ; not broken light or scattered darkness,
Bor divided weight, but solid stoas, broad sua-
gbine, starless shade."

If you are under the necessity of having a
square or oblong block, with a number of small
equal openings—if yon are not allowed to group
or deepen some of the latter, recess others, and
bring out a third—you may produce a pleasing
building, but you cannot produce a powerful
building, or snch as will excite high emotions in

the breast, because it will 1 -ck some of the essen-
tials of architectural greatness.
What Iteynolds says of finish in painting will

apply to detail and sculptural decoration in archi-

tecture—"The hiKhest finishing is labour in vain
unless there be at the same time preserved a
breadth of light and shadow." You may have
beauty of colour to atone in some measure for
want of form, and I believe in flat blocks of

building, which cannot, from their nature, posi-
tion, and pnrpose, as great Ftreet rows, have much
Tariety or relief from shadow, it should be sought
in opposition of colour iu the materials, as in

pictures painted on a light key. But that is a
lower element of architecture, as it is in

painting.

Where the artist is at liberty to relieve by
light and shadow, variety of colour is of little

consequence. But where he is neocssirily
restricted, here coloured brick is of great value.

It should, I think, be employed to assist shadow,
or repair the shortcomings of chiaro-scurn.

Colour in architecture, say what you will about
it, as it arose in the enat, so it belongs to the
east and south, to brighter climes than ours, and
can never be a prime element in northern archi-
tecture. But be this as it may, let me say dis-
lincly that I consider the charm of beautiful
for/n as gteater than any arising from colour or
rich material, and that it is, and must ever be,
the chief merit of architecture.
While the greatest buildings chiefly owe their

beauty to it, some could bo pointed to ivhich owe
their failure to a want of it : S. Peter's, at
Borne, and the new Uonset of Farliamoot, at

Westminster, may both bo cited with advantage
as a warning on this head—as failing of legiti-

mate effect, the former from the non-employ-
ment of detached columns, and the latter from
the division into too minute openings of windows
and doors.

The superiority of S. Paul's Cathedral to S.

Peter's at Kome consists chiefly in the superior
provision for light and shade in the colonnades of

the western front and transepts and dome tower,
which are wanting in the Roman edifice. The
latter is equal to S. Paul's in beauty of outline,

and superior to it in size and sculptural embel-
lishment and magnificence, and in simplicity of
design, being of one order, while S. Paul's is of

two. But its designers ignored the chief source
of poetic beauty and power in architecture

—

namely, provision for play of light and shade by
the projection and reception of parts. It has not
one detached column ; all its columns are at-

tached. It is without porticos, which give it a
blockish effect, which is aggi-avatcd by the colon-
nades of the area or front courts.

This building has been the subject of strange
remarks. It has been praised for what are its

faults ; it has been blamed for what are its

beauties ; as, for example, the attio order, which
is one of its greatest merits, however treated or
proportioned. But none, I think, have ever
pointed out what is its great defect. St. Peter's

Church at Rome not only cannot be void of
merit, it cannot be without great qualities,

coming, as it does, from under the mighty hand
of Michael Angelo, who, of all concerned in it,

had perhaps most to do with it ; but it has the
great defect of being without any adequate provi-
sion externally for light and shade—a defect
which AVren, who must have been greatly in-

debted to that building, carefully avoided, for
the chief merit of S. Paul's is plentiful display of
light and shade in its west front.

The greatest merit of S. Paul's is the arrange-
ment of the portico of the wes: front for bringing
up the deepest shade to heighten the brilliant

light of the columns and the half light of the
flanking west towers, of which Wren has made
the best possible use iu his design. Yet, strange
to say, this chiefmerit of S. Paul's is seldom men-
tioned, and in buildings that owe most to it is
not acknowledged. S. Isaac's Church, at S.

Petersburg, a gigantic plagiarism from S. Paul's,
ignores this feature, or, at least, makes no
attempt to emulate it, and fails utterly in achiev-
ing the poetic power and unity of S. Paul's. I
suppose so important and costly a commission,
under imperial patronage, for the metropolitan
church of a great empire, was never executed
with so little of architectural genius as this
spoiled reproduction of S. Paul's Cathedral at S.

Petersburg, which is good at least for showing
that breadth of light and shade cannot be got by
merely sticking on Greek porticos to a square
block of building.

The one thing opposed to this quality in the
northern Gothic—the style chosen for the Houses
of Parliament—is the non-employment of the
detached column on a full scale on the exterior,

which I look upon as the great defect of the style,

excluding from it much of the sensuous beauty
that charms us in the Classic. The column, wher-
ever it occurs in the Gothic iu its integrity, with
cap and base, and detached, and even where, as
in door and window reveals, it is not entirely
detached, is among the redeeming beauties of
the style. The miniature arcade galleries in the
thickness of the walls, originated by the Lom-
bards, and which were not superseded by the
Gothic, as Mr. Fergusson asserts they were, but
continued into the Pointed,' style, and appear in
the Cathedral of Paris, and in many others, forms
the most beautiful ornament of that or of any
style. In the towers of Laon Cathedral, in
France, where the detached column is liberally

introduced, and occurs here clustered, there single,

it gives a magical and romantic effect of lightness,

and a poetic play of light and shade that is truly
charming. Beasts are seen looking out from
between these columns as from between the bars
of a cage. But it nowhere occurs on the great
scale as in the interiors or in some cloisters, where
its exceeding beauty shows what it might have
done for the west fronts of cathedrals had it been
there applied, and embodied in a porch or por.ico
—a feature which seems to have been more nearly
approached in the Romanesque and Byzantine
styles than in the Gothic. The Cathedral of Pisa
is an attempt at the complete Greek Periptery,
which was too much. It is only in the fronts it

would be admissible in the style, and there it

would be an immense iinproveraeut ; and nothing
would mark a nobler step in advance by the mo-
dern G>)thio school thau the development of a
detached columnar portico, or porch of clustered

or grouped columns, for the fronts of their

churches.

Chiaro-scnroinarchitecture, asin painting, must
alwiiys remain, from its nature, difficult to teach
or bring under the government of rules. The
student should watch the finest examples under
their best effects of light and shadow, and try to

get at the seat of their charm ; a good deal of
sketching, and even of modelling, should be
directed to this end.

Nothing would have a heppier result upon our
arohiteature than the successful study and appli-

cation of the principles of light and shade by
architects, and the uniform aim on their part at

breadth and depth of effect iu public if njt in

private buildings ; nothing, I say, would have a
happier result upon our architecture than this.

It would at once become noble and real ; for only

in proportion as a building has depth and reality

can it have this breadth of light and shade.

This principle applies to interiors as well as to

exteriors : for this we had best go to some of tha

great buildings of the middle ages on the Con-
tinent—the French Gothic cathedrals—which I

consider among the master-piects of the world in

the kind or character of architectural beauty
proper to Gothic, or, in fact, in any kind. Thera
is a chaste classic simplicity in the plans of these

edifices—Paris, Amiens, Evereux, Chartres,

Beauvais, which, by the way, show more sympathy
with the Greek temple plan (often exhibiting the

cylindrical shaft of quite classic proportions) than

tha English, which are quite the antithesis of it.

In the whole of th's great group of edifices the

architects seem vieing with each other for the

production of the greatest and most beautiful

interior, of which they seem to have had the

truest conception, a higher and truer than the

English: for in some of these, at Rheims, Amiens,
Beauvais, which latter I suppose to be one of the

most glorious apartments on earth, some of the

highest notes of nrchitocture have been struck.

In all these the principle of depth, or of plane
behind plane, has been exhibited to perfection,

and the amplest provision made for breadth and
power of light and shade by the arrangement of
the side aisles and disposition of the light, which
in these are carried to the utmost perfection of

conceivable beauty by the circular or multangular
apse, which it is truly wonderful the English
architects should have omitted : a feature so
necessary to combine the side perspectives and
give the highest interior unity and grandeur, of
which tho French architects had so true a concep-
tion, and which the Arabians also sought in their

great mosques by circular and domed termina-
tions. If the French architects sacriiioed exterior

to interior grandeur, they made the sacrifice on
tho ri://i' side, the enclosure of interior space in

the grandest manner being the highest object of

our art. But t!ie expression of internal length is

what wascliit-fly u med at by the English archi-

tects, and the fine effect of the colossal stained

window at the altar terminating the vista, which
was also favourable to external grandeur

j

though, with some contrivance, the same degree

of the latter quality could, I believe, have been
had along with the French internal arrangement.

C7'o be continued.')

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Metbopolitan District Railway Bill.—

Mr. Crawford gave notice on Monday that on the

motion for the third reading of this Bill he should

move that it be read a third time that day six

months.
Settled Estates.—Mr. Stapleton obtained

leave on Tuesday to bring in a Bill to enable the

owners of settled estates in England and Ireland

to charge such estates, within certain limits, with

the expense of building mansions as residences

for them.selves, as tho owners of entailed estates

in Scotland are already enabled to do by the Act
of the 10th year of Geo. IU., c. 51, known as tha

Montgom da A.

Dr. G. G. Zerfii commenced a series of ten

lectures on Mediaeval History at the Literary Insti-

tution, Southampton-buildings, last evening. The
lectures will be continued every Thursday evening at

8 o'clock. Fee for members Is., nou members 33.

the course.
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INSTITUTION OF SUBVET0B3.

AT the usuiil fortnightly meeting on Monday
evening last, held at the rooms of the

Institution, No. 12, Great George-street, West-
minster (Mr. R. C. Driver in the chair),

Mr. E. Ryde read a paper on

Pauociiial Assessments.

This paper contains a description of the

various kinds of property in respect of which
poor rates are levied, and the manner of

valuing that property for the assesament. Pro-

perty, to be expressly liable to the poor rate

under the statute of Elizabeth, mu.st bo " locally

within the parish ;
" "visible within the parish;"

and, " productive of a private profit within the

Jiarish."

Briefly, it may be described as

—

1. Lands (in occupation) in the parish.

2. Houses (in occnpation) in the parish.

3. Tithes impropriate and propriations of tithes

4irising within the parish.

4. Coal mines (in occupation) ta the parith.

&. Saleable underwoods in the parish.

All the lands in occupation in a parish, except
•woodlands, are rateable ; but the word "lands"
in the statute does not appear to carry the usual

legal meaning of that word, because it cannot
include houses, as they are separately referred to

therein. The words " lands and houses " together

have been held to include all descriptions of landed
property used for any purpose above the surface

of the ground, excepting that of growing wood
and timber. These products of the land have
always been held to be exempt, because " saleable

underwoods " are specially made liable.

In the same manner, as regards things below
the surface of the soil, the Courts of Law have
always held that all mines, other than coal mines,
wore intended to be exempted from poor rate,

because " coal mines" are specially by name made
liable. (Rex v. Sedgley, 2 B. and A. 73.

This specialty has raised a difficulty. It has
been necessary for the courts to determine where
land, which is rateable, ended, and a mine, which
is not rateable, began. In the case of Hex v.

St. Austell (reported in 5 B. and A. G93), it was
held that a part of the produce of a mine (not a
coal mine) reserved to the owner was subject to

'the rate ; not as a mine, but as a reservation of
the soil or laud itself, and the owner was held to

bo rateable as c^cnpyiDg the land. In the case

of Rex V. Sedglev, Lord Tenterden thus described
the dillicul*,y ho felt in attempting to reconcile the
judicial dicta on this subject. " The whole mine
not being a coal mine is exempt. If the owner
works the mine and takes the whole produce, he
is not rateable for it, either as mine or land. If

ihe lets it to an occupier, reserving a rent, the

occupier is not rateable for it, either as mine or
land, nor is the owner liable, no one being rate-

jible for a mere rent. But if the owner lets it,

reserving a part of the produce, that part is held
to be land, although the whole mine, or the whole
of its produce is not land, and the owner is rate-

able for this part of the mine as occupier of land
though he would not be rateable for it if he occu-
pied and worked the whole and took directly the
whole produce."

In the case of Rex v. Earl Pomfret (5 M. and
S. 139), it was held that ore of a lead mine, re-

•served by the owner, which had to be Bmelted
before it was rendered, was not a portion of the
Boil, and not subject to the rate. And in the
•case of Rex v. Tremayno (4 B. and A. 102), it

was held that where the reservation to the owner
was the value in money of a portion of a mine,
•other than a coal mine, the owner is not rateable
for that.

In the ease of the Telargoch Mining Company
T. S. Asaph Union, it was held that the appellants
were rateable to the poor rate in respect of the
occnjiatiou of a stream which they had diverted
from its natural course for the purpose of work-
ing the machinery connected with a lead mine
which wiis not rateable. The water-course was
about a mile and a half in length, being partly
open, partly tunnelled, and for about 350 yards in
pipes. The company were owners of part of the
land occupied by the water-course, and part of it

they rented. The land was held to bo enhanced
in value by its capability of conveying water, and
not exempt from rateability by reason of its con-
mexion with a lead mine.

Operations involving the consumption of the

body of the soil itself, but which do not amount to

mining, render the land operated on subject to

the rat;. For example,—stone quarries, lime

works, slate works, salt works, potteries, brick

fields, pits of Fuller's earth, sand, marl, and
gravel, have all been held to be rateable ; but,

with this distinct qualification, that if the minerals

cannot he got ivithout involving a mining opera-

tion, then they are not rateable.

To enumerate all the purposes for which lands

can be so occupied as to be rateable, would, in

these days, almost amount to an impossibility.

There are lands used for agricultural purposes,

accommodation lands, building lands, railways,

private roads and ways, canals, reservoirs, docks,

gas-works, water-works, markets, yards, wharves,

bleaching grounds, fisheries, &c.

As regards navigation and fisbing, a mere right

over the water without an interest in the land is

not rateable.

The right of shooting over land occasionally

complicates questions concerning the rateability of

the respective occupiers of the land and the shoot-

ing. It was clearly laid down in the case of the

Queen v. Battle Union (L. R., vol. 2, p. 8) that,

where an owner retains in his own occupation

woodland, but lets the right of shooting over it

with a neighbouring mansion, he is rateable for

the land and the shooting, on the ground that the

right to take game is an incident to the occnpa-

tion of the land, and that he derives a benefit not

from taking the game himself, bnt from a pecu-

niary recompense made to him for allowing some
one else to take it. His occupation of the wood-
land is productive to him of a value enhanced by
the rent which he receives for the shooting.

The case of Reg. v. Thurlstorn was of a different

character. The landowner had let a farm to one
man, and had granted the light of shooting over
the farm to another. It was held that the
occupier of the farm is to be rated only for the

bare occupation of the land. (.23 L. J. M. C,
IOC.)

The right of shooting alone without the occu-
pation of land, or without connexion with some
rateable subject, is not rateable. This was
decided in the case of the Overseers of Hilton and
Wakefield, and the Overseers of the Township of

Bowes. (L. R., v. 1., p. 359.) It was there laid

down, that, in order to make a person rateable to

the poor rate, he must be the occupier of some
subject matter which is itself rateable ; but the
rateable value of the subject matter may be
enhanced by something which is incident to the

occupation, though not in itself rateable, such as

the right of shooting. The case was a very
peculiar one. The wastes of a manor had been
converted into a stinted pasture under an inelo

sure award ; but, the rights to minerals and of
shooting were left in the lords. Thus the right of
shooting has been severed from the ownership, as
well as the occupancy of the soil.

Springs of water are rateable in the sense that
they enhance the value of the lands in which they
arise. In the case of R. v. Miller (3 Cowp., 69),
Lord Mansfield said,—" Tlie value of the four
acres of land arises partly from the building ami
partly from the spring that produces the mineral
water." In the case of Rex v. New River Com-
pany, the land in the parish of Amwell was of
the value of £5 only ; but it had a spring in it,

which enabled [the company by means of pipes
to bring water to London, and which increased
the value of the land. The land with this spring
in it was therefore rated at £300, although the
water alone would not have been rateable at all,

and the land alone would only have been rated at
£5.
The rateability of " lands " may be fairly

summed up by the " rule of thumb " of our an-
cestors, viz., that everything in the parish which
can be seen is rateable except woods, other than
saleable underwoods, provided always that there
is a beneficial use and occupation made of them,
and that they do not belong to the Crown.
"Houses" being expressly mentioned in the

Act, in the same way that coal mines and sale-

able underwoods are mentioned, it might have
been supposed, as in the case of other mines and
other woods that houses only are rateable—and
other buildings exempt. But, if ever such a con-
struction has been contended for, it has not been
held to be law. All house.", whether the dwell-
ings of man, cattle, or animals, are subject to the
rate. So are barns and granaries for the housing
of corn or produce, warehouses, light houses,
machine houses, and the like. So also are kilns,

furnaces, factories, mills, bridges, and erections

of every kind, with the following exception, \iz.,

property occupied for the purposes of the Crown.
Neither the Crown, nor the King, nor the Queen,
being named in the Act of Elizabeth, is bound by
the Act ; and it has been held to follow that
lands or houses occupied by the Crown, or for

the purposes of the Crown, are not liable to be
rated. This principle exempts from rates not
only Royal palace<, but also the ofHces of the
Secretaries of State, the Horse Guards, the Post
Office, and many similar buildings. Police

Courts, County Courts, and even county bnildingii

occupied as lodgings at the assizes for the Judges,
have been held to be exempt on the ground that,

in effect, the Crown is in occupation by public
servants, carrying out the purposes of the Govern-
ment of the country. The Queen is the foun-
tain of justice to all subjects of the realm, and
buildings which are necessarily occupied for the
purpose of administering justice and cognate
objects are within the exception, as buildings
really occupied for the discharge of duties
arising out of the prerogatives of the Crown.
The Queen v. S. .Martin's, Leicester, (L. R., Vol.
2, p. 493.) The Queen t. Castle View, Leicester,
(L. R., Vol. 2, p. 497.)

Rut, nevertheless, in the case of the Justices of
Lancashire and the Overseers of the Township of
Cheetham (Law Reports, Q. B. Cases, Vol. 3, p.

14), it was held that buildings used as courts,
lodgings for Her Majesty's Judges and other
officers, lock-ups, and all other accommodation
necessary for carrying on the civil and
criminal business of the assizes, but out
of which a profit is made by letting portions of
such building to the corporation of a town, not-
withstanding the corporation use the building
for public purposes, arc liable to be rated in re-
spect of, and to the extent of the profit received,
whatever the occupation may be.

Churches, chapels, and other places exclusively
appropriated to public religious worship are also
exempt. But the exemption does not apply to
any part of such churches, chapels, or premises
which are not so exclusively appropriated, and
from which parts not so exclusively appropriated
some person receives rent, or derives profit or
advantage. (3 & 4 Wm. IV., ch. 30.)

Tenements and hereditaments including lands,
which are the property of and in the occupation
of a municipal corporation in which the limits of
the parish are co-extensive with the limits of the
city or borough, and in which city or borough the
poor are relieved by one entire poor rate, are ex-
empted from poor rates, because it was considered
that the imposition of the rate on the borough
property would be of no advar.tage to the borough,
as the same parties would be both receivers and
payers of the rate (4 & 5 Vic, ch. 48). But, al-

though this view was correct as regarded the
particular parish or borough, yet, it such parish
now forms one of a union of parishes assessable
to the common funds of the union, according to
the rateable value of the property comprised
therein, under the Union Chargeability Act, 28
& 29 Vic, ch. 79, there are reasonable grounds of
complaint on behalf of the other parishes in the
union, as the exemption of the corporation pro-
perty in the one parish disturbs the equality of
the basis upon which the contributions of the
several parishes are founded. Notwithstanding
this, it has beeu held in the case of the Queen v.

Mayor of Oldham (L. R., Q. B. Cases, Vol. 3,
page 474) that such property is still exempt, so
that it is probable that the question will be
litigated again, and this particular exemption
will soon be abolished.

Societies established exclusively for purposes of
science, literature, or the fine arls, are specially
exempted by statute from county, borough,
parochial, and other local rates ; provided,
nevertheless, that each of such societies shall be
supported, wholly or in part, by annual voluntary
contributions, and shall not, p.nd by its laws may
not, make any dividend, gift, division, or bonus
in money linto or between any of its members

;

and provided also that it obtain a certificate from
the barrister appointed to certify the rules of
friendly societies (6 & 7 Vic, ch. 31)). But it

has been held that the statute exempts the society
and not its property ; so that, if the society is

rated, its members must appeal (Q. v. Justices of
Birmingham, 18 L. J. R. M. C. 83).

The Linnoian Society, incorporated for the
cultivation of the science of natural history and
for the promotion of every kind of improvement
in arts and sciences, has been hold to bo exempt
(Linna;an Society of London v. S. Anno's, West-
minster, 23 L. J.'R. M. C. 148). So has also an
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institotion for ihe collection and maintenance of

a library of books for the nse of Iho members and

of peisons who subscribe*! for the eccisioa only.

But an institotion established partly for the

amusement of its members, such as a concert-

hall, built and snpp ^ried by sub-cription ; or a

library, a part ot whith is applied to the readini;

of newspapers, is not exempt (Q. v. Brandt, 20

L J. B.M. C. 119 ; Q. V. Gaskell, 21 L. J. K.M.
C. 29 ; Bnssell Institution t. S. Giles'-in-the-

Field^ 23 L. J. R. M. C. 65).

(Tb t* eimtinued.')

/

STABIUrY OF TOWERS AND
CHIMNEYS.

LBT figure represent a chim-
ney thaft wliioh is.Mil'ject

_

to the action of the wind, and
let it be required to find the

strain and stability with re-

gard to the section A B. The
force of the wind will tend to

OTertnm the shaft, as shown
by the dotted lines.

Let A = area of vertical

diametralsection
ABcd.

P ^ pressure of wind
per unit of sur-

face.

A := Height of centre of gravity of dia-

metral section from A B.
P = total pressure on shaft.

M ^ moment of pressure at A B.
Then for square chimneys,

F =pA
U = Fh=i)Ah

andforroond chimueys,

P = ii
2
PA

M=
2 2

To find the stability of the shaft, we must
multiply its weight by the leverage with which it

acts. This leverage is evidently equal to the
horizontal distance of the centre of gravity of the
shaft from the edge on which it would revolve if

overtnmeJ, which is the edge opposite the side of
the shaft which is subject to pressure :—
Let S := moment of stability.

W = weight of a cubic foot of the ma-
terial.

n ^ content of structnre in cubic feet.

d = horizontal distance of centre of gra-
vity of the structure from the edge
on which the shaft would revolve
in overtumiug.

S = Wnd
but S must never be less than II, hence to find
the least yaluo of » we have, for a square
chimney :

—

pAh W nd
fAU

.-. » =

p Ah

and
WrJ

p A U

~ W »
For around chimney shaft,

i^A/*

'2Wd
p A h

d =z

2W?»
In prac'.ice, the strength should greatly exceed

the above, when the latter is taken at the actual
force exerted by the wind, which, at a maximum
in this country, is about 301b. to 401b. per square
foot. The stability of the shaft should there-
fore be equal to about 601b. to 701b. pressure per
square foot.

The weight of brickwork varies from lOOIb. per
cubic foot to 1201b., according to the quality cf
biioks and method of laying them.

On Thursday week the Heywood Conservative
Club, Bury, was opened. The building, formerly
the Independent Chapel, has been converted to its
present uses at a cost of £600.

REPORT OF THK COUNCIL OF THE
ROY.A.L IVSTITUTE OF BRITISH AR-
CHITEfTS. TO BE PRESExVTED TO
THE ANNUAL MEETING, MAY 2nd,
1S70.

FOLLOWING the precedent established in

former ycirs, the Council of the Institute

preface their annual report for 1870 by a state-

ment as to the present extent of its membership
and its financial condition. In both respects it

may be considered a favourable one.

The unusual number of 18 Fellows h.ive been
enrolled since the Inst annual meeting, and it is

satisfactory to add that most of those gentlemen
have been elected from the list of Associates,
whose ranks have been recruited, in their turn,

by an addition of 14 now members. On the
other hand, the Institute has to record with regret
the loss by death or retirement of 8 Fellows and
and S Associates, besides the withdrawal of two
names from the list in accordance with bye-law
28, sec. V. The total number of members of all

classes is now 517.

By the death cf William Burn, Fellow, the
Institute and the profession generally have suf-

fered a severe loss, the nature of which will be
best estimated by the memoir of that lamented
gentleman prepared and read by Professor
Donaldson at a recent general meeting. The
names of Henry Garling, Charles Freeman, J. D.
Hopkins, and E. B. Lamb, Fellows, of W. A.
Moy, and P. Alley, Associates, are also unfor-
tunately included in the obituary of the past
year.

In the list of honorary and corresponding mem-
bers, the Council have to announce four new

j

elections of eminent Italian nichitects, viz., the
j

Signor Emilio de Fahris and Professor Guiseppe
j

Poggi of Florence, and the Conte Virginio Ves-

1

pignani, and Cavaliere Professor Luigi Poletti of
Rome ; the latter gentleman, however, has since

j

died, and a memoir of his life, by Professor
Donaldson, will shortly bo published in the Insti-
tute Transactions.
The present financial condition of the Institute

will bear a very f.ivourablc comparison with that
of former years,—tl e receipt-', in consequence of
many liberal contributions to the Library Fund,
having been exceptionally large, and the dis-

!

bursements reasonably moderate, although the
!

latter include a donation to the Architectural
Musenm, and the entire cost of the conversazione,
which may now be reckoned among the " current
expenses" of the year. Since the last annual
report was issued, investments to the extent of
£452 have been made in Government securities.
The president, Sir William Tite, M.P., with a
mHnificence which has always marked his long
connection with the Institute, has recen'-ly con-
tributed £100 to the " Travelling Fund." This
sum, together with accumulated interest on the
fund since 1866, amounting in all to £127, will
now be invested in guaranteed Indian Railway
stock. It is to be hoped that, with the addition
of future donations, this fund may in time be so
amplified that the interest accruing from it will
be sufficient to aid tlie Soano Medallists or other
qualified prizemen in their professional studies
abroad, without the necessity of encroaching on
the ordinary fnnds of the InBtitulo. The Council
cannot refer to this fresh instance of the pre-
sident's generosity without being reminded of
other circumstances connected with his term of
office, which will expire with the annual meeting
in May. Last year. Sir William received from
her Majesty the well-deserved honour of knight-
hood, and a short time previously, numerous
members of the Institute testified their esteem and
respect for him by a subscription for his portrait,
which is now in course of completion, by J. P.
Knight, Esq., R.A.
The subject of the "Voluntary Architectural Ex-

amination has received the renewed attention and
careful consideration of the Council. With the
assistance of a committee specially appointed for
this purpose, the rules of the Examination have
undergone a revision, which, while it has modi-
fied them in certain details, has left unaltered
the general principles of the scheme, as drawn up
in 186G. The Council, however, consider that
the labours of the examiners and moderators
ought not to bo nnremunerated, and they have
therefore recommended that fees should be paid
in future to all the gentlemen who may consent to
undertHke those arduous and responsible duties.
In accordance with the resolutions passed at the
closing general meeting of last session, a list of
books recommended to the architectural student
has been drawn up by Professor Lewis and A.

Watcrhousc, Fellows, and has been appended to
the rules lately re-issued. A form of certificate
has also been prepaieil, and will be granted to
those candidates who may pa«s, or have already
passed, in the rospectivo cUsses of proficiency
and distinction. A preliminary examination has
also been devised for sucli students as have been
at least one year in an architect's office. Tho
Council feel satisfactirn in adding that these-
arrangements have already induced candidates to
come forward for the examination of 1870.

Thu labours of the Profes'iional Practice Com-
mittee have of late been chiefly directed towards
tho consideration of a request made by the
London Builders' Society, that the Institute
would aid that Society in drafting certain con-
ditions of contract, which it was proposed should
be annexed to specifications and accepted in pro-
fessional practice. This request has led to several
meetings of the committee, and interviews with
the London Builders' Society. The details re-
sulting from the discussions on this subject have,
however, been so numerous and diverse on their
bearings, and havo evolved such varied interests
and responsibilities, that the Professional Practice
Committee consider it expedient to l;mit their
endeavours to a mere definition of those specific

heads under which the conditions of a contract
might advantageously be framed. As soon as a
conclusion has been arrived at on this point, it

will be made known.

Tho Council have not relaxed their Tigilancft
in tho important duty of promoting the conserva-
tion ot ancient monuments and remain?. But
scarcely a single instance of neglect or threatened
demolition has of late been brought imdcr their
notice, and they trust this fact may be accepted
as an evidence that greater care is now exercised
in the repairs and restoration of buildings re-
markable for their architectural or antiquarian-
interest.

The scheme for nrtistic education of architects,
which originated with the Institute, and has since
received tho co-operation of other societies, has-

resulted in the establishment of " Architectural
Art Classes," under the; control of a general
committee of management, in which both the In-
stitute and the Arehitectural Association are re-
presented. A prospectus, giving detailed particu-
lars of tho scheme as at present arranged, has
been already issued to every member of the In-
stitute

; and it is trusted that the obvious benefits
which, under eflSoient care, may be derived from
this undertaking will justify the grant of £50
out of the funds of the Institute, made in aid of
the formation of the classes above mentioned, at
a special general meeting on the 14th March
last.

The Board of Examiners under the Metropoli-
tan Building Act of 1855 have held four meetings
since the last report was issued. Of 21 candi-
dates who have presented themselves for exami-
nation on these occasions, 12 have passed, and
have since received certificates of competency to
act as district surveyors ; a report to that efiect
having been made, as usual, to the Metropolitan
Board of Works.
The Council have, during the past session, held

a correspondence with S. Smirke, Esq., B.A., the
architect to the new buildings of the Royal
Academy, with the view not only of ascertaining
whether better accommodation would be provided
for the display of architectural designs and draw-
ings at the ensuing exhibition than had formerly
been the case, but also of requesting him to sug-
gest to the Council of the Royal Academy the
propriety of leaving to its architect members tho
fclection and hanging of such works. In reply,
Mr. Smirke assured the Institute that ample space
would be provided for the purpose referred to,

and that in dealing with it the Royal Academy
Council would be much influenced by the advice
of such members of their body as are architects.
It is to be trusted, therefore, that on the occasion
of the exhibition for 1870 there will be no ground
for complaint that architecture is inadequately
represented, especially if those who follow it as a
profession avail themselves of the opportunities
thus offered, and send works worthy of their best
ability.

The attention of tho Council having been
drawn last session to tho Fine Arts Copyright
Consolidation and Amendment Bill, then before
the House of Lords, a petition on the subject,
praying that tho copyright contemplated in the
bill might extend to architectural designs, was
drawn up by the Council, and presented to their
lardships by the Earl Stanhope_in June last.

The Coimcil observed with satisfaction tkat at
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the eeneral meeting held on the 14th Marcti l»st,

their recommendation of Mr. Benjamin Ferrey,

Follow, for the award of the Koyal Medal of

1869-70 met with nnanimons approval from the

member's present. Indeed, that gentleman's long

and zealous devotion to his professional duties

eminently qualified him for the honour which,

with Her Majesty's gracious opproval, 18 now to

be formally conferred on him. In the competi-

tion for medals and prizes of the same year, the

drawings submitted by Mr. Ernest C. I^ec, to

whom the Soane Medallion was awarded, dcservsd

much commendation for the ability which they

displayed. It may be mentioned, as further

creditable to Mr. I-ee, that ho was selected by

the Council as the Pugin Travelling Student of

1870, from among ten candidates for that honour.

The resolutions passed at the last annual

general meeting, with respcet to the mode of

electing the Coancil and hon. oflicers, were not

iuch as appeared likely, on re-consideration, to

prove satisfactory in their effect. The Council

therefore considered it desirable to re-open tliis

question at a special meeting in the present

•ession, when, after some discussion, another plan

was suggested, and formally approved.* By this

new arrangement, it is hoped lliat general satis-

faction may be given, and every principle of fair-

ness ensured.

It will he remembered that last year the presi-

dent contributed a liberal sum to the library fund,

for the purchase of a series of drawings illustra-

tive of ancient ecclesiastical decorative painting.

The Council have now the pleasure of slating that

several of these drawings have been completed by

Mr. Geo. Waidle, the artist entrusted with this

commission. They will be exhibited at theannnal

meeting on the 2nd of May.

Among the foreign honours annonnced in last

year's report, as having been conferred on mem-
bers of the Institute, the name of E. M. Barry,

Fellow, was inadvertently omitted from the list

of those who were elected members of the Impe-

rial Academy of Vienna. The Council have

Bince had the satisfaction of observing that gen-

tleman's election as a full member of onr|own

Royal Academy.
Adverting to the general prospects of architec-

ture, and the condition of public works in Eng-

land, the Council have noticed with satisfaction

the progress of many important structures recently

erected in London, but it is matter of regret that,

«t a time of severe distress among the building

operatives, the Government have not proceeded

with certain works recognised as requisite for

public service, and the execution of which is

called for by the public voice. The delay thus

occasioned must, necessarily, have a baneful

effect in other directions, and especially on the

•encouragement of architecture by corporate

bodies and private patrons, who are indirectly,

tnt no less surely, influenced by the example of

the State.

In tlie provinces several public edifices have

been erected, but they are too well known to need

enumeration in this report. The wide-spread

interest which has gradually been awakened in

the direction of Ecclesiastical Archaeology has

led to the restoration of our cathedrals and many
important churches which might otherwise have

perished through apathy and neglect. It cannot,

however, be too strongly urged that work of such

» nature can only be useful if it be carried on

with conscientious care, and with a due regard

for the principles of ancient art in their strict in-

tegrity. The utmost vigilance is therefore neces-

sary, both on the part of the public and of the

profession, to ensure for this movement a satis-

factory result.

The improvements recently carried on in the

"City seemed to afford an excellent opportunity

for securing a space unoccupied by buildings on
the west flank of the JIansion-housc, and for giv-

ing additional width to Charlotte-rnw. With
•this object in view, memorials from the Institute

were addressed to the Metropolitan Board of

Works, and afterwards to the Corporation of the

• The following^ are the new regulations :

—

*' Tlie balloting list of the Council shall be lent
round to all Fellows of the institute six weeks heUre
the annual general meeting. Shouid any additional
name or names be proposed for election by any two
Fellows, such name oriianiCB must be sent by themLo
the Council four weeks before the annual general
meeting^, with a written undertaking by the nominee
or nominees to serve if elected. Such name or names
shall then be added to the said list, with the names
of the proposer and seconder appended, and the list,

thus supplemented, sliall he ire- issued to [all Follows
'two weeki before Iha annual general meeting.

"

City of I/>ndon. But the extreme value of land

in that thronged and commcriial district rendered

Bttch a sacrifice to pecuniary interests impossible,

and all that can now be said is, that the Council

have done their best to obtain what they con-

ceived would prove both artistically and praeti-

cally advantageous to a capital of far larger size

and importance than many in which (through the

judicious administration of foreign Governments)

similar concessions have been made. It may,

however, bo added that the wiJth of Charlotte-

row ha.s been increased to a greater extent than

was originally contemplated.

The efforts made by this Institute to aid and

ensure the satisfactoiy execution of the general

scheme of the .Thames Embankment, and the

Hues of ajiproach connected with it, are fully set

forth in the suggestions submitted to the Metro-

politan Board of Works and published with the

report of the Council for the year 1862. How
far those suggestions have been deemed worthy

of attention on the pwt of the authorities, and

with what result, may be seen by a comparison

of the plan proposed in this document, with the

works themselves, as executed.

The administration of the Department of

Public Works has obviously suffered by the

appointment of Mr. A. II. Layard, our hon.

member, as British Minister at Madrid, and his

consequent retirement from the office of Chief

Commissioner is a loss to the interests of archi-

tecture and the fine arts generally. It is sin-

cerely to bo trusted that whatever principles of

public economy may bo advocated by Iler

Majesty's Government, they may not degenerate

into parsimony (which too often entails a heavy

burden of expenses on the future), and that

whatever course may ba adopted under the

present system, those who are in authority will

not forget that to encourage the arts of a great

empire is not only to administer to its intellectual

enjoyment, and to develop its taste, but also to

foster its science, its industry, and commercial

welfare.

SUBJECTS FOR MEDALS AND PRIZES, 1870-71.

RoTAL Medal.

Kcr Majesty having been pleased to Krant her f^actoui

permission for the royal medal to be conferred on such dis-

tinj^uished architector man of science of any country as may
have designed or executed any building of liigli merit, or

produced a work tendinf^ to promote or facilitate the knowledge
of architecture or the various branches of science connected
therewith, the Council will proceed in January, 1871, to take
into consideration the iippropriation of the gold medal.

At the special general meeting held on Monday, the 14th
M arcli, 1870, the following recommendations of Council with
reference to the medals and prizes for the year 1870-71, were
read aud agreed to ;

—

DESIGNS.
Soane Medallion.*

That the Soane Medallion, anil, under certain conditions,

the sum of £.50, be awarded for the best design, well illus-

trated by a sullicient number of drawings, for the following

suljject :
—

" Itoyal Stables, witli the following accommodation;

—

Residences for the Master of the Horse, Veterinary Surgeon,

and other officers; stabling for 200 horses; au infirmary,

riding house, and exercise grounds attached."

The drawings to be in sepia or Indian ink.

The geueral plan (showing the whole of the grounds) to be
as large as a sheet of double elephant paper will admit.

Plans of parts to be drai^-n to a scale of l-lOth of an inch to

a foot. It will he deemed suflicient if two plans of the

buildings besides the general plan ; elevations and one sec-

tion drawn to ^in. scale; with one perspective view and one

sheet of details—in all 8 drawings— be 6ui)pl!ed.

The further award of £50 will be made to the successful

competitor upon satisfactory arrangements being made for his

going abroad for a period of six monttis to pursue his archi-

tectural studies within two years after receiving the medal-

li.jn. The £50 will be paid in two instalments of £35 each
;

the first when the Soane medallist leaves England for the

continent, and the second when he shall have submitted to

the Council satisfactory evidence of his studies abroad, in the

form of drawings anil sketches, after an absence of six

months.
IiRAWINGS.

That the Silver Medal t of the Institute, with Pive Guineas,

be also awarded for the best illustrations, geometrically drawn
from actual measurement (with dimensions figured, both on
the drawings showing the general arrangements and on the

details), together with descriptive particulars, of an abbey
gateway, a bridge, or other building of importance—classical

or mcdia!val—in the United Kingdom or abroad, hitherto

unpublished in that manner.
The Council suggest the following as being subjects worthy

of illustration, but others may equally well be taken, if more
convenient to the competitor.

"\ or any Mo-
Ireland Cashcl Cathedral. ( nastic or

,
Limerick Cathedral. C Conventual

J Building.

Middlesex Park Front, Bridgewater House,
Green Park.

„ Front of Dover House, Whitehall.

„ Ail Hallows, Barking.

* The competition for the Soane Medallion is open to all

members of the profession under the age of 3U years.

+ Tliis medal is open to all members of the profession,

without limitation as to age.

liottinghamshlre Steeplesof Grantham and Newark.

,^
West Front of Kewstead Abbey.

Scotland Dryburgli or Melrose Abbey,

„ Monastery at lona.

Shropshire LiUeshall Alibey.

Surrey Lambeth Palace and Library

Yorkshire Kirkham Abbey Gatewjr and
Cloisters.

Wales.—Glamorgnnshire ..Margam Abbey.

„ „ .. Neath Abbey.

The drawings to consist of at least one plan drawn to the

scale of l-16th of au inch to the toot, an elevation and a

section, drawn to Iho scale of iin. to the foot, with details to

a scale of Jin. to a foot, and mouldings one-fourth full size.

The elevations to be in line without shade lines, the plans and

sections to be tinted in sepia. Perspective drawings may
also be sent, and may be tinted in sepia or Indian ink. The
jointing of the masonry is to be particularly marked, together

with the mode of construction and materials used.

It is strongly recommended that the rough drawings be

plotted on the spot, and sent up to the Iiiitilate with the fait

drawings.
ESSAYS.

iNSTiTeTK Medal.

That the Silver Medal of the Institute be awarded to the

author of the best essay on the follow ing subject ;

—

" On the principles which should govern the Decoration of

a Suite of Apartments in a first-class Toau Mansion, and on

those applicable to the same purpose in a Country Seat,

including in each case the entrance hall, staircase, &c.

'

A mcial of merit may be awarded for any other essay or

ersays, if deemed worthy, upon suitable sutijects selected by
the authors themselves, without limit of number.

All the essays to be written pfry legihly on alternate pages

of lined foolscap paper, and to be accompanied by suitable

illustrations.

STUDENTS' PRIZES.

(For students of the Institute only.)

Dksig.ns.

Tliat the designs submitted in competition for the Students '

Prize in Books, for the year 1870, be one or more of the

following:

—

A Conservatory, 100ft. long—A Staircase for a Koya
Palace—A Ventilating Turret or large Smoke Turret (SOOft.

high) to nn extensive Range of Buildings—A Drinking Fonn-

taln—A Gaselier for a Theatre-A Gas Standard for 5 lights.

The drawings to be executed to any scale. The plans and
sections to be tinted in sepia, and the elevation to be in out-

hne, sepia, or colour. Perspective drawings are not neces-

sarily required, but may be sent in outline, or ttuted in sepia

or Indian ink.

MONTHLY SKETCHES.

The subjects for these sketches are to be at the option of

the student. Attention is requested to their being forward*!

to the honorary secretaries, at or soon after the end of each

month, and to their being properly attested by some well

known architect as the production of the candidate.

The sketches to be made from actual buildings, or from

casts, or other examples in relief.

Any student may send a study or studies from the human
figure, provided oiily that the said studies do not exceed in

number one half of his architectural sketches

.

All the sketches to be at least as large as a half sheet of

imperial paper will admit.

They may be in outline only. Or tinted in sepia or Indian

ink, or coloured.

DIRECTIONS FOR COMPETITORS.t

Each essay and set of drawings is to be distinguished

only by a motto, without the name of the author attached

;

and is to be accompanied by a letter, sealed with a hlank seal,

end having on the outside the same motto as that attached to

the essay or drawings, and enclosing his name, with an address

te which a communication may be sent. The packet, directed

"To the Honorary Secretaries of the Royal Institute of

British Architects," and marked Essay for Medal (or) Draw-
ings for Medal (.Motto), is to be delivered at the Rooms of the

Institute on or before the Slat of January, 1871 ; carriage and
all expenses paid.

The names of the successful competitors alone will be made
known.
Should none of the essays, drawings, subjects, or bnilain|a

respectively be deemed by the Institute of sufficient ment
and importance to deserve the distinction of the premium
offered in each case, they reserve to themselves the right of

awarding such other premium in lieu thereof as they may
deem tit, or of withholding it altogether ; and if the best

essay or drawings should be by a candidate who has been

successful on a former occasion, tticy reserve the power of

adjudging such other reward as they may think fit, and of

awarding the medals to the second in merit. All essays and
drawings will be returned to all the candidates on applica-

tion, to the unsuccessful after the adjudication, and to the

successful after the presentation of the medal.

Copies of the premiated essays and photographs of the

perspective views or principal drawings to which a prize is

awarded will be required to be furnished by each of the

successful competitors for deposit in the Institute Library

before Midsummer, 1871.

PUGIN TRAVELLING STUDENTSHIP.

Candidates for the ahovc studentship arc requested to send

in their applications, together with specimens of drawing,

testimonials, &c., as required by the Deed of Trust (copies of

which can be obtained at the Institute), on or before 31st

January, 1871.

Extractfrom the Schedule appended to til Deed of Trial.

" Every person of whatever nation shall be eligible as student

who shall be more than eighteen and less than twenty-five

years of age, provided that lie give to the electors satis-

factory evi"dence of his moral character, and satisfy them

that he is a student of architecture, band fide intend-

ing to practis e the profession of au architect, and that he

exhibit specimens of his drawings and state the district of

the country which he proposes to visit and the class of

buildings which he intends to study."

John P. Skdpon, Hon. Sec.

Charles L. Eastlaks, Assist. See.

t Strict compliance with all the * ' ore directions is

quired.
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THE BUTTKR WALK, DARTilOUTII.

WHENwefirist visited Dartmouth wo were not
K little surpris«l to find it sach » singularly

oontinental-UwkiDg town. Hemmed in with pre-
cipitons hills, almost to the concealment of it*

barl»ur entrance, the centre of the town appears
to lie in a nearlv complete ralUy. Old fashioned
pineh«d-ap streets totter along the steep accliyi-

ties, connected here and there by flights of steps,

the parement of one street appearing on a level
witk the chimney tops of the other, whilst pro-
jecting stories, and still further protruding gables,
greet their neighbonrs over the way.

Possessing a sheltered and convenient haven,
close upon the Atlantic, and a soil of abundant
fertility, amid charming scenery, it became the
»eat of considerable commerce, and an abiding
place for wealthy traders of the good old times.
One of these merchant princes is stated to have
erected for himself and four daughters the five
ancient dwellings now called the Butter Walk,
two of which form the subject of one of our illns-
trationt. The fronts bear the dates 1635, 1C40,
jnst that period when Elizabethan was resolving
itself into the Italian architecnre, as introduced
by Inigo Jones. In their prime they must have
been unique, with their half-timbered fronU,
wooden sculpture, and pargetting- Only two of
the gables now remain, much of the carving has
disappeared, and the exteriors are either stuccoed
oyer, or verlically slated. Still, the fagade ex-
hibits many beautiful features of old English
Domestic architecture— amongst others three
projetting windows, supported on vigorously
«»rved oak consoles, representing the rampant
lion and unicorn, the Sphinx, and other chimeras,
together with richly carved friezes and window
jambs.

The first floor and fronts are borne on »tone
columns, which project over the footpath. The
ceilings of the upper floors are very elaborate, and
one of the principal rooms, which has the royal
arms carved over the mantel, is said to have been
the reception room of King Charles I.

O. W. D.

Apbil 29, 1870.

STnLDzyaKsrrssKETca book.—xxvi.

pkterboro0gh cathedral.—vikw op
Nobth-Westebjj Towebs and Teansbpts.

THE Cathedral Church of Peterborough, though
inferior in size,richne?s, and multiplicity of

parts to several others in this country, yetelaims a
high place amongst them all in respect of its
antiquity, its stately architecture, and its present
beaniifnl state of preservation

; of those farming
the 2nd class of English cathedrals, it decidedly
ranks the first

; indeed, the magnificent west front
IS allowed by all to have no equal in the kingdom.
The present structure was first commenced by

Johnde Sais, on the 8th March, a.d. llir ; it is
not recorded how much this abbot completed
bat only that he worked at the choir ; the next
abbot, Martin of Bee, proceeded with this por-
tion and finished it ; he also extended his works
into the north and sonth transepts, as these por-
tions are of the fame date as the choir itself ; it
is stated that the works were never relaxed during
the first ten years of his abbacy. William of
Waterville succeeded next. To this abbot is
attributed the completion of the north and south
transept of the church

; building of central
tower (which was taken down soon afterwards and
rebuilt for safety) ; he also erected part of
nave, which was finished by Abbot Benedict
about the year 11 93. Here we have an example
of Norman painted roof, which was no doubt
placed in its present position by this abbot. To
Benedict succeeded Andreas, who it is supposed
produced the portion called the western transept,
«c.

_
The north-weft transept towers and upper

poition of western transepts were possibly com-
pleted much later by Richard de London,' about
the year 1270.

It is a mutter of surprise that we have no record
banded down to us of the exact date when the
magnificent appendage of the western front wai
erected, though it must have been about this
time, as this part, and the towers, &c., are all
entirely built in the purest Early English stvle.
Many alterations and additions seem to have

taken place m the church, daring the time when
tne Decorated style was prevalent in England ; but
the last addition to the building, of any conse-
quence, was that portion eastward of the choir • itbu, since the demolition of the original Lady
Chapel, been nsually called by that name. Tbu

beautiful Perpendicular example was added by
Abbot Kirton, about the year H 10. Amongst the
more modem additions and improvements are the
present stalls in choir, and new organ loft, &c.;
these were executed under the direction of Mr.
Blore, architect.

Having glanced at the history of this noble
bniMmg, from its foundation to the present
time, we will proceed to give a brief description
of this architectural composition. The present
building bears marks, more or less clearly defined,
of eight different periods of construction

;Koman being the earliest and most conspicuous
in nave, choir, north, south, and western
transepts. In this latter portion it is carried
up about 2ft. higher than, the moulded string
course, above the clerestory of nave, where
it is joined by Early English work j from
this point rises the beautifully proportioned
turrets, which flank the fine gables in the north
wall of transept. It will be seen that this por-
tion is coeval with the towers above it, and also
the west front, so that, most probably, these parts
were erected at one and the same time.

In the Decorated period, we have the in-
sertion of lower windows in transepts, which are
very good specimens of early cu>pod tracery.
About this time, the additions of spires, &c., to
north-western towers was completed. On ex-
amining the windows of Norman design, it wiil
be seen they have been filled with Poipendionlar
tracery of very questionable design ; this was
carried into execution for the purpose of en-
riching them with stained glass, which has not as
yet been carried out.

Students visiting this cathedral will bo strnek
with the remarkable fineness of the masonry in
the Early English parts of the building. This
beautifully executed- work is unsurpassed in any
other of our English cathedrals.

Thomas Cox.

3. Mr. Cuthbert Brodrick.
. Mr. W. G. Caldwell.
5. Mr. II. Cnrr.
6. Mr. W. H. Crossland.
7. Mr. Henry Dawson.
8. Messrs. Giles ami Biven.
9. Mr. E. A. Gruning.

10. Mr. Robert Hesketh.
11. Afr. J. Peacock.
12. Messrs. Salter and Wyatt.
13. Mr. Gilbert Scott, jun.
14. Mr. H. Stock.
15. Mr. Taylor (.Manchester).
16. Mr. G. Truefitt.

17. Mr. a. B. Williams.

It will be seen that the list contains some gootl
names, and we think our readers will agree wibb
us that their work ought not to be lost to th»
public.

DON'T CLOSELY COVER YOUB WATER
CISTERNS.

THE LONDON CORN EXCHANGE
COMPETITION.

WE understand that thirteen sets of draw-
ings were sent in on the 30th of March last,

by thirteen different architects, in reply to the
invitation of the Corn Exchange Committee for
designs for rebuilding the Old Com Exchange,
Mark-lane. The Committee declined to admit
the pubhc to see the designs, and have refused to

?v. J
""""bers of the press to take particulars of

the drawings for the purpose of publication. We
would submit to the Committee that by this re-
fusal they commit an injustice to the competitors,
and we hope that their resolution upon this subject
will be rescinded. The competition, although
private in its arrangement, is for what may fairly
be considered a public building. A very large
number of the public are interested in the decision
of the Committoe,>nd it is difilcult to see how
any inconvenience could arise from the designs
being made public, while on the other hand the
advantages of publicity are numerous. An in-
dependent observer looking at the drawings from
an entirely new and unbiassed point of view may
bring forward some feature that had been over-
looked by those who have only considered the
subject from a business standpoint, or may detect
a fallacy that was not apparent to others. At all
events, by permitting public criticism the Com-
mittee would have the advantage of another set
of opinions, without being in the least bound to
act upon the opinions thus expressed. The com-
petitors have also some cause of complaint. Many
of them have no doubt spent considerable time
and money upon thepreparationof their designs,
and are naturally desirous that their drawings'
should be seen by their friends and acquaintance
in company with the rest of the designs, so that
the merits of each may be properly appraised.

There is an interest about a competition which
is entirely absent from the exhibition of a single
design,

A taincre tans rivauz ou triompie taru ffloire^

and anything that induces a healthy and honour-
able spirit of rivalry should be encouraged.
The designs are sent in under mottoes, but

no secret has been made of the names of the
architects who were invited to compete. The
following is a list of those who agreed to send
in designs, seventeen in all, but some have been
prevented from doing so, as only thirteen sets of
drawings have been received :

—

1. Mr. R. Cordy Baxter.
2. Hessra. Banka and Bairy.

DR. BALLARD, the Medical Otficer of
Health for Islington, say*, " A severe out-

break of typhoid (enteric) fever occurred in the
school belonging to the Ilolborn Union on th»
rise of Highgate Hill. As I receive no sickness
returns from that establishment, I knew nolhing
of it until twenty-six cases had been received
into the London Eever Ilospitai. My attention
was first called to the probability of there being
something amiss in the sanitary arrangements of
the establishment by the return of a death from
" cancrum oris" in the schedule which came to
me on March 24th. This death took place en
March 18th. The first death from typhoid fever
was recorded in the mortuary schedule which
reached me on 31st March, that is to say, five
weeks after the first recognised case of typhoid
had occurred in the house. I mention this
because it is a striking illustration of the neces-
sity of weekly returns of public sickness being
forwarded to sanitary authorities, as well a»
returns of deaths. I am morally certain that the
disease might have been prevented from spread-
ing as it did in the school had I been in a position
to interfere at its first onset. The first recognised
case occurred in a boy who was sent to the Fev^r
Hospital on February 24th ; afterwards the fever
attacked both boys and girls. On visiting the
house on March 31st, 1 found that the childreD
were in the habit of drinking from a closely
covered cistern, the waste-pipe of which, un-
trapped, entered directly into the drain which
conducted the overflow of a cesspool communicat-
ing with the boys' closet. Both the boys' and th»
girls' closets, in separate parts of the premises,
are defective in construction. Up to the close of
the month of March, 31 cases, including a nurso
and a washerwoman, had been sent to the
hospital. I directed the waste-pipes of the
cisterns to be at once disconnected from the
drains, and the cisterns themselves to be cleansed
and disinfected, and that carbolic acid should be
thrown daily into each drain inlet on the premise*
and used for flushing the closets, and that the
night-stools in the infirmary and dormitories
should be charged with the same disinfectant.
Up to the date of this report only three fresh
cases have been sent to the hospital, and one o
these patients was ailing at the time of my fire
visit. Five cases of typhoid fever with two-
deaths in a house in the Barnsburv-road hive
been traced to a similar cause. Householders
are scarcely even now aware of the danger to-
which the^ are exposed from the stupid but com-
mon practice of covering the wafer cistern and
then carrying a waste pipe from the vacant space-
directly into the house drain, by which this
space becomes virtually a receptacle for the-
foul gases generated in the latter and for any
poisonous matter which they convey. The in-
mates of houses where this arrangement exists
are at the mercy of an accident which mar
happen any day.

Wanton Mtttilation op a Nkw Chuech.
At Abington, Co. Limerick, on Sunday nighty
a number of men entered through a window into-
a Protestant church in course of erection, and
demolished everything in the way of ornament in
the building. A magnificently carved pulpit^
which was erected at considerable cost, was almost
perfectly destroyed, and the greater portion of
stonework in the edifice, particularly that com-
prising the chancel, was mutilated.
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KOOF OF THE GREAT CHAMBER, LAMBETH I'ALACiS.

BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

By Thomas Morris.

(Continuedfrom page 304.)

THE projecting entrance porch of the one
is presented, not in a copy, but a free

translation of the other. Similarity may be
traced in the great windows, the boldly coped
gables, and the cffigied apices. Notwithstand-
ing the heavy disfigurements and modern
obliterations at Westminster, something of the
outline of the flanking towers of the north
front has been preserved. Those towers are
without buttresses, have level battlemented
tops, and at one angle of each the customary
octagonal turret, rising some feet higher than
the roof of the tower, to which it gave access,
is found. Their agreement with one at New
College is exact. "It consists of four horizontal
compartments, exclusive of the base and
jjattiements, diminishing gradually and almost
imperceptibly from the base to the summit,
which is ascended by a winding staircase of
stone within, terminating in an octagonal
turret at the south-west angle. This was per-
haps the last production of his mighty mind in
Oxford." (Ingram.)
The timber-work, as compared with the

masonry, has equal merit and pre-eminent
grandeur. It displays a truly wondrous com-
bination of artistic power, scientific skill, and
practical experience. It was by itself enough
to make a reputation, and that it should have
escaped a lasting association with its author's
name is most naturally to be accounted for by
classing it with the unnumbered successes that
formed the base of Wykeham's celebrity.

The bishop was among the king's surest and
most loyal friends, often entertaining him,
together with his queen Isabella and all their
court, with the most unbounded hospitality and
magnificence. In 1394, the year of the patent I

to Godmerstone, p. 285, a royal visit was
made, July 25, at Wolvesey, and another
there and at Farnham in September, when
the party dined with the bishop two days in

succession at those venerable mansions, the

total retinue on one occasion numbering 366
persons.

Where so cordial an intimacy existed oppor-
tunities could not be wanting for the attentive

discussion of plans and models for the new
work. The joyous celebration of its accom-
plishment, too, may have been intended as

homage alike to the famous architect, and this

most famous design, while the next reign com-
menced with circumstances and actors more
calculated to throw both into discountenance
and oblivion.

I deem it certain that the stone ribs of

Ightham and Mayfield were anterior to West-
minster, and that both those buildings must
have been known to Wykeham, who, on the

king's business, and in relation to his arch-

bishop, must have been familiar with the

county of Kent. With such models before him
he had a sufficient index to the next progres-

sive step. Though not easy to effect, it was
clear in purpose and direction. It consisted

in the substitution of frames of wood for

arches and gables of stone, carrying mechanical
science from one material to another, and in-

fusing into carpentry constructive principles

that were previously the mason's own.
The roof at Westminster was evidently

based on a scheme of equilibration. If, for
instance, the line A B (fig. 1) represents the

sloping plane of one side of a roof, the centre

of gravity will be at C, so that were the plane
supported at that part no change of posilicn

would occur. If the complemental side of the

roof were added it might be supported at

a corresponding point, and therefore a roof of
such a form might be poised on the supports

|

at C G (fig. 2). Were the sides connected by

a horizontal beam D (fig. 3) the middle of
that beam would be the centre of gravity for

the entire frame. A roof , therefore, constructed

according to diagram 4 would be in equipoise,

the points C C being supported by the upright

posts A A, and these kept in position by tba
horizontal strut D. Again, it would be pos-

sible to substitute for the vertical posts A A
compound supports of the form shown at F F,
diagram 5, provided the tendency to spread
at the angles or joints E E were counteracted.

This is in effect the compound support pre-

sented by a stone arch, as at Ightham and
Mayfield. It would be judicious in the con-
struction of such a roof to have supports at

C C, and this will be found to have been
followed in practice. D is the point assigned

to the apex of the great supporting arch, and
the weight at C C is collected by massive

purlins with arched supports, as at Nursted.

But if the weight vi'tere collected and thrown
on to the arch at D it would tend to depre.is

the curved rib, and cause it to give way at the

sides. By a happy expedient, however, tlie

load was thrown upon the arch at a much
stronger point G, in diagram 6, at about one-

third of the rib's total length from the

springing.

We must now suppose the length of the

rafter divided at C, and the weight of the

upper part brought by the arch and purlin oa
to a point E within the arch, while the weight
of the lower part of the rafter is transmitted

to a point F, at an equal distance from tl>e

rib on the outside. These two points are con-

nected by a strong beam, and the joint weight
is brought on to the arched rib at G—at

either end, half the weight of that side of the

roof. Assuming, then, the arch to be rigid

and strong, and supported at the feet only, it

would bear the nicely balanced superstructure.

But to obviate the possibility of vibration F i»

steadied by the wall, and E by those curved
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stmts, from above and below, that constitnte

the gigantic trefoil cusping of the interior

;

while the crude Bkeleton is clothed with ele-

gance by the mouldings and tracery, that give

at the same time firnaness to the work. The

walls were kept upright by enormous flying

inttiesses, the need of which has been in some

places superseded by other constructions, but

«ome of tlie originals remain next tho yards of

the adjacent Law Courts. The composed

stress of the arched oak rib scarcely went

iMyond the thickness of the walls, ns indicated

by the oblique line C G fig. G.

1q this way the peculiar design of the

Weettninster roof may be accounted for on

principles accordant with the demands of

actual utility, justifying Dr. Young's remark

that " the Gothic architects made every es-

sential member of their buildings a constituent

part of their system of ornament ; and things

which, by a superficial observer, might be

deemed useless or prejudicial, serve, either by
their strength or weight, some beneficial pur-

pose." Here was a new and unexampled ad-

venture—an instance of invention and con-

struction unquestionably arising from the most

advanced knowledge of the period—a period,

let it be remembered, ten years prior to the

death of him in whom such knowlei'TO was
most conspicuously centred — Willi.iiu of

Wykeham.
Upon no other theory, than as rigid chief

supports, can the presence of the great arches

he satisfactorily accounted for. They have,

it is true, been elsewhere spoken of, in a some-

what perfunctory manner, as arched braces,

And so degraded to a subordinate office ; but

it must be allowed that they appear to sup-

port the weight of the roof ; and if they, in

fact, perform no such duty, we are invited to

contemplate an idle parade of false sagacity

and a laborious fabrication that excites ad-

miration only when it deceives. I accept no

such solution, and although the load may
have ceased to fall with original force and

aplomb, I look no further for the cause than to

the ahrinkage and self-adjustment duo to the

enormous size and complicated framing of

these majestic principals.

The Great Chamber at Lambeth Palace.

for restoration, or simply gave the impress of

his own great experience, both as an antiquary

and an architect. During those repairs the

capabilit}' of the roof to stand alone was put

to the test, as the walls were taken down, and
the roof left dependent on its ribs and arches

for support. The strong iron bands were no

doubt then attached to the main ribs ;
but,

though somewhat of a disfigurement, they

afford evidence of the care with which it was
sought to preserve tho original material and

workmanship ; and a valuable precedent is

thus brought under the notice of too-active

restorers. The Archbishops of Canterbury,

like other incumbents, are bound to protect

their temporalities from dilapidations; but

they are justified in deferring renewals till the

latest possible time, and to this wholesome
rule we are perhaps indebted for some of the

most ancient and interesting remains of eccle-

siastical architecture. We are thus enabled to

contemplate not only the forms, but tho un-

changed materials upon which Archbishop

Chicheley, to whom this part of the palace is

att.ibuted, may be supposed to have gazed with

appreciative delight. This great prelate,

thirty-eight years later in birth than Wyke-
ham, is said to have known the friendship and

to have imitated the example of that distin-

guished man. Like him, he was an active

minister of State, a founder of colleges, and a

patron of architecture. Ho was at times in

tho camp, and saw the sieges of Rouen, Alon-

tereau, and Melun. As diplomatist ho visited

the courts of Rome and France. As metro-

politan he was prudent and discreet, firm and

energetic. As a public benefactor we may
look to his endowment of two colleges at

Oxford and one at Higham Ferrers. His ex-

penditure in repairs, additions, and founding

the library at Canterbury Cathedral, was very

great ; while in the construction of magnificent

apartments at Lambeth he has been alone sur-

passed by Dr. Ilowley, who is said to have

expended there and at Addington, not less than

£120,000. Having passed twenty-nine years

as primate—a longer term than any prede-

cessor for five hundred years—Chicheley died

April 12, 1443, and was buried under tho

alabaster tomb he had erected in his cathedral.

The carpentry of the fifteenth century, to

which I now turn, admits of illustration by
well authenticated examples. Of these, indeed,

many exist, but the absence of a more ardent

and general spirit of conservatism with respect

to monuments bo deeply interesting for their

art treatment, historic evidence, and anti-

-quarian value, is much to be deplored. In this

respect, however, I read with great satisfaction

a paragraph from the Report of the Council of

the Royal Institute of British Architects to

the annual meeting, May 2nd, 1870—viz.,

^'The Council have not relaxed their vigilance

in the important duty of promoting the con-

servation of ancient monuments and remains.

But scarcely a single instance of neglect or

threatened demolition has of late been brought

«nder their notice, and they trust this fact

may be accepted as an evidence that greater

<!are is now exercised in the repair and resto-

ration of buildings remarkable for their

architectural or antiquarian interest."

The roof of the Great Chamber or Guard
Room of Lambeth Palace is a most elegant

«pecimen of artistic carpentry. The form of

the arch, the mouldings, and the tracery seem
to justify the assignment of this work to the

early part of the century ; and it is noticed

in the steward's accounts in 1433. A battle-

inented wall-cornice is supported by arches

with tracery spandrels, and the principal ribs

are also enriched and lightened by perforated

tracery. The wind-braces on the sloping sides

are treated in a similar way. Tho stone

•corbels from which the principals spring are

of the compact form, with carved surfaces,

allied to nn earlier date (I have found them
-elsewhere with fourteenth century masonry)

;

but we may be sure they are appropriate to the

style, whether Mr. Blore, in repairing this

ceom for Archbishop Howley, found any guide

THE LATE MR. MACLISE, R.A.

MR. DANIEL MACLISE, the well-known

Royal Academician, died on Monday. We
learn from " Mea ot the Time" that he was
born iu Cork, Jan. 25, 1811, was of Scottish ex-

traction, and his father, Daniel Maclise, was an

ensign In the Elgin Fencibles. In childhood he

showed great talent for drawing, bat was placed

as clerk in a banking-house in Cork, which, at the

age of sixteen, he quitted for a more congenial

pursuit. Arriving in London in 1828, he became

a student at the Royal Academy, where he

laboured with zeal and perseverance, and during

his coarse of study received all the medals for

which he competed, including the gold modal

twice successively. The summer of 1830 he spent

in studying the galleries and studios of Paris,

and worked diligently in making designs for

booksellers and other persons, and in painting

portraits, till 1832. He exhibited -his first pic-

tures at the British Institution :
—" Mokanna

unveiling her Features to Zelica," " All-Hallow

Eve," and " A Love Adventure of Francis I.

with Diana of Poictlers," in 1833, when his fame
WHS established, and lie ceased to paint portraits.

In 1835 he exhibited the " Chivalrous Vow of

the Ladies and the Peacock," and the Royal

Academy elected him an Associate. It was fol-

lowed in 1838 by "Robin Hood and Richard

Cocur de Lion," "Salvator Rosa painting

Masaniello," " Merry Christmas in the Baron's

Hall," and several other pictures, including the

" Banquet Scene in Macbeth," in 1840 ;
" Gil Bias

dressed e>i cai-alier ;" "Scene from Twelfth

Night )" and the " Sleeping Beauty ;" and in

1841 he was elected R.A. "The Play Scene in

Hamlet," a leadinf; attraction in tho Vernon
Gallery, " The Return of tho Knight," and " The
Origin of the Harp," were painted in 1842

;

" Actors' Reception 'oi the Author, Gil Bias," in

1843 ;
" The Lady released by Sabrina from the

Enchanted Chair ;" a scene from Milton's
" Comu?," repeated by him in a fresco painted in

the summer-house at Buckingham Palace, in

1844 ;
" Ordeal by Touch," in 184G ;

" Tho Sacri-

fice of Noah," and his famous design of Shake-

speare's " Seven Ages," ;in 1847. His later pic-

tures include " Tho Spirit of Chivalry," and "Tho
Spirit of Justice," buth painted in oil and fresco

for the House of Lords ; certain cartoons of

various subjects, such as "Alfred in Guthrum's
Tent," and a different treatment of tho same sub-

ject in oils ;
" Gaxton showing Edward IV. his

first Proof-sheet in the Almonry in Westmin-
ster ;" " Prospero and Miranda ;" tho wrestling

scene in " As You Like it ;" ' Peter the Great
working as a Shipwright in Deptlord Dockyard ;"

" The Marriage of Strongbow and Eve, in ratifi-

cation of the Conquest of Ireland under Henry
H.," his largest and most important picture, ex-

hit)itod at the Rnyal Academy iu 1854 ; and
"Othello, Desdemona, and Emilia," and "A
Winter Night's Tale," exhibited at the Royal

Academy in 18G7. This artist devoted 1856

almost entirely to a tour through Italy in search

of fresco works, and to the discharijo of his duties

as one of the Fine Art jurors of the Paris Exhi-

bition. Among his smaller works mi\y be men-
tioned a fine set of 42 drawings, illustrative of

the history of the Conquest, exhibited by him in

185G. He had been soma time engaged on a

series of cartoons to be painted in fresco in the

Royal Gallery of the Houses of Parliament,

chronologically arranged, with the design of

serving as illustrations of the glories ot England

in war, by laud and sea, from the earliest period

of our national existence to Waterloo. Of these

" The Death ot Nelson," and " Tho Meeting of

Blucher and Wellington after the Battle of

Waterloo," are engraved on a large scale in lino

for the Art Union, and a fine picture of the

former was in the Royal Academy Exhibition of

1866. After the refusal of Sir E. Landseer in

186G of the Presidency of tho Royal Academy, it

was offered to Maclise, who also declined it.

. .^

ON ROMAN ART.»
PART II.

HAVING in tho previous lectures treated of

the differences between Roman life and
Greek life, and the consequent differences between
Roman art and Greek art, we may now turn to

the domestic architecture of the Romans. This
was based on the Etruscan style, and was said to

have been introduced by Tarquinius Priscus.

The first buildings of the Romans were square

huts, with a round tumulus at the top serving as

a roof. The so-called Palace of Romulus, kept

for centuries in its original condition, was pro-

bably a constructioB of this kind. Tiles were for

a long time unknown. Bricks dried in the sun

were used ; but afterwards, fire-biked bricks and
tiles were employed. In tho beginning of the

Republic, when attention was entirely occupied

with the enlargement of the Empire, the Romans
imitated the Spartan spirit. Art was neglected

and despised ; everything was simple. But by

degrees, when they became wealthy from the

spoils of other nations, the lovo of luxury

developed itself, and as far back as 250 B.C.,

" sumptuary " laws were framed to check the

rapidly increasing spirit of pompous ostentation.

Their houses at first were only one story high,

but with the increase of population they became

two stories in height. Augustus passed a law

forbidding a higher elevation for houses than 70ft.

—that is, about six stories in heij;ht. Greek

architecture and sculpture were introdnced by
tho Romans about 183 B.C. The Romans now
began to construct most magnificent buildings,

employing generally Greek architects. Lucius

Cassias is said to have been the first who orna-

mented his house with columns of foreign marble.

Once this luxury introdnced, it spread rapidly.

The house of Lepidus (75 B.C.) was the finest in

the city ; but thirty-five years later, it formed

but one of ; hundreds of similar or even more

splendid mansions. The villas of the Romans
were no less luxuriius than their town houses.

Cicero, who employed a Greek architect named
Cyrus, appears to have taken as much rare of his

villas as ot the welfare of the State. More
celebrated were the villas of Lucullus and Pollio.

This luxury undoubtedly reached in the aurea

domui (golden house) of Nero, tho highest point

The studv of one Roman houseof magnificence. , -

makes ns acquainted with all of them, just as the

plan of one English house may be taken as re-

presenting all other English houses, varying

only in the number and dimensions of the

rooms. Every considerable house was divided

• Abstract ol a lecture delivered by Dr. Ziarn at

the South Kensingtoa Muaeum, April S, 1870.
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into two partst — a lublio imd a private

part. The public part was tliat portion

o£ Ihe lomo whore the pitroii mot his clients

and received Huch persons whom ho did not wish to

introdaco into his more intimate domostio circle,

and consisted of a portico, vostibulum, atrium or

eavadium, tahlinum, fanocs, andalic. The private

parts oCthc house were the peristyle, bed-chambers,

triclinium,picture gallery, library, baths, exhedra,

xistns, &c. One of the most important rooms

was the triclinium, so called from throe bods,

rflfc icXifai, encompassing the dinner fable on three

Bides. 'I'he prodijjality of the Romans was noto-

rious. Lncullus used to spend 50,000 denarii

(about £1600) for one dinner party. The ceilings

of the triclinium were often so made as to open,

in order to lot down a second course of meats,

with showers of (lowers and perfumed waters,

whilst rope-dancers performed their evolutions

over the heads of tho company. The decorations

of these rooms were noble and appropriate to their

sitnation. Garlands of flowers entwined with ivy

and vino branches divided the walls into compart-
ments, and in the centre of each compartment
were painted young fauns, or half naked Bac-
chantes, carrying vases, thyrsi, and all the furni-

ture of festive meetings, in the dining-room of

Scanrns there was, above the columns, a large

frieze, divided into twelve compartments, each
stirmonnted by one of the signs of the zodiac, and
containing paintings of the meats in season in

each month. Under Sagittarius (December), we
8Ce shrimps, she!l-(i.-h, and birds of passage ;

under Capricorn (.lanuiry), lobsters, sea-llsh, wild
boar, and game ; under Aquarius (February),
ducks, pigeons, plovers, water-rails, &c. These
dining-hails were lit up by bronze lamps depend-
ing from chains of the same metal, or by raised

and richly-wrought candelabra. The best lamps
were fabricated at .^gina, and cost from £20 to

£400 each ; slaves were specially appointed to

trim them. Tha tables in the dining-rooms were
of citron wood (moroprecions than gold), brought
from the extremity of Mauritania. They rested

upon ivory feet, and were covere<l with massive
silver, chased and carved, and weighing some-
times 6001b. The couches were of bronze, over-
laid with ornaments in silver, gold, and tortoise-

»hell. Tho mattrasses wore of Gallic wool, dyed
purple. Valuable cusliions, stuffed with feathers,

were covered with woven and embroidered silks,

made at Babylon, and often costing £32,000.
The baths of the Romans resembled our Turkish
baths. They comprised a frigidarium, tepidariam,
calidarinm, and anibukernm. All these places
were richly decorated. The ceilings supported
by pilasters, and the ornameuts were appro-
priate to baths, symbolising water and bath-
ing, and whimsical in invention, such as winged
children riding on sea-horses or guiding dolphins.
From these remarks we see tliat the wealthier
Romans knew how to live and how to enjoy life,

whilst the homeless, houseless masses had their
great monuments to caze at, their small bits of
bread, and their glorious games, contenting them-
selves with witnessing the triumphal entries of
their consuls, dictators, or emperors. Of Early
Roman monumental architecture we possess but
few remains. Such works were executed in a
greenish-grey tufa, little adapted for fine detail.

An interesting specmien of this period is the
sarcophagus of L. Cornelius Scipio Barbatus,
belonging to the third century before Christ, now
in the Museum of the Vatican, in which the
Doric style prevails. The Ionic form is exhibited
in the Temple of Fortuna Virilis, which rises on
a lofty substructure on the banks of the Tiber.
As an example of the early application of the
Corinthian style, we have the so-called Vesta
Temple at Tivoli, a graceful circular building,
surrounded by columns, enthroned on a steep
rocky height above the foaming waters of the
Anio. In the first ages of tho Commonwealth
only temporary theatres were constructed of wood.
The most celebrated was that of M. Scaurus,
described by Pliny, the scenes of which were
divided into three partitions, one above the other,
the first having 120 marble pillars, the second the
same number of pillars of glass, wrought in a
curious way, the third the same number of
pillars, provided with gilded tablets, and between
these 360 pillars there were 3000 statues and
images of brass or bronze. Tho eavea would hold
80,000 spectators. The first stone theatre, how-
ever, was erected by Pompoius, and was capable
of holding 40,000 spectators. The theatre which
Julius Ca;sar began surpassed the former ones in
magnificence, but was only completed by Au-
gustus, who enlarged and beautified the Circus
Maximas, capable of seating 150,000 personj. Up

to tho time of Au^^ubus Ro'iie was a heap of

briiks but he transfi nrnd it info a city of marble.

It was under him that Roman architecture

acquired its charactiriitiodevelipmcnt. Temples
were built or rebailt. The Pantheon, built by

Agrippa, son-in-law of Augustus, w is originally

intended for a hall in the thermec, but was trans-

formed at its completion into a temple dedicated

to tho avenging Jupiter. Tho theatre of Mar-
ccUus, begun by Cajsar, was completed 13 B.C.

by Augustus. It is now the Palace Orsini.

Triumphal gates of this period are to be found at

Rimini, Susa, an3 Aosta j they are all simple in

design and execution. Of the Mansolenm of

Augustus nothing is left but the iiubstrncture,

220ft. in diameter, and now a place for equestrian

performances. This period is celebrated because
Vitruvius lived in it and wrote his compendium of

architecture, in which no arches or vaulted roofs

are mentioned, but which furnishes exclusively

academical rules for the application of Greek
forms. Herod the Great was also a contemporary
of Augustus. Ho had, in Palestine as well as in

Greece, splendid buildings executed. He embel-

lished tlio Temple at Jerusalem, and had its

porticos adorned with Corinthian pillars. With
the Flavians, G9 A.D., down to the time of Septi-

mus Severns, 193 a.d., the second period of

Roman architecture closes. It had its bloom
under Trajan, reached its climax nndcr
Hadrian, and degenerated again under the

Antonines. To this period belongs the Coli-

seum, a Flavian amphitheatre, begun by Vespasian
and finished by Titus. I must mention here the

Triumphal Arch of Titus, on the height of the

Via Sacra ; one single high arched entrance is

introduced between firm masses of wall, supported

on each side by half-columns upon pedestals, and
on these columns the coareer form of the Roman
Composite capital for the first time appears.

Everything of this period was surpassed in

splendour and glorious magnificence by the

Forum Trajanum. Its architect was Apollodorus,

of Damascus. Here stood the great basilica

Ulpia, with five aisles, and next to it a small
courtyard surrounded by pillars, in tho midst
of which tho gigantic column of Trajan arose.

This column has reliefs in ribbon-like spiral

windings round the shaft, containing not less than
2500 figures 2 ft. high, forming a kind of

historical essay hewn in stone representing the

incidents of the Dacian war. The triumphal arch

of Constantino, with three gates, is undoubtedly
the most splendid monument of its kind. The
arch was constructed from fragments of a trium-

phal arch in honour of Trajan, entirely of

Pentelican marble. It is noble in proportion,

delicate in e.xecution, but overdone ; the tendency
to show oil' is too visible, and mars the real

artistic effect of the total. Hadrian constructed

the temples of Venus and Roma. These two
temples were joined at the back, and their

porticos opened towards opposite points. Another
tower-like ciroular structure, built of blocks of

travertine, with a diameter of 220ft., based on a

quadratic substructure, was the Mausoleum of

Hadrian—the present castle of S. Angelo. This
immensebuildiug was covered with Parian marble,

and the summit was crowuel with a brazen
quadriga. One of the monuments in the purest

Corinthian style is the so-called Maison Quarree,
atNimes.. Of the buildings under tho Antonines,
there are few remains. At this period architecture

begins to decline. Its treatment becomes heavier.

People are more engaged in discussing dogmatic
matters of religion, and heathen art begins to

disappear. AVe have now in general imitations
;

such a ono is the stately column of Marcus
Anrelius, which contains reliefs winding round a
shaft, and representing his war against the

Marcomanni. In this monument there is a
want of clearness in the groups ; rivers and
enclosures of walls are given in tho style peculiar
to maps, and the whole is devoid of all plastic

truthfulness and artistic conception. During this

period we see architcctura and sculpture dying
out. It is a time when military prowess, no
more required to extend, but to defend, the vast
frontiers of the proud mistress of the world,
engages emperors and people, and Rome ceases

to be the heart of the Empire ; when the pro-
vinces begin to feel themselves strong enough to

live a life of their own ; wiien we see everywhere
dissolution and despai;- ; when a moral change
overcomes man, and leads him to setk a better

future ; when the whole magnificent world of

heathenism crumbles into tho dust, to be super-
seded by a totally new mode of feeling, thinking,

speaking, and acting ; when humanity is to

begin anew to construct and to carve its way type s of art.

from a savage state into that of a revircd and
romodvUcd t rm of art ; when Cbrii'iianitf

apparently stifles art, progress and science to
make tho highest good) of mankind rise from
death in union with the old classical world,
and so make them brighter, more intellectual,

more general. We ajjproaoh the time when
particularism is to give way to Catholicism—that
is to universulism. In casting a glance on the
vast Roman empire, we find traces of its archi-

tectural grandeur everywhere, from the frontiers

of Enghtnd towards Scotland, down to the Euphra-
tes—in Germanyjas well as in Franco and Arabia
Petraja ; everywhere tho footmarks of the Itomao
power are visible. In tho East, Roman archi-
tecture begins to be crushed by the influence of a
fantastic Eastern mind ;

in the North and South
by forms altogether new and striking. Broken
gables, surfaces turned at random in and out,,

arches and triangles, squares and semicircles, used
with grotesque variations, form now a peculiar
style, called by Dr. Liibkc tho Antique Rococo.
In the midst of the Assyrian desort at Palmyra,
the Tadmor of the present day

; at Ileliopolia

(Baalbec, where the sun was worshipped) ; in the
remote rocky valleys of Arabia at Petra—every-
where, temples, theatres, baths, tombs, and
triumphal gates, testify to a blending of the late

Roman art with the rich fantastic siyle of the
East. Architecture, like sculpture and ornamental
art, was, with the Romans, Greeks, and Etruscans,,

the expression of their national character
; joy-

ous and barmonions with the Greeks, cmde-aacl
gloomy with the Etruscans, and pompous and
ostentatious with the Romans. No one can deny
that at a certain period of their national existence

tho Romans followed out with great euro the-

principal law of good decorative art : to impose
through harmony a feeling of mighty repose.

There is a charm in the productions of the
Romans, with their grand decorations, their

well-balanced heights, their admirable geometrical
bases of ornament ; beautiful mouldings, friezes

with endless decorations, gorgeous capitals,

almost bending under tho weight of foliage and
animals were marshalled up by the Romans like

their legions in battle array. AH with them was
teeming with regularity. Tliey use! flowers,

loaves, branches, and all sorts of animal and
human objects in free imitation of nature for an
artistic decorative purpose, but always in the
spirit of the object they intended to decorate, an4
iu the iranner of the Greeks, who observed th»
golden cardinal rule of treating every materiaV
in general form, construction, and ornament sO'

that one material never assumed the mask.
of another, but each had its own mode of

artistic expression. No wooden pillars painted as
marble ; no Portland cement with a little plaster

of Paris in imitation of Carrara marble ; no brass
to represent gold j no plated goods to pass for
silver ; all and everything with the ancients was
genuine, substantial, and in accordance with
Nature. Wo approach now a totally different

period in art. In Greece, the dynamic force waa
concentrated on arehilecturo and sculpture, ia
Rome on conquests and politics ; in both countries

the stern laws of morals were neglected, and with
this neglect, arts, sciences, and the very nations
themselves disappear. Tho balance of the two
forces working in humanity was disturbed ^

they left us their glorious works of a period when
they still struggled to establish that balance, and
when they most succeeded in doing it. This was
esijecially the case in Greece, where the balance

between the morel and intellectual nature of

man was established through the feeling of har-

monious beauty. This is tho reason why Greek
poetry, architecture, and sculpiuro do and will

continue to form the root of our artistic develop-

ment. Christianity now throws its light on
humanity, and dazuled by its bright rays we see-

everything iu art and science black, dark, hope-

less. But mankind takes in by degrees the new
truth through which the disturbed balance

between the inner and tho outer man, the spiritual

and the material world, the moral and the intel-

lectual forces, the static and the dynamic elements,

was to bo re-established, so as to make us con-

scious of our superior nature, and to reconcile and
to emancipate the spirit in life as well as in art_

We begin to strive upwards, detaching ourselves

from the broad forms of matter which kept the

mind in fetters of mere outer forms. We begin
to study more the spirit of man, the sense, the
soul of his sublime nature, and to pour into-

everything we conceive, make, or create a highei^
more divine aim.
Wo shall consider next tlio early Christiatv
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THK THBOET AKD PRACTICK OF MODERN HOUSE
DEOOBATIOS.

Bt an ExrEKiKNCKD Workman.

( C&ntinufd from page 278.)

OM THE NATPRK AKD USES OF THE OILS, VAR-

NISHES, DRIERS, &C., USED BY THE HOUSE
PAINTER AND DECORATOR.

OF the oils used in the mixing of paints

and the muking of varnishes tlie prin-

cipal, and in fact the only really useful one, is

linseed oil, which is obtained from the seed of

the common flax by contusion and expres-

sion. In colour it is a pale yellow-brown,

which darkens and thickens on exposure to

air. There are two methods of preparing it

—

the one by the cold process, the other by the

aid of heat. The oil is much clearer when
prepared by the former than by the latter

process, and is then called cold-drawn. Its

natural property of drj'ing and hardening,

vrhen spread as a thin coating upon the surface

of wood, iron, or stone work, renders it nn in-

valuable and indispensable aid to the house
painter. lis only objectionable quality is its

colour, but this may to some extent be dis-

charged by the action of proto-sulphate of iron

in combination with sunlight. A solution of

two pounds of the salt of iron in two pounds of

water is poured into a flask or bottle contain-

ing two pounds of linseed oil, and the whole
is submitted to the action of sunlight and fre-

quently shaken ; the oil becomes limpid and
colourless. Another method of purifying

linseed oil is to triturate the oil with dry sul-

phate of lead, in sufiicient quantity to form a
milky mixture ; after exposure to sunlight and
frequent agitation, the colouring matter of the

-oil falls as a sediment with the sulphate of

lead, and leaves the oil colourless. Common
lead shot, if placed in a bottle with linseed

oil, exposed to sunlight, and frequently shaken,

will also clear the oil to some extent ; but un-
fortunately linseed oil has a natural tendency
to darken in colour in the process of drying
and hardening, which no method of purifying

it yet discovered will effectUBlly cure, although
we have known instances where the opposite

effect has resulied and the oil has bleached by
exposure. Whether this has arisen from any
peculiarity in the local atmosphere of the

place where it was used, or from some inherent

quality in that particular oil, we cannot now
«ay, but however, from our own experience,

such is a fact. To etill further increase the

drying properties of linseed oil, it is boiled

slowly for a certain time with the addition of

a small quantity of litharge or of peroxide of
manganese. This process darkens the colour

of the oil considerably, and renders it unfit

for use with light-coloured paints, but makes it

of great service in mixing dark colours or

those pigments which are in themselves bad
tiriers. The drying qualities of the oil are much
improved if only simply boiled, without adding
any siccatines, and is of course much clearer

without them ; the longer it is boiled the

thicker it becomes, and in this state it is used
for making printing inks, more especially for

mixing with the ink and colours used in the

patterns for transferring from copper plates

on to the biscuit of china or earthenware,

the plates being heated on a stove each time
an impression is taken, which softens the ink

«o that it will leave the engraving. The im-
pression soon becomes cold and stiff, and in

that state is very tenacious. It is then placed
fupon the cup, plate, or other vessel to be
oinaroented and rubbed ; the ink adheres so

firmly to the dry earthenware that the print-

ing paper may be washed off with a sponge
and water, leaving every line behind. It is

greatly to be desired that a powerful drying
oil could be prepared for use free from the
obiectionable colouring matter, and yet retain

vlfthe other valuable properties of linseed oil.

One of our most eminent practical chemists
assured us, in a recent conversation on this

subject, that there really w^as no difficulty in

preparing a powerful drying oil perfectly
colourless. Why it is not done we could not
ascertain, but we are quite satisfied, commer-
cially speaking, that it would be a good specu-
lation as well as a great bor.n to the trade.

All puinted work will stand best and be least

liable to crack or peel if the paint is mixed
with pure linseed oil alone, without any sicca-

tine or driers.

Oil or spirits of turpentine is an impor-
tant vehicle in the mixing of paints, &c.,

and is extracted from several species of

the pine tree. In its crude state it often

exudes, like gum, spontaneously from the

tree. It is imported in casks from various

countries. When highly rectified and pure it

is colourless, limpid, volatile, and inflam-

mable. Since the American war, turpentine

has been much adulterated by admixture with
mineral turps, which is extracted from petro-

leum or rock oil. During the war turpentine

reached extraordinary prices—so high, indeed,

as to debar its use except in the best work

—

and spirit of petroleum was very generally

used in its stead for all common work ; but

the objections to its use are many, one of the

principal being its terribly unpleasant smell

and its bad drying properties. It appears that

the whole of the oil cannot be extracted by
any known process, consequently paint mixed
with it in conjunction with linseed oil always
retains a soft, spongy state, and never seems
to get hard, as paint mixed with pure turpen-

tine will do. If turpentine is adulterated with
this spurious spirit it may be detected by the

smell, and also by dipping a piece of writing

paper into the spirit, and then holding the

paper before a fire until the spirit is eva-
porated. If the turpentine is pure it will all

evaporate, and the paper may be written upon
with pen and ink ; but if it is adulterated with
petroleum spirit or other oil the oil will remain
on the paper, and of course it cannot be
written upon.

The principal requisite for making a good
varnish is of course a superior quality of gum.
Gums, like every other article of commerce,
vary in quality, and inferior gums are mixed
with the best kinds in order to cheapen the

varnish. That this is one fruitful cause of so

much inferior varnish being manufactured
there can be no doubt. The gums of which
the best and most costly of the varnishes used

by the house painter arc made are the copals,

of which there are several kinds—namely.
Sierra Leone copal, Benguela copal, red
Angola copal, pebble copal, &c. ; also gum
kowrie or kauri, gum animi, and gum mastic.

Of these the Sierra Leone copal is the best

and most important. It is procured from Rio,

Malacowrie, Pongas, Nunez, and other neigh-
bouring rivers. Its source is probably a tree

known to botanists as " Guibourtia Copalli-

fera ;" it is a natural exudation from the bark
of the tree, and is collected by the natives on
the banks of the rivers above named and con-

veyed to the coast. The exudation consists of

soft white tears, which frequently run together

into masses. Considerable quantities are

washed down, during the rainy season, from
the slopes of the mountains on which the

trees abound, when it has fallen and become
embedded in the soil. The natives subject

the copal to a rude washing in lixiviated aslies,

whereby the outer crust and its impurities are

partly removed, in which state they arc shipped

to Enjjland. Benguela copal is obtained from
the interior of Western Africa, by the natives,

but there is no certainty as to the trees from
which it is acquired. Red Angola copal is

found at a distance of eight or nine days'

journey from S. Paul do Loande. Gum
kauri, the next in importance to the best

copal, is the produce of a largo coniferous

tree, called by botanists " Dammara Aus-
tralis," and is received in large quantities

from our New Zealand colonies. Of late

years this g^m has become ofgreat importance,

the annual consumption being greater thau
all tlio other varnish gums together. The
varnish made from this gum is often sold for
copal, to which it is very inferior, and is often
mixed with copal to cheapen that varnish.
Gum animi is also used for the finer

class of varnishes. Much care is required in

the selection and cleansing of these gums
before they reach the varnish manufacturer.
This is done by various methods—sometimes
acids are used for the purpose, but this

method has a very injurious effect upon the
varnish made from gum thus prepared,
causing it to contract and run into small
holes, technically called pin-holey. Gum
mastic is a resinous substance, which exudes
from the tree known to botanists as " Pisticia

Lentiscus," and is imported from the Island of

Chios. It is a small rounded pigment, of a
light yellowish colour, nearly transparent. The
varnish made from this gum is principally

used for varnishing oil paintings. Shellac, so

useful to the house painter in the form of

patent knotting (and which patent knotting is

made by simply putting shellac and wood
naphtha together in a bottle, and occasionally

stirring or agitating the two, until the lac is

dissolved), is made from stick lac, and only
differs from seed lac and white lac in the
method of its preparation. It is produced on
several species of trees in India, Siam, &c.,

and results from the puncture of a small in-

sect, the " Coccus Lacca." It is believed that

the insect pierces the bark of the young
branches of the trees on which they live, and
a resinous substance exudes from the wound
and incrusts the branch, which constitutes the

stick lac of commerce. Whole colonies of

these little insects are found imbedded in the

lac. The colour of the lac varies in depth in

proportion as the colouring matter is more or

less removed by washing. This colouring

matter is very extensively used by dyers,

under the name of lac dye. Shellac re-

sembles the above in composition. The
difference in appearance is caused by the

washed lac being melted in boiling water, and
then poured upon smooth polished stones, so

as to cover them with a thin coating. When
cool it is removed in flakes. White lac, of
which a fine, hard, clear varnish may be made
by dissolving a small quantity in spirits of

wine, only differs from shellac in having more
of the colouring matter extracted.

(To be coHtiimed.)

A GOOD PAINT.

WE would direct the attention of those de-

sirous o£ trying good paint to the sorts

manufactured by " Jay's Metallic Paint Com-
pany," of the Woodham Works, near Vauihall
Station. It is very cheap, not only in its first cost,

bat in the economy of its nae, one coating being
equal to two of any other paint, according to the

inventor. The chief merit of the invention is in

the utilisation of the common resin of commerce
in combination with oxide of zinc. The resin is

first broken up into dust or small pieces, and then
dissolved in benzoline or turpentine until the

solution acquires the consistency of syrup or

treacle, or equal parts of each of the above spirits

or hydrocarbons, and any other hydrocarbon that

will dry and combine with drying oils can be used
instead of turpentine or benzoline. When the

solution is complete it is gradually added to the

oxide of zinc, whi;h has previously been mude
into a paste with boiled linseed oil, until the whole
mixture acquires the consistency of paint suitable

for use. A white paint is thus produced of a
most durable and glossy character, capable of re-

sisting heat, moisture, cold, and friction better

than any other known point. Other pigments,
such as sulphate of barytes, oxide of iron, Bruns-
wick green, red load, or any other known ingre-

dient, can be added to make any desired colour

of paint. One great advantage of its use is iti

effectual resistance to heat and moisture. It

never blisters or cracks, even under the hottest

sun or the most inclement weather.

M. Mundler, the eminent art-critic, has died at

Paris,
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OSMOTIC ACTION.

IT is a source of wonderment (says the Aiiierifan
JJuHdcrs' Journal) to many persons why the

well-built stone walls of houses are so damp
as to refiuire iirrin^' fur tho plastering of them,
no matter what the ihlckness of these walls may
be. Such walls are built of limestone, one peca-
liarily of which materiiil is that while it absorbs
moisture on the outside from the aimoaphere, it

gives out that which it hiis absorbed, in com-
pliance wiih the law oiosmos, through the actiou
of heat in the interior of the house, and the
thickness of the wall does not in the least pre-
vent the intrusion of tlie damp. The very action
of artilicial heat upon limestone in the kiln will

prove this ; for then the moisture it had pre-
viously acquired by exposure to the atmosphere is

drawn forth, and its acquisitive properties be-
come still more developed; that is, it becomes
thirsty, as it were.

The increasing of heat in the rooms of a house,
the walls of which are built of limestone, instead
of drying thom during rainy weather, actually
has the opposite effect, for the osmos is superin-
duced by the attraction of the heat thus created,
and the thin surface of fine rain water, precolat-
ing through the stone, becomes thicker, and
establishes iti^elf in large globules on the plaster-
ing of the inside face of the wall ; which globule?,
bursting from accumulation of water, course
downward, and keep the whole surface of such
wall in a state conducive to ruin of the building,
and the illhealth of its inmates.
To remedy this destructive influence of osmotic

action on limestone, it is a very common practice
to stud the walls and lath on to that studding.
But, will it not at once appear evident to a think-
ing mind that the mischief maker is only hidden,
not killed ? Is not the influence still at work
rotting the studs, and generating the most baleful
agency of disease in the space between the plaster
and the wall ; which noxions humid creation is

too surely drawn through the pores of the plaster,
by the attractions of osmos?
No, this firriug or studding, or boarding (called

theeting) is as unwise an expedient as it is

nltimatf ly a useless one. The only certain remedy
is to make the outside face of the wall perfectly
wiiterproof

; and, even then, although osmotic
action be effectually prevented, the other great
enemy of limestone, capillary attraction, has to
be guarded against, or the damp from the ground
will be sure to insinuate itself up into the warm
rooms, via the heart of the limestone wall, thus
circumventing the external waterproofing pro-
cess. So that it is just as necessary to have a
waterproof conrse between the foundations and
the superstructure, or the evil influence of the
capillary attraction will prove fully as detri-
mental as the osmotic action wliich has so fre-
quently rendered good houses untenantable.

Brick, although as absorbent as limestone, is
not as liable to osmos, for the simple reason that
one is of a heating nature under the influence of
moisture, while the other is cooling, and the
absorbent action of the sun quickly draws out
again the damp from the brick, while with the
limestone the internal heat attracts it through the
wall, and the sun's influence only makes it more
absorbent and prepares it the more effectually
for the next supply of rain.

This is a very interesting subject, and one in
which BO many are interested that we shall be
most happy to hear from our friends who will
contribute information towards its development.

travelling expenses to bo paid by the clien''

The architect's payments are successively duo as
bis work is completed, in the order of the above
cla.ssiflcations. Until an actual estimate is re-

ceived, the charges are based upon the proposed
cost of the works, and the payments are received
as instalments of the entire fee, which i? based
upon the actual cost. Drawings, as instruments
of service, ar» the property of the architect.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Street's Indian and Colonial Mercantile Di-

rectory for 1870, published by Messrs. Street,
the well-known advertising agents, has reached
U8. Their e.\tensive commercial experience
has been peculiarly turned to good account in the
production of this volume. As an instance of
the value of a reliable colonial directory, we may
mention that hut last week an individual, whose
only resemblance to a directory was his shabby and
worn appearance, called and modestly proffered for
a tangible consideration the names of the chief
booksellers in the principal Canadian towns, that
we might " open business relations with them,"
and with our knowledge of the necessity of con-
tracting such business relations, we can readily
understand the conductor of a new journal buying
the walking directory's knowledge for whatever
it was worth la purely mercantile circles the
necessity for soma reliable guide to commercial
intercommunication is imperative, and this guide
Messrs. Street will supply.
The various steam routes to the places treated

of, with rates of fares and times of transit are
enumerated, thus placing con .isely before the pub-
lie the different facilities offered by the several
companies, and enabling them easily to arrive at
their selection of the most advantageous course
for their purpose.
The average time of transit by sailing vessels

is als3 given with, where possible, rates of pas-
sage money.

All the London agents to each of the banks
are named, so that the merchant is enabled to see
to whom to apply, where financial information or
assistance is needed in connection with any par-
ticular town or city.

Full particulars as to the principal products are
given, and the articles in which the trade of each
place chiefly consist^, so that merchants can at
once fell (guided by the Customs tariffs giveu)
with regard to shipments what class) of goods
would bo likely to prove most remunerative.

Lists of the various trades, populations, t abls
of local weights and measures, extent of coun-
tries, &c., materially enhauce the value of the
work.

SCHEDULE OF CHARGES ADOPTED BY
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

FOR the professional services, including super-
intendence, 5 per cent, upon the cost of

the work
; partial service as follows:— For

prelimmary studies, 1 per cent. ; for prehini-
nary studies, general drawings, and specifica-
tions, 2i par cent.; for preliminary studies,
general drawings, details, and specifications,
3^ per cent ; for stores, 3 per cent, upon the
cost, divided in the above ratio ; for works that
cost less than 5000 dols., or for monnmcntal and
decorative work, and designs for furniture, a
special rate in excess of the above ; for altera-
tions and additions, an additional charge to be

Trades Unions and the Cost of Labour (Long-
mans, Green, and Co.), is a reprint of a speech
delivered on the subject last session by Mr.
Thomas Brassey, M.P., with some additional
statistics. The speech possesses some value as a
compendious statement of facts not generally
known in connection with the subject dealt with.
The People's Guide to Life It, su ranee, by

Maurice Grant (Honlston and Sons), is a series
of papers on all subjeots connected with insur-
ances. It seems fairly and independently to con-
trast the merits of the different systems now in
practioe, and will doubtless prove useful alike to
insurers and well conducted companies.

Span's Tables and Memoranda/or Engineers,
selected and ;arraoged by J. T. Hurst (E. and
F. N. Spon),will doubtless find a place in many a
waistcoat pocket. It contains nearly a hundred
pages of tables and other information hourly
needed by engineers, architects, builders and
others, and is handy, accurate, and convenient in
size.

Trades Unions Defended: A Review of the
Evidence laid before the Uoyal Commission,
1867-8. By William Romaino Callender, Jun.,
F.S.A. Manchester : Snape and Son, 1870.
Building operations have been go frequently
brought to a disastrous stand by "strikes" and
"lock-outs." that few architeoti can well be in-
different to the ins and the outs, or, let ua rather
say, the philosophy, of these periodical struggles
between masteri and men. Fewer still will have
suflBcieutly studied their nature and history to
free themselves from the prevailing impresiiou
that tliere is a pretty close affinity between strikes
and trades uiions. The pamphlet, of which the
above is the veritable title, has lately been issued
in Manchester from the pen oi a gentleman whosemade for surveys and measurements. Necessary

|

trade knowledge aud position in that city

at least gf>od enough to re-assuro thy casual readers

who may bo tempted to discern in the hold title of
Mr. Callcnder's pamphlet a Tindication of strike,

in general, and of Sheffield "rattening" in par-
ticular. The pamphlet is temperately written,

based on the evidence laid before the lioyal Com-
mi»8ion, with its twenty thousand questions and
replies, as also on certain letters in The Times and
other newspapers by Mr. Edmund Ashworth. Of
the connexion (or want of connexion) between
strikes and trades unions Mr. Callender advances
some very noteworthy assertions. He admits that,
in the oft-recurring disputes between masters and
men, the trades unions have confessedly an infla

ence maintainable by funds contributed by the
workmen who belong to them, but shows (satis

factorily it would seem) that the tendency of tha
influence is rather to palliate and prevent than t

create or to keep up these disputes. He contend
that strikes have of late years diminished in num-
bers and intensity, and goes on to say :

—

" Strikes have taken place long before nniona
were formed ; their origin cannot be charged to
unions, though they have been influenced by the
better organisation and better knowledge of late
years. The notion that strikes are promoted or
accelerated by the influence of the unions is dis-
proved by the very small percentage of funds
employed by the principal societies for ' trade '

purposes
; and the hostile majority of the (Royal)

Commission, quoting a large body of evidence,
report, ' It does not appear .... that the dispo-
sition to strike on the part of the workmen is in
itself the creation of unionism, or that the fre-
quency of the strikes increases in proportion to
the strength of the union.'
" On the contrary," says Mr. Callender, "the

tendency to strike is checked by the rule that the
workmen in one establishment or district cannot
take action without laying their alleged grievances
before the executive, or the general body of mem-
bers. The case is thus carefully considered : in
tha large majority a policy of conciliation is

adopted, while the tendency to accumulate large
benefitfunds renders the union generally unwilling
to proceed to extremities .... It is only fair to
observe that the whole body of evidence expresses
the great desire of the unionists to submit any
differences to arbitration."

It would certainly seem, from Mr. Callender'a
authorities, that the richer are the unions the
more rare are the strikes. He instances the fre-

quency of strikes by the tailors' and ironworkers'
unions, possessed of but small benefit resouroes,
in comparison with the infreqaency of these
struggles in the cases of the Society of Amal-
gamated Engineers or that of the Amalgamated
Carpenters, possessed, at the close of 1868, of a
balance in hand of nearly £18,000. Ha adds in a
foot-note :

—" The Home Secretary, in the debate
on the Trades Union Bill, said he had lately been
in a part of tlie country where there were no unions,
but where there was a strike that had lasted
twenty-one or twenty-two weeks, during which
time every species of outrage had been committed,
from simple molestation up to murder."

So much for strikes in connection with trades
unions. Of unions in the abstract Mr. Callender
speaks most approvingly. He opens his pam-
phlet with some interesting references to ancient
English laws, designed, as he says, " to fix
a maximum rate of wages and a maximnm
value of raw and manufactured material ;" as
also to the expressed opinion of Sir WilUam Erie,
that a merchant or mechanic " has a right to full

freedom in disposing of his own labour or capital
according to his own will," and reminds us that
" the legal profession by a strict trades union
regulates the number of a solicitor's articled

clerks, and the minimum fee of a barrister."

Did space permit, we should be disposed to

dwell at some length on this last announcement
with especial regard to its application to the case
of architects. It makes one's mouth water to
think of " the good time coming " when our
architects, emulating the exclusiveuess of these
forensic gentlemen, shall organise a wholesome
trades union (with a big sick and superannuation
fund by the way), regulating the fees to be paid
to, and the pupils to be taken by, its members,
and discommoning, a mensd et thoro, every prac-
titioner who shall take bribes from a tradesman,
officiate as architect of a building " for nothing,"
or submit to a competition committee more than
say one* agreed sheet of geometrical drawings for
a building, to the utter extinction of professional

• Tiierc ia no edifice in the world whose general design in
plan and elevation might not for all csmpetition purposes bo
adequately ihewn to scale on a single sheet of diawing papttr
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qnseks and speculators, with their nltra-com-

mercial array of picture-makers, carvers, and
gilders.*

Mr. CaUeDder'8 panipMet contains some ex-

oeedingly iuteresting etntistics, exhiliiting the

fallacy of our prevalent fears of coropetition ; for

example, the case of 4300 English navvies, taken

over to work on a French railwar, doing the re-

MBNd woik chcHpor at 5s. per day than the

JbMMlimen employed on the saue work at 23. 6d.

par day. We recommend our readers to procnre

and read the entire (lamplilet, if only for the sake

of having their uiuds disabused of sundry nn-

pleasant reflections created by what the vrritcr

considers the generally unfair versions given by
the public preso of the questions at issue between
£nglish masters and thoir workmen.

Oat Economy. Things Worli Knowing about

Oat,'J-e., by Robert Ferrier, Inspector of Meters
for tSe City of Kdicburgh (London : HouUton
aad Sons. Edinbnrgh : J. Menzies and Co.),

is a handy little book, specially designed for the

information of the gas consumer. It contains

many nseful bits of information about gas burners,

meters, price of gas, &c., given in a practical

manner by a practical man, and is published at

the low price of sixpence.

Arithmetic, Theoretical and Practical, by the

Kev. W. H. Girdlestone, M.A., of Christ's College,

Cambridge, &c. (London, Oxford and Cambridge:
Bivingtons), il a second edition of a work already

well kuonn and favourably received. Mr. Girdle-

stone has devoted attention with success to ren-

dering the principles of the science of numbers
intelligible by clearly stating the reasons on
which they are based, and not contented himself,
as do the majority of arithmeticians, with merely
giving and working examples of the rules that
resnlt from those principles. Professor De Morgan
has very well summed np the merits of the work
in designating it as an " intellectual book."
Arithmetical treatises are too often mocbanical,
and, consequently, to a great extent incomprehen-
sible. Mr. Girdlestone's book is considerably en-
hanced in valne by the addition of an Appendix,
containing the arithmetical papers submitted at a
number of recent examinations of our public
schools.

luiUiirj Jnii;Ili|jeniie.

CHUECHES AND CHAPELS.

Babnblby.— S. Mary's Church, Bamsley, is

now in course of restoration. The existing
galleries will be removed ; the pews will be super-
seded by new carved oak stalls and benches, by
Beanland and Co., of Bradford ; the choir stalls

and screen have been contracted for by Messrs.
Rattce and Kett, of Cambridge ; and the internal
masonry has been let to Messrs. Robinson and
Son, of Bamsley. The east window will be filled

with stained glass, and the chancel floor will be
paved with Godwin's encaustic tiles. The tower—the only portion of the original church now
remaining, the cdilice having been rebuilt 50
years ago— is to be thoroughly restored. The
tower arch will be opened and the area added to
tbs nave. The ringers' chamber will be raised to
its original level, so as to admit of the fine west
window being fully opened out The organ is to
be removed to the north side of the choir. The
architect is Mr. G. F. Bodley, of London.

BiLTON.—The ancient church of S. Helena,
Hilton, abont nine miles from York, was re-opened
on Ea-ster Tuesday. The works which have been
executed include the forcing by mechanical means
to an upright position the nave arcades and aisle
wall, the rebuilding of the bell-gable, and the
addition of buttresses to sustain the west wall
which was being thrust outwards, the reparation
of the ancient roofs of the nave and aisles, the
addition of new roofs to the chancel and south
chapel, the making good of the walls and windows,
and the re-seating of the church. Mr. G. G.
Scott was the architect, and Mr. Brumby, of
Bishop's-hill, York, the contractor.

tLKLsr.—A new Wesleyan chapel, erected at
A cost of abont £4500 (inclusive of the site) was
opened on Wednesday week, at Ilkley. The
diapel has been built from the designs of Messrs.
Andrews, Son, and Pepper, of Bradford. The

the wtto" '{A fcet')
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style of architecture is the twelfth century Gothic,
and the building iuc'udes, in addition to the

chapel, class rooms and a school -room ou the
basement, and a minister's house at the rear.

Landkey.—The parish church of Laudkey,
near Barnstaple, was opened ou Wednesday week,
after thorough restoration. The old giillerics

have been removed, and mai^sive oak benches have
been substituted lor the high pews. The whole of
the windows have been rcnewcd, ns well as the
floors and pavement, and the chancel arch has
been entirely rebuilt. The chancel has been
arranged for choral services, and a painted teredos
representing SS. Paul and Barnabas has been
added. The tower has been thrown open. Mr.
W. White was the architect, and Messrs. Youings
and Hill, of Barnstaple, were the contractors.

Lichfield.—The completion of the Lonsdale
Memorial Church, Lichfield, having been effected,

the building was re-opened on the 21st inst. The
style is Gothic, of the Geometric period. The
nave is 70ft. by 28ft., and 60ft. high, with an
arcade of four baj-s, having eight two-light
traccried clerestory windows on each side. The
aisles^ are 90ft. by 19ft, and 2Ift. to plate, and
are finished on the outside with a handsomely
moulded line of parapet and hooded buttresses.

The lofty roof of the chancel has moulded ribs
and purlins, and pierced and moulded cornices (the
former springing from columns starting at the
string under the clerestory windows, on carved
stone corbels). The roofs of the nave and aisles
are open timbered—the nave and chancel being
covered with Staffordshire tiles, the other roofs
with lead. The church is fitted throughout with
open benches having moulded and panelled bench
ends. The floors are laid with polished Ilopton
stone. The font is placed at the west end of the
iiorth aisle under the window, and is of red
Spanish marble. The pulpit is richly worked in
Ancastcr stone, circular on plan, and has marble
columns with carved capitals and cusped arches
all round, with carved bosses at the intersection
of the hood moulds, and finished with a finely-
carved and moulded cornice. The opening of the
tower arch and thickening the wall has been
admirably done, and has produced a good and
handsome effect when seen from the east end of
the church. Owing to the very dilapidated con-
dition of the lower stage, which had to be almost
entirely rebuilt, a new approach to the belfry has
been made from the ontside. The tnrret staircase
now projects into the aisle on the sonth and
finishes above the aisle roof with a dwarf spire.
The restoration of the tower has been a heavy and
expensive work, as owing to its insecure condition
a large outlay has been incurred in bracing it

together, raising the bells, and restoring its

interior. The accommodation is for a thousand
persons, and the cost has been from £8000 to
£9000. The builders are Messrs. Critchlow and
Ward, of XJttoxeter. The carving has been
executed by Mr. Kuddock, of London. Mr. James
Fowler, F.R.I.B.A., of Louth, was the architect.

Manchester.—At the quarterly meeting of
the Manchester committee of the Diocesan Church
Building Society, on Thursday week, the follow-
ing grants were made :—New Churches :— S.
John, Accrington, £450; S. Stephen, iversley,
£450

i
Christ Church, (.hadderton, £450. Sites

for churches :—York-street, S. Mary's Oldham,
£200 ; Christ Church, S. John, Chadderton, £100.
Parsonages :—S. James, Stalmine, £100

; S.
John Evangelist, Caldervalo, £100 : S. Edmund,
Falinge, £100.
New Bbighton.—The foundation stone of a

new Wesleyan chapel was laid on Friday last at
New Brighton. The chapel is designed to accom-
modate about 350 people, and there is a school-room
attached, which is to hold about 300. The style
of architecture is that which prevailed during the
first half of the thirteenth century, adapted to
the requirements of the present day. The plans
of the building were selected in a limited compe-
tition, the successful competitor being Mr. Henry
H. Vale, Architect, of Liverpool, tlio contractors
for the works being Messrs. J. and T. Mason, of
Egremont. The ground plan is in the form of a
Greek cross, the arms of the cross forming the
transepts to the main body of the building. The
materials used in the building are principally lo:al
grey bricks, with white stone dressings and orna-
mental carvings and bands of parti-colonred brick-
work.

NORTHAM.—A new congregational chajwl at
Northam was opened on Good Friday. It is in
the Gothic style, from designs by Mr. Gardener,
and will seat 300 persons. The material used is

local stone, with Bath dressings. Beneath the

chapel is' a school-room. Mes.srs. Cooke and
Saunders, of Northam, were the builders. The
total cost is about £800.
Sriplake.—The ancient parish church of Ship-

lake, near Head ing, was re-opened after restoration
on the 21st inst The whole of the noi th wall is
new, as also the chancel ; eleven windows have
been filled with stained glass, the small baptismal
window being presented by Sir 11. Phiilimore ; the
handsome chandeliers were made by Messrs. Hard-
man, of Birmingham ; the pulpit and reredos are
of alabaster, carved by M. Earp, of London. The
bells have been rc-hnug by Messrs. Warner, and
a new one given by the Vicar added to the peal.
G. E. Street, Esq., A.R.A., was the architect, and
Messi-s. Wheeler, of Heading, the builders.

Thornton - in - Lonsdale. — The ancient
parish church of Thornton-in-Lonsdale, didicatod
to S. Oswald, which has been rebuilt, was conse-
crated last Wednesday week by the Bishop of
liipon. The tower, of late but pure Gothic, and
three Norman arches of the original church to the
west of the north aisle, are retained in the new
structure, which has been admirably adapted to
the requirements of the site by its architects,

Messrs. Paley and Austin, of Lancaster. The
church stands picturesquely near the foot of Ingle-
borough. The exterior is of blue limestone, with
freestonedressings, the interior ofdressed freestone,
which, like the limestone, has been quarried in
the neighbourhood.

Ulcomb.—All Saints' Church, Ulcomb,
Sussex, was re-opened on Thur.-day week, after
having been restored. The works were com-
menced in 18G4, and have been from time to time
since carefnlly out by the architects, Messrs.
Slater and Carpenter, as far as the funds would
allow. The works consist of a new roof on the
chancel, with panelled and richly moulded ceiling,

also new roofs throughout the church. The
whitewash has been removed, and all the walls
neatly plastered. The windows have been re-
glazed and some new ones put in. The old
wainscot pews have been removed and replaced
by open back wainscot seats. A hamlsome open
panelled reading desk has been provided, also a
new altar table and rail, and the chancel has been
paved with Minton's tiles. The old pulpit ha»
been renovated and replaced. The contractor
was Mr. William Bottle, of Harrietsham.
WiVELSFiELD.—The chnrch of S. John the

Baptist, Wivclsficid, in Sussex, was re-opened on
Thursday week, after restoration and enlargement.
The church is interesting, and follows the type of
the Southern Susse.x churches. It has a low-pro-
portioned nave and south aisle, chancel, chantry,
new north aisle, and a very picturesque shingle-
capped towers on the sonth side. The chancel has
been considerably lengthened, with an ascent of
seven steps to the altar ;

the seating is new, and
the roofs have been restored. The architects are
Messrs. Slaterand Carpenter. One of the greatest

points of interests in the church is the sonth
chantry, in which the original recessed reredos
with its anmbry, has been discovered ; the recess
is decorated by simple fresco paintings. Much of
the Early Pointed work is very rude, but some of
the details are very good

; and there is a fine old
Norman doorway, which is reinserted in the new
aisle wall,

BUILDINGS.

Clerkenwell Police-station.—This sta-
tion, which is situated in the King's- cross-road, is

from designs by Mr. T. C. Sorby, late surveyor to-

the Metropolitan Police. The amount of the
contract was abont £8000. The building is five
stories high, and has accommodation for 96 con-
stables, two inspectors, one superintendent, and one
district superintendent. There are eight cells, and
they have been fitted up with all the latest im-
provements. Each of the floors arc on an average
11 feet high, and are well lighted and ventilated.
The station is built with picked stock bricks, and
the front windows and doorways have Portland
and Tisbury stone dressings. It has a command-
ing appearance, and is one of the largest and best-
arranged police-stations in the metropolis. The
builders are Messrs. Lathey Brothers, ofBattcrsea.

Sandringham.—The Prince of Wales last

week inspected the works in progress in connection
with the new mansion which has been in the course
of construction for the last two years. The old
hall has been entirely cleared away, and the new
building is being erected by the Messrs. Goggs, of
Swaffham, in the Elizabethan stylo of anhitco-
ture. The walls are of brick, with Katton stone
dressings and facing.* The floors are of fireproof

construction throughout, formed with rolled iron

joists and concrete. The groundwork of the build-
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ing forms a parallelogi-am of about 4uOft. by 70ft.
The iic%T mansion is being erected from tlie
designs and under the superintendence of A. .J.

Humbert, Esq., of London.
Little Lever.—A now panionagc Iiou.se is in

course of erection at Jjitt'o Ix;ver, Lancashire.
The cost, including outbuildings, &c., will be
£1600. Messrs. Cnnliifo and Freeman, of Bolton,
are the architects.

Melrose District Lunatic Astlitm.—
Some time ago, the Lunacy Board of Berwick,
Roxburgh, and Selkirk shires resolved to erect an
asylum for the accommodation of the insane
within these counties. A site for the asylum was
fixed upon in the vicinity of Melrose, immediately
to the north of the Eildcn Hills, where a field
twenty five acres in extent was purchased from the
Duke of Bucclench at a cost of £1500. The
general plan of the asylum buildings forms three
sides of an elongated quadrilateral figure, with a
centre block between the wings. The general
height is two stories. The south-west front is
8775ft. in length, and the south-east and north-
west fronts 148ft. 8in., and the centre block
between the wings surrounding a small open
court is 100ft. by 120ft. The long line of the south-
west frontage is rolicTed by the centre building,
which consists of the recreation-hall on the ground
and the chapel on the second floor, being thrown
forward considerably, and by the infirmaries,
which are placed at the right and left angles, pro-
jecting 43 ft. forward from the general front line
It IS further relieved by the style of architecture
adopted in the centre division ;

" large windows in
keeping with the nature of the apartments (the
recreation-hall and chapel) fill up the projection,
and this again is surmounted by two towers, 3.5ft.
apart, rising to a height of 70ft. or 34fl. above the

I

general line of the front elevation. On each side
|

of the recreation-hall in the centre, the plan
repeats itself—the south side being intended for
female patients and the north for males. The
8onth-east and north-west wings consist of a range
of rooms for patients and attendants, terminating
with another well-lighted day-room, 38ft. by 23ft.
The centre or administrative block, 100 by 120ft

,

within the wings, incloses a small court, and faces
to the north-east. The principal entrance is by
this block, the entrance-hall being loft, by lift
From this hall steps lead to the main corridors
running right and left to the several divisions of
the establishment. There is a considerable slope
on the ground on which the asylum is built,
entailing rather heavy excavations, but advantage
has been taken of this by making a basement
story at one end of the building, which can be
profitably utilised. Thereof is projecting, and
the general effect of the plan altogether pleasing,
strings of white freestone being carried round
wherever the frontage shows. Great pains have
been taken m the plans to ensure perfect ventila-
tion, and the high towers rising from the main
front have been turned to use as well as ornament
Cast-metal vents from the fires are carried up the
towers, and foul-air flues communicating with the
principal inhabited apartments are also carried
there, and being brought in contact with the heated
metal vents, a constant draught will be maintain«d,
and thus all noxious airs will be carried off. Pro- I

vision has been made for water by two abundant
springs on the neighbouring heights being brought I

into a large cistern on an elevated part of the I

.

asylum grounds. A suitable dwelling-house for
Ithe accommodation of the doctor is in course of i

erection near the main building. Considerable'
progress has been. made with the mason-work
upwards of 200 roods of wall being finished, but
the building is not expected'to be ready for occu-
bation before the spring of 1872. It is intended
to accommodate about 150 patients. The total
<o3t will be about £30,000. The architects are
Mrasrs. Brown and Wardrope, Edinburgh.
The New University op London Thenew building for the University of London, which

13 to be opened by the Queen next month,
occupies a portion of the ground between Picca-

u^. ??„, Burhngton-gardens, which measures
about ;,90ft. in length or depth, along the eastern
^do, and about 567ft. along the western side,

oif-^f^™,""'' '"''°"g'"S '0 the University measures
^5bn. along the Burlington-gardens frontage, and
about a foot less for the corresponding line at the
back, and it has a uniform depth of 148ft. There
IS a space of 55ft. between the main buildin" of
the Academy and the University, 20ft. of that
being the width of a back area of the latter
onilding. In the main front the general line is
jet back from the street about 17ft., and this adds
to the effect. Internally the building, which was
designed by Mr. Pennethome, presents many
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excellent features. The senate-room is a fine

SK?"''
n™''. ""^"suring 45ft. by 38ft. 3in., and is

^Jft. 9in. in height. The attached committee-
rooms are not so lofty. The enrichments of the
walls and ceilings here and elsewhere in the bnild-
ing have been executed by Messrs. G. .Jackson
and Son, chiefly in Desacliy's canvas plaster.
Iho woodwork generally is of wainscot or
mahogany. Messrs. Jackson and Shaw were the
builders.

TO CORRESPONBENTS.
CWo do not hold oin-nelves rcuponslble for the opinions
of oupcorrcBpondeuts. Tlic Kditor respectfully re-
quests that all commuDloiitiouH should bo drawn no
as briefly as possible, as there are ninny claanantjupon the space allotted to correspondence.]
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A LoNnoN Brick in Livkhpooi,."—Ifyou send the parcel
to the Architectural Museum, have the decency to pay the
carriage, and don't do anything you may he aaharaed of

G. f. S.—Write to the secretary of the Central Cottaee
Improvement Society, Whittiugton Club, Arundel-street
btranti, W.C. '

C , U. P.—Sketch to hand.
L. E. X. B.—Photos., of the drawings were taken, but not

being up to the mark, they were not and will not be used,
send address, and drawings will be returned.

J. T. T.—No stamps enclosed.

DR. ZERFEI'S NEW STYLE OE GRECIAN
ARCHITECTURE.

(To the Editor of The Building News.)
Sni,—In the Building News, April 8th, Dr.

Zerffi gave a list of buildings in what he is
pleased to term the Attio style. In your journal
of the 22nd inst. he describes the base,
capital, &c., of this supposed style. Now mark,
su, so utterly and entirely ignorant is he of
Greek art that he is actually oblivious of the
fact that the buildings in his list, so far from
having the ba.se he describes, have none what-
ever, and not one of them the capital he ex-
patiates upon ! Yet we are told this is what is
delivered at South Kensington Museum. The
minor errors in Dr. Zerffi's statements I have
not time nor patience to go info. His description
of his style will no doubt raise many smiles
amongst yonr classical readers.-1 am, &o.

P. E. M.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN BUILDING
MATERIALS AND APPLIANCES.

Sir,—In answer to a letter from Mr. Sorbv,
published in your issue of the 15th, I shall feel
obliged if you will kindly allow the insertion of
the following remarks. Mr. Sorby very justly
concludes^ his remarks on the Broomhall Tile
Company's system of casing concrete by stating
"certainly it made splendid work"—an opinion
which I am sure all practical people will share
upon inspection of any of the hereafter-men-
tioned work. I may therefore confine mvself to
the subject of expense, which Mr. Sorby "alludes
to as excessive

; but from the testimony of other
architects who have used the patent blocks on a
larger scale, and from a builder whose letter we
print (the same having been read at the meeting
by Mr. Douglass Mathews), this does not appear
to be the case. I feel sure that Mr. Sorby has
either made an unintentional error in his calcu-
lations, or has been misled.
One thousand of the patent blocks (sufficient

to face 250 square feet of building, and such as
were supplied, by Mr. Sorby's directions, for the
Lea-bridge Metropolitan Police stables and
boundary wall) co.'^t 45s. As the company merely
supply the blocks, the architect adoptine them
generally applies to the builder for a contract for
the building in the usual manner.
The following letter from Mr. Bishop, a highly

respectable builder at Birling, near Maidstone,
Kent, who has completed three houses at Mort-
lake, Surrey, and is now commencing six more,
will be reliable information as to cost :

—

blocks, it would cost 30. per rod «tr,. I have no hesitationm saying that I should prefer the blocks and concreUi in
ordinary houees, as it ii undoubtedly much dryer thin
ordinary hiickwork. '

„f^,- » »• ^'" n''^'i"'L '' " '"'" '''=^«'' *'l'' "'« "»«
or the Mort «ke villas that he gave me the order on Saturday
last to build su cottages on the same ptinclule with the red
blocks.—I am, Gentlemen, yours truly, jous Bishop.

In respect to the blocks not being true, it is a
very small percentage that are otherwise, and
such are quite aa serviceable for inside work.
The blocks also separate with scarcely any loss,
and m the event of one chipping, short lengths
being frequently required, it would be serviceable
for such purpose. For a nominal sum the com-
pany will separate the blocks, and bear any loss.
Trimming the blocks, unless they are required to
be tested by a straight-edge, as we are informed
was thought necessary at Lea-bridgo, has never
been heard of, and is, I think, a test to which
bricks are not usually submitted. Mr. Alfred
Smith (architect to the Army and Navy CInb)
authorises us to refer to him at 19, Buckingham-
street, Strand, to endorse the above statements, he
having employed both red and white patent
blocks for extensive] buildings situated near 3
Matthias' Church, Richmond-hill.
Mr. Walford, of 21, Northumberland-street,

btrand, also permits us to refer to him, and to state
that during the erection of the buildings at Her-
sham Lodge, AValton-on-Thames, walls were cut
through and alterations made without the
slightest difficulty.

The company's price for patent damp-proof
and ventilating course is 6d. per foot super, deli-
vered in London, or 4d. at Tamworth. For the
penny in excess of the price allowed by Mr.
Sorby for slate and cement course, good and
regular ventilation is secured for the ground
timbers, to say nothing of the additional height
obtained by the thickness of the course.
The patent roofing tiles alluded to by Mr.

Sorby are some used three years ago, previous to
the introduction of nailing every tile. The com-

I

pany are quite willing to give a written guarantee
to any architect, and beg to refer them to such
works as the New College at Dulwich, or houses
roofed with the tiles for Mr. Douglass Mathews
at Bromley, Kent. Numerous other buildings in
various parts of the country can be named upon
application. If repair is necessary, it is more
easily done than with any other roofing material
Details can be better explained at the company's
premises. Cox's Wharf, Upper Ground-street,
Blackfnars.—I am, Sir, &c.,

Charles Luoena, Managing Director.
Broomhall Tile and Brick Company, Limitea,

Cox's Wharf, Upper Ground-street.
April 27, 1870.

- ,, , , . Birling, March Slat, 1870.Gen lemcD,—In reply to y8ur questions respecting Hin.

T w ",'iL"'",''
y"" '"'^ '''»<^l<s at a cost of 453. per SOU

dcul) e, 1000 when spht, and ballast at Ss. per yard with the
usual proportion of ground lime for filling in concrete, my
estimate would be £11 lOs. per rod, including the red bricks
for quoins, arches, &c, &c. Ordinary stock brickwork, the
bncks cosling 283. per m., I should value at the same
puce

1
but it laced with bricks equal in quality to your red

THE VENTILATION OF DWELLINGS.
Sir,—We have heard lately a great deal about

" fever dens," but it appears to me that the proper
method is not taken to ventilate them. I havehad
notice served where fever has been in the houses
to have all the sashes made to open at top ; they
are not hungat present—and many are not in small
and old houses at this time. This is all very well
if yon could get the tenants to keep them open, but
the poor people generally are so averse to fresh
air, that they frequently paste and paper up the
sashes in cold weather. I would recommend that
an iron air brick or ventilator be let into the
chimney breast, close to the ceiling, the cutting
made upwards at a sharp angle into the flue. This
would carry off the foul air, which is very bad where
eating and sleeping is can-icd on in the same room
The ventilator should be always open. If there
was one in every poor person's living and sleeping
room, I think we should not have so many cases
of fever, bred by the foul air breathed over again.
Care should be taken to prevent the tenants from
stopping or papering up the ventilator. J. D.

DBURT LANE THEATRE.
Sir,—In your last impression my name appears

to have been very unnecessarily dragged into an
article on the fitting-np of Drury Lane Theatre
for the opera, as it would appear, to give colour
to an assertion which the writer knows as well as
I do has no foundation in fact—viz., that the
works which I directed ; for Mr. Chatterton last
Christmas were done " by the scene-painters of
the Gaiety Theatre." All the work was done by
Mr. J. Robinson, a well-known and most efficient
contractor, in the best possible way, and to my
entire satisfaction.—I am, Sir, &c.,

C. J. Phipps.
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THE BEDFORD CANAL EXPERIMENT
(SIX MILES).

Sib,—As a correspondent has asked for soma

particulars respecting the above, I, havine read

all the corresponiience, and tested the exponment

on paper, will, with roar permission, reply. In

the first place, I may state that the flat theorists

cannot seem to comprehend the laws of gravita-

tion and the rule of tangents, together with the

laws of perspective. The first experiment con-

iited of sighting from end to end with a 5-foot

telescope ; the line of sight forming a tangent

with its centre in contact (to a sphere), the centre

signal appeared approximately over 5ft. above it,

thus proving that the three points were not in a

itraight line, but that by adding refraction,

making 6ft., a curve with'the radius of the earth

wonld intersect the three points. The diagram of

this experiment was signed under protest by the

globular opposer's referee, for what reason would

appear strange to us who know the rule of three
" boring sticks." The next experiment con-

sisted of sighting from end to end with a
Troughton's level, the line of sight (in this case)

forming a tangent with its point of contact at the

first station. The centre signal (if reversed)

appeared below the cross hair, and the end signal

below the centre one ; thus proving that they

were not in a straight line, but dipping from the

tangent. This experiment was reversed at each

end, with the same result. But the globular

opponent's referee argiics that as the two signals

and cross hair appeared equidistant from each

other in the telescope, for that reason they mast
be in a straight line from end to end, and that

the apparent dipping must bo the result of per-

spective diminution ; but those of us who know
anything of the laws of perspective could inform
him that all objects standing upon a straight

plane with their tops the same height as the eye

must line with and cut each other, and that the

bates only will vanish towards a horizontal line

passing through the eye. If the signals and cross

hairs were equidistant it wonld prove curvature,

to wit, if the end signal dipped (less refraction)

20ift., the centre one wonld dip 7ft. Sin. By
making a side view on paper it will be fonnd to

be a cnrve (horizontal scale, say lin. to a mile

Tflitical, |iu. to a foot).

The problem may also be tested perspec-

tirely by measuring the dips on the vertical

picture line. But as this curve does not give

the theoretical value— viz., 514ft. in 3 miles and
S0'57ft. in six miles (refraction deducted), as

partly proved in first experiment, we have good
reasons for doubting this equidistance. For the

theoretical curvature the centre and end signals

should appear {Vice as far apart as the centre

signal and cross hair—as may be tried by a per-

spective problem. In the diagrams of Mr.
Wallace's referee they are shown abont in that

proportion, but as all the diagrams seem to have
Deen rough sketches, they must be taken approxi-

mately, otherwise a micrometer should have been
used. A curvature has been proved, therefore,

on Mr. Wallace's side, although doubted by the

opposite side. We may also consider it (in the

absence of minnte measurement) as the theoretical

Talne, viz. :

—

sighting 5-14

4- refraction -86 = 6ft. in 8 miles.

sighting 20-57

4- refraction 3'43 = 24ft. in 6 miles.

1 am. Sir, yonrs, &c., E. Y. PoOLE.
Grovetown, Weston-Super-Mare.

CONCRETE BUILDINC}.

SlB,—From the opening remarks In Mr. May's
letter on the above subject, which appeared in

yonr jonmal of the 8th inst., I was led to believe

that he intended to afford some information re-

specting two systems of concrete building, viz.,

the "block" system and the "apparatus"
cystem, bnt was disappointed to find that, without
giving any practical reason, the " block " system
was praised by him and the "apparatus " system
condemned, the letter concluding with promises,
" with your permission," of explanations at a
fntnre time.

Now, Sir, althongh I have had some experience
in concrete building, I am always anxious to
" live and learn," and reliable information on any
system that would " ensure durability and
•coDomy " in cottage constmction is worthy of

acceptation, the cheap dwelling question being the

question of the day.

If lam not encroaching too much on your

space I will briefly describe the two systems, and

endeavour to point out the advantages or dis-

advantages of each.

Mr. May, in his block system, oasts his blocks

2} in. thick, the "stretcher" blocks about 12in.

long by 9in. high, and the " header" the same

height by the required thickness of the walls
;

thus the difference between the length of the

"header" block and the thickness of the two
" stretcher " blocks results in a cavity up the

middle of the wall, special rebatetl "header"
blocks being cast for all donr and window open-

ings, the whole requiring skilled labour in erection,

as in brickwork. So much for constmction, now
as to cost. I think I can show, presuming even

that gravel can be obtained on the site, that the

cement mixed 1 to 9, the labour of digging the

gravel and the labour of mi.xing and of casting in

the moulds, equals, and in many cases would even

exceed, the cost of bricks, thus :

—

s. d.

Gravel per yard 1

Two bushels of cement at 2s. 4

Labour of mixing and carting 3

8 per yard cube

of material, bnt as a deduction must be made of

Jth for shrinkage, we have f of a yard of material,

equal in bulk to 288 bricks for 8s,, or equal to

27s. 9d. per thousand, and as skilled labour and
mortar are required in laying the blocks, costing

at least Gs. per cube yard, the total cost is £9 per

rod, measured as brickwork, the only saving

effected being in cartage and in building the

walls hollow. In the case of a workman building

a cottage for himself there may be economy in

the " block " system, as he could cast bis blocks in

his spare time on winter eveuings, and lay them in

the light summer evenings, and Mr. May being a
plasterer, and casting his blocks himself, this is

no doubt the light in which he looks at the
question when speaking of economy.

Let ns now consider the " apparatus " system.

Of course for this certain machinery is required,

but if once obtained it will soon repay itself. An
addition of Is. per cube yard to the cost of the
work will amply cover principal and interest ex-
pended in procuring it. By this process no
skilled labour is required, no casting of blocks,

and no laying of them afterwards j the concrete is

mixed up and thrown at once into its place in the

walls, and if we compare the cost of this with
the " block " system, taking materials at the

same price, we shall find the result decidedly in

its favour. Thus :

—

£ 8. d.

9 yards gravel at Is 9
18 bushels cement at 2s. ... 1 16

4 yards clinker packing at 2?. 8
Labour on 13 yards at 2s. 3d. 19 3
Use of apparatus at Is 13

4 15 3
allowing Jth for shrinkage on the gravel, as by
the other system we have llj yards cube of wall-

ing complete for £4 153. 3d., equal to 88. 2d. per

cube yard, or £i lis. lOd. per rod, or but little

over half the cost of the " block " system.
One word as to coating the exterior surfaces

of the walls. I maintain that there is no material

to which such surfaces adhere more closely than

to concrete. There are bad plasterers and bad
workmen in every trade, bnt I never yet saw a

Portland cement surface on a concrete bouse
either peel or drop off, and this is the only material

a practical man would ever dream of using. As
for tbe additional cost of coating walls erected

with apparatus, I can only say that those erected

with blocks require a thick wash of neat cement
to make them at all presentable and the thin face

on a wall erected with apparatus being mixed
3 of sand to 1 of cement, costs no more for

material, and but a trifle more for labour, and in

appearance far surpasses that of the blocks.

—

I am. Sir, &c., W. F. IIooPEn.

3, Park Prospect, Queen-street, Westminster,
April 25, 1870.

It is not a little remarkable , says the Guardian,
that in one daily paper last week there were adver-

tised the residences of three ex-Premiers to be let or

sold. Brockett Hall, Hertfordsliire, the favourite

home of Lord Melbourne, and after him of Lord
Palmerston, is to be let ; and Rodborough Manor,
I>ord Russell's seat near Stroud—which borough he

once represented—is to be sold by auction shortly.

Jnfgyjinmmiiptign^

QUESTIONS.
[1SS7.]- HALIFAX BUILDING SOCIETY COMPETI-

TION.—Can any of your readers inform me wlien the com-
petition for the Ilalifm Permanent Benefit Building Society
will be decided? Tlie drawings were sent in on tlie 8lh of

February. What ciu cause such delay ?—A Cohpxtitoe.

aSW-l—FALLING OUT OF STOPPING.—Will any of
the renders of Thk Building News liave the goodness w
%\vt the writer tlie benefit of their experience as to ihe possi-

bility of avoidinb; the loosening and falling out of the stopping
round door and window frames in new buildings? He ha»
been subjected to this annoyance in almost every building he
has erected, and is at a loss tc know bow to prevent the
recurrence of the evil. The usual phrase " bed and point in
lime and hair mortar all door and window frames " certaialy

does not insare the architect against this vexation.—
Abcuitect.

[1839.]—WHITE GAULT FACINGS.—What ii the best

way to clean off vesretation and dirt from a brick front which
has been exposed throughout the winter 'i The vegetation more
especially is diOlcuIt to remove. The bricks, when cleaa.

would be under Bhelter—E. H. H.

\

[1810.1— ASPHALTE VARNISH AS REMEDY FOR
DAMP WALLS.—As 1 am anxious to make the experiment
of coating PortIand;cement seams of pointed rubble masonry
with the above, I should feel obliged if any of your reader*
would inform me through the medium of your journal

whether they know of any precedent where it did answer tho
purpose effectually and continue to do so; if not, is it likely

to answer the purpose ?—SunscRiBEtt.

n841.]-PROBLEM.-The sides

of the triangle A B C are A C =
340, A B = 300, and B C ~ 160.

Find the length of B D, A D, and
D C ; also the cosines of each of its

angles.—A Learnee.

[1842.]—VERMIN.—I have to build a kitchen against att

old stable, the division wall being a new 9* wall of brick.

Can any of the readers of The Building News advise me aj

to the best means of keeping out from the kitchen tach

vermin as rats, cockroaches, beetles, &c.—A. Y. E.

REPLIES,
[1905.] — PLUMBER'S WORK, &c.— The ohserratioM

made by " G. L." on ray answers to questions on the above

subject are quite correct, and I am obUged. to him for having

made them.—W. W.

[I827.1-l>OCKING DRAWERS.—" H. R. E." can lock his

nest of drawers by one operation by the following appliance:

—

A straight bar of flat iron \' tliick, with a small bend at th»

t(*p, as shown in sketch, is screwed on to the aide of the nest

of drawers. A small notch is cut in the locking drawer.!*
which the bar catches, and folding over the ends of tbe other

drawers fastens them—see sketch. A is an end view of thft

bar ; B front view of ditto as fixed to the chest of drawers C
D view of top or locking drawer showing notch, a a lKai»

lacing to notch.—Marcus Wicks.

[1829.]—ENGINEERS' EXAMINATION.—From the qnes-

tion put by " Edinburgh," he does not seem to be aware that

one of the regulations of the Secretary of State with reference

to the appointments in the Indian Public Works Department
is that all candidates must have passed at least one year '\Jt

the office of an engineer in actual practice. No amount of

time passed at a college or school of engineering will cQit^

pensate for this practical probation. It is indispensable.

—

A Candidate.

[1830.]-DEFLECTION OF BEAM.—The deflection of %
girder loaded at the centre may be calculated by the formula

W X L3
D = . In this formRlaD equals the deflec-

4 K (6(1 + fl') d^

tion at the centre, W equals the weight, L the length of th»
girder, E the co-efRcient of elasticity, «the area of either the

top or bottom flange, supposing tliem to be equal to one
another ; a* the area of the web, and d the depth. Tlie value^

forE may he taken equal to24,000,0i Olb. By making W equal

its own weight, which will thus be uniformly distributed, the

deflection muv be calculated bv the formula
5 \V X L3

D ,.

32 E (6a + a}) <i'

In which the value for E is the same asin the other equation*

and the letters have also the same signification.—.\. ti. Q.

[1833.]—THE EARTH'S SPHERICITY.—By the »»iui
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ormula for the correction for the curvature of the eartli, the

hciittu would be couhI to

L' X I)' 2 X ? • -

. = 6ft.

—A. S. Q.

[183(!]-GOVKR\MENT HOUSE, OTTAWA, CANADA..
— Mr. rhoniH3 I'uller, an KnKlislimnn, of whose desit^ii for

the Capitol at Albany, New York (now huililing under his

and his partner's, Mr. Lavers' immediate superintendence)

you published an excellent lithograph with your piiper of the

7th Jan., was also the previously successful conjpetitor and
appointed architect for the Government at Ottawa.—

A

RiLATIVK.

i

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITAHY
MATTERS.

Sanitabt Statk of Hampton Court.—Dr. Barton lias

not 3pokcn a minute too booh ia calling attention to the

•drainage and water supply of Ilumpton Court villiige. On
the north side of the Rreen, from the K.^ie% of Hampton
House to the gates of Bushy- park on the KinKston-road, a

diatance of ahout o5i) yfirds, there are, it Beema, twenty-four

houses hordcrin^ on tlie park. IVom these the sewage
drains into no fewer than forty-six cesspools, of which twenty-

five arc in the park, immedin'tely under the windows, while

the rest are in the little gardens in front. Most of the housei

have more than one of tliese cesspools, which hein» sunk in

gravel, and so constructed as to let the sewatje intiltrate the

soil, require to he emptied less frequently, tor almost every

cesspool these houses have a well placed helween the cess-

pool and the Thames, so that the impregnation of the water-

«upply with the sewage is a result as certain as such an
ingenious arrangement can render it. On testing samples of

th« water from tliese wells with permanganate of potash, Dr.

Barton found them loaded with organic matter, much of

which lie rightly infers to be animal. The town of Hampton
has been in a similar non-sanitary condition ever since its

eewoge has been denied an exit into the Thames. In a few
weeks that palatial vicinage, the health resort of many a

summer resident and the scene of many a holiday junketing,

will be crowded with multitudes little conscious of the fever

preserve into which they liave ventured. The Lancet echoes
Dr. Barton's demand for some authority to compel the parish

of Hampton and the local board of Hampton Wick to tiud a
remedy fortius sanitary evil without delay.

Bolton —A special meeting of the l*arliamentary Com-
mittee of the Bolton Corporation was held on Saturday
fnorning last, for the purpese of considering a communication
which had been receivea fi-om the Home Office in reference

to the provisional order applied for by the Corporation for the
construction of sewage outfall works at Burnden, and other
works. This communication from the Home Office was
evoked by a memorial which had been presented to the
Secretary of State by a number of owners on the stream, who
expressed their intention of opposing any works which would
have a tendency to pollute the water. Mr. Taylor, on behalf

of the Home Secretary, pointed out that the Rivers Pollution

Commission had reported in favour of irrigation, and suggested
that Eonie arrangemenS should he come to wiili the memo-
rialisfg. As in the event of opposition tlie Home Secretary

must refuse to grant the provisional order, it was decided to

eek Hn interview as early as possible with the memorialists
and Mr. Bruce.

Dkcekask or Scablkt Feveh.— Dr. Whitraore, of Mary-
leboue, in his last montlily report says:—"It is very satis-

factory to observe that the mortality from scarlet fever has
declined during the past montli to something considerably
below the average, and that the number tf new cases of
sickness from the same disease returned to me from 11 chari-

t ible institutions in the parish amounted to only 51 We
may now indulge in ? contidint hope that this fatal disease,

which has prevailed throughout the whole of London for the
iast seven months, has ceased to exist as an epidemic, and
assumed its ordinary sporadic character."

A Fevee Stricken Town.—During the past week Dr.
Buchanan, a Government inspector sent down by the Medical
Department of the Privy Council, has been engaged in

making a sanitary [inspection of the town of Whiteliavcn.
Attention has been directed to the high rate of mortality in

the town, and inquiry showed that during the last four

months there had been, out of a population of 19,000 people,

between 360 and 370 cases of typhus fever, and one patient

out of every sl.x had died. The medical ofiicer of the local

Board of TrusteeH, on being called upon to report on tliis sad

Btate of affairs, attributed the frequent occurrence of fever

at Whitehaven to overcrowding and defective drainage. Out
of 45.3S inhabited houses, 250O had no drainage except the
•Burface. He st:i1fci that he had urged upon the board the

absolute necessity cf enforcing a proper and edlcient system
of household drainage; some of his suggestions had been
adopted, and some had not. On Tuesday Dr. Buchanan
arrived at Whitehaven and commenced a pergonal inspection
of the town, which occupied him three or four days. The
effect produced upon his mind by tliis inspection was that,

after he had been in the town a few hours, he telegraplicd to

the Privy Council that Whitehaven, infected and overcrowded,
was not a fit place for the Cumberland militia to sscmble in
for their annual periodical training. Adjutant Captain
Morris Fawcett has accordingly, by order of the Secretary
for War, issued anoticc countermanding the former summons,
and announcing that the Cumberland militia are not to

fis'icnblc this year. They will, however, rcceire their usual
ttounty.

A LARGE Dkath-Rate AND ITS Catse —Accouuts as to

the sanitary condition of some parts of Monmouthshire are
really alarming. Defective drainage, the proximity of pig-
styes to dwelling-houses, and other unwholesome causes arc
doing for the inhabitants just what may be expected. I'ont-

newydd and Cwmbran, villages between Newport and Ponty-
pool, have suffered frightfully from typhoid fever. Blaena-
lor, a town numbering some 8000 inhabitants, is in a deplor-
able state, and measles are carrying off the children at the
rate of six or seven a day. Such was the number of deaths
there last week that the death-rate rose to 163 per 1000, in-

stead of the usual proportion of about 22 per 1000. To cope
with this awful mortality there are but three medical men.
The Pollution of tub Thames.—Mr. J. J. Mechi asks

whether any reasonable person can believe that the available
annual produce of 20,000 acres of cultivated land (whicli is

the daily consumption of the population of London] can be,

after digestion, poured into the Thames without creating not
only a liquid nuisance but a large solid deposit of disgusting
mud, especially when this is supplemented by vast quantities

of refuse from other sources ? He hopes that the Thames
Conservancy wilt compel tlie Metropolitan Board of Works
to apply this vast man of wealth to the production of food
for the people.

©111! ®ffit[4 WM%
Building and Rbpairino Churches and

Chapels.—The lucorporated Society for pro-

moting the Eiilar(;cment, Building, and Repairing

of Chtirches and Chapels held it.s usual monthly
meeting on Monday at the Society's house, 7,

Whitehall, the Kcv. Canon Nepean in the chair.

Grants of money were made in aid of the follow-

ing objects, viz. : Building new churches at

Battersea. S. Philip, Surrey ; Evcrton, S. Peter,

near Liverpool ; High Hurst Wood, in the parish

of Busted, near irckfield, Sussex ; and Ncwing-
ton, All Souls' (Grosvenor Park), Surrey. Re-

building the church at Llanfihangel Abergwcssin,

near Knighton, Brecon. Enlaiging or otherwise

increasing the accommodation in the churches at

Barnsiey, Yorks : Chelsham, near Croydon, Surrey;

Colchester, S. James's ; Ilenfield, near Hurstpier-

point, Sussex ; Llanfihangel-y-Croydden, near

Aberystwith ; Mennstoke, near Bishop's Wal-
tham ; and S. Uominick, near Callington, Corn-

wall. Grants were also made from the school-

church and mission house fund towards building,

&c., school-churches or mission houses at Wands-
worth-common, Surrey ; High Wych, S. James,

near Bishop Stortford, Essex ; Meopham, Kent;

Froncyssylite, in the parish of Llangollen ; Den-
bigh ; High Town, in the parish of Luton, Beds;

Poplar, S. Paul (Iile of Dogs) ; and Haslington,

Cheshire. These cases having been selected as

the most urgent from a number of applications,

the committee were compelled very reluctantly to

refuse assistance to seven others, which, but for

want of funds, they would most gladly have

aided, and again, therefore, contributions are

earnestly solicited, in order that they may be

relieved at the next meeting.

Gloucester School of Art.—Earl Duoie,

in writing to Mr. Gambier Parry, offering to give

a donation towards furnishing a sohocl of

art ai:d museum to Gloucester, adds :
—"I must,

however, make one stipulation, viz,, that I shall

not be bound to subscribe unless a reasonable

amount of support is given by (what I know no
other name for) the middle classes—the tradesmen

and others in Gloucester. The subscriptions, as

recorded in the circular, are at present large sums
from a limited number of donors. Such an insti-

tution as that which you contemplate should be

supported according to their means by every class

of persons, and should not bq a semi-eleemosynary

affair, provided by the few rich for the numerous
moderately well-to-do. I am quite content to

leave it in your hands to decide when adequate

general support has been secured, and on your

demanding it, when the assurance that all are

taking a fair share of the burthen, the money
shill be sent to you."

OENiMENTAL WROUGHT IbONWOBK.—MeSSrS.

Brawn and Downing, of Birmingham, have just

executed a pair of gates for Earl Manvers, in-

tended for the entrance of the courtyard at

Thoresby fark, his lordship's seat in Nottingham-
shire, where a considerable quantity of wrouglit-

iron park railing of similar character is now
being erected. The gates measure 21ft. in width

from the outside of the piers, and are between

17ft. and 18ft. high. The gates themselves are

each 16ft. wide, the piers being 2ft. Bin. in width.

The piers are of wrought iron, the work being

solid and durable, and presenting a better appear-

ance than stonework or other material. The
piers will be surmounted with krge lamps in

wrought iron, of similar design. The gates will

be run on quadrants, and thus be cap,ible cf being

opened and closed with the greatest ea?e. The
framework is heavy and substantial, which gives

(in contrast) the ornamental ironwork itself a

light and graceful appearance. The style is that

of the Renaissance period, a style which, in orna-

mental metalwork at all events, is said to be

rapidly superseding the Gothic. The flowers and
foliage, spike and stem, leaf and blossom, are

beautifully wrought—all hand-hammered, forged,

and welded, without screw or rivet throughout.

AiiT Union of London.—The annual meeting

of members was held on Tuesday, in the

iidelphi Theatre, Lord Houghton, the president,

occupying the chair. Mr. Lewis Pocock, hon.

secretary, read the thirty-fourth annual report,

which announced that the engraving for the en-

suing year will be " Light and Darkness," from a

picture by Mr. George Smith, representing a

blind girl as a Scripture reader. The Hon. Alfred

Bagot and the Key. Dr. Mortimer had been

elected It fill the vacancies in the Council. The
subscriptions of the year had amounted to

£10,710 lOi. Cd., and the sum available for tha
purchase of work^ of art would he thus allotted,

viz.—22 at £10 each, 20 at £15, 10 at £20, 12 at

£2.5, 10 at £30, 8 at £35, G at £40, fi at £1.'), 4 at

£50, 2 at £60, 2 at £75, 2 at £100, 1 at £150, and
1 at £200. There would also be distributed 20
bronzes of the Nelson column, and 200 chromo-
lithographs, by Messrs. Kell, of B:rket Foster's
" Bellagio—Como." Including the Parian busts

there would be 476 prizes, in addition to the work
given to every member. The reserve fund now
amounts to £15,460 128. 9d. Lord Houghton, in

moving the adoption of the report, observed that
it touched upon every topic connected with art
that had engaged attention since they last met.
It very properly attached great importance to the
character of the works prizeholders might select,

for considering the enormous circulation of fhoir

prints, it was necessary, for the sake of elevating
the public taste and judgment, that the subject
chosen should be equally high and noble in cha-
racter as a work of art. Two principles ought to
guide the eelections—one, that the picture should
be a good work of art in itself, and the other that
the subject should be interesting to the commn-
nity at large, but it was not always possible to

obtain this combination. The noble lord con-
cluded with a feeling tribute to the memory of
Mr. D. Maclise, R.A., whose death was announced
in the papers that day. He recalled to mind that

a prizeholder had selected this artist's work, " The
Sleeping Beauty," which realised for the artist

only £300, but two years afterwards was sold for

£1200, and probably now would fetch double that

price. The same artist's two great paintings,

the "Battle of Waterioo" and the "Battle of

Trafalgar," were in the hands of the engraver for

the purposes of this society ; and he was sure the

copies woMld be highly valued by the members.

Flats for the Middle Classes in Qubek
Victoria-street.—Mr. J. Douglass Mathews, in

furtherance of the views expressed by another
correspondent of the City Press, refers that jotir-

nal to a letter of his published in The Building
News for Deo. 24th last, in which he took occa-

sion to suggest the desirability of constructing

dwellings for the middle clashes on the " flat
"

system in this street, the ground-floor and one or

two basements being used for shops or warehouses.
The rent of the ground will be too hi^h to admit
of its being occupied in the geueral way by ware-
houses, and at the present time the City is over-

stocked with offices. Mr. Mathews feels sure there

are many men with small families, and also bache-

lors, who would gladly give up their houses in the
suburbs for snitable accommodation in the City,

as it is agreed on all hands that there is no
healthier place. By this means one or two hours a
day, which are now consumed in travelling, would
be saved, as well as the expense of railway and
cab fares, &c., and the advantage of a central

position secured. He fears we shall not be able

to look forward to house gardening here at present,

but the near proximity to the Temple-gavdens and
the Embankment, and the openness of the street

itself, will afford, sufficient Iresh air and amuse-
ment for the residents.

The Farnworth Local Board ia in treaty for a site

for a new market. The price asked is £3000.
_

Fleet-street is (not before it wanted it) being re-

paved.

We are informed the competition drawings for

laying out land in the Old Kent-road, are now on

view daily at the Vestry Hall, Camberwell, from 10

to 5.

The Fellows of the Society of Antiquaries, we
understand, are likely to alter their statutes, so as to

meet only once a fortnight, instead of weekly as

hitherto.

Marlborough College, lately severely visited with

fever, is, we are informed, being ventilated by Mr.

Potts of Handswortb, near Birmingham, on his new
system. As much of the work as can be accom-

plished during the vacation, i.f being proceeded with.

The erection of the Triquctri marbles upon the

walla of the Albert Memorial Chapel, Windsor

Castle, is progressing. All round the chapel just

below the tableaux costly seats of richly coloured

marbles, and of elegant design, will bo placed as

resting places, while the floor will be rcpaved with

marble. It is believed that when finished this

memorial chapel will occasionally be opened for

public inspection.
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THE TIMBEB MERCHANTS ASD THB KEW
BUILDIXG ACT.

A MEETING will be held on Friday (to-day)

the 29th insL, at 2 o'clock, at the Surrey

Commercial Dock Company's Offices, 106, Fen-

ohnrch-street, of timber merchants, builders,

cabinetraikers, and others, whose interests would

be affected by the passing o£ the Bill now before

Parliament, entitled " A Bill to Consolidate and
Amend the Building Acts relating to the Metro-

palis," the 111th clause of which runs as fol-

lows:

—

111. " It shall not be lawful for any person to

erect, rebuild, place or replace, a building built of

wood for the purpose of floor-clotVi manufacture,

or a pile or store of cat wood or timber on the

groand or on the top of a building or elsewhere,

nearer to a street thun the buildings forming the

general line of building therein, or nearer to a

building in different occupation than twenty-ii7e

feet, unless in every case there is a proper wall or

fence or party wall, or party fence wall, as the

case requires, to separate such wooden building.

or wood, or timber, throughout its whole height,

from the street, and from every adjoining or

neighbouring building.
" If any person acts in any manner in contra-

vention of this section, he shall for every such

offence be liable, on i^ummary conviction before a

magistrate, to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds,

and in case of a continning offence to a further

penalty not exceeding twenty ponnds for every

day during which such offence continues after the

day on which the first penalty is incurred."

(X)NSUMPTIOS OF TIMBEtt IX THE UNITED STATES.
One hundred and firtv thousand acres of the hest timber

is cot every year to aupply the demand for railway sleepers

alone.
Forrailroad bnildinjrfl, repairs, and cars the annual expendi-

ture in wood is 38,000,()00dol9. In a single year the loco-

raotives consume 56,000,000dola.' worth of wood. The number
of artisans in wood is set down at 400,000, and the wood
industry of the country represents some 600,000,000 per

The tale of timber, deals, &c.. by public auction at the

Baltic Sale Room, Thrcadneedle-street, tooic place on Wed-
nesday, April 13. Auctioneers, Messrs Churchill and Sim.

This was a sale of about 275,000 deals, &c., of all sorts
;

180,000 flooring boards, ; 160 fathoms lathwood ; 9/0 wainscot

log*, OSO loads timber, all at the Surrey Commercial Docks,

and a large quantity of fancy woods lying at the West India

Docks.
There was a fair attendance, and better prices were reati sed

than waa generally expected. No Baltic timber was offered.

BALTIC yiR, per cubic load, none. >. d. s. d.

Swedish 4* to 53
Quebec Red Pine 72 6

Yellow Pine 70
£iga crown, English Logs, per cubic foot.

.

6
Dutch crown 4 A
Brack crown 3 3

£ s. £ >.

Archangel yellow, per standard of 120.

im.lj X 11 12 to 13 5
Wybnrg yellow 9 6
jKobMadtdo 8 „ 8 15

Whitt 6 10
Skellefteado 7
Onega, 2nd yellow 9 10

3rd do 8 16
Pelertburg. 2nd white 7 15

Cefle, Itt and 2nd yellow 8 10
3rd do 8 15

Holmsund, be., 1st and 2nd yellow .... 8 15
Srddo 7 15

1st and 2nd white 7 10

NORWAY YELLOW B.VTTES 6 10

2i X 7 Yellow battens—
Gefle, Ist and 2nd yellow 8 13
Gothenburg, 1st and 2nd do 9
Bjomeborg 7
Sundiwall 8 6
Gothenburg, 3rd ds 7 15
Sundiwall C 15
Morwaywhite 6 6 „ 7 10

FLOORING BOARDS, at the coatomary tqaare, viz.:—

9in. Sin. 7Jin. 7in. 6jin. 6Jin. C in. 5}in. Sjin. 5^in. Sin.

n 140^180^ lfU~lbO~185~"190^2UO 810 820 230 240

1. d
Firtt yellow IJ x 71x7

11
9 10

10 10
9

7 15

7 10

9

i X 7
i X 7

X H
IJ X 6i
1 X »\
{ X 6i 6

Second yellow.... 1x7
, I X 7

1 X 61

I X 6i 7
Kiitt whiU 1 x7 8

I X 7 7
» i X 7 6

J j^ 01 a

Seeoitd white".'.'.'. 1x7 ..'...'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 8
1 X 6i 7

9
3

<
6

6
8

1. d
to 14 9

., 11

" 8It "
>• 8
„ 13

>, «

7
8

8 6

3
«

6

7 6

to
£ I.

< 10

S S 6

LATHWOOD, per cubic fathom £ i.

Petersburg tf

Rifja e
Swedish 4 2

Per it,indard of 120. 12ft. IJ x 11—
Quebec first spruce, 12ft 11 5

10ft. 9 10

„ firat bright pine, Hft. 17 „ 19 10

„ „ Sfl. 15

„ „ Sin IS 5

„ second, 12ft 13

„ „ 10ft. 12
do. 3 X 7.... 10

Quebec (irst floated, 12ft 15 16 „ 17
„ third „ 8 15 „ 9 10

„ first spruce 7 15 „ 8 i n
Rimouski first spruce 8 17 6 „ 9
Quebec white ash, 2^d. to SJd., super.

„ white oak, 2(4. to 2H
„ cherry tree, 3d.

„ button wood, 2id.

BAHIA. ROSEWOOD, £18 per ton.

BAHAMA S.*.TIN WOOD, f ,\

Do. furniture wood. £3.
Do. lignum vitte, £4.

CUBA MAHOGANT.—Pricts differ to much according to

quality that the best way is to give the price each lot

fetched. Those who have seen the timber can then judge
for themselves.

Lotl, SJd.i 2, 6}d. ; S, 6Jd. ; 4, M. : 5, Cd. ; 6, 6}d. ;

7, OJd. ; 8, 7d. ; 9, 95d. ; 10, 9d. ; 11, 8d. ; 12, 8d.; 13, 6d. i

14, 74d. ; 15, 6H- ; 16. 714.; 17, Od.; 18, 6id. ; 19, fijd.
;

20, 6Jd. ; 21,-6id. 1 22, 7d. ; 23, 6Jd. ; 21, 7id.; 25, 65d.

;

26,74d.; 27, Is.; 28, Is. 2d. ; 29, ls.9kd. ; SO, 9}d.; 31,9.Jd.;

»3, 8d. ; S3, lOd. ; 34, la. lid. ; 35, 8}d. ; 36, 7Jd. ; 37, 8fd.

;

38, 8|d.; 89, lOd.; 40, 0}d. ; 41, 6id. ; 42, Is. lOd. ; 4.'!,

Is. 6d.; 44. 3s. 7d. ; 46, Is. 2d ; 46. 2s. lOd. ; 47, lOd. ; 48,

2s. 8d.; 49, 2s. fld.; 60, 6s. Od. ; 51, 2s.; 62, Is. lid. ; 63,

2s. 2d.

DEUERARA GREENHEART, £S 5t. per load.

HUNGARIAN ASH, 2«. 7d. to 3s. 4d. per foot cube.

JAMAICA, £7 per ton.

WALNUT BURRS, .£50 to £72.

LANCEWOOD WHIP STICKS, 6 bundlet, all at «6».

ITALIAN WALNUT WOOD, withdrawn.

APROMATE, withdrawn.

ZEBRA. WOOD, £6 6s. to £6 10s. per ton.

JAMAICA YELLOW WOOD, 4d. to Bid. super.
Do. 6 logs, no mark, 60s. per ton.

PENCIL CED.t.R, per ton. £4 153. to £5.
Do., per cubic foot, 2s. lOd. to Ss. 6d.

TRENAILS, £6 per 1000 of 36in.

QUEBEC WALNUT TIMBER, 3b. per cubic foot.

It is necessary here to give some description of the timber,
in order that the price may be understood. The dimensions
of 10 pieces will give a fair idea. It averaged about 45 cubic
feet per log.

Length. Squares.
14 23} X 24

Quebec yellow pine timber, 16 to 23in., 85s. to 87s. 6d. pe
load.

Do., do , 13 to 17in , 80$., do.
Do., Wancy board timber, 17 to 25in., 8O9. do.
Do., masts, 30 to 45j.. do.
Do. red pine spars, 6O3. to SOs.

Riga lathwood, £4 los. per fathom
Petersburgh do., £5 do.

Hi.
12
12
10
14
14

24 X 25

26i X 24i ,

26 X 26i ,

, 21} X 24}
, 27 X 24i
25i X 26}

14i 24} X 25
10
13

Contents.
.... 65
...48
... 63
... 67
.... 42J
... 64
... 6S

63

2.H X 33 37J
251 X 26i 56

SALE AT CHURCHILL AND SIMS', 27th APRIL, 1870.

Archangel, best yellow, £12 to £12 Ss. Pctg. atd.

Gotbenberg, mixed, 4x9, vellow, £9 15s. to £10.
Do., battens, £9 5s. to £9 lOs.

Do., mixed, 4 x 9, £9 to £9 lOs.

Dram, yellow, £8 to £7 for 6jin.

Holmsuud, mixed yellow, £8 10s. to £10, Fetg. »td.

Husum, 3rd yellow, £9, do.

Quebec, best floated, £16 5s. to £17, do.

1)0., bright, £16 10s. to £19, do.

Do., broad, £21 10s, do.

Do., second floated, £12 to £13, do.

Smartwick, mixed, 2nd vellow, £8 158., d%
Do., 2nd, 2i x 7, do., £8 10s., do.

Do,, 8rd, 2i X 7, do., £8 10«. do.

Do., Srd, 3 X 9, do., £9.
Pugwash spruce, £10 15s. to £13, for 9in.

Gefle, yellow, £8 15s, Pctg. std.

Rimouski spruce, £\i to £15 for 9in.

Sandamc. 3rd yellow, £9, Petg. std.

at. John's spruce, £12 los. to £13 Ss., for 9iB.

Dram yellow balks, 23s. to £29s. per load.

Pitch pine, £10 U) £11 6s.. Petg. std.

Petersliur|;l4, Ist white. £10 ISs., do.

Christiana, Ist white, £13 5s., for 9in.

Quebec 1st white spruce, £18, do.

Fredriekshald and rredrickstadt, 1st yellow flooring, 1^ x 7
138 6d., per square.

Do., do., 1} X 6^, 1.3t. 6d., do.

Do., do., 1 X 7, 10s. 9d , do.

Do., do., J X 6J, 8s. 6d.,do.

Do., do., I X e.J, lOs. 6d., do.

Bo., do., 1x6, 9». 3d., do.

Do., do., J X 7, 8a. 3d., do.

Do., 1st white, J X 7, 8s. 3d., do.

Do., do., i X 6\. 8s. 3d. to 8s. 6d., do.

Do., do., 1x7, 78. 3d., do.

Do., do., } X 6i, 7s. 3d., do.

Do., do., 2nd yellow, 1 x 7. 83. 9d., do.

Do., do., 1 X 64, 88. 6d., do.

Do., do., J X «i, 78. Od., to.

Do., do., I X 6j, 6s. 3d., do.

Dram, Ist yellow, } x 6.J, 63. 9d., do.

Do., l5t white, 1 X 61, 9s. 6d., do.

Do., do.. } X 6J. 78. 6d , do.

Fredrickstiidt mouldings. Is. 2d. to 4s. 6d. per 1000ft.

Do., I X 2^ Bbiting latns, Is. 5d. to It. 6d. per 144ft.

Do., architraves, 83. per bundle.

Do., skirtings, Ha. do.

Do.,} X 1, pantile lathi, 10d.toIld.perUlft.

UTEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Te*fc load
Quebec, kkI pine ....

,, yellow piiifl..

St. John, N.B. yellow
Quebec oak

„ birch
, , elm

DanUic oak
fir

Ifemol fir

Ri^a
Swedish
MasU, Queb. reil piuo

,. yellow pine ..

Lathwood, Rant, fm.
St P'bui-pr.

Deals. prC, lUft by 3
by 9 ill.

Quebec, white spruce
St. John, white spruce
Yellow piue, per re-
duced C

Canada, 1st quality..
Sad do

Archang-el, yellow .

.

St. Petersburg', yel,..

£ s.

U
•i 15

4

5 15

3 16
4 S

4 b
5 6
3 5
3 15

3

3 10

4 5
4

6

IS 10
IS 10

t %.

IS 10
4 li

i

6 &
415
i S
6 5
< 5
3 10

3 5
J 13
6
6
S
6 10

17 10
15

13

13
12 10

VI

Flnhuid 6
Meroel 7
Gothenburg, rc^low 8

„ white . .

Gefle, yellow 9
Suderhiun 8
Christitinia, per C,
IS ft. by 3 by 9 in
yellow 10

Flooriop Boards, per
sq. of lln., first ycL 7

Firit whit« 7
Seooml qualities .... 6
PUMIUESTOXBprtn, 6

OILS, &C
Seal, pale .. per tun 42
Sperm body 92
Cod 41

Whale, Sth Sea. pale 38
OliTe, GalHpoli 5S
Coooanut, Cochin, tun 45
I'alm, fine 40
Linseed 33
Rnpeseed, 'E,ag. pale. . 44
CobtousMd 31

10 10
9 10

« 10
9

39
e

m 46
40 10COO

KS 4&
36 a

Metals.

18 17

19 10

Lead :—

Fig, Foreign per ton 18

„ Rnfflieh, W.B. do. 19

„ LeadOa do. 19

„ Otherbrands •. do. 19
SheetMilled da l<t

Shot, Patent do. 33

Hed or mluiuni do. SO
Litharge, WB do.
Whitedry da
„ gronndinoiL do.

COPPKa :—

British—cake and ingot p«r t<m
Best Selected do.

Sheet < da
Bottoms • da
Australian do.
Spanish Cake cash
ChiUBara „

" refined ingot 71 73 .0
T«L Metal Shoathing & Koda per lb. S| fi£

S6 SS

36 23

70
71 1

75

71
73
76

75

68 10

TENDERS.
BaiTONFEXRY.—For alterations and additions to Mr. Wood-

ward's shop. Mr. 11. Francis Clarke, arcbitect :

—

George £253 IS

Tboraaa 257 10

Treharne 322 6

Rees (accepted) 203 8
Jenkins 180 10

Frensham Vale.— For additions to Frensbara Vale, for

Mr. llenuie. Mr. T. Wonnocott, arcbitect. Quantities not

supplied:

—

House. Stables. ToUl.
Birch £1786 £29S £2^80
Duke 1450 250 170O
Nightingale UOO 820 1720
Goddardand Son.. 13uO 298 1598

GuiLDFOBD.— Fur new stabling and additions to Stofcc

Hotel. Mr. Henry Peak, architect:

—

Strudwick £831 !

Mason 618
Smith 681 10

Pollard and Son 617 9 7

Footer 497
West (accepted) 475

IlAMPSHiaK.— For farm buildings and pair of cottages at

Sutton Scotney, near MieUeldever. Mr. Henry Peak, arclli-

tect, Guildford :

—

Spackmnn £772
Pollard and Son 691
Taylor and Duwnes 670
Fielder and Sons 658

Grace 634
Macklin (accepted) 585^

HiGUAU Fkhrkks.— For additions to the Vicarage, IligUam

Ferrers. Mr. W. MacCarthy, architect :

—

Fletcher £387
Brown and Miller 371

Foskctt 337

Piggott (accepted) 333

Manchester.—lor the erection of the Religious Institute

in Corporation-slri:ct, for the jici;onimouation of the Uaucliester

and Salford City Missiuu Ollices, and dep6t3 for the Man-
chester Auxiliary Bilile Society and Religious Tract Society.

Messrs. Horton and Bridgford, architects, Manchester:—
Dawson £5048
Warde 49(13

Robinson 4815
Arnistrongand Dow 4756

Bowdou and Edwards 4714
Stathani „, 4560
Tickle 4137
Terras 4330
Clay 4320
Farrel 4284
Hurdc and Eudie 4265

Davies and Mawdsley 4241

Wade, Brothers 4229
Southern 4165
Davison 41°»
Connor 4130
Thompson 4051

Swindells and Little (accepted) 4Cal

Uigham 4021
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KllioSTON-upON-lUil.i..—For building a pair of icmi-

detached villas in the Park, for Mr Wm. Bainton. R. 0. Smidi.

K«q.. architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. G. W. Kauwcll,

.1, Westminster Chambers ;—
Bncklayer,

SerRcant £1390

JacUou la5S

Barritt 1217
Goatei (accepted) 1100

iSaion.

Waller £187 7 6

Sweeting (accepted) 17S
Slatir.

Willie ar.d Son £«7 19

Smith and Co - M IS

Dawber and Son (accepted) 68 li
Carpenter and Joiner.

Jackson £9S0
Bro«n 820
Hutchinson and Son 7.'»8 10

Hall '10
Bray and Dixon 075
ThiiMipson and Son ^^5
Rrdltarn •. 6'W

Claikson (accepted) 620 U

Srnitk and Founder.

KinisandCo £72
Young and Wood 58 5 6

Latham and Co. (accepted) 57 13

Plumber, Glazier, anil Gas Filler.

Halliday £391 5

Gouldeshorough 390
Harrison 370
Goldman SCO

Painler.

Hilk.n £J3 8 5

fSimpson 38 19 6
Drevcr (accepted) 37 13

LoKDON.—For works at Old Kent-road. Mr. H. Field,

architect ;

—

NipUtrosale £6.36

Ycarvev 600
Wicks,'Bangs, and Co 6.'3

Lacey 455
London.— For rebuilding the "Hope" publichouse in

Smithfield Bars. Mr. Lewis II. Isaacs, .architect. Quan-
tities supplied by Mr. Riddett :

—

Fefinie £3516
Ailiimson and Sons 2-^05

Phillips 2383
Sin)pson and Son S291>

Eikiuston (accepted) 2169
Montpki.ikhTaveek.—Mr. J. Birch, architect:—

Warne £493
Kijlhtingale 370
Fariliing 353

Snahksbhook.—For erecting new east wing and infirmary

at the Merchant Seamen's Oiphan Asylum. G. Semers
Clarke, arel'itcct:

—

Myers and Son £13,970
Browne and Robinson 13,.'>20

M»nsrield and Price 18,3(il

Nigiitingiilc 13,234
Kirk and Parry" 12,970
Markwick and TUurgood 12,8S0

Conder 12,789
Kirk 12,749
Bays and Ramage 12,672
Manley and Rogers 12,557

Brass 12,295
Chsppell 12,170
Patlinson 11,990
Killby 11,987
PeiTV 11,980
Hill, Kcddell, and Co. (accepted) ll,7«t

Trouvili.k,—For roads and other works. Messrs. Nelson
and Harrev, architects. Qnantities by Mr. C. A. Gould;

—

Com'paynon £-23,263

Young 20,856
Bracher and Son 19,000
Roberta 17,481
Jonerand 16,fK)0

Coker 14,,361

Louchard 14,253

MEETING-S FOR THE ENSUINa WEEK.
MoXDAT.—Society of Engineers. Paper on " The Patent

Laws," by Mr. W. Lloyd Wise. 7 30.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. On the strength
of Iron and Steel ; and on the Design of Parts of
Structures which consist of those materials. By
George Berkley. M.Inst.C.E. 8.

„ Roval Institution. On the Principles of Moral
and Political Philosophy, by Prof. Blackie. 3.

Wednksday.— Society of Arts. Conversazione at South
Kensington.

Thuesday.— Soctety for the Encouragement of the Fine
Arts. Exhibition of Works of Classic Art. A
paper by H. C. Selous, Esq., on " Greek Art." 8.

„ Linuean Society. 8.

„ Society of Antiquaries. 8.30.

„ Royal Institution. Lecture by Prof. Tyndall,
LL.D., FRS. 3.

Tbiday.—Architectural Association. Discussion : Subject

—

Was the Renaissance Style productive of ar.y real
Denclit to Architecture ? 7.30.

„ Royal Institution. 9.

Satluday.—Iloyal Institution. On Astiouomy, by Prof. R.
Grant, LL.D., F.R.S. 3.

COMPEnilONS.
Bradpokd Abattoir Company Ltmitkd.—Extension of

time to 2nJ May,—Plana, inc., of a alaughter-house, cattle
shells, jmd lill necessary Hppurtenanccs to a slaughter-hnusc
proposeil to tie built at IJolton Bridj;e; also plans for an liotel

and outbuildinjis, adjoining to Uulton-rosid. and near to tlie

proposed slant,' liter-house. The directors will give £20 for
the best, iind i;lO for the second best set of plans. Messrs.
Dixon and [lii.dle, Land Apents, &c., Kirkgate, Bradford.
MANCHKsTKtt, Mny 30.— Fof abattoirs and a carcase market

The following premiums will be awarded;—One of £150, one
of £100, and one of £75. Joseph llcron, Town Clerk, Town
Hall, Mancliestcr.

CONTEACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINft

ESTDIATES.
Caubbidgk, May G.— For the erection of a corn exchanife,

in WhKcler-Btreet and Corn Exchange-street. Edraoud Foster,
town clerk, Cinubrid^c.

EvKaHASc. May 2.— For the restoration of S. Mary's Church,
Chelmswickham. Rev. J. Uartlcy, Chelniswickham, near
Uroiidwny.
Mktbopoi.itan Boahi) of Works, May 3.— For the

supply of materials, cai t:i;;e, supply of men, horst-s, and carta

,

Hiid sloppiQKBn'^cl('*'i'>9ing of roads. Metropolis Roads Otlice,

:J2, Craven-street, Strand.

BouRNKMQUTii, May 2.—For execution of town iewcr
works, C C. Creeke, Esq., surveyor, at the office, JJourne-
niouth.

Graveseno, May i.—For dc«ifrn« and tenders for snpply-
ing and fixing an ornamental iron fence from 3.to 4ft. high
ill Windniill-atreet Mr. J. Gouid, surveyor, l*arrock-8treet,
Grjivesend.

BRtoiiTON, May 5.—For rehuildlni? the Countess of
Huntingdon's Cliuich, North-street. Mr. J. Wimble, archi-
tect, 2, Walbrook. E.G.
MruLANi) Raii.wat, May 2. — For the corrugated iron

roof required for a carriage shed at Derby Station. Engi-
neer's (<Wce, Midland Railway, Derby.
LiTciiuRCii Local Board, May 3.—For the constrtic-

tion of lilter beds for the interception of the sewage. Mr.
Whiaton, Clerk to the Board, Litchurch.
PRKSTWICH, May 3.—For paving and flagging, &e., of

piirt of Mjrtle Bunk-road, Rainsough. Slichacl Potter,
Clerk to the Board, 88, Moseley -street, Manchesier.
PoNTEFRACT, May 4.—For the erection of a depot for the

First West York Regiment of Militia in Pontefract. Mr.
Bernard Hartley, West Riding Surveyor, Pontefract.
R.\MsOATK, May 6.— For extensive repairs to the Apron of

the East Sluices of Kamsgate Harbour. C. Cecil Trevor,
Assis'ant Secretary, Harbour Department, Board of Trade.
War Departm'bnt Contracts, May C—For the con-

struction ut sewa»« tanks, and completion of drainage at
Porta Purbrook, Widley, Soutliwirk, and Nelson, Colonel
W. C, Dndden, Royiil Engineer Oftice, Portsmouth.
War Dkpartmknt Co.vtr,\ct3, May 12.— For laying a

gas in«in from Royal Artillery Barracks to Royal Marine
liiirracka, and erecting a meter bouse at Woolwich. Colonel
W. D. Gossett, Royal Engineer Oftce, Woolwich.
War Okp^etment Conteacts, May 6.— For the recon-

struction oflatrineaat Porta Wailington and Nelson, Ports-
down-hill. Colonel W, C. Hadden, Royal Engineer Office,
Portsmouth,

Dkwsbubt akd Batlet Gas Co., May 4.—For construct-
ing and erecting a wrought-iren roof, Charles A, Craven,
Miinsigpr, Ghs Office, Bradlbrd-road,
Keigiilby (Yorkshire), May 12.—For the construction of

the following works, viz. :—A service reservoir in the county
of LancHstKf, witli conduits, pipes, diversions of roads, and
other works connected therewith. A compensating reser-
voir, with conduits, pipes, diversion of roads, and other
works. A main pipe or conduit, from the service reservoir to
the. town of Kcighley, and works connected therewith.
W'llliam Burr and George Burr, Law Clerks, Keighley,
ToDUORDEN, May 9.—For the erection of weaving shed,

wareliouse, and other buildings Blackwcll, Son, and
Booth, arctiitects.

S. Maby Abbotts, KENSiNGToif, May 4.—For the supply
of 3<X)0 yards Of broken blue Gaernsey granite (broken at
Guernsey). Geo. Capper Harding, Clerk* of the Vestry,
Vestry Hull, Kensingion,
Dkwsbuhy, May 14.—For the erection and completion of

five houses, achoola, and schoolmaster's residence, to be
built at H'lllingroyd Wood. John Hall, architect, Belgrave
Chambers, Leeds.

S.M.FORD, May 6.—For sewering, paving, flagging, and
coiiipletiufi several streets and passages in the SaKord dis-
trict, George Brett Town Clerk, Town Hail, Salford.
Lancashirk and Yorkshir'.'. Railway, May 2.— For

the erection of a new passenger station at Mytholmroyd,Wm s. Lawn, Secretary, Hunt's Bank, Manchester.

BMKEUPTS.
ACT 18ft9.—TO aURRRKDEK III TBI COURTKT.

'William Cornish Elliott, Plymouth, builder. May 4 (not
Marrli, as printed in " Gazette " of lUth inst.), at 11—John
Brockhank (not Brocklund, as printed in l-iat " Gnzette ").

Carlisle, timber merchant. May 2, at 2—John Dobbi, and
John Dobbs. juii., Breain, builders, May 11, at 11.^l)—James
Vinten, and Julin James Viutea, Tonbridge, biulders, Uaj
4, at 3.

BANKBUrrCIRS AIVHCLLSD.

Seth Chattetton, Brighton, builder, April 21.

act 1869.— PUBLIC EXAHIHATIOnS.

D. Tcrrr, Whitworth, near Castleford, boilder, May W—
G. King, Cheyne-watk, Che[sca, timber merchant, June 3—
J.Perkins, Kiist Dereham, builder. May li—K. Kimptoa,
Sheffield, builder. May 6.

act 1861.—STTTIHOS tor last KXAHIHATTOir.

S. RusaeU, Finsbury-road, WfW)d-green, carpenter. July 14
- G. Faint, Gcoree-strcet, Kothcrhithe, brickhiyer. July 14

—

W. T. Dunn, Aveley, Essex, bricklayer, Juv 14—T. Holbard,
Sebastopol-road, Lower Kdmonton, builder, July 14—0.
Parker, liVnton-street, BermonUsey, carpt:ntcr, July 14—J.
Hill, Weeuinston-road, Kentish Town, builder, July II—T.
Osborn, Swinburne-road, Weatbourne-park, builder, May 10—
F. Larter, Chatham-row, Walworth, timber dealer, May 10^
J. II. Humphries, S. Andiew's-terrace, Wandiwortli-road,
builder. May 10—Q. WiJlia, Canniugtown, Essex, builder,
Slay 10—M. B. Bottom, Fark-atrcet, near S. Albans, builder.
May 11.

DIVIDEND HEETINQS.

D. Connell, Bradford, Yorkshire, plumber. May 5—W. H.
Hartley, Leeds, timber merchant. May 5—W. Mason, Man-
lugsheath, Sussex, builder. May 1:^,

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.

James Scott, Bellshill, Lanarkshire, joiner, April 29, at 13.

IMPROVED DWELLINGS FOR THK PKOPLE.
HE ARTIZANS', LABOURERS'.
and GKNEKAL DWELLINGS COMPANY

(Limited),
Capital £250,000. Shares £10. £1 paid per Share.
I*BE»iDENT—The Dean of WESTMINSTER.

T
Arbitrators.

Riffht Hon. Earl Shaftes-
bury,

Rio:ht Hon. Ear] Lichfield.
Lord Elcho, M.l*.

&c.. &c., &e.

Local Council.
Thoa. ISnzley, Esq., M.P.
Jacob Britflit, Ksq., M.P.
JohnCheettiam, Esq., M.P.
W. K. Callender, i un., Esq..
M.P.

"W. SwiNDLEiiURST, Manaq:er and Secretary.
Tho Company is especially formed to erect improved

workmen's dn'eIlino:8 on the co-operative priaciple.
No bcershop or tavern to be erected on the Company's
property. Profits realised by workmen employed on
the buildings 40 per cent. Deposits received at 5 per
cent. Prospectuses ou application, enciosinj^ postage
stamp. Office 1, Great Col Ioy:e- street (opposite tEa
House of Lords). Westminster. London

=g50,000 ready to be Advanced
INQ SOCIETY, on FllKknOLD or LEA.SHIIOLI> PllOPERTT,
for Any period of yean not exceedinfif 15, the mortgn^e being re-
deemable by oquni Monthly Inataltncuts. Intfiro^t (in addition t*
a small urouluni) 5 por cent, on the balance each ye^tr. Applr to

HENRY J. PHILLIPS, Secr^tarr.
*

Office:^: 4,La'lgitto-lilll, London, K.C.
KOTR.—More than One Millioa and a Quarter Pounds sterllnif

have been iidvancad upon hoase property alono.

HoRNCASTLK LocAL BoAHD, May 17-—For paving with
Mount Sorrel' about 1676 superficial yards of a street, in the
town of Horncustle. Kichard Clitheroe and Fred. W. Tweed,
Clerks to the Board, Ilorncastle.

PoTTKHNEWTON, May 4.— FoT thc construction of roads
and sewers on a part of tlie Newton Ilall Estate. George
Corson, architect, 5, South Parade, Leeds.
WhitkchApel Union, May 3.—For the alteration and

enlHrgement of the dispensary at the workhouse, in Thomas-
street. William Vallens, Clerk, Union Offices, Charles-
street.

Uppingham Union J(Rutland), May 3.—For the pro-
' posed alterations and for the erection of new buildings at the
union wnrkliouse. William H. Brown, Clerk to the Guar-
dians, Uppinirimm,
Bristol, May 3.—For constructing bridge abutments and

retaining walls, at or near Park-atreet, for the Bristol Local
Board of Health. John G. Heaven, Clerk.
L.ANCASHIRK ANIJ YoRKSHIEB UaILWAT, May 3.—FOT

the supply of thirty seta of wagons, wheels and axles. Wm.
S. Lawn, Manchester.
Debet, May 2.—For the corrugated iron roof, Ac, re-

quired in the erection of a shed fur carriages, at the Derby
Midland Railway Station.

TuNBRiDGK Wells, May 5.—For the erection of public
rooms, otfices, &e., on a piece of ground opposite the South-
Eustein Railway Station. Wilson and Wilcox, architects, 1,
Belmont, Biith.

Admiralty, May 3.—For the supply of fire bricks to Iler
Majesty's Dockyards. Director of Works Department, Ad-
miralty, Spring Garden-terrace, London.
City ok Uochestkr. May 9.—1. For the erection of a

hmding place at Canal-road. Frindsbury. 3. Certain repairs
and works at the Ship Pier, at Ship-lane, Chatham, intra.

3. The shipwrights' work in fitting up the barge required at
tlic said pier, and bringing her alongside when fitted up. 4.

additions and alteratiuns to a house in Guildhall-lane, and
iitteralions to the Superintendent's House at the Station
House of this city. Richard Prall, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's
Ofhces, Rocljcster.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randell, Saonders, and Company, Limited,

Quurrymen end Stone Merchants, BatU. List of
I'riccs at the Quarries and Depots; also Cost for
liansit to any part of the Uufteil King-dom, furnished
ou application to

BATU STOXE OFFICE,
tADVT.] Corsham, Wilts.

JY£oney promptly Advanced on
Pcrsmial or any arailabln security. A moderate interest,

repayable by institlmenLs. No preliminary fees.—HEAL and PER-
SONAL ADVANCE COMPANY (Limited), 3, TaviBtock-Btre«t,
Covent-BTftrden, and at 14, Southampton-row, Blooaubury, W.C
Houra, 9 to & Bilia discounted. Forms free.

P. J. HARyiCY. Secretary

]|2xtensive Wharfas^e to Let at
CholRca.—Rivfif Frontaffe about, 60.ift. Al«o fine WTiarfag*

in the Canal adjoiniutf the West London R:ul^T,^y Ooods and Coal
Depot, all poBsesBtng gre.-xt facilitii^s for Uernhants, Cuntractom,
Ac, and may be had on le&ne In parcels, or offem for the whole h%
entertiiiueiL—For teruH, apply lo Ashburnham Eatibe Offic«,
Cremorne-ro^H, Chetse-i.

'J^o Contractors, Builders, and
OthariL—Dry Brick Rubbinh can bo receh-od at the eitenslT*

^Vliarfage forming a portiun of the Aahburiiham Estate, ChelsML—
F<ir tcrniH. apply to Entato Office. Cr'-m'irne-road. Chelwea.

^o Let.—To Builders.—A most
eligible Plot of Land, a part of the Aahburnham Estat«,

havin? about 2i0 feet frontage in Eltig'ii-road, oppi>«lte Sl Mark'i
CollBo'e and thij Xew Strooti*. The i'lot of Ground is eiiclosed in a
lling Fence 8 feet hi»fh, nad thee is a Workshop of large dimoQ-
sions, with Ooneral OITlco, well built, antl Ii;,'htfid with cashes and
skyllghtfl. Tho whole affords orery facility for builders. The
terms and ground-rontit are iow. It i.t within a short dif)t<inco of
Chelsea Station on tho West Londm Hallway, and eiwy of access
to Steam Eoata. Omnibuses pass within two minutei' walk every
ten minutes. Fur terms, apply to tho olBce, A^shburnham Eatat*.
Chelsea.

^

"Rarlow Kails.—Wanted suffi-
chnt Second-hand Barlow Hails (of light section and In

good condition), to Iny down 200 yardi of tramway.—Seud price and
section to Plcior and Sons. Ti ox. Willx.

ftecond-hand Machinery. — To
'^ be SOLD, by private contract, a good PLAN INO MACmNB,
for working on wood; also FOUR MOULDING MACHINES and
POWKH TENONING MACHINE, &c.~F. r further particulars,

apply toThoB. Harvey, 26, \Vnterw.ATa-atrt^t, M«'*<toWs. Nottingham.

HTo Architects.—Buildin;^ Land.
"^ —To bo LET, within fire minutes' of a aouthorn - atioruand
31 minutcf t.f Cli.iring cross, an altrao.lve PIBCK of tROuND,
squnre, measuring about Ik ncrcs. Well timbeiod, with elm nnd
fruit treoM, slturxted at (ho junction of plcturusyue ro ids. and oppo-
site the chief enTunoe t" a private park of 21)0 nerc. Only ono
hou"e will be iiermltteii on the land, and tho stylo must be Qothio.
Price 6-1. per fo<iL—Apply 18, Kins^-9lre«t, Cheapside.

npo Builders.—To be Let, on
Building Lea«o, FREEHOLD LAND. bHu ito within fiye

niipntes' walk of two railway stutions. and wlihln ten minntes'
walk of omnibas to City and Wext-end. Improve-i ground renta
purchaaed aud materiala adranced —Apidy to Mr. H. A. Aloxaudsr,
Architect and SurTeyor, 16, King WlUiam-atreot, City,
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THE ENGLISH MECHANIC
AND

MIRROR OF SCIENCE.

Ron] Uiotwcopical Society's Soiree.

Cofoon and Colour BUadneas.

Strength of Materials.

Uerhitniral HoTements.

The Great Auk. ... , -,

.

Shearing or Clipping Animals and 5Win».

Chapters on Curious Caterpillars.

Geoxraphical Information.

TfTlliViirtjMl Tea Leaves.

pKiiiH llillatones with " Bert.**

The PropOBed D»rien Canal.

Solomons' Patent Compound Set.

The Germ Theory of Disease.

The Telescope.

Astronomical.

Dark Unea in Solar Spectram.

No. 266, NOW READY, CONTAINS—

Jumping from a Train in Motion.
E.Nc.usn Mf.chanic's Mutual Improvement Societies.

Workmen's International Kxhibition^ 1870.

Kquations.
Velocipedes.
Slater "s Electro-Magnetic Machines.
Combined Punching, Shearing, and Stretching Machines.
Cotton Spinning.
Questions for Millers.^

Tlieorv of the Tides.

The Earth's Rotation.

The Belts of Jupiter.

Time.
Paraboltsing Specula.
Refracting Telescope.

Resistance to Electric Spark.

OccTiUation of Saturn.
Calculatina Distances.

Fuses for Concussion Shells.

Back-wheel Bicycle.

Moistening Labels.
Draught in a Carding Engine.
Combined Funnel and ^^leaaurer.

Cliemicals.

The Supposed Plnnet Vulcan.
The " Phantom " Bicycle.
Cochineal.
Sulphur in Irons.

The Soper Rifle.

Paint.

Organ Pipes.

PRICE 2(i. WEEKLY.
Of all Boolcsellers and NewBvendors, and at 31, Tavistock Street, Covcnt Garden, W.C.

EiWKSLEY'S PATENT STEPS,

Sole Agent—J. WESTWOOD, Jun.,

Tredegar House, Bow, London, E.

Recommended for DURABILITY, SIMPLICITY,
FIRM KOOTING, ELASTICITY, and are perfectly

MOISELESS.

6K'y(\ (\f\C\
rcrsonshavepassedoversome of

,Ol\Jy\J\J\J these steps, the wear beinijonly

l-16th of an inch. These Steps are in use at most of

the Stations on the North London Railway.

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S

GENUINE AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.—Desifjncrs and Practical Joiners.

CAMBRIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,

LONDON.

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

DNDER THE PATRONAGE OF U.M. THE QUEEN.

THE LONDON PAEQUETRY WORKS.
the flrot Mannfftctory cetftbliRhed in England (In IFMl) by

CHA^liKS ^TEINITZ, founder of the EnKUuh Parqaetrr Business,
for the excluBiTfl production of

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors

Borders, Ceilings and Wall Decoration.
In Geometrical, Curvilineftr, and Mofwiic palterns.

Plans and Egllmates, for First-clasa Work only, prepared free of
expenR& Manufacionr—Camberwell Uall, QroTe-lane, Camberwell
S.E. Sole Agents and Show Koom, GlUow and Co., 176 and 177
Oiford-Btreet. W.

JAY'S PATENT METALLIC
PAINT,

In all colours, mixed in oil, and ready for use, Ss. Cd.

per gallon, or 27s. per cwt. Ked, Chocolate, and
Black, 4s. 6d. per gallon, or 21s. per cwt.

Is admirably adapted for Out-door work of every
kind. Wood, Iron, Stucco, &c. Defies heat and
cold, and wet, Nerer blisters or cracks.

Carriage paid to any Railway Station in England
upon orders for 1 cwt., or 5 gallons and upwards.

All orders to be accompanied by a reference in

London or a remittance, payable to the order of

WM. P. OWEN, Manager,

WOODHAM WORKS, VAUXHALL
STATION, LONDON, S.E.

Super royal 4to. half morocco, £3.

^lie Carpenter and Joiner's
ASSISTANT; l)*-inir aComprchensfTfi TrCRtiic on the Boloe-

tlon. Preparation, niid Strcujfth of M:it<Tiftlii. and the Mwhanicul
Principles of Frftttilnjr, with their Applicntlonn in Carpi'nrrv,
Joinery, and Hund-ralling ; RlFOnCinr*o of Instruction in Pracll-
oftl dosimetry, O eomotrlcal UnoB. DrawinR. Projeciion, and Tcr-
BpecHve. and nn Illustrated GlofeBary (if Terms used in Architoctai'9
and Building'.

By JAMKS NEWLANDS.
Illustrated hy an extensive Soi ies of Plates, and many hundred

Enirraviiips on Wood.
" We knDw of no trentiHe on ('arpnntrv and Joinery which at all

appi'oaches this in merit,"

—

Afcc/imiic'n Magnzint,
London : ULACKIK & SUX, 44, I'aternosteT-row.

Foolscap 8ro, hound, 7h fid.

peddie's Practical Measurer.

—

A Sciiec of TnWcs for facilitatinp the Cnlculations rpfjulred

in all the Bailding Trades. !New edition, (greatly improycd and
euUrged.

London: BLACKIE & SON", 44, ratemoster-row.

"T" J.J. CORDES&CO.,
^^^ the Patentees and Manufacturers of the

jiiBu. well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called EwBANK'a Nails),

Desire to make it known that they have adopted

a " star," or " cross," as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent ont by them,
except Clasp, bear this mark upon their heads,

and that within every package sent from their

works is also placed a card bearing their name
and address. All their bags are also branded
COEDES and Co.
The Nails are manufactured by J. J. CoEDES

and Co. ont of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig
Iron, and have long since earned the reputation

of being superior to all others. The Nails are all

tmiform in make and quality, each one perfect

and count ont fall 1,000 to the M.

DOS WORKS. NEWPORT. MON.

"VTcssrs. Charles Devaux and
COMPANT, nRnVCT-B ana ConKlfrnecs of the VTEIT.T.E

MONTAGNK Zl.W .MIXINO COMPANY, lupply the VIKILLE
MONTAGNE EOOFINO ZINC, »nd •llow • discount of 4 per cent
whererer the roofe are cenifled by the Company', architect to he
vroperlr laid.—Parttculara or deities wilt be supplied at the Vletlle
jContafrne Companj'a expeniu^ br their architect, Mr. jAJfRS Eo-
VBSTOX.of 5, Crown-court, Old Broad-rtreet, E.C, where models of
the Tarlous patent, for sine rooSng mar be seen.

]\^ew Autographic or reprodu-
cing' process,—Artlnts. Amateurs, Architects, Eng-ineers,

civil and meckanical, draftHmen In every department of Art or
Art Manufactures, can, by means of this valuable InTention, have
their sketchings or drawings multiplied ad libitum, at a very
moderate cost. The reproduction is, iti fact, ahsolutc'y idcDtlcal
with the thing drawn—a perfect /ac-si'miVfi—with all tho beauties
or faults as the cawe may be. Tho process is facile and charming,
wliile the materials utied arc simply pencil and paper, corrections
being made most readily wich an ink eraser. Drawings or sketch-
ings BO produced can bo kept for nny length of time, and mny be
printed when desired. Kxamples of its universal application to be
E«ea at Maclure, Macdoaald, and Macgregors', lithographers to the
Sucen, 37. Walbrook, London. Specimens of this new style of
ihography. especially adapted for Estate Agents and Auctioneers,

can bo seen on application, or sent by post, if desired, with prices,
&c.

j)ry Wainscot, 4 years old, price
Gd.to9d. Mahogany equally cheap, at JOHN COUMBE'S

lAoyLake's OroTe. Utle-end Gate.

J^ Wellington Travelling Crane
tob« SOLD with m^UlB complete. Capable of lifting lo

© B«,- Apply at Aoorii Wharf, Old Kent-r<M4

"Pfalf a Million has been Paid
by the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

as COMPENSATION for ACCIDENTS of all kinds (riding, drlTin;
walking, hunting, *c.)

An Annual Payment of £3 to £6 Ss. insures £1000 at Death,
and nn Allowance at the rate of £6 per week for Injurr.

A BONUS TO ALL POLICiT HOLDERS OF FIVE YEARS'
STANDING HAS BEEN DECLARED, PAYABLE IN ANDAIWER 1871.

For particulars apply to the Clerks at the Railway Stations,
the Local Amenta, or at the Offloes,

C\ CORNHILL, and 10, KeQENT- STREET, LoNDON.
WILLIAM J. YIAN. Secretary.

RECENT KXAMPLES OF DOMESTIC ARCmTF-CTUIlE.
Im|)crial 4to. half bound in morocco, £3 lOa.

TTilla and Cottaoje Architecture.
Select Examples of Country and Suburban Re-iilencos re-

ccndy erectpfl, with a full Dcscripliyo Notice nf e'leh BuUdinir.
Thirty Villas end Cottages, the WorVs of nineleon rtlff-*rent

Architects, are illustrated t>,v Plana, Elevations, and Scctlnus,

tou'ether with occnsioniil Perapcciive Views and Details. Thu
buildings are fully dccribcd. and in nearly eTcry case a sUiteinont
of the actual cost is Kivea.

"Tliis Is a vi'Inmo that thope about to build Tilla residence" or
cottages may usefully study. The combined wit of nineteen archi-
tects can Bcarcel.v fail tn furni'sh inforniatinn tbHf it will bo a gain
for them to acquire. Bnildera engAircd in erecting such re»irtence»

for sale will also find In it many valuable suirgesiiona"—BuiWer.
London : BLACKIE & SON, 44, Paternoster-row.

IVTacmillan's Matjazine , No. '127,-^ POR MAY, PBIIIB 18.
rCONTENTS OPTHENUMKKR.

l.-GEOKGE ELIOT'S NEW POEM, "THE LEGEND OP
JIIBAL."
2.-M11. ANTHONY TBOLIOPE'S NEIV STORY "SIR,
HARRY HOTSPUB OP HUMBLETHWAITE," uhaiiter 1.—
III.
S-MB. E. A. FREEMAN on "THE ORIGIN OF TUG

ENGLf^H NATION." Lecture III., andlait.
4.-"THB AITIKMATIVE," by L. KN,*rOHBULL-nU-

GESSEN.
B.-PROFESSOlt IHTXLFYon " TITK M'THODOl' H'lNT

ONE'S REASON RIGHTLY, AND OF SEEKING 3CIEN 11 KIO
TRUTH."

MAOMILIAN & CO.. LONDON.

NEW EDITION, FOURTH THOUSAND.
Price 6d,, post 7d.,

(jrS.s Economy. By R. Fcrrier,
Inspector of Meters for City of Edlnburph. "Clear, con-

cise, nnd interestinfr, furnUhln? much valuable luroi-mution, well
calculated to ciilltfhtea tho public." See bills, with opiuious of tha
preiw.

Houlston and Sons, 65. Paternoster-row; J. Menziea and Co.,
Edinburgh ; the author ; or any bookseller.

jyj^r. H. C. Bunkell has applica-
tioni for all kinds of Securities and Inveatments

Notices of Bstatea. Land ur Houses to be Let or :Sold are in-
serted in his monthly resistor, and extensively circulated free
of charne. Commission (only upon business elTected) Ixed
and moderate. Applications and partidiars are rtquested to
be forwarded to his Auction, Land and tfsCtkce Ulllces. ao, Klnir-
street. Cheap8j,de_,E,0j

J^ilious and Liver Complaints.
Indlitestlon, .Slclt Headache, Loud of Appetite, Drowsiness,

Oiddlnean, SpaKma, and all Disorders of tho Sttjmach and Uow^-ls
are quickly removed by that well-known reraody, FRAMPTON'S
PILL OF IIKALTH.
Sold bv {all Medicine Vendors, at Is. Ijd. and 28. 9d. per box, pr

obtained throagh any Chemiat,

J^uilding Land.—One of the
flneflt plots of land to be let, near London, covered with

timber, Bnltable for a houno value X2500. Advances made.—Addrew," Surveyor," care of the bousekceiKjr, 39, Cannou-Btreet, E.G.

T^o Builders and others.— Land
for the ERECTIOX of hou«cs, BhopH and hotel, adjoinlnff

Rudbury-Rtatlon, on tbe London and Norih We^*lt:rn Hallway, TJ
BK SOLD or let on leane for 9a years. Advmce* ni^ide to ra.spect-

ablo builders.— Apply to view tho estate to Mr. Wntchnrn. near th»
station, or Mr. S. Hickaon tf, King's-road, Bedford-row. W.C.

r^rystal Palace Company.—To
^~^^ Huildcre and others.—Crystal Palace Kutate.—Tho Crystal
Palace Company are prepircd to let on building leases for a term
of U9 years, certain portions of their frccholi property abutting
up:)n tho Pt;nc:e-road, Thickwool-roiid, Anerley-road. and Palace-
road. Plaua and condiilons maybe seen ou at>pli<:ati->n t^ Jolm
Norton, Esq., Architect, 24, Old Boml-street, W., or to Mr. Hart,
Accountant, Crystal Palace, Sydenham, S.E

J^ Capital Brickfield to be Let,
17 miles ea<t of Land n. bavin? rallwfxy sidings anl a

larfre wharf. Plenty <>f exoollent brick and tile e'irtb, alio Sue-
sand and abundance of water. Kix'.d rent and royalty moderate.
Immediate pofiseKfinn. No stock nor plan', to be taken. : or par-
ticulars apply to Messrs. Barder and Dunnluff, iJ, ParUament-
Btreot, WeaLminstor. S.W.

JJrompton, Trafal^jir-square.

—

PLOTS of LAND, for nonsRfi. Stables, or other purpoami,
TO BR LKT on Building: ]>asoN. at low irround reiit«.—Pur plans
and partlculam. apply to Frederick Pairs Walterii, Esq., Archlteot
and Surveyor, II, Bond-court, Walbrook, E.(-'.
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ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

A CERTAIN feeling of regret forces

itself upon the minds of those who
take an interest in architecture to see the in-

variable emptiness of the special gallery

devoted to architecture at the Royal Academy.
It seems strange that the public should find

so little attraction in the representations of

that art which in spite of themselves daily

claims their attention, even if an unwilling

one, in the streets of every town. One would
think that it mattered greatly to them to be in-

formed as to what public buildings their money

I

I
(as ratepayers) is to bo expended upon, and

W tliat they would be glad to know what are to

J'
be the semblances of the houses of their

neighbours in case they may however,

have to build for themselves. The fashion.

Bets not in this direction ; the merest utili-

tarianism contents the multitude as to

the tenements in which they are housed, and
they crowd only to inspect the portable works
of art with which their buildings can be
furnished, which they may perhaps sell to ad
vantage as well as buy, or, at any rate, carry

about with them as they migrate from one
uncared-for dwelling to another.

Yet though the collection of architectural

drawings is not so numerous this year as we
could wish, it would well repay attentive

examination. It is too much the habit

to excuse the carelessness with which these

architectural works are passed by with the

charge that the fault is due to their authors,

and to state that the drawings themselves are

not worth the attention they would solicit.

Any such charge on the present occasion we
can conscientiously rebut. We think that

there is as much art work to be found in the

drawings which occupy one side and a half of

this gallery, No. 9, as in any other gallery in

the exhibition ; but the character of it is such
as to need care and trained knowledge to

appreciate—qualities, we regret to say, rarely

to be found in the mass of those who frequent
this or any other exhibition.

Under the head of " Drawing," there is but
a poor show at the Academy of sketches or

drawings of ancient buildings. Those at the

Architect<n-al Exhibition are both better and
more numerous. The science of photography
has to a great extent superseded the art of

delineation of such works, which is much to

be regretted, and there are few artists who
now seek to paint subjects which made the

reputation and the fortunes of men like Prout,

Nash, and other artists contemporary with
them. It is true that the Water Colour
Society can boast still of some good
labourers in this field, and that Messrs.

Brewer, Deane, and Cole possess the
powers wo are desiderating. Neither of
them, however, have exhibited in this depart-
ment of this exhibition, and Mr. R. P. Spiers
almost alone carries olT its honours with some
nice sketches of old houses from the Rhine-
land, to which, however, we must object some-
what on the score of slightness and haste.
They serve, however, to show that he could,
if he would, become an excellent and accurate
architectural draughtsman.

Passing from these " drawings " to those
which are legitimately headed "Architec-
ture," we feel that we ought on this occasion
to follow their order of rotation in some
degree, and that we must leave to another time
any remarks upon their general character, if

grouped as our inclination might lead us to
prefer.

No. 741, Interior view of S. Paul's Church,
recently erected at Upper Holloway (H.

James and Son), is a fair example of the

modern style of brick-lined apsidal-ended

churches, not devoid of dignity of proportion,

but with little refinement of detail or novelty

of design.

No. 742, the Church S. Paul, Leicester, by
Ordish and Traylen, is more noticeable. It is

of a somewhat exagfjerated type, and shows a

rather overstrained feeling for picturesqueness,

while the study given to tho detail seems

under the mark ; nevertheless it is bold and

effective, a lofty apsidal chancel, with long

triplet windows on east face of almost German
Gothic proportion, and a tower placed in juxta-

position with it at the re-entering angle formed

by the south aisle and the chancel rises abso-

lutely featureless till clear of the roofs, when
it breaks into an octagon, with turrets at each

angle, finishing with a tapering spire.

No. 743, Interior of S. Mary's Church,

Beddington, and 761, Exterior of same, by
Joseph Clarke, is an interesting old church,

thoroughly and well restored, with rich and
massive roofs (that to chancel with bold arched

braces and angels -as hammer beams), carved

bench ends, with poppy heads to the seats, and
traceried screen. A creditable amount of

decorative treatment to the east end is

suggested in the drawing. Mr. Clarke also

exhibits another interior, that of the parish

church of Bishop Stortford.

No. 744, Design for the Decoration of the

Winter Smoking Room in aew Tower now
being erected at Cardiff Castle for the

Marquis of Bute, is, with other drawings by
Mr. W. Burges, a feature in the exhibition.

It is, as apparently its inhabitants are in-

tended to be, thoroughly mediieval. This is an
apartment within tho massive structure the

exterior of which is shown in No. 817. An-
other apartment, designed as a summer
smoking room in the same tower, is shown in

No. 752. The external architecture will com-
mend itself more than the drawing of it, for

colossal scale is its main and characteristic

merit. The details are bold and simple, even
to excess. We cannot here enter into the

question as to whether it harmonises with the

Edwardian Castle to which it is attached, but
Cardiff Castle has suffered more thar most of

its five Welsh compeers, and so little of value
is left that restoration was impossible, and Mr.
Burges has perhaps justifiably given reins to

his fancy for massive French Castellated

work. As regards the decorations of the

apartments within, they teem with his rich and
quaint fancy, but seem wanting in repose. The
better effect, as being the quieter, is that of

the winter smoking room, which has a high
wooden panelled dado and a doorway with a
pointed arch, surrounded by a wide Moresque-
looking architrave on a gold ground, gleam-
ing, as also does the gilded slope of the

chimney-piece, from a background of blue of
a strong but refined tone. The ceiling is

like the walls, but with tho ribs enriched
;

hawking and other scenes, and ornamental
decorations, are represented on tho ground
thus formed. The other apartment is not
dissimilar in treatment, but more crowded with
work, and leaves a sense of its being over-

done. Here, again, the chisnney-piece is the

central feature, with its tapering slope gilt

and studded with crimson hearts, and on a
corbel from the mantel stands a figure of

Cupid, clad in green, with purple wings, above
the motto, Estate Viresco. Two massive
columns in this apartment, with portentous
corbellings as capitals, are of a character
of design which we honestly allow we
fail to comprehend, and on that account
possibly cannot admire tho ceiling to tiie

gallery ; the covings on either side are well
and quaintly treated.

No. 781, Knightshayes, the seat of J. II.

Amory, Esq.,M.P., nowalso being erected from
the designs and under the superintendence of
Mr. Burges, is much more to our taste. It is

stately and bold, and its mediasvalism not

obtruBive,

No. 745, Kenwood Tower, Highgate, now
erecting for E. Brooke, Esq., by Messrs.

Salomons and Jones, is a very ordinary
Elizabethan jumble of pseudo-Gothic outline

and pseudo-Cla-ssic details, which, if it did not
hero seek architectural criticism, might other-

wise inoffensively fall beneath it if the

utilitarian wants of its owner are duly ful-

filled.

No. 748, Tlie Prince's Theatre, Manchester,
by A. Darbyshire, has a frontispiece to the

stage which is a sort of parody upon an
architectural composition, with an entablature

sufficient, if real, to crush the columns sup-
posed to support it. Its very ordinary deco-
rative treatment, No. 749, is not amiss of its

class, and would not be so inharmonious as

other examples have been with the paintings

of Mr. Marks, which are the real artistic sus-

tenance of the composition.

No. 750, the Interior of Inverness Cathedral,

by A. Ross, presents a certain stateliness and
simplicity in its pointed barrel-vaulted nave,
and lofty crux arches and apsidal chancel
beyond, but the decoration is poor. The space
over the arcade is too deep, not being divided

off as a triforium space, and the clerestory,

with depressed arches, is very ugly and objec-

tionable.

No. 751, Elevation of aLibraryandMuseura,
&c., now being erected for the governors of

the Sussex County Hospital, by E. E. Scott,

seems a building suitable for its purpose,

with small architectural pretensions. We
should have preferred it, however, with less.

No. 75.3, N.E. view of new Mansion at

Petersfield, by Mr. R. W. Edis, is a very
pleasing drawing of a satisfactory building,

which, however, we fancy to have been ex-

hibited before. Mr. Edis also sends some
sketches in Prance and Italy, Nos. 787 and
795, and No. 802, a new warehouse in Budge-
row, City, now in course of erection, which ia

a very good adaptation of Gothic architecture

for such a purpose.

No. 754 is apainstakingand interesting draw-
ing giving the restoration of the Piscina in

the Baths of Diocletian at Rome, as suggested

by the late Professor Cockerell, by T. E. Good-
child. The colouring is somewhat feeble and
cold.

No. 755 is a drawing, by an anonymous con-

tributor, of no small pretensions. It seems to

bo a design submitted in competition for the

Manchester Town Hall. The drawing and
design are ambitious and have merit. The
grouping is good, but tho details of that rank
development of Gothic which seems to find

favour in the north, but which needs delicacy

and refinement.

No. 756 is a striking drawing cf the interior

view of S. Peter's Church, Wickham-road,
Deptford, recently erected from the designs of

Mr. Marrable. It is to our mind more suc-

cessful as an engineering than an architectural

achievement. Great brick arches span the

nave, and seem a costly expedient to support

tho comparatively far too slight intermediate

roofing.

No. 757, LongstoweHall, the seat of Sidney

Stanley, Esq., by W. M. Fawcett, if new, looks

old and of a good type, whichwould be no small

praise.

No. 759 is a proposed Church forSouth Hamp-
stead, by II. S. Legg, of the featureless and
commonplace character too familiar in the

suburbs of the metropolis.

No. 760, S. Andrew's Church, Bradfield, re-

cently erected from the designs of G. G. Scott,

R.A., is exhibited by Mr. J. D. Wyatt, and is

an excellent drawing in his well-known
manner, hung too high for the examination it

and the building deserve. As the only work
exhibited with which Mr. Scott's name is

associated, we are glad to notice that it appears

to be a modest and picturesque group of

buildings, apparently very suitable to its

purpose.
(.To ie continued.)
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CHURCHES WITH WIDE BAYS.

ONE obvious way of lessening the obstruc-

tion to sight caused by the nave columns
of a church is to place them further apart and
80 use fewer of them. If each arch of the

nave arcades, instead of being 10ft. or 12ft. in

span , were increased to 20ft. or 30ft. there

would of course be only one half or one third

as many piers to shut out the view of the pul-

pit or altar. But there are two special diffi-

culties in the way. First, the wider the arches
are the more they rise, and, unless there is some
further alteration, the higher the whole build-

ing must consequently be. Secondly, to enlarge
the bays tends to lessen the apparent size of
the building generally, or, in technical language,
to destroy its " scale." A church divided into

five bays of length will usually look larger in
every way than an equal sized one divided into
only three. These two difficulties have helped
to counteract the advantages of wide spacing,
and in recent churches it is rarer than miglit
have been anticipated. S. Peter and S. Paul's,

Cork, designed by Mr. E. W. Pugin, has the
nave piers some 22ft.* from centre to centre.
At All Saints', Margaret-street, they are two
or three feet closer, and at S. James the Less,
Garden-street, their distance is about 18ft.

But in most of our modern churches, as of our
ancient ones, the bays seem to average from
12ft. to 15ft. each. Our cathedrals were of
course set out on a rather larger scale, though
some of them, such as Ely and Lichfield, have
the nave piers barely 17ft. from centre to

centre. Of the twelve abbey churches in Mr.
Sharpe's " Parallels," Tintern has the widest
bay (18ft. 3in.), and Netley the narrowest
(14ft. 3in.)

English Gothic, as it has often been re-
marked, delighted in multiplicity and smallness
of parts. Wide bay churches must therefore be
sought rather on the Continent than hero ; and
it may be useful to examine a few of them,
and to see how the two difficulties of extreme
height and want of scale are sometimes met.
Extreme height indeed often seems to have
been looked upon as an advantage rather than
an objection. At Antwerp Cathedral, for
instance (with 29ft. bays in the middle aisle),
there is a clersstory of immense depth above
the arches. At Magdeburgh, with 40ft. bays,
there is likewise a very deep clerestory, though
the arches are of low proportion. Here their
vast size is exhibited by putting two bays of
vaulting.and two three-light clerestorywindows
over each. At S. Cross, Breslau, there are
30ft. bays in the nave, and 15ft. ones in the
side aisles. Two aisle windows thus face each
arch, and there is an external buttress opposite
to its centre. In Spain, Mr. Street's labours
have introduced us to a series of churches
designed on a system of surprising magnitude.
At San Benito, Valladolid, the bays are 31ft.
each ; at the Cathedral of San Salvador, Avila,
34ft.

; at the Collegiata, Mauresa, 32ft., and
at Siguenza Cathedral, 39ft. At the new (15th
century) Cathedral of Salamanca they are
33ft., two two-light windows, with a circle over
them, standing above each arch. At Barcelona
Cathedral, with 30ft. bays, and comparatively
small piers, there is a low triforium arcade,
and a range of rose windows enclosed by the
wall rib of the vault to serve as clerestory.
But another church at Barcelona, that of S.
Maria del Mar, goes far beyond this, and has
its nave piers no less than 45ft. from centre to
centre. Compare this even with some of our
cathedrals—such as Ely, Hereford, or Lichfield.
Three bays in this Spanish church are equal to
eight in our English ones—and the former
would have but two columns where the latter
have seven. It will hardly be questioned
which principle best fulfils the requirements of
• congregation—that with a crowd of columns
or that with vast unobstructing arches. The
difficulties in applying the latter cannot be
overlooked—but it does not seem impossible
to reduce them. At S . Maria del Mar, the

'J??* "^ "" ^^"'WM 'I thii paper (which are from
centre «o centre « pier«), are meuured from pluu, and
•>o not pret«iiil to abiolute cxactneu.

height is kept down by a peculiar form of
clerestory. The wall-ribs and the nave arches
both spring with different radii from the same
level, and the former just rise high enough
to allow of small windows above the summits
of the latter.

Compared with any of our own churches,
that just described seems incomparably large
in its parts. Yet examples of still wider bays
exist in Italy. Florence Cathedral has its

piers about 60ft. from centre to centre. But
architecturally it shows (at least in its nave)
what to avoid rather than what to imitate. It

is as deficient in scale as a building can well
be. There are no secondary divisions ; no
minor arcades or groups of windows, or
double aisle compartments, to assist the eye in

realising how vast each main arch is. In
each 60ft. length of the aisles there is one
long narrow two-light window, and one small
round one in each bay of the clerestory. The
result proves how important it is, if we adopt
wider bays than usual, to provide some means
of showing their real size. To neglect this is

not only to detract from apparent magnitude
and impressiveness of the building, but to

produce a straggling, bald, and uninteresting
design. Whether it is to be effected by double
roofing compartments as at Mngdeburgh, and
at the Franciscan Church, Erfurt ; by extra
clerestory windows, as at Salamanca ; by
an arcaded clerestory, as in the GOft. bays
of Treves Cathedral ; by gallery arcades, as in

many Byzantine churches, including S. Mark's,
'V^enice ; or by numberless small windows
to the walls and domes, as in the same ex-
amples, may depend on special circumstances
in each case. But once accomplished, either

by these or any other means, the chief ob-
jection to a wide bay plan would be removed

;

and without approaching the dimensions to be
found in many Spanish or Italian churches,
we could dispense with a largo proportion of
those nave piers which now produce so great
an obstruction to seeing and hearing the
service.

TRUSSED GIRDERS.

THE solid balk, whether in its rough, un-
hewn state, or when squared and planed,

constitutes the simplest and most primitive
form of a beam or girder

; but even had it

nothing more to support than its own weight,
the limits of its capabilities would very
speedily be reached. So soon, therefore, as
it became necessary to span intervals, and
carry loads exceeding the modest proportions
attainable by the simple balk, the never fail-

ing ingenuity of man was called into play to

devise some means of accomplishing the task.

Obviously two courses were open for adoption.
The one consisted in employing a totally dif-

ferent principle of construction ; the other in

modifying the existing one so as to increase
its powers of .resistance, and render it equal
to the additional duty required of it. In other
words, the latter modification was the conver-
sion of the simple beam or log into a trussed
girder ; the theoretical and practical value of
which we propose examining and investigat-
ing in the present article. Ordinary examples
of these trussed girders, more or less compli-
cated according to their spans and the load

they have to carry,'aie to be witnessed on
nearly every wharf on the banks of the

Thames, either above or below London Bridge.
They are employed as movable gantries and
travelling stages by which to load and unload
barges, carta, and other receptacles for goods
and stores of various kinds. The first and
simplest of these is that in which a bracket of
cast iron is applied to the under part of the

beam at its centre, from which a couple of

wrought iron rods are carried to the ends of the

beam to which they are respectively attached.

This attachment may be made in one of two
ways. The rods may be simply passed
obliquely through the ends of the beam, and
held tight by a nut and washer ; or their ex-

tremities may be fastened in a similar manner

to small castings, which arc fitted on to the
ends of the beam, and provided with pro-
jecting lugs to receive the rods. The former
is the cheaper method, and answers well
enough in cases where the span and load are
small ; but the latter is a more workman-like
plan of doing the thing, and makes a better

job of it. It prevents the necessity for boring
holes in the timber, which should always be
avoided if possible.
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An inspection of figs. 1 and 2 will demon-

strate how the first step is made in trussing a
plain beam or balk of timber, and the effect

that is produced by so doing. Let us consider
firstly the single beam in fig. 1. If we sup-
pose a single weight placed on the centre of

the span, or what amounts to the same, regard
a uniformly-distributed load as concentrated

at that point, the tendency will be to deflect

the beam from the horizontal into a position

shewn on an exaggerated scale by the dotted

lines. With a moderate weight there will be
a perceptible deflection ; but so long as it

does not pass certain limits, there is no danger
of failure to be apprehended. It is impossible

to determine what must be the amount
of the weight to produce incipient flexure,

and upon this point much uncertainty and
diversity of opinion prevail among archi-

tects and engineers. Some eminent autho-

rities, like the late Mr. Hodgkinson,
maintain that a very small weight is sufficient

to produce incipient deflection, while others

contend that there is a minimum weight, pro-

portional, of course, to the dimensions of the

beam and the size of the span, necessary to

cause flexure. What the exact truth of the

case may be matters very little to practical

men. So long as we know that " a good
stick will bend before it breaks," we need

never put such a load upon it as will cause it

to bend so much as to be in danger of ulti-

mately giving way. The general effect of

trussing is certainly to increase the strength

of the beam or structure, but, at the same
time, it does not diminish the strain resulting

from the weight. This may appear a little

paradoxical, but a consideration of the two
cases in figs. 1 and 2 will render the matter

perfectly clear. If the weight in the trussed

and untrussed beam be the same, the span the

same, and the depth also, then the strain at

the centre, or at any other intermediate point,

will be also the same. Let the weight equal

W, the span L, and the depth D, then the

general ^expression for S, the strain at the

centre for any beam, trussed or untrussed, is

W X L
S = . A little reflection will show

- 4: X D ,. ,

that whether the load be transferred m equal

portions to the abutments or jioints of support

by the direct agency of the beam alone,

as in fig. 1, or by means of the trussing,

that is, the cast iron strut and tie rods,

as in fig. 2, yet the result is the same. Half

the total weight is ultimately in both cases

conveyed to each abutment, and in both
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instances their separate vertical reactions are

identical. This known reaction may be made
use of to ascertain the compressive strain at

the centre of tlie girder, and prove the formula

already given. The reaction at each abutment

can always bo directly ascertained from the

position of the load, and it will be better,

perhaps, to treat this subject generally, and

then apply the results to the particular cases

in question.

In fig. 3 let the point of application of the

weight W divide the beam mto the two seg-

ments A and B, whose span is equal to L
Calling M the moment tending to break the

beam at that point, we have the general

formula applicable to every case,

W X A X B
M =

L
Let L = 16ft.. D = 15in,, A = 4,

B = 12ft., and W = 10 tons. Substitut-

ing these values in the equation we get

10 X 4 X 12

M = = 30 tons. This re-

IG
presents the moment or effort of the

weight W to fracture the beam at the point

where it is applied. But what is practically

required is the actual resulting strain at this

point, which put equal to S. Now S is equal

to the moment divided by the depth of the

girder, since the strength of the beam is

directly proportional to its depth. Con-
M

sequeatly S = — , and bearing in mind that

D
the units in the value of M are feet and in D
inches, and therefore M must be multiplied by
12 or D put in feet and decimals instead of

inches, the value for

MX 12 WxAxBxl2
S = =

D L x D
10 X 4 X 12 X 12

= = 24 tons.

16 X 15

This calculation may now be checked inde-

pendently by the metliod of the known reac-

tions of the two abutments. Referring to fig.

3, it is demonstrated by the principle of the

lever that the total weight W is conveyed to

the two abutments in two parts or subdivisions,

which cause reactions or upward pressures upon
the end of the beam. These reactions are

equal to the portions of the total weight trans-

ferred to the sapports, and are inversely propor-

tional to the respective distances of the weight

W from each point of support. Thus the por-

tion of W conveyed to the nearest abutment
C is proportional to the distance B, and that

which is transferred to the further support D
is proportional to the distance or segment A.
Let R be the vertical reaction at C, and R' that

at D, then

W X B W X A,
R= and R' = or R' :=W—R;

L L
since there is always this general equation,

W = (R -|- R'). The reaction being known,
the actual moment at any point tending to

break the beam is easily found, since it equals

the vertical reaction at either abutment, mul-
tiplied by the leverage—that is, the distance
of the weight from that particular abutment.
Consequently, the moment to break the beam
at the point of application of the weight is

M = RxA = RixB. Substituting for
< R, R', A and B their values we have

10 X 12 X 4 10 X 4 X 12
M s= =: — 30 tons.

10 IG

M X 12
and the actual strain = = 24 tons,

D
which is the strain already obtained by the
general formula given above. To apply this

now to the particular case in question of a
weight at the centre, in this instance in the

W X A X B
equation S = , A becomes equal

L X D

to B = — , and thoroforo the equation may be
2

W X - X - W X L^ W X L
2 2

~LxD 4xLxD 4xD,
the equation given above.

The compressive strain, therefore, in the

beam, in both fig. 1 and fig. 2, will bo equal

to 24 tons. There is still another method of

ascertaining this strain, which is by a geome-
trical analysis. These different way»of arriv-

ing at the same result point out at once how
interesting is the study of the analysis and
determination of strains.

It will also demonstrate to many of our

readers how little real information is to be

gained from books on the subject. Nothing

but a close and searching investigation will

prove to the student what a field for inquiry

ihis branch of technical science presents. As
one proceeds in his own course of reasoning

and reflection, he perceives—it might almost

be said he invents — independent and fresh

methods of solving the numerous problems that

the various forms of trussed and braced struc-

tures, whether bridges, roofs, or other examples,

continually present. It must be remarked that,

although the general principles which govern

the distribution and transference of the strains

in a braced or trussed girder are constant, yet

each particular form of truss requires to be

dealt with individually, a8|oneJgives no clue to

another. This is the reason why so few
thoroughly understand the subject, and wliy

we constantly perceive such unscientific, waste-

ful forms of trusses designed and erected. We
must reserve for another article the elucidation

of the third or geometrical method of arriving

at the strain upon the beams already partially

investigated.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE FINE ARTS
ON CIVILISATION.*

{Concluded from page 3-10.)

THE little peculiarities of society, rather than
the general features of human nature, are

the theme of the modern dramatist :^so we cannot
wonder what influence he has should be ephemeral
—unlike that of great Art, which lives for all

times and all places. There is no lielp for this

absence of original genius, or even for the want of

appreciation for high and earnest work. The
temper of the age is not of a character to call forth

the one, and so it ignores for the moment what has
received the admiration of ages, hoping thereby to

forget, or to silence, a just rebuke at its prevailing

littleness. We are so immersed in our worldly
affairs—each man bent on rapidly making a for-

tune to enjoy in the present, rather than a decent

competence to suffice for the future^that in our
moments of relaxation the struggle of the day has
robbed us of the mental effort necessary to appre-

ciate real excellence, and so we seek for pleasure

in whatever will tickle or excite our senses. Powers
and persons have alike changed places, and the

scene-painter and the ballet-master obtain that

public favour which was formerly bestowed on the

poet and the actor. Tragedy and comedy we have
not ; bat in their place wo have that mongrel pro-

duction called " a drama," where sensation per-

forms the function of the former, and buffoonery
that of the latter. Nor, in spite of the progress of

civilisation and the advancement of morality, does

the presence of vulgarity on the stage produce
disgust, or that of indecencv arouse indignation.

We are such firm friends of 'Realism that the re-

presentation of ignorance and vice is regarded as

useful a method of instruction as the illustration

of wisdom and virtue. When such things occur
in " high " places, who can marvel at their presence

in low ones ? Poverty and ignorance may freely

denounce wealth and education, which they have
not ; hut when their more materially -favoured
brethren show any favour to vice, they feel that

error at least is common to all, and that " one
touch of nature makes the whole world kin." I

have taken the painful trouble lately to visit some
of the lowest resorts of amusement, and the cha-

racter of the entertainment showed that the lower

classes were anything but backward in imitati.14

Read liy Heney O'Neil, Esq., A.R.A.., on the 21st ult.

before the Society for tlie Encouragemeut of the Fine Arts.

the fashion set them by their more gifted brethren.

Now, with our imboanded love of perfect liberty,

it would be folly to suppose that oar ruling powers
should beneficently interfere in enforcing decency

in public performances, or that the appointment
of a really efficient censor of the stage would be
received with anything butdisgustand disaffection.

Possibly there are other means, more effective than
coercion, to stop the march of vice ; but even if

one

—

a good example—were set, it requires good
sense and some degree of wisdom to follow it. At
least, it might bo tried immediately—and produce

some effect— without waiting for the far-removed
influence which is promised (how often has it been
promised !) from a now " Bill for Education." In
making those remarks, I have not been actuated

by any desire to depreciate the advantages of living

at this present date of the world's history. But I

think it were wise, before we throw stones at the

glass houses of other ages, to reflect that we live

ourselves in a structure of the same material,

equally huge, and, in spite of the progress of

Science, not less liable to injury from without.

I am no purist in art, nor have I any desire to

confine its current within narrow bounds, as some
of my art-antagonists aasert. I might say, with

justice, that the stigma of purism—such as it ia

—

belongs to them. The doctrine which they preach

—that art should only produce pleasure—has
found favour in all ages ; but, happily, the succesB

of labourers even in an opposite direction proves

how narrow and untenable is that doctrine. Man
—^born to suffer as well as to enjoy—has the capa-

city to receive mental profit equally through pain

or pleasure ; and however much, in moments of

weakness, we may deplore the presence of pity or

even terror as active agents in the career of hu-

manity, yet they are necessities, and cannot bo

ignored. So Art, deriving its very sustenance from

its power to represent Nature, takes a narrow view

of its mission in despising any natural means
which may enable it to fulfil the object in view.

But in performing his mission—even by means ot

pity or sorrrow—the true artist avoids those

features which gives to his embodiments a vicious

sensationalism. Phrynichus, ap Athenian poet, was
publicly censured, and also fined, for representing

on the stage a contemporary calamity ; and though

the sentence may appear arbitrary, it showed^as
Schlegel justly observes—a correct feeling of the

proprieties and limits of art. I think, however, if

Phrynichus could see what is going on now, he

would hiive ample reason to dispute the j ustice of

his puuishment ; and, moreover, he would have

regretted the loss of that laurel crown which now
so liberally girts the temples of his successors in

that path of art of which he was the pioneer. For,

so far fi-om exciting the attention by the intricacies

of the plot and the ti'uth and beauty of the language,

which are the legitimate means of dramatic success,

the aim now of the author and manager is to elec-

trify the audience by fear and terror j and the

success of a play solely depends onwhat are called

" striking situations." Surely this is not a thing

to dwell on with pleasure ; for, if my assertion be

true, that the intellectual and moral state of a
nation is mirrored in its public entertainments, the

prospect is far from pleasant. When Bome was
the mistress of the world, the very centre of civili-

sation, its people forgot in prosperity the virtues

which were so prominent in adversity, and their

moral and intellectual condition—as one is, so

always will be the other—was abject in the

extreme. And their degradation was shown, as

usual, in the character of their entertainments.

In the gratification of the eye, that of the ear was
altogether lost ; rope-dancers and white elephants

were preferred to every kind of dramatic enter-

tainment—the embroidered robe of the actor was

his chief weapon of success ; and fights of

gladiators,with the presence of real blood, crowned

the edifice. To the latter degradation we have not

yet arrived, and I hope never will arrive. But

—barring that one feature—insert Paris and
London in the place of Rome, and the picture of

the past is that of the present, with, I fear, an

additional smear of immorality. Not only are

Blondins and Leotards worshipped by the present

race, but Parisian exotics now bloom not only

iu English hotbeds of luxury, but in the open air.

I cannot dilate on the theme ; if you want ocular

proof of my denunciation, go and see a burlesque,

or rather an opera, by Offenbach.

The lecturer concluded with some remarks on

the evil inttaence of Fashion on Art, appealing to

the ladies present to resist as far as possible the

false teachings of that power, and so avoid the

frequent and violent changes consequent on

obedience to her dictates.
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PAHOCHIAL ASSESSMKN'TS.

{Concludedfrom page 339.)

Valuation (tf Turin Hrmestead^.- -In esti-

mating the rateable valac of farm homesteads,

several matters have to bo taken into considera-

tion. For example : the buildings may bo very

much in excess of the actual requirements of the

lands of a farm ; but it is obTions that a tenant

can only be reasonably expected to pay such a
rent as the buildings which ho actually requires

would command. Etou that rent may have to be
diminished instead of increased, from the fact

that the repairs and insurances of the larger

buildings are more costly to the tenant than the

repairs and insurance of buildings of the proper
size would be.

It may, however, happen that the occupier of
such a farm may also occupy, as a separate rate-

able hereditament, land, either wholly without
buildings, or otherwise deficient in that respect,

in which case the rateable value to him of the

buildings previously alluded to will be increased.

Valuation of Tra4e Premises, Mills, Factories,

4'c.—In estimating the value of trade premises,

such as a factory fitted up with machines, a
foundry with furnaces and forges, or a brewery
with fixed steam engines and vats, the value of

the machinery as enhancing the annual value of

the freehold of which it forms part is to be taken
into consideration.

An important decision in respect of the rating

of mills was given in the ease of Staley and
another v. Castleton (33 L. J. M. 0., p. 178).

The mill was fitted to its full capacity with the

machinery useful and necessary for a cotton mill

;

a steam engine was fixed for the purpose of turn-

ing the machinery, and steam pipes from the

boilers were carried through all the rooms in the

mill for the purpose of wanning them. Some of

the machinery was fixed to the floors in order to

its steadier working, while, in other instances, it

was merely placed upon the floors of the mill.

According to the custom of the trade, the

machinery was in the nature of tenant's

machinery, or fixtures. Before the American
war, the property had been of considerable annual
value as a cotton mill ; but, in consequence of the

state of trade during the war, the mill was closed.

Nevertheless, the machinery was kept in it, and a

man was employed to attend to the fires for the

purpose of keeping up a proper degree of warmth

,

and to keep the machinery in a state of repair.

The Court held that the mill was thus used as a
storehouse for the valuable machinery that it

contained, and was to be valued for assessment to

the extent of the rent which it would command as

such storehouse.

Following this decision came another important
case, Harter v. Kalford. (34 L. J. M. C, p. 206.)

The appellant for many years carried on the

business of a silk manufacturer ; but, in 18G3, he
gave up business with the intention of never
resuming it. The mill and premises were adver-

tised for sale. The decision was that, although

not in use as a mill, the buildings were to be

valuetl as storehouses for machinery.
Hotels, refreshment rooms, Epsom and other

r.ice stands, canteens and similar tra<le premises

which, by rea.son of their special situations

command rents in proportion to the extent of the

trade which can be carried on in them and no-

where else, must be valued in connection with

their trade receipts, i.e., from the gross receipts

must be deducted the working expenses necessary

to earn the receipts, allowances for trade profit to

the tenant, for interest on the capital which he
must necesarily employ, and for risks and casual-

ties. The balance is the rent which he may
reasonably be expected to be willing to pay to his

landlord as rent.

In valuing all descriptions of house property,

the question constantly arises,—is cost ever the

measure of the rateable value of property ? In

giving his decision in the Mile End Old Town
case. Lord Denman says, " the outlay of capital

might furnish no criterion of the rent a property

should yield, since such capital may have been
injudiciously expended, and what was costly may
have become worthless by subsequent changes."

It should be observed that Lord Denman did not
there say that cost was never the measure of value,

and, obviously, it sometimes is. Assume, for

example, that the guardians of a Union are in

w ant of a workhoiue, and that some landowner

within the Union is possessed of a building exactly
suited for such purpose, but that ho requires a rent
of lOOOZ. a year for it. The guardians find, upon
inquiry, that they can build a new workhouse and
provide the land at a cost of £10,000, and that

they can obtain the money at the rate of 5 per
cent, per annum, which will equal a rental of

£500 per annum. They elect to take the latter

course and build the workhouse, the rateable value
of which is £500 per annum, because that sum is

tlie highest rental which it would be reasonable to

expect them to give. Assume, however, on the

other hand, that the landowner was unable to get

a tenant for his building, for any purpose, at a
higher rent than £250 instead of £1000 a year,

and that he therefore would be willing to let it to

the gu.irdians at £250. In this case, the rateable

value would be £250 per annum only, because it

would not be reasonable to suppose that the guar-
dians would pay for any other similar building a
higher rent than that at which they had been able

to take this from the landowner.
In estimating the rateable value of bridges, as

in the case of railways, it does not follow that any
direct receipts arise in the parish which is the sub-

ject of the valuation. The case of the Queen v.

the Hammersmith Bridge Company is one in point.

It was there held that, although the whole of the
receipts were in the parish of Hammersmith, yet

the bridge itself was the direct source of the rate-

able value, and that such net rateable value, when
duly ascertained, was to be apportioned between
the parishes according to the length of the bridge
in each.

Valuation of Tithe Rent Charges.—The rate-

able value of a tithe rent charge is the rent which
a hypothetical tenant might be reasonably expected
to give for it annually, such tenant having to pay
the usual tenant's rates and taxes upon such tithe

rent charge and to derive some remuneration for

his time and attention in collecting it (Queen v,

Capel).

In the case of a clergyman whom, by reason of
the number of parishioners and the value of the

incumbency, the bishop of his diocese could compel
to keep a curate, the reasonable salary of such a
curate was, in the case of the Queen v. Good-
child directed to be allowed ; so also in the case of

the Queen v. Lamb, where the duties of the in-

cumbent were greater than one man could per-

form, the curate's salary was directed to be
deducted ; but, this allowance for a curate has,

by the recent case, the Queen v. Sherford, been
overruled, so that it must now be taken that such
a deduction cannot be allowed.

Valuation of Coal Mines, cf'c.—Coal mines
brick-fields, clay pits, slate quarries, &c., which
involve the removal of portions of the soil, must
be valued according to the rent and royalty which
it is reasonable to expect the occupier would pay
the landlord for that species of occupation. In the

case of the Queen v. Westbrook it was held that a
royalty so paid must be considered as a portion of

the rent.

Valuation of Saleahle Underwoods.—Saleable

underwoods must be valued at the rental at which
they might reasonably be expected to let, accord-

ing to the quality of the wood and the situation of

the land.

The valuation of railways, gas, and water-works

involve considerations so special that the subject

is reserved for a separate paper.

CHIARO-SCURO IN ARCHITECTURE.
{Concluded from page 316.)

WHHiE Salisbury is designed for length,

Amiens is designed to look great by
greatness of parts and greatness of treatment.

If Salisbury Cathedral looks long through
being in many part> or bays, bo does a

street by consisting of * great number of

small houses ; but it does not for that reason

look great. Salisbury is not so great a building,

though it looks longer than Amiens, the interior

of which strikes at first sight, not so much with
an appearance of vastness as of a noble simplicity

and majesty, arising from greatness of scale,

greatness of module, and grandeur of treatment.

Salisbury Cathedral might have been less adapted

to give effect to scenic processions, but it would
have been a greater building, finer and more
meritorions architecture, had it been designed on
the principle of Amiens.

I have heard the French cathedrals accused of

being shapeless outside, though beautiful within;

bnt if a building is designed for greatness of

I

internal effect, and truthfully constructed, it

cannot be shapeless outside. For the same
rea-on that Amiens is a much finer building in-

side than Salisbury, it must be finer outside for
being of greater parts and nobler proportions, as

I have alrerdy asserted it to be in speaking of
composition.

But there is one great interior in the East
where these principles are illustrated, which I

must not omit to notice—S. Sophia's, at Constan-
tinople—which is in every respect one of the most
noble and beautiful apartments on earth, satis-

factory in every respect. Most other great build-

ings—Egyptian or Greek temples, or mediicval
cathedrals—were more or less a series of great
avenues, but this is one great apartment, with
every concomitant of greatness and beauty. It is

better propsrtioned than that of S. Peter's at

Rome, and than the centre compartment of S.

Paul's at London, or of any Gothic cathedral
j

while it has as much unity, with infinitely more
variety and picturesqneness than the Pantheon at

Rome. Such an assemblage of grand and beau-

tiful architectural features—domes, semi-domes,
colonnades, arcades—harmoniously combined in

one great interior, appears nowhere else . It is

the most beautiful covered area on earth, and had
it been united to a worthy exterior—an exterior

in keeping with it, and expressive of it—the whole
would have been the greatest building in the

world, the acme of architectural perfection. But
it is married unfortunately—as is S. Stephen's,

Walbrook—a Venus to a Vulcan—to an exterior

monstrosity.

This quality of breadth inheres to a great

extent also in the architecture of Sicily, which,

like the clime that blends the oriental palm, and
aloes with the orange tree, the fig, the olive, and
the vine, unites and blends the architecture of the

east and west In the most artistic and beautiful

manner. But in no buildings is it better illus-

trated than in many of the domestic buildings of

the middle ages, with their open-work fronts or

arcaded loggias, so favourable to true architectural

beauty, and reminding us of the Chester rows.

Among these I would particuHrize the Venetian

Gothic palaces. I am not referring particularly

to the ducal palace, in which building I f»r one
can see nothing of the surpassing beauty that

some can see, or affect to see, in it—but to the

Civ d'Ore, Foscari, and one or two others. In
these I see exceeding grace and beauty. The
Ca d'Oro Palace carries to the extreme of grace

and delicacy the open-workprinciple which charms
us in many more northern lands, of which the

house of Francis I. and some of the Hotel do
Villes are examples, among which the fajade of

the Hotel do Villo at Arras deserves special men
tion.

The Doge's palace T never saw bnt on paper,

and therefore cannot say how it might affect me
in an actual survey of it, or how I shoaltl foe! if

I saw it with all its detail of colour and orna-

ment ;
but no view I ever saw of it ever kindled

in raf) one spark of emotion. I have felt the

beauty of the Parthenon ; of the Mosque of S.

Sophia, of the choir of Beauvais, of moat build-

ings noted for their beauty, but I have not felt

the beauty of the Doge's Palace. The Ducal
Palace of Venice is certainly one of the most
interesting buildings in the world in regard to

style and architectural history. Like the city it-

self, the beautiful bride of the Adriatic, it must
awaken a host of stirring memories of its bright

and glorious past. This is all true : but I do not

see the surpassing architectural beauty ascribed

to it by Mr. Ruskin, and I do not believe it exists:

the very fact of Mr. Ruskin being alone in his

admiration of it—at least till his followers

adopted the opinion—proves it cannot be the

Cytheraia of architecture ; had it been the

critical world would have found it out. It is never

left for one man to proclaim the most lovely

woman of the season ; nor can it be left for one

solitary critic to discover the most beautiful

building of the world.

The principle ef bringing np the highest light

against the deepest dark belongs to and pervades

all art—sculpture, painting, music, poetry—and
not only art, but all literature, even sacred

literature—I mean Scriptural—does not dispense

with it, bnt employs it as a means of touching the

heart. We see the deep gloom of mournful com-
plaint contrasted with pious resignation in the

character of Job, which he expresses in that

beautiful passage in the Burial Service :
" Naked

came I out of my mother's womb, and naked
must I return thither ; the Lord gave, and the

Lord hath taken away ; blessed be the name of the

Lord." In architecture it is but a reflection of
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external nature, on which this art ia bsiaed. We
see it in the bright myrtle, contrasted with the
eternal cloom of the cypress, and in " the con-
trasts of fierce grief and wild J07 in the nightin-
gale's song."

In external nature it is again an image and
type of our human nature, and our mortal lot,

and points to its counterpart in the moral world,
entering oven into the structure of man himself.

Dim miniature of ^rcatnoaa absolute I

An heir of jflory ! a, fniil child of dust!
HelplesB immortal I Insert luflnite !A worm ! a God ! I tremble at myself,
And in myself am lost

!

And so of our mortal lot ; we appropriately
speak of the lights and shades of human life,

where, it may be observed, that it is as variously
distributed as in external nature and works of
art. It is more grandly and broadly distributed
in proportion to the rank or greatness of
character.

Composition and light and shade are the most
important parts of architectural design. Many
of the greatest buildings of the world are, like
the oratory of Demosthenes, unadorned ; and the
rest owe their impressiveness, not to their sculp-
tural decoration, but to their groat proportions
and beautiful and harmonious forms their
graceful contours and provision for breadth of
light and shade.

It is in this lies the power of architecture, and
not in its sculptural ornament, or hair, like
Samson's strength. Sculptural decoration bo-
longs to the department of detail, and is analo-
gous to diction in poetry and colour in painting
and cannot therefore be anything but a minor
element of art, which seems to have been the
impression of the greatest minds that have
written on architecture— Goethe, Schlegel
Lamartine

j
the latter speaks of S. Peter's

" swelling out in the proportions of a god," and
designates it "an apotheosis in stone—amonumen-
tal transfiguration of tho religion of Christ

"

" Pull down the pictures," ho adds, " carry off the
statues—it is still the house of God."
But there are other works—another class of

works—besides those I have referred to, which
will illustrate tho principles I have endeavoured
to point out to you. I mi«ht have called my
tonr a Tour round the Old World, or round the
shores of the Mediterranean, for almost every-
thing valuable and interesting in art and civilisa-
tion comes to us from those magic shores if tho
buildings of men were all that the architect
needed to study

; but architecture being based on
nature, an architect would make a great mistake
if he confined his attention to human works, and
did not closely observe how Nature carries on her
operations

; how she builds and buttresses her
structures in foreground and background, in the
mighty forests and the everlasting hills

; how
she varies and harmonises, unites and coutraets •

how beautifully aud skilfully she rounds and
curves, and diminishes aud increases, as varying
circumstances require. The wise and disceraine
architect will observe all this, aware that the
great and

,
beautiful features of nature are all

pregnant with suggestions of composition, and
grouping, and combinations, and even details
and his note book will be filled with sketches and
observations in reference to all these subjects
and calculated to aid him in his future designs.

'

I should advise the student to visit Switzerland
as well as Italy, and to see the Pyrenees and
Apennines and the peaks of the Alps, as well as
b. Peter's and the Colo.«seum. Let him standand watch some one of these, sloping away per-
chance in its many wild and beautiful forms ex-
Jiibiting here open healthy tracts, there deep
g ens, dark forests, and every feature that can
attract the eye and the imagination. But amonL'
mountains I know of none, not Alps, nor Andes,

^fl!^o"^P";,"'8 and instructive as our owii
celebrated Snowdon : not only fine and architec-

nos tinn
"^f°'"«''

I""'
Wghly suggestive of com-

Jfnii i"^
,g™"P"ig, and other important prin-

high artistic lessons it shows the importance andgrandeur of solidity aud depth in architecture, of

hehJ^T-"-'? " ^"'^ recession of parts-of plane

much in this mountain, viewed from Capel Curir-that reminds me of the Mahommedan building,'o India, as well as of the Egyptian temples. ^I

works' "t '•.«'^^>-«"<=V°.'^«
'""«"- t" the advancing

jrorks spinxes obelisks, colossi
; and suggest

n^nll
""'"''=«'.' °f '^"'^ took lessons from the

leMons they impress. No architect can visit this

Cambrian Parnassus, which, by the way, has
several craggy summits, deep dells and moors and
chasms, witiiout being struck with the grandeur
of Nature's manner of disposing her masses ; or
leave it without profound and lofty impressions
and conceptions of the thoroughness, majesty,
and perfection of the works of the GreatArchitea,
aa exemplified in this noble pile of nature, which
gives the idea of what aroliiteoture should be
completely to satisfy the eye and mind.

This is not all. There are important lessons in
other departments of nature ; as for example,
that unity in variety—that oneness which is

discoverable in the habits, mode of growth, and
principle of construction of all the various
members of the vegetable kingdom. Nor
in these only ; tho animal kingdom is
still more, perhaps, strikingly pregnant with
instruction for the architect. The subject is too
extensive to be entered upon here ; but one very
important principle I will just allude to that
is strikingly taught in this department of nature—simplicity, or rather uniformity of construction.
While the external forms of all the various ani-
mals are so different, it is very remarkable that
the whole are, after all, variations of a funda-
mental plan which can be traced as a basis
throughout (ho 'whole—the variations being
merely modiQcations of that plan, to suit the
particular conditions in which each animal has
been desigMd to live.

I believe this should be aimed at in architec-
ture

; I believe in all great buildings it has
been aimed at : I have been struck with the
similarity in the plans aud sectioua of all great
buildines, temples and palaces, as in all great
structures of animals, the vertebrate animals
presenting everywhere the same general features

;

ot which class of buildings the colonnade may
be likened to tho backbone : and, if so, astylar
buildings will represent tho molluaks or inverte-
brates.

In a general survey and contemplation of
great edifices and styles of architecture, my
strongest impulse is always to speculate on or
scheme out what I conceive to be the utmo.st pos-
sibilities of architectural grandeur and expres-
sion, and what the future course ot architecture
13 likely to be in England and among European
nations generally. Michael Angelo's conception
of architectural greatness was the enthrone-
ment of the Pantheon, which itself combined the
two most graceful of classic features, the colon-
nade and dome, on the Temple of Peace, and it
was a perfectly legitimate combination. The
quahties of certain buildings combined in one
would make the ideal of architecture; aud the
noblest and most perfect building would be one
combining the chaste columnar beauty and ele-
gance of detail and decoration—all that so cap-
tivates us iu the Greek architecture, with as
much as possible of tho soaring composition
of the middle ages. My own conception of the
grandest possible style of architecture, or of that
turn or modification of the Classic style applica-
ble to great monumental works, is a combina-
tion of trabeation and arcuation, or a blending
of the vertical and horizontal principles.
Than such a pure Classic style, by which Imoan not a florid Italian, but a pure Greek or

Grseco-Roman style, I can imagine no style of
architecture more suited to eushiine the pure
simple worship of Christianity. No architec-
ture expresses to me, or slands so well in my
mind as a type of moral truth and purity as
these pure forms of an architecture in which
purity and beauty of form give the charm and
merit, mdependently of ornament. The beautiful
volutes of the Ionic capital of the Erechtheium
13 to me a striking image of chastity or purity of
soul. Freely treated, that is, combined with
arch and dome, not Romanised, no style would
produce a more truly solemn and sublime, and at
the same time, perfectly adapted interior, than
pure Greek architecture.

RENDERING HOUSES DAMP-PROOF.
/^NE ot the evils incident to civilised life isW damp walls, and particularly in, modern-
built houses. But whether it exists in old
houses or new, it is satisfactory to find that there
13 a remedy for the evil, and this one which we
have reason to believe is thoroughly successful.
It consists in the application of an invisible solu-
tion to the exterior brickwork or stonework of
the building which seals up the pores and effectu-
ally excludes the entrance of any moisture after
the application. This is the patented invention

of Messrs. Gay and Co., of Alton, who have
named it the " Invisible Process," becanse no
change takes place in the appearance of the mate-
rial to which it is applied. The method of appli-
cation, which is carried out by special workmen,
is as follows :—The face of the work to be pre-
served—whether of stone, brick, cement, or
stucco, matters not— is first heated, so that all
moisture is driven out and the pores of the mate-
rial rendered fully absorbent. Whilst the walls
are hot, a solution is applied consisting of a
patented compound, which is dissolved by heat
aud payed on with a brush while hot. The aip
contained in the porous material being rarified
by the heat, tho solutionis induced some distance
into the pores, beyond what it would be if the
natural porosity of the material were tho only
absorbent medium.
The nature of the solution is suoh that it is

unaffected by atmospheric influences or by
changes in temperature. It therefore combines a
chemical with a mechanical action, and thus acts
not only as a preservative from damp, but arrests
decay, should that evil have set in, and in this
respect it has a second and veiy special value.
The invisible nature of the solution is very im-
portant, inasmuch as it admits of tho preserva-
tion of objects which would be spoilt by the
application of .solutions not perfectly colourlosa
and innocuous. Portions of a building, too, may
be waterproofed, whilst other parts not requir-
ing to be so treated may be left untouched, with-
out causing any contrast in colour between tho
parts—or, in fact, any difference in appearance
except that the parts treated look a little cleaner
than tho rest. We have a very absorbent brick
by us which has been coated on one side with
Messrs. Gay's invisible solution, the other having
been loft untouched. The coated side repels tho
water, nor will it enter if allowed to remain on
it, whilst the untouched side absorbs water readily.
From a number of testimonials before us, we fiul
that this process has been applied very success-
fully in many bad cases of damp walls. One of
thejfirst buildings treated by Messrs. Gay and Co.
was the house of Mr. J. H. ISowen, which is built
of red brick, has a south-westerly aspect, and
stands in an exposed situation on Chislehurst
Common. Mr. Bowen states that he has not
suffered any inconvenience from rain or damp
since the process was applied, about a year since,
and that during heavy rains he has observed the
water streaming down the bricks instead of
passing through them.
But the strongest proof of theefiicacyof this

process for waterproofing porous materials is to
be found at the Alton paper mills ot Messrs. Spicer.
Here, a stone vat had been made for holding
liquid paper pulp ; it was 7ft. iu diameter and
7ft. deep. Being of porous stone, the pulp found
its way through in all directions, aud much loss
ensued. Attempts were made to remedy this
defect by external applications of paint, but
these failed, and Messrs. Gay's process was
applied to the interior in August last. Messrs.
Spicer write that since that time no moisture has
penetrated the stone, although the pressure on
the bottom and sides of the vat must, of course,
be very considerable. Besides this, there are
revolving arms or stirrers inside the vat which
are continually in motion, keeping the pulp agi-
tated. These are strong proofs of the durability
and efiicienoy of the process.

The foregoing process, it will be seen, requires
skilled workmen to apply it, and is chiefly appli-
cable to brick, stone, stucco, and similar mate-
rials. Messrs. Gay, however, have another water-
proofing material which, besides being applicable
to the above substances, is especially suitable for
wood and iron-work. This is their impenetrable
paint, which is visible after application, being
made in various colours, and laid on after the
manner of ordinary paints. It differs from these
in appearance, inasmuch as when dry it presents
a hard, enamelled surface, the colours coming up
very bright. It is, however, waterproof and im-
penetrable to damp, and remains unaffected by
either solar heat, frost, or salt, either in the walla
or in sea-water. It possesses such rapid drying

I properties that three coats may be applied within
an hour, and although so quickly applied, it is an
efliciont waterproofer, and its appearance
remains unchanged, as testimonials show.
We thus have two methods ot preventing and

curing damn walls, one invisible and the other
visible, both of which have had the test ot prac-
tical use successfully applied, aud which appear
well suited to accomplish the purposes for which
they are designed.
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MR. BARRY AN'D MR. AYUTON.

THE line of conduct recently adopted by

tlie First Commissioner of Works towards

Mr. Barry will, we hope, have one good efEect

—namely, to awaken that hitherto rather le-

thargic body, the Council of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects, to the necessity for

decided and active measures in support of the

rights of the profession. The general meeting

summoned to consider the question on Mon-
day evening last showed many signs of a

Tigorona awakening which we sincerely hope

will not pass olf without some permanent good

being accomplished. At the same time, it was
remarkable how little confidence the older

members seemed to have in the principles

they had themselves so often enunciated from
the presidential chair and elsewhere ; and but

for the vigorous determination showed by some
of the younger members, the whole question

now raised by Mr. Ayrton as against Mr.
Barry's rights would be surrendered in despair.

For instance, as all our readers know, this

question was fully debated, and, as one would
suppose, settled by the paper of Professional

Practice published in the year 18G2, which
distinctly states that, by the usage of the pro-

fession, the client is only entitled to the

nse of the drawings prepared for a building,

and that they remain the property of the archi-

tect. Now, it can hardly be necessary to in-

form any one possessing even the most rudi-

mentary knowledge of British law that the

custom and usage of any particular trade or

profession will be held to be binding on all

who employ parties practising that particular

profession, as well as on those whom they em-
ploy. If we employ an auctioneer, solicitor,

or stockbroker, to transact business for us, we
do so subject to the usages of those particular

professions, and why should it be otherwise

with an architect ? Those who wish to see the

law clearly defined to this effect will find it in

the well-known treatises on the law of con-

tracts by Addison and Chitty, under the head,

"Custom and Usage," and the principle fur-

nishes a remarkable illustration of the maxim,
" Common law is common scnstj." Up to the

present the leading men of the Institute seem
to have well understood this principle, and we
do not know why they should now be afraid to

test its soundness. For example. Professor

Donaldson, in his presidential address pub-
lished in 1864, referred to the paper of pro-

fessional practice as follows :
—"The table of

the Institute has been accepted by legal men
in the metropolis, and quoted in the courts as

an authentic document drawn up by the liead.s

of the profession, and as authoritative in

settling such questions of professional usage,

and as mutually binding on employers and
employed." Also, in the year 1868, we
published a resolution adopted by the

Council advising the members that the
" usage as defined in the Institute paper was
undoubtedly the law on the subject." And
certainly so it ought to be. If it be not so,

the Institute paper is a worthless and fraudu-

lent document, and the Institute, in publishing

it, has simply attempted to mislead and im-

pose on the public. There is no middle theory.

Either the paper in question is an honest and
tnie statement of the usage "binding on em-
ployers and employed," or else it is a cheat

and imposture, and ought at once be rescinded.

We ourselves are strongly of tlie former
opinion, and, because we are so, consider that

the usages in question should be maintained
simply as rights, and not as courtesies which
may or may not be conceded.

We can fully sympathise with Mr. Barry in

the course adopted by him in his correspon-

dence with Mr. Ayrton of resting his claims
on the broad grounds of their reasonableness
rather than tlicir legal force, endeavouring as

he does to convince by argument, and even
conciliate by concession. There is a remarkable
contrast between his letters and those of the
Department, one set being lengthy and cour-
teous, and the other invariably short and sharp.

We very much fear the courtesy and concilia-

tion have been quite thrown away, and that

Mr. Barry in future would do well to adopt

the tactics of his opponents, and simply decline

to accede to the illegal and unreasonable de-

mands made upon him, leaving it to the other

side to take what measures they may think fit

in order to coerce him. " Possession is nine

points of the law," and until Mr. Ayrton and
his coadjutors can prove that by the terms of

their contract with the late Sir "Charles Barry

and his son, the Government became the pur-

chasers of their drawings, as well as of their

services, Mr. Barry cannot be compelled to

part with the documents. We are glad to see

that Mr. Barry is not likely to be left to fight

the battle alone ; and we opine that, by taking

firm and decided ground, the question will not

have to be fought at all, but vriW bo conceded

in his favour, as the same question hitherto

has been, as a matter of undoubted right.

In the course of the discussion a good many
facts'relating to legal contests in defence of pro-

fessional rights were quoted, and one statement

in particular made which does not redound
much to the credit of the past governing body
of the Institute, and which certainly ought to

receive further attention from the present

Council. It would appear that the question

as to the validity or otherwise of the Institute

document was brought for trial under very
favourable circumstances not long ago, and
with every reasonable prospect of a successful

issue, which would have settled the question

for all future cases, when a member of the

Institute gave evidence directly against it,

causing thereby a disagreement of the jury,

wl» very naturally found it impossible to

decide questions for architects on which the

latter are still undecided themselves. Surely

a case of this kind demands a thorough inves-

tigation on the part of the Council ; and so

long as it remains undecided how can any
bettor result be expected in any other case in

which the same principles are involved ? The
public will never put any faith in the resolu-

tions or publications of a body which, to use a
familiar phrase, " does not know its own mind,"
and which, having issued a code of practice

as " authoritative and binding on employers
and employed," permits its own members to

contradict and resist the operation of that

code without deeming the matter worthy o^

further notice. It has not been in this way
that the other liberal professions have suc-

ceeded in maintaining their usages and forms
of practice, and it is time that the Institute of

Architects should take similar firm ground in

defence of the rights of a profession which
ought to be second to none. On what prin-

ciple can the members of the body be said to

be united if it be not for the maintenance of

a uniform and respectable system of prac-

tice, and how can this ever be attained when
members can publicly appear in flat contradic-

tion to each other, not on abstruse points of

science or taste, but on the most elementary
principles on which the practice of their pro-

fession is to be conducted ?

Our sympathies are fully with Mr. Barry,

and we sincerely trust that he will be able

to make gciod his position against the arbitrary

and dictatorial measures by which he is

threatened ; and we hope the day is not far

distant when controversies of this kind, always
painful and harassing, will become practi-

cally impossible. The Institute has done
a good deal towards the accomplishment of

this end wo willingly admit, but the cases

above referred to show that something more
requires to be done. W. F.

under the superintendonca of profeseional men of
independent position and high standing, who have
been specially educated as architects.

2nd. "Thivtthe custom of the profession has
uniformly been that the ownership of Drawings
and other documents prepared for the execution
of bnildinga has rested with the architects em-
ployed.

3rd. " That a copy of the above resolution be
forwarded to all tho members of both Houses of
Parliament, and that the widest possible publicity
bo given to the same.

4th. " That a Committee be appointed, to con-
sist of the President, Vice-Presidents, the Council,
and snch other members of the Royal Institute of
British Architects as the Council may deem fit,

and that this Committee be authorised and re-
quested, on the pajt of the said Institute, to sup-
port and to urge upon her Majesty's Government,
either at interviews, by correspondence, or other-
wise, the views expressed in the previous resolu-
tions, with the power to convene future special

general meetings for further consideration of the
subject whenever they may see fit.

5th. " That a vote of cordial sympathy with
Mr. E. M. Barry be communicated to that gentle-

man.
6th, " That ho he encouraged by the expression

of such sympathy to resist to tho utmost the un-
precedented demand made upon him ; and that,

in the event of expenses being incurred in refe-

rence thereto in trying at law any questions which
may arise between himself and the First Com-
missioner, this meeting pledges itself to promote
the raising a guarantee fund for the same."
A special Council Meeting of the Royal

Institute of tho Architects of Ireland to take

the subject into consideration has been held.

Strong sympathy is felt by the members of

the profession in Ireland for Mr. E. M.
Barry, and the Irish Institute is anxious to

co-operate with their English brethren in re-

sistance to this or any other encroachment on an
uniformity of practice heretofore by well-esta-

blished custom existing in the profession on both
sides of the Channel. It was stated that
the rule of the Irish Institute with reference to

the architects' property in plans was identical in

expression with that of tho rule of the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects issued in 1862, having
been adopted by tho Irish Institute in 1863.

LABOURERS' COTTAGES.

A SHORT time since we reviewed " English
Country Houses," by Mr. Wilkinson, of

Oxford, and we alluded to some designs for cot-

tages which the book contained. One of our
page illustrations this week shows two of these

cottages, with ground floor and bedroom plans.

The first is a labourer's cottage at Launton, Ox-
fordshire, built for F. J. Staples-Browne, Esq.,
and the other is a labourer's cuttage at Steeple
Aston, in the same county, built for the Rev. J.

B. Brooks. The first of these plans provides two
bedrooms only, the second three bedrooms. The
walls are of local stone, and the roofs are covered

with bine slate. Thoy are provided with the usual

out-offices. It must be admitted that they are

both simple and picturesque.

MR. BAERY AND THE CHIEF COMMIS-
SIONER OF WORKS.

ON Monday last the Royal Institute of British

Architects amply discnssod the matter in dis-

pute between the First Commissioner of Works and
Mr. E. M. Barry. After full consideration, it was
nnanimously resolved :

—

Ist. "That it is fitting, and indeed necessary,

for the worthy maintenance of national monu-
ments and buildings, that they should be always

BtTBGliABiES.—Anent the recent burglaries and
attempts at burglaries on shops, Mr. Ernest
Turner, M.R.I.B.A., writes, olfering a few re-

marks. That the safest of all methods would be
the universal nse of iron]bars in lieu of sbntters,and

to keep a light burning all night, is, he thinks,

now generally admitted, and ho urges all about
to build or alter to adopt this principle ; but, as

it cannot be expected that all whose premises are

at present protected by shatters will incur the

outlay necessary to substitute the iron bars, he
calls attention to the fact that by far the larger

proportion of shop-shutters in London are now
painted a dark colour, thus absorbing the light

from the street lamps ; whereas, if light colours,

say stone colour or light bufl', were generally

adopted, the light would be reflected, tho ap-

pearance of the streets when the shops are closed

greatly improved, and as in tho principal business

thoroughfares the light would be doubled, the

opportunity afforded to marauders to escape ob-

servation would be proportionately diminished.

Asa matter of social economy this plan must
commend itself to the public, as without outlay,

it is equivalent to double the number of street

lamps, or a considerable augmentation of the

police force.
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BOOF OF THE SOUTH LONDON PALACE.

THE SOUTH LONDON PALACE.

THE South London Palace, Bitnated in the

London-road, Southwark, has been erected

on the site of the old South London Music Hall

which was destroyed by tire last summer. The
present new building, in addition to the old site,

covers considerably more ground, which was ob-

tained by the demolition of some of the surround-

ing houses. The inside measurement of the new
building is as follows :—120ft. long, 70ft. wide,

and nearly 50ft. high.

The stage which is erected at the south side,

and is nearly the whole width of the building,

has beneath it a space .of 20ft. deep to re-

ceive and produce scenic effects. The style of

the building is Italian. The pit and stalls are on
the ground floor, the private boxes and balcony

on the second floor ; each of these floors is uu-

nsually lofty. The hall is capable of holding

4000 persons. The orchestra, which is 30ft. wide,

will hold 40 performers.

The principal entrance to the building is by

a wide corridor leading from London-road, at the

end of which separate entrances are obtained to

the pit, and to the stalls. The balcony floor is

approached by a spacious stone stauxase, which is

also continued to the gallery floor above so as to

give additional egress from the gallery in ease of

fire. The gallery is approached from London-
street by an easy stone staircase, there are no
winders in any of the staircases. The pit, stalls,

balcony, and gallery are each provided with large

and separate refreshment bars. For the accom-
modation of the oflicials of the establishment an
Iron spiral staircase runs from the pit to the

gallery, thus giving an immediate connection to

the three principal refreshment bars. The pit,

stalls, balcony, and gallery are each provided

with lavatories, water-closets, and urinals.

There are also private rooms on each floor for

ladies. For the facility of the officials there are

private stairs from the several floors to the
stage.

The auditorium of the hall is covered by a dome
Coft. diameter, which is effectually ventilated by
perforated enrichments, and is provided with an
elaborate sunlight. In the roof immediately over
the dome is a large ventilator ; there are ad-
ditional ventilators in roof over stage and
gallery.

The architect has taken great pains in the
general construction of the building. The ventila-

tion, which is unasually good, is obtained (in ad-
dition to the perforations in the dome) by series

of window openings between the pilasters on each
floor (upwards of 70) which openings are filled in

on the outside with glazed casements hung on
centres with linee, and tilled in on the inside with
perforated enriched plaster panels. All the
lavatory departments have external ventilation.

One feature in the construction is the novelty of
the roof, whioli is 70ft. span, the portion over the
dome being carried by what might be termed
collar principals in lieu of the ordin.ary tie beams,
so that by this means an additional height of 9ft.

in the dome is obtained in the roof, thereby saves
the same height in the walls, by which, con-
sidering that additional height would necessitate

extra thickness in the brickwork, the saving is

very great (see illustration). Considerable trouble

has been taken in the levels of the separate floors,

which have been so arranged that every person

has an uninterrupted view of the whole of the

stage, even to the sides of the gallery in which

the audience are seated as far as the pro-

scenium.
Unlike most houses, the architect has resorted

to the use of a very few columns, which are

always objectionable as an obstruction to the

view. Although the entertainment of the estab-

lishraentis that of a music hall, the building is to

all intents and purpose-s a theatre.

The decorations,which are from the architect's

drawings, are principally the grape vine foliage,

and are very bold, and have a rich and imposing

appearance. The sound throughout is admitted

by all to be a great success.

The foundation stone was laid last autumn by
Stanley Vickers, Esq., M.P., and completed and
opened to the public in thirteen weeks, from de-

signs prepared by and under the superintendence

and immediate control of Mr.William Paice, ar-

chitect, Adelphi Chambers ; Messrs. Langmead
and Way were the bnilders.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

Opening op Public Museums after Dabk.
—On Friday last Mr. Allen's request that the

House should express an opinionthatthe National
Q-allery and certain portions of the British Mu-
seum ought to be opened between seven and ten

o'clock in the evening at least three times a week,

was met by Mr. Walpole and Mr. T. Baring, as

trustees respectively of the British Museum and
National Gallery, with the assurance that these

buildings could not be lighted up without incur-

ring a serious risk of fire, or at all events of

causing damage to the collections which they con-

tained. At the same time the member for the

University of Cambridge informed the House that

during the summer months the British Museum is

to be opened on Saturday and Monday between
the hours of noon and half-past eight o'clock in

the evening.—The Chancellor of the Exeheciuer
fully recognised the danger of attempting to light

the existing buildings with gas ; but he held out

a hope that when the new National Gallery shall

have been erected—which he trusts will be sooner,

rather than later—and the Natural History Col-

lection shall have been housed in a new building

quite apart from the existing Museum, it may be
possible to make arrangements for the exhibition

of that collection and of the national pictures

after dark ; and this intimation was so satisfactory

to Mr. Alien that at the close of a brief discussion

he withdrew his resolution.

The Dismissal of Me. Edward Babry.—
Mr. Cowper-Temple gave notice that on Friday
next (to-day) on going into Committee of Supply,
he will call attention to the dismissal of Mr.
Edward Barry as the Architect of the Houses of

I'arliament, and that he will conclude with a

motion.

The Decoration op the Central Hall.—
Mr. A. Seymour on Monday, in reference to a

question on this subject, said that he had

addressed it to the right hon. gentleman the Prime

Minister because of the customary want of

courtesy on the part of the right hon. gentleman

the member for the Tower Hamlets, his habitual

evasion of questions, and nonchalance.—The
Speaker, interposing, informed the hon. member
that he could not, in asking a question, express

any opinion.—Mr. Seymour then asked the First

Lord of the Treasury what instructions had been

issued to Mr. Poynter with regard to the decora-

tion of the central hall, and whether the cartoons

exhibited by that gentleman at the Koyal

Academy's Exhibition were to be returned.—Mr.

Gladstone said that he understood that Mr.

Poynter had been promise<l that he should be

employed in decorating the central hall, but he

had been requested by the First Commissioner of

Works to await the decision, which had not yet

been arrived at, as to the method of carrying into

effect the designs contemplated. The cartoons

alluded to were the property of the Government,

and could not he permanently returned to Mr.

Poynter. They would be employed for some

public purpose.

Model op the Embankment.—In reply to

Lord Elcho, Mr. Ayrton said that the model of

the Thames Embankment he had asked for some

time before Easter had been for some days in the

very room in which he asked it should be, but

that room being required for other purposes, it

would have to be removed to another.

LAMBETH SCHOOL OF ART.

THE annual meeting of the students and friends

of the Lambeth School of Art was held on

Monday evening atthe School-house, Miller's-lane,

Vauxhall ; the Rev. Canon Gregory in the chair.

The liishop of Winchester had kindly consented

to deliver an address in relation to art ; and there

was a numerous attendance. The Bishop of

Winchester, who was warmly received, commenced
his address by expressing his belief that the

Lambeth School of Art might be, and ought to be,

productive of much benefit to the industrial

classes of the district, if properly appreciated and

supported. It was usually supposed that art

consisted only of painting and sculpture ; but he

gave it a wider range. The writer, the dramatist,

the preacher, were all artists in their respective

spheres, although they worked with different

instruments from the sculptor and the painter.

Art was the power of reproducing nature in a

truthful sense. High art was the production of a

thing which interpreted to every man his own
thoughts and actions. Patience, taste, and the

love of truth and beauty in nature should be the

aim of all art pupils who desire to become artists

in the highest sense of the word. The Rev.

Canon Gregory distributed the prizes to about

thirty students, amongst which were the gold

medal to Cyrus Solomon for a life study, and a

silver medal to George Brookes for a model from

the antique. The other prizes consisted of bronze

medals, books, and certificates. Mr. Cressy, Mr.

H. Doulton, the Rev. Mr. Games, Mr. Sparkes,

and others addressed the meeting, after which the

proceedings concluded with a vote of thanks to

the Bishop for his address, and to the chairman.
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thk thiobt and practice op modern housk

decobation.

Bt as Espkrikxckd Wobkman.

ON THE SATURE AND USKS OF THE OILS, TAK-

mSHES, DRIERS, &C., USED BY THK HOUSK

PAISTEB ASD DECORATOR.

(CoHtiimed fram page S3G.)

AS to the reason of varnishes cracking, we
certainly think that it is sometimes the

fault of the varnish, but in the majority of cases

it is a consequence of improperly-prepared

Cnds. It is generally believed bv artists

when a picture is varnished and after-

wards cracks, it does so because it has been

varnished too soon after being painted. We
do not think this is the reason ; all experience

goes to prove the contrary, especially as

regards tne use of varnishes by the house

painter. As we have before said, the house

pamter is compelled to proceed to varnish his

work in course of a few days after its being

painted, and if painted work of any kind

cracked because it was varnished too soon

after painting, all his work would crack, which

is not the case—in fact the work that does

crack is the exception, and not the rule

;

therefore we must seek for some other cause.

As regards house painting this cause is not far

to seek. In many cases it arises from the

use of glutinous sizes, technically called

clearcole, a mixture of parchment size or

glue size and whitning and water ; in many
cases this is done to save a coat of paint, in

other cases because it makes the successive

coats of paint bear out more uniformly and
evenly. In other instances it is used to fasten

on the dirt and kill the grease, so as to make
the paint dry, instead of washing oil the

grease and dirt before painting with soda and
water. In every case when size is used it is

detrimental and injurious to the work ;
the

inevitable result must be either that the paint

cracks in censcquence of the changes in the

weather affecting the size and the oil paint

unequally, or in wet weather causing the

size to give and the paint to peel off, or in

hot weather to split up into thousands of

cracks. The ' heat that softens the one

shrivels up the other; these opposing influences

soon tell, and the work suffers. Another
fruitful cause of grounds cracking is their

want of tenacity. In consequence of being
mixed without a sufficient quantity of oil or

varnish to bind the ground colours together,

snccessive coats of dead or partly dead colour

become in time too dry—that is, what
little oil they contain is dried up, and the

particles of lead have no cohesion ; conse-

quently when the work is repainted with

oil colour or varnished, the contraction of the

Dew paint or varnish in drying and hardening
cracks the ground. In certain situations

where the sun has had much power, we have
seen work cracked to a depth of one eighth

of an inch to the wood from this cause alone
;

in these cases there is no remedy except
cleaning ofiE the paint from the wood, which
may be accomplished best in the following

manner, viz :—mix common washing soda,

with freshly slaked quick-lime in the propor-

tions of about two pounds of soda to a bucket
of lime, the soda and lime when mixed having
the consistency of thick cream ; or it may be
used stiff so that it will spread on the paint

like plaister. Spread this mixture over the

paint to be stripped, taking care to keep
the whole moist for one hour ; if the

composition is properly manipulated, the
whole of the paint will wash off the wood and
leave it quite clean, like a new door ; its

chemical action being to turn the oil in the
paint into soap, and the rest becomes mere
mud. The work should then be well washed
with plenty of clean water, to remove any of
the lime which may remain ; then it should
be allowed to get perfectly dry before being

again painted ; when dry, the wood may be

well smoothed with glass-paper. Another
fruitful cause of varnish cracKing, especially

on work that has been grained in imitation of

wood in distemper, is the strong gluten con-

tained in the beer the grainer uses as a

vehicle. Most persons are aware that if beer

is spilt upon a table, or a small quantity is

left in R glass to dry up, it becomes viscid and
sticky like glue. It is this stickiness or bind-

ing quality that- makes it so useful in dis-

temper graining. No substitute has yet been

discovered so suitable for the purpose, but if

it is used for graining in its full strength as

sold in the shops, it will inevitably crack

almost any varnish ; in fact, its power of

contraction is so great that we have seen work
covered with millions of minute cracks from

this cause both before and after the varnish

has been applied. We have always found it

the safest plan to dilute the beer with water,

fully two-thirds water to one-third of beer.

When used in its full strength, if it does not

crack it will be sure to injure the polish of

the varnish. Varnish is also injured by using

coarsely-ground graining colours. Graining

colours should be used as finely ground as

possible. Polish or lustre results from smooth-

ness and evenness of smfaco, consequently

everything which tends to roughen the surface

to be varnished detracts from its brilliancy.

Too much distemper colour on painted work
injures the vamish by absorbing a portion of

its body.
All varnishes should be kept carefully

•xcluded from the air in closely-corked

bottles to prevent evaporation, which thickens

them and causes them to become fat. When
varnishes have to be used on old work, it is a

common practice to clearcole the work previous

to varnishing, in order to make it dry. This

is a bad practice ; the best and safest plan is

to wash the whole of the work to be varnished

with a weak solution of common soda in

water. If the work is well and carefully

washed, we will guarantee that the varnish

will dry well and bear a better gloss than if

clearcole is used. This method, of course,

clears off all dirt and grerose, and we always
adopt it for all work that has to be repainted

or revarnished, and never knew it to fail i n

causing the paint to dry.

The manufacture of varnishes and sicca-

tives or driers is a branch of industry

in which a trade secret is worth thousands

of pounds, success often depending upon
the minute observance of certain mixtures

and .certain processeu which can only be
arrived at by long experience. The points of

detail thus learned at the price of many costly

failures is not likely to be lightly divulged

for the beneBt of others. There are, of course,

hundreds of receipts published describing how
to make almost every kind of varnish, most
of which are mere nonsense. The direc-

tions given, if strictly followed, will, in

ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, lead

the would-be vamish maker into difficul-

ties and expense without producing any
adequate result. There are several simple

varnishes which are made by merely putting

the gum or resin into a suitable spirit to

dissolve, and thus the varnish is made. Tliis

class of varnish is scarcely ever used by
the house painter, and therefore need not be
described here. Oil varnishes (that is, varnishes

in which linseed or other oils form a com-
ponent part) require manipulating by heat and
by various processes, a knowledge of which
can only be acquired by long experience,

totally out of the reach of the amateur.
It is no use going back to the description of

vamish making anterior to 1851, because such
vast improvements have been made since that

time in the processes used in its manufacture,

so many new gums have been brought into

the market and utilised in the making of

varnishes, that old mo'hods have been super-

seded by new ones, and all the resources of

modern chemistry have been brought to bear

upon the subject
;
[and the manufacture has

become of so much importnnce, consequent

upon the increased demand, that old pro-

cesses have become almost obsolete, and we
have been credibly informed by the scientific

partner of one of our most extensive varnish

manufacturing firms that where they manu-
factured tens of gallons in 1851 they now
(1870) manufacture thousands of gallons. We
can well believe this to be a fact. The decorative

arts received a powerful impetus from the

Exhibition of 1851, which has been spreading

ever since, and that event might with some
propriety be called theRenaissanceof decorative

art in England. Our researches and inquiries

into the recent improvements which have
been made in the manufacture of varnishes

have not been very successful ; we confess we
are just in the same position in this matter as

the reporter in this class for the jurors of the

Exhibition of 1862, Mr. A. M. Hofmann, the

eminent chemist, who says in his report on

varnishes, that the information he did obtain

was not that which he wanted—and the in-

formation he did want he failed to obtain. We
had hopes of being able to state what im-

provements had been made, how they were
effected, &c., &c., but unfortunately trade

interests stood in the way, and with regret we
have to acknowledge our defect—however,
this is not so much to be deplored in our case,

inasmuch as we[are treating more particularly

of the uses of varnishes than of their manu-
facture. Much valuable information on the

manufacture of varnishes may be attained from
a paper read before the Society of Arts, by J.

Wilson Neil, vol. xlix., p. 33, of the transac-

tions. Also from a work on varnishes by the

eminent French chemist, Mons. Chevernil.

Consult also a small work by]?. F. Tingry, of

Geneva. None of these describe what may
be called the new processes, but no doubt many
valuable hints may be derived therefrom.

Of siccatives or driers, we have several,

their use being to force paint to dry quickly,

in situations where quick drying is a necessity,

and also to cause bad-drying pigments to dry

or harden. Their use in all delicate colours

or tints should be avoided when possible ;
their

tendency being to darken and discolour them.

If used with white they turn it quickly to a

dirty yellow. If with tints of delicate blue,

they turn to a dirty green; and, in fact,

destroy all pure tints. The principal sicca-

tives or driers are sacrum, or sugar of lead,

litharge, manganese, patent driers and terebine

or liquid driers. Sugar of lead is a good and

safe drier, and is used principally iby artists,

and for the more expensive colours used in

house decoration. Litharge is not much used

in its pure state by the house painter, but we
remember the time when it was his principal

drier, and was kept in powder and ground as

required. Patent^ driers is a compound of

various substances in the form of a thick

paste ; and until recently was used for^ all

kinds of paints. There are many objections

to its use, amongst which are its want of body;

when mixed with paint it increases its bulk

without adding to its body, and therefore the

paint will not cover as well. Of all driers it

is,the most effective in its power of discolour-

ing light tints and colours ; in fact, if the

driers are left uncovered with oil or water, and

exposed to the air, a thick dark skin or

pellicle will immediately form on its surface.

If too much driers is mixed with paint, it has

a strong tendency to crack. Patent driers

varies so much in power and quality, that no

strict rule can be given as ^to the quantity it

is safe to use to any given quantity of paint

;

but if the patent driers is really good and free

from adulteration, half an ounce of driers to

one pound of paint will be quite sufficient for

all purposes, but we prefer to use less when
we do use it at all. It should always be used

carefully and sparingly, and never used ex-

cept as a necessity.

Terebine or liquid driers is a recent invention

.

As a drier it is far superior to patent driers, and

is free from many of the objections to which

the use of that article is liable ; its power of
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discolouration iB not so great, and it will mix
witli paint without impoverishing the body of

the paint : a very important quality this. It

is also very useful in forcing slow-drying var-

nishes to dry quickly when it is required,

drying and hardening thera without injuring

t'le'r brilliancy. When mixed with varnishes

from which the spirit has evaporated, and
which have become fat or too thick to work,

it will restore them to a working consistency

without injuring their body or brilliancy ; but
we would hero give a caution as to the too free

use of this drier ; its poweris so great, that if too

much is used in proportion, it will shrivel up
the paint or varnish as if it had been burnt or

scorclied with heat ; if the drier is really

genuine, about a quarter of an ounce to a
pound of paint or a pint of varnish is quite

suflicient, except it is required to dry extra

quick, then three times the quantity may be
used with safety. These quantities of course

only refer to the best article. Every varnisli

manufacturer makes what he calls liquid

driers, many of which are mere shams and
almost useless. We have tried many, but
Iiave not yet found any equal to that made by,

we believe, the original inventor, Mr. Edward
Powers, of Coventry. In mixing this drier

with paint or vai-nish, care should be taken to

keep them well stirred while mixing.

Erratum.—For " siccatines," read " sic-

catives," in last number.

ON THE PROGRESS OF ART, AND THE
PROBABLE CAUSES OF THE GREEKS'
PRE-EMINENCE IN ITS PRODUCTION.*

By H. C. Selous

IT is the opinion of many that the impression
made on ns by the personal attraction to

which wo give the name of " beanty" is but a
matter of individual idea—that it merely lies in
the imagination, and that there are no fixed rules
for determining what should or should not be con-
sidered as the perfect form of the human face or
figure. In support of such opinions it is advanced
that there is an infinite variety of form and fea-
ture scattered throughout this earth, and that
every variety may and does have its individual
admirers. Doubtless such is the case, not only on
this subject but on every other. If we all thought
alike there would bo stagnation of mind, and no
improvement. In his primeval state man was
placed upon this earth and entrusted with ample
powers to carry out and, in the fulness of time, to
bring to perfection the wondrous capabilities of
that divine gift the human mind, as, in the words
of our great dramatic teacher Shakespeare, when
he tells us

Sure, Ho that ma^o ns with such large disconrse,
Looking before and after, gave us not
That capability and God- like reason
To rust in us unus'd.

Let it be the care then, of everyone to strive to
assist in this great work allotted to us. Diversity
of opinion leads to discussion, discussion to exer-
cise of thought; we gain in knowledge, and
eventually arrive at truth. Man is formed on the
principles, and partakes in his nature and is a
part of the animal creation, but with the impress
of his Divine Maker stamped upon his lordly brow
and upright stature he stands at the head of his
class, pre-eminent in form and feature—the intel-
lectual embodied perfection of animal life. Can
we then for a moment doubt the existence of a
standard whereby to judge of this perfection?
Diversity of opinion, then, appears to be essen-
tial, and an element required for our advancement
in cur onward career. The greater danger ap-
peaiB to be in the other direction, when a whole
nation are agreed, and establish as a law of beanty
a conventional, ideal form, and by force compel
Nature into a shape which is as abhorrent to her-
self as it is prejudicial to form and even life
Itself. Throughout the so-called Celestial Empire
of China, containing nearly one-fifth of the popu-
lation of the entire globe, you would scarcely find
a man who does not fall into ecstacies at the sight
of a broken and distorted foot, which he styles
" a golden lily." And how few men in England,
or perhaps in Europe, will you meet who will not

-,.'.?*5:!} '"^'?''° ""' Society (or the Encouragement
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rhapsodise at the sight of what is called a taper
waist ! The production of one of these mis-

called fatal beauties is at the cost of a yearly

sacrifice of a hundred thousand lives to the em-
pire of China, and who shall say how many fall

victims in the endeavour to attain the other ?

Equally erronoons, though fortunately not so

dangerous, are often individual opinions on form
and beauty, and not only in the higher walks of

painting and sculpture, but in music and litera-

ture in their higher branches, you will find some
who are incapable of perceiving their merit, or of

being influenced by their power. This proceeds

principally from ignorance of the laws by which
excellence is governed. Positive defects have
charms for the uninitiated. There are few savage
nations (as well as those that boast of their civili-

sation) that are not impressed with the idea that

mutilations or distortions of the human figure add
greatly to its charms. I have known some men
affirm that that defect (if I may so venture to

designate it)—a slight obliquity of vision—is a
great improvement to the natural graces of the

female face
;
yet I doubt if they would see it in

that light if perpetrated on canvas by the painter's

art. There are some who object to the Grocian-

sculptured typo of face, and declare that they see

no beauty in that severe, intelligent, and noble

outline
; yet I scarcely think they would like to

see or approve the retroiissi style of nose upon
the face of a Venus or a Jupiter executed in

marble. To some those combinations of heaven-
born sounds in which the greatest composers have
immortalised their noble thoughts in music, and
produced thom in the highest forms of their art

—

the symphony and oratorio—are as an unknown
tongue : they understand it not. This proceeds
partly from want of education. All men use
their eyes and ears ; few men educate them. But
these instances of unappreoiation, let ns hope, are

rare ; and I think we may congratulate ourselves

on the unmistakable advance of our intellectnal

progress. Thirty years ago an oratorio in its

entirety would not have been listened to, and the
symphonies of Beethoven were pronounced almost
by all as impossible to bo understood ; and I can
well remember when that master-work of Weber,
•' Dor Froischutz," first made its appearance it

was stigmatised by the press and the public
generally as a farrago of nonsense. Yet, iiow the
performance of these works would crowd our vast
halls almost nightly. But still, the greatest
works of the greatest of masters, Beethoven,
remain yet to be fully comprehended ; these are
his posthumous quartettes and his great Mass in
D. Even the inspirations of our great poet,
dramatist, and philosopher, Shakespeare, were
not so popular in his own days as the works of
his contemporary, and were but little appreciated
down to the time of Charles II., and even later, as
we gather from the amusing diary left to us by
Pepys, a man of refinement and talent, consider-
ing the age in which he lived. He tells us that
he shared the general opinion held in those days
upon the dramatic works of Shakespeare, and
that he much preferred the productions of his
own time to those of the great bard. I believe
he allowed there was some trifling merit in a play
called " Hamlet." Yet, at_the present day, what
writer can command the homage that is univer-
sally conceded to the genius of our immortal
poet ? Our groat painter Reynolds himself ac-
knowledged with the candour of true genius that
he failed to perceive the merits of those great
works, the cartoons of Raphael I The first sight
of them was to him productive of disappointment,
and it was only after repeated visits that ho
became conscious of their stupendous grandeur

—

iu other words, only after he had raised his mind
by study to the fitting level to receive the truth.

For want of this study you will find that indi-

viduals holding adverse opinions will very natu-
rally think that they have quite as much truth on
their side, or at all events that there is as much
weight (I will not say in their arguments, but) in
their dislike of a certain style of form as any one
can possess who holds a contrary opinion. But
this is the mistake. They forget, or do not know,
that the laws of form are governed by as fixed
rules as those of light, of colour, or of sound, and
are identical with, and as unalterable as, the law
that formed and brought into existence the very
world on which we live. That the Greeks were
conversant with these laws I know not, but I am
inclined to think they were ignorant of the prin-
ciple, as they probably were of anatomy "by dis-

section "—strange to say, one of the secrets of
their excellence and truthfulness in art ; but
from their naturally refined and exquisite taste,

joined to a wonderful sensibility of eye, they
arrived at the most just conclusions of unerring
laws. It is well known that in their practice of
the principles of their architecture, the swelling
and diminution of their stately columns, the curve
of their volutes, the outline of their capitals, were
formed by and decided on by the judgment of the

eye alone, contrary to the practice of the Romans,
who carried out all those details by strict geo-
metrical rule. A curious and interesting in-

stance of this susceptibility of eye in the Q-reek
artist was shown in the construction of the Tem-
ple of Minerva at Athens. It is a simple law in

the science of perspective that any long and
straight line above or below the level of the eye
of the_spcctator appears to curve, and to the eye
really does take that figure, thengh almost im-
perceptibly, in order to meet the horizon at the
proper point. The well-practised and keen-
sighted architect, though he knew not the cause,

detected the effect upon the long lino of steps

that formed the baseof his mighty structure, and
he absolutely curved his straight lines into the
convex form iu order that they should appear
straight to the eye of the spectator, and, by bo
doing, give an additional appearance of strength
and stability to the noble temple. This wonder-
fid people of antiquity had an intuitive know-
ledge of many things, and carried to perfection
art in many of its branches. But there was one
important help to painting they failed to dis-

cover—that was, the deceptive-giving though
truthful science of perspective. Had that architect

who so cunningly counteracted the true perspec-

tive of his lines only investigated the cause of

the appearance to him of an objectionable curve
the theory would no doubt have been discovered

and the Ghreek painter would most probably have
rivalled in his productions his giant brother in

art, the Greek sculptor. Still, the failure of the
discovery is not so much to be regretted, as
doubtless, from the perishable nature of the
materials employed in the painter's art, together
with the fearful destruction, gloom, and desolat-

ing wars that the world was destined to pass
through in order to purify and advance the
civilisation of mankind, few of his works would
have survived to give that benefit tojpictorial art

that we have derived from the more lasting re-

mains of the great works of the Grecian scidp-

tors. Painting, then, it would seem, as well as

its sister art, music, has been left to the master,
minds of our modern era to carry to perfection.

Let ns hope that it is a sign and a guarantee,
joined to the wonderful discoveries of our own
days, that the world is not destined to bo dis-

turbed by similar violent oonvulsiong to those she
has already passed through, but that the civilisa-

tion of mankind will continue to advance without
serious interruption unto the end of its allotted
time. It is not my intention in this paper to enter
more fully into the principles of form, or the laws
that govern them. It is sufficient tor my purpose
to mention that such laws exist. Setting aside,

then, the question of the truth or error of opinion
as regards true perfection of form, still, I think
there are few persons whoso thoughts have been
turned in that direction, and who possess some
knowledge of the subject, but will agree with me
that tlie genius of the Greek artists has left hs
matchless specimens of their power In the won-
drous examples of their imitations of the human
figure, and that even now, after a period of more
than two thousand years, the mutilated sculptured
forms repose upon their pedestals with a proud
majesty that must rivet the attention of the most
careless observer. So grand are they in design,
so truthful to nature, and so wonderful in their

finish, that we can scarcely forbear from feeling

that the hands that formed them must have been
inspired ones. I by no means wish to depreciate

the efforts of modern art, or to deny that there
have been and now are many truly beautiful and
graceful works produced in what we may consider

our own days, and of some of which the sculptor

and the nation may justly be proud. But with-
out their noble mother, Greek art, without her
fostering care and patient teaching by the exam-
ples she has left ns, we should probably have been
floundering about to this hour in as wretched and
debased a state as regards scniptnro and art

generally as the Chinese or New Zealanders of
the present day. My purpose, then, is to endea-
vour to show, as far as my limited time will
allow, the probable causes why Greek art towered
above all other nations before or since. Many
greater powers havo^ existed, and have been per-
mitted to remain on earth for good or for evil

over a space of years unnumbered. Copious
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n)«cimen> of their progress in art have also been

handed down to ««, and we can judge of their

dfgteeofmepit withaicuracy, as they are gene-

rail]' in • high state of preservation.

CTo be coHttHued.J

THEIR PLANS.ARCHITECTS AND
r TT|7"£ roiiroduccthe following article from the

L V T Times, as a fair specimen of what people

generallr think of the merits of the question in

dispute ' between Mr. E. M. Barry and the

Government, in contradistinction to the profes-

sional Tiew] :

—

" A rery genteel trade urion has jnst stepped

forward to prove that we have not heard the last

of the pretensicns of the building trades. From
the Manchester Brickmakers to the " Royal In-

stitute of British Architects" is a long step, no
doabt ; but really, in appreciation of self-interest

ana capacity for self-assertion, we do not see that

one society has much to learn from the other.

The United Briokmukers demand that biick-

making shall never be made any cheaper ; the

Aiisociated Architects maintain that an architect

always h d, and always ought to have, the pri-

vilege of gettiug paid for goods without delivering

them. The unanimous resolutions of the pro-

fetsian to that effeot may be read in another

column, but a word or two may be necessary to

render them intelligible.

" The Houses of Parliament, whether from fault

of construction or the eternal nature of such

things, have been perpetually in want of repairs or

imprnvemeuts, especially in regard to ventilation

and warming. It was foand no easy matter, as

will be readily imagined, to trace all the flues and
chimneys of so enormons a building, and so

application wss made to Mr. E. M. Barry for the

plans on which the Palace had been conatraoted.

These drawings would show the courses and con-

nections of the nnmerous fluc9, and enable the

persons in charge of the work to form a correct

opinion of the alterations and proceedings re-

quired ; whereas, without such information, an
infinite amount of labour mi^iht be lost and even
risk incurred. When, however, Mr. Ayrton, on
behalf of the public^ preferred this request, he
was met by the assertion that such plans we e the

private property of the architect or his repre-

sent atives, and did not in any wiiy belong to those

who bad paid for them. A correspondence
between Mr. Barry and Mr. Ayrtoj ensued, in

which the qaestion was discussed, and it was
afterwards referred to the Council of the Institute

and the various [>roTincial Unions of the profes-

sion. The Amalgamated Architects have felt no
hesitation in pronouncing their "mcst decided

opinion " that, according to the rule and custom
of the trade, " all the drawings and papers pre-

pared for the purpose of erecting a building are

and remain the scle property of the architect
;

"

and they encourage Mr. Barry in his resistance to

to the First Commissioner's " unprecedented
demand." In case of expenses incurred the

Union will raise a guarantee fond for the defence

of its trade privileges.

" It is not everybody who has had the courage

to build a house, but most readers will discern,

we imagine, what these pretensions amount to.

They amount to a comfortable little mortgage
secured upon every house for the everlasting

benefit of the architect and bis family. You may
fancy, after building a house with your own
money, and paying pretty handsomely not only

for every brick and board in the fabric, but every

stroke of pen or pencil made by the designer in

framing his plan, that yon have a pretty good
right to the plans as well as to their product, and
that nobody after the bargain is completed has
any concern with your house but yourself,

liothing of the kind. You are not to be let off

so easily. The clue to the labyrinth of your flues

and drains is retained in the architect's hands, so

that he, and he only, when anything goes wrong,
must be called in to set it right again. An
Englishman's house is hig castle, but the

mysteries of bis castle are in the keeping of
another. Ue pays for its " plans " at such a rate

that the least he conld expect is to have them
delivered to him, but that is against "the rule

and cniitom of the profession." 'I'bese docnments
belong to the designer, not to the proprietor by
whom the designer waa employed. It appears to

us that if a physician after writing a prescription
were to pocket it along with his fee when the

medicine had once been made up, the proceeding

wonld be about as reasonable.

"The public,howeTer,may amuse itself with the

arguments set forth by this highly respectable

Union, in defence of its bye laws. The Amal-

gamated Architects are discreet enough to keep

themselves ont of view. They profess to be

solicitous for the public alone, though they could

not think of giving the public what it has already

paid for. They resolve " that it is fitting, and,

indeed, necessary for the worthy maintenance of

national monuments and buildings, that they

should be always under the superintendence of

professional men of independent position and

high standing, who have been specially educated

as architects." This is exactly the language in

which Unionists speak of non-Unioniste through

all the trades in thekingdom ; but as the Architects'

Institute is good enough to concern itself abont

our " national monuments " we suggest that they

may very safely leave these monuments, such as

they are, to their sole proprietor—the nation

itself. It is for the nation, and not for a,ny

trade union or professional Council, to decide

what is "fitting" or what is "necessary" for

their "worthy maintenance." The dudes of

architects are at an end when they have been

paid for their works and plans, and have delivered

them to their paymasters. If those whom the

nation afterwards chooses to employ in repairs or

improvements make any mistake, the nation must

suffer for it, but we are entitled, at any rate, to

all the information which belongs to the bargain.

When the architects have given us this, they may
relieve themselves from the obligation of per-

petual vigilance which they are so anxious to

assume. We can decide for ourselves what kind

of " position," " standing," or " education " is

desirable in the persons we employ.

" As the parties to thistradedisputoare very re-

spectable, we hope there w ill be no " rattening " in

Whitehall; but as legal proceedings are threat-

ened, and as the Union has delivered its mind

on the question very distinctly, intending house-

builders ought to look to their own interests in

time. An English House Bill would bo a pretty

supplement to an Irish Land Bill, but it is hardly

necessary. In this island, at any rate, we have not

quite outlived freedom of contract, and now that

the eyes of the public have been opened, any em-

ployer of an architect's services can make the requi-

site stipulation for himself. What form this stipu-

lation should in future take need hordly be added.

When you have built a house the key to its dues

and its sewers is just as indispensable as the key

to its front door. This clue to the complications of

construction should go with the stiucture itself,

and the "drawings and papers" on which the

Architects' Union claim a perpetual lien should

be deposited with the propiietor of the building,

to whom alone they belong, and to whom alone

they can be of use. The house is his with all that

appertains to it, nor Oim any other ^jerson

honestly pretend to any interest in the fabric. Of

what advantage can the " drawings" of a building

be to the draughtsman, except on the presump-

tion that he has a preferential claim to be con-

sulted on all future occasions. To the proprietor

they are of obvious utility, as is seen in the neces-

sities of the public at this moment, and it is to

the proprietor, who has bought and paid for t ' ro,

that they ought to belong. For want of these

accessories we are now in difficulty, bnt we hope

that Mr. Ayrton will see us righted, and get one

" national monument," at any rate, clear of en-

cumbrances into the hands of the nation itself."

hand-made bricks. The short-sighted cnlpabi

folly of the trades unionists in this instance

fairly lays them open to the charge advanced by
the Times that they, working men, ore conspiring

together to prevent the cheapening of house rent

even at the cost of atrocious crime. Unfortunately,

the past history of this country has not inspired

working men with any very deep feelings of

trust or confideuco in those acts of their employ-

ers of which they are unable to foresee more
than the immediate consequeaces. Other trades

have adopted the wicked course of action main-
tained by the Manchester brickmakers, and other

trades will, we fear, follow their example before

confidence and good feeling shall have been
established as the result of the alterations

gradually but surely taking place in the laws of

labour and capital. Until that time, however,

wo are bound to demand that the law shall sternly

interpose between those who would tyrannically

impose on the general community laws tending

but temporarily to their own benefit, and per-

manently to the disadvantage of all.

THE MANCHESTER BRICKMAKERS'
UNION.

IF the statements which appeared in a letter to

the Times a day or two back are correct, the

Manchester operative brickmakers would appear

to be doing their best to drag Trade Unionism
into the dirt. For twelve months, Mr. Johnson,

a master builder, of Manchester, has been dogged
and watched and " warned." His premises have

been set on fire and an attempt made to blow up

his house. The family living next door to him
have been advised not to sleep at home, and the

Midland Railway Company, for which Mr.
Johnson had just completed a building, received

information that the brickmakers intended to

blow it up.

Mr. Johnson's sole crime is that he has manu-
factured liricks by machinery, thus defying the

Union rales, which forbid the use of an^ but

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETIES.

LiVEBPOOL.—The 22nd annual meeting of

the Architectural and Archseological Society was
held on the 5th inst., Mr. F. Horner, president,

in the chair. A letter was read from Mr. E. M.
Barry, in which he thanked the society for its

resolution approving of the course taken by him
in resisting the demand made npou him by the

First Commissioners of Works for the drawings
prepared by him for the works in the Palace of

Westminster, and expressed the hope that he
would persist in his resistance. The Secretary

said he had received from the Royal Institute a
circular on the same subject, and the council had
forwarded to the professional members the pith of

the circular, requesting replies. A number of

replies had been received, and the consideration

of the question was reserved for a meeting of pro-

fessional members. From the report and financial

statement, which was read by Mr. John P. Brad-
ley, the treasurer, it appeared that there had been

no falling off in the numerical strength of the

society, although the accession of members during

last session has not been in so great a ratio as

during the two or three preceding years. The
subscriptions received during the year amounted
to £86 2s., and there is a balance of £2 ITs. 6d.

in hand. The report having been unanimously
adopted, the election of the committee and ofEcers

for the ensuing ses»ion was proceeded with. Mr.

H. H. Vale was elected president, Mr. Q. A,

Audsley and Mr. John P. Bradley vice-presidents,

Mr. Piirslow librarian, Mr. Q-F. Deacon treasurer,

and Mr. H. H. Statham, jun., secretary.—On the

motion of Mr. S. Huggins, seconded by Mr. Brad-

ley, a special vote of thanks was awarded to Mr.

Statham for his valuable and indispensable ser-

vices as honorary secretary during the past and
preceding years ; and on the motion of Mr. Boult,

seconded by Mr. Vale, a similar compliment

was paid to Mr. Bradley, the retiring treasurer.

The president then read his closing address,

in the course of which he said—The principal

subject of a professional character which has

occupied our attention during the last session

is that of the proposed new Building Act.

There is, I think, no cause for regret that this

Bill, in the form in which it was first sub-

mitted, has been abandoned for the present at

least, and it is to be hoped that its postponement

may afford the opportunity for mature considera-

tion ou the part of the corporate officers who have

charge of it, both as to its general principles and

details, and enable them on some future occasion

to produce a very different measure from the ill-

digested and evidently hastily-framed draftwhich

it was proposed to pass into law. During the past

session, I am happy to think there has been no

abatement of that unanimity of feeling and good

fellowship which have ever existed among the

members of this society, and characterises the pro-

ceedings of its meetings, and which are so essential

to the prosperity of all such associations. By
"unanimity " I do not mean a universal agree-

ment of opinion on all points, for this is not only

impossible, but, even if possible, would, I fear,

render onr intercourse "mighty flat." Do not

many of us, on the contrary, well remember the

time when a sort of internecine war raged among
our ranks in the part taken in this room in fighting

the " battle of the styles ?" Yet in the midst of

this warfare Goth and Greek alike seemed on the

whole admii»bly to preserve their tempers in their
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intellccinal nparrn? ; and though they mny occa-

: tonally have oxclianged some good hard knocks,

it was seldom that an unfair blow was dealt, or a

word spoken in real anger. Seriously, however,

are not the fruits of this very warm controversy of

Gothic versus Classic Art—which in its day as-

gnmed a national chatacter, and occnpied the

attention of the architectural world, if not to the

exclusion of, certainly in precedence of, alnoit
every other artistic question—to be seen in the

practice of the present time, in the general

attempt to combine and harmonise thobestfeatures
of each ? A vote of thanks to the president for

his address, and for the manner in which he had
discharged the duties of his office, closed the

session.

London Architectural Association.—At
the usual fortnightly meeting on Friday evening
last, the President, Mr. Lacy W. Eidge, in the
chair, a proposal made by Mr. Sharpe (author of
" Sbarpe's Parallels ") that some or all of the

members of the Association should join in an
excursion for a week to places of architectural

interest (such as Lincoln and neighbourhood)
was discussed, but no decision arrived at. The
report of the delegates of the Association to last

year's meeting of the Architectural Alliance

(Messrs. T. Koger Smith, T. M. Hickman, K.

Phene Spiers, and J. Douglass Jlatbows) was
read, and the same delegates re-elected for the

present year. The main incidents in the report

were given in The Building News shortly after

the meeting of the Alliance last year. A discus-

sion then took place on the question " Was the

Benaissance style productive of any real benefit

to architecture ?" Mr. Aldridgc opened in the

affirmative, and amongst the speakers were
Messrs. R. P. Spiers, Scargill, Mathews, C. H. F.

Lewes, Birch, and the Chairman. The follow-

ing amendment, proposed by Mr. H. W. Lons-
dale, was carried by 24 to 21 :

—" That the spirit

of dependence on pedantic precedent introduced
at the time of the llenaissance was prcj ndicial to

the true interests of architecture."

Jiit(tIliK^n(it

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Bath.—A new Baptist chapel at Hay Hill,

Bath, which has been erected from the designs of

Messrs. Wilson aml^Willcox, was opened on Thurs-
day week. The chapel, which will accommodate
about 050 persons, has galleries on three sides of

the building, and the main front is divided into

three compartments by two counterfoils termi-
nating in pinnacles. The style is Gothic of the
13th century. In the basement provision is made
for holding a Sunday-school. The building has
cost, including the site, £2500.
Cardiff.—The foundation stone of another

Wesieyan chapel was laid on the 4th inst. The
design is Gothic, and the building is to be of
Newbridge stone, dressed with Bath stone. At
the south-east end will bo a fine Gothic tower of
great height, and surmounted by six pinnacles.
The contract is taken for £4500 by Messrs. Have-
Bon and Pike, of London, Newport, and Cardiff.
Cenaeth.—A new church is now in course of

erection at Cenarth, from designs by Mr. Mid-
dleton, architect, of Westholme, Cheltenham.
Goudhurst.—On Wednesday, April 20lh, the

Bishop-Sufifragan of Dover celebrated the re-
opening of the chancel and north aisle of[S.
Mary's, Gouldburst, Kent. This church is of
noble proportions, and of all dates from Early
English to late Perpendicular ; the tower was re-
biiilt in 1C38, with an unsightly western door and
window. It was filled with the highest of pews,
and had the usual western gallery with small
organ. All these have been removed, save a few
specimens in the south aisle. The restoration
of the nave and north aisle has cost about
ilOOO. The chancel has been restored by the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners. A tile reredos is
also promised by the parishioners. The south
chantry is now being restored by the proprietors
of Bedgbury and Combwell, A.J. B. Beresford-
Hope and H. J, Campion, at an expense of some
£400 ; and there yet remains the south aisle, as
wide as the nave, and the north chapel, to com-
plete the internal restoration of this large church,
Messrs. Slat(if and Carpenter are the architects
of the restoration.

Llangonllo.—The old dilapidated church of
Llangunllo has just been replaced by a new

one from designs famished by Mr. Middleton,
of Weatholme, Choltenham. The style is de-

scribed as (Jeometrioal Middle Pointed, lied brick

and Bathstone are the principal materials em-
ployed externally and internally, the window
shafts being of Californian marble. The roof is

open-timbered, and the benches arc open and of
pitch pine, with white deal panels. The floor of

the chancel is laid in encaustic tiles by Messrs.
Minton, and the tiles in the nave are by Messrs.
Godwin, of Lugwardine. The carpenters and
joiners' work was executed by Mr. D. Davics,
and Mr. D. Thomas was the contractor for the
masonry. The total cost is about £1800.

White Colnb.—The ancient church of S.
Andrew's, White Colnc, was rc-opencd on
Tuesday week, after a complete restoration. For
many years past the chuixh has been in a very
dilapidated condition, so much so indeed that it

was uncomfortable, if not dangerous, to use it for
divine worship. Last year plans were obtained
from Mr. C. L. Moxon, architect, of London, and
estimates from Mr. Rogers, builder, of Earls
Colne, who has executed the work. About £700
have been expended in the work, but this snm
was inadequate to, carrying out the restoration of
the chancel, which will require at least £200 more.
In the interior all the old plastering has been
removed, both in the nave and chancel, the false

plaster roofs have been removed, the old roof has
been carefully restored, the walls of the church re-

plastered, The old stone work of the windows,
which was much decayed, has been replaced by
new, and the windows of the nave and chancel
have been filled in with cathedral glass, having a
coloured border. A stained glass window, the sub-
ject being " Christ blessing little children," has
been placed on the west side of the church. All the
old high-backed pews have been removed, and
open seats substituted for them. A shingle spire

about 30ft. high has also been added. A new
porch has also taken the place of the old one, and
is composed of stone and flint.

BUILDINGS,

Birmingham.—On Monday last the business
of the National Provincial Bank was transferred
from the temporary offices in Union-street to the
building just erected at the comer of Bennett's-
hill and Waterloo-street at a cost of £15,000.
Externally the building is of Wrexham stone.

The bank is entered by an open vestibule at the
comer of Bennett's-hill, the roof of which is

elaborately carved and enriched with four
sculptured groups, representing the principal
industries of the town, viz., the small-arms trade,

iron and glass working, and iron moulding. The
banking room is 70ft. by 32ft., and the floor,

together with the lobby, is paved with Minton's
encaustic designs. Pilasters of Devonshire
marble, with decorative capitals, separate the
windows ; and from the ceiling, which is divided
into ornamental panels, hang three gas pendants.
The bank was designed by Mr. J. Gibson, of
London, and was built by Messrs. W. and J.

Webb, of Birmingham. Bank extension just

now seems to be the rage in Birmingham. The
National Provincial makes the third new bank
opened in the town within a year ; and another

—

Lloyd's—is in course of erection in Ann-street.
MORLEY.—The foundation stone of the Odd-

Fellows' Hall at Morloy, Yorks., was laid on
Saturday last. The building is to be erected

from designs by Mr. J, Sykes, of West Ardsley
and Batley, and will be in the plain Italian style.

The contractors are Messrs. Preston and Webster,
of Batley ; and Mr. Jowett, of Morley.
Stalybridge.—The new public baths recently

presented to the town of Stalybridge have been
opened. The baths have been erected by Mr. W.
Storrs, of Stalybridge, from designs prepared by
Messrs. PauU and Robinson, architecte, Man-
chester. They consist of swimming baths,
private baths, "Turkish baths, with dressing-rooms,

and the building also includes a residence for the

bath superintendent. There arc two swimming
baths, one of which is not yet roofed. The
covered swimming bath has a water area of 60ft.

by 25ft. and the building itself is 70ft. by 40ft.

inside measurement. The open bath has a water
area of 82ft. by 28ft. Four semi-circular trusses

on ribbed principals support the roofs. The
dressing-rooms, which are arranged along the

sides of the baths, have been admirably fitted up
and furnished. Galleries are erected over the

dressing-rooms for the nse of spectators during
swimming matches.
The London University.—The new buil-

ding of the London University, in Bnrlington-

gardens, was opened by the Queen on Wednesday.
We fully described the building in our number
of March 5th, 1809, and have on other ococisioog

noticed its progress towards completion.

WiGMOEB.—The fonndatiou stone of the new
West Bromwich and Walsall Industrial Schools
was laid at Wigmoro on Tuesday. In the com-
petition of architects Mr. E. S. Bindley was
successful, and received a prcminm of £50. The
building, now in a forward state of progress, is

to be of plain Elizabethan design, and of sub-
stantial dimensions. It will be divided into three

departments—one for boys, a second for girls, and
a third for infanta of either sex. Mr. J. Garlick,
Villa-street, Hockley, Birmingham , has the con-
tract for the work, which is to cost £11,628.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

fWc do not hold ourscIvOB responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. Tho Kditor respectfully re-
quests that all communications should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimants
upoB the space allotted to correspondonce.J

Received. J. 11. L.—G. D.—N. V.—P. and Son—W.
T. G.—W. S.—P. i\ N.—B. S.-J. P. S.-J. W. T. and Co.—
i\ G.—W. K.—Mewrs. S. W. and S.—A. P.—K. D. and Co.
J. H.—W. R. D.-Rev. J.B.-G. K. E.

G. H. Q.—A minster is a church to which some ecclesi««-

tical fraternity is or has been attached. A cathedral is the
principal church of a province or diocese, and was so called

from the " Kathedra, or throne of the archbishop or bishop
being placed therein.

J, W.—With sketch of Church of S. Paul Villeri.

F. G.—With sketch of Melliiig Abbey returned .

Pr>vcticai,.—Another reply inserted.

F, C. D.—The address and card were mislaid.

Cf^nBpnfeitil^.

"DR. ZERFFI'S NEW STYLE."

(To the Editor of The BtiiiDiNG News.)

Sir,—Though Dr. Zerffi may read the authors

ho names, he certainly fails to apprehend their

meaning. Of the works of Krell and LUbke,
they not being known in England, I cannot speak
from personal knowledge ; but it seems certain

that Dr. Zerffi does not understand, or at least

correctly quote them ; for whilst, according to

the one, the Doctor's mythical style is a version

of the Doric order, the description of the other,

as quoted, makes it a sort of Ionic. If either

could be right they cannot both bo. As regards

Vitruvius, nothing can be further from the

truth than that he describes any such style. He
simply explains the three well-known Greek
orders—Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian—and under

which heads is comprised all that exists of Greek
architecture. Inasmuch, however, as these styles

are Greek, they may all be styled Attic ; but an
" Attic style," distinct from these, whether re-

sembling Doric or Ionic, exists only in the fertile

imagination of the audacious Doctor.

The description of his Attic style was not, as

Dr. Zerffi now says, a " general " one, as he at-

tempted to be technical and to describe in detail,

displaying his lack of knowledge by speaking of

"the dentated ornament" of the corona, the

"projecting plinth" of the cornice, and the

"crowning member of the frieze"! If Dr. Z.

read aright Vitruvius, or any other 'classical

writer of authority, he would not make the mis-

take of supposing Roman houses to have been
" about six stories in height " (Bpilding News,
p. 320). The characteristic of the Roman house

was its being on the ground-floor only, as

minutely described by Vitruvius ; and according

to the Doctor's own dictum, " the study of one Ro-

man house makes us acquainted with all of them."

In exceptional cases there appears to have been

an npper story, but nsed only for inferior pur-

poses. The house proper was on the ground

floor.

Dr. Zerffi may try to deceive himself and readers

by attributing my necessary opposition to igno-

rance. It is not a tenable refuge for him. From
professional requirements, I have been theoreti-

cally and practically familiar with Classical archi-

tecture for more than a quarter of a centmy, and
know the buildings of Attica as I know my own
fingers.

When convicted of error, the Doctor, with a

vast amount of verbi&ge, generally endeavours to

fortify bis position by giving a long list of distiu-
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gnUhed writers who h» wishes it to be supposed

Itold his opinioa*. This, no doobt, will deoeiTe

nnmbots, bat I oaa safely sssert that as regards

many of the authors so nsmed they give no war-

ranty for his fantastic riews, and bis blanders

an exclasirely his own.—I am, &o., P. E. M.

ABC3S3 AT TUB BOARD OF WORKS.

Sn,-l \m M *mM w» wiU b« torij to lejrB th.t

Mr. ATTtoa. Vol OoMMJi^aMr of the Boud oT Worki. M
niaiUoat to(«(«• of tkowtcnpoaiiBuUkM vhich

SnaaloUfauMOMtviowodato. Thii man (I vould

nima »»tlnMM. tat as (uk a taigutiaa implies a

I Bial, It >oaU he a aiawaor to ipplj it to one who
J iakii Mmaee or tke flae aita)i* about to appoint a

diik «f xtka ai aiekitoet aad nurcjor for tha ooanty

coats, at a aalan vt torn ISOO to £7uO par aonum. Ye

Mia aa4 Kltla Maa, wkat are tha manataa of the pro •

KariaatUaUagaftiwtthaTdo aot let their elienta in Par-

liaaaBt tajMUMSM y^«>7 iato tha abiuaa at the Board

•r Waikst Bw^ ai^taeta, if aoae othen, are concerned

laiaririM that oar pablie hailffiafi ahoold be entrusted to

af amhitaafra, aa

vho than a imatterinr
rdthat wa aaj w> loBjier be a " bjrevoi

la there so oae amongst the man; pro.

ia the Board of Works better qnalilicd

a dark of worki to desifn architeetnral works?—or is

jieasoliiia aat ait
&u4ofW«ks?
Oargaathait

REPLIES.

naUiagaver tl

{rHkaaBMlaal

I to atink in the nostrils of the ofBcials

one tk* Board of Works, as nothina bat injustice

aalMl oat to her lorafa of lata. Mr. Lajard, of

Hiaarita laaM, aad bia rataahla aaaiataaU Mr. Fargoaaon, of

waril-vUe edebritr, hara heaa laaaaved to make way for

Mr. Ajtrtaa. of " aimi aad meiaUtj " fame, and hii Director

of Woifci, Captaia Oaltoa, of the Bojal Engineers. Mr.

feaaalhwaii. a ratana in the profeaaion, and Mr. Kdward
Bany, tha iwinnat Kojal Academician architect, have been

npanadadby Mr. Tarfcr, whoae claim to rank aa an arclii-

tacC w € a par with that of an efficient clerk of works.

With each talat we maj' now exMCt to realise the dream of

any a tyro— a new atyle of architecture —1 am, Sir, &c.,

A LovxB or Aecuitictuek.

P.S.—I hare just ascertained that the clerks of works

baksigint; to the Board of Works were examined on the Srd

aadalh inst. iby the Civil Service Commissioners, on their

kaowladga of building materials, construction, and taking

aat ymetitiitfi their knowledge of design or architecture

boiag coaakkrcd by Mr. Ayrton to be of no consequence, or

takea for graated.

n837.]-LOCKlNQ BRAWERS.-l have seen several

methods of lacking a number of dniwersat one operation, iiie

aimpleat way ia to plaee a vertical slip of wood on hinges at

one side of the cheat, and allowed to overlap the ends of the

drawen from } to iin. The lock is placed in the midd e ot

the slip, and of course, when locked, catches all the euusol

the drawers. The specimen 1 have seen on this principle is a

very elegant polished mahoganv one, there are two tiers ol

drawers and the two slips (one of course for each tier) form

part of the tipright ornamental framing. I could explain

another method to " Ignoramus," but fancy this one will

answer his purpose ; if not, 1 shaU be happy to write again.

—KoBKar.

nS-UT-HAUFAX PERMANENT BENEFIT BUILDING
SOCIETY'S COMPETITION.- 1 hope you will allow me, as

secretary for the above society, to reply in your paper to

the inquiry made by " A Competitor.' ' The Directors of the

Society have not been idle since the drawings were sent in

on the 8th of February. On the 5th of March they selected

the ftrat design, and in accordance with the " Instructions to

Architects," called upon the author to satisfy them that it

could be carried out for the stipnlated sum, £6000. On the

2(ith ult. , a t aa interview with him. he was informed that he.

had failed to esUhUah his statements ; he expressed hirascll

satisfied with the conducting of the competition, and with-

drew from it. On the -Ith inst. another dcsiRn was selected,

and the direcloni are now calling upon the author of this de-

sign to comply with the same test. I hope this short ex-

planation will be satisfactory to your correspondent " A Com-

petitor " and the rest of his similarly situated friends.—

J. TaiLoa, Secretary.

3irtei[armmttnijialt0n.

QUESTIONS.

[18M.]—CONCRETE WALLS.—Will any of the readers

of The Bl'Ildiho Nkws be good enough to inform me,

thronrh the medium of your journal, what reliance is to be

placed on tha statement that concrete walls in which shingle

from tha sea beach is used are always damp ?—G . S. A.

[1847.]—MEASURING GROINED ARCHES. — Some
tamo aiaca I aaked through your intercommunication column.

If any of yonr readara eould oblige me with a simple rule for

weaanring gratnad arcbaa. Would you kindly rcjieat the ques-

tioa, no aaawer having appeared to the tint I should also

fael obHfad for an expUnaiion of the term " Feet run of stop

te saak or Moulded work " in nusonry.—R. Williams.

[1848 }—THC TRAMMEL.—A very common miatake with

regard to the trammel ia often

aMde by aoae of thoae who
ara by no aacana ignorant of

coaiea Thcyjamptothecon-
daaioatkat iuauiTable part

la n noraal to the curve which
it daaaibc*, and they are thna
induced to think that the enrvo
ia not reaUy an ellipee, but a tgnre differing but little from it.

A aiaple iuTcatigation will ahow that the Kwus of P (ace the
Agnre) ia an elUpae.

Q P = a, tha semi -axis m^or,

P R = I, the semi-azia minor,

Q R = a - ».

LatOM = z, PM = y, andOR = z'.

similar trianglea R F M, R Q O,

PBl KM ::(tR : RO
Or

Whence

= (.-i)...-.

b : 3f,

BM, orx — X' = —

X

a

n V— -I- — :

Ol »

j/> + — ii
<tt

H

1, the equation to the ellipie.

What ia the beat instrument in use for deacribing small
clbpaaa neatly and accurately on paper f—A. J. T.

n»«.)-REPOINTlNG WALLING.-If, consequent upon
Mrt. ar ear cSkar aanae, pointing falls out previous to the
JakMBC lellTarat ay by the contractor, is he not bound to
nrtara taa aHaa, la eesniiaace with the terms of hia contract,
Mtsa he is legally cntiUad to paymest therefor.—P,

[18.1S.]- FALLING OUT OK STOPPING—Frames should

be bedded and pointed in mastic cement in preference to hair

mortar.-F.

C18«.]—LAND MEASURING.—The work which I think

would best meet the requirements of '* A Constant Reader
"

is Baker's " Land and EnginecrinK Surveying," in Weale's

Series, price 2s. Mr. Baker, C.E., combines, with a sound

practical acquaintance with surveying, a knowledge of the

higher branches of mathematics, and on this account his

work is well suited to the modern surveyor, lie was one of

the earliest to propound the means of lajring out railway

curves, and has extended the usefulness ofNeshit's work by

the addition of two or three chapters on " Railway Survey-

ing." Should " A Constant Reader'' desire but an elemen-

tary acquaintance with the subject, Baker's work would be

as well suited to his purpose as any. Quested's work,

principally designed for school use, and the " Country Sur-

veyor would be found serviceable ; there arc several to he

obtained of a similar description at 3s. or 4s.— K. J. Bkk-
CUAK.

LEGAL.
Bcii-Dias' Cha»gi!s.—At the Bow Co-jnty Court on the

22nd ult-, the case of Prosser v. Elphicke was heard before

Mr. Dasent, the judge, the action having been, by order of

the judges of the Superior Courts, sent for hearing in the

County Court. Plaintiff is a builder, of Poplar, and the ac-

tion was brought to recover £36 178. lid., being the balance

on an original account of £49 133. 4d., for work done and

materials supphed. From the evidence, it appeared that

some time since defendant leased certain lands to plaintilf,

and
i
advanced him money wherewith to build. Plaintiff eom-

menced building, but before the houses were finished, he be-

came a bankrupt, and defendant, under a forfeiture clause in

the agreement, took possession of the houses. In July, after

plaintiflTs bankruptcy, he entered into an agreement with

defendant to finish the houses begun by him. When plaintiff

finished his work he called in a surveyor, by whom it was
measured, and the bill made out for £19 13s. 4d. He had re-

ceived from Mr. Elphicke at different times money amount-

ing to £23 168., and Mr. Elphicke's ^ilea was that this

the Commissioners might have foninl it advan-
tageous to have made another small extension of

time.

The Oxthydrogen Gas in PAnis.—The
Oxyhydrogeii Gas Company have obtained the

right from the city of I'aris to lay down twenty
miles of gas piping for the purpose of giving the

oxyhydrogen light a trial for lighting a portion of

the city. The gas will be made at Pantin, qut-

sido Paris, and conveyed in tubes placed inside the

the drains up to the Passage JoulTroy in the

Boulevard Montmartre. This passage, well known
to visitors, is Jtoio lit up with the oxyhydrogen
light every evening ; but tlie new mode of light-

ing will be extended from tlience along the re-

mainder of the Bonlovaid Montmartre, the Boule-

vard des Italicna and Capucines, as far as the

Grand Ciif'6. This is the finest partof Paris, and

if the experiment succeeds here the future of this

mode of lighting is probably secure. Not only is

it half the price of the lighting by coal gas, or, it

preferred, a double light at the same price, but it

does not vitiate the atmosphere in which it burns,

and takes no oxvgen away from it.

The Institution op Civil Engineebs.—
We are given to understand that the late Mrs.

Appold has left to the Institution a legacy of

one thousand pounds—£1000—payable at the

same time as the legacy for a similar amount
from her husband, the late Mr. J. G. Appold,

F.R.S., Assoc. Inst. C.E. It is believed that

both bequests have been made " for the general

use and benefit of the Society," without being

fettered with any conditions.

Opening op Another Tramway.—The
North Metropolitan Tramway Company afforded

to East-end London an opportunity on Monday
of judging the efficacy of the project ot laying

down street tramways. They opened at five

o'clock in the morning two miles and a half of

tramway—viz., from Whitechapel Church to

Bow Bridge, and were before eight o'clock in

full operation, to the utter astonishment of the

inhabitants of that particular district, and to the

admiration of those more acquainted with the

difficulties that have been surmounted by Messrs.

Fisher and Parrish, the contractors, and Mr.

Hopkins, their engineer. The road is formed of

an up and down line, which are so constructed as

to form the safest possible grooves for the wheels

of the car, and at the same time to obviate any-

thing like an impediment to the traffic of an
ordinary vehicle.

The Artists' General Benevolent In-

stitution.—On Saturday evening the iilty-fifth

annual festival in aid of the funds of the Artists'

General Benevolent Institution ; was held at

Willis's Rooms, London, the Uuke of Argyll pre-

siding. In giving the toast of the evening,
" Prosperity to the Artists' General Benevolent

Institution," the chairman made an eloquent

appeal on behalf of the organisation, and dwelt

upon a variety of details which he considered
ainount settled the claim. The point in tlie case was whether

|
. .

, ,, . .. ,

the last money given to plaintiff by defendant, while the entitled it in a remarkable degree to the support
workwas^iu progress, was or was not^iven in full settle-

j Qf ^jj lovers of art. Seventy-nine applicants
raent. The last money which passed netween the parties

was a £10 note, which defeudunt alleged he gave to plaintiff

upon the understanding that the work would be completed

for that. Plaintiff, on the other hand, averred that the £10
was merely on account, and not iu settlement. Mr. Jackaon,

a surveyor, was called, and deposed that the charges made
by pUintiff were fair, and Mr. Algar, surveyor, of Strat-

ford, was called, and deposed that the charges were
excessive. His Honour said that if the £10 were given in

settlement, then Mr, Elphicke ought to have had a written

agreement. There was no such agreement, and judgment
would he given for plaintiff. Some of the charges, however,

appeared to be excessive, and £H of the claim would be dis-

allowed. Upon the question hcin g raised as to how far this

verdict entitled plaintiff to the costs incurred in the Superior

Courts, his Honour said he had no power to certify for those

costs, if he had he did not think he should award them to

plaintiff.

The Harrogate Victoria Baths Estate
Competition.—At the meeting of the Harro-

gate Improvement Commission on Monday week,

the chairman expressed surprise that only five

srchitecta had competed out of 150 applicants for

plans. An intending competitor writes complain-

ing of the short time allowed for preparing the

designs. He says, I myself applied for conditions

early in March last, but only obtained them on
the 19th ultimo, and this did not leave sufKcient

time to prepare the necessary designs. If this had
been the case with other architects, it will account

for the gmallness of the number of designs

recehcd. Under all the circumstances, I think

were relieved during 1809 with the sum of

£1255 ; seventy-three at the quarterly meetings

with £1115 ; and sis urgent cases with £140.

The Duke thought that these were facts which
might well recommend the Institution to the

support not only of artists, but of the public

generally. His Grace stated that Sir William
Tite, to whom application had been made on
behalf of the funds of the institution, had sent

the munificent sum of £1000. Ammgst the other

toasts were "The Academy" for which Sir F, Grant

responded ; and " The Water Colour Societies."

Subscriptions, amounting in in all to £1583, the

largest ever received at a festival of the

institution were announced in the course of the

evening.

Sovereign Life Assurance Company.—
The ordinary gteeral meeting of the proprietors

of this company was held on the 4 th inst. The
Secretary (Mr. Davenport) having read the

notice convening the meeting, and the minntes

of the last general meeting, proceeded to read the

the report. The proposals for Life Assurance

submitted to the consideration of the directors

during the past year amounted to the sum of

£410,000. From these 458 policies were issned

assuring £311,250, being an increase on the pre-

ceding year of £10,420. The average amount of

each policy was £G80, a sum considerably in

advance of former years. The new yearly

premium income derived from the above policies

was £8843 ISs. The usual dividend of 5 per

cent, on the paid-up capital and bonus additions

is again recommended by the directors.
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The volume of the Archaiological Survey of

Indin, containing the report, witli |ilans and photo-

graphs, prepared by Lieut. H. Hardy Cole, U.K., l>y

order of the Indian Government, is now in the

binder's hands, and will shortly he published.

Mr. Alexander II. Kitchie, a Scottish sculptor,

whose works are well known in Edinburgh, died

last week. He was a self-made man.
A Presbyterian Church lias been commenced at

Carlingforil, Co. Louth. The material to be used is

dark limestone, with qunins and dressings of Newry
granite. Mr. Thomas lirownc, of Carlingford, is

the C(Hi tract or.

The Duke of Devonshire has just sent a cheque
for £1000 towards the fund for building a tower and
spire at S. Saviour's Cliureh, Eastbourne.
A new Presbyterian Church is in course of erec-

tion at Stratford.

The proiiDsal for a ship canal from Manchester to

Liverpool has been revived.

A new 1're.sb.vterlau Church is about to be erected

in the Downs-park-road, Hackney, at the corner of

Cricket tield-road.

Portman Chapel, itarylebonc, is to be enlarged.

A vacancy in the office of surveyor of roads and
inspector of trees in Windsor (ireat-park has been
caused by the death of Mr. (i. Perkins, who for

forty years was a faithful servant of the Crown.
Tiie additions to the Public Hall, Athcrton, arc

in a very forward .state, and will shortly be com-
pleted.

©imbifr Cradij |li;ui([iu.

Sale by Auction, on Thursday and Friday, the 5th and
6th of May, of tlie stock of dry planks, &c.. the property of
the late firm of Messrs. Lanihert and Chapman, Fjailico
Wharf, near Vuuxhall-bridge.

FiBST Day's Sale.
s. d. t. d.

21ft. 3 X 11,1st white Petersburg planks
per VZit. lengths 4 1 to 4 3

16ft, do., do 3 11 „ 4
15ff. do., do .3 10 ,,-11
6 to 8ft. 3x9, best Soderham yellow deals 2 9
10ft. do., do 2 9
lift, do., do 2 10
12ft. do., do S 3
13ft. do., do 2 8 „ 2 9
Uft. do, do 3 11 „ 3 1

15ft. do., do 2 11 „ 3
IBft. do., do 3 10 „ 3
17ft. do., do 2 10
18ft. do., do. 2 10 „ 3
19ft. do., do 2 10
soft, do., do. 8 10 „ 2 11
21ft. do., do 2 11
22ft. do., do _ 2 10 „ 2 11
23ft. do., do 2 10 „ 3
24ft. do., do 8 „ 3 1

2.5 to 27ft. do, do 3
12ft. 2J X 6J, 2nd dram yellow battens 1 8 „ 1 6
lOandllft. do., do 1 8 „ 1 4
13 to loft, do., do 1 8
16 to 20ft. 3x3, 3rd Gothenburg yellow

deals 3 6
2Ift. do., do 2 6
22tt., do., do 2 7
23 and 24ft. do , do 2 6
35 to 27ft. do, do 3 4
9 to 1 Ut. do , do. 2 6
7 to lift. 3 X 11, 1st Wyhurg yellow planks 3 7
16 to 19ft. do., do :... 3 8
20ft. do., do 3 9 „ 3 10
Slfl.do.,do 4
12 to 16ft. SJ X 7, do. battens 1 7
18ft. 3x7, do 2
9 to 11 ft. 4x9, Gothenburg yellow deals 8 7

Freparad flooring boards at per square—viz., per 140ft. run
of 9in., I80ft. run of 7in., and 190ft. run of 6Jin.

X 7, Ist white flooring boards ... per aq. 8 „ 8 3
x6j, do 7 9 „ 8 3
x7, do 8 3 „ 8 6

1x7, do. (short length) 7 9
1 x 9, do. flooring boards 10 9

i X 7, 1st yellow do 8 „ 9 6
1x7, do 10 3 „ 11
li X 7, do. (short lengths) 12 6 „ 13 9
1} X 7, do. (15 to 21ft.) 14 „ 14 9
1 X 9, do 10 61x7, do, (Wybuff!) do 11 fi „ 11 9
1 X 7, 1st white (Wyburg) do. 9 3 „ 9 6

Prepared match boards, tongued, grooved and beaded, at per
square.

I
X 7, 1st yellow flooring boards 12 , 13 3

I
X fii.iio 11 „ 11 9

i X l.io 9 „ 9 3
Fir quarters, 5x6, 26a. per load of 50 cubic feet.

12ft. 3 X 9 white spruce deals per 12ft. lath. 2 3 2 4
13 and U ft. 3 X S, do ;.... 1 9
Swedish timber, 10s, per load ; Uantzic'.'ifs.'j Memel, 65a. to

57s.

Second Dai's Sale.

12ft. 3 X 11, Quebec 1st pine planks per

, „ 12ft. length 6 8 to 7 1
12ft. 3 X 11, do. 2nd do .„.. i 10 BO
12 to 18ft. 3 X 9, Ut yellow deals 3 9 "
12 to 24ft. 3 X 11, Dantzic yellow planka... S 4
16 to 17ft, 3x3, do. deals

, 3 1

8. d. H. d.

to 2 CIS to soft. 3x9, crown Riga white deala..

18ft. X 9. 3ra Gutlicui)uri yellow deals 3
aift.do., do 3 6 „ 2 7
22ft.do,do. 3 6 „ 2 8
11 tol3rt. 3 X 8, best Qcfle yellow deals... 2
14 to HPft. do., do 3
15 tol8ft. do, do 2
20(t.do., do 2
21(1. do., do a
22ft. do., do 3
23ft. do, do t, 2
24ft. do., do 2 10
17ft. 2} X 7, beat »yburg yeUow battens 1 10
19 to 22ft. do., do 1 9
7 to '.)fl. 3 X 9. do. deals 3 i
10 and lift, do., do 2
10 to 20ft. do., do 2
21ft. do, do 2
10 to 27ft. 2^ X 6j, 2nd dram yellow battens 1

l^in. pine mouldiO'^s per 100ft. 3
IJin. do '. 2
ijm. do 2
2in. do 3 10 „ 3
lin.do 1 7 „ a
Win. do 4 2 „ 4 6
Sin, do 4 1 „ 4 9

Dry Riga wainscot at per supcrflcial foot of lin. for Ihick-
nesaea ot lin. and upwards, and at per superflci&l foot of ita

thickneas if under liu.

3 10

3 I

fiin.
fin.

lia.

toiin. dry Riga wainscot per aup. ft. of
}iu. do
lin

liin. do _ :; 7i

ijin. do , 7
2in

2iin. do
24m. do
3in. do 7
4in, do 7i

Honduras Mahogany.
iin. dry Houduraa mahogany per sup. ft. of ^in,

fin. do ,..,

tin. do '„ lin.

14in. do 7i"
l.tin 5
2in. do 7i

2^in. do
3in. da

Messrs. Churchill and Sims' sale by auction at tiie Baltic
Sale Room yesterday, llth of May, consisting of 21,000
spruce deals, 11,000 (Juebec pine deals, 20,000 Swedish
deala and battens, 89,000 Norway deals and battens. 6000
S. Petersburg, Archangel, and Onega deals, 300,000 pre-

pared flcoring and match Ijoards, 680O .fresh Norway apara
and poles, 100 fathoms lathwood, 50C memel and wainscot
logs, 12 loads Swedish beech, 120 loads (Juebec walnut, 70
loads Ciuebec wancy bo;u'd yellow pine, 270 loads Swedish
fir, 170 loads Dantzic fir, 16 loads Kawrie pine, Sec, &c.

a. d. B. d.

Dantzicbest middling timber per load 77 6 to 83 6

n. 3,}

n. 4t „

I

Swedish timber 43
lli;;a crown English logs . .per 18 cubic ft, 95
Riga Dutch logs 77 6
aieniel wainscot logs 42 6

Archangel beat yellow per Petg. std. 12 „
Petersburg second white 8
Wyburg bestyellow 9 5
Norway mixed 1 and 3 white per 120, 12

3 X 9 11 15 ,

„ Thirdwhite 7
„ Mixed yellow per Petg. std. 8 ,

„ Second yellow 7 10 ,

„ Third yellow 15 ,

„ 2J X 6i battens per 120, 12 24 x 6i 5 5
;

Laurvig mi.ved 1 and 2 white per 120, 13

3 X 9 13 10
Gcfle mixed 1 and 3 yellow per Petg. std. 11 5
Gefle third yellow 9
Onega third yellow 8 10 ,

Bjurnsborg handaawn yellow 6 15
Gothenburg mbted 1 and 3 yellow 9 10 ,

Do. third do 7 15
Do. third and fourth white 7 5

1)0. mixed 1 and 2 do 8
1)0, third do 7
(Quebec best floated yellow pine (narrow) 14
Do, second do. . . .

.' 11 10
Do. third do 9 10 '.

Do. third bright do 9 10
Do. best floated red pine 12 10
Do. third do 7 10
Do. best white spruce .. per 120, 12 3 x 9 16 15
Do. wancy board yellow pine (bought in)

per load 70
& s. d.

Riga lathwood per cubic fathm. 4 17
Dantzic 4 15
Paskallavik du 4 7 6
S. John's white spruce per 120, 13, 3 x 9 13 15
Uimouski do 14 10
I'ligwash do 11

8. d.

J X 7 beat yellow flooring boards ..persq. 7

i! X ejdo. 7

I
X B,^ do 8 3

J X 7 do 8 3
1 X CJ do 10 6
1 X 7 do 10 a
li X 6i do 13

50
105
82

£
,

13

X 6 second yellow flooring boards .

ix
7 do 7

X 6J do 7
X 7 do 6
X 6j do C

} X 6 do 6
1 X do 7
1 X el do. 1 8
1 X 7 do. 8
li X 6i do 10
1} X 7 do 10

I
X 7 mixed 1 and 3 do 6

J X 5 do 6
i X 6i do a
IZx 6 do 6
1 X 6i do ^ 9

13 10

8 10
8 10

7 10
6 10

8 15
7
9 15
9 6

15 15
12 10
10

13 10

12
a. d.

7 3

8. d.
1 X 7 mixed 1 and 2 yellow flooring boards 9

a
7
8

6j do.

best white da
I X 7 do.

I X 6t do
1 X 7 do

ix

7 second do
X ( do
X 6 do
X 7 do
X <i do.

X do
1 X 61 do
1 X 7 do
1x5 mixed 1 and 2 do

I
X < do

i X 5 do

i X 6J do.

Grooved, tougued, and beaded.
1 X 6^ best yoUow flooring boards

fl do
M do
7 do
6 do
6 do
61 do
6 Btcottd do
61 do
6 do
6i do
6} do

!x 6j do
X 61 do
X 61 best white do
X 6} do
X 64 do

li X 0} do
1 X 61 do
X 6i mixed 1 and 2 do.

9
C
6
«
7
7
7
8
8
5 «

B. d

7 3

S
7
6
8
7
7
7
4
6
S
8
7
7
(
<

6 9

« 9
8 3

6

»
«
«

3
6

8
12
9
5

S

I
2 11

10
11

1 8
1

9 8

II

1 9

^uebcc walnut timber bought in per cub ft.

Christiana spars 4 to Gin per foot run
Swedish laths per bundle, 36:ift. run
Fredrickstadt mouldings per lOOft. run
Do. skirtings

Do. pantile laths * per 144ft. run
Do. slating laths

Kawrie pine timber per cubic ft.

Warburg beech timber

Steino and Callh-ee Measuee.—Mr. Edwin Chaloner
will sell to-day. May 13, at Liverpool, 857 logs of peak,
the calliper measure of which is 31,784 cubic feet, and the
string measure 29,3421 cubic feet. This is a material dif-

ference in favour of string measure, by which this cargo is

to be sold. Calliper measure is the measure on which
freight is paid, or, in other words, the space the timber oc-
cupies in the ship, and is manifestly a very unjust way of
Belling.

USEDUTEST PRICES OF MATERIALS
IN CONSTRUCTION.

£ &
TiMBBU.

3 tS
3 a
8 13

FlnUnd
Ifemtjl
Uotheuburg, yellow

,, Woite ••

Qefl«, yellow
Sodcrtuun
ChriBtianin, per C.,

12 ft, by 3 by 9 In
yellow

Ffooringr Boards, per
Bq. of lin,, first yeL

First white
Second qtialltles ....

PUMICBSTONKpr tn
OILS, Ac

Seal, pule .. per tun
Sperm body
Cod
Whalo, Sth Sev pale
Olivo, OallipoU
Cocoanut, Cocliin, tuu
I'alm, tiuo

Liii.socd

Riiposeed, En^. pale.

.

CottonsGod

£ IT.

6 10

9 a 10 10

8 g 10

10 IS 10

7 6 10 6
7 9 6
6 7

6 8

42 10
91
41 a
38 y
&6
46 U 46
.J9 10 10
32 5

45 10 46

31 36

18

36

IS
19

Teak load I'i 10 13

(Quebec, red pine .•. 3 16 4 16

,, yellow pine>> 4 5
St. Johii, N.B. yeUow
Quebec oak 5 15 6 5

„ birch 3 15 5

,, elm 4 5 5 6
Dautzic oak 4 5 6 6

„ fir i 5 4 5
Memel fir 3 5
Ripa 2 16

Swedish 2
Maats, QuGb. red pine 3 10 6 10

,. yellow pine .. 3 10 5 10
Latuwood, Dane fm. 4 i 10

,, StP'burg. 5 5 6 5
Deals, pr C, lift by 3
by 9 In.

Quebec, white apruco 12 17

St. John,whitfl spruce 12 10 IS
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C

Canada, Ist quality.. 18 19

2nd do 12 13
Archangel, yellow .. 11 O 12

St. I'et^rsburg, yeL.. II 12

Metals.
Lead :—

Pig, Foreign per too

„ BngliHh, W.B do.

,, Load Co do.

,, Other brauds do.
Sheet Milled do.
Shot, Patent do.
Hod or minium do.
Litharge, WB do.
^Vhitedry da

,, grouudinoU do.
Cupper ;—

Britlflh—cake and ingot per ton 70 10

Best Selected da 72
bheet do. 76
Bottoms do. 78
Auatraliiin do. 73
Spanish Cake cash
Chili Bars

" refined ingot
YaL Metal Sheathing & lloda

MEETINaS^OR THE ENSUINa WEEK.
Tuesday.—Institation of Civil Engineers. 1st Discusiion

upon Mr. Briggs'spnpcr on " Rotary Fans." Sad
Mr. E. A. Cowper, on Hccent Iniprovcments in

Regenerative Ilot Claat :=toves lor Blast Fur-
naces. 8.

„ Koval Institution. On the Principles of Moral
and Political Philosophy, by Prof. iJlackie. 8.

Wednesday.— Society of Arts. On International Money of

Account, independently of International Coin-

age, by J. A. Franklin, Esq. 8.

XllussDAY.—Society for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts.

Third C'onverSazioHf oi the Season, ut Uuiversity

College, Gower-atreet.

,, RoyaT Institution. Lecture by Prof. Tyudall,
. LL.D., F.R.S. ;j.

„ Society of Antiquaries. 8.30.

Friday.—Royal Institution. 9.

Architectural Association. Paper by Mr. T. H.
Watson, V.P., A.R.I.B.A., on Remarks on Monu-
mental Sculpture. 7.30.

Saiuedat.—B*y*3 Institution. On Agtrouomy, by Prof.

B. Giaat, UjJ); F.K.$. S.
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TEXDEKS.
BnMnraSAX.—IW- tie erection of edn tool worti at

Mr. WiUui Hile, Birmingliim, Architect. Qau-

"7!^ ..£1120
. 1078
. 1068
. 1038
. 981
. 900

MaCHt
Wekb _
tnwitij ~
SiunuB
Blora -
XanHci«ft(UMptaI) 889

BuoRTOir.—Fur tix hooM tt Brightoa. — Crawford,

£m., archilect — ...„
Nighticiiale *91!0
Sawver 8^55

Baker 8408
Pe^ett and Tajlor 8184

Blackmen €^(°

Canuiui.—For honw. atablo, ic, at Tupwood, Citer-

ham, for J. T. Rednte. E<q. K. UarUn, Esq

,

architect.

Qaamtitie* npplied S; Mr. F. Sparrow:—
Greenhonae

Hoaie. and Stables. Total
Conservatory.

Boberti 3350 379 499 4138

Blukaon 3948 SSI 10 527 410« 10

FoUaid S14i S4S 68S 8973

Tnmer and Sons SUl 293 613 3947
WiUiamsandSonsSns !t77 487 3943

DoreBtOk 297S S2S 605 3805

Hearle 9997 335 4«5 3797
Ward 8000 250 4H 3874
Chappell 8888 241 451 .<I6«0

Jairett S8S0 »46 450 So4«

CiTT or EocHBSTK*.—Mr. Henry Andrews, Surveyor,

Kochestcr ;—

CvtUnct No. l—Laxiinf Piece, Strood.

Weat £1330
SoUitt (for all roar ooDtracU) 1275

Gatei 120O
Ball 1040
Clenenu (accepted) 845

CoHlrut No. 2—SKf Tier.

FanUinrst il45
Cnirell 131 15

Galea (accepted) 120

CotUract No. t.—Barge.

Gates £87
Bigliam 85 16

CurreU 79 10

GUI 75 14
Weedon (accepted) 65

Cxmtnct No. 4.

—

Sepain to Bouse, Guildhall Lane.

Hopper _ £143 10
Verrall 110
»wnbam «... 67 10
Gates (accepted) 63

High Wicoicbe.—For the erection of two semi-detached

hoases, Amersham-bilL Mr. Arthur Vernon, Architect.

Qaantities sopplied :

—

Silver k Son 4I8S5
Honour 1763
Looaeley 1754
Woodbridn 1750
Bearell 1750
Hamlin 1749 7 4
Wood & Co. 1699
W.rd 1695

Hont 1680
Spieer 1670
Cooper _ 1664 6

Morrison 1641 6

Kightiogale 1655

Kekt.—For new public rooms, at Belredere, Kent. A. R.
Fite, Esq., architect:—

>iblett £2090
Kilby 1999
Peskett acd Taylor 1870
Knirht 1788
Cowland 1780
GambeU 1775
Blake 1729
Mightingale 1717
Vickery 1676
Soht 1660
Blaekmore and Morley 1650
Willis 1630
CarterandSon 1570
Harrison and Edwards 1.^30

Johns 1897

I.oi>i>0!f.—For raults and roads at Newgate-market. Horace
Joaes, Esq., architect :—

Beddin £2869
Coker 26.%
Hart 2500
Crabb ,. 2350
Pearson 2275
MarsbaU 2360
KUby 2196
Henshaw 2103
Maiwell 2160
Coekhll 2125
Booth , 2120
MewBoandCo 2075
HiU, Keddell, and Waldram 2049
Wicks, Baars, and Ck>. 1996
Knight 1990
Mowlem and Co 1898
Ladd 18»7
BlnomBcId 1870
Goodair 18tS
Wigmora , 1788

LoNDO.N.—For alterations and additions to the Plicrnii
Hotel, Princes-street, Caveodiah-sqaare, for Mr. Grey. Mr

.

A. Wright, architect :—
Alterations. New connter.

WataonBros. £80 10 126
Hvde 271 116
J.Sxundera 228 10 75
V. Saunders 197 71
Poole 176 107
Smith 108 5 including counter.

TusBBiDox Wblls.—For public rooms, offices, fee, at

Tunbridj^ Wells. Messrs. Wilson and Willcox, Architects.
(Juantities tiv Mr. Thos. Ladds :

—
F.dwards Brothers £10,762
Harvard Brothers 9,660
Markwick !; Thnrgood 9,635
Strange & Sons 9,587
Malthewa B.-Wo
Booth 9,371
Wood 9,337
Anscombe 8,990
Blaekmore 8.955
Mitchell 8,800
Baves 8s Kamage 8,770
Macey 8,769
Adcock&Rees 8.539
Nightingale 8,410
Henshaw .-, 8,377
Tunbridge & Denne 8,338
Hiegs 8.224
Wjlicombe & Oakley 7,897

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUHBISa

ESTIMATES.

HoRHCASTLE LocAL BoiBD. May 17.—Fof paving with

Mount Sorrel' about 1676 superficial yards o f a street, in the

town of Horncastle. Hichard Clitheroe and Fred. W. Tweed,

Clerks to the Board, Horncastle.

NoKWicH, May 19.— Kor the construction of two eovered

service reservoirs and other works connected therewith at

Likenham. John Saltzer, Chairman, Water Works Office,

Surrey-street, Norwich.

Petwoeth, May 16.—For the alteration and restoration of

the parish church of Cold Waltham, near Petworth. Kev.

James M. Sandham, at the Vicarage.

Plymouth, June 10.—For the erection of a guildhall,

law courts, and municipal offices. Wh iteford. Town Clerk,

Town Clerk's Oftice, Guildhall, Plymouth.

Leeds, May 30.—For the erection of semi-detached villas

at Arthington. near Leeds. William Bakewell, architect, 12,

East Parade, Leeds.

Stockpoet, May24.—For the design and erection of an

iron gilder bridge across the River Mersey, within the dis-

trict of the local Board. Walter lljde. Clerk to the said

Board, Stockport.

Eyde, May 19.—For the supply of about 800 yards of

24-inch cast-iron sewer pipes. W. H. PuUen, Town Clerk.

Ryde.

Hcestpieepoi.\t Special Dbainage Disteict, May
16.—For the construction of upwards of 4200 lineal yards of

stoneware pipe sewers, the reconstruction of a bridge over

tlie stream crossing the Cuckflcld-road. Samuel White,

Hurstpierpoint.

BoDicoiE, near Banbury, May 19.—For the erection of a

residence. Mr. T. M. Lockwood, architect, 85, Foregate-

street, Chester.

Saltbubn-by-the-Sea, May 30 —For the erect ion of the

Saltbum Convalescent Home. Mr. J.Oliver, F.a.r.B.A.,

architect, 66J, Northumberland-street, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne.

Newcastle-om-Tyne , May 36,—For the erection of a

Branch Office for the Royal Insurance Company. Mr.

Pamell, 21, Collingwood-street, Newcastle.

Eppimq' Special Deainaoe Disteict, May 17.—Water
Supply.—Contract No. 4.—For the supply and erection of a

wrought-'ron high service reservoir, with wrouglit-irou

girders, cast-iron connections, &c. Contract No. 6.—Jor the

supply and laying of water nmins throughout the district,

snd supplying and filing of hydrants, bends, valves, &c.

Contract No. 6.—For the construction of sewers, manholes,

ventilating shafts, junctions. Sec. Mr. Jabez Church, 17b,

Great George-street, Westminster, S.W.

Wakefield, May 20.—For the erection of a Wesleyan

chapel and Sunday schools at Eastmoor. William Watson,

architect, Barstow-square, Wakefield.

Hackney Disteict. May 36.—For laying down and

constructing 12J0ft. of 4ft, barrel sewer, 212011. of 3ft. 9in.

by 2ft. 6in. sewer, 1950ft. of 3ft. Oin. by 2ft. Sin. half-brick

sewer, and 880ft. of 15in. pipe sewer, near the River Lea.

Richard Ellis, Clerk to the Board, Town Hull, Hackney.

Ceoydon Local Boaed oe Health, May 23.— For the

canstruction of a building to ba erected over the patent

solid sewage extractors, at the sewage filters, Brimstone

Barn, Crojdon. R. J. Cheesewright, Clerk, Town Hall,

Croydon.

KlNGSTo.-«-ON-TliAMES, May 17.—For supply and laying

down 1000 square yards of Yorkshire stone rtagging. Walter

M. Wilkinson, Town Clerk, Kingston-on-Thames.

.

Saleobd.—Extension of Time.—The time for receiving

tenders for the sewering, paving, and flagging of streets

and passages in the Salford district is extended from the 6th

to the 20th instant Geo. Brett, Town Clerk, Town Hall,

Salford.

Salfokd, May 20.—For the supply of pitch and creosote

oil, for asphalting purposes. Geo. Brett, Town Clerk, Town
HaU, Salford.

LoxnoN, May 24.—For the snpply of cast ironwork for a

Seriod of three years. Joseph Daw, Principal Clerk, Sewers

lltces, Guildhall.

Oeeat Westeen Railway.—New Station Builuings
AT BiEHiNGiiAM, May 25.—For the construction of new
booking olllces and other buildings at the Snow-hill Station,

Birmingham. Frederick;G. Saunders, Secretary, Paddingtou

Station.

Leeds, May 30.—For the erection of semi-detached villas

at Arthington, near Leeds. William Bakewell, acchitsct, 12,

East Parade, Leeds.

Chelsea, May 25.—For the erection of dispensary and
bakehouse. William Miller, Clerk to the Guardians, Arthur-
street, Chelsea, S.W.

BisKDALE Local Govebxment Boabd, May 28.—For
the execution of the following works in connection with
the main sewage of their district':—Contract No. 1. For
the supplying and laying of about 17.976ft. of earthenware
pipe sewers, up to 24in. diameter; for the construction of
about 6260ft. of brick sewers, 2rt. by grt.; two subsidence
tanks, storm overflows, sluices, forming and asphalting of
approach road and wharf, &c. Reade and Goodison, civil
engineers.

Edowake Highway Boaed, May 21.—For granite, sur-
face hand-picked flints, and double-screened gravel. W. A.
Tootell, Edgware.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
ItANDELL, Saunders, and Compant, Limited,

Quarrymen and Stone Merchants, Bath. List or
Prices at the (Quarries and Dep6taj also Cost for
Transit to any part of the United Kingdom, turaished
on application to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Advt.] Corsham, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRKNDKR \^ THB COUNTBY.

Henry Willia Smith, and Francis Robert Simmouds, Barnes,
buildcrB, May 24, at 12.—Joliu Storey, sen., Southtown, Saf-
folk, carpenter, May 30, at 12.—William Tree, New Baraet,
Hertfordshire, builder.

ACT 1869.—PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

A. Baker, AckUnd-road, Portobello-road, builder, June
16.—J. Hutcliingg, Binatead, Isle of Wight, builder. May
26.—T. Shaw, Ilkeston, joiner and builder, June 6.— J. and
J. J. Vinten, Tunbridge, builders, June 16.

ACT 1861.—SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATIONS,
W. and W. H. Daw, Blechynden-street, Kensington,

builder, July 21.—A.. W. Gorringe, Church-Btreet, Islington,
varnish manufacturer, July 21.— f. James, Lambourne-road,
Clapton, builder, July 21.—G. Reeve, Grosvenor-park, Cam-
berwell, builder, July 21.—W. Bloom, Woolwich, carpenter
and joiner, July 28.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

H. Stuart, Scholea Wigan, engineer, May 20.

DECLAHATIONS OF DIVIDENDS.

J. DawHon, Nottingham, builder, div. 5d.—A. H. Leake,
HoUinwood, ironfoouders, divs. 82d. and \d.

PARTNERSHIPS BISSOLTED.
Kershaw and Joyce, Sheffield, builders,—Salmon and

Co., Yarmouth, builders.—Eastou Brothers, Wandsworth,
builders.

r^rystal Palace Company.—To
^""^ Builders find others.—Crystal Palace Estate.—The Crystal
Palft<"e Company are prepared to lot on building IcnscH for a, term
of V9 years, certain portions of their freehold property abutting^
npon the Pengo-road, Thickwood-road, Anorloy-road, and PaUco-
road. Plans and conditioua may be seen on application to John
Norton, Esq., Architect, U, Old Bond-stroet, W., or to Mr. Hart,
Accounl.int, nry>.tal Piilace, .'lydenham, HE

A Capital Brickfield to be Let,
17 miles east of Lond'm, havlne railway sldin^re and a

largo wharf. Plenty of excellent brick and tile earth, also Ana
sand ana abundance of water. Filed rent and royalty uiodorale.
Iminodlate posseBslon. No stock nor plant to bo taken, ifor par-
ticulars apply to Messrs, Burder and Dunning, 27, Parliamont-
Btrcot, Westminster. S.W.

n^o Builders.—To be Let, on
Building Lease, FREEHOLD LAND, situate within fire

mtrntes' walk of two railway stations, and within ten minntea'
walk of omnibus to City and West-end. Improved ground rents
purchased and materials advanced.—Apply to Mr. H. A. Alexander,
Architect and flurreyor, 16. King William-street, City.

TT^xtensive Wharfage to Let at
" ^ Chelsea.—BiTer Frontage about 600ft. Also fine Wharfage
In the Canal adjoining the Went London Railway Goods and Coal
Depot, ail possessing great facilities for Merchants, Contractor*,
&c., and may be had on lease in parcels, or offers for the whole b«
entertained.—For terms, apply to Ashburnham Estate Office,

Cremome-road . Chelsea.

T^o Contractors, Builders, and
"^ Others.—Dry Brick Rubbish can be received at the extenalre

AVharfage forming a portion of the Ashburnham Estate, Chelsea.—
I'"or tnrms, apply to Estate OfBce, Cremnrnp-road. Ch<-lsfia.

^Vo Let.—To Builders.—A most
eligible Plot of Land, a part of the A-shburnham Estate,

having about S40 feet frontage in King's-road. opposite St Mark'a
College and the New Streets. The Plot of Ground is enclosed In a
Ring Fence 8 feet high, and there Is a Workshop of largo dimcn-
slons. with General Office, well built, and lighted with sashoa and
Hkylights. The whole affords every facility for bulldera. The
terms and ground-rents are low. It is within a short dist*Qce of
Chelsea Station on the West London Railway, and easy of aeeeas

to Steam Boats. Omnibuses pass within two miuutOR' walk every

ten mlnntes. For terms, apply to the office, Ashburnham Estate,

Chelsea.^ ,

'Po Builders and others. Esta-
blishad SO years.-To bo DISPOSED of. an old estab-

lished BUSINESS. priiioipaUy jobbing, in » rirst-olass neigh-
bourhood, 3 miles west of the Murble Arch, capital twelve-

roomed house, workshops, and larKO Karden. Hold on lease,

lientcau be let off if required, i'or further particulars, apply

Sersoually to Mr. J. S. uomme. Auctioneer and Valuer, 16,

outliampton-street. Strand, W.O., and geltham

"^y^anted, a Builder's Yard, and
* ' WORKSHOPS, with Dwelling House attached, in the

N.W., W.C, or N . district.-Apply, by letter, to W. H. C, 2?, South

grove Rast. Mil'linav-park. N.

'To Capitalists and Others.—To
-*-

bo DISPOSED OF by Private Contract an ESTATE, pro-

ductaK a Bulldlnn Stone ot a most superior kln.l, together witn

the Quarries uow In work. Plant, Lime, and Brickworks, *c.^
Address, In the flnit place, W. I., BOILDISO NEWS office.
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*HR DISMISSAL OF MR. E. M. BARRY
BY THE OFFICE OF WORKS, AND
THE QUESTION AS TO THE OWNKK-
SHIP OF THE DRAWINGS MADE BY
ARCHITECTS.

ri"^HESE two ijuestions, although both

JL raised on the present occasion, are and
should be considered distinct, as Professor

Donaldson properly pointed out to the special

general meeting of tiie Royal Institute of

Architects, lately summoned for their con-

sideration. We propose to investigate them
each separately, from the point of view of the

{)ubIio as well as that of the profession. It is,

lowever, we th'nk, demonstrable that the in-

terests of both parties in the matter are

identical, however diverse thuy may appear at

first sight, for neither can permanently gain
by what is injurious to the other. The pro-

fession exists for the service of the public,

and the ingenious notion of its being "a para-
site " could only have occurred to the writer

of the article on the subject in the Times
under an entire misconception as to their

mutual relations.

To deal firstly, then, with the dismissal of

Mr. Barry from what we may term his official

position. Whether or not he has held an
actual appointment as architect to the Houses
of Parliament is immaterial, for it cannot be
denied that successive First Commissioners of
Works have considered him as such, and have
referred to him alone upon every question con-
nected with what Mr. Lawrence termed " the

premises ;" and, under such circumstances, if

he received no salary, all we can say is that
he ought to have had one, and certainly ought
not to be deprived, as he has been, of the other
incidental advantages—not great ones, it would
seem—of his official position. It is the uni-

versally recognised etiquette among the em-
ployers of architects, as among the profession
Itself, that while anyone is certainly at liberty

to dismiss his architect after paying him his

just claim for past services, he should be quite

off with his old love before he is on with a
new one ; and no architect of standing would
accept a commission from an employer until

he had learned that the coast had been thus

properly cleared for him. This etiquette,

however. Government has in this instance dis-

regarded, for Mr. Ayrton, even while a con-
tract for works was being carried out, called

upon Mr. Barry to resign his official position

that it might be bestowed apon Captain Galton
and his subordinates. It is true that Mr.
Ayrton, in his reply to the gentlemen who
formed the deputation from the Institute of

Architects to Mr. Gladstone, stated that Mr.
Barry had not been dismissed, inasmuch as he
had held no appointment at all, and that while
the Board of Works would assume the ordinary
control of the premises, it was still possible

that Mr. Barry might be consulted whenever
alterations of considerable extent were con-
templated. We maintain that Mr. Barry was
summarily, and, despite all explanation as to

routine, discourteously dismissed from the
official position that he (as his father before
him) had held as Architect to the Houses of

Parliament.

What then, we may ask, is the purpose in-
dicated by the course that has boon taken ?

We think that this is not difficult to discover.
It is but a part of the policy emanating from
South Kensmgton, which is to centralise and
bring under its control all pubHc buildings
and matters relating to architecture and art in

the kingdom. The vast heart of Mr. Cole
throbs to include within the meshes of his

system all principalities and powers within the
realm. He means well, and would fain that

every child in every school, so that it be a Go-
vernment one, should be taught what to eat,

drink, and avoid, and how to build everything
that architects and engineers now lawlessly

give their whole lives to achieve. But love is

somewhat tyrannical, and no one is to be per-

mitted to get into his fold, but by the doors

that he chooses to open. Room, therefore,

having been made by the removal of Mr.
Layard and Mr. Fcrgusson, whose posts were
made too hot for them. Captain Galton, of
ours, is inducted to carry out the system, and
clerks of works are to be found by the never-
failing machinery of competitive examination.
This machinery, however, will break down,
although the almost superliuinan energy of

Mr. Cole may float it for a brief period. Yet
the scheme, it must be allowed, is clever and
comprehensive. The monster amphitheatre at

South Kensington, designed and built by a
Royal Engineer, will draw all the vocal talent

which the ujiper ten thousand affect, and
though the voices of the sweet singers would
be as lost in its vast arena as those of a night-

ingale or two in the groves of Blarney, yet it

may empty the opera houses of London and
ruin their proprietors for a time. The Royal
Academy, thanks to the energetic action

of the Institute of Architects—whose re-

monstrances caused the mile-long galleries

that would have swamped all the works of

the academicians among the myriads of what
are now " rejected addresses" to be taken down
—may yet breathe awhile, but the poor little

architectural room at Burlington House, as

well as its struggling sister-galleries in Con-
duit-street, may have to succumb before the

Perpetual International Exhibition of Every-
thing under the Sun, and within the sunshine
of the august Director of South Kensington
Museum.
What has the system that has long been at

work in a less ambitious manner effected

hitherto ? How many potsherds of the artistic

pottery of Felix Summerly are yet extant ?

Or, what yet have art manufactures gained

by the Government art schools so widely
established ?

The architectural profession, while it ought
to have its eyes open to the real purpose of the

raid systematically made against it from this

quarter, may smile, knowing well that the

utmost result would be the accidental finding

and training of a {a^ men fit to become archi-

tects, and who would theiefore.be gladly|wel-

comed by themselves as such, and who would
probably have discovered their talents for

themselves ; and that the other designers and
clerks of works, the ordinary material manu-
factured by such a high-pressure system, will

soon settle down to be art workmen, the very
hewers of wood and drawers of water that

the profession want.

The object of the raid is, as Mr. Cole in his

published evidence lately adverted to pointed

out, to create a system to do without archi-

tects as much as possible, and only to employ
them when they cannot be done without. As
he kindly suggested, engineers might be em-
ployed to make the plans of buildings, and
then an architect allowed, under his control,

to do the artistic part of the work, the carry-

ing out of which should again best be super-

intended by the engineer ; and Mr. Hunt helps
with a further suggestion, that even these few
occasional crumbs should be given to the
architect, under compulsion that he is to re-

ceive only 5 per cent, on the cost, including
the Work of measuring it up. Were it not
evident that the system devised is too clever

by half, and must break down, architects

might well be alarmed. No one now employs
an architect unless ho has confidence in him
and needs his help, and then seldom, if he is

wise, tries to break down that confidence by
haggling with him about his fees—so, if the

public want architecture, they will still em-
ploy men of ability in that art, and engineers
and clerks of works will not long, under any
system, be asked to do other than their own
work ; and Captain Galton has already very

properly explained that he would not under -

take any other.

We now turn to the other question mooted
naijiely, the ownership of the drawings pre-

pared by architects for the buildings they are

employed to erect. It has not much relation

to the case of Mr. Barry, as he has consented
to give Mr. Ayrton all the drawings he needs,

or copies of Sir Charles Barry's at the cost of

their production ; and Mr. Ayrton distinctly

told the deputation of architects before re-

ferred to that he did not ask or claim all tlio

drawings, and only wanted those that explained
the construction of the building, the flues,

and tho drains. The question having, how-
ever, been widely mooted, it will be of great

service to all parties that it should be settled

once for all. It hns been asserted on the part

of the public that the drawings having been
paid for, they should be delivered to the

parties who paid for them. The architectural

profession, as a body, assert, on the contrary,

that they are not paid for the production of
drawings, but of buildings, and the drawings
are their tools and remain their property.

The drawings prepared for buildings may
be divided into the general working drawings,
—made the contract drawings, and detail

drawings explanatory of the former. Now,
as Mr. Seddon clearly pointed out at the depu-
tation to Mr. Gladstone, the contract drawings
ought to bo held by the architect during and
after tho works, as umpire between the con-

tracting parties in case of accident or dispute

hereafter ; and the detail drawings are, as it

were, the instructions of the architect to the

contractor, and it would be as reasonable

to ask the architect to deliver up his private

letter-book as the latter ; and seldom among
either of the above would be found the

character of drawing needed by Mr. Ayrton,

setting forth all the flues and drains, as they

are never attempted to be shown on contract

drawings. Such plans should bo made by the

clerk of works during the course of the build-

ing, and it would be well that copies should

always be given to the owner of it, and no
architect would refuse to give such.

Now if the profession bo correct in asserting

that the universal custom hitherto has been
for the architect to retain the drawings, why
should this be altered now ?

If employers, as a rule, do not need the

drawings (and we may presume they do not
need them, or they would have oftener asked
for them), and if Mr. Ayrton, even in this

case, does not need them, to please whom
should a new custom be set on foot ? It

would appear that an abstract principle of jus-

tice is thought by some persons to hi outraged

by the custom, but the same obtains in

literary and artistic matters. The painter who
sells his picture retains his sketches and copy-
right; an artist who designs illustrations for

a book does not thereby sell the drawings

made for the purpose. Again, if no one

would be benehted by tho architect's surren-

dering the drawings, he certainly might be

seriously injured by doing so, for practically

their retention is the only means of securing

his copyright.

For tiie usual percentage of 5 per cent,

on the cost of a work architects have been in

the custom of making one set of drawings,

kept by themselves and made the contract

drawings, and one set of tracings to be kept

at the works for reference and to be used by

the contractor. If the contractor needs another

set for use elsewhere, he has to take them at

his own cost, returning those that are not

destroyed to the architect at the conclusion

of the works, in acknowledgment of the

architect's sole right to the copyright of them,

and as he can have no further legiiimate need

of them. So if the employer needs another

set for his use or pleasure, he can always by
consent of the architect, never refused, have

them by paying for them, and with an under-

standing that he will not infringe the copy-

right.

To compel an architect to make more draw-
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ings than this establislied custom requires,

without paying for them, would be unjust.

It has b«en said erroneously that if a contem-

plated building be abandoned, and an archi

tect charge 2J per cent, for his drawings, that

he most give theiu up. But this cannot be

the case, unless he contracted to do so. He
was employed to build a building, and would,

if he had a proper regard for his reputation,

have declined to design one to be executed

under other superintendenca than his own.
If he has done his work—the preparation of

the design—and the project oe afterwards

stopped by no fault of his, he cannot be com-
pelled to do what he never contracted to do

—

that is, sell bis drawings for 2i per cent. Nor
can the employer who has caused him to do
the work, the completion of which he himself
prevents, refuse to pay the proper value for

the work done. A lawyer who has conducted
to a similar extent a law case that may be
compromised, charges for his time engaged
upon it, and does not give up every paper he
has prepared for it. We strongly counsel

the profession not lightly to concede this

point. It may seem hard that in such a cise

the person who pays gets nothing tangible for

his money, and in nine cases out of ten it

will not harm the architect to give up, as an
act of courtesy, the g^'neral drawings of the

proposed but abandoned building. It may
happen, however, that it would be greatly to

the prejudice of the architect to do so, as his

reputation might be injured if the employer
should proceed to erect the building without

bis superintendence, and still greater damage
would be dune him if he were to build not

one, but a number from the same set of

drawings.

The above seems to us to be the fair and
reasonable view of the matter ; but we trust,

for the sake]of the public and of the profession,

that it may speedily be settled and set at rest.

Whether or not the question is likely to be

tried upon the present issue, we cannot say,

as Mr. Barry, on the one lide, has conceded
all that Mr. Ayrton can need, and Mr. Ayrton
hat) said that the profession has been in error

as to the claim he set up, and that he needs

no more than every architect would be willing

to concede at once. But if the legal advisers

of the Crown are to give an opinion on the

point, it is only right that they should not pro-

nounce an opinion upon an ex-parte statement.

Should they do so, however, it will then be
incumbent upon the Institute of Architects

to take action on behalf of the profession, to

obtain a proper legal decision on the subject.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

(Continued from page 351.)

FEELING that the actual handiwork of

architects themselves, oven if in mono-
chrome, or at any rate of a simpler and less

pretensions character than that of water-colour
drawings delegated by them to artists, are the

distinct and proper works to appear on the
walls of the architectural room of the Royal
Academy, we hail, in Nos. 762 and 779, views of

Leyes Wood, Sussex, now erecting from the de-

signs of B. N. Shaw, two admirable and charac-
teristic drawinjs of a most picturesque and
thoroughly mediaevally designed structure.

The drawings are etched in pen and ink.

Some features, such as the channelling of the
chimney stacks, are, in our opinion, carried

out to an exaggerated extent, for though we
own to partiality for the idea in moderation,
these examples of it are indeed "linked
sweetness long drawn out."

_
No. 703 is the Design for the Teatro Mas-

eimo at Palermo, Sicily, by W. J. Green—

n

creditable ordinary decorator's work, with no
great originality of treatment.

No. 7t)4, the decoration of Staircase at
No. 44, Belgrave-square, by S. Aitchison, is

of an entirely different calibre, and shows
what may be done by a thoughtful and edu-

cated architect towards rescuing even so

ordinary a building from commonplace. The
several apartments show a variety of schemes
of colouring ; one is in blue and green, ad-

mirably harmonized and relieved with borders

of gold and white. Another is wholly of

subdued vermilion relieved by black and
gold. Another has ranrrey brown panels

with yellow-ochre border, surrounded by
another of white with linej on it, and
a dado of slate colour, and cornice on a
gold ground. Another has walls of primrose

colour. The staircase h<is blue strings and
plinth, blue and gold panels, with Pompeian-
like figures in the panels with black dresses,

and a frieze above has a flight of Japanese-
like birds ; above is a band of pink, to which,
however, wo take objection.

Mr. Pearson exhibits some excellent draw-
ings of characteristic and careful works—No.

765, a charming interior of the Chapel of S.

Peter's Home, Kilbum, founded by Mr. and
Mrs. B. Lancaster ; and 785, Interior of the

Chancel of S. Mary's Freeland, near Oxford.

They present generally the same feeling as

that shown in Mr. Pearson's fine work, S.

Peter's, Vauxhall.

We are unable to admire 766—Dobroyd
Castle, as erected for John Fielden, Esq., from
the design of J. Gibson. It is a forbidding,

semi-castellated structure, with turrets at the

angles and massive central tower, which seem
out of harmony with the ordinary windows of

the apartments. Mr. Gibson does not seem to

us to have successfully blended modern re-

quirements with ancient archa:ology.

Mr. W. Emerson is an able contributor of a
large number of drawings. His work at present
is somewhat in the manner of Mr. Barges.
His Crawford Market Fountain, Bombay,
recalls too closely a design for a fountain
formerly exhibited by that gentleman. Still

we can only rejoice that so effective and pic-

turesque a design has been carried out.

No. 777, the Chancel of Girgaum Church,
Bombay, is an excellent rendering of massive
French Gotliic in a clime for which we should
think it suited. We are also thankful to him
for his drawing of the Taj -Mahal, Agra.

Sir D. Wyatt sends No. 771, House at

Uckrield, Sussex—a moderate-sized mansion,
fairly treated. As to grouping and detail, we
question the use of bargeboards to gables in-

stead of copings, when all the dressings of the

bay windows, &c., are of freestone.

Messrs. Banks and Barry exhibit the In-

terior of Helmsley Parish Church, Yorkshire,

recently restored for the Earl of Faversham.
The style is Norman, and though it is difficult

to judge what is new and what is old, all

seems in harmony.
No. 775 is a grotesque competition design

for the New Town Hall, Bradford, by B,
Nevill. A low and enormously wide segmental
arch for the central entrance looks like a wide
distended mouth, and two windows above
serve for goggle eyes to correspond

; and there

is nothing else in this design to redeem this

ugliness in so prominent a position.

Below this is another design. No. 778, J. P.

Seddon, which is free from such eccentricity,

good in detail, and well composed. Not far

from these are three large drawings of the

design by Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson, of

Bradford, which gained the competition, and is

about to be carried out. The building is of

very moderate excellence and little originality,

but is set forth attractively by the drawings.

Considering that the result was prejudged,

and that the Corporation of Bradford has
gained unenviable notoriety by conferring all

the three premiums it offered upon fellow-

townsmen, it may be congratulated upon the

fact that the building might well have been
worse.

No. 780 is a design for decoration and
fittings of a Dining-room by B. J. Talbert,

which is quieter than the published designs of

that gentleman, and certainly meritorious.

No. 786 is a view of the new portion of the

Chateau de Martinvael, near Cherbourg, the

property of Baron Schickler, by Mr. W. H.
White, an English architect settled and prac-
tising in Paris. Though open to criticism in

detail, it is a striking and picturesque work
f(mnded upon Early French Gothic, and is

creditable to its designer.

Mr. Street is the largest contributor among
the academicians, and, considering the im-
portance of the works he exhibits, may be
considered fairly as taking the main honours
of the Architectural department of the Exhi-
bition. We have, huwever, previously de-
scribed the original competition drawinz for

the proposed New Law Courts, of which ho
sends the (No. 788) bird's-eye in his pin-and-
ink style of drawing. The breadth of effect

gained by the ample roofs from this crow's

point of view we could wish realised from the
citizens' in the executed work. The later de-

sign for the same buildings on the Embank-
ment is from such a point as it could really be
seen from, and, full of fancy and merit as it is,

lacks that breadth and consequent repose, and,

considered as in juxta-position with Somerset
House, would, we fear, liave that want height-

ened by the contrast of that building. We
trust Mr. Street will bear in mind, in his

actual work, that such quality is an essential

—

nay, the first characteristic in a grand public

building. Mr. Street also sends views of two
towers of new churches of his—No. 808, S.

John's, Torquay ; and 818, S.Peter's, Swinton,

near Manchester—both bold and picturesque,

but sundry whims in the shape of pinnacles

between the belfry windows and gablets on
buttresses might be dispensed with advan-
tageously.

Mr. Kerr sends a chimney-piece and buffet

of dining-room, Bearwood ; though hung too

high for inspection, they seem good, but not

particularly striking or original.

No. 792, S. Peter's, Blackraoor, erected for

Sir Roundell Paliuer, by A. Waterhouse, is n

clever drawing of a building, which is good in

outline and moderate in detail.

Mr. E. M. Barry sends No. 794, Design for

a New House of Commons, and increased

accommodation connected therewith, in which
a difficult problem is ably treated as regards

plan, with detail hardly up to the mark of

that of the Houses of Parliament. No. 804, a

good drawing, said to be by Mr. Smallfleld, of

the interesting Restored Staircase of Crewe
Hall ; 80,3, a Villa near Egham ; and 773,

Thorpe Abbotts, Norfolk—additions and alte-

rations.

Mr. J. Bury sends No. 799, View of St.

Barnabas Church, Cambridge, now in course

of erection.

No. 805, the Royal Mausoleum at Frog-

more, is a beautiful drawing by Mr. H. W.
Brewer.
No. 806, Bayham Abbey, erecting for the

Marquis Camden by Mr. D. Brandon, is an

Elizabethan mansion of fair character.

No. 811, the Charing-oross Branch of the

Union Bank, by F. W. Porter, disappointed

us, considering its important site at the corner

of Spring-gardens.

Far better, and ahighly-wrought-out Classic

work is No. 813, New Consulate Buildings at

Alexandria, by J. W. Wild, whose name wo
are glad to see again as a contributor.

Mr. F. P. Cockerell's fine drawing we could

wish to be expended upon a better design

than that of No. 814, a Marble Chimney-

piece.

Reviewing the collection as a whole, we
think the drawings are easily divisible at a

glance into those which are the handiwork of

the architects themselves, and those which

have been, as it were, manufactured for them

,

It is needless to say that far greater interest

is attached to the former, and that their

intrinsic merit is the greater. We do not

mean to say that an artist cannot make a

better drawing of a building than an architect

if he sets the right way to work ;
but repre-

sentations of buildings, trees, hills and fore-

grounds, omnibuses, cabs, and horseguards,

are of little value if not carefully copied from
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nature. Those drawn from memory, or in-

vented from inner consciousness, are naturally

an offence to the sense of painters when set

beside their own very different class of work,

and they are an offence also to the public. If

we are to have conventionality it should be of

the proper kind—the art of shorthand that an
intelligent architect invents for himself to

express his designs. The present collection

under discussion contains not a few of such

appropriate and thoroughly conventionally-

treated drawings, and which are worth study-

ing as such. We can see that those exhibited

by Messrs. Street, Shaw, Cockerell, Scddon,

Waterhouse, Aitchison, and Edis, are of this

flescription, and their varied styles arc interest-

ing to examine and to compare—Mr. Street's

with Mr. Shaw's, for instance ; the work of

the former is always piqunnt, effective, and
popular, but we question if it be as pure and
realistic as that of the latter, for the one

almost disguises the detail, while the other

more clearly explains it.

Of the other style of drawing we have
referred to, perhaps Messrs. Lockwood and
Mawson'a are the most striking examples.
They are essentially of the class manufac-
tured in deference to the supposed require-

ments of competitions, and though they com-
pel attention, do not give equal satisfaction

when examined.
The artists who lend themselves as assistants

to architects to colour their drawings should,

if they would maintain a high character for

their work, be cnnstantly refreshing their

minds by painstaking painting from actual

buildings and from nature, and should have
their folios well stocked with accurate studies

of the scenery and figures which they expect
to employ as backgrounds and foregrounds
for their works ; fur, as the carefully-outlined

perspectives put into their hands are generally

tar more detailed than the trees and shrubs
they place before them, if the latter be daubs
they will seem nil the more dauby by the con-
trast. Mr. Brewer, for one, we know is con-
tinually engaged in making careful drawings
in the towns of (-iermany ; and we would
counsel him to continue the practice, and
others to follow him if they propose to colour

perspectives. Architects who employ artists

may, it is true, by close supervision, get from
them what they need, and they know them-
selves and can explain what it is. It is by
such means that the effects Mr. Burges pre-

sents us with are attained ; but it is not given
to all in the profession to be able so to direct

and control the work of others, and it is not
all artists who are willing to be controlled, and
some are cramped and their work spoiled by
the endeavour to make them so run in

harness.

Another curious fact forced upon the mind
by the examination of these architectural de-
signs is the continually waning influence that

Classic and Italian architecture seems to exer-

cise. Three-fourths of the designs, and nearly
all the prominent and promising ones, are

Gothic, and the latter style alone seems to

have any attraction for the younger rising

men. We are content to note the fact, and
to remark that, though we would rather that
one feeling swayed one generation, and have
little faith in a too eclectic age, constantly
wavering between rival styles, we think that
even Gothic architects would do well to study
the refined works of ages before the restless

energy of medieval Europe introduced the
system which now finds almost too exclusive
favour.

NEW MUSEUM AND LIBRARY AT
GUILDHALL.

TT is not everyone of our readers who is

-- aware that there exists at Guildhall a
valuable library of books treating ol subjects
connected with the City of London, and a
most interesting collection of autiquities that
have from time to time been discovered withm
the City and its surroundings. It will be

readily understood that such collections re-

ceive considerable additions each year, con-

sequently the present library and museum arc

found absolutely insuflicient for the ptirposes

they were originally intended to serve. A
large piece of ground at the cast of Uuildhall,

fronting on Hasinghall -.street, has therefore

been botight for £40,000 by the Common
Council, and a number of men are at present

engaged in excavating the site. Tenders have

not yet been received. It is therefore im-

possible to estimate with anything like

accuracy the cost of the works. If it be kept

in mind that Guildhall runs east and west,

and that the new museum, with library above,

runs north and south, separated from the east

end of Guildhall by a court about 20ft. in

width, and that the new structure may be

approached from Basinghall-street, and also

by means of a noble corridor from the present

porch of Guildhall, a good general idea of the

work will be conveyed. The floor of the

museum will be on the level of the crypt of

Guildhall, and therefore reached by a flight of

seventeen steps. The approach from the porch

of Guildhall is the principal one, consisting of

a corridor 54ft. Gin. by 21ft. 6in., with a side

dooropeningonthedaisandby means of a flight

of nine steps, 26ft. 6in. wide, leading to level of

the library. The proportions of this corridor,

vestibule, and staircase are imposing. On
this level are the library, 98ft. by 65ft.,

a public reading-r oom 50ft. 6in. by 23ft. 6in.,

a committee room 32ft. by 20ft., a hall 23ft.

by 20ft., and a grand staircase 24ft. Gin.

square approached from Basinghall-street.

The museum is 82ft., by 65ff., and
89ft. high. The library is nearly 50ft. high
to centre of ceiling, which is low pitched and
open, tie beam with arch under, all of oak
and very solid in appearance. On each side

are seven bays, and m these the books are

kept. The whole is like a church, with aisles,

or rather side chapels, forming the bays, and
having a clerestory over. The width between
the piers is about 35ft. The baj's are

14ft. square. Tliere is nothing unusual in

the plan, for the simple reason that the best

form of library has been long known, and
that it cannot well take any other shupe than
that of side bays opening out to a central

hall, which in most cases is provided with
large tables for the accommodation of works
of unusual size, two or three of which open at

once would be too large for any table that

would be placed in the bays. The law library

of Dublin, the Astor library of New York,
containing the moat valuable collection of

books on the Western continent, the library

of the Patent Office in Southampton-buildings,
and many other libraries, are constructed in

this manner, so that we cannot see any great
elaboration in the scheme which Dr. W.
Sedgwick Saunders is said to have elaborated.

Did the Dr. ever elaborate the scheme of egg
sucking ? Of the way in which Mr. Horace
Jonfes, the City architect, has treated the
room, we must speak in the highest terms.
It is admirably adapted to its purpose, being
light and lofty. It is stately in its propor-
tions, and harmonises with rather than ab-
solutely matches Guildhall. Mr. Jones has
wisely avoided the mistake of using a co-

temporaneous style in a work of manifestly
later date than the original building, and he
has refrained from obtruding on the public
the fact that he has studied the works of
Viollet le Due. This fine apartment will be
used on great occasions as a reception room,
and the reading-room as a ladies' room.
Visitors of great distinction would approach
from Basinghall-street, from motives of con-
venience of access, though the finest approach
is certainly from the Guildhall porcli, through
the grand corridor. The basement needs little

description. It is enough to say that under
the grand corridor, vestibule and hall,

fire-proof strong rooms are provided, that there
is a minor museum 30ft. by 20ft., and that
an opening is provided into the Guildhall
crypt. This latter it is proposed to make as

light as may be, and to put it, if possible,

to some better use than a receptacle for

lumber. We had almost forgotten to mention
that on the library floor the ladies are pro-
vided with a reading-room, and that the
reading-rooms will be literally free to

the public. That this will be a boon to many,
imyone who has visited the library of the
Patent OHice can bear testimony. With re-

gard to the elevations only two can bo seen

—

that on Basinghall-street, and the north end
of library fronting on a new passage at the
side of Cooper's Hall. The style of the eleva-
tions deserves notice. It may bo descriV^ed as
Collegiate Tudor. The p .ris are bold, and
the treatment broad enough to satisfy anyone
There are neither pinnacles, cresting, nor
vanes. There is no fussinesi—in short, no over
decoration, and the modern Gothic buildings of
which thiscanbe said are few indeed. There are,

it is true, three niches on the Basinghall-
street front, but they are large, and the statues
life size

; they represent men, not mannikins.
The bay window, occupying the entire nave
of the library, is a fine feature, and the other
windows are satisfactory in every respeot.
There is a pierced parapet., which is sufficient

for its purpose of finish, and the chimneys are
(>lain, as chimneys should be. Rich, as befits

the civic library and museum of the richest
city in the world, it does not proclaim lavish
expenditure. Its character is the expression
of substantial wealth, and the old Guildhall,
dear to Londoners, will, we are sure, have no
reason to feel otherwise than proud of the
companionship of its handsome offshoot.

OJI EARLY CHRISTIAN AET.»
PART I.

WE now come to the most important point ia

the history of mankind—the foundation
of Chrislianily, which undoubtedly was the
greatest erent in the development of humanity,
next to which may be counted the great mi gratioa
of northern people. In tracing the path of the
progress of the civilisation of humanity, we
generally state it to hive followed a line from east

to west ; if, however, we intend to be strictly

accurate, we ought to say that it extended from
south-east to nortli-west. In dividinK the globe
into halves, wo perceive a line of demarca-
tion between the northern and the southern hemi-
S])here3. In accordance with the teachings of
physical geography, the higher kinds of animals
are found in the northern half, and the lower in
the southern hemisphere. Art has developed in
analogy to this physical division, and we can
trace a distinction even between the art of the
northern and southern portions of the northern
hemisphere. We find that in the south-east the
static or moral power has been more developed
than the intellectual. Art in the southeast was
regulated, and over-regulated, by all sorts of
theocracies and hierarchies, and remained, after a
certain period of progress, stationary. The pre-

dominant static force, mixed with an ill-regulated

imagination, drove man on the field of meta-
physical speculation. The south-eastern part of
the northern hemisphere of the then known
world was thus the birth-pUce of all sorts of
religious systems—pantheism, theism, idolatry,

zoolatry, astrology, alchemy, symbolism and
mysticism, rock-hewn temples and catacombs,
magic, and cabalism—all oiiginated in the south-
east. The dynamic force of humanity, with a
tendency to regulate itself by a moral force, was
prevalent in the north-west, and we received in

olden times philosophy, as well as art in the highest
perfection in architecture and scu'pture, from the
Greeks j and all the sciences which through their

beneficial influence have promoted the welfare and
progress of humanity were fostered in the north-

west—such as geography, history, astronomy, che-
mistry, botany, zoology, physiology, anatomy,
geology, cosmogony. I have tried to show you
the slow giowth of art in savage life

;

beyond ornamentation with geometrical figures

the savage lias never succeeded ; he could
neither reproduce animals nor the human
form. I have pointed out to you a further
progress in Egyptian art. Architecture with the

* Abfttract of a Lecture delivered by Br, ZxarYX, at the
South Kcniiugton UuKum, April IJ, 1870.
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Egyptians beoamo monumental, bnt their sculpture

nmained undeveloped. Sittinu figures have their

legs and thighs forming right angles in the side

Tiew, while lu the front the legs are parallel to

each other; the drapery is close, and rarely in-

terropted by folds. In their historical or allegori-

cal bas-reliefs, the compositif>n is devoid of

elegance or choice, but the Egyptians already

show a remarltablo correctness in drawin; animals.

Indian art shows further progress ; the my-
thology and poetry of the people furnish them
with a variety of subjects, with which the walls

and shrines of their temples were corsred. In

Indian architecture there is grandeur combined
with a certain degree of harmony. The human
form is rendered with case, the proportions are

more correct than were those of the Egyptians,
and the sensual bennty of some of the figures is

striking and natural- A farther step in advance
was taken by the Persians in the constinction of
their palaces. The Chinese always remained
wood or ivory carvers ; they imitated flowers, but
there is an uncouth stiffness about everything they

do, and in that which is with them of a better

appearance foreign influence is undeniable,
Greece alone was capable of reaching the very
highest climax in architecture and sculpture, and
1 have pointed out the reasons why. I must once
more draw your particular attention to the fact

that Greek art reached its highest perfection

only at a time when the forces of moral sentiment
and intellectual progress were, as far as possible,

balanced ; when sculptors and architects wished
to convey, by means of outer foi ms, moral lessons,

the wor^ip of the gods, and an admiration of the

harmony of God's most beautiful creature, man.
So long as this was done in a spirit of earnest

reverence, art progressed and became more and
more divine ; but as soon as the balance between
the moral and intellectual forces was lost, and
the craving for sensational excitement took hold

of the mind of the Greek artist, the fensuous was
introduced, and Greek art degenerated ; with

justice and modesty, sublime beauty, the essence

of Greek works vanished. The Romans con-

centrated all their intellectual and moral forces

on politics, and sunk by degrees lower and lower,

till all and everything, science and art—nay, the

very existence of human society, was transformed
into one great chaos of inextricable blank despair.

Man was either at war with reality for a beggarly
existence, or entirely given up to mere sensuous
enjoyment. On both sides, man came to an open
rupture with his real destiny, and humanity would
have perished altogether in sin and iniquity had
not a divine power mercifully interposed, freeing
" the inner man," and thus preparing humanity
for a higher spiritual life. The north of Asia
went through the same phases of religious develop-

ment as the farthest south. With all the apparent
analogies between Buddhism and Christianism,

there is an immense difference between the
two reUgions, and that this is the case ia

clearly proven to the historian by the dia-
metrically opposed developments which humanity
attained nnder them. Buddhism taught not to

kill, not to steal, not to commit adultery, not to

lie, not to be drunken ; Christianity teaches the
same. Twelve farther ordinanci-s of Buddha
extol poverty, command to live on alms, to
meditate nightly amongst the tombs on the tran-
sicoriness of all human things. Poverty, self-

abnegation, and abstinence were cardinal virtues

with the early Christians ; but Christ reconciled
and emancipated cnr spiritual nature, and brought
it into vivid activity, whilst Buddhism destroys
this onr highest nature, degrades it as not exist-

ing, or turns it into a negation of all that is

annmed to be real. The Greeks said, " Man,
know thyself," but they reached only the form
of harmonious beauty. Intellect to the Greeks
was nnintelligible if it was not clothed in a
beautiful form ; only in such a form had humanity
any value for them. The Romans cared for
property, for possession, for temporal power.
Man as such was recognised by them only so
far as he conld acquire wordly goods and chatttls

—as far as ha had, epeaking in our language,
"a good balance at his banker's." The Roman
counted only as something if the State recognised
his entity. His oBioe or his estate in the State
was his entity ; without such oflBce or estate he
was amere negation of his own self, a discordant
being andowed with desires and aspirations
which he could not satisfy. The Jew of those
times was the only one who felt the wretchedness
of his individual sothingness, and hoped and
yearned for a redeemer, but he only hoped for a
great king who would give him back his national

independence, his greatness, his supremacy overall
the other nations of the earth. Misery with the
Jews was not indifference to all higher senti-

ments, as with the corrupted Greeks; nor th«
gloomy despair of an exhausted State body, as
with the Romans, nor a blind immersion into an
incomprehensible iritnurti/, as with tlieBrnhnians
or Buddhists. It was not Stoicism, teaching that

the negation is not—that happinees depends on
assuming that its absence is no misfortune. The
Jewish feeling recognised the reality of this

world in the very highest degree, and wished a
reconciliation and harmony for every chosen Jew
within that sphere. His life was based on the

great Oriental principle of the unity of nature,

with one Essential Being ruling everything. Christ

found hnmanity in this condition—the sense of

beauty of the Greeks turned into licentious wor-
ship of the sensual ; the Egyptians sighing under
their Roman taskmaster:*, long living without
a distinct faith, without their all-powerful priest-

hood ; the Jews divided into quarrelling sects,

sunken in religious formality or indifference,

hating everyone around them, and being hated^by

verybody in return ; the Roman world trem-

blingly kneeling before an imperial human being

as'before a divinity ; slaves and poor looked upon
as mere burdens on society ; the rich debauched,
merciless, weltering in amusement ; suicide and
infanticide, murder and incest, despair atid an-
nihilation, everyday oocurrenoei. At such a
period resounded Christ's divine words of love ;

in such a world be died, out of love, sealing with
his death the ^one great truth that we are all

children of one Father |who is in Heaven. The
God of revenge, of jealousy, suddenly turns into a

God of love ; the God of persecution who punishes
the sins of the fathers unto the third and fourth
generation, is changed into a God of mercy and
forgivenes.', rejoicing over one fallen and re-

pentant sinner more than over ninety-ninejustones.
With the Jew and the Roman he only was blessed

who had plenty on earth ; now the poor are

blessed. Slaves become masters, the rich man
nobody unless he has a pure mind, for the pure
mind was to be the domain in which God was
present. It is no more a burning bush, or

thunder-and-lightening, a volcano, an ark, or a

temple. The ark of the new covenant is to be
man's loving and forgiving heart. The great

Roman conquerors, with all their triumphal
arches and their splendid palaces and columns,
are hurled from the very heights of their

grandeur, for Christ proclaims, " Blessed are the
peace-makers." There ia, therefore, something
better nnd more glorious than to conquer, viz., to

keep the peace. The persecuted and the suflier-

ing are exalted, for the kingdom of heaven is

theirs. Christianity repudiates local gods, and
does not require the destruction of any animal as

asaciifioc, nor the juice of any plant as an
offering. Christ does not prescribe any diet : He
does not allow polygamy ; does not order tooth

for tooth, eye for eye ;
does not promise plenty

on earth ; does not make the people answerable
for the sins of their kings, nor the sous for those
of their fathers. Christ proclaims the ever-true
doctrine of peace, and love, and tolerance. This
doctrine is as universal as intellect, must be of as

divine origin as intellect itself is, and can be the

only faith which will once for ever unite humanity
into one great loving and beloved brotherhood.
What a change !—not a change only ; this is the

building up of a new and glorious future ; this

is the establishment of a perfect' balance of the two
forces working in humanity ; this is and was the

everlasting law under which humanity uneon-
seiously developed from the very first beginning
of its existence. The sanctity of the human
body, whether beautiful or not, is proclaimed and
enforced ; exposure, neglect, murder of children—
so common with the Pagans—becomes a deadly

sin. The combats of gladiators are condemned
;

the amphitheatres lose their cruel interest, and
are deserted ; and the huge and magnificent
marble buildings crumble into the dust as so

many monuments of human perversity. In
counteraction of Roman and Oriental licen-

tiousness, chastity and simplicity of life are de-

creed to be of paramount importance. Our moral
nature, tending upwards, receives a new impulse
through Christianity. Though all religions

that have truly governed mankind have done so

bv virtue of the affinity of their teaching with

this our better, our more exalted and sublime
nature—by speaking to our moral, by appealing

to the divine element of self-sacrifice which is

latent in every soul—none has done this to such

perfection as Christianity, because it brought

into action all our intellectual faoulties. Carlyle
states :

—
" It is a calumny to say that men are

roused to heroic actions by ease, hope of pleasure,
recompense, sugar-plums of any kind in this
world or the next ; in the meanest mortal there
lies something nobler. The poor swearing soldier,

hired to be shot, has honour of a soldier different

from drill, regulations, and a shilling a day."
This nobler nature has been freed by Christianity.
It gave the humbler virtues, for the first time,
the foremost place in the moral code. The
servile classes answered to this appeal to their
better nature ; slavery, that curse of the Pagan
world, was at least abolished in principle. The
first and grandest edifice of Byzantine architecture
in Italy, the noble church of S. Vitale, at Ravenna,
was dedicated by Justinian to the memory of a
martyred slave. Charity—a judicious charity

—

was introduced by Christ. The Romans, it is

true, also distributed corn, but their^charity, being
merely a political device, had no humanising in-

fluence upon the people. It became a direct and
overwhelming encouragement to idleness. To
counteract this kind of charity we find that in

the fourth century, a Roman lady named Fabiola
founded the first public hospital, and the charity
planted by th.it woman's hand overspread the
world. Such institutions were altogether un-
known to the Pagau world. The Indians have
hospitals for old cows and sick monkeys, but
none for human beings. Whilst strangers were
sacrificed to Pagan gods if they ventured on an
unknown shore, xenodochia (refuges for strangers)
were constructed all over the Christian world.
To attend the sick and afflicted became one of the
most important laws of Christianity. During the
pestilence that desolated Carthage, 326 A.D., and
Alexandria, under the reisns of Gallienus and
Maximian, Pagans fled ; Christians rallied round
their bishops, cheered the last hours of the suf-

ferers, and buried the abandoned dead. " The
history of Italy after the fall of the Empire
became a monotonous tale of famine and
pestilence, starving populations, and ruined cities,

but everywhere amidst the chaos of desolation

we may detect the majestic form of the Christian
priest straining every nerve to lighten the
calamities around him." During the darkest
period of the middle ages, monks founded a
refuge for pilgrims amidst the horrors of

the Alpine snows. A solitary hermit often
planted himself with his little boat by a
bridgeless stream, and the charity of his

life was to ferry over the foot-sore traveller

for a pittance, or more generally for a mere " God
bless you I

" That such a new moral state of
society at large must have produced a new kind of

art, with altogether new formi, is obvious. The
first form in which Christian art-ideas were
clothed was Pagan. The new wine was put into

the old bottles till it burst asunder the decaying
vessels, and issued forth in a new life-giving

stream of art in two principal directions—in the

East as the Byzantine, and later, in the south of

Europe, as the Romanesque style. In the Early
Christian age the antique forms of the Romans
were still of necessity used. In the beginning
Christianity appears to have been relegated to the

catacombs—subterraneous gloomy winding caves

used as burial places by Egyptians, Assyrians,

Persians, Greeks, and Etruscans. Excavated
rocks have been in all places of primeval civilisa-

tion the abodes of the dead. These catacombs
a^e principally found in the environs of Rome and
Naples. The most important at Rome are those

of S. Sebastiano, S. Calisto, S. Lorenzo, and S.

Agnese. Their inscriptions seem to go back as

far as the second century. The metaphorical re-

presentation?, however, belong to the fourth and
fifth centuries. At Naples we have those of S.

Gennaro de Poveri, S. Maria della Sanity, and S.

Maria della Vita. Those at Rome have been cal-

culated to be about 760 English miles long. They
are narrow ; passages, like the shafts and pits of

a mine, broken into the black porous tufa, only

high and broad enough to admit one person at a
time, and with hollow niches in the walla fnr the

reception of the bodies of the dead. Martyrs and
bishops received larger tombs, the walls of which
were hero and there decorated with simple paint-

ings, and with the first symbols of the Christian

religion. At certain points the winding crossing

passages are broken by more spacious and loftier

chambers, with vaulted roofs and niches, and the

walls and ceilings decorated—evidently chapel-

like structures designed for religious service. The
homely simplicity of the early Christians, the

sincerity and purity of their ideas of God, and
their consciousness of the nothingness of all
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eftrthly things i[ without a higher moral and in-

tcllectu;il iiim, i-onM not be more dislinetly ex-

pressed than in these quiet and secluded burial

places. What a contrast this gldomy sub-

terranean life of the Karly Christians, with their

parables, their mysterious signs, their rude art,

beij^htening the severe and earnest chnnicter of

the first abodes of Christianity, to the splendoarof

the basilicas when Christianity became the esta-

blished religion of the lloman stito! Heathen
temples were then turned into great churches, as

is evidenced by the Pantheon and the Church of

Maria Kgiziaca, at Rome. The persecutions to

which the Christians wore exposed were in the

beginning not strictly religious, but riithcr

p )litii-'al, for the Romans, more especially the

rich amongst them, were too indifferent to any
form of religion to persecute it. The first attempts

at art by the Early Christians are even savage,

but are interesting as showing the change at once
produced by Christianity, even in the customs of
life. In the catacombs a picture has been dis-

covered representing the Agape, or Christian love

feast. The table is of the horse-shoe form, not

precisely like that in the triclinium, thou;^h some-
what similiir. On it are placed a goblet,

bread, and a lamb. The goblets are of the

Kgyptian form. Bread, as the staff of life, was
used generally by all religious sects. The
guests are se^ited at the table, not reclining on
conches, and women aro represented amongst
them as partaking equally with man in the feast

of love. These love feasts took place at night,

when the Christians^ could meet together nnob-
sorvej, bringing with them whatever food they

had and sharing it in common. The Christians

were accused of perpetrating the greatest crimes
at these feast--. It was said they sacrificed and
partook of the flesh cf heathen children, which
accusation, first spread about by Jews, rec liled on
them during the Middle Ages, when they were
said anil believed to feast on Christian children

at the time of their Passover-. Such monstrous
accusations are usually forged when prejudice and
ill-feelinj, aroused by religious hatred, seek to

stir np the ignorant against any dia.~entient sect.

In the pioture named we may see that something
has grown np which worked a radical change

—

not like one form of philosophy succeeding
another ; not like Plato starting some new
hypothesis to be discussed in the S'hools, and
followed in its turn by a fresh theory of Aristotle

;

but a something which has penetrated to the very
Bpirit of humanity, and changed everything in

life and art. Thus art has helped to promote a
spirit of tolerance, for the real artist is at the
same time the real Christian. Through his sense

of beauty he accepts everything as beautiful,

wherever he finds it, just as the real scientific

man accepts everything as true if proved by
facts.

KXPERIMENTAL TEST OF THE LAWS OF
THE DEFLECTION OF BEAMS.

AT a recent meeting of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, a

paper was read l>y Professor W. A. Norton, of
New Haven, entitled "The Laws of the Deflection
of Beams E.xposod to a Transverse Strain Tested
by E.Kpurimout." The laws of deflection are of
such fundamental importance in mechanical con-
struction, that our knowledge of them can neither
be too full nor too accurate. While, therefore,
we cannot make room for the whole of Professor
Norton's paper, we will endeavour to give an idea
of the experimen's from which he derives his con-
clusions, and a summary of the conclusions them-
selves.

The experiments were made npon sticks of
white pine of various lengths from two to six
feet, and various breadths and depths from one
inch to four inches. The details of the apparatus
are unimportant, save that they should be such as
to secure accuracy in the experiments. Ou this
head we will say that so far as we can discern
from the minute accmnt given, the appara'us
was without any defect that could lead to possible

power applied, E the modulus of elasticity, I the

length, b the breadth, and d the depth of the
stick, deduces therefrom a formula for the case

of a beam resting freely on two supports and
loaded in the middle, to which the experiments

Pfo
were entirely confined

—

i.e.,/ = , If

The strain -was applied by a screw, the pressure
of which was measured by a Fuirhauk's i-pring
dynamometer, and the results obtained were con-
firmed by repetition with a second set of sticks

Professor Norton, starting with the received
theoretical formula fur the delleotiou of beams of
a rectangular cross section of uniform dimensions

P /•>

/ = 7n , in which m h a constant, P the

iEbd'
this formula bo correct, then the following laws
must be true :

1. The deflection is directly pi-oportional to
the pressure.

2. It is inversely proportional to the breadth.

3. It is inver.sely proportional to the cube of the
depth.

4. It is directly proportional to the cube of the
length.

He then gives tables of experimental results,

which show, first, that the deflection is only
approximately proportional to the pressure,
strictly speaking, increasing according to a less

rapid law. He suggests as the prob.able explana-
tion of this discrepancy between theory and fact

"that as the force of pressure increases the
neutral axis of the cross section of the stick shifts

its position, and its distance from the centre of
gravity of the cross section augments as the pres-

sure becomes greater. From this cause the
moment of the resistance to flexure ic creases

indirectly with the pressure, at the same time that

it increases directly from the augmented strains

of the fibres. The increasedmomentof resistance

to flexure resulting from this shifting of the
nentral axis should be attended with a
diminished increment of deflection for the same
increment of pressure."
The second law was verified by the tests, if we

except such errors as mav reasonably be ascribed
to differences in the moduli of elasticity of the
different stieks, the shifting of the neutral axis in

the case of sticks most strained, and possible errors
in observation.

In testing the third law the calculated were all

less than the observed deflections ; but the errors
became smaller as the sticks were increased in

length. Professor Norton therefore concludes
that " the deflection decreases according to a less

rapid la-w than the inverse cube of the depth."
He also concludes, from the results obtained in

testing the fourth law, that the deflection increases
according to a less rapid law than the cube of the
length.

Following these conclusions by a train of
reasoning as to the true theory of deflection, which
we pass as too abstract for the general reader, he
arrives at the formula

—

PP di
f = • (-t E C h 1).

4 E J <?3
^i

in which/ represents the flexure, I length in feet,

J breadth in inches, rf depth in inches, P pressure,
C and E constants which must bo determined by
experiment. This formula is not easily trans-
lated into common language, so as to be nnder-
stood by the general reader. The engineer,
accustomed to regard the hiws of flexureas settled
wi;l, however, regard it with interest.

MR. ATIITON AND ARCHITECTS'
. DRAWINGS.

MR. AYRTON', in his reply on Friday even-
ing to the mot on of Mr. Cowper Temple,

is reported to have said that in the case of
the new buildings now in progress at Bnrling-
ton-housc, ifessrs. Banks and Barry, the archi-
tects to that work, acquiesced in the Depart-
ment of Works retaining all the contract
drawings in their custody. Messrs. Banks
and Barry wrote to the Thnes that the reverse was
the case, the fact being that the contract drawings
having been signed and the contract executed by
the contractor at the Office of Works, the draw-
ings were retained there, not with their acquies-
cence, but, as correspondence would show, against
their strong protest that such retention was un-
usual, embarrassing to them, and detrimcnt-il to
the public service, inasmuch as the buildings
would have to be, and arc being, executed from
tracings, instead of from the original drawings,
»-hich ai-e likely to be more accurate and exact
than copies.

Mr. Ed«-a,vd M.Barry also writes to the Times
to contmrict a statement which he thinks is

made in that journal. That is, that Jlr. Ayrton,
wishing to tmploy Captain Gait m in Mr. Barry's
place, rinds it impossible to do so, because the
latter withholds the drawings required. " How-
far," says Mr. Barry, " I am fairly liable to this

charge readers of my former letters can decide

for themselves, but I am not aware that Captain

Oalton is in want of any inf(T:na'ion. If he \r,

and it I can furnish it, I can only say that I shall

be most happy to give it to him at any time, with

the courtesy due from a professional man to a
d'stinguished member of another profession.

With reference, however to the alleged absolute

necessity for an architect or an engineer being

furnished with working drawings of an existing

building before he can alter it or add to it, I may
state, from a tolerably large experience, that in

no single instance have I ever been supplied with

such drawings, nor have I ever found their

absence any hindrance to my professional work.
As regards plans of the drains and flues of a
building, I invariably furnish such documents to

my clients if desired, and if Mr. Ayrton's request

had been of this limite I nature no difflcnlty

would have arisen respecting it, though from the

numerous alterations of flues, &c., which have
been made in the building without commnnica-
tion with the architect he would have found that
it was not in my power to give hira as much in-

formation about them as I could have wished. I

have no claim to speak on a legal questiou, and it

may po^-sibly be right that an employer having
paid his architect a sum agreed on for the finished

result of his labours becomes ipno facto the owner
of all the drawings, sketches, and papers of the

latter, notwithstanding that the architect did not
consider them a part of the bargain, and made
no provision for being paid for them when agree-

ing to the cnstonnry terms of remuneration. The
custom of the profession shows, however, that

this contention is at least a new one, and it seems
to me it might be held to justify a similar demand
on the coutractors for the Iidders, scaffolding,

models, and building appliances n.sed in the erec-

tion of the building for which he had been paid.

Certainly, the possession of these things would
often be very convenient to the employe;-."

" F. P." writes from the client's point of view :—" About six years ago," he says, " I employed
an architect to make plans for the conversion of

a chapel into a Gothic church. For this and
some other work I paid him £58 133. I was un-
able just then to carry out my intention of re-

modelllEg my church, but I wanted to have the

plans. This the architect refused, and refused

curtly, saying that they must be deposited in

some architectural collection. Beginning now to

see my way clear to carry outthe iutended altera-

tions, I wrote to this architect requesting the

plans. His answer—would you believe it ?—is

that ho has destroyed them, that I don't under-

stand the question, that they do the same thing

at Glasgow, at Paris, and at Vienna, that he has

been personally concerned in the late discussion,

and that he has seen Mr. Gladstone. Much good
may it do him ! But I want the plans which he

has destroyed, and for which I paid. Surely, at

least, he might have had the court; .sy tj consult

me before destroying them.
" G. W. B.," writing to the Morning Advertiser,

asks, " What \vould the nation or the F.S.A.'s (J)
say if the whole of the drawings of the Houses
of Parliament were placed open for inspection,

and npon examination it was found that the

drawing of the most value as a referential draw-

ing was made by a plasterer's apprentice, seven-

teen years of age ? I confess I do not ibink snch

would be the case, but such is a fact as far as one
London public building is concerned. I allndo

to the Coal Exchange, a building opened by the

late Prince Consort with great Royal and civil

(dat in 1849. Upon the completion of that

building, a blacksmith's apprentice, seventeen

years of age, suggested to his masters (Messrs.

bewer, of Old-street, S. Luke's, contracti>rs for

the ironwork of the Coal Exchange) the utility of

a sectional drawing true to a half-inch scale. A.s

a referential drawing, they gave him permiss-ion

to make it in a stable (not in a nice warm archi-

tect's office) during a severe winter : no fire

allowed to warm his hands but a smith's forge.

He succeeded so successfully in his self-imp' sed

task that npon its completion and its being shown
to the late Mr. Bunning, the then City architect,

he was astonished, and>aid that the City did not

possess a drawing of the Co;il Exchange to equal

it in valne, and that it was a pity the hand that

made it should be put to hard work. The draw-
ing was framed at a cost of .^G, and was pre-

sented to Mrs. Bunning, and it is now hanging in

the .'Vrchitect's Office, Guildhall, a proof that the

late Mr. Bunning, F.S..A., considered that the

proper custedians for the drawings of a building

were those to whom the building belonged."
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NEWCOilDJ'S HOCSE, DARTMOUTH.*

CHIMNKT PIECE AT WHICH NEWCOMIN SAT WHEN HE DISCOVERED THE STEA.U KKGINE.

THE claims of Nencomin
on oDr remembrance,

aii the inventor of an engine
that was n«ed with consider-

able snccess long before the

birth of Watt, are bat little

recognised. His own towns-
men appear to sbare the
general apathy, and the sole

memorial of his labonrs
would hare perished in 1864,
bat for the uogle-hasded
ei ergy of one gentleman.
The house in which New-
comin lived when he in-

vented the steam engine was
formerly situate in Lower-
street, Cartmonth, bat was
sold iind taken down in ISGl
by the Ixxral Board of
Health. Mr. Thomas Lid-
ttooe, a builderof many years'
standing, and the represen-
tative of a building firm
rstablicbed in Dartmouth for
more than a cenlutry, pur-
chased the materials, and,
incorporating tliem with re-

mains of ancient wood and
plaster-work suved by him
from destruction during a
practice of upwards of a
quarter of a century, re-

erected the house in another
part of the town, as shown
in the engraving we repro-
duce from bis book. In the
sitting-room—the engraving
of which we also reproduce
—Mr. Lidstone has care-
fully replaced the clavtl, or wooden lintel, of the
fireplace at which, according to popular tradition,
Newcomin sat when ho first noticed the effect
steam produced on the lid of his tea-kettle. We
think Jlr Lidstone deserves a very considerable
amount of credit for his conduct in this matter.
Apart from any association with Newcomin, his
b(.u!ewell deserved preservation on account of its

mtcbitectural chsroeler. In Dartmouth, aa in,
many other places, such houses are, needlessly
disappearing—the old Butter Row, which wc
iUastrated in a recent number, heir g nearly the
last remnant of this formerly picturesque town.
The efforts, therefore, of conservators such as the
author of the work before ns sboald receive due

KEWCOIIIX COTTAOJi, DARTMOUTH, AS KESTOKED.

acknowledgment, and we congratulate the

people of Dartmouth on the disinterested efTorts

ofone of themselves to preserve the memory of a

townsman, and Mr. Lidstone on the record of his

labours, as it corjes to us in his handsome, though
quaintly got up book.

•Seme Account of the Kculdence of the Inventor of
Ilie SitamhiiKlne," by 'liioMAS Lidsto.ve, of Dart-
DiOutli. London : Longmans.

CARTOON von TEMPSF(JRD HOUSE.

THE title whirh the drawing now illustrated

bears on the original is " Hugh de Payen
and Geoflry Adhemar found the order of the

Knights Templars, under the patronage of

Warmond, patriarch of Jerusalem, A.D. 1118."

It is intended as a companion to one illustnitcd

in The Buildino News in August last. In both
a considerable portion of the upper gold back-

ground, as well us the lettered titles which form

the base to the picture, have
been omitted to suit the pages
of The Building News, and
of the two the present suffers

most seriously by the cur-
tailment. As these cartoons
do not pretend to mimic
pictures, but rather act as
wall decorations in a situa-

tion where they have to

straggle against conflicting

lights, the chief aim hag
been to secure a semi-cen-
veutional balance of vigor-

ous colourwith an almost sym-
metrical style of grouping,

and that at a comparatively

small cost. The original

coloured sketch is in the
Architectural Exhibition,

Conduit-street. J. M. S.

Ancient Manupacturk
OP Flint Insteuments in
Palestine. — The Abbe
Kichard communicated to a
recent meeting of the Paris
Academy of Sciences an ac-

count of the discovery of a
workshop for the manufac-
ture of flint instruments in

Palestine. This workshop
is near the village of El-Bire

(the ancient Beeroth), about
twelve kilometers from
Jerusalem ; the author found
haches, scrapers, knives,

and saws, the last said

by him to be very remark-
able.

International Exhibition of 1871.—Her
Majesty the Queen has expressed her intention to

give a prize of 1000 francs (£40) for the best fan,

painted or sculptured, by a feinale artist under
25 years of age, and exhibited next year. The
competition will be international.

The National Gallery.—The famous pic-

the recent exhibition of Old Masters, has just been
tare of John Bellini representing the Death of S.

PeterMartyr, which excited so muchadmirationat
presented to the nation. This noble work of art

is the munificent gift of Lady Eastlake. It may
be remembered that on a former occasion she

presented the National Gallery with a most valu-

able and interesting picture by Pisano of Verona.
This continued generosity will serve to associate

the name of Eastlake still more closely with the

rise and progress of our fine national collection of

pictures.
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BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

By Thomas Moekis.

{Continued from page 346).

UNDER the present highly-improved con-

dition of tlio country, with the ease of

modern travelling and almost magical postal

cervices, it is difficult to appreciate the reason

of so many residences af) some prelates main-

tained ; but they were thus enabled to dis-

pense an enlarged hospitality, to promote tlie

personal correspondence of bishop and clergy,

and keep up an efficient supervision. Croydon

has been a place with some population from

the earliest times, as shown by the tumuli, the

circular encampment, and the Roman road in

the vicinity. The memorable events are few,

but in 1264 the Londoners who had sided with

the barons were attacked here by the army of

Henry III., and routed with great slaughter.

In 12.36, William, son of Earl Warren, was
killed in a tournament. On May 25, 1551, a

considerable earthquake was experienced

;

and the place was several times visited by the

plague in the seventeenth century.

William I. gave the manor to Langfranc,

but the patronage of the church remained in

the Crown till i;551, when Archbishop Strat-

ford became rector. A palace, though perhaps

of moderate size and perishable materials,

existed in the thirteenth century, but was
probably of much earlier origin. Proximity

to London must have made it convenient, but

it never became a favourite abode like Charing

or Maytield. Still, it must have been a stately

mansion, arranged about a quadrangular
court, with the principal gate on the north

and the hall on the south. There appears to

have been a moat, and that method of fortifi-

cation was rarely omitted where a supply of

water could be had The palace, with
servants' apartments, stables, gardens, court-

yards, and fish-ponds, contained nearly nine
acres, and there was some appurtenant
meadow. It was in such a house that the

accomplished ecclesiastic and antiquary. Arch-
bishop Parker, the first Protestant holder of

the see, after narrowly escaping the flames in

the previous reign, entertained Queen Eliza-

beth for a whole week in July, 1575.

Upon the melancholy end of Laud, the

Parliament let the palace on lease to lay

tenants ; but it was recovered by the see at

the Restoration, and inhabited till the death
of Dr. Herring, in 1757, when it was deserted.

Archbishop Cornwallis obtained an act in 1780
for alienating the property and building a
new palace in some more eligible situation

with the proceeds, augmented by other funds,
inclusive of sums received for dilapidati'ms,

and from the Commissioners for building

Westminster Bridge, by way of compensation
for the prejudicial effect of that structure on
the tolls of the Ilorseferry from Lambeth to

Millbank. The building project was relin-

quished in favour of the purchase of Adding-
ton Park, near Croydon, authorised by an act

in 1807, and that seat has since been the
country residence of the archbishops. Croy-
don Palace, after the sale, was used for a
manufactory, and the venerable edifice has
been necessarily injured and disfigured ; but
the parts that remain have from the very cir-

cumstance of their jeopardy been invested
with additional interest.

Dr. Ducarel considered the oldest parts of
the palace, which are entirely of brick, to be
of the time of Henry VI. The hall was in
the clear of the walls, 56ft. long and 37ft. 9in.

wide, divided into four baj's, with as many
windows on the south side. At the eastern
bay of the north side is a vaulted porch some
13ft. square, which at one time had a room
above with a chimney in one angle. The
porch was the principal entrance, and oppo-
site to it was a door into the gardens. Three
arched doors in the cast wall led to the
buttery, kitchen, and cellar. All these doors

Hall Roof, Croydon Palace.

were shut ofi by a screen, with a gallery

above, but no part of it remains. At the end,

above the screen, was a lofty window, but this

has also been removed. At a later period,

there was in the pl.ice of the window a some-

what remarkable piece of sculpture, consisting

of angels, royally draped, supporting a shield,

and protected by a projecting canopy in the

form of a bed-tester and valance. The arms

are of England and France quarterly, im
paled with those of Edward the Confeesor.

This ornament is considered of the same age

as the hall, with the cornice of which the

mouldings exactly coincide. The arms are

attributed to Henry VI., and are presumed to

have been put up by John Stafford, archbishop

1443-52, the assumed builder of the hall.

This opinion is supported by the occurrence of

his arms on shields in the raoidded string-

course that surrounds the hall at about 15ft.

from the floor. His bearings are given singly

—impaled with the see of Canterbury—im-

paled with Bath and Wells, his previous

diocese. In this series of shields occur also

the arms of Humphry, Earl of Stafford, created

Duke of Buckingham in 1444, and other

noblemen. Those of archbishops who followed

Stafford were introduced from time to time.

This string-course, ornamented with shields

and the projecting corbels for the roof, formed
an effective band, below which the wall was
solid and unbroken except by the doors.

The design of the roof was grand and
simple, laying open the full capacity of the

interior, and imparting a character to the hall

impressively noble. There are three perfect

ribs, and half-principals are attached to the

end walls. They have finely-curved four-

centred arches, with a rise for the intrados of

13ft. lOin. These arches spring from the

capitals of shafts, whose bases rest on the

corbels already mentioned as connected with

the string-course, similarly to those at West-
minster. The constructive theory is well

maintained ; the arches are true moulded ribs,

and they do not touch the principal rafters,

but there are radiating struts from one to

the other, dividing the spandrels into voussoir-

like compartments. Crossing the roof at the

crown of the arch is the usual level strut, in

this instance wrought into fine mouldings,
which, being mitred to those of the longi-

tudinal purlins, form a kind of open panel in

each bay. The purlins are not in contact with

either the chief or common rafters, but give

support to the latter by means of horizontal

and upright spars. Higher up each pair of

common rafters has a level strut and inclined

supporters, as at Nursted Court. The rafters

meet and are framed together at the top, with-

out a ridge. The walls are finished with a bold

cornice, and there are arched wind-braces on
the slope of the roof in the lower part. Many
features of the Early style are retained, and
there was a louvre over the place of the

central hearth till removed in the alterations

made by Archbishop Herring.

Episcopal palaces constitute a valuable class

of our domestic architecture : and in their

variety may be seen the dissimilar characters

of distant times. Croydon, for ages a home
of the English primates, was advisedly aban-
doned ; and in favour of unmarked portions it

would be as idle to utter the shortest plea as

to ask that scores of buildings whose ap-

pointed services are past should be perpetu-

ated. But the hall of Croydon Palace has

notable and sterling merits ; it displays vigo-

rous design, bold execution, and dignified

effect. The roof is an example of British

carpentry in its highest structural develop-

ment, and few objects could more properly

attract the conservators of national monu-
ments than this stately and venerable apart-

ment.
This roof, I should not omit to state, is

reputed to be of chestnut wood, and from a
comparison of the qualities of this timber with

I

other most valued sorts, there is much
cause to regret the gradual disappearance of

so admirable a material. In any such view,

however, it has to be recollected that for

building purposes our native products have
almost exclusively given way to importations ;

but in earlfer times it must have been entitled

to high esteem. It is the sweet, or Spanish
chestnut (botanically Fagus Castanea), an
Asiatic tree of ornamental growth, said to

have been introduced into Europe by tho

Emperor Tiberius, and to have spread rapidly

in the southern parts of the Continent, espe-

cially in volcanic districts ; the largest repre-

sentative of the species being the Castagno cle

cento cavalli, on Mount Etna. It thrives also

in this country, and there are authenticated

instances of its attaining a very large size.

A forest of chestnut, according to Fitzstephen,

who wrote in the twelfth century, once existed
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on tlie north of London, and tlie wood
appears to have been in ver)- general use by

early buildeis. In colour and appearance it

lesembles oak, but m*y be distinguished by
the absence of transverse septa, or silver

gnun, that gives to oak its peculmr flower or

figure when cut into boards. Chestnut grows
more rapidly, has a smaller proportion of sap-

wood, and is for some usts, of greater durability

than oak. It also exceeds the Litter in tough-

ness, but is scarcely so strong, and in stiff-

ness decidedly inferior.

ON THE PROGRESS OF ART. AM) THE
PROBABL'3 CAUSES OF THE GREEKS'
PRE-EMIXENXE IN ITS PRODUCTION.*

Br H. C. SELOUS.

CContinurd from page 3G-t.J

IT is to the Egyptians and their art that I will

first call your attentioo. That strange and
mygterioQS people, with great niagnifioeuce in

their ideas, but superstitious and timidly religi-

ous in their nature—a race whose antiquity seems
to fade back even onto the beginning of all things
—was a proud victorious power, with ample time
and strong despotic rule, as their slu|iendous

works now still exioiiug s!k,w u.-i. Thus, they

had every opportunity of perfecting art if they
had possessed a more exalted conception of in what
true art consisted. A country of stone, a nation

of stone-workers, with a great amount of skill and
nntiring patience, joined to some knowledge of

mechanics, they, on the one hand, piled (like the

fabled giants of old) mountains to the sky, and,

on the other, executed such minute work on
seals, rings, and other trinkets, that the aid of our

modern magnifying glasses is required to decipher

it. The Cyclopean ruins of their granite temples

still remain upon the land from end to end and
attest their indefatigable labour and nnboundetl
patience. Yet, over this stony track of countless

ages in vain do we look for one specimen of life-

like art. We see around huge clumsy figures,

scarcely ever varying from one monotonous
position, grand only in their vast size. Their
endless labyrinthine columned temples stand

towering in gloomy majesty of departed beauty,

but with monsters sculptured on their walls in

forms repulsive—hawk-headed, dog-like, the

brutal ape, and a bost of others in aspect more
hideous than the reptiles that the Nile brought
forth. It was thus that the god-like human
figure was deformed, debased, destroyed. Tbe
extraordinary people who perpetrated these
monstrous atrocities in stone appeared to be to

the ancient world what China a short time ago
was to European countries of the present time—

a

land of niy.-tery. Their laws, too, in many
instances, appear to have borne a close resem-
blance. Like the Chinese, the Egyptians prohi-

bited and threw every obstacle in the way of
strangers entering into the country, and their

snrplus population was deterred from emigration
under severe penalties. A eountry destitute of

forest trees, Egypt remained for centuries without
a navy ; the people had neither the means nor tbe
wish to have communication with other conntries.

We, in the present day, are too apt to be led away
and repeat tbe erroneous impressions and exag-
gerations that so unav'iidably influenced the
ancient historians in their accounts of that early

people. Hence we are inclined to imagine that

we are indebted to the Egyptians for much that
is importint for the advancement of tbe civilisa-

tion of mankind. But I think upon inquiry such
will not be found to be the case. As an instance,

it was very generally and naturally supposed, in

looking at their prodigious temples, their colossal

statues and massive pyramids, that a people who
could erect snch wonders musthave had a thorough
knowledge of mechanics, and it was stated by
ancient^writers that such was the fact ; and many
authors of our own day have tak en vast pains to de-

scribe the complicated contrivances that the Egyp-
tians were supposed to have used in the trauspsr-

tation of their material and in the erection of such
vast buildings ; but upon the perfect walla of

their rock-hewn tom'is there has been discovered
an exact representation of the means employed by
them in moving enormous masses of stotic. Pre-
cisely the same subject, curiously enough, is

dellneatedon the walls of the Assyrian palaces. Mul-
tUades of human beings combining their animal
foce»,andthelashoftheirdefpotic taskmasters, ap-

* Bead before the Bocietr for tbe Kacoorsfement
of tbe Fine Arts, on Tbursdajr, Hay js.

pear to have been the principal powers employed.
Kni>wleilt;e and power the Egyptians undoubtjdiy
Dossesstfd. but they were those of a primitive race,

destined, like the ancient Mexicans, Peruvians,
and, eventually, the Chinese, to pass away without
contributing mufh to the advancement or know-
led;;e of art to the huiuiin race. W'hen forced by
the progress of surroun-.iing nations into commu-
nication it caused their ruin. They were in-

capable of improving ; their weakness was dis-

covered, and they passed quickly away, leaving
no impress either of their knowledge or power
upon posterity. How different has been the

legacy of the refined and vigorous Greek iutellect

upon the world ! Even to the present day we
feel its inlluence, and that influence will still con-

tinnaandpass on undying unto the climax of
civilisation. One of the most talented writers of

our day. Draper, in his '' Intellectual Develop-
ment of Europe," shows that the rise, progress,

and deciy of nations may be likened to the cor-

responding changes that take pKos in the vitality

of an individual. I will pursue the simile still

further, and endeavour to show that it is not only

in the history of a nation, but in the history of

the world, that the same stages are taking place,

in the same order that we recognise them in

animal life. The Egyptians, the first civilised

inhabitants of Africa, and probably of the

world, together with the Babylonians, As-
syrians, and other countries of Asia, may be

considered as typical of tha earlier stages of
individual life. They were the strong children

of the earth when the earth itself had been but

lately formed as fitting for their cradle. Each
phase of the world's life appears to have produced
and carried to great perfection one of the fine

arts of civilisation, and singularly enough, the

arts that all these earlier nations most excelled in

was architecture, as there is every reason for

believing that the Babylonians and Assyrians
were as great In their ideas and as stupendous in

their building propensities as the Egyptians them-
selves. The latter nation alone, on account of

the greater durability of the material employed,
has left to us the rudiments and principles of

the first or infant art of civilised life carried out

in giant proportions. It is interesting to remark
that the Chinese, true to the instinct of a pri-

mitive race, when they pass away will leave be-

hind them a monumnut of former greatness sur-

passing in magnitude anything that has yet been

produced on earth. I allude to tbe Great Wall
o£ China, which stretches in one unbroken line

for more than a thousand miles. The Egyptians,

then a type of all the early nations, maybe lookej

upon as the children of the ancient world when the

world itself was in the infancy of its progression.

Born, then, the child, she remained the child up
to the end of her career—a clever child, no

In the Order of time those who next appear
upon the stage and influence the history of the
Wvirld are the powerful nations of Asia—Baby-
lonia, Assyria, and others. These strong and
athletic races, imbued with a taste for gorgeous
attire, a passion for the ch.ise, aud a cjrresponding
thirst fur war, assisted greatly hy the vigorous
enterprises in mercantile pursuits and the mari-
time discoveries made by the Dardanians and
Phoenicians (the only nations in the world thut

then possessed a navy), at length forced their way
into Europe, and their importance in the world's

history culminated in the assistance that they
gave to the prowess and civilisation of that won-
derful and extraordinary people, the Hellenic

race, the first who emerged from barbarism in

this quarter of the globe. These Hellenic or

Greek people, with their vivid imaginations never
at rest, their thirst for pleasure, their redundancy
of vigour in all their conceptions, their keen sensi-

bility and appreciation of the beautiful, their love

of enterprise, their carelessness, caprice, and faults

innumerable, forcibly impress upon us the idea

that they fitly rt'preseut that state in the history

of the world that corresponds with what is termed
in the career of man the vigour of youth. They
improved and refined on all the luxuries and ele-

gancies of social life, and disseminated their

knowledge over almost every portiim of the then-

known and habitable world ; and they invented

and carried to perfcc ion in the highest degree

that grand and noble art that ranks as the second

great acquirement in the progress of the human
intellect—the art of sculpture. This stage of the

world's life may be considered to have terminated

in the convulsions that destroyed the existence

of the Roman Empire and the Pagan world.

Through the dark crimson clouds of blood, misery,

and de&th which accompanied the destruction of

that mighty power, the world passed into the

third stage of its life's history—our present era.

Punished for its crime.', and chastened for the

errors of its youth, it moved by slow and painful

steps into the full power of intellectual manhood.
With a purer religion and more exalted ideas, the

mind of mm was now in a fit state to tmderstand

and c irry to perfection the last and greatest of the

arts, the most refined and pleasure-giving emana-

tions that have ever issued from the immortil

mind of man—painting and music. These

ennobling and ^fascinating twin-sister arts have

hand in hand advanced together, growing in

strength and beauty, and ministering to and

exalting our pleasures ; they soothe the over-

heated or exhausted brain, and assist it in

its allotted Ttask of work eternal. Thus,

then, it would appear that in progressive stages

of the world's history we have attained and

carried to perfection in progressive order all the

great and important arts that can be known. You
doubt, but incapable of advancing, as it were, will observe that I have omitted poetry from the

bej'ond the rudiments of art or improving upon
her child-like efforts ; for it cannot fail to excite

our wonder that a nation holding an uninterrupted

career upon a portion of the earth for thousands
of years, and thousands more even than we
imagine, should make no progress. The Egyp-
tians, in erecting such stupendous and inde-

structible monuments to perpetuate the name and
power of a nation they imagined would never pass

away from the face of the earth, found it auswer
a second and important purpose—that of getting

rid of their immensely super-abundant population

by destroying tens of thousands yearly in the

building of those vast temples and gigantic

monuments, whose ruins now existing still excite

our amazement and baffle our endeavours to dis-

cover for what purpose they were erected. The
hard tasking of the Israelites and the edict to

destroy all the male children of their race, are

proofs, amongst others, that the surplus popula.

lation of the Egyptians must have been a source

or serious consideration and trouble. Nevertheless,

in contemplating the past history of this great
nation of antiquity, we are impressed with a feel-

ing of a certain amount of gloomy and terrific

grandeur, magnified through the mist of past ages,

and we are lost in wonder at the mighty and stern

power that caused tbe creation by the tiny hand of

man of such stupendous works. But the soul of

art is wanting in these stony giants, hideous
forms, and creeping reptiles. We turn from them
dissatisfied ; we feel that their power is gone,

either to awe, to please, or to instruct. Few of

refined mind would care to look upon them a
second time. It Is clear, then, that here we can-

not find the elements of beauty or of true art, nor
from this polluted spring can Greece have drawn
its first draughts of inspiration.

catalogue of the art-acquirements of mankind.

I have done so because poetry is not an acquired

art or an emanation from m m's brain ; it must

be and is born with us. It is part of our nature,

and is shown in its most perfect fjrm in the

earliest stages of the world's history equally as

in its highest state of civilisation. The sublime

poetry of the oldest book in the world, and the

vigorous verses of blind old Homer, are equalled

in the ideas of a Goethe, a Milton, and a Shakes-

peare, and there is no reason why there should

not be born a poet as great, if not greater, than

any that have yet appeared. There is no limit to

the mind or the ideas of man. But it is not so

with the arts that he acquires by the aid of

manual dexterity. When once carried to per-

fection man's work is at an end ; ho cannot go

beyond. The world will never see again such

sculptors as the Greek school produced, such

painters as sprang from the studios of the Italy

of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and I

fear me, snob mighty masters of music as Bach,

Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, or Men-
delssohn are destined never to be surpassed. Yet

there is nothing to regret in all this. The pro-

gress in other directions in our own lime is so

astonishing and of such importance to the whole

human race that we cannot but feel we are now
passing into the fourth stage of man's intel-

lectual powers and the world's existence—that of

maturity of mind and the astounding realms of

science—and that we are destined to accomplish

miglify changes in the world's history ; and

though the future may be hidden from our

sight, wc may rest assured that the progress of

events will constantly tend towards the advance-

ment of our civilisation, and the increase of our

happiness.
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I will ruiwturn back for a short period to give

a hrief sko'ch of nnotlier great rjaiion of niiti-

f|uity, whoso rulo was mighty, au:l wlio, like the

Egyptians, have also left vast raonuinents to

attest their skill in architectur" ami sculpture,

and who, daring tlieir long conqaeiina; rei^n on
earth, had ample time to have perfected art (if

time alone were wanting). I speak now of the

Assyrians—a more luxurious and powerful people
than the Egyptians, more inventive in art, more
proportionate in architacture, more elegant in

dress, and in their ornaments occasionally almost
vieing with the Greeks themfolves in beauty.

A warlike and athletic people, tbey were devoted
to the pursuits of war and the pleasures of the
chase, and no doubt they were the first sub-

jugators of that beautiful and serviceable animal
the hor.sc—a most important stop in the civilisa-

tion of man. On some of their sculptured slabs

they are shown hunting and capturing the

animal, which in its wild state must have
wandered over portions of the extensive plains

of Asia, its native birthplace. I'rom thence it

was introduced into Hgypt, as the inhabitants
of that country were unacquainted with the
anim.il in the earlier portion of their career. The
Assyrians, and other Asiatic tribes, were also the
first to make use of the chariot in war. The
constant pursuit of hardy and athletic exercises
on the part of the people of this nation produced
a corresponding muscularly-developcd people,
and, in consequence, having better models before
their eyes, they had a greater knowledge of the
human figure than theeileminate Kgyptians, and
therefore in their sculptured works ventured
more into the complicated realms of action, and
displayed a certain amount of anatomical know-
ledge of the human figure. They having the
advantage, too, of a softer material to work in

than the Egyptians had to contend with, we see,

as must be expected, a much greater attention
paid to minute finish and delicate detail. Indeed,
their manipulation was so excellent, and their
material so easily worked and so readily procured
from the neighbouring mountains, that it will be
clearly perceived that they had every facility
given to them for arriving at the greatest perfec-
tion in the art of scirtptare. But the power was
denied to them—and from the same causes that
produced the failure of other nations—they aho
failed to perceive the natural dignity, grace, and
beauty of man's perfect form. They treated it

with contempt, and delighted in degrading the
human figure, transforming it into monster
shapes, with heads and breasts of inferior
animals, to depict their deities ; and in the repre-
sentations of the exploits of their warlike
monarchs the mutilation of the human figure
was depicted with a savage pleasure that showed
their total want of feelmg or appreciation of its

beauty, and a want of perception of the dignity
of art and of subjects proper to its produc-
tions. Huntings, battles, sieges, slaughterings,
and other horrors—these are the favourite
subjects in those great pieces of sculp-
tured alabaster which have been handed dow.i
to us from the walls of their colossal ruined
palaces. But the dawn of intellectual art was
fast approaching, and Europe was now destined
to be its birthplace, and its glorious task to carry
that art to the highest degree of perfection, and
so achieve what the thousands and thousands of
years of the civilisation of Africa and Asia had
failed to accomplish. The time had now come
when the world should be enlightened as regards
the real dignity and power of art to refine the
mind, to exalt the intellect of man, and to teach
him to have respect for the graceful and grand
form that the Great Creator of the Universe had
made to be a habitation and a fitting instrument
to execute the commands of that wondrous and
incomprehensible power, the human mind—

a

form that in itself contains the elements of every
beauty, the perfection of every mechanical con-
trivance—and the people that were destined to
hand down to us inestimable works and art laws
that are eternal have already begun their labours.
In one of the most beautiful and habitable parts
of this our earth—I speak now of what Greece
was, not what it is—one of those rare and
favoured spots blessed with a sunny, ever-genial
climato, the balmy air heavy with the scent of
many flowers, and gentle vibrates of the bees'
soft mnsic, with hills of the purest marble
frmged with the myrtle and the olive, enriched
w-ith deep, shady, venerable groves, partially
Illuminated and diversified with sunlit emerald
glades, the broad rich meadows spotted with

refreshed by ever-murmuring rills and prattling
streams, cool and pure as the marble rockn that
brought tbein forth, ru'/iing with sparkling joy
to leap into the deep azure lake-liko .<ca, jewelled
with glittering islands, reposing in bright clusters
upon her dimpled bosom—here, with all around
to lead the mind of man ti thoughts of peace,
happiness, and love. Nature's sweet breath fir»t

poured into his soul an iufinite love for art and a
power of discovering and appreciating all that is

graceful, beautiful, and true.

(To be continuedJ
. ^ .——

1

THE NEW HALL, INNER TEMPLE.

THE Princess Louise opened the new hall of
the Inner Temple on Saturday hist. The

new hall is of Gothic design, and is from the
designs of Mr. Smirke. Internally it is 9:ift.

long by 41ft. wide, lighted by lofty windows on
each side, by a single great window at the west-
end, and by an oriel window at the south-east
angle. The roof is of Gothic design, in dark
oak, and is snpporte<l by six arches resting on
corbels, decorated by carved angels supporting
shields, on which are painted the Koyal Arms of
England as they have varied from the time of
Queen Elizabeth until the present day. The
arches themselves are decorated by carved pen-
dants, relieved by occasional gilding. The
windows on each side of the hall are transomed,
each having three lights in two tiers, and all

destined to be filled with designs in stained glass.

The three lights of the upper tier in each window
are to be reserved for the figures of eminent per-
sonages connected with the history of the Temple,
a king or queen always occupying the central
light. The lower tiers will be[devotedjto represen-
tations of events in which the personages in the
tiers above have taken part. Only one of these
windows, the most easterly on the southern side,

is as yet completed. On the npper tier the
central light is occupied by Henry I., the western
light by Heraclius, Patriarch of Jerusalem, the
eastern light by William Mareschall, Earl of
Pembroke. In the centre light below is depicted
the drowning of the King's children in the ill-

fated White Ship, in the western light the build-
ing of the Temple Church, and in the eastern
light Templars in action with Saracens. The
oriel window is filled with coats of arms on
quarried fields and coloured borderings. It
contains 23 shields, of dates ranging from 1466
to 1818, commencing with the arms of Thomas
Littleton, and concluding with those of Lord
Tenterden. Among other historic names here
commemorated are Sir Christopher Hatton, Sir
Edward Coke, and Lord Thnrlow. It is intended
to fill the great west window with two subjects
from English history relating to the institution of
laws ; but these subjects, and those for the
remaining side windows, have not yet been fully
decided upon. Beneath the windows is a white
stone stringcourse, ornamented with gilded
pateras

; and below the stringcourse a double row
of shields, bearing the arms of all the successive
readers of the Inn. Below these shields there is

an oak panelling of very effective design, the
panels being separated by light oak buttresses,
surmounted by carved pinnacles. At the eastern
end the npper part of the spaces above the panel-
ling is occupied by an allegorical painting by Sir
Jas. Thornhill, representing Pegasus striking
with his hoof the mountain of Helicon, from
which Hippocrene, the stream of the Muses,
issued in response to his blow. Qneen Elizabeth
granted to the Inn a coat of arms, in which
Pegasus is the charger, and the picture was
designed to illustrate the heraldry. Below it are
ten full-length portraits, arranged in two rows of
five, and containing five crowned heads and five
lawyers. The screen at the west end of the hall
is formed by a continuation of the oak arches of
the panelling, the panels themselves being re-
placed by glass ground in a pattern, with conven-
tional roses and triplet leaves. The hall is
lighted by six sunlights in the roof, and by six-
teen crown burners projecting from the walls.
Two of the outer entrances are adorned by carved
oak dooi-s of venerable antiquity, one of them
dated 1575, and both preserved from the former
hall. They are decorated by allegorical male and
female figures carrying serpents, and by borders
with lutes, weapons, flowers, and fruit.

House t'j the correspondence relating to the dis
nilisal of Mr. Edward Barry from his employ-
ment lis architect of the Honsc of Commons, and
moved that in the opinion of the Hon.se the abrupt
discontinuance of the employment of the archi-
tect who has hitherto been engaged whenever pro-
fessional skill and responsibility were required,
at a moment when works entrusted to his direc-
tion were still in progress, is uncalled for and of
doubtful expediency.—After some conversation,
Mr. Ayrton opposed the proposition, and defended
his own conduct at some length. It was, ho
maintained, the first and most important duty of
the Commissioner of Works to see that the public
money was properly expended, which duty he had
endeavoured to perform to the best of his ability.

He denied the accuracy of Mr. Temple's state-

ments. What he had done was in conformity
with the decision of the Government, which had
also been carried out in the case of the new
Foreign Oflice, and the object of which was that
there should be a Minister strictly responsible to
Parliament for all the expenditure on public
works, and those entru.sted with the technical and
practical execution of those works should be
under the authority and responsible to the Com-
missioner. It was only in this way that they
could ensure responsibility and the economical
administration of the money voted by Parliament,
which was impossible if it was to be expended by
independent professional men outside the depart-
ment, and who repudiated all responsibility to its

head, who was by law made responsible, and
expected by Parliament to be so. Mr. Barry,
with whom there had been originally no intention
to interfere, raised all kinds of obstacles to the
reforms and changes in the department which he
was carrying ont in accordance with the decision
of the Government. He had declined to discuss
these questions with Mr. Barry, who insisted on
professional " rights and privileges " quite incon-
sistent with his original appointment. He had
been obliged to demand from Mr. Barry the
technical plans of the building ; but he insisted

[

upon his right to retain them, and the executors
of Sir Chas. Barry also put in a claim for them ;

while Mr. Barry also contended that he ooght to
be paid for the plans delivered ; but he (Mr.
AjTton) did not think he was justified in expend-
ing the public money for what had already been
paid for, and the question would have to he
settled in a court of law. He denied that he was
bound to accept the decisions of a professional
combination like the Institute of Architects, who
arrogated to themselves the sole right of design-
ing and building public edifices.—After some
discussion, participated in by Mr. Beresford Hope,
Mr. Bemal Osborne, and others, the House
divided, and the motion w-as negatived by 152 to
109 votes.

Our Statues.—Lord Claud J. Hamilton, on
Tuesday, asked the First Commissioner of Works
whether his attention had been called to the fact
that the bases of the stutues in Waterloo-place,
Cockspur-street, and Charing-cross have been
used by the road contractors during the past 14
months as depots for stones and other rubbish,
and whether he had any authority or power to
direct a discontinuance of the practice.—Mr.
Ayrton's attention had not been called to the
matter until he had received a communication on
the subject from the noble lord himself. In point
of fact, he had no authority to interfere in this
matter, as it more particularly belonged to the
Home Department, over which his right hon.
friend in his neighbourhood presided. As, how-
ever, the noble lord had been good enough to
write to him upon the matter, he had directed
that coramnnications should be addressed to the
vestries by whom the several roads were managed.
The surveyor of S. Martin's; parish stated that
in future he would have the rubbish removed
immediately, and that there should be no similar
accumulation, near the statues. The surveyor of
S. James's, Westminster, had written to say
that he could not give the assurance requested of
him, because he did not consider that he had the
authority to do so. He would, however, bring the
matter before the vestry, who would, no doubt, do
what was required.—Lord Elcho : Perhaps some
of the statues may be removed with the rest of
the rubbish.—Mr. Ayrton : That is a question of
art, a subject upon which people always differ. I
must therefore be excused from replying to the
noble lord's question.

KENalNOTOif-GAiiDENS.—Sir H. Hoare, onTues-
day, asked the First Commissioners of Works

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Dismissal of Mb. Babhy.—On Friday whether he was prepared to place in the hands oflowmir hnrdsi «n,i ti^n;., <i t

"^
., , , ,

-^""^ ^'"""issAL OP MB. JiABiiy.—Un Friday wnetnerne was prepared to place mtbe bands oflowmg neras and tinkling flocks, the land I last, Mr. Cowper Temple drew the notice of the I members the plans of the proposed improvements
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and »lter«tion3 in Kensii.gton-gar.lons, previous to

the carr)ing out of the saiiv.— Mr. Ayrton »»id

since notic* w*s giren ot" the 'luestion he had

iatroauced » Bill which wonlJ be necessary to

complete th« iuiproTcments in nuestion, anil the

plan would haT« to be submitted to the considera-

tion of the Select Committee which, as a matter

of course, would be a(>po'.n'ed. Wlien the com-

mittee should have repoi ted he would take care

that the plan they should hare fin.illy approTed

would be api>end(:d t> the report.—Lord Elcho in-

quired whether, as part of the plan involved the

cutting down of ceruin trees that would be de-

ferred until the report was presented.—Jfr.

Arrton replied that nothing would be done to the

trees at present. This was not exactly the time

for cutting trees.

-^

ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCH^O-
LOGICAL SOCIETIES.

DCBHA3I ASD NORTHUMBERLAXD ABCHJSO-
LOOICAL Society.—On Friday last, the first

general meeting of the Architecturaland Archao-

logieal SiH-icty of Durham and Northumberland

was held at Boldon and Ilylton Castle, and was
attended bv about twenty memlwrs, including the

president (the Ear. Canon (JrccnwcU). The
meeting place was Brocklcy WhinsStation, whence

the party walked to West Boldon, and proceeded

to inspect the ancient church, whose chief attrac-

tion IS its rare Early English lower and spire,

rendered more striking by the picturesque site

choeeu by the ancient builder of the edifice. One
of the bells in the tower is dated lo3G, and the

parish register goes b ick as far as 1500. The Rev.

C. F. Hodgson gave a description of the church.

The party proco^ed on foot to Hylton Castle.

After a minute inspection of the very fine

exterior, a paper was read by Mr. Longstaffe, who
traced the history of the estate from the earliest

time down to its purchase by the present owner,

entered into a minute description of the building,

and ooBclnded with a reference to the " Canid

Lad o' Hylton " and other legends connected with

the place. The party next left the castle and
proceeded to Monkwearmonth to visit the ancient

parish church.

Edinbubgh ABCHiTEcrrRAL Association.
—The usual fortnightly meeting of this associa-

tion was held on Wednesday last, Mr. Koss in the

chair. Several new members were admitted. Mr.
John Webster read a paper on " Building

Materials." He confined his remarks to the

various timbers used in building, explained their

several qualities, pointed out the cause of their

defects in warping and twisting, and gave a few
suggestions as to how these may be best avoided.

Some discussion followed the reading of the paper,

and after passing a vote of thanks to Mr. Webster,

the meeting separated.

gnildiitj 3irti>Hi3em[C-.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Cbansley.—The parish church of Cransley,

Norlhamptou, wos re-opened after restoration on
the 6th inst. The chnrcb, which is dedicated to

K. Andrew, is in the Transitional style, partly

Early Pcrpcndicntar, partly Tudor. The old high
wainscot aruund the chancel has bcca removed,
disclosingto view 8'>me beautiful sedilia, apiscina,

a vac»nt tomb, and oilier recesses. Tlie ro'f, a,s

alM) tb-'t of the wholeof the church, has been taken
off, bnt so mnch of tbe material (oak) as was
suffi icnily sound has been replaced, the new work
required being of Oak of English groivth, and in

strict accordance with ihe oM work. A very
S'ticeable feature of the reFtoration is ihe opening
of the tower arcb. The nave and aisles have been
entirely re- paved, Ketton sione being used where
freih material was required. Externally, tlie

modern defective parapets on the chancel, nave,
iind north aisle have been removed and replaced
liy others of Ke'ton stone, similar to the best of
the ori^^inal one.s. The whole work has been
carried out from the designs, and under the super-
iiitendence of Messrs. Slater and Cirpenter, of 4,
Carlton Chambers, Regent-street, London. The
linilders engaged on it were Messrs. John and
George Henson, of Kettering. The cost of the
work is £2000.
Debbt.—A i.ew Congregational Chapel, Der-

went-strett, D;rliy, has been opeue/l. The chapel
U planned to seat 350 persons, and is of sufficient

height to admit of the addition of side galleries,

for the insertion of which, and the extension of

the end gallery, provision is made. By their

means the accomtnodution may be increased to

500. An organ gallery occupies a recess behind

the pulpit, and beneath is a vestry. The site pro-

vides ample room for commodious school*, which

it is proposed to erect at a future time. The style

of architecture is Gothic of the fourteenth

century. The work has been executed by Mr.

Stoiidiird, of Derby, the contract price being

£1258. The architect is Mr. Tait, of Leicester.

DlTS DEE.—Recently a movement was com-

menced with the view of getting the Old

Steeple repaired and renovatecl, and last week a

numerous meeting of gentlemen, who had been

requested bv the Town Council to aid in the

matter, was hold in the Town Hall, Dundee. The

Town-Clerk read letters which he had received

from the Earl of Airlic, the Earl of Strathmorc,

the Earl of Southesk, Lord Whamcliffc, lx)rd

Kinnaird, Sir John Ogilvy, M.P., Mr. Arniitstcid,

M.P., and others, expressing their readiness to

assist in defraying the expense of the work of

restoration. Re.solutions approving of the eiforts

now being made for the purpose of repairing and

restoring the steeple in accordance with its

original style of architecture, and agreeing to

take the adviceof Mr. Robert Mathieson, assistant

surveyor of Woods and Forests, as to what is

necessary to be done, were unanimously agreed

to. The 01' I Steeple, which is supposed to have

been erected during the fourteenth century, is

declared bv Billings, in his "Ecclesiastical

Antiquities/' to be " the largest specimen of a

church tower in Scotland, raising its gigantic

form to a height of nearly 160ft. ; to he the most

elaborately ornamented, and certainly the most

picturesque."

HORNINOTOFT.—The church of S. Edmund,
Horningtoft, Norfolk, was re-opened a few days

ago, after a tliorough restoration. It was p^e-

viouslyin a very bad condition, and the usual

services were nimble to he held on account of the

dangerous state of the nave roof, which threat-

ened to fall in at any moment. A new root has

been sub.«titnted for the old one, the south wall

of the church rebuilt (ali tlie old work ot Eailv

English date bBin;^ carefully preserved), open

seats placed in the nave aud chancel, and the

original ro6d screen restore'! and re-decorated.

The cost of the restoration has been iibont £400,

towards which the Incorporated Church Building

ai:d the Norwich Diocesan S icieties kave made
grants. The work has been satisfactorily carried

out by Mr. G. Brown, a builder in thg neii.'hbour-

ing parish of Whissonsett ; Charles J. Moxon,
A.R.I.B.A., ot London, beinc; the architect.

Leek Wootton.—The Rev. M. E. Browne
says there is an instance of an Eleventh Command-
ment being found on the wall of a chancel at Leek

Wootton Church, near Warwick. The chancel

was built about twenty-five years ago, and the

commandment newly paintetl about the same
time. It need hardly be stated that the so-called

commandment is the " New Commandment of

the Gospel."

Oldham.—S. Peter's Branch School church,

Oldham, was opened for divine service on Sunday
week. The building is in the Gothic style, with

open timbered roof, and two-light windows with

pointed heads, and has a spirelet, containing a

bell, upon the apex of the gable. There a

porch to tbe principal entrance and small

chancel with vestry attached, 'ihe building will

seat about 250 persons. The total cost will be

about £800. Mr. John Wild, of Oldham, is the

architect, and Mr. William Lees, of Greenacres-

hill, the contractor.

BUILDINGS.

Bradford.—The plans furnished by Messrs.

Taylor and Garthwaite, architects, Bradford, have
been selected in a competition for the proposed
new works of the Bradford Abattoir Company, at

Bolton Bridge, near Bradford. The plan,

although plain and simple in detail, is comprehen-
sive in character. The exterior will be constructed

of stone, and the interior walls finished with
hard, calcined, pressed bricks, walled closely

together. The estimated cost for the whole of

the buildings is £5300, of which £3100 is for the

abattoir, £900 for banging sheds, £1150 for the

hotel, and £150 for the stabling and shed.

Manciiestee.—A new (-otxls station for the

Midland Riilway was opened in Ancoats last

week. It makes no pretensions to architectural

heanty, but is fitted with every mod' n appliance
for the condncl of a heavy irafHc;. There is a long

shod, 300ft. by 328fl., with arrival and departure

platforms, each SOft, wide (each fitted with twelve

ot Sir William Arnislrorg's hydraulic cranes),

for the aocomiuodation ot tlic general traffic. A
(;entral platform, 15ft. wide, and fitted with four

hydraulic cranes, is provided for vegetable and
" perishable"' traffic. The whole area covered by
the shed is cellared, the cellars being reached by

flights of steps and trap-doors. Above a part ot

the station is a large room 300ft. by 200ft., which

is to be used for warehousing goods. This is like-

wise fitted with hydraulic cranes. There are

numerous offices attached. The works have been

cairied out under the superintendence of Mr. J. S.

Crossley, of Derby, the company's engineer, the

architect being Mr. J.W.Sanders, of Derby, and

the building contractor Mr. E. Johnson, of Man-
chester.

Salford.—The Corporation of Salford are

about to have three new po' ice stations erected in

the outlying districts of their borough. The plans

for all the three stations were prepared by Messrs.

Royle and Bennett, architects, Princess-street.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

[We do not hold onrsclves responsible lor tlie opinions

of our correspondents. The Editor respectfully re-

quests that all communications should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimants

upon the space allotted to correspondence ]

Recbived.— C. J.M.—T.N. L—R. G. and Co.—J. M.T.8.
—R. G. nnd Co.-J. N.-H. J. E. B —R. G. II.—Col.
S. B. W. T.—W. T.—J. H. and Co.—J. P. S.-C. B. A.—
\V. S.-R. W and Sou—G. and Co.—J. M.—C. 11.—M. and
W.—J. W. W.—S. and S.

O{0nt.?5pit(ku4^.

DR. ZERFFI'S "NEW STYLE."

(To the Editor of The BtjiLDiNO News.)

Sib,—As a last answer to the anonymous at-

tacks in your paper, I beg to state :

—

1. That it is not my custom to misquote. In

Dr. W. Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman
Antiquities, you will find this passage, page 171 :

"Attieurges, 'ArriKovpyes, in the Attic Style, is

an architectural term, which occurs in Vitruvins

HI. 5, sec. 2 ; IV. G, sees. 1 and 6." Meincke says

that the word as a common adjective occurs only

in a fragment of Menaniler, No. 628. " The word
is evidently used to describe those variations which

the genius of the Athenian architects made upon
the established Doric and Ionic orders." These
variations I described in general in my letters to

The Building News, April 22, 1870, and these

variations are called the Attic ^lyle.

2. To speak of anything Greek at the same
time as Attic is contrary to all knowledge ot Greek

history. We know very well that Greece was a

general term, but Attica was only given to that

tract ot land which was situated between the

Strait of Euripus or Negropont on the north-east,

and the Gulf ot Saron or TEgina on the south-

west. The province formed a triangle, with the

frontiers of Boeotia for its basis, had Athens for

its capital, and extended over an i rea of 750

square miles. There was not only an Attic style

ot architecture, but an Attic style ot philosophy,

speaking, dancing, dressing, and even eating,

drinking, and cooking ; extctly as we talk In

our days of a Parisian style of dressing, cooking,

and living.

3. As to my statement concerning the height of

houses in ancient Rome, I beg to refer my anony-

mous assailant to a well-known work by Dr. T. H.

Dyer, on " Pompeii," written in English, where,

page 251, the following passage is to be found :

—

"At last houses (in Rome) reached such an ex-

treme height that Augustus forbade a greater

elevation than 70 feet given to them." My as-

sailant, apparently, does not know the difi'er-

ence between the lodging or dwelling houses ot

the Roman plebeians, and the villas, mansions, and

palacesof the Roman patricians. I have to teach

history, and only qui bene distinguit, docet bene.

Augustus could not have given a law against

building houses too high if such was not the

case ; my supposition is therefore perfectly cor-

rect, and certainly not the outburst " of a fertile

imagination of an audacious doctor," as my
anonym' us assailant asserts with groat courtesy.

It any historian were 1 1 doscrilie S. G. lea's as a

heap of narrow, unwholesome by-lanes, he could

not be answered—" J3ut S. James's is a palace,"
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for this assertion would not tarn dingy hoases

into (lalacps.

4. The boost of my anonym ms assailant " that

he knows the bnildings of Attica as his lingers,"

in jaxtaposition to hishiimblo confession that he

knows nothing of Dr. Liibke's "lUitoryof Art,"

tninslutcd int:> Ungliah, after the -tth German
edition, by F. K. Binnctt, and published, I^ndon,

1868, by Smith, KIder, and Co., (in which standard

work he conid find many new ideas on ancient

Classical art) is really Irai/i-cfiiniral.

In concludin;;, I hope' only thit my assailant

will drop the veil of his anonymity, and refer

me to his classical works, that I may, in stadying

them, increase my knowledge, and got rid of my
audacious ignorance.—I am, Sir, &o.,

G, G. Zebfpi.

WOLIilTOV HALL.

Sir,—I liivfi scfin in your valuable journal that Wollaton

Hall, incluling m;iiiv oiliorj about the aaiiie date, was de-

signed by a J jIm I'liorpe, but a tablet ia Wollaton Cliurcli is

inscribed as follows :

—
" lleri! ijTth yo body of Mr. Robert .Smythson. Gent, .\rchi-

tetor and Svrrayor vnto the most worthy bovse at Wollaton

with diverse others of great accovnt, be lived in ye fayth uf

Christ 71) years, and then departejl this life yo xvh of October,

Ano. Drni. 16U."
The orieinal dr.iwinga arc signed by Mr. Robert Smythson,

and were kei>t at the ball in the ttccord-rooni ; the eleva-

tions have been removed to the oIHces on the estate, and have

been tinted, aud a splendid examijie of drawings they arc. A
tablet on the hull shows the bnildinp to have been com-

menced in 1 .iSO, and /inishe d 1 688. and a more perfect example

of stonework cannot be found in the Midland Counties; it is

built of Ancastcr stone.—1 am. Sir, Jtc.,

Ilkeston, near Nottingham. William WAanr.K.

Jitteiicamntmitijiitiaii.

QUESTIONS.
[18iO.]-DK\D BL.VCK FOR BRICKS.- 1 should feel

obliged to any of your readers wlio would tiiromi me tlirou]fh

Thr Uuildino tfr.ws of a process by which red bricks m
work caa he dyed blHck to resist the weather; it mu$t be a
dead black.—"C. W. B.

ri8M.}-PROFE3SIOXA.L PaVCTICE—I should be Rreatly

obliged if vou or any of your readers would kindly reply in

yo:ir useful paper to the following, in reference to profesiioaal

practice:—What ii tlio usual pijrcentago of fees f ir an ar-

ciiitecl to cliarge for the preparation of a set of designs,

working drnwingj, specificutions, and details, for a row of Urst

class houses on a piece of building ground owned by a builder

who may carry out tlie worka from these drawings wliich be

has ordered without the arcUitect's superinteudeniie, or may
allow those who take sttes to employ tlieir own builder, and
racrelT restrictin«c them to the elevations aud materials de-

signed by the architect? Will such remuneration entitle him
to require the return of the drawings when the houses are

completed, or do they become the property of the builder ? If

BO, should not a larger percentage be cliarged. and on whac
scab':' The houses are symmetrical, but of two designs, both in

plan and elevation.—A Brqinner.

[1852.]-BA.CK BOUNDARY W.VLL.—WouU you or auy
of your numerous corrcspoudents kindly give me their opinion

in the followin^^case:—A gentleman's house, alt stone, Gothic
style ptevaihog in the middle of the lith century, removed

aACK BCU.VDARY WALC

rnoNT BOvuoaMY wall

rtmitPiKE RfjAO

from the turnpike road about 30 vards. Would a back bound-
ary wall, built of stone, and lined with brick inside (and can
be seen from the turnpike road), be in keeping with style of
boose, u per sketch ?—SvBscaiBEH.

[1853,]—VIBR.iTIOX Of BRLLS.—Perhaps some of your
numerous readt^rs who have had experience in such subjects
would give their ooinioo whether they consider there would
beany risk to a Hin. brick arch turned in cement, over a peal
of eight bells, winch are to be swung in a tower I3ft. square.
The walls are 3ft. 9iu. thick, of stone, built entirely iu cement,
a tie bar being inserted in the walls alt round at' the level of
the arch; the latter is 12ft. above the larger bell?, aud Oft.
above the smaller ones. It has been stated that the vibra-
tion of the walls will, when the bells are swung, cause the
arch to crack and fall to pieces.—A Constant Sub-
SCftlBIK.

[1854.]—SIZE OF OVERFLOW PIPE.— I want to know
Mfesizefor anoverfloif pipe to a S.iO gallon tank supplied
pj about 1500 feet super of slate roof, aud should be obliged
if some correspondent will show a ready way of calculating

thearaountof storm waier off such a roof, with tUe neces-

sary sire of overflow?—II.

[1R53.]-WATKRCL03ET.S.—Among the many patenU

for the above it is ditHcuU for one who is not acquainted

with the mechanism to know wliich is best. Will sume corre -

spondeut inform me a little as to which are the simplest unJ

best of the different kinds uf pan and valve closets, also if

the patent regulator is auy advantage?—K.

[185C.]—TRUE COXSTRUCnOX.—Ii it not inconsistent

with the prot-iples of " G'stliic architecture " to place sham-

?rincipal8 against the interior gibles of sav a chufch, ninco

lie w€UU are actually the supporters of the purhns, Sic —
TlUTU.

[1857.]—BOWLING GREKX.—Would some of your nro-

fessionalreaders favour luc with their experience in the for-

mation of a bo^vling green M b? 4') yard*. The points I

wish information on arc—vix.. surface e.tcavatiun, how ddfp ?

bottoming of what kind, and how thick? drains, how many,

how formed, and of what kind of tile? also as regards turf,

ornamentation, and cost ?—Assist, C.E.

[18.W.1-F.ULUUE IX PORfLAXD CEMENT.-X am
at present bailditig a Fives Ctiurt ruDfeil with glass, the walls

are brick, Uin. thick. The side walls have been cemented

Oft. high, aud the end walls the wlwlo height. The cement

was wrouglit and finislied auiooth on the surface in the same

manner as three coat plaster, but it has all failed, the second

coat has in many pUces parted from tlie ftrst caat, and

come off in slabs. Could aur reader, through Intercommu-

nication, tell the cnisc of failure, and say if it is poisible to

have walls finished smooth in PortUnd cement, and if so by

what method 'r'-D. 11., Scotland.

[1839.]—EQUATIOX.—Will any of your readers kindly

in the formula given

70.\.

inform me how the equation D :

for accelerating or retarding force is found, where A. = force

applied in lbs. per ton. V = ve'.wity in miles per hour. D =
distance in miles? And also the formula for increased velocity

V» - r»

D = for a train descending an incline? A is the

70 A
friction of the train, less gravity.—X + Y.

[18Cn.]-C0MPENSATI0N OR PURCHASE.—Can any of

your readers kindly inform me what was the nature of

arrangements between the directors of the Subterranean

London Radway and the owners of the properties they tuu-

nelled under (including the raU'iicipal authorities) ? Was
the principle of compensation most generally adopted, or that

of purchase ? If compensation, about what proportion of cost

did this bear to the total outlay, or to the net contracts for

the works?-TuoL'OHT.

REPLIES.
[1827.]—LOCKIXG DR.AWERS.— In reply to the objec-

tions advanced by " Ignoramus," I beg to say that in my
drawing the notch was made rather too Large. It ought to

be made only as deep as tlie thickness of the bottom and
side of the drawer. It doe$ h(A destroy the utility of the

locking drawer, and if properly done d^f4 not make the

drawer project. It certainly would look rather unsightly on
a nest of polished mahogany drawers, but ray master has a

nest of drawers in liis oflice'wiiich are painted and grained,

and.the bar is painted and grained to match ; therefore it does

not get discoloured or maty, and it gives entire satisfaction.
—Maeccs Wicks.

ri8i5.]-BF.NDING VENEER.—The curtaU step is always
ruled by the scrool ; if the rail is plumb with nose of the steps,

the nose of the curtail step must be plumb with the scrool

;

the veueer is fi.ved in the throat by a dovetail wedge marked

A on the sketch, and drawn up by the wed^e B, screw nailed

from the back side marked C. To draw the scrool take half

the width of the curtail step for the first radius, divide into

10 parts, and add another part which gives the tirst centre ;

draw a quadrant, then divide it into five parts, and come in

one part for the next centre, then divide them all into five

parts, and come in one part until the scrool is fiuished.— W.
EiLBECK, Cleator.

STAINED GLASS.
Pbrth.—The large window in tlie west end of Kinnoull

Church, which is 21fl. in heiglit and lift, wide, has been
filled with stained glass, embodying illustrations of portions

of the New Testament parables, from desijfus by Mr. Mil-

lais. The work has beuu e::ecuted by Messrs. Lavers, Bar-
rand, and Westlake, London.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Statue to Mr. Gla.d<*tosii at Liteapooi..—Six years
ago, upon the occasion of Mr. Gladstone's visit to Liverpool, a

number of gentlemen associated themselves together with

the object of obtainint a statue of that distingaiabed gentU-

man for S. George's Hall. The execution «f the design wa«

subsequently entrusted to Mr. Adams Act-ia. tlie sculptor,

who was to 'receive £1000 for Ihework. The result of the

artist's labour has now been placed In a niche at the east sid«

of S George's Hull, immediately on the iefi of the stitue of

the late Karl Derby. The height of the sUtue is Ra. Sin.

from the stand, and the material Is Carrara msrbic, d»rk

**:">*^d- - — «.. .
Mkmoriai. Of THE Grekk Revoi.fTiori.-ThB lung or

Greece has issued an ordinance kUthonsiug the erectfun of a

oatioual monument to the memory of Ihesi^rvicesand explsita

of the Greek revolution. U.Tsiller, a well-known architect,

lias been charged with the design of this monument.

A handsome Gothic font baa just been erected in All

Saints Church, Landport, Portrea. The font is of lizard

serpentine, and was manufactured br Mr. J<»lin Unrphy,

Serpentine Works, Penzance, and stands on a TortUnd atone

plinth.

The subscribers to the fund for raising a statue to the

Italian anatomist Paniira, of Pavia, have determined that ft

shall be of marble.
. .

A colossal statue of the illustrious anatomist MorgaKni M
to be solemnly inaugurated at Forh on the centenary of bis

death, Dec. 7, 1871. The statue has been modelled by the

aculptor Salvinl.

A monument to King Robert the Bruce is to be erected on

the Field of Bannockburn An influentlat committee ba*

been formed in London and in .Scotland. The ciramittce are

obtaining a design from tbc veteran artist )lr. George Cruik-

sbank.

WATER SUPPLY AVD
MATTERS.

SAXITARY

Loan Warwick and Sbwaoe Ikrio.*tio.x.—The nego-

tiations bt^tween t'te Eirl of Warwick an J the L-umingtm
Local Board of Health, for tlie disposal of the sewage of the

town on his lordship's estate, have been brought to a satis -

factory termination, and the agreements between the Botrd

and his lordship executed and exchanged. His lordship

agrees to pay £150 per annum for the sewage, which the

Board arc to be at the cost of pumping to a given p«Mnt oa
his estate, when bis lordship will undertake tlie entire

responsibility of disposing of the sewage on land prepared fur

its reception. The agreement is to extend over a period of 30

years, and the necessary w*rks are t« be completed by the

Board, and the delivery of the sewage cjmmeneed, on the

25th of March next.

UriLi-SATioN or Sbwaqk in Paris. — In a paper

addressed to the Academy of Sciences, MM. Uille and Duraud
Claye discuss the advantages that might accrue to agriculture

were the filth of Pans properly emoloyed. All the organic

matter which infects the Seine, auif ii ultimitcly w.islitfd

into thi sea, annually represents 1,500,000 torn of m inure.

.^.t present, by a very simple system, betwueo 50J:) and 6(X)J

cubic metres of the foul waters of the Clichy CtjUcctor are

daily raised and let How to the beginnin; of the plain of
Geuuevilliers, where they cjnstantly fertilise a'jjut iJ hec-

tares (lUO acres) of otherwise unproAtable land.

BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Commercial PeEM.\..'<ENT BsNEriT Buildino Sociitt.

—The annual general meeting of this society was held re-

cently at Burdett-raad, Liuehouse. From the report read

by the secretary, it appears that the advauces maae during

the past year amount to £50;»0, making the total sum ad-

vanctKl by the society £7>I,180; the number of advanced
shares fully paid ia 6161, representing £i2,320. and the

amount owing by btirrowiog members, to be repaid with in-

terest, is £JU,031 133. 3J. ; the amount invested in shares

during the Tear has been £4972 ds. 8d., and tn bans
£6i. Is., ifepoeit subscriptions to the amount of

£i,333 6s. 3d., and loans to the amount of £2SG4 8s. 6d..

have been withdrawn ; the total amount of share investments

is £24,651 5s. 7d., and of loans £i:U8 13s. ; the balance iu

the bank at the end of the year was £715 I7s. Od. ; the

number of members is 7*8, holding 24,811 deposit shares,

and 8172 advanced shares. The balance sheet provided fur

the payment ef interest at the rate of £5 per cent, per

annum on dsposit shares, and £i per cent, on loans, and
shows a balance of£2540 6s. Id. The directars recommended
the payment of a bonus at tht rate of 3 j per cent, for the

East year on deposit shares. The report was adopted, and
e bonus declared, makiug a total of 8} per cent, for tht

tear.

City of London Permanent Benefit Bcildinq
Society.—The twenty-third annual meeting of this society

was held on Monday evening at Radley's Hotel, when the re-

port was unanimously adopted, and the directors retinng by
rotation were re-elected. The profits of the year allowed of

a dividend at the rate of £6 per cent, per annum bein^ paid

to the investors, and of an addition of £;i03 Os. 9d. to the

reserve fund, which now amountsto £251 1 Is Thanks were

vot^ to the directors, and to the other otBceraof the society.

®Ull m\{\ WM\.

Patent Victoria Sto.n'e.—On Tae3(Iay,

last week, Captain Doaglas Galton, Director-

Oeneral of Fablic Works, accompanied by John
Taylor, Esq., architect of the Office of Works,
paid an official visit of inspection to the works of

the Patent Victoria Stone Company in Bonner-

road. We understand the demand for the

Victoria Stone is increasing so fast that the

company have found it necessary to take other

large works on the Thames for the purpose of

its mannfacture.
A Tall Stack.—Messrs. Griffin and Morris

have jnst completed at their manure works,

Wolverhampton, a chimney stack, said to be the

highest in the kingdom. Its height is 250ft. from
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the foondation, and 234ft. above the ground to

the top. The diameter at the base is 10ft. inside

and 19ft. outside measurement, and it slightly

narrows at IJth of an inch to the yard, to the

top, where the inside diameter is 7ft. The form

of the stack is round, and some idea of the mag-
nitude of the structure may be formed when we
stat« that nearly half a million of bricks have

been nsed in its erection. It is surmounted at the

top by a broad stone cap, composed of 100 blocks,

each "separate stone weighing between 500 and
yOOlbs., the total weight of the cap being 31 tons.

CoMPi-KTiox OF S. Paul's Cathedkal.—
The daily papers state that decisive action has

been resolved upon to resume the completion of

Wren's magnificent, but unfinished, chef d'cBuvre,

S. Panl's Cathedral. An influential conference

has been held ia the Chapter Honse, attended by
the Dean, the Archdeacon of London, Canons
Gregory and Liddon, Lord John Manners, Sir

Stephen Glynne, Mr. S. Smirke, R.A., Mr. Geo.
Gilbert Scott, K.A., Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P.,

Mr. Murray, Mr. Longman, the Rev. W. Scott,

Mr. Penrose, &c., at which a sub-committee was
appointed to prepare a public statement, and a

general feeling was expressed that this great work
onght to be actively promoted as a matter of

national interest and importance.

A Cbystal Palacb fob New Yoek.—The
Bill incorporating the Industrial Exhibition Com-
pany, which has been organised in this city to

erect a permanent Crystal Palace, passed the

Assembly on the 20th ulr., and, having already

passed the Senate, only requires the Governor's

•ignatnre to become a law. The project is one of

great magnitude,|and as the capital—seven millions

of dollars—Eaid to be already paid up, promises

to be brought rapidly to|completian. The building

isto be a permanent one, and after the exhibition

is over will be devoted to the uses of a conserva-

tory, botanical and zoological gardens, and to the

Keneral education of the masses in the beautiful

and strange in nature.

Asphalt Pavement.—More than two years
since an admirable piece of granite pavement,
fixed by a-'phalt, instead of by lime and sand,

was laid in Duke-street, Smithfield, and the

experience gained there seems to prove it to be
the best adapted to sustain the heavy and severe

traffic of the London streets. For two years it

sustained the Holbom traffic, which now passes

over the Viaduct, and not a single stone has
shown the slightest appearance of wear or dis-

placement A further portion is now being laid

down inside Temple-bar. The merits of asphalt
pavement are that it gives clean streets in winter
by preventing the pumping up of mnd from
between the stones which the old system favours,
and also prevents dust in summer by stopping up
the source when the dust comes. The sewers will

also be relieved of an Immense amount of solid

detritut coming from this source. Asphalt being
impcrvions to water, the bed will always keep dry
and intact.

" Flint Jack" Turned Honest at Last.—
"Flint Jack," the notorious forger of stone anti-

quities, has been sojourning a week at Malton.
He appears to still have a ready sale for his base
arrows, hammers, &e. ; but keeps out of the hands
of the law by offering his productions as fac-

timiles, and, for a consideration, will show his

mode of working. He is said really to possess a
considerable amount of archaeological knowledge,
which, if better directed, might before this have
materially improved bis position.

The Sebpextine.—-The upper part of the

Serpentine, called the Iiong Water, Kensington
Gardens, having been thoroughly cleansed, and
the bottom covered with gravel, the water has
been let in to the full depth, and it now presents
a vastly improved and very pleasing appearance,
and no doubt will become a fashionable pro-
menade as soon as the whole of the works in con-
nexion with the Sery.cntine have been completed.
By permission of Mr. Ayrton, the Chief Com-
missioner of Works, a limited number of boats
has been placed on the Long Water, but at pre-
lent no bathing is permitted in Hyde Park. It

is estimated that the whole of tho work will be
finished and the water let in by the end of
August.
Building and ENLABOiNa Churches and

Chapels.—The Incorporated Society for Pro-
moting the Enlargement, Building, and Repairing
of Churches and Chapels held its usual monthly
meeting on Monday, at the society's house, 7,
Whitehall, S.W. Grants of money were made in
aid of the foUolring objects :—Building new
ehorchei at Armeley HaU, Holy Trinity, and

Beeston-hill, S. Luke, both in the parish of Leeds;

Chute Forest, near Andover ; Clapton, Christ

Church ; Ripleyville, in the parish of Bradford,

York. Rebuilding the churches at Bushley, naar

Watford ; Denbigh, S. Hilary ; and Llangwyfan,
near Bangor (the two last on new and more
convenient sites.) Enlarging or otherwise in-

creasing the accommodation in the churches at

Abingdon ; Bambcr Bridge, near Blackburn
;

Barnard Castle, Durham ; Canterbury, Holy
Cross ; Littlebury, near Saffron Waldcn ; Llan-

trissaiit, near Pontypridd ; Middle Littleton, near

Evesham ; Norwich, S. Michael-at-Thorn ; S.

Florence, near Tenby ; Thetford, S. Peter ; and
Wells. S. Cuthbcrt. The grant formerly made
towanls restoring the church at Llanfihangel

Talyllin, Brecon, was increased. Grants were

also made from the School Church and Mission

House Fund towards building school-ohnrches or

mission-houses at Croydon, Christ Church

;

Dalton, near Ormskirk ; in the Marylebone-road,

London ; Nottingham, S. Saviour ; Stockwell-

gate, in the parish of Mansfield ; Tonbridge Wells,

S. .James's ; and Whittington Moor, in the parish

of Newbold, near Chesterfield. The society like-

wise accepted the trnst of sums of money as repair

funds for the churches at Halsc-town, S. Ives,

Cornwall : and Streatham, S. Peter.

The Palestine Exploration Fund.—
The annual meeting in connexion ijith this fund
took place yesterday afternoon in the theatre of

the Royal Institution. The Archbishop of York
presided, and the theatre was filled by a large and
fashionable audience. After the right rev. chair-

man had made some remarks highly eulogistic of

the objects of the fund in question, Capt. Warren,
R.E., proceeded to give a very interesting account
of his recent work in Jerusalem, in which he de-

scribed what had been already done, and the steps

that have already been taken to institute further

researches. Sir Henry Rawlinson, Mr. Morley,
M.P., and other gentlemen also addressed the

meeting, and ultimately a cordial vote of thanks
was passed to Capt. Warren for the able manner
in which ho has conducted tho explorations in

Palestine.

Lambeth.—The PoorLaw Board has approved
of the plans submitted for the new Lambeth
Workhouse by Mr. Robert Parris.

Improvements in Road Making.—We are
given to understand that experiments will be
tried in a few days in one of the suburban
parishes of London with a steam road rammer,
which, if the promises held out by the patentees
(Messrs. Gore and Green) are fulfilled, is calcu-

lated to effect a revolution in road-making and
to entirely supersede the steam roller at present

hut slightly in use. The advantages claimed for

the invention are that it combines a traction

engine and rammer, hence it can be readily and
easily moved from place to place ; the blow given

by the hammer is more certain and regular, and
more effective than any given by the usnal hand
process, and the machine is equally applicable

forroads paved with granite cubes and macadam.
No injury to gas or water mains need bo appre-
hended, as the blow from the hammer can be
regulated so as to be given with the force of a few
ounces or many tons, as occasion may require.

The experiments are looked forward to with
considerable interest, and the machine is said to
be so extremely simple, that anyone of ordinary
intelligence can work it.

Thb Euphrates Valley Railway.—The
Railreay Newt suggests that opportunity should
be taken of the present plethora of capital in all

the financial centres of Europe to carry out some
of those great schemes the practicability of whicli

every one acknowledges, and which would be of
such great commercial advantage. Foremost
among these is the Euphrates Valley Railway to
India, a scheme which has been long under con-
sideration, and has the approval of nearly every-
one who has studied the question of communica-
tion with the East. The project has been de-
scribed and referred to in the Building News
on several occasions.

Modern Architecture in Western India.
—Sir Bartle Frere, K.C.B., will deliver a lecture

on this subject at the Royal Architectural Mu-
senm, Tufton-street, Westminster, on Wednesday
evening next. The chair will be taken at eight
o'clock.

Institdtion op Sueveyobr.—At the ordi-

nary general meeting held on Monday, May 9th,

a discussion took place on the paper by Mr. E.

Ryde entitled " Parochial Assessments," and
was taken part iu by many members. 'The fol-

lowing candidates were balloted for, and declared

duly elected :—as Member—Stephea William
Williams, Rhayader, Radnorshire ; as Associate—Robert Charles Catling, Needliam Hall, Elm,
Cambridgeshire. The next meeting will be held
on Monday evening. May 23rd, when a paper will
be read by Mr. R. Hall, vice-president, entitled
" Notes on the Inclosuro Acts, and their Results."
The chair to be taken at eight o'clock. The
following candidates will be balloted for, viz :

—

as Associates—John George HoUway, Lamb
Building, Temple ; Edward Rushworth Keele,
5, Frederick'a-place, Old Jewiy. The annual
general meeting of the Institution, to receive the
report of the Council, and to elect the ofiicers for
the en suing year, will be held on Monday, May
30th, at three o'clock.

Royal Architectural Museum.—On Sa-
turday afternoon last, some of the members of
working men's clubs connected with the Work-
ing Men's Club and Institute Union, visited the
Royal Architectural Musenm, Tufton-street,
Westminster, and spent about three hours in
examining casts of architectural ornaments and
sculpture, and in listening to explanations which
were given concerning the specimens and as to
some of th e leading points in the history and
chai-acteristics of styles. Mr. Elward Hall,
F.S.A., conducted the party over the building,
and gave an address explanatory of what was
meant by architecture, and what were the aims
of the art, and uarratory of the development of the
Mediaival styles, to which the collection at pre-
sent in the museum mainly pertains. Mr. Gilbert
Scott, B.A., and ilr. Wallis, the curator of the
museum, also assisted with explanatory re-
marks.

Lord Derby has notified his intention to give a site
for the new Stanley Hospital, at Liverpool, and has
promised to lay the foundation stone of the building
on the IGth of June.

Mr. Robert Barnes, ex-Mayor of Manchester, has
given £16,000 towards the erection of a new Conva-
lescent Hospital in connection with the Manchester
Royal Infirmary. Mr. Barnes last year gave £10,000
toward.s the purchase of the present Hospital.

The Marylebone Board of Guardians have resolved
to execute certain works at their Schools at Southall,
from plans by Mr. H. Saxon Snell, at an estimated
cost of £875.
An exhibition of the drawings of students belong-

ing to the Islington School of Art Drawing Classes
for Ladies was held at the Islington Literary Institu-
tion, on Wednesday and Tliiirsiiay last.

A company is being formed at Penzance for the
purpose of building a promenade pier out from the
Queen's Hotel, on the Ei<planade. The pier will be
1000ft. in length, and at its outer end will have a
stage where boats can land passengers at all states of
the tide.

The number of students attending the Architec-
tural Art Classes at the Koyal Architectural Mu.seum
is very encouraging.

Wml\x fcd^ ll^tiqui.

Messrs. Simsom and Maso.n's sale by Auction
Wednesday, May 18. 18r0.

200 loads Dantzic aad Stettin fir timber.
160 „ Quebec red and yellow pine.
6li0 „ yuebec aud Ualllax blrcli.

160 „ Quebec walnut and wbitewood.
2«) „ Quebec elm.
80 ,, Quebec oak.

200 ,, pitch pine.
6 Riga wainscot logs.
700 loids Swedish and Norway balks.
160 Dauizic dock deals.

35,000 Quebec yellow piue, deals and battens.
12,000 Miramiclii aud Kscoumains spruce du.
75,000 Gotlieoburg and Uddewalla do.
45,000 Laurvifj aad Porsjrround do.
15,000 Gefle, VVyburjj, and Suderbam do.
8000 retersburpr do.

20,000 other Swedish and Norway do.
lao.OOO liooriujf boards.

200 fathoms lathwood.

Spars, poles, rlckers, palings, handspikes, pitch pine
planks, laths, mouldiugj, architraves, yellow aud red
piue masts, &c., &c.

Archangel best yellow (short) .3 x 9 £ s.

per I'etg. std. 9 15

8. d. 8. d.
Borea handspikes psr dozen 2 a to 3 <
Braustad handspikes 6 u

k
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Christiana best yellow 3J x 6J. per 121,

12ft. 2Jln.

£ «.

8 10

second do. 2) x Hi 7••--
8 JO
B 10

6
d

£ s.

flj.„ third do. 2J
„ third do, 2i
„ third do. whitcwood -2^ x 6^

„ yellow and white balks
4 X 4 to .5 X 6i per load 3»

„ spars (bnujjht in).

„ do.4to0iii perfootrun nj

,, do. under tin u

„ do. poles 16 to22(t. (boushl
in).

„ do. Ki to 52ft. (do.)

,, do. riekcrs, do.

Clirlstlnestadt third white 2) x 7 £ s.

per retfr std. 10

„ handsawn wlilte 3x9
(boughtin) 7

Drnm second ycilow ^i x 6A per lio,

hit. 2iln. 7 5

Do. third do. 2.S x B.l « 6

1)0. third white 2} x lij « B

Do. millsawn and tiew u yellow balk.^ s. d.

5 x 5 to 6 X per load 35

Do. white balks 6 x 6 to 6 x 6 30
Droutheim white boards 11x8 per £ 8.

120, 12ft. 1 10

Do. prepared yellow flooring boards I.^ s. d.

X 6i per square 10

Do. IJ X fi 9 3
Dahls bruk l«l and 2ud white 3 x 11 £ s.

and 3 X 13 per I'etff. std. 8 10

Ho. 3 X 10 8
Do. 3 X 9 8 10

Do. 3 X 8 7 1"

Do. Ist and 2nd yellow IJ x 9 7 10

Do. 1 X 9 7 10

Do. U X 10 toll X 12 7 10
Do.} X 9 to 1 X 11 7 10
Do. 3rd and 4th yellow l}x7toiJx9 10
Do. mixed white and yellow 1 x 9 to

U.&c 7
Dantzic deck deals s. d.

Do. Ist real crown .... per 40rt. of 31n. 22 G

Do. 2nd do 17 «
£ ».

Do. lathwood 3 to Oft. ..per cub. fathm. 4 15

6 S

1

£ s.

6 10

£ s.

GothenburfiT, 3r« Whitewood, S| by 7 .. 7

Gamla Carleby handspike (tar stained)
per dozen

Halifax birch timber 16in. and up per s. d.
load M

£ ».

HuBum Srdyellow 3 by 11 Pet. sid. 9
Jncobstadthandsawn yellow and white

2J by 9 and H 15
Laurvli; Ist white 3 by 9 .... 120, 12ft. 12 10
D>.2iid white 3 by 9 11 15

Do. (short) 3 by 9 8 10

Do. 1st white 2J by 7 7 10

Do. 2nd white 2J by 7 6 1i

Monsteras lathwood 6in. per cub. ftbm. 4 1$

Do. 3 to fift 4 15
Mlraniichi unassorted spruce 3 by 11

120, 12ft. 39 14
Do. 3 by 9 13

Do. 3 by 7 12

12 IS

Do. good middling timber per load
Do. common middling do 68
Droback spars 35
Kscoumaius Ist white spruce 3 x 8, £

per 120, 12ft. 3x 9 13
Do. 3 X 7 13
Fredrickstadt 1st yellow flooring
boards planed and dressed with plain
edtjes 14 x 7 per so.

Do. IJ X 6J
Do. (short) 1x7
Do. 1

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

X 7 .

X 6i .

X 7 .

X 6}.
X 6}

Do. 2nd yellow do. 1 x 7
Do. i X (i*

Do. i X tt.J, short lengths 5

Do. 1st yellow tongued and grooved 1
X

6.J 10 9
Do. J X 6J 7 6
Do. 1st yellow double grooved 1\ x 4i 11
Do. (short) do 9
Do. Ist yellow grooved, tongued, and
beaded J x 6 J 7 6

Do. J X 6.J 8 3
Do. I X 7 7 3

Do. 3 X 6.5 (! 3
Do. (short) 4 by 6i 6 8
Do. 1st white pinned and dressed with

plain edges 1 x 6^ 9 9
Do. J X fij 7 9
Do. J X 7 7 3
Do. I X 6.J 7
Do. 2ud white do. J X Oi 3
Do. 1st white grooved, tongued, and
beaded } X 6i 7

Do. I X 6J 6 3
Do. (short) 8 by 6i 5 9
Do. Ist while touo;ucd and grooved 1 x
6i 10

Do. laths I X 2J per lOOIt. run 1 5

Do. i X I 6
Do } X 3 per 120pc8. 8 3
Do. architraves 109ft. run 1 9
Do. mouldings 2
Do. skirtlug^s 3 3

£ s.

Geflolst yellow 3x9 ..per Petg. std. 10 B
Do. 3 X 7 9 5
Do. 1st and 2nd yellow 3 x 7 U
Do. 2i X 7 11 10
Do. 3rd yellow 4 x 11 9 10

9 15
9 5

s. d

8 9

7 9

Jlemel palings, 4lft. 3 by ;3 per 120 5 3

Petersburg, 1st yellow, 3x9 per £ s.

I'ctg. std. 12 10
do. (Gromoff's) 3 x 9 13
do. (short) 3x9 9 10
do. Ist white 3 x 11 11 5

do. do. 3 X 9 9 13 to
do. do. 3 X 7 8 10
do. lathwood 8ft. per cub. fm. 6
do. do.4 5. and8ft 5 10
do. do. 8 and 4ft 5 15 „
do. do. 8 and eft 5 15 „
do. do. and 4ft 5 15
do. rickers 21ft., fid each.

Pensacsla pitch pine, 2 x 10 to 20
per Pelg. std. 11 15

do. do. timber, 75s. load.
Porsground, 3rd yellow and whito 3x9

Pptg. std.
do. 2.J X 7, 120, 12ft. 2Jin.
3rd yellow 3 x fl.J

3rd white 3 x Cj

£ s

10

6
a 5

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

do. 2.5 X 6J .

hitoij

7 5
6 5
6
5 10
6
5 10

a

do.
d).
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

It

£ s.

17 5

7 3

Do. 4
Do. 3 X 9
Do. 4th yellow 4
Gothenbnr;; 1st and 2nd yellow 4 x ii 10 5
Do. 4
Do. 3x9
Do. 3x8
Do. 3x7
Do. 24 x !

Do. fshort;

10
10

3 X 7
Do. 3rd yellow 4 x 9
Do. 3 X 11

Do. S X 7
Do. (short) 3 X 7
Do. 2i X 9
Do. 21 X 7
Do. common yellow 4 x 11
Do. 3 X 9
Do.S X 8
D0.8X7 7 15
Do. 21 X 8 8 10
Do.3i X 7 7 15
50.2 X 7 8 10
Do. Si by Bj a„^ fl J ^
Do. 3rd whitewood 3 by 7 7

9 5

10 5

7 10
9 5

9 5

8 5
(i 10
9 5

8

10
8 6

7 15

9 15

8
9 II

8 6

8 10

4th white 2i X 6^
fresh spars, 4 to fiin. per

foot run
do. under 4in
22ft. poles each 1
fresh spars load 31
yellow balks 5x5&4x5 35
do. 4 X 4 and 4 x 4i 34
white balks 5 x 5 & 4 x 5 ::0

do. 4 X 4 and 4 X 4i 30
tiuebcc Ist lioated yellow pine, per

Petg. std. £ a.

12ft. 3 X 11 16
13ft.3 X 7 toll Ifl 8
12ft. 3 X 6 to9 14
lllft. and lift. 3 X 7 to 20 14

„ 8tt. 3x7to21 13 15 10 14

„ 10 to 12tt. 3 X 12 to 21 17 10

„ 10 to 12ft. 3 X 7 to 10 13

„ 1st yellow pine, 13ft. 3 x 11 .. 20
,, Ist dry floated yellow pine—

12ft. 3 by 11 17
10 to 121t. 3 X 8 and 9 .... 14
12ft. 3 X 8 and 9 14
8and loft. 3 x 11 14
10 and lift. 3 x 11 14
8ft. 3 X 7 to 11 14

Ist dry bright yellow pine -

12tt. 2 X 9 15 10
12ft. 2x6and7 15
10 and lift. 2x7 and 9 . . 14

2ud floated yellow piue

—

lift. 3 by 11 12
12ft.3by 7 toll 12
12ft. 2by7to9 9 10
12ft. 2by 7 to 14 15
12tt. 2 by 10 to 15 11

2nd dry floated yellow pine

—

12ft. 3 by 11 to 21 12 10
10 to 12ft. 3by 11 to 21 .. 12 5
12ft. 3by U 12 5

3rd floated yellow piue

—

10 to lift, 3 by 7 to 11 9
3rd dry floated yellow pine—

12ft.3by 11 9 10
3rd bright yellow piue—

12ft. 3by 11 9 10
yellow piue masts bought in s. d.

at per load 50
red pine masts 65
yellow pine timber 65
do. waney 80
red pine timber 60
whitewood timber 75
black walnut . . per cube foot 3

birch, 16iu. and up. . . per load 08

. d.

Vefeen palings, 4f t. J by 3 per 120 4 9
Do. slating battens } x 2) per 100ft. run 1
Do. Kir stares. :|0iu., Mlllo, bought la.
Do. do., 28ln., do., do. £ ».

Wyburg 1st yellow, 3 by 7 . .Petg. std. 9 in
Do. do, 2J by 7 . 10 S
Do. while, 25 and 3 by 7 7 10

LATEST PRICES OF MITEEIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TasV load
Quebec, ro<I i>ln« ....

„ follow pina..
St. John, N.B. j-ellow
Quoljec oiik

„ birch
„ elm

DsQtitc onlc

Br
Memel fir

Ri?»
.SwniUfih

MaHtH, Quob. rod plae
,, jcUow pine ..

L&tliwood, Dant. fm.

„ St I"bnr(r.

De,ilB, pr(3., IWt by3
by 9 In.

Quebec, wtUte Hpruce
St. John.white Kpruce
Yellow pine, per re-

duced C
(Canada, Int ciuaUty..

Snd do
Archangel, yellow .

.

St. fetersbui'ir, yet..

TIMB
C H. C <L

11 10 13

3 I.'> « II

4 1) 5

A 16 S &

3 19 5
4 S 3 a

1 5 S 6
13 4 6
1 3 3 13
3 13 3 1
J J 13
3 10 3 10

U 17
13 10 16

IS 10

13 13

11 12

11 13

Finland
Mcmel
Quthenbuiv, yellow

,, white..
Oefle. yellow
Soderham
Chriatiania, per C,
13 fu by 3 by la
yellow

Flooring Boarda, per
»t[. of lln., fimt yet

Flrttt whlt«.
Second qualltiea ....

I'uulcK.STOSBpr tn
OILS, itc

Seal, pale .. per tun
Sperm body
CV)d

Whale, Sth Sea. pale
OUre, Gallipoll
Cocoannt, Cochin, tun
I'alitt, Hue
LiiiBOed
Itapefteed, Bug. pale.

.

C^ttuttaeed

< 10 S I)7090
8 > I)

e 10 10
8 ( 10

7 « 10
7 9

43 10
M
43

46
39 10 U
33 n 33 !>

43 10 46
31 U 3«

Metals.
LRAD :—

IHp, Foretjm per ton IS IS 3 6

„ Knrlish, W.B. do. 19 6 IS 7 6
., T.cadCo do. 18 15 18 17

„ Otherl>rands do. 18 6 18 12 6
SbcelMilled do. 19 3 19 10

Shot, Patent do. 32

lte'1 or minium do. 19 13 39

I.itharce, WU do.

Whitedry da 36 3S

„ grouudlnoU do. 36 39

(X>PPBa:—
British—cake and ingot per ton 70 10

Best Selected da 73
bheec do. 73
Bottoms do. 78
AustmUan do. 73 10

Spanish Cake cash
Chill B;ir8 66 10

rcflnedingot 71

VeL Hetal Sheathing & KodB per lb. 6|

71

76

6]

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING- WEEK.
MOMDAY —Institution of Snrveyors. 8.

TUESUAX.—Institution of Civil Engineers. 1st. Discussion

on "Hot Blast Stoves." 2nd. On the "Rela-
tive Safety of Differeot Methotls of Workioe
Coal," by Mr. G. Fowler. 3id. On "Coal
Mining in Deep Workings," by Mr. E. Baia
briili;e, Stuilent Inst. C.E. 8.

,, Society of Antiquaries. 8-30.

„ Koyal Institutiun. On History, by Prof. Seelcy. 3
WEDNESDAr.— Society of Arts. 8.

„ Geological .Society. 8.

TncasDAV.— Royal Ins itution. Lecture by Prof. Tyndall,

LL.l)., F.K.S. 3.

Friday.—Royal Institution. 9.

Satueday.—Associated Arts Institute, "Association anl
Coatraat," paper by ,J. ?. iJtnslie, aud Annual
Meeting. 8* 15.

„ Royal Institution. On Astronomy, by Prof. R.
Grant, LL.D., F.R.S. 3.

£ n.

12 10

s. d.
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., oak, under loin i! 10

,, elm 6 15
Bljra English crown, wainscot logs

per 18 cubic feet 4 15
Do. Dutch crown do 3 15
Do. brack wainscot lo^g (bought in) .. 2 14
Do. lathwood. 4 to Sft. . .per cubic fm. 5
Do. do, 4 to 6ft 5
Skelleftea yellow balks 6x 8 per loacl 1 12
Do. do, 7 by 7 and 8 by 8 2 2
Do. do., 5 by.? 110
Do. do., 4 by 5 to 5 by fi 1 10
Soderham,3rdyellow, 3 byll Petg. std. 7 10
Swartwlck do., 3 by 11 8 15
Stettin fir timber per load 2 5
Skcpsvick spars 118
Skien sawn yellow balks 1 la
Do.do., whitedo 112
Vefeea yellow, 4 by 9 to 11 ... . Pet. std. 8 5
Do. do, 4 by 7 10
Do. do., 3 by 11 8
Do.do..3by8 7
Do. white. 3 by 7 6 10
Do. 2nd yellow, 3 by 8 8
Do. do., 3 by 9 8

8. d.

Do. palings, 4if t. J by 3 per 120 S

70 n
£ B.

6

7

B. d.

^\[d^ ^{m>
WAGES MOVEMENT.

The Bradfoed Joiners akd the Waqks Question.
— A. meeting of operative joiners and carpenters was lieid on
Wednesday week, at tlie Secular Hall, Soutligate, Bradford, for

the purpose of considering tlie wages question. It appears that

last year, when a dispute arose, a Hoard of Arbitration decided

that the men should lortliwith accept payment by th« hour,

and that on the lat of March. 1870, the men should receive an
advance of one halfpenny per hour. Only twenty two of the

niHStera, liowever, have tullilled their engagement to give the

advance, and the men are naturally dissatisfied. They appear

to liave determined not to strike at present, hut are subscrib-

ing to a special fund to provide for eventualities. A very

hearty vote of thanks was passed at the meeting to those

employers who had carried out the decision of llic Board of

Arbitration.

TENDEHS.
Brighton.— Ftir the Countess of Huntingdon's chapel,

North-street, Brighton. John Wimble, Esq., architect.

Quantities by Mr. W. E. Stuucr and Mr. J. Chester Laos-
down :

—

Bruton £0079
Ascombe 6930
Clicesman and Co 5S54
Newman and Mann 5476
Dove, Bros 5195
Kightingnle 6167
WiUicombe and Oakley 6050
Kharpington and Cole 4854
Kilbv 4806
Sawyer 4730
Chappell 4667
Slyers and Sons (accepted) | 44^

Caterhau.—For two detached housM for John Glenny,
Esq. Mr. R. Martin, architect. Quantities supplied:—

Ward (accepted) £1730
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Cati»h»x —For •dditiom to Woodwde, for J. Danvers,

Eh. Mr. Richanl Martin, artbitect. Quantities not sup-

plied:—
ChappeU (aceepted) *370

Cbotdos.—For home for Mr. H. M'Kean. Mr. Kichnrd

Martin, architect. Qaaauties supplied bj Mr. J. A.

Banker:— . , ,

£ s. d.

J. and A. Wright SS45 15

Hrde - - ^"«» U

Tnrner and Son. ^^ 2 "
Jairett »«
PolUrd .:

JM3
ChappeU ~. 2200

Heai-JT. 21«
Ward 1935

Cn».—For alterations at 33, Finsbory-circus. Messrs. J.

Tarrineand Son, architect*:

—

Bishop «M«
Heep. 380
Shurman 3,0
Snowdon 343

DCFfmTic.—For alterations and additions (first contract) to

Mansion at Doffr;n. for the Right Hon. U. A. Bruce, H.F.

Wm. 6. Habershon and Pite, arctaitecta.

Price £«S0
Baker «07
Lewisand Sons 3997
BoltandCo. 3695

Beaven and Son 3454

Stride JklO

Elthaic —For alterations to bar, &«., at the Castle Inn,

Eltbam, for Mr. Edrard Coppinger. Mr. Henry Roberts, ar-

chitect and surreyor:

—

Todd «21B
Theobald (accepted) 180

GnEESwicH—For alterations, he., to four houses on Royal

Hill, Greenwich, for E. Shallera, Esq. Mr. Ucnry Roberta,

architect and surreyor:

—

Fcnn £1059 16

Ware 976 16

Hammond SSS

T«dd (accepted) 845

Haklki.—For China works, for Charles Ford, Esq. R.

Scrivener and Son, architects. Quantities supplied :—
Harrey £S891

Inskip „ -'850

Bowden 8734
BaUey 3695
CollisandHarken 3659
Wooldridge 8795
Bennett and Cooke 347S

Barlow a395

HijtLKT.—For Messrs. R. O. Scrivener and Co. B.

Scrivener and Son, architects. Quantities supplied :—
Bailey £1339
Barlow 1320

IUklbi.—For villa residence, for William Stubbs, Esq.

R. Scrivener andSon, architecU. Quantities supplied:—
Bailey £1118
Bowden 1059
Bennett and Cooke 105') 9
Wooldridse 10*0
Clewes and Ogden 1038 10

Haslet—For additions to Queen's Hotel. B. Scrivener

and Son, architacts.

Joinrrs" and Masons^ tcork.

Clewes and Oaden £3S0
Bennett and Cooke 213

Painter and Gas Fitter.

S. Scarratt £175
T. Bickley 162 13

HcKSTHllPOlNT.—For main drainage and other works

at Huratpicrpoint, Sussex. Mr. B. U. Nunn, surveyor.

Quantities supplied:

—

Cole...... £3581 5 7
Harris 3159
Crockett 3153

Symonds 3il86

ftrd 3032 7 11

Cbeeaman and Co 8020
Beachraore 2999
Bloomfield 3996
Hayward 3830
Goodair 3757
young , 3750
Vickers and Crane 3747
Woodcock (Walmer) 3i«4

Keslet-For detached house for Mr. J. Young. Mr.
Richard Martin, architect. Quantities notsupplied :

—
Ward (accepted) £806

LoTtDON.—For alterations and and decoration, Corinthian

Clnb, 816, Regent-street, W. Mesara. Uoopor and Corpe,

architects. Quantities supplied :

—

Spicer £»81
Graves •. 515
Hendemn 472
Foxley 405
Tredgell and Godwin S3?

Beadiko— For new ofBces, Market-place, for Messrs.

Sutton and Sons- Messrs. Wm. and J. T. Brown , architects.

Woodruffe £138J
Sheppard 1367

Matthews (accepted) 1355

Red Hill, Screet—For school-room in the Brighton-

road. Mr. John R. Collett, architect.

School-room. Fittings.

Worsfold £433 16
Hall 407 15 £34 10

Osbom 898 33 10 8
Hooper S76 4S

RoEnAUrroiv.—For ta'cnty cottages to be erected at Boe-
hampton, Surrey, for Earl Spencer. Messrs. Beeaton. Son,

and Brereton,27, Grosvenor Mansions, Victoria-street, West-
iBtter, architects.

£aston,Bras £3938
Bcckey and Holmea 3691
Wigmore 3599 10
Avus and Co. (accepted) 8540

RoTSTO.x, Cambs.—For the restoration and reseating of

Litiington Church. Mr. George Vialls, architect. Quantities
not tuppUed :

—

Brown £21.35

Tooley „ „.. 1965
Gihiions 1937
Gimson (accepted) 1791

RCGKX-EY.—For warehouses, 3cc., for Swainston .Wa rason,

Esq. K. Scrivener and Sou. architects. Quantities sup-
plied ;

—

Dakin , ;£1737
Whittome 1539
Inakip 1519
Trow and Sons _ 1600
J. and H. Brown ....^ 1450
Bowden 1490
Barlow 1390

SuRRET.— Far two houses and shops, near Woking Sta-

tion, Surrey. Mr. Henry Peak, architect.

Mason £691 10
Patrick 690
Pollard and Son 6S4 3 7
Dickinson 6S3 1 9
Whitburn 660
West 625
Harris (accepted) 61»

Walthamstow.—For the erection of Congregatioii.il

Cliurch and Lecture Rooai, at Marsh -street, WaUhaiuatow
Mesrss. J. Tarring and Son, architects.

PritcliHrd .- £4918
Hill, Keddel, and Waldram 4093
Scrivener and White 4553
Patmnn and Fotheringhani 4331
Shepherd 4237
Browue and Robinson ....„ , 4147
Stevenson „ 4091
Killbv _ 4067
llensiiaw 4010
Bishop 3997

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUIlDIlfft

ESTIMATES.
Plymouth, June 10.—For the erection of a guildhall,

law courts, and municipal offlcca. Wliiteford, Tovra Clerk,

Town Clerk's Office. Guildhall, Plymouth.

Lkkds, May 30.—For the erection of BCtni-detaclied villas

at Arthington. near Leeds. William Bakewell, architect, 12,

East Parade, Leeds.

Stockport, May 24.—For the dcaijru and erection of an
iron girder bridge across the River Mersey, within the dis-

trict of the local Board. Walter Hyde, Clerk to the said

Board, Stockport.

Saltbl'bn-by-the-SkA, May 30 —For the erect ion of tlit

Saltbiiru Convalescent Home. Mr. J. Oliver, F-R I.B.A.,

architect, 60j, Northumherland-street, Newcastle-upon
Tyne.

Newcastle-on-Ttne, May 25.—For the erection of a
Branch Office for the Royal Insurance Company. Mr.
Parnell, 21, Collingwood-street, Newcastle.

Hackney District, May 20. —For laving down and
constructing 1210ft. of 4ft, barrel sewer, 2120rt. of 3ft. 9in.

by 2ft. 6in. sewer, 1950ft. of 3ft. flin. by 2ft. Sin. half-brick

sewer, and 880ft. of 15in. pipe sewer, near the River Lea.
Richard F.llia, Clerk to tlie Board, Town Hull, Hackney.

Croydon Local Boaiid of Health, May 23.— For the
construction of a bnihling to be erected over the patent

solid sewage extractors, at the sewage filters. Brimstone
Barn, Croydon. B. J. Cheesewright, Clerk, Town Hall,

Croydon.

London, May 24.—For the supply of cast ironwork for a

Seriod of three years. Joseph Daw, PriHcipat Clerk, Sewers
mces, Guildhall.

Great Western Railway.—New Station Buildings
AT BiBUiNGnAM, May 25,—For the construction of new
booking offices and other buildings at the Snow-hill Station,

Birmingham. Frederick G. Saunders, Secretary, Paddington
Station.

Leeds, May 30.—For the erection of semi-detached villas

at Arthington, near Leeds. William Bakewell, architect, 12,

East Parade, Leeds.

Chelsea, May 25.—For the erection of dispensary and
bakehouse. William Miller, Clerk to the Guardians, Arthur-
street, Chelsea, S.W.

Birkdale Local Government Board, May 28.- For
the execution of the following works in connection with
the main sewage of their district :—Contract No, 1. For

the supplying and laying of about 17,976ft. of eartlienware

pipe sewers, up to 24in. diameter ; for the construction of

about fl200ft. of brick sewers, 2ft. by 2rt. ; two su))8idence

tanks, storm overflows, sluices, forming and asphalting of

approach road and wharf, Sec. Reade and Goodison, civil

engineers.

Bradeord, June 13.—For the erection of a new town
hall. W. T, McGowen, Town Clerk, Corporaiioa Offices,

Bradford.

The Morlet Industrial Co-operatiue Building
Society, May 26.—For excavating, draining, kerbing. chan-

nelling, stoning, forming and oiaking a new street on their

estate. A. H. Thompson, A.R.I.B,A., architect and surveyor,

14, Park-square, Leeds.

St, Andrew's Church, Oldham, 24th May.- -Schedules

of prices for the excaratlon and brickwork required for the

foundations. J. Lowe, architect, 3, Chapel-walks, Man-
chester.

South Staffordshire General HosriTAL, June 9.—
For extensive alterations and additions to the above, Water-
loo-road, Wolverhampton. William T. Grant, Secretary.

Ukitabiah Chapel AWD School, Halifax, May 80.—
For the erection of the above works. William Bakewell,

architect, 12, East-parade.

HoLBECK Union, May 23,—For whitewashing with Paris

white, washing and cleaning the walls of the old material at

the Workhouse Infirmary, offices, Stc. Chas. Cluderay,

Clerk to the Guardians.
North-Eastern Railway.—Darlington Section, May

30,— For the erection of a circular engine shed, at Middles-

borough. J. E. Macnay, Secretary, j Railway Office, Dar-
lington.

North-Eastebn Railway.—Darlington Section. May
30.— For the erection of a large goods warehouse, at Middles

-

borough. J. E. Macnay, Secretary, Railway Office, Darling-
I ton.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, May 31.-For
the supply of from 500 to 1000 sets of oak scantling for
wagons. Wm. S. Lawn, Secretary, Manchester.
Lancashire and Yorksuirk Railway, May 31.—For

the following works—Masonry, excavation, and ironwork for
bridge, and altering road at Gannow, near Burnley ; masonry
and ironwork for foot bridge, at Cborlcv; masonrv, timber,
and ironwork for footbridge, at ThornSill; and erection of
gatekeeper's cottage, at Southport. Wm, S. Lawn, Secretary,
Manchester.

Hulme, May25.—For painting and decorating the vestry
hall and offices. R. Tatton Clerk to the Board.

Kettering, May 24.—For the telescoping of a gas holder
for the Gas Company.

Wootton Bassett, May 28.—For the erection of a new
gasometer. Mr. Gantleit, "Secretary of the Gas and Coke
Company.

Drighlington Water Works, May 26—For the exca-
vation for and laying of about 15.000 lineal yards of cast-iron

socket pipes and specially -shaped socket pipes, with a quantity
of hydrants and sluice valves; and also for the erection,

finding materials for, and completion of a new meter-house.
John Smith, Solicitor, Clerk to the Board, Birstal, near
Leeds.

Drighlington Water Works, May 26.—For the supply
of 10 6in. valves, 6 5in. valves, 10 4in. valves. 10 Sin. valves,

and 1 air valve, also 53 hydrants. John Smith, Solicitor,

Clerk t{) the Board, Birstal, near Leeds.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randell, Saunders, and Compant, Limited,

Quarryi7ieu aurt Stone fllerchants, Bath. List oi

I'rices at the Quarries and Depots ; aUo Cost for

Transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished
on application to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Advt.] Corshara, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.
ACT 1S69—TO SCRRKNliKIl IN LONDON.

John Pliillipa, Uaragwanatli, Upper riiamea-street, and

Rydon-crescent, Olerkeuwell, engineer, Juno 3, at 12 -Wil-

liam Dedman, Higli-street, Lower Norwood, builder, June

10, at 11.

TO SUKEKNDEIl IN THE COUNTRY.

William Peiininston, Runcorn, builder, May 27, atll—
Thomas Thomas, Ystrad, builder, May 38, at lO-WiUiam
Cawood, Scarborough, builder. May 31, at i.

ACT 1809.— PUBLIC EXAMIN.4T10N3.

W. Kerriage, George-street, Notting-dale, hudJer, June 9—
W. T. Turuer, Ilonard-road, South Hornscy, builder, Juno

16_\V. Pearson, Hull, bricklayer and luiilder, June 10—J.

andM. Douglas, Sunderlai; d, rope and paint maaufacturers.

May 31—J. and J. Ujbbs, Breaiu, Glouoeatershire, builders,

June 7.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

C. Margerrison, Chesterfield, slater. May 26—J. Ashforth,

Doncaster, painter, M.ay 26 — J. Roberts, Peurhyn-

dendraeth, builder, Mav a3-E, Davies, ;Portmadoc, joiner,

May 23—R. J. Lawton, Manchester, civil engineer. May i7

—

A. Biggin, Sleaford, ironmonger. May 21.

ACT 1861.—BITTINOi FOR LAST EXAMINATIONS.

F. A. Downing. Great UusscU-street, engineer, June I.

DECLAKATIONS Or DIVIDENDS.

J. C. Wilson, Lime-street. City, colonial engineer, div.

1 15-32d.—J.r. Baker, Maucheater-terrace, Kilburn, builder,

div. 9d. ^

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLYED.

Smithson and Baines, Batley, contractors and stone masons

—Burnett and Wilkinson, Barnsley, joiners—Whiteway and

Co., Weston, Cheshire, stone merchants—Johnson and

Threlfall, Southpott, builders-Dodds and Co., Rochdale

joiners and builders.

Prystal Palace Company.—To
^^ BuiWers and other8.-Crystal Palnce l;«tate.-Tlio Orj-«t»I

Palttco Company are prepared to lot on building lea.ea for a terra

of m lean, certain portions of their freehold property abutting

upon the Pense-road, Thlckwood-road, Anerloy-road, and 1 «lac«-

rond. Plans "and conditions may bo seen on apphcatlon to John

Norton, Esq., Architect, 24, Old non.i-ntroot, W., or to Mr. Hart,

Accountant, CryBtal Palace, Sydenham, S.E

A Capital Brickfield to be Let,
^-^

17 miles east of Londnn, haTinj? riillway sulinja Rnd a

larjre wharf. Plenty of excellent brick, and tile earth, also fine

«and ana abundance of water. Flx'id r^nt and royalty moderate.

Immediate possesBion. No stoek nor plant to be tnkon for par-

ticulars apply to Messrs. Eurder and Dunning, «7, ParUameat-

Btreet, Westminster. S.W.

WTanted, a Builder's Yard , and
' ' WORKSHOPS, with Direlllnir Homo attaclied. In tha

N.W.,W.C., or N. district— ipply, by letter, toW.H.C, Si, tjouto

grove East, Mildmay-parlc, N.

HTo Capitalists and Others.—To
-*- bo DISPOSED OF by PrWate Contract an ESTATE, pro-

duolne a BulUllim Stone of o mont superior lilnl, together wlta

tlio Onarries now In work, Plant, Lime, and ilrlckw.,rli», &c—
AddrCM, In tho nrHt place, W. T.. EUII.DISO NIHVS ollice.

T\vy Wainscot, 3 years old, price
-*-'

6d. to 9d. Mahoftany equally cheap, .t JOHN COHMBB'S
Lady Lalce'fl Groye, Mile-end Gata.

To be Let.—The best Building
-*- Land near Loudon.-Apply to Mr, Salter, Surreyor, 3, Klnj-

strMt, B.C., and Sudbury, Sullolli.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION
IN CONDUIT STREET.

WE feel that we cannot do better than

follow the excellent arrangement of

designs and drawings adopted by tlie hangers
cf this exhibition, by which all confusion as

to what are original designs, sketches of

ancient buildings, &c., has been carefully

avoided. Commencing therefore with the

catalogue :

—

Nos. 1 to 4 and 55 represent a design for a
proposed new church for White Cross District,

Hereford, by Frederic R. Kempson, of Here-
ford : a simple, carefully worked out Early
English building of an ordinary type. Mr.
Kempson is this year, .is he was last, a con-
tributor of a large number of executed works

;

in No. 47, a group of buildings, Tupsley,
Herefordshire, isshown another church, almost
identical in design wilh the last, with some
school buildings and three villas. No. 89,
proposed new schools, All Saints parish,

Hereford, and photographs 3G8 to 380, con-
sisting of various cliurchcs and villas, showing
careful study of a good type of Early Gothic
design, but not remarkable for much originality

or power of grouping ; they, however, are an
exceedingly creditable series of works, for
which the inhabitants of the neighbourhood
of Hereford may be thankful.

Nos. 5 to 8, Mr. Street's original sketches for
the Law Courts, are old friends, always wel-
come. They exhibit, as drawings, most favour-
ably the artistic style which he has made his
own, and, as designs, that piquancy with
which a life of thorough devotion to the
picturesque qualities of mediicval architecture
has imbf.ed him. As separate fragments of
the structure they each form a charming
picture, but by their independent treatment
they betray that in combination they would fail

to make a harmonious whole. Not having here,

however, the general design for the building,
we are content to consider these without re-

ference to it. Granting to them to the full

the merits we have named, they seem never-
theless to be too archiB"logical in character,
and not sufficiently to fuse the requirements
of this time with the style of a former one.
The interior of the public hall (No. 5), for
instance, would gain, we think, in dignity and
suitability for its purpose if the central range
of pillars were swept away and the apartment
spanned with a single vault, which might easily

be effected with modern science. We do not
think the Salle des Pas Perdues at Roueu
would be improved by its grand area beinj?

subdivided as Mr. Street's is, and we would
fain see how he would treat so wide area as
the engineer of the Midland Railway Station
has treated his. In No. 7, entrance court and
corridor from Carey-street to Equity Courts,
v;e complain of want of rhythm in the various
windows employed. No. 8, the great Record
Tower, was always one of our favourites among
the series of drawings of which those form a
part.

Nos. 9 to 11 and 204 are by another well-
known Gothic architect, Mr. W. White—the
working drawings of the proposed new church
of Holy Trinity, Barnstaple. It is a re-
modelling only of an existing structure, and
a photograph and drawings are sent to show
its present condition. It is boldly and broadly
treated, with ample wall space. Effect of
length is given to an ( rdinarily-proportioned
nave and chancel, with an apsidal apse added
to the latter, by extreme narrowness and sub-
ordination of the aisles and lateral adjuncts.
The detail is of poor Perpendicular, which we
presume was forced upon Mr. White by the
pre-existing work he has bad to deal with.

The woodwork and mouldings are what we
should expect from him—quaint and character-

istic.

No. 12, new church at Forth End, Essex, by
F. Chancellor, is a pretty pencil drawing of a

picturesque design for a small church, but the

reality will hardly fulfil the expectation thus

given, unless great pains bo taken in the ex-

ecution. Some modern eccentricities, indeed,

could not now be avoided without an entire re-

modelling the design. The over- preponderance

of the roof and squat proportions of the apse

are among these, but the strip of roofing cover-

ing the stairs to the tower may and should be

altered. The belfry stage and spire are the

happiest part of the design.

Mr. Chancellor also sends Nos. 149 and 150,
working drawings of various chimney pieces

and grates, showing great fertility of design of
a good class. These latter are exactly the sort

of drawings we wish to see specially upon the

walls of this exhibition. A chimney piece is

a very suitable subject upon which to con-
centrate a little art in the shape of sculpture

or tiles, and these at Whitton Lodge, North-
amptonshire, may serve as good examples of

such treatment.

No. 15 is an exterior view of Allahabad
Cathedral, the choir of which is in course of

erection by Mr. William Emerson. Fortunately
the choir is the best part of the design, and
both good and, we should think, suitable to the

climate in itself, but the entire design is

marred by most commonplace towers and
spires, which are neither good nor appropriate.

The low tiled roof of the choir calls for an
entirely different treatment of the central

tower, and we should advise Mr. Emerson's
studying that of Laon Cathedral as a model.
A bold and massive treatment properly, we
think, characterises his other design. No. IG,

—sent in compotitim for the National Bank,
Bombay ; it is certainly too heavy in parts, and
the non-concentric lines of the circular arches

and their labels are unpleasant. Mr. Emerson
also contributes numerous sketches made in

India, which we shall notice agaiu ; amon g
them, however, is a photograph of the interior

of the above cathedral, No. 299. It has a re-

markable resemblance to Mr. Burges's Cork
Cathedral, explainable by the fact that Mr.
Emerson was pupil to that architect. The
effect of this photograph (taken from a draw-
ing) is that of a stately version of Early
French Gothic.

Photographs 296, 297 and 298 represent

portions of the interior of Girgaum Church,
Bombay, erected in 1869, from the designs
of the same architect, and all present the
same massive—almost too massive—chaiacter,

possibly, however, suitable to the climate.

The detail seems excellent of its class, but a
trifle heavy, p.irticularly in the furniture and
accessories. No. 301, photographs of Market
Fountain, Bombay, recalling strongly Mr.
Burges's design for one for Gloucester, is

strikingly picturesque, and well worked out in

detail.

No. 18, premises in Grafton-street, by
Rowland Plumbe, is a simple and fairly

meritorious Gothic design for ordinary street

building, but suffers from want of con-
nection in character of design and colour

of material between the upper and lower
portions, and would be improved by the omis-
sion of sundry coarse notchings and other

rather vulgar features.

No. 19 is a pretty sketch in Mr. Edis's

manner of a picturesque design for a half-

timbered house now in course of erection at

Bexley, Kent.

Mr. Edis's other work, 62, south-east view
of a larger mansion (place not named) is equally

modest and satisfactory in drawing and design,

but somewhat deficient in skyline and the

grouping together of the subordinate buildings.

No. 78 is a working drawing of the design

by the same architect, for a new warehouse in

Budge-row, a sketch for which we noticed in

the Royal Academy ; there is some want of

correspondence between the ground story and
those above, but the latter, grouped under a
large comprising arch, are satisfactory.

Messrs. George and Vaughan's designs for

school buildings, Nos. 21 and 22, without being
satisfactory in detail and grouping, arc not

without merit and originality. They havo
given some character even to the ventilators,

and have combined a certain Medimval treat-

ment with modern character.

A far better work by Messrs. George and
Vaughan is shown in drawings Nos. 49 and 40.

The former is for a villa, and the latter for some
wine stores, both being erected at Mulino
del lley, Granada, for the Duke of Welling-
ton. They have in these seized the require-

ments of the locality, and by these means
produced an original and happy effect. Both
buildings have ample broad wall surface,

relieved by the contrast afforded by open
arcades, and the towers are introduced in a
picturesque and excellent manner. Tlio

designs look appropriate and utilitarian, but
artistic withal, and the drawings, as drawings,
are commendable.

No. 22 is a modest design for stables, by E,
J. Tarver, who also exhibits a design. No. 17,

for an organ for church in Gordon-square.
The architectural detail seems to show that

this is the famed Irvingite Cathedral by Mr.
Raphael Brandon, and if so, we would ask
why the design for its organ is not to be en-

trusted to that architect ? The design hero
shown is very unworthy of such a building,

and, indeed is but poor and commonplace,
and not very practical, as the pipes might lo
better arranged, and the woodwork is but
skinny and poor.

No. 23, with Nos. 44a and 44b, explain a
more cliaracteristic design for a larger

stabling establishment, by Mr. Burges. It

forms an entire quadrangle, entered by gate-

ways on opposite sides ; a lean-to roof, on
wooden supports, gives shelter cloisterwise all

round the interior. A fountain, which, if it

would not frighten the horses, would certainly

form an effective feature, occupies the centre

of the quadrangle, and the inevitable turret,

dedicated to pigeons, sticks up at one
corner, but hardly so as to gather the grouping
together as well as it should. The design is one
we should be glad to see carried out. Mr.
Burges also exhibits a beautiful drawing

—

coloured, we believe, by Mr. Cole—of the inte-

rior of Waltham Abbey Church. This is a
grand and well-known work, full of ch.aracter

and thought, but open to criticism. The work
to be done was difficult, as there being only
the nave extant, the eastern arch needed filling

in as a temporary east end. The style of the

building is Norman. Mr. Burges has, we
think rightly, adopted a later style for his

work, to avoid confusion. But then his Early
Gothic is of a French type, but exceeding any
French work in colossal size of detail, and
thus it absolutely dwarfs the grand old

Norman work. The treatment of the ceiling,

after the type of that existing at Peterborough
Cathedral, is excellent and suitable in

character ; we should, however, have preferred

to have seen borders against the walls, as the

cutting oft' of the pattern at present without

any such finish looks crude.

No. 28.—A triumphal arch erected in the

City-road, Chester, on the occasion of the visit

of the Prince of Wales, 1869, by John
Douglas, must have been striking and pic-

turesque.

No. 29.—Design for National Schools, York
Town, Surrey, by T. H. Watson, seems a very

nice design, not very well set forth by the

drawing, which is heavily coloured. The
centre roof should have intersected with those

of the wings.

No SO.^^ix designs for gate lodges, by W.
Young, are full— overfull—of ornate features,

and do not look like designs c.irriod, or likely

to be carried, into execution.

(To he continued.

J
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THE LOAN EXHIBITION OF FANS
AT THE SOUTH KENSINGTON
MUSEUM.

"TJIANS! trifles not worth our attention,"

Jj might, perhaps, be our first thought on

hearingof such an exhibition, notwithstanding

th«t the Spfctator has immortalised tliis

"little modish machine " in one of his witty

papers, and Gay considered it worthy of a

poem in three books. The present collection

opens with a number of Chinese and Japanese

fan?, just brought over by Mr. Miiford. They
aie, as a rule, very tasteful and curiously in-

expensive. There are also some excellent

specimens of Indian fans, lent by the India

Museum, but the object of this exhibition is

not 80 much to show us the different materials

out of which a fan may be manufactured,

such as carved in sandal wood, made from
palm leaves, scented grasses, pheasants'

feathers, or even bcetlewings, as to set before

us the fan as a work of art ; and works of art

most of the painted fans unquestionably are.

Their subjects vary in an infinite number of

ways. In this collection can be seen a
geographical fan from Japan, with the route

between Yeddo and Kioto marked out upon it

;

a Spanish fan, containing an almanack and a

globe ;
French fans, with revolutionary sub-

jects ; Italian fans, ornamented with paint-

ings of Scriptural stories ; anJ historical fans

of all periods, from Rebekah and Eleazer,

down 10 the fan painted by Tjichy, a Hun-
garian artist, and presented to the Prince of

Wales on the marriage of the Princess Dag-
n»ar with the heir of all the Russias. Here,

too, are fans interesting to the public as

relics : Nos. 262 and 272 were once used by
the ill-fated Marie Antoinette ; the Queen
exhibits one which belonged to the Princess

Charlotte ; and a very curious fan, with

imitation lace cut in paper and medallions in

water-colour, was once possessed by Madame
de Pompadour. It is not possible in this

journal to devote much space to an object

BO apparently remote from its usual province

as an exhibition of fans—nevertheless, there

are points of common interest which claim our

attention. The exhibition has been got

togetlier with the avowed purpose—and a good
one it is—of promoting the employment of

women in abrnnch of industry in which it may
well be supposed they are specially qualified

to excel. We will tlierefore confine our-

selves tiipointing out certain distinctive classes

under which the fans may be studied, and to

which the attention of students should be
drawn. Many of the French fans of the

highest character, many Spanish fans, and
some of the Italian ones are of the class we
will call pictorial. Thus the mounts of such

fans are composed principally of pictures, no
doubt designed to fill the peculiar space, but
still pictures such an Gay describes as subjects

for decoration :

—

Paint Dido thrre, amidit her last distrcsa,

Pale cbecka and bloodshot eyes her grief expreii.

or

—

Here draw Ovnone in the lonely grove,

Where Paris first betrayed her into love.

Such fans have at various times been the

work of the best artists of the day. Thus
Ko. 224 is by Peter Oliver, the celebrated

miniaturist of the time of Charles the First.

The subject of this fan, which has been painted
out square and framed, is "The Triumph of
Bacchus." Again, No. 348, a French fan,

was painted about 1660, by Philippe de Cham-
pagne. It has a landscape on the reverse side,

by PP. Valori. 'ITjere are also one or two by
Lancrct, and No. 126 is a beautiful work by
Boucher, while among those fans whose
painters are unknown, we must call especial

attention to "The Queen's Fan," No. 278,
the subject of which is a highly-finished copy
of Guide's Aurora. Some of the Italian fans
of the pictorial class are enriched at the
borders and near the sticks with delicate
treatments of flowers and fruits so artfully

arranged as to carry the colour of the picture

into the setting of the fan. No. 320 is a good
specimen of such fans, while No. 82 is an
excellent example of the same treatment of

the mount, though the stick, which is of

a subsequent date and quite plain, lias been
added to the fan without due regard to this

artistic effect. Another class of fans may be
described as a combination of ornament with

pictures. A beautiful example of this is fotmd
in a modem fan belonging to the Empress of

the French. In the centre of the reverse side

is a medallion, painted in grisaille by Moreau;
while on each side some beautifully executed
amorini, with arabesque ornaments, are sup-

porting the imperial crown and lier Majesty's

mitials. Of earlier examples Nos. 336 and
339, wherein vignettes are alternated with
Pompeian ornament, are very characteristic,

and deserve study, because of the Clfissic taste

displayed in them. Many of the English fans

of the last century belong to this class of

treatment, sometimes consisting in vignettes

and ornament, and sometimes in medallion

portraits and ornaments. Of this character

also is the fine French specimen by Boucher,

to which we have already alluded. We cannot

close without drawing attention to the fans

decorated by Vemis Slartin, that celebrated

Frenchman, mentioned by Voltaire, who com-
bined coach painting, when it still required the

skill of an artist, with the decoration of fur-

niture, snuff-boxes, and fans. He invented a
varnish which has stuck to his name, and
given character to the works of his hands.

The labours of fan painting may be esteemed
lightly by some, but we opine that when we
find such living French artists as Eugene
Lami, Moreau, and Hamon not disdaining to

devote their skill and time to such works, our

countrywomen may well be proud to enter

into the competition.

When we first saw this exhibition we said,

" Why an exhibition of ' Fans ' in pre'^erence

to an exhibition of purses or brooches ?" On
observing that " Lady Wyatt " had sent up-

wards of seventy fans, with her name attached

to each, or about four times as many as " the

Queen," the mystery was solved. In fact it

looked as if her Ladyship had bought half a

gross of fans at a sale, and had induced her

husband, Sir Digby Wyatt, an almost bran-

new knight, and who enjoys considerable in-

fluence at South Kensington, to use that influ-

ence to get up the present exhibition—a good
and economical way of airing a recently-con-

ferred title.

THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
Second Notice.

AMONG those painters popularly called
" outsiders " who t ike a high place in

this year's Exhibition, Messrs. Marks, Walker,

and Prinsep stand pre-eminent, and have
severally made groat progress in their par-

ticular branches of art. Mr. Marks sends but

one picture. No. 409, " S. Francis Preaches

to the Birds." The saint is holding forth to

a large congregation of the feaihered tribe

(taken from among all kindred nations and
languages), who listen with much the same
degree of attention and with certainly the

same interest in their neighbours as a con-

gregation of a more elevated species in the

ranks of creation would do. The figure and
face of the monk, who is the saint's com-
panion, is excellently painted. Mr. Prinsep

exhibits four works ; his most important picture
" The Death of Cleopatra," No. 16, is too hot

in colour, and the entire composition somewhat
uninteresting, notwithstanding the great care

and pains displayed in the details of the back-

ground. Tliis artist's portrait of Miss Mary
Wyndham, No. 26, is a charming work, the

entire treatment of the figure against the

green background is excellent, and the broad-

brimmed round hat of the child is most pictur-

esque, relieving as it does the pretty round

face. There is also capital painting and a

tender feeling for colour in Mr. Prinsep's

picture of " Reading Sir Charies Orandison,"
No. 40. Mr. F. Walker's landscape, No. 440,
"The Plough," is a fine work. If we must
criticise a performance of such great merit,
we would remark that the ploughed field is a
little too flat in treatment and hardly retires
enough. The picture takes periiaps a more
prominent place from tlie small number of fine
landscapes in the Academy this year. The
newly-elected Associate, Mr. Vicat Cole, sends
two—No. 211, "Sunshine Showers," display-
ing a fine sweep of rolling distance

; and
No. 991, a work apparently entirely laid in in
lemon yellow, and finished up wliilo the artist
was in a jaundiced frame of mind. No 102,
" Daybreak," by J. McWhirter, deserves high
praise as a poetical landscape. The sheen of
the sea is finely given, and the coolness of the
early morning mist well indicated. We
cannot praise Mr. Brett's large landscape,
taken from the west coast of Ireland. Here
the poetical feeling in nature is entirely ex-
cluded, and the dry details alone given. The
water is rather icy than fluent, and it strikes
us as too pure in colour. Would not the waves
dashing upon the rocks produce more sand-
coloured breakers, and slime and sea weed
Wash up in the hurrying foam ? No. 322 is

Mr. Redgrave's principal work, " Highland
Park." A bright foreground overlooks the
lovely vale of Mickleham and the distant
Surrey Hills—a fine prospect, but, alas ! there
are signs that the builder is about to intrude
upon its present loneliness. Of Mr. Graham's
two landscapes we prefer No. 108, " Among
the Hills." Mr. Pettie's best work this year
is a very clever little picture from " As you
Like it," No. 909, "Touchstone and Audrey."
The awkward delight on the girl's face is

capitally given, and though the background
reminds us a little too strongly of Millais in
Rosalind and Celia, it is a work of original

merit. In the same room is placed a picture
called "The Acolyte," No. 947, by M. G.
Brennan

; the little acolyte standing in the
shady doorway of a church is envying the
games of some ragged urchins boisterously
playing in the broad sunlight, while a pretty

little girl gazes on his violet cassock and white
alb with admiration and respect. It is a very
prettily-grouped and thoroughly well-painted
work. Near to it hangs another picture of
merit, No. 943, "The Story of the Old
Guard," by L. Syrallie—an old soldier is

drawing his campaigns on a sandy path on
the ramparts of a seaside town—Boulogne ?

—for the benefit of an attentive group
of listeners. Almost the entire end of the

room in Gallery No. 4 is spoilt by the unfortu-
nate portraits of royalty. Mr. Wcigall's
atrocious libel of the Princess of Wales would
be a disgrace to any exhibition. Mr. Buckner
has missed his vocation in life ; he paints the
dresses of his portraits so well he was evidently

intended for a second Worth, and ought- to

have flourished in those days of portraiture

when the head was committed to one artist

and the drapery to another. There are three

very charming landscapes in this room. No.
223, by W. Luker ; No. 227, "Dewy Eve,"
by H. W. B. Davis ; and No. 251, some sheep
coming down a rocky path on the cliffs near
the seashore, by E. N. Downward. No. 220,
" A Creche," by J. Collinson, is a meritorious

little work, rather too solidly painted. No.
226, " A Tope, or Lagune Fishing Boat,

Venice," by E. W. Cooke, is one of his best

pictures here. There is a rather clever work
by a lady in this room, though the action of

the horses is somewhat caricatured, No. 237,
" Cart-horses going to Grass," by Mrs. 0.

Newcomen. No. 311, "Out of the World,"
by B. Lehmann, is very agreeable both in

colour and feeling. No. 324, " Sir Galahad,"
by A. Hughes, is in this artist's best manner.
Mr. Barwell has a good portrait of Lady
VVentworth, No. 330. The dress is too heavily

painted and serge-like in texture. This same
painter has a full-length in the last room of a

lady in black velvet just about to step into

iher carriage, No. 249, Mrs. Frederick,
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"The Wayfarers," by T. Graham, is a very

clover piece of painting, and the subject is

pathetically tolil. A musician, his wife, and
child, are restingbyadustyroad-sido ; they have
evidently seen better days ; the dress of the

wife, together with a certain air of refinement

about her, proclaim her to be by birth a lady,

who has probably eloped with the dreamy
violinist, her husband. lie looks one of those

sons of genius to whom worldly prudence and
forethought are quite unknown, he is fondly

cherishing his beloved instrument, and with

that and liis musical day-dreams is perfectly

content, and quite unlieeding of the wayworji

fatigue and gloomy forebodings depicted

on his wife's face. The baby is very

well painted, and the execution of the

drapery is excellent. No. 349, " Reaping,"

by J. T. Linnell, is a good picture, painted

with this artiit's usual mannerism. Mr. W.
M. Wyllie's " Fr6ro Jaques," No. 377, an old

priest coming away from the chateau laden

with presents, is a capital work. We cannot

speak very favourably of Mr. D. W. Wyn-
field's pictures this year. His best work,

No. 113, " A Communication of Importance,"

hangs in the second room. No 358, " Round
the Fiiuntain," and No. 387, " Confidences,"

are both unpleasant in colour. This piinter

will always introduce a bit of flaring yellow,

most disagreeable in effect, into his pictures.

There is a gond deal of humour in Mr. H. B.

Roberts's picture. No. 395, " Ah ! ah ! the old,

old, Story!" a merry old pirson meeting a
pair of lovers in a lane. The man looks rather

silly at being discovered, and theyouog woman
rather indignant. The expression on all the

faces is excellent. There is a pretty little

landscape in this room, "The Spring-Tirae,"

by E. Opie. In the foreground a little girl in

a yellow frock is picking daisies. In Gallery,

No. 7, Mr. B. Riviere has a good picture,

"Charity," No. 491, very pathetic in its way,
of a poor jT'rl seated on a doorstep feeding
two lean and hungry beggar dogs with her own
last crust. This artist has another clever sub-
ject in t'-ie gieat room, entitled " A Mid-
summer Night's Dream," where a wily fox
has come by night to the hen-house to steal

some fowls who are safely roosting out of his

reach. Mr. Hodgson's two pictures. No. 923,
"TheBasha's Black Guards," and N.>. 1023,
" Arab Prisoners," are fine works, and suggest

the air of tlie desert. They are evidently

painted by one who knows Arab life, its cha-
racter, and locality, and not concocted solely

in an English studio, as too many eastern sub
jects are. In the same room with the last-

naned work is Gerome's fine picture, " Jeru-
salem," and also a clever picture by G
H. Boughton, "The Age of Gallantry,"

No. 1013.

We have not space to individualise any of

the works in the Water-colour Gallery.

Mesjrs. S. Cjoper and J. Lewis are both very
strong, and many young men are miking for

themselves a position there which they have
no oppirtunity of achieving in the close co-

operation of the water-colour societies. We
may, in a future notice, have some remarks to

make upon sculpture, which Has claims upon
our attention from its naturally close alliance

with our own particular art architecture.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

( Continued from page 312.)

P.\SSING from Egyptian to later civilisa-
tions and their art conceptions, we may

just_ notice the Persian and Indian ideals.
While in Egypt the temple element was the
predominant one, in Assyria the buildings
partook more of the palatial char*»ter,
though many of the apartments seem to have
been devoted to the purposes of religion.
Mr. Fergusson, who has devoted a great deal
of study to this style, observes that the build-
ings may be designated or characterised as
"palace temples." The religion of the

Assyrians and afterwards of the Persians was
" Sabiisra," or the worship of the " host of

heaven." Though not so degraded a super-
stition as that of the Egyptians, it ultimately

degenerated—symbolical representations and
statues at length supplying the place of the

simple worship of the heavenly bodies, and to

deified heroes were at last delegated supreme
attributes. At first the sun and moon were
worshipped in the open air, till at last " sacella,"

or temples with images, were erected. Such
was Chaldean Sabiism, as adopted by the
priests of the East. Belus, among the

Assyrians, was afterwards a deified hero. The
Persians seem to have adopted a purer form
of Sabiisra under the system of Zoroaster,

though it afterwards became more muterial.

According to Herodotus, the Persians erected

neither temples: nor altars to their gods, the

hill tops serving generally for their worship

and rites. This must be taken in a compara-
tive sense, however, for we find that fire

temples were built, though they were of a sub-

ordinate character. In the "pyreum" or fire

temple the sacred, fire was preserved. Though
of not so gross a kind as the materialistic

worship of the Egyptians, the tenets of

Zoroaster still led to a ceremonial observance,

while the " magi " or priests enslaved the

minds of the people as in Egypt. The
revolting disposal of the dead t'l tho four

elements—earth, air, water, and fire—
checked any monumental development of

architecture, which hence was confined chiefly

to regal requirements. The despotic power
and liereditary monarchy of the Persians

greatly assisted to develop a regal s'yle of

splendour. The Persian monarchs were, in-

deed, often regarded as the vicegerents of the

Deity, "the King of Kings" being a common
title of them. The homage paid them was an
idolatrous one, and divine honours were fre-

quently bestowed. The remains of regal

architecture at Persepoli<, the great halls and
palaces of Xerxes and Diriiis, tho walls of

Cyclopean masonry, the platforms and ter-

races, the massive flig'its of steps, the voluted

columns, all indicate a style, though borrowing
from Egypt and Assyria, yet conceived under
a purer and less material idea, possessing

more flexibility, perhaps, from the co-existence

of a regal and religious state.

Let us turn to India. One of the earliest

civilised countries of the world, its remains
are chiefly of a later ago than that, last spoken
of. The fertile plainj of the Indus and the

Ganges naturally were productive of races

highly imaginative, as the natural products of

the country are rich and luxurious. The
"'Vedas," the earliest sacred writings, gives

no allusion to any outward or public form of

worship. Neither temples nor images are

mentioned of tliis early period, in which the one
Great Spirit of the universe was worshipped
as manifested in tho sun and planets, and
whose earthly representative was fire. In-

deed, this primitive people were of the Per-
sian stock, or of Iiido- Germanic or Aryan
origin. It was not till the Buddhist religion

was introduced, about the seventh century
B.C., that Indian art has any interest or cha-
racter of its own. At first rook-cut or mono-
lithic, the architecture of the Buddhists was
essentially of a sacred or monumental class,

consisting of pillars, towers, tumuli, halls, or

caves. From the elaborate researches of Mr.
Fergusson into this style of art, we are tolera-

bly acquainted with the features and pecu-
liarities of early Indian art development, and
it will be sufficient to observe that a childish

toylike character pervades it, very expressive
of the climate and mode of thought, but there
is in it also a great deal that is exceedingly
original, ingenious, and suggestive. Jaina
architecture was essentially a teaiple develop-
ment, clever in its simple modes of domical
construction and roofing ; while Hindu archi-

tecture is perhaps still more interesting as a
temple or religious art. In all the develop-
ments of Indian art the same toylike character
ia found in the detail, yet the outlines of their

structures are often strikingly elegant, and
display a versatile mind for invention.

In neither tho Persian nor Indian concep-
tions of art did the intellect play such a pro-
minent part as it did in Greek art. The
lower teclmic and imitative qualities alone are
predominant in those Asiatic developments.
Imaginative and clever in their combinations
of form, reflective in every sense of a sensuous
and nervous race, there w4s yet a want of that
abstract refinement which distinguishes in

such a marke.l degree the works of the Greek
architects. The Asiatics had not that power
of separating ideas, the ideal from the real-

istic, that the Greeks had—they needed, like

children of nature, representations to assist, or
that kind of symbolic expression which a
maturer intellect can dispense with. Their
notions of matter and mind were in hope-
less confusion. Leaning ever to the mys-
terious, they could not concentrate their
minds on anything of a practical nature

;

their science, if we can call it such,
was entirely founded on empirical rules

;

while their art, reaching its fullest develop-
ment, expressing to the utmost the ideas that
evolved it, cotild not advance a step further.

It was for another people and nation to carry
on tho progressive movement of art on a more
reliable basis. It was reserved for the more
practical nations of the west to carry on this

work. To Greece and Rome we have to look
for the resumption of the conceptive power of
a vigorous art. Their intellectual strength,

their moral and systematic mind, were suffl-

cient. If we can show greater poets and
philosophers than Greece, we yet yield her a
charm of freshness and originality wo cannot
possess. As a well-known writer has it, speak-
ing of the Classic life, " It is the image there
only to be seen of our highest natural powers
in their freshest vigour. It is the unattainable
grace of the prime of manhood." The most
common-place relics are " models for our
highest art." The chaste simplicity and
grandeur of Greek architeccure is pre-erninent,
whatever notions we may entertain of its

flexibility and its applicability to modefn
wants. The same, indeed, may be said of
Greek poetry, philosophy, and sculpture. A
keen sense of the beautiful distinguished them
all. Possessing a high degree of mental ori-

ginality, and unrestricted by sacerdotal inter-

ference, despotic authority, or by the obstruc-
tion of castes, the poetic element soon found
exercise. The religious mythi aided to create
a sort of ajsthetic-spiritual culture, which
Orpheus in his religious hymns. Homer in his
national epic poems, and Hesiod in his mytho-
cosmogonal works, rendered immortal. Again,
Plato and Aristotle embraced the highest
aims of humanity and reason, and drew a dis-

tinction between the world of sense and the
super-sensuous that has exercised a powerful
and never-dying influence over mankind.
What African and Asiatic civilisation failed

to accomplish, Greece did. It was to sub-
ordinate the coarser faculties of nature to
another and higher faculty, tho intellectual.

The human figure, which was degraded to the
purposes of gross superstitions by the Egyp-
tians and Assyrians, transformed into monster
shapes, now began to assume that prerogative

of a Divine nature which the Greeks always
identified with the " Beautiful," the chief

attribute of tho moral system of Aristotle.

Previously the natural faculties only aimed at

representative art, degrading it to the lower
passions and the lowest ideals. Now it aimed
at a far higher conception, and achieved a
nobler purpose. An idealised nature was what
Greek art aspired to, and its religion was
almost pure maturalism. The very gods of

the Greeks were more the creaturesof the ima-
gination than of religious need, and " the

most finished perfection of the natural facul-

ties was the dream" of the Greek.
Examining the masterpieces of Greek archi-

tecture—the Parthenon, for example—the same
idealised conception and expression is mani-
fest.
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Thoagh Grecian architecture undoubtedly

owed much to Egyptian and Assyrian art,

the Greek mind soon developed a style essen-

tially original in its mode of expression. In

Athenian architecture at least, the two races

th It c .mbined to create such sublime works of

formative beauty—namely, the Pelasgic and

Dorian races, or the Ionic and Doric elements

irere about equally concerned. In the

Parthenon we do not get the expression of

material power of the Egyptian temples, nor

the variety of the Roman and later phases of

art, but we have that higher and rigid intel-

lectual expression which depends on a more

perfected system of proportion, and that ex-

quisite perception of the refinements of form

and outline which an earlier civilisation could

not attain to. ladeed, the kiad of beauty of

which the Parthenon is a type fitly reflects the

abstract and philosophic mind of the Greeks

;

it stands as an embodiment in form of the

intellect, simplicity, and grace of the period

Tue minute optical adjustments, the curves

employed with such delicate precision, the

mouldings, the finish bestowed upon every

part of this model of Greek taste, are so many
indications of that refinement of mental cul-

ture and abstraction in design which so pre-

eminently distinguished the Greeks. The re-

pt«sentative oSice of sculpture was nicely

subordinated to the architecture, not as in

Egyptian and Assyrian and Indian art, often

taking a paramount place. Again, colour was

subordinated to form ; the sculpture was often

relieved by colour, the backgrounds and mould-

ings being painted, but never to destroy or

interfere with the value of the architectural

forms, and never in exposed situations.

G. H. G.
(_To be continued.)

STEAM EOAD ROLLING.

WE have received the report of the Metropoli-

tan Board ofWorks on the economy ofsteam

road-rolling, written by Fred. A. Paget. It is aa

important report, and well worthy of the careful

attention of all interested in the question. Pro-

bably we shall refer to the report at length

in a fatnre number. The following is what

Mr. Paget says on the economy of steam rolling:—
Retulti in Paris, Liverpool, Shefieltl, and

Maidstone.—The results obtained oa the numer-

ous roads steam-rolled in Paris for more than

seven ytars have led to the general belief amongst
thoee best fitted to judge that, with the same ex-

panditure, a road rolled by steam lasts doable the

time of that rolled by horses. Starting from
these results, and assnming that the stoam-roUed

roads would 'ast twice as long as the present, Mr.

Ueaton, of Birmingham, calculated that an an-

naal saving of £5700 to that town would be

effected by the use of the steam. roller; the pre-

sent annual expenditure for road material alone

amonnting to as much as £13,000. Though hesi-

tating to assign a precise figure to the amount of

saving effected by road-rolling, Mr. Ncwlands,

the Liverpool borough engineer, wrote in October,

1867, with regard to Messrs. Aveling and Porter's

30-ton roller:
—"Our roads are in much better

order, and easier kept clean, than before its nse,

and our bills for macadam are not so heavy."

Mr. Newlands expects, however, that "the savmg
in macadam by every coating being at once con-

solidated will be very great, though he cannot at

present put a value on it." During the last two
years, Mr. Samuel P. Holmes, the Borough Sur-

veyor of SheflSeld, has " used a steam road-

roller made by Messrs. Aveling and Porter." He
finds " the saving in the cost of macadamisad
roads to be even greater than when rolled with a

horse-roller," but he is " not yet in a position to

give exact figures." He has no doubt it will in-

crease the saving at least 40 per cent, over un-

rolled roads." Mr. Edward Buokhara, the

borough surveyor of Maidstone, writes us as to

the steam-rolling carried out there in March,

1868, with a 15-ton Aveling and Porter roller,

that " the results obtained from using the roller

are economy, durability, comfort, and uniformity

of section ofroad." Mr. Buckham considers that

the constant use of a steam road-roller would
effect an economy in road maintenance of "at
least " twenty per cent.

Jftguret and Opinion* of London Road Sur-

veyors.— Mr. Howell, surveyor of roads in the

district of S. James, wrote in October, 186S, that

by moans of steam-rolling " the material is saved.

The stones being forced into a soft bed, will not

be fretted away as they would ba when exposed

to horses' hoofs and wheels," and he considers
" that the use of a heavy roller ought to reduce

the cost of maintaining roads from one-third to

one-half, with a better road." He says that two-

thirds of the iraterial are saved. Mr. Howell has

reported to Mr. Tomkins, the surveyor of the

parish of S. George's, Hanover-square, in 1867,

that his vestry "had a roller weighing 20 tons;

this was, in his opinion, unwisely sold. The
Small use made of it convinced him, or assisted to

convince him, that our method of forming mac-

adam roads without a roller is a mistaka." " In

favour of the use of a sufficient roller in the for-

mation of broken granite or gravel roads the

reasons that might be adduced are numerous ;

but perhaps the most potent is economy, not only

to ratepayers, but to every owner of a horse."

Mr. Tomkins, of S. George's, says that one-third

of the material is saved. Mr. Maun, the superin-

tendent of the department of Her Majesty's

Commissioners of Works, informs us that his ex-

perience in steam-rolling, as compared with

horse-rolling, " leads him to conclude that the es-

timate of a comparative economy of one-third in

material and labour would be much below the

mark." He considers " the adoption of the

steam roller generally most desirable ;
" and re-

commends that " the road be properly lifted and

coated, and the interstices fiUei with good hogg

ing." Mr. R. B. Arntz, the surveyor of the Board

of Works for the Westminster district, in the re-

port previously alluded to of Novembar, 18G6,

states his opinion that steam-rollers " are a valu-

able invention, and that they could be used with

advantage on the macadamised roads of London."

Amon" other London pariah and district sur-

veyors wa may mention Mr. Pratt, surveyor of

Islington ; Mr. Henry Oormack, surveyor of the

eastern district, and Mr. John A. Clements, sur-

veyor of the western district, of Islington ; Mr.

Browning, of Maryleboae ; Mr. Greenstreet, of St.

Saviour's, Southwark ; Mr. Pattison, of Chelsea;

and yet others. Mr. Cormack writes :
—

" No
doubt a saving is effected by at once consolidat-

ing the granite instead of allowing a portion to be

ground to dust by traffic, then to be carted away

as mud. The additional durability must be proved

by time, and will greatly depend upon the quan-

tity of hogging or other binding material used

duriu" the process." Mr. Clements states that

"one of the great advantages in the wear of a

rolled road is, that the stones are all at oaoe cou-

solidatsd into one mass, the corners of the stones

being undamaged ; wliilst in a road where the

traffic has to consolidate the new metal, the

whole of the stones, both on the surface and

beneath, gat rounded, forming so many pebbles,

which roll to and fro in all directions, giving an

immense amount of labour and attention after-

wards." Mr. Browning, the surveyor of Maryle-

bone, says he is " decidedly in favour of rolling

granite roads either by horse or steam (the lat-

ter where practicable)." " An advantage is

gained in every way." Mr. Greenstreet, of S.

Saviour's District Board of Words, writes that he

is decidedly "of opinion that roads thus made
will wear much longer than under the old rough

and cruel system." We have seen it stated by

a correspondent of a daily paper that in 1866 a

steam-roller tried between Highbury and the om-

nibus yard made an excellent road, which " re-

mained one year and three months apparently

qnite good, without one spadeful of granite being

put on it, although other portions of the same
road within the same time required three coats

of granite to keep it in equal repair.

TkeRoad Metalling used in London.—Where,
as in London, the metalling is of a very costly

character, and yet, from its very hardness, only
" run in " with difficulty by the ordinary traffic,

most favourable results as to economy may be ex-

pected. The average price of the London five

ounce granite metalling may bo stated to be six

teen shillings per ton delivered on the roads. As
evidence of the great proportion that the price of

the metalling enters into the expense of road

maintenance in London, we may state that Mr-
Henry T. Tomkins, the surveyor of the roads in

the district of S. George, writes us that Bond-
street cost during the past year jB245 for main-

tenance, not less than £216 of which were for

metalling. The macadamised portion of Picca-

dilly cost £1381, of which £1359 were spent on

metalling. According to the 1868-9 published

return of expenditure of the Board of Works
for the Westminster District, Bridge-street,

cost 3s. 6.5d per square yard, or a total of more
than £3tl, of which more than £305 were spent

on the granite alone ; Parliamont-atroot, £328, of

which £173 for metalling; Victoria-street, £869,

of which £711 for broken granite ; Kensington-
road, £1588, out of which as much as £141i
were spent on the cost of the granite. Never-
theless, in spite of its great hardness, the Guern-
sey granite is sometimes worn before consolida-

tion on the London roiids into smooth, irregular

balls, specimens of which we have now before us.

The economy produced in road maintenance
would evidently be in proportion to the cubical

contents of the metal required ; or in proportion,

cceteris paribus, to the amount of the traffij, and
this would be in favour of the London roads.

In many German districts where rolling is em-
ployed on cheaper metalling, the expenditure for

metal only amounts to about fifty per cent, of the

total cost of maintenance.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting of this Asso-

ciation, held on Friday evening last, Mr.
Lacy W. Ridge, Pi'esident, in the chair,

Mr. T. H. Watson read a paper

On Monumental ScuLPinEB.

This paper was supplementary to one read be-
fore the Association last year by the same gentle-

man.* After some introductory remarks and a
brief resume of his former paper, Mr. Watson
entered at some length into the subject of Greek
sculpture, by the study of which architects woald
be able to get some perception of those qualities

which are undoubtedly necessary f<>r all monu-
mental sculpture, and without which it cannot ba
applied to architecture without detriment to the

highest forms of both. The Greeks had a power of

execution, and a wealth of imaginative story that

linked itself to the creation of the boldest and
finest works. Architects in the present day are

very liable to go astray in adopting the most
finished style of the Greeks as a point of de-

parture ; indeed, much of the weakness of modern
sculpture comes from the endeavour so to do,

instead of getting at the simpler principles and
truths out of which the Greeks' wonderful per-

ception of the beautiful and their delicate man'

-

pnlation enabled them to create what architects

in the present day would emulate. Same of the

earlier pre-Phidian art, together with the MediiBval

sculptures of the best times, will bo more useful

in the present day to architects in determining
rules of practice, the ultimate application o£

which should be directed to the production not of

affected and imperfect copies or translations of

the weaknesses visible in the works referred to—
faults arising always from want of anatomical

knowledge, mechanical appliances, and technical

skill—but rather to the creation of works perfect,

as far as all existing advantages go, in mechanical

and technical siiill, but having primarily earnest

intention—a plain motive told plainly and in the

most straightforward manner, and in stone. The
material must never be forgotten. Si;ulpture in

conjunction with architecture must grow out of

the architecture— be an essential part of the

design, not applied or stuck on as so much orna-

ment put into niches or otherwise. Mr. Watson
thinks the niche is a great mistake, and the statue

put into it merely an ornamental appendage,

without reason or utility to justify its introduc-

tion. The simplest idea of sculpture in the round

forming part of an architectural composition is

that it should be functional, or used to emphasise

and mark functional members of the composition.

The figures on the angles of tho Ducal Palace at

Venice are an elaborate example of this treat-

ment ; and throughout all Mediajval art many
far simpler specimens may be found in which the

parts sculptured have projection sufficient to give

them the desired relief and importance ; but they

are attached to, grow out from, and are, in fact,

cut out of the same stone as the functional mem-
bers they emphasise, whether it be quoin, column,

or arch-stone. When this ligature is cut, sculpture

commences to have a separate existence ; it

gradually becomes tho subject of another branch

of the art family—becomes, indeed, a distinct

work of art, requiring different conditions under

which it may be seen so as to be understood ;
it

» BuiLDi.NO News, Vol. XVI. pp. 373 and 385.
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sbonld then be placcil in a gallery where it can

be viewed all round, but it can no longer be a

Bubsiiliary member with others of a work in which,

perhaps, it lias become a discordant element.

Figures carved in low relief are the natural first

steps of this principle ; the stone on which they

arc carved forms a portion of the solid Btructnro

of the building, and this application of sculptiire<l

forms is that which we should first adopt in our

works. High relief, and ultimiitely the round

properly used, is an elaboration of this, which

can only be obtained at a greater cost. It is

necessary to qualify the round by saying" properly

used," or we should get at once a contr.idiotion

between what it has been attempted to show is a

principle, and what we know to have been the

practice of the M-disovalists and the Greeks in

their finest periods. But a careful consideration

of those works in which they did actually sever

the material and sculpturo the figures all round,

will prove the truth of what has been stated , for

apart from all considerations of ease with which

works of such great magnitude could be handled,

and the obligation a true artist is under to finish

to bis utmost whatever his hand may reach, and
which has given to us what was never intended

for the enjoyment of the Greeks—viz., the back
of the Theseus, said to be the finest thing in the

world— it U evident that the purpose and inten-

tion of the work can be made by the power of the

artist to ride superior to the accidents of position

and even of the material itself ; and one can
hardly view these fragments as they now are

without resetting the figures in their original

surroundings, while with all the life and move-
ment in them, and with the largest and broadest

treatment that has ever been produced, there are

certain strongly-marked lines of composition, a
balance and order of the parts, which distinguish

the work immediately as having formed part

of an architecture ia which tliey were the

chief and the noblebt ornament. Severed in

reality, the pervading spirit of the master
Phidias lived in the whole, and fused the mass
into one design, and they are as essentially parts

of the structure as tUmgh they had never been
(for greater perfection of finish) wrought on the
ground iustea I of in gUu. The principles on
which scnl|ilurc should he designed may be
founded on the consideration that it should never
be allowed to rnn away from its ground, bnt be
ever attached to, fuse I into, and form part of the
structure. This clearly settled, most other rules

spring from it. The actions will not be violent,

the movements of the composition will be more
or less limited, as the work is more or less in

relief. We find in the best period of Mediaival
sculpture, when the figures are most advanced
towards and rcacli absolute roundness, a very
slrongrecognition of their architectural parentage.
The arms and legs are not cleaving the air, the
drapery falls but little affected by wind or move-
ment, the figures are columnar, and cleave to tiie

Btrongly-marked vertical lines of the composition
of which they form a pirt.

The influence of co-tumo is very great on the
artists of any period, from the fact that, material
and objeotive as it is, putting aside all moral con-
siderations, an artist in a living and progres"^ive

art period must represent and render in stone the
objects he soes, the daily life he lives, and the
social condition of the people and t'me in which
he is placed. No great period of art has ever
been in which the artists generally and almost
exclusively sought in previous periods of history
the subjects of their works or the personages and
costumes of previous times. The object of the
artist should be to stamp upon his work the image
of the time in which he lives, and to hand down to
those who shall come after him a true mirror of
those influences that surround him. It may be
said that this is not an age of sculpture but of
pictorial art, with its colour and semblance

; that
variety, restlessness, and show are the main cha-
racteristics of our social condition at this time;
and that artists should devote themselves to the
representation of those aspects of our existence,
and what is a qn.ality of art, exasgerate within
certain limits the natural development of it.

This would be to leave the less sensuous art of
sculpture altogether to neglect

; but this will not
Buit architects, who find in sculpture their most
nseful and graceful ally. Nor are there wanting
thoughtful men and women who by their works
and influence would give to this too"-frivoloH8 age
some sort of love and respect for those qualities
of chivalry and nobility which have afforded
Bnbject for all the art-representation we admire

j

bnt the masses are difficult to reach, and adverse

powers are immense, and too much nscd in the
opposite direction. Still, soulpturo cannot be

allowed to bo starved out becanse we will not
provide for its sustenance those solid and enduring
accessories to onr lives which are more abso-

lutely ncces.sary to it than to any other art.

While we persist in hiding and smothering up
under snperSciality and meanness the noblest im-
pulses we feel, wo cannot alter things ; wo must
be content to take them as we find them, But we
may hope for better times, and work onward. We
may use our reason to modify and correct those
evils which it would sometimes appe;ir are in-

separable from a high state of civilisation. Mr.
Watson next proceeded to describe the parts of
costume that have been common to all art periods,

the facilities they gave to the artist's work, and
so indirectly served to promote the influence and
expresiiion of tliat art. In the course of these
remarks he said that in all the earlier dresses

very simple forms were used, loosely flowing
about the person, and leaving the limbs uncon-
fined,the drapery being wrought with the needle,

and damasked over with colours and figures that
did not interfere with, but rather marked out its

folds. All this was excellently adapted for
sculptural representation, and at the hands of

artist-workmen received different renderings
according to the material. The Greeks wore so
fine a tissue as to be almost transparent, and their

sculptors rendered this in a manner which re-

veals the whole fo ni within. It has been said

by some that they went out of their way to wet
the garments th-y threw over their models, but
on looking ciiefully at the Greek figures you
will see plainly that it was no snch thing ; they
saw through the tissue which encompassed the
figure, and they represented what they saw, not
what they knew it to be. The mutilated female
figures in the room of the hog's back tombs in

the British Museum show how this thin tissue,
fluttering in the wind, is treated. The Media;-
valist saw a heavier and a warmer covering, and
he rendered it in that fine bold columnar appear-
ance of the figures, not wanting in life and
movement, as will have been noticed in the statues
of the porches of Chartres, some of which have
been beautifully drawn and lately published by
Mr. Lonsdale. These statues are indeed sermons
in stone, speakin": in earnest language and form-
ing a part of the architecture even more thoroughly
than those of any previous art, that of the Greeks
not even excepted. No people seem to have felt
the strictly sculpturesque treatment of the human
figure as these thirteenth century imagiers seem
to have done in hewing out their figures on the
building side by side with those who worked the
canopies and pedestals. These sculptures seem
to combine all that is noble and best in monu-
mental art, loveliness, and truth to nature in
expression, motive, and action—action fined down
to the least possible mobility, so as to sustain the
lines of the architecture, from which it is no dis-
paragement to them to say that they cannot be
separated without loss of force and beauty. The
form of the block of stone often influenced the
composition of the fii;ure, and it is evident also
that in some instances the original intention has
been departed from in some of the Medieval
statues' from conditions imposed by the material
itself, after the original design was made. But
what is most important, the sculptors were not
content with a limpinK literal representation of
the;thing they saw, which would have resulted in
a poor nituvalistic art. The same mental pro-
cess which with the Greeks produced the'r ideal
of lovely form from hii^h intellectual nature,
with the Media;valist resulted in a grand religious
and chivalrous creation of moral excellence.
After briefly referring to the difficulties met with
in the modern practice of sculpture, the author
concluded by saying that he could not pretend to
point out how these difilculties were to be met.
We can all see, ho said, that the old men had
difficulties, we can see something of the methods
they used to lessen or obviate them, and most
interesting such things are to the carefid student.
We may each do something to lessen the amount
of this difficulty, and we really onjiht to try and
lend a hand to our sculptors "in this matter, and
not leave them to the great trouble, whenever they
me to make the statue of a man, of devising

some way in which to represent him other than
that in which he was known to his fellowmen, and
so that we should not see our worthies coming out
in tog,a3 or " blankets " they never wore in life,

and with a general looseness of appearance
suggestive of moral attributes directly contrary to
those for which they are immortalised.

Some remarks on the paper having been made
by the Chairman, Mr. Lonsdale, and others, the

usual vote of thanks to the reader of the paper
terminated the proceedings.

THE BOYAL ABCHITECTURAL
MUSEUM.

WE have just received a copy of the

annual report of this museum. Her
Majesty, the fountain of all honour, has in the

plenitude of her boundless generosity, permitted
the Architectural Museum to designate itself the
Royal Architectural Museum. The report says

Her Majesty has not only " condescended " to

become its patron, bnt has done it the " doable
honour "of permitting it to be called " royal." We
should have thought that Her Majesty honoured
herself by honouring such an institution. Bat
let that pass.

After glancing at the opening of the museum,
and recording thanks to all who have substantially

assisted in its formation, the report says :—

•

"The Council are now negotiating with the
Royal Academy for an exchange of Classic for

Gothic work ; and with the South Kensington
Museum for the loan of nearly ,500 casts from
Amiens and other places on the Continent and in

this oountiy, in return for casts from the Bartle-

Frere Indian sculptures belonging to the Council
" The formation of a library of reference for

students and art-workmen has been determined

upon, the sum of £10 towards the necessary

fittings, and some valuable works, having bee n
already promised by Mr. Henry Vaughan ; it is

hoped that other donations in books or in money
fortheir purchase will follow.

" By fur the most important practical item of

this report has yi't to be mentioned, viz., the for-

mation of the Architectural Art Classes under the

direction of a joint Committee of the Royal
Institute of British Architects, the Architectural

Association, and the Architectural Museum j each
body contributing as it is best able—the Institute

in funds and influence, the Association in the
working arrangements, and the Museum in giving

up a large and well lighted room, and the use of

its collection. Too much c.innot ba urged in

favour of this organisation, embracing as it does,

classes for

1. Drawing from the flat and round.

2. Drawing from life.

3. Modelling.
4. Colour decoration.

5. Water colour drawing.

G. Perspective and soiography.

7. Architectural drawing.
'• For particulars applications should be add ressed

to the lion. Sec. to the Joint Committee, Lacy W.
Ridge, Esq., 23, Bedford-row, W.C.
" The Council have decided for the present upon

opening their Museum on the evenings of Tues-
day, Thursday, and Saturday, from 7 to 9'30,

commencing with Thursday, June 2, to enable
many to study in it who are engaged during the

day."
After speaking of the financial condition of the

Museum, which is not very encouraging, the re-

port (lives utterance to the following complaint :

—

" The Council have been in communicaiion with
the Commissioners for the Annual International

Exhibitions of Art and Industry, and have made
suggestions for co-operatiug with them in a work
like the Museum, dating its ccmmencement from
the year 1851. The Council are at a loss to

understand the absence of their President's name
on a Commission which includes the Presidents

of the Royal Academy and the Institute of Civil

Engineers."
Would it not have been wiser to have said

nothing about the absence of their President's

name on the Commission, or to have com-
municated with the Commissioners privately ?

CHURCH BUILDING IN CORNWALL
AND DEVONSHIRE.

TORQUAY.—Plans for the further decoration

of S. Luke's Church have been approved and
adopted. The plan for the screen consists of a

base of stone, with panels of incised alabaster,

the other parts to be wrought iron, with polished

brass staples, rosettes, cresting, and cross. For
the decoration of the sacrarium and choir, it is

proposed to illustrate the Te Detim with nine

groups of angels, ornamented with vine foliage,

&c. The roof of the choir will be illnstrated
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with twelve sabjects, vii. :—Anpeh of our Lord,

the heaTcas, sun and moon, stars of heaven,

lightning and clouds, mountains and hills, creen

things, whales, fowls, beasts, priests of our Lord,

&o., whilst the intermediate panels will be filled

with the words of the Canticles, and the colour-

ing similar to that of the rocks of Torquay, viz.,

black and red, with white veins runninj; through

them. The wooden ribs will be decorated with

gold and colour in a similar manner to the south

transept of Hereford Cathedral. The cost is

estimated at £600. Mr. Blomfield, of London,

is the architect.

S. EsoDEE, Cornwall.— The Church of

S. Eoo«ler, situated a few miles from the town

of S. Columb, having undergoae partial restora-

tion at a cost of £900, has just been re-opened

by the Lord Bishop of the diocese. Prior to the

commencement of the work, the church was in a

most dilapidated condition, and it became espe-

cially necessary that the roof should receive

prompt attention, the restoration of the other

parts being simply deferred on account of a diffi-

culty in the way of raising the whole of the

necessary amount at once. From the designs of

Mr. J. Piers St. Aubyn, the chancel roof has

been completely rebuilt, and the whole of the

chancel restored. The remaining roofs have

been very substantially repaired—in fact, they

have been new slated throughout—but the old

timber on the inside has not been removed. The
south chancel aisle has been rebuilt, and three

new windows erected ; and it is hoped that,

by the end of the present year, suinciont money
will be raised to tnable the church to be re-

seated, open benches being substituted for the

chairs now in use. The new pulpit, lectern, and
the fittings at the altar, are the gift of the

vicar. The contractors were Messrs. Corah and
£dwards.
Lanivet, COBlfWALL.—Funds are being raised

for some additions to this very pretty liitle church,

restored some five years ago from the designs of

Mr. Piers St. Aubyn, architect, of London, at a
cost of £1000. This church is generally sup-

posed to stand exactly in the centre of the county,

and consists of nave, chancel, and north and sonth

aisles, A piscina, or stonp, of elaborate sculp-

tured Pentewan stone, stands on a granite

pedestal at the south side of the chancel. In the

sooth wall are the rood stairs, in good condition

and open, and two large apertures in the span-

drels of the opposite arches mark the position of

the ancient rood-loft. The arcades each comprise

six fi'ur-centred arches of S. Stephen's stone,

supported on pillars of the same material. The
tower arch is of handsome proportions, and richly

moulded. The tower itself is of three stages,

ssrongly buttressed, and finished with battle-

ments ; it contains six bells, on one of which is

inscribed, " Peace and Good Neighbourhood,"
nhile the tenor bell bears the following couplet

:

I to the church the Ilvlnjr call,

Aud to the grave I Bummon all.

Prior to the restoration in 186-t the roof was of

the barrel kind, so common in Cornwall and
Devon. A series of most interesting paintings

in distemper were discovered, chiefly in the south

aisle, the principal being a figure of Christ eight

feet six inches high, painted in black, yellow, and

claret, the back-ground being filled in with various

instiuments of torture. The preservation of

these paintings was a matter of impossibility,

bat the rector has retained careful copies of

them all.

TivEETOir.— Geeenway's Almshouses.—
The interesting and elaborate little chapel con-

nected with this building has been carefully

restored under the direction and from the designs

of Mr. E. Afehworth, architect. Although re-

markably small—being but 14ft. square by 17ft.

high, this chapel contains a wonderful amount
of carved stonework in the Late Perpendicular

style, and is extremely profuse and rich in excel-

lent examples of the art in that period. Groups
of saints and angels, figures of animals, &c.,

abound, and there are numerous quaint inscrip-

tions upon the exterior walls, which have until

the present restoration been covered with plaster,

and become illegible. These have been now
brought out, those letters which have become
corrcMled by time have been restored, and the

accumulated dirt removed from the others.

Beneath the cornice, in raised letters of about

five inches deep, occurs :

—

Have grace, ye men. and ever pray.
For the eowls of John and Joan Greenway.

And nnder the west window :

—

Best awhile, ye that may,
And pray for us by night and day.

There is a new open roof of stained and varnished

deal, and the four niches have been filled with

figures of SS. Blaise, Ann, Peter, and Christopher.

John Greenway, the founder of these almshouses,

rose from a low station to that of a merchant of

great eminence, and having no children, devoted

the greater part of his immense wealth to the

benefit of the poor and public. He founded

these almshouses in 1517, and about the same
time took down and rebuilt the north aisle of

the parish church of S. Peter, erecting a large

and curionsly-carved porch in front. He built a

rich screen between the chancel and nave, and

was buried, in 1529, iu the vault under his chapel.

The inscriptions there indicate somewhat of his

turn of mind and character :

—

God speed our way ;

Fray for the soul of John Grenwaye.

O that the Lord maye
Grant under Jolm Grenwaye
Good lortttue and grace.
And in Heyven a place.

Whilst we think well, and think to amend.
Time passeth away, and death's the end.

To the honour ol St. Christopher, St. Blaze, and St. Ann
This chapel by John Greenway was began.

On the brass on his tomb, now partly missing,

was engraved :—" Of your charity pray for the

souls of John and Joan Greenwaye his wife, which

died 1529, aid for their faders and moders, and

for their friends and their lovers—on them Jesu

have mercy. Amen. Of your charity say Pater-

noster and Ave." Mr. Sandall has executed the

wood-carving of the roof. The restoration of the

stone-carving, together with the sculptured work,

has been satisfactorily executed by Mr. Harry
Hems, and Mr. Physick, of Tiverton, was the con-

tractor for the masonry and woodwork.

S. Geeman's Cornwall. — The fine old

church at S. Germans, the cathedral of the

ancient Cornish diocese, is to be restored. It is

exceedingly interesting to antiquaries and ecclesi-

ologists, since it possesses the finest Norman
doorway in the West of England, and has many
other portions of pure Norman work, and further

in its second tower, which is a remnant of the old

priory. J. V.

BUILBINO NEWS SKETCH BOOK.—
No. XXIX.

DOORWAY OF ADEL CHUECU, YOEKSHIKE.

THE village of Adel or Addle, about four

miles N.W. of Leeds, is one of the few

places that can boast of possessing an old Nor-

man church, much in its original state.

The doorway is a very rich specimen of Norman
work, in tolerably good preservation, and with

the exception of a touch or two on the exterior

moulding of the arch, is in its original state.

The chevron mouldings of the arch are almost

perfect, but the beakheads are a good deal decayed.

The capitals of the pillars and piers on the left

hand side are nearly obliterated, while those on

the right are in very good preservation. The
mouldings generally on the left hand side are in

a more advanced state of decay than those on the

right, J- S.-
SUGGESTIONS FR M NATURE.

' /COMPOSITION taken generalv," says Sir

V^* Joshua Reynolds, " is the principal part of

invention, and is by far the greatest difficulty the

artist has to encounter, l.v ry raau that can

draw at all can execute imliv dual parts, but to

keep those parts in a due subordination, as rela-

tive to a whole, requires a comprehensive view of

the art, that more strongly implies genius than

perhaps any other quality whatever."

Invention consists in bringing together certain

ideas which the mind has treasured up in the

course of study, thus making new combinations

out of old materials. It necessarily follows that

much knowledge and high cultivation of mind
must exist to enable the artist to work with

"little bits" in this manner, so as to conceive

and produce objects so complete in their pro-

portion and arrangement that none shall detect the

means whilst looking at the result. Thus it will

be evident to the artist that nothing can more tend

to exalt his taste and strengthen his judgment

than a close and unremitting study of ancient

authorities and natural forms, together with much
and appropriate reading.

To excel in design we must rely principally

on our own powers of comparison aud observation,

ever searching np materials for thought and hints

to put into practice. With a view to assist the

student we have illustrated this week a few

suggestions for ornament. These consist of the
buds, loaves, and flowers of various plants, soma
of which are enlarged from nature, viz. :

—

No. 1, Buttercup.
Nos. 2, 17, WoodyNight

shade.

Nos. 3, 7, 10, 14, 15, 23,

24, Geranium.
Nos. 4, 13, 18, 21,

Columbine.
Nos. 5, 6, 8, Groundsel.
No. 9, Dead leaf of

plane tree.

"Whilst giving these studies we would observe
that mischief often results through designing from
nature without a thorough knowledge of the con-
ventional principles employed by the old art
masters, for ornamental design is a purely arti-

ficial result dependent on material and situation.

O. W. D.

No. 11, Forget-me-not.
Nos. 12, 19, Young

celery.

No. 16, Mignonette.
No. 20, Canariensis.

No. 22, Heliotrope.

No. 25, Parsley, seed
leaves.

No. 26, Maple.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

ON Saturday last, the 21st inst., a party of
nearly fifty of the students of the Institution

of Civil Engineers, under the guidance of Mr.
Brunlees, Member of Council, visited by special

invitation the cement works of Messrs. John
Bazley, White and Brothers, at Swanscombe,
Kent, for the purpose of receiving an explanation
as to the process of the manufacture of Portland
Cement. The invitation was given by Mr. G. F.
White, now nearly ona of the oldest associates,

who was present at one of the recent weekly
meetings of the students, when a paper was read
by Mr. Preston, Stud. Inst. C.E., on the subject

of the manufacture of cement. All the members
of the firm were present to conduct their visitors

over the manufactory, which stands on the banks
of the Thames, and covers an area of fifty acres.

The mixing of the chalk and the clay, in the pro-

portions of three parts of the former to one of

the latter, takes place in a series of double circular

mills, about 12ft. in diameter and 3ft. deep,

touching one another, aud each furnished with
revolving harrows to secure the perfect reduction
of the particles. The chalk is delivered in lumps
into one of these mills, which is kept constantly

supplied with water, and the liquid passes thence

to the other mill, where it receives the clay.

After remaining long enough under the harrows,

the mixture is pnmped up to a height of some
feet, whence it flows by gravitation through
wooden spouts into large reservoirs called " backs,"

where it lies until drainage and evaporation have
disposed of the greater part of the water. While
the liquid cement is iu the " backs," samples of it

are constantly taken and burnt ; so that any defect

in the proportions is at once detected and remedied.

The residue is then transported, first to the drying

stoves, and then to the kilns where it is to be

burnt. These are constructed on the endless

principle, and are bell-shaped. They are about

30ft. high, and are fed near the top with alternate

layers of cemeat and gas coke. As combustion

goes on the clinker is drawn periodically from
the bottom of the kiln, and, after the rejection of

any that is insufficiently burnt, it passes to the

mills for grinding. Special care is taken to do
this thoroughly, as the strength of cement is

found to be greatly enhanced by fineness of

grinding. A visit was paid to the testing-room,

where samples of the manufactured cement aie

made hourly through the day. Some of these

were selected by Mr. Brunlees, and the strain

required for breaking them ascertained by the

machine. The Messrs. White explained that the

heavier cements, produced by excessive burning,

were slow in setting, althouijh ultimately acquir-

ing a higher tensile strength than the lighter

cements ; but they expressed their opinion that

the quality of cement that would insure undoubted

stability without increasing its cost by the dimi-

nution in volume that is inseparable from a very

high specific gravity was the best suited for the

general ourposes of construction. When the in-

spection "was concluded the students were enter-

tained at lunch by the Messrs. White, who ex-

plained that they would be ready on all occasions

to contribute in every way to the furtherance of

the technical education of the younger members

of the profession.

South Kensington Museum.-—To provide

space for the examination and exhibition of the

national competition drawings of the Schools of

Art in the United Kingdom, the gallery of

Raphael's cartoons will be used, and must be

closed for a short time.
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BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

By Thomas Moebis.

(^Continued from page 380).

IN an endeavour to approach the localities,

dates, and destinations of these examples
and memorials, occasional glances at the

persons connected with their origin and course,

aa well as the habits of their time, are almost
inevitable. We gather information at once
as to where, when, by whom, and for what
purpose a building was erected, with its precise

couliguration and principles of construction.

Some of thiise may be held subordinate, and
to be valued only for the light they cast, as

by reflection, on the general subject ; but
none can be utterly ignored. Inference is a
chief support of architectural history.

Eltham, anciently Ealdham (the old man-
sion or dwelling, as Lysons explains), is situ-

ated about eight miles from London, on the
Maidstone road. It was a royal manor held
by one Alwold under Edward the Confessor.
William the Conqueror gave it to his half-

brother, Odo, upon whom ho also conferred
the title of Earl of Kent, previously borne by
Godwin, the father of Harold. When Odo
was banished in the next reign, about four
years after Doomsday Book had been com-
piled, it reverted with his other possessions to

the Crown. Henry lit. kept Christmas here
with great state in 1270. The manor was
afterwards divided by Edward I. There were
three parks—namely, the Great Park, of 596
acres; the Little or Middle Park, of 333
acres ; and Home or Lee Park, of 336 acres.

Roof of the Hall, Eltham, Kent.

One consequence of this division is a some-
what confused history of the place ; but it

seems probable that one part was always in

the Crown, notwithstandmg the tenure of a
portion by Baron Mandeville and another by
John de Vesci. It was with the De Vesci

property that the celebrated Anthony de Bek,
Bishop of Durham, became connected. Bek
was not a great churchman only, but a dis-

tinguished warrior, in which latter capacity he
led the van of the king's army into Scotland,

where in the course of the campaign De Vesci

fell, and in dying made the bishop trustee of

his estates. Bek sold Alnwick Castle to

Henry de Percy, and retained Eltham, which
he converted into a favourite residence, and
died there in 1311. The splendour of his esta-

blishments were inferior to the king's alone.

He maintained 140 knights, and had fair

claims to be termed munificent He founded
colleges at Chester and Lanchester, erected

towers at Gainford and Conisclifl, castles of

Auckland in Durham, and Somerton in Lin-

colnshire, and Durham-place in London.
From Bek the palace passed to Queen Isa-

bella, and here her son Prince John was born
in 1315. Edward III. twice held Parliaments

at this palace, and gave a sumptuous entertain-

ment to King John of France. A royal ban-

quet was given by Richard II. to the exiled

King of Armenia. Eltham seems, in short, to

have been in favour with its regal owners till

Henry VIII. gave preference to Greenwich.

Elizabeth spent a few days here in 1559, and
James I. made the last kingly visit to the

place in 1612. The churchwardens " Paid for

ryngers when the kynge's magestie came to lie

at Ealthom, 12d." Frederick Prince of Wales

was created Earl of Eltham in 1726. During

the Commonwealth, the palace, already un-

ftimished and out of repair, was valued at

£2753, clear of the cost of taking down, and

sold ; but the hall escaped demolition through

its fitness for a barn, and to that purpose it

was long applied. The sales of royal property

were annulled at the Restoration, and Eltham
was regained by the crown, to which estate it

still appertains.

The Perpendicular style of Gothic archi-

tecture (to which the present example belongs)

flourished under some of the most extravagant

possessors of the English throne. It com-

menced with Richard II., and was in full

vigour under Edward IV. The tretitment of

stonework had become elaborate, refined, and

elegant ; and it was by no means unnatural

that the masons, by whom so great a result

had been promoted, should in times of general

parade be tinctured with prevailing arrogance.

Their correspondence with the Continent, and

probable, if not necessary, infusion into their

ranks of foreign recruits—above all, their pre-

tension to itiysticism and secresy—must have

been obnoxious amid the political conditions

bequeathed by Henry V., together with his

crown, bringing masons, as it were, within the

bane of
*' Conjurors and sorcerers, that, afraid of him.

By magic verges have coutrivcd his end."

Their lodges, or confederacies, were accord-

ingly prohibited by an Act, 3rd Hen. VI.

(1425). But we may perceive an indication

here that the most advanced phases of the

building arts had become sufficiently natural-

ised to be independent of extraneous support

;

and that carpentry, placed upon a footing of
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unprecedented eminence by the masterpiece

of Westminster Hall, had obtained a high

artistic recognition. It must have been felt

that a period had arrived at wliich architec-

ture could be released from thraldom to a

craft, made free of every material, and instead

of being the slaye of one, become the equal

patroness of all. The most elaborate and intri-

cate examples of masonry were executed after

the holding of lodges had been made culpable
;

but the presence of timber had become agree-

able where stone at an earlier date would have
been deemed indispensable. Stone vaulting,

as seen not solely in great ecclesiastical monu-
ments, but in the occasional embellishment of

secular works—take as instances the ceilings

of bays and oriels—is thoroughly beautiful

(those at Eltham fully bear this out, save that

one has been sadly injured to allow the passage
of waggons). But this sensation is largely

dependent both on fineness of detail and the

upturned direction of the eye. Plain vaulting
at a small height is cold, depressing, and cheer-

less, but becomes airy and pleasing at a great

elevation.

The hall is on a very perfect plan, and of

fine proportion, being in length 101ft., in

width 36ft. 3in., and in height about 55ft.

The length is relieved by the recessed bays or

severies at the west, and the screen and gal-

lery at the east. There are five other bays on
each side, separated externally by buttresses.

In every bay is a pair of two-light windows,
connected by the hoodmould or label being
carried horizontally across the dividing pier at

the springing. The double cusped tracery of

their heads is exceedingly elegant. The win-
dows are raised above a string moulding, as at

Westminster and Croydon—a circumstance
not observable in some early examples, but one
that was calculated to give repose and dignity

to the interior, as well as to display the

heraldic charges with effect. The walls are

of Kentish rag below the windows, and of

Ryegate Sshlar above.

For the roof, the length is also divided into

six parts, with seven principal ribs, resting on
stone corbels, ^bonded into the masonry.
There is some assimilation of design to the

roof at Westminster, but an immense in-

feriority in sustaining power and equilibra-

tion. The flattened arch is not only essen-

tially weaker in form, throwing an augmented
stress upon the upper part of the walls, but
here it does not assume the actual office of a
chief bearer, so much as apparently that of a
preserver of normal conditions. Homage was
done to the figure of the arch as a construc-

tive accompaniment, when it was no longer
regarded as a practical necessity. It is, in

fact, the artistic line by which a series of
separate and immaterial struts are governed
and connected. The arch being cut into parts,

while the members that cross it, though
secondary features of the design, are entire,

it imparts complexity and richness, but is of

no essential utility. The hall generally has
been admirably represented, and the framing
of the roof most carefully dissected and illus-

trated, by Messrs. Dunnage and Lavers, so

that with all the details so openly revealed,

the architect can readily trace the intentions

of the mediiEval craftsmen.

The side walls are not raised very much
above the heads of the windows, and the

timber work commences with a plate 12in. by
18, in two parts each 9in. thick. Caulked
down and pinned upon these plates are beams
16in. by 12, projecting inwards 6ft. 9in.

Upright posts rise from the stone corbels

already spoken of. To these projecting beams
and framed into both are curved pieces, form-
ing an elliptic quadrant or half arch, to serve
as a bracket. To the inner end of this short
beam is framed the queen post. From the
wall end of the same beam rises the principal

rafter. Midway up these principals occurs the
usual horizontal beam, and this is prevented
from sagging by a four-centred arch springing
from the brackets. The mode in which the

horizontal beams are framed into the prin-
cipals shows that they were regarded as struts,

and not as ties. But it is obvious that a strons
timber, securely framed into others at its

ends, is equally suited to resist extension and
compression. A piece intended as a strut may
consequently, under some change of structure,

serve the purpose of a tie, and this reverse of

purpose has no doubt often taken place in old

roofs. The errors of contrivance may be
counteracted by the inherent strength of large

frames of woodwork based on ni) very diri-ct

agreement with the laws of stress. Whenever
it is found that pins and tenons have given
way, it may be suspected that some unlooked-
for power has been exerted, as pins and tenons
could never have been rightly applied, if ten-

sion were presupposed. It is difficult to de-

scribe a roof so deficient in simple perspicuous
principle as this of Eltham—a defect that time
has severely exposed. The trusses are said to

contain a larger proportionate quantity of

material than those of Westminster. Yet,
with its constructive demerits admitted in

full, there are few examples with more of

elegance to disarm criticism and invite ad-
miration. The original beauty of the pendents
has been much impared by the loss of the

small pinnacles and perforated panels with
which the central posts were encased, but a
record of their design has been preserved,
and they are not the less interesting from
similarity to the later work at Christ

Church College, Oxford. The workmanship of

the entire roof is admirable, and the timber
of remarkably clean and superior quality. The
scantlings are so free from sap and knots that

Messrs. Dunnage and Lavers concluded that
they must have been cut from oak logs of
groat size ; but such qualities agree so closely

with those of chestnut discussed in the last

chapter, that I should be disposed, upon the
evidence before me, to assign it to that species.

Pugin remarks that of those who examined the
material during certain repairs, some deemed
it of one kind, some of the other. It is quite

possible that woods so alike in their proper-
ties and appearance may have been jointly

employed or introduced without distinction in

repairs. Foreign oak is often of straighter

and finer grain than our " unwedgable and
gnarled " variety. Chestnut has a whiter sap
and browner heart, and the pores of the

alburnum (which, in oak, are open and fre-

quent), are so minute as to be hardly observ-
able without glasses. (Sir H. Davy, " Agric.
Chem.") Belidor says it soon rots when built

into a wall, and that the ends of joists should
therefore be left free, and it is observable that
the ends of the principals at Eltham were
most affected by decay, though this may have
been accelerated by tlie imperfect condition of

the gutters. With the information now at

command on the subject, a moderate power of

discrimination ought to suSice for setting the

question at rest.

Another point has been mooted touching the
fastenings employed, and the fact seems to be
that in the skeleton framing wooden pins were
exclusively employed, but iron nails were
used for attaching to the main timbers the

mouldings which had been separately wrought.
The forging of nails that now forms a gigantic
branch of industry, and has no doubt exerted
a considerable influence on the system of car-

pentry, was but little followed, except for

special purposes, in this country, and those

Bsed at Eltham were probably foreign.
" Among the list of articles the importation
of which was prohibited in Edward IV. 's

reign, with a view to the protection of
domestic manufactures, wo find no mention of

iron, which was still, as a matter of necessity,

allowed to come freely from abroad." (Smiles'
" Indust. Biog.'"}

The badges of Edward IV. among the orna-
ments, the general character, and known
events, serve to connect this erection with his

reign. His residence here in 1480 is marked
by the birth of Princess Bridget, who became
a nun at Dartmouth, and the festive celebra-

tion of Christmas, 148,3,* when 2000 persons
were daily entertained, may have been in-
tended also to commemorate the recent com-
pletion of this stately and sumptuous apart-
ment.

ON THE PROGRESS OF ART, AND THE
PROBABLE CAUSES OF THE GREEKS-
PRE-EMINENCE IN ITS PRODUCTION.

By H. C. Selous.

{Continued from, page 381.)

THE primitivo inhabitants ot Greece appear
to have been a people called Pelasgians,

afterwards amalgamated with or conquered by
the Hellenic race, and known to us by the more
general name ot Greek'. The real origin of the
people is lost in obscurity, though there ia little

doubt that, like most European races, they came
originally from Asia. On investigating the oldest

reliable art records we have of the race now under
consideration—those remarkable Greek vases that
we have been in the habit of miscalling Etruscan—-we find in them undoubted testimony of a
variety of their customs, dresses, and employ-
ments long anterior to those found in any other
specimens of their art. The earliest of these vases
dates back more than 2500 years ago, and we are
indebted for the preservation and possession of
these remarkable works of art to the mode of

their disposing of their dead, as most of these

fictile records were found in tombs. In studying
these important vestiges of a bygone age, we feel

sure that the artist copied as faithfully as he could
what was before him, particularly with regard to
costume, and we know that the gods of all nations
at the commencement of their art are always in-

vested by the artist in the costume prevalent in

his time. We find that the rule holds good in

these Greek delineations. Gods and goddesses
are habited precisely as the mortals are, bnt one
curious fact is shown in the costume of this

ancient race that exhibits a marked difference

from other primitive nations. I allude to the in-

vanably complete and fnlly-clothed figure of the
female, and the utter absence of drapery or what
may be called body-clothing on the figure of the
male. It may bo said that that is probably the

artistic rendering of the subject, and no doubt, as

the nation advanced in civilisation, in some
respects it became so, but that this was not the
case in thoir earlier history is shown by other
evidence. In the first representations of their

wars their armour (which appears to have been
made of leather) is nothing more than a jacket

without sleeves, worn over the naked body, and
descending no further than the hips. They have
a towering crested helmet on their heads, and the

leg is protected by the greave, also ot leather.

But the rest ot the body and limbs is perfectly un-
protected, and in their delineations of their heroes
of later date the same form is retained, tbougti

the minntiro and the details of the armour (now
of metal) are entered into most fully ; but the

dress, as far as all purposes of covering are con-

cerned, ends really at the waist. There are

numberless other instances that could be advanced
to show that the early Greek scarcely ever encum-
bered himself with drapery, and when ho did so

it was a cloak or mantle of most simple descrip-

ti n. These singular peculiarities of the race

prove three things :—First, that they must have
attained a greater knowledge of the forma-
tion of the figure than any preceding nation

;

second, that tho male form in its pure state

suggested no ideas to their minds of impro-
priety ; and third, that it created a reverential

feeling—a feeling till then unknown to other

nations—and taught them in the perfect figure of

man alone to find the fitting form to embody even
those of their gods. Principally from this cause

sprang all their after-power in art. From
Phoenicia, it would appear, and from some tribes

of Northern Asia, civilisation advanced into

Greece ; the rudiments of art soon followed from
the same sources. There is a collection of small
terra-cottas of undoubted Phoenician work, which
are similar in type to the statues from Branohi-
dea.in the Lycian Room at the British Museum,
and which are, I believe, the earliest specimens we
have of Greek art, and they bcir unmistakeable

evidence of Asiatic origin ; and the earliest exam-
ples we have of Greek pottery have thoir proto-

types in Phoenician earthenware. Art, once

planted in the genial soil of Greece, took vigorous

• Thig date, followed from Pagin'i " Examples of Gothic

Architecture," ^>peari to require correctioa.—I. M.
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root and ailvanoed with rapid strides, and iu the
drawings and designs displayed upon their vases
you see the germ of those strict rules of Classic
art laid down to which the future great sculp-
tures were very greatly indehted for their

excellence
;
and from almost the first examples

shown on these extraordinary ceramic specimens
up to the perfecting of sculpture in the time of
Pericles, you will flud thesime rule adhered to

—

an absence of drapery on the male and the complete
clothing of the female figure. I am not aware of
any example in Greek sculpture of even a par-
tially dressed female ap to and inclusive of the
time of Phidias. They appeared intuitively to
feel the falsehood of the opinion expressed iu the
line of one of our own poets

—

Beauty unndoraed adorned the most.

They knew that to divest the beauteous form of
eoneealment destroyed two of its greatest natural
charms, its modesty and its mystery. Possessed,
then, as the Greeks wore, of these refined feelings
of what is truth in beauty, and with already a
thorough knowledge of the human figure, we see
for the first time in the history of the world, even
iu their baby efforts and attempts at art, before
they were out of their cradle as a nation, a per-
ception—an inspiration, if you will—of what is

the real cause of pre-eminence in art. It was the
constant study of the human figure, as containiuo-
within its structure and its varied motions every
element of grace, beauty, and perfection. They
were the first to perceive its power. They saw,
they revered, they adorned. Unlike any other
nation before or since, we may almost say their
art produced their religion—the falsest, perhaps,
but surely tlie fairest that had yet appeared on
earth. With other countries it is usually the
reverse—their religion has produced their art.

All the phases of man's existence have been pour-
trayed by them with inimitable skill, tender age
(as shown in their Cupid, their Bacchus, and their
Psyche)

; perfection of loveliness and beauty, as
shown in their Venus, Diana, Mercury, Hebe,
and Apollo ; strength, as depicted with vigorous
power in their Hercules, Theseus, Neptune, Mars,
and a host of others ; impersonations in the full
prime of manhood ; the maternal charms of a
Juno, a Ceres, and a Niobe ; and the virgin purity
and stateliness of a Minerva, till the mighty
sfforts of their power culminated in the produc-
tion of the masterpiece of the immortal Phidias,
the greatest sculptor the world ever—the Shake-
spear e of his art—his last and greatest effort pro-
duced that most sublime work, the Olympian
Jupiter, pronounced by all ths wonder of the
world. This noble and matchless work of art, a
seated figure, the flesh of ivory and the vest of
gold, was COft. in height, and reared its majestic
head even to the summit of the temple formed to
receive it. The grateful people, the Elis, for whom
this statue was made, passed an edict, as the
greatest honour they could bestow, that the
descendants of the great sculptor should be the
guardians of this statue for ever. Would that
their intentions conld have been realised I And
here let me impress upon you that in the produc-
tion of these irreproachable works there was no
waste of the artist's time and genius, no fritter-
ing away of the mind on undue finish of detail or
accessories, which, instead of adding to, would
have detrioted from the surpassing grandeur of
these great creations. AVriters of the preient
day, when speaking of art and art-producers, are
too apt, in my humble opinion, to indulge in what
I will venture to call too poetical a style in their
criticisms of detail and elaboration in art. Led
away by the consciousness of their own talent,
their mastery over language, or their accomplish-
ments as Classical scholars, joined to, no doubt,
a great love of art, they are too prone to indulge
in magnificent word-painting, and to so over-
whelm and smother, as it were, with roses the
subject of which they propose to treat, that it is
in great danger of being lost sight of altogether.
They exhaust the powers of language, and go into
ecstatic descriptions on the painting of a daisy or
the carving of a leaf in stone ; they try to invest,
by the power of their art, the most trivial,
common-place occurrences of every-day life with
undeserved interest, striving to give a false
sentiment to things that iu their nature
have it not, Nothing, in short, is too mean or
too simple in art to escape poetic description.
The higher claims of art receive no greater
eulogies—or, indeed, are very often unattended
to. This is not truthful, and doubtless in the
future the false taste will be discovered. Our
poets, some of them of acknowledged power and
original geaius, have been led away by the same

error, and, aiming at excess of simplicity, have,
I grieve to say it, at times almost descended into
childishness, and their verse has bordered upon
nursery rhyme—or else, ou the other hand, they
have soared so high into the realms of .symbolical
and mystic nonsense that they are unintelligible.
Our painting, as a grand art, advances not, while
our painters, raon possessing the greatest talent,
have been employed in vain endeavours to give
interest to ugliness, and poetry to false per-
spective ; and sculpture is degraded in aiming to

represent Chantilly veils, books iu stone, or rush-
bottomed chairs. This false poetical medium,
through which the subordinates of art are en-
deavoured to be shown, is, I fear, greatly detri-
mental to the art student. He, after reading
some of these glowing treatises, is quite be-
wildered, though not instructed, by the indiscri-

minate praise, and fancies that he too will be-
come a painter, and finding that the trifling sub.
jects and trifling objects which call forth such high
encomiums are easier to paint and require less

laborious study than that absolutely necessary to
gain a knowledge of the human figure, and the
power of delineating hnman passions—^the power
that is so essential to the production of a great
artist—he is content, therefore, to paint chairs
and tables, priests' vestments, and satin skirts,

and gain some portion of that praise that is so
lavishly bestowed upon such an every-day
desoriptiou of subjects. Halt the pictures, too,

that are now painted trust to their titles for their
poetry and their iaterest. If they were to lose
their descriptions many of them would present a
blink to the spectator's mind. This false
endeavour to create interest in a picture or a
statue that, as a work of art, has none, will not
tend to produce great paint'irs, great scu'ptors, or
a discerning public. Still, amidst the deepest
regrets for the recent loss of one of our greatest
champions of art, Daniel Maclise, who has fought
the good fight, lot us hope, when we see such
works as Goo lall's " Ichabod," Millais's " Knight
Errant," and Dicksee's "Lady Macbeth," that
grand art may at length be roused from her
almost death-like sleep of ages. Grand imagina-
tive works of mind, created by the pencil of the
painter and the noble though s of the sculptor,
realised by his strong right hand from their
stony prison, were the fit subjects to call forth the
energies and the poetic powers. A poet is not
necessarily a painter or a sculptor, but he that is

really a great artist must of necessity be a poet to
feel the sublimity, and to approach with reverence
and study with respect Nature in her grandest
aspects—in the infinite variety and exquisite flow
of outline displayed in the ever-varying motion
of the majestic form of man, and in the study of
his ever-changing passions. Or let him go forth
and watch the smiling landsc.ipe, lit up in magic
colour by the glory of the passing sunbeam ;°or
trace the progress of the coming storm, moviug
in gloomy majesty over the valleys, wrapping in
fantastic forms of writhing vapour the mighty
rocks that echo back its muttered thunders. This
is the poetry of the Great Creator of all na'ure,
whose ever-varying aspects g.ve lessons that
cannot be surpassed. Whi can paint the rain-
bow or the glittering sun? And in the living
figure thjro hd perfections that will vie with
those displayed in the statues of the Fates and
of the Theseus, and which would tax the powers
of a Phidias to repro luce.

(To he coiitinued.J

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHI-
TECTS.

THE usual fortnightly meeting of the Institute
was held on Monday evening, the 16th inst.

Mr.T.H. Wyatt, president, in the chair. Thechair-
man and Mr. Charles Barry gave some particulars
of^ the deputation that waited upon Her Majesty's
ministers recently, with respect to the dispute
between Mr. E. M. Barry and Mr. Ayrton. The
usual routine business having been gone through,
Mr. Abthub Hill, B.E. (Associate), read a

paper

On Some Ancient Irish Churches.
The Author commenced with a quotation from

J. H. Parker *—" The study of Irish architecture
is only commenced, and will require the labour of
many heads and hands to work it out as it ought
to be "—and went ou to state that the conquest of
Ireland, which took place in the year 1172,

• Gentleman's Magazine, March, 1805, p. 285.

separated her architectural history into two great
divisions—firstly, the buildings of thelnative Irish,
secondly, Anglo-lri.sh building. The former
affords the only existing remains of a purely
Celtic style in the world, and is a» interesting as
any of the minor styles of Europe ; the latter 8o
plainly shows its English origin that it has no
claim to be considered a di.stlnct style. The works
contained in this group are of all kinds, ecclesi-

astical and domestic, and are not only inferior in
size, but, generally speaking, later in date than
buildings of the same character in England.
Of the many works that come under the head

of " native building," there are but four classes of
structures professionally interesting — namely,
the Round Towers, the Crosses, the small stone-
roofed buildings known as " Oratories," and the
churches, that are called in Irish Daimliag, which
literally means " stone house." The erection of
these works may have continued later than the
Conquest, at lea-st in those parts of the country that
remained more peculiarly Irish, while the Anglo-
Irish style could by no pos.sibility be earlier than
that time. These later works are generally so well
authenticated that there is no room for disputa-
tion as to dates, but unfortunately it is not so with
regard to the primitive Irish works. It appears
that the first colonists of Ireland were a family of
the Phoenician or Cuthite race—descendants of
Ham

J a people celebi^ted for their building
powers. Their successors, the Celts, who
established themselves in Ireland gome centuries
before the Christian era, were civilised and taught
the arts by this race whom they had conquered.
Mr. Marcus Keane, in his recent work on " The
Towers and Temples of Ireland," attempts to
prove that the buildings we call " churches " were
originally heathen temples, erected by the
Cuthites before the time of Solomon, and to
sustain this position endeavours to draw a parallel
between theiu and the Cyclopean buildings of
Greece and Italy, the rock-cut temples of India,
and the ancient monuments of Central America ;

but a professional observer, judging even from
drawings or photographs, would ascribe nothing
but a Christian origin to the buildings. Dr.
Petrie, in his learned work on " The Ecclesiastical
Architecture of Ireland anterior to the Anglo-
Norman Invasion" established these amongst other
important principles—that the round towers and
adjacent churches are contemporary. Christian,
and ecclesiastical, and that they were erected at
diiferent periods, from the seventh to the thirteenth
centuries. He proves beyond doubt, from the
ancient M3S. of the country, that there was stone
building ot some kind in Ireland at a very early
period of the Christian era. The school that finds
most favour on this side the channel contends
that there was no stone building in Ireland of any
kind before the eleventh century, but this is far
too sweeping to be accepted.

Mr. Hill, after some further remarks of an
arohEEologioal character, proceeded to describe the
three following buildings, measured drawings of
which, executed by himself, illustrated his
remarks :—The Cathedral of Ardfert (which
belongs to the Anglo-Irish class) and Templenahoo
and Kil-Melcheder (Celtic works, known as " stone
churches.") These buildings are all situated in
the county of Kerry. As there were constant
references made to the drawings it would be
impo-sible, with the limited space at our demand,
to give an intelligible abstract of the paper.
Suffice it to say that the paper was an extremely
interesting one, and was warmly commended by
Mr. Surges, Mr. White, Professor Kerr, the chair-
man, and other gentlemen who took part in the
discussion.

Mr. E. W. Taen (Associate) then read a paper
" On the Measurement of Skylight in cases of
Obstruction of Light." We are nnable to give
this at present, bnt hope to do so shortly. A
mathematical discussion followed, and the meeting
adjourned.

J

-—
THE EDINBURGH IMPROVEMENT TRUST

AND SANITARY RULES.

THE Edinburgh Improvement Trust is a body
connected, we believe, with the corporation,

having for its object the improvement of the not
over-cleanly town in which it exists. Some
building lots recently offered for sale by the
Trust have gone a good while begging, the
Edinburgh builders refusing to buy ou account of
two of the conditions of sale. These were that
no public-house should be erected on the pro-
perty, and that all water-closets should be venti-
lated from the outside, instead of by shafts. The
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Mnitarr z*al of the trnstees, which led to the

infertion of the Utter clause, is not proof against

" no return--," and so it has been determined to

withdr»w it The logic of the Lor.I Provost was

irre»istible. " Why not, said he, " sell the pro-

perty as yon wonld sell stinking fish ? " Most

opposite of metaphors ! The property is to be

gold " as yon would sell stinking fish." By-and-

bye the public-house clause will follow its brother,

and then the " Improvement " Trust will be iu

the very onrioni position of a body which came
into existence for the improvement of the town,

•nd yet was compelled to surrender its two most

important conditions of moral and physical im-

provement.

SANITARY REFORM IN BRISTOL.

MR. HENRY MOODY, of the Royal College of
Physicians, read a paper at S. George's Hall,

Langham-place, on Sunday theSlh inst., under the
auspices of the Sunday Lecture Society, on " The
Prevention of Infectious Diseases, illustrated by
the Sanitary Measures enforced in the City of
Bristol." The lecturer said that public health
has well been termed public health, for every
person lain aside by bad health represents so
mnch wealth subtracted from the resources of the
city in which he lives. While we were emanci-
pating freeholders, and aboli-hingpresent taxation,
thepubic health, a mitter of supreme importance,
was thoroughly neglected. Two or three epi-

demics, however, have subsequently raged so
violently tha' imperial and miiuicipal aulhorities
have been fairly friifhtened into considering the
conditions under which epidemion are propagated,
and, as a result, meii'ures have been enacted
which have to some extent, though only
partial'y, lessened the chances of di->ea-ie. Since
1847, the sncce-si m of statutes pas-e'l atte.^t the
importance of the subject. Mr. Moody entered
at some length into the statistics of zymotic or
self-propa'.'ated diseases—whicli include small-
pox, measles, scarlet fever, cholera, and dianhoev—and sail', that from a return recently printed it

appeared that from tha years 1864 to 186S inclu-
sive, the aver.ige annual mortality from these
diseasiea was over lU,OO0~nearly one-fourth of the
total mortality from all causes. In these five years.
and in the whole of the kinydon. f«ver destroved
141,000 ; and scurlet fever, 120,700. It was not
too much to say that for erery ilcath there were
seven peison-i attacked by the malady. The
rpread of epidemic fever ij greatly aided by over
cmw.ied houses and want of ventilation. Perhaps
of all causes, this has most to do with the inou-
baiion and diflnsion of such fevers as typhus,
enteric, gastric, inflammatory, <Sic. Experieno-? seem
to show that by the diminution of the number of
pcrs^ins inhabiting a given spice tha vigour of
such di»easei is stayed

; yet it i-i scarcely reason-
able to eject a large family from ai overcrowded
tenement unless they havemeansof obtaining other
and better shelter. Hence comes the most im-
portant question whether cheap trains could not
be provided, which, by taking working-men to
and fro daily, would enable them to live in a
healthier state. The influence of water sn.oply on
the sanitary condition of a town was next touchf d
npun, ond Dr. Simon's report on the cholera epi-
demic of 18ii6 refened to and quoted from. The
neiessity of a constant serrice of good water
being pr.vidod was, said Mr. Moody, recognised
by all sanitarians worthy of the name, and to
the very poorest classes such a supply would be
an inestimable blessing. Though so much had
been written and agitated on the subject, the con-
ditions essential to the prevention of the spread
of epidemics were rarely thoroughly fulfilled, and
town after town might be named where tliey are
but little attended to, or where scarcely rudimen-
tary endeavours have been made to attain
them. The ravages of cholera at long
intervals is not Nature's only retribution for our
neglect. Typhoid fever is a witness to such
neglect. The mere quantity of the waste of life
is horrible to contemplate, and with the knowledge
that it is preventible is it nothing less than sliame-
ful and a disgrace to our boasted civilisation.
Foul air, the greatest enemy to the public health,
ranks foremost as slaving more men than all our
battles and colliery ond radway accidents.
Modem sewers very often are as offensive as, or
even more offensive than, the old ce«spool8 and
middens—bad, dirty,andunwhole;omea8 they were.
With an independent water-supply the latter
'[°°''i °f'«° be less injurious than sewers, as the
chief harm resulting from cesspools and middens

has been the percolation of organic matter into

the well-springs supplyinj water. Bat sewers,

for want of proper ventilation, are allowed to let.

their foul gases escape through gully-holei, sink

pipes, and water-closets ; thus tha a'mosphero is

filled with noisome vapours, and disease is the

necessary consequence. Yes, there is « large

army of martyrs to apathy and municipal short-

sightedness. The " germ theory " of disease was
referred to, and Mr. Moody said that in view
of the correctness of that theory, the more incum-
bent was it upon municipal and local authorities

to make all their sanitary arrangements most
thoro-juhin character.

Coming to the more immediate subject of his

lecture, Mr. Moody said that Bristol had been
selected as an illnstration, for there, above all

other towns in the kingdom, has proof been given
that, by man's attention to physical science, disease

and premature death may be to a great extent

averted. From being one of the most unhealthy,
Bristol has become one of the most healthy of

cities. To give some idea of this, it

may be mentioned that in the summer and
autumn of 1832, the rav.iges there by cholera were
jnormons—the deaths alone approaching to 1000.
In 1866, on the contrary, when the poor at the
East-end of London were dying by hundreds, the
deaths in Bristol were but 26. This vast diCfer-

ence has arisen from the precautions and general
sanitary measures adopted by the inhabitants and
authorities of the city of Bristol. Nor is the im-
provement confined to cholera alone j it extends
more or less to all infectious diseases. Sanitarians
of an earlier day regarded plenty of water, lis;ht

and air, and go )il food, as essential condi ions, but
the sanitarians of the pres-ntaje T'ognise the
ex'stence and vitality of certain germs as the
essential condition of the spread of diseases, and,
these b-ing absent, they attach far less imp irtance
tothe others. It appears that in eonseqiience of
the cholera epidemic of 1849, tha General Board
of Health sent down an in.spector (Dr. Clark)
whose report describe-i a state of filth and neglect
too horrible to be mentioned in any but general
terms. After the appearance of this report,

the Local Board was instituted (in 185L), and
gradually commerced the workof coustructinuan
efEoient system of sewers, which has since been
carried on by Mr. Ashmead, the engineer to the
Board. The old masonry drains have been re-
moved, 60 miles of new drains have been c m-
strneted, and more than 500 mil.'S of pipe con-
nections have been laid. Some tine before th'.s a
company was formed for supplying Bristol with
water from the Mendip Hills, on the constant
service system, and as the water was taken fr-^n
a point far above anv polluting influences, one
frequent source of epidemics w.is shut out from
operation. In 18G1 there was an alarming out-
break of typhus fever in thecity, and in the parish
of S. Jude nearly every house becama infected.
In February, 1865, the Board of Health appointed
Dr. Davies to th^j post of medical inspector, and
he, with his staff of assistants, set to work right
earnestly in improving the sanitary sta'us of tie
town. In S. Judo's and the otherlocalities where
fever had its strongholds, it was found that the
houses were small and overcrowded, situated in
uniiaved courts, and with, in some cases, only one
closet t> every court. Upon the ua paved and
broken irregular ground excreta and other matter
was continual 'y thrown, which, being ab^ Mbed by
the porous earth, in turn gave o I noisome e.\hala-
tions. Dr. Davies ener.'eiioally set t > work to
improve this state of things. In the first place
all the courts, to the number of 506, were paved
with hard flagstones, and drains laid to the sewers.
More closets were provided, and those that
already existed were improved. The remainder
of the old masonry drains were abolished, and the
pumps in the various courts were completely
closed. The city and its environs, corresponding
with the Parliamentary borough, were neitdivided
into four districts, and an inspector and two
labourers appointed to each. By the work of this
staff every court was to be whitewashed once a
year, and visited three times a week, iu order to
see that the closets and pavements were properly
flushed, and that no offensive matters were allowed
to accumulate. The men of the tanitary staff
were instructed to cultivate friendly relations
with the people of their districts, and to obtain
early information of the outbreak of epidemics.
The reports of the four inspectors were submitted
to the medical oflScer daily, anil the latter, on
receiving information of an outbreak, at once
visited the spot and saw that such means of disin-
fection, &o. as ho considered necessary were carried

oat. The pa lent was as much as possible isolated

from the uninfected, and in the event of death or
rei;overy, the bedding, &e., was seized and
burned by the officers, and replaced at the cost

of the Board of Health. It is gratifyingto know
that these precautions soon diminished the death-
rate considerably, and with the contiauaiice of this

wholesome regime, more or less modified, Bristol

has, as already stated, become one of the most
healthy of cities, and thanks to Dr. Davies, the
Medical Officer of Health, has had no serious out-
break of epidemic disease since his appointment.
Every case is hunted down, and its seeds stamped
out. It was incidentally stated that the sewage
of Bristol is not yet utilised, but that as a tempo-
rary summer measure. Dr. Davies caused carbolic
aoiil to dribble into the sewers from casks sus-
pended in the manholes, so as to remove the stench
formerly existing at the outfall. It was also

mentioned that the disease which now serves to

keep up the Bristol death-rate, and to keep the
city within reach of its rivals, is bronchitis. Mr.
Davies attributes this, in great measure, to the
loading of the air with smoke.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

The New National Gallery.—Mr. Beres-
ford Hope, on Friday last, after dwelling at some
length upon the want of accommodation for the
collection of pictures at the National Gallery, the
unsuitableness of that building for the purpose to
which it is applied, and the necessity for proceed-
ing without further delay to the eieotion of a new
gallery, moved for the production of correspon-
dence between the department of Public Works
and tha architect of the Nation il Gallery on the
subject.—Mr. Ayrton, who had no objection to
produce the [.apsrs, explained that the Chief
Commissioner of Works had no authority to enter
upon any great undertaking of this sort, but could
only carry out the instructions which he received
from the Government. He added, however, that
having regard to the imperative demands upon the
Exchequer for the construction of other buildings,
which were necessary for the effective administra-
tion of public affairs, and the relative claims of
one to be erected before another, ministers would
give the matter their best consideration, and as
soon as they felt they cou d embark in such a
work they would be prepared to submit a proposal
on the subject. Meanwhile he contended that the
walls of the National Gallery were not over-
crowded, that too large a space was monopolised
by the works of one master. Turner, and that the
lower story might be " cleared out," and to a
certain extent appropriated tothe exhibition of
paintings.—In the course of the discussion which
followed, Mr. T. Baring pronounced a severe
censure on the manner in which the Chief Com-
missioner of Works treated the trustees of the
National Gallery, whom he never deigned to con-
sult, and to whom, as a rule, he accorded scant
courtesy. He gathered, from what that right hon.
gentleman stated, that the Government did not
intend that there should bo a new National
Gallery.—This, Mr. Gladstone assured Mr.
Baring, was a mistake, but that the great works
at the Post Office, the Kensington Musenm, the
Home and Colonial OflSces, and the buildings for
the Admiralty and the War Department were of
greater urgency. The discussion terminated with
the withdrawal of the motion.

THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
At the last business meetiag of tbe members of this

Society for the Session l8li'J-70, u-hicli was heH oa Tuesday,
the 24th last., Mr. Charles B. ViKnolcs, F.R.S., President, m
the Chair, tiventy-foar candidates were balloted lor, and
declared to be duly elected, including seven Members, viz.

:

Mr. John Boirer, Dublin; Mr George Buchanan, West-
minster; Mr. 'Willian Janvrin Du Port, late Chief Engineer
of the Victoria Dock Company. Singapore; Mr. James Barry
Farrell, Wexford; Mr. John Hill, Enuis; Mr. Carl Siemens,
Westminster; and Mr. llobert Tyndall, Executiie Engin er,
P. W.D., India. Seventeen gentlemen were elected Associates,
viz. : Mr. John Collier, Sailers' Hall ; Mr. Frederick Colyer,
Leman-street; Mr. Joseph Samu;l Forbes, Engineer of the
Trent and Mersey Navigation, Shelton; Mr. John Lawton
Haddan, Engineer-in-Chief for Syria and tlve Lebanon; Mr.
Charles Hall, Engineering Staff of the P. and Sieam Navi-
gation Company, Southampton ; Mr ArtliurSirauel Haraand,
Hirmingbam

; Mr. Allred CImlmers Lawford, Executive Engi-
neer, P.W.D, India; Mr. Matthie Cbarles Mackinnon,
Adelphi; Mr Edward Manisty, Dundalk andGreenore Rail-
way Pier and Harbour Works; Mr. Charles Kobert Mnnners,
Inverness; Mr. Angus Nicolson, Skipton Castle, Yorksliire,
Mr. Robert Pitt, Newark Foundry, Bath; Mr. Jolin Kotheroe,
King- William-street; Mr. Charles Edward Sliepherd, Lleuf
B.S.C., Executive Engineer, P.W.D., India; Mr. William
Stroudley, Locomotive Superintendent of the London,
Brighton, and Suu'li Coast Railway; Mr. Henry Hay Wake ,
Sunderland; and Mr. Richard Harris Williams, St. Austell.
A report was brought up from tbe Council ttatiug that
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under the provisions of Section IV. of the Bye-Laws, the
following ciiiididates had been admitted Students of tlie

l!iBtitution since the last announcement;—Messrs. II. E. H.
lIogi»ar, 1''. J. Holding, and II. ,1. Pratt.

Durinj; the Session just concluded, there have heen added
to the Itedster of the Institution 42 Memliers, and 114 Asso-
ciiites, wliile the Council have admitted 56 Students, The
numbers of the several classes now on the hooks are 10
Honorary Members. 7"3 Members, IdO^ Associates, and 178
.Students, or a total of 1890 of all clas.'ieB, as aEainst 1758 at
the same date last year, or an increase in the interval of
upwards of 8 per cent.

OBITUARY.
Death op Mr. D. O. Hill.— The death of

Mr. D. O. Hill, the distingnLsbed landscape
paintcr.isamiounced. Mr. Hill's name will ever be
associated with tbc cause of the progress of art in
Scotland, for it is in no .small degree owing to bis
unwearied exertions that the Scottish Academy
holds tbc high position which it has attained.
For many years the deceased held the situation of
Secretary to the Council of the Academy, from
which useful office he retired sometime hack.

Suildiiirr 3ufi;lli|[ejt([t

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.
BURLEY.—Burlcj Church is situated upon a hill

about two miles north-east from Oakham The
church, which is dedicated to the Holy Cross is a
stone building, and has lately been restored by theHon. G. H. Finch, Esq, M.P., ata cost of dESOOO
in memory of his wife, Emily Eglentine Finch.'
I he architect for (be restoration was Mr. Pearson
of London, a.«l the builders Messrs. Haliday andCave, of Oakham. The church contains three
stfimed glass windows, and is seated throughout
with opea oak seats. The pulpit and chancel areof carved oak, and the whole of the floor in the
chancel is paved with marble quarries surroundedby encaustic tiles.

CLA>FiELD.-On Tuesday week the parish

opened, after restoration. With the exception ofthe plain squ,,re tower, every portion of the churchhas been rebui t, the opportunity being taken toenlarge It considerably. The architect is Mr Ji^nker of Southend, whose designs have been

and'M "u*"^ *^T I-'^'T'^
^"^''^'"^ Highworth,and Mr Henry John Clinch, of CharltoS-on-Ot-

moor, the l.nst-namcd having undertaken the
chancel. Ibe walls have been built of Bri/.e..
Norton stone, with freestone dressings. In the
nave the wall stones have been faced and pointed
but m the chancel they are simply picked out andand pointed. In all cases the old materials have
been siipplcmented by stone of the same descrip-
tion I he chancel arch is nearly double the'span
ot the oli one. The north aisle has beenrednced
and deepened, so as to afford additional area in

weKt'T'T il°'i ^f'^'^y
formerly obstructed thewest end. This has been removed and the tower

thrown open to the church.
LeicESTER.—The foundation stones of two new

chnrches, dedicated respectively to SS. Paul andMark, were laid by the Bishop of Peterborough
on Wednesday week. The church of S. Paul is to
i>e built m the most substantial and elegantmanner, divested of as much extraneous orna-mint as ispo=sibleand consistent with the applica-
tion of the materials of which it is to be composed
ntimely.Monntsorrei granite, bounded and inter-
laid w-ith the Derbyshire red grit stones covered
with the bwithland gray green slating :—Tower •

^Ift. square (62ft. high for the present), addi-
tional height required for belfry and spire 128ftmaking the total height nearly 200ft.—Nave

'•'

Jlft. long by 31ft. 4in. wide, 38ft. Sin. hiah to
eaves of roof, 60ft. high to ridge.-Aisles : 83ftCm. by 17ft., 13ft. lOin. high to caves, 28ft. high
to ndge.-Chancel

: 431t. by 29ft. 2in., 3Gft. high

m.?"%tX^'"^/^^"- ^yi*^'- ^y 12ft. high,
Alessrs. Osborne have undertaken the executfon
ot tlie work, at a sum under £5000. The pnbli-

V,:^' r '^f."f".mstances induced the committee
to select this design from a general local competi-
tiofl. The design submitted by Mr. F. W. Ordish
of Quemborough, was selected, with whom is now
associated Mr. .7 C. Tayler, engaged with him in
practically developing the work. S. Mark's hasbeen designed to fit a site of very irregular form
in plan it eonsi»ts of nave and chancel of equal
width throughout, the latter terminating in a semi-
circular apse

; north aisle of parallel width, withTMtrj at the eastern end; south aisle in three bays

each projecting beyond the other further sonth, to
meet the inclined lineof street boundary. The tower
is at the eastern end of the sonth aisle, and between
it and the chancel will be an organ chamber. The
length of the nave is B2ft., its width 31 ft. and its

height to the point of the arched ceiling 53ft.
The chancel is of similar width and equal height^
and is 37ft. fiin. deep to the centre of the apse'
The north aisle is 1.5ft. wide, and the Routh aisle
about 12ft. in the western, and 2Gft. in the
easternmost bay. The tower is 23ft. square above
the base, 70ft. high from the pavement to the top
of the parapet, and thence to the top of the spire
89ft. The walls of the church are to be built of
slate stone from Mr. Herrick's qnarrics, lined
internally with red brick and freestone from the
Doulting (|narries, in Somersetshire. The same
is to be used for all external dressings, and for the
spire throughout. The architect is Mr. Ewan
Christian, of London. The contracts for the
building are in the hands of Messrs. Osborne
Bros., stonemasons of Leicester.
Oldham.—The foundation stone of a Primitive

Methodist Chapel and schools has been laid in
Hensliaw-street, Oldham, The chapel is to seat
1000 persons, and the schoolroom will hold 1000
children. Mr. John Wild, of Oldham, is the
architect, and the total cost will be upwards of
£4000. The work is taken by several local con-
tractors.

The Gloucester Cathedral Eestoba-
TION.—The work of restoring the cathedral pro-
ceeds vigorously and with the best results. The
beautiful south por:h will have been completed in
a few weeks

; the south transept and the south
aisle of the choir are both finished, and the resto-
ration of the north aisle is in an advanced state
Last autumn some of the leading firms of
decorators were asked to submit designs for the
adornment of the choir vaulting. Acting upon
the advice of Mr. Gilbert Scott, the Chapter a
few weeks ago accepted the design of Messrs
Clayton and Bell. Already the decoration of
about one-third of the choir from the east window
—manifestly the most elaborate portion of the
work—has been effected ; and the remainder will
probably have been completed in about two
months. Sufficient of the scaffolding has been
already removed to show that an effect of almost
unsurpassing beauty will be the result. The
bosses are gilded ; the angel figures arc partly
gilded

; and colour has been applied to the
tracery

; the panels are left untouched. Messrs.
Clayton and Bell are also painting the vaulting
of the chapel east of that of S. Andrew—which
IS to be restored in memory of the late Sir C W
Codrington. A great improvement has followed
the removal of the gallery in the south transept
formerly occupied by the King's School pupils
and which concealed S. John Baptist's Chapel
iiy this and other removals the whole width of the
cathedral from each end of the transept has been
thrown open. But the full effect will not be
manifest until the canopied seats are again fitted
Turnwokth. — Turnworth Church has just

been re-opened, after entire re-building (with the
exception of the tower) under the superintendence
of Mr. Or. R. Crickmay, architect, of Weymouth
the original plans having been prepared by the
late Mr. John Hicks, of Dorchester. Sitting ac-
commodation is provided for 150 persons. Mr
A. Green, of Blandfoid, was the builder, and the
carving was done by Messrs. Boulton and Son of
Cheltenham. '

BUILDINGS.

B.^TLEj. --There is in course of erection at
Batley a drill shed for the rifle volunteers. The
building comprises a drill hall, 31yds. by ISvds
inside, which will be lighted from the roof. The
entrance to the shed will be through the centre
of front buildings-officers' room and sergeants'house—and be wide enouga to admit of the men
inarching through by fours, or sections in case

rll'^T''J'""'l"'?.°°' "'""K- The hall will be
14 t. high at the sides and £2ft. high in the centre
ceiled partly up the spars. The roof is to he con-
structed chiefly of wood, strengthened with ironand W! be ornamented in stencil work. Besides
this ball nnd the room and house before named,
tnere will be lavatories, committee rooms, &c
K j.^crl^"

""^^ "^ ""^ '^'uctnre and the land will
De tisoo, and the opening is expected to take
place in November next. The architects are
Messrs. Sheard and Hanstock, IM.B A of
Batley. '

Graxtuam.—The assembly room of the new
lown Hall, Grantham, was opened on Wednesday,
thus completing the gradual opening of the build-
wg. The assembly room occnpies the entire

I'','i?^" u® •"".'" '""''''"^' "''''ft. by 30ft., and
i h^h "'"' '' "capable of dining with comfort

about 200 persons. Mr. W. Watkina, ot Lincoln,
was the architect of the whole of the bnildings.
nd Mr

. Wartnaby, of Grantham, the contractor

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

CWe do not hold ourselves responnlble for the opinionsof our correspondents. The Editor respectfully ro-questB that all communications should bo drawn uda» briefly as possible, as there are many claimant^upon the space allotted to correapondence.]

M.-F."i7j1P"- °-^-^^-C- N. T.-O. W.D.-8.

Co'JnH^I
'^"O""'"'"'—With sketcUet of Godolphin Home,

mear'"*^""""'
''"""'"' ''^'"' ""y P»nicnli>r sketch will

Baeton.—Yes, The afteut ia laiy or obatinate.

appear

Olant.^pn(Ic«([^.

VITRUVIUS CORRECTED.
(To the Editor of The BpiiDiyo News.)

^I*.—That Roman houses were "six stories
high," must be regarded as the moat important
of Ihe many discoveries Dr. Zerffi has lately made,
proving, as it necessarily does, that the architect
Vitruvius, Pliny, and Cicero, though they are
supposed to have described things which wee
under their eyes, yet knew not what they were
talking about, and that Winckelman and all other
modern writers who have regarded the houses in
the disentombed cities, Pompeii and Herculanenm,
as exact illustration of what the Roman honse
was, are all of them wrong, such testimony and
evidence being altogether and in a double sense
one-storied

!

Because Dr. Zerffi finds that a limit of 70ft.
was put to the height of Roman houses, he,
with his ideas narrowed by what he has been
accustomed to, jumps to the conclusion that
such houses must have been divided into six
floors. But the problem is capable of solution
in a way perfectly in accordance with ancient
writers and known facts. For instance, we are
told that the house of Scaurus had columns 30ft.
high. These, no doubt, were in the atrimn, and
repre.'^ent the height of the ground floor ; the
entablature would be another 7ft., and with one
npper floor and roof would go far to reach the
height of extravagance prohibited, even "Oft. So
we may still supp.se that Pliny, when in describ-
ing his Lanrentine Villa says, " the same prin-
ciples are to be observed in country houses as in
town houses, except that in the latter the atrium
lies next the door," knew something of the sub-
ject

; that "Vitruvius was not quite an idiot in
only defining one kind of house, and may relieve
Dr. Zerffi from further taxing his wits to prop up
his six-storied structure.
My statement was not about the existence of

the word Attic in the writings of Vitruvius, but
a denial that the Latin author countenanced Dr
ZerfE's views. The extract from Dr. Smith's
work amounts to this, and which is similar to the
statements of Dr. Liibke. I find that the
Athenians made such refinements on the Doric
and Ionic Orders or styles as to warrant the use
of the terms "Attic Doric" and "Attic Ionic."
This is a very different matter to the assertions
of Dr. Zerffi about a separate and independent
order, "that the Doric and Ionic styles were
mcltcdinto one, forming the Attic style." There
was no need for Dr. Zerffi's description of the
boundaries of Attica, except as a blind to divert
attention from the real points at issue—

a

favonrite trick of his. My expression had refer-
ence to the fact that from the predominating in-
fluence of Attica over the other states Roman
authors almost exclusively refer to Attica, so
originating the idea, I thought, which seems to
possess the Doctor's mind that things Attic are
not Grecian. As to Krell's " Doric style " and
Liibke's " Fine Arts," I found that the library
of the Institute of British Architects, though con-
sidered a good one, did not possess either of these
works

J
that Krell's work was not in the Sonth

Kensington Art Catalogue, though supposed to
contain everything valuable in art, nor was it in
the British Museum Library. Liibke's book is in
the Musenm Library, bnt there is no evidence of
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"four editions;" that, however, is a matter

which more concerns the anthorities there than

me. They have only got one, bnt I considered

the book little repaid me the trouble I had to find

it. It is wretchedly illustrated and bad in sub-

ject matter, though whether the fault is in the

translator or author I know not. It is certain

that such description as that it gives of the Attic-

Ionic style is utter nonsense.

On« of yonr correspondents lately and very

correctly obserres that " the name of a writer can

be of little consequence in a discussion where

reasons are adduced for the opinions expressed ;

"

I bee, therefore, atill to remain, Sir, yonrs, &c.,

P. E. M.

WOLLATON HA.LL.

SiB,— There is net any doubt that this msf^nincent building
wu earned out by Robert and Huntingdon Smitlison, father

mad loa. The former died 1614, the latter 1GI8 ; but it ia

pretty certain that John Thorpe was consulted in the matter,

for amonx his drawings are some of Wotlaton, dated 1580 to

15d3. The designs were bought by the late Sir J. aoane, st a
•ale, anong many more by the same architect Robert
SaUkMB«u probably Thorpe's pupil and successor.

Uagfttil. T. S.

I!ntqr0mmuirit[ati0it.

QUESTIONS.
[IStfl.l—DREDGING.—Can any correspondent inform me

the avenge price of dredging with a iteam dredger, say at

per ton, to a depth of jft. belov preient bed of a river ? Also
the average coat of abeet piling where the piles will be about
90ft. long, half above the oed of the river, and half below ?—
PlML.

[1862.}—ARCiriTECrCR.\L BOOKS—Would some one
oblige Die by giving a list of the books th« Koyal Institute of

British Architects recommends for the use of gtuiJents pre-

paring for the profession 1 The publishers' names would be of

great aaaiatance in procuring the copies ?— \f. B. Adaus.

REPLIES,
[18520-BACK BOUNDARY WALL.—In homei erected

in the Hth century, it was customary to use the materials
found in the locality, and if the hause were built of stone
most undoubtedly the boundary wall would be built of the
same material.— Uoss.

[I80I}—BACK BOUNDARY WALL.—In reply to "A
Subscriber" respecting his back boondary wall being lined
with red bricks, I am surprised to find any person of sane
mind asking such a question ; because he must have employed
an architect to prepare a design for such a house at he
describes, and the same architect was the proper authority
to consult about the wall ; which evidently had not been done,
as no architect worthy the name would have allowed sucn a
gross inconsiBtency to be carried out in connection with his
work. Had I been the architect I should have considered it

an insult to mrielf, as it is to the profession, for a client of
mine to beg advice through the medium of the architectural
{)reM, when propel instructions might be obtained through a
egitimate channel by proper means; and not convert the
privileges offered by the press into a "vinegar bottle "to
catch " flies.'*—J. S.' Leeds.

a853.]-VIBRATION OF BELLS.—In reply to " Constant
Subscriber," allow me to say that there is no risk whatever if

the arch be properly executed in hard burnt brick set in

Portland cement, with a rise of I^in. in each foot span
Although tower walls are rather thin, still, if built in long
stones properly bonded, I would say both tower and vaulting
are well calculated to resist the vibr^'tion of the heaviest peal
of bells. It is well known that the uniting properties of brick
in Portland cement are such that in a short time both become
united in one solid mass; consequently there will be no
thrust whatever on tower walls, but they will gain stability

from the vaulting, as will alio the whole structore.—
Practical Bt^iLUKa.

A Sinking Town.—The condition of Lynn
at the present moment must be far from satisfac-

tory to its inhabitants. The Com Exchange is

sliding away from its front, the bridges are ksing
undermined, and all the property near the river

shows signs of " settlement." Settlement of
property is in some senses desirable, but the

settlement in question is too much like that
proposed by Cromwell for Ireland to be very
agreeable to the owners. These unpleasant
results are attributed to the Norfolk Estuary
Works and other " improvements " in the main
drainage of the district, and it is believed, though
the belief involves something very like a " bull,"

that no remedy can be devised which would not do
more barm than good.
The New Approach to the Guildhall

Offices.—On Monday a new and most convenient
approach was opened to the offices of the Town
Clerk, the Sewers Commission, and Chamberlain's
offices at Ouildhall. The closure of the ancient
approach to these chambers having been necessi-
tated by the preparations for the building of the
new library and museum contiguous to the old

entrance, a new roadway has been prepared by
Messrs. Mowlcm, Burt, and Co., with convenient
fliigways, and a tramway for the easy transit of
heavy goods. The new approach is close by the

elegant building recently erected for the Coopers'
Company, near the church of S. Michael, and
leads immediately to the offices named by a very

short cut northwards of the old back entrance to

the hall.

DuLWicH College and Architeciukal
Tyranny.—An apparently enraged " Old Inhabi-
tant of Dnlwioh," has written a letter to the South
London Press, under the above heading. The
"Old Inhabitant " thinks "it is high time now for

the governors of Dulwich College to consider

their relations to Mr. Charles Barry. The ' pro-

fligite expenditure ' upon the Houses of Parlia-

ment is fortunately a matter of general notoriety,

but it is not commonly known that here, at Uul-
wioh, we can more than cap every instance of

architectural audacity, and of that irrational and
wasteful profusion in,which ' family architects,' de-

light. * » * Let any man of iiitelligence examine
carefully the new buildings of Dulwich College :

he will find the exterior an outrage to his eye

—

the interior an outrage to his common sense. Let
him ask how many expensive casements have
been made only to be blocked up, how many
doors will not shut, how many windows will not

open, and how miserably defective are the

general arrangements. He will then agree with

me that £90,000 is a heavy sum to pay for ginger-

bread ornamentation and terra-cotta monstrosities.

In August next her Majesty's Commissioners will

proceed to frame a new scheme for the future ad-

ministration of Dulwich College, [and it is most
important that they should receive all the

assistance and information which can only be
given by an Intelligent organisation on the part

of all interested. Let all the energy and intelli-

gence of this neighbourhood be united to aid in

the great work which lies before the Commission,
and let the first demand be the removal of the

deadly incubus of ,a permanent ' family archi-

tect.'"

New ARCHiTECTnBAL Work.—An interest-

ing work is shortly to be published under the title

of " The Autobiography of an Octogenarian
Architect ; being a record of his studies at Home
and Abroad during C5 years," by George Sed-
well Taylor, architect. Mr. Taylor was joint

author with Mr. E. Cresy, of the well-known
work on the Architectural Antiquities of Rome,
the Mediaeval buildings of Pisa, and the re-

vived architecture of Italy, 1824. The
forthcoming work will be profusely illus-

trated by fac-similes of Mr. Taylor's original

sketches, and will comprise among the subjects,

the cathedrals of England, France and Italy—the

temples of Rome, Greece, and Sicily, with plans

from measurement, &c. We look forward to the

appearance of this book with great interest. It

is to be published by subscription by Messrs.

Longman and Co., and the number of copies will

be limited. We shall give a further notice of this

work as soon as it has been published.

Architects and their Clients.—This
quarrel between architects and employers. I don't

sec it is absolutely set at rest by any argument
which has yet been advanced. It is urged that

an architect sells to his employer not only the

skill that plans the house and the labour that

watches over its erection, but all the means where-

by the house has been conceived and executed. The
somewhat ignoble reasonis,that otherwise the house

owner cannot find out the courses of drains and
chimneys. Highly practical, of course. But such

treatment of architects may be expected in days
when the architect is no regarded as an artist, bnt

only as a somewhat more expensive builder.

Sundry Philistines, indeed, think " the builder's

clever clerk quite as good as any architect, and
don't understand Mr. Architrave giving himself

such airs." Most new houses, especially semi-

detached villas, show how completely we can dis-

pense with art. Useless to protest, it is under
the dictation of the spirit of the age that the

architect is not treated like an artist, and is

ordered to send homo his plans, just as the shoe-

maker is ordered to send home the last he has cut

for yon. If you have the last, and wish to

employ another shoemaker, you can get it pared
down or padded up without going back to the old

shop. "Why should an architect be more cour-

teously treated than a shoemaker 7 The British

Architects seem to see a reason ; but had better

bow to the Philistines, and ask, " Any orders this

morning ?"—Shirley Brooks, iu Illustrated

London Neni.

Architectural Exhibition.—The annual
soir6e of the Architectural Exhibition Society
was held at the Society's Galleries, 9, Conduit-
street, on Tuesday evening, under the presidency
of James Fergusson, Esq., F.S.A. A numerous
and distinguished company was present, amongst
whom we noticed, Messrs. Edward I'Anson,
Charles Babbage, E. E. Antrobns, Joseph Jen-
nings, Charles Mayhew, R. Morcland, Jas.
Spicer, Dr. Langdon Bro\m, W. Norman, Dr.
Madge, C. Ballance, Professor Kerr, the Hon.
Secretaries R. W.Edis and Rowland Plumbe), and
many others of the leading architects. A choice
display of Venetian glass by Messrs. Salviati

—

the electric batteiy by Mr. J. Sax, and Mediajval
embroidery by Messrs. Brangwyn, shared the
attention of the visitors with the excellent display

of drawings on the walls, and the models in the

museum adjoining. The musical arrangements,
under the direction of Mr. Badderley, were all

that could be desired.

Royal Architectural Museum.—Sir

Bartle Frere, K.C.B., G.C.S.I., delivered a lecture

at the Royal Architectural Museum, Tufton-
street, Westminster, on " Modern Architecture in

Western India," Sir Walter James in the chair.

Addresses were also given by Kazi Shahabudin
and Dadabhoi Naoriji. We hope to give a report

in our next.

A New Park for Liverpool.—A new
public park for the north-east end of Liverpool,

called Stanley Park, was opened on Saturday
week by the Mayor and Corporation of the town.

The park is finely situated, and comprises about

100 acres of land. It has been laid out, at a cost

of about £42,000, by Mr. Kemp.
Foot Bridges for Pedestrians in the

City.—An important report, said to be of a favour-

able character, will be brought up by Alderman
Stone at the next ordinary meeting of the Court

of Common Council, as to the practicability of

giving additional accommodation at the crossings

of the most crowded thoroughfares iu the City,

the question having been some time since referred

to the City Police Committee on the memorial of

Mr. Thomas Ivison, who has submitted a design

for such purpose.

The Kensington-road Improvement Bill.

—The short discussion which took place late on

Tuesday night on what is called the "Kensington-

road Improvement Bill," reminds the Daily Newt
of the stale anecdote of Mahomet and the Moun-
tain. The Great Exhibi'.ion building is so con-

structed that it does not "run square" with the

road, and bo the road must be altered to run

square with the building. To do this, the fine

row of trees that now skirt the present road must
be cut down. It is also necessary to take a por-

tion of Hyde-park for the purpose, and it is alleged

that the price to be paid for the ground, £2000, is

entirely under the value. Mr. Samuda said that

the land was worth £100,000. It is remarkable

that not one of the metropolitan members voted

with Mr. Ayrton, who proposed the nomination

of the committee. The Government were defeated

by a majority of 13 ; Sir Henry Hoare's motion to

discharge the order for the appointment of the

committee being carried by 04 votes to 41. We
understand that it is the intention of Government
to make an effort to reverse this decision.

Mr. L. C. Pillar, builder, has received the appoint-

ment of Surveyor to the Town Council and Local

Board of Dartmouth, iu the room of Mr. Williams,

resigned.

The exhibition palace at Dublin has been sold to

Sir Arthur Guinness, Bart., for £53,000, which is

£10,000 more than the Government offered two

years since for the buildings as a museum and school

of science and art.

The Restoration Committee passed a resolution

last week, directing instructions to be forwarded to

Mr. G. G. Scott, to prepare plans for the restoration

of Holy Trinity Church, Hull.

The Mexican Government has ordered Mr. Wil-
liams, an engineer, to survey the Isthmus of Tchuan-

tepec for a ship canal.

A new episcopal church at Wick, the first which
has been opened m Caithness-shire for upwards of

200 years, has just been consecrated by the Primus.

We notice a proposal to erect a memorial to

Messrs. Herbert and Vyner at Oxford Let us by
all means do something to perpetuate the memory of

their manly courage, but let us not entrust the

memorial to the care of Oxford. Itecent events at

that most decorous University would induce us to

prefer the New Cut.
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©imbijr Crittlij ^{m{w.

S[e88rs. Churchill and Sims' sale by auction of
timber, planlcs,. boards, Ac, took place at the Baltic
Sale Room, Thrcadncodle-itreet, on Wednesday last,

the 25th instant, nod consisted of
30,000 spruce deals, Ac.
00,000 Quebec yellow pine deals, Ac.
3G,0<)0 Swedish yellow and white deals and battens.
70,00« Norway yellow and white deals and battens.
1,500 ritch pino planks.

140.000 Prepared lloorinf? and match boards.
6,300 Fresh Norway spars and; poles.

178 Brack Ri|?a wainscot logs.
60 Fathoms latbwood.
60 Loads Norway balk.
130 Loads Quebec waney board yellow pino

timber.
19 Loads Moulmein teak timber.

18,0iX) foet Norway and .Swedish laths.

60,000 feet Norway skirtings.

With trenails, Ac.
a. d.

Brisbane trenails per lOOOpos. 70
£ 8.

Christiana 2nd yellow 2i X 6J Petg. std. 7 5
Do. 3rd do. 2J X 7 6 S
Do. 3rd do. 24 X 8i 6
Do. WR do. U 5 to Ci 3 10
Do. WR white 1} 5 to 6 3

8. d.

Do. fresh spars 4 to Cin foot run IJ
Do. polos 22f 1., 2in. tops tach 1

1

£ 8.

Dram 2nd yellow 2J x CJ 120 12ft 7

Do. 8rd do. 2i X 6i 6 10

Do.3rdwhite 2J x6i 6 10
8. d.

Do. yellow balks 6 x 5 load 29

Do. 4x4 and 4x6 27
£ 8.

Frederickshald 1st white * „x «
120 12ft. 15 6

Do.2nddo-3 x 9 13 6

£ B.

to 7 10

» 6 1,'i

„ 6 19

Oil

7

Do. Ist yellow prepared flooring boards
U X 6* square 13

: 10
8
8
7

7
Do. f X 6 : 6

Do. 2nd yellow J x 7 and 6i 7

Do. i X 7
Do. J X Oi and 6 o

Do. white J X 7 8

Do. J X 6i •••• 8
Do. 1st yellow, grooved, tongued and

beaded 2x6
Do. 2nd yellow do. ^ x 6}

Do. Ist white do. J X 6

Do. laths i X im 1000ft.run

J'redrickstad Ist yellow prepared floor

boards, 1x7 per square 10

7 3

Do. 1

Do. 1

Do. J
Do.

X fij

X 6 X 6

7.

c OJ
64Do. I . -,

Do. Ist and 2nd yellow do. 1 x 7 8

Do. 1 X OJ
Do. 2nd yellow 1 x 7

Do. 1 X 6.} and 6

Do. 1 X tti

Do. J X 6i
Do. f X «
Do. 1st white do. J x 7

Do.J X 6i
Do. 1st and 2nd white do. 1 x 6i and S

Do. 2nd white do. J x Ci
Do. 2nd yellow grooved, tongued and

beaded I x 6i
Do. J x 5

Do. Ist white do. J x 6| and 7 8

6
5
5

13}

,

6
6
3

9
G
6 ,

10 6

Do. j X 6 to 7

Do. Ist vfhite

6 U
7

grooved and tongued
J X 6i 7 «

Do. slating laths 1 X 31n 144ft. run 1 7

Do. 1 X 2|in 1 6

Do. } X 21in 1 10

Do. skirtings, 6 to 2 1ft 100ft. run 2 3
Do. 8 to 2:ift 2 3

Do. 7to23ft. 2 3
£ e.

Gothenburg 2nd yellow 2i x 7 Petg. std. 8 10

Do. Srd yellow 3 x 9 9 10

Do. 2| X 7 7 10

Do. Ist and 2nd white 3 X 9 8 5

Do. 3rd white 3 X 9 7 10

Do. Ist yellow prepared floor boards
li X 7 square

Do. J X
Do. 1st yellow grooved, tongued and

beaded J x 7 7

Do. Ist white do. J X 7 7
Do. i X 7 6 9

£ B.

Georgia pitch pine 3 x 13 to IG Petg.
std. 12

Do. 3xUandl3 12
Do.."! X 11 11 15
Do.3 X 12 1115
Do. 3 X 9 and 10 10 15
Holmsund lift and 2nd yellow 4 x 9. . 10 5
Do. 3 X 8 8 15
Do. 3rd yellows X 11 9 5
Moulmein teak load 11
Paskallavik lathwood 4 and 6ft. cub. fm. 4 10
Do. 4, .5 and 7ft 4 10
Fugwash white spruce 12ft. 3 x 9 120

13 8 9 12

Do. 13 and 15ft. 3 x 9 13

7

12 5

£ s. £ s

I'ugwash white spruce 12ft. 3 x 8 .... 10 1.5

Do. 13 andlSIt. 3 x 8 10 15
I'ensacola pitch pine 3 x 9 to 13 Petg. 11 S
'Quebec 1st bright yellow pine :

—
l>o. 12 to 15ft. 3 X 12 to 14 18 10
Do. 12 and 13ft. 3 x 11 18 10
Do. 12ft. 3 X 11 18 15 ,,19
Do. 10 to 14ft. 3 X 12 toSlI 19
Do. 10 to l:tft. 3x11 18 10
Do. 10 to 14ft. 3 X 7 to 10 16
Do. 10 to 13ft. 3 X 7and8 U 6
Do. 1« to 12ft. 3 X 9 and 10 18 5
Do. 10 to 14ft. 3 X 9 and 10 18 5
Do. 10 and lift. 3 x 11 16

Do. 10 to 1.5ft. S X 9 la

Do. 10 to 15ft. .1 X 7 and 8 15
Do. 13 to I7ft. 3 X 11 IS 10
Do. 13 to 14ft. 3 X 11 18 10
Do. 13 to 15fl.3 X 11 18 10
Do. 11 and 12 ft. 2 x 7 to 18 16
Do. 10 to 12ft. 2 X 7 to 20 15
Do. 10 to 12ft. 2 X 7 to 13 15 15
Do. 10 to 13rt. 2 X 7 to 13 15 15
Do. 10 to 14ft. 2 X 7 to 18 15 15
Do. 6 to 8ft. 3 X 7 to 18 14 ."i

Do.8ft. 3 X 7 to 17 14 10
Do. 8ft. 3 X 7 to 20 14 10
Do. 6 to «ft. S X 7 to 20 14 5
Quebec Ist floated yellow pine :

—
Do. 12ft. 3 X 11 16
Do. 12ft. 3 X 9 and 10 14
Do. 12ft. 3 X to 8 13 5
Do. 12ft. 3 X 5 to 10 13 5
1)0. 10 and lift. 3 x 7 to 18 13
Do.Stt. 3 X Gto21 13
Do. Bft. 3 X 11 to 21 14
Quebec 1st dry floated jellow pine :

—
Do. 12ft. 8 X 11 17
Do. 12ft.3x7 13
Do. 12ft. 3 X 7 and 8 13
D.). 8ft. 3 X 7 and 11 12 15
Quebec 2nd bright yellow pine :

—

Do. 13ft. 3x12 13 6
Do 13 and 16ft. 3 X 11 to 20 12 5 ,,12 10
Do. 13ft. 3 X 11 13 10
Do. 12 to 16ft. 3 X 7 and 8 12
Do. 12ft.3xll 12 15 „ 13
Do. 12ft. 3x9 and 10 11 10
Do. 12ft. 3 X 7 : 10 10
D9. 10 to lift. 3 X 7 to 12 10
Do. 10 to 15ft. 3x7 and 8 U 5
Do. 10 and lift. 3 x 11 11 6
Do. 10 to 16ft. 2 X 7to 11 11 16
Do. 10 to 13ft. 2 X 7 to 16 11 10
Do. lOto 13ft 3x2 11

Do. 9 to 18ft. 3 X 10 11 15
Do. 9tOl6ft.3 X 9 11 15

Do. 8ft. 3 X 11 10 10
Do. 8(t.3 X 7 to 19 10 5
Do. 6 to 8ft. 3 X 7 to 21 10 10
Quebec 2nd floated yellow pine :

—
Do.l2(t.3 X 11 12
Quebec 2nd dry floated yellow pine :

-
1)0. 12ft. 3 X 11 13 10
Quebec 3rd bright pine :

—

Do. 13 to 16ft. 3 X 11 to 23 9 5

Do. 13 to 17ft. 3 X 11 9 5

Do. 13ft. 3 X 11 to 21 9 5
Do. 13ft.3xll 9 o

Do. 12 tolGlt. 3 X 12 to 25 9 10
1)0. 12ft. 3 X 11 9 5
Do. 11 andl2rt. 3 x 11 to 26 9 10
Do. 13 to 13ft. 3 X 7 to 12 8 15
Do. lOtolSft. 3x 11 to22 9 6
Quebec waney yellow pine board timber

load 3
Do. lat white spruce, 3 x 9 12012ft 18
Rfgalathwood, 8 and4rt cubic fra. 6

Do., 4, 6 and 8ft 5

9 10

15u . 6

5
(1

d. I.

6 , , 55
s. £

Do, brack wainscot logs 18ft. cube 62

£
S. John's white spruce 3 x 11

130 12ft. 3x9 13 10
Do. (9, 10. and lift.) 3 x 11 12 5

Do 3 X 9 12 15 to 13

Do. (9, 10, and lift.) 3 x 9 11 10

Do. 2i X 9 to 3 X 11 12 10

Do. ends 2 to 6ft 120 6ft. 3 x 9 6

Sandame Ist and 2nd jellow 4 x 9
Petg. at. 13

Do. 3rd yellow 3 x 11 9 15

1)0.3 X 8 8

Swartwick 1st and 2nd yellow 8x8 8 10

Do. 3rd yellow 3 X 11 9 6

Do. 3 X 9 9 10

Do.3by8 8 5

Schien 1st and3ndyellow2Jby7 7 6 to 7 10

Do. 3rd jellow and white (short) 3x9.... 5

Do. 3rd white 3x9 5 10

Warberglaths 360ft. ran 5

The floor boards quoted in the preceding list are at the

square of I05ft. super. The following number of running feet

ot each width quoted go to such a square :

—

14*) feet run of 9-inch
160 „ 8 .,

170 „ 7i „
180 „ 7 „
185 „ 6} „
190 „ 74 „
19-5 „ 64 „
200 „ 6 „
210 „ 61 „
220 „ 6} „
230 „ 6j „
340 „ 5 „

Djewooda are quoted in Lirerpool at the following prices -.

—

£ s. ' "

Logwood, Jamaica per ton 4 7
Do. 8. Domingo 4 10
Do. Campeachj 10
Do Tubasco 8
Fustic Spanish 4 12
1)0. Tampico 5 5
Do. Honduras 5 5
Do. Jamaica 5 5

Do.Caba ; 9 10

£ s. d. f s

Nicaragua wood, solid 10 to 13 10
Do. small 5 „ 7
Lima wood 11 „ 13
Barwood 4 6 „ 4 10
Camwood 15 „ 35
Red Sanders wood 8 5 „ 8 10

THE RECENT GOVERNMENT SALES OF SURPLUS
TIMBER.

These sales hare been commented upon by some at being
false economj, bur the fact is that the gorjds are really not
wanted now that armoured ressels are bniit. Very few hare
anj idea of the quantity of wood necessary to build an old-

fashioned man-of-war. It is asserted in ' Young's Annals of
Agriculture " tliat the quantity of timber requisite for building
a 78-gun ship would take the space of forty statute acres to
grow upon. This mav or maj not be correct. Those curious
on the 8ul}ject can make their calculations on the basis of the
following list, which gives the quantity of timber reckoned to
be used m dilfcrent-sir.ed vessels of war, and without reckon-
ing bulk.heads for cabins and accommodation for the crew.
120 guns 42(K) loads of hardwood and fir

3I.MI0 running feet of 2}. 3 and 4in. dealt.
86 guns 3000 load^ hardwood and fir

71,000 running feet of 4, 3, 24 and 2in. dealt.

70 guns 2300 loads hardwood and 6r
24.0'H) running feet of 4, 3. 21 and 2in. dealt.

60 {unt 1950 loads hardwood and 6r
23,300 running feet of 4, 3 and 24in. dealt.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
in CONSTRUCTION.

X . £ .
Teak Tosd IS 10 13
Quebec, red pln« •••• 3 15 4 1&

,, jellow pine.. 4 5
St. John, N.B. jellow
Quebec oak 5 15 6 5

„ birch 3 15 5

„ elm 4 5 5 5
Dantxic oak 4 & A 5

fir > 5 4 5
M«melflr S 5 3 15
KigA S 15 3 3

Swedish 9 S 13

MmU, Queb. red pine 3 10 & 10

,, yellowpine •• 3 10 5 10
Lathwood, Dant fm. 4 5 10

„ St P'burg. 5 5 6 5
Deals, pr a, I2ft by 3
by 9 In.

Quebec, white eprace It 17
St. John,white spruce IS 10 15
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C.

Canada, Ist quality.. 18 19
Snd do 13 13

Archangel, yellow .. 11 12

St. Pflteraburg, yoL.. 11 12

Finland 8
Memel 7
Gothenburg, yellow 8

„ white . .

Gefle, yellow 9
Soderham S
ChriitUnia, per C,
12 ft. by 3 by 9 in
yellow 10

Flooring: Boards, per
»q. of lin., first yeL 7

First white 7
Second qufiUtlos .... 6
PUMICRSTOMBpr tn 6

OILS, Ac
Seal, pale .. per tnn 43
Sperm body .• 90
Cod 41
Whale, Sth Sea. pal-j 38
Olive, Galltpoll 55
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun i^
Palm, fine 39
Linseed 31
Rapewed, Eng. pale
Cottouseed . . 31

10 10
9 10

13 10

6 10 «OSS
7
8

10

15
10 4ft

3« 5

Metals.
LBA II :—

Pi?,FoMtirn per ton IS 18 t

„ Bnglish, W.B. do. Id 5 19 7

„ LeadCo. do. 18 15 IR 17

„ Otherbrandfl •• do. 19 5 18 10
Sheet Milted do. 19 5 19 10
Shot, Patent dou 22
Redorminium do. 19 15 30
Litharge, WB do.

Whitedry da M 28

„ gToujidinoil do. 36 39

COPPEB :—
British—cake and ingot perton 70 10 71
Best Selected do. 72
Sheet da 75 76
Bottoms da 74
Australian da 73 74 IS
Spanish Cake cash
CtiitlBars ,

" refined Ingot
YoL Metal Sheathjiis & Hods per lb.

67
70

6| t 6{

67 15

72 10

(i. £ s.

fi to 4 15

„ 4 15

» 10 10

,.9
fl „ 5

„ 6

,.6
„ 6

„10

MEETINGS FOB THE EKSUING WEEK.
Monday—Inatitation of Surveyors. Annual General Meet-

ing. 8.

Tuesday.—Institution of Civil Engineers. The Preaiilent'i

Annual Conversazione. 9.

Wedkisdat.— Society of Arts. Adjourned Discussion on Mr.
W. P. Andrews Paper on" Railways in India." 8.

Thuesday.—Society for the Encouragement of the Fine
Arts. Lecture by W. Mdrstou, Esq., D.C.L., " On
the Tragic Element in the UramH and Fiction." 8.

„ Royal Institution. Lecture by Prof. Tyndall. LL.D.,
F.RS. 3.

Fkidat.—Architectural Association. Paper by Thomaa
BIftxhill, Esq., A-R.LB.A. on "Papers." 730.

„ Royal Institution. 9.

Satubdav.—Royal Institution. On Astronooay, by Prof.

Grant, LL.D., F.R.S. 3.

S^ipdif ^\w%.

TENDERS.
Cheetset.—F.or repairs and alterations at Spanish and

Purtueuese Jews' infant school. Mr. i'. Lett, architect:—
Heaps «26;i 10

King 252
Niglitingale 233 10

Chketsby.—For works at Messrs. Waterers and Sons',

Chcrtsey. T. Wonnacolt, architect :—
Tulley £1673
Adamson and Sons 1-102

Goddard and Sons 1322

Easton, Bros 1296
Nightingale 1216

Chektskt.—For shop and residence at Chertaey, for Mr.

W'aterer. Mr. Thos. Wonnacott. architect. Quantities sup-

plied hv Mr. J. Chester Lansdowu :—
'I'ulley £1675
Adanison and Sons 13:^2

Goddard and Son Vili

Easton Bros 1^93

Mghtingale 1216
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Heblii.—Foot tbe erectioa of four cottagM. Se»-strMt,

Ht*l*7-aii-Thutti, (or Heam. Harrii and Hewett. Ur.

Btadaric Bulan, arelutecL QauuttiM supplied—
Air* .:. *886 10

Siatt 879
Clennnti S«7

Willis SOo 9
Ids - 85*
r(Meepl«d) 850

Hcix.—For irorkshopj in ChartsrhouM-sonare, HulL Mr.

K. e. Saaith. architect. Qaanlitiea not •upplied t—
llanhall £390 8
aarkaon 888
renter - S83
TbooUMoa and Son S7A

Betas'. 863
JaekioB ~ 860
Bartitl ~. 852.

Evington and Whamun 385 15
Hoduiey and Liggins ., 335 10

Barr. Bros. ».... 835 i
Rennard ^ 336
Stanley 3J7
Bobinion 3M 18
Jackson SJo
Steele and Darnler Sl«
Hutchinson and Son (accepted) 313 10

Loiido:t.—For alterations at 28, Cheapside. Mr. J. H
Bovlejr. architect :—

Cntbb and Vauzhan £il8
Scriveuerand White 873
BeetoB 360
Merritt and Aahby 355
Sliarpington and Cole 853
Sheppheid 840
King aud Sons (accepted) 313

London.—For house and shop, Edgware-road, Kilburn.

C. Foulshara. Esq., architect. Quautitiea supphcd b; Mr.

Thomas Nlion.—
Carter and Son £1593
Thompion 1576
GammoQ and Sotu 1531
Kblis and ^ns 152*
Scrivener and White 1«8
Banlun 1330

Nkw Maldbn.—For stabling, coach-house, and other

works, for Charles Woodroffe, Esq. flans prepared b; Mr.
James Jones;

—

Pierpoint £244 10

Summers 136
Jones 160
Adnitt and Salmon (accepted) 146 10

RjtADlNO.—For the erection of stores, Gun-street. Picca-

dilly, for Messrs. Chancellor aud .Anderson. Messrs. W. and

J. T. Broirn, architects. Quantities supplied -.—

Bamicoat £800
Matthews 741
Sheppard 730
Wheeler, Bros, (accepted) 695

Salibvist.—For new villa, kc., Salehnrst, Sussct. Mr.
0. Beck, architect -.—

Bridgeland £684
Skinner 509 8 *
Baldock and Brooker (accepted) 375
Parks (too late) 640

UzBKiDGB —For new infirmary, and alterations t% old

Infirmary, &c., Uxbridge Union Mr. C. J. Shoppee,

architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Sidney Yonog ;

—

Crabb and Vanghan £i66!J

Cullnra 2B30
EeareU _ 2626
Hanson 25-2
Hailey 2568
Goodman 2493
Tavlor 2493
Nightingale 2473
Crockett 9425
Jackson and Shsw 2400
Tarrant 2.W
Wicks, Bangs, and Co 2390
WilUns 2363
Hill, Keddell, and Waldram 2.33S

Faasnidgs and Son 2291
Cooke and Green !!28S

Kearley (accepted) 8197

WMTMrNSTE*.—For completing contract No. 1, residential

Lancashixk and Yoekshxre Railway, May 31.—For

the supply of fVom 500 to 10(X) sets of oak scantling for

wagons. Wm. S. Lawn, Secretary. Manchester.

Lancasiiike and YoBKsniRB Railway, May 81.—For

the following works—Masonry, excavation, and ironwork for

bridge, and altering road at G'annow, near Burulcy ; masonry
aud ironwork for ^t bridge, at Cborley ; masonry, timber,

and ironwork for footbridge, at Thorn't'in ; and erection of

gatekeeper's cottage, at Soulhport. Wm. S. Lawn, Secretary,

Manchester.

Lekds, June 11.—For the erection of Lot 6. Boar-lane.

William Bakewell, arcliitect, 12, East Parade, Leeds ; and
Balifax.

HALirAX, May 30.—For the erection of Unitarian chapel

and school. Wm. Bakewell, architect, 12, East.parade

AKTniNOToN, NEAB Lekds, June 5.—For the erection of

semi.detached villas. Witliitm Bakewell, architect, Leeds

and Hahfax.

Falwouth. - U.nited Distbict Sewerage Works,
June 21.. -Contract No. 1.—For providing and laying about

5000 yards of best slazed stoneware socket pipe sewers, from

9in. to 12in. in diameter ; also the necessary junctions,

cleansing pipes, svphons, sand tanks, gulleys, sewer venti-

lators, tc Contract No. 2.—Providing and laying about

3500 yards of best "lazed stoneware socket pipe sewers, from

9in. to 21in. in diameter; also tlie necessary junctions,

cleansing pipes, syphons, sand tanks, gulleys. sewer venti-

latots, 8m;. -Wm. Warn, Clerk, Falmouth United District

Sewerage Board Odice.

iVAxroRD Local Boabd of Health, June 3,—For the

supply and erection of twenty lamp columns, lanterns, and
fittings. John Sedgwick, clerk, Watford.

Watford, June 2.—For the supply and laying of about

1800ft. of l2-in. and 9-in. glazed stoneware pipes, with gullies,

ventilation, and inspection sliafls, 8tc. ; also for the supply

and laying of a quantity of Denner Hill, kerb, and gutter

stones, and the re-forming and metalling the Clarendon, S.

John's, and Woodford-roads John Sedgwick, clerk, Watford.

Maidstone, June 13.—For the erection of offices for the

Clerk of the Peace, near the Courts of Justice. F. Russell.

Clerk of the Peace, Maidstone.

March, Cakes, June 8.— For the erection of a new chapel

at March, in the county of Cambridge. Mr. John Usher, 44,

High-street, Bedford.

Teddington Local Board, June 11.—For the erection

of about 2S00 feet run of pipe drainage, with the necessary

gullies, shafts, and side drains: also for deepening an exist-

ing pipe drain. Mr. X. Goodchild, the Surveyor to the Board,

at Teddington.

Stockport. June 7.—For the design and erection of an
iron girder bridge across the river Mersjy, within the district

of the Local Board. Walter Hyde, clerk to the said Board,
Stockport.

Leeds, June 1.—For the erection of extensive premises in

York Road, consisting of a shop, warehouse, and dwelling

house, &c. Wilson and Bailey, architects. Central Market
Buildings, Leeds.

GiLDEBSOME, WATERWORKS, June 9.^For excavating and
la>ing and jointing of cast iron pipes for supplying the town-
ship of Gildersome with water. Wm. Lister, Clerk to the

Sewer Authority, Gildersome.

Greenwich District, June 15.—For constructing and
maintaining in repair, for eighteen calendar months, the

several additional lengths of brick and pipe sewers, and
otherworks. E. W, James, Clerk to the Board, Greenwich,

Wakefield, Jane 18.—For building chapel and completing

the south wing, and other works, to the House of Mercy, at

Horbury, near Wakefteid. Rev. John Sharp, the Vicarage,

Eorbury, Wakefield.

Bridgenorth, June 11 —For the rebuilding the tower of

S. Leonard's cliurch. Architects. Messrs. Slater and Car-

penter, 4, Carlton-chambers, 4, Regent-street, London, S.W.

ClJCKFiKLO, June 4.— For eeitain repairs to the tower and
wood spire of Cucklicld Church, Sussex. Mr. F. W. Hollo-

way, Hayward'a-heath.

H»aEFORD, May .10.— For the works required in the erec

tion of extensive outbuildings at Bishon farm, in the parish

of Bisbopstone, in the county of Hereford, Mr. R. C. Hill,

estate agent. Marsh House, Newcastle, Statfordshire.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Freeman and Co., Nottiusham, slaters—O'Neil and Lewis,

Blackfriars-road, marble merchanta aud stoaecutters—Sliack-
leton and Co., Bradford, Yorkshire, engineers—Ching and
Beal, Castle -street, Long-acre. Little St. Andrew-street, and
Little Wliile Lion-street, ironmongers and pas engineers—C.
and S, Wailsworth, Nortli llrierlcy. plisLerers — Bridge and
Wiilmsley, New Accrin<;ton, iromnoagera—G. ai'd G. Bell,

Gateshead, builders— Harris and Son, Beech-street, and
Gra<i8hoppcr-court, St. Luke's, chemists and varnish mauu-
fHCturcrs— Nesbilt and Nieholaon, Cramlinston, Northum-
berland, and Ncwcastle-U|)on-Tyne, Imildcra— D-ine* aud
Sidney, Leeds, timber merchants—J. aud T. iUdal, Bjrnsley
aud Shetticld, builders.

SCOTCH SEQUESXaATIONS,

George KUUck Kent, Kdiuburgh, decorative painter, May
27, at 2—John Diysdale Cook, Glasgow, braiafouader. May
34, at 12.

J^xtensive Wharfage to Let at
Chelsea.—River Frontage about 60ift Alao fine Wharfaga

in the Canal ndjoiniug- the Wtist London Ri\nway Qooda ami Coal
I>epot, all poaaesfltng gre-At facilitios for Ucrt^Uants, Contractors,
&c., and may be had on leaNe lu p:ircela, or olTors for the whole be
entertained.—For terum, apply to Aahburnham Estate Ufflcs,
Cremome-roaii, CheUua.

'Po Contractors, Builders, and
Othcrn.—Dry Brick Rubbish can be recolvert at the oitenair*

Wiarfago formiofr a portion of the A^bfauriiham Bstatt>, Chelsea.

—

For tcrma. apply to Kstatonftica, Cremornc-roaii. Clielwo*.

'j^o Let.—To Builders.—A most
eligible Plot of Land, a part of the Ashhurnham Kstate,

having' about 240 feet frontage In Kinfr's-road, opposite St. Mark's
Collei^e and the New StreoL^i. Tlio Plot of Oround 1« enclosed in a
Ring Fence 8 feet hip-h, and there is a Workshop of large dimen-
sions, with Goaernl Office, well built, and light<jd with nailios and
skylighta. The whole afEtirda every facility for hiiilderii. The
tenna and gronnd-rcuts are low. It is within a short dUtiuce of
ChulBoa Station on the West London Railway, and eoxy of access
to Steam Boats. Omnibuses pass wUhln two minuter' walk every
ten mlnntes. For terms, apply to the office, Ashbumham Estate,
Chelsea.

JJuildin^ Land to be Let or Sold
in a heautiful dlHtrlct near to the station, 17 mites (45 m.)

from London S. K, R. Season tickets. £2L and X16 b». Oas and
water services. Advances made. Would not object to change Land
for pood Honse Property. Plans can be Bcon at Ko. 8, (ioorge-
Htreet, Hanover-square,

^o Builders. — Ealing, Main
-^ Road.—Frontage TO LET for building. Will let and sell
before completed. One Rouse can be bespoke, Glo»e to a large
goods and passenger station, now erecting. Q-ravel sail ; two or
four substantial carcases of private houses can bo purchased next
to some already sold before roofed in.—B.JthwoU and Clarke,
Builders, Ealing.

chamber!, PlulippVitreet, Victoria- street, Westminster
comer block. Me
auiuter

essrs. llooper and Corpe* arcliitects, West-

Spicer (accepted) £201i 7

Qrystal Palace Company.—To
Builders and others.—Crystal Palace Estate.—The Crystal

Palace Company are prepared to let on tmildlng leaoes for a term
of VJ years, certain portions of their freehold property abutting
up'>n tho PtOgo-roiid, Thickwood-road, Anerley-road, and Pahveo-
roath Plans and conditions maybe seen on application to John
Norton, Esq., Architect, 24, Old Bond-street, W., or to Mr. Hart,
Accountant, Crystal Palace, Sydenham, S.E

CONTEACTS OPEN FOR BUIlDINft

ESHMATES.
Fltmoctii, Jane 10.—For the erection of a guildhall,

\hw courts, and municipal otftces. Wliitefurd, Town Clerk,

Toirn Clerk's Office, Guildhall, Fiymouth.

Lbxds, May 30.—For the erection of semi-detached villas

at Artbin^n, near Leeds. William Bakewell, architect, 12,

East Parade, Leeds.

SiiLTBDx.f-BT-TBZ-SeA, May 30 —For the erect ion of the
Saltbum Convalescent Uome. Mr. J. Oliver, F & I.ll.\.,

architect, 66^ Mortbumberlaud-street, Newcastlu-upon
Tjrne.

Beidfoxd, Jnne 13.—For the erection of a new town
hall. W. I. McGowen, Town Clerk, Corporation Offices,

Bradford.

South STArroauaniaz GufiKAL Hospital, June 9.—
For extensive alleratiuns and ndditiuns to the above, Water-
loo-road, Wolverhampton. William T. Grant, Secretary.

>'o«TH-EASTKUf Railwai.—Darlington Section, May
80.—For the erection of a circular engine shed, at Middles-
borough. J. E. Macnay, Secretary, Railway Office, Dar-
lington.

Noeth-Easteb.i aAiLWAY,—Darlington Section, May
30.—For the erection of a large goods warehouse, at Middles-
boroogh. ;. £. iiaeatj, Secretary, Railway Office, Darling-

BATH STONE OP BEST QUALITY.
Kandell, Saunders, and Company, Limited,

Quarrymcn snd Stone Hercliauts, Bath. List of
frices at the Quarries and Depdt9 ; aho Cost for
TruDsit to any part of the United Kiuj^dom, furoisUcd
on application to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Advt.] Corsham, Wllta.

BANKRUPTS.
ACT 1809—TO SUUBENiJEa IN LOSDON.

Ephraim Burton, Lower Clapton, and Letts' Wharf, Lam-
beth, builder, June 6, ut 11—William Bennett, jun., Quceu'a-
rodd, Feckbam, dealer m bricks and lioie, June 9, at U.

TO SURRENDBtt IN TilK COUNTEy.

Henry Stapley, Tnnhridge Wells, architect, June 6, at 3—
David Willoughby, Forest-hiU, builder, June 6, at H.

ACT 1869.— PUBLIC KXAUINATIONS.

W, Tree, New Barnet, builder, June 3.

DIVIDEND HEATINGS.

H. Stnart, Pemberton, engineer, June 8—W. Eddy, Gos-
port, plumber, painter, and glazier, June?— II- Moore, South-
sea, lath render and builder, June?

—

A.J.Mills, Fratton,
engineer R N., June 7—P. Ilindmarch, Northallerton, timber
merchant, June 2—G. R. Turpin, Walsall, painter, June 15
— W. Thome, Qncen-street-place, City, Connaught-terrace,
Edgware-road, aud Barnstaple, railnay contructur, July )i,

DICCLARATIONS Of DIVIDENDS.

J, F. Carver, Fulham-road.and Bcompton-road, ironmonger,
div. 88. 8d.—11. Tcy, Birmingham, brasafoundar, div. Ss.

BANKKUPTCIEd ANNULLED.

George Tooley, Walmer- crescent, Notting-kiU, builder.
May 19.

J^ Capital Brickfield to be Let,
17 mile« east of Lond n, hayinir railwivy tldia^ft and a

larjro wharf. Plonty of excelleut brick and tila o.irth, alBO fine
sand ana abundance of water. Fixed rent and royalty nioderats.
Imniedialo possossloa. No stock nor plant to be taken, for par-
ticulars iipply to Messrs. Burder and Dunningr, S7, Parliament-
fltrcet, Wemminster. S.W.

T)ry Wainscot, 3 years old, price
6d. to 9d. M.ihopany equally cheap, at JOIIX COUMBE'S

Lady Lake's Qrove, Mile-<^iid Gale.

^o Builders, Contractors, and
OLhera.—To l»e SOLD, several most substaotially built 10

ROOMED CARCASSES, some partially finished, drained Into the
main Hlph I*eT6l sower, situate near the new church of S. Oeorfte's,
In the Tufnell Park-road. Hollowny, a wide road leadliisr out of the
main Holloway-rond, near the Najr's Head and close to the Favorite
(tranibua Route. Apply to Messrs. Dalton Knd Jesnott. aoUcitora,
St. Clement's House, St, Clemcnt'a-lane. Lombard-etreet.

'Po Ikiilders.—To be Let, on
Building L*>ase. FRERHOLD LAND, situated within

five minutes' walk or two railWHV statioiui. and within ten
minutes' walk of omnibus to the ('itv and Wost-end. Im-
proved ground-rents purunascd and materials advanoed.-
ApptytuMr. H.A. ALEX^NDUff "

'

16, King WUliam-street.City.
Architeol and Surveyor

pure Water,- The latest patented
Cistern Filter In R-oneral use is the SELt'-CLEANINa

CHARCOAL CISTKRN FILTER, a pre-it improvement: filed in
July last by FRKDERICK LIPSCOMBE and CO., Temple Bar, who
are fixing more filters into cisterns than all other filter makers put
together. Frospectos free.

lyromentous, Mystical, and Musi-
CAL EASTER ENTERTAINMENT.S.-SAXn AND THE

SUEZ CANAL (a momentous question), by Profepsor Pepper : with
carious Sand Kxporimenta aud Dloramio 11 lustratii-n!*,—Novel
Musical Entertainment, by Gorfro Bnckl'-.nd, Esq. (.Myatical and
Spectral), entitled, THE HE.IRT OF STnNE : a L.igend of the
Black Forest, wilh aftonishing SpccHal .Scenes and New Miuic.

—

DugTfiir'B m:\rvcl)ouKly afrile "Tomahawk Throwiiip," nud centre
of jjravlty iH-rfonnunces—The American Oi-ffan daily,— I.octure, by
Mr. King, ''On a curious Chinese Torpedo."—NapoU's Mrchiu ical
pictures, and aU the other cntortaiumeutil dally, for One StiUiiuir
at the ROYAL POLYTECHNIC ^
T?obertson, 13rooman, and Co.,

PATENT AX"D DESIGNS REGISTRATION A0KXT3,
66, Floct^Btrect, Londi n. Established 1 '{VS. ProB[>ortuses (rratli

J^ilious and Liver Complaints,
Indtgcstlon, Sick Hondache, Loss of Appetite, Drowsiness,

GiiMlneM, Rpiisms, and all Disorders of the Siomarh and Bowels
are quickly removed by that well-known remedy, FRAMPTON'3
PILL OF HEALTH.
SoldbT all M8(11o1l_

obtainoa tl^rough any Chtmist.
SoldbT all Medicine Vendors, at Is. lid. and 2a. M. per box, or
'•*"'-oath *— "'-— '-*
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HOW £140,000 PER ANNUM COULD
BE SAVED IN LONuON.

TflE title we have chosen could Iiave also

well been that of the important Report*
by Mr. Paget to the Metropolitan Board of

Works, alluded to in our last number. By
means of a long array of authenticated facts,

and of freshly-culled statistics, a very strong

case is made out that at least this sum could

be annually saved to the ratepayers of the

thirty-eight parishes and districts of the Me-
tropolis in the maintenance of their 1200
odd miles of macadamised roads. The means
pointed out for economising a stmi that, capi-

talised at throe per cent., represents four and
a half millions, is simply the general adoption
of the process of rolling roads by heavy steam
rollers. It lias been proved by the experience
of years in Paris, Bordeaux, Liverpool, Shef-
field, in the piirks of London and New York,
that the steam road-roller produces on the
newly-laid metalling a solid surface at once
able to withstand the traflic. Instead of the
loose stones being crushed piecemeal and
thrown about before consolidation, they are
at once bound into a solid mass, avoidinij the
waste of costly material, which is at present
ground into dust and raud.

Road-rolling by horses has been employed
to a limited extent in England ; but through-
ont France and Prussia all the roads, wliich
are under centralised supervision, have been
kept rolled for more than a quarter of a cen-
tury. At present, rolling roads, whether by
steam or horse power, is in England ignorantly
looked upon as only a refinement—a process
for merely smoothing over the road, and not
as a means of saving in maintenance. And
yet the praciioal results, merely as regards
economy of maintenance, and without refer-
ence to the saving to the proprietors of
vehicles, have been such that the average of
seven estimates, m:ide at different times by
different French, Prussian, and English en-
gineers, gives a saving in materials and labour
of more than 40 per cent, per annum effected
by horse rolling

It is clear that the sub.stitution of steam
power for horses must produce a yet greater
economy in duration of the road, in materials,
in labour, and in horse draught. In Paris the
six years' contract for steam-rolling all the
roads of that city and its suburbs is taken at
ju«t one-half the price formerly paid by the
Administration for horse-rolling.

As regards the increased durability of the
roads, the result nf the last ten years' ex-
perience in Paris has led to the estimate that
the duration is actually double that produced
by horse rolling.

The steam roller, from its great er weight, from
the metalling not heingdisturbed by horses' feet,
and ft-om other causes, is of course much more
efficacious than the horse roller. If, therefore,
a percentage of only 10 is allowed on account
of its superier action, there is a gain of at least
fifty per cent of increased durability of the
roads, as compared with no rolling at all.

This estimate does not take into account the
great saving in labour in maintaining the road,
and necessarily also in scavenging and water-
ing.

The report contain'! acareful examination into
the causes of this extraordinarily increased dura-
tion

;
and Mr. Paget ascribes it to a diminution

in the actual wear by the traeSc, and to the fact
that the interlocking of the stones produced by
rolling prevents the injurious action of soft
mud and dung, and of the presence of mois-
ture. On a rolled road, the tratTic wears the
road by attrition only ; and the moisture can-

• Report on the Koonomy of Road maintenance and
Horse -draufflit through Steam Kond-roillnfr : with
Bpeclal reference to thb Metropulis. liy F. A Paget
C.E., etc. I'rinted by order ol the Metropolitan Board
of WoI«s, May, 1S7J.

not disintegrate the rond by dissolving the

mud that gradually works its way down an
unrolled road.

By means of an elaborate collation of the

experiment-) of Morin, Umpfenbach, Dupiiit,

Macneill, Telford, Hope, Riimford, Gordon,
Bokelberg, and Bevan, the auihor proves
that the draught on the loose metalling of an
unrolled road is not less than five hundred
per cent, more than on a road in a fairly good
state.

After showing that " increase of draught
means increased injury to a road," and tracing
" the increase of draught with tho deteriora-

tion," he observes that

—

Some experiments made by Mr, Bevan on the
force of draught o£ carriages liave shown that it is

l-5tli on a loose, sandy road; l-7th on a turnpike
road ncioli/ laid ; 1-Uth on an onlinary Ijye-road ;

l-19th on a hard, compact loam; l-i'Mi on dry,
hard turf ; l-2&t!i on a turnpike rather mutldy ; and
on a clean turnpike road only l-.'i3rd. So that
according to this, five horses will chaw the same loa<i

on a good road that would require thirty-three on
loose sand. If tho cost of draught on a good road
be taken at sixpence per mile, it rises two shillings

and twopence on a newly-gravelled road, or from
four to live times as much. The resistance to

draught is therefore nearly five times more on
freshly laid metalling than on a road in a fairly good
state. In other words, one ton draught on a road in

a fairly good state is raised to five tons for the
unhappy horse whenever it has to pass over an
unrolled patch of road. It has, for a short space,
to do live times as much work. It is in this respect
that animal power beats the steam engine, no form
of which can suddenly give out five times the uveful
effect it was constructed to develop. The benefits
of road-rolling to owners of horses aud vehicles
would therefore be enormous.

As regards the actual application of these
deductions to the macadamised roads of
London, we gather the following facts from
an elaborate table at the end of the report :

—

That there are upwards of 1120 miles of
macadamised roads in the thirty- eight metro-
politan parishes and districts alone ; that the
area of these is at least 22.000,000 square
yards

;
that the surfaces of many metropolitan

roads require renewing several times every
year ; that there were expended on the roads
and streets in the London purishes and districts

during the year 1867, £714,002 ; during the
year 1868, £781,00,3 ; and, lastly, that of tho
above expenditure, the average annual cost of
maintenance, exclusive of cleansing and water-
ing of the macadamised roads, is £280,750 in
all, or at the rate of about £250 per mile.
According to the experience of tho last ten
years in Paris, at the very least half of this

£280,750, or £140,375 per annum could be
saved by steam rolling. It must be remem-
bered that this is within the Metropolitan
parishes alone ; for Mr. Paget estimates, on
very sound data, that within a radius of only
twelve miles from Charing-cioss there are
upwards of forty millions of Kquarc yards of
macadamised roads, all of which might be
rolled. London is also very rapidly increasiu'j'.

Mr. Haywood, the Engineer to the City Coin-
missioncrs of Sewers, estimates that the out-
skirts of London are being covered by houses
at the rate of at least two square miles per
annum.

In the face of these facts, simple enough in
themselves, but astounding by juxtaposition,
it will be asked why the London roads, in spite
of endless complaints, are without the benefits
of steam rolling, so long enjoyed by the Paris
roads. The answer is to be found in the
divided administration of this helpless province
of houses.

As the author reminds us—
Macadam wrote nearly fifty years ago that the

defective state of tho London roads was due to
causes "the greatest" of which appeared to be
" the division of the roads into so many small trusts,
which pj-ecludes the possibility of anv extended
plan of operations for the lienclit of the wh,ile."
In his time, and still not sixteen years ago, there
were as many .is seventy-.sevcn parishes in the
metropolis each keeping np its own road area. The
administration was thereby so utterly unmanage-
able, that many of these parishes have been amal-
gamated into District Hoards of Works. Including
the City, the metropolitan area is now managed by
thirty-nine different Boaids of Vestries. There are

|

besides a number of separate and independent road
trusts, such fa the Metropolis Koads, outside tJie

Metropolitan area, Cubitfs Trust, the Commercial
Koa<ls, and others. " While London is thug divided
into thirty-nine districts for one purpose, it is,"'

remarks Mr. C. Biixlon, M.I'., " also divided into
si.xteeu for another; ninety for another purpose;
fifty for another; besides a muhitule of otlief

divisions. More than one hundred Acts of Par-
liament are in force for the government of \jnnion,
and there are no less tliaii seven thousand honorary
olticials, besides a host of paid olficials." Nearly
£.3,000.000 sterling arc annually collectcil and
expended by the thirty-nmc local governments of
London.

Oil this very aubject^ a few Kttks agn, Mr.
Edwin Chailwick, the well-known sanitary reformer,
in the course of a discussion on Tramways at the
Society of Art.s, asked whether the vestries could be
expected " e.-ich to purchase steam (rolling) engine*
and set up establishments only for the manipulation
of its own bit of road."

In fact, few, if any, of the separate
parishes could keep a roller and its staff con-
tinually employed ; and there would bo the
obvious result of much waste of capital from
its lying idle, as is the case, the greater part
of the year, with the Government steam-roller
in Hyde Park. So that this state of things
still exists, in spite of the favourable opinioa
of road-rolling held by the generality of tho
London Parish and District Sarvoyors, whose
opinions we lately quoted from Mr. Paget'*
elaborate report.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITIOX
IN CONDUIT STREET.

( Continued from p

NO. 31, The Whitgift Hospital Middle
Class School, lately erected at Croydon by

A. W. Blomfield, seems to have a simple and
good plan, but the tower is advanced too far
forward, and divides the design too distinctly.
The style is a poor Perpendicular, which we re-
gret. Mr. Blomfield also sends two photo-
graphs, Nos. 25 and 20, of the interior of his S.
Barnabas Church, at Oxford, which we re-
viewed last year. We consider this to be hig
best, and a really fine work. No. 27 is a
frame containing three photographs of his 8.
Mary's Church, Strood, Kent, a far more pre-
tentious, but much less successful work. We
should counsel him to keep to Romanesqne,
or at least to impart some of its sobriety into
his Grothic designs.

No. 32.—The Gaiety Restaurant, by C. J.
Phipps, a work with many merits, but not a
few defects. In the drawing, the poverty of
the cornice and parapet is obtrusive, and the
stilted segmental arches over the ground f)oo(-

are unpleasant. The treatment of the two
stories above is far better.

No. 35 is a pen and ink drawing of the in-

terior of a satisfactorily and originally-treated
Early English new church, nt Bandon Hill,

Bcddington, Surrey, by .Joseph Clarke. We
do not quite understand the Hues of corbelled
rece<ses in the wall behind the stalls. Of Mr.
Clarke's other designs. No. 53, S. Philip's

Church, Whitewood, near Monmouth, and 79,
New Church, Apsley Enli, Herts, exterior

views, we cannot say more than that they
are ordinary village churches with correct

detail. He exhibits also two domestic works.
No. 64, Row Tor Manor House, Derbyshire

;

and 67, Lindfield House, Sussex. The former
is very unpretentious, but the latter is a
Tudor mansion of some importance, with
good grouping and quiet detail.

In No. 36 Mr. Charles Gray shows a very
ornate design, entitled ' Suggested Alteration

of the Chancel of S. Paul's Church, Knights-
bridge."

Mr. Ewan Christian is somewhat unfortunate
as to the colouring of his drawings, which is too

heavy. No. 87 shows the exterior, and No. 46
the interior, of tho New Chancel of the Colle-

giate Church of S. Peter's, Wolverhampton, by
this .architect. It is a stately structure of ample
length, with four bays, and an apsidal termina-
tion beyond of flowing Decorated architecture,

the windows lofty and well raised-up, and with
well-proportioned buttresses between them.
There is a good parapet, well managed at iu
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junction to the central tower. Within there is a

good space for decoration left beneath the win-

dows and above the stalls, but the suggestion

for this decoration in the drawing is of a mild

tvpe. ITie treatment of the rooting of the

chancel with a species of wooden vaulting to

the apse is unusual and good, and colour is

happily applied to it, Mr. Christian also

csuibits No. 192, Lavington Manor, Wilts,

recently completed for the Right lion. E. V.
Bouverie, M.P.—again an unpleasant and
heavy drawing of a large and stately Tudor
mansion, deficient in sky-line, the only tower

being a poor one and ill-placed ; the stylo of

the building otherwise is simple and unpre-
tentious, and sufficiently satisfactorily treated.

Mr. Ellison's drawing, No. 44, Legislative

Hall, Douglas, is a coarse drawing of a build-

ing which, we fear, will be very clumsy in

execution, even if effective in general outline.

No. 48 is a drawing of several shops in the

Fulham-road, recently executed from the

designs of Mr. Lacy W. Bidge. Although we
hail every attempt to improve our street archi-

tecture, and acknowledge the difficulties which
those who endeavour to do so have to fight

against, we can only acknowledge a very
slight step in the right direction ; but a step,

certainly, in this present instance. The
materials are honestly used, and relieved by
colour ; the upper portion is the worst, the

cornice being thrust down, as it were, upon the
heads of the top windows.

Mr. David Brandon sends but one, and that

a pleasing drawing (No. 40), showing the

south-west view of Binnegar Hall, Wareham,
Dorset, erected for Oliver Farrer, Esq. It is a
simple E:iizabethan structure, and a fair

design of ordinary character in that style,

with the turret well introduced for effect.

Mr. Ferrey also contributes a single drawing,

too cold in hue—No. 61, Huntsham Court,

Devon, now in course of erection for Charles

Troyte, Esq. It has similar merits to the last-

named, and it is somewhat more ambitious in

its grouping
;
yet this is not altogether satisfac-

tory ; the detail, as might be expected, is cor-

rect in treatment.

Mr. Ralph Nevill has an ambitious com-
petition drawing, showing the Interior of bis

design for the Borough Court of Bradford ; it

is far superior to the exterior, which we
criticised at the Academy, and a photograph
of which is shown here in No. 13. The plans
which are attached to tho latter have consider-

able merit in their arrangement round two
interior open courts.

Mr. Seddon is the contributor of only one
drawing. No. 52, Portion of Powell's Alms-
houses, Fulham—a pleasing group, with a
quaint tower and open staircase up to a room
on the first floor of same. A belt of sculpture

concentrates the ornaments on the centre of
the tower and the gable of the buildings in a
line with it ; a lean-to roof along the fiont of

the almshouses covers a projecting bay window
to each, and forms a sort of arcaded porch
between. The drawing, which is somewhat
muddv, is evidently not by tho architect

himself, as is that exhibited by him and
noticed by us in the Academy.

No. 56, (ilenbegh Towers, in course of

erection, near Killarney, by Messrs. Godwin
and Crisp, is a picturesque fortress rather than
a mansion ; which, though it would be an
anomaly in England, is certainly not so under
the present state of things in Ireland. The
breadth of effect and grouping are exceedingly
artistic.

No. 57, Placs Groes, Horton, Cheshire, a
view of a villa sadly out of drawing, and
with many misplaced features used as orna-

ment in the structure.

No. 69, by the same architect, of S. Nathaniel,

Oliver-street, Liverpool, is a forbidding looking
brick building, but with an effective belfry stage

to tlie tower, with a slated high roof.

Nos. 58 and 59, by Goodman and Vinall, are

sketches of bouses with ordinary sash windows,
to which some character has been given by
carrying up the tiled roofs as simple pyramids,

and covering the upper story of the walls with

plain tiling.

No. GO is a weak sketch, by R. Armstrong,
jun., of Ramsay Abbey, showing a new
entrance hall, which has three-light windows,
with flat tracoried heads and two lines of

transoms, so that their proportion is inordi-

nately long. The interior of this hall, shown
in No. 115, is stately, but tho detail late and
poor.

No. 61, Proposed National Hospital for

Incurables, Cowley, S. John, Oxford, by C.

Buckeridge, shows part of a fine internal

quadrangle, into which projects the circular

apse of the District Church of S. Mary in a

picturesque manner ; the cloister walk is carried

round this with an open arcade of pointed

arches or coupled columns. The character of

the whole of the design is quiet and good, and
thoroughly MediteTal in spirit.

196, 197 and 198, are sketches in pen and
ink by the same architect for school buildings at

York Town, and churches erected by him at

Newbold Pally and Caerphilly. The drawings
are weak ; tlie building fairly treated with
simple but ordinary Gothic detail.

Mr. S. Teulon sends drawings, Nos. 6G, 75,

76, and 340. The first represents Branch Hill

Lodge, picturesque additions to a Gothic
mansion somewhat eclectic in detail, but good
in form and outline. The entrance doorway
is circular, arched beneath a lean-to projec-

tion from an octagonal bay, flanked by towers
of different design. The others show his

clever but peculiar modification of the Church
of S. Mary, Ealing, and S. Stephen's, Hamp-
stead, in a lithograph, an equally bold and
certainly effective new church.

Mr. Charles F. Hay^^ard sends No. 67a, a
drawing of Bromley Lodge, Essex, as re-

erected by him. This is not happily grouped,
and the dormers are out of place in connec-
tion with so flat a roof. No. 158 is a pencil

drawing of the Church of the Holy Innocents,
East Shefford, with details it is impossible to

speak with approval. His design for Public
Offices for Plymouth, shown in drawings
Nos. 164 to 167, have considerable merit
as to plan and arrangement, but we do not
think that the contiguity to the site of a Per-
pendicular Church is an excuse for the hybrid
character of the details adopted by him for his

design.

As to Messrs. Henry Jarvis and Son's design

for a Church at Stepney, Nos. 65 and 68, we
congratulate the locality on its not having been
the accepted one in the competition.

No. 85, competition design for Grammar
School, Kingslon-on-Tbames, by Thomas
Goodchild, is suitably and well grouped, and
the detail modest and inoffensive, if not bril-

liant. The drawing is a good one in pencil,

touched with Indian ink.

Wo are compelled to defer the rest of our
remarks upon this collection of desi gns to

another opportunity.

KEEP THE AIR IN MOTION.

THESE are days of wonderful appliances

for warming our churches and other

public assembly rooms ; and, judging from
the miles of hot-water pipes one may see in

buildings recently erected or in course of

completion, a tolerably good trade is being
carried on in this iron age. It is true these

long pipes and mysterious-looking coils do not

often invade our ordinary dweUing-houses,
shops, banks, warehouses, and work-rooms.
These are, in all large towns, fitted up more
or less with gas, ostensibly for purposes of

light during the winter months, but really

with the effect of affording warmth to the

occupants to their hearts' content. Who is

there, unblessed with the fabled endurance of

the salamander, that does not hail the advent
of tho long summer days that will deliver us

from the winter's torture of inhaling the

scorched "air" we are doomed, in nine rooms
out of ten, to consume for the sake of enjoy-

ing the brilliant gas-light? We are slowly

—

too slowly, to judge from a treatise on Respi-
ration* lately written—arriving at the con-
clusion that no comfort is to be had in a gas-
lighted apartment, however large, unless
provision be made for effectually getting rid

of the heated air, or rather the products of

combustion, as fast as they are generated. We
may see frequently in the public newspapers
advertisements for apartments in dwelling-
houses "where gas is not burnt;" and in our
own advertisement columns there may here
and there bo found diagrams of ventilating

gaseliers and other appliances for removing
the heated " air," so called. Would that they
were brought into more general use

!

Mr. Scott's treatise is mainly addressed to

pathologists, and to those who are interested
in questions of the action of air upon the
blood, &c., into which few architects have
leisure to enter, were they even familiar with
the scientific technology of the writer. But
the 4th section of the work contains a good
deal of matter in which all architects and
builders, not to say the general public, are
really interested. Few of the former are
absolutely ignorant of the laws of ventilation

insisted upon ; but we do not remember to

have seen a book in which such strong facts

are brought together to remind us of the
absolute necessity of providing means for the
continual exchange of air in buildings of every
description, no matter how lofty or spacious
may be the halls or apartments of which they
consist.

Public hospitals naturally engross many of
the writer's remarks. The public are just now
so fully alive to their sanitary requirements
that it IS hardly necessary to say much about
them. No new hospitals are likely to be built

wherein, as the writer tells us, the moist air

of the wards breathed over and over again
infuses its foulness into the pM)er|.on the

walls, the bedding, and the clowHng of the

inmates. One instance of the well-ascertained

danger arising from such neglect of ventila-

tion will suffice. Here it is, and in a pretty

intelligible form :

—

That hundreds of thousands hare been the victims
of public ignorance on this important matter may be
shown by a single example. The deaths of nev-born
infants between the ages of one and fifteen days,
which, in the Dublin Lying-in Hospital, amourtted
in the course of a few years of late to 2914 out of 7650
births, were suddenly reduced to only 279 deaths dur-
ing the same period after a new system of ventilation
had been adopted. Thus more than 25U0 deaths, or one
in every three births, must be attributed to the bad
ventilation found in this one hospital.

The great problem for all hospital builders,

and, indeed, for the builders of every tenement
for human and animal occupation, is to keep

the air moving. The writer strongly urges it

throughout the section, and gives the follow-

ing quotation from Dr. Andrew Combe, show-
ing the general safety from infection where
this simple rule has been attended to :

—

Typhus fever is much more easily communicated
by breathing the confined and loaded air near the
body of the patient than even by the touch. Hence,
also, the general safety of the attendants where ven-
tilation is sufficiently observed, the frequent renewal
of the air diluting and carrying off the poison.

What follows in this section of the book is

of more immediate value to architects, treat-

ing as it does of the vexed question of cubical

space to bo allowed in buildings for purposes
of salubrity. Of course, in the case of all

structures for breathing in, the greater the
space the smaller the danger of defective

ventilation. In the large sick asylums of
which we have lately heard so much, archi-

tects have been instructed to provide (if we
are to believe Mr. Scott) something more
than enough space for good ventilation, and
loud have been the complaints of metropolitan

ratepayers. Mr. Scott gives us what these

last all desiderate—a minimum of cubic space

* The Principal Facts of the Chemistry and Physioloey of
Respiration, applied to the preservation of Uealth and the
Promotion of Mental Science. ByJoHM Scott, author of *' The
I'luloaophy of the Chemistry of Nature," &c., &c Edinburgh ;

Machicblan and Stewart.
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to be provided for each individual ; simply

stipulating that the air introduced into it

shall not be allowed to remain stagnant

—

shall, in fact, " keep moving." Ho says,

after speaking of the required proportions of

carbon to oxygen, as lo which our readers

may consult his treatise for themselves :

—

If we take the air as already half saturated with

water (which may be assumed to be its usual con-

dition in this country) 250 cubic feet (of such fresh

air) must be supplied (for each individual) every

hour to ensure perfect ventilation and keep the

atmosphere free and untainted. The foul air must

at the same time be carried off. A space containing;

2600 feet of air, and receivinjt no fresh supply, will

not serve the purposes of healthy respiration durinpr

ten hours equally well with one containing only 250

cubic feet of air, but renewed every hour for ten suc-

cessive hours. In ventilation, therefore, the object

must be to remove the foul air as fast as it is formed,

and for this purpose a minimum supply of 250 cubic

feet of fresh air should be hourly introduced for every

individual present.

Now, 250 cubic feet of air will, in rough

calculation, be found the quantity provided by

a cell or apartment six feet long, six feet wide,

and seven feet high—a space much more re-

stricted than that allowed in an English
" certified " prison cell. In such cells the air

is by artificial extraction continually under-

going a process of consumption and renewal,

by means of foul and fresh air flues.

What follows with reference to the ill

effects of crowded assemblies in large ill-

ventilated halls is Well worth the serious

attention of every architect. Mr. Scott says,

at page 87 :

—

The languor, exhaustion, and headaches which

occur in crowded assemblies are just so many warn-

ings that ventilation is not properly attended to ;

that the lungs are insufficiently supplied with oxygen
to dc-carbonise the blood passing through them,

and that the system is suffering the evil consequences

which such circumstances are fitted to produce. When
these warnings are neglected, and the same air con-

tinues to be breathed again and again, the proportion

of carbonic acid at last becomes so large that its pre-

sence in the inhaled air prevents its further elimina-

tion from the blood. It thus acts as a poison, and
extinguishes life. This result occurs very speedily

when the quantity of carbonic acid in the air reaches

the amount of ten per cent. ; but a much smaller

quantity, especially when combined with animal

fffluvia, is sufficient to produce fatal effects viheaili

action is prolonged.

The italics are our own. After some further

remarks on the functions of the respiratory

organs, unnecessary to quote, the author gives

from Dr. Combe some instances of the deadly

effects of sulphuretted hydrogen, and proceeds

with some other particulars of interest to

our readers. He says, of sulphuretted hy-

drogen :

—

This gas is developed from decomposing animal
remains, and becomes exceedingly dangerous in close

places, where it is prevented from being diffused in

the atmosphere. Hence it is a frequent cause of

death to workmen who descend imprudently into

common sewers before sufficient time has elapsed to

allow the noxious vapours to be dispelled. An acci-

dent of this kind, in which several individuals lost

their lives, happened in a common sewer in Pimlico

in the autumn of 1849.

Oxide of carbon he describes as a gas so

deadly in its nature that one per cent, mixed
with common air destroys a dog in two
minutes. Of this deadly gas he says :

—

# * * » * It ig tiie occasion of many fatal

accidents in our own country from sleeping in bed-
rooms where the draught of the chimney is imperfect,

and the admission of fresh air is impeded.

This, we fear, may be predicated of too

many bed-room fireplaces with short chimney-
flues, whose lighted fires give out this deadly

gas.

The book will be found to contain much
information in proof of the mischief that has
arisen from time to time from confining

human beings, for even a short space of time,

in imperfectly ventilated places, such as oc-

curred in the well-known case of the " Black
Hole of Calcutta," fatal to 123 prisoners out
of 146, confined for only one night in a room
18 feet square, and provided with two small
windows ; and the more recent terrible case

of the Irish .steamer Londonderry, wherein

of 150 cabin and steerage passengers, closed

down under hatches for one night, owing to

stormy weather, 72 were found next morning

suflbcated to death. All due to ignorance, or

let U8 say to forgetfulnesa, of the simple fact

that human beings cannot live without having

a sufficient supply of fresh air to breathe.

TRUSSED GIRDERS—II.

THE accuracy with which the amount of

the strain upon the different parts of a

beam or girder can be ascertained by separate

and independent methods of calculation was

demonstrated in our last article on this subject

so simply and so conclusively as to be intelli-

gible to the veriest tyro in the profession.

As, however, we were unable in one article

to do more than introduce the subject, the

question has probably arisen in the minds of

somo of our readers. What is the use of truss-

ing a beam, and what gain in strength and

material is thereby obtained ? This question

is a manifest result of the fact that the strain

upon the beam, whether trussed or untrussed,

was the same undor similar conditions of span,

depth and loading. A little reflection will

point out that this apparent paradox is capable

of an easy explanation. It is true that the

amount of the strain upon the beam itself is

the same whether it be trussed or untrussed,

but its nature is different. When the beam
is untrussed the strain is of a transverse

character, and tends to cause deflection.

When the beam on the contrary is strengthened

by tie rods, the strain is supposed to cause ns

deflection, but to compress the beam longi-

tudinally from the ends to the centre. This

will be best explained by reference to a dia-

gram. If A B in fig. 1 be a beam supporting

In the former case, the forces represent strains

of longitudinal compression, in the latter trans-

verse strains. It must be carefully borne in

mind that there is no transference of weight

without strains resulting from the operation.

Thus, in fig. 2 the transference of the weight

at the centre to the ends of the beam produces

strain upon all the parts or members of the

truss through which it passes, and which, ia

fact, act as the medium of its conveyance.

Whatever number of parts or different mem-
bers the weight may affect, it will nltimatcly

result in a vertical reaction at the abutments.

The method of arriving at a determination of

these strains will bo demonstrated as we pro-

ceed.

It has been already stated and proved that

the strength of a beam is directly as the

depth and inversely as the span. Conse-

quently the greater the depth the greater the

strength, and it is at once readily perceived

that one effect of trussing abeam is to increase

its depth at the centre. This can be observed

by comparing figs. 1 and 2. The general
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a load at the centre, the whole pressure coines

upon the beam at that point in the direction

of the arrow, and there is nothing to resist this

pressure but the beam itself, which conse-

quently follows the direction of the weight and

deflects.^The strain, therefore, upon the centre

of the beam in fig. 1 is a direct transverse

one, tending to break it at that point. Let us

now examine the same beam in fig, 2 under

similar circumstances, with the exception that

it is trussed, as has been already explained in

our previous article. The weight in this in-

stance, instead of pressing downwards upon

the beam and causing it to deflect, is met and

resisted at once by the upward reaction of the

cast iron strut, as shown by the arrow. The
strut takes the whole weight off the beam at

that point, and prevents all transverse strain

whatever. How, then, is any strain whatever

brought upon the beam at the centre ? In the

first place, the strut takes the whole weight,

and then the tie-rods are called into play.

Suppose the weight to be conveyed down the

strut.to the point C. Obviously, if there were

no tie rods, the cast iron strut would be of no

use, as it would simply be an 'appendage to

the beam and deflect with it. But directly the

beam tends to deflect, the strut pulls upon the

tie-rods in the direction of the arrows, which
cause the vertical reaction which prevents the

beam from deflecting. The weight is thus

transferred from the beam to the strut ; and

by the strut to the tie-rods. AVhat becomes
of it then ? The tie-rods in their turn pull

upon the ends of the beam at A and B, transfer

their strains to those points, and produce com-

pressive strains in the beam indicated by the

arrows pointing towards the weight at the

centre. If the arrows be supposed to repre-

sent forces, then either of these arrows is equal

to that pointing vertically downwards in fig. 1.

formula for the breaking weight of any beam
loaded at the centre is given by the equation

B X Ds X C
W z: . RefeiTing to the dia-

L
grams, the value of D in fig. 2 couia n.^t ba

less, practically, than double that in fig. i.«

Calling this depth D', we have, making D
W = B X 4 D3 X C

2 D.the fomula . Tutting

L
W for the breaking weignt in fig. 2, we
obtain W : W' :: 1 : 4, or Wi = 4 W-
Doubling the depth, therefore, gives four

times the strength, although there is no neces-

sity for actually doubling the beam, and conse-

quently quadrupling the whole amount of

material in it, but merely to truss it in the

manner shown in fig. 2. What, however,

chiefly increases the strength of a trussed girder

is the doing away with the deflection, the great

element of weakness in all untrusjedbeims.

The great difference between the calculation of

the strains on an untrussed and a trussed

girder is that in the latter it is assumed that

all strains act longitudinally, and never trans-

versely. If once any member of a truss is so

designed, either through ignorance or error,

as to be susceptible of a transverse strain, the

principle of trussed or braced framing is vio-

lated, and accidents will probably ensue. It

is in structures of this description that
_
it

becomes essentially requisite to distinguish

between those members which act as struts

and those which act as ties. The reason for

the necessity of this distinction arises from the

fact that, although the strain may be the same

in amount, the length of the strut or tie very

materially affects it. In fig. 3, let A C, B C

F I d .2

be two bars or rods fixed to a beam at the

points A and R, and joined by a rivet, pin, or
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bolt »t the point C. If a weight be suspended

at the point C, it will pull up'on each of the

Uis A C, B C, and they will be undergoing a

tensile strain, and will consequently bo what

ar* termed ties, or tie-rods. The term tie-rod

siore generally signifies the horizontal or in-

clined rod uniting the rafters of a roof, but is

also applicable to any rod acted upon by a

strain of tension. In fig. 3, let the weight at

equal 20 tons, the angle of each tie bar with

the horizontal 4j°, and let it be required to

determine the strain uj on each tie A C and

B C. Since each bar makes an equsl angle

vith the horizontal beam A B, the half

•f the weight is transferred to each point

A and B, and consequently the strain upon
•ach rod will be the same. This strain

may be found both by geometrical and
trigonometrical analysis. By the former, make
in fig. 3 C a = 10 tons on a scale of ten ton«

to one inch, draw a b parallel to the horizontal

line A B to meet the tie at 6, and C6 measured
on the same scale will give the strain on the

tie A B or B C, and will be found equal to

14-142 tons. Similarly, the line a b will give

the strain upon the horizontal beam A B at the

point A or B, and is equal to 10 tons, since

the angle between the ties and the horizontal

k 45°, or what is called one to one by artisans

and mechanics. The same result may easily

be arrived at by the aid of trigonometry. Let
S =: the strain to be determined either upon
A C or B C, W the weight, and 6 the angle

made by the ties and the horizontal, then in

the triangle C a 4 we have C az=.c b X sine

C ha. But C a = W, C 6 = S, and angle
C 6 a zz 45°. Substituting these values, we

S = W
have W = S X sine 45"* or . Bearing

sine 45"

1

we may by

concluding article the application of those

principles to the particular example of the

trussed girder wo have selected for illustra-

tion.

in mind that sine 45° = -

cosec. 45
inversion write S := W x cosec. 45° =: 10 x
1-4142 = as before 14 142 tons. So for the

ftrain upon A B, or a b, the equntion is

C a = ab X tang. C 6 a. Making the same
Bubstifution as before, W = S x t.mg. C 6 «,

and since tangent of any angle is the inverse
of the cotangent, wo may writo tha equation
S = W X cotang. e, or S = 10 X 1 = ten
tons, as already found.

In fig. 4 is represented the reverse case,

F.C..1-

in which the bars are not ties but struts. The
weight being situated on the top of the bars

A B, B C, cvidcntlj' tends to thrust them
apart instead of drawing them together, as

in the former example. Both the bars in this

case are subjected to strains of compression,
and are called struts. If the weight of ten

tons be plotted in the diagram, and made
equal to C a, the resulting strains upon the

bare will be precisely the same as those already
found. It is here that practice modifies
theory. It is evident that the length of the tie-

bars A 0, B C, in fig. 1 have nothing to do
with the strain, which only tends to stretch
them in the direction of their length, and it

matters nothing, within reasonable limits,

whether they be long or short. But in fig. 4
manifestly the effect of tlie weight is to cause
the struts A C, B C to bend, and their liability

to do thm is nearly directly as their length.
It is for this reason that all struts should be
made of a form or section that will best resist

this bending action. Having now explained
the general principles which govern the strains
pon ties and struts, we shall postpone for a

NATURE AND ART IN THE SISTINE
CEILING, ROME.

IT is quite certain that in some future age
— it would bo difficult, perhaps, to say

when—it will he a matter of no small interest

to find out what the art value of every ago
really and truly is, and then to employ thank-
fully what it produces, and to select the very

best and highest it does so produce for its

most important and public works. This has,

indeed, in old times been done, and the proof

of it will be evident to anyone who will be at

the pains to study the works of the great

masters of art, Michael Angelo and Raphael, as

such work is seen in the buildings which as a

whole make up the Vatican, Rome. Under
the Pontificate of that vigorous ruler of the

Church, Pope Julius II., to whom the world

owis a tremendous debt of gratitude, it came
to pass that some of the buildings of the papal

palace wanted " decorating,"' and he—so dif-

ferent from things nowadays—went to work
in quite a simple and obvious way to get it

done. He first looked abi'iit him to see

whether he had any competent artists, by in-

specting their own works, and then, having
found tbem, he did not, as we do, put himself

into communication with asecond, and perhaps

mere official pei-son, still less a mere trades-

man, but actually had the courage and bold-

ness to apply direct to the artist himself, and
so to pnt him personally to the work to be
done. Fortunately for the world, this was
what he did with Alich.-iel Angelo Buonanoti,
the painter of the Sistine ceiling, or we should

certainly never have seen it ; and the thought

strikes everyone. What a contrast this is to the

system pursued to-day in the cases of such
places as S. Paul's Cathedral and West-
minster Abboy. How diiferent are our official

magnates to Pope Julius. Who would ever

believe—who in the future will believe it—that

in an age like the present, when great build-

ings like S. Paul's and Westminster Abbey
call for " decoration "

—

i.e. " painting," that

there should be such painters in existence as

H'llmnn Hunt and Millais, yet that they

should be passed by and all end in a mere
matter of manufacture and business? Yet,

most unhappily for us, so it is, and it hence
becomes a matter of no small interest to find

out what it was which the old painters did, so

that there is in truth no subject in art more
intetesting than the finding out this really

vital and essential thing which calls for at-

tention everywhere, and particularly as it

bears on public buildings and their decoration.

No One can possibly go into any public build-

ing in London and look at the "decorative"
art in it without the consciousness that all the
" decoration " is a mere matter of trade and
contract like the bricks and mortar of it, and
that the snmo decoration can be done any-

where and by anybody, and that when it gels

a little dingy it is all brushed away as worth-
less, and something else put up only to come
in time to the same ending. What a contrast

to past ways of work, as in this famous ceiling

by Mictciel Angelo ! All these thoughts must
certainly have occurred to many who liavo ever
looked on or taken any interest in the fre.s-

coes which cover this ceiling. They made an
era in art, and are things to pause at and
think about, and thcirreproduction in Autotype
enables us to see them as they really are. 'I'lie

ceiling of t'le Sistine Chapel is li?2ft. in

length by 44ft. in breadth, and the height of

it from the floor of the chapel G8ft. It was
painted wholly by M. Angelo with his own
hands between the years 1508-12, during the

Pontificate of Pope Julius II. Nothing can

possibly surpass the mngnificent way in which
the whole of it is painted, and the mastei-)-

with which the idea is earned out, a»d it

would be impossible for any artist to employ

time and study better tlian in the humble
attempt to understand and appreciate it. In
the first place, then, to help to do this it will

be fciund that there is some additional clear-

ness of conception to be got by the adoption
of a soraewh.it new mode of getting at the

full meaning of the work, and the story exe-
cuted and told by the great painter on it,

from that most usually adopted. The whole
ceiling will on careful analysis be found to

clearly divide itself into distinct classes or
orders of subjects—viz. :—First, the purely
architectural forms and divisions into panels
and lunettes, divided from each other by
painted mouldings and ornamental details.

'Secondly, the whole serieu of human figures

which form part of this purely architectural

section of the ceiling. Thirdly, the series of

paintings or subjects in oblong panels, nine in

number, which represent the Genesis of Crea-
tion and the story of the Fall of Man, to-

gether with the small circular panels, ten in

number, which help to illustrate that story,

and which, with the four lunettes in the
corners of the ceiling, complete this division

of the work. Fourthly, the series of great

prophets and sibyls, twelve in number,
with their attendant genii, who ponder over
the past and future of human existence ; and
last, the long series of Holy Families, twenty-
two in number, which represent the genealogy
of Christ from Joseph to Abraham.

On the end wall of the chapel is the picture

of the " Last Judgment ;
" and on the oppo-

site -wall it was the intention of the painter to

embody the '-Fall of Lucifer and the Rebel
Angels." The whole of the architectural

forms, mouldings, and panels are painted on
the flat surface of: the ceiling in the style and
manner of the Renaissance which prevailed in

the time of the painter. These forms are

drawn in perspective, so as to show, when seen
from the floor of the chapel, as raised and
solid forms; the ceiling being simply a plain

and flat arc of an ellipse—a sad defect every
wa}', but with it the painter had nothing to

do. These architectural forms divide the

whole ceiling into panels of various shapes
and sizes, and separate the paintings one from
the other. Thus far the purely architectural

portion of the ceiling and it is surely a subject

not a little interesting to architects.

The next human forms which go to make
up the architectural erahellishraents of the

ceiling, but which have nothing to do with the

story told on it, are a series of nude human
figures, which, with the mouldings, help to

divide the centre pantl paintings one from
another. They represent the human form
in almost every variety of attitude ; they

recline opposite each other, and it seems a pity

that they were not made in some way or other

to help the story told on the ceiling. Each
figure is a great study in itself, and the force

and life in the whole are truly wonderful.

The next figures, purely architectural in

their significance, are the groups of twin boys

which stand on either side of the prophets and
sibyls. They stand on pedestals, and support

with their hands and on their heads the archi-

trave and cornice which runs all round the

ceiling, and at the same time they form, as it

were, the sides or arms of the seats or thrones

on which the prophets and sibyls are seated.

Beneath the footstools under these seats, and
supporting panels with the names of the

prophets written on them, are also youthful

figures of bojs and girls, completing the lower

portion of each lunette. The only remaining

figures which can be considered as subservient

wholly to this purely architectural use are

those in the triangular spaces formed by the

cornice, pedestals, and the outer curves of the

pointed arches which enclose the Holy Fami-
lies. They are nakfd human figures in almost

every variety of attitude and posture ; some
of them are demoniacal, and would seem to

have been intended by the painter to refer in

some obscure way to the prophet or sibyl near

whom they are. May they not here and there

embody the principle of Evil ?
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These complete the purely architectural and

sculpturesque portion of the ceiling. The
Btory 111' it now begins—the progress and

triumpli of Thoocracy. There are nine oblong

panels down the centre of the ceiling, witli

paintings representing the Creation and

Fall of Man. On the first panel is the sub-

lime figure of the Creator or Eternal Word, in

human" form, dividing light from darkness,

and embodying the passages in Oonesifl which
describe it.

On tlie second panel is the Creator, sur-

lounded and supported by angelic forms,

creating the sun and mocn. The magnificent

retiring figure embodying the creative energy

was doubtless intended by the great poet-

painter to eiiibody tlio idea in the verse closing

with the words, " and He made the stars also."

This sublime form is geiieriilly thought to

represent Chaos retreating from the Divine

presence, and by others to indicate a s -cond

act of Divine power in the creation of herbs

and trees, but the first supposition would seem
to be truest to the vastness of the idea.

On tlie third panel the form of the

Almighty, surrounded and borne up by angels,

and enveloped in a cloud of drapery, is shown
as brooding, or hovering, over the surface of

the waters, and as calling into existence by
His will the living creatures that are to move
in it. The fourth panel shows the creation of

Adam : God, surrounded by angelic beings,

bestows life by a touch from His finger. On
the mext panel is the creation of Eve,
the mother of all living. On the sixth

panel is drawn the Temptation of Man,
and the driving out of Paradise conse-

quent on his fall. The seventh panel shows
the sacrifices of Cain and Abel. The eighth
panel the Flood, and the Sacrifice of Noah

;

and on the ninth and last panel is represented

the drunkenness of Noah, and the sin and male-
diction of Ilain, the first transgressor after the

Flood—a purely B.bliual idea of the creation

of the world. The next paintings, four in

nnmber, are in tlie corners of the coiling, and
represent the punishment and death of
Haman, David and Goliath, Judith and Holo-
femes, and the Brazen serpent, typical of the

future redemption of man. Thus are com-
pleted the series of pictures which tell the
story of God's creative providence and per-

sonal rule on earth, ft is the gran'lest con-
nected story ever told by painting. We come
now to the prophets and sibyls which surround
the chapel. They are twelve in number.
They prophesy of the coming of a future
King and Redeemer—the prophets on the

part of the Children of Israel, and the sibyls

on the part of the I'agan world. Their names,
in the order in which they come on the ceiling,

are :—Jonas, Jeremiah, with the attendant
angels Or genii of the Past and Future, mourn-
ing over the desolations of his people ; the
Persican sibyl, reading from a book of the
mystic philo:ophy of the country in which it

is supposed she prophesied ; Eiiekiel, who
has put aside the roll of his prophecy to listen

to the whisperings of the attendant angel at

his side. In the roll, written within and with-
Otlt, are the woes ol wliich he piophesied. The
next in order is the Erythrisan sibyl, to whom
was given an insight into the fall and revolu-
tion of kingdoms ; Joel, reading from a roll

of that day which cometh as a day of dark-
ness and of clouds. Next in order" comes the
prophet Zilcharias, directly opposite the Jonah,
a gigantic form reading from an open book

;

the attendant genii, as beautiful boys, are also
reading from it. This is followed by the
Delphic sibyl, a grand female form, holding
the_ prophetic roll. The next is the prophet
Isaiah, with inspired look, and with upraised
hand, holding a book, with the genius or
spirit of futurity by his side. If tlio prophetic
spirit of other prophets was gloomy and dark
with images of woe, that of Isaiah was
brighter and fuller of an assured hope :—
" Comfort ye, comfort ye, my people ; make
straight in the desert a highway." The
Cumaen sibyl, with opened book, reads out of

it of a great future in scattered and obscure

fragments. The prophet next in order is

Daniel ; he is transcribitig from a volume
borne on the shoulders of an attendant genius.

The last of this great series of prophetii; forms
is the Lybinn sibyl, throwing back the

book of her prophetic lore, and hastening to

tell of what it contains of the Future. The
great debt which the world of art—indeed, the

world everywhere—owes to Michael .\ngelo in

bestowing on it this gift of' the grand repre-

sentations of these prophetic and inspired

forms is enhanced by the fact, patent to all,

that no other man ho.'s ever been able to realise

in palpable and visible form the idea we get

of the great Hebrew prophets from the words
which they uttered. All other painters have
fallen below their proper proportions. M.
Angelo has realised thctn, and we can, through

the might of his tnental energy and the power
of his brush, see the prophets of Israel.

The sublime conception of the Lybian sibyl

closes the series of the projihets and sibyls,

and the idea of the painter, in so far as the

obscure Past and "unknown Future formed an
integral part of it. The rest of the ceiling is

filled uj) with tlie series of Holy Families,

twenty-two in number. They occupy, in sets

of threes, the spaces over the windows of the

chapel, and are intended to illustrate the

genealogy of Christ, as told by S. Matthew,
from Abraham to Josepli. Nothing can
surpass the beauty and human interest to be
found in this series of drawings and composi-
tions. They complete the idea embodied in

the ceiling—viz., the progress and triumph of
Theocracy.
These paintings are the greatest, and fullest

of thought and inspiration, in the world ; and
the interest that is now to be found in them is

increased by the fact of it being possible,

through the autotype process, to see them as

they really are, and not as commonly to be
seen through the eye of an engraver, however
able he maybe. We can now see them line

for line, and touch for touch, and can realise

to ourselves their wonderful power and force,

and become through them acqu tinted person-

ally with him who brouglit them into being

—

Michael Angelo Buonarroti. So maiiy theo-
ries have been hazarded by artists and writers

on art on the way in which these tremendous
creations were given to the world, and so tnany
opinions as to the precise character of the
mind of the artist who did the work, and as

to whetiierhe owed anything at all to external
nature in the accoraplidhment of it, or drew
wholly from his own inherent greatness of
mind and power of invention, that I trust to

have another opportunity to comment upon it,

merely premising that this slight sketch of the

Sistitie ceiling may prove of some small value
to many who have, not given it special atten-
tion,.and tried, as is here done, to analyse its

several component parts. For our instruction

was it written by the sublime painter of it,

like the texts in the Bible which it illustrates,

and it is worth some trouble to understand it

well. C. B. A.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH AUCHI-
TECTS.

AT the Ordinary General Meeting, held on
Monday, 30th May, 1870, Mr.E. I'Anson,

V.P., in the ehair, the following members were
elected—Mr. (3harlc3 J. Adams (Associate), as
Fellow ; and Messrs. Charles Bell, William B.
Colling, Ralph Nevill, and Charles S. Whitley, as
Associates.

Some correspondence which has passed between
the Couneil and the Uoyal Commissioners for the
Iiitcrnational Exhibition of 1871, together
with a letter proposed to be addressed to
M.-. A. J. B. Boresford-Hope, M.l'., on the same
stil'ject, was next stibmitted to the meeting.
From a statement made by Professor Donaldson,
it appeari that the lis-t of Commissioners for the
approaching exhibition does not include the name
of tlie President of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, although the Presidents of the
Instilntion of Civil Engineers, the Qeological

Society, and tha Royal Ac-vlomy of Arts ars
included in the liitt. The Couacil had tliero-

fore taken action in the matter, and tha hon.
secretaries had written to Earl de Grey, asking
whether there would be any objection to add the
name of the President of the Institute to the list

of Commissioners, as upon that point would
depend the co-operation which the Institute woald
be able to give in the undertaking. In reply to
this, a letter was received from Earl de (irey,

stating that the proposed annual exhibitions are
to be carried out by the Commissioners of the
Exhibition of 1851, whoso ohartcr only stipulated
that the Presidents of the Institutions named
should be placed .on the list of Commissioners.
At the same time, tha Commissioners " would
hope to have the assistance of the Royal Institute
of British Architects on matters of architecture.

**

As tliis reply appeared to the Council to be an
evasion of the question, a similar letter was
next written (o Lord Granville (through Mr.
Beresford-Hope). In reply to this, Lord
Granville wrote to Mr. Beresford-Hope, Bay-
ing that although he had taken so little

part in the proceedings of the Commissioners of
late that he could not take upon himself to press
them to reverse their decision, he bad had some
conversation with the Prince of Wales, who was
of opinion, with him, that the Commissioners
would gladly welcome Mr. Beresford-Hope and
Sir William Tite as permanent Commissioners.
This was felt to be an evasion also, be^anse
what is required is that the President ex officio

should bo a Commissioner, and for this two ex-
PresiJents were no fair substitute. Therefore the
Council hid directed a letter to be drawn up and
sent to the Commissioners through Mr. Boresford-
Hope, and this letter was now submitted for the
approval of the meeting. Tbe letter was to the
effect that the members fully appreciated the
kindness of the Prince of Wales in being willing
to adopt the suggestion of Lord Granville to place
Mr. B.;resford-Hopo aud Sir William Tite on the
commission, yet as there seemed to be no disposi-
tion to place ex nfficio the President of tha Institute
in the same position as the Presidents of other
scientific and artistic societies named on the Com-
mission, the Inatitnto, representing the profession
of architecture, felt themselves precluded, on
account of this marked omission, from taking part
as a body in the International Exhildtion of 1871.
Professor Donaldson remarked that, by taking this
course, the individnal fr^^don of meinb?rs of the
Instituteas to contributing to the Exidbition, was
not interfered with.—On the motion of Mr. C. P.
Hayward, seconded by Mr. Wyatt Papworth, the
action of the Council was confirmed, and the letter
approved. It was incidentallv stated that the
Commissioners had appointed Committees of two
members each for the throe arts—painting, soulp-
tnre, and architecture, and that Sir W. Tite and
Jlr. Be esford-Hope had been appointed the com-
mittee on architecture.

Mr. AV. Emerson, Associate, then read a paper
" On the Taj-Mahal at Agra," which was fol-
lowed by the reading, by Mr. Soddon, of a short
dcSLTiptionof a painted scroll found in Chelmor-
ton Church, by Mr. Fairless Barber. "

How TO Beat Iron Columns.—The cmsh-
mg and breaking of cast-iron columns is not an
uncommon occniTcnce, and is usually accompanied
by loss of life and property. Such accidents are
not unusually attributed to poor iron or loo
great pressure, but are in reality most frequently
due to the improper seating of the colnmim.
The common method is to take the columns just
as they come from the foundry, and set them np
on a rough base, the open spaces being filled with
lead, which is a more compressible material than
the iron. This throws upon tbe rough projections
of the base the whole weight that the column has
to support. These projections are in course of
time driven into the mass of the column, and,
acting as wedges, force the granules of metal
apart, a process which is accelerated by vibrations
and sudden changes in the amount of load.
Fracture and accident are the inevitable con-
sequences. To set np iron columns in a safe and
proper maimer, the bases should be turned off

true in a lathe, and the surface on which they
rest should be dressed, so as to give an even bear-
ing over the whole surface of contact. If proper
attention is given to this matter, iron colunms
may be relied on to sustain tbe maximum of
weight ; while, if the ordinary practice be
followed, proper confidence can never be placed
in them.
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®he ^m[u^gor.

HOTCS OH THK IXCLOSITRII ACTS AM) THEIR
MSSULTS.*

IN the following notes I do not propose to trace

the history of inclosures back to any remote
period, but rather to dwell npon the more recent

Acts of rarliament relating to the Eiibject, and
the improTements and advantages which hare
isaolted from inclosures carried out under my
ow3 observation, and within my own recollection.

WitboDt entering int^ any description of the

nn nerons rights over lands to which the Inclosiire

Aets apply, the bulk of such lands may be briefly

deserit^d as wastes of manors, or as commonable
lands which are held in severalty during certain

seasons, and are at other times subject to the
exercise of various common rights.

It is hardly necessary to point ont that such
lands must be very much more valuable to the

various persras interested in them when tht

rights of snch persons have been ascertained and
commatedinto the form of an allotment, held in

severalty, or, in other words, when they have been
inclosed and allotted.

loolosDrea have been effected either by means
of an agreement between the lord of the manor
and the commoners, or by an Act of Parliament.

The first process has seldom been resorted to, on
account of the difficulty in obtaining the unani-

mous consent of the parties, and also because it

must generally happen that some of them are

. unable to give a legally binding consent. The
other process has therefore been more generally

adopted, and up to the beginning of this century
- about 1600 Private Acts for Inclosures had been
passed.

The cost of each Act, and of the machinery for

putting it iato execution, was so great, that, in

the year 18)0, the attention of Parliament was
directed to the subject, and a series of resolutions

agreed to by both Honscs.

By these resolutions it was proposed that affi-

davits to prove the notices, consent?, and allega-

tions contained in the preambles of Inclosuro
Bills should be admitted instead of parole evi-

dence ; that a general law, containing provisions

to which all Inclosnre Bills migtit refer, sfaonld be
passed, and a similar ^w for taxing solicitors'

charges, regulating the conduct of commissioners,
and preventing delays ; and that the fees payable
to the Houses of Parliament, on the various
stages of Private Bills, should be reduced.

In the next Session (1801) a Bill was intro-

duced into the House of Lords, and another into

the House of Commons, and the latter, which was
brought in by Sir John Sinclair, was passed.

It was entitled " An Act for consolidating in

one Act certain provisions usually inserted in Acts
of loclosure, and for facilitating the mode of

proving the several facts usuaUy required on the
passing of snch Acts" (41 Goo. III., cap. 109.)
The preamble set forth that its object was to

reduce the expenses of passing Inclosnre Acts,
and the clauses provided for the appointment of
Commissioners, and the performance by them of

the various duties necessary to carry such acts
into execution.

By this measure affidavits were substituted for
parole evidence, and general clauses were provided
to which Private Bills should refer ; the Act,
however, established no control over the proceed-
ing?, or the costs and delays, of inclosures which
appeared to be one of the chief objects of the reso-
lutions. It is cnrions to observe that, in the Bill
which was introduced into the House of Lords,
this important point was not lost sight of, as a
Board of Commissioners was proposed to super-
intend and control incloanres.

The G/neral Inclosnre Act was a step in the
right direction, but, as in every individual case, a
special Act was still necessary, the expense was
in most instances very great, and entirely pre-
vented the inclosnre of the smaller and less
valuable commons.
The fees, although reduce 1 in accordance with

the resolutions, were seldom less than £2.50 or
£300, exclusive of the solicitors' and parliamen-
**•? agents' costs for obtaining and proving the
assents and dissents, and promoting the Bill.
Thus from £500 to £1000, and, in opposed cases,
sometimes as much as £1700, were frequently ex-

• Bead at the Ordinarv General Kfcellng of the
Iiutltution of Surveyor!, May Mrd, 1870, by
RicnABD Hall, Vice-President ; John Clntton.
Trealdeat, in the chair.

pended before the actual business of the inclosure
began. From this cause the iuclosm-o of many
commons, although approved by the majority of

those interested, was prev«nted by the fear that

some litigious person might, at the last moment,
got up an opposition to the Bill, which would
materially increase its cost.

It had been fouud somewh.at difficult to sub-

stantiate appeals aguinst the awards made under
Inclosnre Acts, and it was therofore'customary,

in order to satisfy the three principal interests in-

volved, viz., those of the lord, the tithe-owner,

and the commoners, that each should name a com-
missioner. This custom tended very much to

increase the cost, as one commissioner might have
performed the duties alone.

The numerous inclosures carried out during the

early part of this century, were mostly those of

opeu common fields, and the more valuable com-
mons. The price of corn and the value of land

was then very high, and the expenses were there-

fore of less consequence than they became when
those prices fell.

In looking over the papers referring to inclo-

sures in which my father acted, either as com-
missioner or surveyor, from the beginning of the

century Hp to the year 1815, and also some in

which I was engaged before the year 1836, I find

that the cost of dealing with some 17,000 acres,

in twenty-two cases, averaged nearly £3 per
acre.

These were, with two exceptions, inclosures of

common fields, and in every case a considerable

quantity of land was dealt with. The coats may
be approximately divide 1 into three equal parts,

viz. :

—

The Act of Parliament and solicitors'

costs £1 per acre.

Roads and fencing £1 ,,

Commissioner, surveyor, and other
expenses £1 „

Inclosnres of waste lands were generally more
expensive, the costs averaging, in ordinary case.^,

from £ 1 to JE6 per acre ; and in those of small
commons considerably more.

In the evidence before the Select Committee of

1 844, the Chamford Forest Inclosure, on which
£70,000 were expended to inclose 12,000 acres,

was alluded to. In another case an opposed Bill

to deal with 2000 acres cost £1728, and the whole
expense, including that item, was £8128. £1000
were spent in a case of 85 acres of valuable waste
land, of which sum £337 was the cost of the
Act.

It was therefore impossible to inclose small
commons, unless they were very valuable ; and,
as the late Mr. Blamire observed in his evidence
before the same committee, there were, doubt-
less, instances in which not only had the whole
of the land been sold to pay the expenses, but the
persons interested bad, in addition, saddled
themselves with the repairs of expensive roads.

The want of some controlling power was much
felt. In numerous cases the process dragged on
for years, and in others, from some difficulty

which arose in the course o£ the proceedings, no
award was ever made, and the allottees conse-
quently possessed no title to their allotments.

The late Mr. Blamire stated that he had heard of
100 such ca'.es. One, affecting some 40,000 acres,

was particalarly alluded to, which, though com-
menced at the beginning of the century, had
never been completed. The neglect of forms also

rendered the legality of many awards doubtful.

In the year 1821 a short Act (1 and 2 Geo. IV.,
cap 23) was passed, mainly for the purpose of
enabling allottees to recover the rent of and
protect their allotments, although the award of
the commissioners should not have been com-
pleted ; ai^ in 1833 two Acts were passed—one
(3 and 4 Win. IV., cap. 35) providing for the
recovery by the commissioners of rates which
might be made after the completion of their

awards, and the other (3 and 4 Wm. IV., cap. 87)
to render such awards legal, although they had
not been properly enrolled according to the
statute.

We then come to the year 183G, when Mr. An-
derson Pelham (afterwards Lord Worsley) intro-

duced a Bill to facilitate the enclosure of common
fields, and render the process less expensive. It

received the Royal assent in the same year after

some considerable discussion, and is known as
The Common Field Inclosuro Act " (6 and 7

Wm. IV., cap. 115). Its main object was to

obviate the necessity of a special Act in each case
;

and it provided that two-thirds parts, both in

number and value, of the persons interested in any

common arable. field, or common meadow, might
con.sent in writing to an inclosure, at a meeting
to be called for the purpose of coasidcHug the
matter, and at a subsequent meeting appoint a
solo commissioner, or two commissioners with an
umpire, to carry it out. It also .provided for in-
closures without a commissioner, if seven-eighths
in number and value of the persons interested
entered into nn agreement for the purpose at a
public meeting, such agreement to be subject to
final appeal to the Quarter Sessions within six
months.
The commissioner having been appointed, pro-

ceeded, with the assistance of a clerk, to hold
meetings to receive and determine the claims, and
afterwards to set out the roads, make the allot-

ments, and draw up the award. He had power
to straighten and shorten boundaries, and could,
with the consent of the lords of the neighbouring
manors, set out the boundaries between them and
the lands to be enclosed. Four-fifths of the
persons interested could, at a meeting, agree on
the adoption of any map to bo used for the pur-
poses of the inclosure, and give special instruc-
tions to the commissioner. These proceedings
were all subject to appeals either to the Quarter
Sessions or the courts of law.

This Act did not authorise the inclosure of any
waste land, and it was not to affect the rights of
lords of manors, except in respect of anything for

which compensation was made.

It is somewhat curious that the provision for
the protection of the smaller proprietors, enacting
that the fixed proportion in nuviber, as well as in
value of the persons interested should determine
on the inclosure, was introduced by the House of
Lords, who also inserted the clause preventing
the application of the Act to land within certain
distances of large towns.
There were, however, many objections to the

Act of 1836, of which, perhaps, the chief was
that it omitted to deal with waste land. This
circumstance occasioned much inconvenience, be-
cause small pieces of waste were frequently found
intermixed with open common fields. In many
instances these were actually dealt with, thus
placing in jeopardy the legality of the award and
the title of the allottees. Mr. Higgins, in his

evidence before the committee in 1844, mentioned
an inclosure under the Act, in which he had been
requested to inclose such a piece of land together
with the common fields, and had been indemnified
by the persons interested for carrying out their

wishes. The Act could not be applied to the
cases of common fields, over which general and
unlimited rights of pasturage by the inhabitants
of a town, or by the householders in common
with the owners, existed, because it was held that

a legal title to such rights could not be shown,
and that they were only exercised by usage.
Such a case existed at Newbury, which it was
found could not be dealt with under the Common
Fields Act.

On reference to nine cases under the Act of
1836 in which I acted as commissioner, between
the years 1836 and 1844, I find that about
£10,500 were expended to enclose 5500 acres,

or about £2 per acre, one-half of which was the
cost ol the new roads.

From the date of the passing of the Act of 1801
up to 1836, about 1920 Private Acts had received
the Royal assent, but from 1836 to 1843 scarcely

100 such Acts were passed.

In the year 1840 another short Act was passed

(3 & 4 Vict., cap. 31,) to render the execution of
*

awards by the commissioners conclusive evidence
that the provisions of the Acts had been complied
with, so as to establish the title of the allottees.

It provided that persons proceeding to inclose

and cultivate their allotments should be considered

to have waived their right to appeal, and extended
the powers as to setting out boundaries. It also

provided for the inclosures, under the Act of

183G, of tracts of grass land commonable during
part of the year only, and held in severalty for

the remainder in cases in which such tracts were
adjacent to common arable fields.

For several years before 1843 the Tithe Com-
missioners had been carrying out the duties en-

trusted to them by the Legislature, and the
success which attended their labours probably

suggested the idea of a somewhat similar con-
trolling power to superintend inclosures.

In 1843, Lord Worsley introduced a measure
with this view, but it advanced no farther than a
second reading. Previous to this year the ques-

tion of dedicating portions of waste land for re-

creation grounds.for the inhabitants had received

consideration, and a regulation to this effect had
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become one of the .standing orders of the House
of Commons. In the debutes on Lord WorsU'y's
Bill, tbis subject, and also that of allotment

gardens, were discussed, and the measure en-

countered some opposition, on the ground of the
undesirability of depriving the public, and
especially the poorer inhabitants, of the advan-
tages of commons nor their dwellings,

(To be eoniinued.J

ON THE PROGRESS OF ART, AND THE
PROBABLK CAUSES OF THE GREEKS'
PRE-EMINENCE IN ITS PRODUCTION.

By H. C. Selous.

(^Concluded from page 399.)

IT is to bo regretted that the greatest sculptor
our era can bnast of, that grand artist,

Michael Angolo, never saw the works of his great
predecessor. In Michael Angelo's young days,
when his restless spirit was e jnstautly employed
in seekiug food to satisfy the cravings of his

towering mind, events happened tbat produced
lasthig effects upon bis future ideas. That noble
Torso, supposed to bo a llerculos, and more
generally known as Michael Angelo's To^3^, to-

gether with the grand statue of the Laocoon, had
just been discovered, and released from the dust
that had hidden them for ages. All Rome was in a
ferment of delight. Different in style from most of
the antique statues the Komans already possessed,
they charmed by their vigour of muscular diriplay,

aod were pronounced the finest relios of antiquity
in existence. Judge, then, of the effect they must
have produced upon the congenial, restless, ener-
getic, and exalted notions of Michael Angelo. He
avowed them to be henceforth his models and his
guides

;
and, with the unquenchable firo of his

genias, burned to equal.if not to surpass, the power
and vigour of the great originals. From this vain
ambitions feeling sprang all the faults and all the
disappointments of this aspiring genius. These
great and grand works of antiquity, the Laocoon,
the Torso, the Hercules Faruese, and others of the
same period of Greek art, are no doubt noble
objects to contemplate and to study, but dangerous
to attempt to imitate, still more to surpass. Like
the efforts of a great actor in the theatre, who finds
he has to force the powers of voice and gesture to
their utmost limit, the sculptor in these statues
has, I will not say overstepped the modesty of
nature, but is on the verge ; and one step beyond
is fatal. That step Michael Angelo took, and in
the contortions of the muscles and the positions
of his figures you see the writhings and tortures of
a great mind in vain attempting to emljody the
conceptions of his niiahty genius—a genius tbat
w.a9 never satisfied. He scarcely ever produced
what might bo called a finished or perfect work.
It is curious to consider what would have been the
result had it been tUa good fortune of Michael
Angelo to contemplato the works of the great
Phidias. In tho=e m ijestic figures he would have
perceived a grandeur that in vain he sou;iht for

—

a grandeur tn^it would have curbed his fiery and
impetuous spirit, and taught him that repose,
dignity, and truth to nature are tho perfection of
an art, acd the things essential to the production
of what we are almost tempted toprmonnce (when
looking at these Greek masterpieces) divine gran-
deur. When before the works of Michael Angelo
we are also impressed with a consciousness of the
power and grandeur in the figures we gazo at, but
they bespeak a fevered restlessness, and almost a
painful one. You see too plainly tho labour that
has freed them from their marble tombs, and too
strongly the impress of the tools that turned the
marble into flesh ; but its stony nature hangs still

on it, and you cannot for a moment fincy such
forms could ever be endowed with life. How
different is tho feeling when you contemplate the
immortal works of Phidias ! It is a living mortal,
or a god transformed to stone—flesh petrified.
You can almost fancy you see the pilpitation of
the matchless bosom, or the feet gently stirring
the folds of the delicate drapery that rests upon it^

and you imagine that noble specimen of perfect
nature, the figure uf the Illissus, may again
rise up, instinct with life and motion. This is
indeed grand art, and from the study of natnre
alone did the Greeks arrive at the exalted
pie-eminence that enabled them to produce
those faultless specimens of the human form
that were worthy of the noble temples erected
for their reception, which latter were unlike
the temples of other nations of antiquity, where
the outside was generally little more 'than a

bare wall, and in tho interior of which you
wander through vast labyrinths of painted
columns and open courts, and look in vain for

the object of adoration they were erected for, till

at length, in the likeness of a bull or a big-headed
monster, you detect the god the people were
degraded enough to worship. Not «o the temples
of the Greeks, Formed of tho purest marble,
enriched on the outside with the most exquisite
specimens of their varied skill in sculpture, sur-

rounded with noble columns ot massive grandeur,
proportion and simplicity, they glistened in the
morning sun like an elab )rately carved ivory
.shrine. No u.seless ornament to interfere with
or disturb the solemn sanctity within, where, in
solitary silence and partial gloom, the majestic
form filling all the placo in seated dignity and
repose attests the awful presence of the god.
Unlike the Egyptians, Assyrians, and other
nations, they abstained from metamorphosing
or disfiguring the upper portions of the

human figure, particularly the head. There
is only one instance that I am aware of

wliere this rule was departed from, and that

was in the early history of their art. When
they represented tho fabled monster, the Minotaur,
it was always shown with the bull's head, but in

no Oiise was it done to represent a deity. Thus
we have still beautiful conceptions^the Centaur,
tho Sirens, the Tritons, sea nymphs, and many
others, and even Medusa herself is still depicted

with a lovely face. Intense love for the beautiful

in form and feature became then, it would appear,
an almost devotional feeling with the Greeks,
and not a sensual one, as we might naturally

suppose. Indeed, their intellectual pleasure was
so Kreat in contemplating beauty that it invested
with a sacred character those grand works of art

that adorned their religious edifices. The only
accusation against tho sculptor Phidias, and for
which he was condemned to die, WBS tbat he had
introduced his own portrait on the shield of his

celebrated statue of Minerva. There is little

doubt that the Greek artists had one great and
important advantage over other nations of
antiquity—one that was of the greatest assist-

ance to them, and the principal cause of their
arriving at the high state of perfection they
attained in art. It was their great personal
beauty as a nation, and particularly that of their
women. The ancient story of Helen and the
Trojan War pniits to the conclusion that the
maritime Asiatic nations wore large trafiiekers in
female tduves, and Greece was then the great
mart of feminine beauty ; and the ancient
tradition—the foundation of tho oldest and
greatest poem in existence—that tells of a whole
nation undertaking a ten years' war to repossess
themselves of the reputed most beautiful woman
in the world, is a fit poetical expression of their
feeling and admiration for the beautiful—a feel-
ing we, as a Northern mation, unfortunately cannot
possibly understand or appreciate. From this
intense admiration and intelle.'tud love for the
beautiful sprang all the talon', and supremacy of
the power they displayed in endowing with gr.ioe
and elegance everything they created. Dress,
then, naturally would now reipiire their attention
—how to clothe their idol beauty so as not to
hide or disfigure the lovely form, but to di...plav

it to the best advantige. Wonderful workers iii

metal, their whole skill was employed in forming
adornments for the hum in body, and the pro-
duction of those beautiful specimens of almost
warlike habiliments, their noble helmets, their
eliborsite shields, and graceful breast-plates,
formed to suit tho motions of the human body,
attest their power, and ever/ variey of feminine
por-sonal ornaments were formed with such per-
fection of design, such admirable execution, that
they sull remain tho wonder, the despair, and the
model of our modern gold workers. Yet every-
thing was made subservient to the figure. Their
Huely-textured fabrics res.ed upon it with a
delicacy and grace .and a tenderness that seemed to
for to injure its charms by too rouyh a contact,
yet hoiij; Ju decent f.dds down to the ground.
How (lilu-ront it is with modern nations,
who, with senseless reason, f>irce and compress
the body into firms and dresses that thev
take upon themselves to consider beautiful. Jlr.

Selous here dwelt at some length 0:1 the inju-
rious etfjcts of modern fashions in costume,
sueh as tight-lacing, upon the health of our female
population, to .say nothing of tlie artistic objec-
tions to such fashions, and concluded by siying
that one important consequence of the extreme
anxiety for and love of beauty in form thit the
Greeks possessed so strongly was the endeavour 1

by every means in their power to ensure beauty,
strength, and vigonr to their offspring. There
cannot be a doub: but that they succeeded, and
the Greeks, as a people, must have been at their
best time the finest specimens of oar race that
over trod this earth, so that, as art progressed,
there were never wanting mo<lels of matchless
beauty for the artist to look up to. Thus caose
and effect constantly reacting on each other, the
Greek sculptor became so perfect in his art by
tho ac((uirement of such consummate knowledge,
joined to such a delicate appreciation of what is

grand, be lutiful, and true, by his constant study
of nature's highest efforts to produce matchless
examples of tho human figure, that at length ap-
peared, from tho giant hand and brain of the
immortal Phidias, those specimens of the bnman
form that adorn that glorious and perfect work

—

tho Athenian Parthemm. Art can go no further
than is exemplified in that wonderful building.
It may be equalled, but never can be surpassed.
I have thus endeavoured to show that the Greeks
were the destined people to discover the secret
cause and foundation of what is beantifnl and
true in art, and to hand down inimitable art
laws for all nations now and for ever. Thoy
hare fulfilled their allotted task, and have now,
like other nations, faded into the gloom and
mystery of the pist. But their mighty mind and
towering genius still lives with us on earth in
those grand works left for our delight, instruction,

and contemplation, and in that contemplation
never let us forget that they were the first to
perceive, accept, and feel the sublime idea that
God created mau in his own image.

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

A GENERAL meeting of the subscribers and
friends to the above charity was held on

Thursday, the 26th ult., at Willis's Rooms, King-
street, St. James's, to elect two pensioners on the
funds—one male and one female—from a list of
twelve candidates. The chair was taken by Mr.
J. M. Macey, the President.

The Chairman referred to the condition of the
funds, which then enabled them only to select

two pensioners from a list of twelve candidates.
Ho was aware that many builders and persons
connected with the building trade did not sub-
scribe to the institution, which he thought might
be owing to the general depression of trade. He
trusted tbat in future there would ba increased
subscriptions, so that a greater number of candi-
dates might become recipients of the benefits of
the institution.

The poll was then proceeded with, and at its

close the following were declared duly elected :
—

Richard Burdett, Molyneux-street, Edgware-
road, a painter and plumber, aged 73. Martha
A, Martin, Great Pulteney-strcet, Golden-square,
aged 72 ; widow of a plumber, who is very
infirm, and earns but little by| her needle. She
received from Morley's Charily £8 43. 6d. per
annum.
On the motion of Mr. Simpson, seconded by

Mr. Thorn, a vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.
Cozens and Mr. Stirling, for the careful and eflii-

cient manner in which tlioy performed the arduous
task of scrutineers.

Mr. Joseph Bird sympathisingly addressed the
unsuccessful candidates, and urged them not to

relax tfce r efforts in obtaining as many votes as
possible lor the next election, when he hoped the
subscriptions would have greatly increased. The
candidates must at length be elected, as their
votes were brought forward from time to time.

The proceedings then concluded alter the usual
compliments.

Broughton Footbhidok.—The ceremony
of opening the new suspension footbridge which
has been erected at the foot of Hough-lane,
between Broughton and Peel-park, Manchester,
took place on Saturday afternoon. The bridge
is 135ft. in length, but the entire length of the
structure is 2-JOft. The footway is Oft. wide, and
the ironwork, of which there are some 20 tons,

rests upon two stone piers, while the chains are
attached to anchors of considerable weight on
each bank of the river. Tho total cost of the
bridge, which has been defrayed wholly out of
the Broughton rates, is about £1000. The
engineers are Messrs. Cawley and Newton, who
supplied the plans free of cost ; and the contrac-
tos for the iron work, Messrs. W. Mabon and Co.,
Ardwic.;, and for the majon work, Mr. E. John-
son, builder.
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(furniture & flccaijatiait.

OS THS D8E AND ABUSB OF IMITATIONS OF
WOODS AND MABOLBS, &C., &C., IN HOUSE
IHBCORATION.

RUSKIN says " there is no meaner occupa-

tion f>'r tlie human mind than the

imitation of the stains and stria} of wood and
marble. The grainer must think of what he

is doing, and veritable attention and care, and
occasionally considerable skill, arc consumed
in the doing of a more absolute nothing

than I can natne in any other department of

painful idleness. I know not anything so

humiliating as to see a human being with arms
and limbs complete, and apparently a head,

and assuredly a soul, yet into the hands of

which when you hare put a brush and pallctto

it cannot do anything with thera but imitate

a piece of wood. It cannot colour : it has
no idea of colour. It cannct draw : it has no
idea of form. It cannot caricature : it has no
idea of humour."
Now with all due respect for Mr. John

Ruskin, and with all due deference to his

service to art, we cannot help cliaracierisin?

the above description as a piece of the most
arrant nonsense, and feel bound to protest with
all our might and all our strength against

such false teaching, notwithstanding the high
authority from which it proceeds, the more
80 that there are a number of our architects

and decorators who, either not having any
inind of their own, or not being able to form
an opinion for themselves, blindly follow

their leader, and, in attempting to avoid

Scylla, fall into Charybdis. They cannot
comprehend the fact that even a great mind,
in its search after truth, and in its enthusiastic

desire to bring about a better appreciation of
all that is good and true in art, may be led

into error from the very intensity of its en-
thusiasm ; but these people, having unbounded
faith in their oracle, believe that everything,

however absurd, which falls from his lips

must be true, and consequently rush into

such an extreme of Ruskinism that they
prefer the most outrageous ugliness to the

greatest beauty if tliat beauty is an imitation.

Architects, from their position in society, are

able to do much good or much harm in in-

fluencing the public taste; therefore it is the

more neces.sary that such fallacies should be
inquired into and dispelled. We confess we
cannot perceive the meanness of being able

to maiic a giod representation of either wood
or marble, if the same be well executed and in

its right place. All art, of whatever kind, is

imitative, and even in its highest phase, when
the power of the intellect, the religious faith,

or the mind of the painter may be most
clearly seen in his work, he must still draw
from some natural type, however much he
may afterwaids idealise the form and senti-

ment sought to be expressed, and it is a

questif.nable point with us whether wt> do not
in nine cases out cf ten attribute sentiment
and expression to a picture which the
painter never dreamt of when ho painted
It. No two minds will read it alike. In
many of our best paintings, both ancient and
modem, we find imitative art wrought out
with such an amount of elaboration and to

such perfection that one could almost fancy
the rich tatins and brocades would rustle if

we touched them, that the vessels of gold, silver,

and bronze would ring out if struck. The
landscape painter antl the flower painto
mitate natural objects with all the skill the

'**gBbIc ofj^and the nearer the imitation—

the rewTuTions, wV^e the representation is—

£300, exclusive of -^ valuable the picture will

. t»ry agents' costfd to know how it can be a
asseots and dis'hensible to paint one class

Thus from £500 and yet be praiseworthy
sometimes as m to paint another class, both
-j——-—r~r^'r beauty and excellence on

iMtUoli^n of s. imitation to the object
RicifAED Hall, in contradiction to -Mr.
rruldeot, la the clulr.

Ruskin'st dictum, wo hold that no man cm
make a nrst-class imitation of marble except
he has a knowlelge of form and colour. It

is a comparatively easy mattiT to paint the
representation of a round ball which shall

appear to stand out in full relief according to

its diameter
; but if we cut the ball into two

parts and try to paint it as sunk in a flat

surface and to appear transparent so that we
may see as it were down into its depth, we
shall fi»d it a very different matter to paint-
ing the same object in relief. Now this is

exactly what the marble painter has to do-
not perhaps in the form of a ball, but in all

sorts of irregular forms which, to bo good, must
have an apparent depth and transliicency
which can only be got by one having a con-
summate knowledge of colour and form, and a

large amount of manipulative skill, for
the characterisiio features of each marble
are so distinct and peculiar, that no man
devoid of a knowledge of form could imitate

ihem. Mr. Ktiskin says the grainer must
think of what he is doing with veritable

attention and care. Wo quite agree with
him. If he had used a thousand words ho
could not have said more clearly that the
imitation of woods and marbles is a work re-

quiring thought, care, and skill in its ex-
ecution, taxing the powers of the mind. .Vie

these the particular signs of meanness ? If sj,

what a vast amount of meanness there must
bo in this world.

Mr. Owen Jones (than whom there is no
higher authority on decorative art, nor any
m:;n who has done so much for its advance-
ment) says, in his " Grammar of Ornament,"
proposition 35, that imitation of wood and

serve, no matter how much pleasure and
comfort and happiness and instruction they are
calculated to produce ; away with thera, tread
them under foot, discard them altogether.
What right have we to enjoy spurious beauty ?
We must live in a barn until wo can aiford
a palace

; and if we cannot have a whole cako
we had better havo none.

This is the inevitable conclusion to be drawn
from such teaching, and in practice its ugliness
is demonstrated every day. How frequently
we see private houses and public buildings
disfigured with woodwork simply sizeti and
varnished, or stained and varnished, in which
there are great ugly blotches of resinous
knots, many the size of the crown of one's
hat, like black dabs of colour without form or
beauty. If it were oak or well-chosen pitch
pine we should then have a work combining
beauty and utility both in grain and colour

;

but in the former case we have nothing but
unmitigated ugliness. After all, wo have one
consolation, everybody soon gets tired of it'

and have at last to resort to painting and
graining to cover this abortion.
Many of our architects and decorators in

practice are making a compromise between
lluskinism and common sense ; they say, If
we are to have imitations of woods and marbles
we would confine ourselves to colour alone.

We will have our woodwork the exact
colour of oak, but plain-combed straight up
and down, without any figure or dapple.
If we have an imitation of marble we
do not care how it is done, so that we have
the colour of the marble we wish to see
represented. We have seen work of this

kind done by some of the leading firms in the
marble is allowable in all cises where the

|

kingdom, on which an immensity of labour has
real wood or marble would be used by the been bestowed in the preparation of the
architect. This opinion accords with common grounds for marbling and in the varnishing

sense and universal practice. We believe in ' and polishing afterwards, while tlie marbling,
the great truth that the custom or practice, i which is really the artistic work, has been the
cither in art or morals, which secures the 1

merest daubs imaginable, without depth or

greatest amount of comfort to the mass of '
transparency—of the paint painty. Now we

the people is of the truest and best, notwith-
';

protest most strongly against the spread of

standing the abstract views which philosophers 'such principles, as being utterly untrue,

and art critics may hold in reference thereto, destructive alike of all thoroughness and good
The greatest and most sublime thought, scene,

or action ever embodied on canvas can only

workmanship. Whatever we take in hand to

do let us do it honestly and thoroughly to the
have but a limited influence upon nations or j

best of our ability. The nearer we approach
peoples, simply because the expression of the ' our original, the closer the representation is to

painter's thought can only under the most ' the marble, so much the greater is the satis-

favourable circumstances be seen by a com- ;
faction to be derived from its contemplation

paratively few individuals, and when seen can We have no objection to the use of real woods
only be understood by a still smaller number. } or marbles ; on the contrary, we should re-

But if we clothe the same thought or joioe to see them more extensively used in this

describe the noble action in suitable '. country, and we are glad to see that they are

words, hundreds of millions of men of all ,
being so used to a much greater extent than

nations and all creeds may be moved to the ! formerly ; but, for the sake of common sense, let

innermost depths of their souls by it, and be
!
us get rid of the ridiculous notion that imita-

made better and happier by its influence,
j

tions are to be discarded and put down, for be
So it is in degree with all the lower phases of assured of this, if we are to banish all iraita-

art work : its influence is wide-spread, and
powerful for good, working silently but surely

towards the end we all look forward to. A'; a
matter of cjurse we would all like to have our
houses decorated with rare and beautiful

marbles, exquisite carvings in wood and stone

and ivory, cabinets inlaid wiili precious s; ones
and gems, and silver and gold ; our drinking
vessels of tlie rarest china and the richest

metals, and in the purest designs ; but un-
fortunately this cannot be. There is one fatal

objection, namely, cost. It is only millionaires

who can aiford sucii luxuries. Another ob-

jection, still more fatal, is the fact that with all

the wealth the world can command there is

an absence of the wealth of exceptional

talent requisite to execute such works. Now,
according to Ruskin, if we cannot have real

marbles and real sculpture—if wo c^vnnot

afford to employ the most eminent men in all

branches of tlie decorative arts—wo had better

have our walls unpainted and unpapered,
onr ceilings without enrichments, our fire-

places without ornament, our fire-iions and
railings plain bars of iron—discard all c;istings,

whether of plaster, cement, or iron ; no ma tter

how beautiful, no matter how well designed,

or how suitable to the purposes intended to

tions from amongst us, our homes and hearths
will, for the present at all events, lack attrac-

tions which tliey might otherwise possess.

Tub Midland Railway fuom Settle to
C.VRLISLE.—Preparations are now in active pro-

u;ress at the Carlisle end of this undertaking.

Messrs. Eokersley and Bayliss, the contractorg

(who last year completed the arduous task of

making the Solway Junction Railway, including

an immense viaduct across the Sohvay Firth from
.\.nnantoPortCarli9leand Bowness),areat present

busily engaged iu erecting stabling, blacksmiths'

shoji-i, stores, and huts for the accoinmodatioa of

workmen, who will be stationed at Scotby, a small

village near Carlisle. The length over which
Messrs. Eokerslcy and Bayliss's contract extends
is from Ncwbiggin to Carlisle, a distance of 23^
miles.

New Cemetery at Woottom Bassett.—
The Burial Board of WoottonBassett have decided

to proceed with the works at the New Cemetery,
and the tender of Mr. Thomas Lanedown has been

selected from amon^ ten competitors. The extent

of the Ceractsry will be 2] acres nearly square.

It is stipijlated that the whole of the work shall

be complete<l by the early part of October next.

The cost will be £1030
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HOW TO BUILD A STABLE.

GENERALLY speaking, we consider bricks

the Tery best material with which to

bnild stables ; even preferable to stone, from the

fact that the walls ioaiilo, having a smoother face,

may be kept cleaner, freer from cobwebs and dust

deposits, than stone walls ; and, if built with

hollow walla, more free from dampness also.

It ia very desirable, however, to have a

stable rat-proof ; and it may be made

thoroughly so by commencing with a stone

foundation—the bottom course of which is

broader than the stonework above it—laid in

half cement mortar up to the grade line, and then

building the brick wall upon that, filling in all

the space inclosed by the walls with concrete up

to the line of the top of the water-table, and then

paving It with large stones firmly bedded, which

shall form the floor of the stable. On the outside

there should bo a stone water-table Sin. or lOin.

high, projecting tin. or 2in. outside of the main

walla above, and having the npper surface of the

projection bevelled off to shed the water ; and Just

above the water-table it would be well to have a

course of slate built in the full thickness of the

walls, which will prevent any dampness rising

up into them from the ground by capillary attrac-

tion.

Above the water-table the walla should be built

up witli a smooth face, and with close, neatly

struck joints inside as well as out, so as to pre-

sent a clean, even surface, which should always

be kept painted or washed with a lime or cement

wasiu Above the wall-plate the space should be

filled in to the under side of the roof-boards.

The ceilings over the main story are usually

left with the second story floor beams exposed to

view, but we think it very desirable that they

should be lathed and plastered
;
partially, for the

Bake of the wholesome, cleanly appearance a

white ceiling always ha.'«, and for the sake of

keeping away cobwebs, which, when beams are

exposed, always get lodgment—and partially to

prevent foul air rising from the room below and
tainting the hay in the lo(t. We would also trim

the doors and windows inside with architraves,

«vea if they ve only narrow strips of the cheapest

stuff.

These two laft hints, by the way, are just as

valuable for a wood as for a brick stable.

It may be desirable, in some instances, to fur

out and lath and plaster the walls of a stable, but

if this is to be done, it is better to wainscot wiih

wood up to the height of, say 5 ft., and to fill in

the space between the walls and the wainscot, as

high as practicable, with broken glass and
mortar, and then to lath and plaster from the

wainscot up totho ceiling. A wooden stable, too,

may with advantage be treated in the same way,
but the space behind the wainscot being wider,

may be packed with bricks and mortar, and made
solid in that way.

We know it is not customary to put any finish

of any kind upon the interior of stables, but we
also know that in nine cases out of ten, in ordi-

nary stables, and very frequently iu those of a

better clas?, the interiors are perfectly filthy with
dust which lodges on every ledge, and overhung
with cobwebs which hang thick and heavy from
and between the beams overhead, besides being

completely set out with such objects of " vertu "

as old sponges, curry-combs, and brushos
;

bottles of castor oil, dusters, and a dozen other

things of the same sort, which are thrown after

use upon any projectirg beam or ledge that may
happen accidentally t'l be wide enough to hold
them.

Now certainly this sort of thing is not agree-

able to the eye, and any person who has fiue

horses, and take-, a proper pride in them, should
not overlook it ; yet the groom, if questioned,

will say, and truly too, that he might be brushing
all the time and he couldn't keep dust and cob-

webs away, so long us there are places for the

latter to hang and the former to lodge ; in fact,

there is only one way, and that is to follow the

plan of finishiug off that wo have suggested,

covering np all such places, moreover, making
everything so convenient for the most trifli- g
operations of stable economy that there can be
no inducement, or excus:e even, for carelessness

or neglect of any kind.

—

Harnei/'a Stables, Oiit-

hui Idini/s, and Fences.

THE CABIN JOHN BRIDGE.

THE Cabin John Cridgo which wo illustrate

on the next page, is one ot tho principal

works on tho line of the conduit from the source

of supply to the receiving reservoir ot tho Wash-
ington Aqueduct. It 6j)nn3 tho Cabin John
Creek, which joins tho Potomac about seven
miles above Washington. It is a stone-arched

bridge, of greater span than any other in exist-

ence, its clear span being 220ft., or 20tt. greater

than that of the Grosvenor Bridge, at Chester.

The arch is an arc of a cireic of 134-2802 feet

radius, and its rise is C7'2G21ft. The general
appearance of tho bridge will be seen from tho
perspective view on page 414.
The intrados of the arch is, as we have said,

struck with a r.idim ot 134 2852ft., whilst the

radius of tho extrados is 143-26!)5ft., the depth
of the voussoirs being Gft. 2in. at the springings,

and 4ft. 2iu. at tho crown. Outside the voussoirs

is another series of arch stones, which make up
the total thickness of the arch at the springings

to 20ft., this thickness diminishing towards the

crown, as shown in the figures. The width of

tho bridge on tho face of the arch is 20ft.

4in. Tho abutments are formed by the

.solid rock, the face of the rock being stepped

dow^n, ami the steps filled in with concrete on
which the footings of the arch be<l. The channel
through which the water is conveyed consists of a
conduit of circular section, Oft. in diameter inside,

and 9in. thick, this conduit being embedded in

the masonry of the bridge, as shown in the sec-

tions. Tho haunches and aliutmonts of the br idge

are lightened by relieving arches, these arches ot

which there are five on the western and four on
the eastern side, as shown in our engraving,
extending through half the thickness of the

bridge.

The centering on which the arch was constructed
was supported from temporary piers, the ver-

tical timbers bearing upon thcsepiers, and the brac-

ing connecting them carrying a series ot struts

radiating to the lines of timbers beneath the

lagging boards. The keystone was inserted in
mid-winter, and the centres were not struck until

some tea or twelve months later ; and it may be
remarked that at times tho rise of temperature
lifted the arch off the centering. When the

centering was struck, careful observations were
made to discover if any settlement took place

;

but none was noticed.

The Cabin ,Tohn Bridge is altogether a bold
work, and it was designed by Quartermaster-
General Montgomery C. Meigs, wh j i-, as we
have stated, the engineer-in-chiet to the Wash-
ington Aqueduct, and to whom we are indebted
for the drawings from which our illustration

h.-is beon prepared. Tha assistant-engineer on
that division of the aqueduct to which the bridge

belongs was Mr. Alfred Rives.

S. MARY ABB0TT3 CHURCH, KEN-
SINGTON.

WE give this week a view of the interior of

ihe new parish church of S. Mury
Abbntts, Kensington, now being erected from
the designs of Mr. George Gilbert Scott, R.A.
Little is known of the ancient pirish church of

Kensington (or Chenesiton, as it is written in

Domesday Book). Originally dedicated to S.

Mary, it received its additional epithet ot Abbotts
about the year 1111, when it was annexed to the
abbey of Abiugdon. Tho building lately pulled
down was erected in the year ICfiG, but apparently
so unskilfully, that, iu 1704, the wall having
seriously cracked, and tho timbers shown indica-

tions of evident weakness, a considerable portion
had to bo rebuilt. Another renovation became
neco«sary in 1772, when the ancient Gothic tower,
which had till then remained, was removed, and
its place supplied by the unsightly brick erection
familiar to the present parishioners. In 1811
£5t)00 more had to bo spent on tho building, and
since that period it has, of course, undergone
various "repairs and teaiitityings." Tho piiriah-

ioners recently determined to rebuild the church,
and designs wore accordingly prepared by Mr.
George Gilbert Soitt, K.4. The total cost of the
new building, which will occupy the site of the
old church, will ba £35,000. Tho present con-
tract, which has been taken by Messrs. Dove,
Brothers, lor £8375, includes only the chancel,

nave, and chancel aisles, but the building com-
mittee hope shortly to bo able to undertake the

remainder of the work.

The church, when completed, will accommodate

1600 pcrsoDs. The stylo ia Geometrical. The
width of the nave is 30 feet ; ami the height, from
floor to ceiling, 62 feet. The total length of

nave is 107 feet, and of the chancel, 45 foet. On
the north side of chancel will stand a lofty tower
and .spire.

BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.—
No. XXX.

Thk Abbatg At;x Hommes, Caen.

WITH the exception of soma few remaina of
the domestic buildings now included in

tho Lyc6e Napol6on, the church now called S.

Etienno is all that remains of the magnificent
monastery founded by William the Conqueror in

gratitude for his victory at Ilas'.inga, and conse-
crated some ten years later, in 1077. The spires

are, I believe, about a century later, and are the
earliest of that large clans of spires chiefly found
in tho neighbourhood ot Caen, and which form
one ot the most distinctive and beautiful faatures

of the architecture of Normandy—and of which
the best known is that of S. Peter's Church in the
same town, raised in 1308.

These springings, which are ot the same date
with the apsidal chapels and choir triforiam,

liarmoniso remarkably well with tho Romanesque
towers on which they stand. These towers are
oblong on plan, and tho spires therefore set in at
first more suddenly on the east and west sides, while
the north and south have a centre rib running op
tho entire height. The pinnacles at the angles of

the south tower are triangular, tho.se ot the north
hexagonal. The sketches were taken from the
transept roofs.

In The BuiLDiNa News, No. 800, May 6,

we gave an illustration of the springings of the
north-west spire, and to-day we give the springing

of the south-west spire. F. C. D.

MODE OF NOURISHING THE STREET
TREES IN PARIS.

ALL the boulevards of Paris are planted with
trees, many of which were, however, de-

stroyed during the revolution of 1848. New trees

were therefore planted, and their growth fostered

with an amount of skilful attention that has pro-

duced astonishing results, when the natural disad-

vantages are taken into consideration. The trees

are planted in loam that has been previously

mixed with sand, and transported to the city.

This ia contained in large receptacles, lined with
brick, sunk below the surface of the footway, and
coated over with cement, so as to render them im-
pervious. They form, in fact, gigantic flower-pots

;

and into them are conduote(l the roof-drains of
each house-block, from which tho earth derives its

water supply. These basins or flower-pots are

built of capacity sutficiont to admit of considerable

expansion on tho part of the roots of tho trees.

An ornamental circular iron grating, set flush

with the footway, is placed over these basins and
aronnd the trunks of the trees. This admits ot

air for the proper support ot the roots. The roots

of the trees are thus removed from the deleterious

influences of escaping street gas and the poisonous

emanations from sewers—causes which are well

known to have destroyed the vegetation in the

streets of many cities.

Sheffield School op Art.—Sheffield has

the opportunity (says a local paper) of obtaining

a copy "of the art sectioa of the work prepared by
tho Indian Government to illustrate the textile

products of India. The collection would cost

about £100, and would prove exceedingly useful.

It would clovate the taste of the local artisans,

anil prove in many ways educational or sugges-

tive. Pending the establishment of a museum in

Sheffield, the plates and volumes could be

deposited with the Literary and Philosophical

Society, whose rooms are under the same root

with the School of Art.
The Houses op Parliament.—The houses

in Abingdon-street, Westminster, adjoining the

Victoria Tower, are being pulled down. By an
Act of Parliament passed in the session of 1807,

power was taken by tho Government to purchase

the entire house property l.ving l>etween the

Houses of Parliament and Lambeth -bridge. At
present, only the houses between Victoria Tower
and the Palace-chambers, Abingdon-street, will

be levelled, and the space occupi d by them and
their back premises, which extend to the liver,

made available for enlarging the court-yard next
the tower.
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BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BKITISM
CARPENTRY.

Bt Thomas Morris.

(^Continued from page 398).

AS a landmark in tlio history of style and

construction King's Collogo, Chapel has

especial eminence, and very explicit informa-

tion concerning it exists. The chapel is part

of a royal echemo th.it, if carried into

eifect, would have presented the most suni|

tuous set of buildings of the kind in Englaini

It is remarkable that at a period when thr

tenure of the throne was precarious, archi-

tecture should have been so zealously studied,

should have attained to such astonishing per-

fection, and have received such munificent

encouragement. In this, the portion only of

a vast but unfulfilled design, we see at once

the great mcdifeval gem of Cambridge, and

the most noble and exquisite example of

masonry in the kingdom. The scope of the

founder's i)urpose may bo seen in its dimen-

sions, but these could hardly be expected from
the mere designation of a College Chapel.

Externally the length is 316ft., the breadth

84ft., the height of the side walls 90ft., and of

the towers 146ft. In regularity it may almost

vie with the Parthenon itself ; the sides are so

similar, and the ends are varied only by the

magnificent door at the west. The buttresses

Lave a projection of about 22ft. at the base,

but the effect is obviated by a series of chapels

in their lower stage, and the thrust of the

grand vault for which so large a spread was
necessary, is further counteracted by tlie

weight of the walls, which, with that object,

are carried far above the vault. The dates

connected with this building are exactly kept

from tlie commencement of the foundations

by Henry VI., upon the festival of S.

James, 1446. Grants were made by the

King of quarries at Thelfdale, Hesel-

wode, and Huddlestone, in Yorkshire, to-

gether with funds out of his duchy of

Lancaster. In the fourteen following jears

the work is supposed to have made consider-

able progress, but it was entirely stopped

upon the proclamation of Edward IV. (5th

March, 1460), who seized the revenues of the

College ; and th.ough he restored a part for the

maintenance of the provost and scholars,

allowed nothing from the duchy towards the

building. The work stood still for nineteen

years, when Dr. Field, warden of Manchester
College, was chosen provost of this house, and
appointed overseer of the works by the king.

The building went languidly on under this

monarch and Richard HI. Nor was it pro-

secuted with any considerable vigour till late

in the reign of Henry VII., when it was taken
up in earnest, and funds for its completion
provided, so that in a.d. 1515, the 7th of
Hen. VIII. , the case of the Chapel was
finished. The provost and scholars, under the

advice of the king's executors or their

deputies, were to " vawte the churche of the

saide College after the fourme of a platte

therefor devised." The stone used (and in

these days such information has its use) though
partly from Hampole, in Yorksliire, and
Clyptham, in Ruiland, was chielly fi-om

Weldon, in Northamptonshire.
Timber for the scaflblding and for the outer

roof was also given by Henry VII., and partly

obtained from Catlige, in Cambridgeshire, and
several other places, but principally Wethers-
field Park, in Essex, the overseer of the works
being Thomas Larke, King's Chaplain, and
afterwards Archdeacon of Norwich. The
delays were altogether so great that the
reign of Henry VIII. was well advanced before
this chapel was completed, the contract for
the glazing providing that it should be " after

y fourme, manner, goodnesse, curyousytie,
and clenelyness in every poynt of y" glasso
wyndowcs of y" kynges new chapel at West-
mynster." Through such delays the advantage
of a gift of some interest to the campano-
logist and antiquary was eventually lost. It

was intended that a lofty tower should be

Roof of Kino's College Chapel, Cambwdgb,

Heading Joint op Principal Rafters.

erected on the western side of the cloister to

contain a peal of bells, and Pope Calixtus III.

had five cast and sent aa a present to the

College about 1456 ; but the temporary wooden
frame in which they were hung having fallen

into decay, they were laid within the chapel,

and proving an inconvenient encumbrance,
were sold about the middle of last century.

The mechanical and decorative principles

of the vaulting are distinct, are equally

marked by the highest talent, and toge-

ther form a triumphant combination of

science and) art power. Constructively,

the vault is reducible to a series of chief and
secondary vertical ribs, connected and con-

firmed by others, horizontal and concmtrio.

The tracery is not produced by general abate-

ment from a single surface, but the groimd of

each panel consists of a slab laid between the

rebated edges of the ribs, just as the panels of

joinery are of thinner boards than the styles

and rails. It is said in Maiden's . account,

1769, "This roof is so constructed that it has

no dependence on the walls between buttress

and buttress on either side, or between tower

and tower at either end of the chapel, the

whole weight of the roof being so supported

by the buttresses and towers that if the above-
mentioned walls should be entirely taken

away, the buttresses and towers alone remain-

ing, the roof would still continue as firm as it

is at this hour." In a purely mathematical
view some grounds for this statement may be
discovered, but in a practical sense it goes

beyond the limit of stability the projectors

believed and provided for.

Above the wondrous masonry of the.^e

consummate masters was placed the upper and
outer roof, a minor emanation, it may be
fairly stipposed, of the same profound intel-

ligence. Premising that the clear space
between walls is 40ft., I shall adopt the

description given in Lockwood's edition of
" Tredgold " :—" The timber roof is built

entirely of chestnut, and is framed with a

truss over each pier, and one over each win-
dow. The truss over the pier rests on a stone

projection in the spandrel of the vault, built

out from the wall, which would otherwise bo
weak at this point, being asrainst the passsge.

Against this projection is placed a post, sup-

porting the principal rafter above, and cut

with a projecting curb towards the lower pirt

to receive a curved bracket, tlic back of which,
at the lower end, is tongued into the post, and
at the upper end into the principal rafter, and
fastened with wooden pins, as are all the

joints throughout. Between this bracket and
the collar-beam (which is cut in a bent form),
is another piece, also curved. This piece is

secured to the principal rafter and to the

collar beam (which is cut with 'an abutment

to receive it by a key inserted into the three ;

and this piece, the bracket and the collar

beam together, form an arch. An inter-tie-,

resting on the wall, is fixed to the back of tha

post, and receives the foot of the principal

rafter. Between the trusses and tongued into

the inter-ties are double wall plates. The
inner one supports the foot of the principal

rafter of the truss over the window, and the

outer one receives the common rafters.

Between the principal rafters and tongued into

them, and rabbeted on to the back of the pur-

lins, are boards, cut in the form of arches

(wind braces ?). The truss over the window-

has no inter-tie, and the post stands agiinst

the wall, instead of against a projecting-

pier. In all other respects it is framed in the

same manner as the other truss, but the collar

beam is rather lower. Under the foot of the

common rafters, on each side of the tenon,

and stretching partly over the inner wall

plate, is a small piece of wood, raising thefoot

of the rafter about 1 iin. above the wall plate,

the intention of which could not be ascer-

tained, as its enclosed situation precluded the

possibility of examining it. There has recently-

been a block fixed on to the inner wall plate

behind the foot of each common rafter, which^

is omitted in the engravings. In the sectioa

some iron strajjs are shown, but they are only-

partial, and should also have been omitted,

being no part of the original work, in which
no iron or nails were used. The timbers are

very heavy, but by means of the posts and
brackets the pressure is thrown as low down
the wall as the stone roof will allow." From^

these particulars and the form of the wood-
work, it may bo concluded that one principle

guided the design of the inner and outer

coverings. The walls and buttresses, opposed

to the stress of the vaulting, were deemed;

sufiicient for the thrust of the roof also. But
the situation of the wall posts would seem to

indicate a purpose of concentrating the weight

of the outer covering in aid of the buttresses,

where the pressure of the masonry was
greatest. Besides affording protection from the

weather artd convenience of access forrepairs,

the raised outer roof may have had less obvious

services to perform, and its relation to the

vaulting should always be borne mind. The
care with which its members were wrought

make it probable that it was not always in-

tended to be unseen.

\n example of the heading joint of the great

rafters, which areaboutl6in. square, is given in-

the margin, and there being no ridge, the com^
mon rafters were framed and pinned at the top.

They are 8in. by 6in., and have a bearing from
purlin to purlin of about 8ft.

A good view between the roofs was engrav«4'

for the " Cambridge Almanack," 1833.
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TUE STRENGTH OF IKON AND STEEL.

AT the last meeting of the Instituiion of Civil

Engineers n paper was read " On the

Strength of Iron and Steel, and on the Design of

parts of Strnctnres which consist of those

materials," br Mr. George Berkley.

The author stalest that the strength of wrought

iron varied with the qnantiiies of work involved

in the production of the form of the material

tested. This was proveJ by the fact that a bar

of iron lin. square, which would break with a

strain of 26 tons, would, if drawn to the form of

1

wire — of an inch in diameter, bear a strain of

32
40 tons per square inch. The strength to be,

relied on in practice would probably be best

represented by the minimum strain that 1 square

inch would bear without rnptnre, and by the

amount of stretch which would take place in a

given length before it broke. Iron could be

obtained at the current market rates which
would bear the following strains :—For plates, an

average breaking strain of 20 tons per square

inch, and a minimum breaking strain of 19 tons

per square inch, and an average stretch of lin. in

12in. lineal. For L """^ T irons an average

breaking strain of 22 tons per square inch,

and a minimum breaking strain of 21 tons

per square inch, aud an average stretch

of IJin. in 12in. lineal. For rivet iron an
average breaking strain of 16 ton« per circular

inch. For bars intended for chains, couplings,

Jkc, an average breaking strain of 22 tons per

square inch, and an average stretch of Ifin. in

12in. lineal. For ordinary classes of work, let at

competitive prices, stronger iron could only be

obtained with difficulty.

In the consideration of the practical limit of

strain to which 1 square inch of wrought iron

oonld with safety be subjected, and the principle

on which such a limitation rci-ted, the erroneous

iniprescion aato the degree of strain being 10 tons

or 12 tons per fquare inch which first produced

"permanent set " «as pointed ont, as well as the

apparent discrepancy between the results of ordi-

nary observation andof minutely manipulated ex-

periments, such as those of SirWm.Fairbairnand
Mr. E. Clark, was noticed, wherein permanent set

had been observed after 3 tons per square inch

had been imposed on the iron, and was explained

by the difficulty of registering such small amounts
1

of set as th part of an inch in 5ft., which re-

1250
salted from a strain of 10 tons per sqnareinch.

Attention was drawn to the fact that upon the

application to 1 square inch of wrought iron of

snaius exceeding alwut 12 tons, the measure o£

stretch per unit of strain, which had previously

increased in a certain proportion to the units of

strain applied, increased with a greater and pro-

gressive rapidity. It was also noted that the

amount of stretch actu.illy produced by the im-

position of a strain of about 12 tons per square

inch, would be sufficient frequently to preclude

the use of wrought inn so strained.

In illustration of the effect of the repetition of

straioi on iron and steel, it was stated that with

blows powerful enough to bend bars of cast iron

through one-half of their ultimate deflection (that

was to say, the deflection which corresponded to

their fracture by dead pressure) no har was able

to stand 4000 of such blows in succession. And
also, that when the bar was thrown into a violent

tremor, then " when the depressions were equal to

one-half of the ultimate deflection, the bars were
broken by less than 900 depressions." A piece of

rail, weighing 681b. per yard, made of Bessemer
metal, which, when [daced on firm bearings 3ft.

apart, bore one blow from a weight of 1 ton fall-

ing through .HOft. without breaking, though bend-
ing about Tin., broke with a weight of SJ cwt.,

fallinK 15,400 times through heights increasing

from 1ft. to 10ft. by increments o£ 6in. e;ich time.

With wrought iron, it appeared from an experi-

ment of Sir Wm. Fairbairn that when it was
-desired to repeat the application of strains from 2

to 3 million times it would not tie prudent that

such strains should exceed 7 tons per square inch

of section.

It appeared from these considerations that the

practical strength of wrought iron in structures of

a permanent character could not be estimated at

more than 12 tons per square inch yr'ien such an
amount of strain was repeated more than a small

liamber of times ; and that it should not be calcu-

lated as exceeding 7 tons per square inch when

strains of this amount would be applied to it many
times daily. In s^mc of the principal suspension

road bridges, it was said that a maximum of about

9 tons per square inch of section in tension was

imposed on extraordinarj- occasions, while rail-

way bridges were frequently subjected to the

ma.ximum calculated strain, a limit of 5 tons

being in this country generally adopted. From
this practice it was assumed that a margin, for

errors of design and for other practical defects, of

only 25 per cent, was allowed in permanent struc-

tures. The importance of sound principles of

design was thereloromanifeit. The parts most

difficult to design wore the connections of portions

of the structure with riveted joints. It was de-

sirable that the area of the section of the rivets to

be sheared, as well as of the plates forming the'e

connections, should be somewhat in excess of the

sectional area of the plates or bars which they con-

nected ; and that as the process of punching the

rivot-holes in the plates, &o., had a tendency to

weaken them in a greater proportion than that in

which the area was decreased, it was advantageous

to drill all rivet-holes in parts exposed to tension.

It was represented that the general principles of

design were well illustrated by a joint made of a

single pin, such as that used in suspension bridges,

Warren girders, &c. Examples of various forms

of links were presented for consideration, and a
form of link of equal thickness, but with an en-

larged bead, was said to have been proved by ex-

periment to be of atiout equal strength in all its

parts. The proportions of these links were as

follows :

The bar .... A being 100

The diameter of piu B = 74

The depth of head beyond pin C = 100

The two sides of the pin-hole . DD = 123
And the radius of the curve

of neck . - . . R = 150

links as follows :

6 and 6a = 100
7 „ 7a = 79-9 103S'=211
8 „ 8a = 104-7 gain;:: 47
9 „ 9a = 920; loss = 8-

10 „ 10a = 79-8; „ =21-2
11 „ 11A = 89-2 • „ = 10 8

12 „ 12A = 85-4 „ =14-6

Links of there proportions, with larger pins and
narrower sides—Nos. 7 and 7a— aud larger pins

and sides of the same width, Nos. 8 and 8a., made
of iron of exactly the same strength, and links of

proportions precisely similar to these adopted for

the Menai, Nos. 9 and 9a, the Pesth, Nos. 10 and
10a, the Chelsea, Nos. 11 and 11a, and the Hun-
gerford, Nos. 12 and 12a, were compared. Taking
the strength of the standard form, 22fl25 tons

per square inqh of bar area, as =: 100, the per
centage of gain or loss in power of resistance to

ultimate strain by the use of the other forms of

per cent.

The necessity for strengthening the heads of

links, and for testing all of them with a strain

equal to at least 10 tons per square inch of bar,

was proved, it was believed, by the experiments

quoted, and by the evidence of Mr. Provis in his

work on the Menai Briilge. It was urged that an
examination of the diagrams would show that

some links failed with a less degree of stress, on
account of the junction of the mass of the head
with a comparatively smaller section of bar, by
means of a curve of too short radius. This im-

perfect principle of nonstrnction also operated in

causing fracture across the centre of the heads on
both sides of the pin-hole ; and in such designs,

the question of the direction of the stran being
truly along the axis of the link or bar, aud of the

strength of the material on both sides of the head
being equal, should be considered.

The author next directed attention to the un-
satisfactory state of the knowledge of the profession

respecting the power of struts of various propor-
tions and forms to resist compression, and stated

his belief that the formulae which had been pro-

posed to facilitate calculations for determining the

strain which such columns would bear produced
results which neither agreed one with the other,

nor with any series of such experiments as had
been tried. It seemed probable that for the

present error might bo best avoided by referring

to the resnlisof experiments made upon c<4Umns,
&c. ; the conditions of which wero aualogoas to

the case under consideration.

With respect to cast iron, it was stated that a
mixture of irons for sleepers had produced bars,

2in. by lin. in section, whicli, when placed on
bearings 3/1. apart, had on the average of 1151

experiments during the last three years borne

331 cwt. placed on the centre, and castings,

IJin. in length and exactly lin. square, which on
the average of 1002 experiments had borne
1307 tons of tensile strain. An attention to the

amount of deflection of the test-b-irs had been
beneficial, the average strain required to break
the sleepers having been raited since the a^nount

of deflection of the bars with a given weight
had been increased. For the purpose of ascer-

taining the comparative strength of precisely

similar girders cast with iron of varying degrees
of strength, as represented by the ordinary test-

bars, and when subjected to a direct tensile

strain, the experiments detailed in tho Appendix
(Table No. 7), were tried, the girders being oast

of the exact form and dimensions of three of

those doscribed in Sir Wm. Fairbairn's " Re-
searches on the Application of Iron to Buildings,"

The results were as follows :—

The strength per square inch of section was
represented in Girder No. 1 by
Mr. Faiibairn"3 experiments... as= 32141b.
The first series of special ex-

periments as=4977 „
The second series of special ex-

periments a3= 4977 „
In Girder No 2 by

Mr. Fairbairn's experiments... as= 33461b.
The first series of special ex-

periments as=5264 „
The second series of special

experiments as=5308 „
In Girder No. 3 by

Mr. Fairbairn's experiments... as=40751b.
The first series of special ex-

periments as= 4988 „
The second series of special

experiments as = 6300„

Tho strength of tho test-bars and the tensile

strength of the iron used by Sir Wm. Fairbairn
were not stated ; but it might be assumed to be
equal to about 25 cwt. placed on tho centre of
the bars, between bearings 3ft. opart, and to a

tensile strength of about 7 or 8 tons per square
inch. The strength of the iron empl'veil in the

special experiments was represented by a weight
supported by the test-bars varying from 30 cwt.

to 38 cwt., and by a tensile strength varying
from 10-25 tons to 13-94 tons.

In order to secure these results, the following

conditions were represented as important, and
should be considered in the design and cxccntion

of cast iron work : 1st. The strong iron referred

to was obtained by the mixture in the furnace of

fonr or five brands, some being harder than
others. In order to amalgamate, as far as

possible, these different qualities of iron, the
furnace should be charged with them mixed in

proper proportions in every basketful of metal
which was emptied into it. 2. There would be a
difference of about 16 per cent, between the

weight that a 2-in. by 1-in. test-bar would support
when cast on edge and proved as ca't, and that

which it would support when proved with the
under-side as cast placed at the top as proved ;

and a difference of about 8 per cent, between the

weight the same test-bar would support if cast

on its side or end, and proved on edge. This
difference it would be necessary to take into con-

sideration in estimating the strength of a large

casting made from the same metal as tliat used

in the test-bars. Another, and probably the

most important practical consideration, in respect

of the strength of castings, was the proportions

of thair several parts being such as would free

them as much as possible from uuccpial con-

traction in cooling. It was not often practicable,

to effect that which would avoid this, viz, to

adopt an equal thickness of metal in all parts of

the casting ; and it was therefore important that

gome means should be taken to prevent the

cat^tiiiga from cooling too quickly.

Tlio Author drew attention to the experiments
which had lately been tried with steel,—more
especially Bessemer steel—which experiments he

considered justified the adoption of the following

conclusions ; 1st. That Bo.sseraer steel would
bear before rupture a minimum tensile strain of

33 tons per square inch of section and stretch

about lin. in 12in. of its length. 2ad. That the

same material would bear either in tension or in

compression a minimum stress of 17 tons before

the. extcusions or reductions of len.-th per unit

of strain became irregular or excessiive, as com-
pared with those which had preceded them,— in

other words, before the yielding point of the

material was reached. 3rd. That this material

would probably contain about -45 per cent, of
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carbon chemically combined with the iron. And
4th. That this dosiription of steel, i£ properly

made and annealed, was as uniform in quality

as wrought iron— and therefore might be em-

ployed (procautions being taken to test its quality

as a snbstitnlo for wrought iron) while allowing

*n increase of strain of 50 per cent, to be imposed

upon it.

BUILDING FOR THE
SOCIETIES.

LEARNED

SOME months since we called attention to a

palpable London want—a building for the

learned societies—and we are glad to sec the

subject is now attracting attention. A short

time since the Statistical Society did good service

to the cause of science in convening representa-

tives of the learned societies to consider whether
it would not be possible to obtain a building for

their accommodation worthy of the high posi-

tion they occupy iu this great metropolis. At
this moment several societies are under notice to

quit, others scarcely know where to look for

shelter, and many more are utterly unable to

find sulficient room for their libraries, in.'strn-

ments, and museums, though they pay a large

portion of their income in rent and taxes. It is

calculated that, jointly, upwards of £2000 a year
is now paid in rent—enough, one would think, if

properly managed, to supply most ample accom-
modation for very many societies, to say nothing
of the great economy in service that would result

from a joint occupation of a proper building.
But so long as nothing is dono to bring about
some understanding and co-operation among the
different societies, the evil is irremediable. Nor
is it purely a question of finance. Alany abstain
from joining a learned society when its place of
meeting is either inconveniently situated, or
altogether too small for the usual attendance at

the ordinary meetings. Not a few members of
more thm ohc society are unnecessarily driven
from one place to another. The libraries for
reference are not half utilised. Co-operation
among men of science is almost impossible, and
the action of each society is rendered thereby
comparatively feeble and iueffoctive. On every
ground, whether of convenience, economy, or
utility, the learned societies would do well if

they could combine in erecting a building
sufficiently capacious for their joint accommo-
dation.

Some learned societies, says a contemporary,
have no reason to complain. The Royal S iciety,

the Linnean, the Royal Astronomical, the Geolo-
gical, the Chemical, the Society of Antiquaries,
and a few others, are well accommodated, and a
lolid structure is being raised for them in
Piccadilly. Those whoso wants are yet to be
gnpplied are the Statistical Society, the
Institute of Actuaries, the Mathematical,
Meteorological, Ethnological, Anthropological,
Geographical, Archajological, and Juridical So-
cieties, the Social Science Association, and as many
more ; and it is for them to consider whether
it is better to go on as they are doing, paying
one, two, or four hundred pounds a year each for

their present rooms, or whether they would not
do better by combining together for "the erection
of a proper building for them all. In calculating
how many societies could unite for such a pm-
pose, we must take into account the kindred
character of their labour and inquiries. The
statisticians, actuaries, nnd mathematicians might
well meet together, and so it would be fittiog

that the antiquaries nnd archajologists should
have a common habitation. But not so those
that have nothing in common. Then the number
of member.^ and the space required for meetings,
libraries, and museums, are important elements.
The Geographical Society, with its map-rooms
and extensivelibrary, would require space enough
for a dizen other societies. And further, the
frequency of meetings must be considered when
at the most only three or four commodious halls
conld bo secured in any one building. AVe
scarcely imagine, in fact, that any large number
of societies could well be united in one building,
and that will be a source of difficulty, especially

in a financial aspect.

We are not in (he habit of asking the Govern-
ment to do what people can do better for them-
selves ; but this is a question in which the
Government may legitimutcly assist—say in the
way of a grant. Much of the greatness and
prosperity of |the nation depend on the pro-
gress made in sc'ence, as also on the advancement
made in education. And if it Le the duty of the

Government to promote education for the good of

the oommnnity, we gee no reason why a helping
hand should be held out to science, and particu-

larly in the way now suggeste 1. It may be said

that science can take care of itself, but that

ignorant children cannnt. A similar argument
may bo urged against Government voting money
for public ]>arks and museums. No one, how-
ever, can deny that the appropriation of pnblio

money for parks and museums is a public good,
which would not be realiaed iu any other way.
The game, to some extent at all events, may be
urged in favou.- of science.

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL ASSO-
CIATION.

THE quarterly meeting of the membera of the
Northern Architectural Association was

held on Saturday afternoon last, in the old castle,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, the pi-esideut (Mr. Thomas
Oliver), in the chair.

Mr. Oliver and Mr. E. J. .Johnson were
appointed delegates to the Architectural Alliance
Annual Meeting. The following were elected

As.sociates :—Mr. Frank Caws, Sunderland ; Mr.
Thomas Reay, Newcastle ; Mr. Thomas Southron,
North Shields ; Mr. William Bell, Darlington

;

Mr. Edward Scarth, Darlington ; and Mr. Neil
McAra, Darlington. The election of additional

members of the committee took place as follows :

—Two members—ilr. F. R. Wilson, Alnwick, and
Mr. Archibald Dunn, Newcastle. Two Associates
—Mr. \V. II. Dunn and Mr. Connell. A letter

from the Royal Institute of British Architects was
read, refen-iiig to the copyright of designs. The
secretaries of the Institute wrote stating that the

Council wished to know whether clients have a
right to the drawings prepared by architects, and
whether it is the custom of the members of the
Association to give them up, and, if so, whether
they do so as a custom and right, or only
occasionally as a matter of courtesy. The ques-
tion arose out of the demand of the Government
to Mr. Barry to give up the drawings of the
Houses of Parliament, and the Council were
desirous of obtaining information which might
guide the profession in regard to the question
involved in this demand.—The President stated

that on thu IGth April, 1861, the Association
adopted a scale of professional charges, and a
note was printed with the charges to the effect

that the copyright of designs and drawing were
in all cases the property of the architect, but the
code of charges prepared since that date by the
Royal Institute had been adopted. He had been
111 practice for twenty-two years, and to his know-
ledge he did not know that he ever gave up a
whole set of drawings to any pei-snn. He had
frequently given a copy (but not the original) of

a drainage plan, or any plan which gave any
necessary information as to the arrangement of a
building. Unquestionably the custom in the

north of England was never to give plans up. If

the plans demanded by the Government were
given up they would do no good to the public, as

they would probably be put in a damp room, and
soim be destroyed, but so long as they were in the
possession of the architect, ha could improve him-
self by referring to them. As to wanting the
plans in order to understand the flues and draius
of the House of Parliament, he thought they
would be useless, as the fines and drains laid

down in original plans were very often altered iu
the course of. building.—Mr. It. .1. Johns >n moved
the following resolution :

—" That the universal
custom iu the north of England has been for
contract plans and drawings, and all plans
necessary lor affording a complete knowledge of
a building, to belong to the architect ; and the
plans to be retained by him on the completion of
the work."— Mr. C. H. Fowler, Durham, seconded
the resolution, and it was agreed to.— It was
resolved to send along with the re.solution a copy
of the note read by.the President, and which was
adopted by the As-sociatioii in 1861.—A paper on
" Sketching Classes " was read by Mr. C. II.

Fowler ; and after pointing out the great
advantages to be derived from sketching which
trained both the eye and mind, he recommended
that the best means to promote sketching, was to

form a class in connection with the Association, to

be open to all articled i)upils and members of the
Association, and a meeting to be held every alter-

nate Saturday for sketching. All the sketches to

be sent in to the committee, and prizes to be

awarded at the close of the year. He also

recommended that arrangements should be made
with the School of Arts in the town with

regaril to the formation of a claai for indoor
nketching.—On the motion of Mr. W. M. Dunn

,

it was agreed that the suggestions of Mr. Fowler
be considered by the committee. The meeting
soon aftcrwoi'ds terminated.

MODERN ARCHITECTURE IN WESTER N
INDIA.

SIR BARTLE E. FRERE, K.C.B., G.C.S.L,
delivered a lecture on tliis subject at the

Royal Architectural Museum, Tufton-street,
Wc.stminster, on Wednesday evening, the 25th
nit., Sir Walter James, Bart., in the chair. After
entering at some length into explanatory remarks
concerning the ancient architecture of India,
Buddhistic, Brahminical, and Mahometan, the
lecturer proceeded to treat of the modem archi-
tecture of the empire. He said that when the
English nation suddenly found itself the possessor
of the great empire and of its great works of
architecture, architecture in England was at such
a low ebb that wo could not realise what was
essential to the progress of the art in India.
It was difficult to describe the general character
of our early Anglo-Indian architecture ; its only
characteristic was extreme broadness—an utter
absence of anything like distinctive features.
This was only to be accounted for by the fact
that we sent forth our representatives to receive
and acquire the Indian empire at about the same
time as we were building Red Lion-sqnarc and
the acres and ntiles of featureless streets, roads,
and squares, and the nightmare churches so unlike
anything which is dreamt of as a church, whether
in a town or a country village. Our ancestors, in
consequence, left no good architecture behind
them in India. An ordinary Indian station was
as nearly as possible like a nightmare of umbrellas
in brick and mortar. Were the materials bricks and
mortar, stone, or anything else, they were put to-
gether so as to afford shade and shelter, and
nothing else. In Kurraohee, for example, it is

impossible to conceive of anything uglier than the
Ivuildings of the place as carried out by the
British officials (of whom Sir Bartle was one).
In Kurracheo there are nothing but straight
roofs, projecting on each side, and giving plenty
of shade and shelter, mounted upon a certain
amiunt of bricks and mortar, or timber—but of
anything like architeotnro there was, up to the
time he left the place, none, although there was
a population as large as that of Bath. Perhaps
it might be said '• But we have heard of a certain
' city of palaces '—Calcutta ; surely there are
some palaces there?" Well, although he was tra-
velling out of Western India, he could onlv tay
that the " palaces " of Calcutta were palaces of
brick and stucco, built on a foundation very much
resembling that of our own good town of Sheer-
ness ; a hundred years hence, probably, the
English people would not look with very great
pride ()n the "City of Palaces," because the
materials employed are not such as any architect
would use for architecture of a high order or in-
tended for posterity. In Bombay things wero
little if at all bette:-. The Government House
there was a Jesuit church, and whatever feature
it may possess of architectural grandeur is cer-
tainly not due to the British Governmsnt. At
Madras there are one or two very good buildings
connected with the Government, but architec-
turally they are such as would be found in almost
any second-rate country town in England, and
their pleasing effect is due to a very beautiful
variety of plaster which is afforded by the corals
and shells of the coast. The whole of what the
English Goverimi'^nt h.is done for the adornment
of the capitals of India may be summed up by
saying that very few public buildings have been
erected which would bo considered in any small
seaport town in this country to bo above ordinary
merit. But while this is true of the Government,
there is much in all the Presidency and chief

towns of India of great architectural interest,

due, as is the case inmost parts of the world, and
under all governments, to the people themselves.

It has no more been in our power to impress per-
manently upon the architecture of India any
feature of our own than it has been in the power
of aiiy government in Europe to give nn archi-
tectural bias to what is built by the people over
whom that government rules. Of course in a
long series of ages much may be done by a govern-
ment, and, as wo see in France, a government
may, by power steadily and tternly applied during
a whole generation or two, produce an amazing
result on one large city ; but what is likely to bei
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the Terdict of posterity when they contrast the

tnodem architecture of Paris with the works of

the great architects who preccJod onr own a^c ?

There were many who would lament, even for

the good results that had been achieved, the

deetruction of much that was interesting in old

Paris : and where were the buildiugs in modern
Paris that could compare with the cathedrals and

chateaox of France ? and will not these cathedrals

and chateaux be speaking architecture to posterity

when Paris hag ceased to be regarded as more
than immense mountains of stona ? We were

very apt to decry our own City of London as in-

ferior to the capital cities of the despotic powers

of Europe, but in Loudon was to be seen the im-

press of an architecture that grows from within

—

an architecture that expresses what the people

think, and feel, and mean, and not what they are

told to think, feel, or mean, as was too often the

case in the despotic capitals of Europe. The
lecturer then went on to describe the state of

Indian civilisation at the time the Empire came
under British i ule, and referred to the state of

Bombay when Mr. R. W. Crawford (now M.P.
for the City of London) was Chairman of

Justices in that place. Mr. Crawford instigated

great reforms. Ho found the city without goo<l

water to drink, without drains to carry away the

refuse, and without any of the convcDiences of

modem civilisation except a few good roads ; and
he proceeded to supply the city with water, and

to construct good drains, in which work he was
ably seconded by the whole body of English and

native justices, and received great assistance

from the Eoyal Engineers, Mr. George Clarke,

an engineer in Bombay, and Mr. Conybeire, an
architect, who erected the first church worthy

'Of the name in India. This church, however,

owes some of its best features to Mr. G. G.

Scott, who was appealed to to 'give a design

for a memorial church to those who fell in

the Affghan wars. He gave a very beautiful

deeign, but one too elaborate to be carried out for

the money ; therefore another design by Mr.
Conyheare was substituted. The erection of this

church gave an immense impulse to the spread of

good architecture in India, and much of this im-
pulse was due to two members of the Museum,
Mr. T. Roger Smith and Mr. Trubshaw. The
latter gentleman went out to Bombay at a time

when there was a great influx of wealth into the

city, and when many men who were in trade or

business found themselves possessed of very

considerable means, and the native merchants

used this unexpected wealth in a manner
which would have done honour to any com-
munity of Englishmen. The lecturer concluded

by dwelling at some length on the public-

^irited liberality of the Parsee and other native

gentlemen, and on the influence which their

muniBcencc has had on the architecture of the

great cities of the Empire. He referred to the

labours of Mr. Parris, Mr. Morrisey, and Mr.
^Emerson, who had, he said, all followed in the

steps of Mr. Trubshaw in endeavouring to found

what he believed to be an indigenous school of

Anglo-Indian architecture, as extensive and as

distinct as the pure Hindu and Mahometan
schools of former days ; and he believed that if

•Ckid granted us grace to hold the empire of India

for a few generations longer, we should leave

behind us in architecture, as in other respects, such

marks of our government as posterity would not

eoon forget.

KOCK DRILLIxa APPARATUS.

OUR attention has recently been directed to a
new drilling apparatus, first patented and

-extensively used in America, and now introduced

into this country. It was invented by Mr. Bur-
leigh, and is now presented to the British public

through Messrs. Browne and Company, Newgate-
street, London. One of these machines carrying

a 2-inch drill, weighing about 5ewt. and standing

about lOft. high, including the tripod, was recently

set to work at the stone wharf of Messrs. Freeman,
Deptford, in the presence of a select company of

gentlemen specially invited for the occasion.

The machine was erected just as seen in our en-

graving, except that it was set work vertically

over a large block of the hardest Cornish granite

.Sfc in thickness, and was actuated by steam from
and adjacent boiler. The steam was conveyed
through about 60ft. of pipe, unclothed, and
reached the apparatus at a pressure of about
-CSlb. Upon the present occasion a 2-incb drill

made from a bar of hardened steel was used, and
which cuts a 2J.in('h hole. At starting the points

or edges of the drill, which is cruciform in plan,

were broken off. The working, however, was
continued with the broken drill, with which a

hole 1ft. SJin. was bored in 3min.. a won(Serfully

short space of time ascomp.ired with hand labour.

A fre.sh drill bar was then substituted for the dam-
aged one and the work was resumed, the 3tt block of

granite being pierced through in 4min. and Tsec.

This was at the rata of about 9in. per minute,

the apparatus working at about 309 strokes per

minnte. The drill was then shifted a few inches,

and another hole was drilled through the block

in 3min. 15seo , the drill being the same as that

used in cutting the previous hole. The machine
was then set to drill at an angle of about COJeg.

from the vertical, and, still working with the

same drill bar, the granite was pierced diagon-

ally to a depth of 22^in., the time occupied being

2imin. The feed having run out, a longer drill

bar had to be used, which finished the hole in

ISsecs. more, the total depth being 27in. This

result is equally satisfactory with the rest, espe-

cially when it is considered that the stone not

being fixed vibrated very much and thus retarded

the operation. At the request of some of the

visitors present another vertical hole was drilled,

in order to prove how rapidly the machine could

be made to penetrate the stone. This boring was

effected in 3min. lOsec, and with a drill which had
already bored through 8Jft. of granite without

having been sharpened. This incredibly short

space of time was inclusive of two slight stop-

pages of the machine, caused by carelessness on
the part of the man who fed the jet of water into

the bore hole. This jet of water is used to clear

away the dust and debris, and owing to the at-

tendant turning the jet off twice unnecessarily,

the drill bar stuck in the hole. Had this not

occurred the granite must have been holed in

3min., or at the rate of a foot per minute.

The experiment was resumed on the following

day upon a block of blue Aberdeen granite, into

which a hole 2ft. 2in. deep was bored in 4min.

when the drill points broke. Another bore was

then started with a fresh drill, which reached 2tt.

2in. in 3min. lOsec, when this drill point again

broke. A third drill was then placed in position

and a third hole commenced in the same block,

and in 2min. 40sec. the drill had reached a depth

of 2ft. 2in., when the points of this drill also

broke. A fourth hole was soon started in the

same granite at an angle, and 2ft. 5in. were bored

in 3min. lOsec. Operations were next trans-

ferred to the block of Cornish granite, and a

depth of 2ft. 4Jin. was reached in 3tnin., when a

fracture occurred in the stone. Another hole

was commenced in the same block and carried on
to a depth of 2ft. 5iin. iu 3min. 243ec., when
another fracture took place in the stone, which
was already wall pierced with drill holes. The
same drill was used in the last three experiments,

and therefore cnt through 9ft. 5in. of granite

without being sharpened. The results of these

experiments will be seen to be highly satisfactory
;

they testify to the efficiency and importance of

the Bnrleigh rock drill, which has unquestionably

proved itself to be the best machine of its kind
extant.

STEAMOBJECTIONS AGAINST THE
ROAD-ROLLER.

THE only objections we have ever hearJ
raised against the steam-roller, says Mr.

F. A. Paget, in his report referred to lust week,
are the usual objections against the working of

any traction engine on a road or street ; viz.

(I), that its weight is dangerous to the water-

mains and ga3-pipes ; aud (2), that its working
in the streets is liable to frighten horses.

Ton heart/.—Now, in the first place, it is clear

that both these objections must boar yii.h much
less force on the steam road-roller than on the

ordinary traction engine. The weight of the

steam road-roller is, by the very nature of the

work it has to do, much more equably distri-

buted over the surface of the road than is the

case with the traction engine. Further, this

evil reputation of destroying mains was gained

by the thirty-ton, the thirty-six ton, and not

by the fifteen-ton rollers now preferably em-
ployed.

FrigMenlng horses.—As regards frightening

horses, this could, on the more frequented

thoroughfares, be easily met by only working
at night ; or, ns they are now doing at Islington,

working during the day, aud simply blocking up
the thoroughfare—making use of the pertnisaiou

to do this given by Act of Parliament to the

vestries. Harnessing an old horse in front of a

traction eugiae has also been found to have a

wonderfully quieting effect on the others in its

neigh bourhooii. That this danger, with proper
precautions on the part of the fireman, and with
a proper construction of engine, is very slight

indeed, is proved by the experience of years in
Paris. The Prefect «f the Police requested, in

1861, the Prefect of the Seine to allow the engine
to work only during the night ; but experience
showed, at he wrote iu December, 1864, that they
could work " even the whole day, on tlie most
frequented thoroughfares." We, as well as other
visitors to Paris, have seen the steam-rollers at

work in the open day without any disturbanoa or
danger to the traffic.

Further, that this danger is exaggerated can
also be testified by evidence given in 1859 by the
lata Mr. Macadam, son of the celebrated Sir

John Macadam, aud then General Surveyor of
turnpike-roads, before a Select Committee of the
House of Commons. Speaking of a long journey
he made with an engine and train, he said :

—

" Wo had met several cart horses ; they had
noticed it a little, but not enough to require us
to stop. Once or twice, near London, I went
forward for the purpose of holding some carriage

horses, but the coachman told me not to do so,

as he would be able to manage them; the horses

just stared at us and then went on. Generally
speaking, when we came to the town we wera
inconvenienced by the number of people who
were riding round us ; we had forty or fifty

people riding round us iu one of the towns.

Some of the horses made a great objection at

first, but the gentlemen coaxed their horses up
to the engine, and the thing ended in every one
of them following us. Wa never had anything
to do but to stop the engine, and then if the

horse was frightened, his rider would get down
and coax him. The frightening of a horse is

not, I think, a matter of so much consequence as

should prohibit the use of these engines. I

think the use of thein will obtain some day or

other, and I think, soma day or other, horses

will become accustomed to them. We found
that at first railways were a great nuisance to

horses—so much so, that in the General Rvilway
Act power was given to the Board of Trade to

order screens to be put up for the protection of

public roads. During the early stage of railways

I was excessively particular about that, and
insisted on screens being erected ; some of those

screens have since worn out ; other railways have

been made since, and I have endeavoured to get

screens put to them, but the very gentlemen who
had been in the habit of using the road said that

they did not want them ; and I think myself, and

I know from experience, that horses have become
accustomed to railways; and I think that they

would become accustomed to thesa engines in

the same way. Now horses that use turnpike-

roads now-a-days are wonderfully constant to

particular pieces of road ; we find on passing

through gates, that we have the same horses

week by week and day by day. Our through

traffic is entirely absorbed by railways ; if a

horse saw an engine to-day he would see it again

to-morrow, and would soon get reconciled to it."

As we have already observed, the evidence of

Mr. Macadam applies to traction engines only

;

and with all the more force to road-rolling

engines.

On this head we may also quote some obser-

vations made last March by Mr. W. Bridges

Adams, the celobruted inventor and engineering

writer, at the Society of Arts :—" The startling

horse is simply a wild beast, and no one has a

right to bring a wild beast into the streets or

roads ; and if a fine is to be levied, it should be

on the owner of the wild beast, and not on the

well-behaved, orderly engine. Horses that go

into the army are not addicted to taking but

rather to giving fright, aud it should be simply

disreputable to bo the owner of a wild beast.

The horse should be as noble in his qualities as

the gentleman who owns him, gentle, and brave,

and intelligent. What grooms call a ' fool of a

horse ' is not worth keeping, and every horse

worth keeping is capable of education ; and we
may be very sure that when our Fifth Harry
' witched the world with noble horsemanship,' it

was on an educated charger, ' a fiery Pcg"i8U3

that could turn and wind,' and not on a wild

beast. He must be a man of very limited taste

who could wish for the extinction of horses by

utilitarian engines, but in truth the engine is the

friend of the hor33, redeeming him from mere
drudgery for the purposes of pleasure. We may
take it as an axiom that every horse worth

keeping is capable of education."
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SOUTH KENSINGTON AND PUBLIC
SUSPICION.

THE I'aili/ News makes the following remarks
on the contemplated alterationa of Hyde

Park :— '

"Londoners are very exacting in all that -con-
cerns Hyde-park. They do not object to any
real improyements being made in it. Oa the con-
trary, no act of the Board of Works has been
more popular, or has given more satisfaction,
than that which has had the result of filling

some vacant spaces with choice evergreens, and
others with beautifal flowers. When told that
the Royal Park of Melbourne, the Central Park
of New York, the Bois de Boulogne of Paris,
are all superior in some respects to Hyde-park,
the genuine Londoner is disposed to be in-
credulous, and is apt to disbelieve in the possi-
bility of anything being equal to the Park which
ho loves. Owing to the prevalence of this
feeling, the difficulty of eft'ecting any alteration
in Hyde-par is exceedingly great. Every stop
is noted with snspioion, and every proposition is

scrutinized in order to see whether or not it is

entirely free from Inrking mischief. To the
predominance of a fear that the "Kensington-
road Improvement Bill " has been insidiously
planned to destroy a portion of the Park, is

attributable the sudden outburst of opposition
which has been manifested against that measure,
both within and without the walls of Parliament.
Not only is that Bill misnamed, inasmuch as,
not the improvement of the Kensington-road, but
the benefit of the shareholders in the Albert Hall
of Science, forms its purpose ; but in a narrower
sense the designation is misleading, for the
destruction of Kensington-road would be effected
if the Bill became law. Mr. Ayrton, indeed,
promises a parliamentary Paper, with plans and
explanations of the fullest kind, as to the nature
of the proposed encroachment on the public
estate

; and it is possible that if a national
structure were to be improved at the sacrifice
of a portion of Hyde-park, the end might fairly
be said to jnstify the measure. But that a
West-end Alhanibra should be rendered more
accessible to its fashionable frequenters is a
design which the nation cannot be justly called
upon to advance. Those who make saeriSces of
self-respect in order to gratify personages in
exalted positions, may attain their immediate
object, but they will at the same time render
themselves thoroughly unpopular. The public
would be far more proud of South Kensington if
the very name had not become a synonym for
jobbery or intrigue."

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Water Supply in the Metropolis.—Mr.

Whalley asked the Secretary of State for the
Home Department, with reference to the recom-
mendation of the Royal Commissioners, that the
supply of water in the metropolis should be on
the system of constant instead of intermittent
supply, whether it was the intention of the Govern-
ment to adopt any and what measures with a view
to giving effect to such recommendation.—Mr.
Bruce said the recommendation of the Royal
Commissioners went much further than the mere
question of an intermittent or constant supply of
water. They proposed that the task of supplying
water should be transferred to a central body, and
that every householder should be obliged to take
water on condition of being supplied constantly.
Now,_ in order to give effect to the recommenda-
tion.sJof the Commission, it seemed necessary to
create a central authority for the metropolis. He
had been in communication with the Metropolitan
Board of Works on the subject, and having given
to it all the attention in his power, it appeared to
him that this measure could not be properly
carried into effect unless in connexion with the
measures for creating a general government for
the metropolis.

The Houses op Parliament. — Captain
Dawson-Damer, on Monday, asked the First
Commissioner of Works if it was true that in
consequence of the want of plans of the flues, &c.,
of the Houses of Parliament the person in charge
of the arrangements for the prevention of fire in
the buildingdid not hold themselves responslblefor
its safety; and, if s >, whether he did not consider it
requisite, in order to prevent the oossibility of a
recurrence of a disaster, to provide some plans
to ensure the preservation of the building—
Mr. Ayrton said it was undoubtedly true that the

Office o^ Works was not in possession of accurate
plans of the flues, which was a source of con-
siderable inconvenience, though he could not go
the length of saying that the parties who were in
charge of the building declined to be responaiblo
for its safety. The hon. member was perhaps
awaro that steps were being taken to obtain
plans ; and ho trusted that, in some way or other,
the Office of Works would be able to procure
information on the subject, so as best to enable
those who were in charge of the building to per-
form their duty.

Leicbster-Squarb.—Captain Dawson-Damer
asked the First Commissioner of Works if it

was true that the continued stita of Leicester-
square arose from a disputed ownership

; and, if
so, whether some stops cannot be taken to ascer-
tain who is liable for the present condition of the
square.—Mr. Ayrton said he might remind the
house that an act was passed some years ago by
which the local authorities in the metropolis
were enabled to take possession of any vacant
spot for which there did not appear to be any
owner, and under that act an attempt was made
to take possession of Leicester-square ; but it
seemed that an owner appeared and claimed the
property, and so satisfactorily asserted his right
as to prevent any further action being taken

;

and being private, the owner might do as he
liked with it, however disagreeable the appearance
of the spot might be iu the eyes of those who
had to pass it. He knew of no mode in which
it could be made more agreeable, e.xoept by
putting in force a law for dispossessing owners,
and applying the land to some useful public
purpose. There was a general act for the purpose
of widening thoroughfares and opening streets,
but he was not awaro of any act that would
enable him to deal with spaces enclosed. He
believed it would bo necessary to pass a private
act in order to compel the owner to sell. That,
however, did not come into his department, but
was entirely for the local authorities.

The New Law Courts.—Mr. Alderman
Lawrence asked the First Commissioner ol Works
when a block-plan of the now courts of law,
showing the proposed approaches to the courts'
would be placed in the library for inspection.—
Mr. Ayrton said that the plans were in course of
construction, and were iu an advanced state, but
they had taken more time to prepare than was
anticipated. He was not in a position to place
any plans on the table of the house before they
had received the requisite sanction, but he should
take care that hon. members had an opportunity
of seeing them before any vote was asked for.

The Kensington-road Improvement Bill.—In answer to a question from Sir H. Hoare, Mr
Ayrton said that the Bill had been laid on the
table, and in order to prevent the possibility of
misapprehension, he thought it better, instead of
sending it to a select committee as he at first
proposed, if he gave some explanation in the
shape of a Parliamentary paper ; but as this
would take a little time to prepare, he did not
propose to go on further with the motion that
night.—Mr. S. Aytoun wished to know whether
the right hon. gentleman had objected to mark-
ing with white the trees he proposed to cut down,
and also to mark out with white the portion of
the Park lie intended to remove.—Mr. Ayrton
replied that persons of experience had informed
him that it would not be necessary to cut down
trees They might be transplanted. (Oh, and
laughter.) At least that opinion was entertained.
He certainly should not incur the responsibility
of cutting down trees if the qualified ofticer
advised that they could be otherwise removed.—
Mr. J. Locke asked when the right hon. gentleman
intended to try his experiment of transplanting.
—Mr. Stapleton wished to know whether the road
from Queen's-gatc to Exhibition-road, which had
been made through the Park at great expense,
was to be done away with.—Mr. Ayrton replied
that that road would be left as it was. The
object of the Bill was to bring the other road into
harmony with that which had been made with so
much expense.

The Wellimoton Monument at S. Paul's.
—Earl Cadogan, on Tuesday, asked the Marquis
of Lansdowne when the correspondence, for the
production of which he moved some time since,
relative to the Wellington monument at St. Paul's
would bo laid on the table of their lordships'
house.—The Marquis of Lansdowne said it was
in course of preparation, and would be produced
in a short time.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Cheap Church Buildino.-There have
been numerous rumours floating about for some
time that the pillars in the new church of S.
Swithin, Lincoln, now bnilding, arc cracked, and
utterly unable to carry the weight placed upon
them. A few days ago a meeting of the Build-
ing Committee was held in the vestry, when the
matter was discussed, and it was unanimously
determined that the blame attached to the archi-
tect, (Mr. Fowler, of Louth,) and he was required
to pull down the interior pillars, and rebuild them
at his own cost. To this resolution Mr. Fowler
demurred. Ho admitted that the pillars must
come down ; but he did not think that he was
called upon to rebuild them. On Friday last
another meeting of the committee was held, and
Mr. Fowler attended. Mr. Fowler admitted the
necessity for immediately pnlling down thcpillars,
which have cracked in all directions, but affirmed
that the cause of their giving way must have
arisen from accident, or from bad workmanship

;

whilst several members of the committee insisted
that the giving way of the pillars was caused by
the wretched material that had been nsed. After
a long discussion, it was ultimately resolved that
Mr. Christian should examine the pillars and
report the cause of the failing. If the canse
arose fi-om improper design, or from the material
used being inadequate to bear the superincumbent
weight, then the architect is to bear the cost of
re-building ; but if the defect arose from bad
workmanship, then the cost of re-building should
be borne by the contractor,—the costs of the
reference to follow the decision. This resolution
was agreed to both by Mr. Fowler, the architect,
and also by Mr. Lovelee, the builder, and both
parties signed the resolution, and bound them-
selves to abide by the decision of Mr. Christian.
Liverpool.—The foundation stone of a new

" Free Gospel Church " was laid at Liverpool on
Saturday last. The chapel is cstunated to cost
about £1800. The plans have been prepared by
Mr. J. Thompson, architect, of Lancaster. In
its architectural features the building will be
extremely plain, and partake to some extent of
the Elizabethan style. It will have galleries and
open scats, and provide accommodation for nearly
400 worshippers.

Preston.—Emmanuel Church, Brook Street,
was consecrated by the Right Rev. James Fraser,
23rd ult. It is built of brick, interspersed with
D.D., Lord Bishop of Manchester, on Monday the
strings and bands of coloured and moulded bricks
with stone dressings. The style of architecture
is Geometrical' Gothic. The plan is cruciform,
and the ground floor accommodates G32 adults

—

150 in the west gallery, and 92 in each transept
gallery. There are four entrances to the church,
viz., the tower doorway, the double doorways at
the west end, and one to each transept, which
answers for the galleries. The entrances are ao
arranged by double doors that everything in the
shape of draught is obviated. The west entrance is
approached by a porch projecting about 7ft.,
which is surmounted by an ornamental carved
stone cornice, and a neat balcony with trefoil and
quatrefoilperforationshavinglargecarved leaves at
the angles. Over the archway in front of each door
is a handsome gablet with panels underneath,
left for carving some appropriate subject. The
vestry is on the north side of the chancel, and has
an outside door intended to be an easy approach
for the minister from the parsonage when erected.
Adjoining the vestry on the north is the en-
trance to the transept, and staircase toils gallery.
The organ chamber is on the south side of the
chancel, and his arches as large as practicable
opening into the nave and chancel. On the south
side of this chamber is the entrance to the south
transept, and thestaircaso to its gallery. The tower
at the south-west corner, which is a prominent
feature in the design, is 12ft. square inside, and
has in it the stairc;ise for the west galUry. The
whole is crowned with stone cornice. At the four
comers are octagonal pinnacles of briijk, ter-
minating in massive stone weathering and
fleur de lis. The nave is lighted by two and three
light windows on the north and south sides, filled
with plate tracery. The transepts are lighted on
the west by two single lights, and at the ends
with three single lights. The chancel win-
dow is a five light, with two quatre-
foils and a large curcle above containing three
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bcfoils. The west window is a four light, with

tracery above. The roofs throughont are open
timbered, of pitch pine, and the chief ones are

boarded on the epars diagonally. The extreme
length over all from east to west is 125ft. ;

bi^dth over transepts, 86ft. ; breadth of nave,

40ft ; chancel, 20ft. ; traueopts, 25ft. Gin. ;

length of nave, including vestibule, 86ft Gin

;

chancel, 27ft. ; organ chamber, 13ft. by lift.;

height of nave from floor to ridge of roof, 45ft.
;

height of tower from ground to top of pinnacles,

100ft. The pulpit is placed on the north side of

the church, and is approached by an arcaded
Etaircase between the chancel and vcslry. It is

of Caen stone, resting upon five columns, the

centre one being the largest of Leeds stone, the

others of Ixingridge. The caps are in Caen stone,

and beaDlifnlly carved by H. S. Miles, each shaft

standing npc'n weil-monldedLongridge stone ba-es.

The polpit is octagonal in plan, having five com-
plete Bides. The font is placed in a baptistry at
the west end of the church, and on the north side

of the Testibnle. It is of Caen stone, octigonal in

form, end stands upon an octagonal shaft, with
small Leeds columns at each angle. A well exe-
cuted band of conventional carving surrounds the
whole at the top of the caps. The prayer desk is

of Dantzic oak, and is of elaborate design. The
land for ohnrch and schools, pulpit, font, and
prayer desk, have been presented by Thos.
Tomlineon, Esq., of London. Ih% architects of

the edifice, its fnrnitnrennd fittings, are Messrs.
Myres, Veevers, and Myres, of Preston j Mr.
John Pownall was clerk of works, and Mr. John
Bamber the builder.

Small Heath.—The memorial stones of a
new chapel and schools, which are in course of

erection in Small Ucatb, Birmingham, were laid

on Monday afternoon. The building will accom-
modate abont 400 worshippers, and the total cost

of the building will be between £800 and £900.
Mr. G. Ingall is the architect : and Mr. Lidzey
the builder.

SOUTHBOBOUGH.—The foundation stone of a
new church was laid on Tuesday week at Sonth-
boroogh, Kent. There will be a chancel and two
transepts, and the church will be in the early
Gothic style, built of local stone, with Bath stone
dressings. It will be lined internally with red

bricks, and will have an open timbered roof,

covered with tiles. The church is to hold abont
300 people, and is to be completed in seven
months from the time of commencement, at a
cost of abont £1800, by Messi-s. Willicombe and
Oakley, the architect being Mr. Theodore H.
Gieen.

BUILDINGS.

Caeshalton.— On Monday week the me-
morial stone of the first villa erected by E. H.
Babbits, Esq., on his Strawberry Farm Estate,
Carsha'ton, was laid by Mr. Jonah Cressingham.
Strawberry Farm lies to the north of the new
line of railway, the railway embankment bound-
ing the estate on one side, the other sides of the
estate presenting frontages to three good roads,
one of whicli skirts llackbridge Park. The
whole is well timbered. It is arranged to have
bnt one road through the estate, which, with
drains, arc being formed and made. First-class

houses are to be erected, with from half to an
acre of Bionnd to each. The estate is being laid
cut and built npon from plans by Mr. J. D. Hay-
ton, of 6. Whitehall, S.W.
Holt Town.—The foundation stone of a new

baildii g intended for the purposes of ragged
schools was laid in Holt Town, Manchester, on
Saturday last. The new edifice will be a plain
brick one of two stfirics, and capable of accom-
modating 500 children. It will be 35ft. long by
28ft. Gin. in width. On the ground floor will be
the infant school and two vestries, and on the
upper floor will be the general school and two
class-rooms. The builder is Mr. Benjamin Hoy-
land, of Bradford, near Manchester, and the cost

is estimated at £900.
LUGGAN'.—The foundation stone of a now

Carmelite college was laid on Saturday, 11th ult,

at Lnggan, Ireland. The general plan of the
college forms three sides of an elongated-quadri-
lateral figure, with a ceniro, block between the
Wingp. The general height is three stiiries. The
work commenced embraces the whole of the
principal rooms, inclnsWe of the inner hall, 100ft.
by 50. A grand staircase of elaborate design
will be fixed in the centre of this hall, and
tarrounding this staircase at its first landing will

be a gallery for sculpture. At a height of 90ft.
from the hall floor, springing from the stone
groined c«iling, will be a lanteru light, having

four tracory sides to bo filled in with stained

glass. The building will be constructed of local

stone, qnanied on the spot, with a free use of

free-stone, and various coloured marbles. The
style of architecture adopted is early English, or

semi-Norman. It is estimated that there will be

upwards of £7000 worth of carving in the present

contract, inclusive of the sculpture work. The
architect for the bnildiug is Mr. T. W. .fames, of

Saltcrtoii, Devon, whose design was some time
since selected in a limited competition. The
contractors for the work now ?onimcnced are

Rian and Sons, of Dudley and Birmingham,
whose tender for £51,000 has been accepted.

Salford.—On Friday last, a new building,

intended for day and Sunday schools, was opened.
The lecture hall will accomniw'atc an audienco of
300 on the floor. It has a small gallery, and on
either side of the large room are ten classrooms.
There is also a roomy, well-ventilated, cheer-

ful r<x)m for the infant class. The cost has been
£3500, of which £2400 has been already obtained.

The architect was Mr. J. Lowe, and the builder

Mr. W. Sonthem.
SlIIl'LEY.—Now Independent schools are about

to be erected on a site alongside the tunipike road
leading from Bradford to the market place,

Shipley. 1700 yards of land havo been secured

for this purpose, and Messrs Knowles and
Wilcox, architects, Bradford, have been com.
missioned to prepare plans for tho schools, which
have been approved and let by contract for the
sum of abont £1350, but the total outlay, includ-

ing land, will be £2500. .It is proposed, at some
future time, to erect a chapel to the front of th»

road, and therefore tho schools will be placed in

tho rear. As the schools will be hidden from
view when the chapel is built, the design is of a

plain charncter. Tho schools are to be two
stories in height, the external dimensions being
76ft. by 36ft., approached from the road by an
8-foot walk. The upper floor, 72ft. long by
32ft. Gin. wide and 15lt. in height, will be used

as a preaching room, affording sittings for 400
persons.

The Institute C onversazione. — The
annual conversazione of the Hoyal Institute of
British Architects for 1870 will be held at the

rooms of the Institute on Wedncsiday, the 22nd
of June. Members who may bo willing to con-
tribute pictures or works of art for exhibition on
this occasion are requested to communicate at

once with the assistant secretary, who will make
arrangements for the conveyance and reception of

such articles.

WiNCHESTEK.—The committee engaged in

attempting to start a Scbcxil of Art in this city

have found sufficient prospect of support to make
it seem desirable to proceed immediately with the

necessary steps for that purpose, and piopose that

a public meeting shonld be held in tho course of
the next week.
Opening of the Embankment Bailwav.

—On Monday morning Ihi.^ new line, which has
been so long in progress, was opened for public
traffic for the first time. The opening was quite
unexpected, the general belief being that it would
not be fit till Wednesday. Nevertheless, con-
sidering how little the fact was known, there was
a fair amount of traffic, which no doubt will now
increase every day. There are four stations—one
at Blackfriars, one at the Temple, one at Charing-
cross (Ilnngerford), and one at Westminster-
bridge, whence the line runs on to Brompton and
Kensington, and so on into themain metropolitan
circle. The line is admirably built and excellently
ventilated, for the faults which exist in what may
be called the underground section to Paddington
have been remedied by the practical experience
gained in that portion. The stations, above all,

are lofty, cheerful, and open to tho air—in fact,

the very reverse of those on the underground line.

Much carpentering work remains to be done at

the stations, but this is not mnch more than the
matter of a week or so, when they arc to bo
finished in the best stylo, with waiting and
refreshment moms. Tho run from Blackfriars to

Westminster takes a little over four minutes.
CuHious Tenders.—The curiosities of " ten-

dering " for building contracts havo often been
remarked npon, and a notable instance is recorded
Messrs. Newton, Cliambers, and Co., invited

tenders for the erection of fifty new cottages at

ThornclifEe, when sixteen proposals came in,

ranging from i>,'>i20 to £2421. The difference

between the highest and lowest tenders was
actually greater than the sum for which the work
has been let.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
(We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our corr^apoudeutB. The Kditor rcMpectfully ro-
qucKts that all coinmimicatious sliould l>e drawn up
as brielly as possible, as there are miiiiy claimaats
upoa the space allotted to correapomlenco.]

IlKcltlVKD.-J. R. D., W. W. H, W. F.. v.. F. R , J. F,
Slant, J. A(iain», E. Hoole, S. A., T. W., J. 11. J. W. T..

Rev. E.G., J. N. J. H.,;n.T.,F. R. A, W. F. 11, J. M.,
Enquirer.

W. W.—With {lescriotion of tower of Desecrated Church.
N. M.—" Rnliin'a History."
PrpiL.—Write the Secretary of the Royal InitUutioa of

British Architects, 9. Conduit-street. W. ' **

Thomas Marshall.— Urawiug declined and returned.
W. SuTllEELAND.—With MS. to folio SI
Wji. BiaoLsr.-With sketch of Uedon Church door-

way. —

ARCHITECTS AND THEIR CLIENTS.
(To the Editor of The Buiidino News.)

Sib,—If I wish to build a house, the first thing
I do is tOj select an architect. I iim told Mr.
Jones is a very clever man, I therefore employ
him.

Plans are prepared and tenders invilol and
accepted. Tho works are bi'gun and completed.
The contractor removes his plant, and receives the
balance of his account. The architect firtt
having certified the works lu he complete, all the
drawings are taken away, and tho architect re-
ceives his commission. So lar so good.
The next thing is, I get into my house, and

before I have been in six months I find to my
disgust, the drains are out of order, and I get
nearly poisoned in consequence ; the bells won't
ring, the gas escapes, &c., &c. I ask in dismay,
what must I do ? and am told the drains must be
opened aud put right ; the bell wires have
stretched, and must be shortened ; the gas pipes,

I am told, ought to have been painted before
being fixed, and I must have them taken up and
done at once.

Now hating no drawings in. my possession, I
am bound to call in Mr. .Jones again, much
against my inclination, considering, as I do, that
ho aud he alone ought to be responsible for all

these defects. But is he rcsponsildo ? Alas, no !

I find I must pay him again. Now, sir, if I am
unwell and require medical advice, I go to a
physician, lie examines and prescribes for me ; I
piiy the loo of say two guineas; I take away the
piescri|)tion, which is mi/ property. I c m use it

at ally futuro illness, at any time, either for my-
self or anyone elte.

Now why should this paper ha mine, and the
drawing of my house not mine, secin;; that I pay
for both ?

My impression is clients'shonld take tho matter
in their own hands, and make it a part of the
agreement that the drawings 'should become
their property ; and then they wauld not bo left at

the mercy of the architect, be be who he may.—

I

am, &c. Justice.
Windsor, June 1st, 1370.

SUILDIXa JVEJFS SKETCH BOOK.
Sir,— Will my drawing of Cross for "Building

News Sketch Book" be published ? I have no-
ticed that a very few of those already given are
accompanied by measurements or detail.'!. Then,
ag.in, looking at thim artistically, their effect

has been to a great extent niarrol by their being
Si) carefully lined u;) with mathematical instru-

ments and conventionally shaded. This is very
well for new designs, but the hand alone can give

the picturesque outline of the grand old buildings

of centuries ago. As to shadow?, I think some
of Mr. Street's bold touches n;iglit be studied
with advantage. The gist of all this is that I
should define a sketch as a drawing made on the
spot and not touched afterwards, filling np any
spare space with noticeable detcils or measured
plans.—I am. Sir, &e., J. KoMlLi.y Allbn.

75, Ha.skisson-street, Liverpool, May 14, 1870.

[Mr. Allen's sketch will appear in due time.

—

Ed.B.N.]

LAMBETH PALACE.
Sib,—The Lollards Tower at the Palace of

Lambeth, one of the lew iintiqnities yet remaining
to the metropolis, is, I regret to say, in the hands
of destroyers. In oihcr werJs, it U being

rettored. Those who ae interested in the con-
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scrvation of onr old national Imildings shonlil

look to it. It is said to bo in contemplation to

transfoiTU the interior, and to convert it to the

pnriJoscs of a charitable institution. To saturate

the e-xternal stonework of this venerable relic

with a preserving wash or composition, and stop

the farther progrcsis of decay , would have been
well—to recase it with new stone is destruction.

— I am. Sir, yours, &c. M.

A COKllKCTION.
StK,—There is an error in ray letter na it appeared last

week, wliicli 1 sliould be glad to see corrected, as it materi-

ally affects my meaning. The pasfiaffc should stand so ;

—

"The extract from t)r. Smith's ivork amounts to this, and
whicli is similar to the statements of Pr. Liibk*: 1 lind, that

the Athenians made such rehuements," Sec.—the extension
of my knowled^re having reference to Tr. Liil>kc*s book, not

to Athenian architecture.—lam. Sir, Sec, T. E. M,

Jnl^iirammunii[itttan.

QUJ^STIONS.
[18fi3.1 -LAYING CELLAR FLOORS IN CEMENT.-I

am about ItmltUng a houae in the country, and as there is

gravel in the Krouiid and good liytlraulic Hme not far diatunt,

(Doncaster), 1 pur^osn laying the cellar floors with a 'A\x\. bed
of concrete, and finishing with a skira of mortar. I suppose
this method will be cheaper anil more impervious to wet
than brick fJut paving. Uut as I am a stranger to tlic pro-
cess and do not know how the bright surfiice is obtained
which I have seen on the cement flooriug of the continent.
I shall be obliged if any of your correspondents can give
me any hints as to the process of laying, and if the finishing
coat of lime is mixed with any other material.—A. Bkaver.

[18G4.1-RAILWAY TUNNELS.- Will anvof your readers
be BO good as to inform me whether the minimum clear
heightunder railway arches fixed by law (14ft.) applies aUo
to tunnels? If not, what ii the minimum Parliamentary
height required for tunnels' Not touching the question of
Strength (upn 1 \ , ii ! desire no information t, what other

STAIUED GLASS.
\

SiiRFFiEU).—The r'liiu-jlof the ancient parish church
of S. Peter, Siitllield, h .a just been enriched by the insertion

of a new stained glass winlow on the northern side, as a

memorial to the late J'r. VV. Ilowlev. The window contains
representations of " Riosts and the Tables of the Law,"
" Elijah at the House uf the Widow of Zarephath,"" Daniel
in the Lions' Hen," * David with his Harp," "Our Lord
arrayed aa the Ilijih Priest," and " S. John on tlie Island of

Putmos," with the emblems of the Trinity. The window is by
Mersrs. Ward and Hughes, and is from a design by Mr. R.

I>nu-y. The adjacent window will also shortly be Iillcdwilh

stained glass.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, 4c.

Wkstminster Abbey.— On Tuesday af(,ernoon the statue
of Lord Pahnerston, which had been erected for some days
past in tlic position nlluttcd to it in the nnrth transept, was
unveiled. The monument stands immediately above Lord
Palmerston'a [jrave, and fiico^ the monument of George Can-
ning. The ti;;ure has becii cxccittcd by Mr. Jacksuii. The
veteran statesman is repriscuted in the robes of the Garter,

and as atanding in a mcdit.ttivc altitude.

1 perobjections would be raifed against a tunnel of section _ ^„.
sketch, containing three separate lines and J- mile long ? 1 am
aware that such a tunnel would be lower than usual, and of
different form.

—

IIok3iiam.

BUILDING vSOClETIES.

Athesjel'm BtiLDisG Society.—The Atheneeum Build-

ing Society, Birninghi^m, has f.iiled, with liabilities amount-
ing to nearly £80(0. There ij due to depo8itor8£7130, and
to shareliolders £()19. The business will probably be trans-
ferred to another society, and the shareholders will get about
Ids. in tliepound.
Bristol and Clifton Permanent Building Society.

—The sixth annual meeting was held on Monday. From the
report and balance sheet read by the secretary it appeared
that the society's operations had been aa succesflful during
the past as the preceding year. Tlie chairman and
vice-chairman, in proposing the adoption of the report and
balance sheet, congratulated tlie members on the continued
success of their labours. A few weeks ago the board found
money Jiowing in rather faster tlmu tliey could invest it,

and they were led in consequence to reduce the rate of
interest on debentures to 4^ per cent., but at the monthly
meeting just held they had agreed to advance over iiSOOO
on very uae-tccptional security, aud from the applications
being made, were not likely Tory soon again to suffer from
a too great abundance of money, for tlie society was be-
coming well-known and appreciated.

where a house was rebuilt at the corner of two streets, an
in this case the building would be surrounded by four streets*

The Ijord Chief Justice said the Commisstouers of Sewers
must use a reasonable discretion, but to exact a license

renewable every two months was most unrc-tsonablc and
unfair. This was a continuous hoarding, and could onl^ be
charged as one license. They, of course, had to exercise a
discretion as to time, and see that a hoarding was not kept ttp

longer than was actually necessary. Mr. Jnaiice Mcllor said

if these rules had applied to the spot of the new Courts •f

Justice it would take a sum as loi^e as the national debt to

pay for the licenses. Mr. Brown said the third point was
the most important. Mr. Bras* had let the hoarding for ad-

vertisements at £1 per day, or .4:.t05 a year. The Commis-
sioners wished to prevent its being used as an advertiaii^[

medium in the interest of the safety and convenience of the
public. There could be no doubt that people staniling ad-
miring the pit-tures was a serious obstruction to the thorough*
fares. The Court had, no doubt, seen them—such, for in-

stance, as a lady with flowing hair. Mr. Justice .Mellor.—She
looks Tery much like a Qneen*s coansel in his big wig".

(Laughter.) The Court held that the Commissioners must
grant Mr. Brass one license^ and for the period required for

building the new Post Otllce. They had no right to force

him to take out four licenses renewable every two months.
They had no power to lay. down conditions as to advertising.

Rule absolute, and a mandamus peremptory.
Local Boabds' No.-f-LiABiLiTY.—^o action for damages

sustained by an individual in consequence of the want of

repair of a highwav, will lie against a Local Board con-
stituted under the Public Uealth Act, 1848. Where there-

fore, as in the case of Gibson v the Corporation of Preston,
the plaintiff sustained a personal injury in consequence of a
road which was within the limits of the jurisdiction of the
defendants (who were a Local Board) being out of repair,

and he therefore brought his action f.>r ihc recovery of
damages, it was held (says a Ic^al correspondent) by the
Court of Queen's Bench that such action could not be
maintained.

REPLIES.
[1852.]—BACK BOUNDARY WALL.—As for the red

brick wall being in keeping with the 1 Uh century work, it is

not worthy of CDUsiileratiou in comparison with the grand
effect it will give as a picturesque background to the atone
house, particularly if the boundary wail be a considerable
height ; then with bauds of other coloured bricks introduced,
say blue glazed, dead black, «'hite or yellow stock, and any
other eoloursobtiiiimble, the design would be all that could
ht desired by the most sanguine art critic.

—

Alpha.

C1854.1-S1ZE OF OVERFLOW PIPK.—It should be suffi-

cient to carry off the water that may fall upon the roof during
the heaviest rainlall. An inch in deptli in an hour would be
a reasonable quantity to make provision for, although greater
Alls of rain iban that have occabiouaily occurred. The roc

f

area being 15'.;0 square feet the quantity of water that would
have to be provided for would be lio cubic feet per hour, or a
little more than a cubic feet per minute. The mouth
of a pipe to take off this quantity at any given depth, say lin.,

would be frund by considering it as a weir, and applying the
formula applicable to the flow of water over weirs, which is,

that the quantity of water passing over the weir in cubic feet
per minute ia equal to five times the square root of the cube
of the depth in iiiclies, multiplied by the length of the weir in
feet ; or, calling such quantity q, the depth ri, and the length

a
f 5 = 5 v' tP X /, and/, of course, becomes = . If

5 sj'i^
q — ^ and rf = 1, the length I, or the circumference of the

2
mouth of the pipe, will he —, = ^ft. = 4Sin., which is the

5

circumference sf a circle whoso diameter Is l-53iu,, or say
liin. Below the mouth of the pipe the diameter may b«
slightly reduced. Bat overilov pipes to cistern within
houses are dangerous things if connected with drains or
ecwers, for they form outlets for the foul air of the drains,
which accumulates about the cisterns and spreads into the
house and frequently causes illness. To " trap" the pipe by
making a bend in it is not safe, because the water in the bond
evaporates and allows the fuul air to pass, and tlie freqncnev
of the overflow of water cannot be depended upon to counter-
act the evaporation,—C. S.

WATER SUPPLY AND
MATTERS.

SANITARY

A notice has been issued to the inhabitants of Bradford
and its neighbourhood advising thsra lo be cimtious in the
use of water, aa, in consequence of the drought, the supply is
not very plentiluL

LEO-AL.

RiouT 0? Way along Embankments or Sba Walls.
— TiiK Greenwich BoaSd ok Works v. Mauuslay.—
The question here raised wa^ whether the Commiaaioners of
Sewers have a right to stop a public right of way over an an-
cient sea wall or cnibaokmcnC against the seu. There was
evidence that from time immemorial a public way had been
used along the top of the embankment iu question. Never-
theless, the Commissioners had stopped it, and the qucstio n
was whether they were justified in doing so. After an argu-
ment of some duration, in the course of which Mr. Justice
Blackburn asserted that some of these sea walls were pro-
bably as ancient as the time of the Romius, the Court gave
judgment for the appellant in favour of the nglit of way.
The Lord Chief Justice, in iironouncing judgment, said that
the power to protect the land from the sea was one of those
things which emulated from the prerogative of the Crown
for tiie general safety of tire public; and no doubt rights of
property or rights of way must give way to that which was
done under that great prerogative, but only to the extent to

which it was necessary for the public safety ; and if ihe right
of property or right of way could be exercised consistently

with the public object, then it need not be interfered with.
Here it appeared that the rijiht of way, which, for aught that
we know, had existed long before the sea wall itself was
erected, or had been used and enjoyed ever since it was
erected (which might have been as long ago aa ihc. iteinan
Jimpire in this country) could bs exerciaed by the public
quite consistently with the discharge by the Commissioners of
Sewers of their duties. If it was otherwise, then, as already
stated, the particular right must have given way, but until it

was otherwise there was no reason to interfere with the exer-
cise of that right, and therefore the Commis'tioners were not
juatnied, and there would be jiulgment again^.t tlie Board.
Tlie other learned judges concurred. Judgment for the
appellant.

A Builder's RronT to Erect a no.vrdisg.—Brass v.
thk Commissioners or Sewers.—Mr. Melliah, Q.C.,
moved for a rule calling on the Commissioners of Sewers of
the City of London to show cause why a writ of mandamus
should not issue commanding them to grant to Mr. Braq-i,

the contractor for the crccUou of the new Post Oilicfi, a
license to construct a hoarding around the land on which he
is about to build the new premises. At the outset of this
great undertaking preliminary questions arose with reference
to the form of license Mr. Braas was entitled to. Tliere were
three questions in dispute: first, the new building would face
four streets—St. Martin's-le-Grand, Newgate- street, Angel-
street, andBath-street, and the hoarding would be continuou^j.
Tiie maximum fee for a license for a hoarding in any street
waa S. 10, but to that amount no objection was raised. The
secimd point was whether the Commissioners of Sewers had
a right to make an arbitrary rule that the license should be
renewed every two months, and that a hcense must be taken
out for each street. In this case the building would take
two years to erect, and if the Commissioners' contention was
correct Mr. Brass would have to pay the sum of £180. Tiie
LordChief Justice.—On what principle do theComaiissioners
limit the license to two months? A common house would
take a longer time than that to build. Mr. Meilish said the
only principle he coukl understand was the principle of mul-
tiplying fees. The third point was whether Mr, Brass
could be prohibited from using the hoarding for advertise-
ments, that having been held out in the Government tenders
as a source of profit. If not Mr. Brass would have a claim
for compensation from the Government. Mr. Brown, Q, C,
appeared on behalf of the Commissioners of Sewers, and
showed cause in the first instance. That bodv acted only for

the convenience and safety of the public, and they only exer-
cised the discretion vested in them by Act of 'Parhamcut.
The practice hitherto had been to charge a double licence

®^ ®iw ®^^M^-

ViEiLiE-MoNTAGXE ZiNC. — ThB Vieille-

Montagne Zinc Mines aud Foundries Company
increased its prodnctiou of zinc last year to

43,036 tons, as compared with 40,216 tons in 1868,
36,260 tons iu 1867, 31,723 tons in 1866, and
30,.592 tons iu 186"). This gi"eat production,
which araonnts to 30 per cent, of the whole zinc

production of Europe, would not have been
attained merely with the minerals obtained from
the company's own mines, but the directors

supplied, to some extent, the consumption of the
company's furnaces by means of purchases made
abroad. The sales effectedby the company on
the various European and over-sea markets have
followed the progress of the production, having
amounted last year to 44,441 tons, of which
37,957 tons were zinc, properly so called. In the

total of 37,957 tons, France alone figured for

about half, Germany, Belgium, and Holland for
one-fourth, and England, the United States, and
other over-sea markets for the other fourth. The
selling price of zinc last year was below that of

18G8, but this element of loss was compensated
for by a greater production and economies realised

in the manufacture. Among the general causes
which for several years past havo tended to

occasion a decline in the price of zinc, we should
mention the great production of calamines in

Sardinia, which has augmented, by more than
20,000 tons per annum, the general production of

rough zinc in Europe during the last three years,

and has disturbed the equilibrium which formerly
existed between the production and consumption.
The net profits realised by the company amounted
last year to £124,846, and the dividend for 1869
is 16s. per share, absorbing £90 000. This divi-

dend shows some little improvement upon that

paid for 1868, and the company's position seems
to have improved generally daring the last 12

months.

iNDUSTBIAL SCHOOl., ECCLES, NEAE MAS-
CIIESTEB.—The competition for the above schools

has been decided. After the committee had
given much attention to the designs, the Govern-
ment Inspector was consulted, and pronounced
in favour of Jfo. 8. On breaking the sealed

envelope the author was found to be 5lr. Edmund
Kirby, architect, of Liverpool, who will be
entrusted with the carrying out of the works.

Value op Laud in Walwoeth.—A further

portion of the Walworth Common Estate, belong-

ing to the parish of S. Mary, Newington, has been
cleared, and a number of hpts, of the most
wretched description, have been swept away. The
narrow, filt'iy lanes, locally known as " Sweep's
Alley" and " Nurse's Court" have disappeared,

and a new street, in a lino with the road through
Surrey-square, is being laid out. Fifty -one build-

ing plois, fronting to or abutting upon this now
street, were let by auction by Messrs. C. Stuart,

Barker, and Son, at the Elephant and Castle
Tavern, on Monday last. There was a very large
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attendance, and the prices rcaliseJ are unprece-
dented in this locality. The lots cover about an
acre and a quarter of land, and the gronod rents

reached a total of £494 10s. per annum. This is

at the rate of £395 12s. per acre, which capitalised

at 25 years' purohass gives £9S90 per acre as the
value of the fee simple. The lease which has just
expired was granted 92 years ago at a ground rent
of £3 12s. per acre. If we capitalise this in the
same way at 25 years' purchase, it gives £90 per
peraore as the fee simple value in 1778. During
the Ia«t90 years this land has therefore increased
in value more than a hundred fold.

The Late Mk. W. Andrews, Bbadfobd.
—On Friday evening last Mr. W. Andrews, senior

Cer in the firm of Messrs. Andrews, Son, and
er, architects, Bradford, expired at his

readence, Little Horton-lane, aged sixty-five.

The deceased was the oldest architect in the town,
having been in business for thirty years, but for
the last six or seven years he has lived in com-
parative retirement. He was a gentleman
generally esteemed, had served the offices of town
conncillor and guardian of the poor, and has left

his mark behind him in many fine buildings—
banking premises, warehouses, manufactories, and
residences—that now adorn Bradford. lie was a
native of Holme, near Howden, and had been in

indifferent health for a year or two previous to

his demise. His discriminating judgment in
arbitration cases was held in esteem. He leaves
one son, Mr. T. G. Andrews, who, in conjunction
with Mr. Pepper, has latterly conducted the
business.

The Metropolitan District Railway.—
The long and expensive Parliamentary contest
between the Metropolitan District Railway Com-
pany and the City authorities was brought to a
close on Tuesday. The Lords' Committee unan-
imously refused to sanction the construction of a
line from Bread-street to the Mansion-honse.
The proposal of the Metropolitan Railway Com-
pany to abandon their line from Aldgate to

Tower-hill was also refused, but the Committee
are prepared to recommend that there shonld bo
an extension of time, if it be desired, for the
completion of the works.

New Halfpenny Stamp.—The Post-office

authorities are said to have fiaally decided upon
the form of the new halfpenny stamp to be used
for the transmission of newspapers through the
post on and after the 1st of October. The stamp
will be one-third smaller than the present postage
stamp, the head of her Majesty, as at present en-
graved on the stamps, to be reduced in a corre-
sponding proportion. On each side of the head
will be the figures "^d." in the place of the
words " Postage one penny," now adopted. The
stamp will be oblong, the horizontal sides being
longer than the perpendicular, thus presenting to

the eye a clear and well-defined difference between
the halfpenny and the penny stamp. The colour
selected has been light pink, that having been
found after many experiments to be the most
fugitive, and the most easily affected by any at-

tempts at tampering with it. The figures deno-
ting the value of the stamp will be left white,
and the ground will be filled np with engine
work, or Uxht pink lines. The stamps will be
printed oa sheets of 480, representing 20 shillings'

worth.

A Rblic of the Bhadfokd Manor Hall.
—Previous to the demolition of the Bradford
Manor Hall, the hope was expressed that the

Elizabethan doorway, with its qnaint carvings,
and bearing the arms of the Rawson family,
shonld be preserved. That hope has been rea-

lised. The doorway, and other portions of the

old bnilding, were presented to the Corporation.
Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson, architects, pre-

pared an appropriate design for the utilising of

the doorway, and it h»s been erected in its

entirety in Peel Park, forming a covering to the

drinking fountain adjacent to the lower lake.

The doorway has been framed in a neat little

bnilding, about IBft. in height, the internal

dimensions being 4ft. 2in. by 8ft. 6in. The lion's

head, throu<;h which the water will flow, is

placed in a shallow niche, and over this is a

carved stone, taken from the old hall, bearing the

Rawson arms.

Columbia Market AppROAcnES.— A new
approach to this market is now in course of for-

mation, and will be opened in a day or two ;

Crabtree-row will then run direct from Hackney-
road to Columbia Market. This will leave a
triangular piece of ground with frontages to Hack-
ney-road, Crabtree-row, and Union-street, in the

centre of which will be erected a drinking foun-
tain at Sliss Bnrdett Coutts's expense, with,
probably, a few trees around it. It is proposed to
allow ttower-sellers to lay out their tlowers and
plants for sale on a portion of this triangular
space (free of charge or rent), thus forming a
small llower market. By making Crabtree-row
straight, and giving this triangular piece of
ground to the public. Miss Coutts loses at least

£6000 worth of building laud.

"The Utmost Rigour op the Law."—If,

on some Easter Monday, or Monday in Whitsun
week, a party of mechanics or labourers from
Whitechapel were to smash some valuable works
of art in the South Kensington Museum, society
would expect the infliolion of punishment to the
utmost rigour of the law. Persons who are sup-
posed to be gentlemen, students of Greek literature,

and lovers of learning, science, and art, break into
their own college library and destroy busts and
statues by way of frolic. Some are rusticated,
some sent away altogether, some " gated ;'' none
are prosecuted to couviction. The parents may
suffer thereby, but what do these Mohawks care
for such trivial penalties as leaving 0.xford without
a degree ?

—

Lam Journal.

Mr. Edward Wm. Drurj', of the firm of Drury
and Lovejoy, was the successful caudidate for the
district surveyorship of S. Margaret and S. Jolin,

Westminster, at the office of the Metropolitan
Board of Works, on Friday last.

There is a vacancy in her Majesty's Office of
Works for an assistant surveyor. The salary is

£500 per annum, increasing to £700. The tirst

Commissioner, we learn, ha,s determined to receive
applications from duly qualified persons, and to deal
with them on their merits, without reference to

patronage.
The Sheffield Gas Company has resolved to reduce

the price of ga-s, supplied on and after July 1st, to

33. 1 d. per thousand feet.

The Shoreditch Vestry has, on the recommenda-
tion of the Building Committee, ordered the portion
of the road fronting S. Luke's Workhouse to be paved
with the Val de Travers asphalte, as laid down in

Threadneadle-street.
The Poor Law Board has sanctioned the erection

of a new infirmary, at the Durham Union Work-
house, at a cost of £3500.
A new infirmary is to be erected at Booth, at an

estimated cost of £3500, exclusive of the land,
which is given by the Earl of Derby.
About fifteen months ago the dilapidated tower of

Whitfield Church, Nortbants, was blown down in a
gale, and the body of the building being in nearly
as bad a state, tlie whole has been rebuilt b}- Mr.
Woodyer, architect, at the cost of £3000. The fabric
was re-opened on the 24th ult.

Mr. Warrington Wood, the rising English artist

at Rome, whom we mentioned in this column a few
weeks since, has been commissioned to execute a bust
of Mr. and Mrs. Piatt for the Town-hall at Staley-
bridgc.

Tlie Prince of Wales will lay the foundation stone
of the Reading Grammar School on Friday, the 1st

of July.
A German savant, who has been exploring the

plains of Troy, says he has discovered the ruins of
Priam's palace.

There are seven female sculptors from the United
States in Rome at the present time—Misses Hosmer,
Whitney, Lewis (coloured), Freeman, Stebbins,
Foley, and Virginia Ream.

It is stated that the Premier has consented to

recommend a grant-pension of £100 per annum to

the widow of Mr. Dargan, the Dublin Exhibition
contractor.

The thick coats of whitewash which have been
allowed to accumulate on the interior of Durham
Cathedral are in process of removal, beginning at the
west end of the north aisle.

The Guardians of the Durham Union have recently
determined to erect an Infirmary and detached Fever
Wards at the north-west end of the existing Work-
house. The tender of Mr. John F'orster, jun., Dur-
ham, to execute the whole of the works for the sum
of £3989 178. 6d. being tho lowest, was accepted by
the Board at their meeting on Saturday last.

On the lUh instant a new Wesleyan Chapel was
opened at Mark Somerset. The building, which cost

£800, was designed by Mr. H. F. Price, architect, of

Weston-super-Mare, in tho Gothic style of architec-

ture, and seats 300 people.

The Fine Art division of the French Commission
for the London Exhibition of 1871 has four presi-

dents :—Painting, M. Meissonnier ; Sculpture, M.
Guillaume j Engraving, M, Gerome ; Architecture,

M. Lofuel.

It often happens that words aro used to describe
the qiuliticsof timber which aro not to be found in
nuy dictiouarv, and the origin of which U ob.-^cure.
Some of the following are scientific names, often used
in connection with wood, but not always thorou'^hly
understood, and others are of tho class first mcu-
tloued.

UotanlstB divide plants Into two classes, exogenous,
which Increase their growth by an annual accession
of matter externally, and endogenous, which increase
their growth by an annual accession of matter lutcr-
uuUy ; so that in exoR-enous plants the external parts
are the younfjer, and In tlie endogenous plants Ic Isoq
the contrary, tho internal parts which are of the late*t
growth. Timber trees are of the exogenous class.

Suppose we take the horizontal section of the stem
of a tree and examine it. First of all at the centre
wo find the perfect or heart wood. As timber tree in-
crease by accession of matter externally. It follows
that this must be the oldest wood, and that the several
concentric layers must be younger, In proportion to
their distance from the centre

Then comes a belt of "alburnom," or sap wood,
which has not yet attained to perfect maturity. The
next concentric belt is termed the "liber," and this
again is enclosed in the bark, tho liber forming an
internal coating to the bavk. The centre of the heart
wood is occupied by tho pith, and between the pith
and the bark what are called medullary rays keep
up a connection. The outer covering of the bark is
sometimes called the epidermis. Sap, which has
undergone a chemical change by exposure in the leaves,
contributes to the growth of tho tree ou its descent.
Tho sap, after undergoing this curious change, is
termed " cambium." " Girdling " trees in the spring
(atooobvious term to need any explanation) causes
them to produce timber in the ensuing winter of an
increased specific gravity above the girdling. Mr.
Knight, who was for several years president of the
Horticultural Society, vouches for this, and so ac-
complished an arborist may be implicitly trusted- In
one experiment he made, in which the belt of bark
has been extracted for several years, he found that tlio

specific gravity of the wood above was O-S'JO, while
that below it was only 0491, and also that tho
alburnum or sap wood had acquired a greater degree
of hardness, and consequently durability.

What is called " quaggy " timber Is grown in loose
soils. Timber so termed is full of shakes and clefts
in the centre. "Cuppy" wood is said to be cuppy
when a shake extends round a great portion of the
trunk, between two of the annual concentric layers
80 as to divide them from each other. The defect is

not attributable to the soil, but is supposed to origi-
nate in theellect of frosts on the aqueous sap in its

ascent.

"Rind gall" is caused by the alburnum of a tree
being wounded, or a branch being improperly lopped
or damaged. The subsequent growth of the tree will

cover it, audit is then called a rind gall, which, should
the injured part have had time to become decayed, or
partially so, or even sodden with the rains, will fre-
quently cause an excessive rottenues-4 In the plaut.
This is remarkably tho case with elm timber. "Doa-
tiness" (probably "' dottiness ") is aspotted or speckled,
appearance like small stains in tho wood. This
disease is most common in American yellow pine-
beech and American oak. It is, in fact, iucipieut
decay.

Foxey timber presents a dull red appearance, quite
unmistakable when once seen. Such wood is soou
ruined when once attacked, and sometimes, as in
doated wood, the surface fibres can be scraped away
with tho thumbnail.
" Shakes *' and " wane " are toomuch in use to need

explanation.

Tho Liverpool timber market is rather bare of
Baltic goods. The following prices are asked :—

HolmsundandUusum yellow, per Petg. atd., £7l0s.
to £9.
rotersburg do., £10 to £11.

Do. short lengths, £7 10s. to £9 10.

tiuebec best yellow pine, £17 to £19.

Do. 3rd, £7 10s. to £9.

Do. spruce, £7 Ss. to £7 lOa.

S. John's spruce, £6 10s. to £G 158.

Dantzig lathwood, per fathom, £4 IDs. to £4 158.

Jamaica logwood, per ton, £4 IDs. to £5.

Campeachy do., £10 lOs.

Tobasco do., £8 58. to £9 lOi.

Spanish, Tobasco, and Uouduias fustic, £5 lOa. to
£6 5s.

Jamaica, £5 to £6.

Cuba, £9 5s. to £10.

Nicaragua wood (solid) £1-2 and upwards.

Do. (small) £5 to £7.

Lima wood, £11 to£i:t.

Barwood, £4 59. to £4 lOa.

Sapan wood, £8 153. to £11.

At Auckland (New Zealand) building materials aro
selling asfoUowM :

—
Bricks, per 1000, £2 15s. to £3 Tjs.

Countess slates, per lOdO, £13 to £14.

Morewood'B corrugated iron, per ton, £28 to £29.

Other brands, £'.;7.

Froiu Otago tho following are tho last quota-
tions:—
3x9 Baltic deals, either yellow or white, per foot,

run, fijd to 5id.
3x9 white spruce, 4|d. to 5d.

IJin. flooring boards, per square, 22fl. 6d.

Other sizes in proportion.
Countess slates (aro very scarce) per 100, £1 .

l*ortland cement, per barrel, Z'Za.
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At the sale !by auction of tlio Hurplus plant boloner-
in<; to BIr. SVin. Webster, thfe 'contractor for the
Thames Embankment (North), there were about 800
loads crown IJaltic timber included, which brought
the foUowintr prices :

—

s. d.

Float 1 average length about 3Cft per load 48
Do. a do 3.5ft. do. 48
Do. 3 do 4Ut. with pile shoes, do. 48
Do. 4 do 41ft. with do. 4(1

Do. 5 do 4nft, with do. 48
Do. 6 do 41lt.withdo. .10

Do. 7 do 41ft.wlthrto. 60
Do. 8 do 41ft. with do. 50
Do. 9 do 38ft.withdn. 48
Do. 10 do 41ft.withdo. 40
Do. 11 do 39ft. with do. 3«
Do. 12 do 4Ift. withdo. 4a
Do. 13 do 40ft. withdo. 50
Do. 14 do S9lt. with do. 60

Do. 15 do 3!lft. 48
Do. 16 do 23ft. .3'^

Do. 17 do 17ft. 24

Do. 18 do 23ft. SO
Do. 19 do Iflft. 25
Do. 20 do IBft. 25
Do. 2 i do. 2'ift. 31
Do. 22 do 41ft. with pile shoes 50
Do. 23 do 19ft. .30

Do. 24 do 45ft. with pile shoes 51

Do. 25 do .3»tt. with 17 do. 4«
Do. 28 do 37ft. with 15 do. 49
The prices at the above sale arc not to be taken as

market prices, but as a guide to future sales of similar
materials.

The Scotch Irox TnAi>E.—Six works were locked
wit on Saturday last—two In the Motherwell district
uid four in the district of Coatbridge. About 500
puddlers have struck, but the masters think that with
the stock on hand they can keep the rolling mills
froing for some time, and that, w heu compelled, they
will procure Iron from English masters it the dispute
!s not settled. The men, on the contrary, think that
trade subscriptions will be sufflcient to keep them
until the strike is over. A meeting of the men at
Coatbridge, where a deputation from Blochiiirn met
them, was divided in opinion about returning to work,
and broke up without arriving at auy decision.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IS CONSTRUCTION.

Teak load
Quebec, red pm« ....

., yellow pine..
St. John, N.B. yellow
Quebec oak

„ birch
,, elm

Daotzio oak
„ fir

Uemel fir

Riga
fiwedish
Uasti, Qacb. red pine

,. yellow pine ..

Xiatnwood, Danu fm.
„ St P'burp.

DealB, pr a, 12ft by 3
by 9 in.

Quebec, white spruce
at. JohngWltlte Bpruce
Yellow piue, per re-
duced C

'CanadA, let quality..
2nd do

Arohanfrel, yeUow ..

St. Petersburg, yel...

Timber.
£ 8. £ K.

12 10 13

3 16 4 15

4 5

5 15

3 15

4 & 6 ft

5 5 4 5
i

i 15
3 IS
3 i
S 13

3 10 5 10
3 10 5 10
4 5 10
5 5 6 5

12 n 17

13 10 15

18 19
12 13

11 12

II 12

Finland 6
Kernel 7
Gothenburg, yellow 8

„ white . .

Gefle, yellow 1»

Soderham d
ChrtBtiania, per C,
12 ft. by 3 by 9 in
yellow 10

Flooring Boards, per
sq. of lin., first yoL 7

First white 7
Second qualities . . . 6
PUMICKSTONEprtn 6

OILS, &C.
Seal, pale .. per tun 42
Sperm body.......... 90
Cod 42
Whalo, Sth Sea, pale 38
Olive, GaUipoll &5
Cocoanut, Cochin, tun 4:>

Palm, fiue 39
Linseed 31
Kapeneed, Eng. pale*. 45

Cottonseed 31

10 8

9

9

10 10
9 10

Metals.
LEAD :—

rig.Forelgn per ton 17 15
„ HngliBh, W.B. do. 19 & 19 7 6
„ LcadCo do. 18 12 6 18 16

„ Otherbrauda do. 18 18 10
Eheet Milled do.
Sliot, Piiicnt do. 81
Tied or luinium do. 19 15 SO
Xitharge, WB do.
"Whitedry da 2.^ iO 30

„ groundinoil do.

COPPER :—
British—cake and ingot per ton
Beet Selected da
hheet da
Battomn da
Australiun da
Epanish Cake • cash
ChiltBars „ 67 68

" refined ingot 70 72 10
flLHetal Bbeathiug & Uods per lb.

70 10

72
75
rs
73

71

76

75

ea 6|

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTJINO- WEEK.
TuBSDAT.—Royal Institution. " On Ilistorv," by Professor

Seeley. 3.

Wednesday.—Geologicai Society. 8.

„ Civil and Mechanical Engineers* Society. A
tlescriplion of the Fish-tail Rudder, by W.
Torayih Black, President. 730.

Xhuhsday.— Royal Institution. Lecture by Professor Tvn-
dall, LL.D, F.R.S. 3

Saturday.—Royal Institution. OnABtronomy, by Professor
Grant. LL.D,. I'.R.S.

TENDERS.
Bow.—Tor new kitchen, bakehouse, and stores, at Grove

Hall Lunatic Asylum. Bow, for E. U. Byas, Esq., exclusive
of the cooking apparatus, Messrs. Tolley and tale, archi-
tects;

—

Rivctt £147,1
Williams and Son 1465
Conder 1397
Knnor 1329
KiUbv 1366
Sewell and Son 1224
Wicks, Bangs, and Co 1149

BRUillTciN.— For warehouse, &p., for Mr. T. Stanford, in
Sussex-terrace, BriRhton. Mr. J. Ilill, architect. Quantities
supplied by the same :

—

Colwcll £500
Anscombe 544
Nadin B.TO

Hampton, Holconibe, and Dilloway 601 11 10
lloan 49.3

Kicc 472
Ncwnham 458
F.lliolt 452
Blackmore 440
Chappcll 434
Nurcombc and Knight (accepted) .. 420

CnKKiilKF..—For new transepts and lecture-room to Rock
Ferry chureli, Cheshire. Messrs. W. and J. Ilay, archi-
tects :

—
Forde £1400
Booth and Richards 1.300
Fisher 1277
Ilarknessand Dempster ,..„ 1273
Cameron Ii48
Hurst 1848
Bleakly ISOO
Low 1189
Tluirson and Cook 1187
Bobson (accepted) 1164

GODALuiNG.—For alterations and additions to residence,
exclusive of graining, papering, Sec. Quantities not sup-
plied. Mr. Henry Peak, architect, Guildford ;

—

Pink £1796
Moon and Son 1090
Mitchell (accepted) 1670

Gl'ii.dfoed.— For enlargement of the male infirmary at
the Guildford Union. Mr. Henry Peak, architect. Guild-
ford :—

Taylor and Downs 4.30

Mason 879 10
T. and J. Loe 843
D ckinson 339 S
Garnett (accepted) 333

KiNnaTON-ON-TiiAMEs.—For doing certain alterations and
repairs to a house at Kingston-on-Thames, for H. Nash, Esq.
Mr. J. S. Ellis, architect ;—

Dolling £240
Liverpool.—For new school-room. Princes-park, Liver-

pool. Messrs. \V. and J. Hay, Architects ;

—

llcntou £995
Yates 949
Roberts 939
Tliornton 800
Nicholson and Ayre (accepted) 794

Shuffiei.i).—For fifty cottages at Thomcliffe Ironworks.
Messrs. Habershon and Pite, architects. Quantities sup-
plied :

—

Naylor £5430
Groom 4600
Palmer 8861
Moss 3731
Pattinson 3587
Taylor 8488
Fretweli and Henderson 3486
Chadwick and Thirlwall 3475
Best 3200
Medley and Bycroft 3175
Wilson and Roberts 8086
Slack and Grayson 8079
Goodyear 2944
Killeen 2918
Carr 2890
Clements 2421

Splottlahds, CAKDTri".—For Congregational chapel
and schools. Mesira. Wm. G. Habershon and Pite, archi-
tects :

—

Jones £1626
Webb 1460
Franklin 1258
Seager 1220
Shepton 1319
Bolt and Co 1150
Price 1145

SuKREY.—For reseating and restoring of the nave of
Chaldon Church, Surrey. Mr. R. Martin, architect :—

Francis 465
Ward 393 15
Chappell 387 5
Saker (accepted) 309 16

Swindon.—For new offices for II. Kinneir, E sq., Swindon.
Lansdown and Shopland, architects :

—
Barrett (accepted) £268 9

Swindon.—For farm house for G. Deacon, Esq., Wan-
borough, near Swindon. Landsown and Shopland, archi-
tects :

—

Norris £339 4 9
Newcombe 800
Harris 744 14 4
Barrett ." 727 9
Dyer (accepted) 710

Swindon.—For new house for Mr. Bull, Swindon. Lans-
down and Shopland, architects:

—

Harrison £863 10
Light and Smith 800
Dyer 850
Jones 765
Dover 764
Barrett 756
Phillips 748
Newcombe 726
Foreshaw 602
Harris (accepted) 600

WooTTON Bassett.— F'or laying out new cemetery, &c., f»r

the Wootton Baaaett Burial Board :

—

T. Lansdown (accepted) £1030
Wootton Bassett.—F'or new cemetery building. Lans-

down and .Shopland, architects ;

—

Nightingale £1543
Harrhon 1230
Dover 1200
Dyer 1200
Turner 1175 10
Dimond 1170
Stephens 1143
Wall and Hook 1050
Carter Lansdown (accepted) 1050
Barrett 1006 10

CONTEICTS OPEN FOE BUILDINft

ESTIMiTES.
PLmoCTif, June 10.—For the erection of a guLldliaU,

law courts, and municipal offices. Whiteford, Tova Clerk,
Town Clerk's Omce, Guildhall, Plymouth.
Bradfobd, June \'i.—Vor the erection of a new tova

ball W. T. McGowen, Town Clerk, Corporatioa Offices.

Bradford.

SOI'TR STAVrOEDSiriBE GrIVEKAL noSPITAL, JUDO 9.—
For extensive alterations and additions to the abore. Water-
loo-road, Wolverliamptfln. William T.Grant, Secretary.

Lrkus, June II.—For tbo erection of Lot 6, Boar-Une.
William Bakewell, architect, 12, East Parade, Leeds ; and
Halifax.

FAMiouTn. - United Disteict Sewerage Work-s,
June 21.- -Contract No. 1.—For providing and laying about
6000 yards of best Klazed stoneware socket pipe sewers, fron
9in. to 12in. in diameter; also the necessary junctions,
cleanainc; pipes, sypbons, sand tanks, f>u1leys, sewer venti-

lators, &c> Contract No. 2. —Providing and laying about
3500 yards of best fclazed stoneware socket pipe sewers, from
9in. to 21in. in diameter; also the necessary junctioiif,

cleansing pipes, syphons, sand tankn, gulleys, sewer renti-
lators, 8cc. -Wm. Warn, Clerk, Falmouth United District
Sewerage Board OfTice.

Matdstonk, June LI.—For the erection of offices for the
Clerk of the Peace, near the Courts of Justice- F. BasseU,
Clerk of the Peace, Maidstone.

March, Cambs, June 8.— For the erection of a new chapel
at March, in the county of Cambridge. Mr. John Usher, M
High-street, Bedford.

TEDDiNr.Tnpf Local Board, June U.— For the erection
of about 2800 feet run of pipe drainage, with the necessary
^ulliea, shafts, and side drains; atso for dcepeninz an exist-

ing pipe drain. Mr. T. Goodcliild, the Surveyor to the Board,
at Teddington.

Stockport. June 7.—For the design and erection of an
iron girder bridge across the river Merai:y, within the district

of the Local Board. Walter Hyde, clerk to the said Board.
Stockport.

GiLDERSOMK, WATERWORKS, June 9,—For etcavating and
laying and jointing of cast iron pipes for supplying the town-
ship of Gildersome with water. Wm. Lister, Clark to the
Sewer Authority, Gtldersome.

Greenwich District, June 15.—For constructing and
maintaining ia repair, for eighteen calendar months, the
several additional lengths of brick and pipe sewers, aud
other works. E. W. James, Clerk to the Board, Greenwich.

Wakefield, Jane 18.—For building chapel and completing
the south wing, and other works, to the liou&e of Mercy, at

Horbury, near Wakefield. Rev. John Sharp, the Vicarage,
Borbury, Wakefield.

Bridgenorth, June 11.—For the rebuilding the tower of

S. Leonard's church. Architects, Messrs. Slater and Car-
penter, 4, Carlton-chambers, i, Regent-street, London, S.W

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, June 20.—For the erection of

new schools in Bath-lane, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Thomai
Oliver, F.R.I. B.A., architect, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, June 15.— For the erection of a
new U.P. church in Westmoreland-road, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne. Thomas Oliver, F.R.I.B.A., architect.

Bromley (Kent), June 10.—For additions to the Bromley
workhouse. Mr. William Lee, architect,!, Gresham-build-
ings, Guildhall, London.

Rothekhah and Kimberworth Local Board or
IIkalth.—For the sewering, lerelliog, paving, flagaing, and
channelling of a new street called Main-street, about 550
yards long. W. Whitfield, clerk to the said Local Board,
Nottingham.

Croydon, June21.—For enlarging ths church of St. An-
drew. Rev. D. Long, St. Andrew's Vicarage, Croydon.

Dudley Port—S.' Paul's Chapel, June 8.—For the

erection of schools in connection with the above. Edward
Pincher, Worcester-buildings, High-street, West Bromwich.

Kelso, June 11.—For works in connection with the
water supply of the town. C. A. Hutchinson, clerk to the

Commissioners, Kelso.

Thornley, June 11.—For the erection of a Methodist
chapel and schools. Rev. Henry Pratt, Thornley. John
Adams, architect and surveyor.

Rochester, June 27 —For the erection of a new com ex-

change at the city of Rochester, on a piece of ground in the

rear of and adjoining to the present Corn Exchange. Richd,

Prall, Town Clerk, Rochester.

WiGAN New Infirmary. July l.—X'or the erection of the

proposed new infirmary for Wigan and the district. Richard

Lea,hon. sec, Wigan.

North Shields, June 10.—For the erection of S. Peter's

National Schools. F. R. N. Kaswell, architect. North
Shields.

Manchester, June 16.—For the erection of a wall to sepa-

rate their estates at Crurapsell from that belonging to the

Guardians of the Prestwich Union. John Harrop, clerk to the

Guardians, Poor Law Oftice, Bridge-street.

IluDDKRSFiELD, Junc 30.—For the erection of a first por-

tion of a block of buildings comprising shops, warehouses,

&c.,forSir J. W. Ramsden, B«rt. W. H.Cros8laud,F.R.I.B.A.,

25, Park-square, Leeds, and 4, Regent-street, S.W.

Great-Western Railway, June 7.—f'or the brickwork

aud excavation required to be done in widening a part of the

Paddington Station-yard. Fred. G. Saunders, secretary,

Paddington Station, London.

Hartley Wistney Union, June 10.—For the erection of

a new union house, &c. William Brooks, Clerk to the Guar-

dians, Oldham.

Heatcn, June 6.—S. Barnabas' Schools.—For the erection

of new schools and teachers' residence at Heaton, near Brad*

ford. T. H. Healey, F. Healey, architects, Bradford.

CastlefohdI Local Board of Health, June 19.

—

For the erection of pumping station buildings for the water-

works intended to be tortliwith established for the above

Board at Castleford, in the county of York. George Bradley,

Clerk ol the said Board, Castleford.

Dublin Port and Docks Boakd, June 99.—For taking

up and rebuilding a portion of the north wall quay, for a
length of about 1832ft., with works connected therewith.

N. Proud, Secretary, Dublin Port and Docks Oflice.
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BAXn STOSE OP BEST QUALITY.
RAJtnELL, Saunders. «nrt Company, Limited,

Qaarrymen »nrt Stooe ilorohanta, Bath. List of

Prieea «t the Quarries und Depots ; »l<o Cost for

Trusic to any part of the Uniteil Kingdom, furnished

on .pplicaon to ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^
[Advt.] Corsham, Wilts.

BAJT&RUPTS.
TO SC««K!IDE« IS THE COUXTET.

John Bracli. OMlmrv, builder, June IS, at IL—Thomas
Ljtham Eckliv. I.vtluini. Lancnshire, plumber, June 13,

atU—Fredcricic Jimcs Head, Eastbourne, engineer. June

9, at 10.— .Ann Palmer. Iladlow, carppnter, 'Jane IS, at 3.

—

Hem; Silb, Uanilieldjbuilder, June 13, at 11.

ACT 1869.— PIBUO EXAMINiTlOSS.

H. W. Smith and F. R. Simmonds, Barnes, builders,

June 21.

DECLAEATlOn OF DIMDEXUS.

A. Samuels. Mortlake, lime merchant, div. Ss. Id., June 1.

—J. and W. Roose, Ashbourne, plumbers, div. Is.

DIVtDESD MEETINGS.

]. PisdanI, Manthorpe-fum-LitUe-Gotterb;, Lincolnshire,

fluiber and glaiier, June 17.

BASKRUPTCIIi aSSCLLED.

Jeremiah EUilf, Caterham, builder. Ma; 30.

I SCOTCH SEQUESTEATIOX.

Thomas Couper, West Calder, Engineer, June 8, at 3.

PAETNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Talbot and Sons, Readini!. barge builders and timber

merchants,—5peucer nud Pullan, Bradford, Yorkshire,

deeoralors.—Outram and Son, Sheffield, edge tool manurac-

torers.—Clarke and Jolinson, Hulme, cuutractors.—Bates

sad L«c«s, Greenwich and Lewtsham, builders.

IMPKOVKD DWELLINGS FOR THE PKOPLK.

THE ARTIZANS', L.\BOURERS',
and GESEKAL DWKLl.lNGS CO-Ul'AMY

(Liiuilpil).

Capital £250,000. Sliaro-s £10. f 1 pniil per Share.

Preshdest—The Dean of WKST.MlNSTElt.
ARBITRATOItS.

Rli;ht Hon. Earl Shaftes-
bury.

RiSbt Hon. Earl Lichfield.

Lord Klcho, M.P.
*o.. Ac *o.

Local Coiiscit.
Thoa. Biizlev, Esq., M.P.
Jacob Bright, Esq., M.P.
.Iiihn Clioethnin. Ksq.,M. P.

W. H. Culleuder, jun., Esq.,

M r
W. SwiNDLEHURST, Ulanapor and Secretary.

The Company is ospeciullv formed to erect improved
workmen's dwelllnRS on the co-operative principle.

No becrshop or tavern to be erected on the Company s

properly. Profits realised by workmen employed on

the ouil'dings 40 per cent. Deposits received at 5 per

cent. Prospectuses on application, enclosing postafcc

stamp. Offlee 1, Great Collej;e-strcet (opposite the

House of Lords), Westminster, London.

IVToney promptly Advanced on
-*'-*-

T»<.r«onal or any availaltk. B.vurity. A mtwlcmto Int'l'T"'

rei»avabl« bv iusuliiieotjt. No preliiiiinnry fooB.—HKAL ana PER-
SoS'AL AbVASCK COMPANY (I.lmitMl, 3, Tavistock-streot,

CoTent-ffSrden, and at II, Southami>ton-row, Blooiusbnfy, W.t.

Uoura, 9 to 6. BlUa dlMoaut«d. Forma fr«L
P. J. HAHVEY, Secretary

(Crystal Palace Company.—To
^^ Balldera »nd others,—CrysUl Paloco Entsto.—Tlio Cryital

Piiaee Compftitr ftr« prcpnrt'^ to let on biiildingr Iaohm for a term
of M je«ni, certain p<»riions of their frooholil property abutting

Upon Uw P^nje-road, ThlcVwood-road, Anerloy-roail, aud Pnlnw-
roftd. Plana and oondittons may be seen on application to John
Korton, Bsq-, Arohicect, St, Old Bond-street, W., or to Jllr.Uart,

Jloooant«Dt, Crj*ittal Palace, Sydenham, S.E

A Capital Brickfield to be Let,^^ 17 miUii p»^t of Lond n, haTiosr railwfty Bldlnqra and a

Iv^wharf. Plenty of excellent brick and tile earth, aluo fine

na4 aaa almndaac} of water. Fixed runt and royalty moderate.

rftV

tile <

H pouenalon. "So stock nor plant to be taken. For pur-

tiealara apply to Menm. Bnrder ana Danniug-, S7, Parliament'
trwe, Weaunin»t«r. S.ff.

T)ry Wainscot, 3 years old, price
-"-^ «1 to M. MahofraoT equally cheap, at JOHN COUMBE'a
Lady Lake's Qrove, iUilo-cnd Qatc

T'o Builders, Contractors, and
"^ Othant.—To bf^ SOI-D. Mveral mofit subetantlHlly built 10

BOOHED CARCASSES, eome partially flulshed, drained Into the

main Htjfh I<eTol Bewer, aitnate near the new church of 8. Oeorpe'B,

In the Tufnell PaA-roiwl. HoUow-it. a wiilc roud leadlnff out of thn

main Hollow»y-ro«d, near the Nag's Head and clow to the Favorite

Omnibus Bout«. Apply Co Messrs. Dalton and Jensett, BoUcltors,

at, Cletaent'a Uoueo. 8t. Cleuient'a-Une. Lombard •street.

Sovereign Life Office, 48, St.
^^ Jamea'a-BtTwt, and 110, Ciinnon -street , Londou. New
Policies were ittsucd in \m) for t31l/^:tt), nt an fXTcrnRC of £6S0 oa^^h.

The Life and Annuity Fuudi cimucctcd with the Office exceed

£600.000. Advances are mado on Frm^holda, &c. ; aUo, to a Umitod
extent, on ftrsc-class PorsoQal Sccurii y.

H. D. PAVKNPORT, Secretary.

w Sow ready, limo., cloth, price 41. (postage 4d.)

eale's Builder's and Con-
tractor'K Price Book for 1(?70, eoutalulng Prices for Work

In all branches of the Uulldinfr Trade j \rith an Appendix t

Tables, Notes, Memoranda, &c., Ac.
" Well don© and reliable."—" EnplUh Mechanic'

'

" A multitadinouB Tariety of ubgEuI information."—" BnUding
News."
" Carofally revifftd and adraii-ably arranROd."— Engineer."
London : LOCKWOOD St CO.. 7, StaLloaara' Hall Court, E.C

NEW WORK ON CO\S5TaUCTION.
JuHt published, demy 8vo, with 47 Wood EnfrraviogrB, cloth, price

88. 6d. (postage 4d.)

'Plie Science of Building : An
Klementary Treatise on tho Prtnclplca of Construction,

Espoclnlly adapted t'J the roqulrciuonts ')f Arehitretural Studonts.

By E. WYNDHAM TAItN, M.A. , Architect
*" No architectural student should be without this handbook of

conntructional knoWlfldfro."—" Archlloct." April 9, 1870.
" This work must be ad welcome to the student lu archifoeturo

as to the gtudent in englnoeriiip. Tho quiet, neat, ecientitlo appro-
priateness of the lancuaRo employed, distinguibhefl tlw master
mind."—*' Artixnn," May 1, 1870.

London : LOCKWOOD & CO., 7, Stationers' Hall Court, E.C.

ttif^^iSEtllONAL

TKACING ANi> DRAWING PAPKRS AUD
NOTE BOOKS. Messrs. Letts, Son, & Co.. New Cross,

liave pleasure in aubmitting to Builders, Clerks of Works.

Survevors. and Architects, a very cUeiip series of " Sectional

"

Papers, Sec. ou which plans can be drawn to scale and
coloured , wHlinut the ruled linea showing obiectiouably

through ihf work . Ttiey are ruled m sguarca, l-lu, 1-5,

1-6, l-:S aod 1-a inches, increasiuK hy eighths to 1 inch-

Specin^ens and prices forwarded witbout cUarge,>oa reoeipt

of stamped addressed envelope.

BRICK MOULDS,
AND OXnEU TOOLS FOK BKICKMAKIXG,

ARE ALWAYS KEPT IS STOCK BY
CLARK & HUNT, 159, SUOUEDIXCH, LONDON.
Monldfl tuado to any ftiv«u dlmeiuions. Fric« Lbt forwardod od

reoolpt of a otamp.

SCHOOL FITTINGS.

essrs. Banks and Co.'s Patent
HcvIk.'! niu-tratca Priona Shc't rif every artiolo rcquix«d

in a Tvell-furuishod School, sent for three statnpn.

TAUSONAGE WORKS ALBERT STREKT,
MANCHESTER.

M
POLONCEAU AIJD SEYSSEL ASPHALTS

"Ruilding Land, with Mansion
*^~^ and Stabllnff, at ActAn. Middlesex, known as " The
Tiiarff," the propfrty of the Oaldamiths' Company, and containing
ISaere«,lsto be LKT, for 99 ycara, for the Krectiou of Detached
R«aldaoeei. It i« a ciuarter of a mile from tho Acton .Station,

vhcnoatbw« i» communication with the City and WcBt-end by the

IffCropollUui Hallway. It i» cbe ht^heat land in Acton, well

ttmlMred,atid baTlBfr a 6n« prospactoTer the Surrey Hills Bouth-
wmrda, and over Lf'udon, Middlesex, &c Apply, pursouany, at the

office of Mr^ UcakuLli, London Assorance, So. 7, Koyal Exchange,
Loodon, E.CL

'Fo Builders.—Dulwich Estate.
The GoTeniort. ar<> prr.pareil to LKT on LEASE, for S4 years,

PORTIONS of thflr I-XSTATi:, for building purpocos. There is

ample railway communication: and Fpocial eaucationjil adrantntfes

tn the new Coflcg« are docured to occupiers of housca on tho estate.

For pUiu Bud pantcalan appty toCharlea Barry, Esq., 1, Wiixtmln-

flter-cli«mber«, Victoriar«treec, S.W., archlt«ct and aumiyor to tho
Goremoi*.

By THOHAS MOBHIS, Architect.

A House for the Suburbs,
"^^ Socially and Architecturally Sketched, with a Prefatory
Glance at the Grf^ftC t;ity. Third bdition, with Designs, 13s. Od.

How to Value, t'lmm. Protect,

A CLUE TO KAILWAY AND OTHER
Compensation for Property and Person, tho Naturo and Value
of Estates, and Principles of Parochial Aasessmont. 4s. Od,

A DISCOURSE UPON DILAPIDATIONS,
Ecclosiastioal and General : their Nature and the Principlosor
Assessment svicoinctly domonatralod. With Appendix on
Party-walls, &c.,is.

A POPULAR OUTLINE of PERSPECTIVE,
or Graphic Projection, Parallel. Diagonal, Pan-angular. Graoo -

(ul, as. Od.
London: SIMPKIN. MARSHALL, and 00.

Just Published, Mmo, roau, price One Shilling.

Clpons' Tables and Memoranda
^^ for Engineers. Selected and Arranged by J. T. HURST.

London : B. and P. N. SPON, 48, CHiarinfT-croPs.

This work is primed lo pearl typo, and is so email, maftsuring'

only mn, X 2in, byiin. thick, that It may oiBily be carried in ihe
waistcoat pocket.

ESTABLIBRKD

ForpoTcrinfi Flit Roofs, Pavinjr, and Vloorfng of eTery deaorlption

eRi>ecIal]y in phwea BUbjoct to damp aud vermin, „- .~, »., , .
Thin Afphalte in now exton«ivcly nacd for PuTlng STABLKS (»

Bho^vn above), the absence of joints prereuting the generation ul

ammonia.
Tor Edtimatcfl and Prices, &c., apply to

JOHN PILKINGTON,
15, FISH BTHEET hill, LONDON, K.a

Country'.Bulldeni BUppUod with Asphalto In built for cOTOlllt Flosr-

lOffB, Bara Floors, &o., with instructloua to lay it down.

PKIZE MEDAL, IWl

HAMILTON AND CO.,
No. 9 and 10, GllEEK-STREKT. SOIIO-SQTTARK. LONDON, W.

Sole Manufaotnrcre of

A- WATKINS PATENT WIRE BOUJiD, ROUND and OVAL

PAINTING BRUSHES.
Distemper Brufhes, Sash Tools, Stippling Bi-ushsa, GUdtrs' and

Uraiuers' Tools.

Tliese goods are made of the best materlftle and workmanidiip, ana
have obtained a high reputation amanjr the chi*f decoraturs in tng

kingdom. VarnUh and Colour Manufncuirera, Oilmen, Merchanca

Sec, are supplied on the lowest terms. Price Lists forwarded on ap-

plication.

Tio not Burn off Old Paint,
-^-^

but nse NAENIARE & CO.'S LETHCItTif, which will

remove It clean to the wood In twenty minutes. 7b. jwr gallon.—U.
St. Androw'8-hUl, Londcii. E.C.—Brnshai, 3a. SuC'-efts guaranteed.

Country orders must be prepaid. Used with great sucoess at Wind-
sor CiMtle and Marlborough Hovso.

To Ma^sons and Builders.—An
0U-«*Ub1i«h«l MASOS"S BU.SINESS. with good Church

oonnsotlon. nou- London, to be DISPOSKD OP, in couitorjuenoe of

Uw tieatii of tho Proprietor. Capiut bnnineM premUes, Ktock
Tw>jil|, premium moderate, and altogether an excellent opportunity
for ao mdostrioas man ; the pr«ml«n and leoality ar« a<1ii)lrably

suUM for a geooral builder.—Apply to Hi, O. Flaoff, 09, Uuroalea*
baitdintfa, LAmbeth, ]>>udoD, S.li.

C] C) Organ for Sale or Hire.

—

^-^ ^^ Oak ca»e, two manuals, 14 stops, with complete
Bourdon. Price XIU). AIho other iuKtrumcnts larger and smaller,

l« bs 1«C or aold at Ww prloea, Co make way for some largo workn
Kur iB profren.—Diiihop and Starr's Organ Factory, 2M, Marylo-
bone-road. H,W.

"piporth Western Wharf, on tlie
Eegont's Canal. S«9. High street , Camden Towti.—T^rge

telliiaat preadtea wiiere the bosineaM of a stone mercluint has been
•Doe«asfnJlT carried od for it years, are now to LET, at a moderate
int. PanValan at Mr. GllUi, 287, adjoining, or by l«lt«r, W
ftsvtuU, Harerftock-hlU.

John Gosnell and Co.'s Cherry
^^ TOOTH PA8TB U rveatly superior to any tooth powder,
1t«s Um Isplb a pearl like whlteniiu>i«, protects the enamel from
WOSky, a&d imparta a pleaalD^ fragrance to th« brtath.

ABffU'pMsafe, 93, Upptr Tbaiaai strttt, London

.

A rchitectural Books.—A New
-^^ Catalogue of EngllMh and Foreign Books on Architecture,

Building, Ornament, tho Flue Aria, etc., fnr%variled jfratis and post

free to all parte on application to BRAULEYTHOilAS BATSKORD.
Architectural and Bnglaeerlug BookeoUer, 62. High Holborn,
London, W.C.

T^he Granitic Paint,
As USED IW THE CBTSTAL PALACB, STDETTITAM.

I» tlie Cheapest, most Britliunt, und Enduring for all Outside and
In-Hlde Work, on Iron and Wwid, &o. ; for all J>ecorativo purposes :

and is tho best P^int for Flatlliig evur manufactured, as it IB cool

in working, takes at least five hours In colng down^^hfts compara-
tively little smell, can be wtialicl, and will cover all nunk parts.

Sold only by the GRANITIC PaI-ST COMPANY, 39A, King
WlUiam-itreet, London, E.C.

Prospectuses and TcKtimonials free on application.

"IXJo more Damp Houses.—Use
the New French Compounds. LTTHAUGO:^ and MI-

CA LENK, the joiutftction of which will prevent damp in Btuneand
brick wails, A-c. Price each, 7s. p«r gallon, bottlea tnclnded.

Brusht^M 3i.—NAE.NIARE A CO., 11, St. Andrew's Hill. E.C.

Country orders must be prepaid.

TTse the New French Driers.
^^

TJ*«r1)CHt In exifitonce. White as snow ; soft as silk ; pro-

vents Colours from fudlnit, and iuip^rts a beautiful glo^a. la, per

pnund, in rib. boxea.-NAENIAKE & CO., 11. St Andrcw's-hiU

B.C. Coon^ orders must be prepaid.

"Pure Water.-The latest patented
-*-

Clst«ni Filter la (fonoral use 1« the SBLF-CLEANISO
CTIAUCOAL CISTBRN FILTER- a frrcvt improvement ;

llletl in

Jair lostbj FaEDEllICK LIPSCOMIIH «ndCO.,T.!miilo liar, who
arc llilog more flltort into cisterns than all other Slter mmkera put

together. Prospectus free.

No more Damp "Walls.—The
"*" ' onlv Ciire for Damp WallR, Preservlnff StonOjllrlck, and
Cement from decay, 1» tho SILICATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION,
uwvi in the Houses of Parliament, aud mannfaetored by the SILI-
CATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GUANITIC PAIHX COM-
BAKY, WA, King WUllam-street Txindon, E.O.

TIMBER, DEALS, FLOORING, AND MOULDINGS.

JOSEPH AND ALKUED KOSLING,
SOL"rHWAKK BRTDOE WHARF, B.VNKSTl>E.

Keep a large and well-teasoned stock wmstantly on Band, which, from
tho facility afforded by rlTor-alde premUe* *« compared with Uihind

yards, tbcy are euablca to sail at the very lowest prices.

npo the Proprietors of Trade
-*- TTewapapers and Othon.—The NATIONAL PUOVIXCIAL
ADVEUTISKMENT and PUHM.SllINO COMPANY, 2«, Duacan-
strcet, Leeds, perioilically c;i111iik upon Manufiicturere, Morchantd,
and AdTertlsers generally, iu all llio principal towns ia tht King-
dom, sre prepored to represent flrst-clatfl papers.

Gout or Rheumatism is quickly
rclioTcd and cured in a few days l>y that celebrated

Medicine, BLArE'S GOUT and RHEUMATIC PILLS.
Thoy reiiulre no n-atraiut of diet or ccnfinemr-nt durin? their us.

aud arc certain to preyuit the disease att.icltiiig any vital part.

Obtained through any Chemist or Medloluo Vendor.

Treo;aron and Co., Zinc and Gal-
VANI7.F.D IRON MANITFACTfUEItS,

GAiVANIZERS. COilliUGATOJlS, AND U1STA.L
PERFORATORS.

COttllUGATED IRON BUILDINGS AND SOOFS.
ERECTED.

All kinds of Ironwork G«lv»nlxed.

Zinc Roofing of every Description.

and 23 Jewlu-ntreet. and 57. Gracechurch-hlreei, London, E.C

UalvKUiziiuf Works—25. St. John's-lano. Cleric gnwelL

CHAKLES STKUTTON,

34, CoMMERcuL Road, Lambeth.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION
IN CONDUIT STREET.

( Continued from page 406.)

MR. F. PECK is the contributor of two
efTectivo drawings, Nos. 8G and 95, of

largo and important works, representing tlie

county prison for Lincolnsliire, now in course

of erection near Lincoln, and the Suffolk

County College. Witli regard to the prison, it

would appear to be arranged with due regard
to sanitary and other requirements, but to

liave an tiffectation of a mimic Castellated

stylo, which had better have been avoided.

The strictest utilitarianism in such structures

will generiilly produce the best and most
appropriate eticct. The Sussex College seems,
as far as the view, unaccompanied by any
plan, is concerned, to have little beyond size to

recommend it. Architecturally, its merits are

of third-rate order ; neither groupingnor detail

are satisfactory.

Mr. William Leo has provided us wiih
beticr food for reflection. No. 88 is an inte-

rior view of his premiated do.'^ign fnr the large

hall for the Mancliestor Town Hall. It is a

good pen-and-ink drawing of what would
have been a noble apartment, though some-
what over ornate. We ^hall rejoice, how-
ever, if the one about to be built be equally

meritorious.

Nos. 93 and 94 are exterior views of the
same design, but far inferior, as being less

simple in general design and still more over-
done with ornamental detail, and that detail

beinii far from satisfactory.

No. 99 is a study for the decoration of the
large hall. Though careful and meritorious,
and we may say harmonious in effect, it is

not particularly original. The design for the
painted glass is poor, and the figure subjects
in the roof too small in scale. The whole seems
ail imitation of Mr. Scott's work, of which the
world possesses quite enough without its repe-
tition in copies. Tn No. 157 Mr. William Leo
lias left the realms of fancy for those of sober

fact, but this design (one of the two selected

for the Lincoln and Nottinghamshire Schools)
is very third-rate. His namesake, Mr. Ernest
Lee, in his prize design for a railway station,

which obtained the Soane medallion, (Nos.
110 to 113) has followed after another
modern master—Mr. Burges. We do not
think his lopsided elevation to face the Thames
would be much better than tho^e we have been
favoured with by the railway engineers, but
the side view of the building is very Siitisfac-

tory. The detail, of cour.se, is a version of Early
French Gothic, of which the quietness and
simplicity is a relief after the crocketted repast

we have just discussed ; but the stumpiness
observable in the work of this as of other ad-
herents of the all head and no body style is an
affectation which is offensive.

Mr. George Truefitt sends but one drawing,
No. 90, a highly-characteristic one. It is a
view of S. George's Church, Tufnell Park,
erected in 1861. It is quaint, original, and
cconomiciil—three good qualities—but it is, to

our mind, horribly ugl3'. The plan is octa-
gonal, with a brick arcade, having stone
springers carried on iron columns dividing a
central area from a surrounding aisle, a circu-

lar prnjecling apse with lateral excrescences
on the eastern side. Mr. Trui,fitt's drawing,
it is easy to see, is liia own.

Mr. Henry Dawson has a lar^c and elabo-
rately cohiured drawing of his great building
the London Orphan Asylum at Watford. It

is a town in itself, and not unpicturesquely
grouped, but its other architectural features
and detail are vpy mediocre, though pre-
tentious.

A far better and a quietly and well-arranged

group of buildings is that by W. Milford Teulon
and E. Evans Cronk (No. 92)—a design in pen
and ink for Convalescent Home, Saltburn-tiy-

the-Soa. The only part which strikes us as

needing revision is the upper part of the

central turret. Mr. W. M. Teulon also ex-

hibits fourothor drawings, specimens of archi-

tectural colourists' work, Nos. 200 to 203.

The most important of these is the largo man-
sion built for Lord Ovcrstono in Northamp-
toiisliire, which, though in a corrupt stylo, is

stately and picture.«que. Frogmore, near

Hereford, is more to our taste, and has the

modest, while cft'ective, aspect of an old town
mansion. We cannot say so much for Long
Hall, a house built near Guisborough, where
the attempt to combine modern requirements

with a few Elizabethan features is not happily

effected.

Mr. James Brooks sends (No. 9G) south-

west view of Christ Church establishment,

Clapton, and (No. 97) the interior of the same
church—pen-and-ink drawings more careful

than masterly. They hardly do justice to this

really line group of buildings. The church is

stately and dignified, but the curious iron sort

of birdcage for a bell turret is not in keeping.

Mr. T. Chatfeild Clarke's miserable, while

pretentious. Congregational Church (No. 98)
suffers sadly by contrast with the above. Mr.
Clarke is apparently more iu his element,

though that is but a prosaic one, in No. 174,
design for a City building.

Mr. Crossland has sent one good drawing
which we have overlooked (No. 45), the inte-

rior of Christ Church, Staincliffe. It is sump-
tuous and stately, and of a fair ordinary type.

Messrs. Carter and Lyon send three draw-
ings, neatly executed in pen and ink, of additions

to Cowhill Church, Dumfriesshire. The plan
seems a good one, and the elevations in the Scotch
Baronial style picturesque and well treated.

The men-servants are labelled dangerous by
being stuck into a perfectly isolated tower
like a keep, which seems rather like affecta-

tion.

Mr. Robert Miller has sent a huge drawing,
labelled "Government Buildings," in a wretched
style of Batty-Langley-like Gothic that, we
trust, may never be foisted upon any Govern-
ment, even in the antipodes.

Mr, II. Florence sends his creditable gold
medal design for a theatre. It is exquisitely

tinted in the French style of drawing.
Mr. II. W. Lonsdale also contributes a well-

drawn and tinted design for ball and concert-
|

rooms in Early French Gothic, free from
[

extravagance.

Messrs. Ilenrv Jarvis and Son's design

'

(No. 125) for S. Stephen's Churcli, Walwortli,
now being erected, is infinitely better than
their unsucc.'ssful competition drawing before
referred to. AVe do not like the top of the

tower, but otherwise that portion of the build-
I

ing and the principal porch are good. There
is a great falling off in the chancel.

Messrs. W. FogertyandT. Drew send three
drawings of new municipal buildings, B -Ifast,

which seem conveniently arranged. The style

is Classic, and would pass except for the man-
sard roofs and other parts above the main
cornice, which are but little in keeping.
Messrs. Fogerty and Drew appear in another
character in No. 101, design for Guildhall and
public offices, Plymouth, an effective but
over ornate Gothic building.

No. 154, Eign Brook Congregational Church,
Hereford, b}' G. Haddon, is another preten-
tious but poor specimen of its class.

No. 156 is a view of the mansion lately

erected for Sir D. C. Marjoribanks by T. H.
Wyatt, in Park-lane—a stately building in re<l

brick and stone, unobjectionable in mass but
not FO in detail.

No. 159, Berksliire Lunatic Asylum, now
beini: erected at Chelsea, near Wallingford, by
C. II. Howell, is tolerably successful and
cheerful looking. The recessed buildings have
the roofing unpleasantly pushed down on to

the top windows, which ought to have
dormers, and the top of the tower would bo

improved by the omission of the excrescences

at the angles and the raising up of the roof.

No. IGO, a proposed mansion in Argyllshire,

by John Honcyman, jun., is satisfactory in

effect ; from the point of view chosen, tho

tower needs additional height.

No. 168 hardly shows to advantage Mr.
I'Anson's creditable premises of the British

and Foreign Bible Society in Blackfriara, nor
does No. 169, the interior of hall and staircase

of tho same, promise much in the way of
decoration.

Mr. C. Ellison sends three competition
drawings of a Legislative Hall for Douglas.
The design is peculiar, and would be effective,

though extravagant. Its effect, however,
depends upon its castellated character, which
is an anachronism. Tho turrets and loop-

holes would be useless and out of keeping
with the ordinary sized window openings he
has been compelled to introduce, and nothing
but great scale could carry off such a skyline,

whereas tho larger part of the building
appears to be one story above a basement.
No. 179, by the same architect, is another
overdone competition drawing.

Messrs. M. E. Hadfield and Son send a Sne
drawing of a noble building (No. 173), Great
Korthern Station Hotel, lately completed at

Leeds. As we criticised its features at length
last year, when a photograph of it was ex-
hibited, it is needless to do so again.

We have given our opinion of the decora-

tions of the Teatro Massimo at Palermo, by
Messrs. Green and King, in reviewing the

architecture at the Royal Academy. A plan
of the ceiling and section of the building are

hero shown in Nos. 175 and 176.

In No. 177 Messrs. Giles and Biven exhibit

a drawing of a monster establishment they are

about to erect for Messrs. Brandon at tho

corner of Oxford and Cavendish-streets. As
usual with shop architecture, a massive struc-

ture seems poised upon glass. This is utterly

destructive of proper effect, and much to be
regretted in this instance, as the pseudo-
Classic style adopted is on the whole other-

wise well treated. Mr. Giles also exhibits a
nicely-treated Italian villa (No. 184), High-
field House, Gloucester.

Jlr. George Aitchison sends a careful

design for entrance gates, Montalto, Ballyna-
hinch, Ireland, which we should have thought
better suited for a London park than for a
locality with such an outlandish name, and
where we should think the ten fountains

shown projecting from the piers an unneces-
sary luxury. The details are classical and
delicate, but there is little in the spirit of the

whole affair to justify, in our opinion, its C()^t.

Mr. Aitchison's designs for furniture and deco-
ration, to which we hope to refer, are much
more to our taste.

We cannot admire Mr. J. J. C le's drawing
(No. 180) of buildings in Throginorton-street,

which are commendably simple and unob-
trusive. Such criticism would be by no
means applicable to its neighbour No. 181, a
careful drawing, by Mr. Henry Hall, of the

elaborate Renaissance church of S. Trinite,

Paris, by M. T. Ballu. It is Parisian, and we
seek no importation of its character into

England.
No. 182, new premises for tho East India

Railway Company, by T. E. Knightley, is a
nice pencil drawing of a modest-looking

fagade, treated with some novelty of detail.

Air. Knightley also seuds another pencil

drawing (No. 183) of his premiated design for

the Concert Theatre, Agricultural Hall,

Islington.

Mr. E. C. Robins sends two disagreeable-

looking drawings of a pretentious but ugly
building (Nos. 188-89), Clapton P..rk Chapel.

Thfy are, unfortunately, the selected ones.

Mr Robins is apparently more fortunate in

pleasing committees than he has been with us

—judging also by No. 193, which presents two
designs, said to be the premiated ones, for the

Salisbury Bank, and No. 195, premiated
design for S. Pancras Infirmary.
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Mr. Marrable has sent here an interior view

of his new church of S. Peter's, Deptford. It is

an elaborate and highly-finished drawing. We
have already expressed our opinion of the

building in reviewing the designs at the Royal

Academy. We have here the triple chancel

arch—a novel and not bad feature, and

the vaulted chancel and aisles, which form the

beat part of the church ; the pulpit is preten-

tions and ugly.

We have now completed our inspection of

the architectural drawings which set forth the

designs of buildings erected or contemplated
;

and although it is not to be supposed that

nearly all the buildings of importance of the

day have been attempted to be shown here, we
have no reason to be dissatisfied with the

number. All that we really have to regret is

the paucity of the visitors to the gallery, and
the apparent waste of labour on the part of

the exhibitors. They pipe cheerily, but few
respond, and it pains us much that in some
cases we have had to carp at the piping, seeing

that the appreciation of their professional

brethren is the only reward they can expect.

Still, whatever is worth doing is worth doing

well ; and the better the result the more chance

there is of at last enlisting the sympathy of the

public. We have not yet by any means ex-

hausted the contents of the exhibition, as

there are some very interesting designs for

decorations of various kinds, photographs of

buildings, and a large and valuable series of

architectural sketches, to which we hope to

be able to devote some attention.

TRUSSED GIRDERS.—III.

WE have reserved for a concluding article

the demonstration of the geometrical
or graphical method of obtaining the amount
of strain induced upon the different members
of a trussed girder. So far, our investigations
have been confined to ascertaining the strain
upon the centre or any other part of the balk
ot beam that is trussed, and pointing out the
general manner in which tlie tie rods are
affected. The conversion of a thrust or com-
pressive strain into a pull, or one of a tensile

character, and vice versa, will be easily under-
stood from the diagram and explanation already
given. The same system will be followed in

the present investigation as has been adhered
to in former ones—that is, the genoral prin-
ciples will be first elucidated, and then they
will be applied to the example selected. Tlie
identity of the results of the calculation will

be a check upon their accuracy. It is not to
be sopposed that an absolute "identity, nume-
rically speaking, will be established, because
no praciical man ever expects such a close
agreement will ever be obtained from inde-
pendent methods of analysis. In fact, when
the results thus obtained agree very closely,

the coincidence is in itself .suspicious. There
is such a thing as too good a check. Let the
diagram in fig. 1 represent a skeleton elevation
of the example of the trussed girder hitherto
chosen for illustrating the subject. The lines

are supposed to occupy the position of the
geometrical axes of the members of the truss,

along which it is assumed the various strains
act. There is of course a little latitude
allowed in practice, but it is in order to ensure
the strains being transmitted in their proper
directions along the several bars, that the
wording of specifications is so stringent
respecting the accurate drilling and punching
of the holes for the bolts, cottars, and pins.

It is readily seen that any error in what is

termed the "centering" of these holes would
throw the pin or bolt out of the line of the
geometrical axis of the bar, and cause the line
of strain to run obliquely across it. A bar or
rod that was otbei'wise quite strong enough for
its work would, by careless or bad workman-
ship, be thus rendered comparatively weak.
Besides, although the effect of punching or
drilling out a portion of a bar is provided for,
yet there is no question but that there is a

local weakness at that part, and any undue
strain would be felt there more severely than
elsewhere. It should be borne in mind that

where the bars are undergoing a tensile strain,

and have holes punched in them, the area of

the hole is always deducted from that of the

bar in estimating the actual area available for

calculation. The former is called the gross.

Fic. 1

^r^f
and the latter the nett area. As an example,
suppose we had a bar .3' x .J'

with a hole in

it three-quarters of an inch in diameter. The
gross area would be one and a-half square
inches, but the nett only one square inch, be-
cause the area of a hole three-quarters of an
inch in diameter is practically equal to half a
square inch.

To return to the diagram in fig. 1, in which
a trussed beam is represented supporting a
weight at the centre, and it is required to

determine, by the graphic method of analysis,

the amount of the strains upon its various
members. From what has been already stated,

it is known that the weight is transferred to

the points of support A A in equal portions.

Were A B a plain balk or beam without any
trussing, the two portions of the weight could
only be conveyed to those points by the beam
itself. In the present instance the case is

different. In our last article the rationale of
this apparent process of transference was ex-
plained by a diagram, and we shall not there-

fore recapitulate. The strut C D obviously
sustains, in the first instance, the whole of the
weight at the centre of the beam, and since it

is vertical, the strain upon it is not modified
by any change of direction, and is therefoie
equal to the weight imposed upon it. This
premises that the strut is not long enough to

be affected by any bending action, whioli, as

we have already stated, would vitiate tlie

whole theory and practice of trussed and
braced beams. CallingW the weight at the
centre of the beam, and S the strain upon the
strut, we have S =. W. If tlie strut bo com-
posed of any muteriil of which the safe
working compressive strain per square inch
of sectional area is known, let tliis strain

be called C, and the number of square inches
of material N will be given by the equation

S W
N = — = — . This value for N is its nett

C C
value, after deducting all bolt, pin, or other
holes that may have been required for con-
necting it with the other p.avts of the truss.

The strain upon the strut C D may be thus
said to have been obtained by inspection,

which simple method is not applicable to the
rest of the problem. To find the strains upon
the tie-rods and beam, make a D equal to the
weight W, at the centre. From the point a,

draw a e and a /, parallel to the tic-rods B D,
A D respectively, and meeting them in the
points e and /. If the lines a e and a/ be
measured by the same scale as a U, they will

give the strains upon the tie-rods B D and
A D. lu this case these strains are equal, for
two reasons—firstly, because the weight is

situated exactly at the centre of tlie girder,

thus making the leverage between it and each
support equal ; and secondly, because the tie-

rods are inclined at thij same angle to the
strut. Both the load and truss are symmetrical,
and the strains upon one-half are identical

with those on the other. The strain upon each
half, A U and B C, of the beam is found by
drawing the line e (/ f parallel to it. Either

e gov g f, measured on the same scale as before,
will give the amount of the strains. It must
not be forgotten that these strains are referred

to the centre C, where the strain is equal to
eg or/ 9, tut not to both, as might seem at
first sight to be the ca.se. This will be under-
stood when it is seen that one of these forces
acts in iirecisely the same manner as if C
were a fixed point. If we suppose either of
these forces destroyed, and C made a fixed
point, it will not increase or diminish the
strain upon the other half, in which one force
IS supposed to act. But C is a fixed point,
when both pieces are acting, and therefore the
quilibrium of the whole truss remains un-

affected. The same result would ensue if
there were two unequal forces acting at both
ends towards rhe centre, provided the differ-
ence were not more than the strength of the
material could resist. But if one strain was so
very much in excess of the other that the dif-
ference exceeded the strength of the material,
then theoretically the norm.il equilibrium of
the beam would bo destroyed. Motion would
tike place at the point C, in the direction of
the lesser strain, and the whole truss would
fail altogether. Referring to the triangles
a e D, »/D, which are similar and equal, the
corresponding lines in either of them will give
the value of the strains sought. Thus a D is

the strain upon the strut a e, or a/ that upon
either tie-rod, ande^ or g f that upon the
beam at the centre.

There is still another way of constructing
the diagram of forces or strains, although the
principle involved is the same. Instead of
starting at the centre we may proceed from the
points of support, and work by the known re-
action at either point. There is one advantage
in this plan, that only the elevation of half the
truss is required, which is frequently in large
designs a matter of some importance and great
convenience. The reaction at each point of

W
support A and B is known to be equal to —

.

2
W

At the point A, make A i = — ; draw B d
2

parallel to the tie A D. Measured by the same
scale as A b, we shall have b d equal to the
strain upon either tie A D or B D, and A d
equal to the strain at the centre of the beam.
The line A b must obviously be multiplied by
two to give the strain upon the strut, since both
reactions must in the first case bo supported
by the strut, before they are transferred to the
points of support at A and B. In the diagram,
tor the sake of clearness, the scale upon which

W
A 4 = — is plotted is double that of a D.

2
Consequently the agreement of the two
diagrams will be shown by the length of the

lines in the latter being double that of the
corresponding ones in the former. The line

A i is of course equal to a D, for the weight
is halved, although the scale is doubled. If

this principle be applied to the example given
in our last article, it will be found that the

strains will check with those obtained by cal-

culation. This is the simplest description of
truss that can be designed, and is not appli-

cable to either weights or spans of any but
small dimensions. We shall at some future
occasion give examples of Others of a more
complicated and scientific character.

THE RESTORATION OP CHESTER
CATHEDRAL.

THE Earl ot Derby presiJeJ, on Tuesday, at a
crowded meeting held in S. George's Hall,j

Liverpool, for the purpose of supporting the|
movement for the restorationof Chester CathedralJ
Unlike so many noble chairman who are hired tol
adorn such meetings. Lord Derby's speech wa
thoroughly practical, and a real aid to the cau
Oa behalf of which he plnaded.

" I contend," said the Earl, "that to repair

building like Chester Cathedral, even at a heavy
coat, and though tlieie maj bo many other claims
upon our purses, is a duty which we, the residents

of this part of England, owe to the public. And
I say that quite irrespective of the question

whether, or to what extent, or how, it can be
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utiliaed for ecclesiastical purposes. On that

latter point you will, no doubt, hear a good deal

before wc separate. Nearly overyboily who in-

terests himself in these n^atters has got his own
plan for utilising cathedrals, only they do not

altogether agree as to how it shall be done. For
my part I respect all their plans, but I shall leave

them to be dealt with by those who have more
experience in such discussions. What I am to

contend for is that we Knglishmen of to-day,

with a thousand years of civilisation behind us,

and with a future opening, if not before our

country, at least before our descendants scattered

over many countries, of which it is difficult to

foresee the limits, have duties to discharge not

merely to the present generation, but to posterity

—not merely to this country, but to the whole
English-speaking world ; and one of the most
obvious and most pressing of those duties is not

to suffer the destruction, through carelessness or

neglect, of any national memorial which, once

destroyed, can never bo replaced ; but which, if

carefully preserved, will bo a help to those who,
it may be 500 years heooe, shall be endeavouring

to search into an<l reproduce the past history of

their race. I think we see already how, as the

world grows older, the longing to penetrate

backward into the remote past becomes more and
more intense. It may often be in vain, it may
often end in failure, seldom can it end in more
thim partial success, but it is of all human pur-
suits one of the most deeply interesting ; and
there are few thoughtful men, I suppose, who
have not some sympathy with it. Now, of all

the memorials of antiquity that of architectural

work is the most durable, and that about which
there can bo the least deception or mistake ; and
accordingly wo find that respect for such me-
morials is an universal and increasing character-

istic of an advanced civilisation. If, for instance,

wo were to hear that any ruler of Egypt pro-
posed to pull down one of the pyramids for the
sake of the materials, there would be an outcry
of remonstrance throughout Enrope. Everybody
would feel that the thing which it was proposed
to destroy was in some sense the common posses-

sion of the human race. Well, tho middle ages
have left us two sets of buildings, each essentially

typical and characteristic of the time that pro-

duced them—the feudal castle and the cathedral,
You have comparatively few specimens left of

either. They signali-e .in age which, with all

its good and with all its evil, is irrecoverably

gone, and which yor. can no more revive than you
can resuscitate tho Roman Empire. We do not,

happily for our comfort, live in feudal castles, and
most of our worship is carried on in buildings
which bear a very remote resemblance to ancient

cathedrals. The more reason, I say, why you
should preserve what you have, why you
should guard from destruction that which,
if destroyed, you cannot re-create—the more
rea.son why as inheritors of the past you should
feel that yon are trustees for the future."

Tho Dean of Chesteb gave a statement of
facts connected with the restoration. About
three years ago, when he was required to con-
sider the condition of the building, he found it so
dilapidated and disfigured that it would have
been difficult for any but a skilful observer to
believe that it had ever possessed either dignity or
beauty. From the surveys of Mr. Christian, tho
architect of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and
of ilr. Gilbert Scott, it was found that a thorough
restoration of the edifice would absorb £55,000.
To meet this th'i Commissioners had promised
£10,000, on condition that vigorous and success-
ful efforts were made to obtain tho rest. Their
first great public step was to hold a meeting in
the Shire-hall, at which they received great
enoourageuient, and before the end of the year
1868 their subscription list had reached £29,500.
Though they had bean somewhat passive during
18G9, about £2000 was added to the fund, and at
the end of the year they had reached the sum of

£31,500. The work of restoration was com-
menced in the summer of 18G8, but it was
necessarily slow, on account of the great amount
of nmlerpinuing which was required to give
security to the building. Now, however, the
cathedral was beginning to unfold its richness and
beauiy, and anyone who visited it might see for
himself how worthy of admiration it was formerly,
and would be again.

The Bishops of Manchester, rcterborough,
and New York, and Canon Kingsley, also spoke,
and the meeting was satisfactorily concluded by
a vote of thanks to Lord Derby for presiding.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT tho usual fortnightly meeting on Friday
evening last, Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, President,

in the chair,

Mr. TnosiAS Blashill read " A Paper on
Papers." Mr. Blashill noticed tho great difficulty

which seema to exist in obtaining papers on profes-

sional matters, and tho backwardness of persons
competent to discuss them. The advantages of

papers followed by immediate discussion are that

you get all sides of a question put within a small
compass, and oven those who content themselves
with listening are led to think for themselves.

Most men seem to bo drilled to believe anything
that is told them in well chosen language. A
great part of all written matter is no more to bo
trusted than word of mouth ; tho most readable
part of it is written by persons not practically

acquainted with tho art of architecture. Quite four-

ninths, by estimation, of professional papers, are

devoted to the science of archajology, and the
great bulk of all such papers treat rather of

matters of general interest than on tho art of
architecture, though thoy have (as everything
has) some bearing on the art. This is a great
and growing evil. The more thoughtful men in

all professions complain that while everything
else seems to bo remembered, the special work of
their profession is forgotten.

It is absolutely necessary that a man should
have close acquaintance with the humblest pro-
cesses of his art if he would protect himself
against being misled by clever writers on it.

This can be acquired much earlier in life than is

usual, for the work of life is no harder now than
it ever was, tho greater part of modern " work "

so called being nothing but the study of other
men's opinions on matters which it.is every man's
business to examine and decide upon for himself.

When a man is 21 he ought to have a sufficient

acquaintance with his own profession to enable
him to undertake all ordinary duties, and even to
think and speak with judgment on less familiar
matters. If a man who has been well trained
is ever going to bo competent, he is competent
then. The greatest instances of eminent men in

every department of labour are those who have
become distinguished young, or who have distin-

guished themselves almost immediately after they
turned their attention to their particular depart-
ment. Life is too short for longer training than
that which has always, as a rule, terminated at
21 . At that age a man has got through more
tlian one-third, and at 28 nearly one-lialf, his

expectation of life. Earlier and closer acquain-
tance with practical matters would preserve us
from the great danger that some one will come
and pick up from under our feet tlie grand dis-

coveries which every age brings forth, and for

which the fprofessors of the different arts are
looking in out-of-the-way quarters, while the
thing they want lies just before them. When an
outsider makes some great hit, people say it is

"genius;" but it is no more than "insight,"
acquired by observation of matters far too humble
for men who do nothing but read and study at

second hand. Such men can be argued out of

things which are plain to anybody of the least

practical experience. This insight is not to be
got by-reading. Reading is for the man who has
already gained some insight; it may help him to

more, and discussion amongst people who have
not gained it is worse than useless. There are
certain books written for tho glorification of men
who have risen from humble positions to eminence
in the higher arts. These books can teach us nothing
unless we want to go into s niething higher than
architecture. But it is very curious to see how
simple all the great discoveries have been to the
first man who really approached the matter with
the untrammelled use of his own eyes and hands.
Several instances were given of persons who not
merely succeeded in life, but were the first to
start new ideas, and who did their work while
professions' full of thoj men who ought to have
done it looked on or opposed it. The fact seems
to be that what is commonly offered to young
men as education is nothing but that drill which
makes a dork. They mistake routine for ex-
perience. They despise tho most important
business of life, which is not merely to repeat
the routine of their profession, hut to advance it ;

so it happens that they despise tho opportunities
which offer themselves, and leave the great
successes and even dignit'es to bo seized by
others who never had half their advantages.
You must not read unless you are working also.

The great bulk of all printed matter in England
is on political subjects, yet the Prime Minister of

England, who has had all his life the best second-
hand information, almost always changes his
j)arty once in his life, or oftener. lie has looked
into tho matter for himself, and seen things in a
new light. This ought to be a warning to us,
and induce careful thought on every subject.
Mere clerks' business is not our business ; we
have to consider, and take tho load in directing
the arts of construction, and should not be driven
out of our course by the theories of people who
know nothing about those arts. Wo listen a
great deal too much then. People want to teach
us how to point joints, how to play with skyline,
how to manage light and shade ; but if we are
fit to guide in greater matters, in which such
persons cannot advise us, we can do without
their advice in these things. Our client is the
great link between ua and onr work. He knows
what he wants, and what he can afford to pay for
it. We have no right to thrust upon him that
which he docs not want. There are more books
and newspapers by a great deal than any man
can attempt to read. The greatest improvement
that could be made in them would be to introduce
engravings in tho body of the text habitually.
All newspapers will sooner or later have to do
this, and we shall get twice the information in
one-fourth the time, and all the long descriptions
will he cut out. Let us have papers, then, upon
matters closely relating to our own business

;

we can get archjeological information and other
accessorial information better elsewhere than
through the medium of written papers. Let our
young men begin to work early. If they cannot
get work on their own account, they can take
responsible positions under somebody else. Our
papers and discussions here ought to help them
in that object. And, above all things, do not let
ns have anybody else coming in to do tho work
which it is our business to do, but which is too
often put aside for merely ornamental studies.

A discussion ensued, in which Mr. Douglass
Mathews, Mr. Aldridge, Mr. G. R. Redgrave, Mr.
Quilter, and others, took part, and the usual Tote
of thanks ended the proceedings.-
SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT

OF THE FINE ARTS.
Thursday week Dr. Westland MarstonkN

delivered a lecture to the members of this
Society on " The Tragic Element in the Drama
and Fiction." The lecturer, premising that his
address would be confined to a few hints con-
nected with the present condition of tragic art,

declared that at noprevioua period in the history
of literature was there so much distaste for
tragedy. Pleasure and deep spiritual emotion at
the present day were incompatible terms, tho
popular taste being in favour of perilous ad-
ventures and miraculous escapes. One cause for
this was the passion for realism, which seized
upon the photographic appearances of life, and
neglected its essential parts ; another, the
monotony of modern society that made it bad
taste to feel, and which reduced everything to a
dead level of indifference. It was the fashion
now to be ashamed of showing spirit. In some
degree all art takes notice of externals, but it

should not be hounded by them. The lecturer
next proceeded to consider the subject of poetic

justice, tho distribution of which among the
characters in a work of fiction he pleasantly

likened to an author holding out a sugar-plum to

some and a cudgel to others. It was moral
teaching that was generally allied with suft'er-

ing—not poetic justice, which could not be
adjusted to this world—that was required. The
plays of Victor Hugo conteined pictures sf the
noblest idealism worked out with a wonderful
veracity, and iu none more so than in " Marion
Delorme." Dr. Marston, in illustration of his

subject, read several short passages from Schiller

and Shakespeare with admirable effect, and on
the conclusion of his lea nra was warmly applauded
—Dr. Doran (who occupied the chair) drew a

comparison between the methods employed by
celebrated English and foreign actors in order to

raise their feelings to the proper pitch of tragic

excitement, insisting that our actors had managed
this more naturally than those of France.—Dr.
Heinemaun thought it incumbent on the dramatist
to distribute poetic justice among his personages

on condition that it should be in harmony with
the laws of the society iu which he lived. The
vocation of our times was not highly political.

Every period had something peculiar to realise,

and now political and social ideas occupied the

prominent place.—The lecturer having replied the

usual vote of thanks terminated tho proceedings.
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NOTE} ON THE INCLOSUKE ACTS AXD THEIR
RESULTS.

(,a>nel«did from page iU.)

IN the next session 1844, Lonl Worsley again

brought in a Bill, which was eventually referred

to the Select Committee to which I have several

times alluded. Their report was not complete until

the end of the session. It set forth that a largo

extent of waste land in the kingdom was capable

of profitable cultivation, and that it was in some
localities a source of injury and inconvenience to

the neighbourhood by its effect up in the character

of the population. It referred to the impediment
to incloenrc caused by the great expense and, in

EOme cases, the uncertainty of procuring private

Acts, and also to the fact that the Legislature had
repeatedly admitted the principle and advantage
of affording facilities for the inclosure of waste
lands. It was pointed oat that the time was
favourable for a general measure— first, because
the lands to be dealt with would, by the operation
of the Tithe Act, be freed from future liability to

tithes ; secondly, because of the improved means
of draining and manuring such lands at a
moderate cost ; and, thirdly, because the tithe

maps and valuation might be rendered available.

It suggested that the Act of 1836 might be
altered advantageously, especially with the view of
diminishing expense, and remarked on the incon-

Tenience of the occupation of intermixed lands,

and the good which would accrue by affording

increased facilities for their exchange. After
alluding to the inconvenience which had resulted

from the imperfect execution of the powers given
to Commissioners, the report concluded by stating

that it appeared to be practicable and expedient
that a general Act, entrusting the control of in-

closnrcs to a central Board, should be passed, but
that each inclosure ought to be authorised by
Parliament.

In the session of 1845, the Goyemment of Sir
Robert Peel, acting partly on the recommendations
of the report to which I have just referred,

carried " The General Inclosure Act," establishing
the inclosnre Commission for England and Wales.
This Act has been supplemented by eight Amend-
ment Acts—passed, respectively, in the years
1846, 1847, 1848, 1849, 1852, 1854, 1857, and
1859. (8 & 9 Vic, cap. 118 ; 9 and 10 Vic, cap.
70

J
10 & 11 Vic, cap. Ill ; 11 & 12 Vic, cap.

99 ; 12 & 13 Vic, cap. 83 ; 15 & 16 Vic, cap. 7!);

17 & 18 Vic, cap. 97 ; 20 & 21 Vic, cap. 31 ; 22
& 23 Vic, cap. 43.) The original measure
authoriseil the Commissioners to carry out the in-

closnre of commonable lauds, and only required
that the further sanction of Parliament should be
obtained in the cases of waste or common land
subject to rights at all times of the year without
limit. The sixth Amendment Act, however,
provided that no land should be inclosed without
Parliamentary authority.

The process of inclosure, under these Acts,
may be thus briefly d.-scribed. One-third part, in

value, of the persons interested sign and forward
to the Inclosnre Commissioners an application
(the form of which is obtained at their office),

and provided the lord of the manor also consents,
in cases were he is entitled to the soil, an
assistant Commissioner is sent down, who inspects
the land, inquires into the circumstances and
expediency of the proposed inclosure, and holds a
meeting for the purpose of hearing any objections.

The assistant Commissioner is directed to ascertain,

it it be necessary, that any special protection
should be provided for public interests or mineral
property, and, in the case of common or waste
land, whether allotments for exercise and recrea-

tion and for the labouring poor shall be set out,

in order that special conditions with regard to

these matters may be inserted in the provisional
order. He then reports to the Commissioner^,
who, if they approve the inclosnre, make a
provisional order, in which they state the propor-
tion to tie given to the lord of the manor, and set

ont the special conditions. This order is

deposited in the parish, and the a.ssistant Com-
missioner then holds another meetinif to take the
assents and dissents ; and if he is satisfied that
two-third parts of those interested, in value, con-
sent, the Commissioners certify the expediency of
th inclosure in their annual general report to the
Secretary of State.

A Bill is then brought into Parliament to sanc-
tion the various inclosures certified by the Com-

missioners ; and, as this ses.sional Act is a public

Act, it entails no expense on the persons

interested.

After the Act is obtained, the Commissioners
call a meeting to choose a valuer to carry out the

inclosure imder their directions, but if a majority

of the persons interested both in number and vahio

cannot agree on the choice, the appointment falls

to the Commissioners. At this meeting, a

similar majority may agree on the instructions to

be given to the valuer as to setting out of land

for various public purposes, for formation of

drains, embankments, &c, the use of plans

already in existence, the manner in which the

expenses are to be defrayed, &e., &c. The valuer

receives the claims, and after they have been

deposited for inspection, holds a meeting to hear

objections and determines the same, subject to

appeal to the Commissioners, and from their

decision to the Law Courts. He then prepares

the plan, ascertains the value of the several

interests involved, makes any necessary roads or

stops up useless ones, and eventnally sets out the

the allotments and draws up a report with a plan

attached. This report is examined by the Com-
mistioners and deposited in the parish to be

inspected by the persons interested, and after

notice, an assistant Commissioner holds a meeting

to hear objections which are determined by the

Commissioners. The award is then engrossed,

signed, and confirmed by the Commissioners, and
the inclosure is rendered complete.

Apart from the agricultural question, the Com-
mittee of 1844 considered that the existenc3 of

commons nurtured a class of idle persons on their

borders who were frequently concerned in various

illegal acts ; they therefore reported that the

character of the pojiulation would be improved by
inclosures. They also thought that the poorer

inhabitants would be much benefited by reason

of the increased labour which would be required

to fence, drain, and cultivate the lands dealt with.

In the debate on the Hill, in 1845, however, the

opposition was principally on the ground that the

small occupiers and poor people would suffer.

There is no doubt that the process of inclosnre

sometimes deprives this class of persons of some
advantages, and it is difficult to compensate them
by the small allotments to which they become
entitled ; the Acto, however, particularly direct

that small proprietors shall be specially considered,

and the provision rendering it impossible to in-

close village greens, as also the allotments for the

labouring poor and for recreation, testify to the

consideration which has been given to the subject

by Parliament. When a special Act was passed,

a poor man had no chance of protecting his

interests, because of the expense which such a
proceeding involved ; under the present system,

however, he has the opportunity of appealing to

the assistant Commissioner on the spot.

The Acts provide for the completion and con-
firmation of incomplete inclosures under former
Acts, and also empower the Commissioners to

carry out exchanges quite independently of in-

closures. This latter process, which avoids the

necessity of any investigation of title, is very in-

expensive, and has been moat extensively adoptid;

and, in the twenty-fifth annual report of the

Commissioners, published this year, it will be
observed that no fewer than 3676 snch exchanges
have been confirmed.
The labours of the Inclosure Commissioners

have been attended with great success, and in

their report which has just been referred to, it

appears that 843 inclosures, dealing with .531,000

acres, have already been confirmed, whilst 149
are in progress for the purpose of inclosing

120,000 acres. They also state that the expenses
incurred by their oflice, and repaid by the parties

interested, up to the time of the introduction of

the annual bill, have only averaged £15 19s. 6d.

in each case.

The subsequent expenses vary, but they are

very much less than formerly, if the cost of new
roads is moderate. In instances in which I have
acted as valuer, the costs have been as follows :

—

Two Common Field Inclo-

sures—Quantity . . . 6C7 acres

Cost of roads, about . . 1 8s. per acre.

Other expenses .... 15s. do.

Si.x Waste Land Inclosures

—Quantity .... 2523 acres

Cost of roads .... 33s. per acre.

Other expenses .... 30s. do.

In the latter series, I have omitted some heavy
legal costs in the case of one small inclosure,

which though defrayed ont of the funds raised,

were quite exceptional.

The general cost of the inclosnre of waste
lands, OS shown by these figures, is somewhat
high ; but the fact that some of the commous
were extremely small must be taken into account
In each of these cases less than fifty acres were
dealt with.

I may perhaps here refer to the subject of the
width of turnpike roads, which is dependent on
the General Turnpike Act, 3 George IV., cap.
126. This statute provides that across waste
land no fence or building shall be placed within
25ft. of the centre of the road, or if within three
miles of a market town, within 30ft. Thns, a
road 50ft. wide must be set ont even in agricul-
tural districts, not only involving a great waste of
land, but a considerable inconvenience and
nuisance, and practically leaving a large tract of
waste still uninclosed. The trustees very
frequently consent to a lesser width, but they are
not obliged to do so, and if they refuse, the
Turnpike Act must be complied with.

From the sketch of the legislation on this im-
portant subject up to this point, it will be seen
that Parliament has fully recognised the great
advantage of inclosing wastes and unprofitable
land, and removing any rights that interfere with
its free cultivation. From time to time, however,
provisions have been inserted in the various Acts,
in order to preserve open spaces for the public,
and for large populations. Village greens cannot
be inclosed, and recreation grounds and allotments
for the poor may be set out if necessary, in the
cases of inclosures of waste land. Any
proposals for dealing with commons near London,
or other large towns, have been regarded by
parliament with great jealousy, and in the year
1865, a Committee of the House of Commons
reported on the best method of preserving to the
public open spaces in and around the metropolis.

Their attention was directed to the question of
the inclosure of portions of commons by " approve-
ment." This process is authorised by an old Act
of Piirliament, passed in the reign of Henry the
Third, 20 Henry III., cap. 4, and known as the

statute of Merton. It was intended to enable the
lords of manors to inclose (probably for the
purpose of improvement or culiivation) snch por-

tions of the waste as were in excess of the
requirements of the commoners. The Committee
recommended, amongst other things, that this

statute should be repealed, at all events so far as
Surburban Commons were concerned.

In the following session, 1866, an Act was
passed for the purpose of preventing the inclo-

sure of commons, under the Inclosnre Acts, with-
in the Metropolitan Police District, 29 & 30 Vic,
cap. 122. This measure also provides a machinery,
to enable persons interested in such commons to

apply to the Commissioners to prepare schemes
for their management, which, after the observance
of certain forms, are to be submitted for
parliamentary sanction. By the Commissioners'
report this year, it appears that applications have
been made to them in eight cases, but nO scheme
has yet been completed.

In the present session, a Bill has been introduced
to extend the provisions of the Act of 1866 to

commons within certain distances of towns con-
taining .WOO inhabitants and upwards.

Last year, a Committee reported on the subject
of the Public Recreation Grounds and Allotment
Gardens, set out under the Inclosnre Acts, and
suggested some alterations in those Acts, with a
view to enlarging the powers of the Com-
missioners. This session, the government has
introduced a Bill, profiosing that as ranch as one-
tenth part of the whole value of any waste land
shall be appropriated for those purposes ; and
giving the Commissioners power to reserve a
recreation allotment in the cases of conmion field

inclosures if the public have been in the habit of
using any portion of the land to be dealt with for

such a purpose. Common fields have hitherto

been exempt from this condition. Rides and
drives for the public may also be set out, and the

assent of the local authority is required before

any land can be inclosed within certain specified

distances of towns containing 2500 inhabitants

and upwards.
Provision is also made for posting the notices

of meetings in a greater number of places, and
for distributing them as handbills in order to give

them greater publicity. It is further proposed
that the valuer shall send all the claims and
objections to the Inclosure Commissioners, who
will fix the meeting for hearing and determining
the same, and direct the attendance of an Assis-

tant Commissioner, as assessor, if they think fit.

The beneficial effects which have resulted from
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nclosures can hardly bo estimated too highly. In

th : ca,«i03 of commou fields tho removal of the

coniplicateii rights and customs, which so much
interfered with their protltablc cultivation, has

increased their valuo in a very great degree ; it

has also enabled the owners to effect operations of

improvement, euch as drainage ; and the new
roads which have been 'constnicted have not only

benefited tho land dealt with, but afforded

improved communication for tho public and the

neighbourhood.
I have freipiently had occasion to make valua-

tions in parislies inclosed by my father thirty or

forty years previously, and have found the value

four or five times as great as it was at the time of

tho inclosurc. But land is not only improved
from an agricultural point of view ; it is

frequently converted into building sites ; and
some inclosnres of common fields which I carried

out in the ncighhnurhood of Cheltenham may be

referred to as instances in which, probably, the

vahic has been increased tenfold. I remember a
snail commou field, property which was looked
njon ns of so little value that it was left quite

ui cultivated, and haidly possessed an owner ; tho
prjcess of inclosurc soon changed its character,

aid since that time it has been built over.

The inclosnres of waste lands have also

oihibitcd very interesting results. At Framfield,
Sis.sex. the quantity dealt with was 2000 acres,

aid the lands in respect of wliicli rights of
ommon were exercised extended into seven
)arislics, and comprised some 12,000 acres. It

vas very generally thought in the neighbourhootl,
<iat the value of the whole of the waste would
iardly suffice to pay the expenses. The results
vere however satisfactory, for tho portions sold to
lefray the expenses did not exceed one-eighth of
he whole. Some of the land was comparatively
vorthless, bnt the prices obtained averaged about
£20 an acre, which was hut little less than tho
irice at which inclosed land had been selling.

I will not, however, weary you with instances
li the improvements which are so generally
'amiliar to us. Many members of this Institution
3an no doubt call to mind many interesting
zasoi. It is satisfactory that in no single case
ivithin my own experience has the cost been so
jreat as to render tho inclosurc unprofit-ible.

In reviewing this brief sketch, it appears that
the working of the Inclosurc Acts, under the
superintendence of the Inclosurc Commissioners,
has very successfully carried out the intentions of
the Legislature. The cost of inclosnres has
irobably been reduced by as much as 50 per
;ont., and at the same time the process has been
iccelerated and rendered uniform and certain.

?he interests of the public, as well" as those of
le poor inhabitants, have received their share of
ttention, and the present legislation is apparently
nding towards the encouragement of tho inclo-

!re of rural commons, whilst it seeks to preserve
ten spaces for the recreation of largo popula-
Ins.

4. discussion followed in which several members
t<k part, and the proceedings terminated with a
Ye of thanks to Mr. Hall for his paper.

For the sake of comparison wo here add the

following table :

—

o:a new method of straighten-
ing HIGH CHIM^fEYS*.

I
is a well-known fact that high chimneys,
however carefully built, often lose their

oriaal straightness soon after their erection, and
assio an inclined position or a curved shape.
Th frequently takes place to such an extent
thahe stability of tho chimney is endangered
so Ut it becomes necessary to straighten it.

This generally done by making an incision, or
sevei, in the chimney on the side opposite to
that) which the chimney is inclined. This
oper.i)n is performed by means of large saws.
Rece'y, however, a very high chimney erected
by J;3r3. Wesenfield & Co. in their chemical
estab.iment at Barmen (Prussia) was straight-
ened soossfnlly by a different method.

XhLhimncy is 331ft. high. Its exterior shape
is octanal, with a clearance of 8ft. throughout
its whi length. This gives it an interior sec-
tional la of 33 sq. ft. The socle ia quadratic in
seetionaft. wide and 40ft. high. Tho upper or
pyrami; part of the chimney is octagonal, 291ft.
high, le exterior diameter of the latter is 17ft.

at theb of the pyramidal part. Thi.s diameter
is rodn( 2Jin. on oveiy 10ft. upwards. The
masonry 7 bricks thick in the basement, 5 at
the base the pyramidal part, and 2 at the top.

* Coadenacnii adapted from " ZeitKlirift fut Bauweicn."
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In looking over the table it might appear

strange that the proportions of the height to the

diameter of tho base has been taken so very high

in the construction of tho chimney No. 3, which
is the subject of the -present paper. For, by
comparing this proportion to those used in the

construction of any of the other chimneys men-
tioned, it becomes evident that this high pro-

portion has been chosen against all previous ex-

perience and practice. The explanation of this

is found in the circumstance that the chimney
was to have, according to the original design, a
height of 260ft. only, which by a latter resolution

was changed to 331ft. As the construction had
then been commenced, and was proceeding in a

very B.itisfactory manner, it was considered best

&nd sufficiently safe to increase the height with-

out altering the dimensions of the base. The
consequence, of course, was that every square

foot of a section through the masonry of the

lower part of tho chimney was subjected to a

very high, and indeeu^, abnormal pressure.

An exact calculation has shown that one square
foot of masonry in the lowest part of the chimney
proper carries a weight of 21,335lb3., or llOlbs.

per square inch.

For comparison the highest pressure existing
in the chimney No. 4 (see table) erected at the

Boeham cast steel works, was calculated and
found to be 18,4291bs. per square foot, or 12Slb3.

per square inch. The difference amounts to

211bs. per square inch, or little below IJ atmos-
pheres, which constitutes the excess of pressure in

the masonry of the chimney at Barmen over that

of the Bochum chimney.
Tho chimney at Barmen (the straightening of

which we propose to describe hereafter) was built

with the greatest posaible care. A good under-

ground was available, consisting of a stratum of

hard and coarse gravel. The foundation and the
socio wore built in the summer of 1867. Tho
foundation wag made of large, flat quarry stones

with terrace mortar (I lime, 1 river sand, 1 ter-

race, which is a kind of puzzolana). The socle

was made of brick with ordinary mortar (1 lime
on 2 river-sand).

Tho mortar was prepared every morning by the

masons themselves. Cement mortar (1 cement on
2 river-sand) was used on rainy d^iya. The crown
of tho chimney was built with cement exclusively.

The joints of the masonry were flushed up with
cement, and gradually as constructio!i proceeded.

The throe masons who did the whole work daily

changed their positions on the chimney so as to

equalise any unevenness in the manoary that
might be caused by imperceptible differences in
the manipulations of the different individuals.

At distances of fifty feet single layers of brick
work wero painted black outside to afterward
facilitate an estimate of the height of any point
of the chimney above ground. The chimney was
built from the inside without a scaffold, tho ma-
terials being hoisted by a stoam engine put up
temporarily near the place of construction. Tho
motion was transmitted by three rollers or drums.
The frame which supported tho upper drum was
moved higher up after the completion of every
three or four layers of brick, and was at the same
time turned horizontally from one side of the
octagon to the next one to equalise the effect of

the pressure of the frame on the masonry. The
holes made into the masonry to support the frame
were filled up with brick and mortar immediately
after the removal of tho frame to a higher level.

The construction of this chimney was thus suc-

cessfully completed in October, 18G7, and an-
swered perfectly the requirements for which it

was erected. It was perfectly vertical and
straight.

However, in the spring of 1863, remarkable for

vehement and long-continued gales and storms,

this chimney suddenly assumed an inclined posi-

tion toward the north-east. The injurious action

of the south-west wind was probably favoured by
the bold proportions of the structure, by the yet

subsisting softness of the mortar, and by the large

size and the shape of the richly ornamented chim-
ney crown. This crown caught the wind, and
thereby caused it to act as on a long lever. The
chimney was thus bent, and the mortar not per-

fectly dry, the brickwork did not yet possess

the necessary elasticity to return to its original

shape.

The deflection of the chimney was considerable

at the end of May, and seemed yet to increase,

and threatened an overthrow.

As abovo mentioned, some layers of bricks in

the chimney at distances of fifty feet from each

other were painted black outsido. The height of

these black linos above the socle being known,
these lines were, by moans of a theodolite, pro-

jected on a plank situated on the socle of the

chimney, to fi.;d the deviation from the vertical

line at these different heights. It was thus ascor-

tained that tho chimney at a height of

251 feet was out of line 43 inches.

210 feet 30 „
160 feet „ „ 16 „
110 feet „ „ 5 „

The socle stood perpendicular. As the devia-

tion was still increasing, and as it would have

done too serious an injury to the manufacture of

the establishment to set tha chimney temporarily

out of use, it was necessary that immediate action

should be taken in the matter. The ordinary

method of straightening chimneys was at first

resorted to. A hole was made through the whole

thickness of tho masonry on that side of the

chimney wnich required lowering four feet above

the top of the socle. Into this hole a saw was

introduced with which a horizontal cut through

one half of tho chimney was attempted. But as

the thickness of the wall was considerable and

the bricks hard, and as tho saw could be manipu-

lated from one of its extremities only, the effect

of sawing, after two hours' work, was scarcely

perceptible.

Tho hole through the chimney having boen

made without trouble, and tho difficulty ex-

perienced in sawing led to the idea to gradually

remove a whole layor of bricks, replacing it by a

thinner layer thus to produce tho desired slit.

Before, however, this operation was performed,

the experiment was made with an old inclined

chimney 120 feet high. When the method had

there proved practicable and snccesaful, it was
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"ondaded to treat the new chimney in the same

way.
A layer of bricks was broken ont by means of

pointed cast-steel bars, from 1 J to 5 ft. in length.

The annexed figure shows a horizontal section of

this layer, the inscribed nnmbers, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.,

indicating the succession in which the different

parts or divisions of the layer have gradually been
removed. When the division 1 was broken out,

it was replaced by thinner bricks covered with
terrace mortar. After this the two divisions,

marked 2, were broken out and replaced by
thinner brickv, then the two divisions, marked 3,

and so on until one half of the whole layer was
thus exchanged.

Flat shovels with long handles were used to lay
thoee bricks which had to be placed near the in-

side of the chimney. A space of 5 inches was left

each time between the newly-laid bricks and the
old ones of ihe next division, to break out the
latter with greater facility.

Tbe width of each single division was 2 ft. to

2^ ft. The masonry was sufficiently dry above
not to give way when a layer of that width was
removed below it. The replacing bricks were
taken thicker gradually as the operation drew
nearer the points, A and C (see engraving), so as
to get the slit wide in the middle and gradually
extenuating towards it two extremities at A and
C. As soon as the slit reached these points, the
chimney began to move, and by slight oscillations
slowly tcttled down on the new layer of bricks,
and when it bad reached it, remained quiet.

The act of settling by oscillations lasted from
18 to 3G hours, corresponding to the width of the
slit which was different in the different cuts per-
formed in a similar way at different heights of
the same chimney. The oscillations were the
greater and the livelier the higher up the cut
was, which produced them.
At the highest cut, 100 feet from the top, the

oeciliations were such that the masons became
frijihtened and left the place, the slit became al-
ternately wider and narrower by J of an inch.
The facts before mentioned seem to prove the
elasticity of the whole structure. Four cuts were
made into this chimney

; the

1st 4 feet above the socle, greatest width J
2d. KJOftct „ „ „ n
3d. 140 feet „ „ „ 14
4th. 191 feet „ „ „ i|

After the completion of these operations the
chimney continued daring several weeks to settle
lightly in the direction opposite to its former
inclination, the brickwork on that side being now
snhjected to a higher pressure than before.
This circumstance has to be carefully considered

beforehand, or el-o the slits would be made too
wide and produce an inclination of the chimney
in the opposite direction. A severe storm wliich
occurred on the 6th and 7th of December, 1868,
and which threw over tevcral chimneys in the
neighbourhood, did not afreet the above. The
result of the straightening operation before
described is perfectly satisfactory, and the struc-
tnre is now stronger and steadier than over.

We have yet to speak of the means by which
the upper parts of the chimney were made acces-
sible to perform the upper cuts. This was done
on a new and interesting plan. Standing on the
loweHt platform, the masons made a number of
holes all on the same level, 4 feet above the plat-
form, into tl.o exterior wall of the chimney. They
stuck iron birs into those holes and fixed boards
to them so as to form another platform. Stand-
ing then on the latter, they made another one four
feet higher up in the same way, and so forth.
Every second platform was agaia removed, so

that the remaining platforms were 8 feet apart.

They were then joined by ladders, to make tho

ascent possible and easy. This method is, how-
ever, only practicable whcs the chimney has a
considerable diameter, and when tho mortar is

sufficiently dry not to give way under tho one-

side pressure of the bars and platforms, which
would make the arrangement loose and unsafe.

In December, 1868, another chimney at Duis-
burg was straightened by the method above
described. But as the diameter of the chimney
was not as large as that of the Barmen chimnoy,
and as the mortar was yet soft, a wooden scaf-

fold was erected around the chinmey to get i\t the

upper points which required cutting. The break-
ing out and replacing of tho bricks could not be
done there in divisions wider than 5 to 10 inches,

otherwise the upper masonry not being dry, would
have settled down. When tho chimney was
straight, a further settling towards the side of the

cut was prevented by driving iron wedges covered
with mortar into the slit.

We shall finally not omit to remark that it is

advisable to straighten a chimney as soon as there

is a decided evidence of its deviation from the

vertical position. For while the mortar is not
hardehed, the deviation gets worse and worse,
and tho operation more difficult and more expen-
sive.

rEESBYTEKIAN CHUBCH, CAMBER-
WELL.

THIS chnrch (which we illus(rate), is situate

at the comer of Brunswick-square, Carabcr-
well, and is now being erected under the superin-
tendence of Mr. S. C. Capes, architect, at a cost

of about £5200. It will accommodate GOO, with-
out galleries, and 200 in galleries—to be added as

required at the west end and in transept. The
length of nave is 85ft., the width 26ft., and, in-

cluding north and south aisles 50ft j height of nave
to ridge of roof 56ft.; the roof is to have open tim-
bers and will be covered with slate ; thejwalls
will be of Kentish rag, with Bath stone dress-

ings. Mr. AVells, of Kussell-street, Bermondacy,
is the contractor. Tho building is to be completed
by Michaelmas next.

AECIIITECTURAL AND AECH^OLO-
GICAL SOCIETIES.

Oxford AEcniTECicitAL and Histobicai
Society.—The members of this society and their
friends visited Rycote and Thame on Saturday
week. The remains of the mansion at Rycote
were first examined. They are but a small por-
tion of the original mansion, which was almost a
palace. Indeed, it was the residence for a time
of two crowned heads. The principal portion of

tho mansion was erected by Lord Williams of
Thame, but there was a house of an earlier

period, and the present remains probably belong
to that. The details point to the period when the
estate was held by Sir Richard Quartremain, who
was a Knight of the Shire in the Tarliament of
the 12th of Henry VI. (1431). The Church was
probably erected at the end of the 15th or begin-
ning of the 16th century. In plan it is a simple
parallelogram, with a western tower. It is covered
with a wagon-headed roof, boarded on the curved
ribs, and painted in colours. There is a staircase

which was intended to lead to a rood, but it is

doubtful if the loft was ever erected. The seating
is of Elizabethan character, and is doubtless
original. Tho buttresses are carried above the
eaves, and are surmounted with pinnacles, the
two easternmost ones having quaint figures of
animals instead of pinnacles, resembling those in

the quadrangle of Magdalen College. An account
of the leading features of tbe Chnrch was read by
Mr. Bruton. The members then continued their

journey to Thame, when the chief points of
intercit in the Church were described and pointed
out by Mr. Payue, of Charslcy's Hall. It is a
handsome cruciform structure, and was probably
erected in the middle of tho 13th century. It has
undergone tho usual changes, and had windows
inserted in the 14tli and 15th centuries, and it

has not wholly escaped the more recent and less

judicious alterations of more modem periods.
The exterior is covered with rough cast, and this

covering, it is said, was put on at an unusually
early period, viz., that of 1529. There are some
tombs and fine brasses of the Quartremain family,
of Rycote, in this Church. The Prebendal House,
erected about 1241, was next visited. There is

only a ruined chapel, now used as a dormitory for
stable boys, remaining of that period, but more of

the 15tb century erections remain, though, as

there is a modern house in the grounds with some
architectural character, much was probably pulled
down to provide materials for it. The Grammar
School of Thame was also visited. This was
founded and endowed by the Lord Williams of
Thame above mentioned, though it was not till

1575 that the foundation was completed.
The Midland Institute.—The first excur-

sion of the members of the archreological sectioa
of this Institute will be to tho city of Hereford,
and has been fixed for Tuesday next. On arriv-
ing at Hereford, tho members of the section will
first visit the cathedral, vvhere, under competent
guidance, their attention will be called to the
most remarkable portions of its exterior, the chief
features of which are the picturesque porch, tho
lofty Early Geometrical windows of the north
transept, the profusoly-enrichod central tower,
and the two remaining sides of the cloisters. Tho
interior of tlie building will then be visited, when
the massive and beautiful Norman nave will be
the first object to arrest the attention of tho
visitors. After studying the details of tho

architecture of this portion of the cathedral, they
will be asked to notice Bishop Booth's monu-
ment, with its original screen of wrought iron

;

th? old pulpit of Jacobean work ; the cnrioiB
Nor ! an font ; the altar-tomb of Sir Richart
Pembridge

; the handsome eagle lectern, and th»

maguiflcont screen and corona of wrought iron-

work, made by Messrs. Skidmore, of Coventry
The choir, with its Norman arches and triforium
and Early English clerestory and vaulting, the
choir stalls and reredos, and the curious and elabo-
rate monumental effigies, statues, shrines, andl
canopied tombs will then be examined. The exa-
mination of the cathedral will be brought to a|

close by a visit to the library and archive room,|
the treasures of which will be shown by the Rev.

j

Francis T. Havergal, who has also promised to
1

exhibit and describe the famous Mappa Mundi,
which will in itself be by no means the least in-
teresting of the mmy objects which will claim

]

the attention of the visitors. On leaving tho
|

cathedral the members of the section will, by tho I

kind permission of the bishop, be allowed to visit

the Bishop's Palace and grounds. In the palace
there is a curious old timber roof, supported on
Norman arches, in wood, which deserves caretnl

,

notice. After a stroll through the grounds, it is

proposed, at three o'clock, to adjourn to dinner,
which will be provided at the Green Dragon
Hotel for the members of the Institute present.
After the dinner excursions will be made into the
city. The excursionists will leave Birmingham, ;

by Midland Railway, at t) a.m., and will return
from Hereford at 7 p.m.
The Leicesteeshire Architectural and

Archaeological Society.—A meeting of this I

Society was held in the Town Library, Guildhall,

|

Leicester, on Monday week, the Rev. J. II. Hill
in the chair. The following gentlemen weroj
elected members :—Tho Kcv. the Confrater or
Wiggoston's Hospital (the Rev. T. Henry Jones/
M.A.), Joseph Aruall, Esq., Leicester; W. Ma^
field, Esq., Leicester ; Captain Pearson, Soutf
Kilworth ; Montague South, Esq., Leioester.-I

Tho Chairman and Mr. Bellairs each exhibit^'

coins.—Mr. Hunt exhibited drawings of anciel
incised stones found built up in tho Norman pa
tion of the walls of Thurnby church, in tl|

county. These stones will be sent for exhibit*

to the Museum of the Royal Archteological Ins-

tute, in Leicester, in July next.

The Kent Archieological Society will hold tl:r

Congress this year at Sittingbourne. At Mi-
stone, the remains of the Roman filla at the d
of Stone-street are being excavated by tlie soolS'.

This year's Congress of the Archicologicali-
stitute will be held at Lincoln, at iho end of Jy,
under the presidency of Lord Talbot de Mala/lc.

The British Archieological AssociatiounU
hold its animal Congress at Hereford duriothe
first week in September, Mr. Wren Hoskynire-
siding. ;^
Literary Memorials. — London buers,

says the Aihentcum, show little respect fc his-

torical or literary memorials ; nor can we json-

ably complain of their indifference. A foifears

ago, Sieele's cottage on Haverstock-hill waj^vept

away, and a prim row of houses occupies^ site.

Within the past mouth, we observe thut |
old-

fashioned red-brick house on Greenhilljtamp'
stead, ouce occupied by Thomas NortolLong-
man, has vanished. Many a literary pal there

assembled, and from the hospitable boa*rolled

to enjoy the vast metropolitan prospcctpm tho

elevated and spacious garden.
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BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

Br Thomas Moeeis.

(_Continued from page 419).

IN the liftecnth century London's fashion,

equally with commerce, had its centre in

the City. There, too, the religious orders

were mast numerously represented ; and at

Bishopsgate, whose dense population is now so

active in secular pursuits, dwelt the pale

Sisterhood of S. Helen's Priory. Among the

hereditaments of that establishment was a
great tenement held by Calaneo Pinelli, a
Genoese merchant. In 1466, Dame Alicia
Ashfelde, prioress, granted a lease of that
tenement for ninety-nine years to John Crosby,
already, it may be presumed, a wealthy citizen.

It is noticeable, indeed, that although the
times wore perturbed by two antagonistic
kings wlio, like rival suns, were alternately
in lustre and eclipse, commerce was steadily

pursued, and social conditions were improved.
The pritress of S. Helen's had in her new
tenant a type of the civic magnate of the
period. Assiduous in civic affairs, he served
the offices of alderman, sheriff, warden of the
Grocers' Company, and,mayorof the staple of
Calais. He was a pronounced politician of
the Yorkist party, and member of Parliament
for ihe City in 1461, when Edward IV. was
proclaimed. Ho attracted Edward's favour,
and, in 1-171, received from him the honour
of knigluhood. Henry VI. died that year in
the Tower, where much of his life had been
spent, partly as a sovereign prince and partly
3 a prisoner of war. It was, however, the
tenth regnal year of his successor.
Soon after,obtaining his lease from thePriory,

Crosby demolished the former residence, and
built a very perfect mansion witli state and or-
dinary apartments, chapel, domestic offices,

stables, bowling-green, grass-plots, pleasance,

EOOF OF CROSBY HALL, BISHOPSGATE.

and garden. The remains were investigated

some years ago by Mr. John Woody Papworth,
to whose drawings the medal of the R.I.B.A. was
awarded, and his plan war; published among
the illustrations of Mr. H. J. Hanjmon's work,
produced in 1844. Much of the plan thus
made public consists of restorations to suit

the actual remains ; but the hall and some
adjacent rooms have never been entirely lost,

though for a long period subject to most
lamentable neglect and dilapidation. As Sir

John died in 1475, the date of his erection is

determined with more than usual precision
;

and the after-history of the place, embracing
its associations with Sir Thomas More, Shake-
spearian Richard (the poet himself is supposed
to have lived near), with monastic surrenders

to the Crown, and a long line of notables, has
sustained the interest so admirable an edifice

was calculated to originate, and of which two
centuries of degradation did not preclude the
revival in the present age.

The architecture of Crosby Hall has some
remarkable analogies to the buildings de-
scribed in our two last chapters. The dimen-
sions within the walls are about 56ft. by 26ft.

;

but it is in size, rather than any other quality,

inferior to its contemporary at Eltham. Tliese

buildings are by no means of identical design,

yet there are such striking points of resem-
blance in style and detail as to induce a sup-
position that they were produced by the same
architect. The two-light windows have heads
of very similar curvature, and the label mould-
ings arc continued horizontally across the piers;

but instead of two windows to a sovery, as at

Eltliam, there is here but one. The windows
are only 7ft. from centre to centre, and their

inner jambs are shafted and ornamented with
arch mouldings, so that the plain wall pier is

merely wide enough to admit the stone corbels

(of octagonal plan, with hollow sides, panelled

and battlemented), from which spring the

ribs of the roof. The length of the hall is

divided into eight severies, with nine chief

ribs, since the general rule was followed, by
which the timber work is kept free from de-

pendence on the end walls, and the latter

simply perform the office of enclosures. The
manner in which the side walls are terminated
internally is exceedingly ornamental and per-

fect. The bold stone corbels before spoken of

(inish at the springing of the window arches.

The surface from springing to crown has span-
drels with narrow trefoil- headed panels. Aboro
the spandrels a tine band of quatrefoils in

squares, with central bosses between the

cusps, extends the whole lengtli, and is sur-

mounted by an effective capping, whose upper
member is notched into battlements. Below
the sills of the windows there is no string-

course, but the plain face of the wall was no
doubt intended for the display of tapestry

hangings or other graphic decorations. A fine

octagonal bay window on the west side, and
more centrally placed than usual, is the whole

height of the wall, the lights being in three

stages with battlemented transoms, and the

head finished with delicately-mounted rib

groining.

I dwell minutely on the features of this

hall, and its intrinsic merit would amply jus-

tify particular description ; but there is a

peculiarity not commonly recognised— the

thoroughly masonic design that pervades

alike the "stone and wood, though each ma-
terial is distinctively and appropriately treated.

Comparison may now be removed to King's

College Chapel, which illustrates an attempt

by the mason to throw a ceiling of stone over

the entire internal area by a method varying

in some respects from the groining of older

date, the leading distinction in form being the

four-centred or pointed elliptic arch of the

great cross libs that perform the same office as

timber principals in carpentry. Stone ribs
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usually spring from vaulting-shafts that rise

Bpecially ftom the base of the wall ;
but for

those of timber the usual suprort is a corbel

or bracket In such a parallel it will bo ad-

missible to allude to the roof or ceiling of the

Divinifv School at Oxford—a work of the same

age and displaying in eccentric combination

main cross-ribs with perforated b;;ckmg, fan-

eroining, iwndants and panelled tracery. Ihe

design of the Crosby Hall roof appears to be

madenp of the arched ceiling of the Cambndge

Chapel and the longitudinal lines of arches

and pendants met with at the Oxford school.

Without so close a resemblance as could be

termed in any degree servile, there is just such

a relationship as may indicate the inductive

path of artistic invention at the period.

Mr. Hammon gives a very clear and grace-

ful view of this ceiling or inner roof. (The

nature of tlio timber work above it has been

already shown.) Tliere is no attempt at

groining, but the waggon vault with its cliief

and secondary ribs, iU longitudinal purlins,

traceried arches, carved pendants, and mitre

bosses—even the mouldings and flowered

hollows—make the notion irrepressible that

the designer was not unused to ornamental

stonework. The planks that seem to occupy

the place of rafters follow the curve of the

cross-ribs and have hollows on the edges, and

the space between tliem is filled by thinner

boards, so that an uniformly broken surface of

suitable character and richness is produced.

In addition to the Great Hall, there are other

apartments whose ornamentation is of much

elegance. In the days of its early perfection

the grace and finish of Crosby Hall must have

shed dignity upon the assemblages for stately

council or festive entertainment it no doubt

frequently contained. Looking also to the

ascribed direction of ita origin, there may be

perceived something more than happy chance

—a character of restitution—in the adoption

by the late Mr. Wilkins of this work as a

model for the new hall of King's College,

Cambridge, where, under the shadow of that

noble masoniy to which its conception is so

clearly traceable, and where, apparently more

indigenous than in ita metropolitan nativity,

this admirable design has entered a revivified

and appropriate career.

THE PARISIAN BUILDING TRADES.

IT has been said that tha contemplation of the

misfortunes of even our best friends is not

altogether unattended with pleasure. London

builders who complain of the present dall times

may therefore find some consolation ui the far

worse condition of their Purisiau brethren. The

dismissal of Baron Hauasmann has caused the

gtoppa?o of the vast and expensive works which

he had but halt completed for the improvement

of Paris. Not only this, but the builders cannot

Ket the city authorities to pay them for work

already performed. Loft with hundreds of un-

employed workmen on their hands, and yet with

the tantali-sing spectacle before thom of un-

finished buildings fallint; into ruin, their position

is far from pleasant That of the men, however,

U still worse. High wages have for the past twelve

years attracted to ParU a vast array of workmen

who are now in distress. A petition has been

presented by the master builders to the Corps

Le-'islatif, but we fail to see how that body can

help them. To resume building operations, even

were the city of Paris, by means of fresh loans,

able to pay for them, would only postpone a re-

currence of the difiioalty. MeauwhUe, bankruptcy

stares the masters in the face, and starvation

threatens the workmen. It something is not

speedily done, the Government will find itself in

the presence of a more formidable danger than

even the opposition of the Irreooncilables. The

first revolution commenced with a cry for bread,

and, as the Dailg Newt observes, a state of things

has now been created not unlike that which

existed in 1848.

ON THE USE AND ABUSE OF ORNAMENT AND

COLOUB IN ITS APPLICU-ION TO HOUSE DECO-

R,\TION.

THERE are certain principles which should

govern the applicarion of painted orna-

ment to the decoration of our dwelling-houses

and public buildings which are either not

property understood or are in many cases lost

sight of altogether. Tliesc principles may bo

calletl fitness, adaptation of form and colour

to position and circumstances, harmony, cor-

rectness of drawing, and execution. No work

can be successful without these qualifications.

Mr. John Ruskin makes some observations

on modern room decorations which we cannot

allow to pass without question. Ho says {vide

" The Two Paths," Lect. 3) " You will every

day hear it absurdly said that room decoration

should be by flat patterns, by dead colours, by

conventional ornament, and I know not what.

Nobody ever yet used conventional art to

decorate with who could do better. A great

painter will always give you the natural art,

safe or not. Cjrreggio gets a commission to

paint a room of a palace at Parma. Any of

our people bred on our fine modern principles

would have covered it with diaper; not so

Correggio. He paints a thick trellis-work of

vine-icavos with oval openings, and lovely

children leaping through them into the room."

Fancy our decorators decorating our English

homes in this fashion! Could anything be

more absurd ? Vine-leaves and trellis-work,

with even the loveliest of lovely children con-

tinually suspended in mid-air, may be in good

taste at Parma, but terribly out of place m
English dwellings. We prefer to see our

lovely English cherubs jumping about the

room, instead of through its walls. In those

matters we are but too apt to forget that the

style of decoration suitable to the sunny climes

of the South and East, and most in harmony

with the habits and customs of its peoples,

are in a great measure, if not altogether, un-

suited to our insular situation and domestic

habits. We may adapt them (or rather what

what is good in them) to our purpose, and wo

may derive many valuable lessons in form arid

colour from them ; but to transplant them^in

their original form is a grave error. The

black dado, red pilasters, and frieze with

yellow, blue, or white panels above, as seen in

a Pompaian house, would look outre'—oat of

place and tawdry—utterly foreign to our

habits and to the style of our architecture.

Again, we have the Moresque or Moorish

style of decoration—a combination of some of

the best features of the Egyptian, the Greek,

the Roman, the Byzantine, and Arab styics,

admirably adapted to the land of cloudless

skies, where shade and coolness were a neces-

1

sity, and only to be got by a particular style

of architecture, with open courts for light and

The death is announced of Ur. Oeorge Alexander,

of Yarmouth, a painter in water-colooii of some
repute.

ventilation; but in our "muggy" climate,

where we have but too little sun and plenty

of wind, such a stylo of decoration is, to say the

least of it, unsuitable. Many of its beautiful

geometrical diapers and ornaments we may use

with advantage, and the lessons in colour which

it teaches cannot bo over-estimated. But to

make our rooms exact counterparts of the

beautiful halls of the Alhambra (even if wo

could) would be simply ridiculous. We are

aware that some of our principal decorators

have got somewhat of a Pompeian fever, and

have been painting black drawing-rooms, &c.,

(j la Pompeii. Notwithstanding such autho-

rity, wo must consider them as

Mistaken souls who dreamt of heaven.

As to Mr. Ruskin's assertion that nobody ever

used conventional ornament if ho could do

better, we consider the assertion, to say the

least of it, to bo unwarranted by facts, and

without meaning. If Mr. Ruskin means that

no artist would use flat ornament if he could

paint vino-leavea and trellis-work, there is

no truth in the assertion ; as there are many

artists who can paint better things than vine-

leaves and trellis-work who both design and

paint conventional ornament. If ho means

that an artist who can paint vine-leaves, &c.,

would paint them as room decorations as being

more appropriate than flat ornament for that

purpose, then the artist's taste and know-

ledge are both at fault, and his time and

talents wasted.

It is a commonly received opinion that a

man who can paint a picture is the right man

to decorate a room. xVs a rule, there can be no

greater mistake. There are of course excep-

tions, but it will be found that the two are

distinct, and require a special education or

rather experience. The man who spends

weeks and months in the elaboration of a,

picture will be too apt to treat his wall

decoration in the same manner, and will show

a want of breadth, a raeagronoss or poverty of

colouring, and a finnicking littleness in his

ornamentation, totally unsuited to the situa-

tion. This arises not so much from any want

of knowledge of form or colour as from a

want of experience in the handling of largo

masses of colour. It is something like en-

gan-in" a miniature painter to paint the drop

scene for Old Drury, His ideas do not ex-

pand—they are bound down to a yard of

canvas, consequently he cramps everything ho

touches. The naturalistic style of treatment

as applied to house decoration ' is, as a nile for

general application, a mistake. It is not

long ago since our paper-hangings and wall

decorations were treated in this manner, and

we had our walls covered with large flowery

patterns, in natural colours—many in Mr.

Ruskin's favourite trellis patterns, with

bunches of grapes and vine-leaves in most

admired confusion. Our very floors were

covered with carpets on which were repre-

sented wreaths and garlands of flowers as

large as life and twice as natural, and we

trampled them under foot without tko

slightest compunction. :r interiors were

bowers of roses and posies, pretty baby-houses

At length better and more sober tastes

prevailed, and we hogan to see that a room, to

be beautiful and comfortable, and pleasant to

sit in and to feel at home in, should be treated

in a different manner ; tliat bouijuets of flowers

and large masses of green leaves spotted over

the walls were distracting objects ;
that our

eyes were at once fixed upon them the moment

wo entered the room, and so long as we stayed

in it, turn where we would, they were ever

present, producing a sense of oppression and

weariness. At last a master mind arose and

took the matter in hand. A series of patterns

for wall papers were designed by Mr. Owen

Jones, which completely revolutionised our

ideas and practice. Those papers, both in

form and colour, were founded on the truest

and best principles of decorative art as

applied to domestic architecture, and although

it is now many years since they were intro-

duced, they have never been surpassed for

beauty of form and harmony of colouring, and

for adaptation to the purposes for which they

were designed. They taught a lesson which

our architects and decorators were not slow to

avail themselves of, and as a moans of

purifying and elevating public taste their in-

tluence has been great, and is still and m-

creasingly felt. Yet most of these patterns

were designed upon the principle which Rus-

kin condemns—namely, natural leaves and

flowers conventionalised. It appears to havo

been forgotten, or else never to have been

dreamt of in the philosophy of many of our

art critics and their followers, that there is

such a word in our vocabulary as the word

adaptation—adaptation of form to the parti-

cular purpose required, and adaptation of

colour to the special circumstances of position

and locality; certain laws and rules are laid

down, which are carried out under all circum-

stances and in all places. The folly and

absurdity of this practice will be at once evi-
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dent if we take a simple illustration as an
instance.

Say a room whose walls shall be painted
with a tint of colour, made from emerald
or other bright green and white— a colour

refreshing to the eye and pleasant to look

upon, if our room is placed in the midst of
a crowded city, where a green tree or a

blade of grass is a rara avis. We shall

feel refreshed every time wo enter it. If

we look out of a window our eyes will rest

most likely up n a dusky red brick wall,

not very clear or clean'y perhaps, but loi)k-

ing much ploasantcr and better from the

force of harmonious contrast. On the other
hand, if we place our room in the country,

wliero tho look out will bo upon green
fields or garden and lawn, and if wo treat it

in exactly the same manner, wo shall soon
begin to find the same manner, wo shall soon
begin to find that we have no pleaiure in it,

and there is ne feeling of relief felt on
on tho grass plat or lawn, tlio natural
greens of the grass and trees will have a
dnll faded look. This effect is produced by
the large mass of bright green on the walls

of tlie room, which completely destroys the
capability of appreciating nnd distinguish-

ing the beautiful varieties of lints of green
which nature has so bountifully spread before
us. Tnus wo see that the same style of
treatment as regards colour may be truly
beautiful and harmonious in one situation,

and utterly unsuitable, discordant, and out
of place in another. Hero also we may see
the value and the necessity of the decorator
being able to adapt his colouring to tlie par-
ticular circumstances in which the object he
has to decorate is placed. Again, it dues not
follow that because our room is placed in the
country we shall discard green altogether, for
if we add sufficient red and black to the same
tint of bright green, to neutralise its bright-
ness and reduce its tone, we shall have one of
the pleasantest and most harmonious wall
colours wo are acquainted with—a colour
which not only produces a feeling of repose and
quietness, but contrasts favourably with fur-
niture of almost every description of wood,
oak, walnut, mahogan}', maple, &c., and
almost any warm colour of drapery or hang-
ings will harmonise well with it. The grass,

and trt'CS, and floweis, and all pure greens look

fresher and brighter by contrast with it. It is

a colour that interferes witli nothiuL', but im-
proves the colour of everything in its vicinity.

It is now pretty well understood thit the
aspect of a room should, in most cases, regu-
late the degree of warnit'i or coilnoss of the
colour used on its walls and in its furnishing.
This is a true princijde to follow in all cases
where rooms have different aspects ; but the
majority of our town houses especially have
but one frontage, and the best rooms have all

the same aspect ; consequently even tiiis law
must be mjdified to suit the circumstances.
Again, wo shall find that there are many dis-

turbing influences surrounding both country
and town houses, which require a consummate
knowledge of colour to overcome—r.'flected

light, which makes everything look tawdry and
garisli. Overshadowing of trees, the nearness
of other buildings, and many other catises,

tend to break down all rules, and leave all to
the skill and experience of the decorator. We
consider the power of adaptation to be one of
the chief qualitications of the decorator's art,

and all our experience goes to prove that
although there are certain laws as to the pro-
portion which one colour must bear to another
in order to produce harmony, wliich laws are
trtie in themsiilvcs, yet, like all other things in
this world, they mtist bow to circumstances
and require to bo modified in practice, other-
wise discord would be produced.
The decorations of a room should always be

subordinate to its uses. This fact cannot be
too strongly insisted upon. Common sense
tells us that a dining-room should not be
treated in tho same manner as a drawing-
room, a public building the same as a private

one, nor a place of business in the same style

as a theatre ; but that each should have special

treatment of tho kind best suited to the pur-
pose it is used for. Each may be beautiful

-and pleasant to sit in, and yet have distinct

features of its own ; and it is only by the
exercise of good taste and sound judgment
that this desirable result can bo arrived at.

How often may wo see tho same decoration in

a private dining-rootu and in a singing saloon,

or the same ornament used for a dining-room
and a shop front ; or Greek and Italian orna-

ment in a Gothic hotise, and vice versa ; and in

other cases a jumble of all styles together ?

These are errors of judgment, which generally
proceed from ignorance, none the less to be
condemned on that account. The blunders
committed with regard to colour are quite as

bad, if not worse. We comTionly see green
and blue mouldings and red back grounds,
retiring colours placed upon advancing
members, and advancing colours on sunken
members.

JitiilIIiUCiti[t

CHUECHES AND CHAPELS.

Cleatoe.—Anew (Roman) Catholic Church,
to bo dedicated to Our Lady of the Saored Heart,
is being erected at Cleator, Camberland, from
desij{ns by Mr. E. VV. Pugin, at a cost of about
£5000. The internal dimensions of the building
are 130ft. by oOft., and 75ft. across the tran-

septs ; its height being about G5ft. The church
is ornciform, and it is estimated it will accommo-
date about 1000 persons.

DuNMOW.—Oa Tuesday week a new Congre-
gational Church at Dnnmow was opened for

public worship. The new building, which is Ko-
manesque in stylo, will accommodate 900 persons.
The cost has been £2450.
Elmstead Market.—On Wednesday week,

the building committee appointed to carry out the
erection of a new church at Elmstead Market,
Essex, decided to accept the plans of Messrs.
James Stannard& Co., of Leicester; the estimited
cost of the church being something over £2000.
GiRLlNGTON.—On Friday last, anew Wesleyan

Chapel was opened at Girlington, near Bradford.
Ttie builiiiiig is constructed from the designs of
Messrs. Andrews, Son, and Pepper, architects,
Bradford. The style is Italian, boldly treated.
Externally the chapel is of atone, the external di-

mensions beina; 75ft. by GO, and the total height
to the top of tlie pediment in front is 55ft. Tho
frout and sides of the buihling are all constrnctod
of wall-st'ine=. Tho pews can be divided into any
number of sittings by menus of moveable arms,
readily removed. The chapel will seat about
900 pnrsons. The several contracts reach a total

of £4258.
KiNFAUNS.—A New Churchat Kinfauns, N.B.,

was opened for Divine service on Whitsun Dav.
The building wai d - gned by Mr. Heiton, archi-
tect, Perth, an I i's phdn bold outline harmonises
well with the sc nery around. The style of archi-
tecture employed is that of tho Early French
Gothic, and ths church is cru'iform.
Lacebt.—Laceby Church was re-opened oa tho

18'h ult., by Archdeacon TroUnpe, after restora-
tion at the hands of Mr. James Fowler, architect.
The north aisle and south porch have been re-
built, and several stained glass memorial windows
inserted.

Lincoln. — Mr. Fowler, architect of S.
Swithin's Church, met the I?uilding Committee
on Friday week, when, as we stated last week,
it was agreed that the matter of the nnsonnd pil-

lars should be referred to Mr. Christian, architect,
and that his decision as to whether the contractor
or the architect is responsible for the same shall
be final. On Wednesday week Mr. Christian in-

spected the building, and afterwards met the
committee in the vestiy-room of the old church.
It was very evident, from the examination and
the remarks that fell from Mr. Christian, that his

opinion is that the contractor is almost entirely, if

not wholly, responsible for the cracking of the
pillars. Their dimensions he considers sufficient

to carry a much greater weight than is imposed
on them. He will forward a written report oi the

result of his investigation.

LOPPINOTON.—The re-opening of Loppington
Charcb, near Wem, after restoration, was cele-

brated on Wednesday week. The greater portion
of tho edifice has been ro-built, with the exception
of the tower, the circular arches of which point to
its Norman origin. It is now a most substantial
stone building, with freestono facings

; and tho
high pews have been removed, and in their places
aro the modern low-backed seats. It is also fitted

up with a beating apparatus. Tho work has
been most efnciontly carried out by Messrs. Bowd-
lorand D.irlington, the contractors, Shrewsbury,
from plans by Mr. E. Uindall, of the same place.
Newcastle.—A chapel just built by tho Primi-

tive Methodists in Newcastle-on-Tyne was opened
on Whitsun-Monday. The chapel was designed by
Mr. Matthew Thompson, and is built in the
Gothic style, of stone. The size is 48ft. by 42ft.,

anil the chapel accommodates about 700 persons.
The entire cost of the bnilding has been £2000.
TiiORSDON.—An effort is now being made to

effect a complete restoration of the Parish Church
of Thorndon, which is dedicated to All Saints.
The church consists of nave, chancel, and square
tower. The chancel has already been restored,
from designs by Mr. R. M. Phipson, architect, of
Ipswich and Norwich. All the old benches have
been removed, and replaced with new oaken ones
with carved poppy heads. Tho floor has been
rolaid with tesselated tiles, a new cast window
inserted, and the old roofs of both nave and chan-
cel removed and rephced with now stained pine
waggon roofs. It is now proposed to continue
the alterations and restorations to the whole of
the church. The old benches will be replaced by
modern ones, the west gallery removed, and a west
window (at present bricked up), will he opened
out. Tho exterior of the edifice will likewise bo
put in thorough repair. The total cost of tho
necessary works will bo about £400.
Walworth.—The foundation stone of S.

Stephen's Church, Villa-street, Walworth Com-
mon, will be laid on Tuesday next. The cost of

the church (which is to be erected from a design
by Messrs. Henry Jurvis and Son), will be about
£6000 including site.

VVeelbt.—Anew Wesleyan Chapel was opened
at Weeley, Essex, on Wednesday week. The
building is exceedingly simple in character, a..d
affords accommodation for 200 persona. Mr.
Leaning was architect, and Mr. N. Saunders, of
Dedham, the builder. The cost is about £300.
West H.vnney.—After a period of nineteen

months the Parish Church of West Hanney , O.xon

,

was re-opened on Tuesday, by the Bishop of the
Diocese. The Church dates as far back as the
13th century. Tlie Church is fitted with stained
deal seats, all of which we are given to nnder-
stand are unappropiiated, and are capable of

seating 300 persona ; under the seats it is

boarded, Hnd the aisles are laid with Staffordshire
tiles. The font, which stood in some other part
of the Church, has been removed to its proper
position on the north »ido. It would appear that
the font is of the same antiquity m the Church
itself, anil is composed of a very hard stone, called
Doulting stune, similar to that with which Glua-
toubury Abbey is constructed. Mr. James
Brooks was the architect of the restoration.

Whitfield —About fifteen months ago, the
dilipidateil tower of WhiifieldJChu ch, Northamp-
tonsliire, was blown down in a gale, and the body
of the bnildiog bemg in nearly as bad a state,

the whole has been rebuilt from designs by Mr.
Woodyer, architect, at a cost of £3000. " The
fabric was re-opened on the 24th ult.

Wombridqe.—The re-opening of the parish

church of Wombridge took place on Wednesday
week. The old church, whick was dedicated to

S. Mary and S. Leonard, was a brick structure, of
the most meagre character, and required so much
alteration to meet the increased wants of the pre-

sent day that it was decided to take it down to

the foundations, except a poi tion of tho tower,

which has been re-faced. The now church is

built on the old foundations, with the exception

of tho chancel, which has been extended. The
church is cruciform in plan, and provides sitting

accommodation for 350 persons. The walls are

face! with Cefn stone, and the dressings are of

the same material. The cost has been £2000,
and tho work has been carried out by Messrs.

Millington and Son, builders, of Oakengates,
from the design of Mr. George Bidlake, architect,

of Wolverhampton.
Wobcesteb Cathedral Restoration.—

There was a meeting on Saturday at Worcester
of the Ctmimittee for the Restoration of Worces-
ter Cathedral, to receive the revised estimate of

Mr. G. G. Scott as to the cost of the entire com-
pletion of the restorations, ivhich at present ar«
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piBCtiekQj suspended for want of fands. The
meeting was private, but it transpired that Mr.

Scott (the architect), haying carefully examined

the plans and rerised the estimates, finds that

£16,000 further expenditure will be required to

complete the restoration of the cathedral. To-

vards this enm Lord Dudley offers £5000, con-

ditiorally on £10,000 being raised by the city and

county of Worcester. It is understood that the

Dean and Chapter of Worcester, in their official

capacity, will contribute £2000, so that there

will still be left £8000 to be provided by the

pablio in order to be in a position to accept Lord
Dudley's offer.

BUILDLKGS.

Bath.—A mission hall, which has just been

erected in the vicinity of the Great Western Kail-

way Station, Bath, was opened on Thursday
week. The hall is capable of accommodating
1000 persons, and has been erected by Messrs.

Hibberd & Long, at a cost of £1000.

IMPBOVED MODBL DWELLINGS FOB FARM
Labocrebs.—There are now being erected on

the Dndmaston Estates, near Bridgnorth, by the

Eev. F. H. Wolryche Whitmore, a number of

improved model dwellings for farm labourers.

Each cottage contains a living-room, three bed-

rooms, entrance porch, scullery, pantry, fuel

•tore, piggery, closet, cesspit, and ashpit. The
cottages are being built of hard-burnt Broseley

bricks, the external walls being hollow for dry-

ness ; and the roofs will be covered with Broseley

tiles, in bands and courses, and finished with an
ornamental ridge cresting. The porches will

have projecting roofs carried on corbels and
brackets, and the dormer windows will also have

projecting roofs. The whole of the works will be

6nished in a complete and substantial manner.
Similar improved dwellings are also now being

bnilt at Caynham Court, near Dndlow, for Sir

William Curtis, Bart. ; at Kowfant, Sussex, for

Sir Cnrtis Lumpson, Bart. ; at Jermyns, near

Romsey, for U. G. Linzee, Esq. ; at Kirby Mnx-
loe, near Leicester, for Miss D'Oyly ; and at

Woodbrook, near Birmingham, for F. Elkington,

Esq. These works are being carried out from

the designs and under the direction ;of Mr. John
Birch, architect, of Beaufort-buildings, London,
who gained the Society o£ Arts premium and

medal for such designs.

LiVEBPOOL.—On Monday, the Earl of Derby
laid the foundation stone of a new hospital, to be
called the Stanley Hospital, situated in Stanlcy-

road, Kirkdale, and intended for the accommoda-
tion of the northern districts of Liverpool. The
site comprises about 8000 square yards. The
main building will have a frontage to Stanley-

road of 300ft. It will consist of apartments for

the surgeons and officers, a" dispensary for out-

door patients, operating-room, and other conve-

niences ; and a small chapel for the use of in-

patients. That portion of the hospital reserved

for the treatment of in-patients will be at the

rear of the main building, and it will be con-

structed upon the cottage principle. It will con-

MSt of four wings, each containing four wards, and
each ward is intended to accommodate five beds.

The several wards have an elevation of 13ft., and
will be so constructed as to allow of 1100 or

1200 cubic feet of air being given to each patient.

The hospital will, when the design of its pro-

moters is fully carried out, be fumiflhed with 176
beds. For some time, however, only a portion of

these will be provided. The portion to be erected

first is the main building fronting Stanley-road,

and one wing containing four wards, in which
accommodation will be furnished for 50 in-

patients, in addition to the requisite dispensaries

for out-door patients. The entire scheme involves

an expenditure of about £15,060. The style of

architecture which has been adopted is the llenais-

ance, with a slight admixture of Gothic. The
architects are Messrs, Wainwrigbt and Son, of

Liverpool.

StrNDKBLAND.—On Tucsday the corner-stone

of the Ayre's Quay Mission and Temperance In-

stitnte was laid at Sunderland. The style of the

building is somewhat of a Gothic character, carried
out with red bricks and freestone dressings.

The total cost of the building, including purchase
of site, will be about £600, and accommodation
will be provided for about 400 people. Mr.
John Tillman, of Sunderland, is the architect,

and Mr. Bobert Hutchinson, the bnilder.

ToPsHAlf.—A new Masonic Hall was dedi-
cated on the 3l8t ult., at Topsham, Devonshire.
Ihe baU ia 60ft. long by 25£t. wide, and 20ft.

high. The structure, though very simple and
unpretentious externally, has a highly ornate

interior. The architect is Mr. Harbottle, and the

builder Mr. John Moass, of Exeter.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

fWe do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. The Editor respectfully re-
quests that all communications should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimants
upon the space allotted to corrcspoudcucc.]

Beckivkd—C. H. B—W. M. and Co.— W. S.—J. C—
R. W. B.—J. B. T. Peake-J. A—C. Pease—P. and Sons-
G.T. M.—G. F.—E. S.—H. G.—J. H.—W. G.—Kev. E. T.—
W. R. S.—W. Bidlake.

W. T.—Please send the drawing.
W. Flockhaet.-With sketch of south entrance to crypt

of Glas^v Cathedral.

T. R. and G. W.—Letter forwarded to Moyr Smith.

($0nt.^jjaii(lejti|e.

IMITATIONS OF WOOD AND MARBLE.
(To the Editor of The Building News.)

Sib,—I have read with interest the practical

papers on Furniture and Decoration, but wish the

writer had not stepped aside to break a lance
with Mr. Euskin. The last paper professes to

enlighten your readers on the " use and abuse "

of imitations of wood and marble. On that

vexed subject it really thiows no light whatever,
and it might as well have been entitled " The
Abuse of Mr. Ruskiu," and those who think with
him that decorators have very little knowledge
and less of love for colour and grace of form,

who cannot decorate a room or wall without
baring recourse to the imitation of wood or

marble. In trying to unseat the iconoclastic

Ruskin he is too evidently mounted on a hobby
of his own (to my eye a very inferior charger in

every way), and, for lack of better weapons ot

offence, has also pelted him with what ie, logically

speaking, "dirt." He does not seem at all to

have apprehended the drift of the passage he
begins by quoting, and should not have tried to

vex Mr. Euskin's wit till he had fathorred it.

Newton, it is said, considered all good poetry to

be splendid nonsense ; but I am persuaded that a
great truth underlies the " arrant nonsense " of

Mr. Rnskin's poetic exaggeration. Certainly

there is nothing in the paper alluded to, to shake

any one's conviction of the truth that thj true

interests of internal decoration will be only fur-

thered by discouraj-ing the practice of laborious

imitations of wood and marble.

The only thing that looks like argument is the

dictum of Owen Jones, that imitations are allow-

able wherever the real material might bo em-
ployed. If this is not a mere commonplace cau-

tion against the improper use of imitative wood
or marble, it is, I need not say, an appeal to an
authority which may bo used as powerfully upon
the other side ; for the qne.-tion really is not

whether such imitation i are allowable at all, but

whether it be not bo.ler in every case to trust our

decoration to the simple beauty of colour en-

hanced, when it can bo done, by ii:gcnions combi-

nations of stencilled or painted fuims. Were this

principle encourage;!, 1 am certain that our walls

and finishings would soon become far more lively

in colour, and more interesiing in variety of orna-

ment, than they can ever possibly become if wo
persist in copying, however faithfully, the var-

nished grains of wood or marble. Against this

result Owen Jones would be the very last to pro-

test, when he has done so much to help our artists

to effect it.

Practically, there are some imitations which on
his own principles escape Mr. Euskin's censure.

Wainscoat imitation well varnished is a durable

and economical stylo of decoration in many oases.

In this instance there is no great expenditure of

either time or skill, as the general effect of broken

colour is obtained without any very close approx-

imation to the real graining of the wood. But
take another case : I have seen j, room elabo-

rately decorated in walnut imitation, and when I

saw the havoc made upon its beauty (as by the

abrasion of the blind cords) I could not help re-

flecting that here was a very evident instance of

the abuse of the imitation principle. I have seen

nnscemly attempts to copy bird's-eye maple, and

am quite sure that to execute such an imitation
with anything like artistic fidelity involves an ex-
penditure of time in training and in execution by
no means commensurate with the result.
As to the frightful list of consequences that are

to follow from the abandonment of imitation
woods and marbles to the limbo of vanities where
they are consigned by Mr. Euskin, I am not afraid
of them. They remind me of the story
of the clergyman of a small burgh in the
north who was, with others, much annoyed at the
carelessness of the authorities in not attending to
the pioper regulation of the church clock, which
never kept time and misled the worshippers.
Meeting the provost one day, he spoke to him of
the shame he ought to feel iu allowing the clock
of such a sacred edifice to be continually telling
a lie. He made good his point, and extorted con-
fession from the provost, but the latter retorted
by turning to the doctor and observing that he
had really a very fine head of hair under his hat.
" Hair," said the doctor, " man, that's a wig."
" A wig ! oh doctor, how can ye preach wi' a lie

on your head ?
"

I am sure Mr. Ruskin would not be so cruel as
to tear off the wig and recommend a skull or
smoking cap. Nor would he wish to rob any
home of its homely ornament ; he would only have
the artist spend his energy in a better way and
decorate even humble homes to better purpose.
Finishings are not to be varnished in order to

exhibit ugly knots. Pokers arc not to be simple
bars of iron, and may be enriched in their

necessary mouldings, without offending taste.

Punch may represent articles of furniture as

gentlemen and ladies, but art never decorates

them so as to make them appear what they are

not. As for the mantlepiece, if the painter
cannot devise any style of decoration other
than by making it (too often a mockery) of

marble—the more's the pity—and truly Mr.
Ruskin is right when he avers that it says little

for his love of colour or of form if by a plain

shade or lines 'or forms of contrasting colour, ho
cannot produce something which will not be per-

petually reminding the gentleman who toasts

himself before it that he wants the thing he cannot
get, " a marble mantlepiece."

As for coiling coinice decoration, as there is no
structural necessity for plaster cornices at all, the

wig may bo removed in this case—and half the

cost of decoi ation saved—by floral or other tinted

decoration. In a word, the Ruskinian position

seems to be intact, and would, if in loving hands,

make the barn a palace. It would leave the

artist free to choose a field for decoration where
there is endless scope for his fancy, where the

hope of discovery might cheer him on, and
where he would find exercise for his taste amid
the infinite varieties of his chromatic scale, and
the oxhauslless betiuty of the form of nature.
This course, if it were followed, would naturally,

in BO many different minds, lead to far greater

beauty and variety in the result than can ever be
obtained by adhering to the imitation of a single

model or at most of two or three samples, of wood
or marble.

And which system would tend most to the

development of a better decorative system, I leave

it to your readers to decide.—I am, Sir, &c.
Edinburgh, June Gth, 1870. J. R. W.

Sib,—On behalf of, I hope, a goodly number
of your readers, permit me to ofl'er a few remarks
in reply to some of the passages contained iu your
last issue, in an article upon " The Use and Abuse
of Imitations of Woods and Marbles, &c., &c., in

House Decoration."

The writer is Jdonbtless aH excellent authority

upon the subject, or at least should be, before

giving the public such very strong-minded
opinions to digest. At the outset he pronounces
judgment upon Mr. John Euskin by describing a

passage taken from his writings as "a piece of

the most arrant nonsense." Surely an art critic

rarely adopts such broad language in expressing

his opinions of the works of another, though a
lesser star than himself, for is not humility rather

than egotism the outgrowth of the true study of

art?
He then proceeds to enlnrge upon the beauty

and usefulness of imitative art, and the painting

ot would-be oak doors or marble columns, and it

must bo admitted that some passages of the article

are quite sublime, apart from the grainer and
marble painter's plea ; but is it fair to compare

the imitative art found in the paintings of tha

old masters with the present weohaniiciil method
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of imitating wood and marbles in "oils and
turps ?"

It is qnite true that all art must be imitative,

more or less, fur without the representation of ob-

jects around us, a comprehensible picture could

scarce be formed, unless it was a " Showman's Ked
Sea," but the graining of doors or painting of sham
maible mantlepieces is generally done without
any resemblance to the natural object. Perhaps
the subjects are supposed to be conventionally

treated. In any case it is very rarely one sees a

grainer with a piece of the natural wood or marble
by his side as a copy ; and whilst it is true that

the old masters attained such perfection in the

elaboration of their pictures, that we feel inclined

to touch them or think them realities, yet look
at the giu-shops bedizened with the most ela-

borate of fancy imitation marbles, and doors re-

splendent with the graining of impossiVlo woods.
Can wo bo deceived by these, or suppose them
real ?

All graining of woods or marble painting is a
sham, and cannot rightly be considered as a
laudable or desirable branch of imitative art.

Such work frequently covers some natural though
it may be humble material, which, if finished and
beautified in its natural state, would present a far

more pleasing appearance than the gaudy cover-
ing in which it is clothed.

Far better is it to employ plain colours if paint
must be used, properly picked out and relieved,

for this is honest work ; but the hideous attempts
at marble painting around us—are they, as a rule,

imitations of nature, or only freaksof the journey-
man's brush fancy, full of many -coloured
lightnings and suggestive of the nightmare and
horrid dreams.
The writer of the article, in alluding to stain-

ing and varnishinff, mentions the fact of having
frequently noticed "great ugly blotches of
resinous knots—many the size of the crown of
one's hat " in such work. Surely wood of this
kind must be a curiosity, or the writer's hat is

smaller than those in usual wear. He also says
of the same class of work, th t "everybody soon
gets tired of it, and have at last to resort to paint-
ing and graining to cover this abortion." Now,
certainly, this is untrue, unless "everybody"
means some.few persons known to the writer, for
It is not often that stained and varnished work
is painted over.

Why should we cover up good and naturally-
grained wood with a mask at once useless and un-
neces.sary ? Thus deal is made to wear the
supposed imitation of oak, maple, walnut, and
other woods. Why not at first carefully prepare,
stain, and varnish the genuine wood ? and thus
beautify nature, rather than, after covering her
up, seeking to imitate where imitation is not re-
quired?
The staining and varnishing of joinery has

many advantages which painting has not. Thus
bad wood can be easily detected, and will not so
often be used, as in work sent from the shop
already skimmed over with a pnming coat of
paint.

Staiuing and varnishing, too, is an occupation
far more healthy than that of painting, the
injurious elTects of which are seen in nearly all

house painters. People call them an essentially
lazy class of men. It is not really so, but their
work brings ou a certain chronic lassitude which
they cannot shake off, and it results from the
effects of the ingredients of the paints they
daily use.

Again, is there anything much more offensive
to endure than a house in course of being
painted, or even some little time after it has been
finished ? but with staiuing and varnishing all

disagreeable effects are gone when the varnish is

dry ; and what of the appearance of the two kinds
of work done ? There is a natural luminous
transparent bright effect, witi> staining and
varnishing, unattainable in oils, though they may
be more glaring and showy in colour.

Supposing a door to have been carefuUv stained
and varnished, it is then capable of receiving
much additional finish. For instance, a stencil
ornament, in black or suitable colour, may be put
on the panels. The bead mould may also be
picked out in black and gold, and then a coat of
varnish, as a finish to the whole, will give the
appearance of inlaid work. All this may be done
in less time than it takes to paint and grain tlie

door, and the work will be much superior to tlie

latter in every respect, especially as a sample of
art workmanship, outlasting painting, and only
requiring an occasional coat of varnish to re-
new it.

The writer of the article concludes with these

words :
—" If we are to banish all imitations from

amongst us, our homes and hearths will, for the
present at all events, lack attractions which they
might otherwise possess." This is cviilcntly in-

tended to apply to the subject of imitation gone-
rally. Let not the writer bo alarmed that " our
homes and hearths " will suffer by a little less

imitation amongst us, and a little more that is

trne, and genuine, and real.

I fail to see why a man should not feci quite as

comfortable and happy at home if his door be
finished in its natural state, and sitting at his fire-

side with a stone mantlepiece, as if both door and
mantle were painted as shams.

The fear we need to have is, that in our Eng-
lish homes the love of imitation and seeming
grander than we really are, too often like the

paint, enshrouds onr better and real nature, and
leads to an artificial or superficial mode of living,

bringing no happiness with it. The outside is

often a semblance of precious marble, whilst the
inside is of no comparative value.

We cannot all have diamonds, precious stones,

and jewels ; then let us have no paltry imitations
of them, for what uso are they, except it is a bad
one—that of exciting envy ? 'There are peculiar
riches for each and every class in the social scale.

Let us seek out ours, ami contentment will help
us to find them—but clothe the simple-hearted
peasant in purple, and give him wealth, happi-
ness would leave him, as if ho were a poor lark

confined in a gilded cage.—I am, Sir, &c.,

Birmingham. W. T. F.

S. SWITHIN'S, LINCOLN.
SiE,—I will not attempt to follow the article

which appeared in your last issue, but simply give
you a few facts. The pillars of the nave arcades
are of Ancasterstone,i^ft. diameter, of alternately

circular and octagonal section, containing an area
to the circular ones—the smallest—of 453'0O9in.
The weight of the clerestory and roof on each
pillar I estimate at 60 tons, or 2-649 cwt. per inch

of area. Mr. Huddleston, a local builder of some
considerable experience, and a member of tho

committee, states that there is about 40 tons of

walling ou each on the north fide, and 38 tons on
the south side ; to this must be added the weight
of the roof—not 20 tons per pillar, certainly—so

that my estimate is in excess of his. Now, if pub-
lished tests of the quality of stone are worth any-
thing—and it is upon these only that architects

can depend in calculating for weight, &c.—I give
you the following :—In the experiments made by
Messrs. Poole and Son, in Oct., 1864, on Bath-
stone, it was shown that a weight of about 80 tons

might be considered safe per foot (some specimens
not showing damage until upwards of 120 tons

per foot). The report of the Royal Commission
states the cohesive power of Bath (Box) stone at

5'313 owts., and of Anoaster at 8'349 cwts. ; and
if Bath will carry 80 ton, Anoatster should carry

128 tons or these pillars of 3 l-6ft. area should
carry 405 tons ; and a stone of which the cohesive

power—not the crushing power—Is 8'349cwt.,

ought not to crush with a weight of 2'649owt.

In some experiments made by Messrs. Poole
also, on Aneaster stone, the ci-ushing weight'for

these pillars would be upwards of 391 tons.

In some made by Mr. Liudley, tho owner of

the Mansfield quarries, the crushing weight of

Aneaster stone is given as 18'33cwt. per inch, or

about 7 times tho weight of those pillars, viz.

415 tons.—I am Sir, &c. JAS. Fowler.

ARCHITECTS AND THEIR CLIENTS.

Sib,—^In answer to your correspondent " Jus-

tice,"—who, by-the-bye, has chosen a most in-

appropriate nom dc plume—I wish to make a few
remarks. It is very evident, from the hackneyed
and fallacious stateraeut contained in "Justice's "

letter, that he has not^been^iu the habit of employ-
ing an " architect," as it is neither the cmtom of

the profession to certify the balance of the

builders' account immediately on tho completion

of tho work, nor to go into such absurd minutia;

on tho plans as to trace the course of gas pipes

and bell wires.

If " Justice " gives instructions to an architect

10 build him a certain house, and it is done in

accordance, " Justice " has all he covenanted
with the architect for. The drawings are made
for i. the purpose of showing the builder what
"Justice" requires, and these with any details

that are made at the completiou of tho work are

sole property of the architect.

"Justice" has as much right to claim the
drawings of his house as he has, in the event o£
having a case argued in court, to claim a short-
hand writer's notes, simply because it was hia
case.—I am. Sir, &e. Faib FiiAT.

Cambridge, June 5th, 1870.

QfTESTIONS,
a865.]—STAINED GLASS.—Would any of your readers

recommend me a imall treatise oa " £5tained Gluu " as an
art study ?—H. ft.

[18C6.]~CLEANING GRANITE ASHLAR.—Would any
of your readers inform me of the best means of cleaiiin); the
fuce of some granite ashlar work, which has been discoloured
by the action of a city atraogphere for many years ? 1 wish to
avoid the expense of chiselling the stone if possible.—W.

[1867.]—LABOURERS' COTTAGES.—Can any of jour
readers inform me whether the Royai Agricultural Society
offer prizes for the best designs for labourers' cottages this
year.ernot? Ifitdoes, to whom to apply to for conditions,
&c. ?

—

North Countryman.

a8C8.3—QUARTZ CRUSUING.-WiU any reader tell mc
where and how I can obtain reliable information as to the
machinery used in Australia and California for crushing the
quartz and separating the quartz from the gold?—

T

ok
Brown.

[1869.] — STRENGTH OF BEAM. —Would
some one kindly inform me the safe load that
can be placed on the following size of beam,
lift, between supports, and how it is ascer-
tainsd?—web 10* x f; angle iroas S" x 3' x i";
wood flitchesW x 4* bolted to girder?—J. ft.

[1870.]—HALF TIMBERED HOUSES.—I should be glad
to know of some preservative dressing for the timbers of the
above, which would give them a dark brown colour, and not
hide the grain of the wood as paint docs ?—H. B.

14, Mill-street, Maidstone.

STAINED GLASS.
Alton.—The new east window for the parish church, by

Capronuier, of Brussels, was unveiled ou Monday week. The
subjects represented are the Ascension and Baptism of our
Lord, and ihe Last Supper. Thewindow consists of five lights.
The glowing testimony of the local journal to the merits of tho
window is rather unfortunately worded. * The colour and
tone are in admirable keeping:," and the figures " resemble
painting ou Sevres china more than anything else !' '

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

TnE WoLSEY Chapel at Windsor.—The works under-
taken by the Baron de Triqueti, at the command of the
Queen, in the Wolsey Chapel at Windsor, are new far ad-
vanced. The walls, right and left, are tilled with marbles,
and only the cast end, where the Baron intends to concen-
trate all the force of colour at his disposal, is vacant. At a
aullicient distttncc from the ground to admit of seats being

fixed beneath them, range, panelled on either side, a series of

scriptural sulijects selected by the artiar. as iUustrulive of the

acts and virtues of the late Prince Consort. In reference,

for instance, to the interest taken by the Prince in the matter

of popular education, we have Jchoshaphat directing the

teaching of the people by the princes, priests, and Levites,

These pictures are executed in inlaid marbles and hthogra-

piiic atone, which affords a very valuable tone for decorative

purposes. The cartoons for them, on completion, are trans-

ferred to the marbles, which are theu deeply etched, and the

lines filled in with a eomposition (unlike the mastic previ-

ously used) as durable us marble itself. Ebch picture is

bedded in a deep-toned marble framework, inlaid with floral

designs, and enriched by small reliefs in white, and by me-
dalhons in red marble of the obverse and reverse ot the coint

of the year in which the event depicted happened, li'or in-

stance, beneath " The Agony in the Garden" the obverse

and reverse of the coin of Tiberius occur. Derbyshire spars

employed occasionally in this portion of the work impart an
unlooked-for brilliancy to the whole. Wliite marble raedal-

hons of the children of the Queen and Prince, executed by

Miss Durant, are introduced above each picture, and sepa-

rating each, but embedded in the same decorative frame, como

reUets of the various virtues.

A Monument to Lamartine.—The committee for the

construction of a monument to Lamartine at Mucon has de-

cided upon erecting a statue in the rUce d'Armes. It is to

be lUlt. Din. in height, including the plinth. The cost of tho

whole will be £2000, and a competition will he opened for the

execution of the work. The author of the design selected

will have the superintendence of the erection; the second

will receive £00, and the third £40.

Bequest op Paintings to the Nation.—
Mr. John Meeson Tarsous, formerly of Angley
Tark, Kent, whose wiH has just been proved, has

bequeathed to the National Gallery, London, 100

oil paintings, to bo selected from his collection

by the trustees ; and has left to the British

Museum, and the Museum of Science aud Art,

many valuable articles.
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(Bi\\ ®ffii[it &\t
Egyptian Antiquities.—On Tuesday night

there was exhibited to a select party of ladles and
gentlemen, at the rooms of the Syro-Egyptian So-

ciety, Hart-street, Bhx>m9bnry-sqaftrc, an extensive

and at the same time curious collection of Egyptian
uitiqaities, which was formed by the late Mr.
Hay, of Linplam, East Lothian, during five

years' residence in Egj-pt. The catalogue

includes more than a thousand specimens, com-
prising objects in bronze and other metals, in

marble, alabitstcr, limestone atid sandstone, in

wood, terra-cotta, vitreous ware, and porcelain,

besides anmlits, emblems, imd trinkets in great
nnmbers, with mummy covering,-), domestic
miscellaneons objects in ghiss and papyra, and
other vegetable objects. As might be expected,
there are many specimens of the god O.siris, and
several of the god Amun, of the Ptolt-maic

period ; one of the figures being of the time of
Rameses II. There were also several figures of
the god Horns, and a curious one of Chonso, the
Ttah of Thebes, an extraordinary work in metal.
Another curious figure was that of the goddess
Pasht, the cat-headed goddess with her shield in

her right hand, and her left extended. One rare

mummy figure attracted considerable attention.
It was only six inches high, and in limestone, but
it represented the figure of a mummy with
seven horizontal lines of incised hieroglyphics,
the hands in front clasping a human-headed bird
representing the figure of the soul coming to re-

animate the body. There was a vast number of
mnmmy figures, and trinkets, amulets, and char.iis

without number, the osesof which were explained
by Mr. Bonomi, the learned curator of Sir J.

Soane's museum, and by Mr. Black, the well-

known antiquarian of the Kecord-office, who was
called to the chair.

Completion of S. Paul's.—It has already
been announced that the scheme for the comple-
tion of S. Paul's, commenced by the late Dean
Milman, has lately been revived, and is now being
prosecuted with considerable vigour. A ^ery
influential committee, consisting not only of some
of the leading men in the City, but of persons
high in Church and State, and distinguished for
their knowledge and practice of art, has been
appointed, and is now bard at work. A public
meeting, in furtherance of the scheme, will be
held at the Mansion House, nnder the presidency
of the Lord Mayor, on Wednesday, July 13, when
the Bishop of London, the Bishop of Winchester,
Mr. Gladstone, Mr. Gathorne Hardy, and others
have promised to speak.

Lincoln Diocesan Architectur.4L So-
ciety.—This year's anniversary of the Lincoln
Diocesan Architectural Society will be held at
Boston, and will commence on Thursilav week,
under the presidency of the Bishop of the diocese.
After divine fervice in the parish church at 9.30,
Archdeacon Stowe will describe that building,
afterwhichauexcursion will bemade tolhefollow-
ing churches, which will also be biiefly described
by the venerable archdeacon : — Wyberton,
Frampton, Kirton, Sntlerton, A Igarkirke, Wig-
toft, Donington, Bicker, and Sninet^head, return-
ing to Boston about 6 p.m. Later in the evening
there will be a meeting in the Assembly-room--,
under the presidency of the bishop, when a num-
ber of addresses, &c., are to be delivered, amon^
•which will be papers by Prebendary Blenkin,
" On Boston in 1G21," and " On the Monuments
in Boston Church," by M. H. Bloxam, Esq. On
Friday, the following places will be visitid :

—

Hassey Tower, Skirbeck, Fi^htoft, Freitton,
Benington, I>everton, Leake, and Wrangle. At
6 p.m. the^nnuitl public dinner will take place,
Lord Kesteven in the chair. lu conjunction with
the meeting of the society in Boston an exhibition
of antiquities, 4c., will bo held in the Cora Ex-
change.

The Utilisation op Sewage.—The admira-
ble works at Hastings hr the utilisation of the
town sewage and the purification of '.ho cfiluent
water btfore it flows into the sea have excited
much interest among those who have watched the
progress of sanitary reform. Within the past
week several deputations have inspected the
works. Among them, we may mention the Pro-
vost of Aberdeen and tlieenglnecr of the harbour,
o deputation from the Clyde Navigation Commis-
sion, a large number of gentlemen representing
the Local Board of Health of Chester and other
towns, some members of the Rivers' Commission,

and an importan deputation from Holland, con-

sisting of Baron du Tone de Bcllinchane, Cham-
berlain to the King ; Baron de Hardenbrock de

Berganibracht, and the architect to the Council

of the H.-igue. They have strongly recommended
the adoption of the process at Schoveling.

London Makket Acoommod.vtion.—" It is

really marvellous " (remai ks the Food Journal')
" that the great Metropolitan market in Coveut-
gardon should possess far less accommodation
than the markets of many a provincial town in

our own or foreign countries, not to make odious

comparison with splendid markets such as those,

for e-xample, of Paris. London notoriously re-

quites more c<ininiodions markets than it possesses,

and noivhero is this great want so keenl.v felt by

all concerned as iu Bedford-laud." We may
refer, in this connection, to Farringdon Market,

of wliich a great deal of the available space has

remained for years unoccupied. The uow street

from Holborn-circus to the bottom of Ludgatc-
hill will pass by (it it will not actually cut off)

the south-west corner of the market, and this

improved approach to the market will do much,
ive believe, to make it what it has not hitherto

been—a success. At any rate, the declivity ot

Stonecutter-street and the narrowness of Shoe-
lane will no longer be impediments.

London Wall-Pictubes.—Mr. P. R. Con-
der, writiag in the Art Journal, justly holds up
to ridicule the enormitiis in the shape of adver-

tisements which cover the hoardings and blank
walls of the Mctropnlis, and gives gooii reasons

for the belief he expresses that there is ample
room for the artistic treatment of the graphic
advertisement. " Every business," he says,

"has its secrets, and it may be that the adver-
tisement which is most olTensive to the eye and
taste is the most remunerative to its designer.

But we should like to see the other tack tried.

We are mist;iken if it would not succeed. A good
picture, rough and bold, but designed and exe-
cuted by a real artist, could not fail to attract

public attention. We would back one such good
one against any dozen of existing bad ones. Let
us deliver our walU from the reproach of the

billsticker. Let us have advertisements at which
it is a pleasure to look ; and the object of the
advertiser will be attained far more certainly than
by the present incontinence of tyjjc and abuse of
pictorial pretensions." We understand that an
artist of Paris, who has established fame in the
great capital of taste, is now occupied iu produc-
ing " wall-pictures " for several London wall-

advertisers.

On Saturday week the foundation stone was laid
(if anew church at Kilgraston-road, Whitehouse. The
church, which is to cost £0000, is intended to per-
petuate the memory of the late Dr. llobcrtson.

Miss Urackenbury, of Brighton, has given £1000
towards the completion of the new buildings of the
Manchester Grammar School.

S. Paul's Church, Addiscombe, near Croydon, is

about to be completed by the erection of a tower.
Two large buildings are now far ailvanced in Con-

stantinople—the Orphan Asylum, founded under the
auspices of the Grand Vizier Aali Pasha, and the
Mosque by which, according to ancient custom, the
present Valide Sultan, or Sultan mother, celebrates
her fame.
The Scientific Buildings Committee are about to

have a plan designed for their proposed building.
A theatre for the people is to be built at S. Peters-

burg, a Koyal Commission having been entrusted
with its construction. It is to accommodate 2350,
and the charges for admission are to range from
Od. upwards. The cost is estimated at about
£33,000.

The Metropolitan Board of Works has decided
that the name Victoria Embankinent shall be applied
to the Northern Thames Embankment, and .A.Ibert

Embankment to that on the south side of the river.
Is Leicester-square really about to cease to be an

eyesore y It would seem so. A City firm write to
the Times that they hold on " behalf of a client
a contract for the purchase of the freehold ;" that it

will "soon be completed;" after which the land is

to be let "on building leases."

The Lee Burial Board have decided on laving out
their new cemetery on the jilan of that at Charlton,
the church and chapel to be after the style of those
at Forest Hill Cemetery. Mr. Milncr, of Uulwicli,
and Mr. Thome, of Lee, will be deputed to prepare
the plans and estimates.

Mr. W. II. Houldsworth has uadertaken the ex-
pense of restoring the old rood-screen of Manchester
Cathedral,

Mr. Assheton-Smith has given £1000 to the resto-
ration of Bangor Cathedral.
The directors of the Crystal P.alacc Company have

made arrangements for "an .hibition of Church
Furniture and Ecclesiastical Art. wit rizes of from
£lto£15 for the best (loral and ot..cr devices and
designs for the decoration of cliurchcs on festival
occasions. The Exhibit i<m will be held iu the north
(Troiiical) end of the Palace, commencing on Satur-
day the I(Jlh of -luly, and terminating on Friday the.
22nd. There will be two sections—the first for ma-
nufacturers, the second for amateurs. Ladies are
eligible to compete in all classes.

Lord Talbot de Malahide will preside at the Con-
gress of the Archieological Institute at Lincoln next
m-)nth.

An experiment with gun-cotton was recently made
at live. The martollo tower No. 30, the walls of
which were 12ft. thick at the base, were entirely de-
molished by 2001b. of gun-cotton, divided into three
charges, and fired simultaneously by electricity. The
gun-cotton was in .'Jin. discs., and none of the de'bris
was blown away to the extent of fifty yards from
tlie building.

A new organ was opened last week in the parish
church of S. Mary, Wintcrborne Whitchurch.
Messrs. Walker and Son, of Tottenham Court-road,
are the builders.

The new Independent College at Taunton will be
opened on the 14th inst.

The annual soiree of the Roval Academy is fixed
for the 28th instead of the 29th of this month, as
originally intended.
The ne"w church of S. Matthew, S. Mary's-road,

Southampton, was consecrated on Saturday last.

Sfintbur Critdij ^{mp.

Messrs. Churchill and Sim's Sale on the 8lh, at the
Baltic Sale Itoom, Threadueedlc-street, consisted of

23,000 spruce (If als, &c.
47,000 Quebec pine deals. &c,
4<),000 Hwi-dish deals and battens.
SO.Di'O Norway deals and battens.
4,40J Finland deals and battens.
1.7(0 St. Petersburg andOuega deals.
1,400 pitch pine plauks.

160 000 Prepared flooriu*:^ and match boards.
"6,:^00 Freucli Korway spjirs and poles.

.SSO Riga waipiscoatlogj.
100 Kalhoms latliwood.

l.SO Loads Korwayand Swedish balks.
200 Ivoads Quebec red pine.

200 Loads Quebec waney board yellow plno.
200 Loads Qnebcc yellow piue timber.
80 Loads Quebec elm timber.

1,000 Loads i'ensacola Titch pine timber.
9 ) liOaiis .Swedisli iir timber.

900 Loads Dantzig tir timber.
60 (Juebrc red pine spars.

11 (Oregon pine masts, &c., &c
£ 8. £ a.

Bjorneboig yellow 2,5 X 7— Petg. s'd. 8 S to 6 15
(Christiana 1st yellow 3 xU 120 r.'lt 19
Dj. 2nd 2J X OS 15,, 7 6
Do. SrdaixCJ 6 5„ 10
Do. Ist wlilte, 25 x 7 7 10

Do 21 X 6} 6 10
Do. 3 X U 17

s. d.

Do. fresh spars 4 to 6 in foot run H
Do. under 41 n g „ J
Do. 221 1. poles each 1

£ 8

Dra™ 2nd yellow, 25 X CJ 120 12ft. 10,, 7
Do. 3rd do. 21 X 6i ;6 0„ 10
Do. 3rd white, 2i X 6i 5 0„ 6 10

». d.

Do. yellow balks per load 27

Uautzig undersized Sr iv
£ 8.

Escoumaini Ist spruce 3x9 ..120 12ft. 14 lo

Do. 3 X 7 and 8 13
Do. 3 X 7 to 13 12
Do. 3 X to 1

1

12 10
Kredrlckshald Ist whites x 9 14 10 „ 16 O
Fredrickstadt 3ra yellow 2J X 0.i 6 5 „ 6 15

t. d.

Do. slating laths } X 2J 144 ft. 1 8
£ 8.

Georgia pitch pine 4x11 and 13 Petg.
std. 12 15

Do. 3 X 11 12 16 „ IS 0.

Gothenburg 1 and 2 white 8 15

Do. 3rd 4 X 9 7 5
Do. 3 X 11 : 7 15
Do. 24 X 7 8 15

Do. 3rd yellow 4 X 7 5 „ 8 5.

1)0.3x9 8 6„ 9
Do. 3x7 8 0„ 8 6

Do. 21 X 7 7 10 „ 8 W-
Lauivlg 1 and 2 white 3x9 ..120 12 ft. 12

OncKU 3rd yellow 3 X 9 Petg. std. 8 10,, 8 IS-

Oregon pine masts load 7 5 „ 7 10
Petersljurg 2nd yellow 3 X 11 Petg. Bid. 9 5
Do. discoliured do 9
Do. ist whiles X 7 8 10
Do, lathwood 8 ft fathom 5 IS
I'askailavick latliwood 4 „ 4 fi-

Tugwash spruce 3 x» !20 12ft. 11 15 ., U ft

Pensacola pltcli pine 4 x 9 to 6 x 12

Petg. std. 11 S
Do.SxlltolS 11 5
Do. 3 X Band 10 10 1«
Do.21 X 8tol6 10 5
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£ a. £ 8.

Quebec let bright yellow pine 12ft. 3 x 11
Petg-. 8td. 18 10 to 18 15

Do. IS 10 15ft. 3 X 11 • IS 5

Do.lOandllf ", x 9 and 10 16 5

Do. 10 toHft. ...x 7 to 10 15 15

Do. 5 and 8ft. 3 x 7 to 25 U 10

Do 10 anil lift. :i X 11 IS 15
Do. 10 ti) int. S X il and 10 15 15

Do. 10 to 12ft. 2 X 7 to 18 1«
Do. 10 to 13ft. 2 X 7 to 17 10
Do. 10 to lift. 2 X 7 to IB 15 10

Do. in to 12ft. 2 X 8 to 15 15 15

Do. i:t and 15ft. 2 x 7 to 13 15 15
Do. 6 to 8ft. ;i X U to24 H 5
Do. 6 to Sft. 3 X 7 to 18 14 5
Do. Ill to 12ft. 2 X 9 tolU 15 10
Do Ist floated 12ft. 3 x 11 16
Do. 12ft. :t X 9 and 10 13
Do. Sft. 3 X 1 1 to 21 12 15
Do. 1 St dry floated 12ft. 3 by 11 17 »
Do. 10ft. 3 X 7 12 5
Do. Ill and lift. 3 x 7 to 10 13
Do. Sft. 3 X 11 13
Do. 2nd br|i;lit 12ft. 3 X 11 12 15
Do. 10 and lift. 3 x II 10 10

Do. 10 to 16(t. 3x9 and 10 10 15
Do. 10 to Kift. 3x7x8 10 5
Do. 13 to lilt. 3 X 7 tola 10 15
Do. 6 to 811 3 X 7 to 19 10 10
Do. 2nd floated 12ft. 3 X 11 12
Do. 2ud dry floated 12 ft. 3 x 11 12 10
Do. 3rd floated 12ft. 3 X 11 9 5

Do. loft. 3 X Sto-.O 9
Do. 3rd dry floated 12It. 3x11 9 15
Do. Istfloalcdredpinc, 12ft. 3 x 11 12

B. d. £ s.

Quebec waney yellow pine board timtjcr
load 80 „ 82 6

Do. yellow pine timber 83 6 „ 85
Do. red pine timber 73 8 „ 75

X 8.^

Rimouski Ist spruce 3 x 9 120 12tt. 13 15 „ U 5
Do. 3x8 12
Do. 3 X 7 12 10
Eigacrown legs 18tt. cube -J 17 „ 5
Do. Dutch lops 4
Soderham 2ud yellow 3x9 ..Petg. std. 8 10
Do. 1st yellow 3 x 9 10 10
Do. 3 X 7 9
Do.3x8 U

B. d.
Do.Flrtlmber load 53 „ 53 C

£ s.

St. John's spruce, 3 x 15 to 17
120 12ft. 3 9 13

Do. 3 X 14 13
Do. 3 X 13 12 15
Do. 3 X 12 12 15
Do- 3 X 9 12 15
Schien 1 and 2 yellow 21 x 7 Petg. std. 7
Do. 1 and 2 white 3 X 9 12012ft. 11 10 „ 12
Uddevalla 1 and 2 yellow 2i by 7 Pety.std 8 15 „ 9
Do. .3rd yellows X 7 8
Do. (short) do a 10
Do.2x7 8 5
Wyburf; first yellow 3 X 7 8 5
Do. 2i X 9 9 5
Do.8ix7 9 5

B. d.
Christiana 1st yellow floorings, grooved
tongued and beaded J x i\\ square 7

Dram 2nd white prepared floorinj^

1 X 6i 6 3
Gothenburg 1st white, do., G. T.and 1!.

I X 7 7
Narva prepared yellow J X CJ 7
Do. Ist yellow, G. T. and li, ^ X 6i fi

Do. 1st white do. I X 7
' 9„ 7

Uleaborg 1st yellow do. O. T. and B. ..Sx703„06
Fredrickshald 1st prepared yellow ..

J X 7 8
Do. J X 6J 8 8
Do. » X 6i 7 3
Do. Ist do. white i X 7 8 3
Do. 5 X nj 8 3
Frcdrielibtad 1st prepared yellow lixOJ 13 3 " 13
Do. 1 X 7 9 9
Do.lx7and0.1 10 6

Do. Jx7 8 3
DoJx6J 3„ 7
Do. 1} X 7 13 6
Do.Jx6Saiid7 8 3
Do. Ix6and7 9 3
D-i. JxCJ 8 „ 8 3
Do. 2ndpriparcdyellowl} xOJ 10 3 „ 10 6
Do. 1 X fl.i 8 „ 8 3
Do. 1 X and 7 7 3
Do. 1 X 7 8
Do. J X 5 to J X ci 5 n
Do. G. T. and li J X 6J
Do. J X 9
Do. 1 and 2 prepared yellow 1} x 7 .. 10 3
Do. 1} X Oi 9 y
Do. 1 X 8 7 li

Do. 1 X 7 S
Do.llofi.i 7 U„ 8
Do. 1 to 6 7 3
Do. I X S to 7 4 9
Do. J X 7 and 8 9
Ho. i X 6J 3
Do. 1 and 2 prepared white 1x8 7 i!

DO. JxSiandOi 6
Do. I X 5 to 7
Do. yellow and white J X 5 6
Do. 1st prepared white 1 X 9 li o
l>o.lx6i 8 0„ 9 C
Do. 1 x8 6 I)

Bo. }x Band 7 ,., 5 «
Do. second prepared white 1 xO 9
Do. } X to 3 X 7 5
Do. 1st while <;. T. and B. i x 6.i 5
Do. G. and T. J X CJ 7 fi

Do. 1st yellow G. and T.
Do. 1 X 6J
Do. 2nd yellow G. T. and B

J X «i 7 fi

oo.Jxej .....: 6 3

Fredrlckstadt 2nd yellow G. T. and H. (
X 5 and 6 4 9

Do. O. and T. 1 X fij 8 3
Do. Ist Bnd 2nd white G. T.and R.i X 5 6
Do. 8 X (land 7 6 6
Do. J X Ci 5
Do. G. and T. I X 6i 8
Do.ixOl 6

Do. j X 8i 5 6

ACSTRAI.IAN TiMnER—The Jarrah timber of West-
ern Australia, also called muhof^any, is about to be cut
on a Inrfje scale by a new company. The (Imb**r is

valuable for sleepers, posts, piles, shipbuilding, dock
gates, and other purposes.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIiXS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Tenk lotid

Quebec, red pine ....

„ yellow pine'<
St. John, N.B. ycUow
Quebec onlc

„ birch
,, elm

Dantzic oak
„ , fir

Memel fir

Kigft

Swedish
Masts, Qnob, rcfl pine

,, yellow piue ..

Latntvood, Dant. fiiu

St rbiirgr.

Deal*, pr C, 12ft by 3
by 9 In.

Quebec, white Bpmce
St. John,while spruce
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C.

Canada, Ist quality..
Snd do

Archanfrel, yellow ..

SL Petersburg, yet..

X «. £ B.

IS 10 13

3 15 4 15

4 5

6 1.^ 6 5
3 1.^ 5
4 5 5 5

4 5 6 5
2 5 4 5
2 5 3 15

2 15 3 2

J 2 13
3 10 5 10
3 10 5 10
4 5 10
5 5 6 5

12 17

12 10 15

IS 19

12 13

11 12

11 12

Finlanil 6
Klcmel 7

Qothenbur^, yelloTr 8
,, wtiite • •

Gefle, yellow 9
Soderham 8
Christiania, per C,
12 ft. by 3 by 9 In
vellow 10

Floorinff Boards, per
Bq. of lin,, firgt yuL 7

First white 7
Second qualities .... 6
PUMICKSTOXBpr tn 6*

Oll-s, Ac.
Seal, pale .. j«r tun iO
Spermboily.. .••••• 90
Cod <1

Whale, Sth Sea. pale 37
Olive, Gallipoli 54
Cocoantit, Cochin, tuu 4''>

I'alm, flue 30
Linseed 32
Itapeseod, Eng. pale.. 4b
&>tton8eQ4 31

H. £ B.

10 8

10 in

9 10

Metals.
LbAD :—

Pig, Foreltrn per ton
„ KiiKlish, W.B. do.

, , Lead Co do.

,, Other brands •• • do.
Sheet Milled do.
Shot, Patent do.
lied or minium dow
Litharge, Wli do.
Wlute dry do.

,,
ground in oil •. do,

COPPBR. t—
British—cake and ingot per ton
Best Selected do.

Sheet do.
Bottoms do.
Austral ittn do.
^anish Cake <

Oiili Bars cash
" refined ingot

eLUetal Sheathing & Rods per lb.

» 15
1

) 10
I I

17 IS
19 7
18 15
18 5

30

ro 73 10 e
Cj 6]

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
TuuBSDAY.—Society for the Encourag;cinent of the fine

Arts. Exhibition of enj^ravingaand etchings.
Also paper by J. Saddler, Esq. 8.

„ Xint ffian Society. 8.

„ Society of Antiquaries. 8.30.

^\n&{ ^^lus.

TENDERS.
Qebks.—For making certain aiterationa and additions to

Iluntercombc House, near Maiilenhead, Ucrks. C. E. Davis,
Esq., F.S.A.. arcliitect. Quantities supplied by Mr. G. W.
Hauwell, 3, Westminster Cliambers:

—

Silver and Son £13t0
WcW) U75
Keaveil 1400
Almond and Webb ),')72

WoodbrWite 1370
NiBlvtingale 1328
Taylor 1246 7
GibBon, Bros, (accepted) 1234

Behks.— For the erection of seed stores, Reading, for

Messrs. Sutton and Sons. Slessrs. W. J. T. Brown, archi-
tects. Quantities supplied—

Dnnn £710
Wlicclcr, Bros 700
Slieppard 097
Hlmtjl: 691)

Biirnicoal (i .'i

WooUrolfe (accepted) 077 10

PitiFFlKLD. YoKKsniBK.— Tor painter's work required at
the Union Workhouse, Driffield. Mr. J. Y. Shepherdson,
surveyor ;

—
Hall £127 17
Ward 12.5

Wilson (accepted) 125

liittetcasJiiitg at Do.
Drv £20
Cliik 2.5

Berry (accepted) 17 15

Kii.RL'KX, —For new schools for the district of S. Mary.
Mr. William Smith, architect;—

Brown £l»9t
Foxhy „ ).30O

Yerbury 1307
Patmnn anr> Fothcringhaoi 1298
Keves and Head 1282
Sawyer \m
Newman and Mann 1216
ManJey and Hogers (accepted)..., 1157

IlAMMr,«8MiTH.—For a pair of jemi-detached villas for Dr.
HirBchlield. Mr. W. K. Knapp. architect :—

Capps and Ritso (accepted) £2100

KnvsiNoTOM.—For house and ihop, Hieh-street, for Mr.
Joseph Toms. Mr. John Uox, architect, Quantitief luppUed
by .\Ir. Sidney Young :

—

"ockly £J8»0
lloberli 4;60
Cooder 4517
Manley andRoeeri 439S
Scrivener and White 4268
Cooke and Green 4267
Lonirmire and Burge 4265
Goounlau 4195

PuTEMOEOLOH.—For S. Paul'B Vicarage House,
ward Browning, architect;—

House.
Perkins and Sons... £1407
Richardson and Roberts... 131.3
Maliiday and Cave 1.320

Hobson and Taylor 1227
Thompson (accepted) 1287 10

Stables. Su;.

£110
101
103
100
10«

Mr. Ed-

Total.

£1617
1H7
1423
1397
1393 10

Kevexoaks —For the erection of a house and stables for
A. Wilson, Esq. Mr. J. M. Hooker, architect. Quantities
supplied:

—

House. Stables. Total-
Myers and Sons £3176 £254 £34.30
Hart 2600 195 S795
l>ove ihK 185 2780
Dove, Bros 2565 195 2760
Wallia and Clements ... 2560 200 9750
Sharpington and Cole ... 2.5-33 SOO 27S3
Henshaw 2543 185 2728
Jackson and Shaw 2522 198 2720
Longmire and Bur(fe ... 2511 194 ...„ 2705
Anscomb 2448 190 2638
Turner and Sons S387 205 2592

Sevenoaks.—For erecting a house for — Lyall, Esq. Mr.
J. M. Hooker, architect. Qtiauti'ies supplied:—

J. S. Anscomb (accepted) £2655

CONTMCTS OPEU FOR BUHDIlfft

ESTIMATES.
Bradford, June 13.—For the erection of a new towa

hall. W. T. McGowen, Town Clerk, Corporation Officei,
Bradford.

Falmouth. — United DisxaicT Sewxrage Works,
June 21.- -Contract No. 1.—For providing and laying about
5000 yards of best elazed stoneware socket pipe sewers, from
9in. to lliin. in diameter; also the necessary juuctions,
cleansing pipes, syphons, sand tanks, gulleys, "sewer venti-
lators, &c. Contract No. 2.—Providing and laying about
2.500 yards of best plazed stoneware socket pipe sewers, from
9in. to 2Un. in diameter; also the necessary junctions,
cleansinsr pipes, syphons, sand tanks, galleys, sewer venti-
hitors, &:c.- -Wm. Warn, Clerk, Falmouth United District
Sewerage Board Office.

Maidstone, June 13.—For the erection of offices for the
Clerk of tlie Peace, near the Courts of Justice- F. Russell,
Clerk of the Peace, Maidstone.

Grkknwicu District, June 15.—For constructing and
maintaining ia repair, for eighteen calendar months, tho
several additional lengths of brick and pipe sewers, and
other works. E. W. James, Clerk to the Board, Greenwich.

-Wakefield, Jane 18.—For baildiiig chapel and completing
the simlh wing, and other works, to the House of Mercy, at
Horhury, near Wakelicld. llev. John Sharp, the Vicarage,
Korbury, Wakefield.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, June 20.—For the erection of
new schools in Bath-lane, Ncwcaatle-upon-Tyne. Thomas
Oliver, F.K.I.B.A., architect, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Newcastle-L'pon-Tyne, June 15.— For the erection of a
new U.P. church in Westmoreland-road, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne. Thomas Oliver, F.R.I. B.A.., architect.

Croydon, June 21.—For enlarging ths church of St. An-
drew. Rev. D. Long, St. Andrew's Vicarage, Croydon.

Rochester, June 27-—For the erection of a new corn ex-

change at the city of Rochester, on a piece of ground in the
rear of and adjoining to the present Corn Exchange. Richd. ~

Prall, Town Clerk, Rochester.

WiGAN New Inkibhaky, July 1.—For the erection of the
proposed new infii-mary fur Wigan and the di;itrict. Richard
Lea,hon- sec., Wigan.

Manciiestbe, June IG.—For the erection of a wall to sept-
rate tlicir estates at (.!runipaell from that belonging to the
Guardians of the Prestwich Union. John Ilarrop, clerk to the

Guardians, Poor Law Otlice, Bridge-street.

HuDDERsriELD, Junc 30.—For the erection of a first por-

tion of a bluck of buildings comprising shops, warehouses,

&c., for Sir J. W. Ramsden, Bart. W. H. Crossland. F.R.I.B.A.,

25, Park-square, Leeds, and 4, Regent-street, S.W.

Dublin Port and Docks Board, June 29.—For taking

up and rebuilding a portion of the north wall quay, for a

length of about lS32rt., with works connected therewith.

N. Proud, Secretary, Dublin Port and Docks OlUce.

Brandon, June 14.—Kor the erection of a detached villa

residence, Brandon, Suffolk, for Mr. W. Rough, Brandon, to

whom a])j)Iy.

Fl'lham L'nion, June 15.— For the supply of fifty fathomt

of tlie best yellow deal ends and one hundred fathoms of

yellow boards, not less than \\ inch thick, suitable for cutting

JTito lire-wood. T. Apliu Marsh. Clerk to the Guardians,

Clerk's Ollice, Fulham Union Workhouse, Hammersmith, W.

Metropolitan Board of Works, June 27.—For the

ertciiou of a fire brigade station in Ladbroke-road, Notting-

hili. John I'ollard, Clerk of the Board, Spring-gardens,

S.W.

Bristol Local Board of Health, June 21.— For con-

structing, with cast-iron railings, cantilevers and mouldings,

tt wrought-irun girder bridge, at or near Park-street, Bristol.

John G. Heaven, clerk.

Leeds, June 11.— For the erection of a shop and ofRcea,

lot H, Boar-Jane. William Bakewell, architect, Leeds and
Halifax.

Leeds, June 11.—For the erection of a shop and offices

lot 6, Boar -lane. WiUiam Bakewell, architect, Leeds and
Halifax.
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Cawood. hkas Silbt, Jub* si.—For the forming of *
fcolp^tlL^baat 800 jrudi in length. W. H. Nicholson, and
TboaMThomrnUnson. Surreyon, Cawood.
Tvtxut Vbios, June 15.—Kor the snpply of 3,000 torn

of GneniKjr granite ap»ll«. T. Aplin M»rsh. Clerk to the

Gau4ians, Cterk'i Offlce, Fulham Union Workhouse, Ham-
menmith, W.
CoAST-GuiiD CoHTrACT, June 18.—For the erection of

» cout-fuard ttalion. at Keasiogland, Suffolk. Director of

Work* Department, Admiralty, Spring Gardens-terrace, Lou.
don, S.W.

Chestki, Jane 18.—For the proposed alterations and
repaira to the roof of the public market, Nortligate-street.

Johm Walker, Tmm Clerk. Toirn Hall.

Luoa, Jnae SO.—For the erection of tvro villa residences.

RMI.-v Kiny, arcliitecta, 21, Park-square. Leeds.

Lkkds. June 20 —For the erection of six good houses, in

Tirgtnia-ro4d, Mount Preston. Wilson and Bailey, archi-

tects. Central Market-buildings, Lecds-

Leeds, June 25.—For the erection of a dwellins house in

Bellerae-road. Wm. Wilks, architect, 9, East Parade, Leeds.

IfALDON. June 20.—For the erection of a new bridge (to

be built prinopalW of brick) over Hcybridge Creek of the

rirer Blackarater, at Maldon, Essex. Q. W. Digby, Town
Clerk, Maldon.
>'ewaed, June 15.—For the conptmction of a gasholder

tank, at the gasworks. C. C. Foottit, Clerk to the Company,
Kewark.

IMPHOVED DWELLINGS t"OR THE PEOPLE.

THE AETIZANS', LABOURERS',
and GENEUAL DWELLINGS COMPANY

(Limited).
Capital £250,000. Shares £10. £1 paid por Share.
PREMDENT-The Dcau of WESTMINSTEK.
Arbitrators.

Klglit lion. Earl Shaftes-
bury.

Right Hon. Earl Lichfield.

Lord Elcho, M.P.
*c.. &c.,&o.

LOCAI, COOMCIt.
Thos. Bazley, Esq., M.P.
Jacob Bright, Esq,, M.P.
JohnClieciham, Esq., M.P.
W.K. Callender, jun., Esq.,

M.r

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Rawdeli,, Saunders, and Company, Limttei>,

Quarrymen and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of
l*rioea at the Quarries and Dep/^ts; also Cost for
Transit to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished
on application to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Aorr.] Corsbam, Wilts.

W. Swindleiiurst, Slanagor and Secretary.
The Company is especially formed to erect improved

workmen's dwellings on the co-operative principle.

No beersbop or tavern to bo erected on the Company's
property. I'roflts realised by workmen employed on
the buildings 40 per cent. Deposits received at 5 per
cent. Prospectuses on application, enclosing postage
stam;.. Ollice 1, Great Col lege -street (opposite the
House ol Lords), Westminster, Loudon.

Sovereign Life Office, 48, St.
^"'^

Juraes's-Btroct, and 110, Cannon-street, Lomion. Xow
Policifts were iaRued in 1869 for £311,250, jvt an BTcrage o( f680 each.

The Life and Annuity Fundij oonnectod with the Ollicu exceed

£600.000. AdrancoB are made on FrooboIdB, &c. ; also, to a Unutod
extent, on firat'clssa reraonal Security.

II. D. DAVEXrORT, Secretary,

UNDER THB PATRONAGK OF ILM. THE QUEEN.

THE LONDON PARQUETRY WORKS,
the firnt Manufactory establlphod in Knpland (In \9i\) hy

CHARLES STEINITZ, founder of the EuplUh I'ariiuotry Bueinaw,
for the cxclusiTe producilou of

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floora

Borders, Ceilings and Wall Decoration.
In Qoometrlcal. Curviliiioar, and Mosaic patterns.

Plani and Estimates, for First-clans Worlc only, prepared free of

vrpenna Manufactorr—Camberwell Hall, Groro-lane, Cauibcrwftll

S.E. Solo A«ontB and Show Koom, GUlow and Co., 176 and 177

Oitford-Btrect. W.

THBELECTRIC CLOCK
KEQUniES NO WINDING.

BMKEUPTS.
TO 8CSUHOKK III TBI CODKTST.

G«oi^ Trederick Hooker, Marlowes, Tlertfordshtre, buil-

der, Jane 11, at 11.—George Tasker, Teignniouth, June 1+,

Ktl.—Joha Jameson .ind M'Cormirk, James Steele, Wigan
and Hull, contractors, June 33, at 13.—Liberty Taylor, Tiin-

bridge-wells, plumber, June 30, at 3.

DIVIDEND MEETIXGfl.

W. Stebbing, Watton, bricklayer, June 27.—J. and C. Todd,
Milner-street, Brompton. bailders, June 25.—E. Shaw,
Hudderbfield, p)uml>er, June 23.—C. Schofield, LIndley,
Yorkshire, carpenter, June 23.—G. Porter, Hillhousc, near
Uuddertfield, builder, June 22.

ACT 1869.—PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

W. C. Elliott, Plymouth, builder, June 14.—J. Storry,

Soathtoim, SaTolk, carpenter, June 22.—W. Cawood, Scar-
borough, builder, June 15.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLYED.
Reid and 31'Cartncy, Manchester, bricklayers.—Saunders

and Callaway, Bristol, timber and general merchants.—Riley,
HargreaTcs, and Co.. Oldham, braas founders.—W. Hudson
and G. Chaffer, Birmingham, ironfounders— R. H. Gayforth,
andT. Walmsley, Manningham, builders.—D. Ilopwood, and
W. Fielden, Bolton, cement manufacturers.—Nicholson
Brothers, Tong Benton, Northumberland, quarrymen.—M.
Wbeatley and Co., Mewcastle-upon-Tyae, iron merchants.

"scotch SEqUESTlATION.

William Tlenderson, Glasgow, builder, June 14, at 12.—
Junes Duffei, Inremess, plasterer, June 15 ut 13.

TTalf a Million has been. Paid
-*--*- by the

RAILWAY PASSENGERS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

as COMPENSATION for ACCIDi^.NTS of all kinds friding, driving
walking, hunting, &c.)

An Annual Tayniont of X3 to £6 5h. insures £1000 at Death,
and an AHof/anco at the ratcof £6 per week for Injury.

A BONUS TO ALL POLICY HOLDKBS OF FIVE YEAIIR'
STANDING HAS BEEN DEC AUED, PAVABLK IN AND
AFTER 1871.

for pariicnlara apply to the Clerkfi at the ^ilway Stations,
the Lociil Agenta, or at tho Offices,

64, CosNHiLL, audio, Rkgent- street, London.
WILLIAM J. TIAN, Secretary.

Just PuhHshod, Mmo, roan, price One Shilling.

Clpons' Tables and Memoranda
^"-^ for Engineers, Selected and Arranpcd by J. T HURST.

London : E. and i\ N. SPON, 44, Charlng-croRs.
This work ill printed in pearl type, and is so small, msasuring

only 2iiD. X 31u. by ^la. thick, that it may easily he carried in the
waistcoat pocket.

PATENT CLOCK,
with Mo»KL8T St

Co'h Patent Sulphate

of Lead Battery, Is

guaranteed to kocp

good time wllhoat

any attention. The
b.Attery requires re-

charging only once a
year at taoaL

The ImpraremMi
over all other Bleo>

trie Closks ia obylooa

to the least expe*

rlenced aa well as tha

most Bolentifto

Price, in Neat Fan«
Wood Case, i»

Higher prioea accord

lag to style.

^Architectural Books.—A New
Catalogue of Knglixh and Foreign Books on Architecture,

Building, Ornament, tho Fine Arts, etc.. forwarded Rrntis and post
free to all parts on applicatiou to BRADLEY THOMAS RATSFORD,

Jigiueering BookEoIIer, 52, High Holboru,Architectural and
London. ff.C.

^o Builders, Contractors, and
Others.—To be SOLD, screral most substantially built 10

ROOMED CARCASSES, some partially finished, drainoii into the
inniu High Level sewor, situate near tho new church of S. Gflorpe's,

in the TufnoU Park-road, Holloway, a wide road Icadiofr out of the
main Hollow.ly -road, near the Nag's Head and close to the Favorite
Omnibus Route. Apply to Mcasra Dalton and Jessett, solicitors,

St, Clement's Heuae, St, Clemeut's-lanc. Lornbard -street.

Important Freehold Building Slt«, within a few yards of the in-
tended additions to the National Oallery Trafalgar-sqnare,
Charing-crocs, eomprUlng SOOO superfiolal toit. with Immediate
powetsion ; mXao the Treenold Pablic-hoase ai]j«lnlng, known as
th « Ifoomonth He«d, aitnate at the comer of Castlo-street and
Hemming**row.

IVTessrs. Rushworth, Abbott, and
Oo. bes 'to Annonnee that tbcy have instructions to SELL

tlM ftbore meBtloned ralaabla FREEHOLD PROPERTY. The
boOMl ereeted on the rronnd are nombored 34, 3A, and 41, Castlo-
atraet, in the rear of wnieh is a large yard, with stabling and other
buildln;gs, immediate poaMuion of the whole of which will lie

Kiren. affording a moat desirable opportunity for the erection of a
public bnlldlnf.pietttrvgellertea, a museum, theatre, mercantile
eeUbUihmwit^ *c, being eitnate within 15U yards of Trafalgar-
qnar*. and In the centre of the metropolis. The Monmoath Hwd
pnbUe-hooM, No. 17, Bernmtnga-row, is let on lease tlU 19(19. and
will fern • M|>ant« lot. Plans of the whole estate may now bo
in»ected,and farther partlcnurs obtained at the offices of Messrs
BAnrorth, Abbott, and Co^, 72, Savile-row, Begent-street. W.,
aodlS, Chaiure-alley. Comhill, E.C., who are fully anthorlaed to
negotUttt a 8*te by Private Treaty.

Qrystal Palace Company.—To^^ Bnildera and others—Crystal Palace Estate,—The CrysUl
Palaoe C(»np«ay are prepared to let on building leanoa for a term
of tV yearn, eertftln portions of their freehold property abutting
apon ma Pcoge-road, Thickwood-road, Anerley-rood, and Palace-
road. Pfauu and conditlona may be seen on application to John
Norton, B^h Aichlbeet. H Old Bond-street, W„ or M Mr. Hart,
Aeeooataat, Cryst«l Palace, Sydenham, 3.B

A Capital Brickfield to be Let,
17 mtlei east of Londr-n, having railway sidings and a

laiyawharf. Plenty of eioell<mt brick and tile earth, also fine
uid ana abondanoe of wat^r. Fixed rent and royalty moderate
Immediate posaeHlon. No stock nor plant to bo ukcn. i-or par-
ticuUrs apply to Heura. Burdor and Dunning. 27. Parhament-
street, Westminster. S.W.

J^uilding Land, with Mansion
.^ ,?°.l

"'*'••'"». " AcKm, MlddlonCT, known » ' The
Sim u'./'^SFf^Jr'".

''• ""'"ni""' Compinr. .nd conUlnln.
o^SZill l^i. •'"^"^i^"''""' "= K™"!"" "f Det.che5

uSSZmSZ te:S,"°'"S"f"
"'"' ''» «'^ •'<• We,t-md b, tbn

T)ry Wainscot, 3 years old, price
-^"^

6d. to 9d. Hnho^any oqaally chG»p, It J OUN COUMBE'S
Lady Lake's Grore, Mile<«ud Uatc

J^xtensive Wharfaoje to I^et at
Ch elsen.—River Frontage about 6bOft. Also fine Wharfnge

in the Canal oiljoinlng the West London Railway Goods and Coal
Depot, all poHHesaing great facilities for Merchants, Contractors,
&C., and may bo had on lea^e iu parcels, or ofTers for tho whole bo
entertained.—For terms, apply to Aahburnham Kstato Office,

Cremorne-road, Chelsea.

fcimimmiiiiiiw

An inspection is solicited by the

FATENTKES AND MANUFACTURKR8,

MOSELEY & CO.,
WH08B IMPROVEMENTS IN

ELECTRIC BELLS,
And their APPLIANCES,

are being nied all over the country, including; i^

largest hotol in the Kingdom, as well as in India,

China, Australia, Africa, Holland, &0.

14, BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.

CATXLOaUBS ORiTIS. ESTIMATES FURXISUXD,

The Trade Supplied.

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

'T'o Contractors, Builders, and
OtherB.—Dry Brick Rubbinh can bo received at tho rxtennive

Wharfage fonning a portion of the A»hhurnham Kstato, Chelsea.

—

For terms, apply to Estate Office, Cremome-road, Chelsea.

HTo Let.—To Builders.—A most
eligible Plot of Land, a part of tho Ashhurnkam Estate,

having about 240 lect front.ige in Klng's-road, opposite St. Mark's
CoUe^'o and tho Now Streets. The Plot of Ground is enclosed in a
King Fenro 8 feet hi;rh, and there is a Workshop of large dimen-
Bl<jnB, with General Office, well built, and lighted with Aashca iind
skylights. The whole affords every facility for builders. The
terms and ground-rents are low. It is within a short dlsUnce of
Chelsea Station on tho West London Railway, and easy of ncoesB
to Steam Boats. Omnibuses pass within two ntlnuten' walk every
ten minntes. For terms, apply to tho office, Aahburnham Estate,
Chelsea.

^o be Disposed of. Decorating
Business, with Papvrlianfrln? WarohouBo, in tho nelghbour-

hoftd of Plmllco. Is well cBlabliHhcd. Stock and goodwill aljout
JE200.-Apply at 23*, High Hoi born.

J^ew, — Important Building
Estate. The Ciimherland Estate, adjoining the Uoynl

Gardens, nni close to tlin hew Gardens Station, with now
roads formed through tiio ftstato, offering choico Hulldiiiii
Hite%T<) HK LKT...11 fliii!dini( Lhhsps, direct fronitho Free-
holder, ut moilerato groniii rents. Tlie soil is Joam, wilh a
Biihsoll ofaniid and gravel, and the climate is proverhially
liCTillhy. Water in liiid on. Ify the new railway In oonnexltm
with the Metropolitan aystRm. Kcw is now readily accessible
Irom all parta or tho melroiiOlis. .Money will Ixi advanced.
Plans and pariictilars may ho had of Jacssif. DltlVBlt, siir-
Teyors. Laud Agents, aua Auctioneers, 4, Whit«hall, London,

"r- J.J. CORDES&CO.,
^^ the Patentees and Manufacturers of tho

MAiiK. well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Kwbank's Nails),

Desire to make it known that they hare adopted

a " star," or " cross," as their Trade Mark, and

that all Nails now made and sent out by them,

except Clasp, bear this murk upon their heads,

and that within every packnge sent from their

works i?, also placed a card bearing their name
and address. All their bags are also branded

CoRDES and Co.
The Nails are manufactured by J. J. Cordes

and Co. ont of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig

Iron, and have long since earned the reputation

of being superior to all others. The Nails are all

uniform in make and quality, e.ich one perfect

and count out full 1,000 to the M.

DOS WORKS. NEWPORT. MON.

0. H. DAVIES and CO.'S

GENUINE AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.—Designers and Tractical Joiuors.

CAMBRIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,

lONDON.

SIWKSLET'S PATENT STEPS.

JJ^oyal Polytechnic.—"Sand and
tho .Suez Canal." by Profensor Pepper.—Munlcal Kuter-ippei

Ilealtainracnt, by George IJuckltind, K-);|., "The ifeart of Stone," with
Spectral Scenes. American Organ dally. Dugwar's Feats and
other atlractiuns, all for One Shllllna:. ''The Great City" at
halt-past 1. Sues Canal, at half-past 3 and a quarter to 8.
Heart cf Stone, at 4 and 9. Duifwar'a Foiti, at half-past Sand
4nart«r past 7. Op«a 12 to 5 and 7 to 10,

Sole Agent-J. WESTWOOD, Jun.,

Tredegar House, Bow, London, E.

Recommended for DURABILITY, SIMTLICITY,
FIRM b'OriTlNG. ELASTICITY, and aroperfecUy
NOISELESS.

6fi*y(\ r\r\(\ l^ersons have passedover some of

5^* l/jVi/v these steps, the wear being only
l-16th of au inch. These Steps are In use at most oC
tho Stations oa the North London Railway.
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HISTOKICAL PHOTOGRAPHS ILLUS-
TRATIVE OF THE ARCHAEOLOGY
OF ROME.

MR. JOHN HENRY PARKER, who is

the life and soul of tho society formed
for the investigation of the antiquities of Rome,
has done a good work in collecting ar.d ex-
hibiting in Cundall's Gallery, in Bond-street,

the fifteen hundred photographs which are a
very tangible result of his labour of love in

that city. Tho original intention with which
they were taken, he says, was to illustrate his

work on the Antiquities of Rome, and to

enable persons who have not had the oppor-
tunity of visiting the spot to follow the argu-

ments he has advanced therein. Mr. Parker,

whom delicate health has compelled for some
years to winter in Italy, with characteristic

energy improved these opportunities by turn-
ing his attention to the numerous interesting

archaeological questions which force tliem-

selves upon the minds of intelligent visitors

to the Holy City. In doing so, he found that

the published guides and books which treated

of these subjects had been generally copied
one from the other, and that the received
authorities were not to be depended upon, and
he resolutely set to work to correct their errors

and supply their deficiencies.

The Herculean nature of this self-imposed
task must be evident to every one who enters

the gallery in Bond-street ; for though it is

comparatively easy now to follow him in con-
sequence of the able manner in which this

multitude of photographs has been arranged,
the mind almost refuses even to attempt to

realise tho time and patience which he must
have devoted in order to direct the operations
of the photographer, not to speak of excavators
and labourers, in positions which might be
thought inaccessible for such a purpose. By
tho aid of the magnesium light, the deepest
recesses of tlie catacombs have been made to

reveal the faintest traces of the decoration of
their pavements, walls and ceilings, and these
works of the persecuted Early Christians have
been thus brought to light, as well as the
more sumptuous architecture of their per-
secutors.

The theory which Mr. Parker started with
the hope of elucidating—and it needs a theory
as a basis for such an enterprise—was that the
City of Rome was built upon the great earth-

works, the scarped cliffs, the terraces and
trenches of the primitive fortifications, and
that these have governed more or less tho sub-
sequent plan of the City and influenced the

choice of the sites of the principal buildings.

As soon as this idea was realised, and proved
to have a good foundation, it disposed of the
popular fallacy that the soil of the whole city

has, during the long lapse of time, been raised

to an extraordinary extent. This erroneous
notion had arisen from the occasional great
depth of rubbish and debris which naturally
accumulated in and filled up the ancient
trenches.

Mr. Parker acknowledges the zealous assist-

ance of Several young Roman Princes, who, at
their own expense, have made good search
for these early traces, and the work thus set
on foot has been very successful. Of course
the primitive fortifications have become much
obliterated, but the wall of Servius Tullius has
been discovered in several places, and in par-
ticular one ancient fossway, with its pavement
sunk twenty feet under accumulations of rub-
bish, has been traced along the inner side of
the Great Agger. Again, the Great Wall of
Aurelian, which was thirteen miles long and
fifty feet high, with a corridor for the sentinels
inside it, has been examined, and is copiously
illustrated by photographs.

Tho aqueducts seem to have been very

thoroughly worked out, and around tho room
aro many careful plans and sections explana-

tory of the photograjjhs ; and the architectural

student will do well to study these, as the

minutest details of these wondrous structures

aro to bo found in them. Mr. Parker justly

claims to have paid particular attention to

their construction, and says that ho has " en-

deavoured to show them in the photographs in

order to make them tell their own history to

those who have learned to read the stones."

The types of the character of work of each
half century, from the time of the foundation

of Rome to the sixteenth century, are shown by
tho arrangement of the photographs in a con-

secutive chronological series, and thus a ready
clue is afforded' to the archseological student

which cannot ta il to be of the greatest use.

In these the remains of tho great buildings

of the empire—the temples, palaces, thermaj,

basilicse, theatres, amphitheatres, triumphal

arches, &c.—are shown as they exist at the

present day sufficiently to carry out the above
named excellent plan, but as they are of

course the stock subjects of tho Roman photo-

graphers, it has been to less hackneyed sub-

jects that the greatest attention has been given

.

To our mind the most interesting of the whole
collection are those which represent the fresco

paintings in the catacombs and tho mosaic
pictures in the churches. Independent of their

undying interest and the associations they evoke,

they present valuable suggestionrt for archi-

tectural decoration, and many which would
prove of use to our own ecclesiastical archi-

tects. The middle ages v/ere not the period

in which Rome excelled in the arts, but this

series of photographs is not without specimens
of interest of that time ; but of the rich

church furniture, &o., of later centuries there

is a large number of photographs, as also of

the contents of the Roman museuras, such as

tho busts of the emperors, sculptured sarco-

phagi, coins, &c., &c.
As specimens of the photographic art there

is much left to be desired, but the extraordinary

difficulties in numerous cases of taking any
such views at all should be taken into account,

and on the whole we feel that wo may heartily

congratulate Mr. Parker upon what he has
achieved.

We ought to remark that though much has
been done, there is much left to do, and that

other nations are in the field to contend for the

honours of which Mr. Parker has reaped so

good a share. The fund for prosecuting these

interesting inquiries, of which he is treasurer,

is becoming low, and he seeks for pecuniary aid,

which we trust will he liberally afforded to the
Society. We call therefore the especial con-
sideration of our readers to the following
paragraph, which concludes the preface to the

catalogue of these Historical Photographs :

—

The Municipality of Rome has undertaken to carry
on the excavations of the Mamertine Prison which we
commenced last year. The Pontifical Government
has undertaken to open a new gate by the side of the
Porta 8. Lorenzo, and excavate the old gate, to show
the difference of lerel between the pates of Augustus
and those of Honorius, a.d. 400, and to show also the
arcade of the Aqueduct. It will also carry on the
great works at the Marmorata and at Ostia. The
Homan Princes will go on with their works. The
Emperor of the French will continue to expend a
large sum on the Palatine, as he has done with much
spirit for several years past. The Prussians will carry
on their useful arch.-eological establishment, and will

probably make some other excavations, as they did
last year at the College of the Arvales. Shall tho
British race be tho only one to do nothing in this in-

teresting field ?

EXHIBITION OF MICHAEL ANGELO
AND RAPHAEL DRAWINGS AT THE
BURLINGTON FINE ARTS CLUB.

XT has always been an undecided question

whether genius be a direct inspiration or

the result of a steady and laborious applica-

tion of those particular talents which are con-

fided to many on their entrance into the

world. A careful study of the drawings of

two such great men aa Michael Angelo and
Raphael here exhibited entitles us at least to

an opinion upon this much-vexed subject, and
we are inclined to think that to a direct inspi-

ration alone do we owe those exquisitely-

beautiful and noble drawings which convey to

us the first dawn on paper of a subject in these

groat painters' minds, while the care which
they took (Raphael especially) in developing
and making studies to enrich this first thought
deserves the attentive consideration of all truo

lovers of art. For here a man with an edu-
cated eye may see tho entire method of work-
ing pursued by these great artists. Take, for

instance, tho interesting set of sketches by
Raphael for a portion of a group in the

Borghese Entombment (Nos. 23 and 26), and
the Windsor drawing of the same subject.

There is first the thought and study of the

different heads ; then tho pose of the faint-

ing figure, which pose the painter very
probably may have seen in life ; then tho

endeavour to get the action quite correct

by putting in the skeleton within his own
drawing of the pose (observe that he is only
careful in the skeleton drawing of those parts

which the drapery does not hide) ; secondly,

the very fine drawing of the group itself. No.
26, most probably the first idea ; and,

lastly, the traced drawing slightly altered in

the putting together belonging to the Windsor
collection, which has been most unfortunately
placed apart from the others on the screen.

M. Angelo was accustomed to use the skeleton

in his work. The careful little wax models of

the skeleton and muscles, studies for his grand
statue of David, part of the Gherardini col-

lection, now in the South Kensington Museum,
are well known, and probably he induced

Raphael to follow his example, for his method
of work must hive been somewhat founded
on that of his elder brothers in art. Raphael's

fine power of completing a drawing is shown
in the finished study for the " Vierge au
Berceau," though we doubt if it is all by his

hand ; certainly the Virgin is much altered in

the completed work in the Louvre. The head
of S. John in this drawing has been used by
the painter in more than one of his pictures.

No. 37, S. Agatha, belonging to Mr. W.
Mitchell, is a very beautiful study of a
very graceful figure, probably drawn from
life ; the drapery, too, is excellent. How
noble this painter's first thoughts were may be
seen in No. 27, a facsimile of a drawing in the

Louvre, in which tho lovely weeping figure of

S. John on the left deserves especial attention.

There is intense feeling, too, in No. 7—a youth-
ful head drawn with a silver point, belonging

to Mr. Malcolm, No. 87 (the property of

Mr. Mitchell) contains two careful drawings
from the nude, excellent for showing Raphael's

mode of study—how little he did, and how
much he got by that little. Contrast No. 87
with No. 1 , where, in the most rapid manner,
he has taken advantage of the life to seize an
attitude. Compare it, too, with No. 13—three

male figures for one of the compositions of the

Bible, admirably and rapidly sketched from

nature, but in a grand manner and with flue

proportions. In fact, Raphael is always truly

great from his very smallest sketch, such as

No. 93, a reproduction of a drawing belong-

ing to Mr. Salting, to No. 2, the grand

finished study of the Archangel Michael

and Satan. The painter here has finely

rendered the superhuman power of Michael,

who has known no struggle with the fallen de-

mon.~The drawing by Michael Angelo, of

the Holy Family,'executed in black chalk, from
the Windsor collection, is very large in manner,

and finely conceived ; the drapery is simply

cast, and there is not a superfluous detail given

in the whole work. There are also some grand

ideal heads, by this great master, exhibited

here, and some curious specimens of his hand
writing. We must leave our readers to decide

for themselves on the originality or non-
originality of the " Cleopatra ;" that it is^cer-

tainly painted with an oil medium is rather

against it. There is wonderful energy in this
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painter's drawing 'of tho Labours of Hercules,

in the Queen's collection. How lie has got

Cacus into his grasp! The extraordinary

action also in the groups from tho Elysian fields

driving home their arrows and almost follow-

ing them into the mark, could only have pro-

ceeded from the hand of this great genius.

Mr. Vaughan's three fine drawings, one from

the cartoon at Pisa, one for the Isaiah, and the

third fT Sybilla Erethrea, are remarkable as

showing M.Angelo's rapidity of execution, and

his manner of studying the drapery of his

prophets. In conclusion we must remark that

there are some drawings in tho Malcolm
collection we cannot believe in, though there

are several of very great excellence, ilany

good photographs from the works of M.
Angelo and Raphael, which we have not time to

notice, adorn the walls of the Burlington

Club. They are interesting as showing how
cheaply the public may now be educated with

tho appreciation of what is truly good and
great in art, and we owe our thanks to the

Club for the treat they have provided their

friends, forthe collection, though much smaller

than we had imagined, is of much artistic

valae.

THE ARCniTECTUR.\L SKETCHES
At' THE CONDUIT-STREET EXHIBI-
TION.

THE west gallery at the Architectural

Exhibition in Conduit-street is devoted

to architectural sketches. We use tiie terra

sketches, as but few of them could claim the

higher title of drawings—that is, of careful

and finished works. Of such, however, there

are some, and we may specify in particular

those which have been drawn by Mr. Edward
Sharpe, and coloured by Mr. Brewer. No.
353, an interior view of the Lady Chapel at

Toumay Cathedral, and No. 355, that of S.

Giles' Church, Brunswick, are beautiful and
accurate drawings, and the manner in which
the painted glass is represented is exceedingly
good. The exterior views. No. 352, of S.

Andrew's Church, and 354, S. Catherine's,

both at Brunswick, are not quite equal in

merit, but yet are striking. Mr. Sharpe is also

a liberal contributor of drawings of his own in

pen and ink, all of which are accurate and
careful. Mr. Ernest Lee and Jlr. II. W.
Lonsdale seem to have worked together in a
good field—that of the sculpture of the
Cathedrals of Amiens and Chartres. They
send pencil sketches of considerable merit of
tho well-known has relief from the portals,

representing the signs of the zodiac, the
labours of the montlis, &c. It is dillicult to
distinguish between these works in point of
merit. We noticed a lion, by Mr. Lee,
admirably drawn, but generally Mr. Lonsdale's
touch seems the firmer of tho two. Mr.
Thomas Blackhill sends numerous sketches of
a far too careless nature, and we fear we
must point to them only as being of a class to

be regretted, as they show an endeavour to

make pretty sketches, irrespective of truth
and economical of labour.

Mr. T II. Watson sends two frames full of
slight sketches of mediajval embroidery,
Nos. 244 and 24.5, mere shor(hand notes of
interesting material, of value mainly to him-
self. Mr. Lonsdale's sketches of draperies
from manugcriptfi. No. 310, arc of a far more
finished and therefore useful character to
others, and we incline to think to himself as
well, an the very effort and care bestowed
upon them must have brought a reward.
Mr. Phene Spiers sends several of his pic-

turesque sketches that almost, but not quite,
deserve the name of architectural drawings.
Among tho best is No. 34.3, Hypocthral
Temple, Philae, and perhaps his worst is No.
350^ Temple of tho Sun, Baalbec.

No. 264, a noble drawing of a Castle in
Normandy, bears tho name of J. S. Cotman.
It is fine in style, rich in colour, and broad in
effect. Hardly less so are No. 311, Interior of
North Aisle of Choir of Norwich Cathedral,

and No. 314, Old Manor House, Fincharyi

sent in the same name.
Mr. Batterbmy has some faint but careful

pencil drawings, as No. 232, Chateau do

Tremnuille, and No. 252, S. Nicholas, Caen,

and Seez Cathedral.

Mr. Edward I'Anson has a fine series of

drawings well worth examination. They are

sketches taken at Athens in 1836, Nos. 2G0

to 276 inclusive. Some are in colour, and
some in pen and ink, touched up with the

brush. On the whole, they arc delicate, as

suited to CliLSsic subjects, but. hai'dly sufli-

ciently so at times, as in the sculpture shown
in No. 274, the Ilorologium of Andronious

Cyrrhestes, and north side of Acropolis.

Mr. Emerson has .also sent a scries of draw-
ings of a very different character. They are

powerful in colour, and, in fact, are sometimes
mere studies of colour, as No. 285, Interior of

S. Mark's Church, Venice, where he has caught

well the peculiar coppery hue of the gilt

ground of tho mosaic deoirations. Perhaps
Mr. Emerson's best; drawing is No. 288,

Hindoo Columns, Bejapore, where the details

are put in in a masterly manner. 295, Hassan
Mosque, Cairo, is also a fine drawing, in which
the delicate gradations of tint in the marblo
panels are well represented.

Mr. Thomas Vauglian sends 321, a large

frame full of minute and careful pen-and-
ink drawings, from sketches of Ambones,
»ostra, and pulpits.

Mr. J. C. Wilberfoss also contributes two
good and elaborate, almost too elaborate, pen-
and-ink drawings—No. 315, Interior, Wint-
ringham Church, East Yorkshire, and No.
336, laterior of Ancient Hall, Hadfield. Mr.
II. M. Marshall has a good coloured sketch,

No. 344, Apse of the Friar, Venice ; and Mr.
Richard Groves another—No. 301, View in

Aisle of Cathedral, Sienna.

Included among the sketches in this west
gallery, rather than among the drawings for

decoration in the larger one, in consequence
of having been sent late, are some remarkiible

designs for wall painting in Newland Church,
Nos. 381 to 387 inclusive. Tlie general

treatment and the scheme for tho various sub-

jects are admirable. The colours are sub-

dued. Above the dado, wliich is of chocolate,

divided as into masonry by wliite lines, &c.,

the ground is generally pale as of untouched
plaster, or perhaps even unplastercd light

brickwork, as at Mr. Pearson's new church in

Vauxhall. Tlie figures are simply outline d
and thrown out by diapered and tinted cur-

tains, &c. One series of subjects are divided

by borders as framework into rectangular

compartments above the dado, and below tho

springing line of the window, and another and
more continuous range of subjects is carried

|

along the upper part of the walls. Were
j

their decorations carried out with a higher

type of art -work than we fear is suggested by
i

these drawings, we should have great cause I

for rejoicing, but we cannot help noticing
i

with regret the same appearance of the per-
j

sonages represented being afllictod with water
on the brain, or studied from the blocks in

barber's shops, which is the general type of

church decorative work of tho day. Not
knowing even where Newland is, we cannot
say whether the actual vfork is or is not free

from such character, but we can heartily say
that the general scheme and design is worthy
of being carried out in the best manner
possible.

LATTICE PIERS.

THE introduction of the open web or

lattice sides to an iron bridge in place

of the solid plate adopted in tho early speci-

mens of those structures which were intended

for the purposes of railway traffic, was re-

garded by many engineers as an experiment
of a doubtful nature. Several eminent pro-

fessional men, who it might be reasonably

imagined would have investigated tho ques-

tion more deeply before they ventured on a

condemnation of its merits, rejected the whole
principle, and, it is needless to remark, never
designed any bridges based upon it. But tho
light of science was beginning to dawn upon
tlie profession. Theory and education were
about to be substituted for empiricism and
ignorance, and tho days of rule-df-thumb
were drawing fast to a close. The rejection
of the open-webbed girder at its first intro-
duction was a proof of two things. One was
that very few engineers know anything about
the science of it, and the other that very many
Wore incapable of acquiring that knowledge.
Soine short time subsequently, mathematicians
and engineers of education and scientific at-
tainments took up tho subject, investigated
it throughout all its details, were convinced
of the soundness of the principle, and ulti-

mately experience and practice confirmed, as
they always do, the dictates of true theory. To
merely substitute an open lattice side for a solid
plate one is the easiest thing in the world, but
to accomplish this in a manner that shall fulfil

tho conditions of a correct distribution of tho
strains, and consequently of a minimum of
material, requires an amount of theoretical
knowledge and practical acquaintance with
the construction of ironwork which is not
acquiroTl without a good deal of hard work
and careful study. It cannot bo too atten-
tively kept in view that it is in tho web of the
lattice girder that the superior economy of
the whole structure consists when comparing
it with the solid plate type. It possesses no
advantages so far as the flanges are concerned,
which in both instances are nearly identical in
form and sectional area. In fact, it is con-
tended by the advocates of the plate S3'stem
that less metal is required in the flanges of a
girder of that description tlian in one designed
on the lattice principle. This statement is

not without some foundation, but can scarcely
be said to be practically determined, inso-

much as in tho case where a continuous web
is closely rivetted to a flange it is impossible
to say how much of the longitudinal strain in

the latter may or may not be resisted by the
former. There is no doubt that in a correctly-

designed and proportioned structure the sum
of tlio shearing and longitudinal strains will be
resisted adequately by the sum of the actioiis of
tho flanges and web, but whether each of these
t-eparate parts of the girder performs exactly
its own duty, neither more nor less, is a ques-
tion that will probably never be satisfactorily

or conclusively determined.

Whatever may be the particular form of
construction in which lattice or 0|ien bars are
substituted for the solid plate, the object is

the same. This consists in bestowing upon
the form the same amount of strength, stiff-

ness, and stability, with either a less amount
of material or workmanship than is required
in the latter instance. It has been frequently
maintained tliat no amount or distribution of
trussing and bracing can ever ofl'er the same
degree of rigidity as a solid plate. This is an
error, and probably arises from the fact that
so many badly-designed trusses have been
constructed. These have been put forward as
tho best examples of that p.articular type of
iron construction, and tho system has been un-
justly blamed for tho fault of crude and un-
scientific examples. Wo have not the slightest

hesitation in asserting that a properly-designed
and proportioned truss is as strong and stiff as

any solid plate could make it. Wo will not
s.ay stronger, for fcir of misunderstanding in

the matter. If there is one example of iron

construction which more than another requires

the greatest amount of individual strength

and stiffness, it is a crane. Tlie heavy weights
it has to support, loaded also at the most dis-

advantageous point where the moment of

fracture becomes a maximum, and the constant

and violent jerks to which it is subjected

demand that it should be exceptionally well
designed with regard to the important element
of rigidity. Tlioro are no doubt some who,
while they would recognise the propriety of

erecting a lattice girder, would hesitate before
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extending that principle to the construction of

an iron crano. Notwithstanding, iron cranes

to lift twenty tons have been successfully

constructed of lattice work, and have con-

linuod to give no signs of weakness. Among
the other applications of the trussed types are

those of lighthouses and piers, with the latter

of which wo are at present concerned. No
sooner was it found by experience that the

braced principle was applicable to the super-

structure of bridges, than it was suggested it

might bo made available for the substructure

as well. One of the best-known instances of

its employment in this country is that of the

Crumlin Viaduct in Walts, but it has been
used for similar purposes in other localities,

both hero and abroad. For some reasons not

clearly apparent, iron piers have as yet scarcely

been introduced into France. There are but
two examples, which are on the Orleans line.

One is at Montlugon, and the other near Com-
mentry. This classjof piers are particularly

well adapted for great heights, audtlie general

features of their construction embrace the

erection of a series of cast-iron pillars, trussed

and framed together by lattice work. In ac-

cordance with the rules that govern the con-
struction of all piers and supports of that

description, they are built with a batter

uniformly increasing from the summit to the
base. Instead of a uniform batter, the whole
pier is sometimes built in a succession of
stages, the higher one being somewhat smaller
in area than tliat below it. This method has
the advantage of keeping all the uprights per-

fectly plumb, but, on the other hand, it breaks
the continuity of the pillars, which is main-
tained when a uniform batter is adopted.
A brief description of one of the examples

to which we have alluded will explain fully the
method of building usually prevalent. The
cast-iron pillars or columns are 1ft. Sin. in dia-

meter, fouriu number, and are grouped in the
shape of a rect.".ngiilar pyramid, being united
by bracing, which consists of a series of struts

and ties placed horizontally at about every
15ft. in height, and of a similar truss situated
in the vertical plane of the pier. At the lower
extremity of these piors they are secured from
the effects of the wind by inclined struts,

forming a kind of counterfoil or buttress. The
piers are based upon a foundation of masonry,
and present a very solid appearanco at the
lower extremity. In designing the bracing of
a structure similar to a high pier, the compo-
nent parts must be able to withstand a strain

of both compression and tension. The lateral

deflection, whicli may be the result of eitlier

too great a weight upon the pier, or of a vio-

lent side pressure arising from a hurricane,
may be either inwards or outwards. If in-

wards, there will be a tendency to compress
and buckle up the bracing placed between the
columns, and if outwards, they will be ex-
tended. If an open-sided lattice or pier be
correctly built, it may certainly, under any
strain that could not bo taken into account
^ priori, give way bodily, but it is impossible
that it should yield in any one i)articular

part. It must all go together, or not at all.

Kaohbar and brace will be doing its own duty,
and will refuse to yield unless its fellows
yield with it. This constitutes the perfection
of bracing, which, when scientifically exe-
cuted, will ensure a degree of resistance and
strength far beyond that which would be
expected of it from its light and elegant
appearance.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.

( Continued from page 390.)

THE brief re'sumi: of art conceptions as
given birth to in Asia and perfected

by the Greek mind will, I trust, not have
been tedious to my readers, the principal
object being to show the marked change in

the mental process which takes place under
Greek tliought and civilisation, as historical
proof of the more direct object of this essay

which wo shall presently have to consider.

There was a general fusion of ideas among
the Asiatic nations. The world of sense and
the world of thought ; the natural and the

supernatural ; mysticism and science were
blended or confounded, and a mytho-cesthetic-

Bpiritual form of thought prevailed, highly
inventive and capricious, but notably failing

to exercise any but a local influence.

The Greek mind was differently constituted,

a> we have seen ; the climate and the sur-

roundings were both different.

Taking the Asiatic prototypes of art as

their departure, the Greeks applied a new
process to them, developing all that was sus-

ceptible of beauty of form, gradation of pans,
and mental or abstract refinement. Hence
we have the Pelasgic or Asiatic spiral taste-

fully adapted as a volute ; also the Assyrian
honeysuckle exquisitely conventionalised as

an ornament to tho Ionic order. Taking the

Asiatic prototypes of those features and com-
paring them, we see at once the influence of

the Greek mind in subduing the over-natural-

istic expression of the original types, and
making them more consonant to the more
rigid architectonic forms. This process of con-
ventionixlising nature—regarding forms in the

abstract and combining them with a consum-
mate taste and judgment, was carried by Greece
to a greater extent than found among other
nations. Thus its architecture was essentially

the predominant art, to which the other arts of
sculpture and painting bore an harmonious
relation. This is particularly noticed in the
sculptural accessories. The principal folds of
draperied figures, their pose and attitudes,

were all regulated and disposed by the archi-
tectural lines, the round masses being skilfully

brought into conjunction with the square forms
of tho structure. We find also a wonderful
harmony between the voids and sup])orts ; an
agreeable contrast between rounds ana squares,
light and shade, and the effects of perspective.

For example, we sec tho echinus delicately

separated from the shaft by its annulets, while
the abacus casts upon it a shadow of infinite

gradation and of a hyperbolic outline. Indeed,
from tho Rock-out temple at lieni Hassan to

the oldest Doric temple, viz., the hexastyle
templo at Corinth, there is a noticeable im-
provement

; and from that at Corinth to the
Parthenon—a step of about 200 years—a re-

finement even more marked.
Reverting again to Greek sculpture, the

highest conceptions show a marked emancipa-
tion .from tho grosser ideas of earlier nations.
Its own progress also indicates this. From a
remote period, when fetichism, or matter wor-
ship, existed, to a period when religious reve-
rence was somewhat displaced by philosophical
speculation and schools, there were transitional
phases in the art which show a gradual ap-
proach to anthropomorphism. Hence, we hear
of painted wooden idols dressed in real clothes

;

and even as late as the time of Phidias there
were wooden statues with marble heads. These
were at last superseded by the nobler concep-
tions of a speculative age, when images were
regarded as embodiments of the beautiful and
of deified attributes. Statues that had before
been worshipped were now viewed as works of
the iirtist. Kvery statue typified some ideal of
the mind ; and sensual beauty found its em-
bodiment in the naked Venus. Thus also
Greek mythology passed into the realm of
poetry and allegory, and art aided much in the
transition. Tho athletic games of the Greeks
also fostered tho ideal of corporeal beauty.
Greece ever aimed at the perfection of the
natural faculties, and supplied that corrective
which the Asiatics needed to prevent them
from falling into gloomy or perverted ideas.
Beauty, as 1 have said, was a principle of tho
Greek religion

;
games were even instituted,

when prizes were awarded to the most beauti-
ful

; and a perfect mastery of the forms of
man and animal was, .according to Plato, the
basis of instruction in design. The philoso-

phers, moreover, recommended tho study of
art as a means of elevating the perception of

beaity, while every artist was a philosopher.

Religious feeling and patriotism wore thus
linked to art, and the reciprocal action thus
engendered was beneficial, and promotive of
that oxcellcnco which even now astonishes
civilised mankind.

There is a broad distinction to be drawn
between Greek and Roman art. Greek art

was tho product of a free nature and unfet-
tered mind ; Roman art was practical and
vigorous, but was tho offspring of minds
fettered by Stato control and under despotic
rule. Its ^vigorousness arose more from tho
necessity there existed for tho varied require-
ments called into exercise by Roman life and
conquest than from any originality in the con-
ceptivo faculties of the people. Borrowing
freely their ideas from the Greeks, Etruscans,
and other conquered nations, they soon pro-
duced a national style of art characterised by
a stern, stately expression, yet varied by tho
introduction of new elements, and by tho
necessities of military life and discipline.

Greek architecture was tho expression of an
intellectual abstraction, not like Roman, which
was more pliant in its adaptation and com-
bination, and essentially practical. The intro-
duction and combination of that important
element, the arch, gave it, moreover, a flexi

bility and a distinctiveness of its own which
Greek architecture did not possess. Out of
this element new combinations easily suggested
themselves, and a greater degree of lightness
of construction was attained which was im-
possible with the pure trabeation of the
Greeks. The vault and cross-vault wero
quickly developed, and with the domical
vault which also followed, tho Romans were
enabled to rival their Greek models in grandeur
of conception and variety of effect. Again,
the multifarious requirements of Roman
civilisation exercised a wonderful influence

over architectural expression. The imposing
scaleof their structures, their bridges, aqueducts,
amphitheatres, baths, basilicas, &o., required
more of that practical activity which gives
little leisure or ability for the assthetic refine-
ments in which the Greek artists so excelle d.

Hence tho expression of Roman ai'chitectu e
is that of physical and muscular energy rather
than tho intellectual culture and taste which
pervades every proportion and member of a
Greek temple. The religious aspect of Roman
civilisation wasalso different to that of Greece.
Tlie beautiful and charming deities of the
Greeks were transmuted into heroes or tyrants,
severe and arbitrary, repulsive more than
captir.ating. Instead of personified abstrac-
tions of beauty, intellect, love, and other
divine and natural attributes, the Roman
divinities are ferocious, unmerciful aveng..T3,

and we are told that of tho 30,000 deities

to which the Romans paid an unwilling adora-
tion, the majority were impersonations of tho
baser passions and qualities of mankind.

G. H. G.
(Ti) be continued.')

M. ANGELO'S LAST JUDGMENT AND
" HOLY FAMILIES."

IT would be vain to attempt to do full jus-

tice to the great work of M. Angclo in

the Sistine Chapel without going into detail

with a minuteness probably wearisome to those
who have not given it a good deal of previous
thought and study ; but yet there are some
things to bo noted in these frescoes which may
prove interesting in detail even to those who
know little more of the paintings than the
bare fact of their existence. A few words,
therefore, in addition to what has already
been said in a recent number of this journal

may be useful and instructive on the great
series of " Holy Families," as they are termed,
which run all round the ceiling and imme-
diately over tho windows of the chapel. They
are to tho many tho most interesting paintings
of tho whole series, inasmuch as they are the
most purely human and, life-like, and as, in

them, M. Angelo has evidently thought to
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enter the lists against Raphael, and to show

to the world that, though he could paint the

the almost superhuman, he was equally able

to master the living and human. Nothing

can possibly surpass the masterly conception,

and drawing, and painting of these composi-

tions. They commence with the lunette im-

mediately under the "Jonah," which closes

the series of Prophets who foretold of the

future of Israel and they occupy in sets (though

with some omissions, according to the gene-

alogy in St. Matthew) the spaces left vacant

between the Prophets and Sibyls, and cross

the chapel alternately. Leaving the simple

manipulative part of the work to a future

occasion, viz., the drawing, painting, light and
shade, and the composition of the several

groups, and the probable mode of their realisa-

tion and inspiration, we may confine ourselves

to the work as it now exists, happily unrestored,

and as visible in autotype to those who cannot

go to the chapel itself to see them.
These sublimely-beautiful compositions are

twenty-two in number. They consist of groups

of figures and of single figures, which but
obscurely realise the meaning of the texts

which they are meant to illustrate. Of some
of them a few scattered notices are to be

found in various parts of the historical books

of the Bible. They commence with
Aminadab, the father of Naason, and the

eeventh in descent from Abraham. In the

opposite lunette is a female figure without

name.—Naason as a youth reading from an
open book. It is said in the Book of Numbers:
" And the Lord said to Moses : Let each of

the princes offer a gift for the dedication of

the altar ; and Naason, of the tribe of Judah,

offered his offerings for the sacrifice." In the

opposite lunette is a female figure without

name, the careless grace of attitude, drawing,

and expression of this youthful figure are

beyond the power of words, and the dreamy
light in which it is seen is marvellous—Salmon,

the next in succession, is indicated by a family

group—a mother and naked children, with
their father—Booz, his son, by a mother and
child. Obed, the father of Jesse, by a patri-

archal figure leaning on a staff.—Jesse. '• And
the Lord said to Samuel : Fill thy horn with
oil, and come, that I may send thee to Jesse

the Bethlehemite, for I have provided me a

king among his sons." Oliscurely indicated

by a family group—a mother and two chil-

dren. David the King, the sweet singer of

Israel. Solomon the King, indicated by the

great painter by the figure of a woman seated

and plying a distaff, perhaps weaving the

thread of the life of the Kingdom of Israel

—

its glories and its woes. It was Solomon the

King who built the House of the Lord, and
who made the Ark of the Lord with the

chembiros, and to whom it was said that,

" Since the day that I brought my people

Israel out of Egypt, I chose no city out of all

the tribes of Israel for a house to be built

that my name might be there ; but I chose

David to be over .'my people Israel.—Ro-
boam, his son, and his mother's name was
Naama, an Ammonitess. We are told that

he did evil in the sight of the Lord. This

beautiful composition, a mother and child,

was probably meant by the painter to repre-

sent Roboara, his wife, and child.—Abias,
" who also walked in all the sins of his fathers,"

also indicated by a mother and child. In the

opposite lunette is a grand conception, or

rather recollection, of a figure seated, and

resting its head on its knee. It is without

name.—Aia, "who did right in the Lord's

Bight, as did David his father. More-
over, he removed his mother from being

queen, and destroyed her den, and broke

in pieces the idol in it, and burnt it with

fire." Indicated by a mother and child : doubt-

less the mother of Asa mourning over her

loss. The demoniacs above, in the spandrels

OTer the pointed arch, are triumphant in

drawing and in indication of evil.—Joshaphat,

OR a man writing on a leaf of paper, and Joram,
iiis Bon, represented by a beautiful group of

a mother and children.—Ozias, by a mother
and child.—Joatham, indicated by a mother
and child, pointing to some object out of the

picture. " And Joatham did right in the sight

of the Lord, only that ho entered not into the

temple of the Lord. Moreover, he built cities in

the mountains of Judah, and castles and towers

it. the forests."—Achaz. It was he that " burnt

incense in the valley of Hinnom, and made
his sons to pass through the fire after the

manner of the nations which the Lord slew at

the coming in of the Children of Israel."

—

Ezechias, by a mother and children. "He did

that which was pleasing in the sight of the

Lord. He it was who opened the doors of

'.he House of the Lord."—Manasses. " He was
twelve years old when he began to reign,"

We are told that " he did evil before the Lord,

according to all the abominations of the nations

which the Lord cast out before the Children

of Israel. And he turned and built again

the high places which Ezechias his father had
destroyed, and built altars to Baal, and made
groves ; and he adored all the host of heaven.

But afterwards distress came upon him, and
he prayed to the Lord his God." Shown by
a mother and her two children.—Amon, the

child in the lap of the mother. " He did not

humble himself before the Lord as Manasses
his father had humbled himself, but committed
far greater sins.—Josias. "Josias was eight

years old when he began to reign. And he

did that which was right in the eyes of the

Lord. He declined not, neither to the right

hand nor to the left. And they broke down
before him the altars of Baal, and cast down
the idols and strewed the frajments upon the

graves of them that sacrificed to them. And
he burnt the bones of the priests on the altars

of the idols. Is it not found written in the

Lamentations how all Jerusalem mourned for

Josias, and how how all the singing men
and singing women repeat it to this day, and
it became like a law in Israel ? " A beautiful

composition, a father, mother, and child, pro-

bably the young Josias.—Jeconias and his

brethren, under whom Israel was carried cap-

tive to Babylon. A mother and child. This
wonderful group is indeed a daughter and
mother in Israel in the days of the captivity.
" By the waters of Babylon she sat down and
wept."—Salathiel, his son. A father and
son.—Zorobabel, by a father, mother, and
child. The demoniacs in the angles above are

rather gigantic shadows than palpable forms.

—Abiad, his son, indicated by a mother and
child. A magnificent daughter of Israel,

truthfully drawn from a keen remembrance of

the form and face of the race from which she

came.—Eliakim, by a father and child.—Azor,

indicated by a woman and child.—Next,

Zadoc.—Achim, father and child, and Eliud,

mother and child.—Eliazar, by a father,

mother, and child ; and Mathan, a magnifi-

cent group of a father, wife, and child. The
head of the man cannot be surpassed ; it seems
the type of humanity.— And last, Jacob, indi-

cated by a patriarchal figure of a man, his

wiCe, and child.

It is to be noted that these Holy Families

commence at the end of the ceiling, im-
mediately over the Last Judgment, and then
follow each other alternately on either side of

the chapel, and not round it, till the series

is concluded by the two at the other end of

the chapel over the entrance doorway.

Nothing can surpass them in beauty and
human interest. They complete the idea

embodied in the ceiling, viz., The Progress

and Triumph of Theocracy.

Many, almost numberless, engravings have
been executed of these magnificent frescoes,

but they give no idea of the actual power
and life which the original paintings, as they

exist on the Sistine ceiling, display. It is

only now that they have been reproduced in

fac tiMile in autotype, line for line and touch
for touch, that we are enabled to sae into

them, and to realise to ourselves their wonder-
ful power and force. These frescoes complete

the story as told on the ceiling, but the whole

of the grand idea in the mind of the painter

could only be wrought out fully by working
on the walls of the chapel as well as on the
roof of it. The Last Judgment was but the
necessary sequel to the story told on the

ceiling.

On the end wall of the Sistino Chape], and
directly opposite the entrance doorway, is

this great picture of the Last Judgment. It

was begun in the year 1533, and finished in

1541, when the painter was in his 68th year.

It represents the Final Judgment in its

actual accomplishment, and in it, Christ, as

the Judge of tbo World, and surrounded by
angels and apostles, is judging the world.

It embodies the same idea as it is seen in

the Byzantine paintings in the apsides of the
great Romanesque churches, and was the

common thought of the early and middle

As the lightning cometh out of the

•ast, so shall the coming of the Son of Man
be ; but of that day and hour knoweth no
man."

In the centre of this great picture are the

seven angels with the trumpets of doom,
ealling to judgment ; and there are the open
books in which are recorded the good and ill

of all men. At the sound of the trumpets

the rocks are rent, and the graves are opened.

At each blast of these fearful trumpets
another and another generation of men rise

to judgment from their long sleep. Above
this centre group is the Christ, the Ancient of

Days, surrounded by angels and apostles, and
with the Virgin Mary by his side, and with

upraised hand condemns the ungodly and
the wicked, embodying the dread sentence,
" Depart from me, ye that are accursed, into

outer darkness, where there is weeping and
gnashing of teeth."

To the right and left of this centre group,

as well as immediately surrounding the person

of the Judge of mankind, are circles of the

resuscitated blest. In the right hand group

is the Baptist ; in the left, Saints Peter and
Paul, Adam and Eve, and the saints of tho

Church, S. Andrew with his cross, S.

Bartholomew with his skin, S. Lawrence
with the gridiron, S. Sebastian, S. Catherine

with her wheel, and with them are friends on
earth reunited in this newer earth. Above
these, and in the semicircular arches of the

picture, are companies ^of angels and seraphio

beings bearing the cross, the crown of thorns,

and the other instruments of the Passion of

our Lord. The whole of this upper portion

of the picture embodies the idea of the final

acceptance of the blessed into glory and un-

ending happiness, and is expressive of the

words :
" Come ye blessed of my Father,

inherit the kingdom prepared for you from
the foundation of the world, for inasmuch as

ye have done it unto one of tho least of these

my brethren, ye have done it unto me."

But it is in the lower part of this great pic-

ture that tho stern genius of Michael Angelo

has perhaps best shown its powers. On the

right and left of the recording angels, and
immediately beneath them, in the corners of

the picture, are the lost and fallen of the race of

men. In the lelt-haad corner are the rent rocks

and opening graves, out of wliich are rising

those who are coming to judgment. The
ministering angels are aiding the elect and

chosen, while the unrighteous are being

dragged down by avenging demons ; the proud

by the hair of their heads, and others in the

ways which best express the nature of their

several mortal sins. Grief and despair and

terror and cotfusion are seen in the forms and

faces of the reprobate and lost. They hear

the fearful words—Depart, depart from me
yo accursed

;
ye that must drink of tho wine

of tho wrath of God, poured out without

mixture into the cup of his indignation. In

tho Middle Ages this tremendous idea of a

final judgment and day of doom took entire

possession of the minds of men. Diesirce, dies

ilia—that day of wrath, that day of dread,

—

was the ever and reiterated cry. In tho great

pictures of the tinw it is found represented in
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all its material and naked horror, and Michael

An<»elohag but given us his idea of it,l)nrrow-

ing''from Dauto, if that ho possible, additional

terrors. The whole of the lower part of this

picture depicts the last and final end of the

impenitent and unbelieving. Charon, of de-

moniac form and expression, in his boat, is

crossing tlio dark waters of the fabled river

Styx between earth and Hell, and the crowds

of the reprobate arc being received into the

ever opening ranks of evil spirits. Thoy pass

into the presence of Minos, who apportions

the doom of each one of them, and the final

and irrevocable sentence is executed by the

attendant and avenging demons, in that place

where are fetters of iron, and luirled stones,

and a furnace of blazing firo, and rivers of

fire which burn everlastingly, and where
" Hope which comes to all comes not."

It was the intention of the great poet

painter to portray on the wall of the Sistine

Chapel, oppo-ite the Last Judgment, the

Fall of Lucifer and the Rebel Angels, and

thus to complete the tremendous idea of a

Theocracy, and the final end and suifering of

those who had rebelled against it.

C. B. A.

GOSSIP FROM GLASGOW.
(FnOM OUR OWN COBRESPONDENT.)

SINCE I last wrote, tha two chief pro-

fessional " events " have been the reception

by the Water Cummissionors of tho competit io

designs for the memorial fountain, and the lay-

ing, by tlio Earl of Dalhoasie, of the " founda-

tion" stone of the Albert Bridge. Notwith-

standing that the fountain (if erected), is to bo

paid for by the public money, the Commissioners

liave not publicly exhibited the designs, and

conseiiuontiy 1 am meanwhile unable to either

criticise or describe them. It is, however, other-

wise with mo respecting the bridge ceroraouiat, as

in that " pomp and circumstance " I had tho

equivocal honour of "assisting." Tho bridge it-

self is of a composite construction, being partly

stone and partly iron, is in three arches, is to cost

aboat £50,000, and has been designed by local

engineers, Messrs. Bell and Miller. Besides

the one in progress the Clyde at Glasgow is

spanned by four bridges, two suspension ones and
two of granite—one having fire arches, the other

seven, and both of noble proportions and ad-

mirable design. The oldest of these bridges has

been built within forty years, but the others

within twenty, and tho foundation-stone of the

Albert's predecessor was laid so recently as 1829.

It seems that so short-lived a span was occasioned

by tho undermining of the piers from the action

of a weir inmiediately beyond them ; but if the

bridge was to " give way," it could not have done

BO more opportunely, as it was wholly unfitted for

a traffic which must be vastly increased when the

Salt Market is widened and straightened and has

become a principal approach to the goods station

of the Union Railway.
Besides the bridge itself the chief objects of

interest associated with the laying of the founda-
tion-stone were the temporary triumphal arch

through wdiich the procession approached, and
tho extemporised amphitheatre in which the
ceremony was performed. Although these were
erected only for the occasion, they are not un-
worthy of notice, inasmuch as it is rather in the
character of our response to a sudden call, than
in the maturing and perfection of a deliberate

work, that the best evidence is seen of what is

really within us. If in this instance there was a
demand for art—and, as Touchstone says, " much
virtue in If"—it must be said, I fear, that there
was a most meagre supply. The arch was designed
in a reckless rebellion against the simplest laws of
proportion, and the details were outlined without
any defence to either propriety in themselves or
harmony with each other. It was after the antique—" its high top bald with dry antiquity "—so very
mucli after it that the example studied may have
been some old British savage's drawing, with all

its imperfections on its head, of the last arch left

by the Roman invaders—imperfections, however,
that may be readily explained and excused, since
it has now been ascertained, beyond doubt, that
proportional compasses were wholly unknown to
tho ancient Britons, and that architecture was not
systematically taught in the Government School of
Design of the period. The decorations were not

unworthy of the arch, woro not too many, and

were judiciously applied. Tho amphitheatre wn«

a piece of upholsterydom—red cloth, blue and

white calico, festoons of evergreens, trophies of

flags, and insignia of "Masonry," and with the

free-and-easy proportions of tho arch and the

t iwdry finery of the " mcrrie Masons," however

incongruous otherwise, was in happiest harmony

with the associations of the place—the scene a

month afterwards of Merry-Andrews, equestrian

amphitheatres, penny shows, histrionic temples,

and all tho high-art means and appliances of

Glasgow Fair. According to Gray of the Kleg.v,

" where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise,"

and the triumphal arch is deemed such a triumph

of design that it has been allowed to stand for a

week to delight and in.struct the Salt Market

successor of Bailie Niool Jarvie.

There may be several causes assigned for our

failure. It may be said that alike artists and

artificers had too little time ; it may be argued

that it is scarcely worth while to do our best for

a temporary purpose; but I suspect tho real

reason is, not only that we are unacquainted with

that sort of work, but that we are not to the

manner born, that we are awanting in that in-

tuitive perception which in our continental

neighbours makes every workman an artist, that

as a people art is not a largo constituent in our

mental composition, and that little as it is we
have done still less to cultivate it.

The Architectural Society took no part in the

ceremonial
s
indeed, the only recognition of t;he

profession was an allusion, at a banquet in the

evening, to Mr. George Gilbert Scott as " the

most eminent living architect."

When the Queen visited Glasgow a magnificent

triumphal arch was erected at tho approach to

the Jamaica-street Bridge. This was designed

by Mr. Rochead, and was in every way worthy of

the city and tho occasion. It was menumental

in its character, grandly conceived and oxpressW,

and had it been perpetuated in stone would have

been a much more satisfactory memorial of the

visit than Marochetti's trumpery statue. A
companion statue of similar morit has been

erected in memory of Prinfo Albert, and with this

our loyalty might have been contented. But the

" goodness " of the Princo must be ctmimomorated

ad nauseam, and accordingly the new bridge has

been named the " Albert." Its predecessor bore

the name of the Brothers Ilutcbeson, the founders

of Glasgow's most munificent charity ; and now
that the bridge has filched from thera their good

name the City's conscience may perhaps its

quietus make by erecting to them statues.

It is, unhappily, in not only temporary struc-

tures that we meet with clumsiness of detail. In
a little building now being erected in Gordon-
street the capitals of the upper pilasters arc s*

out of all proportion as to bo most monstrous.

As it is no less than an ex-President that
" honours this corruption " it can scarcely be

ascribed to ignorance. An architect may bo ec-

centric, but eccentricity is no apology for un-

skilful misadvontnre.

The Institute of Architects is having a seal

engraved for it. It is Classic in its design, the

subject being Pallas and the Parthenon. With
such men employed npon it as Alexander Thom-
son, architect, John Mossman, sculptor, and
William Wallace, a die-sinker of rare merit, a
result truly excellent may be confidently ex-

pected.

I mentioned in a former communication that

Mr. Salmon, a magistrate as well as architect,

had in a paper read to the Society recommended
that houses for the working-classes ought to be

built not in the city but in its outskirts. The
Improvement Trust has within these few weeks
purchased two considerable estates which arc

to be laid out for such houses, one in the south-

east, the other in the north-west, and neither

much more than a couple of miles from the busi-

ness centre. That in the north-west coat £35,000.
I have not learned what was paid for the other.

As the Royal Exchange is the architectural

pride of modern Glasgow, care is taken that in

its conservation those employed are the very

highest art-workmen. It will be admitted that

few go higher than tho slater, and accordingly,

some years ago, one of thoso artists, acting upon
the prosaic, but therefore common-sense principle

that beauty unadorned is not adorned the most,

and that to paint the lily is neither a wasteful

nor a ridiculous excess, clothed tho columns of

the portico with an overcoat of oil-paint, and hid

for ever from the eye the naked beauty of the

texture of the stone. At the present moment

other portions of the building arc by a brother

of tho craft being thick laid over with a pale coat of

colour, and although this may be required as s

protection from decay, let us liope that as in the

case of tho columns the dulce will be not wholly

sacrificed to tho idih.

I see by your last week's issue that a Glasgow
architect, Mr. Iloneyman, has been exhibiting,

and with credit, in Conduit-street. Our only

apology for a great architectural exhibition is

the hanging annually of a very few drawings on
tho walls of the " Glasgow Institute of Fino

Arts "—and this year, for the credit of tho pro-

fession, they could have well been even fewer.

Mossman is busy with busts of two local

notabilities, the late Professor Penney, of

Anderson's University, and Sir James Lumsden,
thelaleLord-Provost J and Mr. Ewing is in Lon-
don working at a bust of Mark Lemon.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISn
ARCHITECTS.

THE last ordinary general meeting of tho

Institute for Session 18G9-70 was held on
Monday evening last, Mr. E. I'Anson, vice-presi-

dent, in the chair. Mr. Alexander K. Mackinnon,
of Monte Video, having been elected a Fellow,

Mr. Seddon read a short report on the result

of the Voluntary Architectural Examination for

1870. In the preliminary examination, the threo

gentlemen who passed were Mr. Joseph B. Cohen,

Mr. Thomas J. Street, and Mr. Thomas Garrett.

In tho examination for proficiency, the following

gentlemen passed :—Mr. Walter L. Spiers, Mr.
William Scott, Mr. Thomas Mnnday, and Mr.

John S. Quilter. For the proficiency examination

six candidates presented themselves ; of these, tho

four gentlemen already named passed, one failed

to pass, and the last one fell ill during the progress

of the examination. The result of the examina-

tion this year was very well received, and it shows

that the yielding of that bone of contention,

the'certificato, has been so far productive of good.

Mr. Seddon nextbriefly described some examples

of ecclesiastical decoration recently discovered at

the Church of S. Nicholas, Great Yarmouth, and
in a church near Aberystwith. There was nothing

in this paper that could bo intelligibly reported

without tho aid of diagrams. A discussion of

an arcluTGological character ensued, in which Pro-

fessor DonaUison, Mr. Penrose, Mr. Edwin Nash,

and Mr. Wigginton, took part.

Professor Kerr next proceeded, in a speech of

some length, to offer some

Suggestions as to the Future Manage-
ment OF THE Voluntary Architectural
Examination.

The learned Professor said that his attention

had been particularly directed to tho Voluntary
Architectural Examination of late, as he had, In

conjunction with Messrs. Penrose and Aitchison,

acted as Examiner this year, and as Mr. Ferrey's

absence from town had prevented that gentleman

from coming forward that evening with his

promised paper on tho west front of Wells
Cathedral, he (the Professor) had thought it a
desirable opportunity of bringing forward a few
suggestions of his own which, if adopted, would,

while raising the standard of tho Examination,

greatly augment its popularity, and consequently

its usefulness. As some excuse for doing this, he

mentioned that he had taken a deep interest in the

Voluntary Examination since 1852.
_

After

explaining the origin of the Ex.amination, the

Professor entered at great length into the working

of the scheme hitherto, and proccede<l to make
his suggestions for its improvement. Firstly, ha

was inclined to think that sooner or later it would

be a good move to have a permanent special com-

mittee of the Institute to take charge of the con-

duct of the Examination. At present, although it

was fully as important a matter as professional

practice or the conservation of ancient monuments
(which both had special standing committees), tho

management of the Examination was left entirely

in the hands of^the Exammers and Moderators for

the time being, and as these varied in their

personnel, so to some extent would the mode of

conducting the Examination vary. The next

point he would mention was the fatigue—the un-

necessary fatigue—involved in the Examination

through compressing so much in so small a space

of time. There were something like a dozen

seperate subjects to be read up by the candidates

in preparation for tho Examination, and as tho

candidates have to " too the mark " in all these

subjects during the eight days over which tho
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Exunination extends, all this reading up Uas to be

done beforehand, and the candidates come to the

Examination primed with all these subjects. The
grMt Ubour thus necessitated, and the great

tnin entailed open the mind, can be undergone

by <Hily the most robust, and many young men are

thereby deterred from going up as candidates, or

else " cramming " is resorted to. Now the sub-

jects in which the candidates were examined wore

easily dirisible into three classes, viz., art and
design, science (in the abstract), and professional

practice. These, then, are three distinct fields,

and it seemed to him that a great deal of good
wonld be done to popularise the Examination if

each of these sections was taken separately and
allowed to extend (say) over two or three years

at the option of the stndent. The successful can-

didates m each of these sections should have some
mcmoramlum or acknowledgment of having
passed in such section, and, on having successfully

passed examinations in all the sections, should be

certified by the Institute as having successful ly

passed the Voluntary Examination. By such a

division of the subjects in which candidates were
examined, it wonld be possible to greatly raise the

standard of the Examination, and at the same
time make it more popular. As regarded honours,

he was inclined to think that the necessity of a
separate examination for distinction did not exist.

All that was desired could be most easily accom-
plished by the simple means of granting honours
to the man who passed more than creditably. He
wonld not allow any man to pass for halt the

nnmber of marks set up as a standard, nor for

anything like half the nnmber of marks ; but when
a candidate came considerably over three-quarters

of the marks, he would grant a certificate of dis-

tinction. If anything like this scheme could be
carried out, it would materially reduce the fatigue

of the Examination, and would allow of one week
being given to each section of the subjects in

which candidates were examined. With regard to

the inconveniences attending the examination of

candidates from the provinces, the Professor did
not see why young men from the provinces should

be under the necessity of a three-weeks' stay in

London in order to pass the Examination. He
suggested that local Fellows of the Institute

should be entrusted with the examination of local

candidates, under strict conditions laid down by
the Council, and upon the Council being assured
that such conditions had been fulfilled, why
should not those candidates have certificates ?

Coming to the question of rewards, the Professor
stigmatised the rewards of the Institute to its

tadents as stingy, and said he thought the sooner
it adopted a system of introducing a practical, an
honourable and profitable connection with its

students, the better for all parties. He ventured
to suggest that the preliminary examination
should be a sort of matriculation examination,
and on passing that Examination, candidates for

the examination for proficiency shaald become
free students of the Institute for a certain number
of years without paying any fees. Then, the man
who won the diploma or certificate of competency
ought to have on easy terms an Associateship of

the Institute as a matter of right, and
a Fellowship when he had fulfilled his

seven years' probation in the profession.

He thought the lustitnte would be honoured
by having such Associates and such Fel-
lows as mucb as such gentlemen would be
hononred by their connection with the Institute.

After referring to some mere m itters of detail in

the working of the scheme. Professor Kerr con-
cluded by asking for bis suggestions careful and
attentive consideration, as he was convinced that
some such reforms as bo had suggested were
necessary to be carried out before the Voluntary
Arehitectnral Examination could take its proper
share in elevating the standard of professional

education, and increasing the preitige of the
Institute.

In the discussion which followed,
Mr. WlooiNTON expressed his sympathy with

all that Professor Kerr had said on the general
question, but thought that the certificate or
diploma which was to to bo granted by the Insti-

tute to successful candidates should receive Go-
Ternment validity, and be a diploma in the same
sense as that of a surgeon.
Mr. Seddou approved of Professor Kerr's

suggestions as to dividing the Examination into
sections, and he thought it wonld bo a good thing
to make the certificate or diploma more valuable
in some shape or other. The Examination should
be so conducted as to be less liable to be passed
snccesslolly by mere " cramming."

Mr. T. RoGEE Smith deprecated any change
in the period over which the Examination at pre-

sent extends, as he thought that for a mon to have
to pass the Examination as at present constituted

was the best possible safeguard against " cram-
ming." With the suggestions made by Professor
Kerr as to attaching some substantial value to

the certificate he cordially agreed, and also with
the suggestion that the Voluntary Examination
should be under the special charge of a standing
committee. Ho therefore begged to move, as a
recommendation of the meeting to the Council,
that it was desirable that such a committee should
be appointed.

Mr. R. P. Spiebs, speaking on behalf of the

younger members of the profession, and as one of

those who had gone up as a candidate in the first

year of the Examination, concurred with the Pro-
fessor's recommendations.
Mr. E. Nash seconded Mr. Smith'smotion.
Mr. Fowler deprecated inducements or re-

wards being held out to candidates in these

examinations. Passing honourably through such
a severe ordeal should be its own reward.

After some further conversation, in which Pro-
fessor Donaldson, Mr. Eastlake, Mr. Charles
Barry, Professor Kerr, Mr. Seddon, Mr. Hiscocks,
and Mr. T. Roger Smith took part, the latter

gentleman withdrew his motion of recommenda-
tion in favour of one proposed by Professor
Donaldson, to the effect that the present system
of conducting the Examination be referred to the
Moderators and Examiners, with instructions to

report thereon to the Council if any and what ira

provement can be made therein, and as to the

rewards given to those who distinguish them-
selves. This having been carried, the meeting
terminated with a vote of thanks to Mr. Seddon
and Professor Kerr.

It is said that during some recent excavations,
the footings of sanctuary wore discovered. There
are few objects of interest in the interior save the
Norman font, sedilia (or supposed bishop's
throne, which is evidently of too late a date to
have answered that purpose), piscina, and frag-
ment of the old stalls (subject of illustration).
Those beautiful sculptured fragments of this part
cannot fail to impress the beholder with ideas of
its former grandeur. U. A. 0-.

BEXLEY HEATH CHURCH.

THIS design, by Mr. Wm. Knight, artist, of
Nottingham, which we illustrate this week,

was chosen in accordance with the advice of Mr.
Barges, from a number of drawings furnished in

competition bytwelve architects invited to compete
by the committee. The plan is cruciform, con

sisting of nave, north and south aisles, transept,
and chancel, and north and south porches. The
roof will be of open timber stained and varnished,
and slated on the exterior. The chancel will be
formed with curved principal and plaster ceiling.
The walls will be faced with Kentish rag stone.
The interior will bo plastered.

BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.—
XXX I r.

S. Germain's, Cjrnw.ili..

ON the banks of the Lynhor, a small but
beautiful tributary to the Tamer, stands

the almost deserted town of S. Germain's, whose
church is a fine old Norman structure, containing,
we are told, the ashes of those who were among
the founders of Christianity in Britain.

Before the noble towers of Exeter crowned that
ancient city, this was the Diocesan Cathedral of
Cornwall, built and dedicated by the Saxon king,
Athelstane, to S. Germain, Bishop of Auxerre,
who came into Britain with Lupus, Bishop of
Troy, in the year ;426, and was succeeded (ac-
cording to a list afiixed in the interior) by the
foUowmg bishops :—S. Patrick, AthelBtan,
Coranus, Euidocus, Udridus, Bretivinus, Burwol-
dus, Athelstan, Welfi,_WoronUB, Wolocus, Stillio,

and Aldredus, when the see was removed to
Exeter.
Of its architecture little or nothing remains of

the Saxon era, as some authors affirm, bat the
whole of the west front, porch, and nave is

Norman work, exceptionally beautiful.

At present the building consists of a nave, two
western towers, south aisle, and originally a
north, o£ which only the foundations remain.

THE SOCIETY OP ARTS ART-WORK-
MANSHIP COMPETITION FOR 1870-71.

THE Council of the Society of Arts intend in
their Art Workmanship competition of next

year to suspend for a time the form hitherto
adopted in ofiering prizes for art workmanship,
believing the change is likely to bo beneficial to

the object the Council have at heart, viz., to see
the art workmen of the United Kingdom
occupying a good position in the coming Inter-

national Exhibition in comparison with those of
other countries.

With this view the Council have decided upon
offering a series of rewards for special excellence
on the part of all concurring in the satisfactory

production of works of industry of the highest
character. They consider that they can most
effectually ensure their object by offering to

manufacturers the highest distinctions they have
it in their power to confer, and to workmen
liberal money premiums. They desire to obtain,
from those who may be willing to compete for the

prizes they offer, specimens of art manufacture,
which will have to be sent to the society's rooms
by the 14th of January, 1871. These will be im-
mediately judged upon their merits, and the pre-

miums enumerated below will be awarded. An
endeavour will be made to effect arrangements by
means of which every object receiving a premium,
or selected for the distinction of being exhibited,

will be placed in the coming International Exhi-
bition as a contribution on the part of the Society
of Arts, showing the result of recent efforts which
have been made to improve art workmanship in

this country. The specimens of manufacture
sent in in competition for the above rewards and
premiums will have affixed to them (he name of

the designer and of the workmen in each special

branch of industry involved in the execution of

the work. Every workman will be eligible to re-

ceive money premiums proportionate to his merits,

and to the degree in which he may have contri-

buted to the successful results of the whole, whilst

the manufacturers may receive the gold or silver

medals of the society.

The society hope that they may receive objects

enabling the judges to award the society's gold
medal to manufacturers, and the society's silver

medal to manufacturers or designers—accompa-
nied, in the latter case, if the circumstances
appear to call for it, with money premiums ; and
to the art workmen money premiums varying

from £3 to £20, and to the extent, in the whole,

of £500.
These works may obviously include specimens

not only of the taste of the designer, but of the

skill of the carver, inlayer, metal worker, chaser,

bronzist, engraver, china painter, die sinker,

cameo cutter, glass worker, enameller, mosaicist,

and other art workmen, either separately or in

any combination arranged.

No object involving combined labour for its

production will bo eligible for reward unless

accompanied with the names of all those engaged
in its production, to the most meritorious f

whom—whether their works m.ay bo exhibited

in the rooms of the society or in the Inter-

national Exhibition—every effort will be made
by the Council to give publicity and attract

attention.

SOCIETE DES ARCHITECTES DU
DEPARTEMENT DU NORD.

THE Societ6 dee Architectoa du Departement
du Nord intends holding a " Coneours

d'Architecture " at Lille this year, for the ex-

hibition of photographs of executed work. The
object selected is an entrance door for a dwelling

house. The door may be of any material or

style, either large or small, simple or grand. It

may also bo a door with grilles instead of wooden
panels, but an opening grille will not be admitted.

Doors of public edifices are excluded from the

oom])etition. Photographs of the works must be

forwarded by the 30th of September.
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BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

By Thomas Morris.

(^Continued from page 438).

AS Westminster Hall affords the chief

example of arch ribs, so Westminster
School is perhaps the best representative of a
very numerous class which I need not hesitate

to call the " Bracket Roof." The history of

this piece of carpentry is involved in that of

the place, and Westminster has been a seat of

education from remote times. Ingulphus, son

of an officer in Edward the Confessor's court,

was engaged as secretary by William of Nor-
mandy when ho visited the English king.

After the Conquest Ingulphus was made Abbot
of Croyland, and tells how for the attainment
of learning ho was put to Westminster School.

Fitzstcphen, secretary to Thomas a Beoket,

has left a record from which Stow concludes

the principal schools of the metropolis to have
been at S. Paul's, Westminster, and Berraond-
sey Abbey. But very diiferent from the

present was the Westminster School of monas-
tic ages :

—" In the north cloister sate the
prior, and in the western sate the master of

the novices with his disciples." At the Re-
formation the institution passed at once into

a new stage. The Abbot was converted into a
Dean, and the monks were succeeded by pre-

bendaries. In the new organisation a school

was founded here, as at Canterbury and other
places, but the ecclesiastical element was long
so intimately blended with the scholastic that
the Dean from time to time seemed almost to

supersede the functions of the head-master.
Of all the schools which the princes of the
Reformation planted in the heart of the cathe-
drals of England, Westminster is the only one
which adequately rose to the expectation of
the Royal founders. The benefits to litera-

ture and intelligence may fairly, however, be
weighed against the architectural prodigies
which adorned the ages before. But a new
form of scholastic government did not demand
now buildings, and an apartment of the abba-
tial edifice had only to be converted. The
school-room still covers the same space, and
its walls are inscribed with famous names,
which in long hereditary descent rival pro-
bably any place of education in England. Its

roof is of the thirteenth century—one of its

windows of the eleventh. Such, at least,

appears the impression of Dean Stanley, who
has St) appropriately included notes on the
school in the historical memoirs of his church :

—

" The traces of Westminster boys," ho says,
" who have played in its cloisters and in-

scribed their names on its walls, belong to the
story of the Abbey, no less than its venerable
beauty, its solemn services, and its lofty sspi-

rations." Great men have been masters

—

Camden, Busby, Vincent Bourne, and Jordan.
Greater men have been scholars—Ben Jonson,
Cowley, Dryden, Prior, Cowper, Southey,
Gibbon, Earl Russell, and if I speak doubt-
ingly of John Nash, at least one great archi-

tect—Sir Christopher Wren.
As to the age of the roof, a dormitory

erected by Abbot Lislington in the reign of
Edward III. was appropriated to the school at

tho Reformation, and the original roof may
have been preserved. It would thus be car-
ried back to the fourteenth, not the thirteenth
century

; but under a belief that no bracket
roofs are anterior to Westminster Hall, I
think they would be more correctly assigned
to the fifteenth. The thick Norman walls
were fully capable of supporting tho untied
roofs, and the thrust was uniformly deposited
at short intervals when each pair of rafters
bore its proper share of the weight ; but when
lighter, though more compact, walls of brick-
work came into use, and the system of concen-
trating the pressure by purlins and principals
obtained, some expedient for increased security
became desirable. The machine called a
crane, commonly used in building and com-
mercial operations for hoisting weights, indi-

cated the exact object required, The crane

BRAOKBT BOOF, WE9TMINSTEB SCHOOL.

consists of a projecting beam at the top, called

the jib, an upright post or standard, and an
oblique connecting piece called the spur. The
triangular figure of this machine imparts to it

very great strength. In application to roofs,

the jib is placed at the top of thr wall, with
the direction of which it forms a right angle.

The post stands against the wall upon a pro-

jecting corbel, and sustains the oblique pres-

sure of the spur. The jib being laid across

the Wall, receives at its outer end the foot of

the principal rafter, which acts as a weight or

fastener. Upon the inner end of the jib is

raised a vertical queen-post, to stiffen the
principal rafter at about the middle of its

length, where support is of course most neces-
sary. Just about the intersection of queen-
post and principal a level strut is ordinarily

introduced, and the chief difference is that in

some cases this strut comes between the
queens, near their top, and in others it passes
over them, as at VVestminster School ; but
either way the same object is attained. Tho
pieces forming the spurs are generally curved,
convex outwards, and an arch of similar

curved pieces fills the space between the
queens, and rises to the under side of the level

strut. As if to emphasise the connection of

these designs with the crane, there is usually
a drop-weiglit or pendant beneath the inner
end of tho jib, whether the queen-posts are

continued downwards or not. Auxiliary sup-
ports are generally contrived for the prin-

cipals, but in very dissimilar ways ; and
although a king-post is frequent in the upper
half of the roof, it is absent in perhaps an equal
number of designs. The stability of the prin-
ciple is attested by the many examples that
hare stood tho trial of long service, though at

Weitminstor the boast has to be somewhat
moderated. A good view of tho capacious
interior is given in Ackermann's " Public
Schools," aquatinted by Stadler, after a draw-
ing by Augustus Pugin. A poetical scholar

writes :—

Fixed to support the roof above, to bravo,
To stem the tide of Time's tempestuous wave.
Nine stately beams their spacious arches show,
Aud add a lustre to the school below.

Tho lustre of the roof, however, is sadly

dimmed by tho introduction of iron' rods that

pass from wall to wall and from bracket to

bracket — clumsy, inartistic expedients, at

variance with the mechanic system of the

work, and showing that the very traditions of

ancient practice had passed away. Tho walla

might have been bound and fortified, tho

principal rafters stiffened, decayed parts rein-

stated, tho covering lightened, without dis-

figurement to an object of interest, oflence to

taste, or violence to truth.

In colleges, inns -of-court, trade halls, and
mansions, roofs of this class abound, and they
are very frequent in churches. Variety is

sometimes attained by elongating the post
next the wall, and fixing the foot of the spur
at a considerable height above the corbel,

when the lower part of the post admits of

being treated as a shaft or pillar. The navo
roof of Trunch Church, Norfolk, has brackets
stilted in this way, and the spandrel of tho
bracket is filled by a perforated board, in the
manner of plate tracery. The space above
the jib, enclosed by tho principal rafter and
queen-post, is similarly filled. There is no
horizontal cross-strut in this roof, but in tho
central part a stilted arch rises from the ends
of the jibs between the queens, and combines
with the principal rafters, which latter abut
at the top upon a thick wedge-shaped block
like a keystone. These blocks support the
moulded ridge, and over it the common
rafters are framed and pinned. This is a more
than ordinarily elaborate design, and as no
horizontal line crosses the church between
floor and ridge, the effect is eminently light

and lofty. Not very dissimilar is the roof of

S. Stephen's, Norwich. In some instances, as

at Outwell Church, Norfolk, the spur aud
wall-post are omitted, and the jib serves as a
corbel. In other cases the jib is dispensed

with, and the spur brought into prominence,

as at Brinton Ctiurch, where, with no special

attention to elegance, the utmost appearanco
of spaciousness is secured. At S. Mary,
Fulham, the general design, tho mouldings,

and carved enrichments all display artistic

ability and grace.

The bracket principle, though dignified

under simple treatment, is very susceptible of

embellishment, and was found so generally

convenient and effective as to induce its very
frequent employment. Advance may be per-
ceived from tho severe forms of utility to

decorative construction, and thence to con-
structed ornament, by which fiction ultimately
surmounted truth. One set of brackets was
made to rise above another, as at tho Inner
Temple Hall, London, and Bacton Church,
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Norfolk. Bnt the fullest development of tbis

rich and complicated mode is mot with at

Knapton—a nave of the unusual width of .30ft.

Carvings of angels with wide-spread wings,

flowers, and ornaments are freely introduced,

and colour is so boldly applied as to present a

striking and florid effect rarely approached

elsewhere. Smith's mule record is full of

secular examples, while Messrs. Brandon have

principally resorted to parish churche?, and

have admirably represented the Knapton

specimen. (The value of their book would

have been much enhanced had they furnished

dates.) The hall of Wadham College (1613)

is exquisitely rendered by Mackenzie and Le
Keux in Ingram's " Memorials of Oxford."

Tic roof in the Inner Temple will, I think, be

found well drawn in "Weale's Quarterly

Papers."

CHUBCH AND CHAPEL BUILDING IN
THE WEST.

EXETEB.—S. Sidwell's parish church is

to undergo great changes and improve-

ments. The principal alteration will be in the

chancel, which is to be much enlarged. The
organ will be removed from the gallery and

placed in the chancel, and open benches will

take the place of the old pews. The restorations

will take ^place nnder the cire and from the

designs of Mr. Ashworth, architect.

8. Mabt's Steps Chcrch.—A report upon

the state of the ancient tower of this interesting

little church has been prepared by Mr. Ashworth,

architect, and it has been decided to restore the

same in accordance with the plans suggested by

that gentleman. The shabby coat of plaster

which now covers the upper part of the tower

will be removed, the stonework dressed and re-

pomted, and there wll b« a new battlement,

parapet, &c. Inside, the archway over the door-

way will be strengthened and improTcd in ap-

pearance. Tenders are to be invited for the

CKecntion of the work.

TOWKSTALI CiltjHCH, near Dartmouth, Devon,
has fallen into a sad state of decay, and a meet-

ing has lately been held for the purpose of con-

sidering what steps should be taken for putting

it in a proper state of repair ; and for removing

from it that appearance of neglect which is too

perceptible throughout the whole building. It is

proposed to commence the work as soon as funds

permit. The Council of the borough, as owners

of the tithe rent-charge, are responsible for the

repairs of the chancel, and there is a little pro-

perty, consisting chiefly of houses vested in

trustees, which is applicable to the maintenance

of the church. The amount, however, derived

from this source after payment of all expenses

is barely snfBcient for the most pressing repairs.

8. JULIOT, CoBSWALii.—The parish church of

this little hamlet, situated near Boseastlc, is to be

entirely rebuilt. The materials used will be

Srincipally the local polyphant and granite.

leaars. H. and R. L. Badcock are the architects.

LitrwcESTON, COB-NWALL.—The new Wes-
knan Chapel, now erecting from the designs of

lusars. Norman and Uine, bids fair to outrival

all Dissenting places of worship in the south-

west of England, both for size and the great con-

venience of the internal arrangements. The
chapel, which has a front elevation of 40ft. to the

top of the gable, is being built of local freestone,

with Bath stone dressings from the Corsham
qnarries to windows and stringcourses, and is to

have a spire 108ft. in height, built of Bath
stone, witn Blymonlh limestone dressings. The
extreme inside length of the chapel is 80ft., and

the width of the nave and aisles 45ft., with two

transepts projecting 18ft. behind. It is entered

from a central porch, supported by polished

Aberdeen granite pillars surmounted with boldly

carved conventional capitaU in Portland etone.

The open seating and pnlpit are to be of pitch

pine, stained end vamiabed, and the aisles are to

be laid with Maw's encaustic tiles. The school

rooms adjoin the chapel, and have separate class

rooms attached. The contract price for the

cbapel, including spire, schools, &c., amounts to

about ' £'3000. The whole of the ornamental
tone carving, which is a description of freely

treated Komanesque, is being executed by Mr.
Hems, of Exeter. Mr. H. Blatcbford is the

boilder, MJ Blatcbford being foreman of works.

J.V,

PATENT VICTORIA STONE.

WE have waited the result of au experiment

made within our own knowledge, on the

merits of the "Patent Victoria Stone," before re-

cording, as we do now, our favourable opinion.

There is no doubt that for paving purposes it is

quite equal, if not superior, to Yorkshire flag-

atone ; while there is a difference in the cost of

t'lo material of at least 50 per cent, in favour of

the Patent Stone. Its use is, however, by no

means confined to paving purposes. It can be

used for any purpose either of utility or ornament

in which stone could be employed ; and as it can

be made in different colour?, the variety of natural

store can bo imitated with good results.

The stone is formed o£ granite and hydraulic

cement, steeped by a patent process in a solution

of flint, which makes it nearly as hard as granite

itself ; and in process of time it becomes harder

and harder. Thus a slab of the concrete, 2 feet

broad and 2 inches thick, resting loosely on sup-

ports 2 feet apart, will bear, in about 10 days'

time, an average of about TOOlbs. weight in the

middle. After being steeped in the flint bath, it

will sustain about 1050 j in about 5 months'

time about ITOOlbs. ; and in nine months' as

much as 24001bs. This great increase of strength

is attributable to the gradual hardening, by time,

of the flint, which is at first thrown down in a

state resembling jelly. The crushing strength,

as certified by Mr. Kirkaldy, is 64411bs. per

square inch. Thus a block or brick of the patent

stone, presenting a surface about 6 by 9 inches,

sustained a weight of nearly 160 tons, or the

weight of 80 coal carts full of coals heaped one

upon another ; and a foundation of the Patent

Victoria Stone could sustain a solid tower of

stone about 6441 feet in height.

The material is already in very extensive

use, and will, we think, continna in favour with

architects. We have almost lost all faith in

" speculative" builders, or we would point out to

them that here is a material with which they can
erect desirable and saleable houses at a cost not

exceeding the wretched bricks they have for some
years past been piling up in heaps in all our

suburban districts.

PAPER-HANGING.

WE would urge the necessity, from a sanitary

point of view, of having the walls of a

room thoroughly stripped of all old paper and
washed and dried bctoro laying on a new paper.

Old papers, containing as they do a large amount
of vegetable and animal matter in the form of

size, are easily softened by moisture, and are

then subject to putrefaction and mildew, the odour
from which is both unpleasant and unhealthy.

This, however, is an evil that can easily be
averted by expending a few dollars in stripping

and thoroughly cleaning the wall before each re-

papering. Inquiry is often made by the careful

housewife as to whether paperhangings will

clean, and, if eo, which is the best method to

adopt. Good hand-printed paper will clean, but
machine-made paper, owing to the material used

in sizing the colours, as already explained, will

not. The following is the best method that can
be used :—Cut into four or six par!s a moderately
sized loof of bread that is two days old—it must
be neither newer nor staler. With one of these

pieces, after blowing off all the dust from the

paper to be cleaned, with a good pair of bellows,

begin at the top of the room, holding with the

crust in the hand and wisping lightly downwards
with the crumb, about half a yard at each stroke,

till the upper part of the hanging is completely
cleaned all around. Then go around again,

with a light sweeping stroke downwards, and
always commencing each successive course a little

higher than the npper stroke bad extended, till

the bottom is finished. This operation, if care-
fully performed, will frequently make very old

paper look almost equal to new. Great caution

must be used not by any means to rub the paper
hard, or to attempt cleaning it in a lateral or

horizontal way. The dirty part of the bread,

too, must each time bo cut away, and the pieces
renewed as soon as it may become necessary.

—

American Builder,

Mr. Armitagc \* about to continue the decoration

of the ball in University College, London. The
new pictures will contain portraits of living person-
ages who are also interested in the College.

c|'ui[nitm[i; il\J!i;i[qiiti0n.

ON THE USE AKD AIIUSE OF ORNAMENT AND
COLOUR IN THEIR APPLICATION TO HOUSE DECO-
RATION.

IT should be known, but seems not to bo
regarded by many of onr decorators, tliat

tlioro are two classes of colours, namely,
advancing colours—that is, colours which bring

out the members or parts of a cornice on which
they are placed much more prominently tlian

if thoy were left to the simple effect of liglit and
sliadc—and anotlicr class of colour which
appears to retire or to sink back. It will bo
evident that the proper use of these two
classes of colours or tints of colour will tend

to assist the constructive features of the

object on which tliey are placed, and it may
bo taken as a fundamental rule in colour

decoration that all colouring should assist

construction as well as produce harmony
;

and iu colouring a cornice to a room or any
otlicr surface wliich is enriched by ornament
or mouldings in relief, we commit a grave

error, and help to destroy the constructive

feature of the cornice, if we place retiring

colours on projecting mouldings or ornament,
and advancing colour into the quirks, back-

grounds, and interstices
;
yet this is continually

done by those who ought to know better. But
if we reverse this order of things, and place

the colour which recedes into the coves, quirks

and backgrounds, and the advancing colours,

upon the projecting members, we shall by
that means increase the apparent depth of the

sunk parts, and also the projection of tlie pro-

minent parts; and however slight the contrast

of colour may be, each member of the cornice

will be now clearly defined and traced. These
colours are also often misplaced in the colour-

ing of public rooms. How often do we seo

the projecting stile round large panels, tinted

grey, or some other receding colour, while tho

panel which is sunk will bo tinted faun

colour or buff—thus destroying and altering

the relative positions of the two, to the mani-

fest injury of both. This mistake is also made
in the painting of woodwork in party colours,

a white panel and a grey stile, which always

ought to be the roverfie, as thereby the relative

position of both are retained, and the door will

appear of more importance.

Advancing colours are composed of all

tints, hues, and shades of colour in which
yellow forms the prominent feature, such as

cream colour, buflEs of various shades, mix-

tures of yellrav and red and white, and
yellow and red, with green to take off its

brightness, and white—yellow, red, and umber
and white—yellow, red and black, and white.

It will be understood as a matter of course that

liundrcds of shades and tints of colour may be
made from tho above combination of colours.

Tlic purer and brighter the colours are the

more prominent they will appear, so that by a

judicious variation of the tone or intensity of

each colour or tint, each member of a cornice

may be kept in its proper place and position.

Retiring or receding colours consist of all

combinations in which blue predominates, such

as blues and greys, blue in its various com-
binations with red and black, puce, lilac, violet,

murrey, and blue green, and tho innumerable

tints made with these colours in mixture with

white. Rod, being the most prominent colour

we have, can seldom be used on moulded sur-

faces, or upon backgrounds, except its in-

tensity is to some degree toned down with

either blue or black, and therefore it is only

safe to use it on the undersides of square

fillets or other surfaces. Yet we often see it

used in its primitive state for tho backgroimd

of ornament, and in the interstices of enriched

ornament, but whenever it is so used it will be

found to destroy both form and harmony. The
same result will follow if we paint our mould-

ings blue or green, and it may bo accepted as

a fundamental law, inseparable from complete

harmony, that any colour or ornament which
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on entering a room is seen in a prominent

manner before tlio eye lias had time to talio

in tlie whole effect of the decorations is wrong

in principle and objectionable in fact, inas-

much as it destroys that feeling of repose

which is an essential quality and portion of

perfect harmony of colour and form.

Variety of treatment is indispensable. A
dining-room of moderate dimensions should

be decorated in a diflerent manner to a large

banqueting hall in a public building or noble-

man's mansion. In the former case the ceil-

ing and cornice may be as richly coloured and

gilt as may be consistent with good taste,

having regard to its size and height ; but its

walls should bo painted of some quiet warm
neutral colour, to form an appropriate back-

ground to display the rich dresses of the com-
pany and the garniture of the sideboards and

tables when set out ; but in a large banqueting

hall, or large dining-room specially constructed

for entertaining numerous guests, the archi-

tectural features of the walls and ceiling are

so different to tlie ordinary dining-room of

middle-class domestic life,and of which phase

of decorative art we are more particularly

treating, that it would require a special article

to do it justice. There are several modes of

treating the walls of dining-rooms when
painted. A tone of murrey colour is a good

warm colour for the purpose, and if it has a

pattern stencilled upon it in the same colour,

but of a somewhat darker shade, it will add to

its lichsless, without detracting from its

quietness. The murrey colour is made from
Indian red, black and white. Another good
colour for the purpose is a neutral green,

made from Indian red, burnt sienna, and
black, with white of course. There are several

other tints of a suitable kind, which we have
described elsewhere. The woodwork, as a

rule, cannot be of a more appropriate colour

than oak, either the real wood or imitation,

especially if the furniture is oak. Plain

walnut panels and oak stiles are also good
;

and here it may be observed that it is always

in good taste to paint the woodwork of a
dining-room in imitation of the same wood as

the furniture is made of.

A good style of doing the woodwork of a

dining-room is to paint it in low-toned colours

—that is, dark neutral tints of golden browns,

bronze greens, olive tints, or olive and brown,

with stencil ornaments on the panels, either in

black and gold, or in monotones—tones of^the

same colour, either lighter or darker than the

ground. The darker colours stencil best, as it

is always difficult to get a solid body of colour

in stencilling a light colour on a darker one.

If the panel is of a warm yellow brown, the

lines or ornament may be deep blue or black.

If the ground colour is chocolate, light blue or

pea-green lines may be used. If the ground

be maroon, deep blue or warm green lines

will harmonise. There are of course many
other combinations of colour which would be
appropriate and harmonious, too numerous to

bo mentioned here. In using the above style

of decoration we would caution the tyro

against sundry errors he is likely to fall into

from bad examples ho may see, and which
errors cannot be too strongly condemned : the

first of which is the practice of putting orna-

ments ontiie sides of a door next the mould-
ing. What it is done for we have no concep-
tion, but we do know that it is bad in practice,

and tends to destroy the structural features of

the door, and never in any case does it add
any beauty to it. Another prevalent error is

to paint broad heavy mouldings on door and
architrave, some black, dark brown, blue, or

green. It is always better to paint a mould-
ing of the lightest colour of two or three which
may be used on the door.

A moulding to a panel should never be of a

darker shade than tlie panel colotn-, except in

wood—such as ebony mouldings to oak panels
and stiles, &c. A moulding may always be
relieved, either by a line of gold or of light

colour, but with darkheavy mouldings the result
is always heaviness and consequent ugliness.

Another fault we are apt to fall into is lini-

ness or stripiness, if we may be allowed the

term, and it is always well to avoid this, which
can only be done by having perfect harmony
of colour. It does not follow, because
green harmonises- with red, that any shade of

green will harmonise with any shade of red.

This is not so. Both require to bo modified

to suit each other before perfect harmony
will follow ; but if they do harmonise, wo do
not perceive that stripiness so much as we
otherwise should. In the Scotch plaids or

tartans, for instance, we have the most
objectionable form of lines possible—-a suc-

cession of straight lines crcssing each other,

forming squares or chequered patterns ; but we
don't perceive the objection, simply because
the lines blend one into another in crossing,

and thus get rid of all harshness, and produc e

a certain degree of harmony which is pleasing
to the eye. Again, if we examine an Indian
shawl, we shall find that all the primary
colours are used in their full intensity—bright

yellows, brilliant reds, intense blues, blacks,

browns and greens of every shade and hue

—

the whole producing an exceedingly rich but
quiet combination of colours of great beauty.
No one colour stands out before the rest, but
all is harmony and peace. We say peace
advisedly, because it is an indisputable fact

that the effect of colour on the human mind,
or rather on the nervous system, and upon
inferior]|animals, is either soothing or irritating,

as the case may be. As to its effect on the

lower animals, we need only instance the

effect of red upon the bull, the turkey, and
goose. Its effects on the human animal is not

quite so marked, but we are firmly convinced
that it affects his happiness and comfort to a
much greater degree than is generally sup-
posed. For instance, paterfamilias goes home
tired and wearied from his daily toil in the

City, leaving bills and shares, and discounts,

with all the worry and trials of business, be-

hind him, hoping to feel comfortable and at

ease under his own—well, we will say—gas

light—as vines and fig trees are scarce. When
seated at home he canHot tell how it is, but he
does not feel that sense of rest and comfort he
expected. He can't think how it is. He has

every comfort around him—a pleasant wife,

lovely children, the dinner is all right, wine
tirst-rate, all jolly, as it ihould be—but, no, it

won't do. With all this he is still uncomfort-
able, an indescribable feeling of annoyance
pervades his being—something must be wrong
somewhere ; his digestion is all right, it can't

be that I What can it be ? At last it strikes

him that it must be that beastly paper he had
put on in the autumn, and he recollects that he
has never felt happy in the room since—that

must be the cause. He therefore resolves to

change it. This time he makes choice of one
of those quiet, unobtrusive patterns we have
before spoken of, and the result is like a magical
transformation. He at once feels comfort-
able, and really at home in the room. No
more bad temper, no more discomfort. He
looks forward to the cosy seat at his own fire-

side with pleasurable anticipations, and he is

not disappointed. His wife and children feel

the change and rejoice, and thus happiness is

spread around by good taste. Don't imagine
that this is an over-drawn picture, for there

are none of us but have felt the same effects

in some degree. It is quite true that some
persons are more sensitive to its influence than
others ; but we all are conscious that there are

some rooms, which, on entering, impress us

with a strong sense of their comfort and cosi-

ness, while others give one a cold shivering

feel, which depresses us, and makes one feel

out of place. This being so, we may perceive

how important it is to avoid discordant and
inappropriate colours in the decoration of a
room, as they tend to produce a feeling of dis-

comfort and annoyance, dazzle the eye, and
produce headaches. We were once staying

at an hotel in which there was a room papered
with what is called a mediffival pattern, the

principal colours being blue and red. 'There

certainly wa.s a little yellow in it, but the other
two ha(l such a preponderance that the effect
on the nervous s^.stcm was distressing to
everybody who sat in the room. If we looked
at it for ever so short a time our eyes were
dazzled, and we soon had headache, and wa
verily believe that if we had stayed in it we
should soon have had brain fever. This effect
was not produced on us alone, but everyouo
who sat in it was affected more or less.

SCHOOL OF ART.
The Sidney Oalleey op Abt.—On Tuesday

evening week, the presentation of prizes to
students at this gallery, which has been estab-
lished in Canterbury as a Scliool of Art bj Mr.
Cooper, took place ; the Dean of Canterbury
presiding. The first prize was a pencil etching
by Mr. Sidney Cooper, cows and sheep, the re-
cipient of it being Mr. Caldwell, jun. ; the second
prize was money (£1 10s.) to Mr. Bond j and the
third (£1) to Mr. Jones. These prizes were for
drawings from the antique (a colossal statue of a
Greek orator, in the gallery). There was one
other competition, in which Mr. Salisbury was
successful, whose work was highly commended.
The second class was for female stuiients, and
Miss Crippen received the first prize, which was
a beautiful drawing of sheep by Mr. Cooper;
Miss Elsmore took the second prize j and Miii
Hogben the third. The third class was for land-
scapes, each student sending six, being copies of
Mr. Cooper's pencil sketches. Miss Bewsher was
awarded the first prize, another etching of
sheep by the celebrated artist ; and Miss E.
Croasdill gained the second prize. After the
prizes had been presented, the rev. chairman
addressed a few remarks to the company, eulo-
gising Mr. Cooper for his having established and
maintained this School of Art. Mr. Butler John-
stone then congratulated the students and the
inhabitants generally upon having sach an
institution in their midst, and said they all owed
Mr. Cooper a deep debt of gratitude for his public
spirit. —
ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCHJBOLO-

GICAL SOCIETY'.

LosDO.v AND Middlesex Arch^solooical
Society.—The ordinary evening meeting was
held on Monday last, at University College,
Gower-street. Mr. H. F. Holt coniinued liia

paper upon " Early Albums ; " Mr. J. W. B.aily ex-
hibited Roman antiquities recently found in

London ; and a collection of silver coins dis-

covered at Harmondswortb, Middlesex, was ex-
hibited and described by Mr. Alfred White,
F.S.A.

COMPETITION.
Bradford Church Literary Institutk.—

Messrs. Milnes ant France, Messr.«. Andrews,
Son, and Pepper, Mr. Gay, and Mr. Stead Ellis,

architects, have been invited to send in designs
for the utilising of the old premises, which have
been acquired by the committee, and the building
of the proposed extensions and additions to the

present structure. These designs were sent in

yesterday.

Utilisation op Sewaoe.—We often hear of

" death in the pot " or in the water we drink, but

it appears, says the Parochial Critic, that at

Bethiial Green it is to be found in the roads. It

will be remembered that it was clearly proved, a
few weeks ago, that a child had died in conse-

quence of the offensive smuU arising from sewer

deposit being spread on the roadway. Nor is

that all. The surveyor stated that the sewer de-

posit is used for binding broken granite on roads

newlv covered, after the soluble matter has been

drawn olT. That is to say, the soourings of the

roads are washed into the'sewera allowed, to re-

main in those dark, pestiferous subterranean

caverns for a few years, and then brought to tha

surface for road-making. Truly in London
evorvthiiig is utilised.

The New Fobbst.— The 60,000 acres of

waste lands in the New Forest, belonging to the
Crown, produce an annual income of about 6d.

per acre Mr. Fuller, the eminent land-agent,

considers that, if properly managed, and sold in

detail, they would realise £6,000,000 sterling.
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CHtTBCHKS AND CHAPELS.

ACTOSf.—The memorial stone of a new Con-

gregational Chapel at Acton was laid on the 9th

iost. The baildiair, which will be of Gothic

dcdgn, wheji completed will seat on the ground

floor 500 people. The estimated cost is about

£4500.
BattebseA.—The foundation stone of a now

Baptist Chapel atBattersca was laid on the site of

the old building in York-road on Wednesday week.

The building will bo of the Romanesqie style,

composed of white brick, white stone drsssings

and cornices, and is estimated to hold S)00 per-

sons. Mr. E. 0. Robins is the architect.

Belfir. — The old Independent chapel at

Belper is about to be puUed down, and a new
chapel reared in its place, at a cost of £8000.

The style of the new building will bo Gothic, wi(h

a tower and spire, and accommodation will be

proTided for a congregation of 500 persona. Mr.
Woodhouse, of Bolton, is the architect.

Cambuidge.—A new church, dedicated to S.

Barnabas, and situate on the Mill-ro!>d, was
opened for public worship on Saturday last. The
edifice, which only consists, at present, of a

chancel, capable of holding about 200 persons,

baa cost about .^1100 ; when entirely completed

it will cost £5000. Mr. Bury, of London, is

the architect, and Mr. Attack, of Cambridge, the

contractor.

COKDYOMC, MoNMOUTHSniRE.—On Thurs-
day, the 9th June, the foundation stone of a
Wesleyan chapel was laid by Mr. R. Greenway,
of Pontypool. The chapel is being carried out

from designs and under the supervision of E. A.

Lansdownc, architect, Newport. The builder

being Mr. T. S. Thomas, Newport.

DiKLlNOTOS.—On Saturday afternoon, the
fonndation-stone of a new church to replace a
temporary one built some years ago for S. Paul's

pariah by Messrs. W. and 14. Thompson, was laid

at Darlington by Mr. W. Thompson. The new
ehnrch is in the midst of an increasing popula-
tion, sarrounding the ironworks at the northern

part of the town. Mr. W. P. Pritchett, of Dar-

lington, is the architect of the new church, which
is to cost about £4000. The building is in the

Early Decorated style, and will accommodate
about 600 worshippers.

Darlixqtok.—The founlation stone of a

new Baptist chapel at Darlington was laid on
Thursday week by Mr. J. B. Pease. The chapel,

which will be Italian in style, will seat 600
persons, and will bo erected from a design by
Mr. W. Peachey, architect, of Darlington.
DEVOSSHIBE-SQUABE CHAPEL.—0(i Monday

evening last, a farewell meeting was held at this

ancient place of worship. The chapel having

,

been purchased by the Metropolitan Railway
j

Company, the trnstees hare secured a good site

for the new building at the corner of the
Walford-road, nearly opposite West Hackney
Church. They have about £11,000 to expend on
the ground and the new structure, which is to bo
of the Gothic order, with a spire 110 feet high,

DcTonshire-square Chapel was founded in the
reign of Charles I., and prior to a.d. 1638. It is,

therefore, with the exception of Eythome, Kent,
the oldest Baptist ehnrch in England.
Fallowfield.—The corner stone of the

Chnrch of Holy Innocents, Fallowfield, Lanca-
shire, wag laid on the afternoon of the 4th inst,

with full Masonic ceremonial. The site of the

new chnrch ig on the north side of tlie new road
leading from Fallowfield to Chorlton, and ad-

join? the Didsbury High-road. Space is pro-

Tided for the erection of schools and a parsonage.

The chnrch will comprise a nave 89ft. by 25ft.,

internally divided into five bays of 17ft. wide
each, and about 62ft. high from the ground to

the ridge of the roof. On each side of the nave
will be aisles llift. wide. The chancel will

measure 38ft. by 22ft., and will open ii.to a side
cbnpel or aisle. The exterior will be executed
enpierre point, with stone dressings to windows,
&e., and the window tracery will bo of Berlin
red terra-cotta. The main internal columns and
arches will be worked in red Runcorn stone, with
white stone for caps and bases. Accommodation
will be provided for abont 700 persons. The
architects are Messrs. Price and Linklatcr, and
the bnildert, Messrs. Ellis and Hinchliffe.
Fbamkto!*.—The ancient chnrch of Frankton,

Warwickshire, is to be restored as soon as the ne-
cessary amount (£1200) can be raised.

FiiYKRN'lXQ.—S. Mary's Church, Fryeruing,

Essex, was re-opened on Thursday week, after

having been closed for twelve months for restora-

tion and repairs. The plaster has been stripped

from the outer walls, thus exposing to view the

flue old conglomerate walls of the Norman
period. New open roofs of oak, covered with
tiles, have been erected. The base of the front

has been restored, and a now roredos erected. A
new oak porch has been built in lieu of the very

dilapidated old structure. The organ has been

rebuilt and removed from the west gallery to the
north side of the nave at the west end, by Mr.
Rust, of Chelmsford. The general- works have
been carried out by Messrs. Brown and Son,
under the direction of Mr. F. Chmcellor, archi-

tect, of Chelmsford. The total cost of the
restorations is about £1400.
Glasgow.—A new church in the east end for

the United Presbyterians was formally opened on
Sunday last. BoUgrove-streot, in which it is built,

is in the new suburb of Dennistoun, in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of the Alexandra Park. The
architects are the Messrs. Ingram, of Glasgow, the

building is Gothic in style, its cost is £3000, and
it accommodates about seven luindred persons.

Handswobth.— On Wednesday week the

parish church of Handsworth, near Sheffield, was
re-opened, the chancel having undergone thorough
restoration. The walls of the chancel have been
partially rebuilt ; single lancets have been in-

serted in the south wall, the eastern windows
having been carefully repaired. The ancient
sedilia and piscina have likewise been brought to

light and restored. The north wall has been re-

paired ; but the most important feature internally

is the new chancel arch of hewn stone having bow-
tell columns with moulded capitals and bases sus-
taining a narrow pointed arch of low and massive
style of two orders, chamfered and moulded—the
whole details having been studied from the tower
arch of the church. The floors of the chancel and
chantry have been lowered two feet and rclaid

with enoanstio tiloa, and the old monumental
slabs on a bed of concrete. Externally the walls

and stonework have been carefully repaired and
pointed, and the gable copings renewed and sur-
mounted with floriated crosses. In tlie north wall
of the chantry two new windows have been in-

serted, with new buttresses and parapet, and the
wall partially rebuilt. These, with the now ronf

,

are designed in the Perpendicular style, to which
tbis part of the church belongs. The works have
been executed by local contractors from the de-
signs of Messrs. M. E. Hadfield and Son, of Shef-
field.

Lkaminoton.—A new Wesleyan Chapel wa
opened at Leamington last week. It is in th

Italian style, and is in accordance with a design
prepared by Mr. George Woodhouse, C.E., archi-

tect, Bolton-le-Moors. Mr. W. Green, Clarendon-
street, Leamington, was the contractor, and Mr.

W. Paterson, of Manchester, clerk of the works.
The external dimensions are 91ft. by GOft.

Middle Claydon.—The parish church of
Middje Claydon, having been completely restored,

was re-opened on Whitsun Day. The exterior

has been completely restored, Dalton stone being
used in the repairs. The tower and the chancel
are of the Perpendicular style of architecture, the
latter having been built in 1519. An entirely

new vestry and lobby have been built on the
south side of the chancel, like the tower and
chancel, in the Perpendicular stylo. The old
gallery has been taken down, and also the ringing
floor, a new one having been put over the western
arch. The old roof of the nave has been taken
down, aid a new oak panel one has taken its

place. The altar and its aco^ssuries are all now.
The reredos is of alabaster, by M'lssrs. Farmer and
Briadley, London. The centre portion is divided
into three sulgects—the middle one being the
Ascension, that on the left the Resurrection, and
that on the right the Descent of the Holy Spirit.

The work has been superintended by Mr. George
Hannaford, under the directions and from the
designs of George Gilbert Scott, Esq., R.A. The
builders arc Moi-srs. Franklin, of Deddington.

MiDDLEWicn.—The corner stone of a new
Congregational Church was laid at Middlcwich,
Cheshire, on Thursday week. The chapel, which
is Lombardic in stylo, will be constructed of best
stock bricks, with Hollington stone dressings, and
will seat abont 380 persons. The cost will be
£2000.
Rochester CATnuDRAL.—The appointment of

Dr. Scott to the deanery of Rochester will, it

ig believed, lead to the restoration and renovation

of this cathedral at no distant date. For many

years past the funds from the suppressed canon-
ries of the cathedral have been accumulating in
the hands of tho Ecclesiastical Commissioners,
and these now amount to between £30,000 and
£40,000. A strong hope is now expressed that
the accumulated funds will be expended in im-
proving the cathedral, both interr.ally and ex-
ternally, and rendering it worthy of taking its

rank as the finest specimen of Norman architec-
t'.iro in this country. The removal of the old
block of houses on the south side of High-street
has opened np a fine view of the north-eastern
portion of the cathedral, which, until recently,
was altagether hidden from sight. In any altera-

tions which may be carried into effect a further
improvement will, it is hoped, bo carried out by
still further throwing open Ibis partially enclosed
space, and making a road to the eastern end of
tlie cathedral from High-street.

Rome.—The church of S. Antonio de Porto-
ghesi, Rome, has just been restored under the
direction of the Cavaliere Francesco Vespignani,
the Pontifical architect. This church, says a
correspondent, has always been conspicuous for

the beautiful Portuguese marbles with which it

is adorned, bnt the rich colours of these have
seemed to require that the painting and gilding
of the new stucco work should bo somewhat
louder in tone than would be otherwise commend-
able. The new frescoes have been executed by
Francesco Grande and Salvatore Nobili.

SOUTHBOUOUGH, NEAR TaNBRIDOB WELLS.
—On Tuesday, the 24th May, the foundation
stone of this church was laid by the Rev. Stephen
H. Langaton, M.A., Vicar. The church is

designed to accommodate GOO persons, the style is

Early Decorated Gothic, the walls being con-
structed of the local stone in random courses with
Bath stone dressings. The roof is to be open
timbered, covered with tiles. Owing to the ex-

posed site and the porous nature of the stone, it

has been found necessary to adopt unusual pre-

cautions to prevent the weather ponetrt-ting, andtj
attain this end, all the walls are built hollow, with
a clear spaceof SJ'n. between the stone outer work
and the ^n. brick innner lining, properly bonded
with drip cramps. To overcome the difficulty of

the wet penetrating over the openings, a kind of

gutter is formed of cement "in the cavity" over
the crown of relieving arches, proper precaution
being taken to provide outlets for the moisture and
thorough ventilation throughout. The plan is

arranged so that the church may bo built in sec-

tions without necessitating any alteration. The
contract for the first section, to aocommodata
300 persons, has been taken by Messrs. Willioomb
and Oakloy, of Tunbridge Wells, at a cost of
£1CG0. The architect is Mr. Theodore Green, of
Finsbury-placc.

SoL'TUAMPTON.—The ceremony of consecrating
the newly-erected church of S. Matthew was
performed on Saturday morning last by the Bishop
of Winche.-ter. The builders are Messrs. Bull
and Son, of Southampton ; the architects, Messrs.
Bnll and Mondey. The building has been raised,

at a cost of about £3000, in tho Norman style,

the exterior being of Swanago stone, with Bath
stone dressings and slate roof. Accommodation
is provided for 500 person?, and this will be con-
siderably increased when tho funds will admit of

tho church being completed by tho addition of the
north aisle. It now consists of a nive, south
aisle, chancel aisle, or organ chamber, and chancel,

with semi-circular apse. Tho nave arches and
columns are of a very substaatial character, and
are executed in Bath stone, with tastefully

moulded capitals and bases. The flooring is in

encaustic tiles ; that in tho chancel and apse, of

a rich description, was presented by the Architec-

tural Pottery Company, of Poole.

BUILDINGS.

BowLiNo Church Schools.—Tho vicar of

S. John's Church, Bowling, Yorks, finding that

the old sc'aool was inadequate for tho wants of

his district, has obtained a neat Gothic design

from Messrs. T. H. and F. Hoaley, architects,

Bradford, for new and more capacious school

buildings, to accommodate 400 infauts, girls, and
boys. Tho schools will be one story in height,

with a southern aspect, and consist of infants'

room, 48ft. by 19ft.
;

girls' room, 48ft. 6in. by

19ft. ; and boys' room, 56ft. by 19t't. ; each of the

schoolrooms being 181t. Gin. in height to the

ceiling, and provision is made for class rooms.

Externally the schools will bo constructed of

stone, relieved with gables, fdled in with circnlar-

headed windows ; and the other windows are shown
with stone mullions and transoms. The founda-
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tion-stono of the school is to be laid on the 28th

inst.

Ceylon.—The fonndation stona of the new
public markets anil municipal ofVices, Colombo,
was laid on April 22 last, by H.R.II. the Duke of

Edinburgh, in the presence of a largo number of

spectators. The buildings will consist of two
detached blocks, one 200ft. by ^COft. running
parallel with the face of the site, and the other,

170ft. by 80ft., at right angles to it in the rear.

The central portion of the former will contain the

offices ot the municipality, with a double row of

shops on each side eorered with iron roofs. The
rear block, which is to bo used as a ijubllo market,

will be entirely of iron. The buildings generally

will be of an ornamental character, and a lofty

clock tower is to form a prominent feature. The
buildings have been designed by Mr. James G.

Smither, Government architect, under whose
directions the work is to be carried oat.

Eastwood.—Thecomer stone of a new Church
of England school at Eastwood, near Eothorham,
w as laid on Thursday week. The buildinff, which
will cost about ^ROO, is being erected from a
design by Mr. Blackmoor, architect, of llother-

ham.
Halifax, Yorkshiee.—The new schools for

boys in connection with Holy Trinity Church,
and which are situate in West Parade, are now
bringing the fir.st half-year of their career to a
satisfactory close. The style of building is oC the

Early Pointed pcriotl, carried out with the

strictest regard to modern requirements and
economy, great attention being paid to obtain

proper ventilation and light. The school is

situated on the west side of the site, containing a
spacious Bchool-room, class, and cloak-rooms on
the first floor, to accommodate 150 scholars, the
ground floor being used, for the present, as a
covered play ground, with a prospect of eventually
being used as a school also. The roof of the

school is supported by pointed arclied principals.

The walls are lined with red, black, and white
facing bricks set to pattern. The sclioolmastei's

house is situate on the east side of the ground,
the principal play ground lying between it and
the school. The whole of the exterior walls are
faced with ontsidedelf-drcssed local stone, walled
in courses, relieved with cleansed and moulded
ashlar work. The works have been carried out
from the design, and under the superintendence
of Messrs. Horsfall, Wardle, and Patchett, archi-
tects, of Halifax.
Taunton.—On Tuesday the new building,

which has been erected for the Independent
College, Taunton, was opened. The present
arriingements provide for the reception of 150
boarders, but admit of extension for the accOTi-
modation ot 20 . The style is Tudor-Gothic

;

the building is of West Leigh stono, with Bath
stone facings. In the grounds are covered play-
ground, gymnasium, tennis-court, and bathing-
place. The cost of the land was £5760 4s. 7d j

the contract for building, £10,.')00 ; and the
drainage, ventilation, architect's fees, clerk of
works, &c., bring the total cost to nearly
£20,000. The arcliitect was. Mr. Joseph Jamos,
London ; and the builder, Mr. Henry Davis,
Taunton.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspouilciits. Tliu Kditor reapootfully re-
quests that all coinmmiie.'itions shoul'l be drawa up
as briefly as possible, as tliere are m.iiiy claimauta
upoB the space allotted to corrospoudeuce.]

Received.—P. A.—I. V.—W. Y.—T. 3.—J. G. R.—T. M.
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J. ELTBIMonAM,—Slictcll of churcli.
T. GABaATT.—Your sketcli will appear ia a wee'; or two. ^

A. Ellis.— Witli photo and description of S. Mary,
Aberdeen.
W. S.—With MS. to folio 120.
J. A. Popi'ET.—Witli sketch of screen. EetnrncJ.

djarrijfjpainleiiiie.

IMITATIONS OF WOOD AND MARBLE.
(To the Editor of The Bcildino News.)

Sib,—Yonr correspondent " J. II. W." says that
I evidently don't understand the drift of the pas-
sage I quoted from Kuskin in my article on
Woods and Marbles, and that for lack of bettor

weapons I have pelted him (Uuskin) with dirt.

Now I have neither time nor inclination to enter
into a controversy on the subject, but I wish
to say, once for all, that there is no man living

who has a higher respect or a greater love for John
Uuskin's writings than I, and I feel glad of this

opportunity of acknowledging how much I am
indebted to him for many ot my past and present
thoughts and feelings on art matters, and I again
and again return to his invaluable teachings with
i-onewed pleasure and profit; but, however much
I admire and reverence Mr. Ruskin, I cannot
accept all that ho says as true and uncontradiota-
ble—practical experience and common sense for-

bid!

Having said thus much in order to rebut the
charge of throwing dirt at Mr. Ruskin, I may
now soy a few words in answer to " J. R. W."
In the first place I would ask him to be consistent
before he sets up as a Mentor. He is evidently
one of the compromisers spoken of in the article

referred to. He says, " Practically, there are some
imitations which, on his own principles, escape
Mr. Ruskin's censui-e. Wainscot imitation well

varnished is a durable and economical decora-
tion." What authority ho has for crediting Mr.
Ruskin with such a contradiction I cannot con-

ceive, for if there is one quality more conspicuous

than another in Ruskin's writings, it is the

principle of thoroughness and consistency, and it

is this very feeling which at times leads him to

ignore the practical; therefore I feel assured that

the assumption is a gratuitous one on the part

of "J. R. W. ;" its inconsistency is evident.

Imitations of wockIs and marbles are legitimate

aids to decorative art, or Ihey are not. The fact

of them being well varnished does not affect the

question at all ; from Ruskin's point of view they
are abominable and not to be used, so they
are held to be from your correspondent's point

of view ; but he unduly thinks some may be
used. I confess I have no respect or sympathy
for trimmers, and must therefore leave the facts

to spe.ak for themselves. "J. R. W." then goes
on to give instances he has seenof a room—grained
walnut, which was injured by the window cord

;

another in which an abortive attempt had been
made to imitate bird's-eye maple, &c., &c. It is

evident he has not been fortunate in his exper-
ience of imitations, and i£ ho will refer to my
article he will find that I only speak of good and
faithful imitations, and not one word is said in

favour ot bad work—such as he speaks about. I

hold the principle to apply to ornaments as wel
as imitations, that if j'ou cannot have it well done
don't have it at all, hut substitute something you
can havo well done—plain colour is preferable to

ornament badly designed and executed, or to
poor imitations. Again " J, R. W." says "as for

ceiling decoration there is no structural necessity

for plaster cornices at all." This is a very
lame argument against their use. The bricklayer's

labourer is quite as well aware of that fact as

your correspoodent. The ceiling is not even sup-
posed to be supported by the cornice nor meant to

bo. The ornamental features of any building
are not intended nor supposed to bo necessary to

its support, but I think nooue will question their

necessity as a means of decoration, therefoi-e his
argument falls to the ground for want of support.
He seems to imagine that I deprecate the use. of
ornament ; if he does he is mistaken. I certainly
object to every wall, door, ceiling, column, and
pihxster throughout a hou3e_being bed.aubed with
ornament, however well executed, to the utter
destructiuu of all quietness and repose. In this,

as iu other things, we are too apt to run iuto ex-
tremes. Let us have ornament in its place, and
woods and marbles also. The one is a pleasant
relief and contrast to the other.

Your other correspondent, who signs himself
" W. T. v.," blames me for expressing so decided an
opinion upon the passage quoted from Mr. Rus-
kin's writing, to which I can only reply that Mr.
Ruskin sot me the example, and I could have
no nobler or better one. John Ruskin is not the
man to clothe his ideas in silken garments, if he
is speaking of anything he considers wrong. I

therefore make no apology for using the words
" arrant nonsense" when Iconsider such utterances
to be so. " W. T. F." falls into the same error as
yonr first correspondent. He speaks cf fancy
marble and imitations of impossible woods. Now
the whole tenor of my articles is in favour of ho-
nest work, and I condemn such work as he speaks
ot as strongly as he does. It is this carelessness

ot workmanship and want of thoroughness in

doing whiit we have to do to the best of our skill

and ability which has brought these things

into such bad repute. My solo aim in thcso
articles is an endoaronr to bring about a more
earnest desire and practice of better and truer
work. ..." \V. 'r. F." goes on to argne that
stained wood is infinitely superior to painted
work, that it is healthier for the workmen, anl
that the using of paint makes a man lazy. Why
it should make a man lazy I am at a loss to con-
ceive. A personal experience of nigh npon forty
years amongst paint and painters does not point
to that conclusion. He asks, Why shonld we
cover up good and naturally grained wood ? I
don't say it should bo covered up. Good and
naturally grained wood is certainly beautiful, but
bad wood, though natural, is not beautiful, but
ugly. I say, it we use pitch pine or oak, then
we have a good and legitimate an article ; but if

" W. P. T." knows anything of the trade, he will

know that even pitch pine has to be picked wood
if it is to be nsed and finished in stain and
varnish, and this fact enhances the price so much
that in many cases it brings it up as dear as oak ;

and, if I am not mistaken, some choice speci-

mens much dearer. The practical effect of this

is to limit its use, and inferior wood is used in-

stead. Ordinary deal or white pine has scarcely
grain to speak of, and what it has is straight up
and down, without any curl. Any beauty it has
I have failed so far to discover. Your oorres-

spondent concludes by saying that there are pecu-
liar riches for each and every class. Here I am
strongly at issue with him. A thing of beauty
cannot be too widely distributed, and shonld be
as much the property of the poorest of God's crea-

tures as the richest. It does not matter how it is

brought abont, whether by plaster-casts, by cast-

ings in iron, bronze, or other metal, whether it is

multiplied by the aid of machinery, by engraving,
by photography, or by any other means, so that
the original is faithfully rendered, and its in-

fluence be as much spread as possible. Let
the poorest of tho poor feel it as well as those
mou favoured by fortune. Good must result
therefrom. Away with tho thought that beauty
is only for those who can afford it. Beauty and
goodness belong to no class exclusively. All of

us are made better and worse and happier through
its influence. Its effect in bringing out the best

feelings of our nature may be seen in any picture

gallery to which tho poor have access. Then let

us hear no more of confining art to class, but let

us multiply its influence by all the means in

our power, nntil it becomes universally felt.

W. S.

ORNAMENT AND COLOUR IN HOUSE
DECORATION.

Sir,— In your jonrnal of the 10th inst. there is

an article " On the Use and Abuse of Ornament
and Colour in its application to House Decora-
tion." With the general scope and argument ot

the paper I have no quarrel, and only write to

notice a single sentence, where the writer has
used an expression, doubtless in a comparative
sense, which, understood literally, might convey
an idea not strictly intended. Tho sentence

alluded to is, " The grass, and trees, and flowers,

and all pure greens, look fresher and brighter by
contrast with it."

Now, if wo are to credit on« writer at least on

the landscape painter's art, a pure green cannot

bo exactly matched by any natural leaf or blade

of grass. The green in natural foliage is all

mixed
;
qualified by reds, and browns, or other

tint-s, in various proportions or combinations, and

perhaps a large amount of neutral tint will bo

fouud diffused through every landscape, the dis-

tance sometimes being almost entirely of that

tint.

As in settling principles we must be guided

by facts, it is desirable to get as clear an insight

into these as possible ; and to assist any student

of art in this direction, in whatever degree, by
stating anything I may happen to have met with,

and to remember, is tho solo purpose in this note.

—I am. Sir, &c., Geokgb Mabtik.
Stockton-on-Tees, June 15, 1870.

WRYNESS IN ARCHITECTURE THE STYLE OF THE
Pi:aiOD.

Sir,—Many modern instances of design show a marlced

effort to repudiate the adage of Ben Jonson's days, which
says

—

" By line and rule hvcs many a fool."

Yet the wisdom may he called in question that reproduces

the outline of old unfinished or decayed designs such as are

now set up all over the land. Is it for moonshine efTcct that

our would-he baronial villas and streets have so many non-
descript towers and turrets so helplessly copied and stuck to,
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viU tttMble-down effect, u if some afterthought or blunder,

vkkk p«nkt ooe now to niak« out. ("utore aatiqoanans

" The tower* in different kfcei rose.

Their various architectore shows

The builders' vahous haods."—MAmMiON.

Since the romance in stone and bme was buitt at Abbots-

lord, my conacience ! what a host there has been of retro-

gressive romantic imitations! £ven the lath and plaster

reatores of old KdiBh«r(h are being reproduced in costly

stone in a poor hmttty, vitboat reteeMtt to pnwtttfilneu.

Surd; the heaaty aad taito of iMdiseral deeigii we poorly

eooiea u 'our k>p>«ded chiuehe*, with the taper tpire that

MiaU to hoBveo pat in any corner that chance or whim» Actoto, mmA that with other distortions is seen in

Wuiil«s 4edteit«d to the all-perfect Creator I

It aay be that tome irrcgalar sites require some awkward
RUfOKats; bat it strikes me as a curious circumstance, to

h&u wad we all our petty Protestant denominations squaring

«p their pwiT idoM, um never itrinng to unite in singiuj;

tto MMfftof ZSoa frOM one hTmn-hook ; yet all muke an effor:

to haild their duchee wita the heavenward spire put one
side. If s&ch is pttfeetiaB and beauty in churches built to

please the priest, taiey remind one of the story of the hunch-
back* who, after a fhar preachinx on God's works being all-

perfect, asked what could be said of him P " Why," said the

friar, "* yoa are a perfect huuckback,**— i'ours, 3&c.j J. K.

|!itt^i[C0mmunt([atian,

QUESTIONS.
[W7l.)-AKCHITECTS' CHARGES.- Can any of your

Wtfeapoadcots kindly inform me whether it is customary for

irdhHoelB to receive from contractors carrying out works
nnder their superintendence a commission of 2^ per cent, in

addition to the usual 5 per cent, receired from their em-
ployers? 1 have just discovered such an arrangemeat to

exist between the architect and the contractor now conductinf
works for which I am to pay, and the former of these gen-
tleactt assures me that in London it is a usual and recog-

nised practice. There appears to me something bad in prin-
ciple m this, and I should be^Iad to be informed if it be
rniJy true.—Victim.

0872.}—SEMICIRCULAR ARCH.-When a semicircular

arch of same thickness as pier supports a superincumbent
weight, at what point will it yield supposing the piers to

remain perfectly nrm and plumb ? Does the arcU exert a
kicking or tfamsting-out force on piers ?— X. ¥. Z.

nSTS.}—CEMENT FOR RE.SISTING FIRE.—I shall be
obliged if one of your readers will inform me through Inter-
communication what is the beft known cement to resist the
action of fire, and where it can be procured, and also what is

the best sort af stone to use for hearthstone to avoid crack-
ing and aheUing?—GEORaE Seelkt.

[I874.3-GLASS DRAWING BOARD.-I came across the
descriptioo, sometime back, of a glass drawing board to faci-

litate making tracings. I intend to construct ore, but cannot
now refer to the description. Can any reader tell me how it

is managed ?—0!<K or Us.

ri876.}-GRANITE IK ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS.
—I hare seen a close imitation of granite in colouring archi-
tectural dniwins;s which I fail to accomplish by any ordinary
means. How do your other readers manage ?—taiTZ.

tlS7«]-PLAN ARRANGEMENT OF STAIRS.—Would
one one kindly, through "Intercommunication," state the rule
adopted by architects for showing on plan the arrangement uf
stairs? Do dotted lines represent the flight coming up or
the flight overhead ? In the case of starting from ground
floor, where there is no basement, should any dotted lines

appear on plan? I hare heard the subject frequently dis-
ctueed, bat at the end each kept his own opinion still.—

(1677.)—GOTHIC MOULDING.—Can any of yonr read-
ers inform me whether there is any partieulor house where
the building trade resort to for Gothic moulding ? All the
bo«ks of patterns that I hare obtained hare reference to
hoosebuilding, and not fancy work. I want to choose some
to eorer a ceUing with in the Elizabethan or Gothic style—viz.,
ribs, ate.—A Scbscubsk roi Ten Yeabs.

(1878.}- CARD MODELLING.-Having read your articles

on cardboard modelling, In the month of December, 1867,
can any of your readers tell me of a book, the price of it,

and explaining it more fully 't If so, I should be much
obliged.—In QtiEEi.

REPLY.
[I8M.}—CLEANING GRANITE ASHLAR.-Let " TV. M.

M." wash over his ashlar front stone by stone with Btrona;

anriatic acid ''spirit of salt) and immediately thereafter scrub
well with a »j£h brush anil clean water, taking care not to
expose the stone too long to the action of the acid, which by
going into the mica would produce a dirty grten appearance,
and thereby mar the good effect of it—J. M.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

The New Pails Opera House.-Of the Ave groups in
bronze which are destined to decorate the exterior oAhe new
Opera House, Pahs, two arc now. completely gilt, and will
soon be displayed. These groups, placed at tiie angles of
the fa$ade, have been executed from designs from M.
Gumery ; they represent, one, " Lyric Poetry and the Muses,"
the Other "Lyric Poetry accompanied by Karnes." The other
pBOM vUcksoriMuU th« new Opera House are " Apollo,"
WlLAiiatf MUlett, ud tho two figures of " Pegasus,- by? **fwaii, whidi recpectirely crown the central gable and
tlM tttnmttics of the great wal! of the stage, or rather thatvuA Mrmouits the prosceninm within, at the line between
U« Mife mdth* anditorinai.

BUILDINa SOCIETIES.

iHPAkTiAL PeemANENT BuiLDiNo SOCIETY.—On Thurs-

day week the annual meeting of this society was held in the

office, 280, Whitechapel-road. The eighth annual report re-

commends the dccltiratiou of a bonus uf 153. per share, iu

hcuof onlySa. last year; and the directors state that, had

they been able to have lent out as much money this year as

last, the bonus would have been proportionately increased.

Allianck (SiiEFriKLu) Peemanknt Buildino Socibtt.

—The first annual meeting of this aociety was held on Monday
evening, in the Cutlers' Ilall. From the report and financial

statement read by the secretary, it appears that a fair amouut
of business has been transacted during the past year at a

very trifling expenditure, and that, after paying 5 per cent,

interest to all holders of completed shares, there remains a

balance of £435 to be carried forward towards the tiieunial

division of profits to be made in 1873.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The matter of the Merthyr Tydvil Drainage came before

the Court of Chancery on Friday last, In the form of an ap-

peal by the Board against the decision of Vice-Chancellor

Komilfy, who sequestrated the rates, in consequence of the

Board neglecting to comply with an order of the Court to

discontinue draining the town sewage into the river. The
Court, after hearing lengthy arguments, adjourned.

The CoRpoaATio.N of Leeds and the SJewage.—The
appeal by the Leeds Corporation against the recent injunc-

tion of Vice-Chancellor James, on the subject of the sewage
of the borough, came before the Lord Chancellor and Lord-

Justice Gilford on Thursday week. Their Lordships held

that whatever privilege was conferred by the 107th clause of

the Leeds Improvement Act, under which the power to pass

the sewage into the river was claimed), must necessarily be

subject to the clause against the committal of a nuisance.

The judgmentof the Vice-Chancellor was therefore confirmed

with costs, including the costs of atlidavits not produced on
the hearing of the motion. The Court also declined to sus-

pend the injunction, and the Corporation therefore will be

compelled at once to take measures for disposing of the sew-

age oy other means than those at pr esent in existence.

BiRHiNonAU.—Mr. Arthur Hassard, who, it will be re-

membered, devised the scheme of the present water supply

of Dublin, has submitted to the town of Birmingham a plan

for an improved water supply. The new scheme promises

an immediate supply of 22,000.000 gallons daily, collected

from streams at a distance of fifty mi'es, and conducted to

Birmingham by gravitation. Beyond this vastly extended
supply the projector holds out a promise of a double supply,

available without much further trouble, and he speculates

upon the enormous yield of over 70,000,000 gallons daily,

hy a further extension of the collecting ground. The
position of Birmingham renders it impossible to get a large and
constant supply of water hy gravitation, without going a long

distance for it. The nearest distance which fulfils Mr.
Hassard's conditions is to be fouud iu the Radnorshire hills.

His plan is to take the water from the Uiver Teme, at about
five miles from the town of Knighton. The collecting ground
covers an area of 36 square miles, measuring 23,000 acres,

and varying in height from 750 to 1800ft. above the sea level.

The district consists of mountain and hill pasture, is of slate

formation, free from peat and other nuisances, and yielding

a pure supply of water, calculated as giving a net yield of

27,000,000 gallons dally. For a iurther supply Mr. Hassard
proposes to go to the gathering- ground of the Uiver Ithon, an
immediately adjoining district, embracing an are« of about
SO SQuare miles, varying in height from 900 to 1900ft., and
capable of yielding a net supply of 30,000,000 gallons daily.

If even this should be thought insutlicicnt, Mr. Hassard
points to a third source, further westward, and on a still

iiigherlevel—namely, the upper drainage of the River Wye,
which he estimates as capable of yielding another 15,000,000

gallons daily. Supposing the whole scheme to be entertained,

not less than a daily supply of 73,000.000 gallons of water
might be rendered available for the use of B-rmip^iam and
the Midland district. For the present, however, Mr. Hassard
proposes that the Teme alone shall be used, and that pro-

vision shall be made for a daily supply of 22,500,000 gallons

of water
;
part of the structural works being so arranged that

the snpply may be increased to 45,000,000 gallons daily, at

comparatively small additional outlay, lie estimates the

total cost of a supply of 22,500,000 gallons of water daily (with

a possible increase to double that amount) at something like

£1,600,000. including the purchase of the existing water-

works.
Potable Water.—The general result of the investiga-

tions of Dr. Frankland and the Government Water Commis-
sion amounts (says the British. Medical Journal), when
analysed, to a denial of the current notion that sewer water,

mixed with the stream of a river, is purified hy the combus-
tive action of the oxygen dissolved in the water. He niain-

taioB, on the contrary, that there is no river in England long

enough toeffect this combustion completetyand satisfactorily.

It is true that, after a short distance, the river water becomes
limpid, and less loaded with organic matter, but that is be-

cause the greater part of the organic matter in suspension
has fallen to the bottom, and is deposited with the mud.
The source of infection has merely changed its time and place.

The spores which are capable 01 transmitting disease resist

both modes of separation. To purify sewer water, the Com-
mission sees no other practicable means than filtration through
the earth, which it serves to manure and enrich. This fil-

tration completely purifies it, and without danger of infec-

tious emanations arising from the land, as might be feared.

LEGAL.
DisTtEssiifo Railway Fixtuses.—The case of Tumor v.

Cameron (Q. B., 18, H'eeily Reporter, 544) decides that the
iron rails and sleepers on a railway cannot be distrained for

rent. The question was, "whether the rails and sleepers

forming the railway under consideration continued to be per-

sonal chattels, or whether, by reason of their annexation to

the freehold, they liecame fixtures." It was found in the
case that the railways in question were private railways,

made for the better enjoyment of some collieries, and were
so far permanent that they were intended to remain on the

firemises, as auxiliary to the working of the mines, until, at

east, the expiration of the term for which the mines were let.

The only difficulty in the case was one of fact and law.

There is seldom any dispute as to the definition of fixtures

;

bat the question usually is. whether particular articles have
or have not become fixtures. This decision has now settled

the question as to liaci at tMiiw»j9.'-Soiicitort' jQvrml.

®uii ®fii|(| SiiWit.

Newton Abbott, Devon.—The Art nnd
Industrial Exhibition, held at Philadelphia Hall,

which closed on the 8th inst., has been attended
with unexceptionable success. The collection iu

the industrial section included beautiful samples
from the Watcombe Terra Cotta Company, and
the Bovy Pottery Company, whilst Mrs. Treadwin

,

of Kxeter, sent some most exquisite samples of

delicate and intricate lace work. In the art

department there were some clever sketch models
in plaster, by Mr. Hems, of Exeter, and that

gentleman exhibited a series of photographic
specimens of his carvings in wood and stone, all

of them showing much power in design and
execution. Mr. Widgery was the largest ex-

hibitor of paintings, his picture of the
'• Cuckoo " being awarded the silver medal.

It is exceeding fine, displaying not only the

artist's well known freedom and vigour, but being

finished with such exceeding care and minute

accuracy that—the ferry foreground especially

—

it invites and will repay the closest inspection.

Mr. Foot, of Aahburton, was represented by
some faithful views of the Dart. Mr. Williams
and Mr. Whitaker contributed some paintings of

interesting local scenery. The photographic
display by Mr. Bradnee and Mr. Croft was very

good. There was a large collection of works by
School of Art pupils ; they were, however, of

little interest. The attractions of the exhibi-

tion were supplemented by lectures and concerts

each evening.

Railway Extension at Tbedegar.—The
contract for the making of the line between
Merthyr and Rhymney has been taken by Massrs.

Brasaey and Field ; and Mr. McCuUock, who con-

structed the line from SIrhowy to Nantybwch, aa

subcontractor forMessrs. Brassey, has commtnced
operations. This will be the last connecting link

iu the way of railway accommodation for Tredegar

and every town of importance on the hills.

Moving a Windmill Sixteen Miles.—

A

novel experiment, not quite so sensational as tha

moving of an hotel at Chicago, but yet something

quite out of the ordinary way, has been the re-

moval of a wind flour-mill, with all its fittings,

from Westacre to Clenchwarton, Norfolk, a dist-

ance of about sixteen miles. The mill was a
wooden structure, and, with its machinery of enor-

mous weight, stiood upon wheel?, having been

purchased by a man living at Clenchwarton, he
determined to endeavour to draw it along the

road by a traction engine, but all efforts to fiud

one strong enough proved ineffectual ; the applica-

tion, however, of a powerful steam cultivation

engine proved more successful. In passing along

the road various expedients had to be tried, such

as in ascending a hill the engine proceeded to the

summit, and then pulled the mill up with a chain,

and so carefully had the task to be performed that

it occupied three days to make the journey. la
crossing the Great Eastern Railway at Walton,
the telegraph wires were broken. In attempting

to cross the Ouse it was feared that the celebrated

long bridge would not be strong enough to bear

the enormous weight, but the engine having first

passed over, the mill itself was drawn over, the

timbers of the bridge in the meantime creaking,

and showing that a very severe test was being put

npon its powers. At first it was feared that the

bridge had been broken, but this was found not

to be so. Its arrival at Clenchwarton was re-

ceived with quite a demonstration.

EXETEB Cathedbal.—In an article on Exeter,

the Satiirday Itevicm says :—Every one who
goes to Fxeter can hardly fail to examine what
at first sight seems to be the only subject of inte-

rest in the place, while of the early history of the

city and the traces which it has left behind it a

guide is emioently needed. As in some other

episcopal towns, Canterbury and Winchester, for

instance, the Episcopal Church derives additional

importance from the extraordinary poverty of tlia

parish churches. There is no parallel in Exeter

to the great parish churches of Bristol, Wells, and

Norwich. Of the Cathedral itself the strange and
unique outline is well known. No western towers,

no central lantern, but two side towers forming

transepts, which have been irreverently likened

to paddle boxes, and which are repeated again at

Ottery S. Mary. Bat the absence of a central

tower or lantern of any kind allows the existence

of what is probably the longest continuous vaulted

roof in the world. It is hard to judge of its effect

as it is now sadly broken by the organ stuck oa
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the rood-loft. This at once brings ns to the

question of re-arrangement, which at Exeter is

certainly more difficnlt than la some other places.

The stalls are wretched, but the rood-screen U
solid, ancient, and very beautiful, and we could

hardly find it in our hearls to destroy it. But we
arc not at all clear it would not be possible to turn

it into an open screen without destroying its effect.

Exeter could then be as well arranged as Lichfield

or Hereford. Failing this, it might be best boldy
to cut the church asunder, Dunst ir-wise, to place

an altar outside the sf^reen, to use the nave on
Sundays, as is partially done at present, and to

keep the choir as a chapel for daily service.

Anyhow, the present ungraceful fittings of the
ctioir must be swept away, and the monstrous
proposal of throwing the choir aisles into it most
not be thought of.

The De.moi,ition of City CnuECiiES.

—

Mr. J. S. Burn, writing to Notet and Queries,
jmys that when S. Christopher's church was
pulled down in order to make way for the Bank
of England, a copy was made of all the inscrip-

tions and deposited in the Heralds' College. He
adds that about 1846 this copy was admitted as
the only evidence of a fact deciding the title to
a freehold property in Blackfriars. It is to be

|

hoped that similar precautions will be taken now
that other City churches are about to be de-
molished.

BnicKS PROM Gas Coal Ashes.—According
to the American Gaslight Journal, walls of re-

markable lightness, porosity, and dryness may be
built cheaply of bricks made from the ashes of the
coke derived from gas-works. Mr. Wagner, the
first inventor of the process for effecting this,

gives the following as his modus operandi

:

—
"The ashes, after being taken from the retort, are
spread oa the surface of a clean floor; they are
then finely pulverised, and 10 per cent, of slacked
lime, together with a small proportion of water,
is intimately stirred and ineorporated with them.
After a rest of 24 hours, the mixture is made
into bricks by the ordinary process. These
bricks are immediately transferred to the drying
sheds, where a few days' exposure renders them
fit for use."

dplttp.

The next meeting of the Masonic Archajological
Institute takes place on the .30th inst., when a paper
will be read " On the Phcenician Masons' Marks at
Jerusalem."
The Exhibition of Ecclesiastical Art at Kome

closc<l on the 3Ist ult.

The Oiomale di Roma announces that Signer
Costa, the engineer who has the concession of the
Ostian Canal, has commenced operations, and has
already traced it out to a length of ten kilometres.
Two and a-half acres of land at Stoke Ncwington,

just sold for £2200 per acre, were purchased by the
late proprietor, during the present century, at about
£100 per acre.

Mr. Frank Caws, architect, has submitted to the
Sunderland Trade and Commerce Committee plans
for ail improvement scheme for Sunderland.

TENDERS.
BRlni.iNGTON QuAT, YoHKSHlRi!.—For the erection of

new billiard club rooms, on the Promennde. Mr. Alfred
Crouch, architect. Architect's estimate (excluding plumber's
work and httin^^s), £300 ;

—

Bricilayert, PUulerers, and Slaters.
Birkett x-231 12 6
Rennard 225
Fetch and Fox 208 15
Harrison, Walkington, and Gray (accepted).. 179

Carpenters and Joiners.
Vetch andFox £143 11
Colley 120
Purden (accepted) 117
Mainprize 115 15

Bromley.— For alterations and additions to Bromley
Workhouse, at Locksbnttom, Bromley, Kent, for the Guardians
of Bromley Union. Wra. Lee, Esq., architect. Quantities
supplied by Messrs. Linsdell and Gilfard:—

Marsden £5600
Emuiett 5i69
Garrett 4848
Dayue and Co 4838
Cral)b and Vaughan 4800
Arnaud 4796
Gill 4729
Hensliaw 4583
Hill, Keddell, and Waldram (accepted) .. 4510
Tollitt 4477

Cambridok.—For tlie erection of chapel at March, Cam-
bridge. Mr. John Usher, architect :

—

Cunvin £2839
Nightingale 2020
liroadlmrst 2741 10
Hutchinson 2225

CAUnRIDGE.

The Cologne Victoria Theatre, which has replaced
that destroyed by fire some time ago, was opened
last week.

Professor Capellini has published, at Bologna, an
account of the last International Congress of Pre-
historic Arch.-eology held last year at Copenhagen.
Byway of memorial to the'late Bishop of Exe-

ter, it is proposed to add a tower to S. Mary's
Church, in the cathedral city of the diocese.
A new Wcsleyan chapel is to be built at Noss,

near Plymouth. Messrs, Ambrose and Snell have
prepared the designs.
A person who was once a gardener is now prac-

tising in Yorkshire as an architect, in which profes-
sion he obtains as many engagements as he can fulfil.

The same individual has a pride in faying that he
reckons "nowt" about the five orders of architecs
(sic), and would not give a " toss " for a man who
was unable to put something new in every job he

The Holbom Board of Guardians is negotiating
for a loan of £14,000, in order to enlarge S. Luke's
workhouse.
On Saturday afternoon last, during a strong wind,

the roof of the new Primitive Methodist Chapel, on
the Anlaby-road. Hull, was blOA-n off.

It is proposed to erect a drinking fountain on the
Market-hill, Bedford, at a cost of £IG0. The design
of the fountain is by Mr. Usher, architect, Bedford.

Tlie parish church of Milton Ernest, Beds, has
recently been re-opened after restoration.
The first stone of the new Tower-liill Roman Ca-

tholic Industrial and Poor Schools will be laid on
Tuesday afternooa next by the Princess Marguerite
of Orleans.

The Italian Minister of Public Works states that
the tunnelling of Mount Cenis will be accomplished
by the end of next year.
The Merrybent and Darlington Railway was

opened last week. The works were designed by and
executed under the direction of Messrs. Nimmo &
Mackay, Mr. Quelch being the resident engineer.
The memorial stone of a new church, dedicated to

8. Mary, was laid at Bayham, Herts, on Tuesday
week. Mr. Harris is the builder.
A new Baptist chapel was opened at Woodditton,

Suffolk, on Thursday week.
It has been decided to restore Christehurch Cathe-

dral.

Messrs. Hill, of tondon, have received instruc-
tions to rebuild the cathedral organ at Peterborough.

-For the erection of Com Exchange. Mr.
W. J. Bowycr, architect :

—
Bardcll and Son £6300
Feist and Waters 5368
Thoday 6200
Hailey 6073
Nightingale 4729
Bell and Sons 4415
Loreday 4375
Elworthy 4325

CoLcnKSTF.R.-For alterations and additions at the Essex
County Gaol, Colchester :

—

Adamaon £5726
Munday 6500
Capon 5300
Grimes 5039
Wells 4700
Brown 4650
Kunnacles m 4347
Parmenter 4615
Sauniers (accepted).... 4430

Hampstead.—For rebuilding house and shop, No. 29,
High-street, llampstcad, for Mrs. Barnes. Mr. F. C. Dyer,
architect:—

Hilland Sons £1424
Scrivener and White 1298
Manley and Kogers 1277

IsusGTON.—For gas fittings at the new Islington Work-
house. Mr. Burden, architect;—

Faraday and Co. (accepted) £338
Kensai. Green.— For the erection of a farm house and

homestead at Kensal-green for Mr. Hinckman. Mr. ilobert
Hutchinson, architect, Huntingdon ;

—

Null and Co fi-m-iO

Bunting and Saint 2994 10
Meville 2928
Wicks 2851
Dowel 2745
Harrison and Sons 2710
Bleasc 2693
T. and R, Whiiaker 26:55 10
Wiles 2.150

Thackray 25(10
Dover and Co 2199
Parsons and Telling 2199
Snowball 2495
Wicks, Bangs and Co 2190
.''alter 2.375

Thompson and Smith 2277
Bowler and Baxter 2139

Leavesden—For joinery, fittings, and fixtures at the S.
Pancras Schools, Lcavcsdeu, for the S. Puncras Board of
Guardians :

—

J. V. Barber and Co. (accepted) £157 16

LEAVESDEN.-For boundary oak fencing at the S, Pancms
Schools, Leavctdcn, for tlic S. Paucras Board of Giiardiana ;

—
Hcwctsou (accepted) £190 16 9

Lravssden.—For forming roads, &c., at the S. Pancras
Schools. Leavesden, for the S. Pancras Boardof Guardians ;

—

Young (accepted) ,„ .,„„„. , £740

I^H DOM -For the erection of schools at Belle Isle, Camden
road. Mr. E. M. Whitaker, architect. QuantiUei supplied by
Mr. L. C. Riddett ;

—

'^'^ '

R.E. Roberts 1494
Jl[|l"«»» . 1486
Higfs xua.
Bndgmau and Nnthall ]4go
Scrivener and White IS35

Maidstone.—For the erection of offices for the Clerk o
the Peace for Kent. Mr. Martin Bulmer, nrclutect Ouan-
Uties by Mr G. Ruck ;—

Schofield £1640 6 S

I,"",'' 128114
Naylar ]087
Anscomb 1045 «
Vaughan 1022
Avard and Abnett 1015
Jri;'.ee 998 8
sollitt 990
Wallis and Clements (accepted) 980

Oxfordshire.-For the erection of residence and stable*
at Beiidicotc. near Banbury, Oxfordshire. Thos. M. Lock-
wood, architect :

—

Dover and Cox £5781
Nightingale '",

6«78
Franken and Sons 5255
Munday gigi
Aldndge 4830
"?'i»

V «73
Kimbuley 4498
F. and S. Orchard (accepted) .'." 43m
C.Palmer 3973

FuTNEt.-For house, stabling, and greenhouse, for J.
Bangham, Esq., of Lime-villa, Putney. Mr. C. H. Goode,
architect =-

Crabb and Vaughan £1745
Aries 1704
Sutton iMi
A\i» „ 1694
Wigmore H75
Adamson 1665
Stocks and Tidy 16S5

Putney.—For a house at Putney, for John Langham. Mr

.

Charles H. Goede, Surveyor :

—

Adamson and Sons (accepted) £1565

SouTHALL.—For erection of nursery, Stc., at St. Klaryle-
bone schools, Southall. Mr. H. Saxon Snell, architect.
Quantities supplied

:

Nightingale i £1363
Bamforu and Son 1320
Manley and Rogers 1330
Hanson 1319
Gibson Brothers 1274
Crabb and Vaughan 1313
Howard (accepted) 1189

S. Luke's.—For new mortuary for the S. Luke's Vestry :—
Brown and Son £800
Palmer and Co 354
Perry, Bros 815
Sabey and Sou (accepted) 283

S.Albans.—For the erection of stabling, coachhouse, &c.,
at St. Albans, Herts, for Thos. Paget, Esq. Henry Jarvis and
Son, architects :

—

Tarrant £1681
Miskin 1487
Thompson 1480
Hensliaw 1447
Shepherd 1445
Gammon and Son 1385
Biehardson „ 1169

SuRREt.—For erecting schools at Merton, Surrey, for the
trustees of the Thornton Charity. Messrs. Aldridge and
Willis, architects. Quantities by Mr. D. Cubitt Nichols and
Mr. L.C. Riddett:—

Gammon and Sons £2740
(Eleduced to £'2550, and accepted.)

Teddington.— For surface (pipe) drainage, Teddington.
Thomas Goodchild, surveyor. Quantities supplied :

—

Agate £909 7 4
Cole 526 2
Brown 612 3
Standen 610
Pizzey 465
Voss 457 10 10
Blackmore 445
Keeble 419
Young 401 10
Goodair 390 10
Bloomfield (accepted) 388

Tottenham.—For the erection of house, Lausdownc-road
Tottenham. Mr. T. E. Munday, architect ;—

Clayton £866
Chapman 770
Linzell 719
Sheer 69.i

Hamlin 681
Webb 675
Nightingale 672
Maeers 666
Humphreys and Son 650
Garrud 619
Wicks, Bangs, and Co 637
Harrison and Edwards 630
Bowler and Baxter 690 10
Best and Brown 577
Niblett and Son 550
Whittaker 549 10

Hoare and Cleland (late) 535

WiiiTEraiAHs.— For works at Grand Junction-street,
Whitefriars. Mr. A. Peebles, architect:-

,

Hill and Sons £2576
G. Myers and Sons 2415
Barnctt 2240
Adamson :ind ^ions S33A
Ramsey 2215
Fisli 2190
Manley and Rogers 2I5S
Sawyer 2!fX)

Nightingale 2U63
Patmau and Fotheringham 1988
Foster 1912
£nnor 1896
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Tmt Btde, KlsGsBiKY —For the erection of farm house

ud oatboildingi at tlte Hjde, Kinicsbury, for Mr. AitLini.

Mr. Kobert Huldunwa, architect, UantiDgdon :—
Bleaaa £1700
Wirka, Bang, and Co. 1080
Wile* : 1599

Wicka .„ IStS

KuttandCo. 1500
Bowel 1-Wi

liarrison and Son 147i^

Metille H70
Salter M50
Doune 1S98 10

Thackray 1395
SorerandCo. 13»S 6
WUlelt 1S»
Thoaapaon and Smith ....- 1337
Swnrball 1292
Faraunl and Telling 1349
Bovlcr and Baxter , 1183 10

OOFTMCTS OPEN FOR BUILDINa
ESTIMATES.

Falmouth.— Uxited Oisteict Scweea-ok Works,
June 21.- -Contract No. I.—For providing aud laying about
5000 yards of best Klazed stoaeware socket pipe sewers, from
9io. to l:hn. in dtameter ; hIso the necessary juuctions,

deansiD^ p>P^ syphons, sand tanks, {^alleys, 'sewer veuti-

I.itors, fcc* Contract No. 2.—Proriding and laying about
3o00 yanis oi best glazed stoneware socket pipe sewers, from
9ia. to 21ia. in diameter; also the necessary junctions,

deaniiDff pipes, syphons, sand tanks, gulleya, sewer venti<

iatwt, &c.--Wm. Warn, Clerk, Falm;}utU United District

Sewerage Board Office.

Nkwcastle-upok-Ttne, June 20.—For the erection of
new schools in Bath-lane, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Thomas
Oliver, F.R.LB.A., architect, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

C&OTDON, June 21.—For enlarging ths church of St. An-
drew. Rev. D. Long, St. Andrew's Vicarage, Croydon.

RociiKSTBR, Juue27 —For the erection of anew corn ex-

cbaose at the city of llochester, on a piece of ground in the
rear w and adjoining to the present Corn Exchange. Rich d.

Frail, Town Clerk, Rochester.

WiGAH New Infirmary. July 1.—For the erection of the
propowd new infirmary for Wtgan and the district. Richard
Lea,hoQ. sec., Wigan.

UvoDERsriELD, Junc 30.—For the erection of a first por-

tion of a block of buildings comprising shops, warehouses,

&c .forSir J. W. Ramsden, B»rt. W. il. Crossland, F.R.I.B.A.,

25, Park-square, Leeds, and 4, Regent-street, S. W.
Dublin Port and Docks Board, June 39.—For taking

up and rchoilding a portion of the north wall quay, for a
len<;th of about ld3'.2ft., with works connected therewith.

N. Proud, Secretary, DubUn Port and Docks Office.

Metropolitan Board oi- Works, June 27.—For the
erection of a fire brigade station in Litdbroke-road, Notttng-
hill. John Pollard, Clerk of the Board, Spring-gardens,
S.W.

Bristol Local Board or IIealth, June 21.— For con-
structing, with cast-irun railings, cantilevers aud mouldings,
a wrought-iron girder bridge, at or near Park-street, Bristol.

John G. ileaven, clerk.

Cawood, kkar Selbt, June 21.—For the forming of a
footpath, about 600 yards in length. W. U.NichoUou, and
Thomas ThomUasoa, Surveyors, Cawood.

Leeds. Jane 30.—For the erection of two villa residences.
Bidlej King, architects, 2(, Park-square, Leeds.

Leeds. June 20.—For the erection of six griod houses, in
Virginia-road, Mount Preston. Wilson and Bailey, archi-
tects. Central Market-buildings, Leeds.

Leeds, June 35.—For the erection of a dwelling house in
BeUevue-road. Wm. Wilks, architect, 9, East Parade, Leeds.

Maluon, June 10.—For the erection of a new bridge (to

be bmlt principally of brick) over Heybridge Creek of the
river Blackwater, at Maldon, Essex. 6, W. Digby, Town
Clerk, Maldon.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, June 28.—For
the erection of four cottages, at Bacup ; also, for alteration at
Moses Gate Station. Wm. S. Lawn, Secretary, Manchester.

Liverpool Central Station Railway, July 13—For
the construction of the above railway and works. Edward
Rots, Secretary, iJecretary't Office, London-road Station,

Manchester.

Hedinghax Highway Board, July 4.—For the paving
of thefootways on each side of BaUingdon-street. Robert F.
Stedman, Clerk to the Board, Sudbury, Suffolk.

Ui'LL, June 29.—New Wesleyan chapel and schools, Colt-
man-street. For the erection of the above-named buildings.
William Botlerill, architect, 23, Parliament-street, Hull.

Joint Counties Lunatic Asylum at Caruabthrn,
July 2.—For the execution and completion of the following
works, viz.:— Ist. For the erection of two new wings, one for

male and the other for female patients; 2nd. For sundry
repairs to the roofs aud other parts of the existing buildings

.

Charles Henry Hughes, Clerk, Quay-street, Carmarthen.

Worcester CouNTT and City Pauper Lunatic Asy-
lum, June 21.—For the erection of a new wing to accommo-
date 131 male patients. Martin Curtlcr, Clerk to the Visi-

tors, Worcester.

New Town Hall, Rochdale, Jane 27—For the oak
t'oisery and fittings necessary for the completion of the
inildittg. Zacb. Mellur, Town Clerk.

LxEDS, Boae-lanb, June 29.~Lot 6.—For the erection of
the above works for Measn. Qoodall and Backhouse. Wilham
BakeweU, arehitect, Leeds and Halifax.

Rbigate, July I.—For the erection of a master's residence
and the building of a new scboui room. John Lees, architect,
Bcigate, Surrey.

Bromley Local Board, June 30.~For the lapply of
aboat ^AM yards of glazed stoneware pipes, varing from 6in.
to ISin. in diameter. Robinson Latter, Clerk to the Local
Board. Bromley. Kent
BuRromo.Julvl.—Restoration op the CncRCH.—For

the draining of the church and cburchyaril, and the warming
of the church. William Scarlett Price, Honorary Secretary,
Burford, 0x00.

AflHTON Keynes, Wilts, Junc 25.—For the erection of
new tchooli, teacher's residcoce, Ifcc, in the above parifh.
lAoadova aodShopUad, arciutecU, &c., Svindon.

Gi.OLCEsTtH, Jiuie'.i7.—For the t;rection of a new chapel,
day rooms, and other bniUiugs. Mr. Medland, the county
surveyor, Clarence -street, Gloucester.

London, July 19.—».^.ncient Order of Forestkrs.- For
the performance of certain works required in the erection of

the intended Foresters* Ilall, at Wilderness-row, Goswcll-
street, S. Luke's. Jno. McTeman, Secretary, Ancient Order
of Foresters, L.U.D. Offices, IG, Kisscx-street.

UTEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
n CONSTRUCTION.

£
ToMk load li

Quebec, rmt pin« .... 3

„ yellow pine.. 4
St. Johii, N.B. yellow
QuoboQOak A

„ l^TVh 3
,, elm 4

Diiiitdo oak *

fir 8
Memolfir 2
Kipa 2
Swotliah ?
UaKta, Qncb. red inno 3

,. yellow pino • 3

Lathwood, Dant fm. 4

„ Si P'burg. &
Dcalu, prC, 12ft by 3
by «J lu.

Quobcc, white spmco IS
SL John,%T)LiLe spruce IS
Yellow pUte, per ro-
dured C

Canada, let quality. . 19
Snd do 12

Archangel, yellow .. II

Sl rotersburg, yet.. U

«. r «.

10 13

16 4 IS
i

15 6 10
15 4 10
5 5 5
5 6 9
5 4
10 J 15
15 3 2

S 13
10 5 10
lU 5 10

5
10 6 10

10 17 10
10 14

10
13

12 10
IS 10

Finland
MCR)C1
Gothenburg, yeFlow

„ white •
Oefle, yoUow
Sod«rh.un
Christiiinia, i>or C,
12 ft, by 3 by 9 in
yellow

Floorinjr Boards, per
fiq. of lin., finsC yuL.

First whito
Second quftlitioH ....

PUMICE STONBprtU
OILS, &<..

Seal, palo •. per tun
Sporni body ••••
Cod
Whalo, SDi Soa. palo
Olive, tiHllipoli

Cocoanut, Cochin, tun
Falm, fine
Liitscod
Rapeweod, Eng. pale.

.

Cottonseed

i 10 8
r 9
I 9 10
' 10 8
9 10 in

) 10

6 10 6
9 6

7

8

90

i

( 10

! 5 31 10
> 10 46
) 35 10

Metals.
• Lead;—

Pig, Porelam per ton

„ Kiipiish, w.a tio.

, , Ti<>Ail C-o. do.

,, Other brands • do.
Sheet Milled da
Shot, Patent do. 21

Red or minium do. 19 15 20
Litharge, WB do.
White dry do.

„ grouudinoil - do.

COPPER :—

British—cake and ingot per ton
Best Selected do.

Sheet da
Bottotn.s > • • da
Au.stralian ....• • da
Spanish Coke
Chili Bars t cash

" refined ingot
eLUetal ijheathins: & Rods per Ibt

17 12
19 5
H li

18
IH 10

B5 10

70 10
72
74 10
78
73

67 10
71

6|

18 15
18 2

71

76

/5

68 10
73 10

6|

BATH STONE OF BKST QUALITY.
Kandell, Saunders, and Companv, Limited,

Quarrymen and Stone Alcrchauts, liatU. List of
I'rices at the Quarries aud Depots; aUo Cost for
Transit to any part of tho Uuited Kinjjdom, furnislied
on. application to

BATU STOXE OFFICE,
[Advt.] Corsham, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.
TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRT.

John Wooley, Farningham, Kent, builder, June 22, at
1L30.

ACT 1869.—PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS,

W. Bennett, Queen's-road, Peckham, brick and lime dealer,

July 4—W. Dcdnian, Lower Norwood, builder, July 7— F. J.

Head, Eastbourne, engineer, June 27—J. P. Baragwanath,
Upper Thames-street and RyUon-creacent, CIcrkenwell,
engineer, July 7—11. Stapley, Tunbridge Wells, architect,

July 14—J. Down, Mere, Wilts, blacksmith, June 27—W.
Wiustanley and J. Furmby, Liverpool, engineers, June 27

—

T. Thomas Ystrad, Glamorganshire, builder, July l:j.

UECLAKATION OF DIVIDENDS.

G. Bcrney, Belgrave-street and Totton-street, Stepney,
timber dealer, div, bs. 7id.—J. Richardson, Liverpool, timber
merchant, div. 2|d.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

J. R. Wan], March's-place, Putney, builder, July 2 —W. T.
Cowper, Manchester, joiner and builder, June 21—E. J.

Sowter, Derby, timber merchant, June 38.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Clift and Francom.llolloway, builders—Wright and James,

Bedford-row, Gray*8-uiu, architecta—Slucuinl)e and Son, J^ew
Wandsworth, carpenters—Kedward and Ilawts, Amherat-
road. West Hackney, builders—Midgley and Jovvctt, Brail-

ford, plumbers—Burrs aud Sharp, GracecUurch-strcct, metal
and timber merchants.

Imporiant Freehold Building .Site, within a foxvyardu of the in-
tunded additions to the Naiional Gallery Trnfitlgiir-siiuare,
Charing -cross, comprising- WU'JO hu peril clul foat, with imnn:ili;ite
posMKsion ; al«o tho Fre'-hold rublic<houi>e lutjoining, known tix

th Q Monmouth Head, BiiuaUt at tbu corner of Caiitlo-atreet and
Uemmings-roir.

jyTessrs. Rushworth, Abbott, and
Co. bog 'to uinonncc that thoy liavo instructions to SELL

tho above montlonod ralualjlo KllhKllOLl) I'llOl'EIlTV. The
hoUHos (irectod oa the ffroaud are ntiinbcrou 34, 35, aud41, Castle-
Rtnset, In the roar of which in a larjfii ytuil, with .tablin;; and oLlior
buildfnff., immediate pot<KOi.Kion of the whole of which will he
Kiven , afTordin^ a meet denirablo opportunity for the erection of a
public huildlni;, picture (fHlierieif, a tnUKeum, theatre, morcantilt
e«tabli.hiueat. dec., being situate within i5D yards of Tn^ifalirar-

square, and in the centre of the mctropoiis. The Monmouth Head
publlc-houae. No. 17, Uonimlo(,rK'roir, is lot on loaae till lilUii, and
will form a separate lot. Plans of the whole estate may now be
lns|>octed, uud further particnlarn obtainud ut tho otQcos of Messrs.
Uushworlh, AblM;tt, and Co., 22. Uarlie-row, Reirent-strcet, W.,
audlli, Chauife-aliey. Coroliill. K.C., wliO Are fully authorijjed to
DegotiAte a Sale by X'rlrate Treaty.

J.MPUOVKD DWELLINGS FOU TllK rEOl'LK

THE ARTIZANS', LABOURERS',
and GENEUAL DWELI,1NGS COlIl'ANr

(Limited).
Capital £250,000.. Sliaros £10. £1 paid per Sliaro.

riiEii-iDENT—Tli8 Ucau of WESTMINSTEIJ.
Akbitkators.

KiK'it llou. Earl Shaftes-
bury.

RiKht Hon. Earl Lichfield.
LordElcho, M.l".

&C., &0.,&C.

Local Council.
Tlios. liazlev, Ksii., M.P.
Jacob lirifflit, K«n., M.P.
John Clieetliaiii, Esq., M. 1*.

W. U. Citlleuder, iuu., Esq.,
M.P.

W. SwiNDLEiiURST, JIanager .and Secretary.
The Company is especially lormed to erect improved

worlimen's dwelliiig-s on the co-operative principle.
No beershop or tavern to be erected on the Company's
property. Profits realised by worltmen employed on
the buildings 40 per cent. Deposits received at 5 per
cent. Prospectuses on application, enclOBing; posttigo
stamp. Ollice 1, Great College-street (opposite thoHouse ol Lords), Westminster, London.

Sovereign Life Office, 48, St.
JnmoB's-ntroct, and 110, Cnnnon-strcut, London. Kow

Policius were ifihuod in 18ti'J for i;3U,'2J0, at an ivvoraxo of jEiWO caoJi.
Tho Life and Aiiuatty Fund^ connoctcd with tho Oilico exeood
XtiOO.oou. Advanoes aro mado on Frcoholda, &o. ; ulso, to a liiulLoJ
extent, ou first-class Pcrtiomil Securitr.

II. 1). nWRA'POTlT. R,.prof»rv

Just I'uUliHhed, Muio, roitn, price une auiUmg.

ftpons' Tables and Memoranda
for EnginoerB, Selected and Arranffed by J. T HtJItST.

London : B. and i\ N. 8P0X, 48, Charing-croM.
This work ie printed in pearl typo, and is so Binall, ui«aBnrmg

onl^- H^iu. X 2ln, by iiu. thick, that it may easily bo currlod in tho
waiatcoat pocket. __^^_
T^he liest and Cheapest i-'aint
J- for Farm IluUdlngs, Stables, Conservatories, (Jardeas
Park Railings, and all other outdoor work ; shutters in Iron'
Stone. Stucco, or Wood, is JAY'S PATENT METALLIC PAINT.
It covere well, dries qnicklj, presenting a hard glos-^y Hurface, and
never bliatcra or cracks. The price is half thut of ordinary painti^
and It goes twice as far, one coat being equal to two. Prk-ei*, ready-
mixed for use, ill all colours, 63. Gd. per gallon, 278. per cwt. rod
ciioi'oUtB, and black, Is. Gd. per gallon, 218, per cwt i'lltf
PATiSN'ir AUAMANlmE PAINT for covering iron, flat sur-
face, dries in twenty minute.'*, as hard as tho irun itself. 5a. per
gallon, 249. por owt. Orders for 1 cwt. and upwards sent carria 'o
freo to any railway station in England, on receipt of reinitUnco
addressed to Wm- P. Owen, Woodham Works, Yamhidl Station,

i^oyal Polytechnic.—"Sand and
the Suez Canal," by Professor Pepper.—Musical Enter-

tainment, by Goorgfe Buckland, Esq.. -The Huart of Stone," with
Spectral Scenes. American Organ daily. Dugwar'a Feats and
other attractions, all for One Shilling. ''The Ureat City" at
half-past I. Suez Canal, at ha If-past 2 and a quarter to 8.
Heart of Stone, at 4 und ». Dugwar's Fe-its, at half-past 3 and
quarter past 7. Open 13 to 5 and 7 to 10.

J;^ew. — Important Jiuilding
Estate. The Cumberland Estate, adjoining tho Itoyal

Gardens, aud close to the Kew Gardens SLalion, with now
roiids furmod through tlio estate, ofl'ering choice Kuildinu
Sites, TO llE LKT.on Building Leases, direct froin the Free-
holder, at moderate ground rents. The soil is loam, with a
subsoil of sand and gfavel, and the climate 19 proverbially
heivlthy. Water is laid ou. My the new railway in conno.\ion
with ine Metropolitan system, Kew is now readily acceshible
Irom all parts of the metropolis. Money wil 1 bo advanced.
Plans and particulars may bo bad 01' Messrs, UitlVliK, sur-
veyora, Laud Agents, aud Auctioneers, 4, Whitehall, London.

and others.—ToT^ Builders
be LET by Tender, on Hepairing LsAse, Houaia and Shops

situate in Ncptuue-sircet, Bodford-place, andGoldBworthy-terPace,
Rothorhitho. Partioalars with Conditions and Form of Tender of
Messrs. Driver. Surveyors, Land Agentsand Auctioneers. 4, White-
hall, Loudon. S.W.

'J^o Builders.—JJulwich Estate.
The Governors are prepared to LKT
IONS of their ESTATE, for buildtng purpwi„.. ,„

ample railway communication, and Fpecial educational advantaeca

LEASE, for s-i yearn,
for building purpwos. Thure is

in the now College are secured to occupiers of houses on the estate,
lor plans and particulars apply to Charl^ Earrj', Esq., I, Westmin-
«fi^r-L-hambor8, Victorhi-MU-eot, S.W., architect and suncyor to tho
G«t3ruorB.

Qrystal Palace Company.—To
Builders and others.—Crystal Palace Estate.-The Crystal

Palace Company are prepared to let on building leaBos for a term
of By years, certain portions of their freehold property abutting
up'm tho Peago-road, Thickwood-road. Anerley-road, and Palaco-
roaiL Plans and conditions may be seen ou application to Joha
Norton, Esq,, Architect, 24, Old Itond-streot, W., or to Mr. JIart,
AccQuntHUti Crystal Palace, Sydenham, S.E

J^ Capital Brickfield to be Let,
17 miloa east of Londi-n, having railway sidings and a

large wharf. Plenty of excellent brick and tile earth, also fine
sand ana abundance of water. Fixed rent and rovalty moderate.
Immediate posscaslon. No stock nor plant to bo Uikou. For par-
ticuiara apply to Messrs. Burdor and Duuuijig, 27, Parliament-
8 trcrot, Weauninstcr. S.W.

JJuiiding Land, with Mansion
and Stabling, at Acton, Middlesex, known aa " Tbo

FrIarB," the propiirty of the Goldflmiths' Company, and containing
l:j acroH, is to bo LEI', for 'JO years, for the Kruetlon of IJotacbed
lte»idoncos. It Is a quarter of a mile from the Acton Swtlon,
whence there is communication with the City and West-end by tho
Mtitropolltaa itailway.; It is the highest land in Acton, well
timbered, and having a fine prospect over tho Surrey Hills south-
wards, and over London, Middlo^ex, &c. Apply, personally, at tho
oilice of Mr. Hcsketh, Loudon Aaauruncc, i<o. 7, Itoval Exchange.
Lomloii.K.C.

^

'Po Builders, Contractors , and
Others.—To be &0L1>. several moBt Ku'iBtnntiallv built 10

itOOMKIJ CAKCASSES, some partially Ilulshed, draincdlnto tho
main High Level Hower, situato near the new cliureh of S. George's,
In the Tufnull Park-road, Holloway, a wide road loading uut of the
muln Holloway-road, near tbo Nag's Head and close to tho Fuvorito
Omnibus Kouia Apply to Measrs. Ualtun and Jcssott, Bolicitoni,
St. Clement's House, St. Cleinenfu-lan e. Lnmburd-strect,

J)ry Wainscot, 3 years old, price
(Jd. to ild. Mahogany equally cheap, at JOHN OOUMBK'S

Lady Lake's Grove. Mile-end Gate.

^y^ood Working Machinery.

—

ON SALE, and will be dispoi^edof clieap, 1 Cross Cut Saw
»enib,C»elfartlng), will take in U X 3;1 Wood Frame Sriuariug
-Mafhlne. will plane I3ft. X isin. X 21in ; 1 ditto, (Mecond-hand) :

1 Wood Frame Power Mortisln^f Machine ; 1 Iron Frame ditto, with
luring attached.- Full particulars can be hadou appUoalluafO W
FuruuM, a4^U Cg., GlgJM Yfosku, LiTerpooL
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ON THE COMMERCIAL MORALITY OF
THE BUILDING TRADE.

rilHE revelations made at the coroner's in-

JL quest held upon the two men killed by

the falling of a stone cornice which they

were engnged in fixing on a new warehouse

in York-street, Mancliester, reveals a state of

things most disgraceful to all concerned.

Plans and specifications are prepared and sub-

mitted to the borough surveyor for approval.

He sees nothing in them objeciionable, every-

thing appears to be what it ought to be, and

he, as a matter of course, gives the necessary

permission to proceed with the works. The
evidence goes to prove that the work was being

carried out without any regard to the conditions

specified, and, in fact, with an utter disregard

of them, and the contractor acknowledged
that when he submitted the plans and specifica-

tions to the borough surveyor, he (the con-

tractor) had no intention of carrying them out,

and consequently the specification was only

drawn out to deceive. This case is now
sufficiently well-known, and needs nocomment
from us. Its consequences are in themselves

a sad enough commentarj', and it is to be

hoped will lead to a further investigation, in

order to put the blame upon those who are

really culpable.

Let it not be supposed that the above is an
isolated instance. The moral turpitude and
rottenness of a portion of the building trade is

a sad truth, and calls loudly for a remedy. In

commercial circles, if two or three men con-

spire to cheat and swindle another they are

quickly handed over to the civil power for

trial and punishment, but in the building

trades men may conspire to defraud with the

greatest impunity, and it seems to be held

that if once the account is settled and the bill

paid, there is no redress for a man, however
much he may have been cheated.

There are, of course, plenty of honest and
just men who are builders and contractors, and
we believe that the majorit}' of architects are

gentlemen in the best sense of tlie word, far

above the reach of all suspicion of wrong-
doing ; but, on the other hand, there are archi-

tects who make out specifications which they

know will not be, and are not intended to be,

carried out. And there are builders who take

contracts knowing well that they will not be
compelled to carry them out according to the

specification. When these two are combined
the conspiracy to defraud is clear.

Let us see how these things are managed, and
some of their consequences. A gentleman
wishes to build himself a house. He applies

to an architect ; if he (the architect) is an
honest man he will do his duty to his employer
to the best of his ability and knowledge. But
if he is cue of the class referred to above, the

plans and specification will appear to be every-

thing that is desired, and everything may be
specified to bo done in the best manner, and
with the best material, and yet it may be alia

falsehood from beginning to end, artfully

drawn out with a deliberate intention to

defraud.

In the first place, the specification may
appear to include every item ; the proprietor

fondly imagines it does so, and in that belief

signs the contract. But the architect and the
builder know to the contrary ; they know that

there are numerous matters which are not in-

cluded in the specification which will have to

be done before the house is completed. These
things will all be charged for as "extras," and
large profits made, wliich may or may not be
shared between the two, just as it happens ; in

fact, when there is a keen competition, con-
tracts are often taken at the bare price of

labour and material, the contractor depending

entirely upon the extras for his profits. The
next phase of the question is the swindle

direct. The builder contracts to suiply and
use the best material and .workmansliip, but

instead of doing so, he substitutes an inferior

article in every respect, labourincluded. The
architect may be either careless or wilfully

blind, and the clerk of the works may possibly

be, and in many cases is paid, to keep his eyes

shut, and to wink at all sorts of malpractices.

The proprietor (poor man !) has a fond faith in

human nature, and for aught he knows he is

getting a just return for his outlay ; at all

events, he believes so /or a time, but when he

has lived in his house for a twelvemonth iiis

delusion vanishes, like the baseless fabric of a

vision, but unfortunately does leave a wreck
behind, to his sorrow. He finds that the

flooring boards part company, that the window
sashes get rut of order, that the doors fit

badly, the joints open, the mouldings yawn at

the mitres, the handles come off, and the locks

won't lock. The ceilings are cracked across

in consequence of the joists being too weak
;

po ssihly the walls crack from badly-laid

foundations. As to the roof, the rain soon

finds its way through. He gets a plumber to

examine the lead gutter, and he finds that

instead of four or six pound lead being used,

and for which weight he has paid, that two-

and-a-half or three pound lead has been used
;

and so on throughout the whole chapter. A
correspondent in our " Intercommunication

"

column, of the 17th inst., very aptly asks the

question whether it is usual for an architect

to receive i\ per cent, from contractors in

addition to the 5 per cent, received from the

proprietor. In our experience we have found
that some architects exact 2^ per cent, from
the contractors on every SOs. worth, and in

addition, 2\ in many cases is exacted for

measuring up the work when completed, to

that these men pocket 10 per cent, of the

whole cost of the works. On the other hand,

we are proud to say that the majority of the

architects we have known would scorn to

exact a fraction more than the usual price per

cent.

Now what are the consequences of such a

gross perversion of honour, and truth, and
justice? In the first place, the proprietor

suffers in pocket, and secondly, the rascality

of the thing affects everybody connected with

it. Thearchitect is false to his employer. The
contractor deliberately undertakes to do what
he never intends to do, nor does do. His fore-

men are instructed to deceive the proprietor

by' lying and deceit, covering up bad work and
hiding it quickly out of sight. The workman
is pushed along, and not allowed half enough
time to do his work well, and he is taught

deceit by tlie example of those over him,

and thus the leaven of unrighteousness spreads

until it leavens the whole. When the workman
sees the lax morality of his employer, who is

supposed to be his superior in education as

well as in position, his scruples of conscience

are weakened, and in many cases he serves his

master in the same manner as his master serves

others—a very natural result. This is the

fruitful source of a large amour.t of what is

called "jerry work," "slopwork," and/'|scamp-

ingwork." The public themselves are much to

blame in this matter for its spirit of bargain-

making, the efforts made to get work done,

cheaply—done, at a price which a moment's
reflection would tell them cannot and will not

be honestly done. Common sense ought to

guide those who have properly built to this

conclusion. Let anyone examine the lists of

tenders for work to be done which appear
weekly in the pages of The Building News.
The discrepancies between the highest and
lowest tenders for the same job are astounding,

showing that there must either be gross

ignorance or great roguery intended. For in-

stance, how is it to be accounted for that the

highest estimate for one job shall be £900, and
the lowest £390—considerably less than one-

half? Now the highest contractor must either

have made a great mistake, or he is an honest

man who intends to fulfil and carry out his

contract to the strict letter of his engagement,
with a fair profit, to which he is entitled. But
what are we to think of the contractor who
engages to do the same amount of work for

£390, and of course gets the job (for it is a
singular fact that although every advertise-

ment for tenders says that the advertisers

do not bind themselves to accept the

lowest tender, yet, except in very rare

instances, they always accept the lowest

tender) ! The difference between £900
and £390 for the same amount of work, how
can it be accounted for ? In what does it lie ?

Well, to take a common sense view of the

case, wo can only conclude, first, charitably,

that a great mistake has been made, or, in

default, that inferior work and inferior

material are to be used, or else the contractor

does not intend to pay for his materials, and so

square accounts in that way. Now we con-
eider that when people give the work to

the lowest tenderer in a case like this, thejr

are simply offering a premium for dishonesty.

If we wish to order a first-class coat we go to

a first-class tailor, and we know that we cannot
get a good article, both in material and fit, except

we pay a fair price for it, and therefore we do
pay a good price, and are satisfied with it;

but if we go to build a house we expect to get

a first-class house built for a third less than
it would actually cost if honestly done, and
every pound we can knock off we think a gain.

Even shrewd merchants, famed for sound
common sense and business qualities, hide

their common sense behind their dollars in

these cases, and imagine that if they strike a
hard bargain with the contractor they will get

the worth of their money. Never was a
greater mistake made. They are sure to bo
"done" in the end. As we have before said,

builders will take contracts for barely what
they will cost, depending upon the extras to

pay, them, but if there should not be any
extras be well assured that they will not lose

money if they can help it by any means, and
that the work will suffer in some way or other.

Good material and good workmanship com-
mand and must have a certain price in the

market, and builders must make money and
have profits ;

therefore, it is a short-sighted

policy in the public to expect to get for £100
what, if honestly done, must cost £200. And
this is not all, for in many cases the contractor

sublets the work, and the sub-contractor, as a

rule, is a struggling man without much
capital, and in the majority of cases he has to

draw on account, and has to pay for the

accommodation. There can but be one result of

such a practice. The bricklayer, the plumber,

the plasterer, and the painter being thus

mulcted of their profits, have no other resource

but to scamp their work, and the head con-

tractor winks at it, because he profits largely

by doing so. We have known instances where
the contractor has tried to carry out this

swindling business, and has been checkmated

by the architect, and been made to pull down
and reconstruct works which have cost scores

of pounds to put up.

It may be asked, Is there no remedy for this

state of things ? We confess we are at fault

here. We are all quick enough at finding out

abuses, but finding out a remedy is rather more
difficult. In the first place, we would advise

gentlemen who build to employ a first-class

architect—an honest one at all events. His

charges are clearly defined, and we know that

he will not make a clandestine profit out of

us, and will see that we have the work for the

money. He does not exact a percentage from
the contractors, and so they can afford to do

their work honestly.

Secondly, we should consider that in build-

ing a house the wise question is not who will

do it the cheapest, but who will do it the best

and most honestly. A " jerry-built " house is

dear at any price, and one of the worst pos-

sible investments of money, for it will soon

cost more to keep it in repair than the differ-

ence in first cost between a really good house
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•nd a "jerry-built" one. If these points were

considered and kept in view when about to

build, a better price would be paid, and there

•would not be so great a temptation held out to

dishonesty in these things. We do not know
much about the law of the case, but if there

is not a law existing which would enable one

to obtain legal redress in these cases there

ought to be, and thus compel compensation

for the injury received. If tliis were the case,

and the cost of proceedings thrown upon the

defaulter, we should have less cheating and

more honest work ; but, unfortunately, many
of us would rather put up with the ills we know
of than encounter more in meddling with the

law as at present constituted. The practice of

these things is a disgrace to us, a canker worm
at tho heart of the huilding ti-ade, corrupting

the workman physically and morally, making
them cheats, liars, and false dealers, and the

sooner it is rooted out from amongst us the

sooner will truth and right and honesty pre-

vail.
—

THE ANNUAL CONVERSAZIONE OF
THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE usual conversazione of the Institute

has grown into an institution, and,

judging from the l;:rge attendance of members
with their friends, and strangers last Wed-
nesday evening, its interest, far from being on
the wane, is steadily increasing. The nioms
were filled with a large and brilliant assemblage
of ladies and gentlemen, and we noticed

among the latter many civil engineers and
artists of eminence, as well as all the principal

architects of the metropolis, with many from
the provinces. The rooms were most taste-

fully arranged and decorated with flowers, and
with a large and miscellaneous collection of

works of art and objects of interest which
were eagerly examined. The lower galleries

of the Architectural Uninn Company, liilsd at

present with the Architectural Exhibition
drawings, were thrown open, and the Cold-
stream Guards discoursed sweet music from
an elevated minstrels' gallery, erected for the

occasion at the end of the largest room, and
refreshments were liberally provided in those
adjoining.

To give an idea of the collection of works
of art we would mention that among the
pic'urcs were Jlr. MacCullura's beautiful

Glade in Windsor Forest, witli an appro-
priate architectural painting of the Roman
Forum, with its ruined columns stand-
ing up purple against a grand sunset, witli a
third jiicturc of the Colosseum, roseate with
hues of the same period of declining eve, con-
tributed by the artist ; J. M. W. Turner's
weird and imaginative Whalers, and a pretty

sketch in oils of Hampstcad Heath, by
Constable, lent by T. Woolner, Esq. ; a
fine painting of five of the Doctors
of the Council in Rome engaged in an
animated discussion, exhibited by the artist,

A. B. Donaldson, Esq. As a strictly architec-

tural painting well treated, we were glad to

notice one in oil by H. W. Brewer, Esq., of
Hildefheim Cathedral, and one of the ancient
church at Bettws-y-Coed, dear to many artists

from its association with their haunts, by
Field Talfourd, Esq., taken before it was
spoiled, as it has been, by recent restora-

tions, and the same artist sent several
pleasing watercolour sketches. A Roman
ralace, painted by Rousseau, lent by P.
Masey, Esq., was noticeable for its fine

tone and composition. The President, T. H.
Wyatt, Esq., lent several charming watercolour
drawings

; the Castle of Ostia, by Harry John-
son ; Joanina and Spalati, antl a view of Phi-
lotes, by Edward Lear ; a Street in Cairo, by
Callow ; and two sketches in Venice, by E. W.
Cooke, R.A. ; and a Portrait of Sir Jeffrey
Wyatville by A. Chalon, R.A.
Among other watercolour drawings, Mr.

Ernest George, Associate of the Institute, sent
several architectural subjects, as Burgos Choir
Aisle, and the Cathedral at Avila, and others.

striking in effect, but somewhat undecided in

execution.

Mr. B. P. Spiers lent some of his best draw-

ings— the Mosque of S. Sophia, Constantinople,

and the Temple of Wingless Victory at Athens,

the Pantheim, and the Ereotheura at Athens,

and a smaller one of Lucca Cathedral fagade,

and others.

Mr. F. Wilkinson contributed a drawing of

the Interior of S. Gudulo, Brussels, by Louis

Haghe, and the Bridge at Toledo, by the late

D. Roberts, and a very fine drawing by S. Read
of the Interior of the Dom Kirche at Lubeck;

and others.

Mr. E. Nash, Fellow, sent a pleasing

painting by himself of North Cray Church,

Kent ; and Mr. C. L. Eastlake, Assistant

Secretary and Fellow, a sketch of a Lady at an

Optn Window, by himself, with a very pretty

watercolour sketch of the Walls of Dinan.

In the Library we noticed a careful plan

and perspective of a Temple to Victory accord-

ing to antique uses, by Mr. Thomas L. Donald-

son, Hon. Secretary ; a curious Early German
painting of S. Jerome, and a portrait in chalk

of Inigo Jones by Vandyke, lent by 0. J.

Shoppee, Associate ; an interesting drawing

of Westminster Bridge, with the Houses of

Parliament and Abbey, by R. Carrick, e.K-

hibited by tho Messrs. Kell, the lithographers

to the Institute.

Mr. G. E. Cook, glass painter, sent a fine

cartoon of the Virgin and Child, with two
Anirels, by Mr. Holliday, the artist.

Mr. J, B. Waring sent several folios of his

clever sketches of varied subjects, and Mrs.
Marrable two good drawings, Tlie Stelvio

Pass in the Tyrol, and Spring-time in our

Garden. Some fine drawings by old masters

were also lent by Joseph Clarke, Esq., F.S.A.

Among miscellaneous objoots of art and
vertu we noticed particularly two velvet

portiere curtains, with borders richly em-
broidered, by Mrs. A. Blorafield ; and a

striking drawing-room settee, designed
and lent by Mr. C. L. Eastlake, after the

character of those at Knole Park, covered in

green velvet, relieved with gold bands.
Messrs. Gillow sent several novel pieces of

furniture in tho Medieval style—one cabinet

in black wood, designed by Mr. J. Talbert,

with panels in the coved upper part of the

back, illled in with stamped leatlier enriched

with gold. This, quiet and refined in itself,

formed an admirable receptacle for specimens
of ornamental glass contributed by Messrs.

Salviati. Another cabinet, by the same
makers and designer, in oak, with carved
panels in boxwood, was charming in itself,

and its effect was enhanced by beautiful ex-

amples of Oriental pottery, sent by Messrs.

Farmer and Rogers, and some excellent and
graceful imitations of Venetian glass by
Messrs. Powell ; while a third cabinet in wal-

nut was quite resplendent with inlays of

various-coloured woods, and yet quite free

from gaudiness. In these specimens it ap-
pears to us that Mr. Talbert has made a great

advance ; his work is now more essentially

wood, and not so ornamental, as if of stone, as

of yore.

Other .specimens of Mediaeval furniture

were sent by Mr. Bassett Keeling, Associate
;

an oak chair, designed by Mr. Bevan. Messrs.
Salviati, as usual, contributed a fine collec-

tion of Venetian glass and mosaics, and car-

toons by Wirk, intended to be executed at

S. David's Cathedral for Mr. Scott. These
may be described as imitation in opaque mate-
rial of the effect of stained glass, to occupy
some blank windows in that edifice ; the car-

toons for them were by Messrs. Ilardman, of

Birmingham. Messrs. Clayton and Bell also

sent the mosaics of Henry III., prepared for
Cardinal Wolsey's Chapel at Windsor.
An interesting case of photo-mechanical

patent printings, by Edwards and Kidd, at-

tracted attention, the more so, as tho beauty
of the drawing of an old timber-constructed
staircase, discovered and drawn by Augustus
Browne, Esq., had been the subject of tho
plate in question. This formed one of the

illustrations for the new Photographic Art
Journal for April, 1870.

Fine specimens of pottery and majolica
were lent by Messrs. Mortlock and Copuland,
and embroidered altar frentals, &c., by Messrs.
Harland and Fisher. Slessrs. Heaton, Butler,

and Bayne sent a frame of good designs for

painted glass, designed by H. Ellis Woold-
ridge, Esq., ; and, to conclude, although we
fear inadvertently to have omitted many
things deserving notice, we wore particularly

struck by the admirable nature of some speci-

mens of a material suitable for permanent
painting and decorations, manufactured and
exhibited by J. Pow dl and Sous, of the White-
friars Glass Works, and called by theni

opaque glass. It is washable, and the tone

and colouring good, and may either have a

glazed or unglazcd surface, as desired.

The company did not separate till a late

hour, and, we think, fully appreciated the

labour and taste with which the Council and
authorities of the Institute had catered for their

enjoyment and instruction.

LANCASHIRE RIVERS AND WATER
SUPPLY.

THIRTY miles above Clitheroe, in a dis-

trict of limestone shale, a couple of

brooks, there called " becks," join to form the

river Ribble, which holds its course by
Clitheroe and over the new red sandstone to

Preston, where it discharges into the estuary.

A little below Clitlieroe it receives, on its right

hand, the Hodder, from a district of lime-

stone shales and millstone grit, and on its left

bank the Calder, the chief towns within the

basin of which are Burnley and Acorington,

on the coal measures.

Again, it receives on its left bank, at Pres-

ton, the Darwen, which has its rise in the

coal measures, the chief town within its basin

being Blackburn. Down to Preston the

Ribble basin has an area of 412,480 acres,

and a population of 387,839 (census 1861).

To complete the watershed of tho Ribble, there

falls into the estuary of that river below

Preston, on its left bank, the Douglas, which

has within its basin Wigan and Chorley, o;i

the coal measures, with Ormskirk on one of

its dividing ridges, and adds an area of

109,700 acres and a population of 101,337.

We have made these few remarks in order to

clear the ground for a statement of what the

Royal Commissioners, who were appointed in

18(18 to inquire into the pollution of the

Mersey and Ribble, report on the state of

those rivers in respect of the water supply

to the towns within their basins, the Mersey

being by far the more important and exten-

sive, both geographically and biologically.

Of the tributaries to the Mersey the Irwejl

is the large-t, and it has characteristics suffi-

ciently marked to have caused instructions to

bo given to the Commission to report speci-

ally upon it. Within its area are included

Manchester, Salford, Ashton, Oldham, Roch-

dale, Bury, and Bolton. Its area is 199,520

acres, and its population 1,014,569 (census

18C1).

These inquiries bring out many mterestmg

features of life apart from those specially

inquired into, and one of them is the congrega-

tion of people on tho coal-fields of the country;

and the geological map accompanying the

report shows that the basin of the Irwell is

wholly occupied by the coal measures. The

valley of tho Irwell had a population of

253,327 in 1801, 555,724 in 1831, and 1,014,569

in 1861, being in comparative density 812 per-

sons per square mile in 1801, 1782 in 1831, and

3254 in 1861, while in the valley of tho Ribble

(the Ribble proper) the rate was 151 per

square mile in 1801, 277 in 1831, and but 460

in 1861.

And this congrejation of people on the

coal-fields has had tho effect of polluting the

streams of water to such a degree that, un-

checked, it has reflected its influence on the

health-of the people. It reaches people's
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health in various ways. Ry pnuring larger

quantities of filth into the rivcra than their

waters can chemically chan;je and render

harmless the superabundant gases arc given

off into the atraospliere and become inlialed

into the body ; while the requisite quantity of

pure water for domestic use is lessened more
and more, until it is hardly procurable at all,

and not at all without great expense in bring-

ing it into the towns from the distant hilli.

The Irwell is taken as a typo of these

rivers, and within its watershed, the area of

wliich is 311} square miles, there are 1160
cotton mills, 200 woollen mills, 45 nlkali and
chemical works, 25 paper mills, 20 tanneries,

besides numerous mills and works of various

kinds to supply tho wants of the population,

such as saw mills, corn mills, gas works, iron

works, &c., or an average of 5 mills or other

manufactories in every square mile.

Both tho main and tlie tributary streams

are made use of up to their very sources. The
result of the pollution of the streams in the

Irwell basin by discharging into them the

excrementitioHS and manufacturing refuse of

this large population may h^. usefully com-
pared with the state of the Thames at Hamp-
ton. The organic carbon and tho organic
nitrogen (commonly called organic matter)
are the two chief ingredients in the pollution

of rivers, and taking the pollution of tlje

Thames at Hampton =z 1, that of the Lanca-
shire rivers is as follows :—Tho organic carbon
in the Calder below Burnley is 36 ; of the

Irwell below Manchester, 4 ; of the Med-
lock, in Manchester, 65 ; of the Irk, in Man-
chester, 4-2

; and of the Mersey below Stock-
port, 4'1

; while the organic nitrogen in the
Ca'der is 49-3

; in the Irwell, 205 ; in the
Medlock, 48-9

; in the Irk, 17-7 ; and in the

Mersey, 40-1
; the Thames in each case being

Where rivers are polluted to tho extent here
shown, it is of course a matter of difficulty to

procure a sufficient quantity of water for
domestic use, and also for some manufacturing
purposes. The Commissionera take the rainfall

of the district, as supplied to them by Mr. G.
J. Symons, at 39in., being the average of the
seven years from 18G2 to 18C8 inclusive, the
maximum of those years being 47-37, in I8G6,
and the minimum 32-23in., in 1865, and 32-30
in 1864 ; these two dry years being preceded
by 45-60in, in 1863, and succeeded by 47-37
in 1866.

Of this quantity of 39in. the Commissioners
take 20in. as the depth that flows off the
ground, or, as they say, 448,000 gallons per
acre, the reraaiudor being evaporated and
absiirbed by vegetation.

The purposes this water has to serve are

(1) the needs of inland navigation within the
district, (2) tlie wants of the population for all

domestic purposes, and (3) the provision for
manufacturing purposes.
The country is intersected with canals lead-

ing up the different valleys from points on the
coast or on the estuaries. These, before the
introduction of railways (and we have given
the population in 1831 as being that when
railways began to be made in tho district),

Were the main line of traffic for minerals and
for other raw as well as manufactured pro-
duce ; and although a large proportion of this
traffic has been transferred to the railways,
there is still a great deal left to the canals.
The quantity of water withdrawn from the
rivers for the maintenance of this internal
navigation is very large, being represented by
the number of locks full of water used to pass
vessels up or down the canal. The following
are the approximate quantities consumed
annually for this purpose :

—

Tho Rochdale Canal .

The Ashtou C.iual . .

Tho Peak Forest Canal
The Bridgewater Canal

Gallons.

1,CH-.',000,000

i!,:j«5,000,000

1,770,000,000

3,077,000,000

The next demand made upon tho rainfall is

for the personal wants of tho population, and
this is set down at 25 gallons per head per

diera, or 9000 gallons per annum, and this

quantity, in sufficient purity for domestic use,

can only bo procured from the high land^

within the water-shed.

The third demand upon the available water

supply of the district is made by the different

manufacturing interests within it. The
quality, as well as the quantity of t!ie supply,

has to be considered. As regards tho former,

to show how great a value tho manuf'acturers

themselves have put upon a restoration of the

rivers to their naturally clean condition, it is

sufficient to say that it has been represented

by thirty manufacturing firms that to them
alone a j-estoration of the river to its original

purity would be worth £10,000 a year.

Tho present large demand offactories on the

water supply of this district will be lessened

when the various abuses to which the rivers

are now subjected have ceased, and so will set

free, for dom(?stic uso, a large portion of that

water which now goes to tho supply of

factories, and which, in the case of the Man-
chester Waterworks, amounts to one-third of

the whole issue.

But however ample for all purposes an
available quantity of 448,000 gallons per

acre per annum might be, it is unsafe to

reckon upon that or any other average

quantity, as has been amply shown by another

Commission, that on water supply. It is the

long droughts that try the capabilities of

waterworks, especially of gravitation works,

and no doctrine of averages can be relied

upon. The minimum quantity, or rnthor the

mean quantity of throe consecutive dry years

is all that can be stored and made available by
any reservoirs of practicable dimensions. As
an illustration of what has already been done
in Lancashire to economise the rainfall for

domestic and trade purposes, the particulars

of the waterworks of fourteen towns are given

in tho report which have an aggregate popu-
lation of 1,420,000, from which it appears that

they impound the water from 60,443 acres in

reservoirs, which have, on tho average, a capa-

city of 36,000 cubic feet per acre of the drain-

ago area, and that the cost has been, on the

average, £3 53. per head of the population.

Total 8,914,000,000

CASTLES IN SHROPSHIRE.
STOKESAY, BRONCROFT, AND HOLDG.WE CASTLES.

SHROPSHIRE is even richer in the pos-
session of castles than Monmouthshire.

Both counties owe them to the fact of their

having been part of the Marches on the border
country between England and Wales. The
principal castles date from the Norman period

;

but during the reigns of Henry I. and Stephen,
and still more frequently in that of Henry III.,

when England was disturbed, and the Welsh
made frequent inroads into it with the object
of repossessing themselves of the lands of
which they had been deprived, not only the
great lords, but their dependents, needed
tenements capable of defence, and for tiiese

latter numerous small castles or fortified

houses were then erected.

One of the most interesting, compact, and
perfect of such buildings is Stokesay Castle,

situated about half a mile from the Craven
Arms Station. The manor was held till 1250
by tho family of Say under the Lacys, but was
sold to Lawrence de Ludlow in 1281. lie, in

1290, was licensed by the King " to strengthen
with a wall of lime and stone and crcnelato
his mansion at Stokesay." As, however, the
style of architecture of the principal buildings
is obviously of an earlier date, the works con-
templated by tho above could only have been
additions. With the subsequent history of its

owners we have but small concern, and shall

confine our further remarks to tho structure

itself.

The whole site is irregular in form, approach

direction outside the walls, with a moat about
20ft. wide surrounding it beyond them.
Access is now obtained on the east side
through an Elizabethan gate-house of timber
construction richly ornamented. This is an
oblong building of two stories in height, the
upper one projecting considerably over that
below, tho opening for the gateway being in

the centre, and a bold dormer rises above it to
tho level of the ridge of tho main roof. The
lower story is composed of vertical studding,
with one horizont;»l tier of inter-tie?, but the
upper one is divided by tho framing into a
series of square panels, each decorated with a
lozenge form by ornamentally-cut braces, in
the manner familiar in tho houses of Shrews-
bury and the neighbourhood generally, and
the marked contrast between tho two has a
rich and striking effect.

Opposite to this gate-house, on the side next
tho moat, the court-yard intervening, is the
castle itself, consisting of a large hall aboat
50ft. long by 30ft. broad, a two storied build-
ing, with a withdrawiiig-roora on the upper
floor about 30ft. by 20ft. to tho left. At-
tached to this by a gallery is the main tower,
further to the left, which has an irregular
polygonal plan about 40ft. in diameter, within
which is the principal apartment, or solar,

reached by an external staircase from the
court-yard ; and on the right hand of the
great hall is another smaller tower with an
overhanging upper story of woodwork project-
ing on corbels over the walls below in a pic-

turesque manner.
Tho hall is divided into four bays by wide

flat pilasters, not carried up from the ground,
but from well-moulded corbels about 4ft. above
the floor line. These pilasters are continued
up to receive the massive roof principals, and
finish with a very simple impost moulding.
The principals are of oak, and exceedingly
massive and rude, and each pair have a collar-

beam and curved braces, almost forming a
perfect arch. Each bay on each side of the
room has a lofty two-light window with
trefoiled arched heads and uncusped circle in

the head, and the lights, being lofty, are divided
bya transom. Theproportiou and detail of these
windows, which were glazed above and fur-
nished with shutters and seats in tho sill, are
remarkably good ; they rise considerably above
the wall-plates, and have coped gabled roofs
over them running transversely with the main
roof. One bay next the court has its window
shortened, and a fine doorway to correspond
below. The hall has no fireplace, but there is

a hearth in the middle lor a wood fire to bo
placed upon iron dogs.

The smaller tower (which, by its detail,

seems to be the earliest part of the structure),
to the right of the hall, has three stories. The
lowest room below the level of the hall is

entered from it down some steps, and is lighted

as the story above by nairow lancet windows
of remarkably good shape and proportion, and
there are remnants of coloured decorations on
the walls. It contains a well to draw up water
from the moat. The two stories above are

reached by an oak staircase at this end of the
hall ; the upper room in the timber-built por-

tion has an Early English projecting fireplace.

The solar in the great tower has eight lancet

windows and an arched stone chimney open-
ing surmounted by an elaborate carved wooden
mantlepiece of the time of Charles II. Out-
side, the tower is of a curious and picturesque

form, showing the appearance from the moat
of two octagonal towers thrown into one. The
height is not great, and the effect, which is

admirable, is due mainly to its proportions.

The two stories, the tower of -which is much
higher than the other, are divided by a string

course, and there is a very deep battlemented
and loopholed parapet, and a staircase turret

carried still higher at one angle.

Holdgate Castle, a few miles distant, in a
wild country, is now converted into a farm-
house. It dates from shortly after the Con-
quest, and was first called Stantone, but after-

ing a parallelogram about 150ft. in either
j
wards became named after its founder, Uelgot,
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a follower of William I. A larjje round tower

with 8 small turret corbelled out from the

angle where it joined the wall of the main
structure are the only portions of interest now
left. But Broncroft Castle, which is its near

neighbour, has suffered less, and still presents

much that is interesting and worth examina-
tion. It seems to have somewhat resembled

Stokesay, but to have been upon a still smaller

scale. It is now under repair and partial re-

storation by Mr. Seddon. The ancient por-

tions consist of tlie entrance hall, in this case

only 30ft. by 18ft., with walls 3ft. thick. It

had an archway in tha centre, with two cham-
fered soffit ribs dying upon plain jambs, with
the outer edges only splayed, and traces of

windows springing thence outwards show that

there was originally a porch of some descrip-

tion, the loss of which, as an unusual feature

to such a building, is much to be regretted.

There was a window of a similar description

to those of the hall at Stokesay on each side of

this entrance. A large corbelled and hooded
stone chimneypicce occupied the ceLtre of the

end to the left on entering. To the right and
left of this hall were low towers. These have
been much altered, and their present condition
is little to be relied upon as explaining their

original design. Each had a stone circular

st&ircase turret attached to it, doubtless lead-

ing in each case to the top of the tower,

deeply battlemented and loopholed for defence,
like the larger one at Stokesay.
Even these mutilated fragments ?t Bron-

croft are of very great interest, and it is to be
hoped will not suffer further modifications,

which may obliterate the testimony they are

still able to give as to the character of a
moderate-sized gentleman's house in the
troublous times in which it was erected. In
itself, Broncroft is of far inferior value in

this respect to Stokesay, but the points of

comparison between the" two enable each to

aid the student of the architecture of either.

ARCHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting on Friday
evening last, Mr. Thomas Henry Watson,

vice-president, in the chair, the following gsn-
tlemen were elected members :—Messrs. H.
Saunders, M'Carthy, and E. M. Gibbs. It

was announced that to-morrow (Saturday)
the members wonld visit the new Jewish syna-
gogue now in course of erection in Upper Ber-
keley-Etrf et, and that on Friday evening next
Mr. G-. H. Birth, librarian, will read a paper on
the Charterhouse. The annual dinner will take
place on baiurday next, at the Talbot, Richmond.

Officers for Session, 1870-71, having been nomi-
n .ted, it was announced that the election would
take place on Friday next, which will be the
cooclttding meeting of the Association for the
Session.

The Chaibsiax congratulated the members on
the great step in advance which the Voluntary
Architectural Examination haj this year taken,
and this was due in no small degree to the efforts

which the Association hud put forth to make it a
guccess now that some tangible acknowledgment
(the certificate) was to be g T.n to successful can-
didates.

It was farther announced that four out of the
five successful candidates were members of the
Association, and a letter was read from Mr.
Fhene Spiers, expressing bia hope that in a few
years' time the possession of a certificate of hav-
ing passed the examination would be an indis-

pensable requisite for a man wishing to obtain

employment in an architect's oflSce. Sooner or

later, too, be thought the certificate would acquire
a legal validity, and, in addition, be the only
means of obtaining a membership of the Institute.

Mr. C. Henham, Jan., (who was anuouuced to

have read a paper oa "Bhenish Romanesque
Arehitecture," but was compelled by certain cir-

cumstances to abandon that intention) then read
an interesting paper on

Theib chitectubi of Hebefordshiee.

The author pointed out that the county was
comparatively inaccessible in former times, and
many parts so even within the memory of living

men. This diiEculty of oommnnication with sur-

rounding counties of course influenced its archi-
tecture, in which there were many peculiarities
not seen elsewhere. It being on the Welsh border,
too, a fortress-like character was impressed upon
even ecclesiastical buildings, and it is probable that
many of the ohnrch towers were expressly in-

tended to serve as strongholds. The suitability

of the county for the architectural sketclier was
particularly pointed out, it being to a great extent
an unexplored field. The use of tufa prevailed in

some of the early churches, as at Moccas and
Bredwardine, while slabs of shale were employed
in others, as at Kowlston and Kilpec. The roofs

of these early churches are generally covered with
thin slabs of stone, necessitating large timbers.
The churches of the county, too, present many
peculiarities of plan, notably the strange positions

of the towers at Holmer, Yarpole, Ledbury,
Richards' Castle, Bosbury, Pembridgo, Waobley,
All Saints (Hereford), &c. Kingston, Brinsop,
and Holm Laoy hive two naves or aisles of equal
length divided by an arcade. Very few churches
have two transepts, many hare no aisles, and a
few are simple parallelograms, as at St. Michael's
and Brobury (both Early English). Prominent
in Herefordshire churches are the boldly-designed
bases or plinths on which they stand ; Clohonger
and Eaton Bishop are nod examples. A peculiar

type of window prevails in the connly. It is of

all dates, from Early Decorated to Late Perpen-
dicular, and consists, in its simplest form, of an
opening abont Ht. wide, with pointed arch divided
into three lights by two mullions. This type of
window, with various modifications, is seen at

Ledbury, Clehonger, Mansell-Laoy, aud Tar-
rington.

There is abundance of Norman work in the
county ; nearly every church contains some fea-
ture, and many are entirely in the style, as Kilpec,
Rowlston, Moccas, Bridge Sollars, ic. The earliest

existing work is probably the lower portion
of the south transept of the cithedral, the
sacristy on its east side, and the adjoining aisle

wall. Mr. Henmau then proceeded to describe

the most noticeable features in the follow-

ing churches :—Eaton Bishop, Bredwardine-
over-Wye, Rowlston, Moccas, S. Michael, Peter-

church, Kilpec, Shobden, Fownhope, Stretton
Sugwas, Garway, Leominster, Bridge Sollars, S.

Mary Madley, Brobury, Castle Fromo,King8land,
Eardisley, Binghill, Yarkbill, and Vowohuroh.
Of the Transitional style, perhaps the host ex-

ample is the space between choir aud lady chapel,

with the adjoining portion of snnth-east transept
at Hereford Cathedral. At Abbey Dore, in the

Golden Valley, is some very fine work of first

Early English character. S. Mary Madley is an
example of good solid plain Early English work,
with Decorated additions. Hampton Bishop,

Brobnry, Mansell-Lac.v, Dillwyn Magna, and
other churches containing Early English work
were next described.

The Perpendicular work in the county is not
different to that found elsewhere, but it retained

its purity of form without debasement for a longer

time than in more forward localities, Bishop
Booth's porch, for instance, on the north side of

the cathedral (1530) might pass for work of the

previous century. Bishop Stanbury's chapel (1453—1474), on north side of choir, and Bishop Aud-
ley's (1493—1502), on the south side of Lady
chapel, are rich and goodexamples. AtS. Weonard's
is a curious church in this style, with quaint

details. At Momington-on-Wyo (1G79) the

church retains in a very debased stylo many
features of Perpendicular work.

Of domestic work there are some good half-

timbered constructions at Ledbury, Weobloy,
Pembridge, &c. The Town Hall at Ileretoril,

built or restored in the seventeenth century, was
a picturesque many-gabled building, standing on
thirty-six columns. There were castles in plenty

in the county, but of these there is little detail

left. In concluding his paper, Mr. Henman re-

marked on the general character of the work,
which was, with a few exceptions, plainer than
in most other counties. Mouldings are scarce,

and after the era of the Kilpec and Shobden work
very little carving is to be found, but the work is

generally solid and of gool proportion. The dis-

trio is an excellent one to study in for those who
are inclined to overload their designs with orna-

ment, for they will there learn that much may be

done with simple means judiciously used. The
paper was illustrated by a very large and beau-
tifully-executed series of sketches.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Blashill

Henman upon the conscientious way in which
his drawings were carried out. Mr. Quilter, Mr.
J. T. Perry, and the chairman also took part in
the discussion, at the conclusion of which the
usual vote of thanks was accorded the reader of
the paper, aud the meeting terminated.

PROPOSED RESTORATION OF EXETEK
CATHEDRAL.

THREE years and a half ago, Mr. Oaorge
Gilbert Scott made an elaborate report on

the work necessary to bo done in restoring this
venerable cathedral, and in a supplementary
report, recently made to the Dean and Chapter,
Mr. Scott deals with the objections that have been
raised to some of the suggestions cont lined in

his first report. In his first report, Mr. Scott
said, in referenci to the rood screen, that it

" would bo the height of Vandalism to remove
one of the most marked of the original features
of the cathedral." To his surprise, the Exeter
Diocesan Architectural Society took exception
to this opinion, and nearly the whole of Mr.
Soott's supplementary report deals with the
objections urged by the society.

The subject was referred to at the annual meet-
ing of the Society on Tuesday week. The com-
mittee reported that since the last general
meeting much correspondence had taken place
-between them and Mr. Soott, whose scheme at

one time involved the removal of the tombs of

the ancient bishops and other worthies from the

sides of the choir, but when attention was called

to this matter in a memorial of the committee,
addressed to the Dean and Chapter, Mr. Soott

acknowledged that it was " out of the question to

remove the ancient tombs." The committee
remained at issue with Mr. Scott as to the pro-

priety of removing the ancient rood-screen. Mr.
Soott wished to retain it, on this ground, amongst
others—that the separation of the nave from the

choir, by means of this screen, was contemplated

in the original design of tue building. The
committee, on the otber hand, urged that it

should be removed, in order to adapt the building

to the present service of the English Church.

When the choirs of cathedral and collegiate

churches were constructed, they were intended
principally for the use of the regular clergy in

reciting their hours, whilst the services for the

people were, as a rule, conducted in the nave.

Such an arrangement, however wi-U suited to the

times of monasticism, implied circumstances no
longer.existing in England. The committee felt

most strongly that the rood-screen should be so

treated that the present anomaly of the nave and
choir, which should be parts of one church,

forming practically two distinct churches, should

cease to exist. They also urged the maintenance
of the principle (which, they observed, meets

with general acceptance, and is carried out in

nearly every parish church) of setting apart the

choir or the chancel for the use of the clergy,

choristers, and communicants, and the nave for

the use of the laity generally. They had the less

hesitation in taking their stand upon these prin-

ciples, because they had been recognised by Mr.

Scott himself in the restoration of Ely, Lichfield,

Hereford, and other cathedrals, and were sub-

stantially embodied in his recently-published

report on the restoration of Salisbury Cathedral.

The committee explained that they did not

advocate the removal of the entire screen, but

only a block of masonry composing the eastern-

most portion of it, and having no architectural

merit. The removal even of this portion, they

acknowledged, would be matter for regret from

an antiquarian point of view, but the love of

mere antiqnity for its own sake ought to give

way to the higher consideration of making the

building useful to the end in view, in conformity

with recognised principles of arrangement. In

concluding their report, the committee set down
by way of contra.st the " standpoints " of them-

selves, and Mr. Scott:—He would preserve the

rood-Bcrecn because it formed part of the original

design ; whilst the committee would remove a

portion of it in or''er that the use of choir and
nave at the same time might be practicable ; and

they did not think that for this purpose it was

netessary to destroy any feature of artistic

worth. They held that there was no more reason

for preserving the plain masonry of the East

front of the rood-screen than for preserving the

and yet these had beenflank walls of the aisles
;

as one acquainted with the locality, expressed his covered in our own days as well as in times past

delight with the paper, and complimented Mr. I with tablets of all sorts. What would be the
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o^nsequcnoe of Mr. Scott's proposal ? The
oHjcct of it was to preserve the rood-screen, and

yet should it ho adopted, the screen—as a rood or

choir screen—wonlil he entirely destroyed. A
rood or choir screen was placed between the

choir on the one side and the congregation on the

other. If the congregation were to be placed in

the choir, then the nave became a lol)l)y. But
what term could he used to designate the screen,

which in this case would be a kind of boundary
between the lobby and the actual church ?

Some discussion ensued, and on the motion of

Mr. II. Ford, seconded by the llev. W. T. Rad-
ford, it was unanimously resolved, " That the

Comm'tteo be requested to draw up a memorial to

the Deal and Chapter, begging them to call in

another architect to advise ihom, as well as Mr.

Scott."

The Dean and Chapter have replied to the

memorial of the Society, and coincide with Mr.
Scott's views as to the screen.

usnsro- poor timber.

MEN who work in wood frequently have more
or less, and sometimes a vast amount of

miserably poor timber, And, if they are not
scrupulously honest such timber is frequently
worked in among other timber of abetter quality.

In making window sashes and panel doors, for

example, most manufacturers seem to think that
it is allomahle to work a bar or two of sap-wobd
into a sash ; and, in most instances, they will

insist that if one or two bars of sap-wood in a
sash, or one stilo of a door, or both, perhaps, are
half sap-wnod, it cannot detract much from the
value of the article so long as a large proportion
of the timber is of better quality. But, in rea-
lity, a window sash or a panel door that is only
oni'-sixth part sap-wood, and the remainder clear
stuff, is no more valuable than it would be if

every stick were made of sap-wood. In case ono-
fourth part of the stiles of a door are sap-wood,
and water can enter the pores at the joints, the
sap portion will decay in the course of a few
years. Of course such a door or sash wonld be
of little value, as the remaining sound timber
would not be In a proper form to be u-ed for re-

pairing the door or window sash. The true way
to dispose of sap-wood is to make an entire door
or sash or window frame of clear stuff, and ano-
ther of sap-wood ; then when the sap-wood begins
to decay, every piece will become worthless at
about the same time.

People who pureha.se window sashes and doors
at factories are often swindled in an outrageous
manner by the honest tricks of shrewd traders!,

who work in p vast deal of miserable lumber, and
cover it with paint before the articles are offered
for sale. For inside doors, sap-wood may be
employed ; but purchasers should demur at pay-
ing the same price for doors or window sashes
that are streaked off with sap-wood that they
would for similar articles made of clear stuff.

Sap-wood will always shrink much more than
heart limber, which fact is another good reason
why the t.vo kinds should always bo worked
sepatately, Tho same care should be exercised
in rejecting sap-wood in out>ide casings, corner
boards,, and sidin». There may bo a strip of sap-
wood only one inch wide on the edge of a clear
board, and a person of little experience would be
apt to think that a strip so narrow could bo of
little account either one way cr another. If a
floor board or a weather board has decayed one
inch on the edge it would be quite as well if the
entire piece had failed. Wheelwrights are usnally
trained to work two or three spokes of poor tim-
ber into each wheel, and if a customer were to
see such a defect, shrewd tricksters will reply that
" There are only one or two—not enough to canse
any damage." But the truth is it would be far
more satisfactory to make every part of a uniform
((uality of timber, so that all parts of the piece
may fail at one and the same time ; then, a new
wheel could be made.
Nothing is more perplexing than frequent re-

pairs on a vehicle or implement in consequence of
a piece of poor timber. Many a manufacturer of
agricultural implements, prompted by a penny-
wiee desire to save ten cents, by working a brash
piece of timber into some valuable implement,
has injured his business more than ten dollars.
We have in mind a manufacturer of farm imple-
ments who toiled laboriously to make an honest
living, but a farmer who purchased of him once
would go a long distance, and sometimes directly
past his manufactory, to the shop of some other

person, who would not employ such worthless

timber. Purchasers should educate themselves

to understand what poor timber is, and they
should be able to appreciate the disadvantBgcs of

using that of an inferior quality. Then they

should refuse any article <'ffered for sale, if every

part be not made of the best quality of timber.

—

TechnologUt.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

National GIallery.—Tuenee Room.—Mr.
Lambert asked the First Commissioners of Works
on Friday last whether he considered that a con-

siderable number of the pictures in tho Turner
Room of tlie National Gallery were creditable

either to tbo national taste or to tho

national talent, and whether it was not

desirable that they should be removed, to give

place to other works of art.—Mr. Ayrton observed,

that if he replied to the question he should really

be making himself tho arbiter of tho national

taste and talent, a position which he should be

very reluctant to assume. Perhaps the best course

of the hon. member, if he wished to elicit an ex-

pression of opinion on the subject, would be to

submit a resolution and take the sense of the

House upon it.

Kensington Road Improvemekts.
Ayrton stated on Monday, in reply to Sir H. Hoare,
that the only plan of these improvements made
was that which was deposited with the Bill, in

accordance with tho standing orders. If there

were any agreement between the owners of pro-

perty, between the Albert Hall of Arts and the
Exhibition Commissioners, a copy might be ob-

tained by motion in the House. The onlr agree-

ment proposed to be entered into between theOffloe

of Works and the Exhibition Commissioners was
one by which the Office of Works would hand over

to them a portion of the road not required, on con-

dition of their making a contribution for the pur-

pose of carrying tho Act into effect. It was not
in the nature of a charge on the land, because tho

Office had always contended that the Exhibition
ought not to be chargetl in regard to any public
roads for the metropolis. With respect to tho

stoppage of Rotten-row, he reminded the House
that the arrangements with regard to tho parks
were made by the authority of Her Majesty's
Ministers, and it was unusual to come to tho House
and ask for authority to lay them out. Such a
thing had never been done, audit would be better

to adhere to the usual mode of administration.

When alterations were required, an estimate was
laid on the table, and tho arrangements were then
open to the criticism of the House. No details of
plans had been given to Mr. Mann, tho superin-
tendent of the park, for the simple reason that

they had not yet been settled ; for the same reason
they could not be laid ou the table. With regard
to what was intended finally to be done, he hoped
the hon. member wanld postpone the question to

a future day.

Thk New Law Cottets.—In reply to -Lord
E. Cecil, Mr. Ayrton said that questions of a very
complicated character, and which would take a
considerable time to solve, had arison in connection
with the site of the new courts of law. It was
desirable that these questions should bo solved
before the plans could be agreed to or produced.

The Universal Art Cataloque.—Mr.
Dillwyn, on Tuesday, asked the Vice-President
of the Committee of Council on Education if it

was true that there was an intention on the part
of the Science and Art Department to publish a
catalogue of all known works of art in England
an 1 elsewhere, and what had been tho cost of the
Universal Art Catalogue already published, how
many copies of it had been sold, and what
Rmount had been received for such sale ? Mr.
W. E. Foster rofilied : In regard to tho first ques-
tion of his hon. friend, he supposed that he al-

luded to the fact that since 186-f the Department
of Science and Art had collected brief notes of
objects of art and industrial improvements, copies
of which might bo useful to museums of art. The
first part contained mosaics and stained glass

;

250 copies had been printed, and 150 of them had
been circulated amongst local schools of art. In
regard to tlie second question, ho found upon in-

quiry that theestimatedcostof printing, circulat-
ing, and ailvertising, as stated in the House of
Commons returns in 18C7, was £8383 ; bnt that
did not include compilation and editing ; 500
cojiies that had been sold at two guineas each
reduced the cost to £7883. The work had not as

yet been published ia a complete form. It had

been conducted as cheaply as possible, and wag a
work of great value.

Leicesteb-square.—CaptainDawson-Damer
asked the Chief Commissioner of Works whether
he was awaro that measnros were now in progress

to let for building pnrposes the inclosore of Lei-

cester-square ; and, if so, it ho was prepared to

take any steps to preserve that open space in the

centre of London for the benefit of the public.

Mr. Ayrton said ho could only interfere by means
of a private bill, and that could only be done ac-

cording to the standing orders, which required

that certain notices should be given. That could

only be done for next session. Ho, however, ob-

jected to the Imperial Government being called

upon to discharge the duties which properly be-

longed to tho local board, and that case was
another instance of tho necessity of reforming

the local stlf-govemment of the metropolis.

BRENT CHURCH, DEVON.

THE parish church of Brent, in Sonth DaTon,
at present in a very decayed state and mnoh

overlaid with whitewash, is about to bo com-
pletely restored under the direction of Mr. Hine,
Plymouth. Tho building is chiefly Perpendicular,

with a tower and some other portions of earlier

construction. The chancel contains a Late Deco-
rated sedilia, and an elaborate oak screen, the

carving and colour of which will be restored.

The roofs and seats throughout will be new, and
much of the stonework will bo renewed. The
chancel and passages are to be paved with tile

and slate, and the pulpit is to bo of stone. Like
so many even of the late churches in the West of

England, Brent Church posseses a Norman font,

which will be placed near the western entrance,

on a granite base cruciform on plan. The cost of

the various works will be about £1700.

BUILDING ^EWS' SKETCH BOOK.

THE WEST DOOErt'AY OF B0CHE8TEE
CATHEDRAL.

THIS doorway was erected by Bishop Gundulph.
It is formed of five receding arches, with

banded shafts, two of which are carved into

figures of Henry I. and his Queen Matilda.
These statues were very much praised by ; Flax-
man. In the tympanum is a figure of the Saviour,
with an open book in one hand and the other
raised in the act of benediction, and seated in an
elongated aureole supported by two angels and with
the emblems of the Four Evangelists at the sides.

Below are small figures of the Apostles, few of
which are entire

; the head of the Saviour is quite

gone and also that of the Queen. The capitals

of the shafts and the bands of ornament about
them are all rich and curious.

Thos. Geeessted.

WEST window, CHUECH OF S. PETEK,
NORTHAMPTOif

THE prettyand interesting little Norman chnrch
at Northampton, dedicated to S. Peter (from

which one of the sketches illustrated this week is

taken) is situated a little distance from tho West
Bridge, and near what few remains there are of
the castle. In was no doubt founded by Simon
de St. Liz, Earl of Northampton, though there is

no record left us of who the founder really was
or the time of its erection, bnt " Bridges ' tolls

us ho (Simon de St. Liz) gave the rectory to the
Priory of S. Andrew. Mr. Britton has been led

to assign 1110 as the date of its erection, but from
the rich character of its detail it appears to be
much later. It consists of nave, chancel, north and
south aisles, and tower. Tho enriched arch (the sub-
ject of my sketch) on the west end of tower, once
surrounded the head of the west door, for " Bridges"
speaks of some neat tracery work that encircles

the western door. This door was blocked up
and the present window inserted when tho tower
was raised in tlio 14th century. " It was the
privilege of this church that a person accused of

any crime, intending to clear himself by canonical
purgation, should do it there and in no other place
of the town, having first performed his vigil and
prayer in the said church tho evening before."

("'Bridges' Antiq.")

Thomas Gakbatt.
Northampton, June 13 1870.

The joiners of Dusseldorf are at present on
strike.
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c^ui[nituii4 & Ji[i[aptian.

ox THE USB AJJD ABCSB OP ORNAMENT AND

COLOOBIN THKIRAPPLICATICM TO HOUSE DECO-

BATWN.
CCtrnHnuedfrom page 457.)

THERE has been of late a very consider-

able improvement made in the manner
of treatment adopted in the decoration of our

dining and drawing-rooms. It used to be

the fashion in large houses—and there are

many examples to be seen now—to have one

room blue, another crimson, and another green.

The walls would be painted or hung with blue

or crimson, as tho case might be, and the

cornice would be painted with graduated tints

of the same colour, getting lighter as they

approached the ceiling, which would be a tint

of the same colour, or else white, a style of

treatment without a single redeeming feature,

showing an utter ignorance of the laws of

colour and of its application. We are quite

aware of the fact that there are many examples
of blue drawing-rooms, yellow drawing-rooms,

and even black drawing-rooms, but however
heretical we may be deemed, and however
much custom in high places mayhave sanctioned
the practice, we must still give our vote against

such a perversion of colour. We consider the

cornice to a room to be designed as a rich

fringe or border to the ceiling, and that it

should be treated as a portion of the ceiling

in decoration, the same not necessarily

separating itself from the wall, but sufficiently

so as to mark where the wall ends and the

cornice or ceiling begins. This may be done
efEcctuslIy and harmoniously without stupidly

using the same tints of colour as that of the

wall. It has long been held as a matter of

faith by many decorators and architects, that

the colours in the cornice should match the

paper or colour of the paint on the walls, and
if they did so so they must be right. Now
this is a mistake in principle, in fact, and in

practice. Nature gives us the truest lesson in

that respect. The flowers are not the colour

of the grass, nor is the sky the colour of the

earth, yet perfect harmony results. Depend upon
it, whatever colour the walls of a room may
be, that we have quite enough of that

colour in the room, and that instead of adding
to the quantities by painting cornice and
ceiling in tints of the same colour, we want
as much as we can get of the other twoprimary
colours in compensation in order to produce
harmony. Graduated tints are necessary, and,
in fact, indispensable in the 'colouring of a
cornice or ceiling ; but they should be a
graduation of harmonious tints, heaviest at

the bottom, next the wall, and lightest nest the
flat of ceiling ; this is necessary in order to

give height and apparent weight. Most of
the great styles of decorative art are founded
upon this principle, aiid it is the great lesson
taught by Nature. Our foreground is strong,
distinct, and clearly defined, the middle
distance less so—so it graduates until the distant

hills melt away into the ethereal blue of space;

but what a countless number of shades,
tints, and hues of colour between us and the
extreme distance !—and except our colouring
assimilates to this we shall fall far short of
harmony. Let us take a blue drawing-room as

an example of this ridiculous style of colour-

ing. We have one vividly before us now,
done by one of the oldest and most respectable
firms in the kingdom. Its walls are thrown
into panels, the mouldings of which are gilt

in matt and burnish ; the panels and stiles are
flatted in two tints of blue grey. The doors
and window shutters are also painted in two
tints of blue grey. The mouldings and astragal
beads gilt. A gold moulding also runs up each
angle of the room (a practice we cannot but
condemn), and one gilt on the skirting, which
is, of course, blue. Tl)e bottom member of
the cornice is of a little lighter shade of blue

;

the same colour is graduated, one member after
another, into the ceiling, whichis white, with a

gold moulding and corndrs in relief. The
window curtains, covers of chairs, and
ottomans, are of a simil.ar tone of blue, with

gold trimming. Can anything bo more absurd
than such treatment ? The decorator bad an
idea that blue and gold went well together,

but blue and gold, ad iiifinitum, is rather too

much of a good thing. Notwithstanding the

gold, the effect of such a room on the beholder

is like goilig into a cold bath in the depth of

winter^—chills one to the bone, and, in common
parlance, gives one " the blues." It is a

law of colour, true under all circumstances,-

that no harmony can result when there is an
absence of .one of the primary colours, either

in its purity or in combination with other

colours, and although in what is called a blue

room there may not be, and, indeed, it is

scarcely possible to .make a pure yellow Or a

pure blue that is without some portion of red in

both, yet in the example described, the pre-

ponderance of the blue is so. great that it

amounts to the absence of red ; consequently,

there cannot be harmony. In the same house

is a crimson room. A dark crimson flock paper

on the walls, deep red in the cornice, with gold

mouldings without stint—if anything, still

more horrible than the blue room—a sea of

gory red, enough to conjure up thoughts of

violent deeds and red-hot fires.

There is another style of colouring, which
may justly be called the antithesis of the

above, and although not so objectionable in

practice, has many faults which a thorough
knowledge of colour can only correct. We
may aptly term it the mud colour style of

colouring, seeing that it is muddy to begin

witli and muddy at the finish. One of our

most distinguished architects is an eminent
disciple of this style, and although his archi-

tectural drawings may be culled pictures in

the truest sense of the word, being exquisitely

drawn and coloured, he seems to be entirely

abroad in the handling of large masses of

colour. His colouring is composed of drabs,

dirty yellows, buffs, stone colours, and browns.
Witli every tint of colour, however delicate,

whethter pink, cream, or grey, he must have
green mixed, to destroy their pureness, and ro

duoe them all to his favourite mud colour. He
has many followers and slavish imitators in this

practice. Now we cannot account for this

perversion of taste. Whether it is that they

are afraid to use pure tints, and fly to these

mud colours for comparative safety, or whe-
ther they say, with the gentleman referred to,

" I hate pure colour"—some people hate the

light, and prefer darkness—we don't approve
of their taste. It does not necessarily follow
that in order to produce harmony and repose,

we must discard pure tints, and use only those

which are made dull. There is an evident

poverty of resource and a dirtiness in the
appearance of such works we cannot too

strongly condemn.

of pure tint of colour than by using mud
colours, however cleverly combined, and that
quietness and repose may be better attained
by the former than by the latter, for there is a
beauty in its 'very pureness, like the beauty of
tho hedgerows after a genial spring shower,
utterly unattainable by the mud process.
Much time and talent are wasted occasionally in
an attempt to imitate in paint damask and
other watered fabrics on the walls of rooms.
This is done in several ways—by stencil plates,
by combing with large-toothed combs and
megilp composition ; by stopping out, by
contrast of dead and briglit surfaces, and in
the manipulation being elaborate and ex-
pensive. All these attempts we consider
fanciful and far-fetched—as a means of depora-
ration not worth the trouble and expense of
their doing, and certainly not equal in finish

and effect to the same class of things manu-
factured by the paper stainer at one-twentieth
of tho cost.

Ebkata.—In last week's article on tliis subject, p. 457,
col. 1. line 88 from top, insert the word "green" before
" Indian red," &c. ' la same colutna, line 18 from bottom, for

"sides" read ^'stiles" Also, in letter on ''Woods and Marbles,"
p. 459, col, 2, line 8 from top, for " past and present " read
' best and purest" JFor " worse," line 7 from end of letter,

read " wiser"

EXETER DIOCESAN ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

THE annual meeting of this Society was held
on Tuesday week, the Hon. and Rev. C. H.

Conrtenay, President, in the chair. The report

read by the Secretary dealt at some length with the
proposed restoration of the cathedral (as noticed

on p. 466). The financial statement showed that

the balance in hand on the 31st December, 18GS,

was £47 19s. 7d. ; annual subscriptions received

for 1869, £98 143. ; arrears of subscriptions re-

ceived, X23 23. ; received for sale ot " Transac-
tions," £7 143. ; subscription for 1870, £1 la.

;

total, £178 lOs. 7d.. Expenditure, £43 13i., in-

cluding £30 grant towards restoration of churches

;

balance in hand at close of the year, £129 17s. 7d.

On the motion of the Rev. Prebendary Habbis,
the following officers were elected :—Presi lent,

Mr. John Garratt ; Vice-Presidents, Mr. William
Barnes, Mr. Arthur Kelly, Eev. Dr. Cornish, and
Rev. Prebendary Tatham. All the other officers

and the committee, were re-elected.

After so'me discussion with respect to the con-

troversy between the Committee and Mr. Scott

(see p. 467),

Mr. AsHWOBTH read a paper " On the

Origin of Spire Lights." He assumed that these

ornaments, being in form gabled windows, seemad
in a manner to violate the rule that in ancient

church architecture no feature is found without

its being of especial use, for the interiors of stone

spires never required lighting. He contended

that these ornamented pynamids were produced in

imitation and commemoratio.i ot tho ancient oc-

tagonal Pharos tower, the most primitive light-

house of the Greeks and Romans ; that, sym-
bolical of the beacon-tower indicating to the

I

tempest-tossed mariner the position of rock or

Let it nut bo supposed I headland, the tapering spire reared itself high

that we object to tho use of tertiary colours
;

on the contrary, we do not well see how any i

composition can be thoroughly harmonious]
without them, but what we insist upon is

purity of tone. It is not necessary to muddy
each colour—for instance, if we mix Indian
red and white together we may produce any
number of shades of a quiet pink, having a
faint purple hue, very useful in large or small
surfaces. If we add either blue or black to
tho same, we do not thereby injure the pure-
ness of its tone ; we merely reduce the red, and
the tints of colour thus produced are in com-
bination quite as pure as although different from
the first. But if we add yellow or umber we
should at once dirty the colour and make it

muddy. Again, if we make a cream colour or
light buff from Oxford ochre or chrome
yellow and vermilion, with white of course,
we have a pure tint, as red and yellow do not
dirty each other, but if we add green or
blue we muddy it at once. Dull tertia-

ries should scarcely ever be used except
on large surfaces, such as walls. What
we contend for is the fact that a much more
pleasing effect can be got by a judicious uso

above the level of the city's turmoil and tempta-

tions, to lead the wayfarer's mind away from
worldly things, and clear of the snares that beset

him in the streets. A few words were said on
the stone lanterns which surmount some English

church towers ; that at Boston, in Lincolnshire,

seems to have been constructed as a sea-mark for

the vessels entering the port, well Ughted, of

course, at night.

A Dangerous Defect in Modern House
BuiLDiNC.—A correspondent complains, and
justly, of a serious defect in modern house-build-

ing. In the majority of new houses, he says, the

roof affords no means of escape in the event of

fire, " and that is an event which, thanks to the

excessive ease with which fire is now obtained,

and the excessive carelessness of many domestics,

is of much too frequent oacurrence to be talked

of as unlikely." It has been asked whether it

does not come within the province of that useful

body, the Royal Society for the Prevention of

Life from Eire, to endeavour to obtain legislation

on the sub] ect, but it is said that there are gi'eat

difficulties in the way of getting the law-makers

to interfere. Does not the Building Act touch

the matter ? If not, is it advisable that it

should ?
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BRIEF CHAPTERS ON BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

B? Thomas Morbis.

(Continued from page 45G.)

IT is here proposed to look at carpentry

known to be closely connected with tlie

most eminent ecclesiastic England has in any

age produced, without excepting her only

pope (Adrian IV., a.u. 1154-9). Far above

all others in celebrity stands Thomas Wolsey

of Ipswich, born 1471. Moved at a very

early ago from a country grammar school to

Magdalene College, Oxford, he became a

bachelor in that university, " the boy Bache-

lor" of Arts, in 1485, Ho soon obtained a

fellowship, and was bursar of his college some

years later (1498).

Oxford, u cluster of splendid

edifices, was calculated to in-

spire a cultivated and ardent

mind with the passionate ad-

miration for architecture dis-

played by many Oxford men

,

and largely entertained by
Wolsey. Magdalene itself,

fresh from the munificent

hand of William of Wayn-
flete, claimed admiration even

in Oxford, and was, indeed, so

far immature as to afford ex-

ercise for Wolsey's attention

to the elegantly-proportioned

chapel tower with which his

name is sometimes associated.

Among his college pupils

were the sons of the Marquis
of Dorset, and from that

nobleman he received the be-

nefice of Lymington, his iirst

preferment, in the year 1500.

He forthwith busied himself

in repairing the church and
pargonage, but was presently

made domestic chaplain to the

Archbishop of Canterbury,

upon whose death he went
over to Sir John Nanfan,
Treasurer of Calais, by whom
he was commended to Henry
VII., and so commenced his

court life as King's chaplain,

nn office that was soon fol-

lowed by the Deanery of Lin-
coln, together with the pre-

bends of Walton-Brinhold
and Stow. He was conse-

quently a man of established

position, reputation, and wealth
before Henry VIII. ascended
the throne, though with the
new reign his second stage of
extraordinary advancement
may be said to have begun.
As Canon of Windsor, Regis-
trar and then Chancellor of
the Order of the Garter ; as

Prebendary and Dean of

York, Dean of Hereford, and
Precentor of S. Paul's, ho took
rapid steps, to be followed by
others of greater importance
after the King's return
from his French campaign,
when Wolsey entered upon
State administration. This was in 1513, the
year in which ho became Bishop of Tournay,
In tlie next he received the bisliopric of Lin-
coln and the archbishopric of York. 1515
brought the Cardinal's hat and the ChanccUor-
ship. In 1519 his prospect of the Papacy was
fair, and though in the event unsuoessful, he
was by the conciliatory policy of his fortunate
competitor made Legato, witli powers in this
country almost as large. By administering
the see of Bath and Wells, holding in com-
mendam the rich Abbey of S. Alban, and
obtaining in succession the bishoprics of
Durham and Winchester, besides the receipt
of foreign honours and emoluments, his
wealth outgrew all safe proportions for a

subject. Learned, polished, and sumptuously

arrayed, Wolsey was fitted to embellish any
great court, and his natural proneness to festi-

vity and show seemed esp.ecially suited to that

of Henry VIII. But in his lovo for gorgeous

furniture, equipage, and retinue ho surpa-saed,

and iu surpassing offended, the susceptible and
jealous monarch he had almost forgotten to

esteem as a master. But he was a great and

liberal patron of literature, possessed a fine

taste in art, and even when most encompassed

by luxury was intent on the advancement of

science. He was a warm admirer of architec-

ture, and architecture, as usual, makes to him
the most ample and enduring return. His

plans have the reputation of elegance, and in

their accomplishment ho was utterly unspar-

ing. Tho strongest of all pleas in his favour

HALL KOOF, HAMPTON COURT.

is that if he appeared selfish in amassing
wealth, he freely disbursed it in noble founda-
tions that unceasingly serve the cause of
knowledge and civilisation :

—

Ever witness for him.
Those twins of learninp; that he raised in you
Ipswich and Oxford ! One of which fell with him.
Unwilling to outlive the good that did it.

The other, though uniinished, yet so famous.
So excellent in art, and still so rising.
That Christendom shall ever speak his virtue.

Henry VIII., act iv., scene ii.

It is, however, as patent as it is lamentable
that Wolsey's architectural monuments are
also memorials of the danger ho was incurring

by their display. Hampton Court was begun

in 1514, before he was Cardinal, and when it

is considered that much of the present plan
consists of additions by later possessors it

may bo assumed that the style, rather than the
extent of the palace, was the cause of that
envy ho felt it a matter of policy to appease
by presenting it to the King. This was in

1526, when the shade of coming evil may have
been apparent to the Cardinal. He, however,
appears to have been in occupation till 1527,
when he received the French ambassadors
there.

During Wolsey's later years at Hampton
Court ho was busily engaged in the institu-
tion of Christ Church, Oxford. Of this

princely establishment Dr. Ingram says :
—

" Its architecture exhibits specimens of almost
every age, from the Saxon times to our own.

In its structure at once a
cathedral and a college, it

unites in itself the offices and
duties peculiar to each, while
as a seat of literary instruc-

tion it has earned itself a name
throughout the civilised world
which an abundant harvest
during many centuries of men
eminent in every department
of Church and State could not
fail to produce. As a col-

legiate establishment and pro-

fessed nursery of learning,

Christ Church may be said to

have had no fewer than three
distinct foundations—namely,
in the years 1525, 1532, and
1545. Although the two last

of these bear the more impos-
ing weight of a royal name,
yet we ought never to forget

that the merit of originating

the whole, and therefore of
really producing all those be-
neficial effects which have
since flowed from the insti-

tution, is wholly due to the

vigorous mind and munificent
spirit of Cardinal Wolsey."
The influence of the same in-

telligence was freely extended
to architecture, and architec-

ture is not faintly reflected by
the more finished works in car-

pentry. It is necessary to

revert for a moment to the
wonderful degree to which ad-
miration was excited by the

introduction of fan groining.

It was imitated everywhere,
and though most highly es-

teemed at Cambridge, where
its glorious success was first

attained, the founder of Christ

Church had direct intercourse

with the Sister University.

Impatient of builders' delays,

he commenced his educational

work in lodgings, culling the

sharpest wits and the most
promising genius from every

quarter, some being invited

from Cambridge. The other

Royal chapels of Westminster

and Windsor having ceilings

alike gorgeous with their

prototypo were, however, on the full

tide of popularity. The ribs and transoms

and grounds executed in stone were

amazingly similar to frames of stiles and

rails and panels in wood. The pendant,

though not constructively essential, was a

novel and beautiful feature that seemed to

create an irresistible desire of imitation.

Wolsey's work in the Choir of Oxford Cathe-

dral presents a remarkable instance of such

imitation. There is an instance of fan-groin-

ing which, for;the purpose of description, may
be called too narrow for the span, and the

nucleus of ribs that might have rested on a
capital or corbel next the wall here stands out

in a series of dropping pendants. To support
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these pendants and the central ceiling, brackets

are thrown out from the walls, and transverse

arches are tamed over the clerestory windows.

Fan-groining crowns the staircase to the Hall

of Christ Church, and it crowns the dais oriel

within the hall. The roof over the body of

the hall is coiistrncted on the bracket prin-

ciple, similar to that at Westminster School,

with greater ornamentation, and with one espe-

cial (fifEerencc. In the earlier examples that

have been passed in this review, a space ex-

tending from the top of the wall to the rafter

was occupied by open spars or ashlar pieces.

In later instances the same space was covered

bv an ornamental band or fascia. We saw
this band at Crosby Hall, but there there was
no bracket. At Christ Church we see it both

on the wall and superadded to the br&cket,

giving a considerable increase of importance to

that feature. The stone corbels from which
the brackets rise are not unlike those of Crosby
Hall, but the upper member is of Tudor flower

in lieu of battlements. From the inner end
of each bracket rises a queen-post to the prin-

cipal rafter, and at that intersection the first

longitudinal purlin occure, with a range of four

centered arches and pendants on each side

beneath it. Arches are also thrown across

from queen to queen, headed by cross struts

rising somewhat in the middle. The triangle

between this strut and the principal rafters is

filted by tracery with a central post, and a
boss marks the apex of the arch mouldings.

The window* form an elevated range, as in

some other cases, the oriel only coming to the

floor ; but wainscotting here covers the lower
part of the walls that were elsewhere left

Elain for the reception of tapestry. No greater

onour could well be paid to the merit of the

Christ Church roof than the adoption of its

design for the new hall of the Inner Temple,
London, where many of the alumni must
recognise its welcome form. It would be diffi-

cult to contrive a better, and Mr. Sidney
Smirke has set an admirable example of

modesty and judgment in the reproduction.

Mr. Wilkins obtained, perhaps, more credit

for renewing the Crosby Hall roof at Cam-
bridge than for any other contrivance of which
he gave that University the advantage. Tlie

new roof at the Temple is well given in the

Oraphic newspaper for May 21, 1870, except
as to the confusing lines of some diagonal

boarding.

The roof at Oxford was erected under
Wolsey's immediate sanction, but so much
can hardly be said for that at Hampton Court.

After presentation to the King, additions wore
made, but still it is understood upon the

Cardinal's plan, and by the original iircliitect

—

a court architect, it may be presiimed—and if

not Sir Reginald Bray, at least a talented con-
temporary. The palace was in high favour

with the King and court. Here Edward VI.

was bom, October 12, 1537, and the mariiage
with Catherine Parr was celebrated in 1543.

The hall was occasionally used as a theatre by
Henry VIII., Elizabeth, George I., and
George II. The roof ultimately became de-

cayed, and was thoroughly and carefully

repaired iu 1820.

In the roof at Oxford the older principle of

timber framing was followed with tolerable

fidelity, as was the case at Eltham. While at

Hampton Court, the most complex and elabo-

rate object of the sort we possess, there is a
singular blending of open framing, like the

great roof at Westminster, and the close casing

of Crosby Hall. The Hampton Court example
is of fine proportion, lOGft. by 40ft. and this

last dimension indicates the carpenter's in-

creased ability to cover wide spans. It is a
bracket roof, and the stractural timbers are

chiefiy concealed. Commencing with the

carved stoao corbels, the brackets they sup-

port are moulded on the edge, and charged
with royal insignia at the sides. A band of

tracery surmounts the jib, and from the front

starts the qaeen-post, dropping into elaborate

pendants. Crossing between queen and queen
is a level timber, supported by a stilted four-

centered arch, and bearing above a plane of

open mullions and tracery, finishing against

the curvature of the ceiling, which is also

ribbed and traceried. Then, longitudinally,

there is a range of arches from one queen-post

to the other, of a compound trefoil character,

dropping pendants at the cusps. This last

range of arches is parallel to the side wall, and
the length of the jib marks the separating

distance. At the mid-length of the jib is

another, but secondary, line of arches, and
then the casing is made to assume the ap-

proximate figure of groining. In the central

part there are two lines of carved pendants,

and there seems, indeed, to bo in all direc-

tions curves of the most graceful sweep, float-

ing ornaments, carved emblems at once fanci-

ful and historical, as the initials of Henry and
Jane Seymour interlaced with true-love knots.

Every appliance, it may be said, had been
resorted to for the purpose of clothing this

royal specimen of our Gothic roofs witli ma-
jestic dignity, festive lightness, and all the

decorative splendour of its age.

TAR AND OTHER PAVEMENTS.

AT a recent meeting of the British Associa-
tion of Gas Managers, Mr. T. H. Methren,

of Bury St. Edmunds, read a paper on this sub-

ject, stating that in most provincial towns there

were two important bodies of men—the paving
commissioners and the gas directors ; the one
pledged to keep the rates low, and the other to

keep the price as low as would enable them to

provide the statutory dividend. As one means of

insnringl a cheap supply of gas was to create a

greater demand, and obtain a better price for the

residual products, the author had great pleasure in

introducing a subject the adoption of which would
be advantageous to both those bodies. In some
counties, such as Yorkshire, where stone was
abundant, tar pavement would receive but little

attention ; but in the eastern and home counties,

where the same conditions did not exist, tar pave-

ment was a desideratum. It might be made of the

ordinary cinder dirt produced in gasworks, of

shingle, or of a mixture of both. The material

was burnt in heaps like ballast, and when hot was
mixed with hot tar. In practice he made a small

fire of coke on the ground and covered it with

cinder dirt or shinitle. When this layer was
hot, another was added, and so on, in succession,

until a large enough heap had been provided. The
tar was boiled in an iron copper, and, when hot,

mixed with the hot n.atorial from the heap
already described , in quantities of two bushels at

a time, in about the proportion of one gallon to

every bushel of cinder dirt, and slightly less than

a gallon for the gravel. It was turned over and

over with the shovel until every part of the

material had got a covering of tar. He then

passed the whole through a sieve with a |in.

mesh, and part of it through another with a ^in.

mesh, and put the whole in heaps until required

for use. Before the pavetnont was Uid an
edging should be provided about 2in. thick, and
projecting 2in. above the surface of the ground
to be covered, which should be tolerably even.

It was advisable to have the ground near the

kerb well trodden on or rammed before the pave-

ment was laid, otherwise there would be an
unseemly hollow near the kerb. In laying, the

rough stuff wss put down first, and rolled until

tolerably firm ; then the second quantity was
put on, and then the third ; and when the whole
had been levelled, a little of. the finest material

was sifted on, and a little fine white shingle or

Derbyshire spar sprinkled on the top. The
whole must he well rolled. The best roller was a

water ballast roller, which at first was used without
ballast, and well wetted to prevent adhesion of

the material, and when the pavement was slightly

consolidated the full weight should be applied.

For heavy cart traffic the material should be

made of shingle. Both descriptions of pavement
are laid best and most easily in warm wcathor,

and should be rolled when the sun has warmed it

well. Though apparently a simple manufacture,
there was a little difficulty in ascertaining the

proportion of tar to gravel and cinder dirt. He
coald not recommend this pavement too much,
as it was cheap, wore well, and could be easily

repaired. The colour, which now coald bo made
to equal York flag, and the smell for some time

after it was laid, were the only objections to its

use. It could be laid with a good profit in

any district at Is. 4d. per square yard, and
besides being a boon to the public, who must
otherwise walk on gravel, was a great advan-
tage to gas companies, providing a remunera-
tive outlet for their tar, which often other-

wise must be sold at a low price to distant dis-

tillers. A paragraph in the Times stated that

it was proposed to pave the streets of London
with stone laid in asphalt instead of lime grout.

This was just a mere systematic application of

the above described plan, for the tar being boiled

and thrown on hot, does become an elastic as-

phalt.

In the discussion which followed the reading of

tho poper,

Mr. LiVESEY said this was a subject on which
they wanted information. Ho had been trying for

years to get a gooil tar pavement, but had not suc-

ceeded. Mr. Methven had explaind so clearly

the right way to do it that he and many otherg

would now be enabled to succeed.

Mr. Iron said her Majesty's Government had
been in the habit of using tar pavement to a very

largo extent. Tho material used in London is as-

phalt; they get Seyssel asphalt from Italy, and
that was a rather better material than tar.

Mr. Anderson said he was so much pleased

with what he saw at Nottingham that he deter-

mined to try it for a considorablo quantity of

pavement he had to do at their own
gasworks at Dover. They wrote to Nottingham
and got a man who had a thorough experience of

that kind of work. The matter was U-ft in his

hands, and he made both foot-paving and cart-

road paving over their whole works. Tliey were

quite satisfied with it, and would never give it up.

Dover had hitherto been paved with small peb
bles, which were very disagreeable things to

walk upon. Some gentlemen whom he had beard

had done penance upon peas could hardly be in

worse condition than ladies and gentlemen on
the pure clean pebbles in Dover. There was no
earthy matter to consolidate them, and they were

peas at the beginning and peas at the end of the

chapter. He had frequently called the

attention of gentlemen of influence to the

state of the pavement, mentioning what

the gas company was doing, and asked per-

mission to do a part of a public pavement where

a new church had been built. They obtained

permission, and the work proved so satisfactory

that next year the same person was engaged to do
nearly the whole of the paving of tho side paths

that had not hitherto been paved, and, so far as

he could judge, it was perfectly satisfactory. It

was a capital paving, and a paving that required

each one of them in their several localities to take

some trouble in introducing. It was very difficult

to get public bodies to move, but by incessant ap-

plication they could overcome their inertia. For
cart-road paving this system was equally ap-

plicable. In making an experiment of this kind

they should insist upon having a concrete founda-

tion at the beginning. The history of all good
road making depended upon a good foundation.

They might make a road as good as they liked to

the surface, but if the bottom substratum was apt

to yield tho chances were hollows would be

formed, water would get in, and when the frost

came it would expand that water and destroy the

road. Tho best system in the world might be

condemned through want of proper appliances in

the execution of it. The Seyssell asphalt was a

very extraordinary substance. Tho streets of

Paris had been for a great number of years largely

paved with that substance, and last year he saw
them doing it on what appeared to be a perfectly

novel plan. F«rmerly they used to put it on in a
liquid form, but now they had discovered that tho

same matter' ground into fine powder and heated

to such a heat as could be well borne in tho

hand, put down in the shape of that dry powder
in tho warm state and rolled, became in a couple

of hours so hard that carriages could pass over it.

All these pavements were, in his opinion, far

snporiot to stone, even if tiiey got stone cheaper.

They were agreeable to walk upon. In very

warm weather they would yield a little, but if

properly executed they did not melt sufficiently

to form marks that the next foot-mark did not

obliterate. No harm was done to the pavement
when a good solid foundation was given. Une
agreeable feature in the pavement was that it

dried immediately almost after a i-hower of rain.

The water ran oft', and, as soon as ever the atmo-

sphere became of a dry character, the pavonient

I was quite dry. This was a matter they should
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each take up in their several localities, because it

was not only a great convenience to the towns,

but was a mode of disposing o£ a waste product

which was not always profitable.

Mr. CHUBOHsaid Mr. Methven stated that tar

paving was more eoouomioal than stone. No evi-

dence was before them in support of the state-

ment, and he doubted its accuracy. Ho had some-

thing to do with public bodies in these matters,

and they always found York pavement was deci-

dedly the cheapest and most durable pavement

that could be used. There was an immense amount

of friction on pav«:nent generally, and even with

York pavement it was astonieliing how soon it

wore. Then the appearance of the tar pavement

was very objectionable. A town covered with

tar pavement presented a most soiibre and un-

pUasant appearance. He did not think people

who lived in towns paved in that manner could be

at all of a sanguine temperament. (Laughter.)

Another objection was the dilliculty of repairing,

and as persons connected with gasometers fre-

quently disturbed the roads, to the annoyance of

the public, that was an important question. He
had seen bricks tried of various kinds, bat ia the

end always found that such pavement wore out

in one-third of the time of stone. Seyssel asphalt

was remarkable stuff, but it was quite as dear as

Btone. It was found in practice that where they

Bubstitnted anything equal to stone it was quite

as expensive. Ho questioned whether tar pavement

wonld be more economical in tbi end, because

duration must be considered as well as first cost.

The President : Can you give us any parti-

culars of the duration of the different pavements,

stones and tar ?

Mr. Church said ordinary stone pavement

lasts about 10 years, ». <?., it required taking up

and dressing, and could be then rolaid. Bricks

would last about half that time. He believed

asphalt was fully equal to stone. A very good

specimen of asphalt was that laid down on the

French system near the Bank, and certainly so

far as it had gone it was a success. Thore was a

difficulty lately with the telegraph people. They
hsd to carry tlieir lines of telegraph there, and

they were trying, as far as they could, to got out

of the road, because there was a difficulty in re-

pairing it.

Mr. Dunning said that at Middlesbrough the

cost of flagging with Yorkshire stone had been

from 4s. 8d. to os. a superficial yard. The cost

of the Staffordshire bricks was 3s. 6d. The cost

of the tar pavement, which had been made very

much in the same way as described by Mr.

Anderson, was Is. Those were prices that had

been in vogue for the last fifteen years. He laid

down tar pavement in one locality ten years ago,

and to all appearance it was as good now as the

first yeir it was laid down, with this slight

exception : it was an elevated footpath sup-

ported by a low retaining wall, and that had

given a little, so that a channel had formed just

inside the kerbstone. The whole of the rest of

the asphalt was as good as it was the first day it

was laid down. They had not experienced any

difficulty about the pipes. It certainly required

very great care on the part of the men in repair-

ing it, but if they were careful the repair was

quite equal to that of flags or bricks, because in

nine cases out of ten in tikiog up and laying

down flags they were chipped, and they seldom

got the same good joint with flag and brick that

they did with asphalt. With regard to telegraph

wires there could be no difHeulty, because they

might lay the wires under the bed of the kerb-

stone. The Is. a yard left a very good profit

and they could judge whether it wag not to

their advantage to encourage the making of tar

pavement.
Mr. Meade said that they in the south had a

still better ease than the last speaker. In this

part of the country the York flagging cost very

nearly 9s. the square yard ; so that tar paving
was very much cheaper in proportion than in

Middlesbrough.
Mr. Jones said the pavement at Dover cost

lOd. a yard when made. That included cartage

of material, and if the material was close at

hand they could do it for Gd. or 8d. a yard. Tha
piece Mr. Anderson referred to was put down
three years ago, and was as good as it was when
first put down. A practical stonemason said he
was perfectly satisfied that tar pavement would
last very much longer than flagging. It was
always desirable to distil the tar so as to take off

tb« corrosive oils, otherwise it would not have
the diffmiive property which was necessary.

Mr. BBOA.DHKAD o£ Grlmsby, said tar pavement

had been laid down thereat 13 Jd. per yard, while
flagging cost 43. (id. They were now laying down
several miles of tar pavement. It was prepared

in the following way ;—The contractor got the

gravel from the coast, sifted it, and took out the

rongh gravel; that was put into crude tar. He
then went to the gasworks and the factories of

the town and got all their ashei?; those were put

through a sieve, then pnt into ovens, and then

mixed with the crude tar. Ho picked the foot-

paths (korbed with 4in. kerbs) up about 2in. deep,

laid on the rough gravel that has been al-

ready in tar, rolled that, and then put on the fine

ashes that had been saturated with tar. This
was rolled down, and was then sprinkled with

Derbyshire spar. A pavement costing 13.Sd., and

lasting ten years, was economical in towns where
flagging costs is. 6d. At one time they had a
difBeulty in getting Jd. a gallon for tlie tar; the

contractor now gave 33. 6d. per barrel of 26 gal-

lons, and they could get l^d. for the surplus

quantity from the distillers.

Mr. LiVESEr, of Ventnor, said he was town
surveyor of that place, and was well acquainted

with the Seyssel asphalt. Tar was a very valua-

ble material for pavment, and its success would
depend very much upon the manner in which it

was mixed and laid ; and the nearer they could

assimilate its condition when laid to that of the

Seyssel asphalt the greater would be its success.

The asphalt was obtained from a limestone in

the Jura mountains. The limestone was tho-

roughly saturated with this kind of mineral tar

and it was all ground down together. If grit or

sand were introduced into tar pavement along
with shingle it would reader it of a mu ch more
binding character. There was a larger applica-

tion of the asphelt in Trafalgar-square, and the
wear was almost imperceptible. If managers and
engineers of gasworks were to study that material

a little more, and the mode of obtaining and
using it, the experience so gained would be of

great advantage in introducing tar pavement,
which he should like to see adopted universally.

Mr. Andebson said they were favoured with
the presence of Mr. Ellison, of the Paris Gas-
works, who wished him to say a few words in

more detailed explanation of what had been

stated about the Paris asphalt. Mr. Church
fancied that people who could admire dark pave-
ment must be of a sombre disposition. He joined

issue on th^it proposition, for it appeared to him
that the man who could not enjoy the sombre as-

pect of the pavement must be too sombre, and
that the man who could, had more elasticity in

his nature than the man who could not. But it

was not necessary that the paving should have
this sombre character. He hatl seen it bcantitully

granitified, if he might so say, on the top by fine

particles of Derbyshire sp ir, and whether sombre
or not, when it had the spar upon it it was a
sparkling pavement, far superior to anything to

be got in the way of stone. Passing from that

Mr. Ellison wished it to be stated that the asphalt

in the streets of Paris was not the pure asphalt

which was put down on the foot-pavements; but

the whole of the limestone with the asphalt com-
bined was ground up into a fine powder and dis-

tributed in the way mentioned, and instead of

being rollel was s amped with warm stampers.

Mr. Meth\'EN, in reply, said cart roads could be
made by using large i-toiies only, about the size of

walnuts, without any intermixture of cinder dust

at all. Sometimes they might fail in mixing it,

but it was a matter of experience. Ho had a road
laid for two or three years with this lar pavement
over which he had c.irted between 4000 and 5000
tons a year, and it stood very well. Wherever
there were gasworks they Cuuld make a very good
foot-pavement merely with the breeze, simply
heating it and mixing it with tar. That did not
always answer when there was a hot exposure,
but some shingle mixed with it would make it

hard. Mr. Church had referred to the want of

evidence as to its durability, but after what the

speakers had said ho must be satisfied on that

point. As to the question of repairing, this was
very easily done. They only wanted the stuff,

and then any labourer could do it if it was left a

little higher than the old pavement ; so that

allowance wag made fur the settlement of the

material, in a short time they would not be able

to discover the joint. There was no difficulty in

mending it, because the stuff could be kept on
the work for months without receiving any
serious injury.

Mr. Foster (Secretary to the Society of Arts)

said her Majesty's Commission for the Inter-

national Exhibition to take place in 1871 were

anxious that he should bring before this meeting
the nature of that exhibition, and hoped that they

might have the aid and assistance of gentlemen
belonging to this Association in making that ex-

hibition as successful as possible. In the division

of manufactures which included machinery and
raw materials, there was a division of scientific

inventions and new discoveries of all kinds. It

was hoped that some gentlemen connected with

their manufacture would bring forward at that

exhibition some of the various interesting inven-

tions which wore continually being made in gas

manufacture.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ALLIANCE.

THE ninth annual meeting of the above Al-

liance was held on Wednesday la.gt, at the

rooms of the Architectural Association, 9, Conduit
Street. The President, T. IIoqkb Smith, F.I.

B.A., in the chair. The following delegates

were present, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Kickmaa, F.S.A.,

(Hon. Sec. of the Alliance); Mr. J. D. Mathews,
A.I.B.A.; and Mr. R. Pheng Spiers, A.I.B.A., as

representatives of the London Architectural

Association. Mr. J. R. Botham, F.I.B.A., of the

Birmingham Architectural Society j Mr. H. H.
Statham, Jun., of the Liverpool Architectural

Society, Mr. Thomas Oliver, F.I.B.A., of the

Northern Architectural Association, and Mr. T.

C. Hine (Vice-President of the Alliance), repre-

senting tlie Nottingham Architectural Associa-

tion, Mr. Drew, of the Royal Institute of Archi-

tects of Ireland, was also present as a visitor.

The Secbetary having read the minutes of the

last meeting, they were duly confirmed.

Mr. Rickman then introduced Mr. Drew as a

visitor from the Dublin Institute of Architects,

with whom the Alliance had been in correspon-

dence with a view to the Institute joining the

Alliance.

iMr. Drew said he had no formal authority on

the present occasion to represent the Institute,

but he had pleasure in being present. The state

of architectural law in Ireland was very unsatis-

factory, and was gradually becoming worse. He
thought the Alliance might materially assist them

in effecting some reformation. He knew that

many members of the Institute were anxious to

be working with the Alliance as soon as possible,

as it was possible that some cases might soon come
before the Courts seriously involving the interests

o f the profession , and they thought it would be de-

sirable to get some of the delegates of the AUiaace
to attend, and give evidence as to the usage of the

profession in other places. At present they could

get only evidence as to Irish custom.

The Chairman said that Mr. Drew being in

communication with the Alliance, might rely

upon receiving what assistance the Alliance could

afford the Institute until they formally beoamo

members of the Alliance, and this would doubt-

less answer all practical purposes.

Mr. Spiers then drew the attention of the de-

legates to the desirability of the Royal Institute

of British Architects co-operating in some way
with the Alliance, so that the operations of the

Alliance might be yearly brought before the

Council of the Institute. He thought a great

mutual benefit would result from such a co-opera-

tion. There were sometimes questions raised

before the Institute with reference to which the

Alliance were able to get information of a service-

able character, and there were sometimes im-

portant questions arising in the provinces upon

which it wonld be desirable to get the opinion of

the Institute, and thus the Institute and the

Alliance might assist each other.

After some discussion the following resolution

was agreed to :

—

" That the Royal Institute of

British Architects be invited to meet the dele-

gates of the Architectural Alliance, consisting o£

the following allied societies (ineniioning their

names) once a year at their annual meet-

ings."

The Secretary then read the followmg re-

port of the officers of the Alliance, and it was

unanimously received and ordered to be placed

upou the minutes :

—

" Since the annual meeting of the delegates in

18G9, the officers of the Architectural Alliance

have not been called upon to take active measures

in its name, either on any of those exceptional

occasions which are left within their discretion by

the constitution of the society, or for any other

special purpose.
" It will be remembered that at the moetmg in

1869, it was arranged that they should represent
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Uie Alliance in any conference or joint committee

which could be agreed upon between any bodies

reprcseiitiuar the' profession of Architecture,

the t^eueral Builders' Association, and the London

Bnildtrs' Association. But they have not been

called upon to take part in any such conference,

they lielicre that the difficulties in the way of arriv-

ing'at any eommon understanding as to what is the

fittest basis for a bnilding contract have been

fonnd rery great, and may probably prove insur-

monntable. It is easy to understand that the

nature of the business which is to form the sub-

ject of a bnilding c.mtract varies widely, that the

circnmstances of no two contracts are precisely

•like, and especially that the degree of mutual

confidence between the parties is exceedingly dif-

ferent in different cases. They do not therefore

wond^ at its haviuji proved very dieScult, where

discn^ n has taken place, to arrive at unanimity,

and they dare not hope that very great progress

can be expected from snch attempts. On this

head it may be right to add that it is understood

that the subject of conditions of contract has

been receiving much attention in London during

the past year, but no definite results have been

announced as having been arrived at. It is a

question worth consideration whether some indi-

Tidual body of architects might not with advan-

tage issne, as approved by it, a series of condi-

tions of contract suited to average circumstances,

in the hope that they might be frequently fol-

lowed. Such an undertaking would perhaps

prove more difficult for a scattered body like the

Alliance than for a single society, but there can

be no question that it might be extremely ser-

Tioeable if well carried out.

" The position of Government in relation to

archirects has been very far from satisfactory
;

the recent discussions with regard to the em-
ployment of Mr. Barry, and his right to retain his

father's plans, have been observed with regret,

and the officers of the Alliance are glad that

some of the Allied Societies have expressed deci-

dedly the results of their experience in relation

to the ownership of drawings. They hope that

one result of the meeting of 1870 may be to

arrive at some agreement upon the custom, the

law, and the cxpciliency of an architect retaining

possession of his plans. With regard to Govern-

ment action, both in removing such a building as

the Paliice of Westminster from the care of an
educated architect aud placing it under the charge

of a department presided over by an officer of

engineers, and also in placing works such as the

New Post Office in the hands of departmental
officers In preference to employing practising

architects, wliile there is matter for regret and
possibly for dignified protest, they do not see

that any action can be usefully taken by the
Alliance.

" The information received from the Allied

Societies on tlie subject of Architectural Educa-
tion has been supplemented by one, and only one
additional report, but the officers are happy to bo

able to announce that more than one important

step has been taken in the metropolis during the

past year. The Architfctupal Art Clas e^ estab-

lished under the joint conduct of the Institute,

the Association, and the Architectural Museum,
have begun work in the Architectural Museum,
Bowling-street, and the prospect before them
seems a very satisfactory one. The re-opeoingof

the Architectural Museum, in premises of its own
in the heart of Westminster, is an event of great

importance in its bearing u|>on architectural edu-
cation, and places within the reach of the London
student and art-workman an excellent series of

examples of the best architectural art. It is with

great satisfaction that attention is drawn to the

fact that modifications having been made in the

regulations of the Voluntary Examinations of the

Institnte of Architects, and it having been decided

to grant a certificate to thot^e candidates who
passed snccessfnlly, there were several applications

at the period appointed for receiving them in the
spring of this year. An examination has been
held, with results that three students have passed

the preliminary examination, and fonr have
passed in the class of proficiency. It is specially

desired to draw the attention of the allied socie-

ties to these circnmstances, in the hope that they
may be able to induce students from various parts

of England to present tbemselves as candidates
at the examination of future years.

" The ideas of this examination becoming so
nmal as to grow at last indispensable to the re-

putation of an architect of repute ; of general
admission into the ranks of the Institute being
through this examination ; and of its being pos-

sible, by these means to elevate the standing of

the profession, are beginning to take root in men's
minds. They are the germs of better things, anil

if it is ventured to look forward to the future with

hope, it is because a sense of the necessity for a

better system of education and for a recognised

standard of attainment is manifestly gaining

ground."
The next subject brought nnder discussion was

the custom, law, and expediency of an architect

retaining his plans.

The Chairman said some members of the pro-

fession were of opinion that they had an abso-

lutely legal right to retain their plans ; others

considered it a right established only by custom ;

others simply thought it desirable, whilst others

thought the retention of the phins a macter of no

moment. He invited the members present to

stite the results of their experience.

Mr. HiNB said his experience supported the

universal practice of retention.

Mr. Drew cited a case which occurred forty

years ago in Ireland, an 1 which was identical

with Mr. Barry's case. The architect of the

Public Board of Works in Ireland, Mr. Murray,

was paid £500 a year and a percentage of five

per cent, on all publia buildings ; he did the work

in a public oflJce ; his clerks were paid by Go-

vernment. The Government made a change, and

called npon him to confine himself to the duties

of the office, with an increased salary ; he re-

signed his office, but refused to give up any draw-

ings he had prepared while holding office, aud

succeeded in retaining his plans.

Mr. Oliveb said that, having succeeded in a

competition for the North Riding Infirmary, after

cairying out the works, and npon rendering up
the building to the Corporation, he was asked by
the town clerk to deliver up the drawings. He
maintained they were his own property. The
town clerk said the Corporation would go to law.

He (Mr. Oliver) said that if they would not make
it expensive he would join them in a friendly law-

suit for the purpose of settling the principle.

The committee, however, dropped the matter,

and he retained his drawings.

Mr. Drew said a similar case was that of Mr.

Rogers, against .whom proceedings were com-
menced by the Town Council of Cashel because

he retained his plans. He consulted counsel, who
very strongly advised him not to give up a single

paper. It was to be presumed that the Town
Council also consulted counsel and received

the same advice, for the matter was dropped. He
knew of other similar cases.

Mr. HiNE said it was his practice to bind up
the plans, bills of quantities, contracts, and
every paper connected with it into one book, the

custody of which had always remained with him
as the umpire between builder and client, with-

out dispute by either.

After a lengthened discussion, the following

resolution was agreed to unanimously :
" That in

the experience of the delegates present, the cus-

tom of the architect retaining his plans of the

building which he has carried ont has been nni

vcrsally idhered to, and that it is desirable it

should be maintained."

The next questions brought before the dele-

gates were those of voluntary architectural

examinations, the probi'>!liiies of a future com-
pulsory examination and diploma, and the present

advantage derived by stnrlcnts from such exami-
na'ions. It was generally admitted that they

must be beneficial, not only to students, bnt,

through them, to the'|>rofe3Sion at large, and also

to the public, but, that although voluntary

examinations were more productive of honour to

those who submitted to them and passed them
successfully, yet compulsory examinations would

be productive of greater utility, because, having a

more definite and practical result, they would be

more widely attended and supported by students.

After considerable discussion, it was unanimously
resolved " That the delegates present pledge them-

selves individually and for their societies to urge
on the younger members of the profession within

the scope of their influence, the importance of

preparing for and passing the various voluntary

examinations arranged by the Royal Institute

of British Architects, as they feel that the best

assistance of the profession throughout the United
Kingdom is due to the Itistitnte, with a view to

rendering these or similar examinations com-
pulsory, and thus obtaining a better individual

(tanding for the practising architect, in the hope

of a better collective standing for the profession."

The following resolution was also carried

unanimously :
—" That in the opinion of this

Alliance, it is very desirable that the Royal In-
stitute of British Architects institute examina-
tions in the provinces."

The following Officers wero then e'ested in
place of those retiring:—Mr. Hino as Preddent

;

Mr. Rickman as Vice-President; and Mr. Douglass
Mathews as Secretary.

The accounts of the late Treasurer and Secre-
tary were then audited and passed, and the pro-
ceedingg closed with a vote of thanks to the
retiring officers.

THE GENERAL BUILDERS' ASSOCIATION.

THE annual general meeting of this Associa-
tion was held at Manchester yesterday

week. In their report, the general Committee,
after congratulating the Manchester builders on
their successful opposition to the claims, of

the Tradas Unions, express their opinion that

little will be done by the Legislitnre this session

towards a settlement of the various questions

connected with Trade Unionism than to continue
in force for another year, the temporary act
passed last session for protecting Union funds.

Upon the contract question, they fee! that the

Council of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects is seriously affecting the interests of builders,

and putting them in a wrong position with the

Committee of the Architootur,-il Alliance. They
therefore purpose asking for an immediate inter-

view with the Council. Mr. W. B. Briggs, of

Birmingham, has been appointed president for

the ensuing year.

MODERN INDIAN ORNAMENT.

IN the study of the decorative arts of various

times and places it is not difficult to dis-

tinguish the character of the people and the in-

fluence of their respective religions and govern-

ments. This is particularly observable in the

traditional and unerring instinct which directs

Eastern art.

The Arab, Persian and Hindoo, although vary-

ing much in their ornamentation, still retain the

Moresque type thi-oughont. In modem Hindoo
ornament, we can distinctly trace the small, yet

dexterous hand of the simple-minded, superstitious

native, happily contented, as are most Oriental

artists, to follow in the path of his predecessors.

Founded on Arabian and influenced by Persian,

Indian art combines the geometrical elements of

the one with the Greeky refinement and flowing

natural foliage of the other, executed occasionally

with a carelessness peculiarly its own, which makes
us often wish that the Hin<loo wonld take an idea

of care from his celestial neighbour.

We have, this week furnished onr readers with

a few examples of modern Indian ornament,

taken principally from carvings and lacquer work
at the Indian Museum. We can only submit them

as specimens of ornate form, one of their greatest

charms, their colour, it being ont of our power to

supply. O. W. D.

\\Mks ^\xiti\l\^t\\{t

CHURCHES AND CHAPEM.

Arundel.—The foundation stone of a new
Roman Catholic church was laid at Arundel,
Sussex, last week by Dr. Morris, Bishop of Troy.

The church, which is to be erected at the expense

of the Duke of Norfolk, will be of the Later

Middle Pointed style. The prineioal material

used will be Bath stone. The ckarch wtll be

180ft. long, and cruciform in plan, with six altars,

and tower and spire 2CGft. high, with porch under

the tower.

AsnFORD.—The restoration of the chancel of

the parish church has begun, by a local firm, under

the direction of Ewan Christian, Esq., architect

to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. The east

window is to be restored and reglazed.

Banff.—The foundation stone of a new (Ro-

man) Catholic chapel dedicated to onr Lady of

Mount Carrael has been laid. The chapel consists

of nave, ante-space and sanctuary, the latter ter-

minating in an apse. The internal length of the

chapel is 68ft. The nave is 23ft. wide, ante-space

19ft. wide, and the sanctuary 15ft. wide, and the

internal height is about 25ft. The nave will

contain sittings for 231 persons, and a small

gallery in the S.W. end 30 sittings for choir and

space for organ. At the sonth-wost corner of the

chapel there is a campanile or bell turret of
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masonry, snrmonntcd with ornamental finial cross,

in all 64£t. high. The style is First Pointed. The
whole cost of the building will be about £1250.

Elgin stone is used for all the dressings, and the

fronts are filled in with small courses of black

stone of the locality. Mr. Alexander Ellis, of

Aberdeen, of the firm of Ellis and Wilson, is the

architect.

Beemondset.—A new church, dedicated to

S. Anne, has just been completed in the Fort-

road, Bermondsoy. The church, which will seat

800 persons, is Early English in style, and has

been erected from a design by Mr. Alfred Porter,

architect. Mr. Joseph Trayler was the clerk of

the works, and Messrs. Browne and Bobinson the

builders.

Building and Enlaeoino Chitbches and
Chapels.—The Incorporated Society for Promo-
ting the Enlargement, Building, and Kepairing

of Churches and Chapels held its usual monthly
meeting(the last but one of the present session)

on Monday, at the Society's house, 7, Whitehall,

S. W. Grants of money were made in aid of the

following objects, viz.:—Building new churches

at Brookfioid, in the parish of S. Ann's, llighgato
;

Great Strickland, in the parish of Thrimby, near

Penrith, Westmoreland ; Hackney, All Saints
;

Hammersmith, S. Matthew ; and North Woolwich.
Enlarging or otherwise increasing the accommo-
dation in tlie churches at Bletchingdon, near Ox-
ford ; Bowers-GiflEord, near Rayleigh, Essc-t ;

Briton Ferry, Glamorgan ; Byfield, near Daventry

;

Croydon; S. Andrew, Kent; Edgcott,near Ayles-

bnry ; Harescombe, near Stroud ; Kenderohuroh

,

near Hereford ; Kirby-under-Dale, near York
;

Knowles Hill, near Twyford, Berks ; Lyonshall,

near Kingston, Hereford ; Swingfield, near Can-
terbury ; and WooUey, near Wakefield, Yorkshire.

Under Tcry urgent circumstances the grants for-

merly made towards building a church at Travel-

ler's Rest, in the parish of Swinbridge, near
Barnstaple, Devon, and towards reseating and
restoring the church at Rainhum, near Sitting-

bourne, Kent, were e:>cli increased. A grant was
also made from the School, Church, and Mission
House fund, towards building a mission church at

Ifoxton, S. Peter's, London. The Society like-

wise accepted the trust of sums of money as repair

fnnds for the churches at Trowbridge ; S. Thomas,
Hustings; S. Mary and Shortlands S. Mary Kent.

Habtlepool.—It is the intention of Messrs.
Richardson and Sons, of the West Hartlepool
Rolling Mills, to erect a new chapel, adjacent to
their extensive works, for the u.se of the men
in their employ (and their families) who reside

in the locality. It is intended to seat over 400
persons, and is to measure 7oft. by 4i)ft. Mr. J.

P. Pritchett, of Darlington, is to bo the architect.

LoNGHOPE Church.—The spire and upper

part of the tower of this church have for some
time past been in a dangerous and dilapidated

CDuditiou ; the vicar and chnrchwardens therefore

took the matter in hand, and have placed the

edifice in safetv. The spire has been taken down,
together with the tower to the ringing floor ; the

stonett'ork has since been rebuilt, and the tower
furnished with handsome crockcted pinnacles.

All the woodwork is new, the bells have been re-

hung, the tower has been re-roofed, and the out-

side pointed. The work has been executed in a
very satisfactory manner by Mr, Organ, Mitchel-
dean, from the drawings and under the superin-

tendance of Mr. Maberly, architect, Gloucester.

Maeket Drayton.—A new Baptist church
was opened here on Thursday week. The cost

of erection is estimated at between £500 and £600.
The length is 44ft., and the elevation 23ft. It

is constructed to seat about 210 persons on the
ground fl or, besides which there is a wing on the
west side, the ground floor of whicli is intended
for a vestry, and the second floor as a gallery,which
will seat about 40.

Methodlst Feee Church, P.yker, New-
castle-upon-Tyne.—The foundation stone of a
new church at this place was laid on the ICth of
June, by George Luckley Esq. Tlie church has
been designed by Mr. S. Oswald, architect, of
Newcastle, and will be of stone, in the Early
English style, having live lancet windows in the
north or front gable, and ten lancet windows in
the east and west walls.

S. Stephen's Church, Walworth Common—This church is now being erected in Villa-»treet,
near the Albany-road. The north front will face
one of the newroads to be laid out on theWalworth
Common estate, and the west front will be towards
Villa-street. The structure will be in the Gothic
Style, of Early Italian character; the walls will be

built of brick and faced inside and out with Beart's

perforated white bricks ; the arches of the nave
supporting the clerestory will be constructed with
white moulded bricks and r^d terra cotta, which
have been specially manufactured by tho Whit-
wick Colliery Brick Company, Leicester, from the

designs of the architects. The dressings to doors,

windows, buttresses, Ac, will be of Bath stone.

The church will consist of a nave, north and south
aisles, and chancel. Tho nave will be 81ft. limg,

30ft. wide, and 50ft. high, lighted by 10 two-light

clerestory windows, an»l covered with a close-

bo irded arch-shaped roof. The north and south

aisles will bo 81ft. long and 8ft. wide, with lean-

to roofs. At the west end of tho building will be

a spacious porch or nartbe.x the whole width of

the nave. I'hero will also be a porch in the north

aisle facing the new road. Tho chaucel will be

28ft. deep, 22ft. wide, and 3Gft. high, terminated
by a three-sided apse ; it will have a vaulted roof

constructed of concrete, supported on moulded
stone ribs. There will be three lancet windows
in each of the seven bays of the chancel, and
beneath these there will be a deeply-recessed

arcade. At the south-west corner of the chnreh
there will be a tower 22ft. square, which will rise

to a height of 120ft., and constructed to receive

a peal of bells. Sittings will be provided for 614
persons on the ground floor, and 153 in a west
gallery ;the seats will bo open, of deal, stained

and varnished. The coutract is taken for the

works, exclusive of the tower, by Mr. Tarrant, of

New Kent-road, for tho sum of £518i>. The
architects are Messrs. Henry Jarvis and Son, of

Trinity-square, Southwark.

BUILDINGS.

CnARiNa Ceoss Hospital.— Considerable

additions are (according to a medical contem-
porary) about to be carried out at this hospital'

The lease of several houses adjoining the hospital

having expired, it is intended on acquiring these,

to erect a uew wing, which will afford room for

twenty additional beds. Accommodation will also

bo afforded for a physiological laboratory, and

new post mortem room. Tho medical school,

also, will bo further and consi^lerably enlarged

on the expiring of the lease of the building now
known as the Charing Cross Theatre (formerly

the Polygraphic Hall).

Gloucestbe.—On Whitsun Monday the new
schools for S. Luke's district were opened by the

Dean of Gloucester. The schools are constructed

mainly of red bricks, with bandings of stone and
blue bricks at intervals. The central school gable

contains a circular window, deeply recessed, the

arch being supported by carved columns, and the

whole surmounted by a well-proportioned bell

turret. The two side schools have three-light

windows at each end, stone mnllions, heads, and
cills. The buildings are enclosed, as regards the

front, with substantial brick piers, finished by
stone caps and iron railing anil gates, while the

remaining fencing consists of wood and brick.

The cost of the schools and teacher's residence,

including the purchase of the land, will be over

£.S00. The architect is Mr. Maberly, of liruns-

wick-road, Gloucester, aud tho builder is Mr. S. J.

Moreland.

GuiSBOEOUGH.—Owing to the briskness of

trade in this town, the population has very largely

increased, and the demand of houses has not been
met by the supply. Fifty new cottages are about
to be built at the works of Mr. H. K. Spark, and
several private genclemen intend commencing
bailings operations.—The Town Hall has been
found inadequate for some time past, and it is now
being raised 12ft. higher, in order to provide

additional offices.^A new school for Infants in

the New Road is in course of erection.

Y''ORK.—A reredos composed of painted tiles,

from the studio of Mr. J. W. Knowles, has recently

been erected in S. Sampson's Church, York. The
central portion, which is enclosed in a carved stone

frame, is designed to form three quatrefoil panels,

divided by small elongated niche panels. In the

centre quatrefoil, on a diapered blue ground, is

the Agnus Dei, and in the side qnatrefoila are

angels. In the small panels a conventional treat-

ment of the rose and lily is painted on a chocolate

ground. Tho space under the coutral portion of

the reredos which occurs at each end of the Com-
munion Table isof diaper, in maroon, yellow, blue,

and white. The wall space on each side of the

reredos, extending to tho chancel side-walls, is

also of tiles, on which is painted diaper work. 'The

stone work and fixing of the tiles was executed
by Mr. Cole, of Gillygate.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

CWc do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinion*
of our corrcspondeats. Tlio Editor respectfully re-

quests tliat all communications Biiould bo drawn op
as brictly ta poHKible, astlieru are many claimantii

upon the space allot t^id to correspoadouce.]

?aKCKiTKD.—U. B.—W. S.-W. Y.—J.and W. E.-M.C.
—G. i'.—r. W. C—J. n.—W., SutlicrlanJ—p. and Sons—
J. S.—n. J. B.-J. C—L F.-J. T.—J. H.—T. L. L.—
W. and S.-F. F. M.—W. O. W.—J. U. E.

J. Oswald.—Not soitsiile, Aetcli returned.

F.
—

" latercommuaicatioa " answers.

Olarrapan(leni[e.

IMITATIONS OF WOOD AND MARBLE.
(To the Editor of The Building News.)

Sir,—When any ono discourses sensibly upon
" arrant nonsense," the reader naturally grows
suspicious, and begins to fear that the sense may
be nonsense, aud the nonsense sense. S imo such
feeling, I suppose, led me to suggest to tho writer

of the article which called forth this discussion,

that it might after all be only a windmill at which
he levelled his Quixotic lance. I see from his

reply that he* is still somowhat blinded by the

dust which the dirt has made ; and as I am sorry

that he should even seem to throw the weight of

his experience into the scale against what is really

sense, not nonsense, perhaps you will allow ma
to defend the consistency of my interpretation of

Mr. Ruskin's nonsense.

I understand the paragraph originally quoted

to mean no more and not less than this—that in

order to advance the Interests of decorative art

in form and colour, it would be well to discourage

imitations, or drop them altogether. If this be

not the meaning of Mr. Ruskin, I have misunder-

stood, and never hope to understand, him. Imi-

tation woods and marbles offer but a poor field

for the study of either form or colour. Decora-

tion once got on very well without them, and
would get on better now, Mr. Ruskin thinks, if

there were less time devoted to their study. The
iugenious idea of learning to delineate form
through tho medium of a transparent section is

certainly the pursuit of knowledge under diffi-

culties, and some marbles are gay with colour,

but the inevitable tendency of such training will

bo, as experieuoe shows it to have been, either to

perpetuate dullness or its opposite in the night-

mare-provoking patterns of marble alluded to by
another correspondent.

The writer, however, confounds this special

argument against imitations—viz., their influence

upon the artist's progress—with the general prin-

ciple Mr. Ruskin holds as to surface deceits in

decoration. It is with this that ho is quarrelling

when he talks of inconsistencies and contradic-

tions, and it is here that I should like to show that

he is spending his strength in vain. When Mr.
Ruskin says, " All imitations of mere material are

bad," ugly, or otherwise anathematises them, I do
not understand him as propounding an infallible

canon of the beautiful from which there can bo

no appeal, and to which there can be no excep-

tions. From Plato down to Burke and Professor

Blackie all such attempts have failed. To talk

of perfect consistency in holding any theory of

the beautiful is either to talk nonsense or to take

tho subject in dispute, which is a matter of taste,

and speak of' it as il it were a matter of morality.

The language of Mr. Ruskin is picturesque or

hyperbolic. To illustrate what I mean, take the

Scripture statement, "Except a man hate father

and mother &c., he cannot be my disciple." Must we
hate each other therefore to be good Christians?

And when Mr. Ruskin says " You will never learn

either form or colour from imitation work,"

ho only means that by devoting time and
study to copy grains of wood and marble

the artist will never cultivate his taste

for form or colour to any great extent. Whea
he says "all imitations are bad," ho does not

think' them all so bad but that if we cannot get

anything better they may be employed, and to

this sad necessity we are too frequently reduced

by the evil system which makes fine imitations

the chief triumph of the ordinary painter's skill.

Imitations are employed, not because Pater-

familias likes them, but because he has un-
fortunately no notions of his own, and most
painters without them are at their wits' end for

other kinds of decoration. Were guch studies
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kept in their proper place, as childish toys or

'prentice play, and our painters as well versed in

the nature and management of their pigments

•B the writer of these articles in yonrjonmal,

wa should soon see perhaps the last of

Imitation woods and marbles. The theory of

taste and the theory of morals often tonch

o closely, and their sympathy is so great,

that is no wonder to find some who have held that

" truth is beauty, and beauty truth." This is

enongb, at least for most minds, to tnrn the scale

against all the surface deceits so faithfully de-

nonnced br Mr. Ruskin ; and it is only where these

denunciations begin to look alarmiog, and their

echo splits the ear, that the contradiction of

human nature starts up to defend its right in

matters of taste to be a law unto itself.

If I am right in thus interpreting Mr. Enskin,

it follows that there is no inconsistency in speak-

ing a word in behalf of wainscoat imitation. The
inconsistency here turns out to be only the ex-

ceptional case, which confirms the rule. I call it

wainscoat, but beg that it may be observed that

it is only in respect of colour that I allow of

imitation. I am content wilh an oak ground,

glazed with brown, properly combed (as wigs

should be), and well varnished. Hero there is no
slavish copy of the grain, no waste of time or

pains in its production, nothing, in short, to offend

Mr. Ruskin, and nothing surely to reprehend in

the device employed to produce a broken yellow

or light brown, which may stand the wear and tear

of careless hands and busy feet.

In trntb, the effect of broken colour is all we
get from the best and most costly imitations.

For I think Mr. Ruskin right when he says there

U nothing either edifying or diverting in the

grains of varnished wood, and if Paterfamilias

ever dreams of dwelling in marble halls after

walking from his lobby into bed the dream will

be too surely dissipated by kicks, scratches, and
discolorations, not to be repaired perhaps without
payingbis 33. a yard over again for the whole.

As to cornice,! think the writer will agree with

me in thinking that in many ordinary rooms, and
in all cases where ceilings are low, they might be

more economically decorated by substituting

stencilled patterns for enrichments in connection

with simple mouldings or coloured lines.

I hope that I have thus established my con-
sistency in the small way I have gone into

trimming and compromise, and may save, perhaps,

some fellow sinner from running off in terror the

horns of the dilemma. " Imitations are either

legitimate aids to decoration, or they are not."

The only sensible plan is to take the bull by the

horns and hold on by both. For what have we
here but the horn of Jones, " All imitations are

good when the material can be used," and the

more awful horn of Ruskin, " All imitations of

mere material are bad." When two snch doctors

differ there can be no doubt but that both are

right ; and it becomes a sacred duty to try and
reconcile the two. This is not difficult, for the

practical inconsistencies whichjfollow from rigid

adherence to either rule may be considered the

exceptions which prove the other to be true.

I am not sure, however, that there is any
dilemma hero at all. The logical monster has
too many horns. For what does the writer mean
by " the legitimate in decoration ? " Does he mean
legitimate in point of beauty, or legitimate in re-

spect of position, or in point of economy or dura-
bility, or in its bearing on the progress of art and
artis'B, or legitimate by Act of Parliament ? In

what or how many senses are we to take the

words f If, as I suspect, "the legitimate in deoora-

tion " is hero only a synonym for the word
" beautiful," any one is entitled if he pleases to

consider any or all imitations beautiful, since

there is no accounting for ta.stes, and St. Anthony
admired a pig.—I am, yours &c.,

J. R. W.

than 50 per cent, in favour of Yorkshire flags.-

lam. Sir, &c. Samitel Tkickbtt.
Yorkshire Stone Merchant and Paviour.

2, Gresham-buildings, E.G.

Sir,—We are much obliged by your friendly

notice of our stone in your last number. Wo
should, however, bo unwilling that builders or the

public should suppose that our stone is 50 per

cent, under the price of York stone, unless for

exceptional articles. We do not profess to bo more

than from 20 to 30 per cent below the price of

York stone on simple things like landings. But

if yonr readers will look at the new warehouses

at 25, St. Mary Axe, in whi;h all the stonework

is of our stone, they will see that with our stone

can be done what is impossible with any natural

stone whatever. They will see lintels Oft. long,

supporting the superincumbent weight, and quite

unrelieved by an arch or any other contrivance.

We are assured that no natural stone could stand

this test, and:that consequently a style of architec-

ture is possible with our stone whiih is impossible

with any other.—For the Patent Victoria Stone

Company, The Manager.
Bonuer-road, Victoria-park, E., Jnne 20, 1870.

SHOP FRONTS.

Sir—A few numbers back some sensible remarks

appeared in your journal relative to shops, but one

extremely important matter connected" therewith

was not touched upon. I refer to the lighting and

arrangement of the basement area. The value of

intramural ground has induced our continental

friends to raise their habitations high in the air.

In this country it is a peculiarity the going down-

wards to get room,'and a bad plan it is—unhealthy,

creating great expense for drainage, and obstruct-

ing the footway of streets in order to obtain light.

It ought to be an imperative rnle with surveyors

not to allow new areas to be made (I notice snch

in Great Portland-street), and an effort should be

made to get rid of all existing. It is astonishing

the apathy shown to public comfort and con-

venience in so fashionable a thoroughfare as Bond-

street. How inferior its pavement to that of

streets in Paris, broken into, as it is, by railings,

raised curbs and area gratings—the latter, in

some cases, dilapidated—such things being both

obstructive and dangerous 1 It is remarkable that

the shopkeepers, one and all, do not for their own
interests' sake get rid of what is a nuisance to the

general pedestrian and the horror of ladies and
children, and it is no less a wonder that there is

not parish or municipal power to compel the

removal of these abominations.

If the use of the basement for living rooms was

given up it would be well, but in abolishing the

gratings, l&c, it ^is not absolutely necessary to

sacrifice the story." The plan to adopt is this.

Cover the present areas with slabs of thick rough

glass, and form openings for further light and

ventilation under the show-board, setting back the

front wall of basement some three or four feet,

and having a light iron railing at verge of pave-

ment in a line with sash front This is not quite

so well for the basement, but I consider that in

this case private convenience is of far less conse-

quence then the public advantage. The change,

as admitting the approach of persons cose to the

shop window, may certainly be considered as a

decided advantage to the shopkeepers' pockets.

This alteration made along the street, and the

projecting premises opposite the Clarendon Hotel

set back, the which, from the obstruction to the

carriage traffic is an improvement much required,

this popular thoroughfare would be somewhat more
worthy the commendation bestowed upon it by the

author of " Lothair " as being the most interesting

street in the world.—I am, Sir, yours faithfully,

P. E. MASEy.

PATENT VICTORIA STONE.

Sib,—In yonr notice of the " Patent Victoria

Stone" contained in last week's paper, yon state

that It is equal, if not superior (?) to Yorkshire
flagging, while there is a difference in the cost

of the material of at least 50 per cent, in /avour
of the patent stone. I shall be glad to know if

this is a mere puff or a misprint, for I have no
doubt that if the patent stone is laid under the
kma conditions as the Yorkshire, and taken
thicknen for thickness, that the price will be
found to be in favour of the Yorkshire flagging,
while for the purpose of repairs and access to gas
and water and drain pipe* the cost most be more

(|ittqcantmuitii[itti0n»

QUESTION'S.
[1879.] -DESIGNS FOR HEADSTONES.—Would any

reader be kind enough to inform me of the best place where
I could olitmn designs in the Gr>thic and otlier styles of

monuments and lieadstonea saitahle for churchyard memorials,
and not of a very elaborate character?—Countky Stonk-
UASON.

[1880.]-ARCHITECTS CHARQES.—Can an architect

charge for journeys in carrying out works if the building is

situated 4i miles from bis house or residence ?—T. S. L.

[1891.1—PROBLEMS.—Can anyone tell me how to find the

area of a composite ellipse and also the solid contents ? For
instance, the solid contents of an c^g, and the area of such a

shaped figure. What book should 1 find it in?—A. K. U.

[18 83]—BUILDING CHURCH SPIRE.-Would any of
your correspondents kindly inform me whether in building

church spires it is usual to joint tlie stone with a Ii-mg or

weathering on the upper beds, the lower beds being carefully

fitted to same so as to prevent the joints from drawing water,

and whether the joints should be set with Portland cement, or

(as the spire is of white stone) jointed with white lend putty,

as the present spire draws water to such an extent that it has
to be taken down? Also in rebuilding the spire the pro-

prietor wishes a ladder constructed on tbe outside for access

to the finial, Slc. Is galvanised iron a suitable materi'tl for

forming the same, or is there any danger of it rusting and
Btaining the stone?—R. E.

CRITICISM OF DESIGNS IN ARCHITECTURAL
EXHIBITION.

RiB,~I am happy to be able to relieve your mind on the

subject of the design for Clapton Park Chapel. It is not the

selected design about to be executed, but, as clearly slated in

the catalogve, it is one of the " two designs selected "out of

about half a dozen.
The finally selected design was by Mr. Fuller, and is now

in course of erection.

IG, Southampton-street, Strand. Edwd. W. Robihs.

The plana sent in by Mr. Samuel Musgrave,
A.ltl.B.A., of 0, County Baildinjis, Hull, have

been selected by the trustees for the proposed

ne* Primitive Methodist chapel, Lincoln street,

Hull, and will be carried out as early as possible.

There were eighteen competitors.

REPLIES.
[1874.]—GLASS DRAWING BOARD.—Cut a square open-

ing through a drawing hoard, leaving a margin, say 3iu

.

wide. Let the edges of the opening be rebated to receive a
sheet of plate glass let in ilush with the face of the board,

This board when in use is placed on a table iu front of a
window, and supported iit iin angle of about 25'^, so as to get

a strong light underneath, which may be further increased by
the reflected light from a slieet of white paper hud on the

table. The original drawing being pinned down to tha

board, a sheet of paper or parcliment on the top, and the copy
is executed directly in ink, the finest lines being plainly

visible. If the upper light is too intense, increase the

angle of the board, or protect the eyes from the glare by
means of a shade like the peak of a cap.—ANoTaKK op Us.

[1875]—GRANITE IN ARCHITECTURAL DRAW-
INGS.— Take a number of bristles and tie them to the end of
a stick firmly. Then cut them off quite square about hnlf an
inch long. Take a little indigo on the brush, and having
carefully covered with slips of paper all the parts of the

drawing, except the required granite, hold the brush in the

left-hand, and deflect the bristles with the forefinger of the

right, so as to throw off small specks of colour on the un-

covered part. Different colours may be used, according to

fancy.—E. C. F. M.

®mi ©ffii[i5 WM^
Kdinburgh Architectural Association.
—The twelfth session of this Association was
brought to a close on Wednesilay week, when the

affairs of the society were laid before a general

meeting of the members held in the hall, 5, S.

Andrew-square.—Mr. Thomas Ross, the retiring

president, who occupied the chair, opened tho
proceedings by deliyering his valedictory address,

in which he reviewed the doings of the society

during the past year, referring to its Iar(;ely ex-
tending usefulness and the extent to which it was
being appreciated by the great increase of member-
ship since the previous annual meeting.—Mr.
Blanc, hon. secretary, then read the annual report,

which showed the present membership to be 127,
which, with 4 associates and 13 honorary mem-
bers, make a total of 144, and from the mauy
interesting subjects brought forward in the form
of essays, &c., during the session, showed the

society to be in a highly prosperous and nourish-

ing condition. Reference was also made to the

several new features introduced into the pro-

gramme of the business during the year, and
among others, the Saturday afternoon inspection

excursions, three of which had taken place, and
had been attended by a large proportion of the

members.—From the report of Mr. Annan, trea-

surer, the funds showed a favourable balance for

the Association.—On the motion of Mr. A Bal-

lantine, the reports were adopted ; and on the

motion of Mr. Lawrence, a hearty vote of thanks

was accorded to Mr. Ross for his able conduct aa

president during the session.—The following gen-

tlemen were appointed the officebearers for the

ensuing year :—Mr. Robert Morham, jun., pre-

sident ; Mr. Thomar Ross, vice-president ; Mr. W.
Richardson, treasurer ; Mr. Thomas Bonnar,

librarian, re-elected ; Messrs. Thomas Henderson,
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John Rliinii, D. 0. Smith, and Poter Lawrence,
Council; ftiid Mr. Hippolyte J. Blanc, hon secre-

tary, re-elected. It was arranged that the annual
cxcnr.<ion should be to Tantallon Cistlo and the

Bass Ruck, to take place oa Saturday the 25tb

last.

Leamington School op Art.—This institu-

tion is henceforth to be opened during the whole
year ; not for the winter session only, as hitherto.

Mr. Sturgeon, from the Leeds School of Art, was
elected at the last meeting of the Council to be
Head Master of the School. We understand that

this gentleman holds a higher number of certifi-

cates than any of the other candidates, having
been occupied no less than six years in the study
of his profession at South Kensington.

Society fob the Kncoubagement of the
Fine Arts.—On Thursday week there was an
exhibition of engravings and etchings by W. B
Cooke, W. J. Taylor, George Cooke, W.WooUett,
Pouncey, Sharp, E. J. Roberts, Allen, and others,

Mr. Henry Tidey in the chair. A paper was read

by Mr. John Saddler, in which, after explaining
some of the technicalities of the art of engrav-
ing, and referring to the different qualities re-

quired to make a good etcher and good engraver,
he proceeded to show how, with one colour only
(black), the engraver, so to speak, translated the
work of the artist, and re-produced, to a certain
extent, all the various effects of a finished oil

painting, and he concluded by designating
" Allen's Views in Sussex " as the finest landscape
plates of this century. M '. Tidey said the work
of the engraver was creative when he re-produced
by light and shade the feeling that the artist pro-
duced by colour, whilst to combine the tremulous
motions of the hand necessaryjin lines, giving
the effect of bright colours, with the great firm-
ness und precision required in etching, appeared
to him an art as difficult as painting. Mr. Will-
more, Mr. Guffe, Mr. Gilks, and others, addressed
the meeting, and after a reply to some objections,
the proceedings terminated with the usual votes
of thanks to chairman and lecturer.

The Education of Scottish Aetisans.—
The Council of the Royal Scottish Society of
Arts have interested themselves in arranging a
series of public meetings on the subject of

the scientific education of artisans, tradesmen,
and mechanics. The services of Mr. Buckmaster
were placed at their disposal, and during the past

month the provosts and magistrates of Dundee,
Forfar, Arbroath, Brechin, Montrose, Stonehaven,
Peterhead, Banff, Aberdeen, Kirkwall, and other

places, have convened meetings at which the

question has been thoroughly discussed. It is

felt that Scotland,in opportunitiesfor the scientific

instruction of artisans, is far behind both England
and Ireland. Active committees have been

formed in several places to co-operate with the

Science and Art Department in the institution of

classes.

The Northern Architectural Students
Society.—This Society has just published its first

annual raport, which says it has been the means
of introducing to each other students of our pro-

fession who might, otherwise, never have become
acquainted ; and has afforded them valuable

•pportnnities for the free interchange and com-
parison of thought, information, and opinion. The
following is a brief abstract of the Society's

proceeJings from its commencement. In the

month of November, last year, two preliminary

meetings were held, at the second of which (on

the 30th of that month) a code of rules was drawn
up, and the office-bearers of the society for the

session were elected. On the 14th of December,
the inaugural address was delivered by the presi-

dent (W. L. Newcombe), and since then, seven

papers have been read and discussed, viz. :
—

" The
Studies of a YoungArchitect," by W. S. Hicks

;

" Landscape Gardening," by W. Bedlington
;

" Decoration," by C. Hall ; " Villa Architecture,"

by .1. II. Morton ;
" Domestic Architecture," by

J. Oswald ;
" Foundations," by G. D. Oliver

;

and " Timber nsed for Building Purposes," by E.
Thornhill. Besides the indoor meetings of the

society, at which these papers formed the principal

business, two outdoor meetings wore held.

Presentation to the Bishop op Peteb-
BOEOUGH.—A very handsome crozier was pre-
sented to the Bishop of Peterborough at the con-
secration of St. Andrew's, Kettering, on behalf
of a large number of the laity in the archdeacon-
ries of Northampton and Leicester. The crozier

was designed by the Kev. F. H. Sutton, vicar of
Theddingworth, and executed by Messrs. Skid-
more, of Coventry. It is in the style of the

jsiddle of the fonrteentb century ; ike staff is of

ebony with ivory bosses, and the head is ivory
and silver gilt, jewellel with carbuncles, topaz,

and lapis lazuli. The carving.of the crook repre-

sents our Lord's charge to S. Peter, and " Feed
my sheep, feed my lambs," is in.scribed upon it.

Protection op Lbad Water Pipes.—

A

paragraph is going the rounds of the scientific

journals and the newspapers generally, to the

effect that Dr. Schwarz, of Breslau, has found a
simple way of protecting lead pipes from the

action of the water, by forming on their inner

surface an insoluble sulphide of lead. This is

done by filling the pipes with a warm and con-

centrated solution of sulphide of potassium or of

sodium, which is left in contact with the lead

for about fifteen minutes. This, says the Boston

Journal of Chemiilri/, may be a new thing in

Breslau, but more than two years ago we sugges-

ted a similar process as, on the whole, the best

that we knew for the purpose. The directions

we gave were as follows : Dissolve 1 pound of

sulphide of potassium in two gallons of water,

and let it remain in the pipe twelve hours, or

until the inside is thoroughly blackened. The
same recijie was given in Kolfe and Gillet's

"Hand-book of Chemistry," published in 1868.

The use of a warm saturated solution, as Dr.

Schwarz directs, would do the work in shorter

time, which might be more oonvenientjia some cafe

FiBB at the Houses op Parliament.—
Shortly after two o'clock on Tuesday morning a
fire was discovered in the Clock Tower of the

Houses of Parliament. The House of Commons
having adjourned, the man on duty went up to

the tower, as usual, to turn off the gas which illu-

minates the clock, when he found a quantity of

smoke, accompanied with a strong smell of burn-

ing. Immediately an alarm was given by him,
and on investigation it was found that the matting

which is placed on the flooring of a chamber
under the weights of the clock, in order to prevent

damage if they should fall, had begun to smoul-
der. The man applied the hose (which is always

laid on), and checked the fire. The official re-

port of Captain Shaw, the chief officer of the

Metropolitan Fire Brigade, states that the fire is

supposed to have been caused by the heat of the

furnace in the basement. As to damage, he states

that about four tons of coooanut fibre, doors,

windows, and base of clock tower were severely

damaged by fire and heat.

Proposed Improvements in Hoxton.—

A

local paper states that there is a probability of a

substantial improvement being effected in the

district of Hoxton, consequent on the rebuilding

npon the Tyssen estate, the leases of which are
just falling in. Two narrow streets—Hunt-
itigdon-street and Great Essex-street, leading

from Hoxton to Kingslaud-road, are to be re-

built. The width of these streets is about 24ft.,

much too narrow for public convenience and for

the piirposes of light and air. It is now proposed

to widen Huntingdon-street to 40ft., and as this

street opens into the Kingsland-road, directly

opposite to Woolpack-passage, which leads into

Thomas-street, Hackney-road (which street, it is

to be hoped, will one day he opened as a public

carriage thoroughfare), Huntingdon-street would
then, if widened, form part of a very useful and
direct thoroughfare leading from Hoxton, Is-

lington, and the City-road to Columbia Market
and the Hackney-road.
The Channel Passaqe.—With respect to

the improvement of the Channel passage, it has

been suggested that the Municipality of Boulogne
and Chambre de Commerce should vote the

supplies to offer two or more prizes for the best

plans, specifications, and estimates of improving
the present port, so as to make it Mediterranean,
regard being had to the improvement of the bay,

so as to afford anchorage and shelter outside the

port, and divert the currents which at present

cause the sand-bar ; and that such plans should

bo submitted to a committee of French and En-
glish engineers.

New Flooring oe Wainscoating.—A new
method of ornamentation consists in a floor-

covering and wainsooating of wood, a manufac-
tory of which is just being started in Chicago.
It is composed of lath-shaped strips of every

variety oi handsome woods, glued securely in

every imaginable geometrical pattern, on a twilled

canvas bottom, presenting very handsome inlaid

work. It can he furnished of the more common
woods at a modTate price, or fancy woods and
elaborate patterns niay be laid at almost any
extravagance of outlay. The wood is kiln-dried,

beyond all shrinkage, and floors or wainsooaung
can be remoTBd from place to place,

The section of the Thames Embankment between
the Temple and HIackfriars is to be opened at the
end of July or the beginning of August.
The foundation stone of a new church in the

Plough-road, Rothcrhithe, was laid on Saturday
week, by Field-Marshal .Sir W. Gomm.
The flouse of Commons Committee on the Brixton

and Stockwell Tramway on Friday last decided not
to allow the line to cross Westminster Bridge. Mr.
Thomas Page, C.E., the engineer of the bridge, was
one of the witnesses in opposition to tlie echeme.
The Governors of the Taunton and Somerset Hos-

pital, Taunton, have resolved upon alterations and
additions to their building at a cost of £2000.
The restoration of the parish church of Romald-

kirk, is now completed, with the exception of the
belfry. The cost has been £550.
The Borough Surveyship of Durham is vacant.

The salary is £150 per annum.
The Social Science Congress for 1870 is appointed

to be held in Newcastle-upou-T^Tie during the last

week in September. Arrangements are bemg made
for its reception.

The inaugural ceremony of opening the new col-

lege at Dulwich took place on Tuesday, under Royal
auspices.

Mr.- Thomas Lewis Johnson has been dismissed
from the office of assistant surveyor to the Northern
district of S. Pancras.
A new Congregational chapel |i3 now in course of

erection at Wilmcote, Warwickshire. Mr. J. Latti-
mer, of Stratford-on-Avon, is the architect. The
cost will be about £500.
The corner stone of a new Congregational chapel

was recently laid at Whixall, Shropshire.
The Gazetta OJJiciale of Florence states that the

total length completed of the Mount Cenis Tunnel on
May 31, was 11,180 metres. There only remain
1030 metres to be got through.
The memorial stone of a new Congregational

chapel, was laid at Brighton on the 1st inst. The
site is at the junction of Clifton and Dyke-roads, and
the chapel which will be Byzantine in style, and
oval in form, will seat about 1000 persons. The es-

timated cost is £6000.

Simlr^r fedij Jli^ui^itr.

Sale of dry cut St. Dominjro, Mexican and Ilonduras
Mahogany, Wainscoat, Oak, Slaple, Ash, and Veneers
yesterday. The prices brouglii by Ltie above hard
woods at Messrs. J. II. Smeo and Co. '3 sale will be 1q-

tercstiog to buyers, because ft is seldom they have aa
opportunity of knowing what the value of such goods
is when sold by auction. Wo have not given the
prices of the pine planks, &c., as these are sold b/
auction nearly every week, and their value is well-
knowH.

d. d.

Quebec birch, Sin. thick ft. superfiaial ofi

lln.

Do. 24
Do. 1

Do. U 2\
Do. 1} Ij
Do. I do. ofjin. 1

American walnut, 51a. thick ....do. of lln. 5}
Do. 1 6|
Do. J do.of}ia. 3t -1

Baltic walnscoat, liin. thick do. of lin. 61 to' •

Do. IJ 6l „ 7|
Do. 1 6? „ 71
Dj. I do. of lin si „
Do. i do-ofjln 3l

Honduras mahogany, lin. thick., do. of tin 4} „ 6J
Do. U 4t
Do. } do. of fin S „ 51
Do. i do. of Jla 3i „ 4j
Do. i do.ofjla U

Brown o.ak do. of liu 24

Tobasco mahogany, 1 In. thick Oi „ 7

Do. J do. of Jin i „ 61

Do. i «,
Spanish mahogany, IJ do.oflio 7\

Do. IJ *\ .. \k
Do. 1 7 ,. 124

Dj. } do.ofjln 4} „ 71
Do. I do. of Sin 4i
Do \ do. of liu .'!} „ 5

Ash, Uin. thick do. of lln It „ S

Do. li do. of lln

Do. i do.ofSia
Do. I

do.ofiin
Sycamore do, of 11a It

Maiilo 1

Ensriish oak, 6in. thick 5 „ H
Do. 2J 4i ..

Veneers, Walnut, and Eosewood, per loot
Buperflcial 3

Do. Honduras mahogany IJ
Do. Spanish mahogany 6
Do. Baltic wainscoat IJ

Do. Birch , 8
Do. Dyewood U
Do. Pollard oak 2
Do. Brown oak 2i

Do. Ash t

Messrs. Churchill and Sim's sale of wood Is pOBtr

poncd to Wednesday next, the 28th inst.
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UTEST PEICES OF MATERIALS USED
Ef CONSTRUCTION.

Tmk.

„ 7«llow ptlM..

St. Jolm, Nja. jellow
Qn^ecOAk

_ Midi

SuMo wk .

TIMDBB._«.*
..load 1* 10 13 10

«%..

3 U 4 »
< S

1 li 6 10

3 li 4 10

t i i i
I s e i
t S 4

> 10 3 IS

1 li 3 1

t >13
3 10 » 10
3 10 3 10
4 S
3 10 6 10

Finland
Memel .

« 10
7

OotlieDburfr, rellow 8 10

„ wkiUj.. 7 10 9
Guile, T>Qoir 9 10 1(1

Soderlum 8 9 10

ChriBtunU, per C,
H ft, by 4 ky 9 In
rellow 10 10 11 10

Flooring Boards, per
«q. of Itn., first 7CL 7 6 10 6

First white 7

Second qaalitioa , . , , 6
PuMICBSTOSKpr tn

OILS, Ac*
Seel, pele . . p r tnn 3A

gpermbody 90

cS 41 043

6JIaMa, taek. red pine

„ yellow line ..

Lethwood, Dent fm.

„ St Fborir.

DeiJfc nrC lift bj 3

qiSirwUt. •pnue H 10 17 10
|

Whelo. S.h Sm. pel. 37 10

STj^wUtewrtKe 11 10 14 Ohre. Oellipol ...... M
^UoVVfoder >»• Coconnm, Cochin, Inn IS

,
Istqnellty.. 18 19

tad do 13 13

1»1, yellow .. 11 U 10

BLPatanbnrK, yel.., 11 OHIO
Metals.
J.IAD:—

pelm, fine 38 10 30

Unseed 31 10

Repeseed, Eug.pale.. 4:> 10

Oouoniied 30 u 35

Islington.—For new schools for the parish of S. Bartholo-

mew, for the Rer. Louis Stnnhnm. MA. Mr. Edwin Clare

nrchitcct. Quantities snppUcd by Messrs. Weymouth and

Son:

—

PrccdyandSon £^910
Foster 19-'7

•Fairhall and Weeks 18%
Williams and Son 1S90

Bovc, Uros 1865

Conder 180'3

Bishop 18'5 5

Hill and Sons 1799

Ll-DGATK Tavxrn.—For hiiildins the LuJgate Tayem,

Ludgate Circus. Mr. Lewis H. Isaacs, architect. Quantities

supplied hy Mr. L. C. Kiddctt:-
Macey £4319
Holland and Hanmn 4230
Patraan and VotlierinKham 4195

Mansfield, Trice, and Co 41lfi

J.B. Axford 4095
Browne and Robinson S995

King and Sons 8925

John Phillips (accepted) 8749

Nkwpoet (MoN.)— For bnildins S. Mark's Church . John

Norton, architect, !J4, Old liond-st., W,

per ton
. do.

nr.Venten
" ?«]%• ''•"
„ I/eedOo. —
„ Otherbrnnde do.

SbeotMlUed do.

Shot, Patent do.

Red or mininm do.

Utbaive, WB do.

Whlledrr '°-

„ fitmndlnoll do.

OoppKa r—

BrItJjK—cake end iD^ot •

Beat Selected
fibeet
Bottoms
Anstralian
Spanish Cake
CUUBara

M refined ingot
aL Metal Bbwthlttg A Rods per lb.

17 11
19 3
18 11
18
18 10
11

19 IS

15 10

17 13

18 15
18 1

..per ton

.. do.

.. do.

.. do.

.. do.

,. cash

75

67 15

71
C|

^\U^ ^{M;

TENDERS.
Battebsea.—For a new wharf for the Patent Plumbago

Crucible Companv {Morgan's patent). Contract No. 1, wharf,

walls and basement story. Mr. R. M. Ordish, engineer.

Onantilies supplied by Mr. W. B. Backshell :—
Ebbs and Son £2570
JIanley and Rogers 2:!(>5

Markwick and Thurgood 23.56

Baguley 2r)00

Bayuand RaraaRe 2150

TCckinson and Oliver 2100
Sharpington and Cole 1^7
Jackson and Shaw (accepted) 1000

BMSTrokD.—For rebuiUingr the .Seven Stars 'publichouse,

for Messrs. Young and Bainbridee. Mr. G. A. Young, archi-

Icct. QuanUtiesby Mr. C. J. Shoppee:—
.

Old Materials.

£20
75
80

Add for

stone spire.

. . £9(iO
400
480

.. 417

350
6U0
COO
586

Total.

£6304
6980
6S00
5571
63113

5350
6470
6418
6333

43
25
33

GO
22
69
20
40
28
89
15
18
34
18

Sims £1700
PuwiH 1572
Adanuon (accepted) 1497

CiTT Of London Hospital for Diseases of the Chest,

Victoria-park. Messrs. Beck and Lee, architects. Quanti-

ties by Messrs. Welch and Atkinson;

—

Ashliy and Horner £10,'285

AshbyandSona 9H90

Mansfield and Price 9947

Conder 9780
MyertandSon 9687

Higgs 95.33

Pe?i7«iidCo. .9495

Axford and Whillier 9«1
Jackson and Shaw 9343

ChappeU (accepted) 8W
DA1.8TON.—For building shop next to the Dalston Junction

Station, Dalston-lane. Mr. E. H. Home architect. Quan-

tities supplied by Messrs. New and Cummings
Ma - • -

ansfield, Price, and Co £1725

Hill, Kcddell, and Waldram II22

Brass K'75

SewellaudSon 1401

Scrivener and White 1426

Wicks and Bangs 1317

Da«iinoto».—For a Gas-tank :—
Bulmer £26901
Adamson 1179

Manin 1101

Young IW
Robinson and Marshall 10<>

BeU WS
McKemon and Prior «M
J. and G. Wharton (accepted) 890!

Pahehjiji.—For new farm buildings at Dean Farm, on the

Roche Court Estate, Fareharo, Hants. Messrs. ford aud

Kance architects. Quantities supplied :—
Light £2»M
Qlick 2113
Burbidge 1998
Bramble Bros 1887
Lawrence 1816
Fulford (accepted) 1793

HAmnLiiiiTn.—For house and stable for Dr. Spurgin.

He«n. Woodzell and Collcntt, architect :—
Chamberlain £1481
Adams 1425
Dowell 1370
Cooke andOiecD 1331
Goodman 1213
Chuaom (accepted) 1110

Church, in-

cluoing tower.

Hees £5314
Williams and iSons . 6580
Moreland 5320
Clarke 5127
Bolt and Co —
WaU and Hook .. 5200
Miles and Sou 4870
J. Diment 4818
Jenkins & Thomas 4748

RoMSRT.—For the erection of fever wards and other build

ings at the Union. Mr Alfred Bedborough, architect. Quan-

tities supplied by Mr. F. Warburtou Stent;—
Deduct, if brick is used

instead of stone to

portion of dressings.

Bryan £1482 £20
Streeter 13(10

Grace 1263

Smith 1201

Macklin I-'IO

IlnseandCo 1195

Bailey and Sou 1196

Wheeler 1179
Grace 1137
Sanders 1122
Taylor and Jeasop 1114
Stevens 1098
Martin and Sou 1097
Till (accepted) 1086
Brinton aud Bone 1"80
Fielder 1"66
Philips 1047

SoUTllPOBT.—For the Southport Baths and Assembly

Rooms, Messrs. Ilorton and Bndgiord architects. Mr. Charles

II. Boloe engineer ;

—

Extra for par-

Contracts point facing.

Ist. 2nd. Total. 1st. 2iid.

Hayes £13.5O0£270O£10,2O0 JtOS £42
Dover 13,919 """ " "°" "" '"

Parker and Son 12,3*2

Robinsou 11,900

Haigh 11,697

Swindells and Little (acptd) 11,400

Wiule 11,019

Bridge 11,095

TuLSE Hill.—For a House and ORice,

kett. Smith & Co. Mr. Gill, Croydon, architect. Quantities

not supplied ;—
Garrett £737
Bysh 679
Cresael (accepted) 658

Waltiiam Choss.—For additions to Myddleton House, for

H. C. B. Bowles, Est). Messrs. Woodzell and Collcutt, archi-

tects :

—

Rivett £670
Chessum 535

Cooke and Green 497

Patman (accepted) 437

"WooLSTON.—For alter.itions and additions to Uoscland
Villa. A. Bedborough, Esq., architect. Quautities by Messrs.

Curtis and Son ;

—

Gambling £515
Chapman 481

Stevens (accepted) 407

Woolwich.—For St. Michael and AH Angela' Mission

Schools and Residence. Mr. J. \Y. Walter, architect.

Quantities supphed by Mr. W. F. Neighbour ;—
^ Myers..! £2702

Woodford 2313 10 8
Dove, Bros 2175

Mauley and Rogers 2465
Winship 22:'0

Shepherd 2150

Yeovil.— For drainage works, Ilendford, for the Yeovil

Town Council. Mr. Bothains, surveyor ;—
Baker £865
Merryweathcr and Son 819

Hall (accepted) 734 6 8

Dublin Poht and Docks Board, June 29.—For taking
up and rebuilding a portion of the north wall quay, for a
length of about 1832ft., with works connected therewith.
N. Proud, Secretary, Dublin Port and Docks Office.

Metropolitan Board op Works, June 27.—For the
erection of a fire brigade station in Ladbroke-road, Notting-
hill. John Tollard, Clerk of the Board, Spring-gardens,
S.W.

liTEDS. June 30.—For the erection of two villa residences.
Ilidlcy King, architects, 24, Park-square, Leeds.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, June 28.—For
the erection of four cottages, at Bacup ; also, for alteration at
Moses Gate Station. Win. S. Lawn, Secretary, Manchester.

Liverpool Central Station Railway, July 13—For
the construction of the above railway and works. Edward
Ross, Secretary, Secretary's Office, London-road Station,

Manchester.

Hedinohah Highway Board, July 4.—For the paving
oftlie footways on each side of Uallingd'on-street. Robert!''.
Stedman, Clerk to the Board, Sudbury, Sulfolk.

Hull, June 29.—New Wesleyan chapel and schools, Colt-
nian-strcet. For the erection of the above-named buildings.

William Botterill, architect, 23, ParllHment-strcet, Hull.

Joint Counties Lunatic Asylum at Carmarthen,
July 2.—For the execution and completion of the following

works, viz. :— 1st. For the erection of two new wings, one for

male and the other for female patients; 2nd. For sundry
repairs to the roofs and other parts of the existing buildings.

Charles Henry Hughes, Clerk, Quay-street, Carmarthen.

New Town Hall, Rochdale, June 27,—For the oak
joinery aud fittings necessary for the completion of the
building. Zach. Mellor, Town Clerk.

Leeds, Boae-lank, June 29.—Lot 8 —For the ereclion of

the above works for Messrs. Goodall and Backhouse. William

Bakewell, architect, Leeds and Halifax.

Reigate, July 1.—For the erection of a master's resilience

and the building of a new school room. John Lees, architect,

Reigate, Surrey.

Burford, July 1.

—

Restoration op the Church.—For
the draining of the church and churchyard, and the warming
of the church. William Scarlett Price, Honorary Secretary,

Burford, Oxon.

Gloucester, June 27-—For the erection of a new chapel,

day rooms, and otlicr buildings. Mr. Medland, the county

surveyor, Clarence-street, Gloucester.

London, July 19.

—

Ancient Order ov Foresters.—For
the performance of certain works required in the erection ot

the intended Foresters' Hall, at Wilderness-row, Goswell-

street, S. Luke's. Jno. McTernan, Secretary, Ancient Order

of Foresters, L.U.D. Offices, 16, Essex-street.

900 14,989 90 80
23:!5 14,177 87 41
1900 13,800 99 44
1987 13,->81 127 60
1692 13,092 64 22

1978 12,997 — —
1800 12,895 — —
fflce. for Messrs. Ric-

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Kandell, Saundebs, and Company, Limited,

Quarrymen and Stone Merchants, ISath. List of

I'rlces at the Quarries and Depots ; also Cost for

Transit to any part of the Uuiteil Klaijdom, furnished

ou application to „BATH STONE OFFICE,
Advt.] Corsham, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.
act 1809.-

Ficdcrick Lewis. Old Ford,

-TO suhcendee

timber merchant, July 1, at

12.30.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COHNTET.

Thomas Faurhead, Colchester, timber merchant, July 6, at

9.30.
BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED.

Frank Parry Saunders, Phoenix-yard, Oxford-street, Mar-

shall-street, Golden-square, and EJgwurc-ruad, builder,

June 20—Charles Thorp, Croydon, paper hanging manu-
factlu:er,Junel4.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.

T. Morris, joiner, Long Eaton, diy. 4d.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

H. Gilbert, High-street, Notting-hiU and Kensington,

builder, July 11—J. W. Pollard, Liverpool, plasterer, June

27.

ACT 1869.— PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.

G. F. Hooker, Marlowes, near llemel Hempstead, builder,

July 15—T. Eeklev, Lylham, plumber, July 19—H. Sills,

Mansfield, Notts,' builder, July 12—A. Palmer, lladlow,

Kcut, carpenter, August 11.

PARTNEBSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Waugh and Hogg, Hawden, stone masons—P. and J. Lomax,

Farnuorth, ironfoundera—A. and J. Smith, Worship-street,

builders—Uurulcy and Nichols, llolbeck, engineers—Stodart

and Wright, Birniingliiira, engineers—K. and T. Brown, Pen-

rith, iron and brass founders— Davies and Cowap, Chester,

lime merchants-Wright and James, Bedford-row, Gray's-

inn, architects-W. and R Wood, West Derby, brickmakers.

COHTMCTS OPEN FOB, BUILDINft

ESTIMATES.
Rochester, June 27—For the erection of a new corn ex-

change at the city of Rochester, on a piece of ground in the

rear of and adjoining to the present Corn Exchange. Riehd.

Prall, Town Clerk, lloclicster.

WioAN New Infirmary, July 1.—For the erection of the

proposed new infirmary for Wigan and the district. Richard

Lea.hon. sec., Wigan.

HUDDEESFiELD, June 30.—For the erection of a first por-

tion of a block of buildings comnrising shops, warehouses,

&c.,forSir J. W. Ramsden, Bart. W. U. Crossland, F.R.I.B.A.,

I 25, Park-square, Leeds, and 4, Regent-street, S.W.

THxtensive Wharfage to Let at
-^-^

Cholfca.— Iliver Fi-ontage about OOOft. Also fitio Wliarfago

in the Caii»l (uljointng the Wc«t London lUilway ClootlB and Cfial

Dupot, bII pOBseHBing prcat facilities for Morrhauts, ContfAotora,

&c., and may be had on lease in parcels, or offers for tli« whole be

entortainod.—For terms, apply to Aahburuham £Btkto Offlco.

Cremorpe-road. Chclac-a.

''Po Let.—To Builders.
eligible ri<it of Lsnil, a part of the j

n^o Contractors, Builders, and
others.—Dry Brick lliibbUli can tio ro<!i!l> cl nt tho extensive

Wbarfnge forming ft jtoiti .ii of the Ashbiiniham liatftlc, Chclsoa.—

Kor terms, apply to I':;,til3^ ifficti, Crcmonn-road, ChelBciL

A most
irlblo ri<it ./f T.nn.I, a part of tho Aiilihiirnliam I;»tnlp.

havhifc' about 510 f,^, t froiiugc in Kh;(t'«-road, opiK..lto St Mark •

CoUojo and tho New SUuca. Tho Plot ot Uround In e»clo.od la a

llliil! Fouco 8 feot high, auil there la a Workshop of largo dlmon-

iil.iii», with General Office, well built, and Uglitcd with «athos Mid

Bkvllght». The whole allordB crcry faelUty for builders. The

lormi and ground-rents are low. It is within a short di»t.uiC6 of

Chelsoa Slation •>. tha West London Hallway, and owy of aeoeM

to .Steam boats. Omnibuses pass within Iwo mlnuto.' walk orety

ton mlniitos. tm ISrmn, apply to tho omcc, A.-hbuniham tstate,

Chelsea. ^ ^___ ,.

Dry Wainscot, 3 years old, pricf
ijj. to !<d. Jfehogany onaUy cheap, at JOBS CCTCJIBE-S

Lady Lalks'a Orvrs, llUo-oud Gate.
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NATIONAL COMPETITION DRAWINGS,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

TO have brought under our notice the re-

sults of a nation's activity in any branch
of industry or in any acquirement, displayed
in such a way as to give us an opportunity of

judging of its merits and defects, its weakness
or its strength, must surely be a matter of in-

terest to everyone who pays attention to what
is going on around him. The annual art com-
petition at South Kensington has peculiar
claims upon our attention, not only in this

respect, but because we have here the moans
of examining and comparing, from year to year,

the progress and development of an uniform
system of education, comprehensive in its cha-
racter and national in its distribution and
operation. Probably there is no other country
in which such a gathering as this takes place.

Or in which such an opportunity is afforded of

studying the working of a national scheme of

education. Those who have watched the
School of Art movement from its origin, 33
years ago, at Somerset House, as the School of
Design, down to the present time, must have
been struck with the facility with which the
first idea of training up a small number of
men as designers for our native manufactures
has been merged into the more catholic aim of

providing a certain amount of art tuition for
all. Governmentart-teaching is now, in fact,

provided at the most moderate sum , not only for
the children of our 'national schools, but also

for those of the wealthiest classes, and to all

of them alike is annually offered a long series

of medals and prizes.

Before proceeding to notice this year's com-
petition in detail, wo must protest against the
arrangement of the drawings. The revolving
frames, though they provide us doubtless with
a very clever and successful method of econo-
mising space, are anything but suitable for

such an exhibition as this. It is of paramount
importance, for purposes of study and com-
parison, that the works should be so set out
that each class or stage may be separately and
minutely examined and relerred to. Now with
the present plan this is all but impossible, and
in order to find out the premiated work in the
Antique, we had to turn over about 20 frames,
at the risk, as it was, of missing the drawing
we were in search of. Ws may suggest, even
now, that it would be as well to remove the
gold medal works, and to assign to them a
more prominent position, say on a screen by
themselves.

The prizes at the disposal of the examiners
were 10 gold, 20 silver, and 50 bronze medals,
and such minor prizes of books as might be
called for by excellence of the works sub-
mitted. Of the ten gold medals, eight only
have been awarded, three of which fall to the
Central School at Kensington. To Mr. T. M.
liooke is due the honour of gaining this
year the gold medal for the Antique, for a
very clever and careful drawing of the Lao-
coon. Ho has made considerable use of the
stump, and avoided entirely the mannerism in
his shading which has been of late years rather
the fault of the chalk drawings in this stage.
Four silver medals have been awardedfor draw-
ings from the Antique to Messrs. J. Blair, Edin-

burgh, and C. H. Macpherson and Miss F. L.

Sothern, of South Kensington. Mr. Blair and

Mr. Macpherson each take two silver medals,

the former having gained one for a group in

oil, both of the latter gentleman's awards

being from the Antique. Asexamples of con-

scientious and careful drawing, the premiated

works may well bo studied. The head of the

Laocoon forms the subject of the work both

of Miss Sothern and Mr. Macpherson, while

Mr. Blair's drawing is from the Cymbal
Player, Mr. Macpherson's second medal being

obtained for a study of the Discobolus. The
gold medal in Stage 15, for painting from still

life, is awarded to a charming group of fruit

and china, by Mr. John Bathe, of Manchester.

The Manchester School is very strong this year

in this stage, a silver medal falling to Mr. J. A.

Hague, and a bronze one to Mr. Somerset, the

other medallists in painting being Miss. M. N.

Webb, of the Bloonisbury School, and Mr.

E. J. Parker, of Carlisle. No gold medals

have been adjudged to the oil-paintings from
the life, though there is a very creditable dis-

play of works. Miss E. Gregory obtains a sil-

ver medal for a delicate and beautifully exe-

cuted head of an Italian jieasant woman, and
bronze medals are awarded to the female heads

by Miss Kate Seymour and Mr. M. D. Webb,
of the Dublin School. The sculpture and
modelling are certainly below the mark, and
there is a dearth of works in this stage ; in

fact, we are at a loss to understand, even as it

is, why some of the works here have been sent

forward for competition. In one corner of the

room, however, is the really clever work of

Mr. Tinworth, of Lambeth School, Hercules

strangling Antajus, not in competition, this

gentleman having gained the silver medal of

the Royal Academy, and being thus ren-

dered ineligible to compete except in the stage

of Applied Design. The strong competition,

after all, is as it should be in Stage 23, Applied
Design, and in this stage the whole of the re-

maining gold medals have been awarded. It

is interesting, in going over the drawings, to

find how strongly local manufactures have
provided subjects for the ingenuity of the de-

signers. This, we take it, is a very healthy

sign, and proves that the Schools are doing

good work in educating designers, and prepar-

ing them, by a systematic course of training,

for future usefulness to our manufacturers.

Thus from Nottingham, the larger propor-

tion of the^designs are for lace, from Coventry,

ribbons ; from Birmingham, metal work
and jewellery ; from Coalbrookdale, encaustic

tiles ; from Kidderminster, carpets, &c.
We cannot do better than commence our

notice of this stage with the Architectural de-
signs, which come more specially into our pro-

vince. Mr. Andrew F. Brophy, whose name we
have had to notice on several former occa-

sions, takes off the chief honours—a gold medal

,

for a set of drawings for a drinking fountain.

It is more, we imagine, for the care and study
which Mr. Brophy has bestowed upon the

details and enrichments of his work than for

the design itself that the medal has been
awarded, the composition, as a whole, being
feeble and nondescript in style. We suppose

that it would be called Italian. An octagonal

grey granite basin, supported by eight columns,

with white marble caps and red shafts, staiida

upon a granite plinth, and is surmounted with

a solid and rather clumsy finial, from the sides

of which the water issues from four shells of

the most ordinary and commonplace cha-

racter. The enrichments consist of four alle-

gorical heads above, representing the Seasons,

and four typical panels of flowers and fruit

below them, all to be executed in mosaics,

some ornamental ironwork being introduced

in the recesses between the panels and as

cresting above the water jets. The whole of

these decorations are very carefully drawn,

and coloured on the sheet of details (where is

the third sheet ?) with an amount of power

and vigour which must make most architec-

tural draughtsmen envious. A silver medal

has been awarded to Mr. James J. Woodsend,

a builder's clerk at Nottingham, for a perspec-

tive and sectional view of a church. By re-

moving a portion of the transept and chancel,

we are presented at once with a part exterior

part interior view of the building. Drawings

of this character seem to us always a species

of architectural gymnastics, and perhaps for

this reason we are tempted to be hard upon

Mr. Woodsend. It would appear, however,

that only one drawing of the set has been

entered for competition, and as this gives any-

thing but a favourable notion of the design,

we will not form our opinion upon it. Bronze

medals have been awarded to two students of

the S. Martin's School for architectural designs

—to Mr. George L. Luker, for a club-house,

very neatly and carefully tinted in Indian ink,

and to Mr. John A. Langston, for a design for

civic buildings. This latter drawing is placed

too high for'minute inspection, but, at any

rate, ought to have been accompanied by a

plan of some kind. Mr. A. Reading, of

Birmingham, has received a local medal for

his design for a public library and museum,
very good in execution and characteristic in

style. Very noticeable also are the two sheets

of designs forfourshopfronts by Mr. W.T. Hol-

lands, of Lambeth. Two of these fronts pre-

sent us with an attempt to adapt the old half-

timbered style to our modern requirements.

We fear that not only would the District Sur-

veyor step in, but that we should find a difB-

culty in constructing the over-hanging upper

itory in the' manner indicated in the section.

As endeavours to improve the normal state of

things, we may welcome any attempt at

novelty, though we fear Mr. Hollands will

have to consult the Building Act before he

goes in for woodwork and gables. Mr. James

Smellie, of Glasgow, has a design for a man-

sion house in the Castellated style, which is

the very essence of feebleness. We hoped

the time had gone by for country villas with

windows down to the ground and upper

stories loop-holed for guns, and with battle-

ments and angle turrets ad libitum. We can-

not say much, cither, for the church by Mr. W.
Lake, of Norwich. Mr. Atkinson, of Chester,

sends us a very creditable design for a shop-

front in the half-timbered style. With such

excellent Medieval examples around him, Mr.

Atkinson should, however, have learnt to

avoid the tendency to a stone treatment which

is manifest in some of his canopies and pen-

dentives. Mr. G. Wormal's drawing of a
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Norman gable at Lincgln Cathedral lias gained

him the prize-books ; the fault; of his work is

that the shadows arc too black. Mr. A.

Foster, of Lincoln, has obtained a similar

reward for his interior perspectives of a

church, apparently his own design. Mr. John

Howitt, of Nottingham, presents us with a

design fora memorial-cress, in which a belt of

very ordinary arcading is made to do duty

thrice over at three different levels. Perhaps

the three tiers of angels in Mr. G. G. Scott's

mr.umcnt in Hyde-park may have been con-

nidered a sufficient precedent for this repeti-

tion of details, but the effect in Mr. Howitt's

case is not successful. There is not a better

drawing in the room in point of manipulative

excellence than Mr. C. W. Appelgren's Resto-

ration of the Ghoragic Monument of Lysi-

crates, beautifully drawn and delicately tinted.

The Gotliic villa by Mr. T. B. Hor>^Seld, of

Halifax, is Gothic only because the windows
happen not to be flat-headed. The engineer-

ing drawings are few in number, and have
failed to obtain any of the principal honours.

We notice very careful drawings by Messrs.

D. Russell, of Carli.sle ; C. F. Curtl-, of Lin-

coln ; Wm. H. Evans, of South Kensington
;

and David Cameron, of Dundee. Mr. Talbert

would be flattered if he could see what an

ardent admirer he has in Mr. VV. F. Randall,

of South Kensington, whose designs for furni-

ture, rewarded with a bronze medal, are surely

founded upon a careful study of that gentle-

man's work. The pianoforte on Sheet I we
should haveliked better had the colouring been
less forcible, but the pen-and-ink draw-
ings on Sheet II are capital, especially

the smaller cabinet, which is very original

and good. The design for a chancel-screen

of wrought iron by Mr. J. J. Trego, of Not-
tingham although unrewarded, is very cha-

racteristic and well suited to the material. So
also is the design for iron gates by Mr. W.
W. Clausen, of South Kensington ; in fact,

we are surprised that so excellent a drawing
has been passed over by the examiners. Tiie

sheet of enlarged detail is beautifully drawn
and tinted, and the enamelled iron work is

suitably and judiciously introduced. To Mr.
George Clausen, of South Kensington, has
fallen the gold medal for surface decoration.

His sheet comprises five designs for wall

decorations, drawn to various scales, the

central design only, founded upon the white

lily, being drawn full size. This reduction in

the scale of the designs gives him an advan-
tage over some of his competitors. The
examiners must have been much puzzled in

awarding the prizes for decorations in such
varied subjects among such a number of

competitors, many of whom are so nearly

equal in merit. From Coventry we have a
group of designs for watch cases, for c.ird

backs, and for ribbons, evidently, from the

similarity of their motive, inspired from the

same source. Are we right in conjecturing

that they have been consulting Mr. West-
wood's very erudite and magnificently illus-

trated work? For the watch-cases Mr.
James Friday receives a bronze medal, for

the card backs Mr. J. Frost, and for the

ribbon Mr. Walter Scott, the silver medal
for ribbons being awarded to some admirable
designs by Mr. E. A. Buckley. The lace

designs from Nottingham are this year very
numerous. We find that the practice of work-
ing in body colours on tracing paper, backed
with some coloured paper, is almost universal,

and results in a representation of the real

material so natural in many c iscs as quite to

deceive the observer, and to load us to think
we are examining the lace itself. Mr. F. B.
Heald has obtained a gold medal, and also

the Mayor of Nottingham's prize for tlie

best design, while Miss Marth;; iletcalf, of
Bradford, and Miss Agnes Schenic, of Lam-
beth, have each of them been rewarded with
gold medals for designs for this material.
Miss Metcalf's drawing, founded upon a very
naturalistic treatment of the Dielytra Specta-
bilis, is especially elegant and pleasing.

Messrs. G. F. Turton, G. Broadhead, and A.

Read, of NotJingham, Miss M. Mansel, of Ken-
sington, and Mr. F. Brett, of Dublin, likewise

receive silver medals for designs for this

fabric* Some excellent drawings of encaustic

tiles are sent up from the Coalbrookdale

School. Mr. Charles Hughes takes the

national prize books for a set of designs, and

Mr. Cliarlcs Hinley must have run him him

very close, for there is little to find fault witli

in his three very admirably drawn sheets,

showing various arrangement of flooring tiles.

The bronze medal in this class has been

obtained by a student of the Lambeth
School, Mr. E. Burbridge. In the same case

as the drawings we have just been describing

are some very lair designs for jewellery from

the Birmingham School, and somo elaborate

lids for coal boxes or scuttles, likewise

from Birmingham ; one of them, the work

of Mr. Alfred Taylor, is remarkable in

that he has selected snow crystals for

the motive of his ornament. What possible

relation there can be between coal and

snow we are at a loss to comprehend.

From Birmingham we have also some very

fair designs for ornamental metal-work, and
sgme very poor designs for iron gates and

grilles. Mr. Charles Emery has a well-

studied drawing of a lectern and a cande-

labrum, but we give him but little praise for

his gates. The set of designs for seven-light

candelabra were, we presume, executed in

competition for some local prizes. With the

designs from Birmingham, taking them as a

whole, we are anything but satisfied. Tlie

commercial flavour of that busy place seems
almost to have influenced the art. In most
of the designs from this school the idea seems
to have been to work more for what would pay
and what was suited to the trade than to try

afttr what was good and true in art. In one
word, the works arc "shoppy," and this school,

instead of endeavouring to raise the standard
of Birmingham manufactures, has allowed
itself to be dragged down and degraded to

their level. This is a very bad track for a

School of Art to get into, and is an abuse of
art training which deserves the most severe

censure. We sincerely hope that another year
this tendency will be avoided. Mr. W. II.

East, of Sheffield, has an excellent design for

a silver tankard, and Mr. W. H. Macklen,
one for an epergne. The designs by Mr. John
Slater, of Stoke, for dessert plates, which fill

two sheets, are many of them very novel aitd

richly coloured. It is really impossible to do
justice to the very numerous and varied ex-
amples in this stage, and wo are compelled to

pass over many meritorious works. There is

as strong a competition as usual for the prizes

offered by the Plasterers' Company. Tlie

nuracous models are exhibited in the galleries

south of the Horticultural Gardens. Mr. E.
Foot, of Bristol, has an elaborate design for

ceiling, and Mr. II. Higgins, of Glasgow, sends
a scheme for the decoration of the side of a

roo.n. Mr. Foot's work is too gaily coloured,
and the scale of the ornament and the panel-
ling, out of keeping. To encourage the study
of ornament the Department offers prizes for

a sheet treating ornament historically, that is

selecting characteristic fragments of the

work of different styles and countries, and
arranging them in their proper order and
succession. Of course Mr. Owen Jones is

largely drawn upon for this subject, and wo
come across a great many familiar details of
his Egyptian and Assyrian styles. This kind
of Work appears to us to be a great waste of

labour, and to bo a good chance thrown away
for if the student were to study ornament for

himself from buildings or works in his own
neighbourhood ho would do himself far more
good than cribbing from a splendid collection

like that by Mr. On-en Jones.

The ladies have it all their own way in the

flower painting, and very beautiful indeed the

* Wc are informed that the Nottinf;liain mauufacturera
are very pleased with the deiigns, and that the best of them
will all be executed.

works Jn this class are. The lovely and sweet-

scented golden lily forms the subject of Miss
A. A. Locke's bronze medal drawing, and
similar rewards have been gained by Miss
Jessie Field, of Oxford, and Miss C. N. Hill,

of Edinburgh. The silver medal has been
awarded to Miss F. Seymour, of Dublin, for a
lovely watercolour group of wild flowers.

Some orchids, by Miss Darling, of Mancliester,

though exquisitely drawn, have failed to obtain

a reward- For drawings from prescribed ex-
amples, and for shaded drawings from the

cast, several silver and bronze medals have
been obtained. Noticeable here are the works
of Messrs. R. Thomas, of Oxford, and G. C.

Perkins, of Manchester, and a beautifully-

drawn spandrel in sepia, by Miss Floyd.

Wo have thus endeavoured to give some
idea of the nature of the exhibition, and to

point out a few of the specially deserving

works, though wo fear we have left many
first-rate drawings unnoticed. We began by
protesting against the arrangement of the

frames. At the risk of being thought un-
gracious, we must terminate by expressing our

surprise at the choice of a gallery in which ti

place them. Surely the South Kensington
authorities must have been at their very wits'

end for space before they appropriated the

room in which are hung the noble cartoons of

Raphael to a collection, however excellent, of

mere students' drawings. What a strange

paradox to think that the cartoons should ever

come to this—the noblest works Art has ever

produced frowning down upon the school-

work of Great Britain in this year of grace,

1870 ! Frowning, we say, for the wall space

is actually partly taken up with the drawings,

and it is impossible to see the cartoons

properly on account of the great frames and
cases. Surely, if nothing else shows how badly

new buildings are wanted at South Kensing-
ton, a glance at the dishonoured cartoons

would do more than hundreds of ofiioial com-
plaints about overcrowding.

We may state, in conclusion, that the num-
ber of works sent up this year to be exa-

mined was 87,000. The preliminary selec-

tion was made by Messrs. S. Hart, Il.A., F. B.

Barwell, and Eyre Crowe ; while the medals
were awarded by Messrs. J. C. Horsley, H.A.;

II. Redgrave, R.A. ; R. Westmncott, R.A.
;

C. W. Cope, R.A. ; E. J. Poynter, R.A. ; and
U. A. Bowler, Official Inspector ; and for the

architecture by Sir M. Digby Wyatt and Mr,
Fergusson.

TIIE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

(Concluding Notice.)

WE have kept our bonne bouche of this

Exhibition to the last, and cannot take

leave of it without noticing the designs for

decorations, which form one of its most in-

teresting and valuable features. In this

department of decoration wo are greatly in-

debted to Mr. S. Aitchi-son, who is the con-

tributor of sever.al drawings full of tliought,

novelty and refinement. We miss in them
any decided characteristic style, but they may
generally be described as a free treatment of

Classic. No. 117, however, necessarily is

otherwise, being a design for filling-in with

coloured glass some Arab windows belonging

to F. Leigliton, Esq., R.A These are of a

perforated description of slab, the holes

arranged so as to form a representation of a

flower vaseand flowers, surmounted by Arabic

Wilting. A sparkling and brilliant effect is

thus produced, whicU Mr. Aitchison has

enhanced by the manner in which he has

varied the tints of each petal, wliile keeping

to one colour for each flower. No. 118 is

entitled, Decoration of Hall in Mansion at

Kensington, for F. Leigliton, Esq., R.A. A
dado as high as the doorway, the cornices

being continuous, with a range of square

panels at the top, and long narrow ones

below, is carried round the hall, and appears

to be of ebonised wood, with sunk circular

holes, coloured red in the frieze. Some ara-
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besques of a slightly more lively character (ire

cut into the doorway arcliitrave as embellish-

ments,but,asauch, they areofamild type. The
upperpart of the wall above the dadois covered

•with blue ornaments on white ground, exe-

cuted ill tilework brought, wo believe, from

the East by Mr. Leighton. As such, and valued

relics, Mr. Aitcliison's treatment of his acces-

sories is coramcndably seir-sacriiicial ; a strip

of orange pbiin tiles at the angles is rather a

startling contraafctotherest.Nos.121, 122, 123,

and 124 are designs by the same architect for

pieces of furniture, most of them intended for

the Thames Conservancy Board-room, in ebony,

enriclied with delicate mouldings and inlays of

ivory or gilt lines ; they are retined, with the

exception of the chair, which is of a dif-

ferent and more clumsy typo. The features

are Classic or Renaissance. No. 116 is a work

of a very different character, a startling sketch

cartoon for staircase, Tempsford, by J. Moyr
Smith. It illustrates Hugh de Payen and

Geoffrey D'Adhemar founding the order of

the Knights Templars under the patronage of

Warmond, Patriarcli of Jerusalem, a.d. 1118.

Its contemplation has left upon us a vivid

recoUectiou of some violently blue legs, be-

longing to whom we could not aver. The two
heroes seera maudlingly drunk, and the Patri-

arch mildly shocked at so unbecoming a pro-

ceeding ; he is shaking his head, as if under

the melancholy conviction that no good can

cotne out of it, despite the frantic exertions of

two acolytes, who look as if they would strain

all their sinews in the efforts to swing thvir

censers sufficiently for the occasion. The in-

tention of the work is higher than its execu-

tion. No. 131, Sketches for Pottery and Wall
Decoration—the Signs of the Zodiac—by the

same, is better, as bein^ less pretentious, and
really humorous and comic, yet it is ques-

tionable if such broad farce is suitable for

permanent decoration. The run of fashion,

however, is very amusing. Mr. Herbert A.
Gribble has an elaborate drawing. No. 119,

Design for Bookcase and Decoration of Li-

brary, not without merit as a drawing and in

some of the details, such as the wall decora-

tions, but the bookcases are fussy and over-

done. No. 120, Design for Organ Front, Mel-
bourne, by Mr. Daniel Ruddle, we should have
passed but that we regret to see it is said to

be in course of actual execution. In No. 130
Mr. H. S. Marks gives us five exquisite book-
plates, in which humour and high artistic

qualities arc combined. Mr. J. D. Grace
sends a number of valuable sketches and
studies of ancient decorations made abroad.

No. 126 is from a coiling by Ghirlandajo at

Florence, from the Capella di S. Bernardo, Pal.

Vecchio. The effect is produced by a gold
ground, enriched by delicate painting, and
contrasted by lines of deep blue in the mould-
ings surrounding the panels. We should like

to know if the original work has the blue so

strong an ultramarine. Nos. 133, 4, 6, 6, 7, and
8 are interesting studies of Eastern decora-
tive inlaid and painted work at Damascus and
Cairo, by the same hand. They bear the evi-

dence of care and truth, and the colours are

as remarkable for their delicacy as the designs
for their intricacy. Nos. 138, 9, and 140 are
equally interesting and careful studies of the
same class in a still more remote field—that
of India—by Mr. Emerson. He gives us

therein a clear notion of the detail and effect

of the wondrous floral inlays of the Taj Mahal.
No. 132 is an important drawing by Mr. J. L.
Pearson, showing his design for proposed
sculpure and incised decoration of the narthex
of S. Peter's Church, Vauxhall. Mr. Pearson
deserves all credit for the endeavour to intro-

duce art of such character atnid plain brick-
wrrk, and the suggestions fur the designs are
good, but they would need to be entrusted to

able liandx to execute, and, indeed, to be
re-cast. Wo cannot but question whether
the incised band above the arches is not on too

small a scale in itself, compared, for instance,
with the bricks, which are as long as some of
the figures

; nor do we like the restlessness
|

of effect produced by this band, or frieze.

interfering with and interfered by the several

arch and window-heads, and should have pre-

ferred a belt of sculpture carried in a line with

the subjects in the three tympana of the

western doorway. Drawing No. 141 is one

that calls for notice ; it is a part of a dcsizn for

decoration of vestibule of No. 14, Fitzroy-

squaro, the residence of Mr. Robert W. Edis,

byH. S.Marks. Architecture, Painting, and

Sculpture are represented associated as three

female figures in a group, and Poetry and

Music but slightly separated, one on either

side, with a vase holding a flowering shrub

between each of these and the triple group in

the midst. They, each bear the insignia of

their craft, and are dressed in flowing robes

of sober colour, and the background is divided

into four horizontal band.< of quiet and retir-

ing tints, various in width, and representing

a dado against the sky. We hail this attempt

at the improvement of the interior of our

dwellings, both at the hands of the artist and
the architect. No. 142, Sketch for Sculpture,

Islip Reredos, Messrs. Slater and Carpenter,

architects, exhibited by D. Bell and Almond,
with Nos. 127, 8 and 9, designs for painted

windows by the same artists, are in that con-

ventional style of manufactured art which is

too common. The figures look as if they would
be full of affectation had they any brains for

such ideas to enter, but, studied apparently

from dressed dolls, we are willing to acquit

them oi all malice prepense. No. 144, Art tiles,

and 145, Sketches for Glass, arc exhibited

under the name of G. E. Cook. We believe

they are executed by him from cartoons from
artists whose names should be given ; they are

very charming, and therefore the more reason
to give full credit to whomsoever the credit of

the various portions of the work is due.

Of another painted or inlaid panel of

porcelain. No. 147, designed for the Society of

Decorative Arts, by J. Moyr Smith, wo are

glad to be able to speak well after what we
have had to say of other of that gentleman's
works. It is somewhat too imitative of lead

glazing, and the birds are evident copies of
Japanese drawings, but it shows that Mr.
Smith can do good work when he condescends
to be simple, but when he will not, as in No.
148, sketch for wall decoration in flat tints,

subject, Ode to Melancholy, he simply sets our
teeth on edge. We turn back to No. 143, an
old friend, Droraoro Castle wall decoration,
by E. W. Godwin, with intense satisfaction,

its quiet refinement continuing to grow upon
us. Wo feel we could live in such rooms with
satisfaction. A screen in the middle of the
large gallery bears six largo drawings of
furniture and decoration, by Owen Jones,
executed by Messrs. Jackson and Graham.
These are more to the present taste of the
world, full, of course, of a certain facility of
design and a certain harmony of effect, but
yet lamentable and elaborate perpetrations of
the most ordinary upholsterer's type. Nor
can we even rest content with the colouring of
some of the drawings, in which raspberry-jam,
tinted panels i surmoimt an orange-brown
dado, and are surmounted by pink, drab, and
blue in the cornice. Wo see here costliness

without art, and deeply regret the result.

To " Works of Sculpture," by R. L. Boulton,
of Cheltenham, we primarily object with refer-

ence to this name he gives them—the more
modest title of woodcarver, assumed by Mr. J.

Knox, who sends a figure of S. Peter, exe-
cuted in wainscoat oak, is far more suitable

to this class of work. When recommended to

us as the meritorious attempts of working men
we are disposed to criticise them leniently.

It is well that our humbler carvers should
strive their best to raise the tone of their work,
and their ordinary foliage carving will doubt-
IolS bo all the better for the practice of carv-
ing the figure occasionally ; but sculpture

such figures are not, and we protest against a
contrary assumption, the more because we
regret that many of our leading architects

seem quite disposed to rest content with such

carving instead of art in their works— witness

the pulpit in Westminster Abbey, and the

cross between puppies and lion-whelps which
bark at the- base of the Westminster column.

If we are to have figures at all, let them have

the usual number and position of the joints in

the human figure, and though clothed, we
seek to sae that there ore limbs beneath tlie

folds of the drapery, and that the drapery

falls according to the laws of nature, and that

the pattern of the dress is after some con-

ceivable model. We have yet to learn

—

perhaps we are inquisitive to ask—somothinjj

about those of the angels about t ) dccorato

the church of Creach Grange, near Warebam,
in Dorsetshire.

No. 231 is a cartoon of the Crucifixion,

drawn by Mr. Ridley, for E. E. Cooke, Esq.,

which is effective and clover, and of a different

stamp of art, far more promising for the

future.

We have now completed our review of this

exhibition, with the exception of two or three

of the screens wliich'contaiD the year's sketches

of the Architectural Association Class of De-
sign and some interesting photographs which
hive been sent over by some architects in

France. Another screen is also creditably

filled with the plates of the Architectural

Association Sketch-book, of which we have

previously reviewed several numbers.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.
(Continued from page 447, Vol. XVIII.J

KOMAN sculpture a^ a representative art

was considerably influenced by the

sensual and degrading character of the gross

pantheism that prevailed. But besides this

influence, there was the national taste for

the bater appetites and qualities of humanity.

The noble attributes so prized and encour-

aged by the Greeks in their public contests,

and the innocent objects of rivalry of the

Olympic games, ceased to have any pleasure

for the cloyed Romans, satiated with warlike

amusements. The sculpture naturally reflected

those passions and distortions of the mind
and body which express such emotions

;
and

in the last days of the Republic the art sunk
rapidly, notwithstanding the exertions of

Augustus to revive it. It is well to note this

retrogression in art and the causes which con-

tributed towards it. It seems the first

declension of art of which we have record
;

and every student of Roman history can

tolerably well learn the reasons which led to

it. In Greece every artist was respected
;

Socrates pronounced them the only wise

men, and other eminent philosophers and
statesmen took lessons of art and paid

special honour to artists. Their great

artists were also maintained at public ex-

pense, as, for example, Polygnotus, the cele-

brated monumental painter. How different

among the Romans ! They were, among
them, state tools, comparatively speaking.

There was no commonwealth of genius

and talent. Nor can we say oven that

in England such an honourable position

is awarded to artists, who now frequently

depend on the caprice of individuals. Under
the Roman sway, there was a suspension of

the better emotions and faculties of the mind,

its loss of individual freed om, and its slavish

subjection to state functionaries. Hence the

individual was but a mere unit, existing for

the State, not the State for him, as in Greece.

In every respect there is a wonderful contrast

between Greek and Roman tastes. Thus, in

the Greek tragedy, suffering was ideal and
ministrative to the Boul, not, as in Rome, real

torture and blood, to delight a depraved ape-

lite. Roman literature, too, was of the same
class, realistic and reflective of the loose

morals and tastes of the age ; the best authors

were but imitators of Greek authors. Of the

higher conceptive power the Romans had
little or none ; they wero more perceptive and
dictatorial by reason of the very subjection

under which they existed.

AU these peculiarities of physique and
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mental character were reflected in the arts
;

thus Architecture was Bt«m, stately, dig-

nified, triumphant ; sculpture expressed the

same spirit, it gloried as being representative

of victories, of exhibitions, of aniTnal cou-

rage, suffering—brute force rather than intel-

lectual power. Again, let us look at the

efforts of the Romans to add to their prede-

cessors' work. We find, for instance, multi-

plichtion instead of invention—the different

orders, for example, piled one over the other
;

we observe, too, their modifications of the

three Greek orders, the Doric, Ionic, Corin-

thian, and their own supplemental order, the

Composite, combined of the elements of the

two last. Again, in the Composite Arcade,

they combined the Greek entablature and the

arch. Hence their power of combination

and adaptation was greater than their inven-

tive faculties, or that nice discrimination,

adjustment, and gradation of parts which we
find in the construction of the Grecian

temples. But their adaptation was slow in

progress. In the case of the Composite

Arcade, the Greek columnar trabeation was for

a long time merely a mask placed in front of

the arcade. In course of time the entabla-

ture yielded to the arched construction, and

the first step was to cut away the inter-

columnar bit of entablature, only leaving

pieces over the columns for the springing of

the arches. This double capital was at last

superseded by springing the arches directly

from the column or pier, thus, at last, arriving

at the pure system of arcuation as a distinct

method of construction.

Restless for conquest and dominion, the

Romans devoted their best energies to military

achievement and discipline, not, as with the

Greeks, to the more leisurely and refined culti-

vation of the arts of peace. All they did was
thus more to add to the stores of their prede-

cessors, and to attain sumptuousness and
eplendonr for their own aggrandisement,

than for the sake of real improvement or for

the advancement of the arts. Yet one prin-

ciple, the arch, was destined to work a great

change and revolution in all subsequent archi-

tecture ; and this expedient they used as much
from the demands of their actual requirements

as from any other motive. From the Pantheon
to the beautiful domed decagonal temple of

Minerva Medica, we have a series of examples
suggestive at least, if not the very germs, of

that constructive system which was destined

to change the architecture of the West and
£ast,and give it all that flexibility and adapta-

tion, and that mastery over mere material,

and its simple static conditions which so won-
derfully strike us in the structures of the

Middle Ages. The vaulted basilicas of the

Romans, indeed, embraced all the chief con-

structive points which the Gothic architects

developed, though we shall mark an important

change in the conceptive power or the ex-

pression of the latter's work.

In the Sast we find Eastern fancy, combined
with the practical and regular construction of

the Romans, producing quite an original style,

deyoid of the academic rules of Vitruvius,

while in the West the tendency was to develop

the most practical features, regardless of the

ostentation and regularity of Roman art.

There was a mighty revolution in the modes
of life, thought, and action when the dismem-
berment of the Empire began—a moral change
which everywhere exercised a marked influence

upon art conception. The dawn of Monothe-
ism itself shed a new light which was soon

felt. The world had hitherto been under the

dominion of two powers—a free imagination

and an unfettered intellect, sometimes in

strange reconciliation, and sometimes in vio-

lent opposition. There was needed another

force to balance them, to bring them to a just

agreement. This was the moral power about
to be inaugurated. In our next article we
will show its influence upon Art, and conclude
onr historic sketch by a reference to modem
art, G. H. G

{To le continued.')

THE EXHIBITION BUILDINGS.

THE buildings in which the Exhibition of 1871

will be held have been designed by Lieut.-

Col. Scott, K.E., and are to be of a permanent
character. Those persons familiar with the Hor-
ticultural Gardens know the long ornamental

arcades parallel with the Albert and Exhibition-

roads. At the back of these arcades is a piece

of waste ground, some 200ft. wide, extend-

ing to the road. On these strips of land

the two main exhibition buildings are to be

built. At their northern ends, these main build-

ings will be placed in communication with the

ooaservatory of the Horticultural Gardens,

and through it with the new Albert Hall of Arts

(the grand promenade of which will be utilised

for exhibition purposes, the educational collec-

tion being placed therein) by covered approaches,

which are being made upon the top of tho

arcades connecting them with the conservatory.

The southern ends of the main buildings will com-

municate with the permanent portion of the

Exhibition building of 1862, which forms the

southern boundary of the Horticultural Gar-

dens. This building is now used for the exhibi-

tion of objects in connection with the

South Kensington Museum. By this means, the

building will completely surround the gardens, to

which tho public will be admitted at certain

times, and under special conditions which have

yet to be decided upon. It is also proposed to

connect this aeries of buildings with the South
Kensington Museum, by means of a covered way
under the Eihibition-road, and also in the same
manner with the Metropolitan Railway. Between
the outer walls of each of the two exhibition build-

ings and the roads upon which they abut, there

will still remain a long strip of waste ground,

some IGOft. wide, which will allow of the build-

ings being laterally extended at some future time.

The length of the main buildings, on the ground
floor at each side, will be 1100ft., on the upper

floor at each side, 600ft. Their width throughout

will bo 30ft., and the height of the two floors COft.

The level of such a length of building will be

broken each side by four raised pavillions or

dwarf towers ; four of these on cither side of the

north and south extremities, will be 35ft. wide,

the two centre ones being 65ffc.

The ground floors of the building consist of a

series of chambers, broken in equal lengths by

the varying dimensions of the central portions,

the light for which is obtained from large windows
in the east and west sides of the respective build-

ings, but there can, of course, be no windows in the

sides which adjoin and continue the present arcade

walls.

The lower story will be set aside for the exhi-

bition of woollen fabrics, manufactures, tools,

and machinery. The upper floor will bo a repe-

tition, on a smaller scale, of the picture-gallery of

the Exhibition of 1862 ; the galleries will have

no side windows, but will be lighted with a single

centre ridge glass roof. The floor will be fire-

proof, made on the Fox and Barret principle, of

rolled iron girders filled in between with lOin. of

concrete, and tiled on tho upper surface. Pro-

vision is made in the built girders for heating the

buildings by means of hot-water pipes, and also

for ventilation. These galleries, which are to be

30ft. wide by 25ft. high, will be used exclusively

for the exhibition of works of art and art-manu-

factures, such as painting, bronzes, fculpture

porcelain, decorative furniture, jewellery ; in

fact, every kind of artistic work, whether applied

to objects of ornament or domestic use.

On the side of the Albert and Exhibition

roads, the buildings will not be excessively deco-

rated . In tho front overlooking the Horticul tural

Gardens, the greatest beauty of the new buildings

will be seen. The arcades of the Horticultural

Gardens which are only 12tt. wide, are being

finished off entirely, and their massive stone

capitals and cornices are being carved from

designs by the South Kensington art-students.

The arcades, which are at present only temporarily

covered, are being roofed over in a solid and
permanent manner, and will form a promenade

on a level with tho floor of the picture and art

galleries of the upper saloons, with which they

will communicatethrough widcduorway entrances.

Tho side next the gardens will have a handsome
terracotta balustrade, from which rise light orna-

mental carved wood columns, supporting a trellis-

work of iron running along the whole length and
breadth of the walk. This trellis-work will bo

interwoven with vines and creepers. The balus-

trade will contain vases filled with flowers, and a

pleasant view will be obtained over the whole
extent of the gardens beneath.
The buildings are in the Decorated Italian

style, with mouldings, cornices, columns, and
courses in buff-coloured terra-ootta ; tho brick-
work being of the hard red Pareham bricks, so as

to match the garden architecture, and harmonise
with the new Museum buildings which are rising

in front of them. The terra-cotta and red Eare-
ham bricks are more durable against a London
winter than even granite. The buildings alto-

gether will accommodate 50,000 people.

THE NEW ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

ALTHOUGH so much has been said and
. written with regard to Mr. Carrey's new hos-

pital at Stangate being perfect, from a sanitary

point of view, in plan and arrangement, the

Medical Times and Gazette regrets to find the

communicating corridors running the whole length

of the building level with the ground and first

floors are not constructed for that amount of

isolation it had at first supposed. Our contempo-
rary had imagined that the corridors were the con-

necting links between tho blocks, and thut, in the

event of erysipelas, fever, &c., appearing in a

block, the windows and the corridor s would be

taken out and the passage closed, so that the only

communication would be by the underground
passage in the basement. This, however, is not

possible, for the whole of the space between the

central corridor on the ground floor and that

which forms a continuous screen at the back of

the firft floor is filled up by rooms for the out-

patients, dispensary, &c. In each case the light

will be very deficient, being for the most part

borrowed from the corridors between which they

are situated. In the terminal blocks only, or

that for the contagious diseases proper, will it

be possible tn isolate the wards by cutting off

these channels of communication, for there are no

offices fitted into the space between the corridors

leading to this block.

Considorable progress has been made towards

the completion of the exterior. Tho contractors

expect to have the roots completed and the scaf-

folding down by the middle of July. Two ol

the blocks are in this forward state now ; the

stonework has been washed, and they present a

very imposing appearance. Up to the present

time scarcely any plasterers or carpenters have

been at work. Very little progress has been
made in fitting up the interior; the walls are

just as bare as they were twelve months ago.

According to the plans it is intended to have

an open colonnade facing the river, linking toge-

ther the front facets of each block, and forming

the front boundary to the quadrangles. This our

medical contemporary very much objects to—1st.,

because it shuts out some of the light and air

from the wards ; 2nd, because it is purely orna-

mental ; and 3rd, because the building would be

dwarfed by it. The blocks would undoubtedly

look more imposing by appearing in relief. Our
contemporary is also surprised to find that it is

intended to " brick in" portions of the building

which cannot he turned to account, and would
rather have them left open as air shafts to assist

in the ventilation. In some of these spaces water

has been laid on, so that lavatories and water

closets can be constructed, and there cannot be

too many of those. Much has to be done before

the building is complete, and tho governors and

staff may be congratulated if they get into their

now bailding by the middle of next year.

COMPETITIONS.

Bradfoed Church Literacy Instittitb.—
The plans prepared by Messrs. Milues and France,

Mr. W. Gav, Messrs. Andrew, Son, and I'epper,

and Mr. S. Eflis, architects, Bradford, in competi-

tion for the proposed new buildings in North-

parade for the above institate are now on view at

the Church Institute, Albion-court, Bradford.

The designs are all in the Gothic style, each dif

ferently treated. The house in Manor-row is not

dealt with, the designers confining their plans to

the space at the back of that edifice.

TlIORNGATE FOOTnniDGE, BARNARD CASTLE.

—The committee for carrying out this work met

last week, when the various designs submitted in

competition were discussed, and, ultimately, the

plan of Messrs. Nimmo and McNay, of London,

was adopted, on condition that certain alterations

and improvements in it can be made, and a com-

mittee was appointed to confer with the engineers

on the subject.
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ON THE USE AND ABUSE OF OHNAMENT AND
COLOUR IN TUEIR APPLICATION TO UOUSE DECO-

RATION.

^Continuedfrom page 468, Vol. XVIII.)

ADRAWING ROOM, in tlio usual accepta-

tion of^ the term, is substantially a

lady's room. It is there she presides and
reigns supremo as mistress o£ the mansion
and queen of her company. Aa a rule, she

fills it with articles of bijouterie and knick-

knacks—articles which ladies of taste are sure

to admire. Rare cabinets, beautiful and ex-

quisite receptacles for everything and for

notliiug ; shells, mounted in gold and ormolu,

&c. ; easy chairs, couches, ottomans, and
every appliance for elegant comfort and cosy

chat" The style of its decorations should be
in accordance with its general aspect whea in

use—light, cheerful, and rich.

The ceiling, if it is a moderately-sized room
and not enriched with ornament in relief,

may be tinted cream colour. A stile may be
added next to the cornice, five, six, or eight

inches wide, according to tlie size of the

room, which may bo tinted of a warm grey;

an ornament may be stencilled at each corner,

and a smaller one in the centre of each side,

between corner and curner, and connected by
lines either broken and stencilled, or run con-
tinuous witli a fitch or flat hoghair brush.

It is necessary to use caution in the choice

and size of the ornaments used— caution as

to the style, so that it may hi in accordance
with the architecture of the house, and as to

size, so that the ornament shall not bo either

too large or too small for the room. Many
gross mistakes are made in this respect. We
often see ornaments on ceilings which are only
fitted to adorn furniture, and which are
utterly lost on a ceiling, and in other cases
we may see ornaments put upon a ceiling ten
or twelve feet high large enough for one
twenty-five feet high, and of proportionata
dimensions. Tliis either proceeds from want of
judgment or paucity of design, or, perhaps,
what is quite as likely, from the fact that the
decorator has the particular design by him ready
cut, and therefore does not care to put himself
to the expense and trouble of designing and
cutting another. We know several cases where
the decorator has a stock of stencil patterns,
which he uses on all occasions, both in large
and small rooms, suitable or not, and he takes
care to cut new ones from them before the old
ones arewen out—a profitable practice enough,
but not very creditable or praiseworthy in the
decorator—a practice we would wish to see
abolished, as it has a downward tendency, re-

pressing all invention and originality.

In the designing and connection of the
corners and centre ornaments, care should be
taken to cause the lines to flow out of the
corners and form a part of them. A broad
line and a fine lino look better than a single
line, or than two of the same width, either fine

or broad. They may bo either broken lines
with stripes or dots, or interlace one with the
other. Their colour, or the tints named above,
may be, for the broad line, a dull warm gold
or golden brown

; the fine lino may be either
a tint made from vermilion and white, or a
reddish mauve. The broad line should not be
more than three-quarters of an inch broad on a
ceiling of ordinary heiglit, and the fine line
about one-eighth. The ornaments may be
done in two or three tints, as may be desirable.
The larger portion, when the ornament will
admit, such as a conventional leaf, may be
stencilled from the top to tlie base with two,
tlireo, or four colours blending one into the
otiicr, or, in stencilling, the half of the leaf
lengthways may be covered with a straight-
edgid Klip of paper while one-half is coloured,
then the stencilled half may bo covered in the
same manner, and the other half coloured,
and so two shades of colour, forming light and
•hade, may bo got on the same leaf or orna-

ment. Many good effects may be thus got
by very simple means. The cornice, whether
plain mouldings or enriched, should be coloured

with tints of cream colour and white on the

projecting members, and tints of warm grey
of different degrees of tone in the coves,

quirks, and backgrounds, with suitable tints

of red or pink on the under sides or fillets

against the darkest grey tints. This causes

the grey to look warm, and if the whole is

properly balanced, the one colour will blend
with the other, and the efl;ect will bo a
sort of bloom of colour, equalised and toned
to perfect harmony. The enrichments maybe
etched and gilt. A beautiful efliect may be got

by the judicious use of three colours of gold in

conjunction with colour, namely, regular deep
gold, middle shade, and lemon gold. The
difference in shade of colour depends, of course,

upon the amount of alloy in each—and it

should bo understood that the lighest colour

has the most silver in it, therefore is the most
likely to tarnish when exposed to contact with
the atmosphere, especially on outside work,
and it should therefore be well sized before
being left for a finish. There is only a cer-

tain class or stylo of architectural ornament
that will bear etching with advantage,
although we see all sorts indiscriminately

the drawing room, we may have the seasons
represented by the aid of flowers, birds, butter-

flies, &c. The wild flowers of the months are

a very suitable decoration, unpretentious, and
well adapted for arrangement. Large masses
of flowers are objectionable. Coloured orna-
ment, enclosing medallions, either of the sea-
sons or classic heads, is also a good style. A
less pretentious stylo of treatment is to put
each wall or side of the room into one panel,
with gold mouldings, as before, but in this case
each panel should have a centre ornament of
a proportionate size, placed exactly in the
middle of the top lines of mouldings, in order
to give elevation, and break the long straight
line, which is always objectionable. The form
of these and of the corner ornaments must
be determined by the style of the room. The
centre of panel may, in this case, be either
tinted or filled in with a suitable diaper pattern
paper. If paper is used wo prefer that there
should not be any of the so-called gold in the
pattern, but when the gold patterns are used
for this purpose they should be chosen of as
quiet and undemonstrative a pattern as possible.

There is a variety of drawing-room papers of
recent introduction in which the gold is em-
bossed, and, almost without exception, these
patterns are of that spotty character we have

etched. The Corinthian capital, and many of
i

before had occasion to condemn. These goods
the Greek, Italian, and Roman ornaments are very beautiful to look at in the piece, but
may be etched, but a very large proportion of

,

there is a " dot and carry one " character
architectural enrichments cannot be so treated, '

about them we do not like, and after all the
and it is wholly out of place on Gothic orna- ' gold is b'ut a delusion and a snare, for they
ment. We therefore, as a rule, prefer parcel will not stand—at all events we have not yet
gilding, and tho.«e parts should always bo seen any of the gilt papers that will not
selected for gilding which receive and reflect tarnish, and even in the most favourable
the light best ; rounded projections, beads, situations they will begin to fade or go black
and hollows, for instance. Flat surfaces seldom in twelve months after being hung. The
reflect the light, and wlien they do not the colour of the stiles of the room will depend
gold looks almost black. When only part of upon that of the paper of the panel,

an ornament is gilt, the rest of it should be of A simple and inexpensive manner of treating

a cream or gold colour, or other tone of
yellow, as these tints blend with the gold,

and we thus avoid an abrupt line.

The walls may be done in several ways :

when the room is large enough, a good style

is to divide each wall into proportional panels,

with stiles and pilasters, and gold mouldings.
The centre panel on each wall may be filled

with a mirror of the same dimension, and
finislied in tho same manner as the other
panels. Much care is required in the selec-

tion of glass for this purpose, especially in

a drawing room is to colour the walls of some
light pleasing tint in distemper, then decorate
with a floral border round the top part of
the wall about Gin. wide, enclosed iu
simple gold beads, and forming a frieze ; a
narrow ornamental border in one colour may
also be put round the bottom of the wall
about 6in. from the skirting. Many paper
hangers make a practice of running borders,
and even gold mouldings round the door
arclutraves and round tho chimney piece ; this

is a vulgar practice, something in tho paper-

caseswhere two glasses are exactly opposite
'""'' ^'^y'° '^'^ ^"^'"i''^^' ''"'^ ^'"^"''^ "^^ ''^""'s'^'

each other ; for if they are not perfectly level ^^'^"y^ suitable arrangements of borders are

and equal in surface, they distort everything ™^°""^'".'''^'* by the paper stainer, and if

in the room; the cornices of the room and door- ;

S^od taste is exercised in the choice of colour,
- an excellent effect may be obtained at a

slight cost, and we have found in our ex-
ways will appear crooked, broken, and falling

down, and as there is a double reflection, which
causes, as it were, an endless vista of rooms,
the distortion is multiplied each time, but if

the mirrors are good and true, the effect pro-
duced is excellent The panels and pilasters

should be enclosed with two mouldings, or
rather a mould and bead, the outside one
about one inch wide, more or less, according
to the size of room, either with or without cor-
ner pieces. Tho second or inner bead, about
half an inch wide, should be placed about three
or four inches apart from the outside moulding.
We thus get space for three tints of colour.

Tho panels may be of a light warm reddish
grey tone ; tho three inches space between the
mouldings may be light pink, and the style
cream colour, or tho pink and cream colour
maybe renewed. Tho panel colour is admira-
bly adapted for the display of gold-framed
water colours or engravings. The pilasters may
be painted with arabesques of good dtsign, on
a cream colour ground. These should never
be attempted except they can be well and care-
fully done, and they should always have a
meaning. It is a senseless prac'ico to paint a
pretentious style of ornament, and when asked
as to its meaning, to be told " Oh ! it is an or-

nament, that is all !" The ornaments of a
dining room should have some reference to the

purpose for which it is used—fruit, game,
implements of the chase, more especially of

those animals which aro used for food, &o. In

perience that it is not always the most ex-
pensive work which looks the best.

(To be continued.)

THE PROPOSED KEW MID-LONDON
ROAD AND RAILWAY.

TIIE means of communication between the
East and West ends of London, by road and

rail, are by no means inadequate or inconvenient.

The two great lines of thoroughfare—Holbom
and the Straud—and their continuations, and tho

metropolitan system of underground communica-
tion, are at present tolerably equal to the public

want. With regard to tho North-Western and
Central portions of the metropolis, the case is

altogether different. There aro no good roads
between the three great trunk lines of the Euston-

road, Oxford-street, and Holborn, and the Strand

and Fleet-street, except Portland-place and
Regent-street, and Farriugdon-road and street

—

hoth circuitous, and ata considerable distance from
each other. Means of communication by rail are

still worse. The Northern d iatricta aro practi-

cally isolated from the Southern and South-
western.
A project is now on foot, and has been sub-

mitted to the Metropolitan Board of Works,
bavin); for its object tlie constructing a railway
extending in a north-west direction to the

point where the Ilampstead, Kentish Town, and
Camden-roads join, connecting the North-Western
Railway atEuston-square with the South-Eastern
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at Waterloo Janction, as

sliowa on the plan \vhicli

\re give. This line would
pass under Southampton-
row, Ilolbom, the west side

of Lincoln's-inn-fields,Clare-

market, Wjoh-street, Holy-
well-street, and the Strand,

and crossing the river at

the point shown by a new
bridge, which need not ne-

cessarily be a standing dis-

grace to railway engineers,

as are the Cannon-street and
Charing-cross bridges. This
scheme, as its promoters
point out, affords a good
opportunity for the Metro-
politan Board of Works to

co-operate with them in the

coustruclion of two short

sections of road, 60ft. wide
—viz., from Southampton-
row through Little Turn-
stile, to the north-west cor-

ner of Lincoln's-inn-ficlds

(not Lincoln's-inn-,«i7Ka?'e,

as erroneously stated by two
contemporaries), and from
the south-west corner of Lin-

coln's-inn-fields to the Strand
thus affording direct com-
munication between Hamp-
stead, Highgate, Kentish
Town, and HoUoway, and
the Thames Embankment.
A minor, but still important,

improvement might be ef-

fected at the same time
by opening up a direct ac-
cess to Vernon-place from
Tbeobald's-road.

The promoters have de-
termined to connect the new
nliewith the South-Eastern,
at Waterloo Junction, rather

than at Charing-cross, bo-
cause of the comparatively
immense cost which the
route to the latter station

would entail ; and also be-
cause of the consequent ne-
cessary widening of the
Charing-cross bridge, very
undesirable on manygrounds
The route adopted, more-
over, is so direct that it is

only a few chains longer
than if it took its course
down the Hampstead and
Tottenham - court - roads,
through Leicester-square, to

Charing-cross. The gradi-
ents of the proposed line are
of the first class, the
steepest being 1 in lU,
except a short rise of 1 in

40 into Eust^n Station

—

such a rise at that point
being rather an advantage,
than otherwise, as it will fa-

cilitate the stoppini? <ind

starting of trains. Another
great

i
< int ia ihat aliliough

the line is entirely under-
ground, no disturbance of
the streets will be necessary

from Eiiston-sqnare to the

south side of Lincoln's-inn-

fields, owing to the great

depth at which the railway
will be constructed.

Testimony has been al-

ready borne by Mr. Layard
and Mr. Street to the facili-

ties of access to the site of

the New Law Courts which
such a street would afford.

The gross cost of the pur-

chase of the prope.-ty neces-

sary to be acquired for con-

structing the new road,

from Vernon-place, South-
ampton-row, to the Strand,

as well as the contemplated
improvement at Theobald's-

oad, is estimated at

£500,000. The sale of

Surplus property would con-

siderably reduce this sumj and the promoters
of the Mid London Kailway Company, offer

to share with the ;Board, the nett cost of the
new street. The proposal is one not likely to be
made again, and wo think the Board might fairly

support the scheme, both in the interest of the
general public, and of the ratepayers, at whoso
cost, at some time, some such road must be
made.

KEEPER'S LODGE AT KIRTLINGTON
PARK, OXON.

ONE of our illustrations this week represents
a keeper's lodge at Kirtlington Park, Oxod,

built for Sir Henry W. Dashwood from designs
supplied by Mr. William Wilkinson, architect,
Oxford. The walls are of stone, and are lined in-

side with brick. The roof is covered with blue
slates. The cost of the lodge was about £350,

WHITE COLNE CHURCH, ESSEX,

ONE of our illustrations this week represents

the church of St. Andrew, White Colne,
Essex, before and after restoration, The walls
of this church, in 1869, were entirely covered
with a thick coating of plaster, all the stonevrork
of the windows was decayed, wood muUions and
tracery of the " Churchwardens' Gothic " era in

one or two instances doing duty for the stone

originals. In the interior, both roofs had false

plaster ceilings, and whitewash reigned omnipo-
tent everywhere. High pews and a western gal-

lery made the small church appear still smaller
and ; a "three-decker," with sounding board,

contributed not a little to this effect. The pre-

vailing style of this church is Late Decorated,
bnt in removing the plastering, blocked up Nor-
man windows, of early date, showed that the

church was of still earlier foundation. The work
of restoration was commenced in August last,

and is now completed. The illustration suffices

to show how the restoration has affected the

exterior of the building ; no further description,

therefore, is necessary. In the interior, on the re-

moval of the plaster ceilings, both roofs were

found perfectly sound (of the trussed rafter con-

struction), and were accordingly carefully restored.

Owing to the use of a sort of soft stone called
" clunch," the decay of the muUions and tracery

of the windows has necessitated their being re-

placed with now stone in most instances, but with

one exception, the new windows are exact repro-

ductions of the old ones. A stained glass window,
by Ward and Hughes, has been placed in the

tower, to the memory of the former vicar, plain

quarry glazing,'[vvith coloured borders, being used
for the remaining windows in the church. Open
seats have taken the place of the high pews.

Proper choir accommodation has been provided in

the chancel. The old Elizabethan pulpit has
been taken down from its high pedestal, and is

now fain to content itself on a more modest
moulded stone base. A new font has been given

by the parishioners, and Minton tiles have been
laid in the nave, chancel, and tower. The work
of restoration has been exceedingly well carried

out by, Mr. T. Kogers, of Eails Colne, builder,

under the snperintendence and according to

the plans of the architect, Charles J. Muxon,
A.R.I. B.A., of 48, Albany-street, London.

The Dome op S. Peter's.—A curious in-

stance of the way in which observation fails to

remark familiar sights has recently come to light

in Rome. Everybody knows that, while the dome
of S. Peter's is the work of Michael Angelo, the

rest of the building is from the design of Carlo

Maderuo ; but though thousands have gazed at

at the wonderful church, it was only the other

day that a French traveller observed that the

middle point of the dome and that of the portico

do not coincide. The difference between them
is nearly 5 ft., and must, according the Athcneum,
bedne either to an original defect in construction,

or to subsequent inclination of the axis of part of

the building.

Stoke Nbwington Green.—The Parks and
Open Spaces Committee of the Metropolitan Board

of Works have under consideration the improve-

ment of this green. There are many literary

and historical associations connected with the

place. The house in which the late Samuel
Rogers, author of the " Pleasures of Memory,"
was bom is still in existence there. It is in con-

templation to erect by subscription a statue of

De Foe, who was educated and afterwards re-

sided at Nowington-green.
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BRIEF CHAPTERS OX BRITISH
CARPENTRY.

Br TiiojfAS MoRBia.

(Continuedfrom page 478, Vol. XVIII.)

FROM a royal and stately example, highly

embellished, and carrying Decorative art

to a perfectly dramatic extent, a quality that

was soon perceived and turned to account,

though it may yet serve as a copious source of

suggestion whenever a modern theatre has to

be Gothically designed, we turn to a specimen
of comparatively plain and humble character.

Metropolitan skill and continental adaptations
are exchanged for provincial simplicity and
domestic forms. Yet both scenes were occa-

sionally trodden by the same august per-

sonages.

In a quiet district on the deep clay lies the

parish of Crowhurst, surrounded by Limps-
field, Oxted, Tandridge, and Linglield. It

contains the further manors of Grove and
Chellows, and Newland, but the population is

small and the houses few. It is unnoticed in

Domesday, but formed a distinct manor in the

early part of the fourteenth century, and was
granted by John do Horno to the founder of

the Gaynsford family, who was buried here in

1450; and whose descendants long retained

the ownership. The circumstances that con-

nect Crowlmrst with royal and historic events
are perfectly natural. Anne Boleyn, or, ac-

cording to her own subscription, Anna de
Boullan, sprang from a race of London mer-
chants, of whom the first was buried in S.

Lawrence Pountney. Geoffrey Boleyn, Lord
Mayor in 1457, bought Blickling llall, Nor-
folk, of Sir John Fastolf ; and Ilever Castle,

Kent, of the Cobhams. Both these seats, and
Eochford Hall, Essex, have been named as

the birth-place of the Queen, but probability

inclines to Blickling. The event would con-
fer distinction on any place for " there is no
name in the annals of female royalty," says
her biographer, " over which the enchantments
of poetry and romance have cast such bewil-
dering spells." But though born elsewhere, it

was at Hever Castle that Henry VIII. paid
her the homage of his suit, in the happy time
before contending parties became detractors,
leaving no faithful representation of her
moral character, as Holbein has done of her
personal beauty. Taking a ride of twenty
miles along

—

The roac-hung lanes of woody Kent,

the King would sound a bugle as he reached
a neighbouring hill, to give notice of his ap-

UALL liOOi-', CKOWUURST PLACE.

proach, and the spot is fixed in local tradition.

The distance from Hever to Crowhurst being

about four miles, it may be assumed that their

respective occupants would be on terms of

neighbourly intimacy, and one incident

especially supports this view. Among the

ladies of Anne's retinue, was a fair young
gentlewoman, 'Mistress Gaynsford, beloved of

a noble youth, George Zouch, who snatched a

book from her hands. It was a copy of Tindal's

translation of the Gospels that Anne had lent

her, and as it could only be recovered by the

King's intervention, he had an opportunity to

make an examination that is supposed to have
influenced his subsequent proceedings. Crow-
hurst (a woodland name) lying en route from
Eltham to Hever, it seems quite probable that

the King should have been occasionally enter-

tained here. His visits are, indeed, tradi-

tionally attested by a double hedge of yew, in

the planting of which his Majesty took part.

Another circumstance I may mention, though
it was probably not thought of at tlie time, is

the fact that Sir John Gaynsford had been
the husband of six wives, affording a singular

prefigurement of the destiny awaiting the

royal guest received with so much honour and
welcome. Sir John, however, had twenty
children, Henry only three.

Crowhurst Place must have presented a

good example of the Mediaival mansions next
in scale to the castle—viz., the moated manor
house. The moat and wall, indeed, are still

almost entire. The house was chiefly of

timber in panels, and the roofs were covered
with Horsham slates. There was a room,
about 14ft. square, handsomely fitted up, and
ornamented with armorial bearings painted

j

on small boards. A larger parlour was splen- I

didly finished with a cornice of openwork,
backed by a crimson ground. The ceiling

consisted of fluted girders and joists, painted
blue, and studded with stars of gilt metal.
The entrance-porch has been removed, but
the ironwork of the latch, especially a plate

of perforated work, with a backing of red
Morocco leather, indicates the careful treat-

ment of detail. The Hall was the chief apart-

ment, and though greatly disfigured and dis-

guised by the conversion of the building into

a farmhouse, is still the feature of principal

interest. The original timber roof remains,

and is so perfect and substantial as to be

capable of enduring for centuries to come.
When Mr. Railton was engaged with the erec-

tion of Lingfiold Parsonage, it attracted his

attention, and the accompanying illustration

is based on the accurate particulars he ob-

tained. As the inclosing walla were of timber,

and incapable of resisting by mere weight the
lateral thrust of a roof, while such expedients
as we have seen at Nursted Court* would
have curtailed the floor space to an inconve-
nient degree, the safest, and, perhaps, on the
balance of evils, the least artistically objec-
tionable mode was adopted—namely, the in-

troduction of a cross girder. Under somewhat
similar circumstances, in the chapel of Croydon
Palace (page 285, Vol. XVIII.), a decorative
arch was formed under the girder and the upper
part of the roof shut oil by a ceiling, but at

Crowhurst so great a sacrifice was inadmissible,
and the cradle roof was determined on. Upon
the wall-posts of the opposite sides is laid the

strong cross girder, as something to build upon.
.At the greatest convenient distance from
the centre, queen-posts are erected, and their

pressure on the girder is relieved by curved
struts reaching some way down the wall-posts.

Principal rafters incline from the walls to-

wards the centre, resting on the tops of the
queens, but are only about two-thirds of the
length that would reach the apex of the roof,

being stopped at that point by a level strut,

under which is a connecting arch. From
principal to principal extend massive purlins

supporting the stout rafters, which are partly

straight and partly curved, a mixture that
gives considerable intricacy and richness to

the work, without impairing its character as

a piece of open carpentry.

Imitation is the strongest proof of admira-
tion. The grand original in Westminstei
Hall was repeated at Beddington and at Lam-
beth. Crostiy Hall and Christ Church have
been renewed in recent examples, and in the

booking-office of the Midland R;:ilway, St.

Pancras, Mr. G. G. Scott has freely imitated

some leading lines of Crowhurst. In the days

of its perfection, when furnished with ap-

pointments of country state—heraldic embla-
zonments, stags' antlers, hunting-horns, dog
couples, and instruments for the chase, besides

weapons and armour of more serious import,

the hall must have had a striking effect, but

the habits wliich had called such apartments

into existence were in the last stage of transi-

tion. The custom of dining here began to

decline in the fourteenth century, and was
far less generally observed in the sixteenth.

In the ordinances of Eltham, a.d. 152G, it is

.stated that " sundrie noblemen and gentlemen
and others doe muche delighto and use to dyne
in corners and secret places, not repayring to

the Kinge's chamber or hall."

* Sutton Courtenay Beiks.may be also referred to
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The Surveyor-Gtueral of Henry VIII.

notes repairs to the " Kynge's dynyng chamber

and the Queny'a dynyng chamber," at the

manor of Greenwicn" Part of the hall was

occasionally greened off for a dining room, i)r,

its lofty proportions ceasing, a room was built

.above," and the npper classes at length en-

'tirely relinquished the ancient usage of dining

with their retainers. Effectual State provisions

for general domestic safety rendered the great

hall of old times nnnecessaiy, and its disust

closed one chief opening for artistic carpentry.

But we have a splendid series of originals

that ought to be preserved with no less care

than would be bestowed on pictures by Ra-

phael or Titian." Our national pre-emmence
in carpentry lias been too long disregarded,

and works whose interest will grow with time,

are consequently permitted to disappear. " In

short," says Mr. Street, "just as we must give

the palm to other countries when we examine
the history of groined roofs executed in stone,

so it is certain that we have had no worthy
competitors in the science of building and
ornamenting timber roofs." Roofs do not, in-

deed, exhaust the subject, but constitute a

very important section of British carpentry.

After an interval rendered necessary by en-

gagements, I propose to resume these chap-
ters.

SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE.
By Wm. Pabslow.*

AN architect's specification is a good illustra-

tion of what constitutes Science in Archi-
tecture. In this paper I purpose dealing with
some of the points that the carrying out of a
specification suggests.

Foundations, Drains, and Beickwobk.

"The best foundation, as a general rule, is grow-
ing sand, and the least number of settlements are
nsaally observed to buildings upon this founda-
tion. Bock, known to be solid, is equally good,
but rock is often treacherous, such, for instance,

as may be found about Litherland. Most of the
booses in Litherland Park are upon rock, and
they have given seriously. Faults in the rock,

holes, loose strata, or soft etone underneath may
give, and if the rock docs give, from any cause,
the building receives a shock resulting in the
nsaal defects of serious settlements. Growing
sand will not give in this way ; it has often a
tendency to expand rather than to sink, and if it

gives it does so but little, and that evenly, and
docs not hurt the structure upon it.

For the same rea.sons that make rock doubtful
as a foundation, clay is more so ; there may he,
though hidden, what arc technically termed ravines,
or other holes in the oluy ; these cause the struc-
ture to slip. If a solid bed can be assured, the
architect may determine upon building without
fear, hnt this is often impracticable. A thin bed
of clay with rock underneath ia a very treacher-
ous foundation ; the clay is almost sure to move,
and f-hould bo therefore excavated. Cracks in
buildings do not always arise from settlements in
the foundation, or defective work. All buildings
have a tendency to settle and contract as the
materials with which they have been built become
dry. Brickwork, for instance, must contract and
settle to some extent, and stone put into a build-
ing fresh from the quarry is more or less wet, and
will shrink in some degree while drying. This ac-
counts for the open joints sometimes visible in new
buildings ; these cannot be altogether avoided

;

better that this appearance, which can bo easily
set right, should exist, than the stone be made so
tight that it will snap when contraction begins
and the materials dry. We require cills and steps
to be bedded hollow for this reason, to provide for
the results of contraction.

Dbainaoe.
Sraini, where there is not much fall, are best

of brick or of unglazed tiles ; the idea that
glazing improves drain tiles for all purposes is not
correct. It was at first thought that the invention
would cause the soil to pass easily through, but
instead of that, experience proves that in flat
drainage the soil clings to the glazing far more
tenaciously than to the nnglazed material. It
may be acconnted for in this way ; the glazing

'Bead belixe ths Lireqraol Aichiteetona Society,

keeps the sides of the drain pipes very dry ; they
are so impervious that water cannot be communi-
cated from {he outside ; and soil will cling to the

dry article while it will fall from the wet one, or

be easily removed by a slight flushing of the pipe.

Unglazed pipes are generally wet when in use,

because moisture from the outside earth soaks into

them, and the moist surface thus presented to the

soil keeps the whole in a favourable state for the

removal of the soil when a slight flushing takes

place. Brick drains are for the sfvmc reason mnch
better than glazed stone ware. I have known 6in.

drain tiles taken up in the neighbourhood of

Liverpool, after havmg been laid but a year or

two, and soil 2!n. thick has been clinging to the

sides all round, fast, like mortar, leaving but 2in.

for water and other drainage to flow through
;

such pipes must evidently soon become choked up.

This instance occurred where the ground was flat.

Brick or nnglazed pipes should bo used in such
cases. Where thci'c is a good fall glazed pipes

may be used, as they are more dmablo. Within
the last few years we have known drains laid

about Liverpool of 18in. glazed pipes where there

has not been much fall, and where the drains have
often run 18ft. below the ground level ; these, it

seems to me, are liable soon to choke from the

cause named, and then how are they to be
cleaned ? Flushing will not take the soil ofl! ; it

clings so fast to the smooth surface that forcible

pressure is necessary, and at such a depth it is not
sate for men to go do^vn 18in. pipes. A good
brick drain would cost very little more, and would
answer better in every way. In such rocky
ground as is to bo found about Liverpool a cheaper

drain than the glazed pipe might often be obtained

by cutting an opening in the rock and covering
it with flags, and this would answer every
purpose.

If drains are laid in running sand, it is better to

set them in cement, then cover the joints with clay,

as the sand will otherwise find its way into the

drains before the cement is dry, and choke the

pipes ; by covering this coment with clay, the

latter, which will not at once let the water soak
through, becomes a covering to the cement long
enough to let it harden, and though the clay will

in time be washed away, it will then have done
its work.

In ordinary foundations, as generally under-
stood, clay only is the best bedding for drains;
there is no fear of the earth or growing sand
getting into the pipes, and the clay allows them to

yield to a pressure which might break them if set

in cement ; of course, the danger of the pipes
breaking, in case of an uneven pressure, when
they arc set with cement in running sand, still

remains, but this is the less evil of the two, and
must be borne.

MORTAB.

Mortar is better old than quite new ; it is a
mistake t3 specify,—" only new mortar is to be
used." It is with mortar as with clay for bricks,

if clay is used for bricks after having been
tempered but a short time, the result is apparent
in inferior bricks ; they arc brittle, and will not
stand fire or weather, but if the clay is allowed to

lie a long time it consolidates, works together,

bonds, and makes tougher and more durable
bricks ; : o if mortar is used while fresh, it is

brittle, technically—short, the particles do not
hind ; but if allowed to stand for some days, the
particles work well into one another, the whole
becomes tough and clammy ; a great essential.

When we try mortar, as architects, we like to feel

it tough and clammy, but we cannot obtain this

so well if wc require it fresh. The difference
between modern and ancient usage may account
for our modem mortar not being so good as that
of the ancients : Our mortar is now, as a rule,

used fresh ; in olden times it was frequently buried
for twelve months before using. Alortar, though
not used fresh, should be protected, according to

the weather, and be kept moist ; it is injured if

allowed to become so dry as to require remixinj;.

It seems to me a belief is current that mill-
made mortar is necessarily better than handmade.
I cannot agree with this notion. We were told

last meeting that in the building of concrete
houses fine sand separates from the cement, does
not bind, and that coarser material is better. We
all know this to be the case with cement work,
hence we specify gravel ; for the same reason sund
in mortar will not bind so well with the lime if

ground fine in a mill, but it is better for being
coarse, while the bonding of the separate ingre-

dients accomplished by the mill is, in hand-made
mortar, better secured by capillary attraction when
allowed to lie tmnscd for a few days, The ancients

or mediieval builders, it is evident, did not use
any mortar to correspond with our mill-made ; if

old buildings are examined, it will be found large
particles of the insredients still exist in the
mortar, showing material very much like gravel
has been mixed with the lime. Another reason
why mill-made mortar does not in practice prove
so good as hand-made is, the men at the pug mill
will, however they are cautioned, throw in soft
broken bricks and other refuse to grind up with
the sand, and this refuse will not adhere so well
to the lime as sharp sand or gravel. If men
merely screen the sand for mortar they cannot
adopt this practice. Mortar for pointing is now
sometimes buried from force of circumstances :

If too much is made the builder buries it, and
never finds it worse for such treatment. Mortar
for pointing should not have much burnt marble
in it, as the burning of the marble destroys its

nature.. Ground refuse from glass works is now
very frequently used for pointing, and with great
success.

Smoky Chimneys.

It would he out of place here to attempt to
deal with this evil in detail. I will simply allude
to one principle] only, apart from defective build-
ing, and the numerous inventions as remedies. It
will invariably be found that chimneys have a ten-
dency to smoke when at the side of a house where
no building the same height adjoins. The space
at the side of the house being sheltered, forms a
vacuum, and as wind passes over the buUding, it

has a tendency to fall down and fill up this
vacuum, and in so doing it rushes down the
chimneys at that end of the house. This explains
why such chimneys smoke during particular winds
only. They do not smoke when the wind blows
directly against them, but when it comes from an
opposite quarter passing over the roof of the
house. This, of course, suggests the necessity of
making special preparations for all chimneys in
such positions. A good curve to the flue will

often prove sufficient. Chimneys smoke worse in

Gothic houses, because the vacuums created are
more numerous. In flat roofed houses, if the
chimneys arc in the middle of the roof there is

not much fear of them smoking.

Masonry.

The frequent failures in the use of Bath stone
in and near Liverpool ; the utter want, as it has
appeared to me, of its adaptability to our clime,
has often attracted my attention, and I have tried

to find out the reason why a stone of such
pleasing appearance and so useful in working
could not be more generally used by us. When
in Bath, a short time ago, I had an opportunity
of paying attention to the subject. I soon came
to the conclusion that the cause of failures in the
use of this stone in Liverpool exists mainly in
applying to the wrong quarries for stone for out-
side purposes.

If we require a good stone for outsi.-Ie purposes,
we should specify " Box Ground," or the " Combe
Down " stone. These are the most durable ; they
work freely, and the former is considered equal to
Portland stone in durability, while mnch cheaper.
The Combe Down stone was used in the building
of Bath Abbey ; nearly 300 years have eliipsed

since this abbey was rest(?red, and yet many of
the mouldings are still perfect. The Corabe Down
stone is not equal, on the whole, to the Box
Ground ; for outside purposes it requires to be
selected, but when selected gives great satisfac-

tion ; the blocks are not so large as those of the
Box Ground ; its texture is hard and coarse.

The Box Ground is coarser and harder than
any of the Bath stones, and while most sorts will

go to pieces in frosty weather, this will stand the
hardest frost. It may be safely used for any
external work, plinths, copings or weatherings.
Laying Bath stone on its proper bed has a great
deal to do with its lasting well. This may always
be determined by the thin black veins which run
up the bed ; they never run in the bed ; and in
some of the stone there are hard black veins
termed lists or ribs ; these always run in the bed
and never across. The Box Ground stone can bo
obtained in lengths of 12ft. Gin. or 14ft. Gin. ; the
blocks vary in size from 4 to 120ft. cube.

The Corsham Down stone is the best to specify
for inside purposes. It has a beautiful warm
colour, and looks more effective than any other ;

while the other stones alluded to are very coarse,
this is, on the contrary, of very fine texture, but
durable and strong. It is free and easy to work,
as, indeed, are all the Bath stones. It absorbs a
great deal of water, and so in hard frost requires

to be covered up, as it would burst if left exposed.
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It is the most regular in quality of all, and
considered the best of our English stones for

internal work. Patches of dark bine or slate

colour are sometimes fonnd ; these portions work
in with the rest for ornamental effects in chimney

pieces, &c. ; the stone is sounder where these

patches exist.

Another sort is the Farleigh Down stone, the

principal feature of which is that the ([narry

contains two beds, the red bed and the white bed.

This stone does not stand the weather well ; it is

more easily worked than any of the others, but

the appearance is not so pleasing as the Corsham;

it dries out often in red patches, giying an

appearance termed foxy. It is in great demand
in the neighbourhood where quarried, because of

its price and easy working, but has no advantages

to offer for Liverpool.

(^Tc be concluded next toeeJi.')

THE PERPLEXITIES OF BUILDING.

THE gunrdians of the poor of Islington (says

a local journal) have an unenviable hand-
ful in their workhouse building at Holloway.
Erom the beginning this undertaking has been a

continuous round of perplexities and vexations.

Building materials have been complained of,

delays have given rise to constant expostulations,

the architect (Mr. FJurden) and the contractor

(Mr. Nutt) have differed intermittently, the one
fretful at the tardiness with which his cash
advances have been made, and the other hesita-

ting t^ certify ;
" extras and omissions" have been

imported into the original plan to an extent
which has nearly doubled the estimated cost of

the building, and, finally, the time at which the
building should bave been completed and handed
over to the guardians has long since passed, and
tha work is nothing like finished yet. At the
meeting of the guardians on Friday last, Mr.
Nntt attended and demanded the payment of an
advance of £3,000, adding that he had only re-

ceived £1,000 during the last fourteen weeks,
whilst the reserve of £7,000 had been in the
gunrdians' hands for twelve months, and that he
would not give up possession of the works until

ho was paid. This, one of the guardians inter-

preted as a threat, and hinted that legal proceed-
ings might follow. The contractor asseverates
that he is a greatly ill-used man, and that he
should have had the work completed long since

if he had not been unduly interfered with.

BIRMINGHAM ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

THE Council of the Birminjjham Architectural

Society invites pupils and assistants, under
wenty-five years of age, in the offices of mem-
bers of the Society, to send in sketches and
drawings of interesting buildings, and other
architectural . subjects, for which they will

award the following premiums—namely, five

guineas for the best, three guineas for the second
best, and two guineas for the third best set of
drawings, the merits of which will be determined
by the Council of the Society. The subjects for

sketching this year are portions of Aston Hall,
and the Collegiate Church of Wolverhampton,
the selection of which is left to the judgment of

the student; the drawings to be plotted to a
scale of six feet to one inch, with mouldings and
ornamental details one -fourth real size ; the
sketches and measurements taken upon the spot
to accompany the finished drawings; the draw-
ings are to be in pencil, Indian ink, or sepia;
the premiated drawiiigs to become the property
of the Society, all others will be returned to their
authors ; the drawings to be distinguished by a
motto or device, and a letter containing the
author's name, with a similar motto outside, to
accompany them, which are to be delivered, free
of expense, to the honorary secretary on or before
the 1 at day of December next. Students wishing
to compete mna send in their names to the hono-
rary secretary by the 1st day of August, of whom
any further information can be obtained.

AECHJ50L0QICAL AND ARCHITEC-
TURAL SOCIETIES.

Lincoln Diocksan Arphitectubal So-
ciety.—The members of this association had a
most successful annual meeting on the IGth and
17th nit. at Boston. The proceedings commenced
with Divine service at St. Botolph's, Boston, after
which a description of the church was given. The
churches of S. Leodegar's, Wyberton ; S. Mary,
Frampton Kirton ; SS. Peter and Paul, Algar
Kirk; S. Mary's, Sutton; SS. Peter and Paul,
Wigtoft; S. Mary and Holy Rood, Donnington; S.

Swithin's Becker; and S. Mary's, Swines-
head, were then visited. The society's dinner
took place in the Assembly Rooms on Friday
evening.

Suffolk Arch^olooical Society.—On
Thursday, the 24th nit., many of the members of

this society, and their frier(ds, paid a visit to

several places of interest in the Mildenhall and
Isleham district. The excursion was planned by
Mr. Dewing, the secretary. Starting from Bnry
at 9 o'clock, Cavenham, Tnddcnham, and Isle-

ham churches, Isleham Priory, Wamhill, and
Mildenhall Church, were visited. After inspect-

ing a collection of antiquities, arranged for the

occasion in the Working Men's Institute, Milden-
hall, the party returned to Bury.

t

The Sitb ov the Nkw Law Courts.—On
Monday, in reply to Mr.W 11. Smith, Mr. Ayrton
said, as far as be could judge, the excavations
for the foundations of the new law courts would
be made at such an early period that it would not
be practical to make a thoroughfare for the tem-
porary use of the public.

imltliiig (|itt^Ilrueiii[e.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Ashpord.—The little village church of Ash-
ford, Derbyshire, has recently (with the exception

of the tower) been rebuilt. The old building

possessed little architectural or antiquarian

interest, and it was, besides, in so dilapidated a
condition that reconstruction had become a work
of necessity. The Tudor feeling in the old church
has been maintained throughout the new work. The
roofs are open-timbered, covered with tiles. The
walls are of grey limestone, and'for the windows,
doors, and other parts, yellowish local sandstone
is used. Messrs. Medland and Henry Taylor, of
Manchester, are the architects, and the contract

was taken by Mr. Joseph Brown, of Matlock-
bridge.

AsHTON.—The foundation stone of a new
Wesleyan chapel at Ashton was laid on Satur-

day week. The building will be Gothic in style,

and constructed of Staliordshire blue bricks, with
stone dressings. Mr. Richard Oughton is the
architect, and the work is to be carried out by
local contractors.

Gorleston.—An effort is about to be made to

restore this, one of the finest churches in Suffolk.

The false ceilings in the north and south aisles

are about to be removed ; and the screen at pre-

sent dividing the north and south aisles is to be
taken away.
Idle.—On Saturday afternoon the foundation

atone of a new Wesleyan chapel for Idle was laid

by the Mayor of Leeds. The new place of wor-
ship will be 76ft. long, 49ft. wide, 32ft. high,

and will afford ac( ommodation for 760 persons,

having galleries all round. There will be at the

back of tlie chapel a large vestry or class room,
besides a minister's vestry. The style is Italian.

The design has been prepared by Mr. Samuel
Jackson, and was selected from a limited compe-
tition. The building is estimated to coat £2600.
ICnowle.—The foundation stone of the new

church of the Nativity, Knowle, near Bridgwater,
was laid on Saturday week. The style of architec-

ture adopted is Byzantine, and the principalmatc-

rial employed will be brick, with coloured stone,

marble, and tiles worked into the columns of the

arches and the floor. There will be a tower 92ft.

high at the south west corner, and the building will

comprise nave, aisle, and chancel. The nave and
chancel will both be 30ft. wide, and the sanctuary

will be partially lined with marble ; red Aberdeen
granite will be used in the columns of the

chancel. It ia in contemplation to decorate the

dome of the sanctuary with a picture of the

"Last Judgment," and to have other paintings

and freestone bas-reliefs beneath the windows.
The ceiling will be decorated in colours. The
roof will be covered with Bridgwater tiles, and
the spire with green Westmoreland slates. The
cost will be £5000. Messrs. Ponton and Gough
are the architects, and Mr. W. Brock is the con-

tractor.

Lintz Green.—Last week the foundation

stone of a Wesleyan chapel was laid at Black

Hall Mill, between EbchesteranJ Lintz Green, on
the Derwent Valley Railway. The edifice will

be nearly cruciform, simple in construction, with
round headed windows and doorways, and will be
erected from plans drawn by Mr. J. Smith, archi-

tect, Shotley Bridge.

Lydeard S. Lawrence.—The parish church
of Lydeard S. Lawrence, near Taunton, which
has been styled " The Cathedral of West Somer-
set," was reopened on Thursday week after

restoration. The church consists of a chancel,

nave, tower, north aisle, and north and south

porches. The chancel and east window are of

the Decorated period, and were built about 1350.

In the chancel is a series of sedilia for the clergy,

with a piscina of the same period. The nave,

of Perpendicular character, was probably built

about 1450, or a little later ; the north aisle later

still. The tower and porches are very fine

specimens of Perpendicular work. One of the

special glories of the church is its magnificent

Perpendicular woodwork, inclnding a rood screen.

The restoration was commenced in September
last, under the direction of Mr. C. Giles, archi-

tect, of Furnival's-inn, London. New open roofs

of stained deal, covered with slate, have been
constructed ; the gallery in front of the west
window removed, and the arcade dividing the

nave and north aisle, having been thrust out of

the upright by the weight of the old roofs, has
been taken down and rebuilt. The many coats of

limewash which covered the walls of the interior

have been removed, and the stone tracery of the

windows has been restored. Most of the old

carved oak bench ends, and other woodwork, has

been preserved and re-used, and new chancel stalls,

reading desk, and altar rail provided, as also new
reredos of Bath stone. Externally, the masonry
has been repaired, but the tower and the two
porches remain to be restored. The total cost has

been £1400. Mr. S. Shewbrooks, of Taunton,

was the contractor employed.
Maidenhead.— The completion of S. Luke's

Church, Maidenhead, was consummated on Satur-

day last by the dedication of the tower. The
church is built in the Early English stylo of

architecture, the materials being freestone, from
Charlbury, Oxfordshire. The dressing is of Box
ground Bath atone on the exterior, and Corsham
Down stone in the interior. Mr. G. E. Clarke, of

London, is the architect, and Mr. Griffiths, of

Eldersfield, Worcester, the builder. The tower

and a portion of the nave were not built when the

church was consecrated, but the edifice has now
been completed. The entire cost has been £3500.

Middlesbrough.—On Saturday afternoon

the foundation stone was laid of S. Paul's Church,
Middlesbrough. The church, which is to be an
adaptation from the Middle Age Gothic, is de-

signed by Mr. R. J. Johnson, architect,"of New-
castle. It is to accommodate 700 persons and
will cost about £4000.
Refusal to Consecrate a Church.—A

new church at West Derby, about three miles

from Liverpool, which has just been erected at

the expense of a Mrs. Reado, was to have been

consecrated last week by the Bishop of Chester.

It appears that the walls, roofs, and almost every

other part of the church are most artistically

j
decorated and covered with paintings of the

Apostlesand other personages in Scripture history.

1 The nave is divided from the chancel by a mag-

j
nificent oak screen, richly painted in gold and

1 colours, while the roof and walls of the chancel

are still more elaborately decorated. The altar-

piece consist* of scenes from the Passion of our

Lord, from His betrayal to the visit of the Marys

to the Sepulchre. The Bishop, who visited the

church a few days since with some of the local

clergy, is said to have expressed his strong dis-

approbation of these decorations as being out of

place in such an edifice, more especially the altar-

piece. He refuses to consecrate the church

nntil that is removed, as well as several other

portions of the decorations. It is stated that the

donor of the church declines to permit any of the

decorations to be removed, and threatens to resort

to measures to enforce the consecration of the

church as it is now decorated. The cost of the

edifice amounts to £30,000, and it has been

erected from designs furnished by Mr. G. F. Bod-
ley, architect, of Harley-street, London.

S. Saviour's Church foe the Deaf and
Dumb.—The foundation stone of a church, unique
in its character, will be laid by the Prince of

Wales on the 5th inst. The deprivation under
which the deaf and dumb labour necessarily ex-

cludes them from public instruction by the ordi-

nary oral means, and the only effective way of
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addressing them, either io sermons or lectures, is

b/ the finger and sign l«nzna»;e. The Association

in Aid of the Deaf and Dumb provides twelve

services and a lecture per week, which are greatly

valned by the deaf and dumb. Tl e Association

deem it requisite that a proper place of meeting de-

dicated to Divine worship should be provided. The
Marquis of Westminstfr has given a site at the

comer of Queen-street, Grosvenor-sqnare, the

frontage being inOxford-street.amlthe Committee
have now about £3000 in hand, including £50
from the Queen. The estimated expense is not less

than £5000, for which sum, besides the church,

there will be provided a large room for lectures,

evening classes, reading and recreation. The con

templated residence for the chaplain will involve

an additional outlay.

The Chuech op All Saints, Sukret
Sqcabe.—This new church was consecrated on
Monday by the Bishop of London. The former

chnrch was destroyed by fire in April, 1869, and
a new and greatly improved structure has now
been erected in its place. Through liberal dona-
tions a tower and spire of llCTt, and containing a
fine deep-toned bell, have been added. The vestry

has also been enlarged, and a powerful organ by
Messrs. Bevington and Sons erecteil. The church
is in the Decorated Gothic style, and consists of a

nave, north and south aisles, chancel (with side

aisles for organ and vestry), and the tower and
spire at the north-western end of the nave. Free
sittings are provided for 800 persons. The builder

is Mr. W. Downs, Southward ; and the architect

is Mr. B. Parris, of Kennington-road, Lambeth.
The restoration of the church has cost £4900.

BtriLDINOS.

Bolton.—The works in progress for the new
Town Hall, Bolton, were imspected by the com-
mittee last week. The very slow progress which
is at present being made was matter of comment,
and the architects, Messrs. Hill and Woodhonse,
were directed to adopt means of compelling the

contractor to complete the works within the

stipulated period.

KiDDEBMiNSTEE.—The Countess of Dudley
laid the foundation stone of the new Kiddermin-
ster Infirmary on Tuesday. The architect is Mr.
J. G. Blant", of Birmingham, and the builders,

Messrs. Binnian and Sons, of Ividderminster. The
contract is about £7000, and another £1000 is

required for furnitare, &c., in addition to £1000
for site.

The New Mansion House Station.—The
directors of the Metropolitan District Railway, at

their Board meeting on Tuesday, decided t5 adopt
the plans and recommendations of their engineer,

Mr. Fowler, for their city station. The station

will be at the junction of Queen Victoria-street

and Cannon-street, wiih the entrance at the corner

of Cannon-street, and in view of the Mansion-
house and the Koyal Exchange. The contractors

will commence the work forthwith, and it is anti-

cipated that the station (which will be called

M tnsion-house Station) will be completed and
opened for traffic in the beginning of next year.

It is intended on the opening of this station to

mn trains in each direction at least every three

minntes.

Whitechapel.—New schools for the children
of seamen and others, in connection with St.

Paul's, Dock-street, Whitcchapel, were opened
yesterday (Thursday) by the Prince and Princess
of Wales. The new buildings consist of schools

for an average of 600 children, viz., 150 boys,

160 gill', and 800 infants, with residences for

master and mistresses. There is a covered
recreation ground for the children. The schools

are from a design by Messrs. Greatorex and Co.,

architects, andfthe lowest of nine tenders was ac-

cepted (that of Mr. Thomas Ennor) for £4890.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

tWe do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our corrcstxjndcnts. The Kdltor respectfully rc-
qucats tbat all communications should ue drawn up
a« briefly u possible, aa there are many claimants
npoB the space allotted to correspondeuce.J

EectiviD.—W. O. C —W. D.-W. H. Reed—S. Blrkbeck—W. 9.-K. and E. Wallj«-J. II.-G. E. M.—E. G. and Co.
—J. A.—t J -Kf.y. e. W. «.—W.8. V,-J.8.—S. aodCo.—/. and B.—Inquirer.

£. W.—The Index will be given next week.
W. 8.—With M;i. to folio 144.
W. W. T.—Apply to the Secretary of theEoyal Institution

0/Biitub ArclUtecte, », Condoit-sUeet, Eegenl-itreet,

(lf0ntsjjaitdeni[e.

PATENT VICTORIA STONE,

(To the Editor of The Bdilding News.)

Sir,—In reply to the letter which appeared in

The Building News of last week, I beg to say

that Mr. Trickett is too well acquainted with

stone not to kn iw thit its durability and value

do not depend on its thickness. When our paving

was first laid down in the Poultry Mr. Trickett

prophesied that he would be called upon to take it

up and lay down Yorkshirelstone in its place within

a month ; bat now fiom 10,000,000 to 12,000,000

persona have walked over it, and I think any
impartial person will say it has worn better than

the picked specimen of Yorkshire stone whic'a

was laid down at the time to compare with it.

Mr. Trickett says it will be expensive to take

np our stone for repairing water-pipes, gas-pipes,

&c., but it he made due inquiry he would find

that it can be taken np and relaid as easily as

York or any other stone ; and he altogether

overlooks the fact that as wo can cast our stone

easily in any form, nothing would be easier than

to make it in the shape of an inverted trough, to

lay over gas-pipes, water-pipes, telegraph wires,

&c., and that it would only be necessary to take

up the single channel prepared for this purpose,

without any disturbance to the rest of the pave-

ment. Let him tell us what Yorkshire channels
thus formed would cost.

I will conclude by giving Mr. Trickett two
challenges :—1. Mr. Trickett shall find a slab of

Yorkshire stone, and we will find a piece of our

stone ; they shall bo rubbed against one another
for 24 hours, and the thickness worn oJE each at

the end of that time shall be measured. 2. We
will produce a beam of stone made in accordance
with our patents of any dimensions, and Mr.
Trickett shall produce a piece of Yorkshire of the

same dimensions, and we will guarantee our
stone to bear at least double the weight of his.

—

I am, Sir, &c. (for the Victoria Stone Company),
The Managee.

DECORATION AND IMITATION.

Sin,—I cannot but admire the admirable skill

with which your correspondent " J, R. W."
winds and twists and fences with the questions at

issue. He has undertaken an impossible task

—

namely, to prove that inconsistency is consistent,

and that John Ruskin, in saying one thing, means
another, which latter I for one do not believe.

However, with this part of his letter I can have
nothing to do, but must refer the reader to the

text, and leave him to judge.

In the last paragraph ho asks what I mean by
the legitimate in decoration, and supposes that I

mean legitimate as a synonym for the word
beautiful. Now "J. E. W." knows as well as I

do that I did not mean anything of the sort, nor
would any man of average intelligence interpret

the sentence so. What I do mean is that all

materials and processes used and lecognised by
precedent and practice as being aids to decorative

art become legitimate thereby: for instance,

Bcaglioli is an imitation of marble universally

acknowledged, admitted, and used by architects

as a legitimate substitute for m irble ; conse-
quently itisa legitimate aid to decor* ive art. It is

in this sense, and tbis only, that I used the word
legitimate.—I am, Sir, yours, &c., W. S,

COMPETITIONS,

Sib,—Competitions are not very plentiful just
now, but of the few there are, I think two deserve
notice.

A premium of £25 is offered by the Burial
Board of Guisbrongh for designs for laying out
land for a cemetery, and for the various buildings
required. No instructions are issued, and a sum
of 6s, is asked for the plan of site, so that if the

applications are numerous, the competitors will

pay some of the premium, and render the compe-
tition a kind of architectural sweepstake. This
is probably novel to most of your readers.

Another competition—that for laying out the

Camberwell Charity Estate—has just escaped
becoming a disgrace to the Vestry, through the

energy of a few members who stood up for

justice, feeling that if it was intended from the

first to give the premium to the surveyor to the

charity, why have asked for designs, and why
have allowed the surveyor to compete ?

The decision has been referred to an inde-
pendent member of the profession, Mr. Pownalf
liut still some of the vestrymen will try to do all

theycan for their first and only loveby sending with
the surveyor's compeliiion "drawings the plans
and reports prepared by him months before the
competition.

Should .Ur. Pownall select any design other
than No. 4 (well known from the first to be the
surveyor's) then I quite expect the premium will

be paid to the author of that design, and the
carrying out of the work will be entrusted to ihe
charity surveyor in a similar way to the Wahvorth
Common Estate competition, two years since.

—

I am, Sir, yours, &o., Justice,

c|irf^il0mmiiitiptwit>

QUESTION'S,
[1883.]—STRENGTH OF GIRDERS.-Can any of yonr

readers who are up in calculatiug strength of girders, ficc.,

tell me if it is usual in using llm-st's rules, to take \\ W, as is

tlxere stated, fur beams tixed at ))oth ends, wlien calculating
strength of girders in ordinary floors, and whetUer in using
girders with iron flitch, tliis rule or adding i W is to be used,
as I ubserve that the use of the flitch adds 30 T to the first

rule, but alters the constant from 3 to 2 5, so that the one
girder without the flitch would work out, adding tlie i W for

flxing, quite as strong as the one with a flitch ?—PtfizLED.

[1884.]—CONVENTS.—Would any of yonr readers kindly
give me a little information respecting convents, their arrang-
ments, Stc. ? I wish more particularly for particulars for

convent according to Anglican Church.—A. L.

[1885.]—BALL ROOMS.—Can anyone tell me what ii the
usual space allowed for each person in a large ball room P—
L. B.

[1886.]—YELLOW LIGHT.—I wish to reduce the white
light coming through ordinary glass windows into a large in-
terior, and at same time to obtain yellow light. Under-
standing that both objects can be obtained by a slight wash
of colour, I siiould be obliged if some of your readers could
inform me which paints are applicable for the purpose, and
the proper method of appUcatiou f—A. B. C.

[1887]—COLOURING TILES.—How can I colour red
roofing tiles, alter they have been burnt, so as to give them a
dark brown or blue colour, and to so fix the culuur perma-
nently, that it wiU not be affected by the rain?—A Sub-
SCRlBiJlR.

[IS88.J—POLISHING PEBBLES.—Can any one inform
me how to cut and polish pebbles ?—W. Smith.

'

[1889.]-ARCHITECTS' VOLUNTARY EXAMINATION,
— Could liny of your readers tell me if copies of the papers for

the last examination are obtainable, and whom from r—Pupil
[Write to the Secret&ryof the Institute, 9, Conduit-itreet,

REPLIES.
[1871.1-ARCHITECTS' CHARGES.-The architect in this

Case has made a very wrong statement in saying that it is a
u.iual and recognised practice in London for architects to re-

ceive a commission from the contractors as well as the usual
commission from the employer. It may be positively contra-
dicted, and if the architect persist in it he aliuuld be called
upon fur proof of what he states. Would the employer pub-
lish the name of the architect?—G. S. B.

[1B74.]-GLASS DRAWING BOARD (?) FRAME.—The
apparatus alluded to consists of a wood frame, about the

!'"=' ^^^
CLASS *

ria.2

CEILItia ^
1

•ize of a large drawing board.TJcontaining a panel of glait

Britlth plate preferred, aa in I'ig. 1. Tliia il iiea;in_a alop-
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in;; position before Ji niiulow, a BiniilRr frame, covered witii

cauvaa or p:ipor, lieing lowered thereon for the purpose of

throwinfi all available Hjilit beneatb tbe glnss, as in I'ie- 2.

The drawiuii to be copied is pinned to tbe wood frame, with a

a'leet of clean purer over it in the timc-hononie.l manner
Aa may be reudilv iiiiajrined, tin; tbinncet paper must be

uaed ; and it is only pot-sibic to copy full size or large scale

drawings by this metbod.—F.

[1876.1—PLAN ARTIANGEMENT OF STAITIR.—Of the

multifarious methnda in vn^ue, tbe appended is, in my opi-

nion, most explicit :—The stiong lines indicate the com-
mencement and terminutioa of the flights ujion the level or

/^

\] BASEMEUT

floor in question, and should be coloured bo far as the strong
lines extend. Steps overhead should never be dotted on a
ground plan, more especially if they are over a gangway : the
tendency being to mistake them for steps on the ground floor
level.—F.

STAINED GLASS.
CONISCLIFFE.—The cast window of ConisclilTe Cliurch lias

just been filietl witli stained plaas. The window is Early
Enjtlish in style, and it is divided into tines compartments.
In the central one is represented the Crucifixion, with S,
Mary and S. John standing at either side of the Cross ; in a
space beneath is depicted the Last Supper ; and the subjects
in the side openings are the Agony in the Garden, the He-
trayal, Scourijing, Entombment, Kesurrection, and Asren-
Bion. The ground work is grisaille, on the best antique
glass. The window has been designed and executed by Mr.
Uagulcy, of Newcastle, who has also executed a ncv.' piiintcd
reredos for the church.

IIINTOH S. Maey.—The cast window of the parish church
of Hinlon .s. Jlary, Dorsetshire, has just been filled with
stained glass by Messrs. Clayton and Bell, as a memorial of
the l.ite Vicar, the Hcv. C. J. Kicholl, The central subject is
the Crucifixion, with the Virgin Mary on one side and S. John
on the other.
The licKEY Memobiai, Wixdow.—A very handsome

memorial window has been erected by the parishioners in
Holy Trinity Church, to the memory of the late Baroness
Windsor, ivho died uu the 9th of November last. The win-
dow IS a three-light one, erected over the altar, the subjects
being Faith, Hope, and Charity, represented by emblemati-
cal fin-ures. It also bears the sacred monogram, the Alpha
and Omega, the arms of the deceased lady, and other appro-
priate devices. It has been supplied by Mr. Canim, of
Smethwiek, late principal designer to .Messrs. Chance.
An Akcient Window.—The stained glass window, pur-

chased from the prior of I''urncs3 Abbey, at the dissolution of
the monasteiics, and removed to the parish church, Winder-
mere, 335 years ago, has been removed to London. It is to
he restored, from the drawings of similar windows in the
fiodinn Library, provided that funds can be raised for the
purpose.

LEaAL.
Alleged Slander.— Crattketon v Nelson—The

plaintiff in this case %va3 the lessee of Drurv Lane Theatre, i

and the d«;ftndant, Mr. Marsh Nelson, was t'he architect and
|

surveyor to that establishment, The action was to recover
|damages for slander. Tiie case for the plaintiff was that in

June, 18G9, a Mr. Robinson had a contract to redecorate the I

theatre for the sum of £3210; and in reference to it he saw
the defendant, who made statements to the effect that if Mr.
Kobinaon did the woik be would probably lose his money, and
that It was likely that a Chancery suit would be commenced
against tlie plaintiff and he would be turned out of posses-
sion. At the conclusion of the opening speech a consultation

11 iP*^^
Mween the counsel. Mr. Hawkins said that what

Mr. Nelson said had been entirely misunderstood, that he
never made any imputation whatever upon Mr. Chatterton,
and that there was not the slightest ground for any imputa-
tion. Mr. Nelson was desirous that the friendly relations
that had formerly existed between him and Mr. Chatterton
shou d be resumed, and it had been arranged that the matter
should be referred to a gentleman who should lave alisolnte
power to direct bow the htigatiou should be terminated. His
lx)rd8bip subsequently saw the counsel in his private room,
ana on his return said that he trusted that everybody was
perfectly satisfied that there was no imputation of any kind
re^mg upon Mr. Chatterton, but there were certain Ic'al
difficulties in thewavofthe plaintiff, and therefore it had
been arranged that a juror should be withdrawn. The Soli.
citor-General said that having regard to the legal difficulties
Which bad been referred to, he would consent to the terms
that had been mentioned. A jnror was then withdrawn.
Repair of Plblic BaiDGKS.-The Highway Act, 1835,

(o and 6 W ill. IV., c. 50), enacts that "highways" shall he
nuders'.ood to mean all roada, bridges (not being county
bridges), &c.. and in subsequent seclions provides for the
repair of highways in a manner therein specified, not at the
expense of the hundred in which tbcv are situ;itc. It has
been held by the ( ourt of Crown Cases Reserved (sav's a legal
correspondent), in the case of " The Queen v. The Inhabi-
tants (jf Chart and Longbridgc," that "county bridges" in
Bcction 5 includes public bridges, and that a public bridge
which has from time immemorial been repaired by a hundred
18, since the Highway Act, 1836, atill repairable by the

Unpaid Vkndor op Land to a Railway Company.
—A vendor of land to a railway company whose purchase
money is unpaid is entitled (says a, legal corrcspundent), like

any ordinary vendor, to have his lien enforced by a sale of the

land, but he is not entitled to an injunction to restrain the
company until sale from making use of tbe land which he
had sold to thera. Vice Chancellor James having granted
such an injunction In tbe case of Munnav. The Isle of Wight
Kailway Company, his order was discharged «i. appeal ; but a

receiver was apnointeU, and the Company was directed to let

him into immediate possession of the land.

Architkcts anu Minors.—The case of Wallis r. IJ^emp,

heard at the Westminster County Court on Tuesday week was
one of some interest to the arrhitectural profession. The
plaintiff, Mr. G. \V. Wallis, of liincoln's-lnn-l'ields, is an
architect and surveyor, and he sought to recover £40, being
the usual charge for preparing specitications and taking out
quantities (viz.. 2^ per cent, on the cost of the buildings) of

two villas, the cost of which was to be £1G00, The defend-
ant was Mr. A. C. Kemp. Trom the statements of counsel

it appeared that there had been a previous action, when it

was alleged the wrong party (Mr. E. O Kemp, a brother of the
present defendant, and a minor) was sued, and pleaded in-

fancy. It appeared that the plaintiff received the following

letter on the 8th of July, 18(i8;—"22, St. Swithin's-lane,

July 8, 1868.—Dear Sir,—Would you have the kindness to

favour us with a call to-morrow before 1 o'clock, as we have
some business we may possibly place in your liands.—Kemp
Brothers." In response to that letter the plaintiff went to 23,

S. Swithin's-lane, and saw tlie present defendant, who pro-

duced the plans and drawings of two villas, and engaged
with plaintiff to get out quantities and prepare a specification.

On subsequent occasions the present defendant, A. C. Kemp,
called at Mr. VVallis's otllce in Lincoln's-Inn-Fields, and
asked "How is my work getting on?" and, finally, he called at

Mr. Wallis's office, and received a bill of quantities and speci-

fication. In explanation of how it happened that the wrong
party was sued in the original action it was stated on behalf
of the plaintiff that he had received several letters signed
E. 0. Kemp during the time the work was in progress, and
came to the erroneous conclusion that the writer of the letters

(E. O.Kemp) and the party whom he saw at S, Sivithin's-

lane, and who called upon him—viz., Mr. A. C. Kemp, were
one and the same person. Ou Mr. Wallis sen;ling in his
account U was repudiated by a letter signed E. O. Kemp, it

being alleged in the letter that the plaintiff had agreed for

only 1 per cent, on the outlay iu case the buildings were
erected, or a fee of 5 guineas in case they were not. Mr.
E. 0. Kemp was then sued in this court, and pleaded in-

fancy. The plea being successful, the plaintiff was non-
suited. The present action was then commenced. After Mr.
W. M.Taylor, an architect and surveyor, had been called
in support of the reasonableness of thecliarge of 2^ per cent,

for such work, and, to show that it was tlie customary charge
in the profession, Mr. Wallis was sworn, and deposed to
the prc'scnt defendant. A- C, Kemp, being the person whom
he saw at St. Swithin's-lane, and who gave hira the plans
and drawings to aid in drawing up a specification. Mr.
Wallis also swore to the defendant A. C. Kemp as calling at
hia oftice "to see how jHy work is getting on." Joseph Connor,
a youth in theoffice of the plaintiff, and Mr. Guy, formerly a
clerk of the plaintiff's, also proved that A. C. Kemp was the
person who called at Mr. Wallis's office, and the latter witness
proved that the same person called at the office and received
the bill of quantities and the specification forwhich payment
was now souj;ht. Tbe defendant, upon being put into the
box, admitted having written the letter before quoted and
pigned'' Kemp, Brothers," but swore positively that he did not
sec Mr. Wallis at St. Swithin's-lane, nor give'him the draw-
ings as stated that he did not call, as alleged, at the office of
the plaintiff; and that the villas in question were no affair of
his, but they were a private matter of his brother's (E. O.
Kemp). The counsel for the defendant rested his case on
tbe fact that all the letters from the plaintiff wero addressed
"E.O.Kemp," that all letters to the plaintiff, with the
exception of the first, were signed "E. 0. Kemp," and that
the account was made oat to " Mr. Edward Kemp." It was
contended that the plaintiff had virtually given up his case
in his letters to the present defendant and another brother
(Mr. Fredk. Kemp) after he was nonsuited in the case of
Wallis V. E. O. Kemp. The following extracts from letters

from the plaintiff to the present defendant subsequent to the
first action were read :—" There is one thing I wish to make
you acquainted with, that is, your brother, E. O. Kemp, in-

structed me to prepare some work, and gets out of the pay-
mentby being an infant at the time:" and " Through your
brother being an infant I have lost my claim." Upon this
evidence the learned judge nonsuited the plaintiff with costs.'

Ancibnt Lights,—Harrett v. City of London Rkal
Propkrty Compant (LiuiTKD).~Tbis was a motion in the
Rolls Court to restrain the defendants, who are carrying on
extensive building operations in Mark-lane, from breaking
into or cutting away the walls of the plaintiff's premises,
IS'os. Ii2 and Hi, Mark-lane, where he carries on tlie business
of a printer, or using the same as a party wall in the erection
of their buildings, as well as from building any chimney, as it

was alleged the defendants were doing, so as to darken or
impede the light or air heretofore coming to tbe windows of
the plaintiff's premises. The Master of the Rolls made an
order restraining the defendants from building tbe chimney
complained of, and directed the rest of the motion to stand
to the hearing of the cause.

©mi ©fmt &M^.

The DARtiNGTO.N Exhibition.—The collec-

tion of the productions of art and science, now
being exhibited in the Mechanics' Hull Darlington,
is valunlile and extensive. The objects which
claim and receive chief attention are the paintings,

which, though not properly a legitimate clement
in the collection, are additions and attractions

which the committee secured. Among the results

of the labours of skilled meehanioa are an oak
and elm Gothic sideboard, and other articles of

furniture worth exhibition ; siiecimens of graining
and panelling; an electro-magnetic apparatus for

worliing the block system on a railway j a model
of a revolving fort ; McDermid's patent paper-
hanging machine, Ac. The opening ceremony
took place under the presidency of the Mayor of

Darlington.

Civil and MeciiAnical Engineers' So.
ciETV.—The annual general meeting of the

members of 'his society was held on the 22nd
nit., when after votes of thanks had been passed
to the retiring president, W. Forsyth Black, and
the other out-going officers, the following were
elected on the Council for the yeir 1870-71.^

President ; James B. Walton, Assoc. Inst., C. E.
vice-presidents ; C. J. Crosbio Dawson, Assoc
Inst , C. E., Frederick E. Cooper. Council ; R"
M. Bancroft, II. E. Hunt, Frederick A. Klein, A'
II. Lavers, William Meakin, Arthur Tyrrell'

Arthur T. Walmisley. Hon. treasurer, Arthur
C. Pain, Assoc. Inst. O.E. Hon. secretary,

Charles H. Rew. Hon. accountant, J. Wagstaff
Blundell. The past presidents, W. Forsyth
Black, Benjamin Haughton, Q-. Eedes Eachus,
Assoc. last. C.E., and William Maw, are ex
officio members of the council.

Meteopolitax Boaed op Works.—The
following is the estimate of the expenditure of

this Board for the year ending at Lady Day. 1871

:

—1. Greneril working expenses, provided for by
the consolidated rate, £432,516—namely, £307,632
for interest and repaymentof principal of securities

granted before the passing of the Consolidated
Stock Act of last Session, and £124,914 for

sewerage and drainage, maintenance of parks,

expenses under Acts relating to petroleum, danger-
ous structures. Fire Brigade, contagious diseases

nf animals, building. &c. 2. Amount payable out
of the Consolidated Loans Fund, for interest and
principal, £164,599. 3. Amount to be expended
on metropolitan improvements, &o., £897,000, viz.,

Stingo-lane improvement, £50,000 ; main drain-

age and main sewers, £497,000; Park-lane im-
provement, £12,'i,000; Chelsea Embankment,
£135,000 ; contributions to minor improvements,
and for comidetion of Finsbury and Southwark
Park,*!, and Whitechapel and Kensington improve-
ments, £77,000; Fire Brigade (capital account),

£15,000.—Grand total, £1,494,145.
Dwellings for the Working Classes

AT Kino's Cross.—It is intended to convert the
King's Cross Market, in the Old S. Pancras-road,
into dwellings for the working classes of the
neighbourhood, where, owing to the great destruc-

tion of house property for the making of the new
Midland railway station, such erections are greatly

needed. The plans show that the greatest care

has been taken to secure every domestic and sani-

tary requisite. There will be two hundred tene-

ments, each complete in itself.

Building on the Thames Embankment.
—Mr. W. H. Smith, the member for Westminster,
has given notice of motion in the House of Com-
mons that an address be prtseuted to her Majesty,

praying that no buildings may bo placed upon
the land reclaimed by the making of the Thames
Embankment. It will naturally be surmised (says

the Post) that Mr. Smith would not have taken
this step had he not been made aware of the

existence of some design for building upon this

land. Such a surmise would have a substantial

foundation of fact to rest upon. The design of

erecting some of the proposed new Public offices

close to tlie Embanliment has been seriously enter-

tained. More than that, the exact site has been
selected, and the plans for the buildings are

actually being drawn. In fact, it has been decided

to build a new Admiralty and anew War OiTioe

on the reclaimed hmd between Whitehall-place,

Whitehall-yard, and the Embankment. Either

on the score of public convenience, aisthetic feel-

ing, metropolitan improvement, or the ratepayers'

rights—virtual, if not strictly legal—the sudden
resolution of the First Commissioner of Works to

build upon the land reclaimed from the Thames
should be resisted. Better far that the concentra-

tion of the public offices should stand over until

we are in a position to approach our great pond-
ing architectural questions in a becoming spirit

than that we should nndertake the work with the

sole idea of providing so many cubic feet of build-

ings in the cheapest possible manner.

Certifying fob " E.xtras."—At a special

'

meeting of tbe Shrewsbury Town Council the
other day, the certificate of the architect of the
new markets, Mr. Griffiths, was put in, and the
Council were asked to pay the balance of £8321
due to the contractor. Mr. Griffiths had
been requested to supply particulars of tho

account, but had declined, on the ground
that it was against the custom of the profeision.
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As the " extras " amounted to the ononnons sum

of £11,846, some members of the Council thought

it rather hard that the bill should bo passed in

the dark, and a proposal was made to accept Mr.

Griliitha' offer of measurement; but eventually

the clerk was instructed to raise the necessary

money and discharge the debt.

Thb Royal Engineers.—The nnmerical

strength of the officers of Royal Engineers is

(according to the Post) to bo considerably in-

creased, in view mainly of the urgent prospective

requirements of the Public Works Departipent of

India. The precise mode of carrying out the

augmentation must depend upon the recommenda-
tions of Captain Vivian's committee on the pro-

motion in the scientific corps. In all probability

the additions to the Royal Engineers will be made
gradnally, rank by rank, from the lowest com-
missioned grade upwards.

SOIBEi: AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY. — The
Royal Academy of Arts gave a soiree on Tuesday
evening in their galleries at Burlington House,
Piccadilly, which was most numerously and
fashionably attended. The picture galleries were
thrown open about half-p^Bt nine, and the enjoy-

ment of the evening was much enhanced by the

performance of music. Refreshments of a light

character were furnished to the visitors in several

of the rooms.
Rkpusiko HONOUIW. — Mr. Courbet, the

French painter, has written a long letter to M.
Maurice Richard, Minister of the Fine Arts,

refusing the Cross of the Legion of Honour con-

ferred on him on the occasion of the late Paris

Exhibition. He grounds his decision, first, on
the fact uf his being a Republican, and therefore

not willing to accept any favour or mark of

honour from a person on a throne ; and next
because it is the pnhlic alone that can properly

reward the merits of an artist

Pboposed Ship Canal at Capk Cod.—

A

number of Boston (U.S.) capitalists have organ-
ised a company to construct a ship canal across

Cape Cod, at a cost of about 8,000,000dol8., and
hare applied to Congress for an appropriation of

2,000,000dol8. to construct a breakwater to protect

the entrance to it. The scheme is an old one,

it having been advocated as long ago as the time

of Miles Standish. United States' engineers have
recently investigated the proposed plan, and have
reported favourably upon it.

WOBKMEjf's DiXNEE.—The cmployfis of

Messrs. Morant, Boyd, and Blandford, decora-
tors, ice, 91, New Bond-street, had their annual
dinner at tha Crown Hotel, Broxbourne,
on Saturday last, upon which occasion the
principals of the firm were present. Mr.
Morant presided. After dinner the sports

and pastimes commenced. Not the least attrac-

tive one was a handicap foot-race of 100 yards,

for two silver cups, to be awarded to the two best

men contending in a grand heat. There were
about 70 subscribers of Is. each, which sum was
supplemented by 10s. subscribed by Mr. Morant.
There were CO entries, and these were divided

into eight divisions, the best man of each to be

eligible to contest the grand heat. That heat

resulted in a dead heat between Messrs. Keteyroo,
jnn., artist, and Fairbanks, cabinet-maker,
which, on being ran over again, Keteyroo was
declared the winner, through Fairbank's having
crossed his opponent's path. The judges were
Messrs. Boyd and Blandford, and the bandicaper
Wm. Carpenter, whoso assiduity deserves espe-

cial mention. After a well-spont day, all

returned to town, highly delighted with their

day's onting.

Steam Road Bollke.—The large gold medal
was awarded to Messrs. Aveling and Porter, for

their 15 ton eteam road roller at the exhibition of

machinery held last week at Lille.

A plan for a system of tramways in the streets of
Calcutta has been submittted to the Indian Govern-
ment. The estimated cost is £1000 per mile,
A new public park and gymnasium, at Ashton-un-

der-Lyne, presented to the town by Mr. Hugh Mason,
was opened on Saturday last.

Sir. Samuel Hall, of Battle, has given £500 to-
wards the new buildings for the Coventry School of
ArL

Negotiatiens have been completed for the erection
of a lighthouse on Hartland Point, in the Bristol
Channel

Mr. J. H. Smith, architect, of Trinity, Taunton,

has been elected surveyor to the Local Board of

Health in that town. There were 34 applicants for

the office, but Mr. Smith received the almost unani-
mous -support of the boacd.
Kent House, so long the residence of the Duke of

Kent (father of tne Queen), and subsequently of

Lord Clarendon and Sir Cornewall Lewis, is being

pulled down.
A new market is about to be erected at Whit-

church, Salop.

Mr. Speakman, architect, of Manchester, has been

commissione<l to prepare the plans for the alterations

proposed to be m.idc in S. John's Clmrch, Atherton.

A new Catholic church, dedicated to S. Mary Mag-
dalene, was opened at Seaham Harbotu: on Thursday
week.
Mr. John Wilson, of Blackburn, has been ap-

pointed surveyor to the Bacup Local Board, at an

annual salary of £120. There were twenty-five can-

didates.

It is proposed to erect a new workhouse for Burn-
ley, to accommodate 350 inmates, at a cost of

£15.000.

'Ihe Woolwich Board of Guardians liave decided

upon the erection of a new parochial dispensary and
relief offices in King-street, from plans by Messrs.

Church and Rickwood.
Mr. James Lund, of Sheerness, has been appointed

to the Surveyorship of Worthing.
The founclation stone of a new hall for the Coach-

makers' Company, in Noble-street, Gresham-street,

was laid recently by the Master, the old hall having
been pulled down and part of the site appropriated to

the erection of warehouses.
High Holborn will be closed for carriage traffic

from the 4th to the 30th inst. (both days inchisive),

for the purpose of being repaved.
The improvements at Hoxton (mentioned in last

week's Building News, p. 483), will be carried out,

the Shoreditch vestry having decided to widen the

streets mentioned, and to pay £4415 lOs. to Sir J. T.

Tyrrell for the land.

Mr. Bridgman has been appointed assistant-sur-

veyor to the S. Pancras Committee of Works.
The " Presse" states that the French Cabinet have

decided so raise the loan of the City of Paris to

680,000,000 francs, in order to continue the public

works commenced under the administration of M.
llaussman. For a time, therefore, the troubles of the

Parisian builders are averted.

Wm^x fed^ ll^uiitiu.

At Messrs. Churcliliill and Sims' sale on Wednesday, the
foliowing goods were offered :

—

20,000 Spruce deals. &c.
37,000 Quebec pine deals, &c.
7.%000 Swedish deals and I)»tten8.

93 OOO Norway deals and battens.

11,^)00 Kinlnnd deals and battens.

4600 Riga deals.

160,000 Prepared flooring and match boards.

5G<XI yresh NorH-av spurs and poles.

2000 Dantiic dcck'deals.
100 Riga wainscot logs.

200 Fathoms lathwood.

100 Loads Norway balks.

70 Loads Stettin oak timber.

60 Ijoads Quebec birch.

2800 Loads Dantzic tir timber.

119,000 Feet Norway and Swedish mouldings,
he, &c.

The prices obtained for which were as under :

—

Archangel Ist yellow deals .. per Petg. std.

Abo 1st iniUsawn yellow

Do. Ist millsawn white
1)0. Ist handsawr white
Borga handspikes per dozen

Bjorneborg yellow per Petg. std.

Brisbane treenails per 1000 of 36in.

Christiana 2nd yellow per 120 2i X 6i
Do. 3rd do
Do. 3rd do per Petg. std.

Do. Ut white per 120 12 3 x 9
Do. ist and 2nd do
Do. 2nd do
Do. 2nd do per Petg, ltd.

Do. 3rd do per 120 )2 3 X 9

Do. 3rd do per Petg. std.

Do. spars 4 to 6in per foot run
Do. pules 22rt. 2\\n. tops each

Do. poles IS to 22ft. 2 to 3in. tops

Chnitinestadt handspikes per dozen

8 6

12
7 Oto
7 15
7 10
No bids.

6 S to 10
d.

Calmar lathwood per cub. fthm.

Dram Ist yellow per 120 12 2i x ei
Do. 2nd do.

Do. 3rd do. ...'.

Do. 4th do

Do. hewn yellow balks per load

Do. Ist white per 120, 12 2i x CJ
Do. 2nd do
Do. 3rd do
Do. 3rd and 4th do
Do. 4th do

55
£ 8.

6 15,
6 6 „
4 10,

18 1« ,

13 5
13 10
8
11 15
4 10
B. d.

H,
1

11
4 g
£ 8.

4
5 15

,

6 15,
6 5,
6

>. d.

30 0,
£ .
S 15
5 IS,
6 10
6
4 18

£ 8.

7
6 10

8. d.

OIJ

£ 8.

7
7 15

10

s. d.

3S
£ 8.

Dantiic crown deck deals per 40fl. of Sin.

Do. crown brack do

Do lathwood per cub. fthm.

Do. 1st middling timber per load
Do. good middling do
Do. common middling do
Do. undersized beat and good do

Drontheim 1st white per Pete. std.

Do 2nd do
Do. 3rd do
Kredrickstadt wliite
Do. 3rd do

, 6i
1,51

Do mouldings per 100ft. run.
Do. architraves

Gefle 1st and 2nd yellow per Petg. atd.

Do. 3rd do
Do. 4th do
Gothcnberg 3rd. do :

Do. 4th do
Do. 1st and 2nd white
Do. 3rd do
Nystadt millsawn yellow
Do. white . -

Petersburg 1st white
Do. lathwood per cub. fth m.
Quebec Ist bright yellow pine, .per Petg. std.

Do. Ist. dry bright
Do. 1st. floated

Do. 1st dry floated

Do. 2nd bright
Do. 2nd drv brijtht

Do. 2nd flo'ated

Do. 2nd dry floated
Do. 3rd bright
Do. 3rd floated

Do. 3rd dry floated

Rimouski lat white s.jruce per 120 13 3 X 9

Riga crown wainscot logs . , . .per 18 cub. ft.

Do. Dutch crown do

Do. crown white per Petg. std.

Do. half'Crown
Swartwick 1st and 2nd yellow
Do. 3rd do

4
8. d.

75
51 0,
60
60
£ 8.

5 15
5 5
4 IS
4 15
6 10
B. d.

3
7 9
£ 8.

9 15
7 10
7 10„ 9
7 10
6 5„ 8
7 0„ 9
6 15 „ 8

15 „ 8
7 5
7 10

5 10 „ 7
15 0„1B
10 5 „

"-

13 0,
11 10

,

10 10,
10 16
12 0,
9 10,
8 15 „
8 10.,

8 0.,
14 10
8. d.

95
72

8. d.

£ 8.

10 15
9

15

17 15
16 U
17 15
13

12 5
12 15
9 10
9
9

Stettin oak per load

Do. oak crooks

St. John's lat white spruce per 120 13 3 x 9
Do. 2nd do
Do. 3rd do
Oddcwalla, 1st and 2nd yellow per Petg. std.

Do. 3rd do
Do. 4th d J

Fredrickstadt 1st yellow prepared flooring
;'' jin square
Do. Jin
Do lin

Do. IJin
Da 2nd do. lin ,

Do. Ist white do. Jin
Do. Jin
Do. lin

Do. 2nd. yellow grooved, tongued and beaded
Jin

Do. 1st white grooved and tongued ^in

Do. Jin. ;

Do. IJin

Do. 2nd white do. |ia

! 8. 8. d.

8 10
7 10
9 „ 10 10
7 10 „ 8
1. d.

92 fi

£ 8.

14 10
13 10
12 5„
8 10 „

6 15 „
7
s. d.

7 0„
8 0„
10 6,
14

7 6„
7 3
8 8
8 0„

5 3„
7
7

12
5 a

£ s.

12 15
8 IS

7 15

s. d.

7 3
8 S

8

8 6

S 6

®tpid({ ^^njs>

WAGES MOVEMENT.
The Bradford Caepbntees and Joiners.—Oq Friday

liiat a meeting of the journeymen in these trades was held ia
the Sceuhir Hail, Southp;ate, Bradford, to take into consi-

deration the position of affairs in regard to the advance of id.
per liour conceded by the hoard of arhitration, and which was
to come into operation on the 1st of March last by joint agree-

ment between the employers and employed. Some of the
masters had paid the advance, others had not, others again
were paying Is. a week extra, and some who had at first kept
the agreement were not doiuK so now because It was not a

f;eneral thing in the trade. A correspondence was read that

lad passed between the committee of the operatives and the

secretary of the masters' association, and it was stated it had
been agreed to meet the employers who had paid the
advance. Three resolutions were passed—one pledging the

operatives to render moral and pecuniary support to the
committee to carry the matter to a successful issue; the

second speciJied that if an amicable arrangement could not
be arrived at by the lat of July, and the advance be paid,

work should cease in those shops wliere the advance was not
paid until the decision of the board was carried into effect

:

the third was that if an agreement could not be come to on
Monday, the men should cease to work in the shops which did

not give the advance on tlie following Saturday. The speeches
throughout were of a temperate character, regret wasex-
I^cssed that the employers generally did not carry out the

decision of the board, and to sliovv the prosperous state of the

trade, it was stated that the Amalgamated Society of Carpen-
ters and Joiners in Yorkshire numbered 23 branches and 1503
men. In March last 30U men were out of work, but now
only seven men were in need of employment. In Lanca-
shire there are 27 branches and 14U1 members, of whom, in

March last, 500 men were seeking work, while now there

were only 15. In the United Kingdom, and inclusive of two
societies in America, there were 239 branches and 0828
members. Of this number yoo men wanted employment in

March, but the number had sunk to 192, being lot) less

than in the pi eceding month. Under these prosperous cir-

cumstances the men found themselves in a good position, and
while being willing to do all in their power to avert a strike,

by meeting the employers, they expressed their strong deter-

mination to enforce the decision of the board, even if they had

to adopt the painful alternative of a strike.
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Joiners' Strikk at Wiist Habtlkpooi.—The whole of

•lie joincfs cmplovcd by Messrs. T. Walker and Co., of West
Hartle|>ool, turned out on Friday last, andon tlic rollnwin);

artcrnoon, those at Messrs. Lander and Mellanby's followed

6uit; as also did several In the employ of Mr. ilrown, Stock-

ton-street, and Mr. 1. Tusker—altogether making a total of

About 100 hands. They base their claim to a reduction of

hours on the fact that at Manehebter the hours arc 54i per

week, and the wages 32s. Id. ; at Halifax, 52S hours, 37s.:

Sihfllield, 6oi hours, 30s. ; Sunderland, SSJ hours, 28s.
i

Scarborough. 514 hours, .Ws.; Stockton, 56i hours, 28s. 3<1. ;

Newcastle. 5iiJ hours, and Middlesbrough, 564 hours, both

28s., and West Hartlepool, for the same wages, the hours ex-

tend to 59 per week ; thus giving, as the men urge, the em-
nloyera at the latter place an undue advantage over thole iu

IcsB favoured towns.

TENDERS.
Brkntwood.—For additions and alterations at tlic Brent-

wood School, for the Shorcditch Board of Guardians. Mr.
Lee architect ;

—

Hill, KeddcU, and Wnldram (accepted) .. £1377

Child's H ill.—For Child'8-hill chapel. Wm. Allen Dixon,

Esq., architect;

—

Mann £1420
Brown and llobinsoB 1^'36

Eaton and Chapman 1234
Higgs 1234
Manlev and Rogers 1226

Wicks,' Bangs, and Co 1107

CiTT.—For the erection of a building at the corner of

Swithin's-lane and Cannon-street, for the Estate Company.
Limited. Mr. E. A. Gruning, architect. Quantities supplied

by Messrs. W. R. Grilten and Son ;

—

Ashby and Sons £7928
Holland and Hannen 7397
Trollope and Sons 7663
H ill, Keddcll, and Waldram 7480
Brass (accepted) 7453

DoNCASTEH.—For the erection of a corn exchange and
vegetable market for the borough of Doucaster. Mr, William
Watkins, architect. Quantities supphcd by Mr. B. S. Brun-
dcU:—

Builders' Work,

Contract—A.

Simpson and Malone £16,927
Henshaw 16,790

Stephenson and Western ...... 16,720
Booth, Illingworth, and Sons .. 16,2(X)

Powell 15,516
Whitcley 14.713 12 4
Beanland 13,977
Neill 13,800

MathewB 13,732
Dennett 13,656
Kirk 13,655

Butler 13,560
KirkandParry 13,510

Nicholson and Son 13,500
Pattison 13,600
St«rra 13,399
Bellerby 18,284
Barry 13,250
Thornton 12,950 9 8
Pearson and Son 12.810
Anelay : 12,578 19 7
Keswick 12,550
Warburton Bros 11,653
Askew 11,632
WaringBros 11,562
Athron (accepted) 11,172

Weathcrley and Rjmer 11,005

Smith and Ironfounder.
Contract—B.

West wood and Bailey £3260 3
But!er and Pitts 2976
Harrison 2S34
Kirk 2720
Tildersley 2690
Haywood 2687
KirkandParry 2674
Pattison 2670
Powell 2633
CliffandCo 2600 9
Pearson and Son 2590
Close, Ayre, and Nicholson 2563
Henshaw 2550
Croslcy 2530 19
Newton, Chambers and Co 2500
Nelson andSon 2500
Wooller 2400
Whitelcy 2390
llandjsideandCo 2374
Hill and Smith 2350 19 7
Rateliffe and Nuscheler 2355
Jukes, Coulson, Stokes, and Co. ... 2288
Neill 2130
Rankin, R. and G. (accepted) 2 96
Cormell 1950

ExKTER.— For S, Sidwell'a Improrements. Tendering
with a \ engeance ! Mr. E. Ashworth, architect :

—
Easton £1740!
Moass 1620
Wcstlake 1520
Keusbole 14i)l

Stamp 1394
Huut (accepted) 980!

Kf.nt.— For the erection of two pairs of cottages at Upton,
Bexlev, Kent. Mr. Horace A. Alexander, architect ;—

Wevell £1100
Rudkin 1100
W ason and Bristy 1052 10
Pcnrce 958
Sharp and Son 955
Porter 854
Emerv SOO
W.ChappcIl 788
Green 770
Lonergan 760
Butler, a. and J 749
Mansbridge, W. H. and J 693
Bourne 670
ilaabam firotbpii „.,„ , fiSO

LsAVKSDZN.—For hot water apparatus, gas and water
mains, &c., at the Leavesdea Schools, for the S. Paucras
Board of Guardians :

—
May (accepted) ., £1098 10

London,—For fitting up a hippodrome in Argyll-street,
Regent-street, for F. I lellewell, K?q. Messrs. Elliott, Crcc,
and Bernard, architects. Quantities by Mr. Bagg:

—

Wiuterton £2997
Richards 2799
Conder 27U
Shnrpington and Cole ?655
Reading : 2616
lewis 26(tO

Rudkin 2525
Oarrud 2480
Jackson and Shaw 2410
Killby 2:)75

Shurmur 2096
Blease 1787

London.—For shop and house adjoining Camden-road sta-

tion. North London Railway, for J. R. Bonny, Esq. E. H.
Home. Esq., architect :

—

Manlcy and Rogers £1597
Mansreld, Price and Co 1560
Wheeler 1450
Hill, KeddcU, and Waldrara 1440
Scrivener and White 1396
SewcU aud Sons 1393
Wicks, Bangs, and Co 1.367

London.—For the erection of galleries, &c., in Ilorbury
Congregational church, Kotting-hill. Messrs. Satchell and
Edwards, architects .

—

Cowland £751 5
Higgs 749 5
Hockly 715

South Walks.—For an Independent chapel, Maesteg,
South Wales. Mr. F. Thomas, architect. Quantities sup-
plied by Mr. G. W. Ranwell:—

tcjschon (accepted) £676

Taston, Oxford.—For a pair of semi-detached cottages for

the Hon. Miss Dillon. Mr. J. P. Spencer, architect:

—

Honour and Castle (accepted) £407

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randell, Saunders, and Company, Limited,

Qunrrymen and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of
Prices at the Quarries and Depots ; al^o Cost for
Transit to any part of the Uniteil Kingdom, furnished
on application to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
Advt.] Corsh am, WHts.

.^. _ .

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BIJIIDINft

ESTIMATES.
Liverpool Central Stai ION Railway, July 13.—For

the construction of tlie above railway and works. Edward
Rosa, Secretary, Secretary's Office, London-road Station,

Manchester.
Hedingham Highway Board, July 4.—For the paving

of the footways on each side of Bailingdon-street. Robert i\

Sledman, Clerk to the Board, Sudbury, Suffolk.

London, July 19.—Ancient Order of FoREiTERS.—For
the performance of certain works required in the erection ol

the intended Foresters' Hall, at Wildernesa-row, Goswell-
Btreet, S. Luke's. Jno. McTernan, Secretary, Ancient Order,
of Foresters, L.U.D. Ofticea, 16, Essex-street.
Edmonton Union, July 4.— For alterations and additions

to the scliools at Enfield. Mr Knightley, architect, 106, Can-
non-street, City.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, July 1.3.—For
painting stations, &c. Engineer's office, Hunt's Bank, Man-
chester.

Ryde, July 7.—For laying sewer pipes. W. H. Pullen,
Town Clerk, Town Hall.

Basingstoke Union, July 14.— For the erection of boys'
dormitory. George Lear, Clerk.

BaADroRD-ON-AvoN Gas Company, July 5.—For the
erection of a new gas bolder. Chairman of the Gas Company,
Bradford-on-Avon.
Great Northern and Midland Railway Com-

panies, July 13.—For the construction of the Liverpool
Central Station Railway. E. Roes, Secretary, London Koad
Station, Manchester.
Melton Mowbray, July 4.—For taking down Wesleyan

chapel and cottiiges, and building new chapel and schools.
R. W. Johnson, architect.

Manchester. July 9.—For the erection of the superstruc-
ture of the new Town Hall. A 'Waterhouse, Esq., architect,
Royal Insurance Buildings, Manrliester.
War Dbi'artment, July 5.— For the rc-construction of

soldiers' barrack rooms at Brighton. Royal Engineer Office,

Brighton.
Chester, July 8.—For taking down and rebuilding Witton

Bridge, C. Nichols, County Surveyor, Chelford .

War Department, July C.—For the erection of a billiard

room, &.C., in the cavalry barracks at Colchester. Royal
EngHiecr OHicc, Colchester.

South Hornsey Local Board, July 5.—For supplying
and Inying bard York flagging. E. B. Bennett, Clerk, IS,
Spenser Road, Stokc-Newingion Green.
War 1>epartment, July 6—For work connected with the

gas at Hoiiield Barracks, Bristol. Royal Engineer Office
Bristol.

Midland Katlway, July 5 —For the erection of a goods
warehouse and ofilccs at Cheltenham. J. WiUiama, Secretary,
Derby.

BANKRUPTS.
ACT 1809.—10 SUltRK.NDER IN LONDON.

William Henry Micers, West-grcen-road, Tottenham, and
Stamford-hill, builder, July 14, at 11— John Harris, Dept-
ford Lower-road, carpenter, July 14, at 13.30—Henry George
Prince, Cross-street, Hackney, builder, July 6, at U—Josepli
Robinson. Soutbanipton-atreet, Camberwell, and Pcckham-
rye, stonemason, July 6, at ll.

TO SURRENDER IN THE COUNTRY.
John Hunter, Rock Ferry, Cheshire, builder, July 5, at 10

—Matthew John AJcock, Leamington Priors, builder, July 8,
at 3.

BANKRUPTCIES ANNULLED.
Francis Drake, High-street, Acton, plumber, June 24—Beu-

jamia BeUbouse^ itotaertoo, carpenter, June 10.

IMPKOVED DWELLINGS FOK TUE PEOPLE.

THE ARTIZANS', LABOURERS',
and GENEUAL DWELLINGS COMPANY

(Limited).
Capital £2.50,000. Shares £10. £1 paid per Share.
PHE8IDENT—The DeftD of WEST.MlNSTEJt.

Local Cohncil.
Thos. Hiizley, Esq., M.P.
Jacob lirl^'ht, Knq., M.P.

ARniTRAT0I18.
Rff^ht llou. Earl Shaftes-
bury.

Ui^MiC Hon. Earl Lichfield.
Lord Elcho, M.P.

&c.. &o., tbc.

JohuClieethain, Emj.,M.I*,
W. K. Calleniicr, Jun., Esq.,
M.P.

Henry Hulte Herena. Esq.
Hy. Hon ham-Carter. Esq,
Charles Wm . Curtis, Esq.
Charles F.Devan, Esq.
Francis Ha.rt Dyke, Esq.
Sir W. K. Farquhar, Bart.
Archibald Hamilton, Esq.
Thomson Hatikey, Esq.
Hichard M. Harvey, Esq.

TV. SwiNDLEHURST, Manager and Secretary.
The Company in especially formed to erect Improved

workmen's dwelliuK^s on the co-operative principle.
Nobeerehop or tavern to be erected on the Company's
property. Profits realised by workmen employed on
the buildings 40 per cent. Deposits received at 5 per
cent. Prospectuses on application, enclosing postage
stamp. Ofnce 1, Great College-street (opposite tha
House o( Lords), Westminster. London.

ftovereign Lite Office, 48, St.
JnmeH'H-etroct, and 110, Cnnnon-ntreet, London. Kew

PotScios were istiued in 1869 for i;311,260, at an arcrftf;^ of £690 each.
The Life atitl Annuity Fuads conoiictod with th« Ofllce exceo4
jE6U0.OOO. Advances are mailo on FrueholdB, &c. ; also, to a llmlled
extent, on first-class I'ereoual Sc<^ur)tT-

H. I). PATEyPQRT. SecpoUry.

(guardian Fire and Life Office,
^-^ EatabUflhcd 1821. Subscribed Capital Two MiUiona.

II, Lumbard-strcet. London, E,C.
JJIiiHCrOKS.

Chairman—Frederick H. Janson, Esq.
Dhputt-Chaieman—James Goodson. Esq.
- ' "-

J. U.Hubbard. Esq.
U. J. Shaw Lefevre, Esq., X.P.
John Martin. Esq.
Rowland .\litch&ll, Esq.
Augustus L'rcvost. Esq.
Abraham J. Itobarts, Esq.
William Steven, Esq.
John G. Taibot. Esq., M.P.

..». .^j, ^oM. Henry Vinne. Esq.
SJBCSBTABT—Thomas Tallemach. Esq.

Actuary—Saml. Brown, Esq.
N.B.—Fire Poiicioa which expire at Midsummor must he re-

newed at tho Head OUlce, or with the Agents, on or berure tho
fllh of July.
Prospectus and Forms of proposal, with the Actuary's

Yaluatiuii aud Statement of the A&seta and Liabilities in tha
Lire Branch, free on application to the Company's Agents, ur
to the Secretary. ^
The Best and Cheapest Paint

for Farm BaHdlnRs, Stables, Conservntorles, Gardens
Park Railings, and all other outdoor work ; shutterB la Iron,
Stone, Stucco, or Wood, is J.VY'S PATEXT METALLIC PAINT.
It covcre well, dries quickiv, presenting' a hard glosfiy surface, and
never blisters or cracks. Tho price is half that of ordinary paints,
and it g'oes twice as far, one coat Ijcing equal to two. Prices, ready
mixed for use, in all colours. 5s. 6d, per gallon, 2/8. per cwt. ; reo,
chocolate, and black, 4s. 6d. per gallon, 21s. per cwt. THE
PATENT ADAMANTINE PAINT for covering iron, flat Bur-
fiice, dries in twenty minutes, as hard as the iron itself, 58, peir

gallon, 24s. per cwt. Orders for 1 cwt. and upwards sent carriage
free to any railway station in England, on receipt of remittance
addressed to Wm. F. Uwen, Woodham Works, Yauzhall Station,
S^E;

A/Tessrs. Charles Devaux and
-^ COMPANY, Bankem and Consignees of the VTEILLB

MONTAGNH ZING MINING COMPANY, supply the VIKILLK
MONTAGNE ROOFING ZINC, and aUow a discount of 4 per cent
wherever tho roofs are certlfieni by the Company's architect to bo
properly laid.—Particulars or designs will be supplied at iho Vieilla
Jlontagne Conapany's expense, by their architect, Mr. JAMES Ed-
MBSTO.V.of 5, Crown-court, Old Broad-street, E.C, where modolaa
the various patents for ginc roofing may be seen.

J^oyal Polytechnic.—"Sand and
tha Sues Canal," by Professor Pepper,—Musical Enter-

tainment, by George Buckland, Esq., '-The Heart of Stone," with
Spectral Scenes. American Organ daily. Dugwnr's Feats and
other attractions, all for One Shilling. ''The Great City" at
half-past 1. Suez Canal, at half-past 2 and a quarter to 8.

Heart of Stono. at 4 nnd D. Dugwar's Feats, at half-past 3 and
quarter past 7. Open 12 to b and 7 to 10.

YY'i'^dsor.—Building Land to be
LET, a few choice plots commanding splendid views of

the castle and town of Windaur, near the Long Walk, within 10 and
16 minutes of cither railway stations.—Apply to Mr. W. Sim,
arc hi tect, 1. Danoa-Jnn, Strand, W.C.

^ Capital Brickfield to be Let,
17 miles east of London, having railway sidings and a

large wharf. Plenty of excellent brick and tile earth, also fina

sand ana abundance of water. Fixed rent and royalty moderate,
Iniincdiate pofiKesslon. No stock nor plant to bo taken, tor par-
tiL'ulnrH apply to Messrs. Burdor and Dunning, 27, Parliament-
fitrrot. W— rminstor. S.W.

(Jrystal Palace Company.—To
^-'^

Builders and,othcra—Crystal Palace Kstate.—The Crystal
Palace Company are'prepnred to let on building leases for a term
of «9 years, certain portions of their freehold property abutting
upon the Penjre-road, Thickwood-road, Anerlcy-road. and Palaco-
road. Plans and conditions maybe seen on application to John
Norton, Esq., Architect, 24, Old Bond-street, W., or to Mr. Uart,
Accountant, Crystal Palace, Sydenham, S.E

T^ood Working Machinery.—

-

^ " ox SALE, and will be diSposedof cheap. 1 Cross Cut Saw
Bench.fBelf acting), will take in 12 X 3 ; 1 Wood Frame Suuaring
Machine, will plane I3ft. X 18iu. X 21in ; I ditto, (second-hand) i

1 W<x>d Frame I'ower Mortising Machine ; 1 Iron Frame ditto^ with,
b«ring attached.—Full particulars cau be had on appUoatiAn to W
Furnoss. and Co. , Globe Works. Liverpnol.

n^o Builders.—To be Let, on
Building Lease, rKEEIIOLD LAND, situate within five

minutes' walk of two railway-statlonfi, and within ten
minutes' walk of omnibuses to City and West-end. Iniprovfd
ground-ronta purchased and materials advanced. Apply to
Mr. H. A. Alevander. architect and surveyor, 10, King WUllam-
street. City.

T'o Builders.—Dulwich Estate.
The Governors ore prepared to LET on LF.ASE, for 84 years,

PORTIONS of their ESTATE, for building purposes. There is

ample railway communication, and special educational advantages
In the new College are secured to occupier* of houses on the estate.
For plans and pjirtlculars apply to Charles Barry, Esq., 1, Westmin-
Btcr-chambors, Victoria-street, S.W., architect and enrveyor to tha
O fcTernora.

T)ry Wainscot, 3 years old, price-^ 6i to 9d. M«hog«nj equally cheap, St JOHS COUltBE'S
Jjtkix Lak9'« QroT9t t(Ue>$ad Oat?.
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tnnsB Tax patkoiusi or h.m. the queex

THE LONDON PABQUBTET WORKS,
Ui. im V>i>sfMtai7 «pUl)IWi«d H. KoitlMd (In IMD *T,

cnmit-g siKlxm, teaaim of lb* KmtlUh r«niu«UT BujUmm,
f(tr tiMCRhuiT* prodacdcn of

"Solid and Plated" Parquet Floors

Borders, Ceilings and Wall Decoration.
--1 nwMllnl Cllrrill»«", •ml MoMto pUt«nu.

t Bml^MlM for Ftm-elMB Work only, propond froa of
' ' "—

'

u Bftll, QtoT0-l*n«, Ciuaborwell,

, GiUow Slid Co., 176 and 177,

r—_ _»—_ .-. Flm-elM Wort only. propuM rroa M
(nag^^ y^^^jw.—.j^^f^mf^r—^' Ball, QtoT0-i*n«, Ciuaborwoll,

lA-WKSLBrSTTTMI STEPS.

Sole Agent—J. WESTWOOD, Jun.,

Tredegar Hoase, Bow, London, E.

Rrfomraendcd for DURABILITY, SIMPLICITY,
FIKM KOOTING, ELASTICITY, and are perTcctly

NOISELESS.

6fiiyf\ AAA rcrsons have passed over some of

fOl\}j\J\J\J these steps, the wear beiiu;:oiily

l-16th of an inch. These Steps are in use at most of

the Stations on the Xorth Loodoo Railway.

PATENT"WROUGHT NAILS.

"f"' J.J.CORDES&CO.,
^^ the Patentees and Mannfacturers of the

](j]^K. well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Ewbank's Nails),

Desire to make it known that they hare adopted
a " star," or " cross," as their Trade Mark, and
that all Kails now made and sent oat by them,
except Clasp, bear this mark upon their heads,

and that within every package sent from their

works is also placed a card bearing their name
and address. All their bags are also branded
COBDES and Co.
The Nails are mannfactored by J. J. CoBDES

and Co. ont of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig
Iron, and have long since earned the reputation
of being superior to all others. The Nails are all

imiform in make and qnality, each one perfect

and count oat fnll 1,000 to the M.
DOS WORKS, NEWPORT, HON.
U. H. DAVIES and CO.'S

GENUIXE AND AUTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.—Designers and PractlcalJoIners.

CAMBEIDGE HALL, NEWMAN STREET,

SCHOOL FITTINGS.
essrs. Banks and Co.'s Patent

RoTfflod Dlwtratod Priced SiMot of ercry article required
n n weU-fonkhed Scbool, Mot for tJhne itamps.

FAUSONAOB WORKS ALBERT STREET,
HANCUESTER.

M
POLONCEAU AND SEYSSEL ASPHALTE

Bbtabluhmo

For vrrmring n»t Roofs, Vmring, and Flooring of vrtrj dMcrlption
•paeUIfy In «aen mbjoet to damp and vvrmln.
Tbia AaphalU U bow axtenalrclj naad for Parlair STABLES (as

howB abon), th« abaenca of i<rfata prercnUng the renaration of
mmmtmim,
y«r>Mlmatca and Prices, Ac, appl/ to

JOHN PILKINGTON,
U, FUR STBEET KII,L, LOKDOM, E.C.

CoontTT Bnilden inpplled with Affphelte In Inilk foroorerlnff Floor-
jnga, Ban lloon. Ac, wich inatraettonx to lar It down.

GERISH'S PATENT
SPRING k GATE HINGE
MANUFACTORY. M-

*>*» >•, BDTTKililjn) STEKET, EAST EGAD, S.
Bprlnf Blo(aa of Brery DMcrlption Kepalred.

Lightning Conduetors.

—

».»,™i.":'?''l''*I'I' and CO., Patentaoa of the COPPER llOPKjrnm^t'^n'^S'''' JL"* *"'•• Palenteoa of the COPPER nopi
L1^2I5L'-T2_".''*"I'"'^''' •"'1''^ "» •»™>. »'"• ">• point and•" ••"'ei, mnpleu for (ttlnir, at Che foUowinK pHcei :-

^i^e-etohtln-lnel. dlameur . . . Ii. od. per foot
Xlalf-iocli dlametar la. 6d,
/l'»«l(btlia-lnelidUniKer. . . . la od. |,

PHfw 4s.. Post Free, 4r. 4<1.

Laxton's Builders' Price Book.
For Arcliitocts, EnjIneer«,BaIldor8.Contraotor8, Sxirveyors, and oU

tb« Building Trades.
For fully fifty yoora thit work has been ponsidorod fVie cliiof

amhority on niattore connected with the KulUUog Trftdi'3. Its u«o,
ercn on one ocoaslon, will probably repay thnco^t of the booV wu
Unie«oTer, and instanret will contlanaliy occur inwhich the ucn-
euUatlon cf its pasoa will effect a Mvlni; of in:iny poundic

London : MOHOAN and CHASK. 3^. Lud (rate-hill.

And may bo ordered of any booksullor iu the kluffdom.

Architectural Photographs and
A Set of 8 Photo(rr!*phpi (mounted lu cardboard), from th« original

drawingt of tho Prize Deoignof the Mnnchoslor Town Hull coui-
potitlon. Silo of the photo«r«t)h 13 by 10. Price X2 2s.

A Litfaogrnph of ttie Jlutul de VUle at Hamburgh (the pvlzo
design), by Q. G. Scott, Esq., Architect, £1 l».

A Photograph (mounted on cardboard) of the AbbIxo Court-^ at
Manchester, by A. Watorhouse, Ksa ., Architect. Size of the photo-
graiih 36 by 11. XI In.

Tne aboTe being yery snggoetire dCBt^B, would bo useful to all

first-class offices.

Bxeoutod Examplea of Churches, Chnpels. Mauslonji. nnd Yinaii,
to be completed In Firo DlvUious, at IOb. 6d. each. Tho first aud
second dirlBlona only juet out.
There examplea are by different architects, and they contain the

actual cott of each bnlldtug, and the materlala used, together with
the (fround aud chamber plans.
Churcbo* and ChapoU erected hy G. Bidlako, Ecq., Architect,

Wolverhampton, with tho plausnud tho actual cost of cuch erection,
togcLhur with the beet arrangcuiouts of tliQ Beats, both in the
gallery and tho ground Hoora. 12'*. 6d.
Thla little book i« quite a farourito with the profession, on

account of the well-known ability of the architect in designing
aud carr>-ing cut tho different Nonconformist Chapcla and School
Uotuea. &C., in different parts of England.
The above Photograplu and Books nan be had from the Pub-

lisher, S. BIUBECK, Bookseller, 10, Church-8trc:'t. Lozells-road,
Birmingham.

"Rome.—A Catalogue ofupwards
of l^ljrhteen Hundred PH0T03RAPHS of tho AXTIQUI-

TIE.S of ROME, with tho Dates, either HiKtorical or Approiima-
tire. prepared under tho direction of John HkN'RY PAUKKR. Hon.
M.A. Oxon, F.S.A., NOWEXHIBITINO in Cundall's GftUery, 168,
New Bond-street. 6to. Is., including Admlssinn to the Gallery,

KEW EDITION OF SIR W. FAIHB.URN'S WORK ON IRON.
In 8vo. with 6 Plates and 136 Woodcuts, price 16s. cloth

'phe Application of Cast and
Wrought Irou to Building Purposes. By Sir W. F.iirbairn,

Bart. CE. Fourth Edition, thoroughly rorised, with Additions,
including Experiments on TVusacrf Beams, and Researchee on the
properties of Steel and Homogeneous Iron as used in Arohitectare,
Uuiidlug, and Engineering.

K'orks bu tfic $umA Author, /uVy iUustrafed.
IRON SHIP BUILDING its History aod Progress to tha

Present Day {lately published), price IBs.
TREATISE on MILLS and MILLWORK. Second Edition, care-

fully revised, of both Volumes, price ]6a. e.ich.
USEFUL INFORMATION for ENGINEERS, First, Second, and

Third Series, price lOs. fid, each.
London : LONGMANS, GREEN, and CO. Paternoster Row.

^he Granitic Paint,
As USKD !» TUB CRYSTAL PALACB, SYDENITAM.

Is the Cheapest, most Brilliimt, and Enduring for all Outsido and
Inolde Work, on Iron and Wood, &o. ; for all Decorative purposes :

and is the best Paint for Flattinjf over manufactured, as it is cool
in working, takes at least five hours in troin;? down, has compara-
tively little smell, can be washed, and will cover all sunk parts.
Sold only by the GRANITIC PAINT COMPANY, 39A, King

WUliam-Fitrect, London, E.C.
Prospectuses and Testimonials free on application.

]>^o more Damp Walls.—The
only Cure for Damp Walls, Preserving Stone. Brick, and

Cement from decay, is the SILICATE ZOPI.SSA COMPOSITION,
used In the Houses of Parliament, and manufactured by the SILI-
CATE ZOPISSA COMPOSITION and GRANITIC PAINT COM-
PANY, 39A, .King Willlam-atroet London, E.C.

^lie Granitic Paint, the best for
the finest painting and the roughest work. Used in the

Crystal Palace, Sydenham , by the Trinity House, the Bristhton and
Metropolitan Railways, aud very many Decorators, House
Painters. Engiaeers, Architects, Contractors Ironmasters: and
Shipbuilders.
39A, KING WILLIAM-STREET, LONDQN-BEIDaE, LONDON,

E.C.
[

T)amp Walls Prevented by the
nse of the .SILICATE ZOPI.S.SA COMPOSITION, and porous

brlckB and stone, cement "nd pla-ster, preserved from decay.
39A, KIN^i WILLIAM-MUBET, LONDON-BUIDQE, LONDON,

EC.
*

St^Jmui
^"^^^^'^ •DfioMn, and adttaUle hmd la j

OFnOB»-U0, Struid. London,
„ Oauahead-on-'iyQQ.
„ (Hi AjidartonQtuty, aiiuv«w.

17 0ovth OMtl«^u«ct Urus^oL

LAMPLOUGH'S

PYRETIC SALINE
Has peculiar and remarkable properties in Headaclie. Seaor
Blllioua Mckness. preventing and curing Hay, Scarlet, and
other Fevera, Hiul is admitted hy all users to form the most
agreeable, portable, vitalizing Hummer Beverage, bold by
moat chemists, and the maker,

U. Lamplough, 113, Holhom Hill, London.

GHEJii? siiiiAi.:

TRACING AND DRAWING PAPERS and
NOTE HOOKS. Messrs. Letts, Son, k Co., New Cross,
linve pleasure in submittiiii! to liuildcrs. Clerks of Works,
Surveyors, and Architects, a very rhcip series of "Sectional "

Tapers, &c., on which plans can be draivii to scale and
coloured, witlitmt the ruled lines .iliowini; oliieclional>ly

throu|;h the work . They arc luled m squares. 1-lU. 1-5.

1-6, i.:i, aud l-s inches, increasing hy eigliths to 1 incli.
SpcciuH'ns and prices forwarded without charge, on receipt
of stamped addressed envelope.

FRIZS MEDAL, ' :86l:

HAMILTON AND CO.,
No. 9 and 10, GBEEK-STUKET. SOUO-aQUAB.E, LONDON, W.

Sole Mnnufacturcr.t <if

A. WATKIN'S PATENT WIIIE BOUND, ROUND aud OTAi
Ji'AmTING BUUfc?HES.

Distemper Brushea, Sash Tools, Stippling Brushes, Glldsrs' and
Grainors' Tools.

These goods are made of tho best matorlals and workmanship, and
have obtained a reputation among tha chief decorators in tha
kingdom. Varnish and Colour Manufacturers, Oilmen, Merchants,
&c., are supplied on the lowest terms. Price lists forwarded on ap-
plication.

T)o not Burn off Old Paint, but
use NAENIAaE& CO.'S LETHCIUM, which will roraovo

It clean to the wood In twenty minutes, /s. per gallon.— 11, St.
Andrcw's-hill, London, E.C—BruBhe.s, Sa. Succese guarauteod.
Country orders must ho prepaid. Uacd with groat success a&
Windsor Castle and Marlbnronyh House.

T^he United L and Company,
Limited. -Valiifthlft Freehold Building Sitp-S. Middlesex

—Land Tax licdeemed aii'l Tltho Free. The Kilbiirn and Har-
row-ruad Kftate, in areSarkuhiy healthy locality. Tliis fine
block or land hanan extensive ii-uiitnge to Kilbiini-lane, abut-
ting on tho West aide, to Kennal'greenand Harrow-road

; and
the East, to Carlt en-road, leads to Mafda Vale and Edgwaro
r(>ad. The Katate ia opened up hy three new roaiU. creating
eligible ITrotitages for building, and has the advan tage of
railway accommodation, being within a Tew minutes' walk of
wveral stations onji lie .Metrupoliian Itailway—namoiy. Wost-
hnurne-park, Hlahop'a-road, &a A new station is also about to
ho erected at Westbourne-bridge, The Kilburn Station on rlio
North Western la near the Estate, and a now htation %vill
aoon be erected wljoinlng the company's land. Oninlhustts
run every fire minutes to the City and West End from the
Queen's Arms, close to the Estate. Contracts have been
signed for tne construction of a thorough system of drainage,
with largo sized brick sowers, and also for the roads shown on
the plan, the works being commenced. Purchasers uf plots
hftvo the prirllege of paying in monthly or other easy instal-
ments, at the rat« or 10s. per month for every iCW worth of
laud, five per cent, per annum Interest being only charged on
tne yearly balances. Possession wilt he given on payment of
one-tenth of the costof euch plot. Kuildiug iidvaiices to tlio

extent of two-thirds of tho value wilt be made on tho estate
^y the Conservattve Benefit Kuilding Society, which eo-
^porates with the UMltedli,Aud Coniiiany, Limited. Plaus and
Partioulars may be had at the Umoes of tho United Laud
Compan/t A'ttnltediSS Norfolk-itreeti Slraod, Londou, WtU.

JYo more Damp Houses.—Use
the Now French Compounds, LITHAllGON and MI-

CALEXE, the joint action of which will prevent damp in stone and
brick walla, &c. Price each, 78. jier gallon, bottlea included.
Brushes 3h.—NAENIAHE & CO., 11, St, Andrew's Hill, E.G.
Country orders must be prepaid.

'[Jse the New French Driers.

—

The bett in existanoo. White as snow ; soft as silk ; pro-
vents Colours from fading, and imparts a beautiful gloss. Ia per
pound, in 71b, boxes.—NAENIARE & CO., U, St. Andrew's -hill

,

Ji C Countiy orders must be prepaid.

WANTED.

A Builder's Assistant, of prac-
tical experience, seeks an ENGAQBMBNT. Forrefor-

ences and terms. Address 0. B. H.. Post-oinc.B. Bristol

J^ Quantity Surveyor of great
Experience does husin«sa at 12f. per cent, for contract!

orjiaou-A. L. J.. 87. Fish-s treet-hill, mty.

J^ Qualified Assistant is willing
to undertake work to be executed at bis own office or other-

wise ;
worki[ig drawings and estimates. A temporary engagement

in the country would not bo objected to. First-class roferenroa.

—

Address, "C," Brown, newsaxent. Little Georjfe-Btrcet, Wost-
minsier.

'Po Architects.—Wanted by the
AdTGrti.ier a Situation in an Architect's Office. Details,

Workiup DrnwlniTH, and Good Draughtsman, &c.—Address, S. W.,
6, Quoeu's-roaa Wcist. Chelsea, S.W.

T

nPo Architects and Surveyors.

—

Wanted by the Advertiser, an ! ENGXGEMENT as
ASSISTANT. Is well up in olllce routine. Surveying. Plans and
Detail Drawings; has been the Inflt five ycara in a large
Estate OITlce, unexceptional references.—Address, U. Altoua ,
Torre-park, Torquay, Devon.

'o Architects.—The Advertiser
(late Pupil and Assistant of a F.I.B.A.) sonka an ENGAGE-

ment in a London nSico Is accustomed to work out Bough
Sketches, and make Detail and Working Drawiugs. Has a know-
ledge of Siirveylng and Levelling, and has pas'-ed the Voluntary
Examination.—Address, W. S.,22. Horsenmrket, Northampton.

^o Architects.—A Youth, aged
SO. wishes to placo himself as Improver In an Architect's

office. Ho has served four years to a Carpenter and Joiner, and 18
m<iuths in an Architect's office. Small ^alary required.—Address
X., " Mercury " Office, Kendal.

Tb Joiners or Cabinet Makers.
WANTED. In a Midland town. aAVOUKIXG FOUEMAN,

in a Shop where the work Is chiefly Church Fittings and Furuitur
of an architectural description. To an able man ihU is likclv to be
a constancy,—Address, with particulars, K. H. L., ol^oe of
DUlLniNO NKW3 .

T^anted, an Enojaj^ement, by
an experienced Clerk of Works.—For references and

terms, &c., address, A. It., office of thU paper.

y\ranted, several Stone Carvers,
inost of them FlnlKhera.—Apply to W. Stevens, Swlnden-

tprraco, Eightlands, Dewshury. Yorkshire.

ilTanted, a Ke-engagement by
a thorough practical man as FOREMAN and GKN'ERAL

ASSISTANT. I« experienced In carryina on Works. Moa-'uring-up.
Estimatlnjf, taklng-off Quantllio.1, &c. Joinpr by trade. Ha" Ullcd
engagements for somo years past as Ooneral Foreman of Works.
G<'0d references.—J. S., Wycnnibc-road, (Irvat Mtrlow . ^^

'\\ranted, in an Architect's office
ft gcnteol youth, must not bo under 16 years cf i\go. No

salary for first six months.—Afldresn, J. H. S., Mci*ars. Carter and
Ht-nmley. 'i^. ll'>v.v\ Kxi:h!ingo. .^___

VC/'anted, by the Advertiser, a
' ' .SITUATION* In nn Arcliltoct's offlco a« jn.VIOE

ASSISTANT. Siilary moderate. Uecxcaptionatjlo refercncva.—
AdilrOBs. II s. S.. «e7. .Stanhoiio-etroet. N. VV.

'W'anted, in the North.—

A

thoroughly steady, energetic, and cemnetent plasterer,

must he well up in all kinds of cement work, able to take charge
of n job,—Apply by letter, with reforoncea. stating wages, &o.
re<iulred to J. V. &., BUX1'I>ISQ HXWS otUce.
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THE LONDON CORN EXCHANGE
COMPETITION.

Xn consequence oi the insuflicienfc accomoda-
tion afforded, by what is called the Old

Com Exchange,* Mark-lane (to distinguish it

from the annexe or succursale on the north

side, erected in 1827, and called the New
Corn Exchange), a committee of proprietors

appointed for that purpose last year, requested

Mr. I'Anson, and Mr. William Haywood to

survey the Exchange, and the buildings in

connestion with it, and to report to tlie com-
mittee as to the most desirable mode of in-

creasing the accommodation for the business
of the market, and remedying the incon-

venience resulting from the present defective
system of ventilation. These gentlemen made
a joint report, in which they stated that their

observations and inquiries led them to the
conviction that it would be impolitic to attempt
any extension or partial improvement of the
existing Exchange, and recommended the entire
removal of the buildings on the ground floor,

and the construction of a new Exchange
covered by a glazed roof at a higher elevation

than the present, in one sp.an. They also re-

commend the formation of a Flour market on
the first floor, next Mark-lane, an Oil and Seed
market on the gi-ouud floor at the south-east
angle of the Exchange premises, together with
other recommendations of minor importance.

This report having been taken into consi-
deration by the committee, and reported to the
general body of shareholders, it was resolved
to carry into effect the recommendations of

the report, and for that purpose it was deter-
mined to invite a limited number of architects
to submit designs for rebuilding the Corn Ex-
change, according to Messrs. I'Anson's and
Haywood's suggestions. By the terms of the
conditions under which the architects were in-

vited, the competitor whose design is selected for
execution will be entrusted with the prepara-
tion of the drawings and the superintendence
of the work, at the usual commission, and pre-
miums of 200 guineas and 150 guineas re-
spectively, are to be given to the two designs
considered next in order of merit. The
amount for currying out the work is not to
exceed £20,000, exclusive of architect's com-
mission, and clerk of works' salary.
In reply to the invitations of the committee,

17 architects agreed to compete, but of these
13 only sent in designs, which* are now placed
in a range of upper rooms of C-^rn Exchange
Chambers, Seething-lane. These designs are,
as miglit have been expected, of varying merit,
but although there is, perhaps, no single design
that could be adopted in its entirety, there are
strong evidences in most of careful study of
the requirements of the case, combined, in at
least two instances, with artistic excellence of
the highest order. The problem to be solved
is very much complicated by the necessity of
avoiding obstruction to the light and air of
buildings on three out of four sides of the
Exchange. These difficulties have been very
farrly met in most of tlio designs, but it un-
fortunately happens that those designs in
which the rights of light of adjoining owners
are best respected, have but little to recom-
mend them on the ground of originality of con-
ception or artistic treatment. These designs are
all timid and " safe " in their general features,
and there is a painful evidence of a desire on
the part of their authors to conciliate the pre-
jadices of the committee and to avoid any-
thing untried or novel in construction. It is
worth noticing that only one design out of the

* The Old Corn Kxchanfjc was built In 1749, andHas since that time been considerablyenlarged and re-
arranged, the last important addition havinit beenmrte about 18 years since, by Mr. hegg.

thirteen sent in is entirely Gothic, and that of

a very poor sort : the external elevation of

another is treated in the style of the French
country houses of the IGth century, bnt the in-

terior is pure Renaissance, and one is decidedly

Romanesque.
By the instruction of the committee, the

drawings were sent in under a motto or devict,

but, inasmuch as the names of the competitors

were well known, it is not very difficult to

assign tlie designs sent in, with more or l-si

certainty, to their respective authors, and it is

diflicult to say why this restriction should have

been irajjosed upon the competitors.

The following is the list of the drawings
submitted, with their mottos. The alphabetical

arrangement has been adopted by the cora-

miitee for convenience of reference.

—

Plan A, Seges. Palladian.

Plan B, A VVheatsheaf. Palladian.

Plan C, Veritas. Nondescript.

Plan D, Honestas. Free Italian.

Plan E, Iron Framed. Pseudo-Gothic.
Plan F, L'Etoile.

Plan G, Au bon Droit. Palladian.

Plan H, Omne tulit punctum qui miscuit

utile dulci. French Renaissance.

Plan I, Progress. French Renaissance.

Plan K, A Maltese Cross. Commonplace
Italian.

Plan L, All's Well that Ends Well. Roman-
esque.

Plan M, Light. Palladian.

Plan N, Three Wheatears. Ditto.

In order to estimate the difBoulties to be
overcome, and the manner in which they have
been dealt with by the several competitors, it

will be useful to give some account of the

site of the proposed New Exchange, and the

suiTounding . buildings. The present Corn
Exchange is an irregular parallelogram about
84ft. by 6oft. with a frontage to the West
on Mark-lane, and extending back eastward
to a range of oiEces in the rear of a building
called Corn Exchange Chambers, Seething-lane.

The range of offices referred to is proposed to

be removed, and the new market would
therefore be bounded on the west by Mark-
lane, and on the east by Corn Exchange
Chambers, the lights of whic h it is important
to preserve, the ground floor being used as a
subscription room in connection with the Com
Exchange, and the upper floors let out as

officea. On the north the proposed Exchange
abuts upon the New Com Exchange, a low
building lighted by skylights, the wall
dividing the two buildings being only 25ft. 6in.

high, at the highest part, and on the South
upon lofty buildings belonging to other
owners, with an area towards the west end
which it is important not to interfere with.
The most important objects to be attained are
the substitution of a lofty roof to replace the
present low roof, which is only about 18ft.

high, exclusive of the domes—without inter-

fering with the light and air of adjacent
premises, nor the vaults beneath the area of
the Exchan ge, which are let upon lease for a
long term—the rectification of the irregularity

of the boundary on the north side, without
loss of space to the market, and the proper
warming and ventilation of the building.

Setting aside some differences in detail, the
designs may be broadly divided into five

classes, according to the mode in which they
propose to accomplish the roofing of the
Exchange, and having first arranged them
under their separate heads, we will then pro-
ceed to examine them further in detail.

Class 1.—Glazed single span roof carried on
iron columns.

B. A Wheatsheaf.
C. Veritas.

D. Honestas.
E. Iron Framed.
F. L'Etoile.
M. Light.

Class 2.—Ditto without iron columns.
I. Progress.

K. Maltese Cross
N. Three Wheatears.

Class ,3.—Glazed single span roof on iron

columns, with aisle on north side.

A. Seges.

L. All's Well That ends Well.

Class 4.—Glazed roof with central nay*
and 2 side aisles.

G. Au bon Droit.

Class 5.—Domed roof, npper part glazed.

H. Omne tulit punctum qui miscuit utile

dulci.

From the above analysis it will beseenthat

5 out of the 1.3 competitors have adopted the

expedient of carrying the roof upon iron

columns, in order at the same time to avoid

any interference with the foundations, and to

obviate the want of parallelism in the two

side walls. The majority have literally carried

out the recommendation of the joint report of

Messrs. H. I'Anson and Haywood, and pro-

vided a glazed roof over the whole area in one

span, two competitors propose a nave with an

aisle on the north side, to avoid obstruction to

the light of the New Corn Exchange ; one

competitor provides two aisles, apparently with

a view to symmetry of arrangement ; and one
proposes to cover the Exchange with two

massive domes each 54ft. across.

Class 1.

B. A Wheatsheaf, is very elaborately shown
by a series of showy rather than effective

drawings. The two perspectives are coloured in

a very forcible manner, and (he report is

adorned with two photographs of the exterior

and interior of the Exchange. ;The roof in

divided into 3 large bays with 4 smaller inter-

mediate bays, with octagonal lanterns in the

large divisions. The roof is carried by flat

wrought-iron girders with quadrant ends

resting upon iron stancheons built into the

side walls.

The Flour Market is placed on the first

floor of the Mark-lane building, lighted by a

skylight. The arrangements for warming
and ventilation are very carefidly shown, and

have been worked out by an engineer whoso
identity is not difficult to discover from the

reference in the report to the buildings

warmed under his direction. The question of

blinds, upon which great stress is laid in the

Instructions to Architects, is only alluded to

in the report, and has evidently bsen

very slightly considered. There is a certain

boldness and decision of touch in the treat-

ment of the interior which will no doubt find

admirers, but it is open to doubt whether the

building would turn out as well in execution

as it looks upon paper. The elevation in

Mark-lane depends mainly upon carving, bas

reliefs, and groups of emblematic sculpture,

which have very little chance of being

carried out, and has very few architectural

features. 'The massive girders in the interior

would considerably interrupt the access of

light to the Exchange, and the construction of

the roof would render the management of

blinds difficult. The Flour Market is not

connected with the rest of the building, and
is treated as a distinct apartment, which is a

very undesirable arrangement, and there would

be very little chance of adding galleries here-

after, as required in the Instructions to

Architects.' 'The lights of adjoining owners

would be very slightly, if at all, affected, the

north wall adjoining the New Com Exchange

being only 2bft. high, which is at least 2ft.

below the lowest part of the present wall.

The basement is hut slightly interfered with,

but it would be necessary to carry down the

piers supporting the main ghders of the roof.

The cost is estimated not to exceed £20,000.

C. Veritas.—^This is, upon the whole, an un-

satisfactory design. The drawings are bad,

with the exception of those showing the

arrangement of the blinds, and the eleva-

tion next Mark -lane is a composition which
for ugliness and pretension it would be diffi-

cult to match even in the City. The Exchange
is covered by an arched roof supported by
lattice principals, the feet of each of which
rest upon groups of 4 light iron columns
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about 30ft. in height. The whole of the roof

is glared, and there are clearstory windows

between each principal. The E.xchange is

52ft. high to the ridge of the inside skylight,

aad 50ft. wide between the iron columns. An
outer roof is provided to preser\-e an equal

temperature, and prevent the unsightly appear-

airce usually presented by single roofs.

Tli« north wall is 33ft. high, which would to

some extent interfere with the lights of the ad-

joining building. Cost estimated at£18,300.

The E.xchauge is proposed to be wanned by
hot water pipes laid in the floor, covered with

iron gratings. This wculd be quite impracti-

cable in a com market, as the corn thrown

about would choke up the gratings and render

the apparatus useless. Several of the com-
petitors have fallen into this mistake. H
(^Omne qui tulit, ^c.,) however, proposes to

introduce fresh warmed air at a considerable

height from the ground, through openings in

the side walls concealed by the decoration; and
F, L'Etoile, suggests admitting cold air

through thespandrils of the arches, and warm-
ing the Exchange by hot water pipes placed in

a case against the walls at a height of lift,

above the ground.

D. Honestas. This is an extremely able and
conscientious design, thoroughly well thought
out. The elevation next Mark-lane is a very
graceful composition ; the cornice, however, is

scarcely deep enough, and although the archi-

tecture of the interior is hardly equal to the

external elevation, the design may be pro-

nounced, upon the whole, both from an artistic

as well as a practical point of view, the best

of those submitted.
The Corn Market is coyered by a double

roof, the outer portion being an ordinary iron

span roof carried upon upright standards rest-

ing upon the ribs of a low segmental inner

roof, which is divided into square coilers, and
is proposed to be glazed with " pure Venetian
glass." Tlie want of parallelism in the side

walls is concealed by carrying an arcade of

three arches across the Exchange at its

narrowest part, dividing the area into two
lengths, and masking an awkward break in the

wall on the North side. This object might have
been as effectually accomplished by bringing out

piers on each side and turning an arch across in

one span ; the break would have been concealed
as well, and the two intermediate columns
might have been dispensed with. The roof is

32ft. high to the springing, and 48ft. high to

the crown of the inner roof. The Flour
Market is on the first floor, next Mark-lane,
lighted by skylights towards the north, as
well as wmdows next the street. The Flour
Market is open next the Exchange, and has
two projecting wings on each side in order to

connect it, if required, with gallerie-i, if these

are determined upon hereafter. Tlie blinds

havebeen very carefully studied and are shown
by a very good drawing to a scale of 4ft. to

an inch. They consist chiefly of roller blinds

placed under the outer roof of the Exchange,
and worked from below. The flat skylight at

the Eastern end of the Exchange is protected
by upright screens, in which are hung Venetian
blinds. The question of warming and ventila-

tion is not so elaborately studied as it has been
by some of the other competitors (notably by
the author of WheatsKeaf), but it has not been
overlooked, and itjis evident that the con-
struction of the Exchange would very mach
simplify any arrangements for that purpose.

Honestas recommends the use of Watson's
ventilators, which have been successfully em-
ployed, to his knowledge, in the Edinburgh
Corn Exchange. The estimate for this design
is £20,000, exclusive of the necessary work to

the basement, and it might probably be
accomplished for that sum.

E, Iron Framed, is a peculiar Gothic
design the author of which piques himself
upon the very un-Gothic expedient of con-
structing the whole of his buildings of iron,

and filling in between the framework with
Portland stone. The plan has not been much
« wdered, but great pains have been taken

to show the paving, which is proposed to be of

tiles. The market is covered by a pointed

roof carried on corbels, resting on iron columns,
placed against the walls. The roof is divided

into six bays, and has two polygonal ends.

The appearanceof the interior, which is shown
by a nice perspective drawing, excites some
apprehension for the safety of the roof, which
is not dispelled by an examination of tlie

geometrical drawings, the construction being
passed over with a light hand. Tlie Mark-
lane elevation consists of a central tower,

rising to the height of 80ft., and two other

towers at the flank, each 64ft. high. It is to

be presumed that the author of this design

has had but little experience of the difficulties

attending building in the City, or he would
never have proposed to carry his elevation to

such a height. A double roof is provided to

the Exchange, and it is proposed to place a
line of pipes for warming the building in the

space between the two roofs—a very good
suggestion.

F. L'Etoile is a striking and, in many
respects, an original and artistic design. It

unfortunately happens, however, that in this

case, as in others we shall have to notice, the

author has not sufficiently appreciated the

importance of non-interference with the light

and air of adjoining properties. The North
wall is carried up solid to a height of 42ft.

above the floor of the Exchange, and above
that is a semicircular glazed roof, which rises

to a height of 65ft. This roof is continued

through into Mark-lane, and although it may
be alleged that a glazed roof offers no ob-

struction to light, it is doubtful whether the

owners of houses on the opposite side will bo
brought to take such a view of the subject.

The roof of the Exchange is in one span,

semi-circular in shape and carried on iron

stancheons |built against the walls, and con-
cealed by columns of red Mansfield stone. Tin.

in diameter, four ^to each stancheon. This
roof is continued, as already explained, as far

as Mark-lane on the West, and extends to

within 20ft. of the back of Com Exchange
Chambers, and is terminated at each end by a
glazed gable,

The style is Italian, but it is treated with
great freedom and ability, with a strong

French feeling. The elevation next Mark-lane,
consists of 3 wide arched openings, supported
upon rather slender stone columns, with a deep
architrave and elaborate entablature, above
which appears the roof of the Exchange.
There is an unity of composition about this

desigh which is wanting in most of those sent

in, which induces us to regret the author has
not paid more attention to the more practical

requirements of the committtee. The eleva-

tion repeats the general features of the interior,

as it phould do, and there is a lightness and
air of spaciousness about the interior view,
which is very agreeable and appropriate.

The ironwork has been carefully worked out,

and is shown by a very good sheet of details.

The blinds are proposed to be outside wood
blinds, similar to those commonly used for

conservatories in Paris, only with a slight

difl^ercnce in their fixing, and copper wire
being used instead of iron. The scheme for
warming and ventilating has been already

described, and appears to bo very simple and
feasible. The author's estimate for this design

is £18,107, or, if the roof is made wider at one
end than the other, as suggested, then £19,650,
which appears not too much, considering the

size of the building.

M. Light. This design, which is the last in

the class in which the roof isjcarried onjcolumns,

is a heavy elaborate design, in what may be
called the City Offices style. Everything is

large and pompous, and looks as if it cost money.
The proposed building is very fully shown by
9 sheets of drawings, including 2 coloured

perspectives, and there are also 2 untinted
perspectives, showing parts of the interior.

'I'he roof of the Exchange has glazed quadrant
sides, with a continuous lantern light, and
rifles to a height of C6ft. The principals

are carried upon light iron columns placed as

near to the walls as the irregularity of the
plan will permit. The cupboards in the north
wall are retained, so as to cover the break in

the wall on that side. The elevation in Mark-
lane, is 50ft. high, and does not show any
originality. The entrance to the market, is at
the north-west corner of the building, as at

present, with a good staircase to the Flour
market on the first floor. The Flour market
looks into the Exchange area, and may commu-
nicate with the Exchange by means of the
galleries, if added. The stairs to Com Ex-
change Chambers, are shifted to the south-
east angle of thebuilding,but the improvement
effected is not manifest.

The ventilation has not received much at-

tention, and the warming is proposed to be by
gratings in the floor, wliioh, as before explained,
would be most objectionable. The arrange-
ments suggested for carrying out the works
without interfering with the Corn market are

very carefully treated in the report, and are
worth consideration. The estimated cost is

£18,500, exclusive of the basement.

Class II.—WiTHOtrr Columns.—Plans
I, K, AND N.

I. Pro5^res«, is a very original conception,
and is very fully illustrated by a series of re-

markably well executed drawings, the decora-
tion in particular being admirably shown. In
these drawings, as in the design L'Etoile,

there is evidence that the author has founded
his style upon the study of modern French
models, and there is in consequence a refine-

ment and completeness which are for the most
part wanting in the other designs.

The most prominent 'feature of the design
Progress is a large roof 70ft. high and about
50ft. wide at the level of the cornice. The
ribs are in the form of an inverted
catenary, and are continued down to the
ground and tied at the feet by ties passing
under the floor of the Exchange. The roof is

by this means carried entirely independently
of the walls, and the basement is consequently
not interfered'with. The North wall is, however,
raised to a height of 32ft., for the sake of the
appearance of the interior, which is a serious

drawback to what is upon the whole a very
ingenious design. The decoration of the in-

terior is extremely bold and effective ; a
cornice is formed at a height of 32ft. from the
floor, and the curved ribs are concealed by
sloping pilasters projected into the Exchange,
and finished with an elaborate ingenious
termination resembling the prow of a vessel,

most charmingly treated. The break in the
wall on the North side is taken advantage of
to construct a sort of pavilion, which forms a
most agreeable feature in the interior. The
FlourMarketjis arranged at the Mark-Ianeend,
under the same roof as the Exchange, the roof
being continued on to within 16ft. of Mark-lane,
and terminates there in an elaborately deco-
rated gable. There is also a gable at the
eastern end of the Exchange, which would
completely overshadow Corn Exchange
Chambers. The Mark-lane elevation is a
very skilfully designed pure Italian composi-
tion, very nicely drawn, but with rather more
colour than the terras of the instructions warrant.
The ventilation and blinds are not expressed
upon the drawings, but provision could be
made for the latter by means of the double
roof, which is proposed. The cost ia said not to

exceed £20,000, but it is'evident that much of
the decoration must be omitted in order to

bring it within that sum, and stripped of its

decoration the design would lose very con-
siderably in effect. Although this design im-
presses very much at first sight, there is a
certain sense of want of practicability induced
by consideration of the drawings. It appears
to be the work of a decorative artist rather

than a practical architect, and the airy

manner in which the difficulties of the position

are discussed in the report goes far to confirm

the impression conveyed by the drawings.

K, a Maltese Cross, is a safe commonplace
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design, in which the requirements of the in-

structions are fairly earned out, but without a

spark of originality, and scarcely any sugges-

tion of improvement. Thereof, semi-circular,

is in one span, Carried on the walls on the

South side, and on the North by stanchoons,

some of which are placed obliquely, to avoid

interruption to the light. The roof springs at

a heignt of 32ft. from the floor of the

Exchange, and rises to a height of COft.
;
pro-

vision is made for galleries if required. The
only suggestion worthy of remark is the

proposal to cover the roofs with unbleached
calico strained upon frames , as is done at the

Crystal Palace. The estimated cost is stated

at £20,000. The elevation and perspedlives

of this design are very badly drawn.
N. Three Wheatears is an ambitious and

rather handsome design, coarsely and some-
times carelessly drawn, but'worth consideration.

The North wall is however carried as high as

32ft., which will probably militate against its

chance of success. The roof is semi-circular,

carried by lattice ribs and iron purlins, and is

nearly 70ft. high to the ridge. The principals are

carried on piers against the side walls, the
North wall being brought forward some-
what in order to make the side walls parallel.

The appearance of the interior is agree-
able, the piers are treated as pilasters,

carried up to the [springing of the roof
;

a frieze 8ft. high is coniinued round at a
height of 12ft. from the floor, with a rather
ill-proportioned arcade over, and a deep cor-

nice breaking round the pilasters. The east

end terminates in a gable, with an enormous
wheel window, which is proposed to be filled

with stained glass. An arrangement of stands
is suggested, something similar to that of Pro-
gress, the divisions corresponding with the
bays of the exchange. Inside blinds are pro-
posed for the roof, but their arrangement is

not remarkable. The Mark-lane building
containing the Flour Market Committee-room
and offices is 90ft high to the parapet, with a
lofty roof, and contains no less than five

stories, which have been apparently intro-

duced to mask the roof of the new Exchange.
The estimated cost is £20,000. which looks as
if it had not been considered. The Exchange
alone' at 6d. per foot cube would come to

almost that sum.
A. Seges is a modest, unpretending design,

Tery insufiSciently shown by four drawings
without any perspective, but it should not on
this account be passed over. The Exchange
consists of a nave 45ft. wide, covered with a
semicircular iron roof 56ft. high, which is the
same height as the present cupola, divided
into six bays. On the north side is an aisle

about 10ft. wide and 18ft high, roofed with a
fiat skylight, by which means all interference
with the adjoining lights is prevented. The
architectural character of the building is not
of a high order, but it is much in advance of
other more showy designs. The elevation
next Mark-lane has the merit of expressing
the system of construction adopted for the
interior, the nave being emphasised by a
break, and the front of the aisle receiving a
different treatment to the rest of the front.
The cost is estimated at £16,000, exclusive of
heating and fittings.

L. All's Well that Ends Well is an original
but rather eccentric composition, and is shown
by four very well executed drawings, evi-
dently by the author's own hand. This is the
only design with a flat ceiling. The nave is

46ft. wide and 46ft. high, with a range of
clearstory windows on the north side over-
looking an aisle lift, wide and 33ft. high. The
lighting is peculiar, the ;roof being divided by
beams into coflfers, which are pierced in the
centre, and covered with half-domes of glass,
6ft. loin, in diameter. The effect of the in-
terior as shown by the perspective is far from
unpleasing, but the general design is too
archaic to find favour with the practical men
of Mark-lane. The elevation next the street
is decidedly Romanesque, and is prettily com-
posed. The author suggests that the first-

floor of the Corn Exchange Chambers should
be appropriated to the Flour market, and the

whole area of the Exchange left open. He
estimates the cost at £18,000, which seems a
moderate estimate.

G. Au bon Droit is the, only design which
shows a double aisle. The nave or central

portion is 30ft. wide, and the aisles each
about 13ft wide. The nave has a glazed
semi-circular roof, resting on iron columns,
and the aisles glazed quadrangle roofs resting

partly on the walls. The Exchange would be
187ft. by 60ft.. Th e foundations would not
be interfered with, the columns resting upon
the old vaults under the Exchange. The floor

of the Flour market is proposed to be con-
structed of iron, in small squares, filled in

with glass, to prevent loss of light to the Ex-
change below. The elevation in Mark-lane
is a weak, charaeterless Italian front, but the

interior, as seen in the perspective, is agree-

able. The author states that he has had the

quantities taken by an eminent building sur-

veyor, and is prepared to say that the cost

will be £19,450.

II. Omne iulit punctum qui miscuit utile

dulci.—A magnificent but utterly impracticable

design. The market is covered by two domes
each 54ft. in diameter, the upper part of

which are glazed, resting upon massive piers

built against the side walls. The central piers

are 15ft. wide, and project 6ft. from the walls.

The stalls are aiTanged in the recesses be-

tween these piers. The side walls are carried

up to a height of 80ft., and there are no signs

of any attempt to conciliate the prejudices of

adjoining owners. Tne front in Mark-lane
is 83ft. high to the top of the parapet, with
dormer windows, and a lofty roof 108ft. high,

which height is continued over the whole of

the Exchange area. The view of the interior

is a most exquisitely drawn and coloured draw-
ing, by Mr. Brewer, with the decora-
tion worked out in the most elaborate manner.
It would be impossible to see the Exchange
in the manner represented if it were carried

out, and the drawing must be looked upon as

a study of decoration rather than a perspective

drawing of what the building would be. The
style adopted is the French Kenaissance, such
as is used at the chateaux of Blois and
Chambord. The elevation next the street is

less successful than the interior, but is never-
theless very ably treated.

ANTIQUITIES OF EOME.

AT the last meeting of the Archseological

Institute, Mr. Parker gave a most inte-

resting description of the work of investigation

into the antiquities of Rome as recently carried

on by himself and others, referring to the series

of photographs which he is now exhibiting at

Cundall's Gallery, in New Bond-street, to

which we have already briefly called attention.

As these photographs will be found of the highest
interest, and will only be on view for a very
short time, and as their number and variety

are necessarily somewhat embarrassing to

visitors who have not themselves seen the
originals, we propose to note some of the more
salient ones, and to give a clue to the objects

they represent. The character of the con-
struction of the walls of the various fortifica-

tions and edifices in Rome is a sure test of
their age, and is therefore the first point to be
mastered. This may readily be done in this

exhibition, as photographs specially taken for

the purpose are arranged chronologically. By
these it will be seen that the work of the

periods of the Kings, of the Republic, and of
the Empire are clearly distinguishable as fol-

lows :—That of the Kings consists of large

oblong blocks of tufa stone, set, as it were,
in what is called, with regard to brickwork,
English bond fashion—that is, headers in one
course and stretchers in the next, and without
mortar. They have not been neatly wrought or

polished on the face, but roughly hammer-

dressed only, and towards the end of this period,
as in the work of Servius TuUius, they hare
the edges chamfered, and are cramped together
with iron cramps, which are simple bars of
that metal with each end turned down.

The student may study with advant«g«
photograph No. 779 as illustrative of work of
the age of Romulu!>, being part of his sup*
posed wall on the Palatine, n.c. 750 (?) By the
rod marked with feet placed alongside, tha
stones would appear to average 4ft. in
length by 2ft. in width. Photograph
No. 829, of the Wall of the Kings on
the Aventine near S. Bisca, shows well the
internal structure, and gives the thickness of
the wall, which is about 10ft., against which
a later concrete wall or facing has been erected,
giving an additional thickness of 2ft.

Photograph No. 792 shows a part of the
walling of Servius Tullius, and No. 141 a
larger portion of the Wall of the Kings, with
an inserted arch of the time of the Empire, or,

as it is thought, by Hannibal, and No. 1582,
Gabii, may be referred to as exhibiting the
character of these primitive fortifications—ia
this case the wall being only the natural rock
cleft, with the modern huts forming the vil-

lage of Castiglione clustered under its shelter,

in the exact form and manner of those de-
scribed by ancient writers. It is to be re-

gretted that the portion of the wall of Servius
Tullius which was discovered has since been
very ruthlessly and needlessly destroyed by
the railway company upon whose ground it

stood. The work of each successive king, or to

speak more correctly, of each half century
during their reigns, are distinguishable by the
size of the stones used.

The character of the work of the time of the-

Republic is specially of concrete. This was at
first faced with wood, which has perished, but
left the holes visible by which it was fixed.

Probably at first the concrete was used without
knowledge of its strength for the purpose of
rendering more stable the wooden construction

on which reliance was placed, and that as
experience was gained the wood was aban-
doned and the facing became of the reticulated

and other descriptions which mark the time of
Sylla. The photograph of the Emporium,
ibout B.C. 175, well illustrates this class

of construction, as also No. 70, in which it ia

shown at the junction with the city wall..

No. 364 is a photograph of remarkable
interest. In the catalogue it is called " Walls
of Rome, Palace of Sylla (?) c, B.C. 60.

Part of the substructure against the cliff of
the Pincian Hill." It shows two tiers of niches,

a style of construction much used in the walls

of Rome, for the following reason : A portion

of walling built against the cliff had settled

to such an extent that it overhung, and still

oveihangs its base considerably. The builders,

finding it at last went no further, and had come
to its final bearing, built, as may be seen in

other photographs adjoining thi?, ano'her

height of vertical walling upon that which had
settled, and for lightness and strength made it

in a series of niches, the pi-irs of which formed-
buttresses, and on to which the arched linings n

of the niches threw the weight or thrust, and
this was found so successful and economical a
method that they continued to build the walls

afterwards in the same manner from the

ground, placing one tier of niches above the

other.

The work of the Empire, is mainly brick-

work, varying in the successive centuries both

as to the thickness of the bricks and of the -

mortar joints, from 10 courses to the foot in _

the 1st century, 8 courses in the 2nd, six in.

the 3rd, to 4 only in the 4th. Tlie perfection of
this Roman brickwork was in the time of Nero.

In the early period of the Empire travertine

blocks began to be used, tufa blocks only

having been previously employed, and the
facework was better wrought. (See photograph
No. 67, the arch of Uolabella, a.d. 10). .

Photograph No. 21 may also be examined
with advantage ; it shows two arches at tka-..
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Port« Triburtina at different levels ; the nearer

one is of the time of UouoriouB, a.d. 400,

who added gates to the walls, another of which

IB wdl illustrated in photograph No. C68.

Beyond this inner archway, which is at a

proper level above tbo present surface, is

another of the time of Augustus, the jambs of

which are almost completely buried ; this

difference between the levels tells a curious

tale—namely, that oripnally the excavated

trenches of the fortifications were used as the

roads, and the archways in the walls accommo-
dated thereto, and that at a subsequent period

Bost of these sunk road^, which resembled the

lanes in Devonshire, were tilled up, and the

new gateways made to suit new roads formed
on the surface of the general ground. The
tnulition that all the soil of Rome has been
greatly raised is incorrect, and founded upon a
misapprehension of the aboye facta, an evi-

dence of which was till lately presented by the

juxtaposition of these two arches. The inner

ene, however, we regret to learn, has, since

the photograph was taken, been destroyed to

serve some miserably small economical
?nrpose of the Papal Government,
'hotograph No. 34 represents a portion of

fhe Amphithcatrum Castreuse, c. a.d. 166,

—

L. Verus, and shows some of the best descrip-

tion of brickwork, with an attached order, the
columns of which have good capitals of
moulded brick or terra cotta. Photo-
graphs Nos. 1206 and 1216 excellently
show the very fine walling of Aurelian, with its

remarkable corridor for the sentinels within
ttie thickness of the wall, a work of stupen-
dom magnitude coiisidering its length of many
miles. Previously a mere pathway on the
inside of the walls had been the only provision
for this purpose.

_
Another set of the photographs which ex-

cited considerable interest at the meeting of
fhe Archaeological Institute were those of the
Marmorata, or wharf for landing marble, &c.,
tinder the Emporium excavated in 1869, with
walls forming the facework of the bank
towards the Tiber, witli the opus reticulatum
of the Ist century, with the clivus or inclined
landing stage, paved with square slabs, and
bold corbel stones projecting trom the top of
tSiese with a large liole drUled in them for
ropes to pass through to moor vessels by. In
front of one of these wharfs there is a square
^nel inserted, with an amphora carved upon
It to indicate the place for landing wine or Oil.

(See photographs 1045, 1048, and 1169.)
No. 1170 has especial interest, as it shows
one end of a large column of marble buried in

a singular manner in a dock of that period
and built over in the Middle Ages. This
column it has been determined to erect in

eommcmoration of the present Qicumenical
Council, but unfortunately it was not found to

be as long as was expected, and so another
archaeological monument of value has been
destroyed to provide material to make a base
under it, to raise it to the desired height.

The series of photographs and drawings
connected with the aqueducts are most valu-
able, but we hare not space to speak of them,
and they form a subject more suitable to civil

engineers to investigate. The French Govern-
ment has recopnised their value by ordering
copies of the whole series for practical pur-
poses, and have expressed their gratitude for
this work having been done, as they had con-
templated doing it themselves, with the view
to assist their engineers in the arrangement of
the water supply of the metropolis and towns
of France. We may perhaps call attentiun to
photograph No. 1066 as well illustrating the
reticulated work, c. a.d. 100, which faces
the pier of Aqua Trajana.

To the Tory large collection of works of art
« the catacombi and museum* of Rome we
hare not space now to devote, but there are
two—Nos. 1500 and 1501—whiohwe propose to
enlarge and illustrate in a future number of
OUT journal, as of remarkable curiosity and
interest to our readers. The former of these,

from a tomb of the Aterii of the 1st century,

now in the Lateran Museum, illustrates a
bas-relief in which are represented a temple
or tomb, and a machine for raising stones and
a ladder by means of a treadmill, as mentioned
by Vitruvius. This tomb was thought to be
that of an architect. The latter, from another
bas-relief, also from the tomb of the Aterii,

contains representations of various structures,

such as temples and triumphal arches , so that

it also would appear to be the record

of the works of architects of that time.

The above samples out of a collection of

1800 historical photographs will, we think,

serve to show that they contain a mine of

wealth to architectural students, by whom we
hope the opportunity of this exhibition will

not be neglected. J. P. S.

ARCHITECTS AND THE LAW.

Clown : But 1b that law ?

Grav£diog£b ; Ay is'c, crowner's *quc8t law.

Hamlet.

THE legal rights of architects, so often the

subjeet of recent discussion, have received

some elucidation from the trial of the case

Ebdy V. McGowan, a report of which we give

in another column. We remember hearing

somewhere of a midshipman who, having to

fill up a return concerning the natives of some
remote island, did it as follows :

—" Manners,
none;" "Customs, disgusting." We fear it

has been hitherto too much the fashion, even
amongst themselves, for architects to be con-
sidered as a class of men about which it

might be said in the same way—" Eights,

none;" " Responsibilitiea, innumerable."
Whenever by any chance an unfortunate
architect has acted without due skill, ex-
ceeded his estimates, overlooked bad work, or

otherwise failed in his duty, he is fair game,
not merely for heavy deductions from hia

fees, but also for actions for damages—of

which we have had occasion iu our time to

record not a few ; nor are there ever wanting
brethren of the craft to bear witness against
him forreal or imaginary derelictions ; so much so

as, on one notable occasion, to draw from Lord
Campbell the remark, that of all species of
enmity the odium architectonicum was about
the worst.

When, however, an architect has honestly
discharged his duty, and sent in a moderate
and reasonable claim, in accordance with the

published rules of his profession, but some
wrong-headed or close-fisted client chooses to

dispute it, his rights arc apt to become very
obscure. If he appeal to some of the " dons "

or " pundits " of the profession, ho is advised
to " take whatever he can get," and " keep
out of law, at any rate," for that the regular

charges are " only recommended, and cannot
be enforced." We are hapi)y to say that the
law of the land, as shown in this case, is more
rational and intelligible. As well tell us that
the Bank of England is only " recommended "

to pay the value specified on its notes, and that

payment " cannot bo enforced," as that an
architect who has done honest work on the
order of a client, is not to bo paid for it

according to the regular scale of his profession,

but according to the mere whim or fancy of

that client. No doubt mild " recommenda-
tions " are very good iu their way, but are
much more likely to be acted on when it is

known that they have the majesty of the law
to " enforce " them in case of need.

It is rather remarkable that the burden of

contests such as the present generally falls to

the lot of the younger and less known archi-

tects. Roguish committees and clients think
twice before they refuse to pay the claims of

the leaders of the profession. A notable in-

stance of this we had recently in which a
church committee, having discarded the de-
signs of a leading architect, were astonished by
the receipt of a bill for £700 from him (we
presume bis full commissiou), which Wfi arc

told "fell like a bombshell among them," and
caused them to reconsider their decision, as
such a great gun in the profession was
evidently not to be trifled with. It would be
different had a younger man been con-
cerned, who would in all likelihood have
asked only half the money, and whose modest
claim wouldhave been resisted to the utmost.
At least such seems to bo the way as regards
the plaintiff iu the present case, whose only
fault seems to have been that his claims were
too small, nothing having been charged by him
for a good deal of work done, such as to
elicit an observation from the Lord Chief
Baron, " that he had certainly not shown any
grasping disposition "

; but who, in recognition
of this spirit of moderation, is rudely dismissed
and his claims, however fair, resisted to the last.

Those of our readers who will study the evi-
dence about the parsonage, and the arbitrary
conduct of the rev. defendant, will only wonder
that the latter was let off so cheaply, and that
the plaintiff did not claim, as he certainly
might have done, his full commission on that
work, he being ready and willing to do hia
part, and only prevented by the unwarrantable
interference of the defendant. His retention
of the drawings was both reasonable and
usual. To give them up would be just to put a
premium on wrong doing, encouraging the
client to dismiss him, and place the work in
other and, possibly,^incompetent hands. On
this point we cannot but express our surprise
that an architect of such standing as Mr.
Sydney Smirke should have given such
unsatisfactory evidence. According to it, a
client though not entitled to the drawings for
the 5 per cent., still may dismiss the archi-

tect when the drawings are prepared, and then
may claim them for 2^ per cent ! Surely, this

is a patent absurdity, and we t rust the emi-
nent architect, who wo think was rather
betrayed into it than otherwise, will see it to

be such. We know the stock argument

—

"the client, then, gets nothing for his money."
We answer, " If the project be abandoned,
he cannot need the drawings, but if ho arbi-

trarily dismisses the architect who prepared
the drawings on the faith of having the
superintendence also, he (the client) properly
deserves to get nothing." It will bo observed
that the learned judge gave the defendant
leave to move the full court to reduce the
verdict on this point if ho thought he could
show cause. If he thinks fit to do so, we
shall probably have the subject ably argued,
and We confidently anticipate such an utter-
ance as will for ever dispose of this question,
to the full satisfaction of the profession. The
rev. defendant may thus, though unintention-
ally, serve the cause of a profession for which
we fear he hardly entertains sufficient respect.

He has already done it good service by caus-
ing a verdict to bo given fully in accordance
with the Institute scale, which we opine it

will bo hardly safe to question in future. We,
however, advise him, in accordance with the
suggestion of the Chief Baron (not to speak
of higher principles), to make it up with his

architect as soon as possible, allow the latter

to go on with his work and build the parson-
age, and then bury all differences in a good
'' house-warming." W. F.

THE COKN EXCHANGE COMPETITIOK.

AFTEK a very careful examination of the
drawings, and after several meetings at

which they were assisted by professional assistance

upon points of construction, the committee finally

decided upon recommeuding the design D, llones-

tas (Mr. II. Stock), to be carried out, and the

designs Progress (Messrs. Watson and Hesketh),

and A Wheatsheat' (Mr. Crosaland), for the second

and third premiums respectively. This recom-
mendation was on Tliursday week ratified by a

meeting of the general body of shareholders.

There was a very close contest in the committee

between tlio two first competitors, Mr. fHook's de-

sign having been chosen, upon a division, by 31

votes to 18.

We have every reason to believe that the con'
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petition lias been coiulucted in a perfectly honour-

able and disinterested manner, and we congratu-

late Mr. Stock upon bis deserved Buec(;83. His

design is bIiowu by a scries of very well executed

drawings, in which the whole of the construction

is very clearly indicated, and there is no reason

why it may not ho carried out with scarcely any

variation from tho competition drawings. The
favourable remarks wo have made elsewhere

upon Mr. Stock's design were written before the

decision of the committee had been arrived at.

Names op CojirETiTOBS.

A, Seges Mr. Caldwell.

B, AWheatsheaf(device)
{ ^/^^'SlX'

C, Veritas Mr. Joseph I'eacock.

rMr. Henry Stock

D, Honestas < (Messrs. Snooko &
( Stock)

E, Iron-framed Henry Carr (engineer).

_, T,T7i. -1 f
Mr. Cathbert Brod-

^'I-^to^'^
i rick (of Leeds).

G, An bon droit Messrs. Salter & Wyatt.

( Omn tulitpunetum')

H, < qui miscnit utile > Mr.G.GilbertScottjnn.

( dulci )
f Messrs. Thos. Henry

I, Progress < Watson & Itobert

(, Hesketh.

^ (A Maltese Cross ) ( Mr. George Barnes
^'

t (device) f |
Williams.

L AU'swellthatendswell Mr. George Trnefitt.

,, T- T.i I Mr. Kdward Angus-
^.^'i^^

I
tusGruning.

N, I
^,^"- Wheat-ear. )

jj qj, ^ j,;
'

( (device)
j

ABCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION-.

THE conclnding meeting of this Association for

Session 1809-70 took place on Friday
evening last, Mr. Lacy W. Ridge, President, in

the chair. The minntes of the previous meeting
having been read andcomflrmcd.avoteof thanks
was passed to Messrs. Davis and Emanuel for

permitting the members of the Association to visit

the new Jewish synagogue at Upper Berkley-
itreet.

The Exhibition op 1871.

Mr. J. Douglass Mathews, honorary sec-

retary, said that tno meetings back he read a

letter from Lieutenant-Colonel Scott (Secretary

to the Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1871)
asking the Association to appoint a member of

the Association to serve on tho jury for the sub-

ject of Architecture in the ensuing Exhibition.

In compliance with that request, Mr. Hayter
Lewis was nominated to the post, but a letter had
been received from that gentleman, stating that

absence from England, and other causes, would
prevent him from acceding to the wish of the
Association. In the room of Mr. Hayter Lewis,
Mr. Mathews proposed that Mr. T. Koger Smith
be asked to accept the post.

Mr. Taskee moved, as an amendmer.t, that (in

view of the manner in which the President of the
Institute had been treated by the Commissioners)
the Association send no representative at all.

He thought it would be highly presumptuous for

them, as represenliug the junior members of tho
profession, to have anything to do with the Ex-
hibition after the Institute had declined, as a
body, to have anything to do with it.

Mr. J. T. Peery seconded tho amendment.
He did Bo,he said, quite apart from the manner
in which the Institute had been treated by the
Commissioners. The Institute had declined, as
a body, to have anything to do with the Exhibi-
tion, and, as a result, Architecture would not be
so well represented as it might be. But the Com-
missiosersof the Exhibition would say, whatever
was the (jiiality of the show made by Architec-
ture, that it was properly represented, whereas in
all probability it would only be represented by
the jonnger members of the profession. He
thought the Commissioners insulted the Associa-
tion by putting it on a par with the Institute.

Mr. Mathews said the Association had
nothing whfttever to do with the course taken by
the XoBtitute. The Inslitnte had declined to have
anything to do with the Exhibition because its

President ex officio was not put upon the list of
Commissioners. But although this demand of
the Institute was not acceded to, two of its past
Presidents had been put upon the Commission.
The Commissioners had invited, not only the
Institute and the Association, but the Architec-

tural Museum and tho Architecturul Exhibition,

to select representatives to servo as jurors, and
the two latter bodies intended to conform to the

request. It was quite certain, continued Mr.
Matthews, that tho ensuing li.xhiliition would bo

an exceedingly popular one, and if the whole

body of architects snublie^l its promoters they

would make a mistake. Foreign architects were

taking it up, and it behoved tho English not to

be behind hand. Any professional pique against

the Exhibition on account of the President of the

Institute ex officio not being one of the Commis-
sioners should bo waived on the present occasion.

Besides, if the Association selected a rnprescnta-

tivo juror, he would represent Architecture as

a profession as well as the Association as a body,

and whether the majority of tho designs exhibited

came from the younger or senior members of the

profession, Architecture would be very much
judged of by the show presented. The Exhibition,

too, was to be annual, and iu all probability the

Architectural Exhibition wouU, in course of

time, bo merged into it, and therefore the works

of architects would come before the public in a

degree hitherto unknown. There wonld be

nothing gained by refusing to send a representa-

tive; in fact, much would bo lost by taking such

a course. The refusal to put the name of the

President ex officio of the Instituta upon the

Commission was not necessarily an insult to the

profession. Tho next best thing had been done

by the Commissioners—viz., to add to their num-
ber two past Presidents of the Institute. By
the Charter of the Commissioners, only two ex

officio Presidents of societies are eligible as Com-
missioners—viz., those of the Institution of Civil

Engineers and the Geological Society. Just at

present the general feeling of the public was not
very favourable to architects, and however wrong
the public impression might be, a factious oppo-
sition to the Exhibition by the profession would
only confirm that impression.

The ChaieMAN said he thought it would be
wise to keep to the courfe which the Association
had previously chalked out for itself in nominat-
ing Mr. Hayter Lewis. The grievance (real or
imaginary) of the Institute was not one which
the Association was called upon to take up. The
Institute had refused, asabudy, to have anything
to do with the Exhibition for a reason purely per-

sonal to itself, and not to the profession

generally. Tho Assuciation was asked by the

Commissioners to nominate a gentleman to serve

as one of a jury of six architects and two laymen,
and in order that the architectural members of the
jury should have the confidence of the profession,

the architectural societies were asked to nominate
them. He thought that the accidental circum-
stance (for such it appeared to have been) of the
President ex offich of the Institute not being on
the Commission had been to a certain extent
fairly met by putting on the commission two past

Presidents of the Institute, men of ex-
tremely influential position, one of whom. Sir

William Tite, had only just retired from the oflicc

of President, the other, Mr. Beresford-Hope,
having preceded Sir William in the same office.

The Institute had not, perhaps, gone the best way
to work to attain the end desired; at any rate,

the result was that the Institute would do nothing

as a body, though it did not seek to prevent its

members sending in anything they liked to the

Exhibition. He was sorry that this was anotlier

instance in which the Institute had signalised it-

self by doing nothing—for there were quite enough
instances already on record ; and were the Asso-

ciation to abstain from sending its representative,

the result would be to throw the whole influence

of architecture into tho hands of South Kensing-
ton, and that nobody wished to sct'. The sugges-
tion that the professional societies should nomi-
nate the professional jurors had been adopted by
the Commissioners, and no feeling of pique should

prevent the Association from sending a represen-

tative to serve on the jury.

Mr. Phenb Spiebs said the Association was
placed in a very difl^erent position to the Institute

with regard to the Commissioners. The Institute

had a certain end in view, though to attain it they

did not go exactly the right way to work. Fail-

ing in the attainment of their object, they, from a

feeling of pique, refused to have anything to do
with the Exhibition, The Association had no

pique against the Commissioners, and bethought
that in such a matter the Association was not in

any way bound to second the movements of the

Institute. He knew that there were a great num-
ber of members of the Institute who thought the

action taken by that body was unwise. If they

(tho Association) were always to follow in the

wake of tho Inetitutc they would soon come to

tho ground. It was to having taken their own
course with regard to the raauagemcnt of the

Association that they owed the position they had
now attained. Mr. Roger Stnith was <ne of the

oldest and best friends of the Association, and,

moreover, a man iu whose judgment confidence

could be placed, and he had great pleasure i«

seconding the nomination of that gentleman.

On being put, the original motion was carried

by a large majority, and Mr. T. Roger Smith ig

therefore to be asked to undertake the office.

Election op Office-bearers.

Messrs. Tasker and Salmon were then elected

to servo as scrutineers of tho voting papers for the
election of offico-bearers for scs.sion 1870-71, and
upon their return to the room announced the fol-

lowing gentlemen to be elected :

—

President—Idr. Thos. H. Watson, A.R.I.B.A,
Vice-Presidents.— Messrs Kowland Plnmbe-

F.R.I.B.A., and J. Douglass Mitthews.A.R.LB.A,
Committee.— Messrs. C. Aldridge, T. Batter.

bury, H. C. Boyes, J. E. Fogarty, E. C. Lee, T. E
Mnndy, J. T. Perry, L. W. Ridge, B. P. Spiers

and W. L. Spiers.

//n». Treasurer.—Mr. J. Douglass Mathews
Hon. Solicitor.—Mr. Francis Trnefitt.

Auditors. — Messrs. Edward D. Drury and
A. W. Tanner.

Principal Librarian.—Mr. H. W. Lonsdale.

Assistant Librarians.—Messrs. W. L. Spiers

and J. E. Flint.

Hon. Secretaries.—Messrs. John S.Quilterand

Bowes A. Paice.

Registrar.—Mr. John S. Qnilter.

Collector.—Mr. Edmund Marshall.

Desteuction of Wobks op Abt by the
Police.

Mr. J. T. Pebbt then bronght before the meet-
ing the case of Henry Evans, who was convicted

at the Middlesex Sessions, on the 18th of March
last, of selling so-called indecent prints and pho-
tographs, and sentenced to two years' imprison-

ment, with hard labour, and a fine of £50. Mr.
Perry said that the man Evans was well known
to art students, and kept a little shop in Endell-

strcet, Long-acre, where he had been in business

for the past six years, during which time he had
borne an excellent character. For many years ha
had acted in au official capacity for the Micro-
scopical Society, and a principal part of his busi-

ness has been to supply " life studies" to artists

for artistic purposes. The photographic studies

produced in evidence against him at the trial were
made from the living model, and from well-known
pictures. Such photographs were purchased by
him in large quantities, and retailed by him at

exceedingly low prices, contrary to the practice of

dealers iu indecent photographs properly so-called.

The witnesses who appeared against him at the

trial deposed that he told them that he only sold

such things for artistic purposes. His case was
about to be brought before the Home Seoretaiy,

and Mr. Perry asked for signatures to a petition to

Mr. Bruce embodying the foregoing facts, and
submitting that studies such as were to be pro-

cured at Evans's shop had become a necessity for

art students, being less costly to them than the
employment of life models, and that they were to

be purchased in many places in London, though
seldom well selected, and at much higher prices

than those affixed to them at Evans's. It was
also stated in the petition that tho bulk of the

studies which brought the accused under con-

demnation were studies bearing the stamp and

sold under the sanction of the Ecole des Beau.x

Arts of Paris, and that studies in oil by students

of the Lif-e School of our own Royal Acadennir

were also seized and condemned. More than this,

a set of small etchings, studies by the famous
artist Anibal Caracei, have been burned by the

police. At the time of his arrest Mr. Evans was
in treaty with the authorities of the British

Museum for the sale of this collection to the

nation. In consideration of these facts, iu con-

junction with the delicate state of Evans's health,

the petition asked for a mitigation of the sen-

tence.

Mr. Phene Spiebs said he knew the man and

his shop well, and had often purchased photo-

graphs there. At tho Academy soiree the other

night he heard several of the Academicians and
Associates complain bitterly that the police could

not distinguish between the scamps of Holywell-

street and those who render service to art.

The Chaibman could quite understand that

policemen of ordinary education would not know
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the diSemcf between that which was artistic and
that which was indecent, and nntil we could em-
ploy men of art edncatioa as policemen he was
amiid there was no secnrity against raloable

works of art bein); destrojed by them io their zeal

for pnblic morality. Howerer, it was the daty of

all engaged in art pursuits to endeavour to get

(his man out of difficnltr, and he therefore hoped
the petition would be nnmoronsly signed.

Mr. J. Douglass Mathews then read a paper
prepared by Mr. G. H. Birch (who was absent
t)wing to illness), entitled "An Historical De-
fcription of the Charterhonsc," but as this was
almost entirely historical in character, and as
many of the facts relative to the early history of

the place were given by the Hev. Mackenzie E.
C. Walcott in ThfBuildiko Nbws for March,
4 last, pafce 177 we need not farther occupy our
space n ith the subject

The usual vote of thanks to the retiring officers

luring been carried with acclamation, this, the
last meeting of the present session, terminated.

The annual dinner took place at the Talbot
Hotel, Richmond, on Saturday last.

Durinjj the recess, books from the library may
be exchanged every Friday, between ton and five
o'clock, and on the evening of the last Friday in
-each month between seven and eight o'clock.

Arrangements are in progress for an archi-
tectural excnrsion to Lincoln and its neighbonr-
-iood, nnder the conduct of Edmund Sharpe, Esq.,
M.A. (author of " Sharpe's Parallels"), during
•*he week commencing August 22nd, further par-
ticulars of which will be announced.

THE DECORATION OF S. PAUL'S
CATHEDRAL.

TTTE desire to direct the attention of our
» T readers to a pnblio meeting to be held

at the Mansion House next Wednesday (the 13th
inst.), for the purpose of taking steps for carry-
ing out the intentions of Sir Christopher Wren as
to the internal decoration of his noble master-
piece. It will be in the remembrance of our
readers that in the year 1858 Dr. Milman, the
late Dean of S. Paul's, made certain proposals
connected with the cathedral over which he pre-
sided. The one was to provide for special, and
particularly evening, services under the dome

;

the other was to complete the decoration of the
interior of the church. The former of these
objects has been undoubtedly achieved j but the
appeal on behalf of the ornamentation of the
edifice has hitherto met with but an indifferent
and partial recognition, and what should be a
warm and resplendent sanctuary is still not only
bald and cold, but in some respects repulsive.

It is not generally known that the vast property
formerly belonging to S. Paul's, having been
Tested in the form of separate estates, has now
lapsed to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners under
the provisions of the 3rd and 4th Vic, c. 113,
sees. 28 and 51. The revenues from this pro^
porty amount to no less a sum than £90,000 a
year. Had this money still remained at the dis-
posal of the Chapter, there would have been no
peeeuity forthe appeal they have issued ; but as
it has been used to supply the spiritual wants of
the whole kingdom, there can be no doubt that
the country at large should subscribe towards the
ornamentation of the only cathedral built by
Protestant hands and money. The committee,
ii a docoment just issnsd, says :

—

" The leading principle affirmed by all who
have been consulted is th's—To make Sir
Christopher Wren's intentions for the completion
and decoration of the Cathedral the main text, as
it were, and to study to carry out as implicitly as
possible whatever ho may have expressed in
drawing, model, or writing

; and, where the.se
materials for guidance fail, that harmony is to be
sought for to the fullest practicable extent with
what he has proposed or done.

." S'[ Christopher Wren's views arc consistent
with the most magnificent ideas. We know that
mosaic, painting, rich marbles, and sumptuous
gilding entered largely into the calculation of
wh»t he thought was due to his design.

" One of his recorded conceptions, that of using
the space under the dome for a vast auditory ere
iti value was almost neutralised by the close choir
screen and central organ, forced upon him, has
been completely rcaUsed. The object now pro-
polis the other, that of rendering the interiorOf B. Panl I worthy of its unrivalled exterior.

Much, indeed, is needed to add unity and finish,
as well as proper ecclesiastical charactor, to the
existing arrangements for extended worship.
But the committee are not disposed to weaken the
claim which the Dean and Chapter cleariy seem
to have upon their alienated revenues for these
legitimate purposes of pnblio worship by again
undertaking their charge. Their present appeal
is solely for the achievement of that magnificence
of ornament which they cannot donht that London
and England would desire, but which the Eccle-
siastical Commissioners could not with any
propriety be asked to furnish.

" Sir Christopher Wren's marble ciborium, or
" altar-piece," as ho called it, and a magnificent
open choir screen—which, with its architecture,

I

metal work, and sculpture, should be a very gem
of art—would, however, naturally fall to the part
of the committee.

" The better to illustrate the idea of the mag-
nificence which has been imagined, let the entrance
be supposed at the west end, about to become the
easiest access to the Cathedral. On passing
through bronze doors richly charged with devices,
the first most striking effect would bo produced
by the brilliant roof covered with mosaic patterns
and rich with gold. The cupola immediately
overhead, -lOft,. in diameter, and the panels of the
exquisite side chapels, would be pictorially treated
in the same material. The walls relieved with
marble slabs and marble inlay ; the pavement
also and the windows, enriched with colour, must
be so treated as to preserve a due regard for
breadth of effect and the necessity in S. Paul's
for a large amount of unobstructed sunlight. All
panels to be filled with coloured marbles or sculp-
ture, and no niche to be without its statue. The
nave and transepts must, however, be in some re-
spects subordinate to the choir.

"In the great dome, which has been happily
called the very 'essence of the building,' the ffri-
saille pictures of Sir JamesThornhill cannot fail,

ultimately, to give place to Sir C. Wren's cherished
wish for mosaic pictures, and, in addition to these
the drum and the eight spandrels (the latter
already commenced in mosaic) will afford grand
scope for the highest efforts of art and magnifi-
cence.

" The roof of the choir should be a splendid
and impressive work in mosaic, elaborate while
massive, and dignified in general effect surpassing
the richness of the rest of the church. The win-
dows in the apse will here also be more fully
coloured ; and the marbles, whether used struc-
turally, as replacing the stonework of the princi-
pal pilasters, or in panels and inlaid patterns on
the walls and pavement, would all be arranged so
as to impart a fuller idea of sumptuousness. This
must be especially the case with the ciborium and
the choir screen already referred to.

" It would be the aim of the promoters of this
work to make it the occasion of educating and
advancing public feeling in the application of the
noblest aud most beautiful products of human
intelligence and skill to sacred things, and for the
advancement of national art. It would be their
desire to prefer what would be calculated to give
religious dignity and artistic value to the build-
ing to what is merely fanciful or ornamental
merely as an ornament."

3rd. That having made careful drairingi. showing tlie
exact number of stoiiea to be nlaced in each pillar, lie ahould
have rcoLired the contractor so to execute them, and not have
allowed any deviation from his Instructions.

4th. That althougli thereby his responsibilit-i was shared,
and m part removed, he should not have allowed the contract
so to be framed as to invest the commiltee with equal autho-
rity to hia own in respect of approval and direction of the
work, nor should he have submitted, except under written
protest, to the instruction that he was not to visit and inspect
the progress of work, unless he was sent for liy you.
As reijarih the Contractor .—1 am of opinion that he has

incurred responsibility, 1st, in constructing the pillars with a
larger number of stones, and consequently of beds, than are
shown by the drawings.

2nd. By insiillicient care in working the stones, and in
forming perfect beds between them of sufflcient thickness

:

and,
Srd, by neglecting to take any precaution whatever for

securing the arcade walls during erection, he bein» bound by
contract to make good all damages arising from " storm or
tempest,

'
and to deliver up the building when complete,

free from all (laws, cracks, Bcttlements, or other defects "(

And I am further and clearly of opinion that the defects
which have occurred result from these deviations from the
duty of a builder, and consequently that, excepting on the
second point, as regards architect's liability, he alone is respon-
sible for making them good."

ANCIENT V. MODERN HOUSES.
"|%TR. C. X PALMER, in the second part of

S. SWITHIN'S CHURCH, LINCOLN.

MR. Christian's report on the late accident at
S. Swithin's Church was presented to the

vestry on Friday last. It is an elaborate inquiry
into the causes of the failure of the pillars, which
Mr.Chriatian believes to be as follows :

—

1. The departure from the requirements of the drawings
by increasing the numbers of the stones, and consequently of
the beds in the shafts of the pillars.

i. Imperfection of working in the beds of the stones, and
imperfection and insuflicieucy in thickness of the mortar
joints between tiiem.

3. The racking of the heavy walls which the pillars sup-
pert, each 107 leet long and 40 feet high, disconnected at
each end, and left entirely without lateral slay or support,
caused by the violent gales of last autumn, and other like
causes before incldcntariy referred to.
As to the liabilities involved :

—
As regards the Architect:— lit. I am clearly of opinion

that in respect of constructive design, whether as shown by
the drawings, or described by speciflcation ; whether as to
quantity or description of material; the provisions made
by him are in every respect sufflcient for sound and durable
coustruction.

2nd. That the omission from the specification of all pro-
vision for temporary supports whilst building, especially
nnder the circumstances under which this church was
erected, was undoubtedly an oversight, but one that, had the
work been entrasted to a contractor of ample means, plant,
and experience, would probably have been met by his own
proTiilou for temporary miurance.

Perlustration of Great Yarmouth,"
just published, says, in reference to the ancient
houses of the town :—" The housesof the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries, with their fronts of
cut flint or moulded bricks, barge-boarded gables,
stone dressings, high-pitched roofs, rounded
chimneys, ornamental ironwork, quaint external
carvings, ample porches, large oblong and many-
lighted windows, aud latticed casements, had a
much more striking and picturesque appearance
than those of modern times. Many of these
mansions remained intact until the close of the
last century, when the lage for altering everything
that was old set in. The fine old fronts were
cased over with white bricks, then recently intro-

duced ; merchants' marks, tapestry irons, and
other external ornaments disappeared

; unmean-
ing and useless parapets were run up to hide high-
pitched roofs and dormer windows ; the old
porches were removed, and modern ' porticos

'

substituted ; and the house made to appear
externally as if recently built. In the interior
the wainscoting, tapestry, and leather work were
torn down, or the fine old panels and sumptuous
chimney-pieces were painted white. The folly of
this is now generally admitted, and much would
be given if what was so ruthlessly destroyed could
be restored, for the fascination which clings to
an old building can never be revived in a modern
habitation. In bygone times, when a man built
a house, it was a solid structure, with deep
foundations, thick and firm walls, strong beam
and rafters of enduring oak or chestnut, made to
stand and to be used for generations. In such a
house ho would pass his life, and when he died it

would descend to his children, until the family
became extinct. Such houses are not built in
towns at the present day."

CARE OF BRUSHES.
BRUSHES used for applying finishing var-

nishes should be cared for with the utmost
pains, as good work depends much upon the good
condition of the brushes. The Cuachmakera'
Monthly suggests that a good way to keep them
is to suspend them by the hanJles in a covered
can, keeping the points at least half an inch from
the bottom, and apart from each other. The can
should be filled with slow drying varnish up to a
line about a sixteenth ofan inch above the bristles

or hair. The can should then be kept in a close

cupboard, or in a box fitted for the purpose. As
wiping a brush on a sharp edge of tin will gradu-
ally split the bristles, cause them to curl backwards,
and eventually ruin the brush, the top of the can
should have a wire soldered along the edge
of the tin turned over, in order to prevent injury.

Finishing brushes should not be cleansed in tur-
pentine, except in extreme cases. When taken
from the can, prepare them for use by working
them out in varnish, and before replacing them
cleanse the handles and binding with turpentine.

Name ?—The Rock says an architect has issued

a pamphlet in which he states his desire to build

an immense national mausoleum. " The building
is to contain space for the interment of 2,000,000
bodies ; the style is to be Gothic, and for size and
magnificence S. Paul's and S. Peter's at Rome
will be to this new building as dwarfs are to a
giant." (I)
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MOUNT SORBEL GRANITE.

THE mention of granite ranst be a painful

subject to the inhabitants of most large

towns, and there can be but very few persons

nowadays who have not at some time or other

had cause to lament the discoveries of the

famous Macadam. Granite ns a' material for

road making is only too familiar to Londoners,

and the periodical disturbances of some of our

principal thoroughfares make us anything but

agreeably conscious of its presence. Tlio stone

moslty used for 'this purpose in London comes
from Guernsey, and is of a dark blue colour.

Its hardness renders it extremely difficult to

work, and its colour is against its employment
except for this and similar purposes. Few
probably are aware that in the heart of Leices-

tershire, and in the centre of the secondary

formations, wo liave an outcrop of primary
rocks, called by Professor Sedgwick " an out-

lying boulder." These rocks, constituting the

table land of Leicestershire, are terminated at

Mount Sorrel by a lino of bold cliffs, forming

a very noticeable feature to the west of the

Midland Railway between Sileby and Barrow
stations. This district is quarried for granite

and slate at several places, all of them within

a few miles of Leicester, the slate being very
hard and difficult of cleavage, and the granite

varying in colour from a deep red to a bluish

grey I propose in the present paper to lay

before your readers a few facts on the subject

of granite working, collected during a stay of

some weeks in the neighbourhood. The works
at Mount Sorrel are on a very extensive scale,

as will be gathered from the fact that they

five employment to upwards of 600 men and
oys. The granite is in the first instance dis-

lodged by means of blasting with gunpowder.
Deep holes are bored or jumped into the rock
with an iron bar, and charged with powder,
which is then exploded by means of a slow
fuse. The blasts are so arranged as to be fired

at meal times, when the men are away and
out of danger, while a warning flag is then ex-
hibited at the entrance of the quarries. A
strong rope netting is occasionally fixed over
the charge to intercept the flight of small
pieces of rock, which are sometimes thrown ofl:

to a considerable distance, instances being on
record of their liaving fallen in the village at
the foot of the cliff. The chief trade of Mount
Sorrel consists of setts or squared stones for

paving or pitching roadways and pavement
crossings, and broken stone or macadam for

road-making. After the masses of rock have
been detatclied from the face of the working,
and rolled down to the floor of the quarry, the
large stones are reduced to a workable size by
shotting them down, or splitting them up by
small charges of powder of from two to three
ounces in weight. The rough blocks are then
wheeled across to the sheds of the squarers.
These sheds or huts are arranged in rows, with
their open sides towards tlie rocks, to facilitate

the supply of stone. In each compartment are
several boys working, under the guidance of a
man. Often a family works together, the
father and his children, who by a proper divi-

sion of labour can work more economically
than the same number of adults. The setts
used in different parts of the country vary con-
siderably in size. They are quoted by their
dimensions in inches, as 3 x 6, 4 x 4. The
first figure being always the smallest measure
across the surface, and the second representing
the depth the stone is iuiserted into the ground.
The length of the sett is a variable one, but
it should not as a rule be much greater than
its depth. The stone after it has been shaped,
is paid for and sold by weight. Most of the
work at tliese quarries is done as piece-work,
and under a former management it was usnal
to pay the men on a measured estimate of the
amount of work they had got through. This
gave rise to many abuses, and some of the
workmen managed to get considerably over-
paid. They contrived this by building up their

stone heaps with hollows and empty paces in

the middle of them. These, when they came
to bo measured, represented of course, a much
larger tonnage than had actually been wrought,

and the accounts of some of the workmen were

thus very much overdrawn. This difficulty

has now been removed by weighing weekly

the work of each man, which work is loaded

for this purpo.se in small trucks under the

supervision of a foreman, and removed when
weighed to a separate stoneyard belonging to

the company, where the different sizes of setts

are piled up in distinct heaps. The hammers
used by the men engaged in squaring or shap-

ing the granite are of several sizes. The
largest aL,d heaviest, which weighs about

281b., is called a big burster ; it is square on

one face and obtusely pointed on the other,

and is used for splitting the irregular-shaped

blocks into pieces of about the proper thick-

ness for setts. The other sizes of hammers,
varying from 28 to 2Ib., are called as follows :

Little burster, big chopper, little chopper,

nobbing hammer, big sledge, little sledge,

peck and hack, and squaring hammer. The
lump of stone, after having been roughly chip-

ped into shape is dressed over with a light

hammer, the squaring hammer, and as a final

process, to remove any small lumps or in-

equalities, the hammer called the peck and
hack is used. This work is performed by
boys, and as the result of each blow is a

whitish bruise on the stone, the effect of the

final dressing is commonly only a few white

marks wherever the stone happens to be
lumpy. Besides the regular shaped setts there

are what are called randoms of about 4J by 5.

These randoms are more carefully finished

than the name implies, and are used for second
class streets in many large towns, for stables,

etc. To the northward of the works is a long
bank of broken stone, where the men are en-

gaged in hand-breaking. Most of the breakers

are old and decrepit, and from this it may be
inferred that this work commands a less rate

of pay than squaring. The breakers employ
a small th'jrt-handled hammer, and hold an iron

ring in their left hand. This they use to rake
out the lumps of stone on to the blocks on
which they are broken. Stone is sometimes
broken for road metal with a whip hammer.
This is a light hammer, with a long pliable

hazel handle, with which the workman hits

the lumps as they lie upon the heap, and dis-

penses with the use of a block. The stone is

broken nominally to pass through rings of a
certain size, the common diameter being 2i
inches. Macadam, who quarried for his famous
roads at apit stillshown at GrubynearLeicester,
is said to have fixed as a gauge for the size to

which the stone was to be reduced the lump
which it was possible for a man to put into his

mouth. It would seem, when we look at the long
lino of men occupied in breaking, that the

work could be as well done by machinery.
This, however, is not entirely the case; never-
theless, a large quantity of stone is broken by
steam power at Mount Sorrel. The company
possesses two of Blake's stone-crushers, with
which as much as 120 tons a day can be
broken the size to pass through a 2Jin.

ring. The shafts, jaws, and other portions of

the machines have had from time to time to

be strengthened and made heavier in order to

resist the tremendous wear and tear of this

hard granite. It seems still an open question

whether Blake's machines or the toothed
rollers turns out the broken granite in the best

condition ; the former have certainly the dis-

advantage of producing a larger percentage of

dust and small lumps, but the stone is more
uniformly broken. The rollers, on the other

hand will, I believe, do the work more cheaply,

and the wear of the machinery is more regu-
lar. Perhaps the main evil of machinery is

the quantity of dust and small stuff which it

produces, but this is always screened out of

the macadam, and commands a ready sale as

granite gravel for making paths and drives.

The counterbalancing good of machinery is

that it tends to keep down prices and to check
(

any attempt oo the part of the men to com-

bine against the company when work and
orders press. In addition to these granite-
breaking works there is a very complete
range of shops where the railway trucks
for the conveyance of the granite are raanu-
factured, and where the hammers and tools for

the men are turned out in large quantities. Itt

a room adjoining the smiths' shops are stored
upwards of twenty tons of hammer heads,
and it is computed that about eleven tons of
bars and hammers are constantly in use. Froia
the works to the Midland Railway a line about
a mile in length, crossing the river Soar by
means of a magnificent brick arch, has beea
constructed by the company. There is also-

canal carriage by the Soar to all parts of the-

kingdom. On the banks of tho canal an in-

genious contrivance has been erected whicb
deserves notice. It was formerly the practice-

to load the boats by bringing down truck load*
of broken granite and tipping them over a high-

bank into the barges. When boats were wait-
ing; to load this was a work taking some con-
siderable time. To obviate this evil a vast

V-sl aped hopper has been constructed, the
bottom of which is furnished with iron doors-

or shutters. Into this hopper the truck loads

of stone are shot, and when it is full a barge
can be brought up and moored under the
shoot, and filled in a very few minutes by
opening the iron doors.

It is impossible in the limits of the present
paper to say much about the methods of
using granite in road-making. The numerous
complaints about the roads during the last few
years have brought this subject prominently
before the public, and much has been said and
written upon the best methods of dealing with
the difficulty. As to the relative durability of
paving and macadamising there can be no two-

opinions, for, making allowance for the great

expense and trouble of pitching, and for its

far greater first cost, wlien we estimate the-

frequency of repairs needed by the macadam,
and the time and trouble required in the-

scraping and cleaning, tlie advantages of the
former plan, especially when the traffic is

heavy, are self-evident. The wear of the setts

occurs chiefly at the sides and edges, causing;

tho upper surface of the stones to become
rounded, and in course of time almost conical.

As this wear occurs in some stones more than
in others, the face of the road becomes very
uneven ; this gives rise to jolting of the vehicles

which rapidly splinters the adjacent setts and,
ruins the pitching. Directly a sett shows
signs of wear it should be taken up and re-

dressed i.e. the rounded surface knocked off'

and the stone laid down level with the sur-

rounding surface. In macadamised town roads-

the increased width of the roadway and the-

altered character of the traffic does not tend
so much as in the country to tlie production of

ruts, but rather to the formation of depressions

and irregular patches of loose granite. If these

places are not quickly attended to, the evil

goes on increasins, and the whole roadway is--

soon unfit for traffic. Road-mending is quite

as important a consideration as road-making,

and several papers have been recently pub-

lished upon this subject, more especially having;

regard to'the use of steam rollers for the pur-

pose of consolidating the new metal. I think

it is now generallyadmitted that rollers beyond
15 tons in weight are inexpedient. No end of

mischief has been done with the 30-ton roUers-

in some places, such as crushing in cellars, gas

and water pipes, and even sewers. After all,,

rolling is a very slovenly way of consolidating

the macadam, and the bulk of the evidence-

goes to prove that excessive rolling does more
harm than good, crushing and bruising the-

granite, and leading to the use of much more-

material than is absolutely necessary. The
true way to mend roads is to put on as

little stone as possible, and to consolidate

it by means of hand ramming. I feel I

cannot do better than give a wider circula-

tion to a portion of the annual report of Mr.
W. H. Wheeler, the surveyor of Boston,

Lincolnshire, as, from his great experience and!

his practical knowledge of the lubject, bis-
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ob6«TTatioDS carry especial value. After

sUting the fact that granite is by far the

ch««pest mRlcrial that can bo obtained, he

sajB:—" From experiments made with one of

Howard's dynamometers, I found that the

traction on a road prepared with gravel in the

usual way in winter time was 2561b. for

a waggon with Sin. wheels loaded with stone,

the total weight being 2 tons ; whereas on the

roads which liad been repaired with granite

for three or four years previously, the traction

was onlv 1081b.; or, in other words, a horse

can in "bad weather draw on a granite road

irore than double the load that it can on one

of the ordinary gravel roads of this district.

In putting the rew granite on the roads of

this district, I have, instead of covering the

whole surface with the broken stone, leaving

it to be ground in with the wheels of the carts

and the horses' feet, and for a time rendering

the road almost impassible, adopted the system

of filling up the ruts in winter time as fast as

they are made. By this plan the period at

which the whole surface of the road becomes
hard is delayed, but at the same time it is

never rendered unfit for traffic, and the stone

becomes incorporated with the rest of the

material without being crushed or broken, and
in the end makes a better surface. Another
point to which I have paid special attention

lias been the form of the surface and the

drainage. By raising the sides when the road

is too convex and forming proper water-tables,

the road is kept much drier and firmer, and
although it has taken a greater amount of

labour at first, the cost will be more than re-

paid by the saving of material and the future

cost of keeping the sides of the road free from
grass and mud.

" Before concluding this report I cannot help
referring to the practice which existswiih the

drivers of carts and waggoni in this district,

of keeping in exactly the same track, whereby
the wear is all brought on the same part of the

road instead of being equally distributed over
the surface. This practice renders it ex-
tremely difficult, in fact, in wet weather
almost impossible, to keep the road: level. If

the passing traffic were spread all over the

road instead of being confined to one track,

the cost of maintaining the roads would be
very considerably reduced."

The accompanying table, which has been
drawn up under the direction of Mr. C. H. B.
Hambly, the Manager of the Mount Sorrel

Granite Company, and which has not, I think,

before been published, may be of use to some
of your readers :

—

Setts.

Uize.

Wide. Deep
2* X 2*

H x2i2x13x33x43x5
3 X «

3
S
Si
*
4
4
4

5 X «
« X 8
Jacks

Bandonu

I ton wiU cover Chietiy uBed for

Footpatha
CrosBingfl
Stable yards

Street pavlncf
quick trsfBc

Hig-hljr dresaed
street paving

Street paring

Street pavina:
beary tralBc

neavr street traffic
or cbanDel stone

CanKways and craasiii|;a

liailway (;ood8' yarda.
Back streets, etc.

Kerb Stones.

Size.

'Wide. beep.
6 X »
6 X 10
< X 12

B X «

U X C
It X 8
12 X 10
1« X 10

1 cable yard ol
tOBS.

Foot rnn to tbe ton.

30 Rongh -V

40Ure«ed ( Edge stones.

42 Gotter atone J
Made also circular.

28 Rrjogh -)

S0Ure..«i
( Flat kerb «id tram.

1*
'.'. )
Uount Sorrel granite about two

GiLBEBT R. ReDORAVB.

SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE.
By Wm. Paeslow.

( Concluded from page 13.)

Marble.

Wmi reference to this material for lavatories,

wall linings, chimney pieces, &c., it is

surprising at first to observe the difference in

prices of articles from different works. Chimney
pieces, &c. sent over here direct from Belgium
re, as a rule, much cheaper than those that can

be bought from marble works of any standing in

England ., but the difference, as it appears to me,
arises mainly from the less amount of labour be-

stowed upon the polishing. I have known fre-

quent cases where chimney pieces brought direct

from Belgium have had to be polished again

within two years, and the expense of this second

polshing necessarily makes the articles in the end

very costly. Although I do not know the exact

method of polishing adopted by the Belgians, it

seems evident they depend more upon a qniok dry

polish and chemical process than the slow

laboured style of onr English marble masons. The
English plan is to grind and form the surface of

the marble by means of wet friction, which is much
slower than dry, and does not injure the marble,

while dry rubbing does, by making it softer; this

process is repeated with three or four different

stones in order, and then the surface ia glossed

with lead and felt. This genuine English plan

is superseded in some marble works, and doubt-

less in Belgium, by dry rubbing—a quick process,

but one destroying the hard surface of the stone.

The g'ossing operation is then performed, not by
rubbing with lead and felt, but by pouring on
the marble some such chemical as spirits of salt.

This is so strong, that when passed upontbemarble
it produces a hissing sound, and must necessarily

soften the surface ; it then receives a slight rub-

bing, which soon occasions a polish ; but this may
bo detected from the genuine English polish by
a peculiar deadness ; in course of a few years this

polish disappears and requires reviving ; the true

polish lasts for a generation with ordinary care.

This chemical wash, but without thedry rubbing,

is the English mode for polishing carved work ; the

ordinary rubbing would destroy the spirit of

carved marble work; it is therefore simply tooled,

or, at other times, sanded, and then washed with
spirits of salts ; the consequence is, all English

carved marble work has rather a dead look, but

this is not objectionable; it soils in the course of

a year or two, but may be restored by a washing

of American potash or chloride of lime. The
Italian marbles, as they are called, most generally

used in Etigland, arc the black and gold, the

dove, Bardilla, which is like black and gold, but

inferior, also the statuary, the vein, and Sicilian.

Lately, the Irish marbles have been freelylused in

England; there are four sorts, red, green, black

and the fossil, a dark colour. Of the Belgian

marbles, the St. Anne's must be classed among
the best Tbe Belgian black is a very inferior

article, and not equal to onr common Derby black.

All marbles are more or lees rotten, that is, they

are composed of so many parts that they have a
tendency to come to pieces ; tbe more beautifully

they are marked, the more rotten they are ; the

various marks show the junctures or formations

in the marble that produces this quality. For this

reason, marble, if intended to be worked as a
pillar and to bear a weight, mast be carefully

erected ; if ont of the perpendicular, and support-

ing much weight, it is liable to snap at some of

these formations. The black and gold marble,

though one of the moat beautiful, is one of the

most rotten, and when polished is exceedingly

susceptible to scratches and snips. The Italian

dove and the Belgian S. Anne's are the most
durable dark marbles. The Italian statuary,

though a very beautiful marble, is soft. The vein

and Sicilian are more durable, and will con-

sequently resist dust better. 'J'he Irish marbles
are equal to the Italian in quality; but they are

less expensive on account of the cheapness of Irish

labour.

Inferior marbles may be told by blotches and
other faults, and, by being soft,|they will not bear

a fine angle. In less than a month after working,
inferiorligbl-coloured marble work will look black
at the corners, which blackness cannot be wiped
off. In good hard marble-work any such soiling

will wipe off. Dark-colonred marbles are very
rarely soft.

Liverpool Masonry.
As a rale, the white sandstones about Liver-

pool are not hard enough for steps; they stand

the weather well, and harden with exposure, b ut

they do not answer for any hard wear. A crust

forms upon the stones by exposure so hard as to

make a difficnlty in using the chisel; but this

crust is continually wearing off when those stones

arc walked upon; they answer well for cills and
weatherings, bnt not for steps. The white Woolton
is the principal exception to this rule. The red
sandstones are generally hard, and have good
wearing qualities. The Runcorn stone is mostly
soft, and the red sandstone steps that wear out

so quickly are generally from that locality. The
Tranmereand Woolton red stones are the hardest.

The damp that may frequently be seen under stone

cills in new buildings does not necessarily arise

from bad workmanship; it generally results from
the skin of the stone having been taken off by
working, causing the water to find its waythrough
the'cill stone to the wall underneath; in course of

time, as the hard akin grows on the stone again
with exposure, this damp will disappear. The
difficulty of damp passing through window cills

may often be remedied by giving the top two or

three coats of good oil paint. A hard skin can-

not grow on the cills while servant girls are

allowed to rub them continually with red sand-

stone.

The red granite from the Isle of Mull, and the

grey granitefrom Dalbeatic, may be safely specified

for good work in Liverpool, wbile for monuments
and other sculptured work the white manganese
limestone has hitherto proved the best.

Timber.
With reference to the timbers used in this

neighbourhood, spruce from S. John's or Quebec
is good bearing timber, bnt when it does give it

breaks clean; it snaps off very short. The fibre

vf the wood is short. Spruce curves and twists

oery much, and often the cracks we see in plaster

ceilings are to be attributed to the twisting of the

joists and spars, and are not the plasterer's fault.

On the Eastern coast, Baltic timber has hitherto

been used for the purposes for which we use

spruce, and now, on account of increased facilities

for importing Baltic timber, it is becoming more
generally used in Liverpool. Baltic red pine is

one of our best bearing timbers, and stands the

weather well when used for outside purposes; its

fibre is long, and it will bend rather than break

quickly. Pitch pine, besides being most useful

for finishings, is good for outside purposes, and
stands the weather well, but occasionally the hot

sun will bring out the resin, which runs down the

wood, taking the paint with it; this makes it less

desirable, on the whole, for outside purposes than

red pine. Baltic white is a very nice wood, and
looks well in floors; it is not so good for bearing

purposes as the red; the knots in the white are

often what are called pin knots, small and black;

they dry and drop out. The knots in the red are

larger but sound. Baltic timber is often dis-

figured by a redundancy of knots; these do not

militate against the wood, and often would not

appear if the logs were cut up with judgment. A
skilful workman can so cut through the knots

that they do not show, simply by studying the

way they run, and cutting through the feather of

them.
Quebec is a superior yellow pine to that from

S. John's; in the rough it is clearer, and when cut

up is finer looking. If a piece of S. John's yellow

pine be rubbed it will occasion a very fleecy sur-

face; that from Quebec has less of thisquality, and

is often free from it altogether. Good 8. John's

and Quebec, however cannot be distinguished by
any but experienced j udges.

The best Spanish mahogany to specify is that

obtained from the city of S. IJomingo; this is the

most beautifully marked. That from the country

of S. Domingo is an inferior sort. The Bastard

mahogany and the Bay wood arc also inferior

sorts. The Bay wood, of which we make such

use, comes from the Mexican coast.

In French-polishing mahogany, polishers, if

not well watched, will often lay a ground of red

lead, whiting, and plaster of Paris, then polish on
top of this; this makes the work easy, which is

otherwise very laborious. It, however, hides a

great deal of the ornamental figure, and the

polish quickly disappears. If ever this process is

detected, the best plan is to have the whole taken

off with American potash, and start afresh. Eine

polishing is accomplished only by means of

laborious rubbing with the different French gums
in their proper order, and gradually the whole

figuring on the wood becomes developed.

A peculiarity of the poplar wood, that makes it

suitable for special purposes is that it will not

hum j it only smoulders.
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In practical joiners' work a grcatdifKeulty with

men is to get tbom to boro their work before nail-

ing it. I refer principally to framing, and fixing

mouldings. It is a little more tronble to bore first,

and if men arenot constantly reminded, they will

neglect this in good joiners' workasT^ellaain com-

mon. If there is no bore made first, there i-t a great

tendency for the nail to slip off the stile into the

panel, and t!io result is, if the panel shrinks at

nil, it takes the moulding with it and leaves a

tl>venly finish.

Extra attention is becoming necessary to these

particulars, for, according to appearances, it is

probable the principal work for joiners will event-

nally be fitting, since all work may in course of

time be made by machinery.
At pre-ent English macbino work is not of that

finish thet will admit of its being used universally,

but most of the foreign work has a very fine

finish, and there is no doubt English machinists

will before long be able to efpial if not surpass

this, and then 1 cannot see what objection there

will be to machine work generally. At the present

time the cost of machine work is not reduced to

what it might be; so much of the tree has to be
•cot up before a proper grain for machine work is

obtained that considerable waste resnUs. When
this difficultylis better understood, and the portions

of ibo timber that cannot bo adapted to machine
work more successfully utilised, then the cost will

necessarily be reduced. The portions of the tree

where the branches nuito, causing a cross grain,

interfere now with the successful working of the

machines, and occasion the waste.

Of those portions of joiners' work that cannot
jxt any time be made cheaper by machinery, the
rebated sashes are a good illustration. Although
these are frequently made by the machine, the

result is not satisfactory ; being run in long lengths

they do not cnt well for morticing, and there

must be a considerable amount of piecing before

they are completed; this makes them almost as

-costly as handmade work, and not so satisfactory.

lEONWOBK.

Architects often specify the cold blast iron, and
do not got it. The same with the Low Moor iron.

The Low Moor iron from this county is the best

wrought iron we can get; it is an extremely ex-
pensive material, being very hard to work; the
expen.se per ton wrought is double the expense of
iron wrought from Sheflield, Warrington, the
Clyde, or any of the ordinary black countries. I
do not think it wise to specify Low Moor in the
ordinary way; instead of £24 per ton we may be
charged £50, and after all not get what we pay
for. For most pnrposes ordinary iron will answer
equally with Low Moor, if a little thicker material
is used; but where small size is required and
great wearing power, of course Low Moor is best.

In bolts, for instance, that do not we.ir much, if

lin. of Low Moor iron be strong enough, then
make them of ordinary iron

1 J in. thick. By
specifying these you save the extra charge, besides
avoiding the risk of having lin. bolts of ordinary
iron put into the work, which might prove too
weak. Low Moor iron is more malleable and
tougher than the other; it has long fibres; the
difficulty in severing it is the best means of test-

ing it ; its parts Lave to be literally dragged
asunder. Cold blast iron from the various depots
in Wales is the best class of cast iron; and as it

is diftic nit to drag the Low Moor into pieces, so it

is difficult to break this. I have myself broken
ordinary pig with one blow from the hammer, but
cold blast iron will sometimes bear twenty blows
from a smith without breaking. The difference
between cold blast end ordinary cast iron is more
easily seen than that between Low Moor and
ordinary wrought iron. When cold blast is placed
besides common iron it has a bright look, while
the common has a dull, dead appearance. But as
a rule it takes experienced men to detect these
metals from the common iron; it is, therefore, well
when they are reijuired for special purposes to
specify an amount for them, and take special
means to get the work done.

Ironmongery.
The numerous qualities of ironmongery fittings

necessitate the most careful attention on the part
• ef the architect. As a rule, good class ironmon-
gej^may be told by its finish ; if the finish of an
article is workmanlil<e and satisfactory, it may
generally be concluded that the hidden portion is

.good; but if thfre is a rough and uneven finish, a
tendency to snip and get out of order, then it is

well for the architect to pay attention to the bidden
•work, as the article is not likely to be first class.

|

Common sash fasteners, having an effective

appearance, often surprise the houseowner by
breaking off when more than ordinary pressure

is applied; an examination will u3::ally show these

to be of hollow metal instead of solid. It we
specify solid articles, and see that we get them, we
may be generally assured that the restof the work
is good. In order to secure good locks, bell pulls,

or door furniture, the best plan is to allow a price

and arrange specially for the purchase of these

articles. Handles coming off is a constant source

of annoyance to houseowners, and they take for

granted when this occurs the furniture must be

jerry, whereas the best furniture ia liable to this

difficulty, and unless Pitt's or Walker's patents

are used, I do not see how, with present appliances,

the evil can be altogether avoided.

IJellhanging is of ton a source of trouble to the

architect. No. 16 copper wire is a good strength,

but difference of opinion exists on this point
Fault is sometimes found with the putting two
or three wires in one tube ; this need be no draw
back ; the difiicirlty is when the tubes in which
the wires are put is too small ; a fin. tube, or

even a Jin. tube, will admit of three or four wires

working satisfactorily. The cause of bells ceasing

to ring properly a few months after the building

of a house is often very excusable, though the

circumstance in some minds stamps the work as

bad. The bells having been put in while the

materials of the house are in a green state, they

are li tble to rust, and in some localities more
than in others. The iron portion of the crank
rusts and loosens the wires. These, therefore,

require a little attention when this occurs, which
good bellhangers are willing to give ; indeed it

is well to require bellhangers always to keep their

work in order for six months.

Gaspitting.

A fruitful source of j umping in gas, when there

are not the usual irregularities of defective work-
manship, is the following :—^in. piping is fi.xed

instead of fin. or wider, the consequence is, when
the gas passes through the pipe of the kitchen or

other warm apartments it becomes rarefied ; it

then atcends to the colder apartments, and
through having been heated, is condensed into

water ; it then by its own weight falls down the
pipe. If the pipe were wide enough, say fin. or

iin, then the volumo of water thus formed would,
because of its own weight, have sufficient power
to pass through the pipe to the proper syphon or
meter, where it could be let off at will ; but the
pipe being only }in., the volume of water thus
formed has not sufficient weight to make its own
way down the pipe, and the force of the gas
coming up is sufficiently strong to show a balauce
of power, the gas pressing upwards and the water
downwards proving in turn the stronger.

On account of this tendency in gas to become
rarefied in warm apartments, and the more easily

condensed into water afterwards, a meter ought
never to be placed in a kitchen or other such like
place ; the colder the apartment the better ; the
pipe ought never to be less than Jin. for the
reason named, and even this size without a good
fall is liable to occasion jumping. All gas is

liable to form into water, and as it passes through
cold regions it invariably does so to some extent,
for this reason large syphons are provided in the
streets, and a. great deal of water may bo seen
taken from them at times, being merely condensed
gas. All gas is liable to frieze ; on being made
it passes through water ; hence it is damp to
begin with. Frozen gas need offer no serious
difficulty, if the pipes are large enough, and have
a good fall to a syphon. By the application of
warmth it will melt into water, and then pass
away.

Similar notes upon the remaining branches of
an architect's specification will constitute the
second part of this paper.

ALTAR WINDOW, S. PETER'3, HAMPTON
LUCY.

CONSIDERABLE alterations have been made
in the Church of S. Peter, Hampton-Lucy,

since the altar window which we illustrate was
erected. Instead of the fonner altar window,
Mr. G. Q-. Scott has built a beautiful ap.se with
five large windows, which contain all the subjects
and coats of arms which occupied the window
shown, the intermediate space being filled with
glass. The whole character of the church, is

indeed, greatly altered since Rickman's day. The
stained glass window, in its original state, was

presented to the church by the present rector, the

Rev. J Lucy, M.A., and wa ; designed and executed
by Mr. Thomas Willemenf, of London, F.S.A.

In the compartments of the tracery within the

arched head of the window arc introduced the

A. U L H. S., and the Dove, as indicative of the

three Persons of the Blessed Trinity ; and also the

Angel, Lion, Calf, and Eagle, as the emblems of

the Holy Evangelists. The remaining divisions

are occupied by foliage ornaments. In the centre

opening of the lower part of the window, under
a rich Gothic canopy, stands the whole-length
figure of S. Peter, to whom the Church is dedi-

cated, the pedestal being inscribe d with his name.
Immediately beneath this figure are placed the

impaled arms of King Philip and Queen Mary, by
whom the advowson of the rectory was given to

Thomas Lucy of Charleoote, E.sq., afterwards
knighted by Queen Elizabeth. Below these,

beneath a mitre, are the arms of the diocese of
Worcester. The three openings on the right and
the throe on the left are occupied by eighteen
compartments, each beneath a Gothic arch, the
upper six having pedimental canopies, containing
the principal events in the history of the patron
Saint. The lower range beneath these subjects

consist of six compartments, each containing the
figure of an angel holding a shield of arms.

DOMESTIC HYGIENE.—THE KITCHEN
RANGE.

AMONGST all the fittings of a domestic
residence, it may fairly bo asserted that

none are so important to thecomfort of the inmates,
or at times more conducive to their discomfort,
than the means and appliances employed for
warming the building. What more delightful

than the winter fireside of a country house ? or

more miserable than a smoky chimney ? The
whole subject of fireplaces, chimneys, and fuel, is

indeed, so far as the householder is concerned, all

one, though it requires to be considered under
several heads; we shall also show, in due course,

that economy and the healthiness of a household
are intimately connected with the same question.

As, however, it would be impossible to treat on
the several heads enumerated above in one article,

we propose first of all, after a few introductory
remarks on chimneys, to devote our attention to

the kitchen range, as being unquestionably the
most important fireplace in any house.

Now the use of chimneys being, primarily, to

carry away the products ofcombustion; and secon-
darily, for purposes of ventilation, the subject

must be considered in both these lights. With the
huge wood fires of our ancestors, the large hearth
recess and the capacious flue did not interfere with
the accomplishment of the object proposed ; hut
when fireplaces were introduced into small rooms,
and coal was substituted for wood, the arrange-
ments which were suited for the baronial hall or
kitchen did not apply. Five hundred years of
experience in chimney construction does not appear
to have resulted in the deduction of scientific rules

for their apportionment, so far as houses are con-

cerned. In this respect architects have unquestion-

ably been left far behind by engineers, who, when
they desire to erect a chimney shaft for a factory

or steam engine, carefully apportion the dimen-
sions of the structure for the work which it has to

perform; it is, however, too often the case that

flues in houses are constructedofthesame sectional

area, whether they be twenty or fifty feet in height;

whereas dimensions that may be suited for the

one height are perfectly inappropriate for the

other. One consequence of this is the disfigure-

ment of buildings by the addition of chimney pots,

for the pnrjiose of contracting the orifice of a flue

which has been constructed too large for the duty

it has to perform. Defects arising from this cause

are too often attributed to the position of doors or
windows; whereas the real reason of their existence

is assignable solely to the entire absence of any
calculation for determining their proper propor-

tions. Something, it is true, may bo said with

regard to the setting of fireplaces, as well as to

their construction; but we do not purpose to enter

into this question in the present article.

Perhaps one of the greatest treats that a cook
could enjoy is to be served with a dinner cooked
by some one else. The reason of this ia that the
constant smell of cooking nanseates the stomach,
making it, by the sympathetic action of the several

nerves of the system, disinclined to receive what
it has so long anticipated through the action of

the senses. Similarly, also, the mistre s of

household enjoys nothing better than to get som*
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one else to superintend the ordering of her several

meals. But if this is caused, to a certain extent,

by »mere knowledge ofwhat is coming, how much

more must it be the case when the smell of cook-

ing—as too often occurs—perrades the house as

well as the kitchen ; and in some instances the

smell of dinner will be perceirable in other parts

of the house to a greater extent than in the kitchen.

To a delicate person this is sufficient to entirely

destroy the appetite, and it is due solely to defective

construction. The cook is too often blamed when
the architect is in error; and while few know
where to assign the fault, fewer still know how to

remedy it; but it may be taken for granted that

the evil will'not disappear from amongst us until

the art of house construction is based upon a

more scientific principle than it has hitherto

attained. Art and decoration, and the convenient

arrangement of accommodation, occupy, in the

present day, far too much of the consideration of

the architect; whilst sanitary arrangements are

neglected, and the healthfulness of buildings suf-

fers in consequence.
In order to arrive at a true appreciation of the

causes that lead to the kitchen being a nuisance
in the honse, instead of, as it should be, the means
of imparting pleasure and comfort, we must con-

sider first, what is a smell, and how it is conveyed.

A smell then—and here we are referring, it will

be understood, to a smell that ought not to exist

—

is matter in a wrong place, and consequently it

is dirt; and not only is the smell of cooking when
it pervades a house, dirt in a scientific sense, but
it so absolutely. The smells arising from cooking
consists of minute particles given out from food
of all kinds, owin^to the partial chemical decom-
position which takes place during the application

of heat, and which are carried off and mixed with
the surrounding air by the steam, or other vapours
arising therefrom. With a properly-constructed

kitchen range and fine, these will all be conveyed
up the chimney, and carried away into the atmos-
phere above the house. In snch case they are

harmless, and become immediately, so to say, deo-
dorised, by admixture with a preponderating
amount of atmospheric air. When, however, they
are permitted to escape into the house, they do
not meet with a suflicient quantity of air to render
them innocuous; and, upon condensation of the
Taponrs by which they are conveyed, they will

settle upon the interior walls, and g radually cover
them with a coating of grease and vegetable mat-
ter. These, if not constantly removed, will

aecnmnlate, and in time decompose, giving off

still more objectionable and unhealthy smells,

but which are not so noticeable, in consequence of
the more powerful odour arising from a continu-
ance of that evil from which they first had their

origin.

It will repeatedly be found that the smell of

cooking is strong in other parts of the house, and
especially upon the floor immediately above the
kitchen, whilst the kitchen itself is apparently free,

or almost so—from the inconvenience; and the
reason of this is, upon a little consideration, made
perfectly clear and intelligible. We shall en,
deavonr, in our next article, to explain the cause
and then point to the remedy; for to whatever
extent the evil may exist, its modification—if

not it* entire remedy— is simple, however defective

the kitchen chimney and rangemay originally be.

—F. C. Dasvers, in the Food Journal.

THE PEKSERVATIOX OF" ANTIQUITIES.

DURING the visit of a party of archseologists

to Silchester the other day, mention was
made of Lord liomilly's desire to pass an Act of
Parliament for the maintenance of our national
antiquities ; it seems that in many coses the
owners of the soil arc unable to prevent their de-
struction, or utterly careless about it. There has
recently been a correspondence in the Timet, too,

complaining of the desecration of ancient me-
morials in the village of Dorchester, miles from
Oxford. It was stated at Silchester that Stone-
beage is greatly injured by parties who make fires

under the massive megaliths, and knock off frag-
ments of stone as curiosities. Now Stonehenge,
which a contemporary takes to have been a royal
p«lace in days before either Iberians or Celts
trod the soil of this island—the |palaco of a
perished race and an extinct civilisation—is pro-
bably the most mysterious and the most durable
monument on the face of the earth. Pctra

—

Tb»t rose-red city, halt as old as time—
ia modem in comparison with it ; and it will be
•carcely altered, if the vandals are warned off, in

days when the great cathedral of Sarum will Ik; a
grass-grown mound, and when not a landmark
will exist to show the irrepressible New Zealauder
where stood Sir Charles Barry's triumph of con-

fectionera' Gothic. It is to be hopetl Lord
Romilly will bring in his Act, and the earlier the

better

VENTILATION OF HOSPITALS.

A COMMITTEE of the Paris Academy of

Sciences is now considering thi.s very im-

portant subject, and a communication from M.
Coruill Wa-ystin has just been presented and re-

ferred to this committee. M. Wceystin criticises

the present method of ventilation of hospitals,

and asks how it is that while certain doctors assert

that a supply of eight to ten cubic metres of air

per bed aud per hour are suflScient to keep a ward
in good conditions of ventilation, others insist

upon a supply of twenty, and even sixty, cubic
metres, while some even fix eighty as the mini-
mum quantity. He accounts for these immense
discrepancies in the following manner :—In a
ward containing, say, ten beds, the warm air is

introduced between two ranks of beds by means
of five orifices in the cent a passage while the

vitiated air is drawn off through other orifices

behind the beds. Thus, says M. Wceystin, a
number of currents are formed from the iulets

to the exit passages, which do not suftieiently

draw away the intermediate layers of air, and
thus cause many regions or currents of air not
sufficiently ventilated, which become veritable re-
servoirs of infection ; and this he believes to be
the true reason of the increasing demand for a
larger amount of fresh air. The introduction of

a greater quantity of fresh air, according to M.
Wceystin, only increases the rapidity of the cur-
rents, and has little effect upon the strata of air

which lie above and round them, between the in-

lets and the ports of evacuation ; the object, there-

fore, should be, not to introduce masses of air, but
to make better use of that which is admitted. To
remedy this, M. Wceystin suggests the application

of a well-known system—that of wire-work, or

gauze ; he recommends that the orifiees for the
introduction of fresh air should be covered by
such a screen, reaching from the floor to ihe ccil-

iug, and that the exit holes should be protected in

like manner, so that themovementof theairshould
be graduated aud dispersed over tlieentire contents
of the ward. The importance of this question can-

not be overrated ; all the world knows what re-

lief has been obtained of late years in the case
of fevers by a free use of fresh air, and the sub-
ject has been tested in a very remarkable manner
in Frar,co, both in towns aud in camps

;
patients

have been placed under tents where the supply of

fresh air was constant, and the temperature low,

with an amount of success that gives immense
importance to such experiments. It must not be
forgotten, however, that draughts do not supply
wholesome ventilation ; aud the shutting off, or

rather the attenuation of them, must conduce to

the comfort and well-being of the sick.

—

(r. W.
Yapp. .

ARCHAEOLOGICAL.
DiscoTEEY or A Roman Tesselated

Pavement.—At Oldcoates, on the site of the
Manor yard, has been excavated a Roman tesse-

lated pavement, remarkably perfect. TUo teaserie,

which are of limestone and red sandstone, are
half an inch square, and are sat in cement with
great skill so as to form diamonds and circles.

Some Roman tiles have also been found.

Pbehistoeic Remains op Dabtmoor.—Mr.
C. Spcnce has presented an interesting report to

the Ethnological Society on the Prehiatorio Re-
mains of Dartmoor, detailing the numerous stone
circles, avenues, menhirs, cromlechs, cairns, &o.,
and suggesting that the stones in some avenues
may have been added in commommoration of per-
sons of distinction. The granite blocks in some
of the cromlechs appear to have been wantonly
destroyed.

Discovert op Extensive Ancient Mines
INTHB Eastern Counties.—F'or more thin
two years, at intervals, the Rev. Canon Green-
well, of Durham, has been conducting a aeries of

investigations as to the nature of a largo groop of

circular pits situate near the town of Brandon, in

the Valley of the Ouse. The pits in question are
known as the " Grimes Graves," and the country
around them abounds upon the surface in flint im-
plements and flakes, and most numerously near the
pits or « graves." The " graves " have, in fact,

proved to be the shafts (in which the fiUing-In

materials have settled) of extensive underground
flint mines, to which the sliafts arc upwards of

200 in number, aud generally about 25!'t. apart.

The old sliafts appear to have been successively

filled up by the debris from the new ones through-
out the group, which having settled, they now
present the appearauco of howl-shaped depres-
sions, about -Ift. deep, and have been variously re-

garded as graves, villages, &c. The laborious

work of sinking the shafts, excavating the galle-
ries, aud getting up the flint had been done by
picks made of the antlers of the red deer, of a
larger species than that now found in Scotland.
Throughout the workings only one stone hammer
was found, and that of basalt. The marks made
by it could be fitted on the sides of the chalk
walls, and pick marks were abundant everywhere.
EoYAL Abch^ological Institute.—The

annual meeting of the Royal Arehajological Insti-

tute of Gre^it Britain and Ireland will bo held at
Leicester at the end of the present month. Tho
meeting is under the patronage of Her Majesty
aud tho Prince of AVales, and Lord Talbot de
Malahide, F.S.A., is the president for the year.

Leicester itself possesses many features of archaw-
logical interest. These include its mcdijeval

churches, the Norman hall of its ancient castle,

the " newarke " of the castle, nnraerons Roman
pavements, one being in situ, and the noted mass
of Roman masonry called the "Jewry Wall,"
the ancient hall of Corpus Christi Guild, the
chapel of Trinity Hospital, and the now forsaken
hospital of Sir William de Wyggeston. With
these may be mentioned the site of Leicester

Abbey, surrounded with its original walls, where
Cardinal Wolsey breathed his last. Among the
features of interest which will be included in the
proceedings of the week will be the inspection of

Kirby Muxloo Castle, Ashby-de-la-Zouch Castle,

tho ruins in Bradgate-park, so intimately con-
nected with Lady Jane Grey, the remains of Ul-
verscroft Priory, the curious stained glass of

Woodhouse Chapel, the house known as Latimer's-

at Thurcaston, tbe noble church at Melton Mow-
bray, the fine Norman hall at Oakham, the in-

teresting hall aud church at Exton, and the re-

markable encampment at Barrow-on-the-Hill. A
temporary museum will be establishetl, as usual,

during the week, and will include a collection of

portraits of worthies connected with the counties

of Leicester and Rutland.

rARLIAMENTABY NOTES.

New Home and Colonial Offices.—Mr.
Dudley Fortescne, on Friday, asked the First

Commissioner of Works whether, as at this ad-

vanced season there was no indication of any
works in progress, it was intended not to proceed
during the present year with the erection of the

new Home and Colonial Offices.—Mr. Horsman
also pat a question as to the removal of tho

buildings in King-street.—Mr. Ayrton replied

that the building of the new Home and Colonial

Office wonld be proceeded with as soon as the

Government had given the requisite sanction for

that purpose. The plans and estimates for the
buildings were under the consideration of the

Government, and he expected their decision in a
few days. With regard to the property lying
between these proposed bnildings and Parliament-
street, he might say that the purchases had not
yet been completed, and several houses were
specially occupied for short terms. There was
no intention to pull down these buildings until

the new bnildings were in such a state as to

render it necessary. These buildings were not
purchased to improve Parliament-street, because
improvements of that kind must be carried ont by
means of tbe local funds.

Thames Sewage.—Mr, James Howard asked

the First Commissioner of Works on Monday
whether the effect of tho Thames Navigation
Bill, as amended, would not be to throw upon the
same body of ratepayers who already bear the

expense of pumpiug tho sewage of London into-

the Thames, the further expense of dredging it

ont. And whether he wonld state the reasons, if

any, why he did not call upon the Metropolitan

Board of Works to enforce the carrying ont of

the contract made between the said board and the

Metropolis Sewage and Essex Reclamation
Company for tho diversion from the Thames of

the sewage of the northern area of the metropolis^

which contract was confirmed by the Act 28 Vic,
c. 121, intituled "The Metropolis Sewage an<t

Kssex Reclamation Act, 1865."—Mr. Ayrton said
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that should the deposit of the sewago obstrnct

the navigation it would be removed at the expense

of the ratepayers. With respect to the Essex

Eeclamation Company, it had not been a financial

success, but Parliament would take caro that the

company should bear its own losses and not throw

them on the ratepayers.

Assistant Surveyor op Works.—Mr. B.

Hope asked whether itwas tru« that it was incon-

templation to create a new office of assistant sur-

veyor of works, and whether Mr. Ayrton had any

objection to lay before the house the conditions

of appointment and the qualifications required

for the office; and, in particular, whether he

would state if the new assistant surveyor would

be required " to design and superintend the erec-

tion of new buildings," and "should also be

capable of making technical reports properly

composed and spelt."—Mr. Ayrton replied in the

affirmative, and that the applicants wonld be all

examined by the Civil Service Commissioners.

Thames Embankment.—Mr. B. Hope asked

the First Lord of the Treasury what steps her

Majesty's Government were taking to erect the

new Natural History Museum on the Thames
Embankment, as unanimously recommended by a

select committee of last session, on the suggestion

of Mr. Layard, then First Commissioner of

Works, and with the approbation of the heads of

the Natural History Department of the British

Museum.—The Chancellor of the Exchequer said

the report could not be carried out without taking

back from the tenants of the Crown the ground

secured to them by the Embankment Act, and
the Treasury was not prepared to recommend Its

purchase.

New Refreshment-rooms.—Mr. Bentinck

asked the First Commissioner of Works whether

he intended to propose a vote during the pi"esent

session for providing new refreshment-rooms for

the members of that house ; whether he intended

to adopt the plan which was appended to the

report of the select committee of the house, dated

S5th of May last, and which had been altered by
Captain Galton from the plan of Mr. Barry,

approved last year by the then First Commissioner

of Works, and by the select committee of the

House of Lords ; whether he had considered the

objections raised by the select committee of the

House of Ix)rds in their second report to the

altered plan, and whether the altered plan had
been submitted to and approved by a competent
professional architect ; and whether the prepara-

tion and execution of the final plan would be
entrusted to Mr. Barry, or to some other compe-

tent professional architect.—Mr. Ayrton replied

that the plan of the committee of last session

would cost £24,000. He had, however, had a

plan prepared by the officers in the department of

works, which he had submitted to the select com-
mittee of this session, by which it was
unanimouslj' approved. Before they could make
their report the Black Rod Committee made its

report, which was now before the house, enabling

them to consider how it respected the privileges

of the Crown and the dignity of the House of

Lords. There would be no estimate prepared

"Until a final decision was arrived at.

luiWtitfl Julijlti^eiiii^.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

CONINGTON.—The parish church of Conington,

•Cambridgeshire, which has been closed for the
•past few weeks for restoration, will be re-opened

•on the 26th inst. The chancel has been entirely

rebuilt, and the body of the church repaired and
reseated, under the direction of Mr. W. M. Faw-
cett, of Cambridge.
Dalston Baptist Chapel,—The ceremony

of laying the memorial stone of this chapel took
place on Wednesday week. The total cost of
the chapel will be about £4500. The building
will be erected in the Venetian style of architec-
ture. It will be 70ft. by 40/t. There are to be
vestries, school-rooms, and every convenience.
Elt Cathedral.— The restorations which

were commenced a short time since in the south
transept of Ely Cathedral are now in progress,
and are proceedingin a very satisfactory manner.
The grand old western tower is being strengthened
by the introduction of a large number of wrought-
iron tiei, the weight of which may be estimated
at 40 tons. This work is to be done in a similar
manner to that at Salisbury Cathedral a few

years ago, under the immediate direction of Mr.

G. G. Scott, and carried out by Mr. James, of

London, and Messrs. Freeman, of Ely. The
nave floor has just bean completed, at a cost of

about £3000, and adds materially to the beauty

of the building. Three more of the vacant

canopies under the lantern have been filled with

carved figures in stone, presented by the Bishop

of Carlisle. Three more stained windows have

been placed in the north and south sides of the

choir. It is stated that during the last quarter of

a century £40,000 has been expended upon this

noble edifice.

Gloucester Cathedral.—Some months ago

the Freemasons of Gloucestershire expressed a

wish to undertake the restoration of some distinct

portion of Gloucester Cathedral, and it was
suggested that they should provide the new
reredos, at a cost then estimated at £600. A
committee was appointed by the Provincial Grand
Lodge, the £600 was raised, and at a recent

meeting it was ordered that a communication

should bo madeto the Dean to the effect that
" the Freemasons are prepared with the £600, the

amount which they were led to believe the

restoration of the reredos would cost, and are

most anxious to undertake that work ; but that

the committee do not believe It to be possible

to obtain a larger subscription." The cost of

the reredos, as designed by Mr. Gilbert Scott, is

expected to be about £2000.

HiNTON Martel.—The church of S. John the

Evangelist, Hinton Martel, Dorsetshire, was re-

opened on Tuesday week, after restoration. The
old church was entirely pulled down, but its main
features are perpetuated in the new building. The
external walls are of flint, with bands of local

green stone. The new windows, doorways, and
dressings, are of Box Ground stone. The edifice

comprises nave, north aisle, chancel, and north

chancel aisle, with a Norman tower at the west
end. Internally the walls are lined with white
bricks, relieved with bands of red brick, and the

internal dressings are of Bath stone, relieved with

brown and green stone. The walls are built

hollow, to exclude damp. The nave is separated

from its aisle by an arcade of four arches of Bath
stone, mouldedjaud springing from octagonalpiers,

with moulded caps and bases. The roofs are of

open deal timbers, stained, and plastered between
the ratters ; the principals have moulded-pointed

arched ribs. The roofs are covered with tiles,

with ornamental ridges. The sacrarium is laid

with Minton's tile.s, and the carvings were exe-

cuted in part by Mr. Boulton, but principally by
Mr. Weaver, of Worcester. The chancel seats

are of pitch pine, and the benches in the nave and
aisles of deal, stained and varnished. Accom-
modation is provided for 253 persons. The origi-

nal drawings for the restoration of the church
were prepared by the late Mr. John Hicks, of

Dorchester, but the work has been carried out

under the superintendence of Mr. G. R. Crick-

may, of Weymouth ; Mr. A. H. Green, of Bland-
ford, being the builder. The cost has been
upwards of £2000.
Kerslet.—The first steps towards the erection

of the new church of S. Stephen, Kersley Moor,
Farnworth, were taken last week, when the ground
was marked out. The excavations for the founda-
tion will be commenced in a few days. The site

adjoins the school-room on the Manchester-road.
The church will be erected from a design by
Messrs. Henry and Medland Taylor, architects,

Manchester; Messrs. Ellis and Hinchliffe, of

Manchester, being the contractors. The style

chosen is Decorated Gothic, and the church will

comprise, nave, aisle, chancel, vestry, organ cham-
ber, and a tower at the west end of the nave.

Salford.—A new Weslcyan chapel, situate

in Regent-road, Salford, was opened on Thursday
week. It has been built from a design by Mr.
Webster, architect, and will seat 850 persons.
The cost has been £4000.
Leith.—The foundation-stone of a new Free

Church dedicated to St. John, was laid at Leith,

on Monday. The building, which is being erected

according to the plans prepared by Mr. John
Patterson, architect, Edinburgh, is to be of an ob-

long form, provided with galleries on three sides,

and will be seated to accommodate 906 persons.

The style of the architecture is Gothic, and the
most prominent feature in the building will be a
square tower, rising to the height of 150 feet to

the point of terminal. Charlotte-street front is

to have five windows, which will light the area of

the church. Exclusive of the tower, for which
there is a separate fund, the structure when
finished is expected to coat over £5000,

LiNCOLif.—The new ehnrch of St. PeterVin-
Eastgate, which has jnst been completed from de-

signs by Mr. Blomfield, architect, of London, waa
consecrated on Wednesday week, by the Lord
Bishop of Lincoln. The edifice contains sitting

accommodation for 500 persons ; it consists of a
nave and north aisle, chancel, organ-chamber and
vestry, with south and west porches, a waggon-
head roof to the cbancol, and seats of stained

pine. The style is First Pointed; of a simple and
massive character. The dimensions of the church
are—length of nave, 8ft. 9in. ; chancel, 29ft.

;

width, 40ft. lOin.—chancel, 22ft. ; height from
the floor to wallplate, 22 ft. ; to ridge of roof, 42ft.

The church is built of Lincoln stone, rock-faoed,

with dressings of Bath stone ; the interior walls

are plastered with Bath stone quoins and dressings.

A hot water apparatus in a chamber beneath the
vestry supplies warmth. The reredos is a beauti-

ful work of mosaic decoration, representing the
emblems of the four Evangelists, with those of

S. Peter and S. Margaret, the patron Saints of

the church, a beautiful cross in the centre, and
over it the inscription "Holy ! Holy ! Holy ! Lord
God Almighty." The contract for the building,

exclusive of the reredos and east window, which
are private gifts is within the architect's estimate

of £2500.
Whittlesey.—The fine old church of S.

Andrew, Whittlesey, Isle of Ely, is about to be
restored. The committee for the restoration

have appointed Mr. R. R. Rowe, of Cambridge, to

be their architect, and that gentleman is now
preparing the plans and specifications necessary

in the application to the Bishop's Court for a
faculty.

Buildings.

Bakewbll.—The foundation stone of the new
vicarage at Bakewell was laid on Saturday after-

noon last. The style is Gothic, with limestone

facings and Stanton gritstone dressings, and the

interior fittings will be of pitch pine. Mr. A,
Waterhouse, of London and Manchester, is the

architect, Mr. J. Dickson, is the clerk of works,

and Messrs. Thomas Clay and Son, of Manchester,

are the contractors. The entire cost of the new
vicarage, adjacent buildings, &c., will be upwards
of £6000.
MebtON, Surrey.—On Monday last, the

foundation stone of the new National Schools at

Merton was laid by the Lord Bishop of Winches-
ter. The New Schools are the gift of the late

Mr. Richard Thornton, of Cannon-hill, Merton,
who bequeathed £10,000 for that purpose ; they
are intended to take the place of the present

schools, which have become totally inadequate

to meet the requirements of the parish. The plan
comprises boys', girls', and infants' schoolrooms,

with classrooms attached to each, and also resi-

dences for a master and two mistresses. The
works are being carried out by Messrs. E. B.

Gammon and Sons, of Lambeth, contractors,

under the superintendence of Messrs. Aid ridge
and Willis, architects, of 6, John-s'reet, Bedford-

row, whose designs were selected in a limited

competition, the amount of the contract, exclu-

sive of fittings, being £2550.
Newcastlb-ON-Tyne.—The foundation stone

of new schools in connection with Bath- lane

Church was laid on Thursday week by Lord Am-
berley. The buildings will be entirely of stone,

and in the Gothic stylo. The principal eleva-

tion, facing Locke-street, will present a large

centre block, flanked by gables at the east and
west ends. The building will be lighted by large

three-light windows in the centre block, and by
four-light windows in the end gables. Admission

will be gained through a porch at the north-west

angle, and by two side doors situate at the east

end. The centre block will be surmounted by a

bell turret. The school room, which internally

measures 85ft. by 55ft., will be divided into centre

and side aisles by cast iron columns, used as sup-

ports for the roofs, the roof over the aisles being

open, and that over the nave waggon-headed in

form. The height from floor to ceiling will be about

30ft. Suitable class rooms will be provided, ag

well as a china closet, a tea boiler room, lava-

tories, water closets, and other conveniences.

The building will be warmed by hot water from
the heating apparatus in connection with the

church. The cost of the schools will be about

£2000, and they will be erected from the designs

and nnder the superintendence of the architect,

Mr. T. Oliver, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, who was
also the architect of the church.

Plymouth.—The Town Council of Plymouth
have decided to expend £35,000 on the erection of

assize courts and other public buildings. Twelve
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trms, from l{at!i. Salisbury, Exawr, Plymouth,

Tatistock, aud SUtash, tendered, tha differeoce

between the highest and lowest being £2900.

The tender of Messrs. CiU and Pethiok, of

Plymouth, was accepted.

RoTHERHAM.—At the annual mcetins of the

constituents of the Rotherham Imlepenilent Col-

lege, last week, it was stated in the committee's

report that a site for the proposed new college

luul been pnrchated, at a cost of £3200. Plans

of the bnilding it is proposed to erect hare been
prepared by Messrs. Uabershon and Pite, of

LondoH, the estimated cost being about £22,000.
The Scebet Sessions House, Newinoton.—

There is a fair prospect of great improvements
being carried out at the Surrey Sessions House,
Kewington-causeway, which has long been found
inconTcnient and inadequate to the necessities of
the county business. At a meeting of the Surrey
Biagistrates at Guildford, last week, the commit-
tee npon t)ie improvement of the Sessions Honse
reported that the County Surveyor (Mr. C. H.
Howell) had prepared detailed plans, elevations,

and sections, which seemed to the committee to

meet all the requirements of the county business,

but the surveyor had been unable, for want of

time, to obtain tenders for carrj'ing out the same.
The surveyor's report estimated the cost of carry-

ing out the necessary alterations and additions at

£13,000, not including heating and ventilating

the courts, architect's commission, or sa'ary of the

clerk of works. He had ascertained that the cost

of heating and ventilating the courts in the same
way as at the Manchester and Durham courts

would be ii 1000, Pending the attainment of the

necessary powers from Parliament to carry out
the work, the committee, while fully approving
of the plans of the surveyor, suggested that no
tenders should be obtained at present, and recom-
mended that the committee should be continued
from session to session in order to bring the

matter under the consideration of the court when
the result of the application to Parliament shall

be known. The report wtis adopted by 16 to 6.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our correspondents. The Editor respectfiUly re-
quests that all communlcatious should be drawn up
as brietly as possible, ostliere are many claimants
apOB the space allotted to correspoudeuce.J

BBCBrvKD.— D. 1. and J. N.—T. B.—A. S. i, Co.—C. B.
A.—C. C. t Co.—E. N.—W. J. T.-T. C—O. Bros.—J. i\ b
Ca—J. M.—G. F.-F . 11. C—R. W—A. R. & Co.—R. G.—
W. L.-D. S.—E. F. G. P.—B. k. Son.—M. Bro«.-J. H.—
J. H.—W. B. N.—J. H.-J. N.

Too Late.—R. H. Burden.-Samnel Trickett.—B. Ponton.
}. Jiuuji.—With ikelch of tomb of Thomu Andrew,

£xetcr.

BATH STONE A3 A BUILDING
MATERIAL.

(To the Editor of The Building News.)

Sib,—In publishiag a full report of Mr. Pars-
low'g hints on specifications in last Friday's
BciLDiNO News, you have done good service to
all interested in the bnilding trade if Mr. Parslow
treats each department of this subject with equal
ability to that evinced in his per.inent remarks
on Bath stone.

Most readily do we join with him in asserting
that the cause of failure of the " Bath stone in
Liverpool (and elsewhere) exists mainly in
applying (o the wrong quarries for stone for
ou;side purposes," and that " selection " and
" laying Bath stone on its proper bed has a gre t
deal to do with its lasting well."
Bath stone is so cheap in it-s first cost, so easily

worked, and so effective in its general appearance,
that great as is its present consumption, it ought
to be mire extensively used than it is. The only
objection urged by its opponents against its more
general adoption is that it here and there fails to
withstand atmospheric influences. After many
year* of experience, we can briefly point out how
a recorrenoe of these few cases of failure may be
avoided :

—

Iirttly.—For situations exposed to the weather,
miploy only Combfl Down, from the Lodge Stile
Qoames, or Box Ground stone. The former,
being free from the yellow lists occasionally found
In Box Ground, is superior as a weather stone.

Secondly.—As the nature of each stone varies

in different localities, purcliase at those quarries

whose stone has been proved durable, and whose
proprietors have a direct interest in the per-

manent success of Bath stone.

Thirdly.—Lay the stone on its natnral bed.

Fourthly.—By moans of a competent clerk of

works ensure the employment of good stone and
the carrying out of the precediug requisition ;

for it is a fact that all sorts of rubbish are

occasionally used under tha name of Bath stone.

A few months since a gentleman sent us a piece

of sandsto'ie taken from a building for which
Bath (which is a carbonate of lime) had been

specified. The building was decaying away ; and
Bath stone, in consequence, was suffering in

public estimation.

Relative to Farleigh Down, we cannot agree

with Mr. Parslow that it " has no ad vantage to

ojfer to Liverpool architects, " for wherever it is

used it gives universal satisfaction, and is most
extensively employed for exterior and interior

work ; its warm tinge of colour is more agree-

able to the eye than the cold white of Corsham
Down, and it works with greater freedom. With
this exception of colour we entirely concur in

Mr. Parslow's opinion of Corsham Down.
Our apology for so far occupying your valu-

able space is our anxiety that Bath stone may be
so treated that it shall not only bo considered a
cheap and handsome but also a durahle stone.

Your insertion of the above in your next issue,

as a supplement to Mr. Parslow's remarks, will

greatly oblige.—We are, Sir, &c..

Stoke Brothers.
Bath Stone Office, Bath, July 6, 1870.

" TENDERING WITH A VENGEANCE (!)
"

Sir,—Such is justly your exclamation in

publishing the tenders for the restorations of S.

Sidwell's Church, Exeter, in last week's number,
of which contemplated improvements my de-
scription appeared in your issue of June 17th.

(Highest)-Easton £1740(1/
(Lowest)—Hunt 989(1)
Permit me to call your attention and that of

your numerous readers, by way of contrast, to the
list of estimates for the erection of the new
Guildhall, Plymouth.
(Highest)—HuntandSeacombe, Exeter .. £57,506
(Lowest)—Trevena, Plymouth 28,98»

Thus, in a week, we find the same man offer-

ing in one place to do work for half the price of
the highest tender, and £414 less than the next to

lowe-t, in a small job ; and the next day being
double that of the lowest and £12,G06 in excess
of the next to highest !

Is it not such blundering ignoramuses that
bring the morality of the building trade into dis-

credit and bad repute, totally disgusting honest
and respectable contractors, snch as are those
worked for by your Exeter correspondent,

J. V.

INDUCEMENTS FOR COMPEnnOX.
Sll,—Behold a morceau of the 19th century, circulated by

certain Solons oftlietlinving and|goodold toivnofNottin?hani

!

The italiciBing is not an interpolation, but is in tbe original.

"Sir.—It is proposed to build a New Wesleyan Chapel,
with Scliool.foom underneath, at tbe top of York-street, in
this town. The entire cost is not to exceed £:J5{K) (the site

excepted) ; this sum must include boundary walls, heating
with Ilaydu's apparatus, if not too expensive, all inside Si-
tings, together with architect's fees, in short, everything, and
there must be no extras.
" The building to accommodate about 800 adults, including

100 free sittings. The exterior to be Gothic, witlloiU ipire,
liberallt/ tremted.

"A large room will be required at tbe rear of the chapel, on
the same level, to hold at least 100, and a minister's vestry
attached. Three other class rooms will be required.
"The interior to have no pillars, except for gallery supports.

The pews to be of pitch pine, stained ; the rostrum, or semi-
rostrum, placed low, with communion in front to command
the gallery and area with ease. The rouf and the whole
arrangement must he carefftlty adapted/or hearing.
"The Committee are desirous to coo5ne the erection of

this Chapel to one of the architects of Nottiughain ; a few
names have been selected, and if you will furnish an eleva-
tion and ground plan, on condition that, if approved, your
services will be accented as architect, the Committee will feel
obliged. Please note that no compensation is olTered.

"Plana, Ac, must be forwarded to the Rev, J. Mason, 58,
Mansfield-road, Nottinsham, on or before Monday, July 2o,

" On behalf ofthe Committee, we remain, yours &c,
*' J. Mason, Ministerial Secretary,
"J. HowiTT, ) T - o .

••Ja8. Robinson, j
Lay Secretanea.

"N.B.—In furniahing your estimate of cost, pJense state
diiference between Biilwefl stone and brick.

"Clumber-street, Nottingham, June 29, 1870."
Truly the document hits vigour if it lacks perspicuity. Upon

the money part our friends are very strong. "The entire
cost, includinit architect's fees, is not to exceed £3500," and,
furthermore, must include "i» short, tverything," and
beyond thii, •' tfiere mu$t ie no txtras" I Safe people these

committee men ! But Uow about " Haydn's" (sic) apparatus"
(Possibly he of Cromer-street is intended, and not tlie man
of the " box of whistles ;" the former will feel llattered, how-
ever.) We ttiiuk the apparatus will be "too expensive"
with the " school-room underneath." The question has evi*
dcntly been a bothtrer for our "committee." aud so is be^*

(lueathed to t!:o " selected few." Our Wesleyan friends havi;,
in their time, done good service to humanity, but they have
not hithsrto been exactly in the van in " Gothic "

; we hail,
therefore, with unraint;led gratificatiyn, tite advent of
the " Gothic exterior wiUioui spire, lihcraltij treated.'*
Now for the olive wreath, ye "selected" sons of
high art! De Wykehamto the rescue! For oh! when yoa
leave the ''exterior" and get to the interior, "what a falhng
off is there !" a mist of " pews," " a rostrum or serni-rostrum,'
and "a communion (whatever that may be) to command the
gallery!" (Shade of Murray!) Well, this bit is a ItetCe
obscure, or, "in short," as the committee would put i», a
puzzler. Well, never miid, for as Lord Dundreary says,
"puthles are made, you know, on purpoth." Cheer up, for
inside no " Gothic liberally treated " haunts your bewildered
brains. What shall the msiile be, then? Echo answers—
"What?" Mr, Chunder Sen, would probably suggest
Greeco-Indian, with Chinese feeling, for is it not chronicled,
the greatness of Confucius as a master-mason ? But steady,
gentlemen, the whole arrangement *'must he carifiiil^
adapted for hearing," not a bad idea eitlier—and another
strikes us ; we adventure it—also, let " the whole arrange-
ment be carefully adapted for"—worship.

Do our eyes deceive us? " Please note that no compensa-
tion is offered!" This is too "dree" to be true, because we
have a lively recollection of a ten-pounder being given, or at
least offered, for a £1500 design, aud if a more subdued, yet
still a grateful reminiscence, of the offer of a £5 " prize" ia
another case. But come, come, " no compensation "

1 We
like a little humour, but, " honour bright," this is stretching
a joke loo far ; we shan't let you off without *' a leg of mutton
and trimmings," and liquor round.
"Plans, &c." in three weeks. Oh, they'll do double that

" like winking," all of them ; they've nothing to do in Notting-
ham, but to offer " services that, if approved, will be accepted.^
All right Messieurs le Comit<^.

"N.8."—What, isn't the the female mind at rest? What
next? '* difference in cost"— our " estimate "— estimate*
made for us—" not to exceed £3500 " must include in short
everything," and in addition, " ro extras." Ha! hal
"difference?" Good—two and two won't make five, " ne
way you can fix it." Sanhedrim of Clumber-street, Notting-
ham, fare ye well; may your shadow never grow less 1—1 am
yours, &c.

Leonardo De PAsquiNADSZ.

THE ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.

SiE,— I have read the criticism which appeared in your
last week's number on the Aj-chitectural Exhibition, and
noticed the remarks of your critic on the cartoon which yoa
honoured by a place in vour journal some weeks ago. Aa
your critic has discovered a comic element in my drawing, ho
must not be surprised to learn that his own critique reaches
in some points the undesirable, although provert)iaI, "ste[>

from the sublime." I fear that in the agony of his endeavour
to say something new and clever, he has managed to stumble
over the boundary of truth, and indulged in—wcH, call it

—

exaggeration. OrVif we give him credit for entire truthful-

ness, I must say that, judging from the abnGrmal wilduess of

his statements, and knowing that the maudlin drunkenness
which he imputes to the heroes docs not exist in the cartoon^

I can only imagine that he unwittingly caught the reffectio»

of his own face in the glass which covers tbe picture—and
described accordingly.

The blue leggings (which I suppose offended your critic

from their not being of the complementary colour to the ver-

dant tinting of his own eyes) were rather fashiouable in the
I2th century, if we may credit the manuscripts of the periodl

His remarks about the drawings of Mr. Owen Jones are
chirfly noticeable from the lugubrious way in which he forms
himself and his co-believers into a peculiar people, distinct

from " the world," and also for the charming liberality of sen-
timent which sees in Mr. Owen Jones's drawings only " coat

liness without art," a beliefwhich bears a strong resemblance
to that of the Ranter, who could see no religion in any creed
in the world save his own.
In one of the drawings favourably noticed by your critic,

and attributed to me, I do not recognise in his description

any features of my own work, and fancy there must have
been some mistake in tlie numbering ; but as I have not beea
able to visit the exhibition to see whether or not tiiis was
actually the case, I can only meantime disclaim any desire to

appropriate commendation due to somebody else.—I am, Sir,

yours, &c.
J. M. S.

SiK,—A mistake has been made in the numbering of the
frames at Ihe Arcliitectural Exhiijition, owing to which a
subject exhibited by us has been attriliuted, in your conclud-
ing critique, to Mr. Aloyr Smith. Tiie frame alluded to is

numbered 147; it should have been 143, which you will find,

on reference to the catalogue, to be a design for a glass blind

(executed in brown outline, on Powell's yellow glass, in leaii

work), by your obedient servants,

Goodman and Vinall.
34, King William-street, Strand, July 4, 1870.

Sib,—In the critique in your last issue upon " 144, Arb
Tiles, and 145, sketches for glass under tlie name of 6. E.
Cook," it ia added that the names of the artists should be
given, so that full credit may be apportioned to whomsoever
the various portions of the work may be due. I am there-
fore desirous of informing you that wit!i the exception of one
by Mr. Lonsdale, tlie tile cartoons were by Mr. Holiilay; that
they were carried out by myself, and that the cartoonist's

name appears iu the corner of each tile. I beg also to add
that the designs and sketches for glass, No. Ho, were by. Sir,.

your obedient servaut,

G. E. Cook.

8, George-street, Ilanovcr-square, July 4, 1870.

ARCHITECTS' CHARGES.

Sia,—My attention was drawn to the question asked in " In-
tercommunication," jis to the practice sijme architects have of-

charguig the contractor 2J per cent. I thought of answering
it by saying, that, unfortunately, some reputed respectable^

architects were in the hal>it of so doinu;, to the shame of the

profession, but 1 feared tliat such an admission would not be

inserted. Your lej"'«r of June 2t, however, admiti the
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'net, aloni; witli •otliers-Bll true and all disRrai-eful, to tliose

cnrasfd ill ImildinR operatiom ; nt the same time, you have «

needed word of rehuke to the " hard barsaincrs " who manu-

facture rogues by their legal injustice, liut tliere is one sen-

tence to which 1 must object, and which calls for an explana-

tion- it is this, "We would advise pentlemcn who build to

empiov ».first-class architect—an honest one at all events.'

Now what is a first-elms architect? Most readers will

understand by the term, as I do myself, a man who occupies

a liigh, or at least a very respectable position as an architect.

Such a man may often be as honest as his poorer companions,

and may have gained his position by dint of ability, but does

it not often happen tbat " first-class architects " have become

ao by pursnin!?; the underhand courses you^condcmn, thus

enrichint; themselves unjustly, while tiiey have liberally

expended much of these illegal gains, in bribing those who, as

they believe, can procure them a "large job." Dishonesty

floes not ahvavs. nor indeed often, find its punishment in

poverty ; but there are other modes of retribution, even in this

world. It is not every " first-class" architect who is even

clever ; we all know, that if a noodle finds work, he can

employ a clever man to do it. I would therefore put in a plea

for the occasional employment of the poor but honest mem-

bers of the profession, the men who are poor because they

icorn to adopt the usual modes of getting rich. There are

many of them in all professions, but the rich public pass thorn

by because they cannot spend as they spend, and the poorer

public like the sound of a big name—I am, Sir, yours &c.,

F. S, A.

A SUGGESTION.

Sl«,—Twice a day I ride past the "Hall of Science," &c.,

in the Kensington-road, and the gorgeous " memorial " oppo-

site, and I am much edified by tlie intelligent criticisms

passed upon each by my fellow-riders, the public. The idea

moat frequently suggested by the "IlalC" is that of a

monster twelfth cake, and the " memorial '' is as constantly

likened to th^ conventional "ornament" thereof. The
critics proper are agreed that the structures in (luestion are

unhappy in their present relations; listen, then, to a plain

remedy. Place the " memorial " on the "hall;" the former

would occupy an improved site, and the latter would receive

its appropriate .^nis/t.— I remain. Sir, yours, &c.
Y. Db Wake.

MR. BAZAI.GETTE AND HIS SON.

Sib,—I see from the last report of the Metropolitan Board
-of Works, that Mr. Bazalgette the Engineer, shows that Mr.
Levick, the district clerk of works, is in want of assistance;

Mr. Levick has now two assistants. Mr. Bazalgette concludes
his report (see page 666) with these words, " and I recom-
mend tbat Mr. Edward Bazalgette [his son] be appointed as

«uch third assistant." A. Z.

3ni^i[0mmuitiptwit.

QUESTIONS.
[1890.]-BEA\r^, COLUMNS, GIRDERS.—Would some

of your kind readers recommend nie a small work—not too
profound— for calculating the sizes of the above, and treating
of the matter generally ?

—

Youno Architect.

n891.]-DTMENSION BOOK.-I believe there is pub.
lished a dimension book, or a book showing the contents of
different size blocks of stone, &c. Can any of your readers
inform me where I can get it, and about the price ?—Eandell
Clifford,

ri892.]-BEST PERMANENT WASH ON OUTSIDE
STUCCO.—Will any of your readers be kind enough to gire a
statement of the ingredients an I quantities, which will answer
for the above purpose; tried experiments, which have aatia-

Bactorily answered?—J. P.

[1893.]—AUCHITECTS IN AMERICA.—Can any of your
correspondents inform me if there is an opening for archi-
tects assistants and draughtsmen in America, and if so, in
ohat part, and in what manner may such employment be
hfardof? Any information will oblige.—Ose Too Many
HXR£.

[1894.1-LEAD ROOFING.-The rain appears to dissolve
the lead on the ridgings of my house, causing whitish streaks
to run irre^nlarly over the slates. The slates are exposed to
view, and look very ugly in the dry weather. Can any one
fluggest a remedy ?—L. K.

REPLY.
[18S5.]-BALL-ROOM,-The space to allow for each per-

son should not be leas than 16 feet superficial.—W. R. A
Uckfield,

STAINED &LASS.
Cork.—There is at present on view at the Edinbnrgh and

Leith Stained Glass Works, Leith, a series of windows, just
executed by Mr. Bamett f«r the church of St. Peter and St.
Paul, Cork. The windows are four in number, each consiat-
ing of two lights, with tracery above, and, with a fifth win-
dow which has alreaOy been plaped, will complete the apsidal
chancel for which they are intended. Each light is designed
in five stages. In the lowest is a panel containing the figure
of an angel displaying a scroll; next comes the full length
figure of a saint; then another panel, with an angel, over
tbat a second full-length figure, and finally a third angel,
occupying a panel in the cusp-headed top. The groundwork
throughout is ruby glass, variegated with conventional
foUaj^e, the latter being supported irom stalks which run up
tJie sides of the lights, and, with their twisting and inter-
lacing, define the various stages and panels.
Mark (Somrbsetshibe).—In a sermon preached in the

parish church of Mark on Sunday week, on the death of Mr
George Weblier, deceased was spoken of by the preacher as
'one who oflateyears had been occupied la an artistic work

in this church which is likely to produce some effect on the
prevalent and perhaps on our national taste." "Th't time may
not be far off," said the preacher, "when the popular and
general taste will become more formed, more correct, because
more according to nature, and therefore more artistic ; and
our children may live tn see the chromatic windows in this

church studied as faithful revivals of the worki ot meditoval,

or rather of protoreval art. The time may come when
Ltiblical chromatics will be more' heeded, and the ancient
language of colonri (coeval |with creation, and still existing in

tlic Bun-rising East) read with understanding and spoken
with fluency."

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

The Alukrt Memorial, Hyde-pabk-—The model of the
colossal statue of tlie Prince Consort, intended for the memo-
rial in Hyde-park, is (says the Moruitu/ Post) about to be
placed inposition, and, if found satisfactory, will be repro-

duced in bronze and gilded. Mr. Foley, R.A., is the artist to

whom tliis work has been entrusted, and her Majesty has ex-

peessed her approbation of it, and her desire that it sliould be
completed as soon as possible,

Smoli-ett Testimonial Fountain. — Recently the
foundation stone of a testimonial fountain at present ia

course of erection in the village of Alexandria, Vale of Leven,

N.B., in honour of Mr. Alexander Smollett of Bonhill. was
laid with Masonic honours. The plans sent in by Messrs.

Adamson and M'Leod, Glasgow, were unanimously adopted

by the Building Committee. The execution of the work was
contracted for by Mr. W. Barlaa, a local builder. The foun-

tain is designed in the French-Gothic style of architecture,

and is to be built with freestone from Bannockburn quarries,

with shafts of red and grey granite. The cost is £500.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The Thames and the Sewage.—The Commons Select
Committee, to whom the Thames Navigation Bill was re-

ferred, have made the following general report to the House :—"The Committee having had before them an Act passed in

1855, "An Act for the better local management of the
Metropolis, in which the Metropolitan Board of Works is

directed to make such sewers and works as they may think
necessary for preventing all or any of the sewage within the
metropolis from flowing or passing into the river Thames in

or near the metropolis;" and the Act passed in 1858 to amend
the same; also an Act passed in 1865, 'For reclaiming from
the sea Certain lands on and near the eastern and south-
eastern coast of Essex, &c., and for utilising the sewage of
North London, Sec. specially report that it appears, on the
evidence of Sir John Tif.waites and otherwise, that the
Metropolitan Board have repeatedly had under consideration
the best means of utilising the sewage of the metropolis, but
that ^nothing efi'ectual has yet been done, and tlie sewage
till flow 8 into the river Thames. The committee recom-
mend that immediate attention should be given to the subject,
in order that the sewage of the metropolis shouid be utiUsed
as far as practicable ; and, in the meantime, until this can be
accomplished, the committee have deemed it expedient to
approve the Bill which they have reported to the house for

preventing any obstruction to the navigation of ttie riv er
from the flow of sewage from the metropolitan outfalU.
Bbidport Water Supply.—The prospectus has been

issued of the Bridport Water Company, with a proposed
capital of £12,000, £9000 in shares of £5 each, and £3000
in debentures. The engineers are Mr. J. H. Toline, C.E.. of
1, Victoria-street, Westminster, and Mr. A. S. Hamand, of
New-street, Birmingham. The source from which it is pro-
posed to bring the water, is Litton Cheney, "where there is

a quantity constantly running five times greater than Brid-
port, with its present population, could use, assuming an
average consumption or thirty gallons per head per day."
By an outlay of £9,500, it is stated that 350,000 gallons of
water per diem are obtainable. The town council has, we
see, Intimated its intention of supporting the company, and
very wisely so too, for, an .'efficient water supply will

,
go far to

remove the unenviable notoriety which Bridport has for some
time suffered under, of being extremely deficient of good
sanitary arrangements'
Camborne.—The new reservoir for the Camborne Water

Works, is being pushed on with all possible speed. Mr.
West, of St. Blazey, is the contractor.
The Sanitary Condition of Wigan.—At a special

meeting of the Wigan Public Health Committee recently, a
letter was read from the medical department of the Privy
Council, in which a very severe censure was conveyed with
regard to the manner in which the sanitary regulations of the
town are conducted. The letter went on to recommend that
in future there should be a regular and frequently recurring
inspection of the houses and domestic offices throughout the
town, efficient and peremptory action against every nuisance
that is discovered, the proper removal of excrementitious
matter, and the appointment of a medical officer. After some
discussion, the Board resolved to appoint a medical officer at
a salary of £50 per annum.
The Selvage of Reading. -The town of Reading is at

present applying to Parliament for powers to purchase land
on which to distribute its sewage. The Bill has already
passed the House of Commons, and is now before a committee
of the House of Lords. An amusing incident occurred before
the Committee last week, as one witness (Mr. W. Hope, of
Barking), produced a number of specimens of field crops and
fruits grown by sewage, being some of a total catalogug of
38 to which he alluded, and he apologised for introducing
them into the Committee room, on the ground that Dr. Le-
theby had stated in evidence that, as a fact, nothing could be
grown by sewage but Italian rye grass.
Water and Sewage Irrigation.—Mr. J, J. Mechi, of

Tiptree Hall, writing on the subject of water and sewage
iirigation, says he is glad to see that towns and cities are
obtaining Acts of Parliament giving them powers to take
land tor such purposes. He reminds them that an essential
clement of success is the proper underdrainage of such soils
as are not naturally filtrative. So far as the practical part
goes there is really no difficulty, for steam power has made
tha operation easy and cheap.
Boltok.—On Friday last the corporation of Bolton receifed

from the Home Secretary the provisional order empowering
them to acquire land for sewage outfall works at Bolton and
other improvements, and a copy of it will be immediately
served by the Town Clerk upon the respective owners.

f

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
IlAsLiNODEN Bbnepit Building Society.—This society

has issued its second annual balance sheet. The number of
shares purchased this and last year, amount in value to
£2190. The society pays no dividend, but lends the money
to members for thcfr mutual benefit. It now numbers nearly
100 members, and the profits amount to 7i per cent., whilst
the working expenses of two years amount only to £.'H.

The Co.NsKRVATivK Land SociKTy.—The report of the
executive rummittee, presented to the members at the 71it
quarterly meeting on Tuesday, states that the receipts for
the Midsummer quarter were £36,093 Hs. ^d., and the grand
totals to the same ptTiod £l,.''>46,66e88. 2d. The £50 shares
issued for the quarter were 618, making the total number of
shares issued to Midsummer, 1870, 31,278—a subscribed
capitalof£l,718,900— the M-ilhdrawals amounting to £389,029
Is. 7d. The reserved fund amounted to £10,500, exclusive of
office premises, furniture account, &c. The report added that
the society's members had invested largely in the shares of
the United Land Company (Limited), estates purchased by
which supplied the society with a large building advance
business. As an illustration of the habits of saving by tho
members, the report referred to the reinvestment of their in-
terest warrants, the amounts of which were added to their
shares. The report was approved, and the usual vote of
thanks passed to the board.

LEGAL.
An Architect's Action.—Court o? Exchkqitik,

Guildhall, July 6.—Before the Lord Chief Babok
and a Special Jury.—Kbdy v. McGowan.—This was an
action by Mr. T. C. Ebdy, architect, of Uurham, against the
Rev. E. McGowan, a clergyman residing near that City, to
recover certain professional charges amounting to £241,
relative to churches and a parsonage built, or proposed to be
bnilf for the defendant. The defendant had paid £25 oo
account, lodged the sum of £100 in court, and disputed hit
liability for the rest of the claim. Mr. Digby Seymour,
Q.C., and Mr. Bruce anpeared for the plaintiff ; Mr. Aspinall,
Q.C.,and another gentleman whose name wedid not hear,for
the defendant. Mr. Seymour stated the case for the plaintiff,

which was as follows:—His client had been instructed by^the
defendant to prepare designs, specifications, and obtain
tenders for a church to cost about £2000, and had done so.

However, when the tenders came in, the defendant, in accor-
dance with the wish of the^bishop, had determined on build-
ing two smaller churches instead, and of course this first

church was abandoned. For this service he charged S per
cent., being as per the scale of charges of the Institute of
Architects, and this formed the first item of this bill.

Plaintiff then prepared designs for a second church which
had been built at a cost of £9(W, and for this he charged the
usual commission of 5 per cent. He also prepared designs
for two other.churches not yet|built for which, however, acting
in a liberal spirit, he made no charge. The rest of the
account, as regards the churches, was made up of travelling

and other incidental expenses, such as stationery, postage,
and advertising, which are always chargeable in addition to
the commission. He also at the request of the defendant pre-
pared designs and got tenders for a parsonage to cost about
£2000, for which the defendant hopeu to obtain a grant from
the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and the drawings and
specification were sent toand duly approved by them with 'that
view. In order to getting tenders for this, it was necessary
to employ a surveyor of which the defendant was duly
apprised. When^the tenders for this came in, the defendant
however refused to allow the plaintiff to proceed with the
work, alleging certain neglect on the part of the plaintiff with
respect to the chnrch, and demanded the drawings and
plaintiff's account. The plaintiff sent in his account accord-
ingly, charging 3 per cent, and expenses, as before, also the
surveyor's fees, but declined to surrender the drawings, as
being contrary to the usage of the profession. The defendant
then refused to pay his account, disputing the correctness
of his charges relating to the churches, and denying his
liability as to the parsonage altogether. He also refused a
reference offered oy the plaintiff, and had a copy of the
account printed for circulation among the clergy of the
diocese, evidently with a view to injure the plaintiff's repu-
tation araengst them. Mr. T. C. Kbdy the plaintff, wai
examined at length by Mr. Bruce and cross examinedby Mr.
Aspinatl, and gave evidence in detail to the above effect.

The first church had been designed so as to admit of partial

execution, omitting the north aisle for the present, but the
drawings.'specifications, and tenders were got for the whole.
After tile advertisement for tenders was issued, the defendant
wrote to countermand them. The defendant had written
also telling him'he woul^ not be responsible for the parsonage, •

but the Commissioners should pay for it. This was however
after the drawings were prepared. He (the plaintiff) had no
correspondence whatever with the Commissioners, nor any
claim whatever on them. The expenses he charged had all

actually been incurred, and vouchers could be given. Mr.
W. Fogerty, architect, was examined by Mr. Bruce as to the
usage of the profession. The ordinary charge is!5 per cent, for

the full service besides travellingjand other incidental expenses

such as stationery, poatage.and advertising. Sliould the work
be abandoned before tenders arc received, the charge is 3^ per

cent, if tenders are received, 3 per cent. The surveyor is usually

paid by the builder who gets the work, but if the work be
abandoned he is paid directly by the employer. In all cases

the drawings remain the property of the architect. Cross-

examined by Mr. Aspinall : In case of abandoned work the

client had no right to the plana; they would be no use to

him. In case of a client dismisiing an architect in order to

employ some other, unless it was done by consent, considered

the plans should not be given up either. It was most
unusual and irregular for a client to dismiss an architect

until his whole work was done. The general rule was that

the drawings arc kept by the architect. Mr. J. F. Seddon,
Hon. Secretary of the Institute of British Architects, exa-
mined by Mr. Bruce, gave similar evidence to that of the
last witness. Would consider it most unjust for an architect

to have to give up his plans to be carried out by some one
else, possibly to the injury of his reputation. The vsage of
the profession is fully set forth by the published scale of the
Institute. Mr. Aspinall stated the defendant's case : Aa to

the first church, his client never wanted a north aisle to it at
all, and before the tenders came in had countermanded them.
He therefore should not be charged commission on the north
atilti, nor for getting tenders, as by the printed rule the
tenders should have been procured in order to entitle the
architect to the half per cent, for them. The item for the
second church, which had been built at a cost of £900, his
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ctiaKtdid &o( dispute; it vai aU ihat had be«n built from all

lb* ytaM 1W vUch this eaormous Ram of £341 wnj charged.

TIm tmraffiBK expeoaec. and adTcrtisiDK, stationery. &c.

wtn aiCMikv*. II «a« abaord to ebarfc such for a journey of

8 mSkm. A» nftnU the patronaj;e. his client, however.

tod datteelr ^ited tin plaintiff that he should look

to Ihiir—iwiwiim. and not to the defendant, for pay-

as ha (the defendant) is only a tenant for life, and
aoaa hare to remove to another parish. His offer to

,_. at oa eaadition that the plans he eiven up to hiii.

vhieh tha plafartiff wo«M not do; and in fact the plaintiff

•aallj enaalad to he paid without giving anything in return

.

Tha Chiar Baron : Thtt aeenu to be entering on the question

•a teaeatly Sfritatcd between the public and the architect of

tha Hoaaea of Parliament. Mr. Aspinall : Not exactly, my
laid; tot there the work w&a flnisbed, arid the plans done
with; hat here the work whb not even begun, and my client

COkU do nothing without the plans. Mr. Bnice : It is really

the aaae question, my lord ; for if the client is not entitled to

the plaaa when he pavs 5 per cent., how can he expect them
wheaheDayaoaly 2|or3? The Chief Baron: I shall not
aMter on that question here, but give the defendant leave, in

caae of a verdict ftfainst him on this item, to move to have
tta verdict redoeed or a nonsuit entered, as the case may be,

riwoM he he aUe to ^ow cause before the full court. Mr.
A^inwall went on to complain that the caae had been
brooght op to London, iostead of being tried at the Durham
aatizea. Mr. Bruce s.iid that his client had in vain offered to

refer the case, but as the defendant would have it triei by a
jury, it became necessary to bring it to London, in order to
he able to get proper professional evidence. The Chief Baron
laid that had he known the nature of the case sooner, he
waold have ordered it to be referred. As it had gone so far

B«w before the jury, it must be tried out. The Rev. £.
IfeOowan was examined in support of the case stated by his
eonnael. Uad never author)s*-d the north aisle to the' first

^oreh. Had distinctly told the plaintiff he was to be paid
hj the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for Uie patronage. Was
told the mrreyor would be paid by the builder. On cross-

aKaiiiaation, admitted that m a long correspondence he bad
with the Commissioners, thev had declined to deal directly
with the architect, or to make any grant on account of his

toea until the work was in progress. Had decliued to pro-
cead with the parsonaipB beuause the cost sliglttly exceeded
the proposed Knot, and also because he was dissatisfied with
Xr. £bdy. Had the plaintiff's bilt printed for circulatiou

aaupg the de^y of the diocese. Mr. Sydney Smirke, R.A..,

architect, examined : It was the usual custom for the archi-
tect to retain the drawings, but in case of work being aban-
dmad, thought the client bad a right to them; also, if ano-
ther architect were employed to superintend, as for works at

a distance, as in the colonies, kc., thought the dra^rings
ahottld be given up also. The Chief Bitron : Never miivl
ahoat works in the colonies ; tell us what is the custom in a
caaa of this kind. Mr. .Smu-ke : I think they ought to he
livaa op, and in my own practice have done so. lie never
aaargca for stationery. Cross-examined : I know the rules.
he., of the Institute. I seldom attend their meetings, 1
have never subscribed any resolution to the contrary effect of
tha evidence given. Mr. Aspinwali addressed the jury for the
defendant. It was clear his client had never authorised the
north aisle, nor getting tenders for the iir^t church. He was
in DO way responsible foriheparsonagephtns, which were to

he paid for bv the Coqimission crs. Mr. Bruce replied for the
llamtiff. He was sure the jury would be indignant at the
deiience set up as regards the parsonage, as it was clear, from
the correspondence between the defendant and the Commis-
atoners, that he knew the latter would not be liable. The
faat of the claim had been fully proved. The Chief Baron
then charged the jury. As to the first item, he did not see
what answer had been given to it. It was clear the nortli
aisle had been shown on all the plans, and the defendant
mast have known of it. As to getting tenders, if thev thought
these had been countermanded in time, they would disallow
the half per cent, for it, about £10; if not, they should allow
it lie thought the travelling expenses also clearly proved.
The item for postage and paper was controverted by Mr.
Smirke; it was but a small item. As respects the parson-
am, it was hardly to be believed Mr. Ebdy would have done
aU this work without knowing wlio was to pay him. The
Coamisstoaers could not be called on to do so, and the de-
feadut most have known this. If the defendant had not
dlpatisaed the plaintiff, the work might have gone on, and
ha (the learned judge) hoped yet it would go on, as it

apneared the plans bad been quite satisfactory both to the
oafcadant and the Commi^^sioners. In the mean time they
wate called on to decide if the defendant were liable or not,
aad certainly nobodv che was. The surveyor's item could
hardly he questioned, as the defendant himself, by not em-
ploying a builder, had prevented those fees from being paid
in the usual way. The pbiiniiff , by not charging for several
of the nlans, had shown no disposition to be grasping towards
the tlefcadaot. The jury, after a brief deliheratiun, returaed
a verdict for the plaintiff for £Uk>. btiing £10 less than the
foil amount of the claim, leave being given to the defendant
by the judge to move the full con it to reduce the amount,
ahculd it be of opinion, on the evidence, that plaintiff was
act justified in retaining the plans or the parsonage.

Faaeall v. VmcKKT.—Ak AncHiTKCT's Claim.—The
plaintiff in this case, which was heard at the Yeovil County
Court a few days apt, was Mr. Charles Kdward Farrali, late
at Sharborae, architect and surveyor, and the defendant was
Mc iehit Vincent, an innkeeper, of Sherborne. The action
was brought to recover £39 178., being the Lalance of an ac-
CflttDt for plans and superintending buildings at Sherborne.
"ShB defendant pleaded that he was only indebted to the
nUintiff in thesnmof £11 lOt., which was paid into court.
The plaintiff was first requested by the defendant to prepare
the plan of a cottage, for m bieh he charged £1 Is., and sub-
Be<|aentl^ did various other work for the oefendant, the agree-
ment being tliat he was to have S per cent, upon the outlay,
which waa to include his charge for drawings and superin-
tcadsacaL When he sent in bis account, the plaintiff charged
SiMT CMt on the amount of the contracts, as that waa the
n«ai chane for preparing the drawings, and charged £1 per
week fcHT the time he had superintended the buildings—seven
weeks. So objection was made to these charges at the time
theacconnt was sent in. The plaintiff had since done other
work for tha defeadaat, and received £30 on account. Some
InMBftorthiaeoBpUaittoaeanMebetweenthepHrtieB.andthe
jMM^or the balaaee owing to plaintiff was disputed. -Mr.
O. B. Crickmay, architect and surveyor, of Weymouth, de-
paaed that the plainUff's charges were perfectly fair and rea-

?fi £ '° '"*' ^^'' """"^ '" '*'*" tbe.usual charges.—Mr.
C. Z. Bcnaoo,arehit«ct and surreyor, of Yeovil, gave evidence
tothe auM effect, and said that the plaintiff was perfectly
imtaUd ia cbasnag ftr persoaal anperiatondence, as the
aatnre of the work (an erection on old foundations) demanded

bis presenC* all day.—Mr. Thomas Farrall, architect and
surveyor, of Sherborne, and brother to the plaintiff, and Sir.

George Croad (the builder of the work in dispute), were also

called for the plaintiff.—For the defouce, Mr. Joseph K.
Chant, builder and surveyor, of Yeovil, said he considered the

plaintiff's charges rather high, and stated that it was an ex-

traordinary thing for an architect to charge for time and to

act as clerk of the works.—Plaintiff produced a letter in

which defendant admitted several items of the disputed ac-

count, and promised pai^ment.—Uis Honour allowed £5 as a
sufficient sum for superintending the work, and deducted ISs.

from the charges for preparing plans. Judgment for £37 2s.

and costs.

Cahgo op Lathwood.—In the case of Kreugerv. Blanch,
the defendant, a merchant at Gloucester, gave the plaintiffs

an order for ** a small cargo of lathwooci, of about sixty

fathoms. The plaintiffs accepted this order, but not being

able to obtain a suitable vessel, they forwarded eighty-three

fathoms on board the Scandia to* the port of Gloucester,

and severed sixty fathoms from the rest of the cargo, and
tendered them with a separate bill of lading to the dufendatit.

In tliis action for non-accoptance of timber so tendered, it

waa held by the Court of Exchequer that the contract was
for an entire cargo of sivty fathoms, and not for sixty fathoms
parcel of a cargo, and that the defendant was Dot, therefore,

bound to accept the timber.

S. Mary's Church, Taunton.—Oa Tuesday week, appli-

cation was made in the Conaistorial Court ot Wells, before

I>r. Wallis, for permission to erect iron gates, with brass orna-

ments, at the chancel screen of S. .Mary's Churcb. Similar

gates were eracted recently, but removed on the order of tlie

court, as they were not contained in the faculty. The appli-

cation was made by Mr. Forster, proctor, on behalf of the

churchwardens, Messrs. P. Taylor, S. Warrant, and J. Small,
and was opposed by Mr. B. Pinchard, on the ground that

gates separated the nave from the chancel, and supported
the idea of greater sanctity in the latter.—Judgment reserved.

©ttii ®ifi^ ^M{.
Application of AIica as a Substitute

FOE Bronze.—A means has been fonnd of
greatly increasing the value of mica, by convert-
ing it into a colouring material. The liiica is re-

duced to small pieces in a stamping mill, digested
with chlorhydric acid, cleansed by washing, and
sorted by sieves into sizes. The mica scales so

prepared have a beautiful vitreous lustre, a silveiy

appearance, and bear in commerce the name of
brocade crystal colours, or mica bronzes. The ad-
vantages of these brocades over the common
metallic ones are :—1. They contain no unwhole-
some substance. 2. They possess a metallic lustre

like the metallic brocades, and much surpass them
in splendour. 3. Brown, blue, black, green, and
red colours of rare brilliancy can be obtained,
which is not the case with the metallic brocades.
4. They are not dimmed by sulphur vapours. The
analyses by Drs. Cech and Schneider show that the
colouring matter ot the rose-brocade is cochineal;
that of carmine is fuchsiue ; bright red, fuchsine
and Havanna brown ; violet, Hoffmann's violet

;

bright blue, Berlin bine ; dark blue, probably im-
pure aniline bine or Girard's violet ; light and
dark green, a mixture of aniline blue and cm--

cnma
;

gold, curcuma ; silver, the mica alone,

&c.

—

Jonrn. fur Prakt. Cliemic.

Dwellings foe the Inddstbious Classes.
—The twenty-sixth report of the directors of the
Metropolitan Association for Improving the
Dwellings of the Industrious Classes, presented
to the shareholders at the annual meeting last

week, after giving details of the receipts and ex-
penditure in connection with each block of build-
ings belonging to the company, the mortality in

each, and other particulais, went on to say that
the bad debts this year, out of an average of 770
tenants, amount to £20 Is. 5d. only, or not one
halfpenny in the pound upon the gross rents
received—viz., £11,.510 lOs. The deaths upon the
entire property of the association have this year
been 60 out of an average population of 3827, of
which 39 were of children under ten years of age.
It appears, therefore, that the average rate of
mortality in the buildings of the association has
been under 16 per 1000, whilst that of the metro-
polis generally has exceeded 24 per 1000. In the
revenue account there appeared a payment of
£462 8s. 3d. on account of the Soho chambers.
Of this sum £369 7s. was paid for dilapidations,
and the remainder is the balance of rent, rates,
&c., to the termination of the lease. Notwith-
standing this heavy charge, and the fact that the
capital invested in the course of the year in the
completion of the Alexandra-cottages and the
conversion of Howard-buildings has yielded
returns during only a part of the year, still there
is a surplus, after paying all current o-xpenses, of
£5227 15s.. The directors recommend that a
dividend of 4} per cent, be paid to the share-
holders, free of income-tax, and that the balance
of £442 17s. 8d. be carried to tM guaxantee
fnnd.

SociETT o» ENOI^'BEBS.—Arrangements have

been made for a visit of the members of the So-
ciety to the brewery of Messrs. Truman, Hanburv,
Buxton and Co., and to the Great Kastern Railway
works, on Monday, the 11th of July, 1870.
Members and Associates to meet at Truman's
Brewery, 174, Brick-lano, Spitalficlds, at 12
o'clock, noon, on that day. Visit to the Groat
Kastern Railway Locomotive Department, at
Stratford, at 3 o'clock, p.m.
New Streets in Connection with the

HOLBORN Viaduct.—On Monday afternoon a
new street in connection with the Holborn Via-
duct was opened for traffic. It runs from 8.
Sepulchre's Church on the Viaduct, and over the
Loudon, Chatham, and Dover Railway, into the
Pan-ingdon-road. The entire length of this
street is about 600ft. with a carriage-way of 30ft.,
and two footways of 10ft. each ; and as the gra-
tlient is but 1 in 45, its public advantage will be
at once apparent. Another new street is
in course of formation from the Ilolborn-circns to
Fleet-street, and the footway on that part of the
eastern part of it leading fi-om Ilolborn-circus to
Shoe-lane was also opened to the public. The
width of this street and of the pavements will be
the same as in the case of the other street above
referred to.

Proposed Assistant Surveyorship of
Public Works.-Referring to the contemplated
appointment of an Assistant Surveyor of Public
Works, an evening .contemporary ventures to
hope that if this new office is to be created it will
be of a practical nature. A surveyor who shonld
make it his business to walk about and inspect
works in progress, whether under the direction of
Government or private capitalists, without wait-
ing to have things brought officially under his
notice, would form a most useful addition to the
public service. Had an officer charged with a
mission of this character strolled down the
Thames Embankment, and brought his Kithetic
faculties to bear upon the marvellous station

erected by the Metropolitan District Railway
Company at the entrance to the uo.v Blaekfriars
Bridge, there would at least have been a commo-
tion and a remonstrance, and the locality might
not have been disfigured as it now is. AVhat we
want (says our contemporary) is an official

thoroughly well versed in the principles of
engineering and architecture, who might repre-
sent the public interests independently, and, if

he did nothing else, bring public opinion to bear
upon matters which require to be considered
before they are past remedy. The practical func-
tions of a censor of art and utility might be verv
conveniently performed by an officer so em-
powered, and responsible directly to the First
Commissioner of Works, with the guarantee for
publicity which would be secured by the presenta-
tion of his reports at short intervals in a shape
open to the public. '

London Graveyards. — The Commercial
World says :

—"Before the London graveyards
were permanently closed by Act of Parliament,
their condition, choked and infected with human
remaius, had become an ever-present danger.
Tliat special form of a crying evil has disappeared,
but in its essence aad germ it is still in our
midst. The objections which thirty years ago
were urged against the London graveyards as
to their position and state are fast becoming
equally applicable to all the more central ceme-
teries. Palpably several of them long ago
become entirely divested of their suburban
character. Bearing in mind the vast increase of
the population, and consequent increase of mor-
tality, and the position of those cemeteries, we
may be said to ' bury our dead in the midst of
the living ' in a scarcely less degree now than
before the visitation of cholera and the persistent
teachings of Dm. Sutherland and Southwood
Smith, and their fellow labourers in the cause of
sanitary reform, had taught ns the utility of better
ideas. From reports which roach us it would
appear we are fast forgetting those scientific

lessons. Instead of persistently and peremptorily
refusing to use our mural cemeteries, in some
instances we have to the utmost enlarged their
borders, and, therefore, to future generations,
increased their capacity ot mischief. Besides,
we are probably only preparing additional work
for fulure excavators and railway engineers."

The Water Supply of Jerusalem.—

A

letter from Jerusalem says :
—" The Abb€

Richard, so well known for his cleverness in

discovering water-springs, has just made a
lengthened stay here, and on the invitation of
the governor, ICiamil Pacha, has made some
hydro-geological surreys in the town and
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environa. The result is most satisfactory.

According to the learned ahbi there are two
means of supplying the Holy City with good
drinking water in safticient quantity— 1. By
wells to be bored in the rocks, in the town and
close by outside. 2. By aqueducts bringing the
desired liquid, first to the sealed well (the fons
signatus of the Canticle of Canticles), then to

the reservoir of Arroub, and finally to JeruBalem.
By either of these methods the scarcity of water
felt every year -would bo definitively overcomB.
The Al)b5 Richard was in favour of the second
plan, iu consequence of the better quality of the
water aud the larger quantity to be thus obtained."

Institution of Sukveyoiis.—The annual
dinner of this Institution was held on Monday
evening in the large hull of Willis's Rooms, and
was attended by a numerous party of members and
associates, Mr-. Kichard Hall, the president for
the current year, occupying the chair. After the
usual loyal and patriotic toasts (that of " The Army
and Navy " being responded to by Lieut. Col. G.
A. Loach, R.E.) had been given, the chairman
presented to the Hon. Sec, Mr. J. W. I'enfold,
the service of plate which had been subscribed for
by the members and associates, in recognition of

his services in connection with the founda-
tion of the Institution, and during the sub-
sequent two years. Mr. J. H. Lloyd proposed,
in eloquent terms, the toast of " Prosperity to
the Institution," and after his health, and that of
the Chairman, and of the Past President, Mr.
John Glutton, had been duly honoured, the pro-
ceedings terminated. It was mentioned, inci-
denta'ly, that the Institution numbers 210 mem-
bers and associates, including a large proportion of
the leading surveyors.

The Buadford Town Hall.—A special
meeting of the Bradford Corporation was held on
Wednesday, for the purpose of varying a resolu-
tion by which the expenditure upon the new
structure was restricted to £40,000^ The origi-
nal tender of Messrs. J. Ives and Son, of Shipley,
was £;i9,5>i.>, but certain additions are suggested,
which the committee recommended for adoption,
increa'dn:; the amount to £43,730 ; and it was,
therefore, necessary, before the contracts were
signed, that the subject should again be brought
before the council. The original resolution -was
varied iu accordance with the rec immendation of
the Finance and General Purposes Committee,
and the new hall will, therefore, shortly be oom-
meuced.

The guardians of the Bolton Union have been dis-
cussing the desirability, or otherwise, of making
•4U0,00U bricks, upon land belonging to thcni, adjoiK-
ing the workliiMise, but no decision was arrived »t.

S. Sliirk's Cliurch, Fletcher-street, Bolton, has
been temporarily opened, but it is far from finished
intern.illy, owing to want of funds.

It is proposed to add extensive additional infirmary
accomniodution at the Bolton Workhouse.

Tlie new covercil market at Preston is progressing
satisfactorily, and will, it is expected, be completed
at the end of the present montli.

S, James's Church, Preston, is about to be rebuilt,
A new school-chapel is about to be erected for S.

Paul's district, Preston, at a cost of £1,150.
The acconmiodatiou at Marlborough House being

very deficient for the Prince and Princess's house-
hold, another story is to be added to the building,

^

The sale by auction yesterday at tlie Baltic Sale
Room, 'I'hreadneadle-strcct, consisted of

—

29,,190 (Juebec yellow pine, deals, and battens.
.3(KI0 Taguonay white spruce ditto.
4(-iU0 Foreign yellow and wliite ditto.
5('0 Loads Dantzic tir timber.
220 Loads S. .Toliu's, &e., Ijirch.

le.fiOO Mirnmichi, &c., white spruce deals, &c.
19,300 Chriatiaua, Ac, yellow ditto.
2i:ino Swedish ditto.
6000 Petersburg and Riga white ditto.
e-WO Norway white ditto.
2100 Swedish white ditto.
600 Dantzic deck deals.

30,700 Norway flooring boards.
22,000 Baltimore locust trenails, Ac,

Which were sold at the following prices
£ B £
D 15 to 6

The Independents of Yarmouth have just com-
pleted a new chapel in Middlegate-strect. It is in
the Gothic style, aud has ost upwards of £.3000.

The statute of the late Mr. Peabody, near the
Royal Exchange, has been again uncovered. It is
now fixed on its permanent pedestal, and is sur-
rounded with iron railings, with gilt tops.
The total cost, up to the presen t time, of the Thames

Embankment has been £1,6.50,000.
The Oxford Architectural and Historical Society

recently visited Warwick Castle. The general
opinion of the members, after a thorough inspection,
is that none of the existing buildings are earlier
than the reigu of Edward HI.

Saturday week was a day of great rejoicing at
Maidenhead fur Churchmen, as on that day was
finished the tower and building of S. Luke's Church
after designs by Mr. G. E. Clarke, to accommodate
900 people.

During the taking down of the house No. 48,
London W'all, recently, a section of the old city wall,
built upon piles, was fouud. The piles were quite
sound when taken uji, and were about 7ft. long.
The sale (by tender) of the materials and fittings

Of tlie Church of Allhallows, Staining, Mark-lane
took place on Wednesday lasU The tower is to be
left standing.
The construction of the new promenade pier at

Weitward Ho, ha.s' been commenced. Mr. Inman
C.E., is the resident engineer.

'

A new market at Spennvmoor was opened on Wed-
nesday last. A town hall at the same place is in
course of con.struction.
The total sum paid and promised to the Bishop of

London's Fund is now £402,000. Five chiu-dies
have been consecrated since the begmning of the
year, while two others arc in course of erection. The
Haberdnshfi-s' Company is prepared to give £3000
towards building a diurch at S. Peter's Hoxton.
New schools at Croscombc, near Welb, built

through the munificence of the late Mr. Townscnd
surveyor, of BrLstoi, were opened on Wedneedav
week by the Bishop of Bath and Wells,
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Baltimore locust trenails per 1000
Bathurst 2ud bright red pine per Petg.

Btd.
Christinestadt handsawn white . . ditto
Ditto 2ud yellow per 120 12 3 x 9
Ditto 2nd ditto 2,J

X 0} per 120 12ft
Christiana 2nd yellow ditto .... Ditto
Ditto 3id ditto ditto Ditto
Ditto 3rd wliite ditto Ditto
Dram 3rd yellow ditto Ditto
Ditto 3rd white ditto Ditto

Dantzic crown deck per 40ft.
Ditto second crown Ditto
Ditto brack Ditto
Ditto common middling timber per load
Ditto good middling Ditto

J'redrickstadt yellow per 120 12 24 x 6i
Gello 1st yellow Petg. std.
"Gothenburg white Ditto
llusum 3rd yellow Ditto
Miramiohl unsorted spruce per 120 12

3x9
Nyham yellow per Petg. std.
Norway yellow per 12012 2J x 61
PorBground yellow Ditto
Petersburg 1st white per Petg. std.
Ditto l.ithwood pcrc:.b. fthm.
Quebec Ist bright yellow 12ft; 3x8 and

9 per Petg. std.
10 to 12ft. 3 X 7 Ditto
10 to 13ft. 3 X 8 Ditto

Ditto 1st dry floated 12ft. 3x11 Ditto
12ft. 3x7 Ditto

lOft 3 X 12 to 21 Ditto
Ditto 1st floated 12ft. 3 x 11 Ditto
Ditto 2nd bright 12ft. 3 x 11 Ditto

lift. 3x11 Ditto
12ft. 3x9 Ditto

Ditto 2nd dry floated 12ft. 3x11 Ditto
Ditto 2ad floated 12ft. 3 x 11 Ditto

Il2ft. 3 X 11 to 20 Ditto
Ditto 3rd bright 13tt. 3 x 11 Ditto

12ft.3xli Ditto
12ft. 3x9 Ditto

Ditto 3rd dry floated 12ft. 3 x 11 to 23
Ditto

12tt. 3 X II Ditto
Quebec puncheon staves .... permille

Ditto birch timber per load

Rijta crown white per Petg. std.
Ditto half-crown Ditto
Suudswall white Ditto
Ditto flr limber per load
Ditto lat aud 2nd yellow per Fetg. std.
Ditto 3rd yellow Ditto
Ditto 4th yellow liitto
Soderham yellow Ditto

SIradhella spars per foot run

Saguenay 1st spruce . . per 120 12 3 x 9
Sannesund white per Petg. std.
Ditto l9t yellow per 120 12 3 x 9
8t. John's spruce Ditto
Ditto birch per load
Skonwick yellow per Petg. std.
Saltkallen 1st aud 2Qd yellow .. Ditto
Ditto 3rd yellow Ditto
Vcfsen 1st and 2nd white Ditto
Wlfnta wharf yellow Ditto

TuK Aroa Timber Company have i«Bued a prospec-
tus. They appear to have obtained a 31 ye«rs'conce»-
»ion of Vkluable forests in -Veneiuala, chiefly consist-
ing of mahogany, cedar, fustic, and lignum vitas. By
tlieir calcuIatloHS the cost price here per ton would be
£4 l.^n, 6d, If they can commaod steady sales this

on Wedni>iuli»
would l.-nve a handsome prodt to the shareholders.

,.
""-"""""y

I

Messrs. Chnrchill and Sim are said to have reported
favourably on the wood already sent over.

LATEST PEICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRirCTION.

Teak load 1« U
Quebec, rod pine ...

.

S 15 41ft
••/., yellow pLoe., 4 4 13
St. John, KB. yellow 8
Quebecoak 6 15 A 6

>t birch a 15 5
1. elm 4 5 5 5

Dautdc oak 4 5 6

„ .- ,
fir » 5 4 ft

Ucmelfir s lo 31^
^'»*."- a 17 3 2
Swedish ? X 13
MmU, Qnob. rod piae 3 10 & 5

,, yellow pine .. 3 10 5 5
Lathvood, T>ftnt tra. 3 15 5 10

„ StP'lmrir. 5 W 6 10
Deals, prC, lift by 3
by & in.

Quebec, white Hpruce 13 I?
St. John,white spruce 13 10 14
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C.

Canada, iBt qnallty.- Ifi 17
»n<i do 12 ij 10

Archangel, yellow .. M lit

St. retersburjf, yeL.. 11 13

X >.

SFinland 7
Ucinel 7
Qothenburg', rellow 9 10

t. whlt4 ..8090
Oefla, yellow 10 II Wi
Soderham 8 9 10
Chrlstiania, per C,
18 ft. by 3 by 9 in
y«lIow 10 II 10

FloortDir Boards, per
sq.of lln., flratyoL 7 6 10 C

First white 7 9 6
Second qaalitles .... 6 7
PlTHIOSSTOlflprtn 6 8

OIU), Ac
Seal, pals .. par tan 38
Sperm body 89 88
Cod 41 C
Whale, Sth Sea. pale 37 10 38
OUto, Onlllpoll 51
Cocoanut, Cochin, tan 4t 45
I'alm, fine 80 S9 10
Linseed 31 3
Bapeseed, Eng'. pale. . 44 10 45 •
Cottooieed 39 34 10

Metals.
. „ LBAD I—

Piff, Forelam per ton
„ Knprlish, W.B. doT
., Lnad Co do.
„ Oth«r brands do.

Sheet Milled , do.
Shot, Pfttent do^
Red or minium do.
Litharge, WB do
Whitedry aa

1, ground inoU ; do.

Copper :—

British—cake and ingot perton
Befit Selected do.
i^heet da
Bottoms , , da
Australian do.
Spaninh Cake
ChiliBars cash

M refiuod ingot •

eLUetal Sheathing A Roda per lb.

17 18
19 5
18 12
\^

18 10

31

19 15

25 10
I

17 15

16 15
n 5

30 10

30

71 10

71 10
78 "

HO
73 75 10

W 10 69
71 73

61 «1

15 5
15 5
14 15
17
13
14
16
12 , 13 £

n 15
12 5
12 10
12
12
10
10
U 5

9 10
9 10
No bids.
s d s d

61 to 03
£ 8 £ B d
8 10 „ 812 6
7 16

fl

1 5 f. R
8 , 10 5
7 16

,
9

7 , 7 15
10 „ 10 6
s d
5 8
£ 8 f. s

12 5 „ 13 15
5 10 „ 6
20 „ 20 5

12 „ 14
No bid B.

7 5 „ 8 10
10 10
8 10 „ 9 10
9 10
8 0,. 9

'^\^ii\ '^p%
WAGES MOVEMENT.

Bristol Arbitration Board,—.V general meeting of
operative carpenters and joiners of Brtatol was held onTuesday
night for the purpose of electing operative members of the
arbitration board in the place of those who have been
selected by ballot to retire. The retiring members were
Messrs. W, B, Harris, Tucker, Sliorney, and Salter, of whom
Messrs, "Harris, Shoruey, and Salter were re-elected,
Mr, C. Jelfreya being added to All 'Mr. Tucker's place.
Mr. Lewis, a member of the board, liaving resigned. Mr, H.
Heath was appointed in his stead, A letter from Mr. Lewis
Fry, the umpire, siniiiar to that read at the meetingof master
builders on the previous evening, was read, in which lie
expressed liis opinion that it was undesirable that he should
attend a meeting of employers or operatives separately, Mr.
Westaway, in the course of the business, complained' of the
inditference of many of the operatives in regard to the arbi-
tration board, and expressed his surprise at seeing oaly a
few present, although the meeting was public and open to
non-society as well as to society men. At the conclusion of
the business a vote of tlianks was passed to Mr. Lewis Fry
for his impartiality and courtesy in his position as umpire.
The Bradford Caei'Enters and Joinrrs.—On Mon-

day, agreeably to a resolution come to recently, the operative
joiners who do not receive the advance of a halfpenny an
hour recommended by the Board of Arbitration struck work
and left the employment of the defaulting employers. About
127 men turned out, aud 400 remain at work where the
advance has been conceded. The men express a sanguine
hope that their request will be acceded to in a few days.

TENDERS.
Cricklewood,—For work at Hill-side, Cricklewood, in

finishing 5 houses for J, Westwood, Ksq,, Manor House, Dal-
wich, Frank E. Thicko, Esq., 37, Norfollc-strect, architect :—

Foster £3973
Gammon 3791
Macey 8700
Merntt & Ashby 3331
C. A.Hailey S28S

Herne-hill,—For the erection of a new wing, conserva-
torv, stabling, &c., and alterations, to house at Herne-hill,
S,K., for John D. Welch, Esq, Mr, W, H, Powell, architect.
Quantities supphed by Mr, U. J. Harris :

—
Downs £2706
Colls and Sons 26S8
Mansfield, Price, and Co 260O
Manley and Rogers 3577
Jackson and Shaw 2520
Brass 2488

HoLLOWAY.—For the several wood fittings (including
those for the diuing-hall, chapel, and board-room buildings)
ftt the new workhouse. Upper Uolloway, for the Board of
Guardians, St, Miiry, Islington. R. H. Burden, architect:—

Nutt (accepted) £3725
For the several eas-tittings to the above :

—

Faraday & Son (accepted) £55S

Kensington.—For building house on plot 15, Kensington
High-street Improvement (exclusive of party-wallsj for James
Broadbridge, Eso, Mr. Josiah Houle, architect -.—

Chamberffiin Brothers £1315
Macey 12.57

Cooke h Green 1147
CowUnd 1140
Ijnngmead and Way 1130
Stimjjson 112.!)

Temple and Forster 1125
Scnveneiand White , 1078
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Ke»t.— renders for additions to the union workh< nsei
£«btrT, near ^Hndwicb, Kent4Hr. T. E. Knight' ey, architect :,

' Crab and Vugban £A70U
Ni(htui(al« IMO
WiisoB &800
Uatihevt 5100
Smith «H0
Gibbons 49M 4 8
DloneandWise - 4890
Wigmon 4886 10
Coleman 48SS 10
Woodcock 4849
Gotten and Daria 4814
Sowl, Doi-eStCo. 4763
Solicit 4«-,>0

Couk 4S89 17 9
Chamberlain 45(i8

Hichardaon 4660
Adcock and Rees 4497

KiHoSLAND.—For 4 shopa, with fronts complete, at
KiDg»land Green, for the North London Railway Company.
Mr. E. IL Home, arcUtect ;

—
S««ell 8t Son ......£2817
Mark J787
Crabbfe Vaughan 8767
Kelly Brothers 2«43
Scrivener and White 2578
Watts 2865
Hill, Keddell. and Waldram. 2550
Wicks, Banga & Co. (accepted).. 2526

Leavxsdih WdoDsiDE.—For roads and excavations, Sx.,

at St. Pancras Schools.

Killingback and Radley £ 1391
Mann 1272
Wigmore 1270
Tassell 1150
Nicholson and Goddard 1119
Cole 853
Young 740

Sot*TH Wales.—For the erection of a villa at Cardiff. Mr.
W. D. Blessley, architect. Quantities supplied:—

W. Seager £700
Smith and Fring 690
8. Shepton 6:»
D.G. Price (accepted) 607

SocTH Wales.- -For new hay window and porch to Wesley
House, Cardiff. Mr. W. D. Blessley, architect :—

W. Seager (accepted) £83

SuERET.—For mansion and offices near Lcatherhead
Sarrey, for W. Lee, Esq. T. Royse Lysaght, Esq., architect :

—

Keeble £9228
I'Anson 8912
Gammon and Son ^ 8859
Holland and Hannen 8836
Maustield and Price 8754
Phillips and Son 8567
Trollope 8563
Shearbum 8536
Nightingale 8500
Perry and Coy 8417
Higgs 8370
Simpson 8830
Conder 8260
Hill and Sons 8148
Brass 7726
Batchelar 7459

CONTMCTS OPEN FOR BTJILDIirft

ESTIMATES.

Liverpool Central Staiio.n Railwat, July 13.—For
the construction of the above railway and works. Edward
Roas, Secretary, Secretary's Office, London-road Station,

Manchester.
LoKDoH, July 19.—Akciest Order or Foresters.—For

the performance of certain works reouired in the erection ol

the intended Foresters' Hall, at Wilderness-row, Goswell-

Btreet, S. Luke's. Jno. McTernan, Secretary, Ancient Order,

of Foresters, L.U.D. Oflices, 16, Essex-street.

Laxcashire and Yorksuire Railwat, July 13.—For
painting stations, 8(C. Engineer's office. Hunt's Bank, Man-
chester.

BAStsosTORi U.tioN, July 14.— For the erection of boys'

dormitory. George Lear, Clerk.

GUAT SORTHERU A^D MIDLAND RaILWAT CoM-
PAiiiEs, July 13.—For the cocs'.ruction of the Liverpool

Central SUtion Railway. E. Ross, Secretary, London Koad
Station, Manchester.
Trihiti House, Lohdoh, July 11.—For the erection of

new dwellings and additions and alterations to the Flamboro'

Lighthouse, near Bridlington, in the county of York. Robin

Al^n, Secretary.

Tri.mtt House, Lohdoh, E.C, July II.—Pot the con-

struction and erection of a First order lighthouse lantern, iron

lantern gallery, floor, and railing, at the Flamborough Liaht-

faoose, near Bridlington, in the county of York. Robin Alien,

Secretary.

S. L«ohard's-o»-Sea, July 13.—For the erection of

schools and teacher's residence, in the parish of S. Paul.

Messrs. Jeffery and SkUler, Architect, 4, Havclock-road,

Hastings.
. ,^

Barket Usios, July 19. for the repairs and work to be

done to the roof of the workhouse at Barnet. Stanley Harris,

clerk to the Guardians, Wood-street, Barnet.

Shebpscar, July 27.—Eor the erection of a Parsonage

house, at Sheepicar. George Corson, Architect, 6, South

Parade, Leeds.
Salford, July 1*.—Fpr the purchase of oak flttingain the

oom of the Town Hall, Salford, recently used for the purpose

of the Salford Hundred Courts of Record. George Brett, 1 own
Clerk. Town Hall, Salford.

HntNsuiTcn, July 12.—For building two houses. Morris

Hart, and Co., 4,Coleman-street Buildings, Moorgate-strcet.

Tauktoh AKi) Somersbt HOSPITALS, July 10.— For the

erection of a building behind the hospital, comprising two
eonvalcacent wards, with corridors communicating with the

koipttal, the ext^ntion of the eastern wing, and the erection

cfanBRil boildingin the hospital garden. Pinchard and Son,

Secntariea. Taunton.
Leed«, July 15.—For the construction of tank, sluices,

dams, fee., at the Sewage Outfall, Knoatrop. Capel A. Car-

wood, Town Clerk.

ICTTEMiAM, July 13.— For sundry works, repnirs, &c,. to
the Old IndfpenUeut Cluipel. Robert Walker, architect, 10a,
King's .\rm8 lard, Moorgate-street.
War IHpakthent Co.vtracts, Manchister, July 13 —

For supply of materials and perforni;ince of sucli work as uia>
be required in re-coustrucling left wing, llnlme barracks.
W. G. Haniley, Colonel Commanding, Royal Engineer Office,
Manchester.
BICKSIANSWORTH. July 11.— For liuildiiign church on Crox-

ley Gieen iuthe parish of Hickmansworth. John Norton,
architects, 24, Old Bond-street, W.
BlLiDpoRD, July 11.— For the erection of an hotel near to

the Boltou Bridge," Bradford, layloraud Garthwaite, Archi-
tects and Surveyors, BrnUford.
Portsmouth, July 13.—For the construction of works of

private or house draining in the Borough. S. J. Elliott,

Clerk to the Board.
BiailopSTORTFORD, July 13.—For supplying and laying

about 30,0(X) yards of stoneware pipes of various sizes, ami
the construction of manholes, inspecuouBhftfta,l"ivercrossing3,
&c. Williani Gee, Clerk to the Board, Bishop Stortford.

Petkrboeorgh, July 16.— For the fencing aud formation
of roads on the Westgate estate, Peterborough. James Rud-
dle, North-street, Peterborough.
Lewishau District Board of Works, July 20.— For

the supply of road materials, comprising Hints, granites, and
gravel. Samuel Edwards, Clerk to the Board, Grove-place,
Lewisham.
RlPON, July 23.—For the erection of a Congregational

Church, schools, parsonage, fences, and outbuildings. J. R.
Vrichetl, F.R.I. li.i., Darlington.
Dk.nton, (Staffordshire), Aug. 4.—1st. For the erection

of a new south wing, for S. Chad's College. 2nd. For the
erection and completion of kitchen. Laundry, gas house, and
offices. Architects, Mr. W. Slater and Mr. R, II. Carpenter,

4, Carlton Chambers, 4, Regent-street, London, S.W.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randell, Saunders, and Compant, Li.'wited

Quarryoieu and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of

I'ricea at the Quarries and DepGC3 ; also Cost for
Trauait to any part of the United Kingdom, furnished
on applicatiou to

BATU STONE OFFICE,
Advt.] CorsUain, W^ilta.

BANKRUPTS.

TO surrender in the count ht.

Richard King, Plunistead, builder, July 23, at 12—John
Onions, Netherton, near Dudley, ironmaster, July 16, at 12—
Levi York, Wcdnesbury, engineer, July 13, at 13.

•act 1869.— public examination.
G. Tasker," Teignmouth, Devon, builder, July 0.

DIVIDEND meetings.
H. Wright, Stoney Stratford, plumber, July 13—J. Farmer,

Ironbridge, Salop, builder, July 29—W. W. Davey, Becclcs,

plumber, July 19—W. Cutting, Bcccles, engineer, July 19-C.
Goldsmith, Beccles, bricklayer, July 19.

declarations Jt DIVIDEND.
H. R. Minns, Bristol, gas titter, div., Is. 2id.—D. D. and D.

Offley, Moxley and Smethwick, ironmasters, div. 1 l-l(id.- J.

Mandelick, Liverpool, metal broker, div. 4d.

partnerships dissolved.

C. B. and T. Eardley, Newcastle-undcr-Lyme, painters and

paperhangers— llalstead and Co., Bury, Lancashire, engi-

neers—Bnttain and Co., Chesterton, engineers-Wion and

Collins, Birmingham, engineers— Meredith Brothers, Bank-

side, sawvers—Vick and Jackson, rentonville-road, house

painters—Kay and Buttcrworth. Little Lever, near Bolton,

masons—Thompson and Noble, Liverpool, cousultiug engi-

neera—W. and W. Osmond, Salisbury, stoneniasous—Cockell

and Hattersley, Wal;clield, ironfouudcrs—J. and W. Musto,

Charles-street. Mile End New I'own, engineers—Wright and

Butler, Birmingham, gas stove manufacturers.

T>artnersliip.—A Young Arclii-
t«ct iaU out of his articles with a peiitlcnian hi larsc priic-

tice In a midland town, is deeirouB of an ENUAGEMKNT with a

OrFt-claBs house in London, or the country, to improve himself in

prnMlcal worlc for »yo«r or two with a view to iiactnership or

purchato. Ili.ferences exchanged.—Apply S. B.S., llrlghtwol. liarm,

Walllngford, Berts.

Earth Closets and Inodorous
owe Conimo<Ic^. The best Bystcm ; all fclf-acting ; do

not get eat of order i
low price , good ^r the tedroom the hou.e.

the garden.—Patentee and Mannfacturer, JOUN rAttktlt. L phol-

Btcrer, WeodBtock, Oxford. Agents wanted.

Di.

Spectral Scenes. American Urgan daily, ['ugwar

olbcr altracllunB, all for One .Shilling. Iho Oroat City at

half-past 1. Sues Canal, at half-past 4 and a quarter to 8.

Heart of Stone, at 4 and 9. Dugwar's i eats, at half-post J and

yuarter past 7. Open l;i to 5 and 7 to 10.

John Gosnell and Co.'s Cherry
TOOTH PASTE In greatly Hoporlor to nny tooth powder,

(tItoi the toeth a poarl-like whitencuB, protocM tho auamcl Jrom

doc»¥, KOd Impart* » plennintt fragrance to thu breath.

Ang^-paMaKe, 93, Upper Thaiu«B-Btr<M)t. London.

The Best and Cheapest Paint
for Farm Buildings, Stables. Conj.ervntorie«, Gardens

Parlt ItailiugB, and all other outdoor work :
shutters In Iron,

Stoiw.Stueel orWood.l. JAY'S PATENT METALLIC PAI.N1\

It eovers well, driCB quickly, presenting a hard gloBuy surf ace, and

never blbtara or crocbi. The price is half that of ordinary paints,

and It goes twice as for, one eoat being equal to two. Prices, roadv

mhced forUM, U aU colours, is. 6d. per gallon, »7b. per cwt. ; rod,

cbocoUle, and black, 4«. 6.1. per Ballon, kIs. per cwt. THE
FATEHT ADAMASTINE PAI.ST f..r covering iron flat tur-

face dries In twenty minutes, as hard as tho Iron it.elf. JS. per

galloa.MS. percwt. Order, for I cwt. and upwards sent carriage

free u' any railway Btatlon In Kngland. on receipt of roinlttanco

a<ldres»cdio Wm. t. Owen, Woodliam Works, Vauiholl btatlon

,

JJalf a Million has been Paid

RAILWAY PASSK^JgeeS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

as COMPENSATION for ACCID1.:STS of all kinds (riding, driving
walking, hunting. &c.)

An Annual Payment of £3 to III Sw. lit..uros £lnoo at Death,
and an Allowance at the rate of £6 per week for Ininrf.

A HON US TO ALL POLICY HOLDKilS OH I'lVH YEAHS'
STANDING HAS BEEN DEO AUED, PAYABLE IN AXU
Al'TKR 1871.

For particulars apply to the Clerka at the Hallway Stations,
the Local Agents, or at the Olllces,

64, CoEsuiLL, and 10, IUgknt-steickt, Lo.ndon.
WILLUM J. VIAN, Secretary.

IMPROVED DWELLINGS FOE THE I'EOFLE.

ri^IIE ARTIZANS", L.\BOURERS',
-L and GENEllAL DWELLINGS COJirAXY

(Limited).
Capital £2.50.000. Sliaros £10. ,«I paid nor Sliare.
rilESlDENT-The Dtjiiu of WESTMINSTER.
Arbitrator.s.

ElfflU Hon. Earl Shaftes-
bury.

Kislit Hon. Earl Lichfielil
Lord Elcho, M.V.

&c.. &c., &c.

Local Council.
TIios. linzley, Esq., Jtf.P.

Jucob lirifflit, Ksq., M.P.
JolinClit'C'ttiam, Ksq.,M.l*.
^V^ K. CuUundcr, iuu., Esq.,
M.P.

W. SwiNDLEiiuKST, Manager and Secretary.
The Company is especially formed to ercKjt improved

workmen's dwolliniia on the co-operative principle.
No beershop or tavern to be erected on the Company's
property. Profits realised by workmen employed on
the buildings 40 per cent. Deposits receiveil at 5 per
cent. ProapectuseH on application, cnclosinf^ posture
stamp. Otiiec 1, Great Col lej^-e- street (opposite the
House of Lords), Westminster, Loudon.

Sovereign Life OflBce, 48, St.
Jnmes's-Htrcet, and 110, Cnnnon-etreot, London. Sew

Policies were ispued in 18G9 for £311,2:»0, at an .ivcrape of £680 each.
The Life and Annuity Fundd councctod with the Office exceed
XtiuO.OOO. Advances are maiie on Frc>ehoId8, &c. ; altiri, to a limited
ozlent, ou Srst-class FerHoual SeciirttT*

H. D. DAVENPORT, Secretary.

I'ri'-o-lN., V-m Free, 4s. 4d.

Laxton's Builders' Price Book.
For Architects, Engineers, BulldorB, Contractors, Sunrcyors, and all

tlio HuiLiUiig Trades.
For fiilty fifty years thU work has been consiikred the chief

auihority on matters connected with tho Building Tradt-s, Iti* use,

even on one occasion, will probably repay the coat of tiio bocV ten,

tiniea over, and Instaucea will contiiinally occur in which the lou-

euUatlou cf its pages wilt effect a saving of muny puunds.
London : MORGAX and CITASh: 3S, Ludffate-hill.

And may be ordered of any bookseller in tho kingdom.

NEW EDITION OF SIK W. FAIRBAiaN'S WORK ON IRON.
In 8vo. with 6 Plates and 12ii Woodcuts, price I63. cloih

T^lie Application of Cast and
IVrousht Irou to Bnibling Pnrposea. By Sir W. F:iirbajrn,

Bart. C.E. Fourth Edition, thnroufirlily roTlsod wilh Additions,

including Exporinients on Trumi^i^d Jk-dnut, and Uescarches on tho
properties of JSt^'cl and Ifoiiioffciuious Iron aa used In Arcliitecture,

Bulldiup, and Kiii.'luoerlng.

Works bii tlic same. Author, fnlli/ illustrated.

IBON SHU* BUlLDINd, its History and Progress to tho
Prenont Titty l,l"t«ly liublishod), price IHa.

TREATISE on MILLS and MILLWOIIK, Second Edition, care-

fully rovi&wi, of botli Volumes, price iSs. each.

UHEl-UL INFOBMATION for ENGINEERS, First, Second, and
Third Series, price H)«. tid. each.

London : LONGMANS, OUEEN, and CO. Paternoater Row.

T?ome.—A Catalogue ofupwards
of Eighteen Hundred PHOTOiiRAPHS of tho ANTIQUI-

TIES of ROME, with the Dutes, eitlivr Hl-toiical or Approxima-
tive prepared under the dlrocLion of JOEIN HKNttY PakKkii. Hon.

M.A. Oion, F.S.A., NOW EXHIBITINli in CuuduU's linllery, 1&*.

New Bond-Street. 8vo. Is., Inclndinij Admission to the Gallery.

Now reai'y.

'The Timber Merchant's Pocket
-^ Compnnion. Fourth Edition, By CIIAttLES GANE, Timber
Merchant, Wi-^betvch. Froo by po.,t 4 btamps.

Preparinf^ for PubHcation , a
-*- ncvv ILLUSTRATED BUILDERS' PRICE BOOK for !«7l.

Price 4s.; free per post, 4«. 4d.. stamis. Ortlors for advertisement*

find tho book received as under, London: to ho I>ubH.^hed by H-

A. SPRIGG, 10(5, Great RuBsell-stroet. wlio Iiu** been a pubiUhec

for ao years of arehl'.eciural and eaglaoering works.

A Substitute for Paint, and at
^-^ HALF the cost.—STEPHENS' DYES or STAINS for WOOD
Mr. STEPHEN.^ has been kindly permitted ti- make public thi

follov ing oilrnct from a letter addressed to iiim by the Ucv. R. H.
CIlICHEaTER, of Cbiltlchaniptoo, near Somh MolloD :

—
"Theelfect produced by the Stainin? Fluid and Varnish has glxoa

Bucli tintire satisfaction, that tlie parishioners have requested mo to

procnro five times Iho qaautliy now p.iid for, in order co tiulsh tho

H. STEPHENS, Chemist, 171, Aldersgate-Btroet. lato IS, St,

Martlii's-lo-Grand, E.C.

THuamel Varnishes, of Superior
"^^ Quality, that dry well, look woU, aud wear well, from Sa. p«r

'"sjimplci and prices »ont free on opplicntion to W. SAYLOR.
Vftriiiuh Munufacrurer, 4.\, JaniCB-etruot, Oxford-street, Louaou,

AUo Matiufactuicr of Uak atalus.

Light 4s. per gallon.

Middle Tint 6«. „
B.irk Oak 6>. „

'The Granitic Paint, the best for
-*- the fiooat painliiii and tlie rou-^hrat work. Used in tho

Crystal I'alace Sydenham, by tho Trinity Ucu-o, the Brighton auil

.MetropollUn ItiiUwayrt, and very many Docoratori', Uouso
foiutcrs. Knglueera, Archltocla, CoatraoK^ra. Ironniaaters, and

™i','''Kixu''wiI.LlAM-STnKKT LONDOX-BUIUGE, LO.NDOS.

Damp Walls Prevented by the
-^-^

nse o( the SII-ICATK ZOPIS.SA COMPOSiriOX. and poronj

brick, andstonn. cement ..id ).la.tor, P"~»rycd tron. dee.-iy.

3'JA, KI.Ntl WILLlAU-hTKEET, LOXUO.S-BIUDGE, LONDON
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MANCHESTER ABBATOIBS
COMPETITION.

THIRTY-FOUR architects have been

found willing to compete for the trou-

ble and bother of having to build some new
slaughter-houses for the city of Manchester.

Certainly the ages of faith are not past, and

the credulity of mankind is still rampant,

especially in architects. How thirty-four men
could be found with such a large belief in

themselves and the Corporation of Manches-

ter is a mystery. That five or six architects

in Manchester should compete for it is reason-

able, but that any architect out of it should

do 80 is inexplicable. Surely the record of

competitions in general is enough to deter

wise men who have no local influence from

joining in them, and the northern competitions

particularly record that none but a local de-

serves the prize. Recal to mind the Man-
cliester Exchange competition, think of the

Manchester Town-hall competition, remember
Bradford, and then, ye hopeful ones, pause.

We hardly need say that all the three prizes

have fallen to Manchester men. No person

capable of drawing a logical deduction can

feel the slightest surprise at it, for when was
it otherwise in Manchester V What we really

do feel surprised at is that in some degree the

decision is just, for, strange to say, the two
best designs submitted are those to which the

first and second prizes are awarded. There is

no doubt that Mr. Darbyshire's and Mr.

Salomans plans are by far the best-considered

and the best adapted for their purpose of any
sent in, and that their merits are so equal that

it is not possible from the cursory examina-
we have been able to give to the plana to say

whether Mr Darbyshire's or Mr. Salomans' is

the better, and we therefore accept as just the

committee's decision, so far as these two
plans are concerned. Not that we tliink it

would have made the slightest difference in

the result had these two plans been the worst
instead of the best, but by the doctrine of

chances, the pres?nt system of competition
must bring the best to the top sometimes, and
this is one of those times. In Mr. Darby
shire's design tliere is not the slightest sus

picion of architecture as an art. It is simply
an assemblage of sheds for the slaughter of

beasts and the sale of their carcases, and from
a ratepayer's point of view this is undoubtedly
a merit. The arrangement of the plan is sim-
ple. The carcase market forms the front of

the building, and behind this comes two blocks
of slaughter-houses, the one for wholesale,
and the other for retail butchers ; behind this

again is the triperyandother abominations, and
the slaughter-house for pigs. This latter we
think very inadequate in size, being only about
24ft. by 36ft., and considering that Manchester
is a very fatal place to pigs, and that their

death rate rises to something like 1500 per
week, there is not anything like space
enough provided for them. There are
a good many other faults in the ar-
rangement of Mr. Darbyshire's design which
will need correction before it is fit for execu-
tion, and its chiefest merit at present is the
very careful study of its working accessories.
Not that he is singular in this, for Mr. Salo-
mans' design is almost equally well thought
out—indeed, in seme points better, and there is

very much that is good in this design and of
which we have no doubt the corporation will
thankfully avail themselves. As architecture,
the design is immeasurably beyond Mr. Dar-
byshire's ; in fact, it is too good, and, by a sin-
gular want of the recognition of the fitness of
things, Mr. Salomans not only covers his car-
case market with the same kind of roof as he
designed for the Art Treasures Collection, but

calls attention to this fact in his report! Fie

has imperial authority, however, on his side,

for did not Napoleon (tlio Great, we mean) say

.that a market was " the Louvre of the people?"

But yet between carcases and art treasures

we detect a difference which we think oven

Mr. Salomans might have recognised. The
arrangement is very similar in plan to that of

Mr. Darbyshire, excepting that he has two

entrances into the abbatoir yards, and Mr.

Darbyshire has only one. Mr. Salomans is,

however, much more considerate for the " un-

clean beast," and provides three times as

much space for pig-killing as does his more

fortunate competitor. His drawings are as

carefully " got up " as they can be ; Mr. Darby-

shire was apparently so sure of winning that

he didn't care to take any trouble about his.

On one point there is a great diilerence be-

tween these two. Mr. Darbyshire says his de-

signs willcost £JG,000, and Mr. Salomans says

his will cost £27,000. Now we are not in

the slightest degree surprised at this variation.

Nothing in the way of an architect's estimate

does surprise us ; we simply look upon it as a

figure of speech, and not a figure of fact. But

if Mr. Darbyshire can carry out his design for

anything within a very vague approach to that

sum, ho will avenge the wrongs architects

have received at the hands of builders in a

manner very appropriate to the erection of

slaughter-houses. Why Messrs. Pennington

and Bridgen are rewarded with the third pre-

mium is not by any means clear. It is true

they are Manchester architects, and it is

equally true that they must have very powerful

interest in the council ; certainly there is but

this to account for it, for there are many other

designs much better than theirs, and some of

them by Manchester architects too ; so why
they are the favoured recipients of the third

prize is as yet unknown to us, but not unsus-

pected. On their plan there is very much
waste space, and not only do their slaughter-

houses abut directly on to the carcase market,

but they absolutely draw attention to this

wretched arrangement in their report, and are

crass enough to consider it a merit. What
little claim to architecture the design may
have may be described as due to an Italian bur-

lesque character, and the influences of Messrs.

Pennington and Bridgen's friends must be

great indeed when they can persuade the

council that there is any merit whatever in

such plans as these. Very much better is Mr.

Lowe's design, and if he only had some of that

influence he possessed in the Exchange compe-
tition, he might have been placed third here

also, and that much more deservedly. He
sends two designs ; the first of them, in

our opinion, vastly superior to the premiated

plan placed third. Its architectural merits

are far higher, and the arrangement far more
convenient and more suitable to the sanitary

well-being of the unsavoury place. Its architec-

tural character is ot a far higher standard than

that of the premiated design, and, like it, is based
on Italian traditions. There is much merit in

Mr. Stephens' design, but he has been so

anxious to study well mechanical dodges in

detail arrangements that he has almost for-

gotten some of the leading requirements
necessary to be observed in a building of this

character. This, indeed, is a general failing,

we are shown in many instances improved
hooks for hanging up the carcase, whilst in

the same design there is no possible means of

removing the offal without taking it through

the general market, and another design on
strictly Gothic principles shows no means of

getting the beasts into the slaughter-houses

except by driving them through the carcase

market. The proverbial bull in a china shop
would have to resign in favour of one in a

dead meat market had the designer of this

plan been sufficiently well known to the cor-

poration to ensure his design being selected.

Ot the general range of the other drawings we
need hardly speak. Not a name of any value is

attached to them ; they are chiefly the work of

very young men, and the work is very young

indeed. The wiser, the older, and the more
experienced men have evidently fought shy of

a Manchester competition, and the conse-

quence is that it is simply a large battle

amongst little people. Even many of the best

men in Manchester have had nothing to do

with it, and the naivete with which the only

knighted Town Clerk in the kingdom an-

nounced that it was a singular coincidence

that the three prizes had fallen to three Man-
chester architects, and that the successful

competitor was favourably known to the

Corporation from having worked for them
before, was one of the most delicious bits of

broad comedy wo have of late encountered in

officiil life. It would really save a great deal

of trouble if corporate bodies would fight

out the selection of an architect before hand.

The ulterior result would be precisely the

same, and the unfortunate innocents need not

be massacred in public, nor should we our-

selves be compelled to attend the execution.

Of course there would be a good deal of

heartburning, and much envy, hatred, and
malice, but those thirty-one unfortunates

would have been saved much trouble, much
expense, and the bitter knowledge that without

influence nothing else avails. One piece of

advice we give them—Don't do it again, and

if you are ever tempted to compete for any-

thing far north turn over the columns of our

past numbers and reflect on the lessons you
may learn there.

SCULPTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

XT has become quite a habit with art critics

to write about British Sculpture in a

mournful, desponding strain, to allude to it

more as a painful necessity tlian as an actual

and living branch of our fine arts, and to

deplore the loss of the good old days of sculp-

ture, [when, whether in the service of religion

or for the mere love of the beautiful, it

achieved its noblest works and attained its

highest success. We do not wish to join the

ranks of these grumblers, or to class ourselves

with those who contend that sculpture is as

dead to us as an art as Greek and Latin are to

us as languages. But with the best intentions

to weigh well the altered circumstances and
conditions under which our sculptors labour,

and the very different field open to them
for their works, it is impossible on entering the

hall surrounded by the grim file of ugly old

gentlemen at the Royal Academy, not to feel

tliat there is much that is wrong and false in

the modern practice of this art.

It is hardly the place in a notice of an
exhibition to lay down our views of what
sculpture should be, and it would be

much easier to show what it ought not

to be at the expense of the works con-

tributed; but in order to justify our ob3er-

vations, wemay state briefly that we regard the

position of true sculpture to be to the remain-

ing five arts what poetry is to literature. We
do not wish here to imply that both painting

and music may not have in their noblest

developments much of this character, but

they have other aims and objects in which

they may attain to excellence, whereas sculp-

ture can really only be noble and great in an

ideal field, and sinks into the mean common-
place whenever it attempts a realistic treat-

ment, or is used for the purpo.se of mere

portraiture or pictorial representation.

It is, however, on portraiture that our

sculpture depends for its support, if not tor its

very existence, and as such it must be judged,

leaving out all preconceived notions of

idealism and the beautiful. We must confess

that even in this field we have dreams of what

might be done, and there is no reason why a

portrait should not in many respects be enjoy-

able as a work of art, but it is here that so

many of tlie busts fail. They give us no
pleasure, they may interest us on account of

the celebrity of the model, or they may be

valuable to ua as'reminisccnces of our friends,
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but in au art point of view they arewortliless,

and as art may not be judged. AVhy do so

many select the latter portion of their lives

as the time for immortality in marble ? Men
and women should be preserved to us only as

they appeared to us in their prime—such as

they were at the best and loveliest period of

their existence, before they had become

wrinkled with age and furrowed with care.

The Queen is known to thousands of her

subjects, and should be known and go down
to posterity only as the fair young creature of

our coins and postage stamps, and the portraits

of mature years are, in this sense, for the most
part, sculpture misapplied. But the sculptor,

as an artist, can scarcely hope to change the

conrse of popular sentiment,orto direct public

opinion, and he must mould his clay or carve

his marble in accordance with the taste and
wishes of his patron, however much he may
desire to educate his countrymen, and raise

thestandardof his art.

The portrait sculpture at the Academy
this year presents us with few striking

features, and except in those respects

we have mentioned, has little we can find

fault with or admire. The statuette of the
Queen at the Spinning Wheel, 1125, savours
rather of a well-known nursery rhyme upon
which we can remember that our notions of

royal avocations were founded. We rather
pity Her Majesty in this central position, sur-

rounded by the eight very dusty celebrities in

their niches. But, to take the works in their

catalogue order, we pass on to the Sculpture
Gallerj-. No. 1042, bust of a lady, by J.

Lawlor is an instance of a pleasant and suc-
cessful portrait ; so also are many of the
children s heads, in which we have the fresh-
ness and graca of early life preventing the
sculptor from invading the realms of carica-

ture by an attempt to portray the facial

deformities of advanced age. Notably
pleasant in this way is Lilian, 1045, by T. A.
Bickerton, and No. 1200, a Boy's Ilead, by J.
Durham, A. As an instance cf another
extreme, we may point out the caricature No.
1054, by W. Davis. Mr. J. E. Boehm has an
excellent bust of an old man, etat 79, No. 1102,
but No. 1098, a bust in bronze, by Mr. G.'

Siinonds, is more striking on account of its

method of treatment than for any other
reasca. The title should surely have been
" H. L. Pattinson, Esq. (in the character of
Hercules)."

This gives us an opportunity of noticing

the various methods of dealing with the

shoulders, which appears to be, upon the

whole, rather a bugbear to bust sculptors. In
most cases the device of the hairdresser is

adopted, and the head and neck of the model
rises from a confused mass of folded drapery

;

in others, the artist makes a bold dash at

nature and gives us a most carefully rendered
cravat and shirt collar. Perhaps this is done
in the case ot individuals whose only noticeable

peculiarities consist in their arrangement of

these articles of dress. In others, again, we
have the chest in all its natural beauty, but
indefinitely prolonged downwards and outwards

to superhuman dimensions to afford a base

for the work of art to rest upon, instead of the

meaningless little turned pedestal commonly
employed for this purpose. This latter flesh

treatment, as we ma^ call it, is resorted to by
Mr. E. Davis, in bis bust of Dr. Quain, No.
1187, and we find it also in Mr. Wyon's work.

No. 1188. No. 1202, by Mr. J. A. Acton, is a
good likeness of Mr. Bright, and a good ex-

ample of the use of the ordinary clothing in

sculpture ; while the larger proportion of the

busts in the gallery show us the plan of intro-

ducing drapery, or, in the case of ladies, a
decorous fringe of lace, as in No. 1 150, by Miss
C. M. Adams, and in the graceful bust of Mr.
Birka, No. 1154, by Mr. J. Durham, A., in

both of which cases, however, the lace is per-
haps a trifle over-elaborated. No. 1185, Dr.
Muspratt in marble, resting on the volumes of
hia work on Chemistry, k an affectation which
saronrg rather of the commercial spirit. There

are many reasons why medallion portraits are

better than busts, and wo regret that this art

is so little practised ; notice, however, a clever

little head of Mr. A. S. Coke, 1-y F. S. Potter,

No. 1146.

We must conclude with a few observations

upon the sculpture proper, which, as we have
stated, we must judge upon a different footing
to the portraiture. No. 1180, Blackberry Pick-

ing, is a pleasant figure of a girl by E. B.
Stephens, A. No. 1184, a mezzo relievo, by
F. J. Williamson, from a subject in " Adam
Bede," is an extremely well-grouped and
agreeable work. No. 1195, Ariel, by F. M.
Miller. This gentleman's work must be well

known to the frequcntera of our exhibitions.

There is a great sameness about it, but it is not
devoid of grace of outline and expression. Mr.
T. Woolner's group of children in bas-relief, en-

titled " In Meraoriam," is the best work of the
kind wo have seen for some time. It repre-

sents throe girls and a boy, and is most probably
intended for a church tablet. The entrance
to the great room is guarded on either side by
winged figures, memorial in character, No.
1 1 67, by S. Ruddock, and agroup of three figures

entitled Memento Mori, by Count Gleichen,

No. 1171. Extended wings are extremely diffi-

cult to manage in sculpture, and generally give
exactly the opposite impression of what they
are intended to give—looking heavy instead of
light ; this may be seen especially in the latter

example. Scattered through the rooms are

some very excellent groups representing
Hercules strangling Antceus, sent up by
students of the Academy in competition for

the Gold Medal; especially clever is the group
by H. Montford, No. 1093. Mr. Bell's bust of

the figure of the United States, part of his

group for the Albert Memorial, No. 1103, a
colossal femalehead, wearing an eagle's feather,

is very fine, as is the entire figure, which we
had the pleasure of seeing in his studio. There
is the usual table in the sculpture gallery filled

with the usual sculpturesque toys in bronze and
terra-cotta, favourite 'erriers and pet poodles,

quite as much beneath notice as sculpture as

the black and white marble dog at South Ken-
sington, but serving to interest the public and
to cause them to linger a few moments longer

in a room which has otherwise but few attrac-

tions for them.

THE ASSISTANT-SURVEYOR OF
WORKS.

IT was announced some short time ago that

it was the intention of Her Majesty's

Office of Works and Buildings to appoint an
assistant-surveyor in that department, in con-

sequence of the additional work that has

been lately thrown upon the office by the

changes that have been made by Government
in the manner of carrying out' public works.

Application was at first made to the Institute

of Architects to recommend a suitable person

for the proposed appointment, but that body
declined to do so, and it was then resolved to

advertise, and to select from the candidates

by public competition. The duties of the

post, as explained by a circular letter from the

Ofiice of Works, are the- designing and super-

intendence of new buildings, as well as the

superintendence and responsibility for the re-

pairs and maintenance of buildings. The can-

didates are required to have a knowledge of

the strength of building materials, their nature,

and the principles and methods of applying

them to building purposes ; the prices of

materials, and the value of labour upon them.
They should understand architectural drawing,

and how to make working plans and specifica-

tions, to take out quantities, and estimate

work to be done, the measurement of work
executed, and abstracting and bringing it into

bill. In addition to these requirements, the

candidates are expected to be able to make
technical reports properly composed and
spelt. The Civil Service Commissioners were re-

quested to conduct the examination of the
candidates, which took place on the Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday of last week, at tho
office of the Commission, Cannon-row. Tho
examination was entirely by written papers,
and comprised English composition and dicta-
tion, the history of building materials, mea-
suring and valuation, and designing and
specifications. Some thirty candidates pre-
sented themselves on tho first day, but these
were afterwards, from various causes, reduced
to twenty-one, and it is from among these the
final selection will be made, it being under-
stood that the principle adopted will be one of
pure competition.

It is a matter of considerable regret that tho
Institute, from some feeling of pique at the
treatment of one of their members by tho
Chief Commissioner of Works, should have
refused to assist Mr. Ayrton in selecting some
qualified person or persons for the appoint-
ment. Such a manifestation of animosity is

below the dignity of a body that aspires to

represent tho architectural profession, and the
satisfaction of snubbing a Government official is

ill compensated by theinjurythatmaybeinflio-
ted upon the public service, as well as upon the
profession generally, should an inefficient per-

son be chosen through the refusal of the In-

stitute to assist the Government in making a
proper selection.

It is possible that the Institute may have
felt a disinclination to recommend any one
individual for the office, from fear of an im-
putation of favouritism, but there could be no
reason against its recommending the names of

some half-a-dozen men, and leaving the deci-

sion in the hands of the Office of Works. This
course would have prevented any suggestion
of unfair preference by the Institute, and at

the same time secured the services of a com-
petent man for the post. Even if the Insti-

tute declined nominating to tho appointment,
it should in its own interest have undertaken
the examination of the candidates. The Civil

Service Commission is , from the nature of its

work, a very unfit body for the purpose of exa-
mining on technical subjects, while the Insti-

tute, on the other hand, is remarkably well

fitted for that purpose, and has a complete
machinery already organised in the Board of

Examiners for District Surveyorships, which
might have been easily adapted to the circum-
stances of the case. There can be no room
for doubt that tho Government would have
gladly availed itself of the services of the In-

stitute in the matter of the examination, and
it is much to be regretted that such services

were not offered. The Government might have
been thereby spared considerable expense and
embarrassment, tbedignityandinterestsof the

profession might have been vindicated, while

the Institute might have obtained a better

position with regard to the Government, which
might be of service in the adjustment of exist-

ing difficulties between the two bodies. An
opportunity has been recklessly thrown away
by the attitude assumed by the Council, and
it is to be hoped that this matter will engage
the attention of the|members at tho commence-
ment of the session. Had Sir William Tite

been president, this result would probably not

have occurred.

We have no wish to disparage the conduct

of tho Office of Works, or of the Civil Service

Commission with regard to this appointment.

They have evidently acted up to their lights,

and are desirous of doing what is right and
honourable, but it is evident that if they had
had the advice of some practical professional

man they would have avoided some errors into

which they have fallen. For example, the

acconiplishments required of the candidates

are of the most Utopian kind, and could not

by any possibility be found united in one in-

dividual. It would be requisite for a man to

be at once an architect, a draughtsman, a
measuring clerk, and a quantity surveyor. Any-
one who has had any experience knows how
diflScult it is to get an assisiant who is fully

qualified in any one branch of the profession,
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and to attempt to combine so many

branches in one person is absurd. The Insti-

tute discourages architects measuring and tak-

ing out quantities, and refuses to admit archi-

tects as Fellows who undertake this descrip-

tion of work, and, as a consequence, this kind

of business is now almost exclusively confined

to a particular class of surveyors.

The duties of designing and superintending

buildings, and of taking out quantities, are,

moreover, incompatible. The task of design-

ing and superintending buildings afEords .«c<ipe

for the exercise of the very highest genius,

while quantity -taking and measuring are at

the best merely mechanical processes, for

which nothing more than ordinary care and

practice arc needful, and to fct an accomplished

artist to take out (quantities or measure up

work would be the act of a man who would
" eat mutton cold, and cut blocks with a razor."

We will say nothing about the curious post-

script which follows the enumeration of the

various duties required of the candidates, that

they should bo able to prepare technical re-

ports, properly composed and spelt, as this has

been already alluded to by Mr. Bercsford Hope
in the House of Commons, when putting a

question to Mr. Ayrton. We see nothing in

this than an official cautiousness arising from

ignorance that an architect who has been able

to master all the difficulties of his profession

must of necessity have received such an edu-

cation as to read and write correctly, if not

with fluency.

The main defect of the examination by the

Civil Service Commission is the absence of any

oral test. The whole of the examination is

written, and although this system may work
very well for the generality of Civil Service

appointments, it is obvious that in this case

a riea voce examination should have been

added. It is most important in the case of a

surveyor that he should not only be a man of

ability and solid attainments, but also a mnn
of ready resource and invention. The appear-

ance and personal habits of the man should

also form an element in'the choice of the exa-

miners, and it is of course impossible to form
any opinion npon these points from a written

series of answers to questions.

subscriptiona ; when they have all done so, the G.o

available copies will be reduced to 48. It is of

considerable importance that these few remaining

copies should bo appropriated with as little delay

as possible ; and the interest of every member is

so involved in the thorough success of the work,

which has now so far favourably proRressod, thai

tho committee with confidence anticipate that it

will soon be able to report that all tlie past year's

works are out of print.

Tiie subscribers are very much indebted to

many of their number who have with generous

activity contributed to tho success now reported
;

and the Hon. Kcc. would gladly receive suggestions

and assistance from many others who have stood

by to await the result of the movement, and by

whose help the remaining copies referred to could

be readily disposed of.

During the time occupied in collecting the

subscriptions, arrangements were made for pro-

ceeding with the text of the dictionary. A con-

siderable portion of the letter M has been printed.

Of the remainder, part is in type or setting up.

The first sheets were laid on the table for the

inspection of the meeting, and as soon as sufficient

is prepared to form a part it will be issued to

those entitled to receive it.

The balance sheets were also read. The Hon.

Sec. stated the summary of them to be that, after

closing the accounts for the 18th and 19th years

to December, 1868, which completed the dic-

tionary up to the end of letter L, paying all

liabilities up to that time, and also discharging

the outstanding balances for reprinting certain

portions of the work, and clearing the society of

all liabilities and debts, there remained a balance

in hand of £285 Os. Id. to be carried forward
;

then, having carried that balance forward, the

subscriptions received on account of the com-

pletion of the dictionary, and taking into account

the expenditure of all kinds connected therewith,

together with the organisation of this scheme,

advertising, and other expenses up to Lady-Day
last, the balance in hand stood at £116.'> 14s. 8d.,

of which amount £1100 stood in the name of the

treasurer, on deposit account, in the Union Bank
of London.

A great advantage of this method is that the

long rods ordinarily used to sun-bnrners and

lofty lights, can be dispensed with, and the whole

lighting be under one control. The cinb is a

proprietary concern, but placed under the man-

agement of a committee of gentlemen, and we

are informed that it already numbers a thousand

members, principally professional men.

ARCHITECTURAL PUBLICATION
SOCIETY.

THE annual general meeting of this society

was held in the library of ihe Royal Institute

of British Architects on the 7th inst., Mr. C. C.

Nelson in the chair. Mr. Arthur Gates, after re-

ft^rring with regret to the death of Mr. J. Wyatt
Papwortb, which had occurred on tho preceding

evening, read the annual report, by which it

appeared that since the special meeting or 19th

January last, by which the proceeding with the

completioii of the " Dictionary of Architecture,"

was authorised, the attention of the Committee
has been devoted to the realisation of this object.

To attain this the acquisition of funds has been
the first requisite. Success has attended the

exertions made to procure them.
To complete the text of the dictionary it was

estimated that about £2600 would suffice, and to

secure this amount 160 new subscribers for com-
plete sets at £15 15s. each were required. Of

this number 95 have actually paid the whole or

part of the subscriptions, 17 others have under-

taken to do so, and 48 only now remain to be
obtained.

The balance sheets show that all debts and
liabilities which had accrued up to Lady-Day
last have been fully discharged, and that there is

a cash balance of £1165 143. 8d. actually in

hand and available towards ihe completion of the
dictionary ; also a further sum of £446 lis. 6d.
will be gradually received by instalments, thus
providing a total sum of £1612 63. 2d. to advance
the text towards cnmpleiion.

To provide the further fuuds required, 65 copies
remain available, which, wheu all subscribed for,

will produce £1023 los., which it is calculated

will be sufficient to meet the further expenditure
required. 17 gentlemen (as abi>ve mentioned)
have sent their names as subscribers, but from
various circumstances have not yet remitted their

THE CORINTHIAN CLUB, LO^IDGN.

ANEW club for the West End of London,
under the name of "The Corinthian Club,"

situated opposite the Polytechnic Institution,

Regent-street, has just been opened for tho ac-

commodation of its members. The premises were

formerly occupied as offices by the European
Insurance Company, and have undergone exten-

sive alterations, and been entirely re-decorated by

Messrs. Tridgell and Godwin, under the superin-

tendence of Messrs. Hooper and Corpe, of Park
Prospect, Westminster.

As now fitted up for club purposes, the

entrance hall has been furnished with several

groups of statuary, a prominent position being

filled up with rOckwork having running water,

and a fountain, mixed with ferns and flowers.

The public billiard room is a very spacious

apartment, large enough to contain four or five

tables. The walls have been coloured a pale

apple-green, with buff coves to relieve the green,

and bear a stencil ornament, of Egyptian rod.

This room is lighted from above by a lantern, the

roof of which is of azure, with golden stars.

There is also a private billiard room, in which
the same style has been adopted. In the reading

room the walls are of an oak colour relieved with
crimson; and the friezes and mouldings, of the

Corinthian order, are relieved with a coloured

decoration. This room is lighted from above by
a lantern of tho same kind, and coloured in a

similar manner to that of tho billiard room. At
night it is illuminated by two sun-burners. The
dining room is of crimson, with gold mouldings,

and niches at the four corners coloured a light

green, and filled with statuary. Tho lantern and
sun-burners are similar to those in tho reading

room. There are several private dining rooms in

the upper part of the building, in which the prin-

cipal noticeable features are the windows, filled

with glass painted by hand by a new process,

which leaves a washable surface, and is said to be

very economical and durable. The effect pro-

duced is superior to diaphanie, or any imitation

of stained glass we have yet seen. The kitchen

arrangements are at the top of the building.

A peculiarity of the gas-lijjhting is that the

whole of the burners throughout the building are

lighted by an electric spark, and regulated by a

small apparatus under the control of the manager.

METROPOLITAN CEMETERIES.

THE question of closing tho metropolitan

cemeteries is one of vast importance, no

onlv to the thousands who hare friends and rela-

tive's burifil in them, but to the numerous inhabi-

tants of llieir vicinity. The Gardener't CArorai-

c?e calls attention to the fact that our suburban

cemeteries are being surrounded by houses, and

in a very few years will be as completely en-

closed as any of oar City graveyards. Whether

we look to the East or the West, the same thing

presents itself. Victoria-park Cemetery has long

been completely enclosed, and its festering con-

tents are still being increased, and still spreading

the poisonous miasmata to the houses built against

its boundary wall. Save on one side.wbich is occu-

pied by a railway, tho Tower Hamlets Cemetery

is enclosed by houses built almost to the verge of

the railings, and adds its reekicgs to the effluvia

arising from'thc bone-boiling, fish-mantire-making,

and kindred industries of Bow-common, a moiety

of which is now covered by habitations sheltering

a considerable population. Brompton Cemetery

is in a similar condition ; Norwood and Nunheid
are rapidly approaching it, and a groat town is

even rising up around Kcnsol-green. It may be

true that everything is done decently and in order

in these burying-plaecs, and no doubt they are

made pleasing to the eye by well-kept flower-beds

and shrubberies. But, though doubtless a very

proper way of treating " God's-acre," it is only

an extra inducement to persons to visit the ceme-

tery, as they might a park, and so breathe a

greater quantity of the noxious exhalations than

they otherwise would. We have no objection to

the decoration of oar cemeteries and graveyards

with flowers, but we do contend that before this

is done—or, rather, before the public is, in a
manner, invited to visit them, proper precautions

should betaken to prevent any effluvia arising

from tho decaying mass beneath. We shall have

more to say on this subject.

D
GOD HELP THE POOR !

R. WHITMORE, medical officer of health

for Marylehone, in his last monthly report,

when speaking of tho spread of scirlatina, says :—
" In one particular house several deaths occurred,

and although all possible means of disinfection

wore promptly resorted to, they failed to remove
the disease altogether. Could I have treated

this house as, from the intensity of the contagion,

I considered necessary, I should have removed
every inmate in it. I thea could have employed

those disinfecting agents which would have

destroyed every germ of contagion, but the poor

inmates bad no other house to go to, noroonld

they find one. Hence it is—and it is lamentable to

think that it cannot be otherwise—that the healthy

and the infected are compelled to live together."

He goes on to say, "I have recently had occasion

to visit two houses in Tooting-court, which, from

their extremely ruinous anddilapidated condition,

I feel compelled to declare un6t for human habi-

tation. In visiting tho back yard of one of th ens

houses, I fonnd some bricks pUcod togather,_and

evideuces of a fire having recently been burning
;

I inquired the cause, and was told by an inmate

that it was used for boiling the kettle, and for

cooking, and on asking why the fire for such a

purpose was not ra ide in the house, I received

this extraordinary answer— ' They could not light

the fire in the room, for if they did it brought

the bugs out of the walls in swarms, and they were

so troublesome that it was impossible to bear

them.' This was gravely told me by a very

decent old woman in the presence of other

inmates. God help the poor creatures who have

to endure such misery 1"

A race-stand on Carlisle racecourse gave way last

week, resulting in injuries (some very serious) to

nineteen persons. It is said that the stand had been

strong enough, but that it had not been properly
" stayed."
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CONSTTRVCTIOS Or DOLPHISS.

MANY of onr readers will probably aek.

What is a dolphin, and why is it so

termed ? With the latter part of the question

we have at present nothing to do, not being

concerned with the subject of derivatires.

But to the former we reply, a dolphin is a
timber structure of piles braced together lo

as to form a protection to a pier or landing-

place 10 a river or the sea against the blows

or coUbion of vessels. Small specimens of

this particular class of construction may be

se«n by all those who are in the habit of

going up the river in the iron steamers that

rnn between London-bridge and Chelsea, but

it is to the larger kind that we intend to

direct attention. These are to be found in

the vicinity of Gravesend, and are, many of

them, very excellent specimens of timber
framing and trussing. A general idea of the

value, and, in fact, of the necessity of dolphins

at the ends of piers will be obtained from an
inspection of Fig. 1, which represents the plan

of a pontoon and the adjoining dolphins.

Let A be the upper dolphin, that is, the one
situated at the up-stream extremity of the

pier, and B the lower, or that at the down-
stream end. The pontoon is divided by bulk-

beads (shown by the dotted lines) running
transversely to its longitudinal axis. If we con-

sider a large vessel tostrike the lower dolphin

in the direction thown by the arrow, and the

collision be of a very violent nature, the

following results will ensue. The dolphin B
would be smashed up, taking the brunt of the

blow. It would then be driven on to the

pontoon, which, in its turn, would be forced

against the upper dolphin A and displace it

from the perpendicular position. In a recent

accident of this kind this really occurred.

The bracing and strutting in the interior of

the pontoon was also very much damaged and
broken. However desirable it might be, it

would obviously be impossible to construct a

dolphin 80 strong as to put the pier in perfect

security. There is scarcely any protection

that could be devised, except, perhaps,

a solid mass of masonry that could
resist the collision of a large ocean-
going steamer. The impetus of a ship of

heavy tonnage under sail or steam is some-
thing tremendous. Tlie momentum given to

the whole floating mass is almost irresistible.

It was but the other day that a comparatively
small vessel, a schooner, ran foul of a light-

bouse and carried it away bodily, lantern and
all, and sailed into port with it lying athwart
her bows, to the utter bewilderment of the

whole of the spectators awaiting her arrival.

The plan of a dolphin is triangular in shape,

and its construction will be understood from
the following description. It consists of three,

four, or five stages, according to the height of

the rise and fall of the tide, and Fig. 2 re-

presents a horizontal section taken through a
line just above the first or lowest stage. This
sectional plan may be regarded as constant
for any height of the dolphin, though some-
times the separate stages or tiers are not quite

uniform in all the dimensions and scantlings
of the timbers. Evidently the first step is to

drive the piles, which are all whole timberf,

not less than i4"xl4,''' thus giving a sec-

tional area to each pile of 196 square inches.

Taking the crushing weight of good Memel at

60001b. per square inch, each pile would stand a
crushing pressure of over 500 tons. But it is

clear that there is literally no vertical pressure
upon the piles composing a dolphin. It has
nothing to carry except a partial flooring and
one or two lamps. The strength is required
not to sustain a vertical load, but to give
lateral rigidity and resistance, and here it is

that the value of the trussing comes into play.
A few piles by themselves have little or no
lateral stiffness, but when properly braced and

trussed together the whole triangular struc-

ture becomes uniformly resisting, and one

part can scarcely fail without the other yield-

mg as well. Thus, if a dolphin bo bodily dis-

placed from its vertical position, and not

merely a portion of it, it may be inferred that

the trussing and bracing of it has been well

and scientifically accomplished. For if it

were not so, one part would give way without

communicating the strain to another, and the
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whole structure would be dismembered in a

piecemeal fashion. As the piles are driven

down to the proper depth they are connected

by the waling and blocking timbers, and the

different stages ortiers completed in succession.

At intervals, cheeks are bolted on to the piles to

strengthen tliem. These are usually from 12

to 15ft. in length, and are half timbers, similar

to the piles themsel ves, being thm \^" x T'.

The elevation in Fig. 3 shows the manner in

which the strutting and bracing is arranged.

At each stage a strong strap of iron about
b''y.\" is passed right round the whole trian-

gular structure, and is bolted or fastened by
spikes to each of the piles, as well as to the

waling pieces. There is a large quantity of

iron used in the construction of dolphins, as

must necessarily bo the case when timbers of

the dimension we have described are framed
together. Bolts or straps are generally em-
ployed in effecting the requisite fastenings and
fixings. There is not much choice in the mat-
ter, as they both damage and deface the timber
nearly equally. When straps are used, the

bolts may be of smaller diameter than where
bolts alone are employed, but as there must
be more of them, little or nothing is gained by
the substitution.

It is a question whether timber might not be
advantageously replaced by iron in the con-
struction of dolphins. In situations where
screw piles could bo rendered available, the
change would undoubtedly be for the better,

in consequence of the superior holding power
of the iron pile compared with that of a timber
one. But in places where the ground was not

well adapted for this description of pile, it is

probable that the timber structure would be
found, not only the more economical, but
also really more efficient. It must be borne in

mind that the resistance of a dolphin is com-
posed principally of two elements. The one is

the holding power of the piles, and the other
the weight, or, more correctly speaking, the
vis inertia of the whole triangular mass. Sup-
posing for the moment, the former quantity to

be constant, the vis inertice of a timber dolphin
would very much exceed that of asimilarstruc-
ture of iron, which would give an equal amount
of absolute strength, or even rigidity. There
are still a few instances where the superior

weight of the material becomes a powerful
advocate for its employment, although engi-
neering skill and science are fast reducing
these instances to a minimum.

NEW ;VATERvVOIIKS FOB DOLTON.

NEW waterworks for Bolton are now in

course of construction at Wayob, near
the Chapeltown station of the Lancashire and
Yorkshire Railwar. Several members of the
Corporation of Bolton receatly visited the works
ill progress, and an account of the visit in the

Bolton Chronicle gives us an opportunity of

briefly describing some of the principal features.

The Puddle Trench will, it need hardly be ex-
plained, form the foundation of the embank-
ment which is to impound the water. The basin

of the reservoir, which in shape will represent
the letter Y—one fork extending a little beyond
the Bradshaw Brook Viaduct, on the Boltoa and
Blackburn Railway, the other fork extending

to Know Mill Bridge—ia in other respects per-

fectly natural. Its capacity will bo 555,000,000
gallons, or equal to that of the Entwistle reser-

voir—for taking which the Corporation are con-
structing the Wayoh works—a capacity which is

equivalent to 4,000,000 gallons per diem, or
nearly double that of the present water supply of

Bolton. Messrs. Pollitt, the contractors, haie ex-

perienced great difficulties in making the em-
bankment and the puddle trench perfectly water-
tight. After piercing through about Oft. of drift,

composed of sand and gravel, they came to a bed
of black shale, about 13ft. in thickness, which
rested upon a tljin vein of coal, Sin. in depth.

Below this, again, were 6ft. of very fine white

rock, which yielded a large quantity of water,

and here the difficulties first began, it being
necessary to keep two pumping engines constantly

at work. After penetrating through this rock,

13ft. of grey " rag," or bind, was met with, which
was very hard and a good deal broken up. Below
this was another bed of coal. Gin. thick, whioh
waa succeeded by a very hard indurated clay,

called by miners " warrant earth." The general

dip of this strata ia from west to east, at a slight

angle. At some remote period the strata

has been broken up and dislocated by some vio-

lent convulsion, either the result of volcanic

action or of floods. The consequence is that in this

formation there are two " faults" : the fira^,

which is on the east side of trench, is very small,

and has simply thrown up the strata for ab )Ut

16ft.; the other, however, is 80 yards in thick-

ness, and the evident action of fire may bo dis-

cerned in it. This " fault," which has precipi-

tated the strata down towards the west to an
extent not yet ascertained, is composed of a

variety of metals, at all angles and inclinations,

compactly wedged and cemented together by
veins of clay and other retentive materials. At
one time it was thought that this might be made
available for the puddle trench, but after a
very careful examination, Mr. Bateman, O.K.,

pronounced that it would be unsafe to trust to it,

and he recommended the trench to be proceeded
with. Perhaps no more adequate idea can bo

given of the enormous nature of this undertaking

than by describing the dimensions of the treucli.

It extends entirely across the Wayoh Valley—the

open portion of it being 200 yards in length—and

it varies in depth from 4 5 ft. at tlie Turton to

soft, at the Edgworth end, while it is 20ft.

wide at the top and 16ft. in width at the

bottom. At the Edgworth end a heading has

also been driven underneath the hill for a

distance of 30 yards, a height of UOft , and a

width of 12ft., in order to prevent the escape

of water round the end of the puddle gutter.

The making of the puddle trench has occupied
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nearly two jeara ; in about fifteen montliB, how-
ever, from the oommeneemcnt, pudole was put
in tt part of the trench, and from January last

the men have been filling the trench along its

entire length. The filling in consists, first, of a
bed of concrete, 3ft. in thickness, which is laid

along the bottom ; then upon this, on each side

of the trench, 18in. rubble stone walls are being
erected, and behind these walls 18in. of concrete
is bemg placed. The space between the walls is

being filled with well-worked puddle. It is not
intended to carry the side walls up the whole
height of the trench. Behind the puddle in the
headiag on the Edgworth or easterly side, 20ft.

of concrete is being placed. It is anticipated
that the whole of the trench will be puddled to
the line of the ground by September next, after
which the westerly or Turtnn end will be pro-
ceeded with. Immediately the trench ia completed
the contractors will commence the formation of
the embankment. This will mea.sure 320 yards
in length, 70ft. in height, 140 yards wide at
the base, and 20tt. wide at the top. It is ex-
pected that the work will progress at the rate of
about 30ft. a year. It is possible, therefore,
that the reservoir may be completed by the end
of 1872. The whole number of men employed
upon the works at present is between 120 and
130, of whom about sixty are engaged in getting
and working puddle.
The Giiiii/e llasins are situated in front of the

outlet tunnel. In order to understand the pre-
cise purpose for which these basins are intended,
it is necessary to explain that the Wayoh reser-
voir is for compensation only. It is, in fact, a
substitute for the Kntwistlo reservoir, whose
waters, on the completion of the works, will be
used for domestic and trade purposes in Bolton
and tlie neighbourhood. This compensation
water is of two kinds: one to be delivered at the
rate of 12 cubic feet per second into the Brad-
shaw Brook

; the other, at the rate of 4 cubic
feet per second, is to be conveyed in pipes to the
several bleach and dye works on the stream be-
twaen the reservoir andTootil bridge, a distance of

4J miles. The necessity for two ranges of pipes
—each 2ft. in diameter—arises from the fact that
the water supplied to the mills has to be pure. Of
course the water impounded in the reservoir will
be all clean, inasmuch .-is the only works conta-
minating the AVayoh stream are the Know Mill
Print Works, from which a goit has to be con-
structed to convey their dirty water into the brook
below the gauge basins. To enable them to de-
liver this water to the mill owners, and in order
that there might be no break or opening in the
embankment, the Corporation have constructed a
brick tunnel underneath the hill on the Edgworth
side, called the outlet tunnel, which is 440 yards
in length, l?ft. high, and 10ft. in width, through
which the compensation pipes have been laid. For
enabling the water to be regularly delivered, two
sets of gauge basins have been erected at the
outlet of this tunnel—and below the embankment
—each containing lliree chambers 19ft. long, 15ft.
wide, and 10ft. deep, constructed of massive ma-
sonry, with brick inverts. The first or easterly
range of pipes will deliver the larger quantity of
water—12 cubic feet per second—into the first of
one of these series of chambers, from whence it
will pass by an opening at the bottom of the cross
wall into the second or measuring chamber, and
from thence into the third chamber along a con-
duit 65 yards in length and loft, in width, over
» weir of soh'd masonry into the brook, or through
a sluice gate into the lodge of Messrs. Dearden,
as they may require, they being the first takers.
The second or westerly range of pipes will deliver
the smaller quantity of water—4 cubic feet
per seoond—into the second series of chambers,
in the same way as before, with the exception
that in the third chamber the water will be im-
pounded, so as to charge the pipes through which
It IS to be delivered to the works on the streamAn ample storm overflow has been provided,
and the whole of the works are fine ex-
amples of masonry. The outlet tunnel-
through which the Bradshaw and Wayoh streams
are now diverted pending the construction
of the works—IS entirely completed, with theex-
ceptiou of Its southern face. One set of valves
has also been placed upon the compensation pipes
but another set will be required at the southern
end, and also valve columns at the north or
inlet end of the tunnel, in order to enable the
water to be drawn from different levels One
set of gauge basins is also finished, with the ox- „.,, i..j.j memnfception of the cross-wall

; and the other set is ates'- now therethree parts completed 'n-- --^ --^ .. |
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closing the basins have likewise Ijocn erected, with

the exception of the coping ; while the conduit,

weir, and storm overflow are all finished.

The BntwiHle Tunnel, at present in conrse of

construction, has its opening at the foot of the

high land to the right of the embankment of the

Entwistlo reservoir. It will be about 3000 yards
long, for two-thirdsof whichdistJinco ithas already

been driven—lOOO yards at the Entwistle end, and
an equal distance at the Egerton end. Men are

constantly at work in it day and night, but aa the
tunnel has to be driven entirely by means of
blasting, the progress is necessarily slow. It is,

however, expected to be completed by the time
the Wayoh reservoir is ready, when the water from
the Entwistlo reservoir will bo conveyed through
it into basins at the Egerton end, and thence
through pipes along the road to Dnnscar, and
across the fields to the Sweetloves reservoir.

These pipes are already laid, and are at present
used to convey the water from the tunnel to

Sweetloves. The Appliances for ventilating the
tunnel during its construction are similar to ihoae

used in mining operations. A series of pipes is

laid along the tunnel to the face of the rock where
the men are at work, through which the foul air

is carried by means of a furnace at the bottom of

a ventilating shaft a short distance from the

month as the fresh air rushes up the tunnel.

The works have been designed by, and are being
carried out under the superintendence of, Mr. H.
Baylis, C.E., the Borough Engineer, at a total cost
of £170,000.

NATIONAI, engineers' ASSOCIATION.

THE annual meeting of the Batley (Yorkshire)
branch of this as.oociation took place on

Saturday, at the Royal Hotel in the above town,
and a large number of members were present.

Mr. John Kedfea^n presided. Mr. Wm. Winn,
the secretary, read the report of the year's pro-
ceedings, and stated that the operations of the
society extended over the whole of Lancashire,
Yorkshire, and Cheshire. He remarked that it

was truly alarming to hear of the various acci-

dents that took place through tho bursting of

steam-boilers ; bnt there was cause for thankful-
ness in this, that though there were 3000 in the
care of 1050 members of the National Engineers'
Association, only one boiler had exploded. He
attributed this to the care exercised by the mem-
bers, and to the knowledge they had acquired of
the properties of steom and iron. The report
was adopted, and afterwards Mr. Ilarrand, of
Heokmondwike, Mr. J. Meson, Mr. F. Meson,
and other gentlemen addressed the meeting.

ST. SAVIOUR'S CHURCH, EASTBOURNE.

THIS church was built in 1866. It consists ol
a nave 36ft. x 92ft., aisles 10ft. wide, and

a chancel 22ft. x 33ft. The nave ends at the
east in an apse, the central arch of which opens
into the chancel. The nave aisles are continued
round its apse, and projections from them are
formed for organ and sacristy. The chancel Is
groined with a brick unJ stone vault ; the nave
has a boarded ceiling, which is intended to be
painted shortly. Tl,c chauci 1 walls have lately
(1870) been arcaled, and an alabaster reredos
erected at coiei leia'.ile cost, tnd the steeple
shown in the drawing is als) just begun, Mr.
Peerless, of Eastbourne (who built the church),
having taken the contract for £3500. This
steeple ia 24ft. square at base, and 165ft. high to
top of spire. The lower stage is groined ; above
this groining is a parish room, and over this
again the bell-ringing floor. The whole will be
executed in the same materials as the church

—

red brick with stone dressings.
The special feature in this church is the

planning of the interior, which is so contrived as
to make the altar and choir easily visible from all
parts. The coat of the church, exclusive of the
steeple, was about £7500, and it accommodates
from 900 to 3,000 persons. Mr. G-. E. Street
A.B.A., is the architect.

'

The IX.STITUTION OF CiVIL ENGINEERS.—In
the last ten years the numbers of tho several
classes belonging to this institution have been
more than doubled. For whereas on the 30th of
November, 1860, the grosa total of all classes was
930, on tho 1st of July last it stood at 1894. At
the former date there were 24 honorary mem-

ON THE USE AND ABUSE OF ORNAMENT AND
COLOUR IN THEIR APPLICATION TO HOUSE DECO-
RiVTION.

(Continuedfrom page 6.)

WHITE and gold is a farourito style for

drawing rooms, and is considered to
be in tlie purest taste—we confess we don't
think so. Large rooms of unrelieved white
with heavy deep gold mouldings do not appear
to Its to bo in good taste. If tho absence of
colour is pure taste, then hurrah for white-
wash, pure and undefiled! To us white and
gold alone has a starved, poor look—very cold,
and certainly not harmonious. The gold and
white do not blend; the one seems indepen-
dent of the other; in fact, tlie gold appears to
be there to toll one at once, and very plainly too,

that it is put there solely for the sake oi its

glare and glitter, and not as a part of an har-
monious whole. In any decorative combination
of tints, gold leaf shoald take its place as a
colour, having its due weight in tho balance,
and no more. Used thus it will n«ver be ob-
trusive, but help to produce riclmcss without
vulgarity, glitter witliout tawdiiness, reposo
without dulncss. Where pure taste is exer-
cised, gold leaf will be used sparingly, for
there is no stronger evidence of a vulgar taste
than a too profuse use of gilding in decoration.'
Any one may produce a gorgeous effect by a
prodigal use of gold and colour, but the true
teat of the decorator's art is to produce a rich
and harmonious effect without the aid of gold
leaf. Instead of white and gold wo prefer to
have the doors and all other wood-work in tho
drawing room painted in tints; or tho panels,
mouldings, and quirks tinted, and the stiles

white; by adopting this course we still retain
its purity, but add warmth and harmony.
The panels may be painted either with floral

arabesques, or simple lines and ornaments, in
quiet, pure tones of colour. If with flowers,
they should be properly supported by ppringing
out of some object—a vase, a husk, &c.—as a
natural outflow from the general design of
ornament. We object altogether to bouquets
of flowers tied to nothing with ribbons, and
supported by nothing. We were looking at a
room in a magnificent old mansion a few days
ago, done in this style. The walls were
white on what had originally been
panelled wainscot. On the panels were
bouquets and pendants of flowers (not
wreaths or festoons), exquisitely painted and
surrounded by heavy gilt mouldings. The
flowers had nothing to support them, and were
tied up with ribbonsthathadnothingto hold by.
The effect as a whole was very bad. Had
they been real flowers they would have been
held up in some way, but being painted ones
we presume tho artist felt sure of their stick-
ing where ho put them. Now had these
beautifully-painted flowers but formed a part
of some well-considered design, how different
the effect would have been! It does not fol-
low that because the work is well executed
it is necessarily in good taste; this is not
so. Mere manipulative skill, although in-
dispensable in the execution of all good woi'k,

is the result of practice. Taste and judgment
are much higher qualities, and very rare, and
may be possessed in a high degree without the
possessor having any manipulative skill what-
ever, but when all these qualities are com-
bined in the same person, successful works
must result.

In some of the best class of drawing rooms
the woodwork is got up in polished white
enamel, that is, a mixture of white lead with
varnish that dries hard. Several coats of this
is given to fill up tlio uneven parts; it is then
rubbed down with lump and ground pumico
stone and felt, until level and smooth; it is

now varnished three or four times witli varnish
and flake white, and wiicn hard out down withbers, 355 members, 537 associates, and 14 gradu

The ret.Mnin,y „„ii7„ "l^'^^'v""^*''"®*™ 1*5 honorary members, 702
|
felt and ground pumice stone in water, andthe retaining walls en- members, 999 associates, and 177 students. ' polished by the hand. If this ia got up pro-
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perly.and well polished, the effect is good, but

tiM cost is enormous, in consequence of the

Urge amount of labour required to work it

;

•od we have verj- considerable doubts as to

whether it is worth the trouble and cost when

it is done. The advantage in point of ap-

pearance and durability is so small oyer

ordinary flat or dead colour that we are in-

diced to think that the extra cost and labour

•re thrown away. And it is quite certain that

the colour is not so pure, as there is no varnish

made which can be mixed with pure white

without injuring its purity; however well and

carefully it is done it will turn yellow. To
obviate this in some degree, we make a

practise of painting the mouldings of a white

enamel door of a cream colour, flat or dead.

Thia cerres two purposes, its yellowness

CMisea the while to look whiter, and its want
of gloss makes the polished enamel to appear

to have a brighter lustre. Good enamel paint-

ing is a legitimate aid to decoration, but we
must utterly condemn the host of pailtry imi-

tations to which it has given rise—enamel
paint, and varnished enamel. White paint is

varnished, and so left without much labour

being bestowed upon it, to make it level and

smooth, and it is then called white enamel. Its

whiteness or pureness is a myth, to begin

with, and in course of a month or two it turns

a dirty yellow. Such work cannot be too

strongly condemned.
The imitation of woods we think to be out

of place in a drawing room, except elaborately

inlaid work ; but in a large drawing room, in

which pilasters or columns form a part of its

constructive features, imitations of light-

coloured marbles may be used with propriety,

if well done—not otherwise. Drawing rooms
are sometimes painted in the Pompeian style.

But we consider this to be a mistake, and out

of keeping with our climate and habits. The
morning room or breakfast room should be
treated in a cheerful style, warm and com-
fortable. The woodwork may be grained any
light, clean-looking;wood, or a well executed
imitation of iulaid woods, all good and ser-

>iceable of its kind; above all things it is

necessary to avoid a depressing dullness in

sach a room. When we enter it in the morn-
ing, all should look bright and cheerful, and
in accordance with the good things spread out

for our use. Such a room judiciously coloured
gives zest and relish to our food, and soothes

our tempers. With regard to the decoration

of the hall and staircase, much depends upon
its size, style of architcciure and general

character. The Greek, Italian, and Roman
styles admit of marbles being used as a lining

for staircases. In our Northern Gothic houses
it was rarely used for that purpose, but was
used as an inlay in stone, a style of an emi-
nently decorative character. On the walls of

a grand hall and staircase, we know of no
style of decoration so much in accordance
with its grandeur as marble, veneered with the

real marble if possible, but if that is unattain-

able, a good imitation may be used with pro-
priety.' Mr. Grace, in his recently published
lecture on Art Training, suggests that the
walls of staircases should be stencilled

with a pattern in quiet colours. We can-
not see the wisdom of such a course. We
rather think the staircase would look too

much like the rooms, which, as a rule, are

covered with patterns of some kind, and
coniequently we want something diQerent

as a relief or change, which constitutes the
great charm of contrast in treatment between
one room and another. The staircase ought
in all cases to be essentially different in its

treatment to any other part of a house. Its

decoration should be as different as its struc-
tural features are to the rest of the house.
Again, Mr. Grace [says the introduction of
shams—i *., imitations of marbles, is always
of doubtful propriety, but may do now and
then, if the architecture of the staircase is well
adapted for such treatment. Now we hold

•Of eoarM it will be understood th&t wo are speak

-

lag bOTD of strictly Uecorallvo treatment.

that it is either right or it is wrong to use

imitations, and the fact of the staircase being

suitable or not does not affect the question in

the slightest. If it is right to use them at all, it

is rightto use them everywhere where real mar-

ble would be used by the architect. If it is

wrong, do not use it at all. Don't let us .affect to

despise and condemn it, and yet use it. Do let

us act consistently. A good deal of what our

Transatlantic friends call " bosh " has been

talked about the question of what are called

shams.
There are several marbles which are well

adapted for use on large surfaces, the princi-

ples of which are—Sienna, Italian pink, or

IBreeche, Breeche voilette, Bardiglio, white,

white vein, and the granites.

In painting imitations of marbles on stair-

case walls, it is always advisable to make
choice of a medium tint of the marble to be

imitated, that is to say, there are certain blocks

and slabs of (we will say) Sienna marble whicli

are less strongly marked than others, both in

vein and colour. These are better adapted

for painting than the darker parts, inasmuch
as they allow of a more uniform tone of colour

being kept throughout. Nothing looks worse
than to see one block or slab strong and dark,

and the next light and faintly marked. Mr.
Pitman, in a paper read before the Society of

Arts, and published in The Building News,
calls Sienna a billious-looking marble on ac-

count of its yellowness, and objects to its use

for that reason. He has evidently formed his

opinion from the study of the paper-stainer's

rendering of Sienna marble, and, as far as these

are concerned, he is right, but real Sienna is

a most beautiful and valuable marble for the

purpose, having a play of colour not found in

any other marble. Yellow or yellowish drab
is the prevailing colour certainly, but this is

mixed and blended with such a variety of

tints of pinks, greys, browns, blacks,

blues, and purples, that the yellow is sobered
down, and made into a perfectly harmonious
whole. Another admirable mdrble for walls

ii named Italian pink. It is an adaptation of

the lighter parts of the Breeche marbles, and
the darker sorts of theTsame marble are very
suitable for columns, pilasters, &c, The geo-
logical character of these marbles is very in-

teresting. They seem at one time to have con-

sisted of extensive layers or strata of petriQed

rock, which by some convulsion of nature has
been broken up into all sorts of irregular

pieces, such as wc see when ice is broken up.

The smaller pieces seem to have floated in

between the larger ones, filling up the inter-

stices, and then been again petrified. Italian

pink differs both in form and colour from
Sienna, the prevailing colour of the former
being of a pleasant pinky hue, beautifully

marked with black, blue, mauve, light red,

and yellow veins, many parts having the
appearance of the markings on some kinds of
shells. When it is well and carefully done,
on a good stairca«e, and in large blocks or
slabs, we are inclined to prefer it before
Sienna.

'I'he Breeche violette is similar in form to

the other, but is of a warm grey tone. The
other marbles suitable for walls are so well
known that we need not describe them here.

Vestibules or entrance-halls are often done
in imitation of inlaid marbles, which, when
well executed, is an admirable style of decora-
tion for this purpose. Much care and judg-
ment is required in the selection of the mar-
bles, and the choice of a suitable design. De-
signs for the inlaying of marbles should be
very different to those which are used for in-

laying of woods. This is necessary from the
difference of material, and should always be
kept in view in getting out designs for either.

It will be evident to the plainest comprehen-
sion that almo8t,any pattern, however intricate,

may be cut out of thin veneers of wood with
the greatest case, when the same patterns,
cut out of marbles, would entail an immensity
of labour and an enormous cost ; and ninny
patterns could be cut out of wood which coiild

not be cut out of marble. Therefore, in marble,
breadth and simplicity should be aimed at,

and only such designs adopted as miglit be
used by the marble mason, which are prin-

cipally geometrical patterns, formed of strap

work, circles, octagons, pentagons, hexagons,
&c. In petra-dura work, we have other
forms, such as birds, flowers, &c., but these are

the exceptions, and not the rule, therefore we
do not take them into consideration here. In
the setting out of the design for a vestibule

wall we have found the best form to be a
centre panel of either Sienna or Italian pink,

or other light marble, with a strap work
border of Broccatella, interlacing at the cor-

ners and centre, enclosing narrow panels of
Rouge Roi, or S. Remy blue, with a stile of
one of our English serpentines, of a green colonr

The strap or band may be two inches wide,
the rouge panel four or six inches, and the
strap again two inches, making altogether ten
inches. The stile may be from five to eight

inches wide, according to the size of the wall.

The small centre panels enclosed by the in-

terlacing band may contain either a monogram,
a crest, or a shield. There are, of course, an
endless variety of patterns which may be used
for this purpose, always keeping in mind the
caution before given as to simplicity and
suitableness. Much of the prejudice against

the use of imitation marbles has arisen from
the use of marbled paper-hangings, the ma-
jority of them being such gross caricatures of

the marbles they profess to represent ; and even
the best of them are so utterly inferior to

really first-class painted marble, that no com-
parison can be instituted between them. A
wall covered with paper never can have that

evenness of surface and smoothness of finish

that a painted wall properly prepared has.

Consequently we see at once that it is paper,

which fact destroys all illusions at once. If

we can see at once how an effect is produced,
that effect will not be near so pleasing as if the
manner of itsdoing is effectually concealed j the

greater and more complete the deception, and
the more pleasure and wonder it excites,

the greater the pleasure we receive from its

beauty. Unfortunately this is the case with
many other things in this life ; once we get
behind the scenes, the enchantment is dis-

solved. This is a low grovelling passion,

according to Ruskin, and not worthy of
the labour it involves. Be this as it may, it is

at all events a pure pleasure we receive—an
innocent enjoyment, leading to a better and
higher appreciation of the beautiful and
good.

Another good style of treatment is to panel
vestibule walls with lines and flat ornaments,
and borders stencilled in quiet neutral tints,

in accordance with the style of the architec-

ture.

The staircase may be treated in the same
manner, or it may be painted dado high, with
two shades of the same colour, the darkest
tint about three or four feet above the
skirting, and a suitable border stencilled upon
the line of division ; or the stencil may be
divided : a black or dark-coloured border may
be stencilled upsn the lower, or dars colour,

and a line and stops, or small repeating orna-
ment, upon the upper or lighter tint, in any
properly contrasting colour, or it may be done
with the same colour as the dado is painted
with. A good effect may be got by stencilling

a diaper upon the dado of a darker or lighter

shade of tlie same colour, with a border of
course, but we object altogether to the upper
part being treated in the same manner, thus
making too busy what ought, in reality, to

bo a relief and contrast to the rest of the
house. Nothing can be in worse taste than to

cover every part of our houses with busy or-

nament, creating a feeling of unrest and op-
pression utterly opposed to the true principles

of decorative art.

(To he Continued.')

The meniorial .stone of a new Wesleyan chapel
was laid at Lynton, Devonshire, on Tuesday week.
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RAYIIAM AND OTHKR ABBEYS.

THE ground plans of tho Pr.-cmonstra-

tensi.in order were irregular, although
the usual conventual arrangement was pre-
served. By the kindness of the Marquess
Camden, Bayham Abbey, as traced by Wilkins,
is now laid before the public. At first sight we
are reminded of Clugtiy, ;with its vast ante-
church, andof Lewes, but a careful comparison
with other lioufes modifies the impression.

A complete church, with aisles walled off from
the nave (as in the choir of Rochester), an
aislcss eastern arm, and a transept with two
chapels in each wing, is before us, with a
sacristy to the south arm. Here naturally
would follow the eastern range of buildings in
the cloister garth, but these have been trans-
ferred, no doubt, from exigencies of the site, to

the western end of the actual church, and an in-

genious contrivance links them together. The
wall of the south nave aisle has been removed
to make room for two long chapels ; then to the
south are the chapter-house and dormitory over
a calefactory. On the south side of the garth
are a parlour and refectory, on the west a slype
and guest-house. The north side presented a
serious difficulty in the way of access to the
nave. It was, however, overcome by erecting
a long galilee, only 25ft. in width and 50ft.

high, to the wall plate, along this side of the
cloister, with the two ordinary processional

doors. The architectural nave formed the
ritual choir. There is no triforium.

The similarity between the claustral build-

ings of Bayham and Leiston is at first sight

perceptible ; and another similarity links

Wendling, Eastby and Leiston together—the
aisleless-choirs ; andWendlingand Eastby have
also in common a large adjunct or chapel
(probably dedicated S. Mary) at the N.E.
side of the nave. At Eastby a similar' pro-
jection at tho S.E. has utterly distorted the
cloister garth. The refectory is in two alleys,

and the dormitory ranged over a similar
cellarage. The rare trigonal apse of Bayham
should be noticed. Similar terminations occur
in the Friar's Church, Winchelsea, the Friar's

Chapel, Brecon, and in other places mentioned
in my "Sacred Archaeology."

Unfortunately we have no details of the
internal arrangements of Bayham. About the
year 1200 the site for Beaulieu, as it was called

at first, wag given by Sir Eobert de Turnham.
From an indulgence datedr254 we know that
the buildings were still in progress. In 1484
the visitor ordered important repairs to be
made in the ruinous dormitory, refectory hall,

and bakehouse.
The entrance gateway still remains. The

base court has wholly disappeared, but we
may conjecture its appearance from the fine

quadrangle still in'existence at Ardaines, near
Uaen, which exhibits a noble gatehouse on
the west, a superb bam with three alleys, and
buttressed two-storied farm buildings adjoin-

ing it, and upon the south side. At the east

there is portion of a building forming part of

the cloister garth, and the splendid west front
of the nave.

The Prsemonstratensian, or White Canons,
stood in the same relation to the Austin
Canons as the Cistercians did to other wore
isolated communities, stricter in discipline

and devoted to agriculture and htisbandry.

Their jealousy of neighbours is evidenced by
an agreement in the Chartulary drawn up be-
tween Bayham and Robertsbridge, to tho
effect that neither order should erect a place,

cell, or abbey, within four leagues of the house
of the other. The order was founded by
Norbert of Lorraine, Bishop of Laon and
Archbishop of Magdeburg, in the 12th century.
It adopted the Austin Rule, and from a legend
of a miraculous design ation of the earliest si te for
an abbey (praimonstratum, foreshown) derived
its name. Calixtus II. or Innocent II. confirmed
the rule. They were called at first Canons
Regular Exempt, and afterwards AVhite
Canons, from their dress—a white tunic, gown,
and mantle, which Honorius IV. granted them,
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to tke great disgnst of the Carmelites. The

•bbotts never used mitre, or staff ring, or other

pontifical ornament. They were forbidden to

have game preserves, and thej[ had no schools.

In 1145 they established their first boms in

Newhon«e, in Lincolnshire ; in 1250 the aged

bishop of the diocese actually travelled to

Rome to complain of the irregularities of the

order, which in 1497 became secular.

It is recorded that ths Canons were so

biehly regarded by the peasantry that at the

DisMiation, on their fiiot expulsion, a company

with painted faces and visors drove out the

commissioners and replaced the white brother-

hood, not long, however, to retain their ancient

honse. The abbey site is now beautifully

kept with a loving care.

Mackeszik E. C.Waloott,B.D.,F.R.A.

68, Belgrave-road, S.W.

BUlLDINO jygirgSKETCH BOOK.-XXXV.

TOWEE GATEWAY, LKIOH'S PRIORT, BS9EX.

THIS prioiT was fonnded in the rci^n of

Henry lU., bnt with the exception of some

few pieces of rubble work, the existin(f buildings

•oanst o{ brickwork with stone dressings, and

monlded and glased bricks used in for ornamen-

tal parposes. At the lieibrmalion it was seized

on by Sir Richard Rich, who made it, as the

villagers said, " a paradise upon earth." The
armi and crest of his family, with the motto,

Oarde Ta Ji'y, are carved over the tower door-

way. Later on it fell into the hands of the Oo-
vemors of Guy's Hospital, who palled the honse

down, the bni'ldings now remaining being the

tower the subject of the sketch, and a large

range of pictaresqae buildings in front of and

forming a large coortrard with it. It is sitnate

•boat 8 miles from Chelmsford, in a hollow, the

gromd rising on all sides, so that the visitor does

ot see it< noble proportions, and tlie varied

eoloara age has given to the brickwork, until

cIoM npon it. W. E. hnows.

THE COMPLETION OF S. PAUL'S.

THE meeting at the Mansion House on Wed-
nesday for the inauKuration of a great

effort to complete the decoration o£ the interior of

S. Paul's, was successful. .'A list ofsubscriptions

amounting to between £24,000 and £25,000 was
read, and the proceedings throughout were enthu-

Baltic. Mr. Gladstone's speech in support of the

first resolution was in his best style, and his refe-

rence to Cardinal Wiseman's well-remembered
lejoinder to a modem writer who criticised the
heathenish emblems on the Pantheon was tho-

roughly to the purpose. It was, as Mr. Gladstone

aaid, a rejoinder which made the " blood tingle and
tlM cheek flush." " You Ulk," said the Cardinal,
" of the emblems in the Pantheon. What are the
emblems that appear in S. Paul's—for the wor-
ship of what deity was that noble temple erected ?

how often is it applied to the celebration of reli-

gions rites—what i ndication does it carry in the
symbols found there of the character of the
Christian Gospel ? Look at the monuments with
whieh'its walls are studded—the emblems found
aboat them are but little likely to give rise to the
reproach of an exaggerated Christianity, or to the
idea that tbey were erected to those whose names
are recorded in Gospel history. It is the drum,
the trumpet, and the cannon—every sign of civil

id Mcnlar life—with which alone yon have oma-
iwit»d your cathedral, while in every respeet it

remains, except as to its noble fabric, perfectly

domb and incapable of expressing the purpose for

which it was intended." To the complete avoid-
Mce of a state of things deserving a repetition of

this tannt^the efforts of the Bean and Chapter
are now directed, and all Churchmen—nay every
Knglisbman—to whom, as the resolution moved
by Lord Carnarvon well pots it

—" The cathedral
is as much his own ehnrcb, as each single chnrch
in the land is to its own parishioners,'' should by
all meaiu in their power endeavour to ensure
their inccess.

tnry. It was begun in Decorated and finished in

Perpendicular times, and is for the most part

transitional in character. It comprises chancel,

!iave, two aisles, and transepts. The east window

of the chancel consists of five lights, and has

much of a Decorated character; the side win-

dows are of the same date, as is also the loaa-to

vestry. On the south side is an angular piscina,

and a wide seat for sedilia of the same period ;

bnt the stalls and misereres are plainly Perpen-

ilicnliir, whilst the altar rail is of the time of

Elizabeth. On the north of the chancel, under a

flat arch, enriched, as was also the rood-screen

recently removed, with qnatrefoils and foliated

work, is a fine altar tomb of Purbeck marble to

Sir Thomas Peyton, Knt., who died in 148 1, and

his two wives. Their effigies are engraved on

brass, and have elegant canopies. On the north

ivall of the chancel was discovered an interesting

mural fresco of the Virgin and Child, which has

now been covered up. The chancel arch is lofty

and wide, and evinces a slightly later data than

that of the east window. The nave is of five bays,

and has piers and arches of the same date as the

chancel arch, the piers being formed in clusters

of four columns, with a boltel between them. The
most remarkuble feature of the edifice is the

deep and rich panelling of the sp.andrels of the

nave, which are surmounted by a well-designed

cornice-string and battlement. The fine and

lofty clerestory is the latest part of the churcrh,

and, with the roof, is purely Perpendicular. The

space between the tie-beams and principals is

filled in with tracery, and there are the usual

carved angels for hammer beams. An inscription

round the roof tells us that it was erected by
" Crystifer Peyton, wych dyd mak thys rofe in the

yere of our Lord MCCCCLXXXXV., beynj; the X
yere of Kynge Henry the VII." The north tran-

sept has a good sepulchral recess, well moulded
and crocketed, with a figure in plate armour much
mutilated. In this transept, to the south-east, is

a single piscina. Decorated in style, which still

bears traces of having been coloured. The south

transept isEarly Perpendicularincharacter. Hero,

also, is a sepulchral recess with a mutilated figure.

This transept was formerly a chapel dedicated to

S. Catharine. The octagonal font, with its deeply-

carved panelling, is a fine specimen of Perpen-

dicular work. The lectern is in the form of a

brazen eagle, and is unusually good in its work-

manship. There is a large porch to the south, of

a Transitional character. The bcnitier, now filled

up with masonry, still stands in its place. The
tower is modern, replacing one which fell in 1862.

It was known to have been split by lightning long

before. Workmen were engaged in its repair at

the time of its fall, but received timely warning

of their danger.

The Priory, dedicated to S. Margaret, was a

cell to the Abbey of S. Jacutus in Insula, in

Brittany. It is evident from existing documents

that it was still occupied in 1219. Probably the

monks removed in 1254 to Linton. The moat of

the old priory may still be traced in the meadows
to the rear of the chapel.

The Chapel itself, now used as a barn, is of Late

Norman construction. The east end is apsidal,

and is supported by curious small narrow but-

tresses, diminishing in stages. In the interior we
find a fine circular arch at the entrance to the

olianoel, and the piers and springing of another

at the entrance to the apse. The windows of the

apse take the form of very small and narrow
loop-holes, deeply splayed to the interior. At the

west end is one window of like character, and
two circular openings higher up towards the roof.

The south doorway is of the square-headed trefoil

shape, while that of the north is Transi-

tional Norman. The masonry of the walls

deserves examination, since it consists chiefly of

rude herring-bone work, such as we find employed
during both Saxon and Norman periods, and is

done in rough stone, alternating with tiles.

SUFFOLK ABCH^OLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

THE following is an abstract of a paper on the
Pariah Chnrch and the Remains of the

Priory Chapel at Isleham, read by the Rev. J.
Denny Gedge during the recent visit of the Suf-
folk Arebceological Institute :—
The Church, which ii dedicated to S. An-

drew, ia the work mainly of the fourteenth cen-

ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCH^OLO-
GICAL SOCIETIES.

Cumberland and Westmoreland Arch.«:o-
LOGICAL Society.—A meeting of the members
of this society was held on "Thursday week in

the Music Hall of the Athenajum, Maryport. The
last meeting of the Society was held iu 1868, and
as the Society had been in a state of suspense
for a year, and the treasurer had a balance in

band of £283, he proposed that no subscriptions

should be paid for the last year.—Mr. C. J. Fer-
guson called attention to a portion of the Roman

Wall which had been discovered near Pike Hill,

between Liinercost and Birdoswald. He suggested

that the society should jiay for the diversion

of a road near the place, in order to procure the

remains.—Dr. Bruce of Newcastle said that, so

far as ho could judge, the place referred to was
the site of a Mile Castle, and, further, it was a
castle of considerable interest. There were three

altars, one of which was at L.aneroost and two at

Rockliffe. It was desirable, therefore, to keep
the site, so that it may be recognised. It had
some peculiar features abeut it. It occurred to

him that this Mile Castle had had its corners
rounded off on the north side as well as the south
side. The south corners are always rounded off,

but not the north corner.^. The peculiarity to

which he had referred shows that the castle had
been built first, and the wall run into it. As the

site was one of historical importance, it was
desirable that it should be permanently retained.

—A sub-committee was appointed, with power to

expend a certain snm in the purchase of the site,

which belongs to Lord Carlisle.—The members
and their friends then loft the Athenceum, and,

under the guidance of Dr. Bruce, proceeded to

visit the Roman camp, and the field, not far dis-

tant from it, where the recent valuable find of

Roman altars was made. The party next pro-

ceeded to Netherhall, the seat of Mr. J. P. Sen-

house, near to which a pavilion was erected. At
the front of the pavilion the whole of the altars

recently discovered wore placed, and numbered
in the order of the finding. After the visitors

had examined these interesting and valuable

relies of a bygone age, Dr. Bruce proceeded to

read a paper concerning them.—On the motion of

the Rev. J. Simpson, seconded by Dr. Ainger, a
vote of thanks was given to Dr. Bruce for his

paper, and three hearty cheers were given in his

honour.
Durham AncHiEOtooiCAL and Architec-

tural Society.—This society had a very enjoy,

able two days' excursion on Thursday and Friday

week, to Laneroost and the Roman wall. The
first place visited was Naworth Castle, of which
a short account was given by Mr. Ferguson, of

Carlisle. The party then proceeded to Lanercost

Abbey, where a very able and exhaustive paper
was lead by the same gentleman. From Laneroost

the members were conveyed to Gilsland Spa, pas-

sing on their way a very interesting specimen of

the Roman Wall, lately discovered. Thirlwall was
visited onFriday, from whence members followed

the course of the Roman wall to Ilousosteads.

Kent Archaeological Society. — The
annual meeting of this society is fixed for the 3rd

and 4th of August, at Sittingbourne. On the 4th

there will be an excursion to the island of Sheppy,
Minster Chui-ch, and Shurland Castle.

A GATHERING of the members of the St. Alban's

Archteological and Architectural Society will

take place on or about the 21st ot the present

month, when it is proposed to hold two meetings,
and have an e-xcursiou. The Herts Guardian
says it is a pity that the Society does not en-

large the sphere of its operations to the entire

county."
The Sussex Archajologio il Society will hold its

annual meeting at Rye on Thursday, August 11.

——
PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

The Ladies' Gallery.—Mr. H. Samuelson,
on Thursday week, asked the First Commissioner
of Works how soon increased accommodation and
improved ventilation would be afforded to the

Ladies Gallery, according to his own promise and
to that of his predecessor in olTice.—Mr. Ayrton
hoped the estimate for the Houses of Parliament

would be laid on the table in two or three days
;

and as soon as the money had been voted by the

House the works would proceed.

The Gas of the Metropolis.—Mr.Lefevre
(in reply to Mr. T. Cave) admitted the extreme
advisability of uniform gas legislation for the

metropolis, but was unable to pledge the Govern-
ment to bring in a Bill for that purpose.

The Thames Embankment.—On Friday last

Mr. W. H. Smith asked the House to adopt an ad-

dress to the Queen, praying her to direct that no
public offices should be erected upon the portion

of the Thames Embankment, between Whitehall-
place and Charing-cross, which had been reserved

to the Crown ; and this demand, in which ho was
supported by Lord ICnfield and Mr. Baillie Coch-

rane, he rested in the main upon the ground that

the land referred to had been reclaimed at the

expense of the ratepayers of the metropolis, and
' ought therefore to be retained for (heir benefit and
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enjnyment.—Mr. Lowe replied that the two-and-
a-half acres of land referred to had been secured

to the Crown as compensation for the surrender

which it made of its riparian rights, in order that

the Embankment might be carried out for the

benefit of the metropolis ; and ho therefore

maintained that it was completely and thoroughly

the property of the Crown, as the representative

of the nation, to be applied to any purpose that

might seem desirable.—Mr. Hope did not deny
that the Crown had a right to baild npon this

this piece of ground ; but maintaining that it

was an unsuitable situation for a War Office,

suggested that it might well be occupied by the
Natural History Museum, for which a site was
greatly wanted. A portion of his argument was
drawn from the report of theCommittee upon the

concentration of the public offices, and he signi-

ficantly observed that " in those days enlightened
and public men were the Commissioners of Public
Works."—Mr. Crawford, Mr. Samuda, and Mr
Bass nrged that as this ground had been reclaimed
at the expense of the ratepayers of the metropo-
lis it ought to be kept free from buildings, for

their benefit ; while Mr. Rathbone maintained
that if national property of the value of

£ 150,000 was to be given up as for the benefit of

the metropolis, the national exchequer ought to

contribute at least half that amount to enable
Liverpool to provide itself with recreation
grounds, and this expression of opinion was loudly
cheered by the representatives of many provincial

towns.—The Prime Minister characterised the
proposal of the member for Westminster as an
attempt to revive the old bad practice of making
grants for the improvement of the metropolis out
of the national resources—which if renewed must
bo extended to other places as well as London

—

and, after taking several legal and constitutional

objections to the form of the motion, recommended
Mr. Smith to wait the proposals of the Q-overn-
ment with reference to the disposal of this land
before he asked the House to prc.nouncc any judg-
ment upon the subject.—Mr. Locke was energetic
and humorous in his vindication of the rights of
the inhabitants of the metropolis ; and created
much merriment by the assertion that in this

country no building is ever erected which does
not deface the ground upon which it is raised.

—

The motion was opposed by Mr. Cowper-Temple,
and supported by Lord J. Manners ; and Mr.
Walpole made a most effective point by compar-
ing this land to an Irish estate, the value of which
hail been increased bv the improvements made by
the tenants.—Several speeches on both sides of
the question were addressed to a House which
became more and more impatient and more and
more noisy, until at last a division was taken, and
the motion was carried by 50—150 to lOfl.

Ornamental Water im the Parks.—
Mr. Harvey Lewis, on Monday, asked the First
Commissioner of Works whether his attention
had been called to the offensive state of the orna-
mental water in the Regent's Park, and, if so,

whether he would cause immediate measures to be
taken to purify it. He also asked whether he
would lay npon the table of the house the copy of

' a letter, dated the 8th instant, addressed to him
upon the offensive state of the ornamental water
in the Regent's Park by Dr. Whitmore, medical
officer of health for the parish of bt. Marylebone.
Mr. Ayrton replied that his attention had been
called to the condition of the water in question.

The offensive state of the water was occasioned
by its being shallow and of a uniform depth.
(Laughter.) The only remedy for the evil was
to deepen the water, and he had given order.^

that it should be carried out. He had no ohjsc-
tion whatever to lay on the table the report of
the medical officer.—Sir Lawrence Palk inquired
it any steps were likely to be taken to remove the
mud from the Serpentine.—Mr. Ayrton said the
subject was under consideration, and Government
would act npon the advice oi those qualified to
advise them on the subject.

Sun-day Labour on the Thames Embank-
ment.—Mr. J. Talbot inquired whether the
Government were aware that workmen were em-
ployed on Sunday on the Thames Embakment,
near Westminster-bridge, am if so, whether they
sanctioned the employment of workpeople on
public works on Sunday.—Mr. Bruce said he was
not aware of the fact until it was mentioned in a
private communication from his hon. friend.

The Government were not in any way responsible
for any proceedings on that work. They bad,
however, communicated with the Chairman of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, and he stated that
the work was done on the sole authority of the

contractor, and that it he had been informed of

the intention he would have done his best to pre-

vent it from being carried ont.

Oarriaoe-way through S. James's-paek.
—Mr. Cadogan asked the First Commissioner of

Works whether, in accordance with his statement

of the 0th May last, that carriages would be
allowed to drive from the end of James-street

through the end of S. James's-park, and out by
Storey's-gate, he was prepared to sanction the

opening of that thoroughfare, or whether the

intention of so doing had been abandoned ; and
if so, upon what grounds.—Mr. Ayrton said the

roadway along the Victoria Embankment would
be opened on Wednesday, and when Government
saw what effect that would have npon the Abing-
don-street traffic they would see how they could

otherwise improve the approaches to the house.

The Subway.—Mr. Ayrton, in reply to a
duestion put to him by Mr. H. Edwards, said

that as the Board of Works had sold all the

ground on the east side of Westminster-bridge,

the Government was unable to make the subway
between the Embankment and Metropolitan

District Railway, as had been originally proposed.

Under these circumstances the Metropolitan

Board, at their own expense, were constructing

the curved subway, communicating with the steam
packet wharf.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Albury.—The parish church of S. Peter and
S. Paul, Albury, Surrey, was re-opened on Thurs-
day week by the Bishop of Winchester, after hav-

ing undergone extensive alterations, and as, in

the extension of the chancel, the altar was moved,
a re- consecration was necessary. The arched
head of the west door has been filled in with
herring-bone brickwork, the nave has been
furnished with open seats of red pine, and the

vestibule panelled with the same sort of wood.
The passages of nave and aisles are paved with
Maw's encaustic tiles. The new pulpit has been
executed by Mr. Earp, from a design by the

architect, and consists of a red Manstield base,

with Caen stone superstructure, in which are

alabaster panels filled with marbles of various

colours. The whole is surmounted by a richly-

carved moulding. The chancel, which is separated

from the nave by an oak screen, is ascended by
three steps, and filled with oak benches from the

choir, the flooring being of encaustic tiles. The
reredos is by Salviati, of Venice, and ia the gift

of Earl Percy. The organ is by Gray and Davi-
son. The five windows in the chancel are the

workjof Mrs. Drummond,and some stained windows
in the nave are by Mr. A. Gibbs, of Bedford-
square. A striking corona, the work of Messrs.

Hardman, has been presented by the Rev. L. 0.
Bigg. The church is heated with hot-water ap-
paratus by Mr. Smith, of Bramley. The roof is

covered with green and chocolate Bangor
slates. The iron crosses on the transepts and of

the nave are the work of Mr. Poulter, of Albury.
The architect is Mr. A. W. lilomfield ; Mr.
ReaTell was the clerk of the works : and Mr. B.

Inkpen, of Abinger, the contractor.

Beaumaris.—A new Engli-sh Presbyterian

chapel was opened at Beaumaris on Sunday
week. The chapel was designed and carried out
under the superintendence of Mr. R. G. Thomas,
architect, of Menai-bridge, and the style of

architecture adopted is Early English. The walls

are built of rubble work, lined internally with
bricks, and plastered, and faced on the outside
with PeJJmaenmawr stone, all the dressings being
of Bith stone, from Messrs. Randell, Saunders,
and Co.'s quarry. The oast iron work was sup-
plied by Messrs. W. Macfarlane and Co., of
Glasgow. The contractor for the whole of the
works was Mr. John Pritchard, of Gaerwen.
The cost of the building was under £900.
Chiddingfold.—The parish chnrch of Chid-

dingfold, Surrey, was re-opened by the Bishop of
Winchester on Tuesday last, after undergoing
very extensive alterations and additions. The
chnrch has undergone thorough restoration ; the
tower has been raised 12ft.; a new m.rth aisle

has been added ; and the chancel aisle has been
rebuilt. The roof has been opened out, and the
old oak beams stained. The roof in the new
aisle is of lir. The new reredos is of light and
dark alabaster, with canopies and green marble
shafts. Under the central canopy is a white

alabaster cross, and on each side are bands of
Jleur-de-lis tiles between strings of stone. The
altar rail is of oak, arcaded, and the old piscina
and aumbry are retained. The church is paved
thronghout with Minton's tiles. The sittings are
of oak, as is also the pnlpit. In the west end a
new tower arch has been constructed. The tower,
which has been considerably repaired as well as
raised in height, was found to have been added
subsequently to the erection of the nave. The
east window has been filled with stained glass by
Messrs. Warrington, of London. The work of
restoration and enlargement has been carried out
by Mr. Harris, builder, of Woking, from plans
by and under the superintendence of Mr. Wood-
yer, architect.

Dairy, N.B.—The heritors of this parish,
having some time ago resolved to bnild a new
parish church, appointed a committees to visit
most of the new churches in and around Glrsgow.
After careful examination, they recommended
that their new church should be designed after
the model of Eastwood Parish Church, and that
the architect of that chnrch, Mr. David Thomson,
I.A., Glasgow, should be employed te bnild the
new one. Accordingly, Mr. Thomson attended a
meeting of the heritors in the Town Hall on the
1st inst., and received their instructions to pre-
pare plans for a new chnrch similar to that at
Eastwood, and seated for 1100. The new church
will be in the Gothic style of architecture, cruci-
form on plan, having galleries in the three arms
of the cross, with open-timbered roof, and having a
handsome tower and spire over the entrance. It

is to be built on the site of the present church,
which is to be removed.
Feomb.—On Thursday week the foundation

stone of a new Wesleyan chapel was laid at
Beckington, near Frome. The chapel will be
Gothic in style, and will be erected from a design
by Mr. R. T. Williams, architect, of Frome.
Messrs. Yeoman and Hodder, of Frome, are the
contractors.

Heisham.—The foundation stone of the new
church of S. Philip, Heigham, near Norwich, was
laid on Wednesday week. The church will accom-
modate 800 persons, and the style adopted by the
architect (Mr. E. Power, A.R.I.B.A., ofWalbrook-
buildings, London) is thirteenth century French
Gothic. The building will be faced with flint,

with Bath stone dressings, and will comprise nave,
chancel, north and south aisles, and tower at the
north-west end. The roof will be open-timbered,
and the passages of the nave and aisles will he
paved with Worcestershire tiles. Mr. J. Nelson,
of Necton, is the contractor, Mr. Childs, of Nor-
wich, the sub-contracter for the masonry, and Mr.
Cooper, of London, the clerk of the works. The
contract is divided into three parts—one for build-
ing the church with the tower as far as the roof,

£3,262; the second for the remainder of the tower,

£757; and the third for the addition of a spire,

£568.
Maidenhead.—Mr. G. R. Clarke writes us

that this church has cost nearer £7000 than £3500
(as stated in our number for July 1), and that it

was built under three contracts, of which Mr.
Griffiths was first contractor.

Roath.—On Sunday last the new parish chnrch
of Roath, South Wales, was opened for Divine ser-

vice. The style is Early Geometrical. The plan
is cruciform, consisting of chancel, nave, and
north and south transept. The material^ used are
Newbridge stone in thin courses, with Bath stone

dressings. The roof is of small green B.mgor
slates. The cost is about £0000. Mr. John
Prichard, of Llandaff, is the architect, and Mr.
T. Williams, of Llandaff-ro.id, the builder.

Salisbury Diocesan Church Buildino
Association.—At a meeting of the Committee
of this association on Thursday week, grants

were made as follows :

—

£,10 towards the erection

of a chancel, organ chamber, and vestry, at

Christ Chnrch, Warminster : £25 towards the

restoration of the church at Iwerne Minster

;

£30 towards the restoration of the church at

Silton, Dorset ; £70 aiid £15 towards the restora-

tion of the parish churches of Tuvnworth and
Buckland Newion ; and £200 towards thj erec-

tion of a new district churoa at Portland. The
plans of this latter church have been prepirod by
Captain Du Cane, RE., Inspector General of

Prisons, and have been approved by the diocesnn

architect. This church is intended to hold 300
persons, and will be built of Portland stone. It

will consist of nave and transept, with a circular

apse. The total cost is estimated at £2CS0.
Seaiiam Harbour.—A new (Roman) Ciithc lie

church has been opened at Seaham Harbour. It
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of u »p« 10ft. deep by 21ft. wide, a

__„ Jll. by 81ft., »nd sisles extending from

|iM«pMflM-h«lf of the length of the nave, and

lift. •»!•. The arohiteet i» Mr. John Seed, of

IfoBkvtaraonth.
gjUfrilU.—The eomer stone of a new Wei-

latrnn Hethodiit chapel was laid in RawmarBh,

ShefBeld. on Monday afternoon, by Mr. J.

Maxfiek), C.K. The new chapel is to h« bnilt on

the «il« of the oM one, and will be G2ft. long by

41ft wide. The basement will be used as a

ohaoInxHD. and the ohapel will aooommodate

•beat 600 peraoDS. The estimated eoet of the

haiMing is £1400. The architect is Mr. John
Hatchinnon, of Kotherham, the contraotor being

Mr. Thomas Walker of Doncaster.

firmUTaAlt.—On Saturday week S. Peter's

OiwtA, Streatham, was consecrated by the Lord

BlAop of th« diocese. The style of the chnrch if

Sariy Decorated, and it is bnilt of brick, reliercd

with atOM, and constrts of chancel, chancel-aisle,

portion of nave, three bays in length, with tem-

ponry wall at the west end. The chancel is lofty,

Ming the same height as the nave, and the altar

ii well railed. The roof is open-timbered, and

miMul with tiles. The passages are laid with

Minton's tilea and stone in simple patterns, the

Cancel being pared with rich encaustic tiling.

All the fittings are of oak, those in the chancel

being inlaid with walnut wood. The ceiling of

Urn taaetaarr ia enriched with colonr decoration,

giMl by Manrs. Heaton, Bntler and Bayne;
Ika lower puiala are filled with representations of

the Apoetles, and tboee aboTO them with patterns

in primitire colours. The whole length of the

church has been divided into panels above the

•TCa(<e and the stringcourse in the chancel ; it is

{tended to fill the whole of these with frescoes,

Wt at preaent two only, those in the sanctuary,

k*Te been completed ; they represent the Nativity

•ad the Licscent from the Cross. The reredos

will be of fn?e8tone and mosaic, representing the

Banrreetioii and attendant incidents. The ex-
ptoditnrs at the present time has been about
AiOOO, and another £2000 will be required to

coBiplete the chnrch, exclnsire of the tower. Mr.
R W. Drew, of Storey's-gate, is the architect.

Thi Matok's Chapei,, Bristol.—This ex-
I ^Mcimen of Gothic art, in its richest and

form, has just undergone several im-
( alterations. Mr. Bntterfield, of London,

the architect The chief alteration consists

in the removal of the organ from the gallery over
the porch to a new gallery in the transept beneath
the tower. The other alterations recently carried
out consist in the removal of the old chancel
Kreens, and the erection of a new altar-piece,

with raised marble steps and rails of mcdinval
meUl work.

BCTLDIXOS.

BOLToy. The late Mr. Stephen Blair, formerly
M.P. fi>r Bolton, has left a sum of £20,000 to

bnild and furnish a hospital for sick persons in

Bolton, oB condition that a site for the same
within the area of the Bolton Union be provided
within a period of three years, inasmuch as ho
oonld not legally leave money to purchase land for

^he site. Mr. Blair has also left £10,000 to be in-

TMted •• an endowment to the charity, which is

to be called the " Blair Hospital."
Chbshumt.—The foundation stone of addi.

tiooal buildings in connection with the Countess
of Hnntingdon's College at Cheshnnt was laid
on the 30ih nit, by Lord Shsftesbory. The
boildings thos commenced (and which form the
firtt portion of work contemplated by the Com-
mittee) will consist of a rectangular block 121ft
long, 36ft deep, and three stories high, having
slightly projecting wings at each end. On the
ground floor will be two lectnre rooms and six
ttudents' rooms. The first and second floors will
eaab contain ten students' rooms. At the west
end of ibis range of building will be the tower,
icataioiog, on the ground floor, the main en-
trance, and, above, two students' rooms. The
»tndeDti rooms will average ICft by lift. The
work rwill be execoted in brick, with Bath
•tone strings, arches, plinths, and other enrich-
ments. The architects are Mssars. Lander and
BcdeUs, of John-street Bedford-row, and Messrs.
DoTO Bros., of Studd-street, Islington, are the
e«t»ctors. The total cost will be £8000.
^*UrAX.—lt was decided on Friday last, at a

spetial meeting of the governors of the Halifax
.norniary, that a new building in which to carry
on the operations of the charity should be erected

'/^* .***•• *"*»<'" 'he cost of which Sir F.
Croaley has promised £10,000. The spot selected

for the new building is on the west side of the

Pcoplo'a Park, and the expenditure on the land

and the new bnilding will bo about £16,000.

Percy Mias.—The new schools at Percy Main,

Northumberland, were formally opened last week.

The plans were designed by Messrs. Green and

Gibson, Newcastle, the edifice being in accordance

with the Italian style of architecture. The

estimated cost was £1050.

Spbsnymoob.—A new covered market for

Spennymoor was opened on Wednesday week.

The dimensions are—total length, 160ft. j width,

37ft 6in. There are H shops within the buiUl-

insr, and there is a large open space ic the centre,

aflfording room for two rows of stalls. The market

has been erected from plans by Mr. Byors, sur-

veyor to the IiOcal Board.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinloni

of our correepondcnta. The Editor rL'spcetfulIy re-

quests that all communications should be drawn up
as briefly as poBSible, as there are many claimants

upoa the space allotted to correspondence.]
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Co.—H. G.—J. II.—J. P. and Son—J N., Jun.-S. \V.—C.

L.—G. S. R.—A. L. and Co.—C. 0. and Co.—C. N. and Co

—

T. H. and Co.—M. and Co.—C. H. D.-J. R. C.—J. H.—A.
R. and Co.—J. andT— H. and Co.

MATTnsw Ritit)-Willi jlietcli of Ryton Church.
J. LanghAU.—With skelches of fonts.

A CoKSTAKT Readbe.-We cannot say.

VICTORIA STONE.
(To the Editor of The Building News.)

Sir,—The letter from the Manager of the

Victoria Stone Co., which appeared in y"ur last

number, though professing to reply to my former
letter, is no reply at all. If the Manager will

read my letter be will see that I say nothing
whatever for or against the quality of the Victoria

Stone—mine was a question of cost, and cost only.

Speaking of the paving laid by them in the

Poultry, the prophecy alleged to me is simply un-
true ; the paving had been laid some time before

my attention was called to it. The thickness and
cost of the Yorkshire flagging laid there at the

same time, though by no means a picked speci-

men, are well known ; let the Manager tell us the

cost and thickness of the paving laid by him in

the Poultry, and I am willing to abide the result.

Moreover, regarding his challenge No. 1, I am
quite willing that the paving laid in the Potiltry,

and the York laid at the same time, shall decide

the question as to which is most durable, after

they have borne the test of time and continual

wear. I have no fear as to which will prove the

best. lean say nothing about his challenge No. 2,

as I have no knowledge how his beam is con-

structed ; but it he will take a piece of his flig-

ging, I will take a piece of flagging, and instead

of his flag carrying double the weight mine will

carry, mine shall carry twice the weight his ill

carry.—I am yours, &c.,

Samuel Trickett.

2, Gresham-buildings, Basinghall-street, E.C.,

July 7, 1870.

THE PEESERVATION OF ANTIQUITIES.
Sir,—Within the week, a very interesting

crypt has been destroyed in the City, which was
uncovered a few months i^ince in Aldgate, just
behind and below the pump. The pump has re-
placed a cross. The crypt belonged to S. Michael's
Church, which had been removed before Stow's
time. The roadway required widening, so the
arches of the crypt are now destroyed, and the
cavity filled in with rubbish.

This was public property, so a committee of
conservation would have been free to note it, and
take steps for its preservation ; but Stonebenge
is private properly, it belongs to the Antrobus
family, who own Amesbury Park; and althounh
I think it posi-Roman iu dale, I cordially agree
with you in dthiring to see it preserved alike from
accidental and from wanton destruction.

With this view, when on the spot last Autumn,
I expressed a desire to see it protected by a fence,

but was told that such enclosing would detract
from its wild, solitary grandeur. I walked over
there alone, one evening after dark, and while

there saw the moon rise, just about full ; no
sound, no object or person visible, but Aese massy
megaliths, which cast a long shadow on the sward,
and assumed various fantastic shapes in the pale
moonlight. There they stand, at the mercy of

all intruders.—I am yours, &c.,

A. H. GESt.
July 8, 1870.

"THE PERPLEXITIES OF BUILDING."
Sir,—Upon the high authority of a local

journal, you have thought it well to insert a
para<;raph in your la-<t week's number, in which
the new Islington Workhouse at Upper Holloway
is hold forth as a very fitting illustration of a

most unhappy subject. Allow me, as the archi-

tect, to express no less my surprise than my re

gret at the appearance of the paraijraph, the

assertions therein contained doing no good to the

cause they are intended to serve, and, furthermore,

only misleading the public, evidencing as they
do the most imperfect acquaintance with the sub-

ject. Much that is written is nonsense. Whether
or no the new Islington Workhouse will prove an
"unenviable handful" for the guardians, time

will best show. Farther comment is unnecessary.

—I am, yours. &o.,

R. H. Bdrden,
307, Oxford-street. W., 7th July, 1870.

THE DOME OF ST. PETER'S.

SiE,—In your issue of 1st July, a paragraph is

reproduced—quoted from the Atheiitetiiii—as to

the bending of the axis of St Peter's at Rome,
running thus :

—" But although thousands have
gazed at that wonderful church, it was oiili/ the

other day that a French traveller observed that

the middle point of the dome and that of the

portico do not coincide. The difference between

them is nearly 5ft.," &c.

The ".Encyclopaedia of Architecture," by J. Gwilt

Edition 1842, No. 142, discusses the work of Carlo

Maderno, thus :—" The bungling of Carlo Ma-
demo is much to be regretted. The arches he

added to the nave are smaller in dimensions than

those which had been brought up immediately

adjoining the piers of the cupola ; and, what is

still more unpardonable, the part which he added

to the nave is not iu a continued line with the

other work, but inclines considerably ; in other

words, the church is not straight, aiul that to sitc?i

an extent as to strike every educated eye."

In Chambers's "Treatise of Civil Architecture," J

edited by J. Gwilt, 1825, the editor takes occa- I

sion to remark, p. 325 :

—

'

" The foot which ho (Carlo Maderno) added to

the cross was executed in the most di.»graeful

manner ; instead of continuing it in a direction

parallel to the central line from west to east, he
laid his foundations so inaccurately that the ad-

junct swerves 3ft. and nearly 2in. northward
from the proper direction, and to coax the bluu- •

der, he made the nave wider at the eastern than I

at the western end. I ascertained this deviation 1

by boring a line along the plinths on the pave-

ment, and can therefore vouch for the accuracy

of the dimension stated."

It should be borne in mind that the grent en-

trance at St. Peter's is at the east end, and the

altar at the west. Has not our French traveller

led the At henceum strangely astray ?—"The dif-

ference must be due either to an original defect

in construction, or to subsequent inclination of
the axis of the building" (.') S. F. C.

PAVING STONES.

Sir, — To the letter of a York stone

merchant in The Building News of last

week, in which the writer tries to lessen the

advantages and superiority of the patent Victoria

stone over York paving in raising the diffioully

of removing the pavement for water, gas, &c.,

])ipes, he forgets to pee that it is also a difficulty

with the York, or, in fact, with any kind of pave-

ment. A pavement cannot be good and last long

if not properly laid and bedded, and when so

laid and bedded it ought not to be removed at

all ; anil consequently a choice and hard stone

should be laid, and not, as is tno often the case,

a cheap and comparatively soft York stone. I have

just had upwards of 3000ft of the patent Victoria

.stone pavement laid in front of some houses that

I am erecting, and have laid nn.lerneath the

pavement i" glazed stoneware pipes, in which I

can at any time put in or take out gas, water, 4c.,

pipes. This will, of course, obviate the removal
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of the pavement. The same process should be

applioil to York or other paving. It this were

done, York paving could thon bo laid and bedded

in mortar, which would prevent it rotting as

soon as it now does. But to be ao laid York

Btono would have to be selected and properly

worked before it wonld make such a good pave-

ment as can bo obtained witi^ the patent Victoria

stone—that is to say, half of the York pavement

in London wonld have to be rejected, and the

Btone merchant will perhaps tell ua at what

per cent, the York stone would then cost above

the patent Victoria stone^ to be of eqnal strength

and finish.—I am, Sir, &c.

Alex. Vachebot, Architect.

[1898.]—RrxLAMATION HANKS—In «ome Ma hiink«

I am innklni; up in the county of Emm, I «m required to

make the outer slope three to one, while tlie inner is only

one and a half to one. Is this usual, or is it only a fancy of

the engineer? Any of your correspondents who have nad
experience in the matter would render me a great favour by

mentioning it in yoar next...-C0NTaACT0R.

[1899,1-BOOKSON nARBOURS.—As I shall shortly be

sent down on some large harbour works, I should like to know
something of the theory of the subject. Is there any good

treatise on them, and by whom, and where obtainable ? A
reply will oblige.—Appekstice.

DESTRUCTION OF WORKS OF ART BY
THE POLICE.

Sir,—Either in consequence of my not having

been sufficiently heard, or from the necessary

curtailment of your report in last Friday's paper,

the remarks I made with reference to the Evans

case are not quite correctly reported. I said,

" That I had not] happened to have heard of the

case Mr. Perry was speaking of before the evening

of the 28th, at the Academy Soirie, when some of

the students were complain'ng of the injustice

that had been done, and informed me that a

petition to Mr. Bruce was being signed by Acade-

micians and others, with a view of mitigating the

penalty of £50, and the long imprisonment to

which Evans had been sentenced ; that I had

occasionally purchased, for the purposes of study,

photographs of Mr. Evans, and had never seen

any description of photograph or drawing in his

shop of an indecent character."

I shall feel obliged if you will kindly insert

this modification of your report.—I am. Sir, &e.

R. Phene Spier

[Mr. Perry and the other gentlemen who took

part in the discussion, as reported in our last

number, page 21, are mistaken. We have made
inqniries about the matter, and find that besides

the works of art referred to, Evans had in his

possession photographs and prints of the most
reprehensible character, and that he richly deserves

the condemnation passed upon him. In our

opinion no class of men more thoroughly deserve

severe chastisement than those who, for dirty

gain, minister to the prurient appetites of the

depraved.

—

Ed .B. N.]

REPLIES.
[ISS-^.l-STRKNGTH OF GtEDEBS—.As no one has

answered your correspondent, I may perhaps inform him

that it is always considered the safest practice to make no

allowance for the fixing of the ends of a beam. It is not by

any means absolutely decided, even upon theoretical prin-

ciples alone, what is the exact increase of strength given to a

beam fixed at either, or at both ends, instead of being merely

supported, and the assumption that is made of the increase

depends upon the fixing beingiKr/«/(y rigid and immovable,

conditions which ;icver are fulfilled in actual practice. 1 do

not quite comprehend the latter question, as the addition of

the iron plate to the timber must necessarily increase its

strength under any conditions. Flitch beams are not, In my
opinion, desirable pieces of construction. I should always

prefer using a small rolled iron joist of the proper sectional

area.—An Old Hand.

[1890.]—BEAMS, COLUMNS, GIRDERS.-You cannot

have a better book than the little volame recently published

by Lockwood and Co 1 it is "The Science of Building, an

Elementary Treatise on the Principles of Construction," by

E: Wyndham Tarn, M A., London. The whole subject IB

treated concisely and practically.—Student.

bills empower the Corporatioos to purchase large tracts of

land, on which to utilise the sewage by irrigation, and were

keenly opposed in the Commons as well as fa the Lords. A
large number of witnesses appeared against them, but the

evidence in favour of the disposal of sewage in the manner
proposed was deemed conclusive:

Uatpikld.- The new sewerage works at llaineld, which
have been carried out in consequence of the passing of the

Lea Conservancy Act, were publicly opened on Monday
week. Tlic sewage is utilised on land at Billett Common,
whither it flows by gravitation. The work has been carried

out under the direction of Mr. T. W. Grindic, engineer to the

Corporation of Hertford.

Hilt..—The Waterworks' Committee of the Hall Corpora-

tion have been discussing the desirability of forthwith

carrying out a scheme by Mr. Dale for getting an additional

two million gallons of water at Springhead. It is estimated

that this could be done at a moderate cost. Mr. Dale states

that he has such confidence in the resources of Springhead

that he believes l.),(J(X),000 or 20,00(),(K)0 gallons could be

obtained daily from the prefleut sites, without having to ob-

tain an Act of Parliament to carry out fresh works. Other
proposals were submitted to the Committee, but no decisioB

was come to.

Snr.rriKi.D Maix DaAiSAoi!.—At the last meeting of the

Shenleld Town Council, the Borough Surveyor reported that

during the past month 274 lineal yards of the main drain had
been completed, making the total length now completed 4

miles 12«3 yards.

AsifpoRD.—The new water company has been for somt
time carrying outwork* for the purpose of supplying the town

with water. Mr. Hoad, of Worthing, engineer, has sunk
two wells at Ilenwood, which have been tested and found to

yield upwards of 240,000 gallons per day of most eieellent

water. Mr. Hoad is connecting these wells with the water-

works by means of a syphon apparatus.

BUILDERS' DRAWING PLANS.

Sir,—Will you allow me, through your valuable journal,

to complain against " builders' drawing plans ?" I am cer-

tain that unless something is done our profession will soon

become a very poor one. 1 know of several persons in this

town acting as both architect and builder, and yet many
architects allow them to come to their oDices to tender for

work, when at the same time they are copying the designs,

and afterwards carry them out. Surely a license, the same
as to auctioneers, could be granted to architects only, and so

protect them against this unfair practice. For my part,

if I know of builders doing so, I don't on any consideration

allow them to tender for my work. Trusting that our lead-

ing members of the profession will at once take the matter
up, and have something done at once, I am. Sir, &c.,

Hull, July 12th, 1870 An Old Subscbibeb,

[1893]-ARCHITECTS IN AMERICA.—I quite coincide

with the draughtsman who signs himself "One too Many
Here," and think there are a great many too many draughts-

men and architectural assistants in this country, and 1 for

another would like to know it there is any method by which

one could get an introduction to an assistance in America, or

any other place ; or, if agreeable, would not object to join him
in taking a trip across "the big herring pond," as the

Yimkees terra it, to see for oneself.—T. T. M. II.

[189l.]-LEAD ROOFING.—Ut " L. R." renew his lead

with zinc next time ; the latter metal will safely withstand

manv corroding influences which destroy the former.—

T. iT. 8.

COMPETITION DRAWINGS, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

Sra,—Will yon kindly find space in your paper to state

that I have not seen Mr. Westwood's work, spoken of in the
Buildinq Nbw3 of the first of July, and therefore your con-

jecture is wrong as regards my designs.—I am. Sir, yours
fcc, John Frost.

Coventry.

3itt^i[tammiimi[atian,

QUESTIONS.
[1895.] -RAISING WATER.—A gentleman's house is

sitaated on rising ground, and its only " potable " water
oupply IS from a well, about 150 yarda distant, and 50ft.

below the lerel of the house, and the question is, how to get
it up without carrying it as at present. Some years ago an
hydrauUc ram was tried, but proved (as might have been
expected) an utter failure, from want of sufficient water. It is

now proposed to put an ordinary force pump into the well,
and pump the water through the \" lead pipe laid in for the
ram. Would any reader kindly say whether he has had any
experience of such a thing, and if he thiuks it wdl work, or
suggest, if possible, a more efficient method of attaining the
same object? Cost is not specially a consideration.—D. II.

[18Qfl.]—STETTIN WHITE WOOD.—Will any of your
readers kindly say what sort of timber Stettin white wood is

for bearing purposes, sawn into beams, 8cc. ; I mean the logs
which come in long lengths, and about 12 to 17ia.
quarter girth ?-F. G. II.

C1897.3—GIRDERS.—I should be greatly obliged if any
of your readers would define what is a " warren " girder, and
why it is so called? 1 see it mentioned frequently, and
partly described in books, but have never seen an explanation
of the term always attached to it.—Juvenis.

STAINED GLASS.
CHlDDT.N'oroLD.—The east window of Chiddingfold Church

,

Surrey, has just been filled with stained glass by Messrs.

Warrington, of London. The window is in three compartments,

each compartment Iiaving two subjects. The central and
principal subject is the Crucifixion, and below this is S. Paul

shakingoff the viper. On the right are Christ appearing to

Mary Magdalene, and Christ walking on the Sea. On the

left are the Nativity, and Christ stilling the storm. The whole

are surmounted by canopies in the Decorated style of the

fourteenth century. At the apex of the window are three

small figures, representative of the Annunci.ition. One of

the chief characteristics of the window in said to consist in

the absence in the figures and composition of that mediteval

conventionality wihch, carried beyond reasonable limits, be-

comes sheer caricature.

WATER SUPPLY AND
MATTERS.

SANITARY

Tub Sewagk Qdestion. — On Saturday Sir John
Thwaites and about 20 members of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, with Mr. Keats, the consulting chemist of the

Board, paid an official visit to the Leamington Sewage
Works, for the purpose of inspecting: the "ABC" system
of treating town sewage. Sir John and the deputation were
conducted through the sewage works by Messrs. Sillars, the

resident directors of the Native Guano Company, and were
accompanied by Mr. S. Urwick Jones, the chairman of the

Leamington Local Board. The mode in which the ".ABC "

compound—animal charcoal, clay, and blood—is mixed with

the sewage was explained, the effect which it has on the

suspended matter in the sewage exhibited, and samples of

the effluent water aa it flowed into the river, after passing

through subsiding canals and a large sand and charcoal filter,

were shown to the deputation. Specimens of the native

guano extracted from the sewage were also exhibited, and
particulars were given of its fertilising effects when appUed to

different crops. Messrs. Sillar (in reply to a question from

Sir John Thwaites), on behalf of the Native Guano Company,
stated that they should be happy to allow any experienced

chemist to have the supervision of the works for a fixed

period, so as to thoroughly teat the system on behalf of the

Board. Sir John intimated that in all probability this offer

to subject the system and works to an independent and
rigorous teat would be accepted by the Board at an early

date.

Cambbidge.—Three engineers—viz., Messrs. Rogers, Field,

and Charles Cubitt, have been in Cambridge during the past

week, and, aided by Mr. G. W. Stephenson, C.E., the town
surveyor, and Mr. K. R. Rowe, the late town surveyor, have

been engaged (on behalf of the Sewage Committee of the

British Association) in investigations as to the sewerage of

the town.
Coatham.—The extension of the mains of the Stockton

and Middlesbrough Water Works Company from Eston Junc-

tion to Coatham was completed ou the 27th ult. The cost

has been £5000.
Utilisation or Sewage.—The two bills for utilising the

sewaxe of the towns of Blackburn, in Lancashire, with a

population of 80,000, and of Reading, in Berkshire, of 30,000,

which have been introduced by their respective Corporations,

have been passed by CommitteeB of the House of Lords. The

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

Tin Perpktcal Imvestment and BnllDINO SOCI«TT.

—The nineteenth annual meeting of this society was held on

Wednesday week at Radley's Hotel, New Bridge-street; Mr.

K. J. Millar in the chair. The report stated that in conse-

quence of the depressed condition of house properly, the

directors had deemed it wise to decline much of the loan

business which had been offered to them. One thousand

seven hundred and four new shares had been issued during

the year. The total amount now invested with the society

in shares is £264,110 Is. lid , inclusive of interest and

bonuses. A bonus of two per cent, is apportioned amongst

the holders of subscription shares ; £26,920 2s. 7d. has been

advanced upon mortgages ; and £7,720 lOs. to shareholders

upon the security of their shares. The balance now remaining

upon mortgage is £202,288 lis. lod. The cash statement

shows that the income of the society for the year was
£U8,lo'2 16s. lOd. The report was adopted by the meeting,

several questions were asked and answered to the cordial

satisfaction of the shareholders, the retiring directors and

auditors were re-elected, and votes of thanks to the directors,

auditors, secretary, officials, solicitor, &c., brought the meev
iug to a close.

The King's Ceoss I.ndustsial Dwellings' Coscpant.

—This company has just been formed. Dr. Lankester, the

coroner, being its chairman. The proposed capital is

£4«,0U0, in 23,000 shares of £2 each. The association is

formed for the purpose of providing healthy and comfortable

house accommodation for the industrial classes, at a moderate

rental, in a densely-populated district, where, owing to the

considerable destruction of property at Somers'-town, Agar-

town, and the adjoining neighbourhood, there exists a great

want of dwellings of that character. The company Jhas

secured as a site for the proposed buildings the lease (for 88

years) of the King's Cross market, in the immediate vicinity

of the Midland and Great Northern Railway Termini and

the Imperial Gas Works, and a contract has been entered

into with the vendor (Mr. J. T. Bobinson) to erect 192 dwell-

ings, according to the plans of the company's architect.

These buildings will possess the advantages of each tenement

being complete in itself, including every necessary sanitary

arrangement.

Rochester Bcilding Societt.—The annual meeting of

the City of Rochester Building Society was heid on Monday
last, when the report presented was very satisfactory. A
dividend of CS per cent, was declared.

LEOAL.
Liability to Fence Land.—In the Bath County Court,

recently, in the case of Paget V. Somerset Coal Company, his

Honour (Judge Caillard) gave judgment. The plaintiff sued

defendants for the value of a sheep which had wandered

from the plaintiff's land, and which land had formerly been part

of the same field. It was admitted by the pl.iintiff'8 counsel

that there was nothing in the company's acts or deeds of

conveyance to render the company liable to maintain a fence

between the plaintiff's land and their quarry, but it was con-

tended that as defendants had caused the danger by their

quarrying it was their duty to fence off the land. In sup-

Sort of this view, Grovcott ti. Williams, 33 i-iw Jmrnal

Reports Q. B., 237, aud other cases, were cited. Uis Honour

held that as defendants' land was adjoining the plaintirs,

and not a mere shaft sunk in the plaintiff's land, there was

no obligation to maintain the fence, and he therefore gave

judgment for defendants.

The Victokia Embankment.—On Wednes-

day tbe Victoria Embankment was opened by the

Prince of Wales and the Princess Louise, amid

various raanifostations of public interest in the

completion of that great work. Their Koyal

Highnesses, at the head of a procession, entered

upon the Embankment from Westminster-bridge,

and haying paused midway to receive an address,

passed on to Blackfriara, when the Prince de-

clared the work open. The barriers were then

removed, and the public were admitted to the

Embankment,
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BKIDPOED CHCRCH LlTKBABT ISSTITUTE.

—

We h»Te previously announced that designs for

Uie propo»ed new building in North-parade, for

tbe purposes of the Church Literary Institute, had
bean submitted by Messrs. Milnea and France, Mr.
W. Gay, Mr. Stead Ellis, and Messrs. Andrews,
Stm, and Pepper, architects, all of Bradford. The
designs, which are in the Gothic style, bare
been on Tiew in the library of the Institute, and
wen generally admired. On Friday last tbe com-
mittee charged with the duty of selection bad a
mcetiiig, which lasted over three hours. The
sereral plans were carefully gone into and their

respectire merits considered, the result being that
Ifewrs. Andrew, Son, and Pepper's design was
aeleetrd for the proposed building. The firm
submitted an alteraatire plan, showing shops on
tbe ground floor, but the idea of haying shops was
abandoned, and some other modifications were
suggested—for instance, the enlargement of the
lecture hall, so that it will hold from 600 to 700
persons, instead of 500, as shown on the plan.
Tbe elevation fronting North- parade is handsome,
and sufiiciently imposing to denote a publ c edifice.

Although the front is called Gothic, it is freely
treated , and has little eccleiiiBstical character. The
cost is estimated at £5000.
The New Law Courts and the Ske-

PENTINE.—Mr. G. S. Pedler suggests in the
Timet that as the d&brii from seven acres of old
houses, and tbe excavations to a depth of some-
thing like 20ft. for the new site in Carey-street,
will give some trouble to find a place in which to
shoot tbe rubbish, it should be carted to Hyde
Park to concrete the bed of the Serpen-
tine, thus raising the bottom, and making a good
job of it, once for all, and render it a beautiful
and healthy sheet of pim; water for the enjoy-
ment of every one.

New Lakdino Pieb, Douglas. Isle op
Man.—This magnificent structure, the cost of
which has been nearly £50,000, having been com-
pleted to a certain extent, has been opened for the
landing and embarkation of passengers. The
pier, which is 1080ft long, oOft. wide, and has
20ft depth of water at low water spring tides, is

constmcted of concrete blocks, from designs by
Mr. Coode, C.E., and has been carried out nnder
the superintendence of Mr. Powell, C.E. The
result of tbe formation of this pier is that Douglas
is no longer a tidal harbour, steamers being able
to come and go at all times of tbe tide.

Pawsias Cemeteries.—Great anxiety has
been felt with respect to tbe condition of the
Parisian cemeteries. Montmartre was declared
to be in such a condition that its closing was im-
peratively called for, while Fere la Chaise and
Mont Pamasse ought not to remain open for
more than two years. Instead of yielding to the
general desire which has been expressed for the
e»tabliBbment of a new cemetery, the municipal
authorities of Paris have proposed to invest the
sum of 7,500,000f. in the enlargment of the pre-
sent cemeteries.

An>-ual Dinner.—The artisans of the firm
of Messrs. Pitman and Cuthbertson (late Hay-
ward and Pitman), decorators, .SO, Newgate-

1

street, bad their 12th annual dinner on Saturday
last They left Shoreditch station about 1 1 o'clock

|

for Bye House, where they enjoyed the beauty of
the gardens and grounds. At 2 o'clock a capital
dinner was provided in the Oak-room on the lawn
by the proprietor, Mr. Teale, enlivened by ex-
cellent music. The principals of the firm were
present, Mr. Pitman presiding. After dinner the
sports and pastimes commenced, and afforded the
greatest amusement until 7 o'clock, when the
party asiscmhled to tea. Tbe whole arrangements
were under the superintendence of Mr. Garey and
Mr. Roy, the two foremen of the firm, who re-
ceived tbe heartiest praise. In the evening all
returned to town delighted with the pleasures of
the day.

The AiiANTus as a Timber Tbee.— Both
in France and America this tree is said to be gain-
ing ground in the estimation of practical men.
Eipcriments made in France (says the American
AgricuUitritt) show tbe wood to have less density
than that of the oak, and greater than that of the
elm, while it is superior to either of the two in
elesticity and tenacity. Ailantus planks have
been exposed to the weather for 27 years, without
^ItCT cr paint, and the wood is still perfectly
PTCMrred. Tbe wood is useful for egricultnral
UDplMDent*, and it neither warps nor cracks. It

saws readily, and afterwanls acquires great hard-
ness underexposure to tho air. Tbo ailantus grows
so freely in America that it ought not to bo a
Hiflicult matter to ascertain whether its timber is

as serviceable there as it Is said to be in France.

The Westminster Subway.—A letter from
Mr. E. M. Barry h»8 appeared in the Times with
reference to Mr. Ayrton's recent statement in the
House of Commons that Mr. Barry had failed to

effect the necessary arrangements with the Metro-
politan Board of Works and the railway for
making the subway to the steamboat pier. Mr.
Barry leaves it to Mr. Ayrton to reconcile his
assertion with the assurances given by Ministers
in tho Honse of Commons to Mr. Cowper-
Temple that his service had not been dis-

pensed with in respect of unfinished works ; but
he asks to be permitted to say that there was
no failure of negotiations while they were in his

iiands. On the contrary, before Mr. Ayrton in-

terrupted them, he had not only agreed with Mr.
Bazalgette on the subject, but bad actnally modi-
fied the works of the Bridge-street Subway, to

enable the junction agreed on to be made. The
only diflioulty at that time was the reluctance of
the Office of Works to allow the public tho use of
the subway. The Metropolitan Board insisted on
this concession, and it has now been made. Mr.
Barry, according to his own statement, was not
instructed to negotiate with tbe railway company
except once, when Mr. Ayrton wished him to press
upon them a suggestion of hia on another matter,
which thoy declined to entertain, and which was
in consequence abandoned. Mr. Barry observes
that as the work would, in any case, have been
carried out by the Metropolitan Board, he had no
personal advantage to gain from bis advice being
followed, but he regrets to see a public improve
meat of importance marred in its execution.

IMPE0^-KME^•T3 AT BuXTON.—The plans of the
walks and proposed erections for the new gar-
dens at Buxton, to be carried out under the aus-
pices ofthe Buxton Improvement Company, have
been submitted to the directors by Mr. Milner, of

Norwood, the landscape gardener engaged to carry
out the works, and they are now on view at the
Court-house.

Thb Case of Henry Evans.—The Globe is

at a loss to understand the passage in the pro-
ceedings of the Architectural Association with
regard to the case of Henry Evans, as reported in

last week's Building News. "It is now," says
our contemporary, " three months since Evans
was convicted ; how comes it to pass that if the
case were as gross as it is described by the Archi-
tectural Association, the gentlemen who are
now boiling over with indignation have not
moved in the matter earlier ? Mr. J. T. Perry
and Mr.Spiers, at least, would seem to have known
all about the matter from the first. This question
requires an answer, and until those who would
appear to have been accessories to the miscarriage
of justice explain their silence we must hold
them responsible for what has occurred, even
more directly than tbe police."

Public works in the Isle of Man.—The
Legislature of the Isle of Man was last week en-
gaged in considering the various public improve-
ments that have been recently proposed. The
Court voted the sum of £14,200 for the eroction

and fitting up of a building at Douglas for the
Law Courts and House of Assembly

; £28,000 for

a pier at Bamsey ; and £6340 for improvements
at Castletown Harbour. The pier at Ramsey will

be 2100ft. long ; 2000ft. of this will be an iron
viaduct, going out to about 13ft. at low water
spring tides, and there will be a solid head 100ft
long for steamers to lie against. When this pier
is constructed, passengers will be able to land at
Ramsey at all states of the tide.

Is Sewage Irrigation Injurious to
Health.—An outbreak of scarlatina having re-

cently occurred at Beddington Comer, in the

Croydon Union, brought down upon the guardians
the authorities of the Medical Department of the

Privy Council. In consequence of their instruc-

tions, Dr. Cres.sy, the medical ofBcer, was iostrno-

ted to visit the district, and report thereupon.

His opinion—formed apparently on the slightest

possible grounds—was that the district suffered

from its propinquity to the Croydon sewage
grounds. The Local Board were communicated
with, and Mr. Baldwin Latham was instructed to

prepare a report on the subjec'-, which is before

us. From Mr. Latham's report it would appear
that Dr. Cressy is unduly prejudiced against the

sewage works, and the facts adduced by Mr.
Latham bear out this view of the matter. The
neglected sanitary condition of the district ap-

pears to be really responsible for the late out-
break, and prompt action should be taken by the
guardians for its improvement. A hint to Dr.
Cressy to be quite certain as to his facts iu
future, before fastening all the blame on his
favourite bete noir, the sewage ground, would
not be amiss.

Victoria Legal Friendly Society.—The
annual meeting of the members of the Liverpool
Victoria Legal Friendly Society, for tbe purpose
of passing the accounts and other annual busi-
ness, was held at Liverpool recently, Mr. Timo-
thy Crowley, president, in the chair. The finan-
cial statement showed that there had been collec-
ted from the 28th May, 1869, to 27th May last,

£43,852 lOs. 5d., and there had been paid on
4181 insurance claims and grants during the same
period, £18,804 17s. 2d.; on collectors' commis-
sion, £10,962 Os. 4d. ; managers, agents, and
collectors' salaries. £3258 13s. 6d.; officers,
clerks', and auditors' salaries, £1034 ; committee'
and collectors' fees for transferring names of mem-
bers, £537 8s. 2dJ. ; officers aad others visiting
country districts, and agency superintendents'
salary and expenses, £446 4s. lOid. The sum of
£7424 5s. OJd. had been saved during the year,
and the total worth of the society on the 27th of
May last was £26,945 IGs. 8d.

Architectural E.xcubsion.—Among the
many steps which the Architectural Association
has taken to encourage and assist the student in
the preparation necessary to fit him for his pro-
fession as an architect, there has been added this
year another which will afford veiy valuable aid
to all those who are anxious to study tho archi-
tecture of ancient buildings. Advantage has been
taken of a very generous offer made some time
ago by Edmund Sharpe, Esq., M.A., whose well-
known works on English Architecture necessitates
no further introduction for him, to takecharge of
a party of students for the purpose of studying
and sketching in one of the many districts of
England rich in Architectural remains. A plan
has been organised for visiting Lincoln, Boston,
Spalding, Sleaford, and the neighbourhood during
the week commencing August 23rd. The advan-
tages offered have found a ready response from
members of the association, but it is felt that
there are many connected with other societies la
various parts of England by whom this opportu-
nity would be valued; it has, therefore, been de-
termined to invite other Architectural societies or
students introduced by members of other societies
to join the association on this occasion. Detailed
particulars may be had on application to Mr.
John S. Quilter, 9, Conduit-street, London, W.,
but generally the plan may be stated as follows:—On Monday, August 23rd., the members will
assemble at Lincoln, and in the afternoon an ad-
dress will be given in the Assembly-rooms, by
Mr. Sharpe, in which he will direct attention to
the principal objects to be noticed, and the best
means of studying the buildings; after which a
general survey will be made of the Cathedral.
Tuesday will be spent in the Cathedral and other
buildings in Lincoln. On Wednesday, an excur-
sion will be made along a very interesting line of
churches, lying between Lincoln and Grantham.
On Thursday, another will be made to Sleaford
and the neighbourhood. On Friday, after a visit

to Boston, the party will proceed to Spalding, and
returning visit a series of churches between the two
towns. Saturday will bo occupied by completing
the sketches, comparing notes, and concluding the
excursion. Po valuable an opportunity for Archi-
tectural students, needs no recommendation,
especially under so able a guide, and in order that
every facility may be afforded to Architectural
students, arrangements have boon made to keep
the expenses within the smallest limits.

Mr. Goldie, the architect, is engaged in building a
country-seat for Mr. W. G. Ward, of Northwood, at
Totlands Bay, Isle of Wight.
A new bridge is to be erected over the Chilton

water, at Wickhambrook, Suffolk, from a design by
Mr. Salter, architect, of Sudbury. The cost will be
£500.

Alfriston Church, Sussex, has lately been under
repair. A new board ceiling has been placed under
the bells by Mr. J. Weston, and the old solly beam
has been removed and a new ornamental iron one
has been placed iu its stead by Mr. F. Woolgar.
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The memorial stone of new Sundaj- schools at

Chorley, in connection with the St. George-street

Independent Chapel, was laid on Saturday week. The

cost will be £950.

Lovers of art will be glad to learn that next sea-

son there will be an exhibition of some of the works

of Mr. Dante Kosetti. Mr. Rosetti has never pub-

licly exliibitcd.

The open space in Lismore Circus, S. Pancras, is

proposed to be enclosed and planted, at a cost of about

£900.

The crypt of an ancient church has just been

brought to light at the angle of Leadenhall-street

and Fenchurch-street, and the arches of its roof are

(says the "Eastern Post") in course of demolition.

A reference to Dugdale and Newcourt appears to

show with certainty tliat this was the crypt of the

Priory Church of Aldgate.

Tlie Royal Academy has named the following gen -

tlcnien to" act as judges for admitting works of art at

the International Exhibition of 1871 :—Mr. Elmore
for painting, Mr. Caldcr Marshall for sculpture, and
Mr. E. JI. Barry for architecture. The Society of

Painters in Water Colours has named Mr. Alfred

W. Hunt, and tlie Society of British Artists Mr.
Clint; and other nominations have to be made.

S.John's Church, Park, Sheffield, was re-opened on
Sunday last, after renovation (at a cost of £300) by
Mr. Guest, of Devonshire-street, Sheffield.

The Bognor Local Board is in want of a surveyor.

He must be a '' working " surveyor, and not a " gen-

tleman " ditto, which uicjms, we suppose, one who
will be content witli a very small salary.

A new Unitarian cliapel at Godalniiug will be
opened on Sunday next.

The Brighton corporation is negotiating for a loan

of £1500, to defray the cost of new public baths,

now in course of erection.

The bells of the jiarish church of Godmanchester.
Hunts, have just been restored by Mr. Taylor, of
Loughborough.

A new organ, by Nicholson of ^yorcester, has just

been placed in the parisli church of Stoke Ferrv,
Norfolk.

A new dispensary and district relief offices for the
Hackney Board of Guardians are about to be erected
at Rosebcrry -place, Dalston. Messrs. Crabb and
Vaughan are the con'ractors.

The foundation stone of a new Roman Catholic
cathedral (in place of the one burnt with so great a
loss of life a few years ago) has been laid at Santiago.

On Tuesday week Lord Stafford laid the founda-
tion stone of tlie now church of the Convent of the
Assumption of the Perpetual Adoration of the
Blessed Sacrament, Kensington.

On the 30th ult. tlie foundation stone of a new
Congregational Cluirch was laid at New Hampton.
The entire cost will be £1500.

IMr. R. K. Blcssley, architect, of Eastbourne, was
lasl week thrown from his liorse, the fall breaking
his left arm.

Tlie house of Magnus, of the Pimlico Slate Works,
has sui)ended paj'inent. The debts are about £35,000,
and the assets are estimated at £1G,500. Jlr. Magnus
asks for time to enable him to realise and pay all

debts in full. Tlie immediate cause of the stoppage
is an unfortunate building speculation.

The Keni and Canterbury Hospital, at Canterbury,
is to be greatly altered and enlarged. The primary
work is the erection of two new wings to the building,
and after these are completed the internal alterations

will be proceeded with.

It is proposed to errct a new cottage hospital at
Marlborough, Wilts, at a cost (exclusive of site) of
JE^JOOO. The Marquis of Aylesbury has given the
aite as well as i:lC(XI towards the building tund.

The new buildings of the Dorset County School, at
Burton, Dorchester, will bo opened on the 1st of
August.

It is in contemplation to make arrangements for
holding an industrial and fine art exhibition in Bath,
at the end of the current year, and the objects which
have been contributed by local workmen to the Work-
men's International Exhibition, will form part of
the " exhibits."

We regret to learn that Sir William Tite has been
sulTfring from congestion of the lungs for some days,
but are glad to learn that he is now recovering.

An association is in course of formation in the
Borough of Lambeth, having for its chief aim the
getting up of a vigorous agitation for the abolition of
the tolls on Waterloo bridge, which are said to have
the effect of annually depreciating to an increasing
extent the value of properly in Lambeth.

The foundation Rtone of a new church at Cleator
Moor, Cumberland, will be laid on Monday next

;

Mr. Eilbeck is the contractor.

A site has been selected for a new corn exchanae
at Selby, Yorks.

**

Simb^r fed^ ll^ci^iu.

Messrs. Churchill and Sim's safe yesterday consisted
of the following parcels of goods, for the most part
being recent importations :—

20,(X)0 Spruce deals, Ac.
28,(HK1 Quebec pine, deals, <fco.

6500 rotersburg deals and battens.
90,000 Swedish deals and battens.

700 Pilch pine planks.
130.000 Prepared flooring and match boards.

4800 Fresh Norway spars.
200 Dantzic deck deals.
200 Riga and Memel wainscot logs.
l.'JO Fathoms lathwood.
loo Loads Swedish balks.
230 Loads Kiga (ir timber.
4fiO Loads memel fir timber.
1600 Loads Dantzic llr timber.
2IX) Loads Swedish fir timber.

Ac., fcc.

For which the following prices were obtained :

—

Archangel Ist yellow .... per Petg. std. 13
Oalmar yellow Ditto 6 15
Ditto Inthwood cbc. fm. 4
Christiana 1st yellow 3x9 per 120 12fi. 11 10
Ditto 2[id ditto 2| X fij Ditto 7
Ditto 3rd ditto 2J X 6} Ditto a
Ditto Ist white 3x9 Ditto 18 15

s d 8 d
Ditto spars 4in. to Gin per ft. run 11 to IJ
Ditto ditto under 41n Ditto J

Dram 2nd yellow 21 X 0.1 .. per 120 12ft. 7
Ditto :.rd ditto 2i X 6* Ditto 6 10 to 6 15
Ditto 3rd white 2J X 6i Ditto 4 15 „ 5 5

8 d s d
Dantzic crown bk. deck deals per 40ft. 17 6
Ditto crown fir timber per load 71
Ditto best middling Ditto 65 to 57
Ditto good miildllng Ditto 50 „ 65
Ditto second middling Ditto 4A
Ditto common middling Ditto 47 „ 50

£ 8 £ 8
Gefle 1st and 2nd yellow per I'etg. std. 8 10 to 10
Ditto 3rd ditto Ditto 7 15,, 9 10
Ditto 4th ditto Ditto 7 10,, 8
Georgia pitch jiluo Ditto 12 5 „ 12 15

Husum 1st and 2iid yellow Ditto 8 0„ 9 10
Ditto 3rd ditto Ditto 7 15 „ 8 10
Laurvig 1st and 2nd white 3x9 per 120

]2lt. 13 5 „ 13 10

Memel crown wainscot Ices per 18ft. ct>. 42 6
Ditto tecond middling tir timber per

load fiO

£ s £ 8

Petersburg 1st white .. per Petg. std. 8 10 to 10 10
Ditto 2nd ditto Ditto 7 15,, 8 5
Ditto lathwood per cbc. fm. 6 „ 6 10
Paskallavik lathwood Ditto 4 „ 4 5
Pugwash spruce per 120 12 3 x 9 12
Quebec 1st bright yellow pine per Petg.

std. 13 „ 18
Ditte 1st floated Ditto 17 „ 19
Ditto Ist dry floated Ditto 18 10
Ditto 2nd bright : Ditto 11 10
Ditto 2iid floated Idtio 12
Ditto 2nd dry floated Dittol ^ in
Ditto 3rd floated Ditto/ " '"

£ 8 d
Ditto lathwood per cbc. fci. 4 13 6
Eimouski 1st white spruce per 120 12 3

X 9 14 15

8 d 8 d
Riga English crown logs per 16ft. ebc. 82 6
Ditto Dutch crown Ditto 60
DitttS brack Ditto 40
Ditto best middling fir per load 63
Ditto 2nd middling Ditto 55
Skellefted yellow Dalks Ditto 30 „ 36

£ s £
Swartwick 1st and 2nd yellow per Petg.

std. to 9 15

Ditto 3rd ditto Ditto 7 15,, 9 10
Sallkallea 2nd yellow Ditto 8
Ditto 3rd ditto Ditto 9
."oderham Ist yellow Ditto 8 10 „ 9 10
Ditto 2nd ditto Ditto 8
Ditto Ist and 2nd ditto Ditto 7 10,, 8
DittoSrd ditto Ditto 8 0„ 8 5
Ditto Ist white Ditto 7 0„ 7 5
Sundswall 1st and 2nd yellow .. Ditto 8 10
DittoSrd ditto Ditto 8
Ditto fir timber per load 2 5,, 2 10
St. .John's spruce per 12012 3 x 9 13 10
Uddevalla 2nd yellow .. per Petg. std. 8
Ditto3rd ditto Ditto 7 I'l

Wyburg Ist yellow Ditto 8 Uoiightin
Prepared Flooring Boards

8 d s d
Fredrickshald Ist yellow IJin. per sqre. 13 to 13 »
Ditto ditto livi Diito 10 3 „ 11) 6
Dittodltto jitt Ditto 8 0„ 8 6
Ditto ditto .fin Ditio f> 5 „ 5
Ditto 2nd yellow lin Ditto 8 U
Ditto ditto Jin Ditto 8
Ditto ditto Jin Ditto 6 «
Ditto 1st and 2nd yellow liui. .. Ditto In
Ditto ditto lin Ditto 8

Grooved and Tongned.
Ditto 1st yellow lin Ditto 7 S

Grooved, Tongued, and Headed.
Ditto Ist and 2nd yellow |in Ditto 6
Ditto 1st and 2nd white iin Ditto 6
Ditto 1st white (prepared only) Jin. Ditto 7
Ditto 2nd white lin Ditto 7
Dram 1st yellow ditto 1} Ditto 11 6
Ditto Ist white dittojin. Ditto 7
Ditto Ist yellow 1 Jin Ditto fl 3
Pitch pine mouldings sold as follows ;—No. 365, 3a.

6d. per 100ft. run, and No. 335, 8s. per ditto.
Messrs. Churchill and Slm'anext sale will take place

on the 27th July.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
US CONSTRUCTION.

T«ak lowl
Quebec, red pine ....
- "'., y«Uow pine..
St. John, N.B. yellow
Quebec onk

„ birch
„ elm

Dftntxlo oak
flr

Uomel Ar
Rl?»
Swedish
MaaU, Qaob. red pioe

,, yellow pine ..

Lathwood, DanL fm.
„ St P'burg.

Deali, prC, I2ft by3
by 9 In.

Quebec, white tpruce
St. John,white spruce
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C.

Canada, Ist qaaUty..
Snd do

Archanitel, yellow ..

St. Poterabartr, yeL..

TXMOBK.
£ 1. X 1.

IS 13
3 1& 4 IS

4 4 1&

6 b
3 15 6
4 6 5 6
4 5 6
5 5 4 ft

S 10 3 16
S 17 3 S
2 2 13
3 10 A &
3 10 & fi

3 15 & 10
5 10 6 10

1» 17

13 10 14

Ift 17

tS 13 10
II IS

11 13

Finland 7
Uomel 7
Oothenburg, yellow 9

„ white . . S
Gefle, yellow lo
Soderfaam a
Cbrictiania, per C,
IS ft. by 3 by 9 in
yellow to

Floorlnir Boards, per
q. of lin., first yeL 7

Flrat white 7
Second qaalitioe .... 6
PUUrOBSTONRprtn 6

OILS, Ac«
Seal, p«le . . p r tun 39
Sperm body..... SS
Cod 40
Whale, Sth Sea. pale 37
OUre, Qalllpoll M
Cocoanat, Cochin, tan 41
Palm, One 40
LinM«d 31
Rnpotteed, Rog. pale.. 44
Cottonseed 29

. £
9
9
in
9
II 10

10

IS 10

6 10 ft

9
7

9

10 39

15
10 45

35

Metals.
LBAD r—

Pig, Forelirn per ton
„ Hngllflh, Vr.U, do.
„ LRadCo do.
,, Other brands do.

Sheet Milled do.
Shot, Pntent do.
Hcd or minium do,
Litharfre, WU do.
Whitedry da
„ grouudlnoll do.

COPPKB :—

British—cake and Ingot per ton
Beet Selected do.
Sheet do.
Bottoms >..... do.
Austrnlian do>
Spaninh Cake
ChiliBara cash

M reflned ingot
«LMeUl SheaihlnjfA Rodi per lb.

17 12 « 17 Ki
19 5
18 I'j 6 I'l la
18 18 6
18 10
21

31

25 10 30

71 10

72 10

77
80
73 10

67 15

71

75
9

68 15

73

6| 61

®i[d^ ^\m>
WAGE3 MOVKMENT.

Strikk of Paviohs at Bolton.—The wbolo of the
paviors in the employ of the Bolton Corporation have left

work, some having struck in consequence of the Corporation
refusing to advance their wages, anu others beiu;; discharged
for disobeying the orders of the borough surveyor. One of
tlie main tlioroughfares (Oeansgate) was beim; repavcd at
tlie time. The^wages of the men ut present are :^83. per week.

TENDERS.
Castle Hedinohait.— Tor paving antl other works,

BaUin^don-street, Castle ilediaglium, for the Castle Heding-
liam Highway Board :—

Brown £1080 «
Batch !»9 9 9
Kniifht and Son 887
Uutty (accepted) 801

Christ Church, Clapton, N. — Mr. W. Wigginton,
F.R.I.B.A., architect, Cornhill, E.C :-

Brick. Stone.

Myers, Bros £69.>3 .. £7048
Jlenshaw 6795 .. 65-20

Howard 5847 ... 6«3
Killby 5700 ... 6^75
Dove, Bros : 6675 ... 613.5

Oxford 8c Whillier (acptd.) 5505 ... 6020

Clapham Jl-nction.—For erecting a home, &c., Filcon-

lane. Messrs. D. llaylock and Sou, architects, ileyrick

Villas, Clapham Junction :—

>

Blackmore £299 1"

Shillito 29S 10 U

King 895 10

Gibson 277
Spinks 873
Barrett 860

Cooper 2-'9

Antill 245 5

Ward 22*19 6

Boon (accepted) 220

Cliptos.—For the erection of a Presbyterian church at

Clapton. John Tarring and Son, architects, 69, Basingliall-

atreet, E.C.;—
Richards £5032
MyersandSons S'^^'i

Pa'tman and Fotheringhani 4695

Killhy 4683

Hill and Son 4650

Dove, Bros 4«S5

Shepherd 4583

l,u«<'omhe 4485

.slitlrrnnr 4444
Hi-owiie and Robin ;on 4'i73

llenaha,? 4113

FiNsBURy.—For the erection of a Sisters' Home and Hos-

pital, A* ark-street, Finsljury. First portion of the works, the

r(.iiiainiler to be bused on the same schcduU'. Mr. James
Brooks, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. John Young:

—

Perry and Co £3229
Brown and Sons 3225

Foster 3198
Hill and Sons 3148
Ashby and Sons 31:J6

Loogmire and Bnrge 3092

Henshaw 3057

Hill, KeddeU, and WalOram (accepted) .

.

3050
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HACzmiT —I'te Um arection ofndiipemirr for the Gu«r-

immmtDte Pirak of HMJaar- Ur. Wn. Loo, wcbitect

QauUtiM nipplied bj MsMn. Linidiill and Giffud :
—

Sharmnr *J6J?
HUl. Keddcll. and Waldnm M«8
Gmmii 6»S
Wicka. Bang*, and Co. 5SW
Heukaw 6SS5

Cnbba and Vasghan (accepted) tiel

KxSDiu—For Ike ereetioB of dveUinic bouse, enpne and

hadac abed. oal-olBeea, ntevaya, &c., for the Kendal Gai

and VTater Companj. Mr. Stephen Sbav, architect :—

WalUnc and Stabling.

Shaw £222

Carpentrj.

rWier 101

FlanbiBt, Painting, and Glating.

JackaoB 2(18

Babiuoa .

Plaatering.
12

LoKDOK.—for tbe erection of the floon over N'os. 300, 301,

and SQl, Strand. Mr. ]. U. Bowie;, architect. The quan-
Ulic* aupplied by Mr. T. T. Green :—

Mesan. Scrivener and White (accepted).. £18«6

TfEWM^BKBT.—For new ^trla* ichool, and class-room to

the bora' school, in connecUon with the church of !<. Mary,
Nevaarkct :—

Tooley (accepted) :. £600

BocBiarxs.—The tenders of Mr. SoUitt, of Stroad, £4597
for tha erection of tbe new Corn Exchange, lOd. per yard for

dJcgiBK, and Ss. 6d. per yard for concrete, have been
acceptad.

SnoBiDtTCH.—For alterationa and repairs at the Shore-
ditch Indaitrial Schoola, Brentwood, Kasex, for the Guardians
of the Parish of St. Leonard, Shoreditch. Mr. William Lee,

architect. (Quantities supplied by Messrs. Liuadell and
Ginrard.

Hill, Keddell, and Valdram (accepted) . . £1377

^UTHsao. EssKX.—For two houses, semi'detacbed (one

with shop) for Mr. L. Warren. Mr. Thomas Goodman, archi-

tect. Arebitect's estimate, £870. (Juantitiea not supplied :—

Ingham, Leytonstone £1175
Gushing, Enfield 1040

, Southend 1040
Grover. London • 9*27

Smith, Norwood 898
Saunders, Maldon (accepted) 83S

WHtTECHAPXL.—For works at 111 and 112. Whitechapel
High-street, for Mr. James Gumey. Mr. G. Sparks, archi-

ttei Quantities aupplied :—

Aabby and Son £671
Condar B99
Hdl, Keddell, and Waldram (accepted) .. 590

WioAW.—For erecting a new infirmary for Wigan and the
district. Architect, Mr. Thos. Worthington, F.R.I.B.A.,
Manchester. Quantities furnished by Mr. Thos. Taylor, sur-

veyor, Manchester;

—

Keill and Sons, Manchester £15,034
Wade Bios. ditto .... 14,890
Preston 14,772 18
Haich and Ca, Liverpool W,W9
Warburton, Bios., Manchester.. 13,860
Bridge, Burscough 13,715
Fairclough, Wigan 13,386 19 10
Wilson, ditto (accepted) .... 13,033 4 11
Higham and Bros., Manchester.

.

12,893 18

!]».»,.., rn....... 1 "g. 1.—For the warming of the

ebS^r Geo^^^E^^StrVvK-i- «/"'«='• ^^ «-"«"

^'J!'.,*iSn'JSZ "frif-rL". '"ly 2"-^°' the construe

tion of certain works of seweru's^ I" ;""u'J-f *

Morton-street. Johc Tavlor, derf '"
„ '

f . m,;,„i, .t ii,„
Denbigh, July 26.-Fir the ercctib.''. "LluL'",' n^'i^'h'

high. Uojd, Williams, and Underwood, :?rcl"tectB, Denbigh.

.V
BATH STONE OP BEST QUALITY.

Ramdell, Saundebs, and Compawy, LimiteiJ..
Quarrymen and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of
I'rioes at the Quarries and Depdta ; also Cost for

Transit to any part of the Uuitoil Kiogdom, furnished
on application to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
Advt.] Corsham, Wilts.

TRACING AXD DRAWING PAPERS AND
NOTE BOOKS. Messrs. Lktts, -Sun, & Co., New Cross,
have pleasure in submitting to BuiUlers, Clerks of Works,
Surveyors, and Architects, a very phe;ip series of "Sectional "

Papers, £cc., on which plans can be drawn to scale and
coloured, without the ruled lines showing olijeclionahly

through the work . They are ruled in squares, 1-lu, 1-5,

Y;§,
1-3, and l-H inches, increasing by eighths to 1 inch,

g' „^:j^'ens and prices forwarded without charge, on receipt

otstam'^^*^
addressed envelope.

BANKRUPTS.
(To Surrender at Basiughall-slreet.

Thomas Roberts, and Thomas Lloyd Roberts, Walhara-

green, contractors, July 20.

(To Surrender in the Country.)

Stephen Batchelor, Lower Sydenham, builder, July 23, at

Greenwich—Robert and John Mason, Gateshead, builders,

July 20, at Newcastle-upon-Tyne—John Edwards, Manches-

ter, timber dealer, July 38, at Manchester.

IPUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.— ACT 1869.

F. Lewis, ' Old Ford, timber merchant, August4—T. Faic-

head,Colehester, timber merchant, July 27—J. Hunter, Rock
Ferry, Cheshire, builder, August 9.

Act 1861.—sittings foe last exauinations.

W.Robson,Saltburn-by-thc-Sea, Yorkshire, builder, July 19.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.

G. Beard, Borton, near Chipping Sodbury, timber dealer,

July 29.

UECLAKATIOa Ot DIVIDEND.

E. Ilarradine, Edmonton, builder, dir. 23. 9i.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.

George Mathew, Loanwells, Kirkcaldy, joiner, July 16, at 1

PABTNEBSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Atkinson and Brankston, Cubitt Town, 'engineers—Hall

and Story, Upper Thames-street, engineers—Dixon and
Sleight, Liverpool, builders—Macquire and Clarke, Harrow,
brickmakers — Illin^worth and Ivockwood, Ossett, stone

masons—J. N., T., and J. N. Child, Smethwick, screw bolt

manufacturers—Timewell and Shepherd, Perry-hitl,Lewi3bain,

builders.

*SIDEBOTHAM and CO.,

CEUBCII FCliX^^^''^' DECOEATOIIS, AUD KEST0EEB4

MEDIEVAL METAL WORKERS,

SCHOOL APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

WOOD AND sfpNE CARVKRS,
FATENTEES AND SoL'^ MAKEliS OF

THE NATIONA'I' DKSIi,
for UK in Schools ; to form also Scat. wllhb.''='"'"'"' T'blM: th»

Btroii«o«t, best-proportioned, and most useful l'**''
"'" 'n'roduced

Ch-culars, coatalninp full pftrticulars, sent on aj!?^^' ^"*

Show Koohb : Parsonage-buildings, placklriars-

Btreet, Manchester.

MANUFACTORY; Tho Ordsall Hill Works; Kegent-

road. Saltord. '

,

COFTMCTS OPEN FOR BUILDINa

ESTIMATES.

London, July 19.—Ahcient Obdes of Fobestebs.—For
tbe performance of certain works required in tbe erection ol

the intended Foresters' Hall, at Wilderness-row, Goswell-
street. S. Luke's. Jno. McTeman, Secretary, Ancient Order,
Babket Union. July 19, for the repairs and work to be

dona to the roof oftbe workhouse at Barnet. Stanley Harris,
clerk t« the Guardians, Wood-street, Barnet.
8bxi?>cab, July 27.—Eor the erection of a Parsonage

koott, at Sbeepscar. George Corson, Architect, S, South
Parade, Leeds.
Lewisraii DisTBiCT Board or Wobks, July 20.-For

thesnpplyof road materials, comprising flints, granites, and
CireL Stmael Edwards, Clerk to the Board, Grove-place,

wisham.
Riroii, Jnly 53.—For tbe erection of a Congregational

Church, sebooUi, parsonage, fences, and outbuildings J K
Frichett, F.K.LB.A., Darlington.

Dbston (Staffordshire), Aug. 4.—1st. For the erection
of a Bar soath wing, for 8. Chad's College. 2nd. For the
entttoa and completion of kitchen, laundry, gas liouse, and
offices. ArcbitecU, Mr. W. Slater and M r. R, H. Carpenter
4, Carlton Chambers, 4, Begent-street, London, S.W.
BBADroBi>-o«-AvoN, July 20.—For making and creeling a

new gasholder. Chairman of the Gas and Coke Company, to
Bradford-on-Aron.

RiroH, July 23—For the roads and drains required in tbe
larag ont, for building purposes, about four acres of land.
lamiloiON, July 2o—For the erection and fitting of the

cngincCT's work, at Aston Union New Workhouse. Yeovillc
Tbomaaon, architect, Wellington Chambers, Benct's Hill.
Altbucrah Local Boabd or Health, Sewage Ibbi-

aanoH, July 19—For the supply of about IJ mile of 21in.

ff™,* 5V?"?''*" l'**'- C. H. Hinde, acting ckrk to the
Baaro, Altrincham.
Pbb«tor Watexwobu, Jnly 20.—For the construction, inurn MBtracts, of a brick conduit, upwards of ten miles long.

BobaftAscroft, town clerk.
'^

Lum.—ImprorementoftheHolbeck, July 22,—ContractL-Fw czcarating and psTiog the bed of the Beck, building
retohrafud fence walls, cnfrerts, and other works extend-
fng bom Holbeek bridge to Low Hall bridge. Contract J -
rorcaat.iron girders and tie rods for a new bridge In Uol
beek-lane. C. A Curwood, town clerk, Leeds.

nriie Granitic Paint, the best for
"^ the finest pfllnting and the ronjhest work. Used in the
Crystal Palace, Sydenham, by the Trinity House, tho Brighton and
Metropolitan EatlwayH, and rery many DecoratorB, Houbo
Painters. KnginoerB, Archit«ctB, Contractors, IroQmasteraj and
Shii)l)uililer.s.

39A, KIaNG WILLIAM-STREET, LONDON-BRIDGE, LONDON,
E^O

amp Walls Prevented by the
use of tho SILICATE ZOPIS-SA COafPOSITION. and porous

brick" and stone, cement »nd plaster, preserved from decay.
39A, KING WILLIAM-hTREKT, LONDON-BRIDGE, LONDON

MOOaE & HUNTOl^.
WHOLESALE CABINET MAKERS

AND UPHOLSTERERS, \
P4.UL STREET and WORSHIP STKBETi

riNSBURY SQUARE, LONDON,
rfeg to call the attention of Architects and Builders

to their Stock of Dining Koom, Drawing Room,
Ll'jrary, Bed Eoom, Hall, and Office Furniture Ir

various woods and styles, displayed in Phow Room*
oontalulngupwardsofFORTY THOUSANDSQUAKP
FEET of FLOORAGE. __-

D

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

Ty Bell having made an exten

lencrlptlon of Painted, Stained,
of wlitoh can be seen in

]

Bive addition to his premlBei, Is enabled to nn
* " ' Stained, Emboflit&d, and Enamel'

progTosH). Also he ia now prepi

BRITISH and PATENT PLATE, CROWS, SHEET, COLOU

ererr
Imboflit&d, and Enamelled Glass (all

' lared tocupply
OKiijnn and i;\.liii.ij. rum.ri, \ji\\jTjit, ancini., \i\jij\ju i^cu
GROUND, FLUTED, CAST, and ROLLKD FLATE, FOKEIUN
CLASS, &0. VoftiKUH And EnClmAtOB on application to

W. BELL, GLASS PAINTKIl. 43, HIUH SMEET,
CAMDEN TOWN.

GLASS, SASUES, &&, delivered carrlacre free.

Sloho Plate and Window Glass
'^ WAHEHOUSE. K, SOHO SQUABE, W., and OEORGB YAED
CROWN .STUI'.ET, SOHO, W.C.

A. GOSLETT ftud CO.W to Inform Architectn. IluiWon!, Bnd the
Tr«de neliiirallT. that they jupply EVEltY DESCRIPTION of
GLASS requireu for bulhlinn; purpoReR, either in Stock Sizes or Cut
to Orih.r, At the lowest CJrroiit rAtOK.
BOOK TARIFFS forwarded 00 ftppUoatlon, and ESTIMATES

given.
K.&—A. GOSLETT and CO. Invite losiwctlon of their Larre Stock

SCHOOL FITTINGS.

IVfessrs. Banks and Co.'s Paten*
-*-'-^

Revised Illustrated Priced Sheet of eviiry article require''

xia well-Comished School, Bont for^hree stamp*.

PAUSONAGE WORKS ALBERT S IRKKT,
MANCHESTER.

SIR W. A. ROSE & CO.,

White Lead, White Zinc, Colour,

Varnish, Paint Manufacturers,
OIL REFINERS,

PITCH, TAR, AND COTTON WASTE MERCHANTS,
PATENT RAILWAY AND ANTIFRICTION GREASE

MAKERS,

66, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON.
Sole Manufacturers of the Therrao-Plaatic Putty, for Roofl

of Railway Stations, Greenhouses, &c.

"J]xcelsior " Silvering Process.
—rute, embo*«ed, and fancy giant silverod for the

Trade.—Superior brilliancy and durability, economy and dlftjiiitch.

Any quanlitjr at b few hours' notice—Works, Weulock-road, City-
road, N.

To Ironmongers and the Trade generally

T) Hulctt and Co., Manufac-
• tnrord of GAS CHANDELIEKS, HALL LANTEKNS,

GLASS LUSTItKS, &c., &c A large asBortmont of the noweiit
desijnui alwari on iiiiow ; every article marked In plain hgurm,
FatoDteeii ana Uanufacturcm of the HercurialOas Kegulator. Com-
plsM Pattern Book and Price Lint 12ii.

K08 bb ASD ;*>, Uiaa HoLBona

JOHN WESTON & CO.,
SOLID AND VENEERED

HANDRAIL MANUFACTURERS,
80. UPPER WUITECROSS STREET. LONDON, E.C

J)ry Earth Closets and Inodorous
HouM CommodoK. The best Byetcm ; all wlf-actlnir ; do

not irct out o( order ; low price
,
good for tJie l>edroom, the houie.

the garden.—Paten l«e and Manufacturer, JOIiN I'AltKEll. Unhol-
• tcror.WwOitwltjOxXord, AgcaU waiitea.

THE TANNED LEATHER COMPANY,
ARMIT WORKS,

GREENFIELD, NEAR MANCHESTER
TANNEBS, CUmtlEHS, and MANUFACTUBKUS of

IMPROVED
Tanned Leather Driving Straps

for Machinery.
PRIME STRAP AND SOLE BUTTS.

WALRUS LEATHER FOR COVERING COTTON
GIN AND POLISHING ROLLERS.

Price ListH Rent free by post.

WAKEHOUSE-ftl. MARK LANE. LONDON-

T.ightning Conductors.

—

"^"^
Its. XEWALL aiid CO., Patentees of the COPPER ROPB

LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR, supply the flame, with th« point and
all staples, complete for fixing, at the following prices ;

—
Thrcccighthii-lnch dlamotor . . . la. Od. per feet,
H.ilf-inch diameter la. 6d. „
Pi rO'Clgbths-inch diameter . . . . Ss. Od. ,,

U. S. Ncwrtll and Co.'b Patent Copper Rope Lipbtnliig Conductor
ii bcintr Appliod by architects, engineers, aud acIeniiHc men iu all

parts of|i.he ivorld.

OFFICKS— 130, Strand, London.
„ Gateshead-on-Tyne.
„ (W, Anderson Quay, Gla"(row.

17 South TaatlA wtreet Liverpool.

A sphalte Trinidad JSeysseli

—

MINERAL TAR.
THOMAS HARRISON and CO. have now a reeular supply o*

ROCHE ASPHALTE iiid MASTIC MINERAL TAR from Prance, ^

and can undnrtake to execute any wurk in Acphalto of the very flneat

Seyssell qunlity, as wcU aa Trluidad aud British AfiphaltcH, on th«
most reasonable terms.

PPPPADTrn / ^oi' every description of BlJILDIXO.RAlLWAT, andPREPABED
^^ AGRICULTURAL WORK.

TEMPERFD ( ^°^ evfry purpose, aitnatlon, and EXPORT TO 17KBT
\ CLIMATR.

Rendered to uniform conslBttncy by Steam Power
The trade imijplicd on advantaycouH tnrnifl ; and CHtimates girenf Cf

workx of any miigiiliudo; also for
LAYINOTAR PAVEMENT.

THOMAS HARRISON AND CO.,
ASPHALTE. WHITING, AND PAINT WOBKS—

Cambrid^r*! Ucnth Wliarf, Hackney,
Black Ilorao-brid^e, Doptford.

Ciir OFiriCXft-N . 196, £'ii:^'CUUBCU SXIU^X, CIIY, E.Q.
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THE DECORATIONS OF THE CENTRAL
llEFRESHMENT ROOM AT THE
SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

THE authorities of the South Kensington
Museum deserve mucli eredit for their in-

domitable perseverance. Tyros in art, they
have resolved to attain excellence therein, and
that singlehanded, as it were. They will be self-

taught, and let no one take the credit of having
been their teachers. The task is an arduous one
but it must bo confessed undertaken under e.x-

ceptionably favourable circumstances, in so far
as they have John Bull's unlimited bank
to draw upon. Annual grants that liave

amounted to sums so vast that they would
stagger the practical mind of an Ayrton, were
he to try and realise them in the aggregate,
have subsidised this establishment. Thus
failures are wiped out, and one ambiti'^us effort
after another can bo experimented upon with
ease. From the mental strain of endeavouring
to produce the greatest effect at the least cost
the Department is quite free. Doubtless it is

pleasant work having thus Fortunatus to deal
with, but wo doubt whether it bo so desirable
after all. Artists seek to live in their works
long after their own temporary existence, but
to do so their art must be doubly refined—win-
nowed from all admixture of chaff—and there
is nothing that so tends to restrain wilful fancy
as a wholesome subjugation to the ordinary
rules of life, and Necessity is not only the
mother of Invention, but its best nurse and
governess as well. The very first essential of
high art is that every stroke and every touch
should tell, and the slovenliness engendered by
the feeling tliat an error may escape notice
amid profusion is fatal to true art.

We have been led to these reflections by a
careful consideration and comparison of the
three new refreshment rooms at the South
Kensington Museum. The largest and central
one, as we are informed by the guide book,
owes its decoration (as yet incomplete) chieflv
to artists connected with the Department,
whereas the others are indebted for theirs (also
incomplete), to the firm of Messrs. Morris
Marshall and Faulkener, and to Mr. E. jl
Poynter, A.R.A., respectively.
The first-named apartment has afforded a

grand opportunity, and has received, evidently,
the utmost thought and care, not only in
Its general design, but in its details
which have been executed in the Estab-
lishment or under its direction; but withal,
though wa hope not to be thought hypercriti-
cal, and wish to give due meed to its merits
which are great, it has the appearance rather
of scholarly adaptation of rtcognised prece-
dents, than of homo;.'eneous design.and a modern
art-manufacture effect in its details, rather
than the loving handiwork or manipulation
which IS ever cliaracteristic of the best work
It is sumptuous, but lacking in tone, by which
wo mean that quiet repose and harmony
which alone is permanently satisfactory Still
It la bright and cheerful, and being devoted to
the bar counter of the refreshment depart-
ment, the frequenters of which do not stay
long therein, and while there aro not much
given to contemplation of other than the
creature comforts they have come for, we own
that the apartment is practically suited to its
purpose. It looks like one of the richly and
gai y-adorned cafes of Paris, and its crockery
walls are pleasant from their cleanliness and
capacity for the retention of that quality sonear to godliness. ^ •'

By contrast, too, it enhances the very

anfjr^
.''''"''?'''•' °* "'« *"" adjoining

apartments and it is quite refreshing to
looK from Its glitter and garishness into the
qiuet and inyUing rooma on either side, whore

diners take their longer meal, and rest after

their intellectual labours in the museum itself.

To their decoration, however, wo hope to re-

turn when we have finished with the one which
at present occupies our attention. The room
is lofty, well proportioned, and arranged in

three bays in itslengthby semi-circular arches
borne on pilasters on the entrance side, and
columns coupled in the thickness of the wall

on the opposite side. This arcade opens into

a semi-circular bay, lighted by five windows,
and this recessed space contains the bar coun-
ter. The floor, as are those generally in the

museum, is of a quiet and warm-coloured pat-

tern of tiling—red squares, with smaller black
ones set diagonally at their intersections, and
a border runs round tho apartment of yellow,

with a black fret ornament thereon. Tho walls,

columns, and pilasters have white plinths, bases,

and a chocolate.-coloured dado above, which
in the columns is enriched with yellow lines

and white rosettes. This dado is surmounted
by a band iibout a foot high, of white amorini
upon a yellow ground, which are not, in our
opinion, modelled or cast as they should be.

This is but sham art, just as they aro sham
columns—a casing of crockery built up round
a brick core. In wliat Mr. Euskin would call

the wall-veil, above tho dado and band of
pseudo-sculpture last described, are spaces
left for two panels of painting of some descrip-
tion not yet executed ; there will be one of
these on either side of the doorway which occu-
pies the centre of each end of the room and
leads into one of tho adjoining rooms we have
mentioned. The wall itself is covered with
white tiles, with hexagonal sinkings lesem-
bling a honeycomb, and borders with a dark
blue ornament of a nondescript and indifferent
character running round panels and pilasters.

The upper part of the columns, answering to

this space of the walling, is covered with a
diaper pattern of white upon yellow, each
diaper being upon a separate tile and stuck
upon the backing or core with cement—a gim-
crack contrivance to our mind, the perisha-
bility of which will, we think, soon assert itself.

A frieze over each doorway is also left for
some Billing in of an ornamental character,
as also a square panel in a sort of monument,
such as one sees put up to the memory of pet
dogs, which is placed over tlio doorway for
some purpose which has escaped us. This
monumental erection breaks tho frieze which
crowns the wall-veil and runs round the apart-
ment in a line with a band ornament put
under the capitals of the pilasters and columns,
about the tame height, and of the same
charaoteras toeffect as the band above the dado
below. This ornamental frieze is composed of
letters in white on on a yellow ground, with
amorini gambolling in and among' them.
We tried to read it, but found some difTioulty,
and had to run against sundry refreshers of
the outer man at the bar counter in the effort
to do so, as tho letters double round corners
in the most provoking way. As we made it

out it runs thus :

—

There is nothing better for a mm than that
he should eat and drink, and that lio should
make his soul enjoy good in his labour—X. Y. Z.

The triplet of letters forming the climax
are comical, and strike one much as the
twiddle-de-dee-dums with which a designer
at his wits' end fills up a space which proves
longer than he expected. We should certainly
have recommended Q.E.D. as far more ap-
propriate in this case, and should have advised
most visitors in search of refreshment to have
contented themselves by their assertion that
the statement, whatever it might be, was a fact,
and so save themselves the trouble we were at
to decipher it.

The rest of the apartment—namely the
upper part of the walls, spandrels over the
arches, the windows and ceilings, aro all pro-
fusely ornamented, or to be ornamented with
Raffaelesquo arabesques, the two former
on a, yellow ground, and tho two latter
on a white one, with some broad bands
of blue introduced into the ceiling. Our

readers aro so well acquainted with thia

class of nonsense ornament that we
spare them an elaborate description of the
spasmodic monsters, a cross between ptero-
dactylcs and griffins, which are tied,

eflloresoent tail to tail, or made to alter-

nate with jam-pots of mean capacity, though
gorgeous form. The tones of colour, and the
balance of ornament and space, are sufficiently

well treated, and this is all we care to examine
in such matters. We cannot refrain, however,
from expressing our regret in parting company
with this refreshment room that the prestige
of RaffacUe, which has done such infinite da-
mage to painting, that imitation of his techni-
cal skill superseded the recognition of common
sense as the soul of art in his followers, should
now corrupt the art-manufacture fostered at

South Kensington. This spurious work of the
Renaissance is, however, that which those in

ofiice there seem alone to study, although they
aro surrounded with specimens of the art of
tho best ages of the past ; knowing, however,
that it is hopeless at present to suggest a
change, wo content ourselves with this record
of tho fact, and on a future occasion shall

contrast with the treatment of this central
apartment those of its neighbours which have
been designed and executed under other and
better influence.

Those who would judge of this work of the
South Kensington artists at its best should view
and examine it by daylight, the sober light of
which is most suitable to it, and tho coolness
of effect is plea-iaiit in the hot summer day-
time, whereas, all its defects, its glitter, and
we must say clap-trap, are intensified by the
glare of gas-light, and the yellow colour of its

ground upon which so much depends is paled,
while tho blue, intended to contrast with it,

and which is deep and quiet enough, is turned
to black at night. This unsuitability, however,
to a time when it is most visited, as, for instance,

at the conversaziones often held in the museum,
is a point to which proper consideration should
be given.

WROUGHT IRON CRANES.

WHEN it is considered to what very
violent jerks and sudden strains a

crane is continually subject to, it is a matter
of some surprise that cast iron should have
been so much used in its construction. This
can only be accounted for by the fact that a
very large margin of superfluous strength is

always allowed for in cranes, derricks, and all

machines which have to do with the hoisting
and transport of heavy materials. Timber is

a good and reliable material for the construc-
tion of cranes, but unfortunately its powers
of resistance aro soon exhausted, and are
totally inadequate to perform the onerous
duties which are now demanded of it. A
cast iron post and jib, and a wrought iron tie

Or arm, constitute the principal features of an
ordinary crane. With respect to what has been
already stated regarding tho employment of
Cast iron in cranes, it should be borne ii; mind
that tho first shock or impetus of a sudden
load is borne by tho hoisting chain, and trans-
mitted by it to the arm and jib. There is no
doubt but that a portion of the wrench or
strain affects these parts] of the crane, but
still the chain manifestly breaks the violence
of the jerk. Similarly to its ancient predecessor,

timber, the capabilities of cast ironaro limited,

although they surpass those of the former
material. This is not so much owing to the
absolute want of strength, as the crushing
force of cast iron is very large, as to the
somewhat treacherous nature of that substance,
which is liable to fracture without evincing
the slightest incipient weakness or deflection.

This liability increases with the weight of the
load and nature of the strain to which it is

subjected, and it is therefore no wonder that
engineers are cautious not to overtask a
material that has frequently failed under very-

disastrous circumstances.
The usual form of a crane is well known,

and consists of an upright post and sloping
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lib ud an arm which is sometimes horizontal,

W men often indined. This latter position

iaaeawB the strain upon both itself anil the

jib, but poMWWen tome advantages in dimin-

ishing the length of the upright pillar, and

thus requiring less headway. But when cranes

are required to lift twenty, and even thirty,

tons. It is imperative to employ wrought

iron, for twoprincipal reasons : Intliefirstplace

becmuae a more reliable material is neces^ry

to resist strains of so great a severity, and in

the second because the peculiar form required

cannot be obtained by tlie use of cast iron.

Id Fig 1 is represented an elevation of a

/=-/£./

The

wrought iron bent crane, and an inspection of

it will at once point out the superior advan-

tages possessed by that particular form.

With tne straight sloping jib it is impossible

to hoist a load, especially if it be of a bulky

shape, even nearly up to the top of the crane,

but when it is arched, as shown in Fig 1, it

may be raised close up to the under surface of

the machine—in fact, as high as the shackle will

permit. The utility of this arrangement inload-

ing and unloading the cargoes of ships cannot be

over-estimated. Wrought iron cranes may bo

constructed either on the solid or open prin-

ciple. In other words, they may have the

sides built up of solid plates, or made similar

to those of a warren or lattice girder. The
Utter are rather the cheaper, as there is a

saving effected in the workmanship, a great

quantity of cutting and fitting in the plates

being avoided. It is a very simple matter to

cut the end ofa small bar to any required angle,

compared with cutting the edge of a large

plate to a curved shape. Confining ourselves

for the present to the solid-eided or plate crane,

the section of one intended for moderate

break the crane across is a maximum
web or side consists of a series of .

rivetted together at the joints by wrappers of

tee iron, which thus fulfil the double purpose

of acting as covering plates for the joints and

as stiffeners for the side or web of the crane.

This is one of the disadvantages attending

all iron constmctions which are based upon

the plate or solid-sided system. Whatever

may be the strength of the web, so far as its

sectional area of metal is concerned, it must

be supplemented by stiffening pieces of some

other form. In every description of girder

the joints invariably constitute the weak

points. In the plate form the joints in the

web are very numerous, while in the open or

lattice principle there are virtually no joints

at all in the web, the bars of which, by

virtue of their shapci carry their own stiffen-

ing within themselves. A glance at Fig. 2

will at once indicate that a Targe amount of

extra rivetting is incurred in the solid side.

This punching or drilling, as the case may be,

of so many holes in close proximity to one

another, must tend to produce a local weak-

ness in the plates, in spite of the best manner

in which the rivetting may be performed.

The section represented in Fig. 2, would

answer only for cranes designea to lift a

moderate weight. When the maximum load

to be hoisted reaches to twenty tons and

upwards, the section alluded to would be too

weak for the puipose. It would not fail for

want of absolute strength, but from want of

the requisite rigidity. This is the fault of all

single web plate girders, and the same remark

applies to lattice girders, in which but a single

row of diagonal bars is employed, either in

the plane of the elevation of the girder or in

that of its transverse section. Whenever the

load exceeds about twelve tons, the crane

should be made tubular, with a box-sliaped

section, represented in Fig. 3. The additional

stiffness imparted by thus doubling the sides

is at once apparent from a mere inspection of

the drawing. There is an objection to this

tubular form of crane which applies to all box

girders of small dimensions. It is the diffi-

culty, in many instances the absolute impos-

sibility, of examining the interior after the

separate parts have been put together. It

may in some cases be just possible to give the

inside a fresh coating of paint, but anything

like a proper examination is out of the question.

Rust and corrosion have full license to develop

themselves unknown and unchecked. This ob-

jection is even urged with some degree of truth

against tubular girders similar to those span-

ning the Straits of Menai, for although there

is no difficulty in getting at the various interior

parts of the bridge, yet the task of examina-

tion can never be so thoroughly and satisfac-

torily accomplished as in examples which are

open to the light. We must reserve for

another article the description and investiga-

tion of the mannerin which cranes are affected

by the strains they undergo, and the method of

calculating them.

a marriage settlement, a matter of very much
routine and very little imagination ; but is

really the concocting of a paper that shall

possess to the full all the routine lore of the

legal document, and a considerable amount of

thought and special invention or imagination

to boot. If every church or chapel, every
warehouse or shop, and every mansion or cot-

tage were alike, tne labour of the architect in

drawing up a specification would approach
somewhat to that of the lawyer, and archi-

tects might hope to lay down for themselves
some accepted form, or head and tail of a form,

that would for all time serve all possible cases,

if it were but to take the well-known exordium

of, "This Indenttirc made and entered into

this— year of our Lord— witnesseth,"&c., &c.,

and terminate with the good old peroration,
" anything to the contrary hereof in anywiso
notwithstanding."

But, alas for the poor architect, it is not for

him to exclaim, with the Virgilian Shepherd,

" Dcus nobis hcec otia fecit."

duty is represented in Fig 2. We shall, in

another article, refer to the subject of the strains

npon these structures, which require very
accurate and careful calculation. The section
IS composed of one or more flange plates, which
vary in scantling with the strains upon them,
and as a rule increase from the summit to the
end, where obviously the leverage tending to

HOW TO WRITE A SPECIFICATION.

IT is, we think, Mr. Wightwick, the author

"Tiie Palace of Architecture," who, speaking

of the anxieties of architectural practice,

adverts especially to those attending the com-
position of a specification ; and ventures on

the quaint assertion, " the architect's wife

always knows when it is specification day ".-—
Hyperbole Boara too hx^h, or creeps loo low

;

KxcecdB the truth, things woiidcrful to show,

says an old treatise on rhetoric ; and doubt-

less there is a little hyperbole in this assertion

of Mr. Wightwick's. If, however, he merely
meant by it to show what a mental worry to

the architect is the drawing up of a specifica-

tion, it is hard to say how he could have more
pithily expressed a well-known truth. The
composing of a specification is unquestionably

a disagreeable and anxious task at all times.

It is not like tho drawing up of a lease or

for neither gods, clients, nor contractors give

him any such "ease," or, as thelawyers have it,

"easement." No two of his buildings are alike,

or sufficiently alike to warrant him in making
the specification of any one of them do
service for any other. There is nothing for it

but to sit down and compose a special docu-

ment for each individual case. We know very

many architects of great skill and extensive

professional experience who look with loathing

on the task of writing out a specification ; and
ludicrous tales might be told of attempts made
to get over the difficulty, or rather the irk-

someness, of the task, by setting some junior

clerk to hash up or collate from one or more
old specific ations, by way of getting a lift to

the solution of the hateful problem. Let us

not disedify the young reader of this article

by an exposure of any of these many " dodges,"

especially as we may safely predicate of them
that they are all more or less futile, and that,

by the time the task has come to an end, "the

composer invariably finds he would have done

far better to have first looked his difficulty in

the face, and have sat down to a bran new
specification.

To architects (London ones par excellence)

who do not take out and issue their own quan-

tities, the drawing up of an original specifica-

tion is an absolutely painful task, and one,

moreover, that can only bo accomplished with

any approach to perfection by the previous

getting out of a most complete set of draw-

ings—such a set, indeed, as very few architects

in large practice can hope to find time to pre-

pare ; and even when they have done all this,

the surveyor who is called in to take out tho

quantities for the builders will be almost cer-

tain to discover many matters inadequately or

improperly specified, if not altogether omitted.

Such architects do well to keep by them their

old specifications, such at least as have been
carefully prepared, and for edifices resembling,

as nearly as may be, the work to bo specified.

We say advisedly their old specifications. If

a man aspire to method and accuracy in com-
posing his specifications, he can always with

confidence collate from his own documents ;

but with very little confidence or satisfaction

can he copy the specifications of another.

The chances are that his own old specification

will have on its fly-leaf or margins some
pencil notes of items omitted or ill-described

;

and these he will find of great service in

the composition of a new document.
Architects vary very much in the respective

modes of composing these documents. Very
many of them take an absolute prido in tho

length of their specifications. They stint tho

number of their drawings, and trust to the

prolixity of their specifications to make up

for their shortcomings in delineation. It is a

signal mistake. Tho form, tho size, tho

number, the position of any separate portion

of an edifice can be far better and more
clearly expressed by delineation than by
writing ; and, where time admits, these matters

should be described by drawing. When this
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can be done the shorter a specification can bo

the bettor it will be. Its province sliould be

to specially dofino when or iii what order, with

what materials or ingredients, and in what
stylo, quality, or manner the worlds aro to be
executed, leaving the drawings to explain their

form, size or .dimension, their number and
position in the building ; and, indeed, if archi-

tects would but observe this rule, wo see no
reason why some enterprising publisher of

office forms might not with great advantage
to tlio profession issue a set of printed

skeleton sheets, whereon architects might
draught out their specifications—such sheets to

set forth the preamble, the general conditions

and tlie trades in usual sequence ; each trade

Bheet containing, pretty widely apart, mar-
ginal titles of the usual items of a building,

for the architect to expunge or to fill up as he
found necessary. On such printed sheets we
would have printed in full for use all those

stock clauses that every architect embodies as

a matter of course in his specifications—clauses

that, like the laws cf the Medes and Persians,
" alter not," such as the growth and season-
ing and freedom from cap of the timbers, the

thickness of mortar joints, the pargetting of
flues, the goodness of stone and the placing

it on its naturalbed, &c., &c. These are matters
that cannot bo expressed by delineation, and
whieli make up clauses that not only pertain
solely to specifications but are of invariable

use—stereotypical clauses in fact, that may
very fairly be stereotyped for all time ; and
the mind of the architect may be set free from
the bother of seeing to their due insertion in the
right place.

We need hardly say that the most perfect
specifications are, or ought to be, those which
are written out by the person who computes
the quantities, even though ho be not the
actual architect of the intended building, but
an independent building surveyor. lu either
case, the usual process is to take out the quan-
tities from the drawings with the aid of a rough
general specification, this latter document
being subsequently amplified and perfected by
collation from the suiTeyor's dimension-book.
In theprocoss is very often involved a thorough
over-luiuling of the drawings themselves,
which, however conscientiously prepared, will

seldom be found to stand the test of a bill of
quantities.

Specific itions of alterations and repairs of
buildings should always be drawn up on the
buildings themselves, the latter being begun
from the roof outside, thence continued to its

inside, after tliat downward frum topmost
room to basement, ending with the stairs and
passages, taken in like order. The greatest
mistakes may be made by attempting to com-
pose such specifications in the office, away
from the structure to be altered or repaired

For the avoidance of eiTors and omissions
in these tiresome documents young architects

I

will do well to determine for themselves a
handy rotation of trades and their respective

i

items or operations ; and, having done so, to
adhere to it, and gradually acquire the habit
of compiling future ones from their own
documents alone. Their headings may be as
copious and as oft-articulated or dissected as
they please to make them, for all this tends
to perspicuity, and perspicuity will ward off
litigation, the very service a client requires in
his architect. Astotho paragraphs or clauses
themselves, the shorter they are, and the more
they can bo, exclianged for drawings, tiie

better
; indeed, wo cannot better close these

observations than by quoting the pithy remark
of an eminent contractor, who, being asked to
define in what a specification consisted,
declared it to be simply " Drawings, draw-
ings, lots o' drawings."

Messrs. Osbonic, Bros., the contractors, .are making
rapid progress with the erection of 8. 1'aul's Clmrch,
on the Dane Hills, Leicester. The walls will soon
bo ready to receive the timbers for the roof. The
church is being built with the granite of the county,
relieved by dressed stone, redaud black bricks being
sparmgly introduced,

THE RAPEAEL AND MIGUEL ANGELO
KXHUUTION AT THE BUULINGION
FINE ARTS' CLUB.

ON Juno 17th, No. 806, we called attention to

this Exhibition. It is, however, so inte-

resting and important that we are justified In
oiforing some additional remarks on it.

The idea of a Raphael Exhibition, for which,
says the Built/ Neivs, we have in this country

such special advantages in the Oxford University

drawings, those of the Royal Collection, and the
Cartoons, was a favourite scliomo of the lato

Prince Consort ; and under his direction a very

extensive collection and catalogue had been pre-

pared, which was placed iu the reading-room of

the Club by the permission of the Queen, with a
seleetionjfrora the drawings by Michel Angelo and
Raphael. Fortunately for those who had not the

privilege of soing these precious works on the one
day they could bo allowed to remain, the Queen,

with her usual consideration, has ordered photo-

graphs of them to take the place of the originals,

and they are now to bo seen with the other draw-
ings, which belong chiefly to Mr. John Malcolm
and Mr. Henry Vaughan. Of those drawings
from the Windsor Cabinet.it would bo impossible

to express the singular interest ; one feels a sort

of awe in the presence of works which ever seem
to be still fresh from the hand of the immortal
artists. Such is the living freedom of lino, the
touch of vivid feeling, the sweep of power
over the whole, that we seem to come nearer to

these great limners than in looking at their more
laboured and fully developed works. Here is the
small study for the cartoon of the " Miraculous
Draught," and that for the "Charge to Peter," in

which Raphael has simply drawn his models in

the ordinary slight dress they wore, intending
afterwards to transform them into Christ and tho
Apostles by his own hand. In the Royal
collection, also, another of the cartoon studies

is preserved, that of the "Elyraas." We
may add that tho sketch for the " Stoning of
Stephen " is in the collection of the Archduke
Albert of Vienna, and that for the " Paul preach-
ing at Athena " is in the UfSzJ at Florence.
These, with tho old engraving by the Master of the
Die of " The Coronation of the Virgin," of which
a copy (128) is exhibited amongst Mr. B. Fisher's
fine collection of engravings, aro tho only records
of the four lost cartoons, amongst which is " The
Conversion of S. Paul," formerly kno.vn to have
been in the possession of Cardinal Grimani.
The immense superiority of those drawings over
the largo finished works, which, in fact}, were
generally executed by pupils, who enlarged them
by squares from the master's work, is well shown
in the exquisitely beautiful drawing in black chalk
of " Cupid and the Graces," for one of the fres-
coes on the coiling of the Farnesina, and very
little of which was painted by Raphael at the
time, and all that his pupils did has since been
painted over by modern " restorers," so that the
interest in these drawings is often far beyond that
of tho pictures. lu the Queen's collection, also,
is the unfinished drawing in red chalk by Raphael
of the " Massacre of the Innocents," engraved by
Marc Antonio, but of which tho largo work is

lost except it bo that fragment of a cartoon in
colour in the National Galler}'. The sketches for
the entombment picture in the Borgheso Palace,
Rome, in pen and ink, show at tho same time the
wonderful gift of hand of Raphael and his extra-
ordinary stutjy of the figure. In ono of the five
for this picture in the exhibition, he has drawn
the skeleton figure for the fainting virgin, to make
himself quite sure of his drawing in this
most dfHcult group. Mr. Malcolm is for-
tunate in possessing another study for this
group which we now see placed side by
side with the one just mentioned. Many other
sketches exist showing how Raph.aoI studied the
anatomy of the figure, and we have in tho present
axhibition a facsimile of the drawing by Michel
Angelo m the Oxford collection representing
himself and his friend, Andrea del Torre, dis-
secting a body. There are eighteen photographs
of drawings by Raphael lent by the Queen from
the Royal collection, and fourteen by Michel
Angelo. Of these the most remarkable for that
amazing power of drawing the figure in strong
action which distinguished Michel Angelo above
all compeers, was " The Archers "—a party of
half nude figures running as they lot fly their
arrows at a mark—and " The Labours of Her-
cules," represented in three groups on ono small
sheet of paper. Tho " Prometheus " and " The
Phaeton" are almost equally striking. Tho
former aie in red chalk and tho latter in black,

Tho " Bacchanals " is also a superb example, and
the drawing in black chalk of a " Holy Family "

is wonderfully graceful as a composition and very
grand in conception, less conventional and more
imposing than the one picture he painted of the
subject which is one of the great treasures in tho
tribune of tho Uffizj. There aro several studios
for figures in the great masterpiece of Michol
Angelo—the ceiling of the Sistino Chapel,
and the "Last Judgment," which occupies the
whole of tho end wall. Mr. Malcolm contributes
a grand heroic head of St. Birtholomew, which
was once in the Ijawrence collection, and a stady
for thd figure of Haman, which fills one of the
angles of the ceiling, with others. Mr. Vaughan
lends a most interesting sketch in pen and bistro

for the " Isaiah," and Mr. F. Locker a beautiful
study in rod chalk for the " Adam"—ono of the
grandest figures ever conceived by the great man—which was formerly in the famous Lawrence
collection. Mr. Vaugh m's study for a figure in
the celebrated cartoon of Pisa, as it is called,
representing one of tho battling soldiers, sud-
denly turning round at the alarm, is a precious
relic of the lost work, the extraordinary beauty of
which may bo imagined from tho fine engraving
of Antonio Veneziano, known as "Les Grim-
peurs " (dated 1521), and another, tho work of
Schiavonetti, which may be studied in the most
important collection of old engravings lent by Mr.
R. Fisher. These, indeed, aro the only records
left of designs by Raphael and Michol Angelo,
which are lost ; they are by Marco de Ravenna,
Bonasone, Nicholas Boatrizet, Eneas Vico, Ghisi,
and Caraglio. Eneas Vico, it will be remem-
bered, engraved on a large scale the " Last Judg-
ment," as Bonasone did smaller, and good speci-
mens of both these are in the Exhibition. These
are of groat interest, because tho fresco itself has
long been too much injured ami covered with in-

conse smoke to bo properly seen. But science has
recently rendered the most invaluable aid to art in
the magnificent photographs which have been
taken ofthe whole of the ceiling of the Sistine Cha-
pel, as well aa the immense picture of tho " Last
Judgment." We perceive tiiis has been accom-
plished by the employment of tho magnesium
light, and by taking sections of the picture at a
time, which aro then joined together. The full

beauty of the work has certainly never been so

well displayed in our time, and though wo see
the great cracks running in every direction across
the picture, yet the majestic power of tho design
comes out over all these small blemishes of time.
Some of tho single figures completely realise tho
" mannera terribile " of Michel Angelo, .and show
how in his modern style he rivalled the beauties
and grandeur of Greek art. The great frescoes of
Raphael in the Stanze of the Vatican have been
taken by the same process under the skilful mani-
pulation of Mr. Adolphe Braun, and a fine series

of these, contributed by Mr. Leighton, i'i.A., fills

one side of the reading room of the club, while
those of Michol Angelo face them on the opposite
side. Amongst those from the works of Raphael
should be noticed especially that from the famous
" Ileliodorns," and that from tho full-sized car-
toon for the fresco of " the school of Athens,"
which is preserved in the Ambiosian library at
Milan. From these grand works, which represent
the highest achievements of painting, it is deeply
interesting to turn to those of such unaffected
simplicity and sweet beauty as the silver-point

drawings of Rjiphael in his youth, perhaps studied
from his beautiful sister, which belong to Mr.
Malcolm's eoUootion, or the ideal heads by Michel
Angelo—"A Warrior," and that known as "the
Marchioness of Pescara," which camo from the
Buonarotti family, also from Mr. Malcolm's collec-

tions, or the beautiful " Cleopatra " (101) belong-
ing to Mr. Vangham.
The exhibition is to remain open to the end

of the season.

Caenaevon Castle.—Mr. Llewellyn Turner,
the Deputy-Constable of Carnarvon Castle, denies
the statement that the London and North-Western
Railway have tunnelled beneath thatgreat|national
monumen'., between which and the railway there

is a whole row of houses, erected nearly 50 years
ago. The castle authorities, he adds, have re-

moved some thousands of tons of rubbish from the
interior, and cleared the moat of the rubbish with
which tho Vaudala of 50 or GO years ago filled it

up. These excavations are constautly bringing to
light tho hidden beauties of that singularly ele-

gant structure, which tie late Mr. Hartshorne,
declared was tho most splendid ppecimen of its

kind in Great Britain—the s«coud in Europe
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A STEEP RAILWAY.
"

A RAILWAY baa been constmoted in Pitts-

bnnt. Pa., to carry passengers to and from

thetopof what u known as Coal Hill, ^vlllch over-

looks U» city and the country around to a great

dMtaaee. Hm pImw U located 250ft. west of the

Honoagahda tospension bridge. The roadway,

tarUng from Canon-street, crosses the Pan Han-

dle railro«l, and reaches the face of the hill (which

at Ibis point is 90ft. above the level of the Fan

Handle railroad track) by means of an iron bridge

160ft long. This bridge is supported by lOin.

eolomns, nude of wionght^iron jin. thick. The

Tertical height of the hill at this point is 830ft.,

giring the plane a length of 650ft., and an inclina-

tion of 35 degrees. The roadway consists of two

tMcka, each 5ft paugo, with two cars—one ascend-

ing while the other descends. The cross ties on

the iron bridge are yellow pine, 7£l. by 7ft. The

stringers are also yellow pine, 6ft. by Sit., and the

ties on the balance of the track 8ft. by 8ft. A
pine railing runs from the base to the top of the

incline. It is .Sft. high, and qniU fancy. It is to be

painted—probably white. The railsare of the T
pattern, and substantially fastened to the stringers.

The cars are to be hauled np by a wire rope,

and are provided with a safety cable which runs

idly except in case of the breakage of the principal

Tope, when the drum about which the safety cable

winds is held by means of a brake, thus prevent-

ing the accidental descent of a car.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF GRAVEL
WALKS.

By Wm. H. Gbast, Enguteek.

THE following general directions for the con-

struction of gravel walks are largely the

rasnlt of experience obtained during the progress

of the work on the New York Central Park.

1st. Excavate a trench the width intended for

the walk, 10 to 12in. deep, leaving the bottom

even and regular, and slightly crowning in the

centre, unless the walk u to be quite a narrow

one. If the ground is not hard and firm, pass a

garden-roller a few times over it. If it is wet

and heavy, lay ajlinejof 1 Jin. drain tiles (using

collars) along the walk, as near the centre as

practicable, and at a sufficient depth to be

below the reach of frost.

2nd. Fill the space excavated for the walk 6
to 9in.'deep with field or quarry stones, placing

the smallest en top. Select the softest and easiest

tones to break, and hammer them np*on top of

the stone filling until the interstices are

sufficiently filled to exclude the gravel. Kotten
or partially decomposed stones will answer well

for this purpose, or, if this material is not con-
venient, use a light layer of gravelly loam, or

hard pan. The surface will be further improved,
previous to putting on the gravel, by sprinkling

it and going over it a few times with the roller.

The object of the process, thus far, is to secure a

firm, well-drained foundation for the walk, having
the surface interstices of the stone filling

sufficiently closed to prevent the gravel from
running down and filling np the voids below,
and yet leaving free vent for surface water to
percolate through.

Srd. If the stone filling is well prepared in this

way, and the surface made even—no points of
large stones projecting, &c.—2in. in depth, of hard
fine gravel will be sufficient to complete the walk.
Id applying the gravel, a light layer should be first

put on, and raked over evenly, working the
coarse^^avel forward into any interstices or in-

equalities of the stone filling. Moisten this layer
and roll it down ilrmly and evenly. The second
and last layer, to make the most agreeable sur-

face, should ba passed through a screen, the
meahes of which are not more than 3-16th of an
inch wide, and care should be taken, in applying
it, not to rake up the first layer, and to spread it

evenly—holding the handle of the rake nearly
perpendicular. If it is not screened, more pains
must be taken (with a fine rake) to exclude from
the surface gravel that is too coarse and unequal
in size to be agreeable to the foot. Next, and
laatly, sprinkle and roll the whole thoronghlv.
The gravel should not be drenched, but only
aaade moist or damp, in order to pack well under
the roller. Until the walk has received some
wear, U will be necessary, after dry weather, to
trim the inrface anew with the back of the rake,
and to rep«ftt the roUing occasionally, lloll after

light rain, but never when the gravol is dry, or

when too wet.

4th. A slight intermixture of clay or loam with

the gravel will serve to make it pack or " bind

more firmlv, when desirable, and with less use of

the roller, "but this should bo done with modera-

tion, and no vegetable mould should bo intro-

duced to encourage the growth of grass or weeds.

It is a great advantage to procure pure gravel

;

its freedom from earthy or vegetable matter pro-

vents, not only vegetation from taking root, but

the liability to dust in dry weather, and a muddy

or slippery surface in wet weather; it also pre-

vents the action of frost. It is better, therefore,

to avoid any intermixture of other substances

that will defeat these objects.

5th. The surface of a walk should be a little

crowned in the centre, and should be provided

with outlets through the grass borders, at suitable

points, to carry oflfsudden accumulations of water.

Where the walk has much inclination, and also

where the outside drainage, from adjacent ground,

is liable to be brought to it, more frequent out-

lets, cross drains, &c., must bo made.

6th. If, for any considerable distance along the

walk, drainage water from sudden rains can not

be conveyed away from it securely by the.«e means,

ffuttert must be made. These can be made in a

variety of ways, but there are no gutters that give

more permanent satisfaction, at a moderate cost,

than those formed neatly with small cobble

stones ; suitable stones for the purpose can gene'

rally be selected from the gravel delivered for

the walk, or from the pit from which it is obtained.

7th. A system of walks, extending over a large

area of ground that is not naturally adapted to

easy surface drainage, must have one or more main
utiderdrains, with subordinate or branch drains

entering them from various potnts of the system,

and with inlets from the gutters of the walks, silt

basins, &c. ; all of which must be adapted to the

local cironmstances in each case, by special study

or survey, and no general rule can therefore be

given for their treatment.

8th. A walk can be cheaply Jmade on light,

well-drained soil, by simply removing the turf to

the depth of three or four inches, and filling the

space with gravel, raking the coarse forward into

the bottom, and leaving the fine on top ; one-

half of the gravel in this case (in the bottom),

may be of inferior quality.

Estimate of Cost of Gravel Roads and Walks.

The following estimates were made during the

construction of the work in the Central Park,

and are based upon the average prices then paid

for labour and materials, except as is otherwise

noted :

—

Road 10ft. -wide, without gutters O.GOdol. per ft.

16
15
20
25
EO

with
0.90

1.10

1.30

2.45

2.80

per ft.

With Telford, paved bottom, instead of rubble,
but in all other respects the same as above

Eoad 25rt wide, with gutters, S'OSdols,

» 30 „ „ „ 3.42

The following data are assumed:

—

Ist. That one foot in depth for the width of
the road will be excavated, in ordinary earth,
besides the additional excavation for drains ; the
surplus material excavated, it is supposed, will
be needed in shaping the borders of the road in
the vicinity.

2nd. That stones can be obtained (in the
country) at 70 cents, per cubic yard.

3rd. That the necessary sledging, or breaking
up of the larger stones, will cost 30 cents, per
cubic yard ; the depth of the layer of stonos to
bo 9in. for roads of 20ft. or less in width, and
12ln. for roads over 20ft. in width.

4th. That the best hard gravel can be obtained
at 150 dols. per cubic yard ; the depth on roads
ot 20ft. or less in width to bo 3in., and on roads
over 20ft. in width 5in., and the gravel to be very
coarse.

5th. That the gutters are to be made ot small
cobble stones, set in a neat manner, and 18 to
20in. iwide for roads of 20ft. or less in width,
and of larger cobble stones, or selected field or
quarry stones, and 2 to 2Jft. wide, for roads
over 20ft. in width.

6th. That the roads are to be thoroughly rolled,
and made in all respects in a substantial manner!

7th. One tile drain] ia estimated for the

narrower roads, and two for the wider ones, sunk
3 ft. deep below the surface.

The roads of 20ft. in width and nnder are

intended especially for private roads. A
variation in any of the data will, of course,

aflfect the cost of the road ; the cost will also be
infiaenced by the extent of road made, a large

amount of work being done at a proportionably
loss expense than a small amount. It is as-

sumed in these estimates that not less a length
of road will be made than about 500ft.

This is as near as it is practicable to give
general rates and estimates. There are many cir-

cumstances—of locality, facilities for economising
materials and labour, &o.—that may reduce these

estimates, and still admit of substantial work.
There will also be cases where the cost of some
one or more of the items in these estimates may
be increased ; as, for iustanee, in some localities it

may not be practicable to obtain suitable stone

without resorting to quarrying and blasting, which
would increase the expense of that item.

Cost of Gravel Walti.

Walk, 5ft. wide, 15 cents per ft.

„ 8 ,, 20

„ 12 „ 50

It is assumed that 1ft. in depth for the width
of the walk will be excavated in ordinary earth

;

that 9in. in depth of rubble stone will be used,

and 2in. in depth of gravel ; and that the walks
over 5ft. in width will be underdrained with tiles,

laid securely below frost.

On side-hill ground, or where the wider walks
are peculiarly exposed to wash, a gutter may be
needed on one side, with occasional cross channels

to turn the water off. For this there must be
added—the work to be done in a neat manner
with small cobble stone—10 to 15 cents, per

running foot of gutter. By a proper disposition

of " sodgntters," as heretofore explained, much
of the exterior drainage can be excluded from the

walk, thus obviating the necessity, in most cases,

for a formal stone gutter, and protecting the

gravel also from being swept off by heavy rains,

for which no other means are so effioacious, or so

simple and objectionable in application.

A special chapter might be written to illustrate

the necessity of thorough drainage in connection

with roads, walks and lawns. There is no greater

difficulty met with in the construction and main-

tenance of such works than that caused by the

suddtn and heavy rain-falls of our climate upon
largo spaces and long unbroken slopes of ground.

The amount of damage that is annually done for

the want of proper safeguards and precautions

is, in many cases, greater than the cost of pre-

paring them. The gullying of roads and grounds

is very annoying, aside from the cost of repairs ;

and if, after the occurrence of snch a mishap, and
all the dilapidations are made good, there is an
apprehension that it may occur again at the next

shower, there can be but little enjoyment to a

proprietor of all his labours and expenditure

The only remedy that can be suggested is in the

treatment that has been pointed out—varying and
adapting it, as must needs be done, in each

particular case, to the local characteristics of the

ground, after a careful study has been made of

the premises and surroundings.

Elm Teees in Dbt Weatheb.—Mr. Menzies,

the Deputy-Surveyor of Windsor Forest, gave

evidence on Monday, before the coroner's jury

who inquired into the death of a young man who
was killed on Sunday evening by a bough falling

from one of the elm trees in the Long-walk,

Windsor-park. Mr. Menzies stated that elm trees

such as those in the Long-walk were the most

dangerous they had. During great heat and great

drought, branches of elm trees were exceedingly

liable to fall without the slightest notice or warn-

ing, and green branches much more so than dead

ones, even in the calmest weather. He constantly

warned pic-nic parties sitting under elm trees in

hot weather of the danger they ran, and that they

would be safer under any other sort of tree.

Chbapside and thk Poultet to be Paved
WITH ASPHALTE.—The City Commissioners of

Sewers, at their meeting on Tuesday last,

unanimously adopted the report of the Streets

Committee, recommending, on the advice of Mr.

Haywood, the Engineertothe Commissioners, that

Cheapside and the Poultry bo forthwith paved

with the Val de Travers asphalte, as laid down in

Threadneedle-street. The maximum cost will be

18s. per squsro yard, and Is. 6d., for repairing.
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ON THE USE AND ADDSK OF ORNAMENT AND

COLOUR IN THEIR APPLICATION 10 UOHSE DECO-

RATION.

{Continuedfrom page 42.)

IN the decoration of our bed-rooms, paper-

hangings are almost universally used for

the covering of the walls, and if properly

hung, and well chosen as to colour and finish,

may be considered as most appropriate. The
choice of colour is not limited in quantity,

although it is so in degree, inasmuch as dark

or strong colours are out of place in bed-

rooms, the chief end to be kept in view bcin^

cleanlinesSj neatness, purity of colour, and

unobtrusivoness, neatness in pattern and

general arrangement, light and cleanly colour-

ing, quietness and repose of effect.

In selecting the paper for a bed-room, care

should bo taken to avoid those spotty-patterned

papers we have spoken against in a former

article, as no class of papers can be more
annoying or in worse taste than spotty pat-

terns, especially in the bed-room. A bed-

room, to be pleasant and healthy, should appear

to be scrupulously clean, as well as being really

so in fact. The days of heavy bed-hangings

and darkness-producing window-curtains is

happily gone by. Beds, bed-room furniture,

and decorations are approaching something
like what they ought to be in order to pre-

serve health. The wall paper should be
coloured in tints of light warm greys, with
pink or reddish mauve outlines to pattern

;

light creamy drabs, with pattern in white,

outlined with a darker shade of the same
colour. There are some of these grey papers

which have yellow outlines to the patterns
;

these, when hung, have a dirty look. This is

always objectionable, as cleanliness is an in-

dispensable in a bed-room paper. These light-

tinted grey, or grey and wliite papers, are very
pleasing in effect in all rooms which face the

east or south, but when the room faces the

wintry north the tone or tint of the

paper should bo of a warmer colour. If grey,

the grey must have a larger portion of red in

its composition, or else have a portion of red

and yellow in its pattern. Good satin or

glazed grounds wear the best, especially in

these very light colours. The ground may be

glazed, and the pattern dead colour, or vice

versa. The effect is good in either case. As to

their general utility, smooth or satin papers do
not catch or hold the dust so much as if they

were wholly dead colours, which are neces-

sarily rough, and what dust the satins do
gather is much easier brushed off than it is off

the dead colours. Another advantage they
have over dead colours is the fact that they do
not absorb moisture or damp so soon as dead
colours ; the smoothness of the surface rather

tends to throw off the moisture than to

absorb it. Borders may be used with ad-

vantage to the appearance of the room. As
a matter of taste we prefer to have them
narrow and unpretentious when placed upon
a pattern paper. They make a very ap-
propriate and effectual finish to a bed-room.
The ceiling may be either white, with a few
tints of colour in the cornice, or the flat of the
ceiling may be tinted with a colour which will

contrast and yet harmonise with the prevail-

ing, colour of the walls.

The woodwork of a bed-room should be
painted in tints of colour in harmony with
the paper. For instance, if the paper has a
grey grofind with a white pattern, edged
with pink or reddish violet, we should paint
the panels grey, the stiles white, and the
mouldings cream colour; and if there is a
narrow bead on the inner edge of the mould-
ings next the panel, we should paint that
pink or reddish violet ; or if there bo no bead,
we should run a line of the same colour upon
the panel. These grey, white, and pink papers

are very cleanly, looking and pleasant ; but

they do not fulfil the conditions requisite to

produce harmony. We therefore put cream

colour on the moulding of the woodwork in

order to supply that omission.

We object altogether to the use of imita-

tions of woods in bed-rooms, excepting hotels

or other such places where real hard service

is required. Bed rooms, in towns especially,

should be painted afresh every two or three

years. This leads us at once tojthe considera-

tion of what is really the most important

aspect of the question—namely the sanitary

condition of our bed-rooms, so far as regards

our subject. Of all the rooms we inhabit the

bed-room should be the freest from all sus-

picion of uncleanliness and from impure air.

In our sleeping state we have less power to

resist the injurious effect of foul air and

other impurities engendered by neglect and un-

cleanliness. Personally wo have an objection

to paperhangings, from the fact that they are

very liable to be used as a covering for the

accumulated dirt of years. In many houses

one paperis put upon another, time after time,

until there is a gathering of perhaps five or

six, and sometimes more layers of paper,

paste, size and dirt, forming a mass of matter

which only requires favourable circumstances

to become putrescent, and in damp weather, or

when closed up for a time, they soon begin

to get mouldy and musty smelling. The ac-

cumulation of size, flour, paste, and the

absorption during all these years of the foul

gases createdin all inhabited rooms, and which

we believe wall papers absorb and retain, all

tend to form a mass of corruption little

dreamt of by those who inhabit them, and
whenever there is the slightest damp in the

walls the flour paste begins to ferment, mould
forms, and we know not how many or what
kind of diseases may be originated and
fostered by such corruption. Let us turn for a

moment, for the sake of contrast, to some of

our farmhouse and rural cottage bed- rooms

in Warwickshire, Worcestershire, and the

northern counties. The rooms, as a rule, are

low enough truly, and the accommodation is

of the rudest, but we shall find the walls and
ceilings perhaps whitewashed with lime, beau-

tifully clean-looking, the bits of bed hangings

and counterpanes white as snow, and trimmed
with a strip of blue braid, or possibly they

may be made of the old-fashioned blue and
white gingham or check pattern ; a strip of

carpet at one side of the bed, or possibly

all round it, a chair or two, and a table com-
pletes the furniture, but how clean and
sweet smelling and health-giving everything

appears !—and not only appears, but is so.

No musty fusty smells — no decaying

matter on the walls to create disease. In

such a room we lie down with pleasure, and
rise refreshed. No wonder that health comes
back to us, and with the aid of fresh air,

regular and simple] habits, and good appetite,

we regain lost strength and energy, and go
back again to the daily routine of oity life

like giants refreshed, to battle and toil with
the world again—for a time.

Now, in our town houses we reverse this

state of things altogether. Every inch of floor

must be covered with thick carpets, which are

perhaps only taken up once in three months,
and in many ca.'jes, once in twelve months; and
when they are taken up, the amount of dust,

dirt, &o., which gathers underneath them in

that time is alarming from a sanitary point of

view. When the carpet has been down for a

length of time, the dust rises by the pressure

and motion of walking, and thus makes the

air we breathe impure; this will be the case

however carefully they are brushed and swept;

this is also one fruitful cause of bad smells,

for wherever dust accumulates, foul smells will

also exist. In houses where much gas is

burnt in the lower rooms, the bed-rooms above
are almost invariably unhealthy, as the burnt

air ascends to the bed-rooms, vitiates the air,

and thus injures the sleepers. We believe

that there is no remedy for this, except every

burner is connected by tubes or otherwise to

a ventilating shaft, which will remove the

burnt air and escaped gas as fast as it is pro-

duced. And we cannot see why this may not

be done cheaply and effectually in houses and
shops which are built ; in houses to bo built

the matter would bo simple.

All walls which have to be papered, even if

they are new, should be well rubbed down
with a large piece of pumice stone, cut and
rubbed to a flat side—this will take off all bits

and projections. All holes, cracks, and broken
places should then be carefully stopped with
plaster of Paris. The smallest crevice will

serve as a breeding-place for vermin, and no
house is safe from them, as they are often in

the wood when the house is built. Whether
they get into tho unsound wood when on ship-

board, or are brought from the forests, is a
question we cannot solve. When the walls are

well rubbed down and well dusted, they may be
sized and papered in the usual manner, but
care should be taken that all edges, comers,
and laps, are well pasted down, so that there

may be no opening for vermin to get under
the paper. But if we are about to re-paper a
bed-room, or, in fact, any room, the old paper
should in all cases be stripped off, and every
particle of the old paste washed clean off the

walls; every hole and crevice should be stopped

as before described. The walls should then be
washed over with a weak mixture of carbolic

acid and water, or other disinfectant, in

order to destroy any remains of mould or

fungi which may have germinated from the

decay of the flour paste. Except this is done
the mould is sure to appear again, and quickly,

for there is scarcely any thing so difficult to

eradicate if once it gets hold ; but if these

precautions were taken every time a room is

re-papered onr bed-rooms would be much
more healthy than they now are. A great

improvement would be made in our bed-rooms
if tho walls behind the skirting boards were
plastered or cemented down to the flooring-

boards, instead of their being as now nnplas-

tered, thus leaving a cavity for the accumula-
tion of dust, and the harbouring of mice and
other vermin, and the consequent conservation

of bad smells.

A very nice style of decorating a bed-room
is to paper it with one of those self-coloured

papers (that is, paper that has been coloured
in the pulp)—of which there are many tints

made. They may be had from thirty to thirty-

six inches wide. If the room is done with one
of these, of a suitable tint, and a neat floral

border run round the top and bottom, the re-

sult will be pleasing and good. These papers
have an advantage over any other, inasmuch
as they have no ground colour upon them, and
thus we have less colouring matter on the
walls than by any paper or other process.

Bed-room walls simply coloured in distem-
per, with an agreeable tint of colour, and
bordered with a paper border, are also very,

clean-looking and healthy j in fact, this is the
least objectionable manner of decorating bed-

rooms, as we get rid of the necessity of using

flour paste, which is always a danger, and thus

reduce the evil to a minimum.
Much discussion has taken place as to the

injurious effects to be apprehended from the

use of green paperhangings. We object

altogether to their use in bed-rooms, in the

first place as a matter of taste, and secondly,

because there are certain bright greens which
will not bear a sufiicient quantity of size or

glutinous matter to be mixed with them to

bind the colour fast to the paper; the conse-

quence is that there is always a danger of the

green rubbing off and getting on to the night-

clothes, of children especially, and thus in-

juring the system, and in dusting the walls the

green will be brushed off tbe papers and lodge

anywhere and everywhere in the room, and
thus we may get it into onr lungs, and we have

no doubt but that in certain damp conditions

of the weather, or of the air of the room, the

green may give out exhalations injurious to

health. A strong argument in favour of thia
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Tiew is the fact that we have known several

woridug paperhangere who were always made
ill if &«j had to hang one of these bright

men papen, and we are strongly of opinion

uat ifvxtj are to be nsed at all they should

always be glazed, so that the colour will not

rub o£f easily. Intensely bright greens are

decidedly dangerous, and the safest plan, if we
we to have green papers, is to select what are

called made greens, of which there are all

hadee ; these, althonghnot so bright, allowof a

nfficient quantity of size to be used with them,

•0 that they will'not rub off, thia being in or-

dinary cases the real point of danger.
{To be contiHued.)

PAELIAMENTARY NOTES.
SOUTHWARK Pabk.—Mr. Locke, on the Hth

inst., asked the Under Secretary of State for the
Home Department, with reference to the deputa-
tion from InhabitaDts of the boroagU of South-mA which had been recently received by him,
whether be bad taken any steps with a view to
prevent the erection of buildings in Sonthwark
Park.—Mr. Knatchball-Hngessen said the ques-
tion related to a matter of some considerable
importance. In 1864 an act was passed under
which the Metropolitan Board of Work8 purchased
60 aeres of land for a park. At the time of the
purchase they intended to sell 10 acres of land
for building purposes to recoup themselves for
their expenditure of £100,000. The inhabitants
had protested against this appropriation of the
land. They alleged that the ground to be taken
was land required by the population of the neigh-
bourhood, and that, looking at the peculiar forma-
tion of the park, the severance would deteriorate
the Talne of the remainder. The only step that
he oonld take was to bring the matter under the
consideration of the Home Secretary, and, if it

was thought desirable to do so, to call the atten-
tion of Parliament to the snbject.
The New Repbeshmeut-Rooms.—Mr. Ben-

linck asked the First Lord of the Treasury whe-
ther her Majesty's Government intended to adopt
tlie plan for new refreshment-rooms which had
been altered from the plan of Mr. Barry of 1869,
and with any and what modifications ; and whe-
ther it was not to the advantage of the public ser-
vice that that altered plan, which interfered mate-
rially with important architectural features of the
Palace, should be prepared and executed by a
competent architect, in accordance with the second
report of the committee of the House of Lords.

—

Mr. Ayrton : As the question of the hon. gentle-
man, although addressed to the First Lord of the
Treasury, relates to the business of the Office of
Works—(hear)—I have to state that it is the
Intention, I believe, of the Secretiry of the Trea-
nry to lay on the table of the House in a day or
two the estimates for the special service of the
Houses of Pirliament. That estimate will em-
brace the plans which have been submitted by the
Office of Works for consideration to a Select Com-
mittee of the House, and nnanimoujly approved
of by them, and which I trust will lead to thecon-
Tenience and comfort of hon. members. The hon.
gentleman is pleased to say that the plan is
altered from Mr. Barry's plan. Well, the plan is
not Mr. Barry's, but one prepared by the officers
of the Department of Works. The plan relates
both to the House of Commons, and, in a small
degree, to the House of Lords. The House of
Lords, undoubtedly, in their first report, took
great exception, in an architectural point of view,
to some statements I had made. They combated
my views at considerable length ; but on reflec-
tion they presented another report, in which they
acquiesced in my views—(laughter)—and the criti-
cal affair that arose between myself and the
House of Lords is, therefore, at an end. (Cheers
and laughter.) With regard to details, as I shall
have to explain the estimate when proposed, it
would not be right that I shonld now do so ; but
I can aanue the House that the plans have been
prepared entirely to meet the convenience of the
House, on which members will be enabled to form
an opinion, and, perhaps, a better opinion than
any architect, however distinguished.
SjjWAOB Utilisation Sitpplbmentai, Bili,.—This Bill was read a second time on Monday
The Thames Embankment.—The Comptrol-

if r il
Household brought down on Tuesday,

the following answer from her Majesty to the

.^".^u "^ ^°^^' respecting the open spaces
on the Thames Embankment :—"1 have received
your Address, praying me to give directions

that no public offices shall be erected on that' por-

tion of the Thames Embankment reserved to the

Crown, and which has been recovered from the

river at the cost of the ratepayers of the metropo-
Us. As no public offices can be erected on the

ground in question without the vote of Parliament,
the house has in its own hands the means of

giving effect to the prayer of the address. My
Government will not ask for such a vote unless it

has reason to suppose that it would be likely to

meet the approval of the house. In reference to

the prayer of the address as to the use to which
the ground in question should be applied, it is

necessary to observe that the property was created
by the recent Act in exchange for valuable inte-

rests, and that such a limitation of its use does not

appear to have been within the contemplation of

the statute ; and that if it is desired it ought to

be imposed by an act of the Legislature or a bill

for the purpose, which would give the opportunity
of examining into the whole question in its pre-

sent and prospective bearing. If such a bill is

introduced I will give directions that the free

discussion on it shall not be hindered by any
formal difficulties which it is in the power of the

Crown to remove, nor will any action be taken
during the current year to appropriate the land iu

question, or to interfere with the decision of e

question."

SUlLDINQNEWSSKETCHBOOK.XXXVH

DOOEWAT, INTBRIOB OF S. ALBAS'S ABBEY.

THE doorway from which this sketch is taken
is situated in the beautiful screen dividing

the nave from the choir (or ante-choir or baptis-
try), which is somewhat like the high altar screen,
and was probably built at the same time—about
the 14th century. G. R.

THE LEGAL STATUS OF BUILDING
SOCIETIES.

A DEPUTATION, representing 116,900 mem-
bers of building societies, having an ag-

gregate capital of £5,000,000 established in
various parts of the metropolis and the country,
waited on Monday afternoon on Mr. Bruce, the
Home Secretary, to urge upon the Government
the desirableness of passing the bill now before
Parliament which proposes to deal with tlieir

societies this session. Mr. T. Hughes, M.P., Mr.
J. Locke, M.P., and Mr. W. M. Torrens, M.P.,
formed part of the deputation. It was pointed
out to the right hon. gentleman by Mr. T. Hughes,
M.P., that, under the law as it at present existed,
building societies suffered great inconvenience
from being classed together, under the jurisdic-
tion of the Registrar, with co-operative, friendly,
and other societies, with which they had no con-
nection ; and it was with the view of remedying
this state of the law that the deputation begged
the Government to have the Bill referred to passed
this session.—Mr. Stain sby referred to the un-
certainty which at present existed as to the status
of buUding societies, especially as regarded their
borrowing powers. The position of building
societies was just now such that unless some
change to the law were made there was a great
chance of their being threatened with impending
ruin.—Mr. Bruce asked what there was at present
to prevent the passing of the Bill being put off
for another year ?—Several members of the de-
putation replied that what had recently taken
place in the House of Commons and the law
courts had created great distrust in the public
mind, and a panic might at any moment be
brought about.—Mr. Bruce reminded the depu-
tation that the objections to the Bill had been
raised on the Opposition side of the House. The
Government were favourable to the Bill, and ho
should have moved it be referred to a Select Com-
mittee had there been time. In reply to Mr.
Torrens, the right hon. gentleman said if the
Opposition were appeased, the Government would
support the Bill. If there was not time to pass a
perfect measure they would support any feasible
plan.—The deputation, having thanked the right
hon. gentleman, withdrew.

Benefit building societies are now governed
by 6 & 7, WUl. 4, c. 32, and those provisions of
10 Geo. 4, c. C6, and 4 & 5 Will. 4, c. 40, which,
although those Acts are repealed, are kept on
foot for the purposes of building societies. By a
Bill now before Parliament, it is proposed (says

I

the Soliciton' Journal) to repeal 6 & 7 Will. 4, c.

32, and, by implication, the provisions of the

other two Acts, and to substitute for them the
provisions of the Bill; but the Bill proposes rather
to consolidate than to alter the existing law
relating to these societies. Some alterations are,
however, to be made, of which the most import-
ant are the following :—" The appeal to the
quarter sessions in the case of the registrar
refusing to certify all or any of the rules trans-
mitted to him is abolished. The restriction of
the amount of shares to £150 is abandoned. The
rules are to state the manner in which the funds
of societies are to be invested. The rules are to
provide for a general statement of the funds and
effects of the society, with an account of all
moneys received and expended on behalf of the
society, being prepared at least annually, and
attested by two or more members of the society,
or other persons appointed by the auditors, and
countersigned by the secretary. Amalgamation
of two societies, or the transfer of engagements
from one society to another, is to be feasible,
with the consent of the major part of the trustees
and of the committees of management of both
societies, or of the majority of the members of
each such society. A society is to be wound up
voluntarily by five-sixths of the members signing
the proposed plan of dissolution ; or compulsorily
on the petition of any member or creditor, if the
Court shall so order. ' The Court ' throughout
the Act is to mean, in England, the county court
of the district in which the society carries on
business. Lastly, there is a clause in the bill

empowering societies to receive deposits or loans
' to be applied to the purposes of the society,' but
no member is to receive any interest or dividend
by way of annual or periodical profit upon his
share until it is paid up or realised, or until he
withdraws from the society. This clause will set

at rest the vexata quattio—can building societies

borrow money—certainly as regards all future
societies, and as regards existing societies also,

if it is held to be so far retrospective as to sweep
them in, or is made so before the Bill becomes
law. Thia clause, and the provisions placing
building societies under the jurisdiction of the
county courts, are practically the most important
innovations of the BiU."

COMPETITIONS.
Swansea Guildhall.— The plans of Mr.

C. J. Phipps,F.S.A.,of London, have been selected
as the best by the committee of the Corporation
of Swanseajfor the enlargement of their assize
courts, and other alterations. The plans provide
for an outlay of about £2500.

New Workhouse fob Clithbroe.—At a
meeting of the Building Committee of the
Clitheroe Guardians, held on the 4th inst., the
following plans for the proposed new workhouse
were received and examined : — " Utility and
Economy," " Acorn," " Fiat Justitia," " Design
of Freemasonry," " Simplicity and Economy,"
" Faith," and "C," seven in all. The committee
made a preliminary selection of four designs, in
the following order :

—" Utility and Economy,"
estimated cost, £6500; " C," estimated cost,

£5984 (in this plan there was a deficiency of
infirmary accommodation, but a letter had been
received from the architect, in which he said that
by doing away with the porter's ledge there
would be accommodation for 38 more patients in

the infirmary than at present) ; "Fiat Justitia,"
estimated cost £5500 ; and " Simplicity and
Economy," estimated cost, £5500, with a con-
tingency of £800. The Guardians (who appear
to bo unaided by professional advice iu the selec-

tion of a design) have deputed the Building
Committee to make the final selection from one of
the four designs mentioned.

Margate Jetty.—At a special meeting con-
vened for the purpose of considering the proposed
extension of the jetty, the directors have come to
the conclusion to take immediate steps for its

enlargement and improvement, and advertise-
ments will be forthwith issued inviting persons to
send in plans, and offering a premium for the best

design.
• ^ ^

The Romford Burial Board is taking steps to pro-
vide the town with a new cemetery, at an estimated
cost of £4500.

Sherborne School of Art.—An appeal is

to be made to the town and neighbourhood for
the amount wanted (about £100), to enable the
committee to open the school at once. Premises
have been converted for the school at an expense
of £02.
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TOMB OF GDGLIELMO DA CASTEL-
BARCO, VERONA.

""IN fair Verona, where we lay our scene,"

_L as our own Shakespeare expresses it,

the great Italian poet Dante found a refuge
;

it is also remarkable for the Roman amplii-

theatre, the Campanile, and its tombs. Our
illustration is from a sketch made by Mr.
James Redford, A.R.I.B.A., of Manchester, in

1863, and is a view of the monument erected to

the memory of Guglielmo da Castelbarco (ob.

1320), who was the friend and adviser of the
Scaligers, tlie Capitani del Popolo, and who
lived in "Verona la Degna" at the same
time (1302) as were numbered amongst its

inhabitants Romeo de' Montecchi and Quilietta

de' Capelletti ; or de Capelli, immortalised by
Shakespeare.

The principal material with which the tomb
is constructed ia a red tinted marble, the
bearing shafts alone being of white marble.
Iron ties aro used to connect the capitals of
the columns and hold the monument together,
"the one radical and condemning defect.
This, however, is soon forgotten when one
feels that there is no pretence ever or any-
where at its concealment. Notwithstanding
this defect, one cannot help loving and ad-
miring them ; for there is a grace and beauty
about the form and proportion of the Veronese
trefoiled arch such as I have never seen, I
think, elsewhere ; and the very flatness of the
carving and the absence of deep moulding
seem all adopted in order that nothing may
interfere with the simple beauty of the outline
of the arch."*

The pyramidal roof is formed of flags only,
cramped together, and is without vaulting.
The sarcophagus ia supported by the sculp-
tured representation of two couchant lions,

and has carved upon it armorial bearings and
the Virgin and Child, with the individual to
whom the tomb is erected supplicant.

The monument is erected upon the wall, and
over the entrance to the graveyard of the
chapel of San Pietro Martire, formerly the
cloisters attache<l to the church of S. Anatasia,
of which Guglielmo da Castelbarco was a
benefactor. In its remarkable position, in the
busiest part of the town, the tomb strikes the
stranger with a feeling of novel awe, and he
cannot help but admire the poetic idea which
placed the remains, apart from all contact
with the earth and the quiet of a graveyard,
where his fellow townsmen would look up to
him Btill in death, and be ever reminded of
his benevolence. The situation has also proved
a place of safety, for there that recumbent
efflgy haa lain for centuriea undisturbed,
making it appear that Guglielmo da Castel-
barco is still watching over the city in wliich,
during life, he took so prominent a part.
Under its shadow, generations have played as
children, learned as youths, bartered as men,
and gone tottering down to the grave ; various
exciting scenes have been enacted, and Verona
itself has been lost and won many times.

OLD PRIORIES.

ESSEBOURNE PEIORV.

THIS Priory, stated to have been held by
Benedictine nuns, is in an obituary roll of

Uurham called the Augustinian order, and is
of the highest interest, as similar remains are
extremely rare, Essebonrne is about a mile
distant from Midhurst. The remains are con-
siderable, as will be seen by the accompanying
plan.

_
Is there no Wiltshire antiquary wlio

will give us one of Lacock Abbey, which Mr
Bowles could not explain ?

The refectory, on the south side of the
cloister garth, is now a bam, and in a miserable
state of confusion. On the south side three
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out of a range of four upper windows remain,
over deeply-recessed square-headed windows

;

the south wall retains a large window-case
entirely blocked up ; in the north wall is a
large pointed arch, with rich ornamentation,
which formed the principal entrance on the
south-west ; and a large round-headed arch
possibly formed the covering for the lavatory.
The site of the kitchen only is preserved. In
the west wall of the dormitory four pointed
arches, with good mouldings, probably formed
carols. A door in the north wall of the cloisters
admits the visitor into a small open court, at
the end of which is the chapter-house, which
haa three lancets under a comprising arch in
the east wall, and a noble pointed arch of
large dimensions on the west. A fewjcorbels
are fixed against the south wall of the chancel.
Probably they carried a gallery, which must
have been built in accordance with the follow-
ing order:—In 1521 the Prioress, Joanna
Sackvillo, was required to repair the cloisters
and houses and to make " closure windowa "

(clausuras fenestras) in the church, on the
east side between the chapel of the priory and
the church." They had their own chaplain.
In 1529, Sir David Owen required a " new
stage choir to be built over the old choir, under
such form as the nuns may come from their
dortor in the Great Chamber, and from thence
into the choir, and nobody to see them ; tlie

said choir to be of timber, and the old choir
to be taken away, and belfry ; and it is to be
used as parcel of the church, with a partition
to be made, so that none may come out of the
church to the high altar in the chancel of the
said priory." At the west end of the court
a door admits into the nuns' choir ; and in the
upper part of its south wall are four Late
Perpendicular lights, which opened into Owen's
upper choir, which formed a sort of double
chapel similar to those mentioned in my
"Sacred Archaeology." A single Early English
pillar, with a scolloped capital, with a half
pillar and arch, divide the chapel from the
church , and the intervening space was filled

with a grille or carol, lattice work, called by
the bishop, in his injunction, " closure win-
dows "

;
thus secluding the nuns from sight of

the congregation.

At the east end of the chancel over the
altar aro three lancets, with a small round.
Probably the west wall was similarly arranged,
as the round remains over a three-light Per-
pendicular window. The north east window
is a large lancet ; near it ia a cinquefoiled
arch, probably that of the founder. Sir John
Bohun, but now occupied by an eflngy of Sir
David Owen, of the Tudor period. There ia

a north porch.

There are no remains of the base court
or gate-house.

HARDHAM PRIOKY OF AUSTIN CANONS.

THIS Priory is about a mile fromPulborough,
and now forms a part of Mr. Challen's

farm buildings. The remains include the
cellarage of the refectory and the chapter-
house, w^ich retains three pointed windowa at
the east end, a north-east and south-east
window, and the west front, consisting of three
arches of equal height, having dog-tooth
mouldings ; formerly a small cruciform orna-
ment pierced their heads. The guide-books
speak slightingly of these ruins, but they are
nevertheless well worthy of a visit by the
antiquary and artist.

NEWARK OP. ALDEBURT.

T'
HE ruins of this Priory are situated at

a distance of about two miles from
Woking, close to the banks of a smaU stream.
A little further to the south, on another branch
of the river, is the old Priory Mill. The
Priory was founded, it is believed, in the time
of Richard I. The site was given to that
sacrilegious glutton. Sir Anthony Browne.
The remains include the presbytery, choir,
south wing of the transept, part of the south
nave, aisle, portions of a north chapel, and the
south wall of the slype, forming one side of
the chapter house.

The eastern limb had a groined vaulting,
and (we may add with every probability) so
had the central space over the crossing, which
forma the most remarkable feature in the
building. The choir was arranged in it, and
completely shut off by walls from eit'ner wing
of the transept, but in order to obviate the
gloom and bareness produced by such an ar-
rangement they pierced there solid screens
above the level of the stall work, with two
large Pointed windows on each side. From
the entrance of the crossing to the extreme
east end measures about 84ft., and as the in-

ternal width is only 20ft., and the vaulting
was lofty, an effect of extraordinary height
must have have been produced.

In Buck's view (ii. 282), the west
gabl e wall, and part of the east wall of the
refectory on the south side of the cloister

garth, a considerable portion of the chapter
house walls, and the eastern doorway of tho
slype, are delineated, together with the weather
moulding of the dormitory gable, and a window
below it. The south choir aisle was completely
separated from the sacristy, and vaulted.

The choir aisles were 14ft. wide, and two
low doors opened into them on either side

;

above these were tall pointed windows, very
deeply splayed at the base, where the pitch of
the aisle roof abutted against them. A sacristy
on the south and on the north a chapel ap-
proached by its own door in tho west wall, ad-
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jomed each aisle, and was accessible from the

traoMpt. The single window on each side of

tbe presbytery is of its natural dimensions.

The south wing of the transept is perfect on

the e«st and west sides, there are three perfect

windows in the clerestory ; the south-east win-

dow has a curious sub-window inserted in the

lower part, which lighted the sacristy roof.

The gable has a large pointed window, and the

bare wall beneath shows that lofty buildings

—no doubt the dormitory—abutted ttpon it.

The fragment of the nave is of great in-

iterest; over a pointed door opening into a

narrow aisle, Oft. wide, is a very large window
in the position of a triforiam, and above it are

the lamoe of a clerestory light. The weather

mouldings show the pitches of the various

lean-to roofs.

There is but an insignificant amotmt of

ashlar left. The walls have been completely

peeled, and deep fissures show that rapid decay

MS set in, so that large falls may shortly be
expected oven in tho wreck of this once
beautiful building.

On the north side flows a little river, and at

some distance is the Canon's Mill on the south,

standing upon a stream abounding in trout and
pike.

Mackbkzis C. E. Walcott, B.D., F.S.A

ADULTERATION OF PAINTS.

By Pbofessoe Hknby E. Colton.

IT has been said that this is an ago ofadaltcra-

tion. This may or may not the true. When
prices are high those articles whose nature permits

the frands will be adulterated, but there is a
point in the decrease of prices where adulteration

cannot be done with profit, taking into view, first,

the cost of tbe article of adulteration ; second, the

deterioration in the article adulterated; and the

at least cODBtructive damage to the adulterator if

detected.

Almost the only adnlteration of paints is sul-

phate of baryta, commonly called barytes. The
oxide of zinc is frccjuently pat into white lead,

but it is questionable whether it is not an im-
proTement rather than an injury. The commer-
cial article, " barytcs," is a sulphate of tho alkali

baryta, which ha^as a base the metal barium. It

is insoluble in water and the weak acids, and but
sparingly soluble in the most concentrated acids.

Its specific gravity isabont 4-8i,being the heaviest
known mineral, hence its common name among
miners is hearr spar.

It is chiefly produced in the State that gave us
the wooden nutmeg, and goes by the cant name
of " Connecticut Lead." It is abundant in Vir-
ginia, North Carolina, Missouri, Georgia, and
New Jersey. The best article now produced comes
from Missouri. It usually accompanies lead ore;
varies in colour from a milky to a clear white,
and can easily be told by its great weight and
crystalline structure. lis value depends upon its
freedom from specks of iron, copper, or lead ore.
To prepare it for market the ore is cracked into

pieces about the size of buck shot. These are
then agitated in dilute sulphurio acid to dissolve
theooppcrand iron, then washed with wat^r, again
tteated with acid, then washed repeatedly with
water, dried, and ground perfectly fine, after
which it posses through a number of bolting cloths
and is ready for market. Lead specks are more
difficult of extraction. If not verj- numerous no
effort is made to take them out, but if desirable
to do BO, the cracked ore is treated with strong
hydrochloric acid, and sometimes with lime.
Some manufacturers do what is called " floating "
that is, after grinding the rock to flour dust it is

run through a series of vats, water passing through
them, and constant agitation bemg carried on.
The lighter impurities pass off, and nearly per-
fectly |>Dre sulphate of baryta precipitates. The
fanporities of the ore other than above mentioned
are silica, carbonate of lime, and sometimes a
little snlphate of strontia. The article differs
very much in colour and fineness as put on the
market

; that from St. Louis has, just now, the
highest reputation, it is in fact less crystalline in
sbTictnre than any other—partaking somewhat
of tho fibrous nature of strontia.
The prasant product Is about 20,000 tons per

S^' ' " •»'''"»'«d that in 1865-6 fully
40,000 toM were Imported into and produced in
the United States. At that time the price per ton

ran as high as 90 dols., now it is 85 and 40 dols.

Tbe imported article comes from Nova Scotia,

Gomiiiny, and England. The profits of its pro-

duction and manufacture have been very large ;

but it is doubtful if it can be produced with profit

for much less than 30 dols. per ton.

We have been thus implicit with this article

because of its whole product fully four-fifths enter

into the adulteration of paints. Its other uses are

for the adulteration of other articles, even medi-

cines. We believe its only good use is as a sub-

stitute for white lead in enamelling paper collars.

As an adulteration of paints it adds to the weight
and injures the quality. The paints containing it

are better than whitewash just in the proportion

that they have a larger percentage of lead or zinc

in them. Some are the merest shams, others have
75 and 80 per cent, of lead and zinc, and are pro-

portionably valuable. Some of the latter have
attained great reputation, especially when ground
in a peculiarly refined oil, which contains some
of the acids used in its refining. No person need
be fooled by an adulterated paint. If he buys it,

it is simply his own fault. It he desires cheap-
jiess more than durability and purity, he gets it.

Every one knows when he buys a coat below the

cost of the wool in it, and the labour on it that

he is getting shoddy. Metal lead, for instance, is

8 cents per pound (gold); white lead, then, would
likely be about 12 cents per pound (currency),

ground in oil. Hence, if a man buys a paint at

8 cents, he should have sense enough to kn w he
does not get a pure white lead. It is further the
custom of manufacturers never to put their names
with the words " Warranted Pure," on adulterated

i

brands. The latter or tho former may be on, but
never both together. Besides, no respectable iirm
ever sells a customer an adulterated paint if he
a^ks for the pure and is willing to pay its price.

HOW CAN THE ADULTERATION BE DETECTED?
In a late statement of how to analyse white

lead in oil, published in the Sclentifie American,
it was recommended to dissolve out tho oil with
spirits of turpentine. This is next to an impossi-
bility, as that article is not sufficiently volatile,

has itself somewhat of an oily nature, and some
of the particles of tho pigment will remain coated
with oil, and not dissolve in the after process,
hence creating an idea of impurity when the paint
may be actually pure. Our experience has been
large, and we prefer bisulphide of carbon to all

other solvents of oil. It evaporates freely, takes
less of it to do the work, and leaves the pigment
cleaner

; nearly as good is high gravity gasoline,
say 80". It is our custom to agitate the paint in
the liquid, allow it to settle, and draw off. Place
tho pigment on a funnel, filter, and triturate again
and again with tlie solvent. Then dry the pig
ment on a sand bath, wash with water aud re-
dry. Any one can easily tell from its look and
feel if he has extracted all the oil. Perfect dry-
ness and perfect freedom from oil is absolutely
necessary. Dissolvethe dry pigment thus obtained
in dilute nitric acid. Strong nitric acid will not
dissolve white lead; it must be diluted with four
or five times its volume in water, perhaps more.
The operation is accompanied with the evolution
of carbonic acid gas. It all is dissolved it is pure
lead or zinc—either oxides or carbonates. If there
is residuum after repeated trials, with more or
less dilute acid, it shows presence of an adultcra
tion—most likely barytos, perhaps sulphate of
lead. Take this and boil in hydrochloric acid; if

it dissolves it is not barytes. If dissolved, pour
into the solution a littlo hydro-sulphuret of
ammonium ; a black precipitate|6hows that yon
have snlphate of lead. If there is no precipitate,
put in a little dissolved oxalic acid; a white pre-
cipitate shows lime. The sulphate of lead is

seldom or never used as an adulterant in this
country, the sulphate of lime never in paint. For
zino, pour into the nitric acid solution sulphuric
acid, tho lead will precipitate as snlphate; then
into the liquid pour a little hydro-sulphuret of
ammonium; a white precipitate will show zinc.
There is, however, in tho market a pigment con-
taining a sulphate of lead, not crystalline in
structure, and perfectly soluble in dilute acida.
It is made by sublimation.
Whiting and terra alba are seldom or never

used as adulterants for any white paint, They
are too light, and turn dark in oil. Some colours,
however, have terra alba as a base. Tho process
indicated, if conducted with care, will give a per-
fect result. The main point is to get the oil out
entirely; and with all due respect wo assure our
friends of the Scientifio American that it cannot
be done with spirits of turpentine.

There is just now coming into practice another
species of adulteration which for worthlossness
bids fair to eclipse the baryta paints. This is the
use of water instead of tho full quantity of oil or
spirits of turpentine. A paint is valuable and dur-
able just as it has the proper quantity of pure oil in
it. This new adulteration is thus accomplished The
soluble salts of the metal and alkalies dissolved
in water and mixed with oil forms a sort of soap,
add to this a pigment and it will mix and be held
in solution. Small quantities of spirits of turpen-
tine or benzine are added. To such an extent can
this be carried that in some of the paint sold
" Mixed ready for use," fully one-half is water.
Their worthlessness for work exposed to the
weather is evident. There are paints thus sold,
however, which are properly mixed.

[Notwithstanding our correspondent's criticism,
we insist that very good results may be obtained
by proceeding as we directed in the article to
which he refers. He seems to have overlooked
the subsequent washing with alcohol, after the
spirits of turpentine have been used to remove the
bulk of the oil. Alcohol dissolves both linseed
oil and turpentine, and by its use the solid sub-
stances contained in the mixture may be rendered
sufficiently clear for subsequent treatment, if the
oil is pure linseed, as we can vouch from experi-

ence. If the linseed oil used is adulterated with
fish oil, rape-seed or cotton-seed oil, other solvents
must, of course, be used. In that case ether or
the solvents he names are better. The bisulphide
of carbon, or ether, is not, however, available to

painters generally. Benzine and gasoline are,

however, good solvents, and may be advanta-
geously substituted for the turpentine. Turpentine
and alcohol are, however, to bo found in all

painters' shops. If tho alcohol be heated to boil-

ing, it will be more effective than when used cold,

and less will be required.—Eds. of Scienfifio
American.']

AUCH^OLOGICAL.
SOMEESETSHIRE AECH^OIOQICAL SOCIETY.
—The annual meeting of the Somersetshiro
Archaiological Society will be held at Winoanton,
under the presidency of Sir William Medlycott,
on the 23rd of August aud two following days.

Kent ARCH.^OLoaiCAi, Society.—A tempo-
rary museum of antiquities and objects illustra-

tive of tho archteology of the neighbourhood of
Sittingbourne will be formed for the Congress of
the Kent Arohajplogical Society, which will take
place in that town on the 3rd and 4th of August.
Any person possessing such articles will oblige

by sending them to Dr. Grayling, who has con-
sented to undertake the arrangement of the
museum, on or before the 2nd of August.

Charles Dickens an ARCn^0LOGiST~At
tho time when " Pickwick " appeared, says a
contemporary, antiquarian pursuits were despised
by the general public, and the famous excursion
to Oobham, where the inscribed stone was dis-

covered, was written to ridicule thorn. • Five and
twenty years after, however, arohceology found
itself raised into the dignity of a science, and
numbering among its votaries no less a person
than the author of " Pickwick" himself. A.nd at

Cobham, too ! This was in the year 1864, when
the Archoeological Institute met at Rochester.

Dickens was on the committee, aud an excursion,
we find, was organised to Cobham. Whether
another stone with Bill Stumps + His Mark,
was discovered on that occasion we do not know,
but it must have been very agreeable to the ladies

and gentlemen present to have among them,
whilst one of the party was deciphering a puz-
zling inscription, the author of the burlesque

description of a scone which could not fail to re-

call to all who had read " Pickwick " that then
before them.

Inflammability op Gotten Wood DtrsT.

—

Dry wood dust blown into a caudle gives a clearer

and more intense flame than rosin, and the wick
becomes covered with a resinous crust, so that the
burning of the candle is greatly retarded. As
this kind of dust whon coming in contact with a
caudle takes fire, it is unsafe to conduct manu-
factures in which it plays a part at night, whon a
light is required, and it is equally dangerous to

strike a match. It appears that an accident oc-

curred in a factory in Silesia whore wood dust
was employed, by which five workmen wore fatally

injured.
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CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Bloxworth.—Bloxworth Church, Dorset-

shire, was re-opened on the 7th inst., the chancel

having been entirely rebuilt at the expense of the

rector, the Rev. O. P. Cambridge. The church,

which is dedicated to S. Andrew, is of very great

age. Originally a email Norman structure, it was
enlarged and restored in the Early Pinglish period,

and 6ub3e<iueiitly restored in IJecorated times.

The chancel has been restored in a substantial

manner in its original Early Decoraed style. The
exterior of the walla is of flint and stonework, the

doorways and windows being of Doulting stone.

The roof is open-timbeiod, having curved ribs

springing from carved stone corbels ; the ceiling

is divided into panels by ribs, with carved bosses

at the intersections, those over the sacrarium en-

riched by gilding and colour, and a quatrefoil

ornament completing the cornice at the spring of

the roof. On either side, dividing the nave and
chancel, is an archway of Bath stone, of great

depth and boldness, and having on each side a
column of polished Irish marble, crowned with a
carved stone capital. The eastern wall under the

window sill is faced with Maw's encaustic tiles in

a rich pattern. The east window is filled with
stained glass by Heaton, Butler, and Bayne.
Mr. George Evans, of Wimborne, gave his ser-

vices gratuitously as architect, Mr. A. Green, of
Blandford, being the builder.

Building and Enlarging of Churches
AND CHAPELS.^The Incorporated Society for

Promoting the Enlargement, Building, and Re-
pairing of Churches and Chapels, held its last

meeting for the present session and until Novem-
ber, on Mondaj, at the Society's House, No. 7,

Whitehall, S.W. Grants of money were made in

aid of the following objects :—Building new
churches at Bishopwearraonth, S. Peter, Durham;
Dcptford, S. Luke, Kent ; Haggerston, S. Stephen,
Middlesex ; New Osney, in the parish of S. Tho-
mas, Oxford ; Tyndall'e Park, S. Mary, near
Clifton; Wyko, near Winchester. Rebuilding the

churches at Builth, Brecon ; Burton-Pedwardine,
near Sleaford, Lincoln ; Coleford, Gloucester ;

Haslemere, Surrey ; Llanychaer, near Fishguard,
Cardigan ; Neenton, near Bridgnorth, Salop

;

Northam, Christ Church, in the parish of South-
ampton, and Uzmaston, near Haverfordwest

;

Enlarging or otherwise increasing the accommoda-
tion in the churches at Bosbury, near Ledbury,
Hereford ; Burford, Oxon ; Chillingden, uear
Wingham, Kent ; Cold Waltham, near Petworth,
Sussex ; Coningsby, near Boston, Lincoln

:

Frampton-on-Sevem, near Stonehonse, Glouces-
ter ; Govilon, Chrisb Church, in the parish of

Llauwenarth, near Abergavenny ; Gunwalloe,
near Helston, Cornwall ; Holbeach, Lincoln ;

Litlington, near Royston, Cambridge ; Llanarth,
near new Quay, Cardigan ; Stoke S. Mary, near
Ipswich ; Mottram-in-Longdendale, near Man-
chester; S. George's-in-the-East, London ; Tis-
bury, Wilts ; Watney-street, Christ Church, S.

Georgo's-in-the-East, London ; and Widecombo,
near Ashburton, Devon. Under very urgent cir-

cumstances, the grant formerly made towards re-
seating and restoring the church at Castlebigh,
near Fishguard, Pembroke, was increased. The
Society likewise accepted the trust of sums of
money as repair funds for the churches at Llan-
saintfraed,;near Conway, Denbigh; Westnewtown,
S. Matthew's, Cumberland ; Huddersfield, S. An-
drew's

; and Christ Church, Kensington, Liver-
pool. At this meeting it was unanimously re-

solved that, in the future consideration of grants
to be made towards the building or restoration of
churches, the accommodation which may be provi-
ded on chairs shall not be excluded from the
claim.

Bubton-on-Trent.—The trustees for the
erection of a new Wesleyan chapel, Burton-on-
Trent, have placed the work in the hands of Mr.
George Lilley, contractor, Ashby-de-la-Zonch,
the amount of the contract being £3365. The
site for the new chapel is in Station- street. The
buildmg is designed to accommodate 900 persons,
and will be a Gothic building of brick, with stone
dressmgs, having a tower and spire 120ft. high.
Mr. E. Holmes, of Birmingham, who has recently
completed two churches in the immediate neigh-
bourhood, and also the new Burton-on-Trent Dis-
pensary, is the architect employed.

Christ Church, South Hackney.— The
foundation stone of this church will bo laid on

the 6th proximo, by Lord George Hamilton, M.P.

The contract has been taken by Messrs. Axford
and Whillier, at £4875, Mr. Wigginton being

the architect.

Church op S. Luke, Evelyn Street, Dept-
FOED.—Tlie foundation stone of a new church, to

be dedicated to S. Luke, was laid on Tuesday, the

19th inst., by William John Evelyn, Esq., of Wot-
ton House, Surrey, in the presence of the Bishop
of Rochester, the clergy of the diocese, and a
largo concourse of spectators. The church is now
being erected on a site which was given free of all

charge, by Mr. Evelyn. It will accomodate 1010

persons seated on the ground floor ; there are no

galleries. The work has been taken by Messrs.

Dove Brothers, of Islington, for £3287. The
architect is Mr. Thomas Henry Watson, Notting-

ham-place, London. It will consist of nave and
aisles, chancel, and chancel aisles, with a tower at

the junction of nave and chancel. The materials

used are Kentish rag stone with Bath stone dress-

ings to doors and windows, &c., but not to the

quoins, which are to be chisel-drafted. The
walling is brought up at intervals to horizontal

courses of long stones, and the colour is relieved

by red tile bands laid as headers to break joint, 3

courses to each band, on top of the stretching

courses of the rag stone. The stylo is 13th cen-

tury Gothic, simply treated.

Cleator Moor.—The foundation stone of a

new church at Cleator Moor, Cumberland, was
laid on Monday last. The style of the edifice is

Gothic, and sittings are to be provided for 600
persons. The church comprises a substantial

tower about 30ft. square, nave, aisles, and chan-

cel with aisles, that on one side being designed

for an organ chamber, and the other ar-

ranged for a vestry. The total length of the

church is about 130ft., and its width about

GOft. The character and scenery of the dis-

trict required r.ather a simple and massive than
an elaborately-decorated building, and this the

architects have aimed at, and have produced
their effect by good substantial work, thick

walls, and simple mouldings. The external

walls are full 3ft. to 3ft. Gins, in thickness,

while those of the arcade and clerestory are

4ft. thick. The main feature in the building

is that all the roof is groined in brick. This
is said to be the only instance of such treat-

ment in modern church-building ia the North
of England. The whole of the interior of the

building is lined with brick. The chancel is

quadripartite, with moulded stone ribs. The
nave is spanned by a single pointed arch, the

arches of the clerestory windows being groined
horizontally into it. 'Ihe aisles are subdivided

into bays by ribs of brickwork springing from
stone corbels, whilst the tower, which is to be
used as a baptistry, is again of quadripartite

groining, with stone ribs. Adjoining the

church will be an unpretentious but commo-
dious parsonage. The total cost, exclusive of

site, will bo about £5000. Messrs. Cory and
Ferguson, of Carlisle, are the architects, and Mr.
Eilbeck, of Cleator Moor, is the contractor.

MouLTON.—The Baptist chapel in this place,

rendered interesting and noteworthy by the asso-

ciation with it of Dr. Carey, the celebrated Orien-
tal linguist and missionary to India, was re-

opened, after enlargement and restoration, on
Thursday week. The chapel is a plain quadran-
gul.'ir structure, capable of seating about 300
persons. The building is of native stone, with
brick dressings for the windows, the frames of

which are of iron with circular head, and grained
to represent oak. A porch at the south end, also

of stone faced with brick, and having a sandstone
coping, forms the chief entrance. 'The expense of

the enlargement and restoration at Monlton was
£300. Mr. Blunt, builder, of Pitstord, executed
the work.

S. Barnabas, Grove-road, Bethnal-gbeen.
—This church, which was consecrated on the
2nd inst., consists of nave (5Gft. high to the ridge),

north and south aisles, and chancel, with organ
chamber and vestry on the north side and spacious
baptistry on the south ; but the orientation is not
strictly correct, the site not permitting it. There
is an entrance at the west end of the north aisle,

but the principal one is under the tower, which
stands out from the church at the south-west
angle, and, with the spire, forms a prominent
object at the junction of Esmond and Grove
roads. The style is Middle Pointed Gothic,
freely treated, and the materials brick and stone,

the interior being rather elaborately decorated
with coloured bricks. The font is very handsome,
and the fittings good. The chnrrh which seats

about 900, and cost under £4000, was built from
a design by Mr. W. Wigginton, F.B.I.B.A., ar-

chitect.

SaeUSPIeld.—The church of S. Mary, Saru»-
iield, Hereford, was re-opened after restoration on
Thursday week. The fabric consists of nave and
south aisle, chancel, sacristy, west tower, and
south porch. Previous to the restoration there

was no sacristy, that and the actual chancel being
all one, making an ill-proportioned and inconve-

nient arrangement. The roofs, walls, and other
features were plastered np and admirably white-
washed, in the usual stylo of the Churchwarden
age. The work of restoration has been to remove
the modern lath and plaster flat ceilings and
whitewash, &c., throughout ; to rake out and
point the stone work ; and to take down and re-

build the shattered south wall of the sacristy.

The work has been substantially executed by Air.

John Walker, builder, of Hereford, in accordance
with the drawings and specifications prepared by
and under the supervision of Mr. George Cowley
Haddon, architect, of Hereford and Great Mal-
vern.

Stepney.—The Ecclesiastical Commissioners
have instrnctod their architect, Mr. Ewan Chris-
tian, to prepare plans immediately for the new
church of S. Benet, Stepney. The site is in the
Milc-ead-road, between the almshouses of Ban-
croft's Hospital and the Jewish burial-ground.
The church is to be erected and endowed out o£
the funds arising from the sale of the site and
fabric of the church of S. Benet, Graoechurch-
street, at the corner of Fenchurch-street, which
was pulled down two or three years ago to widen
the thoroughfare.
Yarmouth.—On Tuesday week the new Con-

gregational chapel in Gaol-street, Yarmouth, was
formally opened. The style of architecture is

Gothic, and sittings are provided for 700 persons.

The chapel consists of transept and nave. There
are no side galleries, but the roofs over the side
aisles are much lower than that covering the cen-
tral portion of the building. The cost has been
about £3300.
Youigreave.—The parish church of Yonl-

greave, Derbyshire, was re-opened on Wednesday
week, after restoration under the direction of Mr.
Norman Shaw, F.S.A., of London. The church
consists of a massive tower at the west end, a nave
with clerestory, north and south side aisles, and a
chancel. The tower is Perpendicular, and it and
the roof of the church appear to be of about Henry
VII. 's time, but the other party of the church are
considerably earlier in date. .The south aisle ia

Norman, whilst the north aisle and the main part
of the church are Early English. At the east end
of the south aisle a part of the bottom of the wall
is of rude unsquared stones, rounded in form, and
tradition points to this as having formed part of a
previous Saxon church. In the restoration, all the
decayed rafters in the nave and aisle roofs have
been replaced, and the chancel roof has been
almost entirely renewed ; and this roof has also
been raised, for, before the restoration, it was Gin.

below the top of chancel arch. A new five-light

Perpendicular window has been placed in the
east end, and the floor of the chancel paved with
Minton's tiles, A new reredos of alabaster, with
columns and capitals of dark-coloured marble,
has also been provided. There was an old oak
rood-screen between the nave and chancel, and it

is hoped that it may be so far restored as to ba
replaced. The old seats in the nave have been
restored, and additional ones of the same pattern
constructed. All the walls have been cleared of
the accumulated whitewash of ages. A peal of
eight bells, by Mears and Stainbank, haa been
hung in the tower. The work of restoration has
been carried out by Messrs. Pearson Bros., of
Leeds, and the hot-air apparatus is by Hoden, of
Trowbridge. The chancel, which has been
restored at the sole charge of the Duke of Devon-
shire, has cost about 1100Z.,and the general work
will amount to about 3000 J more. Mr. Norman
Shaw, the architect, has scrupulously preserved or
restored all the characteristic features of the
church.

BUILDrNGS.

Clerkenwell.—At a meeting of the Middle-
sex magistrates last week, a report was brought
up from the visiting justices of the House of
Detention, Clerkenwell, with respect to the pro-
posal to enlarge the building. The report (which
was adopted) stated that since the 24th of
February last, when the court determined that an
enlargement was necessary, and directed the clerk
of the peace to servo the necessary notices for the

acquisition of the lands and honses reqtiii'ed for
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the purpuse, and to sabniit pUuis to the Secretary
_

of Sute for »ppro»aI, erery exertion has been

made to carry ont the wishes of the court After

tbs •ppioTal of the Home Secretary had been

obtained for the plans, working drawings and

Bpeciieations were prepared, and tenders for the

cnetioa of the additional buildings had been pro-

enrcd. Tbe tisiting jnstieos now accepted the

trader of Mr. W. Henshaw for performing the

wOTk, at a coat of £10,685, which was the lowest

of ten tenders obtained from different firms, vary-

ing from £13,250, down to the amount mentioned

in the proposal which had been accepted. The
total ontmy which would be necessary was

444,660, which was made up of £30,970 for land,

*I0,685 for building, and £3000 for architect's

commission, legal, and other expenses.

liAXBETU.—A preliminary prospectus has been

iisned of a proposed new company, under the

title of the Koyal Victoria Palace Company, with

• ci4>itBlof £50,000,having for it« object the pnr-

obaM of the lease, properties, '&o., of the well-

known Victoria Theatre, in the Waterloo-road,

and converting it into a large music hall. The
cost of the necessary alterations and decorations

is said to be estimated by " an experienced archi-

tect" at £10,000.

New Theatbk, Dcblix.—The Lord Lieute-

nant having granted a patent for the erection of a

new theatre at the top of Grafton-street, Dublin,

the promoters have commissioned Mr. C. J.

Phipps, F.S A., of London, to prepare plans.

St. Geobge's-in-the-East.—The foundation

(tone of a new infirmary for the poor of St.

George's-in-tho-East was laid on Tuesday week
by Mr. Frascr, Chairman of the Board of Guar-
dians. The new building is to be erected on the

site of a number of small houses adjacent to the

workhouse, on the side nearest the river, and is

intended to accommQ<Iatc 300 of the sick poor of

the parish. Mr. A Wilson is the architect, and
Mr. Ennor, of S. George's-in-the-East, is the

builder. The cost will be £27,500.
StrsDEELAXD.—Extcusive new ironworks on

the Hylton Castle estate were oommencod eight

weeks linoe, and are now assuming a tangible

shape. A tall chimney-stack, which is to reach

the ultimate height of 200ft., is rearing its form
on the river bank, just below the Dene farm-
house. Occupying an extensive area around the

stack are masses of solid masonry, of brick and
concrete, to form beds for the ponderous ma-
chinery which will be employed in the new works,

and nearer the river bricks are being manufac-
tured from a bed of clay. The cost of the new
works and plant, when completed, will be about
£100,000, and it is probable that ultimately em-
ployment will be afforded 1800 ironworkers.

This will involve the settlement of a large popu-

lation, and the creation of a new town round the

works. Already, in a flcld to the west, a com-
mencement has been made with houses for the

manager and foreman, and seventy workmen's
cottiiges.

TUE MOBEELT LlBUAEY AT WlXCHESTEB.

—

The hcbool Lihrary, which has been built by sub-

scription ammg Wykehamists as a memorial of

the Bishop of Salisbury's Ilead-Mnstership, is

now nearly completed, and the ceremony is fixed

sor the afternoon of Domum Day, Tuesday, July

2C, when the Bishop of Salisbury, Sir William
Erie, the chairman, and other members of the

committee, are expected to be present ; and it is

hoped there may be a large gathering of the

Wykehamists. The new Moberly Library is a
handsome room, 86(t. long, 2lft. wide, with deep

bay windows, and 23ft. liigh, and will be a great

addition to the school buildings. Mr. Butterfield

is the architect.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We do not hold onmclves responsible for tbe opinionr
of oar correflpondcnts. The Editor reflpcctfully re-

quests that all communicntioDM Rhould bo drawn up
as briefly as p<>fltiible, aft there are m:uiy claimants

^ tile ipaee allotted to correaponilcncc.J

RscEiviD.—C. R.—S. H.—C. B. A.—M. C. and Co.—A.
E. >nd Co-T. G.—T. C. M. - J. T. W.—J. M.—T. N.-Rer
H. iL—J. M.—W. R. T.—T. B. U—W. U.—W. and a.

M. CAarzimn (Baskei)).—All the nuniberi have been
tevatded. We are KratiGed by tbe receipt of your kind
letter, ud iboold be very glad indeed to bear from you on
the mbjecta yoa name, Tbe writer of tbe arliclcs on tbe
£xbibitwii of 1867 is gnUUted by your approval of bit criti-

ctaraa. All designs yon may send will be carefaliy examined,
ud retnnicd if not used.

J. LAiiriiitii.— In all probability.
B. J. T.—Tbe Sketch Book will coniis*. of about 50 plates.
W. J. C.—It will all dqpend on tbe cbaractcr of the draw-

C{0m.^jjaiideiii[e,

PATENT VICTORIA STONE.

(To the Editor of The BniLDiso News.)

Sib,—'Be good enough to allow us a very short

space in answer to Mr. Trickott. 1. As Mr.

Trickett says he did not make the prophecy in

question, we presume there was some mistake in

the matter ; but we had no reason to doubt our

information. 2. Our stone is made to suit

specially the various purposes for which it is

required ; our pavement with a view to hardness
;

lintels, girders, &o., with a view to transverse

strength. Our challenge was to compare flag-

ging in hardness, and a beam in transverse

strength.

If Mr. Tricket prefers a landing to a beam,
let him name the size. We only stipulate that

our landing shall be allowed six months for

seasoning.—I am. Sir, &c.,

The Manager, Victoria Stone Co.

BUILDERS MAKING PLANS.

SlE,—Your correspondent (" An Old Sub-
scriber") would not be so much surprised at

builders preferring to work from their own plans

to working for some architects if he had a little

experience as a builder. There are architects

who abstract as much money as they can from
the builders, besides harassing them in all manner
of ways ; and I have many times heard builders

toll with impunity how they can buy certificates

after their work has been condemned. If builders

are expected to be honest and honourable, archi-

tects should be honest and honourable too. There
are many architects who cannot get builders to

have anything to do with them ; and there are

many first-class architects (and honest) who can

command the most respectable builders. The
risk and responsibility of builders on contract

work are so great that the sympathy of the archi-

tects should be with them instead of against, as

it often is when their work is honest and good.

Of course no architects can have any sympathy
with scamping builders. It is therefore not to be

surprised at that builders are shunning architects'

contracts. Let architects wash their own hands
and be honest before they complain of builders.

I am, Sir, &c.,

July 18, 1870. BtriLDER.

PRICES OF TIMBER AT SALES.

Sib,—We write in order to inform you that in

our opinion the quotation of prices realised at

the public sales of Churchill and Sim, &c., are

calculated to bo very detrimental to the interests

of timber merchants generally, as even if the

quotations were correct, they would be very mis-

leading at the best of times ; but when they are

altogether fallacious—as they always are—the

evil is even greater. In corroboration, we call

your attention to the report iu this week's

number :

—

£ s. £ s.

1st Christiana 11 10 instead of 10 5

1st and 2nd Geflo 10 „ 12

3rd3 9 10 „ 1(»

1st and 2nd Husmn 9 10 „ 11

3rds „ 8 10 „ 9 10

4th Gefle 8 „ 9

1st and 2nd Soderham... 8 „ 10 15
&c., &c.

The above represents the difference between
your report and what the deals were absolutely

knocked down at—mind, not the price at which
they were sold; for in many cases the buyer
would have to give Churchill and Sim a consider-
able hdvancc on the bonght-in prices.—I am,
Sir, &c.,

J. A. ROSLIKO.
Timber Wharf Sawing and Planing Mills, S mth-
wark Bridge, Bankside, S.E., Kith July, 1870.

" THE PERPLEXITIES OF BUILDING."
Sir,—Mr. Burden arrogantly questions the

accuracy of the statements contained in tlie para-
graph under this head, which appeared in Tub
BtriLDlKO ^Nbwb for July 1 ; but can ho deny
that the dilTertnccs which have arisen between
himself and the contractor have kept the Islington
Guardians waiting a long time for their new
workhou.se ? If not, ho has no ground of com-
plaint against yon for reproducing from a local

paper the paragraph in question. I see that the
Guardians have determined to take vigorous
action in the matter, and if they dj not succeed
in bringing 'about a friendly feeling between
architect and builder, I hope they will, for the
sake of the ratepayers and the poor of the parish,
manage to get their now workhouse at HoUoway
completed.—I am, Sir, &c.,

Note-taker.

SHREWSBURY MARKET BUILDINGS.
Sin,—A paragraph iu your issue of July Ist,

headed '-Certifying for Extras," referred to a
meeting of the Shrewsbury Town Council, in

which it was stated that I declined to furnish par.
tioulars of the extra works at the markets.

In reply, I beg to say I delivered a detailed

account of seventy-two pages, giving totals of each
item, which was returned to me to fill in the

prices. This I declined to do until I had laid the
matter before the Royal Institute of British Ar-
chitects, and obtained their opinion thereon, and
the loUowiug is an extract from the secretary's

letter on the subject :

—

" The Professional Practice Committee con-

sider that you were quite justified by professional

custom in declining to price out each detail in

the account, and they are also of opinion that in

supplying the details themselves it was unusual

and needless to specify them with such miuute-

ness."

As to the amount of extras, stated by you to be
of the enormous sum of £11,840. This was
without giving credit for variations and omis-

sions ; the amount of cash paid to the builder

being £22,271 Us. lOd., and his contrasts £16,976,
leaving the sum of £5,295 14s. lOd. as the extra

amount, and of this sum nearly £1000 was spen t

by direction of the committee iu additional

vaulting under the markets and the great depth

of the foundations, and nearly £1000 on the

fixtures.

In my last letter to the town clerk I stated my
willingness to submit the whole of the building

to be measured and priced out according to the

schedule by some independent surveyor mutually

agreed upon, or by one on each side, with power
to call in au umpire, and if the amount agreed

at by this course be less than my award , to refund

the amount, and pay all costs ; if, on the other

hand, it was greater, tho committee would under-

take to pay me the excess.—I am. Sir, yours &c.,

RoBT. GeiffiThs.
Stafford, July 18, 1870.

ARCHITECTS' PUPILS.

Sir,—Some time since there appeareef a series

of replica to questions propounded in your " In-

tercommunication Colnmn," with regard to tho

duties of an architect's pupil, and although it

bo a vexed and painful sulijoot, I would fain ex-

tend it, touching more particularly on the in-

justice practised by architects towards their

pupils. Accidentally turning to an article in tho
Builder of August, 1813, on the " Reniuneratiim

of Architectural Draughtsmen," the writer, after

pointing out the talent and education necessary

in order to become a neat and expeditious

draughtsman, positively states that they are the

worst-paid class of men of the whole body of

clerks. And as then, so cow, we have to mourn
over tho same, and even a worse state of affairs.

Let us, then, try to investigate the reason, by trac-

ing it to its first cause—and we have not far to

loiik around us in order to explain this somewhat
startling fact, for a superficial observer would at

once see that it is mainly owing to that wholesale

system of taking pupils which onuses our assis-

tants to be so badly paid, and fills the advertising

columns of The Building News week after

week, with " Situations Wanted." This system

of pupil-taking is growing worse and worse, and

it is high time something was done to check it, for

tho manner in which many arohitoots make it a

practice of augmenting their purses by taldng

pupil after pupil to serve them for a term of three,

four, or five years, as the case may bo, and after

tliat dispensing with them, in order to make room
for more, is nut only ruinous to the profession,

but a scandal to it, and cannot be too strongly

reprobated. A solicitor, no matter how extensive

his pniotico, can only be possessed of two articled

clerks at a time, and wliy should an architect en-

joy a greater priviligo ? I maintain, moreover,

that when there are throe or four pupils in an

oflice where there ought only to bo one, all must

nevitably suffer, for someone must, and in some
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instances the whole, act in the treble capacity of

pupil, clerk, and errand-boy. And then there is

a groat deal of diaintorestedness and iiidifteren-

tisra on the part of the master with regard to his

pupils ; he cares little or nothing as to their

future welfare, whether they become competent as

assistants after haying served their articles, or

no ; he takes little or no troablo to teach them
anything, unless he be necessitated to do so in

order to carry out something ho cannot attend to

himself ; and the clause inserted in every pupil's

articles, binding his master to do his best to

teach him the profession in all its branches, is

entirely ignored and nnlliiied. I fear wo must
despair of reform until architecture bo m»de more
entirely a profession, and until some restriction

be brought to bear upon the architect, tor, as the

writer before alluded to observes:—"Architects
will not give high salaries to assistants as long as

they can fill their offices with pupils who pay them
large premiums for being there." It has been
argued that if there are ona fide grounds for

complaint the pupil should seek for redress by an
action at law for damages far breach of contract,

but this is not only an unpleasant way of pro-

ceeding, but it is a doubtful way, for it is a critical

thing to legislate between master and pupil. I

admit that it depends in a great measure upon the
pnpil himself as to whether he will become master
of his profession, for in these days of competition
between architects' pupils and skilled artisans

who have every facility for obtaining a knowledge
of drawing, it is not only necessary that he should
have a thorough training from his master, but
that he should study hard himself in order that

he may keep pace with his fellow competitors.
Pardon me for encroaching so far on your valu-

able space. Sir, but I feel this to be a momentous
subject, and have offered these observations with
the hope that the matter may be further agitated,

and that they may in some slight measure tend to

bring about that " architectural millaimium " so

devontely to be wished for.—I am yours, &c.

An Injured Pupil.

second premium, has been made to the design marked " I'ro-

Sreia," the joint production of Kobcrt Heaketh and Thomas
ienry Watson

—

ieniores priors. I am, Sir, &c.,

Thomas Henev Watbok,

9, Nottingham-place, W., London, July 18, 1870.

Jitteii^mmumptkn.

QUESTIONS.
[1900.1-STONE DUST IN MORTA R.—In a work I am

carrying out, I have suspicions that tlie builder puts atone

dust into the mortar with the lime ; the hrae is, I believe,

pure when brought on to the ground, but the atone dust is

added when it is made into mortar. The mortar is not ao

tough as I think it should be. Can any one inform mc how I

can detect stone dust in mortar, either by analysing or other-

wise f-G. J. C. C.

[1901.] — ARCHITECTURAL PERSPECTIVE. — Can
some one recommend me a good hook on architectural per-

spective—i.e., perspective taken from plan and elevation ?

—

G. A. MooBE.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION
EXCURSION.

Sib,—In reference to a paragraph you inserted
last week on the proposed excursion to Lincoln,
may I ask yon kindly to insert the following
alterations which have since been made in the
programme, by which greater advantages will be
gained for those attending, and the expenses of

the excursion diminished?
I shall be glad to forward further particulars

to any one who purposes attending.—I am, yours
truly,

John S. Quiltee, Hon. Sec.

9, Conduit-street, W., July 20.

The members will assemble at Lincoln on Monday,
Aut;. 22ad, and the first meeting will be held in the
AgSL'uibly rooms at two o'clock, when Mr. Shavpe will
deliver his introductory lecture on Lincoln Cathedral.
The remainder of that and the whole of the followingr
day will be devoted to the examination of the Cathe-
dral and other buildinjjfs in Lincoln, and a meeting
held in the evening at the Assembly rooms. Divine
aervii'o is hold in the Cathedral at 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
On Wednesday, August 2lth, there will be an excur-
sion alons the CllfE-road to the south of Lincoln, and
visits pal.-l to Caythorpe, Fulbeck, Lcadeuham, Well-
bourn, Wellingore, Navenby, Coloby, Harmstone,
Waddingtou, S. Mary Wiglord, and S. Teter's Gowts,
returuinsf to Lincoln. On Thursday, August 25th,
there will be an excursion from Lincoln to Sleaford,
and the followms cliurclies will be visited:— Silk
Willougbby, Osbumby, Thrcckiugham, Billingbo-
rough, norblinfj, Swayton, Ilolpringham, Ileckmg-
ton, and proceediut; to Boston. On rrid.ay, August
S6th, au excnrsiou will bo made from Boston to Spal-
ding and Sutton, visiting Gedney, Fleet, Holbeach,
Wliaplode, Weston, and returning to Spalding. On
Saturday, August 27th, the party will proceed from
Spaliliag to Peterborough, when the Cathedral will
be visited, Its architectural history described by Mr.
Sharpo, and a meeting will bo hold at Peterborough
on Saturday afternoon, which will conclude the excur-
sion. Arrangements are being mjidc for the board
and lodging of mcnibora coming from a distance, and
for their conveyance to and from the churches to be
visited, particulars of which will be forwarded to all
those who give timely notice of their wish to avail
themselves of tbu opportunity. It is expected that
the expenses for the week, exclusive of the railway
fares, will not exceed £.3, Members attending the
whole, or any of the different meetings and excur-
sions, are requested to give notice of their intention
cither to the Uonorary Secretaries of the Architectu-
ral As.sociation, No. 9, Conduit-street, London, W., or
to the Uev. G. T. llervey. Honorary Secretary of the
Lincolnshire Diocesan Society, on or before Monday,
August 15th. J. s. Q.

THE CORN EXCHANGE COMPETITION.
SiE,—In yonr notice of the awards made in the recent

competition for tlie rc-building of the Corn E.vchange, Mark-
lane, bv some mistake the proper order of our names was
reversca. May I ask yon to state that the award of the

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Much Wenlock.—.A monumental cross has just been
erected in the new burial ground at Much Wenlock, to the

late Mrs. M.Gaakell. The base is a large square of polished

Aberdeen granite; above this is a square of polished black

serpentine, the two being 6ft. high. Then comes the base of

the cross—a square with four inscriptions—with a centre

square rising 8ft. from tlie cnisa. Tlie whole of the work was
executed by Mr. Wright, of PimUco, from a design by Mr.
Polsrave, of London.
New Cboss for the Rock of Cashei,.—Messrs. Earley

and Powells, of the Camden-strcet works, Dublin, have just

completed a fine piece of art work. It consists of a large

cross to be erected on "The CScolaidlie Monument, St.

Patrick's Rock, Caahel," and stands about 26ft. in height

above inscription stone on monument. The cross, with its

shaft and pedestal, is of Portland atone, specially selected

from the quarries. The shaft at its base is 2ft. 8in. by 2ft.,

diminishing upwards to 2ft. by 1ft. Sin. under the arms, the

extreme width of which is 7ft.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
ACCEIKGTON AND UlSTEICT Pf.KUANENT BuILDIHO SO-

CIKTV.—The first annual Kciienil meeting of the membeni of

this society was held on Tliursdiiy week at Accrington. Tho
report and balance slieet showed that the total amount of

suoscriptioDtt received up to JuadlS last waa £2040 135. 6d.

;

total subscriptions witlidrawu, £44 16s. ; total amount of

loans, £1694 15s., of which sum £350 5s. has been repaid ;

number of memberfl. ISO; number of shares issued, 1S16. A.

dividend to the Bkarehoiders of 6 per cent, per annum was
declared.

lUPaOVKDlNDCSTBIALDWRLLINGsCOMPANTCLrMITKD),
—At a meeting of the directors of this companv on Tuesday
last (Sir 8. H. Waterlow in the chair), it was decided to

recommend the payment of a dividend at the rate of 5 per

cent, per annum mr the half-year to the 30tli June, and to

carry forward a baliince of £'.;.>H8, which is equal to a further

4 per cent, on the subscribed capital. The receipts have
been £6951 13s. 7d., and the expenditure, inctudtUK all con-

tributions to the reserve funds, amounts to £3523 Ks. 9d.,

leaving a balance of £.1,428 4s.* lOd. The net profits have
been at the rate of £5 17s. 2Jd. per cent. No interest has
been charged on capital expcudcd on works now in progresf,

or revenue would have been improved by a sum equsd to 15s.

3id. per cent. The report of tlie directors states that, with

one exception, ths general position of the company's estates,

on which £167,789 has been already expended, moat be
rct^ardcd as highly satisfactory.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Retford.—We are informed on official authority that on
Monday next (the 2otli inst ) Arnold Taylor, Esq., will hold a
Government ioquiry into the sanitary state of four parislies of

East Retford, ^\ eat' Retford. Ordaall, and Clarborough, com-
prising the town of Retford.
BaKNTwooD.—A memorial having been sent to the Secre-

tary of State by some of the inhabitants of Brentwood,
alleging that the Vestry refused to carry out all or any of

the recommendations made in the report of Mr. Arnold
Taylor, the inspector, with respect to the water supply and
carrying out a system of sewerage for the hamlet, a letter has
been received, asking that the Vestry will inform tlie Secre-

tary of State whether the allegations contained in the memo-
rial are true, and, if so, that they will show cause why an order

should not forthwith be issued, under the 49th section of the
Sanitary Act of iSflG, limiting a time for them to set about
the performance of their duties as regards water supply and
drainage. The letter concludes thus: "Uulesa within two
weeks from the date of this letter (July 8), you show cause
accordingly, the order will be issued without further notice."

Aylesbury Sewage.—At the last meeting ot the Ayles-

bury Local Board of Health the chairman read the report of

a committee appointed some few weeks ngo to inquire Into

the best mode of disposing of the town sewage. The report

stated tliat the committee had visited Bedford, Romford,
Leamington, and Warwick in the pursuit of their inquiries.

At Bedford, Romford and Warwick, the sewage is disposed of

by means of irrigation ; at Leamington, the ABC process is

at work, but about to be abandoned in favour of irrigation.

The committee is of opinion that the ABC system is not a
success, and aay they had oscular demonstration that the
noxious matter had only been partially removed from the
effluent water, which still fouled tlie bed and banks of the
river; they therefore unhesitatingly recommend the disposal
of the sewage of the Aylesbury district by means of irrigation,

leaving it to the Board to determine the mode and direction
in which this principle shall be carried out. From informa-
tion obtained during the inquiry, they consider it will be
necessary to secure the command of not less than one acre
of land for every forty or fifty of the population of the dis-

trict—that is to say, 140 to IqO acres of land ought to be
secured.

Twickenham.—Alleged New Method of Dealing
WITH Sewage.—At the last meeting of the Twickenham
Local Board, Mr. Ramsay, the surveyor to the Board, stated
that for some time past he had been studying the drainage
question, and he believed, after all, that he had hit upon a
scheme of his own, which would be the system for the Board
to adopt ; but not having secured a patent, he could not give
his system in detail at present. However, if the Board would
meet him in the expense of erecting a necessary temporary
building, which would cost £30, he was so sanguine of suc-
cess, that he would pay half if the Board would find the
other half, and as his scheme waa so simple—no machinery
being required— it would be cheaper by far than any other
proposed. The Board consented to bear half the expense. We
understand that the whole operation of utilising the sewajje
by Mr. Ramsay's method is carried out and completed withm
a building in the most simple and inexpensive manner, the
solid precipitate being rendered entirely free from offensive
smell, and the eflluent water sufficiently pure for discharge
into the river.

Dry Ash Closets.—Respecting the dry ash-pit system,
Dr. Syson remarks :

" Nothing positive can be said as to the
success or noH-succcss of the new system of dry ash-pits
until it has stood the test of a hot summer. I consider the
fact that by means of it the old wet sauken ash-pits are for

ever abolished to be in itself a great step iu the right direc-
tion."

LEO-AL.
DispuTK AS TO Stone-Dkessino.—Ellis v. Caub ajjd

Another.—This suit, heard at ;the Wakefield Countr Court
on Tuesday week, was brought to recover £17 10s. 8ia., being

the balance ot an account of £26 I08.2jd., for dressing stone.

The plaintiff is a builder at II irhury, and he was employed
by the defendants, who are woollen extractors, carrymg on
business atCoxley, near Middlestown, to hew the stone tor a
boiler shed. The plaintiff charged for the job by day-work,

but the defendants contended that the agreement was that

the work should be charged for by the piece. Mr. Law, of

Dewabury, the architect of the building, deposed that he
measured the stone as the work was done, and found that, at

ordinary piece-work prices, the amount due to the plaintiff

was £U 4s. lOd., including 173. 6d. for day work, which it

was admitted had been performed by tho'plaintiff's men.
His Honour gave a verdict for £5 lOs., including the sum
paid into court (£1 lOs. 7d ). but because of the exorbitant

claim made by the plaintiff, he refused to allow coats of either

, attorney or witnesses.

Insufficient Foundations.—Chapman t. Lee and
OtheH-S.—At the Grimsby County Court, on Thursday week,
the case of Cliapman v. Lee was heard. The plaint, which
has several times been before the court, was originally brought
to recover compensation for damage done to a house belong-

ing to plaintiff, by the sinking of the ground on which it

stood, caused by placing a heavy building (viz., a friendly

societies* hallj on the ground adjoining. At a former hear-

ing, his Honour decided that the plaintiff was not entitled to

recover the damages to the house, as it had not been built

twenty years, but he would grant a case for the court above
to determine whether the plaintiff was entitled to compensa-
tion for the damage to the land, which had been sunk below
the horizontal plane by the negligence of the defendants in

placing so heavy a building upon an insufficient foundation.

The points of the case were argued by Mr. Wintringliam for

plaintiff, and by Mr. Ayre, of Hull, for the defendants. His
Honour decided between them.

Court of Bankruptcy, LrscoLN's Inn, July 18.

—

(Befork Ma. Registrar Pepy's.)—Re Maonus.—The
debtor, described as a slate merch^mt, of Buckingham Palace-

road, Pimlico, recently petitioned tlie court, under the

arrangement clauses of the new Act, with debts stated to

amount to £35,070, and Mr. Karran, managerof the Valentia

Slate Company, had been appointed to act as receiver. The
assets are said to be of consideraljle value. Mr. Brongh now
applied, pursuant to notice of motion, for an enlargement of

an injunction, granted on a previous occasion, staying pro-

ceedings by creditors, until further order of the court.

His Honour granted the application. Injunction extended
accordingly.

®\x\ mx{\ WM\.
The Royal ARCHiTECTUuAiy Museum.—

The Council of the Hoyal Architectural Musenm
are anxious to form a small library at the Museum
for the use of the art-students and workmen
studying there. They have, therefore, issued a list

of the works most desired, with the hope that

friends will help them, either by subscribing money
for the purchase of the books, or lending or present-

ing new or second-hand copies. Wo are also

requested hy the Council to remind members that

the musenm is now open free to them on the

evenings of Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday,

from 7 till 9.30 (the vacation months of August
and September excepted), but as the arrangemetit

entails considerable expense in lighting, &c., its

continuance will depend on the numbers attend-

ing.

The Seepentinb.—A contract was signed on
Friday last by which, in consideration of an ad-

ditional sum of £5000, the contractor binds

himself to remove the whole of the mud from the

bed of the Serpentine. This will, however, leave

the Serpentine much too deep for the safety of
bathers, but it would cost, it is said, no less than
£28,000 to fill it np to a safe depth with gravel,

or any other acceptable snbetitnte for the mnd
which will be removed
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Nkw Pkockss of Castis-q Mktals.—On
Sataid«7 a namb«r of gentlemen met at the works

of thaLanoashire Sogineeriug and Compression

fw-t^ng Oompanr, St. Helen's Junction, on the

ICandieater and Liraipool line of railway, to wit-

wtm the naw proccaa of casting;, in bmss and iron,

dialed and timlwiiHH^ work of the moat elaborate

ilawiiiilliiii The proceas, which was here for the

Unt ^Deohibited in England, is an American

inrention, and its utility was shown to consist in

thi*—thnt any design, whether in high or low

relief, dtased on metal of any reqaired pattern or

diape^ whether flat as a door plate or round as a

TM«k can be r^todaced by castings from it ad
iaflmUiau. and eaeh casting will show upon it all

the ^"i^«*« and beauty of the original chasing.

Moulds are made with a preparation of fine clay

from the articles to be reproduced. The making
of one of these moulds takes a person from lire to

ten minutes. The moulds have then to stand 24

honn to air dry, after which they are baked in a
furnace for eight honrs. These clay moulds, into

which the metal is afterwards ponred, are to all

intents and purposes encaustic tiles. The clay

moulds are placed in a box, atid the air is ex-
tracted from them so as to form a Tacunm, after

which the molten metal i> forced into them, and
in this way, in ten minutes, a casting can bo com-
pleted. 'When the casting is taken out, the

design, however intricate, is found to be per-

fectly represented, with the exception of removing
a alight surface of clay from it, which can be done
in half an hour, and the article is then ready to

be Bent to the bronzer, instead of having to be

kept in the chaser's hands. In this way an enor-

mous amount of cost and labour on ornamental
articles in metal is saved.

Stsam Eoadrollcjo at Poplab.—At the

lait meeting of the Poplar District Board of

Woiks, Mr. E. Parker, the surveyor, brought up
• special report on the use of Messrs. Aveling and
Porter's steam road-roller, which has been at

work in this district for nearly nine days to

assist in re-coating macadamised roads. The
weight of the roller is lo tons, and it h^s four
wheels or sections, which are so fixed as to cover
a space of 6ft. in width. The maximum quan-
tity of broken granite and Bombay stone used in
one year throughout the district is 4723 tons,

which would employ the roller S2J days, or little

more than three monihs in the year. Tlie hire of
the roller and two men for the period would cost
£165. Supposing the roller to last ten years, the
following figures show the comparative difEerence
of the expense between the hire and purchase of
it:—Cost of roller, £550; maintenance, £250—
total, £800 in ton years. If hired 82 i days per
annum, at £2 per day, for ten years, £1050 ; from
which deduct two men's wages, 82J days per
annum, at 9s. per day, £371 5s. ; net cost of hire,

£1278 15». This leaves a balance in favour of
purchasing the roller of £478 15s. for ten years,
or X47 17s. Cd. per annum, against which there
are two things to be considerctl—viz., a building
most be provided in which to keep the roller, and
how are the men to be employed whilst the roller
is not at work ?

Discovert op a Romas Pavemext is Gr,ou-
ccwriut.—Workmen employed in digging out the
foundation for a house in the Commercial-road,
Gloucester, came last week, at a depth of about
five feet, upon a larjge portion ofa beautiful tesse-
lated pavement, with a bordering of unusually
large gray and bine tesserje of rather a coarse
kind. Next to this was a very beautiful design in
blue, white, and red tesserie, of quorre-foil cha-
racter, surrounded with a guilloche border ; and
a few feet from this another piece of te-Sera: of
geometrical design. As usual, intruders removed
some portion of the material ; the remainder has
been secured. The colours were exceedingly fresh
and vivid. A Roman key of elaborate workman-
ship was also found. The discoveries are of much
interett, as proving the existence of Koman dwell-
ings at least three hundred yards further south-
west than any previous remains had suggested.
The Pboposbd Assistant-Subveyoeship of

Public Wobks.—The Commissioner [.Mr. Ayr-
ton] will leave his monument behind (eays the
Baturday Jteview) in the organisation of the
^ee of which he has been the temporary tenant
After dispensing with Mr. Fcrgusfon, suppressing
ue poet held by Mr. Pennethornc, and giving Mr.
Barry his eongS, be has found that an Engineer
^Mer hot from the Board of Trade and the War
OOee, and prompted by a glorified Clerk of the

M 'i'"*
""' sufficient to act the part of

awlroal architect, and he has accordingly, withw» awent and consent of his economical matters,

proposed to invest £700 a year in some tame
architect of overlooked merit competent to do for

the nation that which a Scott, a Barry, a Street,

a Waterhouse, or a Burges could not be entrusted
to perform. He appealed to the Institute of

Architects to help him in his difficulty, and the

Institute, of course, told him to look out for him-
self. So, with an ostentatious flourish of Spartan
virtue, the new appointment has been thrown
open te the competition of all or any architectural

aspirants who will condescend to present them-
selves for examination before the Civil Service

Commissioners. ..." Design and super-

intend new buildings" and "spell properly"

—

Such are the qualifications of the man to whom
Mr. Ayrton proposes for the future to entrust the

national taste

!

Regulations and Fees for Hoabdinqs
AND Scaffolds in the City.—At a meeting of

the City Commissioners of Sewers on Tuesday last,

the Streets Committee, to whom it was referred to

prepare the necessary license for hoardings and
scaffolds, and the rules and regulations affecting

the same, so as to accord with the opinion ex-

pressed by the Court of Queen's Bench on the

powers of the City Commission of Sewers under
the Act (see Building News for Juno 3), stated

that they had had a report from the engineer and
the solicitor, which they laid before the Court,

with amended regulations, scale of fees, and form
of license, and they recommended the adoption of

the same. They further recommended that, in the
event of any disagreement between the applicant

for a license and the inspector of the district as

to the length of time during which any hoarding
or scaffolding should remain, the case may be
referred to the Commissioners or to the Streets

Committee, whichever might first meet, to deter-

mine the point in dispute. The recommendations
were approved.

The Otley New Mechanics' Hall, the foundation
stone of which was laid on tlie 19th June, 1868, is

now approaching completion. The stonemasons,
joiners, and slaters, have all nearly completed their
respective contracts, and little remains to be done
save the plastering and painting. It is expected
that the building will bo completed and the new hall
opened by November.
The south transept of Ludgersliall Church, Hants,

is being reseated. An Early English arch, in a most
perfect state, has been discovered and opened out.

Mr. T. J. Horsley, a well-known local artist, died
on Sunday week at Sunderland.
Wembdon Church, near Bridgwater, which was

destroyed by fire a year or two since, has been rebuilt
and opened for public worship. The tower and
chancel were saved from destruction, and the expense
of rebuilding the remainder has been £1250. The
church has been increased in size, and will now
accommodate 360 persons—about 100 more than
formerly.
A new church is projected in the parish of S. Alk-

mund, Derby. A site has already been given.
Captain Arkwright, R.N., M.P., has promised £100

towards the restoration of Tideswell Church, Buxton,
Derbyshire.

The erection of new schools for the parish of S.
Luke, Leicester, is about to be commenced.
A public meeting has been held at Syston, Leices-

tcrsliire, in furtherance of a scheme for the com-
plete restoration of the pariah church. The total
cost is estimated at £1000.
At a special meeting of the Retford Highway

Board, ou Friday last, a committee reported that
they had found Mr. Scott, the surveyor, deficient in
his accounts to the amount of £227. Scott, who was
present, fully admitted his defalcations.
A new schoolroom has just been opened at South

Ilykeham, Lincolnshire. It has been built from
designs by Messrs. Drury and Mortimer, Lincoln,
and 18 of red brick, with stone dressings. Ventila-
tion is provided for by means of patent ridge tiles.

Mr. T. O. Barlow, the engraver, has just com-
pleted a portrait of Mr. John Fowler, engineer, from
the painting cxliibited by Mr. Millais at last year's
exhibition of the Academy.
Tenders are invited for the enlargement and im-

provement of the School House Bridge, at Ash-
bourne, Derbyshire. Mr. G. Bridgart, the county
surveyor, has prepared the plans and specifications.
A local papersays it is reported that a well-known

surveyor of Dcptford has offered to perform the
duties now undertaken by Mr. Smith and Mr.
Heward, engmeer and survevor, and road surveyor
respectively, to the Greenw"ich Di.strict Board" of
Works, at about one-half the amount at present
paid in the shape of salaries.

The Penzance Dispensary is to be converted into
an infirmary. It has been determined to purchase
the old poorhouse at S, Clare for that purpose.

During the last year, considerable additions hare
been made to the Swansea Hospital, the accommoda-
tion for in-patients having been increased by 40
beds. Tlie erection of salt water baths for the hos-
pital is contemplated.
The foundation stone of the new college buildings

at Eastbourne will be laid on the 30th inst. by Lady
Edward Cavendish.
A new Wesleyan chapel was opened at Ridgeway,

Dorsetshire, on Wednesday week. Tlie chapel will
seat 170 or 189, and has been built by Messrs. Otter
and Spicer, from a design by the Rev. A. Puddi-
coinbe, who acted as honorary architect.

Longfleet Church, Dorsetshire, is being re-seated.
A new Independent chapel was opened at Bromp-

ton Ralph, Devonshire, on Wednesday last.

The chancel of the parish church of Bedfield,
Framlingham, was re-opened on Friday last, after
having been thoroughly restored.
The trustees of the Sckforde Charity, have in-

structed Mr. Robert Reid, of London, to value the
portion of the estate ab 3ut to be taken by the Middle-
sex magistrates for enlarging the House of Deten-
tion at Clerkenwell,

The sale by auction, yesterday, at the Baltic Sale-
room, Throadneedle-street, comprised tlie following
lots. Holdcr.s of Prussian timber will be fortunate In
obtaining hisjh prices, the declaration of war having
closed Prussian porls. Hull, Grimsby, and Hartle-
pool will be severe siilTerc rs in consequence ;

—

500 Loads Dantzlor and Memel flr timber.
150 „ Queliec red and yellow pine,
•jno „ Halifax birch.
150 „ Quebec walnut.
150 ,, Swedish and Norway balks.
100 Blerael wainscot logs.
450 Dautzig deck deals.

22,000 Quebec yellow pine deals, &c.
2;j,000 Lowerport spruce.
1(1,100 Kifja white.
12,000 Skouvick and Ljuane
10,000 GeHe, Iludekswall and Sundewall.
10,000 Gothenburg and Uddevnlla.
55,0f'0 Dram, Christiana, and Vefaen.
40,000 Prepared llooring boards.

250 Fathoms lathwood.
£ s. £ 8.

Archanijel lath wood per cub. fthm. 4 o
Bjorncborg Ist yellow per Petg. std. 9 15 to 10
Do. 2nd do..... 8 10,, 9

B. d. B. d.
Christiana spBr84 toGln....perfoot run 3 4„ 6 8
Do. under 41tt S 8
Do. poles IG to 2<;ft each 7

£ B.

Do.lstycllow porl20122J x 6i 7 15
Do 2nrt do 7
Do. !lrddo 10,, 15
Do. 3rd white 5 15,, 8
Dantzii^ crown deck deals per 40ft. Bought In.
Do. 2ud crown do Do.

£ 8. £ s.

Do. BtraiKht oak per load 4 15
Do. lathwood per cub. fathm. 5 5

e. d. s. d.
Do. common middling timber...per load. 54 to 56
Do. good middling 66

Dram 2nd yellow per 120 12 2i x 6i 7 6
Do..'!rddo 6 10,, 7
Do. 2ud white 5 15
Do. Srddo 5 6
Gothenburg .3rd yellow.. ...per Petg. std. 8 15
Gefte 3rd yellow 10 „ 10 15
Holmsund 3rd yellow 9 10
Hudckswall 2uil yellow 9 0„ 9 15
Do. 3rd do 8 10 „ 8 15
Ljusno yellow 8 5 ,, 9
Mousteras lathwood per cub. fathm. 2 10,, 3 5

B. d. 8. d.

Jfemel 2nd middling timber per load 61 „ 65
Do. crown wainscot logs....per 18ft. cube 37 6 „ 40

£ 8. £ B.

Porsground.3rd yellow...per 120122i x 8J 6 10
Petersburg lathwood per cub. fathm. 5 15,, 7
Quebec 1st floated yellow pine.. .per Petg.

Btd. 14 15 „ 10
Do. 1st dry floated 17
Uo. 2od floated 12
Do. 2nd dry floated 12 10

Do. 2nd blight 13

Do. black walnut per load 2
Do. birch 60
Do. yellow pine 70
Do. rod pine 61

£ ..

Riga crown white per Ptg. std. 8 10
,

Do. half crown do 8
Swartwlck 3rd yellow 9 10

8. d.

Skellefted yellow balks .pei-load 30
£ 8.

Skonviekl8tand2ndyellow..perPtg.8td. 10 10 ,

Uo. Srd do 8 15 ,

St. John'6 unsorted spruce. . per 120 12 3
X 9 12 ,

Soderham 3rd yellow per Petg. std. 9 15
8. d.

Savannah pitch pine per load 70
Skein balks

£ 8.

Uddevalla 3rd yellow per Petg. std. 7 ,

Vefaen 1st and 2nd yellow 8 10
Do.3rddo 8
Do. 1st and 2nd white 8
Do.3rd white 7 10

WUsta Wharf SidyeUgff i •• * 1^

8. d.
2 10

70
£ 8.

8 IS

£. 8.

11
9 IS

14

£ 8.

8 10
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[Prepared Flooring.] b. d. p. d
Frederickitadt Ist yellow per Bquare 7 3 „ 10 9
Drara2nd yellow 8 3 „ 10 6

Grimsby.—The war is beginning to he felt at this port;

freights have advanced IOb. per ton, nnd timber has risen in

price. Many of the timber fleet soon due are Gerrmin sliips.

which have been ordered to run for Bremen. The line of

steamers from Grimaby to Hamburj; has been temporarily
discontinued. The Anglo-French steamers whicli run from
the port have also been knocked off; but the ateamcra to

Antwerp will rnn as usual.

LATEST PEICES OF MATERIALS USED
U CONSTRUCTION.

Teak load
Quebec, rod pine ....
'"'"'.. ynllow pine..
St. John, N.B. yellow
Quebec oak

„ birch
,, elm

Dautzic oak
flr

Meincl fir

llign.

Swedish
Masts, Queb. red pine

,,
yellow pine ..

Lathwood, Dant. fm.
St V'hurg.

Deals, prG, 12ft by 3
by a in.

Quebec, white spruce
St~, John,white Epmce
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C,

Canada, Ist quality.
Sad do

Archangel, yellow ..

St. Petersburg, yel...

IS 13
3 16 4 16
4 i \b

5 16 6 5
3 15 a

2 10 3 15
J 17 3 2

3 10
3 10
3 1.'.

13 17

13 10 14

Ifi 17

12 1-3 10
11 12

n 12

Finland
Ucnicl
Qothenburg', ycHow

,, white ..

Goflo, yellow
.'^odci'h.iin ...>•
ChriNtitinitt, vtf C,
12 ft. by 3 bj 9 ia
yellow

Floorinff Eoanlt, per
eq. of Hn., first yuL

Flrtt white
Second qualities ....

PUll!CB.STO.\Kpr tn
Ori,8, &C.-

Seal, pale .. p r tun
8permbody
Cod
Whale, Sth Sea. pale
Olive, Gallipoli
Coeoanut, Cochin, tun
Palm, fine
Linseed
Hnpcsced, Kng. pale.

.

Cottonseed .•

9
10

II 10

9 10

7

8

10 38

4.^

10

10 3[ \5

10 45
36

Metals.
LBAD :—

Pig, PorelfiTi per ton 17 12 6 17 1.^

„ BngUsh, W.B. do. ll» 5
„ LcadCo do. 18 13 6 IS 16
„ Otherbrauds do. 18 1)4 5

Sheet Klilled do. Id 10
Shot, Patent do. 21
Red or minium do. 19 15 20 if)

Litharfre, WB do. fl

Whitedry da 25 30
„ srotmdinoU do. o o o

COPPER :—

British—cake and inpot per ton 71 73 10
Best Selected do. 72 72 10
bheet do. 76 78
Bottoms do. 80
Aoatralian do. 73 10 75
Spanish Cake
ChiUBars cash 65 10 t>7 10 o

,, reftnedingot 71 o o 73 10 o
MeUl Sheathini: & Rods per Ih. 6| o 6|

^\n&^ ^p^.
TENDEIIS.

Bbinttoed Hoad, neah Kew.—For completing the
erection of two Bemi-detached villag, for C. Clayton, Esq.
Thomas W. Cutler, architect ;—

Hursc £1650
Whiting IWl 11
Moore 1246
Archer 1235 10
Peck 1226 5

Cawdron IWi
Littlejolm 1165
Holding and Dickens 1125
Swain and llall 1008
Lacy 1020
Hoare and Cleland 1015
Uennings and Son 985
Leaver 950
Warr 8)3 3 10

Arrived too late.

Bowler 1566 9
Taylor 1125
Shirley 1107
Home 1008
Stocks and Tidey 10U7
llobern 853

Beigiiton.—For new police cells, Town Ibill, Brighton.
P. C. Lockwood, C.E., horough surveyor. Quantities by J.
Chester Lansdowu, 40, Torrington-square, Loudon :

—

Lockyer £2100
Cheesmau 2300
Nightingale 2273
Blackmore (accepted) 221U

Cambhidge IIrath.—For works to Ejiiscopal chapel and
girls' school, Palestine-place, Caraliridge-heath, lor the Lon-
don Society for Promoting Christianity amongst the Jews :—

Cole £656
Mauley and llo-jers 6;^5

Newman and ^liln 584
Carter and Son (accepted) 477

Ceediton.—For erecting two villas in Searle-slreet, Cre-
diton, for the Crediton Villa Company. Messrs. Gould and
Son, Barnstaple, architects;

—

Janiea and Ilickes £1 110
White and Son (accepted) 915 10

Cetstal Palace.—For aquarium to be erected at the
Crystal Palace, Svdenham. Mr. C. II. Driver, architect, 5,
Victoria-street. S.W. (Juantities supplied. Architect's esti-
mate, £0500:—

Bywater £7690
Niion 7.390
Brass C98t
HiggS 6;)il)

Chappell 6783
Jackson and Shaw 6010
^""3

........M.... *il7

Easthouene.—For cottages in Peveusey-road, for Mr.Ed.
Qorst. Mr. llobt. K. BIcssley, architect :

—

Bradford 750
Ford and Attwood 730
Francis 700
Hcpple 687
Hounsom , 668
Skinner (accepted) ^

010

IlAn.siiAM.—For alterations to the Black Horse Inn, for

Messrs. Diplock and Son. Mr. R. K. Blessley, architect ;

—

Stonestreet (accepted) £150

IIanley.—Refreshment rooms, Hauley Hotel. R. Scriv-

ner and Son, architects. Accepted tenders :

—

Bennett and Coo k (building) £213
Blckley (plumbing) 162 13

HAEaow-ON-TiiE-HiM,.—For erecting two shops in the

High-street. Harrow-on-tlie-Hill, for W. Winkley, Esq.

Messrs. E. Uabershon and Brock, architects :

—

Uaynes £1315
Manley and Rogers l'^48

Woodbridgo 10J4
Falkner 1006
Crisp 991
Kindell (accepted) : 910

IlAVKBSTocK-iirLt..—For workshops at Haverstock-hill for

Mr. Nott. Mr. J. R. Furniss, architect;

—

Taylor £830
Hailey "47

Richards 719
Hookham 650
Ball 650

Holland Paee.—For alterations to No. 6, Holland Park,
W., for Mr. Arthur Cohen. Messrs. Salomons and Jones,

architects, 21, Whitehall-place. Quantities by Mr. Bagg, 21,

Whitehall-place;

—

Wilkinson £102
Kudkin 3U
Jackson and Shaw 310
Whittaker 265
Sharpington and Cole (accepted) 263
Parsons and TcUingf 235

Leek.— For building Dunwood Lodge, Leek, Staffordshire,

for Thos. Ilulme, Esq. R. Scrivener and Son, of Hauley and
Longton, architects. Quanlities suppUed :

—

Stringer £3831
Inskip 3450
Wade, Brothers .3458

Matthews 3399
Brindley and Critchlow 3350
Whittome 3.350

Bennett and Cooke 8320
Bowden (accepted) 3185

London.—For alterations and decorations to No. 28,
Eaton-square. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect.

—

Messrs. Lawrence and Sons £1182
Brass 1152
Shaw 1109
McLachlan (accepted) 1086 16

Newcastle-undee-Lyme.—For villa. Robt. Scrivener
and Son, of Hauley and Longton, architects. Quantities
supplied ;

—

Sutton and Marsden £983
Harvery 889
Bowden 840
Harvey and Co 838 19
Bennett and Cooke 820
Bailey 815
Barlow (accepted) 780

Poplae.—For furnishing and carpeting the board room
and fitting Venetian blinds throughout the building of the
New Fiplar District Board of Works Offices, from the design s
and specifications of Messrs. Hills and Fletcher, an d
Messrs. Arthur and C. Harston, joint architects ;

—

For furnishing Board Room.
Messrs. Rough and Son, St. Paul's Church-yard £468 13 8
Fo.x and Co., liishopsgate 449
Atkinson and Co., Westminster Bridge-road 450
Gibbs and Son, High-street, Poplar 489 10
Cutting and Son, Curtain-road 5.50

Barnes and Co., Woolwich 4.37 9
Lamacraft, East India Dock-road (accepted) 380
Shaw and Son, Whitechapel 485 4
Coleman, Poplar 437

For Carpeting the Board Iloom the tenders were as
follows :

—

Messrs, Rough and Son £156 9 9
Fox and Co 152
Atkinson and Co 147 14
Crane and Co. (accepted) 143
Gibbs and Son 162 17
Shores and Co., Poplar 20:*

Davis 146 10
Barnes and Co 146 15
Coleman 145
Shaw and Son, Whitechapel 156 17

For fitting the windows throughout the building with Vene-
tian blinds ;

—

Crane and Company £64 10
Atkinson 65 3 10
Fox and Co 77 17 6
Gibbs and Son 63 5
Coleman 69
Ilaskins and Sons, Goswell-road 67 4
Simpson, High-street, Whitechapel (accepted) 54 13 4
BarnesandCo 62 14
Fox and Co 56 15

Poplae.— For alterations, &c., at the parish church and
rectory, Poplar, for the Vestry :

—

Hodge £195
Russ 138 10
Godwin 125 3 8
Smith 124 16
Barnard 118 10
Abraham , 117
Bowdler 115
Miners 110
Kiddall 101 6

Nowlaa (accepted) 98 IS

Poplae, St. Stephkm's Paesonaoe.— For alteration and
enlargement of Forres House. John W.;Morris, architect :—

Ennor £1170
Watts 1158
Kilby 1167
Wicks and Banga 1149
Abraham 1137
Reed lOta
Hill, Kcddell, and Waldram 997
Shcflleld 973
Atherton and Latta (accepted) 930

Poplae.- -For additions to house, Thames-passage, For
John Garford, Esq. J. W. Morris, architect;—

Ileisir £2.30

Sheffield — 192
Allen 183 8
Abraham 179
Harrop and (roulder 174
Atherton and Latta (accepted) 153

Putney.—For mansion, with billiard room, Btabling
rooms fur coachman and gardener, also fences, entrance gates
&c., at Putney. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect :—

Gammon £8189
Easton 8035
Stimpson 7974
jlenshaw 7908 8
WilUaras 7882
Blense 7818
Chappel 7741
Dove 7595
Hobson 7587
Avis 7473
Conder 7405
Brass 7285
Scrivener and White 7178
Adamson 7089
Tongue (accepted) 6978 13 6

SUEREY.—For the erection of S. Matthew's vicirage. New
Kent-road, Newington, for the Rev. W. Y. Thomson. Messrs.
Henry Jarvis and Son. architects ;

—

Gammon and Sons £2297
Marsland and Sons 2223
Downs 2198
Tarrant 3186
Rider 2180
Colls 2164
Cooke and Green 2143
Thompson 2130
Henshaw 2106
Shepherd 2035

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BTIILDINd

ESTIMiTES.

Sheepscae, July 2".—Eor the erectioa of a Parsonage
house, at SUeepscar. (ieorge Corson, Architect, 5, South
Parade, Leeds.

Lewisham BisTEiCT Board op Woeks, July 20.— For
the eupplv of road materials, comprising flints, granites, and

Eravel. Samuel Edwards, Clerk to the Board, Grove-place,
ewisham.

Denton (Staffordshire), Au^j. 4.—Ist. For the erectioa
of a new south wing, for S. Chad's College. 2nd. For tlie

erection and completion of kitchen, laundry, gas house, and
oflicea. Architects, Mr. W. Slater and Mr. R. H. Carpenter,
4, Carlton Chambers, 4, Regent- street, London, S.W.

Eedington, July 25.—For the erection and fitting of the
e'gineer'a work, at Aston Union New W^orkhouse. Yeos'illo

Thomason, architect, Wellington Chambers, Benet's Hill.

Cardiff, July 30.—For tlie construction of streets and
erection of about seventy-two cottajjes and six shops at
Adamstown. T. Waring, Secretary, St. Mary's-street, Cardiff.

Coastguard Contract, Aug. 9.—For the erection of a
coastguard station, at Johnshaven, in the county of Kincar-
dine, Scotland. Director of Works Department, Admiralty,
Spring Garden-terrace, Loudon, S.W.

Croydon Union.— Contagious Wards, July 25.— For
erecting the above. AltredG. Blake, Clerk to the Goardians,
33, George-street, Croydon^

Rotal South Lincoln Militia, Aug. 4.—For the erec-

tion at Ilarrowby, near Grantham, in the county of Lincoln,

of twenty sergeants' quarters, an adjutant's house, and other
buildings, for the use of the Royal South Lincoln Militia.

Fred Burton, Clerk of Gaol Sessions, Lincoln.

Eton Drainagk, July 28.—For the supply of materials

and the execution of the following works, viz. :—The supply-

ing and laying down the main sewers and submains, and pro-

viding the necessary flushing tanks, ventilating pipes, inspec-

tion wells, laying on water to the flushing tanks, and other

works. George Henry Long, Clerk to the Board, Park-street,

WWindsor.

Eton Drainage, July 27-—For the execution of the follow-

ing works, viz. :—For erecting an engine-house and boiler-

house, together with a brick chimney, and the necessary
foundation for the machinery; the construction of a sewage
reservoir and sewage liltering tanks; the supply and erection

of duplicate boilers, pumping machinery, gearing, and fit-

tings ; supplying and laying complete about 3500 yards of

y-iu. cast-iron delivery main ; and the erection of a cottage

for the engineer. George Henry Long, Clerk to the Board,
Park-street, Windsor.

Grkenwicu District, July 27.—For laying- down tooled

York paving, Purbcck kerb, and other materials and works
required for makiug up the road and footways of Walpole-
street, llyde-strcut, Warwick-street, and Stanley-street, in St.

Paul, Deptford. K. W. James, Clerk to the Board, Greenwich.

Tunbrtdgk Wells Waterworks, July 30.—For the
purchase of engines, boilers, anil pumps. Tliomas Lewis,
Clerk to the Local Board, Town Hail, Tunbridgc Wells.

Salforu, July 30.—For the erection of a police station in

Rcgcnt-road, witlitn the Burough uf Saltord. George Brett,
Town Clerk, Town Hall, Salford.

Lambeth, July 27.—For tho supp
best Guernsey granite (for breaking).

to the UuardiaHs.

' of 3000 tons of the
7. B. Wilmot, Clerk
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LUIUSBIU A»D YOKX&BIU RillWAI, An«. !«•—I]*
ttecdMU«tioB of a bnuch nilwav. from North Dtan to

SfUni,kKlk aboit I{ mikt. Wm. S. Lawn, Secittair,

Hnt^ Baak, MaBckeater.

t^lTt>iir.. ABB Yoaxaani Railwat, Inly 2«.—For

ttocxtortiMartlM ftUnnag worka. Tit. :-A waiting; shed

I Harwich JoMtiM Statioa; a n<a »""• >"' ^ottln«U'T ;

and a vailinf akad at New He; station. Wni. b. Lawn,

SeoTtarr, Ilont's Bank, liaBckestcr.;

St. rARcaAa (Middlesej), July 38.—For fitting up the

liUliiB uri lauAry, at tha new schools, nt Leavesden

VaotsMa, Mar Watfcrd, Berts. Daniel Fildew, Clerk,

Clerks Omtm, Veatrj Hall, SI. Pancras, N.W.

VaLTBtH Bolt Cioss Ixkal Boaed or IIkalth,

Jah S&—Vte the consiruction of certain drains and other

woiks. J. F. Jcaaopp, Clerk to the Board, Waltham Abbey.

Bkomsomtv, July 25.—For the conslniction of certain

trick aad pipe aewera and other works fur the lAcal Board
aal TWa Coaaiasioiwn. B. U. Sanders, Clerk to the Local

Baariaad TMra Conitaioners, Bromsgrore.

KAKsaAn, July SO.—For 100 tons of best picked Slin.
' * YarlEjhire paving. George M. Hinds, Town Surreyor.

WAb Dttaitment, July SO.—For the performance of the

MccaaaiT work rrquired in rntomal and external patntini^ at

tin Mcnnentioned plaees; Royal Arsenal, Woolwich;
Hagaxiae F,atablishment. at FDrfleet; Roral Gunpowder
VartorT, at Waltham Abbey ; Barracks, Shoebnryneaa. War
OfflccXoDdon.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Raidell, Sal'ndebs, and Comp.'^nt, Limited.

Qnarrymen and Stune Merchants, Bath. List of
Jmoes at the Quarries and Depdls ; aUo Cost for
Traiuit to any part of the Unitoil Kingdom, furnished
00 sppUcaiioQ to

BATU STONE OFFICE,
Abtt.] Corsham, >7ilts.

BMKEUPTS.
(To Surrender at Basiughall-street.)

C. K. Eollis, Lombard-street, timber broker, July 27, at 2.

(To SiuTendcr in the Country).

J(An Barker, Warrington, stoneniason, Jutv 26, at Warring-
ton—John Chambers and George Swieting,lIeHton, builders,

August 6, at Bradronl—William Klias Wilson, Plymouth,
bnUder, August 2, at KaAt Stouehouse.

BA!tKBUFrcr akkullxd.

John Bcuh, OUbury, builder, July i.

rl;BLlC ZJLAHI.IATIOXS.—ACT 1869.

L. H. Stoffel, Nicholaa-huie. City, and Ratlil>one-pIace,
tclecrapkie cnrincer. Nor. 7—W. H. Maecrs, Tottenham,
ana Staraford-niU, builder, Nov. 3—G. Bolus, Aston, Birming-
kam, edge tool manufacturer, Aug. 3,

DECLAmATIOSS OF SIVIDEITDS.

J. Glover, Coventry, plumber, div. 28. 8Jd.—T. Walker and
W. S. Uarkett. Hirraiottbam, brass funuders, div. 8s. 4d.—A.
J. and 1. U. llobson, Birmingham, brass founders, div. Ss. 3d

DITIDEHD KXETIHQS.

i. Boberts, Penrbyndcndraelh, near Portmndoc. builder,
Jwh 29—J. Gardiner, Great Malvern, carpenter, Jnlv 29

—

t!
E. Gktristcr, Bovingdon, Herts, bricklayer, July 37—t. Ridley
Darlington, joiner, Aug. 2—R. Harrison, Darlington, brick-'
layer, Ang. 2—W. Smith, Darlington, builder, Aug. 3.

PAfiTKEESHIPS DISSOLTED.
Burton and Moreland, Su Andrew's-hill and Old-street,

buildera— Nichols and Chamberlain, West Bromwich and
Walaall, architecU—Abel and Williams, Bollow, near West-
bnry-npon-Severn, brick manufacturers—llicks and Hicks
Lenta, oil mercbanta—Marriott and Holt, Miles Platting'
engineers—Backhouses and Marshall, Seacroft, Yorkshire
bnudera

Building Land . to Let.
AT BOKnAltlTOS, 8t«BEV. /or delnched anil neml-ilctMbcd

TIIlM- »l»o a I'm Hitca fiir Shop* Tho roads ukI sewer mule.
AT MILVEBTOS, umz LEAJCIXOTOS, for deuchxiTUIa reil-

aaoc**.
AT ABHFOBD, near WISDSOB, elon: to the sUtlon, raluiblc

for 4Madm and soal-deUebeJ vlUa).
AI WIST UAH, E88EZ, f I0.0 10 the Btnvtrord and Stratforil

BrMia stMlou of tha O. I . nallwaj, >all«l>lc tm «miH propertT..!_ __ ~_ -dTanUmotn frontaica with wharfage. nullabU
V piaiiilsia, or wUt be sold io plola 10 suit pur-

^_-4TsBMa mada.
WABOSWOKTU COMUOX.-For nie. elwa to ditto, about U

ttnm, t*ft Oi iha porebaM moiu7 can remain.
AP9I7 l« BaivtMi. 80B, and fir«i«ton, nrchltccta and sarroTon,

J7. Oromaor Haaiioiu, Tletoria-atrect, Wotmlnsler.

'Po Speculative Builders. —
_. ..At.CABLBBCItMKO KSTATB TO LET.sltnau nearrnai^ 1 tunda verv hlxh J eharmln( vtoiri. Baltabb for douched
tSU i"Ri!?f *!'' wouM raallx aood pricM as soon a> com-

iS!'tJi!SfLi'W^ *" approradWderi-for partlcnUn.apM la AsebUact, as, OaDAOD-straet, ILO.

\Yindsor.—Building Land to be
'•'7r * '"'*»'«« plot" «niinanJln|_«pIendl.l views o(l>« MStl« a»du>wjol WIndacr, near tbo Loof Walk, wltliiri 10 anl

SmtSSn tLj^g^-^.'"''. *?'.l»".-ApplT to Mr. W, 8Un.

SIDEBOTHAM and CO.,
CHtmcH Fl'RXISnEKS, DSCORATOKS, AND RESTOREKS

MEDLEVAL METAL WORKERS,
SCHOOL APPARATUS MANUFACTURERS,

WOOD AND STONE CAUVEES,
PATESTEES AND SOLE MAKEB3 OF

THE NATIONAL DESK,
for OM io Schools ; to form klao Seats with bRcks, and Tableii : the

stroDfeit, iMiBt-iwoportioned, &nd nuMt useful Desk orer introduced

CircnUrs, eoot>lning fall partlculani, sent on application.

Snow KooMS : ParBonage-buildings, Blackfriars-

Btreet, Maucliester.

UANUFJLCToaY: Tho Ordsall niU Works, Ro^nt-
road, Salford.

MOORE & HUNTGN,
WHOLESALE CABINET MAKERS

AND UPHOLSTERERS,
PA.UL STREET and WORSHIP STREET

FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON,
deg to call the attention of Architects and Builders
to their Stock of Dining Room, Drawing Koom,
Ll'-jrary, Bed Boom, Hall, and Office Furniture in
\ariou8 woods and styles, displayed in Show Rooms
vontftiningupwards ofKORTYTHOUSAND SQUARE
FEET ofFLOOKAGE.

SCHOOL FITTINGS.

essrs. Banks and Co.'s Patent
Reviiiod niustrnted Priced Sheet of evvry uticio required

nft woll-fomiahed School, sent for three stamps.

FAKSONAGE WORKS Al.BERT STREET,
MANCHESTER.

To Ironmongers and the Trade generally

Hulett and Co., Manufac-
turers of OAfl CHANDKLIEHS, hall LANTETtXS,

GLASS LUSTRES, &&, && A lar^e anRortnient of the newest
dosigns alwavfi on show ; every nrticlo lunrkcd in i^hiiu figures.
Patentees ana MnnufacturorB of the MercurialGos Kogulator. Com-
plete Pattern Book and Fri::= List 13s.

Nob &a and Lb, hiqh holboen

M

D.

BUILDERS' TARPAULINS,
Of the beat quality, for purchase or hire, at

BENJAMIN EDGINGTON'S,

2, DUKE STREET, LONDON BRIDGE, S. E

T,ead Glazing for Churches,

—

W. M. PEPPER supplies Archltoctfl, BuHders, and the trade
with LEAUKD LIGHTS for CUUUCnES anil other buildingc,
executed in evciy description of pcnmetrical patterns. Quarries, or
fret work, in sheet, crown, or rolled plate, &c. Architects' denicns
carefully carried out. Manufacturer of ancient, half ronad, fret
and modem window lead, for painted gl^nn windows, at the lowest
terms, with despatch. Quotations promptly attended ta—Address
83, WhitfieUl-street, Tottenham-court-road,W.

A Substitute for Paint, and at
HALF the coat.-STEPHENS- DYES or STAIN'S for WOOD

Mr. STEPHENS has hpoii kindly pormttted to make pnblic tho
foUoving extract from a letter addressed to him by tho Itov. IL H.
CHICIIESTEII, of Chittleliampton, near South Moltou :—
"Tho effect produced by the Stuining Fluid and Varnish has given

such entire satisfaction, that the parixhionors have rctiueRtod mo to
procure five times tho quantity now paid for, in order to fiaish the
church."
H. STF.PIIGNS, Clicmist, 171, Aldersgate-atreot, late 18, St.

Marlin'8-lc-Grand, E.G.

"p]namel Varnishes, of Superior
Quality, that dry well, look well, and wear well, from 88. per

galloH,
Samples and prices sent free on application to W. NAYLOR.

Varnlnh Manufacmrer, 4a, Jamos-streot, Oxford-street, Loudon
Also Manufacturer of Oak Stains.

Light 4s. per gallon.
Middle Tint 5s. „
Dark Oak . 6n. .,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL WINDOW GLASS.

'Y\^, Bell having made an exten-
n\ve addition to hi« prcmiseo, Is eiiniiled to Rupplv every

Sescriptlon of Painted^ Stained, Eml>Oftii«i, and Knanielled GlaBa (all
of which can be Been in protrrops). Also he is now prepared to supply
BRITI.SH and PATENT I'LATE, CROWN, SHEET, COLOUKED
(iltOUND, FLUTED, CAST, and ItOLLED PLATE, FOaEIQN
GLASS, &a De«lffnji and Kstimates on application to

W. BELL, GLASS PAINTEU, 13, HIQU STEiEET,
CAMDEN TOWN.

QLASa. SASHES. &&, delivered carriage frM.

ftoho Plate and Window Glass
^^ WAHEHOUSR, SC, .SOnO SQUABK, W., andOEOROE YAKD
CROWN KTIIEET, SOnO, W.C.

A, GOSIiETT and CO. beg to inform Arcliitect*. Bnllderfi, and the
Trade generally, that they jupply EVEUIT DESCRIPTION of
GLASS required for building purpoeci, either iu Stock Sizes or Cut
to Order, at the lowest cjrrcnt ratoa.
BOOK TAUIi'FS forwarded on application, and ESTIMATES

given.
S.B.—A. OOSLETT and_CO. Invite Inapcctlon of their Large Stock

""p^xcclsior " Silvering Process.
—Plate, embossed, and fancy glass silvered for the

Trade.—Superior brilli.^nt;y and durability, economy and dispjitch.
Any quantity at a few hoars' notice—W orks, Wonlock-road, City-

J)ry Earth Closets and Inodorous
House Commodes. Tho bent Hrstem : all solf-actlng ; do

not got out of order ; low price , good for the bedroom, tho house,
the gardnn,—Patentee and Manufacturer, JOilN FAJIKKR. Uphol-
>b«nr, Wooditockt Oxford* Ageota wanted.

TUACIXG AND DRAWIXG PAPKRS AKD
NOTE BOOKS. Messrs. Lktts, Son, & Co., New Cross,
liave jileasure in subnuttin^ to Builders, Clerks of Works,
Surveyors, nnd Architects, a very clieiip scries of "Sectional '*

Papers, Ifcc., ou which plans can be drawn to scale and
coloured , without the ruled lines sliowinjj ohjectitmably

through the wort: . They are ruled in squares, 1-lU, 1-5,

1-6, 1-3, and 1-b inches, increasing by eighths to 1 inch.

Speciivcns and prices forwarded without charge, on receipt
of stamped addressed envelope.

Price 4b., Post Free, 4s). 4d.

Laxton's Builders' Price Book.
For Architects. Enjinocrs, Builders, Contraetors, Surveyors, and all

the Building Trades.
For fnlly fifty years this work has been considered the chief

nuihorlty on matters coimocted with tho Building Trades. Its u^e,
even on one occasion, will prob.'ibly roiiay the cost of the booV ten
tinies over, and instances will contlmiaUy occur i n which the 00tt«
saltation of its pages will oEEoct a snving of many pounds.

London : ilOllGAN and CHASK, 3«, Ludfrnte-hilL
And may bo ordered of any booksellor la the kingdom.

Now Eeady. The Third ntousand, fcap. 8to., 253 Plotea,
cloth limp, price 38. 6d.

T)rawing for Carpenters and
"^"^ JOINERS. Containing a Description of the ConBtrac*.ion
of the Subject of each Study and the Method of Drawing it. With
Elementary L<»8oas In Freehand and Object Drawing. By ELL13
A. DAVIDSON.
*«• This forma a Double Volume of CASSELL's Tkchsical

Manuals.
" The trade should do tlieir utmost to circulate this book. It Is a

volume which will be the means of making the fortunes of
hundreds of young mtelli^out and industrious mechanics inte
whose hands it may fall. Books like this could not be bought at
any price a few years ago."

—

livokseUcr,

r^assell's Technical Manuals,
^"^^

Price Two ShilllnfTR e.ich, conpi ^t of
1. LINEAR DltAVVlNG, ADAl'TED TO TllADE AXD MANU-

KACTUnK.S.
2. VROJKCTION OP PLANS. ELEVATION OF SOLIDS, &C.
3. BUILDING COSSTRUOIION AND AUOUITECTUAL DBAW-

i«o.
i. .SYSTEMATIC DRAWING AND SHADINa.
5. DBAWING I'OR CARPEXTEES AND JOINERS. Doable Tol

3s. 6(1.

r>. P1.;RSPECTIVE BR.VWINO. (in the pros».)

7. DRAWING FOR MACilINIST.S. lln tlie press.)

OUicr Volume.^ in pnparation.
•,* DETAILED CAT.VLOGUES of tho above Works mny be had

of any BooliKclifir, or post free ou npplicatiou to Messrs. CASSELL

,

I'ETTEtt, ASU GALPIS, Ludgato Hill, E.C.

In OSE Volume, crown 8vo., price Gs., cloth

pcAvtner's Comprehensive Speci-
fior ; a Guide to tlio Practical Specification of every kind of

Ruildinj^'Artiflcers' Work : with Forms of lluiidlujf Conditions and
Agreements, an Appendix, Foot-noLca, and Copious Index. Edited
by WILLIAM VOtlNG, Architect.

Loudon : LONGMANS, GREEN, ind CO., Patornostor-row.

TTalf a Million has been Paid
' * by the

RAILWAY rASSENGKRS' ASSURANCE
COMPANY,

as COMPENSATION for ACCIDENTS of all kinds (ridloB, driving
walking, hunting, &c,)

An Annual Payment of £3 to Jto JJH. insures XIOOO at Death,
and .an Allowanoi at tlic ratoof £li per week for Injury.

A IIONOS TO ALL POLICY" IIOLDEKS 01^' FIVE YEARS'
.STANDING UAS BEEN DEC AllED, PAYABLE IN ANU
AFTER 1871.

For paxticnlars apply to tho Clerks at the Railway Stations,
tho Local Agents, or at the Olfices,

64, COENHILL, and 10, II>x.ent-steeet, Londow.
W1LLL\M J. VIAN, Secretary.

IMPROVED DWELLINGS rOK THE PEOPLE.

THE AETIZANS', LABOUREES',
and GENERAL DWELIJNGS COMPANY

(Limited).
Capital £250,000. Sliarea £10. £1 paid per Share.
PRESIDENT—The Dean of WESTMINSTER.
ARBITRATORS.

Riglit Hon. Earl Shaftes-
bury.

Right Hon. Earl Lichfield.

Lord Elcho, M.P.
&e.. &o.,&c.

Local Council.
Thos. Hazley, Esq., M.P.
Jacob lirijjht, Esq., M.P.
JolinCIicetham, Esq., M.P,
W. R. Callcuder,iuu.,E8q.,
M.P.

W. SwiNDLEHCRST, Managfer and Secretary.
Tlie Compauy is especially formed to erect improved

workmen's dwelliugs ou tiie co-operative principle
No beerehop or tavern to be erected ou the Comp.any's
property. l*rofit8 reahsed by workmen employed on
the buildings 40 per cent. Deposits received at 6 per
cent. Prospectuses ou application, enclosino^ postage
stamp. Olfice 1, Great College-street (opposite tuo
House of Lords), Westminster, London.

Sovereign Life Office, 48, St.
^^^

Jamea'fl-Btrcet, and IIO, Cannou-fitrect, London. New
Policies were i»nod in 1S69 for i;311,'i.'iU, at an average of £CSi> each.
Tho Life and Annuity Fund* couuectod with the OlHce exceed
£G4X).n00. AdviHM-ot nru nia;Io <>n Frouholds, &c. ; ahiO, to a Umlted
extent, on firi.t-cl:i'.« roraonal Security.

H. D. DAVENPORT, Secretary.

T?oyal Polytechnic.—"Sand and
the fiuoz Canal," by Professor Popper,—Musical Entcr-

taiiimout, by Ciuorffc Buckland, Kti., "'The lleartof Stone," with
Spectral Scwrs. American Origan diiily. Dupwar's Feata and
other attracti.-ns, all fwr One Sliilllng. ''Tha Great City" at

.Suez Cftual, nt iialf-past 3 and a (lUHrter to 8.

Duywar's Feata, at half-past 3 and
half-past 1

Heart of St" no, at 4iiuau.
quarter past 7. Open 12 to .'> and 7 to 10.

T)ry "Wainscot, 3 years old, price
"^"^ M. lo'Jd. M»hOfriiny equally ghoop, at JOUS COUMBfi'S
Lftdj' Lftke'i (^rore, Mile-«ad Crftt«t
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ROCK ASPHALTE PAVING AND TAR
PAVING.

IMPROVEMENTS applicable to the vast

extent of our corainoa roads need none
of the usual common-places about the necessity

for facilitated coramuniciition to recomraond
them. The metropolis annually pays nearly

a million for tbo extension and maintenance
of its streets and roads, though everyone witli

lungs to suffer from tho dust they create, or

with ears for tho fearful rattling of the carts

and horses' hoofs on the frecpientod streets,

or possessing any feeling for tlie siill'erings of

tbe animals dragging loads over the loose

stones of the 200,000 miles of English macada-
mised roads, must see that there is room for

many improvements in our common roads.

There is just now much talk about asphalte
paving as a means of avoiding some of tho
miseries and expense wo have to bear. Pro-
fessor TyndalFs rather sensational revelations

about the amount and quality of tho dust in

London air have lately directed the somewhat
evanescent and capricious energies of popular
attention to the subject ; and it is marvellous
what an amount of futile gabble can be heard
about the use of asphalte. A late number of

the well-known medical periodical, the Lancet.
under the heading of " London Dust," alludes

to tho injurious action on " children and (he
ailing " of the fine particles thrown off our
roads, and describes the losses dust causes to

furniture, clothing, and in dwelling-houses
generally by its presence. It is notorious that
the Regent-street shopkeepers have their goods
injured by dust to the extent of from £30 to

£300 annually. The remarks of the medical
periodical are necessarily of weight, as bearing
on the contamination of the air we breathe

;

the remedy proposed—that of the adoption of
asphalte pavement—is more open to question.
A long letter to the Scotsman from Mr. William
Chambers, the late Provost of Edinburgh,
sirongly advocates the same material ; and
generally, a.s we have said, there is much talk

on the subject. We venture, however, to

think that, except, possibly, on some of the
narrow streets of the City, on many of which,
in fact, there are still existing fossil specimens
of wooden pavements—we do not tbink that
asphalte paving, for streets at any rate, has,
to use a French phrase, much future before it

in London. At the same time, we are glad
to notice, that it is being rather extensively
laid down in Holborn

; and that, as we reported
last week, it is to be tried in the Poultry and
Cheapside.

Let us first see what this proposed material
for our roads really is. The partial success in
Paris of the substance forms tho chief point
d'appui of its advocates ; and it has there
been found that the best material is the hard
limestone rock found at the Val de Travers,
Neufchatel, Switzerland. It contains, equally
diffused throughout its structure, from 11 to
12 per cent, of bitumen. This material is

ground to powder, which, before being put to
use, i9 heated in a revolving cauldron. The
powder, thereby softened, is spread evenly on a
concrete bed, and then rolled down by steam
or other rollers. In Paris it has also been
stamped with warm stampers

; and this
is the plan now being carried out in
Holborn. In cooling it contracts, and
assumes its original hardness, so that
within a couple of hours it is so hard that
carriages can run over it. The asphalte
surface is about 2in. or Sin. in depth, so that
the bed of concrete has to be thick to prevent
the covering bending under the trafhc. It is
undoubtedly very smooth and easy for the
passage of wheels, is almost noiseless, and is

free from dust. In Paris it has even been

calculated that tho smoothness of the streets

thus laid causes an annual saving of nearly

three-quarters of a million of pounds in wear
and tear of carriages and horses ; but the bases

of this estimate—for obvious reasons difficult

to get at—seem to us of rather doubtful

stability. In London, a favourable instance

as regards absence of noise is undoubtedly

the asphalte pavement of Threadneedle-strcet

;

and only lately upwards of 100 owners and
occupiers of Old Broad-street petitioned the

City Commissioners of Sewors to lay their street

with the material. We have here an instance of

tho use of asphalte for carriage roads ; and for

what seems to us its more legitimate employ-
ment as a foot pavement, one encouraging

precedent is to bo found in Trafalgar-square,

where a smooth even surface, very pleasant to

the feet, has shown for years scarcely any wear
or deterioration. The asphalte there laid down
is that of the " Pyrimont" Seyssel Asphalte
Company, the merits of which have been
noticed by us on more than one occasion.

This is the pleasant side of the medal ; we
now come to the obverse. One main objection

is tho great expense. The price, from ISs. to

20s.per square yard, or rather more than that of

the best London paving setts, is a serious item
;

and as the use of the material is a monopoly
in the hands of a French Company, this cost is

liable to be raised with any increased demand.
Now according to a work* we have lately

noticed, it is estimated that within a radius of

only 12 miles from Charing-cross there are not

less than 40,000,000 square yards of macada-
mised roadway alone. If it be supposed for

a moment that asphalte can compete with
macadam, we should be glad to know where
the £-10,000,000 are to come from to lay all

this area with asphalte.

Even this expense would have to be in-

creased if, to aid the thin 2in. or 3in. coating

to withstand the traffic, the asphalte were laid,

as it should be, on a solid bed of concrete.

At this rate it would cost more than paving,
which, in setts 9in. deep by 4in. wide, costs

about 18s. per square yard when laid on a
coarse gravel bed.

The want of foothold for horses on asphalte
pavement is so great that it could not be
thought of for gradients. In Paris, as we
have ourselves noticed, the horses can often be
observed to struggle very painfully on it for
foothold, as it gets greasy and almost as

slippery as ice in some states of the weather.
This fact can also be often proved on the
short length in tho City of London. In any
case, its durability under the heavy London
traffic has also to be proved ; and this can
only bo done in the course of years. Even in

Paris, instances of its taking bends, and a wavy
surface under heavy traffic can bo seen. Pass-
ing through Threadneedle-street the other day,
we noticed that this tendency to a wavy sur-
face was already shewing itself, though the
asphalte has not, we believe, been laid down
there longer than 18 months.
Another objection in London is the difficulty

of getting at the gas and water mains, and
underground telegraphic wires, tor repairing
purposes. This difficulty would not be felt so
much in the French capital, where centralised
administration has long extinguished the
rivalries of gas, water, and telegraph com-
panies—the mortal enemies of non-stoam-
roUed macadams. One remark we may also
add, though we do not cite it against asphalte
when properly laid and treated. It is notice-
able that, possibly on account of some reason
connected with differences of thermal expan-
sion and contraction, asphalte foot pavements
often open across at regular intervals. This
can be seen in many instances; as, for example,
on Charing Cross Bridge, and an old pavement
leading out of Spring Gardens into St. James'
Park. However, in all these matters, the great
question is expense of first outlay and mainte-
nance. As capital at five per cent doubles

* "On the Economy of itoad Maintenance and Horse
Draught thl'ouf,'h Steam Road-rollinj;, &c." JJy F.A,
l'AGiiT,C.ii.,<S!C. London : Spon, Cliarlng-crosi. 1870.

itself in about 14 years, we see one reason why
first cost exercises such dominion over sub-
lunary affairs.

A cognate subject is that of tar pave-
ment, of which an account was lately given
by Mr. Methven, of Bury S. Edmunds. The
conditions of cost are evidently different ; but
tho smell, often strong when fresh, is an objec-

tion. It is made of tho cinder dirt from gas-
works, of shingle, or a mixture of both. As a
preparation for foot pavements, the material is

burnt in heaps like ballast, and when hot is

mixed on the ground with hot tar. A fire of
coke is covered with cinder dirt or shingle.

When this layer is hot, another is added and
so on in succession, until a large enough heap
is made. Tlie tar is boiled in an iron copper,
and when heated, mixed witli the hot material
from the heap, in quantities of two bushels at

d time, in about the proportion of one gallon

to every bushel of cinder dirt, and slightly less

than a gallon for the gravel. It is turned over
and over with the shovel until every portion

gets a covering of tar. The whole is passed
through a sieve and put in heaps till required.
Before the pavement is laid, an edging is pro-

vided about two inches thick, and projecting
two inches above tho surface of the ground to

be covered, which should be made tolerably

even, and near the kerb, be well trodden on or
rammed. In laying, the rough stuff is put
d^wn first, and rolled until tolerably firm ; then
the second quantity is put on, and then the
third ; and when tho whole has been levelled,

a little of the finest material is sifted on, and
a little fine white shingle or Derbyshire spar
sprinkled on tho top. The whole must be
well rolled. The best roller is a water ballast

roller, which is used at first without ballast,

and wetted to prevent adhesion of tho
material. When the pavement is slightly con-
solidated the full weight should be applied.

For heavy cart traffic the hard material should
bo shingle. Both descriptions of pavement
are laid best and most easily in warm weather,
and should be rolled when the sun has warmed
them Well. Tar pavement can be laid at Is. 4d.
per square yard ; or, in some cases, for even
less. This last fact gives the use of tar a much
greater importance in our eyes than the costly

Swiss asphalte. Many road reformers look
with hope upon the use in this way of the
refuse of our gas works, possibly mingled with
a quantum of concrete. The description we
have given of tar paving applies to foot pave-
ments, which are evidently under very different

conditions of wear and tear to horso roads.
Cart roads have thus also been made of tar
binding together stone metalling of about the
size of walnuts, without any mixture of cinder
dust. Up to the present, however, no compo-
sition has been found to beat the common
broken stone road, and when the public fully
understand the great economy and advantages
of steam rolling them, as in Paris, we do not
think that any road in this great steam-using
country will be made and maintained without
the use of the steam road-roller.

THE DECORATIONS OF THE SMALLER
REFRESHMENT ROOMS AT THE
SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

ON the left hand of the Central Refresh-
ment Room which we have described,

is a much smaller dining room, the decoration
of which was wisely entrusted by the Depart-
ment to Messrs. Morris, Marshall, Faulkener,
and Co. At the uands of this firm of decora-
tive artists we expect much, and need not be
disappointed in this instance. The room ia

what every decorated room should be, quiet
and reposeful ; one is not distracted by glitter

in every direction. The work possesses that
essential quality of tone to which wo referred
in our last article on this subject.

We are not, however, disposed to admire
indiscriminately all that even Messrs. Alorria
choose to set before us. There is a certain
wilfulness in all they do, and they sot one's
teeth on edge occasionally, aa if with malice
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prepeHse, for the s;»ke of assertini; tlicir inde-

pendence, and letting us know that they nei-

ther are. nor intend to be, exactly as other

men. \Vli«t we mean will become evident as

we proceed with our c.itical description of this

work.
The flooring has not 'formed part of the

Bcbeme, bnt simply corresponds with that of

the rest of the Museum in being simple

and unpretending tile work, such as we de-

Bcribed in our last notice. The dado, which is

a high one, contains some mouldings of a

Qaecn Anne type, the adoption of which we
look upon as one of the freaks of this firm.

Upon this dado is an upper tier of panels,

which has been made one of the most inte-

resting features of the room. The whole of

the woodwork here enumerated, except these

panels, has been painted a deep, qniet green,

8Uch as would be compoimded of black and
yellow pigments. The panels are highly deco-

rated, some few with figures executed in a
high style of art, and the rest with flowers,

kaves, and fruit upon a gilt ground. There
seems bnt little order in the arrangement of

the few figure panels among the rest, and
their proportion would not exceed one in six.

The principal part of the wall above this dido,

with its range of decorated panels, is covered
with a bold and rich ornament in moulded
plaster work, representing branches of olive

trees. The ground, as well as the ornament,
is a refined, subdued green, but the ground
slightly darker, so as to throw out the orna-

ment in relief, and the central fibre and outer

edge of the leaves seem to have had some of

the colour wiped off, and thus shows the white

ground beneath through the paint. The general

effect is also enriched by dark berries, and
flowers coloured pink with a white centre.

This description would, however, hardly pre-

pare the reader for the exquisite harmony
that has been produced by this combination of

greens with but slight contrast and relief.

This portion of the decoration is, to our minds,
simply perfect, and by far the most successful

portion of the decorative treatment of this

apartment. The frieze above is more open to

criticism. It forms, in raised plasterwork, a
sort of bold fret, enclosing oblong panels, in

which disport greyhounds and hares of the
most comic description. They are ungainly
and clumsy, and we are quite at a loss to ac-

count for their introduction. The rich and
deeper colouring of this frieze is, however,
very effective, and the manner in which the

bold egg and tongue moulding which crowns
it is treated, is an instance of the method in

which every touch is made to tell by true

artists. The eggs are gilt and the hollows in

which they lie painted vermillion, and the
value given to the gold and its surroundings
by contrast is great. A portion of the ceiling

round the room drops some inches below the
rest, and is intersected by the soffits of bracket
beams, which form part of the construction of

the floor above. The whole of the ceiling is

white, decorated with quaint and lightly de-
signed ornaments in a subdued yellow ochre
tint. It consists of a series of circular, sun-
like rayed patterns, the lozenge-shaped spaces
between them filled with conventional foliage.

The soffits of the beams in the outer part are

a dark brown, approaching black, studded
with most delicate white flowers in triple rows
on each bracket. This is another pleasing and
refined touch, which tells well. Altogether,
we congratulate Messrs. Morris on the result,

which we consider highly successful, in spite

of the hare hunt, which would disgrace a
nursery, and be hoot«d at by its infant occu-
pants.

Four sun-lights seem to have been stuck
through the ceiling since Messrs. Morris left
it, and they interfere with and destroy some
of the patterns of their decoration, and have
blackened with imoke a further portion,
Which, of course, is greatly to be regretted.
We ought not to omit, as an integral part

in the general scheme of the decoration of
this apannent, the treatment of the windows,

which are three in number, of two lights each,

lofty and square-headed. A band with figures,

one to each light, is carried in one line acruss

the whole. There is but one figure of a lady

in each, tending flowers or playing music, or

occupied in some other simple way ;
the

figures are in pearly subdued white, with

gentle yellowish-diapered draperies, and, of

course, golden hair, and the backgrounds of

the panels in slightly deeper tints, as brown,
blue, &c. ; the rest of the windows are filled

with circles of glass with delicate ornaments
in brown touched with yellow, and a simple

bordering runs round each light. Thus the win-
dows are not obtrusive, and fall in with the

rest of the work of decoration harmoniously.

The other apartment, which is known as the
" Grill Room," from the cooking purpose to

which it is devoted, has had its decoration

entrusted to E. J. Poynter, Esq., A.R.A. We
apprehend that Mr. Poynter's increasing fame
as an artist has interfered with the execution
of this commission, for the room has remained
in the same unfinished condition in which it

now is for a long period. It is impossible to

judge of the effect intended to be realised as

yet, and the principal object of which it can
boast is a splendid cooking-range for grilling

chops. We wonder whether Mr. Poynter can
lay claim to its design, which seems from the
hands of afirst-rate Gothic architect rather than
those of a painter. At any rate it is an admi-
rable example of metal work, in which cast and
wrought iron are used and decorated as each
ought to be, and constructive requirements and
artistic effect have been studied together. The
treatment of the walling is peculiar and origi-

nal, and promises to be effective. It is covered
with a framework of panelling in brown, hard,
woodwork, and the panels are to be, and
already have been partially, filled with slabs of

porcelain, with white ground and blue orna-
ment, in imitation of old china. Sorae of the
larger panels are of a groat size, and pictures
in this monochrome manner have been exe-
cuted for them, and all this painting and pat-
tern drawing upon the porcelain, we are told,

is by students of the Department. The only
adverse criticism that we have to make is that
perspective and distances seem too much in-

dulged in, especially in the more ambitious
and larger panels. All such wall decorations,
and certainly even more rigidly such as these
in monochrome, should be kept as decorative
work in one plane. Above this panel work is

a frieze of stamped plaster, a series of pea-
cocks with fully extended tails, and fruit

shrubs, which we should much like to see
coloured by the pencil, or at least under the
direction, of Mr. Poynter himself. The ceiling

has been arranged after the insertion of the
gas sunburners, and they accordingly fill each
a single panel in a general arrangement, with-
out spoiling it, unless by their blackening
process hereafter, but which, we hope, has also

been obviated. Some still more delicate plaster-

cast ornaments surround this ceiling, and
afford ample scope for treatment in colours.

Anotherpartof the Museum owes its resplen-
dent lines to Mr. Owen Jones, who has so well
studied Oriental and Moorish decorations, and
Mr. W. B. Scott is engaged upon a series of
designs for glass painting for the windows of
the Ceramic Gallery, while numerous well-
known names are engaged upon designs for
panels of Mosaic work. To these we intend to
devote our attention upon a future occasion,
as we take the highest interest in these at-
tempts after a better style of decoration than
has of late years prevailed.

WROUGHT IRON CRANES.—II.

IN our last article on this subject, the sJlid-
sidcd or plate-web crane was tlie example

selected for illustration and description. Its
merits were pointed out, and its disadvantages
also investigated. Before proceeding to de-
termine the nature and extent of the strains

that act upon a crane, we will briefly notice the

constructive difference that exists between the
open and the solid web form. To avoid need-
less repetition, and not to introduce more cuts
than are necessary, we will assume that the
duty required of the crane is sufficiently severe
to necessitate that it should be of the double
web type—in fact, an open-sided tubular crane.
It will be at once seen that while this form
possesses all the advantages with respect to
stifftiess that is given by the solid-sided form
it is also free from its disadvantages. There
is no difficulty in examining every part of it,

and painting and repairing it when necessary.
In Fig. 1 is represented the elevation of a lat-

tice bent crane with a double series of triangles

in the web. Frequently the crane has a web
of the Warren type, in which there is but one
system or series of triangles, but the arrange-
ment of the number of series depends alto-

gether upon the size of the crane, and especially

of its depth. The deeper the web, the greater

must be the number of intersections of the

bars, or the greater must bo the amount of

stiffness given to them, either by increasing

the sectional area of metal in them, or adopt-
ing a form of section adapted to ensure the
requisite rigidity. It will be at once apparent
that the greater the number of the crossings

of the bars the less becomes the actual length
of any unsupported bar. Every intersection

of two bars, supposing it to occur at the mid-
dle of their respective lengths, virtually re-

duces those lengths one-half, and the stiffness

of the bars is thus nearly doubled, for while
the original strain remains the same, the ten-

dency of the bars to deflect is very considerably

diminished. This was one of the causes that

speedily proved how deficient the Warren sys-

tem was in those points when girders of large

span were proposed to be constructed on that

principle. It was soon discovered that it was
absolutely impossible to construct a deep gir-

der with only one series of triangles. The
amount of material that it was necessary to

introduce in order to afford the proper degree
of stiffness to the bars was very much in ex-

cess of that which would be required in a solid-

sided Or plate girder. It must be borne in

mind that the superior economy of the open
or lattice type of girder over that of the plate

system rests in the wob, and in the web alone.

The flanges or horizontal members of both
systems are nearly identical. If, in designing

a largo girder on the lattice principle, the

saving is not effected in the web, it cannot be
obtained in any other part.

The section of the crane shown in elevation

in Fig. 1 is represented in Fig. 2, and, with

the exception of the web or sides, does not

differ materially from that given in our last

article. Directly the horizontality of the

flanges is departed from the strains upon the

bracing or bars connecting the upper and
lower flanges, and constituting the web, be-

come-very complicated, and it is by no means
easy to ascertain without some slight considera-

tion, which of them act as struts and which

as ties. When we proceed to analyse the

strains upon a bent crane, and the manner in

which eachseparate bar is affected by the load,

it will be demonstrated that those which slope

towards the lower or fixed extremity of the

crane are subject to compressive strains, and,
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per contra, the others to those of a tensile de-

BCiiption. But this is not a universal rule, for

a great deal depends upon the radius of the

upper and lower fiauges, the depth of the web,

and the angle of inclination of tlio bars.

This angle is continually changing, which is

the groat impediment to the use of mathema-
tical calculation forthese examples of construc-

tion. In those instances where the flanges,

both upper and lower, are horizontal and

parallel to one another, the angle of all the

diagonal bars is constant, and the calculation

of the nature and amount of the strains may
be effected either by geometrical diagrams, or

by simple and readily deduoiblo furmulie.

But directly either or both of the flanges as-

sumes a curvilinear outline, this simplicity of

calculation is at once lost. The ordinary for-

mula; are no longer applicable, and thdse that

would theoretically apply to each particular

case in question are so exceedingly trouble-

some, complicated, and uncertain, as to be
practically useless. It is not too much to as-

sert that to attempt to employ algebraical or

mathematical equations and formulte to some
of the examples of girder construction would
be to attempt a practical absurdity. Recourse

is therefore had to the graphical method, and
by means of a diagram of strains the propor-

tons of the several parts can be accurately de-

termined. At present we are not concerned
with this part of the subject, which will be
fully discu.ssed in a subsequent article.

A reference to Fig. 2 will show that a plain

bar section will not answer for the compressive

bars in tlie web of a bent crane. This is

owing to the fact that a plain rectangular bar

has little or no lateral stiffness. It is true

that when occupying the position of one of

the diagonals in the web of a girder designed
on the lattice principle, it is stiffened to some
extent by the intersectiois with the other

bars. But this is not sufficient, and it becomes
neces-sary to adopt a form of section that by
virtue of its own shnpe shall possess some de-
gree of inherent stiffness and rigidity. Inde-
pendently of this reason there is another. It

13 that although the intersections of the bars
do contribute to the stiffening of the web of
the girder, yet they are not supposed to actu-
ally prevent the bar from deflecting. There
is little doubt that they do in reality do so,

but it must not be taken into account when
proportioning the bars, because it is alw:iys

assumed that there is no extra strain brought
upon the respective bars by their being ri vetted
or bolted to one another. It is at the same
time manifest that if they were prevented
from deflecting, in consequence of the points
of intersection, there would be a considerable
transverse strain induced upon them. This
strain, which would increase with the length of
the bar, would altogether vitiate the whole prin-

ciples of girder construction, as we have
already frequently explained in our columns.
The fotm selected for the compression bars

in Pig. 2 13 that of angle iron, but there are
several other forms equally suitable. Of these,

tee or channel iron are to be preferred, but
they all yield to angle iron in simplicity and
facility for attachment. Moreover, the last

description of section is that most readily pro-
curable in the market. It can always be ob-
tained of the usual scantlings at a very mode-
rate price per ton, whereas some of the other
sections are only to be obtained by special
order, thus entailing a long delay, and some-
times are not to be had at all. There is no
greater mistake made than to design a struc-
ture with a quantity of impossible-shaped
material in it. As a rule, always select those
forms, sections, and sizes of iron that are
the most readily obtained, and at the
most moderate cost. It is not only the shape
of the iron that is of importance, but the di-
mensions. When bars beyond a certain length
in one piece arc wanted, or plates containing
more than a certain maximum superficial area,
there is an extra price per ton charged. Thus,
a narrow plate of about 12in. broad can be pro-
cured at the ordinary market prices in a con-

siderably longer single length than one of

24 or 30in. in length.

At the time of constructing the Britannia

Tubular Bridge over the Menai Straits, there

was the greatest difficulty experienced in

obtaining plates 12ft. in length. Since that

time our iron manufacture has made a great
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deal of progress, bnt still long plates are very
expensive. This is owing to a combination of

many circumstances. In the first place, the

larger the plate, the greater tho trouble and
expense of handling and transporting it from
one place to another. Secondly, the difficulty

of rolling a plate or bar that shall be homo-
geneous in consistency increases enormously
in proportion to an increase in the size ; and,

thirdly, larger and more expensive rolling ma-
chinery is necessary than for plates and bars

of the ordinary dimensions. Besides stiffen-

ing the bars in the web of tho bent crane in the

plane of the elevation of the crane, they also

require some bracing in a plane at right angles

to the face of the web. The opposite bars
have to be braced together transversely, as

shown in Fig. 2. This is usually effected by
introducing small pieces of bar or angle iron,

and rivetting them (see A A, in Fig 2) to the
diagonals at their intersections with each
otlier.

In large example?, the opposite diagonals are

united, not merely by liorizontal pieces of bar,

but by a regular system of cross bracing, so

as, in fact, to convert the whole couple of
diagonals into a small braced girder of itself.

Wherever the depth of the girder is small, this

is not needed, but the plan shown in Fig. 2
will afford all the .security required.

We must reserve for the next article on the
subject the investigations into the strains upon
these braced specimens of constructidn.

SUNDRY CASTLES OR CRENELLATED
MANSIONS IN SHROPSHIRE.

WE resume our remarks (see preceding
article. No. 807), on castles, &c., in

Shropshire.

Ludloio Castle on its lordly site, is too well
known for us to dwell upon it in this notice,

which we have undertaken with the view of
calling attention to the numerous and inte-

resting specimens of smaller castellated
mansions with which this border county of
Shropshire abounds. Some interesting draw-
ings are extant which were made by one
Thomas Driveley, who accompanied Henry, first

Duke of Beaufort in a tour through Wales,
and of which an account is given in a manu-
script entitled "Cambra Britannica," preserved
in the Library at Badminton. This chronicler
speaks of having attended service in " Prince
Arthur's Chappel " in the Castle, and speaks of
"The Ciistell Hall " as very " faire," and of " tho
Council Chamber where ye judges dine," of
"ye great hall and ye room below stairs, and

ye council chamber, ye President's bed-
chamber, with a withdrawing room for pri-

vacy ;" and says that " above stairs is a largo

dining-room famous for its roof of large

tymbers, near which is Prince Arthur's bed-
chamber, said to have a double heart, accord-

ingto yedevice seen therein painted and gilded

against tho wainscot, and that next above
stair to be considered is ye Lord President's

Lady's room, and her bedchamber, furnished
by his Majesty with lemon-coloured damask."
By this extract it will appear that this import-
ant structure contained more than the usual

number of stories, but it refers to buildings of

several succeRsive dates.

The great Keep Tower was built by Roger
de Lacy soon after the Norman Conquest.
The sketches referred to above show the
domestic buildings added to it by Sir Henry
Sidney. The chapel, which has been noticed,

is perhaps the most interesting portion of tho
whole that has been preserved. It consists of

a circular tower of Late Norman work, with an
entrance doorway of three recessed orders, with
nook shafts in the jambs, and riclily decorated
semi-circular arches. A string-course divides
the exterior of tho tower into two unequal
stages. The upper one, which is the loftier, has
a few plain Norman windows with a con-
siderable height of plain walling above them,
and is finished with battlements. There is

a rich chancel arch within, similar in charac-
ter to the entrance doorway already de-
scribed.

Of Watllesborough Castle, all that remains
is a square Norman Keep Tower with wide
flat buttresses at each angle. This fragment
stands in the park of Sir Baldwin Leighton,
thedirect descendant of its Norman lords.

Clan Castle, described in an inquest dated
1272, in the muniment room at Powis Castlo
as "a certain small castle competently built,"

having without it " a Bailey, enclosed with a
ditch with a certain gate begun in the wall,

and in the same Bailey these house?, to wit,

a grange, and a stable, and a bakehouse."
Fragments of a similar square Norman Keep
to that of Watllesborough, and portion of outer
round towers and curtain walls, still exist. The
Fitz Alans of Clun and Oswestry held con-
siderable grants of land of the Crown for
military service, and The Honour of Clun is

one of the most extensive in Shropshire ; its

Forest in the reign of Henry VIII. contained
1700 acres.

Another square Keep Tower only remains
now to mark the somewhat singular site of

Hopton Castle, in a valley surrounded by hills.

The site of Bishop's Castle, formerly called

Lydbury Castlo, is now occupied by an hotel
with a bowling-green within the old walls of
the keep ; but in the Britis'n Museum is a
sketch showing it to have been a structure of
some dignity and importance. An outer court
is, indeed, surrounded by a wall of no great
strength, and with but few turrets of defence,
and the gateway and Some buildings within tho
court of almost;ordinary domestic character

;

but the inner castle is represented as bristling

with towers. A gateway, flanked by circular

turrets and high curtain walls, with large circu-

lar towers at the angles, seems to enclose a mas-
sive square keep, with pronounced corner
square tun-ets, the whole profusely battlemen-
ted. It was' built by a Bishop of Hereford
to guard the great episcopal manor of Lydbury
from the Welsh. The manor of Lydbury,
18,000 acres, was given to the Church of
Hereford by one Egwen Shakelead, in return

for a miraculous cure of palsy at the shrine of
S. Ethelbert, before the Norman Conquest.
In 1530 Lf-land visited this castle, and says

,

" Bishop's Castle is well menteined on a slope

of rocke, not very by."

Whittington Castle, held with Alberbury by
the FitzVVarrenes, of the Crown, according to

a sketch taken in 17G0, had five round towers,
capped by corbelled parapets, crenellated with
battlements projecting from and defending
the walls, and a moat surrounding it. At pre-

sent a fine gate-house,with the entrance archway
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flaaked by circular towers, is all that remains

of this stronghold, which was built by Fulke

FitiWarine, although a previous castle occu-

pied the same site as early as 843. The same
lamily for nine generations, each bearing the

name of Fulke, continued its possessors until

the death of the list Fulke FitzWarine, in

1613.

The remains of Red Castle are one lofty

tower and some other smaller ones, pictures-

quely situated on a high rock in the Park at

Uawkstone. A well shaft was carried through

every story, with openings on each floor, that

a bucket might be stopped whenever wanted.
The castle was first called Radcliife, in conse-

quence of having been built upon a rock ef

red slone. It was built by Henry de Aldithele,

in the reign of Henry III.

Actom Bumell was another " goodly manor-

flace and castel," four miles from Shrewsbury,
t was probably erected before 1292, in the

reign of Edward the First, by his tutor, Robert
Brunell, then Bishop of Bath and Wells, Lord
Treasurer and Lord Chancellor, under a licence

to crenellate his new house, and cut timber in

the King's forest for the building. Its style is

considerably later than that of Stokosay,
which we have minutely described. Its gene-
ral form is a parallelogram, about 95ft. by 60,

with a square tower at each angle. It had
three stories, the hall occupying the two upper
ones on the eastern side. It contains three

large transomed windows of two lights, with
spherical triangles in the heads, and seats in

the jambs below.

The above list and particulars of the ancient

and interesting crenellated manor-houses of
Shropshire wo have appended to our descrip-

tion of the better-preserved ones of Stokesay
and Broncroft Castle, and are indebted for
them to an anonymous and scarce work entitled

"The Castles and Old Mansions of Shrop-
Bhire," published by Messrs. Leake and Evans,
of Shrewsbury, but which we fear is now out
of print. It is profusely illustrated with
drawings by the anastatic process, better in

intention than execution. We may, perhaps,
on a future occasion seek the same guidance
to the later but valuable examples of the
timber-constructed mansions of more peaceful
times in the same locality, and in taking leave
of these castles quote the following remarks
from the preface of the work we have con-
•nlted.

" The keep tower and the hall were the dis-

tinguishing features in the Norman castles ; in

the latter the family dined, while the vassals
congregated round its central hearth during the
day, and on its floor they slept at night. The
earliest specimen of a baronial hall in any
state of preservation in Shropshire is that of
Stokesay Castle, which was in existence before
1290. In the 14th century, the dining-room
had begun to supersede the hall ; the necessity
for a large number of dependents had ceased,
in consequence of the establishment of inde-
pendent traders and workmen. Serfs were no
longer fed at their masters' tables, and the more
tranquil state of the country when the Wars
of the Roses had terminated rendered it no
longer nccessaty to have a band of retainers
on the spot, and guests were not accompanied
by so many followers."

THEORY OF THE ARTS.
(Continuedfrom page 4.)

THERE is a singular impression of unity
pervading the civilisations of the ancient

world that it is impossible to avoid being
etruck with. As Guizot, the great French
historian, observes, they seem to have emanated
from a single idea— a dominant principle
which has determined the institutions, the
Creeds, and social developments of their several
communities, resulting m a remarkable homo-
geneity and simplicity. In Egypt, India, and
elsewhere in the East, the theocratic principle
baa predominated, reproducing itself in the
ciistomg and monuments of the people ; else
where the democratic element has prcponde

rated, as in all the republics of Asia Minor,

Syria, Phoonicia, &c. In other cases, the

domination ot force or the military priiiciplo

imposed itself upon society, its laws and arts.

This uaily of civilisation has produced different

effects. In some cases, as in Greece, producing
rapid development ; in others, an unprogres-

sive and stationary condition, as in Egypt and
India. Further, this character of unity has

been unmistakeably stamped upon the works
of art of these early civilised nations ; and it

is to be remarked that so long as this principle

of unity co-existed in the mental, moral, and
physical conditions or aotiviti>'s of a country
or people, s" long was art capable of develop-

ment ; while a disturbed balance of these

powers either quite upset that. very mental
process of embodiment or expression, or,

ignoring the ends of art, made it dull, ex-
pressionless, and stationary. Now, during the

declining years of the Roman Empire, these

three great powers were entirely subjugated
by the one dominant idea of conquest and
mere physical force ; and even durinjr the

preceding periods of regal and republican
Rome, the balance of the three powers I have
alluded to was seriously defective, the moral
and intellectual elements being sadly deficient.

Hence, as we have seen, their art was pre-

sumptuous, half deceptive—not as in Greece,
real and truthful. The very manner Rome
acquired her dominion, by the conquest of
towns—the association of municipalities—ren-
dered difficult any attempt to preserve unity
or that social bond necessary to organise a
great state. It was impossible oven for the
empire to hold long together elements so inco-
herent.

The dismemberment and fall of the Roman
Empire, the inroads of barbarian tribes, the
gradual extinction of Paganism, and the in-

creasing infusion of the spirit of Christianity
combined to re-create a new state of things—

a

new balance of thought and feeling—in short,
a new humanity. Henceforward everything
is con ceived in a different spirit, because the
moral and intellectual are no longer in anta-
gonism with themselves or with the physical
nature of man. The spiritual and material, or
inner and outer faculties, are more reconciled,
not in such hopeless confusion as they had been.
The conflict of such various elements as now en-
gaged mankind, various powers, principles, and
ideas struggling and limiting each other, really
produced a vastly different state of society, in
Europe at least, to any that had preceded.
These various forces in a continual struggle,
theocratic, monarchical, democratic, neces-
sarily create a modified condition of society
without allowing either one or the other power
to dominate, as in the ancient civilisations.

This diversity of elements and sentiments is

the distinguishing character of modern
European civilisation, and is a notable charac-
teristic of all middle-age art as distinguished
from ancient. Thus Romanesque art was far
more vigorousthaneitherGreok or Roman; more
diverse and rich in combination of forms, and
more pliant in its uses. The secret of all

beauty in ancient classical art was the unity of
idea that conceived it, and the symbolic ex-
pression of its workmanship

; while the diverse
ideas and complex character of modern civili-
sation render it much more difficult to arrive
at harmony or beauty. To endeavour to attain
to the principles or method which will facili-
tate the process of this result is the object of
the present essay. Various degrees and kinds
of perfection must now be reached where for-
merly only one degree and kind, limited by the
simple requirements and dominant idea of the
age was attained.

Christianity gave anew impulse to the moral
force of humanity. The various gods of
heathenism were rejected ; vicarious sacrifice
repudiated

; peace instead of victory pro-
claimed, and just those qualities and virtues
became valued and extolled that before were
contemptuously treated. The sensuous yielded
to moral influence. Oriental and Roman licen-

tiousneaa waa gradually replaced by a moral

power that began to make itself felt, and a re-
ligious zeal was engendered which became
more earnest and real as the rottenness of
lleathenism and the opposition of its adherents
increased. Early Christian art was necessarily
sepulchral, the Catacoiubs affording the cl/ief

recluse and resting-places for the martyrs of
the new faith. The memorials of this sepul-
chral development indicate a simplicity of aim
and moral power that exercised a marked in-
fluence upon early art. The very altar tombs
of the martyrs became emblematic of Christian

hope, and the sterner and sorrowful images of

suffering were always avoided. SymboUsm
became a means of instruction, and Paganism
necessarily supplied many of the symbols.
After Christianity became the established re-

ligion, art of course assumed a more dofinit.i

character, i)artaking, however, of Pagan tradi-

tions and ideas. Though painting and sculp-
ture were looked upon with aversion by the
early Church—so much so, that in Constantino's
time portraits of Clirist were rare

;
yet these

arts were made to do service for the new faith.

The ancient conceptions, however, were at first

appropriated to the now service with a singular
judiciousness, to avoid idolatrous tendencies.

Yet with all the early simplicity and zeal dis-

played, the successive phases of the arts enable
us to trace the stages of religious development
and realisation with peculiar distinctness.

Although a purer form of religion now
occupied the human mind it was prone
to run through the same stages of pro-
gress that marked preceding conceptions of

religious thought. What was at first a
spiritual conception is gradually, by a desire

to attach too much reverence to it, converted
into an object of idolatry. This was not to bo
wondered at, for the mind had not attained

the power of analysis and perception to dis-

tinguish between the objective and subjective.

Never before had the spiritual conception the
power over mankind it had at this triumph of

Christianity over materialistic ideas. Between
Paganism and Judaism the new Faith
struggled into existence by this intrinsic

power of its own, and the very circumstances
attendant its promulgation, the persecutions of

the Christians, &o., prepared the mind for its

acceptance still more at this early stage of the

Church. As the Church increased in power
and prosperity, this power decreased, till at last

we find art allied so closely to religion as to

be almost inseparable.

The tendency of the pliilosophy of the

Middle Ages was to re-assert the old theologi-

cal dominion at tho expense of truth and
liberty. Thus the philosopljy of the Fathers

was a blendid Snpernatmalism and R itional-

ism. The two elements were often at variance,

showing an unsettled state of thought, and
that the period of reconciliation between the

material and the spiritual had not arrived, and
that the proper balance of the three powers,

the physical, intellectual, and moral, liad not

been satisfactorily adjusted. The new power
of a revelation became antagonistic to exist-

ing rationalism, and several attempts were

made to reconcile the claims of both. Thus
the supernnturalist system of St. Augustin

found acceptance during the first centuries of

the Church, during which period philosophy

WIS subordinate to theology. A blind Realism

prevailed, which was in time opposed to a

more liberal thought, under the designation of

Nominalism. These two opposing systems

divided the Cliurch for centuries. As the

Church gained ascendancy and established a

sort of ecclesiastical despotism, Realism at-

tained exclusive dominion, and philosophy

became more allied to theology, and were,

indeed, so during the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, when the arts of architecture, sculp-

ture, and painting, reached their highest reli-

gious realisation.

The art of the Middle Ages is, indeed, a

truthful reflex of the religious thought and

feeling of tho period. It was beautiful, grand,

symbolic by virtue of tho unity and supre-

macy of the conception that created it.
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Whatever our estimate of that conception may
be now, it was an approximation to a high

moral and social standiird, superior to any

that had preceded it. Catholicism appropri-

ated all that ancient philosopliy had taught,

and rco-rganised a social polity founded upon

a monotheistic system which was destined

ultimately to prepare for the advance of new
elements of a definitive order. But beyond

this it wai powerless as a progressive system,

it never having been able to associate itself

witli intellectual progress.

The aesthetic development of the Monotheis-

tic system of the Middle Ages I must reserve

for another paper.

G. n. G.

NOTES PROM MANCPIESTER.
(from our corkespondent.)

W'HETIIER the commercinl prospects of

Manchester are or are not improving, we
are not adequately " posted" in tlio mysteries of

the cotton maunfactnro to say. The iron trades,

particularly those in connection with the produc-

tion of locomotive engines, have been very brisk

all the year ; and in some kinds of edifices, espe-

cially warehouses and small dwellings, there has
been a good building trade. Possibly there would
have been a brisker one but for the operations of

the tr.ides' unions. It is not encouraging to be
told, as wo wore the other day, that oven the iron

girders used iior the building of the new Royal
E.Kchange in Market-street are being manufac-
tured on and imported from the Continent. This
edifice is. now cornice high. We are not aware
that any views of it have been published ; and
thus, while from such representations every one
is well acquainted with Mr. Waterbouse's Town
Hall goin^ up (very slowly) in Albert-square, no
one but its architects, Messrs. Mills and Murga-
troyd, can say whether the architecture of the
new Exchange for Manchester will be good, bad,
or indifferent. It would be premature to at pre-

sent venture upon any criticism of this important
work beyond saying that, np to the present

writing, it can hardly bo considered as possessing

a very monumental air. There seems a fatality

about all our English Exchanges, whether royal

or plebeian. We can only call to mind one,

—

the old Liverpool Exchange—that rises to the air

of anything much nobler or more monumental
than a row of shops. Harrison's original " Ex-
change" at Manchester was not, strictly speaking,

an Exchange, being really little more than a
news-room. As sueh it was, like all such edi-

ficesof his(witne3s theLyccum in Liverpool, and
the Portico in Mosley-street, Manchester), both
monnmontal and dignified. The latter work,

with Sir Charles Barry's Royal Institution, is

d'jomod, we fear, to be swallowed up in the rage

for building warehouses. Peradventure, the old

Town Hall in King-street may share the same
fate. The portico is a structure remarkable for

the soundness of its masonry. We don't now-a-

days insert in our buildings blocks of stone four-

teen feet long ; but these may be seen in even
the plinths of the Portico Library at Man-
chester.

While, however, we lament the impending
destruction ofsuch,buildings(and, by-the-bye, insist

they ought never to be taken down without the

deposit in National or Municipal archives of

accurate geometrical drawings), we are far from
decrying the sound construction of the Brobdig-
nagian warehouses rising everywhere in their

place. These are almost invariably well-designed
and soundly-built edifices. It is common enough
in London to read of six children being burnt to
death, merely because of a house on fire in the
Waterloo-road, Lambeth

; but it is by no means
a common thing to read, as we did a few wteks
ago, of a warehouse being built in the very heart
of Manchester without an architect, to the utter
disfigurement of the good city, as any one may
see who walks into York-street, and observes the
vulg ir.looking, proportiouless pilo whuse falling

cornice occasioned a terrible catastrophe and very
remarkable inquest. Nearly opposite this ill-

contrived affair is a largo stone warehouse in

course of erection by the Messrs. Clay, from the
designs of Mr. Corson. It is at present too little

advance<l to admit of fuller description ; but one
Bees about it everywhere the pencil of the profes-
sional architect, especially iii the quiet originulity
with which its details arc treated. The style is

Italian, with semi-circular headed openings set!

within spandrels of incise'l diapering.

Two stone-fronted warehouses are erecting in

Portland-street ; one, nearly completed, with the

frontispieces of its first floor windows crowned
with a kind of panelled pendentive or groin ; and
the other a very large buiUJing, being erected

under the direction of Messrs. Clfge and
Knowles, at the comers of Portland and Brook-
streets. This building bas been in hand for

some time. It' has a basement of great depth,

carried through upwards of 20ft. of stiff clay, ex-

cavated with the aid of steam power, and under
circumstances of considerable difficulty, to judge

from the immense amount of timber shoring

required to sustain the outer walls of thy sub-

structure on all four sides. It is now ground
floor high, and promises, with its ashlar fagides

and windows arranged in groups of shafted

arcades, to be a structure of no common merit.

Mr. Worthington, who is, by the way, about to

erect a largo Infirmary near Manchester, has just

commenced the ashlar facing of a very large

warehouse in Qnay-street, Deansgate. The style

will be Pointed, and the details somewhat mas-
sive. Deansgate, once with its offshoots a highly-

respectable part of old, or rather " ancient" Man-
chester, is one of the last of its thorougfares in

which one would expect to come upon an ornate

Manchester warehouse. The warehouses have,

however, come down heavily upon Deansgate and
its tributaries; and in its north-western parts

particularly many excellent red-brick warehouses,
with massive stone doorways of great merit may
be seen. The warehouse of Messrs. Henriques
and Co., in Cumberland-street, Deansgate, has
for example, a rem.arkably handsome stone door-

way. The architects of this warehouse are

Messrs. Olegg and Knowles, from whose designs
another new warehouse, noteworthy for its two
elegant doorways, has been built at the comers
of Booth and Fountain-streets. This latter is one
of the handsomest warehouses in the city.

" Loyd's House," a large pile of warehouses
near Albert Square, will be found very well worth
a visit. It bas three fagades of French G-othic

character, treated with great simplicity and good
taste. The mode in which the open staircases,

with their s'lifted and foliated stone window
openings, arj uuida to h;irmoni.se, while they all

necessarily vary with the rapid declivity of the
side street, struck us as especially commendable.
The building h is been erected from the designs
of Messrs. Speakinan and Charlesworth, the
arehitects of two other good commercial works in

the city: Lancaster Avenue in Fennel-street,

near the Cathedral, and a carriage repository in

Devonshire-street, Oxford-road. Those are both
works of little stone and much brickwork, but
each of them masterly in its way.

Little by little, the approaches about Albert-
square are being improved—old corners of streets

are being taken down, set back and rebuilt. In
this way a large slice of Bond-street, by Cooper-
street,- has been wholly carried away ; and a new
fronted building of passable ItaUan architecture

has been thrown open to view. On its opposite
side is a row of shops and chambers of no small
pretence, but very uusaf.isfaijtory proportions

;

better, far better, than its more pretentious and
worse-proportioned neighbour, the Freemasons'
Hall, but hardly up to the mark of a Manchester
trading facade. It is too comprehensive—" not to

put too fine a point upon it "—for the inadequate
site placed at the disposal of its architect : for it

hasbadan architect, which, by-the-bye, is more than
we can predicate of one London building in a
hundred. Somehow, it strikes us that, although
the Mancastrians will doubtless do everythini'
that can be done by good building all round it,

Albert-square will never bo a handsome Place.
The new Town Hall will be unquestionably a very
hand:!ome edifice, but its serrated skylines will

illaccord with the square-sliaped,many-windowed,
tall cubical blocks of warehouses by which it will
very probably be surrounded on all sides. It is a
structure that, to have fair plav, neeils foliage by
day, and by night will need lively-looking, be-
ourtaine I, and illuminated viinio'xa o( inhabited
rooms to keep its quasi-ilomestic character in

oounteuancc. Good architecture will effect won-
ders

; but it will not, when the citizens have shut
up their handsome warehouses, and loft the smoky
town to itfielf, make the Mayor's parlour a Tory
lively place to look out from at nighl, or o' Sun-
days ; nor will it then make a very cheerful back-
ground to the edifice itself for the visitor to loMk
at. Wo commend the idea—and be han 'ed to

it for its extreme gloominess!—to thoable arcbiteot
of the building. Perhaps he may do something
to induce his quondam fellow-citizens to build
dwelling-houses or shopsalong the adjacentstreets,

and—what is more to oar purpose—to dwell in, or
over them, with their families ; as their forefathers

used to do in the days when St. Ann's and Mars-
den-.squarcs consisted of nothing but dwelling-
houses, and were each planted amnnd with
poplar trees. With the Editor's leave, wo must
enlarge a little on this theme, for it would really

seem to have a trifle to do with the question of
Gothic or Classic. No one for a moment would
put Mr. Waterbouse's spirited Town-Hall on a par
with the dismal, dry, deadly " architecturo " of tho
Royal Infirmary, on whoselon^-porticoedfigadea
sunbeam is never seen to fall ; and yet, though
the trees are all gone (or as good as gone) the In-
firmary and its site—largely made np of ware-
houses—is always interesting. The Infirmary
site is confessedly a superior one to Albert-square,
but the argument remains good for all that—that

is to say as far as it goes, which is this : to wit,

that if citizens will not live and sleep in their

city, but will nightly and o' Sundays shut it up
Wte a tomb, it is very questionable whether, in the
building of their Town-hall, they had not better

house their mayor in an edifice of Greek, Roman,
Egyptian or other monumental architecture, than
in a picturesque Gothic shrine, out of all keeping
with its melancholy background of shut-up shops,

and of what is even more tomb-like and glo )my,
shut-up warehonses. It has become quite a com-
mon remark that of a Sunday or an evening
Manchester proper resembles a big tomb or city

of tombs, horrible to walk through. The city of

London is very fast fallinginto the same condition.

Here is a question for the Aryans and the
Mediasvalists to cogitate upon.

The warehouses and commercial buildings of
Manchester are enough of themselves to occupy an
entire article. If a collection of even the door-

ways of these buildings were to be published, it

would put to shame—not the architects, for no oue
in London employs architects as a rule, but—tho
commercial buildings and speculating builders of
the metropolis.

There is a dearth of public buildings beyond
the two large ones already mentioned. Messrs.

Hans im's large church of The Holy Name, in

Oxford-road, is considerably advanced, but not
yet ready for the roof, though it has already
reached a very commanding height of masonry.
Its outline is unquestionably picturesque. Owens
College, in its neighbourhood, is commenced, but
not yet risen out of its foundations. Hard by it Mr.
Woodhouse, the architect of the elegant Wesleyan
church at Longsight, is about to erect a new
congregational church.

House-building of a small class is very brisk

in the environs of the city. There is a prevailing

rage for octangular bay wind iws all over the

town, these appendages being introduced into

even weekly dwellings, disposed in long rows side

by side and vis a vis, with utter disregard of

seclusion or privacy of any kind as elements of
comfort. We wish we could record an improve-
ment in the planniug of the backs of Manchester
dwelling houses, but we cannot. It would -eem
that with the grea'cr pretentiousness of the fronts

has grown up a still more contracted allowance of

Space to tho back yards ; nor is the evil—always
peculiar to Mauchester house-building—restricted

to the dwellings of the poor. It extends, and
that in a more remarkable degree, to the dwellings

of the better classes—to houses of £40 and £50
a year, which in Manchester is considered a
tolerably high rental. The midden system still

exists, but has- lately been severely discussed by
the authorities, and some measures of amelioration

have been adopted. If the earth closet system U
ever to prevail anywhere in England, Manchester
would afford a very fit field for the energy of its

advocates.

Mr. W. Deane, late of the Institute of Painters in

Water Colours, has been elccte<l an associate of the
Society of Painters in Water Colours.

Worksop.—A new rcredos is about to be fitted

up in S. John's Church, Worksop, as a memorial
to tho late Mr. G. S. Foljambe, of Osberton.
Three designs were submitted to the coumiittee,

viz., one from Mr. Clarke, of Nottingham (archi-

tect of the chnroh), one from Mr. Thompson, of
Notlingliam and Ollerton, and a third from Mr.
Theophilns Smith, of Shoflicld. The last-named
do«ign was selected.
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LAUNOHIN& OF A GREAT CAISSON.

D

^:

THE laancljing of

the caisson for the

Brooklyn termitias of

the East Eiver Bridge,

says the Scimtific
American, which was
qaickly and easily ac-

complished on the 19th
March of the present

year, was justly con-

sidered a noteworthy
feat of engineering.

Onr engravings show
the caisson on the ways,
as it appeared when
reatly to be launched,

and also some detail^

by which the construe.

tion of the ways and
the plan of procedure
in making the launch
may be comprehended.
The structure was put together with its longer

side parallel to the river bank, and about 100ft.
distant from it, and the ways upon which it

rested were seven in munbor, and each about
180ft. in length. These ways were laid in such a
manner that their upper faces were curved to a
radios of abont 312ft., and at a slope which made
the chord of this arc form an angle of about 5",

the curved sine of the arc being some 13in., and
the npper ends of the ways 15'Cft. higher than
the lower ends. By this means an accelerated
motion was given to the caisson in the latter part
of its transit; the inoreased velocity it thus
obtained enabled it to overcome the great resist-

ance it encountered from the water when it struck
the river broadside on. The details show the
form given to these ways, and it will be observed
that they rest upon cross and longitudinal timbers

;

the letters fg refer to the bearing pieces of the
fixed ways, and e / to the sliding ways attached
to the underside of the caisson. The surfaces of
the former of these were cut to an angle, as
shown, that of the corresponding slide being made
to fit, in order to insure a perfectly true motion of
the caisson in the process of launching. Besides
this, timbers h I were bolted to the inside of the
two outer ways, which projected above the sliding
in face, in order to check any swerving tendency.
To insure a means of casting loose the caisson
from every point at the same moment, a check
cam, shown m the detail, was fixed into each of
the wars near the upper end. The cam at the
loint where it took the bearing of the sliding way

/=• ; C >_S

was provided with a projection which held it fast

against the timber, and it was kept immovable by
means of a lover secured by ropes at its extremity.

These ropes being cast off simultaneously, the

cams were thrown over, and the caisson was free

to move equally throughout its length. The
position of the caisson upon the ways when ready
for launching is clearly shown in the figures. The
position of the air chamber is indicated by the

dotted lines, H K L, and at E is shown a parti-

tion, which was constructed to divide the air

chamber and prevent the air from any sudden
movement from one part of the caisson to

another, which would have affected its stability.

The dotted lines C D show the po.sition assumed
by the structure just as it left the ways, and E F
represents it after it had been launched and had
come to rest in the water.

The caisson inclosure extetids some 250ft.

along the river front, thence back about 300ft.

The caisson itself has a frontage on the river

of 168ft., and a depth of 102ft., the basin

in which it is being sunk extending a few feet

more in each direction. The caisson is, in effect,

a box made of heavy thnbers, 16ft. in depth, and
divided by like heavy timbers into six compart-
ments. This great compartmented box, without a
cover, was turned bottom upwards and floated over

the spot which it now occupies. Several layers of

timber were then securely bolted over the entire

upper surface, increasing its already immen.se

strength, and sinking the structure until its sharp

edges—protected by heavy iron plates—rested

upon the bottom
J
of the

basin.

The problem was,
and is, to sink this en-
ormous caisson through
mud and earth and
boulders 40 or more feet,

until a firm ground is

reached, there to leave

it as the foundation for

the immense towers of

the bridge that is to bo
constructed. This is

effected by maintaining
and constantly chang-
ing an atmosphere, and
at the same time exclu-

ding the water from
each of the compart-
ments of the caisson :

thus furnishing means
for carrying on the

work of excavation to the best advantage.

The means to this end are a supply of air forced

by steam-driven pumps through pipes and hose

into the caissou chambers, and a sufficiency of

weight on the upper surface of the caisson to

counteract the buoyancy alike of timber and air,

and maintain the caisson at all times firmly on

the bed of the excavation. This weight is pro-

vided by commencing at once the erection of the

towers. For this purpose the entire surface of the

caisson is covered with blocks of heavy stone, the

interstices of which are filled with the best cement.

As the caisson sinks, other tiers o£ stone will be

added, and when it rests upon its final bed the

towers will be carried up their full height.

Architecture at the Royal Academy.
—The Royal Academy has resolved to entirely

re-model its Architectural School. Owing to want

of space when in Trafalgar-fquare, the Academy
was prevented appropriating any speci il room
exclusively for the teaching of architecture, but

the removal to Burlington House has enabled it

to provide a large class-room, fitted up specially

for the purpose. Mr. Phcc^ Spiers has been

appointed master of the school, and bus baen in-

structed to proceed to Paris to make himself

thoroughly acquainted widi the present system of

teaching adopted at the Kcole des Beaux Arts.

The new arrangements will be ready for the

opening of the coming winter season.
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UTILiry IN DECORATION.

IN treating of the theory and practice of

modern house painting and decoration in

these pages, we have not hitherto spoken of

the utilitarian aspect of the question, a very

important qiicstiou to the majority of people,

and necessary to be understood both by the

decorator and tlie public.

rt appears to us tliat, apart from the ab-

stract opinions of this or tliat person as to the

desirability of using imitations of woods and
marble, or any and every of what are called

shams, we are bound to take into considera-

tion the usefulness and lasting properties

of certain imitations, and their suitableness to

the purposes they are used for, and for which
they are best adapted. For instance, there is

an imitation of stone on wood which is so good
that no one can discover that it is not stone

excepts by sounding or striking it, and we have
known it to stand good when exposed to the

weather fully 20 years, and at the end of that

time be almost as good as at first. This effiiot

is brought about by throwing common sand,

or the sand from any particular kind of stone

upon the paint when it is wet, in this wise :—
The woodwork is well painted with four or five

coals of oil paint. The finishing coat is mixed
with white lead, boiled oil, and a little copal

varnish, to give it "lack" or stickiness ;it must
be, of course, stained to tbe particular shade or

colour of the stouo you wish it to resemble.

The colour is now laid on the work in the ordi-

nary manner, and the sand is thrown upon it

while it is wet. The sand may be thrown on
the work from a common tin dredger, that is, a

tin can about Sin. in diameter, with a per-

forated lid, exactly like the flour dredger of

our kitchens. We believe there are machines
made for the purpose, but the dredger answers
the purpose very well. Care must bo taken
that the work is well covered, or else there will

be more on one part than another, which will

cause it to look shady ; it is always best to

throw as much sand on the work as it will hold,

to make sure it is well covered, and if paper is

placed under the part operated upon it will

catch all the superHuous sand, so that there

need not be any waste. The work should now
stand for a few days, until the paint gets hard,
the loose sand may then be brushed oif. Now,
if this is well and carefully done, it will have
all the appearance and feel of stone, and will

last for a long period without being re-done,
but of course maybe re-done at any time at a
light expense. It is sometimes painted after

being sanded, but if properly done it is much
the best to leave the sand unpainted.
There are, of course, several kinds of sand

which miy be used, or the small pieces of any
particular kind of stone may be broken into
sand and used. By doing different parts of the
work at different times, various colours of sand
may be used, which has a good effect. If we
are doing a column or pillar wo might do the
shaft with the sand of the red Mansfield stone,

and the capital and base of the Yorkshire or
Bath stone, or any other light-coloured sand,
or in rustic work the stones might be done
alternately. It will be understood that plaster
or cement pillars may, be done in the same
manner. Now, here is an imitation of stone,
simple, useful, and cfliective—having service-
able and lasting properties superior to any
other method of covering and preserving
wood.
The sand forming an impervious coating (in

fact, it is a coating of stone, having this ad-
vantage over stone, that it is non-absorbent of
wet or damp) the uses of this process will
be evident, especially in districts where stone
is not to be had e.xcept at great cost of car-
riag'', and also injmany country districts, where
wood is plentiful'and sione is not. It will be
said by the realists, " Why not leave it as
wood ? Don't cover it and make it appear like
stone, which it is not ;" to which we may an-

swer, that wood, especially when exposed to

the weather, alternate heat, wet, and frost,

soon becomes .split up into innumerable cracks,

and its surface gets rough and unsightly, its

colour dirty and black ; nail holes, and the

rust from the nails become unpleasautly visi-

ble, and ultimately rottenness and decay in

numerous forms set in, and it becomes unsafe,

and has to be taken down and replaced with
new wood. Now if tUo wood is done over as

described, all this is prevented, tbo wood pre-

.«eried, and always pleasant to look upon. It

will perhaps bo said, " Why not varnish the

wood, and then it will resist the effects of the

weather?" It is quite true that if the wood is

well varnished it will stand for a time, but
how long a time ? If it is outside work, var-

nish will not stand above two or thruo years,

even with the very best varnish. The heat of

the sun dries up and exhausts the oil of the

varnish, and wlien that is gone the gum
shrivels up, cracks and turns white, peels off,

and thus perishes, consequently the wood is

left without protection.

In these cases artistic taste and love of the

beautiful may induce us to leave the wood
uncovered, but utility and c )mmon sense bid

us cover it up, and thus preserve it. We re-

member some 30 years ago examining some
exquisite carvings in oak and pear tree wood,
which were rapidly falling to decay—worm-
eaten and rough on the surface from the effects

of dust, time, and neglect. We suggested
that some means should be taken to arrest the

decay, and thus preserve such beautiful and
valuable works. The gentleman to whom they
belonged rose up iu arms at once at the bare
suggestion. It no doubt seemed to him a pro-

fanation to touch them with any vile compo-
sition. As the artist had left them so they
should remain, fresh from the chisel ; a very
proper feeling in many cases, but in this case,

when it was so evident that Father Time was
using his destructive chisel with such fatal

effect, we ventured to differ, and after much
persuasion we induced him to allow us to try

what we could do with part of the work. Our
first eft'orts were directed to the cleaning tiie

carving from the accumulated dust of years,

which we did as well as we could by first

blowing all the loose duat off with a pair of

house bellows ; we then used small hig-hair
brushes, and by supporting the weak parts

with the hand wo managed to clean it well

without injury to the most delicate parts. We
then used the bellows again to blow off any
remaining particles of dust from the inster-

stices and undercutting. When it was as clean

as we could get it, we placed it in a tub largo

enough to hold it, and then filled the tub with
the purest linseed oil we could procure high
enough to cover the whole of the carving

; wo
let it stand in the oil for 24 hours, and when
taken out we cleaned off all the superfluous oil

with large and small hog-hair brushes, wiping
the oil out of the brushes as wo used them,
until there was not left sulficient oil on the
surface to form a skin. This is a very impor-
tant point in the process, and requires great
care, otherwise the carving would be spoiled.

The oil darkened the wood a little, but not so

much'j as would be supposed, the oil being
free from litharge or any other dryer or colour-
ing matter. After 20 years had elapsed we
again saw the same carvings, and we
found that those which had been treated
in the manner described were just in

the same state as when wo left tiiom 20
years before, but had become so hard that a
shai-p knife would hardly touch them ; but
those which had not been submitted to the
same process were in some parts irretrievably

gone, and the rest were rapidly following.
Now we hold it to be unwise, and, in fact,

almost a crime, to allow these beautiful crea-

tions of man's genius to go to <lecay and be
destroyed for the Siike of a prejudice or rather
an obstinale persistence in what is evidently a
mistake. Look at the exquisite gems of art

loft us by Grinling Gibbons, and others, which
are dropping to piescs and crumbling away

simply for the want of some such means being

applied to preserve them. Would it not be
better a thousand times over to sacrifice some
little of their beauty than to see them as they

are ? Of course wo would all rather see tliotn

untouched, as they were left by the artist

;

but common sense steps in and points to the

fact that however beautiful these thin2;s are,

and although they may appear, and, in fact,

are more bea\itiful left as they are, yet the

material of which they are composed is so

perishable that they must of necessity soon

decay, and all the labom\ and skill, and thought
em|)loyed in their production be lost for ever,

except some means bo taken to st.ay the hand
of the destroyer. We are surprised that the

remedy has been so long delayed. We do not
advise varnish or pslisb to be used ; the pro-

cess we have described does not produce that

result, but leaves the wood nearly dead—that

is, without gloss ; although there is no bolter

polish for wood than linseed oil itself. If a
mahogany or oak table be re^jtularly rubbed
for years with pure linseed oil, the polish

which results is the best and most indestructible

that can be produced, and becomes so hard in

time that scarcely anything can injure it. We
have digressed somewhat with regard to

carvings, but we hope not fruitlessly so ; an I

trust that this brief notice may call attention

to the subject, and help to a remedy.

Imitations of woods and marbles may be
classed amongst the useful arts. There are

thousands of English homes in the construc-

tion of which no other wood is used but the

common spruce pine, full of ugly resinous

knots, and which, for that reason and many
others, has to be painted and puttied to make
it passable. And if we could use real oak and
mahogany for our doors—that is, if it wero
cheap and plentiful enough for that purpose—
it would not be wise to leave it unpainted, as

it would require so much time and trouble to

keep them bright and clean, that nine-tenths of

the world could not afford the necessary time
and cost to keep them in order ; consequently it

is not only more convenient and economical
;

but it is really better to have painted woodwork
in the majority of our houses—better because
woodwork painted, grained, and varnished is

the most cleanly-looking and serviceable

method of decorating the doors and other

woodwork in all those rooms in our houses
which are most used, or which require to be
done so that they will not easily soil. For we
cannot always dwell in a china shop, and
must have some rooms where we can move
about at our ease, and where we are not con-
tinually afraid of spoiling something. Now for

this purpose nothing can be more appropriate

or better adapted than imitations of wood,
well done and well varnished. Its lasting

properties are very great, and at any time a
wash down and a coat of varnish makes all new
again. For public buildings where real oak or

mahogany is not used, we cannot substitute

anything equal to it. If we paint them in

dark low-toned colours, and varnish them,
they will not last so long, nor look so cheerful,

nor so appropriate, for even the objectors to

imitations of all kinds wi llagree witti us that

wood painted in imitation of wood is much
more in accordance with good taste than if

painted in any other manner. If we were to

paint a door in imitation of marble, we should

be committing an oft'onoo against good taste

and good sense, notwithstanding that there are

real marble doors, of which the Russian mala-
chite doors in the Great International Exhi-
bition of 1851 were examples ; but if we paint

them in imitation of wood, we do not offend our
sense of propriety, simply because it is wood,
and has the structural character of wood.
If we were to paint a column, or a pillar,

or' pilaster, or a plastered wall in imita-

tion of wood, we should be doing wrong—
we should err in judgment, in taste, and against
structural propriety. We do not here mean
that a stonepillar or column should be painted,
but we build our columns and pilasters of brick

and cement, as 90 out of every 100 are done.
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In the interiors of our dwelling houses and

public buildings there cannot surely be any

improprietv in finishing them in imitation of

stone or mirMo, of which materials they ought

and would be built of If they were only

cheafi enough. The utility of the nractice is

unquestionable ; that it is economical is proved

by the fact that if once properly done, and

ordinary care taken of it afterwards, it will

l«st and wear almost any length of time. We
ourselves have seen work of this kind which

had been done upwards of 50 years at the

least, and with the exception of its colour being

a little darker than when it was first done, it

was in other respects quite as good as when
uewly done ; this very fact alone is a sufficient

proof of tlie legitimacy of such methods of

decoration. What can bo better adapted for

n public staircase th&n a good imitation of one

of the granites, grey or red ? If well done and
well varnished it will la.st for] scores of years,

and will wash and clean with little trouble, and
although thousands of people may pass up and
down the staircase, its serviceable qualities

are so great that it will suffer no great harm.

In this case we, of course, only mean that the

granite should be done up to a certain

height for purposes of utility. The upper

part may be painted or ornamented in any suit-

able manner, either in distemper or oil colour.

We shall find that there is a suitableness and an

nnsuitableness in the application of decoration

to special purpose?, and that independently of

any abstract views we may have in regard to

beauty, or this or that style, we are bound by
the circumstances of any particular case to

considernot which would be the most beautiful,

but which will best combine beauty, usefulness,

and durability. For instance, we had occasion

a few days ago to go into a first-class shop in

one of our principal streets, in which the coun-
ter front was painted in imitation of walnut
wood, and the mouldings were part black and
part gilt. The gold was in a very dilapidated

state, scratched, and rubbed quite bare, and
injured by the continual dusting and cleaning

necessarily required in such a situation. The
gold being upon the round beads (which were
the most prominent members of the mouldings),

was of course most exposed to wear and tear,

and soonest spoiled, and there is nothing looks

so bad as gilding when it has got into such a
state. Now here a great mistake had been
made. The principleof utility had been entirely

lost sight of and sacrificed to the vulgar desire

for glare and glitter. Had the decorator been
content with his work without adding the gold
to it he would have produced a very success-

ful work, and one which would have been
serviceable, quiet, and good, instead of which
the reverse was the case. As a matter of taste

we object to gilding on grained woods ; the

two do not assimilate, and seem to have no
connection with one another. If the work
were real wood polished, we should never dream
of gilding any part of it. There is really no
necessity for it, and it is, therefore, superfluous.

In the choice of paper hangings, furniture,

carpets, and other aids and necessaries for our
corifort and happiness, we are bound to take
into consideration utility as well as beauty.

THE BEST METHOD OF PREPARING
MORTAR.

THOUGH many of the accidents which are
constantly taking place from the weakness

in constmction of our bniWings, are rightly attri-

buted to fanlts in the original plan, and the in-
competency of the architect, it not nnfreqnently
happens that a large portion of the blame shonid
be plared npon the builder having the immediate
cbwge of the work, and nnder whose supervision
are conducted those minor details in construction
npon which depend to so great an extent the
tUbility o£ the whole. Walls may be made of
tnwfficient thickness and yet stand for a long
time if the masonry be good ; and, again, they
may be heavy enough in the plan and fall when
bnilt if the mason do not thoroughly understand
his b&siness. In gcch a case blame is often
attacheil to the architect when an accident occurs.

which should in reality hang upon the skirts of

the builder. Upon the quality of the mortar

used in construction depends, in no slight degree,

the strength of the walls ; and regarding the best

mctho<l of mixing mortar, it is proposed in this

article to offer a few suggestions.

The common mode of making mortar is to first

pnt the lime to slack in a box prepared for the

purpose, and, after the slacking has continued for

a time, to mix with it, iu the same box, sand

which has been previously screened. The mix-
ture thus compounded is afterwurds shovelled out

of the box into a heap ; and as mortar is reqnii-cd

for use, a portion of this heap is drawn out and
tempered tio the proper consistency. In mortar
prepared in this manner the mass is rarely homo-
geneous, lumps of unslacked lime and portions of

gravel occurring promiscuously throughout the

whole.

The proposed improvement (says the American
Builder) in mortar-making provides an entirely

different mode of operations, and, it is believod,

obviates all the evils attending the present

system.

The plan to bo adopted, which, in the estimation

of the writer, is at once the most thorough and
the most economical, is as follows :

—

Three boxes. A, B, and C are first constructed,

the box A being higher than B, and the box B

higher than C. These boxes are connected by
passages 1 and 2, at which are placed screens,

such as are ordinarily used in mortar-making.
Into the box A is put lime for slacking, and there

mixed with water and manipulated until it has

about the consistency of cream ; after which it

is allowed to run through the screen 1 into box B.

It should be premised that, while the process is

conducting, boards are placed over the screens 1

and 2, and removed only when it is desired to

unite the contents of different boxes. After the

lime has been admitted to box B, unscreened sand
is throtvn into the box in quantity deemed suffi-

cient to make the mortar. The sand and lime,

thus mixed, are then run through the screen into

the mortar-bed C, and there allowed to stand for

24 hours, when the mortar becomes fit for use, and
requires no farther tempering or mixing before its

application.

The advantages of the above method are very

apparent. In the first place, about one-fourth

less lime is required than in mortar made in the

nsnal way, and the mortar is mora thoroughly

mixed—and, therefore, much better—than that

dealt with by the common process. Again, since

the different boxes are separated by screens, the

preliminary labour of screening is entirely

avoided, all the lumps of unslacked lime being

retained in box A, and all gravel and foreign

matter in the sand is retained, in a similar manner,
in box B. Afterthe mixture is finally run into the

mortar-bed, all the refuse matter remaining in A
and B can be shovelled out, and the boxes made
ready for a rdpetition of the process. While the mor-
tar is running into box C, lime can again bo slack-

ing in box A, without loss of time, until the mor-
tar bed is filled. The bed C can be made of any
dimensions to hold the mortar required in the

conitruction of a large building. In regard to

the quality of the mortar made by the above pro-

cess there can exist little doubt. It is more easily

applied, more durable, and better adapted for all

kinds of work than that made in the usual way.
The writer has followed the system for many
years, and hts continually greater reason to bo

satisfied with its decided superiority.

J. P.

OrVIL ENGmEERINO AT THE TIME
OP CHRIST.

THE Eoman genius for construction was the

grandest the world has seen. The traveller

visits the cathedral fanes of York and Bourges,

Burgos and Seville, Cologne and Milan, the castles

of Windsor aud Heidelberg and S. Elmo, the

temples at Palatum, at Athens, at Baalbec, and
at Thebes, the palaces of the Maharajahs, on the

banks of the Ganges, sees monuments of splendid

beauty, unsurpassed iu any age, by any people
;

yet ho returns to Rome, and says, while standing
U|)on the vaulted ruins of the baths ot Caracalla,
or while counting his steps across the floors of
Constautino's Basilica, or while looking down
from tho utmost tier of seats into the arena of

the Coliseum, that the constructive genius of all

the rest of the world must bend before the Impe-
rial Latin Engineer.
Never but once were thus conbined in the

political situation of a city all elements needful
for carrying up (he culture of more building
talent to the highest pitch while at the same time
were offered unlimited opportunities for its exer-
cise. Rome was a seaport; backed by a country
fertile in supplies, a peninsula of mountains made
of marble, in the centre of a vast sea, crowded
with well-settled islands, and girt about with
coasts inhabited by the oldest and most advanced
communities of man. The Roman States were
still physically undebauehed ; in the prime of its

strength ; irresistible lord of all the Western and
half the Eastern world ; was infinitely rich ; irrre-

sponsible and unscrupulous
j
proud and vain

;

sensnal and sensational ; loving war only for the

sake of its fruits, and preferring peace for the
sake of its enjoyments. The Bath-house was the
church of Rome, combining the essential quali-

ties of the Exchange, the Club, the Museum, the
Bar-room, and the Polls. The Emperors enriched
themselves and confirmed their power by watering
their political stock. Caracalla could afford his

horse a golden manger in a temple of its own,
after affording his fellow-citizens a Bagnio as

largo as the Tuileries, in which ten thousand
bathers could enjoy themselves at once, the ceil-

ings of which were 80ft. high, the partition

walls as massive as the abutments of a bridge.

The sweating-room alone was larger than the

Catholic Cathedral in Philadelphia, and sur-

rounded by arcades, inside, of costly Corinthian
columns, the abstraction of which by the medite-
val princes of modern Rome for use in the oon-

strnctiou of their private palaces brought down
tho ceiling with a crash which shook the city as

far off as the Castle of S. Angelo.

S. Peter's is built on the model of these ancient

monuments. Its nave is precisely of the size and
shape of the great room in the Baths of Ciocletiaa

and of the name of Constantine's great chutch.
Its dome is precisely the size and shape of the

Pantheon, which, as is now well known, was yet

another Imperial Bath-room, since then appro-

priated to the uses of religion—merely a change
from hot to holy water. The great Bath-ro )m of

Diocletian is also one of the grandest churches

of modern Rome.
The necessity for supplying an amphibious

population with floods of fluid developed the

civil engineering talents of the Em|iire. Scores

of aqueducts were constructed above ground to

bring the waters of the Appenines into the city,

and an elaborate system of sewerage carried it

away again to be re-purified in the bosom of the

Ligurian sea. While Signor De Rossi has been
excavating the ancient catacombs outside the

walls, and the Government antiquarian. Baron
Visconti, the ancient marble yards and police

stations inside the walls, and the Emperor
Napoleon the foundation rooms of the Palace of

the Caisars, the British Aroha)ological Society of

Rome has been digging along the fonndatioiis of

the ancient walls themselves, and opening up the

underground water-works, reservoirs, and sewers

of ancient days. They have determined the true

site of the fountain of Egeria and ot King Noma's
Palace ; how Royal Rome, Republican Rome, and
Imperial Rome were iu succession fortified with

longer and larger oircumvallationa ; and how the

water pipes of the engineers of the Middle Ages
were ranged within and upon the conduits of

Servius Tullius aud the Tarquins. Any civil

engineer who is curious in such matters, or would
like to see nice pictures of the rubble work of

his predecessors in the profession twenty-two

centuries ago, can gratify himself by looking over

Mr. Parker's " Notices of Recent Excavations in

Rome," just published in Part I. of the forty-

second volume oti\ia Archceologia. By-the-bye,

Mr. Parker's little hand-books of architecture are

not' only indispensable for the tourist, hut ought

to be in every American gentleman's library.

And it is worth knowing, also, that the Arcliisolo-

gical Society, which the foreigners in R )me keep

up, has upwards of a thousand special photo-

graphs of specimens of Roman construction, ar-

ranged in the order of time.

The first part of this interesting collection is

already for sale, and illustrates the historical

construction of walls iu a series of sixty-four
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examples, beginniug with the wall of Romulus,
750 B.C., and taking on the average one for each
generation. The series is continued down to the
ISth century a.d. In the time of the Empire
the dated examples are so numerous that they are
necessarily subdivided ; afterwards the churches
and monasteries supply us with a continuation of

the series. This is really a great work for the
history of archi^eoture, sucli as has never been
done before. Even D'Agincourt, in his admir-
able work, overlooks construction, which is the
foundation of all. It is sometimes impossible to
get photographs from nature from want of snflS-

cieut space, and it is generally necessary to fillup

the CKoavations again immediately, so that plans
and drawingsare the only mode of showing what
has been made out ; but photographs ars made of
those and sent to the Oxford Architectural
Society.

When will we have in Philadelphia an Archi-
tectural School, liberally endowed by private
munificence, furnished with a splendid library,
folios of drawings and photographs of all the
monnments of all ages, and taught by artists of
merit and learning, and by engineers of rank,
genius and experience?

—

It.R. Journal and Mi-
ning Itegister.

BEAUVAIS CATHEDRAL.

OUR illustration is a reproduction of a
picturesque sketch of the Cathedral at

Beauvais—one of the finest examples of 13th
century work in France. Its beauty, however,
though great, is incomplete, there being neither
nave nor steeple. The steeple was destroyed by
a tempest in 1574, only ten years after its erec-
tion, and this accident prevented the completion
of the church. The choir is of great beauty, and
has the appearance of being more lofty than that
of Amiens, though in reality it is not so. The
see of Beauvais was one of great importance, and
the town itself occupies a conspicuous position
in history as a fortified city of great strength.

workman. If by accident one finjs a piece of
jewellery or an enamel in a shop which exhibits
remarkable taste or skill, it is impossible to got
at the artificer. An order will of course be taken
over the counter, but you can never find out the
working man. Intelligence and skill in the crafts-
man miiy exist, but the firm keeps this intelligence
and skill to itself. Whijt is wanted is, as the
programme of this E.xhibi;ion professes, union
between the employer and the employed ; but
the union, to be really valuable, should be a
union between the amateur who gives a commis-
sion and the workman who executes it. The
union which does exist is between the middleman
-the shopkeeper—the firm—capital—and the
ovkman, not between the customer and the

craftsman. The working man in these bazaars
is generally a mere phrase ; the person who profits

by them is the shopkeeper ; and it is for this
reason that, as the newspapers complain, so little

care has been taken at Islington to announce the
name of the workman, or at least to announce
it with such distinctness that you can get at him,
and so much care has been taken to announce the
shop where the production may be bought.

THE WORIONG MEN'S EXHIBITION.

THE general verdict which has been passed
upon the show (says the Saturday Revieni)

IS that it is an interesting one, but that it does
not fulfil the purpose which it proposes to itself—
i.e., " to stimulate and reward individual skill and
intelligence" by separating the results of personal
design and execution from the mere results of
combined work. As regards nine-tenths of the
Exhibition, it is just the old story over again—
precisely what we have seen at London and Paris—a vast aggregate of show-cases, shop-fronts,
pattern cards, and advertising sheets, all very im-
portant to enterprising tradesmen ; but, as re-
gards craftsmanship, we learn nothing, or very
little—precisely because there is nothing, or next
to nothing, to tell us. It is something for us to
feast our eyes on elaborate inlaid tables and cost-
ly specimens of marqueterie furniture, but, in the
first place, they are not the work of any one
workman : and next, we should have to go to a
Co. to buy them. If these Exhibitions are good

for anything, they ought to bring us face to face
and mind to mind with the artificer

; as it is they
refer us to Messrs. Castellani, at Rome, or to
some great ironworks in Staffordshire or New-
castle. Even when, as in the matter of Indian
embroidery or ivory carving, we have the genuine
work of the solitary artisan, he is intercepted by
the wholesale house and the importer. Next
come the small class of those British workmen
who exhibit their own productions in jewellery
chasing, and enamels, in porcelain painting and
glass engraving, in stone carving, and other
works which may be called artistic. It is to the
encouragement of these artistic workmen that our
art-schools and prizes have for many years been
sedulously employed. But all those who havepa d attention to the matter bear testimony to the
little results which have been attained. Whenever
an artist workman has been educated, or has edu-
cated himself, up to a certain and often creditableamount of proficiency, he is snapped up by the trade,and set o work on producing articles of the regula-
tionfashionand pattern, and the the fire of original
genius 13 stamped out of him before Tt- is
thoroughly kindled. We spend infinite moneyon producing our Pegasus, and then set him toplough, isor must it ho forgotten that shop-
keepers exhibit the greatest reluctance to allowany commuMcation between a customer and the

LIME BURNINO.

THE quarries at Rockland, says the (American)
Architectural Review, near the mouth of

Penobscot Bay, Me., are at present worked on a
more extensive scale than ever before. The old-
fashioned kiln for burning the limestone has been
entirely superseded by the patent perpetual kiln,
anda large amount of capital is invested in the
business. The kilns are situated on the shore of
a peninsula, and are built at the foot of a bank
and at the head of a wharf. The kilns are con-
structed with walls ot thick granite, and lined
with fire-brick, being eighteen feet square and
thirty feet deep, narrowing towards the lower
part. Each kiln will hold from one hundred and
fifty to two hundred casks of lime, and a charge
of limestone rook and fuel is burned in from seven
to eight hours, and is drawn three or four times a
day, according to the character of the rock. The
lime, it is stated, swells in the kiln, and prevents
the unbumed portions from falling down. When
the lower layer is sufficiently burned, iron rods are
run into the furnace, and the lime, in large glow-
ing red lumps, is removed by means of long
handled shovels, and when cjol is broken up,
sorted, and packed in casks. The fuel is either
wood or bituminous coal, the kilns using one cord
of] wood or two tons of bituminous coal to
produce the same yield. One hundred casks of
lime consume in their manufacture four and a
half cords of wood. The kilns and the fuel are
covered by large sheds, the buildings for a pair of
kilns occupying an area of seventeen thousand
square feet.

fold larger than the rant sanguine ever
looked for. Then why did the working brick-

maker » hut his eyes to this fact ? Could
he not see that when bricks are made by
machinery his position would be ral.sod from that
of a drndge to that of a scientific employe?—that
the demand which was now supplied by numbers
of little masters who could barely earn a living

would, with mechanical agency, beeomo so thriv-

ing a business that the working man's practical

abilities would become tenfold more valuable, and
he would no longer need to bring h wife and
children into the open brickyard and cam his
living dnriiig a few months in the year, but would
take his place among mechanics and other arti-

sans who owed their existence to the meclianicit
resources and inventive genius of this great
country? Surely the common sense of the work-
ing brickmuker could not long remain unimpressed
by the false position in which he must put him-
self by taking such a stand ; and the force of
circumstances, the inevitable current of advance-
ment, would force upon him that which ho vainly
strove against.

A vote of thanks was given to Mr. Pollock for
his paper, which he acknowledged, and afterwards
explained the working of his machine to the
members present by a reference to the model.

BRICKMAKING BY MACHINERY.

A MEETING of the Manchester Institute of
Engineers was held on Wednesday week

in the Royal Institution, Manchester, to hear
a paper read by Mr. J. F. M. Pollock (Messrs
Pollock, Lung, and Powley, Leeds) on "Briok-
making by machinery." Mr. W. W. Hulse
presided.

The paper contained an elaborate descrip-
tion of Pollock's patent brickmaking ma-
chine (illustrated by a model). The inven-
tion consists of powerful grinding rollers, pug
mill, rotary moulding table of improved con-
struction, and a press, the mould or moulds of
which are independent of those in the table. A
self-acting delivery belt, the driving apparatus of
which 13 constructed on an improved principle
so as to avoid all possibility of slip, and a rotary
brush for removing any sharp corners or loo^'O
materials from the bricks, are s.lso added ; and
there is an improved system introduced for lubri-
cating all sides of the moulds or bricks, in snch a
manner as to be independent in its operation of
the attendant. The moving faces of the machine
which have to work against the clay are all of
steel, as also are the pug mill, driving wheels,
shaft, and kmves. When common bricks are re-
quired, the press may be thrown out of gear, and
the machine may then be worked at an increased
velocity. In concluding his paper, Mr. Pollock
made reference to those who would hinder
the introduction of machinery to supersede
labour. He said the introdnction of machinery
had always created a demand a thouaand-

ROYAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

THE congress of this association was opened
on Tuesday afternoon, at the Quildhall,

Leicester. The Mayor, attended by the Town
Clerk and Members of the Corporation, mot the
members of the Institute in the old Town Hall,
where the inaugural proceedings took place.
Among those present were Lord Talbot de Mala-
hide (President of the Archajological Institute),
the Venerable Archdeacnn Fearon, Kev. R.
Hailey, F.R.S., Rev. E. Hill, Mr. J. II. Parker,
F.S.A.,ArchdeaconTrollope, Archdeacon Stanton,
Professor Lewis (Cork).

The first business was the presentation of an
address of welcome from the Mayor and Corpora-
tion of Leicester. This briefly alluded to tho
objects of archicological interest in the town—
the Norman remains, churches, &c. ; and also to
the historical connection of the county. The
Mayor regretted that necessities of commerce had
caused the demolition of certain Roman remains

j

but now they must reap consolation from the
more Christian and more humane sentiments
which replaced them.

Lord Talbot dk Malahide, in acknowledging
the warm welcome of tho people of Leicester and
Leicestershire, referring to the Mayor's remarks,
said he considered the two objects of the advance
of civilisation and oommeico, and the preservation
of antiquities, might be perfectly reconciled. It
was possible for a city to follow the line of pro.
gress, and, at the same lime, not to disregard
the memorials of the glories of our forefathers.
He also made some remarks on the ancient
character of municipal corporations. It was, he
said, very diflicult to trace their origin, but some
people went so far as to say that the Romans left
the traditions of corporate bodies, which after-
wards were adopted and modified in subsequent
ages. But antiquity was not their only honour

;

they had played in nobler games than any of the
continental cities. They had not lout themselves
as submissive tools to despots, who wished to
stifle the expression of public feeling. On t!ie
contrary, they had always banded themselves
with those who were in favour of moderate
reforms for the improvement of the country, and
there was no nobler period in the annals of Cor-
poratio.-,s than when Simon de Montfort, with
the aid of the barons and the burgesses of Leicester
began his career, and succeeded ultimdtcly in lay-'
ing the foundation of the British House of Com-
mons.
Mr. Clarke acknowlcd;.;ed the welcome offered

by the landowners of Leioestershire, and pointed
out that tho county had given birth to or pns-
.«e8sed descendants of Fielding, Beaumont Her-
rick, and Haselrigg.

'

Archdeacon Feaeojt, .in welcoming the Insti-
tute, on behalf the clergy, spoke of the humanisino-
infiuence of the study of the past, and called to
mind the fact that it was from Leicester that
Richard IIL set out for Bosworth Field, whence
ho was never to return.

Rov. C. J. Vaughan moved tho welcome of
the clergy

; and Arehlcacun Tbollopb aoknoR-
ledged it.
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Kev. R. HabUET «elcom.-i1 tli*" Iiistitnto on

hthtli of the Local Liu-rary und PbiloM>phical

Sooietr.

Sir T. E. WiSXINGTOS (Worcfs't-rshirc) nc-

In' w'cdceJ the welcome, though confessing that

in the WVst Midland counties their a>sc>eiHtions

with L« icesterahire were mere of a sporting

character.

This finished the formal basiness.

Mr. Parkeb, F.S.A., then gave a short

description of the Guildhall, which, be said, was
built in the time of Elizabeth, and w»s. In fact,

opened on the day of the defeat of the Spiuish

Armada.
S <me local objects of antiqnity were then

TJsited, Xfr. Parker being ricerone.

On Wednesday evening the first neeeting for

the reading of papers wag held in the Freemasons'
Hall. Some of these we hope to be able to notice
next week.

Discovery op a Moxumental Ceoss kj
Faversuam Cbeek.—Mr. George Bedo fur-
nishes some obserrations on a monumental cross
which has been tonnd in Faversham Creek, and
now standing in the grounds ofDaviugtnn Priory.
The «hiift supporting the cross is formed of vari-

ons twiste i columns, formerly brought from the
mins of Faversham Abbey. The transverse bar
on the front of the cross has the following words
incised upon it :

" Marget AVarmecoort." Appa-
rently an inscription had once been on the back,
bntitisoo« .blitirated. This is said to be the
only exiiting monumental cross in the neighbour-
hood of an early date, and the place in which it

wa.1 found affords to! arable evidence of the way
of dis-posing of similar crosses at the time of the
Eeformation.
Suffolk Institute op Abch^bolocit.—This

sociity pr'ipiises an excursion on Thursday the
11th of Aiipnsf, ttartini; from Halesworlh, to visit

SonthwoldandBlithburgh. Lord Arthur Hervey
is the new presiden of the society, and the Com-
mittee, in a recent report, expresses its hope that
nnder his lordship the rai'mbers may be stimulated
to fresh efforts to make the meetings and trans-
actions of the Institute in some degree worthy of
the earlier days of i's (xisfence.

BBiTiea AbchvEological Society. — The
aonoal congress of the British Archaiological
Society viiU commence on Sepi ember 5 at Here-
ford, where the Black Friars, Coningsby Alms-
honses, and Hereford Cathedral are the leading
anliquities. Excursions will be made to Ken-
cheser (Magna) and CredenHiIl,Kilpeck, Abbey
D. re, Rowlestone, Grosmont Castle and Church,
I^omiuster, Monkland and Stretford, Llanthony
Abbey, Ledbury, Eastnor, Wall Hills, and the
Herefordshire Beacon.
The R-'yal Historical and Arehieological Asso-

ciation of Ireland is taking steps to preserve from
fast-approaching destruction the famous remains
of tl.e iliurch aud round tower of Gleudalough,
County Wicklow.

8. SAVIOUR'S CHURCH (SOUTHWAEK)
STRUCK BY LIGHTNING.

DURING the violent thunderstorm that broke
over the metropolis on Tuesday morning

the lightning stmck and carried away from its

pocition neat-ly the whole of the south-east pin-
nacle i.f S. Saviour's Church, which fell across the
choir and sonth transept, carrying with it in its

descent the whole of the flying buttress of the
choir, and finally sliding to the ground beneath—a distance of nearly 200ft. The lower of the
church, which is 35ft. square and 150ft. high, is

•nrm ounted by four elegant pinnacles, each of
which is 30ft. high and about 6ft. in circum-
ference. These pinnacles arc built, so to speak,
ronnd an iron pin or vane, 8in. thick,
which is surmounted by a ball. The fluid first

tmck the ball and ran down the pin, driving the
missive stonework asunder, particles of which
were scattered for a distance of 160ft., severely
damaging the roofs of the houses in the immediate
oeighboufbood. Escaping fiom ttiis ntlet it next
leized the water-pipes ri.mni'g ..long the r ofs of
the eastern and western nuvea, and after traver-
•ing each till it reaci ed 8lt. from ih- groi.ud,
it eccaped, leaving the marks ot its dtpaiture in
tbeshapeof two small h' les. Tie sf.be fiuial
immediately beneath the van-, of a globular
hape, and weighing nearly a mn, fell into the
churchyard, striking in ii.s ilefcent and almost
ileitroying one the msHtive fljing abuiments over
the roof vf Ibe latly chapel, and burying itself

several inches in the stone pavement running
through the churchyard. A large fragment brnko

through the roof of the transept, and came down
with a tremendous crash at the foot ot the famous

nionnmcnt to the poet Gower, founder of the

Sutherland family.

A disaster not quite so serious in its character,

but rendering complete restoration necessary, oc-

curred to the south-west pinnacle of the same
tower about twenty years since.

Mr. Jarvis, the parochial architect and surveyor,

ascended to the summit of the tower on Tuesday,
and has given the needfnl instructions for the

removal of the wreck of the turret. Neither the

admirable peal of bells nor the clock have suffered

injury.

*•

PABLIAMENTAEY NOTES.
Wateb Supply in the East op'London.—

Jlr. C. Rted, on the 21st iust., asked the Secre-

tary of State for the Home Department whether
his attention had been directed to the fact that

great privation and suffering is caused at the pre-

sent time by the diminution of the water supply

in the east of London ; and whether her Majesty's
Government could give an assurance to the House
that measures would be taken early next session

to give effect to the recommendations of the Com-
missioners in reference to the supply of water in

the metropolis.—Mr. Bruce said he had received

no information of a deficient supply of water in

the east end of London, and the only communi-
cation ho had received on the subject was a letter

from the secretary of the New River Company,
stating that his attention having been drawn to a

question of his hon. friend he had written to the
East London Water Company offering assistance,

and had received a reply that there hud been no
deficiency. With regard to the latter part of the

question, the subject could be considered in con-
nection with the larger question of the local

government of London, when he hoped to give

effect to the recommendations of the Commis-
sioners.

The National Gallery.—Mr. Beresford
Hope, on Monday, called the attention of the

house to the present condition of matters relating

to the plan for the enlargement of the National
Gallery. The Government had provided him
with papers which he did not as-k for, and their

production was calculated rather to embarrass and
confuse an already complicated and entangled
qnesticm. He complained that having asked for

plans he had h.-en hurried back to the competi-
tion between the designs of Mr. Barry and Mr.
Murray. Neither of those designs was accepted,

hut one of those gentlemen was appointed, as a
natural consequence of the report upon the com-
petition, to prepare a design for the National
Gallery—but not the one which had been said

not to be fit for its object. An appointment
having been made on certain conditions, the

antecedent conditions had been produced in a
mutilated form, which appeared to be deprecia-
tory of the architect, and calculated to give the

public an idea that the whole work was a sort of

competition between Mr. Layard at Madrid, Mr.
Barry, and Mr. Murray.—The Chancellor of the

Exchequer announced that the Government had
come to the conclusion that it would be possible

to do something iu the direction of the enlarge-
ment of the Nationul Gallery during the present
session, and a supplementary estimate would be
laid before the house for that purpose in a few
days.

Supply.—On the house going into committee
of supply on the supplementary estimates, Mr.
Ajrton moved that £10,170 be granted for

alterations in rooms in the Houses of Parliament.
The hon. gentleman explained in a detailed
manner the alterations which were considered
necessary, and said that a committee had recom-
mended that the conference-room and some ad-
joining rooms should be converted into a prin-
cipal refreshment-room, and that the present re-

freshment-room and its adjoining offices should
be converted into tea and newspaper reading
roonis. That adaptation of those rooms would,
in his opinion, prove the best course that could
be adopted. It had been suggested and recom-
mended that part of the building should be pnlled
down, and a new refreshment-room be built ; but
he protested against the pulling down any portion
of the building, his opinion being that it was
better so to alter the internal accommodation to
adapt the building' to iuterunl requirements
without 'pnlUng down any portion of it and
then building new rooms. By his plan the

whole suite of rooms required would be under
one roof, with most convenient communication
between them for members. There was only one
point more, and that was that ho suggested that
there should be a joint service for the refresh-
ment-room, which the House of Lords declined,
but they made certain suggestions which he
thought unnecessary with respect to the refresh-
ment-room of this house. Ho should have been
glad if not a single stone of the outer walls was
touched, butas the Ilonse of Lords had expressed a
desire that there should be greater accommodation
ho thought the house would not object to the vote.
He might mention also that the ladies' gallery was
to be altered by giving them anadditionalroom, and
removing the grating which interrupted their view
of the house. (Hear, hear.) Anadditionalroom
was also to be provided for the reporters, who at
present were subjected to groat inconvenience and
annoyance, being obliged to take their refresh-
ments in a small and inconvenient room, in which
they had to carry on their very useful duties. By
the arrangement he proposed a convenient room
would bo allotted to them in which they might
take their refreshments in comfort. There were
minor improvements, among which was the cut-
ting of the principal window in the smoking-room;
so as to give members a view of the terrace, and
if that was found to be a good arrangement, a
further move in the same direction would be made.
It was also proposed that there should be a better
access to the strangers' refreshment-room, and a
means by which the privacy of the members" lobby
would be secured, while they would bo enabled to
communicate with gentlemen who wished to see
them in another room. All these rooms would
bo en suite, so that there would be the greatest
amount of accommodation given witli the least

trouble to members.—Mr. C. Bentinck criticised

the plan of the right hon. gentleman, which he
said was really based upon the acknowledged
plans and suggestions of Mr. Barry, whose treat-

ment by the right hon. gentleman had been so bad.
The continuity of the corridor would be spoiled by
a tavern bar, and the other pcnliar features of
the building would be destroyed, while the kit-

chen would be separated from the dining-room
by a distance of 90ft. and dinner would be
set vea without either lifiht or air. In conclusion

the hon. member moved to reduce the vote by
£7160, the amount ot the item for re-arranging

the refreshment department.—Mr, B. Cochrane
said he deprecated any arrangement which would
look like ingratitude to the late Sir Charles Barry,
and he saw no reason wliy the opinion pronounced
on the question by his own son should be disre-

garded.—Mr. Cowper-Temple regretted that his

right hon. friend had instituted a comparison be-

tween himself and Mr. Barry, with regard to

matters of architecture. The scheme appeared
to him very faulty, and especially as regarded the

distance between the kitchen and the refreshment-

room.—Lord J. Manners, while approving of the

plan in some of its details, expressed his regret

that the plan of Mr. Barry had been departed

from.—Mr. W. H. Gregory protested against

patchwork such as the proposed alterations indi-

datod, and threw out a suggestion that the vote

should be postponed until next session, when
some general well-defined plan of alteration could

be carefully considered and determined upon.

—

Colonel W. Fatten thought postponement of the

vote desirable.—Mr. Beresford Hope must dis-

tinctly state that Mr. Barry brought a scheme
before them in relation to the refreshment-rooms,

which was only postponed at the time by a posi-

tion taken by the Lords. That plan would incur

an outlay of £2i,000, but the scheme if acted

upon would have proved most satisfactory.

With regard to the proposal of his right hon.

friend, he must say that it would not hold water.

As to the scheme before them now, it would,

if agreed to, convert the portion of the house to

which it referred into a most uncomfortable eating-

house.—Mr. Ayrton, comparing the proposed

plan with that of Mr. Barry, said the plan of that

gentleman was that the refreshment-room would
be 24tt. long, and that the service of refresh-

ments would have to be carried the whole length

of that room ; while, by the present plan, the lift

would be more convenient, and the service would
be from the centre of the room.—Mr. Bentinck

understood that Mr. Barry's plan would have

furnished a room similar to that of the Reform
Club, and hon. members who frequented that club

cuuld readily form an idea ot what convenience

the proposed room was likely to afford.-^'The

amendment was negatived without a division,

and the vote was agreed to.—A vote of £21,074
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for the maintenance and repair of the Royal

palaces waa agreed to, as was also a vote of

.£80,437 for the raaintcnanoo of the Koyal

parks and pleasure grounds. The vote of

£123,807 for the cnmpletioa of public

departments wig next agreed to, as was also

the vote of £11,700 for the supply of furniture

for public departments.—On the voto of .-622,387

for the completion of the buildings of the Houses

of Parliament, Mr. Ayrton, in answer to several

questions, said that a committee of artists had

come to a imanimous conclusion that it was not

desirable to continue the mosaic decorations of

the central hall. The right hon. gentleman, in

reply to Mr, Neville Grenville, said that it was

intended to continue the plate-glnss coverings

over the frescoes in the central hull. The vote

was then agreed to.—Votes of £12,500 for the

purchase of land as sites for public offices near

Downing-street, and £24,083 for the enlargement

of public record depositories, were then proposed

and agreed to.—On a vote of £(i395 for the re-

pairs aud decorations of the Chapter-honse at

Westminster, Mr. Ayrton explained, in answer to

Mr. Goldney, that that vote would complete the

•works np to a certain point, the ro^f and windows
being finished, but without any attempt at deco-

ration. The vote was agreed to.—£7067 was then

voted for sheriffs' conrt-honses, Scotland ; £11,200

for the buildings connected with the University

of London ; £13,250 for the new buildings con-

iiecte<l with the University of Glasgow ; £6500
for the Industrial Museums, Edinburgh ; £5500
for the new works at Burlington House ; £101,245
for buildings connected with the Post Office and
Inland Revonno ; £9344 for the maintenance and

repair of the British Museum buildings ; and
£40,752 for county-court buildings.—On the next
vote, one of £80,i70 for surveys in the United
Kingdom, Mr. Stephenson said that it was de-

sirable that there should be a larger sale of tho.se

maps, but they were little suited to the purposes

for which they were most required.—Mr. Pell

observed that in these surveys some districts ap-

peared to be favoured. He thought some dilTer-

ent principle might be adopted with a view to

more uniform results,— Mr. Goldney, Mr. W.
Hoskyns, and Mr. Miller also expressed them-
selves dissatisfied with the mode in which the

survey was conducted.—Mr. Ayrton said there

was no subject which gave so much trouble, on

account of the ditferentjideas that prevailed upon
it at different times, as the survey. The expendi-

ture upon it was at the rate of £140,000, and
that continued during ten years would make an

expenditure of about a million and a half of

money. The vote, after some discussion, was
agreed to.

^.

PRACTICAL NOTES.
Pbotecting Beonze from Discolottbation.
—The fact that in all large cities, especially where
coal is burnt, bronze monuments quickly present
a dirty, black appearance, has incited the Society
for the Promotion of Mechanic Arts in Prussia
to undertake some experiments looking towards a
remedy. Analyses of ten bronzes, which were
remarkable for their beautiful surface, showed
that their constitutents varied too greatly to per-
mit the composition of a bronze being taken as a
cause of its retaining a proper surface or not.
Attention having been drawn to the fact that
those parts of public bronzes which were most
handled retained a fine surface, it was surmised
that the presence of fat might exert an influence.
The surmise has been tested by exposing for
some years a bronze which was daily rubbed with
oil, the excess being removed by a rag, along with
three others, one of which was daily cleansed with
water, a second treated in the same way but twice
during the year coated with oil, and a third was
left untouched. The first was very beautiful, the
third less so, the second had nothing of the beau-
tiful surface, too last was dull and black. It is

hoped that the discovery may enable us to pre-
serve the statues in large cities bright.

—

Journal
of the Fi-aiMin Imtttnte.
Glycerine Cement.—Professor Hirzel, of

Leipzig, has discovered au important use of
glycerine that ought to be more generally known.
He finds that when glycerine is mixed with fine
and well-dried litharge it yields a cement that
is capable of a large number of applications. All
metals and nearly all solid bodies can bo bound
together by this cement ; it is said to harden
under water as readily as in tho air, and to resist
a temperature of 500°. It is especially recom-
mended for such pieces of apparatus as are exposed

to the action of chlorine ; hydrochloric acid, sul-

phurie acid, sulphurous acid, and nitric acid ; also

the vapour of alcohol, ether, and bisulphide of

carbon, as none of these agents act npon it. The
cement can bo nsed in steam engines, pumps,

foundations for machinery, and, finally, as a

substitute for plaster in galvano-plastic and

electro-plating. Tho preparation of glycerine and

litharge to be taken must depend somewhat

upon the consistency of the cement, and its pro-

posed uses. An excess of glycerine would retard

the setting, as it does not readily evaporate. This

new use of glycerine adds another application to

a substance that only a few years ago was thrown

away.
Chinese Gold Lacquer.—The gold lacquer

lining of a Chinese cabinet, in the museum at

Cassel, pealed off, and thus gave Dr. Wiederhold

tho opportunity of studying the composition of

this substance. On examining it, he found par-

ticles of tin foil attached to the hcquer, so he

comes to the conclusion that this material formed

the ground upon which the laequer varnish was

laid. His attempts to imitate the varnish were

perfectly successful, and he gives the following

directions for the preparation of a composition

which closely resembles tho true Chinese article.

First of all, two parts of copal and one of shellac

are to bo melted together to form a perfectly

fluid mixture, then two parts of good boiled oil,

made hot, are to be added ; the vessel is then to

be removed from the fire, and ten parts of oil of

turpentine are to be gradually added. To give

colour the addition is made of 'solution in tur-

pentine of gum gutta for yellow, and dragon's

blood for red. These are to be mi.xed in sufficient

quantity te give the shade desired.

Jittejli((^itt[t

CHURCHES ASD CHAPELS.

Barton Parva, Suffolk.—A new organ
chamber has been added to this church, from the

designs, and under the superintendence of Mr. E.
Swinfen Harris, architect, of London. Mr. Wil-
liam Edwards, of Mildonhall was the contractor.

Basinustoke.—On the 10th inst., the little

pari.ih church at Church Oakley was reconse-
crated by the Bishop of Winchester, after having
been reconstructed, at a cost of £5000, from
plans by Mr. T. H. Wyatt, architect.

Bermondset.—The new church of S. Anne,
Bermondsey, was consecrated on Thursday week
by the Bishop of Winchester. The style of the
building is that of about the end of the twelfth
century. The interior is of plain brickwork, un-
plastered, with little decoration except bands and
arches of red brick, and carved cap-heads. Ex-
ternally the ends of the building are relieved by
red brick arches and string-courses, with Bath
stone dressings to angles and openings. There is

a stone spire at the south west angle GOft, high.
The roof is open-timbered and stained, the height
to the ridge being 42ft. The length of tho build-

ing is 101ft., and the width 49ft., and it is capa-
ble of seating 700 persons. Mr. J. Porter, of
Grange-road, Bermondsey, is the architect, Messrs.
Browne and Robinson being tho contractors.

The cost has been £3000.
BrAemar.—Thenew church atBraemar,which

was commenced about a year ago, was opened on
Sunday last. The cost of the church and spire is

about £2212. The building is in the Early English
Gothic, cruciform in plan, with semi-circular apse,
north and south transepts, north and west porches,
and tower and spire. The tower and spire, which
together rise to the height of 1 12ft., contain vestry

and belfrey. The architect is Mr. Robert Lamb,
of Darlington.

Goole.—The (Roman) Catholic chapel and
schools of S. Thomas of Canterbury, Goole, Yorks,
have been opened. The buildings are of a simple
and unpretending design of Gothic character, and
are built of grey stock bricks, with stone dressings
aud bands of black and red bricks sparingly in-

troduced. A commodious house, adjacent to the
schools, for the residence ef the incumbent, is

rapidly approaching completion. The works are
being carried out by Mr. Elliott, of Goole, under
the superintendence, and from the plans of Messrs.

Hadfield and Son, the architects, of SheflSeld. Mr.
Cairns, of Leeds, is the clerk of works.

Hornsea, near Hull.—A new Wesleyan
chapel has just been erected here. The building

is Gothic, of red brick, with stone and moulded

red brick dressings. Tho internal dimensions are

57ft. by 40ft., and accommodation is provided for

360 persons on the ground floor, provision being

made for inserting a gallery at a future period.

The pews are of varui.shel deal, without staining;

the pulpit and communion are of pitch piua.

Tho roof is open to one-half its lieight, showing

the curved principals and the rafters. The acous-

tic properties of the building are perfect. The
main entrance is by means of a ;porch, having

three richly-mouMod brick arches, carried by
isolated circular columns having boldly-carved

capitals. The total cost of the buildiug, including

a schoolroom 25ft. by IGft., minister's vestry, two
class-rooms, warming and lighting, &c., is about
£1200. Mr. J. K. James, of Hull, is tho architect,

and Messrs. Barr, of Hornsea, are the contractors.

NoRTHAir, Southampton.—The rebuilding

of this church is contemplated. Plans have been

prepared by the architects, Messrs, Gnillaume and
Parmenter of Southampton. The now structure

will be in tho Early Pointed style, of foreign treat-

ment, and will comprise a nave, side aisles,

chancel, organ chamber, vestry, and tower and
spire. The church will accomodate about 800
people, and will cost about £5000. The site has
been presented by T. Chamberlayne, Esq., of

Cranbury Park, who has also subscribed £500
towards the building fund.

PeCKHam.—On Tuesday week the foundation

stone of a new Baptist chapel was laid in James's-

grove. Commercial-road, Peckham. The chapel

will be a plain brick structure, without galleries,

and capable of seating 400 persons. Beneath the

chapel is a school. The only ornamental feature

will be the entrance, which will be approached by
a noble flight of steps, and is formed of two arches

supported by pillars of Aberdeen granite, with

ornamental caps. The pilasters will be of plain

stone, and the roof of slate. Mr. Joseph Thomp-
son, of Bedford-row, W.C, is the architect, and
Mr. Joseph Mitchell, of Camberwell, the builder.

Tho cost will be £1400.

BUILDINGS.

East Grinstead.—A large portion of the

Convent of S. Margaret, East Grinstead (illus-

trated in The Building News for Dec. 18, 1868)
was opened on Wednesday week. The building,

so far as it has gone at present, forms three sides

of a square, the middle portion of which, contain-
ing the chief entrance, only is completed. Ac-
cording to the designs, it appears that, at a cost

of about £15,000, about one-half of the chief

quadrangle is finished. Over the entrance in the
centre ;of the '.western front is a life-sized stone
crucifix, with S. Mary and S. John carved in high
relief, by Mr. Earp, who also filled a niche below
(at his own expense) with a figure of the patron
saint. The south wing is formed, so far as it has
reached already, by the refectory (now fitted up
as a temporary chapel). Behind this are the do-
mestic offices, comprising a very large kitchen,

scullery, pantries, laundry, &c. The north wing
has a number of sitting rooms on the ground
floor, opening into a covered passage on the in-

side of the building, and above these arc the

sisters' cubicles. At the north-west corner are

the school-rooms, class-rooms, oratory, &c. ; and in

the west, or centre portion, the waiting-rooms,

visitors' apartments, &o. The style of architec-

ture lis Early Second Pointed for the refectory,

the remaining portion being Plain First Pointed.

Mr. G. E. Street^ A.R.A., is the architect, his

services being given gratuitously.

Laister-Dyke.—On Saturday afternoon the

foundation-stone of a new Sabbath school was
laid at Laister-Dyke, Yorks. The building has

been designed by Mr. G. S. Pickard, architect,

will measure nineteen yards by twelve yards, aud
will accommodate 320 scholars. The total cost

will be under £900.
Newington.—The question of enlarging

Newington Workhouse is under consideration b

the Guardians. Under an order from the Poor
Law Board, an estimate has been obtained from
Mr. Jarvis, architect, for the building of a new
wing and other additions, to give accommodation
to about 400 more inmates ; the cost of which
would be about £18,000. A proposal has been

made (but has not met with much favour), to

erect an entirely new workhouse on land situate

beyond Peckham Rye, at a cost of about £60,000.

SavernAKe.—We learn that the Marqnis of

Ailesbury is about to re-medel a large number of

dwellings on his lordship's estate at Savernake, in

Wiltshire. Each cottage will contain a living room

,

scullery, and three bedrooms, with entrance porch

pantry, woodhouse, piggery, privy, cesspit, and ash-
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pit. E«ch dwelling will haro a hard and soft water

supply, with washing copper, pumps, sink, and a

fire clay baking oven of an improved description.

The Uvjng rooms will be fitted with ranges having

oren*, and the bedrooms will have small cottage

grates. Some of the dwoilings will have all their

bebrooms on the chamber floor, while in others

one of I he bedrooms will be arranged on the

groand floor. The cottages will be built of a

local red brick, made on his lordship's estates,

relieved with dark groy bricks. Th« roofs will be

covered with Staffordshire or Bridgwater tiles in

bands and courses, finished with an ornamental

cieskd ridge. The porches will have projecdng

roofs, snpported on corbels and brackets, and the

dormer windows will also have bold projecting

roofs. The cottages will be erected in pairs and

groups, affording 8lto>;ether a pleasing and rnstic

appearance. The works will be carried out from

the designs, and under the superiuttndence of

Mr. John Biroh, of Beaufort-buildings, London,
whose Wesigns it will be remembered, gained the

Society of Arts' Prize Medal and Premium, and
have been 8uc:cssfully carried out in many parts

of the country.

AVkvmouth.—The fonnda'ions of new infant

schools for the parish of Holy Trinity are being

put in, and the foundation stone will soon be laid.

The main part of the new building will contain

sbont IGOO superficial feet, and to this is added

at the north-west corner a wing enclosing about

400 square feet., thus providing accommodation
for about 200 children. The style of architecture

will be Gothic, Mr. G. R. Criokniay, of Wcy-
month, being the architect, and Messrs. Norman
nd Co, the contractors.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We do not hold onrsclves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. The Editor respectfully re-

qnesu that all communications should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimants

npOB the space allotted to correspondence.]

Received.-Atom. -J. T. B.-C. &-J. a—G. H. S.

•—W. A. 8—W. W.—D. II. t Co.-M. t/.—J. L.—
J. Jones * .Sons.—A. C—Kev. E. n.—W. U.-J. N.

-

M. llros.-W. & Co.-S. A J.^>. It. M.—T. W.—
Knquirer-J. B.-R P.-J. W. H.-T. K. S.-J. P. S.-
W.B. ^

J. E. EBDY.-With drawingof S. Paul'8, Kyhope.
T. VT. H.—Considered not suitable.

J. H. T.— Send the slsetch.

J. N.—Thanks for the suggestion.

tor.', oiiually acute and devout, grasping all the

work connected |with some large religious body,

intriguing for the architeet's removal, executing

the work (out of pure love .of the truth) some
hundreds of pounds dearer than respectable firms

would have done it for in similar fashion,—and

at last being thanked for it all in print, in terms

that might make Mephistophelcs blush. Is it not

possible for upright men, whether architects or

builders, to join in clearing away some of this

cant and j 'bbory which disgrace a certain stratum

of both professions?—lam Sir, &c.,

Candidb.

Cf0rr^.^pan(lein[^.

PLAN-DEAWING BUILDERS.

(To the Editor of The BciLDiNa News.)

Sib,—To those happy architects whose clients

know good work from bad it matters nothing

how many bnilders may set up as draughtsmen
of plans. To some others, however, the subject is

at times of consequence. There is always a sec-

tion of the public ready to jnmp at whatever

looks like a bargain, and so eager to save 5 per

cent in one quarter as to overlook the ohance of

losing 10 or 20 per cent, in another. To offer

such people drawings gratis is to catch them at

once; and when caught, it is difficult to pity

them. A very little common sense would tell

them what to expect when a builder offers to find

them plans for nothing if they will only let him

do bis work without inspection. The proposal

speaks for itself ; and in many cases I believe

these complaints about architects' conduct are a

mere pretext for putting it forward with a better

grace. To the scamping builder the architect is

a natural enemy, and his abuse is the highest

praise. Some dishonest men there doubtless are

in the architectu-al profession, and considering

that it is a perfectly open one, it would be some-

thing more than a miracle if there were not. The
question is, why do not builders expose them ? It

is they who have the proofs of their misconduct,

and it is they as well as the public who suffer

by it. To get rid of such men would be doinc;

the best service to honest people in both classes.

One has heard of architects who gain a high
repntation for liberality by preparing plant

gratis for public buildings of a certain sort. They
charge their clients ostensibly nothing ; theii

bills of quantitieii, however, cost from 3) npeveu
to 7 per cent ; they have a commission on good>
supplied, and perhaps another commission froii>

the builder. Bat one has ulto beard of contruc-

GUGLIELMO UA CASTELBARCO.

Sir,—The circumstance that Mr. Bedford's

drawing of the tomb of Gugliclmo da Castelbarco

should appear in The Building News on the

same d.iy that my notice of it was published in

the Athcnieum is remarkable. It would almost

seem to have been designedly intended, and in-

duces nie to send yon some further particulars of

that eminent individual whom the monument
commentorates.

Guglielmo da Castelbarco, the Lord of Liazana,

combined in his character many qualities which

are rarely found united ; he was an able ruler, a

wise governor, a clever politician guided by prin-

ciples of justice and the consideration which is

due to everyone ; in his manner he was extremely

courteous and polished, and by these means often

succeeded in difficult and delicate negotiations,

which, in the hands of one less solicitious not to

wound the personal feelings of the parties con-

cerned, would have collapsed to his own confusion.

Ho was also a very benevolent and charitable

man; his munificence was princely, bis piety

exemplary. Verona had every reason to be

proud of him, and to place his monument where

it might be conspicuously seen by aM her citizens.

It was in 1307 that Guglielmo da Castelbarco

began to build, on the ruins of the palace of the

Count di S. Bonitazio, the splendid church of S.

Anastasia, and the convent at the side. In 1313

he commenced rebuilding the church dedicated

to the Saints Fermo and Rustioo, along with the

monastery adjoining. In 1317 the works at S.

Anastasia, which had been for a short time

suspended for want of funds, were again proceeded

with, the completion of this church being one of

the three things, which, according to the Vero-

nese historian Girolamo dalla Conte, who
flourished in the sixteenth century, Guglielmo da

Castelbarco had most at heart. The two others

were, the completion of the new church of the

Saints Fermo and Rustico, and his own repent-

ance before God for his sins. Castelbarco resided

alternately at Verona, to which he was attached

by many friendships, and his castle of Lizzana in

the Val Lagarina, where, in his own right, he

ruled the territory around. It was here, in 1319,

that he dictated his last will and testament, in

which, among the many legacies to the poor and

the churches, Verona came in for a considerable

share. In the following year, on the 6th of

January, he died, and his body, as he had direc-

ted, was transported from Lizzana to Verona for

interment in S. Anastasia. Can Grande, who
then swayed the destinies of fair Verona, followed

the remains of his friend to the grave, accompa-

nied by the Podesta, and all the cavaliers and
persons of distinction in the city and neighbour-

hood, and there was a general mourning for him
among all the people, for Guglielmo da Castel-

barco had been universally beloved. The intimate

friendship of such a man speaks well for the

rulers of Verona, and his sympathy for Dante

AUighieri sheds an additional lustre on his name.

I am, &c. II. C. Baelow.

Newington Butts, Surrey,

July 25th, 1870.

the meauluu of the letter. We do not for one moment
wish builders to tender low for work; on the contrary,
" honest architects " will do all they can to advise
their clients not to accept the lowest tender. But we
do certainly require some kind of protection against
joiners and stuucmasons being architects. What is

the use of parents paying for tlieir sons to learn a
profession tliat is cut up by builders pretending to be
their own architects ? I would suggest that all " honest
archicects, I trust there are manv in thi.<i town—should
agree tliat on no account .shall "builders " bo allowed
to tender for tlieir work when it is known that they
draw plans. I am sure that builders would (Ind it
better for themselves, as also would the proprietor. I
never heard of bnilders buying their own cerliticatos
before. Surely "Builder" means the "joiners and
stonemnsoiis," who do a lot of business in a very care-
less way?—Yours, Ac,

One who Can Pboduce His Indehtdbes.
null,July26, 1870.

SHARP PRACTICE.

<|iitei[rammuitiptiait>

QUESTIONS.
[1902]—SURVEYOR OF TAXES—Can any reaJerof TriH

Building Nkws inform me what are the quuliJications

necessary to secure the post of surveyor^of taxes? Also, are
tlie Civil Service Commissiouera the examining body?

—

Assistant.

[1903.]—HOT OR COLD BATIl.—Can any reader give

mc inrormatioD on the fullou'tn^ points ? 1st. What means
could I adopt in order to get hot water from a wash-house
copper (on the ground floor) to a hath (on the first floor),

without carrying it? Will a pump answer the purpose? If

so, wltut sort, size, and price ? I hare an idea that hot

liquids cannot be pumped, as they would injure thepumpa;
is this idea correct, and if so, what other expedient can I

adopt? If, however, hot water can be pumped, I presume
that the 8»me pump will also serve to pump up cold water

from the butt ? 2nd. Would india-rubher or gutta-percha
tubing answer? Any information on these points would
obUge.—A Handy Man.

Sib,—A prentlcman sent for mc about some work be
wanted doluif. He told me the wuy lie tboui;ht of hav-
ing it done ; I told him it would uot bo riglit to do it

go. Ug then said ** Which way would you do it? I told

him, and he j-ald " You are right ; make out a specifica-

tion and tell me what you will do It for." I did bo. He
then (rut other tcnderB, which, I suppoBe, were less than
mln<'» and he had the work done Just as I had written

it down in my Hpecilicatlon, J want to know if any
of your numerous readers can tell me if I can get any
recompense for my trouble ?—Youre, &c.,

Manchester. J. B.

[1904.]—TESTING PORTLAND CEMENT.—Will any
one inform me what simple apparatus can he had for testing

the quality of Portland cement ; whether the iwstruraent

used by the engineer to the Main Drainage works isthcbeRt,

and if 80, where can such a one be purchaacd?—Wiltshire.

REPLIES.
[18!)7.]—GIRDERS.—A "Warren" Birder is so called

from its inventor and patentee, Captain Warren. As it has

undergone many changes since its first introduction, a brief

notice of its distinguishins? characteristies will be of service

to your correspondent. It is distinguished from the lattice

type by having only one series of triangles in the web or side.

[AA/\/V\/VVV^

Tins is sliown in llie accompanying cut, which represents the

eieration of a Warren girder. "Tlie lirst Warren girders had
tlie compresaive bars, which are shown In tlie cut by thick

lines, made of cast iron, but the failure of one or two examples

induced engineers to abolish the use of cast iron in these

bars, and make them of wrought iron. There are two other

points in which tliese girders differ from lattice ones ; one is,

tliat the angle of the sloping bars with the horizon is sixty

degrees, and the other, that the bars are united to the flanges

by pins instead of rivets. The Warren girder is always

taken ns the primitive type in calculating the strains upon
either a lattice or braced girder of any description.—Desigm.

"BUILDERS' DRAWING PLANS."
Sin.—I was much iileascd at neelne in your paper a

letter »i;,'m'(l "An Old Subscriber,'' and think that

your correspondent "UuUder" does not understand

[1898.]—RECLAMATION BANKS.—"Contractor "may
be assured that there is no " fancy " in the matter at all.

The Bea slope of every reclamation bank is always made
flatter than that upon t'he laud side ; the reason is quite clear.

It is upon the outer or sea slope that the water exerts its

destructive force, and it is there that the flatter inclination ia

required. " Contractor " need not think 3 to 1 very flat

for the outside slopes, for they are frequently made 6 to 1,

and sometimes Vi to 1. It all depends upon tlie force of the

sea and the nature of the material of which the bank is

composed.- L. M. P.

[1899.]—BOOKS ON HARBOURS.—The only really good

work on harbours is a book by Sir John Rennic, but the price

is very high. The plates are exceedingly well executed. Try

at Spon's.—V. S.

[1900.]—STONE DUST IN MORTAR.-If " G. J. C. C."

is carrying out any extensive works, or even any works thit

he is desirous of having built in the best possible manner, and

with the best materials, he should engage a strict and honest

clerk of works ; it would be his duty to see that the work

was properly done, and that no inferior or defective materials

of any kind were used. By this means " G. J. C. C." ought

to get rid of the anxiety caused by suspicion of his builders

honesty in trade.—J. W. It.

[1901.]-ARCniTECrUIlAL PERSPECTIVE.—The moat

thorough work on perspective, is Malton's, and one of the

worst ia Mr. Ruskin's. Probably the " Rudimentary Per-

spective," published by Wcale, will give Mr. Moore all that

he may require. Remembering the dilliculty I met with in

my younger days, in mastering perspective from books, 1

shall be happy to give Mr. Moore an oral explanation {con

amore) of the mysteries of perspective practice, if he will

liive mc a call, ^^y address can bo obtained of the Kuitor ot

Thk BuiLDUio Nkws.—p. E. M.
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STAINED GLASS.

BlOxwortit.—The cast window of liloxwortli Cliarch,

Dorsetshire, has just been filled with atnined ghiss by Messrs.

Hcaton, Butler, and Bayne, of London, tlie subject beinj^ the

Resurrection. The window is divided into three compart-

ments, the central one, rontaining a nearly life-sized fiRureof

our Saviour, with tlie Roman guards lyiti;; beneath, and on

either side the Virgin Miiry and the women who first came

to the sepulchre. Some stained glass horderinfj has also

been introduced into the side windoAS.

TiiK Fairford Windows.—,\ series of trnc'ns*, carefully

coloured, from the stained plaaa windows of Fairfurd Church,

are in course of being placed in the South Kensington

Mnseum.
S. Mary tiik Virqin, Woi.vbrton, Buck:^.— A. new

two-light stained glass window has just been inserted in this

Churcu. The subject is " The Anunciation ," and it has been

very ably treated by the artists, Messrs. Bell and A.lmoni, of

London.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

The DisiNPKCTroN of Sewkrs.—Dr. Stevenson, the St.

Pancras Medical Olli'-er of Health, reports to his Vestry that

several cases of enteric fever have occurred in the neighbour-
hood of the old Fleet sewer. Gray's-inn-road Uj has urged,

he says, upon the Metropolitan Board of Worka tlie proper

disinfection of tlie main line of sewers from which offensive

effluvia have of late been sent forth. Dr. Stevenson's repre-

sentation touches us very closely, for beneath tlie windows of

the office of this journal arc sewer openings which all through
the hot weather have been emitting the most nauseating and
dangerous efUuvia. Vfc (Lancet) have brought the matter
under the notice of the district health oilicer, but without
the slightest appreciable effect, and we have nothing left us
therefore but to echo Dr. Stevenson's call for such measures
of disinfection as shall prevent our sewers from poisoning us
outright. We do not hesitate to say that a very heavy reap jusi-

bility will rest ou the Metropolitan Board of Works in respect

of those great works of theirs beneath our feet should any
epidemic disease break out in London that may either origi-

nate with, or be aggravated by, the unwholesome condition

of the sewers.

DoNCASTEE.—The Corporation of Doncastev are tlircatened

with an injunction by the River Don Navigation Company,
if they continue to cast the town's sewage into the river Don ;

and last week a conference was held at the Mansion House,
between certain of the directors and a committee of the
Council, as to the best method of carrying the sewage for-

ward to the Corporation estate at Sandall.aiiJthere applying
it to the irrigation of the land.

SEhM^.

BriLDiNO Undeb Difficulties.—A writer

ia the South London Press Touches for the truth

of the following story, which is certainly one of

unswerving perseverance. About four years ago
an eccentric personage, who follows the pursuit

of bird-catching, purchaseJ a small plot of land

on the eastern side of Nunhead Cemetery. Here
ha resolved to build a good-sized six-roomed
brick house with his own hands. He at once Fot

to work, and has now nearly finished hia task.

Ho has been his own architect, bricklayer,

labourer, joiner, plumber, and glazier, and, what
ia still more strange, built the house without a
particle of scafTolding, and even carried his own
bricks from the maker's by the armful, as he was
able to alTord them. The work appears to be

very substantial, and does him great credit.

During the operations he has been living in a
small brick hut built by himself on the plot at

the onset.

A Day in the Country.—The workmen em-
ployed upon the extensive alterations and addi-

tions at S. Audrics, the scat of Sir A. A. Hood,
Bart., were invited by their employer, Mr. H.
Davis, oi' Taunton, to a day's excursion to Mine-
head on Tuesday, the 19th inst.,1 to which pleasant

watering-place they were conveyed in breaks,

omnibuses, &c. After strolling along the bjach
for some time, themen, t jgelher with some friends

connected with the works and estate, sat down
to a good and substantial dinner, provided by
Messrs. Fry and Langdon, of Williton. At the

rciiuest of the company, IVIr. Griffiths, the clerk

of the works, occupied the chair. The toasts of
the Queen and Royal Family, Sir A. A. Hood,
Sir Peregrine Acland, Mr. Norton, the architect,

Mr. Davis, the contractor, Mr. Griffiths, the clerk

of the works, Mr. Marrs, the general foreman, &o.,
were suoceesively proposed and very heartily re-

sponded to. Atter enjoying themselves th'iroughly,

they returned at a reasonable hour sifely to

Williton, wishing each other many happy re-

turns of the day, and success to their next merry
meeting.
FiBB Escapes.—As wo have frequently pre-

dicted would be the case, another terrible tragedy
has occurred, owing to the utter ineffinenoy of

our arrangements for saving the lives of persons
who find themselves suddenly in a burning house.
Six little children were burnt to death on Satur-
day morning in Waterloo-."oad, within a few
yards of the fire-brigade stition> This ciroum-

stance alone (says the Pall Mall Gazette') shows

the necessity of attempts being made to devise

and enforce the adoption of some more efficacious

means for the preservation of life than those at

present organised. If the fire brigade are unable

to save the lives of their next-door neighbours

on the occasion of a fire, ouV present system must

be akin to a mockery and a sham. It would be

far better to have balconies iu front of every

window in every house in London than that scenes

should be enacted such as that which horrified the

spectators on Saturday last.

A Stinking Town.—During the hearing of

a case at the present Stafford assizes, in which

one of the items in dispute was a claim for sewer-

ing several bouses erected by the plaintiff in the

town of Hanley, it was rem irked that there was

no public sewerage in that town.—Mr. Justice

Mellor (to the plaintiff) : If you had meant this

town I could have understood, for it is the most

stinking town I was ever in in my life. The

sewage is allowed to flow down the streets, and

one cannot walk out a dozen yards without meet-

ing with smells of the most virulent kind.—Mr.

Haddlestone : And yet strange to say it is the

only town which was not visited with cholera, and

it is the healthiest town on circuit.—Mr. Justice

Mellor : Then I suppose what offends our noses

does not affect our health. If the town was

sewered the inhabitants would probably miss some
favourite smell. (Laughter.)—Mr. Iluddleston:

That throws disciedit on all sanitary movements.
Indu8Tui.1l Abt in Wolverhampton.—

Whilst liirmingham is exerting itself, with pro-

verbial energy, to improve the teohnieal educa-

tion of the artisans and of the general public by
establishing an Art Museum, Wolverhampton has

just had the cultivation of art in the town and
district retarded by the action of its Town Coun-

cil. A collection of tlie productions of a country

in which art has been fostered for thousands of

years would be of ranch use to those staple trades

of the locality in which artistic ornamentation is

an important matter. The Government thought

BO, an<l asked Wolverhampton if it would take

one of the fifty more of the valuable collections

of the textile manufactures of India which are

now being sent out. The collection consists of

1000 specimens of fine art work, and photogra-

phic and chromo-lithographic plates of the pat-

terns of fonr hundred of the specimens. A com-
mittee of the Town Council recommended that a

part of the above collection should be purchased

by the Corporotion and placed in the Free
Library, where they considered that it would
meet with more observation than if it was bought
and kept by the School of Art. The proposal

was rejected, on the ground that only one portion

of the artisans of the town—the japanners

—

would bo benefited by it, and that, th^Teforo, it

was not for the Corporation to take the matter

up. But it has been justly inquired (says a cor-

respondent) " Is there no room for art decoration

in the manufacture of locks and keys " ; and
" Have chandeliers attained the^u'tlma thule of

decorative excellence ?" Further, the opponents

of the proposition seem to have pretty much
ignored the fact that it is as important to culti-

vate a taste for art work in the minds of the

general public, who are the purchasers, as in

those of the artisan's, who are the producers.

Payment for Extras.—At the last mooting

of the Poplar Board of Guardians, a letter was
read from Messrs. Baker, Nairne, and O.xley, so-

licitors, in reply to one from the clerk to the

Guardians, with reference to the payment by the

Board for the extra charges by the contractors for

the erection of the new workhouse buildings. The
questions submitted by the B.iard were whether,

under the specification, they were compelled to

pay 75 per cent, upon the " extras " before the

completion of the work ; and secondly, whether,

if they did so, it would prejudice such matters as

might be brought under arbitration? The reply

of the solicitors was to the cft'ect that under clause

9 of the agri'Cment the Guardians were bound to

pay 73 per cent, of the cost of such work only as

was mentioned in the contract, and they could not
be called upon to pay for extra work until the

building was fully and satisfactorily completed.

The Guanlians, therefore, were not bound to pay
£2000, notwithstanding a certificate for that

amount had been given by Mr. Morris, their sur-

veyor. It, however, the Guardians determined to

pay, the letter recommended that a receipt should
lie required iu such a form as would reserve to

each party the same rights with regard to arbitra-

tion upon the matter of any particnilar extra as

existed before payment.

The corner stone of new Wcsleyan schools for

Bolton, to cost £5000, will shortly be laid.

A new (Roman) Catholic schoolhouso is being

erected at Cowgate, Edinburgh, from the designs of

Mr. R. Anderson, at a cost of ilUOS.

A new infirmary is about to be erected in connec-
tion with the Freemen's Orphan School, at Brixton,

at an estimated cost of £833.
S. Luke's Church, Lower Norwood, is about to be

repaired and re-modelled, at a cost of upwarels of

£3U0O.
Messrs. Ilopkins, Gilkes and Co., have accepted a

tender for building a large viaduct for a branch oE

the North Eastern Railway system.

The last girder of tlie Sutlej bridge was hoisted

on the 13th inst., completing the comniunicatiou

between Lahore and Calcutta.

Now that the high level bridge scheme is aban-
doned, it is expected that a strong effort will be
made in the next session of Parliament to obtain the

necessary powers for constructing a tunnel under the

Severn at New Passage.
The Antwerp Exhibition will open on the 11th of

next month, and close on October 2.

A house that has just been built in New York, with
all the modern improvements, lias a billiard table in

the basement, a bowling alley in the cellar, and a
croquet-ground beautifully fitted up in the attic!

The clock in the new Meat Market, Smithflcld

(central roadway)being completed, and several makers
names mentioned in connection therewith, we beg to

say the makers were Thwaites and Reed.

The opening of the new Dorset County School

Buildings at Burton, will take place ou August 8.

The foundation stone of a new Wesleyan chapel,

at Shcphcrdswcll, Kent, was laid on Wednesday
week, by the Rev. Dr. Knowles, F.S.A.

The committee of judges for selecting pictures

and decorative pictorial art at the International Exhi-
bition next year is now completely named. It con-

sists of SIcssrs. Elmore, R.A., Marks, A. Hunt, H.
Warren, and Dillon, oil and water-colour painting ;

with Messrs. Redgrave, R.A. and Morris for deco-

rative painting in general. With them are associ-

ated Lord Bury, Lord Elcho, and Sir Coutts Lindsay.

Messrs ClmrchiU anil Sira'a sale on tlie 37t)i was a very

important one, as ttlere w:i3 a great variety of wood olfered.

and builders will be anxious to learn tlic state of the market

30 soon after the declaration of war.

The follovi-in;^ were llic principal parcels on sale ;

—

15,800 Spruce deals, &c.

4j^ 80O Quebec pine deals, fee.

1)61)0 s. Petersburg deiUs and battens.

50.000 Swedish deals and battens.

COCO Finland deals and battens.

400 Fitch pine planks.

180.01)0 Prepared flooring and match biarJl.

36110 l-'resh Norway spurs and jioles.

110 Fathoms lathwood.
320 Loads Qiicliec yellow pine timber.

2t)0 Loads Quebec red pine timber.

2500 Loads U.nntzic lir timber.

Stc.. &c.
Prices ruled as follows :

—
£ s £ s

Abolstjellow per Pctg. std. 7 6 to 8 5
8 d B (1

Ben?o handspikes per dozen 2 to 2 9
' £ s £ •

Bjorneborg yellow per Petg. std. 6 to 6 6

Christiana 1st yellow 3 X 9 ... per 120 12lt. IS 10

Ditto 2r,d yellow 2i x 6i Ditto 7 5 „ 7 10

Ditto 3rd yellow 2i X 6i Ditto 5 5„ 7
Ditto 1st white 3x9 Ditto 16 10 „ 17 15

Ditto mixed white 3 x9 Ditto

Ditto 3rd white 2i X 61 Ditto 6 6
d

Ditto spars 4in. to 6in per ft. run 1
£ s £ •

Calmar yellow per Pctj;. std. 7 15

Ditto lathwood ; per cbc. fm. 6 5

Drontheim Ist white per Pet;:, std. 10

Ditto 2nd ditto Ditto 6 0„ 5 lo

Ditto :lid ditto Ditto 5 6

Dram Ist yellow -25 x R\ per 120 12ft. 5 10,, 6 S

Ditto 2nd 'diUn2» x 05 Ditto 7 5

Ditto 3rd ditto 2i X Oi Ditto 8 10

Dram iBt white 2J X OJ "i"" ^ 0„ BIO
Ditto 2iid ditto 2* X 6i Ditto 6

Ditto :irJ ditto Sj x 0.1 Ditto 5 ."i „ 6 10

Dantzic lathwood per cbc. fm. 3 15
s d s d

Ditto common middling timber per load 55 „ 57

Ditto 1st middling Ditto 67 „ 77

Ditto good middling Ditto 55 „ 66

Ditto 2ud middling Ditto 57
£ s £ s

Gothenburg mixed white per Pctg. std. 8
Ditto 3rd white Ditto 7
Georgia pitch pine Ditto 12

Iliisuin mixed yellow Ditto 9 „ 10 5

llulmsund mixed yellow Ditto 8 13 „ 10

Pugwasli spruce 3 X per 120 12t't. 11 15 „ 12 5

Petersburg lathwood per cbc. fm. 6 0„ 6 10

Ditto GromolTa 1st yellow ... per Petg. std. 12 ID „ U 5

Quebec 1st bright yellow pine Ditto 16 „ 18 16

Ditto 1st dry bright Ditto 15 10 „ 16 10
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DittoM floated «... Ditto

ntM W dry floklcd Ditto

Ditto tadbngbt ^tto

Ditto Sod lotted „ Ditto

Ditto tad drr tooted Ditto

Ditto Srd bright Ditto

Ditto ltd pim ^ PO' •"*
Ditto jellow pino ^ Ditto

It
17
IS 10
12
13 10
8 15 to 9
t d »

77 «
S2 6 „ 85

Ditto imntjjdlow pine Ditto «l bought in

£
Stoclrrikan miied jeUo» p«r Petg. «ta. 9 10

Ditto ind jellow Ditto 8 to

IMtto Srd Tellov « ••;.•••• I'*
Ditto Biicd white Ditto 8 5

DittoSrd white Ditto

SederhuB 8rd yeUow ;-^^}^
ScUenSidTcUowS x 9 perlSOlSft.

7 15
9 6.

10
7 10

,

It ( ,.

13 10
12 10
8 ,

9 6 ,

• d
SoBdmll vellow ballu per load 39 „
Selkfted jellow ballu Ditto 3t „

£ >

Toraberi2ad yellow. 21 x t4,..per ISO 12ft. 6 10

Ditto 2nd white, 2J X 6i Ditto 8

Alderalla mixed jellow per Fetg. std. 8 15
,

Ditto Srd jeUow Ditto 8 10

Ditto mixed TeUow per Pete. std.

St Joho't l>t •pmce ... per 130 12ft. 3x9
Ditto 2nd ditto Ditto

Ditto SiddiUo Ditto

Swutwick 3rd yellow Ditto

Ditto mixed jeuow '..... Ditto

9 10
9
8 10

9 5

7 16
U 10

9 10
10 10
> d
40
35
£

9

Wybarglit yellow Ditto 10

Ditto 2ndyeUow Ditto "

Ditto lathwood percbc. fm.

Prepared Aooring boards.

Dram lit whits ] , per sqnare 7

Ditto let yellow I .Ditto 7
Toniberz 1st yelfow, 11 Ditto 12

Ditto 1st while, li Ditto in

Gothenborx 1st yellow, IJ Ditto 12

Ditto 1st white, t Ditto t

froderidutadt 1st yellow, IJ Ditto 12

Ditto do 1. Ditto 11

6

s d id

Ditto do I Ditto

Ditto do I Ditto

Ditto. 1st white I Ditto

Ditto, do I Ditto

Christiana 1st yellow, J Ditto

Ditto, 2td do, { Ditto

Frederickshald 1st white.J Ditto

Ditto, do, ^roored and tongued, | Ditto

®ipd(f ^{m>
TENDERS.

Kent.—For the Kent County Constabularj-. Mr. Martin

Bulmer, County Surveyor. Quantities by Mr. Geo. Ruck;—
Police Station, Canterbury.

Denuc Brothers £2490
Richardaott 2481
Gaakiu and Godden 2180

Judges 2170
Shrubsolo 2-148

Sollilt 2415
Wilson 2429
Naylar 23'JO

Adcock and Rces 2385
Epns 2354 10

Cozens Brothers 23l«
Matthews (accepted) 2iriO

Addition to Sittingbourne Police Station.

Tozer 520
Dowel, Dover, and Co 506

Sollitt 470
Epps 419 10

Sbrubaole (accepted) 419
Maidstone Prisons.—New Cook House, Bakehouse, &c.

Dowel, Dover and Co W.fS
Vaughan 1680
Avard and Abnett 1590
Bridje 1587
Clements and Wallis 168)

Anscomb (accepted) 1510

London.—For painting, &c., at Christ's ITospital:

—

lUywardand Son f»39 18 6
Pritchatd UU 18

13 C

8 C

Messrs. Churchill and Sim's next public sale will take place

on the loth Angust, with the usual assortment of deals, bat-

tens, timber, &c Much of the Dantzig timber was with-

drawn, as no doubt better prices can be obtained for the

full-sized descriptions. Altogether, there was a marked
advance in the ptices of Baltic goods, and a crowded room
jrave evidence of the anxiety to know the result of the sale.

The price of Petersburg goods has advanced considerably,

and the brokers did not seem at all anxious to force the Rale.

On the other band, consumers did not seem more than usu-

ally anxious to bid, and probably until prices are more settled,

will buy just for immediate consumption, until events on
the Continent are more advanced. Whether such a course is

judicious is a question upon which haidly any two con-

Eumers of wood agree.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
Ur COJfSTRUGTIOlT.

£.£.
Teak IomI IS 13 o
QoAbec, red pine .... 3 15 t »
(••«'„ rnlloir piDCt.. 4 4 15

•L John. N.a Telltnr
Qaeteeokk 5 15 fi 5

„ birch 3 15 5
., elm 4 5 5 5

DmnUk okk 4 5 6

„ ftr t 5 4 5
MemelBr S lo 3 15

RiK» S 17 3 S
SwedMi > t 13
Maau, QnefaL red pine S 10 5 5

,, 7AI0W ptD« .

.

3 10 5 5
Z^aifrood, DuiL fm. 3 15 5 10

Finland 7
Memel 7
Qothenburg', yellovr 9

„ whiu .

.

8
Gefle, yellow 10
8oderham 8
ChriRtbuiia, per C,
12 ft. by 3 bj 9 in
yellow 10

Floorinur Boards, per
•q. of Itn., flrgtyeL 7

Flrnt whius 7
Second quftlities •••• A
PCUICB STONE prtn 6

OILS, &C«

B. JE B.

8
9
10
9
U 10

9 10

8t P^imrir. A 10 6 10 ) Soel, pale .. p r tnn 3)1

QMbee, whlt4 prnee IS 17

tt. John,whiu irpnice IS 10 14

yellow pine, per re-
doeed C

CtutOM, letqmOltT.. 16 17

tad do IS IS 10
ArehanceU yellow .. 11 IS

8L Fetenborr, yeL.. 11 IS

SiH^rmbody 8« 87
Cod 40 C
Whale. Sth Se«, pole 37 10 %
Olive, QallipoU M
Cooouint, Cochin, ton 41 45
Pslm, fine 39 10

UnM9d 31 10 31 15
Bapetieed, Zng. pale. . 44 10 45
Cottonseed 29 35

Metals.
LKAD :—

flf, 7of«lirn per ton

^ Rnfflbh, W.B. do.

„ LeadOo. > do.

„ Otherbrandf • do.
SbeetlUlled do.

Shot, PaUnt do.
B«d oriDlnlain do.
I^lharffe, WB do.
WhitAdry da
„ p'^ondinoU do.

Coppxa :—
Brttlth—cake and inffot perton
BcecSelectwi da
faheet da
BoCtoma da
ABrtralian •*.•....•.•>•••...«•... do.
flpankhOak*
CuUBan cash

M reftnod ingot
lietal Sbeatblng A: Eoda per lb.

17 IS 6 17 !.->

I'J 5
18 l> 6 I» IS
19 18 i
18 10 e •
>1
1> U 10 10

«BOO MOO
»

n 7J 10

7» 7S 10 •
7« -8

SO •
7J 10 75

0*
65 10 67 10
n 73 10 «

Gj 6<

PatmanandCo 875
Shaw 85t

llichardsou 858
Morby 815

Pitman and Cuthbertsou (accepted) 789

London.—For limewhiting, painting, Stc, iufirmary at

St. Marylebooe workhouse. Mr. H. Saxon Snell, architect

.

Manley & Rogers £313
Clarke & Mannoch 267

Bamford & Son 2.30

Simpson 200

Phillips & Son 197

Longmire ic Barge l!iB

London.—For repairs, Sic, at No. 07, Old-street, St.

Luke's, for tho Holbom Board of Guardians. Mr. II. Saxon

Snell, architect :

—

Perry Bros £247
Cutler 187 10

Dcvereux & Son 109

Bamford & £ion 155
Sabey 152

Starkey 149 10

London.—For alterations and repairs at No. 72, Baker-

street. Mr. H. Saxon Snell, architect ;—
Simpson £222
Phillips & Baker 213 5

Stanley Bird 201 10

Bamford &Son , 201

Howard 197 10

London.—For alterations and repairs at Greville House,

Kilburn. Mr. II. Saxon Snell, architect;—

Green & Kmg £710
Phillips & Baker 680

Mauley k Rogers 1 074
Stanley Bird OtS

Smith 615

Howard 593

Crabbe & Vaugban (received too late) 593

London.—For proposed works at Tonbridge Chapel,

Euston-road. Mr (J. Judge, jun., architect. Quaatilies by

Messrs. Curtis & Son :

—

Cave £1064 2

Conder 908
Alford 961

Roberts 930
llebb 918

RiCKKAHswoRTii.—Fer Croxley Church.' John Norton,

architect, 24, Old Bond-street, W. Quantities by Mr.
Thacker, 22, Montague-street, Russell-square -.—

Gibson Brothers £2999 9

Chappell 2953

Wood. 2900

Nightengale t.... 28ti3 U
Walli Hook 2850

G. iSt J. Waterman 2849

Diment 2819
Price 2817

Coney & Mann 27»5

Hookham 2750
Bow.er 2H07

Holland 2271

BATH STONE OP BEST QUALITY.
Kasdell, Sadkdebs, and Compant, Limited.

Quarrymen and Stone Merchants, Bath. I,iBt of
I'rlcea at the (Quarries and Dep0t4; also Coat fur
Trauait to any part of tbo Uuitcd Kingdom, furoisbed
00 ippUcstlOQ to

BATU 8T0NB OFFICE,
ACTT.] Coribam, Wllti.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINft

ESTIMATES.

Denton (Staffordshire). Aug. 4.—lat. Tor the erectioa

of H new south win^;, for S. Chad's ColleKe. 2n(l. ¥ur the
erection and completion of kitchen, launury, gas liousc, and
otiiccs. Architects, Mr. W. Slater and Mr. R, If. Carpenter,

4, Carlton Chsnibers, 4, Regent -street, London, S.\V.

CoASTGUAttD Contract, Aug. 9.—For the erection d a
coastguard station, at Johnshaven, in the county of Kincar-
dine, Scotland. Director of Works Department, Admiralty,
Spring Garden-terrace, London, S.W.
RoYAi, SowTH Lincoln Militia, Aug. 4.—For the erec-

tion at llarrowby, near Grantham, in the county of Lincoln,

of twenty sergeants' quarters, an adjutant's house, and other

huildings, for the use of the Koyal South Lincoln Militia.

Fred Burton, Clerk of Gaol Sissious, Lincoln.

Lancashire and YoaKsniHe Railway, Auff. 16.—For
the construction of a branch railway, from North Dean to

Stainland, length about 1 J milea. Wm. S. Lawn, Secretary,

Hunt's Bank, Manchester.
KOTIIKaHAM AND KlMBERWORTH LoCAL BOAItD WaTBE-

WORKs, Aug. 16.—For the construction of a storage reservoir

on the Ulley and Morthern Bi-ooks, near Packman's Bridge.

W. Whitfield, Clerk to tlie Board, Board of Health Oflices,

Howard-street, Rotheram.
UxiiRiUGE Union, Aug. 5.—For the erection of additional

buildings at the Union House. Charles Woodbridge, Clerk,

Uxbridge.
The Great Indian Peninsula Railway Company,

Aug. 5,—For crossings, as per specification and drawing.

Thoa. R. Watt, Managing Director. Company's Oflices, 3,

New Broad-street, London.
Southampton, Aug. 2.—For 600 tons of the best broken

granite, and 2W tons of granite siftinga. Tl. S. Pearcc, Clerk

to the Ivocal Board of Health, Public Health Oflice, Audit
House, Southampton.
Stanningley, Aug. 11.—Forjthe erection of two dwelling

houses. Joseph Roberta. Architect, 18, Edst Parade, Leeds.

Stockport, Aug. 3.—For wruught-iron girders, with puri-

fier covers, wrought-irou bearers, and cast-iron platea, &c.

James Jacques Engineer, Gas-works, Stockporc.

St. Mary Abbott's, Kensington, Sept. 7.—For the

erection of a new infirmary and other buildings adjoining

their workhouse. Reuben Green, Clerk to the Guardians.

No. 1, Devonshire-terrace, Wright's-lane, Kensington.

Failsworth Local Board, Aug. 3.—For the construc-

tion of a main sewer. John Taylor, Clerk to the Board.

IIknley Local Board, Aug. 3.~For takin*; \x\y the

existing pitching in Bell-street, and providing and laving on

concrete new worked stone gutters, 8tc. Frederick Haslam,

Surveyor to the Board. Surveyor's Office, Uenley-on-

Tharaea.
floKSUAM, Sussex, Aug. 9.—For the erection of a villa

residence, with conservatory and stabling, to be built at

North Parade.
Bootle, Aug. 2.—For widening the Canal Bridge at Irlam-

liine, by the addition of iive cast-irou spandril girders on each

side ol the existing building. Thomas D. Pierce, Duyuty

Town Clerk. Municipal Offices, Merton-road, Bootle.

Bromley Local Board, Aug. 1.—For the construction

of about 11,000 feet of earthenware pipe sewers. Arthur

Jacob, Bromley, Kent.
Bruton Church (Somerset), Aug. 12.—For the restora-

tion of the nave of the above church. Messrs. Slater and

Carpenter, 4, Regent-street, S.W.
Leeds, Aug. 2.—For taking down and reconstructing fence

walls, and altering huildings for widening Humlet-road. C.

A. Curwood, Town Clerk.

Leeds, Aug. 6.—For the various works in fifteen houses

and three shops in Hunslet-carr. Richard Towsc, Architect,

Dewsbury-road, Leeds.

Leeds, Aug. 12.—For the erection of a new Weslcyan

chapel, proposed to be built at Garforth, near Leeds.

Geo. Smith, Architect, Popplewcll's Chambers, Bradford.

Lincoln, Aug. 15.—Parish church, St. Martiu's.— Fur the

building of a new church. 'William Stork Beckit, Architect,

Bridleamith Gate, Nottingham.
Leeds, Aug. 9.—For the whole or any portion of tho

works required in the erection of a chapel, with schools and

class-rooms, in Belle Vue-road. G. Gardiner, 9, East Parade,

London.
, . , ,,

Leeds, Aug. 12.—For the various works required in the

erection and completion of a villa residence at Woodland

Grove, Cliapel Town-road. Alfred II. Thompson, Architect,

14, Park-square, Leeds.

USEFUL NOTES.

Calcium Lights ok Caissons.-Mr. W. Milner Roberta,

who ia iu charge of the work at the S. Louis bridge, says :—
" We have used calcium lights only for our open-air work in

laying masonry on the top of our caissons, one hght on one

side, and one on the other, on diagonal corners; we found

that they distributed the best light when thus placed. We
had the oxygen gas lorced into copper gas-holders, with a

pressure of about 2001 b. to the square inch. These were

carried over from tlic city to the piers on a little steamer, and

the gas was conveyed to the burner through a small lead

Eipe. At first our reUectors were of glass, but so many were

rokcn that they were replaced by metal. A man remained

with Hie two burners through the night to regulate them
occasii>nally, and to mend the pipes when a burst occurred.

J'hey usually burn from eleven to twelve hours; and, with

the aid of some movable large reflector lamps, the masons
worked as well at night as in the day. The cost of the

calcium lights to our company wm 3dol, 75c. per hour each."

BANKRUPTS.

TO SURIlEMDEa AT BASINOIIALL-STREET.

Gcorjje VavaBseur, lavernnas-tcrrace, llammcramitli, iron

cburcli huiUer, August 3, at 2—James Laws, Stroud Green-

lane, builder, August 8, at 1.30.

TO SUREESDEE IN THE COl'NTRT.

William Allen, Birrainglwra, builder, August S, at U—
Frederick Richards, Wilmslon', CbesUire, civil engineer,

August i, at 9i.

PUBLIC EXAMINATIOKS,—ACT 1809.

T Roberts and T. L. Roberts, Walham-green, Middlesoi,

builders, Nov. 8—F. T. Yowill, Surbitou, builder, Sept. 16—
W. Pennington, Runcorn, builder, Aug. 4—11. and J. Mason,

Gatcabead, builders, Ang. 26—M. 1. Aleoek, Learaingtoa

Priors, builder, Aug. 21.

DIVIDEND MEETING.

J. Wakinskaw, Monkwcarmouth, iron manufacturer, Ang.

0.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.

Peter Weir and James Weir, Airdrie, and Lamb-liill, near

Glasgow, contractors, July 29—Andrew Knox, Glasgow
,

glazier, July 29—James Urqubart, Inverness, carpenter, Aug

2, at 12—Alcfander Cbnstie, Pertb, sculptor, Aug. 1, al II.

PiRTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.

Jolin Kenwortby and Joscpb Kenwortliy, Lower Opcushaw,

near Mancbcster, plasterers—R. llugbes, D. Henderson, and

U, Crawford, Liverpool, brass-founders.
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WATER—GOOD, BAB, AND GOOD
ENOUGH.

THE Royal Commission, of whom Sir W.
Denison is chairman, ami Dr. Frankland

and Mr. John Chalmers Morton his colleaguos,

say tliat absolutely pure w.iter is not tj be
fouml in nature. Even at the moment of its

condensation in the atmosphere from invisible

vapour to visible cloud, water absorbs gases,

and when it falls to the earth as rain it per-

colates through strata or (lows over surfaces

in some degree soluble, and dissolves quanti-

ties of solid matter varying from .'5lb. to

501b. in every 100,0001b. of water. Tlie

Commissioners give the following as the chief

characteristics of unpolluted water :
— "It is

tasteless and inodorous, possesses a neutral or

faintly alkaline re-action, rarely contains in

100,0001b. more than Ub. of carbon and
one-tenth of a pound of nitrogen in the form
of organic matter, and is incapable of putre-
faction even when kept for some time in close

vessels at a summer timperature."
This water may ba spoiled in its passage to

the sea in many ways, whicli may be brought
under two general heads, " Sewage "and" Ma-
nufacturing llefuse." Sewage is a very com-
ple.x fluid. A large part of its most offensive

matter is human excrement, and also urine
thrown down gulley holes ; but, mixed with
this, there is tlie water from kitchens contain-

ing vegetable and animal refuse, and tliat

from wash-houses containing soap and the
animal matters from soiled linen. Tliere is

also the drainage from stables and cow-houses,
and that frorn slaughter-houses. In fact, say
the Commissioners, sewage cannot be looiced

upon solely as human excrement diluted with
water, but as water polluted with a great va-
riety of matters—some held in suspension and
some in solution—but both present in such a
condition as to render it impossible, in the
present state of our knowledge, practically to

cleanse and purify sewage so thoroughly as

to make it safe for drinking even when
largely diluted with unpolluted water.

A great deal of the manufacturing refuse is

passed into the sewers as the readiest way of

getting rid of it, and then it merely adds
other ingredients to those already passing
down them ; but where the manufactories are
situated on or near a stream, and the water
made use of in the process of manufacture is

afterwards transferred directly to the river,

polluted by admixture with the special

matters used in the different processes, such
refuse matters can be treated separately as

manul'acturing pollution. These may be
classified thus : Pollution by dye, print, and
bleach works ; by chemical works ; by tan-

neries ; by paper making ; by woollen works
;

and by silk works.
Of tie different kinds of pollution affect-

ing rivers, animal organic matter as it occurs
in sewage is that which renders water not
only most offensive to the senses, but most
likely to injure health, both by its gaseous
emanations and its deleterious effects when
used as a beverage, llivers so polluted fre-

quently contain from lib. to more than 21b.

of organic carbon, and from l-31b. to Jib. of
organic nitrogen, in 100,0001b. Pollution by
vegetable organic matter, such as that caused
by dye and print works, stands next as regards
offensiveness, water so polluted being exces-
sively unpleasant not only to the sight, but in
warm weather to the smell. It often contains
twice 33 large a proportion of organic carbons
as sewage water does, but owing to the smaller
proportion of nitrogen in vegetable substances
it rarely contains more than l-31b. of organic
nitrogen in lOO.OOOlb. of water.

Chemical works contribute chiefly mineral

impuiities, which often communicate to water
extreme Iiardness and other di-iagieeable and
oven poisonous properties.

Having reviewed the remarks of the Com-
mission on gool w.iter and bad, let us see

what Ihey say iu respect of rendciing pjlluted
water good enougli to be allowed to iiow into

any river or stream from which it is not in-

tended to take water immediately fordoinestic

use. The proliibitory stamlaid is as follows:

—

(1). Any liqu'd C3:.taining, in suipension,

more tlian three parts by Weight of dry
mineral matter in 100,003 parts by weight of

the liquid.

(2). Any liquid cvilaining, in solution,

more than two p;ir s of weight of organic car-

bon, or .3-10 pait by weight of organic nitro-

gen, in 100,000 p iits by weight of the liqiid.

(3). Any liquid which shall exhibit by day-
light a distinct co'our when a stratum of it,

one iuch deep, is placed in a white porcelain

or eirtheuware vessel.

There are o;her stipulations which apply
more puticularly to ceitain manufacturing
towns, but as applicable to towns in general
the above are the most important ones.

This standard can be attained, says the

Commissioner.^, by the present known methoJs
of filtration, either through soil in the way of

irrigation or through filter beds. The C nn-
missioners regard the irrigation of land with
town sewage in a different light to that in

which it has been usually regarded. They
say that the purification of sewage by irrigation

takes place when it pisses iliroiirjh the soil to

a considerable depth, and not merely, as lias

been often said, by running over its surface.

The Commissioners find that the filtration of

sewage through either porous soil or sharp
sand has the same effect in purifying it that

irrigation has ; that is to say, it purifies it to a
degree which makes it admissible into rivers

or other streams such as we have mentioned.
The only difference between the two processes,

viz., simple filtration and irrigation, is that

the former is not remunerative, while the
latter is so. Of course, the advisability of

adopting one or the other method will depend
in any town on the facility for actiuiring land
for the purpose of irrigation. AVhere that can
be done at a reasonable outlay it is the better

method, but where land cannot be had the
other method claims attention.

It is curious that so many attempts to filter

sewage having failed, this simple method of

dealing with it should be the one at last re-

commended by the Royal Commission ; but
when we consider the manner in which such
attempts have been made, it is clear that it is

not filtration that has been wrong but the
mode of filtering. There are three ways of

passing water through a filter bed—(1) hori-

zontally, (2) upwards, and (3) downwards.
Both the former methods have been tried and
have failed, for good reasons given by the
C!ommissioners ; the latter method, however,
is the one they find to effect a purification of

the sewage. When water or sewage is passed
upwards or sideways through sand or other
filtering material, the interstices become full

of liquid but devoid of air ; whereas, by down-
ward filtration, after shutting off the sewage
from one bed and turning it on to another,

and so on alternately, which would be the
method adopted in practice, the air follows the
last of the sewage down into the sand, and
thoroughly permeates it ; and when sewage is

again turned on to that bed it encounters air

in its descent and becomes oxidized or puri-

fied to the degree recommended by the Com-
missioners as admissible into rivers. It is not
difficult to see why this latter method should
be so much better than either of the others.

By this method the matter held in suspension

in the sewage is arrested on the surface, where
it can be easily got at for removal, while by
the horizontal method the .solid matter lodges

amongstthe filtering materials and fouls it, and
by the upward method the same matter lodges

underneath the filter bed, and is difficult to be

got at for removal, besides the inconvenience

resulting from the lighter partichs of it being
carried up into the filtering m.ateriala and
fouling them.
The inquiries into the pollution of rivers in

Lancashire were expected by the Commission
to rem!t in sorai pra;tical cmclusions upon
the influtnc ! of sucli rivers on the health of
the people, anlquei'ioni were addesseJtoall
thi mu'iicip il b )du a and B)irdi of Health
within the Mir oy and Ribble districts

w]ieih;rthe river, stream, or canal pissing
through or by thtirtjwn was a source of ill-

health ordiscomfiirt ; and hiving before them
the opinions of the authorit es on this sub-
ject, and having also the actual statistics of

mortality within ihirir rer-pective jurisdic-

tions aad inforinatioi on the density of popu-
lation, on the number of cellar dwellings in-

habited within the p'aoe, the provision of
water-closets and priviis, the sufficiency of
the water supply, and other points bearing
generally on tlie health of the people, and
having made themselves acquainted with the
condition of the running waters throughout
the distiict, the Commission are not able to

say whether the liability to ill-health in any
town is influenced by its proximity to a filthy

river. This is paitly owing to the incom-
pleteness of the health statistics laid before
them; but, besides this, it was with astonish-

ment the Commissioners found that Boards of

Health in sever.il largo towns, and many
smaller ones, were not able to inform them
of the death-rate within their districts, still

less to give them information of the health
within particular divisions of those districts.

WORKMEN'S INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

THE organised efforts of working men for

their own improvement, whether in trade,

in political representation, or in their social

condition, have become rather a feature in the
present age. We hear, and consequently we
think, more about the working classes than
we were wont to do ; and whether the move-
ment we refer to is due only to a band of

noisy agitators for working men's rights, or is

the result of deeper and more genuine effort

on the part of the whole body, we cannot but
marvel at the changes it has effected in a
comparatively short period of time. The
same spirit which in one place has given us
strikes, in another, properly directed, has
produced an international exhibition, and such
a result as this is sufficiently surprising. Those
who have watched thegrowth of exhibitions

—

and especially international exhibitions—since

the first success in 1851, will long before now
have become heartily weary of them, and we
must confess that we started for the Agricul-
tural Hall rather in this frame of mind. The
promoters of this gathering have laid great

stress upon a point of really very little im-
portance, except to the men concerned

—

namely, that all articles should bear the name
of the actual workman or artificer engaged in

their production, and they have determined
to award no prizes except to the men them-
selves. Now, from an exhibition point ofview,
we little care, so long as a thing is really good
of its kind, what workman made it if we know
that it is to be obtained of Messrs. So-and-so.

Of course, in objects requiring great art and
skill in their production, it may be interest-

ing to Icnow the name of the artist; but the
names of a string of men engaged on a kitchen
range, a pocket knife, or a saddle, carry with
them no interest, and convey no information
except to half a-soore of men working in the
same shop, though the publication of these
names may perhaps do good in stimulating
the men and encouraging them to further
exertions by making them take a pride ia
their work. But the promise of furnishing
us with the names ol the men isbut very poorly
fulfilled ; in f.ict, we should say it was the ex-
ception rather than the rule—some of the
foreigntr.s, be it observed, having complied
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with the regulation better than the English

exhibitors.

The Agricultural Hall, although in our

mind inseparably connected with cattle shows

and live stock, is not at all a bad building for

an exhibition; and if the roof was only so con-

trived as to keep the rain off the goods it

would be as fit a buildin" for the purpose as

any in London. On the morning of our
visit, and during a lieavy thunderstorm, the

whole place was dripping, and tlie poor
foreigners running about and wringing their

hands. The main entry is far from imposing,

as the visitor finds himself opposite the under
side of the orchestra, which the authorities

dUcovered to be unsafe the day before it was
wanted for the opening ceremony. A new
platform had to be erected in front of this,

which still remains to monopolise a great part
of the space, and to cover, as far as possible,

the empty floor space, for the hall is far from
full, and the exhibition has an air of incom-
pleteness and disorder which is very distress-

ing. Now, with no wish to be severe upon
the authorities, we must point out one or two
matters to which, if the thing is to succeed
and to be a credit to them, they must imme-
diately direct their attention. Firstly, the
catalogue is practically useless, and ought not
to be sold to mislead the visitor ; surely by
this time they ought to have something ready
and fit for use. It is too late to say
anything about classification, which has appa-
rently received no attention at all, but the
labelling should be put in hand at once ; many
of the objects are only distinguished by their

direction card to the committee, and many
more have no distinguishing sign at all.

With regard to the objects, of course in such
a display it is impossible to avoid some con-
tributions, but we think that a little discre-

tion would have saved the committee from a
needlessly large proportion of things which
should never have been admitted—gentlemen
with ingenious models which play wonder-
ful tunes on the deposition of a penny in the
hole in the roof, penny peep-shows, vendors
of cheap sweetmeats and bad scent, wonderful
needles, and invaluable household cements.
Then there is a large class of objects which
claim our attention merely from the fact of
their being made of materials of which they
have no right to be made — pictures in
shavings and wool-work, ruins in shells, and
flowers of fishbones ; more objectionable than
all, a class of petty tradesmen and toy sellers

who pester you to buy sL^penny trumpery,
and who, if you are rash enough to stop
opposite their stalls, feel insulted if you do
not buy something. Why not move them all

into a comer of the gallery by themselves, and
constitute them a chamber of horrors at two-
pence extra ? After a careful examination of
the display, we came to the conclusion that it

might be divided into two classes—things
done by untaught workmen which would
have been better done by skilled artizans,

which were, in fact, " very good considering
;"

and, secondly, the ordinary run of objects
which one meets with in exhibitions, difl^er-

ing from them only in the mode in which
they are labelled. Now, of course, the former
class is the more distinctive one as a feature
of the display, and it is with this class we
have to find the most fault. If a carpenter
be a good workman, and choose to devote his
spare time tomaking some piece of wood-work
or furniture which shall be taking him a
little above and beyond his ordinary sphere
of work, we should be the first to applaud his
effort and to reward him in any way in our
power, but if he devotes his energies to mak-
ing a lock, or some piece of metal work
which any smith would do infinitely better,
and with infinitely less trouble, we should
deny to him all praise for his undertaking.
There is a certain class of men who are con-
stantly trying to do skilled work other than
that to which tliey have been trained, and
the Agricultural ilall abounds with the pro-
ductions of these men.

Whenwe had occasion to notice the drawings
sent up by the School of Art students we did
not, as we might have done, allude to the
occupations of the prize-winners. We might
have shown that plasterers, carpenters, and
labourers, properly taught, had sent up some
of the most careful works ; and it is painful
with these drawings in view to see the mis-
directed art efforts of working men in this

exhibition. In fact, the art at Islington
is most deplorable. From the wretchedly
bad sculpture in the hall we get
to the pictures in the gallery, which are
worse. The Pantheon, which usually con-
tained a collection of second and third-rate
works, was a heaven of excellence compared
with the trashy collection of furniture paint-
ings on these walls. What on earth have
they to do with working men, or in what way
did they get into the exhibition ? They will
do more harm in vitiating the taste of the
visitors than the rest of the exhibition will

do good in improving it.

But we must pass on to a brief consideration
of the foreign goods in the exhibition. The
countries appear to be disposed in strips ex-
tending transversely across the building.
France is represented by an enterprising
vendor of cheap coffee, backed up by the
proprietor of an ingenious contrivance for
using it. Denmark sends some very nicely
designed pottery in imitation of Etruscan
ware. There was no exhibitor's name to the
stall, and no label, in fact, of any description.
The goldsmiths' work exhibited by V.
Christesen is very beautiful, and the combi-
nation of the precious metal and the use of
oxydized silver very appropriate. From
Denmark, also, we have some first-rate mar-
queterio work and some wonderful ivory
carvings for the royal chapel. The latter are
the work of J. L. Griesing, in the employ of
Messrs. J. G. Schwartz and Son, of Copenhagen.
The objects contributed by Italy are of a
very costly character, and savour very little of
the working-man element. Thus we have the
most elaborate Florentine marble mosaic tables,

and a costly cabinet with inlays of precious
marbles and lapis laznU. The Roman
mosaics set in brooches and trinkets are all

labelled in great red prices for sale, and look
more like show goods in a shop window than
objects in an exhibition. The same remark
applies to the cameos, which are certainly re-

markably cheap. The carved wood-work on
the other side of the hall is perhaps the best
work of the kind in the exhibition, but we
were sorry to see so much time and skill

wasted upon the copy of a design for a ruined
arch. From Bavaria we have the usual work
in buckhorn and the fret-saw work already so

well known, and stowed away near the re-

freshments are some interesting objects from
the Netherlands. Why they are banished in
this way from the other foreign countries we
cannot imagine. Perhaps the committee felt

that until their country was annexed their
geographical position was uncertain.

It may perhaps assist the visitor, in the
absence of any guide, to state that we have
discovered traces of some foreign country or
other in a remote angle of the gallery, and
that we have reason to believe tliat France
makes up for her deficiencies down stairs by
selling fancy flowers near the peep-shows. A
thin belt of objects, dividing the hall into two
nearly equal portions, is contributed by the
Government of Bombay, and, except that we
miss its special reference to the aims of the
exhibition, it affords an excellent idea of the
various branches of native industry. From
the colonies we pass on to the mother country,
and here there is too much to do justice to in
a single article. Much that we have said of
the exhibition generally applies specially to
England. Indeed, the works of the foreigners
are upon the whole better labelled, managed,
and displayed than those of our own country-
men, and we believe that this is entirely due
to the better organization to which they have
been subjected. Of course, in foreign countries.

a committee was formed for the reception and
despatch of the goods, a Government or
municipal grant obtained for the expenses, and
some one was made responsible for the display
as a whole. Now what strikes us most forcibly
is the absence of any such organization on the
British side. Nobody has to see that the
things are properly cared for and arranged,
and the consequence is that, except in the case
of a few large firms who have gone to con-
siderable expense in displaying tlieir work,
the bulk of the objects are in confusion. It is

as if a few men—quite ignorant of the diffi-

culties and obligations of an exliibitipn—had
talcen a big room and let anyone come in and
do as they liked ; and the sooner this impros-
sson, which was unavoidably forced upon us,

is removed, the better it will be for the
chances of success. We may mention, in con-
clusion, a lew of the objects which attracted
our attention. Mr. J. T. Wilson has an oak
lectern and pulpit, designed and executed by
himself; the carving is very fair. The pulpit,

we notice, is incomplete. Messrs. Hampton
and Son show a drawing-room chair, designed
by B. Lucraft and executed by J. Walker.
The design is peculiar, from the use of carved
stays between the seat and back to give extra
strength, and the introduction of a monogram
painted on plate glass as a panel in the centre
of the back is curious. ^Messrs. Moseley and
Company exhibit their electric bells. Messrs.
Cox and Son have some very good ecclesias-

tical furniture and metal work. We noticed
a double-top engraved lectern, which is

assigned to the following workmen : makers,
J. Shelley and J. Wilson ; engraver, H.
Sallows ; polishers, J. Price and W. Price.

Perhaps the most thorough display in the ex-

hibition is that of Messrs. Mappin and Webb
—the names of the workmen in every branch
of trade being most carefully attached to each
object. Thus, a gilt cake-plate, price £8 83.,

is the work of the following men : designer,

Jefferson ; modeller, Barratt ; caster, Garrad
;

raised by J. Stanbrook; chased by Harrison;
engraved by Davison ; mounted by J. G.
Simester

;
polished by J. Salt

;
plater, Mill-

wood ; superintended by W. Duddleston. On
the same card are also enumerated the follow-

ing trades which do not apparently come into

operation on the object in question : stamper,
embosser, spinner, and finisher. The excellence

and finish of all the articles shown by Messrs.

Mappin, and the artistic manner in which they
are displayed, deserves the utmost commenda-
tion. Messrs. Blews and Son send some very
good wood-carvings.

The furniture, upon the whole, is poor and
below the mark, chiefly owing to the absence
of good design— a point in which work of this

kind too often fails. There is avery good ward-
robe of Roberts's firm: F. Tavcner, joiner, and
J. Wayraark, polisher ; and an oak panelled
door, with no names of exhibitor or workman.
We cannot now go into the machinery, some

of which is very interesting ; and we must
reserve for a subsequent article what we have
to say on the subject of graining, in which
branch there is a strong competition. We
see from the catalogue that there is to be a

workshop competition, but we fear that the

committee will find this a very awkward
matter to arrange. Although we have been
compelled to find a good deal of fault with the
management of the exhibition, we should be
sorry to condemn the display itself. Those
who are accustomed to go through collections

of this kind will soon find out tlie interesting

objects ; but our chief complaint is that this

has not been done for us beforehand by some
competent j udges. Finally, we would impress

upon all those who are interested in workmen
and their doings to go and form their own
opinion upon the correctness of our strictures,

and above all to take warning here and
avoid the danger in any future working man's
cxliibition of collecting the productions of

workmen in their idle hours instead of the

masterpieces, if we may so call them, of their

own legitimate handicraft.
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SUNDRY DECORATIVE WORKS AT
THE KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

IN examining some of the other decorations

at tlio South Kensington Mtt3uum,a(iue3tiou

ut some importance meets us at the threshold.

This is, whether or not the ornamentation of

an apartment should bear any particular re-

lation to its contents, and if ao, should or

should not this be in strict liarmony with

them ; The South Kensington authorities,

and those whom they have employed, have by
tlieir works answered this question iu the

atlirraative ; we, on the contrary, are inclined

to do so in the negative. Wo do not mean to

contend tliat artists should not take for illus-

tration subjects which bear upon the processes

or the history of tho art manufactures to

which a special room or gallery is devoted,

but tliat we think it is a mistake to imitate

tliroughout its ornamental details those of

the objects exhibited within it. Thus we
should not wish to see the Elgin marbles

housed in a place richly embellished with

the hackneyed Greek ornaments of the

honeysuckle, &c., or the sphinxes and cary-

atid* of Egypt in one dressed up with those

adopted from the leaves of the lotus. Conse-

quently, we consider Mr. Owen Jones has

erred in endeavouring to give an Oriental

aspect to the portion of the exiiibition in

which the cases of draperies, dresses, and arms
from India and Turkey, and the pottery, &c., of

China and Japan, are shown. In the first

place, liowever excellent the design of such

decoration may be, it is next to impossible to

find English workmen capable of executing it

with the same freedom and grace as the

cunning craftsmen of the East, in whose
families, from generation to generation, the

secret, or, at least, the peculiar skill of the

separate branches of their delicate fabrics, has
been preserved. Either the decorated walls

and ceilings which surround such objects, or

the fabrics themselves, or both, [must sutler by
the comparison so forced upon the spectator,

and we do not hesitate to say that it is the

occidental imitation that goes to the wall in

this competiiion, but, unfortunately, not with-

out inllioting an amount of injury, though
not a corresponding one, upon those precious

Oriental objects of vertu, themselves. After

all that can be, and is, justly said in the

praise of these works, the simplicity, and what
we may call the low aim of Eastern designs,

is apt to pall upon ani create a satiety in the

minds of spectators ; and we have often found,

after an inspection of the beautiful Indian
Museum at the India Office, that the in-

terminable repetition of diapers and other

linear arrangements becomes slightly weari-
some. It is the exquisite reftnement in their

texture and coloring that is their enduring
charm. It stands to reason, therefore, that if,

besides varieties of shawls, our eyes whitherso-

ever we turn them are met by the oft-re-

curringshawlpatternsabove, below, and around
us, executed without the same degree of refine-

ment and Ijeauty of coloring possessed by the
originals, we end with a mental recognition

that
Of patterns ronndcd, pattoms Bqaarc,
Of patterns pretty, patterns fair

;

Of chaaingH smooth aud ehasiugs rough,
We thauk the ludiea we've had enough.

Another practical disadvantage of this deco-
rative treatment of the space referred to is

that the delicacy of the work appears to be
thought so liable to injury from the fumes
of gas that this portion of the museum is sel-

dom lighted up in the evening, the very time
when the articles displayed in it would under
this artificial light appear to their bjst ad-
vantage.

On the whole, we think there is but slight

doubt that the decoration of buildings or

apartments destined to contain pictures,

statues, or objects of rich and beautiful work-
manship should be restrained and kept in sub-
ordination. It need not be poverty-stricken
or bald, 1)ut it should be quiet and refined

;

and there should be no attempt at either imi-

tation of, or competition with, the character

of the contents, and the colors chosen should

be such as would enhance by contrast those of

the objects exhibited. Such has been the

judicious aim of the decorators of the New
Royal Academy saloons, and such wo should
recommend for all similar purposes. Are
we by this limitation imposing an undue
restriction upon the talents and efforts of

designers \ Not .so ; there is ample space in

every public building, and certainly there is

at South Kensington, for their employment
and encouragement, and their work could be

wisely confined to such apartments as the

refreshment-rooms, and the staircases, corri-

dors, &c.

Perhaps we ought to except from these

remarks the treatment of the alcoves in the

large court. The whole of the South Court

is arranged more ornamentally than the rest

of the Museum, and there are comparatively

fewer objects in it, and spectators feel, as it

were, that they have leisure to look about

them, and therefore the alcoves, as they are

called in the guide-books, or arched recesses

in the upper portion of the walls, can claim a

fair share of attention. Fourteen of these on
each side are intended to contain portraits of

eminent men of all ages connected with the

arts. These pictures are in mosaic, and from

the cartoons of some of the most celebrated of

the artists of the modern English school.

The opportunities of this character that

have been afforded to painters have been so

few of late years that their efforts are neces-

sarily tentative and experimental. Even the

material is novel to them, and therefore great

allowance should be made in any criticism as

to the result. It seems to us that though
mosaic is an enduring and admirable material

for decoration, it needs broader and bolder

treatment than it has here received, and the

backgrounds should be more varied and
broken in tint. It appears almost as if it

were going to useless trouble to compose them
of small tesserre if these be chosen of so uni-

form a tint that the result looks as if it had
been cut out of gilt paper and scored with a

few lines. However this may be, their pic-

tures can really only bo looked upon as paint-

ings in a gallery—a series of historical por-

traits—and not as examples of decoration.

They, and Mr. Godfrey Sykes's colouring of the

construction, are but little in harmony. Simi-
larly out of unison are Mr. Moore's clever

proscenium at the Queen's Theatre and the

patterns and colouring which surround it. It

is useless to expect to obtain a satisfactory

general result by the combination of separate

works even by the ablest hands ; one master-

mind must direct and control the whole.

Pictures are one thing and decoration is

another, and the two cannot well be com-
bined in the same apartment. Pictures are

rightly isolated in frames, and need a quiet

and unobtrusive background. Decoration is a
picture in itself, and will not bear interrup-

tion or the interpolation of others in its midst.

These principles need to be borne in mind in

the treatment of domestic interiors. We have
lately seen a tolerable compromise when in

lofty rooms a band of decoration like a frieze

is continued round them immediately below
the ceiling, and upon space intermediate be-

tween this and the dado, purposely left a
quiet tint, pictures are arranged ; but this, at

best, is but a compromise. Each part is alone
satisfactory when viewed by itself, and, as a
whole, no very charming effect is the result, the

two classes of painting clashing more or less,

Leaving, however, for the present these

larger courts, as our space is limited, we will

glance for a moment at one of the newer gal-

leries above. When we enter the Ceramic

—

we beg pardon, and bow to South Kensing-
ton authority and say the Keramic— Gallery

we are again met by the attempt to make
everything correspond, and with the feelings

of the ancient mariner, when nought but

water met his ken, we -begin to look with dis-

may upon the crockery, crockery, everywhere.

Our old friends, the porcelain-cased columns,
of which we had had quite enough in the

Central Refreshment Room, present them-
selves again here apropos of tlie contents of

tho Museum, and certainly, in our opinion,

appear to still greater disadvantage than those

in the room below, for among the old speci-

mens of Flanders, Persian, and Chmese
earthenware their cold and glistening crudity

becomes painfully obtrusive. We much
prefer another rather original attempt at deco-

ration which has been made in this gallery in

the method of lighting. Two powerful
burners have been placed outside the semi-

circular windows which occupy the heads of

the arches of the several bays, and the glass

has been painted with designs by Mr. W. B.

Scott, the artist, who has produced a thought-

ful and well-considered scheme for the subjects.

These paintings will thus be visible by day
aud by night, and the tempered light thrown
by these windows upon the interesting objects

with which this gallery is filled is especially

pleasing. To this series of glass paintings we
intend to recur upon another occasion, as they
well deserve more careful examination than
we have as yet been able to devote to them ;

to such opportunity we defer, therefore, any
further remarks on this subject.

SOUTH WINGFIELD MANOR, DERBY-
SHIRE.

MR. EDMUND B. FERREY has been
fortunate in his choice of the subject of

this monograph, and has done excellent j ustice

to it. South Wingfield Manor is, as he says,

a charming old manor, one of the most inte-

resting in Derbyshire, which, though now in

ruins, still has a very considerable part of the

architectural portions of the building remain-

ing in an admirable statetif preservation. To
its present possessor, the Eev. Imanuel Hal-

ton, the thanks of the public, as well as of

architectural students, are greatly due for this

condition, as thatgentleman takes a proper pride
in this, his interesting heirloom, and has re-

moved the ivy with which some years since

it was unduly overgrown ; this is now kept
within reasonable bounds, and not suffered to

do damage to what is left of the structure.

This manor-house is said by Camden to have
been built by Ralph Lord Cromwell, Lord
Treasurer of England in the reign of Henry
VI. It somewhat resembles Haddon Hall in

the great irregularity of its walls and the

position of the various buildings in relation to

each other, but must in its prime, as Mr. E.

Ferey says, have excelled that ancient and
better known mansion. It possesses strong

historical interest and associations from its

having been for several years the place where
the unfortunate Mary, Ijueen of Scots, was
imprisoned.
The general style of this building is

"Transitional" from the Decorated to the

Perpendicular Gothic, although some parts

are pure Decorated and a few Early EngLsh,
with later additions belonging to the date

of the sixteenth century. For any further

details of its history we must refer to

the descriptive pages of our author. Tiie

buildings are arranged around two quad-

rangular courts ; the outer or south one

about 20Oft. long by 150fc. broad ; and the

inner or north one about ISOft. by 100ft. Tho
principal group occupies tire whole of the

north side of the latter, and contains a noble

banqueting hall 72ft. by 36ft., with an ex-

ternal porch of two storeys, and a fine lofty

bay window at the eastern end of this apart-

ment. There is a groined crypt below, which
was probably used as a retainers' hall.

Another fine state apartment, at right angles

to the banqueting hall communicated with

it, and had another spacious room under it.

To the west of these are the kitchen, the

buttery, and offices; and to the east, but at some
distance, was a chapel, with a cloister of con-

nection with the main buildings. Along the

western side of the north quadrangle was the
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r*nge ofapartments occapied by Mary, Queen

of Scots, but these—though averred by Blore

to have been the hanJsouiest portion—arc

now destroyed; and ou the south side, dividing

their inner quadrangle from the outer one, is

a picturesque entrance double gateway, the

porter's lodge, and a lofty tower at the north-

west angle. A corresponding tower formerly

existing at the north-east angle is shown in

Blore's views, but fell down some years since.

The entrance gateways form one of the earliest

parts of the structure ; the arch mouldings are

bold, being simply quirked rolls, and the

effect of this range of buildings from the outer

south quadrangle, with its numerous and

boldly projecting chimney-stacks, is striking.

On the east side of the south quadrangle is

the guards' chambers, a building llCft. by

Soft, internal dimensions, with rooms above :

and another entrance gateway and porter's

lodge in the south-eastern angle, to which is

attached an interesting ancient barn, which is

continued along the south side of this quad-

rangle, and is 71ft. long by 30ft. wide within.

This has substantial buttressed walls, but its

massive oak roof is carried, independently of

them, upon large and strong oak posts. The
care with which this interesting relic of

Afedisoval domestic architecture has been

represented in this monograph does Mr. E.

Ferrey great credit. He vouches for the

accuracy of all the dimensions given, and for

the truthfulness of the sizes of the stones and
character of the masonry, as having been

plotted upon the spot—a point to which too

much importance cannot be attributed. As
we think the work throughout bears evidence

to the correctness of this statement, we shall

hope to see some other of our unpublished

architectural relics illustrated hereafter by the

same hand.
•

THE NEW LAW COURTS AND THE
NATIONAL GALLERY.

THE four money votes granted by the

House of Commons on Tuesday even-

ing have attracted little attention in com-
parison to that which would have been be-

stowed upon them in the earlier days of the

session, when no foreign complications claimed

the attention of the Government or presented

themselves as likely party questions to the

Opposition leaders. Possibly, had tliis not

been the case, we might have been favoured

with another year's delay in the erection of

the New Law Courts, accompanied by a

further loss of public money to be added to

the £900,IXM> already spent. After about
twelve years' delay a commencement is now
really to be made ; £21,450 has been granted

for the excavation of the site and laying some
of the foundation work, which will scarcely

be completed by the time Parliament re-

assembles. So far it is satisfactory to know
that the thing is finally settled, and that the

best man will be allowed to erect the best

building on the best site. The visions of

Thames Embankment gentlemen, who ima-

(^ned that they championed the wishes of
" All England against Lincoln's Inn," and the

lawyers—who, of course, could not be sup-

posed to know which site suited them best

—

are at last dispelled for ever, and the plans of

Inigo Jones may be left a little longer in the

possession of the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

There is little worthy of notice in the

National Gallery vote of £37,250 beyond the

rather curious clause that the building is to be

erected from the designs of Mr. Barry " in the

«veut of his subscribing to the conditions of

his employment." If the National Gallery is

rebuilt at all, Mr. Barry ought to build it

without any unusual conditions irapoaed upon
him ; but we shall rather welcome any
occurrence which^ay prevent what we have

all along mainta^ed to be an unnecessary ex-

penditure of pi>blic money.
The New Uome and Colonial Offices, to be

added to tlit/recently built Foreign Office by
Mr. Scott (wyuo, together with Mr. Street, does

not seem to bo required to "subscribe to

conditions of employment"), re-awaken the

old regret at Lord l'.ilmcrstou's avt tastes

which overruled the truer instincts of Mr.
Scott, and while giving each of the three great

architects an opportunity of stamping his name
on the art-historj- of England, tied tlio hands
of one of them equally to the disadvantage of

him and his art.

Another exodus from the British Museum
to South Ken.sington—the Promised Land
apparently of all appertaining to Art and
Science comprises this time the >'atural

History Collections. While it is quite clear

that the British Museum must be cleared of

some of its contents, if the rest are ever to be

looked at at all, it does not seem naturally to

to follow that South Kensington should receive

all the surplus treasures. It is one comfort,

however, to think that, imderthe directions of

some future less rapacious manager than Mr.

Cole, South Kensington itself may be con-

sidered full some day, and then ,po3sibly, the

Government may see their way to the acquire-

ment of some site for the erection of a museum
not quite out of the reach of everybody but

the favoured inhabitants of the Court Suburb.

ROY.^L ARCU.EOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND IKELAND AT
LEICESTER.

ON Tuesday week, .ifter their visit to S. Mar-
tin's Church, under the guidance of Mr.

J. H. Piirker, F.S.A., the members met in the
evening at the Masonic Hall at half-past eight,

under tlie presidency of the Yen. Archdeacon Trol-

lope, the Chairman of the Architectural Section.

The first paper read was by the Rev. J. G. Joyce,
" On the Stained Glass Windows in Fairford

Church, Gloucestershire."

The LEOTonER said pictures of the same were
to be seen in the temporary museum at the
Fiee Library. These cartoons of the stained glass

were about to be placed in the South Kensington
Museum. As to how the stained glass became
to be placed in the church, he noticed that Fair,

ford Church was a rebuilt structure (not recently)

of the Perpendicular period. The construction

was peculiar, and showed the motives under which
the church was built. It was rebuilt in 1494, the
donor being John Tamer, Esq., lord of the manor,
to whose memory a tomb was erected in the
building. John Tamer, Esq., was a trader in

flannels, and it was alleged by tradition that the

glass came to Fairford Church through it having
been pirated across the Channel in a vessel cap-

tured by one of Tamer's vessels. He had no doubt
that a portion of the glass, if not the whole of it,

BO came into the possession of Fairford Church. The
sunken panels in the church were like the panels

in the glass, and in other portions the architec-

tural features corresponded with the glass. There
were twenty-eight subjects, and the sizes of some
of the pieces of glass were surprisingly large.

Several parts were wanting to the figures, while

other pieces were " starred," and liable to fall out

of their crazy fastenings. He then went on to

notice the subjects in the wiudows, one being the

admission by S. Peter of persons up the golden

steps of Heaven. This glass has obtained great

fame on the Continent, and the learned lecturer

proceeded to notice that many years ago similar

windows were to be found in a church at Her-

shau. Every one of the subjects showed an art

tradition. There could not, he' thought, be a

greater mistake than for it to be said, as had been
stated, that both the design and the execution

were by the same persons. The great west win-

dow, especially the lower part, was impressed
with the ilediaival character—the toes of S Peter
particularly so, being elongated, while the legs of

the woman beseechiug S. Peter to admit her to

Heaven were also too elongated. Several other

points he noticed as representing a Mediicval

character, and contrasting very much with others

of the pictures. The twelve Prophets were done
by the same hand, but not the painting of the
glass. He could not attribute the glass to Albert
Durer, as iu idl the architectural details he was
more classical. The whole of the glass had been
fitted to a Perpendicular tracery. The drawing of

the horses, the nimbus, and the hands and feet

also showed that Durer did not draw the pictures.

He then reproduced some figures containing the

signature " W. A.," which he said approached the
nearest to the Fairford glass of any he had seen,

although he could not tell its author. This cor-

responded in most of its detail excepting the

drapery. The Fairford glass contained great

dignity of form and exquisite colouring, and a

largo proportion of white light, and he considered

it highly desirable that the Government should
become possessed of the tracings for the benefit

of future ages in the matter of church
windows.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. Clark

thought it very improbable that the glass had
been taken out and buried for a time, as if

it were the places would have to be filled up
in the interim, while the quantity of stained glass

in that locality did not seem to indicate that there

was any great wanton breakage of stained glass

at that period. He thought in Fairford Church
they had some of the best kinds of glass painting.

—Mr. Mackay thought they might rejoice at the

windows being copied for the purpose of being

placed in the South Kensingtou Museum. He
considered the work as that of a profound artist,

but that it had been attributed to Albert Durer
more for his fame as a distinguished artist than

for there being any foundation for .issigning it

to liini. He highly approved of the windows as good
specimens of gla?s for use in church windows.

—The Ven. Chairman thought the glass had been

made for the church, and that undoubtedly it had
been produced by two artists. He then called

upon Mr. Thompson to read his paper on " The
Jews and the Jewry Wall."

This paper was an interesting description of the

old fragment of Roman masonry in Leicester,

known as the Jewry wall, which, as Mr. Thomp-
son pointed out, was probably iu the Early Me-
diicval period surrounded by Roman ruins—

a

place where no Christian would care to intrude,

yet deemed good enough for the residence of the

persecuted children of Israel who, as in all large

towns, where limited to a particular district.

On the following day (Wednesday) a meeting

was held iu the Masonic Hall, Lord Talbot de

Malahide presiding, when Archdeacon TroUope
delivered an introductory adddress, eulogising

archteology, and encouraging the younger students

of the science to increase their knowledge by at-

tendance at such gatherings as those of the

Institute. A paper on "Roman Leicester" was

then read by the Rev. J. G. Joyce, followed by

another by Mr. J. Burtt, entitled, " Contributions

to the History of Leicester Abbey." In the

afternoon a large party met at the Castle,

where the Deputy Constable, W. Napier Reeve,

Esq., was in attendance to receive the guests.

The company assembled in the Crown Court,

where Mr. Reeve, having opened the Duehy
of Lancaster's Court in due form, proceeded

to deliver an address explanatory of the

history of the Castle. In the course of his re-

marks he slightly adverted to the Saxon story,

and to the alleged foundation of the Castle by
Ethelfreda, the daughter of Alfred the Great, and
to the presence there of Athelstan, Edward, and
other worthies of the Saxon dynasty, and especially

to the Lady Godiva. Mr. Reeve proceeded to the

Norman, or .as he called it, the historical time

—

tracing out the succession of the Normau earls.

Mr. Reeve then traced the history of the Castle

till the earldom became emerged in the Crown of

England, and referred to the charter now in the

Mnseum, granted by [lenry V. to the Duke of

York at the Castle at Leicester, two years before

the Battle of Agincourt. Mr. Reeve then pro-

duced the baton of the constable, made from oak

growing in the days of Egbert, and then, ad-

journing the Duchy Court, vacated his seat.

The Rev. H J. Hoskyns, iu the absence of Sir

F. T. Fowke, Bart., took the seat as Deputy Chair-

man, and
Mr. Q. T. Clabke gave an explanation of the

building. He said the Court in which they were

then assembled formed a portion of the line old

Norman hall of Leicester Castle, and it was a

very fine specimen, and one of the very

rare halls of the kind in the kingdom. Leicester

Castle had evidently been a great stronghold, and

of much importance, as indicated by the large size

of the hall. After pointing out some Norman '

windows, and explaining other details connected

therewith, the company proceeded to the Maga-

zine, which Mr. Clarke explained was a gateway of

the new portion of the Castle generally attributed

to John of Gaunt, who lived in the time of

Richard II. It was early Perpendicular work, and

he beUeved it to have been built in the time o£

X
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Henry VII. The Mound wa3 next visited. Tliis

Mr. Clark tlinight was a mound whioli displayed

coasiderable military skill, as it presented an entire

comiuaud of Leicester. It was not in its former

condition. Tne river Soar in its former state was

a most excellent boundary on the one side, and

that part known as the Willow Bridge waaa bound-

ary on the east. If they looked at the Ordnance

Map they would find that this position was

stronger than any in Leicester, because it was

banked up on every side, and fell towards

every side of the town. S. Mary's Church was

formerly the chapel belonging to the Castle, which

was formerly carried beyond the garden, where

was the abutment of the original wall, beyond

which was the ditch. The enclosure within the

precincts of the Castle was known as the Castle

View. The gateway that they passed under was

a good specimen of the Perpendicular style, and

might possibly have been built by John o' Gaunt.

There could be no doubt that it was of thoroughly

Perpendicular work. The Dungeon (or Done
John) was next visited, the cicerone being Mr.

Reeve. No explanation v/a.a oli'ered in reference

to this, which is supposed from the doorw.ay to

be of Norman origin, although the arch of the

roof indicates a later period, being of a pointed

character. From this dungeon a staircase was

tracoible leading to the Castle above. The com-

pany was then conducted by Mr. Reeve through

the gardens at the back, and into the Castle. Sub-

sequently S. Jtary's Church was examined. The
architecture of the edifice was described ;

the

oldest existing portion of the building was said

to be a Norman arcade at the west end, the date

of which was probably about 1100. The historical

connection of the church was also alluded to. It

was stated that it was originally used as the church

of the Castle of Leicester. In the fourteenth

century it was converted into a parochial church.

The edifice had evidently undergone many
change-s, and had many additions made to it from

time to time. One very uncommon feature about

it was noticed—the fact that the tower was built

independent of the church, and stood on its own
foundations. In the chancel a lich Norman
sedilia and piscina were pointed out.

Trinity hospital also received a brief visit, the

Early English window at the east end being par-

ticularly alluded to, as it had four lancets, which

was something unusual for windows of that

character. Mention was also made of the tomb
of the Countess of Derby, erected in the

chancel in the fourteenth century.

Conveyances were then procured, and the party

drove to the Abbey and carefully examined the

excav.ations which have recently been made there.

In the evening the company again assembled in

the Masonic Hall, when .Mr. J. T. Burgess, of Lea-

miogtou, read a paper on the " Last Battle of the

Roses."

high to tho ridge. There is also a smivUcr

dining-hall for infimts. The kitchen adjoins the

dining-room. The schoolrooms are 80ft. long,

10ft. wide, and 19ft. high. The bath-h juscs are

50ft. long, 2-2ft. wide, and 25ft. high, tho

swimming bath being iuft. long, 12ft. wide, and

from 3ft. to Ut. deep. Tho iilaygrounds are

150tt. long by 120ft. wide, and are partly

covered. There are three floors of dormitories,

and sleeping-rooms for monitors so arranged as

to overlook the whole of each dormitory, and

sleeping apartments for tho officers and servants,

partly in tho roof in the central portion of the

building. The dormitories on the ground floor

are 12ft. high, and on tho other floors lift-

There are day-rooms for tho officers, waiting-

rooms for parents and friends who como to see

the children, a board-room, and a committee-

room. There is a water tower 73ft. high, the

tank at tho top holding 20,000 gallon3. At the

south side of the main building is tho chapel,

which, exclusive of the chancel, is 70ft. long,

49ft. wide, and 40fl. high to the ridge. It is

Gothic In character, and Is approached from the

main building by a covered way. The arches

dividing the nave and aisles are of red brick,

springing from cast-iron columns on blue brick

bases. The roof Is of stalnod pine. The general

infirmary, which Is some distance from tho main
building, has a frontage of 220ft. by a depth of

91ft., with two stories for wards, and sleeping

apartments in the central part for nurses. A
short distance oft", and detachod, is the smallpox

and fever infinuary, with a frontage of 221ft.,

and a depth of 76ft. This building is only one

story high. Throughout tho buUdlugs the work

is of the most substantial character, and tho

mosaic pavement in tlie hall of the chief entrance,

and the u-on balustrade to the stall-case, seem to

bo the only attempts of a purely ornamental

character. Accommodation is provided for 700

children.

or one snitable for bani.i4, etc., as being rat-proof

—no mean cliaracteristic of a floor in such sitna

tions. For dairies and cellars it is excellent, au

ensuring that great desideratum—dryness.—

Ainerican Tcchnologiit.

SUITABLE GROUND FLOORS FOR SMALL
HOUSES.

TN many parts of the country it Is customary
oJlar under a house, merely
ou p,)3U or piles raised from

THE S. PANCRAS INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS,
LEAVESDEN.

THE guardians of S. Pancras, finding it in-

convenient to have tho pauper children of

the parish scattered abont in dilferent schools,

some at Plalstow, some at Hanwell, and some in

the workhouse, determined two years ago to

erect schools of their own at Leavesden Wood-
side, near Watford, Herts. Tho building opera-

tions were comnicnced lu November, 180S, from
plans by Messrs. Giles and Biven, of Craven-
Btreet, Charing Cross, Mr. Robert Maun, of

Wcedlngton-street, Kentish-town, being the con-

tractor. Mr. Mann's contract, which amounted
to £37,515, was for tho buildings only, and they
were completed in April last. The works re-

maining to be done, and for whicli contracts have
been entered into, are the supplying and fixuig

of pumps, hollers, water-tanks, fencing, school
fittings, gas and water mains and pipes, heating
apparatus, i!kc. ; and tho construction of roads
ami sewers. Those works, it is anticipated, will

all be completed, and the schools ready for the
reception of tho children, by September 29th next.
On entering the grounds, the first building en-
countered Is the receiving-ward, two stories high,

and detachod from tho main building. This
building has a frontage of 85ft., is 50ft. deep,
and is well supplied with baths for both sexes.

Attached to the receiving ward is a porter's

lodge. The main building has a frontage of

390tt., by a depth of 190ft., and It contains three
corridors, tho main one being 350ft. in length,

and tho two side conidors 100ft. each. The
dining-hall is 77ft. long, 45ft. wide, and 35ft.

to omit tho
setting the fram
eighteen Inches to two and a half feet above tlie

surface of the ground. This space Is perfectly

useless for any praatlo il purpose, and, being fre-

quently left uneuolosei, becomes a liidlng place

for animals, and, if enclosed. Is productive of un-

wholesome gases which soon find entrance Into

the house throngh the floor, there being nothing

save the thin flooring, .with Its occasional knot-

holes, to prevent its admission. Such a floor is.

In winter, vei-y cold, even when carpeted, and the

shrinking of the boards comirosing It soon makes
a new floor unpleasant in this respect, for tho

tongueing and gi-oovlng is scarcely a protection

against this shrinkage, especially where stoves

are located. If there were a cellar it would be

possible to sheathe the ceiling of it and thus make
the ground floor more comfortable. But we are

now spealung of those small, rapidly erected

houses which have no cellar. It is always desir-

able to raise the ground floor out of the immediate
Influence of damp, and therefore we would always
erect such a dwelling as we have In view on a

platform of earth, say twenty inches, at least, in

height and this we would level off and roll or

tamp with rammers until a tinn surface is pro-

duced. Wo wonld now cover this surface with
common unglazed earthen pots (flower pots, for

instance) with their mouths downwards and close

together, filling up the intervals or spaces with

pounded charcoal ; then the whole platform should

be coated with coarse brlckdnst and lime, ui pro-

portions of three of brlckdnst to one of lime,

wetted and well mixed, and laid on quickly, say an
Inch tlilck, and left to harden. On this last we would
then lay the floor-boards, tongued and grooved
together as usual. Tho earthen pots would then
be framed In, as It were, by the sills of the house.

Instead of charcoal, any sort of dry rubbish may
bo used for filling in between the pots, but for a
sanitary pm-pose the charcoal is best. No joists

are required In such a floor as this, and In many
sections of the country It wonld prove economical
as well as comfortable. For barns aud outhouses
generally, this mode of flooring ought to commend
Itself, while the covei-lng of flooring-boards might
then be dispensed with. But, instead of the
boarding, It will be necessary to make the cover-

ing or cement coat two . inches thick. Where
pottery is cheap, tho above Is a very desli'ablo

mode of foiinlng a tliorougldy djy cottage floor,

THE LIVERPOOL BUILDING TRADES.

THE following scheme hoi been submitted to

the Master Builders' Association by
_
the

Secretaries of the Amalgamated Joiners' Society,

the Joiners' General Union, the House Painters,*

Bricklayers', Plasterers', and Plumbers' Unions ;

—

OUTLINE OP A TU\y FOR THE FORM.VTION OP A
CODBT OP COSCILtATIOy AND AKBITRATION

IN THF. BUILDING TRADE.

The constituency is to consist of all master

builders, tradesmen, and operatives engaged in tho

building trade, or in any of its branches.

The court is to be extra- j udiclal, and to consist

of an equal number of em,>loyers and employed,

to be elected at an annual meeting of each body.

Each branch of the building trade to send six

masters and six operatives ; an independent pre-

sident to be chosen at the first meeting of arbitra-

tors, and a vice-president to act in case of the ill-

ness or absence of the president.

The court to be subdivided into three sec-

tions :

—

1. A court o£ conciliation, to consist of one

employer and one operative, to be chosen from

the branch in which the dispute has arisen.

2 A court of arbitration, to consist of the pre-

sident, six employers, and six workmen, repre-

senting the branch in which the dispute has

arisen.

3. A special court, to consist of the president,

one employer, and one workman from each branch

of the trade.

The object of the court of conciliation shall be

to conciliate parties in whose establishment minor
disputes have arisen ; should they fail In doing

so the case to be referred to the court of arbitra-

tion.

The court of arbitration shall serve as a court

of appeal from the conciliators, and for the settle-

ment of differences which may arise in any par-

ticular branch of the trade.

The special court to be for the settlement of

differences affecting the trade in all its branches,

and a court of final appeal from the court of arbi-

tration.

In bringing disputes before the conciliatory

court the parties shall appear in person, the em-
ployer being allowed to seed his foreman : should

the dispute have arisen with such foreman the

proceedings should be private. Before the court

of arbitration and the special court the parties

m.ay appear in person, or be represented by coun-

sel or attorney, as in the county court, and the

proceedings shall be public.

The court shall take cognizance of all differ-

ences that may arise ; but, in case the subject of

difference be rate of wages or hours of labour for

tho future, then their decisions shall be binding

for six months.
In all cases the majority shall decide, and If the

votes be equal the president shall give the cast-

ing vote.

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.

THE twenty-third annual general meeting of

the friends and subscribers of the above
charity was hehl on Thursday (23th ult.), at

Willis's Rooms, King-street, St. James's, Mr. J.

M. Macey, the president of the past year, in the

chair. The purpose of the meeting was to re-

ceive the report for the past year, to elect a pre-

sident, treasurer, directors, and auditors for the

year ensuing, and other matters connected with

the welfare of the institution.

Mr. Harris, the secretary, read the report, as

follows :
—

" In presenting to the friends and supporters o£

the Builders' Benevolent Institution the report

for the past year, the directors regret th it in con-

sequence of the general depression of trade, and
more particularly that connected with the bulld-

inginterests, the receipts for the past year have suf-

fered a slight dimlnuti>n, but they hope that, with
returning prosperity, and the kind assistance of

their friends, they may be again enabled to resume
continued and gradual increase in the funds of

the charity which has, since its formation, been
one of its moat cheering and distinguishing

features.

"An election of pensioners was held at Willis's

Rooms in May last, when two pensioners, one man
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and one woman, were elected. The total numbei

of pensioners U now 44, viz, 22 men and 22 wo-

men. The peusionere last elected were Mr. Riclid.

Buidett and Mrs. Martin.
" During the year, the following pensioners

have died : -William Standfast, elected November,

1863, died Oct, 1S69; Thomas Martin, elected

May, 1865, died Oct, 1S69 ; John Jenkins,

elected May, 1S64, died Feb, 1870; Elizabeth

Kee«, elected May, 1851, died Oct., 1869; and

Mrs. K. Edmunds, elected May, ISSO, died Dec
,

1S69.
" The amoimt of sUwl;, Three per cent. Consols,

poichased during the jiast year is £325 5s., £2161 6«.

for the Relief Fund, and Jt 108 93. for the Building

Fund, making a total of £15,075 l-la. lid., viz,

£11,923 03. Sd. for the Relief Fund, and £3,152
9s. 3d. for the Building Fund.

" The directors earnestly appeal to their sup-

porters to increase the funds of the charity by
endeavouring to obtain amongst their friends au(i

connections additional annual subscribers, so that

they may be enabled to elect more, if not all, of

the candidates who are so anxiously looking for-

ward to receive the benefits conferred by the

Builders' Benevolent Institution."

The report was received and adopted, together

with the appended balance sheet.

Mr. PLUCKyETT moved a vote of thanks to Mr.
Hacey for his performance of the onerous duties

of president for the past year, which be had
carried out with the greatest satisfaction. This
TOte was unanimously passed, and it was an-

nounced that Mr. A. J. Mans&eld had consented

to become President fur the ensuing year.

PORTABLE DRILLING MACHINERY, Sic.

WE give this week, as a subject for illustra-

tion, the invention of improvements in

portable drilling machinery, patented by Messrs.

Spencer and Consterdine, of Holliuwood, near

Manchester.
The invention is designed for the purpose of

producing a portable self-acting adjustable feed

drilling tool, that can be readily adapted and
•* clamped ** to heavy pieces of machinery or iron

bridge work, for the purpose of drilling or boring

holes in the same at a speed proportionate to the

class of drill and work acted upon. The improve-

ments may be described as follows :
—

A frame is provided for supporting the drill

spindle and holder, which is secured to a long

projecting horizontal boss, in and through which
the shaft driving the drill spindle is supported,

and gives a revolving motion to the drill spindle

through the bevel gearing, the horizontal boss

being supported by a bearing that will allow of

the horizontal boss and frame supporting the drill

to be turned and placed at any angle that will

adjust it to the work it is required to operate

upon. The bearing supporting the horizontal

boss is provided with a clip formed at right

angles, that will allow of its being secured at any
height upon a vertical bar, the bottom end of

which is provided with adjustable jaws, by which
the tool is attached to the piece of work to be

operated upon. The feed to the drill, when re-

volving, may be accomplished by means of dif-

ferential wheels, the carriers being mounted upon
an eccentric stud tlut will admit of the wheels
being thrown into and out of gear ; this arrange-

ment of driving gear will give one regular feed to

the drill, but in order to give a feed to the drill

when revolving according to the class of hole and
work it is operating upon, the internal screw is

actuated, giving the downward motion to the
drill by means of a disc secured to the internal

screw, and against the periphery of which, whilst

revolving, a yielding pressure is exerted that can
be adjusted by a set screw to give any amount of

frictiunal resistance desired, thus enabling the
feed to be diminished or accelerated in accordance

herewith.

Fig. 1 represents in elevation the drill sup-

ported by its swivel bearing on the vertical rod,

supplied with " clamps " for securing the drill,

and adapting it to the metal it has to operate
upon. Fig. 3 represents in vertical section the

drill spindle and its actuating screw, employed
through the medium of the diUereutial gearing to

give a uniform feed to the drill when revolving
;

tig. 3 represents a detached front section of the
top pijrtion of the framing and feed screw, in

which is shown an arrangement of friction wheel
secured to the actuating feed screw ; and fig. i

represents a sectional plan view of the same.
in these figures a u is the frame of the drilh

^^j^— '

ft-,
,

PORTABLE DRILLING MACHINE.

from which the long boss 6 projects for the pur-

pose of being supported by the adjustable boss c

secured to the vertical rod or bar rf, tlie bottom
of which is provided with adjustable clamps c

employed for securins; the drill to the work it has

to perform upon. The shaft/ supplied with the

handle g passes through and freely revolves in

the long boss h ; its extremity, projecting throuf>h

the frame a, is supplied with a bevel wheel ft gear-

ing into and driving the pinion i secured to and
giving motion to the sleeve k and drill spindle /.

The sleeve k in fig^ 1 and 2 has secured to its upper
end a wheel m that gears into the carrier wheel n,

which transmits motion through the second carrier

wheel to the wheel f secured to the actuating

feed screw (/. The dilTerenoe in the number of

teeth in these wheels slightly reduces the speed of

the screw (/, thereby eii'ecting a uniform down-
ward feed to the drill spindle I during the time
it is at work on a piece of metal. I'he carrier

wheels m and o are thrown into and out of gear

with the wheels vi and y by the handle r and ec

centric position of the stud s.

The modification of self-acting feed shown in

figs. 3 and 4 consists in securing to the actuating

feed screw 5 a friction wheel or disc t. Against
the peri[ibery of wheel a, yielding pressure is

exerted through the medium of the sliding piece

n and set screw v ; thus, according to the amount
of pressure the piece « is caused to exert against

the periphery of the disc ( will the screw </ be

retarded, consequently giving more or less feed

to the drill in accordance with the amount of

pressure so exerted.

NAILS FOa OUTDOOR WORK.

EVERY one is familiar with the fact that a

piece of rusty iron, wrapped in cotton or

linen cloth. Boons destroys the texture of the

fabric. A rusty nail, for example, if laid upon a

few rag', will soon produce large holes in theui,

or it will, at least, render every point that it

touches so rotten that the cloth will readily fall

to pieces at these points, and holes will be pro-

duced by the slightest hard usage. Iron, during

the process of rusting, tends to destroy any
vegetable fibre with which it may be in con-

tact. This explains, to a certain extent, the

rapid destruction of the wood that surrounds

the nails used in outdoor work, whereby the

nail is soon left in a hole much larger than

itself, and all power of adhesion is lost, Part of

this effect ia, no doubt, due to the action of water
and air, which creep along tl.e surface of the

ail by capillary attraction and tend to produce
rottenness in the wood as well as oxidation in the
iron. But when we compare an old nail hole

with a similar hole that has been exposed during
an equal time, but filled with a wooden pin

instead of au iron nail, we find that the wood
surrounding the wooden pin has suffered least,

and we may, therefore, fairly attribute a destruc-

tive action to the rusting of the iron. It might,
at first sight, be supposed that, as the oxide of

iron is more bulky than the pure iron, the hole

would be filled more tightly and the nail help

more firmly to its place. But, although this

effect ia produced in the first instance, yet the

destruction of the woody fibre and the pulverizi-

tion of the oxide soon overbalance it, and the

nail becomes loose. Of course, the iron itself

being also destroyed, its strength is diminished,

and we have, therefore, a double incentive for

preventing or diminishing the action that we have
described. The only w.iy to prevent this action

ia to cover the nail with some substance that will

prevent oxidation. This might be done by tin-

ning, as is common with carpet-tacks. Coating

them with oil or tallow wouhl be efl[icieut if

the act of driving did not remove the pro-

tecting matter entirely from a large portion

of the surface. But, even then, it will be
found that the oil or fat is stripped off the point,

and gathered about the head iu such a way to

prevent the entrance of air and moisture into tho

hole. The most effisient way to coat nails with
grease is to heat them tD a point sufficient to

cause the grease to smoke, and then pour the

grease over them, stirring them about in a pot or

other vessel. When the nails are hot, the melted

grease will attach itself to them more firmly than
it would have done if they were cold—indeed, so

firmly that it will require actual abrasion of tho

metal to separate it. In erecting fences, laying

plank or board sidewalks and the like, it becomes

an iinportano matter to secure the nails against

the influence that we have mentioned, and. yet

the work must be done rapidly and cheaply. Nails

may bo readily prepared as described, or they

may simply be dipped in oil or paint at the

moment when they are driven in. In eases where

it is not advisable to paint the whole fence, it is

a good plan to touch the head of every nail with

a brush dipped iu oil or paint of the same colour

as old wood.

X
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THE TH£01ir AND rRACTICE OP MODERN HOUSE

I'AINTI.Va.

By An Expeejenced Wokkman.
I'KErAIiATORY TEOCESSES.

BEFORE procecdiDg further we have a

few words to say in reference to the man-
ner in which the plastering of the walls and
ceilings of our houses is done ; and althougli

not strictly speaking a part of the subject we
are treating of, yet it is so intimately con-

nected willi it, and is in itself of so much
importance, that we could scarcely pa<s it by
without pointing out some of its shortcomings,

but with very little hope of a remedy. No
one having any experience in the decorations

of dwelling rooms will have failed to notice

the litter worthlessness of most of llie plaster-

ing of our walls and ceilings ; in fact, this is

one of the many dilliculties the decorator lias

to contend with, and is so common an expe-

rience that we have almost got to consider the

evil as a matter of course and a necessary

consequence of walls being plastered. We
have invariably found that bad work is the

rule and good work the exception. If we
take ninety out of every hundred middle-
class houses, we shall find that neither the
walls nor ceilings are true, that the lines of

the mouldings of the cornice are out of square,

and the angles of walls out of plumb—in and
out, to use a homely phrase, like a dog's hind
leg ; that tlie surfaces of the walls are uneven
and full of hills and hollows, and if we place

the edge of a long straight-edge upon the wall
It stands upon the tops of the hills and leaves

open spaces and valleys between, and here
and there special protuberances, which
neither add to its beauty or usefulness. If

we examine the enrichments of the cornice,

which are cast in lengths and re(|uire great
care and nicety in fitting together and in

keeping at one uniform level, we find in the
majority of cases that they are badly joined,

uneven, and vary very much in their projec-

tion, and thus look, and are, clumsy. When
enriched ornament is correctly put up, the
ornament should be so arranged that it

will come in equally at each corner or
angle. This is elfected when the room has
unequal sides by paring a little off each
length or casting of ornament, and which
paring is not perceived if properly done, or
in some cases adding a little, as the case may
be ; but in many cases this necessary trouble
is not taken, and the consequence is that we
may not, and do not see, two corners alike in

the same room. In other cases, we may see

here and there in the length of the cornice of
the side of a room a defect or break iu the
ornament in two or three places ; yet the
angles or corners will be all right. In these
instances the plasterer has reduced one or two
lengths of the ornament in order to make the
corners come in right, instead of taking the
trouble to reduce each length of casting and
80 conceal the means by which it is attained.
In panelled ceilings, when much enriched or-

nament is used, these defects are very com-
mon. On the other hand, in first- class work
the architect or his deputy designs the orna-
ment and sees to getting out the working
drawings for the modeller to work from, and
looks well after the fixing of the castings in
their place, and, as a matter of course, we thus
get good work ; but iu the greater number of
instances this is not the case, and the result is

that we have, in addition to the evils enu
merated above, a jumble and mixture of
styles in the same room, and even in the same
cornice. We may and do frequently sec Gothic
ornament in a Greek or Italian house ; and in
numerous cases the plasterer does not take the
trouble to make new moulds or cast new or-
naments for the work, but uses just what he
may have by him or in stock, r. gardle^-s ol

rule or propiiely, and thus we get, perhapa,

one moulding Greek, the next in the .same

cornice Gothic, the centre llowers of any
known or unknown style, andsoon«</ libitum.

Now this is a state of things greatly to be de-

plored, and one that calls loudly for a remedy.

No doubt one cause is merely ignorance of

the principles and laws of architectural orna-

ment, and tliis will account for some of the

blunders thus made ; but the great cause of

such discreditable work is not far to seek.

We have abundance of good workmen, but

prices are cut down to so low a figure tliat the

contractor cannot do his work honestly and

at the same time get a living profit out of it,

therefore he causes the work to be done in a

scamping manner. We also know by expe-

rience that the re.>,ult is just such work as we
have been describing— unsatisfactory and dis-

creditable alike to all concerned. The dilli-

culty of doing anything with it to put it riglit

is one that all painters have to contend with,

and it is quite certain that after all has been

done that can be done with such walls they

remain a standing reproach both to workman
and employer.

In the preparation of walls for painting

much care is required ; in the first place, to

clear off all protuberances or small projecting

bits of mortar, &c. This may be eft'ectually

done either by rubbing the surface of the

wall with a ilat piece of wood, or with a large

lump of pumice-stone. It may occasionally be

necessary to use a flat piece of wood covered

with sand or glass paper for that purpo.se. It

is always best, and most economical, to make
the wall as smooth as possible before com-
mencing painting, as we thus save much after-

labour when the wall is well rubbed down.
We next proceed to stop or point up every

hole, crevice, crack, or rough or uneven place,

with plaster of Paris and a little finely-screened

lime (technically called putty). In doing
this care shoulil be taken to stop and fill up
the tops of the skirting-boards, round the

architraves, and everywhere should bt pro-

perly seen to, so that no place shall be
missed. If this be done carefully at this

stage it will save much trouble and time
afterwards. When the plaster is dry, every
place which has been stopped should now be
rubbed level with fine sand-paper on a Hat

board (that is, a flat-sided piece of deal about
about 4in. square and lin. thick—the sand-
paper should be folded over this, and rub with
the flat side). This requires to be rubbed
gently and softly, without much pressure. If

much pressure is used the plaster will be
broken and become rough, but if it is done
properly, the stopping will be brought down
to the level of the wall aud will not be per-

ceived when the wall is finished ; but if care-

lessly done, every pdace which has been
stopped will be clearly seen when the wall is

finished, which is an ugly defect. Many
painters leave the stopping until the wall has
had one coat of paint, and then stop the holes
witli hard stopping

—

i.e., white lead and
whiting mixed together to the consistency of

common putty. Some make it of dry white
lead and japanners' gold size, or some quick
varnish is used with the white lead. We
prefer to use the first-named [mixture, as it

is not so liable to crumble or crack. We
object to this practice when it can be avoided,
as it is scarcely possible to point up the holes
witiiout leaving a projection, and still more
difficult to rub it down to a level surface,

except it is allowed to stand a long time to

get thoroughly hard, and then it must be
rubbed down with pumice-stone and water.

Therefore, for producing an uniform level

surface, the first plan is the best and the
ci^uickest, an<], with ue\v walls, safest. Many
painters use glue size and whiting for this

purpose, but this mixture is almost sure to

crack and sometimes will crumble to powder,
and its power of contraction is so great, if too

much size is used, that it is sure to dry up
and contract, thus leaving a crack all round
the hole stopped. It may be as well here to

state that the first process of pointing up the
walls and rubbing down is equally applicable
whether the walls are finished in oil or dis-

temper colour. The walls being now stopped
and rubbed down should be well dusted, and
the room well brushed out, tlie floor washed,
planks well cleaned, and every means should
be taken to keep all dust and dirt down, a»
this is a fruitful cause of much rough work.
Every care may be taken to mix and strain

the paint and to have the brushes clean, and
all be iu vain, simply because the precautions
above named liave been neglected. For when
there is much dust on the floor and on the
planks which are being used, tlie moving
about and friction of the shoes of the men
upon them causes the dust to rise and settle

on the walls ami other work in progress, and
on brushes and in the paint kettles. Thus, wo
create the very evil we wish to avoid. Precau-
tions should also be taken before commencing
painting to cover up the floors, so that they
may not be spotted or daubed with paint.
Drop cloths are used for this purpose, that is,

sheets of common wrappering, or old sail cloth
will do. Thsy should be about 7ft. long and
3ft. wide. These may be laid all round the
room, or the workman may carry one along
with him and lay it j ust where he is working

;

but when so used and moved they are apt to
carry dust with them, and except great care
be taken will do more harm than good. But
the best plan is to cover the whole of thelloor
with strong brown paper, firmly pasted down
to the floor before the room is even com-
menced ; two layers is, of course, better than
one. This is an efl'ectuil preventive, both
against paint spots and also in preventing the
grit from injuring the floors. Men coming
into the room with dirt upon their shoes ac-
companied with grit tread it into the wood
and thus spoil the boards, which the above
plan prevents. When the room is finished, or
nearly so, the paper is easily removed by wet-
ting with water, and the floor is preserved
uninj ured.

(To be continued.)

VIEWS OF CHRIST CHURCH, CLAPTON.

THE subject of our illustrations this week ia

one of the designs submitted in competition
for a new church at Ciapton, Mr. James BrookB,
11, Serle-street, being the architect. The aocomo-
datioQ required was for 700 adults, at a coat not
exceeding £5,000. Economy being the primary
consideration, brick was chosen as the material
to be used, except in the columns, cap.", aud bases

;

moulded bricks for jambs, arches, and strings.

Nothing could be plainer or more simple than the
treatment, yet nothing could be more impressive
and dignfiied bolh iu the interior and exterior of

the building. The main body of the church con-
sists of a broad nave and narrow aisles which are
windowless. The whole light is obtained from
large and lofty clerestory windows. The ch mcel
is apaidal, having an ambulatory running round it

and connecting the aisles The interior has been so

designed that at a future time decoration may be
added in pinels in the aisles, the stations, and in

the roof ; subjecis from the life of Our Lord.

ESSEX ARCHxEOLOaiCAL SOCIETY.

THE eighteenth annual meeting of the Essex

Arohpcological Society was held at Braintree

on Tuesday week. Among.st the architects present

were, Mr. ChanceUor, F.S.A., and Mr. C. F. Hay-
ward, F.S.A. Mr. T. Sutton Western occupied the

chair. The annual report (reiid by the secretary,

Mr. H. W. King) stated that since the last meeting,

at St. Osyth, twenty-seven new members have been
elected, and four were to be proposed for election

at the meeting, making in all the largest accession

the society has received for many years. Seven
merabera have been lost to the society by death or

resignation since the last meeting. A new illus-

trated catalogue of antiquities, partly the property
of the Corporation of Colchester, partly of the
society, and partly lent ly the several owners of

the exhibition, h%3 been recently issued to

members. The first part of volume V. of the

Journal of the Society's " Trans.aotions "is nearly
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completed. The report concludes by expressing

•a opiaion thit U but twenty new members are

oirolled »nnu»Uy the vitality of the soDiety will

inereue and its usefulness will be greatly ex-

tended. The report having been adopted,

The Rev. B. Lodge, Rector of St. Mary Magda-

lene, Colchester, read a paper "On a Roman
Sepulchral Monument found at Colchester." It

is the figure of a Roman centurion in full armour,

carved in bold relief, more than half the natural

height and dimensions, i.e., 3ft. 7in. The exact

height of the canopy under which it stands, in-

cluding base, is fift., and the width 2ft. 4in. The
figure has been fractured just above the feet, one

of which is slightly imperfect, the remainder

being in excellent preservation. The inscription

was as follows :

—

M- F.IV0N" M* F' rOL- F.VCI

US' > : LSG" XX' VEBECVNO
VS- ET' XOVICIVS' UB-rOSV
ERVXT- H' S' E'

The interpretation of this is stated to bo—Marcus
Pavonius Marci Pilius Pollia Facilis. > (Centurio)

Iiegionis XX. (Viceeima;). Verecundus et Novioius

Liberti Posuerunt—Hie Situs Eat.

The Rev. E. J. HUl, Rector of Panfield, and
Rural Dean, then read a paper on'itlcd " A few
Brief Notes of Objects of Interest iu the neighbour-

hood of Braintree." Speaking generally of the

neighbourhood, he said that to the archaeologist

Braintree and its neighbourhood is comparatively

unbroken ground. It is not rich in ecclesiastical

edifices, in consequence of the dearth of stone,

so that we find generally rubble work of coarse

flints ; a soft stone called " clunch " being used
for windows and internal decorations, and a hard
stone called " barnack" for buttresses, labels, and
quoins. There is also much brick-work, some towers

of late date being of that material, as at llayne.

In domestic architecture, interesting specimens
abound of old halls and manor-houses, mostly of

brick, with Tudor windows of clunch, and hand-
somely clustered chimneys, and here and there

internally some good wood-work. In passing

through Booking and the villages of the district

we meet with picturesque timber dwellings, many
of the sixteenth century in date, with projecting

gables, oak barge-boards, and plaster pargetting.

Two in Booking bear their dates, one 1595, and
the other a few years later. In Goslield there is

an elegant specimen of a single- tinted chimney
;

and in AVethersfleld arc many examples with a

variety of detail. Leaving generalities, and coming
to the subject-matter of his paper, Mr. Hill first

described at great length the ancient parish church
of Great Raines, dedicated to S. Michael and All

Angels, circa 1349, after which he proceeded to

give brief descriptions of the Church of All

Saints, Raync Parva (Early English, with modern
nave and chancel) ; the restored church of S.

James, Saling Magna; Saling Parva, with its

circular tower of flint and Early Second Pointed
windows in the upper stage ; Holy Trinity, Great
Bardfield ; 8. Catherine, Little Bard field, with its

Norman towers ; S. John the Baptist, Finching-

field ; S3. Peter and Paul, Black Notley ; the

Church of the Blessed Virgin, Panfield j S. Mary,
Booking ; S. Andrew, . Shalford ; 3. Mary Magda-
lene, Wethersfield, and Shalford Hill. After a
paper by the secretary " On the ancestry, of Sir

Denner Strutt, Bart., the Cavalier," the party par-

took of luncheon, and afterwards visited many of

the places named in Mr. Hill's paper ; and this

excursion over, the proceedings were brought to a
close.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

THE fourth edition of Sir William Fairbaim's
work On the application of tVrouyht and

Cast Iron to Building Purposes (London

:

Longmans, Green, and Co.) will be welcomed by
all interested in the changes which have occurred

since the appearance of the last edition in 1864.

A considerable amount of new matter is added,
thns making the book in a greater degree than
heretofore a reliable and standard authority on
the subjects on which it treats.

—

Peictner'e Com-
preheruive Specifier, edited by William Young
(London : Longmans), is a sort of handy-book in

tended as a work of reference for the young
architect and builder, from which may bo extracted

the various items of a specification with consider-

able saving of lime.—.4 Handy Honk of the New
Law of Jlankruptcy, by William A. Oliver
(London, Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.), appears
to be a careful and reliable guide to the New Bank-
ruptcy L>w, and should be consulted by all in-

terested in the changes in commercial relations

consequent on the working of the Act.

—

The
Report of the Streets' Committee of the City of
London Commissioners of Sewers on the Vat
De Travers Compressed Asphattc Carriage-icay

Pai-ement, by \ViUiam]J Haywood, M.I.C.E.,

F.R.I.B.A., contains an amount of information

valuable to those who are now following out the

solution of the problem as to the advantage or

otherwise of substituting aaphalte for granite as a

road material. Mr. Haywood's conclusions are that

the asphalte pavements, while convenient and
capable of being kept clean and safe for trafficin

all weathers, will prove more expensive than
granite pavements (though not more expensive

than macadamized roads), and that it is desirable

to give the material a more extended trial before

finally deciding on its merits. The Streets' Com-
mittee recommend that the whole of the Poultry

and Chsapside be forthwith paved by the Val de

Travers Company with their asphalte, that this

trial may be fairly made.

—

Tlic Disposal of Town
Sewayc, by K. W. I'eregrine Birch, C.E. (London:
E. and F. N. Spou), is a paper read before a

supplemental meeting of the students of the

Institution of Civil Eogineers, and to which a

Miller prize was awarded. Some well authenti-

cated particulars of some of the principal schemes
for sewage utilization at present carried out or in

progress are given, together with a few notes upon
the true theory of filtration and the self-purifying

tendency of polluted streams.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCH^O-
LOaiCAL SOCIETIES.

BrRMrSGHAM AND MIDLAND INSTITUTE.

—

AkCH^-
OLOQicAi, Section.—The last excursion for the

present year took place on Wednesday last, when
the members of the section visited Baginton,

Stoueleigh, and Kenilworth. On the way to

Stoneleigh Abbey, the journey was broken at

Baginton, in order to pay a visit to the parish

church, which is of thirteenth century date,

and is chiefly noticeable from having three narrow
arches in place of the usual chancel arch. On
reaching Stoneleigh; the almshouses, Motslow-
hill, on which the tenants of King Henry II., in

that manor, were compelled every three weeks
to do suit to the Manor Court which was held
here, and the parish church, were visited. In the
church there are some good examples of Norman
work, the enriched chancel arch, and the fine font

removed some years ago from Maxtoke, being well

worthy of examination. There are several monu-
ments and effigies in the church and mortuary
chapel of the Leigh family, to which the atten-

tion of the visitors was directed. The members
of the section then nroceeded to Stoueleigh

Abbey. The visitors after luncheon drove to

Kenilworth Castle, where the Rev. E. K. Knowles
described the ruins and explained the works in

progress for clearing and preserving them. Dinner
was provided at the King's Arms Hotel at five

o'clock, after which a visit was made to the parish

church, where an opportunity was found of study-

ing more rich Norman work, and to the adjacent
ruins of the Priory, where there is a picturesque

gateway of the fourteenth century.

SoMEasETsniRF. Arcu.eological and Natural
History Society —As has been previously an-

nounced in the Boildino News, the twenty-
second annual meeting of this society is appointed
to be held at Wincanton on Tuesday, August 23rd,

and two following days, under the presidency of

Sir W. C. Medlycjtt, Bart. On the first day the

president's address will be delivered, the business

transacted, papers of local interest read, and a
visit paid to the church. On Wednesday there
will be an excursion to North Cadbury, Cadbiiry

Cfimp, Compton Church, and Mapperton ; and on
Thursday to Temple Combe, Stowell Milbourne,

Wick Encampment, Milborne Port, and Hents-
ridge. A local museum will be opened under the
management of the curator, Mr. Bidgood.

St. Alban's AncniTECTffRAL and Aroh^-
OLOorcAL Society.—This society held a meeting
oo the 20th ult., when papers were read as

follows :
—"On Bell Inscriptions," by Mr. Ridgway

Lloyd ;
" On Sindridge Church," by the Jiev.

0. W. Davys ; and " Un Antiquities in and near

East Herts," by Mr. Pollard.

WiLTsnraB ARcn.EOLOoiCAL AND Natural
History Society.—The annual meeting of this so-

ciety has been fixed for September 14th, 15th, and
I6th, at Wilton, under the presidency of Mr. Charles

Penruddocke, of Compton. It is in contemplation

to visit Wilton House, Wardour Castle, Fontliill

Abbey and House, Compton Park, and Longford
Castle, as well as to pay a lengthened visit to the
Blackmore Museum at Salisbury. Messrs. Swayne,
Nightingale, and Stevens are the hon. sees, for
the meeting.

The third general meeting of the Architectural
and Archocologioal Society of Durham and Northum-
berland was held on Tuesday last at Aycliflfe,

Heighington, and Walworth Castle.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
New Law Courts.—Mr. O. Gregory, on Thurs-

day last, moved that in the opinion of this Houso
the building of the New Law Courts should be
proceeded with without further delay. Ho was
happy to find that the First Commissioner of

Works cordially agreed with the object he had in

view in putting that motion on the paper, and
therefore it would not be necessary for him to

inflict upon the House a speech in support of his

motion.—Mr. Alderman Lawrence objected to the
course taken by the Govsrument with respect to

the plans. They had not laid down on their

block plans any approaches to what he might call

a large new law market. He thought that ap-

proaches to the market were an integral portion of

the plan, and ought to be laid out and provided
by the Government.—Mr. Ayrton said that the esti-

mate for the preliminary works would be laid on
the table on Friday ; therefore it was not desirable

to anticipate a discus-sion which was sure to arise

when the votes on the subject came under the

cousideratiou of the House. The question raised

by Mr. Alderman Lawrence was foreign to the

legislation that had already taken place, but his

hon. friend and his constituents might set a good
example by taking measures to remove the struc-

ture which public opinion did not sanction either

on account of its beauty or antiquity, and which
was a serious obstruction between Fleet-street and
the Strand.

Southwaek Pahk.—Mr. Locke called the at-

tention of the House to the intended appropriation

of a large portion of Southwaik Park for building

purposes by the Metropolitan Board of Works
;

and moved, "That in the opinion of this House
the whole of the land purchased under the Act of

1864 (the SouthwaikPark Act) should bepreserved
as a park for the use and recreation of the public."

Mr. Secretary Bruce supposed that scarcely any
hon. member would consider even 163 acres too

much for the recreation of the population on the
south side of the river. But that was not the

question before the House. The Metropolitan

Board of Works, being a representative body,

chosen by the ratepayers, were entrusted by Par-

liament with the purchase of land for the park at

Southwark, and by the Act which conferred that fl

power upon them permission wis given to set

aside some portion of the land which they bought
for building purposes. It would be admitted that

this was a judicious course when it was con-

sidered how the making of the park would increase

the value of the adjoining land ; and the Board,

having purchased more land than was ever pro-

posed to be appropriated to the park, were now
able to recoup the ratepayers by setting it aside

for building. By setting aside sixteen acres they
hoped to return the ratepayers something like

£36,000, but, apart from the question whether
they had done their duty in the matter, it would
be beneath the dignity of the House to pass a reso.

lution calling on the Metropolitan Board of Works
not to execute the powers conferred upon them by
an Act of Parliament. If the hon. member dis-

approved of the course they were taking he had
better move to repeal the Act of Parliament, or,

if ho thought they were exceeding their power.-),

the remedy was to be found in an application to

the Court of Chancery. Probably, however, the

present motion would have the effect of inducing

the Metropolitan Board to recousider their deci-

sion, and he, for one, should be glad if the result

were to induce them to set aside a larger portion

of the land than was proposed for the recreation

of the people.—Mr. Locke then withdrew his

resolution, and gave notice that next session he

should ask leave to bring in a bill to restrain the

Metropolitan Board from diminishing the area of

Southwark Park.

The New Courts of Jpstice —On Tuesday,

on the vote of £21,451) to defray the cost of the

purchase of tho site of the New Law Courts, after

some observations from Mr. Sclatcr-Booth, Mr.
Stanafelil, and others, Mr. Ayrton said that thi.s
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vote arose out of an Act of Parliament passed

five years ago, liy which the sum of £1,500,000

!i:id been appropriated for the erection of the

Palace of Justice, and for the purchase of land

on the north side of the Strand in connection

therewith. The whole subject was referred to a

Koyal Ciimraission instead of I'cing entrusted to

the Treasury, and the consequence was that the

expenditure liad been increased to £i,250,0ilO. In

this state of things the Chancellor of the Ex-
chequer reeonimended him to put himself in com-
munication witli the parties. The value of the

land had been increased from £750,000 to £800,000,

but tlio character of the building was considerably

ottered, and it was arrauged that the block of

buildings for the courts of justice should be so

constructed as to make it applicable to the various

courts and buildings necessary to carry on the

actual business of the courts of justice. The com-
missioners acceded to the altered plan, and the

building would be erected in accordance with this

altered plan. The present estimate had only

reference to the clearing of the ground and to

layiug the foundation of the building. Ti.is was
all that could be done previous to the estimates

coming before the house next year.—llr. G.

Gregory said that the plans laid before the Royal
Commission were so wide that they were justified

in the cour.se they had come to In the first instance
;

but they entirely agreed with the altered plan

which had been submitted to them. lie believed

the new plan would give all the accommodation
that was necessary to carry out the administration

of justice.—Mr. Whitwell said he supposed the

estimates included the approaches to the new
courts of justice.—Mr. Alderman Lawrence said

that the new block of buildings was different from
that whieh had been previously laid before the
House. It was of great importance that public

buildings, on which largo sums of money were ex-

pended, should not only be useful for the pur-

poses for which they were intended, but that they
should have some pretensions to architectural

beauty, and also that they should have
proper approaches. In the present case the
ground about the building was not to be
utilised in a proper manner. It was not in-

tended, apparently, to widen the Strand at that

point, nor to set the building back from the Strand
and from Carey-street. If Parliament did not
provide for the creation of proper thoroughfares
in this part of London they might be sure the
legal interest would not do it. They would not
allow a street to pass through Lincoln's Inn, and
it might happen that Carey-street would be the
only great thoroughfare leading from Chancery-
lane westward. It was the great fault of most
public buildings in the metropolis that their

frontage was brought fully up to the line of the
pavement, so that they had no apf roaches. That
was seen in the London University buildings in

Burlington-gardens. If it were arranged that the
building should be sufficiently set back on the
Strand aide, there would be no indisposition to

widen Fleet-street at Temple Bar, so as to admit
of the passing of four vehicles abreast. He did

not pretend to criticise the details of the plan, so

far as related to the wants of the profession, but
he felt perfectly competent to criticise the traffic

arrangements of the plan, and they appeared to

call for it. Evc-y attention was paid to the wants
of the profession in the building, and as he
believed it would cost, before it was completed,
two millions sterling, he warned the House that it

would not be doing its duty if it did not see that

proper approaches were provideded for the building.

Mr. Beresford Hope was understood to give the
plan his hearty approval, and after some further
discussion the vote was agreed to.

SoNDRY Votes.—The following votes were then
agreed to, to complete the amounts required :

—

£44,000 for acquisition of land for the New Palace
of Westminster, and £13,000 for the erection of
new houses in Downing-street for the Foreign,
Colonial, and Poor-law Departments. £37,250, site

for the enlargement of the National Gallery
(Mr. Barry to be the architect, provided that he
subscribes to the condition of his appointment).
£4-1,000 for new buildings for the Departments of

Science and Art. The vote of £644 for the
Wellington Testimonial was withdrawn until the
correspondence on the subject was produced. '1 he
next vote was a sum of £7,000 for erecting and
maintaining certain new, buildings in connection
with the Post Office. Mr. Ayrton explained that
the cost was owing to the arrangements recently
made to carry on new telegraphic arrangements.
A sum of £28,500 was then proposed for main-

taining the harbour and breakwater of Alderney.

A large sum of money had been already expended
on this public work, and ou .a report m;idc by Mr.
llawkshaw, an eminent engiueer, the Government
decided to carry out his recommendation so far as

to continue the work, and Mr. Ayrton hoped the

committee would agree to the vote. Colonel

Sykes wished to know of what use was this harbour
at Alderney, on which li 1,300,000 had beenalready

spent. Mr. White thought it would be far better

to throw the island into the sea than to be ex-

pending the public money in this way. The vote

was agreed to.

The BniTtsii Mu.sedm —The next vote was one

of .£6,000 for the natural history collections of the

liritish Museum. The Chancellor of the E.-cchequcr

explained that nine years ago these colleotious

were so extensive that the greatest inconvenience

arose in their exhibition, and M. Pauizzi pro-

posed that provision should be made for the

erection of new buildings to receive these

collections. The evil, which was considerable

then, was worse now. After a careful examination

of the subject by persons skilled in such matters,

it had been determined that what was known as

the "typical" mode of exhibitions was that which
ought to be adopted in this case. A site on the

embankment had been proposed, but that would
not only be costly but it would be subject to con-

ditions unfavourable to the object. Another plan

had been the enlargement of the museum itself

;

but that too had been abandoned. They were

thus led to look to the western suburbs as the

most likely to aid them in the carrying out this

work. It happened, fortunately, that the Com-
missioners of the Exhibition of 1851 had sold to

the Government a plot of 16 acres of land, at

Brompton, for £7,000 an acre, which was admir-

ably adapted for the purpose. It looked upon the

Cromwell and Exhibition-roads, in the vicinity of

the South Kensington Museum, and the total eoSt

of acquiring the site had only been £120,000, which
he had been informed was less than its present
value by £100,000. The outside estimated cost

was £350,000, and as £400,000, and even £600,000,
had been asked for the same work, it could not be
deemed excessive. Those were the views he had
to place before the committee, and he hoped the

committee would accept them.—Mr. B. Hope re-

marked that the plan did not remove the old ob-

jection of separation from themuseum, the library,

the staff, and the antiquities, which had always
been deemed one of serious consequence.—Mr.
White characterised the present proposition as a
gross Brompton job, and should give it every

opposition in his power. It was entirely against

the wishes of the trustees and every scieutilic man
in L'>ndon.^Mr. G. Booth denied that the
scientific men of Loudon were opposed to the

separation, for when he was in office he received

many applications in accordance with the vote now
proposed.—Mr. DiUwyn believed the proposed
movement was only the commencement of removing
the British Museum altogether from its present

locality.—Mr. Bentinck believed the great portion

of the specimens of the natural history collection

at the Museum were utterly useless. He wished,
therefore, to know in what condition they were.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied that all

that was visible would be removed to Kensington.
The Committee divided, and the vote was agreed

to by a majority of 62.

limiting liitelligeiw.

cnuRcnEs amd chapels.

Arksey.—The parish church of All Saints,

Arksey, Doncaster, was re-opened on Friday last

by the Archbishop of York, after restoration at

the hands of Mr. George Gilbert Scott, R.A.
The first contract was for the restoration of the

east end—the chancel, side chapels, and tran-

septs. In taking out the modern east window the
workmen discovered the original window, the
jambs, which were beautifully decorated with
painted scroll work, being quite perfect. Various
other interesting discoveries were made. Under
the door and over the transepts was found what
was considered to be the old altar table. It was
about 4 ft. long, but had evidently been broken.
It has been lengthened to 7t., and is now placed

on a strong oak frame table designed by Mr.

Scott. The chancel has been paved with Minton's

tiles and furnished with a new oak roof, and the

roofs of side aisles and transepts have been re-

paired. The new seats in the side chapels and
transepts are of red Petersburgh and [litch pine,

staiucd uud varnished, the chancel beiug provided
with two rows of oak seats for the choir, and an
oak lectern. The second contract was for the
restoration of the nave, side aisles, and porch.
The north aisle was the first commenced, and at

the first it was found necessary to foot and con-

crete all the foundations to the level of the
ground. The north door, which has been walled
up for some years, has been re-opened and restored
to its original charactsr, and some of the
buttresses of the aile were taken down and re-

built. A new traooried window has been filled in

at the west end, and all the windows in the south
aisle supplied with new tracery. The aisle roof

has been refaired and re-covered with lead, and
the nave provided with a new high-pitched roof
of oak. Messrs. Anelay have executed the works,
Mr. Stenton being their foreman. The entire
cost will be about £3,000.

BOLTOM —The groined ceiling of the chancel
of the now parish church of Bolton is now being
decorated by Messrs. Clayton and Bell, of Lou-
don. The whole of the elaborately -carved^bosses

are in geld ; the ribs are also edged with gold,

relieved by chevron ornaments, while in each
panel, upon a groundwork of vellum, is the figure

of a musician. Bands of colours, with the sacred
monogram, also form a feature of the work,
which is expected to be completed in about a
fortnight.

Bowling.—Ou Saturday afternoon the memo-
rial-stone was laid of a new Wesleyan Chapel at

Prospect, Bowling, near Bradford. The building

is being erected in the Italian style, from the de-

signs of Messrs. Andrews, Son, and Pepper. In-

ternally the building is 78ft. long by 40ft. wide,
and the height of the ceiling from the floor is

30ft. In the basement are a school.room to

accommodate 450 children, and four good-sized

class rooms. A vestry, 25ft. long by lift, wide,

is placed at the back of the chapel, and there is

also a minister's vestry. Sittings will be provided
for 768 persons.

Burt S. EoMtJNDS.—A new font has just

been presented to S. James's Church, Bury, by
Mr. A. Uevan. The octagonal shaft of the old

font, of Ketton stone, has been freed from its

numerous coatings of paint, and is now restored

to its former use as the ohaft of the new one.

Around it, at each of its angles, is a slender

column of Purbeck marble, with stone base and
foliated capital. On these rest the basin of Caen
stone. The panels in the eight faces of the

octagon are elegantly moulded, the princijial

mouldings being relieved with patertc. Four
of the panels are deeply recessed, and contain

groups of sculpture relating to the baptismal rite,

the four intermediate panels containing emble-

matical devices. The basin is lined with lead,

and has an oaken cover, some excellent scroll

work in hammered iron radiating from the handle
by which it is lifted. The font is reached by two
stone steps. The basin of the old font is buried

beneath the new one, and the water from the

latter will flow through the fortuer as it passes

away. The font has been executed by Messrs.

Farmer and Brindley, of Westminster road,

London, from a design by Mr. G. Q. Scott, R.A.

Dunstable.—On Thursday, the 2l8t ult., the

Priory Church of Dunstable was re-opened, after

being closed for a long time for purposes of

restoration. Much remains to be done, however,

and £4,000 ia required. It is suggested that

collections should be made throughout Bedford-

shire in aid of the object.

Exeter Cathedral —The Dean and Chapter

of Exeter have finally adopted the amended plans

of Mr. G. G. Scott for the restoration of the

Cathedral, but have postponed the order for the

execution of the work until they have ascertained

the result of their appeal to the diocese for funds

The amount required for the first part of the

work is £15,000, of which £12,0U0 has been raised.

Great Ashfield.—The parish church of Great

Ashfield, near Elmswell, Suffolk, was re-opened

on the 19th ult , after restoration. The editioe,

which is dedicated to All Saiuts, consists of nave

and chancel, north aisle, south porch, and a

square tower of flintwork, and is a well-pro-

portioned, lofty, and spacious edifice, without

galleries. The chancel has been almost entirely

rebuilt, and covered in with a new roof of pim;,

and the east window has been filled with stained

glass. The south wall of the nave, which had
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departed considerably from the perpendicular,

hi* been enUrelv rebuilt from the chancel arch

to the south porch. This part of tbe church

contains some very good windows of the Ferpen-

dicuUr period. The whole of the interior stono-

work has been cleansed of iU many coats of white-

wash, and many of the windows hare been newly

glaied The church is unusually rich m ancient

benches, about a dozen of which have survived

the indifference and neglect of bygone church-

wardens. The organ, which has hitherto blocked

up the entrance to the tower, now stands in the

south- west angle of the nave, and the tower is

thus thrown open to thechurch—a handsome Deco-

rated window, of bold tracery, being disclosed to

view. The works have been carried out by Mr.

Simpson, of Stowmarket, under the direction of

Wr. Jackaman, architect, Bury.

IsuNOTOX.—A subscription is being raised for

completing the exterii>r of the Roman Catholic

Church of S. John the Evangeliat, Islington, accord-

ing to the origiual design of the architect, the late

Mr. Scoles. This design includes the erection of

two towers (to be called respectively S. Michael's

and S. Peter's towers) surmouuted by spires at

the two extremities of the present front of the

church. The towers were partially raised when

the church was erected, so they will only require

to be still further raised. The cost is estimated

at £1,100, of which sum £iOO is already

promised.

Kkssi.sqton (Liverpool). — Christ Church,

Kensington, on the high road to Fairfield, was

consecrated by the Bishop of Chester on the

2Ist ult. The church, which is Romanesque in

style, consists of nave, 94ft. long, 24ft. wide, and

67ft. high from floor to apex of roof, with aisles

on either side 13tt. 9in. wide by 90ft. long; choir

and chancel, 32ft. Sin. long ; north transept, 19ft.

by 18ft. ; the south transept being occupied as an

organ chamber and vestry. The nave is in five

bays, the arches springing from piers of polished

red granite, with Bath stone bases, heads, and

capitals. The reredos is of Caen stone, and

consists of a series of ten arches resting on small

columns of green Irish marble. The roof of the

church is open-timbered, and the whole of the

church furniture, with the exception of the

lectern, sedilia, and communion table (which are

of oak), is of polished pitch pine, the seats being

open. The altar lloor, chancel, and wall rouud

the font have been laid with encaustic tiles by

Mr. Oj)penheim, of Manchester. The hot-water

apparatus is by Mr. Seward, of Lancaster, while

tbe gas-fittings and all the ornamental ironwork

of the church have been furnished by Messrs.

Smith and Sons, of Birmingham. Externally the

church is built of ordinary grey brick, with

Stourton stone bands and red and black bricks in

bands and arches. There is a tower and spire 1 50ft.

high at the west end. Messrs. W. and G. Audsley,

of Uarringtou-street, Liverpool, are the architects,

the contractor being Mr. E. Hughes, of Miller's

Bridge. The cost, including site, will be about

£10,000.

Leek.—On Saturday week the comer stone of a

new building, to be used as a We-leyan Chapel and

Bagged School, in Mill-street, Leek, were laid at

Leek. The building will be of plain Early

English character, in red brick, with stone

dressings, two stories in height, the lower story

for school purposes and the upper for the chapel,

in which 400 persons can be accommodated, tbe

latter with a gallery at one end and class-rooms

under. The cost will be £800. Mr. Sugden is

the architect, and Messrs. Knowles and Tattou

are the contractors.

Lewisham.—The new church of S. Mark, at

Ijewisbam, was consecrated on the 20th ult., by

the Lord Bishop of Rochester. A sermon was

preached by the Lord Bishop of Victoria upon

the occasion. A luncheon was afterwards pro-

vided, at which the Right Hon. the Earl of

Dartmouth presided. A notice of the building

appeared in our columhs upon the occasion of the

laying of the foundation stone in May last year.

The building has been erected by Messrs. Carter

and Sons, of HoUoway, from the designs and under
the supervision of Mr. William C. Banks, of 39a
Qracechurch-strcet, London. The carving has

been well executed throughout by Messrs.

Mc Carthy and Smith, of Belvcdere-road. The
pulpit, the gift of a lady, and the font, the gift of

tbe architect, are of elaborate design, with appro-

priate subjects carved thereon. The cost of the

works to the present time, leaving out the upper
part of tower and spire and tbe boundry walls, is

about £7.100, the original contract being £7,050.

A splendid organ, by Willis, of Camden Town,

has been erected at a cost of £550. The lighting

and ironwork were done by Messrs. Richardson

Slade and Co., and the tile paving by Messrs.

Hawes.

MENSTON.-The foundation stone of a new church,

dedicated to S. John the Divine, was laid on

Saturday afternoon. The building will seat 120

persons, and is estimated to cost about £1,000.

The style, which is from designs by Messrs. Price

and Liuklater, architects, Manchester, is Early

Gothic. It will be built of stone throughout.

Tbe contractor for the masonry is Mr. Lapish, of

Hawkesworth ; and for wood- work, Messrs. Long-

ley Brothers, Leeds.

NonwooD.— On Wednesday week the first

stone of a new Roman Cvtholio Choich was laid

by the Right Rev. Dr. Morris, Bishop of Troy.

The new church will be situated at right angles

to the north-east end of the present convent, and

will he from designs by Messrs. Goldie and Child,

of Kensington-square, and is to be dedicated to

the "Fai'hful Virgin." When completed it will

consist of a nave 35ft. wide by 96ft. long, which

will be occupied by the choir stalls of the nuns,

and give accommodation for nearly 300 destitute

orphans, who are maintained and educated under

the care of the nuns attached to the establish-

ment. Beyond the navo will extend a chancel

and sanctuary of apsidal form, 41ft. 9in. long,

making a total length of 133tt. The transept

will be 25ft. wide and 38ft. long, and at a future

period a second transept on the opposite side

will be added, thus completing the cruciform

tus. Externally the roofs are covered with plain

tiles. The old plasteriug has been stripped off

the north and south walls, and the rubble work
repaired. The tower has also been stripped in a

similar mauuer, bringing to light a flint face in

very good condition. The buttresses are new,

and the internal walls have been re stuccoed. A
vestry has been added on the north side, and.a

new porch on the south side. Mr. Fred. Chan-

cellor, of Ipswich, is the architect, Mr. Joseph

Grimes, of Colchester, being the contractor,

BmLDINGS.

BniGllTOM.—Mark well's Royal Hotel, Brighton,

was inaugurated on Saturday week. The building

stands boldly out from the King's-road, and has

been erected on the site of the old battery, or

what was more recently Mahomed's Baths. The

hotel covers an area of only about 1,500 square

feet, but as it has three frontages, great oppor-

tunity was given for subdivision of room'. The

building is five stories high, and has a Mansard

roof, pierced by dormer windows. Mr. Whichcord

is the architect, Mr. James Winterbourn being

the builder.

WESTnotJOHTOS. — The Bolton Chroiikli' re.

marks on the rapid extension of building in

Westhoughton of late years. That extension

still continues, and at the present time a large

number of dwelling-houses are in course of erec-

tion in Chapel-lane and other thoroughfares, to

say nothing of the new parish church, Wesleyan

chapel, Congregational schools, and the Town's -

Offices. It seems a pity, however (says our con-

temporary) that there is no authority in this town-

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

[Wo do no', holl ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. The Editor respectfully re-

quests that all communications should bs drawn up
as brielly as possible, as tlieio are many claimant!

U])on the" space allotted to correspondence.]

Received.—J. P. S., G. H. O., J. C. J., T. C. F,., IT. W.,

G. O., W. II. R., J. D. M., J. B., T. T. and Co., W. S.,

1" E T. T. P. L., J. A., J. S., h. and II., J. H., J. F.,

J, C, W. S, B.
. .

S. H.—Your sketch of doorway of K. Church is not gMS
enough for reproduction by the photo-liiho proce's. Wo
have received several others recently of similar quality,

Edward IIodoson.—With sketcli of St. Peter's Church.

THGODoitE,— Tyler, 7, Wood-street, Westminster.

.J. IS. MAK.H1T.—With sketch of west door of iSt. Pelcr's,

Wolverhampton.
Ekbatom.—In our notice hist week of Ibe new Baptist

chapel, James's Grove, Peckham, Jlr. J. Mitchell, ol

Bedfonl-row, should have been named as the architect,

and Mr. J. Thompson, of Uamberwell-groen, as the

builder.

Coi'itspoitkitte.

plan of the church, it i^ intended at present sMp whose business it is to see that new streets

only to build the nave and sanctuary, and to are properly laid out.

complete the designs as funds are obtained. The

style of the building will be Geometrical Gothic,

simply and broadly treated. The materials are

stock bricks, with dressings of Bath stone and

Portland, the latter being occasionally used in-

ternally. Messrs. Jackson and Shaw are the

contractors.

The Jewish Ce.meteby at Doveh.—On Friday

last the memorial stone of what is known in Hebrew

phraseology as a " cemetery lodge " was laid at

Dover. The building is made to answer the same

purpose as a cemetery chapel in Christian places

of interment. The building is being erected by

Messrs. Tunbridge and Denne, from plans fur-

nished by the borough surveyor, Mr. John

Hanvey.

Walth.\mstow.—The memorial stone of a new
Congregational Church Wiis laid at Walthamstow

on the 27th ult. Tlie new building will be erected

on the piece of freehold land on which the old

meeting-house stood, a site hallowed by association

with Dr. Watts and Dr. Dodiidge, who often

preached there. The estimated coat, exclusive of

architects' commission and other extras, is

£4,184 lis. The chapel is to accommodate 700

persons, and is in the Decorated Gothic style.

Messrs. J. Tarring & Son are the architects, and

Mr. W. Henshaw the builder.

Wem.—The memorial stone of a new Baptis t

Chapel has been laid at Wem. The m%terial with

which the building is being erected is local

pressed biiek, with dressings of Grinshill stone.

The interior of the edifice will be finished with

an open timber roof, ceiled under the spars, and

is designed to have good acoustic properties. The

contractors are Mr. T. Francis and Mr, H. Tommy,
Wem, and the structure is being erected from

the design of Mr. David Walker, architect, of

Liverpool and Loudon.

Winchester.—The committee for building the

proposed new church near the railway station

has resolved to proceed with the building from

a design furnished by Mr. Colson.

WoBMtNOFORD.—The church of S. Andrew,
Wormingford, has just been reopened, after hav-

ing undergone a thorough restoration at a cost of

nearly £2,000. New open timber roofs have been

erected over the nave and chancel, and the west

end, previously blocked up with an old gallery

and the organ, has been opened out, the organ

being removeii to the north side of the chaucel.

The whole of the nave and north aisle has been

re-benched in solid oak, and the windows through-

out (except three in the chancel, which have

been filled with stained glass) are glazed with ca-

thedral gl iss. The church is paved througliout

in Maw's tiles. Mes.4rs. Catchpool and Thomp-
son, of Colchester, supplied the heating apjjara-

BUILDERS' CONTRACTS.

{To the Editor of The BoiLDrsa News )

SiB,—Within the present month an ambitious

contemporary, niming to represent the higher and

artistic branches of our profession, published

—

with the prominence of a loader—an article of

importance to the profession generally, but espe-

cially to those gentlemen who may chance not to

be able to write after their names the mystic

initials "F.R LB. A." It was based on the con-

sideration of a complaint by some of the most

eminent London builders that the usual terms

of a building contract gave to the architect

certain powers, unobjectionable if placed in tli'^

hands of practitioners of acknowledged reputa-

tion, but not so as regards those of inferior

position.

The part of the general conditions particularly

brought under notice was an arbitration clause,

and if this could be conceded the builders seemed

disposed to rest and be thankful. The matter

was considered by the Institute, and that illus-

trious body having "loyally determined" to

concede the principle in a certain form, I would

invito your attention to the nature of such con-

cession.

The representatives of the Institute prop'>^

that the valuation of extra works and the lia-

bility fordelay in the performance of the contract

ihould be left for a referee to decide upon, but

"the control of the building, the interpretation

of the drawings and speciftcations, and the ap-

proval of materials and workmanship are con-

sidered to be of the essence of the architect's
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functions, which he cannot be invited to yield in

any way to any superior jurisdiction but that of

the courts of law ; " and the " authorities of the

profession " also [jronose to " confine the selection

of the arbitrator to the body o£ Fellows of the

Institute—these being practising architects of not

less than seven years' standing."

Now, the " authorities of the profession " here

alluded to are probably all Fellows, and it has no
doubt escaped them that the adoption of this sug-

gestion would necessarily hand over entirely to

themselves all the judicial work hitherto also en-

joyed by gentlemen who are perhaps merely Asso-
ciates, or, may be, not connected with the Insti-

tute at all. It is well known that among the

most important referees of the day are gentlemen
who are not Follows of the Institute. And why
is tliis ? IJecau^e the fact of a man being a Fellow
has, in most oases, necessarily prevented him from
taking part in the earlier years of his practice in

those technical and practical matters upon which,
in the majority of cases, ho would be required to

decide. And if the Fellows of the Institute are
determined to enlarge the sphere of their action
so as to take in that now to a great extent per-
formed by surveyors, very many will soon dis-

cover that it will be nece.ssary to acquaint them-
selves with matters which at the present time
they are proud to look upon with disdain and
contempt.
There would seem to have grown up recently a

strong feeling on the part of the architect pure
and simple of seven years' standing that by the
very fact of his utter ignorance of practical de-
tails and judicial functions, from which it is his
pride and ambition to hold himself aloof, he be-

comes a superior and inspired creature, who can
not only afiord to look with scorn on the laborious
existence of his more practical and well-informed
brethren, but now proposes to add to the exten-
sive range of his artistic acquirements the whole
business of deciding upon building disputes,
which in almost every instance turn on a right
appreciation of technical points with the true
nature of which it is ever his boast that he U un-
acquainted.
The mere suggestion by the Council of the In-

stitute that the duties of arbitrator should thus
be confided to persons qualified by seven years'
practice as architects, and payment of four guineas
ayear, deserves serious consideration by the
builders to whom the proposal wilt be made, and
of all surveyors and architects who may not enjoy
the qualification just mentioned ; and I hope that
the subject, which is of vital importance to the
interests of the profession, will receive the fullest
discussion in the pages of your journal.—I am.
Sir, &c., A Surveyor.

NEWARK CHURCH COMPETITION.—EX-
TRAORDINARY ARBITRATION BY MR.
SCOTT.
Sir,—It is very common for architects to find

fault with competition committees, but the emi-
nent architects who are sometimes appointed to
arbitrate frequently act with as little logic, and
consequently with as little fairness, as their em-
ployers. The Newark Church competition is a
case in point. Mr. Gilbert Scott was appointed
the arbitrator. Eight architects, residing in
Nottinghamshire and Lincolnshire, were invited
to compete. Two designs, respectively from Mr.
Knight and Mr. Evans, of Nottingham, were pro-
nounced by Mr. Scott to be equal in merit and
superior to those of the other competitors. The
design from Mr. Evans was drawn in the somewhat
hackneyed style so much liked by Mr. Scott. Of
course as Mr. Scott could only judge by his own
lights, no blame can be attached if he made a
mistake. But why, after distinctly stating that
the designs are equal in merit, does he in his
report proceed to criticise one design and not the
other ? If one design possesses faults so must
the other

; otherwise how can they be equal in
merit '! The fault which he finds in Mr. Knight's
design is that his chancel is too small, so that he
throws in a criticism against Mr. Knight's design
as a sort of spoke in the wheel for the other
design

; and this (as previously mentioned) after
clearly staling that the two designs are eqml.
But now for the justice of his criticism. The
cost of the church is to be £3,000, and it is to
accommodate 600 persons. Mr. Knight's chancel
is shown to be 32ft. long by 19ft. broad, inside
measure. I think I may safely leave it to the
practical common sense of your readers whether—considering the small amount (£3,000) provided,
and the large comparative accommodation—this

chancel would not be ample for the purpose. That
there are faults in Mr. Evans's design is manitest
enough, but I forbear to criticise them, although
I am sure all will understand how extremely un-

fair and invidious it was, after yielding an ap-

parently unwilling admission that the designs

were equal, to proceed to criticise one and not the

other ; more especially as Mr. Scott's criticism

would not fail to be pronounced by all practical

men as being incorrect under the circumstances.

After so little consideration has been shown by
the arbitrator, it is not a matter for surprise that

the committee should show still less In the

first place, they have opened the letters containing

the mottoes before the competition was decided
;

and, as an illustration of the great unfairness of

this measure, it is only necessary to mention
that whereas one competitor was well known to

the committe the other had not the least ac-

quaintance with a single member. They disre-

garded the clause in the conditions which states

that a London architect should decide the com-
petition (which had been left an open question by
Mr. Scott) ; and they have acted upon their arbi-

trator's remark about the size of Mr. Knight's

chancel, which every practical man must know is,

under all the circumstances of cost and accommo-
dation, amply large enough, and they have accepted

Mr. Evans's design.—I am, Sir, &c.,

A Sufferer.

BUILDERS DRA.WINrG PLANS.

Sin,—There is, perhaps, too much of that cry

for " protection" (so natural to every one of every

occupation) in the several letters that have been
published on this subject to make their assertions

of much value. The protection for architects, so

much desired by some, would appear, from many
remarks of those who advocate the subject, to be
a monopoly of doing certain things that others

could do as well or better—the privilege of a trade,

instead of the noble patriotism that fears lest the

art should be mutilated by unworthy hands.
There is no real or natural distinction between

the general qualifications of a builder and an archi-

tect. Necessity certainly imposes a distinction,

which, like many other subdivisions of employ-
ment, has both advantages and disadvantages

;

and the necessity is this, that the age requires

speed, and, as far as possible, separates every art

and branch of art and trade for considerations of

economy and accuracy of execution. A former
age could allow one man to design, supei intend,
and complete many a wondrous edifice ; his

minute and carefully studied invention, whether
depicted on paper or not, would be developed by
his own care as the works proceeded in a way that
no specification could teach to others, while his

intimate acquaintance with the construction of

every part of that building on which his almost
sole attention was placed would be such that few
office-trained men can get, indentures notwith-
standing.

As one who has seen much of building, from
turning the grindstone up to the position ofmanager
and principal, with several years' engagements as

draughtsman, I am able to write without that
angry class-feeling that sees the hobgoblins of

the " scamping builder " and the " tyrannical
architect" in every brick and stone. When too
much is taid of the latter I think of the dodges
adopted to get through many jobs ; the foolishness

of those who take work at ridiculously low prices

when they know it must be done well, and if so
they must lose; of the unsatisfied client, who
always thought the price was exorbitant. And
when the former is rated (as by the way he
too often is just now), I cannot but remember
that keeu competition and hard necessity induce
many to cut so close that loss is certain ; that
the risk, casualty, and carelessness of workmen
is all on their shoulders ; that often both client
and architect are exacting ; that details are de-
layed and money scarce

; or worst of all, perhaps,
that a fee is expected or condemnation sure.
The talented, the proficient, and the employed

of both sides need no law to protect them. The
ignorant of both sides, who find they are not
appreciated, would no doubt profit by any law
that compelled people to buy at their shops ; but
no law wouldmake me think that I could not draw a
plan as well as most of the latter class, although
neither time nor inclination would permit me to

attempt such plans as a real architect alone has
the qualification for.

In conclusion, I should be sorry to see any law
of monopoly passed. The necessity for one such
law would be argued as a reason for others, till

in " Unions " all was lost but the selRsh principle

of exclusion—that has been the ruin of nations

—

and intolerance, the destroyer of energy and skill.

—I am. Sir, &c., TnrANOLK.

DECORATION OF REFRESHMENT ROOMS,
SOUTH KENSINGTON.

Sir,—Verily there is no accounting for taste !

After reading the admiring account in last week's
Building News of the decorations to the re-

freshment room at South Kensington Museum, I

could only look and wonder. I am not, I must
say, an admirer of the works of the firm named.
I cannot consent to ignore altogether the teach-

ing of the past, and suppose that those nations
which attained such preeminence in the arts

—

the Greeks and Romans—with all others, should
be in the wrong. Yet it must be so if the
practice of the firm bo right, for the latter is op-
posed to all else I

The effort and aim in ancient decoration was
to enliven and cheer—the effect of the firm's

work is to sadden and depress. Assuredly, I

may say, " melancholy has marked them for her
own." I assert that the style of the room de-

scribed is utterly inappropriate for the purposes of

the place. In a salle a manrjer the character of

the decoration should be bright and cheerful,

whereas in this under consideration the pre-

dominant, all-prevailing hue is a dirty green,

bearing associations of corruption and the charnel
house ; appropriate, perhaps, if we eat " meats for

the dead," but in no w.ay calculated to raise the
spirits of the living. This murky mortuary com-
pound, honoured as geeen, is made, we are told, of
" black and yellow." This is not correct, as those
pigments would not produce green ; but it is

sufficiently descriptive to give those who have not
seen the place an idea of its dismal lugubrious
effect. To my mind it is so positively forbidding

that I expect it will not be without a prejudicial

effect on the purveyor's interests.

It is satisfactory to see in the work of the firm
evidences of thought and design; but it is a pity

these artists will so obstinately choose what i.s

strange, uncouth, and repellant in preference to

taking their cue from ancient art, and studying to

educe what would be generally pleasing. If, in

the room under notice, a cheerful green had been
used for the walls, and the woodwork treated with
a sober shade of red, there would have been con-
trast, harmony, and pleasing variety—" variety is

charming." As it is, the room but illustrates the
old adage, that " too much of one thing is good
for nothing.—I am. Sir, &c

,

M.

ERRATUM.
Sill,—lu the notice of "Gugliemo da C;istelbarco " ia

your last Diunber (p. 83, col. 2, line 52) "Conte" was
printed for "Corte." 'Jhe name of the hiatorian I have
mentioned should hare been " Girolarao dalla Corte." I

am sometimes guilty, it would seem, of making r'a like

u'a. 80 that the printer becomoa puzzled in words not fa-

miliar to hira.—I am, Sir, &c., II.,C. Barlow.

QUESTIOyS.
[190o.]-CALCULA.TING EARTHWORK.—'Woald any

of your contributors tell me wliat is the proper way of cdl-

cnlating tlie contents (cubic) of a cutting or emlmiikmeut ?

Is I he method by *
' mean heights " or " mean areas t " for I

find they do not agree by a long way. As- an example, I

have a cutting 700 yards in length. TJio base ia 30ft., the
Bide slopes lAft. to 1ft., and the heights at each end lift,

and ;i5ft. respectively. What ia the number of cubic yards
iu it ? I should be greatly obliged for this information, as

I cannot get the same result by any two kinds of tables, or
independent methods of working.—Youno K.vuineer.

[1908] -WEIGHT OP RAILS.—Is there any rule for

proportioning the weight of a rail to that of the load it

has 10 carry? We are continually witnessing heavier and
heavier rails being laid down on our railways, and yet the
trafhc is pretty much the same. Is it a question of
strengthor of mere durability?— S. S. L.

tiro?.]—SHRINKAGE IN CYSTINGS.-At the recent

competitive ex.amination for appointments iu tlie Public
Works Department of India, one of the qvieatious given was—" In making patterns for castings, how much shrinkage
should be allowed for the contraction of the nutal m cool-

ing?" I should be glad to know what the allowance ia, and
still more, how it is allowed for, as that appears to me to be

the most ditljcult matter.—J. M. D.

[1003.]—GEOMETRICAL PROBLEM.—As problems of
this nature frequently appear in your *' Intercommunica-
tion " column, and are well calculated to test the ability

and zeal of your correapoudonts, allow me to propound
the following:— If the verticalangle of a triangle be 120',

a[;d the difference of the sides equal to 3-5 of the baae, find

the remaining angles?— Q. E. F.
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(law. 1—HYDROSTATICS —A fuU solution of the fol

lowiug p[»blem will oblige :— A. solid coue floats with its

axia Tertical in a giren liquiJ ; compare the iwrtions of

Um ftua immened. Ut, whan the vertex ia upwards

;

Sod, when it is downwards.—R L. B.

[1910]—LIABILITY.—Will any of your romlers oblige

BM with their opinion on the following statement of facts ;

—A a&ks B, who it an architect, to make plans and get

qnantities fo'^ a stable and cotUge, and mentions £500 as

the amount he Is willtog to go to. B accordiugly gets out
the plans and employs C, who isaquantity-tAker, to make
oat the quantities. C is altogether unknown to A. The
lowes*. tender for works is £1,100. B tlierefon) motliHra liis

plans and a tetnler ia made of £i!50. A does not wisli to juiy

more than £r>00, as oiigtnally contemplated, ho the H'ablea

at« not built. B and C botli send in bills to A. Query.
is A liable to either B or C, or both, and how much?—
A. B. C.

KEPLIES.

[1002]—SURVEYOR OF TAXE"5 —In reply t^ " As.
tistaut.'* I believe that :hd qualiiicatious necoss.'iry to gain

a berth lu this capacity are as follows :—1. Writing from
dictation; '2, .irithmutic (including vulgar and decimal
fractions) ; 3, Entzlish composition ; 4, geography ; 5,

history of the British empire. I do not know who are
the examining body.—Esrussed,

tl902]-SUnVEYOR OF TAXES.-As to the first

part of your correspondent's ques ion, there are no patti-
cutar qualitications necessary, beyond a fair average edu-
cation and a limit of agA. The candidates have to appear
before the Civil Service Etaininers. " Ai^istant " should
get a little book called *' A Guide to the Civil Service.*'
He will find it invaJoable, as it contains many of the actual
papers given at formjr examinations. — Clerk.

[1901.]- TESTi;Ca PORTLAND CEirENT—There is no
inttrument for testing cement to be compared to that used
by Mr. Grant on the .Main Drainage Works, In fact, no
one who has anything to do with testing cement would
think of osing any other. It was made by Adie, of Loudon.—Tkst.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.
The Brewster Kemoriai. Statue.-The memorial to

Sir David Brewster was inaugurated on Monday at Edin-
burgh University, 1 lie siatue, which cost £000. and is by
3lr. Brodie. K.S.A,, is placed on a pedestal under the
central arch on the west sid^ of the quadrangle of the
University. It is "Jft. in height, weighs .'J tons, and is

formed of Sicilian marble, the block selected being re-

markably free from flaw or discoloration.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Aylksbdry,—Mr. J. Bailey Denton ha^ been appointed
consulting engineer to the Aylesbury Locj.1 Board of
Health.

BBoroRD.—The Bedford Corporation has hired about
ISO acres of land for the purpose of turning to profitable
aoooont the sewage, which has hitherto been a great uui-
ance, and how well the scheme has succeeded may be
judgod from the luiuriant crops of grass and cabbages
and various other vegetables now growing. The sewage is

broaght in large mains from the town to a point Blightly
elevated above the land to be irrigated, where it ia col-

lected in large reservoirs, and by means of a system of
gratings is screened of all materials th^t would cause the
sewage to block in the smaller crriers. From these I'e-

servoirs it is pumped intoa tank raised sufHciently liigh to
force the liqiiid in any direction and in any volume that
may be reiiuired. Leads run at i he head of the lauds, and
from these the sewage, is conducted in carriers placed at
given distances apart and at right angles to the leads.
There is a contrivance for regulating the How or cutting
it off altogether by means of traps. The land is so laid
that it is all served prettf well alike.

BiDEroRD.—A new reservoir for the waterworks at
Bideford is now in course of construction under the
auspices of the Bideford Local Board. Mr. Baldwin
LaUiam last week inspected the puddle trench.

BiRMixcHAH.—The Birmingham Town Council have
under consideration a proposal to purchase 3,000 acres of
land as a sewage farm. The cost of ihe scheme Is esti>

mftted at from jcZ50,000 to £300.000.

CfiEHTER-LR-STREErr.—During the past few weeks great
complaints have been made of the ofieutiive state of the
•ewers in this town, and the stench from the grates has
been uu>jearable. There has been such a small rainfall

that tlie sewers have not been washed out for several weeks.
With an abuud<anne of river water at hand the sewers
might readily be flushed ouce a week at a very small
cost at lea,st daring the dry weather,

Crovd^x.-The prospectos has been issued of the Croy-
don Irrigation and Farming Company (Limited), with a
proposed capital of £10,900. in 1,000 shares of i^lO each.
The company has been formed with a view to develope the
mactical application of sewage to agricultural purposes.
The Croydou Local Board of Health has agreed to grant
the company a lease of about 500 acres of land in the
parisbea of Croydeo and Beddington ; and to deliver to
the company the whole of the liquid and solid sewage and
refuse ft the town of Croydon. The Board has also agrt-ed
to let t4) the company the filter works and laud at Croy.
don and Beddington, and to deliver on to the works at
Croydon the whole of the refuse collected in the district.
The extraction of the solid matter from the sewage will be
effected by the newly patented proccHS of Mr. Baldwin
Latham, C.E., tlie engineer to the Local Board, and it is

intended to moninnlate and manufacture the Holid manure
extracted ftom the sewage by this machinerv, aiid make
it into a portable manure.

Dronfield.—Mr. Coke, surveyor, of Chesterfield, has
offciej to supply Dronfield and Unstoiie. with water. It ap-

V>eai3 that Mr. Coko is now niiikinj,' a eurvey in iho valloy

between Millthorpe aud Crow Hall, with the view of

makins; a large reservoir for the supply of Staveley, The
place chosen for the supply of Staveley is said to bo the only

source from which the iuhabitauts of DruiifioUl can gor.

a sufiicient supply of water for domestic, sanitary, aud
manufacturing purposes.

Duties of Sanitary Committees.—We read in a Cam-
bridge pai)er that the sanitary committee of St. Ives

(Hunts), have been making a tour round the town, **aud

we are sure," says our Cambridge con temp irary, "if
they carry out their duties many grievous uuisances now
existing will be removetl." We are also sure that it would
lie to the advantage of other towns were their sauitary

committees (if o;iIy occasionally) to emulate the example
set by that of St. Ives.

EsHER.- Tho directors of the Lamboth Waterworks
Company have, upon tSe requisition of the inhabitants,

agreed to furnish a water supply to this village from
their mains at Seething WeUs. This has long been needed.

Tiiowbrid<,;f-—The petition pi-esented in Chanceiy for

winding up theTrowbriJge Water Company was accepted

on the 15th uU., without opposition. Want of capital was
the cause of failui-e, Tho iuhaSitants are now without any
direct source of supply of water.

Utii.i7.ati n of Sewaoe at Ely.—The Ely Local Board
of Health lately appointed a committee to viait the Croy-
dou, Barkiug, and Romford anwagd irrigation farmi, aud
to report on the feasibility of carrying out this system of

dealing with town sewage at Ely. The committee has
reported in favour of irrigation, and it is to be tried ex-
perimentally.

Waltram Abbev.—The Waltham Abbey Local Board
of Health has adopted the plan recommended by Mr.
Sendey in respect to the new drainage aud the collecting
of the sewage into two tanks iu the town mead.

dur iice Cubic.

Cheap Railways.—We have on previous occa-

sions referred to the cheap railways and econo-

mical rolling stock which, by Mr. Fairlie's method,
could be rendered available. A trial was made
the other day on the Kestiniog Railway, in

Wales, in presence of engineers from many parts

of the world, which seems to settle the question.

The gauge of the line is 1ft. ll.Jin. only; the
locomotive, running on a " double bogie," weighs

19J tons, and it drew a train weighing 114 tons
from Portmadoc to Festiniog (fourteen mile?), all

the way uphill. There were times when the train

was running on five curves at once, and without
difficulty, owing to the bogies, which yield easily

to every bend. Here, then, is an indication of the
kind of railway suited to hilly districts which
have passengers or merchandise of any kind to

send down to the plains. There is room for such
in England, while in Canada and India there are

wide regions that might be benefited by the light

narrow railways, and where the ordinary gauge
would be too costly.

Strket Cleansing and Watehino.—Mr. Thos.
Page, the well known civil engineer, proposes
some measures for the much-needed reform of

the London streets. He condemns the present
system of pouring water almost indiscriminately

over streets from which the dirt and manure have
not first been removed. This objectionable system
(for ignorance has its systems) is most expensive,

and continu!>lly obstructs the passage of vehicles.

Another nuisance, equally to be condemned as in-

jurious to the general health and trafiic, is the dust-

cart system. These sources of disease are in use at
all hours of the day. He suggests that the streets

should be swept by boys, who could also water the
streets by means of hose-pipes screwed on to the
mains. When out of 2,800,000 inhabitants in

18G1— say 3,500,000 at the present time—there
are 127,600 persons called paupers, who have to

be supported by their fellow-subjects, the labour
of such persons ought to be made available in

placing the metropolis on a better footing in its

sanitary arrangements.

Destruction of Grecian Ahtiquitiks.—Those
who are interested in Grecian antiquities will read
the following extract from a recent letter with
regret :—"The walls of tho Acropolis of Assos
appeared to have suffered most, being almost
levelled to the ground. The gateway in the lower
part of the city is still intact. After the destruc-

tion of many structures and shipment of part of

the material for the construction of tho new
forts at the Dardanelles and for other purposes,
the cost of transport was found too expensive,

and the work of destruction was suspended, to be
renewed, no doubt, when a cheaper mode of con-

veyance may be organised, or an urgent demand
for building material arises. The remains at

Alexandria Troas are more likely to suffer than

those at Assos, being in closer proximity to Con-
stantinople and the Dardanelles, and continued
raids are made on these ruins. The gymnasium
of Alexandria Troas (erroneously called Priam's
Palace), notwithstanding its gradual rjpid disap-

pearauc -, is still a fine aud imposing building,"
The PaU-ilaU Gazette asks "Ought not our
ambassador to interest himself in the preserva-

tion of the remaining monuments of a civiliza-

tion which has exercised so great au influence on
mankind ?

"

The BRinnTON Aquarium-—The works in con-
nection with the aquarium about to be erected on
the beach have been commenced. Tho foundations
of the sea wall on the south side have been dug
and the place has been barricaded iu. The works
are to be pushed on vigorously, so that there is

every probability of the aquarium being opened
to the public by the 31st of December next.

Mortuaries Wanted. — The almost tropical

heat which has prevailed of late is enforcing upon
the attention of vestrymen and other officials the
question of mortuary accommodation in large

towns. It is specially horrible to contemplate at

this time of the year the keeping of a corpse for

three or more days in the same room in which
very often one or more adults and four, five, or

six children have to sleep. The question has
been mooted at the Lambeth vestry, but with no
satisfactory result. Mortuaries must, sooner or

later, be provided. Why should they not be
erected forthwith ?

The CoRroBATioN of London and its Sub-
plus Land.— There was a discussion on the
finances of the Corporation of London at a recent

meeting of the Court of Common Council. Atten-
tion was drawn to the fact that while the City
authorities possessed a great quantity of unpro-
ductive surplus land, very large bonded obli-

gations had been contracted in carrying out the
great public works which had been undertaken.
The estimated value of the surplus land is

ii 1,500,000, the interest on which, at the rate at

which the Cjrporatiou had been borrowing
mouey, represented an annual income of £63,750.

Bells foe Temporary and other Chubches.
—Mr. Thomas Walker, bell-ringer, of Hull, writes

as follows :—" I have long been of opinion that

great improvements might be made on the prin-

ciple by which small bells are fixed for temporary
and other churches. As at present, the bells are

made to swing, and being small and light, the

effect whilst tolling is much like the quick ring-

ing of dock bells, or bells used at ' feasts and
fairs.' Having devoted considerable time to the

study of bells aud bell-ringing, I would suggest
that, in all cases where small bells are fixed for

temporary and other churches, the bell should be
made a fixture, and a small cord attached to the
clapper and passed through a sheave or pulley
fixed in a horizontal position. I think that this

would be at least an improvement on the ordi-

nary plan ; more tone would be produced, and
the bell could be tolled slowly, and by that means
it would appear more like the toll of the ' church-
going bell.'

"

Dover Harrour.—The Dover Express reports

that the Harbour Board has instructed an emi-

nent engineer to prepare plans of extensive im-
provements iu Dover Harbour, which they have
determined to carry out as speedily as possible,

and which will give as much accommodation for

vessels as that which is to be provided on the
French coast, in order to carry out Mr. Fowler's

scheme of improved international communication.

Projected Boulevard for Hull.—Mr. J. F.

Sharpe, surveyor to the Hull Local Board of Health,

has proposed that a boulevard shall be laid out,

commencing from the Humber bank, at a little

distance eastward of the point where the Albert
Dock Promenade terminates, and extending, for

the present, to the Anlaby-road. At a later

period it will, in all probability, be continued to

the Park, and possibly, at a still subsequent
period, to the river's bank on the eastern side of

the town. The proposal has been rendered finan-

cially practicable by the public-spirited offers of

the landowners of the neighbourhood. Mr.
Constable, one of the latter, has offered, instead

of constructing a street through his property

40ft. wide, as he hid originally intended, to

give additional land which will make it 80ft.

wide ; to give other land which will make a road

20ft. wide (to be planted with trees) between the

southern end of the boulevard aud the Albert

Dock Promenade, making the boulevard altogether

three-quarters ol a mile iu length; to give .^2,000
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towards the exponae of making the road ; to give

iidditional ground to form circuses where the road

is intersected ; to give £250 towards the cost of

a drinking fountain, which will form one of the

features of the boulevard ; and to give sites for a

new church and parsonage. The Local Board has

resolved to carry out the work, the cost of which
will be £7,000.

Lathe fobTurniko Banister Rails, &c.—Mr.
G. Sconcia, of New Coventry-street, Leicester-

square, has just brought to this country a new
self feeding lathe for turning banister or wainscot
rails, whip handles, chair- rounds, or any article of

a round shape on which undulations of an orna-
mental character are required. The blanks,

square in section, are put in at ouo end of the
apparatus, and they pass out at the other end in a
finished state, taking as they go the shape of a
pattern-plate fixed to a slowly-revolving wheel at

. the side. The machine works very fast, the
cutters running at an amazing velocity to act
upon the blanks. It is said that there is no
limit to the number of articles this lathe can
turn out. Anything of a plain, tapered or
irregular shape can be made by it. All that is

necessary is to adjust a pattern of the work
wanted, which guides the chisels ; then put in
the length or square of timber at one end and
it will speedily appear at the other end smoothly
finished. The finished work is said to be turned
out by this Uthe about ten times faster than can
be done by the ordinary lathe. Mr. Sconcia pro-
poses to start a limited liability company to work
the invention, so that decorative carpenters,
upholsterers, and others can be supplied with
any quantity of rails, &c., in a short time, and at
far less cost than they can have them turned at
home for.

The Dingwall .\yD Skye Railway.—The Go-
vernment inspection of this new line commenced
on Friday last. Captain Tyler, K.E., was accompa-
nied in his survey by Mr. Mackintosh, of Raigmore,
M.P., and Mr. Dallas, of Dunain House, directors

;

Mr. And. Dougal, general manager ; and Mr.
Murdoch Paterson, the engineer. Up to Saturday
night the Dingwall contract (Messrs. Grainger's),
extending from Dingwall to Aohanalt Inn, a dis-
tance of 21 J miles, had been gone over, the bridge
and culverts being tested by the weight of three
engines

; and the whole construction was con-
sidered satisfactory. It was intended to open the
line for goods traffic on Thursday, and for pas-
sengers on Monday last, the formal opening taking
place on the 10th.

Death of Mr. J. B. Pvne.—Mr. J. B. Pyne,
the artist, who was for many years Vice President
of the Society of British artists, died at his resi-

dence in the Camden-road on the 29 th ult., in
the seventieth year of his age. Mr. Pyne was a
native of Bristol, and when a lad was articled to
an attorney. The law was not, however, to his
taste, and he soon abandoned it to follow the
more congenial pursuits with which his name has
become associated. His views of the English
lakes, and his Italian scenes, are the works by
which he is be.st known. Mr. Pyne had been ill

for many months, and for some time but little

hope had been entertained of his recovery.

The New Courts of Justice— The expendi-
ture upon the new Courts of Justice up to the
3Ist of March, 1870, slightly exceeded £900,00:1,
from which must be deducted about £10,000 for
the proceeds of the sale of old materials. This
expenditure was for the purchxse of the site, with
incidental and preliminary expenses. At present
the statutory limit of expenditure for the erection
of the new courts and ofiioes stands at £750,UOO.

The Royal Academy and the Workino
CLASSI5.S,—A short time back Mr. George Potter
addressed a letter to several of the newspapers,
suggesting that on a certain evening the ex-
hibition of the Royal Academy should be open for
the gratuitous admission of the working classes.
Mr. Edmund Yates, writing on ihe subject, says :—

" Mr. Potter may know a great deal about
trades unions and working-men, but he evidently
knows nothing about the Royal Academicians.
He imagines their mission is to diffuse a knowledge
andloveof art

;
they know that it is to accumulate

Bhillings. Not 'a thing of beauty,' but eightpence
profit on a catalogue is ' a joy for ever' to the
large. souled old gentlemen who have the guidance
of affairs at Burlington House."

Wire Tra.mwayb fou Stonb Quarries.—Lord
Einnaird is at present putting up Hodgson's
wir» tramway for tb« transit of blocks of stone

from a quarry situate in Hilltowii, a little north-

east of Rossie Priory. The Duke of Sutherland
also intends to construct a ten miles' length, to

transport limestone from Loch Shin to Golspie

Harbour.

TiiK Qrosvenor Qallhit.—The Marquia of
Westminster has allowed the authorities of the
South Kensington Museum to select for exhibition

any pictures from the Grosvenor Gallery for which
space can be found. Many of the finest works
have been accordingly removed and will be ex-

hibited in a few days.

The New BaEAKWATER at Wick.—The
reconstruction of the portion of the new
breakwater at Wick which was thrown down
by the storm of I<^ebru.ary last is now being
vigorously carrried forward, and already a largo

portion of the work has been completed. The
breakwater will, in future, be built solid through-
out, with large stones placed on edge, and the
whole will be set in Portland cement to as low
a level as can be attained. Already the greater
portion of what was proposed has been completed.

The Severn Locks and Weirs.—^Sir Edmund
Lechmere and oiher members of the Severn
Committee have just made their first official

survey of the new locks and weirs now being
constructed on the Severn, at Gloucester, under
the superintendence of Mr. A. Williams, from the
designs of hi.s father, Mr. E. L. Williams. The
works comprise a lock and weir at the upper
parting, in the Maisemore Channel, and a second
lock and weir much more extensive in the eastern

channel. The cost, £20,000, has been guaranteed
in equal sums by the Gloucester and Berkeley
and the Staffordshire and Worcestershire Cvnal
Companies. The works have been in progress
for some months, and it is expected the chief

weir and lock will be so far completed that
boats will be enabled to pass next November.
The guaranteed effect will be an uniform depth
of 7ft. of water in the eastern channel, which is

of chief use to Gloucester commerce, but which
of late yearshad been gradually silting up. Already
an increased depth of 2Et. has been secured.

Cljiji?.

Thf foundation stone of a new Primitive Method-
ist chapel at Frodsham Bridge, Cheshire, was l\id
the other day.

A now chapel for the Unitol Methodist Free
Church has just been completed at Wisbech, Mr.
Kerridge be ng the architect, and Mr. Beoton, of
Hunstanton, the builder.

The foundation stone of a new manse for the
pastor of the Unitarian congrog:ation at .Monoyroa,
Ireland^ was recoatly laid. The building will cost
£400.

The men in the employment of Mr. J. G. Nay-
lar, contractor, of Rochester, held their a nnual
beanfo ist on Saturday week. About one hundred
sat down to dinner.

It is proposed to form a limited liability com-
pany at Guildford for the establishment of p\iblic
baths.

The Hailsham Cattle Market Company have re-
solved to apply to Parliament for powers to erect
a new cattle market without the limits of the town.

Winc5worth Church, Derbyshire, is being re-
stored by Mr. G. W. Booth, builder, Gosport. The
cost will be £7,600.

The foimdatinn stone of a new chapel and school
for : ho United Methodist Free Church was laid last
week at Gaubor. Messrs. Taylor and Son, of Bims-
ley, are the contractors for the mason work.

Owing to the disturbed state of tho Continent, it
has been decided to postpone the proposed exhibi-
tion of the works of Holbein at Dresden until next
year.

The death at tho advanced ag'o of eighty-eight of
Mr. Benjamin Thorpe, the arohicologist and anti-
quary, is announced.

Mr. Manfred Holyoako, who retires from tho post
of curator to the painting school at tho Royal Aca-
demy, is to have a testimonial, wliich will probably
take the form of a portfolio of original sketches by
the academy students.

The found.ation stone of a now Primitive Method,
ist chapel was laid at Kilnhurst on Monday wook.
Mesirs- Wilkinson Brothers of Swinton Bridge, and
Mr. Joseph Morley, of Grasbrough, the plans being
by Mr. Korridge, of Wisbech.

The new church of S. Stephen, Byron- • street,
Liverpool, is to be consecrated to-day (Friday).

At the recent meeting of the Wesleyan Conference
at Buralom, it was stated to bo tho intention of the
Wesleyan body to erect ten now chapels in Ijondon
during the next year, at a cost of about £20,000.

Lord George Hamilton, M.P., will lay the foun.
dation stone of Christ Church, Victoria Park-road,
to-morrow, Saturday.

St. Mark's Church, Sandringhamroad, West
Ilacknoy.will hi consecrated tomorrow (Saturday)
by tho Bishop of JLoflUon.

The memorial stone of a now school, in connection
with Grovo street chapsl. South Hackney, was laid
on Wednesday week.

An additional aisle is being erected at tho church
of St. Mary Magdalene, Paddington.

A new burial ground for Southend has just been
consecrated by tho Bishop of Rochester.

Tho new church of St. Andrew, Plaigtow, was
consecrated on Friday last.

'The foundation stone of a now school for tho
Primitive .Methodists of Gaistor was laid last week.

A large billiard room has just boon added to the
Royal and Fortoscuo Hotel, Barnstaple, from a
design by Messrs. Gould and Sons, architects, of
that town.

Tlie B.ilsham Union Chapel, Balsham, Cambridge-
shire, was re-opened on Tuesday week, after repair
and oi.larjjoment under the direction of Mr. Clay,
architect, Bontinck-stroet, Cambridgo.

Miss Burdett Coutts laid tho foundation stone of
a new national school for the parish of St. Ann,
Highgate rise, on Wednesday week.

A meeting of tho creditors of Mr. Magnus, of tho
Pimlico slate works, was held on Wednesday week
at Dyers' H.all, Dowgate-hill. Liabilities £35,411.,
assets £(7,641. It was resolved that Mr. Magnus
should carry on his business as heretofore, and that
time should be given to realise the property with-
out sacrifice, and the creditors be paid in full. Mr.
H. Farren, secretary to tho Valencia Slate Slab
Comp.any (Limited), was unanimously elected
trustee.

Tho curatorship of the school ef painting in con-
nection with the Royal Academy of Arts has been
declared vacant. It is intimated that artists de-
siring the appointment may make application until
the ISth of August.

On Saturday last the Bishop of Manchester con-
secrated the new church of S. Paul, Low Moor,
Clitheroe. The edifice, which is in the Gothic
style has cost £6,000.

Tho foundation.stone of a new church at Lillcy,
Herts, was laid on Wednesday last, by Mrs, Lilley,
wife of the lord of the manor.

At a meeting of the Southmolton Local Board
last week the sanction of the Secretary of State was
received to the borrowing of £;i,000 by tho Board
on the security of the district rates, the money to
be employed in various works.

Tho large silk mill for Mr. Hilton, at Leigh, Lan-
cashire, is now nearly finished Tho mill is from a
design by Mr. Hartley Hacking, architect, Manches-
ter. Messrs. Wade and Co., of Miles Platting
and Manchester, are the builders.

Ha.slemere p.arish church, Surrey, is now in course
of restoration. The work is entrusted to Mr.
Harris.

A new Wesleyan chapel and day schools are now
in course of erection at Doncaster. Mr. H. Arnold
is tho builder.

A building has been commenced at Barnard Castle
for a museum of art and science. When finished,
it ami its contents are to be handed over to tho
town authorities, Mr. and Mrs. Bowes being tho
donors.

A new infant school, in connection with S. George's
Church, Tyldcslcy, is abou: to be erected from
plans by Mr. C. S.' Whitoheatl, C.E., of Atherton.
The style adopted is Elizabethan.

Cimkr %xnk |ltbitiu.

We give below a list comparing tho prices of limber,
deals, &c., before the declara iou of war and those ob-
tained since. Tliis may be some guide to builders, aa ^ho
prices arc not those which are or have beoQ quoted by
merchants, bjt, as far as our knowledge goes, have been
actually p lid. Only in a few instances is the difference
very s-rions, \ni' whether great or small it is advisable to
know it. Less or more may have been paid bv individual-*,

but, the list represeutsa fair average on both side* :

—

Before.

£ a- d.

Christiana 1st yellow 3 x9 H 5
Do. 1st white 3 x 9 10 5
Do. ardyallow 2* x 6i 6 15
Droutheim lat white 2| x 0.f fi 17 6
Do. 2ud white do, 5 10
Bo. 3rd whi^e ....i..m.i.,mw do. 6 7 8

Afer.
£ 8. d
H 7 fi

10 15

7
« Vi 6
e 17

S 7
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Dnm ted T«Uow ^„ do.

Da Sid do „ »do.

Htuftom mixed yellow 4x9
Ua do 4 X 7

Duisic lathwood
Eaooamuiu tprace
OolUsSrdTdlaw * x W
Da * X •

Do! ::::::. ~ s x n
Do „ „ S X 9

Da * X 11

Hotmnua 3rd yellow 3 x S

7
6 12
9 10
9
4
7 IS

7 7
6 12
10 6
9
8 16
7 i:

9 10 10 K

9 10 10 6

^._

Jlemaliad mi'ddlms tuuber. 3

9
9 15

9 5

Ijiune yellow 3 x 11

FMenbuisiithwood
Da Gioml& yellow „ 3 x 9
Qiwlwolnfarigbt 1811.3 x 11

Da Ut dry do.

Da la-. florUed do.

Da Sod bright da 13 6

Da and floftted da 13
DaSuddry do. 12 10

8 10
6 15

13
18 15
16 10
16

10 6
10 16
10
8 10
3 S
9
7

13 5
18 15
17 5

17
13 10
13
IJ 10
4
3 17

9 10
8 6
7 15
8 17 «

8 6
7 15
1 15
9
8 10

Do. Waney yellow piue 4

Da red pine 3 15

Swartwick Snl yellow 4x9 9 10

Do 3 x 8 8
Sohion mixed yollSw 21 x 7 7
St, John's l3t spruce 3x11 8 17 6
Do. Sad do — 3x11 8 5

Da 3rd da 3x11 7 15
Bkelleftea yellow balks 1 12
Dddewalla mixed yellow 2J x 7 8 15

DaSrdda do. 19
[Prepared Flooring.} a. d. s. d.

Frederickstadt 1st yeUow 1) 13 6 13 6
Do. Istda 1 10 9 11 3

Do „ I 7 7 3
Do I 8 3 8 3

Da lat white J 7 9 9
Do I 6 3 7 6
Christiana l8t yellow I 8 8 (i

I'rederickshald Ist white | 7 6 7 6
The prices of the above deals and battens nre at i>er

retenborg standard in every case The timber at per load,

load, the Uthwood at per cubic fathom^ and the boards at

per customary sqtiare.

The stispension has been nnuoiiuced of Messrs. John
Rutty A Co., timber merdianta, of Paddiugtou, with
liabilities reported to amoiiut to about 4^80,000. Their
books have been placed in the hands of Messrs. Theodore
Jouee & Co., and a mee iug of ci-e liters will bo called at

an early date It is feared the liriuidation will bo un-
favoorable.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Ti:ilBBB.

T<^ loxKi: 13 c Fisluid i7 £8
4 15 Memel 7 9
4 15 Ootlieuburs:, y«Uow 10 o

> IS
4

5 15
3 IS

Qnsbse, ttA pin*
„ ]r«l)ow plOA..

ft. JotD N.B. ;gUow
QaebecOftk, whit*,.
„ bUcb
„ elm « 5

Oaotsicoak 4 6
., tx > S

Unnilfii 2 10
Kt(> 2 17
SwediJib 2

Jtuts,QuebMredi>ln« 8 U
„ fallow pijis.. 3 11

I.aUiwooa.Dantzicfa 3 15

„ St. Pet«™bart 5 ID
Dob, pre, lilt bit
br*!"..

QtMbec, white tpnica 12
fiLJohii,whlt«sprQee 13 1)
YeUow pin*, per r*.

bt I|n>llt7. IS
- 1 do 12

^rellew ,.11
8t.Pela>biin,reI... 11

o: „ white
6 5 Oefle, reilow 10
S OI3u<lerluun 8
5 b CbristianlA. per C.,
6 0' 13(t.br 8b7 9 in.

4 5 rellow 10
8 15 Flooring boiirds, i>6T

t 1 eq. of lin., flistyel 7 6
2 13 First white 7
5 5 flecoud itualilies .... 6
5 5 FoujcK StuMK pr ton 6
ft to Oiu, Ac.

6 10 8«ftl, pale per tnn ^7

I

Spena bo47 8-1

Cod 31*

17 Whale, Sth. Bea, pale 37
14 OUve, OaUipoil SO u

iCocoauut, Cocbln.ton 42 10
{Falm, fine 30 10

17 1 >,I,iiiMed 80 10
It 10 Rapeseed, En<.p&le.. 44 10
11 (Jottonsasd 29
13 o;

11 10

» 10

10 (!

9 6
7

4<)

37 10

44 10

41 15
25

UlTiU.

Pif, Forei^ »..M»— per ton £,8 16 £19 S
„ SatfUeaW.B ^ do SO S 20 15
„ LtadCo. ..»»...,„„.. do 10 5 Z-! 15
„ Otfeerbnuul do 19 5 20

BbeetMlUed do SO 10
8bot,r>t«it do 11 2110
Bedor Mialttm ....„ do 19 15 so 10
Lttli«xv% W.B. ,.,,, do
White Dry ..,.,.„ do 8j
„ giotuuttnoU ,. ,, do

Corrsa :—
Britleh—Cake and Ingot perton 7J
B««t iielected do 71
Shnt do 7S 78
Bottocas M do 80
AiMtml lsa do 71 72
BiMalaa Cake do
Call Bare caah 64 06

„ nlloedlQkOt' 70 78 10
Jl«tol Shutklog and Bode porlb. 6) 6i

TENDERS.
CaTEBiiAM.—For house in Ilarestone.valley, Ca'erbam,

for Col. Vibley. Mr. R Martin, architect. Quantities
sapplied by Mr. Frederick Sjiarrow, SO, Uichmoud-road.

Dove Brothers £221')
Hearla 28<«
I^Aogmead and Way zoii;

Jarrwt 2O10
TumeraodBous ,« 2039
ChappeU 2037 10

LoKfJOie.—For pilch pine aeata for the West Loud, u
Synagogoe. Architect* : Meain. Davis and Bmnuuiucl

j
boUibrn, Measn. George Myers and Sous.

Gaerge Mvara and Bona £2460
MtMii. Hiuit«r 2097
W. H. LsiMallea 1580

Acton (W.—For the completion of three houses in Tark-
road, North Acton, W., for J. C. Taylor, Esq. Edward
Monson, jun., architect.

nhodos and Roberts £725 10
Nightingale flS3

R.iukiu 650
Heaver and CToates „ 645
lloare and Cleland 615
Stocks and Tidey CM
Hurst 609
Whiting 699 15 10
HoUliug and Dickens 5.'',0

Bowler 550
J. and R, Whittaker 6i9
Fantharpe 647 16
Scarlett and Elmer 4'<C

Warr 470 5

Arrived too late.

Harrison and Son 740
Taylor 420 13

BninHTOX.—For alterations aud additiona to the Town
hall, UrigUtoiL (Town Surveyor's eatiuiato £3.200).

Blackmoro (accepted) £2212

CL*KE(Suffolk.)—For the erection of a bridge over the

Chilton Water, for the Wickhainbrook Highway Board,
from plaus by the Board's surveyor.

Pttduey £173
Orimwood aud Sou , 140
Death and Taylor ., 98 10
Fell (itcceptod) 98
llivett 06

Dkptfoud.—For niakiug-up and paving Walpole-road,
Uyde-s reet, Stiinley- street, aud Warwick-street, Deptford,

for the Greenwich District lloaid of Works :

—

Walpole Hyde Stanley Warwick
road. street. street. street.

Ethoridge £225 £318 £28l) £498
Hobba (accepted) 3U5 319 279 611
Mowlem aud Co. 2LIG 3:15 29110s. 600

East Peckiiam.—Forl>uiIdiug hou^e for 5[r. Thompsott.
Messrs. Habershon and Pite, architects.

Tonbridgo and Dorrys Dover £17ci9

Bond, Fraimt liJOO

Mar. in, Yalding , , 10S5
Rhodes and Roberts 1075
Bowler, Battersea lliOO

Poarce Brothers, London 1551
Patmauaud Co., London 1540
Xightingale, Londou 1515
Porridge, Tonbiidge 1420
Whittaker, London 1276

FcLHA^t Prison. — For boundary walls aud ad-

ditions to Fulham Convict Pribou. Quantities supplied by
Mr. T. Nixon.

Taylor and Pitta £4103
Patman andFotheriugliuui 4181

J. Foster 4IJ1

Nixon aud Sou 410O
Aviss and Co 39SS
Gammon and Sons 3025
Holland aud Hannen 3SS4

Hesbon,—For erecting a vilLt. Messrs. Salomon aud
Jones, architects.

Barber and Groome , £3590
Fish 2S96
Richards 2S70
Jackson and Shaw 2014
Cooke 2J80
Sharpington and Cole 2555
Nigbtiugaie V525
Heath 2488
Bowles 2128

Leavesden.—For kitchen and laundry fittings to S.

Faucraa Industrial Schools, Leavesden, Herts.
Brown and Greeu £1075
Fraser aud Sou 800
Beidiamaud Sous 740
May (accepted) 672

London.—For new front and other works to be done at

No. 126, Curtain-road, and at warohouae, William-street,

Shoreditch, for Mr. Thomas Miller. Win. Jtuudy, archi-

tect.

William Curtain
street. road.

Chessman £ — £ — £ 900
Brown and Sons 315 040 i/55

Higgs 321 634 955
Blackmore and Morloy 310 0'25 935
Goodman 318 509 887

London.—For the restoration af S. John's Church, for

the churchwardens aud committe of the vestry of Bcthiial-

groeu. Williatu 51 uuday, architect. Qnajititios supplied.
F. and F.J. Wood £4;i76
Higgs 4170
Laike 4147
Blackmoro aud Morley 3930
BrowuaudSona , 3760
Conder 30.^9

Scrivener aud Wliite GOSl
Katon and Chapman 3037
Seweli and Bona 3463
HUl, Keddell aud Co 3290
King aud Sons 3294
Eunor (accepted) 3278
Surveyor's estimate 3.510

London.—For the erectiou of stables at St. Johu'w
Wood. H. H. Collins, architect.

Perry and Co £2ti74
Merritt aud Ashby 2590
Kbb^ and Sous 2579

St. Leonard's-on-8ea.—For St. Paul's schools and
teAcher's residence, St. Leonard's-on-Sea. JeH'vry and
Skiller, architects.

Thomas, Loudon £2165
Parka, Haitings 2180
Hughes, St. Leonard's 2123
Nightingale, London 2057
Kodda, St. Leonard's 1999
Smith, Pui-toea (too late) 1995 19 I'J

Howell, Hastings 1939
Bridgland. Uaitings 1800

Total

London.—For worka at Portmaa Chai>ol, Baker-slreet,
Portraan-square. C. Ealos, arcliitec .

Clomenoc £7,399
Holland aud Hanneu 6,338
EbbsandSou 6,230
Janson 6, 1 27
Scrivener aud White 6,121
Kelly Brothers 5,963

W0RCE.STER.—For alterations and additions to Stoke
Prior Mills, near Bromsgrove, Worcesterahire for W. H.
Wall Esq. W. Seckham Witherington, arc hiiect, 135,

Cheatiside, and Worcester.
Charley, Birmingham ,...,£1403 10
Lovatt, Wolverhampton 1015 7

Wood & Sou. Worcester (accepted).., 738 10 6
Nelson, Dudley 730

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Coastouard Contract, Aug. 9.—For the erection of a

coastguard station at Johnahaven. in the county of Kiu-
cardine, Scotland. Director of Works Department, Ad-
miralty, Spring Oarden-terraoo, Loudon, S. W.

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, Aug. 10.—For
the construction of a branch railway from Noith Dean to

Btaiuland, length about If miles. Wm. S. Lawn, Secre-

tary, Hunt's Bank, Mauchea er.

RoTHERHAM AND KiMBERWORTH LOCAL BoARD WATER-
WORKS, Aug. 16.—For the construction of a storage reser-

voir on tha Ulley and Mortheru Bi-ooks. near Packnian's

Bridge. W. Whitfield, Clerk to the Board, Board of

Health Offices, Howard-street, Rotherham.

Stanninqley, Atig. 11.—For the erection of two dwol-

liug houses, Joseph Roberts, Architect, 13, East Parade,

Le^s.

St. Mary Abbott'.s, Kensington, Sep', 7.—For the

erection of a new infirmary and other buildings adjoin-

ing their workhouse. Reuben Green, Clerk to the Guar,

dians, No, 1, Devonshire-terrace, Wright's-lane, Ken-
siugton.

Horsham, Sussex, Aug. 9.—For the erection of a villa

residence, with conservatory aud stabiiug, to bo built at

North Parade.

BnuTON CnuRCU (Somerset), Aug. 12.—For the rostora-

tion of the nave of the above church. Messrs. Slater aud
Carpenter, 4, Reguut-street, S.W.

Leeds, Aug. 12.—For the erection of a new Wesleyan

Chaiwl, proijoaed to ba built at Garfor h, uear Leeds.

Goo. Smith, arcliitoot, PopplowoU'a Chambers, Bradford.

LiNt'DLN, Aug. 15.—Pariah church, St. Martin's.—For the

buililing of a new church. William Stork Beckitt, Ar-

chitect, Bridlesmlth Gate, Nottingham.

Leeds, Aug. 9.—For the whole or any portion of the

works required iu the erection of a chapel, wi'h schools

aud classrooms, in Belle Vue-road. G. Gii-Jiner, 9, East

Parade, Loudon.

Leeds, Aug. 12.—For the various works required In the

erectiou and completion of a villa rcsidsuce at WoodLaud
Grove, Chapel Town-road. AlfredU. Thompion, arclutecl,

14, Park-aquare, Leeds.

Castle Caiiev Sewer Authority, Aug. 13 —For pro-

tidiug aud laying about 3,300 yards of best glaze stoneware

Bocket pipe sewera, from 9iu. to 15in in diame.or ; also

thenecasaary juuciions, cleau-siug pipes, syphons, gullies,

sewer ventilators. <to. Also for erecting two deodorising

tanks at the sewer outfaU. James Laucas.er, clerk, Win-
canton.

Leeds, Aug. 6.—For the various work) iu flfeeu houses

and throe ahopa iu Hunalet-carr. Richard Towse, archi-

tect, Dewabury-road, Leeds.

Leigh, Aug. 20.—For rebuilding the parish church*

Architects, Messrs. Paley aud Auatin, Lancaster.

Leeds, Aug. 20,—Boar-lane Improvonicut.—For tha

erection of two shops for the Locda and Yorkalure Land,

Building, and Investmant Company (Limited). Thomas
Ambler, archi ect, 9, Park-place, Leeds.

Chiswick (Middleaox), Aug 9.—For couatruoting andJ
maintaining -u complete repair for six montha a 15ia. J

pipe sewer and other works iu connec iou therewith, iui

Manor Houae-lane, Chiswick. Also for laying and main. 1

tainiug iu complete repair for twelve montlis a -Jiin. York 1

foo way pavemeu", 5ft. wide, from the Roebuck publio.J

public-house to the Second Pack Horse, on the noithiii;

of theTurnhim Greeu High Ro.od, together with alii !

cBsiary straight aud circular 12f . by Bft. Aboi-deen curb

and carriageway paving. Kobo.t Fiuuia, Clerk.

Altrincham Local Board of Health.-Bewaob
WoRKi. Augiis:. 10 —For carting and liyiug about 2,100

yardsof 2iu- pipes between Broailhea-.h and the Woodcote

Farm, Sunderland. C. U. Hinde, Acting Clerk to th«

Heard.

Aston Union New Workhouse, Eedinotos.—Extea

siou of Notice, Aug. 8.—For the erecting aud lilting of th« I

enginear's work a-, the above workhouse. John Lumb.v,,!

Clerk to the Guardians, Aston Union OHioe.i, Aatou-ro«d,|

Binningham.

Bradford, Aug. 9.—Fortlie erectiou of a uewpoUoe'|

atationat Gn e-street, Mauchestor-road. W. F. McQoweB
Town Clerk, Corporation ofiicea, July 30, 1S70.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Randell, Saunders, and CoMfANY, Limited. Qu»r
men and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of Prices at t

(juarriea aud Depi a ; also Cost forTrantit to any part (

the United liingdjm, furnisheJ on application to

BATH STONE OFFICE,
Advt.] Coraham, Wilts.
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WORKMEN'S INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION OP 1870.

IN previous "Working Men's Exhibitions

the preponderance of mere amateur work,

proJuced by men whose ordinary occupations

bore no analogy to the work, did much to

discredit the idea. It would have been as

absurd to look for real excellence, or a means
of advancing art education and tcclinical

knowledge, in oil paintings by cual-hcavers,

mechanical contrivances by lawyer's clerks or

postmen, and other incongruities of the same
kind, as it would bo unkind and unwise to

criticise the result with a very close scrutiny.

So many allowances had to be made for the

difficulties of production that the few words
of general praise which they received were

due rather to the industry and patience of

the exhibitors than to the excellence of the

work. Skilled workmen, as a rule, stood aloof

from such exhibitions. They could appeal

to the judges only upon the ground of supe-

rior workmanship, and would naturally de-

cline competition with amateurs, who claimed

a charitable consideisjion of their many dis-

advantages. Hence one -tecamc inclined to

class the so-called Workmen's Exhibitions

with other benevolent institutions for econo-

mizing leisure and preventing vice, but

—

barring the occasional chance of their bring-

ing forward an unknown Arkwright or Watt
—the expectation of technical advancement
from them had to be entirely given up.

AVe have remarked, in our previous article

npon the presence of many articles of mere
amateur production in this exhibition, and
would suggest that if not entirely banished
from future exhibitions—which is perhaps not

quite possible or desirable—they should at

all events be exhibited by themselves. When
articles have to be judged by different stand-

ards it can serve no useful purpose to place

them side by side. If separated, it would be

practicable to caution visitors to expect no
more from them than that the exhibitors have
done " the best their circumstance allows ;"

while in the other part of the exhibition the

very best result that skill and industry can
bring about might fairly be expected, and
every exhibitor would expect to be criticised

and tested with the utmost impartiality.

Class 8.—Buildincj AppLIA^•CES.

In this department, according to the cata-

logue. Great Britain numbers 71 exhibitors,

Italy 10, the Netherlands 9, Austria 1, and
Bavaria 3. Of foreign countries, that of the

Netherlands is by far the most interesting,

containing, as it does, a series of drawings and
carpenter's work executed by the pupils of

the Industrial School for Sons of AVorkmen
at Amsterdam. This institution affords sys-

tematic technical instruction to the sons of

journeymen, and the results shown here form
a special feature, to which we hope to revert.

The want of classification renders a syste-

matic examination and comparison of the ob-

jects exceedingly difficult—almost impossible.

After some trouble, we found a stand where
some building appliances were placed, but

articles not belonging to the class were
there, and others we discovered, some in one
place and some in another—some were not
found at all ; and neither catalogue nor direc-

tion in the building could show us where they
were. Moreover, we dare nut trust the cata-

logue for directing to everything of its class,

for among building appliances we find cata-

logued " watchmen's clocks," " hinges fordres-

eing cases," "jeweland dispatch boxes," "model
of horizontal slidevalve engine," and—a "doll's

house !
" If, on closer inspection, we find the

same confusion in other classes, we feel bound
to say that, however well the exhibition may
suit the thousands who are attracted by the

bazaar'arrangements—which the managers ap-

pear very anxious to enlarge—and by the
evening brass band, the exhibition must prove
a failure as to its professed and legitimate

objects.

Among the seventy-one exhibitors of Great
Britain, ten are for models of buildings, or

parts of buildings, exhibiting no novelty or

improvement whatever, and if remarkable at

all, only so for the neatness of the modelling.

We except, however, the well-known tripar-

tite labourer.s' cottages exhibited by Mr.
Henry Martin, secretary of the Cottage Im-
provement Society, Arundel-street, Strand.

There are two designs by workmen for im-
proved workmen's dwellings. One only, how-
ever, No. 51, by Thomas Smith, builder'u-

foreman, Ilalstead, was discoverable. One
might fairly expect to see more effort made in

this direction by the working men themselves.

They should make use of exhibitions like the

present to tell those who are inclined to

Ijuild for their comfort what they really do
want for themselves.

There are several improvements in window-
sash frames and ventilators. The first we
noticed was the «'ork of a journeyman car-

penter, Robert William Parsons, a 14, Pink's

Row, Lever-street, St. Luke's, catalogued
in class 3, No. 391. In this, the lines upon
which the sashes are hung are fastened by a
fitting at the bottom of the line by which
the sash can be removed and replaced with-
out nailing the line. A pin passing through
the bead at the side is made to be removable,
so that the window can be easily taken en-
tirely out for cleaning, &c., without trouble.

This model is also htted with a perforated
zinc ventilator at the top, which can be re-

gulated to drop to various lengths, and permit
tlie top sash to be opened to ventilate the

room without draught. The invention is

very simple and meritorious. Thomas Smith,
shipwright, Southampton, exhibits a regula-

ting ventilator, in which glass is fixed louvre-

foshion behind the top sash of an ordinary
sash window. AV. T. Frewer, bricklayer,

Holland-street, Blackfriars, has an improved
window-sash, with a slide which can be with-
drawn and allow the sash to be turned
round for cleaning. Mr. Benjamin Abraham,
builder. Hind- street. Poplar, exhibits a pair

of sashes and frame, in which he combines,
by the addition of hinged movements, the
advantages of the French casement and
tlie sash window. Henry Omer, decorator.

Mile End-road, E., shows sash-frame intended
to effect the same objects as the preceding.

The construction appears rather compli-
cated, as will appear from the following
description ;

—" Unfasten and pull up both
sashes a few inches, which will allow the

bead to be removed .so as to allow the
sash to be taken out. The left-hand bead
will then lift up and come out, so as to

admit of the sash being taken out. Three
studs are fitted to bead, which is made to

take in and out of frame, and fit close to sash

and frame to prevent draught. The parting
bead on the same side will fold back, as it is

hung on three brass hinges, allowing the top
sash to come out (which is made the width of

parting bead narrower than bottom sash).

The lines will unhook from sashes on both
sides, or from one side only and left hanging
by the other, as may be approved by the
cleaner."

Mr. Henry Morgan, carpenter, 40, Roches-
ter-row, Westminster, has an invention con-
sisting of a double-action pulley for single

and double-action doors. This consists of a

spring upon a drum fixed in the doorpost at

the top, and connected with the door by a

strong catgut rope. Its working is very
simple and easy, and it appears to be well

adapted for doors where, from the presence

of arches or iron girders, as in fireproof build-

ings, for example, sufRcient space is not left

for the introduction of the ordinary boxspring.
The same inventor has also a sash with
pulley without weights, in which one sash is

made to balance the other,; a self-acting

balance shutter, likewise without weights;
and various improvements for the doors of
railway carriages, in the shape of small india-
rubber insertions, to prevent noise from
shaking of window - frames, slamming of
doors, &c.

The model of a geometrical staircase

(No. 2G) by Samuel Mead, joiner, Calthorpe-
place, Birmingham, is deserving of great atten-

tion, if only for the excellence and finish of
the model itself. But the exhibitor deems
the model an improvement upon the ordinary
geometrical staircase, the strings being so
constructed as to develope the scrolls more
gracefully than the usual curtail step.

On the whole, we can hardly think the
workmen employed in the building trades
have done themselves justice in this exhibi-
tion. One workman exhibitor accounted to

us for the paucity and want of variety in the
objects shown. "Lor, sir," said he "there
was very few of 'em as know^ed anything
about it, and them as did, and had got any
improvements, did not like to bring 'em out
because of the patent. Why, I knowed no-
thing about the Act myself till a day or two
before the exhibition opened, or I should not
have been here myself."

For the benefit of those who do not know
about " the Act," we add that a recent
Act of Parliament gives to workmen exhibit-

ing here the same privileges as if they had
paid a fee to register their inventions for six

months. This affords them time to get their

improvements tried, discussed, and taken up;
and if this fact were more generally known
we are sure that many who are hiding their
contrivances away would avail themselves ot

the opportunity, and the building department
would make a more respectable appearance.

THE WELLINGTON MONUMENT IN
S. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL.

THE grandest project which has in modern
times been set afloat in this country is

the noble scheme for the completion of the

decorations of our magnificent Metropolitan
Cathedral at an expenditure of probably

£200,000; and, in addition to these decorations,

one of the most ambitious objects in the

Cathedral would be the monument which a
grateful people has decided to erect to the

memory of its great warrior—Wellington. The
monument, ordered in 1856, is not yet visible;

and a very remarkable Parliamentary paper
just issued explains the present position of

the affair, and is most opportune in its appear-

ance, as affording the subscribers to the deco-

ration fund some idea of the manner in which
their contributions will be husbanded, and the

result likely to be obtained by their

liberality.

In 1856 the Government invited sculptors

and others to submit in competition models

and designs for the monument which it had
been determined to erect in memory of the

Duke of Wellington. In answer to the invi-

tation, eighty-three designs were submitted,

and the authors of nine of these were
selected as deserving of premiums. In 1858

the then First Commissioner of Her Majesty's

Works appointed Mr. Alfred Stevens as the

sculptor to erect the monument, and also ap-

pointed Mr. F. C. Penrose, the cathedral

architect, to superintend Mr. Steven's work,

and "to certify from time to timetheamountof
money to be paid to him on account." A sum
of £20,000 was voted by Parliament for the

monument, and in t-eptember, 1858, a paper
was sent to Jlr. Stevens from the Office of

Works offering him £11,000 for his monu-
ment, thus reserving £9,000 for the collateral

works. Subsequently, at Mr. Stevens' pres-

sure, the amount fixed for the completion of
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the monument—including a full size model to

be set up in the Cathedrdl—was ^14,000. Mr.

Stevens now goes to work, and takes a lease of

extensive premises for the purposes of the

model, and on November li)th, 1S58, we may
consider it as having been commenced. A
period of about two years elapses, during

which Mr. Peui-ose has certified for various

soma to be paid on account ; and on December
2Sth, 1S60, a farther sum is about to be paid

to Mr. fctevens, which, with the other pay-

ments, mikes a total sum of .£2 200 advanced
to him up to this date, and we find him will-

ing to guarantee that the model shall be com-
pleted forthwith, without a further request for

pa\ ment, if another £600 is advanced to him,
making altogether £2,800. The last £600 does
not, however, seem to have been advanced to

him. Another long period elapses, during
which the First Commissioner has been
anxiously inquiring after the model ; and
on Decembers, 18C2, Mr. Stevens assures the
First Commissioner that the model is progress-

ing, and asks for a further sum of £2,466,
which, with the £2,200 already received by
him, will make i4,66G—a third of the entire

sum to be_paid to him—and which, it is stated,

is a customary arrangement among sculptors.

The f2,466 iipaid to him in February, 1863,
on condition that the model is complete and
ready for inspection in S. Paul's Cathedral
•within fifteen months from the day on which
such sum is received by him. There is

now a blank in the correspondence
till February 19th, 1864, when the First

flommissioner intimates to Mr. Stevens
that the time is approaching for the com-
pletion of the model, and other remind-
ers on Jime 27th and August 13th, 1864, to

the effect that sucli time has elapsed. No
answer is received by the Commissioners to

either of these letters ; but, on March 25th,

1867, Mr. Stevens writes to say he is doing
his utmost to hasten the work ; and on
17th January, 1867, Mr. Penrose writes to the

effect that the model is so far completed that

the execution in the permanent materials

might be properly commenced if the general
design is considered satisfactory by the First

Commissioner. On March 12th, 1867, we
find a further sum of £2,800 is directed to be
paid to Mr. Stevens. The work drags on, and
after other advances liave been made, the
total amount certified by Mr. Penrose has
amounted to £12,466. At this date, December
20th, 1869, Mr. Penrose claims his commission
of 2^ per cent, on the amounts paid to Mr.
Stevens and to other artists. On December
29th, 1869, he sends his statement of the
whole matter as it stood respecting Mr.
Stevens. On the 9th of April, 1870, the First

Commissioner himself visits the studio of Mr.
Stevens, the result of such commendable visit

being that on April 14th, 1870, the Director
and Surveyor of Works are appointed to meet
Mr. Penrose and Mr. Stevens for the purpose
of making a reporton the then condition of the
work. The report is made by Mr. Douglas
Ualton and Mr. Henry Arthur Hunt, who
estimate that to complete the monument,
irrespective of Mr. Penrose's claim, will cost a

sumof about £13,000, or roundly, asum equal
to the amount of the original contract. A
letter of the 20th July, 1870, from the First

Commissioner puts an end to the employment
of Mr. F. C. Penrose as consulting and certi-

fying architect, and another letter of the same
date determines the contract of Mr. Alfred
Stevens.

The perusal of this correspondence cannot
fail to strike the reader as possessing a
peculiarity in the system of granting certifi-

cates adopted by Mr. Penrose, and as

evidencing the patient long-suffering by the
Commissioners of Works throughout the whole
wearily-protracted period the monument has
been in hand ; and any professional man in-

dulging in such, to say the least, loose conduct
of the interests entrusted to his care cannot
object to his system being criticised and
analysed in a decisive manner. On Mr. Pen-

rose's appointment as certifying architect we
find him commencing his duties with remark-
able activity. 'Within six weeks from Mr.
Stevens's agreement to do the work Mr. Pen-
rose certifies for £100, when the " skeleton
frame " only for the "model" was in hand.
Other advances are certified by Mr. Penrose,
although the model, even, is notcompleted,and
these sums are gradually approaching the
amount of the contract—which fact should
have opened Mr. Penrose's eyes, and deter-

mined him to cakulate the amount of work to

be done, and the sum left to do it. Had he
thus proceeded it would havebeen seenatonce
that to complete the monument would involve
an outlay far above the small sum left from
the total amount of the contract, and Mr.
Stevens's pleadings for further advances should
have convinced Mr. Penrose that he (Mr.
Stevens) was not in a position to complete
the work without such additional sum having
been advanced to him ; but throughout, the
fact of a contract having been entered into

seems to have been ignored by Mr. Penrose,

and he appears rather to treat the matter as if

it were a question of his own estimate of the

art-value only, and to be quite regardless of

the fact of a fixed contract sum having been
entered into; and in his statement of December
29th, 1869, to the Office of Works, he quite

confirms this view, for he says :
—" I am

certain that, however far from complete the
monument may be when the stipulated sum of

£14,000 has been expended, it will be fully

worth the money—even quantity for quantity
—as compared with the price of other monu-
ments." This, be it remembered, is a state-

ment made by an architect who is employed
to certify from time to time the instalments
due on the gradual execution of a contract.

Such a statement could not but awaken the
Office of Works,and draw from the First Com-
missioner a definite request, and accordingly
the Director and Surveyor of Works are re-

quested to report upon the condition ofthe work

;

and such report reveals that the sum voted by
Parliament for the monument complete was
£20,000, that Mr. Stevens had been paid
£13,006, and other artists £4,900, making a
total of £17,906, and the estimated future ex-

penditure being £15,600, makes the total ex-
penditure for the work, which was to have
cost £20,000, amount to £33,506, exclusive of

Mr. Penrose's claim. And it must be borne in
mind that a considerable concession was made
in allowing the model to remain in the studio

of Mr. Stevens, at Hampstead, instead of

being set up in S. Paul's Cathedral, as

originally intended and contracted for.

'That conduct such as the above should
have resulted in the discharge of Mr. Penrose
and the termination of Mr. Stevens's contract
can surprise no one, the only wonder being
that so important a work should have been
allowed to drag on for so many years, and that

the discovery of the peculiar method of pro-

cedure adopted by both sculptor and certifying

architect should not have been before made.
The Parliamentary paper is completed by a
serious of sketches shewing the present con-
dition of the monument, and tho work re-

quired to complete it ; and the consideration

of these delineations renders it a matter of

much surprise that an architect appointed to

a responsible position should have allowed
himself to take the course which this corre-

spondence shows Mr. Penrose to have taken.

He may be able to explain and justify such
conduct, but to be of value this explanation
must be prompt and explicit.

BUILDERS VERSUS ARCHITECTS.

IT is impossible not to sympathise with two
of the letters that appear, one from '•' A

Surveyor " and the other from " Triangle," in

our last week's issue. If any of our readers

have not perused them we recommend them
to do so, and see how well-timed is our oft-

repeated invitation for such communications.

If those who can write, but never profession-
ally write (by the line), would oftener contri-

bute a letter now and then anent the vexed
questions of the day, how much good to the
professional body we represent would be
effected ! It often happens that such " out-
siders" (to borrow a sporting phrase) hit upon
a usefulidea that oughtnot to go unnoticed, liut

which, in the pressure of other matter, might
be—and often is—passed over unnoticed by
the professional contributors to our journal.
We wish our columns of " Intercommunica-
tion " and •" Correspondence " to serve as

really a sort of architectural plebiscite, by
whose utterances our readers may be both
guided to the adoption and encouraged to the
adhesion of all that is true and wholesome for

both architects and builders.

"Surveyor" discourses well and usefully
on a recent movement of the Institute of
Architects, bj- which it is proposed (in deal-
ing with builders) to constitute the seven
years' members of that body, yclept "Fel-
lows," arbiters for all time in disputes that
may arise touching building contracts. He
shows—we think conclusively—the absurdity
of such a scheme. Let us txamine it, per-
haps somewhat more closely than our corre-

spondent himself has done, judging from his

own brief and intelligent strictures on the
scheme.

It is, what ?—a scheme of arbitration in-

tended to operate on builders. Where? In the
metropolis i Oh ! no ; throughout all Eng-
land. Now let us inquire what is the position

of the Institute of British Architects with re-

spect to builders out of the metropolis. The
answer to be truly made and maintained is

this ;—Thelnstitute is a London club of

architects, with a coterie of provincial anti-

quaries and dilletanti (all highly respectable)

alfiliated to it, with here and there some
other provincial architects who belong to it,

aud pay their two or four guineas subscrip-

tion to it merely to add A.R.I.B.A. or

F.R.I.B.A. to their names, just as Mr. Street,

with like professional pride—but far higher
consistency, merit, and honour—appends
A.R.A. to his signature at the corner of a

contract drawing. A.R.A. (Associate of the

Royal Academy) is a bonajlde passport to pro-

fessional distinction. It means a host of

things, all of them meritorious and well
known to the true architect, which are by no
means peculiar to—nay, which may be utterly

wanting in—the man who can merely flaunt

in your face (or in the " Post-office Direc-

tory ") his F.R.I.B.A. Mr. Street himself is

an F.K.I.B.A. We don't deny it. Just in
the very self same way wherein Rubens and
Wren were " Sirs ;" but whoever thinks of

the mere knighthood of " optimus Christuphe-

rus Wren," or of the " Sir "reverence of Peter
Paul Rubens S We question, indeed, whether
any one of our English painters in fifty is even
aware that Rubens ever was "Sir Peter."
We have ourselves met with many who were
utterly unconscious of the fact.

However, we are losing sight aud mind of
our correspondent the " Surveyor." He says,

and truly, the training and acquirements of a
Fellow of the Institute do not qualify him for

— nay, make him utterly unfit for—the
coveted post of arbiter in matters of dis-

pute between architects and contractors, or
between architects aud clients ; and we quite
recognise the cogency of his argument. A
Fellow of the Institute in London is an archi-
tect, who by the provisions of his own Charter
and Bye-laws, is precluded from measuring-
up, estimating, and valuing any work ofwhich
he is not the proper architect ; and who, as a
rule (being quite unused to that sort of thing),
7icfcr measures up or values his own works ;

but calls in a surveyor to do it for him, and
arbitrates on that building surveyor's report.

Such men, however learned as antiquarians, or

eloquent as speakers in Conduit-street, will

never be able to get builders to have confi-

dence in them, nor will they be able to ofli-

ciate as arbitrators or referees in London.
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In London, business of this kind will of ne-

cessity fall into ihe hands of London build-

ing surveyors—a very intelligent class of men.
In the provinces, tho functions of a seven

years' fellow of the Institute would be simply
nit: and for this reason—that however dis-

posed a provincial architect (to the scorn of

fellow provincials) may be to put "F.B. I.B.A."

to his name, he virtually would ignore the

Institute scheme condemned by our corre-

spondent, lie. Fellow though he is, takes

out, as a general rule, his own quantities, and
nit-asures up and adjusts his own " extras and
oiiiiasions," and allows, country architect as

he is, no imperium in inipcrio to come '' betwixt

the wind and his nobility" (/.<•., management
of his contract) in the shape of a building or

quantity surveyor. Lot anyone who doubts
this institute a provincial committee of in-

quiry, and he will find how local is the in-

llueuce and rule of the Institute. Let him
look east, west, north, or south out of the

metropolis— let him, for example, take Hast-
ings, in Sussex, for his southern point, up to

^lanchester, Preston, and Liverpool for his

northern point; he will find the animus and
the consen.iu.i of English architects to be, to all

intents and purposes, dead against the rc^/jme of

of the Institute. The Institute, indeed, will

have to alter its regime tout cela, and to go
back into the olden ways of Sir John Soane
and others of its early advisers and benefac-
tors, ero it will find itself in situ to carry out
the ambitious arbitration programme it has
laid down, so truly condemned by our
correspondent.

We could say a good deal, did space snftice,

in advocacy ot the letter of " Triangle ;" and
we may, indeed, resume the topic. Let us
say for the present simply this ; It is absurd
for architects to suppose that a builder may
not understand architecture. There are very
many builders (and many more parsons) who
comprehend it better than too many profes-
sional architects, loth though we may be to

advocate their claim to the professional voca-
tion of the architect.

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

ANEW reredos for the parish church,
Cheddington, Buckinghamshire, has

recently been placed for temporary exhibition
in the North Court of the South Kensington
Museum. It is executed and lent by Messrs.
I'owell & Sons, and consists entirely of painted
tiles. The subject is divided into three
panels by means of upright bands. Of these,
the centre one, in which is represented the
Last Supper, is the reredos proper, the
Bide panels, filled in with diaper-work, serving
as decorations for the remaining portion of
the east wall of chancel. The space behind
the Communion Table is filled with grey tiles,

and immediately beneath the picture is the
following inscription:—"In memory of
mercies received at Cheddington by Lionel
Dawson Darner, Kector, 1862-1870." The
chief peculiarity of the work is the way in
which the tiles are divided into irregular-

shaped pieces, after the manner of stained
glass, and the deadness or flatness of the
painting. The colours employed are very low
in tone, and in the sombre light of an ordi-
nary chancel would, we imagine, have very
little efl'ect. The side-panels each bear a
cross composed of blue bands. In the centre
of one are the initials J.H.S., and in the other
the monogram X.P.O. The letters are
formed in mosaic work on a gold glass mosaic
ground. The very low tone of the whole
work causes the white table cloth in the altar
picture to stand out in a very staring way

;

and the head of Judas, who is shown with
dark hair, seems to be about six feet in front
of the other figures. What we have most to
find fault with is the difi'erence in the quality
of the art employed upon the various parts of
the work. While the background and the
drapery ia crude and rough in the extreme

—

almost affectedly so—the heads and extremi-

ties are finislied like miniatures. Again, from
the absence of the lead lines, and the want
of artistic " keeping," some of the principal

figures sink into and are almost indistinguish-

able from the background ; while others have
no connection with the remaining portions of

tho subject, appearing to be stuck on in front

of them. AVo are at a loss to understand
what is tho merit of the peculiar method of

colouring which is practised in this work, and
why it has been considered necessary to

make the design look as if it had been
put in in the usual way, and then, in

consequence of being too forcible, had been
partially washed out. There is an unsub
stantial, waxy look about the work which is

far from pleasant, and we cannot hail the

process, if it is a new one, as in any way a
success.

In the South Court, a magnificent chimney-
piece, of Milanese mosaic work, has just been
erected. The design is heavy, but the arrange-

ment of colours and the enrichments in

marble arabesque are very graceful. In the

majolica staircase we notice a trial of a new
mode of decoration, patented by Messrs.

Minton & Co., which promises to be a great

success. Little hexagonal testeraj are joined

together in frames, and are then glazed and
painted on in any requisite subject. They can
thus be adapted to any surface laid to a per-

fectly true face.

WORKMEN'S EXHIBITIONS : THE
CAUSES OF THElll FAILURE, AND
SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE FtTTURE.

Br A Working Man.

THE strictures upon the Workmen's In-

ternational Exhibition contained in the

Building News of the 29th ult. are certainly

well deserved, and may be applied with equal

justice to nearly all of the so-called Exhibi-

tions which have been hold in this country
during the last five or six years. No surprise

need be expressed at the result. As exposi-

tions of the unaided and genuine production

of the individual workman, such exhibitions

are decided failures, and such will be the

inevitable result so long as they are carried

out on the same principles as those on which
they have hitherto been managed. We have
had many what have been called industrial

exhibitions which have been very successful

financially, but utter failures in the great

object for which they were originally pro-

jected. In the. North, we have had so-called

Industrial Exhibitions at Preston, Wakefield,

Lancaster, Darwen, and Bolton—all of them
successful in making money, but all of them,
without exception, owed their success in a
great measure to the adventitious aids of

music, concerts, marionettes, fairy fountains,

&c., &c. All of them were to a great extent

fine art exhibitions and curiosity shops. They
did some good, no doubt ; but, considered as

workmen's exhibitions, they were most de-
cidedly a delusion and a sham, and might as

well never been held so far as the working
man is concerned, for the whole of them were
mere market halls for the display of the
tradesmens' and manufacturers' goods, with
large advertisements displayed, crying loudly,
" What d'ye lack ? What d'ye lack 2 " In
fact,each exhibition had only provided another
place of business for each tradesman to display

his wares in.

The idea of an international exhibition

was a mistake from the first, so far as the in-

dividual workman was concerned ; its pro-

moters have, no doubt, been actuated by the
purest and best motive?, and they have en-

deavoured to carry it out to the best of their

knowledge and skill, but, unfortunately, " the

best laid schemes of mice and men gang aft

agley," and so it has been with this project.

It has degenerated into a vast advertising me-
dium for the benefit of the employers, but says

very little about the workmen. Now this.

and all other so called workmen's exhibitions,
worked on the same principles, carry within
themselves the elements of failure, inasmuch
as they allow capital to bo represented instead
of bond fide labour ; and thus tsvo causes of
failure are introduced, injustice is done,
jealousy is excited, and discouragement is

produced. Let us look for a moment at the
true aspect of the case. These exhibtions
all set out with the express intention to dis-
cover and bring out tho talent and skill of
the individual workman, so that his work
may be seen, and he encouraged to persevere
and improve himself in the parliciilar trade
or profession he earns his subsistence by

;

or, if he is possessed of exceptional skill,

or he has some particular article he
has devoted time and study in produc-
ing, he has the opportunity of exhibit-
ing it, and so becoming widely known ;

rewards are offered, and every inducement
held out, so that he may be encouraged to
exhibit and benefit himself. And what is the
result ? Failure. What is the proportion of
individual workmen who take advantage of
these liberal offers? Why, a very small per-
centage indeed ; and this cannot bo wondered
at. In face of the fact that the individual
workman has to compete at an immense dis-

advantage—that he has to stand tmaided
against the comlnned power of capital and
associated skill—for it is unquestionable that
there can be no comparison instituted between
work produced by one man in his spare hours,
after the daily labour is done by which he
has to support himself, and that work which
is produced in the workshop of some large
firm with the combined skill and capital of

the employers and workmen, having everj'-

thing at hand to facilitate and perfect the
work for exhibition. In these cases the con-
ditions are so wide apart and so essentially

dift'erent, and, of course, in favour of the
firm, that we cannot wonder at the paucity
of exhibitors of that class for whom these
exhibitions are professedly established. The
employers are ready enough to encourage
these j)rojects, knowing well that they will bo
able to find their advantage in them, either by
hook or by crook (to use a homely saying).

Now as regards the workman, here is, as

he considers, an injustice perpetrated; and it

is the height of foolishness to suppose for a
moment that he is blind to the fact. He
sees plainly enough that it is in the interest of

capital that these exhibitions are essentially

carried out, and consequently he feels no
interest in them, and will not put himself
out of the way to produce anything for them,
knowing well that somehow or another he
will be, as a personality, covered up and hid
out of sight behind his employer's mantle.
Then, again, the workman who does exhibit
on his own account sees his modest pro-
duction placed next some splendid article,

perhaps of the same kind, manufactured by
a large and possibly celebrated firm ; and the
pet child of his hand and brain—the product
of weeks of toil and time snatched from the
hours which should have been devoted to

rest and sleep—is dwarfed and outshone by
his more pretentious neighbour ; and, as a
natural consequence, jealous and bitter

feelings are engendered—he gets discouraged

and does not exhibit again.

So far as we are aware the best exhibition

as a bona fide workmen's exhibition was the

one held in Manchester in the year 1865, a
notice of which will be foimd in the Buh.dino
News for March of that year. The exhibition

was originated by a society of grainers and
decorators in that town, and was managed
exclusively by working men. The conditions

of the exhibition and the regulations adopted
were carried out on the only true conditions

on which such exhibitions should be held.

The speciality of the art-workmen's exhibi-

tion (of which we are writing), as one would
naturally conclude, considering its origin,

was a display of specimens of house decora-

tion, consisting of panels and doors in various
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the moDument—including a full size moilel to

be aet up iu the Cathevlral—was £14,(.KH). Mr.

Stevens now goea to work, and takes a lease of

extensile premises for the purposes of the

model, »ud on November lilth, 1S58, we may
consider ic as having been commenced. A
period of about two years elapses, during

which Mr. Penrose has certifiea for various

sums to be paid on account ,- and on December
aSlh, 1S60, a farther sum is about to be paid

to Mr. ttevens, which, with the other pay-

ments, mikes a total sum of £2 200 advanced

to him up to this date, aud wc tind him will-

ing to guarantee that the model shall be com-
pletevl forthwith, without a further requestfor

pa\ mcnt, if another £6(K) is advanced to him,
miking altogether ^2,800. The last £600 docs

not, however, seem to have been advanced to

him. Another long period elapses, during
which the First Commissioner has been
anxioosly inquiring after the model ; and
on December 6, 18(32, Mr. Stevens assures the

First Commiisioner that the model is progress-

ing, and asks for a further sum of £2,466,
which, with the £2,200 already received by
him, will make .£4,666—a third of the entire

sum to bepaid to him—and which, it is stated,

is a customary arrangement among sculptors.

The f2,466 i* paid to him in February, 1863,
on condition that the model is complete and
ready for inspection in S. Paul's Cathedral
vithin fifteen months from the day on which
such sum is received by him. There is

now a blank in the correspondence
till February 19th, 18G4, when the First
( 'ommi$sioner intimates to Mr. Stevens
that the time is api)roaching for the com-
pletion of the model, and other remind-
ers on June 27th and August 13th, 1864, to

the effect that such time has elapsed. No
answer is received by the Commissioners to

either of these letters ; but, on March 25th,

1867, Mr. Stevens writes to say he is doing
his utmost to hasten the work ; and on
17th Januarv, 1867, Mr. Penrose writes to the
effect that the model is so far completed that
the execution in the permanent materials
might be properly commenced if the general
design is considered satisfactory by the First

Commissioner. On March 12th, 1867, we
find a further sum of £2,800 is directed to be
paid to Mr. Stevens. The work drags on, and
after other advances have been made, the
total amount certified by Mr. Penrose has
amounted to £12,466. At this date, December
20th, 1869, Mr. Penrose claims his commission
of 2^ per cent, on the amounts paid to Mr.
Stevens and to other artists. On December
29th, 1869, he sends his statement of the
whole matter as it stood respecting Mr.
Stevens. On the 9th of April, 1870, the First
Commissioner himself visits the studio of Mr.
Stevens, the result of such commendable visit

Ijeiiig that on April 14th, 1870, the Director
And Surveyor of Works are appointed to meet
Mr. Penrose and Mr. Stevens for the purpose
of muking a reporton the then condition of the
work. The report is made by Mr. Douglas
Gallon and Mr. Henry Arthur Hunt, who
estimate that to complete the monument,
irrespective of Mr. Penrose's claim, will cost a
sumof about £15,000, or roundly, asum equal
to the amount of the original contract. A
letter of the 20th July, 1870, from the First

Commissioner puts an end to the employment
of Mr. F. C. Penrose as consijting and certi-

fying architect, and another letter of the same
date determines the contract of ilr. Alfred
Stuvens.

The perusal of this correspondence cannot
fail to strike the reader as possessing a
peculiarity in the system of granting certifi-

cates adopted by Mr. Penrose, and as

evidencing the patient long-suffering by the
Commissioners of Works throughout the whole
wearily-protracted period the monument has
l>een in hand ; and any professional man in-

dulging in such, to say the least, loose conduct
of the interests entrusted to his care cannot
object to his system being criticised and
aoilysed in a decisive manner. On Mr. Pen-

rose's appointment as certifying architect we
find him commencing his duties with remark-
able activity. Within six weeks from Mr.
Stevens's agreement to do the work Mr. Pen-
rose certifies for £400, when the " skeleton

frame " only for the "model" was in hand.
Otlier advances are certified by Mr. Penrose,

although the model, even, is notcompleted,and
these sums are gradually approaching the

amount of the contract—which fact should
have opened Mr. Penrose's eyes, and deter-

mined him to calculate the amount of work to

be done, and the sum left to do it. Had he
thus proceeded it would havebeen seenatonoe
that to complete the monument would involve
an outlay far above the small sum left from
the total amount of the contract, and Mr.
Stevens's pleadings for further advances should
have convinced Mr. Penrose that he (Mr.
Stevens) was not iu a position to complete
the work without such additional sum having
been advanced to him j but throughout, the

fact of a contract having been entered into

seems to have been ignored by Mr. Penrose,

and he appears rather to treat the matter as if

it were a question of his own estimate of the

art-value only, and to be quite regardless of

the fact of a fixed contract sum having been
entered into; and in his statement of December
29th, 1869, to the Office of Works, he quite

confirms this view, for he says ;
—" I am

certain that, however far from complete the
monument may be when the stipulated sum of

£14,000 has been expended, it will be fully

worth the money—even quantity for quantity
—as compared with the price of other monu-
ments." This, be it remembered, is a state-

ment made by an architect who is employed
to certify from time to time the instalments
due on the gradual execution of a contract.

Such a statement could not but awaken the
Office of Works, and draw from the First Com-
missioner a definite request, and accordingly
the Director and Surveyor of Works are re-

quested to report upon the condition ofthe work

;

and such report reveals that the sum voted by
Parliament for the monument complete was
£20,000, that Mr. Stevens had been paid
£13,006, and other artists £4,900, making a
total of £17,906, and the estimated future ex-

penditure being £15,600, makes the total ex-

penditure for the work, which was to have
cost £20,000, amount to £33,506, exclusive of

Mr. Penrose's claim. And it must be borne in

mind that a considerable concession was made
in allowing the model to remain in the studio

of Mr. Stevens, at Hampstead, instead of

being set up in S. Paul's Cathedral, as

originally intended and contracted for.

That conduct such as the above should
have resulted in the discharge of Mr. Penrose
and the termination of Mr. Stevens's contract

can surprise no one, the only wonder being
that so important a work should have been
allowed to drag on for so many years, and that

the discovery of the peculiar method of pro-

cedure adopted by both sculptor and certifying

architect should not have been before made.
The Parliamentary paper is completed by a
serious of sketches shewing the present con-
dition of the monument, and tho work re-

quired to complete it ; and the consideration

of these delineations renders it a matter of

much surprise that an architect appointed to

a responsible position should have allowed
himself to take the course which this corre-

spondence shows Mr. Penrose to have taken.
He may be able to explain and justify such
conduct, but to be of value this explanation
must be prompt and explicit.

BUILDERS VERSUS ARCHITECTS.

IT is impossible not to sympathise with two
of the letters that appear, one from " A

Surveyor " and the other from " Triangle," in

our last week's issue. If any of our readers

have not perused them we recommend them
to do so, and sec how well-timed is our oft-

repeated invitation for such communications.

If those who can write, but never profession-
ally write (by the line), would oftener contri-

bute a letter now and then anent the vexed
questions of the day, how much good to the
professional body we represent would be
eftected ! It often happens that such " out-
siders" (to borrow a sporting phrase) liitupon
a useful idea that ought not to go unnoticed, but
which, in the pressure of other matter, might
be—and often is—passed over unnoticed by
the professional contributors to our journal.
We wish our columns of " Intercommunica-
tion " and •" Correspondence " to serve as
really a sort of architectural plehUcite, by
whose utterauces our readers may be both
guided to the adoption aud encouraged to the
adhesion of all that is true and wholesome for
both architects and builders.

" Surveyor " discourses well and usefully
on a recent movement of the Institute of
Architects, by which it is proposed (in deal-
ing with builders) to constitute the seven
years' members of that body, yclept "Fel-
lows," arbiters for all time in disputes that
may arise touching building contracts. He
shows—we think conclusively—the absurdity
of such a scheme. Let us examine it, per-
haps somewhat more closely than our corre-

spondent himself has done, judging from his

own brief and intelligent strictures on the
scheme.

It is, what ?—a scheme of arbitration in-

tended to operate on builders. Where? In the
metropolis ? Oh ! no ; throughout all Eng-
land. Now let US inquire what is the position

of the Institute of British Architects with re-

spect to builders out of the metropolis. The
answer to be truly made and maintained is

this :—Thelnstitute is a London club of

architects, with a coterie of provincial anti-

quaries and dUlctanii (all highly respectable)

affiliated to it, with here and there some
other provincial architects who belong to it,

and pay their two or four guineas subscrip-

tion to it merely to add A.R.I.B.A. or

F.R.I.B.A. to their names, just as Mr. Street,

with like professional pride—but far higher
consistency, merit, and honour—appends
A.R.A. to his signature at the coruer of a
contract drawing. A.R.A. (Associate of the
Royal Academy) is a bonafule passport to pro-

fessional distinction. It means a host of

things, all of them meritorious and well

known to the true architect, which are by no
means peculiar to—nay, which may be utterly

wanting in—the man who can merely flaunt

in your face (or in the " Post-office Direc-

tory") his F.R.LB.A. Mr. Street himself ia

an F.R.LB.A. We don't deny it. Just iu

the very self same way wherein Rubens and
Wren were " Sirs ;" but whoever thinks of

the mere knighthood of " optimus Christuphe-

rus Wren," or of the " Sir "reverence of Peter
Paul Rubens / We question, indeed, whether
any one of our English painters in fifty is even
aware that Rubens ever was "Sir Peter."
We have ourselves met with many who were
utterly unconscious of the fact.

However, we are losing sight and mind of
our correspondent the " Surveyor." He says,
and truly, the training and acquirements of a
Fellow of the Institute do not qualify him for

—nay, make him utterly unfit for—the
coveted post of arbiter in matters of dis-

pute between architects and contractors, or
between architects and clients ; and we quite
recognise the cogency of his argument. A
Fellow of the Institute in London is an archi-
tect, who by the provisions of his own Charter
and Bye-laws, is precluded from measuring-
up, estimating, and valuing any work fwhich
he is not the proper architect ; and who, as a
rule (being quite unused to that sortof thing),
never measures up or values his own works

;

but calls in a surveyor to do it for him, and
arbitrates on that bailding surveyor's report.

Such men, however learned as antiquarians, or

eloquent as speakers in Conduit-street, will

never be able to get builders to have confi-

dence in them, nor will they be able to offi-

ciate as arbitrators or referees in London.
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III London, business of lliia kind will of nc-

cesaity fall into ilie hands of Loudon build-

ing surveyors—a very intelligent class of men.
In the provinces, the functions of a seven
years' fellow of the Institute would be simply
nit: and for this reason—that however dis-

poeed a provincial architect (to the scorn of

fellow provincials) may be to put ' 'F.B. LB. A."
to his name, he virtually would ignore the

Institute scheme condemned by our corre-

spondent. He, Fellow though he is, takes

out, as a general rule, his own quantities, and
measures up and adjusts his own " extras and
omissions," and allows, country architect as

he is, no impprlum in imperio to come " betwixt

the wiud and his nobility " {i.e., management
of his contract) in the shape of a building or

quantity surveyor. Let anyone who doubts
tills institute a provincial committee of in-

quiry, and he will find how local is the in-

fluence and rule of the Institute. Let him
look east, west, north, or south out of the

metropolis—let him, for example, take Hast-
ings, in Sussex, for his southern point, up to

Manchester, Preston, and Liverpool for his

northern point ; he will find the animus a.Txi.

the cotisensus of English architects to be, to all

intents and purposes, deadagainstthe reyime of

of the Institute. The Institute, indeed, will

have to alter its reyime tout cela, and to go
back into the olden ways of Sir John Soane
and others of its early advisers and benefac-
tors, ere it will find itself in situ to carry out
the ambitious arbitration programme it has
laid down, so truly condemned by our
correspoudent.

Wu could say a good deal, did space suffice,

in advocacy of the letter of " Triangle ;" and
we may, indeed, resume the topic. Let us
say for the present simply this : It is absurd
for architects to suppose that a builder may
not understand architecture. There are very
many budders (and many more parsons) who
comprehend it better than too many profes-
sional architects, loth though we may be to

advocate their claim to the professional voca-
tion of the architect.

SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

ANEW reredos for the parish church,
Cheddington, Buckinghamshire, has

recently been placed for temporary exhibition
in the North Court of the South Kensington
Museum. It is executed and lent by Me.ssrs.

Powell & Sons, and consists entirely of painted
tiles. The subject is divided into three
panels by means of upright bands. Of these,
the centre one, in w-hioh is represented the
Last Supper, is the reredos proper, the
side panels, filled in with diaper-work, serving
as decorations for the remaining portion of
the east wall of chancel. The space behind
the Communion Table is filled with grey tiles,

and immediately beneath the picture is the
following inscription :

—" In memory of
mercies received at Cheddington by Lionel
Dawson Uamer, Kector, 1862-1870." The
chief peculiarity of the work is the way in
which the tiles are divided into irregular-
shaped pieces, after the manner of stained
glass, and the deadness or flatness of the
painting. The colours employed are very low
in tone, and in the sombre light of an ordi-
nary chancel would, we imagine, have very
little ell'ect. The side-panels each bear a
cross composed of blue bands. In the centre
of one are the initials J.H.S., and in the other
the monogram X.P.O. The letters are
formed in mosaic work on a gold glass mosaic
ground. The very low tone of the whole
•work causes the white table cloth in the altar
picture to stand out in a very staring way

;

and the head of Judas, who is shown with
dark hair, seems to be about six feet in front
of the other figures. What we have most to
find fault with is the difference in the quality
of the art employed upon the various parts of
the work. While the background and the
drapery is crude and rough in the extreme

—

almost affectedly so—the heads and extremi-

ties are finished like miniatures. Again, from
the absence of the lead lines, and the want
of artistic " keeping," some of the principal

figures sink into and are almost indistinguish-

able from the background ; while others have
no connection with the remaining portions of

the subject, appearing to be stuck on in front

of them. We are at a loss to understand
what is the merit of the peculiar method of

colouring which is practised in this work, and
why it has been considered necessary to

make the design look as if it had been
put in in the usual way, and then, in

consequence of being too forcible, had been
partially washed out. There is an unsub-
stantial, waxy look about the work which is

far from pleasant, and we cannot hail the

process, if it is a new one, as in any way a
success.

In the South Court, a magnificent chimney-
piece, of Milanese mosaic work, has just been
erected. The design is heavy, but the arrange-

ment of colours and the enrichments in

marble arabesque are very graceful. In the

majolica staircase we notice a trial of a new
mode of decoration, patented by Messrs.

Minton & Co., which promises to be a great

success. Little hexagonal testeraj are joined

together in frames, and are then glazed and
painted on in any requisite subject. They can
thus be adapted to any surface laid to a per-

fectly true face.

WORKMEN'S EXHIBITIONS : THE
CAUSES OF THEIR FAILURE, AND
SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE FUTURE.

Bv A AVoRKixa Max.

THE strictures upon the Workmen's In-

ternational Exhibition contained in the

BuiLnma News of the SDth ult. are certainly

well deserved, and may be applied with equal
justice to nearly all of the so-called Exhibi-

tions which have been held in this country
during the last five or six years. No surprise

need be expressed at the result. As exposi-

tions of the unaided and genuine production

of the individual workmnn, such exhibitions

are decided failures, and such will be the

inevitable result so long as they are carried

out on the same principles as those on which
they have hitherto been managed. We have
had many what have been called industrial

exhibitions which have been very successful

financially, but utter failures in the great

object for which they were originally pro-

jected. In the. North, we have had so-called

Industrial Exhibitions at Preston, Wakefield,
Lancaster, Darwen, and Bolton—all of them
successful in making money, but all of them,
without exception, owed their success in a

great measure to the adventitious aids of

music, concerts, marionettes, fairy fountains,

&c., &o. All of them were to a great extent
fine art exhibitions and curiosity shops. They
did some good, no doubt ; but, considered as

workmen's exhibitions, they were most de-
cidedly a delusion and a sham, and might as

well never been held so far as the working
man is concerned, for the whole of them were
mere market halls for the display of the
tradesmens' and manufacturers' goods, with
large advertisements displayed, crying loudly,
" What d'ye lack ? What d'ye lack ? " In
fact,each exhibition had only provided another
place of business for each tradesman to display

his wares in.

The idea of an international exhibition

was a mistake from the first, so far as the in-

dividual workman was concerned ; its pro-

moters have, no doubt, been actuated by the
purest and best motive?, and ths}' have en-

deavoured to carry it out to the best of their

knowledge and skill, but, unfortunately, "the
best laid schemes of mice and men gang aft

agley," and so it has been with this project.

It has degenerated into a vast advertising me-
dium for the benefit of the employers, but .says

very little about the workmen. Now this,
j

and all other so called workmen's exhibitions,
worked on the same principles, carry within
themselves the elements of failure, inasmuch
as they allow capital to bo represented instead
of bona fide labour ; and thus two causes of
failure are introduced, injustice is done,
jealou.sy is excited, and discouragement is

pro<luced. Let us look for a moment at the
true aspect of the case. These exhibtions
all set out with the express intention to dis-
cover and bring out the talent and skill of
the individual workman, so that his work
may be seen, and he encouraged to persevere
and improve himself in the particular trade
or profession he earns his subsistence by

;

or, if he is possessed of exceptional skill,

or he has some particular article he
has devoted time and study in produc-
ing, he has the opportunity of exhibit-
ing it, and so be«oming widely known ;

rewards are offered, and every inducement
held out, so that he may be encouraged to
exhibit and benefit him.self. And what is the
result i Failure. What is the proportion of
individual workmen who take advantage of
these liberal offers t Why, a very small per-
centage indeed ; and this cannot bo wondered
at. In face of the fact that the individual
workman has to compete at an immense dis-
advantage—that he has to stand unaided
against the combined power of capital and
associated skill—for it is unquestionable that
there can be no comparison instituted between
work produced by one man in his spare hours,
after the daily labour is done by which he
has to support himself, and that work which
is proiluced in the workshop of some large
firm with the combined skill and capital of
the employers and workmen, having every-
thing at hand to facilitate and perfect the
work for exhibition. In these cases the con-
ditions are so wide apart and so essentially

different, and, of course, in favour of the
firm, that we cannot wonder at the paucity
of exhibitors of that class for whom these
exhibitions are professedly established. The
employers are ready enough to encourage
these projects, knowing well that they will be
able to find their advantage in them, either by
hook or by crook (to use a homely saying).

Now as regards the workman, hero is, as
he considers, an injustice perpetrated; and it

is the height of foolishness to suppose for a
moment that he is blind to the fact. He
sees jrlainly enough that it is in the interest of
capital that these exhibitions are essentially

carried out, and consequently he feels no
interest in them, and will not put himself
out of the way to produce anything for them,
knowing well that somehow or another he
will be, as a personality, covered up and hid
out of sight behind his employer's mantle.
Then, again, the workman who does exhibit

on his own account sees his modest pro-
duction placed next some splendid article,

perhaps of the same kind, manufactured by
a large and possibly celebrated firm ; and the
pet child of his hand and brain—the product
of weeks of toil and time snatched from the
hours which should have been devoted to

rest and sleep—is dwarfed and outshone by
his more pretentious neighbour ; and, as a
natural consequence, jealous and bitter

feelings are engendered—he gets discouraged

and does not exhibit again.

So far as we are aware the best exhibition

as a bona Jldc workmen's exhibition w;i8 the

one held in Manchester in the year 1865, a
notice of which will be found in the Buii.dino

News for March of that year. The exhibition

was originated by a society of grainers and
decorators in that town, and was managed
exclusively by working men. The conditions

of the exhibition and the regulations adopted

Vi'ere carried out on the only true conditions

on which such exhibitions should be held.

The speciality of the art-workmen's exhibi-

tion (of which wo are writing), as one would
naturally conclude, considering its origin,

was a display of specimens of house decora-

tion, consisting of panels and doors in various
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atyles of ornamentalion, church decorations,

and a lai^ number of specimens of grainin"

and marbling, ornamental plaster work, wooa
and stone carnngs, gilding, enamelling, &e.,

WTonght-iron work, and, in fact, almost every-

thing of an ornamental character connected

with the building trades, and some few of the

usual miscellaneous articles having no special

UBi ; but no stalls or shops for the sale of

articles, nor placards for advertising purposes

usually displayed at these exhibitions. Bat
the peculiar feature of the exhibition was the

stringent regulation, which was rigidly en-

forced, that no article should be exhibited

without the name of the workman being ap-

pended to the article exhibited, and also in-

serted prominently in the catalogue. There
were some few articles exhibited which were
the joint production of several workmen in

the employ of certaiti firms, but in each of

these casej the work wa^ distinctly set forth

(on a card appended to the article) to liave

been executed by John Stokes aud Peter
Noakes, etc., in the employment of such a
firm— the names of the craftsmen always
first, and the part each one took in the pro-
duction of the article.'', a^ thus :—Designed
by J. Smith, carved by Thos. Evans, painted
by J. Shaw, and 'so on—the great point the
committee had in view being to bring out
the name of the workman so that there could
be no mistake in the matter, and in order
that there might be no difficulty in anyone
knowing how and where to find any indi-

vidual workman. When the workman ex-

hibited in hisown name alone, his address was
given. The result was that a great number
of them were benefited thereby, some having
offers of higher wages, others being advanced
in various ways, others again receiving orders
for copies of the articles exhibited, and in
some cases orders were executed during the
time the exhibition was open. Now here was
a direct pecuniary beneiit received at once
by these workmen in consequence of the fa-

cilities afforded to the public for direct com-
munication with the workmen ; and, what is

still more important, we have had abundant
proof that theimpetus given to the practice and
improvement of the decorative arts in this dis-

trict has been immense both in quantity and
quality, inasmuch as for every five pounds spent
in decoration at that time there is fifty pounds
spent now. The good effect did not end there,

for a spirit of emulation sprung up amongst
the younger exhibitors, especially in the de-
corative trades, which we have good reason to

know has had very important results. These
facts point but to one conclusion, namely,
that workmen's exhibitions, to be successful

and to answer fully the ends for which they
are established, must be carried out on similar
principles to the one we are writing about.
The workman-exhibitor must be made to

feel and to see that it is for his benefit and for

his advancement that the exhibition is got
up, and that he will have fair play, and be
placed on equal conditions witli his fellow
workmen ; tliat he will not have to compete
with capital ; and that the employer shall be
contentfor the time to keep in the background,
leaving each workman to his own imaided
efforts. He would then have some encourage-
ment for exertion and self-denial, and would
so exert himself. Only let him be once con-
vinced that he will have a fair field and he
requires no favour. Another mistake ia also

made in the conduct of these exhibitions in
so far as the workman is almost ignored in

the management. He should be consulted
and have a voice in the matter ; all conditions
and arrangements should be submitted for

his approval. As a rule, jdain common sense
will guide him to conclusions, and he knows
best the wants aud the peculiarities of his

fellow-workmen, and is jealous of his rights
and always ready to guard them strongly,
BO that it is folly to ignore him. These are
apparently matters of little moment, but it is

often in these little matters that success or
failure lief.

As the result of considerable experience in the
management of such an exhibition, aud a long
and intimate experience of working men, wo
are of opinion that all such exhibitions to be
successful must be special and local—special
as to trade or profession, and local as to dis-

trict ; and we would suggest that jjrovisiou

should be made iu all large centres of in-

dustry for an annual exhibition of this kind,
aud that certain articles possessing extraor-
dinary merit be selcctt'd from each exhibition
to form a central exhibition in the metropolis,
where special prizes and certificates would be
given. By this means a really first-class

workman would become widely known, and
would have his talents and peculiar skillduly
contrasted with others, and his value truly
appraised, and thus would be opened out to the
industrious and skilled artisan a wide field

for his ambition—something to strive for

—

something to elevate him in the social scale

and make him to respect himself, and as a
natural consequence cause others to respect
him. We are quite certain that until some
such scheme is carried out these exhibitions
will always be as tliey now are, huge adver-
tising mediums.

WHAT TO DO WITH THE THAMES
EMBANKMENT.

ONE of the great problems of the future,

we are told by the leading journal, will

be the " rebuilding of our hideous metropo-
lis," and no one can doubt that when the time
shall come for the public mind to feel but half
as much interest for art and architecture as
for wars and tumults, it will become a matter
of interest to find out at least how to improve
London. To rebuild London would be a costly

and a hard problem, and would involve a total

change in the whole system as it now exists

in art and architectural practice ; but to im-
prove it here and there, as opportunities offer,

may be commenced at once, and without any
very enormous outlay of capital or expenditure
of brains. The House of Commons, by its

late vote, has presented to Londoners a great
chance of doing something in this direction,

and we propose to offer a hint or two about
it. The Thames Enibankment is not to be
built upon, even for the sake of Government
oifices or public museums, but it is to be laid

out in some way or other as recreation grounds
for the public, and to be made ornamental
and pleasant to eye, aud ear too, may be. How
is this to be done ? We confine ourselves to

that portion of the Embankment which begins

at Westminster Bridge, and ends, no one knows
why, at Blackfriars Bridge, instead of going on
to London Bridge, as would have seemed to be
the natural termination of it. Nothing would
seem to be more unfortunate than the way
in which the Embankment has been contrived

and arranged. Waterloo Bridge, to give but
one single instance, is the best of the bridges,

and terminates on either shore in a way not a
little ingenious, and the problem surely was
not to spoil tliis arrangement, but to termi-

nate the line of the Embankment where the

bridge itself ends, and bring up the wall of the

Embankment ffush with it, aud thus to have
left the whole of the bridge for a water-way,
and to have constructed a new arch for the

roadway of the Embankment, ana so kept the

river as wide as possible, and thearchitecture of

the bridge, which is singularly good, complete.

But we must take it as it is. What, therefore,

we would suggest first, is that the awkward
and solid parapet between the piers should be
made to give place to an open iron railing,

with a moderately broad elbow rail, so that

the water of the river may be constantly in

the view of those who pass along the pave-

ment. As matters are now, no one can see

the water williuut actually leaning over the

parapet to look fur it, and the way is thus re-

duced to an ordinary street dulness. Next,

is not the pavement itself too broad for the

traffic ? It is a singular fact, hilliorto un-

noticed, that if you look at this tralUc| it will

be found that it is but a rare chance that two
people are found accidentally side by side and
in a line with each other, so that as far as the
mere traffic and crowd is concerned the pave-
ment would be of sufficient width if but five

feet wide, but s-ay ten feet wide. Be it re-

collected that the whole of the jricturesquenes
about which there is so much talk iu old towns
is iu the main due to the narrowness of the
streets, and ways, and foot-pavements, and to
the consequent thick grouping of the traffic

through them. But we do not live in old or
artistic days ; the picturesque ia confined to
paper and art lecturiiigs.

It was anticipated tiiat a large omnibus, cab,
and cart traUic would immediately commence
on the opening of this new thoroughfare, but
nothing of the kind seems to have taken place,
probably for the simple reason that you must
go out of your way lor the mere purpose of
driving down the Embankment roadway, and
it would seem a pity that the whole of the
Embankment roadway was not confined to

foot passengers, and the quiet of the silent

highway preserved. This would do away
with the awkward and dismal wide road, and
give the ground for trees and planting. What
beauty there can he in a mere wide road like
Portland- place, to give but one instance,

void of traftic either of foot passengers or
vehicles it would be difficult to tell. In the
Thames Embankment it is seen in all its

unsightly nakedness, and bareness, and use-

lessness.

Before we go furtlier it is necessary to notice
what has been done to the opposite side of this

roadway. Walls bare euougli, and some ten
feet or more high, have been, as all know,
built nearly from one end to the other, for the
purpose of hiding and enclosing the gardens of

the houses in Whitehall Gardens and of the
Duke of Buccleugli's mansion, and others.

Would it not be an improvement, now that

no part of the ground is to be built upon, to

substitute open iron railings like those in the
Whitehall front of the Duke's mansion.
Low, thick-leaved shrubs and ivy in the
gardens would secure all the privacy that the
ugly wall now does. Letushopethat the Tem-
plars will not wall in their gardens, but content
themselves with what we have here suggested,

or better still, if, liberally inclined, they leave
their gardens open to the general way-faring
public with the rest of the ground.

It should here be observed that the widest
part of the Embankment, opposite the Adelphi-
terrace, is four hundred feet wide, and that the
average width from Somerset House to Black-
friars Bridge is some two hundred feet, so that

there is ample space for a noble avenue of

large trees and flower beds, or at least grass

beds, from one end of the Embankment to the
other ; indeed, it would form, if not taken up in
wide and utterly useless roadways, a small
though narrow park, and nothing should be
allowed to interfere with it for the mere sake

of wharfage purposes, or the fancies of occupiers

of private property.

'i'hus it will be seen that the whole of this

piece of reclaimed ground from Westminster-
briilge to Blackfriars, more than a mile in

length aud at least on an average two hundred
feet wide, may be made into a pleasant garden,

if not taken up by roadways and omnibus
aud van traffic, with a wide footway, though
we would suggest not too wide, on the side of

the river, and another footway next to the

Whitehall mansions, the Adelphi-terrace,

Somerset House, and the Temple Gardens,

and—this would be our special suggestion—

a

noble avenue or double row of large trees on
either side, from one end of the Embankment
to the other ; the spaces on either side between
the footways aud the row or rows of trees being

planted with flowers, if possible, or grass. If

of flowers, we might suggest that they be left

to a little natural growth, and not treated in

the way the unhappy flowers iu Palaae-yardare

treated, and which it must cost the country

some ten or more pounds per week to trim into

artificial smartness. Flowers grow best and
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look best if left to nature and themselves.

The unsightly Underground Railway-station,

and cheap wooden piers, must of course re-

main, and the foolish Temple Garden arch-

way, and the huge blocks of granite without
any purpose or meaning, must all be left to

fate and advertising posters, but it is to be

hoped that some care will be taken of the
beautiful little water gate, by Inigo Jones, now
half buried at the bottom of Buckingham-
street. Why not rebuild it on the edge of the

Embankment, with a broad flight of steps down
to the river by way of contrast to our improved
modern way of work ? Tlirough this archway
you can go, but through the Temple arclnvay
before noted you cannot, for it seems to have
been built only to be blocked up again. It is

a beautiful bit of Renaissancearchitecture, and
should be carefully looked to and taken down,
and reconstructed stone by stone. Looking at

this specimen of architecture done in days
before there was or could be any architectural

societies or classes for educating architects, it

will hardly be said tiiat we are improving
in architecture. Contrast the Embankment
architecture with it.

Let u-i note, by the way, another artistic

matter not a little remarkable, all things con-
sidered, though it be but a small one. In the
old Royal Academy days it would seem that
the race of sculptors were somewhat different

to what they are now, for when Sir William
Chambers, the architect of Somerset House,
wanted some good heads cut on key-stones, he
did not get the work done by some raw
apprentice, through the medium of a master
contractor, but actually—it seems hardly
believeable—applied at the door of the Royal
Academy itself, of which he was a dis-

tinguished member—indeed, the original

foimder—and employed a sculptor of that
body, Augmtino Oariiui, to do this humble
work for him. All the heads on the key-stones
over the doorways and windows of Somerset
House are by this clever and able sculptor,
Auguslino Uarlini ; and a specially good and
characteristic one may now be seen on the key-
stone of the large semi-circular arch or water-
gate next the river. This fine head could
hardly, without a good deal of trouble and
dirty walking in river mud, be seeu before the
opening of the Embankment ; but now it

may be easily looked at, and will be found to

be a noble bit of workmanship and artistic

skill. With all our schools and improved
methods we had not the man among us who
could "design"and cut on an ordinary key-stone
of a common arch a characteristic head, so that
there was nothing for it but to borrow or steal
one ; and Carliui left behind him what has
been deemed worth the taking, for this very
head has been copied, as far as it was possi-
ble to do it, by the Thames Embank-
ment architectural draughtsman, whoever
he may have been at the moment, on the
key-stone of the before mentioned Temple
archway. It seems to me that great credit is

due to the draughtsman who suggested this bit
of borrowing from Somerset House. What
would happen if a Royal Academician of our
day were to be asked to carve a head on a key-
stone, or other architectural member, it would
be not a little dangerous to try to guess. Has
the Academy improved since the days of
Carlini ? This particular head ismagnifioently
cut, and worth a journey down the dull, stupid
Embankment to look at.

We hav3 thus endeavoured to hint at one
or two things which, among many others,
would help to make this " water-way"
better and pleasanter than it is at all likely to
be as things now promise. To do full justice
to it would take up more space than we can
ask for ; but even this little may, it is hoped,
help to show what may be done, and that with-
out entailing any further expense than the
simple conversion of the ground from a dull
wide, clieerless, unoccupied road into a garden,'
as far at least as in the present state of art
seems possible.

C. B. A,

FRENCH SUBURBAN VILLAS"

THE subject which I have chosen for my paper
this evening has been suggested by a very fine

work entitled "Architecture Privda sous Napo-
leon III.," by Mods. Cfisar Daly, the eminent
French architect. No branch of the architect's

profession excites mor'o Interest amongst the
public at large tli.ia the plinniug and de-

esigniug of residences. For one ]ierson who
would watch with interest the progress of a great
public building, tifty would study the arrange-

ments of a new house, aud criticise minutely all its

details. Everybody has a word to say here. Tlie

patron complains, after sternly limiting the cost,

if he does not get everything in the way of ac-

commodation which he has set his heart on ; the
lady upbraids if her beau-ideal in the number of

pantries and closets is not provided ; and even the
servants takfi your name in vain for every smoky
chimney and defective drain ; while for some of

these m'itters the architect is as innocent as a
babe unborn. Seeing that such is the case, it

seriously behoves all architects who wish to achieve
success in this department of our art to welcome
every hint which may be derived from any source,

and amongst others from a study of the houses of

our continental friends.

The French houses of which I treat this even-
ing are situated in the suburbs of Paris, and are

the works of various architects. I am quite aware
that the conditions which govern the designs of

residences in France are different in many re-

spects from what they are in England ; but mak-
ing all due allowance for differences of climate and
habit, I think there will still be much remaining
that we may learn. In other branches of science
and art we have been enriched to a very large extent
by French example. There is scarcely anywhere a
gentleman's house in this country which does not
contain some article of furniture or objet. d'art

manufactured by or after a French designer, and
in matters of fashion France rules the world ; but,
strange to say, it has but slightly influenced
English architecture. The bitter enmity which
prevailed between the countries in former
times no doubt explains the circumstance, as
there was no disposition to receive anything favour-
ably which eiutuatiid from a foe that we hated.
That one greit architect, Sir Christopher Wren,
notwithstiiudiuj;, derived his knowledge of the
classical style from France is, I believe, a well-
ascertained fact. In the present day we are
happily on more cordial terms with our Gallic
neighbours, and the Franch influence is beginning
to be felt. We see it in our revived Gothic style,

in the use of the French mansard roofs, in the re-

vival of the Renaissance in such buildings, as the
Foreign Office, and even in Liverpool in our new
Exchange Buildings.
" Peace hath her victories as well as war," aud

it is matter of congratulation that our settled re-

lations with the continent enable us to roam like

bees over the lields of art, returning heavy laden
to our industrial hive with treasure more glorious
by far than any trophies of war.
Mons Cesar Daly, in the work before us, di-

vides his suburban villas into three classes—Pre-
miere, Deuxiome and Troisieme.
The first example to which I wi.»h to draw your

attention is of the premiere clause, and is situated
atSt. llaur. The architect was M. Manguin. The
first illustration gives a general view of the house
and grounds, very beautifully delineated. The
land is cleverly laid out and turned to the best
account. At the left hand corner in front is the
mansion, with its stables and outbuildings next
to the road, and flanking a large courtyard or
cour d'entree. From this court, by a broad flight

of steps, you can descend into the pleasure grounds.
The portion of the ground on the right of the
house is devoted to the green and hot-houses,
which are ranged along the enclosure wall, having
in front of them raised beds for flowers arranged
symmetrically in the Jtalian manner. Abroad
walk stretches from the foot of the steps before
mentioned, and is terminatedby a fountain. In
the formation of the walks straight lines have
been avoided as much as pogsible, which is paiti-
oularly noticeable in the division of the kitchen
garden, this being formed with a curve so as to
work in with the rest. There is a good hint here
for our English gardeners and architects, under
whose hauus the kitchen garden is generally an ugly
square plot, with high brick walls, which mar the
general effect of the laying out. If a symmetrical

'By W. II. Pi.;rox. A.ft.I.Q.A.
Llforfiool Architectural Society.

Head before tin

division of the garden into borders i.s necessary, it

could bo as well accomplished within a circle as a
square, and in that shape would be much easier

dealt with. In the illustration before us there is

a stream of water flowing round the upper end of

the grounds, with a smaller branch which inter-

sects the land and makes the upper portion into

an island. This is spanned by two ornamental
bridges. In the centre of the island is a small

chalet or summer-house. Where the walk around
the island comes down to the water a balustrade

is introduced, in order that views may be obtained

up and down the stream. The arrangement of

the house with the stables between it aud the road
is open to objection, as there is no separate access

;

although by this means the opjjortuuity is given
for a fine architectural effect—the courtyard, with
its buildingf, preparing the eye for the more im-
port.%ut structure in front. The house h»8 rather

a prisou-like appearance from the road, being so

completely shut in that only the upper portion
c?n be Been.

The plan of the villa consists of an oblong
block, with attached wing-* projecting slightly from
the main body of the building. The arrangement
of the apartments is simple and convenient. From
the courtyard you enter into a spacious vesti'-ula,

which,continued on, forms a corridor right through
to the garden entrance on the other side. On the
right of this corridor are the grand and petit

salons, commnnicating by folding doors, beyond
which i-i the billiard-room, entered either from
the large or small drawing-room. The conser-

vatory or serre is erected at the side of the billiard-

room, with which it communicates. It is a semi-

oval in plan, and has a fountain placed in the
centre of the curved side opposite to the billiard-

room door. On each side of this door windows are

placed to afif.ffd a view of the conservatory. Open-
ing out of the grand salon, on the angle of the
building, is a small boudoir contained within an
octagon turret. The two salons are lit by pairs

of barge windows. The fireplace in the petit

salon is pl.aced under the windows. On the left

of the vestibule is the grand staircase, and imme-
diately behind the escalier de service, the re-

mainder of the block being taken up by the salle

& manger or dining-room, with an office at the
angle. The garden entrance is made the moat
important of the two, with a spacious flight of
steps leading down to the grounds, which are on a
lower level than the court. Between the grand
staircase and the salle a manger runs a corridor

leading to the kitchen, which, with the larder and
scullery, occupy the left wing of the house. There
are two doors opening into the dining-room out
of this corridor, so that the waiting can be ac-

complished with great ease. From the position oi

the sideboard recess it would appear that the
table was intended to be placed with the head
next to the window. This is contrary to what is

the general practice, where the length of the table

usually goes with the length of the room ; but
here I think the architect is right, for first the
light from the wiudow is equally shared by all

the guests at table, and ample room is left for the
attendants. The proper position of the dining-
room window is a point often overlooked, and I

think you will agree with me as to the annoyance
which we have all experienced when we have been
sitting at a diimer table and have had to converse
with a friend whose countenance we could not see,

and whose whole appearance was like a portrait cut
out of black paper, and unfortunately not always
one of the best figures in the world.
The treads of the grand stairs are all curved,

which not only gives additional ease in the
ascent, but a beautiful play of lines. To the I«ft

of the kitchen is the house-yard with some out-
houses, one of them being the lampisterie.

The stables, providing accommodation for five

horses, are well-arranged. Opposite the stable

door a loose box has been very well cmt rived,

conveniently accessible to the yard without pas-

sing in front of the stalls. Above the stable there
are apartments for the grooms.
The building on the right of the cour d'entrea

is occupied by the apartments of the concierge
aud a large play room aud school-room fjr Ui
enfants. The idea of these rooms quite
apart from the house is a very excellent
one. Here the children, quiet and undis-
turbed by anything which occurs in the house,
are more easily induced to eive their whole at-

tention to their studies, and in the play-room can
shout or romp to their heart's content, or sallyiug

from thence range in freedom over the beautiful
grounds.

Ascending the grand staircase we arrive at the
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premier stage or fint Boor, in the centre o{ which

{ s qwoioiu ante-chuuber or landing. The two

Uicwt apartments are the chamber of the master

and tar guests, the small rooms ia the angle tur-

rets being dreasing.rooms. The room between is

the ladj'a boudoir, haviag a fireplace beneath the

window, so that madame can sit before the fire or

atoTe and have a beautiful viewover the gardens.

At the opposite end is a recess for the bed, to the

left of which are double doors into the room, so

as to keep it free from draught and private. A
traosverse corridor crosses the house from right ti>

left, leading to the wings, and opening from that

is the library, well ]>laccd for a studious man who,
after burning the midnight oil far into the small

hours, is not fax off from
That hoaren on aarth to the weary head.

The larger bedrooms in the wiogs are the children's

rooms.
In the floor above two large room'; are obtained

for guests, and two smaller ones for servants,

with dressing closets, and a large rocm for storing

linen.

In the design of the exterior the chief pains
have been bestowed upon the garden front. The
style is quite eclectic in character, but thoroughly
French. The architect has not shown the least

anxiety to keep his work in strict accordance with
any given style. Valuable hints have been de-
rived from both the Classic and the Gothic, but
he is nowhere a slave to either. I do not think
the general grouping is particularly happy. The
enormous roof somewhat oppresses the facade, and
the turrets being so very nearly detached, and in

design varying considerably from the rest, have a
discordant ett'ect, and are to the house like luko-
waim friends, "neither off nor on." The de-
tscbed chimuey-stalks have a very weak effect,

jutting upas they do from the cornice and not in-

dicated in any way below. Amongst the many
hints derived from the Gothic, it is strange the
architect did not think of expressing them more
distinctly. These drawbacks apart, there is very
considerable merit in the design, and now for
what ia excellent about it. It will be seen that
the wings have buttresses at the angles, starting
under the string course, and carried down with
one set-off only to the ground. I can see no rea-
son whatever why our Gothic friends should
monopolise this useful feature. In this case it

gives stability to the corner of the wing, and also
widens out the side of the building to receive the
conservatory, to which italsogivesa finish. Look-
ing generally over the front, it will be seen that
while the pediments over the centre and turret
windows, the main cornice and round-arched win-
dows are Italian in style, the coupled windows,
the dormers in the centre of front, and the splays
above the strings, and many of the mouldings, are
perfectly Gothic in feeling. On the whole, I sub-
mit that the fusion has not been unsuccesaful.
Our French brethren display more courage than
we in the architectural struggle after beauty. Why
ia this ? It is certainly not because they do not
understand the styles in their purity, for no nation
in Europe has produced finer examples of repre-
sentative buildings in all the known types of the
art. It is not that they are careless about har-
mony in such matters, and do not care how
heterogeneous the elements are which they heap
together, providing only thoy create an effect ; for
all the details of their biiildiugR show the most
careful and scrupulous study, which will stand the
test of minute examination. I suspect that there
is a deeper and l>etter cause th.in either of the
above. I believe that their art education has been
carried to such a high pitch that they have be-
come thoroughly grounded in the principles of
beauty, and having reached a higher level in the
art tliey breathe more freely the liberal air. They
refuse any longer to be tyrannised over by any
style, and their art for them

The test specimens were made up on January
13th, and they were tested 22nd February; they

consisted of four specimens of each kind of cement,

two of which, A and B, were half sand and half

cement, the specimensA being air dried and B wet

;

the others, and D, were of neat cement, the first

air-dried, the second wet. The specimens were
cast as in the Government tests,

U J. B. White Brothers torn with 5381b.

•2a Liverpool Cement Co.

iB J. B. White lircthers

:'b Liverpool Cement Co,

Ic J. B. White Brothers

2a Liverpool Cement Co.
Id J. B. White Brothers

2o Liverpool Cemeut Co.

Mr. Boult was of opinion that it was impossible
to place coniideuce in any cement without test-

ing every barrel.

568,
448,
818,
C83,
768,
518,
828,,

Has ceDtre everywhere,
Nor cares to fix itMlf to form.

(To be concluded next week.)

CEMENTS.
A T the last meeting of the Liverpool Architee-
t\- otuca) Society Mr. Boult stated that at the
best the watl cements were tested at Seacombe,
fellow-worknitnf,m to the society on the 12tb

and always reatf*- Haigh and Co. had obtained

•o that it is folly Cement Company a cask of

apparently matte ° ''""' '" '''* "'"''"• '^'''«

often in these iit'n«'?l^'»J""> the following re

failure lie"
^ith the cement of Messrs.

rs, a? reported to him in a note

THE KITCHEN RANGE.
[Concludedfrom page 30.)

IN the ooucludiog paragraph of our previous
article we referred to the unpleasant smells

that too often arise from the kitchen during the
process of cooking, and proposed to trace the
origin of that inconvenience, and, if possible, to

point out a remedy.
The cause, then, of this annoyance is an absence

of any proper regulation of the currents of air

through the kitchen, or, in other words, defec-

tive ventilation. The chimney being, as we have
already stated, to some extent intended as a
means of ventilation, if it do not carry off all

the fumes arising from the combustion of fuel, as

well as, in the case of a kitchen range, all the
vapours consequent upon cooking, there must be
something wrong in its arrangement or form.
Let us for a moment trace the air currents of a
room. By an old experiment of applying a
lighted paper to the edge of a room door when it

is closed, or partially so, it will be found, by the
direction given to the flame, that there is con-
stantly an inward current of air at the lower
part of the door, and an outward current at the
top. This arises from the fact that, heated air

being lighter than cold air, it lises to the top of
the room, and, escaping tlu-ough the cavity be-
tween the upper part of the door and the door
frame, its place is supplied by a current of cooler
air, which being heavier, enters from below. This
lower current will be found to be much more
powerful when there is a fire in the room, as
then, besides supplying the air necessary to
replace the escaping heated atmosphere, a con-
siderable additional quantity is required to sup-
port the combustion of fuel in the grate, and the
air thus supplied escapes up the chimney ; where-
as when there ia no fire there is a downward
current in the chimney itself, which assists in
supplying fresh air to the room. Bearing this
principle of ventilation in mind, let us now trace
the course of those vapours, or smells, which at
times escape from the kitchen into the other
apartments whilst cooking ia going on. In the
first place were the ventilation of the kitchen
perfect, all these fumes would escape up the
chimney ; but, in the absence of proper arrange-
ments for this purpose, a portion of them escape
into the kitchen, in the first place, and, rising

with the heated vapours of the apartment, ascend
until they fill the entire space between the ceiling

and the top of the doors ; and it will be found
by practical test that whUst the lower part of
the room ia almost free from smell, the upper
stratum of air is strongly impregnated with the
odours arising from cooking. If the top of the
door leading iuto the outer air be above that of
the inner door, a certain portion of these will

escape into the atmosphere ; but, as both doors
are usually of the same height, they will by pre-
ference escape over the inner door, and so get
iuto the other part of the house. This arises

from the fact that the house itself acts as a huge
chimney to the lower apartments, and the outer
current of air is consequently stronger in the
direction of the house than towardstheatmosphere.
The fumes, therefore, which are unable to aacend
the chimney will escape into the house, and be
carried by the ascending atmosphere into the pas-
sages and rooms on the lower floors above. It
may, however, not unreasonably be aaked why
under these conditions the smell is not strongest
in the top storey rather than on the floor imme-
iliately above the kitchen ? A moment's reflec-

tion will explain this. It the heated air thus
impregnated retained its initial temperature, we

should undoubtedly find it most conspicuous on
the topmost floor ; but meetiug, as it rises, with
cooler currents, it not only becomes condensed,
and so freed to a certain extent from its impuri-
ties, but by the admixture of a larger quantity of
air the impurities become diluted ; and, ulti-

mately, aa the air rises, all seuae of their exist-
ence becomes lost.

There can be no doubt that the inconvenience
to which we are referring eiists to a much greater
extent where the American kitcheners are em-
ployed than with an open range, in consequence
of the draughts of combustion being conveyed
up close flues ; whilst a small register only fur-
nishes the means of escape for the other vapours,
and through which the draught is not aufliciently
strong to carry them off. For this reason close-
topped ranges are more likely to be offensive
than those with open fires ; but for convenience
of cooliing, the former are certainly more advan-
tageous, iu consequence of the whole top of the
range being a hot-plate. A combination of the
cloae and open range, such as ia now being fitted
to the Groavenor Mansions, in Westminster, and
which are manufactured by Messrs. Herring and
Son, of Chertsey, whilst they possess, to some
extent, the convenience of the hot-plate, do not
obstruct the proper current of draught up the
chimney, and are, therefore, not to the same
extent liable to the defects of which we have
been speaking.

Iu making these remarks we desire especially
to avoid giving any opinion dcciJeiUy adverse to
close ranges. We have known them to act ad-
mirably, and to be free from the causes of com-
plaint to which we are referring. From what we
have already said it will be understood that the
smell of cooking iu a house arises, not generally
in consequence of a defective stove, but from a
faulty chimney, or the bad setting of a stove.

It would be impossible to lay down any golden
rule for the avoidance of the inconvenience, as

each case must depend upon local circumstances.
Every builder or professed chimney doctor will

have his own remedy, consisting, probably, of
some patent in which he is personally interested

;

but whilst all may be good under certain circum-
stances, each one will probably be found to fail

in nine cases out of ten. The only scientific

way of getting over the difficulty is either to in-

crease the draught of the chimney through the
oritice up which the fumes of cooking should
ascend ; or else to draw those fumes off from the
upper stratum of air in the kitchen, as near the
ceiling as may be convenient, either by means of

a ventilator in the chimney, or by one communi-
cating with the outer air from some part in the
wall, as high as possible above the top of the
kitchen door.

A simple yet effectual way of accomplishing the
former object is by contracting the orifice of the
register where necessary, and decreasing the open
space round the front of the range, thus inducing
a stronger current from the kitchen up the flue.

This is quite practicable with a kitchen range,

although it could not be applied as a remedy for

any evils attendant on the fireplace of a sitting or
sleeping apartment, because one of the conse-
quences would neoeeaarily be the shutting out of

a portion of the heat of the fire from the room.
This, in the case of a kitchen, would ba no im-
mediate drawback, as the lire would still be
equally available for culinary purpoaea ; but,

under circumstances where the fire is merely re-

quired to heat an apartment, any contraction of

tlie chimney-piece front would tend immediately
to detract from the very benefits the fire was de-

signed to contribute. Taking off tlie heated
stratum of air from the upper surface of the
room in the manner above suggested is but a

modification of Dr. Arnott's system of ventila-

tion, which is too well known to require any dis-

sertation here.—F. C. Danvers, in the Ji'uod

Journal.

BUILDING NE)VS SKKTCK BOOK.

XXXVIII.—ANCIENT CROSS.

I
FORWARD you per book post an etching of

a very ancient cross in Llantwit Major Church,

Glamorganshire, for the Buildijio News Sketch
Book. The cross is Oft. high, and the diameter of

the top 2ft. Oin. The carved ornaments on it

speak for themselves, being of the same description

as the beautiful twisted knots to be found on the

Irish monuments of the same date (800 to 11(10),

I do not think any drawing of this most interest-

ing stone haa .as yet been published, and certainly

no photos have been taken. J. Ro-MILLY Allen.
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THBTHEOKT AND PIIACTICE OP MODEKN HOUSE

PAINIINO AND DECOHATION.

By An Expeeienced Woukhan.

prepahatory puocesses.

(Continued from page 101.;

THE first coat of paint on walls should in

almost all cases be mixed with white lead

and linseed oil alone, in theproportinn of about
four pounds of lead to one pint of oil. The ex-

ceptions to the above rule are rare, and con-

sist of such works as are finished very
smoothly and trowelled to a fine hard surface

with Keene's or other fine cement. In these

cases the surface is hard, and of course non-
absorbent, like glass, and if the ordinary oil

paint is laid on it, it remains upon the surface

and does not sink into the body of the cement,
as it does on common plaster work or Portland
or Koman cement ; and unless great care is

used the paint will skin over, and thus make
a rough face, and one very liable to be scratched

off with the slightest touch. Consequently,
the first coat of paint on those hard cements
should be mixed about half-and-half, that is

in equal portions of linseed oil and turpen-
tine, with about five pounds of lead to a pint

of thinners, and in laying the paint on the

work it should be rubbed as bare as possible.

It will be found much better and safer to go
to the extra trouble of giving the work one or

two extra coats of paint than to lay on too

much stuff at one time ; and two days at the
least should always intervene between each
coat, except in finishing with flatting or dead
colour, whicli should bo done on the next day,

as we thereby get a key in the coat of oil

paint which will bind the flat colour, which
has very little binding power in itself. If too

much paint is laid on the work scarcely ever
gets hard, and cannot be rubbed down, but
skins over the surface and of course keeps soft

underneath. The second coat should be mixed
with two-thirds oil to one of turpentine ; third

coat, two-thirds turpentine to one of oil. Thus
we get a firm, hard, and tenacious body of paint,

without any tendency to reeve, crinkle, soften,

or peel. The ordinary plastered walls have
a porosity and power of absorption quite

diiferent to the cement we have been describ-

ing, and consequently the paint used for the
first coat on such walls should be oil colour
exclusively, and may be mixed in the follow-

ing proportions, namely, one pint of linseed

oil to four pounds of white lead, and stained

with a little Indian red or Venetian red.

We prefer the first or primary coat, either

on walls or woodwork, stained red—in the
first place because warm red tints cover better,

and sooner bring the work to one uniform tint

than either cold or even umber tints ; and
secondly, because whatever tint of colour the
work may afterwards be finished, the red in

the first coat warms and mellows all the sub-
sequent coats ; and here we may note the fact

tliit, in painting, almost all colours are im-
proved by a groundwork of red or reddish
tone of colour. Blacks, blues, greens, and
yellows are improved in tone treated in this

manner. It will, of course, be understood
that there must afterwards be a sulficient body
of colour, either green orblue,to cover the red,

and that the red must be in strength or depth
of tone proportioned to the strength of the
tints of tlie finishing colour. For instance, if

we want a rich black we should paint the
ground with Indian red or chocolate colour ;

one coat of drop black would cover and suffice,

and we should thus get a better black than if

the ground colour had been lead colour, which
is the general mode. But in painting a wall or

door which had to be finished in light tints of

party colours, we should only stain tlie first

coat of priming of sullicient depth to answer
the end in view, namely, to warm and mellow

the successive coats of paint, for it is a fact

that if we paint a groundwork of any strong

colour, and afterwards paint the same over

with four, five, or six coats of light tints of

colour, that all these coats of paint will be
inlluenced more or less by the first ground
colour, and the finishin;* tint will partalce, to

some extent, of its tone. \Vc find in practice

that if common outside window sashes, which
are being repainted, dirty and black as they

are generally in our huge towns—if they are to

be painted with two coats of white, that the

second or finishing coat will cover bettor and

be much whiter if the first coat is stained

with red. The red seems to have a power of

destroying or killing the black dirt which no

other colour possesses. Now if these sashes

are painted with two coats of white, the first

of it, being without red, is of a dirty leaden

hue, whicli alfects. the second coat. It will

be said that the same elfect may be gained

in finishing the work in tints if we add

red to the last coat. It is true that the colour

may be modified in this manner, but not with-

out sacriiicing the purity of some tints
;

wliereas in the former case we obtain the

warmth and purity of tone as well.

In giving the proportions of white lead to

oil in the mixing of paints for various pur-

poses, both here and in other parts of our

subject, it must be thoroughly understood

that, although they will be found to be

strictly correct, being established by years of

experience, the proportions named only refer

to the best white lead and oil ; for, as we have
before pointed out in our article on white

leads, white lead is so much adulterated that

it would not be possible to lay down any laws

or proportions which would be applicable to

all, and, in ony case, some little latitude must
be allowed, because even the best leads diifer

in solidity according to age, new lead not

requiring so much oil in mixing it into paint

as old lead does, its density being consider-

ably less. When the colour is mixed, it

should be properly strained through either

finemuslin or finely-perforated metal strainers.

These latter do not answer the purpose as well

as they should, because they will, of course,

allow all particles of grit to pass through the

perforations which are not too large, also

particles of lead. In straining the paint, we
have two objects in view, namely, to

thoroughly mix and amalgamate the lead and
oil, and, secondly, to intercept all grit, skins,

and foreign matter which may be in the
colour ; and we find in practice that this

is beat eifected either by using two or three

folds of fine muslin or a strainer made of

the finest gauze wire. Much will, of course,

depend on the fineness or coarseness of

the lead or colours used. Much of the com-
mon lead, and many of the common colours,

are so coarsely ground, and have so much
sand and other abominations mixed with
them, to make them weigh heavy, that

it is impossible to make smooth work with
them, however carefully the paint is strained.

But with good and well-ground pigments,
carefully mixed and strained, there will be no
difficulty in getting up smooth work. Great
care should also be taken with brushes to see

that they are perfectly clean and free from
nitts, dirt, and grit. The keeping of brushes
clean and in working order is one of the
greatest difficulties the painter has to contend
with ; men are careless, and don't take the
trouble to prevent the brushes getting foul.

Many plans are tried with varying success.

While brushes are being used daily on a job,

they take no harm in being placed in water
in a clean kettle or tub, and, with sufiicient

water to just cover the bristles, they will be
in working order next morning. In using
brushes, whether for paint or varnish, there
are several conditions requisite to preserve
them in good working order, the principal
of which are, first, care in working, so that the
brush shall work evenly, and with the ends
of the hair uniform in length and square.

This can only bo accomplished by using the

brush lightlv, without much pressure. A
common fault with many painters is to exert

too much pressure on the sides of the brush
when working, thus wearing it away on two
sides and leaving it hollow in the middle,
making it an impossibility to lay off the work
without showing the marks or streaks of the

brush. In fact, a poor workman will give

himself a large amount of extra trouolo,

or, rather, harder work than there is any
necessity for, and not do the work half as

easily or half as well as tlio good work-
man. This f.ailt is the cause of that streaki-

ness we so often see in painted work. The
second qualification for a good brush is clean-

liness, which -can only be obtained and kept
by carefulness in working. A good workman
will have his brushes clean in the handle, and
free irom paint on the stock and on the
bridleing, and will take care that the paint is

well scraped from tlic roots of the hair before

he ])uts it away wlien done done with it for

a time ; but the careless workinun allows

the paint to accumulate at the roots of his

bristles, and on the stock and handle of the
brush, where it dries, and when he is working
with it the dry paint breaks up by the motion
produced in working, and so gets on to his

work, fills it with nitts, and, of course, makes
bad and rough work. He is liable also, with
a brush in this state, to get the lead on his

hands and under his nails, thus bringing on
colic, &c., &c.—for it may be set down as a
rule that the workman who is careless and
dirty in the use of his tools will be not over
cleanly or careful of his person. On the other
hand, a good and careful workman may use
the paint brush a whole day without soiling

his hands—which fact, in many cases, just

makes the dilTerence between health and
disease amongst house-painters. The next,

and, in fact, one of tlie principal requisites

for preserving a brush in working order is

the indispensable necessity of having some
means of keeping them right when put
away for a time. Ordinarily, this is done by
simply placing the brushes in the brush-tub,
with very little care or attention, and if they
should not be required for use for any con-

siderable time the bristles become bent and
turned up at the points, and often twisted or
warped in their whole length, and so become
useless ; or the tub may not have enough
water in it to cover the roots of the hair, and
the consequence is the paint on them becomes
dry, and the brush becomes foul and nitty ;

or there may be too much water in the tub,

not only covering the bristles but the stock
also ; and the result is that the stock swells,

the wrapping becomes rotten, and the brush
bursts, and thus it is ruined. A good plan
to adopt with brushes which are constantly in
use is to have a zinc cistern made, of any
convenient size, according to the number of
brushes required to be kept in it. An oblong
is the best form; its depth should be not
less than lOin. The lid must be made
of zinc, strengthened with strong bars of

zinc, and perforated with oval and round
holes just of sufiicient size to allow one brush
to be placed in each, so that it shall be held
without falling through. The cistern may
then always be kept lull of water without
danger of injuring the brushes. The Ud should
be so arranged that the brushes shall enter

the water only so far as just to cover the

bristles ; thus suspended they will not touch
the bottom of the cistern, and so will escape

injury. Brushes which are used for varnish-

ing require to be treated in a different manner
to the common paint brush, inasmuch as

water is totally unsuited to keep them in, be-

cause water causes the varnish remaining in

the brush after being used to become fat—that

is, thick and leathery—and turns it white, and
it becomes nitty. Varnish brushes require

considerably more care bestowed upon them
than they get, as a rule ; and the best varnish
may be, and, in fact, often is, spoiled by using

a foul or dirty brush.

A writer in a recent number of the " Scien-
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tifie American " recommends varnish brushes

to be kept in slow-drying varnish when out

of Qse. This plan may answer if the said

brushes are being used day after day con-

i'v-ntively, which is rarely the case except in

: V -lioiis and japanner's workshops; but its

•u . .-v, as applied to the house-painters'

varuish brushes, will be evident at once if wc
consider that the varnish brushes have to be

put awaj- a wetfc or a fortnight at a time, and
sometimes much longer; and even the slowest

of glow-drjing varnishes will skin over and
dry long before that time, and consequently
the biuthes get foul. If the brushes are to be
kept in this manner we prefer that linseed

oil should be used instead o# slow-drying
varnish. The brush should be cleared from
the varnish as much as possible, either by
rubliing out or scraping over a palette

knife. The brush should then be placed in a
tin can, with a zinc or wooden lid, of a similar
construction to the one described above

;

but we prefer them only of sufficient capacity
to contain one or two brushes, being much
e<isier kept clean and the oil removed. The
oil should fill the tin, and the brush should
be suspended so that the hairs do not touch
the bottom. These various plans are generally
adopted for convenience and to save time";
but we have invariably found in practice
that decidedly the best plan to preserve a
varnish brush clean and free from nitts is to

wash it out—that is if it is not going to be
mied for a few days. We recommend that it

be first rinsed out with turps, and then
thoroughly washed out with soap and hot
water. With a little care and attention
every particle of varnish may be removed
from the roots of the bristles, and the brush
put away perfectly clean and ready for the
next job. There is no other method known
to us (after a large experience) whereby
Tarnish brushes can be kept free from nitts

and in first-rate working order.

(To be continued.)

ART EDUCATION IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

THE following extract of a minute issued on
August 6th gives the relatiTe position in

Buecessful work of the Schools of Art in the king-
dom. There are now above one hundred schools
of art, exclusive of drawing classes, in various in-

rtitutions, which are taught by teachers holding
lower certificates than those of Art Masters.
The minute of 3rd January, 1868, offered prizes

to the head Masters of Schools of Art in which
the general amount of work, as tested by exami-
natiuDu, considered with reference to the number
of students under instruction, was most satisfac-

tory. In accordance with the principles laid
down by the minute of the 19th February, 1868,
and having regard to the number or students
taught in each school, the following prizes have
been awarded by the Lords of the Committee of
Council on Ekiucation :

—

J. 8. Ravlc, Kottinghanj
LouiM Oami, Bloouu-

borir
W. H. BouiiM, Sheffield
J. Sparket, Lainbetfa ...

W. J. Mackl«r. Maochei-
Ut

C. 1). nodder, Edinbro'
(male)

E. B. Taylor, Lincolu ...

D. W. Kalmbach, Bir-
uingbam

W. C. Way, Newcastle

-

on-Tyne
John Parker, S. TlioRiaa'

Charterhouse
R. GreenJetH, Glavgow ...

Waller Smith, Bradford
W. H. Btopfurd, lialUax
Bdwin Lyne, Dublin ...

Q. Stewait, West Londou
H. Leee, Carliitlo

Buaan A Aawortb, Edin-
b«ir](h (femal^

J. P. Bacon, Stoka ou-
Treni

3. C. Thompaon, War-
lingtOD

60 J. Carter, Hanlcy

I

v^ alter 8ml h, Leeds
40> (Soutlt parade)
<0|w. u. Caaey, 8. Martin's,
40: Long Acre

IJ. N. Smith, Bristol ...

COG. Theakor, Hurdem .,,

Ij. Meozies, AV>erdeen ...

SO'R. Cochrane, Norwich...
30.1. Bently, Bir«enhead...

J. Anderson, Coventry...
SO, Walter Smith, Wake-

I

Beld
30|.r. E. Oooiiel, iTOmo ...

|J, P. Bacon, Newcastlo-
20 nnder-Lyue
20,D. Jones, Dudley
29, a Woolner, Coalbrook-
20 dale
20 A. Macdonald, Oiford...

Hj'fl. 'Jhonias, Sunderland
20,C. Swiiistead, Korlh

London
20 J. 8. Uoraing, Great

I
Yarmouth

20:8. F. Mills, SpitalHelds
W. SUwart, Paisley ...

20|

Wo hoar that SirW. A. Frascr, Bart., M.A.,
P.A.S., late M.P. for Bamstajilo, is a candiilato for
the vacant office of the Chairman of the Board of
Woriti.

ROYAL ARCH.EOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND AT
LEICESTER.

(Conehided from page 95.)

ON Thursday week upw-ards of sixty o£ the

members and friends of the society stirted

in a special train for Ashby-de-I^iZoucli, Tarn-

worth, and Tutbury. At Ashby, the first halting

place, the party visited the interesting and pic-

turesque ruins of tUocasUe. Mr. Parker, although
it Wits his first sight of the ruins, explained the

different buildings remaining, and aftersome obser-

vations from Mr. Clarke, the party walked on to

the old church, where Mr. Bloxara drew their at-

tention to a vory remarkable effigy in the north
aitle. It is a monument of a person evidently of

high rank, and there is not, he siid; another
like it in England. The figure wears the "S.S." col-

'ar, and from other evidences the deceased had
doubtless been on a pilgrimage. They next in-

spected the monuments in the chancel erected to

the memory of Theophilus, Earl of Huntingdon,
and his Countess. A'r. Bloxam pointed out the

barb or gorget covering the chin of the Countess,
which denoted that she was a widow. It was
more complete than any he had ever seen. The
Mayor's converazione was held in the evening at

the Town Museum.
On Friday, a meeting of the members of the In-

stitute was held at an early hour, for the purpose

j

of deciding some routine matter, and among other
things of fixing the place of meeting for next

I

year. This meeting was private, but the place
i was not finally fixed. The Historical Section
afterwards met, under the presidency of Lord
Talbot de Malabide. Three papers were set down
for discussion. 1. Paper by the Rev. Dr. Mar-
goliouth :

" Gleanings of Historic Anglo-Hebrew
from the Annals of Ancient Mercia." 2. Pro-
fessor Lewis: " Remarks un Coins recently found
at Sutton, nearWoodbridge." 3. Mr. II. F. Holt:
"The Parliament of Henry V. at Leicester in
141 1." There was a fourth paper by Mr. Lee
Warner, on WyolifTe (who was a Leicestershire
worthy), and in the short discussion which fol-

lowed, Mr. Bloxam declared that all the portraits

that had been published of WycliU'e were imagi-
nary, and that a patchwork garment shown
as his gown was of a later date ; moreover, that
Wycliffe, who is always represented with a beard,
was always clean shaven. The meeting then
broke up, and at half-past two a large party pro-
ceeded in carriages to Kirby Muxloe Castle. The
edifice is built of brick, with sandstone facings,

muUions, copings, 4;c. It is generally supposed
that it was built about the year 1475, by Sir

William, afterwards Lord, Hastings. It was for-

merly encompassed by a moat, enclosing an oblong
space of nearly two acres. A gateway, flanked
by two semi-octagonal towers, conducted into the
court-yards, and tradition reports that the castle

was for some time a place of refuge for Jane
Shore. On each side of the entrance passage were
vaulted rooms, formerly used by the porters.
Mr. Bloxam, in the absence of Mr. Clarlic,

F.S. A., explained the character of the ruins, re-

marking that it was forty years since he had
visited the locality. One of the towers which now
alone remains on the south-west side, was then
examined. It contained three principal rooms, one
over the other, each supplied with a fire-place and
chimney. The lower one, perhaps, served as a
hall or guard room for the servants, the one over
it as the lard's hall or principal living-room, and
the uppermost as his " solar " or sleeping-room.
The party, at the invitation of Mr. J.Bennett, one
of the Town Councillors of the borough, who has
a residence at Kirby, visited his house, and after-

wards returned to Leicester, where a soiree was
held in the evening at the Town Museum.
On Saturday, a somewhat lengthened excursion

was made. The members left Leicester at nine
a.m. for Groby Castle, Bradgite Park, Ulverscroft
Priory, Woodhouse Chapel, Beaumanor, and
Gracedieu, returning thence (from Cualville sta-

tion) by railway train due at Leicester at 7.40 p.m.
The whole of the journey out was performed by
road, and the Rev. E. Hill, who undertook the
conductorship of the cxcurBion, planned the ar-

rangements admirably. The journey altogether
was over 30 miles through the most picturesque
portion of the county of Leicester. The first

halt was made at Groby Castle and Mound , where
Mr. Bloxam made some pertinent remarks re-

specting themound there situated. An old volume
in the Temporary Museum at Leicester, bearing
the title of " The Description of Leicestershire,

containing manners of antiquitye, historye,

armorye, and geuiology. Ey William Burton,
Esq." (1022), says of Groby :

—" There was an
ancient castle whose wals (as I finde in old record) t
were beaten down by commandment of King H. 2. y
There had been also a very faire and ancieut chap-
pell, but all those goodly buildings are now ruin-

ated and gone." l\Ir. Bloxam said an old tradi-

tion asserted that a subterranean passage once led

from this luouud to Ulverscruit Triory and
Leicester Abbey.
From Groby Castle the party proceeded to

Bradgate Park. The ruins were inspected, and
also the domestic chapel. Mr. Bloxam gave
some interesting particulars respecting the ex-

teiior of tho building, remarking that it was
formerly a seat of the Lords Grey of Groby.
It was built in tho early part of the sixteenth
century liy Thomas, Lord Grey, second Marquis of

Dorset, and was occupied by his descendants as

their chief seat until the beginning of the last

century, when it was destroyed by fire. The ruins

at present consist of two towers, one square and
the other an irregular polygon. On the north
side was the great hall, the remains of which are
now luxuriantly mantled with ivy. The founda.
tions of the buildings are still visible, and at the
south-east corner are the remains of an octagonal

tower. The area near to the chapel was formerly
the garden. The chapel was next visited, and the
monument erected to Lord Henry Grey and his

lady was examined with great interest. Mr.
Bloxam observed, in connection with this build-

ing, that it undoubtedly formed part of the
original chapel to the hall, but about twenty
years ago it was used as a farm shed. The build-

was now, however, taken care of. Great interest

was attached to the locality, owing to its having
been the birth-place of the celebrated and un-
fortunate Lady Jane Grey, who spent here the
earliest and happiest of her years. Mr. Reeves,
the park-keeper, pointed out two oak trees sup-
posed to have been planted by Latly Jane Grey
and Lord Dudley ; also a mulberry tree supposed
to have been planted by the former.

The next place visited was Ulverscroft Priory.
Here every facility was offered by the tenant, Mr.
Thirl by, to view the ruins. A very interesting

description of the old Priory was given by Mr.
Bloxam. The Priory, it was stated, was founded
in 1130 by Robert Bossu, Earl of Leicester, for

Eremites of the Order of St. A\igu8tine. It was
refounded by Henry VIII. in 1537, but was dis-

solved in 1539. A very minute inspection was
made of the church, tower, and priory house, and
a curious tile, taken from the church, was also

pointed out in Mr. Thirlby's kitchen, represent-
ing one of the signs of the Zodiac—the sun in
Aries.

Woodhouse Chapel was next examined. Mr. J.

Gough Nicholls gave an explanation of one or
two painted windows in the chapel. He stated
that the original building was founded in 1338,
and that it was rebuilt iu the time of Henry VI.,
when the windows were filled in with the
beautifiU stained glass, mainly coats of arms,
by Lord Henry Beaumont. The party then
proceeded to Beaumanor, arriving about two
o'clock. They were received by Mr. and Mrs.
Herrick and Miss Herrick, and hospitably en-
tertained. After an entire examination of the
house and grounds, the party drove through
Loughborough to Oracedieu. The chapel was
inspected, also the ruins, which were fully de-

scribed by Mr. J. Thompson. This ancient Priory
was founded by Roisi de Verdon, widow of Lord
Verdon, in 1240. Coalville was then made for,

whence the excursionists left by special train for

Leicester, which they reached shortly before eight

o'clock.

On Monday morning the Historical Section met
in the lecture room at the Town Museum. Mr.
Carthew occupied the chair, and iu the absence of

the Rev. Assheton Pownall, the Rev. J. Spittal

read a paper prepared by the former gentleman,
on the recent find of Roman coin in Leicestershire.

Two other papers were down for reading—one by
theRev.J.H. Hill on theEarlsof Rutland, and an-

other on a portion of the history of his parish by
a Leicestershire rector, but neither the papers nor
the authors being forthcoming, the limited audi-

ence present wore conducted over the Museum
by Mr. Wcatherhead, the curator, who gave
some interesting details in reference to the

ancient coins to be found in that institution.

A jiarty of about thirty iu number started by
tho 12.50 train for Jleltou Jlowbray, where the
beauties of the church were pointed out by Mr
Wing. The church, dedicated to S, Mary, is
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spacious lofty building, with a handsome tower,

I partly in the Early English style. At the west
' end is a very peculiar entrance porch, with an

elegant doorway, having two niches on each side

»and two ornamental windows. The church was
built most probably in the year 13,^1), and wa.s

considerably improved in the reign of Queen Eliza-

beth by the addition of the clerestory, the con-

tinuous lights and moulding of which have a fine

effect. The east window, which was given by the
late K)bert Day, of Wymondham, represents the
parables of the Good Samaritan, the Prodigal Son,
the S )WeT, the Pearl, the Pharisees, and the
Publican, &o. The present restoration of the
church is progressing most satisfactorily. The
excursionists then went to Oakham by road,
carriages and pairs having been provided for them.
They visited the very handsome Gothic church of

All Saints', and the ancient castle, which is su|)-

posed to have been built soon after the Norman
Conquest by Wakelin de Ferrars. After a plea-

sant day the party returned to Leicester by the
6A') train. In the evening a convmaziane was
held in the temporary museum. There was but
a spare attendance.

The concluding meeting took place on Tuesday
in the Town-hall, a hearty vote of thanks being
tendered to the Mayor of Leicester, the Leicester-
shire Architectural Society, the Literary and
Philosophical Society, the Freemasons of the
Province.^, and the Archajological Society for their
reception of the Institution and the facilities

placed at their disposal by the use of the Guild-
hall, the Town Library, and the Lecture Koom,
and to all those who had hospitably entertained
the members of the Institute.

The temporary museum, the contents of which
were admitably arranged by Mr. Tucker, deserves
notice. Among them, the visitors' attention was
principally diverted to the silver repousse plate, ex-

hibited by Mr. Nevinson ; the knight's armour,
the thumb-ring found in the castle, &c., by Mr.
Kelly ; a curious little Roman tripod, by Mr.
North; the Corporation seal and the silver badge
of the town waits (temp. Eliz.) ; a very large

Saxon fibu'.a, by Sir P. G. Fowke, Mr. Freen, and
Mr. Knight, joint lords of the manor in which it

was discovered ; the large collection of books upon
local history, from the town library, and others
lent by Mr. Thompson, Mr. Sarcen, &o. ; the de-
tail drawings of the very ancient Wyggeston Hos-
pital, by Mr. Paget—which singular edilice, it is to
be hoped, may be preserved intact, or otherwise
at least saved from utter destruction by its careful

transformation into some useful public iuilding
as has been well sketched by that admirable
architect Mr. Goddard; the Saxon swords and
other articles from Melton Mowbray, by Mr. Fetch,
and which we are pleased to hear will be left bo-

hind in the town museum; the extensive series

of portraits lent by the Earl of Denbigh, Mr. \V.
Perry Herrick, the Corporation, and Mrs. Cooke

;

the extensive collection of Roman relics and the
enamels ehown by Mr. Goddard ; the smaller
silver mace formerly belonging to the town, but
purchased by Mr. Nevinson when the outburst
of anti-corporate temperin 1836 led the local poli-

tical reformers to dispose of plate, pictures, official

robes, and gilded baubles, and which, after now
thlrty.four years of separation, has reposed once
more beside the gr.and mace which to-day is again
the symbol of power for the chief magistrate, hav-
ing been repurchased by subscription some two
or three years ago. The most remarkable of Me-
dieval articles is the embroidered vestment of
English work not later than a.d. 1300, lent by
the fathers of the Dominican convent in Leices-
ter. The charters from the town chest were re-

markable, and include one by King John, in
AD. 1199.

f

ARCHITECTURAL AND AECH^O-
LOGICAL SOCIETIES.

Kent AncH/EOLooicAi. Socif.tt.—The annual
meeting of this society was held at Sittingbourne
on the 3rd insr. The business meeting of the
society was held in the Literary Institute ; Earl
Amherst, the president, in the chair. Amongst
those present were the Rev. J. B. Moore, Sir
Walter Stirhng, Lord Fitzwalter, Sir John Croft,
Major General JenUyns, General M'Queen, Revs.
J. Pearman, W. A. Scott Robertson, F. E. Tuke,
J. S. Hoare, Mr. Godfrey Faussett (hon. sec). Dr.
Farr, Dr. Grayling, Dr. T. B. Smith, Mr. HaUett,
Mr. G. W. Norman, Mr. G. Lambert, F.S.A , Mr.
J. Allen, Mr. Sampson Seaton, &c. Earl Amherst, in
moving theadoption of the annual report, said that
its tone was highly satiatactory, and the society was

in a flourishing condition. They had a large sum
of money in hand, but it would be considerably

larger if all the members would pay their sub-

scriptions more punctually. The report was
.adopted, several new members were elected, and
a vote of thanks to the noble president concluded

the proceedings. The members then paid a visit

to Sittingbourne Church, under the guidance of

the Rev. W. A. Scott Robertson, who gave a

history of the sacred edifice, which is dedicated to

.St. Michael. It is a handsome structure, consist-

ing of nave, two chancels, and two side aisles, with

a tower at the we.st end. It was burnt down, with

the exception of the bare walk, in 1762, by acci-

dent, and at that time most of the ancient monu-
ments were destroyed. In rebuilding the church
many of the gravestones were removed from the

graves over which they lay to other parts of the

church, and some even were used to make the

pavement complete. One peculiarity of the

edifice is that the south chancel belongs to the

Chilton estate, and the north transept to the

Bayford estate. The members then proceeded to

inspect numerous old churches and remains of

fortifications in the district. Bayford Castle, of

which only a ditch and an artificial mound are now
to be seen, was built by Alfred the Great about

the year 89 i to serve as a check to the incursions

of the D.iue.1, who had made a raid under Hasting,

a powerful chief, on the neighbouring country,

and who were entrenched at Kemsley Downe, near

iVlilton. The entrenchments are of an oval shape,

and were originally 70 or 80 yards in circum-

ference, with a moat about 20ft. wide, part of

which is now filled up. Tong Castle was next
visited, about the name of which there is a curious

legend. Vortigern, one of the kings of Britain,

being highly pleased with the conduct of a well-

known Saxon chief, Hengist, in a battle with the

the Picts at Stamford, in Lincolnshire, was de-

sirous of rewarding him for his bravery, and at

his request granted him as much land as an ox-

hide would encompass. The tradition as to the
founding of Carthage by Queen Dido was re-

enacted, and Hengist cut the hide into small

thongs, and enclosed within them a sufficient plot

of ground to biuld a castle, which he accordingly

erected, and named Tluoany ceastre, or Thong
Castle, whence the parish afterwards took its name.
Tong Church is remarkable for the conglomeration
which it presents of various styles of architecture.

On the south side of the edifice the nave in divided
from a side aisle by circular arches, one of the
pillars, and one only, being a handsome Norman
column with claw-like ornaments at its base. The
north side is spanned by several pointed arches.

There are evidences of Early English architecture,

but the square tower is Norman. Murston Church
was built in the reign of Henry II , at the time
when the Early English style was taking the place

of Norman architecture. It is dedicated to All

Saints, and in the western wall there is a very
Eaily EngUsh flat-head trefoil window. On the
rood screen is a monumental brass in perfect pre-

servation, bearing the date of 1488, and the name
of John Everist, who was the lord of the manor
at that time. There is also an ancient piscina and
some few carved corbels of antique patterns. Near
this church some y^ars ago a great deal of Roman
pottery was discovered. In an adjacent farmyard
stands an old barn which was onee the rectory of

the parish. A curious inscription on the tithe

barn near the present rectory was examined with
much curio.sity. It is as follows :

—" ,S'i natura
nefjat faclt iitdlgnatio versunu The barne which
stood where this now stands was burnt down by
the rebels' hands in December, 1659. The barne

which stands where tother stood By Richard Tray
is now made good in July, 1662. All things you
burne or overturne but build up nought

;
pray

tell is this the tire of zeale or hell ? Yet you do
all by the Spirit's call as yovi pretend, but pray

what spirit ist (is it) a bad on (one) I dare say."

The party returned shortly before five o'clock and
dined at the Corn Eschauge, Karl Amherst in the
chair,

SuttREV Arch.solooical Society.—The annual
excursion of the Surrey Archajological Society

took place on Thursday week. Meetiug at Red-
hill Junction, the party first proceeded in vehicles

to Nutfield Church, under the guidance of Mr. E.
V, Austin, the hon. secretary of the society.

The church, which contains nothing earlier than
thirteenth century work, was described by Mr.
Heales, F.S.A. The chancel has lately been re-

stored. The company next proceeded to Bletch-

ingley church, where an elaborate paper was read
by Mr. G. W. G. Leveson-Gower, F.S.A., who mi-

nutely traced the history of the church, and at

the close of his paper congratulated those present
on meeting in a church where restoration had
been carried out so satisfactorily. The work of

restoration was entrusted to Mr. Pearson, who ig

now architect to the fabric of Lincoln Cathedral.

On leaving Bletchingley, the excursionists pro-

ceeded to the "Cardmal's Cip," on VV bite Hill,

near C.iterham. Mr. J. W. Flower, F.G.S., here
read an interesting paper, in which he said that
the " Cardinal's Cap " was an ancient British

tort. Returning towards Bletchingley, the party
visited the grounds of Arthur's Seat, the resi.

deuce of Mr. W. Long, and after partaking of re-

freshments, proceeded to visit a half-timbered
house in Brewer street, Bletchingley. It is now
used as a farm house, but is supposed to have for-

merly served as the gatehouse which led to the
old Manor Itouso, destroyed by the Hul of

Peterborough in 1638. Mr. Charles Biily ex-

plained the chief features of the building, whijh
is in excellent repair, and a good epecimea
of the period {temp. Henry VI ) The quantity
of oak u.sed in its construction led them to be-

lieve that thi.s portion of the country vra one
vast forest of oak. The next move was to Peudell
Court, the seat of Mr. George Maclo.ay, by whom
the comp.any were entertained at luncheon. This,

supplemented by the usual speech making,
brought the proceedings to a close.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
Science ExAMiN-VTioss.—Mr. Dixon on Thurs-

day week asked the Vice-President of the Com-
mittee of Council on Education whether he had
received numerous complaints from the teachers
regarding the science examinations in Jlay last,

and whether thosecomplaintshad jnstfoundation.

—Mr. Porster said the complaints of the teachers

related to two subjects, practical g.Hjmetry and
building construction, but those complaints had no
fixed basis. He did not believe the examination
papers were too difficult ; on the contrary, the
standard of marks was lowered this year. He
found, however, that the pupils were prepared for

a purely drawing examination rather than a
scientific one. At the same time the teachers were
enabled to obtain payment for their pupils under
the branch of drawing instruction.

Removal of Temple-har.—In answer to Mr.
Lambert, Mr. Alderman Lawrence stated that Mr.
Street, in accordance with the recommendation of

tha Royal Commissioners, had provided in his

original plan of the New Law Courts for the re-

moval of Temple-bar and the widening of Fleet-

street at that point, and for the erection of a new
bridge with a wide archway, to form a communi-
cation between the Temple and the Law Courts.

The city of London was prepared to accept that
plan. The removal of Temple-bar without widen ng
Fleet street would not faciliate the traffic, and
there would still be room only for the passing of

two vehicles at a time.

The Wellington Monu-ment.—Mr. B. Hope
on Tuesday asked whether the Government
would undertake that no further steps should be
taken in the matter of the Wellington monument
until the matter could be fully discussed in Par-

liament, and an opportunity given to the artist to

make the explanations which were not included
in the papers laid before Parliament ?—Mr. Ayrton
sai<l that on April 14 last, Mr. Penrose, the archi-

tect, was informed that au inquiry would be held

into the proceedings with reference to the monu-
ment of the Duke of Wellington, and, theiefore,

ample opportunity was afiorded for explanation.

On April 21, a letter was also addressed to Mr.
Stevens, the sculptor, to the same effect, and he
also had ample opportunity of offering explana-

tion, but none was given by either of these gentle-

men that was at all satisfactory to the geuilemen
who made the inquiry. It was not until July 20
last that Mr. Penrose was informed that hia

services as superintending architect would be dis-

pensed with ; and Mr. Stevens was informed on
the same day that his contract was considered to

be annulled in conseiiuence of his default. Mr.

Penrose on this occasion gave no explanation,

while Mr. Stevens wrote a letter which appeared

to him (Mr. Ayrton) to make his position much
worse thaij before. The consequence was that it

had become necessary to hand the papers over to

the solicitor of the department of works with in-

structions to take immediate measures for en-

forcing the rights of the Crown. If the hon.

member desired to discuss the question next year,

he could not be in a better position than by
having the questions between the Crown and
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these gentlemen decided by a Court of Justice.

—

Mr. Mewdegate, on Wednesday, ia calling the

attention of the House to the corn-spondeuce ro-

uting to the Wellington monument in S. Paul's

Cathedral, 6aid that the greatest interest pertained

to everything that related to the late Duke of

WellingcoD, and he thought it was unpardonable

thit correspondence on this subject, which had
been orderwd to be printed by the Home on the

22Lid July, had not been presented before yester-

day. The memorial submitted to the prime
minister by the sculptor was not fully set forth

in the documents submitted to the House, and

he hoped that inasmuch aa legal proceedings were
pending between i'-r. Penrose and the Commis-
iouera of Works, the House, following its usual

practice, would olTer no opinion on the merits of

the ease; and he should move that the corre-

spondence laid on the table of the house did not
famish sufficient data to enable the House to

express any opinion on the subject. As it ap-

peared to him, Mr. Penrose had erected a full

sized model of the monument at a cost of £2,0li0,

which he hid paid for out of his own pocket, and
had not reduced the value of the mouument by
tbat Slim, as he was entitled to. The hon. gen-

tleman concluded by moving that the corrcapon-

dence, with respect to the Wellington monument,
aa laid upon the table of this Housa, does not
furnish sufficient data whereby this House can

form an opinion upon the circumstances of the
case.— .Mr. Ayrton observed that the hon. gen-

tleman was entirely in error ic his statement of

facts with respect to Mr. Stevens, which would
be tieen at once on reference to the papers which
had been laid upon the table. (Laughter.) He had
DO objection to lay upon the table all the corre

pondeuce, including the memorial of Mr. Stevens.

Mr. Newdegate expressed himself satisfied with
the proposed course, and withdrew his motion.

Indian Esoiseeriso College.—Mr. Plunket
asked ihe Under-Secretary of State for India

whether it was the intention of her Majesty's Qo-
Teinment to establish an "engineering college

"

for the preparation of candidatts seeking employ-
ment in the lud'an Public Works Department

;

and if so, whether it was the intention of her

Majesty's Goveroment to abandon or modify the

present system of competitive eiaminatiou for

appjiutmenta in 'hat dep3rtuient ; ami whether

it was intended t«> abolish the system of competitive

enamiualiims for the Fo. ests' Service in India—
Mr U. DiifT replied tbat it was the mteotiun of the

Guvemuieut to cstablinh an engineering college

for tbe Indian service, to be entered by com-
petitive examination. It was not intended to

abolish comj>etitive examination for the Forests'

Service in India.

LEOAI. INTELLIGENCE.
House Agents andtheib Cummis ion.—A case

of an interesting nature to house agents came on

for beaiiug on Monday, at Leeds County Court

The plaiutitf, Wm. Coo, estate agent, Corn £x-
chaug<-, Leeds, was repieseute<i by Mr. A. C.

Granger, and he sued an owner of property named
Thomas Bedford, who was represented by Mr.

Turner (Bicharddon and Turner), for £11 10s.,

which he alleged to be due as commission on the

sale of a h' use in New Leeds. In the early part

of this year the defendant instructed the plaintiff

to advertise a villa in Leop<jld street for sale. .The
advertisement was inserted in the plaintiffs

property list, and on the 13th of April a gentle-

man named Allen, belonging to London, called

and saw the villa, but he found it two large for

his requirements. Therefore, according to the

plaintitl', Mr. Allen was introduced by him to the

defendant, who had some other houses on hand,

and subsequently a sale of Mr. Bedford's own
house was effected at the price of £700. The
contention of the plaintiff was that as Mr. Allen

was uoknown to the defendant, he would not have

heard of the residence had not the plaintiff intro-

duced him, and further that the agency of the

plaintiff in the matter was a perfectly understood

thing. In proof of agency, a conversation was
relied ujion, in which the defendant said to plain-

tiff, when tbe neLociationshad been entered upon,
" I am glad you have called Mr. Coo ; I ^vas just

goin.' on to your office ;" and in which the plain-

tiff before leaving said to defendant, " It will make
no difference to you or me whether I sell Mr.
Allen the villa or your house," the remark having
refireice to the commission. Mr. Hedford, how-
en r, denied any conti act with the plaintiff, and
also gave a denial to the alleged conversation,

Mr. Allen was called, and from his evidence it

appeared that it was he himself and not the plain-

tiff who suggested that they should look at the
other houses of the dcfeudant. Coo bad wanted
him to examine the houses of another proprietor,

and they had simply come to Mr. Bedford in an
accidental manner. The Judge considered that

the suggestion as to the purchase came from Mr.
Allen himself, and he really did not see that in

point of law the plaintiff could demand com-
mission.—Verdict for defendant.

Sewage Pehcolation.—The Brighton Water
Company v. Marshall was a case heard recently

in the Vice-Chancellor's Court. It appeared that

the defendant, propiietor of the " Walmcr
Castle" inn, Paikroad, Brighton, had sunk a

cesspool on his premises contiguous to a large

tunnel made by plaintiffs from their reservoir on
the llace Hill to a point in Park-road, such tun-

nel serving as a conduit for their main'iiipe. The
plaintiffs, finding the sewage matter percolated

through the chalk from the cesspool into the tun-

nel, filed » bill tor an injunction against defendant.

Some doubts were raised as to the nature and
quality of the title of the company to the tunnel
in question, which underlies the well-known
Kemp estate ; and, in order not to prejudice any
question on this point hereafter, a decree was
taken by consent for an injunction agaiust the

defendant with costs, the company waiving all

claims to damages.

The Blackburn Sewage.—The Preston Guar-
dian has reason to believe that the action which
has been for some time pending between Sir VV.

H. Feilden, Bart., of Feniscowles, and the Corpo
ration of Blackburn, in which the former claims

£20 000 as damages in cousequenca of the pullu

tion of the Kiver Darwen by means of the town
sewage, will be set down for hearing at the en-

suing assizes to be held at Liverpool.

Commission on BniLDiNO.—At the Westminster
County Court, on Friday last (before F. Baylcy,

Esq.), the case of Haddon c. Morton and Co.

(Limted), was heard. The action was brought by the

plaintiff, Mr. John Cooke Huddon, civil engineer,

Besborough-girdeus, Pimlioo, agaiust defendants,

extensive builders and contractors, Kennington-
road, to recover the sum of £2'2 odd, commission
on work obtained through him for them, on which
it was agreed that he was to be paid 2i per cent.

The liability was denied. Plaintiff stated that in

the early part of July, 1866, he was spoken to by
an architect named Davis, who holds a commission
as Captain in the 19ih Surrey Rifle Volunteers, as

to his knowledge of a builder who could eiect a

military shed for tbe corps at Kenniugton, when
he mentioned the names of the defendants, whom
he introduced to Col. Brown, and beard a contract

entered| into for the work required to be done
for £75!i. He waited till the shed was com-
pleted, when on applying for payment of his com-
mission he was told that it was not througit him
the woikhad been done, as the Contract made with

him^ bad fallen through, and a fresh one entered

into for the sum of £903 by the intervention of

Captain Davis. He therefore, now, with the

thorough knowledge that he was the first that

mentioned the names of the defendants who were
consequently ultimately employed to erect tbe

shed, took these proceeding.^. Captain Davis

corroborated plaintiff as to his mentioning defen-

dants whom he himself also knew, but no arrange-

ments were made with him, as they would not

undertake to do the work for the sum first named.
Witness subsequently suggested alterations and
improvements, tbe defendants tendering to make
them, whereupon their contract was accepted and
the work done. His Honour observed thatplaintiff's

claim could not be established, as the terms on
bis introduction were not entertained, but a new
contract entered into ; and his decision must
therefore be against him. Judgment for defend-

ants, they not asking for costs.

London and County BANKlsa Compant.—Tne
half yearly general meeting of the shareholders of

the London and County Banking Company wss

held on Thursday week at the City Terminus Hall,

Cannon-street. The report, which was unanimously
adopted, showed the net profits for half-year to

be £83,285 63. IJd., which added to the balance of

£8,895 17s. 5d., produced a total of £92,181 4g, Id.

Out of this amount the directors declared a dividend

of per cent., with a bonus of 24 per cent., for

the (half-year, absorbing £85,000, and leaving

£7,181 4s. 4d. to be carried forward to proiit

and loss new account.

Suiting |ntelligeit«.

CBOnCHES AND cnAPELS.

Abebpoyle,—A parish church at Aberfoyle has
been opened for public worship. The style of
architecture ia Gothic. The church is of cruciform
structure, with steep roof, which is surmounted at
one end by a neat belfry, and ornamented at the
other by a cross. Near the east end is an arched
porch, floored with tile in the mosaic form, and at
the other end, under the cross, is situated the
vestry. The church is seated for 2i)0 persons.
The architect was Mr. Honcyraan, Begent-street,
Glasgow. The church which the present structure
supersedes was built iu 1741.

AsiiBY (near Bkigo, LiNCOi.NsniBE).—A new
Wesleyau chapel is in course of erection here.

The building is of red brick, with Ancaster stone
dressings. In the front is a five-light geometrical
traceried Jwindow, with a smaller one-light window
on either side of it. The side and back windows are
plain lancets, with stained glass in tbe heads. The
two entrance doorways are sheltered with moulded
and carved gablets, carried on detached columns,
with carved capitals. The pews are of varnished
deal, seating 200 people ; the pulpit and communion
are of pitch pine. The cost, including warming
and fencing, will be about £400. Mr. J. R. James,
of Hull, is the architect, and Mr. J. H. Whitehead,
of Caisiior, ia the contractor,

Bampton.—The ancient parish church of Bamp-
ton w is re-opened on Wednesday week, after com-
plete restoration. The building is cruciform, and
is dedicated to S. Mary ; its architecture is of a
mixed chiracter, although it is plain that the Nor-
man stylo prevails. It has a nave, with north and
south aisles, two transepts, and a chancel. In 1867
the chancel was begun, and in about twelve months'
time the work was completed, at a coat of about
£600, service meanwhile being held in the nave

;

the contract was t,%ken by Mr. Luker. The north
and south transepts were next begun, the con-

tracts for the work being taken by Mr. Lord, Mr.
Plaster, and Mr. J. Williams, about £400 being
the entire cost, and these were completed in June
of last year. Further funds having been raised, the
restoration of the nave was begun, Mr. Bartlett,

of Witney, having obtained the contract at £800.
Mr. M, Bartlett, of Witney, was the local architect,

and the works have been carried on under the

superintendence of Mr. Wakeford.

Bbidlinqton.—On Tuesday week the founda-

tion stune of S, Anne's Church, Bridlington was
laid. The church consists of nave, with one ainle

divided by five li;iys on tbe south side, two vestries,

and apsidal chmcel with ambulatory. The
material to be used is moulded briuk, red, yellow,

and white, and the style adopted by the architect

(Mr. C. T. Newstead, of York) is 15.arly Pointed,
The fittings of the interior will be of pitch-pine,

and accommodation is provided for 550 persons.

There will be a considerable quantity of grill

work, and it is proposed to decorate the interior

walls with paintings on tiles,

Calverijsy.—The ancient parish church of Cal-

verley has .undergone restoration under the super-

intendence of Messrs. T. H. and F. Healey, archi-

tects, Bradford, and on Wednesday week was re-

opened for public worship, vVith little CKception,

the former style of the church has been rigidly ad-

hered to, and as the renovation has been effected

tastefully, the edifice now presents a very neat,

commodious, and comfortable appearance. The
cost will probably not be less than £3,000, The
chancel and north and south aisles have been re-

built; the octagonal pillars and the roof of the

nave restored ; new roofs have been put to the

chancel and aisles ; there are new seats of oak
;

and the old pulpit has been re-adapted for use,

Messrs, Tomlinson and Son, of Leeds, were the

contractors,

Clee.— On Wednesday week the cornerslonM
were laid of a Primitive Methodist chapel in New
Clee (Yorks) . The new chapel is to hold 600 persons,

and will be erected by Messrs. Riggall and Eewiu,

Mr. Joseph Benton attending to the woodwork. The
architect is Mr, Wright, of Hull, The cost ia to be

£1,500,

CoATHAM.-—The foundation stone of the new
chapel of the Coatham Convalescent Home was

laid on Tuesday week by Mr. Thomas Hague
Cook, of Mirfield, The plan for the chapel has

been prepared by Mr. 0. K. Street. Tliere will be

seats for 180 persona, and the estimated cost is

£1,400,
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DoDr.usTON.—S. Miry'a CUurch, Dodloston,

Cheshire, waa reopened after restoration on Satur-

day last. The whole of the old church, with the

exception of the tower, has been rebuilt, but por-

tions of the old work, auoh aa doors and windows,

have been roused in the new edifice. It will

accommodate 300, rather more than the capabilities

of tlie old church. The arohitectiira is Perpen-

dicular Gothic, and the building now consists of

nave and north aisle, with an organ-chamber and

vestry on its north side. The porch is of lialf-

timbered oak. The whole of the interior is of

chiselled ashlar, and the fittings are of varnished

pitch pine. The chancel has carved stalls and
encaustic tile floors. 1 he chancel, ceiling, and

east wall have been decorated by Heaton, IJutlor,

and Cayne, of London. The cost has been about

£3,000, exclusive of the boundary wall and lych-

gate. The architect is Mr. Douglas, of Chester,

Mr. Henry Wiggiuer, of Chester, being the builder;

and the joiner's work having been executed by
Mr. John Harrison.

FnAMLiNon.vsi.—The Independent chapel has

been re-opened after considerable alterations and
improvements. Erected about -lOye-ars ago, ith-is

of late years shown signs of material and gradual
settlement in various parts. Recently a committee
was formed to take stops to ascertain the cause of

these settlements, and to apply a remedy. They
consulted Mr. Sugden, architect, of Leek, who at

once caused an examination of the foundations to

be made, and discovered that the walls, instead of
being carried down to a sufficient depth to secure
a hard, unyielding bed (which was found at no
great depth below the footings), had been set upon
plates of timber, carried all round the building, the
width of the walls, on a soft subsoil ; and these
plates were so completely decayed as to be scarcely

distinguishable in some instances from the soil on
which they were placed. On the advice of the
architect the walls have been entirely under-built
down to a hard gravel bed, thus rendering the
structure safe from further settlement. The in-

terior has also been entirely re-arranged and re-

seated, and other improvements have been effected

which have given a completeness and substantiaUty
to the buildins; which it never possessed before.

GcNBir St. Pbters.—Onthe21st ult. the Bishop
of Lincoln opened a new church in the village

Qunby S. Peters, which is near the Burgh station
of the East Lincolnshire Railway. The old church,
a plain whitewashed building, was erected about
16-34. This, after having undergone several altera-

tions (not improvements), was rapidly falling into
decay, when, in 1868, Mr. Fowler, of Louth, fur-
nished a design, which has been carried out at a
cost of about £1,300.

Halifax.—Last week the new and handsome
church of S. Mary, Halifax, was consecrated by the
Bishop of Ripou. The architects are Messrs.
MaUiuson and Barber, of Halifax, and the style is

Geometrical Decorated, the principal entrance being
through the tower at the west end of the north
aisle. The principal decoration has been bestowed
upon the chancel arch, the large five-light east

window, and the reredos, which is of Caen stone.

The total cost of the building will be about
£8,000.

Hdll.—On Saturday last the foundation-stone
of a new Danish church, dedicated to S. Nioolai,

was laid at Hull. The cost is estimated at

£2,500. The church is designed in the Gothic
style, and is to accommodate about 250 persons.
The body of the building is 28ft. by 55ft. ; there
is an apse for the altar and vestry, and accommo-
dation is provided for a reading room 30tt. by 16ft.

Mr. W. Botterill, of Parliament-stret, Hull, ia the
architect, and Messrs. Lison and Wilkinson the
contractors.

LivEarooL.—The new church of S. Stephens',
Eyrom-street, Liverpool, has been completed. The
building, which has been erected in accordance
with plans prepared by Messrs. Culshaw and Sum-
mers, of l{umford-place, will seat about 750
persons, and has cost £8,300, irrespective of the
price of the land. The contractors for the entire
works were Messrs. Griudrod and Hargreaves, of
Hope-street. The walls of the church are of brick,

with yellow Stoughton stone dressings, and nearly
all the carved and ornamental woik has been ex-
pended upon the front of the structure, which is

composed of Yorkshire shoddies and Stoughton
stone.

PiCKERiNi.!.—On Tuesday week the Archbishop
of York consecrated a new church at Newton-
upon-Rawcliffe, five miles from Pickering. The

church is a plain structure, and built substantially

of stone procured in the immediate neighbourhood.

The church 13 dedicated to S. John the Evangelist,

and will seat 150 persons. The stylo adopted for

the church by the architect (Mr. Tarn, of London)
is Early English, and the cost has been £800.
The roof is open-timbered and high pitched, and
the seats are open.

St. David's CATiiEnnAI.. — The coramittoo

appointed to superintend the restoration of S.

David's Cathedral have determined at once to

commence the rebuilding of the roof and ceilings

of the nave and aisles, postponing for the present

the restoration of the pavement of the nave, also

the west end and porch. The repairs of the tran

septa and chapter-house have also to bo postponed.
The receipts up to this time have been £22,000.
The actual expenditure is £ 18. 500, leaving a balance

in favour of the fund of £3,500. Mr. Gilbert

Scott estimates that about £8,000 more will be

required to complete the restorations, and efforts

are now being made to raise that sum.

Sunderland.—Last week a newly-erected dis-

trict church in connection with the parish church
of Monkwearmouth, dedicated to S. Bede, was
consecrated by the Bishop of Durham. The new
church, a neat stone building with a handsome
interior, stands at the end of the Ne wcastle-road

at Monkwearmouth, and was built by Mr. Scott,

of Sunderland, from the designs of Mr. Pritchett,

architect. It is designed to accommodate about
600 persons.

Thixendale.—A very beautiful new church,
designed by Mr. George Edmund Street, A R.A.,

has been built at Thixendale, on the Wolds,
East Riding, at the sole cost of Sir Tatton Sykes,

Bart. The edifice has been ready for consecration

for fully six months, but from certain causes dis-

appointment has resulted on the two occasions

fixed for the ceremony. It was first announced
that the consecration was to take place on the 4th
April last, and every preparation was mide, when
on the previous Saturday only it was stated the
Archbishop would not consecrate, in consequence
of some informality in the deed of conveyance.
Rumour at that time said that all was not right in

the chancel. The ceremony was again fixed for

Friday last, but early in the week it was intimated
to the founder that unless the super altar waa
»ltered the consecration could not take place.

To this, it is understood, Sir Tattou declined to

accede, and another postponement takes place

sine die. The super altar is a slab of real marble,
supported at each end by jambs of Caen stone.
The oak communion table is partly overhung by
this slab, which is walled into the the base of an
elaborately panelled reredos of Caen stone and
Devonian marble, of which it is really a part. This,
it is alleged, was shown in the drawings of the
church which were submitted to the Archbishop.
In this difficulty the architect has been sent for,

Sir Tatton refusing to permit any alteration with-
out hia sanction, and the church remaina still use-
less,

Wettenhall.—S . David's Church, Wetteuhall,
was consecrated on Wednesday week. The style
is a simple Gothic type of the 13th century. The
building, which is cruciform in shape, and con-
sists of nave, transepts, and porch, is of brick,

with a little of the red stone from the old building,
and white Kelsall stone sparingly introduced. The
dimensions are—from east to west, 6rft. Sin.

;

from the north to the south walls of the transepts,
36ft. 5in. ; the nave being 1 Ift. 4in. wide. 'The
sittings will accommodate 200 persons. Mr.
James Redford, A.R.I.B.A., 43, Lower Moseley-
street, Manchester, and Mr. J. A. Davenport, of
Over, near Winsford, are the architects ; and Mr.
Peter Hodgkinson, of Booth-lane Head, Sandbaoh,
the builder.

buildings.

Ipswicn.—The new Ipswich Lunatic Asylum
has just been completed. The building was begun
in May, 1868, and has cost about £19,500, accom-
modation being provided for 180 patients. Mr.
Ribbans, the town surveyor, was the architect,
and prepared his plans in accordance with the
rules of the Lunacy Commissioners. The building
is of red brick externally, and was erected by Mr.
Gibbons, builder, Mr. Catchpole being the clerk of

the works.

Leek.—A new boys' school and lecture-room is

about to be erected in connection with S. Luke's
Church, and the existing school buildings will

afterwards be used for girls and infants only. The
total outlay will be about £1,200. Mr. Sugden,
of Leek, ia the architect.

Salfoud.—On Saturday afternoon the founda-
tion stone of a new Sunday school in conn ection
with the Chapel-street Congregational Chapel,
Salford, was laid. The building is to accommo-
date between seven and eight hundred scholars.

Internally it will consist of a general schoolroom
and class-rooms, above which there will be a
gallery, composed of three tiurs of seat^. The
structure, which will be a plain but substantial

one, is to be built of brick, with stjne drossings.

The total estimated coat is £2,300. Mr. Henry
Fuller, of Manchester, is the architect, and Mr.
William Brown, of Salford, the builder.

WnEBLOCK, Chesuire.—New National Schools,

comprising separate boys', girls', and infants'

schools, ar* abnit to be erected here, on land
given for the purpose by Sir Charles Shackerly,
Bart., who is also a principal contributor to the
eret-tion of the schools. The plans have been
approved by the Privy Council. Mr, Sugden, of

Leek, is the architect.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

[Wo do no', hold onraalvea reaponsiblo for tho opioions
of oar correspondenta. The Editor respac.tfiilly re-
quests tliat all comtaunioatioQs should b>3 drawn up
as brietly as possible, as thero are many cLaim.luti
upon the space allotted to corrospoudaaoe. ]

To Oaa Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-
ness of tlie Paper should be ad<irAi3ed lo the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK bTEEET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week miut reach the
office not later than 5 p.m on Thursday.

Received.—C. B. A., C. S.,G. H. R., H. S., E. H. W. S,
J. 8. G., J. H. D., J. N., Capt. 8., Rev. B. B., W. W.,
Enciuiror, J. M., J. R. O., T. and Sou, W. and Co., 9.
and Co., S. and G., J. M. B., G. Brors.

J. R. G.—We do not insert quack adrertiflemeiLts.

J. M.—AlX)Ut a month hence.
T. C. E.—Drawings returned.
.J. M.— Other flsh to fry.

G. A. Noble.—Do not know the address.
J. L. T.—Send the drawings.
W. T.—Have patience.

Contsponkiice.

ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS.

(To tlie Editor of the Buildino News.)

Sir,—In last week's Buildinq News yon give

a letter from an architect against builders or
joiners making plans, &c. Will you allow
something to bo said on the other side by one
who has passed from the bench to ho shop-fore-
man, to outdoor and managing foreman nnder a
contractor, and has had an opportunity to learu
some of the ins and outs of contracts ?

Your ooiTespondont says that architects do not
want builders to give low tenders ; that they do all

they can to advise their clients not to accept tho
lowest. Well, is this fair ? May it not be asked
what principle should be acted upon, or what can
be the object of calling for tenders, imless it be to

obtain the advantages of competition ? Is it

right to put builders to the trouble of getting up
estimates, at the same time that the architect or his

client may have a particular man that he mcaus
shall have the job V Again, what chance is tnero

for a man to risff from an inferior to a higher

position except by tendering ; is he to bay the

favour of somo architect in large practice?

Again, is it not a fact that many builders, like

architects, know comparatively nothing of the

business, who, when they have to get up a tender,

instead of being able to go through the plans and
extract quantities, and price them, employ an
architect to do it for them ? I am aware there are

many excellent gentlemen who are above this
;

I have met with several ; but it is quite tme that

iu this matter the right man can evade specifica-

tions and trick architect and client.

It is said that many of tho builders are scamps,
and are not to be trusted; but whose fault is it

where an architect is employed ? Any honest
builder would prefer an architect between him
and tho client ; but if an architect takes tho

money from his client ought he not fully to dis-

charge Ixis duties ? Why do they call upon builders

to give securities for carrying out contracts

when they are only to receive a given percentage
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as the work jiroceeds, and tliat npon the certifi-

cates of the architect ? It seems much more
reasonable that the architect shoulJ give the
secoritT than that the other shoald do so. I hare
knoTn in what is called a select competition,

Uuft only one man ont of the number competing
w»8 able to give tlio seonrity, and he allowed to

oametho competitors. Of course he had the job.

In reference to builders making their own plana,

is it not tme that there are many builders who
get little jobs to do, and will go at once and em-
ploy an architect to give them plans and details
for no other purpose but to get in his debt,
when the architect knows he shall noTor get paid
until he puts some job into their hands, when of
course the client has to suffer to make up for
this.

Again, are all architects up to the duties they
ondertake? Many of them understand the prin-
ciples of proportion and arrangement on paper,
as well as being able to draw up plans and spcci-
ncationa, and for these duties are probably well
qnalitied, but they know very little of the prac-
tical part. They do not know whether a stone is on
its natural bed, or when it is face-bedded; nor do
they know the difference between Memel, Dantzic,
or Swedish timber when sawn out into scant-'
lings

;
the same by deals—Christiana, orWyburg

;

or of the difference of tlie several kinds, which
makes a great difference in the quality of work.
One builder may buy his deals at £15 or £1G the
100; another may give £21

;
yet they all come

nnder the term yellow timber. The consequences
are that one builder, haying done work nnder the
architect knows the way to work it ; indeed, it
has appeared to me many times that the archi-
tect was determined not to see when he goes to
the job, so long as the details of elevation and
ornamentation are Bometliing near the mark.
The tone of your correspondent's letter is very

Buggestive of despotic assumptions that will not
be endorsed by any liberal-minded architect. Is
it to be received in this nineteenth century that
because a man started life as a joiner or in any
other branch of the building trade, he is to be
kept down, whatever his ability may be, in order
that he may not intrude within the assumed
domain of a privileged class ?

I give an instance that occun-ed to me some
short time since. A man applied to me to build
a house for him, asking me to give plans and
specifications as to what I was going to do for the
estimated cost. I suggested that lie should em-
ploy an architect, naming one. He said, at fir.st,

that he did not think it worth while, as he had
confidence in me, but he would think about it. He
consulted some of his friends. They recom-
mended another architect, who got tenders for the
job, allowing me to tender. My tender being a
few pounds too high I lost the job. Of course] I
do not know what passed between arcMteet and
client, but I was told afterwards that it was my
own fault ; if I had not made the suggestion he
would not have thought of it, and would have been
very well satisfied with my estimate. Yet, for-
sooth, because I happen to be able to do such a
thing—acquired in the time which many spend in
the pothouse—your amiable con'espondent would
not allow me to tender, but would prefer givin"
the advantage to those incapables whose chief
ability is employed to trick architect and client—I am, Sir, &c.,

Faib Field and no Favoub.

WKSLEYAN CHAPELS IN LONDON.
Sir,—In your issue of last week you say that

it is intended to build ten new Wesleyan Chapels
in London, at a cost of £20,000. The fact ix, that
as the Metropolitan Building Fund resources are
just about exhausted, Sir Francis Lycett offered
£50,000 for new chapels to be built during the
neit seven years, with the hope that country
congregations, who have not done much hitherto,
would come forward with another £50,000.

During the last seven or eight years chapels,
costing upwards of £100,000, have been built in
the metropolis ; but for reliable figures I would
refer to published reports, and to the Watchman
of the last two or three weeks, which contains
full ace )unt« of the proceedings at the different
Conference Committees.—I am, Sir, &e.,

W. J. Heaton.
SoutLport, August 8, 1870.

ASSISTANT SURVEYORSHIP.
8m,—It would be interMling to many of your reader*eoud ibey learn tlironf[h the niedinm of your imge« thenunre of th. question, put a' the recent ei.-imination for

Itw AwirtMit gnrreyonliip at the Office of Works, a> they

could by this means become acquamted with the require-
ments other than correct spelling cousidorod necessary by
the Civil Service Commissioners for caudid.ites for such .i

post. The publication o( such exaiiiiu:ition papers would
also bo of great service to the younger mombors of the
profession, by .iffordiug them au opportunity of testing
theirown knowledge.—lam, Sir, &c. A. G.

Area of the greater end =
82ft. 6in. X- 3jft. Oin, = 2S8rft CinArea of the lessor end =
Wft. Gin. X Uf . Oin. = 511ft. Ciu.

CS

QUESTIONS.
[1911 1-STUCCO WASH—Will any person be so kind

as to give particulars and quantiti-^s of ingredien's which
may be degMnded iqion i o make a|tolerably permauent stone
colour outside wasli?—T. P.

1009ft. Oin.

REPLIES.

[1905.1-CALCULATI.VG EAUTDWORK. — "Yonii.:.-
Ktigiiieer" cannot obtain the frt/«! cubic contents of tlio
cutting lie mentions, either by theme hod of mcnn Iwhihls
or mean area—the former, in the case be inentioiH, giving
an error in tfc/ccf of 5,.'i9i) cubic yards, and the latter an
error in (rrcMs of 11,193 cubic yards, a) compared with
the true contents, = 120,9S1 cubic yards. The prinmoirlal
formula, used by Sir J. Macneill in calculating the tables
published by him some twenty, or more, years ago, gives
the tnie aud mathematically correct contents (there are
a variety of other approjimative methods, more or less
correct) : it is this :—I'he sum of the areas of each end
added to four times t he mid-area, multiplied by the length
in feet, and this product divided by 6 = the contents in
cubic yards. For instance in the case given ;—

11 height. 33 = height
1-5 slope. 1-5 slope.

55 H-5
11 33

16-5 52-5

30 base. 30 base.

4C-.5 f2-5
11 height. 35 height.

11 '5 — area of lesser end. 4125
2175

28S7-5 = area of

^} heights.

2)JG

^3 mean height.
1-5 slope.

115
23

84-5

30 base.

64-5

53 mean he'ght.

10:15

1290

1(83-5 mean area

1

me.an area.5Q31*0 = 4 times
2SS7-5 = area of greatest end.

551 -g = oflesse r end.

0)93330 sum of areas.

3)l65'>-5 sum of 0.

9)-51S-5

2)339!lft. Oin.
~

tsectiou.

_, ,

lfl99ft. Oin. mean area of
llien, as the cutting is ?00 yards long = 2100ft.

or th!,s
-'^

^°^*"' "'""' " ^5««850 -^27 = 132183i c. yds.

„,^^'"" X 30 X 23 = l«90O0 cubic feet in cutting.

^oJj^- - « ^ S^i -0) + (10 - 8 X II) • "
= 1837ft. Oiu. + 181 — = 2019 -^ 2
= mean area of slopes
then,

2100 X 1009ft. Gin. = 2119950 cubic feot in two slopes,
aud U 19000 cubic foet incuttiug,

= 3563950 H- 27 = ITilaSJ cubic yards, as before.-

G. Ray.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Improved iNDuaritiAi, Dwellings Comi-avy (Limited).— liie fourteentli half-yearly moutiiid of this company

takes place to day (Friday) at the Mausion-liouso. The
ropott to ba presented to the meeting states that the wholj
of the share capital, viz., £12.3,000, has beou subscribed,
and a further sum of £125,000 will be boiTOwed at 4 per cent,
from tlie Public Works Loan Commissioners ; which will re-
present a total capital of £250,000. Of the loans. vi».,
£5J,000, already arranged, Bum3 amounting to £40,000
have been received, and the balance will he immediately
taken up. The negotiations for the loan of £17,000 on the
Ebury-street and Ebury-square estates are still pending.
£33,502 183. 4d. has been expended during the half-year
on woiks in progress, aud in completing the purchase of
the Bethnal green estate, iic, and the total expenditure
on capital account is now £107,903. The gross rents re-
ceived during the half-year amount to £0,87S 03. 7d., in-
terest allowed by Ijankers and other items amountiijg to
£6S 153. Sd., making a total income £0,910 lOs. 3d. The
total expenditure, iucltiding the contributions to the reserve
accounts amounts to £3,]G9 43. 8d., leaving a profit of
£3,777 lis. 7d., whicli is equal to £6 Os. 10(d. per cent,
per annum on the subscribed capital. The'Directors re-
commend that, as heretofore, a dividend at the rate of 5
percent, per annum bo paid. With the exception of
'* Nelson " buildings at Greenwich, the general position of
the corapany'd esUite must be regarded as highly satisfac-
tory. At Greeuwicli, notwithstanding a furtlier reduction
of rents has been made, tlicro has been no improvements
in tlie occupation, the great depression of trade in 'hat
locality still existing. Tlie Directors have completed tlie

purchase of the Bethnal -green estate. The five blocks of
buildings at Ebury-streot and Queen-street, Pimlico, are
approaching completion ; but will not be re aily for occu-
pation before October next. At Ebury-sqnare, however,
the dwellings are in a more forward state, and will pro-
bably be occupied before the end of Augu.-it. Fifty -four
dwellings on the Bethnal green E^tato have been com-
pleted, and 13 additional blocks of dwellings, which will
atFord accommodation for 130 families or about 500 persons,
are now in course of erection on the same principle. The
company has now uiuo blocks of buildings, viz. .— 1.
King's-cross road; 2. Greenwich ; 3. High-street, Wapping

;

4. Old St. Pancras road ; 5. City-road ; 0. Redcross street,
Southwark ; 7. Britanuia-sti'eet, King's-cross-road , 8.

Willow-street, Finsbury; 9. Bethnal-green. The whole
number of tenements is 0,347, ofwhich 300 are three-roomed
and 023 are two-roomed. The report complains of the
assessments having been unjusily increased under the
operation ofthe" Valuation of Pi-operty (Metropolis) Act,"'
and intend to take every necessary step to prevent
such assessments being confirmed. Th« offices of the
Company will, for the future, be at No. 34, Fiosbury-
circus.

•57-61

2100 length In feet.

570100
11522

120"981 contents in cubic yards.

By using Macneill's tables, the above result is obtained
with much less figuring; foreTanipIo:

—

57*01 table number, page 101.

2100 length in feet.

3761,00
11522

120,981 cubic yards.
H. s. r.

[1906.1-CALCULA.TING EARTHWORK.—I send the
following in answer to "Young Engineer's" enquiry.

-irLc :i SO'u o" —Y

Amnming thai tworiglit-angled trianglei are equal to a
rectaniflo, we shall find the question stand thus :^

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BniOFTTON'.—Tlie first meeting of the Brighton Sewera
Board was held on Monday afternoon. The Board has
been constituted pursuant to thel.'ith section ofthe Brigli>
ton Intercepting aud Outfall Sewers Act. It was resolved .

that Mr. Ilawkshaw be invited to confer with the
Bo.%rd as early as possible with respect to the prepara-
tion ofdrawings and a specification, upon which ajcoutract
may Iw taken for carrying out the undertaking.

Cftorley — The Chorloy Iraproveraen'^ Commissioners
have received a letter from the Medical Department of the
Privy Council directing them to put in force the powers
conferred by the Nuisan,e Removal Act of 1S55 with re-

ference to the bad construcuon of dwellings.

Hull Water Supply,—The HuU Town Couucil have
authorised the Water Works Committao to instruct Mr.
Dale, the Engineer to tlie Corporation, to prepare plans,

specifications, and detaile<l drawings of tlie scheme sug-

gested by him for iucreasing the water supply, and
to advertise for tenders for executing the works.

The Disposal of Town Befurk.—Mr. Conyers Morrell,

the inventor of Morrell's ash closet and apparatus, re-

cently read apaper a^ the Liverpool Free Library *' On the
Health of Towuh, and the Treatment atid Disposal of

Town Refuse." Mr. Morrell argued that the only easily

practicable and economical system of utilising human
excreta was by doodorisation with fire ashes. The water-
closet system he condemned on account, of the waste of

wa'er, aud it^j deteriorating eifect upon the manurial pro-
perties of the excreta. It was now out of the question to

turn sewage into rivers, and in many instances it was im-

practicable to utilize the sewage on laud. The ash cloeet

sysieni would add to the vaUie of the manure which re-

sul ed, and da away with tlie necessity of costly sewage

works. At Liveqwol the discharge from the sewers'

mouths was at least 37,500,000 tons annually, requiring at

least 7,000 acres tocleause it.
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Preston —The (oUowiiig reaolutions with reapoct to the
extoiiaiou of tlitj wator supply of Prestou have beon agreed
to by 1 he Water Coimnit'oe of the Town Ciniucil :

—" That
the 'eiulera of Mr. Hol>ort Carlisle for oxecutiug the three
uoutracts for constnictiog tlie conduit for ob aiiiinj; tht
Bupply of water from the Laugden aud Ilaredou Urooka,
accoMing to the phna and apecifiuatiou, for tlie following
Biima, viz., Contract No. 1, f 10, 127 Sa,; No. 2, £9,975 Sa. 4d.;

No. y, i'S,ri:U ItSa , be auceptod upon hia glviug sa'isfao-

toi-y aecuritiea for the performance of the several con-
Vracts ;' aud " that a 8in. main bo laiil from the main in
Vlahergate-hill tlirough Christian-road to Cliarlos-atreot,
:he estimated cost being £94, " Tlio first soil of the new
works waa cut at Chipping on Thursday week

WiHKSwoiiTn —Mr. Hawksley, of Nottingham, is en-
gaged in making a stirrey of the waterworks, with the
view of obtaining a better supply. His report is ex-
pected in a few daya.

STATUES. MEMORIALS, ETC.
BinMiNOHAM.—Tho statue of Rowland Hill, wliich has

been executwl hy Mr. TeterHollinB, is, by consent of the
Birmingham Excltange Committee, to be placed in a bay
of the Exchange builtling until the now Ptut-office is com-
pleted. The Btatue is 10ft. Hiu. in height, including the
pedestal, upon which i hero ta a baa-relief of a sick girl in
bed receiving a letter from a postman.

TiiK Late Eaul of Carlisle.—A atatue of the la o Earl
of Cjrliale, erected by the people of Cumberland to com-
memorate the public services and personal worth of the
deceai<ed nobleman, was unveiled at Brampton on Tue^sday
The statue is of bronze, by Foley, and stands about Sft.
high, on a pedestal of the same heiglit, it Ijeing, to a certain
extent, a replica of rhe Dublin meiuorial in Phiunix-park.
The figure i^ attired in tlie robes aud insignia of the Order
of the Garter. His Lordship is represented in a standing
position, with one liaud resting on a book placed on an
octagonal dwarf column. The mantle is so thrown back
as to display the entire front of tlie figure, anil is partly
held back by the left hand. Thy front <if the pededtal
bears the following iuf^ciiption :—" Erected by the people
of Cumberland to commcinorato the public services and
l)erdouai worth of George William Frederick Howard,
seventh Eiirl of Carlisle, K.G., born April IS, 1802, died
December 5, 1861." The cost of the statue and the pedestal
will be about £S00.

ice ^iiblc.

Total Destrlthon of tor New Covered
JI.vTiKET AT Preston.—Oa Saturday morning,
about half-past seven o'clock, the now covered
market in course of erection in the Orchard, at
Preston, and which was fast approaching com-
pletion, fell with a tremendous crash, startling the
whole neighbourhood. The design of the building
was that of a very large open sheri, constructed
entirely of iron, with twelve or fourteen clustered
pillars on eioh side, and four at each end, with
longitudinal girders and principals for the roof.
Preparations were making at the very moment of
the accident to prevent the vibration of the roof,
to which the casualty is attributed. The con-
tract for the erection of the market was let in
January last to Mr. Joseph Clayton, ironfounder,
of Preston, for .i'6,070. Tlio other tenders were—
D. Howarth, Rochdale, £7,0/0 Hi.; E, Bicker-
staflTe, Preston

; £7,100 ; W. Allsop, Preston,
£fi,C87; J. Tildesley, Bilston, £9,480; Preston
Waggon and Iron Company, £7,468 ; Messrs.
Newton and Co., Accrington, £6,850.

\Vhitwortii Scholarships.—The practical
examination of workmen and students for these
scholarships has been fixed by Sir Joseph Whit-
worth to take place at his works at Manchester on
the 30th August and 1st September next.

Royal Insurance Cosipany.—With the annual
report of the Royal Insurance Company, presented
at the general meeting of shareholders on the 5th
inst., the directors submit the results of the quin-
quennia) valuation of the life business made by
Mr. Samuel Brown (late president of the Institute
of Actuaries) in the form proposed in the schedules
of the Life Assurance Companies' Act, passed in
the session of Parliament just closed. Mr. iirown,
in his report, states that tlie table used for the
valuation has been Mr. Griffith Daviea' Equitable
Kxperience, and the rate of interest assumed has
been 3 jjer cent. The net premiums only, as
compuied upon each policy, have been valued so
as not to bring into account any portion of the
future profits. The results of the valuation shows
that there are in force 14,977 policies, assuring,
with existing bonuses, £0,721,502, and annuities^
£18,354. The net premiums, after deducting the
loading and bonus reductions, are £169,310 ; the
net value of the assurances aud annuities,
£1,005,677. The accumulated funds are
£1,255,33.;, showing a surplus of £249,658. This,
we believe, is the first quinquennial valuation
made in the form of the schedules of the new Act,
and is therefore notable. In the fire department
the premiums were £485,180 53. 8d,, and the

losses, £290,685 lOs. lid. The not profit of the

department, including interest, was £78,152
3s. 5d , or at the rate of rather more than fifteen

hundred pounds per week.

MroLAND Institute op'Minfno Engineers.—
Tbe usual monthly meeting of the members took

place on the 3rd inst , at Barnsley, when Mr.
Morris, of Newcastlo-on-Tyne, read a paper " On
Fan Ventilation," with special reference to Guibal's

invention. At the conclusion of the paper, a dis-

cussion on it occurred, and, not being terminated,

it was adjourned till the next meeting, when also

papers will be read by Mr. Cooper " On the
different modes of working coal," and by Mr.
Bailey, " On signalling in mines."

Institution of Mechanical Engineers.—On_
Friday last upwards of 200 members of this insti

tution visited the Butterley Ironworks, and in-

spected the blastfurnaces, blowing engines, fitting

shops, boiler yard, &c. The Codnor Park Works
were then visited, with the refineriei, the forge, the
sheet mill, the rolling mill, the new forge, and
the welding shop, the latter containing Bertram's
patent furnaces. Warder's patent method of form-

ing a girder or dock beam by welding two f irons

together to form an X section, &c.

Social Science Congress.—The preparations

for the annual Congress of the National Associa-

tion for the Promotion of Social Science, to be
held at Nowcastle-on-Tyne from the 21st to the
28th of September, arc in an advanced state, the
appointment of presidents and special questions
for discussion being already complete. The Duke
of Northumberland will preside over the asso-

ciation, and deliver his inaugural address on the
first evening of the meeting. The " Health
Section" is at present thus arranged :—President,

Robert Rawlinson, C.E., C.B. ; vice-presidents, I.

Lowthian Bell; Edward Charlton, M.D. ; William
I-'arr, M.D., F.R.S.; George Godwin, F.R.S.

;

Stevenson Macadam, Ph. D., F.RS.E. 1. What
is the best method of disposing of sewage and
excreta ? 2. What modifications are desirable in

the existing sanitary laws and administration ?

3. What legislative measures ought to bo taken to

prevent the adulteration of food, dri.ik, and
drugs ?

Death of Sir Joii.'J Thwaites.—The some-
what sudden decease of Sir John Thwaites, the
well-knowu chairman of the Metropolitan Board
of Works, occurred at his residence, Meaburn
House, Putney, early on Monday morning, from
an attack of English cholera and diarrhoea of

only a few days' duration. He was about 55 or

56 years of age, having been born at Meaburn,
Westmoreland, in 1815. He was the son of the
late Mr. Christopher Thwaites, of Toddy Gill hall,

iu the county of Westmoreland ; his mother was
Hannah, daughter of a Mr. John Smith. In early

life, having received his education at a school at

Reagill, in his native county, he entered business
in London, and was for many years a draper and
woollen merchant in the Borough and in Oxford-
street. While thus engaged he was frequently
employed on boards of parochial committees in

the metropolis, and about eighteen years ago was
nominated as one of the members of the Metro-
politan Commissioners of Sewers, in which he sat

as the representative of Southwark. In December,
1852, he was chosen the first chairman of the

newly-established Metropolitan Board of Works.
He received the honour of knighthood in 1865, as

a compliment to his high and responsible office,

upon the completion of the main drainage works.
One of the last appearances of Sir John Thwaites
in public was on the occasion of the recent open-
ing of the Victoria Embankment, iu executing
which he had from the first taken much interest.

Technical Instruction for Birmingham Arti-
sans.—Mr. Josiah Ma^on (some of whose splendid
gifts to the town of Birmingham we have already
chronicled) has purchased a site containing 4,000
yards of land in the centre of the town, whereon
he intends to erect a block of buildings in which
it is intended to give practical scientific instruction
to all classes engaged in the various manufactures
of the town and district. Teachers of the first

eminence are to bo engaged to give preliminary
or elementary scientilic iustructiou.

Proposed NewPoultry Market porLondon.—
The Markets Improvement Committee of the Cor-
poration of London have reported favourably upon
their architect's (Mr. Horace Jones) plan for the
erection of a new poultry market in connection
with the New Meat Market in Smithfield. The
estimated cost of the buildings is £100,000.

The Sobhey Gabdens.—When the new build*
ings at Stangate are completed, S.) Thomas's
Hospital will be removed from the Surrey Gardens,
Newington. Various rumours are injcirculation as

to the ultimate destiny of the site. It is severally

reported that the place is to be opened as a minor
Cremorue, that tlie site is to be utilized for build-

ing purposes, and new streets laid out, and that
it is to be laid out as a public park and recreation
ground. We believe that there is more probability
that tbe second of these rumours is the correct

one; and, if so, a great opportunity will bo afforded

of improving the street communication of the
neighbourhood. New-street, Kennington Park-
road, might bo continued right on to Lorrimore-
square, while Manor-place and Amelia-street,
Walworth, might be carried on to meet the pro.
posed extension of New street at right angles.

Even were the place to be purchased by some
philanthropist for the purpose of being converted
into a park—for the authorities are not likely to

do so, Kennington Park being very near—-the first

of these suggestions might fje carried out with
advantage, the road being carried through the
park.

I.VPR0VE.MENTS IN BoLTON.—Some of the Com-
mittees of the Bolton Corporation are taking
action with the view of carrying out a number o£

long-projected improvements in the town, at a
cost of upwards of £29,000. The following are
some of the items :—Widening Mealhouselane,
£2,623 lOs. ; formation of new street from Deans-
gate to S. George's-road, £24,483 23. 6d. ; exten-
sion of Duke-street, £452 168. 3d. ; improvement
of Bath-street, £125 ; improvement of School-
hill, £750 ; aud extension of Burns-street, £650.
In addition to the above, improvements are to be
effected at the corner of Blackburn-road and
tialliwell-road, aud in John Taylor-street, and
plans have been passed for a new bridge over the
River Croal in Mayor-street.

Longfloet parish 'church, Dorsetshire, was opened
on Sunday week, after restoration.

The Gravosond Gas Company have redvioed the
price of gas supplied by ttiom from 43. 6-1. to 4s.
per thousanil cubic feet, the reduction to take effect
at Christmas next.

Sir Sliafto Adair will lay the foundatioL stone of
a now Presbyterian church .at Ijisivich early iu
Novomber.

Tbo parish church of S. Andrew, Wormingford,
Essex, has just beon restored by Mr. Joseph
Grimes, of Colchester.

Tho scheme for tho erection of the Denmark
1'heatre and Winter Garden, in Leicester-squaro,
has fallen through. The company proposing to
start it is now in litiuidation,

A new church at Holsby, one of tho townships
of tho largo parish of Frodsham, Cheshu-o,
was lataly consocr.ated. Mr. John Douglas is tho
arcliitect of the church, which has cost £2,000, and
will accommodate 300 persons.

Lord Harrowby laid the foundation stone of the
new schools for S. Bartholomew's, Shepperton-
strcot, Islington, on Saturday week. The estimated
cost is .t2,087.

The twelfth prize distribution of the Ceramic and
Cry.st d Palace Art Union took place last week.
The report read by lir. Doran congratulated the
subscribers that, notwithstanding active competi-
tion, the society still continued to hold its own.

The Sultan has entrusted his architects, Serkis
Bey and Agop Boy, to prepare a plan of the re.

buil'linof of Pera. It will bo compared with the
throo other plans mado by tho tochnic il department
of the municipality, and a definite choice made.

Tho freehold site of tho church of S. Mary Somer-
set, Upper Tliamos-street, occupying an area of

3,740 square feet, was last week sold by tender for
the sum of £10,200.

The brid fo over tho Tl amos at Walton was op med
free oi toll on Jlonday week by tho joint coui...itteo

of tho Metropolitan Board of Works and tho Cor.
poration of tho Gity of Ix)ndon.

Tho Marquis of Westminster has odered \ site

for and a donation of £1,000 tow.irds the erection of
a workmen's club and institute for Pindii o, £1,500
more is required for tho building fund.

The Duko of Devonshire has consented to lay
the foundation stone of the now buildingsfor Owen's
Collogo, Manchester, on Septembers.

Now schools forthe church of the English Martyrs,
Preston, were commenced last week. Mr. Edward
Bickcrstalle is tho contractor.
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Th*new CoiTioniti<H> Baths at Bath hare just boon

eompMed. Measn. Wilson and Willcox are tbs

architects

A meeting of the principal shareholders in the

Vr irkaworth Town Hall Company was held on Tucs-

day afternoon to receive the various desinns sent

brrom the architects who had been invite<i to com-

pete for tho erection of the biiililing. Messrs.

Thompson and Young, of Derby, are among the

oompetitors.

Sereral alterations are about to l>e made at the

Tivwton Borough Gaol, from plans by Mr. Williams,

arahiteot.

A public meeting has been held in Salisbury, un-

der u>e auspices of the Corporation, to consider

what steps arc necessary to be taken in order to

•sUblish public baths in the city. Lord Radnor has

offered to give a site.

An act has just received the royal .tssent for tho

oonstruetion of a pleasure pier at S. Leonards,

about a mile distant from the Hastings pier. It

will be built chiefly of iron on screw piles, and is to

be about 750 ft. long, and to cost £15,000. A glass-

pavilion will be placed at the seaward end, and
there will be refreshment and other stall's.

dTinibtr l^rabe ^Itbidu.

Meant. Churchill and Sim's ealo on August 17 was

compend of the following lota :

—

28,000 Spruce drals, tx.

16,000 Quebec )iiQa deals, £c.

W,000 Swedish deals and battens

50,000 Sorwar deals and battens

400 Pitch pine planks
7U0 Oregon pine planks

130,000 Prepared flooring and match boards

4,000 Prash Norway spars

130 Fathoms lathwood
30 Loads Swedish balks

112 ,, Quebec elm I imber

57 „ „ ash imbor

110 „ „ red jtine timber

3S0 „ Dantzig Sr timber

SOO „ Jlemel (ir timlxT
&«., ^c.

The following prices were obtained :

—

£ s. £ 8.

Bjomeborg yellow per Petg. std. « 10 to 7 10

Do. white 3x9 7 10,, 7 15

Christiana 1st white 3x9 120 x 12f:. 14 6 „ 17 10

Do. Zoddo 3 X 9 13 6

l>o. 1st and tnd do : 13 15

Do. Sid do H 15

Do. 2i>d yoUow 2i x 6i 7

Do. 3rd do 3 x 9 1110
s. d.

Do. spars A to 6in foo' run

Do ». under -Iju.

to 7 5

ralmarla hwood cub. f-.bm.

Chrislinestadt yellow Z) x 7 per Petg. 8;d.

Do 3 X 7

Do. white 3 x 9

Do „ 2i y 7

Do 3 X 7

Dram veUow H K2i x 6} 120 x 12fi. 6

Do. ani do 7

Do. :^rddo G
Do. l9t wbitedo 5

Do. 3rd do.

£. s.

3 10
7
7
7 15

6 15
7 6

£ 8,

to 7 10

.0
Dauteig best middling timber load Bouglit in at

Do. good middling do.

Do. middling do
Du. oommon middling do..

Frederickabald Istwhi^eS x 9.„120 x 12ft.

Georgia pi ch pine 3x11 ...jier Petg. atd.

Oelie 1st and 2ud yellow do 1 x'JtolS

Da 3 ^- 11

Do, ..- 3 X 8

Do. 3 X 8

Do - 3 =< 7

Do n y- »

Da - 2] X, t

Do 2 and lin.

Da'srd yoUow 4in.

Da 3in.

Da 2m.

Do. «!b jfellow An.
Do. '. 3in

to
at

11

Da
Do,.

.2Jin.
,.1 to 2in.

Hsmoeand 1st and 2nd yellow 4in.

Do. 3rd yellow lin-

Memel 2nd mid.Uing timber load

Da Hanuerlatteu do. -^

Petortburg 1st yellow 3 x 9

per Petg. std.

Do. 3 X '

Da 21 X '

Pa 2nd do 8 x 11 x 9

Do. „ 3 X 7
Do. „ 21 X 7

Do, _ IJ x7
Do. lii whl:e 3 x H
Do, 3 X 9
Da....~ -. 8 X I

Da 2J X 7
Da l| X 7
Do, lalhwood cuh. ftbm.
Qoabsc 1st bright yellow pine

Do.
53
Da
Do.
£a £
14 10 toll
12 10 „ 1

11 S
11 5
10 10
8 10

9 15
9 15

6 15
9 10
8
g
9
8 10
8 10
8
9 10

8 5

12 10

a.

74
74

£ s.

li 10
11
la
9 5
8 10
8 15
8 6
10
9 10
8 10
8

7 5

Field ;. 164 12

per Petg. sta. 14
Do. la' dry floated „ U 10
Do. 2nd bright gin. 10 S
Do. 2ud dry floated 11 15
Do. Sid bright 9
Do. 3rd di-y Boated 8 10
Do, ?iul will,e spruce 3 x 9 120 x 12ft. 14 10
Do. .Ird do 3 X 9 13 10
Do. elm > load 5

s. d.
Do, sail VO
Do. red pine 62 6
Rinianaki lat white spruce 3x9 £ a.

190 X 12ft. 14 10
Rigalathwood cub. ftlim. 4 10
St. John's white spmce 3 x 9

120 X 12ft. 13
Do. 3 xll 120 X 12, 3 X 9 IS 10
Do 3 X 10 14-
Do 3 X 7 12 6
Do, yellow pine per Petg. std, 8
f'oderham 3rd yellow do 2i x 7 S 10
Do i\ X 8 8
Saudame iBt and 2nd yellow 3x7 9
Do ix 7 and 8 8 15
Do, 1st and 2nd white 3 x 9 8 10
Umea Ist and 2nd yellow .,,..,4 x 9 9 10
Do, 1st and 2nd white 4x9 9
Vefsen 3rd yellow 8

[Prepared Flooring.] a
Fredorickstadt 1st yellow squareli 13
Do,
Do, 2nd .v611ow 1

,, 18 10

„ 18

„ 13 10

„ 9 10

„ 9 lo

, 5 10
a, d.

„ 73 6

£ a.

„ 13 6

„ 13 15

10

Do, Istytllow groovelaud tougiied Ij 12
Do 1 9
Do J 7
Do. 1st and 2nd do 1 9
Do. 1st and 2ud white | 7
Do i 4
Do J 4
Do. 1st white 1 8
Do 5 8 3
Do. 1st white grooved, tonguod, and
beaded „ \ 4

Do I 7

£ s.

Simdswall 1st and 2nd yellow 3 x 11

per Petg. std. 11 5
Do, 4 X 9 9 15
Do 21 X 7 8 15
Do. 3rd do 3 x 11 10
Do, 4 X 9 .,..4 X 2 9 10
Soderham 4tli do
Sulddwall yellow balks, 6 and 7in load

Fredrickstadt mouldings lOO foot run

Moulmein teak load

7 10
1 17
8. d
i
£ E.

9 1.5

„ 8 10

. 6. d.
to 4
£ a.

to 11 3

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Teal losddS
^u«b«fi, red pioe .... 8 15

,, yellow ptne.. 4
8L John N.B. ;eUo»
QaetMC OAk, vhite.. 6

„ bireb 3 IS

„ elm 4 6
D&ntalc oak 6

., fir J 6
Ueiaelflr 3
Rita 3
Swedish 2 10
ll«ata,QueljeoredpLue 3 1')

,, yellow pliie., 3 15
Latjlwood,Dafitzic,fm 3 15

„ St. PetenbuTg 5 10
Oe!il>,prO„I2(t.b;3
by » la.,

Qoobec, white spmce 12 1)
St.Joba,wbit«Bpnice 12 1)
Yellow pine, per re-
duced c.

C>lisd>, let qiuUty. 1< 1 >

taA do T2

ArchAnscet, yellow ..11 10

St. Petenbnrg, yel. , . II 10

TivncR.

13 OFiiilirad *7
4 16 Hemel 7
4 15 Gothenburg, yellow 9

01 ,, white 8
6 10 0«fle. yellow 10
B O.S^xIerfaiim 8
5 8 Christionia, per C,
6 ml 12 It. by 3 by 9 in.

12 10
13

5 5
S 10

e 10

18
14

18
HI"
IS

13

yellow 13
0! Flooring boards, per
O) 8ri. of lln., fliBtyel 7 6
O.Flrst white ^ 7
BeconU (jualities .... 6 S
PoMioi Btosk pr ton t(

OiLB, *C.
Seal, pals....par tun ?7
Spurm body 84
Cod 39 n

Whale, 8th. Sea, pale 87
OliTe, Qallipoli 53 li

Cocoanut, C'ocMo,ton 4i 10
Palm, Qua 84 lo
LliuMed 39 10

KapeMed. £n({.pal«.. 44 I')

CuttoQBoed 29

37 1)
85 (J

44 15

S6

Metals,

Xjeao —

Pig, ForelsD „....pflrton

,, KuKltnti W.B do
„ L-adCo. ^ ».. do
„ 0'i«r bniiitti do

SbeetHilled do
dhtft, PkUtdI do
R««l or Minium do
Llth»rg'. W.B do
White Dry '. do
„ tfouud l>i oil do

COTPDi:—

British—Cako and Ingot par ton £^9
B'fut SelecMd do 71

»h ^ » do 70
bottoms do 78
Australian do 69
BpMtUti CAk6 do
Otii 1 Har« CMh 63

„ mflfifdi'ifcot 6>
M-.tdJ Ijbrathliis aiid fiod4 \ax\h.

CiS 15 £19 S
2tf S ::0 IS »
*) 5 20 15
19 Ij 'JO y

21

19 IS

3j

21 10
S<l 10

78
80
7} 1)

P4

73 10
6} dl

Crabe |leius

WAGES MOVEMENT.
The Sh'jt.t Tnir movk.mkn'T in Tiir Lond n Bt'ir.DiNf:

TuADE.'i —The iiiuo Lours' loovoraent, wliich procooded
witb such apparent success during the early part of the
year, would appear (says the London corresiwuiient of a
Hheffifld paper) to have collapsed for iho want of ]n;ca-

uiarjr support. Almost every man iu tiie trade desires the

nine hours work per day, but as payment by the hour is
tho rulo in London, comparatively few appear willing to
make a p esent sacrifice ol six hours' pay, or 4». per week,
for a iwssible future bencfli, and hence the lack of poou-
niiiry support rendered to die committee who undertook
the movement. Tho cummitiee, however, arc not dis-
heartened, and being composed of the best and most iu-
tolligent men in the tra<le, they are resolved to renew
ihoir e Cbite at t lie era-liest opportunity.

The Ajuloamated E.voisEEns and the Paris Ir k-
roUNDKBS.—Tho ironfounders of Paris having been on
strike for sevenU weeks for an advance in wajres, weekly
instead of monthly i>ayments, and tho abolition of
piece-work, overtime, .mid Sunday labour, the exe-
cutive Council of the Aiualgaiuut d Engineers enter-
tained au application from them for pecuniary aid, and
having satisfied themselves that the cause was one deserv-
ing of support, the blanches of the society were cousultud
as I o allowing the council to place a 2d, levy upon tho
members. The result was that 7,045 voted for the levy,
and 557 against. The levy was therefore made, and tho
amount raised, £254, has been paid to the delegate fi'om
Paris.

TENDERS.
BniDUNOTON,—For the erection of tower and spire,

Holy Trinity Church, BriiUington :—
Reonard £U00

C.iMDEN Town,—For the erection of stables, living-

rooms, &c., in Camden-road, for Dr, Andrews. Mr. II.

Spalding, architect, 1, Bloomsbury -place, W.C. Quanti-

ties supplied :

—

Brass tTW
Beaves 729

Phillips & Son ; ?15

Carter & Son 676

Woods .6

Patman and Fotheringham 6i)<

Scrivener & White (accepted) 673

City.—For alteration to a warehouse, Wood-street,

Citv, E.C. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect.
" Henshaw £470

Kiddle *43
Brass 438
Shaw 394

Conder 378

Browne and Robinson (accepted) 302

DKltBYsnlRE.—For altera' ions of and additions lo farm

buildings at Cliff-park and Mansell-park, Hulland, Derby-

shire, for Mr. J. C. B. Borough. Mr. Sugden, architect.

Leek ;—
Smith (accepted) £9oo

DERBYsniRE.—For new firm-houas and buildings at

CaiT ILdl, Derbyshire, for Mr, J, 0, B, Borough. Mr.

Sugden, architect, LeeJs. Quantities supplied :—
Smith (accepted) f2324

lI.uiilEBSMlTH,—For the rebuilding of Infant's scliool-

room, for the Broadway Congregational Church, Ham-
mersmith. Mr. H. Spaldiug, architect, 1, Bloomsbuiy-

plaoe, W.C. :—
Scrivener*! White fSo*

Adamson &, While 3'22

Bird 3S0

Braithwaite -ISO

Adams See

Woods 3^5

Chamberlain 824

Hanks (accented) 2?0

Kent.—For the erection of Public Hall at Bexlcy

Heath, Kent, for the Directors of the Roxley Heath Public

Hall and Institute Company (Limited) (First contract.

Mr Joseph Hewitt, architect. Quantities supplied.

W, A'kinson fl357

J, N. Failhorne t 1260

Harrison & Sous .-, 1187
Rhoiles &. Roberts 1179

J. Pollard 1145

Charles Bowler 1092

R, & J, Butler 4085

Niglitingale 105S

J, Kirk 1047

R. Lonsrgan 1025

T.A. MuUiner 1020

Pareons Telling 1019

Loudon Building Company (Linn ted) ... 897

T. Peck "85

Thomas Blake 915
Arrived too lato

J. R WUlis 1038

London.—For-the erection of a building, No. 3, Bar-

tholomew-lane, E.C., for the Estate Company (Limited).

Mr. E. A. Oruuing, archiect. Quantities 6ui)plied by

Messrs. W R. Gritten t Son.

J. and J. Coleman „ f9260

Mansfield & Price 9130

Ashby & Sous 9050

J. fcCPAuson 89"0

Wm. Crass 8893

Holland & Hannen 8873

O. Trollopo & Sous SUSl

Hill, Keddell, & Waldram 8680

Wm. Henshaw (acceped) 8475

Newinoton (Surrey). -For the ereciion of Holy

Trinity Rectory, Henry Jarvis & Son, architects :
—

Shapleydi Webster flBSo

Baguley 1«7
CoUs & Son .,, 1797

Downs • 1'90

Henshaw "62
Thompson l"^®**

Tarrant 17'3

Marslaud t Son 17J5

Shepherd 1'30

Po-rroN (Bed.s).—For the oroctiou of a dwelling-hou.se

at Potion fir Mr. J. Felta Mr. Usher, architect, Bedford.

Ku'ight & Boston £ lfl7 Hi

Brown 180 19 6

Ilavncs 17S 10

CoAy & Son 174 10
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I

DECORATION OF S. PAUL'S.

NO work of the present century can cnnr-

pare in its posalMe influence upon the

art of the country with the proposed decora-

tion of S. Paul's Cathsdral. For good or for

evil this will in importance eclipse all others

—

that is, supposing the enormous sum proposed

to he raised he really collected. The state of

S. Paul's Cathedral, the finest building of its

kind and date in Europe, has doubtless been a

disgrace to London and the whole nation. If

well spent, no sum of money should be
grudged by this enormously wialthy city to

complete this magnilicunt work ; but when
such a sum as a quarter of a million is talked

about, it behoves all whose voices can be
heard and whose opinions are worth hearing

in the matter to exert themselves in endea-

vouring to prevent any avoidable mistake in

so serious an undertaking. If we look round
and consider all the buildings upon which
much has been expended in decorative work
in this country, we cannot lielp feeling con-

siderable misgivings. The piecemeal adorn-
ment of the Houses of Parliament by men of

different talents, tastes, and principles has
resulted in the production of some hue pic-

tures, though of very imequal merit, all of

which might be separated without damage to

themselves or the building whose walls they
cover ; but as a specimen of decoration it

affords a good example of what should not be
done—as a salutary warning against great ex-

penditure without competent and adequate
design. If the decoration of S. Paul's is to be
a success, it must be, in outline at least, the
production of one brain, whoever is employed
to carry out the detail, to paint the pictures,

or design and execute the mosaics, and,
perhaps mere important still, draw and paint
the glass. Whether this is executed in Eng-
land or Bavaria, every detail should be studied
and controlled Ijy the master-mind who is to

direct the whole. Have we such a master-
mind among us as to be properly intrusted
with so great a work and fitted to deal with
such sums of money I In answering the first

part of the question we must not forget that
it is not only the adornment of S. Paul's that
is contemplated, but its adornment in honour,
to a great extent, of its great architect, and so,

of course, as far as his mind can be discovered,
in accordance with what he would have wished
done if he had lived to do it. Now, so far as

the decoration has gone at present, not only
have the designs of the original architect not
been carried out, but important parts of his
work—one upon which his only memorial
was inscribed—have been uselessly tampered
with or destroyed. The fine screen which
used to support the organ, and the excellent
iron grilles on either side of the Sanctuary,
were demolished for no earthly object what-
ever except a false taste—an outrage which
could only have been permitted and com-
mitted by a total disregard for and pos-
sible dislike of the art of Sir Christopher
Wren. " Oh ! but," some one will say, " if
this grand design in contemplation is to be
realized, the present Cathedral architect will
not be permitted to destroy or innovate—in
fact, a new regimen of conservatism has evi-
dently set in, for the grilles are to bo replaced
and a new screen worthy of the place is to be
erected." One would be inclined, however,
to question whether any one so worthy could
be placed there as that erected by the archi-
tect himself Still, granting all this, before any
of the money subscribed is spent, we ought to
know for certain whether Jlr. Penrose, imder
the control of any committee, is the right man
to do this vast work. If 8o, he certainly

ought to show upon paper, with a sufficient

amount of detail to enable the public to judge

of his fitness, what his designs are. The sub-

scribers to the Fund and the citizens of London
have a right to know what they are giving

their money for, anil what is to be the fate ol

that building which is justly the pride of the

metropolis.

As far as the finances are concerned, the

episode of the Wellington Memorial, as

shown by us last week, offers a warning.

Surely, before being intrusted with the super-

vision of an expenditure of £2j0,0()(), or

anything like it, the architect should show
distinctly upon what grounds he certified

the large payments to Mr. Stevens, amounting
to considerably more than his original con-

tract for the complete work. If the excuse is

to be allowed that artists who have gained a

certain position have other commissions to

execute, though that very position itself may
be to a great extent due to their public employ-

ment, it will be far better to give the work to

younger artists, and bind them over to take

no other commissions till the work in hand is

complete. We believe, however, that this

financial view of the case is by no means the

most serious ; waste of money and time are

most vexatious, and, as far as foresight can

prevent it, all care should be taken to do so

before the work is begun. But however much
money may bn squandered—however much
time wasted—if the subscribers and country get

a worthy return for their money and patience

in the end they will be satisfied and not

grudge the loss. No saving of money or time
will compensate for inefficiency of work or

feebleness and badness of design. It is here

we have the greatest misgivings, which no-

thing but full drawings of every part will do
away with. We know nothing of any of the

gentlemen spoken of as likely to be employed
calculated to inspire us with much con-

fidence. If there ever was a case in which em-
ployers had a right—and more than that, a
duty— to see what they were going to pay for

before they subscribed their money, it is this

decoration of the Metropolitan Cathedral.
" Si monumentum requiras circumspice." If

you want a hint of how the whole thing may
be managed, go and look round for yourself.

If any one will take the trouble to see what
has already been done, he must be a sanguine
man if he has no misgivings as to the future.

First, there was the needless destruction of

ancient features above mentioned ; then came
the decoration of the sacrarium, with its ill-

drawn, spiritless, grisaille painting and sham
recessed panelling. We are quite aware that

imitations in paint of various materials and
constructions have been in use in all times,

though very seldom in the best examples
;

but surely the very worst species of imitation

is the feigning of sculpture, mouldings, and
Eanelling. We should say this even if Wren
imself had so designed any of his decoration.

If nothing better can be done with the domes
surmounting each bay of the roof than to cut

them up and reduce their apparent size by
this sham lacunation, it is a grave question
whether they had not far better be left plain.

Lastly, we have the specimens of mosaic
work. These, as far as material is concerned,
are excellently done ; but what can be said

of the designs I Isaiah is the picture of a

man suffering from very short sight trying to

make out an inscription on a tablet, and at-

tended by two angels with their wings cut

square to fit them into the place. S. Matthew
is better ; but there the angel seems to be
seated on the edge of the arch, and so appears
to be slipping down in a most uncomfortable
manner. These things show plainly enough
that if anything like the amount mentioned
is to be spent to any advantage, greater art

powers than any at present exhibited will be

required Does the present staft" possess it !

If so, let it be shown before the expense is in-

curred, and let an opportunity be given to

the subscribers and public of judging the

fitness of the architect and artists and the

goodnes-s of the designs. If they can show

such a series of decorations as to satisfy the

reasonable expectations of the people, well

and good. We may be sure that the drav-

ings will be none the worse, nor the decora-

tions, as a whole, less considered, through

their being prepared beforehand with a view

to public exhibition and criticism. The deco-

tion of S. Paul's, though practically in the

hands of the Dean and Chapter, is really a

national affair, interesting alike to those

liberal persons who are subscribing large

sums of money and the thousands who, though

manvof them unable to contribute to the funds,

look" upon S. Paul's as the glory of London.

So little has been done succeasfully at pre-

sent in this matter of decoration that there

is doubtless great difficulty in deciding who
shall do such a work as this. The case of the

Houses of Parliament has demonstrated the

absurdity of picking out a certain number of

celebrated painters, both on the ground of

expense and taste. If there ever was a case

in which an unlimited competition was called

for it is this. Theae i.•.alters have been much
more studied of late years than they were in

old times. Who shall tell whether among
our own architects or other artists a designer

to rival M. Lemeire ni'ght not be found, who
would prepare a aeries of iconographjr and

designs which should make the decoration of

S. Paul's an epoch in art, and not what it

threatens to be, and what most of our

attempts at decoration on a large scale have

hitherto proved to be—a disastrous and costly

failure? Of this we are quite certain, that a

moderate sum spent in premiums for the

three or four best sets of drawings would bo

well spent, and that really in the end such a

course would be as economical as wise and

provident.

SUNDRY DECORATIVE WORKS AT
THE KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

{Continued from page 93.)

THE staircases and corridors, which we have

mentioned as being fit positions for deco-

ration, need not fear to do injury to, or to be

injured by comparison with, such objects as

the contents of this museum. Accordingly,

we find that such spaces have been selected

for much sumptuous display of the kind.

The large staircase leading up from the north

cloister to the picture-galleries is a specimen.

Like most of the art fostered at South Ken-
sington, it is highly eclectic—the result of

careful study of ancient precedents. One's

eye is thus caught at once by the rich and

delicate ceiling and pleasantly reminded of

those of Moorish construction. The wooden
construction is properly revealed and deco-

rated, each rafter being bracketed down to

the corbels of the cornice. A raking portion

is carried round the walls, and an oblong

space in the centre is level and divided into

three panels, the central one square, and a

narrow oblong one at either end. A delicate

octagonal gilt metal grille occupies the main
portion of the space of the central square

panel. This being over the gaselier provides

good means of ventilation. Carved pendants

mark the points of intersection of the main
beams of this ceiling. The treatment in

colour is rich and delicate—gold and white

and grey, with the ground of the panels dark.

The general effect is undoubtedly good ; and

it is only when we come to investigate closely

the details that we are disappointed. Thus,

then, we find that in a most costly work all

that has been spared has been thought and

invention on the part of the designer ; that one

monotonous pattern fills the whole of the nu-

merous panels ; and that the commonest Greek
fret is the invariable border around them all.

And, lastly, but not least, we must consider

open to criticism the fact that this ceiling

surmounts plain maroon tinted walls with a

simple chocolate dado. Herein is the eclectism

weiiihed and found wanting. A rich Moorish
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ceiling is always found crowning an apart-

ment with both elaborate walls and pavement

in harmony. Hert^ this ceiling looks but

one of the many isolated specimens of beau-

tiful work with which the museum abounds.

"We need not further point to the discrepancy

between the Oriental framework and the

Renaissance omaiuentatioa of this cejling;

what we have said we think may suffice to

show that in this, as elsewhere, the general

character of the work of the Department

is consistently carried out in inconsistency.

We cannot, however, quit this staircase

without some notice of its prominent feature

— the large semi-circular-headed window
above the lauding. It is filled with a Renais-

sance architectural composition, with pilasters

and baluster-like columns enclosing sundry

pictured panels—a pair of forcibly drawn and
equally forcibly coloured lovers clasping hands
in the centre, and an incongruous and incom-
prehensible mass of ornamentation in the

arched head above. Thedetails throughout are

of the stupidest nonsense ornament of the non-
sensical style that has been selected. The
sham projections and perspectives are pal-

pable absurdities, and the general effect

spotty and unsatisfactory in the extreme. The
ordinary staircase and its cast-iron railing

again proclaims the borrowed nature of the

far finer plumage overhead.
We are not, however, confined in this

mnseum for studies of decoration to these

eclectic ones of its decorators, but many valu-

able collections of drawings of the most re-

nowned specimens in the world are to be
found upon its walls or in its revolving
cases of frames, and to these we intend
occasionally to refer for the benefit of our
readers and students of this branch of art.

In the vestibule of the portion of the
museum in which the Meyrick collection of

armour is displayed, are now hung some ex-

ceedingly interesting copies of the fresco

paintings which have recently been discovered
in the crypt of the church of S. Clemente at

Rome. To these we desire to direct attention,

and for that purpose we append the follow-

ing notes made upon some of them, which
will give an idea of their character and
value :

—

No. 1 is a male bust—unknown—of old
classic character, date about 300 a.d. ;

sketciuly but clearly drawn, features of full

Roman type, naturally and not conventionally
expressed. No. 2 is a female saint— unknown

—

with nimbus. Date beginning of fifth century

;

though in some degree resembling the last

example, less careful and more conventional.
No. 3 is The Crucifixion, with the figures

of the Virgin Mary and S. John, believed to

be the earliest known raural painting repre-

senting this event. Date about 646-50 a.d.

Very rude art—almost all classical character
lost, and conventionality substituted, but not
as yet lully developed. Similar in character,

but interesting from the composition of its

separate subjects, is No. 4, which represents

the Marys at the Sepulchre, the Descent
of our Lord into Hades, and the Slarriage

of Cana ; the last subject imperfect, but
recognizable by the Architriclinus, or Ruler
of the Feast, standing near our Lord. Date
probably about 650 a.d. Below these are

nung a painting in tempera, on canvas,
of a standing female figure, with tlie in-

scription " Dionyeas in Pace," copied from
another fresco in the cemetery of S. Cal-
listus, supposed to be of the second half of

the third century, and an oil painting on
canvas of a robed female figure with extended
arms, probably S. Cecilia, copied from a fresco

in the cemetery of S. Callistus, part of the
Roman catacombs, the original of which is a
work of the seventh century. These, though
coarse and inartistic, are very interesting by
way of comparison among themselves and
with those of S. Clemente. In the former,
the classic feeling in the figure and the free-
dom of imitation of nature in foliage, with
the bird in the background, are manifest

;

whereas, the latter, by the diapering of the

robe and its jewelled borders—in themselves,

by-the-way, tasteful both in colour and de-

sign— evidence the nascent Christian style

of oruament, while the rude head betrays

a reminiscence of Pagan types. No. 5. The
Assumption of the Virgin Mary—the date

of which appears to be fixed at about 850
A.D., by the introduction on the spectator's

left hand of Pope Leo IV., apparently as

a personage then living—shows a panelled

ornamental dado about 4ft. high, with rude

scrawls of vegetation iu brown upon the panels,

which are of a yellowish-white ground, defined

by a black line, and a vemilion red band is

carried round them. The principal stibject

occupies an oblong space about 6ft. long by
3ft. high, with a semi-circular niched addition

to the centre above. The Virf;in is seen with
extended arms upon a sepulchred rock, and
our Saviour, surrounded by a Vescica form,

borne by four angels, appears in a starry

firmament ready to receive him. The twelve

apostles are ranged six upon either side, with

the arm of one of them stretched upwards, as

if pointing, but with the evident aim of aiding

the symmetry of the composition ; to carry

out which further the figure of the Pope
terminates the picture on one side and a

corresponding saint performs the same office

on the other. The figures are in sober- coloured

costume of white robes, with an occasional

yellow or brown mantle, and are thrown up
by a vermilion wall and dark green sky above.

Rude as is the drawing throughout, and
conventional the arrangement, the effect is

solemn and dramatic, and the composition is

not without grace, particularly in the treat-

ment of the Angelic supporters of our Lord.

No, 6 is the Translation of the Relics of S.

Clement, by Pope Nicolaus, from the Vatican
to the Basilica ofS. Clement, a votive offering,

given by Maria Macellaria, date about 900
A.D. The picture, though highly interesting,

is in a degraded style of art, with but little of

dramatic effect. The superior dignity of the

robed prelate, seated at the shrine which is to

receive the relics, is clumsily conventionalized

by his figure being of a larger size than the

rest, and, though his hands are extended as in

adoration, he is looking straight out of the

picture and away from those who are inviting

his attention. Acolytes are bending under the

weight of a litter, upon which the body of the

saint is borne, and others are swinging censers

behind, and a crowd follow with the

cross and banner-bearers of the procession,

and the whole, by the sloping line given

by their heads against the sky, seem sliding

against the frail temple, which they appear

as if they would overwhelm. A remark-
able ornamental band runs below the pic-

ture, and a dado below that, the motif of

the decoration in the former looking like

rich Byzantine, and of the latter of meagre
Classical work. In Italy, during all the ages

of Christianity, the remnants of Classic art,

always among the people, modified their ideas

and their practice, and we continually see a
struggle going on between the elements of

Classicalism and Mediajvalism, but this early

instance of the kiud is one of special interest.

There are also copies of other frescoes at S.

Clemente than these we have noted, but we
have not time upon this occasion to do more
than refer our readers to them ; we may, how-
ever, upon another opportunity, return to them,
as well as to the other stores for the decorative

student which are to be found in this most
valuable museum.

mathematical formulae and algebraical equa-
tions are not suitable for those particular ex-
amples of construction iu which the different
parts are inclined to one another at angles
which not only vary among tlio parts them-
selves, but are also dissimilarly inclined to the
horizontal. An example of our meaning is

given in Fig. 2, which represents a skeleton

I

WROUGHT IRON CRANES.—IIL

OUR two preceding articles on this subject

were confined solely to a practical de-

scription and illustration of the ordinary

method of constructing wrought-iron cranes,

and we reserved, for a third and concluding
article the question of their theory and scienti-

fic analysis. It has been already stated that

elevation of a wrought-iron bent crane. In
practice, the outer and inner flanges are curved
as shown by the dotted lines, but they are

considered theoretically to consist of a series

of straight lines joining the several points

where they are connected with the diagonal
bars forming the web. These points may, in

reality, be either pins or rivets, but bearing in

mind to what tremendous jerks and vibrations

cranes are subjected, there would not be any
particularly valid reason for employing the
former kind of attachment. After a time,

pins must work loose; rivets never do. To
determine the strains upon the crane repre-

sented in Fig. 2, wliicli is supposed to be
loaded only with a weight at its peak L, wo
start from the fundamental principle that

governs the distribution of strain upon two
separate members inclined at different angles

to the horizontal, and acted upon by
the same weight—to speak dynamically,

by the same force. This principle, whicli

it is necessary thoroughly to understand,

will be best explained by a reference to Fig.

1. Let A C, B C, be two bars inclined to the
horizontal line F G at angles respectively of
60° and 45°, aud supporting a weight W at

their junction C, which let us take equal to

1 ton. By the method of resolution of forces,

construct the triangle C D E, and make
C D = 1 ton. Draw D E parallel to B C,

then D E will equal the strain upon B C, and
E C that upon AC. If these strains be
measured off upon a scale of two tons to the

inch, which is the scale iipon which C D is

drawn, they will be found to equal respec-

tively 0-50 and 071. It is not difficult to

prove that these values are in the ratio of the

cosines of the angles which the bars make
with the horizontal line F G. By the prin-

ciples of trigonometry we obtain in the tri-

angle C D E the proportion D E : E C : : sine

E D : sine E D 0. But the angle E C D is the

complement of the angle E C F, whicli in

the diagram was made equal to 60 degrees

;

similarly, the angle E D C is equal to the

angle D C B (Euclid, prop, xv., book 1),

whicli is the complement of the angle B C G,
which is equal to 45 degrees. As the sine

of any angle is equal to the cosine of its

complement, it we call the strain upon the

bar B C = E D = S, and that upon A C =
E C = Si, we have S : S» : : cosine 60° : cosine

45°. Substituting the values of these in the

equation, we find 0'5 : 0-71 : : 050000 :

070710, a sufficiently close approximation to

prove the accuracy of the diagram.

A similar method is employed in deducing
the strains upon the crane in Fig. 2, with

the exception that, as we proceed, the re-

solution of the different forces becomes rather

more complicated, but not to such a degree

as to hinder any one from mastering the
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subject with care and attention. At the same
time, it is not to be supposed that a mere
casual perns U of our article is sullicicnt to

enable our younger readers to comprehend
the matter thoroughly. Far from it. They
must study—not merely read—it, and work
out for themselves the diagrams to a con-

veniently large scale. For the sake of siiu-

plicity, we will suppose that there is a weight
of one ton only at tlie point L, in Fig. 2. Tlie

advantage to be derived from this is that

when once the strains due to a weight of one
ton have been ascertained, all that is ne-

cessary to obtain those on another crane
similar in design but loaded with a different

Weight is to multiply them by the constant

ratio between the original or .Jtamlard

weight and the one in question. It must not
be forgotten that any alteration in the dB:!ign

of the crane, such as changing the radii of

either the inner or outer flanges, or the angle

of inclination of the bars, will altogether

vitiate the calculation. To return to our
diagram in Fig. 2. Let L a equal one ton, sup-
ported at the front L. IIow does this produce
strains dili'ering in character and intensity

throughout the whole structure i In the first

jdace, the weight being supported at the con-
nection of the two bars K L and L H must
strain both of them, compressing the latter and
extending the former. The parts in com-
pression are shown by thick black lines,

those in tension by fine ones. From the point
a, draw a b parallel to the bar K L, meeting
the chord of the part ly H of the lower flange

in b. Then, measured on the same scale,

a b will give the strain upon L K, and
L b that upon L H, and they are
respectively equal to - 1-3 and + I'Oo

tons. The sign minus denotes a tensile

strain and + a compressive. Leaving this

latter strain alone for a moment, let us trace

the further action of that upon L K. This is

obviously transferred to point K, where it acts

upon G K and K II, extending the former,
and compressing the latter. Upon K L, plot
off K c equal to a b, equal to the strain upon
K L ; draw c d parallel to K G, meeting
K H lu (/. The lines c d and K d will give
the strains upon CJ K. and K H respectively,
and will be found equal to - 2-15 and -f-

1-8.5

tons. Following the strain upon K H, it Is

transferred to the point H, whore it pulls
upon the bar G H and compresses H F. If
there were no other force acting upon the
point H, nothing more would be required to
find the strains upon the members G H and
H F than to proceed as before. But there
is the strain upon L H, equal to L 6, to be
taken Into consideration, and how it also
affects the bars acted upon by the strain upon
K II. It will be seen on inspecting the dia-
gram that It compresses H F, and also com-
presses the- bar G 11, which Is, on the contrary,
stretched by the strain brought upon it from
K IL But it has been frequently mentioned
in our articles on constructive subjects that
when a bar or part of a structure Is acted upon
by forces or strains of both tension and com-
pression, the actual strain is the algebraical
sum of the two. Thus If a bar have a tensile
or minus strain of 7 tons, and a compressive
or plus strain of 4 tons, then the actual re-

sulting strain Is (+ 4 - 7) = - .3 tons. This
is just what occurs in the present case, and we
thus see how Important it Is to remember
these fundamental axioms. The bar G H is

acted on by a tensile strain in the direction of
K II and a compressive one In that of L H.
It Is the dlfl'erence, therefore, of these two
which is the strain really affecting the bar.

There are two methods of resolution by
which these strains on G H and H F may be
determined. One is by proceeding as has
been already done, taking care to take the
algebraical sums of strains of a different
character where they are so, and the other to
first find the resultant ofthe two original strains,

and then completing the diagram of forces.

Let us consider the former method first. Pro-
duce K II to c, making II e = K d = strain

upon K H, From e draw f f, p.arallel to G If.

ileasure efnnd f H, and these will represent

the strains upon tlie bars G II and II F, due
to that transferred to the point II by the bar

K II, and will bo - 1-0 and + 24. Now
for tlie other strains, produce L II to I,

making II I equal L b equal the strain

upon L ij. From I draw I n parallel

to G II, and I n and n II will be the

other strains upon G H and II F, and will

scale -1- 0-5 and + 0-63 tons. Summing up, we
obtain the total strains upon these parts of

the crane to be as follows :—Upon G H
(- 1-0 + 0-5) = - 0-5 tons, and upon II F
(+ 2-4 + 0-63) = + 3-03 tons. By the second
method, the resultant of the strains of K II

and L H must be first ascertained. Produce
K 11 to e. as before, draw ,• g parallel to L H,
and equal to L b. From g draw g h, parallel

to G H. Then g h will be found, on measure-
ment, to equal (c/ - In) = - 0-5, and h H to

equal (II n + Kf) = + 3-03 tons. At the

point G there are also two forces acting,

namely the strain due to the bar G H and that

to K G. The resulting strains can easily be de-

termined upon the parts G F and G F by
either ofthe methods we have just Investigated.

We cannot spare space to go through every
strain, nor is there any necessity, as the de-

termination of theothers is simply a repetition

of what has been already done. Those who
desire to thoroughly understand this operation

must make a good large diagram of Fig. 2,

and workoutthe wholeproblemfor themselves,

taking care to tabulate the strains upon each
bar separately, so as to perceive how they
accumulate from the free to the fixed extremity
of the crane.

Although this method of calculating strains

is perfectly accurate enough for all practical

purposes, yet, as it Is a consecutive one, It is

advisable to check the strains In the flanges at

Intervals. This may be readily done by very
simple formula;. For example, the strain upon
the bar K G has been found by the diagram
tobeequalto — 2-15 ton3,andltmay be checked
as follows. It Is manifest from the principle

of moments that the strain at any point multi-
plied by the leverage with which it acts, will

be equal to the weight at that point, multi-
plied also by the leverage with which It acts.

The strain on the bar G K acts with a maxi-
mum leverage of N H, equal to 3-5 teet,

whereas the weight at L acts with the hori-

zontal leverage of H d, equal to 7-9 feet.

If S be the strain required, L its leverage, W
the weight, and L' Its leverage in the general

f 1 a
W + L' ^ 1 + 7-9

formula, S = —t ~^ From

which we obtain S = - 2-2 tons, which checks
the accuracy of the calculation by diagram.
Great care must always be taken In calcu-
lating by diagram, as there Isalvvays a tendency
for errors to accumulate. One false step at

the commencement, If It Is not perceived, Is

perpetuated In all the succeeding operations,
and would ultimately cause a very serious
difference in the correct values. But by using
the method of moments to check the results,

no such accumulation can occur, and one Is

enabled to perceive, as the working out of the
diagram proceeds, that the calculations are
rightly performed. One or two checks of this

kind should always be Introduced, as. If the
whole operation Is effected first, and the strain

upon the last flange not found to be correct,

the whole work must be gone over again to

discover the error.

BUILDERS VERSUS ARCHITECTS.
{Concluded from page 111.)

SUCH of our readers as may have perused
our last week's article may also have

seen that the subject Is still kept up in our
column of " Correspondence." We now
briefly conclude our ovyn observations upon
It. It is agreed on all hands that the present
training of the English architect is very In-

adequate. Such, however, as It is, It Is

endorsed with the approval of the Royal
Institute, which admits to Its highest ranks
any respectable man who may have been for

seven years a simple practitioner, good, bad,
or indifferent. It follows that no jiroposal to

Invest Its Fellows solely with the function of

an arbitrator In building disputes can hold
water. If the Institute is strong anywhere it

is in the metropolis ; but we greatly doubt
whether, in a case of building dispute, even a
London builder would not prefer the arbitra-

ment of any of our metropolitan building
surveyors. These gentlemen are, by the opera-
tion of the very rule of professional practice

set up by the Institute, better used to enter

into the "minutira" out of which building
disputes usually arise—that is to say, in nine
cases out of ten, out of questions of value,

questions of trade- custom, and (juestlons of

modes or measuring artificers' work. How is

a Fellow of the Institute, who, agreeably with
the unchallenged dictum of its late Presi-

dent, abstains from questions of money value,

to deal as an arbitrator with such questions I

He must necessarily take counsel with some
building surveyor, who would himself, per-

adventure, have made a more eflicient judge
for the final settlement of the dispute. We
do not seek to set up building-surveyors
against Institute Fellows. Some of these

latter are admirably qualified to officiate as

arbitrators. We are simply speaking of Insti-

tute Fellows as a body : of their entire

absence of any special training, as Fellows,

for the functions of an arbitrator. In such a
precarious profession as that of architecture,

a most estimable man may very well have
been "seven," nine, or even eleven years "In
practice;" and yet all that time have had
little or no practice in building. This is

of course his misfortune rather than his fault

;

but It Is cleUr he will thus be very unfit for an
arbitrator, having nothing but his Fellow-
ship (that Is to say, his seven years' " prac-

tice") to exhibit as his qualification for the
office. Sorry, Indeed, are we to observe the
Institute year after year maintaining so Inade-

quate a criterion for Its Fellowships. It is the
hateful opprobrium of a professional corpora-

tion, that might do, and ought to do, more to

foster and to purify the building trade. It Is

all very well to be angry with Mr. Ayrton :

we question very much whether the right
honourable gentleman, with all his faults, is

not a Frankenstein of the Institute's own
raising !

But we are forgetting our good friends the
builders, who will persist in drawing plans
for capitalists who wish to build, and who will

not repair to the office of the designing archi-

tect, design he never so wisely. Well, we
cannot for the life of us see why our archi-

tectural—or rather our professional—friends

should take such umbrage at the act as many
of them appear to have done, judging from
the angry letters they have written \is. Why
should not a builder make plans, or even
ornamental designs, if it comes to that i

There is no mystery or trade secret in the

making of such drawings ; and there is,

moreover—what these irate gentlemen have
forgotten—no royal road to the making of

such documents. If a man wants plans, but
win not have an architect's supervision, we
should ourselves advise him by all means to

apply to an architect In preference to any one
else, simply because the preparation of plans

Is his special vocation. But If he will not go
to an architect, there is no reason why he
should not go to any other person who is com-
petent to draw plans. There are many such
persons out of, as well as In, the ranks of the
professional body aggrieved ; and among them
it is indubitable our friends will have to

Include builders. They make the plans, such
as they are—possibly very good, probably
very bad, most probably quite useless ; they
get paid for them, and there is an end of the

matter. It Is not pretended that these erring

builders have been otticlating as architects.

If they do, and at the same time contract to
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erect the building in question, they rdinaiii

simply builder.-*, not architects, to thj em
ployer who has simply (very simply) en„'age«t

them ia that dual capacity. If, on the othei

hand, these incontinent, obnoxious "builders,"

charsed with inserting a foot into the arclii

tects trou,!^h, do pretend to officiate simply

as supervisors of the building they have

"drawn," what have our professional friend-

to complain of / They may term them
" builders," if the)' please ; but we slioulJ

call them " architects," to all intents and

purposes—that is to say, they are real deni-

zans of that magic circle in which, if they

keep respectable for seven years, they are

certain (if they can and will alTird four

guineas a year) to tllloresce ai full Fellows

—

yes. Fellows—of the Royal Institute of British

Architects. AVe should very much like tn

know how any English architect is at thi>

present writing to get higher up on the

architectural ladder than that i As English

architects, we put the query with, we confess

it, unfeigned sorrow and hnn'.iliation.

No : it will not do to throw stones at these

plan-drawing builders ; not, at all events,

while this dreadful war against professional

architects is raging iu Whitehall-place. If

our professional friends can really draw
better plans than the builders can, it is

well ; let them somehow (the Institute knows
how—we do not) get the " disceruing " build-

ing public to see the plans or to appreciate

the fact We have, unfortunately, no other

genuine credentials to produce. They do not

recognize our special architectship at White-
hall ; the public does not recognize it ; we
have none to show them for their money ; no
guarantee of our special fitness for plan-

drawing; nothing but our—as we think-
very superior plans to exhibit. The pub-
lic never sees them : it will not come- most
stupid public— to the Architectural Exhibi-
tion ; and it goes, as Mrs. Malaprop has it,

" promiskerously " to the builders. The ar-

chitects, ill-employed in these hard times,
" swear consumedly " at the incident. Let
them ponder for a while at the moral—we
trust it has one—of our article.

We began it by sympathising with the

writers of the letters we have printed in our
columns of florrespondence. In closing it,

let us say we have no sympathy with either

the builders or the architects who bandy
imputations of " scamping," bribery, and
foul dealing. These things are, like plan-

drawing, pec'iliar to mortals of every trade

and vocation. Their practice, whatever our
friends may think, is purely cosmopolitan ;

by no means restricted, as their letters seem to

imply, merely to builders, nor yet to archi-

tects. W. Y.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.
(Continued from page 77).

n)HE iesthetic development of the Middle

J_ Ages was high because the intellect, the

physical and moral faculties, were governed,

ami obtained a sort of provisional harmony
under the theological or ecclesiastical dominion.

Taste—which is strictly analogous to or the

same as the moral faculty, inasmuch as both

arc of a compound character, requiring a judg-

ment of the understanding or reason as well

as an emotion or capacity to feel pleasure of

some sort—obtained under the social-religious

organization of Catholicism a freer exercisa

than it could possibly have when the in-

tellectual and mural natures are in antagonism,

as they had previously been under Roman
civilization, and which they were afterwards

subject to again when a separation became
necessary between scientific progress and the

Church, or between intellectual advancement
and dogmatism. For about two centuries art

reposed npoa a generally-admitted system of

philo.sophy, and acquired an expression dis-

tinct from all that had preceded it an<i all

that has followed it Taste, or the feeling

for art, is, as I have said, of a complex nature.

I'.id always requires the " pre-cxistence " and
'co-exislence " of certain faculties of our
lature in their free and harmonious exercise.

(Vhen the intellect is estranged from the

moral power, or there is a sort of unreal feel-

ing subsisting between the two ; when reason

ind conscience do not agree, as often with the

individual, the capacity forjudging rightly,

ivhetlier in moral actions or in art, is destroyed

)r rendered useless. No man under such a

condition can discriminate right from wrong,
the beautiful from the deformed. Art be-

comes an unreal expression. But as in the

individual so in society there is an abnormal
or perverted use or agreement of these facul-

ties, often due to improper education. A man
judges or conceives a thing wrong or ugly
which another believes to be the opposite

with the conviction of both the above facul-

ties. This is due to education. His concep-

tions are perverted in some points from a de-

ftoiency of proper training ; so it was with the

conceptions of the artists of the Middle Ajjes

in respect of the representative arts of sculp-

ture and painting particularly.*

Architecture being an art iu which the

faculties of abstraction are concerned rather

than those of perception and imitation (indeed,

itself an abstraction of the mind), excelled.

Where the slightest conventionalization is

used in the art of the sculptor or carver we
find unexampled skill, but not so where the

imitation of natural objects is required. Thus
in the portrayal of the human tigure a low,

coarse estim.ate of physical beauty is the cha-

racteristic type met with. B.id drawing and
ignorance of perspective .?how the neglect the

imitative arts had suffered. As I have said,

the tendency to represent "directly" the

object of worship gradually increased, but the

religious ideal of the period was too low for

the exercise of the higher faculties of concep-

tion. Again, the ajsthetic sentiment neces-

sary in these arts was quite subjected to the

devotional feeling, which in its monastic or

ascetic form was tot.illy irreconcileable to

art. Between the sixth and twelfth centuries

the ascetic ideal of ugliness was supreme, and
exercised an unfavourable influence. The
veneration of relics of the martyrs and image-
worship rather checked the progress of correct

and good taste in art than otherwise, because
it unduly subjected the material conception

to the spiritual or religious ideal of the time.

Bodily torture and suffering instead of beauty
were associated with holiness ; and it may
be generally observed that art becomes reflec-

tive of the emotional parts of theology of

every creed. We find that the spiritual con-

ception of a Supreme Being was not mate-
rialized or represented by artists till about
the fourteenth century, when portraits of the

First Person of the Trinity became common
(see Didron) and assumed various degrees

of rank till the figure became the central one.

The deification of the Virgin arose from the

great want felt during this period to mate-
rialize spiritual conceptions, and it may be

said that the Mediaeval conception of the

Virgin exercised a beneficial influence, and
was probably the highest ideal, as significant

of moral charm and beauty, that the artist of

the Middle Ages conceived. The great error,

however, in the artistic conceptions of the

time was in believing there was an impassable

gulf between the physical and moral ; or that

ascetic practices and bodily restraint were
necessary to a virtuous life. Gnosticism, for

instance, maintained the essential evil of

matter, and the propensities of the body were
to be subdued. It was under this belief that

the hideous and repulsive carvings and repre-

sentations that adorned the cornices), bosses,

stringcourses, and other ornamental accessories

of architecture were conceived, a? it wasa belief

in a hell—a religious terrorism that stimu-

lated the religious devotee to works of un-
parallelled self-sacrifice, cost, and zeal.

Architecture was, par excellence, the art of

• Vide the painted gU33.

the Middle Ages, the other arts being subordi-
nate to it as accessories. There wis a proper
relationship or co-ordination between the arts
then which fre(iuently at the present day
we sadly lose sight of. For instance, it is

not rare to find a new modern-fashioned
church erected in miserable keeping with the
decoration. E.vteriorly we get a barn-like,
ill-proportioned structure of stone, or, more
frecjuently, a mixture of stone and brick, in
a Franco or Italo-Qothic style, built in ac-
cordance with the whimsical and crude
notions of a leading popular "high-ritual"
architect— I do not want to be invidious—
while interiorly we find an extravagant
parade of fancy brickwork of the most bizarre

description, the \\'x\U and fittings b. ing be-
dizened to such a degree that all stiuctural
harmony and tiuthlulness is completely
destroyed. This want of repose and subordi-
nation we never find among the works of the
Meditovalists. The reason we do now is

pretty obvious, and I shall endeavour pre-
sently to explain. Christian architecture
properly commenced from the age of Con-
.stantine, after the separation from the Western
Empire. Two great divisions sprung from
Roman art. First, the Byzantine, the style

used by all the Slavonic races of Europe,
adopted by the Greek division of the
Church, and by the Christians of the
East, in Asia, Africa, &c., till the Saracens
prevailed in the latter parts. Second, the
Romanesque, the style which, starting from
Roman art, was adopted and practised in

the AVest, and which ultimately developed
into the Gothic or Pointed style of the
Teutonic races. The distinguishing feature

of the first is its domical construction and
the circular form of its plans ; while the
latter style chiefly adopted the rectangular

plan of the Roman basilica. I allude chiefly

to these two great developments of Middle-
Age architecture for the purpose of indicating,

the relative values of both in our church
architecture of the future. While we cannot
do better than follow the style and treatment
of the latter branch, or the Gothic art of our
own country, I think, nevertheless, we may
usefully adapt the plans and constructive

peculiarities of the Byzantine churches as

even more applicable to the requirements of

our modern reformed church. But I reserve

this point for a future paper iu which the
more practical aspect of this essay will be
considered,

It is to the Romanesque, or Gothic of the
West, from which were developed the Pointed
styles of the thirteenth and fourteenth centu-

ries, that we must look for the varied elements
and expression of Mediajval conception and
feeling. Here are harmoniously expressed

abstract and conventional forms vieiug with
the consummate art of the Greeks, after

which it must be regarded as the second great

period of architectural excellence. Borrowing
all that was noble in construction of the

arched astylar system of the ancients, the

Middle-age architects added variety and vigour,

and impressed their own character, thought,

and feeling upon the architecture of this

period. Comparing the Greek period of ex-

cellence with the Mediaeval, one reached the

acme of material perfection as expressed in

the trabeated construction, the other the more
varied poetry of arched construction,—one
was material wrought out by pure intellect,

the other was material wrought upon by the

moral and spiritual faculties, under a Divine

inspiration. In analysing the characters of

the two styles of art, they are perhaps no-

where better expressed than in the mouldings

of the two periods. In Greek moulding
there is a rectangularity and inflexibility of

expression, denoting a decision of thought,

and at the same time a delicacy of refine-

ment in the curves that is more indicative of

intellect than feeling. In the Gothic mould-
ings, on the contrary, there is a more playful

variety of curves and angles, the latter being

oftener obtuse or acute than rectangular, dia-
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playing a greater regard for pleasing variety

than for decision. The same iniiexiblo

rigidity of character noted in the mouldings
is also found in the general forms and plans

of Greek buildings. The plans of Mediioval

structures are, on the other hand, rich in out-

line, and are, on the whole, exceedingly cha-

racteristic of the versatility of the elements

and races which comljiued to form Middle-
age society. I think the styles known as the

First and Second Pointed, or the " Early
English " and " Decorated " of Rickman's
nomenclature, express most completely the

intellect, spirit, and feeling of the iliddle

Ages, and are tlie purest architectural embo-
diments of this period, but the numerous
examples and works render it unnecessary in

this essay to pai ticularize the peculiarities of a

style so well understood by the readers of the
Building NEWfs.
From the fourteenth century we begin to

trace the approaching disorganisation of

Catholicism, or that theological system that

had so long held dominion. The decompo-
sition of the system was, then, brought about
by its very elements. Thus the metaphysical
spirit, or reason, became too critical and power-
ful for the theological spirit ; while a sever-

ance was commenced between the spiritual

and temporal powers. Hitherto they had
subsisted together under a philosophy, but
this could no longer preside over both. An
inevitable dissolution became imminent be-

tween sacerdotal authority and political ex-

istence, while the gradual increase of an in-

dustrial and scientific spirit made it still

more necessary. Comte observes that at this

period four evolutions began to characterise

society—the industrial, ajsthetic, scientific,

and philosophical—elements destined simul-
taneously to prepare a spiritual reorganisation

of society. Now, it may appear strange that

in all preceding periods the fine arts (Greek
perhaps excepted) were essentially confined to

the higher classes, but it was so, and the fact

only illastrates the basis upon which the arts

reposed. Slavery and war were generally the
state of society. But at this particular epoch
industrial progressgave an impulse to art—at

least served to popularise it, by its tendency
to develope among the lowest classes habits
of mental activity under which alone the
festhetic action can be understood, and also

a sense of ease and security so necessary for

the enjoyment of art. But at this very epoch,
early in the fifteenth century, the decomposi-
tion of the theological and progressive ele-

ments of society commenced, a revolutionary
state ofsociety set in, and the industrial spirit,

engaged upon more preliminary and provi-
sional work, rendered little aid to iesthetic

action, which was thus deprived of direction

or social destination. The history of art for

the last five hundred years sufficiently indi-

cates this revolution in the moral and intel-

lectual world, an analysis of which I will

show in the next paper. G. H. G.

FRENCH SUBURBAK VILLAS.*

(Concludedfrom page 114.)

EETURNINO from this long digression to our
villa, we find that it is faced in about equal

proportions with brick and stone, the broad sur-
face of the former beneath the main cornice being
relieved with diamond bands of a darker coloured
brick. It would have uaited the turrets more
thoroughly with the general design if the brick-
work here had been carried round the turrets, as
it is on the lower stage of the front ; but I pre-
sume the wish of the designer has been to make
the corner towers as handsome and presentable aa
it was possible on account of their prominence.
For the same reason the central portion of the
facade is of stone.

In the design of the door much taste has been
exliibited. The feeling, on the whole, is quite
Gothic. Like the later Gothic doors, it is flinlced
on each side by buttresses square in plan at first

and then set anglewiae above the sets off, in which

•By W. H. PiCTOs, A.R.I.B,A.
Liverpool ArcUitwtural Society.

Bead before the

form they continue up to the next storey, 'and

are crowned with small elegant carved shafts. It

may be urged that those buttresses are mere ex-

crescenses serving no legitimate purpips", and,
looking at them in a matter-offaot way, this is no
doubt true. But our art inoludes imagination as

well as reason amongst her clients (a dilflcult cus-

tomer to satisfy, by the way), and to meet her
views these projections, I maintain, are perfectly

legitimate. We instinctively associate the idea of

strength to a doorway ; and however strong it

may really be, if it does not look so and does not
boldly assert itself above the rest of the features

of ithe building, it fails to satisfy the imagina.
tion.

The head of the door is a depressed arch, very
faintly pointed. The architrave mold is some-
what Gothic in character, but projected forward
slightly from the wall to secure a definite line of

shadow. A label mold surrounds the head, ter-

minating against the buttresses. A very etfective

billet mold ornaments the architrave, having
within it a running band of foliage. The intro-

duction of the female head in the centre of the
arch relieves the label mold from the unpleasant
effect produced by the depressed point. On each
side of this head two mouldings curve upwards,
and uniting in the string-course above pierce

through it and develope into a finial, of which
more hereafter. The spandrels between the arched
head and the string are filled with carving, con-

sisting of rich foliage leaves and delicate scroll

work. The wood doors are quite in harmony
with the light and elegant character of the door-
case, the upper parts being glazed between the
coUonettes or balusters.

The upper part of the fa<;ade above the entrance
door is a most pleasing composition. The two
windows coupled together in one frame, although
common-place enough to the idei, display so much
taste in the details as almost to reconcile one to the
Uberty taken with the curved pediment and the
sprawling shield in the centre, which, whatever
may be thought of it in an aesthetic point of view,

quite fulfils the aim of the architect in carrying
the eye up, and breaking the rigid lines of the
composition. There is, I admit, much here which
could not be defended on strict principles of

classical architecture ; but it would not be fair to

judge the design in thai, way, for, as I observed
at the commencement of my remarks, the whole
affair is a compromise between the rival styles,

and the object in view is, not a Greek villa nor a
Gothic castle, but an elegant house, which may
appeal to an educated sense of beauty. The finial

above the doorway mentioned before is used to

attach some ornamental foliage to, in the shape of

a large crocket, which spreads itself out on each
side, covering the dado under the windows.
There is much playfulness and resource shown in

this hint taken from the Gothic.

The grande lucarne above these coupled win-
dows may be styled a Gothic dormer, carried out
with Italian details. The three finials surmount-
ing it are elegant and well designed. In order to

relieve the harshness of the angle formed by the
sides of the lucarne and the pediment below,
small side buttresses are introduced, which, first

sloping slightly outward and then curving at the
foot, soften off the upright line into the slope be-
low, and also cover the gap left between the nose
of the pediment cornice and the dormer. The
window opening is within a slight recess covered
with a segmental arch, no doubt intended as an
echo to the curved line of the window pediment
below.

In the enlarged view of one of the angle turrets

the defects of their design come out more promi-
nently. The ornamental shields and oval panels,

stuck on like pictures hung on a wall, display a
lack of invention and poverty of resource which is

strangely at variance with the ability shown in

the rest of the building. The architect has more
wall space than he knows what to do with—

a

thing, alas ! we are rarely troubled with. The
object has evidently been to give as much breadth
as possible to the towers, but to have left them
without anything would have looked bald and de-
solate, and so he hangs his architectural pic-

tures.

_
The treatment of the interior features of the

villa is Classical throughout, excepting in the
grand staircase, where a Mediiovial feeliug is shown
in the carved lion and shield at the foot of the
stairs. Tiie upper portion of the stairs is lit

from a large skylight in thereof, through an open-
ing in the landing on the first fioor.

Leaving this villa, with its spacious grounds, to

represent the first of the three classes into which

.M. Daly divides his houses, we pass to a house
situated in the Avenue do I'lmperatrice in Paris,
and take it as a sample of the deuxieme clause.

This villa is well situated, having, in addition to
tlio frontage to the avenue, a front to the Kuo
de Bellevue, while on the other side it faces some
gardens. The entrance is from the side street
into a spacious court, having the house on one
side and stables on the other. The bouse is a
square block, with a projecting portion at one
corner containing the grand stairs. The arrange-
ment is compact and good. Entering the Iiouse
you first arrive at a corridor which, going straight
forward, conducts you to the grand salon, with
the petit salon entering from it. To the right of
the corridor is the salle h, manger, to the left the
library. These are all the apartments on this
floor except the conservatory, the arrangement
of which is worthy of notice. Extending as it

does completely along one front of the villa, it

serves to unite the apartments together, having
large openings leading into it from boih the sallo

ii manger and the salon, so that in the case of com-
pany the rooms become en suite without the in-
convenience of folding doors. The situation of
the staircase in this example is peculiar, and un.
derthe circumstances is, I think, a happy thought
on the architect's part. By keeping it clear of
the main body of the house he has secured the
whole space contained within the four outer walls
for his rooms free from interruption. The stable
buildings are placed at the back of the land, and
form an oblong Ijlock with a recess in the centre
of the front. The coach-house and stable are at
each end, with harness-room and staircase in the
centre. The recessing of the front shows thought
on the designer's part, as the whole width is not
required for the harness-room and stairs he has
thrown the space into the court, and by breaking
up the elevation of the building has given it

greater architectural interest. Passing up to the
premiere etage we find the main corridor as below
leading to the master's bedroom, a large room
with four large windows. It communicates with
the bathroom. To the right of the corridor is

the young lady's room, with a large armoire or
wardrobe attached, a most useful adjunct for the
dresses of a girl of the period, while beyond is the
chambre de reception or spare room for guests.

Above the stable and coach-house are a number
of bedrooms and dressing-rooms for servants.

The second-floor contains a spare chamber for

guests, rooms for the domestics, and a linen store.

In addition to these rooms there is a large

billiard-room.

The elevation of the villa, which fronts the ave-
nue, is an elegant example of French-Italian. It

is divided into three parts, the middle compart-
ment projecting slightly before the rest, and con-
taining two windows on each stage, while the side

divisions have each one window. The grouping
of two openings together is never so pleasant as

of three, since you get the pier between them in

the centre instead of the opening. The number
three is an essential to complete beauty in archi-

tecture. If we examine an ancient Greek or
Roman temple we shall find the principle of three
prevailing throughout. Taking first the whole order,

we lind it to consist of three parts, the entabla-

ture, column, and steps. In the entablature we
find the cornice, frieze, and architrave ; in the
column, capital, shaft, and base. Dissecting the
cornice we find it consisting of corona, a block or

modillion member, and bed mold. In the capital

of the column is the abacus, foliage, and neck
mold ; in the base small and large torus molds
and cavetto. You may examine more closely

still, and find the same principle prevailing. Take
the corona of the cornice, for instance, having
still three members, crown mold, small oyma re-

versa, and the broad surface of the corona proper.

This great principle has been derived from
Nature, in whose domain it is exhibited in mul-
titudinous forms. In the pyramid, triangle, and
ogee the same number prevails. 'Ihree was a

sacred number with the Greeks, as we have lately

been amusingly reminded in an anecdote of Gib-

son, the sculptor.

Returning to our villa, I would draw attention

to the treatment of the centre windows. The
details of these are reBned and pleasing. Over the
centre windows on the ground floor is a project-

ing balcony, with a light iron balustrade. These
balustrades are much used on the Continent, and
have this advantage over stone, that they scarcely

at all obscure the building behind them from
view, and do not dwarf the fronts as more solid

ones would do. The whole of the facade shows
careful study ; the delicate curves of the window
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beads do not clash with the horizontal lines of

the entablature, and being brought close up to

them break up their rigidity completely. The
elevation to the side street is of the same cha-

racter as the other. The portion containing the

staircase is marked out distinctly from the rest

by being built of brick, like the stable building,

the email courses of brickwork being much more
suited to the smaller features than stone.

Let us pass on now to the third and concluding

division of our subject, the troisU'me chtsse, I

take as an example a house situated in the Rue de
la Pompe at Pasaey. The ground plan contains,

large and small drawing-rooms and salle h manger,
witli the stairs in one corner of the house, so as

to interfere as little as may be with the avail-

able space. The kitchen and o6fice in the base-

ment has an entrance from the front beneath the

flight of steps leading to the front door. On the
iinst floor are three bedrooms and water-closet, to

which light and ventilation are obtained from a

small area carried up from the level of the first

floor. The same arrangements are repeated above
on the second floor, the only difference being that

the space at the back is made into three bedrooms
in place of two. The exterior is neat, but does
not exhibit any special marks of taste. A better

specimen in this respect is a house of this class

by M. Hermant. at Neuilly, which, though some-
what bizarre in character, is pleasing.

In drawing to a conclusion the remarks which
have occurred to my mind in examining the

buildings brought before you this evening, I fear

with much feebleness, I will briefly recipitulate

the hints which 1 think may be derived from
them.

1. I would impress upon our student members
the great importance of careful planning. The
minutest matters become great in the arrange-

ments of a dwelling.

2. In the layiog outof land, kitchen gardens and
planting grounds should be worked in harmo-
niously with the general design.

.3. There should in every dining-room be a
window at the head of the table.

4. Play-rooms and school-rooms for children

are better separate from the house in detached
buildings, where this can be mauaged.

5. Hints derived from the Gothic and Classic

styles can be successfully combined by careful

Btu<ly.

6. Our great object should be, not so much to

act on the principles of any one style as on the

general principles of beauty.

7- Our art must satisfy the imagination as well

as the reason.

8. A conservatory may be made valuable as a

communication between apartments.

9. There is a rule of three in our art as well

as in arithmetic, and equally important, as we
shall Und on examination.

10. The stone balcony and iron balustrade are

worthy of imitation and use, to relieve the flat-

ness of our house fronts.

11. Window heads and string-courses maybe
made m\itually to assist each other by an avoid-

ance of harsh contrast and close contact.

Before I close I wish to say a word for the beau-

tiful work from which my illustrations are taken.

For the exquisite manner in which the plans and
details are got up I have never seen anything to

surpass it. The sheets of parallel plans of villas

with which it u interspersed are well worthy of

study. The dimensions are given on each plan,

with separate scales for the elevations and plans.

The work consists of several volumes, and may be

seen at the Free Public Library.

SOME ACCOUNT OF THE OLD PARISH
CHURCH OF SAINT MARY MAJOR'S,
EXETER.

THIS church, in order to distinguish it from
others of the same dedication, had various

adjunct appellations, being called in ancient writ-

ings S. Mary Michael, S. Mary the Moor, and S.

Mary Major. It was an ancient edifice, but from
the style of the building, recently pulled down to

make room for a new one of Early Englioh design,

it did not appear to be the original religious struc-

ture erected on this spot, it being of Uorman con-

struction ; whereas mention is made of it during
the Saxon epoch, it being appropriated for hold-

ing the Archdeaconry Court of Exeter, on the
removal of the see from Crediton, and the said

court is still held in the new edifice. In the
year 122^ it is recorded as one of the parish
cbuiches then in this city : it was built in the

Saxon manner, consisting of a nave only, with-

out any supporting columns, with pointed arched
windows. At the east end, through a lofty Gothic
arch, it opened into a large chancel, which was
of a different construction, and appeared of a more
ancient date than the body of the church ; it had
a separate entrance from the yard, and over the

north window was a small tablet representing S.

Lawrence in a state of martyrdom on a gridiron
;

and on the angles of this and the other windows,
cherubims su[)portiug gridirons wore represented

in bastio-relievo. Opposite the entrance into the

chancel was a small vaulted room, sometimes used
as a vestry.

The tower, which was situated at the west end
of the church, was of singular coostrdctiou, and
had more the appearance of the keep of an ancient
castle than of a campanile or bell-tower. It was
evidently a Sixon building, and of more ancient

date than the church. In its original state it was
of greater height than lately ; for about the year

1768, a survey being taken of it, the uppermost
part was found decayed, and in danger of falling,

greatly overhanging the base ; therefore 35£t. of

it was taken down, and an ill-constructed cupola

erected in its place. On the south and west
angles were two strong projecting circular stair-

cases, which led to its summit; and the other two
angles where strengthened by large buttresses. The
original entrance into this buildlug was through a

semicircular arched gateway between the pro-

jecting staircases, and over it was a large semicir-

cular arch, in the middle of which was a small
window ; and in the buttress on the north angle
was an antique niche or recess, surrduuded by a

plain band or moulding. For what purpose this

recess was intended cannot be conjectured : its

situation in the buttress proves it was not designed
for a window, neither was there any sign of a

statue having ever been placed there. This niche

was the only embellishment to be seen in this

antique fabric. Nor does history or tradition

inform us of the original intent of our ancestors

in erecting this massive building, and, therefore,

conjecture only can be offered ; some are of opinion

that it was a pharos, or watch-tower ; others that

it was a fortification, and the dernier r-cssort of the

inhabitants in time of war, * for which its strength

in those days seems calculated ; but these are

opinions only. From the construction of the

IJuiated arch, by which a communication was
opened from the tower to the church, it seems the
work of some ages after its first building. It had
in former ages a lofty spire, but that has been re-

moved for upwards of two centuries ; also six bells,

five of which were sold (to the great regret of the

parishioners) towards defraying the expenses in-

curred by taking down part of the tower in the

year 1 70S. On a wooden tablet, hung in the angle

of one of the windows on the north side of the

church (now removed), were painted the arms of

Petre : gules on a bend or, a Cornish chough pro-

per, between two cinquefoils azure, between two
cscalops argent ; and underneath the following

lines in black letters ;

—

Twenty clnirclies can reporte
The guiKiuess of the luiimio

Who bare those anna in hi« lift*,

Through virtue lie them wauue :

(}f customers 1 think it meet
lie ought to have best pniyae
John i'etre, t so he knowe his uanie,
He died by Kxe, at Hayes,
Who by his will and tedtamente,
The Lord be priiyso.d therefore.

Gave twenty pDunda, in yearly rente,

To the poore for evermore :

Bo cha the pooru should have some part
Whieh he was blessed witlialle,

God give us grace to do the lyko
When hee us hence shall callo.

liUILDINO NEWS SKETCK BOOK.

XL.—OLD HOUSE AT THORPE, I'ETEUBOUOUflH.

THE subject for our sketch bjok this week
is an old house in the parish of Thorpe,

about one mile and a half from Peterborough,

now in the occupation of Mr. James Warwick as

a farmhouse. As will be seen, the tower is much
the oldest portion. It is square on plan, with

walls about 7ft. or 8ft. thick, and the two lower

• See Judges, chap. Ix., v. 61.—"Ba*, there wai a

strong tower within the city, and thither fled ;.U the men
and women, and all tliey of tiio city, and shut it to them,
and ga' them up to tlie top of the lower."

t This John I'etre was sometime tlie Kin-,' 's Customer
fur this i)ort; he, by his will, dated 1579, left £20 per
annum, issuing ouf- ofthoMheaf of Cornworthy, in the

county of Devon, to twenty different parishes (of which
this was one) for thu preferment of poor maids in mar.
riage.

stages are both groined over, the stone ribs of

which and the niouldod angle corbels being ap-
parently as clear and fresh as on the day they were
rirst put up. The upper stage is reached by a
narrow and very steep stone stair, and here
there are several very curious nooks and corners

;

it is covered with an open pyramidal roof covered
with stone tiles. From enquiries made in the
short time I had at my disposal I was not able
to learn the name or original use of the building,
but it is said to be part only of a much larger

building which originally had four of these
towers.

There are several other very interesting old

houses in the village of a later date, and between
it and Peterborough is passed a grand old Italian

mansion, said to be by luigo Jones (at Thorpe Park).

The church also is interesting. Though small,

it is simple and good ; the windows are two-light

cuspod lancets, not unlike the single-light window
in sketch, and possibly origrually formed part of

this building. These buildings would well repay

a visit from any students in architecture who might
have a day or two at their disposal, as they are

very accessible from town, there being so many
express trains to and from Peterborough.

JoH.v Ladds.

OLD OAK CABINET.

THE ancient oak cabinet of which we give

an illustration is a very good example of old

English furniture. The date is probably late

Elizabeth or early James I. The lower panels are

particularly worthy of note, and the mouldings

are throughout very delicate. Some of the orna-

ment, on the other hand, may be considered some-

what rude, but if wanting in the machine-like

accuracy of modern work, it has a vigour and free-

dom which we look for in vain in the tame and
spiritless productions of the present day. The
ornament on the frieze, for instance, is not even

spaced out equally, but if it were the general effect

would probably not be improved. The inlaid

work round the upper doors is composed of pieces

of black and yellow wood, apparently bog oak

and box. The carved side of the cabinet is the

one shown on the drawing, the other side being

plain panelling ; from which it appears to have

been designed for some particular situation.

With so many excellent specimens of furniture

of the 16th and 17th centuries still remaining, it

is unfortunate that modern designers of furniture

should draw so largely on their own poor powers

of invention, for the comparison between ancieut

and modern work is anything but favourable to

the latter.

The only portion of the cabinet which is not old

work is the moulded cornice, which has been

lately added, the original one being gone.

J. H. M.

LONDON WATER.

PROFESSOR FRANKLA.ND, in his report to

the Registrar-General on the quality of the

metropolitan water supply during the month of

July, states that all the waters delivered in Lon-

don were clear and transparent, except that of the

East London Company, which contained brown
particles and filaments among which living organ-

isms were observed. Dr. Frankland makes two
suggestions of great importance in a sanitary point

of view. He points out that the pateut for Clark's

softening process having expired, all water cum.
panics are free to avail themselves of this simple

method of reducing the hardness of water and re-

moving from it a large proportion of organic im-

purities. It would not be an undue return for

their monopoly of the supply (as a medical con-

temporary observes) if the London water com-

panies were in future to apply Clark's process to

all the water delivered by them forthe public use.

Dr. Frankland insists also on the good quality for

bathing purposes of the Thames, as it passes

through Loudon, after its water has been filtered

through sand. "The river current," in his

opinion, " would afford power for effecting this

filtration, and public floating baths established on

the Thames, through which a constant current of

filtered water was made to pass, would be much
superior, both as regards convenience and purity

of water, to the best bathing attainable in the

Serpentine." The eatabli.thinent of swimming
schools for both sexes on the Tharnes would put

an end to the unfavourable comparisons betwei n
London and some other cities of Europe as re-

gards this valuable adjunct to public hygiene.
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THETHEOUY AND PRACTICE OF MODERN HOUSE
PAINTING AND DECORATION.

By An Expebienced Workman.

PREPARATORY PROCESSES.

(Continued from page 120.J

IN order to produce good work in the

painting of walls and plaster work generally,

it ia necessary to use a wise discrimination,

and to observe certain rules both in the

mixing of the paints for use and in using them
after they are mixed. As we have before

observed, there is a great difl'erence in the

absorbent powers of certain cements and
ordinary phistered walls, and there ia just as

much difference between the absorbent powers
of the ornamental castings in plaster of Paris

and ordinary plaster work, or, indeed, of any
work wliich is finished with the trowel.

Plaster casts are of a very thirsty nature, and
will absorb a very large quantity of either oil

or water, and if there is too much white lead

in the paint with which these castings are

first painted they are apt to clog or till up
;

conseqaently, they should be painted the first

time with colour having more oil in it than
that used for the walls. This is tlie more
necessary as its neglect often spoils the sharp-

ness of the finer parts of the ornamental work.

There is also another advantage in using the

first coat of paint thin

—

i.e., it sinks further

into the body of the plaster, and in time

forms an exceedingly hard and firm surface,

which serves asa protection to the work. Many
painters make a practice of giving the walls a

coat of clearcole, or glue-size, before painting,

in order to fill up the pores or to prevent the

suction of the piaster ; and also between the
two last coats, in order to cause the work to

bear out or present one uniform surface, so

that the omission of one or two coats of paint

may not be observed when the jib is finished.

We cannot find words strong enough to con-
demn this practice ; in the first place on the
score of its dishonesty— for we know it to be
a common practice for painters to contract to

give work three, four, or five coats of paiut,

and, instead of fulfilling their contract

honestly, they give the work one or two coats

of size instead of the same number of coats of

paint, and thus commit a decided robbery.

With these men an honest man has no chance
in contracting for work ; furthermore, the
demoralising efl'ects of such practices upon the
workman cannot be calculated. An old proverb
says that practice is better than precept ; in

this case it ia not so, for there is no precept

which inculcates dishonesty, and this practice

does teach dishonesty. Patting this aside, we
object to the practice altogether, because of its

liability to cause the paint to crack and peel

off. Under certain conditions we have seen
the paint shell off in large blisters and in

sheets, solely because size has been used ; and
it may be laid down as a rule that glue-size

used upon paint is in all cases employed
either to save labour or material, and that

there is no case where it can be used with
advantage to the work. It may sometimes be
expedient to use it, but it is better in all cases
to do without it. In laying on the paint, care
must be taken that it is laid on evenly and
without showing the marks of the brush.
This is quite as necessary with the first coat as
with the last, for if carelessly or badly painted
in the first coat, much after labour will be re-

quired to rectify it, and in many cases it will
remain an irremediable defect. If care is

taken to avoid tliis fault, a deal of trouble will
be saved, and the work will be better at
the finish. Unfortunately, carelessness in this
respect is the rule, and carefulness the ex-
ception, the painter often trusting too much
to the subsequent coats of paint to cure an
evil which, by common care, might] be
avoided at the beginning. The paint should!
be laid on and well crossed, and when it is laid '

quite equally, with no more in one place

than in another, it should be laid olf softly,

and not with the full weight of the brush.

By this means the work will present an even

surface, free fromthe murks ofthe brush ; but if

much pressure ia used the work will be streaky,

and the paint will stand in ridges. This ia a

very common but a very serioua defect,

and always spoils the work on which it

appears, and, therefore, pains should be taken

to avoid it as much as possible. A good plan

to attain this desirable object ia to use a

partially-worn ft it or stock brush, or a two-

knot copper-bound brush, for layingoif with.

We thus lay-olf a wider space at one stroke,

and are less liable to leave an uneven surface.

The second coat on walls should be mixed
with about two-thirds oil to one-third turpen-

tine, in the proportion of 51b. of lead to one

pint of thinners, this coat requiring a greater

body of lead in it than the lirst coat. The
same care should be bestowed in laying it on
the walls as before ; but previously to com-
mencing to lay on the second coat the walls

should be rubbed down with fine sandpaper
in order to remove any nitts or grit, and all

places which may have been overlooked in

the fir-st stopping should now be faced up
with bard stopping, great care being taken
that the plSces stopped do not stand up above
the face of the surrounding level. The third

coat should be a mixture of two-thirds turps

to one of oil, keeping about the same propor-

tions of lead to thinners {i.e., oil and turpen-

tine) as named above. It must be observed
here that the more turpentine there is in the
colour the quicker it will have to be worked,
as the turpentine evaporates so quickly that

the paint sets or gets stiff' very soon, conse-

quently it is best to paint a strip of the wall
at once about 16in. or 18in. wide, from top to

bottom of the wall. By this means the whole
is kept sweet or wet together. Tlie last strip

may be laid olf into the edge of the one pre-

ceding. We thus get a perfectly level and
uniform surface, but if too much space is

painted in at one stretch the edge of the pre-

ceding one ia apt to set before it can all be
laid off, and so the work will show a mark or
" piecing" between each strip. The fourth
coat will require to be painted with gloss or
oil colour. We may here explain that glos
colour upon gloss colour does not work well,

the last coat being apt to " cess " or contract,

so that ia order to make firm solid work it is

necessary to manipulate the successive coats

of paint part dead and part gloss colour ; and
in tfie painting of the last coat before flatting

it is absolutely necessary that it should be
gloss colour, in order to form a key to bind
the flatting, because the flatting, being mixed
with turpentine alone, has no binding qua-
lities in itself, except the small portion of oil

which the lead itself contains, and even this

must be removed as much as possible to make
good Hatting. The wall should be painted
with oil colour one day, and flatted the next
day following. If this is not done the oil

colour gets hard and loses its key or " tack,"

and the consequence is that the flatting is not
bound fast, and will wipe off' with the slight-

est touch, and wiU not wear any length of

time. It is a common complaint with house-
keepers that the dead colours do not wear
well. The sole cause will be found to be as

above stated, and of course can always be
avoided. If the work is properly done the

flatting softens the face of the oil colour, and
the two form one homogeneous whole, and
will get almost as firm in time as oil colour.

The fifth coat (under which number of coats

no new walls can be properly finished), if it

is to be flat colour, will require to contain a

greater proportion of lead man the previous
coats, as turpentine will liold in solution a
much greater quantity of lead than oil does,

and yet work thinner. There are several

points to be carefully observed in order to

produce good flitted work. What we have
before said as to getting the work quickly
done is especially applicable to flatting. II

it is a good job it will appear of one uniform

surface, free from shades or half-glossy parts,

and this can only be attained by great care

in the working. The flatting colour is best

mixed ten or twelve hours before it is used.

Tlie oil contained in the lead rises to tlie sur-

face, and may be poured ott', which will assist

the colour to dry much freer from gloss than

if the oil were not removed. The paint may
now be thinned to a working consistency

with pure turps.

{To be continued.)

THE ARCHITECrURAL AND ARCHAEOLO-
GICAL, SOCIETY OB' DURHAM AND
NORTHUMBERLAND.

THE third general meeting of this society w«
held on Tuesday, August 2nd, at Aycliffa,

Heighington, and Walworth Caatle. Meuiberj

assembled at Ayclille Church about half-past ten

a m., when the llev. J. F. Hodgson read a paper

on the history of the place, originally known sn

Acle or Aclea, and its supposed connection with

the Saxon synods held in the years 782 and 789,

but the exact locality of which a very prepoude-

rating weight of evidence serves to fix in the

kingdom of Mercia. He then passed on to a cri-

tical examination of the architecture of the

church, and the several peculiarities presented by
it. Though plain and simple, the building, not-

withstanding much modern mutilation, is a very

interesting one, showing distinct evidence of pro-

gressive alteration and development from the time

of its erection in the latter part of the twelfth

century to the close probably of the fifteenth. On
the conclusion of the paper, the two very ancient

and richly-sculptured Saxon crosses standing in

the churchyard were carefully investigated, when
the president, the Kev. W. Greenwell, delivered

an elaborate discourse on them and other kindred

works of that remote period, taking in connection

with them a comprehensive view of the whole

subject of Celtic decoration, as witnessed by the

several remains which have come down to us from

some thousands of years before Christ, through

the period of the Roman empire, and that which
followed its decline. Leaving Aycliffe the party

proceeded to the neighbouring village of Heigh-

ington, the churcli of which, probably the moat
perfectly-preserved example of the Norman period

in the whole diocese, was carefully examined and

described by Mr. Hodgson. With the excepti.n

cf the south aisle, an addition of late thir-

teenth or early fourteenth century date, the

whole structure is of one period, circa A.n. 1155-

60, and built at a single effort. Perhaps the most

remarkable feature is the chancel, which is in two

nearly equal transverse divisiuns. The easteiu

one—considerably the narrower—forms a struc-

tural sanctuary very strongly defined—the west-

ern, the chancel proper, or cliorus canturum. The
chancel and tower arches are well moidded and
perfectly preserved ; the latter, however, is at

present entirely concealed by a modern partition

wall, which shuts off the tower from the body of

of the church. The old Norman doorway, of im-

posing aspect, but somewhat singular decoration,

ia now blocked up. A modern one has been

broken out in the tower, thus practically con-

verted into a porch ; the loss of room which the

church has thereby sustained being made up for

by the erection of galleries. In the tower are

three ancient bells of remarkable excellence, and

perfectly preserved. They all bear iucriptions
;

two of them in characters of the thirteenth cen-

tury, the other in black letter. In respect of

shape, beauty of decoration, and excellence of tone,

these bells are quite unrivalled in the North.

Walworth Castle was reached between two and

three o'clock, where the members were met and

most courteously entertained by the family of Mr.

Masterman. Mr. Longataffo then gave a full ac-

count of the ancient owners, and of the once ad-

joining, but^ now destroyed, village. Thia was

followed, at the president's request, by an archi-

tectural account of the castle, from Mr. Hodgson.

The Decorated vilbge church or chapel, now used

as a barn and cow bjer, was then visited. It is

very small and simple, but on the whole tolerably

well preserved. The few remaining details show

it to have been erected during the last quarter of

the twelfth century, circa a.d. 1180. The wooden
door, with its ancient closing ring of wrought

iron, remains in the neighbouring farmhouse.

Having now accomplished all the objects of the

day, and bade farewell to their kind entertainers,
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the members (iisperaod on their several ways about

fire o'clock—the president, with some others, to

makean inspection by the way of certain ancient re-

lic* discovered daring the late restoration of S. Cuth-

bert's Church, Dirliugton, with a view to their

tnnsfeience to the museum of similar antiquities

now being formtd in the library of the Dean and

Chapter at Durham. The next meeting of the

oeiety will beheld about the end of the present

month, or early in September, at Rievauli and

ByUnd Abbeys, including the churches of Thirsk,

Hefanslry, Coxwold, &c.

NEWCASTLE ON-TYNE.

TOWAEDS the end of the last century, New-
castle extended little beyond the ancient

and strong walls with which it was surrounded,

and in 1801 it contained, we believe, only 28,000

inhabitants. The banks of the Tyne, now resound-

ing with the industry of thousands of workmen,
were then a pleasant stroll for the worthy bur-

gecaef. Dr. Charlton, in his inaugural address

last week as president of the British Medical Asso-

ciation, briefly sketched the rise of the town, and
after referring to the place as having formerly

been one of the groat strongholds of the North, he

remarked that for centuries after border warfare

had ceased it remained subject to all the incon-

veniences of a fortress. Hence arose the narrow
streets and overhanging dwelling-houses of the

Tudor and tlizabethan periods, some of which
may yet be seen in the neighbourhood of the

river and within the precinctaof the ancient walls.

Still, in the centre of all this crowding, there was
a fine open space of five acres, the very lungs of

the old town, and which remained untouched till

about thirty, five years ago, when it was purchased

by an enterprizing speculator, who covered with

huge buildings the whole of the vacant space,

which is now occupied by Grey-street, Grainger-

street, and the markets. About the same time
trade increased rapidly upon the Tyne, manu
factories sprang up on each side of the stream, new
branches of industry were developed, and the old

parts of the town became fearfully overcrowded.

Unfortunately, while house accommodation was
thus deficient, the water supply did not keep pace

with the increase of population. It may now be said,

with almost perfect truth, that Newcastle and
Shields form but one continued town, for within

the last twenty years almost every rood of the banks
of the Tyne, from Newcastle Bridge to the sea, has

been occupied by manufactories. From its position

on the shore of a tidal stream, and from the steep

incline on each side affording good facilities for

drainage, from its now fair supply of water (from
reservoirs twelve miles from the town and free

from all danger of contamination), and from its

proximity to the sea, Newcastle ought to be a
healthy town, and to present a low rate of mortality.

The death rate of late years has, however, been
comp aratively high, owing to visitations of epi-

demics, which have rapidly spread, owing to the
over-crowded state of the smaller tenements of

the town.

SUFFOLK INSTITUTE OF ARCHEOLOGY

THE annual excursion of this society took place

on Thursday week, the rendezvous being
llalesworth.

The first place visited was Halesworth Church,
where the party was met by the vicar, the Kev.
V. J. Stanton, and Mr. K. W. Burleigh, who
pointed out the various objects of interest. The
church is built in the Perpendicular style. Within
the last few years an aisle has been added on each
aide, which gives great breadth and spaciousness
to the building. The pt incipal points of interest

were some brasses dredged up from the river

Waveney, near the "Itoaring Arch," in 1825,
which were found to have been taken from this

church, and which fell into the bands of the Rev.
S. B. Turner, and were by him restored. In the
restoration of the church afterwards the stones
from which they were taken and the matrices
plainly belonging to these brasses were found, and
the whole are now placed on the east wall of the
south aisle. Jtr. Burleigh showed a sacramental
book kept by the Rev. John Argall, who was vicar
of Halesworth from 1580 to 1610, and there were
several curious items among the entries. The font
is beautifully carved, and remarkable for its

enriched work. At the east end of the church is

some very fine flint work ; as also at the entrance
to the aisles, where there *re some good canopied

niches in the buttresses. A few years ago the
church was thoroughly repaired and restored, and
it is now one of the finest chur^ihes in the county.

Holton Church was the next place visited, the

party I eing met by the incumbent, the Kev. R.

S. Beloe. The church, prettily situated on the

border of Mr. A. Johnston's park, has a round
tower, and is principally new, but the style of the

older portions is Late Norman. The roof is now
tiled, but there are marks on the tower which
show that it was originally thatched.

Westhall Church had many points of interest to

the archteologists. It appears originally to have
been a chapel to West I'all, but when West Hall

became a parish it was enlarged, and a tower
built in front of the fine Normau doorway, which
it is conjectured was the original entrance to the

church, and above which is an arcade which is

supposed to have been windows. There is an
altar tomb, erected by Francis Bohuo to the

memory of his son, who married Audrey Coke,

sister to Lord Chief Justice Sir Edward Coke.

The octagonal font is worthy of notice, as showing
remains of painted sculpture, representing on
seven panels the seven sacraments of the Romish
Church. On the remaining panel is what is sup-

posed to be the baptism of our Lord.
A long and pleasant drive through country

roads bruught the party to Reydon Church, a
plain building apparently belonging to the Perpen-
dicular style.

The excursionists then proceeded to Southwold,
where they visited what is said to be one of the

finest if not the finest church in the county, and
which certainly has many objects of interest to

the arohicologist. It is dedicated to the martyr-
king, S. Edmund, and is a splendid specimen of

the Perpendicular style, the tower being especially

fine, though the parapet has never been finished.

The roof of the chancel is painted to represent the
stars in the firmament. Among many other
objects of interest in the church must be men-
tioned the figure of a man in armour, which
stands above the vestry door, and with his battle-

axe strikes a bell before him as the clergyman
comes into church to service. Mr. R. M. Phipson
kindly undertook to point out the main points of

interest, and the Rev. W. Sewell gave a descrip-

tion of the rood-screen.

The party then went to the Lecture Hall, where
a capital little museum had been arranged by Dr.
Blackett. Among various articles may be men-
tioned a parchment roll, of extraordinary length,

containing the list of bailiffs and mayors of Nor-
wich from 1403 to 1737, exhibited by Mrs.
Rayley; also "One-third Part of the Bible, con-

taining some excellent books," with the Church
of England Liturgy, printed in 1638, with a book
of hymns printed at about the same date, all of

which were the property of Mrs. Rayley. There
was also an ancient violin, made of iron, which
was found near Battle Abbey, Sussex, and was
exhibited by the Rev. R. F. Whistler, together
with a collection of ancient coins, the head of a

battle-axe, and a very old padlock and key used at

Battle Abbey. There were cannon balls dredged
up from the bay, having been deposited there

at the renowned " Sole Bay fight " between the
English and French and Dutch fleets. A sketch
was shown of the stones found at Mutford Wood,
near Lowestoft, and an old knife ; some bones
and other things found near them were also

shown. Two charters granted to Southwold, a
large number of polished pebbles picked up from
Southwold beach, and a variety of other things,

were included in the collection, and great thanks
are due to Dr. Blackett for his trouble in getting

it up.

Blythburgh Church, the next visited, was once
a very fine edifice, but is now almost a ruin. It

is in th e Perpendicular[style, and its size seems to

point to the fact that Blythburgh was once an im-
portant town. The party were here met by the

Rev. J. J. Raven, who had prepared a paper upon
the church and priory. The priory was first

visited, and Mr. Raven, having mounted a portion

of the ruins, read a long and interesting paper.

Mr. Truman, a resident in Blythburgh for the

last fifty years, pointed out the place where the

arch fell in 1863, and a partof a stone coffin which
had been found, together with other matters of

interest. The company then walked to the church,

where Mr. Raven continued his paper. Entering
the church, Mr. Raven drew attention to the roof,

which is depressed, and there is no division be-

tween chancel and nave.
The next stoppage was at the little church at

Thorington, which is one of those with a circular

tower, round which is an arcade of shallow panel

work. Bramfield Church was the last visited, and
has a peculiarity in the fact that it has a round
tower, which stands detached from the church.
The reason for this has been discussed, and the
most probable seems to be that the chiirch was
originally built without a tower, and that after-

wards, wishing to h ive one, but not wishing to

block up the west window, the tower wa< built

away from it.

The company then returned to Halesworth,
which town was reached shortly before seven
o'clock.

SAVE OUR FOREST TREES.

WE welcome a protest against the destruction
of the New Forest, on the ground that

" trees are the great retainers of moisture," and
that the droughts of late years are to some ex-
tent the result of the great decrease of trees on
the surface of our country. The French Govern-
ment, having similarly suffered, are planting
afresh in all directions in order to supply
the loss of trees which have occurred since the
Revolution, the land having been largely cleared

and the forests cut down. Is it wise on our part

(asks the Globe) to cut down the New Forest, a

reservoir of moisture whose value is heightened
by the fact that no hills of any magnitude are

found in the district ? You cannot replace

those mighty trees ; if once the area of the forest

is cut into agricultural parallelograms its ancient

character can never be reproduced. It is a short-

sighted policy which would cut down a five-

hundred-years' -old oak, which has brought down
myriads of rain clouds, in order to find room for

half a rood of potatoes. Everywhere trees are

disappearing from the hedgerows, while the reck-

less unscientific drainage of modern times is lessen-

ing the supply of springs and making drought
inevitable whenever the summer is rainless. In
fact, our agriculturists are doing their utmost to

reduce England w the condition of Egypt, for-

getting that neither Thames nor Severn is a Nile,

fed by mysterious highland lakes and inundating

the country every year. The New Forest, like

Epping Forest, is Crown property, therefore the

officers of the Crown should be the last to render

it useless, or comparatively so, to the nation. We
are told that " by the enclosure of commons
540,358 acres have been taken in since 1848. Of
these only 3,746 have been allotted to recreation

grounds and gardens for the labouring poor." If

this be true, how great a fraud has been com-
mitted on the people I

THE VENTILATING OF CELLARS.

MUCH has been said, says the Technologist,

about the necessity of rendering the base-

ment and cellars of houses sweet and wholesome
;

but although this subject, which so intimately

concerns our sanitary economy, has been before

the public for years that need not now be counted,

little progress has been made in attaining the

vpished-for end.

The cellar of a house may fairly be likened to

the lower hold of a floating ship—the one being

below ground, the other sunk in the water, and a

like difficulty attends the ventilation of both

—

namely, the expulsion or extraction of foul air, to

be replaced by that which is pure, or as nearly

pure as circumstances will admit. The first

thought is that of the extraction of the foul air, and

it is one which has a claim upon science that has

scarcely received that attention it deserves,

although common sense ought to teach us that

health depends upon it. Cellars are not always

ceiled, and, even when they are, it is in such a

coarse manner that the defence thus made against

rising exhalations and the effect of a damp atmo-

sphere upon the floor above must bo very slight

indeed, so porous is this rough coating of plaster.

Some persons fancy that to flag or cement the

cellar floor and walls is a preventive of noxious

gases forming there. But this is a fallacy. It is

true that such a treatment makes the cellar dry

(provided the under drainage be perfect), and, to

that extent, improves the atmosphere, yet still it

has that death-chill to be found in the subterra-

nean tomb where decomposition reigns, and

where, notwithstanding the stone surface sur-

roundings and cemented brick arches, damp
settles and foul air is the only atmosphere. The
lower hold of a ship is subject to a similar state

of noxious air settlement, but both of those have

a less influence for mischief upon human exist-
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enoe than has the cellar under the dwelling houso,

for the tenants of tlie latter are experiencing the

injurious eilecta for a lifetime, whiUt the pas-

sengers and crew of a ship have a limit of a voyage

to their experience, and the teniuts of the tomb
are pa^t its influence. Now, it ship fever and
many other malignant outbreaks of disease miy
be traced to this source, even during the compara-
tively short duration of a sea-voyago, huw much
more to be dreaded and guarded against is the

permanent evil arising from the presence of such
aPan<lora's box beneath our very feet and sending

up its subtle iaflueucea to undermine our exist-

ence p

As we have already intimated, the dilBoulty in

remedying this necessary evil of collars lies in the

perfect expulsion or extraction of the stagnant

foetid atmosphere, and this can be effected by
either revolving fans exhausting a flue or lines

(either vertical or oblique), or by forcing pumps
propelling fresh external air into, and thereby driv-

ing the foul air out of the cellar. There are other
means, however, which we will suggest as emi-
nently fitted for this purpose, always keeping in

view the one great i>riuciple which governs, or

seems to govern, society—economy. The chimney
being the indispensable feature of every house,
the use of it as a means of ventilation is ever
present. And, as heat is a conductor which can
thus be easily made available, wo have at once a
solution of the problem of extraction in the simple
additionof a continuous flue from cellar to chimney
top, which may also have one of the simplest of the

patent revolving ventilators now in use attached
to it. A 5 an aid to this vertic il ventilating flue, we
would have another flue for the reception of

external fresh air at the ground level, which would
supply the place of the retreating foul air, and thus
maintain a wholesome current, or, at lui.st, a con-

stant change of at uosphere. In order to build
the chimneys to suit this principle of ventilation,

it is only necessary to construct two flues 4in.

.square, one at either side of the lireplaces, and
occupying a position in the chimney breast nearest
the fireplace. The object in having two of these
4in. flues is to balance each other, and, at the
same time, to give in the second one a very
desirable servant in any household—namely, an
ash-shoot, through an iron trap in which, located
on a level with the hearth, the embers, dust, and
ashes mry be cleanly swept and be instantly pre-
cipitated to a receiver or close dust-bin in the
cellar, It would be very desirable to have both of

these flues made circular, which could easily be
etl'ected by the mason using an open tin cylinder,
with a handle at the upper end, by which he
could draw it up as he proceeded with his work.
Around this cylinder he should plaster close with
lime and cement, iu equal proportions, against
three times as much sand. Of course, the flues

may be square, or even oblong, but, of whatever
shape they miy be, it is absolutely necessary that
they be carefully pargetted or lined with plaster.

This, in the one flue, prevents the L dgment of
ashes on projections, the accumulation of which
might eventually choke up the passage and destroy
the ettieiency of this useful labour-^aver, and, in

the other, gives a freer pa^sage to the ventilating
draft.

A more expensive, but far more perfect, method
of ventilating cellars would be to ceil over the
whole space, and place ventilating thimbles at in-

tervals between the joists. In this way the
spaces between joists may be made to act as air

tunnels, having grated openings in the external
walls. In fact, there is no good reason for not so
utilizing these joist spaces. In order to thoroughly
purify the atm jsphere of these underground roomi
called cellars, where a stream of water from a
spring is available, a cemented drain, open on top,

is excellent for the purpose, the current carrying
off all mephitic gases and creating ozone, the
purest of atmospheres. Where a running stream
from a pure spring cannot be had, its place may
be partially supplied by the use of the hydrant at
one end and a small pump at the other, th\n
letting the water in from the street iu a con-
tinuous stream, running through the cement
channel already spoken of, and drawing it off at
the other end, unless the sewer be below the
bottom of the cellar, in which case the pump is

not needed. This artificial flow of water should
take place twice each day—in the eveuiu'.j to cool
the atmosphere after the sodden efl'eots of the
d.ay, and irr the morning to clear off the exhala,
tions of the pa^t night. Have as many windows
ai possible and at as many sides as jnactioable,

and let them be removable. There should always
be an outer door, reaching to the very bottom of

the collar, and it, and the trap outside, should be

opened as often as possible for the admission of

air.

We cannot dwell too much or too long on this

subject of ventilating cellars, for the neglect of

such a practice endangers ' the health of a house-

hold. Every moderate dwelling has au inside

cellar stairs with one door only, and that opens

directly either into the living room or the kitchen,

so that if decaying vegetable or noxious refuse

be there and ventilation be wanting, this door be

comes a valve, through which, when open, the

poi,sonous atmosphere escapes into the upper part

of the house to generate disease, and who can say

how many lives have been shortened through this

one means alone ?

The cellars of our houses are too much neglected

becatrse they are out of sight, and yet mirch of

the food we eat Is stowed away there. Is it con-

sistent with cleanliness, nay, with common sense,

that sirch a state of things shorrldbe permitted to

exist in any community where health is prized

and long life looked for ?

on the Lammermoor ; but till now this is the
only specimen between Hoss-shire and the Borders
of which the character has been clearly proved.
The "broeh" is a circular tower, with walls of
great thickness, in which are ranged a series of
vaulted chambers, sometimes connected by stone
steps with [upper galleries, and at others having
narrow passages which open into the central

area.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Brit)P)RT.—The Bridport School of Art was

opened im Monday week, after the summer vaca-

tion, when a public meeting for the distribution

of prizes was held in the lecture room of the

Literary and Scientific Institute. The Rev. R.

L. Carpenter, the secretary, reviewed the position

of the schools with regard to the Government
prizes, comparing the results with those of other

schools, by which it appears that Bridport this

year has been very successful. We may here

state that the pupils of the schools have just

presented Mr. D. Campbell, the master, with a

handsome gold watch, in recognition of the zealous

and painstaking manner in which he has dis-

charged his duties.

Dover.—The opening meeting of the Dover
School of Art took place on Monday evening.

The rooms selected for the business of the school

are two belonging to the Old Ship Hotel, which
have now been completely transformed into a

school of art. Models of every sort are arranged

around the walls, and some very good statues for

anatomical drawings have been obtained. The
Mayor occupied the chair, and was supported by
Richard Redgrave, Esq., R.A., and Major Dick-

son, M.P.
•

ARCHSOLOGICAL.
Sussex Arch/Kolooicvl Society.—-The annual

meeting of the Sussex Arohseologioal Society took

place on Thursday week at Rye. The attendance

was not large, partly owing to the fact that the

district had already been visited by the Society.

The majority of the company came by special

train from Brighton, and on arriving at Rye were

met by Mr. George S. Butler, F.S.A., and the

Rye Committee (headed by Alderman Judge, the

mayor of the borough), and conducted at once to

the Town Hall, where a museum of local autiqui.

ties was exhibited, Mr. Butler pointing out the

principal features of interest. On leaving the

Town Hall the company visited the parish church,

a fine old structure, and various other places of

interest in the neighbourhood, and afterwards

partook of luncheon in the Assembly Rooms of

the George Hotel. Ninety-four ladies and gen-

tlemen sat down, presided over by Mr. J. G.

Dodson, M.P.

ANornF.R RoM.ix Altab Found.—The monthly
meeting of the members of the Newcastle Society

of Antiquaries was held on Wednesday fortnight in

the Old Castle—Dr. Bruce presiding. The chair-

man said that, in addition to the altars found at

Maryport, another ono had been found, and it

had this peculiarity about it—it was dedicated to

the god Vulcan, and no other altar in Britain had
been found dedicated to that deity. It had like-

wise this peculiarity, that the name of the god,

instead of occurring first, as was usually the case,

occurred last, the name of the dedicator being

first. Another stone had been found, but not in-

scribed, having a mark very like a broad arrow

on it.

PicTisn Castxes, ob " Bnocna."—The locality

of the circvrlar towers known as Pictish castles, or
" brochs," has, till lately (says a Scottish paper),

been supposed to be confined to the northerrr

counties and islands of Scotland. The excavations

jirst completed in the ruins on Cockburn Law
established the existence of a genuine " broch "

^uilbiitg Intel (igcittf.

CHURCHES 'AND CHAPEL?.

liEDi'iF.LD, Suffolk-—The chancel of Bcdfield
Church, near Frarnlingham, has been re.opened,
after having been re,s«,ited and o stored. A new
roof of staiired deal with curved ribs has been
put up, covered with oM tiles. The new seating
is of oak, with carved stall elbows, and the floor

paved with tiles iu pattern. The new reredos is of

Caen s^jue, with carved spandiels contaiiring the
lily, passion-flower, trefoil, oak, &c., and the panels,

which are of slate, filled in with a pairrted and
gilded floriated cross in the centre on a blire dia-

pered ground, with emblems of the Trinity and
texts on each side. The side panels contain the
Lord's Prayer, Decalogue, and Belief in orna-
mental writing. IJelow the panelling the reredos

is lined with glazed tiles in colours. The altar rail

is, of oak, supported on iron scrolled and foliated

standards. The work has been executed by
.Messrs. Vine & Day, builders, of Eye, and the
decoration by Messrs. J. & J. King, of Norwich,
under the superintendence of the architect, Mr.
James K. Colling, of Hampstead-road, London.

BoiiERNAnREENA.—The new (Roman) Catholic

church of S. Anne, Bohernabreena, Co. Dublin, has

just been dedicated by the Bishop of Grahamstown,
South Africa. The designs for the new brriUling

were furnished by Mr. J. J. M'Carthy, F.R.I.A. I.

The style is French Gothic of the thirteenth

centrrry. It consists of nave and chancel with
semicircular apse, north and south transepts with
side chapels. It is lighted by five two-light tracery

windows. The west end has a triplet of lancets

and a Catherine-wheel window above. The roof

is open-timbered, stained and varni.thed. The
material used iu the exterior is granite, finely

chiselled.

Bnic.nTox.—The Earl of Shaftesbury on Mon-
day last laid the foundation stone of the new
chapel for the Countess of Huntingdon's

Connejion in Brighton. The new chapel, which
will be Early Decorated in style, is being erected on
thesite of the old building in North-street, It will

have a handsome frontage, and be surmounted by
a spire. The main entrance, in North street, will be

by a triple archway, supported by columns, over

which will be two windows, surmounted by a rich

rose or wheel window. The south wall will be

pierced by three windows, of which the central

one— the " Sortain Memorial Window"—will

have five lights. A light ornamental gallery will

run along each side of the building. The chapel will

measure 100ft. long, 40ft. wide, and 41ft. high,

and accommodation will be provided for nearly

1,000 persons. The spire will be ll'2ft. high.

Mr. J. Wimble, of London, is the architect, and

Messrs. Jlyers & Sons, of London, are the

builders. The total cost will be about .65,000.

Durham Cathedbal —The operations which

have been going on for some time past in the way

of removing the coating of whitewash from off the

walls of the north aisle of the cathedral have now
been completed. The improvements thus made
have met with approval in the town, and the

general feeling is that the work should be con.

tinned throughout the whole of the edifice.

Whether this will be done is not yet knowu, but

it is more than probable that, on the completion

of the changes now pending, the Dean and Chapter

will be in a position to give orders to the above

effect.

HoPTON Castle.—The parish churchof S.Mary,

iToptou Castle, Herefordshire, was re-opened for

Divine service after complete rebrrilding on Thurs-

day week. It consists of nave, chancel, south

porch, vestry, and sacristry, and there is a double

liell-cote over the west gaOle in which the old

bells are re-hung. The edifice is of stone, with

open timber roof of pitch pine boarded inside, and

the rest of the woodwork, including chancel stalls,

and the seats throrrghoirt the church, are of the

same initerial. The work has been cirried out
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br T. Qoueh, contr»ctor. Bishop's C»sUe, from

design, by Mr. T. Nicholson, F.LB.A., of Here-

ford, the iliocesan architect.

LCDLOW.—The foundation stone of ft new Pri-

miUve Methodist Chapel was laid at Ludlow on

Wednesday week. Mr. W. Russell is the builder,

and Mr. J. Groevenor the architect. The struc-

ture is to be of red brick, with white brick dress-

ings, and in the Norman style of architecture.

The iuterior will afford accommodation for more

than 600 worshippers. Ita estimated cost is

£1,700. .

MoLK Brack, keab Shrewsbury.—The cere-

mony of opeuing the U>wer of the parish church

took place on the 11th iost. The tower, which

is •jSfc 6iD. wide, exclutive of buttrvsses, aud

about 100ft. to the highest point, is battltmented,

and coniiista of four stages ; in the upper stage

are hung three bells, by Mears & Co., the framiug

for three more being provided. Since the

consecration of the church in May, 1369, an

alabaster reredos, by Earp, has been presented.

The central subject is the resurrection of our

Lord ; on either side are niches containing figures

of S. Thomas and S. Mary Magdalene. The
north-east window of the apae h,-i8 also been filled

with painted glass ; it contains nine panels, re-

presenting the Temptation, the Expulsion, the

Sacrifice of Cain and Abel, the Finding of Moaes,

the Burning Bush, the Descent from the Mount,

the lufaut Samuel prophecying to Eli in the

Tabernacle, the Building of the Temple, and the

Angel appearing to Z'ichiriah. lu the head of

the window U a chorui angelorum. The artists

are Memsrs. Morris 4 Co., of Quetn-square, who
executed the east window. The total cost of the

church has been about £5,500, and the work has

been carried out by Messrs. Bowdler & Darlington,

of Shrewsbury, from the design of Mr. E.Haycock,

architect.

Newbridoe.—On Sunday, the 7th inst. , the new
church attached to the Convent of the Dominican
Fathers at Newbridge, County Dubliu, was
solemnly blessed. The church, begun about three

years tince, has been erected from the designs of

Mr. J. J. M'Carthy. The style is Early (jothic.

It comprises a nave 90(t. by 30ft., terminated

by a large semicircular apse, and lighted with

lancet windows. Separated from the nave by

pillars of polished Cork marble there is a chapel

dedicated to Our Lady of the Rosary. Two stained

glass windows (one representing the Ascension of

our Lord) have been executed by Messrs. Earley

& Powells, of the Camden street Works.

New Cross.—On Friday last the new church
dedicated to S. Peter, situated in the Wickham-
Toad, New-cross, was consecrated by the Bishop

of Rochester. The edifice is of the Early English
Decorated style, aud consists of a nave with aisles

and transepts, terminating with a deep octagonal

apse, with chancel chapels. The ruuf is sup-

ported by arches, and has a span of 43ft. clear.

These arches rest on marble columns with carved
capitals and Bath stone abutments, sustained by
flying buttresses. There is a gallery at the west
end occupying the lower portion of the tower,

which is notcarried up to the height it is intended
to build it. The whole editice will accommodate
between 800 and 900 worshippers, aud, when
completed with north and south galleries it will

eat 200 more. It has been erected by Messrs.

Dove, of Islington, in accordance with the plans

of Mr. Frederick Marrable, the architect; and
when complete will cost about £10,000.

Rtiiope.—The Bishop of Durham consecrated a

new church at Ryhope on Wednesday week, the

old Tillage church having been found inadequate
for the wants of the population. The new church
has been erected in the cemetery, from designs by
and under the superintendence of Mr. T. C. Ebdy,
I1I.RI.B.A., of Duiham. The whole of the walls

•re of magnesisn limestone from the beach, with
freeatone dressings. The columns and arobes are

in alternate bauds of red and white freestone.

The roofs are open timbered throughout, stained

and varnished. The general arrangement con-
(Uts of nave and chaucel, sooth aisle, transe[ t,

Teatry, organ chamber, and heating vault ; a
large tower on the south side of the north aisle

and transept being omitted for the present. The
church will accommodate 534 adults. The large
window in the transept and the wheel window at
the east end are filled with stained glass.

West Kirkbt.—The church of 3. Bridget, West
Kirkby, was reopened, after restoration at a cost

of £3.000, OB Thursday week. The church, which

is in the Decorated style, consists of nave, chancel,

north and south aisles, and a north chapel. The

nave has an open-timbered roof, the trusses being

supported on carved corbels. The chancel, which

ia arched and panelled, is divided from the north

chapel by an arcading of three arches, the altar

and the chancel arch being designed from the old

moulded stones found during the excavations.

The altar and the chancel are beautifully laid in

Maw & Co.'s encaustic and glazed tiles. The

church, which will seat 350 persons, has been re.

built with stone from the Heswall hills.

Burton (Dorset).—On Tuesday week the new
school buildings wUich have been erected for the

Dorset County Sohjol Company (Limited), at

Burton, near Dorchester, were opened by the

Ven. Archdeacon Sanctuary. The school buildings

stand upon the summit of a hill, and are in the

Venetian style. The principal fagade faces the

south-east, and consists of a centre pavilion of

three stories, side wings, and end pavilions of

two stories. The bead-master's residence, the

school department, and the domestic offices are

entirely separated, although freely accessible each

from the others. The principal or school entrance

is in the centre pavilion, marked by a bold i>ro.

jecting hood carried on stone corbels. The
dining hall is 70ft. by 28ft., lit with windows on

each side. There are separate dormitories for the

scuiur and junior boys, and baths, pautries, and

other domestic offices are plentifully provided.

The heating generally will be accomplished by
ordinary Ojien fireplaces, but the dining hall and
drying room of the lauudry will bo warmed by
the Rev. H. Moule's patent principle ; earth

closets and urinals are also provided on the same
patentee's principle. Great care has been taken

to secure abundance of light and ventilation

throughjut the buildings. Ttte fagades are

faced with white Poole bricks, relieved with red

in bands and arches, with Bath stone dressings.

The roofs are slated. The hot-water apparatus,

stoves, &c., were fitted up by Mr. John Galpin,

of Dorchester. Accommodation is provided for

ijO boys. The dining hall will for the present

be used as a chapel, but it is intended at some
future day to erect a detached chapel. The
buildings have been carried out by Mr. Q.

J. Gregory, builder, of Dorchester, from plans by
and under the superintendence of Mr. G. R.
Crickmay, architect, Weymouth, Mr. Gerard
being clerk of the works, aud Mr. Chapman
foreman. The cost has been upwards of £4,200.

Barnard Castle.—A magnificent minsion,

museum, and picture gallery is being built for

Mr. Bowes at IJarnard Castle, at a cost of aouut

£65,000. It is designed in the French Ren-
naissance style of architecture, portions and details

of which are taken from the Tuileries, in Paris
;

the Hotel-de-Ville, Havre ; aud other public build

ings in France. The front and side elevations are

of polished freestone, of a superior quality, from
Dunn House quarries ; they are four stories in

height, with high mansard roofs, containing attics;

the capitals of the columns, spandrels, trusses,

brackets, and the panelling of the pilasters all

elaborately carved. The cellars, which are in

twelve compartments, are 210ft. in length by
45ft. in width, built entirely of dressed stone.

The length of the south front is about 300ft.; the

lengths of the side elevations about 135ft. each

;

the height of the centre pavilion is 115ft. ; the

height of the two end pavilions, 9Uft., with a pro-

jection of 45ft. The basement story contains

eighteen rooms, in addition to the cellars. On the

ground floor, in the centre pavilion, is the entrance

hall, with the grand staircase, which is 50ft. by
40ft., the interior walls of which are to be polished

ashlar work, with carved mouldings and orna-

ments, and pilasters with marble panels. The
steps will be of polished stone, 10ft. in width. On
each side of the entrance hall, on the ground and
first floors, are eight rooms, making sixteen rooms
of large dimensions, most of which are from 3Uft.

to 40ft. in length, with wide corridors. Tliese

stories are 17ft. and 18ft. in height; the upper
storey will contain about eighteen rooms of smaller

dimensions ; and above there will be eighteen or

twenty attic bedrooms of good size and height.

The centre pavilion will he carried up an addi-

tional storey, containing large rooms, from which a

fine view of the beautiful surrounding country

will be obtained. There are two picture galleries,

each 200ft. long by 45ft. wide ; the upper gallery

being lighted fiom thereof, on the principle of

the Pinacotheca at Munich, and made entirely

fire-proof. It has been planned and designed by
Mr. J. E. Watson, architect, of Newcastle-on-

Tyne aud Barnard Castle. The work is being

executed by Mr. Joseph Kyle, contractor, of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, who is entrusted with the

carrjiug out of the whole of the works. The
boundary and other walls are being built by Mr.

John Patterson, builder, Barnard Castlo.

Chajjcert-lane.—Extensive additions have re-

cently been completed to the luildiug of tho In-

corporated Law Society, Chancery-lane. A hand-

some and commodious hall has been added, in

which to carry on the numerous examinations

which the society holds every year. Forty strong

rooms have been added in the basement, and new
coffee, drawing, and smoking-rooms added on the

ground floor. Access to these rooms can be ob-

tained from the entrance in Bell-yard (which has

been considerably enlarged and otherwise im-

proved), as well as from the old hall. Nearly the

whole of the first floor of the now building ia oc-

cupied by tho new hall, which is capable of ac-

commodating 200 students, aud is approached by

staircases from Carey-street and Bell-yard. The
second floor of the new building comprises apart-

ments for the resident clerk, and rooms for the

deposit of the Society's papers. The whole of

the additions and alterations have been carried

out in accordance with plans prepared by Mr. P.

C. Hardwick.

Church Gresley.—A new manufactory has

just been commenced at Church Uresley, near

Burton-on-Trent, for Mr, T. G. Green, in which it

ia proposed to carry out upon a large scale a novel

process of casting earthenware, for which Mr.

Green has secured several patents. The present

works will be arranged in a series of parallel

shops, each double range with six ovens being

complete in itself , but admitting of indefinite ex-

tension in groups of six ovens ; aa the railway

eidings, packing-shops and gloss-warehouses are at

right angles to the main buildings. Tho
architect is Mr. Gilbert R. Redgrave, of Ken-

sington, London ; and the builders Messrs, J, and

H. Slater.

DOLQELLEY MARKET HaLL AND PUBLIC RoOMS.

—This l.uildiug, which was opened on Thursday,

the 11th inst., has been erected under the super-

intendence of Mr. W. H. Spaull, architect, of

Oswestry, on a very commodious site in the centre

of the town. It covers 4,900 super, feet, and con-

tains a general market, 60ft. X 39ft., with four

shops, kitchen, two bed-rooms, and four retiring

rooms, an assembly room affording accommoda-

tions for 6110 persons, with raised orchestra, and

a spacious reading-room. The walls are of grey

granite relieved by light Eyaith limestone dress-

ings and arches. The contract was taken by

Messrs. Humphrey, Jones, Reea, Owen, and Evan

Morris, of Dolgelley. The total outlay for build-

ing, stalls, chairs, gas fittings, &o., was £2,200.

Newcastle-onTvne.—Anew operating theatre

and reception room, with a small pavilion ward

of five or six beds, is about to be commenced at

the east end of the Newcastle Infirmary. The
infirmary (said Dr. Charlton, in his address last

week as President of the British Medical As.soci-

ation) is an ancient building with modern ad-

ditions, which themselves may now be looked up-

on as somewhat antiquated. Constructed origin-

ally more than a hundred years ago, a considerable

addition was made to the building at the beginning

of the present century. These additions were

certainly not greatly to the credit of the architect,

for the corridor was, as in a very recently-erected

hospital in the south, carried along tho south side

of the building, whilethe wards were made to look

out towards the gloomy north. Again, in 1852,

three large double wards, containing 150 beds,

were added at the west end, but this, though a

vast improvement on the older parts of the building

was open to the objection that it was not con-

structed on the pavilion system.

Proposed New Poultry Market.—The Slar-

kets' Improvement Committee of the Corporation

have had under their consideration for upwards of

a year the question of the best mode of utilizing

the vacant land on the west side of tho Metropo-

litan Meat Market aud on the northern and south-

ern sides of the western approach street to the

Holborn Viaduct, and have come to the conclusion

that the erection of a new poultry luarket for the

city would be the most suitable ajipropriation of

the sites in question. They base this recommen-

dation on a previous report of their own, in which

they urged that the vacant land ought to be made

available, so as not only to be advantageous to the
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Corporation in a pecuniary point of view, but also

conducive to the interests of the inhabitants of

the metropolis, and also on a statement drawn up
by the City Architect at their request. In this

document is laid before the committee, in general

terms, the cost and returns of utilizing, for the

purposes of a poultry market, that portion of land

westward of the Meat Market, and on the south

side of Charterhouse-street, now in their posses-

sion. Ue states that it might be assumed, in

round numbers, that there are about 65,000ft.

superiicial of land in that block, with a frontage
opposite the Meat Market of 200ft., and in Char-

terhouse- street of 270ft Of that, 17 000ft. might
be expected to be devoted to gangways and pas-

sages, leaving, on the ground floor, 38,000ft. for

shops, which, at the rate of 4s. 4d. per foot per

annum, would produce £S,23'i . To this might
be added £3,150, being the amount at which the
basement might be lot, and £2,167 for the occu-

pation of the upper floor. The returns in all

would amouut to £13,550. Against this would
have to bo placed .f5,000 for the annual value of

the land, and £6,000 for the interest on the cost

of building (£100.000), leaving £2,500 for ex-

penses and outgoings, to which would be added
the sum received for tolls. The architect adds
that about £4.000 or £5,000, the probable moiety
of the coat of forming the ro.id on the west side of

the proposed market, might be deducted from the
value of the land. The committee, after a care-

ful and lengthened deliberation, have approved of

the architect's report, and recommended that they
should be authorized to give directions for the pre-

paration of a design, plan, and estimates for the
proposed market.

ROTHERHAM.—The Midland Railway Company
has decided to erect a new station at Rotherham,
in the place of the present one, which is found
to be too small for the increasing traffic. The
new station will be a light wooden structure,

about 141ft. long, running parallel with Main-
street, which connects Rotherham and Masbro'.
The platform, which will be 460ft. long by 20ft.

broad, will extend right over the river Don and
will ba covered in to the extent of the main
building by a glass roof supported by light iron
pillars. On the same level with the platform
will be the booking oflices, station-master's room,
&c. The contract has been let to Mr. Chadwiok,
of Masbro', and the work is to be completed in
four months' time.

Stornowat, N.B.—The large additions to the
County Buildings at Stornoway, which are now
finished, at a cost of upwards of £2.000, form a
prominent feature in the appearance of the town
as well as an extensive improvement in the court-
house accommodation. The plans were prepared
by Mr. Maitland, Tain, the county architect.

West London District Schools.—On Satur-

day, at Ashford, Middlesex, the foundation-stone
of industrial schools for the poor children of the
S. George's Union was laid. Mr. H. H. Collins,

M.R.m.A., of 5, Queen-street, Cheapside, is the
architect, whilst the building contract has been
entrusted to Messrs. Joseph Bull & Son, of South-
ampton, at £43,000, although it is believed that
with extras and fittings the gross cost will be
about £00,000. The buildings are of the compo-
site Italian style, of red brick and Bath stone
facings, and the frontages of the buildings are

placed parallel with the railway, so as not to

encroach too much on the land, which will be
used for farming purposes and probably for

building, Ashford becoming an improving village.

Connected with the main building is an exceed-
ingly neat chapel, and also sufficiently detached
from it are the quarantine wards, the infirmary,

and fever and small pox hospital. The buildings
will accommodate, in the main structure 700,
infirmary 72, fever and smallpox 24, and reception
wards 22 ; total, 81S children, exclusive of the
accommodation provided for officers and servants.

Steam Road-Roli,in(i Co.mpany.—A prospectus
has been issued of the Steam Road-roUing Company
(Limited), with a capital of £.'J,000 insharesof £l,
for the introduction into general use of heavy
steam road-rollers for consolidating macadamized
and other roads. It is proposed to let such rollers

to parishes where they may be desired, or to con-
tract for the performance of work. It may be
hoped that the management of this undertaking
will be such as to leave parochial authorities with-
out any pretext for the continuance of a system
of roadmaking that has long been a scandal to the
metropolis.

TO COREESPONDENTS.

[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions
of our corres])oudo»t8. Tlio Kditor re^peotfolly re-

({uests that all coinmuni'^jitiutis should bd drawn up
as brietly as ])0ssiblu, 'lui thuro aro many claim.iutjt

upon the space allotted to correspoudoQce.J

To Our Ueadkus.—Wo shall feul obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of woiks con-
templated or in progress iu the provinces.

Letters rel.iting to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper shoidd bo addressed to the EDITOR,
lil, TAVISTOCK bTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m on Thursday.

reckivei) — k. d., .r. n., u. n., o. ii., b. & co. n. w.,
F. ife J., W. D. D..H. 4; Sons, J. 1'., J. 1'. J.. G. A., W. U.,

E. U., L. E. H., J. 11., J. D., J. T., Col. a.. Rev. J. A. M.,
W. & Co., B. & a., W. D., U. K.
W. D. !>.—Sketch may appear.
E. J. Hunt.—Sketch received.

H. H. Collins.—Will send or call and see.

E. J. M.—Sketch received.

J. R. T.—Sketch unsuitable. Returned.
T. C. W.—Sketch will appear.

S. B.—Thanks for suggestion.

CaiTespiikiice.

ARCHITECTS' PUPILS.

[To the Editor of the Bcilding News.)

Sir,—Seeing no further notice has been taken
of an article in your journal of July 24th, I beg
to submit the following remarks upon the subject,

which I trust will receive the same publicity as

those earnestly made by "An Injured Pupil."

Certainly pupils do not like to make complaints

to their tutors during the time of learning, neither

would they wish to do so were they not compelled,

but they feel it severely when their time is termi-

nated and cannot find employment in consequence
of so many pupils being admitted into the pro-

fession, and that too, iu many cases, without an
assistant or clerk of works being employe 1. The
following may be given as one example from
many others :

—

An architect in one of our largest flourishing

towns has at present the whole of his work carried

on by four pupils and a clerk of works. As soon
as the pupils have completed their time to the

profession, they have (unless very lucky in getting

some 2>oor. situation), to turn their hands to

something else—perhaps go to college and spend
a little more money in consequence of not having
half been taught their profession. Besides, I am
quite certain that no architect can attend properly

to the advantage of their future welfare if he has

more than two pupils at a time. But clerks of

works (composed chiefly of ex-builders who have
been at no expense in learning the profession),

receive employment simply because they profess

to know the practical part, and to take out
quantities, which really the pupil ouyht to be

taught, I ask the question—Is this fair to pupils ?

I say no. Can there not be something done to

put a stop to the present sad state of affairs ? I

should like to see the subject taken up by your
readers. Why should an architect have the
advantage over a solicitor or stonemason ? Why
should a solicitor be compelled to take no more
than two pupils, and a stonemason no more than
one apprentice to every four men, and not allowed
at one time to have more than three apprentices ?

Yet our most valuable profession is made a trap

to catch any careless bird that likes to step iu.

I am, Sir, &c.. Justice,

ANCIENT CROSS,

Sir,—The correspondent who submits the very
interesting drawing of an ancient cross from
Llantwit is silent as to the inscription. I take

the letters to be very early English, with strong

affinity to the Irish modifications of the Greek
alphabet. So far as I can venture to gues.s, the
language is Norman-French. I read the first

line as—" " Oi nomme li Pater ;
" in the last line

I find—" Pro anima reo ; " which indicates that

this was a royal memorial cross.

I should not like to guess further until I learn

if the inscription is perfect ; four lines seem
intact, but may all be defective at either end

;

there are also certain fragments which seem to

indicate that there have been six lines.

Perhaps this may be cleared up.—I am. Sir, &c,

August 12, 1870. A. Hali.

WHICH IS THE GROUND STORY OF A
HOUSE ?

Sir,—On Friday last I summoned a builder to

the police court at Hammersmith for corbelling

out a chimney at too low a level. Now his con-

tention was that the ceiling level with the pave-

ment was the ground floor ; mine the o[ipo3it«.

The building in question is an ordinary house of

four stories or floors : one floor several feet below

the pavement level, one a few inches above the

pavement, and over this there are two other floors
;

there is also a building or addition two floors

high, commencing at the lowest level of the front

building constructed at the back. The magistrate

has adjourned the summons till Friday, the 26th

of August, that evidence may bo given by the

profession as to which is really the ground floor

or story.

My object in writing this is to ask as many of

your readers as will take the matter up to be
kind enough to write me personally on the

subject that his Worship may have the opinion

of the professional and building public.—I am, &c.,

T. E. Knightley, District Surveyor.

The Grove, Hammersmith.

THE TRANSMISSION OF TRACINGS ON LINEN
PER BOOK POST.

Sir,—Having been in correspondence with onr Foat-
office regarding the transmission of tracings on linen per
book post, I now have the pleiuure lo haml you a copy of
an official communication just received by rae, which,
besides being serviceable to those of your re<iders who
have business connections in Belgium, will doubtless prove
interesting also to the general public, as showing how
reaiy the authorities are to act upon any suggestion which
may conduce to its greater convenience.— 1 am, Sir.-itc,

W. Llovd Wlse.
Chaudos Chambers, Buckingham-street,

Adeli>hi, London, W.C. August 15th.

General Post-office, London, August 13th, 1870.

Sir,—Since the receipt of your letter of the 9th of June
last, I have been incummunicationwith the Bt'lglan Post-

offioe, with the view of obtaining the consent of that office

to the transmission of tracings on linen between the
United Kingdom and Belgium, under the regula ions of

the book post, in the same manner as tracings on pa\>er.

Arrangements have now been completed, under which
tracings ou linen of an architectural or mechanical nature
will be allowed to pass to Belgium at the book rate of
postage.—I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

W. Lloyd Wise, Esq, Wm. Jas. Pagk.

HALIFAX BUILDING SOCIETrS COMPETITION.

Sir,—The particulars of this competidon were advertised

in your journal last year ; the building to cost only £5,000.

The drawings have been sent in nearly seven months. No
notice has yet been sent to the competitors that anything
has been done. .V poet has written something about
"learning to labour and to wait,"—alas, the common lot of
architects I—but surely it is time the Halifax Building So-
ciety's Directors were " up and doing."' In any case the com -

petitors will do well to have their hearts " prepared for any
fate."— I am Sir, Ac, A Victim.

CAMBERWELL CHARITY ESTATE COMPETITION.
Sir,—As I have seen no mention made in your paper as to

the settlement of the competition for laying out the C.'xraber-

well Charity Estate in the Old Ken- -road, for which thirty-

six designs were sent in, and which were referred to

Mr. Pownall, I beg to forward you a copy of the repoit in
the South London Chronicle of the 30th ult. :

—

"Mr. Pownall sent in his report upon 'Bowles' Five
Acres,' in the Old Kent-road, and he, having examined
all the plans and considered .ill the papers, decided that

*Spes' was entitled to the first premium of twenty
guineas, and ' Vigilans No. I ' of ten guineas. The letters

of the competitors were sent for, and op-ned, when if- was
found th<at the first successfui competitor was Mr. Alfred

Wright, architect, No. 6S, Knowle-road, Brixton; and the

second, Mr. A. G. HennoU, of Southampton-buildings."—

I

am, Sir, 4ic. Alfred Wright
August 17, 1870.

Iniertoimuimiaitioit.

QUESTIONS.

[1912.] F ' CTOUY CHIMNEYS.—WouUl some of thfl

readers of *' Intercommunication " oblige ine witU their

practical exiKjrience ou the following points:—la it (food

to put hoop iron longitudinal band m the courses of brick-

work all round the chimney at different lieights ? What;

are found to bo the best means of cramping and dovetail-

ing the overhanging atone or fireclay cornicea, and the

blocking at the top of the chimney? Should the wpper
portion or any part of 'he chimuey be builo in cemem?—
SlUDEKT.

[1913.] RETAINING WALL. — The accompanying
sketch shows the way

\ I am a1>out to build a
'7 circular retaining wall,

.
^

r^ ^^'^ ^ should bo glad to
know at what distance
the buitresirea A A
should bo built apart,

and also if they ahoiild be of the same thickues-s as the.-

wall itself. Is it best to build them as I have shown,
with the aides sloped la the direction of the centre of the

A^ n
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curve of the fiboeofthtt waU.or should they be built square

both on Um back and aides 1 1f one of your correapondeuta

would answer these qaestioos fbr me I should feel ohlige<i

to him, M I want to get on with the job.—Contractor.

[1914.1 SELF-WORKIXG GRADIENT.- 1 wish to

apply the principle of a self-working gradient -o some

uime«- that ia. 1 require to raaVe my road at such a gra-

dient ihat the full waggou going down will pull the empty

ones up. The only iufonuatiou I have been able to get

rrom books is shown in the diagram, where ihe weight ne-

ronsiTj to poll a lorry up an incline of a given ratio can *»

calculated. Bat I cannot make thiB work out in my way
to be of any us© lo mo. Perhaps you can help me in

your •Intercommunication." The weigh-, of the empty
waggons are j cwt. each, and 3 J tons when full.—

UlNER.

(1915.] EVAPORATION.—What is the usual amount
allowed for loss by evaporation from the sui faces of lakes

audcan&ls, or my large surfaces of wa er which are exposed

to the wind and sun t—L. P. C.

[1916 ] FLOORS.—As I am only a beginner, will you
allow me to ask the meaning of "sioglo"aud "double"
floors? 1 was reading a specification lately, and ihe floors

Were specified to be double. If any of your readers would
kindlj- give me this information, and a small eketoh of

llie two kinds, I should be thankful to him.—Apprentice.

H911.] PLASTERING.—Can anyone inform me from

actual observation how much surface in two-coat work and

three-coat work on brick can be covered with a given quan-

tity of coarse stutf and fine ntuff? Say coarse stuff com-

posed of 1 cubic vard of chalk lime, 2 yards of sand, and

3 biuhels of hair ; and fine stuff, 1 cubic yard of lime .
with

2 bushels of liair. From the various buildi7ig works I

glean that 1 yard of lime, 2 of s.ind, and 3 bushels of hair

should cover'75 yards in two-coat, and «5 yards in three-

coat work ; but, I cannot glean from ihis the proportion to

each coat, or believe the.se figures to be very accurate. Also

how mucu fine stuff can be obtained from one cubic yard

of chalk lime, and is it usual in the London trade to add

to the putty sand and hair, and in what proportions?

—

HawkBOY.

HEPLIES.
[1906.] VTEIGHT OF RAILS.—Tour coiTespoudent is

not quite correct in saying that while the weight of rails is

increased the tralic is pretty much the same. This may
be true of the carriages but not of the engines, which, like

ther^ila, are becoming heavier and heavier every day.

The weight of the engine determines that of the rails, as

can be easily shown ; for let W be the total weight of the

engine when in working order, and N the number of

wheels, then ^^ will be the greatest load on any one

wheel, and consequently ihe greatest load the rail will

have to bear. Experience shows that if we multiply this

by 2*75 we obtain the weight of the rail in pounds per foot

run ; therefore the weight of rail per foot iu iwuuds

St. ^Iary's Chancel Gates, Taunton.—The applica-

tion for a faculty to re-erect i he ga'es in the chancel of S

Mary's Church, Taunt<in, again came before the Conaistorial

Episcopal Court at Wells on Tuesday week. Mr. WeUh,
the proctor for the opponents, applied for further time

in order to produce all the affidavits which application

was eventually gi-anted, and the case was adjourned

till the first Tuesday in October.

Disputed Contract.-Crump p Toolhy.—This was an

action for £10 12s. 7d. for work done under a cou'rac-, as

allegtd by plaintiff, and was tried at the Ranisgate County
Court on Tuesday week. The plaintiff ia a carpenter and
joiner, and ihe defendant, till lately, was a builder, ind
had a sub-contract with a Mr. Wilson in reforeuue to

tuaking the stiurciises for some houses. Eventually he re-

linqnishoil his business and arranged with Crump to finish

the work u)wu the agreement that he was to i-eeeive the

amount due under the contract for rhe completiou of the

staircases, die. I' wjis admitted on both sides that the

whole of the contract money had been paid to the defen-

dant by Mr. Wilson, but the contention on the part of

th" defence was that Crump had only \>eeu employed as an

ordinary workman, for which he liad been paid his weekly
wiige?. Witnesses were examined on both side.^, and His
Honour, believing the plaintifi^s story tobecorrec', gave
judgment for the amount claimed.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
iBTsn Civil Service Building Soiiktv.—The :innua]

general meeting of this society was held on Saturday, The
secretary submitted the directors' report for the year ended
3l8t May last, from which it appeared that the receipts

amoun ed ro £67,547 l^s. 7d., making a total of i;i?i7,27S

43. lOd. since the society was established six years ago. It

further stated that the advances to members for building

purposes and for the purchase of le^isehold aiid freehold

property, wliieh iu the five yeais ended May, IStJO,

amounted to £05,728 48., hatl been iacrea-'ed to £]27,l'3i

148. Sd., and t he amount of assais, which for the perioil re-

ferred to amounted to £81,509 tis. 2d., had increased to

£t»8,G15 5s 5d After paying ^he usual interest of 5 per
cent, on fully paid up shaies at the sameratin, ihore re-

main. d an additional profit amounting to £L',;jf^2 4s 8d ,

out of which the .direc ors had <?eclareil a bonus at the
rate of 2^ percent., thus giving a return to the sltareholders

of 7 i per ceu'. per annum, free of income tax, and leavin g
a balance of j;4S3 13s. 7d., out of which the directors re-

commended that £450 should be invested in fully paid up
shares of the society, in the names of the trus'ees, iu a re-

serve fund.

made allowing two calendar months for l he sewer author! y
to perform its duty i>y setting about the necessary works
of sewerage, drainage, and water supply, as well as for the
outfall and disposal of its sewage. The meeting resolved.
" That the vestry take he necessary steps to perform its duty
under the Sanitary and Sewage Utilization AcM, and that
a special meeting of the ve.stry be summoned for t^.e pur-
pose of forming a committee under Section 4 of the
Sanitary Act of 18G6, als* for the appointing of a vestry
clerk, and other business."

TnK ABC Process of Utilising Sewage.—At a
recent meeting of the General Purposes Committee
of the Brighton Town Council, a letter was read
from the general manager of the Native Guano Com-
pany(Limited), requestijig the Town Council to support the
connwmy's application to the Home Secretary that a royal
c-nnmission be appointed to examine into the merits of
tlieir ABC pi-ocess of utilising sewage. The committee
reeolve<l, "That the town clerk do write to the Home
Secretaiy, dtating that as confli ting reports and opinions
have been expressed concerning the value of the process of
utilising sewage known as the ABC process, the Corpora-
tion of Brigh on respectfully request the Home Secretary
to grant the p]*ayer of a memorial, wliich they are in-

formed the Native Guano Company (Limited) have pre-
sented, for a Royal Commission to inquire and reiwri as
to its merits."

[1907.] snaiNKAGB IN' CASTINGS. -Let " J.M.D."
go into the pattern-making shop and afk the foreman to

let him look at his rule. He will find that it is Jin. longer

than ordinary ones, and thus it is that the shrinkage Is

aUowed for.—P. S. R.

[1907.] SHRINKAGE OF; CASTINGS. — Pattern

-

makertt should allow for cast-iron l-8in. longer per lineal

foot for shrinkage; brass. 3-16in. ditto ; tin. l-12iu. ditto ;

lead, l-8[n. ditto; zinc, 3-HJin. ditto.—J. B.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Slandeb.—Morley r. Nelson.—This was an action tried

at Guildford on Saturday to recover damngea for siander.

In thiscaae the record was withdrawn. Air. Serjeant Bal-

Untine stated that the piaintitT wa« an attorney, who was
well-known iu his profession, and the defendant, Mr.
Marsh Nelson, was an architect and surveyor, who was
also well known. The plaiulitfhad been retained by the
defendant to act professionally on his behalf, and it ap-
peared that in (he course of the proceedings he made cer-

tain statemen s reflecting upon the honour and integi-ity

of the plaiutiff; but ihedef'endan-, in the most unequivo-
cal and unqualified manner, now withdrew all the imputa-
tions that he had ca^t upon the plaintitf, and the record
would therefore be withdrawn, < he defendant paying the
costs. Mr. liawkins said that the defendant, upon cou-

feideraticn, feh. that he had no ground for making the im-
putations upon the character of the plaiiitiff, and he there-

fore withdrew thow imputations, and admitted that his

conduct was unjuiitifiable. The learned judge observed
that the expressions made use of by the defendant migh'
have been undurstood to cast very serious imputations
ap"m the charact«r of the plaint.fi', but these imputations
had been wi hdrawn, and lie considered the course that
hail been adopted to be very satisfactory. A nominal ver-

dict was then jecorded iu favour of the plaintiff.

Oeioi.salasd Collateral Liability.—In the case of
llouQtiit«ph6u r. Lakeman (says a legal corresponden ),

tb« cbainnan of a local board, having verbally ordered a
GODtractorto |>erform certain works, and the works having
been oomple ed in pursuance of sucti order, and the board
baring kubcecjueiitty repudiated the authority of their
cbairmaa lO give such an order, thecontractor brought
the pr- sent action ia the tjourtof Queen's Bench. It wa*
h€ld that sfich an order . id not cr. at« an original liability
on the part of . ho def-:ndiint, but that it only amounted
toftprutDise to answer fur the debt of another within the
Tueatdug of the lih section of the Statuteof Frauds, and, as
iiach, re 4uireil to t>e evidenced by writing uader the hand

the pftity sough to be chargefl.

STATUES, MEIMORIALS, ETC.
NicR.—The monument to tlio late Mr. J. W. Prowso, the

journalist, has beeu completed, and will shortly be placed
over his tomb.

Stonewall jACKisoN-.—Shortly aft<^r the death of the
great Virginian general tha foolish English admirers of
that hero formed a committee, of which Mr. Beresford
Hope, M.P., was treasurer, and Mr. W, H. Gregory, M.P.,
secretary. Their object was to erect a bronze statue of
General Jackson iu some public place within the sta e of

Virginia. Subscriptions flowed in freely, and the work
was entrus edto Mr. Foley, R.A. The ill-health of the
artist delayed rhe work for some time, but we are uow
informed that the effigy will shortly be ready for casting.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
]MATTERS.

AsriKOBP (Kent).—At a large meeting last week of the
inbabitan s of Ash'ord, convened by the Ashford Local
Board, it was resolved to call in the aesistance of Mr.
Baldwin Latham, C.E., of Croydon, to inquire into the
drainage of the town, and prepare a report.

Baknaud Castle —At the last meeting of the Parnard
Castle Local Board of Ilbalth, a letter was read from the
Home Ofiice, stating, in reply to a memorial of the inha-
bitants, that the Home Secretary has directedan inquiry
to be made into the water supply of the town, under the
49th section of the Sanitary Act, IStit!.

Berwick.—The water supply at Berwick is at present
very limited, and from want of flushing the sewers are

in a very bad state, emitting very foul gases. The water
is turned on (for domestic purposes) fur a very short linie

each day, and a supply has to be carted from Tweedmouth
for the use of the inhabitants. It has been agreed to in-

vite Mr. Leslie, engineer, Edinburgh, to visit the neigh-
bourhood, and report on the best sebetne of water supply,

and the cost of carrying it out.

Chesterfield.—At the meeting of tha Chesterfield Town
Council on Wednesday week, Br. Black directed attention
to the state of the water of the Itother, and produced
numerous specimens showing considerable impurities, and
also that the water was bettor where filter-beds were usfd.

In one sample he said there was a considerable dark sedi-

ment, whirh consisted of excrementitious matter and
other particles, amongfct which he found two segments of

tapeworm in very active operation. (!) If they carried the
idea further (said Dr. Black) how many thousands, nay,

millions of tapeworms muist- there ba iu the river? and
supposing that water to be carried into the human system
need they wonder at the prevalence of tapeworm ? The
one piece of practical advice he impressed upon the in-

habi ants was that during the present dry wen her they
should cea.se to use their water close s.

Eton'.—The works for the main drainage of the town and
college are being vigorously iiroseculed during the college

vacation. Tenders have beeu accepted and tlie work com-
menced The negotiations for the necessary loans have
also been completed. The scheme adopted is known ;i3 the
*' separate system."

Uandley.—Mr. Richard Coke, surveyor, of Chesterfield,
is now engaged in making plans for water supply to

Uandley, Staveley, Woodthori)e, and Marsden Moor, and
proposes impounding the water from the Barlow and
jlolmesfield di.4trict. This elevati n would also enable
IJronficld to be supi)lied at a reasonable cost, rind an offer

*o that effect has been made by Mr. Coke to the inhabitants

of Dror.fielil, who have notyet, however, accepted it.

HuRwouTn.os-TKKS.^Tho report of Mr. Arnold Taylor
respec ing the main drainage of the village of Ilurwonh
ou-Tees was received at a meuiing of the vestry last week.
Mr. 1 aylor reported that groat danger to the health of the
inhabian'sarosofrom the continuoiis soaking and poison-

i«g of the subsoil, in consequence of the drains in three or
four instances ending in Uie gravel, and in others being
open-joiuted and madoof iwroiisfield-tiles and drain-pipes.

The etfect of this was seen iu the drinking water, nevcn
samples of which were sent to Dr. Franklaud for analysis.

The majority of these contiiiued a good deal of unosidized
organic matter of animal origin, and their use for domestic
purposes would be attended with great risk to health.

London sewage filtered tlirough Jift. of gravel was a bebier
water than four of the samples. Under these circum-
stances, the Secretary of State desires the vestry to show
cauM within fourteen days why an order shouM not be

Lead Poisoning.—In an article on white lead,

wliich appeared in the Building News on the 1 1th

of March last, the writer deprecated the use, by
painters and others, of gin or other spirituous

liquor as a fancied antidote to lead poisoning.

This view is confirmed, we see, by Dr. Charlton,

who referred to the matter iu his inaugural

address last week as President of the British

Medical Association. Dr. Charlton said:—" vVe

have large lead-works on the Tyne, both of white

lead and red lead, aud our hospital is rarely with-

out several cases of lead disease from the white

lead factories. We often have this malady in its

most aggravated forms, and it is observed that the

women suffer much more than the men, as it is

the former who are chiefly employed in handling

and stacking the carbonate of lead. It has been
maintained that the greater intemperance of the

male workmen acts as a prophylactic against the

lead poison ; but we are inclined to refer their

greater immunity rather to the nature of their

work.'*

New Pabk in Manchester.—The new public

park at Moss Side, named the Alexandra, in honour

of the Princess of Wales, was formally opened to

the public on Saturday. The new park covers 60

acres, and has cost £60,000. The other public

parks in Manchester and Salford were presented

to the inhabitants by a committee, which raised

the necessary subscriptions in one year, aud com-
pleted their gift ia another. The new park is the

first in Manchester of which the expense is de-

frayed out of the municipal funds.

Paving Streets by Steam.—A steam paving

machine has recently been introduced in Paris,

and made use of by the municipality for the

repair of the streets of that city. This machine

consists of a small steam-engine on wheels, drawn

by one horse, to the rear of which is attached the
*' pavior," which is forced upon the ground by a

blow from the piston, and slides on a bar some

six feet long, and can thus be directed by the

driver to any stone wliich requires forcing home.

The machine was lately at work in the Rue de

Grenelle, and is considered a success.

Meeting oe the British Association.—The
fortieth annual meeting of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science will be held in

Liverpool, commencing on Wednesday, September

H. The president elect is Professor Huxley,

LL D., F.R.S., &c. ; the vice-presidents elect are

the Right Hon. the Earl of Derby; the Right

Hon. W. E. GUdstone, M.P., D.C.L., &c. ;
Sir

Philip G. Egerton, Bart. M.P., F.R.S., &c. ;
Sir

Joseph Whitworth, Bart., LL.D., F.R.S. ;
Mr. S.

R. Graves, M.P. ; Mr. J. P. Joule, LL.D., F.R.S.,

&c. ; and Mr. Joseph Mayer, F.S.A. The Mayor
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of Liverpool (Mr. Joseph. Hubback) is the chair-

man of the local executive committee, and Mr. H.

Duckworth, F.G.S., oiEciatea as local treasurer.

The Bections are :—A. Mathematics and Physics
;

B. Chemical Science ; C. Geology ; D. Biology

;

E. Geography and Ethnology ; F. Economic

Science and Statistics; G. Mechanical Science.

These will meet each day, from eleven to three

o'clock, in S. George's Hall, the Town-Hall, Free

Public Library, and other places to be duly

announced. The following is the programme of

general and evening meetings :—Wednesday,

Sept. li—The first general meeiiag wUl be helil

in the Philharmonic Hall, at 8 p.m., when Pro-

fessor Stokes, M.A., D.C.L., will resign the chair,

and Professor Huxley, LL.D., F.R.S., will assume

the presidency and deliver an address. Thursday

—The Mayor's first reception at the Town-Hall.

Friday—Lecture in the Philharmonic Hall, at 8i
P.M., by Professor Tyndall, LL.D., Ph. D. The
Mayor's second reception at the Town-Hall.

Saturday—Address to the working men in the

Concert Hall. Lord Nelson-street, at 8 p.m., by

Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M.P., F.K.S. Monday-
Lecture in the Philharmonic Hall, at SJ p.m., by

Professor Rankine, LL.U., F.R.S. Tuesday -

Soiree in S. George's Hall, at 8 p.m. Wednesday

—

Concert in S. George's Hall, at 8 p.m. Thursday

—Excursions to several places. Messrs. W. Banis-

ter, 13. A. ; U. Harrison, F.li.C.S. ; H. H. Higgins,

M.A. ; and A. Hume, D.C.L., LL.D., act as

honorary local secretaries.

TiCMPLE Bar Doomed.—Some fine morning soon

(says the Observer) the Londoner will wake up
bewildered and amazed to an entirely new world.

Temple Bar is to be removed, and London will

be London no more, but a large and somewhat
similar city that happens to be built on the same
site. The decree is about to go forth, aud many
months will not elapse before the grimy, worm-
eaten door, and the heavy arch, with its statues of

suc-'essfuUy- disguised personages aud battered

carvings, will disappear. It is part of Mr. Street's

plan that Temple Bar should be removed, that

Fleet-street should be widened at that point, aud
that a new archway of greater span should be

erected, so as to communicate with the Temple
and the New Law Courts. With the old arch-

way will vanish the last of many historicil asso-

ciations.

Street Improvements im South London.—In
the parishes of Newiugton and Lambeth a great

improvement is now in course of e.'iecution. A
very large piece of ground, bounded by Newing-
ton Butts, Lower Kenuington-lane, Renfrew-road,

Keunington-road, Brook-street, and Prospect-place,

is about to be laid out for building purposes;

and several new streets, which will greatly con-

duce te the convenience of the inhabitants, are in

course of formation. The lower part of this large

open space, known as the East Park Estste (for-

merly the property of the late Sir Gilbert EiSt)

was built upon some seven or eight years since,

the roads known as Hurley-road, Kempsford road,

Gilbert-road, and Renfrew-road, being formed at

that time. The only approach to all these roads

is by Hurley-road, which at one end leads into

Kenninglon-lane, but the other end, and the ends

of several other roads, although coming up to the

back of the Kennington-road, have no approach
therefrom, and the inhabitants onthe estate wishing

to go to Kennington-road or Westminster-road have

consequently hitherto had to make a long circuit

;

but some of the roads above-named are about to

be opened out to Kennington-road, while through
that part of the enclosed 8p.ace not yet built upon
—extending from the back of Mr. Spurgeon's

Tabernacle and Newingtou Church to Kennington-
lano on the one side, aud to Brook-street, Ken-
ninffton-road, on—the other several new streets are

to be made. Two are now iu course of formation,

viz , one leading from the east end of Brook-street

to Newingtou Butts, a few doors below the church,
and one leading from llenfrewroad (by the side

of the new Lambeth Police-court) to the road just

spoken of as being in course of construction.

North or Emoland Institute ov Mechanical
AND Mi.viNQ Knoineer?. — The annual gene-al
meeting of the members of tUis Institute w-t-f

held on the 6th inst., in the lecture-room of the
Literary and Philosophical Society, Newcastle.
Mr. E. F. Boyd, President, occupied the chair

Three new members and one graduate were
elected, and ten gentlemen were nominated for

election as members at the next monthly meet-
ing. The reports of the Council, Finance,
Technical Eiluo.-vtion, and Safety- Cage Com
Laittees vrero read to the moetiuj;. The Council,

in their report for the year, whilst congratulating

the members on the continued prosperity of the

Institute, expressed their regret at the loss they

had sustained by the deaths of Mr. John Hedley,

Mr. T. Y. Hall, and Mr. J. J. Atkinson. The
reports were adopted, and the officers and council

for the ensuing year were elected, Mr. E. F. Boyd
being re-elected President. Mr. Boyd briefly

thanked the members for the honour thus done
him, and the proceedings terminated.

Reooqnition of a Sorveyor's Services.—At
a meeting of the Hastings Town Council on

Friday week, Mr. Alderman Ross drew attention

to the services of Mr. Andrews, the town sur-

veyor, in referenca to che successful termination

of the town drainage scheme devised by him.

He (.^.Iderman Ross) considered that Hastings

was the best-drained town in the kingdom, and
much of the credit was due to Mr. Andrews,
who acted not only as surveyor, but also as

engineer ; and under these circumstances the

C >unoil ought to acknowledge his services in a

most substantial manner. The neighbouring

town of S. Leonards paid the engineer of their

scheme £369, and at the sama rate, according to

the Hastings outlay, the Council would have to

p.ay £2,607. The matter was referred to the

Roads Committee for consideration.

The Organ at Eton Colleof. Chapel.—The
organ at Eton College chapel having undergone

extensive alterations, it became necessary to en-

large the org m loft and add very much to the fine

oak carved work enclosing it. The work was
entrusted to Mr. T. Stopher, of S. Matthew's, Ips-

wich, and the first portion has been executed and
fixed. This portion consists of three heavy

moulded arcades, supported by oak clustered

columns, to carry the organ loft on the west side

or ante-chapel. The second part consists of over-

hanging tracery work on the last, or chapel side,

and is divided into pinels with deep moulded
double cornice and panelled soffit. The upper
part is surmounted with perforated screen-work,

and forms the organ-player's tloor. This part of

the work is complete, but there yet remains to be
executed the most elaborate part of the work,

which consists of an entire west front, and
which, when complete, will have a very imposing
appearance. The organ will be one of the finest

in the kingdom, and the beautifully carved loft,

with its tine and richly decorated screen of perfor-

ated work, will be a worthy receptacle for it.

The Metropolitan Board op Works.—It is

stated that Lord Robert Montagu, M.P., has, at

the suggestion of friends in London, been induced
to become a candidate for the chairmanship of the

Metropolitan Board of Works, he having taken
an important part, as Chairman of the House of

Commons, in the question of the profitable

utilization of the- sewage of the metropolis and
other large towns. There is also an ominous
rumour that Mr. Ayrton intends to take possession

of the post, and so, as Chief Commissioner, and
Chairman of the Metropolitan Board, manage
matters with a strong hand. Probably after the

late rebuDF to pluralism, as administered to the
Attorney-General, this will not be attempted.
Some radical change is, however, intended, as notice

is stated to have been sent to the Board that any
member accepting the office of Chairman will do
so subject to the abolition of the oifice hereafter

by Parliament,

iNTERtiATIONAL EXHIBITION OF 1871.—We are

requested by her Mijastv's Commissioners to

state that there is no foundation for the rumour
that the I utornational E xhibition appointed for 1871
is to be postponed by reason of the war. The
tirst of the series of Annual International E^hi-
bitions of Selected Works of Fine and Induiitrial

Art aud Scientific Inventions will take place next
year, as already announced.

Proposed Tramway through Shoreditch to
H.vcKNEy.—At the last meeting of the Bethnal
Green Vestry, the Works Committee reported that

they had considered the proposed scheme sub-

mitted to the Vestry by Messrs. Day and Haasard
forthe construotion of tramways leading from the
City to Shoreditch, and thence to pass through
Hackney-road, Bethnal-green-road, Old Ford, and
Clapton, and recommended that, provided proper

provision be made to protect the public interests,

no opposition be oflFered to the scheme. The recom
mendation of the Committee was adopted, and it

was incidentally stated that Miss Burdett Coutts,

wh) was one of the promoters of the scheme, iu

tended to widen Gibraltar-walk aud carry the

tramway lines ou to Columbia Market.

Stones op Many Fortunes.—The destruction

of buildings, or rather the using up of old

building materials, baa been going on in Asia

for some three thousand years, aud perhaps
more. A stone once squared has always a

utilitarian designation, and the catastrophes of

earthquakes and fires lead the people to havo
little regard for monumental stones, and to turn
every available material to account. Thus there

are stones which have figured in many various

capacities. Worked up for a Persian palace, they
have been stuck into the inclosure of a Greek
temple ; from this transplanted ou emergency to

the fortifications ; chosen to build up a Christian

church ; taken away to repair the walls against

a Gothic, a Saracenic, or a Genoese invader;

figuring in a Genoese factory or fortress ; selected

by the Seljuks or the Osmanlis for the pillar of

an aqueduct. Tumbling down, they are put as

a tomb over the grave of some traveller or

pilgrim, used as a boundary-mark for land, or

worked up in a peasant's chimney. The worst
fate is to be burnt in a kiln for lime. This is

the doom of marble, from which sandstone is

exempt.

It has been resolved to rebuild the church of S.

George, Easton-in-Gordano, at a cost of £2,000.

A now church at Halifax has just been conse-

crated. The church, which h.as cost i'.ifiOi. has
been presented by Mr. Michael Stocks, of Upper
Shildon Hall.

The Mayor of Bradford laid the foundation stone

of the new town-hall oa Weilnosday week. The
cost of tho building- will be £43,000, exclusive

of site. Messrs. Lockwood and Mawson aro the

architects.

A beautiful Norman font, carved in Caen stone,

has just bean placed in the chapel of Holy Trinity,

Bolton, near Alnwick.

It is proposed to erect a new bridge 30ft. wide
at Peterborough, at a cost of £6,000. Tho counties

of Huntingdonshire and Northampton havo each
promised to contribute £2,000, and £1,400 in addi-

tion has been subscribed, leaving a deficit of only

£600.

A statue to Sir James Outram is to bo place 1 on
the Thames Emb.ink[oent North.

The foundation stone of a now church was laid at

Middleton-one.Row, near Newcastle, on Saturday.

It is proposed to erect an ornamental drinking

fountain .at Crawley, in memory of tho late Marie

Lomon.

Tho fabric of th^ parish church at Ash, Kent.
has been examined by an architect, who has given

it as his opinion that, in consoituenco of tho etfects

of dry rot, it will bo necessary to renew nearly

all tho timberwork of the building.

Tho foundation stone of a now Primitive Metho-
dist chapel was laid at Wood Mill, Yoxall, on
Tuesday last.

On Wednesday last tho memorial stones of a new
Wesleyan chapel at Burton on.Trent wore laid.

Tho office of Surveyor to tho Homo Highway
Board, Canterbury, is vacant.

A plot of land, containing 4,000 square yards, ha?
been purchased in Seacoinl>e, as the site of a new
Roman Catholic church aud presbytery.

Ciiukr i/rak ^iebielu.

Tho presont state of affairs on tha Contiueiit makes a
list of prices actually jwiiil of more than ordinary value.

Freighta havo risen iu consequence uf so many vesseUbeiug

idld, ami foreign houses will not be slow to make the Htoppago

of the supply of Prussian timber aud deals an excuse for

iuci-eaaing their prices. The sile ou Auguai 17 coabisted

of
iriO Loads Dantzig and Stettin fir

200 „ Stettin oak do.

400 „ Quebec ami Ualifax birch

1(0 ,, Quelieo walnut
100 „ Quebec red and yellow piuo
250 Memel and Riga wainsco logs

2.50 Quebec do.

yj,00() Quebec and Saguenay yellow pine deals, ifec.

50,000 Quebec and Sagueuay sprucj
Vo,00O Lowerpo t spruce
20,000 Riga white
25,000 Skonwick and Geflo

liO.OOO Hudikswall audSundswall
70,000 Dram. Chiistiaua, and Vefseu
10,000 Other Swedish and Norway
00,000 prepared llooring boards

ubd Fathums ftrewootl

Paliuga, laths, ai-ohttrarda, Ac, &c.
IFor whtoh the following pricu* were obtaintd i-«
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6 19

6

£ a. £ a.

Arahucri 9anlT«Ilow p«r Petg. ski. 8 10

Bktharat oaKrttd iprnos 130 13 3 x » 13 10 to 13 15
ChrirOiuu lad tcUov 2} x 6$ 7
Dk Sid da. „ „ 6 10 „
D« Xwi white _ 3 X 9 13 15

D* Srd do „ 2J X 6j 6 5
UuiUif la bwooil onb. fthm.
Dnua Sad;alk»r.„ IM lit, 2} x 6)
Do. bd do. „ „
Do. Snd shite do.
I>». nxmldiiigi „ 100 foot ran
Do. jrcUow l»lka load
MMunaiaa »|inia«._....w... 120 13, 3 x 9
fkwlriekatedt white „ 3) x 6\
Do. aicUtaTa „...„ „„...100 foot nm
D(L BMHkldilUI »••••••.••••>• ••

7 6

3

Oix latht ^.^..,
Dux iMliiiga 4A..

..j X 5-16

120

6 15
7
fi 10
6 5
Bought in

1 15
U 10
5 10
nought in

do.
•. d. 8. d.

2 to 3
5 9 „ 6
£ a. £ a.

7 to 7 6
B

Boitajdlow 3x7 per Petg. std.

Do ;. „....„ ends
0«a« Sid fallow T 10 „ S
Do. mixad 10 10
Do. mind whitawood 6 6
Ootheobaii; Sid jellow „ 8 10
HudikiwaU Ut jallow .„ 9 10
Do. Sod do. „.„ „.„ 4in. 9
Dol.„™ Sin. 9 10
Do. „ Siin. 8 15
Da ijin. 8 15
Do. Std yellow 4in. 8 15
Do. „ Sin. 8 15
Do 2Jin. 8
Halifax birch load 2 10
Jacoba adt lab jeUow per Petg. etd. 9
La-irrig ut wUte 7 5
Miiamiehi unsorledapmce...l29 13 ...3 x 9 13 5
Kernel orowu log> 18f . ciiba 4 2

10
11

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TixBsa.
XMk load/ni IS (IFluUtid
Qtt.b.0, rM pia. . . . , 8 16 4 is MquibI.

.. jrellow pin... 4
St. Jobu N.B. y.llow
Qu.lxic Oak, white., t
„ birah i IS
„ .Im 4 s

Oaatalooak 5
., Ir I s

M.m.1 Hr S
UUa S
SwwIJBh 2 10
llut.,QuebMr4Klptn« 3 It

.. yellow pine. . 3 15
[jatltwoo<l.I>autuc.(in S li

„ St PeterabuiY S 10 6 lu
0«Ms,prC.,12ft.by8
by 9 tn.,

QaebM, white iprac. 12 13 18
avJuhD,white8pruee 12 1) 14
Y.UOW plD., per r..

dace<l C,
Cauwl., let inftUty. 16 1 > 18

..7

10

,
11
10
10
10

9 10
9

13 15

Da Sad crown
.

Ilnnkaimd lat jellow iwr Peig. std. 10 0„
Pagwaafa apraoe 120 13,3 x 9 12 „
Rwiaenla pitch pine 2in per Pet;, std. 11 15
Feteiabiug lathwofxl 8ft fresh ,..cu\ fthm. 6 „

Do, lat yellow 3 x 7 por Pets. std. 10 5 „
Da 2} X 7 12
Da OromoOs Ut white x 3 x 9 10
Qaebec Ut bright yellow pine broad 20
Da Is dry floated i H „
Dalstfloated .is „
Da Znd bright 11 15
Do. 2ud floated 18tt. 3 x 11 12 „
Do. 2nd dry doated do 12 10 „
Do. Srd floated 9 0,,
Da Srd dry floated 12ft. Sin. 9 10 „
Dalatapro» 12012,8x9 16 U „
Do. Zuddo. 14 13
Da Snldo. 12 10

a. d.
Da black walnut foot cube 2 6 „

£ a.

Do. birch.„ load 2 11 ,,Da wainscot logs 18ft. cubs 2 5
Da Waney yellow p ne load 8 6
Dandpine 3 2„
Riga brack wainscot logs 18f . ciiba 2 15
Do crown whi e per Patg. std. 8 10 „
Do. half crown do 7 15 ,,
Rimonskl Ut apmce 120 12,3 x 9 13
8t. John's unaorted spnue U 5
Btettiooak losd 6 10
Do. oak crooks 5 10
Do. flrttmber a 5
Haguenay 1st yellow pine per Petg. std. 18
Do. 2nddo. U 5
Do. Srddo. 8 15

"

Do. Istspruce 1'012, 3 x 9 16 ,"

Skonwick mixed yellow lin,,...per Petg. std. 10 fi „
Do. 3rd do „ „ Un, g lo
Do. :jin. 9 10 „
Sandswall mixed yellow , im. 10 ,,Da .Sin. 9 "
Skelleftea mixed yellow 2Jin. 9 o
Do. .Irddo 2jiu. 8 10
Tomaa mixed yellow ;.. g o

a. d.

"

Do.palisgaI{ x 3 120pc8. 13 6
(Prepared Flooring.] ». d.

Feientmrt l«t yellow aquareliin, 13
?»• I'U. 8
Do. „ lin. 9
Do. 2nd yellow ....„ , iJin. lo"•

..lin. -

Bought in

n
13

6
U

12 10
12 15

» 10
10 5
18 10

IS 10
». d.

8
£ s.

3

8 15
8

Arcbaai^, yellow .

8t.Peteriburg,y.]..

4 IS.Qotb.obiirg, yellow
Oi ,, white 8 II y u

6 10 Jefle, yellow 10 9 12 10

6 P|3oderhiun 8 It 13
6 fii UhrisUanla, per C,
« 10 12 tt. by « by » in.
4 Si yellow 10 12 10
4 OiFloorliig boards, per
4 0| «i. of llu., aiBt yel 7 «
3 0|Flr«twhite 7

i^eooitd qualities .... 6 6
fDKica aivHB pr ton 6

Olla, Ac.
deal. pate.... per tac ?7
Sl>erm body 84
Cod SO
Whale. 8th. Sea, pale 37
Olive, Oallipoll ; St
Coooanut, CochinitoQ 43 10 44 10
Palm, fine St 10 o
Linseed SO 10

12 13 10 Bapeseed, EOK.pal... 44 10 41 IS

s 10

37 10
85

' 10

11 10 IS O.OottouiMd 29 8S
,U 10 IS o'

USTALS.

Pig, Foreign ....,4....„ per ton £.8 IS
,, au«ii«i.w.B, » , do 20 s
., Lad Co. .«„ ».... do SO 6
„ ol-erbnindi .«.,., do 19 10

Sheet Hilled do 20 10
Shot, Patent do SI
Red or Uiu nin do 19 15
Litbirg-. 'V.a. - ,, ,, do
WhtwDry do Sj

t, groundlnoil „., do

CorpEa^—

Briti&h—Cake and Ingot per ton £39
Best Selected , do 71
Shset

, do 75
Bottoms „ , do 78
Australian do 69
SpaulBli Cake „„ do
Ciitieard oaah 63

,. refiii-idiOftOt 61
M -tal Bh utblng and Roda per ib.

£19 S

20 15

20 15
20

21 10
SI 10

70 I

78

U
7J 10

19
12 10
9 6

17
10 15

9 16
10 10

9 10
a. d.

to 9 6

Do..
Do „ Jin. 7
Do. lat white lin. lo
l"" Jin. 8
Dt. 2nddo. ..,^.,.,.„ lia^ 7
Do '..lin. 7
Dram 1st yellow „,...„ ijip. i.t

Do lin. 10
Do „ ;. Jin, 8
Do. 2ad do lin g
Do. Ut yoUow, 0. T. and B Jin. 6
Vebeu states 32in^ 1200 pee.
Do. 30in y. ^0.
Bpmce palings 1 x 3 12d'pcs.'

Crabe flelus

WAGES MOVEMENT.
The Nise-Hocr Movkme.vt i.v the Boildi.n-o Tkaoe.

—The commitiee of the carpun ers aud joiners of London
for canyiug out ihe above movement have called an
aggregate meeting of the trade for the 25th ins ., ivben
the new code of working rules, embodying uiue working
hours per day, a the present rate of payment, 8d. per
hour, id to be submitted for approval and adoption. If
agreed to, the code of rules will be printed aud sent to
every employer in the London district for their assent
thereto, or, if necessary, a conference thereon, iiy reduc-
ing the working houis from 5ii to 6i) per week the men
sacrilice 48. per week in wages, but tlicy look for coiu-
pensatiou in more regular employment aud less competi-
tion by a reduce i surplus-labour market. The new code
of woraing rules also abolishes piece-work and sysiematic
overtime

8

Pongnraod 3rd yellow per Petg. atd.
Do. white b<aks.,.„ _. .T..Ioad

30
83
7 6
£ a.

C 15
1 5

£ a.

I 8

The Tiubeb Trade or Obtmsby.—In consoqnence of
Oeiiuin VMaels being thrown out 01 competition in cariT-
log cargoes of timber to Eoghtnd, freights have advanc<il
tMlMady. Vortwo yoaia p«,t Ire gl,t* hail been rulingy^jow, bat the outbreak of war had it« immediate effect
IB ptodncliig a reaction, and charges for carriage of timberw|m Mttaaced rapidly. ThesappUee of timber fromw* rnudaa iKirU of Memel, Dsntzig, and Stettin beingBOW oit off, baa naturally eaiued an increased demand for
Bwoduih and otlfir good., and this, combined with the riseu nelghis, hu pro.liic«<l an advance of prices in the trade
genarally of about 10 per cen . The merchants, how.rer,wboban stocks on baod of log timber front the threernwtea porta ouud pot an additional ralne of M per

JjetaBU**' *" TI»a«coaa of the German force* has»o»vnOWM »»y downward tendency.

TENDERS.
Clowne (Derbyshike).—For the erection of a rectory

house for the ilev. C. L. Helps. S. Koliinson, architect,
Chestfrfleld.

^Messre. Waterlow and Sons (aooepted).„£1037

Ep.tom.—For mortuary chapels, lodge, botindary walls,
&o., for the Epsom burial board. Mr. W. S. Trehearue,
architect. Quantities by Messrs. Wright and Dresser.

Nightingale £692i
Pollard 6000
Spicer , 6031 11 8
Coils aud Sons..,., 478O

Ebitii.—For public Imll. Mr. Herbert Ford, architect.
Willis £1486 15
Building Co ,.., 1403 15
J. Blake „ 13i3
Harrison and Edwards 1309
T. Blake 1291 1 2
W. Tongue 1235

FtTLHAM.— For erecting a villa residence at Liurol
Biuk, Fulham, for Mr. J. ilooth. Mr. J. T. Newman,
architect. (Quantities not supplied).

Dlease , £2400
Aldhouse 2261
Wigmore (accepted) 1861

Jarrow-opos-Tvse.—For the erection of a United
Presbyterian Church, Jarrow-upou-Tjne. Mr. Joseph
John Lish, architect. Quantities supplied. Architect's
estimate, £3400.

W. Scott £4005 19 1

Crick aud Armstrong 367:) 2 3
J. Mllburn 3663 5 10
J. A. Mc.^urlrio 3605 11 3
O.Wangh 3121 3 7
T. Robson 8408 6 7
J.Aisen 8W4 10
J). Komiudy 8:197 6 10
w. Wea; lierald 830 ) S
T. TumouU 3364
T. Hcjipel 33.15 8 1

K. Whichello 3323
N. andK. Beed 8352 10
T. Jlorrii 3250
K. Wylam (accepted) 3170 16 6

Westminster.—For repair*, &c., to OiUces of Colt's Fire
Arms Company, 14, Pall MaU. Mr. Arthur Cates, ar.
chitect, 7a, Whitehall-yard.

Cooke aitd Green £389
Paulsford 869
Sykea (tvooepted) 294

Kentish Town. -For erecting BrookReld Schools,
Kentish Towo. J. P. Scddon, architect. (Quanti iea not
supplied. ^

Williams and Co £3100
Belham _\\' 3079
Heusbaw

[ 2979
Wigmore (accepted) ..'.".'.'!!.'.'.'.' 2789
Wheeler

;

'

2272

LivERPOou-Por the Toxte'h Tabernacle, Park-road,
Liverpool. W J. Mason, architect. Quantities by Geo.
^ortllcroft, Liverpool.

Kdwd. Hughes £6700
Rome.. 5100
Jones and Co .„ „ 5([so
ui-ttifon ..;;:..:;:.:;:'.;:; esar
Tomlcmson 6550
}{,™:'>»ni 6400
^y'."""' 63(19

"f^'f^o 6310
iNicliolson and Ayre 5277
Uaigh and Co. (accepted) .'.'.."..'.'..",'

6260

LosDoN.—For repairs at the Licensed Viclualiers'
JVsylum, Old Kent-road. Mr W. F. Potter, architect

ii. C.Cook £187
S^Wea 13J Q
Percy ng ig g
Devereux no
I't-'ud 100
I'ei^tou 88 14 B
l^ay 70
llayward (accepted) 77

PoiTER's Bar.—For additions to a residence at Little
Heath, Potter's Bar, Mr. BiashiU, architect.

Gammon £4199
Uili, Kcddeil aud Waldraui ...... 3276
•bonder g^OO
Asford and Whiilier 3197
Patmau Bros 23i>9
Colls and Sons (accepted) 2j2S

Somer'sTown.- For repairs, itaiutiog and decoration of
" Mary|s Church, Somei's Town. Jamas K. Coiling,

aichi'ect.

Nash £59i
Kyers 442 12 g
Maun (accepted) 393
Henderson (too late) 38110

SvDExnAM.—For tiie ex ension of the orangery at the
Crystal Palace. Charles H. Driver, architect. Quantities
supplied by IVfr. T. Nixon.

Jackson and Shaw (accepted) £3200

Ware.—For drainage works at Ware, Herts., for the
Local Board of Health.

Brown (accepted) £5835 17 9

W^oOD Gkeev.—For two new wings to the Printers*
almshouses, Wood Greeu. Cnarles BeD, architect. Quan-
tities supplied by Mr. T. Niton.

Ileusliaw (accep.od) £3314

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Ra^^dell, Saonder.s, aud Co.ypA\Y, Limited. Quirry-

nieu and Stone Merclmnts, Bath. List of Prices at the
Quarries aud Depots; also cost for Transit to any part of
tile United Kingdom, furnished on application.

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[AovT.] Corsham, Wilts.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

St. Maby Abbott's, Kensington, Sept. 7.— For the
erection oi a new inhrmary and other buildings adjoin-
ing their workhouse, iiubou Green, Clerk to the Guar-
dians, No. 1, Devouihire-terracc, Wright's-lane, Ken-
sington.

Bradford, Aug. 23.—For the various works required
in the taking down the present buildings, and in the
erection of tlie Boar's Head Restaurant, in Market-street.
Milnos aud France, architects, Cheapside, Bradford.

Lancashibe and Yoekshire R.UI.WAY, Aug. 23.—For
the erection of astationmaster's house, aud waiting shed
at Sough Station ; of a new station at Peinberton ; and
of a timber footbridge over the railway at Oldham. W,
S. Lawn, secretary, Hunt's Bank, Manchester.

SiviNDON, Wilts, .^iig. 23.—For the erection of new
parochial schools, with teacher's residence. Lansdown
and Shopland, architects and surveyors, Swindon,
Wilts.

CHonLTON Union, Aug. '23.—For painting the whole
of the outside work at tho workhouse at Withington,
Wm. N. Edgiii, Clerk to the Guardians, Choiitou Union
Offices, Groavenor-squaro, All Saints', Manchester.

Cleckheaton Local Board, Aug. 22.—Gas Works
Department.—For the construction of ten brick gas re-
torts. David Hirst, Clerk to the said Board, Cleck-
heaton.

Croydon Local Board of Health Waterworks,
Aug. 30.—For the construction and erection of a con-
densing pumping engine. R. J. Cheesewright, Clerk,
Town' Hall, Croydon.

Croydon Local Board of Health Waterworks,
Aug. 30.—For the manufacture and delivery at Croydon
of cast-iron socket pipes. R. J. Clicosowright, Clerk

,

Town Hall, Croydon.

Sheffield, Aug. 31.—For the erection of a villa resi-
dence, in Clarkliouse-roail. Hill and Swann, architects,
Times Buildings, Sheffield.

Leeds, Ang. 21.—For the erection of six houses, at
Armley, near Leeds. James Snowdon, architect, 78,
Broomfield-terrace, Bradford.

Leeds, Aug. 24.—For the erection of now offices for
the Imperial Insurance Company, in Bond-street.
Stephen lirucst Smith, architect, 89,'Purk-square, Leeds.
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THE CASTLES OF IIEREFORDSHIKE.

HAVING lately given a summary of the

castles and castellated mansions in

Shropshire, we propose now, in continuation

of the series, to give a short account of tho^e

in the neighbouring border county of Here-

fordshire. Our principal authority is a work
by the Rev. Charles Robinson, Vicar of Norton

Canon, and chaplain to the Karl of Caithness

(published by Longman & Co., of London,

and Head &"Hall, of Hereford), a work of

careful research, illustrated with anastatic

reproductions of pen-and-ink drawings of but

moderate excellence.

The following alphabetically-arranged' list

of the castles mentioned by that author is in

itself interesting, and may be useful to such

of our readers as may be inclined to pursue

their personal investigations among these

relics of a byegone age. They have been
hitherto treated, as Mr. Robinson alleges, with

unmerited neglect, although many of them
still present architectural details of a high

order, and even a refined delicacy of execu-

tion and design. The list does not exclu-

sively apply to the true castle or Norman
fortalice, but embraces all fortified mansions

erected before the union of the Houses of

York and Lancaster to which the appellation

of Castra has been givsn in documents :
—

Almeley Kingsland
Ashpecton Kington
Brampton Brian Kinnersley
Bransill Lingen
Bredwardine Longtown
Clifford Lyonshall
Comfort Moccas
Crott Mortimer's Castle

Cublington Pembridge
Cusop Penyard
Dorston Richard's Castle

Eardisley Snodhill

Eaton Tregoz Stapleton

Eccleswale Sutton
Ellingham Tretire

Ewyas Harold Twyford
Frome Castle Wrishay
Goodrich Weobly
Hereford Whitney
Huntingdon Wigmore
Kilpeck Wilton

Of these, certainly Goodrich, of which we
lately gave an account, is the best preserved

and most interesting.

Almeley, though utterly destroyed, de-

serves mention as having been the residence,

according to tradition, of Sir John Oldcastle,

Lord Cobham, the Lollard martyr of Bramp-
ton Brian Castle, which belonged to the

Harleys. An entrance gateway of the time of

Edward III., with low circular towers at the

sides, remains. It has a pointed arch of good
proportions, and a string-course above orna-

mented with trefoil ball llowers. There are
also portions of the later domestic buildings
in the interior of the court. A paper upon
this structure, by Mr. R, W . Banks, is to be
found in the " Archaiol. Cambrensis," 3rd s.,

vol. xiii.

The ruins of Bransill Castle are in a glen of

the Malvern Hills. It was a castellated

mansion of late date—a quadrangle of about
forty yards on each side, with octagonal towers
at the angles, and a gateway on the western
side ; and two moats twenty yards apart sur-

rounded it ; and Croft Castle was a simiUr
quadrangular building, with circular towers at

the angles.

Hereford Castle was in circuit "nearly as

large as that ot Windsor," and "one of the
fayrist, largest, and strongest in all England."

It only now survives in the names of Castle

Green, Castle Mill, and Castle-street, which
occui)y its site. Its plan i.i, however, easily to

be gathered from Leland's description, and a
view by Speed. Mr. Robinson thus describes

it
—" On the southern side the river Wye, llie

bank of which fell almost perpendicularly

seven yards, formed a natural defence, and
round the wliole area of the castle ran a semi-

circular wall, defended with towers and
strengthened with a wet moat. The entrance

was on the north-eastern side, over a great

bridge of stone arches, with a drawbridge in

the middle ; and the eastern or outer bailey,

to which access was thus gained, contained

within it the chapel, the mill, and ihb barracks

and stabling. The smaller or inner ward had
also a strong wall and deep moat, ami in it

was situated the keep, built massively ou a

lofty artificial' mound. It was from this side

that attack was always most imminent, and
hence the centre tower of the keep was raised

high enough to command an extensive view,

and, if wo understaud Leland's words correctly,

was strengthened at the base by no less than
ten turrets."

Longtown has still a grey keep-tower,

standing in a wild spot backed by the Black
mountains, and Mr. Bodley's authority is

quoted by Jlr. Robinson as to its having been
erected prior to the Conquest, and there can

be but little doubt that the site had been en-

trenched as a camp even by the Romans.
Pembridge, fortunately, isin a comparatively

perfect condition, and a monograph upon it

by the late Mr. Wakeman is in the " Cam-
brian Journal." It is quadrangular, about

45 yards by 35 yards, with a south entrance,

guarded by towers of unequal size. The
courtyard is entered through a passage 33ft.

long. The keep and kitchen exist, and
the great hall and a projecting square stair-

case turret are now occupied as a farmhouse.

Some of the details are very curious, and the

structure is well worth careful eximination.

Of Snodhill Castle, which dates from the

latter part of the twelfth century, some transi-

tional Norman portions of the keep remain,

and an Edwardian gateway.

The ruins of Wigmore Castle, which be-

longed to the famed Mortimer family, cover a
large area. It has a Norman square keep, and
an entrance gateway on the south, of which, as

well as of the walls and theirjdefensive towers,

there are large portions remaining.

Of the other examples in the list given, but
fragments, or often only the mounds upon
which they stood, remain, so that, with the

notable exception of Goodrich, Herefordshire
can boast of little but the memory of its several

strongholds, and wo fear it is the antiquary,

the lover of the picturesque, and the artist,

who would profit far more than the archi-

tectural student by the investigation ot what
is left of them.

WHAT HOLLAND IS DOING FOR HER
WORKMEN.

IiHERE are admirable technical schools

established in Italy, Austria, France,
the German States, Belgium, Switzerland,

and Holland. The last-named country pre-

sents special features of interest, for the reason
that its endeavours in a manufacturing direc-

tion are of comparatively recent date, say
within the lastquarter of a century, and that its

working classes were said to dispute with those

of England the bad pre-eminence of being the

worst educated in Western Europe. Their
gas-works were executed by English com-
panies, who not only took over their own
engineers, but likewise all overlookers and
titters, and their railways were laid by English
engineers, who took over their own workmen.
After 1830 a change in the national feeling

took place (which is by some attributed to

rivalry of Belgium), and capital, which our
Dutch cousius had previously kept invested

in foreign funds, was withdrawn to ttt up

manufacturing and industrial companies.

But the capitalists found themselves in a difii-

culty, for want of intelligent workmen, and
were driven to bring homo a number of Ger-
mans. The Dutch workman was utterly un-
fitted for competition with these intruders,

and the national apathy, combined with a great

jealousy of state interference, and a fallacy

which prevailed without being publicly

avowed among the more influential classes,

that the more ignorant the people are the

easier they might be governed— all these

things combined (some of tliem are remark-
ably like England !) prevented improvement
for some years. The social earttwiuake of 1848,

however, woke up Holland as well as other

countiies ; new men came into power, and
among other things new educational law.s

were passed, although the friends ofignorance
made violent opposition. At present, the

secondary (or technical) instruction is regu-

lated by the law of 18G3.

The bchools consist of (<i) Burgher day or

evening schools, intended for the working
cla-ises. These are mostly held in the evening,

the boys being apprenticed as soon as they
leave the primary school. Tlie course of study,

as regulated by law, is mathematics ; rudi-

ments of theoretical and practical mechanics
and machinery ; natural philosophy and
chemistry; natural history; technology or

agricultural science, according to the locality

of the school ; geography ; history ; the Dutch
language ;

political economy ; ordinary and
rectilinear dravving ; gymnastics ; to which
the local authorities may add modelling, or
the German, English, or French language.

{b) Higher Burgher schools, for the education

of masters, overlookers, the commercial
classes, and, in short, all who are not intended

for the army, navy, or one of the learned pro-

fessions.
,
The course of instruction in these

schools, includes those of the previous class,

and adds the subjects of mineralogy, geology,

botany, and zoology, with more extensive

studies of history and political economy, the
rudiments of commerce and book-keeping.

Besides these there are (c) the agricultural

schools, in which the sciences relating to agri-

culture take a more prominent part, and (J)

the Royal Polytechnic School at Delft, which
fidtils the functions of an industrial university,

giving the most advanced instruction attain-

able, and from which the Government archi-

tects, naval engineers, shipbuilders, mechani-
cians, and mining engineers are chosen.

The law provides that there shall be one at

least of the class of burgher schools where-
ever the population exceeds 10,000, and 15

Government schools at least—that is, schools

where the town contributes only a part of the

cost of the building—in different parts of the

kingdom. The burgher schools are supported
by the towns, the higher burgher schools by
the towns with a subsidy from the Govern-
ment. Thenthere aretheGovernment schools ;

and private schools may even, upon certain

conditions, claim a subsidy from the Govern-

ment. The amount of the Government
jjayments to individual schools varies from
.£420 to £570 a-year, and one at Maestricht

receives about Jt;85C per annum. Compared
with this support our system of prizes

and scholarships, and grants to teachers at

South Kensington, is paltry and mean. The
schools had in 18G7 about 2,200students, which
was in about the proportion of 1 to every 1600
of the population. Our own Science and Art
Department schools in the same year were
attended by 10,230 pupils, or about one iu

2540 of our population ; so that not only are

the schools better supported by the Govern-
ment, but they are much more largely made
use of by the people. The boys enter at the

age of 12 or 13 ; at the burgher schools their

stay is for two years ; at the higher schools

they stay from three to five yeais, and may
enter the Polytechnic school after passing the

examinations of the schools, below, at 18 or

19 years of age. There is as yet but one girls'

school—at Haarlem.
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The above facts are fraught with the deep-

est lessous, and e%-ery one of our readers

should hkj them seriously to heart while

foreign countries are thus bestirring them-

etlrea, and even the Dutch, whom it has

been oar insular habit to look down upon as

•pathetic and sluggish as their own marshy

ttr«ams, are so steadily working their way in

advance of us by polishing up the best tool

in their chest—namely, the living intelligent

workman. If we do not pay serious attention

to it ve shall realize the fate of the hare in

hjanoewith the tortoise, and be beaten at

last At the same time the example of that

plodding little nation aflfords us great en-

eooragement ; with all their backwardness of

years ago, they have made very great and

solid progress, and so may we if we only

learn the lesson they teach us.

These remarks receive ad<iitional point

from the circumstance that in the Workmen's
Exhibition at Islington the department as-

signeil to the Royal Netherlands Commission
holds very prominent and honourable

position. E cry jranch of industry is well

illustrated, and the ^vernment, with that

push which characterises it, has appointed

a royal commission to supervise all the ar-

rangements, which is well represented in the

building itself by Dr. Bikkers, who is always

ready courteously to explain to visitors the

peculiar features of the collection under his

management. Our own attention was speci-

ally attracted by the exhibition of the results

of practical technical instruction given ih

a school for the sons of workmen at Amster-

dam. This school is supported by a society

partly benevolent in its nature, but which
pursues its object in a most practical and
common-sense manner, deserving of the

highest praise we can give it, which is to

counsel such of our readers as have means
and opportunity to "Go and do likewise."

The society for Proinotiug the Interests of

the Working Classes at Amsterdam ('' Maats-

chappij voor den Wcrkenden Stand ") was
establiiihed in the year 1854, and is now
under the patronage of H.R.H. the Prince of

Orange. It classifies its labours under five

divisions—namely, 1st. the scavengers' bri-

gade, which undertakes the sweeping and
cleansing of the public roads and thorough-
fiares, the gutters included, and thus affords

employment to many persons of the labouring

class in a work which, in this country, is

uraaUy left to the municipal authorities.

2nd. The benevolent fund, for affording relief

to workmen temporarily disabled by accidents

occurring in the exercise of their trade. The
workmen employed by contributors only
have a claim upon this fund, but in many
cases it has been applied to relieve the widows
and orphans of workmen killed by accidents.

3rd. Ttie industrial school for the sons of

workmen. 4lh. Lectures for the working
classes. These were firstestablished intheyear
1860. During the last winter a course of i'our-

teen popular lectures was delivered to persons
of both sexes in the Fraecati Buildings. The
number of the audience varied from 600 to

1000. The subjects embraced by the lectures

were physics, political economy, moral phi-
losophy, pedagogy, history, literature, music,
and the fine arts. In addition to these, a
conrte of four lectures on natural philosophy
was delivered exclusively to working men at

the " Keizerskroon," the audiences numbering
about 400. 6th. The needlewomen's em-
ployment division. The society established
this branch of its labours in 1867, and has
operated till the present time by giving in-
struction in the use of the sewing machine,
and by providing these machines lor indigent
women, who are expected afterwards to pay
for them by small weekly instalments.

In addition to the above, the society has,
from time to time, undertaken the organi-
zation of exhibitions of objects made by work-
men in their leisure hours, and has awarded
medals, testimonials, or similar distinctions
to those who have excelled at these compe-

titions ; it has offered its own medals to

artisans, who have obtained prizes at other

exhibitions as an additional home distinction

;

it has partly defrayed the expenses of work-

ing men visiting the Paris Exhibition of 1867

;

it supports workmen's tiuious, and has given

rewards to workmen for honesty and fidelity

during a continued service in the same employ.

The school tor workmen's sons is, however,

the most interesting of these various agencies,

its results being now exhibited on the walls at

Islington. It was established in the year

18C1, and receives a subsidy from the city of

Amsterdam. In the year 1866 his Majesty

King William III. presented the school with

a large and important collection of models,

implements, and tools. New buildings were

erected in 1867 at the AVeteringscharas, on

which occasion there was a great manifesta-

tion of public sympathy in favour of the

school. Prince Frederick and the Government
of the province taking part in the proceed-

ings. There are 125 pupils, of ages varying

from thirteen to sixteen years, the sous of

working men, and thirteen teachers. The
course of study embraces — carpentering,

forging, turning, embossing, carving ; recti-

linear, architectural, machine, ornamental,

and hand drawing, &c. ; knowledge of build-

ing materials, lessons in physics, algebra,

mathematics, and mechanics. The lads are

kept to study from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., with an
interval at noon, so that their mechanical

skill is entirely the result of the instruction

received. The exhibition is, infaot,an example
of what might be done by lads of sixteen, if

systematically instructed in their future trades,

without being left to the casual instruction

gained from jobs which happen to come up in

the daily practice of the workshop. It con-

sists of articles in most of the branches of in-

struction above enumerated. There is a

large portfolio of drawings, architectural and
shaded ; illustrations of carpentry, proceeding
from the simplest to the most complex com-
binations ; and elevations and plans of build-

ings and details of work, which would not
discredit any architect's office ; then there are

some cable chains made of wrought-iron, and
various iron implements forged by the hands
of the boys ; several articles turned in oak,

portions of sash frames, and dovetailed car-

pentry very neatly and creditably done

;

several carvings in bas-relief in oak ; models
of architectural details (full size) in clay

;

turned articles in polished wood ; a small book-
case with carved open work ; a model of a
timber roof, very neatly made ; a portion of

a carved stair rail with dovetail joints ; a
riveted iron pail ; a staircase made of deal

(ordinary size) and many other articles, all

showing very careful and systematic teaching
and considerable manual aptitude ou the part

of such young boys. In fact, we should be
inclined to place much of the work shown on
a par with that of our average journeymen,
although it must not be understood as coming
up to best work. There is no pretence about
the articles shown, everything; is left un-
polished and rough, sothatall jointings, rivet-

ings and weldings may be fairly inspected.

The instruction given in this school could
not, we think, be substituted for the ex-

perience to be gained in a workshop during
apprenticeship, nor do we believe it is pro-

posed to do so, but it forms an excellent pre-

paration for workshop life ; the youngster
who goes into a workshop from such a school

as this, with a systematic knowledge of the
rudiments of his trade, together with the in-

tellectual acquirements indicated by the

drawings and writings here shown, will not
be the hinderer, to be snubbed and treated as

a " necessary evil," which an English appren-
tice too often is, but he will be a real help to

the master workman ; and will be able so to

utilise his further experience, that ho will

turn out a finished workman, with whom, un-
less they take a leaf out of the book of his

instructors, the artisans of England will find

it difficult to maintain a competition.

FAILURE OF COMPETITIVE EXAMI-
NATIONS.

I^HE competitive system of examinations
has received its first blow, and one of a

very serious character. It has not only failed

most completely, but also in a branch or de-
partment in which one would not have ex-
pected a want of success to take place. Had
this misfortune occurred in some of the minor
departments of the State, to which admission
isnow only gained on competitive terms,—had
it been impossible to obtain an adequate num-
ber of letter-carriers and postmen under simi-
lar circumstances,—the matter would have
been of little or no importance. But that
failure should be so glaringly manifest in a
department of the Crown service so promi-
nent as the Indian Public Works is an event
as unexpected as surprising. When, out of
seventy-six candidates, only thirteen are de-

clared by the examiners to be eligible for forty

vacant appointments, it cannot be concealed
that the system adopted does not work. That
for the present the Secretary of State for

India has renounced the intention of adher-
ing to the competitive principle, may be ga-

thered from the following copy of tho official

document issued by his authority to intended
future competitors :

—

[Copr.]
India Office, 1870.

Sir,—lu reply to your application for informa-
tion regarding tne examinition of civil engineers
for service in India, 1 am to iuform you that it is

not probable there will be any future examinations
similar to those hitherto held for that purpose. No
further copies of particuUrs regarding the Indian
Engineering trervice will, therefore, be at present
issued from this office.—I am, Sir, your obedient
servant, W. T. Thounton.

We have ourselves received so many applica-

tions for information on this point that we
have no doubt the publication of the above
notice will be valuable to a large body of our
readers. It is not so very long ago since all

appointments of this and a similar nature

were obtainable only through private patron-

age, and that which was denied to merit and
ability was readily granted to ignorance when
backed by interest and party spirit. When
public pressure became so strong that the
authorities could no longer take shelter in

their usual red-tapeisra, the competitive sys-

tem was conceded, and was universally anti-

cipated to prove a complete remedy for the

evils of the ancien regime. It is somewhat
unfortunate that those who urged with vehe-
mence and pertinacity upon the Govern-
ment this very step should be themselves the

ones to exhibit their incompetence to undergo
the ordeal they petitioned for. What could

be justly said now if the Indian authorities

reverted to the old course of action ? What
if they were to say—" We gave you a fair

trial, every opportunity and facility for enter-

ing the service, and you failed most miserably

to reach the standard required of you—a stan-

dard, moreover, that you were acquainted

with at least a year before you went up for

the examination ?"

Those who are aware of the mildness of the

actual professional training, and the small

expense the candidates are put to to enable

them to compete at the examinations in ques-

tion, will readily bear witness to the just and
impartial conduct of the Indian Government.
So many colleges and schools are recognised

by the Secretary of State for India as possess-

ing efficient classes for the instruction of the

candidates, that one or other of them must
be everywhere accessible. Again, the certi-

ficateofany professional man having a shadow
of practice is regarded as valid for qualifying

his pupil to present himself, and no A-ery deep .

scrutiny is instituted into his moral or social

antecedents. There are many who view in this

very leniency the cause of the ill-success that

attended the competitors in July last, and
there is a good deal of sound, sense in the
opinion. Everything is valued in proportion

to the difficulty experienced in obtaining it,
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and it is certainly probable that our young
engiiieiTs iaiayiueJ tlie race would be au easy

oue Ijecause ihu road was made smooth for

them. Bearing in mmd what a host of schools

and colleges there are the principals of which
would be all naturally anxious to have their

establishments recognised by the Secretary

of State lor India, it was impossible for that

official to do otherwise than acknowledge
among the many some who no doubt did not

possess resources and capabilities equal to the

occasion. It is not every school that has an
engineering or surveying class worthy of the

name, or can impart any real professional

knowledge even of the most elementary de-

scription. As with the collegiate and scho-

lastic establishments so with the professional

men. Without instituting invidious compa-
risons and distinctions, too nice a discrimina-

tion could not be instituted between the cer-

tificate of Mr, A. and that of Mr. B., especially

at a lime when so great a dearth of work
exists in all professions, trades, and occupa-
tions that many practitioners of first-rate

ability and repute are doing little or nothing.
But if these matters re<iuired delicacy and
tact on the part of the authorities to deal
with and to decide upon, thSre was no such
obligation or task entailed upon the candi-
dates themselves. They had nothing to do
with individual pretensions, nor the interest

of principals and head-masters. They were
at perfect liberty to select any establishment
they preferred, as well as the engineer whose
service they were desirous of entering. From
the results of the laist examination we are
sadly afraid that some of them made a very
bad selection indeed. Parents and guardians
are not always infallible judges on these sub-
jects, and the loss of a valuable and perma-
nent appointment in consequence of a desire
to save a fee is a sorry specimen of the truth
of the old adage " penny-wise and pound-
foolish." Viewed in a purely commercial
light, a permanent appointment, with an in-
creasing salary attached to it, is worth the ex-
penditure of so much capital, but there are
some who expect interest without any invest-
ment of capital.

So signal a failure having attended the
competitive system in the Indian Public
Works Department, it is not surprising that
the authorities should contemplate its aban-
donment and the substitution of another.
The rumour set afloat some time ago, that an
Indian College was to be established in London
for the especial training of young engineers
for Indian service, is, we have received from
private information, no longera rumour, but a
fact. Whether this will altogether render a
year's probation with a bona fide professional
man superfluous or notremaius tobeseen. We
adhere to the opinion that, however valuable
the scientific education may be, no college or
school in the world can teach a young man
that which he can learn only in the office of
an architect or engineer. The routine of the
office, which is indispensable to a professional
man, cannot be trausjiorted into the atmo-
sphere of a college. The peculiar technical
and professional training and knowledge by
which a man gains his living cannot be grafted
upon a professor or an usher, whose duties lie
in a totally different sphere of action. It may
be urged that the establishment of this
college is for preparing young men, not for the
profession at large, but for a special service,
and that the system of education which might
suit them for the former would not be the best
to adopt for the latter. Tliere is a good deal
of truth in this, but it tells rather against the
establishment itself. Supposing that there
are forty vacancies to be filled up every year,
which would hardly be the case after the first
three or four years, but, neverthelei-s, while
that number did exist the pupils or the candi-
dates would muster in all probabilitv about a
hundred. Out of this hundred onlv forty
could succeed. Assuming that all these forty
were able to obtain the minimum number of
marks necessary to qualify them for an ap-

pointment, what is to become of the other

sixty ? After the limiting age they cannot
compete again, and must, therefore, leave the

college where they have been trained for a

special service. While there they will have
made no connection, and will not have the

same chance of obtaining employment they
would have had they entered the profession

in the ordinary manner. In fact, the leaving

the college will tell very forcibly against

their future prospects, as it will be at once

evidence of their incompetency to obtain an
appointment in the Public Works Depart-

ment, and it will be argued by many of those

to whom they may apply for work that they

are not suitable men to engage. Under these

circumstances they will have but one course

to adopt—that is, to commence the profession

tie novo. If the present limit of age—twenty-
four—be adhered to under the new regime, this

will be an expensive and somewhat hazardous
experiment to attempt. That the mathe-
matical and general scientific education at the
new college will be of the very highest order,

and well calculated to form the foundation of

future technical information, there is no room
to doubt. But there are not wanting nume-
rous other establishments of a similar cha-

racter where an equally sound scientific edu-
cation can be obtained. Certainly, if we are

to judge from the results alone of the exami-
nation in July, some of these do not seem to be
competent to impart to their " alumni " the

particular description of scientific knowledge
requisite to enable them to obtain au appoint-
ment in the Indian Public Works. But, as

we have before remarked, it was quite in the
power of the candidates to make a selection

which would ensure them efficient instruc-

tion. At the same time, in the interest of

fair play, the whole blame must not be laid
upon the scholastic and collegiate institutions.

It is quite certain that out of so large a number
of candidates there were some whom no
amount of " coaching " could have " put
through."

There is just one more point to be con-
sidered before we take leave of this important
subject. Pending the establishment of this

new college, what is to be done in the mean-
time towards filling up the twenty-seven vacan-
cies that now exist in the Public Works De-
partment 1 We may just hint that, in all

probability, a supplemental examination will
be held some few months hence, in order to
aftbrd a second chance to the previous unsuc-
cessful candidates, and to others who may be
desirous of competing for the appointments.
Due- notice of any such intended proceeding
on the part of the India Board will be given
in the usual manner, and those who may con-
template a second or first attempt will do well
to "put themselves into training at once." It

is impossible to avoid perceiving to what a
prominence these Indian appointments have
attained when they are considered deserving
of the establishment of a special school of edu-
cation for the intended candidates. Although
not exactly everything that they might be in
matters of pay and pension, yet ameliorations
and changes are under the consideration of the
Home Department which will go far to place
the whole service on a better footing hereafter.

SCULPTURES NOW IN THE LATERAN
MUSEUM AT ROME, FROM THE TOMBS
OF SUPPOSEDARCHITECTS; THEATERII
FAMILY.

WE have selected two of the photographs
from Mr. Parker's series of the antiquities

of Rome, which appear to us of special interest
to the architectural profession. They are from
the celebrated tomb of the Atcrli, discovered in
1849 at Cento Celli, a district a few miles from
Rome, full of tombs (from the hundred cells of
which it is supposed to have been named). It

was evidently a gitat burial-place in the time of

tlie Emperors Trajau and Hadrian, and it is be-

lieved that Hadrian had one of his magnificent
villas there also, as there is an aqueduct leading

to it. These two photographs, of which we pre-
sent lithographs, represent two interestinj; panels
o£ sculpture of the lirst century of the Christian
era, or beginning of the second ; they are now
preserved in the Lateran Museum. The first

(No. 1,600 in Mr. Parker's catalogue) is extremely
curious, as showing the manner in which the
Romans in the time of the Empire, and pro-
bably during the earlier period also, raised their
great blocks of stone, and placed them on the
walls, without scaffolding. The sculpture repre-
sents a rich tomb, or a temple, of the first

century, nearly finished but not quite, with the
machine in question at the end of it in front of
the portico, and two men placing a great stone on
the summit ; it is level with the top of a palm-
tree, which is represented to show the height. The
men are at the upper end of a machine very
similar to a modern fire-escape. The stone is

attached to the end of it when it is on the
ground ; it is then raised by means of a tread-
wheel, in the place of the ordinary wheel. Inside
of this tread-wheel five men are represented (and
there may have been more, for the panel is broken
off in the middle of the wheel). By their weight
they lift up the ladder, with the stone at the end
of it, until it is nearly vertical ; it is attached to
and guided by strong cords; each of the men
stands on a sort of large pulley with one foot, and
the other foot rests upon the cord. They hold
the stone in their hands, which seems to I e part
of the cornice, about 2ft. or 3ft. wide and the
same length. The tread-wheel does not rest upon
the ground, but on blocks which are mov-
able, and 5ft. or 6ft. high, as two men are repre-
sented under it, and the whole appears as being
pushed up a flight of stone steps in front of the
portico. Under this also is what seems to be in.

tended for the plan of the inside of the tread-
wheel. It seems not improbable that the whole
design is imaginary, and it may represent the
tomb of an architect. On this one panel there
seem to be several designs represented—one, a
temple, with a portico ; another, a tomb, with a
doorway ; another, perhaps a janxis quadrifrons,
or small temple with four faces, and a cupola at the
top with a figure under it, and other figures
sculptured on both sides.

The other panel (No. 1,501) is equally interesting
in its way, but more to scholars and those who
study the antiquities of Rome than to the pro-
fessional architect. It represents five buildings :

the first, beginning with the left hand, is a
triumphal arch, with the inscription arcvs ad
IS1.S ; the fourth in order is another triumphal
arch, with the inscription on the cornice, arcus in
SACKA VIA SVMMA. In each case the figure of a
warrior is represented under the arch, and other
figures on the piers by the side, between the
columns. Number two of this series is a portion
of a large circular building of three storeys, which
is looked down upon, as the top is shown. The
lower arches are open, the others have sculpture
in them. Next to this, in number three of
the series, is another triumphal arch, seen end
wijs, with a figure under the arch, and a
group of horsemen on the top of it. The fifth and
last of the series is the portico of a temple of six
columns, with a pediment and an attic, and again
the figure of a goci between the two central columns,
as often represented on coins and medals. The
portico stands on a lower level than thetiiumphal
arch next to it. May we venture to conjecture
that these five buildings are intended to represent
a view of the Summa Via Sacra, or Upper Via
Sacra, on which the Arch of Titus now stands
(although it is singular that none of them corre-

spond with that arch), and, therefore, that these
stood to the south of that arch, in front of the
Cliff of the Palatine ; and that numbers two and
three are intended for a distant view of the Colos -

seum, and of a triumphal arch that stood by the
side of it, on the same site on which the Arch of

Constantine now stands ? It is well-known that in
the time of Constantine old materials were used
for building this arch, supposed to have been taken
from the Arch of Trajan, on the entrance to his

Thermal. That opinion, we believe, rests upon
tradition only, and the arch pitlled down in the
time of Constantine may have stood on the same
site as the present arch. Another conjecture is

that the sculptured panel also may be part of the
tomb of an architect of the time of Hadiian, and
may .represent the buildings he had executed or
had been employed upon.

In any case, these two pieces of scidpture are
extremely interesting, and the profession are much
indebted to Mr. Parker for making them known in
England. We cannot but say that sufficient

k
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attontioa wm not paid to these photographs by

th« proteesion when they were exhibited, and thit

the Royal InaUtute of ArehitecU ought to have a

et of them.
. •

THE PARISH CHURCH OF LLAKCADARN-
FAWR, NEAR ABERTST\YITH, FOR-

MERLY THE CATHEDRAL OF THE
ANCIENT SEE OF LLANBADARN-FAWR.

\T7HAT ii known as to the ancient history of

VV thU interesting fabrio has been succinctly

described in the following remarks, which we
quote from the appeal made to the puhlic for aid

10 the fund for ita lestoration. " The earliest

notice of this church in history is the arrival of S.

Patumua in ad. 524.—(Padaru ap Petrwn ap

Emyr Llydaw, Cefuderw i Gad van,
—

' Bonedd y
Saint,' Myl". Arch., Vol 11., p. 50.) He is said to

have come over from Armoiica, together with S.

Cadvan, at the head of b-17 monks.— (' Lives of

Cambro-Britiah Saints,'* p. 189) According to

'Achau y iSaiut,' he became a member of the

College of lUtyd. He afterwards established a

eillege of 120 members at Llaubadarn-Kawr.

Being abbot of the new institution, he appointed

over it also a steward, a provost, and a dean. At
the same place he founded an episcopal sec, and

waa himself the first bishop. This office he held

for 21 years, after which he returned to Armorica

mnd beoame Bishop of Vannes. He is said to have

built monasteries and churches throughout the

region of Ceredigion.

"The southern boundary of the Diocese of Llan-

badarn is supposed {tide Kees's 'British Sainc,' p.

216) to be indicatedinthepresentday by churches

bearing the name of the saint. The line would
thus start on the coast below LlanddcwiAberarth,

•ad crwsingtheTeifi at Llanddewi-breti, would go

up to Builth in Brecunshire. On the southern

aide of this boundary we find numerous churches

dedicated to S. David ; and facing them on the

northern side another series bearing the name of

S. Paturnus or some of his companions. Churches

dedicated to S. Padarn in the centre and north of

Badoorshire carry thu boundary of his diocese

round the whole of that county, with the exception

of the Deanery of Klvatl, which is on the southern

side. Numerous dedications to compauions of S.

PatumuB through Montgomeryshire, and the

outh of Merionethshire, create a slight probability

that the southern portion of both these counties

may have been subject to S. Paturnus's juris.

diction.

"The great church of Cardiganshire, Llanbadarn-

Fawr, foiming its central point, the limits of the

see probably fluctuated with those of the princi-

pality of Ceredigion, whiUt there is r«ason to

believe that the district of Ceredigion extended at

one time north of the Dyfi, so as to take in a part

of Gwynedd, properly so called. (' Vestiges of the

Gael in Gnyuedd,' t p- 44 ) How long Llanbadarn
continued to be a bishopric cannot be ascer-

tained. The last notice of it und^r that character

ia the Welsh Chronicles is in the year 72U, when
it ia recorded (Brut y Tywysogion, Myf. Arch.,

Vol. XL, p. 472) that many of the churches of

liUndaf, Mynyw, Llanbadarn, meaning the three

diooMws of South Wales, were ravaged by the

Sazooa. The church of Llanbadam-Fawr, aftrr

the cessation of the episcopate, retained something
of a coenobitic or collegiate character, to, at leaKt

the beginning, or more probably the middle, of

the thirteenth century, in spite of an attempt at

the commencement of the twelfth ccntuiy to

appropriate its revenues to the Abbey of 3. Peter,

Gloucester. We find Geofrey de Henelawe,
Bishop of S. David's from 1 203 to 1214, instituting

a Rector of Llanbadarn without respect to the

right* of the canons, 'an unexampled act,' says

Giraldus Cambrensis, ' on the pan of a biahop of

& David's." ('Hist, and Ant. of S. David's,' p. 175.1)

Llanbadarn was finally appropriated in 13ti0 to

Vale Royal {tide Lib. Slat. Keel. Menev.)."
The tollowing is an extract from the report of

the architect to the committee formed for the
restoration of the church, and describes its con-
dition before the works recently done to it were
commenced :

—

"This stately and venerable fabric, once the
cathedral of the ancient See of Llanbadarn-Kan r,

Ua cruciform church, consisting of aisleless nave,
transepta and chancel, with a massive tower over
the iuteraectiun. The style of ita architecture is

* Poklialicd by the Welsh MS8. Societv.
» Bf llu U«v. W. liudl Junes, now Archdeacon of Yoi k.
; Bf the Her. W. Basil Jones and Edward Auuastns

PrMaus, Kti|. :

that of the early part of the thirteenth century,

but the structure has evidently l>cen nearly re-

built at a subsequent date, after extensive in-

juries suUered from fire or through violence ; the

same design was, however, adhered to, aud many
of the older details preserved aud re-used.

"The difficulty of ascertaining the original

character of the church under such circumstances

is rendered less by a comparison with other con-

temporary buildings in the principality, such as

the Priory and Christchurch at Brecon, Ewenny
Abbey, &c. All these exhibit these same general

characteristics, extreme simplicity in the external

features, combined with an admirable degree of

finish in the masonry, and a comparative reQne-

ment and richness of detail in the interior. Llan-

badarn Church, though one of the simplest, yields

to none of these in point of the execution of those

details that are evidently original, while it is sur-

passed by few in dignity of scale and proportion
;

its beautiful southern doorway, however, alone

remains to show what the internal features may

have been, which are now replaced by work of an

entirely different aud ruder class, as, !'or instance,

the arches supporting the tower.
" The windows, though but simple lancet-

shaped openings with chamfered edges, have

dressings of the best description ; aud at the

angles of both transepts are still reuviiniug a few

stoues that show that the first building had a

projecting moulding above the base and quoius of

a corresponding character.
" The tower, which is evidently of a later date,

as it has many older worked stones built into it,

has, unfortunately, none of the usual weatherings

to show the original pitch of the roofs ; the present

roofs, of indifferent character, are comparatively

modern and much too low ; the only clue to the

former condition of these is, therefore, by refer-

ence to other existing examples.
" The church has fallen into a sad state of dila-

pidation from neglect and injudicious repairs. The

nave roof, and the spire, in particular, are in an

imminently dangerous condition from the decay

of their principal timbers, and the side walls are

tottering, from their outward thrust ; in some

parts they overhang the base 15ia., and in others

they are rent from top to bottom."

The view which we present to our subscribers

in our present number is a reduction, by the photo-

lithographic process, from a drawiLg made by

iMr. Howard O^iye for the architect, aud shows the

building in the condition to which it is hoped

before long it will be brought. The works which

have as yet been executed are the restoration of

the nave and rebuilding of the porch. The nave,

as described in the architect's report, was in a

most ruinous condition ;
yet as every stone of so

ancient and interesting a building deserves to ue

preserved intact if possible, the first rumour of

the intention to rebuild it provoked the jealous

intervention of several eminent antiquaries, who
knew and loved the old fabric. Notably among
these was the late esteemed Mr. J. L. Petit and

the Archdeacon of York. These gentlemen, how-

ever, upon the evidence laid before them, con-

ceded the necessity of the proposed works, aud as

the committee entrusted the execution of them
to a builder of great experience in such matters

(Mr. Thomas Williams), in whom the architect re-

posed great confidence, all parties, though re-

gretting the need, felt satisfied that it would be

carried out in the proper Bj irit of conservatism.

Accordingly, as much of the old walling

of the nave as it was practicable to retain

has been retained, and the rest rebuilt iu

exact conformity with the original design. During

the works, most curious fragments of successive

polychromatic aud pictorial decorations were

discovered upon dilferent coats of whitewash,

some evidently dating from the period of the

erection of the church. Under the circumstances

it proved impossible to preserve any of these, but

Mr. Seddon has recorded them in a paper recently

read by him at the Institute of AJchitects, and

published in the transactions of that body. He
also had a careful drawiug made of the principal

figure—a colossal S. Christopher—by the able

hand of Mr. E. S. Cole, the architectural artist.

The porch had no antiquariau or architectural

interest whatever, and its fccale being mean in

comparison with that of the church, it has been

taken down and a new one erected instead, of a

commensurate size and corresponding simplicity of

detail to that of the church, from the design of the

architect.

Our view also shows the spire which it is pro-

posed to substitute for the present small and de-

cayed one, alid in the foreground are two ancient

Celtic crosses, which are still preserved in the

churchyard. The extreme beauty of the church-

yard, with its grand old trees, probably coeval

with the structure itself, is not the least of the

attractions which Llanbadam-Fawr holds out

for the visitors to Aberystwith, for whose benefit

during the season the vicar holds an English

service on Sunday evenings. As efforts are

about to be made to further the restoration so

happily commenced, we would call attention to

the fact, and express a hope that they may be
liberally responded to.

TR.\.NSP0RT.4.TI0N OF EARTH.*

IN all constructions whioh require the move-
ment of large quantities of earth, such as the

establishment of a road, railroad, or canal, two
questions have to be solved : one cousioting of

the determination of the meau distance of trans-

port of earth, the other of the most advantage-

ous ornuiiization of this transport. We shall first

consider the former.
If V is the total volume necessary for a given

cutting, the cost of transport is proporti(jual to

V ; but it will also depend upon tho distances to

which the differeut portions of tho volume V
must be transported. Let v, c', v", &c., repi-esent

the several elements of the volume V ; 1', d', d",

&o., the distances corresponding to these elements

;

then the expense of transport will be proportional

to the quantity

—

vd + %''d' -f v"d" +, Sec,

Let D be such a distance that

vd + v'd' + v"d" -f , etc., = VD
; [1]

then D will be the mean distance of transport,

and the expense will be proportional to the pro-

duct V D. The determination of this mean dis-

tance is important.
The most simple and ordinary case is that in

which the carriage is along a straight line. In

this case the mean distance ia the distance be-

tween the centres of gravity of the cutting and
the filling. Let x", x't X."

^'0 be the primitive

distances of the centres of gravity of the element-

ary volumes V, v', v", and of the total volume to

any fixed jjlane perpendicular to the axis of the

route; and let x', x"i X " ^ ^^ ^^^ distances

of the same centres to the same plane after trans-

port. Then rf = x - Xo ; d' = % - Xo' ;
d" =

X" — Xo"; therefore, equation [1] may be

written :

^ ix- Xo) + "'
(x' - Xo') + '" - (X" - X»") +

= VD;
or,

[''X + "'x' + "" X" +•] - [''Xo + ^''Xo' +
,/'Xo"-f...] = VD.

Applying the principle of moments,

VX-VXo = VD
.-. D = X - Xo ,

which pr-oves the above princii>le.

In applying this rule, engineers generally em-

ploy a graphic method. Let X X' (Fig. 1) be the

axis of the route ; and A, B, C, points at which

the cross- sections have been determined. Suppose

that the lirst profile. A, pretcuta a section of cut-

ting, d, aud a tcction of idling, r ; the second pro-

file, B, corresponding sections, d and ; ; the third,

* Trarialated from Sonuet's
llKitiilues Appliqut'es.*

' SictiouLaiie des Uatlio
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C, a filling without cuttinpf. If, through the point

of change from cutting and filling in the profile B
a verticle plane is supposed to be parallel to the

axis of the route, it will divide the filling of the

profile C into two parts ; one, p, corresponding to

the cutting (<', the other, p', to the filling r'. Per-

pendiculara are drawn to X X' at A, 6, and C ; An,
B 6 are laid off proportional to the areas of the

cuttings d and (V ; and A a', B h\ Cc', D d', pro-

portional to the fillings r, r', p, p. Connect by
straight lines a h, a' b', b' d, and b c'. The
volume of the cutting betweenA and B is approxi-

mately
* {d + d'} AB,

and is represented by the area of the trapezoid A a
b B. The volume of filling between the same sec-

tions is repiesented by A a' b' B. Betvreen tho

sections B and C we must first consider the

volume of filling Corresponding to the fillings r'

and p'
; it is rei^resented in the drawing by the

drawing by the trapezoid Ti b' d C ; we muat next
Cf>n8ider aa area corresponding to the cutting ir and
the filling p. The distance x of the mean line of

passage to the section B, being expressed by

d' B 6
X = B C. —;—;— or B C. -p ; , p ,,

a + p UO + L/C

must be equal to B i. Consequently the volume
of the portion in cutting, being expressed by

4 d' X or i B6. Bj,

is represented by the area of the triangle 6 B t.

The volume of filling is represented by the area

of the triangle i Cc'.
Between two consecutive sections there is a par-

tial compeusatiim between cutting and filling con-

sequent upon the carriage of earth perpendicular
to the axis of the route, thus requiring no longi-

tud nal transport. By laying otf the trapezoid
A a' b' B upon A a" b" B, it is seen that after the
partial compensation just mentioned there will

remain an excess of cutting corresponding to a a"

b b". To obtain more conveniently the total fill-

ing between B and C, which is the sum of B 6' rf C
and i C e', draw i h perpendicular to X X' ; make
rf« = C c', and join e h; the triangle d e h is

equivalent to the triangle i C c', so that the total

filling is bhown by the polygon '&C e hV. Ee-
volve the triangle fc B i to fc, B i, and put for the
b' ob, the equivalent triangle i o k. The figure
B V k i is equal to b, B i, and the excess of the
fiUing between B and C will therefore be repre-
sented by the figure i h k e G. The centres of
gravity g' and (Jul a a" b" b and i k h eCa.re found.
Wo draw i) f parallel to X X' and g' f perpeudicu-
lar. The distance fr / is the mean distance of
transport.

This method is applicable, whatever the num-
ber of profiles, by carrying from one interval to the
next the excess of cutting obtained by thep irtial

compensation made in each interval. This ex-
peditious process gives results sufficiently approxi-
mate, especially if the drawing is made to
a large scale. The centres of gravity can often
be determined by inspection without great error.
It is not necessary to use the same scale for dis-

tances in the direction X X' and for the distances
setofi" perpendicular to this axis. Ordinarily the
last are taken to tire scale Om.OOo per square
metre; the first are taken to the scale Om.OOl,
Om 002 to the metre ; sometimes to a smaller
scale.

There is another case in which ths mean distance
of transport can be evaluated very easily ; that in
which the cutting or filling can be divided by ver-
tical planes into equal corresponding slices. This
happens in moat of the terracing work in fortifi-

cation. The relief of fortified works is formed
by the earth brought forward from the ditch,
so that a series of vertical planes perpendicular to
the direction of the line de feu divide the fosse
and the relief into sections of the same volume.
In this case the distance between the centres of
gravity of cutting and idling is the same for each
section ; it is equal to the distance between the
centres of gravity of the force and of the total
relief ; and this is the mean distance of trans-
port.

In other cases this mean distance can bo deter-
mined only approximately, and its minimum can
be found only l.y tatonnement. In general,
engineers take approximate value of the mean dis-
tance, the distance between the centres of gravity
of cutting and of filling.

We have supiwoed tho direction of transport
to be horizontal. When in going from cuttmg to
filling it is necessary to go up a rieing grade, this
circumstance of course inere;ises the work. In
military engineering it is assumed that 20 metres

of distance on a rising grade of l-12th is equiva-

lent to BO metres on a horizontal ; and the cost

of transport is determined by this rule. Suppose

6 to bo the horizontal projection of the distance

to be passed over and h the height, the grade

being 1 in 12, we have b = 12/t ; and the dis-

tance lilt on the rise is equal to 18ft on the hori-

zontal.

Let A M N B (Fig. 2) represent the section ofan

excavation from which earth is to be carried to fill

the section C P Q D. Through the points B and C
draw the lines B K and C L at an incline of 1 to 12

;

that is, at a horizontal angle of about i' 46'. Let

g be the centre of gravity of the trianale A K B,
g' that of the triangle C L D, G that of the

quadrilateral L M N B, G' that of the quadrilateral

C P Q L ; ft, ft,' H, H' tho di-tancesof the several

centres from the horizontal AB C D ; let fall upon
this horizontal the perpendiculars g I nnd g' H.
Consider the volumes corresponding to the same
length of excavation and embankment perpendi-

cular to the plane of the figure. Earth must
be brought to the point B, carried from B to C,

and spread over the entire surface of the em-
bankment. It may be assumed that the work is

the same as if the volumes were concentrated at

their centres of gravity. According to this sup-

position, in order to bring the earth from the

prism A K B to B, a volume v must be moved a

distance compounded of I B, horizontal distances,

and (5ft, taking rise into account. The product of

the volume by the distance is

V (IB + 6ft)

while the corresponding product for carriage from
B to C is

V. B C.

For transport fiom the point C to the several

points of the pri.-m C L D of volume »>', we shall

have
v' (CH + Cft').

LetV represent the volume of the prism KMNB,
and y that of th prism C P Q L ; then the
product for transporf to tlit* point B is

V.18H;
from B to C the product is

V.BC
finally, for transport from C to all points of the
prism C P Q L, the product is

V'.ISH'.

In order not to pass the inclination I in 13,

the line of distribution of the volumes V and V
must be extended by making them follow the
slopes made upon the interior talus of the ex-

cavation and upon the talus. These slopes are
divided into lengths of 20 metres, so that each
receives 10 metres of distribution from either
end. The centre of gravity of the volume
received or distributed is then 5 metres from the
slope. Hence 5 metres must be added to the
distance of transport of each of the volumes V
and y ; so that ihe total sum of products of
volumes and distances is

^(IB-f 6ft-(-BC)-f-t''(CH-f 6ft') )
i-on

-f V(18H -f BC +5m.) -|-V' (18H'-i-5m.) J
-L-J

This sum, divided by the total volume v' -f V',
will give the mean distance of transport.

The first two terms of formula [2] can generally
be neglected in comparison with the other two,
unless either the excavation or the embankment
is broad and shallow, When these terms can be
neglected, we have V = V, and the formula
reduces to

V[18(II-fH') -f BC -f 10m.];

the mean distance of transport in this case is

18 (H + H') -f- BG -f 10m., [3]

that is, it is 18 times the difference of levels of
the centres of gravity of the cutting and the
lilling, increased by the distance from the edge
of tho cutting to the foot of the filling, increased
by 10 metres.

If the ground rise from B to C, H being the
difference of level of the points G and B, H' that
of the points G' and C, z that of the points B and
C, we have for mean distance of transport

18 H -f BG -f 6; -f 18 H' -f 10m.,

18 (H + H') -f BC -f 6i -f 10m.,

which amounts to adding, according to the rule

given above, 6 times the ditference of level of the

liolnts li and C.

On the other band, if the ground descend from
B to C, we should apply formula [3] without
taking this circumstance into account, unU'SS the

point G' does not descend a level equal to or less

than that of B, in which case it is only necessary

to add 18H + lUm., the horizontal distance from
the points B and G', No account is taken of the
descending slopes.

When the earth has to be removed only 2 and
4 metres in a horizontal direction, or from 1'6 to

2 metres in a vertical direction, tho transport

should be made with the shovd. For greater

distances the wheelbarrow is used, aud the
cariiage is done by r>-lays ; the quantity of earth
is said to be a tm seid homine, if a single labourer

can load a barrow while another runs over a relay

of 30 metres, going aud returning. The quantity of

earth is said to be a nn homme et dcmi if it is neces-

sary to have two loaders to one digger to feed two
barrows running over the same relay. The earth

can be a deux honimes or a trots homines. In
general, if T denotes the time occupied by a pick-

man to dig a certain volume of earth, aud t tho

time for a loader to load the same volume upon

T
a barrow, tho ratio -- expresses the number of

pickers necessary that a loader may work with jut

interruption. The number necessary to supply a
wheeler is

T , T + «

T^^°' IT
and the quantity of earth is said to be to

T + t
men.

t

As to the length of the relay, it is determined
by the following considerations : It is assumed
that a wheeler can run 30,000 metres in a day of

10 hours, aud that a loader can load 20 cubic

metres in the same time. The ordinary capacity

of a barrow is 0m.04 ; i. e., 25 barrows to the

cubic metre. If x denotes the distance run by
the wheeler while the loader fills a barrow, we
have

20 : 0'04 : : 30000m. : x

X = 60m.

The half of this distance, 30 metres, is the
length of the relay This is about the same in

all localit es, while the capacity of the barrow
varies, according to the country, from 1 33rd t»

l-2Uth of a cubic metre. It is desirable to kuow
the time necessary to transport a cubic metre the

distance of a relay. As the wheeler runs 3,000
metres an hour, he wheels a double relay of 60
metres in Oh 02; but in this time he carries

l-25th of a cubic metre; to carry a cubic metre
a distance of 30 metres, he will require a time

0h.02 X 25 or 0h.50.

For longer distances the hand-truck (camtoit),

dumping cart {tombereau), or waggon (icagon de

terraisement) is used. The hand-truck has a
capacity of 20 cubic metres, and is usually drawn
by men. The relays are about 100 metres, or it

requii'es 20 minutes to carry a cubic metre over

this distance The capacity of the dumping cart

varies from OoO to 1'50 cubic metres ; it is drawn
by one or by two horses. About 20 minutes are

employed in moving a cubic metre over a distance

of lOU metres, by means of a cart of mean ca-

pacity, loading 'and unloading included.

For longer distances, waggons (or carts) are

employed, drawn by horses or a locomotive, and
the transport is not made in relays. At Clamart,

on the Versailles Railway, tho wagg.jus had a

capacity of 1 50 metres. Three horoes dragged

111 of these, with a velocity of 25.o00 metres, in

10 hours. A locomotive dragged 20 with four

times this velocity. In each case there was a loss

of 10 minutes each trip for loading aud unloading.

The road had an inclination of Om.OOl to the

metre. On a horizontal road five horses instead

of three would have been necessary. Tlie barrow

or the truck is genoiallj employed or dialauees of

less than 100 metres; the dumping cut for

diotances from lOO to 5'i0 metres ; waggnus drawu
by horses, from 500 to 2,0uo metres, and for

greater distances, cars drawn by a locomotivt*.

In mountainous countries the earth is often

carried on the back of a labourer or a mule ; in

the first case [ anniers are used , of a capacity of

about Om.Ol ; in the latter case each pannier has

a capacity of about Om.OI.
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MTbea earth bu to be moved in a vertical

dirrotiuo, the shovel should be employed, if

possible, for heighu not exceeding lai.65. The

labourers, one ab-^ve the other, at this interval,

can raise, in 10 hours, 15 cubic metres to a height

of about 5 metres. Another meth^id, almost aa

good, is carriage by the basket, by aid of a

ladder. A labourer can make 27 tiips of 3 metres

height in an hour, carrying in all 8'10 cubic

metres a distance of 3 metres—a result nearly

equiralent to the former ; for, multiplying the

volume hy the height, we have, in the first case,

72-9 ; in the second, 75.

Sometimes panniers, OkUed bouiriquets, are

raised by a drum. The capacity of one of these

is 0°0}3 cubic metres. The drum is from 15 to

30 centimetres in diameter, and from Im. to

lm.2 in length. The crank is Om.4 Ion.-. The
ro|>e which c irries tlie panniers is OSm. in

diameter. By means of this apparatus, 15 cubic

metres can be raixed to a height of 5 metres.

A similar method is employed in tunnelling

work.

cautions have been taken to secure efficient venti-

lation, and the carrying off of the products of gaa

combustion. Mr. F. H. Fowler, of Fleet-street, is

the architect, and Mr. Read the builder.

AyOTHER THEATRE FOR LONDON.

MANY of our readers will doubtless re-

member the mania which prevailed a few
years ago for the erection of gigantic hotels by
Umited liability companies. Many of those pro-

jects were most disastrous to the unfortunate
shareholders, and it is to be hoped, for the sake

of those concerned, that the present rage for

theatre-building in London will nut be attended
with the like misfortune. By a curious coinci-

dence, the walls which were to enclose a large

b >tel now include within their limits two
theatres. The mere half-finished brick carcase

intended for the Strand Hotel stood idle and
ruin like for several years between Holywell and
Wych streets. After a time, the ground Boors

were utilised as shojw, and let to booksellers and
others, and last year about half of the internal

area of this huge carcase was appropriated as the
site of the Globe Theatre. Un the remaining
half of the interior of this block another theatre

has now been for some months in course of erec-

tion, and it will probably open at the end of

September or beginning of October. This
new theatre will, we understand, be devoted
to burlesciue, eitravagauza, and opera boiiffe,

end will be totally distinct from the Globe
Theatre, and under different management.
The backs of the stages of the two theatres

abut on each other, and are divided by a
•olid brick party wall. The stage of the new
theatre (which has not yet been given a name) is

3:;ft. deep. The whole of the space which in

former days would have been called the pit is

apprupriattd to stalls. This space, or pit area, is

however, very limited, as there is no headway
under the first tier or balcony, which is to be
cameil the stall tier, and which rises up solid

from the ground, the top of the balcony or box-
front being only Cft. or 7ft. from the floor of the
pit or stalls, so that a person in the pit (other-

wi»e stalls) could easily shake hands with one in
the first or stall tier. Above the stall tier, at a
good elevation, is the grand tier or dress circle

;

and above this, again, is the final tier, appro-
priated to " amphitheatre " ar:d " amphitheatre
ttalls." It is estimated that 1,G00 persons may
le comfortably seated in the auditorium. This
new theatre will have an advantage over the
Olobe, inasmuch as it will have its princi{>al

entrance in the Strand, nearly opposite Surry-
atreet. This is effected by means of a subway
which passess from the new theatre, beneath Holy-
well-street, to the basement of a new building
in the Strand. This basement' will be luxuriously
fitted up and decorated to serve as a crush-room,
and will be approached by a broad flight of steps,

leading from the vestibule. We understand that
in constructing the subway from the theatre to the
Strand the workmen came upon traces of the Old
Holy Well, from which Holywell-street derives its

name. Beeidea this principal entrance in the
Strand, there will be other entrances from Wyoh-
atreetand Holywell-street. The decorations will
consist principally of carton-pierre work, with the
ceiling and the space over the prr>8cenium painted
with allegorical subjects. The whole of the
decoration is under the direction of Mr. Brad well.
The gatligbtini.' will be effected by means of a
inD-bumer. From the peculiar shape of the
house (that of a flat horse-shoe) a good view
of the whole or nearly the whole of the stage
will be obtainable from every seat. Special pre-

SANITARY WORK IN MARYLEBONE FOR
1869.

DR. WHITMORE'S sanitary reportsare always
valuable, not only as records of good work

done, but for the practical suggestions for further

improvement frequently embodied in them. In
the report for 1SG9, now before us, the table shows
that 2,361 houses were visited during the year,

and of these 1,262 underwent sanitary improve-
ment. The length of new pipe drain laid down to

supply the place of old and defective brick drains

was 8,014ft. Water was laid on to 447 closets
;

1,481 yards and areas were cleansed and lime-

washed, and many of them repaved, and a great
deal of other work of alike nature was completed.
Besides all this, the bakehouses, slaughter-houses,

and cowhouses in the parish were periodically

visited , and the necessary sanitary measures en-

forced. Manure heaps were removed, roofs re-

paired, and food unfit for human consumption
destroyed in large quantities. The quantity of

unsound fish alone destroyed amounted to 3,5991b3.

The great difficulty in the way of sanitary improve-
ment is undoubtedly, as Dr. Whitmore asserts, the
want of proper house accommodation for our labour-

ing poor. In this respect matters are year by year
getting worse ; the pour are increasing, but there
is no corresponding increase in the class of houses
appropriate to their means ; on the contrary,
everything iu the shape of local improvements,
and indeed of metropolitan improvements, tends
to diminish their number. But with all these
improvements, with all our great undertakings for

the adornment of the metropolis, we have done
absolutely little or nothing for the improvement
of the houses of those who construct our Embank-
ments and make our streets. " Until this be done "

says Dr. Whitmore, " we shall have but small
cause indeed for pride or satisfaction in the archi-
tectural beauty, and still less in the healthfuluess
of London."

ANCIENT SEPULCHRAL MONUMENTS IN
BANGOR CATHEDRAL.

MR. M. H. BLOXAM, F.S.A., writing to
the Nortli Wales Chronicle on the 17th

inst., says :

—

There are but few ancient monuments in Ban-
gor Cathedral, and amongst them there is not
now a single recumbent effigy. What those muti-
lated sepulchral effigies may be that lie buried, as
I have been informed, within the rails of the
communion-table in the choir, whether of some
of the ancient bishops or of other persons, I know
not. I am told that they were thus deposited
aboiit forty five years ago. Should the restora-
tion of the Cahedral be extended thus far, I

trust they will be exhumed, and not the less cared
for because in a mutilated condition. They may
turn out to be those of benefactors whose names
ought to be had in remembrance.
The most ancient monument, a sepulchral slab,

was found in the restoration now going on, form-
ing the base of an Early English buttress. Taken
from its original position in the thirteenth cen-
tury, it was then thus used. An old church is

in these days rarely pulled down for re-construc-
tion, but fragments of an older building, or of
ancient sepulchral slabs, are found worked up in
the walls. This ancient stone has an incised
cross of the S. Cuthbert fashion, resembling in
outline the pectoral cross of Anglo-Saxon worship
found with the remains of S Cuthbert in Dur-
ham Cathedral This is, I think, certainly not
Later than the twelfth century ; it may be of the
eleventh century. The cross is within a circle,

and the spanlrels are ornamented with a rude
resemblance cf ajleur de-lis. This stone is un-
inscribed.

In the south wall of the choir, near the west
end, is a sepulchral arch, moulded and pointed
This of the fourteenth century. Beneath it is a
stone coffin of the same period ; the space hollowed
for the head is not, however, round, but pointed.
In the south wall of the aisle, eastward of the
north transept, is another sepulchral arch of the
fourteenth century. Of this, however, little is at
present visible.

The best preserved ancient monument is within
the south wall of the south transept. Here,

beneath a plain sepulchral moulded arch of the
fourteenth century, on a high tomb, is a coffin-

shaped slab, wider at the head than at the foot.

On this, sculptured in relief, is a rich floriated

cross. There is no inscription on this tomb.
Eistward of this monument, in the south wall,

near the east end of the transept, is a piscina, or
water-drain, indicative of a chautry chapel here
placed ; and the tomb is, in all probability, that
of the founder. The archives or episcopal regis-

ters of the Cathedral would, I think, furnish a
clue as to the worthy of the fourteenth century of

whom this tomb was commemorative. I do not
think he was one of episcopal rank. Had ha
been the "Buciilus pastoralis," the emblem or
symbol of the ollije would probably have been
sculptured upon it.

Buried outside of the Cathedral, and discovered
during the progress of the present restoration, was
the mutilated bust of a bishop of the early part of

the seventeenth century. This is now placed tem-
porarily iu the choir. The head and arms are gone,
but the vestments are clearly developed. He is

represented as vested in the rochet and chimere,
with the academical tippet worn over the shoulder
and hanging down scarf-like in front. This bust
is rudely sculptured iu what appears to be a kind
of clunch. It is, however, even as a mutilated
fragment and record of the past, deserving of

being carefully preserved. Brown Willis, iu his

survey of this Cathedral, published in 1721, treat-

ing of the choir, says :
—"On tlie north side are

the effigies (or rather busts) of two bishops, viz..

Bishop Vaughau and Bishop Rowland, which are

put close to the wall, though they seem to be in a
niche. The effigies are of alabaster, with a sweep
of the same materials from the waste (waist) up-
wards in their habits, each upon a cushion, the
hands of one in a praying posture, the other with
one hand akimbo and the other resting on a Bible.

Their heads were beaten off in the time of the
Rebellion, but the inscription, which is on black
marble, and was put up by Bishop Rowland a
little before his death, is still remaining." He
then gives the inscription, a lengthy Latin epitaph,

commeucing with " Pi<e memoriie duonuii EpUco-
poniiii in Imc ecclesia proxime succcdentium," &c.

Bishop Vaughan died in 1607, Bishop Rowland iu

1616, in which latter year the monumental busts

were set up. Of which of these two worthies
this mutilated torso may be commemorative it is

difficult to say. It is of a class of monuments
introduced early in the seventeenth century, and
of which that of Shakespeare, in the church of

Stratford-upon-Avon, has been considered as an
early example. Shakespeare died in 1616, the very
year these busts were placed in the Cathedral of

Bangor.

COMPETITIONS.
The Metropolitan Railway Company's Sdr-

PLUS Lands.—We are glad to see that the directors

of the Metropolitan Railway Company are losing

no time in carrying out the plans referred to in

the last report for disposing of the surplus lands
wnich have for so long a time been imposing a
heavy burden on the company. Premiums are

oii'ered to the following amounts for the best de-

signs for the utilization of the building estates on
the company's line from Moorgate-street to
Brompttm :—The company's Barbican estate, 70
guineas ; Smithfield estate, 100 guineas ; Farring-
ton road estate, 50 guineas ; Clerkenwell estate,

30 guineas ; King's Cross estate, 50 guineas

;

Edgware-road estate, 50 guineas ; Praed-street

estate, 50 guineas ; Linden-grove estate, 50
guineas ; Campden-hill estate, 60 guineas ; South
Kensington estate, 60 guineas. Plans of the above
estates may be obtained at the company's offices,

and designs are to be submitted before the tirat

of October next.

The New Forest.—A correspondent, writing

on the subject of the New Forest, says that before

the Crown can claim one inch of the soil as its

own, the claims of the commoners (whose number
is legion) must, as long as law exists in England,
be redeemed. These commoners hold 67,000
acres of freehold land in and around the Forest,

to which are attached rights of common over the

63,000 acres of Crown lands. Their claims are

the very reverse of encroachments ; their origin

is distinctly known, and proved to have existed

before William Rufus made a forest. To redeem
these commoners' rights would absorb more than
half the acreage of the New Forest.
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SCULPTURES FROM TOMBS OF THE FIRST CENTURY, IN THE LATERAN MUSEUM AT ROME,

SUPPOSED TO BE THOSE OF ARCHITECTS
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TUBTHEORY AND PBACTICE OF MODERN HOUSE
PAINTINQ AND DECORATION.

By An Exp.;riesced Workman
PREPARATORY PROCESSES.

(Continued from page 137J

FLATTING shoukl never be used thick on
large surfaces, because the turps evapo-

rates so quickly that it is impossible to make
a good job if it is so used. In laying the

colour on the wall it should be worked in

strips, as before described, and so quickly as

to keep the edges soft or wet, so that the one
will work sweetly into the other, and thus

leave it free from shady places. On large

surfaces, such as staircase walls, &c., this

is very rarely successful, unless the work is

stippled. Stippling brushes are of dift'ereut

kinds and sizes. Those about (Jin. square

are the most useful for general purposes.

Some are made with the handles crossing the

back ; in others the handle is formed in one
piece with the back; but the most useful

brush is the reversible stippling brush recently

introduced by Hamilton & Co. The handle
is attached by a screw turning in a biass plate

fi.ved on the Ixick of the brush ; by loosen-

ing the screw the brush can be reversed, thus

enabling the workman to obviate the uneven
wearing of the bristles. The pressure in

working a brush of this kind naturally bears

more upon one side than another, and thus

the brush becomes unequal-sided, wliich

defect this simple invention effectually pre-

vents. In stippling, the colour is laid on
pretty freely in the usual manner, and spread

as even as the time will allow, but it need not
be so particularly done as if it were to be
finished without stippling, because the stippler

spreads the colour and leaves it equal. The
brush is held in the right hand and the work
is gently dabbed or stippled with the extreme
ends of the hairs, which spread the colour
evenly over the surface, leaving it with a
slightly roughened face, but also with a
solidity and uniformity whicli cannot be
attained by any other means.

lu painting a wall in any tint of colour
after the first or primary coat—which we have
before said is best of a reddish tone of colour

—

the wall should be brought up to the finishing

coat with each successive coat lighter than the
one preceding. We thus form a more solid

body of colour, for it is an indisputable fact

that tints of colour will cover better and
appear most solid if we paint each coat a few
shades lighter than the previous one. But if

we reverse this course, and paint a dark tint

upou a lighter one, there will be a want of

solidity, und a streaky appearance about it,

and it will, technically speaking, "grin," the
light colour appearing through the darker one.

In Hatting large walls the men should be so

arranged one above the other that they can
paint a strip of the wall, as before named,
from top to bottom. By this means a good
and solid job may be made, however large it

may be ; but except this be done the wall is

sure to be shady. Great care should be taken
that nothing is missed, for if any part is

omitted, or a small patch in a wall over
looked, the whole of that wall is spoiled, it

being a peculiarity of flatting that it cannot
be retouched without the same being dis-

tinctly seen. Flatting colour, if touched
after it is set and before it is dry, will be
glossy, or partially so, in every part where it

has been touched, and, therefore, if a pirt of
a large wall be touched or missed in flatting

it necessitates the wall being redone—that is

to say, the wall will have to be painted with
the gloss colour and reflatted, for flitting

upon flatting never makes a good job.
When old walls have to be repainted, they

should first be repaired and then washed down
with a weak solution of ordinary washing
aoda and water, in order to clean off all dirt.

grease, gas-smoke, &c., &o. We thus insure

the first coat drying and being clean. It will

be evident to the meanest comprehension that

this method is better than to fasten all the

dirt and filth with a coat .of clearcole (which

is a very common but a very bad practice)

and then paint over it. If the wall has to be

flatted, the first coat should be mixed with

two -thirds turps ; the second, gloss, or oil

colour, to receive the flatting. It may be taken

as a rule that new walls cannot be made a good

job under five coats, and they are much better

with six, while walls being repainted always

require three coats for a good jol).

In the painting of woodwork it is necessary

to proceed with much more care and greater

nicety in the working, and more skill and

practice in the manipulation will be required.

In painting new woodwork the first care should

be to see that the work is well dusted, for

in even the best joiners' work a large amount
of fine dust results from the wood being

rubbed smooth with glass paper, and this

penetrates and lies in the quirks and behind

the mouldings, and if great care is not talien

to clean it well out it will be taken up with

the paint brush in working, and thus make
the work rough. Before commencing paint-

ing the knots in the wood should be " killed,"

in order to prevent the resin from oozing out

from them, or from discolouring the paint. It

will often happen that when the knots have
been imperfectly covered they wUl, after a

time, make their appearance in yellowish

brown patches through five or six coats

of paint. There are several modes of what
is technically called "killing" the knots,

and preventing them again making their

appearance. Hed lead and strong glue-size,

mixed together and used hot, '_i3 an effectual

cure, but this method cannot be used on good
work, because its necessary thickness forms a

projection on the surface, which cannot be got

rid of except by filling up the whole of the

work to the .same level. Patent knotting {i.e.,

shellac and wood naphtha), as its name indi-

cates, is made expressly for obscuring knots,

but it is used for many purposes besides. The
knot requires to receive a strong coating of

this substance, but the projection thits caused

is not so oVijectionable, being smooth and
very little above the surface of the wood. A
very effectual method is to cover the knot
with a coating of gold leaf in the ordinary

manner ; this is almost a certain cure, and of

course has no projection ; but when the knot
is large, or very full of resinous turpentine,

the only safe plan is to cut out the knot and
let in a piece of wood in its place. There is,

in fact, no other radical cure for a bad knot,

or for most knots which are much exposed
to the direct rays of the sun or heat. Before

the wood is painted the quirks should be exa-

mined to see that there be no rough places

left from the plane. If there are any they
should be rubbed smooth with sandpaper,

which will be much more easily done at this

stage than afterwards. Doors, architraves,

and all panelled and moulded woodwork, re-

quire painting with care in order to produce
good work. The same rules will apply (in de-

gree) to new woodwork as to new walls, in so

far as the first coat should be more oily and
have less white lead in it than any of the
subsequent coats ; if there is more lead in the

priming than is necessary the wood absorbs
the oil so quickly that the lead gathers on the
surface, and in laying ott' gets thick and
streaky. The quirks, edges of fillets, and
mouldings should be well looked after, so

that there be no " fat edges " left, -i.e. thick

ridges of paint caused by the brush being
caught on the sharp edges in laying off. The
work should be carefully rubbed down be-

tween each coat with fine sandpaper. It is

well before using the paper to rub two pieces

of it together or against each other ; this

serves to take off the sharp edge of the sand
or glass, and thus prevents it scratching the
paint. If great care is not taken in rubbing
down the mouldings and sharp edges, they

will be rubbed bare and the paint taken off,

wliich causes them to look bad at the finish.

All nail holes and other uneven places should

be stopped, and faced up with bard stopping.

Ordinary glaziers' putty will suffice for common
work, it is a good plan to use the badger-

hair softener to finish laying off the paint upon
panels and stiles of doors, &o., as it obliterates

the marks of the brush better than any other

means. The stippler is very rarely used on
woodwork, as it leaves a roughness not suit-

able for such work. In painting a door in

flat colours it is best to paint the panels first,

then the stiles ; but in doing the stiles they

will require to be ([uickly worked, or else the

colour accumulates at the joints of the cross

rails and stiles, and makes a ridge which should

be avoided. We have fnund it best to com-
mence at the bottom and bring on the stiles

and cross rails together. We thus keep all

sweet and wet together, and avoid the accu-

mulation at the joints. If the quirks are

tinted a different colour from the mouldings
and stiles they should be picked in before

the stiles are done, in order to keep all sharp

and clean.

(To be continued.)

THE TREATJIENT OF OPK^r SPACES IN
LONDON.

OPEN spaces with us are cj-Ued squares, while

in America they liave hitherto been known
as farks, and on the Continent as promenades.
In London these are, as a rule, not quite so satis-

factory as they miglit be, owing chiefly to the

ground in them not having received in the first

iastance proper preparation for the reception o£

the shrubs and trees with which they are planted.

In a few instances, however, we have some fiae

specimens of trees in our metropolitan squares and
other open spaces. In tlie gardens belonging to

Gray's Inn, for instance, there is a noble Catalpa,

wbicli, on account of its being reputed to have
been planted by Lord Bacon, is called the " Bacon
tree." Its aged limbs sweep the ground of this

garden, which is six acres in extent, contains a

noble walk, called Qiieea Elizabeth's Drive, and
some good elms and plane trees, one of which is

stated to have been planted by Addison. This
garden during half tlie year i^ thrown open to the

children of the neighbourhood, who so thoroughly
enjoy the treat that when they get home in the

evening after rolling on the grass they are as black

as negro minstrels.

Nothing delights a townsman so much as to

get his feet upon soft turf, a gratiflcation which
thousands of all ages enjoy. This fact receives

daily verification in S. James's Park, which can

claim to be little more than an open space laid out

rather prettily in the gardenesque style, and
evidently witli a view to public instruction as

regards acquiring a knowledge of the correct

names of trees and shrubs. These were, I believe,

selected, arranged, and n imed by Don, somewhere
about a quarter of a century ago, but now the

grouping together of families, which was the
system of arrangement that botanist employed, is

in a great measure lost sight of ; still attention is

paid to labelling, an operation which adds interest

to the shrub-masses in this park. Here, too, on

the lake is an excellent collection of waterfowl,

the feeding of which affords a never wearying

source of enjoyment to children, and even to

older spectators. As far ai extent goes, S. James's

Park must be admitted to be one of the most
popular of London open spaces iu which entire

freedom of grass-promenading is permitted.

Lincoln's Inn, a line town square of 7 acres in

extent, unlike S. James's Park, is closed to the

public, which is to bo regretted, for to look upon
the merry f-ices of the young on a fine summer's
day in such places does one's heart more good
than the small degree of quietude their closed

condition can ever afford, la this square are a few

fine planes and thorns. The shrub masses are

mostly privet, relieved by pelargoniums and similar

flowers in summer, and by chrysanthemums in

autumn.
The Inner and Middle Temple Gardens, remark-

able for their annual displays of chrysaathemums,
afford examples of fine open town spaces. Here,

during a certain period of the year, children are

admitted to romp and play on the grass as they

please. The late Mr. Broome, the well-known ad-

vocate for throwing town enclosures open to the
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pnbUo, aagertwl that although there were often as

many as 11,000 childrea daily in these gardens,

neither flowers, shrubs, nor trees received any

injury. The Temple Gardens, therefore, indicate

the way in which open town spaces can be utilized

for public benefit.

Setting aside the open spaces just adverted

to, the newly-made parks of Finabury, South-

waik, Kennington, and others, there are still

plenty of other squares, as, for instance, Berkeley

and Groevenor-squares, which, if open to the

public, would be real boons to the thickly-packed

inhabitants of the neighbourhood. But they are

not open, and it is of this we have to complain.

Cloaed as they are at present, they are, in fact,

obstacles in the way of direct transit from one

point to another ;
" they do things better in

France " and other Continental countries, as well

as in America, in which all have free access to

such places, and in which recreation is as much
sought for as in the parks. In London, it is

true, there seems of late to be a disposition to

improve its town spaces, and to throw them open

to the public, but much in that way must yet be

done before a perfectly satisfactory result shall

have been arrived at. Among our town spaces

lately opened and ornamented may be named
Padiiingtou and Islington-greens, Camberwell-

grcen, and others, the use of which is evidently

appreciated by the public. But it may be said.

Who is to maintain and keep in order our open
spaces ? I say some body of management similar

to the Board of Works, to which some power in

the matter has, indeed, already been given, but as

yet it has been inoperative, else surely we should

not have had so long such a standing disgrace

among us as Leicester-square, and others to which
allusion might readily be made.
As regards the treatment of town squares, I am

of opinion that they should be wholly planted, or
very nearly so, with trees of a stately character,

which will grow up so as to allow people to pro-

menade under them. In this way the most would
be made of the space, which should consist wholly

of walks, grass, trees, and a few low shrubs here and
there. Fountains and basins with fish should

also be provided, not in order that they may
throw water to a great height, but tastefully con-

structed drinking-placea supplied from hydrants,

to which, likewise, should be attached a hose for

waahin); the trees and watering the turf. In this

way the French manage to keep their grass and
trees in beautiful condition, and without such an

arrangement no London square, owing to the

constant treading which it must necessarily re-

ceive, can ever be maintained in a fresh and green

state. Without washing, too, trees loose their

leaves much earlier than they otherwise should do,

and when young especially their success is com-
paratively uncertain, owing to the over drainage

to which towns are subjected. Flowers, as a rule,

I would reject, though in some places their intro-

duction might not only be admissible but neces-

sary. Thus, when private right in the matter of

town squares shall have yielded up its interest

for the public good—when it shall have allowed

our at present enclosed spaces to be opened, those

frequently unsightly shrub masses to be removed
so as to increase the grass surface—when broad,

good, and dry walks shall have been made, and
plenty of seats provided, then, and not till then,

shall we acquit ourselves as Englishmen in this

matter. Our thoroughfares are being yearly en-

larged and improved , let, therefore, our squares

be opened and improved also. They will then

not only form delightful retreats for the aged and
infirm from the more active scenes of public life

with which they are surrounded, but will furnish

healthy breathing spaces second only in impor-

tance, in a sanitary point of view, to our great

paiks themselves.—J. Newton in the Gardeners'

Chronicle.

THE W0L3EY CHAPEL AT WINDSOR.

MRS. MARK PATTISON,in a recent number
of The Portfolio, describes the works of

Baron de Triqneti, in the Wolscy Chapel at

Windsor, as now far advanced. The wallH, right

and left, arc filled with marbles, and only the

east end is vacant. At a snfflcient distance from
the gronnd to admit of scats being fixed beneath
them, range, panelled on either side, a scries of

Bcriptnral subjects selected by the artist as illus-

trative of the acts and virtues of the late Prince
Consort :

-
In reference, for instance, to the interest taken

by the Prince in the matter of popular education,

w hare Jehoshaphat directing the teaching of

the people by the princes, priests, and Levites.

These pictures are executed in inlaid marbles

and lithographic stone, which affords a very valu-

able tone for decorative purposes. The cartoons

for them, on completion, are transfon-ed to the

marbles, which are then deeply etched, and the

lines filled in with a composition (unlike the mas-

tic previously nsed) as durable as marble itself.

Each picture is bedded in a doep-toncd marble

framework, inlaid with floral designs, and en-

riched by small reliefs in white, and by medallions

in red marble of the obverse and reverse of the

coins of the year in wliich the event depicted

happened. For instance, beneath " The Agony

in the Garden," the obverse and reverse of the

coin of Tiberius occur. Derbyshire' spars em-

ployed occasionally in this portion of the work

impart an unlooked-for brilliancy to the whole.

White marble medallions of the children of the

Queen and Prince, executed by Miss Durant, are

introduced above each picture, and separating

each, but embedded in the same decorative frame,

come reliefs of the various Virtues.

M. de Triqueti, says Mrs. Pattieon, has ful-

filled his difficiilt task with equal fidelity and

taste. The subjects treated are of general in-

terest, though susceptible of special application

by those deeply concerned. The compositions

which make the least pretension to pictorial effect

have been the most efficiently rendered in the

sober scale of tints afforded by the materials cm-
ployed :

—

In such materials a blaze of colour is impos-

sible, but a vast variety of delicate and subtle

harmonies lie within reach especially adapted for

rendering serious monumental design. Though
at present lamentably disturbed by the garish

paint and gilding of the ceiling, and the equally

garish glass of the windows, the general affect of

the marbles promises to be rich and harmonious.

The execution by one man of a scheme demand-
ing such varied attainments must necessarily

leave something to be desired, however versatile

his powers. The drawing can hardly be charac-

terized as thorough, and has probably suffered

much in the process of transferring the cartoons

to marble. But whatever may be lacking, the

work of the Baron de Triqueti is conceived in the

spirit of a genuine artist without reference to

profit or applause. What has been done at

Windsor has been achieved by legitimate methods,

and the completion of this memorial work will be

the inauguration of a new and valuable idea in the

world of decorative art.

THE ARTISANS' AND LABOURERS'
DWELLINGS ACT.

THE Artisans' and Labourers' Dwellings Act,

empowering vestries and district boards to

take down or improve dwellings occupied by
working-men, is producing beneficial effects in S.

Luke's parish. Upwards of fifty houses have just

been brought under its operation, and the object

of the Act successfully accomplished. The Act
gives very arbitrary powers, which are required to

be exercised under special formalities. It pro-

vides that if any premises are found by the officers

of health to be in a condition or state dangerous to

health, so as to be in his opinion unfit for human
habitation, ho is to rejTOrt the same in wiiting to

the vestry, and such report is to be referred to the

official surveyor, who shall thereupon consider it

and report to the local authority what is the

cause of the evil so reported on, and the remedy,

whether the same can be remedied by structural

alterations and imjjrovements or otherwise, or

whether the whole or part ought to be demolished.

Copies of these reports are to be forwarded to the

owners of the premises, a time and place is to be

appointed by the vestry for theii" consideration,

and the owner is to be at liberty to attend and
point out any objections that he may have to make.
In the event of an order not being complied with

by the owner, it is provided, subject to appeal,

that the vestry shall, as the case may be, cither

order the premises to be shnt up or to be de-

molished, or may themselves execute the required

works in contonnity with a specification to be

prepared by the surveyor, and, shall the vestry

think proper to execute the works, provision is

made for the recovery of the costs and expenses.

There has only been one case reported in the

parish of S. Luke wherein the owner of premises

refused to comply with the orders of the vestry,

and intimated his intention of appealing to the

Quarter Sessions, but on further reflection he
deemed it prudent to carry out the order, and has

since converted the dwclUng-houses into stables.

AMERICAN SLATES.

ALTHOUGH largo deposits of slate have been ^

known to exist in the United States, but 1

little has been done to develope them until within
]

the past few ycairs
;
yet they are now assuming

pretty considerable dimensions. The slate region

of Vermont consists, according to the Mining
Journal, of a belt of country lying about midway
between the Hudson River on the west, and the
foot-hiUs of the western slope of the Green
Mountain range on the east. A strip of land, 20
miles long, and 3 or 4 miles in width, having
Poultney, Vermont, for its centre, would cover all

the quarries of any value that have been opened.

This belt lies, in fact, partly in Vermont and
partly in New York. It is about 60 miles from
Troy, and about 9 or 10 miles from the foot of

Lake Champlain. The slate foi-mation itself is

much more extensive than this, extending the

whole length of the slate. This deposit of argil-

laceous rock belongs to what is known in the

records of geological history as the Devonian
period, and, consequently, occupies a very
low position in point of time in the scale of

geological formations. This slate formation

has an average stiike (say) of north 15°

east, with a very varying dip eastward, ranging

from about 15° to i>5°. The stratification of tho

beds is not, of course, uniform thi'ongliout. At
some points it is very irregular, and, therefore,

not adapted to the manufacture of good roofing-

slate ; at others it is remarkably even, and aftbrds

material in almost inexhaustible quantities for

slate of the very best quality. There does not

seem to be a very large admixture of foreign

mineral matter accompanying the slate beds. Of
those that are found, however, may be mentioned
veins or threads of calcspar or carbonate of lime,

quartz, and now and then traces of ii-on pyrites,

either in an arborescent or crystalline form. The
former cut across the planes of stratification of

the slate rock, and are often so numerous as to

reader the slate beds wholly worthless, in so far

as the manufacture of roofing-slate is concerned

;

but, fortunately, these veins are only of local

ocoun'ence, and quite limited in extent, so that

when, in the working of a quarry, they are en-

countered, they are considered an evil to be got

rid of at a greater or less cost, rather than a

permanent obstacle in the way of tho further

development of the property.

The number of quarnes at present in opera-

tion in the Vermont slate district is about 100,

which may be divided according to their geogra-

phical position into distinct groups. In the

Middle Granville group there are about a dozen
quarries now being worked, all, with one excep-

tion, making roofing slates. 'J?he predominant
colours of the slates manufactured in this district

are red, purple, green, and vai-iegated. Consider-

able pyrites is found—more here, perhaps, than
in any of the other districts. It is well worthy of

mention that in this group are located the only

quarries of red slate to be found in the country, if

not in the world. The slates obtained from it

are of tho very best quality, being very smooth,

fine-textured, and unchangeable in colour. They
are used only for ornamental work, in connection

with the purples and greens ; and, on account of

their scarcity, bear in the market nearly double

the price of the ordinary colom-ed slates. The
Jamesville and Hampton group is to the north-

ward of that just mentioned, and likewise in

Washington county, New York. The slates are

here very in-egular, both as regards colour aud
quality ; mottled green, perhaps, predominates.

As to texture, this group furnishes, npon the

whole, a finer gi-ained slate than the Middle Gran-

viUo Quarries. The slate from this circle of

quarries is shipped at Poultney, in Vermont, on

the line of the Troy and Rutland Railroad.

The Poultney group, which is the most ex-

tensive of all, is still further to the northward,

and situated in the State of Vermont. There are

here about thirty quarries being worked, and de-

voted for the most part, with the exception of the

'Eagle QuaiTy, to the manufacture of roofing

slates. From tho quames of this Poultney group

the finest roofing slates in America are, perhaps,

produced. The great body of them consist of

fast-coloured puqilcs and greens. The stock

from which they are made is very fine grained
;

in fact, as good as any that the conntiy affords.

A largo number of slates are made from these

quarries. They are sent to the market, in greater

part, from HydevUle, about midway between

Whitehall and Rutland, on tho liensselaer and

Saratoga Railroad. This may be considered the

chief group in importance, as it is the central one i
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in position of all the quarries in the district. At
Faii'havc'U, to tho nortli-woat of Poultncy, tlitTC

lire iiboiit a ilozoa ('iHnrl•i(^«, souie producing roof-

inr; sliitc!!! iiud sumo producing slabs ; an.l to llic

eastward of B'airhavcu aro the Castlcton (Juames,
producing all slabs. Of the 30 quarries that
make up tho Poultney gi-oup there is hut one in

the banils of an incorporated company, tho rest

bjing bold by private owners ; and as an evidence
of tho value of the slate formation in this locality

for rooling and other pm-poses, it may bo re-

marked that some 20 of these quarries have been
opened within tlie last three years, and nearly all

of them are doing well. Among the Fah'haven
quarries the Scotch HUl is the priuciiml. This
is in the hands of a Boston company. In the last,

or Castlcton division, are found, as the more pro-

minent, the West Castletou, Cook\ille, aud Hil-

lings quarries. It is the practice throughout the

district tliat tho slabs are worked by mill com-
panies in many instances, not the owners of tho
quarries ; they buy the stock in the rough from
the ([uarrymen, and send it to market in the form
of liilliard beds, mantelpieces, .and the lilce.

In tlic Vermont district quite a number of

Welshmen are employed. They ai'o very success-
ful in their works, many of them having come
into possession of quarries, which they carry on
themselves, and generally with success, owing,
perhaps, to the fact that they thoroughly under-
stand tho business. As yet very little machinery
is employed in getting out the slate from the
quarries, or in splitting it up into sizes suitable

for rooling purposes, thougU some attempts in
that line are at present being made. Machinery
is very extensively employed in linishing it for
mantelpieces and other purposes.
Tho immense deposits of slate iu Pennsylvania

are extensively worked. The largest aud most
northerly of these is that situated in Northamp-
ton aud Lehigh counties. The gi'eat shipping
points for this region are Slatingtou and Walnut
fort. In these two counties, Northampton and
L>'high, there are some 300 companies engaged in
working slate quarries. South of this is the
Peach Bottom region, in Pennsylvania and Mary-
land. From these regions is suppUed most of
the slate that comes to tide water. Slates from
this part of the country are of a firm texture,
spUt readily under the chisel, and are dark blue
in colour. Another slate region exists in Brown-
viUe, M.iine, some forty miles north-west from
Eaugor. The slates obtained from these quarries
are of a uniform black colour, hard aud durable.
These quai-ries labour under the disadvantage of
bemg some forty miles from railroad or shipping
point. These slates do not naually come further
west than Boston, on account of the {fi'eat cost of
transportation, &e. Several railroads are, how-
ever, in course of constraction, which will give an
outlet for this industry.

THE ROMFORD SEWAGE FAliM.

THE irrigation of land by sewage is a subject
which has of late become of great interest and

importance, especially iu Essex, and on Tuesday
week last some further proofs were received, in
addition to those already obtained, of the great
success with whicli the refuse of towns may be
applied to the improvement of the eoil, and of the
great increase iu tlie produce thereof under such
treatment. On the occasion referred to a party
of gentlemen, amongst whom were Mr. E.
Chadwick, C.B., Mr. H. Corl.et, Mr. R. Raw-
liuson, CB., Mr. J. G. Fanshawe, Mr. J. M.
Grant, C.E., Colonel Hogg (Metropolitan Board),
Mr. A. Johnston, M.P., Mr. E B. Eastwicke,C B.,
M.P., Mr.T. W. Keates, F.C.S., Mr. J. H. Lloyd,
Sir T. B. Lennaid, Mr. J. B. Denton, C.E,, Air.
B. H. Adams (Metropolitan Board), Mr. R.
Morgan, C.E., Mr. W. Russ, C.E , Mr. B. Gooch,
Mr. A. Tod, Mr. C. Freeman, &c., with several
members of the Romford Local Board, had been
invited by Mr. W. Hope to visit Breton's Farm,
Hornchurch, which has been purchased by the
Romford Local Board of Health for thedisposal of
their sewage by irrigation, aud let to Jlr. Hope,
the well-known lessee of the sewage of London.
Tne main object of the visit appeared to be for
the purpose of inspecting the resultot the applica-
tion of sewage to the land and crops, which has.
notwithstanding the difficulties which surrounded
him in the first jilace, been carried out with a
great degree of success under the skilful manage-
ment of Mr. Hope. On the arrival of the company
at the house, thiy at once proceeded to look over
he farm.

. One of the first crops to which atten-

tion was drawn was a piece of Italian rye grass,

sown on March 19, since which four cropj have
been cut, averaging 7i tons per acre, aud sold for

£1 per ton on the ground. Close by was a piece

of Dalmahoy potatoes, planted on April 2, which
were producing upwards of I Jcwt. per rod, aud
worth about £25 per acre. Some of these were
very large. Some " Early Kose " kidneys were
also shown, which produced ten or twelve at each

root, many being from -lin. to 7in. in length.

Some beans and peas, sown on April 2, produced,
the former ijy and the latter £15 per acre, with-

out the straw. Another piece of rye grass, sown
April d, will be ready to cut for the fourth time in

a few days. Next came some dioscoreaa or yams,
planted on June 6 ; adjacent to these were some
very large Jersey cabbage.', about 5ft. in height;
these, if Buccessful, and under favourable circum-
stances, may reach a growth of 10ft. A little

further on there was a specimen p.ttch of clover,

sown on May 23, whiclLwas very thick, and about
a foot high. Adjoining, were about four acres of

transplanted mangold-wuizel. looking r.ink and
strong. Another crop of the same kind ex-

hibited some very fine roots, many of tlie

glo' ea being over two feet in circumference,

aud some of the long two feet in length.

Close to these was a crop of parsnips sowu on
the 2Sth April, which averaged from 1 Jin. to 2iu.

in diameter, and of a proportionate length ; aUo a
Kne crop of cauliflower planted on the 19th July.

Some fine carrots, crimson beetroot, and runner
beans are also growing We m.ay here add that
the runner seed, as well as that of several of the
other crops, was of such bad quality that a great
deal did not grow at all, so tliat there are occa-

sionally bare patches of ground. Iu a<ldition to

those already named there were some fine pieces

of bunching and other kinds of cabbage, which
promise good crops, having been planted about the
middle of June, and being very regular. A strip

of a newly imported kind of grass, called Bromui
odoralus Auslraliucus, was sown on the 4th June,
and was cut on the 1st August : this, if the trial

proves successful, itii expected will, to a great de-
gree, supplant the Italian rye grass, being peren-
nial, and lasting much longer than the latter.

Following thii comes a tine crop of maize, or
Indian corn, for ripeniug, sown on the 2nd June

;

it avirages from 3ft. to 4ft, in height, some of

the heads reaching nearly if not quite 5ft. A stiip

of Ameiican oats looks very line, though some-
what laid by the recent storms ; these are said to
produce 20qis. per acre. Close by was a crop of

intermediate carrots, about 4 acres iu extent,
sown on the Ith of April, a month later than they
ought to have been. Some of these have already
been cleared off and sent to market, where they
fetched at the i ate of £41 per acre. Those that
still remained had been sold as growing at £21
per acre, it beii g worth the addi ional amount to
prepare and get them to market. The above may
be considered as the principal crops, but there are
many others, most of which have been put in for

purpose of trial, and are not large in extent, but
all appear to be more or less successful. As each
crop is labelled, showing the time of planting and
the resvdts that have been achieved, the beholder
cannot but .be astonished at the rapidity with
which the various crops have sprung up, and
reached their present state of growth.
With regard to the manner iu which the sewage

is put upon the land ; it is first pumped to the
top of the engine h(mse, and then conveyed in
sheet-iron troughing to about the centre of the
faim, where it i ranches off in all directions, there
being out!e!s at short intervals, which can be
opened for the discharge of tlie licjuid or plugged
up, or even set to a ceitain quantity, as required.
The sewage eventually flows into ch mnels of con-
crete or earth, and thence again into smaller off-

shooting channels which run along in the crown
of the beds, the ground having been originally
laid out in proper inclines ; these smaller channels
are then d.ammed up where requhed, and the
sewage overflows the beds. Of course, there is a
large amount of cftluent water which percolates
through the soil, and this is carried back acain in
a state of purity to the tank, or down to the river,
at pleasure, by drain pipes laid at a depth of 6ft.
from the turface, and at a distance of 150ft.
apart.

The elHuent water was clear and sparkling ; most
of the company drank some of it, pronouncing it

excellent, and wo were informed by Mr. Hope
that it not only compared favourably with the
well water of tho district, when tested with per-
mangan.ate of potassium, but that it also resists

I
even Itcinsch'a new tett, which is generally con-

sidered by chemisto one of the most delicate testa

yet discovered. Though the system and work*
are not so complete as they will be after a time,
yet, judging from the present appearance of tho
crops, there can be but little doubt of the success
of the project when it shall have been carried out
in its entirety ; and we canuot but congratulate
tho board and the ratepayers of Romford on
being the owners of what appears to be so valuable
a pro|)erty, and one that will render such large
returns.

On this occasioa the company were much anisted
in their investigations by Mr. Russ (of the lirm
of Messrs. Russ and Minns, engineers, who de-
signed and executed the outfall woiks), who
attended and explained their nature and coat, &c ,

and gave every information in answer to the nume-
rous inquiries addressed to him, as did also Mr. J.

R. Harding, tho board's surveyor, and Mr. Avis, the
b.ailifl on the farm.

1 1 is stated by the Essex Times that the sewage
of Romford is conveyed by a culvert nearly three
miles in length from the town on to the farm by
gravitation, aud is then pumped about 23ft. high
into cai riers, and distributed in the manner before
described.

ARCH.EOLOGICAL.
Wir,T.s Ai'.CH.EOLO(iiCAL SociETT.—The visIt of

the Wilts Arclireological Society to Wilton on the
14th, 15th and IGth proximo promises to be of
unusual interest, both in regard to the papers an-
nouuced to be read and the excursions which
have been planned. On the first day the chair

will be taken by Mr. C. Penruddocke, who will open
the meeting with his inaugural address as Presi-

dent of the Society. This will be followed by
a paper by the Rtv. 1). Olivier, "Ou Wiltoa
Church," and ly a paper by Mr. \V. W. Raven-
hill " On the Trial of Colonel Penruddocke, oE

Compton, at Kxeter, for high treason, a:id

the surrounding circumstances." After this an
opportunity will bo given to visitors to in-

spect Wilton Church and Wilton House The
usual dinner will then take place, anrl at the
conversazione in the evening Mr. Nightingale
will point out and explain the objects of in-

terest which are to be visited in the excunsiou
of the following day ; to be followed by olh.jr

papers by the Rev. G. S. Master and the Ilev. W. 11.

Joue.s. Ou Thursday the excuisionists will lunch
at R-rne with Mr. T. F. Grove, M P. ; aft.r which
they will visit Wardour Castle, Place Farm, Font-
hill Gittord Church, Fonthill Abbey, Fonthill
House, Fonthill Bishop Church. Chilmark Church,
and Compton House, where the company are
invited by the president to a picnic dinner. The
next morning will be devoted to the South Wilts
and Blackmore Museums, where the party will take
lunch with Dr. Blackmore and Mr. E. T. Stevens.

In the afternoon there will be an excursion to

Longford Castle, S. Nicholas's Hospital, and other
objects of interest in the neighbourhood, return-
ing to Wilton at five o'clock.

Old BniDGE at Taunton.—An interesting relic

of antiquity has just been saved from destruction

in this neighbourhood. The object referred to is

an old bridge, called Eamshoru Biidge, crossing

the stream at Galmington, and commonly sup-

posed to be of Roman origin. The bridge having
become so worn on the crown that holes appeared
and it had become dangerous, the highway board
took it iu hand and repairtd it with biicks, &c,
entirely destroying its character. The attention

of some members of the Somersetshire Arcbicolo-

gical Society was drawn to the subject, and the

result was that a subscription was entered into

among some friends in order to restore the bridge

to its original state. This has now been done,

the bricks having been removed and replaced by
hewn stone in character with other portions of

the bridge.
«-

—

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The Practical Solution of tlie Great Sewage

Question, by Willi.am Justyne (London : J. B.

Day), is a compilation embodying the leading

principles and results of the diU'erent schemes for

the utilization of town sewage. A careful in-

vestigation of the irrigating and precipitating

processes has led the author to the conclusion

that in a pioper combin.itiou of them is to be
found the rejil solution of the sewiige problem.

—

Liind and Ilnuaes, by John I'aruell (London :

EHingham Wilson), is a tract having for its o' ject

the enabling investors in hi.uses and hand to form
feme idea cf the vaiious natures of iuve.-tmeLls,
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Btrirpwl t.f «n Ifgsl »n.l rrofepsional rerbiiRe. A
s-ri^s of vriT isrfiil Ubles is ad.l.d.- SMMn
ai/ S/u6l< /i»in.;«ui-Mi<<l l>y the S. P-UiCiii-

Ir.i. C"iu|«i.t HLd Ooiitaius biuts foi the orH.-n.n

Mil I'K |«T uiKiiiii-naoce of stablrs, foimrffd on

tUr piiiici|.le «i. «l>>^b 'heir stable fittings ai.

c .u»trucl«l.—Shmm JrcAtfu/os'';''' Co/(«(ions,

I.Ml.li^hrd bv the Su^^<•x A., hseolo^ical S..ci.^t>

(Lowes: 0."P. Bacou), Vol. ixii., is the yearly

rcct>rd of the traufactiona of the Sussex Arcbiu

logical Society. It ia alwaya a respectable and

fajily illiisuated volume, and generally contains

papers of interest to all archaeologists. In the

present volume Mr. Turner's paper on the Mural

Painting recently discovered in Wisborough Green

Church ia especially interesting.

itl^lligeiitf.

CHnBCHES AND CHAPELS.

ABKnTSTWiTH.—A new English Baptist Chapel

was formally opened for Divine Service on the

11th inst. I'he hmlding is situated on an elevated

site in Alfred -place, and holds a central positiim

in the town The stjle of architecture is a har-

monizing combination of Early English and

Gotbio. The building seats from 450 to 600 wor-

shippers, and has been erected in a most satisfac-

tory manner by Messrs. Lewis Evans & Son,

builders, from plans prepared by Mr. Richard

Owen, architect, of Liverpool.

Bubtos-on-Thent.—The foundation stones of a

new Weeleyan Chapel were laid on Wednesday

week. The style adopted will be Gothic, of the

Eaily De. orated period. The plan of the chapel

is in form a paiallelogram, being COft. loug ou

the gmuud floor, 84ft ou the gallery, and 61ft.

in width. The main body wi 1 be divided into

four bays by light iron columns with moulded

capitals. The accommodation provided will be

for 860 adults, and it ia expected the work will be

Completed by the end of August, 1871. The

buildei is Ml. George Lilley,of Ashby-de-la-Zouch,

and the stonemason Mr. iMvid Bassett, of Burtou-

on-Trent, whose joint contracts, including the

tower and spue, amount to £3,366. Mr. Edward
Holmes, of Birmingham and Burton, is the archi-

tect employed.

Bury Si. EDjiUNDa.—A handsome oiken lec-

tern, executed from the designa of Mr. A. W.
BlomHeld, architect, by Mr. Lot Jackaman, of

Buiy, has been presented by the latter gentleman

to the church. The lectern stands on a graduated

and moulded base, the upper jiortion of which is

enriched with quatrefoil cusping. From this

rise half-a-dozen moulded buttresses (three on

each side), which are surmounted by carved and

crocketed tinials. Between these ia a reproduc

tion (or nearly so) of one of the Perpendicular

windows of the church, the spandrels being tilled

with foliated ornament. The desk is supported

on either side by tive brackets, three of which are

handsomely carved, and correspond in position

with the crocketed fiuiala, whilst the two inter-

mediate ones are plainer in character, and have for

their terminations the carved pendants at the

Wr tern angles of the df ek. The spaces between the

bra iats are relieved with foliated ornament, aud

the mouldings are enriched by patersc, &o. The
front of the deck teiminates at either end in an

octagonal sup|)ort, and is composed of a frieze

pierced with quartrefoil tracery of a varied cha-

racter, the sacred monogram occupying the

centre : the ends of the desk are hlled in with

similar tracery.

Dddlet.—A new Wesleyan Chapel was opened

on Tuesday week. The fa<;ade of the chapel is

effective, the centre being broken by the introduc-

tion of three wide arches, forming the front of an

open portico, supported on carved caps and
moulded columns. A large wheel window forms

the chief feature of the centre gable. The front

is Sanlted on i he one side by a tower and steep

dated spire, and on the other by a continuation

of the principal front. The facade is further

broken up by means of buttresses, and flat but-

tresaea relieve the plainness of the sides. The
chapel is I uiit of red brick, relieved by Batli

tone dressings. The total cost has been £3,<iOU

FTLl>oriAi.£S.—On the 3rd inst. the Archbishop
of Tuik consecrated the beautitul new oiiurch of

FUiii^dal-s, a parish nbich inirl'iiles the well-

kn"wn Koi)u Hood's B^y. Tue church is from a
design by Mr. G. £. Street, A.i! A., and has cost

««,000

HioHBt!RT.—On Saturday the new and hand-

a ime cliuich dedicated to S. Augu.-tiiie, situated

lu tbe Highbury New P*rk, was consecrated by

I he Bishop of London. The church, which Cllu^i3t6

il a have, chancel, aud hide .lisles, with a western

tower, is built in the Early Gothic style, and the

iutoriur haa been expressly docigned to present an

o()eu and uninterrupted view to a large congre-

gation. The nave is divided from the north and

south aisles by five bays, with Gothic arches and

clustered columns with carved capitals supporting

a well-lighted clerestory. The roof of the uavo is

open, but the chancel ceiling is ceiled with timber.

The edifice is constructed of brick, with ashlar

work and stone ornamentation. The structure

will accommodate about 1,300 worshippers, with-

out galleries, and it has been erected at a coat of

nearly £10,000. Messrs. Perry and Co., of Strat-

ford, have been the builders, and Messrs. Haber-

slion and Pite the architects.

Kellington.—On the 29th ult. the Archbishop

of York re-opened, by a c >nlirmation, the pariah

church of Kellington, which has been completely

restored under the direction of Mr. Crosslaud,

architect, Leeds.

LiGHTCLiFPE—On Monday afternoon two

daughters uf Sir Titus Salt laid the memorial

stones of a new Congregational Church at Light-

clifie. Erected in the Geometric Decorated style

of Gothic, the church — the plans for which

have been furnished by Messrs. Lockwood and

Jlawson, of Bradford—promises to prove an ele-

gant as well as substantial structure. It will

consist of nave, side aisles, transepts, and organ

chapel. At the west end of the nave will be a

gallery for the sehool children, and at the eastern

end vestries for ministers, deacons, and ladies. A
tower surmounted by a spire, will riae at the

siiuth-weat angle of the building to a height of

150ft. The greatest through length of the church

i» 87ft.., the width across the nave aud aisles is

60lt., and across the transepts G6ft. The seats

will accommodate 500 adults and 70 children.

Internally the nave is divided from the aisles by

polished columns of Shap granite, resting ou

moulded stone bases aud supporting carved

capitals, from which spring moulded aehlar arches.

The transept and organ chamber arches are also of

moulded ashlar, and spring from detached

cylinders of Robin Hood stone, supported on

carved and moulded st(jne corbels.

Lincoln.—The ceremony of laying two memo-
rial corner-stones of the new chapel for the Baptist

congregation worshipping in Mint-lane, Lincoln,

took place on Thursday week last. The building

is being erected by Messrs. Barnes and Wright,

builders, from the designs of Messrs. Drury and

Mortimer, architects, and has a superficial area of

2,040ft., with 6U0 sittings. It is designed in the

modern development of the Komanesque style,

and ia arranged in three stages—the lower, con-

taining the two entrance doorways and the triplet

window, lighting the centre body of the chapel.

The second stage is occupied by a well-marked

window, lighting the gallery floor ; and the upper

stage coEsists of an arched opening, combined

with an arcaded coping to the gable. The iuteiior

is proposed to be fitted with open seats, and the

conveuiencea of arrangement for the peculiar rites

of the chapel have been much improved. The

entrance passages on the ground tloor will be

paved with Maw and Co.'s geometrical ornamental

tiles.

LiTUNOTON.—The interesting church in the

village of Litlington, Cambridgeshire, is now

being restored and renovated, under the super-

vision of Mr. Vialls, of London. Mr. Gimson, of

Royston, ia the contractor, the stonework being

done by Mr. Whitehead.

LoNGBRiDGE Hats.—The foundation stone of a

new school-church at Longbridge Hays, a hamlet

on the slope of the hill near Bradwell Wood, in

the pariah of WolstantoD, was laid on Saturday

week. The building to be erected will seat 180

worshippers andaccommodate 125 children for edu-

cational purposes. It will be 42ft. by 20ft., with

a classroom 16ft. by 14ft. Mr Lewis, of New-

castle, is the architect, and Messrs. Bennett and

Cooke, of Burslem, have contracted to do the

work.

Newtown.—The foundation stone of a new

Piimitive Methodist Cbapel was laid at Newtown
lecently. The chapel, a9lt. in length by 30ft. in

i.reaiHh, will be ludt of brick, with blue stone

plinth, the windows and the door frames being

of Bath stone. Mr. Thomas Davies, Welshpool,

ia the contractor for the brick and mason work,

and Mr. Black for the woodwork. The estimatedj

cost of the election ia about i; 700.

Oldhaji.—The foundation stone of the newl
church of S. Andrew, Oldham, was laid on Satur-T

day afternoon, by the Bishop of Manchester The
ground plan of the church, the site of which is at

the corner of Middleton-road and Terrace street,

comprises a nave 73ft. long, 2»ft. wide, and 58ft.

high, with lofty arches suppoi ting the clerestory

;

side aisles 13ft. lOin. wide, and south transept. The
chancel, 27ft by 22ft., adjoins Terrace-street The
style of architecture will be the Early English.

Sittings are to be provided for 638 persons, and
of these 516 will be free and unappropriated.

The estimated coat of the structure ia £3,300.

The architect is Mi. John Lowe, of Manchester.

Overton.—The chancel of Overton Church has

lately been restored. Externally a new gable and
cross have taken the place of the old carved ones,

with angle buttresses added ; internally a new
cbancel-arch has been erected in place of the old

wooden cut arch. The pews and the floors have

been renewed, the chancel being paved with Port-

land stone, with borders and steps of Anglesey

marble. The floor within th« communion rails is

of Sicilian marble, with Anglesey border. Several

of the windows have been filled with stained glass

by Messrs. Clayton aud Bell, of London. The
;

worka have been executed by Mr. John Edge,

of Overton, from designs by Mr. W. M. Teulon, of

London.

Wabsash.—On Tuesday week the foundation

atone of the church about to be erected ou Hook
Common, near Warsash, Hants, waa laid. The
church will be dedicated to S. Mary, and will

have accommodation for about 300 persons. Mr.

Riphael Brandon, of the Strand, i» the architect.

The building will be of Swanage and Bath stone, in

the Early English style of architecture, and the

expense about £3,000. There will be no spire,

but a bell-cot at the western gable ; there will

be porches at the north and south side. Inter-

nally the structure will comprise a nave, north

and south aisles, organ chamber, chancel, with

vestry on the north side, and semi-decagonal

apse.

Yapforth.—On Thursday, the 11th inst., the

chuich at YaSbrth, in the rectory of Danby
Wiske, was consecrated by the Bishop of Kipon.

The old church, discovered from an ancient docu-

ment to have been dedicated to All Saints, vta.a

curious and interesting from some antique win-

dows and doors, and from its singular structure.

A plan was formed for restoring it, but, owing to

the bad condition of the walla and tower, was

abandoned in favour of building an entirely new
one, for which designs were furniahed by Mr.

Pritchett. The new church ia in the Early

English style, with tower, nave, chancel, porch, aud

veatry. The exterior is of handaome appearance,

aud the interior neat and commodious. It is em-

bellished by two painted windows, by Clayton &
Bell and Lavere & Barraud.

CnnsTER.—On Monday the ceremony of laying

the c Tner stone of the new Britich School at

Chester was performed by the Hon. Norman
Grosvenor, M.P. for that city. The new building

will be of brick, and of a character combining

princiiially the economy of s|iace with that of out-

lay, but at the same time, by the intioductiou of

ornamental brickwork, will be a handsome struc-

ture. The architect is Mr. T. M. Lockwood, of

Chester. The building will consist of two lofty

floors, in the lower part of which will be accom-

modation for about 200 boys, and in the ujiper

storey for about 120 girls and 70 infants. The

cost of erection and land will be £1,660.

GuiSBOBOUGH.—Within the last few months the

old Town-hall at Guiaborough has been enlarged

and raised by an additional story being

erected, and the building is now one of the

finest town-halls in the North Riding. The

building as it now stands has three stories, which

are appropriated to the various local authorities'

offices. On the face of the gable ia a coat of

arma cut out of Caen stone, the arms being those

of the Chaloner family. This coat of arma waa

taken from the ruins of Guiaborough Priory,

about the year 1200, and the whole ia iii a wouder-

lul i-tate of preservation, not a aingle line of the

carving being obliterated by age. One hundred

cottages for miners are now in course of erection

1 in the town.
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MABLBOBonan.

—

Savernake Cottaoe Hospital.
—At a recent committee meeting it was unani-

mously resolved tliat the i>ropoaed new hospital

1 e built on the hill where the y^resent hospital is

situated, but as much nearer Marlborough as the

road will permit. It was also unanimously agreed

that Mr. G. O. Scott, R.A., should be elected as

the architect. The building will be furnished with
sixteen beds, which can be easily augmented to

twenty at some future time. The cost will be

about £3,000, towards which the Marquis and
Marchioness of Ailesbury contribute £1,300.

Preston.—On Slonday last the first brick of

the Osbaldeston Charity's Almshouses, Leyland,
Preaton, was laid by John Eccles, Esq., J. P.,

the senior trustee. The almshouses, six in

number, are intended for the old women of the
district, and are to be built of biick, with stone

dressings, interspersed with bands of coloured
bricks. Each house is one storey in height, well

planned, ventilated, and lighted. The builder is

Mr. VVm. Alston, and Messrs. Myres, Veevers, and
Myres, of Preston, are the architects.

Rochester.—The contractor for the new Corn
Exchange at Rochester (Mr. Sollitt) is actively at

work in forming the foundations of the building,
and as the Castle-gardens come into the posses-
sion of the Corporation at Michaelmas it is pro-

bable that the double event of laying the founda-
tion stone of the Corn Exchange and taking pos-
session of the gardens will be celebrated by a civic

banquet.

Salisbury.—At the anniversary meeting of the
Salisbury Diocesan Church Union Society, held at

Salisbury last week, the following sums were voted
towards building, restoring, and enlarging parson-
age houses :—Building a new house at Hinton S.
Mary, Dorset, £100 ; rebuilding the parsonage-
house at Broad Town, (which had been burnt
down), £80 ; and enlarging the vicarage-house at
Bureombe, Wilts, £20.

Tamworth.—Complaints have long been made
of the . accommodation for patients in the infir-

mary erected when the workhouse was built. The
guardians having at length determined to erect an
entirely new building on the most approved plan,
instructed their surveyor, Mr. N. Joyce, of
Stafford, to confer with the Poor-law Board and
prepare plans for a suitable building, at a cost not
to exceed £1,000. The building was arranged for
twenty eight beds. On the ground floor, in the
centre of the building, are a kitchen and sleeping
room for the nurse, and on the right and left-hand
sides are day rooms for male and female patients
respectively. Communicating with the day rooms
are sleeping rooms for those patients who are too
infirm to ascend the staircases. On the upper
floor are three wards—one for males, one for
females, and a third for special cases. The most
important point to be observed in order to secure
perfect ventilation has been obtained by placing
the wards and day rooms so that there are win-
dows in opposite sides of each room. The work
has been completed by Mr. Joseph H. Clarson, at

acost of £99S 143.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

(We do no', hold onraelves responsible for the opiDloua
of our corre^poiidentjj. The Editor lespeatftiUy re-
quest*! that all commuuio.itious should be drawn up
as brieJly as possible, as there are many claimants
itpou the space allotted to correspondence.]

To OoR KEADEns.—We sbali feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-
ness of the Paper should be addressed lo the EDITOB,
31, TAVISTOCK fcTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p.m on Thursday.

Received —Veevers and Myres (thanks), J. P. 8

.

c. c. a, w. 11. v.. R. A., A. L. D., A. w., J. h:
C. and D., S. G., M. C, S. and Co., A. G.

8. H. G.—Shall receive coniideration.
P. n_ (Hail«hara).-See " Intercommunication " in

back vols.

CoiTcsponknte.

ARCHITECTS' PUPILS.
(To the Editor of the Building Nkws.)

Sib,—I am pleased to see the subject which I
had thought had almost been unnoticed, renewed
by your correspondent in your last week's issue

;

for it shows at least that I am not the only
aggrieved member of that ill-used, though faithful

class of individuals, viz., " Architects' Pupils."

And I feel sure that the sentiments which I ex-

pressed in my previous letter are not simply my
sentiments, but those of many of my fellow

students who, though thoy are co-participators in

all my giievances, arc cither content to " grin

and bear them," or else have not the moral
courage to publish them through yom- valuable

medium. But I, Sii-, have no opinion of adopting
such a course, and I would say to all such, let

them take courage from tho opportimity oflered

them in your article of -\ugu3t 12th, on " Builders
versus Ai'chitects," wherein you say that you
wish your columns of correspondence and inter-

communication to act as a sort of architectural

plebucite, by whose utterance your readers may
be both guided to the adoption and encouraged to

tho adhesion of all that is true and wholi'.some.

It is, then, by agit&ting and discussing this un-
wholesome subject that we hope to make it a

wholesome one. Your correspondent appears to

hint at " trade unionist " principles, but let us
hope to effect a reformation rather by appealing

to the tender consciences of all such mercenary
architects than by scandalizing the profession

through introducing the practices of a system
which has been so detrimental to its advance-
ment.
Tho case he gives is by no means a solitary

one, I feel sure ; and, as he says, no architect can
attend properly to the advantage of their future
welfare it he has four or five pupils at a time,

even supposing he had a practice sufficiently large

to keep them all employed. And, Sh-, it is need-
less for me again to hint at the necessity of
pupils being initiated into all the branches of the
profession, or to dilate upon the misfortunes
of unemployed and badly-paid assistants ; these
are apparent to all, and felt more particularly

by the sufferers. I myself have served three
years and half of my articles, I hope faithfully,

and have at all times endeavoured (to quote the
words of my articles as nearly as I can remember
them), to obey all my master's lawful commands,
which have turned out to be, for the most part,
copying specifications and contracts, tracing and
tinting drawings, with a smattering of details

;

walking over some of th i buildings without
scarcely ever having any o ithe principles of con-
struction explained volimtarily, and, in fact,

gaining no practical or theoretical knowledge but
that which I obtain thiough repeated inquiry
and observation ; and yet, forsooth, I am sup-
posed to be ripening for the profession, and am
cheered with the prospect, after "having served
another six months, of becoming " passing rich "

on perhaps £50 a-year, if I am fortunate enough
to obtain a situation. I ask, then, what par-
ticular advantage has a pupU over a clerk who
gives his services for a short time and begins
with a small, but increasing, salary ? I stUl
hope, Sii-, to see something further upon this
matter, and if from no one else, I should like

you to deal with it in the same satisfactory
manner in which you have dealt with the coiTe-
spondence on " Builders versus Architects," for
I feel sm-e that the influence which your article
would exert over the profession would be bene-
ficial and lasting.^I am, &c.

An Injured Pupil

PLAN-DRAWING BUILDERS.
Sir,—I do not quite comprehend the " moral,"

or the reasoning, at least on this point, of the
article by " W. Y." in your current number.
But it takes up a side of the question which I
thought it needless to notice ,in my last letter,

and on this I wish to say a few words.
No doubt there is plenty of architectural talent

outside the profession ; no doubt the building
trade has its share of such talent, though often
untaught and oftener, perhaps, taught wrong. A
man who necessarily looks at every detail of a
building with a view to what Thackeray called
" the pursuit and capture of sixpence " is not
likely to do great things either in construction or
art. Still, if a man has any power for design in
him, it matters little where he came from. If he
likes to give up building and to cultivate his
talent as an architect, no one, as far as I can see,

wishes or thinks of hindering him. But if he
wants to keep on his own profession and to trench
on another as well, he can hardly ask the mem-
bers of this other to help him. If the public
like to support him, let them do so, by all means.
But he cannot surely complain if architects cease
inviting him to tender. How can he expect them

to find him a standing-place while he is trying to
cut ths ground from under their feet f The only
form in which he could honestly apply to them
would be something like this :

—

"Gentlemen,—lam endeavouring to do away
with the necessity for your jwofession, and have
already prepared designs for several works whiob
would otherwise have fallen to your share. I

therefore hope that you will assist me as far aa

(lOBsible in my business as a builder, and will let me
tender for any buildings with which you may
still have to do."
When this modest request is refused, fancy the

applicant going away indignant and setting up
for an ill-used-man !

One word more. Your correspondent has no
sympathy with those who talk of bribery and foul
dealing. For my own part, I think the refusal of

sympathy should rather be to those who practise
them. That they exist in both professions, I, for
one, have too much reason to know ; and if they
exist, it is time they were talked about to some
purpose. They are cosmopolitan enough, no
doubt ; so much the worse for us all. Keep them
in the dark, and vhey will spread like a dry rot
through society. In our own department, at
any rate, let us try what light will do for them.
Let every builder expose a bribeable architect,

and trust to architects for exposing dishonest
builders.—I am, &c. Candide.

ANCIENT CROSS.
Sir,—A correspondent enquires aa to the correctness of

an inscription shown on a drawing of a cress in Llautwit
Major Church.

I am .afraid he can place bub very little dependence on
this sketch. I have compared it with measured druwinga
which I plotted on the spot last year, as also with some
drawings made by a friend at the same time, and have
found it to be extremely incorrect.
For instance, Mr. Allen shows the ornament to consist of

a flat fillet bounded on both sides by a hollow of the 8*me
or even greater width ; in reality these fillets (whose in-
terlacements form the ornament) touch one another,
having their contiguous edges slightly rounded, so that on
a geometrical drawing they should be separated from each
other by a single 1 ne. The section through them is, in
fact, that of a numl^er of flattened beads placed side by
side, instead of a fillet and deep hollow. In the head of
the cross he has recessed four spandrel pieces of ornament
below the surface of the remainder; in reality the whole
of the ornament is at one level. The interlacements them-
selves are, in very many instances, incorrectly drawn.—

I

am, &0. D. J. EBBF.TT3.

|iitwti)ittmuiucati0ii

QUESTIONS.
[1918.] STRENGTH OF TIMBER.—I should fwl

obliged if some of your numerous readers would solve tho
following for me. On a floor compoaed of red deal joista
13in. by. Sin., with a breadth of boaring 21ft. and the
joists 13in. apart, what weight would they boar per square ?

[1919.1 SMOKY CHIMNEY.—I have a chimney which
smokes when the wind is from the 8. VV. A builder .has
taken a brick out in ihe S. W. face, as he says, to cause a
draught. It dees not prevent the smoking. la it likely
tha*^ a hole made in a chimney-flue would improve the
draught ?-S. JR.

[1920.] PROFILE OF MOULDINGS.—Would some
reader oblige me by describing the method of obtaining tho
profile of mouldings, such as cornices, string-courses
architraves, &c. ?

—

Fkank Chessell.

[1921.] LOAD ON IRON COLUMNS.-Will any one
kindly inform me how to calculate the load boriia by iron
columns under the following condi ions? In a shop front
35ft. wide the bressummer is supported at each end by
brick piers, connee ed with the side walla; and in ihe
length by three cast-iron column.?. The wall upou the
bressummer is on6 and a half bricks thick,and receives the
ends of the floor joists. The roof principals rest upon the
front and back walls, and the span Is 30ft.— A Stddekt.

[1922.] ARCHITECT'S ASSISTANTS' HOLIDAYS.—
I write to a f j i you or any of your readers can inform
me whether it is usual for a junior assistant, receivi-g a
salary in an architect's office, to have ten or fourteen days'
holiday once a year ; and whether in so doing it is right
for the master to withdraw the wages for the timti so oc-
cupied, or rather unoccupied.—A Conktast Reader.

[1923.] PLASTERERS' COMPANY'S PRIZES. — I
should bo obliged if any correspondent of the Building
News could enlighten me aa to the results of the above
competition, as I have seen no account of it.—Student.

[1924] ASPHALTING.— I should be glad if some of
your readers would iiifonn me wliat ia the simplest and
best mode of asphalting, say, for a large playground,
promenade, or garden drives and walks.

—

George k!
NOBTH. ,.^^_^.^^^___

[1925.1 SEWAGE IRRIGATION.-As I see in your
columns continual accounts of the application of this prin-
ciple, allow me to ask what is (he proi>er number of acres
of laml to take for a given population ? Does this depend
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apon 1

oTthli
poa the natan of the soil, or ia the arerago independent

f)/til« coDtidttm'ioiD? Tim u a vorr imporunt point.

eooiideriBK Um giMt diOoaUy there is in obtaiuing land

tot Um poTpcMM of sewage irrigaiion.—Inquirer.

ni»l«.] CARRYING A STREAM OVER A RaIL-
WAY.- Wliat would b«.tbe be-t plan »o adopt under the

fttilowin* ciroaawUiicM ? I haro to carry a stream over

the cuttuut of a railwav, 16ft. deep The volume of water

would be faliy provided fo.- by an oidinary 3ft. culvert.

The alopes of the cutting are IJ to 1, and pillars unght

be put In the "aix foot " between the two linea of raila.

A aketcfa. with diin«niions, would greatly oblige me.—
CONTKACTOR.

flWT.] PILE DRIVIJIG.—In driving cast-iron piles to

a depth of nearly 20ft into the bed of a river, a great num-
ber have broken about a foot from the -op. Canatiy of

your correspondents im^geat a remedy? The pilei were

driren with an ordinary engine and monkey, the average

fiUl being about 9ft.—Dalk.

(1928.] TESTING CAST-IRON.—TTaving tosuperintend
the uianufacturt) of a uio cast-

iron girdora for a largo city

warehoHBe, I ara doairou* of

ascertaining what would be a

fair test to employ without task-

ing too much the atteugth of

the material. The 8e4'tiou of

,_^^««^« the girder is ehown in the
r*iii frrTi'ra accomiMiuyiug drawing, and the

j:"t.6in. Would it be best io t^-^t them with a
siiiAU io.id, and carefully take the deflectiou, or to select

one or two and load them until they broke? I am afraid

that in ca»t-iron the detlectiou would be too Emnll to

notice.—Foe N deb.

[1929,] MODELLING.—Can any ofyour re-aderd inform
me what is mixed with the pipe clay for modelliag to bind
and make it harder when dry ?—F. L. E. P.

[1950.] ANTS.—Could any person kindiy tell me the
U'Mt effectual way of extermiuatiug hosts of small brown
ants with which a new house is iufe:>ted, and whether they
are bred in • he houa:;^ or Hud their way in from the garden ?

—A Subscriber.

liEPLIES.

tl9M.] HYDROSTATICS. — If your correapondent
wotild inform your readers of what material the cone m
qoeation is composed the problem might be solved, but as

it ia it cannot, as clearly the depth to which the cone will

sink will depend altogether upon the r.itio of its specific

gravity to that of the fluid it i.^ immersed iu.—A. C.

riSlO.J LIABILITY - It is easy to see how this case

would he determined by a jury. B faiU iu bii* contract
IO A, iuBomucli as his plaus cannot lie executed for cou-
tidarably more than i:r>00, which he (B) knew beforehand
.ra^ the maximum that A would spend. If.the stables

could not be boiU for £500 it was the dutv of B to tell A
so, but not 'o prepare pUus which could not be carried

out for ne.irly double that amount. As B eugnged C to

take out the quantities, he of course must pay him for his

tim« and aerrices, as C has nothing whatever to do with
any arrangements between A and B. From the statement,
one would be inclined to think that there was coUusiou
between B and C,

—

Lex,

I1912.1 F ^CTORY CHIMNEYS.—I think by " longi-

todinal band" " Student" must mean "circular band,*' its

the former would signify a band extending from top to

hot om of the cliimney shaft. Circular bauds are of great
Talue, and should always be us d. Iron cramps are the
proper ihings to use for the overhanging stones or corbels.

A very neat way of fioiahing a chimney is to place a cas>
iioa top on it, ae^ in the best cemeub.~L. L. A.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Libel .Cahe at Ramscatk.-On Saturduy Mr. Edward

Welby Pugin, the well-known architect, was charged at
the Ram^ate Police-court with writing and publishing a
false and defamatory libel concerning Mr. John Barnet
Hodgson, the Ramagata Postmaster. Mr. Straight, bar-
riit«r, conducted the prosecution, and Mr. Fenni^toun re-
preaentcd the defendant. The court wm densely crowded,
and the proceedings were watched with great interest. The
libel complained of was contained in a le ter addressed by
Mr. Piigiu to Mr. Sankey, a member of a firm of solicitors

extensively practising in the county of Kent, who had been
acting on Mr. Ho4lgson's behalf iu ait action impending
between him and the defendant, iu which certain
qneationa of account were involved. In this letter

exceedingly strong epithets are employed. Two other
letters of the defendant of a similar character were
nietred to. The bench sent the case for trial, and Mr.
Pugin was bound ovor in his own recoguisauues to appear.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
E^^ciTABLE Permanent Land ani> BciLDiNf; Society.

—The second annual meeting of the shareholders in the
Equitable Permanent Land, Buildiog. and Investment
bociety waabelfia theCiy Terminun Hotel on Wedneulny,
when the report was adopted. A dividend of 5 per cent.

er annum waa declared, with a bonus of 2.^ per cent.
Ing etjual to 10 per cent, for the second year. It wtis

tated that on the 1st of January a dcpooit bank was
etarted in connection witli the society. This has succeeded
beyond the eipectatious of thedirec-ors, and promised io
become a source of considerable profit to the shareholders.

TififBBiDOKWELUipERMANESTMuTUALBE.NEFiT Build.
mo 80CIBTT.—On Monday last the annual general meeting
of the memben waa held. The annual repott was sub-
mitted, and the usual bonus of '.04. on every xhare, which
aboald beoonie realized during the current year, was de-
clared. The chatnusn raid that owing to the Io«a of one
of their most energetic members and largest subscriben,
tbe balance sheet did not preeent so prosperous an ap-
pearanoe as that of Jaat year, bnt in spite of that loss, he
was glad to tay that the usual bonus wotild be paid. The
report waa tbcn adop ed.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Baunacd Cast).e.—The Secretary of Sta*c".^ order for an
inquiry into the water supply of Eiirnanl Castle, re-

ferred to in our las', will commence on Tuesday, Sep-

tember IJ, before Mr. Robert Morg.ui.

BaisTot.—The foul state of the river at Bri>tol is excit-

ing attention, and the local' TimM urges the complete

drainage of the city, by carrying out the sewage to the

opening of the liri^tol Channel, at whatever cost:-" ^^ e

are S[>ending hundreds ofthousands on splendid new streets,

or in enlarging old ones(8ays the Times); but a more spacious

and cotumandiug city, with a deiith-rate increasing against

\i8, ia but a whited sepulchre upon a large scalo—fair with-

out, and certainly not fair within. Before stately streets

and straight thorouyhfares, we should look to the sanitary

condition of the citv. Both economy and philanthropy

call for it. Bradford" and Heading obtainetl powers during

the last session to improve their seAvera and utilize their

sewage; and even Dublin, the capital of a country who^e

people are generally supposed not to Iw quite so particular

lU these matters, is bestirring itself to carry its drain :ige

Iteyond the banks of the Liflfey. A largo district of

Bristol is inhabited by visitors and olliers. who, free to

select their place of abode, have made this picture-^qMo and
in many respects most desirable locality their residence ;

if we are to keep them and attract them, we must not

allow the Registrar-General's leturu to read against us

mouth after month; e-^iwoially wlii?u, aa we believe, a

great dejilof the death-rate (that part of it certainly by
which we exceed other places) may be removed by prompt
audtliorough attention to the matter of drainage."

Cheltenham. -The formal inauguration of the Sewage

Farm and works at Cheltenham has taken place. The
scheme was otlicially sanctiouod, after an inquiry before

Mr. Rawlinsou, C E. A tract of land, more than 140

acres in extent, at llayden's Elm, waa purchased, and to

this site the main sewers from the tanks are extended for

the sewage to be utilized thereon ; and there is also a large

district available for ii-rigation Iwth between the tanks and
the farm, and a little beyond the latter. At its outlet on

the laud the a -wage is discharged at a poiut about 130ft.

above the level of the sea. The sewer from the Chelt

tank 10 the farm ia about three miles in length, having a

fall of 8ft. in a mile; that from Uatherley tank is nearly

I'i mile long, and has a fall of 6ft. in 11 mile. From
the land itself there is an outlet sower for the purified

water leading into the Chelt, and a direct outfall also into

the Uatherley brook, which abuts immediately upon the

land. The estate has been to a certain extent laid out for

the reception of the sewage, Ilithorio the cost of the

work has been more than £G,000, exclusive of £10,100

l>aid fur the works. Tlie contractors wero Messrs. AbeJI,

of Worcester, and Messrs. Gibbs &, Canning, of Tamworth.

Coventry.—The Corporation of Coventry lately granted

to Dr. Anderson the use of the sewage works at Whitley

for the purpose of testing, by experiments, his plan for

the trea meut of sewago. Since then a sub committee of

the Town Council has been api)ointtd to overlook some of

the operations, with the view of investigating the results

said to beobtaintd. Experimcnis, extending over two days,

have been conducted by Dr. Anderson in the presence of

many members of the Corporation,— a tank containing

100,000 gallons of sewage being on both occasions subjected

to the process of precipitation, which is the characteristic

feature of Dr. Anderson's system. Sulphate of alumina

—

l)repared by mixing two parts of clay witli one iiart of

sulphuric acid -and common lime were thrown into the

tank in certain proportions, and the whole mass, having

been properly mixed, waa allowed to rest till the more solid

parte had been deposited at the bottom of the tank. The
water was tlion riui off, aud so far as apjiearances wont it

was scarcely distinguishable from pure water. Samples of

the etfluenr. water obtained by Dr. Anderson's process, aud
of ordinary sewage water that has not been so treated, have

been sent for analysis, and the opinion of a competent
authority will be taken as to the value of the solid manure,

which it is proposed to sell in a dry state. Dr. Anderson
believes that its value will at least cover the working ex-

penses, and upon this, and the purity of the elUueut

water, the worth of the system of course depends,

Sudbury.—It is understood that 1 he Secretary of State

has accepted the tender of Mr. Thomas Tilley, of 2, Bond-
court, Walbrook, for the Sudbury Wa-erworka.

The New Sanitaby Act.—Last week the new sanitary

act paasec' this session was printed. It contains a provi-

sion that all hospitals in the metropolis bo placed within

the district ofevery one of the nuisance authorities in the

metropolis.

Wells.—The first step towarJa the realization of an
efficient water supply for the town of Wella, Somersetshire,

has been taken. Mr. Ward, C.E., iuis inspected the springs

at Holes Ash, near Wells, and has repor ed most favourably

on their suitability in every respect. It is intended, wiih

the sanction of Sir C. Taylor (on whoae landa the springs

rii-e), to brin J the water to the town and erect new water-

works, which will be done by a limi ed liability company.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.

Hull.—A marble statue of Sir William de la Pole, mer-
chant, who was the first mayor of the borough of Kingston-

upon-Hull (temp. Edwardlll.). has been given to the Hull
coriKjration by Mr. Alderman Robert Jameson, aud placed

on the grand staircase of the town-hall. It is the work of

Mr. W. D. Keywonih, jun., the sculptor of ihe statue of

Andrew Marvell, which is one of the chief omanieiits of

the same building. Mr. Sheriff I.«atliam has *lp^e^sed

his intention of presen:ing another statue to the town-hall.

Monument to Dr. Lek in Gbevfriarb Chuhch. Edin-
BUitdi.—Workmen have for tome days been engaged in

placing in this church the sculptures by Mr. Hut-hison,

R..9.A., in memory of the late Itev. Dr. Ijce. The iimnu-

ment in the church is twofold. A beautifully chiselled me
datlion in high relief, of the lamented divine, occupies a

niche on ihe right bandsideof the wall, going towards the

pulpit, and a figure, representing the Angel of the Resur-
rection, has been placed on the opposite side. The me-
dallion and the figure are both of the finest marble. The
medallion rests uix)n a marble bracket, on which are the

words "KoljertLee, D.D. ;*' aud ujion a tablet of the

same material, which supiwrts the figiire of the angel,
there is *h6 inscription—" In memory of Robert Lee,
O.D.. minister of the Groyfriars' Chureh. Born No-
vember, 1804. Died 14th March, ISOb."

Raith(N.B.).—A monument, in the form of a medisoval
altar tomb, to the memory of the late Colonel Ferguson,
has just been erected on the Castle Hill, in the Raith
grounds, overlooking the pictures:) ue lak.i. It is sculptured
in Carrara nnirblo, and was designed and executed by Mr.
John Hutchison, R.S.A. The sides and ends of tho
monument are enriched with quatrefoil panels. Extending
over the top and iu relief ia an Early English cross, with
the sacred monogram I.H.S. The base and cornice are
richly moulded, and the whole maible rests on a massive
pliuih in one block of polished red granite.

STAINED GLASS.
Pittenweem.—The last of three stained gla?8 windows

has ju3^ been inserted in tho south-west side of S. John's
Episcopal Chapel, Pi' ' enweem. The chapel recently
underwent extensive altera ions by the erection of an ad-
ditional wing to the building, and by the le arrangement
of the whole interior of the place. The insertion of 1 hfso
windows has now ma«ie the chapel the most unique of its

kind in the eas' of Fife. Ihe east or chancel window has
tt.ree large figures, the centre figure representing 'he As-
cension of our Saviour, with the figure of S. John aud S.

Andrew on each side. The south window represents the
Crucifixion and Resurrection. This window is erected by
surviving relatives. The south west window represents
our Saviour bearing tho Cross, and the Three Women at
the sepulchre.

iur iffitc ^aWc.

The New Torquay Harbour.—This work,
which haa been in hand for upwards of three years

past, ia a massive masonry pier or breakwater, and
is run out from the rooks, known as Beacon Point,

for a distance of about 700ft. in a westerly direc-

tion, and is now completed. From this an elbow,

about l.'iOft. in length, is being carried out, turn-

ing to the north-west. This pier, or breakwater,

is the principal portion of the work. At the base

it is about 70ft. thick, narrowing to about 56ft.

at the top, the height from the foundation to the

top of the parapet being 44ft. It is composed of

two stout walls. Outside the pier is an embank-
ment of stones, thrown out to a distance of some-
thing like 100ft., which gradually slopes upwards
to within 12ft. of the top of the parapet. The
area enclosed by the new pier is about 10 acres.

The depth of water at the pier-head at high tide

is 32ft., and at low tide 18ft. Along the new
quay is erected a substantial and commodious
range of store buildings, with the offices for the
harbour-masters adjoining, the whole presenting

a handsome facade towards the sea. A tramway
is laid close to the edges of the pier and quay, for

the use of steam cranes and trucks in loading and
unloading vessels. The cost of the works is up-
wards of £60,000.

The Pyramids.— Col. Sir Henry James, in a
recent lecture on the pyramids of Egypt, stated

that in the king's chamber, inside the pyramid,
some of the stones were 30ft. long. These stones,

weighing some ninety tons, were not found in

Egypt at all, but were brought down the Nile a
distance of 500 miles, and then placed in their

present position, 100ft. above the level of the
ground. With regard to their finish, these Syenite
stones are the very hardest known, and yet
they are so exquisitely polished, and built in (to

form a casing fur the king's chamber) with such
superior skill, that the finest sheet of tissue paper
could not be inserted between two of the stones,

and this after a lapse of 4,000 years. Such work-
manship would excite the wonder and admiration

of the world, even in this age of science and im-

provement.

New Graving-dock at East Greenwich.—
An addition has lately been made to the dock
accommodation of the fort of London by the
construction of a large graving-dock by Messrs.

Lewis and Stockwell, at their shipbuilding works
at Blackwall Point, East Greenwich. This dock
is adapted to repairing vessels of the largest class,

being 400ft. long and 68ft. wide (60ft. wide at

entrance), having a depth of water at average
spring tides of 21ft.

Value of Land at Hampstead.—From recent
sales of villa sites effected by Messrs. Edwin For
iind Bousfield on the Mount-grove Estate, we find

that land which, until recently, has only been re-

garded as valuable for grazing and garden pur-
poses, has realized at the rate of nearly £3,000
per acre, thus showing the enoi mous increase in

the value of land in this locality now that it is

opened up by railway communication.
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The London, Chatham, and Dover Railway.
—The award by the Marquia of Salisbury and
Lord Cairns in the mittor of the L'ludon, Chat-

ham, and Dover R-iilway was issued on Saturday.

In the discharge of liabilities priority is given to

to the Common Fund Debentures and Stock,

Victoria Station Improvement Debentures and
Stock, certain Debentures on the General Under-

taking, and the Western Extension Debentures

and Stock : all these, with arrears of interest, are

to be converted into an "Arbitration Debenture
Stock," heariut; interest at 4J per cent., and of

the amount of £5,000,000. Two other stocks

—

the "Arbitration Preference," £i,39J,2S9, also

bearing 4.^ per cent, interest; and an "Arbitra-

tion Ordinary," £7,7*3,405, to rank after the

preference—are also created, and into one or

other denomination, partially or wholly, every

claim on the company is to be converted.

Fatal Accident from Defective HonsE
PLANNING.—Mr. Bedford haa held an inquest at

the S. Anne's Vestry, Dean-street, Soho, on the

body of Mary Pond, aged 62, who died from a fall

down stairs. The room in which slie and her

husband lived was situate in such proximity to

the stairs that one stepped from the room down
the first stair, there being, in fact, no landing.

The deceased, who waa blind, Iiad groped her way
across the room, with the intention of sitting down
in an arm-chair, b\it, unfortunately, turned her

back to the door, which was wide open, and fell

backwards to the bottom of the flight of stairs,

striking her head in a fearful manner, and inflict-

ing severe injuries, from the effect of which she

died. The jury strongly condemned the designer

and builder of such a house, and returned a ver-

dict of "Accidental death."

TnE Steam Roixeu.—"An Islington Surveyor "

writes to the Timcx ;
—

" Referring to a portion of

a paragraph of yesterday's issue, wherein you ex-

press a hope that steam road-rolling will be
adopted in the metropolis, and ' leave parochial

authorities without any pretext for the continu-

ance of a system that has long been a scandal,'

you are probably not aware that for almost every
day during the whole of this year one of Aveling
and Porter's 13ton steam road-rollers has been
at work in this parish, and is now purchased by
the Vestry."

LivERPOor, House-Painters' Soiree and Ball.

—The house-painters of Liverpool, on Tuesday
evening, celebrated the inauguration of a benevo-
lent fund in connection with their trade society

by holding a soiree, concert, and ball, in Queen
Anne's Hall, Queen Anne-street. The gathering

was a large one, and all who were present seemed
greatly to enjoy the varied entertainments of the

evening. After a very substantial te i, addresses

were given by Mr. J. Cox, president of the society

(who occupied the chair), and Mr. Macdonald,
honorary secretary of the Manchester Alliance.

The chairman stated that in Liverpool there were
between 1,700 and 2,000 connected wiih their

trade, and as not one-fourth of these were
members of the society, the new association had
been started for the express purpose of inducing
the workmen to become active supporters of it.

Mr. Macdonald referred at length to the immense
advantages which had been conferred by trades'

unions, and detailed the success which had
attended the existence of the Alliance in Man-
chester. An excellent programme of music waa
the next feature of the entertainment, and the

ball which followed was kept up with unflagging

spiiit until an early hour.

Stbeet-Doou Letter-Boxes.— a circular has

been issued from the General Post Office calling

attention to the additional postal facilities about to

be afl"orded to the public in the shape of post cards,

printed matter, newspapers, &c., and suggesting

that an increased rapidity in the delivery of letters

would be obtained by the general adoption of

street-door letter-boxes. This plan is already ex-

tensively used in many localities, and it is hoped
that those householders who have not hitherto
adopted the plan will now do so in anticipation of
the approaching postal changes. The expense is

stated to be about lis. 6d., including fixing the
box and making the aperture in the door.

New Market for Santiago, Ciiili.—Messrs.
Laidlaw and Ron, of the liarrowficld Ironworks,
Glasgow, are j\ist finishing an immense piece of
ironwork which is to bo erected in Santiago
Chili, as a market-place. It is constructed chiefly

of cast-iron, and forms a square of nearly 150ft on
each side. Exclusive of the gates—sixty-eight
in number—which were sent off some time ago,
the ironwork will weigh about 1,000 tons.

Next year's mooting of the British Medical As-
sociation will be hold at Plymouth.

The directors of the Ulster Riilway Company
have decided to erect a now wrought-iron super-
stnictiirc for the railway bridge over the river Bann,
at Porta-lown.

Jlr. J. H. Collison. OHham, has boon appointed
boroua;li surveyor for Durham, in the room of Mr.
William Ground, resigned.

The Taimton Local Boanl of Health has instructed

the surveyor to prepare a plan, specification, an'i

ostimato for the proposed widening of North
Town bridge.

The chancel of thoold parish church of Ilchcster,

Soinorsot, has been fest(^rod by the rector.

An exhibition of woi-ks of art and industry was
opened on Wednesday week at Groat Horton, near
Bradford, liy Lord Frederick Cavendish, M.P.

The foundation stono of a new Oran(,'o hall was
laid on Saturday week in Lisburn by tlio Dean of

Ross.

A now organ (by Foster & Andrews) hiis recently

been erected in the parish church of Newport, Isle

of Wight.

On Tuesday week the Marquis of Bute opened
the Cardiff Fine Art and Industrial Exhibition.

The Queen, on Wednesday week, before leaving
for the north, conferred the honour of knighthood
on Mr. Edward -mirko.

A project has boen started for constructing a
railway from Castle Eden to Middlesborough, by
which the coal owners of that part of Durham will

have access to tho Middlesborough docks.

TheRipon Fine Arts' Exhibition closed on Monday
week, after having remained ojicn since last Easter
Monday.

The foundation stono of a new church at Holy.
well was laid by the Marchioness of Westminster on
the 15th inst.

A now candle factory for Messrs. Brimloy,
Whibloy and Co., at New Chesterton, Cambridge,
is now in course of erection by Mes-srs. Howos and
Clark.

Llangedwyn Church will be re-opened on Thurs.
day, September 8, by the Lord Bishop of S. Asaph.

Itisstatedthit the Right Hon. W. Cowper Temple
is about to erect a now boys' national school at
Romsey, Hants, tho present building being very
incommodious and dilapidated.

Thetford Church has been re-opened after restora-
tion.

Mr. Baker, of North Hill, Colchester, has just
executed a new roredos for Nayland church.

The foundation stone of a new church at the
Hook, Southampton, was laid on Tuesday week by
Mrs. Hornby. The cditice will be built and endowed
by Mr A. Hornby, of thj Uook.

On Saturday week Colonel Hutchinson, of the
Board of Trade, accompanied by Captain Hall, of

the Admiralty, held a sitting at Dundee, for the
purpose of taking evidence in reference to tho pro-
posal to build the Tav biidge 80ft. high instead of
lOOft.

The ereo ion of the now chvirch of S. Augustine,
South Kensington, is begun. The building will be
somewhat imposing in the character of its architec-
ture, aijd will be comploted, it is expected, in May
next. Of tho whole cost, ,U5000 has yet to be raised.

At the last meeting of tho He lingham Highway
Board, a letter was read from tho Wickhambrook
Highway Board suggesting that Mr. Salter, of
Sudbury, should bo employed, at the joint o.Kpenso
of the two boards, to pi'oparo plans and specifications

for a proposed new bridge over the river between
Cavendish and Hentlow. The Board, after con-
siderable discussion rlecided to employ their own
surveyor, leaving the Wickhambrook board to em-
ploy their 5wn architect.

Observe that all the pricea quoted when for lin. and up-
wards aud for planka aud flitcbeB, are per ttuperflcuU fuut
of liu., all &>ti}va beius reduced tu lin. aud Bf>ld as such.
All under liu. are quoted at a price j>er foot suiter, of the
thickness given :

—

Inches
thick, d.

Cuba mahogany 3^ 4J to
D" 3
Do 6J
Uo 6
Uo 4
Vo. 21
l>o 2j
Do 2
Ho ij
Do 1
Do

I

d.

Do
Do. (ane) .'..".'.V.'

'

Do 1 Bl
Do I 4
Do

I 2i
Do planka 4}
Do. (flue) do. 12}
Do. (mottled) ., do. lo|
Do flitohee 8|
Do. (flue) do. »J
Do. (curl) do. U
Do, (diniug-table) 91
Uudar 11 4I
Do 1 it
Do

J 3
Honduras mahogany 2 4A
Do ij 44
Do Ij .•j|

Do 1 41
Do (ttue) 1 10
Do U 51
Do 3j 7}
Do. S bi
Do

-i 3i
Do , planks 4
Do. (flue) do. :0i
Japanese oak do. 2^
Mexican mahogany 3| ii
Do 3} 4}
Uo 3 4i
Do 24 41
Do 2 64
Do 14 4J
Do 1 6
Do flitches 10
Do planks 4
Do.; J 44
Oak I 4i
Do i Ij
Do J 1

Do plank 22
Purple wood, 3a. Od. to 6s. Id. cube
Spanish mahogauy 1 C
Do J S4
Do. (fine) planks l/^

Do. (diuiug-tablo) 19
Tobasco mahogany 14 5
Do I 6
Do. (Hue) i 64
Waluu-, Euglish 1 1./

Do 9 18
Do J U
Do planks 3
Do. tblack) 3i 5
Do 14 i\
Do 1 5
Do. Itatiau planks 6}

The French Atlantic caljle reports that extensive fires

are raging iu tlio woods around Ottawa, that large quanti-
ties of timber have been destroyed, aud the city itself been
in danger.

LATEST PRICES OF BIATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

, lOJ
, 9

. 64
, 84

, 84
, IJJ

101
, n

8i

«1
H
Si
4j
41

7
»1

91

li

7J

30

H

T»ak Ioa4£13
^Udbvc, red pine

,, yflllow pine.,
;t. John N.B. yellow
Queboc Oak, wbit«..

,, birch
,. elm 4

Oautzic o;tk 5

TlMBSR.

13 I'.- PiulAQd £7

flr .

Meiaelflr 3

%mkx %xuk lltbitiu,

There lias not been mnnh demand for wood during the
past week, aud prubably coaivinieis prefer waiting until
[>ricos ai-u more settled. There, liowever, is little or no
variation from last week'a quotatiuns. Freights are quoted
Archangel to Londoa, Hull, or Grimsby, 808. ; Cronstadt
to Lonelon, &c., 50s. ; Riga to Ijondon, &o., GOs.

;
Quebec

to Ijoniiou, TOs. dry doal^, timber, *Ji'H. ; Miraiuichi to
London, &c., 72p. (i^l.

It is very seldom that an'opportuuity is afforded of re-

cording the prices of mahogany planks, boai-ds, Ac, when
sold hy auction in large quaiititii.a Tho price in the log

is to be hafi very frequently, but the maliogany trade being
a separate branch of the timber trade, few largo parcels
of plank.'i aud boards are submitted for public competition.
Sucli aa opportunity presented itself ou Tuesday last, and
with tho following results, which will be highly interest-

ing to builders an'l other consumers.

3 15 4 15 Memal 7
4 4 16 Qotheuburg, yetlow 9
y U « „ white 8
6 8 10 Geao, yeHow 10 5
3 16 <I li'Soderham 8 i>
4 6 S & CbristiHiii%, per C,

6 1 jj 13 tt. by Shy ^ la.
4 lu] yetluw IJ
4 Floiriii^ boj.ril<i. per

3 0-10 8'i. or liu., (listyel 7 6
First wbitJ - 7 <l

5,Seck>u<l 'luaiilioB .... 6 6
6 evmvi smsz pr ton

Oiu, Ac.

Seal. p»le per too 37
Sporiu body 84
Ood 39
W^balfl, Sth. Sea, pale S7
Olire, QaUipall 6l
Cuuoanat, UoohlUiton 4J IJ
Palm, ane S:t

Liuaoed 1:9 6
Rftpeieed, Baj.pftla.. 44

Swodiah 2 10

U)tJt8,Qu«becredpine 3 15

,, yollow pine./ li 15
Cdthwoud,l>autzic,tBi 3 15 a Hf

„ St. Petersburg fi I'J 8 l\i

Dsalfl,prC.,12ft.by3
by a In..

Quebe;:, white aprnce 12 IJ IS
8t.John,white5prace Vi 1) 14

Yellow pine, p«r re-
duced C.

Canada, 1st quality. 18 1> 18
•ind do 12 IS 10

Archangfll, yellow .. 11 V) 13 OjOottonseed l^

it. Petersburg, yel... li li> 13 v\

43 10
y
U 9

MSTALS.

PIff. Foreign « per ton £.8 15 £1<» s
Ku<u-uW.B do 20 3 iO 15 q
L-adCo. -..,..»»».... do 3J 6 20 If

', O'fcerbnuudi ».... do 19 lu o 2) o v
SheetMiUed do 30 10 21

dhot, Patent « do S3 S3

Kedor Minium do li) 13 S) 10 o
Lithwg*. W.B ...,- do
White Dry ... do 9i o
„ ground iu oil .- .. do

Corrxft I—

British—Cake ind Ingot perton £70 71

Beat Selected do 73 76
ahitt do 74 76
Bottoms » do 78
Australian do 6» 73
dptuish Caka do
Ctii 1 Bars cash 63 63 10

,, leftasdiOKot 6> 7-J o
Uttal Bhcathlng nnd Rods p«rlb. 6] 6]
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Crabe |lefos

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Ldoh.—Thejomoniof Leigh are out on strike. At »n

tMtnuMe meeUogofthecarpsuters <mrt jomera, held on

tS* ll«b Jone, it w»s resolved to uk for an advance of 2b.

nr wMk. whioh would make their wa«« 28a. The advance

ni to take place uu the drat Saturdajr in August ;
but

M the masters hare aDanimouiUy declined loaccede to ihe

nfOMt, the whole of the joiners hare struck work.

TENDERS.
BwoBTOS.—For alterations and additional works at

Qowo-squan Baptist chapel, Brighton. Mr. John Uill,

atdutect. QnauU ies supplied.

Lookjer £790
Banea(aoaepted) 683

W. ChapeU frW

CAROirr. - For the ereo ion of seventy-two cottages and

ix shops, aud for forming streets, for the Cardiff Work-

man'sUottsgeCompaDf (Limited). Mr. I. Waring, Cardiff,

architect.
Cottages Shops. Street Works.

Dawion....£93Sl 7 0.... £2033 15 0....i:3« 2

Tar 9023 1851 319

Bbepton*.. 8595 0.... 1920 0.... 378
* Accepted.

CiTi-.—For new building, comer ofthe Pottltrj- and Queen
Victoria street, for Mr. James Wheeler. Architects,

lieasrs. John & John Belcher. Quantities by Messrs.

Fraukliu aud Andrews.
Lawrence t Sons £20130

Uttle 10863

Higgs 19825

FerrrBm. 19000

Bni 1S622
18620

.PrioetCo.. 18523

Gammon ft Sons 184SO

Conder 18*i0

Rider 4: Sons 18033

Henshaw 17606

Myer. * Sons 17*19

Jackson t Shaw 16552

HOBSHAM.—For the erection of a vilU residence, con-

servatory, and stabling, at North Parade, Horsham, for

Hi. a. Agate. Mr. Edward Burston, architect.

Sturdy i'5127

Putney IS.'iO

Terrv 4453 17 8

BiMhby <l:!10

Shearbura 4189
Perigee 4133 18 6

Butbidge 40*3

Ohappell S894

Nightingale 3812

Peskett t Taylor 35.')5

Potter 3171 6

Sharp Brothers 3446
Smith 3284 9
Greenfield ft Sons 3239 10

LoHDoy.—For the Devonshire-equare church aud ro-

il dence. Mr. Thomss Chatfeild Clarke, architect.

Ennor JE812S

Myers t Sons 8084
Perry 8023

Macey 8022

Ashl^ ft Homer „ 7869
HUl ft Sons J825

Aabby ft Sons 7iOO
Atfoid ft Co 7780
Dove Brothers 7765
Hensbaw 7735
Scrirener ft White 7736
Conder 7059
UUl, KeddeU, ft Waldram 7820
Brass 7592

Biggs 7620

LosDox.—For three houses in the Abbey-road, S.

John's Wood. Mr. W. Todd, architect.

£bte ft Sons £34!9
Simpeon ftSon 3365

B. Haekworth ft Son 3360
Phillips ft Sons 3334

Loogmire ft Burge 3277
Higgs 3243

New BnoMPiox.—For the erection of a bonse and stables.

High-street, New Bromplon, Kent. J. H. Andrews, archi-

tect, Bochester.
House. Stables. Total.

Foyer £1400
WilkinsftSon.... £1100 £2.10 1330

Oatss 1073 1*8 1271

Hartrick 1165
Baiter (accepted) 995 10

Beeves 775

BAiffHaH.— For the erection of a detached cottage at
Rainham, Kint. J. H. Andrews, architect, JKoches'.er,

Miller £483
Bunpaon 460
tSeagei 449

Stbattobd.—For timber skeleton and tower, for Messrs.

Donn ft Squires. Architects, Messrs. John ft John
Belcher.

Lawrence ft Sons £325
Coleman ,.. 146
Browne ft Bobinaou 139

SuRBCY.—For a floor mill at Caterhaiu Junction, for
Mr. Henry Walder. Mr. Felix William Lsnkstuu, or-
chitwt.

Brown £1620
Bull 970
Sherwood. 930
Pollard 915
lose „ 864
Panon ft Tilling „ 884
PaakaM * Taylor „.„ 784

Tewkgbbubt.—For the erection of a farmhouse, near

Tewkesbury. Mr. James Allsop, architect, Worcester.

Collins ft Cnllis £735
Bepley 720

Mills 501

Mathews 615

Walthamstow.—For house for Mr. Wragg. Architects,

Slessrs. John ft John Belcher.

Fox £1059
Deavin 883

Turner 860

Reed 811

ForiTOt 788

George 767

Perry Bros, (withdrawn) 411

»—

BATH STONE OF BEST QDALITT.

Basdell, SiCSDEES, and Compaxv, Limited. Quarry,

men and stone Merchants, Bath. List of Prices at the

QuaiTies and Depots ; also cost for Transit to any part of

tlie United Kingdom, furnished on application.

BATH STONE OFFlCffi,

[Advt.] Corsham, Wilts,

Leeds, Sept. 19.—For the whole or any portion of the
works rebnired in the erection of Holy Trinity Church,
Armley HalL Adams and Kelley, architects, 18, Park-
row, Leeds.

BANKRUPTS.
(to bURRE.TDER IN THE COrNTRV).

Stephen and William Dauoy, Brighton, builders, Sept.
10.—John Wade, Bury St. Edmunds, brass founder,
Sept. 5.—William Speakman, Salford, builder, Sept. 6.

PUBLIC EXAMINATION.—Act, 1869.

Sept. 8, G. Nelaou, Sheffield, plumber.

DIVIDEND MEETINOa.
Sept. 5, W. Beck, Newbohl Vendow, Leicester, bricklayer.

—Sept. 5, W. Evatt, Ibstock, Leicestershire, builder.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

St. Mary Abbott's, Kensington, Sept. 7.—For the

erection of a new inflrmary and other buildings adjoin-

ing their workhouse. Ituben Green, Clerk to the Guar-

dians, No. 1, Devonshire-terrace, WrigUt's-lane, Ken-
sington.

Croydon Local Bo.\bd of Health Waterworks,
Aug. 30.—For the construction and erection of a con-

densing pumping engine. R. J. Cheesewright, Clerk,

Town Hall, Croydon.

Croydon Local Board of Health Waterworks,
Aug. 30.—For the manufacture and delivoiy .it Croydon
of cast-iron socket pipes. R. J. Cheesewright, Clerk,

Town Hall, Croydon.

Sheffield, .Kxig. 31.—For the erection of a villa resi-

dence, in Clarkhouse-road. HUl and Sivann, architects.

Times Buildings, ShelBeld.

lUwMARsn Local Board, Aag. 29.—For the supply ol

the following cast-ii-on common socket pipes :—2,700 yards
of luin. ; 1,850 yards of Gin. ; 8,200 yards of iin. ; 800 yards

of Sin. ; 1,25U yards ol 2iu., together with about 5 J tons of

bend and irregular pipes of various sizes in connection

with the above, comprising Contract No. 1. Also for the

supply of the various sluice cocks, hydrants, and other

water fittings, together with special castings, comprising

Contract No. 2. And for the laying and llxing of the

foregoing pipes and fittings, comprising Contract No. 3.

Contract No. 4—For the supply of 80 cast-ironlamp-poats,

of strong pattern, 10ft. high, and weighing about S owt.

each. To be fitted complete with proper lamp irons and
strong copper lantern, ready for glazing. F. L. Harrop,

Clerk, Local Board Oflice, Rawmarsh.

Metropolitan Board of Works, Sept. 22.—For con-

structing, completing, and maintaining in repair for

twelve calendar mouths after completion, a storm outlet

sewer, penstock chamber, with two penstocks therein,

flap chamber and tide flaps, and other works in connec-

tion therewith, on the premises of the Deptford Pumping
Station. John Pollard, Clerk ol the Board, Spring

Gardens.

Oxfordshire, Aug. 29.—For building a new chapel, at

Fewcot, five miles from Bicester, in tho county of Ox-

fordshire. Bev. C. D. Marsham, Caversfleid, near

Bicester.

Oswestry, Sept. 24.—For a Congregational church, on

the site odjoining tho old chapeL W. U. Spaull, archi-

tect, Albion Chambers, Oswestry.

Tadcasteb Union Workhouse, Sept. 10.—For the

erection of this workhouse. J. A. Bromet, Clerk to the

Guardians, Tadcastcr.

St. Panceas, Sept. 6.—For providing and fixing iron

railings, with iron coping aud brickwork, and concrete

foundation, round an inclosuro in course of formation

at Lismore-circus, Gospel Oak Fields. Chas. Worrell,

Chief Clerk, St. Panoras Works Office, 10, Edward-street,

N.W.

Keiohley, Sept. 5.—Contract A.—For the masons'

and bricklayers', carpenters' and joiners', painters',

plasterers', slaters', and plumbers' and glaziers' work

required in the erection of stable, coach-house, coach-

man's cottage, &c., on Skipton-road, for Thos. H. Cock-

croft, M.D. Thos. Elliott, architect, Deronshiie-build-

ings, Skipton-road, Keighlcy.

The Babton, Sc, District Local Board, Sept. 17.

—For levelling, paving, sewering, and channelling

Clarendon-road, Eccles, being about 820yard3 in length
;

also for paving and completing Kiug-street, Eccles,

about 220 yards in length. George Trenbath, Clerk,

Board-room, Patrioroft.

Ulsteb Railway Company, Sept. 7.—For the supply

and erection of a new wrought-iron superstructure for

the railway bridge over the river Bann at Portadoivn.

Foster Coates, Secretary, Belfast.

Cleethobpes Sewer Authobity, Lincolnshire,

Sept. 6.—For the supplying and laying about five miles

of socket pipe sowers, varying from 18m. to »m. in-

diametcr ; also the necessary junctions, gullies, venliln,

tors, tanks, and ontfall works, &c. Kcv. W. P. Jones

Secretary, Great Grimsby.

Bedford Local Board, Aug. 29.—For the supply of

about 200 tons of 16in. cast-iron socket pipes, to be de-

Uvered at one of the railway stations in Bedford. Thecd.

Wm. Pcarae, Clerk to the Board, Bedford.

Kinobton.on-Thakes, Aug. 29.—For tho supply of iron

feuclng, consisting of the following materials, viz. :—

12 main posts and CO intermediate posts ol cast-iron, and

about 600 linealfeet of wrought-iron rail, Ijln. diameter.

Walter M. WHkinBon, Town Clerii, Kingston-oa-Thamef,

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Tyley and Sons, Bristol, marble merchants. — Gritten

and Son, Parliament-street, architects aud surveyors. -

Emery and Co., Pndding-lane, carpenters.—Rinsny and
Co. Nottingham, engineers. —J. and W, Wal Iwork, Chorley,

painters.

Frice 4«., Foit Free, 4ft. 4d.

Laxton's Builders' Frice Book,
For Architects, Engiueerft. Builder*. ContrActors, Suiveyon, and sU

the Building Tradeb,

For fully fifty years thia work has been considered the chief

authority on mait.-re ooTineeted with the Buil'ling Tndee. Its nee,

even on one occasion, will probably re(>ay the c >st of the brtok ten
tim.-B over, and iuatancea will cntlnually occur In which the con-
sultation of its pages will effect a saving of many pounds.

London : MORGAN and CUA8K. 38. Lu.lgite-hill.

And may be ordered of any bookseller In the kiugdom.

PERSPECTIVESr&c7in^PEN andTNK
or COLOTTRED.—See photographs (rom drawings lnlh« Bcnj>-

iNG News of September 10 to October 15. lBfl9, and many others.—

H., 12, Alfred-place, Thurloe rquare, South Keneiiigtoa, London.

Tiut Fabllahod, price Id.

ATEEATISE ON THE UTILIZATION
OF TOWN SEWAGE AND BEFH^E FKOM WORKS,

Illustrated with Plans and Sections. By J. DtjTms. Peel Terrace,

Preston. By Book Post thirteen staraps.

The author has been awarded for his plan the Silver Medal of ths

Eoyal North Lancaahlre Agricultural Society. 1867 and 1970.

THE NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-
BA.tLTNO, inconciw Pi-obloins, calculated !> bring thi» moat

useful seienoe »lthin the reach ot every capacity. ByRoBKRT Bn»-

DELL. Illustrated with accurate platee, 4to., cloth, pp. 128 and 40

plates, 2U. TrUbner'a " New Sclentlflo Catalogue." jiost free, 3d.

London : TRUBNER A CO., Patomosterrow.
^

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHS &
BOOKS.

A Set of 8 PHOTOORAPHSf mounted in caniboord). from the ori

gii.al drawings of tho PRIZE DESIGN ol the MANCBESTKB
TOWN HALL competition. Size of the photograph 12 by ID. PrlM

*"lITH0ORAPH of the HOTEL DB VILLR AT HAMBUBOH
(the prize design), by O. Q. SCOTT, Esq ,

Architect. «1 Is.

A PHOTOGRAPH (mounted on cardboard) of the ASSIZE
OOUETS AT MANCHESTER by A. WATKRHOUSK, Escl. Archi-

tect, tlze of the photograph 28 by 21. £1 is.

The above, being very suggestive designs, would be uselul to au

EXECUTED EXAMPLES OF nHHBCHF.S. CHAPKL3. MAN-
SIONS, and VILLAS, to be completed in Five Divisions, at lOs. 6d.

each. Theflrst and second divlsionsonly Inst out.

These examples are by different archllects. aud they contaiu the

actual coat ol each building, and the materials used, together

with the ground and chamber plans. „,,... ,^b „
CHORCHES and CHAPELS ore. ted by O BIDLAKE, E«I.,

Architect, Wolv6rhami>ton. with the plans and the actual cost of each

erection, together with the hvt arrangementa ol the seats, both In

the gallery aud the ground floor. 12s. 6d. . , . ,

This little book is quite a favourite with the profession on accoimt

of the well-known ability ol the architect m de-algolng and carry-

ing out the different Nonconlonnlst Chapels aud SchooU Uousea,

&c.. indifferent partaol England.
^ ,_ , , *,. n i.

The above Photographs and Books can be had from the Fub-

li.ber, S. BlRBtCK, BookseUer, 10, Church etreet, Lozells rosd,

Birmingham.

HANDBOOKS FOR TOURISTS.

AN INTRODUCTION to the STUDY of

GOTHIC ARCHITECTCRE. By J.H. Pallxro,M.A.,F.S.A.

Thl.d Edition. Revised and EnUrged, with 180 lUustraUons »ml >

Gloasarlal Index. Fcap. 8vo., cloth extra, 6s.

A CONCISE GLOSSARY of TERMS
uspd in GRECIAN, ROMAN, ITALIAN, and 80TBIC AROHI-

TEOTUEE. By J. H. Pamir, M.A.. F.8.A. New Edit on, revlted.

Fcap. 8vo., with nearly BOO lllnstjatlona. ornainenUl cloth. 7s. 6d.

" For the knapsack ol the traveller, or the table of the amateor,

not euflielen'ly Uterested to need the completer work. It is an IB-

valuable little volume."—Builder.

THE ENGLISH ARCHAEOLOGIST'S
HANDBOOK By HiiirBY Godwin. F.8.A. Post 8vo.. cloth, 7s. 6d.

" The antinuary will find it Ineslimahle a. a bouk ol reference :

the student will have In It a valuable aadeUnt ;
and by a J»<I^1»M

use ol It the sham Mitlcunuy may avoid any great mlstakea whan
1 ™.in Iha vioir dUnlaya to him tho wonders I hia parish

chnrcr . Wefmilne tbi no .rch»olo,l.t will henceforth

consider his kn.psaek packed until til. little handbook is put Id. -

*'oXTand377, Slnuid. Lonlon : JAMES PARKER and Co.

IMPROVED DWELLINGS 70RTHE PEOPLE.

THE ARTIZANS', LABOURERS', AND
GENERAL DWELLINGS' COMPANY

(Limited).

'Canital £250,000. Sharea £10. £1 l'»WP" Share.

PRESlDENT-The Dean of WESTMINSTER.
Arbitrators. 1 , \P''t'' ^^'"'"ii v

Bight Hon. Earl Shaftes- Thos. Bazley, Esq., M.P.

fuvT I
.Jacob Bright, tsq., M.P.

Ri^ht Hon. Eail Liohaeld. 1 John Cheetham, l-*q-. M-^-

Lori Eloho, M.P. W. R. CaUendor, Jun., Esq.,

&e., &c., &o. I
M.P.

yj. SwiNDLEiiURST, Manager aud Secretary.

The Company is especially formed to erect >.n>P«>"^

«orljraen'» dwellings on the ™*I»'»''^« P",°3°- ,,
"°

beershop or ta.ern to be erected on the Co.niM.uy « pro-

,H.rty. Prollts realiz«l by workmen 'JP'^f' ™J
buildings 40 per cent. Deposits ^<«=?i«<* a' ^.P^'t^™''
Prospectuses on application enclosing

K^'ToftorSS'
Offlcea, Great College-itreet (opposite th« House ofLords),

Westminster, London,
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IRON.

FEABFULLY, all over Europe, the ques-

tion of irou and steel in the market is

just now prevalent : not for purposes of peace

or uses of domestic industry, but for the de-

struction of mankind. We have heard of the

flint, and the bronze, and the iron ages ; but

no age was ever more iron, or rather, more
gun-metal, than this. The science which was
destined to make us better has made us worse

;

and we are fighting with the very elements

that were intended to confer mercy, not less

than strength, upon civilization. Still, taking

facts as they are, we must admit the enor-

mous part which war plays in the drama
of the day, whether for humane or for cruel

objects. Half the science of Europe appears

now to be turned towards metallurgy. Since

Agricola wrote his " De Re Metallica," there

never has been so much attention devoted to

the subject. We were always, as a nation,

making experiments about it. We began with

wire-works ; we went on to needles ; we sold

swords in Toledo and daggers in Milan ; and
thus we carried on an eccentric commerce
until the value of great guns was known.
Twenty millions of tons of English manufac-

ture, in iron and steel, were exported from
Great Britain in the year 18C4. These details

tell, of course, upon the enterprise of such
parts of the country as Wales, and the South
Staffordshire, Yorkshire, Durham, and the

Scottish mining districts. And the demand
for this product is incessantly increasing. It

accompanies every improvement in tools ;

ship-building cannot be advanced without it

;

watchmaking can make no progress without

it ; it is the material of the mariner's com-
pass, of the fashionable crinoline, of the sur-

geon's lancet : and now, in these terrible days
of war, it is the arm and defence of nations.

We are all heating and hammering this metal
until it almost seems that our country had
become a region of reverberatory furnaces.

Since the discovery of the black-band iron-

stone in Scot).' nd, and the invention of the hot

blast, we have, indeed, grown to be less depen-

dent upon foreign sources ; but every prac-

tical man is aware how we have, at times,

relied upon Dutch cast-iron and upon the

crude fabrics of Sieven, in Germany. Those
transactions are affairs of the past, no doubt.

The new Clyde Iron Works have superseded

their traditions. We have found immense
riches underlying the Scottish midland coun-

ties, and there can be no limit to the ingenuity

of our manufacturers. Nevertheless, a serious

doubt exists as to whether, in this matter, we
are holding our ground, and not buying from
Belgium what we cannot appropriate for our

own service, should the necessity be evoked.

It seems untimely, however, to put such a
question. Industry and War lie far apart,

happily, one from another. We may exist in

an age of iron, yet we may not, perforce,

desire that iron shall be turned to relentless

purposes. It was long thought to be our ser-

vant; we have converted it, however—or, at

any rate, our neighbours have—into cannon
and the mastery of Europe ; it is a commen-
tary upon civilization, but a commentary
still ; and yet to this moment, while we, and
the French, and the Germans forge their huge
ordnance, Indian artificers tell us, as they
have told us for centuries, that our cutlers, so

far as science and art in the iron and steel

fabric are concerned, must remain in despair.

Well, we would ask our mechanics whether it

be true or not that this manufacture has dete-

riorated ? We put no faith in the stories

about the Sheffield artisans burying their raw
material for several weeks in water, or of the

razors sharpened from the iron-shod piles of old

London Bridge ; but nothing can be more cer-

tain than that, in our race after perfection, we
are trying, in some confusion, a number of

experiments; adding carbon to malleable iron,

partially decarbonizing cast-iron, and adding
malleable to cast, in order to produce steel.

The celebrated Catalan process, " in which the

ore is reduced by a charcoal fire, and the result-

ing metallic is afterwards carbonised on the

hearth by contact with an incandescent char-

coal," has been tried, and not with success.

The results are not uniform. They are partly

iron and partly steel. The work produced is

deformed and weakened by blisters ; the ex-

cess of carbon in the admixture is not safely

got rid of; the refining is imperfect; and the

regulating of temperature in the casting can

scarcely be commanded. This, according to

many opinions, accounts for the waste of so

much German artillery during the war now
unhappily raging. Half the patents of recent

times, registered with a view to obviating

these difficulties, have been discarded. Ger-

man artillerists will tell you that the " puri-

fied fluid metal,'' free from silicon, phosphorus,

and sulphur, and puddled to perfection, would
be a triumph. It was not. The result was
" burnt iron." Still the invention triumphed
over all previous processes, and was a step in

the right way, but very exhausting to the

apparatus employed in the manufacture, and
very wasteful to the metal itself. We have
learned a great deal in the science of steel-

making since Mr. Bessemer resolved to perse-

vere. We have gained in lightness and
strength ; in cheapness ; in the facility of con-

structing large-spanned girder bridges ; in the

plating of ships ; in building cominei'cial and
passenger steam-boats ; in the laying down of

rails ; and in the generally tensile strength of

iron employed in engines and machinery. No
doubt various causes for these improvements
may be assigned. We have overcom.e a good
many perils of a practical character, arising

from sheer ignorance of the nature and capaci-

ties of iron. We have begun, at length, to

distinguish between the qualities of our various

ores ; but, after aU, are we thinking at present

of iron trophies built for peace ? Unhappily,

not. We are dwelling upon the iron industry

of the Messrs. Krupp, in Germany ; we are

turning our thoughts to the ease with which
steel may be turned to the destruction of

mankind. And in what contempt are the

ancient inventions held ! Captain Jerning-

ham, before the Select Committee of the

House of Commons, only a little while ago, de-

clared that our " adamantine lips " were worth,

in a battle, not more than so much crockery.

A fresh element entered into the manufac-
ture ; cannon-foundries became laboratories

;

military engineers were bidden to remember
the disturbance of crystalline forces ; they were
told to weld their guns to absolute soundness

in every part ; they were prohibited, for the

future, from hiding flaws by ingenious strokes

of the hammer ; in fact, they learned that a new
age of iron had commenced, and would neces-

sitate certain new qualifications in the adapta-

tion of it. So France, so Prussia, so Spain,

so the United States, and in her turn,

England, was persuaded with the idea, and
the science of iron occupies a forward position

in the intellectual view of modern Europe,
fortunately not altogether in its adaptation as

a means of warfare. The Messrs. Krupp cal-

culate that their works, formidable as are the

monsters turned forth, represent not one
tithe of the metal employed for peaceful pur-

poses. They, Germans though they are, and
interested in the most terrible conflict of

modern times, hate war, as those who practi-

cally know about war must .always hate it

most, although they supply its apparatus.

They deplore it as the worst crime which can

be perpetrated by humanity ; they pity the

people and the governments that purchase in

their direful markets. Nevertheless, they

urge, and with truth, iron is the grand mate-

rial of the day. It has not only superseded

wood in many instances as the substance of

beams and roofs ; it makes the train, it builds

the bridge, it has risen to a prodigious im-
portance from the days of Basan to those of

Birmingham—in plain truth, with powder, it

is the power of war. And a power of peace

also. It supplies the machinery of our travel,

of our domestic convenience, of our trade, and,

from an old horseshoe to a broken kettle, every

scrap of it has a price. Now, all this is

thoroughly well known, and it is perfectly

well known also that England possesses, in

unfailing abundance and variety, the treasure

of a natural iron store. Unless she wilfully

throws away her advantages, her superiority

in this respect can never be imperilled. Our
materials are excellent, our machinery is un-
surpassed, our mining population is indus-

trious, bold, and hardy ; we are in charge of

a manufacture national in the best sense of

the term, and yet foreigners are boasting that

they can outvie us. We are far from believ-

ing it. Nevertheless, a prophecy or a vaunt
is often the presage of a fact. The greater

truth, however, should overcloud the more
distant possibility. The superiority of this

metal over all others, writes a wise mecha-
nician, consists inthe vast number of purposes

to which it can be advantageously applied,

and the various modifications of which it is

susceptible in the process of manufacture.

There is, indeed, no other metal which could

be worked up as well to serve equally for a
needle and for a shot for a 98-pounder gun; as

a surgeon's lancet, and as a 10-ton Nasmyth
hammer ; as the spring of a watch the size of

a shilling, and the hull of a leviathan steam-
ship ; and which is alike indispensable in the

construction of a pair of scissors and an elec-

tric telegraph, a steel pen and a railroad, a

mariner's compass and a tubular bridge. The
iron machines of our manufactures are driven

by the steam engines of Watt, and their pro-

ducts are distributed over iron railroads by
the iron locomotives of Stephenson. We have
iron roofs, iron churches, iron houses, ironlight-

houses, iron palaces, iron hotels. Such is the

British boast ; the German prediction is, that,

the war vanishing, Germany will take a great

share of this industry from our hands. We
have no fear ; their rivalry will encourage

our skill. Only let us always be sure that

confidence in our own skill does not tempt us
to forget the emulation of our neighbours.

ANOTHER FAILURE OF COMPETI-
TIVE EXAMINATIONS.

IT is no secret that two successive attempts

to obtain " the coming man," in the

person of a competent surveyor to act for

Government, under Captain Galton, have
signally failed. This fact, in itself, is less

strange than that expectations of any other

result should have been entertained. That
men of experience and ability fit for such
a position and its responsibilities should

subject themselves to the character of exami-

nation proposed, and submit to tests as to

their being able to speak and write English

grammatically, as well as to their special pro-

fessional knowledge and skill, is not credible

for an instant, and consequently none but a

few architects' assistants were found to offer

their cheeks to the smiter. Some such, of

course, would be found eager to secure a

higher salary and social standing than they

have been able to attain in the somewhat
arduous course of life which they have
chosen, and in which they have had keenly to

compete with their brethren for the few open-

ings it presents. These, however, are men
who have, to a certain extent, if not failed,

yet not succeeded, in the battle of life, in a

path which, though not very remunerative,

yet, like most others, has prizes amply suffi-

cient for the comparatively limited number
of able and energetic men who enter the lists

to strive for them. The Department must,

therefore, abandon this method of selection if
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they would secure the services of a competent

surveyor to undertake the responsible posts

they are endeavouring to create. We dismiss

the question as to the wisdom of such a desire

on their part. That is to be argued upon
the broad j)rinciple of centralization or non-

centralization, and may safely be left to ex-

perience to decide. Government has appa-

rently resolved upon trying the experiment,

and uxe public may fairly expect to be the

ultimate gainers thereby, even though the

experience they seek has to be gleaned from
failures. The jealousy of some members of

he architectural profession has been aroused

by what they consider to be an attempt to

supersede themselves. But it hardly needed
the lUsavowal on the part of Government
(which has, however, been given) that

any such intention existed to relieve

them from anxiety on that score ; for

even if the present Government does seek

to dispense with employing architects, their

doing so may be looked upon as a mere tem-
porary and frivolous, though inconvenient and
disBgreeable freak. The sure, though we must
own slow, progress in therefinement and intelli-

gence of the nation will not long suffer public

buildings to be erected by other than the most
able hands, and therefore the salaried sur-

veyors are not likely to be called upon to exe-

cute work for which in the nature of things

they cannot be fitted. What is required by
the present Government is no more than
what we believe will always be a practical

want of the nation,—persons whose special

business it will be to look after the condition

of public buildings, either those erected or in

course of erection ; clerks of works, in fact,

who will have to advise as to the necessity of

employing an architect in the former case, and
to act under the orders of one in the latter.

There is no doubt some danger of a wish on
their part to step beyond their proper pro-

vince, and also that they might occasionally

be called upon to do so in an unwise spirit of

economy on the part of their employers. Yet,

as we have already pointed out, we think such
aberrations from the right course will soon be
detected and avoided. Why, then, has the
system of competitive examination failed in

this case as well as in that we referred to in

the last number of our journal 3 And how
should future failures be avoided if the
Government would obtain the surveyors they
have asked for ? These two pertinent ques-
tions we propose to deal with upon the pre-
sent occasion.

Competitive examinations appear to us ad-

mirably suited on the whole to winnow out
the best material from the class of students
fresh from their studies at school or college,

thou{jh here, as is well known, they occasion-

ally tail, and the well-crammed mediocrities

often are placed by them higher than far more
able and practicalmen who have been less well-

drilled or less diligent. Time, however, is

pretty sureto reverse these conditions, and this

evil is cast into the shade by the evident good
effects of the system at this stage in the lO'e of

men. When, however, the same system is

sought to be carried out in the choice of men
of maturer age, to select candidates for posi-

tions needing men of ability and experience,

it seems as if it must necessarily faU, as it will

certainly not be the foremost who will come
forward to compete for them, particularly if

any rigid examinationshave to be gone through
for the purpose. It is notorious that men of

middle age, who have long since left off the
study for the actual practice of their pro-
fessions, would not be able to compete against
younger men in points of mere booK-learning

;

out is it the latter in preference to the former
that the Government need for their work i

'Prentice hands had far better be allowed to
experiment in corpore vili thanupon important
buildings at the expense of the public. Now
we hapfien to know thoroughly capable and
well trained men who would gladly accept
the post and terms offered by Government
for Uieir assistant surveyon, who have de-

clined to put themselves forward on the
very grounds stated above, and we also

know for certain that out of the two batches
of candidates who did present themselves
not one equally competent man was to, be
found.

In answer to the second question—how
should future failures bo avoided if the Govern-
ment would obtain the surveyor they have
asked for ?—we would point to the system
that has been judiciously adopted by the
Metropolitan Board of Works with regard to

the district surveyors appointed by them.
This system has now been so long and so

successfully carried out that Government
could not do better than follow it. The
examination for fit and proper persons has

been delegated to the Koyal Institute of

Architects, and is held by them several

times in the course of each year. Candi-
dates come up at the age and period

in the course of their career to which we
have pointed out that such competition

examinations are suitable, and they then
receive a certificate of competency, which they

can produce at any future occasion, when an
appointment is vacant. A man who has once
proved himself a proficient in professional

theory and practice cannot do otherwise than
improve by experience as time roUs on, and
may safely be considered to have done so

without being again subjected to a test

which in his case would amount to an in-

dignity.

But it might be asked, how is such a system
to be set on foot so as to enable Government
now to select such men as they want 1 In our
opinion the best way would be to offer their

first appointments to the men who now hold
the certificate of the Board of Examiners of

the Institute, for the duties demanded of them
cannot differ widely from those required from
the district surveyors of the Metropolitan
Board of Works. The Government would,
doubtless, reply that they sought the advice

of the Institute on the subject, and were re-

pulsed by that body, such having been to a
certain extent the fact.

All, however, that they did do was to ask
the Institute to make known that certain

appointments were to be offered to candidates

who would subject themselves to the examina-
tions we have deprecated. When we say depre-

cated, we mean, however, only for the reasons

above given ; the examinations themselves
were, we know, thoroughly well organised and
conducted, the only fault was that they tended
to keep away the right class of candidates, and
that the actual candidates broke down com-
pletely under them. Had the Institute been
asked to advise as to the method to be pursued,
we doubt not that they would have given such
advice as we have endeavoured to sketch out,

and we believe that such, or a similar course,

is the only one that is likely to prove success-

ful.

SUNDRY BUILDINGS IN THE ISLE
OF THANET.

ANY architects and architectural stu-

_ dents, as well as the public generally,

wiir, in consequence of the grievous war now
being waged upon the Continent, have their

attention not unprofltably directed home-
wards, and may find, without having far to

seek it, much food for reflection. Along the
line of the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway—from Rochester, with its stately

memorial of the Roman invasion and its medi-
ajval cathedral, to the modern and somewhat
plebeian watering-places of Margate and
Ramsgate—almost at eveiy station may be
seen a really stately church or other archi-

tectural work, and here and there between
them humbler, but hardly less precious, relics

of old and good domestic work. As we have
felt ourselves unable to resist the temptation
of exploring several of the bills of fare thus
held out to us, we propose not selfishly to

keep the feast all to ourselves, but to give our
readers such a taste of them as we hope may
induce them to follow our example. Having
made little aristocratic Broadstairs, as it is

called, our head-quarters, in preference to its

larger and more popular neighbouring towns,
we shall commence our gleanings in its vici-

nity. Although the Ulregulated enterprise of

speciilative builders bids fair to rob it soon of

some of its special channs, the walk down its

High-street and round its picturesque little

bay has not yet been greatly injured, and
retains much of the effects of an ancient
Kentish village. The architect, indeed, can-
not but grieve over the paucity of the remains,
of its once thoroughly picturesque and admir-
able domestic architecture, and will have to

wend his way to the neighbouring village of

Reading Street.if he woi3d see several of the
old flint and brick gabled cottages together.

Still even in Broadstairs, are several excellent

examples of the kind to be found, modestly
retiring from the general street line, and
shrouded by the shrubs in the little gar-

dens in front of them. What church, if

any, other than S. Peter's, which is about a
mile oft', the town originally possessed, has
unfortunately been superseded by a hideous
modern one, the very memory of which
causes a shudder, and a faint hope that a
friendly storm might put an end to its

melancholy existence. A parsonage is rising

close to it, which, bein^ from the designs of
Mr. Tar\^er, the architect, will add no little to

the embellishment of the town, its position

being picturesque, and its grouping and out-
line promising to be so. We could have
wished that the local and suitable type ofwork
which we are referring to had been selected

instead of the somewhat commonplace work
that has been adopted ; for we doubt that

much, if any, additional cost, would have
been the result ; still we are altogether grate-

ful for the example given to the local build-

ers as it is. Some ruins of a small chapel,

dedicated to our Lady of Broadstairs, stiU

exist near the picturesque timber-built pier,

which is said to date from the time of

Henry VIII., but probably has had every

part of the structure renewed, like the well-

preserved carriage, which sometimes had new
wheels put to its old body, and at others a
new body to its old wheels. A veritable piece

of antiquity, however, is an archway of an old
portal under which one passes to get to the
pier, and it tells of less quiet days than our
own, when defensive walls were needed to

ward off privateers ; at which time the chapel
before referred to, and an image of the Virgin
kept within it, were held in such veneration
that ships passing it used to lower their top-

sails to salute it. About half a mile from
Broadstairs, upon a fine site near the Foreland,
belonging to the Archbishop of Canterbury,

and at the back of his residence, Mr. Seddon,
the architect, is now building for Mrs. Tait a

large orphanage to contain sixty orphans and
ten ladies, which will be a conspicuous feature

from the town and whole surrounding neigh-

bourhood, as, from the height of the ground, it

will be visible from both Margate and Rams-
gate. Its plan is the shape of the letter 1,

with the entrance in one wing and the chapel

in the other. It is buUt with the localmateriaJs

of flint and brickwork, with dressings of

Doulting stone. Being upon a promontory it

will command extensive sea views almost on
all sides, and would certainly appear a most
healthy and pleasant residence for the inmates

in fine weather, but they will get the full

benefit, such as it may be, of all storms, to

resist which it is being built in a most sub-

stantial manner with thick and hollow walls.

We will now enumerate the remains of the

old domestic work within the town itself, of

which we hope to be able to give some illus-

trations hereafter.

The best example undoubtedly is a block

of two houses, called Milton-place, at the

1

bottom of the High-street, bearing on a table

of brickwork the inscription
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It is two stories high, divided by a string-

course of three courses of brick, and the

upper story is divided into five spaces by
pilasters of one brick in width, and there is a
frieze under tlie eaves which has a piquant
elfect, and which is composed simply of a row of

two headers placed diagonally, the spandrels
and wall surface generally being of split flint-

work. The doorways, unfortunately, .are of
more recent insertion, and only fragments of
the original windows remain, modern sashes

having replaced them throughout, except itmay
be that the panel now bearing the name Mil-
ton-place having been originally one of them.
The gables are of good outline and proportion,
and a stack of chimneys at one end is well
treated, but as a drawing will give a far better
idea of them than any description, we shall

request our readers to wait until we can give
them one, as we hope soon to be able to do.
The bricks used are somewhat over 9in. long
liy 2(.iD. thick, with wide mortar joints, and
much of the delicacy of the eflect is due to

this, and would be lost with the thicker bricks
now generally used.
A little higher up the street, on the same

side, is a gable end with plain straight verges.
The face of the gable is richly diapered with
brickwork and flints, and has the original
smaU windows in it, and a string-course at the
springing three bricks high, but with flints in
a row in place of the central course of bricks.
There is a very good gable and chimney; the
latter, however, mutilated. A little higher up
a sort of flat segmental pediment crosses the
chimney stack, the bricks of which are
moulded.

In several other cottages about the heads of
the doorways seem alone preserved, and are
useful as supplying the missing links in the
otherwise more perfect e-xamples we have de-
scribed. It is necessary to study with care
several specimens to be able to restore any to
their original condition.

There are some other but less valuable
fragments in Albion-street and other parts of
the town, but they are all so far surpassed by
those in S. Peter's and Reading Street and
elsewhere that we need not extend our re-
searches at Broadstairs further. Nor with
respect to such ancient domestic work will it

be of much use to mention the few which
modern progress has allowed to exist at Mar-
gate. Still there are a few in the older part
of the town, and one block of timber-built
cottages, with little projecting bay windows,
struck us particularly in a recent walk
through that town, and certainly caused us to
retrace our steps for the purpose of sketching
and measuring it.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.
(Continued from page 131.)

TrlE REVIVAL ; MODEBUT ART; ANALYSIS.

FROM the commencement of the fifteenth
century art gradually underwent a change

of a very marked character. The ccsthetic
action, as I have said, was somewhat impeded
by the other more provisional movements of
the age, especially the industrial and scien-
tific, which began simultaneously to effect a
revolution in the thought and feeling of the
period. Hence we find tosthetic genius want
ing in that social direction and expression
which it had before possessed. It must be
again remembered the rosthetic faculties are
intermediate between the moral and intellec-
tual ; and the fine arts, having to express these
attributes of society, adapt themselves espe-
cially to a homogeneous state of society.

Fetichiam and polytheism, aa we have seen,

were both favourable, and so was that transi-

tional stage of monotheism which wc have
just sketched. But the haimonious balance
of thought and feeling was soon disturbed.

The scholastic system had accomplished its

mission ; a new order of things commenced
under the guidance of reason and actual ob-
servation, under which the prolonged compro-
mise between religious and secular thought
was impossible.

Again, it was impossible for the ajsthelic

movement to keep pace with the industrial

or scientific movements, and rapid strides were
being made by the former of these.

A glance at European society is sufficient.*

It was disturbed politically, intellectually,

and morally at this epoch. The feudal cha-
racter was gradually yielding everywhere.
Nationalities were springing up in France,
Germany, Italy, and other countries ; there
was a progressive centralisation going on, an
organisation of forces, but an apparent confu-
sion prevailed. Ancient elements and forms
begin to disappear and regular forms of go-

vernment take their place . The old feudal
system failed ; security and progress are

looked for. Ecclesiastical power everywhere
yields to the secular temporal power. The
rise of the Classical school of literati and free-

thinkers throughout Europe created perhaps
the most profound revolution as regards art.

Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio were really the
pioneers of restored Greek taste in art as in
literature. " The golden morning " of Italian

literature and art had hardly dawned upon
England, however, till about a century later.

During the latter part of the Plantagenet
epoch, the development of the English Con-
stitution and Parliament, commercial enter-

prise, and industry, gave little leisure for the
cultivation of the taste or the elaboration of

a new style of art. Even under the sway of

the Plantagenets manufactures made progress.

Thus woollen manufactures, an extensive
source of commerce, had an impetus as early

as the fourteenth century, and Edward III.,
'' the father of English commerce," encouraged
Flanders in that commodity and invited
Flemish weavers into England. Commerce,
indeed, after liberty, became the leading
feature, and the object of Parliament. During
the same reign we find statutes framed for

the protection of artisans and others. Again,
maritime enterprise and discovery tended
much to foster foreign views and taste under
the Tudor dynasty ; whUe the invention of
printing, and the growth of a rich literature,

adorned by a host of names, from Chaucer to
Spenser, Shakespeare, and Bacon, aided to

disturb national sesthetic action and to pro-
mote foreign ideas and art ; for it must be
remembered that during the Elizabethan
epoch an alfected style, in which Classical

quotation and idiom were prevalent, became
fashionable, and certainly hindered the de-
velopment of a national style. The coarse
manners and barbarous ideas of the Middle
Ages were everj'where discountenanced by
men of education ; but, on the whole, pedantry
and unreality were substituted for indigenous
feeling. The progress of completion of the
Reformation during the latter dynasty was
itself a powerful means of retarding national
art by the reactionary measures of reformers,
and this combined to forward the secularisa-
tion of art more than anything else. On the
whcle, the progress of material improvements
and scientific discovery was entirely out of all

pace with the moral and ajsthetic condition
whose basis was thus revolutionised, and
whose action was impeded, if not destroyed.
Out of such a chaos, the forms and elements

of ancient art formed the basis of a new art
system, in which selection and adaptation be-
came the chief principle of development. It
is hardly necessary to say indiscriminate
selection, or the reproduction of features with-
out the function of the second process, be-

Seo GurzoT'3"IIi8t. of CivUisation.'
" Middle Ages."

Uallau's

came the characteristic object. Functional
or organical development, if I may so term
it, no longer existed in art. There was not
even a scientific method of appropriating the
forms of ancient art, though Vignola, Palla-

dio, and other Italian artists, adopted the
academic canons laid down by Vitruvius
centuries before, which were little better than
set rules for composing mechanically the
ordonnancen of Greek and Roman Temples.
But the leading feature of this epoch was

the separation between the religious and
secular powers. All the other movements
of the ago contributed to this result. The
developed state of domestic architecture
during the Elizubethan epoch in this country
alone, and the comparative neglect into
which ecclesiastical art fell, is sulliciently in-

dicative of the change. Again, the improve-
ments in the material comforts and mechanical
arts, such as the introduction of chimneys
and window glass, gave an impulse to secular
architecture. iEithetic progress was also
checked, and bore no proportion to that of the
material and mechanical arts.

Tlius the course of ancient art was diverted,
or rather stopped. It is enough here that we
briefly analyse the character of the revival.

Its history, and the great names of the revi-

valists, every student of art history is well
acquainted with. The sixteenth century may-
be regarded as the crisis in art history. It

was the turning point from art conception to
art reproduction. It was not a return to the
spirit but to the mere letter of Classic art. The
earlier phase of the fifteenth century, marked
by the early Italian and Continental revival-
ists, shows an attempt to amalgamate the pe-
culiarities of Classic and Gothic art—an infu-
sion of Classical feeling into Gothic detail is

rather the distinguishing element than an in-
discriminate re-employment of Classic fea-

tures. Mr. Fergusson, in his handbook of
" Modern Architecture," distinguishes clearly
the earlier phase, or Renaissance, from the
Liter phase of the Italian revival, as practised
in England during the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries by Inigo Jones, Wren, and
their followers. The first period was marked
chiefly by the works of the Media;val-Italian
artists, wliich show a return to Classic sim-
plicity without the slavish introduction of
Classic details. Such were the works of
Brunelleschi, Michelozzo, L. B. Alberti,
Sansovino, &c. The second phase is more
prominently illustrated in England.
Our own late Gothic was much predisposed

for the engrafting of Italian details ; thus the
arch was subordinate to the horizontal mem-
bers, which became as strongly marked as the
vertical features, and assumed the profile of
Classic mouldings. The high-pitched Gothic
roof was substituted by a very flat pitch in the
post-Gothic period, and various other indica-

tions showatendency of tha Tudor Pointed to

merge into a semi-classic style, as the late

Elizabethan. In France, and elsewhere on
the Continent, the renaissant tendency, assi -

milated itself more readily to the Gothic,
and produced a more homogeneous style,

while in those countries which were most
Italian in feeling the change was earlier, and
the mixture ol elements still more homo-
geneous. Ecclesiastical Gothic architectur c

terminated in England with Henry VII. 's

reign, and his own chapel bears evidences o f

the renaissance of Classical features and prin-
ciples.

Throughout the Renaissance period, the
process of art-design was reversed. Under
the Gothic, and in all preceding systems of
art, principles of general structural design
preceded or formed the basis of the details.

Not so under the Renaissance. The general
principles of late Gothic were retained, but
the details were borrowed. Classic forms,
and least essential details, were first intro-

duced, and ascended into the more structural
and larger featxures. .This process gradually
went on till the whole system of the revival
became a complete sham or disguise under
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the Anglo or pseudo-Greek age of the last

century. Of the styles of Italian—of which

there are tl ree schools, the Florentine, Roman,
and Venetian—the first ami last seem to

ness the greatest pliancy for palatial and
estic buildings. The Florentine has a

Grecian refinement and sublimity of breadth

highly expressive of civil or domestic pur-

poses ; and the development it has attained

in this country by the late Sir C. Barry

show it to be well adapted for secular wants

and civic purposes. Being astj'lar, and

of a fenestral character, it possesses an adai)t-

ability for such requirements not found in the

otlier styles. The Koman and Venetian schools

have each distinctive features, though both

differ from the Florentine in being columnar.

The English school chiefly belongs to these.

In the Roman school there is perhaps more
variety in forms tlian the Florentine, but ihe

majestic size of the order renders it less pliant

than the more astylar treatment of the other

schools. To the Venetian school belong the

larger share of tlie English examples which
were founded upon it. Inigo Jones, Wren, and
Vanbrugh were the leaders of this school in

England. One peculiar advantage in the

Venetian manner is the greater variety ad-

missible in plan and grouping, which renders

it more suitable for country buUdings and for

general requirements. It has a poetic com-
plexity and outline, as displayed byVanbrugh,
eminently favourable to scenic and landscape

effect. G. II. G.

{To be continued.)

TESTS AND QUALITIES OF BUILDING
STONE.

THE following extract from the report of Mr.
James Hall to the New York Capitol Com-

miesion—contains much that is of interest and
value :

—

In the selection of building stones for the ex-

terior walls of a building, colour, texture and
durability are objects of the first importance ; and
all of these ought to be combined to render the
structure perfect. Too little attention has been
given to the subject of building stone; and while,

on the other hand, we are largely using a brown
stone which gives a sombre, cheerless aspect to

the structure, the opposite extreme has been
sought in the white marble, or that which is more
nearly white in colour. In contrast with these
we have the red glnring colour of brick ; and it is

only partially that this ofiensive aspect is palliated

by painting in neutral tints. In a few eastern
cities and towns we find the light grey granites

now used in preference to the brown freestone,

the white marble, or the dark granite, which have
been much in use in past years.

No one can fail to experience the sensation of

rehef afforded by the structures of light-coloured
granites in the city of Boston, or those of the buff
or dove-coloured limestone in the city of Chicago,
or of the light grey freestone of many buildings

in Cleveland and other places, and of the buff-

coloured brick of Milwaukee. In these cases we
have not the excessive reflection of light, or the
glare which comes from white buildings, whether
of marble or of painted brick ; nor the sombre,
cheerless expression of the darker stone, caused
by its great absorption of b'ght. It is only neces-

eiry to consider the effects produced by the
structures of these different materials upon one's

own sensations in order to determine what are

the most agreeable tints, or those which please the
eye and produce a cheerful impression upon the
mind.

In the majority of structures, the necessities of

locaUty, cheapness, or other causes compel the
erection of structures from materials most acces-

sible ; but these considerations are not imperative
in the case of an important public building.

In many cases, where the rock is homogeneous
throughout and the colour uniform and satis-

factory, it is only to be inquired whether the
colouring material is such as will produce decay or

disintegration of the particles. When the general
colour is produced by the aggregation of different

materials of distinct colouration, the character of
each one i« to be considered, and its effect upon the
whole ; and It is iufcortant to have such material
compotatively fine-grkined, and the different parts
as uniformly mingletJ together as possible. As a

general rule, it is only in the darker stones that
the colouring matter has any tendency to disinte-

grate the mass.

In the selection of building stones, the simple
presentation of a sample is not enough. The lock
in place should be examined in the outset ; for in

its natural out-crops it has been exposed to the
action of the weather, in all its influences, for many
thousands of years. One of the principles taught
in elementary geology is that the soft and de-

composing rocks appear in low rounded or flattened

exposures, or entirely covered by the soil of their

own debris, forming no conspicuous feature in the

country ; while, on the contrary, the harder rocks

stand out in relief, producing marked and dis-

tinguishing features in the landscape. It not un-
frequently happens that the geologist, having
familiarized himself with the succession and
character of the rocks of a particular locality or

neighbourhood, by seizing the featiues and charac-

ter of the prominent beds, is able to trace them in

succession along the escarpment or mountain
range as far as the eye can reach, and to approach
them from any distant point with assurance that

he has not been deceived.

The strata which make these features in the
landscape are the ever-enduring rocks, which have
withstood the action of the atmosphere through a
period a thousand times longer than any structure

of human origin. One cannot doubt that, if

properly placed in any artificial structure, they
would still withstand the action of the elements.

These escarpments, in their natural situation, may
be coarse, rough, and forbidding, more or less

dilapidated, or unequally dilapidated from the
effects of time ; but as they there present them-
selves, we shall be able to see their future in any
structure exposed to the same influences.

It is true, however, that no artificial structure
or position will ever subject the stone to the same
degree of weathering influence to which it is ex-

posed in its natural position, but the same changes
in degree will supervene upon any freshly-exposed

surfaces. In its natural position the bed has
been encased in ice, washed by currents, saturated

with rains and melting snows, frozen and thawed,
and exposed to the extreme of summer heat with-

out mitigation. The rock which has withstood
these influences is quite equal to withstand the
exposures of a few centuries in an artificial struc-

ture. Yet there are occasionally modifying in-

fluences and conditions which have sometimes
subdued the permanence of a durable stone, and
given preference to others less durable. It there-

fore becomes necessary to carefully examine all

these conditions, and to determine, not only from
the rock in place, but also from its physical con-

stitution, whether it will meet the requirements
of the structures proposed.

It not unfrequently happens, in working a

quarry, that layers are reached which have not

been exposed to the weather, and it is then neces-

sary to test the strength and power of endurance
of the stone. This may be done by repeated ex-

posure to freezing and thawing, by testing the

strength or power of resistance to pressure, &c.

The exposure to freezing and thawing will not
only determine its power of resisting the action of

the weather, but will determine also whether such
foreign ingredients as iron pyrites may exist in

the mass. Chemical analysis may be resorted to,

for the purpose of comparison with specimens of

known composition and durability ; but chemical

analysis alone cannot determine, without other
testing experiments, the strength or power of en-

durance of the stone.

In some countries, and in certain localities in

our own country, the evidence obtained from
ancient structures is available in determining the
durability of the stone which has been used. Yet
it would seem that this information has been of

little avail in many places, where the rebuilding

of edifices is repeated every century. Experience
in many cases does not teach the lesson anti-

cipated; and when a dilapidated structure is

pointed out, the argument is made that " these

stones were not well selected," or they were ob-

tained " at the first opening of the quarry, and
were not as good as now furnished." And again,

as already remarked, there are few cases iu which
parties are permitted to select the material with-

out prejudice, the influence of interest, or the
absence of important information. Examples are

everywhere before us of the improper selection of

materials for buildings, and these examples do
not deter from their use in the erection of others.

When good material is abundant and accessible, it

will be used ; in other situations, comparatively

few durable structures are likely to be erected.

SOMERSETSHIRE ARCH.^iOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

THE twenty-second annual meeting of the
Somersetshire Ai-elucoloprioal iiud Natural

History Society commenced at Wincanton on
Tuesday week, under the presidency of Sir Wil-
liam C. Medlycott, Bart. At twelve o'clock the
members and friends asscuible^l in the Townhall
for the transaction of the annual business of the
society. Sir William Medlycott was elected
President for the ensuing year, after which Mr.
W. A. Jones, general secretary, read the financial
statement, from which it appeared that there was
a balance in favour of the society of £121 13s.
The total receipts for the year amounted to
£247 5s. lOd., including the previous balance of
£35 173. 7d. The report stated that the opera-
tions of the society had been well sustained during
the past year, and that the volume of " Proceed-
ings " in the press would be delivered to the
members before long. Many valuable additions
were stated to |have been made to the museum
of the society," which is every year becoming
more and more recognised as the most suitable

depository for all objects of interest iUnstrative
of the archajology and the natural history of the
county. The report went on to recommend that
a memorial should bo sent from the society to the
Secretary of State for the Home Department,
m-giag Her Majesty's Ministers to take effectual

steps for the preservation and protection of the
many interesting monuments of antiquity which
are scattered over the country, and concluded by
announcing that Mr. W. Ayshford Sanford had
resigned his position as one of the general secre-

taries of the society.

The balance-sheet and report were nnanimously
adopted, and it was resolved, on the motion of

Mr. John Batten, seconded by the Rev. Cauon
Meade, " That it be an instruction to the Council
to procure a list of such memorials of the class

referred to in the report as it would be desirable

to place under the care of the State, and to ob-
tain, if possible, the co-operation of the pro-

prietors of those memorials in carrying out the
wishes of the society." The vice-presidents were
then re-elected, with the addition of the Bishop
of Bath and Wells and Mr. William Long ; the

treasurers were also re-elected, with Mr. Jones
and Dr. Pring as general secretaries, and the fol-

lowing gentlemen were appointed members of the

committee, in the room of those retiring by rota-

tion :—Messrs. W. P. Pinchard, J. F. Norman,
W. M. King, T. Meyler, J. Marshall, and J. E.
Anderson. The local secretaries were re-elected

(with the addition of Mr. Ayshford Sanford and the

Rev. H. D. Wickham),and the appointment of

Mr. William Bidgood as curator of the society's

Museum at Taunton was confirmed.

The first paper read was " Civil and Historical

Notices of Wincanton and its Neighbourhood,"
by the Rev. H. D. Wickham. This was followed

by *' A Notice of the Life of Lord Chief Justice

Dyer" (who was a native of Wincanton), by Mr.
Arthur Jones. Next in order came the Rev. Mr.
Heal with " Notes of the Parish Church of

Poyntington ; " and after a paper read by the

Rev. Mr. Barnes, " On a few points of Somer-
setshire History as shown by Languxge," the

meeting adjourned. Some of the members then
visited the church, and at 4.30 a dejeuner was
served at the Greyhound Hotel, about thirty-five

sitting down to table. In the afternoon the party

visited the temporary museum in the National

Schoolroom, and at 6.30 a second meeting for

the reading of papers was held, when the follow-

inn; was the programme:—The President, Sir

WiUiam Medlycott, " On the Civil War in

Somerset, as detailed in an ancient and rare

pamphlet;" Mr. Emmanuel Green, "On the

Battle at Langport ;
" Mr. John Batten, " On the

Sequestrations in the Manor of Catsash;" and
Mr. E. T. Stevens, of Salisbury, " On Flint and

Stone Implements, with reference to some
specimens in the Blaokmore Museum."
On Wednesday the members of the society and

friends had an excursion (starting from Wincanton
at 10 a.m.) to North Cadbury, Cadbury Canqi,

Compton Church, and Mapperton ; and on Thurs-

day they went to Templecombe, Stowell, Mil-

borne Wick Encampment, Milbome Port, and

Henstridge, reaching Templecombe Station at

7 p.m. The members were invited by the Presi-

dent to luncheon at Ven.

The foundation stone of a new Corn Exchange
at Doncaster will be laid on the 22nd inst.
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THE PBISMATIC COMPASS.

IN ourarticles under the above general title,

most of the field instruments employed
by surveyors have been described, their ad-

vantages investigated, and themanner of using
them expeditiously and correctly explained.

There are still some others to which we have
not hitherto adverted, but which are well worth
the attention of members and intended
members of the profession. We are not re-

ferring to any that, although they may have
been valued in earlier times, are now obsolete

or nearly so, having been replaced by more
accurate and delicate instnmients, but to those
which are among the recognised types daily
made use of in all field operations. The pris-

matic compass is a valuable little instrument,
the observations'of which, as its name implies,

depend upon the natural and immutable re-

lations that exist between "the needle and the
pole." It is not our intention to illustrate it

by a drawing, or to describe its construction
minutely, which would amount to nearly the
same thing, but merely to refer to such of its

principles and details as will suffice to render
the working of it, and the registration of its

observations, distinct and comprehensible.
Our readers will find the other information in
any of the catalogues of the makers ofsurveying
and philosophical apparatus. Similar to many
other instruments of this description, the pris-

matic compass was originally intended for

military purposes, its extreme portability and
facility for measuring angles rendering it

exceedingly well adapted for taking flying
observations. As wiU be seen as we progress,
it is not suitable for recording the angles of
any of the large or main trianglesof a trigono-
metrical survey, or of any field work ofan im-
portant and extensive character, but it becomes
very useful in what is termed " filling in " the
details of a survey. When the principal main
lines have been ranged and the base angles
ascertained and checked by means of the transit
and theodolite, then those larger and more cum-
brous instruments maybe safely laid aside, and
the interior work or details obtained by the
prismatic compass or the pocket sextant*
The prismatic compass may be held in the
hand, or supported on a small tripod stand,
according to the nature of the survey. When
the latter method is employed, the angles can
be observed with a much greater degree of
accuracy than would be expected from so
small an instrument. Some examples of this
instrument are made expressly for mounting
U|)on a stand, and are supplied with a couple
of levels, placed at right angles to one
another, to ensure the whole apparatus being
set up horizontally, which, it is scarcely
necessary to remark, must always be done,
whether it is held in the hand or supported
on a tripod. When, however, levels are
added, a tripod is used, and the size of the
instrument increased, it becomes a question
whether it does not lose its peculiar advan-
tages and should not be replaced by a small
transit or theodolite. AU surveying instru-
ineuts should be iL?ed strictly for that descrip-
tion of work for which they are best adapted,
and it is unadvisable to make them serve for
purposes for which a different instrument is

the better suited, by adding to them various
appliances and appendages which do not really
and properly belong to them. Each should
be sedulously restricted to its own sphere of
action and not allowed to entrench upon that
of another. As an instance in point, we may
allude to the fact that theodolites are some-
times used for levelling, where a level is the
proper instrument. It is true that one " can
level " with a theodolite, but it should not be
employed for the purpose, except under very

* For ft Jull descrirtion of this useful little Instrament,
and the method of using it and registering the obser-
vations, vi:lc the BciLDiNU Nkivs for March lltb, 1370.

peculiar circumstances. In those cases the

ground is not actually levelled over, but
measured, and the angles of elevation and de-

pression taken, which is the proper duty of a
theodolite. One would not measure a yard of

carpet with a pair of compasses, although it

"could " be done without any great difficulty.

The essentialdiflerencebetween the ordinary

compass and the prismatic compass is that

one of the "sights " of the former is replaced in

the latter by a prism—hence the name. By
means of this prism the object, or rather its

bisection by the vertical wire, is perceived at

the same moment as the reading of the angle

it makes with the magnetic meridian. The
prismatic compass can therefore be used both
for ascertaining the magnetic bearing of any
one particular object, or the actual angle

between any two or more objects. There is a

close resemblance between this instrument and
that which is known as the " miner's dial,''

but considerable improvements have been in-

troduced in the former, which were altogether

wanting inthe older instrument. The principle

of the prismatic compass wUl be readily

understood from a reference to the accom-
panying diagram. Let tlio line C N represent

the zero line of the

instrument, or the

direction of the mag-
netic meridian. It

the duty of the
maker to see that

the vertical plane of

the upright wire
or " sight " passes

through the zero

point. Any instru-

ment that does not on first inspection fulfil

this condition should be at once rejected,

for although an allowance could be made
for it, still the accuracy of the observations

might be imperilled in consequence. In
the diagram let A C N be the angle ob-
served by the compass when the sight is

directed to an object at A. The angle A C N
wUl then be the magnetic bearing of A, Let
the sight be now directed to B, and the angle
read off through the prism will be B C N, the
magnetic bearini^ of the object at B. The
actual angle between the two objects at B and
A is evidently equal to A O B. But the angle
A C B is equal to the difference of the two
magnetic bearings of the respective objects.

Thus we have angle ACB = (BCN -
A C N). There is one advantage possessed by
the prismatic compass which is peculiar to all

the methods of measuring angles depending
upon the' magnetic law. It is that any error

in the direction of the original line G N, or

azimuthal line, does not affect the actual
angle between any two objects, provided that
the observations themselves be correctly

taken. Referring to the diagram, suppose
that the slit in the prism is not placed dia-

metrically opposite to the sight, and con-
sequently the line which should be in the posi-

tion shown by C N becomes altered to that of

C N'. It is of no importance what may be the
real cause producing a change of direction in

the azimuthal line, only let us consider it to

be altered to C N'. If the separate angles
are correctly observed, we shall always have
the angle A' C N' equal to A N, and the
angle B' C N' equal to B C N, and conse-
quently (B'CN' - A' ON') will equal B'C A',
which wUl always equal BOA, the actual
angle between the two objects at A and B.
The minuteness with which angles can be

observed with all instruments manifestly
depends upon their size, as a large circle can
be more closely divided than a smaller one.
For example, a five-inch theodolite cannot
have its horizontal limb divided into a greater
number of subdivisions than what will permit
the vernier to read to twenty seconds, or the
third part of a minute. But if the diameter
of the limb be increased to six or seven inches
readings can be readily taken to ten seconds
and less. Some of the theodolites employed
by the Royal Engineers in the great trigono-

metrical survey of England and Wales were
constructed with the horizontal limbsthree feet

in diameter. This will give some idea of the
surprising degree of accuracy to which the ob-
servations were carried, and also account
for the very successful manner in which the
whole of the trigonometrical operations were
conducted. It is the fault of all iustrumeuti
acting upon the compass principle that their

subdivisions cannot be pushed to the same
limit as those of more expensive and more
delicately made ones. In the ordinary ex-

amples of the prismatic compass the caid can-
not be subdivided to more than the third part
of a degree—that is, to twenty minutes, but
it will read to half this, or to ten minutes, by
" estimation," as it is called. It must, at the
same time, be borne in mind that this esti-

mation depends for its accuracy altogether

upon the practice and judgment of the ob-
server. As a rule, beginners had better not
attempt to subdivide the divisions of the card,

but read off the one nearest to the line of

sight. In order to take angles between ob-
jects situated either above or below the plane
of the instrument, it is provided with a small
mirror, which acts as a reflector. By its means
the magnetic azimuth of the sun can be ob-

tained, care being taken to interpose the dark
glasses between the sun's image and the eye.

An objection to the prismatic compass is that

it is quite impossible to use it in very windy
or stormy weather. This, to a certain extent,

is true, and the remark in a less degree wUl
apply to nearly aU field instruments. But an
experienced surveyor, and one who is accus-

tomed to the compass, wUl do accurate work
with it in situations and under circumstances

where some men could hardly take an observa-

tion at all. There is always some amount of

truth in the old saying, " Bad workmen com-
plain of their tools." Unless when the survey,

such as one of a miUtary nature, forbids the
employment a tripod-stand, it wiU be found
greatly to conduce to the comfortand precision

of the work, and it is small, light, and easily

carried, and ensures the horizontality of the

compass and the free play of the card much
better than even a practised hand can do.

There are no levels required in using a stand.

It is simply set up by shifting the legs of the
tripod to and fro until the card is perceived to

play easily and freely on its centre. Any one
accustomed to setting up either theodolites or

levels will in a minute or two put up a prismatic

compass in order for taking observations. If

it is intended to hold the instrument in the
hand, it is questionable whether the pocket
sextant will not prove more serviceable, unless

the objects to be observed are situated far out

of the horizontal plane of the observer.

THE KENSINaXON-ROAD "IMPROVE-
MENT."

MB. AYRTON is not vanquished, if the re-

port in the Kensington News be true that

another attempt is to be made to induce Pa lia-

ment, in the next session, to sanction the course

of spoliation of Hyde Park and Kensington Gar-
dens, which but two or three months ago excited

such a storm of indignant feeling on the part o£

the public :—•" According to the plana for which
estimates are now being obtained, the Flower-walk
ia to be sacrificed ; the railing which separates the

Gardens and the Park ia to be taken down ; the

portion of the Park which lies westward of iho

Alexandra Gate is to be cut ofl" and thrown into

the Gardens ; the elms which fringe the Keusing-
tonroad are to fall or be removed ; the road is to

be set back, and a crescent with a flight of stone

steps formed in the centre, leading up to the

carriage-drive between Queen's and Alexandra
Gates ; the roadway is to become then merely a
landing-place between the tirst and second tlighta

of steps up to the Prince Consort Memorial ; and
a lar^e space of ground, part of which belongs to

the Park and part of it to the Gardens, ia to be
planted out as an Italian garden at the base of

the Memorial. The object of placing a vast

mound of earth just to the west of the Memorial
can now be perceived. There is to be an
extensive ' levelling-up' in that quarter; and the
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oommunieatioiu of Queen's Gate, Hyde F&rk

Gate, and Kenaington-town with Hyde Park are

to be completely severed. These plans are based

on the hypothesis that Parliament and the people

will stand by to see the landa iwhich are properly

theirs) despoiled, and at their own cost."

JERVAULX ABBEY.

JEBVAULX was founded Brst of all in 1150,

at Fore, near Askrigg, but that situation was

found to be so cold and bleak that the monks soon

removed to the banks of the Euro. It belonged

(says the Bev. John Pickford, M.A., who recently

visited the ruins), like the other Yorkshire abbeys

of Rievauls and Fountains, to the Cistercians,

and was a noble pile. The last abbot was Adam
Sedbergh. A fine screen, now preserved in t'le

chancel of Aysgarth Church, removed from Jer-

vaulx, was most probably, from the initials upon
it (A.S.), erected by him in the abbey. The
church lias been a noble building, measuring 2'Oft.

in length, and in it is a fine collection of sepulchral

slabs, which once marked the graves of the abbots.

The site of the high altar is clearly marked out,

and at its east end is the chapel of Our Lady, some-
what similar to the chapel of the Nine Aitars at

Durham Cathedral, and at Fountains Abbey. The
Chapter House has been a fine room, measuring
48ft. by 35ft., and has had its roof supported by
columns. In it some of the abbots found a

sepulchre, and it contains the slab of John de
Kingston, inscribed more than 700 years ago. The
kitchen is well worth inspection, with its huge
fireplaces surrounded still by fenders composed
of atones. The marks of the lire yet remain in

the ample chimneys, and the arched openings in

the wall through which the dishes were handed to

the refectory are perfect. Though Jervaulx. does

not possess the magniticence of Fountains, the

noble choir of Eievaulx, or the beautiful fore-

ground which is the great charm of Bolton Priory,

yet in some points it yields to none of the Y'ork-

shire abbeys, and its fine collection of sepulchral

slabs renders it one of the moat interesting ruins

in the kingdom to the antiquary.

WEST FRONT OF WELLS CATHEDRAL.

THE west front of Wells is a thing which it is

the fashion to rave about, says Mr. Freeman,
in his " History of the Cathedral Church of Wells."

It is the finest part of the church ; the finest

thing in Somersetshire ; the finest thing in Eng-
land ; for aught I know, the finest thing in the

world. I am perverse enough to think differently,

and to look on the west front as the one part of

the church of Wells which is thoroughly bad in

principle. It is doubtless the finest display of

sculpture in England ; but it ia thoroughly bad
as a piece of architecture. I am always glad when
I get round the comer, and can rest my eye on
the massive and simple majesty of the nave and
transepts. The west front is bad, because it is a

sham—because it is not the real ending of the nave
and aisles, but a mere mask, devised in order to

gain greater room for the display of statues. The
architecture, in short, is sacrificed to the sculpture.

A real honest west front, if it have two towers,

will be made by the real gable of the nave flanked

by a tower at the end of each aisle. So it is at

York ; so it is at Abbeville ; so it is at Llandaff.

Or a front may, like those of Wincheater, Glou-
cester, and Bath, have no towers at all, but may
simply consist of the endings of the nave and
aisles, set off with turrets and pinnacles. Or a

front may be, like that one glorious and uneq ualled

front at Peterborough, built up in front of and
across the endings of the nave and aisles, but
without at all professing to be itself their finish.

All these forms are honest ; but I deny the

honesty of such fronts as those at Wells, Salisbury,

and Lincoln. In all these cases the front is not
the natural finish of the nave and aisles ; it is a

blank wall built up in a shape which is not the
shape which their endings wr>uld naturally assume.
It is therefore a sham ; it is a sin against the first

law of architectural design, the law that enrich-

ment should be sought in ornamenting the con-

struction, in giving a pleasing form, and such en-

richment as may be thought good, to those fea-

ture* which the construction makes absolutely
neoewary, not in building up anything simply for

the sake of effect. The main features in a front
should be the windows and doorways. The small
•izeof doorways is a common fault of English as
opposed to foreign churches ; but at AVells they
reach the extreme point of insignificance in those

narrow mouseholes at the end of the aisles, through
one of which we are commonly driven to creep,

while the west doorway remains shut. But even
the west doorway itself is a very small mouthful,
I will not say after Laon or Rheims, but after

York; nay even at Lichfield and Salisbury the door-

ways have a httle more of dignity than they have

at Wells. In a really good design the architec-

tural features ought to be the first thing ; sculp-

ture or any other source of ornament should be

secondary. At Wells the rule ia reversed ; a sham
wall is built up and loaded with statues, and the

windows and doorways are left to shift for them-
selves.

FONTS.

FONT IN ALL SAINTS' CHCROH, LEICESTER.

THIS church, though in a dilapidated condi-

tion, and possessing no striking architectural

features, is an interesting building, dating from

the Norman period. The lower part of the tower

ia Early English, and has buttresses of an unusual
description. The tower arch, which opened into

the north aisle, has been built up, and a small

door substituted. The effect of the interior of the

church ia marred by the gallery at the west end,

and the comparatively modern chancel and plaster

ceilings. The pulpit is an old one of the Perpen-

dicular style. The Early English font (the sub.

ject of the sketch) is in remarkable good preser-

vation, but is almost hidden from view by the

pews which surround it.

PONT PROM ST. MARY'S OHUBCH, LEICESTER.

THIS curious and interesting font (whichforms
part of this week's illustrationa), is from the

well-known church of S. Mary de Castro, at

Leicester. It is placed under the tower, the fine

arches of which partake somewhat of the pointed

horseshoe form. Cloaely adjoining the tower are

two Early English segmental arches, with a fine

clerestory of lancet lights above, which were
blocked up previous to the restoration of the
church. 'There are many other objects of interest

in this church. J. L.

BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.

XLI.—PEIOKT, OLD MALTON, TORKS.

OLD MALTON ia situate on the borders of

the East and North Ridings. The present

church consists of the south-west tower and nave
of the Priory church, founded by Fitzjohn. It ia

a very good example of the Early Tranaitional

style of the country, the west door being richly

moulded with carved zigzag ornaments in the arch,

and dogteeth. The caps are carved foliage. The
mouldings of tower windows are also very bold and
good. A door with beak bead ornaments remains
on the east wall of the north aisle. The triforia

is very good indeed, and delicately moulded : it is

Early English. Then; is some late work in the
church and old stalls, which have been painted and
repaired. The west window is a late insertion,

and partly blocked up. In a farmhouse, close to

the church, I was told were remains of some fine

work, perhaps part of the Priory, but unfortu-

nately I was not able to visit it, being pressed for

time. Some stone coffins remain outside the east

end, some of great length and very narrow ; also

one about 18ft. long. The north-west tower has
fallen, and only remains Oft. or 8ft. high. This
church ia well worthy of a visit by any architec-

tural tourist visiting the neighbourhood. A de-

scription of the town, church, and Priory will be
found in " York and the East Riding," I believe.

T. C. WiLBERFOSS.

A WORD FOR CARRIAGE PAINTERS.

THE carriage painters, as a class of artisans, are

men who have many trials and difficulties to

encounter at every step, I therefore have taken
up the pen to vindicate their cause and exonerate
them from some of the blame that is too often

attributed to them. I will attempt to enumerate
some of the difficulties with which they have to

contend and overcome, and what is expected of

them. In the first place, there is a large amount
of inferior and worthless stock in the market,
such as paints, varnishes, and japans, and if

through ignorance or accident their employers bny
this stock, the painters arc, of course, expected

to test it, and oftentimes are compelled to use it,

and although they may condemn the stock, their

employer expects a well-iinished job ; therefore,

he is not satisfied with the job if it is not so, and
often takes the painter to task about it, when in

reality he himself is the cause, by buying inferior

materials which can be purchased for a few pence
less than a good standard article.

Secondly, they have to contend with and over-

come any little defects of the wood-workman. If

a joint is not properly made or an uneven place
or knot occurs, the woodman often says " Let
that go, the painter can make it all right," and it

is too often the case that too many of such blun-
ders are left for the "painter to make all right."

Then when the job comes from the hands of the
smith it is often found to be blistered in spots

where he has touched it with hot irons, or it has
several hammer dents upon it which mar the
surface, all of which the painter is obliged to

remedy before he can produce a finished job.

All this involves considerable expenditure of

time and trouble, and often causes hard words.
It is, indeed, vexing to the painter, after he
has endeavoured to produce a fine even sur-

face, to have it marred by the carelessness of

others.

Thirdly, they often have to contend with im-
proper paint rooms and varnish rooms. A good
job of painting or varnishing cannot be produced
without good rooms that are adapted for the pur-

pose intended. If employers furnish their painters

a room for finishing work, which has walls that are
continually shaking or even falling down, and
during blustering weather the wind rushes through
at crevices, he must not expect to get a very
nicely finished job, as it is utterly impossible to

do one in a room of that description.

In the fourth place, the painter is often assailed

by customers who come back to the shop in six

months or a year and report that the paint and
varnish are perishing upon their carriages, and
blaming the painters for a poor job ; but when
you come to investigate the case, in nine oases

out of ten it will be found they themselves have
caused the result by housing their oan-iage in the

same room with their horses. It is a hard matter
to convince some of them that the ammonia
arising from the stable is the real cause.

Therefore, in conclusion, I will say, furnish

yourpainters with good stock, good smooth wood-
work, good rooms and tools; then if he does not

produce good work it is his fault and no one's

else. Wadswobth.

COMPETITIONS.
Bbamlet.—The Guardians of the Union of

Bramley, near Leeds, having determined to erect

a new workhouse to contain 250 inmates, lately

advertised for designs, offering two premiums of

£50 and £25 respectively. The buildings are

estimated to cost about £9,000, exclusive of the
boundary walls, value of land, &c. Fifteen sets

of plans were submitted from architects in Lon-
don, Liverpool, Leeds, &c. The designs of Messrs.

C. S. & A. J. Nelson, of Leeds, have been selected

for the first premium, the second being awarded
to Messrs. Wade & Turner, of Barnsley. The
works are to be proceeded with at once, under
the superintendence of Messrs. Nelson.

Epsom.—The Epsom Burial Board have in a

limited competition selected the deaigna by Messrs.

R. M. Shaw and W. Young, of Exeter Hall, Strand,

and Crooked-lane, City, for the chapels, lodges,

gates, &c., to be erected at their new cemetery.

The selected designs are in the Early Gothic

style, of a decidedly English character, and with

a picturesque treatment. The works are to be

commenced immediately, under the superinten-

dence of the above-named architects.

Hereford Cathedral Illuminated.—At the

Hereford Musical Festival on Tuesday week, the

Cathedral was lighted up with singular effect. A
correspondent says :—Many persons have doubt-

less seen the magnificent spectacle of Cologne

Cathedral lighted up by coloured fires ; others

may have witnessed our own S. Paul's illuminated
;

and familiar sights are the choirs of our C.ithedraU

on winter afternoons by dim gas or candle light.

But the entire nave of an old Norman church

illuminated, with its massive piers casting long

and deep shadows around, is a sight which Here-

ford Cathedral alone affords. The effect is grand

in the extreme, and the gloom, which the light

throws into contrast, truly impressive.
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THE THEORY A>fD PRACTICE OP MODERN HOUBE
PAINTINO AND DECORATION.

By An Expi;riesced Workman.

PEEPARATORT PROCESSES.

(Continued from page 155.^

OLD woodwork when about to be repainted

requires much care in its preparation.

Ot course, the amount of labour required will

depend upon the state of the work. If it is

in pretty good condition, rubbing down 'with

pumice-stone and water may suffice to brin"

it right for painting ; but if it is very old

work, which has had a great many coats of

paint put upon it time after time for a long

series of years, and has chipped or cracked, it

may be necessary to remove the old paint

altogether, as being the quickest and best

remedy to apply. Or it may be that the work
isjsound, but uneven and full of slight liills

and hollows ; in this case it may be filled up
either with distemper filling, or with quick
varnish fllUng. In the first case, when the

work only requires rubbing down with pumice-
stone and water, the workman should proceed
as follows :— In selecting the pumice-stone
for this purpose, the close-grained and harder
kinds should be rejected, and only that used
which is of an open porous nature, the former
kind being apt to clog up and scratch the

work, while the latter will do the work effec-

tually. The work will be facilitated if a little

ground or powdered pumice-stone is used
with the lump. The loose pumice assists the
lump to bite or cut better, and also prevents
its clogging with the paint—for it will often

happen that if the pumice be rather hard, and
the paint dry (through not having much oil

in its composition), the paint will gather upon
the face of the pumice-stone and prevent
its biting, rendering it, consequently, of no
effect, which fault the loose pumice in a great
measure prevents. In rubbing down, it is best,

and answers the purpose most effectively, to

move the hand in a circle as much as possible,

and not straight up and down. The circular

movement will produce a level surface, as it

touches every part equally ; but the straight

up-and-down rubbing tends to produce an un-
level and streaky or ropy surface. It is neces-

sary for the workman to have a piece of flag-

stone beside him when rubbing down to level

and clean the pumice-stone, or to rub it into

shape, so that he can get into corners and
angles. In rubbing down the mouldings the
pumice-stone may be cut with a fine saw, and
rubbed or filed to the exact shape to fit the
moulding. This is very easily done, and is

the most effective means of getting at the
various parts of the moulding. Ground
pumice-atone and felt may be used also for this

purpose, but will not be so effective in the
first instance as the lump in clearing oft" any
roughness or protuberances. The pumice
should be wiped off with a wet sponge occa-

sionally during the rubbing down, to see what
progress is being made. When it is rubbed
down sufficiently, the whole must be well
cleaned off with water, in order to remove all

loose particles resulting from the rubbing.
This should be carefully done, or else the grit

will work up in painting, and thus make the
work rough again. AVhen the work is in
pretty good condition after being rubbed
down, it may perhaps only require facing-up
here and there with hard stopping preparatory
to painting ; but if it is in bad condition, and
requires filling up, it must now have a thin
coat of oil-pamt. When we say a thin coat

we mean a bare coat—the oil-colour must be
rubbed as bare as possible, because if there
is too much paint put on the work it will not
harden sufficiently to bear the rubbing down
after the filling-up colour is put on, but will

tear or peel up. The oil-colour forms a key
for the distemper filling to hold by, and if

distemper filling is placed upon old work
without this coat of oil-colour it will not hold

but will chip off' in working. What is here

called filling may be mixed in several ways,

and is used for the purpose of producing upon
the surface of woodwork or plastered walls an

even, level, and uniform surface. Staircase

walls are sometimes fiUed-up in distemper,

but rarely with a good and lastitg effect ; for

we have found this sort of filling more liable

to fail on staircase walls than in a warm room.

In damp weather the size in th? distemper

filling is affected and softens, aid in dry
weather it contracts ; and so, betweea the two,

sad havoc is made with the paint anl varnish

which covers it.

Distemper filling is made with the beat

washed whiting and glue or parchment size.

The whiting is broken up in water to the

consistency of a stiff paste ; sufiicieat size is

then added to bind the whiting, so that it

will rub down with sand-paper without

crumbling away in rubbing. The quantity

or proportion of size to whiting must be

determined by the workman himself. It is

best to test the mixture by actual experiment

before using, for if there is too much size in

the stuff it will not rub down when dry, and
if there is too little size it will crumble away
under the sand-paper ; so the safest and best

plan is to mix the colour and try a portion

upon a part of the work. Let it dry, and
tlien test it with the sand-paper ; if it rubs

down easily, and without crumbling away,
and leaves a smooth face, then the st uft' is all

right, and the work may be proceeded with

confidently ; but if it crumbles, it will

require more size to be added. If, on the

other hand, it is too hard, and the sand-paper
will not cut it, then it must be reduced with
water, and more whiting added. In the act

of rubbing down, the sand-paper must be
placed on a flat piece of wood, as before de-

scribed. Placed thus, the sand-paper will,

of course, operate upon all the projecting

parts, leaving the hollows filled with the dis-

temper, thus producing a level surface ; but
care must be taken not to press heavily, or

the paper will scratch and break up the fill-

ing. Gentle rubbing will alone effect the

end in view. When the work is as level as

it can be got, and it is found not to be suffi-

ciently filled up, another bare coat of oil-

colour must be put upon it, and when dry,

another coat of filling, and so rubbed down
again as before, until a level surface is pro-

duced. It must be noticed here, with regard
to distemper-filling, that the less body there
is left upon the work the more likely it is to

stand without cracking ; and, as a rule, it

should be rubbed down until the paint ap-
pears on all the prominent parts. It will

thus only leave the filling in the hollows and
uneven places, where, of course, it is most
required.

Quick, or varnish filling, is a mixture of

white lead, japanners' gold-size, or quick-
drying varnish and turpentine. There are

several sorts of powder used to mix with
the paint instead of white lead. Spruce
ochre is used by the coach-painters, and
there is a black or lead-colour powder
sold for this purpose ; but in practice we
prefer to use the ordinary white lead, ground
in oil, with sufficient copal varnish or japan-
ners' gold-size to bind and harden it, so that
it will rub down when hard ; but of course
it will take some time to harden, and, in fact,

ought to stand a few weeks before being
rubbed down. But when so treated, we have
no doubt of its being the best filling, in every
respect, that can be used, for it rubs down
well to a smooth hard surface, and the oil

contained in the lead has a tendency to

prevent the work cracking afterwards—this

liability to crack being the great danger, and,
in fact, the great failing of most of these

compositions lor filling up painted work. It

frequently happens that after immense labour
has been bestowed upon the work in prepa-
ration, and after it has been expensively

painted and ornamented, it will, in course of

a year or so, begin to crack all over its aur-

face, until it becomes one mass or network
of cracks, which, of course, spoils and ruins

the work. We have seen numerous jobs

(executed by some of the first firms in the

kingdom) which have turned out bad in the

manner described , and this has solely arisen

from the fact of the filling having been

either too quickly followed up, one coat upon
another, or else from the colour being im-
properly mixed. Filling-up colour is also

made with dry white lead ground in turpen-

tine, sufficient varnish being added to bind
the lead so as to enable the same to be rubbed
down. We have found by experience that it

is always best to add a few drops of boiled

linseed oiL When the filling is mixed as above
it gives tenacity to it, and consequently it is

less liable to crack. If there are any
holes or indentations in the work, they

must be faced up with hard stopping

before the first coat of filling is laid

on. Varnish filling dift'ers from distemper in

the fact that we can lay on as many coats as

we like, one upon the other, which cannot be
done with distemper. Each coat of filling

should stand one day at least before another
coat is put upon it, in order to allow the

turpentine to evaporate. Four or five coats

may be laid on until there is a sufficient

thickness to rub down to a level surface.

When the filling has stood long enough to

harden it may first be rubbed down with
lump pumice-stone and water, as before de-

scribed, great care being taken that no
scratches are made. A deep scratch will ne-

cessitate the work being fiUed-up again, and
so much labour will be lost. The dark-

coloured filiing-up powder may be used upon
all work which has to be finished in dark
colours, but is inadmissible when the work
has to be finished in light tints of colour, as

it requires so many coats of paint to cover the

dark filling that the work necessarily becomes
roughened or coarser than in the former case.

Any slight scratches may be obliterated, and
the work brought to a fine surface, by finish-

ing the rubbing down with felt and finely-

ground pumice-stone and water. Ground or

powdered pumice may be had of various

degrees of fineness, which may be used for

different stages of the work—commencing
with the coarse and finishing with the
very fine on such work as requires it. The
felt here spoken of is a thick white felt, made
almost expressly for polishing marble and
paint and varnish work, but is used for many
other purposes besides. It varies in thick-

ness, but the thicker it is the better for our
purpose, so that it is made without any coarse

fibre or other foreign matter mixed with it, as
in that case it is liable to scratch the work.
The felt should be fastened to flat pieces of

wood of various sizes and shapes. A strong

solution of shellac in wood naphtha makes a
good cement to fasten the felt to the wood.
Any strong resinous gum that will not
dissolve in water will answer the purpose.

{To be continued.)

DIARY OF THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSO-
CIATION'S LINCOLNSHIRE EXCURSION.

By a Member.
" A DMIT P. Q. R., Ejq., to the several visits

J\_ and excursiong under the direction of

Edmund Sharpe, Esq., M.A., from August 22nd
to 27th, 1870."

Monday, August 22.—Loudon to Lincoln, cre-

dentials as above. Great Northern Railway,
Hitchin, Huntingdon, flat land to Peterborough,
towers and spires and three-arched west front

.

Grantham : Eome of our number here by wrong
train, have 'done" the town in this ^ hour.
Railway down the Witham Valley; the South
Cliff villages to the right, greychurches, trees, here
and there tinged with autumn. Lincoln ; a small
troop emerges from the train in thick boots and
grey cutaways and chummios, the dandies in

figured waistcoats and neckties. Walk to the
White Hart—Steep Hill, a (not) nominal insult »
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Batdocanot thftt hoge mangun gnuidsur enough

tomakaameodat—Jaw'a House, looks shaky, should
be dfrookmr-waahed—Smells, haven't by heart

S. T. C.'» rigorous verse " Odeurs de Cologne,

'

useful for quoting in country towns. Lunch.

Sp.m., Mr. Sharpe on the Cathedral, in the As-

(embly-roonu ; Bishop, clergy,' «few ladies; general

afcstdi of history and forms of Qothic art :

—
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A diagram to each member : these names used in

all descriptions throughout. At Lincoln a complete
series

;
portions in style of each period ; strongest in

quantity and perhaps in quality in Lancet and Geo-
metrical. Subdivision of Hickman's divisions for

increased accuracy of expression. Value of the

study of mouldings: in conjunction with the forms
of buildings they are the surest evidence for archi-

tectural history—a great comparative anatomist
can deduce the form of an animal from a single

bone ; by proper use of study of mouldings a
building may be dated with confidence within
four or five years. Fully developed Gothic in the
work of Bishop Hugh of Grenoble (S. Hugh of

Lincoln) 1190 to 1200 ; emancipated from Ro-
manesque influence

;
pointed arch used both for

construction and decoration, each main order of

arch mouldings specially prepared for on
the jamb, wi& shafts, &c., caps with hol-

how bells, not bulged as earlier. Service

at cathedral at four — drowsy. Dinner.
Evening meeting at Assembly Booms at eight

;

lecture by Mr. J. H. Parker. The work of Hugh
of Lincolnthe earliest true Qotliicwork in Europe.
The work at S. Denis explained—Abb6 Suger's
work commenced 1140, pointed arches with
Romanesque detuls (not iu the upper church or

the west front) only in the under chapel. Photo-
graphs and sketches tu illustrate this. Bishop
Hngh's life traced, and the buildings with
which he was connected. He employed local

architects—Geoflry de Noiers (Hugh's architect

at Lincoln), prolably, almost certainly, a native-

bom Englishman. A few words from Bishop
Wordsworth. " Thrones and dynasties pass
away. Cathedrals seem likely even to outlast the
nations that built them. Something to rest

against Why have our cathedrals no accepted
place in our modem life ?

"

Tuetday, August 23.—11 a.m. The cathedral
described on the spot by Mr. Sharpe. Beak-
head, north doorway of west front, latest trace of

tme Korman work ; Transition in south doorway
of west front more marked, probably a year or
two of difference

; quick spread of new features
through the country ; work of same kind prac-
tically contempoianeous. Blehop Hugh's work

;

his mad architect, G. de N. ! (so called by Prof.
Willis) ; experiments, and an infinite vivacity,

vigour and originality^full Gothic at a single
bound. A D. 1240, west doorways of choir aisles,

perfection of mouldings and carvings. Pres-
bytery (angel-choir), the glory of Gothic. How to
bnuih the vaulting which has been built, part in
ashlar and jart in rubble. Mr. Sharpe advises
" Use colour to harmonize, not to obliterate, traces
of coiurtmctiTS maaoniy." Mr. J. H. Parker
nj^iu, "These boildmgs were designed for colour
and were eokmred—colour should be restored

;

wax oolouia advocated ; damp does net injure

them—subdued tones," (Is not this question

affected by the nature of our ancient biuldings

which we maintain as art museums, part of

national and architectural history ? They derive

value from the idea of genuine aiitiqxtity ; their

value is in their forms, which are mainly intact

:

The colour cm only be^ conjecturally recon-

structed. V\'hy attempt to bring such buildinga

quite within the range of modern living art ?)

Admitted to the Dean's garden, from which is

obtained the best north view of the cathedral.

Lunch. Bishop's palace ; ruins, trees, and shrubs

;

the present house a mere block. View over the

town, opposite side of the valley shrouded in grey

smoke (foundries, &c.). 5 p.m., the town churches,

S. Peter's Dowts (goutes, or.drains) and S. Mary-

le-Wigfor<J ; John of Gaunt's stables on the way

—

Norman, aearly a ruin. Good early work in. both

churches. Dinner. Thanks to the Kev. G.

Hrrvey (secretary of local association), for ob-

taining for us every possible access tocathedral,&c.

Responded to
—" Come again." 8 p.m., meeting

in assembly rooms. Mr. Sharpe on mouldings.

The cymagraph of Prof. Willis improved by Mr.

Sharpe. Accurate delineation of mouldings full

size ; most ingenious contrivances for construc-

tion of diagrams and their exhibition. Mr.

Sharpe'e large collection the basis of accurate

knowledge ; has not theorized in the air. Ladies

with us in Cathedral. One grave member states

his attention is divided between the architecture

and the Graces. Later, a spirited portrait dis-

covered in sketch book of severe paterfamilias,

appropriately among sketches of Angel-Choir—

a

face that might well have served for model to

the sculptor emjiloyed there.

Wednesday, August 2i,—Train, Lincoln to Cay-

thorpe, 8-15 a.m. Carriages.—1. Caythorpe spire

(well rebuilt) : curious double nave, half arch abutt-

ing against chancel arch.—2. Fulbeck. Good base

courses. The cymograph at work. Arrange-

ment of tower and nave pinnacles and parapets

admirable.—3. Leadenham. Mouldings, but-

tresses, tower, and spire.—4, Wellbourne. Sano-

tus bell and cross. East gable of nave. Re-
markable entasis to spire : has spire been short-

ened ? The effect peculiar but not unpleasing.

"Properly an entasis is too strong if you can see

it." Lunch under a tree.—5. Wellingore. Lead
work of roof sloped rolls (on plan) ; effect not
approved—disturbs lines of the architecture (also

in new work, chancel roof, Spalding Church)
;

good oak seats. Rectilinear.— 6. Navenby. East
windows (Curvilinear) mutilated, six-light

;
good

remains. Piscina, sedilia, and Easter sepulchre.

Carving a high type of conventional foliage.— 7.

Coleby. Font of interlaced Norman arcades;

admirably managed transition of tower to spire.

Pinnacles, buttresses, diversified parapet Sketch
of main points of interest by Mr. S. inside and
outside each church.—8. Harmstone. Nave and
chancel restored by Mr. Withers (modem poly-

chromy). Norman tower arch.—9. 'Waddington

—

details.—10. Canwick. A detour fromthe route

as settled. Norman ground story of nave in good
condition. The whistle sounds, and the last rush
to carriages takes place.—Back to Lincoln. Notes
and drawings compared, and interchange of cyma-
grams in the evening.

Thursday, August 25.—Breakfast at 5'30. A
very early start. Train to Boston, past Tatter-

shall Castle on our left. Its great tower of brick-

work 150ft. high, a lordly fortress ! Morniug
papers; sad news from France. By "these
Lincoln Washes," one recalls Philip Fauloonbridge,
in " King John."

Tliis EDgland never did nor never sball
Lie at proud foot of a conqueror.
Como the three corners of the world in arms.
And weHhall ahock tbera. Nought shall make U8 rue,
J/ England to iltelfdo rest but true.

1. Sleaford. Large double-aisled Curvilinear
church ; the first of the broach spires we have had.
Carriages ; ladies, squires, and clergy, not to be
daunted by any call for exertion ; enthusiastic

for archjcology, old churches, and substantial

lunches.—2. Silk Willoughby. Spire—"octagon
spires on square towers best seen from angle of

105 to 110 deg. with one of the sides—not from
extension of diagonal, set too much into the towers
there. Get away a fair distance, then all the
charm of their form."—3. Osbumby. Late oak
seats. " I suppose ye want 'em for patterns," says

a farmer with a glowing face. Pattern- books at

work.—4. Threckingham. Curved broaches to

spire. Ridge curves strongly marked; valleys con-
sequently. Variety and ease. Geometrical spires

rare ; this a good specimen. Lichen on stone-

work; wonderful nharpnesH of mouldings,—5.

Billingborough. Tall pen-pews. Curvilinear tower
and spire—flyingTauttresses—too light to look " a

purpose ;
" (rarely have any beyond filling in the

outline.) Young ladies' college out for exercise. En-
thusiasm of " the hoys."—BilHn{iborougli. Lunch
at inn.—Pleasant walk of a mile to (6) Horbling.

Ruin of central tower ; aflected entire history of

church ; now not vertical, tied with Brobding T-ties

of iron. Mr. S. points the moral of all these cases—" Look to your foundations." West window,
large five-light ;

'
' use of transom iu Rectilinear

work to reduce the long-drawn-out lights to

pleasing proportions." " Put stained glass in west
windows (beautiful afternoon effects) ; avoid it in

clerestories ; darkly painted glass deprives of light,

hinders appreciation of form."—7. Swayton. The
chancel has double asterisk ** (unusually interest-

ing) in Mr. Sliarpe's list (so kindly furnished to

each member), deserves *#*. Most refined ele-

gance ; very early Geometrical. Many of these

churches—gems in good setting ; trees, green

churchyards (not so green now !) with lichened

stone boundary walls, farmhouses and cottages,

orange with lichen.—8. Helpringham ; unrestored.

The word " restoration " getting an unhappy
tinge of not quite plea.sant meaning equivalent to

renovation. What is a good fresh word for putting-

back-again-in-8teto-(jiiio-an/c-the-Vandals? Lancet

font of sunk arches and octagon angle shafts-
receptacle for candle-ends and sticks, dusters,

mops and brooms—and painted and veined a blood

red! "Here's a Golgotha"—from Reparation-

ist. Picturesque turret, top of rood loft stairs

giving entrance to gutters of roof. Pattern books

handled actively. Children iu open tower—with

bell ropes hanging. " Where going ? To ring the

bells V asks our leader of them, paternally. " No,

to Help-ring-'em," responds a flippant pattern-

booker.—9. Heckington. A little cathedral

—

dignity. The carving of chancel fittings, piscina,

sedilia, Easter sepulchre, &o., full of grace and
genius : angels, foliage, grotesques. View from
tower—Ewerby spire, &o., in the distance. Depar-

ture of an accomplished cymagrapher, Mr. S. says

(till lately) his only rival in the world.—Dinner

at Railway Hotel. Cymagraph. Moulures and

molars. Good effect as to latter at least. Archi-

tectural joke ! Train to Boston. Vocal harmony

;

clatter of train and engine suitable instrumental

accompaniment.
Friday, August 26.—Boston Church, opened for

us at 6 a.m. " The Stump ;" view over the Deeps,

five or six miles off, great perfection in masonry.

W. Stukeley, M.D., Itin, Curios.—" from Bar-

neck Pits." " No part of England has so many
beautiful churches " (as his native Holland, Lin-

colnshire). Old woodwork—odd misereres and
stall ends—restoration admirable ; Pescod (green-

peas) brass. Marble statue of Herbert Ingram in

open space at east of church. Good market-place
;

seems a town without streets, lanes only.—
8.15 train to (1.) Long Sutton. Carriages. Early

transition, ground and clearstory of nave—clear-

story now has aisle roof over it, and a tall later

story above.—2. Qedney. West tower, buttresses,

windows, trings, free and fresh Lancet, lots of

Rectilinear clearstoiy windows, roof; ladders here

as elsewhere, for use of enterprising seekers

—

Half-way dowu
Hangs one tliat gathers vwuldini/s, dreadful trade!

3. Fleet. Detachedtower, curvilinear; not joined

to church or designed for junction
;
picturesque

north-east turret, stone roof and pinnacle, eight

corbels to nave roof inside ;
" some of the most

beautifid carved work to be found anywhere."

—

4. Holbeaoh. Mr. Ewan Christian at work here
;

all admire his nave roof. Pews cleared away

;

chairs on the old floors while further funds are

got together. Original Curvilinear oak south

door ; tracery separate and scribed on. Lunch at

inn. A few words of thanks to Holbeaoh parson ;

his reply cheered to the echo. " That's a man "

from our Reparationist friend.—5. Whaplode.

Norman chancel arch and east part of nave. Tran-

sition west part of nave. Norman piers surely

prepared for different arches ? Did they stand

sometime and then get their superstructure ?

Clearstory—nearly as at Sutton, but windows
larger—has not been restored ! Odd that unfur-

bished churches are most piquant of all I—6.

Moulton. Reversed curve in flying buttresses at

base of spire ;
great grace of form. Tower in

stages, set off at each and each, stage battering.

Characteristic foliage, north and south of nave,

cut with spirit (Transitional).—7. AVeaton. Mr.

Moore, now vicar of Spalding, was incumbent

here ; church restored (no trace of evil meaning

in the word this time). Age not destroyed, and
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yet the building youthful for strength and en-

durance ; evidences of much intelligent care ; bar

the inscription on chancel arch, hits the eye pain-

fully, vulgar colour and form. Foliage (latest

Transitional) in nave ; relief. Font, a ring of

sketchers and measurers. Mr. Moore's suggestion

that shafts were prolonged to the ba'io pronounced
highly probable. See " Brandon's Analysis," Sec.

i., E. E. '67, where, however, the jointing is not

shown.—S. Spalding. As to Muloiber's work
{driven in this case by a shower of rain)

—

The hasty multitude
Admiring enter'd, and the work some praisfi

,

And some tho architect ; hia hand was known.

(Mr. Q. Q. Scott.) Explanation by the Vicar.

Much to see. Lancet church transformed in

geometrical period. Shafts of nave lengthened full

6ft. ; old caps replaced and arches rebuilt. The
carving of rectilinear period mainly (inserted).

Two-story porch at north-west of church, fan-

vaulted with four quarter-conoids. Tower was all

but lost ; has been|underpinned. Foundations on
the surface, graves almost under the walls. Re-
versed curve buttresses to spire. New pulpit exqui-

site, like ivory carving ; no woodwork, eld or new,
in this journey to compare with it. Needlework,
fine cope. Beauchamp family. Drawing in Spring-

Gardens Sketch-book. Dinner at the Ked Lion
(house with a red face ; the White Hart just by
has a white one. Chromatic illustration). Thanks
to the Vicar of Spalding for his help and his com-
pany with us to-day. " If you go on with your
cheese, I'U thank yon," says the Vicar. The
evening, the idea of calm embodied. Faint orange
sky, distant soft grey clouds. Rail to Peter-
borough. Great Northern Hotel.

Saturday, Augunl 27.—Each man for his own
head from breakfast at 8 to 11. Then Mr. Sharpe,
in and round the Cathedral. A complete Norman
interior of great majesty and unity. Choir, nave,
and transepts. Later work at west end, Transition

;

then the west front, towers, &c. Rectilinear

retrochoir or new building. Monastic buildings.

Remains and ruins. Adjectives wanted. Too
much the habit to hurl out several. Some are right

!

Mr. Sharpe singularly happy in his choice, his ex-

pressions carefully shaded. Really our language
wants enriching in this direction. Ruskin always
showing this need ; though he never falls short or
returns on his own traces, his method is too fan-
tastical for soberer people. Some hours in the
cathedral. The Rev. Mr. H (our chaplain,
as we had called him)—an enthusiastic architectural
antiquary, with double the years of most members
of our party, and more than double the energy of

the most youthful,—obliged to go now. Hand-
shaking all round. May we meet again I Dinner
at 3 p.m. Letter presented to Mr. Sharpe, and
his health drunk in a glass of champagne. "Three

cheers and one more !
" This letter and those

cheers are all I could ask or wish from you. I

feel the purpose of this excursion has been
answered. We have had good weather, our arrange-
ments have gone fairly. We have seen and
sketched, and measured some good work." . .

. . " It would have been a plesisure to me to

have had a photograph of the party." Hint given,

acted on at;5-30 p.m., at west front of Cathedral,
all hold their breath and gaze into vacancy ! . .

" Our healths are improved,
good humour keeps pace with good feeling and
good digestion. No awkward or unmanageable
man has dared to appear within our gay-hearted
company !" . . . Farewell and au revoir.—
To Newcastle, Liverpool, North Wales, North Staf-

foidshire, and a full carriage to London.

ARCH^EO LOGICAL.
The Cardiff Corporation has invited the

Royal Archaeological Society to hold its next
meeting in that town. It is hoped that the Mar-
quis of Bute's patronage of archaeology will induce
the society to accept the oiFer.

The Old City Wall, Oxford.—Whilst work-
men were engaged in digging for the foundations
of the chapel for the Methodist Free Church last

week, in New Inn Hall-street, Oxford, one of the
bastions of the old city wall was laid bare. The
wall is nearly five feet thick, and is in a capital state

of preservation. The wall runs parallel with New
Inn Hall-street, to S. Michael's Church, and so to

Mr. Dudley's garden, where there is another but
more perfect bastion. Part of the old ditch has
been laid bare in the same excavations.

Roman Pavements.—Mr. H. S. Harland,
M.R.A.I., of Sawden Park, near Scarborough, has
justmade known the discovery of important Roman

remains at the village of Oldcoates, near Blyth,
Notts, about four miles from Kanskill station on
the Great Northern Railway. Mr. Harland says

the discoveries deserve more attention from anti-

quaries than they are receiving. The pavements
were discovered by a workman in digging a
mortar-pit adjoining a new house in course of

erection. The workman turned up part of the
principal floor of a Roman villa, which has since

been bared, and is found to consist of about 25
square yards of tesselated pavement, the tesserae

being about gin. cube, of a brown and bluish

colour on a white ground, tlie whole worked into

an elaborate geometrical pattern, and having a

rude representation of a (supposed) Roman warrior

in the centre. This floor is about 1ft. 6in. below
the natural surface. A second floor, supposed to

be that of a bath-room, or hot-room, is still lower,

and on the west, and is formed of tesserae about
Jin. cube, and all of white stone. This floor forms
two sides of a square, and appears to have flues

below it. At one part is a flagstone or hearth,

and near it was -charred wood. Trial pits have
been dug in three other places, and from the

quantity of broken tiles and pottery discovered, it

seems the buildings have covered a considerable

space as yet uninvestigated. During the three

years in which the new Catholic church and
buildings have been in hand near the spot,

numerous tiles, as if for roofing, &o., have been dug
up, with numbers of animal bones ; but no human
bones or coins have been found. It is believed

that permission for a systematic examination of

the whole area would easily be obtained by com-
petent persons, and theremains ought to be care-

fully preserved.

^uillimg liitclligenxt

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Alston.—The new church of S. Augustine,

Alston, was opened on Tuesday last by the Bishop
of Durham. The new edifice stands on almost
exactly the same site as the old church, and while
the foundations were being digged, the workmen
discovered the foundation of the old eleventh

century church, containing traces of elaborate

decoration and carving. The present church is in

the style of the thirteenth century, and consists

of nave, south aisle, chancel , and transept, the latter

forming the vestry and organ chamber. The gas-

fittings are by Messrs. Combe and Son, Glasgow
;

and the warming apparatus by Messrs. Walker
and Emley, of Newcastle. The church is not
yet complete, the tower having only been raised to

a height of 30ft. As funds will allow this will be
increased to 55ft., and a spire of 60ft. high added.
The total cost will be £3,600. Mr. J. W. Walton,
M.R.I.B. A., London, is the architect, and Messrs.
C. and J. Armstrong, of Carlisle, are the con-

tractors. The church will accommodate about
420 worshippers.

Bolton.—The Congregational Church, S.

George's-road, Bolton, was reopened on Sunday
last, after undergoing extensive and thorough re-

novation at the hands of Mr. W. H. Lomas, of

Strangeways, Manchester. The north gallery has
been extended to the full length of the building,

and the organ, which occupied a recess at the back
of the pulpit, has now been removed to the north-

west side of the gallery. An improved warming
apparatus, on the hot-air principle, has been fitted

up by Messrs. Constantino and Whittaker, rf

Bolton. The platform formerly used by tht
minister, has been replaced by a pulpit of Caen
stone, which is elaborately carved and decorated
with marble shafts and columns, by Mr. Cole, of

York. The communion is enclosed, and is laid

with a beautiful mosaic pavement by Messrs.

Thomas Dale and Sons, of Manchester. The in-

terior of the church has also been elaborately

decorated. The total coast has been about £j00.

DoNCASTER.—The ceremony of laying the me-
morial stones of the Wesleyan Methodist Chapel
and day-schools, Oxford-place, Doncaster, took
place on Tuesday, the 23r(l ult. Mr. Wm. Watson,
of Wakefield, is the architect, Mr. Harold Arnold,
of Doncaster, being the contractor.

Fenton.—A chapel for the Methodist New Con-
nexion was opened at Fenton on Wednesday even-
ing last. The new edifice occupies the site of

the old chapel, with the addition of some ground
at the rear, from which some old buildings have
been removed. It is in the Gothic style of archi-

tecture, and the total length, exclusive of the en-

trance, is 65ft. 6in., the width 40ft. 8iu. ; the

height from ground line to the ridge is 51ft.

The front gable, facing Market-street, contains
the principal entrance, and has three wide door-
ways with moulded arches, and stone labels with
carved terminals, supported by circular fton

'

shafts, with circular moulded bases, band-, and
richly carved caps, the whole surmounted by a
large five-light stone window with tracery in the
hea<l. To the right and left of the entrance are
staircases leading to the galleries and orchestra,
the right staircase being surmounted with a tall,

slated, spirelet roof, and the left staircase by a
tower with buttressed angles and spire, the total

height of which is 110ft. to the top of the metal
finial with which it is to be crowned. There is a
gallery around two sides and one end, with a cir-

cular enriched and moulded front. The school,
which is at the further end of the chapel, is two
stories high, entrances to which are from Park-
street. The total length ia 56ft. 6in., and the
width 35ft. 6in. The rooms are divided into
departments for boys ai)d girls, with separate
entrances, in which are a number of class-

rooms. Portable partitions are fixed in the
upper room, so as to be readily taken down in
order to admit of the room being used as a lecture
hall or for public meetings The chapel will

accommodate about 700, and the schools are suffi-

ciently large for about the same number of chiU
dren. The total cost has reached nearly £4,000.
The architect is Mr. Pinchbeck, and the contrac-
tors are Messrs. Wade Brothers, all of Manchester.

Kino's Norton.—A committee of the parish-

ioners of King's Norton has been appointed to
collect funds for the restoration of the parish

church. Mr. Hopkins, architect, of Worcester,
has reported to the committee on the works ne-
cessary to be carried out. He recommends a
thorough restoration, at a cost of £2,500, of the
whole fabric of the tower and spire, including the
removal of all decayed stones and the substitu-

tion of fresh ones ; the restoration of the parapet;
the removal of the incongruous g.ables ; and the
rebuilding of part of the north aisle.

Locking.—The parish church of Locking,
Somersetshire, was re-opened on Sunday week,
after various additions and improvements, from
the plans of Mr. E. Down, architect. Mr. Strad-
ling, jun., of Weston-super-Mare, was the con-
tractor.

MiLOR.—The Bishop of Exeter re-opened Mylor
Church, Cornwall, last week, after restoration at

the hands of the Rev. J. Murray, the vicar, who
has been his own architect, "and has aimed at

restoration in the strict sense of that much-abused
term." The cost has been upwards of £1,100.
The reredos is to be filled with Salviati's mosaic
work.

North Ormesby.—On Wednesday week the
foundation stone of a new mortuary "chapel, to

be erected at the west end of the hospital, was
laid. The chapel is from designs by Mr. E. Tid-

man, and the contract hag been let to Mr. Aaron
Lackenby.

WESTHonoHTON.—On the 24th ult., the church
of S. Bartholomew, Westhoughton, near Bolton,

which has been re-erected by Mr. John Seddon,
at a cost of about £6,000, was consecrated by the

Bishop of Manchester. The building was designed

by Messrs. Cunliffe and Freeman, architects, and
is capable of accommodating 831 persons. The
east window, by Clayton and Bell, has been
erected by the parishioners, in commemoration of

the munificence of Mr. Seddon. Its cost was
about £300.

WiNKLEiGii.—On Sunday week the parish church

of Winkleigh, North Devon, was re-opened, the

chancel, with the arch and wall of the nave ad-

joining, having been partially re built and restored.

Collections were made to form a fund for the

restoration of the rest of the church. The work
ha.a been executed by the Messrs. Hooper, of

Hatherleigh, under the designs of Mr. Christian,

to whose report it is, indeed, owing that the

Ecclesiastical Commissioners consented to restore

the chancel.

BUILDnjQS.

Barnard Castle.—Building is going on at

Barnard Castle at the present time with more
vigour than for many years past. The Duke of

Cleveland has lately agreed to dispose of a por-

tiun of land in the Flatts for building purpjses

,

and a line of road has been laid out for the for-

mation of a new street, extending from the
Horse Market northwards over the higher side of

the Corn Close; and, in fact, forming a continua-

tion of the Horse Market. The contract for the
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ooiwtruction of a foot-bridga acroM the River

T«aa hu been MMplad by » D^irlington firm.

Bath —An imirarUnt improvement is now
bong effected in Uie Corridor, Bath, b; the con-

Iraetion of a new roof, which will be of irou and

I^HB, the centni diviaon being angul&r, and the

ead dhiBoui in the shape of a dome. The en-

tiauuaa will each be emphasised by a couple of

granita {allars. The altemtious are being carried

out from the designs of )tr. Qood ridge, architect,

the eontiacters being Mr. Francis for the glass

work, and Heesrs. Sothem and Pitt for the iron

and other work.

B&aSFORD. — On Saturday last the comer
tooe of the new schools in connection with

8. Thomas's Church, Cropper-lane, Bradford,

was laid by Mis. ?. S. Powell. The schools,

which are to accommodate 730 boys, girls, and
infants, hare been designed by Messrs. Lock-

wood and Mawson, architects, Bradford, in the

Gothic style, and are being erected by Messrs.

J. Ires & Son, Shipley. The coet, including the

value of the site, will be £3,300.

Cabdifp—At the weekly meeting of the Cardiff

Board of Quardians on Saturday last, Mr. Stephens,

architect, having completed the alterations re-

quired by the Poor Law Board in the plans for

the new workhouse, now produced them, and also

an amended estimate for bread-room aud tramps'

block, receiving rooms, &c., amounting to £7,675,
ao ezeees of £1,200 on the former estimate. The
plana, as amended, were accepted by the Quar-
diana, and are again to be sent to London for the

approval of the Poor Law Board.

Edinbcrgh.—It is now upwards of six years

ago since the first stones of the Fettes College,

Edinburgh, were laid. Wo gave an illustration

and description of the building at the time (see

BciLDDfG News, VoL XL, p. 640), and need only

say here that the work is now nearly completed.

Mr. David Bryce, R.S.A., is the architect. The
cost up to the present has been £140,000,
and it is estimated that the total cost will be
£150,000.

PiCKWELt.—Eitcnsive works, in addition to

and restoration of the Manor House, are being
carried out in this village. The works are being
executed by Messrs. Halliday and Cave, of Oak-
ham, under the superintendence of Mr. R. W.
Johnson, architect, of Melton Mowbray.

Stockport.—At Stockport a new mechanics'
institute is being built in Hazel Qrove, by Mr.
Mr. S. Howard, of Disley, from the designs of his

son, Mr. S. Howard, jun. The building is of brick
with stoneand white brick dressings. The cost is to
be over £1,000.

Waiefieu).—On Tuesday last the foundation
or comer stone of a new school-church was laid

at Belle Vue, near Wakefield, in the parish of

Sandal Magna, by Mrs. Holdsworth. The new
edifice will be situated in a field abutting on the
Doncaeter-road. The <«timated cost is about
£1,500. The style will bo Gothic. The architect
ia Mr. Jeckyll, of London.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.—

—

To OOB Reaokb-s.—We nhiji fuel obliged to any of our
readeia who will bTour lu wlili brief notM of works oon-
tempUted or in progien in the p-oTincn
Letten reUtlDg to advertiMiscnu aad the ordinary biui-

neasof the Paper ahoold be addremed to the EDITOR,
81, TAVISTOCK IsTBEET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
Adrartiaemante for the crurent ireek moat reaoh the

> sot later than 5 p.m on Tharsday.

RxcnvEC.—<J. D., J. B. P., J. B. and Co., W. and
D. P., 8. Son and B., W. Warn., W. J. C, T. C. W.,
J. a fc., J. a, H. M. ST. H. R.

Ja.s. REDroRD—See BnitDiHO Kewa, Angust 12.
R. A. M., Birmingham.—Sketch returned,
W. Y.—The stampa were init.
D. M.—An American pnblicatiOD.
A. S.BiRD.—loatructiona forwarded.
HaroRT AND Co.—The parcel came *o baud.
8. 8. and B.—Fbotoa to hand.

Cormpoiibeiite.

ANCIENT CROSS,
(To the Editor of the Buuj>iko Nbws.)

Sib,—Your new correspondent, also, is equally
Sent aboutthe inscription. Will no charitable indi-
vidual, who has access to the original, enable us
to decide upon the letters and language used ?

Uantwit Major, in Glamorganshire, the site of

the first Christian school of learning in Britain, is

one of our most interesting localities ; an older

Christian settlement than Canterbury itself, aud
of unequivocal authenticity. Visitors report the

existence there of a fragmentary cross to com-
memorate the founder, S. Iltyd or Iltutus, circa

403-502 A.D. Llan-Iltyd has been corrupted to

Llantwit ; it was, so report says, erected by his pupil

and next successor but one, Samson, Archbishop
of Dol. A. H.
August 26th, 1870.

ARCHITECTS' CHARGES.
Sir,—Can you or any of your readers enlighten

me on the following ? I have prepared three sets

of designs for detached villas, with a map of the

ground showing position of houses, with a pre-

liminary estimate of cost and all particulars ; in

short, everything which would be necessary to ask

builders to estimate. My client being the free-

holder of the property, he now informs me that

he only wants them to show future lessees what
he intends to have built on the property. For

the sake of peace I have offered to take 2 J per

cent, with the additional understanding that he

will not infringe the copyright of the designs. He
refuses to comply with either of these offers, and
returns me my bill, but not the drawings. As
this is not an isolated case, but one of several I

have met with in the same district, I shall be glad

to know what the law will allow me to charge. It

is becoming very much the fashion for men who
can well afford to pay to get designs in this way,
and then, by bombast and threat, to say they

will stand out a lawsuit, aud endeavour thereby
to blink payment of the same ; and iu many in-

stances do so, unless the poor architect accepts as

a compromise an amount in many instances

which barely reaches to mechanics' wages. I .should

be sorry, further, in this instance to concede any-
thing which might prove an injury tn'the pioEession

at large, or which, as a young beg.nner, may be
detrimental to my future success.—I am. Sir, &o.,

YousQ Architect.

WHICH IS THE GROUND STORY OF A
HOUSE ?

Sir,—Will you kindly allow me to thank the
gentlemen who wrote me on the above, all of

whom concurred in my view ? The case came on
before Mr. Dayman, on Friday last, who, before

the hearing commenced, intimated that the de-

cision would be against me. During the hearing

I drew his Worship's attention to the 23rd section

of the Building Act, which refers to underground
rooms, and read to him the written opinions of

various London and provincial architects. Sub-
sequently the Magistrate contended that I was in

error in using the term "floor," and applying to

it the same significance as "story," the term
used in the Building Act. Mr. Marrable attended

to give evidence in support of my view; but was
not heard. The case was adjourned to the 7th

of October, his Worship having consented to

consult the 23rd section, and read the letter>i.

Kindly allow me to inform those gentlemen who
wrote me that it is my intention to send a

written acknowledgment to each on the letters

being rettu-ned. Thanking you for your courtesy,

—I am, Ac. T. E. KniaHTLEv,
District Surveyor for Hammersmith.

WIITDOW CLEANING.
Sir,—Amongst the numerous inventions .applicable to

the saving of laboar there baa not yet appeared one
—which is a real necessity—for sparing the livoa of women
servants. The article needed is a wooden liaud aud arm, to
hold a cloth and move to cleiia the outside panes of glass

in Dedroom windows. In the country women servants
constantly do this, and sit on the sill holding by the win-
dow frame, with the body outside. Can it be diOicuU to
arrange an instrument to work upwards, dowuwards, and
to the right aud left, bo as to clean the glass aud spare the
risk of life and limb by the common act of tiie neat tidy
housemaid ? The inventor would find remuneration.
Every mistress would rejoice to possess what would do the
work and spare her from anxiety. Tidy servants never
will take warning or obey if ordered not (o sit outside of
the window.—I am, &c., Islg or WiouT.
August 80.

ttlmommunidioii.

QUESTIONS,
[ld3I] MEABtJRINO BUILDERS' WORK«—OuAny

rctkder inform me of a good and inexpensive bocA ffivi^
diroctiooa for measurinK tiie rarloiu kiudtf of builders' wotlt?

I hare Peddie's. bnt that does not euter into tlio Huhject
aufficiently.—G. W. W.

[1933] SKETCHING IN TOWER OP LONDON. — t
eUould be glad if some of your readors could iiifonn me by
what means I could got au order for sketclimg iu Tower of
London.—A, C.

[1933] WHITWOUTH SCHOLARSHIPS.-WiU some
ono inform me where I can procure a copy of the exami-
nation papers issued to the competitors for tho Whitworth
scholarships last year? Also whore I sliall bt) able to ob-
tain the requisite iiiformatiou regarding the eiaminatioa
to take place next year ?—T.

[1934] MALT-HOUSE FLOOR.—Would any corre-
siwudent kindly inform me what are the proper materials,
and the proportions of the same, to make a thoroughly
good malt-house floor?

—

Pecksnifp.

[1935.] GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE.-WiU any of j-our
readers inform me of a good book for tlie study of
churcli architecture, likewise one on Gothic architeciure
generally, say 13th to 15th century?—Anxious Youtu.

[1930] ROAD-MAKING.—Can you or your readera in-
form me of a good work on road-making aud draiulug of
tho same, with name of the publisher?—W. P. B.

[1937] MEASURING HILLY GROUND.—I wish to
ascertain how the measurements of hilly ground were
taken by the persons appointed to make the Tithe-Map
aud Ordnauct) Survey. For inatauce, I purchase a piece of
hilly ground iu form thus—

It is sold to me accortling to the measurements given in
the book of contents a-tachedto the Tithe-Map. Are the
dimensions taken hurizontally, A, B, in order to compute
tlie contents, or, on the other hand, are ihedimensions taken
on the surface only, as indicated by the arrows.—SuB-
.SC'RIDEB.

liEPLIES,
[1913] RETAINING WALLS. - The drawmg shows the

proper manner in which to lay out the plan of the wall

;

but it must be borne iu mind that the backs of the coun-
terforts or buttresses should not be curved, but laid out at
a tangent to tho radius of the largo circle. This arrange-
ment will simplify the work, and also slightly increase the
strength of the wall. The distance between the buttresses
should not exceed 15ft., and their breadth or depth, whicli
should be equal to one another, may be obtained by the
following simple formula. Let H be the height of the wall,
T the thickness at top, and R the ratio of the la<ter.

Putting Tl for the lateral dimensions of tho counterforts,

RH
we have Tl = T H . If any steps are built ou the back

2

of the wall, there should also be coiTespoiiding ones in the
counterforts.—A. M.

[19141 SELF-WORKING GRADIENT. —The first

thing to do with respect to this question is to find what
g weight would draw tlie empty wag-

gons up the incline. In the cut, let

BAC be the angle of elevation of the
incline, let P equal the weight or force

necessary todrawuptheemptywaggona
C PutW for the weight of the empty wag-

gons and F for the value of friction. Then, by the principle

of the inclined plane.

W X BC

p = WxBC + FxAB.

+ F. But B C.
AB

. - . juals the sine of angle B AC,AB A B
equals the sine of angle elevation, ao tha^ P = W x sine
B A C + F. Any value will therefore obviously answer
for the angle BAC that does not mako the value of P
greater than the weight of the full waggons. It must not
be forgotten that ample allowance must be made for the
friction, and alao for the want of adhesion in wet weatlwr.—Axle.

[1915] EVAPORATION.—The loss of water which is

available for the supply of a town, by evaporation, depends
upon so many circumstances that it is scarcely possible to
reduce it to a general rule. The nature of the subsoil of
the gathering grounds and catchment basins very mate-
rially atfocta this result, so much so, that it is difficult to
asertain what quantity is lost by wvaporation, aud what
by percolation. The best way to arrive at an accurate con-
clusion is to make a short series of experimeuts iu the
district in which the intended waterworks are to bo erected.—Xjocps.

[1916] FLOORS.—For the information of "Apprentice"
I give in tho accompanying sketch examples of ordinary
single and double flooring. In fig. 1, W is tho wall plate,

A the joists, and P the floor boards. In fig. 2 the

sponding letters reprpsent the satno parts ; but it vl1 be
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seen that thoro are additional joista, B, wliich are called

biudera, and wliich carry the ceiling' joiste C. Double
floors are much stiller than Biuglo ouee, aiid ought to

be employwl more frequently than they are. But
builders and landlords will not nay for extra joist*,

although they a»iist iu binding the whole building toKcther
iu a uiuuner wliich very much contributes to it^i durability

and soundness. A groat niany cases of failure houses,

are owing to the wretched shaky floors laid down
which communicate to the walla continual vibrations and
shocks. - 8. L. B.

[191ii] FLOORS.—Siujilo floors are those in which tho
joista reach ftoni wall to wall ; the lower edges of tho Joists

receive the lathings and plasteriugs of the ceilings, as iu

ric.i

fig. 1. Double Hoots are coustraoted with atont binding
joists placed about 12ft. apart, which support bridging
joists for floor and ceiling joista for the ceiling, as In
fig. 2.—A. C. PiLLAE.

[1918] STRENGTH OF TIMBER.—In Weale's " Rudi-
ments of the Art of Building," (page 8 1, article 178), is the
following formula for the strength of a beam, in which (s)

is the trausverso s'rength of the material, (^) the
breadth, (d) the depth, (I) tho length between

the support, and (ic) the breaking weight, ic ='_? ^'=

40Oj<^^xJ39^
l(5055.2331bs. The above resiUt is the

breaking weight ofone beam. Tho beams being set 13in.
apart it takea four beams to carry a square of flooring.
Multiplying the above result by 4 we get i 4380-952 as the
breaking weight in pounds of the four beams. But as the
safe load to place on a beam eliould never exceed one-third
of the bre.ikins strain, dividing the last result by 3 we
obtain 21460-317 as the load which can be carried with
safety by the floor, which is a little over 9i tons per
square. Perhaps the annexed extract from the same
volume may be of service to " Founder," (1928). At page
88, article 182, the author says :

—" In practice it is not
desirable to load iron girders beyond one-third of their
ultimate strength, and they should be proved before use by
loading them to this extent or a little more, but care
ahonid be taken never to let the proof exceed one-half the
breaking weight, aa a greater load than this atrains and dis •

tresses the metal, making it permanently weaker. The
ultimate strength of a girder of the usual proportions may
be approilmately ascertained from its deflection under
proof, on the assumption that a load equal to half the
breaking weight will cause a deflection of l-480th of its
length.—SrpDioEA."

[1919.] 8M0KT CHIMNEYS.-There are a quantity
of superstitious m regard to smoky chimneys ; I cannot see
that the hole in the chimney would have the desired efl-ect
ifyou have the down draught from the topmost part you
have the same from the hole. If you want cnerents of
aar, you must commence from the bottom part and
then you must have your current of cold air to drive your
hot air very strong iu force to compete with the heavy and
foggy atmospheres. But tliis is no cure for "8 R's"
climiuoy. If you want to get at curing smoky chimneys
you must first of all get hold of the disease and then youcan apply the proper remedy.—A Chim.sey Doctor.

[102!.] ARCHITECTS' ASSISTANTS' HOLIDAYS -
All depends upon the agreement. If an assistant
eng,ages himself unoonditioually at a certain rate perweek, Const.int Reader " ueed not put on his cousiifer-
ing-cap to enable him to arrive at the conclusion, that forevery week s pay he must work every day. If, however, ho
18 called upon, as in some offices, to render extra services
without a lair comiiensatioa for the same by his employer
It would be oulyjuss to expect a proportionate holidaywithout any stoppage of wage. It oases of vearly engase-ment a holiday is generally provided for by a conditiSu inthe agreement.—Tee Scjuake.

gr^fdiierfi?^.^^^
IRRIGATION.-There i. at present

IXectTtyu^Lt^-'°.'r
^"'°"^' ^'*°^ experienced in the

to tike f^r L ^ ^* "^ the proper number of acrea of land

that to.^, w^ r^ popuatiou. Mr. William Hope says

a^aw^nnn ^ '^T*«"ig populationa to utUise their

tw^nfv fiv« nl.
»"^'-«haBe one aero for every twenty or

or fortv fiv/1
""' i^ «'^tionary, one acre to every forty

*I r.»V^.^ ^ persona, for thia latter proportion renresents

Tnon.?,/ ' Baldwin Latham »av8 the sewaire of

TheZl?Uof™^a?J^-^'^' ^ applied to one acreTlanS
-A. J C

'" '''°'''' suitable for sewage irrigation:

» .

LAND AND BTHLDING SOCIETY
^T1^^'' ^"^ ^'^^*" CoMi-ANY.-The annual moet-
fnSi tk"*

'^'"i^any was held on Wedneaday weekat Bide
£l4fi0^i'r^°""'*^*^^'^»* *b«*-« waH LTve fund o'f

^3 lir ^nt'^'^Jn'""^"^,^^^^
'"^^ payment of a dwTdend

LEGAL INTELLIGENOE.
Bamuki-Tbickett v. Wkdbkind.—ThiB wan an action

iu tho Lord Mayor's Court for the recovery of the value of
a quantity of stone supplied to the defendant. The plain-
tiff in a stone merchant, carryiug on boaiaoea iu Gresham-
buildiiigs, and owning exiouaive quarries near Loeds, and
on July 29 last ho received an order from the defendant
for 500ft. of 2-iuch paving stone, at price a^ per original
agreement, which wo^ld he O.Jd. per foot. The stone waa
iuteuded for Hhipmout to Hamburgh, On Auguirt. 3 he
rsceivod a note from tho di'fetidant canoeltiug the previous
order ,iu conaequenco of tlio prico for squaring the stone
being more than tho Hamburgh customer would give.

Immediatoly plaintitf wroto oil to his brother, who
managed the business at the Leeds quarries, tolling him
to cancel the order ; but liii} note did not reach its desti-

nation until the order had lieeu carried out, and the stone
had iwen already sent to Hull for Bhipmont to Hamburgh.
The stone was never returned to plaintitf, and no claim
wap ever made on him for freight of the goods. A verdict
nonsuiting the plaiutilf was entered, with power to Mr.
Kemp to move the Exchequer Court for a new trial on
the ground of misdirection.

Claim ron Bupply of Cemest.—James Wright, pro-
prietor of lime and cement works at Hltchin, Bedford-
shire, sued Henry lieddy in the Lord Mayor's Court last

week to recover J^ll ISs., tlie i)rice of eight tens, contain-
ing 110 bags of ccmentsupplied to him solongagoas IQiSS.

The goods were invoiced to Messrs. Chichester Brothers

;

and the plaintifl', in reply to tho Judge, said that a mes-
senger came to tlteir establishment and gave the order for

the goods. Defendant did not give tho order, and dis-

puted liis indebtedness on the ground that the cement waa
not good in quality. The defendant had the goods sent to
his place at Beckenham, in Kent. After an action had
been taken against Messrs. Chichestor it waA dlscoveied
that they had never onlered the goods, and they found a
letter from Mr. lieddy which he wroto to Mr. Wright,
stating that the cement the plaiutiS' had sent to Becken-
ham. Messra. Chichester, of thia place, were applied to
for payment, and their reply was that Reddv was erect-

ing some buildings on their property, and tbat it was he
who had received the cement. Mr. Reddy, who conducted
his own case, denied tbat ho ever ordered the cement or
used it. He knew nothing at all of the transaction.
Verdict for the plaintiff.

Joiners' Case.—At the Edinburgh Small Debt Court,
on Friday last, a case of some interest to joinera waa dis-
posed of by Sheriff Hallard. Robert Watson, joiner. Dairy
Park-terrace, sued William Brown, houae carpentor, Char-
lotte Square-lane, for 8a. 6d., which he alleged to be duo
to him for work done for the defender on 16th and 17th
June. The defence waa that the pursuer left his employ-
ment without giving warning ; and that thia was contrary
to the practice of the trade. Several \vitno8ses were called,
who spoke as to tho rule of the trade regarding warning.
Their depositions were to the effect that, after getUng his
first pay, a workman was entitUd to loceive from hia
master, and to give to him, a week's warning, iu the event
of either party being dissatisfied; but that before getting
hia tirat pay a workman could leave or be dismissed with-
out that notice. The sheriff held it prov*>d that up to the
first pay maator and servant were upon mutual trial; and
that if the employer thought the workman incompetent,
or if the workman considered the employer severe or dis-
agreeable, they could part company without warning. He
found for the pursuer, with expenses.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BANBtJEY.—Tho Bicester Herald states that on the
Banbury Board of Health Farm a little over six acres of
rve grass, grown under the influence of the refuse of
the town, sold for £57 lOs., or at an average of £9 10s. 6d.
an acre. This does not seem very mnch money iu com-
parison with the sums realized off sewage meadows in
tho vicinity of Edinburgh, where at tho rate of from
£30 to £40 an aero is often, indeed, it may bo said,
annually, realised. But the amount signifies little com-
paratively. That which is gratifying in tho paragraph
IS tho fact that loathsome and poisonous matters have
been robbed of their noxiousness, and made profitable
to the community. Besides the rye grass, there were
raised on the farm sixteen acres of oats, which at a
public sale were sold at an average of £16 per aero.

HoRNSET.—The Hornsey Local Boar.1 of Health hi\s at
length, and after much negotiation, succeeded in making
arrangements with the Board of Works for the sewage of
Hornsey, which now flows into the River Lea, to he car-
ried into the noi-thern high level sewer.

Mebtiiyr.—The Merthyr Local Board of Health
having obtained their Bill for carrying out their sur-
veyor's proposed scheme of irrigation, steps will be
immediatoly taken to borrow a sufficient sum for carry-
ing out the same ; Bomething like £30,000 will be re-
quired.

Neath.—The Neath Sewers Committee have accepted
the tender of Mr. Cribb for tho new drainage works
proposed to bo carried out In that town.
Newe.'(t.—The question of dealing with the sewage of

this town and diatrict is at length virtually settled. A
committee has been unanimously agreed to by a very largo
meeting, dtdy convened by legal notice last week. The
whole parish ia to lie formed into a drainage district,

Ottery S. Mary.—The Ottery S. Mary Ixwal Board
have determined, on the strong representation of the in

-

habitants, to give a better water supply to the upper part
of the town, and Mr. Norrington, the surveyor to the
board, is entrusted with the survey, estimates, <fec.

Purification of the Rivers Aire and Cai.der.—
On Tuesday a conference of the representatives of local
authorities of towns on the rivers Aire and Calder was
held at Leeds, " for the puriwso of considering what
meafiuros it is most advisable to adopt for tho purpose
of enforcing the purification of tho rivers Airo and
CaMcr, and the suspension of legal proceedings for a
sufficient period to eifect tho necessarv measures for
domg so." It was resolved " That inasmuch as the Go-
vernment have not taken any measure for the general
conservancy of therivers Aire and Calder, and great
pressure having been put on tho local authorities iu tho
watersheds of those rivers by proceedings in Chancery
and (»Uicrwise) thi^ westing is oX opuiou (hat iSOQie

moasore should be futrodDc«d into Parliament In the
onsolng seBsion on behalf of tho local anthoritloa of all

the borooffhfl and districts within the watcrshedH of the
Aire and Oalder, to doal with tho whole question of de-
fecating the Bewago of such places, and of purifying tho
streams and rlvera of those watersheds, due regard
being had to the Important manufacturing and other in-
terests thereby affected." It wau also resolved, " Tbat
a committee be appointed to cooaidor and report as to
the best mode of giving effect to tho preceding resolu-
tion, and that this meeting bo adjourned to tho 6lh
October to receive their report."

Rkioati:.- Considerable progma has bean made with
the irrigation works for tho Retgato sewage. Mr Baldwin
Latltam is tho engineer for the works, and fn hia iajit re-

Eort to the Reigato Town Council says that great progress
08 been made iu preparing Earlawood Common for the

reception of the sewage of the district, and with the erec-
tion of buiidtngs and sewage exfcraotora. Work to the
valueof £1,650 has been done, and Mr. Latham Itasceriifled
for£l,3lO to be paid to Hr. Uayward, the contractor. The
sanitary committee hare approve I the designs of Mr.
Latham for the outfall seweni, and have directed applica-
tion to be made to the Secretory of Stato for hia consent
to borrow £13,000 to carry out the works.

Tauntoh,—The Taunton Board of Health is in a " fix."
The whole of the sewage discharges into the Tone, and
for a mile in length the river has the app;aranoe of an
elongated cesspool. Various plans have Iwea diacussed for
deodorising the sewage to make profitable manure, but
hitherto nothing has been done. The affair culminated on
Thursday week, when Captain Beadon (who owns the
fishery of the river, and has houses on ita bounds) gave
notice that unless the Board remediea the nuisance with! n
a fortnight he will apply to the Court of Chancery for an
injunction to res'.raiu the Board from sending any sewage
into the river.

The Losdon Water Supply.—Mr. Ormsby, C.B., baa
written along letter to a dally coutomiwrary respecting
the water supply of London. He iwinta ou*- that although
there ia plenty of water for common uae iu London, the
source from which that supply ia derived is so corrupted
with unavoidable filth aa to make it unfit for human cou-
sumption ; and it la therefore necessary to overcome thia
difficulty by the discovery of an analytically-pure source of
supply. It appears that 100,000,000 gallona of water
are consumed daily for all purposes, and, as the utmost
that ia required for drinking and cooking ia 0,000,000
gallons per day, it is evident that if all ^he water that is

used in London ia to be filtered, it will bo necessary to
filter 91,000,000 gallona per diem more than isretiuired, as
well as to commit tlie absurdity of applying thia filtered
water to the purpoie of flushing sewers, serving wator-
cloaets, watering streets, &i. Mr. Ormsby discusses at
great length tho report of tho Royal Commisaionera on
this subject, and advocates the adoption of the Salisbury
Flam project, believiug it to be the best that can be
adopted.

Lord Derby on Sanitary Reform.—Lon? Derby last
week laid the foundation stone of a new hospital at the
rising town of Bootle and in an admirable speech
dwelt on the, to a great extent, preventiblo causea
which necessitated the estabUshmeut of such iustitutiona.
Among such causes he jromiuently classed our sanitary
deficiencies. *'Insaniiary matteia, at least." said the
noble lord, **the future of the world need no;, be like ita
past ; for the worst of the material evils that beset ua, the
cause is not in the arrangements of nature, but in our-
selves

; andrememberingthat this is the age of great towns,
and knowing what are, in a sanitary and moral point of
view, the defects and the difficulties of great towns ; and
bearing in mind, what I am afraid there i« no doubt of,
that an urban population nob recruited from the country
cannot keep lire permanently iu itself, butteuda inevitably
to decay and die out—considering all these things, I
say, you will be at no loss to aeo what our business ia, and
to some extout to see how it ia to be done. We want
here broad streets, good driduago, plenty of light and
plenty of air. These are the first requirements, and for so
much I will undertake to answer, so far as my intereai^in
Bootle is concerned. But we want more. We want good
and cleanly houses for our working men: wa want hatha
and washhouaea; we want places of healthy exercise for
those whose labour ia sedentary ; wo want places of rest
and hannless amusement for all when their labour is done
These things must be everybody's concern; and aa
Bootle is about t he yoimgeat borough in England, I hope it
will do what youth always tliiuka it can do—show itself
a great deal wiaer ani more energa ic than ita elders.
Oue thing we have to r6m<;mber—in theory we all know it,

but in practice we are too apt to forget it—that the true
wealth of a sta- e is not shown in the liats of its exports and
imports, nor in a vast x'evenue easily raised, nor in ita
enormous yearly saviugs, of which our statistical writora
boast. All these things are excellent in their way; but
excellent aa they are, they are raeims, not ends; and the
end of them all ia, that wo should have living on thia
English soil a popu lai ion not squalid in dirt, not deci-
matetl by diaease, but liealthy in body and mind, trained
for all needful puri^ses, whether of peace or war, living
in homea which make self-respect possible, and afached
to a country which has done its duty towards them." If
every wealthy landlord laid to beam (as Lord Derby has
done) the maxim iha' wealth has its duties aa well as its

privileges, what might not be effected in the way of
social reform? Class feelings woultl no longer rankle in
the breasts of working men, nor would the upi>er claasea
be contemptuously spokeu of aa "a bloated aris.ocracy.*'

STAINED GLASS.
Barnard Castle.—A stained glass window has just been

placed in the south transept of the pariah church of Bar-
nard Castle to the memory of the lato Canuu Dugard,
vicar. The aubjec s of the window are " Christ giving'
his charge to Peter," and the '• Good Samaritan." Tho
work ia by Mr. Baguley, of Pilgrim -street, Newcastle-uoon-
Tyne.

^
Steyniso.—The west window of tho fine old church at

Stt^yuing, Sussex, has just been filled with stained glaas,
erected aa a memorial to the late Dr. Ingram. The deaigti
of the stonework, an Early English window of two lights
with qaatrefoil bead well proportioned to the massive tower
in which it is placed, ia the work of Mr. Gordon Hills,
Jlt'ssrs. Hardman being intrusted with the deaigu in
Stained glass, lyhich consiat* of two large-ozeU medallious
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eontainia; sal]!)«c sin rich ooloiLn set iu aground of gris-

aiU« gluB with oalo(u«d hord«n. Tho subjects illustrated

aw "ClirUt Massing little Children/* and "The Good
SunariUn."

STATUES. MEMORIALS. ETC.
Sdixburoh.—The Priuce Consort Memorial, Edin-

bargh, is now, so (arat least as the soolptoria concerned,
approaching completion. The design selected for the
memfuial was one of three sabmitted iu public com-
patiUon by Mr. John Steell, R.S.A. It consists of what
uaj bAMnerally described aaagreat pedestal, Bapport-
ing a cologBal equestrian statue of the Prince, aud itself

enriched with bas-reliefs and subsidiary groups of
statnarr. The structure, obloug in grouud plnn, is

formed in three stages. The drst of these, which pre-
sents faoes of plain masonry about 4ft. in height, has at
eeefa aa^ a square projectiou, designed to snpport a
gnmp « tgnres. Over this rises the second stage,
which is to have its sides covered with quotations from
Prince Albert's published speeches. The third stage, or
pedestal proper, is richly moulded, and exhibits en
each side a bas-relief in bronze illustrative of the Prince's
tastes, or of leading events in his life. Under the
centre of each bas-relief a group of emblematic objects,
snggestive of the Prince's honours and pursuits, will
rest on the ledge formed by the projection of the se-
cond stage beyond the base of the third. The groupsof
Btatuanr for which places are provided on the first stage
are designed to represent people of all classes in the act
of epproaohiug the Prince with look^ and gestures of
reverence and affection. In accordance with Mr.
Steell's wish, the execution of ttiese subsidiary groups
was entrusted to other Edinburgh sculptors. That re-
presenting the Aristocracy was undertaken by Mr.
Brodie. The figures standing for the Army and Navy
were assigned to Mr. Clark Stanton. The late Mr.
](«GaUam took the group representing Labour; but after
aocomjdlahiQg the greater part of hi^^ task, left it to be
finished by Mr. Stevenson, whi» had also allotted to him
the figures intended to denote Science and I/itrrature.

Of the four groups, only the one last mentioned now
remains to be completed, and thatwe(Sr<)f4tman) believe,
is nearly ready for casting. Borne delay has taken place
in respect to the pedestal, in consequence of the resolu-
ticn adopted about a year ago to substitute Peterhead
granite for freestone. This granite will be supplied by
Messrs. McDonald and Leslie, Aberdeen. It will, how-
ever, require nearly twelve months to execute the com-
mission for granite work after the order shall have been
given.

LouunsoRouoH.—A new drinking fountain, the gift
of the Ven. Archdeacon Fearon, is in course of erection
in the Market-place, Longhborougb, by Mr. Hall.

#ur ifficc Cable.

The South London Tramways.—The following
is the method adopted in the construction of the
tramways of South London :—A trench is first

dug in the centre of the public carriage-way, ten
feet broad and two feet deep. The bed is paved
with old bricks closely packed together, and
covered with concrete one foot six inches in thick-
ness. Upon the solid mass are placed iron shoes
four feet apart, which receive quarteringg of
yellow deal, six inches deep, four inches broad,
and twelve feet in length. These are kept five
feet apart by iron bars, which drop transversely
into sockets prepared for their reception in the
shoes. Upon the quarterings are laid the iron
tramway, four inches in breadth, in which is a
groove to receive the small wheels, by which the
carriage wheels are regulated. The inner half of
these trams is corrugated, and affords a bite for
the revolving wheels. The interstices are filled in
by blocks of granite six inches square, set in with
concrete, and which, when complete, form a level
and compact road of great durability.

SciXNCE AUD Abt DEPARTMENT.—The resulta of
the late examinations in drawing held by the
Science and Art Department are as follows :—As
respects schools for the children of the labouring
poor—In 1,376 schools examined, 98,644 children
and pupil-teachers worked 114,964 exercises, being
an increase on the numbers examined in 1869 of
282 echooU, 16,093 children and pupil-teachers,
and 19,750 exercises. As respects schools of art
and art night classes—In 394 schools examined,
16,861 students worked 24,370 second grade exer-
cises

;
an increase of 91 schools, 3,587 students,

and 4,330 papers. From 347 schools of ait, night
classes, and science classes ,13,660 students sub-
mitted to the Department for examination 90,889
drawings, executed in the ordinary course of the
year s study, being an increase of 126 schools and
cuajM, 8,736 students, and 25,440 drawings. In
1M9, 75 cacdidates were examined for the third
gT«le, or art mastei's certiBcate. These worked
302 exercises, and 25 candidates were successful.
In February last 78 candidates, who worked 316
exercises, were examined, and 27 succeeded in
obtaining the certificate. Finally, the total
"""^

vTo*^
schooU examined in drawing this year

?9n o-i ' *?•* "' "kodidates 128,643, by whom
J .'^'^ • *°^ exercises were executed ; show-ing* total mcrease in twelve monthsof 404 schools

examined, 23,418 candidates, and 49,534 works
and exercises. In the last three years there has
been a total increase of 1,146 schools, 76,412
candidates examined, and 160,867 worked exer-

cises.

Thames Embankmest (North) Approachrs.—
Useful and necessary as it may be to open com-
munications between the streets running south
from the Strand to the Victoria Embankment,
we (Globe) are unable to join in the opinion that
this improvement would bring the magnificent
carriageway by the Thames into use, and relieve

the Strand. The necessity is a broad road branch-
ing obliquely from the neighbourhood of Charing
Cross to the Embankment. Such a way might be
opened from the eastern extremity of the Char-
ing Cross railway station, nearly in the line from
the upper side of Trafalgar-square (by the side of

S. Martin's church) to the Strand. The property
to be taken oathe south of the Strand is not of

grc it value, and does not include the destruction
of any public building of great importance. [Our
contemporary does not take cognisance of the fact

that it is at the east, and not at the west end of

the Embankment that an approach is wanted to

render it available for much traffic. That approach
(viz., the new street from the Mansion House) is

in course of construction, and will be the main
feeder of traffic to the Embankment. To make
the approach what it should be at Charing Cross,

a roadway should be constructed directly opposite

the Nelson column, but this would necessitate

the complete or partial demolition of Northumber-
land House. As it is, we think that the continu-
ation of Whitehall.place to the Embankment will

alFord a tolerably direct outlet from the Embank-
ment to Charing Cross, though not so good a one
as that suggested by the Globe. But however
complete the western approaches may be made,
comparatively little traffic will run along the Em-
bankment until the City approach is completed.]

Alleged Oil-Spbing in London.—At the last

meeting of the Hackney District board of Works,
Dr. Tripe, the medical officer of the district, re-

ported that he had visited a factory belonging to

a Mr. Barnes, at Hackney-wick, where there was
a furnace fitted up for burning "dead oil"—that
is to say, an oil which is given off during the
latter stages of the distillation of gastar. The
The oil, however, burnt at Mr. Barnes's works he
discovered was not "dead oil," but a similar

product, which is pumped with water from a
deep well in the factory, and resembled impure
rock-oU. He believed it was the only instause
of a natural oil-spring in England.

Dover Harboob.—The Dover Harbour Board
intend to deepen the harbour, and improve the
vessel accommodation, at a cost of £80,000.
Messrs. Lee & Sons, the contractors for the Ad-
miralty Pier, have been making the necessary
surveys, with the view of obtaining the order for

executing the work.

Fall op Buildings at Manchester and
Jakbow.—About 9 o'clock on Monday morning,
the greater portion of two houses and shops in
Market-street, Manchester, fell. Some time ago the
premises were condemned by the City Surveyor
as insecure, in consequence of which the owner
had commenced making alterations. The front
wall of the upper stories had been removed, and
the owner's intention was to replace the shop
windows. From some cause the whole of the
front floors, from roof to basement, gave way on
Monday. Fortunately no workman wore engaged
about the building at the time of the accident
Later in the afternoon another portion of the
premises fell. On the same day, two large chim-
neys at the west end of the chemical works lately

occupied by Mr. T. J. Nixon, of J arrow, suddenly
fell down with a loud crash, and carried with
them the entire ends of two large sheds, considerable

portions of the roofs, and several yards length of

the boundary wall. Fortunately, there were no
persons in the vicinity at the time.

Cjjips.

The new theatre in the Strand (described in last
week's Building News) is to be named the " Opera
Comiquo."
The church of S. Ethelburga, Bishopsgato-street,

is closed for further "restoration."
The church of S. Michael, Cornhill, will be closed

for two Sundays, to allow of tho construction of
ventilators and other work.s.

The foundation stone of the new music hall at

I
Sheffield was laid yesterday (Thursday).

Mr. Ernest Hart, well known as a sanitary re.
former, has been appointed editor of the British
Medical Journal.

'

Another race-stand accident took placerat Leices-
ter, on Monday week, and several people were
severely injured.

Great alterations and additions are to be made to
Zion chapel, Boston. Messrs. Broughtoa and
Shorwin's contract has been accepted for the pro-
posed works.
Tho Corn Exch.ango, Lincoln, has recently been

repainted and decorated by Messrs. Morgan and
Waller.
A local journal sxys tliat tho lowest tender for

the erection of the new church of S. Martin, Lincoln,
is .t2,000 above the architect's estimate. The com-
mittee intend to fall back on the other plans from
which they originally selected.
The new Com Exchange at Chatteris was opened

on the 19th ult.

The Rochester and Chatham Gas Company have
resolved to reduce the pi ice of gaa supplied by them
from 4s. to 3s. 6d per thousand feet at the end of
the year.

A now organ (by Messrs. Walker and Sons, of
London) has just been placed in Feering parish
church, Essex, at a cost of ,£350.
Tho enlargement of S. Peter's Church, Folkestone,

is so far accomplished that the building was re.
opened yesterday (Thursday).
On Tuesday last tho memorial stones of a now

Primitive Methodist chapel wore laid at Derby The
total outlay will be £4,000.
A now Protestant church at Killarney was con-

secrated last week.
A street tramway from the Liverjiool Exchange

to Spollow-lano, Walton, was opened yesterday
(Thursday).

A great number of buildings .are at present in
course of demolition at Liverpool, to make room
for the new station for tho Manchester and Shef-
field, Great Northern, and Midland Railways.
The foundation stoi.e of a new Wesleyan chape

was laid on Tuesday last at Coxhoe.
Mr. Joseph Doclds, M.P., on Tuesday last laid the

foundation stone of a Sunday school for the Cleve-
land Wesleyan chapel. South Stockton.
The building of the art schools which are to be

erected in connection with the London University
College, in conformity with the provisions of the
Slade bequest, is to be proceeded with without
delay.

At a meeting of the gas consumers of Market
Drayton, held last week, it was resolved, " That
the Market Drayton Gas Company be solicited to
reduce the price of gas to 4s. 6d. per thousand feet,

and should they refuse, this meeting pledges itself

to discontinue the use of their gas at Michaelmas
next."

Mr. RoUaston has been re-elected surveyor to the
Asses.sment Committee of the West Bromwich
Board of Guardians, at a salary of £90 per annum.
Thebuildingsof the Newcastlelmprovod Dwellings

Company (Limited), nejir tho New-road, are now
r.ipi.ily approaching completion, ani.1 it is stated
that tho applications for tenancies from every grade
of the working classes are already very numerous.
From Canada we learn that extensive fires have

been raging in the woods around Ottawa.
Tho parishioners of Speen, Berks, aro about to

rebuild tho tower of their church, at a cost of
£1,200.

"rhere is a talk of making Leicester-square a
flower market. A more desirable change could not
take place ; and Covont-garden, which has long
suffered from repletion under a badly arranged
system, would find no little benefit from such an
establishment as is now proposed.
A circular letter has been addressed to the Lords

Lieutenants of counties, asking them to obtain for
the International Exhibition of 1871 specimens of

any varieties of earthenware that may be produced
in tho Highlands to meet a local demand. Many
of these, though of the commonest kind, have often
(says an Inverness paper) a character and interest
peculiarly original.

It is probable that the Prince of Wales will lay
tho foundation stone of the new Royal Infirmary,
Edinburgh, in October.
The death is announced of Mr. George Baird, of

Strichen, at the age of 60 years. Mr. Baird was a
member of the well.known firm of W. Baird & Co.,

ironmasters, reputed to be one of the largest con.
cems of the kind in the world, the principal works
being at Gartsherrie and in Ayrshire.
A new cottage hospital at Stanley, near Wake-

field, has been formally opened for the reception of

patients. The building cost £550, a great part of

which was contributed by working people.

Mr. Peter Thomas, a member of the Sheerness
Local Board of Health, has, upon receiving a
lawyer's letter from Mr. J. Lund, the late surveyor

to the board, apologised for making use of language
detrimental to that gentleman's character.

The Local Government Act has been adopted for

the Tunbridgo Muw District, and a local board of

eighteen members is to be elected.

The foundation stone of the new Corn Exchange
at Doncaster will be laid on the 22nd inst.
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HesflTB. Churchill & Sim's sale ou August 31 coojusted of

45,000 Sprioe deals, &o.
80,000 Quebec piue dealK, &c.

39,000 Petersburg, Ai-chatiget, and Oue^a do.

89,000 Swedish deals and battens
25,000 Norway deals and battens

80,000 Finland deals and battens
3,500 Fitch pine planks

170,000 Prepared fltx^riiig and match boards
400 Loads Swedish balks

^230 ,, Quebec walnut
54 „ Quebec birch

540 „ Pictou birch
350 „ Quebec elm
80 ,, Quebec ash
270 ,. Quebec yellow and red pine

1,000 ,, Uantzig flrtimljer

50O „ Swedish fir limljer

60O ,, Memel dr timtjer, &c., ^c,
with hickory, mouldings, palings, laths, whitewood
timber. Below are given the prices realised at the sale :

—

Per
Archangel 1st yellow 3x9 Petg. std.

Do. 2nd do. 3 X 9 do.
Bjorueborg yellow 2J x 7 do.

Do. white 2} x 7 do.
Calmiu: lathwood Oft cub. fthm.

ChriS! Inestadt white Petg. std.
Christiana spars 4 to Oiu foot run

Do. 2ud yellow 2i x 6.J 120 12ft.

Oa 1st white 3 x 9 do.
Do. 2nd do. 3 x 9 do.
Do. 3rd do. 3 x 9 do.

Dram 2ud yellow 2J x 6i do.
Do. 3rd do. 24 x 6i do.
Do. 3rd white 2^ x 6J do.

Gelle mixed yellow 3 x 9 & 11 ...Petg. std.
Do. 2J X 9 do.
Do. 3&2J X 7 do.
Do. 2in do.
Do. liin do.
Do. l\ia do.
Do. liu do.
Do. 3id yellow 3 x 11 4;9 do.
Do. 2in do.
Do. 1 to l|in do.

Georgia pitch piue4in Petg. std.
Do. 3in do.

Gamla Oarleby mixed yellow 3 x 11 ...do.
Do. 3 X 9 ....do.
Do. 2} X Y do.
Do. 3 X 7 do.

Gothenburg mixed yellow 4x9 do.
Do. 3rd yellow 4 x 9 it 6 do.
Do. 3rd white 4 x 9 do.

Hirdikswall mixed yellow 4 x 9<fcll...do.
Do. 3rd yellow 3 x 11 do.
Do. 3 X 9 do.
Do. 2J X 7 do.
Do. 3 X 7 do.
Do. mixed wliite ., do.
Do. 3rd white do.

Kragero mixed white do.
Do. 3rd white , do.
Do. mixed yellow do.
Do. 3rd yellow do.

Ny Carleby mixed yellow do.
Do, mixed white do.
Do. lathwood cub. fthm.

Onega 1st yellow Petg. std.

Do. 2nd do do,
Petersburg Ist yellow 3 x 11 do.

Do. 3 X 9 do.
Do. 3 X 7 do.
Do, 2i X 7 do.
Do, 1st white 3 X 9 do.
Do. 3&2J X 7 do.
Do, 3 X 11 do.
Do. 2n(i white 3 x 11 do.
Do, lathwood 8ft, cub, fthm,

Pugwash spruce 120 12, 3 x 9
Pictou birch 16in & up load

Do, Hemlock lathwood cub, fthm.
Quebec 1st bright pine 12ft. 3 x 11

Petg. std.
Do. 1st floated 12ft3 x 11 do.
Do. l9t dry floated 12ft. 3 x 11 do.
Do, 2nd bright 121 .3x11 do.
Do. 2nd floated 12ft, 3 x 11 do.
Do, 2ud dry floated 12ft. 3x11 ...do.

Do. 3rd brigh 12ft- 3 x 11 do.
Do. 3rd floated 12ft. 3x11 do.
Do, 3rd dry floated 12ft, S x 11 ,..do.

Do. walnut foot cube

Do. wainscot logs 18ft. cube
Do. Birch Gin, &up load
Do. hickory do.
Do red pine do.
Do. yellow pine do.
Do board do do.
Do. elm do.
Do. ash <lo

Do, 1st spruce 12 to 14ft. 120 12, 3 x 9 17 10
Bo. 2oddu. 12ft do. 14 5 to 14 16
Do. 3rd do. 10ft do. 12 5

Richibuctodo do, 11 15 ,, 14
Kiga lathwood cub, ftbm, 4 5
St, dolm's spruce 120 12, « x 9 12 15 ;,, 13
Swartwick mixed yellow 4x9, Petg, std. 10 6 „ 10 10

Do. 3x9 do, 10 16
Do. 3x7 do. 9
D0.8 x8 do. 8 15
Do. 3rdyellow4 x 9 do, 9 10
Do. 3 X 9 & 3 X 11 do. 9 10
Do. 3 X 7 do. 8
Do. 3 X 8 do, 7 15

SandjBwall mixed yellow 4x9 .do. 9 10

7 to
IJd.
£ s.

7
13 5 „
12 15 „
11 15 „
6 15
« „
6 5

11 15 ,,

10
9 5
8 10 „
7 10
7 5 „
5 „
9 10 „
7 10 „
4 15 „
12 10
12 10 „
9 „
9
8 16
8 S
9 5
7 10 ,,

8 15
9 10
9
8 16
8
7 10
? 5 „
6 10 „
6 „
6 10 „
8
6 10 „
7 „
6 15 „
3 5

14 6
10 10
12
11 5
11
11 5
8 10
8
10
8
5 10
10 10

7 16

6 16
6 5

6 15
9

7 15

14 15

9 10
8 10

e
11 15

£3to£312s. 6d.
£ s, £
2 15

19 10
18 10 16
17
13 10

12 6 „
9 „
9
9 10
s. d,

2 to
£ s. d.

2 10
4 2 U
5 7 8
3 5
3 17
3 12

12 10
12 10
9 6

8. d.

4

8 to £4
«

Bought in
do.

£ s.

Do, yellow balks load I 17
Soderham mixed yellow 2J X 7„.Petg. std. 8 5 „ 8 10
Stockviken mixed yellow do. 8 5 „ 8 10

Do. 3rd do do. 7 10 „ 8 10
Do, 4th do. do, 7 10 „ 8
Do. 3id while do, S 15 „ 7 5
Do, mixed do do. 7 10 ,, 8
Do. 4th do do. 8 15 „ 7

Skeileftea mixed yellow do. 7 15 ,, 8
Do, 3rcl do ; do. 7 15 ,, 8
Do. 4th do.) do. 7 15
Do. mixed white do. 7 1,5

Do yellow balks load 114,, 116
Tonsbeig white Petg. std. 5 16 „ 8 6
Trois pi-itolee 1st pine do. 14 10 ,, 19 5

Do. 2nd pine do. 9 ,, 11 15
Do. 3rd pine do. 7 15 ,, 8 10
Do. 1st spruce 120 12, 3 x 9 12 10 „ 18 5
Do. 2nd spruce do. 1116 „ 14 5
Do, 3rd spruce do, 12 6 ,, 12 15

Uleaborg 1st yellow Petg, std. 8 5,, 9
Wyburg 1st yellows x 11 do. Boughtinat

9 10
Do. 3x9 do. 9 10 ,, 10
Do. 3 X 7 do. 9 10 „ 10
Do. 2Jx7 do. 10 5

Wifstawharf yellow balks load. 2
Do. fir timber,,.,; do. 2 0,, 2 8

[Prepared Flooring.]

8. d. 8. d.
Fredrickstad Ist yellow flooring l|in. stju. 12 tj to 14

Do. Jm do. 8 «
Do. iia do. 7 8
Do. 2nd yellow do. l|in do, 10
Do, liu do, 8
Do, Jin do. 7
Do. |in do. 8 9

The Dautzig and Memel timber found uo purchasers,
and was bought in.

The Amekican Timber TRiDE.—The North A merican
timber trade has fallen otf very considerably this season,
the majority of the fleet, which have arrived in this
country on their first voyages, having been unable to
obtain remunerative freights for the return trips. This is

owing to the scarcity of timber at Quebec, the rafts from
the interior not having arrived in consequence of the ice

being long in breakiug up. A fleet of 138 vessels, repre-
senting iUmost as many thousand tons, was, a short time
ago, ou turn for loading, which had a tendency to reduce
the freights. In consequence of this, it was feared a
number of fine ships would have to be dismantled for the
season. At this jimcture, however, freights to and from
the Baltic rose considerably, and already large consign-
ments of coal are being shipped by vessels of all classes

from 50 to 1,000 tons register, Elsinore and Croustadt, for

orders being the general stipulation in their charters.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Teak louKlS
Qnebao, red pins .... 8 IS

,, yellow pine,. 4
St, John N.B. yeUow
QuetMc Oak, vhite,. 6

„ birch 3 IS
,, elm , 4 6

Oantzic oak 6
flr ,

Memel flr

Riga 3
Swedish 2 10
Ua«ta,Qnet>ec red pine 3 15

,, yellow pine., 3 IS
LatliWQOil,Dautzlc,fm 3 15

., St, Peteubnrj 5 10
Deals, prC, 12 ft, by 8
by 9 in..

Quebec, white epruce 12 10
8t.John, whiteapruce 12 10
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C,

Canada, lat quality, 16 1)
tod do 12

Archangel, yeUow . . 11 10
St,PeterBbnrg, yeU,. 1110

TlHBBR.

13 IviFlnland <7
4 IS Uemel 7
4 16 (lothenburg, yellow 9

01 „ white 8
6 looefle, yeUow 10 S
5 0;3oderham 8 1)
6 6 Chriatiania, per 0,,
6 in 13 ft, by 8 by > In.
4 lol yeUow ZO
4 Oj Flooring Iwarda, per
4 Bq. of liD., fltst yel 7 6
3 OiFirstwhite „ 7

Second qualitiea ,,,, 6
PuHioa Stokb pr ton S

Onji. Ac.
Seal, pale....per tuD 37
Sperm body 83
Cod 40
Whale, 8th. Sea, pale 36 1

)

Olive, GalUpoii 60
Cocoanut, Cochln.toa 43 10
Palm, line 3fl

Linseed 29 10
Bapeseed, Bog. pale.. 41
Cottonseed 28

18
14

18
12 in

13

<8
9
11 .1

9
12 10
12

10 6
9 6
7 6
8

Metals.

Pig, Foreign ....»»».. per ton
,, Ifiuxuaa W.B. ., do
., LfsdCo. ....-.»..»»» do
,. O'her bi-andi »,,,, do

Sheet Milled do
Sliot, Patent ...- do
Rod or Minium ,.,..,.,...-.»».. do
Lithurg', W.B ..,,.,- do
WhiteDry ... do

,, ground lu oil ,.,, do

CoiFCk:—
Britiah—Cake and Ingot .... perton
BealSeiected do
Sheet H do
Bottoma « do
Australian do
dpauiah Cake do
Cut I Bare cash

,, refiuediUaOt
Metal Sheathing and Rods per lb.

£18 IS
20 S
30 S
19 10
20 10
22
19 IS

3j

,£70

71
74
78
70

63
61

6J

£19
20 IS
20 IS
20 u
21
23
20 10

72

64 10

73

Crabe Setos

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Dl;ndke.—Strikk of Carpenters.—The cjirpeuters era-

ployed by Messrs. Alexaader Stephen & Sous, shipbuilders,
Duudee, struck work ou Friday last for an advance of
wages. They have for some time back been paid a the
rato of £1 per week. Work, especially iii the yard of
Messrs. Stephen, lias been plentiful for some time. The
carijeutors, thinkiufij this a proper drae to agitate for an
increase of wages, held a meeting ou Thursday week, at
which it was resolved toasik au increase of 3d. \teT week ou
their pre.seut waj;es. A deputation was appointed to wait
ou Messrs. Stephen, and lay before them the claims of
the men. This w.ui doue aud the auswur returned being
uultvoiirable, the men, to the number of loO, immediately

left work. About a dozan of the appreutiuee have siuoe
been arrested on a charge of having iutimidated a car-
penter named Robertson, who had returned to hit work
ou the old tenn«.

MANrHi»TER.-At a meeting of the Manchester Carpen-
ters' and Joiners Arbitration i3oaid on Monday night, the
following resolution wasdecided upon:—*' U soIved-Tbat
the practice (tUat ha-i been adopted by some employer*) be
discoutiuiiediu the future of thufortmen Ktathig to work-
men applying for jobe that they are only paying a oenaiu
rateofwoges, that rate of wages being )jelow the standard
of rhe town, and that after Uctatjer ist, s rangers be paid
at the rate of 7d. per hour the tiret week, aud 7jd. at the
end of the second week, if proved to be average skilled
workmen ; with workmen who are uotof average skill, the
wages to be a matter of bargain between the employer and
the workman.''

The Short Time Movemknt i.v The Building Thade«.
—On Thuradav week a public meeting of cariMuters,
joiners, and others engaged in the building trades was
held in the Hall of Science, Old-street, St. Luke's, for the
purpose of submi ting a code of working rules, limiting
the hours of labour in the trade ; Mr. St. Clare occupied
the cliair. The cliairmaa said that during the last eight
mouths a number of district muctings had been held in the
metropolis, aud the position of the trade discussed. A com-
mittee of delegates was appointed, and they came to the
conclusion that nothing but a limiU ion of the hours of
labour would benetit the trade, a code of working rules
wasdecided upon, which the delegates hoped would be
rau uaily binding on both the employer and the employed.
He contended that a code of woiking rules was highly
necessary to keep the trade alive, aud improve the position
of the members. The code limited the working hours to
nine per day, at 8d. per hour. It might ho said that the
reduction of the working hours would reduce a man's
wages at tha end of the week. That might be so, but a
reduction of the hours to fifty per week would give em-
ployment to a vast amount of unemployed members of
the trade. To prevent strikes aud lock-outs there was a
clause in i he rules providiug for the set' lemeut of all dis-
putes between masters and men by arbitra ion. Mr.
Ilaroy said if they did not get a code of rules of some
sort the position of the workmen would become worse.
If the men were united no impediment would staud in the
way of their improvement. He maiuUiued that if the
working classes were united, like the middle and upper
classes, they would not be in their present degraded ijosi-
tion. Mr. Crawford then road the propoiied rules at
length. Mr. Uavis moved a resolution setting forth that
The moral aud social condition of the workmen would be
best secured by reducing the hours of labour, and pledging
the meeting to a code of rules which wo uld give the iraae
8,id. per hour. Mr. Cookson, Mr. Shield, Mr. Rombold,
Mr. Dunn, and others addressed the meeting, aud it wai
decided tliat the code of rules drawn up by the delegates
should be adopted, Mr. Davis's resolution being negatived.
A vote of thauks to the chairman closed the meeting.

TENDERS.
Baker-stkeet, W.—For alterations aud additions at

No.'18, Baker-street, for Mr. J. Taylor. Mr. W. Beckham
Witheriugton, architect, 135, Cheapsido, and Worcester:

—

Marks £200
Elkiiigton 260
Robertson 255 17
Bamfonl (accepted) 227 10

Barn.slky.—For the comijletion of the Queen Hotel, in
Barnaley, for Mr. James Fox. Wade & Turner, architecti.
Quantities supplied :

—

Walton & l^wtou, masonry aud excavating £*^050
Goodyear, carpenters' and joiners' work 849
Brown, plumbing and glaziug 368
Brown, slating 73
T. & J. Shaw

,
plastering 390

Stepliensou & .Charlesworth, paiutiug 41

£3671
'Tenders received for the whole.

Nicholson & Son £4370
Robinson & Son 4020

BAHiNGaxoKE.—For additions and altera? ions to "East-
lauds," Basingstoke, for Mr. Alderman Wallis. Mr. G. B.
Muflsell wliite, architect. Quantities supplied :

—

Budden £836
Pelham & Tigwell 79T 7 9
Mu83ellwhite& Son , 755 10
Pistell 748 18
Jennings (accepted) 741 15 5

Cannon-stheet.—ForSalters' Hall Chambers, Caunon,
street. Mr. Collier, architect :

—

:

Brass £5S73
Greenwood Si Sous 5550
Gammon 6497
Patrick 5490
Perry Brothers 6447
Hill, KeddeU, & Waldram 5246
Browne & Robinson 5180
Collb 4397
Merrit & Ashby 4117

City.—For warehouse. Swan-lane. Mr.W. W. Gwyther,
architect :

—

Ryder £5660
Hill, KeddeU, & Waldram 6480
Jacksou & Shaw 6471
Mansfield &. Price 5263
I'aliison 6247
Holland «fc Hauaen 4993

ElmjWAKE-ROAD, W.—For alterations and additions at
Xo. 72, Edgware-road, for Mr. F. Bullock. Mr. W. Seck-
ham Witheriugton. architect, 135, Cheapsidetb Worcester:

—

MelviUe £283
Scott 198 10
Mark 143

Favershah.—For alterations at the Wealeyan obapel,
Faverf*ham :—

Ratcliffe £695
Whiting 669
Shrubsole (accepted) 538

Melton Mowbray.—For addition toHarboroughHotet
Mr, R. W.Johnson, architect:—

Weaver & Barnes £714
Fast 661
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Hosxsn.—For new Ooogr^mtioiua Chap«l, Tollington
r«fk. BtKBMj-rawL ChulaaQ. Soulei Sun, urehltBctB:-

OrMBWooil A Sooi £103U
JaekMB * Shaw 10359
Stimnon 9S6S
SewaUTSon 9883

— ~7. »n2

MtuiASchu
Mmst
SitBuui * VbtlMriiiglULm ,

OonBnthtn

0643
0330
9815
9190

BvLU—For new Wa«le}'aii Chapel, Ac, CoUmaa-Btreet.
HkU. Bfr. W. Batterill. architect. Qiiantitiee supplied
bjr iil. G.W. iiauwell, 3, Wefitminster Chambeis, London:

—

Morrell, Hull £7615
ManhaU, Hall 736S
Tomlinwo, Leeda 7270
HooksejALiggiDgs. Hall 722113
JackaoD.Holl 7182
Sa-jeuit, Hull lOSO
HntchiaaoQ, Hall 1079
Waller, Holl 7005
Usher b Stamp, Barton 6S92 10
UaagisTe, Hull 6695
ScholeSeld £ Tajlor, Hull 6693 6
W, 4 L Hall, Hull (accepted) .. 6528

KxrmusG.—For additiona to reeidenoe at Kettering.
Mr. B. W. Johnaoo, arcbitool :—

Wilaoa A Bellamy £556 10
Briggs 600
Barlow ABrittea 498
HeoaooASon 475
ahaiman 462

LsiCESTntSHiRE.—For works at Barkl; Hall. Mr. B.
W. JohnaoD, architect :—

Herbert £2211 16
Faat 2199
KealeiSon 2149

LoxDON.—For polUng down and rebuilding a stable in
the rear of No. 10, Leighton-road, Kentiah-town, for Mx.
H. O. Nodes. Mr. Jam€s Robert Fumias, architect :

—

Fawcstt f355
Ball 350
HaUej 834
Dickens 263
Tajlor Bros, (accepted) 248

LiTWATE HiiL.—For new offices for the National Pro-
Tindal Plate Olaas Company. Mr. I. T. Smith, architect;—

Baymeot &Son £4575
Henshaw 4355
Ennor

, 4260
Scrivener & White „ 4217
Hill, Keddell & Waldram 4098
Kelly Brothers 4O64
Browne <fc Robinson 3937

MiiDSTOKi.—For the new Grammar School, Maidstone.
Anseomb (acceptod) £3,821

MascHwrER.—For the erection and compl ction of a
nuM-roomed Tilhi residence, with bath, W.C., and out-
uoUdings, at Heatou Chapel, for Mr. Thomas Leigh. Mr
oharwin, architect. Quantities supplied.

S''?'*^- =6638 10
W»d«,BittL 690
AtUnwn 583 q

™^^i,-:; 567
Uenl&Eadle 553 q
DaTiee (accepted) '.'.'".'".'.

650 10

Maschesteb,—For alterations and additions to pre-mim m Deansga-e, Manchester, for Mr. E. HoUoway.
Mr. Bherwin, architect. Quantities supplied.

Herd* Kadie £126 10D"" 119

MiKCTiESTER.—For the erection and completion of two
cottages at Cadishead, of six rooms each, with cellars
andout-buildings, for Jlr. Joseph Ashley. Mr. Sherwin
atotutect. Quantities supplied :—

HenlAEadie £4~i

Si'-.
:::::::::::^

Danes
Lock
Cardwell (accepted)

RoMFOnD.—For cemetery at Romford. Mr. B. 0. Allam,
C.E., architect. Quantities supplied.

428
405

395

f^!*^ £3015
Johnson ,0-,

SjiT" •••"• 'f'o

Halliday is Care 2607
.'....'.'." 2677Fact .

Perkins
Bterenaen A Co „
Weaver „..
Winkles

2558
2510
:490
2300

v!!'*o^w JfojfBaAY.-For new stables at Craven Lodge.Mr. It w. JohuBon, architect:—
Bromwlcb JU^
Halliday A Cave '..,.'.,' 1047
Fast

PLuarow.—For Methodist ttet church.
ham, arcUtect.

Deatli
Finch
Johnson
Thompson 48on..
Bartlett
Dye
Kscpsnee

Popwdl
Hamp * Ooitliler

.

lOSO

Mr. F. Boro-

Bleasa....
Barwell .

.

Chessum
Cole ....

Carter ....

Goddard
Hubbard
Haynes ..

Hayward
Jackson .

,

I,angtou .

.

Meadmore
Uarsliall

Morris .

.

Nichols ..

Pizzey .

.

Potter ..

Ridley .

.

Staudon..
Stricksou
Tobot
Wood ....

Woods ..

Williams
Woodcock

"I -13

MoT il„"'S'*^™'''' «^o'^l''ed), near to WoodhoSeMoor. Jno. M. Fawcett, architect. Leads.

555
584
617
670
325 U 10
561 14
471
457

630

e«

620
005

6C0
485

368

£
200

299
255

181
231

231
180

6 11

185

174 19
294

204
531

18(
186

176

210

£ s. d.

183
241
188
296
183
243
146

137
220

255 10 7

180
192
199
265

162 15 6

296

I 11 3

1704
s. d.

2100

BANKRUPTS.
(to surrender in the country).

Ray, George Robert, DiikinBeld, engineer. Sent is at
Ashton-rader.Lyne.-Sharp. Joseoh. LeZ 'h?.1Ri„.. «:,„.Lyne.—Sharp, Joseph, Leeds, buUdor, Sept.

1694 0*

2103

Accepted,

SonrnALL.—For boilers, pumping machinery, and hot
water supply at the St. Marj'lebono Schools, Southall.iMr.
H. Saxon Snell, architect :—

I'wl'y £780
Oemson & Co jsq
Mackenzie Bros !!!!.'.' 704
Lambert tt Sons !!!.'.'.." 695
Frjiser ggy
Turner ife Co 662
Benham & Sons o56
Jennings 559

3

Potter ds Sons (accepted) ' 679 16
Sot'TDALL.—For the erection of boiler house and chim-

ney shaft at the St. Marylebone Parochial Schools,
Southall. Mr H.SaionSnell, architect:—

Barber & Groome £362
Nias 335
Nightingale 302
Baton & Chapman 290
Reavell 280
Howard 275
Gibson Bros, (accepted) 26O
Woodcock 200
Parsons & Tilling 287

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BTHLDING
ESTIMATES.

St. Mary Abbott's, Kensington, Sept. 7.—For the
erection of a new infirmary and other buildings adjoin-
ing their workhouse. Ruben Green, Clerk to the Guar-
dians, No. 1, Dovonshire-terrace, Wright's-laue, Ken-
sington.
Metropomtas Board of Works, Sept. 22.—For con-

structing, completing, and maintaining in repair for
twelve calendar mouths after completion, a storm outlet
sewer, penstocli chamber, with two penstocks therein,
flap chamber and tide flaps, and other works in connec-
tion therewith, on the premises of the Deptfofd Pumping
Station. John Pollard, Clerk of the Board, Spring
Gardens.
Oswestry, Sept. 24.—For a Congregational church, on

the site adjoining the old chapel. W. H. Spaull, archi-
tect, Albion Chambers, Oswestry.
Tadcasier Union Workhoose, Sept. 10.—For the

erection of this workhouse. J. A. Bromet, Clerk to the
Guardians, Tadcaster.

St. Pancras, Sept. 5.—For providing and fixing iron
railings, with iron coping and brickwork, and concrete
foundation, round an inclosure in course of formation
at Lismore-circuj, Gospel Oak Fields. Chas. Worrell,
Chief Clerk, St. Pancras Works Office, 10, Edward-street,
N.W.
Keiohley, Sept. 5.—Contract A.—For the masons'

and bricklayers', carpenters' and joiners', painters',
plasterers', slaters', and plumbers' and glaziers' work
required in the erection of stable, coach-house, coach-
man's cottage, &c., on Skipton-road, for Thos. U. Cook-
croft, M.D. Thos. Elliott, architect, Devonshire-build-
ings, Skipton-road, Keigliley.
The Barton, &c.. District Local Board, Sept. 17.

—For levelling, paving, sewering, and channelling
Clarendon-road, Eccles, being about 820 yards in length

;

also lor paving and completing King-street, Eccles,
about 220 yards in length. Georgo Trenbath, Clerk,
Board-room, Patrlcrolt.
Ulster Railway Company, Sept, 7.—For the supply

and erection of a now wrought-iron snperstructnre for
the railway bridge over the river Bann at Portadown.
Foster Coatcs, Soorotary, Belfast.
Cleethorpes Sewer Authority, Lincolnshire,

Sept. 6.—For the supplying and laying about five miles
of socket pipe sewers, varying from 18in. to 9in. in-
dlameter

J also the necessary junctions, gullies, ventila,
tors, tanks, and outfall works, &c. Rev. W. P. Jones
Secretary, Great Grimsby.
Lambeth, Sept. 12.—For the construction of about

1,820ft. of brickjscwer, 8ft. 9in. by 2ft. 6in. (one bricli),
and 6,720ft. of brick sower, 8ft. by 2tt. (half brick), 740Jt.
of 15ui. pipe, and S.OOOft. of 12in. pipe; together with all
side entrances, ventilating shafts, gullies, bell-mouth
connections, and other matters, in Princes-road, Broad-
street, Tyres-street, VauxhaU-walk, WIckham-strcet,
Vonxball-Rtreet, Jonathan-street, Brook-stroct, Plea-
sant-place, Bird-street, and Andersou's-walk, Lambeth.

I

Thomas Roffoy, Clerk to the Vestry, Vestry Hall, Ken-
nington-green.
St. James's Chuhob, Colchester, Sept. 20.—For

repairing and restoring the abovochurch. S. S.Tetilon,
ftrchitect, 2, Craig's-conrt, Westminster.

POBUC EXAMINATION.—Act, 1869.

buUdIr ion^' i^7' '"'?°?''?P';,T°'"I'.
Strand.green.lano,

K.rt oi T ?,C '-J- """1 J' Callie. Liverpool, builder—
bSidei

°'"""''»'^ ""> G- 8«ee«"g, Heiton", Yorkshire,

„ . ,„ DrviDEND meetixos;
Sept 13, J.Crofc, Wangforil, builder.-Sep. 8 p SvkesBurmUiorpe, near Doncaater, iontractor.

' '

W11- m „ SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.
,,.;;,':'"'"5, Wells, Inverness, iroufounder. Sent 8 at 12 —
V, ilimm Cornelius, Edinbui^h, painter, August 30 at 12

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED
Kinder and Kinsey, Cannon-st., City, engineers -BrickCompany, Newi>ort.-B. and R.' B. Evered, SmithwtokBishopsga'e.st.-without, and elsewhere, brai f"mde™-M'Cannand Everal, Great Malvern, buUde^- Chatwciod

Sh-p^rfUd:^"''''""-^''^'''^^'''' ^'"""«' *"*•

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randell, Saunders, and Company, Limited. Ouarrv.men and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of Prices at the

QuaiTies and Depots
; also cost for Transit to any part of

the United Kingdom, furnished on application
BATH STONE OFFICE,

[*^°"'-3 Corsham, Wilts.

Prlce48., Post Free, 49. 4d.

Laxton's Builders' Price Book,
For Architects. Engineere, Ealiders, Contractors, Surveyom and all

the Bollding Tradee.
For fuUy fifty yeare thl. work has been considered the chiefauthority on matters connected with the BuUdlng Trades lu use

even on one occasion, will probably repay the cost of the book ton
times over, and instances will ctntinually occar in which the con-
sultation of its pages will effect a saving of many pounds.

London : MORGAN and CHASE. 38. Ludgate-hiU.
And may be ordered of any bookseller in the kingdom.

PERSPECTIVES, SoTi^PENlad INK
or COLOURKD.—S«e phott^raphs from drawing in the Build-

ing NewsoI September 10 to October 15. 1869, and inauy others

—

M.. 12, AUred-pUce, Tburloe tquare, South Kensington, JJondon.

'

HANDBOOKS FOR TOURISTS.
A N INTEODUCTION to the STUDY of

-TX. GOTHIC AKCHITECTURE. By J.H. PAllKim,M.A.,F,S.A.
Thud Edition, Eevised and Enlarged, with 180 Illustrations »ud a
Qlossarl-al Index. Fcap. 8vo., cloth extra, Gs,

A CONCISE GLOSSARY of TEEMS
used in GRECIAN, ROMAN, ITALIAN, and GOTHIC ARCHI-TECTURE. ByJ. H.Parker, M.A..F.S.A. New Edition, revised.
Fcap. 8vo., with nearly 50u il lustra fcions, oruAmental cloth, 7b. Gd.
" For the knapsack of the traveller, or the table of the amatear,

not Bafflcieu^ly ijtereated to need the completer work, it is an in-
valuable litlle volume."—Builder.

THE ENGLISH ABCH^OLOGIST'S
HANDBOOK. By Hehbv Godwin, F.S.A. Post 8vo., cloth, 78. 6d.
"The antiquary will find it inwtiinable as a book of reference ;

the student will have in It a valuable aaaistant ; and by a judiclouB
use of It, the sham antiquary may avoid any great mittakea when
hia cousin the Wear displays to him the wonders rf hia parish
t^^urch We imagine that no archDeol(«l8t will henceforOi
consider his knapsaok packed until thiit little handbook is put in."—
Athenaeum.

Oxford, and 877, Strand, London: JAMES PARKER and Co.

A
By THOMAS MOKEI?, Archllecl.

HOUSE FOR THE SUBURBS,
Socially and Ar.:hltecturally Sketched, with a Prefatory
at the Great City. Third Edition, with Designs, ISs. Cd.

How to Value, Claim, Protect.

ROYAL INSURANCE COMPANY.
FIRE AND LIFE.

LOMBARD-STREET, LONDON,
and

NORTH JOHN-STEEBT, LIVERPOOL.

SECURITY TO LIFE ASSURERS.
From a quinquennial valuation of the entire Life liabllitiea made

as at Slst Detember, 1819, by independent Actuarios at 3 per cent,
nett premiums, the Life Assets showt-d a

SUHFLUS OVKQ LlAHILlIIKS OF £329,956,
euabling the Directors to declare a

Revebsionary Bonus amounting to C7 10a. pkb cent,
on each sum assured for the five years, and to still hold lu reserre
all protlts accrued on Annuities und Endowments.

BXTRAOT FROM LAST ANNUAL REPORT.
After payment of Dividend and Bonuses, the FUNDS ol th

Company stand as follows :

—

Capital paid up £289,095
Reserve Fund, and ProSt and Lobs Account,.. ::8tt,925 10
Life Assurance Funds 1,173,401 I

JOHN H. McLARBN, Mani^er.
JOHN B. JOHNSTON, Secretary In London.

IMPROVED DVVELLINGS ?0R THE PEOPLE.

THE ARTIZANS', LABOURERS', AND
GENERAL DWELLINGS' COMPANY

(Limited),

Capital £250,000. Shares £10. £1 paid per Share.
President—The Dean ofWESTMINSTER.
Arbitrators. I Local Coukcil.

Right Hon. Earl Shaftes- Thos. Ba:iley, Esq., M.P,
bury.

'

I
Jacob Bright, Esq., M.P.

Right Hon. Earl Lichfield. I Joliu Cheetham, Esq., M.P.
Lord Elcho, M.P. W. R. Calleuder, Jmi., Esq.,

&c., &c., &c.
I

M.P.
TV. Swindlehurst, Manager and Secretary.

The Company is espocially formed to erect improved
workmen's dwellings on the co-operative priucii)le. No
boershop or tavern to be erected on the Company's pro-

perty. Profits realized by workmen employed on the

Ijuildings 40 per cent. Deposits received at 5 per cent,

FroBpectuses on application, enclosing postage stamp.
Office ,1, Great College-slreet (opposite the House of Lords),

WestmiuBter, Xxindou.
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FIREPROOF STRUCTURES.

NOTWITHSTANDING that we live in a

complete " age of iron," but very little

use, comparatively, is made of that material in

our buildings towards counteracting the

effects of fire. It is true tliat in the majority

of our new public structures timber in balk

has been to a great extent replaced by cast

and wrought iron, and care is generally taken

that the staircases and floors are constructed

so as to be fireproof, or nearly so. Regard is

also had to these details in most of the gigantic

warehouses and stores that are erected by our

merchant princes. But including all these

and many more examples, the total yet falls

far short of what it should amount to in a

city in which fires are almost of daily occur-

rence. It is unquestionably more costly to

build structures of fireproof materials than of

others that are not so constituted, and this is

the reason why the principle is not carried into

practice in buildings of secondary importance,

where the first cost is the only feature con-

sidered worthy of attention. It is impossible

to expect that private builders will ever intro-

daice the fireproof system into their trade

until it be rendered obligatory by legislation.

This is a step which no one can say would at

the present be either fair or judicious. It

must not be forgotten that buildings and
houses are erected now upon much shorter

leases than formerly prevailed, and there is

consequently neither the inducement nor the

necessity for building them in so durable a
manner. We have heard it stated on very
good authority that a nobleman who owns a

large amoimt of metropolitan property will

not grant a building lease on the land for

more than twenty-five years. No one in his

senses would build a fireproof structure on a
property subject to such couditions, nor could
it ever be attempted by the legislature to

enforce a measure of that nature, unless at

the same time some radical change was intro-

duced in the law of fixtures and dilapidations.

The reversion of the tenants' property to the
lord of tlie soil becomes too expensive an affair

when durability and permanency are its dis-

tinguishing characteristics.

In all buildings the staircases, floors, and
roofs are the chief elements of danger and de-

struction when exposed to fire. All these in

ordinary dwelling-houses, and even in struc-

tures of a far more pretentious nature, are

usually constructed of that inflammable mate-
rial—wood. It can perhaps scarcely be ad-

vanced, so far as the safe escape of the occu-

pants of a house in flames is regarded, that

there is an absolute necessity for the roof to

be fireproof, but there is no doubt respecting

the floors and staircases, or, at the very least,

of the latter of these. An iron or stone stair-

case would, in our opinion, prove a far better

mode of egress from a burning house than that

which is termed, by mistake, a fire-escape.

Granting for the moment that this part of the
question is not yet quite ripe for compulsory
legislative enactments, there are undoubedly
numerous instances in which the fireproof

principle in its full integrity should be rigidly

enforced. By the above phrase we mean that
it should not be applied to merely portions of

a building, but should include the wliole
structure. It is not enough in these cases to

leave the matter in the hands of owners
of property or tenants of wharves and ware-
houses ; for suppose one propri';tor to place
a large store of exceedingly inflammable
and combustiblegoodsand merchandise under
a fireproof building, and his next neighbour to

keep his stock of similar commodities in
wooden sheds—timber magazines—the former
is perfectly at the mercy of the latter. Among

the instances to which we have alluded as

calling for the interference of the legislature

for the compulsory adoption of the fireproof

principle of construction may be mentioned
that of the gigantic stores, warehouses, and
other erections lining the shores of our great

national docks. It was but yesterday that

property to the value of over ^20,000 was
either consumed or destroyed by a fire that

broke out in the Victoria Docks. The confla-

gration took its rise in one of the timber ware-

liouses used for storing bales of jute. The
warehouse measured IBOft. in length and
breadth, and contained no hss than 3,000

bales of jute. Fortunately, by dint of great

exertion, the fire was confined to the single

building, but had it spread to the contiguous

ones the loss of property would have been

enormous. It will possibly be asserted by
some that although a building may be con-

structed of fireproof materials that will not

prevent the corrtents from catching fire from

internal causes. This is true to some extent,

no doubt, for if a light were applied to a

quantity of jute or other inflammable descrip-

tion of goods, the nature of the building that

contained it would not prevent it being set on

fire. But if the structure were fireproof, it

should contain in itself no element of destruc-

tion from fire, and also should prevent the

possibility of it being communicated to the

interior from causes of an external nature.

As we proceed, it will be seen that so-called

fireproof structures are sometimes by no means
faithful specimens of that principle. It may
with truth be said that excepting the desira-

bility of saving the lives of inmates by the

adoption of iron or stone floors and staircases,

there is not the slightest real utility or immu-
nity from danger obtained by making part of a

building proof against fire. It is simply a

"doing of things by halves," a course of action

that never has and never will attain to any
permanent advantage.

Speaking from a professional point of view,

the three principal subdivisions of a fireproof

structure are the roof, the floor or floors, and
the side walls, or carcass. Of these, considered

separately, the first is the most common. In
fact, any roof that is constructed of iron truss-

ing, as a very large number are at present, in

all cases where the span exceeds very limited

dimensions, is, per se, almost fireproof, unless

it be boarded over before the outer covering

of slates or other material be put on. The
necessityfor using boards, and thus doing away,
as it were, with the very piinciple of the roof,

is, in some exceptional instances, absolutely

unavoidable, as it becomes imperative to have
a " cool" covering at all hazards. Even when
the covering is not supplemented by boarding,

unless the whole of the building be fireproof

a conflagration, although it cannot actually

consume, yet nearly invariably destroys the

roof. That cast-iron columns, beams, and
girders, are not fit to be erected again in the

same position, was amply demonstrated by
the unfortunate burning of a portion of the

Crystal Palace. The carcass of this magni-
ficent edifice is fireproof, so far as that term
applies to fire originating in any of its actual

component parts, but that did not prevent the

floor, whicli is an immense area of planking,

from catching the fiery infection from the

over-heated pipes and flues. A communica-
tion was rapidly established, through the

agency of the tall tropical plants and the

various beautiful courts, to the glass of the

roof and sides, which could melt if it could

not inflame ; and but for the fact that the

wind was favourable to the extinction of the

conllagTation, there would not have been in

the whole Palace " one column left on
another." Had the floor of the Palace been of

concrete it might not haveabsolutely prevented

the burning that took place, but it would im-

doubtedly have both mitigated and retarded

its course. It is very doubtful wliether

wrought-iron will withstand with impunity
the extreme opposite effects of tire and water,

but there is no question that any cast-iron,

forming portion of a building that has been

through an ordeal of that description, is

utterly unsafe to be again employed for any
purpose of construction. It is only fit for the
melting jiot. At the same time we have very
strong suspicions that many of tlie columns
and joists forming portions of the dcbrii of

the Crystal Palace fire, which were sold by
auction or disposed of by private contract,

have been placed in positions where they are

still doing duty. To proceed still further,

tliere are notwanting instances in which build-

ings erected in every sense upon a fireproof

principle have been as totally destroyed as if

they had been constructed of the most in-

flammable materials. The latest example is

one which happened about a week ago. Some
very extensive flour-mills, scarcely four miles
from the town ofCork, were entirely demolished
by this cause for the second time. After the

first occurrence, it was determined by the com-
pany to re- construct the mills on the fire-

proof system, which had not been adopted in

the first instance, in order to obviate the danger
of a second conflagration. No pains nor ex-

pense were spared to ensure this object, but
all the precautions failed to avert the result,

which has reduced the whole premises to a
mass of ruins, including some very powerful
and valuable machinery. In the face of these

facts, the construction of areally fi reproof build-

ing appears to Le a question yet to be solved,

and tlie prospect does not seem very encou-
raging. AVhile there are unquestionably some
fireproof systems of a bona fide reliable nature,

there are a large number so called wliich are

worthless, as wtll by the materials used as the

manner in which they are disposed and put
together. There is a great deal yet to be doug
in this particular branch of constructive art_

At present we have only made a commence-
ment, and not a very good one either. There
is plenty of room for improvement, and we
do not doubt that it will soon become mani-
fest, especially if the legislature turns its at-

tention to so important a subject, which is so

vitally connected with the safety and wel-

fare of all great cities.

SUNDRY WORKS IN THE ISLE OF
THANET.

[Continuedfrom page 163.)

IN the environs of Broadstairs, Stonehouse
Farm buildings form a picturesque

group, the house at a distance presenting the

appearance of one of those interesting gabled

residences which we have been describing ;

and its tiled roof, of a rich golden brown hue,

rises pleasantly above the thatched ones of the

barns around it, properly marking its promi-

nence over them. A closer inspection, how-
ever, is disappointing. On the side next the

sea there is nothing but the outline of the

gable, the walling being flat and whitewashed.

On the opposite side it has not been so spoilt,

and the scale being larger than ordinary it is

efl'ective, but, as the date in the panel in the

gable would lead one to suspect, the execution

is coarse, and the bricks of the ordinary size.

It is, in fact, only a later imitation of the older

specimens of this class, and deficient in all

their delicacy and quaintness of treatment.

The inscription in the panel is—

Martha Huggett
Mary Brookes
Ann Peylen

1710

Who and what were the three departed Graces

thus handed down to posterity it is amusing

to speculate about ; the enterprising builder

we will not malign by supposing to have

been a bigamist, yet it is strange that they

should all appear to have been equally

honoured at the same date ; or could the

house have been tenanted by a partnership of

spinsters ? We have not had time to search

in local chronicles to elucidate this interesting

point.
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Ash»mg»blealongside of this one ig a (

rzample, showing how still further d«

, .1 curious

tioB ofdetaU has followed the Upse of time.

Its rery existeuM would prove that fact. A
pantl in its gable bears the incription—

Erected

1S3!)

Paull
Haggett

A decorative oiitline executed in the coarsest

and vulgarest manner is all that it has to

boast , • xi

Not far from this farm is another, in the

Tillage of Smock Street, of far higher, indeed,

of remarkable interest ; we do not know when

we have been so pleased by a modest rural

structure, and yet the means by which the

effect has been produced have been of the

humblest and cheapest. It is of far older

date than any of which we have spoken ; an

ancient timber-built manor-house, it would

appear to be dated perhaps as far back as the

latter part of the sixteenth century. Its plan

that of an I, the centre rising rather higher

than the wings, the roofs of which are hipped,

and the whole covered with tiles, and a good

group of chimneys rises out of them. The

entrance is imder an open arched porch, re-

oeued in the right-hand wing. The upper

story of the central portion is decorated with

two large rosette ornaments, divided by fields

of diaper work, all of which has been executed

in the plaster, apparently by a stamp, the or-

namented part being left white, and the ground

around covered with grey rough-cast. The
designs are thoroughly mediaeval and good,

and the style one which might be easily imi-

tated in the present day for the cheapest class

of constructions.

A quarter of a mile further on, and near

the Broadstairs station, is a very small cottage,

noticeable for the extreme simplicity with

which the style of work we have described

can be applied to the cheapest description of

dwelling. It has only the gable ends out-

lined with a large ogee moulding, and a flat

sort of pediment at the apex, but nevertheless

the proportion and effect are gof d.

Proceeding onward to the village of S.

Peter's, several other most interesting ex-

amples will be found; one, diapered richly

witli blue-black bricks on a white ground, is

effective ; and another has a sort of projecting

backbone to the chimney stack, formed of

4i corbelled-out brick pilaster, and this is

carried down to the springiag of the gable,

and laterally supported or tied in by brick-

work ornamentally with the flints. A house
of rather more than usual importance beyond
the church has a good brick porch of quaint
outline and detail.

The church itself deserves more than a
passing remark. It was originally a chapelry

to Minster, but became a parish church about
1200 A.D. It has a long nave and chancel,

with narrow aisles to the former and a north

aisle only to the latter, a fine tower at the north-

west angle, and a spacious south porch. The
arcades of six arches on each side between the

nave and aisles are of very excellent Norman
work, and tliat in the chancel Early English,

with two arched openings that once led to the

organ loft in one of the spandrels. The church
has been apparently very judiciously and care-

fully restored by Mr. Joseph Clarke, the
architect, but the new details and furniture

which he has introduced are deficient in tone
and character of work. The ceilings yet call

out for improvement, being simply plastered

over, hiding all the timbers except in the
chancel, which lias a rather good treatment
of an interesting ribbed ceiling, the por-

tion over the sacrarium being enriched with
colour.

Most of the windows have been filled with
•tained glass, we were informed, by Messrs.
Heaton, Butler, and Bayne. Only those in

thenorth aisle are to be commended, and those,

possibly the latest executed, are really inte-

resting, well drawn and richly coloured : we
take them to be fiom the designs of Mr.

Holliday ; a band of figure subjects is carried

across the centre of the windows, and above

and below is grissaille work within borders.

As to the rest, they are rubbish of the ordi-

nary manufacturers' quality, with Our Lord

and His Saints parodied in so grotesquely

comic a style as to be almost blasphemous.

The colour and drawing are atrocious ; the

heads look generally as if copied from
barbers' blocks or afflicted with water on the

brain.

On the road to Ramsgate, in the charming
village of Dumpton, is a pretty brick cottage,

the outlines of the gables of which are com-
posed of a succession of portions of circles.

The cottager can, if he wishes, repose under

his own fig-tree, but was deaf to the adjura-

'ion on our part of " In the name of the

prophet—figs !" A new Cemetery is being

formed upon the heights above Ramsgate, and
a chapel and lodge are being erected. To
Mr. Gilbert Scott, jun., the credit of the

works in progress belong, and they promise

well, but are hardly sufficiently advanced tor

us to criticise. The lodge, however, is nearly

finished, and with its archways and timber and
plaster story over is stately and picturesque.

Passing a very Victorian and unprepossess-

ing, though pretentious, pile of buildings for

the coast-guard, the name of the architect of

which we did not and cared not to learn, we
found our way, with some expectation and in

haste, to Mr. E. W. Pugin's great Granville

Hotel, S. Lawrence-on-sea. We were anxious

to learn what would be the unfettered work
of so loud a critic of the work of others. It

is said he has spent .£30,000 upon it, and to

have been his own employer as well as archi-

tect. We were grievously disappointed. It

is of the loudest Victorian (so-called) Gothic,

and a heavy disagreeable mass of building,

without sky-line or outline of any kind, with
hugeBrobdignagian sash windowsand moulded
lintels, &c., ten times worse than those of Mr.

Waterhouse's Club in S. James's-street. One
can, however, with justice thank him for the

planted promenades and other attractive

surroundings of his work.

COSTUME AND ART.

COSTUME maybe usefully divided into

throe kinds, or modes, of clothing

the " naked animal man." The first may be

typified by the old Greek dress, where the

evident object was to hide the figure as little

as possible, i.e., to so clothe and fit the human
frame as not to hide or smother, but to show
the form. The next other mode was the pre-

cise reverse of this, and was well typified in

the magnificent costume of the ancient Mede,
in whom the whole figure was clothed in flow-

ing drapery, the object being to exhibit the

splendour of the dress, and to add to the dig-

nified presence of the wearer by its shape and
folds. These two modes of dress may be said

to represent the two opposite ways of clothing

the human form, both equally good in their

way, and obviously equally suitable for differ-

ent people and avocations. It must be ob-

served in passing that under these two heads

there are a vast number of costumes and
modes of dress all the world over, and in all

ages, which will equally well typify the two
systems; and a work of no small interest

might be written on the subject if thus simply
divided. The third mode we would venture

to call the mode of quaint costume—the word
quaint being used for want of a better. It

may be represented by the dress of the Japa-
nese, where the object would seem to be
neither of the t?vo above mentioned—neither

to show the form of the wearer nor the grace of

the dress, nor even folds of drapery, but simply
to cover the body with some quaint device,

almost like the strange figures on a common
pkying-card. It is, perhaps, the very strangest

costume that was ever invented by man ; the

patterns, the colours, and the odd cut of the
several parts making up a gorgeous show, not
a little strange and quaint, and unlike every-
thing else. There are, under tliis head, too, a
number of diil'erent costumes from different

countries and in different ages ; and much of
the costume of the middle ages is of this type,
and has come down to us in the glass
painting in the windows of cathedrals and on
the walls of churches. To this class of dress
belongs that of the end of the last century
and of the days of Hogarth, where a sort of

odd quaintness redeemed it in a great measure
from contemi)t. Indeed, as we see it in the
paintings and prints of Hogarth, it is impos-
sible not to be struck with its oddity ; and the
wig and great horseman's coat, long waistcoat,

short breeches, and heavily buckled shoes,

make up together at least a harmonious whole,
and the word quaint seems to be the only one
which can well characterise it.

It is from this strange idea of a human
dress that our modern costume of to-day
comes by regular descent ; aud it of right must
come under the same general heading, for it

certainly docs not belong to the Greek idea of

dress, nor to the Median robe order of cos-

tume, nor, indeed, if the truth must be told,

to the quaint, but is truly a thing by itself.

It is simply the very stupidest thing ever yet

invented by the ingenuity or perverseness of

man. It comes under neither of those two
leading principles which should regulate all

costume, viz., cither to show tha form and
action of the human frame, or to exhibit the

form and folds of the dress with which it is

clothed ; or, to go to the third and only other

way, to show mere " quaintness," as we have
ventured to call it, where neither of the two
first requirements of dress are aimed at. It

would seem, indeed, absolutely impossible to

conceive anything more ungainly and incon-

venient than the present system of modem
fashionable male attire—the " sustained splen-

dour " of Mr. Disraeli—for it does not allow

of the form to be seen ; it is nothing in itself,

there being no folds or drapery, and there is

in it no sort of quaint interest to make up in

any way for the loss of the two prime ideas in

all dress. To confine our remarks to the ordi-

nary fashionable male costume, we may take it

for granted that the dress-np of a smart waiter

at a big hotel or club may be taken as fairly

typical of it. The arms and legs of the old

Greeks were left bare, for not living under
Mr. Gladstone's rule they knew nothing of the
" anthropomorphic element" in fine art ; so

that when they wanted to draw the human
arm they were content, poor simple, ignorant

souls, to look at one, and the old Greek dress

allowed of it. In our improved modern sys-

tem of clothing, this it is clear cannot be
done, for the climate, it will be urged, com-
pels the covering of legs and arms. Be it so.

Neither, again, does the form of the dress

allow of the dress to show itself, and to become
a thing of beauty jjer se, or even one of conve-

nience ; for what can possibly be more ugly
or awkward than the semi-tight fitting sleeve

of a common coat, or the still worse and more
fashionable trousers? Quaintness will not
surely be charged upon them, so that neither

form, nor comeliness, nor oddity belong to it

or to them, and certainly not mere and simple

utility. Fashion does all the work.
It would be useless to go into the merits of

the world-renowned swallow-tailed coat—that

pride of the smart waiter, and last hope of

those who glory in being dressed. Of its con-

venience or beauty, no one perhaps ever yet

did boast, any more than they have done or

do of the tight-fitting boot or tall chimney-
pot and so dearly-fashionable hat. They are

all things which the tyrant fashion compels
everybody to wear and to be perpetually in-

convenienced by. It really all seems to be
typical of the art of the time of this latter

part of the nineteenth century, when all real

and genuine art has disappeared and given

place to machinery and manufacture. It

would be impossible to sink lower than we
now are sunk in this country—at least, in all
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matters appertainiDi,' to art, whether high or

low ; and cue means of rescuing tilings from

this most deplorable state would be, as we take

it, some improvement, or say merely change, in

costume ; and it would seem that the only

channel through which any such change or

improvement is at all likely or possible is in

that of our army, and in the dress and ap-

pointments of soldiers.

The tremendous and disastrous failure of

that gallant and so perpetually victorious

army of France lias been so sudden and un-

expected that no man has had time to think

anything about it, or how it has ever come to

pass that so magnificent a body could have

suffered and lost as they have done. May it

be allowed us in this place to suggest one

cause of it—the excessive neatness, primness,

and fit of the clothes of the men ; every-

thing bran new, and of the brightest and

gayest colours. The man was lost in his

smart tailoring. And the course of the war
has been so rapid that there has been no time

for any one to grow shabby enough to work,

or do anything, or to think of his own per-

sonal and bodily self. In the old Italian wars

of the first Napoleon, the soldier wore off the

smartness of his smart attire before he found

himself on the battle-field, was ready for

work, and thought of himself and not of his

dainty clothing—all so tight, and awkward,
and inconvenient, and unfit for its stern pur-

pose. What more important subject, then, can

there be tlian that of the art combined with

utility in costume, more especially in the

dress of the soldier ? In it most surely there

ought to be combined the two prime requi-

sites—utility and convenience, and ease of

movement with sightliness and artistic beauty,

and appropriateness and harmony of colours.

Cobden used to say that the French were so

artistic a nation, and so clever in making
the most of what other people would despise

and throw away as useless, that they levied

a sort of tax on the whole world in the matter
of setting the fashions and showing the rest

of the world how to make a dress, and then
how to wear it after it was made ; not, by the

way, so easy a feat as some might be disposed

to think ; but it is to be feared that they
have paid a fearful price for their artistic supe-

riority, for what with this world-taxing smart
dressing and Hyde-Park generalship the

nation itself is all but well nigh lost, and
their Emperor quite. It cannot be amiss,

therefore, to draw attention to the art of

costume, and to the best possible way in which
the human body may be clothed so as not

to impede its movements, and yet that this

costume shall be at tlie same time beautiful

in form and harmonious in colour. In mili-

tary dress these two principles are funda-

mental requisites, as no soldier will be, or

ought to be, satisfied unless he looks like a

soldier. The old Greek went out to battle

with liis limbs as free as possible, and with a

dress allowing of the utmost ease and freedom

of action and movement ; and may it not be

a good and useful question, in case of any
radical change of costume, either in the regu-

lar army or in the volunteer force, or in the

formation of any new volunteer regiment, to

depart a little from the conventional and
fashionable type of clothing, and aim at some-

thing better and more workable and appro-
priate ? Humanity itself is, as things now are,

absolutely blotted out by the unsightly cos-

tume it is compelled to wear ; and pictorial

art is impossible all thetime there are no living

exemplars to keep the artist's eye and hand to

the work he has to do. In either of the

three systems of costume-making we have
named there is to be found abundance of

precedent and examples to go by ; and the

difficulty, if any there be, will be in the num-
ber, and not in the paucity of examples. Of
course it will be understood that all that has

been said of a required change in military

costume applies equally—nay more—to civil

costume ; and it is in the hope of seeing some
speedy change in the dress of the soldier, now
generally admitted as desirable, that these few

hints on the subject of costume, and the need

of beauty and harmony in it, have been

written. C. B. A.

YORKSHIRE ABCH.EOLOGICAL AND
TOPOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION.

THE Huddersfield Archxological and Topo-

graphical Asaooiation held their fourth

annual excursion on Wednesday week, the deati

nation on thia ocoaaion being the ancient borough

o£ Pontefract. Arrived in Pontefract the ex-

cursionista proceeded at once to examine the ob-

jects of interest in the neighbourhood, under the

guidance of Mr. T. VV. Tew and the secretary,

Mr. Fairless Barber. Having inspected Swillington

Tower and the Upper Guard House, where the

courts of the Duchy of Lancaster were formerly

held, the party proceeded to the remains of the

famous old castle of Pontefract, making a halt at

an elevated spot near the porter's lodge. Here a

special general meeting was held. The president

of the Association, (who occupied the chair) sug-

gested several alterations iu the rules of the body,

with the view of extending its operations and

usefulness, and concluded by moving that " The

society should henceforth be called the ' Yorkshire

Archajological and Topographical Association,' and

that the object should ko ' to examine, preserve,

and illustrate the history, architecture, manners,

customs, arts, and traditions of our ancestors, and

especially to further the collection and preserva-

tion of materials for the history and topography

of the county of York.'" This was agreed to

unanimously, and some formal resolutions follow-

ing upon it were passed. The company then

listened attentively to an elaborate and interesting

paper by Mr. Tew on the history of the surround-

ing neighbourhood, with especial reference to the

castle. After the reading of Mr. Tew's paper, the

party proceeded to make a minute inspection of

the remains of the ancient castle, and on leaving

the castle the party wended its way to the rock-

cut hermitage, which is one of the most interest-

ing sights of antiquity to be witnessed in York-

shire. The inspection of the visitors was much
facilitated by Mr. James Fowler, F.S.A., who read

a paper on the history and character of the scene.

He traced the history from the first mention of

the hermitage by Thoresby, in 1703. It seems it

was founded in the year 13S6, by Adam de

Laythorpe and his son Robert, and in 1433

became attached to NosteU Piiory. There was a

garden surrounding the dwelling of the hermit,

which he might cultivate at his leisure, and from

this runs a narrow descending passage, leading to

what was the dwelling. An irregularly quadri-

lateral chamber cut in the rock is reached, and by
descending another Hight of steps, access to a

spring of water of crystal purity is obtained. On
the west side of this secluded dwelling is the

cavity iu the rock which served the hermit for a

chapel. The altar and the reading desk, also of

rock, still remain intact, and on the opposite side

to the altar is a settle, which must have been

used by the hermit to repose or to meditate on.

From the hermitage the company went to the

Town-hall, where a museum, containing some
most remarkable archa3ological curiosities, had
been made up of loans from Lord Houghton and

others of the leading gentry of the district. The
church of S. Giles ; an old house in which King
James II. is said to have held ilia court, and which

contains a fine old siiecimen of wood carving ; and

a strange vault below the Malt Shovel public-

house, were next visited. The company then pro-

ceeded to the Red Lion Hotel for luncheon. After

luncheon, carriages were taken to All Saints

Church, mostly in ruins. Mr. J. T. Micklethwaite,

F.S.A., read a paper descriptive of thia interesting

place, which used to be called the Minster of the

Moors. During thereading of the paperthe company
assembled in the transepts of the old building,

which have recently been renovated, and are now
used for service. The greater part of the re-

mains of the edifice, Mr. Micklethwaite said, corre-

sponded in date with an ordination in the year

1361, by the Archbishop of York, of thirty marks
from the priory and convent of Pontefract to the

then vicar. The architecture mostly belonged to

the latter part of the fourteenth century. During

the sieges of the seventeenth century the church

was reduced to a state of ruin. Special notice

was directed to a remarkable double-stair in the

tower, which is almost the only specimen of the

kind iu England. A model of the staircase was

exhibited iu the church. The New Hall was the

last object inspected by the party. Thia is a

grand old ruined mansion of the latter part of the

sixteenth century. Carriages were taken from
the Now Hall to the railway station, where s large

part of the company prepared for departure to

their respective destinations.

THE POTTERY AND PORCELAIN OF
DERBYSHIRE.'

A FEW particulars from this manual (intended

aa a toxt-book for visitors to the recent

Fine Arts Exhibition held at Derby), regarding

the history of fictile art in Derbyshire, may not be
uninteresting. The manufacture of pottery iu

various forms has long been one of the chief trade

resources of the county. Kilns were probably

erected soon after if not before the Conquest, and
as early as the fourteenth century they appear to

have furnished tiles for the pavement of many
ecclesiastical buildings. The manual before us

does not, however, pretend to trace the history of

these earlier efforts, but hastening down to the

eighteenth century, refers more particularly to the

principal modern factories. Foremost amonj;
these is the establishment described in the Derby
Mercury of 1785 " as that great and extensive

factory commonly known by the name of ' the

Derby Pot Works.' " Its founder and date of

establishment are alike unknown, and the earliest

mention of the place is in connection with William

Duesbury, about 1750, who carried on the works

"greatly assisted" by Mr. Heath, the banker,

"and proprietor of the Pot Works on Cockpit

Hill." Whatever the quality of the work turned

out of this establishment may have been, the

quantity was at any rate large, for a notice of

sale, dated March 17, 1730, to wholesale met.
chants iu earthenware, finishes with a special

announcement that " no less a quantity than two
horse loads will be sold to any one person." The
ware sold appears principally to have consisted of

enamelled and blue and white useful china, cream

ware plain and enamelled, and white, stone, and
brown ware. Duesbury appears before this time

to have quitted the concern, and to have esta-

blished a china factory, where a new and im-

proved class of goods was turned out under his

direction. In the face of this competition, and
perhaps more immediately from the bankruptcy

of John and Christopher Heath, the old concern

rapidly declined, and in 1785 the factory and all

its belongings were disposed of by auction. Spe-

cimens of the work produced by Duesbury and

the Heaths at the Pot Works exist, but are

rare.

The china works appear to have been carried on

by Duesbury (who died in 1786), and his son, who
afterwards entered into partnership with one

Michael Kean, until the year 1809, when the busi-

ness passed under the management of Mr. Robert

Bloor, who had been previously for several years

clerk and salesman to the firm of Duesbury and
Kean. He appears somewhat to have sacrificed

the artistic quality of his wares to commercial

considerations, and the periodical auction sales in-

troduced by him are said to have been productive

of much discredit to the works. At his death in

1846, after a long mental illness, the factory, after

abortive attempts at resuscitation by others, was

finally broken up.

The figure department of the Derby China

Works is aaid to have been the largest in the king-

dom. The celebrated " biscuit" body was then

in its best state, and in Duesbury and Kean's

time great care appears to have been taken with

its manufactore. China factories and potteries of

less repute appear to have existed in Pinxton,

Wirksworth, Alfreton, Belper, Brampton, Ches-

terfield, Church Gresley, Harlshorn, Denby,

Ilkeston, Newbold, Smalley, Swadlincote, Ticken-

hall, and Whittington.

Illustrations of some of the marks used by the

manufacturers are given in Messrs. Wallis and

Bemrose's book, together with some particulars re-

specting the artists engaged in painting the porce-

lain. For these our readers will do well to con-

sult the book itself.

At the recommendation of Professor Abel, Che.

mist to the War Department, the process invented

by Messrs. R. Gay and Co., of Alton, Hants, for

waterproofing and preserving stone and other build-

ings, is, by order o£ the Office of Works, to bo ap-

plied to a portion of the decayed stonework at the

Houses of Parliament.

• "The Pottery and Porcelain of DerbysUre." By A.

Waixis & W. BEimoaE, jua. liondon & Derby : Bern-

rose & Co.
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GLASS.

rpHE glass used for building purposes is of

X three kinds, viz., crown glass, sheet glass,

plate glass. Crown glass is manufactured in

circular flat tables, each having a knot or knob
in the centre to which in the course of manu-
facture the flashing rod was affixed. As this

knob would, however, render the table both
inconvenient and unsafe to handle, it is usual
before selling it to cut off a segment at about
4in. from the knob, and the smaller piece thus
cut off is technically termed a slab, while the
larger piece with the knob retains the name of

a table. Crown glass is superior in lustre to

sheet glass, and presents a less undulating sur-

face.

The different (qualities of both crown and
sheet glass are distinguished in the trade as
best, seconds, thirds, and fourths. The " best"
is that which is of the pure.'it metal, and free
from blemishes, .opecks, streaks, &o. "Seconds"
is inferior to best, in not being quite so free

from these blemishes. " Thirds " is still in-
ferior, both in regard to quality and colour,
being of a greener hue ; it is, however, thekind
most commonly used for glazing in ordinary
windows. " Fourths " is the most inferior kind
of glass manufactured, only fit for out-houses
and the most inferior purposes, where quality
is not a consideration. In addition to these
kinds the manufacturers supply a superior
class, consisting of slabs selected for extra
purity and lustre, which commands a higher
price.

Crown glass is supplied to the trade in crates

at a uniform price per crate, the difference in

value being arranged for by including a
greater or less quantity in the crate. Thus a
crateol " best " crown glass contains 12 tables ;

a crate of " seconds," 15 ; and of " thirds " or
" fourths," 18 tables. The number of square
feet which may be cut out of an average crate
may be estimated as follows :—Each table is

from 4ft. to 4ft. 6in. in diameter, but owing to

the knob in the centre and the circular shape
of the slabs, there is always some waste in
cutting tl e glass into squares. Some tables
may be cut to within two inches of the knob,
but others not nearer than four inches.

Ft. In.

Supposing a table to be 4ft. 6in.

diameter, and that it may be cut to
within 2in. of the centre, then the
quantity of glass that may be cut
from it, including the triangular
pieces, will be 14 2

If the diameter be only 4ft. and the
table cannot be cut nearer to the
centre than 4in., the quantity will

be 10 10

25
The triangular pieces, however, are

of very little value, and must be
deducted, about 2 6

Net available contents of the two
tables 22 G

Average contents per table 11 3

In this calculation we have taken the sizes
of squares that will cut to the most advantage,
but as it will be necessary to cut squares of
all sizes from the tables as they are wanted, the
average produce per table is not more tlian
10ft. superficial. The following are about the
average prices of crown glass per crate.

A.
B.

Selected glazing

)

and i

Picture qualities

)

(Best
dinary Glazingl ) Seconds
Qualities / ) Thirds

( Fourths

Ordinary

10
15

15

8
12

2

(7.

_
Tables are, however, now made of such a

size that squares may be procured of from
24iin. to 30m. across, and these will allow of

squares from 34iu. by 18in., 38in. by 24iu., and
iutcrntediate sizes. The extra-sized slabs are
supplied at prices per slab, measured exact

;

the price varying from 53. 6d to 19s., according
to size, for the best selected quality, while
" thirds " range from 2s. 6d. to Os., and
" fourths " from Is. 9d. to Cs. 6d.

Sheet glass differs from crown glass in the
absence of the central knob and in being manu-
factured in squares, not in circular slabs, by
which the great waste in cutting is obviated,
and the purchaser can more certainly estimate
the contents of his crate. It has been known
in the trade, at various times, as German
plate glass, British sheet glass, broad window
glass, spread window glass, and once it was
crJled inferior window glass. This last term
it deserved originally from the coarseness of
the materials employed in its manufacture,
the alkali being soap-boilers' waste and kelp ;

but the term is no longer applicable, the
manufacture having been considerably im-
proved of late years, more particularly by
Messrs. Chance, of Birmingham, and Hartley,
of Sunderland, and good sheet glass is now
inferior to crown glass in lustre only. The
crates in which it is sold are made up of

slieets of various sizes as manufactured, the
price per foot superficial being regulated
by the maximum size of the sheets contained
in the crate. Thus, in 21 oz. sheet glass of

thirds quality, if the maximum size of the
sheets be 44in. by 34in., the average price

per foot is 5d., but if the sheets be of the
maximum size of 75in. by 45in., the price
per- foot is Is. This great dill'erence

in price is attributable to the difficulty of

manufacturing the largest sizes. The largest

British sheet glass is of 75in. by 45in., but
Messrs. Mason Brothers, of Glasgow, Belgian
sheet glass merchants, inform us that they
can supply Belgian 21oz. sheet glass of thirds

quality of the extraordinary size of 80in. by
72in. The custom of the English trade in
supplying the glass in crates, with squares of

various sizes, is not adopted by the Belgian
manufacturers. Their crates contain squares
all cut to a uniform size, varying from the
smallest required to the largest manufactured.
This difference, no doubt, gives a great ad-

vantage to the purchaser of Belgian glass,

who saves all the waste which necessarily

takes place in cutting up squares of the vari-

able dimensions found in an English crate.

Table I. shows the ordinary prices of British

sheet glass per superficial foot.

If the customer, however, wishes for squares
cut to a particular size, the English manu-
facturers supply them according to special

order. The prices, however, are very con-
siderably increased, ^^s will be seen by
Table II.

The following are about the prices of

Belgian sheet glass, which, however, being
supplied in crates of a defined quantity and in

sheets of uniform size, are really rather below
these quotations, because the customer, as

before remarked, may cut up the squares

without waste :
—

Glaae-worka of Andris-ljambort & Co., Marchienne-au-
pont, Belgium.

Window glass, in crates
per 100ft. square.

Best 2ads 3rds Itlis

French measure.

8. d. B. d. 8. d. 8. d.
Sizes under 26 united in. 18 5 16 13 2 11 2
From 20 to 40in 20 10 16 10 14 S 12
From 41 to 50in 23 20 5 16 12 10
From 61 to 60iu 32 7 26 5 17 2 13 7
Krom75to7Wn 40 32 10 50 17 7
From 80 to 85in a 86 22 6 20

The above are, of course, the average prices,

and must not be understood as present actual

quotations, which of course vary with the
fluctuations of the market.

British (luted sheet glass of 15oz. and 21oz.

is usually supplied in crates not above 43in.

long, but it is made up to 50in. in length.
The price is from 2d. to 4jd. per foot more
than the prices of fourths sheet. 26oz. andSOoz.
fluted in crates and squares are double the
prices of lluted 15oz. and 21oz. respectively.
Belgian fluted of 15oz. is supplied at 41s. the
crate of 200ft. Obscured sheet glass (English),
is supplied in all substances at from Id. to
1 ^d. per foot more than the prices of fourths
sheet. Belgian obscured of 15oz. is 373. the
crate of 200 feet, and of 21oz. 47s. the crate
of 200 feet.

Plate glass is supcriorin quality and colour
to both crown and sheet glass. The best kind
may be tested by its perfect freedom from
colour, blemishes, specks and stria) of every
kind, and is not subject to dampness or
" sweating ;" that sort wliich is tinged is of in-

ferior quality. It receives its name from its

being cast in large sheets or plates.

Patent plate glass is somewhat improperly
so called, it being really a variety of sheet glass.

It wasfirstintroduoedby Messrs. Chance, of Bir-
mingham, in 1840. It is obtained from thick
sheet glass by a peculiar process of grinding
and polishing. The surface obtained by this

process, though not perfectly true, is very nearly
so, and in brilliancy it is unsurpassed even by
cast plate. For glazing sashes of ordinary size

it has nearly superseded crown and sheet glass.

But for squares of somewhat larger dimensions
it is questionable whether the cast plate is

not cheaper. It is made in three qualities :

—

B, or best ; C, or second ; and C, or third
quality. Each of these is of four kinds, known
as, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4. No. 1 is of an average
thickness of l-16in., and is of an average
weight of 13oz. to the foot; No. 2 is l-12in.

thick and 17oz. to the foot ; No. 3 is 1-lOin.

thick, and 21oz. to the foot, and No. 4 is l-9in.

thick, or 24oz. to the foot. No. 4 B is thus
the very best quality made. It ismanufactured
in sizes from 4ft. to I3ft. in area, not above
50in. long, or SGin. wide. This glass is sup-
plied of three colours, viz., the "usual "and
" light "—these are more or less tinged with
green ;—and the " extra white," which is

almost colourless. The " usual " and " light
"

colours are most preferred for glazing pur-
poses, being harder, more lustrous, and less

liable to be scratched in cleaning ; the " extra

white " is, however, best for engravings, water-
colour drawings, &c. Tables III. and IV.
show some of the prices.

Polished plate glass can be obtained for

general glazing purposes up to about 80ft.

superficial of two C[ualities, " usual " and
"best." The usual Sickness is Jin.; higher
prices are charged for glass selected to be cut
above 3-16in., 5- ICiru, and |in. thick, while for

above 2in. thick special prices are charged.

It is sold at per foot super., and the prices per
foot rise considerably with the size of the
plate. Thus for the best glazing quality of

plate glass, plates between 2ft. and 3ft. can be
had for 2s. 4d., between 6ft. and 7ft. 23. lid.,

between 12ft. and 16ft. 33. 5d., between 40ft.

and 45ft. 43. Id., and between 55ft. and 60ft.

4s. 4d. per foot. Above 6Jft. spic'al prices

are charged.

Hough plate glass, cast, is used for roofing

in skylights, windows. &c., in plates from not

above 20in. long to above 120in. long, in

thicknesses of Jin., gin., Jin., iin., Ijin. and
1 Jin., but these thicknesses have certain limited

lengths. The widths are the same as for

plate glass. This glass is not ground or

polished, but rough from the table on which
it is cast, and showing the marks of the table

on its under side. It may be had ground
upon one or both sides, in which case it is

charged the same as its thickness before

grinding; thus Jin. thick when ground is

charged as Jin. rough, and an additional

charge is made for grinding.

The patent rolled rough plate is a different

kind of glass to the foregoin", and is exten-

sively used for ridge and furrow roofs, con-

servatories, manufactories, skylights, and
places where obscured glass is reciuired to in-

tercept the vision without diminishing the

light. It is made of two kinds, plain and
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Table I.

In crates; 1S02. 21oz. 26oz. 42oz.

exceoding
Bert 2ndi 3rdB 4tll9 Bts8t 2ndB anb 4tlu Beat 2Dds 3rd8 4t)ia Beat 2ada Srda

4-lin. X I3in.

Mill. X soil).

B5in. X S3in.

coin. X Win.

6jin. X i2in.

70in. X 41in.

76in. X «in.

(1.

8

81

95

d.

J

d.

4

4i

41

d.

3

81

B. d.

9

10

11

1 2

1 6

3

2 6

B. d.

61

7

8

9.1

1

1 4

1 9

«. d.

S

61

61

»1

8

10

1

d.

4

41

4.1

6

6

71

8

8. d.

11

1 1

I 4

1 e

1 9

2 3

2 9

a. d.

8

9

10

11

1 2

1 8

2 2

a. a.

0,(

7

8

9

11

1 1

1 4

a. d.

H

c!

8!

10

1

t. d.

1 9

2 3

2 9

a. d.

1 6

1 10

2 4

B. d.

1 3

1

1 10

Table II.

Siiuarea cut
to urder.

160 ; 21oz. 26oz. 42oz.

Best 2nde Srda 4tha Be^t 2nds Srda 4tbs Beat 2nda Srd? 4tll8 Best 2ads 3rda

Under
9iu. X 7in.

12in, X 9in.

60in. X 36iu.

55in. X sain.

C6in. X 42;n.

75iD. X 45in.

a. d.

4

61

1

1 1

a. d.

31

61

9

10

a. d.

21

3

6

7

a. d.

1!

21

5

61

a. d.

4!

61

1 1

1 2

1 9

2 9

a. d.

31

41

10

11

1 3

2

a. d.

n
3!

7

8

11

I 4

a. d.

21

3

6

6}

H
1

a. d.

CI

7

1 4

1 6

2

3

a. d.

6i

I

I

I

1 6

2 6

a. d.

4!

61

91

10

1 2

1 9

a. d.

=J

4J

S

8}

11

1 3

9. d.

1 3

1 6

2 8

3 3

B. d.

1 1

1 s

2 2

2 9

a. d.

11

1 1

1 10

2 2

Table III.

TTSCAI. COLODB.

Beat Quality. Second Quality.
(C)

Sizes.
in. in. in. Id.

Abo»t7x6(-f„°°*«^f''-}8lx6i}

1

a. d.

1 10

»."d.

1 10

3
s. d.

1 11

4

8. d.

2

1

8. d.

1 9

2
a. d.

1 9

3
a. d.

110

4

a. d.

1 10

„ 10 X 8 „ 12 X 9 111 1 11 2 2 1 1 9 1 9 1 10 1 11

„ 12 X 9 „ 1 foot 2 2 2 8 2 4 2 6 2 2 1 2 1 2 2

,, 4 feet „ 5 feet 2 8 2 9 2 10 3 2 5 2 5 2 6 2 8

„ 12 ,. „ 13 „ 3 S 3 4 3- 5 3 6 2 11 3 3 1 3 2

Light colour 6 per cent, additional to the above prices.

Table IV.

Extra White.

Boat.

(B)
Seconds.

(C)

in. iu.

Al»ut 7x5/

Sizes.

and not ciceed
ing an ar«a

in. in.

J81
X 61}

1

a. d.

1 U

2
a. d.

2 1

3
a. d.

2 4

4
3. d.

2 7

1
8. d.

1 10

2
a. d.

1 11

3
a. d.

2 3

4
a. d.

2 6

;, 10 X 8
» 12 X 9 2 3 2 6 2 8 3 2 2 1 2 6 2 10

12 X 9
)» 1 foot 2 4 2 C 2 10 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 8 3

4 feel
)> feet 2 10 3 3 5 3 9 2 7 2 9 3 2 8 C

„ 12 ., „ 13 „ 3 9 3 10 4 2 4 fi » 4 3 6 S 10 4 2

Hute J, The " plain " i.i merely marked by the
fine graiu of the table upon which it is cast.
The "tinted" is of two sorts—No. 1, large
pattern, having 3j flutes to the inch, and
No. 2, small jiattern, having 12 flutes to the
inch. The large pattern lias a bright and

glistening appearance, and is adapted for

situations at a great distance from the eye

;

the .small pattern i.s best for situations where
a clear glass and much non-trauspaiency are
re(iuircd. It is sold in stock sizes, as manu-
factured, in crates for cutting up, in plates of

30in. wide and from 40in. to 50in. long, or ol

20in. wide and from 50in. to 70in. long. It

may also be had above 70in. in length.

There are many other varieties of glass

known in the trade, but they will each come
under one or other of the heads above enume-
rated, and the foregoing remarks will be quite

Bufhcient to enable the reader to judge of^ the

feneral commercial value of the dirt'erent

inds used in building. To estimate its in-

trinsic usefulness for the different purposes to

which it is applied, it is necessary to have
some knowledge of the ingredients used in its

composition, and of the chemical effect of

each upon the mass, together with the peculiar

properties of each kind, and this we propose
to give in succeeding articles.

THE ELEMENTS OF HAND-BAILING,

MR. ROBERT RIDDELL, of Philadelphia,

has just piiblisbcd, through Claxton, Rem-
sen, and HaiTeliinger, Philadelphia, and Triibner

& Co., London, a very useful book on hand-rail-

ing. Iu his introduction Mi'. RidJell says :

—

" There is no part of the joiner's art which de-

mands more nicety of attention, and carefulness

in practice, than this of stair-bnilding and hand-
railing ; for nothing will so clearly prove the
merits or demerits of the workman. The stairs

is the great feature of a building. In the grand-

est houses it is the first object which meets the
eye and claims the attention. Its lines are so

open to criticism that there is no avoiding the

consequence of their failure—-the adverse verdict

falls, deservedly or undeservedly, on the whole
house. The impression produced, being the first

on entering the hall, is not to be wholly eradi-

cated afterward by any commendable featui-es

elsewhere. Thei-efore the stair-builder has much
to answer for, and a character to establish or sus-

tain by his work, which should call for the fullest

effort of his capacity, and the most workmanlike
ability he can bring to bear upon his task. It is

not a matter of surprise, then, that this subject

should have drawn out the best efforts of expe-
rienced and practical anthors, who have given it

their closest attention, with a view to rendering

its mysteries easy of comprehension, and pleasing

as a study."
The author concludes his introduction with the

following practical suggestions :—

•

" The principal lines in the following system of
hand-railing, being right angles and parallels, the
readiest way to draw them is, with the use of a
straight edge, a square, and a bradawl. Lay on
the straight edge, aud fasten its end with the
bradawl, placing the square against the straight-

edge. Next move both together until the blade of

square and ordinate agree. You are now ready to

draw parallels.
" The next Une is the seat, which iu all cases is

square with ordinate.
" Be exact in drawing every line, and especially

those for bevels.
" The moulds are strack with a string, or a

fine twine made of such material as will be least

liable to stretch.
" Have the elliptic curves on mould correct,

so that the cylinder part of wreath jnecc may be
trae, showing that when the slabs are cut off the
upper and lower sides, that the wreath is a
parallel width. Let order, ucatucss, and accu-
racy appear iu all your operations.

" Avoid the ugly habit of cutting and slashing,

then ogling your work on the skew with one eye,

and the other shut.
" When there is a mark or line, intended for a

purpose, work to it. Have no fittmg, guessing,

or tinkering.
" Never make two cuts where one will answer.
" Be sure that your dra\\ings arc correct iu

every particular ; and when fully satislied on
this point, commence the job without doubt or

fear as to the result.
" Mark and cut the plank square tlirough, ac-

cording to mould. This is much better than cut-

ting the wreath m parallel width ; as the matei-ial

saved is not equivalent to time lost in squaring
the piece.

"Ilave all the joints coiTectly made; also

bevels properly applied. An en-or in either
renders both work and material a loss.

" Mark the tangents on both sides of mould.1
" Lot hovel lines that pass through half the

width and halt thickness of rail (shown on joints)
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!k3 continued on gmfacc of stuff, and sauaro with

" The application of mould is to malto its tan-

sents stand over those on stuff. This simple

method gives Uie wr<^iith its cylinder form, and

directs the workinp of if

.

, , . ,

'• In taking lenpths of straiRht rails which con-

nect with wreaths—measure fi-om sprmg to spring,

or phimb lines. These are marked or sliown on

shanks of platform stairs."

It is our intention to reproduce in the BonjDiNO

News some of the most suggestive portions of

Mr. Riddell's very useful work. This week we give

what he says " On the Circle and its Tangents ;"

next week will appear " Sections of Cylindere ;

Uie OriUnate—its use and value." Those who

wi.«h to know all that is said hy this practical

author arc referred to the book itself.

Plate 1.—The Cibcle and its Tangents.

FiGOBE 1. Describe a circle, and enclose it by

tangents, forming a square at A ; the acute angle

at B ; and obtuse angle at D.

On this simple diagram rests the whole prin.

ciple of handrail construction. And as no

wreath can be formed without a mould, and no

mould bo produced correctly without tangents, it

is desirable that this should be distinctly under-

stood. The tangents maiked on the surface of a

mould, when in position, stand exactly over those

on the ground plan. Thus all wreaths that stand

on a pitch must form elliptic, not circular curves.

The succeeding problems will fully explain this

principle.

Fig. 2 is a form that approximates to the elliptic

curve. It is struck from centres L, H, T.

Let A C be the long diameter, BD the short.

Join C D. Let D E equal B D. Drop the per-

pencUcular cutting F. Iiet D N and C H equal

F E Join H N. Bisect it, and draw the line cut-

ting L. Thus giving L, H, T as centres, from
which the curves are struck.

By using more centres a truer ellipse may be
found ; but the object is to make the problem
plain, so that it may be practically applied to the

construction of «/nnfls /or «<«(>», and other work
lequiring to be bent by kerfing.

Fig. 3. Here is shown the trammel, and its

application to the elliptic curve.

The long diameter 2, 3 is called the major axis ;

and the line D the minor axis.

The curve is struck by adjusting the heads on
the rods. For example : Let A C equal 3.

Have B C equal D. Now move the head C,

wliere a pencil or point is fixed, and the curve is

traced in tbe most perfect manner.
Fig. 4. This problem shows the ellipsis stiuck

equally true by means of a string ; the operation

being much quicker and more offhand. Two
]<ins and a string are the only requisites; and
almost any one can comiJreheud and j ractiseit.

To strike the curve : Let A C be the long
diameter ; and B D tbe short. Set the compasses
to A B ; and, with that distance, take D for centre.

Then intersect at EI and L. Stick a pin in each.

Tie a string to that in L. Bring it around pin in

}1, as shown. Next, stretch the string with a
pencil, until its point touches D. Now sweep
the curve toward A. Ileturn to D, and complete
the cuive to C.

The i>encil should have a notch near its point,

in order to keep the string from slipping. The
ttring should be of a material that would stretch

the least.

Should there be any one who is not acquainted
with this very simple mode of drawing the ellipse,

let it be learned at once;it takes butafew minutes,
acd the materials are always at hand.

Two pins and a linen thread fctruck every mould
laid down in Mr. Kiddell's book.
Try it on a piece of board, or anything most

convenient. U the first attempt should fail, try
again and again until perfect ; remembering to
keep the hand .and pencil steady, and the string
gently stretched, so that the curve may be pro-
duced with neatness and accuracy.

In Older to prevent repetition, it U necessary to
state here that as the method just given has been
a4lhercd U> in all the drawing of moulds presented
in Mr. Kiddell's book, it will be understood that
the [*inl» for the pins are indicated by * •.

I'ig. li. This dbgram dhows the tangents and
the elliptic curve drawn on a flat surface. These,
when in poniiion, staled over two sides of the
square A, the inclination or pitch being T E.
The taogeptfl A U and B C form the right angle.
Thnce which are to stand over them form the
obtuae angle This, howev. r, must be determmed
by coastiuction. For example: Take the line

HAND-RAILINQ.—PLATE I.—THE CIRCLE AND ITS TANGENTS.

B D extended as the ordioate ; draw from A and
C lines parallel with it cutting the line of inclina-

tion or pitch at T and E. Next, square over from
T, L, E. Make T F equal S A, and L N equal

D B. Also, E H equal E C. Then join H N F,

and we have the required angle, aa well as the

lengths and tangents to stand over those on the

square A.
The line cutting the corner of the square D is

called the liasc or seat ; and always makes a right

angle with the ordinate.

To find half the length of the elliptic curve on
its long diameter. Let D U equal D A, then draw
It P, which gives P L, the required length. The
minor axis L K always equals halt the diameter of

the given circle on tlie ground plan. Or, in other

words, let L K equal D A. Now find points to

insert pins, and sweep the curve by the method
already given.

It will be seen that the curve touches 11 and F
in the same manner as the tangents or sides of the

square touch the curve A C. Such will be the

case in the practical construction of every wreath
in hand-railing. Therefore the tangents which
stand on a pitch or inclination have to be obtained
first, before the elliptic curve can be drawn.

Fig. C. This further illustrates the value and
importance of the ordinates and tangents.

Let the se).;ment D be the ground plan. En-
close it by the tangents A B and B C. It is now
required to project these to any given pitch, and
show the angle they make on a Sat surface. As-
sume B C as the ordinate : extend this, say to H.
Let U be the given pitch. Then the line H N
being square with it, and the Bame length as the
ordinate B C, shows that II N must fall level and
rest on B C, while N F stands over B A, and on
the given pitch H 0. Then the tangents F, N,
H, on the elliptic curve, give the exact angle as it

stands in position over ABO, the plan. The
minor axis of the elliptic curve being V, which
is equal to A. Tliese lines, when in position,

range with each other, and V falls level,

the same as N, II.

This will be the case with the minor axis of the

elliptic curve in every position : no matter what
pitch or inclination a wreath may have, its minor
axis, wherever situated, remains level. And this

goes to show that there is no such thing in hand-

railing as springing the plank, or throwing it up
or down. It is simply the ordinate that changes

the position of the major and minor axis on the

surface of the plank.

Again, tangents which form either acute or ob-

tuse angles on the mould can never be marked
on the plank so as to run parallel with its edge on
the major axis.

It follows, therefore, that the tangents on the

surface of the plank must stand on these given

pitches, and the minor axis fall exactly level ; so

that the edge of the plank in all positions makes

a true and pefectly plumb line.

This is a fixed and unalterable law in hand-

railing.

Fig. 7. Here we have B as the given plan ; its

circle enclosed by the tangents A B and B C,

forming the acute angle j the construction being

prioisely the same as that of D, Fig. C. Either

of the tangents may be the ordinate ; say B C ;

and the height C 1) the given pitch, as shown.

Then D E, being the same length as the ordinate

B C, shows that D E falls level ; consequently

L E must stand over B A, and the angle of projec-

tion is L E D

.

These problems are not difficult to understand,

there being nothing iu them intricate or compli-

cated
;
yet they are the very groundwork of con-

structive hand-railing.

Onco more the learner is urged not to pass this

plate without fully comprehending its intention

and meaning.

(
To he continued.)

Tlio onginoors for the new foot-bridgo at Barnard

Castle are Messrs. Robin.son ami I'Anson, of Dar-

lington, and the contractors aro Messrs. Peaso,

llatohinson, and Co., of the same town.
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TUBTHEOKY AND PRACTICE OP MODERN HOUBE
PAINTINa AND DECORATION.

By An Esi'euiesced Wokkman.

rREPARATOtti' riiOCESSES.

(Continued from page 173J

AVERY important branch of our subject

ia distemper painting—a kind of paint-

ing in which the colours are mixed with water

and size. Various kinds of vehicles may be
and have been used for this purpose, such as

milk, white of egg, vegetable gums, flour,

starch ; in fact, almost any and everything

containing gluten has been pressed into the

service. Many kinds of animal size, as glue,

are used ; size made from jjarchment clip-

pings ; ordinary glue size, made from the

hoofs of various animals, bits of skin, and all

the refuse of the tanners' and knackers'

yards ; or glue made from fish bones, which
is a fine clear glue, and is called Russian glue
(it being principally imported from Russia).

In the North of England a size is made by the
tripe-dressers from sheep's trotters, and is

called trotter size ; this, when used fresh, and
in good condition, is very clear, and equal to

any size for mixing with distemper colour.

In years gone by the decorator had to prepare
his own size, principally from parchment clip-

pings ; and we are not sure but that this is

the best plan yet, especially for special work,
as we can then make sure of having it pure ;

for it often happens that distemper work will

turn out bad, although the greatest care has
been taken in mixing the colour and preparing
the work, and we are quite sure that this

often arises from some defect in the size used.
Size is now made for sale in the state of a
still and strong jelly, and sold by the hundred-
weight ; consequently, something has to be
added to it to prevent it putrifying or going
bad, and we are not quite clear as to whether
this preventive has not, in many cases, and
in some peculiar states of the atmosphere, an
injurious effect upon certain colours and mix-
tures. All decorators have had experiences
of this sort, and we cannot account for them
in any other way.

Distemper work, when well executed, is

very much superior to oil colour in the pure-
ness of its tone. Distemper is decidedly
whiter than white lead in oil and will retain

its whiteness much longer, and of course any
tints of colour in distemper have a pureness
of tone not possible of attainment by using
oil colour, and therefore it is preferable to

use distemper for many purposes on those
parts of public buildings and dwelling-houses
not liable to sulfer from contact or wear and
tear. The preparation of ceilings and walls
for finiahing in distemper is of vital import-
ance to the ultimate result, inasmuch as if

they are improperly prepared they will
rarely turn out well at the finish. A great
point to attain is to stop the suction, for except
the finishing colour lays on cool and without
any or with very little suction, the work is

apt to be more or less rough, and will gather
or accumulate more colour in one part than
in another, and consequently will look shady.
And here we may note a fact which shows
the necessity for the use of a preparation.
It will almost invariably be found that one
part of a wall or ceiling will have a greater
power of absorbing either water or oil paints
than another part, which fact is most plainly
seen in painting them with oil paint ; in
every case it will be found, even with the
first coat of paint, that some parts will be
glossy while other parts are dead—that is, the
paint has sunk into or been absorbed on the
dead parts, while on the glossy parts it

remains on the surface (of course, in oil paint-
ing this is remedied by successive coats ol

paint). This arises from the unequal finish of
the plaster work. Some parts are trowelled
and pressed together more than others, and an

unequal surface results. Now, in using dis-

temper upon such plaster work it will be more
(quickly absorbed upon those parts which have
not been sulficiently worked with the trowel,

and the colour will, as a natural consequence,

gather and accumulate on those parts, while

it passes over those other portions which have
been well trowelled, and thus we get a bad
ceiling or wall ; therefore it is necessary that

we should cover the wall or ceiling with some
preparation which shall stop and equalise this

power of absorption, and without which no
good work will result. As a consequence of

these dilliculties there are confiioting opinions

as to the best methods of preparing both new
and old ceilings and walls. Various mixtures

are used with varying success; ))ut we prefer

to use the following mixture as a preparatory

coat, viz. :—Mix about a dozen pounds of the

best washed whiting with water to the con-

sistency of a soft paste ; add sufficient parch-

ment or other size to bind the colour fast

;

add about 2oz. of alum and the same weight
of soft-soap dissolved in water ; mix well to-

gether in a pail (of course somewhat similar

proportions will answer for any quantity), and
strain through a coarse cloth or a metal
strainer. The colour should now be tried on
paper and dried before a fire, or otherwise, in

order to test the strength of the size and see

whether it is fast-bound, so that we can lay

on the finishing coat without disturbing the

first one. The alum and soft-soap assists us
to gain this effect in a great degree, and helps

to form a semi-impervious coating upon wliich

the finishing coat will work cool and without
suction. Caution must be observed not to

have the size too strong, else it is very liable

to chip, e.speciaUy in rooms where much gas

is burnt or heat evolved. A little suction is

sometimes an advantage, but when the suction

is great it is almost impossible to make a good
ceiling. We often find it necessary to give
both new and old ceilings one or two coats of

oil paint before putting on the preparation,

but on walls we have found that it is a bad
practice, simply because distemper colour on
walls, if prepared with distemper preparation,

will give and take without injury, according
to the state of the atmosphere. But if the

distemper is put upon painted walls the ab-

sorbent power of the distemper is stopped

;

consequently, when a room is crowded with
company, and much gas is used, the air is

charged with moisture, which condenses on
the walls and runs down the surface and dis-

colours and stains the walls.

Old ceilings and walls require to have every
particle of the old colour washed clean off,

and all cracks or holes stopped up. Here we
may note that whenever there is a bad crack
in a ceiling, it is always best to cut the plaster
away for about an inch on each side of the
crack, and then plaster up the cavity with
plaster of Paris and putty ; we are thus
enabled to make it level with the ceiling on
each side, and the defect will not be perceived
when the ceiling is finished. On the other hand,
if we merely stop the crack without cutting it

away, we leave a projection, because it will

almost invariably be found that one side of the
crack is lower than the other, and therefore,

if only stopped, must form a ridge, except cut
out as described above. Great care and pains
should be taken to clear out all the whiting
or colour from any ornamental plaster work,
as distemper colour is apt to fill up the inter-

stices and fine parts of all enrichments. In
cleaning and washing them out, small brushes
and pieces of soft wood of various shapes will

be found useful ; for except care be taken much
of the ornament may be spoiled. When well
soaked with water and carefully cleaned, this

work may be got as sharp and clear as when
new. We prefer in all cases to paint the
enriched cornices and centres to a room, and
finish them in flatting, for however careful

we may be in using distemper upon such work,
it is almost an impossibility to finish it with-
out filling up the finer parts to some extent,

and nothing looks so bad as ornament so filled

up. We frequently see this done—one coat

of distemper upon another, until the detail of

the ornament is obliterated and spoiled

—

a
species of barbarism which cannot be too

strongly condemned. The same process of

preparation will answer for old ceilings as well
as new, with this difference, however, hat old

ceilings may and often do require two
coats of the preparation colour. Old
ceilings are sometimes badly stained and dis-

coloured, from the accidental overflow of

cisterns, water-closets, &o. Many mixtures
are used to kill or obliterate those stains. Cow-
dung, lime and soap, and a host of other
things are used, and much time and labour is

lost, but the simplest, most economical, and
most efi'ectual cure is to give them one or

two coats of oil paint ; in fact, whenever a
ceilin" is badly stained or discoloured, wash it

offand give it one ortwo coats of paint ; it will

save time and make the best job.

{To he continued.)

THE CHUnCHES OP 8. CHiVD, HAGGER-
STON, AND S. ANDREW, PLAISTOW.

THE churches dedicated to S. Chad, Haggcrston,
and S. Andrew, Plaistow, which form the

subjects of our illustration, have been recently
erected from the designs of Mr. James Brooks, of

If, Serlc-street, Ijncoln's Inn.

Both churches have been built for neighbour-
hoods essentially poor, and though differing in

character have been made to display one or two
sunilar and particularly prominent features

;

iirat of all, the church being the really principal

edifice of the parish in wliich it is situated, every
effort is used to make this felt in its coustruct-

tion, and simplicity of material and detail are
combined with breadth of design to give to it the
imposing and massive appearance which its pnr-

l)oso and position demand. The princi; a' clement
ill the fulfilment of this intention is height, tlie

ridge of the roof of each church being about 70ft.

from the floor. In another similarity of design

they also partake—that is to say, in their ability

to accommodate largo congregations on the

ground-floor without the aid of galleries ; by the
employment of shallow aisles, the architect has
also contrived to obtain for the congregation

greater facilities than ordinary both for seeing

and hearing.

In giving a more particular accoimt of each
church, we will, on account of jiriority of conse-

cration, commence om' remarks with a descrip-

tion of that of S. Chad, Haggcrston. This
church is situate inNichol's-square, a short distance

from the Hackney-road, and is built of brick,

the facing of the exterior and interior being both
of red brick with stone veiy sparingly intro-

duced. All the string-com-ses are executed
in moulded brick, as also the mouldings at edges

of jambs and arches. The church consists of

nave and aisles, north and south transepts pro-

jecting very slightly from the face of the main
walls, chancel, north chancel aisle (used as an
organ ohapelj , and south chancel aisle (used as a

morning chapel), also two vestries for clergy and
choir respectively. The entrance to the church
is at the west end, by two doors communicatin g
with a narthex. The nave is separated from the

aisles by an arcade of four arches with
boldly proportioned ijiers, and tho whole
of the light is derived from windows in tho

clerestory or at the clerestory level, there being

none in the aisle walls. The nave and transept roofs

are boarded on the under side of the braces and
collars, so as to faciUtato the transmission of sound.

The chancel and south chapel have apsidal termi-

nations, and both are covered with red brick

groined vaulting, having stone ribs and carved

bosses. Panels have been left beneath the win-

dows of chancel for the insertion of subjects taken
from incidents of the bhih, life, and death of Our
Lord. The altar, with a carved stone reredos, ia

placed at considerable elevation above tho navo
floor, and a dwarf stone screen-wall, having tiles

introduced in various patterns on the surface,

divides the nave from the chancel. The choir

stalls are of oak, and the remainder of the seats

are of pine. The whole of the floor area is laid

n-ith Stafibrdshuo tiles. Tho accommodation ia

for 700 persons. Mr. W. Heushaw was the con-
tractor for tho erection of the church ; the

gas fittings were executed by Messrs. Hart, Son,
Pcard & Co. ; and tho choir stalls by Mr. A.
Robinson, of Holboru.
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The church of S. Andrew, Plaistow, is situate

in the B«Aine-roail, close to the part where it is

iataiBeeted l>y the uorthcra ontlall of the Metro-

politan Ikiu-Dnuuage ETstcui. This church is

oonstnutedof Kentish rag. aud is faced intemallj

with the same material. It consists of nave and

aisles, with chauoel, north chancel aisle, transept

on south side of church, a large and imposing tower,

81ft. square externally, and vostry in the south-east

comerof the church, eomnmuicatiug with the south

tzsnsept. The entrances are by a south porch

and a deeply recessed and moulded western door-

way, divided in the centre with a stone pier, hav-

ing a canopy figure and pedestal on the exterior.

The tympanum of the doorway is of stoue, pierced

with a qoatrefoil light containing painted glass,

of which the patron siint is the subject. The
termination of the chancel is apsidal, and that

portion of it which is beneath tho tower is oovercd

with groined vaulting in Kentish r^, and Bath
stone ribs. An arcade is formed in the inside

face of the clerestory walls behind the windows,
and is confinued at tho same level on the west
wall, as well also as behind the chancel windows.
The tower remains at present at the level of

ridge of nave roof, but the intention is to com-
plete it as soon as the funds will permit. The
altar and reredos are in this church also

placed at great elevation above the nave floor.

The reredos is especially rich in effect, and was a
special gift to the church. It is of stoue, emiched
with carving and inlays of tiles, but is most
noticeable for the fine figure-subjects, executed

by Mr. Nichol, of Lambeth. The font at the

west end of the church was also a special gift,

and is of bold and massive design in various

rich marbles, executed by Messrs. Burke and Co.,

of Regent-street. The floor of the choir and
sanctuary is laid with Miuton's encaustic tiles,

and the whole of the remainder of the church
wUh Staffordshire tiles. It is calculated that the

church will accommodate 1,200 persons. The
general contractors for the works were Messrs.
Perry and Co., of Stratford ; the gas fittings were
executed by Messrs. Hart, Son, IPeard, and Co.,

of Wych-street.

PRACTICE RATHER THAN THEORY.

THE question that has been raised in the last

few numbers of our journal—that of the
success or non-success of the competitive system
for selecting candidates for Government appoint-
ments—is one of great importance and well de-

serving discussion. An incident which has
recently come under our notice would lead to the
thought that not only in the branches of the
service we have alluded to, but in others, affect-

ing greatly the political welfare of our nation, it is

desirable that ite working should be viewed with
caution and criticised with discretion. A retired

Indian oflicer informed us the other day that the
mixture in the class of men now sent out to that
our dependent province had been exceedingly
prejudicial not only to the social status of the
English there, which had, of course, a very great

influence on the comfort and the character of

those countrymen of ours who are necessarily

thrown much together in a strange land, but also

upon the ideas of the highly-observant natures
among whom they are placed. To elucidate this,

he informed us that a civilian of high standing,

being recently about to leave the principality, was
accosted by a native merchant, desirous of know-
ing who would be likely to supersede him, with
the remark, " All that I hope is that it will not
be one of those competition wallahs." Such a

remark is pregnant with warning ; the more so
as the report has just arrived that insubordination
has broken out in the native troops. We take
no alarmist view, however, nor would predict
any extentive outbreak from the circumstance
that has occurred. We do not doubt that diffi-

culties—if difiiculties are to arise—will be met
with courage and with zeal by the less refined,

as well as the polished gentlemen, of our service

in India ; but we do thmk that if the prejudices
of the nation are to be smoothed, and their esteem
to be preserved, it can only be by sending among
them such men as can command reverence by
their pre-eminence in ability and love by the
graciousness of their manner.
We had written Practice verstts Theory as the

text for our remarks, but upon second thoughts
would not put them into opposition, but rather, as
S. Paul contrasted faith with works, would point
out that theory, without practice, is little worth,
and practice, founded upon experience, is a guide

generally to be safely recommended. Thus it ia we
felt that the failure which has attended theendea-

vourto find surveyors forgovernment offices by com-
petition needed to be noted for future prolit. The
calamity of appointing a man who has practically

proved himself to be most untrustworthy for

such a post, simply because he surpassed his

competitors in theoretic knowledge of its require-

ments, has been escaped, as we happen to know,
by a mere fluke. When, however, the present

insane crusade against architects is over, we have
little fear of the ultimate result to them. A tody
of men who have chosen their profession, and
carry it on, for the most part, in a spirit of en-

thusiasm, the rules of whose Institute bind eac h
one of its members to sign a declaration that they

will conform their conduct to a lofty code of

honourable etiquette, are not likely long to be
set aside by an inteUigeut public, and the employ-
ment of quacks can never, we believe, be other

than temporary.

VILLAGE WATER SUPPLY.

IT is hardly possible to over-rate the im-

portance of village sanitary economy. Almost
every summer there are gravel and chalk dis-

tricts in this country, of large area, whose in-

habitants during the best part of the hot season

are positively in distress for want of water. We
append a condensed extract from Mr. Denton's
papers on this subject :—" The sources of private

character which would be comparable with a
public supply are:—1. Wells sunk down to a

shallow depth, affording a constant supply of

water, to be raised by a common lift-pump. 2.

A running stream of unpolluted water passing
the doors of the inhabitants, from which they can
dip out all they require. 3. The storage of roof-

water."

With reference to wells, he remarks that no
privies or cesspools, nor leaky sewers, should
exist within such a distance of the wells as will

allow of the infiltration of excrementitious matter.

Secondly, he says, where dependence '.s placed
on a supply obtained by dipping from a stream
running thi'ough a village, care is necessai-y to

prevent sm-face defilement, and steps taken to

lower the water standing in the soil.

About the storage of roof-water he observes

much can be done by house and cottage owners
by the provision of tanks, in wliich to collect and
store roof-water. Assuming that if a private

house, with its out-buildings, covers a space of

10 poles, the roof being of slate, and that the
watera dripping from the roof are properly caught
and conducted into the water tank, the private

house will have the command of 28,280 gallons

of water in a year ; and assuming that the space
covered by a form labourer's cottage be 2 J poles,

the roof of slate, the cottage will then be able to

command 7070 gallons of water a- year.

WATEB SUPPLY BY PUBLIC CO-OPEEATION.

"Failing sufficiency or proper quality from
either of the three private som-ces enumerated,
there remains to be considered how a village may
be economically supplied by public co-operation.

It is not improbable that, even where private

sources now exist, a public supply may, under a
combination of advantageous circumstances, be tho
cheaper means of service. The various means at

command may be classified under the following

heads :—1. The use of a constant or an inter-

mittent supply existing above tho village, and
conducted to it by gravitation. 2. The raising of

subteiTanean water lying beneath or near the

village. 3. The use of a stream near at hand,
but at lower level than tho village, both as a
supply and as motive power to raise the required

quantity. 4. The use of steam-power in the place

of other motors."
" The difference " (says Mr. Denton) " between a

constant run of water and the supply to be gained
from an intermittent discharge by the aid of

storage is vei-y great, both with respect to cost

and quality ; for as the supply to a village is com-
paratively small, and the opportunities of col-

lecting it in any deep natural receptacle rare,

recourse must be had to comparatively shallow
reservoirs, which are open to the objection that
vegetable and animal life thrive in them, and
when they decompose render the water less

pure. This objection is, however, met by
constructing the reservoir in such a manner
as will allow of its being emptied every year

aad properly cleansed. Tlio proportion of

tho raintaU discharged by nnder-drainage
during the winter from clay lands will not be less

than 3jin., where the annual rainfall does not
exceed 24in., and the proportion due to the winter
is not less than 9 out of the 21iu. This amounts to

79,183 gallons per acre. To supply a village of

400 inhabitants with 10 gallons each per diem, a
total quantity of 1,460,000 gallons will be re-

quired for the year's supply, half of which
(730,000 gallons) must be stored during the dis-

charging period for use dming the remainder of
tho year, with an addition of 50 per cent, for
evaporation, waste, <fec. By this means a village

may be amply supplied with water all tho year
round, tho quantity used during tho winter being
supplied direct from the outlets, and that of tho
summer from the reservoir. A reservoir capable
of holding the quantity requu'ed wotild occupy
about 4-lOths of an acre, assuming the depth of

water not to exceed 10ft. The whole expense of

constructing such a reservoir, with supply-pipes,
itc, would lu'obably not exceed £,i(iO {putting a
fair value on the land rcquu-ed), wliich, if repaid
with interest in thirty years, would involve an
average annual charge upon each dwelling of

about 8s. if sixty dwellings composed the village.

This ia rather lower than the minimum rate

which it has been ah-eady stated the labouring
cottager can fairly afford to pay."

In regard to the second proposition, the raising

of spring or subterranean water lying beneath or

near a village, Mr. Denton says ;
—" The depth

from which the water will have to be raised may
vary very considerably in different fonnations
but there ia no limit to the height to which it

may be raised if the motive power is appropri -

ately selected. Three kinds of power present
themselves for application—namely, horse, wind,
and steam-power. Of these it is only intended
to dwell upon wind as the most appropriate, if it

be supplemented by horse-power when the force

01 the wind is not sufficiently great to drive the

machinery. The cost of the wind-engine, with
tank to hold 16,000 gallons, and all requisite

appliances, would probably reach £750, includ-

ing a supply-main down the village street for a
distance of half a mile, but excluding connections
with the dwellings. A cessation of the duties re-

quired by the wind would seldom last more than
a fortnight at a time. When this should occur,

a horse working half a day would suflice to

furnish the village with the supply of 4,000
gallons, and thus two whole days' work would
suffice to flU the tank of 16,000 gaUons, or

four days' supply. Where a stream ia near at

hand, but at a lower level than the village, and
where it can be utiliaed both as a supply and as

motive power, three descriptions of machineiy
present themselves for consideration. These
are the hydraulic ram, the turbine and pump,
and the undershot wheel and pump. The cost

of the hydrauKc ram, working with a fall of

8ft., and capable of raising daily, to a height of

40ft., and a distance of half a mile, 4,000
gallons of the same water by which it is moved,
with a supply-pipe down the viUage street, half a
mile long, and exclusive of the connections with
the dwellings, would be £360. The turbine,

working with a fall of 20ft., and capable of

raising daily 10,000 gallons of water (taken from
the stream, and filtered in its passage from thence
to the pump well) to a height of 100ft., with
pumps and raising-main for forcing the supply a
distance of a nule, including supply-pipe

down the village street, half a mile long, but
excluding connectionB with tho village, would
cost £650. Tho water-wheel, capable of doing

the same work as the turbine, but worldng with a

fall of 3ft. only, instead of 20ft., with pumps,
raising main for forcing the supply a distance of

a mile, including supply-pipo down the village

street, half a mOe long, exclusive of house con-

nections, would cost £750. Where none of tho

foregoing plans are availoblo, the stoam-cngino

forms tho last and a never-failing resom-ce. 'riio

kind of pump most suitable would be the double-

acting lift and force-pump, or possibly three ram-
pumps forcing water into one ascending main.

To fonn a comparison between this description of

l)0wer and that of wind or water, it will suffice to

state that the first cost of a steam-engine to raise

tho same quantity, height and distance, as was
assumed in the case of a turbine and wheel, would

be £725 ; but with steam-engines the annual cost

of fuel, stores, wear and tear of the machineiy,

and attendance, would amount to a considerable

sum; while with rams, ttu'bincs, and water-wheels,

worked by a constant flow of water, the annual

outgoings arc only nominal."
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THE PATENT LAWS.

IP wo examine a long patent litigation, from

its miserable commencement to its lament-

able close, wo perceive notliing but imperfect

decisions appealed against and reversed, again

appealed agaiust and again reversed, reoom-

meuced with similar results—an absolute con-

fusion out of which no side or party can see the

end or issue, and in the end success of the party

possessing the greatest tenacity and the longest

purse. Look at the litigation wliich Mr. Bovill

nnderwcnt, and during the progress of which he

died ; when brought to an end by the complete

success of his cxecntors the defendant was fomid

to be a man of straw, and went throngh the

Bankruptcy Court owing no other debts than

the costs of this litigation and £3 for a water-

rate.

What is the remedy for which inventors and

patentees cry out aloud ? Give us a competent

tribunal, where our causes may be carefully heard

and where authoritative decisions can bo anived

at. The present courts are too crowded, their

judges are overworked, the questions involved are

too technical to he understood or weighed with-

out professio7uil knowledge, the present judges

are bewildered, and the juries confused. When a

patent case comes before a judge, does he not try

to shii'k it by every moans ho can ? The array of

models and scientific witnesses throws hira into a

ten-or. How can his mind, occupied by ten thou-

sand other things, bring itself to understand and
enter upon some subtle question m an a3t of

which, probably, he has only hitherto heard the

name ! If there bo this difticulty mth the judge,

how much more mnst there be with the jury, an
assembly of men of ordinary but not refined in-

telligence ! How can the grocer, fresh from his

shop, decide some nice point in chemistry ; or the

baker, from his oven, weigh some delicate law of

mechanics ? The thing is absurd ; and why the

system should have so long endured is only

anotlier proof of the extreme conservatism of

English institutions, and inelasticity of its boasted

common law.

We believe that if a court were specially ap-

pointed for the trial of patent causes, presided

over by a judge selected for his special technical

attainments, and whose previous practice has been
greatly in patent causes, and this judge were as-

sisted by scientific assessors chosen for their

special eminence in the various branches of know-
ledge, and that a jury be summoned of men pos-

sessing special knowledge of the matter in ques-

tion—if one of chemistiy, a jui-y of chemists ; if

one of mechanism, a jury of mechanics, and so

on—that the patent system of England would no
longer be a disgrace to her, that we should no
longer hoar of ci-ude notions of its entire abolish-

ment, and that the Ufo of an inventor would ueed
no longer to be spent in litigation.

WORKING MENS EXHIBITIONS.*

AFTER nearly twenty years of experience it

has been discovered that in order prac-

tically to interest working men in artistic and
industrial exhibitions, they must be partakers

in their management and share the rewards of

success. At the Agricultural Hall, Islington,

there is to be a display commenced during the

present month, in which this principle will he, for

the first time, amply recognised. Celebrated

firms and large employers of labour will compete
j

but to every specimen of ambitious handicraft will

be aflixed the name of the artisan who wrought
it, so th,at, by obtaining a prize, he will carry

a perpetual certificate of skill, which can scarcely

fail him, even in the worst of times. A few
attempts of a similar kind have been made in

England, but upon a limited scale, and under
mistaken arrangements. At the Floral Hall, for

instance, and at the Mechanics' Institute, in

Leeds, working-class emulations have been seen
;

yet they bore an amateur and immature appear-

ance. We regretted to find so much ingenuity
and patience wasted upon elaborate patchwork
quilts, representing every colour in the uniforms
of the British army ; tables and tea-caddies,

combining a thousand pieces of wood ; automaton
chimes, and other monuments of devotion, illus-

trating a Chinese dexterity and perseverance,

but not improving either the position or the
capacity of the worker. At present we have no
means of judging how far this or a difi'erent

From the Enr/lUh Mechanic,

system has prevailed at the Agricultural Hall,

but there is reason to believe that the emulation

will be seriously and strictly industrial. It is to

be international, as we have said. Now a great

difficulty has always stood in the way of commu-
nication between the artisans of one country

and those of another. The cost of travel is one

obstacle. The want of a common language is an-

other. The value of lime, to people who, by daily

effort, earn their daily bread, is a third. Still, as

our superior working-classes will find in course of

time, when more liabituated to these rivalries,

they are of immense, and even immetUate use.

We are kept out of many fields by that rarest of

all sentiments—a national modesty. This point

requires explanation, which we hasten to give. It

is a popular idea, nmong us, ihat we can never

hope to vie with the weaver of Lyons in the pro-

duction of silk tissue. Why not ? Lyons bor-

rowed her cunning from Venice, buys a principal

part of her machinery in Great Britain, and im-

ports her raw material, as we do, from China,

Persia, and Italy. At I'aris, at Amsterdam, at

Munich, at Wittenberg, at Leipsic, at Mayence,

last year, specimens from the Euglisli loom were
shown which by no eye could have been distin-

guished from the finest of French manufactures.

So, too, with porcelain, with bronze, witli all the

fictile arts. We have been deafened out of self-

respect by foreign praises of foreign wares, and
have been in danger of forgetting that which in

reality we ourselves have taught to half the

world. Not, by any means, that we would counsel

conceit or complacency on the part of our work-

men when exhibiting ; but a due consciousness

of merit is a species of wholesome pride . Next
week, no doubt, when the French and Italian arti-

sans are among us, we shall recognise, in both,

the signs of a peculiar genius, worth studying and
deserving to be applauded. But, to get a true

gain from a movement which, unquestionably,

will grow into a European custom, we must trace

for it the right direction, and point for it a practi-

cal end. In enforcement of this view we would
indicate some specialities of International Exhibi-

tions in the past. To begin with, they have not
generally afforded fair play to the artisan j they
have been too much dedicated to arts, to luxury,

to fancy, fashion and the vjluptuousness of civili-

sation. Then, flourishing and renowned houses,

winning diplomas, gold medals, honorary men-
tions, and other awar. Is, have-completely drained

out of sight the merit of the individual workman.
What did we hear of him, the associate-artist of

all the strong and beautiful elaboration, in 1851,

in 1855, in 1862, in 1807, and in other years

when the earth was supposed to be, in laureate

language, " blessed with all the fruits of peace,

aid crowned with all her flowers f" This time,

however, his toil, invention, and mastery over his

craft, will be patent, and, while the employer will

enjoy the credit of knowing a good workman, the

workman can claim the credit of his own perform-
ance. This is as it should be. We shall witness

greater results from a series of Working Class

Exhibitions than even working men themselves

are prepared for—all to their advantage, all to

their elevation in the social scale. Let us refer to

one episode. In 18C8, the peat-cutters of the Bel-

gian frontier—an entirely rural population, and
the skilled mechanics of the Amsterdam building-

yards—men utterly distinct in habits, culture and
modes of thought, conceived together the idea of

an International Exhibition on the banks of the
Amstel. They wanted the one from the other to

learn new lessons in industry and life
;

aud, while excluding no class, they re-

solved that the Exhibition in the Dutch capital

should principally represent their own. Their at-

tention was given to houses and their materials,

plans of dwelling-rooms, bed-rooms, kitchens, and
yards ; samplesof mortar, cement, concrete, iron-

work, and means of preventing damp, and founda-
tions. They next considered cheap and useful
furniture, and found that the world had a larger

plenty for their comfort than they had imagined
—seaweed for softening their beds, compressed
tan to make warmth for their winters, and an in-

finitude of trifles, adding much, however,
to the cheap facilities of their domesticity.
So with clothing : they multiplied its economies
fur themselves. So with food : they detected
eatable qualities in a thousand things hitherto
despised. So, once more, with tools : they
compared their own with the implements of

other nations, and even learnt lessons from the
flint axe of a thou.sand years ago. Tlie art of

life on the Continent is never lost sight of in

working men's exhibitions. Nevertheless, it is

perhaps true that their main and ultimate object

must be the advance of the workman in his craft,

and his power of triumphantly competing not only
with his fellows from the Continent, but also

with the necessities of his age. Much has been
said and written of late concerning the importance
of technical education. Mr. Samuelson, of Banbury,
compiled for Parliament a very important Blue
Book on this subject. In it he endeavoured to

show that the British artisan was inferior in many
respects to the I'Vcnch, the BeUian, and the

Gcrm.an ; the Russian, Spanish and Italiau being
hors lie cnncoiirs. Now there was a good deal of

plausibility in all this. Workmen's mechanical
schools, no doubt, abound more on the mainland
of Europe than in these islands ; but we are not
aware of any failure which has been humiliating
to the working class genius of England in the
international competitions which have taken place.

Indeed, it strikes us that this is not the real ques-
tion involved. It is not whether we are outdone
by rivals, but whether we might not outdo our-
selves as we are, by what we are capable of being.

To that result do these workmen's exhibitions

tend, and in that prospect we must welcome them.
The choral work nan's song, sung in Dutch at

Amsterdam, sets forth the idea, and, it a free

translation may be pardoned, we quote from it

one stanza :

—

No monster of iron, or gunpowder-fed.
No clangour of Hteel, no whizxiug of l».*ad,

Milken the bloo.1 ia onr arteries tingle

;

But tlio wliirl of tlie wlieel und the whistle of s'eani,
Aud the bubbling hi«M of the seething Ktream,

Is the sound where our sympathies luiuglu.

Of course a Workmen's Exhibition may be in-

tended to serve one of two purposes, or the two
together. It may be designed to meet the many
wants of his class which have hitherto been un-
provided, or it may aim at extending his power
over the materials which he has to manipulate,
so that his ability shall exceed that of his rivals

belonging to other nations. Or, we repeat, it

may attempt both purposes. We are inclined to

think that the former scheme is the more im-
portant. Taking the two, however, together, we
may assign them to seven descriptions. The
first is that of habitations. When the poor,

herded in crowds, occupy common lodgings, ming-
ling their wants and miseries, losing all sense of

individuality and home, they become iuevitaoly

demoralized, and no work so good has been
done on the Continent as that which has been
done in connection with exhibitions, by teaching

the industrious classes that their dwellings maybe
cheap and yet decent, humble and yet very com-
fortable. 'I'he Belgians and the Prussians are far

in advance of all other nations in this respect,

although the Dutch may claim a high pre-

eminence on account of their model workshops. As
to furniture, it may confidently be said that our
working classes do not understand it at all. A
Dutch or a German cottage inhabited by a family,

the united earnings of which do not average SOs.

a week, will exhibit a neatness, a snugness, and a
completeness which we should look for in vain,

as a rule, in the homes of our artisans. We
should like to find some of our working class

exhibitors turning their attention to the means of

economising space, and securing ventilation in

their abodes. In North Europe, in Sweden and
Denmark, for instance, no such evil as that of foul

air is ever heard of. Again, the idle time of conti.

nental workmen, apart from the Parisian, is rarely

really idle. It is devoted to invention, to garden-

ing, or to simple contrivances for the house, and
that is a reason why so many more comforts

are found in the Dutch or German cottage than in

the English. In the matter of clothing, a great

advantage possessed by the foreign artisan ia that,

having the raw material so much at his own door,

his family have not yet given up the practice of

manufacturing for him and themselves ; but no
doubt that is an exceptional circumstance of

which we shall hear very little when capital

aud machinery have completed their conquests.

The distaff is doomed at the first glance of the

loom. It is, indeed—passing from the domestic
necessities suggested by the varieties of a Work-
ing Men's Exhibition—the future control and
improvement of the new forces constituting the

industrial power of modern nations that ia the

chief object of emulation. It is the implement
for fieldwork, for the workshop, for the factory,

that is to be perfected ; and if in rur day an arti-

san discovers how to multiply and bring into more
direct action these forces, he may win not only a
medal or a mention, but a chance of fortune in its

most worldly sense. We have witnessed of late

years many proofs of this from among (he dyke-
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builden of HolUnd, the most self-oontamed

country in the woiUl, CUioa excepted; andita

agrictilturUU and iU net-makers have arisen rich

firms which command the markets of Europe.

The leather-dealers of Mayence, many of them

not long ago only journeymen, have so profited

by their skill that they have no competitors in

Germany, and even supply our Australasian

colonies. The opticians of Leipsio hold their

ground against all comers. The Venetian glass

manufacturer has his home in London—and not

one of these industries exists which has not been

promoted by the emulous spirit of international

exhibitions. We would therefore counsel our

mechanics to take these opportunities in good

earnest, and to appreciate the chances they offer

of general and personal advantage. The world

knows too little of its workmen. Thousands of

tuks finished by apt and patient hands, tender

suggestions of form and colour, marks of thought-

ful capacity and memorials »f loving care, like that

bestowed by Ascanio on his lily, abound in the

workshops whence, hitherto, no name has ever

BBoed forth to fame. It is with pleasure, then, we
notice that in the forthcoming exhibition which

Her Majesty has privately visited, and the Prince

of Wales will open, the personal merits of the

workman will be recngoised. Indubitably while he

demonstrates his own high quality he will per-

ceive that he has much to learu from his fellows,

and we trust, notwithstanding our denial of the

idea that foreign workmen are, upon the whole,

superior to ours, he may yet be so unprejudiced as

to acknowMge that something may be taught to

him by the Frenchman, the Dutchman, or the

German. How is it that we cannot make articles

de Paris t How is it that we are utterly beaten

in t<'ymiiking by the manufactories of Nurem-
burg! This localisation of peculiar industries is

among the most uuintelligible of phenomena. A
workman's exhibition brings it, however, before the

workman's eye, and sets him reflecting upon his

position in the great race of industrial nations.

At an exhibition he can see clearly on what
course, and for what prizes, he is first, second,

or third, or not placed at all. We have every

conKdence in the prowess of our exhibitors at the

Agricultural Hall, but would prefer that our

mechanic should look to the exhibition less for

triumph than for teaching.

whole world of educated and religious men looks

with dread to the desolation which war may work

at Strasburg or at Rheims."

COMPETITIONS.

BoMBAT.—We learn from the Bombay Gazette

th.%t at the annual general meeting of the

Mechanics' Institution, held on the 14th of

August at Bombay, a gold medal, with 300

rupees from the President on behalf of the

municipality, was awarded to Mr. F. W. Stevens,

C.E., for his design, &c., for native baths and

wash houses. There were sLt other competitors

for the prize. The Municipal Commissioner in-

tends adopting Mr. Stevens's design, with a

slight modification, in two or three places in

Bombay. Mr. Stevens was formerly a pupil of

Mr. C. E. Davis, F.S.A., of Bath.

WiNOHESTEH.—It is now definitely settled (says

a local paper) that the new Town-hall for Win-
chester is to be erected on the Globe Inn site, which

is to be purchased for £1,550. The Town-hall

Committee recommend that £12,000 be the sum
fixed tor the building. The Town Council have

empowered the Committee to advertise for de-

signs, plans, and estimates for the proposed build-

ing, and to o2er a premium of £50 for the best

design. It is to be an instruction to the architect

that the building must include a room capable of

seating 1,000 persons.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

Etde, Isle of Wight —After many struggles

and considerable expense, the committee have

found the difficultied in the way of the esta-

blishment of a school of art in this town insu-

perable, and have determined to make no further

attempt for the establishment of an art school in

Ryde. The great difficulty was in the getting of

a suitable building, which is a sine qua non with

the South Kensington authorities.

YiRMOUTn.—Mr. J. S. Dominy, who for several

years has held the position of master of the

Government School of Art at Yarmouth, has

obtained a more lucrative appointment at York.

He has been succeeded by Mr. J. F. Ryan, from

the Central School, South Kensington.

STBASBURG AND RHEIMS CATHEDRALS
AND THE WAR.

THE Cathedral of Strasburg has already

suffered injury from the effects of the

feu d'enfer poured upon the place ; and the case

may arise, nay has arisen (it has already been

threatened in Strasburg), that cathedrals may be

deliberately sacrificed to the necessities or ven-

geance of war. The greatest rii^k, however, of

course is from misadventure and carelessness. As
the Daily Telegraph well says :

—"A stray shell

may shatter to atoms the delicate lacework of

Strasburg spire, or smash the magnificent stained

glass of Rheims. Either of these towns may be set

on fire, and, as the old S. Paul's of London attested,

flames do not spare the mightiest creations of the

architect. Or when the towns are bombarded at

night, and when the shelb are pitched half at

random, the great churches may be made a mass

of ruins before the besiegers find what havoc they

have wrought. And whatever mischief may be

done to Rbeims or Str .sburg is done for ever.

Money and skill, it is true, might repair the rents

in towers, or even cunningly imitate the soft and

sombre glory of oriel window ; but, after all, the

result would be only patchwork and only imita-

tion. The value of Rheims and Strasburg springs

in great part from the fact that they link the

present to a darkly remote past, of which they

are the saintliest symbols, and of whose holiest

longings they give the most vivid revelation. We
prize the temples of mediaival religion, not merely

because they bear the stamp of incomparable

beauty, but because they wed us to the past by

the tie of consecration. Their beauty we might

copy ; their wealth of historic association we could

never produce. If Westminster Abbey were

levelled to the ground we might rear a building

exactly the same in form, and give it even the

mellow hue of age ; but the structure would not

be the Abbey of history—the coronation and the

resting place of our kings—the church in which
is deposited the dust of the greatest among
Eogliahmen. As the holiest symbols of a great

]>ast, the ancient cathedrals stand under the

guardianship of civilization itself, and hence the

ARCHJEOLOGICAIi.

NOETH OxFOBDBHinE AnCHiEOLOOIOAI. SOCIETY.

—The North Oxfordshire ArchEsologieal Society

has just visited Burford, whose fine old church is

now being restored under the superintendence of

Mr. G. E. Street, A.R.A. The church is dedicated

to S. John the Baptist. Its chancel and nave are

of great length, with tower between and transepts

on either side, with several large chapels grouping

around, and it has a large-chambered porch. Its

architecture is chiefly Perpendicular, but in parts

it is Norman and Early English. The lantern

and west door are Norman, and the porch on the

south is Late Perpendicular, and of exquisite

details. After inspecting the church, some of

the party went to the bridge and thence to the

Priory. After dinner a paper on the Priory was

read by the Rev. J. H. Burgess, vicar of Burford.

AKCHiEOLOGICAt, ExCOESION TO THE HerEFOBD-

8HIBE Beacon.—The Archseological Section of the

Midland Institute have arranged for an excursion

to the camps on the Hertfordshire Beacon and

Midsummer Hill, Malvern Hills, on Monday, the

12th instant. A Midland train will leave New
Street Station at nine a. m., arriving at Malvern

W ells about eleven a. m. From thence the mem-
bers of the section will walk to the Beacon Camp,
a distance of about three miles. Luncheon will

be provided on the hiU about one o'clock, after

which Mr. H. H. Lines, of Worcester, will conduct

the members of the section over the camps, and

will read a paper describing them. Dinner will be

provided at Malvern at six o'clock, and the mem-
bers will return to Birmingham by the train

leaving at eight p.m.

Roman Millstones.—^Mr. Blair, an antiquary

residing at Oundle, has lately been in possession

of a pair of Roman millstones which were recently

discovered in Car Dyke, fietween Eye and Peter-

boro', by men who were digging for water for

cattle. They were upper and nether stones,

weighing from 401bs. to SOlbs., and were formed

of a sort of lava stone. One was perfect, and the

other was fractured so as to be easily joined.

They have been sent to the Northampton Mu-
seum.

Opening op Tomuli in Northumbebland.—
The Rev. Canon Greenwell, of Durham, and Mr.
C. H. Cadogan, of Brenkburu Priory, Northum-
berland, have completed the examination of three

tumuli situate upon the Harbottle Castle estate

(the property of Mr. P. Clennell), Northumber-
land. The first tumulus was a cairn of stones,

32 feet diameter and 2 feet high, but some
stones had been removed. There was a circle of

large stones round the base. At 7jft. east from
the centre there was found a deposit of burnt
human bones on the natural surface, in a heap
rather over a foot in diameter. At 3ft. S.E. by
S. from the centre, and 9in. above the natural

euiface was another similar deposit, and imme-
diately below it, and upon the old surface, was a

third, very much burnt, the bones few in number,
but evidently those of a separate burial. At 5ft.

N.W. of the centre was a large stone, naturally

present, and deeply fixed in the ground. From
this stone the caim had been commence!, the

other stones being laid against it, as from a centre

—all flat stones set on edge—and the second

deposit of burnt bones was just beyond these

stones. The second barrow was 24ft. diameter

and 3i feet high—a cairn perfectly undisturbed.

At 4ft. S.S.E. from the centre was a deposit of

burnt bones Sin. above the natural surface. At
o^tt. S.S.E. from the centre, in a hole sunk one

foot into the ground, was another burnt burial,

the body having been burnt upon the spot. At
the centre was a cist of four stones on edge, with

a cover filled with fine sand. At the east corner

of the cist was a " food vessel" on its side, with

mouth to the south, and facing a hollow to be

presently mentioned. At the south-east end

were some burnt bones and charcoal, but the cist

probably contained an unburnt body. At the

south comer of the cist was a hollow, as if the

remains of the impression made by the skull.

The " food vessel " is flower-pot shaped, and in

perfect condition, and is ornamented externally

with lines arranged herringbone fashion with

horizontal rows of dots between. The third

barrow was 24ft. diameter and 3ft. high, made of

stones. At 8ft. S.E. of centre was a burnt burial

in a hole lined with flat slabs of shaly limestone,

and at the bottom two sandstone slabs, and on

the top two covers and a large stone over all.

The burial urn contained the remains of two or

more bodies. At 8ft. E.S.E. from the centre was

a deposit of burnt bones on the natural surface

of the ground. At 5ft. E. by S. from centre was

a small plain urn, upright, with much charcoal

about it, and between this urn and the hollow

there was much sign of burning. At 4ft. S. of

the centre was another burnt burial, two pieces

of flint being among the bones, one part of a

"scraper," and part of a bone pin, burnt also.

Just S.E. of the bones and a little above them
was a large urn, upright, enclosing a smaller urn.

The large urn had a reticulated pattern of thong

markings. At the centre of the barrow was a

burnt body and another urn, and two flints. The
pottery obtained is of great interest.

§mMng Inlellifitce.

CHUBCHES AND CHAPELS.

Babton-le-Street. — The ancient Norman
church of Barton-leStreet, near Malton, dedi-

cated to S. Michael, had become so ruinous

through length of years and neglect, that its re-

pair became hopeless, and Mr. Sleynell Ingram,

of Temple Newsam, the proprietor of the parish,

has determined to rebuild it as a memorial to hia

deceased father. Messrs. Perkin and Son, of

Leeds, were employed to prepare the necessary

plans, and the work was let, Mr. John Thornton,

of Slingsby, being employed as mason, and Mr.

John Tomlinson, of Leeds, undertaking the car-

penters' and other work. The sculpture is en-

trusted to Messrs. Maw and Ingle, of Leeds. The

whole work is being executed under the personal

supervi^ion of Mr. Isaac Newton, the clerk of the

works. The new church is of good proportions.

There is a fine Norman porch on the north side,

and a vestry abuts on the chancel on the south

side. The interior dimensions of the nave are

54ft. 6in. by 20ft. 6in. The chancel is 20[t. 6in.

by 16ft. Cin. The bell turret at the extreme west

end of the church will be 50ft. high, and sur-
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mounted by a Norman cross. Tlio porch is very

rich in Norman sculpture, principally old work.

The exterior walls of the nave and chancel are

strictly Norman in their style, and in the interior

a veiy large amount of ancient carving is intro-

duced in the string-courses, the window moulds,

and other parts, and the wall plates are supported

by ancient corbels. The old chancel arch had

been destroyed, but the new one is very rich, and

is strictly worked from remnants of old work

found in the church. The windows throughout

are circular-headed. About three hundred an-

cient stones, richly carved, are worked into the

new structure, and the new sculpture is adapted,

as far as possible, to the old style. The nave is

to bo covered with thirty-two ribs of red wood,

cleaned and moulded, the intervening spaces

being filled in with boarding. The form of the

roof in the interior will be circular. The chancel

will be roofed in the interior with oak rihs, in

panel work, richly carved. The stone used for

the building is from the Whitby and Appleton

quarries.

Dundee. — The Restoration of the Old
Steeple.—Mr. Gilbert Scott, who lately_ inspected

the Old Tower, Dundee, with a view to its restora-

tion, has forwarded a report on the subject to the

local committee. Mr. Scott supposes the tower

to date from the close of the fourteenth century,

when Scottish architecture assumed a very dis-

tinctive and national form. He is ot the opinion

that the original termination of the tower was after

that of S. Giles', Kdinburgh, the resemblance of

the upper stages of the two towers being most
marked. The Dundee tower, however, was much
the best in design, which led him to think that at

Edinburgh must have been of a little later date,

and imitated from it. He was unable to discover

when the original termination was removed, and
the present uncouth house substituted. The
house, he supposed, was erected as a watch-house
in the time of Henry VIII. or Edward VI. The
tower, as a whole, he said, was in a substantial

condition, but externally it was much decayed.

After referring to various details iu regard to

restoration, Mr. Scott concluded his report by
recommending the employment of a thoroughly
practical mason and an efficient clerk of works to

undertake the necessary work. The cost of restora-

tion would be at least £5,000, and possibly might
exceed that sum. It is calculated that £3,300
has been subscribed ; and if this is found to be

the case, operations at the tower will be imme-
diately begun.

Fenton Chapel.—The cost of erecting this

chapel was not £4,000 as mentioned last week, but
£2,640.

Gloucester Cathedral Restoration.—The
restoration of Gloucester Cathedral has now been
carried out, imder the supervision of Mr. Gilbert
Scott, on as large a scale as the funds will permit.

The south porch has been nearly completed ; the
rich front of tabernacle work has been faithfully

reproduced, and niches for statues, with beautifully
carved canopies, have taken the place of the
modem dial. Mr. Redfern, of London, is carving
14 statues for the porch. The aisles of the choir

have been carefully cleaned and repaired, S.

Andrew's chapel has been finished for some time,
S. Paul's chapel is being completed, and the re-

novation of some of the other chapels is in a for-

ward state. The magnificent roof of the choir has
been coloured by Messrs. Clayton and Bell.

Messrs. Farmer and Brindley, of London, have
undertaken the carving of the woodwork of the
choir; and Mr. Scott will proceed with the restora-

tion of the sedilia, and prepare plans for the
reredos, for which the Freemasons of the Province
have subscribed £650. The south transept is

nearly ready for the stained glass in its great
south window, and the repair of the north transept
has been begun. The estimated cost of the whole
work ia £45,000, whereas the total amount paid and
promised up to the present time, even including
£5,000 given by the Dean and Chapter, is only
£14,157. Already some £6,000 has been expended,
while estimates accepted for the choir and south
porch exceed £4,000 more.

Jarbow.—On Monday afternoon the foundation
stone of a new Wesleyan Methodist chapel and
school was laid near the new railway station to be
erected at Jarrow. The plans have been made
by Mr. F. R. N. Haswell, North Shields, in the
Italian style, the chapel to be buUt of brick with
stone dressings. The building is calculated to
accommodate from 800 to 900 persons. The
estimated cost is about £3,000.

Little Cowakne.—The parish church ot

Little Cowame was re-opened on Tuesday week,

after restoration under the superintendence of

Mr. F. R. Kempaon, architect, Hereford. The

work of restoration has comprised the entire re-

building of the east and south walls of the chancel

giving access to the Lady CUapcl at the extreme

end of the cathedral. The total length of the

church will bo over 300ft , the width of transepts

being 120ft., and the lufty spires will rise to a

height of neaily 300ft. The local materiaU, free-

stone and brick, will be employed, and probably

and the re-buUding in part of the south waU of polished granite for the shafts. The bishop'i

the nave j the opening out of the chancel, which

was formerly separated from the nave by a very

small and insignificant arth ; and the substitution

in place of the latter of a lofty and handsome arch

nearly the entire width of the chancel. The

tower has also been thrown open to the nave, and

has been raised 10ft. The work has been carried

out by Messrs. Morris and Bufton, of Ocle Pit-

chard, at a cost of £500.

Little Marcle.—The new church of S.Michael,

Little Marcle, was cons ecrated last week. 'The

church is in the Geomotiical style, and comprises

nave, chancel, north porch, and vestry on the

south side. The material used ia native red

sandstone, with Bath stone dressings. The roofs

are covered with Broseley tiles. The whole of

the work has been' substantially executed by

Messrs. Wall & Hook, contractors, of Brinsoombe,

near Stroud, from plans by Mr. J. W. Hugall,

architect, Oxford.

house witl be attached to the cathedral by a

cloister, and will be commenced early next spring,

and the foundation stone of the cathedral will be

laid soon after.

RirON.—The foundation stone of a new Congre-

gational Church at RipoD, was laid on Friday

last. The church will have a tower and spire at

the south-west comer, lOOft. high, and will atforrt

sitting accommodation for 600 adults. Mr. J. P.

Pritchett, F.R.I.B.A, of Darlington, is the

architect, and the cost, including schools and a

minister's house (which will adjoin the church),

will be £3,000.

SiLKSwoRTH.—On Wednesday week the comer
stone of a new church, to be dedicated to S.

Matthew, at SilksworthJColUcry, near Sunderland,

was laid by the Countess Vane. The new church,

which is situate midway between the village of
' Silksworth and the colliery, will be of Early Eng-
I lish Gothic character, built of limestone, with

Llanebfyl, Montgomeryshire.—The parish freestone dressings ; to contain free sittings to

church of S. Erfyl has been re-opened, having
,

the number of 250, and to cost £1,800.

been re-built on the old site. The new church i Tyldesley.—A new Congregational Church, in
consists of nave and chancel, western bell turret,

, jjigh-street, Tyldesley, was opened on Wedues-
vestry and south porch. The old nave roof has i ^^y ^gek. The church is of brick, with poUshed
been restored and refixed, and the font repaired gj^^g dressings, and is Gothic in style. Sittings

and provided with a cover. Local stone has been

used for the walling, and shelvoke for dressings.

The open seats are of pitch pine ;the chancel stalls,

pulpit, lectern and other fitings of oak from the

old church. Messrs. Maw & Co. have supplied

the encaustic and enamelled tiles for the reredos

and floor within altar rail. The single light win-

dow iu the west gable is filled with painted

glass by Messrs. Done and Davies. There is pro-

vision in the new church for about 200 persons.

The total coat of the building is £1,500, and the

work has been carried out by Mr. Morgan, of

Llaufair Caereinion, from the designs of Mr. E.

Haycock, junr., architect, Shrewsbury.

MuNSLOW.—The church of S. Michael, Muns-
low, Salop, was re-opened on the 19th ult. by the

Bishop of Hereford, after restoration. The church,

which consists of tower, nave, north aisle and
chancel, is of very ancient date, and of various

styles of architecture. The interior ot the old

church was much disfigured by a ceiled roof, an

unsightly gallery, and high pews ; these have
all been removed. The new pews are of oak, with
carved heads of old wainscoat oak. The removal

of the west gallery disclosed a fine old Norman
arch, formerly hidden, and opens a view of the

full length of the edifice. By the removal of the

gallery is also gained a good view of a memorial
window ot stained glass (by Done and Davies, of

Shrewsbury), the gift ot the architect, Mr. S.

Pountney Smith. The walls of the church, and
the i)illars and arches ot the arcade, have been
scraped, and the plaster which disfigured them
has been removed. In removing the thick coat

of plaster from the chancel end of the south wall,

a staircase, leading to the old rood-loft, was
brought to light, and is now fitted with oak doors

with ornamental hinges and ring handles. The
church has been re-roofed, but the character of the

old roof has been retained,and the massive old beams,
side-pieces, and principals replaced. The church
has been laid throughout with encaustic tilee, by
Mr. Bathurst, of Broseley. The old wooden
pulpit has been removed, and a stone pulpit by
Mr. John Cross, of Shrewsbury erected in its place.

Newark, New Jersey, U.S.—The Right Rev.

Dr. Bayley, ot Newark, U.S., has lately visited

London to consult Mr. Goldie upon the proposed
cathedral and Bishop's residence to be erected at

Newark, from the designs of that gentlemau, in

connection with his partners Mr. Child and Mr.
O'Rourke, of Newark. The cathedral is to be
dedicated to Our Blessed Lady and S. Patrick,

and is to be erected in the earlier and purest form
of mediioval architecture, of which Mr. Goldie has
already raised up such striking specimens in the
pro-cathediala of Westminster and Beverley. The
plan will be that of a perfect cathedral, vast nave
and aisles with Hanking chapels, two western towers,

and spires with the mortuary and baptistry chapels

in the basements, and a noble atrium, or porch,

stretching across the whole width of the nave
between them ; transepts with apsidal chapels, and
a choir with aiale making its entire circuit, and

are provided for 550 persons. Beneath the church

are schools for 400 children. Mr. Atherton, ot

Bolton, is the architect. The entire cost is about

£2,200.
BuiLDmaa.

Birmingham.—New lodging-houses for work-

ing men have been fitted up in Summer-lane,

Birmingham, and will be ready for occupation on
Monday next. The premises have been adapted

to their new purpose by Mr. Jas. Williams, archi-

tect. New-street ; and are under the superin-

tendence of Mr. T. Brown, who has had long

experience in the management of lodging-houses.

Bolton.—The old Wesleyan School, in Moss-

street, Bolton, has been pulled down, to make
way for more commodious school buildings, from

plans by Mr. T. Ormrod, architect, of Nelson-

square, Bolton. The foundation stone will be

laid to-morrow (Saturday).

Clifton.—A new library has just been added

to Clifton College, by the munificence of the

Rev. John Percival, the head-master. It is from

the designs ot Mr. 0. F. Hansom, the College

architect, and consists of two floors, the ground

one ibeiug devoted to a couple of class-rooms,

about 23ft. square. Over the class-rooms is the

library, which consists at present of four bays,

49ft. by 23ft., but will eventually be carried on

to a fifth, now used as a temporary office for the

secretary, and will then be 63ft. long. This will

be fitted up with bookshelves running out at

right angles from the walls, and dividing each

bay into separate compartments. The principal

architectural feature is an elegant open timber

root, with hammer-beam principals, supported on

wooden columns with moulded capitals and bases.

The general contractors for the work were Messrs.

Wilkins & Sons.

Halifax.—Stannary Congregational Cuurch
Schools.—The above schools have just been

satisfactorily completed. The style adopted is

Gothic, severe in character, and apparently de-

signed for stability and convenience. It ia so

arranged as to answer admirably the joint purpose

of a chapel and«chool, pending the erection of a

new Congregational church on the site adjoining,

when the large room now devoted to public wor-

ship will be used as a school-room only. The

ground floor is divided into class-rooms, ten iu

number, which range down either side of a central

corridor leading from a spacious hall, and connect-

ing the front and back staircases. A chapel-

keeper's house is also provided for on this and

the basement floor. The first floor is approached

from the hall by a good wide stone staircase at

the west end. There is also a staircase at the

east end, intended principally for ministers and

choir. 'The large room, with its galleries and

vestries, occupies the whole of the first floor, and

is 85ft. 6in. by 42£t. in the clear. It is light,

lofty, and well ventilated, and is spanned by an

arched principal hammer-beam roof, rising to the

clear height of 3Sft. to the underside of the collar,
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and ia a laaarkkblT fine specimen of its kind.

The minister's pUtfonu and gallery front are

executed in {Utch pine, and are of a very bold and

elaborate character. The large room, classrooms,

*c, are effectually heated by hot-water appa-

nhis, supplied by Meesre. W. & S. Thornton, of

HuddenfiJd. The large room, ezclusiTe of

Testries, will accommodate 750 adults, and the

eUas-rooma below will seat 540 scholars with

eomfort. The contractoni are all local, and the

biiUdiog, which has been erected at a total cost

of £3.750. has been carried out from the designs

and under the superintendence of Messrs.

HoTRfall, Wardle, & Patchetts, architects,

Halifax.

M.vRKET Dbattos.—New premises for the

Manchester .ind Liverpool District Banking Com-
pany hare just been erected in Cheshire-street,

Market Drayton. The building is Gothic in

character, substantially built of a red stone and

yellowish btick, and is seen from all sides. Great

care has been taken by the architects in designing

the building to have each front equally good in

detail The building is two stories high, covered

by a high pitched slated roof, with ornamental
finiaU. The banking-room is 83ft long by 24ft.

wide, the counters and desks being specially de-

aigned to accord with the style of architecture

of the building. Messrs. Swindells & Little, of

Manchester, have been the contractors, and ii r.

Harrison, clerk of the works ; Mr. Fox, of Market
Drayton, has done the plumbing, glazing, and
gas- fitting. Messrs. Barker & Ellis, of Man-
chester, are the architects.

KoTTisanAM.—The theatre at Nottingham, a

plan of which we illustrated some time since, has,

since June 24, undergone a thorough renovation.

The massive pillars of the proscenium have been
removeil, and the whole design of that part altered

and improved, and small private boxes built at

the sides of the balcony circle. This has wonder-
fully improved the interior, which, in every other

respect,hu been proved to be as complete as could
be wished. The new work has been decorated by
Mr. George Gordon, of London, who has also

pointed a new act-drop. The decoration of the
fronts of the various tiers, the ceiling, and Mr.
Holliday's charming frieze, have been carefully

cleaned, and the small running ornament painted
on the mouldings and cornices freshened by a
little stronger colour. Some spacious refreshment
and supper-rooms have been built, in addition to

thom in the theatre previously. The builders'

work has been done by Mr. Wright, of Notting-
ham, and the whole has been designed and super-
intended by the architect of the theatre, Mr. C.
J. Pbippe, F.S.A., of London, the cost being about
£1,500.

Sheffield.—The Duke of Norfolk laid the
corner-stone of a new music hall at Sheffield on
Thursday week. The architecture of the building
will be Italian in character, and the interior will
be elaborately decorated. Accommodation will
be provided for from 2,500 to 3,000 persons.

SocTH Shiei-ds.— On Wednesday week Eari
Percy laid the foundation atone of S. Peter's
National Church Schools, South Shields. The
buildings will comprise boys' school, 46ft. by 20ft.,

girls' school, 44ft. by 20ft., with convenient class-

rooms and a covered playground, and will be
capable of accommodating 300 scholars. The
contract, amounting to £1,513, ia in the hands
of Messre. Sopwith & Kent, of North Shields

;

the designs having been prepared by Mr. F. R. N.
Haswell, architest, of that town.

St.vvelet. —The Midland Railway Company has
just erected a new locomotive shed near the
Staveley Station. It ia a very commodious build-
ing, capable of holding twentyfour large loco-
motives, and the tanks, mess-room, and offices

adjoining are ponveniently arranged. Mr. J. E.
Hall, of Nottingham, waa the contractor, and
the coat has been £20,000.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

[We do DOt hold our'sulveB respuuBible for the opinious

of our oorrespoudentfl. The Editor reaiwctfully re-

quests that all commuuioAtious should be drawu up
aa briefly as possible, as tbero are niatiy claimauts
npou tlie space allotted to correspoudeuoe. ]

To Our Re.\der3.—We shall feel obliged to any of oiu*

readers who will favour us with brief uotoa of works con-
templated or iu pi-ogrcss in the provinces.

Letters relating to adverliaements :iud the onlinary busi-

ness of the Pajwr should be addressed io the KDITOR,
31, T.VVISTOCK STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 6 p.m on Thursday.

W. Sic E., D. J. W., .1. C. J., A. O. H., J. II.. il. V. and
M., J. H. R., .T. U., J. N., J. P. 8., C. B. A., 8. ."ind Son,
J. .M. Q., U. G.

J. W. T.—See article this week on " Hand-railing," which
will be followed by several others.

S. O. - Please send view and pl.an.

J. T. BI.—Drawing returned. Too many sketches of
Norman doorways sent before.

3., Son, and R.—Plan of mansion to hand.
J. C, Jim., must take the slight responsibility, if there be

any.
A SulwcRlBEB yon Fifteen Yeab.h.—Apply to the Turkish
Embassy, 1, Bryanston-square, London.

C. A. J.—The sketches will be returned.

Th« Gbakd Pbize op Rome.—The " Death of
Meesalina " wa« the subject given in competition
for the Grand Prize of Rome this year. The win-
ner is described as not 20 years of age ; he is a
pupil of M. Cabanel. The inferior honours of
this class are due to Mathieu, another pupil of M.
Cabanel. " Samson with the Lions '• was the sub-
ject of the competition for the prize in sculpture.
M. A. E. Charles waa successful. M A, Jacquet
won the prize for engraving, and M. Thomas that
for an architectural design of a school of medi-
dne.

Comspoiibence.

ARCHITECTS' CHARGES.
[To the Editor of the Buildino News.)

Sib,—I had a case about nine months ago simi-

lar to that mentioned by "Young Architect."

A freeholder wished to have a cottage built on a
portion of his ground, and applied to me to pre-

pare him some designs for his choice, cost not to

exceed £200. I, expecting to do the job, sent

him three plans and elevations in different styles,

with approximate estimates for each. He replied,

thanking me for the designs, and stating that he
had already engaged another builder. I sent him
in a bill for two per cent, of the total cost of

the three, and took proceedings in the county
court, and obtained judgment for one per cent.

I shall be happy to furnish your correspond ent
with further detailed information.—I am, &c.

Country Builder.

Sib,—It were almost amusing, if it were not pain-
ful, to read such inquiries as that of " A Young
Architect" in yours of this day, To read such,

one might suppose we were living in Timbuctoo
or New Caledonia, instead of in a country where,
more than in any other, law and order are maintained.
The law of England guarantees to every subject
fair payment for honest work, and, therefore, if his

client will not give him that, I advise, as the re-

sult of my experience, that he lose no time parley-

ing, offering references, ftc, but issue a writ forth-

with. The client will then be compelled within

twelve days either to pay the amount in full , or

as much as he admits due, or else to show good
cause for withholding payment. Of course the

architect should do this through some respectable

solicitor.

The Institute scale will inform him fully what
he has a right to charge ; and though for a long
time it was pretended that this scale " would not
be recognised, could not be enforced," &c., recent

cases, and in particular the case of " Ebdy i'.

McGowan," reported in your columns, have shown
thac, when properly proved, the courts will regard

this document as binding and authoritative, and
direct verdicts in accordance with it.

If he takes firm and decisive action, the client

will probably " cave in " at once, unless he be pecu-
liarly obstinate or ill-advised. Young architects are

often told " they ought on no account to go to law,

&c." And certainly neither they nor anybody
else should do bo rashly or unnecessarily. But if

people will not pay on one or two civil requests,

what else are you to do ? How would my tailor

or your printer act if their claims were not duly
honoured ?—I am, &e. Wm. Fogehty.

8, Buckingham-street, Strand, Sept. 2,

ARCHITECTURAL CUSTOM.
Sib,—Would you kindly inform me if it is a

custom in the architectural profession for an
employer to dismiss an assistant with a month's
notice after a twelvemonths' engagement has
been entered into. An answer to the above query
through course of post will greatly oblige a con-

8 tant reader of your valuable paper.—I atn, &c.,

John Y. M'Intosii.

Birmingham, Aug. 31,

Iiiicrtoiinnttnintti0ii(v;

QUESTIONS,
[1938] TURKISH BATHS.—Can any one inform ine if

tliero is .'xiiy work published, and Ijy whom, how to con-
struct a Turliisli bath, or who would be likely to Hupjily

working details for the construction of one ?

—

John Scott.

[1933] COTTAGE HOSPITAL.—Can you or some of
your reiulers give me a description of a cottage hospital?—

[1940] BUEACH OF CONTRACT.—A vicarage being
to let I waa asked by a miwon to tender for tlio carptmters'
and joiners' work ou the understanding (verl>al, but with
witness) that if he got the contract I waa to do the alwve
woik. Ho got the contract and appointed a time when I

w;is to sign the agreement, but previous to the signature
ho informed me that ihe plans and specifmationsnot being
to hand we must wait until their arrival. Subtecpiontly ho
let the work to another tirm of caiiienters and joiners. Can
you or any of your correspoudentu say if any, and what
compensation 1 can recover against him ? I expected to
have made about S or 10 per cent, by i!»e job.—G. W.

[19«] ORNAMENTAL INLAT.—Iu the Bdildinq
News for December 10, 1S69, directions are given foronia-
meutal inlay. I have tried the molten lead i>oured into
letters cut in marble, but the heat of tho lead Ciiusea the
marble to burst ; the centres of the letters O and A are all

burst out. Would eome reader obligemo by describing the
method ? Can the lead be softened bo as not to require so

much heat to melt it ?—A Mason.
P.S.—What is " colophony?"

[1942] REMOVING WHITEWASH.—Will you oblige

a four years' .sulwcriber by inquiring through your '* Inter-

communication " cohimn tho most effectual way of remov-
ing old whitewash from the face of stonework, especially
from the small holes made by the mason's pick when dres-
sing?—Foreman.

[lOlS] WALL BUIL^.ING.—WiU some of your "prac-
tical " readers bo kind enough to tell me if a hollow wall

constructed 4 Jin. on face. 24in. cavity, and 9in. brickwork
Internally, is in accordance with the proper consbruciion
of such walls, and what lies should be used ?—B. F.

UEPLIES.
[1921] LOAD ON IRON COLUMNS.— Tho question

raised by " Student," iu ' Intercommunication " column,
is apparently difficult, but in reality very simple, provided
it is commenced properly. The only point to Iks deter-
mined is the distribution of the load, and tho manner in
which it affects the columns. It has not been stated by
"Student" at what distances apart the three columns
are placed, but there is no doubt that tho whole space of

35ft. is equally subdivided, as represented in the sketch I

have given. The total load carried by the bresBnmmerwill
consist of the front wall of the building, half tho weight

of the floors of the front rooms, and half the weight of the

roof, and this load will be divided among the columns as

follows. In the first place let lis take the distance along

the bresaummer from A to the first column C. Manifestly

half of tho load situated on this partwiU be supported by tho

wail at A, and half by the pillar C. Similarly, half of th&
weight situated be* xeen the columns C and D, or betweeji

any two of them, will lie borne by each resi>eclively. But
the distance between the pillars, measuring of course from
centre to centre, is 8ft. 9iu., or a quarter of the whole span
from wall to wall. Each pillar carries therefore a quarter

W
of the load, and if we caU this W, the distribution ia - »t

8

,W„
the walla A and B, and — at each of the th ree pillars. The

4

actual load must of course depend upon the height of tho

wall, and the character of the buil ling, but "Student"
will now have no difticulty is calculating the strength of

the columns. Let him bear in mind that his load upon the

columns must not be greater than one-sixth of the break-

ing weight for cast iron.—T.C.

[1924] ASPHALTING.—From experience I can inform

your correspondent that amai eur asphalting always comes

to grief, especially when performed upon a scale so large as

he mentions. His best plan is to get the Pyriraont Seyssell

people to lay down wliat he requires, and he will have a

good job made of it onco for all.—S. K. P.

[1920] CARRYING A STRFAVI OVER A RAIL-

WAY .—The simplest means of taking any water over a rail-

FOKHUiJIOHi.t.VLL\

way is to make the bridge act ad tho aquoiluct aa well. This

is the manner in which the main drainage is taken across
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thg Grout EasU-rii Railway near Abbey Mills pump.
ing statiou. 1 havo givtm, for the informatiou of " Cou-
tractor," a bketch Kltowiiig tlio arraugoniorit. There is no
iiecosaity for placing coUiinuB in tho niiddlo of the "hIx-

foot, ' as the span is comparatively sniall. The girders

should be of the plato form, and the riveting and joiuU
done very carefully, as the work must be watertight. —
Engin'eek.

[1927] PILEDRIVING.—" Balk " should place a piece

of wood on rhe liead of the cast-iron piles, and lie will

be then able to drive them without their brc.ik-

iug off Bhort. From the circumstances of the case I am
inclined to think that screw piles would have been the
proper things to use. The driving of cJiat-iron piles is

always precariou.^ work.—L. M. N.

[1928] TESTING C^K^T-IftON"—It would scarcely

be possible in testing small specimeus of c;ii5t-iiou

to observe the deflection wiihout the aid of deli-

cate and expensively constructed instruments. The
best plan will be decidedly to break them by either an
actual weight at the centre, or by help of a lover. The ap-

proximate breaking weight cau be readily calculated from

tie equation W = ^JLP ^ ^, in wliich W h the breaking
L

weight at the centre, A the area in square iuchoa of the
bottom flange of the girder, D the depth, and C, a constant
equal to 2tt, and L the span between bearings. It must be
borne in mind that D and L must both be in feet or in
inches.

—

Calculus.

[1932] SKETCHING IN THE TOWER.—For permis-
fiion to sketch generally apply to the Constable, F.M.
Sir T. F.Iiurgoyuo, 8, Gloucester-terrace, Bayswater, W.

;

for adniitisiou to the armourie;s, to the Secretary of State for

War, War Office, Pall JIall, S.W. ; and to the Hall Tower,
to the Lord Chamberlain, Lord Chamberlain's oflice,

Stable-yard, S. James' TaUice, S.W. A fair amount of
work may be picked up in the subsidiary towers, but
scarcely anything beyond thick walls to be got out of the
keep.—C. S. W.

LEaAL INTELLIGENCE.
Importaxt Decision under the "Building Act."—

Mr. Abraham Cohen, builder, of Southgate-road North,
on Wednesday week appeared to a summons at the Lambeth
Police Court for refusing to pay £2 Is. 3d. due to Mr. C. A.
Long, the difltrict surveyor for S. Mary, Newington, and
part of Lambeth. Mr. Long said he surveyed the altera-
tions made to the JewLsh Synagogue, Walworth-road ; but
although ho sent several times to defendant, ho refused to
pay the amount of foes. Defendant said there hsxd really
been no aflditiona or alterations to the building within the
meaning of the Act. IJefoi-e the building was completed it

waa found that the roof was too heavy, and caused the
walls to bulge. In consequence, three buttresses were
built. Those mattera were, hecontendetl, necessary repairs,
and did not entitle Mr. I.x)og to the foes. The magistrate
said, according to defendant's own version, it wa3 cleai'ly

uu altera ion to the building, and not a repair, as mean-,
by section 9 of the Act. Mr. Ijong said that section re-
fen-ed to necessary repairs, and nothing aflfecting e-iternal
or party walla. The roof was found to be not sufficiently
strong, and extra supports "had to be put in. 'The walls
bulged so dangerously that brick buttresses were obliged
to bo erect^sd, and iron rods inserted to tie the work to-

gether. The magistrate said it was quite clear the case
for the complainant had teen made out, and he should
make i ho order for payment of the amount, with 2s. costs.

A Builder Committed for Manslauoiitek.—Mr.
George Hall, builder, of Hardingstone, Northampton, waa
last week committed on a cozener's wuirant to take his
trial for the manslaughter of William Hill, a mason's
labourei'. Mr. Hall was engaged ijr repairing a house iu
the Kiugsthorpe-road, and a large hole .or opening, giving
access to a flight of stairs leading to a cellar, was left un-
protected, and the plaintiff, in going to fetch his tool-
baaket, fell into the hole and fractui-ed his skull. The
jiuy.on the evidence adduced at the inquest, returned the
following verdict:—**TIie jury are of opinion that the
deceased came by his death through the negligence of Mr.
Hall in not properly securing the hole." The coroner te-
marked that the verdict wat tantamount to a verdict of
inaiiHlaughter against Mr. Hall. Ha thought it proper,
under the circumstances, that the case should go before
another tribunal.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Brighton.—At a meeting of the Brighton Sewers Board
on Tuesday last, a communication was read from Mr,
Hawkshaw, C.K., offering to unicrtako the superinten-
dence of the work, and prepaz-e drawings and specifica-
tions, for £4,000, being 5 per cent, upon his estimated cost
of the work. The offer was accepted.

Castle NoRTHWicir.—New water works have been
erected for this increasing township near Moss Hall Farm
consisting of a well 6ft. in diameter, which hiis been sunk
to a depth of 32ft. and indicates every appearance of yield-
ing an ample supply of pure water. In the engine house
which has l>een built over the well is a high pressure
horizontal engine, whicli lifts the water into a water tower
built on the high grouiiri near the Wimington Branch
Railway, the lift being 115ft. The tower is circular, and
48ft. iu height. On the top is a wrought-iron tank, Soft
in diameter, and 10ft. Gin. in depth, and contains, when
full, 32,000 gallons of watcr,or an estimated supply of a day
and a half The contractors for ihe several works were
Mr. C. Shaw, of Castle, for the erec'ionof tlje tower, euaine
and Ixdier house and chimney ; Messrs. Milburn and Sons'
of Staleybridgo, for cast-iron pipes.indtank; Mr. E Sharp'
of Lancaster, for valves and liydrants ; Mr. J. Nution of
EUaiid, for laying pipes ; and Messrs. Holdford and Shep-
herd, of Hyde, for the engine and boiler. The works wore
designed and carried out by Mr. Henry Bancrof-, C.E of
ISlanuheator.

Darlington.—The Darlington Town Council met on
Thursday week, when the to An clerk road a letter he had
written to the Home Socret-ary, urging tliat the council
could not decide immediately as to the beit means for the
disposal of the sewage othorwiao than by ruimiug it into tlie

Skemo and the Tees in the present misettlod etato of the
question. The Secretary of State, on the 2luil of August, re-

plied that the pltsa urged for delay could not again be enter-
tained, and called upon the council to prepare a complete
scheme for applying the syatemof sflwage irrigation before
Oct. .Slat, or, failing to do so, he would appoint some compe-
tent person to carry o>it tlie work. ti. was agreed to refer

the matter to a committee to meet without delay. The
Commissioners for the Polution of Rivers intimated, iu a
letter read from the town clerk, tha". they would attend
at Darlington to examine iiito the condition of the Tooa
and the Skerne at the commencement of October,

Jer-sey.—Dr. Lankester has been spending his holiday
iu Jersey ; and, finding tha sanitary condition of that
iwautiful island far from what it is represented to be, he
h!i8 liberally given the inhabitants a lecture, which Wiw
attended by the Governor and principal inhabitau s.

Jersey ought to be the healthiest phice in the kingdom ;

but its average deathrate is 22 per 1,000, e«iual to tuat of

London; while among the 29,000 inhabitants of S. Holier the
death-rate has reached the high figm-e of 20 per 1,000. The
water-supply from wells seems to be scanty and defiletl.

Ruoiiv. —An important sanitary experiment is being
carried out at Rugby. The whole of the sewage of the
town, of winch part formerly polluted the Avon, is now
used for irriga'ing the fields. It is staed, in a recent

special report to the Privy Council by Dr. Buchanan, that

the healtn of the children living in the midst of the

irrigateddi8tricts,farfi-6m sutferiug, has actually improved.

STAINED GLASS.
WESTnorOHTON.—A stained glass window has just been

plactd in the chancel of the new church at Wedthoughto i,

to commemorate the munificence of Mr. John Seddon in

rebuilding the church. The window, which is in five ligh s,

is by Messrs. Clayton and Bell. The subject is the To
Deura. In the base of the central light is represented
** Our Lord Crucified," and above is " Our Lord
in glory, sitting at the right hand of God." The
side light.i are filled up with representations of
apostles, prophets, martyrs, and " the holy church
throughout the world." The wheel liglit in the pediment
is filled with an emblematical repre-^entation of the Holy
Ghost—the Dovrt—round which are angels, and on each
side the cherubim and seraphim. Beneath the window is

an inscription.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.
Liverpool.—The equestrian statue of the Queen to be

erected by the Corporation in front of St. George's Hall is

completetl, and in a few days will arrive from the bx'onze

foundry of Messrs. Elkiugton and Co., of Birmingham, by
whom U has been cast. It will be remembered that shortly
after the erection of the statue of the late Prince Consort
wliich now adorns the southern extremity of the oi>en space
ft-onting the hall, the Corporation resolved to erect a co-n-

pauiou statue of the Queen, at a coat of £5,000. Mr.
Thomeycroft waa the artist approvetl by her Majesty for

the execution of the work. The granite pedestal on which
the statue will rest has long been fiuiahed.

(Bm ffficc Mk
The Alexandba Palace and Paek.—A third,

and let us hope a more fortunate attempt, is about
to be made to ooen the Alexandra Palace and
Park to the people of North London. The effort

is being organised by Mr. Francis Fuller, of

Whitehall Gardens. It is proposed to form a
company for this purpose on the Tontine principle,

with a capital of £650,000, in fully paid-up shares,

of 20s. each, with power to issue debentures
bearing interest at 5 per cent, per annum, to the
amount of £150,000 if necessary. The share-
holders first registered up to the amount of

£500,000 will be those alone entitled to the
ownership of park, palace, and contents, which it

is estimated will be worth, at the close of the Ton-
tine in 1880, about one million and a half ster-

ling.

The Gbeat Western Railavay. -The line be
tween the Hammersmith Junction and the West
bourne Junction is being considerably widened'
in order to keep the main-line traffic distinct from
that of the Hammersmith and City traffic. A
station, to be called the Harrow-road Station, is

contemplated iu the garden of Mr. F. G. S.\underB,
the secretary of the company. The alteration of
the gauge from the broad to the narrow has just
been efJ'ectually completed on the Wycombe
branch, and the local service of that line will be
carried over the narrow gauge to andfrom London.

The Wiiitwortii Scholarships.—The practical
examinations for the WUtworth scholarships were
commenced on Tuesday week and finished on
Friday last, at the works of Sir Joseph Whit-
worth & Co., Manchester. There were 33
candidates, all of whom had previously qualified

by passing in the theoretical examinations of the
Science and Art Department. They were ex-

amined in the handicrafts of turning, fitting, and
pattern-making, and in the use of the various
classes of mechanical tools. The results of the

examination were inspected by Sir Joseph Whit-
worth, Mr. £. J. Keed, Ute chief constructor of

the Navy ; Professor Greenwood, principal of

Owens College ; Mr. M. Kirtley, locomotive suiwr-
intendeut of the Midland llailway Company ; Mr.
Wright, chief engineer of the Navy ; Mr. Manby,
secretary of the Institute of Civil Engineem ; and
other gentlemen. The results of tlio examina-
tions will be ascertained, and the names of the

successful candidates made known iu the course o{

a few days.

Improvement of thk Thaubb Naviqation.—
The extensive and important works undertaken
by the Thames Conservators in the re-construc-

tion of a new lock below Windsor Bridge, are

completed. The work is very substantial, and has

been carried out at considerable expense, towards
which the Crown contributed £2,000, as it will

tend to prevent the flooding of the Home Park.

Windsor Branch of the Amalgamated
Society of Carpenters and Joiners.—The
members and friends of the Windsor Branch of

the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and
Joiners held their fifth anniversary on Tuesday
week. From a statement read by Mr. Lawton, it

appeared that the income of the Branch during
the past year had amounted to £318 3a. lid., and
the expenditure—the principal items in which
were :—donations and travellers, £17 78. 8d.;

tool benefit, £11 Os. lljd- ; sick benefit, £32
13s. 8d. ; remitted to other branches, £119

—

showed a total of £257 5s. Id., leaving a balance
iu hand of £60 ISs. lOd.

American Railway Items.—The greatest year
for railway construction in the United States was
1869, in which 5,0U0 miles were laid. The next
year to it, in rank, was 1856, iu which 3,640 miles

were constructed. The 5,000 miles of road con-

structed during the last year cost 150,000,000 dols.,

or about 30,000 dols. per mile. Massachusetts

has the most railways in proportion to its super-

ficies and its population. It contains 1,489 miles

of iron road on a surface of 7,800 square miles, or

about 100 miles to every 526 square miles of ter-

ritory. Were all the railways in that State laid

down in parallel lines they would be but 5} miles

apart, aud were the entire territory of the Union
as closely marked with railways as Massachusetts

it would contain 600,000 miles of iron track. The
new depot of the Hudson Biver and Harlem, in

New York, will be a magnificent afl'air iu size

as well as finish. It is built chiefly of iron and
glass, and it will require 8,000,0001bs. of iron, aud
100,000 square feet of glass. The roof is 200ft. by
652 feet. It is expected to be completed by the

first of January.

Encounter between a Liverpool Architect
AND a Borqlar.— Somewhat later than his usual

hour, on Tuesday evening week, Mr. J. N. Crofts,

architect, of Cook-street, Liverpool, was sitting iu

his office writing, when he heard the lock of tho

room door tried twice. On going into the lobby
he encountered a tall powerful fellow, who had by
some means broken into the lower part of the
buildiug. Mr. Crofts at once seized him, and a

long aud severe struggle ensued, during which
Mr. Crofts waa thrown to the ground several times,

but he continued to hold the fellow until the ar

rival of a policeman. On being brought up before

the magistrates the man was remanded.

Improvements at Halifax.—On the 15th ult.

the formal opening of the new road from J I alifax

to Southowram, and of the western half of the

new North Bridge across the Biver Hebble, took

place. The Mayor presided at the ceremony,

giving the name of Beaconhill-road to the new
highway. The road has cost £12,000, and the

bridge, when completed, will have cost £20,000.

The Proposed Great Western Mariti.me

Snip Canal.—The projected Great Western Ma-
ritime Ship Canal is now attracting considerablo

attention. According to the Minimj Journal, tho

capital required to construct it (£3,500,000) will

no doubt soon be asked for from the public. The
success of tho Suez Canal has given increased

confidence to the promoters iu the practicability

of their proposition. The construction of the

canal would do much to open up a much enlarged

market of South Wales coal in all the counties south

of the line of the Thames, and would diminish the
distance between the South Wales coalfield and
the various French ports, avoiding, at the same
time, the principal difficulties of the voyage. The
canal is to be 59 miles long, aud 21ft. deep, the
width being at tho bottom 31ft., aud gradually
increasing to four times that width at the surface,

It will extend from Bridgwater Bay in the Bris-

tol Channel to Exmouih on the south coast of

Devonshire, and it is estimated that from
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4,000,000 to 5,000,000 tons of coal wiU be Uken
throag)i annuall;. A harbour of refuge is pro-

poaad to be Mtsuuhed in connection with the
ouial. The project origiuate<l with Telford in

182S, and it ia now b«ng promoted principally by
Mr. F. A. Owen.

Cj]ips.

Mr. William Stork Bcckit, the architect of S.

Martin's Church, Lincoln, writes to say that
tbe statement in our last issue that the lowest tender
for the erection of the church was £2,000 above his
eatimate is untrue, the lowest tender bouii; only
£iSOaboTe his estimate. Our statement was taken
from the Limeoliuhire Chronicle for Aue^t 26.

He Melton Mo wbray new Cattle Market was
opened on Tuesday hist.

A new Free Church, seated for SCO persons, was
opened on ^ucday week at Lumphanan, Deeside,
Aberdeenshire.

A new Temperance Hall is in coiu^o of erection in
the Clcethorjjcs road, Grimsby, from plans by Mr.
G. Siminson. The cost will be upwards of 11,200.

Three eronpe of stone carving in basso relievo,
executed by Mr. Ruddock, of Ix)ndon, may now be
Man on the south (Kirch of S. Swithin's'Church

,

UBOOb. The thrco groups refer to various events
eoaneoted with S. Swithin's history, and tfao cost is

to be defrayed by the architect, Mr. Fowler, of
Louth
On the 22nd ult. the employes of Mr. George

Punnctt, builder. Tile House Works, Timbridgo,
held their annual holiday, when about 160 of the
home department visited the Crystal Palace. On
the same day about 160 men of the same firm, and
now employed at Hawkhurst in the erection of a
liuuuioo for the Right Hon. O. J. Goschen, M.P.,
Preoident of the Poor I,aw Board, had an excursion
to Hastings.

The original chancel arch of S. Peter's, Cumber.
worth, Auord, has been restored, and a new arch
of Anoaoter stone idded. Columns which had been
piaBtered up in the walls many years were brought
to light. Other improvements now in progress are
a new roof of Baltic timber, supported by twel ve
braces, on corbels ; a new two.light north window,
in character with the original, and modem benches
instead of the old high pews. It is also proposed
to build a new porch.

A handsome new tower, together with a spire and
clock, in connection with the parish church of
Rothes, is now all but completed. The total cost
will be about £200.

The works in connection with the Serpentine are
now reported as being pushed vigorously forward.
The contractor baa now engaged a large additional
number of men, who are actively engaged for many
hours per day.

The site selected by the Corporation of London
for the Foreign Cattle Market is situated on the
West side of Deptford. It has not yet been ap-
proved of by Government, and it is possible a
larger frontage may be flccmed desirable.

The inhabitants of Kew and Brentford have ap.
pointed a committee to take steps for freeing Kew-
bridgo from toll, in accordance with the act of
186K.

About two-thirds of the capital reouired for the
erection of the new Town-hall and Mu.seum at
Naim.haa l)een subscribed.

The church ami congregation woi shipping at
Son Chajjel, Bridge, street, Bradford, of which the
Bev. J. y. Chown is i<astor, are engaged in the task
of raising funds for a new chapel and schools, at an
estimated cost, including the site, of not less than
X'12,000. The pUns for the new buildings are now
under consideration.

The Corporation of Glasgow made a profit of
f19,619 on the supply of gas to that city last luUf-
year. Of this amount the greater portion will go
to wipe off the expenses of the transfer from the
old companies, and £5,000 will be credited to the
ordinary funds of the Corporation. The ratepayers
of Glasgow are to be du-ectly benefited by a re-
duction in the price of gas.

On the 25th iilt. the foundation stone of a now
Wcaleyan Chapel was laid at Eari's Barton. The
estimated cost is £1,060.
Two memorial stones of a new Baptist Chapel

were laid on Monday week at West Coseley, Bil-
•ton. The controct for the new chapel, exclusive
of heating apparatus, is i.'l , 1 50.

It i» in contemplation to insert a new stained
glass wmdow in the choir of Hereford Cathedral.
The foundation stone of now Wesleyan Schools at

South btockton was laid last week. Accommoda-

XWo"
fronded for 300 children, at a cost of

The foundation stono of a new Wesleyan ChapelWM laid at Weymouth on Wednesday week.

Sftvomake House, near Marlborough, Wilts (the
scat of the Marquis of Ailesbury), is now receiving
important additions. The right wing, hitherto in-
complete, is in the hands of an army of workmen.
The outlay will be about £10,000.

S. Peter's Church, Dover, East Cliff, has been re-

oj>ened after restoration. The elevation of tho
roof has been inireasetl, and tho chancel and north
transept extended.

The Rector of Iladleigh, Suffolk, is soliciting

subscriptions towards tho restoration of tho parish
church. Mr. Valpy, architect, has surveyed tho
building, and estimates the cost of the proposed
works at £1,100.

The Portland Stono Company lately took on
about 30 additional men for a roach order, but
these have since been stopped for a time.

It has been decided to restore the Lady Chapel of
Chichester Cathedral, as a memorial to the late

Bishop Scott.

S. Helen's Chiuxh, Oro, near Hastings, was cou-
secrated on Friday last.

The Earl of Zetland has laid tho toundaticn stono
of a new Masonic Hall at Eodcar. Tho stylo of
tho buililing will be Italian.

Ciinkr %x^t gltbitlo.

PRICE CURRENT OF WOOD.
(From " Churchill & Sim'a Circalar."

Baltic fir timber per load 60 cubic feet a.

Riga 65
Dautzig and Momel, crowu 85

Do. best miJdliug 75
Do. gijod middliugaud second ,., 65
Do. oomraon middliug 57
Do. ucderiized 55
Do. fliuall, short, and irregular ... 50

Stettin 57
(Swedish '..,, 53

Do. small '„,'. 47
Swedish and Norway balka , 35

Ualtic oak timber, Memel crown 115
Do. brack „.,, 90

Dautzig .lud Stettin crown ....'....*.*. 10-3

Do. brack aud unsquared 75
Wainscot per log, 18 cubic feet

Kiga crown ..: pg
Do. brack

'*_'

50
Memel and Dantzig crown SO

Do. brack 40
Deals and battens per Petg. stil. *io6 £

Archangel n
Do. seconds „ 9

Peteisburg !„!..!..!!']!! 12
^Vyburg ........'. 9
Finland and Handsawn Swedish 7
Poicrabarg aud Riga white deals 8
Memel and Dantzig crowu red dealu

brack
Chriatiania deals, best sorts, yeiiow

whito 10
Norway deals, other sorts ...*.*..*.'."

7
Do. battens, all sorts '..."'.*.*.. 6

Swedish and Gothenburg good stocks 10
Do. common and thirds g

Gefle and beat Swedish deals 10
Swedish battens g

Dantzig crown deck per 40ft, Sin.
Do. brack

Flooring boarda per «iuare of iiii*.

First yellow
Do. white '.''..'.„

Second qualities ",

Matched boards (per sq, gin. aud 3iu7)
Firewood per cub. fthm,

Swedish red deal ends
Norway red and white borrda ,.,..'".',

Do. round and slabs
Lathwood per cub fthm.

i'etersburg
,

Riga, Dautzig, Memel, and Swedish.!*.
Oak staves pcx- miUepipe

Memel crown
Do. brack ....'...'.'.*."...,*.',.'".'.'.

Dantzig, Stettin, aud Hambro' fuU-'
sizeil crown

Canadian standard pipe
'."'."'."'.'.*'""',

Do. punchtion per UOO'iics'.
Uoema. single barrel .. ...per 1200 pes.
United S atcs, piiw ...,.,

Do. hogshead, heavy and extra".'!
Do. slight ....

Indian teake r.V.V.'.V.Vper load
Afncau oak
Urit «li Guiiina greouUeart""]],!"
Cuba sabiuii *

Australian ironbark".*',."
Ammciin timber '.

...'."'.,'.'.'."

'per'ioad
H«l pine, Quebec (for yards aud spars)

Vu. mixed aud biiUding
Yellow |,ine, Quebec, large

Bt. Johu's aud hoard pine .........
Cuildiug »i2efl

Oak, Queljoc .'..'."".

Do. Uiiit«18tateB"!!;'.'.!(nominai)
Llm, rock .

Ash '...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Masts, red pine .'.'.'.....'......"'.'..'.'.'.....'....

Ho. yelJoiv piuo, large'.!..", .,
I>o. Oregon
1)0. J*ew Zealand '..",

Birch, Quebec, largo "..".'...'.".'.

Do. New Brunswick and P.B.'isio
Do. small averages

10 to

„
„

15 „
„

10 „

70
100
85

70
02
85
60
65
6S
60
40

J35
no
130

100
65
85
47

£ 8.

12 10
9 10

13

10 5

8
9 10

17
12

7
7
6
5

S.

75
00
43
£
5 1

3 ]

£
180
130

12 10
8

„
„

75
60
80
80
60
120
SO
85
70
80
80

120
100
75
C3
60

to

10
11
9 lu

12 6

10 10
s. d.

, 21

10

10 6
9 C
7

7
8.

85
70
Oo

£. B.

6 10
5 10
a s.

185
150

160

23

43
33
a
13 10

7

7
8

« lo
8.

95
00
90
05
70
130
100
105
80

105
105
160
130
100
70

»'

19 10
13 10
9 10

S

11

8 16
8 9
8 15
8 5
7 10
8 10
7 10
7 10

„ 13
d. d.

i*: %

American deals per Petg. std. 100 £ b. £ b.

Quebec pine, first quality, floated 16 to 17
Do. aoooud 12 ,,1210
Do. third 8 10
Do. first quality, bright 18
Do. second 12 15
Do. third 9

New Brunswick mixed pine 7
Canadian spruce per Petg. std. 100

Do. first 8 15
Do. second 8 5
Do. tlurd 7 15

New liniuawick first 8 6
Do. second 8
Do. third 7 5
Unsorted 7 15

Nova Scotia and P.B. Isle 7
Baiteus, spruce 7
United States pitch pine planks 12

Mahogany per foot superficial
Honduras cargo average
Mexican do.
Tabasco , , do.
Cuba do. .

St. Domingo do. 7
Do. Curls 16

Cedar, Cuba (nominal) 6i
Do. Australian do. i\
Do. pencil 2

Maple bird's eye
,

\Valuut, Italian _..

Do. Canadian 2^
Satin wood, St. Domingo 9

£ 8.

Do. Bahama per ton 5
Do. £ast India 5

Rosewood ,.., jjer ton
Do. Kio 15
Do. Bahia 13

Tulip wood la
Zebra woott, I3r.izil (nominal) 8

Do. Puerto Cabello .- 6
Ebony, Ceylon 6
Lignum vitjo, City S. Domingo ... 6

Do. Haytian (nominal) 2
Do. Bahama 5

CoGua wood, Cuba 6 10
Boxwood, Turkey 4
Lancewood spare, fresh 10

Do. ordiuary to fair 58.

tl ';A

to

„

, 20
IS

, 10

, 7

, 10
, 10

, 2 10

, 8

,, 6 10

, 15
H

,
73. 6d.

The last quotations for timber and dcils at Hull aud
Grimsby are as follows :

—

Memel best timber per load
Do. seconds do.

Do. Dantzig seconds do.

Swedish timber do.

Quebec oak per foot

Do. tlm do.

Memel logs „ do.

Quebec birch do.

St. John's birch do.

Onega red deals per Petg. std.

Petersburg do do.

Do. white do.

Wyburg red do.

Memel 2nd red do.
Riga crowu white do.

Quebec 1st piue do.

Uolmsund mixed red do.

Do. 2nd rod do.

Do. spruce do.

Do. Uieaborg do.

Memel crowu staves per 120
Pitch pine per Petg. std.

Dram roa do.

Gothenburg mixed red do.

Do. 2ud red do.

Wyburg rod do.

Bjoi-nuborg red do.

Getle mixed red do.

Do. 3rd red do.

£ B. d.

4 10
3 5
3
2 10

2
2

£ s.

10 15
9 13
10
9

19 10
11

10

7 10
23
S 10
13

7
10 10
U 10

10 15
7 10

10
9 10

U

8
3

10
8

to 11

.

,

,

,

,

,

0,
,

13 10
8 I

11 I

10 I

n I

8 I

12 ;

9 li

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Teak lo>d£13
Quebec, red pijie .... 3 15

,, yellow pine.. 4
.SI. John N.B. yellow u

Quebec Oak, white.. 6
„ birch 8 1ft

„ elm 4 5
Oantsicoak

fir . 3 6
HeiaelSr 3 W
Biga 3 10
Swedish 2 13
Maat8,Quebecredplne 3 15

,, yellow l>lae.. 3 15
Lathwoo(l,Dautzlc,tm 3 16

„ St. Peteraburg 5 IV
Deals, pre, 12 It. byS
by fl in.,

Quebec, white apmce 13
St.Jolui,whiteeprace.l2 11
Vellow pine, per re-

duced C.
Canada, let qnaUty, 16 1

}

tad do 12

Archangel, yellow . . 11 lu
ut.retenburg,jal... 11 It)

TI.UBBK.

13 1" Finland
4 15 Uemel
4 1-? Gothenburg, yellow

U „ white
6 10 Gefle, yellow
6 Suderham
5 5'Chrietianla, per 0.,

u' 19(t. by 3 by 9 In.

4 10
1

yellow
4 10 Flooring boards, per
4 10' 8(1. of lin., hist yel
3 OJFirstwbite
5 6 Second (lualltle. ....

rcuioB Stunic pr ton

10 5

S 1<
la 10
12

fl 10

e lu

IS 10
1<

18
13 10
13
13

Olu), ftc.

Seal, pale. . . .per tuD
ijperm body
Cod
Whale, Sth. Sea, pale
OUre, 0.-tlll[>oll

Cocoanut. Oucliin,ton
Palm, due
Lineeed
Rapeaeed, Eng. pale.

.

Cottoiueed

7 «
7
8 «
S

8:1 84
40 U
30 10
40
43 10
33 10
20 5
43 10
28

39
2a 10

Metals.

Pig, Fofelgn »».,..»., per toa

„ iutgi.ac W.B do
., Lad Co. ............... do
,, Otberbiands ».... do

Sheet Sillied do
Shut, Patwtt do
Ked or Mlululu do
Lilhirgi. W.U - „.. do
White Dry do
„ groundinoU •• do

CotTtMt—
British—Cake and Ingot pw ton
UeslSeleeted do
she«.t do
Bottoms M .4 do
Australian do
Spanish Cake ,,.. do

<18 10 £18 IS
20 6 :iU 10

30 5
19 ft

30 10

20 13
mil

S3
ID 19 I)

Sj

23
30 10

ro

71
73
76

72 1)
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ANNUAL EXHIBITION AT MAN-
CHESTER.

THE Fiftieth Exliibition of Works of

Modern Artists was opened last week in

the galleries of the Royal Institution in

Mosley-street, Manchester. Originally des-

tined for the display of works of painting,

sculpture, and architecture, the present

year's exhibition too closely emulates that of

the Royal Academy—the works exhibited

consisting nearly entirely of paintings in oil

and water colour : sculpture being repre-

sented by scarcely a score of contributions,

chiefly in plaster; whilst architecture has
even improved on the Royal Academy role,

and does not even put in an appearance !

There are, indeed, architectural subjects ex-

hibited; but these are paintings of existing

buildings : not, what might in former years
have been seen on the walls of the Royal
Institution, designs by metropolitan or local

architects for edifices intended or imagined.
The fact is greatly to be deplored. It has its

cause, we fear, in the unhealthy rage for

perspective representation, not only linear

but aerial, that has afilicted our architects for

the last thirty or forty years. They manage
these things better in France ; as any one
may see by the public interest taken in the
beautiful geometrical drawings of M. Lamiere,
at South Kensington, and the public indif-

ference which the pictorial paintings of our
own architects (or their artists) meet with at

the Royal Academy or the Architectural
Exhibition. Surely there is a moral in all

this, and an entirely new regime demanded,
if we would educate the public in a noble
art, being somehow elbowed out of our Fine
Art galleries, both in London and in the
provinces. People who have been just
admiring the landscapes of Stanfield, Linnell,
or Lee, don't care to gaze with interest on the
" perspectives " of Mr. Pecksniff, bedight
though they be with those wonderful fore-

grounds and figures, " put in " by the popular
architectural colourist of the day. More-
over, the brush of the latter is too ubiquitous
on the walls not to be tiresome. Let us leave
the painters to themselves, study perspective,
if we will, and apply it in our studies ; but,

in our appeals for public appreciation, rely

more often upon sound geometrical drawing.
There are, we said, architectural pictures

contributed to the Exhibition. We will
proceed to notice them before giving any
description of the other works exhibited.

No. 459, by A. MacCallum, is a large oil

painting of the " Houses of Parliament from
Lambeth," an excellent subject, very unsatis-
factorily treated. The drawing is pretty
faithful, if we except a very pardonable
deviation of the painter's from the precise
form of the actual finish of the Victoria
Tower ; but in one important particular the
view is quite deceptive. Let any one con-
ceive a prospect of tlie Houses, taken, as it

would seem, from Lambeth Bridge ; which,
albeit it shows the Thames Embankment in
course of construction, omits all representa-
tion of the new Westminster Bridge. As a
piece of chiaroscuro the composition is a very
unpleasant one ; the river below and the
sky above being streaked here and there with
large blotches of yellow fog, for no very
obvious purpose save that of caricaturing our
London atmosphere. The picture, oddly
enough, is hung side by side with No. 463, a
portrait, somewhat affected in its attitude, of
Dr. Barry, of King's College, the architect's

son.

No. .307, "Caen," by W. W. Deane, is a
very spirited and faithful painting in water-
colour, bought up (and very cheaply too) on

the first day's exhibition. The subject is

S. Pierre, seen from the quay on the north
side of the cathedral, loolcing towards San
Sauveur's. The purchaser has borne off the

best architectural picture in the exhibition,

rich in intelligent delineation of some of the
picturesque bits of old France, that are, alas,

passing out of existence in these sad days of
" civilization." On the same wall hang two
other architectural pictures—No. 388, " The
Town-hall, Cologne," by A. E. Everitt, and
No. 369, " Wycli-street, London," by Miss
Louisa Rayner. We prefer, of the two, the

lady's water-colour painting, putting in, how-
ever, a modest demurrer to a slight liberty

taken with the steeple of S. Mary-le-Strand.

Cologne Town-hall is depicted as seen after

a snow-storm, with its Palladian details,

crude and stiff, brought out into somewhat
oppressive relief, so to speak. The painting

is, in fact, too architectural to be pleasing.

No. 206, " Abbeville," by R. E. Holding, is a

very indifferent production. The turreted

corner of a Continental street is obvioiisly

too ambitious a subject for the artist, with

his present training in perspective. No.
275, "Temple Bar," by Miss Rayner,
is a meritorious little work, very badly hung.
No. 305, " Interior of the Church of Caude-
bec, on the Seine,'' by John Burbidge, struck

us as one of the best works of its class—the

picture well conceived, and the artist evi-

dently at home with his subject. No. 341,
" Interior of Ypres Cathedral," by Wyke
Bayliss, exhibits, apart from its cloudy, opaque
handling, a perversely- chosen subject—an
aisle with lateral chapels fiUed with "pesti-

lent Renaissance" fittings, in midst of which
is (what we must presume the artist beheld as

he painted the scene) a priest saying mass,

with a big book in his hands ! Opaqueness is

by no means a common defect in the produc-

tions of our national artists. We have ex-

hausted the list of them who have this year
contributed architectural subjects to the Man-
chester Exhibition, if we except, as we must,

some minor works of the kind, too bad to

either hang or criticise. Foreign painters, how-
ever, contribute some pretentious architectural

works, very inferior, as we think, to those of

our own countrymen. In No. 524, "Ruins of

a Villa at Rome," by A. Vertunni, we have, it

is true, a magnificent exception; but in Nos.

424, " Interior of the Church of S. Jacques,

Antwerp," T. Cleynheus, and 379, "The
Choir of Santa Maria Novello, Florence," we
have examples of the opaque handling just

condemned. Both of these subjects—very
tastelessly chosen by the way— are treated in

a provokingly dull, literal, lifeless manner,
w^hich we should be sorry to see our own
painters afl'ect. There is no life, nor motion, nor
air in such paintings. We hear of lawyers who
will prove that black is white, and vice versii,

as the case may need ; but with these Dutch
and Belgian architectural painters, blacks,

browns, greys, and greens, once committed
to the canvas, know no alternations of light

or shade, but assert themselves in the picture

with monotonous intensity ; the outlines are,

moreover, crude and harsh, imparting a weird,
repulsive aspect to the composition. Speak-
ing of foreign contributors to this exhibition,

we may add that great complaint is made
that, while local artists have been made
amenable to the rule of the council restricting

exhibitors to two contributions, one foreign

artist, Signer Vertunni, has been allowed to

exhibit no fewer than five pictures. They are

all of them large costly paintings, and, it

must be confessed, very fine ones.

The principal sculptors who contribute are

Mr. E. G. Papworth and Mr. J. Lawlor, the
contributions of the former being all portrait

busts, without interest of any kind as works
of art; but many of 'Mr. Lawlor's works—suet
No. 547, " Head of a Nymph "

; Nos. 546,
" The Rose," and 546, " The Lily,"—are re-

markable for their grace and delicacy of con-

ception.

We have not mitch space left for a criticism

of the paintings proper, writing as we have
been with a special eye to the interest of
architecture, too commonly ignored by the
ordinary critics of the press. Some of the
most striking of the paintings are, as is usual
in provincial exhibitions, pictures already
familiar to visitors of the Royal Academy.
The grand work of Mr. E. J. Poynter, A.R.A.,
entitled '' The Catapult," is one of these, and
is deservedly admired. Of pictures of a high
class, No. 1, " The Night before Bosworth,"
by T. Roberts, and No. 419, "Street Life in

Rome," struck us as remarkable for their ex-

cellence. Of landscapes there is, as usual, a
large collection, the most costly one in the
whole collection being No. 175, " The
Haunted Oak," by Mr. A. MacCallum, a pic-

ture singularly destitute of interest. Many
of the smaller works of this class may be men-
tioned as meritorious, and, by the way, singu-
larly modest in price :—No. 221, "A Brook,
North Wales," by P. Deakin ; No. 40, " Rhud-
dlan Castle," by J. Peel ; No. 52, " Cottage
at Shottery, Warwickshire," by S. H. Baker ;

392, " Valley of the Dee near Llangollen," by
the same artist ; 445, " Minehead, Somerset-
shire," by A. Clint, are all admirably painted.

Of portraits, we were best pleased with a
large one by Mr. C. A. Duval, No. 81, con-
trasting in its dash and vigour most favour-
ably with another, No. 485, Mr. Robert
Barnes, by the President of the Royal Aca-
demy. There is in this exhibition a remark-
able dearth of potraits, very pleasing, as one
may say, to behold. The mention of one Aca-
demy President reminds us of No. 65,
" Spanish Boy : San Lucar in the Dis-
tance," by W. K. Keeling, the President of the
Manchester Academy of Arts. This, if we
err not, is one of the best paintings in the en-
tire collection—a work of singular merit, bold
and masterly in execution, and in conception
full of pathos and beauty. It is a loan to the
exhibition, and is well worth attentive ex-

amination. We would also allude very
favourably to two works in the same room by
a foreign artist, Nos. 26 and 33, by G. Miiller.

The subjects ofeach are somewhataUke, " The
Impatient Baby," and " A Young Woman
with her Nursling," both of them pictures of

high merit, pictures engrossing the admiration
of the visitors, and that by the sole power of

good painting, unaided by any ad captandum
resource, as is too common with paintings of

the class. Of such clap-trap paintings there

are many—too many—in the exhibition. We
would single out as a specimen No. 426, " A
Bone of Contention," by Mr. H. H. Couldery,

by which may be seen how painting may de-

cline into mere caricature, undeserving of all

claim to the nobler title. There are, too, in

this, as in every modern exhibition of late,

examples of that affectation of exploded styles

of art, sought to be in our own day revived by
a certain school of English artists. Nearly
all, if not all, the contributions of Mr. A. B.

Donaldson belong to this class ; and Nos. 5,
" Margaret Mocked," and 395, " Afternoon in

Treviso," are, as it seems to ourselves, very
repulsive specimens of the school aspired to.

In the former of these we have some most
outlandish architectural details in the way of

stone tracery ; and in the latter a crowd of

harlequins and columbines (to say nothing of

a man in armour) lolling round a marble reser-

voir or fountain, and angling with rod, line,

music and a landing-net for gold-fish, which
are seen swimming, half exposed, on the sur-

face of the water, crying (ready fried, let us
hope) " Come, catch me : Come, catch me !"

We cannot for the very life of us divine what
purpose such paintings as these, executed in a
woolly, feeble, eft'eminate style, or ratherman-
nerism, are meant by their executants to serve,

for either man or beast.

The exhibition has, on the whole, very many
works of great merit. Several occur to ua
that, for want of further space, mast go un-
mentioned. In the entrance hall may be
seen, among some pictures very badly hung,
and otliers very badly painted, a tine sunset
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pictuw by Mr. A. Clint It i« No. 531, " S.

^herine's, Scilly Islands," a very masterly

work indeed. Some purchases were, it seems,

nude on the day of opening,' ; but at exceed-

ingly low prices. Indeed, the prices asked for

many meritorious works may be assumed as an

indication of the low ebb into which art patron-

age ia naturally enough falling in these tur-

bolent, eveutiiu times.

SUNDRY WORKS IN THE ISLE OF
THANET.

(Continuedfrom page 182.)

THE old parish chiuch of Margate, dedi-

cated to S. John the Baptist, is a spa-

cious and interesting structure, although ex-

temallr not very remarkable. Like S. Peter's,

and iuileetl most of the churches in the Isle of

Thanet, it retains a large proportion of Nor-

man work of excellent character. It is long

and low, as is often found to be the case with

the churches built near the coast, possibly to

avoid the winds, which in winter sweep over

them with violence. The unclerestoried nave

and chancel are continuous, without any inter-

vening chancel arch or other structural division.

The nave has side aisles, and is divided from
them by an arcade of six arches on the north

and seven on the south side ; the westernmost

columns and the easternmost ones are semi-

circular, with cushioned capitals, while some-

what curiously, as showing a very early mo-
dification, the two intermediate ones are octa-

gonal, with well-moulded Early English
capitals ; the arches in all cases are very

simple, of one order, with edges bevelled.

The nave alone has a poor ordinary barrel-

shaped ceiling, without ribs or tics ; all the

aisles and the chancel have the principals

showing beneath their barrelled ceilings,

with kingposts treated as columns, with
moulded caps and bases, and four braces

springing from above them. This gives a
pleasing and striking effect to the long and low
uterior vistas. The church is unfortunately
encumbered with high modern pews and galle-

ries, and looks miserably cared for. The an-

cient windows have been all mutilated, and
are without interest. The tower, a poor one,

mauled out of all its original form, if not re-

built, is at the north-west angle. A lead

covering gives dignity to the side aisles, but
the nave and chancel are only tiled. There
are several interesting monuments and brasses

preseivcd within the church. In the imme-
diate vicinity of this church are many decay-
ing examples and remnants of the character-
istic ornamentally-gabled cottages of the loca-

lity.

Salmston Grange, just outside the town, has
incorporated with its farm buildings some
very interesting and picturesque ruins
of an old monastery which belonged to

8. Augustine's Abbey, at Canterbury. The
chapel and infirmary exist in a very dila-

pidated condition, with the windows built
up. The chapel has two-light reticulated
traceried windows, one in the east end,
and two in each side wall ; the other
building nearly parallel with it has windows
of a geometrical traceiied character. The two
are connected by a third and lower building,
and remains of some very good domestic
details are to be found in other parts of this
group of buildings. Shottendean, a village
Beyond Salmston, contains a few picturesque
old brick cottages.

At Westgate, between Margate and Birch-
ington, our steps were arrested by some works
ofa farmore recent character. An estate of con-
siderable extent hasbeenlaidoutherefor build-
ing, under the direction of Mr. C. N. Beazley
as architect, and consequently a far better cha-
racter is observable in the few houses already
built than is usual among the speculative
erections of the district; brickworkis honestly
rued, and not covered over with cement, and
the forma of many of the villas are pleasing;
we conld have wished to have seen still moie

evidence of care and delicacy of detail, and
would call attention to the very great differ-

ence of effect observable in the somewhat top-

heavy chimneys and other parts (which are in

thesebuildings constructed with sailing-courses

of the usual modern sized bricks) and those of

the ancient specimens scattered through the

island, which are as delicate again.

We were more struck with another rather

large groups of buildings just erected near

thein by Mr. John Taylor, architect, who is

well-known as the clever and scientific in-

ventor of special materials for almost every

portion of a dwelling, and whose roofing tiles

render this group of houses conspicuous from
a distance. It is a pleasure to see such an
effort as this to rescue this class of building

from the commonplace character invariably

given to them by speculating builders, who
seem to have no higher thought than how to

make the most out of every foot of frontage,

and carry np their flimsy houses to the same
regulation heights and to the same dreadful re-

gulation patterns in town and country. Mr.
Taylor's attention has rather been given to the

development of the value of his land by the

acre, and has given bungalows, us it were, in

which teal comfort has been combined with
pleasing rusticity. The site has nothing be-

tween it and the sea, and nothing but sea

between it and the North Pole, and must be
as bracing a spot as our island could supply.

By the use of his patent building blocks and
tiles the first bungalow Mr. Taylor built was
begun on the 14th August last year, was com-
pletely furnished and dry within two months,
and inhabited on the 14th October. Since
this he built another, which was purchased by
Mr. Erasmus Wilson, and four others after-

wards, which have been sold as soon as built.

A description of the accommodation of one of

them will, we think, be useful as well as inter-

esting, thus. There are eight rooms all on
one floor. The two side rooms of the front

elevations have doors into the garden, and are

for dressing after bathing. There is a serving
flap or buttery hatch from the kitchen in the
dining-room, to economise labour of service,

a matter of importance in such an establish-

ment, and indeed the whole arrangement is

such as to require the least amount of house-
hold work. There is a double-bedded room
in the attic. A veiandah at front and back
gives coolness in summer. The roof has deep
rafters, ceiled beneath and covered above with
felt and patent tiles, producing a perfectly cool

roof. The basement is sunk into the chalk,

and contains a larder, wine, beer, coal, and
general cellars. Not only the building itself,

but the whole of the furniture and fittings

have been designed and arranged by the

architect in a thoroughly simple and practical,

while pleasing and appropriate manner. The
entire selling price of this furnished free-

hold marine residence, with its garden com-
plete, was, we were told, only XI, 000, and all

we can say is that we could not help envying
the lucky purchaser.

Birchington, a picturesque village, boasts a
well-restored and interesting old church of

considerable size and importance. Its out-
line is peculiar, as it consists of a nave and
aisles under one continuous roof, and chancel
and side aisles, each with a separate compass
roof and tower, with shingle-covered wooden
spire over the westernmost bay of the south
chancel aisle. Here, again, clerestories are

conspicuous by their absence. The nave is

wide and its aisles very narrow ; the arcades
of five arches upon octagonal columns are
finely proportioned ones of Early Decorated
work. The north chancel aisle is the Que.\
chapel, belonging to the manor of that name
in the parish. It contains a fine altar-tomb,
and the church has also several good brasses,

and an ancient octagonal font supported upon
one massive central and three slender outer
columns. The east windows of the chancel
and its aisles are good geometrical traceried

ones, apparently, however, due to the period
of the restoration, which has been recently

effected under Mr. Beazley as architect. As
far as one can judge now, it would appear to
have been carefully done, and the new wood-
work of the stalls in the chancel is of good
and characteristic design ; the open roof,

however, of the nave seemed somewhat
clumsy, and we regretted to learn that some
ancient seats in the nave had been destroyed.
A few old cottages may also be found in and
near Birchington.

S. Nicholas Church, called also S. Nicholas-
at-Wade, is a really noble structure, and one
that has escaped any damage yet at the hands
of restorers. It was anciently a chapelry to
Reculver, but became a parish about the vear
1300. It is built of flint and chalk, with
stone dressings, and consists of a wide and
spacious nave and chancel, with side aisles to
each, the former of five arches, and a stately

tower at the south-west angle. The arcade
dividing the south aisle from the nave is of
unusual interest. It is of transitional Nor-
man ; the easternmost arches are semicircular,
upon circular columns, with richly carved
capitals and varied archivolts, one of which is

quite unique, with small decorative arcuated
foliations with the points resting upon the
larger beadwhich forms the edge ofthe archivolt
and other mouldings, passing, as it were, be-
hind the foliations, with a couple of dogtooth
enrichments cropping up through them ; to-

wards the crown of the arch these foliations

are crowded and narrowed in a most irregular

manner. The western portion of the church
is a subsequent extension of the period of

the Flowing Decorated style, and has some
very good windows of that class, as also have
the chancel and its aisle—the east window in

particular. The clerestory and roof's generally

are of stiU later date—Perpendicular. The
chancel only has its high roof ; the rest are

all depressed in pitch and have battlemented
parapets. A few brasses are to be found in
the interior, and in the vicinity of the church
two or three old gabled cottages of a late

date, of which, though the detail is coarse,

the forms are picturesque, and they assist the

fine church in making a very pleasing

group, the more to be appreciated from the

somewhat bleak and barren nature of the

downs in this part of the island of Thanet.
Monkton, with a very plain square tower,

is a prominent object in the landscape in the

neighbourhood of S. Nicholas, but the

structure is of very inferior interest. Al-
though the Norman work of the same excellent

type we have noticed in most of the principal

churches in the island is to be found inside,

the exterior is mainly of Perpendicular, of

but moderate excellence, and the form of the

church is very simple—a nave, chancel, and
western tower ; a walled-up arcade, however,

on the north side shows that it once had a

north aisle.

UNDERNEATH THE VICTORIA
EMBANKMENT.

AT least "full fathom five" beneath the

road-level of the magnificent thorough-

fare which extends from the Palace of S.

Stephen's to the new bridge at Blackfriars lie

the real foundations of all the various works
of construction situated in, upon, and below
that great engineering undertakuig. Nor, in

many instances, is the hard ground, the only

reliable substratum, reached at that depth.

Before proceeding to the immediate subject of

our article, it is worth while to briefly touch

upon the principal features of that which may
in every sense be regarded in the light of a

national enterprise. First of all there is the

riparian barrier rearing its granite front in

defiance of all the efforts of old Father Thames
to regain the territory over which he held un-

disputed sway for so many centuries. In close

proximity on the inland side, parallel to the

line of the wall, runs a sewer constituting one

of the main branches of the arterial drainage

of the metropolis. Farther in stiU—in nautical
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language, hugging the shore still closer—is the

Metropolitan District Railway, which is iilti-

jnately destined to furni tlie direct link of

steam communication between the west and
east of Loudon. Along its course rise up the

wretched little stations, which are a disgrace

to the site, and at intervals the principal

thoroughfare is connected with the streets

leading to the Strand. Boundary walls mark
the line of demarkatioa between public and
private property, and an attempt—we cannot
call it a very successful one—lias been made
to impart something of a boulevard appear-

ance to the promenade by the planting of a
number of young trees which can scarcely be
said to be in a very flourishing condition.

Unless where there is a consiilcrable area of

ground devoted to the purpose, the air of

London is not favourable to the growth of

trees or plants of any description.

Keturning to the subject of our article, it

has been rumoured that the works underneath
tlie Embankment are of such a nature as to

prevent those above it being properly com-
pleted. It has been stated on good authority
that a steam roller cannot be used for the

purpose of levellingand consolidating the road-

way on account of the particular manner in

which the railway below is covered in. In
other words, the roof of the railway is not
strong enough to bear the weight of a steam
roller over it. Is this allegation correct or is

it not ? Were we to judge alone from the
actual facts of the case it might appear that it

was, since a steam roller has not been em-
ployed in the preparation of the surface of the
roadway. It has been levelled by an ordinary
roller drawn by horse-power, although on the
other side of the river, in South Lambeth, a
steam roller has lately been employed in the
repair of several main thoroughfares and
smaller streets. It is gratifying to witness
that at last local authorities appear to be pro-
gressing with the age, and to recognise that it

ia neither a humane nor economical measure
to macadamise their roads by the feet of
horses and the wheels of public and private
vehicles. The heaviest steam roller weighs, in
working order, about ten tons, which is cer-

tainly rather a greater load than that which
generally traverses an ordinary thoroughfare.
At the same time, there is not a railway
bridge of any description passing under a
public road which would not support such a
load with perfect impunity. It is true that,

some years ago, a lorry carrying the screw
shaft of one of our large iron-plated men-of-
war was refused permission to cross West-
minster Bridge, and had to reach the other
side of the river via Waterloo, but this refusal
was not based upon valid grounds, being
simply an excess of caution on the part of the
bridge authorities. There is no question but
that the lorry and its load could have been
carried by the structure with perfect safety to

its stability. As it was, the incident gave
rise to some professional strictiires on the
design which were totally undeserved. An
analysis of the construction of the bridge and
its proportions proved the fallacy of the as-

sumption of any want of inherent strength in
it to safely support the load in question. Let
us now follow this course and examine the
principle of construction adopted for covering
in the Metropolitan District Railway in that
part of its route which lies underneath the
surface or road-level of the Victoria Embank-
ment.
The method employed is one of the

simplest, cheapest, and strongest that can be
used for roofing-in an excavation in which the
contiguous land is retained by side walls and
the headway is of a limited nature. It con-
sists of throwing cast-iron girders across the
line from side wall to side wall, turning brick
arches between the girders, upon the lower
Hanges of which they abut, and flushing all up
with concrete and a layer of asphalte to make
the job water-tight. Omitting all considera-
tion of the "top dressing," as it may be
teimed, it is obvious that we have, construc-

tively speaking, three elements which compose
when united the real strength and resistance

of the principle adopted. They are respec-

tively the girders, the "jack arches,'' as the

small brick arches are Uchuically called, and
the side walls. The failure of any of these

would unquestionably jeopardise the security

of the whole. If we commence with the cast-

iron girders, there is not the slightest doubt
but that they are capable of bearing a far

heavier load than ten tons upon their centre.

This would only amount to twenty tons uni-

formly distributed over their entire length,

which is comparatively an insigniftcant load.

In fact, the proportion of the depth of the

girders to their span, and the corresponding
breadth that must of necessity be given to the

bottom flange, together with the thickness of

metal required by the exigencies of manufac-
ture, would render any calculation for sup-

porting a central load of ten or a uniformly
distributed load of twenty tons almost a super-

fluous operation. Certainly girders of cast-

iron will sometimes yield under circumstances
that it ia not easy to account for, and in con-

nection with those spanning the Metropolitan
District Railway the failure of one in King's

College ia singularly approximate. We trust

it is not typical of the fate that is to befall its

new neighbours. Absit omen. Still, a mate-
rial so brittle and treacherous in its nature aa

cast-iron is liable to fracture rmder loads of

an impactive character, the absolute weight of

which is far below that which would, in a
static sense, determine its failure. So that

although the dead weight of the largest steam
roller is but ten tons, yet if that weight were
brought upon the girders with any initial

velocity, or force of impact, its power to pro-

duce strain upon them cannot be regarded as

equivalent to the efiect produced by a mere
dead load of ten tons. But in the question
under consideration is this so ? Is this

weight of ten tons merely a dead weight, or is

its straining effect upon the girders increased

by the motion of the roller or any other cir-

circumstance attendant upon the rolling

operation ? Those who have watched a steam
roller at work are well aware that the motion
is too slow to cause any practical dift'erence

between its total weight being considered as a
dead weight or a moving or live one. The
force of impact generated by the passage of

the load is virtually nothing. Having deter-

mined this point, the next to be taken into
account is whether the action of the machinery
produces any great vibration or oscillation of

of the roller, but the truth is that the weight
of the roller and the machine bear so large a
proportion to that of the motive parts that the
slight vibration always inseparable from the
working of steam engines of any description
is completely absorbed in the inertia of the
mass. It may be therefore admitted with
perfect certainty that the cast-iron girders are
quite strong enough to bear any kind of strain

that may be produced upon them by the
heaviest steam roller that can be caused to

travel over them. This, of course, presumes
that the iron is of good quality and equal in
compressive and tensile strength to that
always employed in bona fide engineering
works.

Having disposed of the girders, the "jack
arches " have next to be considered, and here as

well as in the side walls we have to deal with
an uncertain element in the calculation

—

namely, the brickwork. However sound and
good the bricks may be, if bad mortar be used
it is impossible to make reliable and perma-
nent work. The strength of brickwork lies

altogether in the firm cohesion of all its com-
ponent parts, and when it is borne in mind
what a very small proportion each of these

bears to the whole mass of a heavy retaining
wall, it is clear that its stability depends upon
the mortor or cement, and not the bricks.

Obviously, if the side walla supporting a

system of girders are incapable of doing the

duty assigned to them either through bad de-

signing or faulty and defective workmanship,

any surplus of strength in the girders them-
selves ia not of the slightest use whatever. It

is a constructive maxim that " no combination
of parts is stronger than its weakest compo-
nent," and the violation of this truth is, we
regret to saj', a very common occurrence
among engineers and architects. The span of

the "jack arches" referred tola so very in-

significant that it is extremely improbable
that they would yield to anything much under
the crushing strain of the material, provided
the work is of good quality. With respect to

the side walls the question assumes a difl'erent

phase, for we have to take into consideration

the character of their foundations. There are

no doubt some " soft spots " here and there

along the course of the line, as may be reason-

ably anticipated from its riparian character.

If we imagine one of the side walla to sink
but a mere trifle, the immediate result is to

cause the girders to cant on to that end and
bring an undue pressure upon it. The passage
of a ten-ton steam roller just at this juncture
over the yielding support might cause serious

consequences. In connection with this portion

of our auhject it cannot be forgotten that an
arch of brickwork constituting part of the
works of the Metropolitan District Railway
near new Blackfriars Bridge literally " came
down by the run," and waa attended with fatal

reaulta. We again say Absit omen. The
alleged cause of the catastrophe was the prema-
ture atriking of the centres, together with the

sudden tipping upon the arch of a lot of

bricks. It is very difficult to arrive at the
true cause of such accidents as these. From
the whole of the statements and arguments
before us there are two conclusions to be
arrived at. The one is that there is not the
slightest fear about the absolute strength of

the cast-iron girders not being sufficient to

bear the contemplated load of ten tons passing

over them at any velocity. The other is, that

if the tout ensemble of girders, arches, and side

walls cannot safely carry this comparatively
trifling additional load, there must be some-
thing very rotten in the whole concern.

HOW SHALL SEWAGE BE TREATED?

IP the ABC process can survive the
report of the Royal Commission on the

Pollution of Rivers which has just been made
concerning it, it will indeed be a wonderful
process, and its managers wonderfully clever

in extricating themselves from an awkward
position. The Commission have just reported

to Parliament that they have made a further

investigation of the merits of this system,

which has been so much talked of, and so

hii^hly praised by its promoters, and so doubt-

fully accepted by the public as being what it

has been alleged to be, and the result of that

investigation is as follows :

—

The Commission first turned their attention

to the process of trying its effect during three

days in 1868—viz., July 30 and 31, and
August 1—upon the Leicester sewage. The
Leicester Corporation have elaborate tanks

and machinery for the lime process, and
these were given up for the purpose of trying

the ABC process in comparison with it.

To begin with, the Commissioners think

it useful to state (1) that the strength of

sewage, as regards dissolved constituents, is

ascertained by two analytical determinations

—viz., " total solid matters in solution left

on evaporation," and " total combined ni-

trogen,"—and judged of by this standard the

Leicester sewage is below the average strength.

The total solid matters in solution left on
evaporating 100,0001b., of sewage were, on
May 13, lOTjlb. July 30, 1111b., July 31,

1121b. and on August 1, 1081b.; and the total

combined nitrogen dissolved in 100,0001b. of

sewage was, on these days, 2-5241b., 2'1021b.,

2-2291b., and l-9561b. respectively ; and that

(2) the purification of sewage may be con-

veniently considered under two heads— 1st,

clarification, or the removal of suspended
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xutteis, 60 as to lUAke the resulting liquid

more or less clear and transparent ; and
Sndly, removal of matters in solution. The
suspended matters contained in sewage are

well knovm to undergo rapid putrefaction,

and to become very offensive, consequently

their removal, either by filtration or chemical

treatment, is, in itself, an important amelio-

ration of sewage. Bat the liquid so clarified

contains in solution much nitrogenous or-

ganic matter, which, in warm weather, be-

comes putrid, even when mixed with a
considerable volume of river-water.

Of the soluble constituents of sewage the
most important are the total solid matters

in solution left on evaporation, organic carbon,

and organic nitrogen, and the analyses of

the Leicester sewage after treatment by theABC process show that the total solid

matters in solution were markedly augmented.
The process had the effect of diminishing
the organic carbon. The material, however,
which it is of the greatest importance to

remove from the dissolved constituents of

sewage is nitrogenous organic matter, because
it is chiefly this kind of organic matter which
enters rapidly into putrefaction and becomes
an active agent in the pollution of rivers. It

is precisely here that the process signally fails

in accomplishing such an amount of purifica-

tion as would render sewage admissible into

an open watercourse. During two days' ex-

periments the organic nitrogen removed was
58-86 per cent, on the first day, and 5007
per cent, on the second ; so that it may be
stated in round numbers that, as regards
putrescible organic matter, the application of

the process at Leicester during the visit of

the Commission would render it possible to

double the amount of purified sewage dis-

charged into the river without increasing its

pollution. Although this is by no means an
tuimportant result, yet it falls far short of

what is required to restore our sewage-polluted
rivers to a satisfactory degree of purity.

An inspection of the analytical table shows
that the effluent sewage, after treatment, in-

variably contained more ammonia than the
raw sewage. Thus, on the first day, 100,0001b.
of sewage contained l-65lb. of ammonia before

treatment, and 21b. after treatment ; on the
second day, l-8lb. before, and 2-51b. after ; and
on the third day, 2-251b. before, and 2-5lb.

after the treatment The origin of this addi-
tional ammonia is not diflicult to understand :

alum is used in the process, and as nearly all

alum now manufactured is ammonia alum,
containing 37 per cent, of ammonia, it is

probable that this is the chief, if not the only
source, of the additional quantity of ammonia.
The action of the chemical re- agents upon the
nitrogenous organic matter contained in the
raw sewage is also possibly another source of
the increased quantity of ammonia. Such an
addition to the amount of dissolved ammonia
has little significance, as regards the pollution
of rivers, but it has an important bearing upon
the applicability of the'process to the economi-
cal production of a solid manure, because it

indicates that the ammonia in solution in the
raw sewage—the most valuable manure con-
stituent—is not precipitated. Indeed, the
total combined nitrogen, which represents
very nearly the manure value, was actually
greater in the effluent liquid than in the raw
sewage ; and, as regards dissolved constituents,

the fcflluent liquid was a more valuable manure
than the raw sewage. This fact is very signi-

ficant, as bearing upon the manufacture of

manure by the ABC process, when it is con-
sidered that seven-eighths of the manure value
of sewage resides in the soluble constituents.

Notwithstanding the loss of ammonia in
this process of sewage defecation, the method
of treatment still yields a solid manure of
greater value than that obtained by the lime
process ; a circumstance which is explained,
to a great extent, by the mud from the A B C
process being acid, whilst the lime mud is

allcaline, so that in drying the latter loses
ammonia, whilst the former does not

The value of the solid manure obtained by
treating the Leicester sewage with lime has
been estimated at from 15s. 5d. to 17s. by
chemical analyses ; but experience has warned
the manufacturer of these feeble manures
that the value indicated by chemical analysis

cannot be counted upon in the market Thus
the Leicester mud is actually sold for Is. per
ton. Indeed, without fortification with sul-

phate of ammonia, nitrate of soda, or super-
phosphate of lime, such manures are scarcely

saleaole.

Leamington, however, is the place where theABC system has been longest tried. Its

patentees undertook to apply it to the Lea-
mington sewage in March, 1869, and the Com-
mission visited the works on the 11th of

December. The operations were carried on
by making the following mixture :

—

Cwt. qrs. lb.

Alum 120
Sulphate of alumina .... 3 7
Clay 800
Animal charcoal 2

Clay and blood(5.ipts. of blood) 1 12
A mixture of potash, carbo-

nate of potash, and carbo-

nate of soda 6
Previously manufactured
manure 14

Strong solution of perchloride

of iron 1 pint

This mixture was put into a large cauldron,

where it was thoroughly incorporated with
river water, and delivered in a regular supply
into an adjoining tank, in which it was mixed
and violently agitated with raw sewage. From
this vessel the sewage flowed into a series of

subsidence tanks, where a large proportion of

the suspended matter was deposited ; thence
the defecated sewage flowed into other tanks,
and from these into the river.

There was an admixture of river waterwith
the effluent sewage, caused by leakage of a
part of the works, to the extent of one-fourth
of the quantity, and, applying this correction,

and assuming the composition of the river

water to be at that time what they afterwards
found it to be, the Commissioners got the fal-

lowing nett effect of the ABC process on
that occasion :

—

Ist, on the total solid matters left on eva-
poration; 2nd, on the elements of organic
matter—organic carbon and organic nitrogen;

3rd, on the total combined nitrogen ; and 4lh,

on the organic matters in suspension.

Before treatment the raw sewage contained
in l(»,0001b. 83 501b. of the first, and after

treatment 99 21^ Of the second 4-365lb. of

organic carbon before and 3-3791b. after, and
of organic nitrogen 2,8901b. before and
l-6521b. after. 01 the third 7-807Ib. before,

and 6'392 after, and of the fourth 56-281b.

before, and 5-15 alter treatment.

These results show that the sewage operated
upon at Leamington was much stronger
than that at Leicester, and a comparison of

the effects upon the sewage at the two places

shows that at Leicester 303 parts of organic

carbon were removed by the process, and at

Leamington 22 4, while the proportion of or-

ganic nitrogen removed was 54'47 at Leices-

ter, and 42'84 at Leamington. After this

comparison it is seen that as the affluent

liquid at Leicester was not admissible into

running water, the liquid flowing from the
works at Leamington was much less so.

Considering it desirable to test the process

again, the Commission paid a second visit

to Leamington on the lOth of May, 1870, with-
out giving previous notice of their intention.

They found the yards around the buildings

covered with sewage mud, which had been
spread out to dry. Tlie smell was extremely
offensive, and the process, as it was then
being carried out, would be pronounced a
nuisance whenever conducted in or near a
town
Commencing at 11 a.m. on the 10th of May,

the Commissioners took a sample of raw

sewage above the works. At the same time a
mixing tank commenced to discharge theABU liquid into the sewage. This tank
contained

—

cwt qr. lb.

Ammonia aliun .... 3
Clay (moist) 6
Animal charcoal .... 15
Vegetable charcoal . . . 20
Epsom salts 20
Blood, in a pailful of clay
magma 4

Eiver water about 1,100 gallons.

Experiments with this mixture continued
from early morning, half-hour samples being
taken, until 1 o'clock p.m., when, the sewage
coming down in larger volume, more alum
was added to the mixture. Down to about
1 o'clock in the day the quantity of A B C
mixture used was from 7'31b, to 81b. per
1,000 gallons of sewage, and in the afternoon,
from 1 to 7 o'clock, 4Jlb. of mixture per
1,000 gallons of sewage.
After tabulating the analyses the Commis-

sion consider the process as a manure-produc-
ing operation, because if it be true that a
valuable manure can be thus extracted from
sewage, it might be advantageous to prefix
this method of treatment to some other me-
thod capable of purifying the effluent liquid,

but the chemical analysis of the precipitated

mud does not afford any encouragement to

such an enterprise. This mud contained the
following ingredients :

—

Organic matter, containing 18 '5 parts

of carbon and 1-55 parts of nitrogen 34-27

Ammonia -16

Phosphoric acid 1-98

Clay, and other useless mineral sub-
stances 56-13

"Water 7-46

10000

Total nitrogen calculated as ammonia 2-05

per cent.

Notwithstanding the small proportion of

fertilising matter which the analyses prove it

to contain, the manure is said to have com-
manded a ready sale at ^3 10^. per ton ; but
the Commission consider the evidence hitherto

obtained of its agricultural value to be of the
weakest kind, because the produce of autumn-
sown crops, to which alone it could have been
applied in 1869, depends more on the weather
than on the composition of any manure ap-
plied to them ; and as to the year 1870 the

weather has hitherto been such that spring

top-dressings of even the strongest artificial

manures have been useless. The whole testi-

mony is thus necessarily that of mere garden
beds and flower pots, and is entirely in-

sufficient to justify an agricultural opinion.

The conclusions arrived at are that

—

" 1. The process removes a large proportion
of the suspended impurities from sewage, but
on no occasion, when we have seen it in

operation, has this removal been so complete
as to render the effluent sewage admissible

into running water.
" 2. The ABC process removes a very

small proportion of the soluble polluting

matters from sewage. After treatment by this

process the effluent sewage is very little better

than that which is obtained by allowing raw
sewage to settle in subsidence tanks.

" 3. The manure obtained by this process

has a very low market value, and cannot
repay the cost of manufacture.

"4. The manipulations required for the

extraction and drying of this manure are

attended with a nauseous odour, especially in

wafm weather, and would occasion a serious

nuisance if the works were situated in or

near a town."
" Irrigation is the only process of cleansing

sewage which has stood the test of experience,

and tmless it be extensively adopted there ia

but little hope of any substantial improve-

ment in our sewage-polluted rivers."
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TOWN CHURCHES.*
By Pearson Hatward, Esq., Architect.

I
TRUST the Members of this Society, which I

ha vc now the houour of adib'cssiiig for the first
'

time, will boar with mo if thd few remarks con-
tained in the following paper appear to them
somewliat crude and incomplete. They are
advanced simply in the hope of eliciting the
opinions and comments of men far better qualitied

than myself to deal with a subject of great interest

and importance to all who have a love for

church architecture, and many of whom are
doubtless familiar with the practical needs and
working of churches in our large towns in this

ninetoeuth century.

Our own country possesses few, if any, churches
(excepting, of course, our cathedrals) on anything
like the same scale, both in point of size and
maguiUceuce, as those found in most of the large
cities on the continent ; for the abbey churches,
in which, up to the period of the Reformation, we
were so rich , and which rivalled our cathedrals in

maguiticenco, at the present time, with very few
exceptions, have little but their ruins left to testify

to their foimer greatness.

This general absence of large churches is, I
think, to bo accounted for in the fact that in
early times wo had comparatively few centres of
commercial activity and enterprise to bring men
together. The population was almost entirely
agricultural, or else dependent on the sea for its

support, and was scattered over the surface of
the land in counti-y villages, and in the fishing
hamlets that fringe our coasts; for it is only
within a very few years, comparatively speaking,
that the marvellous increase of manufacturing
industry in the North has led to the rapid growth
of places wliich formerly were almost unknown
into huge overgi'own towns, with a swarming and
yearly increasing population. Another reason
may be, that for centuries our land has been
spared the horrors of foreign invasion, which
compelled the rural population of less favoured
countries to crowd into the fortified cities for
protection.

This influx of people into the towns on the
Continent required the erection of large churches
for their accommodation ; and this necessity was
still further increased in many towns which
possessed relics of peculiar sanctity, by reason of
the vast swarm of devotees which flocked at stated
times to the shrines.

Mr. Street, in his book on " Spanish Archi-
tectiu-e,"has introduced us to churches magnificent
indeed in scale, and of a type that in many,respects
is very suggestive as regards the subject of this
paper.

At Gerona the nave is 73ft. broad and IGOft.
long, and is capable of containing 2,300 people

;

and at Barcelona the Church of Santa Maria del
Mar is even grander, having a nave and aisles
180ft. by 90ft., the columns being not less than
45ft. apart, and consequently offering little or no
obstruction to sight or sound.

S. Jean Perpignan is another grand church,
having a nave, without aisles, 170ft. in length,
by GOft. in width.
These churches, and others, such as those at

Padua and Verona, offer a vast and nearly un-
broken space to the great body of worshippers,
enabling almost all present to see and take part
in the services performed in the choii- and at the
high altar ; differing greatly in this respect from
our usual English type of church, where the
columns, which at frequent intervals divide the
nave from the aisles, offer serious obstruction to
both sight and sound.
Another form, also very unusual in this country,

is that in which the gi-eat body of the church is

square, i>olygonal, or cii-cular on plan, as in the
Church of Notre Dame at Treves, and that in
which the dome is generally employed as a means
of roofing, as in the churches of the district of
Auvergne, m the South of France.
The only ancient instances I know of the cii'cular

form having been adopted in England are those
of the Tcmpio Church in London, and the round
churches of Cambridge and Northampton. There
may, perhaps, be others of which I have not
heard. I remember, however, seeing in the
BuiLDiNQ News, some time ago, a design of Mr.
Truefitt's for a new church, which had a circular
nave. Whether this form was adopted in con-
sequence of the exigencies of the site, or whether
it was a deliberate attempt on the part of the

Read before tho Exetor Diocesan Architectm-al
Society, la 1808.

architect to strike out a new path, I do not re-

member, or whether tho design has been carried
into execution, but at all events tho experiment
would be a very interesting one, and I doubt not
would prove a success, provided tho choir or
chancel could bo so planned that a full view of the
altar shorild be generally obtained. A church of

such or similar plan might be roofed cither with a
dome, which I would gjadly see introduced into

this country, or by an octagonal lantern, of which
that at Ely Cathedi-alis a most beautiful example.
Few people who know auythmg of London can
fail to have been struck with the grandeur of tho
dome of S. Paul's Cathedi'al, as seen from almost
eveiy point of view. I uso the term grandeur
deliberately, for no cathedral tower or spiro that I

have ever seen has produced on my mind tho
same effect of simple dignity as it towers aloft

above the busy whhl of London life. And if this

be one of the resnlts of Classic architecture, surely

those "who have at heart tho development of
" Christian " architecture, to use Mr. Pugin's
term, cannot hesitate to engraft upon it this noble
feature, which, although it is not altogether nn-
known to Gothic art, as the examples I have cited

of the churches in tho district of Auvergne
sufficiently testify, has not, however, received that
full expression of which it is capable, and is quite
unknown to our English tyjie of Gothic.

Either tho wide rectangular form, or the
circular or polygonal plan that 1 have referred to,

seems to me better adapted to our town churches,
and indeed to our new churches in general, in re-

gard to their congregational use, than the stereo-

typed plan in general use,' in which columns and
arches divide the space into nave and aisles. The
disadvantages of the present form of church have
long been felt more or less by architects, and
hence the various expedients to which they have
resorted to lessen the obstruction caused by the
nave pUlars, either by placing them further apart,

or nan-owing the aisles simply to the condition of

passages, as Mr. Hawkins has done in the church
of S. Michael and AU Angels in this city, or else

by redneing the columns to the greatest possible
tenuity, and thereby destroying, in great measure,
the very bone and sinew of good Gothic work.
This last expedient has certainly been carried to
the reductio ad absurdam in the ease of most of
our modem Nonconformist chapels.

I am well aware that the type of chu^-ch which
in this paper I specially wish to advocate (that of

an unbroken rectangular nave of wide span) would
be more costly in execution than that usually
followed, and would afford little of that picturesque
grouping and effect of light and shadow which we
all admii-e so much ; but it seems to me that the
practical gain would more than compensate for
this, and that, moreover, there would be a simple
dignity about a well-proportioned unbroken interior
suggestive of that singleness of worship which
especially distinguishes our Anglican church from
that of Rome.
As regards that ever-important question of cost,

especiaUy ui these days, when, in most cases,
every farthingi must be accounted for, and when
the church architect is usually forced (to make
use of a homely proverb) to cut his coat according
to the very small amount of cloth at his disposal,

let us for once take our stand on higher ground,
and ask whether it would not be better to build
one really grand noble church than two or even
three inferior ones ; one common house of God for
all classes and ranks of life, dedicated to His glory
and honour with something of the same reverend
spirit that animated the builders of old, who
lavished with no niggard hand on His sanctuary
all the richest treasm-es of their imagination,
artistic power, and material wealth ?

Permit mo now to mention certain general
principles which, it seems to me, architects who
are called upon to design town churches should
steadily keep in view.

I think the first and most important of these is

* I may here mention that since this paper was
written a series of articles have been published in the
BuiLDiNO News, written by Mr. Cubitt, entitled
" Churches for Congregations," in which the author
very ably exposes the foUy of that strict adherence to the
old conventional typo of church by our modern church
architects with very few exceptions, on the ground that
an arrangement which was well suited to a ritual and
service ditt'ering essentially from that of the Church of
England ought to give place to one better adapted to the
congregational character of our worship, for which the
less obstruction there is to sight and sound the better.
And he gives plana and illustrations of churches of
different styles and countries, as affording valuable
suggestions that might be turned to account iu design-
ing churches to suit the requirements of the age, without,
however, in any degree sacrificing tho ecclesiastical
character and dignity of our Gothic architectui-e.

height. The church, typical of tho ark of safety,
should float caUnly above tho troubled waste of
houses below, though not shunning contact with
them, as if, in her lofty majesty, she despised all

assocmtiou with what is poor and mean. I think
there should be a great difference iu this latter

particular between town and country churches.
The country church seems to crave comparative
severance from the busy tide of human life ; nor
can tho quiet country chtirchyard, where old
friends and neighbours, ayo and foes too, genera-
tion after generation, sleep beneath the spreading
yowB, easily be compared with the dreary waste
of gravestones, lying or tumbling at all angles in
different stages of decay, enclosed with high
gaimt iron railings of odious design, half-eaten
through with rust, which surrounds so many of
our older city churches.
But to return to the question of height. In

general tho town churches in Normandy gain
vastly in dignity and grandeur from the manner
in which they soar above tho mean and poverty-
stricken hovels that so often surround them, and
are built against their very walls in many in-
stances.

This proximity to inferior buildings, I thiiilc, in
the next place, is a strong argument for making
all tho lower portion of our town churches as
simple and severe as possible, confining whatever
external richness that there may be to tho upper
portion, and even then all exuberance of detail
ought to be avoided, considering the destructive
effects of town smoke, and we should trust for
effect to simple dignity and purity of outline.

I was very much struck the first time I saw S.
Albau's Church, Holborn, at the grand way in
which it towered up above the surrounding build-
ings. Mr. Butterfield in this respect at least, and
also in his great severity of treatment, seems to
mo to have caught the true spirit of what a town
church should be. And the same may be said, in
a greater or less degree, of tho churches that have
been built in Loudon witliin the last few years,
and notably of the Church of S. Peter, Vauxhall,
of which Mr. Pearson is the architect. And
there is another and practical advantage in this
loftiness that cannot be over-estunated : I mean
as regards light and air, for by keeping tho
windows lofty, and well up above the surrounding
buildings, the better the light and more perfect
the ventilation.

We must now consider the practical difiiculty
of roofing these large unbroken naves, of 50ft. or
60ft. span, which I have endeavom-ed to advocate
as being better suited to congregational worship
in oui- town churches than the usual conventional
type. Groining, such as we have iu our cathedi-als,

would undoubtedly be the most beautiful kind of
roof we could have ; but its employment would be
almost out of the question, except in very ex-
ceptional cases, chiefly on account of the expense,
but also on account of the great lateral thrust
that groining would exert on the walls at any
height above the ground.
And after all, to those who hold with Mr.

Ruskin that truth should be regarded as one of the
very foundation stones of all true architectui'o,

the uso of groining in this manner cannot bo
perfectly satisfactory ; for is it not iu reality a
sham, seeming to casual obsen'ers to bo the roof,
whereas it requires a covering of a perfectly
different form, and of an inferior material, to
keep out the weather? Where groining is used as
a beautiful ceiling, supporting the floor of a
chamber above, as in the crypts of many of our
cathedrals, and in our own county, in the case of
many of our church porches, which have a
chamber or parvise over them, its employment
seems to me perfectly legitimate, but hardly so in
tho former case where it supports nothing except
itself.

Putting groining, then, on one side, there are, I

think three methods by which the roofing of this

wide span might bo effected. The first and most
obvious of these is an open timber roof. This
would be certainly the cheapest and most
thoroughly English way of treating it, but a roof
of that wide span, and of a pitch such as we are
accustomed to see iu our best churches, would be
very difficult to construct without its exerting
great thrust on the side walls ; for unless they
were very thick and strongly buttressed, their
power of resistance to the lateral thrnst at any
considerable height from the ground could not bo
great, weakened moreover as they would be by
lofty windows. Even in churches of small span a
roof of steep pitch, unless it is very carefully
constructed, exerts gi-eat pressure on tho side
walls, and where faulty construction of roof is
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joinea to faulty construction in the Trails, as m
theteeent case of Holy Trinity Church, Bamstfl,ple,

• eollapse must sooner or later occiir. A roof

oonstmcted on the Ue-beam principle would of

course obviate this, but to me there is a somewhat

duinsy, inartistic look about a roof of this cou-

strnction that is not very satisfactory.

This brings mo to the second method that might

be adopted, viz. : an iron roof.

(To be concUided next tceek.)

KEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.

(Continued from page 18G.)

Plate 2.

—

Sections or Cylindeks—The Onni-

KATE—ITS Use and Valce.

A CYLINDER is properly considered to he a

long circular body of uniform diameter,

whose extremities form equal parallel circles.

Snch is the usual definition given to anything

round or circular. This, no doubt, is understood.

But the sections of a cylinder, when cut obliquely,

have not been so satisfactorily explained.

If we were permitted to use comparisons, this

problem could be briefly solved, and, at the same
time, in a practical manner, so as to be under-

stood by any one. For example, lny a romid

hioom-handlo in the mitre-box—now make one

cut on the rake, and the result will bo two sec-

tions perfectly oval in form.

To illustrate this still further : Let D, Fig. 1, be

the base of a stove-pipe, and E C the pitch of a

roof. It is now required to cut a hole in the roof

EO as to allow the stove-pipe to pass through it,

the pii)e standing perpendicular. It is qnite clear

that the hole must be oval and its long diameter be

parallel with the pitch B C, for the reason that D
shows the diameter P R, parallel with the base

A B. These perpendiculars dra^-n from P and R
to intersect B C, give the long diameter P R
at T, and the short diameter or minor axis N H
being equal to P R at D. This proves that if the

stove-pipe was cut to the pitch of the roof, its

section is truly represented by the oval T.

Let us apply this problem to hand-raUing. Sup-

pose L P at D be the thickness of the stove-pipe
;

by drawing perpendiculars from L P to intersect

the pitch B C we have a guide to square over L P,

which cuts the long diameter of the oral. This

shows a correctly drawn mould which, being in

position, will stand over the quarter circle at D
;

and the bevel, seen in the angle, being applied to

the surface of the plank, gives the plumb cut for

the joint L P.

Fig. 2.—In order that the young learner may
have correct ideas of the constructive principles

embodied in this work, we cannot do better than
give a simple problem in carpentry, the solution

of which may lead to correct conclusions as to

how to proceed in the execution of works which
involve principles that require more exact con-

struction. For example : Let A C be the rail of a

gate, or a brace ; it is required to make a mortise

through it to receive the square bar N,the corners

of which are to stand at right angles with the

edges of the rail. The process is clear and needs

no explanation ; for it is self-evident that R is the

shape of the mortise on the surface of the stuff,

and that the square bar N will pass through it.

Snch being the case, it follows that the two upper
lines of R forming the obtuse angle may be con-

sidered as tangents to an elliptic curve ; and the

two sides of the square bar N tangents to a

quarter circle, while the lino A C represents the

major axis, and the right angle from H the

minor.
The next consideration is the bevel, which, in

this case, and all others, must be obtained, and
applied correctly. Let it be remembered that

any two tangents of equal length, both standing

on the same pitch, require but one bevel. Such
being the case here, proceed to find it by taking

any peint on the line A C, say H. Square over

to cut at T. Next, draw from K a parallel with

H P. Now take H for centre, and for radius the

circle touching the line from K, cutting at S.

Join S T. Thus giving the required bevel. Now
apply this bevel to the sides of mortise R. Let
its stock rest on the surface of the stuff and at

right angles with P H, as shown on the left. Then
the blade and side of the mortise agree.

Tlie same application is adopted for the joint

on a wreath.
To ascertain the accuracy of this bevel, extend

one side of R to cut the edge of stuff at L. Now
let the stock of the bevel Y rest on the surface and

HAND-BAILING.—PLATE II.—SECTIONS OF CYLINDERS.-THE OEDINATE—ITS USE
AND VALUE.

mark the edge by its blade. Then the line on the

edge and the side of the mortise agree.

Or, let the bevel V and S stand in the position

just named. Both will make plumb lines, and
these blades be out of wind.

This problem and its application should be well

understood, especially the method of finding the

bevel ; the same being adopted for all the

practical drawings in this work.

The next important point is to understand the

ordinate and its use. It is the ordinate alone that

gives the correct tangents for the construction of

a mould. To have a clear perception of this

obviates aU difficulties in hand-railing. There is

no better way of illustrating it than by preparing

a square block similar to that shown at Fig. iJ.

Mark on two of its sides two unequal pitches, say

ABC. This gives L C as the height of both.

We now must show on a flat surface the section

of the block, or its shape when cut through.

Fig. 4 explains this. Let A, L be two sides of

the block unfolded. L C the given height, and J
its base. ABC the given pitches. Extend C B,

cutting F. From F draw the ordinate cutting the

comer of the square. Draw lines from the other

three comers parallel with the ordinate. Make
the seat square with it. Let F E equal L C.

Join F V, and wo have the pitch ; this having in-

tersected the lines parallel with the ordinate

gives a direction to iind the position of ABC.
The measurements are taken from the seat. The
figure truly represents the section of the block,

for the reason that its sides agree with the pitches

ABC unfolded.

The section may be produced with equal cer-

tainty by extending the short pitch A B to cut at

K, from which draw the ordinate cutting the

comers of square .1. The construction shows a

section corresponding in all particulars with that

below.

Fig. 5 shows how to reduce the construction so

as to take the least possible space on the draw-

ing-board, and produce the same results as given

at Fig. i.

The squares J, J show the seat on the lower

comers, and at right angles with the ordinate
;

C E D represent two sides of the block unfolded,

and D A the height of both pitches, as C B A shows.

To prove the coiTcctnoss of the sections the

letters ABC must agree with corresponding

letters on the pitches.

The next consideration is the bevels. Two
metliods are given, both producing the same
result when the tangents on the gi-ouud plan make
a right angle, as is the case here. Extend the

pitch A B and C B. Then take H for centre, and
for radius a circle touching C B extended, cutting

at P. Join P A, and the angle thus made gives

the required bevel for pitch B C.

Again : Take E for centre ; and for radius a

circle touching extended line A B, and cutting

below B. Join B D, which gives bevel for pitch

AB.
The second method is more practical, and can

be successfully applied to every description of

wi-eaths ; no matter what angle their tangents

make, nor what portion of a circle they are to

stand over, the bevels arc reliable for all and
every position in hand-railing.

TiiE Method.—Draw two lines from L that

shall be parallel with the tangents C B and B E.
Then take any point on the pitch L B, say N.
Draw at right angles with L R, cutting the ordi-

nate at O. Now take N for centre, and for radius

a circle touching the lino from L, that is parallel

with A B and cutting at L. Jom L O. The
angle it makes contains the bevel for the pitch

A B. Again, take N for centre, and for radius a

circle touchuig the line parallel with C B, cutting

at N. Join N 0, and the bevel is obtained as

shown. It is applied on the joint of pitch C B.

This method is adopted for every wreath con-

tained in this work.

{To be continui'd.)

The new Town.hall .inil Corn-exchange at Ware-
ham will bo completed by the end of the month
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SLATE AND ITS USES.

WITHIN the last twenty years the uses
of slate as a buOding material have pro-

bably been multiplied a hundredfold. Intro-

duced originally as a roofing material, its

durability, the ease with which it could be
worked, and its cheapness, speedily recom-
mended its employment for a variety of pur-
poses. Foremost among those who turned
their attention to working elate stands
the late firm of A. A. Robinson & Co. (noiv

Asliton & Green, the senior partner having
been a member in the late lirni), of Bury-
street, St. Mary Axe, E.G., and Bow Bridge,
Stratford. The proprietors of the most
extensive, as well as the oldest slate work?,
tlie business done by them is, as might be
judged, the most extensive. A visit either
to their show-rooms at Bury-street, or their
works at Stratford, would well repay any of
our readers.

The wharf at Bow Bridge is entirely de-
voted to the working of slate in its original
condition, the works at the Farringdon
Wharf, a few yards further down the road,
being occupied by those whose business it is

to produce in enamelled slate exquisite imi-
tations of more costly materials, such as
jasper, malachite, sienna, &c.
At the Bow Bridge wharf slates are to be

seen of all dimensions, from the slab Oft.

by 5ft. to the tiny lamina of some 5in. by
4in., intended for use in galvanic batteries,

and some 12,000 of which were in course of
being split for a single order at the time of
our visit. This is, however, a comparatively
modest order compared with others which
Messrs. Ashton & Green have at present on
hand. Among these may be mentioned one
for 5, 000 water-closet frames for export. They
are also supplying all the slates for the roofs
of the large gasworks now being built at
Barking, the new Woolwich Union, at Plum-
stead, Leavesden Asylum, and Strand Union,
Edmonton. A leading feature of their business
is the employment of slate for sanitary purposes,
their " sanitary zigzag " urinal and' lavatories
being specially noticeable for economy of space
and cost, as well as for its great cleanliness
and privacy. Wine bins, portable houses for
emigrants, vats, cisterns, chimney-pieces,
billiard slabs, tombs, and mural tablets are a
few only out of the articles too numerous to
mention which are turned out in slate at Bow
Bridge Works. To carry on this business,
a large staff of hands, and a considerable
amount of machinery, is of course neces-
sary. A great quantity of the work has to
be done by hand. All the splitting is

tffected by hand-labour, as is likewise the
enamelling and polishing. Thus the em-
ployment of a large number of hands is

necessary.

An important feature of the business consists
of the manufacture of enamelled slate. By this
process are produced imitations of the rarest
maiblea at a tithe of their cost. The substance
til us produced is not only cheaper than marble,
but bears a much more brilliant and perma-
nent polish than stone will, while it has for its

base a mineral infinitely stronger and more
durable. The process of enamelling is inte-
resting, though very simple. It is performed
either by "dipping," "splashing," or by
splashing and si)onging combined, and some
of the more elaborate patterns by hand-
graining. The colours are applied by either
of these methods, and the slab is then
placed in an oven or heated chamber, the
temperature of which is maintained at from
l.'JO" to 250^, according to the size and
thickness of the slab. In this oven it re-
mains for a period determined by the size
of the slate, generally averaging twenty-four
hours. It is then withdrawn, and a coating
of specially prepared enamel applied. Again

it goes into the oven, emerging from thence to
be vigorously pumiced to reduce all inequali-
ties of surface. This process of baking and
pumicing is repeated, with some variations,
three times more, and the slab is then in a
condition fit for polishing. The polishing
process is performed, firstly, with woollen
cloths and fine sand ; next, with French
merino, the finest and softest that can
be obtained ; and finally with the liand and
powdered rotten-stone.

By the processes thus hastily described, the
most elaborate marbles and stones can be
imitated. AVe saw specimens of Egyptian
green, Lumachelle, and S. Ann's marbles,
Pyrenees green, Swedish and purple porphy-
ries, all kinds of granites, malachite, and lapis

lazuli, all so well finished as scarcely to be
distinguished from the costly originals. Archi-
tects' original designs can also be executed in
inlays of any pattern.

The enamelled' slates are principally used
for chimney-pieces ; and over a thousand of
these, in all styles and at all prices, are kept
in stock at the show-rooms, in Bury-street.
Besides, however, they are largely in demand
for facias, consoles, table tops, &c., for which
their fine and durable polish well fit them.
Some idea of the durability of the polisli may
be derived from the fact that we saw some
landscapes and flower-pieces let into the room
doors at Stratford which had been there for

nearly twenty years, and the surfaces of which
were as shining as if finished yesterday.
For the convenience of architects and

builders, Messrs Ashton & Green keep in
stock all kinds of stoves, thus enabling pur-
chasers to match their stove and chimney-
piece at the same time. Our space forbids us
to do more than to allude to this depart-
ment.

CENTRE GROUP IN REREDOS, ST.
ANDREW'S, PLAISTOW.

LAST week wc gave an interior representation
of this church, anil we now supplement it

with an ilhistralion of the centre group in
reredos, referred to last week. The group in-

dicates the usual study and care bestowed upon it

by Mr. Brooks, the architect.

NOTES FROM GLASGOW.
(FliOJI A CoBUESrONDENT.)

THE new University buildings, by Mr. G. G.
Scott, are now rairidly approaching comple-

tion, and in the course of a few weeks they will

be thrown open for the ensuing session. Of a
design so well known to the readers of the Build-
ing News it is unnecessary to say anything, but
a few words on tlio fated old college in High-
street may not he out of place. The work of de-

struction lias now faii-ly commenced, and its

famous library and museum have been emptied
and dismantled. Its halls and class-rooms are

fast following suit, and before the finishing touclies

have been put to tlio college of the future the
college of the past will have been swept away. So
much do we care for the associations of centuries,

and so liighly do we value the memory of aU that

has raised Glasgow above the rank of a mere
counting-house, tliat for the sake of as many
thousands of pounds, it may be, as wo have spent

hundreds of thousands on our new collcgo, we
consign the nursery of genius to oblivion, and, as

if to insult the mcmoi-y of James Watt, we turn

tlic birthplace of the steam-engme into a railway

goods station. Truly, we have learned but too

well the lessons Adam Smith taught in those

halls.

_
It is now upwards of 400 years since Glasgow

University, the second oldest in Scotland, was
founded, being younger by thirty-seven yeara than
that of S. Amirew's, and older by 132 years than
the college of Edinburgh. Of the present build-
ing, however, but a small portion is older than
thi-oe centuries, while the greater part of it dates
from early in the seventeenth century. For some
good views of it see BilUiig's "Baronial and

Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Scotland." Before
leaving this subject, 1 must mention that a corre-
spondent of the Herald oflerod to contribute £500
or £1,0(XJ, if necessary, towards re-erecting the
old college in the grounds of the new.
The now church of S. Mary's, also by Mr. G .

G. Scott, is now making its appearance above
ground. The old site in Rcnfleld-strect has been
sold for £lt,000 to the City of Glasgow Life As-
surance Company, who have palled down the
church, and uitond erecting themselves offices.

Builduig operations have been proceeding with
extraordinary activity round Glasgow, and new
suburbs are being formed in every direction. The
Great Western-road is now lined for a mile and a
half with largo and handsome blocks of dwelling-
houses. Dowanhill in the west end, and Pollok-
shields in the south-west, are being built up with
detached villas, while Shawlands and Crosshill on
the south side, Dennistonu in the east, and
Possilpark in the north, are increasing in tho
same proportion.

Tho new Club-house, at tho comer of Renfield-
street and West George-street, has just been
opened. It is a well-detailed and richly carved
building in the Italian style, from designs by Mr.
Da^dd Bryce, of Edinburgh.
The dismal grain stores at the comer of

Gordon-street and Hope-street are now being
transformed into handsome ofHces and shops under
the direction of Messrs. Boucher and Cousland.
It was foi-merly intended to erect a group of public
halls on this site, but tho idea has been aban-
doned. Let us hope that Glasgow will not have
much longer to wait for a City Hall worthy of
itself. This should not be a private specula-
tion, but should be taken in hand by the magis-
trates and can-ied out as it deserves. Let them
take example by Manchester, and call an open
competition to be decided by competent judges.
If they offer liberal terms and engage architects
qualiiied to decide, they need not despair of
obtaining the highest talent in the kingdom.

I observe, in the Daily Mail, 10th inst., a pro-
posal to pull down S. George's Church, in order
to clear the street for traffic. In the first place
the church is no obstruction to George's-street,
and in the second place its fine Bjiire would bo a
great loss to the city.

On Thursday, the 8th inst., a new public park
to the north-east of the city was foiinaUy opened
by the Lord-Provost and magistrates. It is

named I he Alexandra Park.
The competition for a fountain to commemo-

rate the introduction of the Loch Katrine water
has not yet been decided. It is contended by a
member of the Water-Trust that they have no
power to spend the ratepayers' money on any
other object than the supply of water. Surely
this question should have been decided before
designs involving such an amount of labour were
obtained. I have just been favoured with a short
inspection of the drawings submitted, and, with-
out attempting a detailed criticism, I shall venture
upon a few remarks. On entering the room ono
is immediately attracted by a large drawing
(about 10ft. by 7ft.) which, along with a number
of smaller ones, illustrates a design in the Greek
style. It is under the motto "Athenian," but
its author is at once identified as a gentleman
who has long been celebrated for his successful
treatment of that style. It consists of a basui
200ft. in diameter, round which lions are placed
at inteiwals. On the stage above this are placed
serpents, and above this again rises a Doiio
temple, measuring 42ft. across. This is sur-
mounted by a second temple, surrounded by
eagles, from the top of which rises, amid a cluster

of palm leaves, a huge pole like the mast of a
vessel, which, at the height of 100ft. from tho
ground, breaks out again into palm leaves, and,
rising 20ft. or 30ft. higher, throws into tho ah- a
jet of water. From the base of this pole water
is thrown into the outer basin in a circle about
100ft. in diameter. This design is the most im-
posing and, I may add, the most expensive.
Another Greek design, under the motto

" Vertutis gloria mercis," is good, and the figures
are very well drawn, but it is too much of a
monument and too little of a fountain.

An Italian design, imdcr the motto " Vita
brcvis, arslonga," is next to be i oticed. It is in

pencil, on tinted paper, and the drawing seems
rather faint, but the design is both rich and
graceful.

Another Italian design, " Trident," is very
simple, and if the sculpture were well carried out
would make a good fountain.

Three designs, marked G, are all poor, and
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bear a strong (dmil; resemblance. No. 3 is snr-

monnted by a gentleman bearing n ilress liat.

Thouiib'tho iustnietions stipnlatcd that no

ooloor shonlil l«e usoil except blue on the. water,

a number of the eoun>etitors gccm to have for-

potten this. AGotluo design. markeil"Th(rough,"

is brilliantly- coloured with orange, purple, and

green. The effect is peculiar.

"Aquarius "is a clever design in the Gothic

style.

I have only mentioned a few of the most

striking drawings. Many of the others possess

great merit, and, in spite of a few which are be-

neath criticism, the collection is very well worthy

of being publicly exhibited.

PROPOSED NEW CORN EXCHANGE AND
FRCIT MARKET, SHEFFIELD.

THE want of better accommodation at the

Sheffield Com Exchange has long been felt,

and the lord of the manor (the Duke of Norfolk)

having given his consent to the proposed improve-
ments, Mr. Marcus Smith and Mr. Hailiield have
visited a number of important towns with the
view of coming to a conclusion as to what should
be done. So far as the plans are already

matured, it seems to be intended (says the

Shfffielil Daily TeUgraph) that a well-propor-

tioned building shall be erected on the site of the

present Com Exchange, with shops on each side,

fronting Exchange-street and Broad-street. The
new Com Exchange thus to be formed in the

centre will be 90ft. square. The hay-market is to

be removed to the same site as that set apart for

the cattle market, and the spaces on either side

of the new Exchange will be covered in, and for

the future nsed as a fniit and vegetable market.
Under the Com Exchange there will bo extensive

cellarage, and the accommodation to be provided
for the wholesale fruit and vegetable trade will be
very superior, in connection with the large space
which is to be covered in.

THE BRITISH ARCH^OLOGICAL ASSO-
CIATION AT HEREFORD.

THE annual Congress of the above association

was held this year in Hereford, the proceed-
ings commencing on Monday, the 5th inst., and
tenninating on Saturday last.

The opening of the Congress took place a few
minutes after three o'clock on Monday, in the
spacious assembly room at the Green Dragon
Hotel, the presidentfor the year being Mr. Chandos
Wren Hoekyns, M.P.
The Mayor and Corporation having arrived, an

address of welcome was formally presented, and
The president proceeded to deliver his inaugural

address. Having offered the association a cordial

welcome, and expressed the hope that every hourof
their presence would be productive of gratification,

hesaid that had he been led to think that in the part
aaaigned to him there was involved any emprise
beyond the homely and hearty expression of a
Herefordshire welcome, nothing should have in-

duced him to enter upon the duty of the hour.
But the mission of the illustrious society whose
27th anniversaty was held there was to teach, not
to listen—to pioint out with all the aids and ad-
vantages of widely-gathered antiquarian skill and
experience the precious and too often overlooked
or forgotten lustoty of many local monuments of

the past, such as their own district so richly fur-

nished. He had, however, not now to learn that
true knowledge is ever gentle and forbearing

—

that it knows well how to sympathise with the
most imperfect efforts—nay, to condone even with
ignorance itself which desires to learn. Such was
the feeling under which he ventured to weave
into the offering of their welcome a few thoughts
and questionings that occurred to him and to
others in reference to the arohieological features
of the district which formed the scene of their
session of 1870. We were all arcbscologists at
heart, and liked to feel that we belonged to the
past, that our roots lay deep like those of the
native oaks of our country, that there are old
weather-beaten links that connect us with the
almost forgotten days of an ancestral world whose
death but not memory had passed away. It would
seem like a waste of time were he to attempt a
panegyric upon a branch of knowledge now so
popular and so justly valued as that of arch»ology.
We bad only to look at the language of every
biatorian who had written within the last twenty
jran to witotM the relation into which archeology

had now entered as the acknowledged handmaid
of history. So remarkable bad been this progress

that it could hardly fail to hi-ive awiikeued in many
uiiuds a retlectiou that had taken something of th<r

foim of parotlox—that the older the world grew
the more it should seem to care, the more curious

it became, and in truth the more it learned about

its origin, ethnological, linguistic, and his toi ical.

In the ordinary, reference to the paat should belong

to the class of subjects to which time brought
diminishing interest, and should suffer from the

presence of the busy world around us. So far

was this from the fact that every work that issued

from the press on history, on language aud
philology, on race, on geographical discovery, aud

the physical history of the globe, even on general

literature, contradicted emphatically such a con.

elusion. It almost seemed, on the contrary, as if

it had been reserved for this latter age to open out

a new acd extending horizon, derived as from a

lew world of old matter. What was less than a

generation ago looked upon as a topic of rare,

almost eccentric curiosity to a small knot of in-

quirers, had by gradual but well-marked steps

dilated into a broad front of eager aud extending

research, and that too, not in one but in many
directions, the joint effect of which was in some
respects to throw a fresh significance upon every

branch of history, aud claim for archeology a

position amongst the most valued studies of the

world's advanced age. Some there were, it was
true, who regarded the pursuit of it as " un-

practical" Cut he ventured to think that a

little comparison would show that this was not

only erroneous, but opposed to some of the best

practical evidences that could possibly exist of the

relative value aud position of human studies. In
politics, in ethics, iu metaphysics, in poetry—viewed
abstractedly as studies— in painting aud sculpture,

in geometry, architecture, aud in decorative skill,

viewed as arts, the vertebral principles, so to

speak, had been before the world unaugmented
by any established addition or discovery for the

last two or three thousand years. For the four

first that he had mentioned, the names of Apelles,

Phidias, Archimedes, and the artists of Nineveh,
Thebes, Athens, and Pompeii, stood to this day
unrivalled, almost unapproached. These subjects

had been, in a certain sense, argued out ; nothing
really new (with one great exception) has been
said about them for ages past, nor seems likely for

ages to come. It was not so with archeology ; the

study which but the other day was regarded as

the harmless pursuit of the curious and eccentric

—gropers among the dry bones of the past—had
now awakened into such life aud meaning, as to

startle even the most incredulous with facts that

presented an organised shape no more possible to

pass by or overlook than would be one of those

extinct giant creatures of our globe, were it sud-

denly to arise before us at the recreating touch of

a Cuvier or an Owen from one or two fossil bones
of its stupendous form. Indeed it was in exact

anology with such a recreative power as this that

archeology developed its most useful results. It

restored to the mere skeleton of history or tradi-

tion the flesh aud lineaments—the very bearing
and expression which each age wore as it passed

by. VVe see the illustrious figures of tha past

moving over the stage of life, as Macbeth saw in

spectral procession the future of Scotland's

monarchy, even down to that one who showed a

double crown, by which with transcendant art

our great poet brought down the story of his im-
mortal drama to the time and into the very hearts

of his audience. The history of our race, which
even up to our own day was content, indeed com-
pelled, to walk alone by the light of tradition, or

of documentary evidence not always more reliable

or authentic, was now companioned liy an active

colleague who took nothing for granted, owed
little to theory or hypothesis, but pointed to

earthly vestiges, substantive records, visible and
tangible existences, that have awakened a new
century of thought, and seemed to enlarge not
only the scope but the very scale of our contem-
plation. As an illustration of his words : less

than a generation back, if an antiquary had been
questioned where the most ancient monuments or
vestiges of our race were to be found, he would at

once liave pointed to Egypt or to the East. Very
different would be his answer now. Without
going out of Europe, without even crossing that
narrow channel which so graciously divides us
from its complications—on banks, once the ex-

tended beds of familiar English rivers ; beneath
the soil of many a modern village, indubitable
traces were to be found of human life and habita-

tion, reaching up to a period so remote that in

comparison with those primeval denizens of our
island the Shepherd Kings of Egypt, or the almost
fabulous dynasties of India and China, would seem
but men of yesterday. It might almost raise a

smile to see the antiquary of the last generation

paying reverence to a coin or fragmeut of pottery,

for its extreme antiquity reaching to some three

or four thousand years, while beneath his very
feet reposed the long forgotten implements and
weapons of men who saw the hippopotamus
floundering and basking in the mud of the Severn
or the Thames, or tracked the stately mammoth
to his lair in the neighbouring Forest of Dean, or

transfixed the giant reindeer with bone-headed
arrows and scooped out its marrow with flint

knives. Such were the thoughts which unavoidably

suggested themselves to the contemplation of

archeology and the sciences in close alliance with
it. Passing on to ask in the spirit of inquiry the

solution of some of the difficulties the archeologist

would meet with in Herefordshire, the president

entered on a close examination of the origin of the

Silures, who so differed at the time of the Roman
invasion from the inhabitants of Eastern Britain,

and then concluded his eloquent address.

Votes of thanks having been passed to the Pre-

sident and the Mayor and Corporation, the pro-

ceedings, so far, were brought to a termination.

Several members of the association, under the

guidance of Mr. F. R. Kempson and Mr. Flavell

Edmunds, proceeded next to make an inspection

of some of the more noteworthy antiquities of

the city. The weather, however, was not very

propitious for an out-door excursion, there being

a sharp downfall of rain at the time, which lasted,

more or less, indeed, throughout the remainder of

the afternoon.

The party, passing down Broad-street, took their

way first of all to the site of the gate formerly

leading into the city at the Barton. The party

proceeded from this point along Victoria-street,

tracing on the way, and stopping at intervals

to examine, the remains of the old city wall.

The Coningsby Hospital and the remains in the

rear of the Monastery of the Black Friars were

next visited. Pausing before entering, Mr.
Edmunds, having explained preliminarily that the

former building was erected (about the year 1014)

by Sir Thomas Coningsby, Knight, on the site of a

small hospital formerly belonging to the Kn ights

Hospitallers of Jerusalem, as an asylum for worn-

out soldiers and faithful servitors, directed atten-

tion to the singular heraldic components of the

arms over the doorway.
The inaugural dinner was held at the Green

Dragon Hotel, on Monday evening. Covers were

laid for 60, and it was expected at one time that

a hundred or more would h^ve been present.

But, unfortunately, from some cause or other,

the number dwindled down to 35.

The archeologists commenced on Tuesday
morning by attending Divine service at the

Cathedral, immediately on the conclusion of which
they met outside the north entrance, or Bishop

Booth's porch, and were conducted over the

Cathedral by Mr. Gordon M. Hills and the Rev.

F. T. Havergal, the former gentleman delivering

an address on its architectural history, whilst the

latter pointed out the various objects of interest.

An examination of the Cathedral monumeuts was
then made, and a description given of them by
the Rev. C. Boutell.

After an early dinner at the Dragon the party

started on their afternoon excursion.

The party, to the number of about seventeen,

started in two omnibuses, at half-past three, to

pay a visit to the site of the Roman city of M .agna

Castra, Kenchester, and to the camp at Credenhill.

The former consists now of some three or four

fields, partly under tillage aud partly pasture,

situate on somewhat of an eminence, in the parish

of Kenchester, facing Credenhill. It is a sort of

plateau of a little under a mile in extent, and is,

of course, elevated above the surrounding land.

The site of the city rises abruptly from the lower

land on the north. The position of the wall, which
must have existed here on this side iu the days of

the Romans, was clearly traced, and several frag-

ments of Roman pottery were picked up on the

uewly.-ploughed soil.

Mr. Thomas Wmght was pressed to say a few

words on the subject of Magna Castra, aud, com-
plying with the request, remarked that he could

not say much, except that the i)arty were standing

at that moment in a Roman city. He visited the spot

20 years aga, and there were more walls then than

now. They were good Roman-btdlt walls, no doubt

raised a little above the ground, and, what it vyas

not uncommon to find iu Roman buildings, with
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herring-bone work. But he had no recollection

whatever of the boundaries of the town , or the

shape of it. There were, however, at that time

raised portions of ground here and there. From
these facts, and from the fact also that Roman
fragments, coins, and so on, were frequently

turned up by the plough , there could be no doubt
that it had been a city of great importance. We
had in the Itineraries of Roman Britain the names
of different towns and stations marked down, with

their distances from one another along the wall.

These had been fully traced till there was not one

with whose site they were not perfectly acquainted.

In one ancient authority the city on which they

now stood was called Magna, and in another

Magna Castra, which meant simply the great

fortress. They had nothing further relating to the

place itself. One could hardly doubt from the

particular form of the name that it must have
been a place of some size that it should bo dis-

tinguished as the great Castra. The only thing

that could be done would be to take and explore

the city, which had not, as yet, been done to any
extent. One could not, as he had said before, dig

far under ground without turning up Roman relics

of some kind ; things had been picked up here

and there, and collected from a very early period.

Generally these sites got mixed up with super-

stitions of one sort and another ; thus the coins

found there were called fairy or elves' money,
while the chair which formerly stood here was
called the fairies' chair.

Farewell was then bidden to Magna Castra, the
archaiologists making their way back to the turn-

pike-road and again taking coach fur Credenhill.

They were received at the park entrance gate by
the occupier, Mr. F. W. Herbert, and by that

gentleman conducted through his own grounds,

and thence by a winding path along the hill-side

to the encampment which crowns the summit.
Upon the summit of the hill the party feated

themselves whilst Mr. Gordon Hills read a very
interesting paper written by Mr. Flavell Edmunds,
and already published, descriptive of the camp,
and suggestive of its date, origin, uses, and so

forth. The paper was admitted to be extremely
valuable, and its reading was received with con-

siderable applause. An elaborate address, embody-
ing a learned and somewhat complicated theory of

his own upon not only the Credenhill encamp-
ment, but upon the Roman encampments and
their routes in general, was delivered by Mr.
\^. H. Black, F.S.A., supplemental remarks
being added by Mr. E. Roberts, F.S A., and Mr.
J. F. Symonds, after which the party again

sought the omnibuses, arriving in Hereford at

about eight o'clock.

The evening meeting was held in the Assembly-
room of the Green Dragon at 8.30, when, iu the

absence of the President at another meeting, Mr.

G. Godwin, F.R.S., F.S. A., one of the vice-

presidents, was elected to the chair. There was a

fair attendance.

Mr. E. Roberts, F.S. A., at the request of the
chairman, gave a short account of the proceedings

of the day.

Mr. W. H. Bl.\ck, F.S.A., the Hon. Paheo-
grapher of the Association, was next called upon
to supplement his remarks made at the afternoon

meeting with reference to Credenhill, and he at

once obeyed the call. This gentleman, as would
appear from a long, learned, and most interesting

speech, claims to have discovered that the Roman
places of sepulture were to the persons to whom
they owed their formation nothing more nor less

than fixed points in a system of determining and
fixing their lines of latitude and longitude, a system
which extended all over the then known world
wherever the Roman arms penetrated. He has,

after much research, been able to determine to a
very great nicety the exact length of a Roman
foot, so much in dispute, and from which many
errors of computation have arisen. And having
once discovered this, he maintains that the plan
of Roman burial, and not only that, but the plans
of their cities, and even of the wards of large
cities, are reducible to a theory of measurement
which he has been able to determine with the
greatest nicety. He has tested his plan by com-
paring it with the admeasurements laid down in
copies of the old Roman maps, sketched bv the
Aiirametimras, the only reliable map, however,
being, as he says, the one published iu 1544. The
Agramensorax, he holds, were enabled to draw
their maps with the greatest accuracy, and so
accurate are the lines of latitude and longitude
into which this theory is reducible as proved by
admeasurement that they differ in not so much as

a second of time in most instances, but wherever

there is an error it is not more than a second.

Basing his observations upon this theory, Mr.
Black asserts that Credenhill is, or was, one grand
centre in this county, from which the Romans had
several lines of divergence and parallels to be de-

termined with the extremest accuracy. Offa's

Dyke, too, hitherto held to be of purely Saxon
origin, he says gives him ample evidence of

haviflg been formed long before Offa's time, and
indeed, to be of purely Roman origin. Again, at

the Whitecross, he cared not who might have re-

built it, he said most decidedly that a cross had been
there from the time of the Roman emperors, and
the bases thut are now there were probably Roman
imperial. There were many of these crosses

treated of in history, and they knew full well that

the Emperor Constantino, and different emperors
after him, erected crosses. The fact was there was
a great line passing through the country, and he
held the Whitecross to be one of the points on
making that line. This theory he even carried

out so far as to say it was applicable to and ex
planatory of the many peculiar irregularities that

are to be found in the boundary lines of counties

where some peculiar tongue of land was found
obviously belonging to one county yet running
most persistently into another. And why was this ?

Simply because it extended to a certain point

which gave a distance comparable and equal to a
known distance in another direction. He main-
tained that the plans of cities and boroughs, as

defined at the passing of the Act of 1832, were
most essentially Roman in their construction, and
remained so to the present day, except wheresome
stupid Act of Parliament, or some equally stupid

exchange of property had taken p'ace and upset

the original outline. And thus it was, he argued,

that these lines of boundaries were handed down
as traditions by a continuity of race on the soil.

He contended that the better this system was
understood, the more certainly it was compre-
hended, the more infallible its principles were
found to be, and the more appreciable would the

revival of the principles of these marvellous men
of science appear, whose functions and duties had
been involved in so much obscurity that they
seemed to have been forgotten.

The Rev. F. T. Havergal said he had been
told that during the day it had been suggested that

the shrine in the cathedral bearing that name was
not Cantilupi's sliriue. He was called a ivay from
the party at the time, and had been unable to

hear Mr. Hdl's observations on that point.

Mr. Gordon Hiix said ho had suggested to Mr.
Boutell a question for solution. He pointed out
how the shrine had been moved about from one
part of the cathedral to the other and to the Ladye
Chapel, and suggested was it not singular that it

should appcir like a munument that had been taken
to pieces. It was ditlicult to reconcile some parts

of it with the others, and there was little, he
thought, to mark it as being the tomb of an eccle-

siastic, seeing that it was surrounded by armed
figures. It was rather a suggestion of doubt than
an attempt to pronounce an opinion.

Mr. Havergal said he was fully aware of the
vicissitudes the tomb had been exposed to in re-

moval ; still, throughout six centuries opinion had
clung to the shrine that it was essentially the
monument placed in Hereford Cathedral to the
memory of Bishop Cantilupe. He could only
add that, if they had been in the dark during
these six centuries, it was but reasonable to ask
for some clue to a right solution. They must
surely ask, then, to whose honour and memory
was it placed ? One other little point he would
mention—that the north transept was not built for

the shrine of Cantilupe ; it was merely placed
there, and the north transept called the Canti
lupe transept, for convenience, and our common
usage.

The Congress proceeded on Wednesday from
the Barr's Court-station to S. Devereux, where
they alighted and made the inspection of Kilpeck
Church.

Mr. T. BiiAsniLL conducted the party over
the building, and pointed out the peculiarities

evidenced in its several features of architecture.

The church, he said, is dedicated to S. David,
and has long been reckoned as amongst the most
remarkable buildings of the twelfth century, clearly

belonging to the first half of that century, and
being somewhere of coeval date with Shobdon. It

was given to the Abbey of Gloucester. It was
impossible to speak of the church without recurring

to the old church of Shobdon, in which everything
peculiar was strongly developed here ; and it was
clear th.at if it was not erected by the same builder

it was, at least, built under the same supervision,

and, though the architect was not influenced ia

some respects in producing gome part of the work,
the general design was of the twelfth century, as

evidenced in the general arrangement of the doors,

windows, &c. He pointed out the flat balustrades

on the walls as being the first attempt at but-

tresses, the coibel table round the building, and
other features, as being common, not only in this

country, but over the whole of the west o£

Europe at the time of erection. Pointing out the

remarkable features in the carving of the grand
old doorway, as being composed of figures of

monsters mixed up with birds, Ac, it would be
seen that they bore a comparison with others of a
like character in the Church of S. James's, Com-
postella, built in 1115, of which he produced
drawings. Other features of the carving were of

an earlier date, showing that the man who did the

work evideni ly set himself to adopt an ancient style,

and although it was seen that this more ancient

style peeped out iu different parts of the country,

yet it was only here that a determined effort

seemed to have been made to develope it into the
artistic. Both Shobdon and Kilpeck, it would be
remembered, were enclosed by Offa's Dyke, and
were anciently in the bishopric of Llandaff. The
whole composition of the doorway looked like the

work of a man not accustomed to carving in stone,

yet who was particularly familiar with the old Celtic

style of ornament. The figures on the left jamb
had been said to represent Welsh knights ; l>y

others—and perhaps the best authority—they
were said to be Anglo-Saxon figures, such figures

as were seen in the old drawings of that period,

and it was possible the sculptor might have copied

the old-fashioned things of his day. The
characteristic figures of heads of monsters at the

angles had no parallel in English work, and hia

suggestion was that they might have been but
copies of the heads on the wall-plate, run out on
an anterior wooden building. The speaker

directed especial attention to the west window, a
beautiful example of Celtic carved work, which
might be compared with much of Irish carved
stone ; his explanation of its superior width was
that it had originally an inner member, which had
been removed at some time to make room for the

more modern glazing. The bell-gable was but an
imitation to harmonise with the other portions of

the church. Passing to the inside of the church,

Mr. Blashill again directed attention to the rude
carvings of human figures on the sides, supposed

by some to be Saxon and to represent the Saxon
costume. The chancel arch received the first

attention, and the fully developed Norman style of

general design was noticed ; the ornamentation
Wiis shown by the speaker to contain elumpnls of

the Celtic ornament observed elsewhere, on tlie

outsiile, and the capitals of the columns, though
iu accordance with the ordinary Norman style,

were yet not Norman, having the twisted neck
mouldings. In fact, Mr. Blashill said his im-
pression Wiis that the Church was not such au
early Norman erection as had been supposed ; yet

the man who built it, and still more the man who
built Shobdon, showed by his work that he knew
thoroughly well how to put a base to a column.
The chancel and sanctuary apse were features of

peculiar interest to the party, the latter containing

two ancient aumbries, and a most remarkable
stoup, of ancient form and workmanship ; the bowl
itself is clasped round by the arms of a figure, the

head of which is broken off, and at the base i.s

represented Satan subverted.

Mr. W. H. Black offered some remarks at the

close of Mr. Blashill's explanations, claiming that

the church was of still more early erection than
represented by him. He maintained that this was
proved by the ancient" Book of Llandaff," a book
which he was thoroughly familiar with, having

prepared the text for the work edited by Dr.

Reece, of Qascoyne. In that record it was dis-

tinctly stated that of the churches dedicated by a

certain bishop about the year 1,100, Kilpeck was
one. If that was so he thought they must carry

back the erection of the building to a much older

date.

Mr. G. Godwin and Mr. Roberts followed with

a few observations, agreeing with Mr. Blashill,

that though they did not deny that there had been

an earlier foundation, yet they maintained that

the building as it stood was essentially a twelfth-

century erection.

After a somewhat circuitous drive, part of the

way through a pelting shower, the party arrived at

that grand old remnant of the Cistercian monks

—

Abbeydore—of which Mr. G. M. ' Hill gave a

description. Mr. Hill's special attention was
directed to explaining the uses, erection, ani
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amngem«Dt of the cloiaters and chapels runoiog
round the church and even the back of the altar

;

pointing out the various indioatioBS of former
gnndeur and the lues of different portions of the

buildin);. A remarkable object of interest tn the
pftrty vras a small stone, bearing the incised 6gure
of a saint and a small inscription on each side.

The Bgure is that of a bishop, and the stone itself

U some ISin. l<'Dg by l^Jin. at the top, tapering to 9

at the foot of the figure. The inscription is much
defaced towards its commencement on both sides,

the tirst word being entirely defaced. As it

stands it reads thus :

—

A : POSTIFICIS : CGI

XP8TE : JOHA

After some little pains on the part both of Mr.
Black and the Rev. C. Boutell, the original was
thus restored :

—

8EBVA : FONTIFlCra : COB :

BASCTV.\I : XP3TB : JOHASSES,

or, *' Christ, preserve the holy heart of Pontiff
John." It was shown that the stone was of great
value to archseology, especially as there arebut two
or three other kuowu instances remaining of
coverings of the holy remains of parts of the bodies
of saints in existence ; and especially as confirming
in some degree the story of the " boy bishop " of
Salisbury. The stone is not fixed anywhere, but
allowed to lay neglected, and it was suggested
that as a means of security it should be fixed in
the wall.

After journeying back to Pontrilas, where
luncheon wiis partaken of, the party next proceeded
to Rowlstone, the peculiarities in the carved re-

mains of which, together with a general notice of
its architectural features, were pointed out and
explained by Mr. Blashill. The church is dedi-
cated to S. Peter, and is of Norman erection,
dating from 1130 to 1150. Its soulpturings are
somewhat peculiar. The principal objects of in-

tereetare a fine tympanum enclosed under a modern
stone pot ch, the subject of the tympanum being
the " majesty " personified by our Lord, seated,

with a book in the left hand, the right hand being
uplifted in the act of blessing. The figure is sur-
rounded by an aureole' upheld by four angels, and
altogether in a good state of preservation. It is

omewhat smaller than that at Shobdon, and the
subject, Mr. Blashill said, was a favourite one in

the catacombs of Rome as early as the fourth
century. The whole is surrounded and upheld by
four angels, very similar in design, though some-
what different in detail to the tympanum at
Shobdon. Other peculiarities in thedoorway are
the large roll moulding by which it is surrounded,
intended to imitate the Attic ba.se ; and the
dropping of the tympanum itself below the capitals
of the supporting columns, an arrangement, Mr.
Blashill said, which was designed to give more
space for the subject. In the interior of the
cliurob the most remarkable feature is the sculp-
turing of the chancel-arch, where are figures repre-
sented with their heads downwards, and evidently
carved in the position they occupy. This was ex-
plained on the theory that when it was considered
as usual to illustrate about a building the
attributes of the saint to whom it was dedicated,
the inversion of the figure of S Peter, who chose
to be so crucified, was readily to be accounted for.

The second and accom[ anying figure, evidently
having wings and bearing a scroll, was generally
thought to represent an angel, but Mr. Blashill
said his own opinion was that it was nothing
more nor less than an illustration in another way
of the saint himself at a different period of his
life, especially as tradition said the sentences of
the creed were severally supplied by the Apostles,
each having bis contribution written on a scroll.

It was common in old times to draw each particular
Apostle with a scroll bearing a sentence of the
creed ; and in Samuel Dowzing's Journal it was
tated that, at the time of the Commonwealth,
persons were employed to go through the churches
and break up all superstitious pictures, and he
mentioned that, among others, there were
" pictures of Peter with his head downwards, and
ten or a dozen others." Not a very common
feature in Norman carving, known as the " trowel
point "—from the fact of it appearing to have
been pressed in with the point of that tool—is

seen to exist in this cbaucrl arch, its existence
being specially pointed out. Two very interesting
features in the chancel are a pair of iron candel-
abra flating probably from the fourteenth or
fift*«i,th century. They are in the form of a
ioog bracket on either side, made to contain some

half-a-dozen lights each, stuck on a point on the
lower portion, and the tops of the candles passing

through rings set between two iron Uinds on the
top. The figure of the cock—a token of S. Peter

—

alternates between the spaces for the provision of

lights, the whole having been painted and the

ormaneutal parts gilded at the time of the restor-

ation of the church. There are stone projections

on either side the altar, probably the brackets

which formerly supported some efligy or other, and
it issuggested that the candelabra were intended
to light up these effigies during the celebration of

the Mass, the effigies being in close contiguity. It

is owning, no doubt, to the out-of-the-w-iy position

of this little tiurch that these relici", together

with S. Peter " with his head downwards,"
escaped the time alluded to by Dowzing.
Another drive along a narrow road, and the party

came upon Grosmout. The church and castle

were described by Mr. E. Roberts. The church
is a large rambling old-fashioned building, being

restored by Mr. Seddon. It consists of a chancel

of ample dimensions, central tower, and nave ; the

tower being octagonal on a square base, and sur-

mounted by a spire. The nave, a very spacious

one of five bays in length, is now screened off at

the western tower arch. On the right-hand side

of the chancel is a small chapel, entered from it

by the original doorw.iy, and on the west side of

the transept is a chamber. The transepts have
been used as chantries, and on the west side of the

south transept there are the remains of a doorway
giving entrance from the narrow aisle. The
church was dedicated to S. Nicholas by Eleanor
of Provence, wife of Henry III., about the year

12C1. But the history of the church evidently

did not begin with her ; for the supports of the

tower and other portions clearly showed that they
belonged to a century earlier date, although it was
just possible that the pointed arches might not

have been imposed on their present pillars at quite

80 early a date. The nave is of a slightly later

date, accounted for by the fact that the earlier

churches were usually commenced from the east,

and added to at their western extremities. There-
fore what Queen Eleanor might porhaps have
done was to re-build some considerable portion of

the church, and perhaps to rebuild the chantrey
intended for services for the salvation of her soul.

In the course of his examination of documents,
Mr. Roberts added , the earliest record he found
of Qrosmont was in the reign of King John. The
chancel, he should here say, had been entirely re-

built under the supervision of Mr. Seddon, who,
wherever he found work that could not be retained,

had had the good sense to introduce as much of

the old stone-work as he possibly could, placing

on the one side what might be called a sedilia, and
on the other a credence which was not there before.

The piscina is a beautiful remnant of its kind, re-

taining in a pretty perfect state a capital example
of the dog-tooth moulding.
Adjourning to the picturesque ruins of the

Castle, with its deep ditch and perfect doorway,
showing where the ancient portcullis once frowned,
Mr. Roberts described its arrangements in short

detail.

The members of the Association having been in-

vited by the Bishop to a conversazione at the
Palace for this evening, assembled there in con-
siderable force at half-past eight.

The chair was occupied by the President (Mr.

Chandos Wren Hoskyns), and the soiree was
opened, after a few words of introduction from the
Chairman, with an address by the Rev. W. L.
Beavan, M.A., on the celebrated Mappi Mundi, or

pictorial map of the world, preserved in the
Cathedral. This map has been an object of interest

to geographers and antiquaries since the year

1780, when a description of it appeared in Gough's
"British Topography." Nothing was known by
those who first studied the map either of its con-

nection with the Cathedral of Hereford, or of its

date, except what was gathered from internal

evidence. M. Lelewel, from the style of its pen-
manship, conceived that it was executed about
1220. M. d'Avezaj, ingeniously comparing the
course of historical events in the fourteenth century
with the political divisions as indicated in the map
in respect to France, Burgundy, and Flanders, con-

cludes its date to have been between 1313 and
1320. English antiquaries have pronounced the
style of writing to belong to the twenty years from
1290 to 1310. But recent researches in cathedral

records have fortunately furnished us with sure

grounds as to its proximate date, and as to it con-

motion with the Cathedral. Richard of Halding-

ham, having previously held office in Lincoln
Oathedralj was endowed with the prebendal stall

of Norton in Hereford, and retained his prebend
from 1290 to 1310. He was subsequently con-

nected with the chapter of Salisbury, and became
.Aj-chdeaoon of Berks. It can hardly bo doubted
that the map was executed while he was preben-
dary of Hereford, and the period which is thus
delined salisfaotorily coincides with the conclusion
of the Eugliah antiquaries from the style of the
work. The map is drawn iu accordance with
the notion which, with modifications from
time to time, was the prevailing one in

Christendom for more than seven centuries, from
the time of Orosius and S. Augustin, until tra-

vellers iu distant regions became more nvnnerous,

observant, and communicative. The habitable

earth is represented as a circular island, with the
" ocean-stream " flowing round it. Jerusalem is

placed in the centre. Asia occupies nearly the

whole upper (or Eastern) half of the circle, while

Europe holds the lower quarter on the left hand,

and .Airica that on the right. This arrangement
is common to most of the medieval maps of the

world. But the Hereford map is distinguished

from the rest by its great size, its elaborate draw-
ing, its illustrations of objects in naturiil history

and of historical facts, and its numerous inscrip-

tions, many of which are of great interest in an
archaeological point of view ; and it may be re-

garded as the most complete representation in

existence of those speculative notions of our

forefathers regarding the earth, which speedily

gave way upon the advance of actual geographical

knowledge iu the fifteenth century. The interest

of the map is greatly increa.sed by the decidedly

religious character of its chief illustrations. In a

sort of gable over the circular border is a striking

and curious representation of the " Last Judgment
;"

and in the map itself the " Eating of the Forbidden
Fruit in the Garden of Eden," the " Crucifixion on
Mount Calvary," and other events in Biblical and
ecclesiastical history, are prominently shown.

Many of the legends partake of the same cha-

racter. This fact, together with the peculiar

form of the drawings, has furnished ground for a

conjecture that it was intended for an altar-piece

of one of the chapels of the Cathedral. The map,
which has formed at various times the subject of

numerous essays, is elaborately drawn iu colours

on vellum, and shows that its author must have

been a distinguished caligrapher. But the ravages

of time are too perceptible in the work, and some
parts can only be deciphered with diilioulty. It

is obviously desirable that a very correct copy of

it should be made while it is still possible to repro-

duce the colours of the original, as well as the

drawing and the writing. A document so im-

portant in its bearing, not only on the history of

scientific knowledge, but on tho legends of the

middle ages, should not be suffered to perish,

and ought to be placed within easy reach of

students at home and abroad ; and it is therefore

proposed to publiah a facsimile, executed with

the utmost care in coloured lithography, to be

accompanied by a photograph of 15iu. in diameter,

by which the critical accuracy of the copy may be

perfectly tested with the aid of a glass. Letter-

press will be added, which will contain all that is

known of the author, copies of the whole of the

legends in the map, with explanations and a criti-

cal examination of the map and of its place in the

history of cartography. It is expected that this

work will be published about the latter part of

the year (1870), and specimens of it, admirably

executed under the direction of Mr. Q. C. Haddon,

architect, of this city, were with the original now
exhibited.

The proceedings were resumed with the read-

ing of a long paper, written by Mr. H]. F.

Holt, F.S.A, on the " Ecclesiastical Statement of

Hereford," after which, the Rev. F. T. Havergal

gave a description of the Norman hall of the

bishop's palace, which consisted formerly of five,

but now of only three bays of arches, the timber

(oak) in which was of a growth anterior to the

Conquest and was even now perfectly sound. Mr.

Havergal illustrated his lecture by diagrams, the

bishop also adding a few words on the same

topic.

The party, after inspecting some specimens

of ancient seals of the see, a series of drawings

and photographs of the cathedral (going back

for a great number, of years), and a variety of

other interesting objects, the party took their

leave.

The party visited on Thursday theancient Priory

Church of Leominster, from thence they proceeded

by carriage to Monkland Church, where they were

kindly received by the Rev. Sir Henry Baker,

Bart. Then onto Dilwyu and Weobley Churches,
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where they were Beverally received by the Rev.

Dr. Heather and the Rev. W. H. Phillott, visiting

by the way the gate of the old castle. The cus-

tomary meeting followed in the evening at the

Dragon Assembly-rooms, whore the Kev. Canon
Jebb delivered a most interesliug lecture on
" Palicography, illustrating the history and con-

nection of Alphabets," and Mr. W. H. Black gave

a graphic reading of many of the ancient docu-

ments contained in the Archives of the city and
of the cathedral.

COMPETITION.
The New Wohkhouse Infirmaby at Leeds.
—The Leeds Board of Guardians met at half-pas

ten o'clock on Wednesday, the 7th inst., todiscusst

the merits of the seven plans recommended by the

committee for consideration, and selected by them
out of 27 submitted. After careful deliberation

the Board decided upon awarding the first prize

of £50 to No. 20, " Leodiensis," and the second of

£30 to No. 11, "Maohaon." Fourteen members
voted in favour of No. 20, for the rest the sup-
porters were few. Two divisions took place for

the second prize. In the first No. 11 secured 9,

and in the second voting, when the list had been
reduced, 12 gave in their support. On the letters

of the competitors being opened, it was found that

Mr. H. Walker, of 11, East Parade, had sent in

No. 20, and Mr. W. Bakewell, of 12, East Parade,
No. 11. It is strictly understood that the esti-

mates shall not exceed the maximum amount
allowed by the Board—namely, £60 per bed, and
the number of beds for which provision is to be
made is 200. Should it be discovered that Mr.
Walker's plan cannot be carried into eB'ect at the
limit fixed, he will lose the prize. At a later

period of the djiy the Board agreed to throw the
plans open for public inspection until the 2l8t inst.,

during office hours. The infirmary proposed by Mr.
Walker is in the Gothic style, and designed on the
pavilion principle. The structure is intended to be
built of red brick, with sandstone dressings, and
with Bradford stone for the staircases and landings.
If desirable, ophthalmic or itch wards may be
added, without interfering with the general plan j

and entirely separate from the hospital Mr. Walker
proposes to erect a commodious lodge.

ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCHAEO-
LOGICAL SOCIETIES.

BlBMINOHAM AND MiDL.iND INSTITUTE ArCU/EO-
LOGICAL ExcoESiON.—"The ancient camps on the
Malvern Hills " were the attraction for a special
" walking excursion" of this society on Tuesday,
when some twenty members of the Archaeological
Section left for Malvern at 9 a.m. The exour-
sionists were joined by Mr. H. H. Lines, who has
studied the fortresses on the Malvern Hills for many
years,and who had kindlyundertaken to be the guide
during the day. On reaching Malvern Wells, a
pleasant stroll up a slow ascent brought the party
to Little Malvern, where the fine old church, the
broken fragment of a once noble priory, with its

remains of Early Norman capitals at the base of
its great tower, with its old, worn, heraldic tiles,

its mutilated stall seats, its double Eychoscope, its

scraps of early glass, its richly carved remnants of
the old rood screen, its traces of a noble timber
roof, peeping through the plaster of a modern
ceiling—all excited extreme interest, and were
left with regret. The grounds of the adjacent
residence, Berington Court, were thrown open to
the visitors. From this pleasant retreat the party
proceeded to the woods, and scrambled up a long
steep path into a turnpike road, and, finally, the
British Camp Inn was reached, and a cold colla-
tion was spread. Mr. Lines led the way up the
hill side towards the summit of the Herefordshire
Beacon, pausing on the way to point out the
magniacent views which every turn disclosed, and
then, when the first of the ancient entrenchments
had_ been reached, explaining the structure of this
ancient and formidable stronghold of our ances-
tors nearly two thousand years ago. He showed,
as the entry was made by a slow and winding
ascent : how one of the first gates was reached

;

how the long lines of circumvallation extended all
round the hill

; how here one huge vallum had a
deep wide fo4se beneath it, and a huge vallum
agam as a further defence ; how these lines were
beyond all doubt artificial, and for military and
defensive purposes only; how here one break
marked a mere sally port, and another showed
where that iiteep winding way led down to one of

the three prims£val springs, and whence the citadel

derived its supplies, for there was no well, no
spring within its lines ; how another break marked
the opening of a more (>i)en and regular road,

the chariot road in fact .whereby an old biya might
ascend ; how iu another place .i huge area, wi-U

defended by an earthwork, showed where one of

the great gates and entrances to the fortress had
been made ; how this great gate was so constructed

on the hill-side that besiegers must approach

with their right arms to the defenders, and their

left, or shield arms, useless ; how all along the

lines were traces of minor works, where huts and
pits had formed places of shelter and defence

;

how after all precautions the place had evidently

been taken by assault on the western side, where
both lines of defence had been broken by a furious

charge up the steep hill-side, and a garrison driven

from height to height ; how here were traces of

old houses, there marks of places of public

assembly ; and how every feature of the fortress

had its counterpart, in Roman castrametation, too.

After a scramble up the steep, soft velvet turf,

and sometimes a sfido down slopes too steep to

walk on, the party lounged on the sides af one
of the trenches, as a cover against the cold but

pleasant bracing breeze, and Mr. Lines read an
interesting paper, and illustrated his remarks by
several excellent plans, in which full details were
given.

Durham and Northumberland Aechiteo-
TORAL AND Abch^eological SOCIETY.—The fourth

meeting of this society for the present season was
fixed to commence yesterday (Thursday), when
an excursion was to be made to Coxwold
Church, which contains several very fine monu-
ments of the Fauconberg family. After complet-

ing the examination of this mediaeval edifice, the
party was to proceed to Ryland Abbey, w'nich was
to be inspected under the guidance of the Rev.
J. F. Hodgson, of Staindrop. The archajologists

were then to be conveyed to Rievaulx Abbey, the
day's excursion terminating at Helmsley. To-day
(Friday), the members will visit the church and
the ruins of Helmsley Castle, and (if time permits)

Duncombe Park, the seat of Lord Faversham.
Qilling Church will also be examined, as also The
Castle, the seat of Mr. G. Fairfax.

London and Middlesex Auch^olooical
Society.—A general meeting of this society was
held at the School-room, Mouken Uadley, on
Tuesday, the 13th inst., at ll'Slt, when papers
were read as follows :

—" The Ancient Topography
of Barnet," by Mr. W. H. Black, F.S.A. ;

" Barnet
and its Neighbourhood," by Mr. T. F. Peacock.
The society then proceeded to Monken Hadley
Church, where a paper was read by the Rev. F. C.
Cass ; thence to South Mims Church, when Mr.
E. Wright gave an account of the church and
parish ; returning to Hadley, thence to Chipping
Barnet, visiting the church and other objects of

interest in the town.

Sussex Arcu.eolooical Society.—At the next
quarterly meeting of the general committee of the
Sussex Archaeological Society, to be held on the
22nd insi., the fixture will be made for the autumn
excursion.

Wiltshire AEcn^iEOLOoiCAL Society. — The
seventeenth annual meeting of the Wiltshire
Archaeological and Natural History Society com-
menced on Wednesday last at Wilton. We hope,
to give some particulars of the meeting in our
next.

^uitoiitg liitelligente.

churches and chapels.

Bacup.—On Wednesday week the new Ebenezer
Baptist Chapel at Bacup was formally opened.
The cost of the building, which will seat 1,000
persons, has been £6,000. Mr. Horsfield, of Hali-
fax, was the architect, and the work was executed
by the following contractors :—Messrs. Parkinson
& Swift, masons ; Mr. Daniel Shilton, joiner ; Mr.
W. Bulcock, plumber ; Mr. J. Pilling, plasterer

j

Mr. T. Rushton, slater; and Mr. Holmes,
painter.

Bolton.—On Saturdayafternoon, the foundation
stone of a Wesleyan School-Chapel was laid in

Fern-street, Pike's-lane, Bolton. The style of

architecture will be the Continental Gothic. Above
the ground line the walls will be of brick. The
front and part of the back elevations will be faced

with patent pressed red bricks, relieved with blue

brick bands, strings, &c., and stone dreningi,
consisting of base course, sills, and weatherings to

buttresses, &c. The internal dimensions of the

large room will be 51ft. by 39ft. 7in., and 26(t.

high to the ceiling. The loof will bo of the
collar-beam form of construction, with curved ribs.

Altogether there will be accommodation for about
600 persons. The architect is Mr. Thomas Orm-
rod, of Nelson-square, and the contractor Mr.
William Donaldson, of Bolton.

Chatham —Mr. Alderman Naylar, builder, of

Rochester, has completed a very line synagogue,
at a cost of over £6,000. The architect is Mr.
H. H. Collins, of London. The gas standards on
the sanctuary are by Messrs. Brawn & Downing,
of Birmingham.

Coventry.— The new Jewish Synagogue,
situate at the junction of Barras-lane and Glouces-
ter-street, Coventry, was formally consecrated by
the Chief Rabbi, the Rev. Dr. Adler, on Tuesday
week. The style of architecture is a free adapta-
tion of Romanesque, and the fagade is of brick,

with Bath stone dressings. A flight of steps from
Barras-lane leads to a vestibule, from which access
is had to the interior of the synagogue. The walls

are pierced with three two-light windows, filled in

with leaded lights. At the east end the sanctuary
is recessed, and fitted with doors and framing.

The roof is open-timbered, etainedand varnished.

The ladies' gallery is at the west end, and with it

are connected a lavatory, retiring room, &c. Ad-
joining the synagogue are a large school or com-
mittee-room, with bath-room, and a dwelling,

house. The whole has been erected from the
designs of Mr. Thomas Naden, architect, of Bir-

mingham, by Messrs. Hallam & Co., builders,

Coventry. The stained glass is by Mr. Holland,

of Warwick.

DORKiNQ.—A handsome carved oak screen has

just been erected at the entrance of the chancel
of S. Martin's Church, Dorking, from plans by
Mr. Woodyer, of QraS'ham, the architect of the
new chancel. The screen is surmounted by a
massive cross elaborately carved.

Eastbourne.—A tower and south aiale have
just been added to Christ Church, Eastbourne,
The church was designed by Mr. Benjamin Ferrey,

and was intended to comprise nave, chancel,

side aisles, and tower ; the nave alone, however,
was built (in 1858), for want of funds. The south
aisle and tower now erected have cost £1,750.
The aisle is lighted by three windows, and aiTords

160 additional sittings. The tower is erected at

the north-west angle, and has, at one corner, an
octagonal turret. It is hoped soon to erect the

chancel and north aisle, thus completing Mr.
Ferrey's design. Mr. J. Peerless, of Eastbourne,

was the contractor employed.

Eastbourne.—The tower of S. Saviour's Church
is now in course of erection. The church (of

which we gave an illustration in the BuiLDraa
News for July 15 last) has been designed by
Mr. G. E. Street, A.R.A., and Mr. J. Peerless, of

Eastbourne, is the builder. The tower will be
square, with a circular turret at the angle adjoin-

ing the aisle, and headed by an octagonal spire

some 75ft. in height. There will be twelve lights

in the spire, and the total height of the structure

will be 165tt. The tower, like the church, will

be of red brick, with Bath stone dressings.

FoERES.—On Thursday week the foundation

stone of a new church for the United Presbyte-

rian congregation of Forres was laid. The church
when finished will be 80ft. by 62ft, and the ceiling

30ft. above the floor level. The ground plan is

in the form of nave and transepts, with side aisles,

and without galleries. The style is florid Gothic.

It will be seated for about 600 persons, but 100

more can be accommodated in the aisles when
necessary. The architect is Mr John Khind, In-

verness. The cost of the church will exceed

£2,400.

Glastonbury.—The ancient parish church of

S. Mary the Virgin, Meare, for centuries one of the

cells of the famous Abbey of Glastonbury, is

now iu course of careful restoration, under the

direction of the Rev. J. Baddeley, vicar. The
large square high pews and the various galleries

(one of the latter blocking up a beautiful arch of

the date 1322) have been removed. The church
win probably be re-opened on the 2 Ist inst. by the
bishop of the diocese. The village of Meare pos-

sesses many antiquities, including the wayside
cross, the monkery (now a farmhouse), the fish-

house, the porter's hatch, &c.
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KvniTOS.—On Monday »ft<>inoon the memorial

tone of » new Congregational Chapel was laid at

ETwton. The style adopted U the Geometrical

Oothie of the thirteenth century. The exterior

b faced with the red sandstone from the neigh-

bouriiood. relieved with dressings of Stourton

rtOM to windows, doorways, plinths, and strings.

At Um notth-WMt comer of the chapel is a tower

in two itages, in which is an entrance from the

•ids (treet to the body of the chapel as well as to

the gallery. The tower is surmounted by an oc-

tagonal lantern and spire, rising to the height of

120ft. from the ground. The roof of the chapel

is of a novel construction, formed of open lami-

nated arched ribs, springing from stone corbels,

and spanning the whole width of the chapel, thus

obviating the necessity for piers and arches. On

a level with the chapel floor, and communicating

direct with the chapel, is the school-room.oapable of

•eoommodating 300 children. The total cost includ-

ing tower, spire, and boundary walls, will be abou'

£4,000. The whole of the works are being carried

out from the design and under the superinten-

dence of Messis. Hill & Swann, architects, Leeds

and Sheffield. The contractor is Mr. Cbeetham,

JMner and builder, Watmough-atreet, Everton.

Halifax.—On Wednesday week a new Congre-

gational Chapel was opened at Ripponden, near

Halifax. The church and schools form a hand-

ome pile of Oothie architecture. The chapel c on-

lists of nave and side aisle, 59ft. long, and

38ft. wide. A spirelet, on the east side, rises

to a height of 80ft., and under it is the principal

entrance. Adjoining the chapel, at the south end,

is the school-room, 45ft. long by 27ft. wide. Class

rooms are attached. Under the chapel, in the

basement, are a kitchen, coal cellar, and warming

apparatus. The total accommodation in the chapel

is for 400, and in the school for 300 persons. The

eats are open and of pitch pine, stained and var-

nished. The pulpit and organ screen are of the

une material. The ceiling is toned a warm yel-

low, the walls stained a chocolate, and the arches

are decorated with a groundwork of ochre, with

dnque-foil ornaments stencilled in vermilion,

and a dark red string course.

Liverpool.—On Wednesday week 55 r. Spurgeon

1 aid the foundation stone of the new Toxteth

Tabernacle at Liverpool. The chapel is designed

in the Italian style, plainly treated. The cost of

the land and building amounts to about £0,000.

The architect is Mr. W. I. Mason, the contractors

being Messrs. Haigh and Co.

SocTHBOROUOii.—The memorial stones of a new
Wesleyan Chapel at Southborough were laid on

Wednesday week. Messrs. Cattermole and Eade

are the architects, and Mr. Aaron Brown is the

builder. With respect to the inscription on one

of the memorial stones the schoolmaster would

seem to have been abroad, as the word "archi-

tects" is cut into the stone " archietects."

Stbatfobd St. Andrew.—The ancient parish

church of Stratford 8. Andrew, on the high road

between Ipswich and Lowestoft, was re-opened on

Friday last after restoration, under the direction

of Mr. Frederick Peck, architect, of Fumival's

Inn, London, whose services were given gratui-

tously. A new vestry has been added at the north-

eaat comer of the chancel. Mr. George Carter, of

Saxmundham, was the contractor for the works.

BUIU)niGS.

Ltthah.—The foundation stone of a new cot-

tage hospital for Lytham was laid on Friday

week. The style adopted is Early English, and
the material used will be cobble-stone, with red

brick and Bath-stone dressings. The hospital will

consist of a central building and two wings, the

centre being two stories and the wings one story

high. The main frontage will be 79ft. Sin. in

length, and the distance from back to front of the

central building will be 56ft. 4tn. Mr. Littler, of

Manchester, is the architect.

Tub Globe Tiie,vtbe.—We hear that the Globe
Theatre, in Newcastle-street, Strand, is undergoing

a complete transformation during the recess, and
many of its failings are being remedied. The
draughts, which were so unpleasant to the fre-

quenters of this theatre, have been totally done
away with by the diverting of the entrances.

The whole face of the interior has been altered,

and the ventilation and powers of accommoda-
tion in front greatly improved, under the

management of Mr. Walter Kmden, architect, son
of the well-known manager of the same name,
formerly of the Olympic Theatre. The improve-
menta and decorations are being executed by the
well-known theatrical decorator, Mr. £. W. Brad-
well, of Great Portland-street.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

[Wo do not hold oarwlvM reaponsiblo for the opinioii»

of our correepondents. The Editor respectfully lo-

queste that all oomnmuioationB should Iw drawn up

as biiofly as possible, as there are many claim.-iut8

npon the space uUottad to corresixmdeuce.]

To OOR REAnKR.'?.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readeis who will favour ua with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Lett«rs relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK bTREUT, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

oflBce not later than ? p.m on Thursday.

Received.— A.. G. H., R. H., J. S., D. J. W., D. & E ,

W. H. M., E. T. W., J. P., A & G., J. H. A., S. W. T.,

J. N., J. B., R. W. T., J. E. K., M. A., J. P. S., W. B.,

A. R., J. B. & Co., P. P., J. D. H.

J. II. H.—Sketch not good enough. Koturued.

J. C, Swaffhani.—Triibner and Co., I'atei-noster-row,

Loudon. We intend *o reproduce the whole of " Hand
Railinu" in the Buildi.vg News.
D. Grant.—Yes.
F. G. Green.—Sketch received.

W. Z. Z.—It will deliend on the quality of the skatch.

Tuos. Garratt.—Your title for " Ucilding News
Sketch Book " is too full of work to admit of reduction by
the photo-litho. process with advantage. Thanks, however.
Erratum.— In our description of i be New Model Lodg-

ing House for Working Men, at Birmingham, we descril>ed

it as "A Model Dwelling for Families." The architect's

name also is Hr, Douglas Williams, and not James
Williams.

miles from Cowbridge, and see for themselves.
They will find a great deal besides of interest to
repay them for the visit ; a fine old church and
picturesque village. I forward the rubbing for

comparison with the drawing. For further infor-

mation on the subject of these inscribed stones, I

refer your readers to the " Archa;ologia Cam-
breusis," where they will find the subject discussed
at length. Apologising for trespassing on your
space—I am, Sir, &c.,

John Romilly Allen.
75, Huskisson-street, Liverpool, Sept. 9.

TOWN CHURCHES.

Comspiikiite.

WINKLEIGH PARISH CHURCH.
(To the Editor of the Bdildino News.)

Sir,—Having noticed in your last issue the re-

opening of Winkleigh parish church, and a descrip-

tion of the restoration and re-building of chancel

(from designs of Mr. Christian), being in the

neighbourhood, and taking a deep interest in

church "restoration," I took the earliest oppor-

tunity of seeing these "restorations." I will

enumerate a few of the embellishments or im-

provements (or call them what you like). The
interior of chancel walls are stuccoed—a kind

of toothing cut from stucco to make the

quoins round windows, &c. ; the stonework,

which is of rubble-walling for jambs and splays,

is picked out and pointed with black mortar
;

where any old masonry exists, and required

a piece of stone to be let in to match the old work,

this is made out with cement or coloured mortir

—

granite columns not excepted ; nor yet even the

ogee (head) arch of piscina escaping the tar-brush,

i. c, repaired in cement. The joints of stone-

work in window-jamba and filling-in arches of

nave, tower-arch jambs and walls, although these

are of real good solid masonry, have been stopped

in with mortar to imitate the stonework, and then

a narrow joint of whioe mortar laid on in straight

strips, just the kind of thing one sees in little shop-

fronts where they wish to imitate brickwork tuck-

pointed, that its occupiers like to look showy.

Now much has been said of restoration, which

oftentimes nearer approaches a desecration, but

anything more gloomy than the chancel of this

church, or showy than the nave and tower, I have

not as yet seen. Had it been left to some local

rough-waller, or the builder's own taste, this is

just the kind of thing we should have expected

to have found^this churchwarden architecture
;

but from one of our own leviathan architects

(what may we expect from the young profession V)

to see granite columns and masonry patched up

with cement and coloured mortar was something

more than I was prepared for, and I need scarcely

say I returned thoroughly—(disgusted, I was going

to say)—disappointed.—I am, &c., J. P.

Sir —I read with much interest a series of

papers that appeared last year in the Building
News, entitled "Churches for Congregations,"
in which the writer (Mr. Cubitt) deprecates the

slavish adherence to the stereotyped arrangement
of nave and two aisles, which prevails in nearly all

our designs for modern churches, and gives plans

of various Continental and Eastern churches,

which suggest arrangements far better adapted
to the great modern requirement of facility for

hearing and seeing. I have long felt the incon-

venience and obstruction caused by pillars and
arches, and in a paper on " Town Churches," read

by me before the Exeter Diocesan Architectural

Society in 1868, I suggested an adaptation of th»

peculiar vault of the churches in Jersey as a mode
of roofing wide unbroken areas that might be
turned to useful account. I have received the

sanction of the committee of the society to send

you a copy of this paper for publication if you
think proper, either in extenso, or with reference

only to that portion of it which bears on this

subject, thinking that, as a sort of sequel to the

former articles, it may prove interesting to some
of your readers. —I am, &c.,

Pearson B. Hatward, Architect.

The Close, Exeter, Sept. 12.

[A portion of the paper is given elsewhere ;

the remainder will appear next week.

—

Ed. B. N.]

CROSS AT LLANTWIT CHURCH.

Sir,—The sketch of the cross at Llantwit

Major, published a short time ago in your journal,

was accurately reduced from a rubbing made by

myself last year, and was intended more to show

the peculiar ornamentation than the inscription,

which is in Latin ; but the exact import of which,

however, I am unable to determine. The four

spandrel pieces of ornament referred to by Mr. D.

J. Ebbetts certainly are recessed, as I remember
having some difficulty in taking the rubbing, owing

to the thin paper breaking through at the edges

of these jortions. Should any one further doubt

the correctness of my drawing, I would strongly

advise them to visit Llantwit, which is about 10

BUILDINGS IN THE ISLE OF THANET.

Sib,—Having but recently returned from a

short stay in Broadstairs, I have been the more
gratified in reading your interesting articles headed

respectively •' Sundry Buildings in the lele of

Thanet," and "Sundry Works in the Isle of

Thanet."
Referring to the domestic architecture of this

neighbourhood, you deservedly draw especial at-

tention to a remarkable " timber-built manor
house," situate in Smock-street, and known, I

believe, as Mrs. Sackett's cottage. Upon inquiry

at the house, I was informed by one of its in-

mates that is oelieved to have been built 400

years, whereas you fix its date as the " latter part

of the sixteenth century." It would be interest-

ing to learn more of this building, and I hope

that some one in possession of accurate information

respecting it will communicate the same to the

BniLDifo News.
The cottage at Dumpton is an Elizabethan one,

and well worthy of notice. On the occasion of

my visit, the cottager obligingly showed me over

it, and in the low-pitched front room the curious

may see a small indent on the edge of one of the

joists, where, to use the cottager's words, "a
kinsman of mine," many years ago, struck his

head with fearful violence, at a party, through

jumping too high.

A ramble through S. Peter's churchyard will

repay the visitor. There are some curious epi-

taphs to be met with here, as, for instance, that

" In memory of Mr. Richard Joy (called the

Kentish Samson)," who died in 1742, aged 67

years.

Very characteristic epitaphs record the deaths

of two seamen. One is to the memory of William

Soal, who died in 1783, aged 53 years :—
Through raging seas I have crossed the main.
Abroad both far and no.ir.

But by a sudden change of death
My corp.se lies easy here.

And the other to John Oldfield, who died in 1790,

aged 27 years:

—

Though boisterous waves and stormy winds
Have tossed rae to and fro.

Yet by tlie force of God's decree

I harbour here Ijelow.

Here at an anchor I do ride

With many of our fleet.

Yet once again we shall set sail

Our admiral Christ to meet."

Wishing with you, of the hideous modem
galleried church at Broadstairs, that a friendly

storm may put an end to its melancholy exist-

ence,—I am, &c, W. A. B.
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Inttrtflmimmiratioit.

QUESTIONS.
[194-1] STRAW BARN.—I should be much obliged if

your readers would iuform me what is the maximum ac-

commodation requisite iu a straw barn for every acre of

wheat grown where none is "stacked" or otherwise dis-

posed of.—J. J. T.

[1945] BATHS.—Can any of your readers tell rae where
to get a No. 1 llutford'a bath? If the people who make
these baths were to advertiBo a little their baths would get

better known.—J. Hutchinson.

[1916] GRINDINa MONEY.— I am summoned by
several workmen for grindiug money. Will some reader
kindly tell mo through your valuable journal what is the
custom under tlib '* hour " system ; and if the question has
been legally decided ?—DpiKiiNCB.

IB'uQ-

[1947] STRENGTH OF CANTILEVERS.—Will some of
your numerous scion' ific corre-
cpondenta tell me how to cal-

'^'^'' culate thesafe load of the caiiti-

L^ lever given in the sketch ? The
J l A A A~A A A /C-

;'- fi^ovation is shown in fig. 1, and
rv A A aYxYa ^^0 half cross-section in fig. :i.

.:]VVvy\^W\|\, The flanges, top and bottom,
are composed of two angle irons,

s, 3in. X 3iu. X ^in. thick, and
jv^' the bars are all 3in. x ^in., and

are inclined to tlie flanges at an
angle of sixty degrees. The canti-
levers are placed 6ft. apart, and
the jilatform, which is intended
for foot trathc only, is of plank-
ing 4iD. thick. Is the canii-
lever strong enough to support
its proper load? An answer

will greatly oblige me.—A Younq Builder.

[19481] LAYING OUT CURVES.-I should be obliged

to any one who would inform me of the title and the pub-
lisher of a good practical work on the laying out of curves
generally, but i>articalaily with reference to railways. I

do not mean the method of " offsets," which is described
in all surveying treatit^es, but those iu which the theo-
dolite is employed together with the chain.—Alexis,

n

[1949] AREAS OF CIRCLES.—I constantly see in (ext
books that the area of a circle is obtained by the following
rule :

—" Square the diameter, and multiply the result by
the number 0*7854. The proiluct will be the area of the
cii-cle in square inches, or square feet according to tl»e value
given to the diameter." Will some one inform me how this
number 0*78-54 is obtained, and the correspoudiug result
proved to be the area of the circle ?—Puzzled,

11950] CAST-IRON TANKS.—I am putting up a new
cast-iron tank, but caunot get the
joints to keep watertight. What
would be tlie best sort of cement
to employ? I enclose a drawing
of the joint. They are all planed
and bolteil together by bolts ,^in.

iu diameter. Is this sufficient?

Any informat'on from a i)ractical

man who has had to do with the
pui ting up of water tanks would
be of great service, as I am at
a complete stands: ill for water.

—J. P.

[1951] BASE LINES.^Is it necessary in meaauring
long ba&o lines in surveying to allow for the expansion and
contraction of the chain? I am now engaged on the sur-
vty of a large parish, and my longest base line is over five

miles in length, and I think some allowance ou^ht to be
made. If so, I should be glad to know how it is to be done ?

-Assistant.

[1952] HARBOURS AND DOCKS. -Will any one re-

commend me a really good work on harbours and docks,
with plates and working drawings with dimensions on
tliem that will serve as precedents?—Isquireb.

[1953] FIRE-PROOF FLOORS.—I should be much
ol)liged if any of your contributors would let me know
what a " Dennett arch" is. I hear itmeutioned very often
in connection with fire-proof strucures. A sketch would
be very useful to many others besided myself.— L. L. M.

[1^54] ARCiriTECTS* CHARGES.— ts the objec ion
to the payment of £2 10s. percent, for meaauring extras
and deductions, over and above the usual commission of
5 per cent., one that can be legally sustained?—F,

BEFLIES.
[1931] MEASURING BUILDERS' WORK.-Thcre is

a capital little work on this subject which gives all pan i-

tiilars about measuring and estimating the work of brick-
layers, masons, plasterers, plumbers, painters, carjwnters,
joiners, and other trades, by A. C. Beaton, architect and
surveyor. It forms No. 156 of Weale's series, and appears
to be just the thing your correspondent retiuires.—Cai^
CULA10R.

[1033] WIIITWORTII SCHOLARSTIIPS.-The infor-

mation " 1 ." wants will be found in a paragraph of the
"Office Table," in the Building News of hist week.—

A

BEADEft.

[1934] MALT HOUSE FLOORS.—In reply to " Peck-
sniff" 1 beg to say I have put up some very excellent floors

of the following materials. The lower floor is properly
levelled, and the upi>er floors are laid with mill sawn
boards, upon i»hich is laid 3in. of motlerately coarse Port-

land cement concrete, then the whole surface is covered
with shingle and Portland in the proportion of tliree cf
shingle to one of cement, about Uin. thick, and floated off

to a smooth surface with Portland cemont and sand in
equal proportions, lin. thick.—G. M., A.A,

[1936] ROAD MAKING.—Let " W. P. B.," get " Road
Making and Muiutenauce of Macadamised Roads," by Field

Marshal Sir John Burgoyne. Virtue and Co., 20, Ivy-

lane, London.—S. P. L.

[1987] MEASURING HILLY GROUND.—All sloping
land in surveys is supposed to be reduced to horizontal
measurement. Thismejisurement is based on the assump-
tion that plants will not grow closer together on level land
than upon sloping. For the particulars re8{)ectine the
manner of conducting the survey and measurement see

the article "Measurement of Hills," under the head of
"The Surveyor." in the Building Newj, of May 28, 1S6£>.

—A SCRVEYOR.

[1938] TURKISH BATHS.—John Scott would obtain
good practical i uformation on the construction of the above
from the architects of tho Brighton Turkish Ba*h. The
architects were Messrs. Goulty and Gibbins, of Torrington-
aquare, London, and 12, Union-streei, Brighton.—M. B. A.

tl93S] TURKISH BATHS.—In reply to "John Scott"
Messrs. Whittaker and Constantine, of 3, Bullock-street,

Bolton -le-Moors, prepare details and advise as to the oou-
stniction of Turkish baths. The Turkish baths iuEuston-
road and at King's Cross were erected under their super-
intendence.— F. R. B.

[1938] TURKISH BATHS.—In reply toQuestion 1938,
I could supply you with details, having carried out Turkish
baths on a large scale.—Address, F, P., Post Office, Hawk-
hurst, Kent.

[1941] ORNAMENTAL INLAY.—Colophony (ko-lo-

fo-ni), n. The dark coloured resin obtained from the dis-

tilla'ion of turpentine : so called from the colophon in
Ionia, whence it was first brought. It is a mixture of two
different resins, named the sylvic and piuic acids. —P,

[1943] WALL BUILDING.—The Sin. thickness is

usually placed outside. The cramps oi ties should be of

galvanized iron, about Jin. by three-sixteeu' hs placed thus:
not less thau two to every s'lperficial yard of walling.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Compensation.—Section 34of tlie London City Improve-

ment Act, 1S47, gives power to the Corporation to obtain
possessionof premisescompulsorily by giving a six months'
notice, provided that no sach possession shall be delivered
up until payment or deposit of purchase or compen-
sation money, as directed by the Lands Clauses Con-
solidation Act, 1S45. The Holboru Valley Improvement
Act, 1864, incorporates section 3t of the former Act.
Plaintiff, wlio was a tenant from year to j'ear, whose
tenancy commenced at Christmas, received, on November
29, 1SC5, a six months' notice from the corporation of their
intention to take his premises under the latter Act. The
corporation obtained an assignment of the reversion from
plaintiff's landlord on January 30, 1867. In February, 1867,
the purchasers went before an alderman under the Lands
Clauses Consolidation Act, to assess tlie compensation due
to plaintiff, when the corporation contended that phiintiff
was not entitled to comi^nsation, not having been re-
quired to give up possession of the premises before the ex-
piration of Iii.s interest therein, within the meaning of
section 121 of the Lauds Clauses ConsoUdation Act. The
alderman took this view, and decided that no compen-
sation was due. Plaintiff was permitted to continue in
possession till March 16, 1867, but on that day the Cor-
poration took possession of the premises, refusing to make
any payment or deposit as compensation to the plaintiff.

Plaintiff then brought an action for trespass against the
Corporation. Held, affirming the decision of the Court of
Exchequer, that 1 he defendants could not justify taking
the premises without compensation to plaintiff.

— '' Reg. v.

the Southampton Railway Company," discussed and dis-
tinguished ;

" Cranwell v. the Slayor, &c., of the City of
Loudon," 39 Law J. Rep. (Exch. Ch.), Exch. 193.

—

Law
Joitrnal.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Barnard Castle.—On Tuesday week an inquiry into
the water supply of Barnard Castle, authorised by rhe
Home Secretary, was held befjre Mr. Morgan, one of Iler
Majesty's inspectors, when evidence was given in support
of andagaiimt the formation of a now reservoir. Barnard
Castle has undoubtedly the advantage of a particularly
healthy situation, and to this fact is probably to be atiri-

buted the fact that out of a population of 4,500, there have
only been 120 deaths in eighteen months. This statement
was put forth by the Registrar as a i)roof that .the supply
of water to the town has not lieen so deficient as to injiue

the health of the inhabitants. On the other hand, ft s
affirmed that for several hours of the day iu droughtj
wea her it is im^XMsible to obtain water under the present
arrangements.

Nuneaton —A meetingof the Nuneaton Local Board of
Health was held on Tuesday week, at the Town-hall. A
short time ago a resolution wa« paued to the effect that the
sewage of the town be dlspoiad of bj the ABC system.
The A B C company have since Iwen communicated witli,
and requested to prepare plana of the neceiisary works,
and the clerk now read a letter, intimating that they
would be sent on the following day. A discussion now
«u«ued «i>ou the patented scheme of treating town sewage,
by Dr. Anderson. It seemed that, on Saturday week, some
experiments were made l»y tliat gentleman at Coventry, In
the presence of several members of the Nuneaton Boards
and, judging from the results of those eiperiments, it was
thought that the scheme of Dr. Anderson was preferable
to that of the ABC Company, for although almost similar,
it is described as cheaper and more easily managed.
The estimate for trecting works necessarr for carrying out
Dr. Andeison's scheme is £1,200, while that of the ABO
Company is £2,rj00. The Board then agreed to adjourn
the meeting for ten days for thd purpose of considering
both systems, and deciding on the one which would, in
their opinion, be the best and most economical.

TiiETKORD.—At a recent meeting of the Tlietford Local
Board the official communications to the Board from the
Privy Council and the Secretary of State relative to sani-
tary matters engaged the attention of the members. It wm
resolved that the Board, after stating their ca=>e, should
ask the authorities in London to send down their own en.
gineer lo confer with the Board with resi>ect to what was
necessary to be done to meei the requirements of the
Government.

The Purification of Tnn Thames.—A deputation
from the Twickenham Local Board waited on the Thames
Conservancy Board at their office on Tower.hill,ou Monday,
for the purpose of ascertaining on what condition the
water, when purified from sewage, would be allowed to flow
into the river. The chairman reminded the deputation
that the local board had already by letter inquired of the
Conservators wfc ether effluent water, after treatment by
Mr. Austin's process, and by the ABC proces.?, would be
allowed to run into the Thames. The Conservaney B'»ard
had fuUy considered these questions, and determined on a
standard of purity for effluent sewage water. The local
board would receive a letter in which the standard would
be defined. With reference to an embankment, the plan
proposed would be duly considered upon a formal appli-
cation from the local board. Works for the utilisation of
sewage on the banks of the Thames ;vould not be objected to
if above high-water mark. But with reference to all

schemes for the treatment an 1 disposal of sewage, the
Conservators had nothing wha-ever to do with them.
Their attention was confined to the purity of the water
flowing into the river. How that was to be affected in the
treatment of sewage they must leave to the local
authorities.

STAINED GLASS,
GiX)ucESTER Cathedral Restoration.—Three painted

glass windows have just been imierted in 8. Paul's Chapel,
the restoration of which is being effected at the co^t of the
Eail of ElIenlx)rough. They are the work of Messrs. Bur-
lison and Grylls, of London, and consist each of three
lights, partially obscured by the reredos. In the centre
window is a representation of the Lord seated in majesty.
In the upper lights are six angels bearing scrolls, inscribed
"Te Deum Laudamus." The side windows, which are an
expansion of the central subject, have each ten angels ar-

ranged in four tiera, and playing upon various stringed in-

struments, fifes, and a small organ,

Sheffiki.d.—A large stained glass window has just been
erected in the parish church, ShetHeld, in memory of the
late Mr. E. Uuwin. The subject is "'The Conflict of Light
and Darkness." Messrs. Camm, of Smethwick, executed
the work.

8ouTH\voi.D.—The new stained glass window, in memory
of the late Miss Sheriffe, has just been completed in the east
endofihe church. The window consists of four lights

which are filled with eight representations of passages iu
the life of our Lord, viz., in the lower part "The Annun-
ciatiou," "The Nativity," "The Baptism," and "The
Temptation," and above tliese " The Agony in the Garden,"
"The Crucifixion," "The Burial,' and "The Resurrection."

Above these, in the lower part of > he tracery, are eight

lloral devices wi'.h scrolls, bearing mottoes. Above these

are figures of angels playing musical iustrumeuts, and in

the four quatrefoils at the top of the window are the

emblems of the Trinity, the Dove, the Lamb, and
I he initials I H S. the figure of S. Edmund, (to

whom the church is deiUcated) appears iu a small compart -

ment in the centre of the window. The work has been de-

Figned and executed by Messrs. Ward and Hughes, of

Loudon.

Thetfokd.—The Perpendicular east window at S. Peter's

Church, Thetford, has just been filled with stained glass

by Messrs. Ward and Hughes, of London. Tlie upper part

of the window is filled with figure painting, the four lower
compartments with simple painted quiirries.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.
Sir Row land Hili-.— At the Binningham Exchange, on

Monday, the ceremony took place of the presenting to the
memuei-s and to the public of a fine marble statue of the
late Sir Rowland Hill, who was a native of that town.
The statue is of Cairara marble. 6ft. 9in. high, and placed
on a pedestal 4ft. in height. The sculptor is Mr. Peter
HoJlins. of Birmingham.

The i-ATi'. Bi.dHOP OF Carlisle.—A monument
Id about to t/e placed in Carlisle Cathedral, at a coat

of £800, to the memory of the late Bishop of the diocese,

Dr. Waldegrave, the joint design of Mr. Ailams, the
sculptor, and Mr.T. 11. Watson, the architect. The figure,

in statuary marble, will be recumbent, with rich canopied
superstructure and solid foliated brass standards.
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#«r Office Mk.
Death of Mb, Robert Wadi, To\^x SaRVBTOR

OF CARiiARTHEX.— On Sunday week, after pro-

longed suSering, Mr. Robert Wade, the Town
Sorveyor of Cumarthen, died at his residence in

Temple Qarden^ after having served the Cor-
pmrntion for nearly fourteen years. To show its

sean of the value of his services, the Town
CounoQ some time ago appointed Sir. Lukin to act
temporarily for him until he should be able to re-

sume his duties, but that time never came. Mr.
Wade died at the age of 43. Ilia funeral was
attended by the mayor and corporation.

A Liberal Local Board.—An advertisement
published in a local paper by the Lenton Local
Board is really worthy the attention of some of
our readers. The Board, whose offices are at
Baaford, will meet on the 5th day of October, at
half-past six o'clock in the evening, to elect a
collector of the general district rates, who will
also have to act as surveyor and inspector of
naiMOces. The salary is £25 per annum ; and
the person appointed will have to find security for
the due performance of his duties ! The serrices
of a surveyor, rate-collector, and inspector of
nnisanoes appear to be valued at rather less than
those of a farm-labourer.

The Maps of the Prussian Armv.—A corre-
spondent of the Siecle thus describes the excel-
lent maps which all the officers of the Prussian
army possess :—They are made in the following
manner : Maps giving the minutest details are
drawn quite roughly on immpnse paaeh. Every-
thing is set down on them. The trees, their
species, their height, their thickness, the hedges,
the toll-gates, the walls of enclosure, the depth of
the smallest ditches—all these things are indi-
cated by fainter or darker colours ; the different
plantations, even the direction of the furrows of
the fields, are shown. The scale applies to every-
thing ; to roads as well as fields, to lanes, and to
the smallest watercourses. The villages are not
only marked down, but planned out, with their
streets, houses, public wells, factories, &c. When
these panels are finished they are photographed on
surfaces 22 centimetres high and 30 broad. Then
long pieces of linen, rather more than a yard and
a half long, are prepared, and the photographs arc
glued on them in such a manner that they can fold
up like the illustrated alphabets sold for the use of
children. The whole is bound, and takes but
little room in a knapsack, or even in the pocket.

Fbesestation of a Silver Medal by the
TOBKKBS' COMPANT.—On Saturday a special court
of the Assistants of the Company of Turners was
held in the Long Parlour at the Mansion House,
when the freedom of the company, together with
a silver medal, was presented to Mr. Alfred Mad-
den (an apprentice with Mr. Wills, Tabernacle-
square), for the beet workmanship in turnery. As
this is the first livery which has taken upon itself

thus to award worthy craftsmen, considerable in-
terert was manifested on the occasion. The Lord
Mayor was in the chair, and amongst those present
were Mr. Dawson, the master ; Mr. Young, upper
warden ; Mr. Potter, Mr. Jones, Professor Ten-
nant, Mr. Gregory (late President of the Institute
of Civil Engineers), and Mr. C. J. Shirreff,
clerk. The medal was of solid silver, and was in
itself a work of art, not being, as is usual, cast or
moulded, but carved in a very artistic style. The
obverse showed the arms of the company, with the
motto, "Thy faith I obtain ;" the reverse bearing
the fuUowiog inscription , which was also beautifully
engrossed on parchment and handed to the fortu nato
competitor :—" Presented by the Turners' Com-
pany, of Iiondon, together with the freedom of the
company, to Alfred Madden, for superiority in
turnery in the annual competition. September 10,
1870."

_
TEcnsiCAi, Edccation j.i Mile-End.—For some

time past efforts have been made to have science
classes opened and established in this district in
connexion with the Science and Art Department
of the South Kensington Museum. These efforts
have been backed up by Sir Thomas Fowell Bux-
ton, the Rev. Mr. Bardsley, and other gentlemen
interested in the spread of education throughout
the district ; and arrangements having been at last

completed for the establishment of such classes, a
meeting was held on Thursday week, at the roomi
of the East liondon Branch of the Young Men's
Church of England Society, for the purp-we of
inaugurating them. The clas^esopened last night,
and are to be continued on each Thursday even-
ing during the leason.

SociETr OF Engineers.—Arrangements have
been made for a visit of the members of the so-
ciety to the works of the Croydon Irrigation and
Farming Company, on Tuesday next, the 20th of
September. Members and associates to meet
at the Water.works, Surrey-street, Croydon, at
1 o'clock, p.m. Members and associates to pay
their own expenses. Trains for ^Vest Croydon
leave Mctoria Station at 12'11 p.m , and London
Rridge 12-15 p.m. Return tickets, 2s. 6d. first-

class and Is. 9d. second-class.

Tramways i.v Edinbdroh.—Two schemes for
laying down and working tramways in and around
Edinburgh are at present under consideration.
"The first scheme for which the sanction of the
civic body is asked provides for laying down
about twelve miles of tramways, the principal por-
tion of this being within the city, but extending _ „„ „„„
to Portobello in one direction and to Murrayfield <:hase by tho Rochdalo Board of (luanliiuLs of a

Considerable progress has been mads in the
works for the new gardens at Buxton, for the Bux.
ton Improvement Company, and the construction
of the buildinp-s, bridges, and fences will shortly
be let by tender.

The death is announced of tho Rev. S. Fox,
M. A., of Derby, a well-known antiquary and Anfflo-
baxon scholar.

A new building for the Salisbury Literary and
bcientifio Institution is about to be erected, from
plans by Mr. Harding.
In anticipation of a groat increase in tho popula.

tion of tho ancient borough of Pontofraot, in conse-
quence of the opening- out of a new coal field, eon.
siderable improvements are coutemplatej.
The extension works of the Weymouth and Port-

land Railway to the Breakwater will commence on
tho 1st proximo.

The Poor Law Board has consented to tho pur-

in the other. The lino is to piss along Princes
street—the central street of the city—and from
the east and west ends of this street lines will run
southward to the suburbs of Newington and
Morningside, a fourth line forming a junction be-
tween those places, and so completing a girdle
round the city. A double line of rails is to be laid
along this route, except in some of the outlying
portions, where it is thought one line will suffice
for the traffic. The second proposed line will con-
nect the city with Leith, and will traverse the
the principal streets of that port.

New Bridqe at Malton.—The North Eastern
Railway Company was last week engaged in sink-
ing a cofier-dam on the Malton side of the River
Derwent for the erection of a new iron girder
bridge of two spans, the foundations of which,
under the superintendence of Mr. John Baines,
the engineer in charge, were pat in on Wednesday
week, the first iron pile in midstream having been
driven the previous day. The excavation for the
coffer-dam was carried down to the gravel, 2ft. Cin.
below the deepest part of the river. This excavation,
being situated about midway on the water-line of
the supposed Roman town of Malton, the work
was watched with care for relics. Singularly, not
a single article referable to Roman date has turned
up. lu remo\'ing the river silt, which was done
for about 10ft. in depth, vast numbers of horns
of osen, all apparently of the Bos longifrons,
were thrown out. There was only one bone im-
plement found, which, along with two gold pins,
came from the very bottom. These are supposed
to be British. At lesser depths a fine Anglo-
Saxon or Medixval silver buckle was found, and
numerous nicks, handles, and bottoms of Mediso-
val pottery were found, and one socketed iron
axe.

Cljip,

The old silver mace of the Dean and Chapter of
Hereford, which dates probably from tlio time of
Queen Elizabeth, and was sadly battered and de-
faced, has been very handsomely restored by Mr.
Keith, of London, tho ecclesiastical silversmith.
Tlie mace is of solid silver, but part of it has boon
gilded as before.

Tho now schools of S. Saviour's, Preston, havo
just been opened. Tho building is of stone, and
the cost has been XI, 240, exclusive of site.

Mr. Bates, lato Chief Siuitary Inspector to tho
Corijoralion of ShofBeld, is dead.

Tho now swimming bath at Preston is now com.
plete<l, and will shortly be opened.

Tho plana by Mr. J. J. Bradshaw, architect,
Bolton, for tho now workhouse at Clitheroo, havo
boon accepted.

A now Free Christian (Unitarian) Church will bo
opened at Barnard Castle on the 20th inst., by Sir
•John Bowring.

The foundation stone of a new Wesleyan Ch;ipol
was laid at Weymouth last week.

Tho Calvinistic Chapel at Colwinstone, Giamoi-
ganshiro, has just been considerably altered and
improfod.

The Cardiff Fine Art Exhibition will probably
remain open till the end of tho present month.
Tho Council of the Rojal Academy havo resolved

on placing a bust of the late Mr. Alaolise in their
half. The commission for its execution has been
intrusted to M i'. Edward Macliso.

Mr. Bass, M.P., has offered to erect .and pre-
sent to tho town of Derby free public baths. The
offer has been accepted by the 'Towu Council, who
have directed the Estates Committee to prepare
plans and estimates of tho baths for tho approval
of Mr. Bass.

site for a now workhouse.

Friargate Chapel, Derby, has been re-oponod after
undcrgoinf,' extensive alterations under tho supor-
intendenco of Mr. E. Thompson, of London-road.
The cost has been £370.

Cinikr ^xnk |lel)idu.

' The sale held by public auction by Mosei-s. Churchill <fc

Sim on the 14th lust, cousistad of
60,000 Spruce deals, &c.

130,000 Quebec pine deals, Sic.

60,000 Petersburg, Arclianjel, and Onega deals
60,000 Swedish deals and liattens
50,000 Norivay deals and b.atteu3
60,000 Finland deals and battens
10,000 Narra battens

170,000 Prepared flooring boards
t',000 Fresh Norn-ay spars
200 Fathoms la hwood
20 Loads Swedish balks

1 50 Loads Q-iebec birch timber
00 Loads Quebec o,ik timber

450 Loads Quebec elm timber
&c,, &c.,

for which the following prices were obtained ;—

Per
Ai-chnngel 1st yellow Petg. std.

Do. 2nd do do.
Djomeborg yellow ..'.'.do.

Christiana 2nd yellows x 9 120 izfi.
Do.2J X 6J do.
Do. IstwhieS x 9 do.
Do. spars 4in. to 6in foot run

Christinestadt yellow 3 x 11 x 9, Polg. std.
Do. White do.

Dr.-iiii 2ud yellow 2J x CJ 120 1211.
Do. 3rd do do.
Do. 4th do '.",ao.
Do. 3rd white do.
Do. 4th do. do.

Fiedrickstadt white Petg. std.
Frodiickshald let white 3x9 ...120 12ft.
Gefle mixed yellow 4 x 12 Petg. std.

Do. 4 X 9 do.
Do. 2 X 9 do.
Do. Srd yellow 4 x 12 do.
Do. 4 X 11 do.
Do. 4 X 9 do
Do. 3 X 12 do.
Do. 4x8 do.
Do. 3 X 11 dj:
Do. 3 X 9 do
Do. 3 X 7 do.
Do. 21 X 9 do.
Do. 2 X 9 do.

Gothenburg mixed yellow lido!
Do. Srd do. do.
Do. 4th do do.
Do. mixed white do.
Do. Srd do do.
Do. 4th do do.

Holmstrand Srdyellow 2J x BJ ...120 ibft.
llornosand mixed yellow Petg. std.

Do. Si-d do do.
Matena 1st yellow pine do.

Do. Srd do do.
Do. 1st spruce (12fi.) 12012 3 x 9
Do. 2nd do. (12ft.) do.
Do. Srd do

, do.
Narva crown yellow Ptg. std.

Do. 2jiddo do,
Petersburg 1st yellow S x 11 do.

Do. Sx 9 do.
Do. 2nd yellow 3 x 11 do.
Do. 3 X 9 do.
Do. let white 3 x 11 do.
Do. 3 X 9 do.
Do 3 & 2J X 7 do.

Quebec 1st bright 12ft. 3 x 11 do.
Do. Ist floated do.
Do. Ist dry floated do.
Do. 2nd bright ,...do.

Do. 2nd dry floated do.
Do. .3rd bright do.
Do. 3rd dry floated do.
Do. Srd floated do.
Do. Srd spruce 129 12 3 x 9
Do. 2nd do do.
Do. Ist do do.
Do. oak timlier load
Do. hickory ., do.
i)o. birch do. £Si

Sodorham mixed white Petg. std.

Do. Srd do, do.
Do. 42Udo do.

£ a. £ .

12

8 16
fl

13 15
6 15
U 10
IJd.
U 15 to S 15

7 , , 8 5
6 15

« 5
,

6 15
6 15
6 6

,
5 10

6 6
6

11 10
12
11

10
11
10
10
10 6
9 6

10 5
9 10 „ 9 15
9
9 15

9 16
9 10
7 10

,
S 10

7 „ 7 15
6 15
6 10
5 15
5 15
8 15 „ 8 15
9
14 15
.S 5

16 „ 1 10
11
13 5
8 10 „ 9 10
SO,, 8 10

13 6 „ 13 10
12 10 „ 12 15
9 5 „ 10
9 10
9 16
8 15 „ 9 5
7 10

19 10
16
16
IS 5 ,, 13 10
12 „ 12 10
8 15 „ 9
9 „ 9 10
9

12 10 „ 13 13
14 5 „ 15
14 10 „ 17 10

10 „ 15
5 10

Ss. 2s. 6d to £4
£ s. £ e.

7 to 9
8 15 „ 7 10
6 IS
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COVENT GARDEN MARKET.

IT will be atlmitted on all hands that the

markets of a great city are among the

most important of its internal arrangements,

and being so they ought toobtainthe best con-

sideration from its municipal government.
The sujiply of food to a population is the

first necessity, and to accommodate the mutual
interests of theproducer and the consumer is a

matter of convenience and economy to all.

Whatever adds to the cost of carriage is, like

ataxupon production,a burden upon every in-

habitant, but it affects the poorer classes most
heavily. It is therefore desirable in this, as

in aU other departments of public manage-
ment, to give the largest amount of accommo-
dation with the least possible expenditure. In
looking over the markets of the Metropolis,

we have been surprised to observe how much
these simple and obvious principles have been
overlooked by the Boards and vestries. At
present we will take aglanceat CoventQarden
Market. It is known as one of the great

markets of London, and as one of the places

that strangers first visit, attracted by the fame
of its avenue, lined with shops and stalls, ex-

hibiting the first and finest fruits and flowers

of each season. Few persons reflect upon the

immense business that is transacted upon
every market-day, and, in fact, to obtain any
adequate idea of it the market should be
visited from twelve tb four o'clock upon a
market morning. It will be then seen that

the great bufk of the sales are effected long
before the citizens of London are out of

bed, but the observer will be puzzled to know
how the large trade is effected in so confined
a space. There -(vill be seen a great amount
of crushing, and much confusion, arising from
this cause, and it is creditable to those who
come to it regularly as sellers and as pur-
chasers that the difficulties are not much
greater. Covent Garden Market and all the
streets leading from it are locked up and
utterly impassable for carriage traffic on three
clays in the week. The market, which was
much too small when London did not contain
more than half its present inhabitants, has
not enlarged its space, although the demands
upon that space have increased with the in-

crease of population, and its present condition
is a disgrace to the Metropolis. The covered
parts and the avenues are the most incon-
venientfor the purpose required, and unneces-
sarily consume space. Architecturally it is a
discredit to the age.

Our attention has been attracted to it by a
complaint in relation to Covent Garden, made
to the Privy Council. The manner in which
that complaint has been treated by the Local
Board in whose district the market is situated
shows how hopeless it is to expect any mea-
suresof improvement from our District Boards
as at present constituted. TJiey have not the
power to eft'ect substantial reforms, nor the
willingness, as itappears, to do what is in their
power, that is to urge the necessities of the
case upon those who have the power. Covent
Garden Market is the property of the Duke of
Bedford, and his Grace derives considerable
emoluments from the tolls and other sources,
and at any rate should provide sufficient

accommodation for the public wants. The
Strand District Board have had this suliject

before them many times, and the inquiries
always led to one result—insufficiency of
accommodation ; but it does not appear they
have taken steps to enforce upon the Bedford
oflice the necessity of enlargement, but have
left it as a business beyond tlieir controL
Very lately a complaint was made by a re-

sident of Henrietta-street—a street leading

out of the market—and the complainant took

the irregular course of writing to the Privy
Council instead of the District Board. His
complaint in substance was this—that dung
carts were often detained in the street several

hours on the market days, that some of them
contained faecal matter, and that this practice

was highly offensive, gind, in fact, injurious to

health. The Privy Council referred this

letter to the Strand District Board, asking for

inquiry and explanation. If the allegations

had been well founded, no doubt the Board
had power to take action, as in any case of

nuisance. The Board at once referred this

conirauuication to their Committee of Health,

who went into the question fairly and com-
pletely, and then reported to the Board.

Their report stated that the complaint was
in many points unfounded, and in others

greatly exaggerated; that no evidence had

been adduced to show that fiecal matter had
been observed in any of the carts. If there

had been, it could only have been in an

accidental case, and that was highly im-

probable, as cesspools did not now exist.

The Board ordered this report to be sent to

the Privy Council, and a reply was speedily

received acknowledging that the Board had
done all that it was in their power to do,

but suggesting that they should represent to

the Duke of Bedford the inadequacy of the

accommodation for all the purposes of the

market.
It may be desirable at this point to explain

as to the presence of these dung-carts in the

streets adjoining the market. The process

is common to many other markets, and is

one combining convenience with economy.

It is this :—The market gardeners bring in

their fruit and vegetables, very much of it in

baskets ; they deposit these baskets in the

market, and then go with the empty waggons
and carts to collect stable litter, and when
they have done this, call back at the market
to pick up the baskets which are then empty.

It very often happens that from various causes

these carts wiU linger much longer than ne-

cessary, and no doubt their contents are

offensive to the senses of both sight and
smell, but it cannot fairly be urged that such

are injurious to health. In the majority of

cases the hindrance arises from the want of

space, which, as we have said, is much too

limited for the traffic. If the area of the

market were enlarged it would then be
practicable to have some shed or warehouse
where the baskets of each owner could be
deposited when empty, and the dung-carts

come there to receive them. Such an ar-

rangement would prevent the adjoining streets

from, having this objectionable kind of traffic

passing through them, or being admitted into

them. It is obvious that the arrangement by
which the market-gardeners take away stable

litter is a convenient one, and saves much in

carriage that would otherwise enhance the

price of the produce.

We must now draw attention to the conduct
of the Board. Up to the point we have
named they have acted properly enough ; but

on the receipt of the communication from
the Privy Council, they appear to have di-

verged from the straight path, and it was
moved that the whole matter should be
referred back to the Committee of Health.

For what reason does not appear to those

who look upon the matter from a practical

point of view. The investigation had come
to the same result as all previous inquiries

—

namely, that the market was very much too

small in area, and too incommodious in

construction, and hence disturbance and an-

noyance in all the adjoining streets—thedung-
carts being only one, and a subordinate one,

among many. The remedy lies in providing
better accommodation—increased space. This
was the view taken by the minority of the

Board. An amendment was moved by an
old resident of Covent Garden, that the

suggestion of the Privy Council be followed,

and that a repre^^entation be maile to the

Duke of Bedford, laying the documents before

iiim, and that he be asked to co-operate with
the Board in the enlargement and improve-
ment of the market. The amendment seems
to us the common-sense view of the matter,

and, further, itappears to us to be trifling with a
serious subject to debate the presence of

dung-carts under such circumstances as a
great sanitary measure. It is a question of

public convenience, and umler a better ad-

ministration of affairs, the Duke of Bedford
must cither make the market equal to the

public requirements, or he must surrender

the monopoly he holds in it. T here appears

no reason to doubt but that he would be
willing to make considerable improvements,
as intimations have been at former times

given to that effect, and this was only another
reason why the Board should use its influence

to urge the exigencies of the case upon him.

We were surprised to find that the amend-
ment was lost by a vote of thirteen to six.

Only twenty-three members of a Board of

forty-nine felt it a duty to attend upon a
question of importance, and one that affects

not only the district but the whole of the

Metropolis. The matter is referred back to

the Committee of Health of the Strand Dis-

trict Board ; and svn explanation has been
given to us which may, or may not, be the

true one, but which we are obliged to pay some
attention to from our inability to find a reason

for declining to present the case to the person

who alone has the power to apply a remedy

—

the Duke of Bedford. It is stated that seve-

ral gentlemen at the Board are of opinion

that an inspector ought to be appointed to

look after the dung-carts and other matters.

The salary of another functionary is to be

added to the expences of a Board, the expen-

diture of which is already out of proportion

to its outlay upon works. There would be no
objection to this if an inspector could render

efficient service. That he coidd do so is denied

by the gentlemen who supported the amend-
ment, who are the most of them residents in or

near the market, and all of them above sus-

picion as to their motives and intentions.

They allege that the inspection of the market
is already suflicient ; that considering the

amount of business done, and the small ac-

commodation, the management of the market
is equal to that of any other in the Metropolis

;

that with such limited space an inspector

could do nothing but harass those who come
for legitimate purposes to the market.

Whatever may be the ultimate action of

the Board in this particular case, that which
they have done already adds another to the

many proofs that our local administration is

defective and expensive ; and that it is in the

power of a small Board working in a district

of London to obstruct a work of metropolitan

improvement. The constant outcry is economy,
while they adopt a penny wise and pound
foolish policy ; and they cry out for local self-

government, their notion for such government
being at variance with all sound principles of

government. They do not seek a truly repre-

sentative government, but a government of

parties, parishes, and cliques.

SUNDRY BUILDINGS IN THE ISLE
OF THANET.

{Concludcd/rom page 200.)

MINSTER, the ancient capital of the Isle

of Thanet, is now only a village in com-

parison with the neighbouringtowns ofMargate

and Ramsgate, or even Broadstairs. It is_ a

picturesque and pleasant village, bowered in

trees, and standing near the edge ofPegwell Bay,

commanding a fine view of Sandwich, Rich-

borough Castle, and a large extent of the county

of Kent, the hills of which rise beyond the in-

tervening flat marshy ground that once formed

the channel of division between the island

and the mainland. The name of the place,

formerly written Mynstiv, is derived from the

church and nunnery founded here by the
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Bason Princesa Domneva, granddaughter of

Edbald, King of Mercia. The curious monk-
ish legends related of the circumstances of its

foundation we may dismiss as incredible, but

reliable fragments of the Abbey of S. Mildred,

named after one of the daughters of Domnevn,
are still eitant. and are evidently of very great

antiquity. These may have been the work of

Edbuiga, daughter of King Ethebert, the

third abbesa, who ia said to have built a new,
lareer, and more stately temple than the first,

aod dedicated itto S. Peter and S. Paul. The
Danes, however, devastated and burnt the

establishment at tha end of the 10th or com-
mencement of the 11th century. Some re-

mains of the tower of this chapel are yet

preserved in the grounds of the court lodge in

the village, which was a grange of S Augus-
tine's Abbey. A careful examination leads us

to think that portions of the present church
were of Pre-Norman erection, but not very
long before the Conquest.

This church, which is dedicated to S. Mary,
is a noble and most interesting structure. The
plan is that of a Latin cross, with a lofty tower
and turret attached to it at the western end.

The tower is Norman, but the turret we consider

to be Saxou, and yet it does not exhibit the

characteristic alternate long and short quoins
which generally distinguish the work of that

era. The nave, however, has Norman work,
of at least four successive dates, and the

westernmost and most ancient arches in that

style are built under earlier and thicker

walls, in which part of a semicircular-headed

clerestory window is still to be seen. This
thicker walling and window we consider to be
a portion of the same original church to which
we think the turret belonged, and these we
refer to a date shortly before the Conquest,
and we suppose the west-end of the nave was
then flanked by two turrets in the usual
fashion, and that still left, with its rude
pyramidal roof and masonry, was one of

those turrets. Other clerestory windows of

the Norman date are said to exist beneath
the plastering which covers the walling above
the arcade, and we are glad to learn that the
vicar, the Rev. Albert iSitwell, contemplates
shortly opening thera. As it will be re-

membered that we have noticed a general
absence of clerestory windows in the churches
of Thanet, these specimens will be somewhat
unique in the district. These nave arcades of

Minster Church, with their numerous varia-

tions of detail, afford an interesting study of

Korman architecture. The latest of the arches,

the two westernmost on the north side, are very
rithly ornamented, but the rest are more or
less plain in comparison. The nave aisles

have windows which have been badly restored

with Decorated tracery. The rest of the
church eastward is of good Early English
architecture. The chancel and crux have
original vaultings of stone, the former of

which has so thrust out the walls that flying

buttresses have been added to sustain them.
The diagonal vaulting ribs of the latter, being
of wide span, die upon the piers at a point far

below the capitals of the transverse arches
;

the other vaulting ribs are received by shafts

corbelled from the walls.

The church was, we were told by the un-
usually intelligent clerk—Mr. May—restored

partly but not wholly, under the superinten-

dence of the late Mr. Arthur Ashpitel, and we
doubt not that the well-known antiquarian
knowledge of that architect was judiciously

lued, and that otherwise greater damage than
has occurred to this valuable fabric would
have been perpetrated. We regret to say,

however, that the character ol much of the
work that has been executed by local hands
is anything but what it ought to be.

The church of S. Lawrence,which stands just
outside Bamsgate, has been a greater sufferer

than even that of Minster from injudicious
so-called restoration. A local builder of the
name of Smith has been allowed to try his
'prentice hand as on architect as well upon it,

with the saddest results, for we have seldom

seen so fine a building so badly mauled. This
church was anciently a chapelry to Minster,

but was made parochial iu 1275. Its style,

therefore, as might be anticipated, is some-
what later in the Trans'itional, the arches
being all pointed, though the columns have
Norman proportions and cushioned capitals.

It is a cross church, with the chancel about as

long as the nave, which is much shorter than
in any other of the churches we have described,

having only three bays. The tower is over
the crux, and supported upon fine piers, which
have half-cylindrical shafts to the archesopeu-
ing to the nave and chancel, and edge nook
shafts only to those opening to the transepts.

The chancel has two large arches on each
side opening to the aisles, and an additional

smaller one on the south side. Thgse are

carried upon square piers, with delicate nook
shafts to the eiJges, and they are built with
quoins only of ashlar, and filled in between
with split flints, the elfect of which is good.

There is an excellent roof to the chancel,

similar to that of S. Peter's iu construction,

but only ceiled with boarding over the sacra-

rium. The eastern windows are poor modern
ones, of Early Decorated type, aud the west-

ern one Perpendicular, filled with tolerably

good modern stained glass. The great five-

light window is the best, and has a large

figure in each light, under canopy work of

subdued white relieved with yellow. The
figures, representing Our Lord and the four
Evangelists, are well drawn, and stand out
efi'ectively. There are good passages in the
smaller windows, but they are not so simple
and harmonious.

Externally the church is somewhat pecu-
liar, as the chancel aisles seem to dominate
entirely over the nave aisles, the former being
the higher and carried westward, so as to in-

clude the transepts, which have noindependent
projection. To the south aisle of the nave
there is a curious old porch, and another
porch has been lately added to the south
chancel aisle. A small Norman arcade is

carried round the lower stage of the tower,
just above the roof around.

Both at Minster and at S. Lawrenoeareafew
specimens of the old brick cottages, and as

each example has some curious variety, they
are all worth examination. At Minster there
is one near the vicarage, that has been added
to and transformed into a pleasant villa resi-

dence, but the bay windows put to the lower
story, and the sashes inserted into the upper
one, while adding to the comfort have de-

tracted from its character. Formerly the fa-

cade must have been very charming, as it is

profusely diapered over the whole surface, and
in that respect is the richest specimen of its

class which we have met with. In another
cottage of more recent date have been em-
bedded many fragments of Saxou and Early
Norman work, such as incised string-courses

—

remnants from the monastic building we have
described. One of these relics is a most curi-

ous stunted column, with richly-carved capi-

tal of evidently Pre-Norman character, which
should on no account be passed over. A
double cottage facing S. Lawrence Church is

remarkable for its quoins of brick quaintly
cut into a series of alternate convex and con-

cave curves on the ground story. We fear

lest our readers may become weary of our
constant recurrence to these examples of do-

mestic works, but we are anxious that they
should receive due attention, and can assure
students that they will find an infinite

variety of design, and a delicate treatment
of detail in a common and cheap material, the
value of which is rendered more striking by
the utter absence of all similar thoughtful
work in the numerous ugly though compara-
tively pretentious buildings with which the
island is being disfigured at the present time.

We shall now, however, conclude tliese notes
of the works ancient and modern of the Isle

of Thanet, although they have been by no
means exhaustive of all the subjects of interest

to be found in it, with a few remarks upon the

exterior effect of the fine group of buildings at
the Grange, on the west cliff at Ramsgate.
Here the late Welby Pugin built his own resi.
deuce, a small monastery and church, and a
college, to which his son aud successor is now
making additions. The site upon which these
stand is one of very remarkable beauty, at the
extreme end of the town. From the road at
the back of the Grange, running between it and
the monastery, the grouping is very charming,
and only wants the completion of the spire to
the square central tower of the church, the ad-
dition of which woidd be a graceful memorial
to the genius of the founder. Unfortunately,
the colour is gloomy, as the church is faced
with split black flints, and the Grange with
ordinary stock brickwork, and have but little

relief from the freestone dressings and a few
thin bands of freestone as bonding courses,
besides which all the roofs are of blue-black
tiles; had these been the red variety of tile in-
stead the eftect would have been much better.
The architectural details are generally of a
good type for the time when they were done,
but show not much originality or spirit, if we
except the capital gate pillars and lion on the
top of one holding a shield, which is so excel-
lent in character that we should not grudge in
the least to its designer the motto en avaiit be-
low. We must, however, question its applica-
bility to the far different and more preten-
tious character of the work of the present Mr.
Pugin, which may be seen in the additions to
the adjoining college. " En avant " we know
is the motto claimed for the so- called Victorian

perversion of Gothic details which character-

izes this as well as the Granville Hotel by the

same architect. It is akin to that of the

notorious Strand Music Hall, for the same
exaggeration, though with weaker handling, is

observable throughout' these buildings as lias

become familiar to our readers in that. To
our mind, however, the movement is one of

retrogression aud not of progress, and we infi-

nitely prefer the modest treatment of Gothic
detail from which the founder of this excellent

pile of buildings never departed.

Note.—The rroper name o! tlie intoresting old manor
houso in Smack-atroet, near Broadstairs, referred to by
one of our correspondents, is, we believe, Calais Court

;

and Calais Grange is tliat of the farm described by us,

and situato at a littlo distance, near Stoneliouse.

THEORY OF THE AETS.

MOBEHN ART.—THE AKALYtilS.

{Continued from page 166.)
" Though England resounds with the buzzin? of ipin-

uiDg-wheoIs, people live unclothed: though England is

black with tha digging of fuel, people die of coUl ; though
England haa sold her soul for commerce, people die of

hunger. All this must be remedied."—Koskin.

A STARTLING paradox, and yet pro-

foundly true, the foregoing sentence

only bares a truth that is applicable alike to

our moral, social, and artistic existence. With
the unparallelled advancement of science and
the development of commerce and industry

during the last three centuries there still

seems to be an overwhelming disproportion

as regards these three aspects of our civilisa-

tion. I have endeavoured in the preceding

remarks to explain the anomaly as far as his-

toric and external evidence can, especially as

regards the arts in general, and architecture ia

particular. In the following paper I propose

to analyse the character of the Revival, more
particularly as it aileots art conception and
architectural design.

The Revival, especially in countries on this

side the Alps, must be viewed under three

aspects, and its earliest condition must be dis-

tinguished from its after or consequent effect

upon art in generaL In its first phase its

efforts were, as I have observed, characterised

by a reversal of that process which all pre-

ceding art systems, as regards architecture,

went through. The change began not in the

structural principles, but in the details, and

from these it gradually transformed the whole

constructive character. Such was the case in

what may be termed the " after-Gothics " of
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Germany, France, and England, and the
Elizabetlian was the result of the process in

the latter country. Now, it is to be remarked
that bad in principle as this process was, it

nevertheless, by leavin;? unchanged the gene-
ral construction and leatures of the indi-

genous (iothic, produced a style, however
deficient in homogeneity and feeling, more
distinctive and suitable than the phase that

succeeded it.

The second phase was a more complete
transformation. It was begun and aptly repre-

sented in this country by Inigo Jones, Sir

Christopher Wren, and their followers. The
Kenaissant feeling liad now reached the larger

constructive features which were conformed
to the chissical examples of Greece and Kome.
Flat roofs, porticos, parapets, and tlie entire

paraphernalia of Greek and Roman buildings,

became comidetely reproduced in accordance
with Vitruvian rules and dogmas, but in utter
disregard to our climate and actual wants.
This middle and transitional stage of the
Classical Kevival culminated in its abject
slavishness at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, when unblushing disguises took the
place of all constructive truth. A more com-
plete cUmax to architectural counterfeit and
absurdity can hardly be conceived than the
erections in pseudo-classic taste which were
designed by the elder Smirke, Nash, Wilkins,
Dance, and other leading architects of the last

century. The Greco-Italian dress they as-

sumed was in utter discordance with the me-
chanical construction, which was itself a sham.
The art of architecture could not reach a more
degraded condition than when its construc-
tion became false no less than its decoration.
Homogeneity it had, but it was the homo-
geneity of falsehood. Sham pilasters, pedi-
ments, and entablatures concealed a system of
construction that was a mere subterfuge—

a

combination of forces the very seeds of its

own destruction, and totally at variance with
the siniplicity of the principle of external
decoration. Compo came to the aid to render
the deception still more glaring. After the
bare arrangement of plan, " rule and line

"

did the rest. The Kenaissance commenced
under a wrong process, and it was doomed to
end wrong. When Classical feeling was re-

awakened by Cimabue and Giotto, and evoked
by the architectural genius of Brunellesclii,

Michel Angelo, and Alberti, on Italian and
native soil, it was a natural effort, a rekind-
ling of the spirit of an art that had laid dor-
mant for nine centuries. Subserviency to
climate and actual construction characterised
the decorative features of the early Renaissance
in Italy, but when it was transplanted into
northern climates it ceased to have that
character. Again, neglect of the primal con-
dition of climate and age led to the loss of
that connection between the constructive and
decorative principles which had ever a mutual
dependence in previous styles of art. Under
the second phase of the revival especially,
art had lost the moral power, its truthfulness,
which had characterised it during the middle
ages, and, indeed, under the ancients. Now,
there was a decided deficiency in its moral ex-
pression, in other words, its honesty and
persuasiveness. Classical art believed in its

Paganism, Medisoval art in its symbolical
Christianity ; but the Renaissance believed in
neither, so it wrought in insincerity. It really
expressed no faith, for there was none at that
time to express.

Hence for ecclesiastical purposes the Italian
Renaissance was not so well adapted as for

secular uses, though the great Temple of
Christendom at Rome and our own Metro-
politan Cathedral are noble examples of its

conversion to Christian worship. The city
churches of Wren are not up to our ideas of
church edifices, though some of them, in-
ternally especially, are really far more adapted
to our Reformed Service and to the reiiuire-
ments of large congregations than the old con-
ventional type of nave and aisles. The style,
too, admits of great modification and variety

as well as sublimity of effect. Little as this

stylo has lent itself to ecclesiastical uses, I do
not doubt but that the necessity for a modified

ritual more suitable to our present rctiuire-

ments will before very long bring into retiuisi-

tiou the Anglo-Italian style as one at least

capable of development in this direction.

The third phase of t\ie Revival may be said

to be more cosmopolitan and eclectic than
classical in its character, and I think may in-

clude our present efforts. It may be con-

sidered as commencing with the Gothic

Revival. Secular impulses had for a while

abated their energy and force in obedience to

a natural reaction when the Revival of Me-
dievalism commenced. It is certainly a mere
sentimental revival, and it would be absurd

to attach to it any significance or permanent
character. Here, again, a return to the letter,

not the spirit, is observable. Its first essays

were more reproductive of faults and detail

of a late debased style than principles. Hence
the same error is noticeable—namely, the

return is confined to the smaller and unim-
portant features, not the structural j)rinciples,

of the style. Thus we had such extravagant
repetitions of misapplied accessories as flying

buttresses, pinnacles, useless parapets, crockets,

and other " prettinesses " of a recent but now
happily defunct school, of which Walpole's
Strawberry-hill Gothic was about the earliest

example. A more thoughtful process isgradu-

ally appearing both among Classicists and
Gothicists. Eclecticism has taken the place

of slavish imitation, though we still have
many architects and artists who persistently

adhere to old types and Jlediasval notions

despite the advanced age of the world. In-

stead of taking, however, our own styles as

their departure, they profess to admire more
the foreign Gothics of Italy, Germany, and
France, with all their beauties and blemishes.

Hence our architects, having ransacked, mea-
sured, drawn, and re-executed ad nauseam our
English specimens, have now gone abroad
for fresh scraps and inspiration from which to

re-stock the markets ot architectural fashion

and slake their thirst for "novelties."

Such a mania for foreign ideas, with all the
crudeness of ignorance, age, and style as we
often meet with now, can never have any per-

manent efl'ect upon art, though it may tend to

widen the basis of that generalisation of art

elements to which all our scattered and frag-

mentary studies (illusive often in themselves)

and our jiaiustaking specialists and copyists

are contributing, however unwittingly.

We are living in a practical fact-collecting

age ; no other period has been as prolific, so

painstaking, so antiquarian, as ours. The
nineteenth century is, I think, emphatically
an age of facts, not principles. It is devoted
to a rCsumo of all past periods and materials.

Never before has there been such a profusion

of archaeological and critical research and ma-
terials ; never before such a host of indi-

viduals and societies devoting themselves to

the pursuit, collection, and elucidation of

ancient records, monuments, and arts. This
fact-collecting age, it I may so term it, must
soon exhaust itself, and the energies that have
been spent on it must be directed in other
channels. A vast deal of physical effort and
material wealth has been expended, but there
is a sad disproportion between this expendi-
ture and the result. How is this ? Is it not
to be traced, as I have indicated, to the dis-

cordance between the physical, intellectual,

and the moral powers ? There is a want of

harmony between these three great principles

of all human effort and action—a great hiatus

between the two first and the last. This,

then, is the general character, the desideratum
of the Art Revival, and perhaps no human
effort is so reflective of this want of harmony
as art— I mean fine art design. There was an
affinity between the old civilisation and the

theological or moral spirit, so there is now be-

tween the scientific and industrial spirits—the

unity of the first was expressed in the fine

arts, that of the last in the mechanical arts

and improvements of our age. There is at

the present day a sad want of reconciliation

or agreement between commerce or indus-

try and taste, to be explained by the need of

that bond of unity which was sustained under
earlier and more homogeneous states of so-

ciety. The restoration of unity between these

activities of society will much depend on edu-
cation. One of the most profound and philo-

sophic of modern writers—Herbert Spencer

—

has maintained the great need of a proper
subordination of our faculties and their train-

ing, the proportionate subservience the differ-

ent kinds of knowledge should bear ; and in

the next paper I will endeavour briefly to

apply practically the principle to the arts.

G. H. G.

NOTES FROM NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
(FkOM a ConRESPONDENT.)

THE Social Science Congress, held in Newcastle

during the present week, will no doubt draw
a good many visitors and a great deal of in-

terest to the town, and so it may not be out of

time and place here to jot down a few particulars

respecting recent architectural progress in the

northern metropolis. The local architects have

not much reason to thank the late Richard

Qrainger for his enterprise in supplying buildings

that were not immediately reqiured, and what

caused for a long time a stagnation in their work.

Within the last six or seven years, however, the in-

crease of population and commerce has demanded

new buildings, and thus given scope to Newcastle

architects to employ their skill for the adornment

o£ their town. Handsome though Grainger's street

buildings undoubtedly are, the mind cannot help

desiring a relief from the Classical uniformity

which they to a great extent afiford, and it is with

pleasure I notice that this desire is in course of

gratification. Indeed Newcastle is fast acquiring

a right to be called (ina modern sense) an "archi-

tectural" town. On entering it by railway, and

emerging from the ugly portico of the splendid

central station, one sees that a new street has been

formed giving direct access to the very heart of

the town, and thereby of course opening out the

remainder much more readily and conveniently

both to stranger and citizen than before. The
roadway of this thoroughfare (Grainger-street

West) is almost complete, but only a few of the

intended buildings on either side of it have yet

been erected.

Passing the picturesque old church of St. John,
within its pretty enclosure wall and palisade

(which have taken the place of the high brick

wall that formerly concealed the edifice), I find

the first of the new street buildings immediately

adjoining the Savings-bank. It consists of pre-

mises used for shops and oflices, and without being

by any means a failure, it is certainly not very-

satisfactory. Probably the coutigmty of the Classi-

cal faqado of the Savings-bank and the desirabiUty

of working somewhat in harmony with it as far as

height and proportion were concerned fettered

the Gothic powers of the architect. The ugly

gable of common rubble exposed above the roof of

the bank is a great eyesore, and must surely have

been an oversight. The gablets of the dormer

windows, with their tops cut off to make way
for a hipped r6of, are not beautiful. Further

up the street there is an extensive block of build-

ings by the same architect, displaying much
greater talent, and forming an ornament to the

town. The building is French in feeling, but

with a strong AngUcan treatment, and the result

is very tine. The skyliue is well broken by one

large gable, and by three smaller gablets of diflfer-

eut sizes containing dormer windows. The balus-

trade between these above the main cornice is excel-

lent, as is the fenestration throughout the building.

There is plenty of well-executed carving, without

any superabundance or excess of it, and the whole

thing displays so much care and thought in de-

sign that I am sorry to find fault with it.

But faults there are. The crockets on the

watertables of the gables, for instance, are too

far apart, and the ribbon bearing a motto carved

in stone on one of the most prominent parts might
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hkT* be«n omitted with advantoge, or lU place

supplied by » conventional scroll orUblet. Surely

it ia an outrage to the mateiial to represent in

brittle stone a gaily Uowiog ribbon, oa it really

•ppears.

Further up the street we have another Gothic

building, which looka somewhat meagre from ita

lack of ornament when compared with iU more

handsome neighbour. I regret that Newcastle

will not be able in the case of this thoroughfare

to boast of an entirely Gothic street, for one

house i« about to bo commenced in it designed

in the Renaissance style of the reign of Queen

Anne.

Itetuming to the railway station, it will be ob-

served that the Roman Catholic cathedral opposite

has received an adornment in the shape of a pic-

uireeque little tower and spire surmounting the

jassage way and staircase recently made between

the residence of the clergy and the sacristy of the

church. These older buildings are by the great

Pugin, and as such will always be interesting, even

Ithongh Gothic architecture has made progress

since his time. The Roman Catholics are at pre-

sent building at the east end of the town a large

church, to be dedicated to S. Dominic. It will,

wo believe, depend for effect more upon its gran-

deur of size and proportion than upon any elabo-

rate workmanship. It is to be Gothic, of a Rhe-

nish type, and will have an eastern apse, a nave

with side aisles, and a western narthex, tower, and

spire. It has not made sufficient progress as yet

to enable me to judge of its merits or demerits.

I believe the Roman Catholics also intend

shortly to commence a church at the west end of

Newcastle. It is a pity that while doing so much
they do not complete their cathedral by the erec-

tion of the lorty tower and spire contemplated and

designed by Pugin.

The architect of these recent Roman Catholic

works is also at present engaged with the building

for the offices of the Northern Institute of Mining

and Mechanical Engineers. It is a pretentious

structure, occupying a prominent site, and will

cost a large sum of money as compared with its

size. Although it may be heresy in the eyes of

many Newcastle people, I cannot help saying

that I am deeply disappointed in this building.

There is to be a great deal of fine and delicate

carving, but much of it is placed so far above the

eye as to make its beauties almost indistinguish-

able. The legend on the string-course telling the

name and purpose of the building is also so small

and indistinct as not to be made out without great

difficulty, and surely such an inscription should be

executed so that " he who runs might read." The
flutings on the buttresses destroy, I think, the re-

pose so necessary for such parts, besides being

l>uerile in themselves. The flat doorhead under

the lofty oriel window looks weak. It does not

give the requisite idea of power to sustain the

weight above it, and however much we may pre-

fer the flat-hea<led door for domet,tic purposes, we
cannot help thinking that in such a case as this

the arch form should have been adopted. The
bands of Carlisle stone interspersed here and there

have no effect beside the warm-tinted Pruddam
stone of which the mass of the building consists.

But; I have now had^ault^finding enough, and being

mindful of the old adage about " fools and bairns,"

1 am content to reserve my final verdict until the

completion of the building. The chief room of

the Mining Institute is to be called the Wood
Memorial Hall, and will be a magnificent apart-

ment. It is lined internally with Caen stone, and
will have a fine waggon-headed ceiling. The floor

is carried by the Dennet fireproof arch. The hall

will be used as a Ubrary in connection with the

Literary and Philosophical Institution, besides

the other purposes for which it is intended. A
bridge of communication will be constructed be.

tweeu the library'of the Literary and Philosophical

Institution and its new adjunct, the buildings con-

veniently adjoining each other.

The shareholders of the National and Provincial

Bank of England are at present erecting new pre-

mises at the comer of Mosley-street and Dean-
street, from the designs of their well-known

London architect. The building is, I regret to

»ay, in a Classical style, and although the neigh-

bouring Grey-street might call for such a treat-

ment, 1 consider its selection a most excellent

opportunity for a commanding Gothic building

thrown away. As far as it has gone the new bank
displays no new features worthy of remark, but
I am told the design for the completed work is

• yerj clever one.

{To he continued.)

ROMAN REMAINS AT HOLBURY, NEAR
DEAN.

AT the meeting of the Wilts Archtcological

Society, last week, the Rev. G. S. Master

read an interesting paper on '' Roman remains

recently found at llolbury, near Dean." He
began by expressing his conviction that sufficient

attention had not been given to this particular

branch of antiquarian research, at least iu the

southern portion of tho county ; and that it

more careful investigation were made, numerous

at present uusu3pect€d vestiges of the Roman
occupation woulil be brought to light. He thought

he could trace the existence of a chain of Romiui

buildings under the chalk uuge of Dean Hill,

between Salisbury and Romsey -. beginning with a

villa, at present involved in some obscurity, in

Clarendon Wood, proceeding thence to West Dcau

,

where another of some importance v/as laid bare

in 1840, during the form.ation of the railway,

which passed over the site, and where portions of

a tesselated pavement were dug up as early as

1741, and terminating in the scene of his recent

excavations. This was a spot about a mile beyond

the boundary of the county of Wilts, where, in a

bed of yellow sand, forming the crest of a wooded

ridge, known as llolbury Copse, a gamekeeper,

digging out a lost ferret from a rabbit-hole, threw

out a quantity of potsherds. These were acci-

dentally brought under Mr. Master's notice, and

being evidently Roman in their character, led to a

careful investigation of the place, permission to

examine it having been kindly granted by Sir

Francis H. Goldsmid, M.P., the owner of the

property. The result was the exhumation of a

vast deposit of broken pottery, the remains,

Mr. Master thinks, of at least a thousand

vessels. Among tho fragments were some
specimens more or less uninjured, which were

laid before the Congress, and comprised ollit!,

or jars of rough coarse clay, used for culi-

nary purposes, and drinking cups of a harder

material, all, however, of a common kind of ware,

the production, in all probability, of one of the

manufactories in the New Forest. The origin of

the deposit can only be conjectured. From the

position of the spot on the edge of a rectangular

earthwork, and from the extraordinary quantity

of debris, it is possible that here was the rubbish-

hole of a Roman camp, into which the soldiers

threw their broken crockery. On the other hand,

the presence of unbroken amongst the broken

vessels, and the entire absence of bones, oyster-

shells, or other indications of the proximity of

human habitations, are circumstances difficult to

explain. After directing notice in detail to the

various specimens submitted to the meeting, Mr.

Master concluded by saying that the interest ex-

cited by this discovery had led to another, for he

had obtained indisputable proofs of the existence

of a Roman villa or other building of importance,

upon lower ground, about a quarter of a mile

distant, where a tentative examination already

made had disclosed the foundations of a rect-

angular enclosure, 50ft. or 60ft. square, and

where fragments of roofing-stones, window-glass,

nails, and other objects had been found. The
owner of the soil had most kindly permitted him
to excavate the site, and he trusted to be able, at

a future time, to communicate the result to the

society.

TOE OSWESTRY AND ELLESMERE
COTTAGE HOSPITAL.

THIS hospital was formally opened on Friday

week. The style adopted by the architect

(Mr. W. H. Spaull, of Oswestry) is " Cottage

Gothic," and the building is faced with Fenn's

Bank bricks, with dressings of Cefn stone and

terracotta. The building comprises on the

ground floor, a large dining room (21ft. by 13ft.

6in.), surgical store room (10ft. Oin. by 10ft),

matron's sittingroom (Ifift. by 13ft.), larder (10ft.

6in. by 9ft.), kitchen (18ft. by 13ft.), scullery

(I2ft. 6in. byLSft), washhouse (14ft. by 12ft.),

laundry, coal and wood sheds, bath-room, large

ward for four beds (21ft. by 20ft.), small ward
for two beds (18ft. by 12ft.), and a nurse's kitchen

with a window looking into each ward. The
hall (left. Sin. by lift. 3in.) and side corridor

are laid with a tesselated pavement supplied by
Messr.". Boote, of Burslem. On the first floor are

two wards and nurse's kitchen, corresponding

with those on the ground floor ; also a sitting

room for the nurses when off duty, a general store

room, matron's store room, a linen store, and two

bedrooms. On the upper floor are four bedrooms,
one having Rufford's bath with shower bath litted

up iu it for the use of the nurses. The walls of all the
wards are cemented with Parian cement and lined

3ft.Oin. high with turquoise and white tiles, supplied

by Messrs. Minton, HoUins, & Co. The thorough
ventilation of the wards is secured by windows
on opposite sides, the upper parts of which are
hinged on the bottom to fall inw vrds, forming a
hopper, the top of the hopper being covered with
perforated zinc to prevent .any draught and to

exclude insects. There ii also one of Arnott's
ventilators in each ward.
The building has been erected by Messrs. W.

Trow & Sons, from the designs and under the
superintendence of the architect, the whole of

the building arrangements having been conducted
by Mr. Richard Westwood, as foiemau.

ART IN NORWAY.

WHILE other lands have passed through suc-

cessive phases of civilisation, while the
arts in the South and West have attained matu-
rity or fallen into decadence, it is curious to note
(says the Saturday Review) how Northern
territories lie still on the frontier which divides

nature from art ; how primitive people have not

yet entered on lesthetio e.'iistenoe ; and how art,

when she does struggle into life, assumes only

simple and elementary forms. Observations thus
made are like the notes of geologists on early

strata of tho earth still under mvitation. While
primary rooks indicate that Norway was amongst
the first of created lands, primitive art conditions

show that she is one of the last in art develop-

ment. Christiania, the capital of this northern

kingdom, contains scarcely a building worth
notice. Broad streets are laid out at right angles

;

the New Palace, the University, tho Government
offices, and the National Gallery, are modern
structures which might suit equally well Paris or

London. Indeed, architecture, as an art, can

scarcely be said to exist iu Norway at all ; and
sculpture is almost equally unknown. Genre
figures by M. Borch, and busts and statuettes in

ivory by M. Glosimodt, are the only sculptured

works which the writer can recall. Christiania,

however, is not wholly without art attractions. It

has a small collection of " Northern antiquities,"

remarkable for carved wood doors from Nor-
wegian churches uow destroyed, of the eleventh,

twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries. The
most important of the series was sent to the last

Paris International Exhibition ; a careful cast of tho

work is in the Kensington Museum. In Paris the

design was absurdly made to pass as an example
of the Byzantine style ; the historic value of the

work consists, of course, in its essentially Northern
character. The Norwegian School of Painting

may be designated as an offshoot on the

naturalistic side from the great school of Diissel-

dorf.

VACANT BUILDING LAND IN THE CITY

AT a recent meeting of the Corporation of

London, attention was called to the enor-

mous losses sustained by the City revenue from tho

large amount of building ground now lying idle

and unproductive in the immediate vicinity of

Smithfield and the Holborn Viaduct. The con-

struction of the Metropolitan Railway, a few years

back, took nearly the whole of the east side of

FarringdoE-road, or that, too, would probably still

be vacant. A new poultry market is to be erected

on another portion of this land, but irrespective of

this, there still remains a vast area of valuable

building land lying unproductive. In some
quarters it is believed that the large accumulation

of building sites in the hands of the Corporation,

both before and since the completion of the Hol-

born Valley improvements, is mainly attributable

to tho exorbitant prices which are asked for the

ground. If this be so, the Corporation is acting

unjustly, not to itj constituents only, but to the

neighbouring property-owners. A local contempo-

rary asks why the Corporation retains so larga

a quantity of unproductive land in its possession.

If they cannot dispose of it privately, why not sell

it by public auction to the highest bidder ? It

would be easy to put a reserved price on each lot

80 as to prevent the property from being sacrificed.

If the Corporation does not approve of a public

sale, why not utilise the land themselves by

building upon it, and let the houses or shops ? It

may bo objected that the Corporation cannot

become speculative builders, but they might as
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well speculate in one description of property ait

another, and if the erection of houaea vipon the

land which they now hold would facili tate the dis-

posal of the property, and put a stop to the waste

of revenue now going on, there appears to be no
Bubstaulial reason for refusing to adopt that course.

Wo may state that the Corporation have applied

apart of their land to building dwellings for the

working classes, on the same plan as that initiated

by Sir Sydney Waterlow and the Improved In-

dustrial Dwellings Company. These dwellings,

which adjoin Clerkenwell Workhouse, at the

extreme north of the vacant land in question, are

called Corporation-buildings, and are fairly re-

munerative. Could the Corporation of London do

a more useful and profitable thing than build

more of these dwellings ? We hope that the new
Queen Victoria-street in the City will not present

for as many years the same ruiuaua spectacle as

that so long displayed by the Farringdon-road. In

regird to the former, the proposition made a few
made a few months ago in the BuiLDiNO News by
Mr. Douglass Mathews, for the erection of " flats

"

or dwellingj for the middle classes, is worth careful

consideration.

GAS PURIFICATION.

THE referees appointed by the Board of Trade
have been experimenting on the purification

of gas, especially from sulphur. They state in a
report, that in regard to purifiers, as well as

scrubbers, " the gas in some cases was found to

coiitainmore sulpliur ichen it left the ' purify iufi

'

material than when it entered it ! " The italics

and note of admiration are taken from the report.

The addition to the impurity in one set of experi-
ments (lasting a month) was at the rate of 31 per
cent., and in another set (lasting an equal time)
as much as 37 percent. In another set of expe-
riments, carried on at another gas factory, the
results were simply nil, the gas coming out as it

went in. After the gas enters the gasometers
there are further intricacies. The water on which
the gasholder floats absorbs sulphur, ammonia,
and sulphuretted hydrogen from the gas. A hot
shining sun on the exterior may so warm the
metal as to vaporise the filmy coat, and the impu-
rity which is evaporated then " goes oflf with the
gas." Thus the gas will leave the holder in a
worse state than it entered it, a fact which is

known to occur sometimes, though the cause does
not seem to have been distinctly apprehended.
These curious investigations, and others of a like

nature, are still pending. The referees have in-
vented a new description of sulphur test.

I

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION.

THE nsual quarterly meeting of the Northern
Architectural A.ssociation was held on Tues-

"Hay evening, in the Old Castle. Newcastle-on-
Tyne, Mr. Thomas Oliver, president, iu the chair.

Mr. J. U. Braithwaite, of Darlington, was elected
a member. The reading of a paper on " Church
EeBtoratiou," by Mr. R. J. Johnson, and another
on "Early English Statues,", by Mr. F. R.
Wilson, was deferred. Mr. Oliver read the
following addi-ess on the position of architects in
regard to science. His object, he said, was to call

the attention of the association to a prominent
omission and a prominent fact in connection with
the architectural profession, and the development
and progi-0S3 of what was called social science.
Not only as a body, but as individuals, architects
had hitherto, in his opinion, held themselves
aloof from discussing scientific matters, not only
to the detriment of science itself, but to theii-

position as scientific men. Architecture, whUe
essentially an art, was also a science. Its prac-
tical application incited a knowledge of the science
of construction in its ramifications, details, and
materials, and m its varied adaptations to the
material wants of mankind. He maintained that
the architect must bo a man of science if he as-
pired to eminence and public appreciation. Called
to lay out towns, plan streets and dwellings, it

became absolutely necessary that his scientific

quaUflcations should be brought into requisition,
as well as that artistic power which enabled him
to olotho a building with the greatest beauty.
Architects as a body, he must confess, were both
scientifically and practically competent to grapple
with all such difficulties, and indeed, in their
ordinary practice, really did so. It was, how-
ever, a singular circumstances that architects did

not take that active part, and apparently that
active interest, in purely scientific matters as the
members of the medical profession, both collectively

and individually, took. On the one hand, the
architect was practically conversant with the im-
provement of unhealthy dwellings, the removal
of impure excreta, the improvement of drainage,

and the general application of the principles of

ventilation, as well as thp designing of new streets

and dwelling-houses ; while, on the other hand,
the medical practitioner knew and dealt with prac-

tical results rather than with practical scientific

remedies. He referred, of course, to the bricks

and mortar, and not to the medicinal question,

but did not for a moment detract from the in-

fluence of the medical man. He pointed out that

architects, inasmuch as they had go much to do
with the dwellings of the people, were the best

persons to assist in remedying the causes of dis-

ease in regard to drainage, ventilation, &c., and
he was persuaded that no religion, education,

politics, laws, or penalties would so greatly benefit

mankind as a healthy and happy home ; and how
to make this no one knew so well as an architect.

In conclusion, he urged the mooting to take ad-

vantage of the presence of the Social Science
Association, first by joining its body, and after-

wards by exerting their influence and interest on
its programme of proceedings,

—

K vote of thanks
to Mr. Oliver for his pajjcr brought tho meeting
to a close.

CONTRACTS.

DISPASSIONATE persons, says the Me-
chanic's Magazine, or those not iu possession

of actual experience of the working of these things,

naturally suppose that when a set of drawings(where
drawings are necessai-y) are i>roposed, and an
exact si)ecification drawn up, those tendering for the

work ought to know so clearly what they are
about as to leave no room for fui'ther trouble or

misunderstanding between the employer and the

contractor. Unfortunately, of late years this is

by no means the case ; and a specification,

however closely and carefully drawn out, is yet a
document of the most elastic description in the

eyes of sharp practitioners, and so far from its

being a means of preventing misunderstanding, it

in too many instances is but a casus belli be-

tween inspector and contractor, save with a
few firms whoso character and reputation are be-
yond suspicion. The fierce competition existing

in the present day, and the desire to do things
cheaply rather th.an to do them weU, is one cause
for this. Very many contracts are taken now,
subject nominally to the clauses of the specifica-

tions, but really iu a hope on the part of the con-
tractor, so strong as to amount almost to cer-

tainty, that the i-ules, although down in black and
white, yet will not be too vigorously enforced,
and the sole chance of profit often depends on the
inclination of the inspector of the work to deal
leniently with it, and io shut his eyes to sundry
little shortcomings in the execution thereof.

On the whole, it must bo supposed that the
system works weU or it would be improved, but
nevertheless accidents do arise about the nature
of which it is as well for all those concerned that
too close inquiry should not be made. Ouo of

the distinguishing points of Brimel's character
consisted in tho manner of his dealing with con-
tractors. So rigidly, indeed, did he tie them to
the letter of their bond, that while on the one
hand much difliculty was experienced to obtain
tenders for the work on the Great Western, yet
on the other that railway remains to this day, if

not a model of cheapness, certainly a model of
workmanship. Although a certain dogi-eo of
elasticity must of necessity be admitted iu tho
reading of a specification, yet it should be
within narrow limits ; if it goes beyond this it

becomes license, aud such business transactions
can no longer be considered cither sound or legi-

timate. It cannot be legitimate trading when a
man contracts for 5,000 tons of rails at a price 10
per cent, lower than the contractor can possibly
deliver them, if inspection is honestly aud
rigorously carried out. Such contracts are,
indeed, rarely or never entertained by any respect-
able firms. That such contracts are, however,
daily and hourly taken and carried through is

matter of fact, and now and then by some acci-

dent of fortune the tricks played in order to

deceive the inspectors do come to light, when of

course there is " trouble." AVo have heard of a
large firm losing some thousands of pounds iu

consequence of a wet night. It was iu a rail

contract, and tho testing machine was contrived

with some ingenuity to deceive tho inspectuig
engineer. The monkey ran between a paii- of up-
rights, and these uprights were so drawn together
at tho bottom as to brake np the speed of tho
falling monkey, so that while apparently giving n
stroke of such or such force it did not give 80
per con t. of it. In the case iu point the night
previous to the testing day was a wet one, the
testing machine was not under cover, the wood of
the uprights swelled go much as to arrest tho
monkey's fall so considerably that the inspector
noticed it, the machine was examined, and when
some of the rails were honestly tested they were
found wantmg, and the whole lot were thrown on
the contractor's hands.
A fniitful source of shortcoming in tho matter

of fulfilling contracts is to be found in the prone-
ness of the contractor to take on himself to judge
of tho quality of work or material requisite to
fulfil a given purpose. Thus, if bricks of certain
quality are specified for a particular viaduct tho
contractor signs articles for a price which, if ho
acted to the letter of the bond, would leave him
no profit, perhaps even entail loss. Ho knows
this, but argues that such biicks are, in Ids ex-
perience or opinion, unnecessarily good ; and
while agreeing to put them in will really put ones
of a worse quality, realising his profit from tho
saving thus efleeted. If the company for whom
he is working are in difficulty about money matters
he is pretty safe, because, as his drafts are not
honoured up to time, the inspectors can scarcely

do their duty rigorously, and find it expedient to

wink at tho shortcomings of the men to whom
money is due but cannot be at onco paid.

The staying of steam-boilers, the riveting of

iron sliips, are amongst tho things in which scamp-
ing is frequently and rather extensively canied
on; and if those voyaging to America or to

Australia did but know how many lead rivets are
between them aud eternity, or tho number of

dabs of putty that do duty for rivet-heads whuro
rivets ought to be, they would hardly lie down iu

their bertha at night bo complacently aa they
usually do.

It may be asked how these matters are to be
remedied. This is a question harder to answer
than to ask. The provision against bad work or bad
material lies, not iu supervision but iu fair prices,

and if those having the letting of contracts

persistently take the lowest tenders without duly
considering the circumstances of the firm tender-

ing, they must be prepared for inferior workman-
ship and defective material.

BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.

CHDBCH or S. ACQUSTINE, HEDON, EAST TOIIK-

SHIBE.

THIS fine old church, which is considered the
King of the Holderness churches, exhibits

some very fine examples of Gothic architecture.

The chancel and transept are early English, the
nave Decorated, the tower and modern additions

Perpendicular. The doorway illustrated is from
the north transept, and is one of the m.auy
examples of the Early English parts of this church.
The bases to the columns of this doorway seem to

be of modern iutrod notion. W. H. B.

ARCH OP TRAJAN, ANCONA.

ARCHES, as well as being raised to the Roman
emperors to commemorate their victories

and conquests, were sometimes erected in their

honour for benefits conferred by them on par-

ticular occasions. Such is the Arch of Traj in,

whichforms the subject of one of our illustrations.

It is built of white marble, chaste in style, auil

was originally surmounted by bronze statues of

Trajan, his wife Plotina, and his sister Marci
These, however, have long since been destroyea.

It was erected to Trajan for his having con-

structed a new mole at Ancona, and thus render
access to that side of Italy safer to navigators. The
central inscription is aa follows :

—

Imp, Caesaro . Divi . Nervae . F. Nervae . Trnjano
0])timo , Aug . Germanic ^acico . Pout . Mm . Tr . Pot

XVIlI . Imp IX . Cos . IV . P.P. Providoutissimo .

Principi , Seuatu3 , P , Q , R , Qaod , Accossuin , Italiae .

Hoc . Etiam . Adaito . Ex . Pecnnia . Sua .Porta .

Tutiorem . NavigaulibuB . Keddiderit .

Ou the riglit

:

Plotinae .

Aug.
Conjugi . Aug

.

On the left

:

Divac
Marcianne.

Aug.
Borori . Aug
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NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.

(Continued from fagt 204.)

Pure S. — Kebfisq. — Irs Api-ucation to

Bkxoiso Mouldino, SoFtrre, Fbamiso, and

ClBCUlAK Stcinoj.

THE method of kerfinR which I publUhed in

the Carpenter and Joinerhna been thoroughly

tMt«d and approved. The principle is simple,

eorrcet, and reliable.

I«t the law be properly filed so as to make a

dean cut> leaving no ra$;ged marks on the surface

of the work. The saw should hare a fence to stop

the kerf at the proper depth. The success or

failure depends on the manner the cuts are made.

If careless and slovenly, both time and material

are lost; if neatly and accurately, the work will

bend to the required curve, and be equal

(some think superior) to having it in the solid.

Fig. 1. Let C F be the diameter of a cylinder

which is to have a band bent around it—say three

or four inches wide, and an inch thick. The
following method will show the solid wood between
the kerfs :

Take a strip, of the same thickness as the band,

nm a gauge on so as to leave a veneer. Then
make a cut down to the gauge line. Lay the strip

on, keep the cut opposite centre A. Fasten the

end to the right with a couple of nails. This

done, lay a straight edge against C D ;
push gently

nntfl the cut closes. The strip having moved
from A V to AH, gives V 2 as the solid wood
between the kerfs.

This easy and practical operation being the

whole secret of kerllng, one or two points are to be

remembered. For example: the cut in the atrip,

and the kerf in the work, must be mode with the

aame nw. Again, the band of the quarter circle

ia redneed by kerfing ; consequently, the number
of these kerfs must be added to the stretch out of

the quarter circle.

To make this more clear—take twelve blocks

that equal V 2, and stand them around the curve

as shown. Now, open the joints to equal the

kerfs ; this causes the two extreme blocks to

extend beyond the limits of the quarter circle, and
to show a quantity of solid wood which must be

equal to the kerfs. Therefore, when great nicety

is required to have the bent work stand over the
;

plan, it will be best to lay out a piece of solid
'

wood ; then make a kerf, proceedit g in this

manner until the number of pieces contained in

the circle in cimiilete.

Fig. 2 shows ihe elliptic head struck from three

centres. A, B, D. This is kerfed by the same
method as Fig. I, the solid wood being indicated

by V 2. In all cases the strip that gives the ker-

fing must be the same thickne^is as the stuff which
is to be bent.

Fig. 3 exhibits a double curve, the solid wood
between the kerfs indicated by V 2. Let the
Teneeni be on opposite edges of each curve. The
centres are at N and K.

Fig. 4. To bend a moulding inch thick around
a curve struck from centre A.
Take a strip, same thicknei^s, and run a gauge

line (o as to leave a veneer. Make a cut, down to

the line, lay the strip on, ami fasten it below A.
Now move it until the cut closes. This being
lune, the face of the strip stands on the line A U,

and gives V 2 as the solid wood that remains
bt-twecn the kerfs.

Adopt this method for any kind of work that is

to be bent.

Fig. a. Here the moulding is on the convex
curve, which makes kerfiog ra'her dilEcuU,
••pecially if the mouldiog is large. The bending
may b« done by cutting the mouldiug into tliin

Iripa. Thli, however, is objectionable, not only
on account of time, but it reduces the mouldiug
by cutting.

The best method is to make two cuts in a mitre-
box, according to the bevel shown. Cut the
mouldings into short lengths, say V 2. CM this
blocking. Bore through the end of each piece,
and fasten with brads. Let this boring be done
J«fore the piece is cut oil', to avoid splitting. It
Would be well to use a little white le«l in the
joints. Clean off with coarne sandpaper, and finisb
with fine. If the job is neatly handled, vhe
moulding will appear as if worked In the solid wooJ,

and equally good.
r Pig. 6. Here wo come to rircular framinp,
where kerCog can be employed to great advaut.age
The plan may be a quarter circle, or any curve,
uioi which the work stands. Let the stuff be in
itiree pic'cri, and sulBcicntly wide to make the top
Md bottom rail. Have the centre piece one inch

THE ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.—PLATE III.—KERFING.—ITS APPLICATION

TO BENDING MOULDING, SOFFITS, FRAMING, AND CIRCULAR STRINGS.

narrower, so as to form a groove for the panel. I

Bend tlie concave piece, first fastening it by a brace

on both edges, itave glue ready, and lay on the

piece that forms the groove ; then lay the convex
piece. Fasten with hand-screws, and let the work
stand. When perfectly dry, cut it so as to form
the top and bottom rail, shown on the left.

Fig. 7 thowa a circular head standing on the

skew, the door.jambs K P being on a line with
the front of the building. A board is now to be
bent to form the semicircular head. Proceed to

find the kerfs by the method just given. The
quarter circle shows half their number ; this is

sufficient to obtain the curves to be made on both
edges of the board. Draw a base line, say N K T.
Make R S parallel to it. Drop perfiendiculars

from every other kerf in the quarter circle,

cutting the skew Hue A E. Set off the same
number of parts on the base line towards N.
We have now a direction to find the curves on

the edges of the board. Observe that the ker-

fing shows ten pieces of solid wood (kerfs not in-

cluded).

This understood, take any point on the base line,

say K, and set off twenty divisions, each equal to

a piece of solid wood in the quarter circle. Now
transfer A A on the left to the right of K. Then
B B, and C C, and so on to E E. Thus giving
points to trace one-half the curve. Obtain the
other half in game manner. Let both edges of the

board opposite E L be square, and the edges

standing on the lines K and T bevelled to suit the

jambs II P. Then the board, being kerfed and bent

to the semicircle, and standing in position, its

edges will be on a straight Hue, and fair with the

front of the buildin;,'.

This teaches a lesson in stair-building. Imagine

the semicircle halt a cylinder, and cut on the line

II P. Then the circular head we have just bent

will cover it, and the cut on the cylinder and

Oflgo of the board will be fair. Now look at the

board spread out with its curved edges, and the

pitch line from K representing a plank for a

wreath. The curved line from A to E shows ths

form of half the wreath landing on a level floor.

Also the thickness of stuff required to make it.

(To be continued.)

Tbamw.w Companies and Street MnT.anixa.

—The dispute between the Metropolitan Street

Tramway Company and the Lambeth Vestry as

to the rightful ownership of the metalling mate-

rial taken up from the public roads (referred to

some weeks back in the Buildino News) has

been settled. Each party claimed the material,

but the arbitration has resulted in a verdict

adverse to the company, each side having to pay

an equal share of the costs of arbitration.
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LAYIKO OUT OF CURVES.

ONE of the most important duties connected
with fieldwork that falla to the lot of the

surveyor, as well as the engineer, is the laying

out of curves. It is also one which, when
reijuired for railway purposes, demands a con-

siderable degree of patience, skill in manipu-
lating cither whatever angular instrument be
used or the chain and offset staff, and a good
deal of careful calculation. Previous to the

iutroductiou of railways there was, in fact, no
necessity for taking pains to lay out curves

with any pretensions to real accuracy or

precision, and it is, therefore, no wonder that

very rude and imperfect methods were em-
ployed for the purpose. So far as roads were
concerned, and such otherexamples as occurred

in ordinary practice, it was not a matter of

any consequence whether the curve " closed "

properly at the " springings " or not. If, in-

stead of starting from the tangent and ending
in the same manner, it was a foot or two out,

it signified nothing at all. All that was neces-

sary was to " fudge " it in, or " jimmer" it,

as it is sometimes termed, so as to make it

look pretty well to the eye, and the thing was
done. As to using a theodolite or a transit

instrument in the operation, such an idea was
never dreamed of. Directly railways were
started the subject of curves and the accurate

laying them out on the ground assumed an
importance which had not previously been
attaclied to it. There is no doubt that
numbers of curves on railways have been laid

out, or rather were, in the first instance by
very inaccurate methods which have since

become quite obsolete. But the majority of

these curves have been long since brought
to the proper contour in the process of re-lay-

ing. A considerable amount of discussion has
arisen concerning the inventors of some of the
more modern and scientific methods of laying
out circular curves, and, as is usual in such
cases, each one advances his own pretensions
at the same time that he shuts his eyes and
ears to tlie claims of his neighbour. It is not
our intention in the present article to investi-

gate the particulars of these claims or to ad-

judicate between conflicting evidence. It is

enough for our readers to know that there are

such and such methods for accomplishing the
desired end, and that some of them are of

great utility while others are worthless. It

is needless to add that we shall not make
mention of the latter description, except,

perhaps, to point out that they should be
.avoided, which is sometimes a very useful
thing to know. Speaking generally, circular

curves are tlie only ones that are employed
in practice. Other descriptions have been
used in exceptional cases, such as the " curves
of sines," but the difficulty of putting them in
accurately in the ground, and the compli-
cated nature of the calculations, have pre-

vented them ever being recognised as suitable
for the purpose. Theoretically, an arc of a
circle is not the best curve to adopt for a rail-

way, where tlie moving load travels witli great
velocity, especially wlien the radius is com-
paratively small. The sudden transition of
the moving mass at a high speed from the
straiglit line to the curve can only be safely
accomplished Ijy giving to the outer rail, or
that upon the convex portion of the arc, an
elevation above the level of the inner one,
which varies with the radius of the curve, the
maximum velocity of travelling, and the
gauge of the line.

Briefly, all methods for laying out curves
may be reduced to two principal divisions,

—

methods by offsets and methods by angular
instruments. We shall term them the offset

and the instrumental methods, Before proceed-
ing furtlier it will be well to explain once for
all the technical terms used in speaking of

circular curves, so that there miy be no mis-

apprehension or confusion hereafter. Refer-

ring to Fig. 1 , let A I), C E be portions of two

straiglit lines which it is required to connect
by a circular arc between the points D and
E. These points are consequently the ends
of the " straight " and the beginnings of the

curve, and are called the springing points of

the curve, or, briefly, the " springings." If

the straight lines A D, C E be prolonged in

their original direction they will ultimately
meet at tiie point B. This point is called the

"point of intersection" of the tangents, and
the angle A B C is the " angle of intersection."

The prolonged portions D B, E B of the origi-

nal lines A D, C E are the "tangents," so

called from their being tangential to the curve
at the springings D and E. The line B N is

the "secant," and N the " secant point." It

shoidd be mentioned here that this designa-
tion is mathematically incorrect, but time and
custom have sanctioned the slight departure
from purely theoretical data. Tlie value of
the " secant point " in checking the accuracy
of the fieldwork and calculations will be
pointed out when we come to that part of our
subject. Any line drawn perpendicularly
from the tangent to the curve, such as F H, is

an " offset," but in the strict sense of the
term the length of such a line has a maximum
limit which must not be exceeded. This
might be anticipated from what has been
already stated in our articles on surveying
with respect to the necessity for restricting the
length of perpendiculars from the main or
base lines of a survey within certain limits.

Long lines can only be ranged when they are
intended to form the sides of triangles, in
which case their position and direction can be
ascertained independently of the actual angle
they may make with any other line. A glance
at the diagram in Fig. 1 will point out that
tlie slightest error made in the angle D F H

—

that is, in setting out F H truly perpendicular
to the tangent D B—will be very considerably
magnified at the termination of the line at II,

thus giving an increased error in the position
of that point. Obviously the longer the line
F H is made, the greater the liability to error.

To proceed to the description of the various
methods in use of laying out curves, it may
be laid, down as a general rule tliat "all
methods in which the springing points are
assumed, instead of being determined by the
proper observations and calculations, are in-

accurate;" in other words, they will not
answer for railway or any other kind of work
where the curves must be got in with preci-
sion. It will be seen that the offset method
owes its inaccuracy to this circumstance,
although there are causes as well which con-
tribute to render it unsiutable for any but a

very rough kind of laying out. The determi-
nation of the springings of a curve is indis-
pensable to its proper delineation either on
the ground or on the plan. When the method
by offsets is employed the required points in

the curve are sometimes obtained by measur-
ing the offsets from the tangents, such as F H

in Fig. 1, but more frequently by a different

process, which is represented in Fig. 2. la
this case the springings are supposed to be ob-
tained from the map or plan instead of being
determined in tlie proper manner, which will

be gubsc([uently investigated. It is manifest
that it is quite impossible to fix these points

to any degree of accuracy exceeding five or

six feet by taking thew from plans which are

not drawn on a greater scale than six inches to

a mile, and frequently only on one of four.

There are certain instances, however, in which
this rough-and-ready method may be used to

some advantage. These will be pointed out
in their proper place.

In Fig. 2 are represented the two ordinary
methods of laying out curves by offsets, and
they will be sufficient to demonstrate tlie

principle involved in the others as well. To
begin with the left-hand side of the diagram,
the springing point D is either assumed or
taken as nearly correct as can be from the
plan. Let the points in the curve be supposed
to be one statute chain or GOft. apart ; then
D6, Jc, <'N each equal one chain and are also
nearly ei^ual to the lines Dn, l>d, ef, which are
the lines measured in the ground. We will
first briefly describs the actual fieldwork and
then show how the offsets are obtained by
calculation. From D, a line is ranged in the
direction of a prolongation of the original

straight line A D towards B, hut it is only
ranged far enough to measure off on it the
line D a. An arrow or pin is placed at the
point a, and while the chainman holds one end
of the chain at D, the surveyor takes the
other in one hand and holds with the other
the offset staff at a point which gives the
value of a &, the calculated offset for the point
b in the curve. An assistant holds the end
of the offset staff at the pin «, and the surveyor
then pulls the chain all-taut, and at its

junction with the correct distance on the staff)

puts in a pin to mark the point b. A line is

then ranged from D through b ; the distance
of one chain b d laid off, and the oftset d c

measured as before, and so on, until the
whole curve is completed. The proof of the
accuracy of the whole operation is that the
last offset should close upon the other as-

sumed springing E, a proof that is never
obtained, not even after the curve has been
traced several times over again. To attempt
to get in a long curve accurately by this
method is merely a waste of time. In order
to calculate the offsets it is necessary to know
the radius of the curve, which is always a
given quantity. Cases do now and then occur
in railway laying-out where it is required
to make the line pass through certain points
by a curve, the radius of which has to be
determined. This becomes, then, a regular
bit of trigonometrical fieldwork, which the
skill of the engineer or surveyor must ac-
complish, a consideration of which is beside
our present purpose. But, to proceed with
our calculations. Let R equal the radius of
the curve ; D the distance in feet the points
along the measured lines are to be apart, and
Si and So the ofl'-cts a b, d e, &c. A distinc-

tion must be made between the first offsets

next the springings and the intermediate, as,

for reasons which will be apparent, the
intermediate ones are double the first, lle-

ferring to Fig. 2, produce a b, to meet the
centre of the curve at L, then (a L)'^ = (L IJi!

+ (Dn)-). But rt L = (li -F Ji L = Si -f- R ;

L D = K and D « = D. bubstituting these
values in the equation, we obtain (Si + B)^
= 11^ + h-. Expanding the quantity within
the bracket, we liave
Si'i -f 2R S, + R2 =R2 -I- D» ; or Si3 -f 2RSi- D^.
But as Si is very small compared with Ri its

square may be neglecteil so far as its practi-
cal utility is concerned, anjj the value of the

first offset becomes Si =
2R

If the value

of Si be refjuired very accurately it may be
readily ascertained Ijy taking the square root
of each side of the original equation, and writ.

ingSi = V R^ + Da"— R. This latter for-
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mak should b« used when the distance is

R
For the valueequal to or greater thau_

of the intermediate offsets, equal to &, by the

property of similar triangles D o : D d : : a 6 ;

d e ; from which S, = 2 Si.

Referring now to the right of Fig. 2, it will

be seen that the offsets, instead of being mea-

BOred off from lines ranged consecutively

through the points already determined in

the curve, are all measured from the same

line, which is the prolongation of the original

straight line E C, already described as the

"tangent" The value of the first offset

F H (see Fig. 2) is given by the same formula

which determines a b, but F' H' is obtained

in a different manner. The law of the second

and succeeding offsets being double the first

no longer holds, bat each successive oft'set ex-

ceeds tie preceding one in tlie proportion ofthe

square of the distance. The first offset isF II =

i^ The neit F» H', at a distance Di wUl
2 K '

be to F H as follows :

—

F> H' : F H : : Di : D.
But D' = 2 D ; so that the equation may be

puts,: Si : : (2D)3 : D' ; orSa : S, : : 4 D^ : D^

Equating, we have S 2 = ^i-^jj^^=
Pb.^

i^ =^ = 4 Si. From this it is readily

perceived that the values of the successive off-

sets follow the law of the squares of the num-
bers 2, 3, 4, and so on. Both these methods
fail to give accurate results, for many reasons.

Firstly, there is no check upon any of the

points in the curve, and errors may continue

increasing imtil the surveyor is literally "lost"

in the field. Secondly, the number of lines

employed, and the incessant shifting of their

direction, favours mistakes to an alarming
degree. Thirdly, a very small error incurred

at starting is perpetuated throughout the whole
curve. The method shown on the right of

Fig. 2 is free from the chances of error arising

from continually changing the direction of

the lines, but, ou the other hand, it is only
susceptible of a very limited application, as

the length of the offsets very sooa becomes too

great to lay off with accuracy, and instead of

one severd tangents must be introduced tokeep
them within reasonable limits. Still, there

are some exceptional instances where either,

especially the first, of these methods may be
used advantageously. We must reserve fur

another article the description of these.

ETONE SAWING.

THE softer varieties of stone admit of being
cut into slabs and smaller pieces with

toothed saws, which are sometimes made of a
similar form to the cross-cntting saws for wood
with npriglit t«cth ; but the toothed saws for soft

stone arc generally made somewhat wider in the
middle than those for wood, so as to make the
blade^ore ronnding hi the direction of its length,

and, instead of being reciprocated backwards and
forwards nearly in a horizontal line, as for cross-

cntting wood, the toothed saws for stone arc nsed
with a swinging stroke, so as to act upon only a
moderate i>ortion of the length of the cot at the
one instant of time ; this is done to rednce the
labonr, and give the saw-teeth more penetration.
Some of these very soft stones arc worked with
chisels and gonges similar to those of the carpenter,
and they may even be worked into mouldings
with planes Uke those for hard wood, but this is

not generally practised.

Slate is sawn and sometimes planed with
cutting tools, very similar to those used for
wood, except that they are stronger and applied
by machinery, the action being partly cutting
and partly forcing off the flakes of slate, as, if

the tools are allowed merely to scrape over the
mrface, their edges become rapidly worn away.
But the varions sandstones, limestones, and
marble* are too compact to be thus treated, and
they are consequently worked almost exclusively
by the ehipping-chisel and various abrasive pro-
ceMe«_; the chisel being used for such parts of the
materiid as are in excess, as in sculptured works,
and the abrasive process being employed for

dividing the blocks into slabs and small pieces,

which arc subsequently groimd to the required

forms with sand and water. In the case of

marble, the pieces are finally polished with abra-

sive iwwdci's appUed on rubbers of various

materials.

The ordinary saw, used in dividing blocks of

stone and marble into flat slabs, consists of a

parallel blade of soft iron from five to ten feet

long, from four to five inches wide, and from oue-

eighth to one-sixth of an inch thick ; the blade is

perforated near each end with a hole about three-

quarters of an inch in diameter, for the reception

of an ij'ou piii, by which the saw is strained in a

rectangular wooden frame. The blade is inserted

in the saw kerfs in the upright sides of the frame,

called the heads, and the pins rest in two notches

near the lower extremities of the heads, which

servo as the handles of the saw, and ai'e kept dis-

tended by the wooden stretcher called the pole,

placed about a foot from the npper ends of the

heads, and rested at each end against a loose

block of wood called the bolster.

Instead of a coil of string twisted with a short

lever being emidoyed for drawing the upper ends

of the frame together, as in the saws for wood,

this object is effected by the use of a kind of

chain made of looped iron rods, with intermediate

C-shaped links, for adjusting the total length of

the chain, which is furnished with iron loops that

embrace the upper ends of the heads. The tension

is given by a right and left hand-screw fitted to

two looped nuts attached to the iron rod by C
links ; the double screw has holes for a lever, by
which it is twisted so as to draw the upper ends
of the heads of the frame together with great

force, and thereby stretch the saw in a most
effectual manner.
The depth to which the saw can penetrate is

limited by the distance from the edge of the blade

to the under side of the pole ; the nearer the pole

is to the saw, the greater is the stability of the
blade, and aU the parts of the frame are made
detached, so as to allow of theu' being combined
and adjusted to suit the different sizes of blocks

of stone. The same pair of heads are used with
poles and saws of various lengths, and the pole

is placed at different heights from the blade,

according to the dox)ths of the blocks of stone.

When the latter are very deep, a longer paii' of

heads are substituted, but long beads are avoided

as much as possible, as the stability of the saw-
frame is thereby much reduced.
The blade of the stone saw, like the metal laps

used for grinding generally, does not itself cut the
stone, but simply serves as a vehicle for the ap-
plication of the sand, which acts as the teeth of

the saw, and performs the cutting process. The
coarseness of the sand that is employed depends
upon the hardness of the stone to be cut ; for

moderately soft stone a coarse sharp sand is em-
ployed, and for the harder varieties of marble a
fine sand is used ; the sand or grit generally
employed for cutting stone is obtained from the
scrapings of roads paved with flint. The scrapings
are sifted through perforated copper sieves, much
the same as emery, as it is of gi'eat importance
that the sand should be clean and free from small
pieces of stone, or any other extraneous matters.
Should a small piece of wood or a bit of coarse
gravel by any accident get into the kerf beneath
the saw blade, the little piece would roU over
backwards and fonvards, and materially impede
the cutting of the block, and it then becomes
necessary to remove the saw and wash away the
obstacle, by pom-iug water down the saw kerf.

The cutting action of the sand is assisted by a
small stream of water, supplied from a barrel
placed a little above the block of stone. A small
hole is made near the bottom of the barrel, to
which is fitted a spigot and faucet, or more com-
monly a loose wooden peg grooved up the one side,

which allows of the escax)c of a minute stream of
water, that trickles down a sloping board placed
so .as to lead the water into the saw kerf. A
little heap of sand is pkced near the path of the
water, and the workman is provided with a
wooden stick with an iron hook at the end, or
more commonly an old knife-blade placed at right
angles to the stick near its end. This tool is

caUcd a drip-stick, and is used occasionally to
draw forward a small quantity of sand into the
running water, which thus carries down the
necessary supply of sand for the cut, and the
water flows away at the ends of the kerf, carrying
with it the worn-out sand and the particles of
stone removed in the 'cutting ; the drip-stick is

ahio used for tapping the wooden peg, so as to in-
crease or diminish the flow of water according to
circuuujtances.

The weight of the saw and frame supplies the
necessary pressure for causing the penetration of

the sand, so that the workman has only to guide
the saw, and push it backwards and forwards for

the cut, and when the pressui'O is so great as to

render the work too laborious, a counterpoise
weight is hung from a puUey placed over the saw
frame, to which a cord is attaced, so as to reduce
the pressure to the required amount. Under
this aiTangement, the saw works more easily, but
it does not cut so rapidly.

For marking upon the block of stone or marble
the lines upon which it is to be sawn, as for
cutting it into slabs of lin. or 2m. iu thickness,
the block is first sliifted upon rollers into the
position in which it is to be sawn ; it is then
mounted upou square pieces of wood called skids,

with that side of the block upwards which is to
constitute the edges of the desu-ed slabs ; and,
as the blocks are frequently of very iiTcgular

forms, it is necessary to make one line around
the top and two ends of the block to serve

as the basis from which the other lines are

set ofi', much the same as in setting out round
timber.

The position of the first line having been deter-

mined, BO as to allow of the greatest number of

parallel slabs being cut from the block, two marks
are made on the top of the stone close to the ends,

with a piece of soft black slate found amongst
coal, and called black ; a line is then drawn,
nnder the guidance of a straight edge, to connect
these two marks, and the line is continued down
oue end, also with the straight edge. An equal
distance is then set off at the bottom of the

opposite end, and a. liua is drami to seive as a

temporary guide ; two straight edges, each from
2ft. to .Sft. longer than the depth of the block, are

applied to the two end lines, and the workman
looks along the line of the two straight edges, to

see it they are parallel to each other, or out of

winding, in much the same manner as in the

winding sticks to narrow works in wood, except

that for setting out the blocks of stone, the

straight edges are placed perpendicular instead of

horizontal. Should the straight edges not appear
parallel to each other the one at the second end
of the stone is shifted at the bottom until the two
straight edges are in one plane ; the permanent
line at the second end of the block is then drawn
iu the con-ected position of the Btraight edge, and
if the work has been correctly performed, all three

lines wiU be in the same jdane. The thiclmesses

of the required slabs are then gauged off from this

foundation line, and the lines on the top are

chased, or cut in about Jin. deep with a nairow
chisel, to form a groove in which the edge of the

saw is placed for the commencement of the cut.

The end lines are also chased, as the water and
sand would wash out the black lines.

Before commencing the sawing, the workman
examines with a plumb line whether the end
lines are vertical, and if not, wedges are driven

under one side of the block, to bring the end Unes
exactly upright ; the saw is then inserted in the

groove, and the sawing is proceeded with, care

being taken in the first entry to keep the saw
quite upright, which is greatly assisted by the

height of the saw-frame. Should the saw make
the cut a little oblique to the lines, the position

of the saw is slightly twisted in the saw-kerfs of

the wooden heads, by blows of a hammer applied

on one side of the pins which retain the blade in

the frame, and which causes the saw to cut in the

reverse direction. The necessity for changing

the direction of the cut is, however, avoided as

much as possible, as it makes the surface of the

slabs irregular from the hollows thus produced.

The necessity for grinding out these much in-

creases the labom- of producing a flat surface on
the slabs, and the thickness of which is also

lessened ; this it is sometimes an important object

to avoid with valuable marbles, which are occa-

sionally cut into veneers for inlaying, which do

not exceed Jin. in thickness.

The length of the traverse of the saw is gene-

rally about 20in., and a saw is therefore chosen

that is about 2ft. longer than the block to be cut,

as the shorter the saw that can be elficiently nsed

the -more firmly the blade is held. When two
small blocks are to be cut, they are frequently

placed end to end with the intended cuts in tho

same plane ; and to prevent the sand and water,

called tho feed, from flowing out between the

stones, the inteival is tilled up with straw

rammed in firmly between the two blocks ; in the

case of light-coloured marbles, clean shavings are

used for this purpose, as the straw would stain

the surfaces unless the slabs were washed imme-
diately aftcnvards.
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After the marble has been cut into slabs with the

stone saw, if it is required to bo reduced into

smaller pieces, or narrow slips, such as shelves,

or the sides of chimney-pieces, the slab is laid on
a bench, having a flat surface of hard stone, or

marble, called a rubbing-bed. The lines indicat-

ing the margins of the required pieces are marked
with the straight edge and black lead, and the

lines are chased with a uaiTow chisel, as for the

entry of the stone saw, but the cutting is eirected

with smaller blades, called grub saws; they consist

of plates of iron from l-'20iu. to 1-lOin. thick, from
Oin. to 4ft. long, and (liu. to Bin. wide when new.

These blades arc not stretched in a frame, but are

still'ened by having their upper edges clamped be-

tween two pieces of wood extending their whole
length, and measuring about 2In. wide and lin.

thick, the whole being held together by means of

ordinary wood screws, jiassiug througli holes in

the plate, so as to form a wooden back something
like those of the dovetail saws, and which serves

as the handle by which the grub saw is used.

The blade should always be shorter than
the length of the cut to be made, as

should the blade be longer than the cut,

it would be worn hollow from the greater amount
of rubbing to which the middle would be exposed

;

but when the gi'iib saw is much shorter than the

cut, it is liable to bo worn rounding in its length.

To counteract this tendency, the grul) saws are

sometimes filed, at every four or five inches, with
angular notches about Jin. deep, and which also

allow the feed, or the sand and water, to reach

the bottom of the cut with greater facility, and
the grub saws are consequently considered to cut
rather faster for the notches.

The width of the iron blade measured to the

wooden back limits the depth of the cut to which
the grub saw can be applied, and, in selecting a
saw for any particular piece of stone, preference

is given to as narrow a blade as can be fairly ap-

plied to that thickness, as, when the blade is

wide, it is rather feeble sideways, and it is, be-

sides, more liable to be twisted from the perpen-
dicular when rnbbed backwards and forwards in

the cut with one or both hands applied on the

back of the saw near the middle of its length.

—

From EifiiNE's Handbook to the Artisan.

THE UTILISATION OF SEWAGE.
Phoceedings at the BiuTisn Association.

ON Monday a report of a committee ap-
pointed at the last mooting of the Associa-

tion at Exeter to inquire into the treatment and
utilisation of sewage throughout the kingdom was
read. The committee origmated from the me-
chanical, statistical, and chemical sections, and
the report had been previously read in the former
section. An abstract of the report has already
been given. An appendix was added by Mr. Hope
giving an interesting account of the u'rigation

processes on the Brittain's farm, near Romford,
the ultimate success of which the results ah-eady
arrived at would seem to indicate. Although the

works have only been in operation about a twelve-

month, a comparison between the crops grown on
the irrigated ground and those grown on adjoin-

ing ground not irrigated shows results highly
favourable to the former.—Professor Caurfield

then gave a synopsis of a publication he had pre-

pared, and which is to be published shortly by
order of the Association, giving a digest of the
present state of knowledge on sewage matters.
In this digest he stated that he had given a sort

of natural history of the methods taken in the
treatment of refuse matter from human habita-

tions. One of the methods treated of was that of

precipitation, and ho had come to the conclusion

that it was impossible to solve the difficulty by
that method, for the simple reason that the matter
which they wanted to remove par excellence—
ammonia—could not be precipitated. There was
then the system of the treatment of the sewage
by filtration and imgatiou, and a chapter was do-
voted to the public health question of irrigation.

It was, he said, perfectly well sho^vn that sewage
farms could be made a nuisance, but it was also
very clearly shown that no nuisance need exist

—(hear, hear)—especially if the sewage was fil-

trated. With regard to its effect on public health,

it was found that,where sewage farming had been
carried on, where the ground was really a water
meadow, intermittent fever was caused ; but it

was also showu that intermittent fever was caused
in the vicinity of farms where the water did not
contain any sewage. This was the case in Milan
and other places, but in this country there was

no evidence whatever that intermittent fever had
been produced, even where the gi'ound was covered
with water like a marsh ; and the conclusion ho
came to was that sewage farms, if they were not
actually a marsh or badly farmed, had no clianco

of producing intermittent fever. With regard to

cholera, the evidence from Milan was, that on
several occasions, whilst there had been cholera in

Milan itself, there had not been a suiglo case on
the sewage farms ; and, as to typhoid fever, it

was perfectly well-known that sewage farms had
not the smallest influence with the spread of that
class of disease. Ho then read the report of an
analysis made by Dr. llussell of sewer gases as
bearing upon the public health. The experi-

ments upon which the report was based found the
quantity of oxygen very little diminished, whilst

the carbonic acid was not increased to any extra-

ordinary extent, there bemg plenty of rooms the
air of which contained much more than was
found in the samples of gas exhibited. The re-

port concluded by stating that the experiments,
as a whole, must Jje taken to indicate purer air

than might have been anticipated, notwithstand-
ing the samples were taken during the hottest

part of the summer.
A report as to the probability of entozoic

diseases being propagated by sewage irrigation

was next read by Professor Caurfield. The report

stated that, with the view of carrying ont the ex-
peiiments which it was thought desirable should
be instituted, three families of guinea pigs, of four
members each, wcro purchased. One member of

each family was examined, but no sign of any
entozoic disease wag found either iu the viscera

or the muscles. The three sni-vivors of one family
were now being fed on sewage produce only, and
those of the other two families on unsewage
produce only. It was proposed, however, to feed
the last with an occasional meal contahiing the
larva or ova found on the sewage vegetables, or,

failing that, taken from the sewage itself. The
animals would be killed and examined, and it was
hoped that some result might be obtained even
from preliminary experiments upon so small a
scale. They intended, however, instituting ex-

periments on a much larger scale.

Mr. Grantham said these experiments were
being made to allay any apprehension that might
arise of any danger from the products of the
sewage farms. In addition to what Professor

Caurlield had told them, he should mention that
the roots and grasses grown on the farm were also

submitted to microscopical observation, and
nothing was found which was at all injurious.

The President said he might congi'atulate the
Association, and the section in particular, on re-

ceiving these reports. They had, he believed for

the first time, a committee fonued of engineers
and chemists to work out the subject really
scientifically, and ho thought the results they had
iu a few months obtained were most interesting.

They might look foi-ward next year to some
further enumeration of these most important
results.

Dr. Paul (London) said he wished to make a
personal statement. He understood the report
which had been placed before them purported to be
a report of the British Association appointed at
Exeter. That committee consisted of six mem-
bers, but of those three, or at least two, had
taken no part in its production. For his own
part, he desired to disclaim any participation or
responsibility, and in doing so he believed he
represented the opinions and feelings of one-half
of the committee. He complained of the action
of the committee in asking from sources outside
of the Association for money to enable them to

carry out the inquiry as tending to deprive the
action of the committee of that independent and
authoritative air wMch should exist iu an inquiry
of this nature, which interested so many people
throughout the country. He entirely disapproved
of the course taken by the committee, because he
considered it inconsistent with the engagement
and pledges into which they voluntarily entered.
The PuEsiDENT read the names of the com-

mittee, but no discussion arose on Dr. Paul's ob-
jection, and the business of the section was pro-
ceeded with.

Mr. David Fokbes, F.R.S. (London), being
then called upon to read his paper on " The
Utilisation of Sewage," with special reference to

the phosphate process, he said that since the
adoption in this country of water as a moans for

carrying oft the excreta in towns, the diflicul-

ties of dealing with the sewage question had in-

creased. As all the water, except what was
carried off by evaporation, must by its own gravi-

tation find its way nltimately to the sea or sink
into the ground to pollute the wells and 8i)ringB

aromid, and since there was no likelihood of the
employment of water being discontinued, there
remained no remedy but to look the difficulty in
the face and attempt to overcome it by devising
some methods—for he had confidence that no one
system would bo fonnd applicable to all local
cu'cumstances—by which the sewage might bo
prevented from being, as it was at present, not
only a nuisance, but a source of danger to the in-

habitants around. It was, ho thought, generally
aeluiowledged that the required purification of
the effluent water could not bo effected by a
purely mechanical system, and sewage irrigation,
which was classed as one of the incchftnical

systems, left nothing to be desired, i)rovided only
that the local circumstances were favourable. It

had, however, its drawbacks ; and there wcro
numerous places where it did not ai)pear cither
to be applicable or advantageous. Sewage water
could not but taint the surrounding air, especially
with a stiff" soil, the smell in some cases being so
offensive that the inhabitants in the neighbour-
hood would not submit to it. It was also stated
that sewage irrigation was not suitable for all

crops ; and, as far as experience went, to con-
tinue the sewage over the same land ultimately
tended to produce a weakened vcgetat'on, and
proved that the limit was soon reached beyond
which the application might be even positively
injurious. Then the expense of machinery and
hiiid was enormous, and for the sewage of London
alone no less than 60,000 acres of land would be
required. They would agree with him, there-
fore, as to the importance of finding out"a jiro-

ccss which would at once deodorise and piu'ify

the sewage to such an extent that the liquid
might run into the rivers without dauger to
health and animal life, and this without tho
necessity of erectiug costly works for the trans-
mission of the sewage to localities miles distant,

where it was likely to taint the surrounding
atmosphere on being distributed. There were
several processes by which this was attempted,
but these were admitted failures, chemically and
commercially ; and he wished to call attention to
the entirely novel process in which phosphoric
acid and lime water caused the solid parts to pre-

cipitate rapidly and leave a perfectly transparent
water with so little perceptible taste that any
persons might drink it provided they could banish
from then- minds the filthy source from which
it came. Mr. Forbes then proceeded to show tho
action of the phosphate on a quantity of sewage,
and said that in this process it was only at-

tempted to take so much of the solid matter from
the sewage as to leave the water in a condition
sufficiently pure to be innoxious to health. This,
he submitted, was the case under his proposed
system of purification ; and he believed it would
eventually prove most valuable in such localities

as were found unsuitable for sewage irrigation.

Mr. Hope (Brittain's Farm) rose to defend tho
application of liquid manure. He said the mis-
fortune had been from tho earliest times that tho
engineers had disregarded the chemical side of

the question, and the chemists that of tho en-
gineers, and it was only by keeping both in view
that any satisfactory results could be obtained.

Mr. Forbes's idea about smell had no foundation
in fact, and if a nuisance arose from imgation
in this respect it was owing to mismanagement.

Professor Voelckeb said his oi)inion was that

tho land was the only proper medium which
would effectually complete the deodorisation of

sewage ; but the land, he added, should bo in a
condition lit to receive tho sewage. Unfortu-
nately there were comparatively few soils in a
condition to absorb the liquid. In some places

gi'eat inconvenience was felt iu consequence of tho
stifi'ness of the soil ; and so great was this some-
times felt that he believed means would have to

be adopted before the sewage was put on tho
land, to remove, at any rate, the suspended
matters, which were the great source of incon-

venience, and which caused disagreeable smells

and bad gases.

Professor Gilbeut said he quite agreed with
what Dr. Williamson said tho other day, that no
process was known to chemists which would en-

able them to remove the useful matters by pre-

cipitation, and give them a material commensu-
rate with tho cost of its production. He had heard
that morning that the process of precipitation

had been abandoned in the two towns where it

had been in operation—Leamington and Hastings

;

and the result of ten years' close experience on
the subject led him more and more to the concLi-
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•too tli»t where they bad Urpe popnUitions water

WK9 thf onlT mixlo of cleausins (applause). If

tht'T hail water, irrigation wa3 the only mode of

deodorising and pori^oation.

Dr. HoiojisD denied that irrigation had proved

K Boisanre, or pllated springs any more than solid

niannre. If it tamed ont a noisance in any

faiticnlar place, that was owing to bad manage-

meat. He also denied the allegation that entozoic

diMMaswens|irmdbymeausof itsinflnoucc. Tb«
manm«, he said, went to the roots of the crops

and not to that part above the gronnd ; and ho

paiinted to Scotland, whuro the process in some
bUocs w«s carried on, as a proof that these

diSMacs were not prui)agated by irrigation, as it

WM not lik< ly that the Scotch, who arc known
"canny" jviiple, would coiitinuo the process

it it was found to injure the cattle that fed upon
the sewage products.

Professor Huxixt, who entered the room during

the discussion, was requested by the president to

flurU to the section an expression of his opinion

on the subject. He said he had flattered himself

that he could make sure of having uotliiug to do
but Usteu , but the interesting discussion that had
been going on had. drifted vei; oddly into a
prorinco of which it was his business to know
omt-thing ; and, without wishing for a moment
to deny the accuracy of what the last speaker
aid, he ventured to suggest the necessity of a

little caution about one's conclusions upon the

matter. Nothing could seem more entirely

plausible than the arguments put before them so

well, for it would certainly be a very remarkable
eircumstancc if eggs of any sort could creep from
the roots of plants to their foliage ; but he thought
the speaker did not reckon upon that wonderful
Beries of changes of form which those auimals
living in cattle and causing their destruction were
eapable of undergoing. They must recollect that

tbe alternative they had to deal with here was not

the egg of a parasitical worm, but a greater or

leai number of intermediate conditions in which
the animal was capable of living, totally different

from those in which the parasite existed. Dr.
HolUuid would be p.-rfectly familar with one of the

most fatal entozoic diseases among cattle—the
staggers in sheep. These were caused by the
presence of a large entozoic which was developed
in the brain of the sheep. If they took the brain

of the sheep which had died of this disease, and
fed a dog with it, the bladder-worm which caused
the apoplexy in the sheep suddenly became meta-
morphosed into a kind of tapewonn wliich de-

veloped with great rapidity in the interior of the
dog. This eventually passed through the dog
npun the pastures upon which the sheep were
feeding ; and if there be one of those in-

finitesimally small ova raised by the dust and
carried upon the leaves, certain it was that by one
or other of these channels the ova got back into

the sheep, and gave rise to the staggers. There-
fore, slthoDgh no doubt many of the arguments
used by Dr. Holland were largely applicable, they
most look at the history of each of these cattle

puwrites with the same care and knowledge as
they now had of the staggers worm licfore they
eould be so sure as he seemed to be that parasites
could not be transmitted in this way. Ho merely
put forward this as a caution.

Some further discussion followed, in the course
of which several speakers advocated the ashpit
ayitem in preference to the water-closet system
of removing the refuse, Mr. Alderman Rumney
expressing the opinion that tbe committee had in
their researches been biassed to the wet system.
There bad not, he said, been the slightest refer-
ence made to Manchester or Hull, where the dry
system had been carried ont most beneficially.

In Hull the death rate had decreased from tliirty-

two to twenty-three, and this was attributed to
the dry system. The discussion on this subject
was not bronght to a close till about twenty
minates to three, and then a general wish was
expressed that it should be continued on another
day. The president said it would come before
the statistical section, when an opportunity would
perhaps be afforded for its farther ventilation.

TBE RETIREMKNT OP MB. PENNE-
TllORNE.

THE honour of knighth(X)d is about to be con-
ferred on Mr. I'ennethorne, on his resignation

of the office of architect in charge of the Land
Berenues of the Crown in Loudon, or as it is more
uiiually called, the Surveyortibip to the Woods and
Fureats. This app'iutm>'Ut baa been held by Mr.

Pennethome for many years, in conjunction with

that of Architect and Surveyor to the office of

Works and Public Buildings. The latter office was,

it will be remembered, abolished by Mr. Layard.

Mr. Pennethorne is said to have felt it impossible

to retain the Surveyorship after his unceremonious
dismissal from his other post, and hence his resig-

nation. He will be succeeded by Mr. Arthur
Gates, who has long been accustomed to the work
from his private connection with Mr. Pennethorne.

Mr. Catcs is the sou of the late Mr. Cates, of the

British Museum library, and is well known to the

profession and tbe public as the indefatigable

secretary of the Architectural Publication Society,

and as the architect of tbe new front recently

added to the Turkish Baths, in Jermyu street, the

fine buildings for Atteuborough, iu Piccadilly,

and other woiks.

AEOHITECTITRAL AND ARCHAEO-
LOGICAL SOCIETIES.

ARcn.EOLoaT ix Yoiikstiire.—The .A.rcbitec-

tnral and Arcbteological Society of Durham aud
Northumberland made its annual excursion and
held its fourth annual meeting in North York-
shire ou Thursday week and Friday. The meet-

ing place was Coxwold. Tbe first object visited

was the old church of tbe Fauconbergs, at Cox-
wold (S. Michael), once attached to the Abbey of

Bylaud. Here the magnificent monuments of

the Fauconberg family were inspected. Tbe party
afterwards saw " Shandy Hall," once the resi-

dence of Laurence Sterne. After a view of the
restored Priory of Newburgh ( Sir George 0.

Wombwell's seat), the association proceeded, iu

carriages, to the ruins of Cistercian Byland, where,
by permission of Major Stapylton, free access was
giveu to all parts of the ruin. Tbe Rev. J. F.
Hodgson recited tbe history of the monastery
and minutely described tbe various architectural

features. The carriages were then resumed, and
tbe famous Wass Bauk was ascended to tbe table-

land of tbe Hambleton Moors. Tbe party visited

Scawton Church, which has interesting Norman
work, and then descended tbe glen to tbe scene
of Turner's picture, Rievaulx-bridge, where a
grand view of tbo famous Cistercian ruins, in

some respects tbe most beautiful iu Eaglanr), is

obtained. The ruins themselves were visited, and
their beauties aud interest pointed out by Mr.
Iloflgson, as at Byland. Tbe ascent was then
made to Lord Fever.-.ham's private grounds ou
tbe "Terrace," and thence tbe party proceeded
to Helmsley and took up their head-quarters at
Cowen's Hotel. Tbe newly-restored, almost re-

built, church of All Saints at Helmsley was
examined, and the unnecessary destruction of the
ancient features during the so-called "restoration"
was much deplored. The society learnt with
regret that many interesting specimens of Anglo-
SaMon sculptured work bad been broken up and
built into the walls. On Friday, tbe association

drove to Appletou-le-street, near Malton (Rev. C.
P. Peach), to inspect the interesting 11th century
tower, and thence to Barton, to view the interest-

ing Roman sculptures of the old church, now
being rebuilt into tbe new one. Slingsby,
Hovingbam, and Stonegrave Churches were next
taken, and, lastly, Gilliug Church and Castle,

where, by tbe kindness of Sir. C. Q, Fairfax, tbe
finest 16th century room in Yorkshire, with its

heraldic treasures, was inspected. After two
days of enjoyment the numerous party proceeded
to the North by the last train.

Architectural SociETr of the Archdea-
coKRV OF Northampton.—On Tuesday, Oct. 4,

the members of this society will visit the churches
of Grendon, Bozeit, Strixton, Eascon Maudit,
Castle Aehby, and Cogenbo. A public meeting
will also be held in tbe large room of the Religious
and Useful Knowledge Society, Gold-street,
Nortbampton,at7.30 p.m., when the officers of the
society will be elected, and tbe following papers
will be read :—" On the Cboral Arrangement of
Churches," by the Rev. Owen Davys, Rector of
Wheathampatead, Herts. " Ou the Connection of

Architecture with Freemasonry ; and on Masons'
Marks," by tbe Rev. H. J. Bigge, Rector of Rock-
ingham. Sir H. Dryden, Bart., will also give
some remarks on " The Megalithio Monuments of
Brittany."

Wiltshire Arch/Eoloqical and Natural His-
tory SociElT.—Tbe seventeenth annual meeting
of this society took ))lace on Wednesday week, at
Wilton, under the presidency of Mr. Charles Pen-
rudducke, of Comptin House. Tbe general meet.
ing waa held at the Town-hall, for receiving the

report and transacting the business of the society.

The chair was taken by the President, who opened
the meeting with an address. The Rev. D. Olivier
lead a paper on "Wilton Church," .and Mr. vVilliam
Ravenhill read another on "The trial and execu-
tion of Colouel Penruddocke at Exeter for high
treason, AD. 1655." The visitors then proceeded
to inspect Wilton Church and Wilton House,
by the kind permission of Lady Herbert. At
half-past five o'clock the anniversary dinner took
place at the Pembroke Arms, aud at eight o'clock a
conversazione was held at the Town-hall, by invita-
tion of the Mayor of Wilton. Mr. J. E. Nightin-
gale read a paper on " Objects of interest in the
excursion on the following day." The Rev. G. 8.
Master next read a paper on " Roman remains
recently found at Holbury, near Deau," and some
of tbo objects were exhibited. A paper was also
read by the Rev. W. H. Jones, FS.A., on "The
ancient Wiltshire dykes." Mr. J. W. Singer, of
Frome, exhibited bis collection of mediteval jewel.
Icry. Thursday was devoted to excursions to
Feme, Wardour Castle, Tisbury Church, Place
Farm, Fontbill Gifford Church, Fonthill Abbey,
Fontbill House, Fontbill Bishop Cbiucb, ChUmark
Church, and Compton House. On Friday the
members visited the Salisbury and South Wilts
and Blackmore Museums. A paper was read by
tbe Rev. Canon Greeawell, F.S.A., on "Grime's
Graves, and tbe evidence afforded by them of the
quarrying of flint for the manufacture of imple-
ments during tbe Stone Period." A paper, illus-

trated by diagrams, was read by the Rev. W. C.
Lukis, F.3.A., on "Tbe lines of stones and circles

of Carnac, in Brittany." A series of unpublished
photographs of primieval antiquities, preserved iu
the Britibb and Christy Museums, were exhibited.
An excursion was afterwards made to Longford
Ca.stle, Britford Church, tbe Hospital of S. Nicho-
las, Salisbury, and Wilton.

iitelligtitcf.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

Barnard Castle.—A new Unitarian Chapel was
opened at Barnard Castle ou Tuesday. It is con-
structed entirely of rough stone, with freestone
facings, and is at the north end surmounted by a
broach spire 70ft. in height. The ground plan
comprises a nave about 35 ft. by 24ft., inside the
walls, aud an aisle about 10ft. in width. Tbe whole
building is capable of seating 200 persons. The
cost is estimated at between £1,200 and £1,300.
Mr. W. Harrison, of Manchester, was the architect,

and Mr. Donaldson, of Barnard Castle, tbe builder.

Cambridge.—The spire of the new church of

All Saints, built opposite to Jesus College, is

drawing to completion. It is about 190ft. from
tbe ground. The perforations on tbe sides of this

octagonal spire, with their canopies, and sur-

rounding foliage from the college, from a moat
picturesque feature of this locality. Tbe spire has
been built up from the inside, to within a score feet

of its summit, and now scaffolding is erected on
tbe outside of the cone. Mr. Bodley, of Londou,
is the architect in this instance ; and Mr. Loveday
the contractor.

Cation.—A two-light memorial window has
been placed in the west end of the parish church
at Catton. The execution was entrusted to Mr.
Smiildy, of Malton. The subject of the window
is " Christ healing the sick."

Jarrow.—On Monday afternoon the foundation

stone of a new United Presbyterian Church was
laid at Jarrow. The plan consists of a nave and
two aisles, tbe rows of columns dividing the nave
from the aisles being designed to support tbe

galleries, nave arcading, clerestory wall, and nave
roofing. Tbe church, which is 82ft. long, and
51ft. wide, is designed in the Pointed style, and
has a spire at the south-west angle 130ft. high.

Tbe front of the building has a bold gable 65ft.

high to the apex, with a five-light traceried win-

dow. Tbe buiUling is intended to be built of

stone, faced with material from tbe Tow Law Quar-

ries, and with red stone from near Carlisle—red

stoue being also employed for the columns to the

principal doors aud windows of the front fag.\de.

Accommodation will be provided for over 900
advilts. Tbe architect for the building is Mr.

Joseph John Lish, of Newcastle, aud Mr. Wylam,
of Jarrow, is the contractor. Tbe contract for

the whole work complete, including gas-lighting,

heating, and boundary walling, being £3,170.
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Leycett.—S. Saviour's Mission- Church, Leycett,

has been opened. The style is Geometric Gothic.

In form it is a Latin cross ; the transverse limb

and the lower limb being devoted to school

purposes, except during service-time ; the other

to the chancel, organ-chamber, and vestry. Ac
commodation is provided for upwards of 300, but

if neces.'iary the building would hold some two or

three hundred more. The architect is Mr. C.

Lynam, of Stoke-upon-Trent.

Kew Ciicrohf.s in Yorkshire.—At the pre-

sent time three new churches are nearly ready in

the Malton district ; one, the new church of S.

Mary, at Thixeudale, has been built and endowed
at the cost of Sir Tatton Sykes, Bart. The pre-

sent is the completion of the first work of the

kind by the present baronet, and the conaeoiation

—which has been twice fixed and postponed—is

expected in October. The foundation stone was
laid by Sir Tatton on the 3rd of August, 1868.

The church is from the designs of Mr. G. Edmund
Street, A.U A., and is a very attractive Early Eng-
lish structure, consistiDg of chancel, nave, with
south aisle and apsical baptistry at the west end.

The new church provides accommodation for

nearly 200 persons. There was a chapel at Thix-

endale at the time of the Commonwealth, but the

only relic is the basin of the old Roman font.

Sir Tatton has likewise pulled down the ancient

church at Fimber on the Wolds, and on the site a

new Early English church is just completing;

this also is from the designs of Mr. Street. This

work, too, is at the sole cost of the present baro-

net. The opening is expected in October. Sir

Tatton has also placed the restoration of the

ancient church at Weaverthorpe on the Wolds
in the hands of Mr. Street. In the North Riding,

at Barton-le-street, Mr. Meynell Ingram, of

Temple Newsam, is re-building the parish church
as a memorial of his late father. This was one of

the most attractive of old churches to the anti-

quary, being full of exquisite Norman work, evi-

dently the remains of a much earlier and much
larger building. The new church is in the Norman
style, and the architects, Messrs. Perkin and Son,

of Leeds, are working into the new fabric the

whole of ihe ancient sculpture of the old building.

More than 300 richly carved old stones are used.

The church will not be ready till 1871.

Restor.vtion (!) OF WiLBY Chorch, North-
AMPTONsniKE.— This beautiful church, illustrated

by Brandon and In Wicke's " English Spires," is

undergoing a course of whitewash, in the absence
of the vicar, under the guidance of a zealous, but
not very intelligent churchwarden. The chancel,

west and nave arches, which are of iron-stone, and
were cleaned of the accumulated whitewash of a

century some years ago, are now made nice and
clean by whitewash. The parishioners do not
appreciate this improvement.

Sh.\rrow CnuRcn, near Sheficield.—A small
memorial window of two lights and tracery has

been put in the south aisle, to the memory of the
late Mrs. Parkin. It consists of a conventional

arrangement of the passion flower and leaf, with
monogram of deceased's name on rich ruby and
blue ground. The window was executed by Mr.
T. VV . Camm, of Smethwick, to whom is entrusted

the memorial window to be erected in the

south transept to the late Mr. Whitehead, late

warden.

TnETFOiiD.—S. Peter's Church, Thetford, was
re-opened on the 6th inst. after restoration, which
has been wholly confined to the interior. The
floor of the sanctuary has been raised two steps

and paved with Minton's tiles. The whole of the

sittings are of varnished deal. The reredos, altar,

and east window now form a perfect whole.

The large and unsightly gallery still remains,

however, but the want of funds is the only obstacle

to its removal. The whole of the painted decora-

tions have been executed from the designs of the
architect by Messrs. King, of Norwich, the general

contraoti rs being Messrs. C. Bishop & Son, of

Diss, and Mr. 11. Cornish, of North Walsham.
The architect employed was Mr. A. E. Browne, of

Clifton Chambers, Lincoln's Inn-fields.

Ventnor.—The foundation stone has been laid

of a new (Roman) Catholic Church at Ventnor.
The plan consists of a spacious nave and chancel,

with sacristy and porch, and the church will ac-

commodate about 200 persons.

Wells.—The work of the few men now engaged
on the restoration of the west front of Wells
Cathedral is beginning to make a show, the differ-

ent portions of the new work standing out
brightly in relief against the time-darkened por-

tion. The figures are not to be interfered with in

any way whatever, but will remain as they now
are, the only work done being the repair of the
masonry of the fabric.

WiSDSOR.—Mr. E. W. Kelly is restoring the
parish church of Windsor under the direction of

Mr. S. S. Teulon, of London. The flat plaster

ceiling of the nave has been taken down, and a

stained open-work roof' substituted. The fronts

of the galleries have been removed, and replaced

by new stained deal framing, with open pantls

with cinquefoil tracery heads. The old windows,
which were of cast-iron and of a very low character

of design, have been removed throu)ihout, and
replaced by Bath stone tracery-headed windows
of the Late Decorated style, glazed with cathedral

glass in varied tints. There is one stained glass win-

dow by Heaton, Butler, & Bayne. The chancel is

entirely new, and with the chancel arch forms
a five-windowed apse, and is built of Heath stone,

from the neighbourhood of Wickham, the win-

dows and dressings being of Bath stone. The
dado round the interior is of red Mansfield stone

from Lindley. The panels behind the altar will

be filled with mosaics of symbolical character,

by Salviati. The lighting is by Hart, Peard, &
Co., of Wych-street. The contract amounts to

£4,160.

BUILDINGS.

DoBcnESTER.—The new school buildings, built

for the County of Dorset School Company, have
just been finished. The facades are faced with
white Poole bricks, relieved with red in bands and
arches, with Bath stone dressings. The roofs are

covered with slate. Mr. Gregory was the builder.

nnNGERi'ORD.—The corner-stone of a new Tow"'
hall and Corn Exchange, at Hungerford, on the

borders of Berks and AVilts, was laid on Wednes-
day week. The building, which will be of stone

and brick, will be erected in the Italian style of

architecture, from a design by Mr. J. H. Money,
architect, of Newbury.

Larne.—The formal opening of the new Town-
hall took place on the 25th ult. The style of

architecture is Gothic of a French character. On
plan the new buildings comprise assembly room,
public reading-room, library and museum, board-

room, kitchen, and caretaker's apartments, &c.

The architect was Mr. Alexander Tate, C.E.,

F.R.I.A.I., county surveyor ; Mr. Samuel P. Close,

A.R.I.A.I., acting as clerk of the works. Messrs.

Stewart & Co., Belfast, were the contractors. The
cost of the building was £5,500.

New Poultry Maricet for the City of London.
—After a lengthened discussion, the Court of

Common Council decided on Thursday week to

erect a new poultry market on the vacant land
belonging to the Corporation on the west side of

the new Meat Market, in Smithfield. The market
will be erected from the designs of Mr. Horace
Jones, F.R.I.B.A., the City Architect, at an
estimated cost of £100,000.

Owens' College, Manchester.—The founda-

tionstone of the new building about to be erected

for this college in Oxford-road is to be laid to-day.

The Duke of Devonshire and other members of

the British Association are expected to take part

in the proceedings.

Shoreditch.—Great alterations are proposed at

Shoreditch Workhouse, Kingsland-road—a com-
paratively new building, having been erected, we
think, about ten years ago. Among the works
contemplated will be a new infirmary, and the
total coat will be about £10,000. Mr. W. Lee,

of Basinghall-street, is the architect.

The New Yorkshire Club House.—The new
club adjoining Lendal Bridge, York, is completed,
and was opened on Tuesday last. The edifice has
been erected in accordance with the drawings and
designs of Mr. C. J. Parnell, of Pall Mall, Lon-
don, architect, and the entire superintendence has

devolved upon Mr. W. Lewis, clerk of the works,

Clarence-street, York. Messrs. Weatherley & Ry-
mer, of York, have been the contractors. The
entrance hall is paved with Minton's coloured tiles.

The principal rooms are furnished by Messrs.

Howard & Sons, of Bernard-street, Oxford-street,

London.

Additional restoritions, to the amount of £1,200,
are about to be earned out at S. Sepulchre's Church,
Nottingham, one of the four ancient roimd churches
in this country. The chancel was rebuilt a few
years ago by Mr. Goorgo Gilbert Scott, R.A., at a
cost of £8,000.

TO COERESPONDENTS.
—*—

[Wa do DO*, hold onrsolrea responsible for the opinionfl
of our corresiiondeuU. Tiio Rdltor rofpectfiilly re-

qneflte thai all coiiiniunicatioitft shoiiM lie driitvii up
as brieOy as possible, as there are many claiiuauts
upou the space allotted to correspoudeuce.}

To Orn Kk-idkus.—Wo shall fool ohilged to any of onr
readers who will favoar us with brief notes of works con-
teinpliited or in progress iu tlio provinces.

Letters reUting to odrertlsements and the ordinary busi-
iieaa uf the Paper sliould be aildrenMHl to the EOITOK,
31, TAVISTOCK hTREET, COVE.VT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertitfemeuts for the current week mitst reach the
office not later than 6 p.m ou Tborsdaj.

Beceivkd.—U. L., J. N. T. i Co., H. J. W., Jl. T. & Co.,
K. cfc J. L. M., W. B. II., r. P., J. ii J. K., A. 8. A., D. tl

E., W. C, W. Y., T. J. S., B. F II., T. W. C, B. U. Is Co.,
J. n., T. W. W., Bev. E. K., A. C.

J. n. T.—The whole of Riddell's hook ou "Hand-Railimt"
will he reproduced in the Blildinu Nkws.

D. OnANT.—Sketch will appear.
Davis & Emasl'kl.—Drawing of Synagogue received

and in hand.
W. J. J.—The sketch of tower of Fulham church U

altogether unsuitable.
T. W. C — Your reply is an advertisement.
Wm. BisoLEY.-Sicetch returned.
Mybes, Veeveb & MvKE.'i.—Fhotographa of ohurob re-

ceived and returned.
J. II. A.—Can't promise without seeing sketch.
Hk.vrv Littler.—Drawing and plan received.

F. Waohorn.—Measured drawing ou liingos Duty
appear ; can't say precisely.

J- U. F.—Triibner ii Co., Paternoster-row, 2l8.

CwTespukiice.

SENTIMENT IN BUILDING AND LAY
AND CLEIUC ME.MOUIALS IN EDIN-
BURGH.

(To the Editor of the BunDnto News.)

Sir,—While the romantic site of Edinburgh,
and the towering irregular outlines of our lofty

buildings require so little effort to give the pleas-

ing effect so much admired, we still continue to

waste many thousands of pounds in some obscure
localities where plain building and more light and
more air only are wanted. Costly stone and lime ex-

crescences appear as if copies of some baronial remi-
niscences which have no historic worth, (ar less

presenter future utility, to any one. Allan Ram-
say, addressing civic authority here a century ago,

gives a hint as to city improvements when he gays,

with a feeling of principle now wanted

—

" Our reason ami advantages cill

Us to preserve what we esteem,
And each should contribute ttio' small,
Like silver rivulets that fall

In one, and make a spreading stream.
8o should a city all her care unitJ,

T' engage with eu:ertaiiiment of delight."

Now here we are, sober, sentimental Scotch-
men of the period, striving with the imitative

ability of the Chinese tailor (who so tastefully

copied the patches on the old pattern into the
new breeches), reproducing the stuck-to devices
of the old builders into new tenements, with
damaging effect to the comfort and means of work-
men's families and eliopmen who require accom-
modation.
Such is the distorted taste of the period that

an effort has even been made to mar the present;

perfect symmetry of Charlotte-square,requiring the

strong arms of the law to preserve the true CUssio
taste of our fathers. This noble square is well

worthy of being chosen as the site of the grand
Scottish Memorial to the late Prince Consort, but
such is the questionable state of public taste that

it is more tha;i hkely to share the fate of the Ross
fountain—the finest work of art we have of the

kind—having been placed in the worst possible

position, under the cold shadow of the Castle,

in the lowest ground of Princesstreet-gardens,

where in the same bleak locality a Winter Garden
is planned out to be placed.

Many visitors to Edinburgh think that we build

too much for posterity, and so saddle them with
more cost in altering our notions in stone and
lime, as we daily experience now. The Caledo-

nian Railway Company certainly spent many
thousands of pounds in clearing away substantial

palatial buildings, which are only replaced by a

wooden station, which a Yankee visitor said has a
homely feeling about it. Near the same timber
creation a further clearance of some few thousand
pounds' worth of princely dwellings has been pro"

posed, as a suitable site at the west end of Princes-

street for the Prince Consort Memorial, while
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loognde that etraet there are at least two good

itai—namely, opposite both Frederick -street and

Cith-rtrtmt. and, beat of all, a most appropriate

dte, having the Tiata of Princee-street towards

th* aaat, placed upon the tock below the Kelson

tower. In the stme view we have that most sym-

bolic of all Scotland's memorials—the unfinished

national monument to her brave sons who fought,

and bled, and died (during the time of the lirst

Kapolaoo) in the strife to obtain the now waste-

paper treaties of the past. The new itnd finished

National Memorial to " The silent father of our

kings to be" would tend, if placed on this site, to

illtuti ate the triumph of peace over war.

It is proposed to have a statue of Chalmers in

marble ; far better that it should be in bronee

^d made to match those by Chantrey of George IV.

and Pitt. Aa there is yet another site in our

noble George-street requiring a statue, Chal-

mers's memorial should be placed at the intersec-

tion of Castle-street. We would then have a

regal, lay, and cleric statue of the representative

men of the last generation to adorn our finest

thoroughfare. The genial heart and gentle band
of an ' Old MortaUty " is wanted here to clear the

weather stains from the freestone and marble me-
morials of our lay and cleric worthies.—I am,

&c., J. K.

FROV GLASGOW.
Sib.- Id joor cortcs]ioDdexit*s notice of the Xew Club ia

hi* " Uiflrip from GUj^w *' (in your jviper of tbe 16th

inst.) Ur. Urycv'v uaiue « as ouly mentionei as architect.

It »M a joiut ]>ioiluction ; Mr. Brycc did the elev.i loiia

ajMl ^r, Uunitit the plaus. when frect«d &b oAices for t)ic

Scuttiah Widow* Fund, but tlie alteratiou!! made iieccs^ar.T

f*.r a club Were tarried oil hy Wr. liuruel.— 1 am, Ac,
A lltlADCB.

Intwtouuuiinicatioii,

QUESTIOSS.
[19SS} OPTICAL 6QUARE.—Wouhl auy of your

toAan kindly inform me bow to use etKcaciously aa
Optkal fqoftre, for meatiuring winding or crooked buitdingt^

also, bow to pruTo tliat ibts above-mcatioued iustriimeut

is comet ?—It. J.

nW61 THE AnCHlTECTURAL ASSOCIATIOX.—

I

riioald b0 glad if aonie of your readers would inform me
what advantage a coou ry jissistaut would derive by join-

ing tbe Architectorul AdAociation.—A^ssibTANT.

119671 IRISH COUNTY SURVEYORSHIP.—In thy

f»uii>ctitiTe examination fur two Irltih county surveyorsti i ps

beld in Dublin but NovemV*er, candidates were retiuirud

to sbuw t)tat tbey bad " been engaged in thu practice of

tbeir proftttion on adequate works for a sulticiuut time, ur

hare had in tome otber way eatislactory opportiinitien of

becoming acquainted «itb tbe practice of their piufeesiun

iu ome one of tbe brauchea iodicated," which were four,

tha Urtone being " county worke, iucIudiDg architecture,

foedi, dninagvand river works." Can auyoue iuform me
if aa ardiitecti^ aMistant having been engaged iu the
practice of architecture alone, butbaviug u tulerable know-
ledge of roada, drainage, and river works from reading and
oLeenratioD, would be admiit«d to tbc^ie examiuatious as
au eligible candidate? Or if any Oi.e would tell me where
tbe fuiiiitaiii-bead i« from whence I could obtain the de-

aired tufunnation 1 abould bo much obliged.—Lex.

niK^] KENTISH RAG.—Would some of your corre-

•}«Mlenta inform me where Kentish ragvtone ia lo be
boagbi, and the price per foot cube ; tbe feize it can be liad

;

if it can been* with a aaw like liatti etoiie, or if it to-

qnireamore lab>jur ; whether mouMiuga can iMworktd
OD it ; if it reqoirea more labour tliau 15atb ; and if au
ordinary maaon can work it?—Tbianglk.

[ldj'>I POPLAR.—I ahonld be glml to know for what
poplar wood ia na«d, if it will ataod the weather, and tbe
price Iter foo , aoper. or cube? I bare beard it is used for
railway blocks or brakee, buv should like to know if it ia

conect—Tbiakolc

09M] TAKING OUT COLOURED LINES —In some
plans, keut to roe for altera- ion and revision, there are a
nmiii er of red liuvs, drawn cither fn carmine or lake,
which roust be taken our. To erase them with a knife or
ink eraeer is not poaaible, as they niu all over the plans,
wbiefa would lie quite deetroyed by it. Can nuy
dranghtsmau or other of your correspoudeuts advise mo
wliattodo? I liave applied to tbe only chemist in tbe
tbw.n, but be doew not kni->w of any solution that will be of
any good.

—

Dui'Ekation.

aMl] POST>OPPICE CLERKS.—I should be obliged
tofraoy inlonnatiou lespecting tbe examinations, qualill-

catiMH, and ftdmisidon of youths to tho abtive ap]K)iut-
loaBta, Are tfam any stated periodn for tbe examina-
tkom, when are tliey held, and what chance is there
of iivoiiiotum ?—FArBsrasfii ia«.

II«I2] CALCULATION OP LOOARITHMS—In a
vtceDt sciruufic examination the foUowiitg i|u<Mtioii was
Mt:—"Oiveii tite bjgarithm of 2, and tho loi^arithm of 1,

find the tognrithin of fM.** I was unable to answer If, and
febftll be glail if a»v of thecontribatorsto " Interoomnianl-

*' irUlgive me tJic key to tiie prt»i.icm.— CANinitATK.

[1963] JACK ARCHES.-The writer of the article

"Underneath the Victoria Embaukmont " would very

much oblige me if bo would give iu your next imprvs-

aiun a sketch, showing tho arrangement of the covering iu

of the Underground Railway, and the manner in which
thegit^crsaru fixed.—Suhsckibeh.

t!9o4J CAST-iRON.—Which is the boat raw material

for foundry purixises, the grey or the white me al, and

which will run the most Huid into the mould?—Sandbox.

[I9C51 PREPARING CANVAS FOR OIL-PATNTINO.
Can any bubscriber give me tho recipe used by ai-tists'

colournien for the comiKwitiou used to coat canvas for oil-

tviinting ?—G. G.

[1960] SLATE CISTERN.- 1 li-ave a large slate cistern

which 18 splitting oflin large flakes from tho overlapping

side«. Can X stop this, if so, how ? -T. W. K.

[I'-mrj PRICES FOR SAWING TIMBER.-Will some
English subscriber oblige me with the present price paid
for siiwiug boechwood?—K. D., ICausjis.

[196SJ BLaCK JAPAN FOR COACH WORK.-Can
nuy one tell me how to make a good black japan for coaoli

work?—COAUlI-PAlNTEIt,

[1969] BRAZING BAND SAWS.—Will some reader

give me a little information on brazing band saws,?—
Wood.

[19;0] SOFTENING ASH TIMBER.— I have some
ash timber "-'ft. squaie, which I want to bend. Boiling or

steaming does not iiiofton it enough. Could I put anjthmg
in the water that would help me ?-C, J. C.

REPLIES,
[iras] TURKISH BATHd.- Noticing some replies as

to thu above in your last iasuo I beg to inform your corie-

fljondent that Jlr, Francis Drake, architect, Friar-lane,

Leicester, has constructed a Turkish bath for me here, ou
tho new priuciplu of hot-air ventilation, used by Dr.
Bolton. He made the iilaus for the Newcastle-ou-Tyno
Ourporatiou Turkish liatlis ; also for the infirmary of that
town and leveral private batlis for gentlemen iu that

ueigiihourhood, lie haa alao built Turkish oaths, public

and private, at Ryde, lale of Wight, and a number of

baths, public and private, in ditleruut parts of the country
and would most likely be able to give your correspoi.deut

every information. He is the author of a pamphlet, ou the
subject.— S. E. A.^ Hinckley.

[1939] COTTAGE IIOSPllAU — Buy Dr. Horace
Swete'a " Handy Book for Co tige Hospitals," published

by him at Wt'stou-aupir Mare, for 38. Oc*.—A. B.

[1940] BREACH OP CONTRACT.-If *' G, W." is

wise he will let ihe matter rest. The understanding ou
his part is too indefinite to establish, and any attempt lo

do 80 will fcimplv be putting money into ihe hauda of

legal men and taking it out of his pocket.—Lex.

[19421 REMOVING WHITEWASH.—From what your
correspondent says, the whitewash appears to have almost
eaten into the stone, and iu that ciise it is a mere waste

of Irtlxiur and ma eiiai to think of removing it by any
solution or washing itrccess. It has evidei.tly jienetrated

through the "skin" of the stone, as it is technically termed.

There is only one thorough remedy—have the stone re-

dressed.—Mason.

[1943] WALL BUILDING.—It is the usual way in

building hollow walls to build 9in. brickwork outside,

'Z^m. cavity, and 4iin. brickwork inside, tbe whole to be
bound together with 12in. bricks, made specially for that
purjjose. I have seen walla of that description bound with
iron ties made in the form of a 8. Andrew's cross, with a
rebate iu the middle, and the ends turned down to lap
over tho bricks, but I like the long bricks best.—BRiCK-
LAYER.

[lOW] STRAW PARN.— 1. Ascertain maximum uum-
ber of acres sown. 2. Ascertain maximum yield ofwheat per
acre. 3. Allow 3Cft. cube, for tbe straw and corn of every
bushel of wheat grown. 4, Ditto for pe.a£e and beans.

5. Barley or rye require 27ft. cube. <J. Oata require 18ft.

cube.—C. B.

[19471 STRENGTH OF CANTILEVERS.—There are
three different ways in which a cantilever may be strained
by loada iu practice, and
its Btrength may be easily
calculated froiu tbe formula *

W'
W

-fL
B

I

given below. Suppose, in

tbe first place, that the
weight W in the accom-
panying diagram ia placed
upon the cantilever, at a ^
distance from the free end ^
A, equal to x. Its distance from the fixed end, B, will
therefore be (L — x), putting L for the total length of tbe
cantilever. This diatanco (L — a) is clearly the leverage
with whith tho weight W acts, tending to break thy
cantilever at B. Makings er|ual to the strain at B, and
putting D for the depth of the cantilever, which is tho
dimension that resists the breaking toudeucy ; then

3 =Z-lit "'

D
If the weight be situated at A, the

free end of the cantilever, then the leverage (L — x) be

comes equal to L, and S equals ^--^. Bat in the case

pat by '• Young BuiMer," the loail or weight is uniformly
distributed over the cantilever. In thi-i cawo, therefore, wc
may conaider it (o consist of a number of equal weight.-*,

placed close together, and acting at their common centre
of jmivity, Tliusum of tho wcighis will therefore equal \V,

iuid the leverage, or dixtancc of Ihoir centre of gravity

strain will be given by the formula S This

£rom Ihe fixed end B, will equal — . Conaequeutly the
2

W X L
2 X D*

may be now applied to the case in question, put by
"Younn Builder." L = I8ft., U = isiu. = I'uft. Since
the cantilevers are placetl Oft. apart, the total load will be
equal to 6 X 18 X 1^0 = 5.8 tons, or allowing for the
weight of the cantilever and the platform, it may be
taken at 6 tons. Substituting this value, we find

6 X 18S s= — =1 36 tons. If wo assume the iron to stand a
2x1-5

safe strain of 5 tons, there will be 7'2 square inches of
metal required in the flanges, or to be on the »;ife side, let
us say Sin. Iu the pectiou given by " Young Builder"
there are two angle irons 3in. x 3in x jjin., which will
give only loin., so that the cantilever is not atrongcnough.
To make it ao, all that is necessary is to rive., a plate to
the top of the angle iron. This plate must have a number
of sijuare inches, equal to 8 — I'j = 3 5 square inches.
Let the plate be 7iu. broad, by Jin. thick, and it will
answer the purpose.— Statics.

[1918] LAYING OUT CURVES.—*' Ranging Railway
Curve8,"by W. D. Haskoll, C.E., published by Bradley
Thomas Batsford, 52, High Ilolborn, is tho best practical
book ou the subject.—B. D.

[Ift491 AREAS OF CIRCLES.-" Puzzled" will find a
coaiplote solution to his question in the English Mechanic
for Sept. 16th, in an article on " Beciprocal Geometry," by
J. Beverley Fenby, C.E.

—

Frank CnEHSt:LL..

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
New Royalty Thfatre.—On the 19th ult. an injunction

was obtair.ed to restrain Miss Undaon, the lessee of the
New Koyalty Theatre, Soho, from miiking certain alterations

therein, with a view to increase the accommodation of the
public. Mr. Welchman, the plaintiff, is the proprietor
of adjoining house property, and he alleged that the pro-

jected improvements would obstruc- the passage of light

and air to bis premises. On 'i burwday week the matter
came on for special hearing, before Vice Chancellor Bacon,
and the defendant denied the allegation on which the in-

junction was obtained. After arguments at considerable

length by Mr. Roberts for the defendant, and Mr. Webb
for the plaintitt', the Vice-Chancellor made an order to dis-

solve the injunction, the costs to be costs in the case. On
Friday last the order was lodged iu the Court of Chancery,

and the improvements in the theatre, which have been
delayed by ihe injtmction, will now be completed.

SLITNN v. TTTF, VesTBY OF SaINT M.^RY, LAMBETn.—Iq
the Clerkenwell County Court, ou tlie 17th iust., the
plaintiff, a c;ib-piopvietor, brought an action against the

Vestry of the parish of S. JIary, Lambeth, for damages
caused to a horse and hansom cab, through the negli-

gence of tho defendant's servants iu allowing a heap of

eiftuigs or shingle to remain in tlie centre of the caniago-

way of the Waterloo road, on the '20th of May last, wi hout
a bglit or railing round it, whereby ihe cab and horse

were thrown over and sbverely damaged. The loss on the

horse was £10, on the cab Mb, and on tho harness lis.,

making the total amount claimed £15 Xla. Evidence iu

aujiportof the phuntiir's cate having been given, it was
argued by the counsel for the defendant that by Ac of

Parliament notice must be given to a public body before

au action could be brought against it. His Honour tho

judge (Gordon Whitbread, Esq.), however, would not

admit the objection, but said that the case must be tried

on its meri s. Evidence was then given for the defence, to

show that there was a railing round the heap, but not a
light, aa it was not then dark. The judge, af er hearing

the evidence, said he was of opinion that there was not
sufficient protection, considering it was half-past eight at

night when the accident occurred. Ue must therefore give

tho verdict for tbe plaintiff fur tte amount claimed

£15 lis., with costs.

Workman's Waoks. — Important Question. — Mr.
David King, of the firm of King & Sons, of Mitre street,

Aldgate, was summonetl on Wednesday before Sir Robert

W. Cai-den, by Henrv Noden, a mason, to show cause why
he should not pay him £1 lUs. 4d., wages due to him fwr

work done. Henry Noden said that he was a mason, and
on Tuesday week hist he went to the office of Mr. King,

in Gough.aquare, and a.sked for the foi-emnu mason, to

seeif he could give him a job. He was told the foreman
mason was ou the works at the Jews' Synagogue in Sandys

row, Bishopsgate. Ho went there and saw a man nametl

Gibson, who was represented to him as the foreman. There
was a board up ou the hoarding stating that Messra. Kiug
A Sous were the contractors. Gibson put him ou to

work at once, and he worked at the Synagogue for

forty-eight hours, up to Friday night, and then Gi^>8on

sent him off to Austinfriars to work on another job of Mr.

King's, When he went for his money to Mr. King's oflice,

in Gough-squaro, ou Saturday, Mr. King, junr., utloredto

pay him for his Saturday's work, provided ho wouhl sign

an agreement that he would make no further claim upon

King & Co. for wages due. He refused to do that, and

then King A Co. refused to pay him anything. In cross-

examination ho stated Mr. King never employed bim.

He never asked for Mr. Kiug when he applied for work ;

but bo lUiked for the foreman, aa it was cusomary for all

men in the trade lo do; but Mr. King was present iu tho

otlice when he asked for the foreman, and was referred to

tho Synagogue in Sandys-row. The defence was i hat he

was not employed by Mr. King, but by Gibson, who was

not Mr. King's foreman aa alleged, but his sub-con-

tractor, and this was proved by the contract wliich was

put iti. Afier some further evidence, Sir Rubt. W. Garden

said that in the faee of that contract the defendant h.ul no-

thing to do with the complainant and his wagos, nn*/ it-

was clearly against Gibson that the claim (xi-iti-d. He
could not make any order, and must, therefore, leave the

complainant to his remedy iu the county court. Ho then

dismissed the summons. Mr. Wethorfield, who appean^d

for Nodon, said that would only necessitate 27 ac ions lu

the county court.
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LAND AND BXTILDINCl SOCIETIES.

LoKDOS LABnruF.ns' Dwt:LLtN(..H Society (Limitf.d).—
At ilielSth Iiidf-yearly goueral meeting the usual dividuiid

at tliu nite of 5 per ceut. per auuiini, free of iucouio tax,

win declared. The number of tenements now belonging

to tlie society ia 378 : the ca])ital amounts to £4:{,100 : the

sinking fund (for the redemption of the leasehold property

i.f the society) t<) £1,'1((7, and the reserve fund (for the

equalization of dividends or extraordinary expenses) to

£1,093.

Covsn or Socthamptoh Providekt Pbrmasickt
Bkniumt Bl-lLDi.NO BociKTV.—The annual meeting ol thft

CiMiuty of Southampton Provident Ponnanent Benefit

Building Society and Savings Fund was held on Tuesday
ffeek. The report of the directors announced coutimujd

satisfactory progress of the business of the society, the

number of shares iasueii being considerably in excess of

those issued in any preceding year. The liabilities aud
assets account had been carefully prepared, aud the surplus

profit of the past year was such that, after proviiling an
ample guarantee fund, there remained for apportionment
a bonus of £4 Is. 4'1. per cent., in which the borrowers
ratiably participated.

STATUES, MEMOEIAIiS, ETC.
YouK.—During the iJ.ast week an important .addition

Jias been made to tlie adornment of S. Wilfrid's Catholic
Church, York, by the erection of another statue. It is

a noble figure, and the Archangel, S. SUchael, is repre-

sented as on guard, res iug his hands upon the hilt of his
sword the point of which rests on the ground. His wings
are represented as slightly expanded, and on his head is a
crown surmounted in front by tlie cross. The figure is well

proiKjrtioned, and the drapery is effective, aud so contrived
as to roveal the chest, riglit arm, .and leg in armour.
Ijike its companion statue of S. Joseph, it is the work of

Mr. Boultou, of Cheltenham, from the design of Mr. George
GuIcUe.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Birmingham.—The people of Birmingham are to be
commiserated as regards one of the conditions under which
they live at present. The Lancrt states that according to
Dr. Alfred Hill, the supply of water to the borough, when
analysed by him on the 3rd August, was highly charged
with nitrogenous organic matter, and was also turbid
and briglit green with minute vegetation. The sooner
Birmingham puts its lately-acquired Act in force ror a new
supply the' better for the inhabitants.

" Jack Ketch'.s Warrks."—At the last meeting of the
ClerkenweU vestry, the clerk stated that, iu conformity
with the provisions of the Artizans' .and Labourers' Dwel-
lings Act. certain alterations had been eflfecteil iu the
alloys in Turnmill -street, known as "Jack Ketch's war.
ren," and that the veil ilation and drainage had been
miicli improved.

Social Sc'ienck Coxores-s.—The question of the dispo-
sal of sewage will occupy a prominent place iu the pro-
gramme of the next meetingof the Social Science Congress.
Sir Charles Addcrley, who is president of the Sanitary
Commission; Mr. H. Rawlinscu, president of the ile,alth

Department : and Mr. Moule, inventor of the dry earth
closet sj'setm, will, it is expected, take part in the discus-
siou on the subject. An account of the experiments
made on 'he Aldershot Sewage Farm willbe s^ibmitted by
1 he superintendent to the criiicism of the Congress: and
all that is known on tlie subject will bo fully ventilated.

Sanitary Supervision.—It is s.aid to be intended by
the Government to greatly increase the numlwr of medi-
cal officers who are employed for the purposes of sauita.y
8ui»ervision nnder the Privy Council ; iu fact, the whole
of the kingdom will bo divided into sanitary districts,
each under a medical officer, with a salary of not leas than
£000 per annum.

Variation in the "Stvles" of Animal
Akchitectlhe.—Huraaa beinga apparently are
not alone iu their alternate deterioration and im-
jirovement in the arts o£ construction. M.
Pouchet, the Director of the Museum at llouen,
and a well-known naturalist, has discovered
that the new school of sw illows are improving
their style of architecture, huilding their nests
with more regard to sanitary principles, so as to
contain more room and admit more light aud air.

The shape of the nest is, we infer, more nearly
that which will include a m.iximum of inhabitable
space

; and besides this, and still more important,
the entrance to it has been changed from a small
round hole into a long slit, a sort of balcony,
from which the young swallow may look out
ujion the world and breathe fresh air. What is

more, the new school of swallow architects appear
to prefer the new streets, while the old school
still build the old nests on the cathedrals and
older houses

;
perhaps from some sense of artistic

fitness, which scruples at any change of style in
adding extensions to monuments so venerable.

MoxsTEn Hotel.—On the 25th of August the
doors of the Grand Central Hotel, situate on
Broadway and facing Bond-street, New York,
were thrown open for the firiit time. Thio im-
insuM biitel wUl ftceoiamodaU 1,S00 gueata in ita

650 rooms. Over 35,000 square feet are the

superficial area of each floo , and the top iloor

surface dimensions of the interior amount to

350,000 square feet. There are two courts in the

centre, 20ft. wide by 100, affording light and
ventilation. These courts are bridged by the

main hall on each floor. Fire-hose is conveniently

located on every floor, while two large tanks, each

holding 10,000 gallons of water, are situate on
the top of the hotel. There aie five staircases,

two elevators, and scuttles to the roof. There
are four entrances on Broadway, and two on
Mercer-street. The building i.< heated by 30

miles of steam coil. The price of board for

transient customers is 3 dols. to 3.50 dots, and
4 dols. per day, according to location of room,

while permanent boarders are allowed a consider-

able reduction from these rates. In the statistics

of the hotel we find the number of bricks,

4,000,000 ; cost of building and ground, 1,500,000

dols. ; cost of furnishing, 500,000 dols. ; water sup-

ply in tanks (in gallons) 20,000 ; number of chairs,

5,000 ; number of doors, 2,000 ; depth between

Broadway and Mercer, 200ft. ; height to top of

flagstaff, 197ft. ; length on Broadway, 175 ft.
;

number of halls, 50; carriages, 15; ceilings,

average height, 12ft.; number of stories, 10;

acres of carpeting, 7 ; steam-engines, 3 ; elevators,

2 ; acre of marble tiling, 1

.

Heavy Surcharge on a Locai. Board.—Mr.
William Roberts, district auditor for South-east

Lancashire, has just finished his audits of the

Accrington Local Board of Health and has made
surcharges of £500 and £158 respectively on seve-

ral members. The larger item is for money paid

on account of a new police-station which has just

been finished, and which the auditor held the

Board had no power to build ; the other item is

expenditure incurred in opposing a bill iu Parlia-

ment of the Accrington Gas and Water Company,
with a view to obtain a reduction in the charges

for gas and water. The Committee of the House
of Commons decided that the Board had no locus

standi on important points, and the auditor was
of opinion that he could not pass the accounts,

although a meeting of ratepayers had sanctioned

what the Board did.

New Submarine Bridoe at Stamboul. —
From Constantinople it is stated that a project is

mooted to join the city and its suburbs by a sub-

marine bridge between Stamboul and Galata by
the Golden Horn. The inventor is Mr. Haddn,
the Government engineer. As it will not be
possible, owing to the hydrographi&al and geolo-

gical state of Constantinople, to traverse it by an
ordinary tuncel, Mr. Haddn proposes to establish

a tubular tunnel 31ft. below the surface of the
water, iu order to permit vessels of the largest

tonnage to pass above it.

New City Hall, San Francisco, California.
—The Commissioners who have in charge the

erection of the new City Hall building at San
Francisco, request the competing architects to

send along with each design and plan the motto
and the name of the author, with references, en-

closed iu a sealed envelope, addressed to the

Board. It is the intention of the Commissioners
to award the position of Superintending Architect

to the author of the accepted plan, if he is, iu

their opinion, competent and otherwise acceptable.

For the authorized notice to this effect parties in-

terested will apply to Wells, Fargo, and Co., New
York.

Repairing Leaky Roofs, Ere.—The following
is said to answer well in mending roofs that leak,

and for similar uses. Take two parts by weight
of common pitch with one part of gutta-perc la,

melt together in an iron pot ; it forms a homo-
geneous fluid much more manageable than gutta-
percha alone. To repair gutters, roofs, or other
surf.ices, carefully clean out of the cracks all earthy
matters, slightly warm the edges with a plumber's
soldering iron, then pour the cement in a fluid

state upon the cracks while hot, finishing up by
going over the cement with a moderately hot irou,

so as to make a good connection and a smooth
joint. The above will repair zinc, lead, or iron,

and is a good cement for aquariums.

Painting by .means of Injection. -A foreign

inventor, known by the somewhat poetic name
of M. Violette, proposes a new method of painting.

He emjiloys a so-called pulverizator (spray produc-
ing-machine) for the application of pigments and
dyes to the surface of textile fabrics, paper, &c.

The coloured liquid is projected in an impalpable
spray, and made to fall on the objects to be
p%ii)te^ or dyed, as tha case may bci

Hami'steaI) Heath.— Public attention haa
lately been again drawn to the (question of the
preservation of Hampste id Heath, and it has been
alleged that some " encroacbmenti) " have re-

cently taken place by varioua parties. It is

further said that Sir John M. Wilson, Bart., the
present lord of the manor of Hampstead, offered

some time ago to part with his interest in the
heath to the Metropolitan Board of Works for

£50,000. The subject was brought under the
notice of the Hampstead vestry by Mr. P.
Hemery Le Breton, chairman of the vestry and
representive of the parish at the Metropolitan
Board of Works. The matter was broached by
Mr. Le Breton, in conseciuence of a letter in a

recent number of the Hampstead Expreu, the
writer of which seemed to hint that Mr. Le
Breton had relaxed his efforts for the preservation

of the heath to the public. Mr. Le Breton mad«
a statement to the vestry, showing that the
Metropolitan Board had been pursuing negotia-

tions on the Fubject right up to the time of the
death of Sir John Thwaites, and with favourable
prospects. The only thing he could publicly

state at present was that there was a very good
prospect of 240 acres of the heath—^the main
part of it—being saved. If little pieces had been
given up by the consent of the " homage," the
public could never get them back. Mr. Le
Breton showed that he had, in conjunction with
the late Sir John Thwaites, taken an active part
in the negotiations.

The Victoria Embankment.—On Thursday
week the Whitehall approach to the Victoria Em-
bankment was completed and opened for vehicular

and passenger traffic. This approach is a continu-

ation, in a straight line, of Whitehall place. The
works in connection with the approach to the
Embankment from Craven-street to Charing
Cross are at a standstill, in consequence of a diffi-

culty in obtaining possession of a small piece ol

land necessary to complete the approach. A
great number of men are now employed in making
the approach from Norfolk-street.

South-London Tramways.—On Thursday week
a number of excavators commenced breaking up
the main road and laying down the metals for the

extension southward of the Brixton and Kenning-
tou tramway from ita present terminus (near the

Brixton Police station ) to the cross-roads at

Brixton Church. The tramway from Clapham
to the junction at Kenuington is now completed,

and in another week the line from this junction to

Hercules-buildings, Weatminster-road, will be
finished, and large tram carriages will run from
Brixton and Clapham to Westminster for public

traffic.

New Tramways for North London. —• The
authorities of the northern metropolitan districts

received notices on Friday last from Messrs.

Ashurst, Morris & Co., solicitors and agents for

the Metropolitan Street Tramways Company (who
obtained their Act of Parliament last session for

laying down tramways in some of the principal

thoroughfares of the north and north-western

districts) of the intention of the company to

forthwith commence the works for the laying of

their tramways. The first section, it is under-

stood, will be from the Holloway-road, near the

Nag's Head, through the parish of Islington,

along the Camden-road to the Brecknock Arms,

thence continuing through S Pancraa, down the

Camden-road, passing the Midland Railway and
the Camden-road station of the North London
Railway, to the Red cap, turning into High-street,

Camden-town, and along the Hampstead-roa 1 to

the Euston-road, where is to be the terminus of

the first section. The notices whi^h have been

served call upon the local boards to issue their

official sanction for breaking grcund within a
period of seven days, with a further declaration

that, unless such sanction be received within four-

teen days of the date of the notice, the Cjmi>any,

exercising the powi^rs vested iu them by the Act

of Parliament, will at once commence their

works aud lay their tramways without such official

authority.

WiSBOBOuon Grefn, Sussex.—The workmen
employed by Mr. S. Belham, builder, of Bucking-

ham Palace-road, Pinilioo, were entertained by a

supper given them by the vicar, the Rev. W. A.

Bartlett, for whom a vicarage and outbuildings have

been buUt. The meeting was presided over by J.

Hartley. Mr. Seddon, of Park street, Westminster,

was the aichitect. After enjoying themselves each

one left, wishing long life and prosperity to their

employer. The buildings have b»cn twelve mOntUa
in ereclioni
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Fatai. Scafpou) Accident at the Puksbt-

nnUAS Chcbch, Cambebw-elu—On Tuesday

ktUnoon, Kr. William Carter, the coroner for

BMt Surrey, held an inquiry respecting the death

of Isaac Harper, sged 62 years. Deceased was a

slater in the employ of Mr. lies, a contractor.

About a quarter to four o'clock on Friday after-

noon last he was engaged on a scafi'olding which

had been erected in front of the new Presbyterian

Church, Camberwell, covering the roof with slates,

when of a sudden it gave way and he was precipi-

tatedto the ground.adistance of about25ft. Several

pumnw went to his assistance, but his iDJuries

were ofao severe a nature that he expired shortly

afterwaida. It was stated that the scaSblding

was constructed of the worst materials, aud in con-

sequence the inquiry was adjourned for further

evidence.

The Proposed I^diak Goversmest School

OP Ekgi>'EERINo.—Nature believes that the

ebMne for the proposed Indian Government

School of Engineering is being warmly com-

bated by the scientific branches of the army,

whose counter-proposal is that the Koyal Kilitary

Academy at \\ oolwich shall be made into an

equivalent of the Kcole Polytechniqiw, and that

young men intended for the engineering service

of the Govemmeut should be educated there, or,

better still, officers of the Royal Engineers should

he lent to the Indian Government.

The New Wobkhouse at Isltsgton.—More

than two years have elapsed since the Islington

Guardians laid the foundation stone of their new
workhouse at HoUoway, and though the time for

the completion of the contract has long since ex-

pired, the wotk is still unfinished. Mr. Burden

is Uie architect, and Messrs. Nutt k Co. are the

contractors.

A BisHor's Chair. -At a sale by auction of

household furniture, &c., at Worcester, on Satur-

day, a selection of antique carved oak furniture

was brought under the hammer, including a Hncly

carved and well-preserved arm-chair, which has

been in the possession of John Hough, Bishop of

Oxford, 1 600 ; the Bishop of Lichfield and Coven-

try, 1699; and the Bishop of Worcester, 1717
;

several inscriptions upon the chair proving its

antiquity and the fact that the above-mentioned

Church dignitaries have reclined in it ;
yet the

highest bid for this ancient and unique relic was
only a few shillings, about the price, iu fact, of a

common Windsor chair.

Depbessios :n the Slate Trade—The slate

districts of North Wales are now sufl'eriug from a

great falling-off in the demand, and consequent

diminution of employment for labour. Accord-

ing to the Investnunt Circular, even at the Peo-

rhyn Quarries, where for many years the demand
has been greater than the power of supply, large

numbers of the quarrymen have been discharged,

•sd assistance given them by Lord Penrhyn to

enable them to travel and seek employment else-

where—strong evidence that the depression is

expected to be protracted.

The Royal Albert Asylum for Idiots and Imbe-

ciles, Lancaster, was formally oponod on Wednes-
day week by the Duke of De'voushire. Only one

wiug, however, is yet completed and ready for oo-

cupation.

Plans are in preparation for the erection of a

now dispensary for Kensington Workhouse, at a

cost of iiO.OOO, and a new iufirmary is to be erected

for the newly formed Westminster Union, the pro-

posed outlay lieing A'10,000.

The Jewish Synagogue, in S. Alban's-placo, S.

James's, was re opened on Satui-day List, after re-

storation and decoration.

The bas-relief representing Napoleon III. on

horseback, which decorated the facade of the new
constructions of the Louvre, has been removed.

The Homo Secretary has appointed Mr. Apple,

garth, secretory to the Amalgamated Society of

Carpenters and Joiners' to bo a member of the

Royal Commission to inquire into the operation of

the law with respect to contagious diseases.

A cottage hospital is about to be erected at

Amlwch (Anglosca) at a cost of £500. The site

lia-s been given by Latly Dinorbon.

Petersburg l»t yellow 3 X 11 Pelg.std. 12 15

Do. 3 X 9 rto. 12 6
Do. l»t white 3 X 11 do. 10 6

Do. 8 X 9 do. 9 5

Do. 3x 7 do. 8 10
Do. lathwood ciib.fthm. 6

Pitch pine (Pensacola) Pet^. hW. 11 2
Do. (Georgia) do. 12 10

Piigwash spruce 12012 3x9 11 15

Quebec 1st bright 12ft. 3 x 11 Petg. etd. 18 15

Do. Ist Huatod do. 10 2

Do. l«t dry floated do. 17
Do. 2nd bright do. 13 5
Do. 2na floated do. 12

Do. 2ml dry floated do. 12 6

Do. 3rd floated do. 6
Do. 3rd dry floated do. 9 12
Do. 3rd bright do. 9 5

Rimouske 1st spruce 3x9 120 12 3 x 9 14 7

Do. 3 X 8 do. 12
Do. 3 X 7 do. 13 10

Riga crown white Petg. stii. 8 7

Soderlmm 1st yellow 3x9 do. 10 10

Do. 3 X 7 do. 8 17

Do. 3x8 do. 9

Wyburg l8t yellow 3 x 7 do. 8 5

Do. 2* X 9 do. 9 5

Do. 2* x7 do. 9 15

Do. 3 X 9 do. 9 10

Cj)ip.
—

—

New girls' schools have just been commenced in

Byron-street, Bromloy. Accommodation will be
provided for 300 children and the cost of the build-

ing, exclusive of site, will bo .i2,0O0.

The total cost of the now Ilighgato Infirmary, for

toe parish of S. Pancras, has been ^^49,659.

The new blocks of dwellings for the poor on the
nto of the Magdelen Hospital, Blackfriars-road,

have bccu commenced. They are being erected
under the auspices of the Peabody Trustees.

The City Markets Committee have entered into

an agreement to repurchase 22 acres of tho site of
Deptford dockyard, for the sum of £91,000, as a
lite for the proijoacd foreign cattle market.

At a meeting of the Manchester City Council, on
Wednesday week, a portrait of Sir Jo»o];h Heron,
the town clerk, painto<l by tir. Knight, R.A., and
ubeeribed for by members of the Corporation, was
presented to the Council.

A pa|>er will bo rea«l on the " Theory of Screw
PrOTulsion," by Mr. Michael Sefi, before the Society
of Eoginecrs, at Exeter Hall, on Monday next.

The chapel of ease at Holly Bush Hill, Stoke
Fosis, was recently re-opened after enlargement
•od restoration. A chance! has been widod, a
new open-timbered rool has been constrjcted, and
opeo •«•(• (obstituted for the old pews.

Cimkr %XKk ^eliiefo.

The following are the average prices paid at public

auction for wood goods during tho last four mon hs. It

is of course understood that short lengths have been re-

jected and only those taken which represent a fair average

length, and it will be readily seen that any other way
would mislead. Such a list is interesting, as it shows that

the war has not made such a great difference in prices as

many supposed it would, the principal rise being in Swedish

goods:—
Per

Archangel yellow 3x9 Petg. std,

Bjonieborg yellow 2,J x 1 do.

Christiana 1st yellow 2 J x 6J 12012ft.

Do. 2nd do do.

Do. 3rd do do.

Do. 3rd white do do.
Do. 3x9 do.

Do. 1st whi!e2J X 7 \ do.

Do. 2J X 6J do.

Do. 2ud white 2| x 7 do.

Do. 2.1 X 6i do.

Do. 8 X 9 , do.

Iludikswall mixed yellow Petg. std.

Dram 1st yellow 2J x 6J 120 12ft.

Do. 2uddo do.

Do. .3rd do do.

Do. 2nd white do.

Do. 3rd do do.

Escoumains white spruce 120 12, 3 x 9
Prednckstadt let white do.

Do. 3rd yellow do.

Do. yellow lat flooring IJiu. square
Do. lin. do.

Do. jin do.

Do. ^iu do.

Do. |in do.

Do. 2uddo. lin do.

Do. |in do.

Do. l:)in do.

Oefle 1st yellow 3 x 9 Petg. sul.

Do. 3 X 7 do.

Do. mixed yellow 4 x 12 do.

Do. 4 X 9 do.

Do. 2 X 9 do.

Do. 3 X 7 do.

Do. 2J X 7 do.

Do. 3rd yellow i x 11 do.

Do. 4x9 do.
Do. 3 X 9 do.

Do. 3 X 11 ; do;

Do, 3x8 do.
Gothenburg mixed yellow 4 x 11 do.

Do. 3 X 9 do.

Do. 3 X 8 do.

Do. 3x 1 do.

Do. 4 X 9...„ ; do.

Do. 2J X 9 do.

Do. 3rd yellow 4 X 9 do.

Do. 4x0 do.

Do. 4 X 11 do.

Do. 3 X 11 do.

Do. 3 x7 do.
Do. 2J X 9 do.

Do. 3 X 9 do.

Gothenburg mixed white 3 x 11 do.

Do. 24 X 7 do.

Do. 3rd white 4 x 9 do.

Do. 3 X 11 do.
Do. 3 X 9 do.

Do2i X 7 do;
IlaLifax bu-ch load
Uolmsund 3rd yellow 3 x 9 Petg. std.

Unsum do. 3 x 11 do.

LauiTig lat white 3 x 9 12012ft.
Do. 2J X 7 Ptg. atd.

Do. Znd white do do.
Do. 3 X 9 12012ft.

Honsteras lathwood onb. fthm,
KUramlohi imaorted spruce 3 x 11 ...12012 3 x 9

Do. 3 x9 do.

Do. 3 X 7 do.

Onega Ist yellow Petg.std.

Do. 3rd do do.

Paakallavick lathwood cub. fthm.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Timber,

Te»k loxlClS 13 II- Finland t7 10 £8 10

Quebec, red pine 8 16 4 IS Alemel Q
- 4 15 Oothenburg, reUow 9 11

U| „ white 8

6 10 Gefle, yellow 10 5 IJ 10

S O'Siiderham 8 II H
5 C.ChriatianiA. per C,

01 12 ft. by 8 by 9 In.

4 10! yellow 10 12 10

4 10' Flooring UoftTda. per

. 8 )S

yellow pine.. 4
St. John N.B. yellow
Quebec Oak, white.. 6

„ birch 8 15

„ elm 4 s

Daatzlooak
„ Si 3 e

Memel&l 3 10

Riga................ 8 10 4 10! eq. of lin., flret yel

Swedi<h 2 18 S First white
Maste.Quebecredplne 3 15 6 1

Second qualltiei

6 107
7

6 8

£ 8. d.

13 5

12
8 2 G

7
9 6
6
11 16
7 10
6 15
7 10
6 10

13 2 6
7 10
7

6 17
6 7
6 15
5 7 8
14 5
14 l.j

7

13 9
10 3
8 3

7
6 10
8 1

7 6
10 5

10 7 C
5

11 10
11

9 17
11
11

11

8 17 6
9 a
9 5
8 5
10 5
10
9 5
9 10
9 15
10 6

9 7 G
7 18 6
9 6
9 6

7 17 6
8 5
8 10 6
8 17
7

7 5

8 2 6
7 10
17 6

2 13 C

9 5
9 C

12 7 6
7 2 C

6 10
11 15 C

4 12 G
14
13
11 17 6
14 15

8 12 t

17

yellow pine.. 3 18 6
Lathvood,Dautzic,tin S 15 li 10

„ St. Petersburg 5 10 6 10

Deals, prO., 12 (t.byS
by 9 In.,

Quebec, white flptace 13 18 10

8t.Johii,whit8Bpruce;12 n 14

Yellow pine, per re*

duced C.
Canada, lit qoaUty. 38 1) 18

3nd do 12 1310
Archangel, yellow .. 11 ID 18

9t.PeterBburg,yel... U 10 13

PuMiUB Ston'b pr ton 8
Oiu, &c.

Seat, pale.... per tun ?6 10

Sperm body 83

Cod 39 1*)

Wbale, Bth. Sea, pale 311 10 37
OUve.OalUpoU 49
Cocoanut, Cocbin,ton 43 10
Palm, fine 89 89 10

Linseed 31
Bapeieed, Bog. pate.. 43 10
Cottonseed 27 10 M

UETAL8.

per ton
do
do
do

Pig, Foreign »...«.
,, iiutEuaii W.B. .

.. Lad Co.

,. Oberbranda ..

SWeet Willed do
Bhot, Patflut •* no
Red or Minium ,...„*« -•. do
Lithirge, W.B - ^0
White Dry „ do

„ groundinoil ^ •• do

OoPPDi :—
British—Gate and Ingot per ton

BestSelected do
Shttt do
Biittoma » » do
Anst ralian do
SpAiiiah Cake do
Chili Bars, cash do

,, Replied lUgot do
YeUow Metal I»rlb

iHoit :—
Pig in Scotland, caah per ton
Weleh Bar, in London do

„ Wiilee do
Staffordshire do
Rail, in Walaa do
Sheets, single in Louden do
H-.opa, first quality do
Nail Rod <'o

8 wediali do

£;8
20

£

30 6
1» 15 19
20 10 :!i

S2 i3
19 15 31 10

£89 10
70
73

63 10
6«

6 15

7 10

6 15
y 10
8 10

7 10

y 15

70
71 y

76

7-2

64 10

71

6i

7 12

8
7 6

S
10

%xM %t{u

TENDERS.
Bbtstol.—For eicavatiug for and buiUliug cellar walls

to promisos in Victoria-street for Mr. F. Uumboll. Mr. W.
Cloiltinan, Burvoyor, 3, Exchauge, Briatol :

—

Buaven <fc Sou £205
Storkey 204 18

llibb.ird 116

E. SlephenB 172 10

J. Stopliens 109

Syrass 107

Hewitt 153 0.
Rogers 150

Pady (a^-cepted) 141 12

LKADiiNHAU.-STREET.—For alter.ltioDs to offices for the

Realm Uuildiog and Investment Company. Mr. JoUn W.
Morris, architect :

—

J. Sheffield £60
A. Shcffleld 63

HarrU & Wardrop 47 12

Ijiverpooi,.—For Prosbylerian Schools, Liverpool. Mr.

W. J. Maiion, architect. Qiiautitiea by Mr. Geo, North-

croft, surveyor ;

—

Corbett £1416
Borne 1370

TomkiijBou l-'50

Deid.lie l:!37

I.itt <t Wilkinson 1280 7 1

Uirasoa 1272

liatoman 1271

Nicholson & Ayre ,
1218

HaighA Co 1247

Potter Brothers (accepted) 1180
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BnoMi.EV. — For Girls' and Infants' Schools, Bromley,
K., for Mr. Arthnr Carrie. Mr. J. W. Jlorris, arcliiteut :—

neiaer £2416
Ennor 23Ss
Tanner S:i5S

Kilhy 2353
Watts 2340
Wicks A Bangs 2S31

Abr.iham 2397
SholHold 8288
Mann 2283
Uill, Keadell * Waldram 2240
Porry 223B
Atlior^tou & Latta (accepted) ^005

Lambp.th.—For couatructing sewera In the parish of
t^ainbeth :

—

Mayo (aooepted) £849!1

CONTEACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINO
ESTIMATES.

S. Mary Abbott's, Kensington.—Extension of time
to Oct. 7.—For the erection of ft new inflrmary and other
ImUding!* adjoining' their workhouse. Reuben Green,
Cork to the (^uiirdiftns, No. 1, Devonshire-terrace,
Wright's-lano, Kensington.

llERTnYB Tydfil Local Boaeo or Health, Oct. 20.

—Contract No. 1, for the construction of the main,
branch, and distributing sewers, and other works re-

quired between Troedyrhiw and the line of the TafT Vale
Hallway, near Quaker's Yard Station, all in the parish of

Merthyr Tydfil. Tlie total length of the main and
branch lines will be about 10,000 vards. Thomas
Williams, Clerk t'o the Board, Merthyr Tydfll.

DovEH Harbour, Oct. 8.—For the construction of
works for the improvement of the harbour, including a
dock and passage with one pair of gates, and deepening
an approach thereto. James Stillwcll, Register of Dover
Harbour, Dover.

Metropolitan Board op Works.—.Albert Ejtbank-
MENT, Oct. 7.—For the erection of a now approach to the
existing Lambeth Stcim Boat Pier. John Pollard, Clerk
of the Board, Spring-gardens, S.W.

Acton Local Board, Sept. 27.—Main Drainage.-
For laying 12in. and 9iu. drains in Uxbridge-road, and
Horn-lane. Edward Monson, C.E., Surveyor to the said
Board, Acton.

Acton Local Board, Sept. 27.—For making up Park-
road East. Edward Monson, C.E., Surveyor to the said
Board, Acton.

War Department Contract, Sept. 28.—For complet-
ing the internal fitments to Forts Si)Uthwick and Widley,
Portsdown-hill. W. C. Hadden, Colonel, Commanding
Royal Engineers. Royal Engineer Ofiice, Portsmouth.
Buckstone Park Estate, Rawdon, Sept. 29.—For

the constructimi of carriage roads on this estate. Geo.
Belk Smith, land agent.

Leeds, Sept. 28.—For the erection of workshops and
sheds at Buslingtiiorpo, Leeds. Wilson and Btiiley,
architects, Central Market Buildings, Leeds.
KlDDERMIN-SIEU LOCAL BoARD WATERWORKS, Oct. 4,—For the following works, fur the public water supply of

their district :—Contract A.—Well and borings. Con-
tract E.—Reservoir and other works. James Morton,
Clerk to the Board, Kidderminster.
PETWonrn, Sept. 2S.—For enlarging ind restoring the

parish church at Fittlewortb, near Pctworth. "The
Building Committee," care of the Rev. S. K. Cattloy,
Fittleivorth, near Pctworth, Sussex.

8. Giles, Camberwell, Sept. 26.—For the repairing
of Denham-road, Talfourd-road, and part of North-street,
Peckham, from East Surrey Grove, to Branch-buildings,
and also for kerbing and paving the same. George W.
Marsdon, Vestry Clerk, Vestry Hall.

Lewisuam District, Sept. 28.—For the construction
of 12in. and 15in. pipe sowers, in and adjacent to the
Anerloy-road, Pengo, in Hither-green -lane, and near
Catford-bridgc, Lewisham, and in Westbourne-road,
and Chajdin-atreet, Forest-hill, a total length of about
3,071ft. Samuel Edwards, Clerk to the Board, Grove-
place, Lewisham, S.K.

BANKRUPTS.
70 .SUUIIENDKR IN TilE COUNTRY.

Edward H itniiUrays, Newton Abbott, railway contrac-
tor, Sept. -iS—John Lloyd Williams, E vorton, liuildur,
Sept. 27, at Liverpool.—Elwin Collis, Hiutou-on-th«-
Gi-ean, builder, Oct. 5, at Worcestor.

public examinatiovs.-Act, 1869.
Got. 10, a. Atkim, Sutton, Surrov, limo burner.-Oct.

7, S. and ff. Daucy, Brighton, builders

.

DIVIDE.ND MEETI.-iCS.
Soj.t. 27, n. Taylor, Skirbi-ck, Linoonshire, coach

-

builder. — Sep-. 30, J. Roberts, Pen rhyudeudraeth
builder.

declaration* of DIVIDEND.
J. Roberts, Portraadock, builder, div. Is.

SCOTCH SF.QUE1-TRATI0KS.
Charles Hill Pounyeook, Olasgow, sanitarv engineer,

Sept. 23, at 2.— William Aucbiuauhie. Ardrisiiaig, ioiuer
Sept. 30. at 12.

'"•' '

»

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Vinall and Co., Brighton and ulaewbere, builders —

Brearley and Cordukea, Stockton, joiuera.-Watson and
Burtoot, Windsor, stonomiUions.—Oswald and Boyton
Sunderland, saw mill proprieors.-Huslor and Co. Wetd-
wood and Potter Newton, near Leeds, a one rairchants —
Whiteheail and Salter, Apperloy, Yorkshire, plumbers.

BATH STONE OF BE,-*! QUALITY.
Rakdell, Saunders, and Company, Limited. Quarry-

men and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of Prices at the
Quarries and Deiwts ; also cost for Transit to any part of
tlie United Kingdom, furuif^bed on application.

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Advt.] Corsham. Wilts.

THE

ENGLISH MECHANIC
AND WORLD OF SCIENCE.

WITH WHICH AUK INCOnPOIlATED

" The Mechanic," " Scientific Opinion," and
" The British and Foreign Mechanic."

miCE TWOPENCE IVEEKLY.

At the commencement of a new volnme it may

uot be out of place to make a few remarks about

the Enolish Mech.wio and its pronpeots. Siuce

the commencement of the last Tolnme three

wceldy scientific publications have been absorbed :

probably such a thing never occurred before. The

Mechanic, a widely circulated penny paper, was

absorbed on the 25th of March last. Soon after

followed Scientific Opinion, a high-class scientific

paper, and a month after the British and Foreign

Mechanic underwent the process of amalgama-

tion. This threefold amalgamation, as might

haYO been expected, has materially increased its

already wide circulation, and at the same time

mnltiplied its correspondence. The English

Mechanic may be regarded as something unique

in British journalism. It not only Pnjoys a
wider circulation than all other scien-

tiflc papers put together, but it has a

larger number of eflicient correspondents than

all of them united.

Office—31, Tavistock-stheet, Covent-gam)EN.

And all Booksellers and Netcsar/ents.

W¥^«»
TRAClNa AND DKAWINa PAPKliS and
NOTE BOOKS. Messrs. Letts, Sos <fc Co., Now CroBH, have pica-
siiro in BubiiiittiiiR to mcflhanica, dcsiKnera, and engineers, a very
cheap 8eri«3 of " Sectionnl " Papers, &c., on which ijliins can bu
drawn to scale and coloured, withf'iit _tl!e nih'd hnpB altowing

ohjeotionably through the work. Tlioy are rtUoa in

1-5, l-C, 1-3, and l-8"inohe». iiicreaHin^ by eighths to 1 inch. Speci-
mens and pricea forwarded without charge, on receipt of stamped
addrossod envelope.

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHS &
B00K3.

A Set of 8 PH0T0CJRAPH3 fmounffed lu cardlward), from (be orl
Elnal drawm^B of the PRIZK DK^IGN of the UANCtlKSTKU
TOWN HALL coiupttuion. Size o! the photogriiiih 12 by lU. Price
£2 2%

ALlTHOOBAPHof the HOTEL DEVILLW AT HAMBURUU
(theprixedeBiin'. by G. Ci. bCOTT, Ksq., Architect. £1 Ib.
A PHOTDUitAI'lI (iiiniinted on caniboitrdj of the AS9IZB

COUItTSAT MANCKbl^TKK by A. WATliKUO'JdK, iidti. Archi-
teut bizQ of the iihuluy;iJM'h 26 by 21. £l Is.
The atiove, beiug very biiggestive deatgna, would bo useful to all

llrttt-clfiH oUiofs,
EXIfiCUTKDEXAMPLRS OF PHTTRCHES, OHAFELS. MAN-

SIitNS. and VILLAS, to )te comploted in Five Divisioin, at lUa. Gd.
euvh. The first and 8ei:ond •tiviitunsonly Junt out,
Tbvse exiUiiiil*-8 are by dlltereut an^hiteuta. and they contain the

xrtn.ii i-oflt of eiich buihUug. ami the miiteriaU uaed, t'jgi.-llier
with the ground and chumlier plana.

CHUUOHKS and CHAPKL)* «re.-t«d by O BIDLAKE. Bs-i..
Aichitect, Wolverh:iui|it(»ii, with the plans and the actual <o«t of wM-h
erto'iou, toifether with the bwt arr-vngenwuts of the aeati, both iu
the giillery and thegnmud floor. \-2». tid.

This little hook is (luite a f.ivourits with the profisiion on accouut
of the well-known ability of thu architect iu dcsigfiiuK-'Uid .arry-
ii'gout the diir^rent Noiicoofurmiat Chapels and Schools Uoust-a,
*c.. iu different p.'irt« ol EnRtand,

Theabuve Photographs and K^ioka can be had from the Pub-
lisher, S. BIKBt-CK, BookBeller. lo. Church- street, LozeUs road,
Birmingham.

In a few days, with 19 Plates, demy 8vo, Kb. Od.

pHURCH DESIGN FOR COKGREGA-
Vy TIONS. By JAMK3 CUBiiT, Architect.

SMITH, ELDER k CO., 13, Waterloo-place.

IVERPOOL VICTORIA LEGAL
FBIKNDLT SOCIETY.

ESTABLISHED MABCH, 1843.

Chief Oflflco;—23, isUnffton, Liverpool.
London office:—8, Cummercial-street, Shoreditch,

TJiia Society hna bern in notive operation for 26 years, and takes
rank with the very drat in-'^tltntione of its kind.

Claims paid £U2.r\3fi
Paid-up Capital ^i.iH.'i

Saved iaat 13 months 7,i24

Wanted, a few energetic Ajfcnts and Collectorff.
BulCB, proBpocttiaca, and any iuformaiiou can be obtained nt

J. JUNES London Miuiager.

GUARDIAN FIRE & LIFE OFFICE.
JUtabliibtil 1921. Hnh«cTilK*c] ( Aplttl. Tiro IllUl-nil.

11, Lomtm'd-ktrft. London, K C,
DIUECrOKS.

Ch AiRMjkX—Frederick H. Jauaon, Eeq.
T'Ei-tTY CtlAiKWAN— JHiitea Ooodaon, Km].

J O HuUmH, KaqHenry Hul»v Hftvu*. I-:»'|.

Hy. Koiil.am-C^tUr, Eji'i.

Chnrlo Wni.CurtK Kaq.
(Miarlos V. U<^viUI. K»f|.

Fraucia Hart Dyke. K*q.
HlrW. It. FAT'i'hir. Btrt.
Ar./hib%ld llaniillon. Stu.
Thi'rnia Hui.kfiy, ICb<i.

BL-hanl M, Iliirvcy. Baq.

O. J. Bhaw l^fevre, K*q., U.I',
J<i)<n Martin. K i.
Kowlnnd Mitchell. Raq,
An|[U"*u< Vrfv-mt, Eso.
Abrvluun J. Kobarta, ka<|;

Wlllhun8t«^eia, Kaq.
John (}. T«l)>ol. Kmi., M.P.
Henry Viane, Kf).

StcaerART—rhomiB TAtlemach, Re |.

A(Ti.A»y-Sani'iel Brown, Esq,
N.B.—Flre PoMcien wb'ch expire at HiuliaoliuHM mtut be reaewed

'it tlie Head Ottlce, or with Uie Ageuta. on or before lh« Utb of
Oc"ol>i'r.

Pn>«p«ctaftiui'1 formn of propoiwl. wttb the Actuary'a Valuation
and Rt iteoient of the A»/-ta and Liahtlitiea in the Life Branch, free
111 applicatmu to the Company'* afeut*, or to tbe Mcrttary.

EFFECTIVE PERSPECTIVES and other
DRAWINGS Coloured on reaaooable tnrmn- Firet-oU-a

outlluoi. Hpecimeua ahowu. llr. BETUOLM, Queen'a Chamben,
Ch^pai-atreet, BeUford-mw.

PATENT WEOUGHT NAILS.

-^
J. J. OOEDES & 00.,

the Patentees ami Manufacturers of tlio

well-known

PATENT WROUGHT KAILS
(Commonly called Ewb.vxk'.s N.^ils),

Desiro to raako it known that thoy have a'loptod

a*' stir'' or "cross," as their 'I'rado .Mark, and
that all Nails now matle and sent out by thom,
except niflsp, bear this mark upon thoir heads and
that within every package sent from their works
is also placed a card bearingr their n.-ime and
address. AU their bags are also branded CoRDES
and Co.

The Nails arc manufactured by J. J. ConDE.s and
Co. out of Sera]) and the best kinds of I'iij Iron,

and have long since earned the reputation of being

superior to all others. The Nails are all uniform

in make and quality, each one perfect, and count

out full 1,000 to the M.

DOS WORKS, NEWPORT, MON.

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
GENUINK AND ARTISTIC

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.—Designers and Practical Joiners.

CAMBRIDGE HALL. NEWMAN STREET,
LONDOK.

LEADGLAZINGFORCHURCHES.- W.
M. PEPPER aupplie*. Architects, IJ.iilder»,an«i the Trade with

LEADKlJ LiaUTSforCHUUOlJliS and other buildmjfa, executed
in every description of ^eonietrioa! pattema. Quarrieti. or fret work
in sheet, crown, or rolled plate, ftc. Ari:hitectural deaigna carefully

cjvrried out. Manufacturer of ancient, half rouud, fret, and modern
window lead, for painted glaaa windows, at the li»wo>it t<!rnia. with
deapatch. QaotAtioua proiniitly attended to.—Addroaa, 6', WLitfield-

street, Tottenham Court road, W.

LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS.—
B. 8. NEWALL and CO., Patentees ol the COPPER ROPR

LIGIITNINO CONDUCTOB, supply the wune, with the iK)iut and
uU ataples. comi'lete for &kiii(r, wt Ihe following prices :—

Tbree-eightha-iuchdl*meter )a. Oil. per foot.

Half-inch diameter Is. ft'l. „
Five elgbtha-inch diameter 2s. Od. „

R. 8. New;iil !iud Co.'a Patent Copper Eope LiKhtuIng Conductor
in being applied by arobitecta, engineers, and icientlfiu uieu In all

parts of the world.
0FFICE3—130, Strand, London.

„ tiateshead-on- Tyne.

„ 68, Anderson Quay, Olangow.

„ 17, South Caatle street, Liverpool.

MESSRS. CHARLES DEVAUX and
COMPANY, fUnUera and Oonniijneea uf the VIKILLE

MONTAUNK ZINC MININO COMPANY, supply the VIKILLK
MoNT.\GNK KOOKINO 21NC.»ncl allow j^ discount uf 4 |f-r ^ciii.

wiM-reviT the nwf» are ciirtilir-d by tire Coniiauy'!i iirclnl^ot to be
pruijerly laid.—PartifuUra or dwigus will be aupplidd at the Vieille

Uuntagne Coui|>aii)''8 t-xpenfie. by their arcbiteul. Ha Jahks Kd-
UKSTON. of 6, Crown-court. Old Bro.-ul- street. B.C., where uiudeleof

the vaiioua patents fvr zmc routing may he seen

MORTAR MILLS AND PORTABLE
STEAM ENOINKH FOR 8ALE0R HTRK —^tjitfon'«ry anU

Donkey Engines >tejiiii Paiia, Cornt«h and other Bolltrra. Furnace
Work, Safety Valves, St-^an» and Water Uauijee. Pumjis. Tanka,
8hnftiu(r, Coupling. PItiuitner Blocks. Riirsora Fly-wheels, Bdg«
Itnniiera, Hydniuho and !*cr«w Prcssei, I'miehiug and dhearlnc
M.uhinea. Hjdro eitr.Actora, Saw fnan en and Ben.-hea, CrAbe, Jack*,

Bluuks and other uselul macbLuery.— T. T. TaVlOK. 4', White*
street, Borough.

N,B.—Plant and Machinery Purchased. {Cath)

a MITCHELL, MARBLE, STONE,
, ANU aUAN^ITE WuKKa.

aaOW ROOMS:—1(16. BUOMPTON ROAD. LONDON, S.W.
Where Arobiteote. Buildera, and MerchanU will flod the hkrge«t

and beat stock uf Chimney-pleoea xiiU Monunienta in London, of

.t-hich Booka, Cataloguea, and Sheet* of MoQUioeDta will be for-

warded on aiiiilication.

JCitimatee will meet with prompt attention,

MANUFACTORY at WALTON STREKT.

ROBERTSON, BROOMAN, AND CO.,
PATENT AND DBHIUNS RBQl^TBArtON AaSMTS

9, Flee t-atreet, Loudon. Eetablbhed 18.13. Froapectua gratia.
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THE CONTINENTAL MARBLE
COMPANY,

7, WILSON STREET, FINSBURY, E.G.
ESTABLISHED 1859.

UTarble Chimneypiece and Register Stove £16 6
Box Enamelled Slate -1 7
Good Stone Truss Clximneypiece - - - - 8 6

do. Box do. .... 6
A Liberal Cohhission allowed to tbiTrioi.

W. & J. R. FREEMAN,
1I£RCHANTS IN ALL KINDS OF STONE AND GRANITE,

DKfOTS Mtjolninc th« CoratuwcUl Surny Docks. Rotberhttbe ; li«ccl«KQe1d-itreet. City-road ; and Hillbank-itreet, Weatmiuater—
«ber« BiUaattM may \» ubtaiuud for l>«liverle», either by A'«s6el or RaII, to all parts of the Klugdom.

OFFICE— 27, MILLBANK STREET, LONDON, S.W.

SAMUEL TRICKETT,
BUILDING STONES! BUILDING STONES!!

FIRST-CLASS BUILDING STONES OF EYEKY DESCRIPTION.
POBTIAKP, PILLOUGH.
BATH. erEPB.
CAEH. STAIRCASES,
UOULTON. I.ANDI^Od,
BID \ CILLS.iuul
waiTB, >)|n SuibtMu or Ume^onc COPIMOS,
htVB, I Worked to Order.

Speolmeus may be seeu lit Ilia office, or iu

bulk, at his Depots—
VICTOKIA WlIAltF, MILLWALL.
MILEAGE STATION. PADUINGTON.
SKVEN falSTEUa STATION, G.N.B.
DfcVUNSHIRE-SIKEKT STATION. I'.K.R.

Also BLOCKS, LANDINGS, *ud PAVINGS.
FBOK TIIE TOEKSHIRE, DERBYSHIRE, WARWICKSHIRE, IRISH, SCOTCH, AND WELSH QUAERIES.

ADDRESS— 2, GRE3HAM-BCJILDINGS, BASINGHALL- STREET, E.G.

BEST SLATE SLABS-1,200 TONS IN STOCK
HOOFING SLATES, mid EVERY DESCEIPTION of PLAIN and ENAMELLED SLATE

MANUFACTURE for HOME USE or EXTORTATION.

JOSEPH BRINDLEY,
SLATE MERCHANT,

ENAMEL AND STEAM SLATE WORKS, BERMONDSEY WALL, LONDON, S.E.

Kstimates given for Slating, and eTerythiiip tliat can be made of slato,
THE NEW I'RICE LIST AND CATALOGUE OF CJilMNEYPIECE UKSIGNS AXIK NOW RE.\DY.

PATENT VICTORIA STONE.
WORKS—BONNER-ROAD, VICTORIA-PARK, E., NEAR CAMBRIDGE-

HEATH-GATE.
,

Granite Flagging laid complete, as ia the Poultry, &c., at 7d. per Square Foot.

Sinks from 5s. each. Tanks, Cisterns, and Cattle Troughs from 4d. iicr gallon. Window SiUs,
Coping, Stairs, Landing, Steps, Pillar Caps, and aU other articles iu stone eijually cbeai).

*.* This Stone will be found stronger, cheaper, and more dnrsible than any worked natural stone.

DOULTON'S STONEWARE KITCHEN SINKS
ARE UNEQUiVLLED FOR STRENGTH AND CLEANLINESS.

They are made of a new kind of Stoneware very highly glazed, and are perfectly

INCORROSXVE and NON-ABSORBENT.

PRICE LISTS ON APPLICATION TO

HENRY DOULTON & CO., HIGH-STREET, LAMBETH.

CHARLES GOODYEAR,
GRANITE MERCHANT,

U Prci>ivred to Supply from liia Works, known ae

THE DE LANK GRANITE QUARRIES,
Stone rf ft Superior Qnallty for EDirinaerlii« anr] general Building Parpoiea, Oranite from the above Quarries la being exteualrely used

iu Bome of the Urgent ejigintcrlng works now In the courae ot conBtruction.
0FFIC18 : Country—Fore-atreet. Bodmin, Cornwall. London—5, Weatmlnster-chambers, Victorla-atreet, S.W.

PAVING SETS.
THE WELSH GRANITE COMPANY (LIMITED)

Supplies the BEST SETS.
They combine more than any other Stone in the Market, the Qualities of

ROUGHNESS and SAFETY with DURABILITY and ECONOMY.
Addresa, the MANAGER, Yr Eifl Quarry, Carnarvon, North Wales,

A. A. ROBINSON & CO.,
SLATE MERCHANTS AND MANUFAOTtTRERS,

Beg to call the attention of Architects and BuilJcra to their

EEMOVAL TO MORE SPACIOUS PEEMISES,
BURY-STRRET. niSIIOP^OATH:, E. C,

Where they have fitted np Show Rooms for ENAMELLED SLATE and other CHIMNEY-PIECES,
STOVES, RANGES, ETC.

iOf MWBCTl^K ta llfrtTSD: ILtVSTlUTED flllVHU UATALOaXJBS OH APPLlCATtON-EilClOaBD BMD,

The Royal North of Scotland Granite

Quarrying and Polishing Company,
PETERHEAD, N.B.

WILLIAM STUART, MANAGER.
Every descriiitlou of Plain and Ornanieatiil Work executed fn

Poli.shed Red, Blue, or Grey Granite, from tbair own Quarries, anch
as Sitreopluigi, Obfliska, Ooluinns, f ilaatern, Tonibstonei, Chimney
Jauibs, Water Founts, &o. Specimens of the GrHiiite on application.

ABERDEEN POLISHED

GRANITE.
G. LESLIE JAMIESON,

The Crown Granite Works
ABERDEEN.

Every descriptiou of Polished Granite Work for Ar-
chitecturiU and Monnmeiital purposes, iu Red, Blue, and
Grey Granites, from the best quarries in Aberdeenshire.

Ebtimates on apphcatiou. Orders aud iuquiriea
promptly attended to.

ABERDEEN GRANITE WOBTTc.
ALEX. MACDONALD, FIELD, & Co.

Workers in Polished Granites to the Queen
Awarded Prize Medals luteniatioiialExhibitioiiB. 1861, 186fi, aud

1862, and lUKEE ITize Medals ot Parlt, 1867.

Ked,:, Blue, and Grey Granites for Architectural
Construction, Decoration, Memorials aud

General Puruoses.

LONDON DEPOT, 404, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.

DALBEATTIE GRANITE QUAEEIES AUD
POLISHING WORKS,

SHEARER, SMITH, AND COMPANT,
rROPEIETOKS.

BEST GREY, BLUB, AND RED GRANITES.
Loudon Offices—21. Gre.^t George-st.ett, Westminster, S.W.

Manchester Ageuts—Thos. Date aud S, u, 51, John Ilallou-atfeet,
Maucheater.

JOHN ST. POLISHED GRANITE
WORKS, ABERDEEN.

JAMES WRIGHT. Mauufauturer ol Polished Granite to Her
Majesty, supidice Ijrst-claBS Mouumenta, Cclumns, Pilasters, &c.
Loudon Agents, Mr. ALKXANDifiR NICHOLSON, 66, Marklana.
E.C. : ana Mr. MATTHEW W. JOHNSON, 363, Euaton-r..ad, N.W

GRANITE.
JOHN FREEMAN and SONS,
O PENRYN, CORNWALL.
Agents iu London—W. & J. R. FREEMAN, 27. MiUbauk-straet; and

N. TREQELLES, 10, Uuiou-comt, Old Broad-sU-eet, E.C.

JERSEY GRANITE.
Suitable for Monumental, Architectural, aud Engino.r-

iug'Woiks, Curb, Pitching, Macadam. Ac.

LONDON OFFICES-IT, KING WILLIAM ST.,
CHARING CROSS, W.C.

GRANITE.
POLISHED GRANITE, GREY, RED

and BLUB, for MONUMENTAL and ARCHITEC-
TUBAL WORK.

BLOCKS FOR ENGINEERING PURPOSES,
PAVING SETS AND KERBS,

Agents.

D. H. and J. NEWALL
GRANITE QUARRIES AND POLISHING

WORKS.
DALBEATTIE, NEAR DUMFRIES.

-v JOSEPH HARTLEY, OakviUe, Maple-road,

I Anerly, London, S.E.

fFBANClS H. PICTON, Queen lasurauce-

J buUdiugs, Dale street, Liverpool.

FIRST CLASS MEDALS TO MAW AND CO., EXHIBITION OF
1862; DUBLIN. 1S«0 ; AND OPORTO.

TMPERISHABLE TESSELATEDPAVE-
J_ MKNT3, couibiuinya hiiihiy decorative and etonomical buIj-

stitute for orUiimry rtoors, and thuirperlahable coverings. MAW aud
CO. '8 piitteru-book, the work of the tirst designers of tbe day, (or-

wHjdeil together with 8i>eclal designs and estiinatea for every kind of

Hoor aud wall tiling.

Specimens may l)e Been also at Maw and Oo/b Manchester Agents,
T. DALB and SON, 50, John Ualton-street ; and London Agents,
W, B. SIMPSON aud 80N8, 456, West Strand.
Liverpool Agents—11UTTEIl, fOWELL, and CO., 10, St. George's-

cresceut.
BENTHALL WORKS, BEOSELEY.

STONE QtJABRIES.
KETTON, RUTLAND.

T. TURNER,
KETTON. NKAU STAMFORD,

Has at «U times a quantity of KETTON STONE iu blocks sawn
and worked to orJerk

Ketton stone turned baluBtera, buee, aud oolumoa, turned up te

S cwi. each Iu the alMve stone.
fricM known on appUcatie«.
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LONG RAILWAY JOURNEYS.

IT cannot fail to be acknowledged by all

railway travellers that, with, the excep-

tion of the royal saloons, and those few car-

riages which are constructed for the use of

invalids, there is not a single one in the

United Kingdom in which anything approach-

ing a comfortable sleep can be obtained during

a nocturnal journey. In a word, there is no
such thing on our railways as a sleeping car-

riage. The common answer to the demand
for this accommodation is that it is not needed

;

that our railway journeys are too limited in

extent ever to render sucli carriages neces-

sary ; and that if people want to sleep, they
must either do so in the irksome position of a
sitting posture or dispense altogether with
" nature's sweet restorer." It is not difHcult

to show that the answer is completely false

;

that the longest journeys in which there are

tlie fewest stoppages are made by night trains

;

and that a large number of people, to whom
time is money, invariably travel by night.

At present, the only manner in which these

passengers cm indulge in an attempt at

a recumbent posture is to place their feet on
the opposite seat— a posture which spee<lily

becomes so excessively ijcnant as to compel
them to abandon it. By means of a judicious

"tip" to the guard, sometimes a kind of short

stretcher can be procured which fits in between
the opposite seats, and is a slight improve-
ment ; but this presupposes two circum-
stances, which are not always included in the
conditions : one of these is, that the passenger
is travelling "first"; and the other, that the
opposite seats are untenanted, or, in other
words, that the compartment is only half full.

Occasionally this contingency occurs in the
first class carriages, but rarely in the second.

Although the reason alleged by railway com-
panies against the employment of sleeping

carriages is founded upon the presumed ab-

sence of all necessity for them, yet a spurious

economy is undoubtedly the real foundation
lor the allegation. If the original design of

carriage be adhered to, it is clear that to con-

tain the same number of passengers a sleeping

compartment must have twice the superficial

dimensions of one intended only for diurnal

traffic. That, if carriages were designed spe-

cially for affording accommodation for night

passengers, this will not be the case will be
shown as we proceed with the subject. The
question that remains to be decided is whether
a certain number of the present carriages

should be converted into sleeping carriages, or

whether new ones on an entirely different

plan should be constructed. Again, these

latter might, in their turn, be either bona fide

sleeping carriages or so designed as to be con-

vertible at will into a day or night carriage.

The relative economy of these two principles

of construction would have to be decided for

each particular instance, as it would in a
great measure depend upon the mileage of the
line, the proportion of day to night traffic,

and various other considerations belonging
to the especial department of the traffic

manager.
It is worthy of notice that notwithstanding

the extension that our railway system has
gradually undergone, not merely with regard
to its introduction into districts and localities

which for a long time remained strangers to

its advantages, but with respect to the actual

length of continuous journey which can now
be undertaken by it, yet the accommodation
for passengers has remained very nearly what
it was forty years ago. While the permanent
way, the engines, and the rolling stock Lave

been modified, so far as mechanical features

are concerned, the interior arrangements have
undergone little or no alteration. On many
lines there are still to be seen the original

first, second, and third-class carriages. These
seldom come so far up as London, for the re-

mainder of their lives is devoted to the trans

port of the local rural trafiic. In looking at

some of the worst specitaens of these, namely,
those belonging to the third-class, and com-
paring them with cattle trucks, we came to

the conclusion that in summer time, at all

events, the cittle had by far the best accom-
modation. They have plenty of light and
air, whereas the unfortunate occupants of the

boxes misnamed cirriages are deprived of

both. The evU of our diurnal system of rail-

way travelling, if it may be so termed, is not
confined to our own country, but has spread
to the Continent. Loud complaints have been
continually raised in France, and the several

companies urged to adopt the American plan,

which provides for both day and night accom-
modation of passengers. It is very (juestion-

able whether the American system would
answer for us, although it might possibly do
so on the Continent. The cause of the French
having followed our example in this particu-

lar is readily accounted for from the circum-
stance that all their lines were but copies on a

very slightly modified scale of our own. They
were most of them laid out by English engi-

neers, and constructed by English contractors,

so that it would have been Uttle short of a

miracle had they done otherwise than partaken
of our defects. However well adapted a par-

ticular class or plan of carriage may be for a
line which runs for a distance of three thou-

sand miles, and unites the shores of the
Atlantic and Pacific, it needs but little com-
mon sense to divine that a precisely identical

arrangement would not answer in cases iu

which the distance does not often exceed more
than a tenth of that alluded to. Apart from
the accommodation offered by the American
plan, there is a difference in our social habits

and customs which would seriously militate

against the exclusive adoption of it. The same
may also be said with regard to most Furo-
pean nations. It is not the adoption of any
especial plan or design of carriage affording

sleeping accommodation that we are contending
for, but simply that on our English railways
journeys occupying the whole night are con-

tinually and regularly undertaken, and that

some arrangement should be introduced
which would allow of a traveller taking
genuine rest during the night. He would
thus be enabled to transact any business
he might have in hand on the day of his

arrival at his destination, instead of being, as

he frequently is, only fit to go to bed. We
are quite aware that there are plenty of people
who care nothing for the fatigues of a night
journey, and in fact look upon it as rather " a
good thing" than otherwise, but, on the other
hand, there are also a large number who are

completely knocked up by it. Ladies are

particularly sensitive to this kind of fatigue,

and we have known them to present so worn
and jaded an appearance after a night's sojourn
in a railway carriage that one would almost
imagine they had walked the distance instead

of being carried over it at the rate of forty

miles an hour.

There is a point in connection with the par-

ticular system of the American railway ac-

commodation that deseives mention. It has
been stated by the advocates of that method
that it is impossible for accidents and assaults

against private individuals to occur owing to

the peculiar facility afforded for constant in-

spection and surveillance by the officials, by
means of the especial nature of the construc-

tion of the carriages. This statement has,

however, been proved to be false, and the

American carriages to be no safer than our
own in this respect. About si.x years ago, a

regular band of roughs took their places in a

train from New York to Lake Erie, kUled two
or three of the passengers, and wounded several

others. So much for the security to life and
property on the transatlantic lines. We have
already drawn the attention of our readers to

the gradual augmentation in the length of the
railway- journeys that can now be made in the
United Kingdom The same result has taken
place on the Continent. The longest con-
tinuous journey within the French Empire
extends from Cherbourg to Nice, a distance of

1)78 miles, while the international through-
journeys starting from Paris are as follows :

From Paris to Berlin, 770 miles ; to Vienna,
9G3 miles ; to Madrid, 923 miles ; and to

Cadiz, 1,474 miles. Will anyone deny that

for journeys of such lengths some comfortable
sleeping accommodation ought to be provided ?

The difficulty appears to lie in the circum-
stance that the American system is not ap-
plicable in the case of European countries, in
consequence of the difference that prevails in

the habits and social ideas of the inhabitants
of the two hemispheres. But there is clearly

some solution to the problem, and it no doubt
will be found in a combination of the two
systems. What is wanted is a carriage which
is so designed as to afford some of the ad-
vantages of the American plan without, at the
same time, sacrificing those which are in-

separably connected with European tastes and
prejudices. A carriage of this description

should combine the freedom of the one prin-

ciple with the privacy of the other. A traveller

should, in fact, have the choice of availing

himself of either or both at his pleasure. The
simplest method of effecting this combination
appears to be in the adoption of a class of
carriage having two stories. Some of these

have been used on the Parisian tramways and
found perfectly satisfactory. The lower story

is divided into first, second, and third-class

compartments, and is constructed in strict ac-

cordance with European habits, or, as it may
be said, after the English fashion. The upper
is arranged on the American plan, having
a longitudinal passage running the whole
length of the carriage, with the seats disposed
on each side. The advantage this particular

description of carriage enjoys over the
American example, is that it accommodates
more passengers with a given volume, and
consequently with a given weight. This is a
most important advantage. In any train there

are two portions into which the total load
carried may be subdivided. The one is termed
the paying, and the other the non-paying
load. The engine and rolling stock evidently
constitutes the latter of these, while the former
is composed of the passengers and whatever
luggage or goods that are transported by the
train. If, therefore, we suppose the weight of

two trains to be the same, but that one has a
greater capacity than the other, that is, it will

hold a greater number of passengers, the pay-
ing load at once becomes augmented, and the
proportion between the two increased. Had
we space we would willingly enter upon the
question of the possibility of adapting two-
storied carriages to those lines in England
upon which long journeys are made. The
obstacle that appears insurmountable would
seem to be passing the bridges and tunnels, as

it would be difficult to so arrange the height

of the carriage as to pass under the limitetl

headway. Something might probably be gained
in this respect by lowering the floor of the

carriage, and the wheels might be put under
the seats, as is the case in the carriages of the

broad gauge, only there is no necessity for

sticking them just in front of the door, to the

great inconvenience of those getting in and
out. The minimum height from the top of

the rail to the underside of any bridge passing

over a line is 13ft. 6in., so that it would mA
be possible to make the height of the stories

more than 6ft., and that would allow scarcely

enough room for the frame of the carriage

itself. This height would not be wanted in

the lower story, as the occupants would never
take any but a sitting or recumbent position,

but on the other hand would be little enough
for the upper story.
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UPSHOT OF MR. BARRY'S CASE.

AS, in the pending dispute between Mr.

Edward Barry and the Chief Commis-

sioner of Her Majesty's Office of Works, the

BriLDiso News has persistently withstood

the temptation to lay Qown " the law "—not

merely of the profession but of the land—we

may now take up the controversy with a

tolerably unbiasseu mind at the point to which

it has arrived, that is to say, the dictum of the

law officers of the Crown, that the drawings

of the Houses of Parliament belong, not to

Mr. Barry, but to the nation. Looking at

the queetxon as a simple matter of law, wholly

disentangled of any proviso or rider laid down
by the late Sir Charles Barry or his son, it is

hard to see how the said law officers could

bare expressed any other opinion. Sir Charles

Barry seems to have entered into no special

contract with the Government of his day as to

the retention or non-retention of these draw-

ings. He probably did what every nine archi-

tects in ten hare been content to do since his

day. He took it for granted the custom of

the profession would go unchallenged, and
that the drawings would never be claimed,

Mr. Ayrton does, however, lay claim to them ;

and, as it can clearly be shown that but for

the percentage paid him by the nation Sir

Charles would never have made the drawings

at all, the inference is clear enough they form

part and parcel of the quid pro quo of which

the bargam consisted. We, therefore, have

not joined in the outcry against the Chief

Commissioner. He stood upon the simple

legal right of the nation; and so far the

utterance of the law is consistent with the

claim he has set up. It is not a question of

frofessional custom— it is a question of law.

ity it is that the Institute of Architects—so

prone to dogmatise and so facile to abandon a

position once taken—did not adopt this more
modest view of the controversy.

We have every sympathy for Mr. Barry,

and trust that if advised to " rest and be

thankful " at the point to which his case has

now tended, some middle course may be

adopted—some compromise be accepted by
which Mr. Ayrton may obtain all he sought,

and Mr. Barry preserve all he cared to retain

by the controversy. In future cases, archi-

tects, if they are wise, will do well to protect

themselves from the chance of being involved

in these invidious disputes. There is much
to be said on both sides of the question, even
after it is disentangled of the question of copy-

right, about which we have heard so much ;

the most, perhaps, from those who are them-
selves the greatest plagiarists. Thus, the

dispute is only half disposed of by a client's

taying, " I have paid for these drawings ;

ergo they are mine." It may be so in the case

of a man who simply engages an architect to

prepare him a set of drasvings for a building

which he does not intend the designer to

cany out; just in the same way as a hare
purchased with its skin on at a poulterer's shop
IS, hare and hareskin, the property of its pur-

chaser. But should the client intend his

architect to canr out his design, or should
the purchaser of the hare intend his poulterer

to deliver it skinned and prepared for the
•pit, the two transactions become more com-
plicated. In each case the law of cu«(om(which
is held to govern the law) steps in ; and we
have the architect, after supplying the con-
tractor with duplicates, retaming the original

drawings; and the poulterer, after trussing

the bare, retaining the hareskin—quite il-

legallv, we have no doubt, if Paterfamilias
wonld but call in "the law officers of the
Crown " to define his legal right to it.

It is reasonable enough that in the case of

mch an edifice as the Palace of Westminster
the nation, or its executive, should possess
ample facilities for referring to the original
drawings of the building, though not very
likely that much good would accrue from any
non-profeuional reference to them. It would
be well if drawings of such edifices, and in-

deed of all public structures, were deposited

in public archives. On the other hand, it is

quite natural that an architect, of all men,

should wish to possess these records of his

past works. If henceforth it is to be under-

stood that he is to give them up as a matter of

course, we foresee but one of two consequences

of the arrangement, viz., the demand of an

increased fee for the architect's preparation of

these triplicate drawings for deposit or return

to the client, or utter confusion and chaos

arising from the original drawings being taken

away from their time-honoured and natural

custodians—the architects who drew them,

worked from, and adjudicated upon them,

and who are, in fact, the only people who are

at all likely to take care of them, or to care

about them after the lapse of years. . This,

putting aside—as we have done—the question

of copyright, is, as it seems to ourselves, the

Eractical view of this long controversy. It

as been sought to be settled as a question of

professional etiquette ; it is now being settled

as a dry question of law ; but it is really a
vierc queation of money. If our poulterers are

not to keep the hareskins they will assuredly

charge us for trussing the hares ; and if our

architects are not to keep their drawings we
fear there's nothing for it but to pay them for

preparing the requisite duplicates, either

directly, in their professional bills, or indi-

rectly (as was stated in the House of Com-
mons' debate), in their surveyors' quantities.

MANSIONS IN BIRDCAGE-WALK.

AN imposing block of buildings, comprising

two houses, has just been built at the

corner ofthe entrance toQueen's-square, West-

minster, from Birdcage-walk, by Mr. Thomas H.
Wyatt, as architect. The character of this

work, though simpler, is in other respects very

similar to that of the still more imposing

work from the same hand in Park-lane, facing

Hyde-paik, and we propose to consider them
together. They each tower up far above all

their neighbours, and are conspicuous from
the colour of the materials used—red brick,

relieved with stone dressings. They are fur.

ther picturesque in form and skyline. So far

they are an improvement upon the ordinary

class of street building to which we have been
accustomed. It is vigour in such points that

we so greatly need to diversify the monotony
of London, and a comparison of these works

in general effect with that of the mansion

built in Piccadilly for the late II. T. Hope,

Esq., and now converted into a club, will

show that the delicate Parisian refinement of

detail exhibited in that building is far less

suitable for the purpose than Mr. Wyatt's

coarser and manlier style. We can further

commend in the Queen's-square houses their

assimilation to the surrounding old structures

of the date of Queen Anne. Here, however,

we regret to say, our admiration ceases. It is

one thing to select a fitting style, and another

to treat it with architectural propriety, and to

the handling of the detail, throughout this

building particularly, and in a less degree

to that in Park-lane, we feel compelled to

make objections. The general disposition of

the fa9ade of the latter is good, but the front-

age facing Birdcage-walk, with its too nume-
rous and varied bay windows, is crowded and

fussy, and devoid of plain wall-surface as a

relief to their complicated forms. One would
almost imagine that the occupants of one room
would be able to look into the rooms of their

neighbours, so closely are these projections

set. Then if we look at the roofing of these

features the result is not satisfactory. The
dormers are too large in proportion to the tiny

turreted peaks into which they are incorpo-

rated. I/he strangest portion of the design is,

however, the absurd travestying of Classical

architectural features, after the vicious man-
ner introduced by the architects of the modern
Italian style, "rhis has been carried to an

extent quite unknown in the far purer style

of the reign of Queen Anne. The great re-
commendation of the works of that date,

and which has met, even in our opinion,
with somewhat too laudatory appreciation of
late, is its exquisite refinement and delicacy.

We look for any such characteristics in this

work of Mr. Wyatt's. There is not one
feature to compare for a minute with the old
canopies to the doorways of the adjoining
houses in Queen's-square, nor is there is one
linial, dormer, window, or doorway in his
new building to which one can refer as satis-

factory in design, and yet there are many
that are elaborate and pretentious. Look, for
instance, at the extraordinary jumble of stone
dressings which surrounds the staircase

window on the eastern side of the block ; at
the queer form of some of the dormers, which
would be more in place in a rococo dressing-
glass, such as those displayed in Tottenham
Court-road ; or at the chimney-stacks, whose
lofty proportions are buttressed up by equally
trival brackets at the base. Then there is an
ugly lozenge-shaped panel introduced into the
middle of the said chimney-stacks, which has
excited our wonder if not our admiration.
For what purpose it is put there is as far

beyond our comprehension as the manner in

which it is held. It is not properly bonded,
as stone should be, into brickwork, and must,
one would think, cut all the bond of the latter

to pieces. It is an acrobatic architectural

pertormance, which we should prefer to leave
to the Japanese to conceive, or at least to

execute. We look for dignity in the work of

the President of the Institute of Architects as

we should in his deportment, and do not
expect him to imitate jugglers in either.

However, we have no desire to be captious,

and are thankful for what he has been pleased

to bestow upon us. We only regret that such
architectural opportunities should not be
made the most of. AVe desire that buildings

of such cost should not show a lack of

careful design in the cirrying out, — that

thought should not be the only commodity
of which there has been an apparent economy
in the expenditure. As it is, we admit of these

two blocks of building being an advance—

a

great advance—upon the class to which we
have been generally treated by the Cubitts

and other speculating builders of Belgravia.

They are quite on a par, and perhaps some-
what more, with the recent buildings on the

Grosvenor estate by Mr. Cundy. But they
do not rank with the Club-houses of Barry,
with the Insurance office of Woodward, or
other of the most thoughtful works of the
day.

^

ART AND THE COSTUME OF WOMEN

IT has not a little puzzled those who have
studied the history of architecture to

account in any way for the marked changes

which we see took place in the course of any
one pure style of architecture. What, for

example, can be more different than the details

and general character of the Early English,

the Middle or Decorated English, and the

Late or Perpendicular English ? How were

these successive changes brought about ? Did
one superior genius in each case do the work,

or was it simply vague fashion as in dress /

The costume of the successive times, be it

observed, followed the architecture ; and each

style of architecture exhibits, in the figures

which decorate it, the dress and manners of

the age in which it appeared and was practiced;

so that the successive changes in costume and
dress may yet be accurately chronicled from

the remains of our indigenous architecture,

wall painting, and glass painting. But now-a-

days all this is changed. Who, for instance

—

what architect—would ever think of ordering

his usual trade glass-painter to paint in a

church memorial window a "girl of the

period," in the veritable and exact costume of

the day and hour, with all the quaint singu-

larities and ugliness of the dress / And
yet such a method of working from the
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actual existences of the time was, in

the dark ages of ignorance, the universal

rule, and it is to it that we owe all the art and
architecture and decoration that we now have.

No two systems of line art production can be

more diverse and opposite than that of the

past of Gothic art and the present revival, as

it is called, of it. We are led to these thouglits

from the deplorable fact of Paris, the centre of

European fashion, and the fashionable law-

giver of the modern world, being shut out so

completely from all knowledge and communi-
cation. AH new fashions and new inventions
in costume come originally from that gayest of

cities, and if there be a veritable goddess of

fashion she certainly resides there. What is

she now doing ?

It is a subject not a little singular, and can
hardly be accounted for, how it is that male
costume, of which we said a few words a week
or two since, changes so slightly from year to

year, while the fashionable costume of women
seems to admit and even call for a change
almost every month, not in colour only, but in

form. There are fashionable colours per-
petually on the change, like the colours of the
chameleon, and what is quite right this week
is all wrong and out of sorts next week.

In calling a little attention before to the
costume of the present, we ventured to suggest
that some improvement might be eifected in
the dress of our soldiers, both as to form,' and
fitness, and colour, and we have somo reason
to know that an attempt will be made to

effect this ; but perhaps after all the prej udices
of the time and fashion will be too strong for

it, so that there may be some interest in a few
words on female costume and its present adapt-
ability to the purposes of art in painting and
sculpture. One great advantage it certainly
has, viz., that it io always on the change, and
never at rest ; so that what is likely to prove so
difficult in the attempt to change, even for the
better, the costume of the soldier, is not likely
to hinder change, if not improvement, in the
dress of women. It is curious to note how
different are the public ideas as to fitness in
pictures and in reality. What is thought not
only right and proper, but absolutely beauti-
ful and sublime, in the paintings of Raphael
and M. Angelo, would, in real life, as things now
are, be considered not a lit tie improper and
out of all due order and respectability. There
are no more beautiful things in fine art than
the famous Madonnas of Raphael, or can
costume more becoming be devised

; yet to
see people thus clad and occupied in the
maternal art of nursing a child you must
leave the quarters of fashionable life and
existence, and going into some dirty bye-street
or down some narrow and unfrequented
court you may see almost living transcripts of
Raphael's famous pictures. It is the land of
Erin that supplies such pictures as these. The
women in a genuine Irish court are, it is

certain, too low in the scale of humanity, as
fashion has now moulded it, to be above the
duties of mothers, and it is truly wonderful to

see sometimes what a poor untutored Irish
woman will do in the pictorial and high
artistic way with a baby and an old shawl

!

All the strength there was in the great painter
of human feeling and passion himself would
be needed to fix it upon canvas. Truly the
Irish have no business in a high northern
latitude like this ; they are essentially a
a southern and half eastern race, for not even
in the distant east have the people better and
higher notions of artistic dress and the mode
of wearing it—and that, be it observed,
naturally, and without any sort of thought of
making up an effect or attitudinizing. It is

all from the natural unstudied instinct of the
momtut, and if you want to see pictures of
"humanity," it is in London, down some
narrow dirty court, filled with mothers and
chddren from the land of the Shamrock, you
must go for it. What a curious subject for the
future of art, when it begins to exist, and when
"art-manufacture" begins to die out, as it

must and will, is this of costume j and may it

not be that the future of costume and artistic

dress will conic, not from the present law-

giver. Fashion, but out of low and humble
life—not out of palaces, but squalid narrow
courts

!

It must here be noted that Dame Nature
does not always do the right thing, for if the

Irish element is too far north to work out its

proper and its own destinies, the same may be
said of the French. Is not Paris too far north 1

The French type of face and head is certainly

more refined, and sharper and more artistic,

than the English, and the dress and mode of

wearing it, and movements of French women
are surely beyond, even as a mere matter of

fashion, anything England can exhibit. Paris

rules the modern world of female attire, but it

is here again that we would venture to assert

that the costume, rough though it may be, of

the common people is artistically superior to

that of their betters, good as it sometimes is.

If it is surprising to see how much can be done
with an old discoloured shawl by the Irish

women, it is, perhaps, even yet more wonder-
fulto behold what marvels canbe accomplished

by a French woman with a yard or two of

thin gauze or muslin. It matters nothing

what it is for, round the neck or over the

shoulders, or round the head, as cap or turban,

it is all equally magical ; she needs no looking-

glass to arrange the folds of it, for with-

fingers so light the " drapery " falls of itself.

Whatever the stolid Germans may do with
Paris short of destroying it outright and
ploughing up its ground, the women of Paris

will always tax and rule the world. What a

pity it seems, therefore, that there should not

be in the minds of such people something
more and better than mere fashion as a guide,

and that there should not be a guiding

principle of fitness and beauty, and a constant

effort to add to and help the natural forms,

and aid the natural grace and ease of their

movements. None can do this better, or

indeed, so well as the French.
It is not in the little pictures which every

year fill the walls of the Royal Academy that

we would look forexemplars from natural and
living forms and costume, but rather from
that larger art which comes of wall painting,

and window painting, and roof decoration;

and were there any bona fide glass-painters

now in active work, and practising honestly

their vocation by painting on the glass surfaces

themselves, we should have a word or two to

say to them. As things are we can only
hope that some man will take to it and try

the art as an art of painting on glass ; and
here, if he will do so, is a model for him to

goby.
All have heard of the complaints that have

been made at divers times of the accommoda-
tion aft'orded by our legislative body in the
House of Commons for lady visitors. They
all come to the House very sumptuously
dressed, indeed as if for a grand court ball,

and, instead of being ushered into a large

state gallery specially fitted for them and
their splendours, they are all huddled into a

little narrow room, or rather passage, imme-
diately behind the speaker's chair, and over
the reporters' gallery, and are visible to the

members of the House and to the occupants
of the strangers' gallery (a singularly uncom-
fortable place) through some Gothic traceried

and brass-latticed windows. It is, then, be-

hind this trellised and barred work that these

fair dames range themselves to see and to

listen, and in their bright and gay attire they
look for all the world like the painted figures

in a genuine painted glass window of the time
of the Edwards, only the costume is modern
and new, and not old. May we in this place

be allowed most respectfully to assure them
that they never look better, or more pictu-

resque, or fairer, and that so far from the

awkward lattice, which perhaps may annoy
not a few of them, taking from the interest

of the fair picture, it does all it can to add to

it ; and fortunate indeed would she be who
could find among the ranks of the Academy,

or anywhere else, any painter, young or old,

famous or obscure, who could succeed in

transferring her portraiture to canvas or glass.

It is the only and sole example in these

modern art-enlightened and progressive times
that we can name of glass painting where the

costume, the faces, and manner, are alike true

to nature and reality and modernism ! It is

the most instructive living picture in London
city, and indicates the art of the future.

However dull the " debate " may be—and
sometimes it is truly awful—there is always
something for the artist's eye in the Ladies'

Gallery. It is the fourteenth century again
in the nineteenth, but in a new dress, and
shows clearly enough that even modem female
costume, awkward and bad as it is, can be so

managed as to figure grandly and truthfully,

even in a cathedral window. Contrast them,
those who are interested, with the new windows
in Westminster Abbeyand S. Paul's Cathedral,

where you will find that Moses, and the Pro-
phets, and Apostles, all of them figure in

the strange and quaint coverings of the thir-

teenth century, and in the garbs of middle-
age Europe. We would earnestly advise any
thoughtful glass-painter to try this new idea,

and paint out these skeletons of Apostles and
Prophets. The same principles which we
ventured to lay down for the improvement of

male attire, entirely bad and destructive of

form as it now is, apply equally to female
costume. The problem is threefold : either to

help the natural form of the human frame,

and not to hide it in folds of drapery or mere
quaintness; or to make a fineand noble dress,

per se; or to aim at quaintness. Of the three,

the last is the most difficult, and calls for the
highest inventive powers ; indeed it would
seem that it must come more of growth than
invention. The first is the easiest, inasmuch
as the natural form of the human body, and
the movements of it, have simply to be fitted,

and not impeded in any way, the form show-
ing beneath the dress. In the fine Greek
costume of the time of Phidias may be seen

the perfection of the dress of women—the

body of the dress not disguising the form,

and the grand and graceful folds of the lower
portion of it harmonizing with it. The neck
was bare, and a light, but ample, scarf of fine

stuff hung over one shoulder. The arms were
bare, as also were the feet. No wonder that

Phidias never bethought himself of, or may
be threw away, the " anthropomorphic ele-

ment " in art ; the poor man found all his

work cut out for him in nature, and truly

she taxed to the full his very utmost powers.

NOTES FROM NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYKE.
(From a Cobeespondent.)

(Continuedfrompage 220.)

TF the new National and Provincial Bank, to

1 which I referred last week, with (as far as can

yet be seen) its stereotyped composition and com-

mon-place details, is a grand opportunity for the

display of Gothic life and power thrown away
;

there ia a parallel to it in the case of the new Me.

chanios' Institute. This ia an Italian building,

with a facade more than twice as high aa it ia

broad, in fact a mere alice of frontage to the atreet,

atanding completely isolated from other build-

ings, and intended always ao to remain. Surely

auoh conditiona aa these pointed most empha-

tically to a Gothic treatment aa the beat under

the circumstances. I am far from bigoted in my
adherence to Medioeval architecture. I am able to

see and appreciate beautiea in Classical styles, but

I hold it an incontrovertible maxim that for a

Claasioal building it ia before all things necessary

that it ahould have breadth, and in the Mechanics'

Institute there is only extreme narrownesa. For

a Gothic building height is the great dpsideratum,

and the Mechanica'Institute haa great proportionate

height. Besides, and what makes the matter atill

worse, the neighbouring buildinga are Gothic.

On the one aide there are two chapels, one Early
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Engltsb, tka other Decorated ; and on the other

aide u the " Weaver's Tower," a remnant of the

old town wall of Newcastle, sadly mutilated, it is

true, but still a memorial of the middle ages.

Thui the site and the necessary proportion of the

front elevation both seemed to call for the erection

of a Qothic building. But these reasons have been

disregarded, and consequently the Mechanics' In-

(titutaii a piece of Itadian work quite out of place

with its surroundings, and so disproportionately

tall and thin as to destroy in itself those good

qualities which it possesses as a Classical design,

bat which to be developed jroperly must have

brtadtk as their predominant characteristic.

There an not many attempts at polychromy in

our buildings at Newcastle. They mij^ht easily

be numbered on the fingers of one hand. Whether
it is the plentiful supply of good stone, or the

dreaded effects of the proverbial smoke of the

town, that is the cause of this dearth I will not
Tenture to say, but it is refreshing to find one or

two recent works having variety of colour for their

prevailing characteristics. One of these, situated

in Pilgiim-street, and used as an auction mart,

offices, and shops, is particularly successful. By
means of red brick, local stone, and encaustic

tilea, a most pleasing and harmonious result is

•nived at. The whole, though it cannot be called

a " monumental " building (for in the Newcastle
atmosphere this " thing of beauty " will not be " a

joy for ever "), is still a very good specimen of

that class of street architecture to which it

belongs, "a sfyfc without a name." The faults

of the bu'lding are the somewhat shabby wood
fronts to the shops on the gfound floor, and the
olid pier instead of the desirable void or win-
dow space in the centre of the elevation. This
Utter fault is repeated in another work (by the
ame architect I believe) at present in progress,

namely, the new front of an old house occupying
a commanding position in Westgate street. Here
the materials used are brick and terra-cotta, per-

hape the only instance of the use of the latter in

Kewcastle. The whole front is very flat in appear-
ance. A somewhat startling effect arises from the
use of dark brown bricks in the main cornice as

compared with the white bricks and cream-coloured
terra-cotta used in all the other parts above and
below. Although this sensational feature of the
building may not deserve utter condemnation, it

cannot be awarded praise. It is too outre to be
pleasing. At a distance it seems a broad flat black
band drawn across the front; the component parts of

the cornice can only be distinguished when close

at hand. Of the design of much of the terra-

cotta ornament I cannot speak very highly. Built
express!v for the display of that material (the

Sroprietor manufacturing it), it seems not un-
kely that the work should strive too much after

effect. Without being meretricious, the ornament
is frequently very paltry. The blue vitrified in-

lay (if such be the term to use) is in most cases
the reverse of graceful, and when placed above a
certain height quite non-effective.

Within a very short radius in the western part
of Newcastle are several buildings worthy of note.
The central point is the beautiful little church cf

8. Mary the Virgin, with its exquisite proportions
and lofty spire, the latter perhaps too large for

the rest of the building, and suggesting the de-
scriptive phrase, " a spire with a church to it,"

rather than " a church with a spire." This edifice,

ituated in Ryehill, forms the chapel of the hos-

pital of the same name ; and the almshouses of

the brethren, picturesquely and modestly treated,

tand louth of the church. Close at hand, too, is

the (chool-house connected with the charity, the
whole group forming a most complete establish-

ment, eminently satisfactory in an architectural

point of view. Quite recently, however, the
block of buildings has been added to and enhanced
by the erection of the new grammar school, on a
site to the west of the hospital grounds. This
building is a large and handsome one, and affords

suitable accommodation for the celebrated Royal
Free Grammar School of Queen Elizabeth, which
was for long so ignobly provided for in an ordinary
dwelling bouse in a confined part of the town.
The new building includes a master's residence,
and ajtartments for boarders, &c. It is Decorated
Gothic adapted to the domestic and scholastic
nature of the establishment, and assorts well with
the neighbouring buildings. The tower, rising
from the centre of the front above the main en-
trance door, is the least happy part of the design,
and (but of course this is no fault of the architect)
looks directly along a dirty back street a few
hundred yards distant. If a little more attention
had been i>aid to the axiom, already referred to in

these " Notes," that the centre of each distinct por-

tion of a design should be a void and not a solid,

the result would have been even a more pleasing

edifice than it is.

Near to the Grammar School is a new Chapel
exhibiting some good Gothic details, but spoilt by
the glaring green sheet glass with which the

windows are filled. Although galleried inside,

there is no external evidence of that fact.

Closely adjoining this chapel a Masonic Hall is

to be buUt. The design was selected in competi-

tion, and, as too often happens, its adoption is an
injustice to the unsuccessful architects. The
projectors specified a certain amount of money,
and emphatically stated that the building was to

cost no more ; also, that if any design, howevei
excellent in other respects, was found not to

comply with this condition, it should be imme-
diately rejected and the next in merit considered.

Notwithstanding, the design selected was, I believe,

the most expensive of the lot. The author, I am
told, confessed the probable extra cost in his

report. It was, however, accepted, and will, no
doubt, be carried into executiou.

In Eyehill is the Baptist Chapel by Cubitt,

illustrated some years ago in the Building News.
Near to it is another chapel, so utterly execrable

that the building sites adjoining it have remained
vacvnt for years. No man has had the courage
to approach so hideous a structure, knowing full

well that houses built beneath its loathsome
shadow would neither let nor sell. And yet the
building was designed by an architect

!

Of only a slightly less abominable nature is a
" Christian Meeting House " in Gloucester-street,

not far from Ryehill. Aud what grieves the man
of taste more in this case is the knowledge of a
story I heard some time back. A desigu was
prepared for the building by aNewoastle architect,

which provided for a simple and solemn Early
English ediQce. The architect stated the sum at

which he conscientiously believed his design
could be carried out, and as this was above the
committee's idea of the proper cost, his services

were dispensed with, and those of some builder's

clerk, or "lad with a taste for drawing," retained
instead. The result is a thoroughly wretched
building, erected at an expenditure, I am told,

actually within a trifle of the professional archi-
tect's estimate for the realisation of his design.

Close to the last-mentioned abortion is the
new " Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church," a
building that deserves praise for its genuine sim-
plicity. Parts of the open- timbered roof are
somewhat clumsy, but this blemish can be over-
looked when the rest of the building is so ad-
mirable. Some sham groining in the vestibule is,

however, sadly inconsistent with the truthfully
displayed construction of the other parts.

An iron church has recently been put up in

Newcastle—the first and only one in the town.
It is a second-hand structure, and was brought
down from Pimlico, where, I am told, it was
visited by people from all parts of London and
its environs, because it was so—excessively ugly.
Ugly its exterior is beyond the shadow of a doubt,
but luckily it is well hidden in its present position

by high walls on all sides. The interior, however,
is neat and very suitable for a temporary church.

(To be continued.)

TOWN CHURCHES.*
Bv Peakson HAYWAnD, Esq., Abchitect.

{Concluded from page 204.)

IRON, as a building material, has of late years
entirely superseded timber in the construction

of roofs of large span over railway stations, &e.

;

indeed, I think we may safely say that a roof of

the span of the new Midland station, or of the
new station at Cannon-street, would be impossible
in any material save iron. There is, therefore,

practically no limit to its capacity in this respect

;

and I certainly can see no reason why a material,

in universal acceptance for secular work, should
be found wanting when applied constructionally

to ecclesiastical purposes. We are, I think,
gradually emancipating ourselves from the idea
that we, in this 19th century, should do nothing
in Gothic architecture for which a precedent can-
not be found in the practice of our forefathers of

the 12th, 13th, or 14th centuries. Can we sup-
pose for an instant that if these men,—strong,

vigorous, practical, as they were, to say nothing of

their other qualities,—had known the power of

* Read before the Exeter Diocesan Architectural Sicieiy'
in 1808.

iron as we know it, that they would not have
mastered it, and made it do mighty work ? It
remains, then, for our eminent church architect?,

possessing so many advantages both of skill and
science that were unknown to their predecessors,
to strive their utmost to turn them to account,
and this constructional use of iron for ecclesias-

tical purposes is one of those problems that we
as a body, would do well to study.

Hitherto almost the only constructional use to
which iron has been employed in ecclesiastical

work is in the occasional substitution of iron
columns for stone pillars to support the arches
that separate nave from aisles in our churches,
on aocouut of the smaller diameter of which they
can be made, and consequent lessening of the ob-
struction to sight and sound. But it is this very
inherent strength in the material, and the con-
sequent possible tenuity of iron columns, that
always make their employment as supports to
heavy brick or stone arches so very unsatisfac-
tory ; unless, indeed, the columns are coupled or
clustered together, which would bring them to
nearly the same diameter as stone pillars. I cer-

tainly, however, must not forget to mention, as an
example of the constructional use of iron, that
beautiful specimen of ecclesiastical art, the iron
church, which, as it is at present designed, may,
I think, emphatically be called " cheap and
nasty."

The last plan I have to suggest is that shown in

the accompanying plate, where a series of richly

moulded stone ribs, brought down upon piers pro-
jecting very slightly beyond the internal face of

the wall, support a barrel vault of concrete or
rubble, the external face of which is formed
into a regular slope, on which the tiles would
be directly laid, the whole forming one homo-
geneous covering, impervious to heat or cold, and
indestructible by fire, similar to the vaults peculiar,

I believe, to the ancient churches in Jersey.

If the walls were strongly buttressed, and the
lateral thrust brought as low as possible, I believe

there would be no practical difficulty in construct-
ing such a vault even of wide span, and the cost

would certainly be less than that of groining of

the simplest form, with timber roof over it. Of
course, this description of roof would need the
help of coloured decoration, either constructional

or applied, to relieve the comparative plainness of

the church ; but X believe the general effect of

such an interior would be very striking, with its

long succession of lofty arches, which would have
the effect of breaking up the great mass of ceiling

without in any way interfering with sight or

sound, whilst the vault itself, and the large

extent of wall surface, would afi'ord a grand
opportuuity for artistic decoration.

The rest of the design is sufficiently explained
by reference to the plate. It will be seen that
the windows are lofty in accordance with the
principles I have mentioned, and that below them
is a series of panels intended to be filled with sub-
jects in mosaic, illustrative of Old and New Testa-

ment history. The choir is surmounted by an
octagonal lantern with a domical roof, intended
as an attempt, however crude it may be, to trans-

late into 13th century Qothic, a feature which I

have always regarded as one of the great glories

of architecture. I beg my audience to understand
that this design is only intended as a " suggestion "

sketched out from an idea that occurred to my
father from his familiarity with the churches in

Jersey, that the rude, rough barrel vaults which
are their characteristic feature, afforded a type

which might, by modification and improvement,
be turned to useful account for purposes of this

kind.

Having thus attempted to meet the great diffi-

culty involved in the form of church we have
been last considering, viz., naves of wide span

without aisles, I shall only trouble you further

with a few general remarks, in addition to those I

have already made, that would as well apply to

the usual type of our town churches, as to any
abnormal one.

Allusion has already been made to the dele-

terious effects of town smoke on architecture, both
as regards the actual decay of stonework, and the

universal griminess which speedily reduces to one

uniform tint everything exposed to it.

It was urged with sorjieforoeby acorrespondent

in the Builder, some time since, that by encasing

the fronts of our houses and public buildings with

glazed tiles, this dinginess would be entirely done
away with on account of the ease with which they

could be washed : and that, even supposing them
to be applied only to the ordinary London house,

which the writer considered might easily be done,
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to say nothing of buildings specially designed to

receive them, our streets might actually look clean

and blight.

Much, I think, is to be said in favour of the
notion, but then such encasing must be done on
a regular and artistic system, and not left to the

individual caprice of every house-owner. There
would be many practical difficulties in the way of

its general adoption ; but there seems to me no
reason why terra-cotta, which as we know is im-
pervious to the atticks of a London atmosphere
(perhaps the severest test any buildiug material
could have), should not be more freely used than
it has been, both in secular and ecclesiastical

architecture. Its merits, however, are beginning
to be recognised, and a year or two ago I saw a
church by Messrs. Banks and Barry in process of

building, in the classic region of Barking, where
terra-cotta eutirely took the place of stone in the
window tracery, columns, arches, &c., with by no
means an unpleasing effect. It has also been ex-

tensively employed by the same archittcts in the
new Dulwich college. Of course the use of a new
material would require special study to develop its

resources and apply them to the best advantage,
but that it is a great addition to our list of build-

ing materials, there can, I think, be no doubt.
In all caaea, however, bearing in mind the im-
purity of the atmosphere in our towns, in spite of

the " Smoke Consuming Act," in whatever
material we work, all delicate carving or mo-
delling, and minute detail, on the exterior of our
buildings, is only so much waste of thought and
labour, and we must be content to trust to pro-
portion and broad masses of light and shadow for
our architectural effects.

Next comes the question of seating the con-
gregations that are to be accommodated in these
town churches, supposing, as a matter of course,
that they are free and open to all ; and I have
little hesitation in upholding the use of chairs in
preference to fixed seats. In the first place, they
are comparatively inexpensive, and therefore, in
building a new church, by using chairs there will
be so much the more money to spare for what
more specially conduces to the honour and beauty
of God's Houae

; and besides this, they are elastic,
BO to speak, for they can be turned and twisted
about in any manner that may best suit the con-
gregation, whether it be large or small.

One feature in church building (and this applies
with equal force to both town and country
churches) ought never to be lost sight of, and
it is one which I am afraid is too often neglected
by the generality of our modern architects. I
mean the proper subordination of the exterior to
the interior. How often do we see in our new
churches an elaborate and richly ornamented shell
which leads us to expect an interior of still greater
richness, instead of which we find it bare and
cold and starved.

Surely the converse ought to be the case. In
the natural world the husk of the nut is merely
the needful external protection to the rich kernel
within—so should it be with our churches in re-

gard to this general principle. As Mr. Street has
well observed in a paper on the same subject, that
was published some years ago in one of the maga-
zincs, and in which I confess myself indebted in
the present instance, " Old architects were often
careless about the exterior of their churches, never
on any account about the interior ; and further,
it sometimes happens that the noblest interior
almost involves an unsightly or unpicturesque
exterior."

Let then our churches depend chiefly on sym-
metry and dignity of outline for their external
eflect ; but let us lavish with no niggard hand on
the interior of God's House all the wealth of art
and imagination with which He has endowed us.

Lastly, if our churches be fair, so should the
services held in them be so likewise. Frequent
should they be, to enable each and all to join in
them; musically beautiful should they be, as
shadowing, however fiintly, the never-ending
song of praise above; and, above all things,
hearty must they be, in the highest sense of
the word, as expressing that common faith and
hope which should bind together in one the
" Church Militant here in earth."

THE E.4.RTHQUAKE AT IVUNILA.

CORRECT accounts of great natural pheno-
mena have become of great value to science,

especially as in the case of earthquakes, hum- .. __ __ _,_._ „ „. ^„ „
canes, &c., the tendency of narrators is generaUy I peculiarity was observed" at other points, "and
towards exaggeration. The stories which appeared ( makes it possible that earthquake-shocks move

in the European and American papers describing
the efTcct of the great earthquake at Manila in

1863 were distinguished for the most shamelesF
amplilicatious. 'The following memoranda may
bo depended upon as correct, and it will be seen
by comparison that, in spite of the magnitude of

the calamity, it was by no means so destructive
as has been reported. It is, however, quite pro-

bable that had the houses in Manila been built

as houses are at home; the destruction would
have been quite as great as it was described to
be, and the loss of life much greater ; but it must
be remembered that the better class of buildings
in the Philippines are constructed especially with
regard to earthquakes, and designed to resist a
shock of ordinary force ; while the habitations of

the natives generally are either entirely of wood
or of bamboo and palm leaves. In these, from
their elasticity, there is, of course, little danger,
except in case of a heavy wave from the bay or
a submergence, which are both, fortunately, very
rare.

The great earthquake occurred here on Jane 3,
1863, at about half-past seven in the evening. The
weather had been oppressively hot for some days,
and fears were entertained on tliis account. In
addition to this excessive sultriness, I observed
that ridges of black clouds covered the sky, and
that they appeared to lie very unusually low.
The commotion began with a slight horizontal
movement, which was almost immediately followed
by violent jumping shocks and an irregular twist-

ing motion. By these latter, the whole of the
damage was done, though they lasted only a few
seconds.

I was coming leisurely out of a narrow street
towards a sort of square in front of the parish
church, when I felt the oscillating motion, and,
as there was a high house on one side and the
lofty wall of the church on the other, I ran as
fast as I could to gain the open square. As I
passed these buildings, fragments of stone and
tiles fell on both sides. The tower of the church,
an immense mass built exactly in the form of a
Chinese pagoda, gave way, and the greater part
of the three upper stories came thundering down.
The sound of falling walls and hriek partitions of
the houses produced a noise exactly like platoon
firing. As, in circumstances of such extreme
danger, few persons are cool enough to count
seconds, I am unable to say how long the great
shock lasted, but as it was over by the time I had
run about eighty yards it will be seen that the
duration was very short. The tremulous motion
of the earth continued for some time, however, and
there were several slight shocks during the night.
On reaching the square, the most extraordinary

sight presented itself. The whole street was
Uterally covered by people who had rushed out of
their houses and prostrated themselves on the
ground in prayer. The Chinese in the shops,
however, did not seem to care about anything
further than picking up such objects as had been
thrown down, or in stopping the dangerous vibra-
tion of the glass lamps which were suspended
from the ceiling. As a rule, a Chinese laughs
when there is an earthquake, not from contempt
of danger, but rather from a brutal ignorance.

Looking towards the church lay a large pile of
ruia of the gi-eat tower, and in the opposite
direction, through the long street of the Rosario,
was a dense white cloud of lime dust from the
fallen and falling buildings, which, illuminated
by the street lamps and the numerous lights in
the shops, produced a very weird effect. This
was the "mysterious white cloud" which was
seen from the ships in the bay, hovering over
the city, and which gave rise to many absurd
stories.

As soon as the first great commotion ceased, I
returned to my house not a little anxious for its

safety, but being one of the old and solid con-
struction, I found the damage comparatively
trifling. In fact, the injuries received by build-
ings were curiously varied. Houses that should
have fallen were still standing, and others of the
strongest khid were destroyed. It also seemed as
if the motion of the earth had been in waves or
currents, and some parts of the town were
but slightly damaged. In no other way can I
account for the parish church of Quiapo, a
very solid edifice, being so totally mined as to
make it necessai-y to rebuild it, when in the same
square two very tall and narrow houses, very
slightly built and with high stone walls, were
scarcely affected, and this witliin a distance of

70 or 80 yards from the church. The same

in currents like electricity. Another solution
might be found in the supposition that the
greater firmness of the earth in some places gives
greater security from the vibration. A simple
oscillation, though strong and lasting for some
time, has comparatively little effect upon the
houses here, while the sudden jumping shock is
very dostmetive. After the great earthquake I
observed a ncwly-bnilt wall, the mortar of which
was not yet dry, dislocated in a most ramarkablo
manner, the courses being displaced alternately
to the north and south, and stUl lying diagonally
on each other. The same effect of what appears
to be a semi-circular movement in one direction
followed immediately by another in the opposite,
is said to be still visible in a church in South
America.

Noises, rumbling, or like detonations daring
earthquakes are so rare here that 1 have never
heard them in an experience of many hundred
shocks during nearly forty years. The noise of
falling buildings and the awful groaning of the
heavy woodwork of the houses is often mistaken
for the subterraneous noises common elsewhere.
The damage done to the city was unquestionably
great. Most of the public buildings and churches
were either ruined or rendered useless until re-
paired. Great numbers of houses were made un-
inhabitable, but there was nothing like the mis-
chief reported in the mendacious letters which
were sent home describing the catastrophe.
Manila was not "destroyed, not one stone being
left upon another," nor were persons who walked
" through what had been the streets" horrified by
seeing the " mangled remains of thousands of the
wretched inhabitants protruding from the ruins."
At the hour when the earthquake came upon us
most of the people who inhabited the stone houses
were out upon the pubUc drives and walks, so that
they escaped with comparative immunity. The
natives in their bamboo houses were safe, and
the real loss of life was principally from ruins
falling on people in the narrow streets. Less
than 1,000 persons were reported as killed. The
greatest number who perished in one spot was in
the cathedral, in which a religious celebration was
going on, but fortunately even there the assembly
was comparatively small,—a fact which was
lamented, just before the huUding fell, by one of
the clergy, who complained of the growing indif-
ference of the people to their religious duties.
In the country, at some distance from the city,

long cracks in the earth were said to have opened,
from which a black sand was ejected. The effects
of the earthquake are still visible on the churches,
&c.,of the villages at a great distance from the
capital. It is a singular concidence that the
effects of the earthquake of 1863 were almost simi-
lar to those produced by that of St. Andrew's Day
in 1645, by which the city appears to have Buf-
fered terribly, nearly all the same buildings being
ruined. The history of the Philippines by the
Jesuits, gives a very graphic account of the
disaster, the particulars of which, with the ex-
ception of the violence of previous disturbances in
the bay and river,* are curiously like those of
the 3rd June, 18G3. The shock was nearly at the
same hour, 8 p.m. The loss of life (probably
from the houses of those days being less so'ddly
built than at present) was very great. A violent
earthquake in 1852 occurred at the same hour,
whilst that of the 1st Oct. 1869 was during the
day, and happened in the midst of a heavy squall
of wind and ram. This was looked upon as a re-

markable phenomenon, as these visitations are
usually preceded by a dead calm, or it suddenly
becomes so at the moment. Slight shocks are
very frequent, and always excite great alarm, as
the heaviest experienced here have been preceded
by a gentle oscillation. Although too common at

all seasons, earthquakes are said to have always
been more frcqaent about the month of October,
at which period the south-west monsoon breaks
up.

Immediately after the great earthquake, the
terror of the European inhabitants of the city

and suburbs became so great that they aban-
doned their houses, and a frreat exodus took place,
everybody hiring the common ludian cottages
of the neighbourhood, for which the natives took
care to make fhera pay handsomely. The price
of bunding materials and labour rose at once to
very high rates, and Government, having published
what was intended to be a compulsory tariff of

* Some years ago a singular disturbance as noticed
in the waters of tiie river at Mauiln, which were violently
agitated, and quantities of blaclt mod throwi up to the
surface ; but no earthquake followed. The water was
covered with dead fish.
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the prices of provisions, selling lime, *c., at the cns-

tonuurx prices, caused the greatest scarcity of every-

thing required for consumption or repairs. The im-

BSDae qniintitv of rubliish from mined buildings

obatneted many of the streets, and houses which

vera unsafe, bat which could not be at once re-

pkired, ob%ed the police to close certain streets

to prevent accidents, in spite of which several

fWinn perished from falling walls, stones, kc,

MMM time after the earthquake.

From the preceding detnils it will be seen that

the direction of motion in earthquakes here is

boriiontal, vertical, and in a sort of twist, the

two latter being the most fatal ; and that, dread-

ful M have been the consequences of these fearful

visitations, they have been enormously exagger-

ated by most persons who have described them.

W. W. Wood.
Manila, 34th July, 1870.

Son—Since the establishment of the Miinicipftl Col-

lege ufider the direction of the Jesuits, a re(;ister of the

ocearTenee of enthquiVes, the direction of motion, Ac,
»re eirefuUv kept, »swell «sthe most elaborate nioteor-

oloricul olis'errations made by a splendid automatic np-

par»tas, constructed in Paris.

ANTWERP CATHEDRAL.

ANTWERP Cathedral, the subject of one of

oi-.r illustrations, is one of the most remark-

able cathedrals in Europe, and one of the finest

specimens of Belgian Pointed arcliitectui-e. It is

390ft. long by 170ft. wide, and covers an area of

70,C00 sqnore fctt Its plan issomewhat i>cculiar,

it being divided into seven aisles Thus intricacy

and piclurcEquencFS arc given to the perspective,

but much effect is lost by the want of harmony
among the parts and of proportion. It was com-

menced about 1366, but was not completed till

1518. Its magnificent door with its one finished

lower 406ft. in height, was not commenced till

1422. "Although," says Mr. Fergusson, "from
the lateness of its date it is impossible to bo

satisfied either with the outline or the detail, it is

still so gorgeous a specimen of art, and towers so

nobly over the buildings of the city, as to extort

our a<lmiration,and a man must have very little feel-

ing for the poetry of art who can stop to criticise

it too closely." An tmfinished design is not

generally pleasing, bnt in this case it may be

questioned whether the second spire if completed

would add to or detract from the beauty of the

struciurc.

With regard to tho internal arrangements, the

above quoted authority is of opinion that " if the

length of the nave had been divided into ten bays
instead of seven, as at present, and the central

aisle had been at least ten feet wider, the apparent
size of the chnrch would have been greatly en-

larged." Even then, however, ii would have
wanted height, and the degeneracy of its details

cannot be redeemed.

CONFUSION IN THE STREETS.

NO sooner has the repairing of any street in

the Hetropolin been completed than the
Ois and Water Companies seem to mark that

street for their prey, and forthwith proceed to
tear up the evenly-laid stones. The authorities

too, however at variance on other points, always
seem to manage tilings so that the whole of one
long Metropolitan route shall be repaved. Thus
recently, on an omnibus journey to Stratford, we
found the Strand " up." A detour round Wel-
lington-street, Long-acre, Drurylane, and the
back slums into Chancery-lane. Proceeding
etatwatdg we found Cheapeide up, and were
thankful for the completion of Queen Victoria-

ttrett, which enabled us to avoid another ten
minutes' delay. The exasperation of the driver
may be imagined, and on reaching the Exchange
he gave vent to his feelings, exclaimiiig, " It's a
pity Comhill ain't up too, I ehould only have had
another ten minutes round Lombard street and
Fenchurch-8tre»-t."

The Strand is fortunately finished ; Cheapaide,
however, is to be patched up, re-opened, and then
closed again At a meeting of the City Commis-
iooera this week, the Chairman said the members
of the Cnurt was aware that during the last week
Cheapaide bad b en much cut up by the water
and gas companies laying new pipes. It was
certainly unfortunate that gas and water com-
panies put off their works till the last moment,
and the consequence was that there must be a sink-
ing where the trenches bad been dug. Under the
drcumatancts, the A»i halte Company thought it

THE UNITED STATES BRICK MACHINE.

would be better to delay putting down any more
asphalte for a month, until the subsidence had

taken place, and they applied tor an extension of

their contract till that time. The application was

agreed to, and the inhabitants and omnibus drivers

are to have a month's respite, to be followed by an-

other month's confusion.

The time taken by the contractors employed is

something to be wondered at. One instance de-

serves especial mention The north side of Lin-

coln's- inn-fields is being repaved. It has been

closed for six weeks, and will not, apparently, be

completed for another fortnight.

IMPROVED BRICK MACHINE.

THIS machine was patented February 23, 1870,

by the United States Brick Mpchine Company,

of Chicago, 111. The machine can be driven by a

lever sweep propelled by horses as well as by

steam or water power, though when driven by

horses it cannot, of course, be worked up to its

full capacity, the latter being limited only by the

practical speed of the machine and ability to

supply it with clay.

It has been found, according to the Scientific

American, that in practical working a speed that

will turn out sixty to seventy bricks per minute

is about what can be done with two men to

shovel in the clay, no attendance being required

except to shovel the clay into the pugmill and
hack up the bricks as they are carried away by an

endless apron.

The pugmill operates precisely like the old

pugmill, tempering the clay before pressing it in

the moulds. The pressure is adjustable to com-
press the bricks more or less, so that the proper

density may he secured. The bricks may be

pressed so as to be hacked up immediately. The
commonest clay may be used, and it is claimed

that as perfectly formed bricks are made on it as

can be done with the same quality of clay on a

hand machine, that on subsequent baking the

poorer sorts of clay will yield on the average

enough perfectly-faced bricks for the fronts of

ordinary buildings, while with the finer clays

bricks of tho finest finish may be made at the

same rate as coarser ones. The machine is driven

by a powerful and heavy gear placed below and

on the shaft of the pugmill. This gear is driven

by a pinion on the pulley shaft, which takes its

power from an engine or water wheel. If the

mill is impelled by a lever sweep from the top of

the shaft no toothed gears are necessary.

In the body of the large gear are formed, at

proper intervals, moulds which receive the tem-

pered clay from the pugmill as it is forced down
into thera by a powerful propeller screw fastened

to the shafts below the knives, which do the

grinding and mixing. In each of these moulds

—

which are steel-fdced—runs a steel or brass faced

follower, hiving at the bottom a roller wheel,

which rolls up in a fixed track, elevated at the

proper points, the action of which is to force the

follower up, at the proper times, to compress the

bricks, and also to thrust them out of the moulds

when they have arrived at the proper point of the

revolution. As the bricks are thrust up out of

the moulds they pass on to an endless belt or

apron, and are conveyed away to be hacked up.

There is nothing whatever about the machine

which can get out of repair. Its parts are few

in number, and so constituted aud arranged that

they can bo made of a weight and strength which

ensure their power of endurance, and no skilled

attendance is required to run it. All the work

can be done by boys except the shoveling of the

clay. "Any complication liable to interfere with

the perfect and permanent operation of the ma-

chine or to lessen durability is avoided.

An ARCHiUOLOoicAL Society for Dorset.—The
Dorset County Chronicle suggests the establish-

ment of an archn>ological and natural history

society for Dorset. It is to be regretted, says

that journal, that in a country so rich in objects

of interest to tho arclucologist and antiquary

some means has not been devised for developing

its -fertile resources. Up to the present time the

county lags behind its neighbours in reaping the

advantages which accrue from the study of local

history aud landmarks. Somerset and Wilts have

each lately f.^on successful meetings of archieo-

logical and historical societies of their own, while

Dorset, with equal, if not greater, advantages, is

still without any embodied power of antiquarian

work.
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€i\si[ O^ngiitfering.

ON THE CALCULATION OF EXCAVATION AND EM-

BANKMfNT TABLES FOIl THK USE OF KAILROAD
ENGINEERS.

Br Wm. H. Griffin, C.E.

ENGINEERS frequently find themselves, when
in the employment of a new oompaiiy, in

want of tables, adapted to such bases and slopes

as are not contained in any published tables.

The following expeditious and easy method of cal-

culating earth-work tables has been familiar to

the writer for more than twenty years, and it is

believed is now published for the first time.

As a preliminary to the method, I will take the
following equation :

—

y = a xm -{. b x"-* -f c i»-2 + . . . + px + q,

and explain that if we give to x a succession of
values, increasing according to an anthmetical
progression , the val ues of »/ will increase according
to a law which is easily ascertained. If we give,

in the foregoing equation, to x successively the
values 0, 1. 2, 3, 4, &e., we shall ascertain the
corresponding values of y. Then, taking the dif-

ferences of the values of y, we will obtain the
first order of differences, generally designated
Di. Then, taking the differences of the differ-

ences, we will obtain the second order, designated
Dj. And again, by taking the differences of the
second order we obtain a third order, and of the
third order a fourth, and so on, until an order is

finally arrived at that is constant. If n represents
the highest exponent of the equation, then the mth
order of differences will be constant. An equa-
tion of the fifth power giving five orders

; one
of the fourth power fourth orders ; a cubic equa-
tion three orders, and a quadratic equation two
orders.

Upon the above the principles, let it be re-
quired to calculate an excavation table, for a base
of 20ft., with slopes of J to 1, and for 100ft.
lengths. Let y represent the cubical contents in
yards, and x the depth of cutting in feet and
tenths of feet. Then we shall have thia equa-
tion : —

In this way we can continue tho table to any
depth thatmay bo required. It we notice the
figures of the decimals in column Di, we shall
see th.t they are repeated for every ninth foot.
This is as it should be, for 5o55 multiplied by !)

is equal to 50,000. Therefore, after the first 10ft.

the calculation is proceeded with with much
less trouble and dilliculty.

To make the calculjition by tenths of feet.

First find the orders of differences by substituting
for ', in the firegoing equation, values 0, O'l,

U-2, 0-3, 4, and the following results are ob-
tained ;

—

Fur X = 0-1/ = 0- 7.io«ioc
For X =0-1-)/= 7-435,185 il.n'i^n 0-055,555
For.r =0 2-2/ = 14-925,925 '

t.^'ota 0555,555
For X =0 3-y = 22 472,222 LltX'ir,.
For X =0-4-2/ = 30-074,074 ' o"^'*-*^

Four columns are now again ruled, and we
then proceed in the same manner as for whole
feet.

100 100
y =

-2f (20 + i x) X = .-^ (20 X -f |x2)

= 3-703 (20 X + i x2 = 74-074 x + 2-777x2.

Now give to X a regular succession of values, as
0, 1, 2, 3, &c., and we will have

= 0, »/ = 0-

= 1, 2/ = 76-851,8 U.

y = 159-259,259.

01
0-2

03
0-1

05
08
0-r
0-8

0-9

10
1-1

1-2

1-3

1-i
1-5

1-B
1-7

1-8

1-3

2-0

7-«5,l8J,ia-,
14-926 9.5,925
1 2-472, -i 22, 2-22

SO-0; 4 071,074
37-731, -181, <S1

45-4W,44l,44l
58-212,982,91.2

61-037.0.!7,037

68-916,6Cli,i;08

76-851,851,851

84-W -,602,09;
92-888,888, .S88

100-990,710,740
109-1-18,148.148

117-361,111,111
123-629,6211,629
133': 53,703,703
142-333,333,333
150-768,618,518
159-259, 25?,2o9

Dl

7135.185,185
7-4i0, 740,710
7-51«,2! 6,296
7-601.851.851

7-637,107,107
7 712,062,962
7-708.518,618
7-824.07 -1.071

7-rt7»,629,»29

7-93.,18S,183
7-991,740,710
80-16,29o,2''6

8 101,861,851
8-167,107,407
8-212.862,962
8 'iCS.olS.SlS

8-324,071,074
8-379,629,629
8-4)6,185,185
8-190,740,710

Hi

0-065,665,555

0-055,556,555

1

2

t

«
7
8
9

10

11

12
13
14
15

4
10
:6
58
112
191
810
466
668
922

1294
llllU

2026
5378
3\Bi
8871

Di Da D.

«
1»
!i2

54
82
116
1.56

2U2
254
312
3T6
446
522
C04
r.82

10
16
22
28
34
40
46
62
68
64
!0
:9
82

For

For X

For X

For .

For

= 2;

= 3, y = 247-222,222.

= 4, 2/ = 340-740,740.

Take the differences of these values of y and
the differences of the differences, and we will have

Di Da
76-581,851

5-555,555.

82-407,407

5-555,555.

87-962,962

5-555,555.
93-518,518.

AVe now rule four columns, designated respec-
tively X, y, Di and Da, and having inserted the
figures already ascertained, we will add the figures
in column D.j to the previous ones in column Di
and then those in column Di to the previous ones
in column y, and will thus ascertain the value of y,
for the corresponding value of x, or the cubical
contents, for the particular depth.

76-851,851,851
159-2.59,259,269

247-222,-<22,2-22

340-710.710,740
439-811.814,814
64i-l-H.144.41t
034-629,029,029
770-370,370.370
891-666,666,606

1018-518,518,518
1150-925,925,926
128r8S8, 888,888
1(32-407,407,407

Dl

76-851,851,851

82-107,407,407
87 -002, 962, 902
93-518,51>!,518

99-074,07-1,074

10r629,lii9,C2:)

110-83,185,185
115-7.0,710,740
121-296,296,296
126-831,851,851
132-407,407,407
137-962,962,962
143-518,518,518

Da

5-555,

5 -655,

«S„556
.55,565

We observe that the decimals again repeat
themselves in column Dj, for every ninth foot.

In calculating earth-work tables, after the
method here set forth, the calculations should
always be made separately, for the whole feet and
tenths of feet. The one will be a check on the
other, and consequently any error in figuring will
be readily detected.

If one should desire to calculate earthwork,
for final estimation, with the same accuracy as by
the prismoidal formula, it can be done with the
tables calculated as the foregoing, and with much
more expedition. It is only necessary to add
the cubical o intents for each end-depth to four
times that for the average depth, and then take
l-6th of the sum, and the same result is obtained
as the prismoidal foimula would give.

Suppose, for instance, that we should desire
to know the amount of excavation for a cutting
100ft. long, and 1ft. deep at one end and 9ft. at
the other.

The foregoing table gives :

—

For 1ft 76-853 cub. yards.
!""<"• 9ft 891-666
For 5ft. 439 814 c yds. which
muItipUed by 4 = 1759-259 „

Amount 2727 777 „

One-sixth of which is 454-029 cubic yards
;

exactly the same result as given by the prismoidal
formula.

For approximate estimates we can merely aver-
age the cubical contents for each end depth, or
take the cubical contents for the average depth—
the former giving too much and the latter too
little.

Take the last amount again :

The prismoidal formula gives ...454-629 ou. yaids.
The average depths give 439-814
The average cubical contents

give 484-239 „
The average depth giving 24-814 yards too

little, and the avera-e contents 44-444 yards too
much.

In order to show that the law of the differences
hol<l.s good, for cubic equations, as well as for quad-
rature, I will take the following :

y = x^ + 2 x^ + Z X + 4.

Now give to X, in succession, the several values, 0,
1, '2, 3, &c., and ar-ange a table as before :—

LOCAL BOARDS OF HEALTH.

MR. W. S. DAGLISH last week read a paper be-
fore the Association for the Promotion of

Social Science, containing suggestions for an ex-
tension or amendment of some of the powers at
present given by the legislature to Local Boards of
Health. Remarking that the Local Government
Act of 1858, based on the Public Health Act,
1848, had worked well, he recommended the
enactment by which no person should be allowed
to commence to build until he has fully satisfied
the requirements of the local authority, which
should have power to control rebuilding in cases
of buildings erected before the date of the consti-
tution of the distiict. It was worth consideration
whether some power should not be given to the
local authority to authorise, ex pruprio motu,
public gas and water companies, or persons pro-
posing to form themselves into such, to pass
through private land, and generally exercise par-
liamentary powers upon proper terms. That the
local authority should have the same power as
was now possessed by the Quarter Sessions to
alter, divert or stop up roads. As the law at
present stands, the local authority cannot cut off
a few feet from a highway so as to make it straight,
and cannot substitute a useless old path for anew
road in every way superior. He also recommended
that railways, docks, &c., should no longer be
rated at one-fourth; the lower scale (if at all)
should be confined strictly to agricultural land

;

and that the unfairness of the general law respect-
ing paving new roads be remedied. By the acta
in force owners of premises abutting upon any
new street may be compelled to pay the first cost
of sewering, levelling, paving, and flagging, but in
case the street is a highway the cost must come
out of the general funds, so that property abutting
upon what was formerly an ancient path would
ha-ve its improvements done at the public cost,
while the owner of adjacent property abutting
upon a street not a highway will have to pay all
his own first expenses. Newcastle having a special
Act, the owners pay all first cost ; but the owner iu
a road passing from Newcastle through the local
districts of Walker, Wallsend, and Willington
Quay, the first cost falls upon the district, but it
leaves Willington Quay and passes into the
borough of Tynemouth, and at once the special
town improvement powers are applied, and no
exemption is made. To save tho cost of obtaining
special acts, he recommended, specially for the
benefit of small corporations, that the existing
town improvement acta should be carefully ex-
amined, and a selection made of all the clauses
which appear to apply to small corporations and
local boards, and that, somewhat in the nature of
the Towns Improvement and other consolidation
Acts, every local board, by the act of its adoption,
should incorporate such consolidated Act. By this
means they would obtain, without cost, in every
ca.'e many of the advantages of a special Act of
Parliament.

Mr. Michael enforced the necessity of consoli-
dating the Local Government and Health Acta,
and remarked, in answer to the president, that
some of the evils mentioned by Dr. Daglish could
be amended by provisional order, without the ex-
pense of a special act. He also pointed out the
necessity of securing in any amendment of the
law snch provisions as would give powers of appeal
from this or that tody, so that there should be no
room for the suspicions on the part of individuals
that public steps were taken in the interest of
private persons having infiuence in local boards,
or that favour was shown in any other way.

Dr. Fan- asked whether, if the police were made
inspectors of nuisances, confusion would not arise
by their being under two masters.
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Mr. Leitch, Town Clerk of Tynemouth, 8»id

the police acted u inspectors in Tynemouth, and

DO confusion uose from the arrsngement.

SKWAGK AXD SANITARY WORKS.

MR. J. BRIERLEY, C.E., of BUckbum, read

a paper on Monday before the Social

Science Association, on "Sewage and Sacitary

Wotki," setting forth the result of his obserya-

tican^ and making a series of suggestions which

that experience had given birth to. In laying

out • aewerage scheme, he remarked that a close

tnspeetion in detail of the whole district was

neeaoaiy, taking into consideration the popula-

tioo and probable increase, the death-rate, the

rateable value past and present, prevalent trades,

existing works, amount of rainfall and water

aupply, and the geological features of the district.

He laid down the following doctrines : The
whole scheme should be laid out, although exe-

cuted only in sections ; main outfalls should

be as few as possible ; each drainage area should

be treated as a separate district ; a careful study

of the size of sewers would save ex{iense ; circular

aewen are better than oval up to 2ft. diameter
;

to save cost storm-outlets should be provided

with self-acting overflow ; subsoil waters should

enter sewers by junctions j the separate system
is not generally practicable or desirable, because

subaoil water and rainfall help to flush the eewera,

though excess would reduce irrigation power.

Legislation to prevent stream pollution is im-
perative ; transferring solid matter into streams
ought at once to be prohibited, but reasonable

time should be allowed to intercept all sewage.

Sewers should be constructed of earthenware pipes

up to 21in., above that size of bricks ; should be
laid down in straight lines, and freely ventilated

to render the gases innocuous. Scavenging and
night-soil removal should be done by corporations,

and not farmed ; ash-pits should be covered, and
kept dry ; excreta and other rubbish should be
kept separate, and cleansing must le frequent;
water-closets must be provided with an ample
flash of water, good ventilation, and efficient

drainage. PubUc water-closets and conveniences
might be placed underground in large cities.

Each community of 30,000 and upwards should
have a medical officer of health ; inspectors of

nuisances should be intelligent, and large com-
munitiea should be divided into districts, and
jfuminhed with an inspector for every 10,000
nhabitants ; the death-rate statistics should be
localized, so that disease manufactories might be
fixed on and improved off the face of the earth.

Mr. Brierley illustrated his paper by drawings of
works carried out in accordance with his theories.

Mr. Chadwick asked what district met with his
requirements.

Mr. Brierley stated that the drainage system of
Accrington, in Lancashire, was constructed in
accordance with his principles throughout, and
answered admirably. For the ventilation of
sewers, he explained that he carried the ven-
tilating pipe up to the top of the house, and fitted

it with an Archimedean fan. And these vents
being numerous, the fetid gases from the sewers
became dissipated, without the possibility of
becoming a nuisance to the inhabitants.

"THE POST-OFFICE BtJILDING TRADES
DIRECTORY."

MESSRS. KELLY k CO. have almost a pre-
scriptive right to the publication of direc-

tories. Their accuracy, punctuality, and diligence
hare endued the " London Directory " with an
almoet official character. We never speak of
" Kelly's Directory," but always of " The Direc-
tory." There is really but one Directory, and
Kelly is its publisher. Of course, such success
has naturally had its imitators.

^
Some time ago, either in consequence of or

aimulUneously with a rather cool attempt to ap-
propriate the materials collected by them for use
in other ways, Messrs. Kelly & Co. determined on
producing a directory of the building trades of
EngUnd, Scotland, and Wales. The result is the
Bcarlet-bound volume before us, published at the
moderate price of 2l8. to subscribers, and
26a. to the public—a moderate charge when it is
conaldered that the book is not very far frt.m being
aa bulky as the " London Directory " iUelf. The
Directory is as far as possible perfect. Long ex-
perience in this branch of compilation has rendered
ita publishers fully conversant with the best

modes of procuring and, what is more important,

arranging information. Some few inaccuracies

in details are, of course, to be expected, and those

who detect such are requested to point them out

for correction in the next edition.

The book is divided into two main divisions

—

London and Country, the Country being again

separated into two lists—one of trades and the

other of places. Reference is thus rendered

speedy and simple. Space is never occupied need-

lessly—a great feature in so bulky a matter as a

directory. We are not bothered with long pseudo-

advertisements of the lives and doings of the archi-

tects attached to their names, nor with the

bye-laws and lists of members of provincial insti-

tutions. Possibly a little more room might with

advantage have been given to the London archi-

tectural and engineering institutions
;
yet, after

all, it must not be forgotten that the work is

specially intended as a business guide. That it

will prove a reliable guide we are fully persuaded,

and we congratulate its publishers on the produc-

tion, and its inirchasers on the possession, of so

very necessary an adjunct to modern business.

Engineers and others connected with the metal

and iron trades will be glad to know that another

du'eotory, specially compiled for their use, will

be ready in a few days.

NEW MORTUARY BUILDINGS.

AT a meeting this week of the City

Sewers Commissioners on the adjourned
consideration of a report of the Sanitary Coiii-

mittec with reference to the erection of mortuary
buildings for the City, the Chairman stated

that some time ago the Court authorized the
committee to spend £13,000 in tho purchase of a

site, and the erection thereon of a mortuary. A
site had been purchased for £5,000, and £8,000
remained for the buildings. Since then another
piece of land adjoining the site had been offered

to them for £750, and the question was whether
they would purchase it. Mr. Haywood's estimate
for the buildings was £9,400, so that, including

tho additional piece of ground, tho total cost

would be £15,000, being an increase of £2,000
upon the amount authorized to bo spent—namely,
£13,000. Some discussion took place upon the
subject, in the course of which it was stated that
one of the meti-opolitan parishes had provided a
mortuary for £1,000, and an opinion was expressed
thiit £15,000, or even £13,000, was too large a
sum to be spent on a mortuary for the City, in

which there would be only a veiy few bodies.

Eventually a vote was taken adverse to purchas-
ing the additional piece of land, and the whole
subject was referred back to the committee for

farther consideration.

DUSTY THOROUQHFARES-

MR. W. J. COOPER read a paper before the
British Association on " The Use of Solu-

tions of Soluble Chlorides for Laying Dust in

Thoroughfares," observing that at the meeting of

the British Association at Norwich, in 1868, he
introduced the subject of the application of de-
liquescent chlorides for that purpose. At that
time an experiment had been tried in Baker-
street, Portman-square, throughout an excep-

tionally hot season, with moat successful results,

the surface of the macadam road being purified,

hardened, and concreted, and the obnoxious dust
prevented from rising. In Liverpool, in the year
1869, Bold-street, Church-street, and Lord-street,

were watered with salts during the month of

July ; the report of the results was very favourable,
and the experiments had been continued this year.

In many towns experiments had been made during
the past season, with various results, according to

the composition of the roadways. It was difficult

to prove the economy resulting from the use of

the chlorides over a limited area, and the West-
minster Board of Works, after observing the effect,

resolved to extend the experiment throughout
their entire district, comprising an area of 250,000
square yards, and no sooner was that course
adopted than the economy in labour and water
WIS evident. Mr. Cooper also remarked that the
importance in a sanitary point of view of the use
of the chlorides had been clearly established, and
he argued that an effective method of remedying
the evils arising from organic matter deposited
on public thoroughfares was daily becoming a
matter of serious consideration with sanitary
authorities.

THE PREVENTION OF LEAD-POISONING
IN WATER.

MR. ALEXANDER GORDON read a paper

before the British Association entitled,

'How to Prevent Lead poisoning in Water." He
first pointed out that though medical and scientific

men had long been unanimous as to the desira-

bility of abolishing lead as a means for the storage

or distribution of water used for dietetic purposes,

the conviction as to ita danger had not yet fully

forced itself upon the public mind. The result

was that though hundreds and thousands of

pounds were spent in obtaining pure water, in a

great many cases the water no sooner crossed the

threshold of our houses than it became poisoned

by means of leaden pipes and cisterns. Various

substitutes for lead piping had been tried, but all

were more or less open to objection, either from
the danger of rust, the want of ductility, liability

to galvanic action, or other causes. The only sub-

stitute yet manufactured which, while it con-

served the purity of the water, was both ductile

and cheap, was that invented by Mr. Haines, C.E ,

and specimens of which Mr. Gordon displayed.

It consists of a leaden pipe with an internal pipe

of block tin, both having been previously pressed

together so as to form a homogeneous whole. By
this process the piping retained all the flexibility

of lead, while the inner tube of tin was strong aud
thick enough to prevent any access of water to

the exterior leaden pipe. Mr. Gordon stated that

wherever the invention had been applied ita

sanitary value had been found perfect. The
manufacture was daily increasing, and its merits

were being recognised not only in this country

but in foreign countries.

The President said that a number of experi-

ments were made a few years since by the Sanitary

Association of Manchester, the result of which,

he believed, was that no coating of tin applied in an

ordinary way was sufficient to prevent the action of

the water on the lead ; but, according to the plan

explained by Mr. Gordon, a thicker coating of

tin appeared to be applied, aud that seemed to be

a solution of the difficulty.

Mr. Gordon (in answer to the president) said

that the price of the lead piping encased with

block tin was not greater than that of lead piping.

AN EXPENSIVE SHAFT.

ON Monday and Tuesday week, the members
of the Dudley Mining Institute visited

Bagillt, near Holywell, on the North Walea coast,

to inspect the famous Beltisfield Colliery sinking,

where, by the aid of a new pneumatic apparatus

and divers, a shaft has been sunk through the sea-

water, aud is now proceeding in the coal measures
with great satisfaction. The difficulties experi-

enced in sinking this shaft required to be sur-

mounted by no ordinary skill, and are worth
notice.

In order to get a site on which to sink this pit,

it was necessary to bank off a portion of the sea

liy a strong wall. This done, the new pit was com-
menced on the beach, the subsoil of which con-

sisted of 60ft. of running aand, 10ft. of clay, and
19ft. of gravel, containing large boulders, and the

whole full of sea-water ; and it was through this

saturated subaoil the pit had to be put. The pit

top, until it was raised, was under level of high-

water mark. The first operation, it appears, was
to build a cylinder of brickwork 3ft. thick, with
cement, upon a circular iron driving shoe, and
20ft. diameter in the clear. This cylinder of

brickwork, by adding on to the top of it, aud by
otherwise weighing it, was pressed into the sand
until 69ft. of the cylinder was pressed into the

beach. As much as 800 tons of dead weight waa
applied on the top of it, until, what with the ex-

ternal pressure and the resistance of some huge
boulders against the leading shoe of the brick

cylinder, further progress was stayed. After this

the ordinary cast-iron tubbing had to be resorted

to, of less diameter of shaft than the brick

cylinder, until the shaft reached the laminated coal

measures, upon which the ordinary wedging curb

ia now placed, and the shaft comparatively dry.

During the time of the pressing down the brick

cylinder and putting in the cast-iron tubbing, the

earth from the inside was got away by aid of the

pneumatic apparatus without pumping the water

out—or, in other words, the sinking was done

under water. The pneumatic apparatus consists

of a powerful air-pump and cylindrical tube of

cast-iron, Oft. diameter, put together as the work
proceeded in Oft. lengths, with an entrance valve

door at the top, through which the sinkers had to
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pass to their work. The men once inside the

tube, and the air pump8 eel to work, the water

was immediately forced out of the tube, so that

the men could descend the tube inside, by ladder-

steps, down to the lower edge of the bottom of the

tube, which was made to rest on the dehris to be

removed, when the men would at once commence
to send it up inside the tube. By this means,
working with lights, and aided by divers working
entirely in the dark, under water, the cast-metal

tubbing was placed, after which the water was
pumped out, and kept out of the inside of the

shaft by two ISin. pumps, 2ft. stroke, working 18

strokes per minute. Workmen were then sent

down to perfect all the joints and render it water-

tight, and in a short time this will be efifectually

done. The pressure of the air in which the work-

men at one stage of the working had to work in

was as much as 301b. to the square inch, and some
of the workmen suffered inconvenience. The
sinkers worked four hour shifts (per day), 43. for

four hours ; the divers worked four hour shifts

(per day), 21s. to 6s. per four hours. It has occu-

pied about 2.J years to sink the 40 yards, but now
that the regular strata are reached the sinking will

proceed rapidly. The shaft is now down about
40 yards, and will be 17ft. -tin. in the clear when
finished, and about 160 yards deep to the five-

yard coal.
«

A VISIT TO CONWAY CASTLH.

A NUMBER of the British Association ex-
cursionists who visited Llandudno and

neighbourhood on Thursday week proceeded in

carriages to Conway, and they were guided
through the castle by Mr. 11. Vale, F.R.I.B.A.,
president of the Liverpool Ai-chitectural and
ArehiPological Society, who pointed out the
various objects of interest. Arrived in the ban-
queting-hall of the oastl.), Mr. Vale delivered an
exceedingly interesting addi'ess on the old build-

ing. He said :—We may consider the reign of

King Edward the Fii-st the epoch of the grand
style of accommodation and maguificeuce com-
bined in castle architecture. When engaged in
the ciTisades " he surveyed " with satisfaction, as
Dallaway observes, " the superior form and
strength of the castles in the Levant, in the Holy
Land." The introduction of parti-eoloured stone
in the quoins and di-essings of Conway Castle, as
also iu Carnarvon, serves to strengthen the idea
that we owe these castles to such an Eastern
origin. This stronghold is one of those Ed-
wardian castles, of which kind there were five iu
North Wales, namely, Beaumaris, Carnarvon,
CaeriihiUy, Harlech, and Conway. The chief
characteristics which distinguish these Ed-
wardian castles from the earlier Norman ones are
the Great Hall of Audience or Ceremony, and the
introduction of inferior towers and overhanging
turrets, bartizans or bretises, projecting from
towers or angles, and the more frequent herse,

or portcullis. The earlier Norman castles were
without these portcullises, or only protected by
one, but at Beaumaris, Carnarvon, and Harlech
three exist under every gateway, and at Caer-
philly they form obstructions at the end of every
passage or mural gallery. Conway was protected
by one or more portcullises. The Audience-hall
at Conway was unusually splendid ; the ribs of
the stone arches of its roof may still be seen.
This apartment was 130ft. long, 30ft. wide, and
20ft. high. The ground-plan of this hall con-
formed to the bend of the outer wall, adapting it

to the nature of the site. Beneath the hall was
extensive cellarage forammunition and provisions.
The other characteristic of the Edwardian castle,

namely, the trnxets rising above the larger towers,
are well accentuated at Conway, and served as
staircases leading to the summits of the larger
towers, the latter being 40ft. iu diameter.
Another special feature at Conway is the beauti-
fuU little gi-oiued oratory or private chapel iu the
Queen's Tower, the absence of a fireplace in
wliich apartment has pointed to its appropriation
as a chapel. Conway Castle was completed by
Edward I., in the year 1284, and H. d'Earleton,
who designed Carnarvon Castle, is supposed to
have been its architect, although the charac-
teristic features to which I have referred are said
to have been copied by Edward from some of the
fortresses in the East, whither he had gone in
the year 1270 as the leader of the English
crusade. In 1282 he subjugated the Welsh under
Llewellyn, and proceeded to construct his castles
in Wales, the leading features of which generally
may be summed up thus :—To render the entrance
or gate at onco magnificent and impregnable ; to

secure the garrison and to enable them to annoy
the besiegers ; to delude the besiegers to attack

the strongest parts by given them the appearance
of weakness ; to put their prisoners, provisions,

and implomonts of war out of the reach of danger

;

to convoy the engines of war to any part of the
castle vnlh ease and expedition ; to communicate
intelligence to any part of the building ; to supply

the gaiTison with water ; to convey away the

smoke and sewage ; to provide a commodious
and safe habitation for the king and his house-

hold ;
all which conditions will be found to have

been met in the Castle of Conway and other Ed-
wardian fortresses. A siege in those days was
generally a prolonged affau", and the skill of the
engineer was taxed to form engines for bursting

open gates, undermining, scaling, and battering

walls, throwing stones, darts, and Greek fire for

opposing all these efforts. There were few sieges

of great importance in which some new machine
was not invented ; of these machines, about
twenty diilerent kinds are mentioned by Camden,
Grose, and other antiquaries. No doubt the
methods adopted at that period, both in offensive

and defensive warfare, were similar to those used
by the Romans and described by Cxsar in his

Commentaries.
History repeats itself; for we read that at

Conway, as at Metz, the besiegers succeeded in

cutting off the water supply of the garrison. The
reservoir, 20ft . deep and 15ft. in diameter, at the

cast end of the inner court, was doubtless intended
to meet such a contingency. Formerly a curtain,

terminating in a round tower, ran out from either

end of the town walls into the river, to impede
the approach of an enemy by water. Two en-

trances, both contrived tor security, led into the
fortress, one by winding narrow stairs up a steep

rock from the Conway, and terminating in a
small advanced work before one of the castle

gates, covered by two round towers ; the other
towards the town, protected by similar works,
with the addition of a drawbridge over a broad
moat. Soon after the erection of this castle the

royal founder was besieged in it by the Welsh,
and the gan-ison nearly reduced to an uncon-
ditional sun-ender by famine, but extricated by
the ari'ival of a fleet with reinforcements and
provisions. In 1290 Edward the First and his

Queen kept Christmas here. Wlien Richard the

Second came to Conway in 1399, the castle was
kept by fifteen men at arms and six archers. In
the Civil Wars it was held by Ai'chbishop Williams
for the King, but who, it is said, changed his

party, and assisted General Mitton to reduce the
place. At the Restoration it was given to the
Earl of Conway, who stripped it of its more valu-

able materials, sending them to Ireland in vessels

which are said to have been wrecked and the
whole of the property lost. The mortar of the
walls is very hard ; some of the inner surfaces

appear to have been plastered with a very te-

nacious material. The overhanging of the tower
near the railway is a good evidence of the cohesive
nature of its ingredients. The walls which en-

close the military station protected by the castle

are a mile and a quarter in circuit, with four

gateways and twenty-one small towers, built, as

some have said, a bowshot range apart, the whole
being encu-cled by a ditch or fosse. When we
take into consideration the skill shown in adapt-
ing the ground-plau of the castle to the pecu-
liarity of its site, combined with its gracefulness
of outline, we may conclude that the designer
was not only a good engineer, but also an archi-

tect of no mean ability.

SANITARY LAW AND SOME DESIRABLE
MODIFICATIONS.

IN the Health Deiiartment of the Social Science
Association a paper was read on Monday by

Mr. W. H. Michael, on " Sanitary Law and
on the modifications of it that are desirable."
After setting forth the evil consequences to a
community of bad drainage and want of ventila-

tion—a point which could not be too much talked
about—he remarked that nothing could be more
foolish in a local authority than to set about the
work in a half-and-half manner, for the conse-
quences of such a course would be an inappre-
ciable benefit, and the inevitable rates. He
strongly deprecated the present abuse of the dis-

trict system. The unequal distribution of benefit,

coupled Vfith a uniform distribution of taxation
over urbau, suburban, and rural parts of a dis-

trict, improperly joined together under one local

board, was a source of dissatisfaction to the raral

population, who often found the whole benefit of

their exponditnro accrue to the town. Appor-
tionment of districts sometimes resulted iu the
other extreme of absurdity, two or even three
districts meeting in a town or populous place,
each with its own authority, determined to do no
work in concert with other authorities ; or the
formation of special drainage districts for appa-
rently no other object than the creation of a
special authority to add to exiiiting dii&caUics.
He gave instances showing how impossible it is

for local authorities to cairy out improvements,
and suggested the following scheme as a remedy :

—First, an entire reconstruction and consolida-
tion of existing statutes. Secondly, a careful
apportionment of the whole country into health
districts ; these groui>cd into Health Unions.
Thirdly, the creation in each district of a Health
Board, called as now the Local Board, and these
grouped together iu the Health Union as " The
Union Board." Fourthly, the constitution of a
central authority—a Ministry of Health—with
ample powers to enforce in the last instance com-
pulsory action. Fiftldy, such a reconstruction of
financial arrangements as shall relieve as much
as possible the burden of rates, and more equally
distribute it. The new law may with advantage
be a reconstruction and simplification of the old,

all sanitary measures being under the direction
and control of one local authority. At present
there are at least two, and it is impossible to say
whore the functions of one end and the other
begin, concurrent authorities to do the same act
appealing to different Boards in London for
advice and direction, acting independently
of each other at great cost of efficiency

and power, and often . acting only when irre-

parable mischief has beeu done. It is contem-
plated that there should be a fusion of the functions
at present fulfilled by the Secretary of State, the
Local Government Act Office, the Privy Council,
the Board of Trade, and the Registrar-General
in one Ministry of Health^a Minister, rank-
ing as a Principal Secretary, with such a staff

of engineers and legal and medical advisers as
would enable him adequately to supervise the
whole health arrangements of the country.
And, first, his office should be so constituted

as to give advice and assistance, and to exercise

a rigorous control, in all the various difficulties

arising iu execution of sanitary law. It should
be a part of the duty of the central authority
to help local authorities to guide and direct

the whole progress of sanitary work, and be
cognisant of its influence and effect over the
whole of the country : this to be annually re-

ported to Parliament. For this purpose travelling

inspectors, both legal, engineering, and medical,
would be required. In order to carry out the
system here proposed, the medical adviser of tho
Minister would be the head of an organisation,

branching into every district, and having there its

responsible representative in the officer of health

—

a highly educated and scientific expert, who
would be appointed by the Minister, upon re-

commendation of the local Union (in the same
manner as stipendiary magistrates are now re-

commended by Town Councils, but appointed by
the Home Office), the Minister fixing the salary,

and the officer being removable only by his order.

Upon the officer of health would fall the superin-
tendence of the district ; the registration and
making of the various returns of births, sickness,

and deaths; the hospital arrangements of the
district, so far as their sufficiency was concerned

;

the investigation of causes of ' disease ; re-

commendations to the local authority, and reports

to his chief at the central office. There would no
longer bo the desultory uncorabined work of

isolated units—in one district activity, in the next
apathy. But an equally important clement of

success in any new measure of compulsory legisla-

tion will be' a re-arrangement of the financial

position of Local Boards. The two principles to

be kept in view are—first, to diminish, as far as

practicable, tho money payment for works, con-
sistent with true political economy ; and, secondly,

to prevent burdens falling on any section of tho
community for expenditure out of which they are

to derive no benefit. In order to accomplish the

first of these purposes, tho principle of repayment
in 30 years of principal and interest shonld be
largely modified, the repayment being extended
over a larger number of years. While one district

rate for all purposes is proposed to be retained as
at present, there must be some inequalities in the

incidence of taxation. These, however, would be
reduced to a minimum by the plan of readjust-

ment of districts here suggested. And the con-

tinuance or extension of the one-fourth system

—
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wb«i«, from the natnra of things, the benefit to

be derived from tanitu^ applLuicea mast be

limited—would go fur to make ttn equitable

adjastmeut of remaining diffiooltic?.

Sir Ch«rlM Adderley, M.P., and chairman of

the Commission appointed to Inquire into the

beat means of amending sanitary laivs, opened

the diseossion. He presumed at the outset

that tltey were all agreed on one point, that

ameadment of the sanitary laws was ueces-

caiy, and few would dissent from the proposition

that all sanitary Acts should be erased from the

Statnta Book, and a complete Act placed there in

their stead. He believed they were also agreed

on one other point, the very basis of our liberty

—that the prineiple of local administration shoold

be maintained, though subject to a central
Mli»fait«r of State in London. The ratepayers,

however, mnst havo absolute control in laying

out the money. The duty of the central authority,

on the other hand, would be to see that the local

authority did not go to sleep, because that would
be a great mischief to the country at large. This
being agreed on, foor points must be kept in view,

—firstly, simplicity of machinery ; secondly, cou-

sideiation of existing enactments, so that a per-

son might take the one statute clause that formed
the whole law ; in the third place, to make the

law nniversal in its application; and, in the

feorth, to get machinery for settling the law
effectually in application. Oenerally, he en-

dorsed Mr. Michael's views in regard to those

four points ; they were agreed that the local

authority should have the control of the district

it represented, and that the central authority

should have the means of insisting upon the

action of the local authority in case of neglect,

and of doing the work itself in case of stub-

born inaction, with power to charge the local

authority with the cost. In case of boroughs,
the Coimeil should be the authority ; for all other
popnlons communities the Local Boards, elected

according to the present law, could act with like

powers. There would be places still under im-
provement commissions and local Acts ; but the
authority of each case would have fall powers,
and in each case would be encouraged to merge
in the general national system for the simpMoa-
tion of machinery. It was because ho de-
sired this simplicity of machinery that he
regretted seeing towns going to endless
expense to procure local Acts. In a town such
as Newcastle, difScully arose as to the jurisdiction

of the magistrate. 'I he ships on the Tyne came
nnder the authority of the adjacent place where
they happen to be moored, and passed within
three or four different jurisdictions before ar-

riving at Newcastle. This was a difaculty for the
removal of which be would be glad to hear sug-
gestions with a view of bringing the town and
herboor tmder one jurisdiction. The most diffi-

cult subject to deal with was the country, for
which a sufficient body was required to deal with
a good rural area. Mr. Michael's plan slightly
differed from what he conceived to be the best,
but the difference was confined to points of detail,
which would probably prove to be no difference
npon examination. In tlie first place, he con-
ceived it would be better to use the areas and
jurisdictions we have at present rather than
create new ones, for a reason insisted npon by
Mr. Michael, that the creation of a new area in-
Tolved the creation of a new and expensive ad-
ministrative body. Ho would have the unit
of local goremment, the Union, with its Board of
Guardians, to be combined for larger measures,
such as the conservancy of rivers. At present
there were petty sessional districts, highway
districts, and Unions, each having a different
area, and so constituted that in no instance did
they coincide, and in many instances they over-
lapped, thus inflicting a double set of rates. In-
nstiag upon Mr. Michael's proposition that the
Srst thing to be done was to repeal all existing
laws, he remarked that at present there were
13 Acts since 1848 which had to be consolidated,
besides several subsidiary Acts, all of which should
be ooosoUdated, and all such illogical distinctions
as those between the Nuisances' Removal Acts and
Board of Health Acts should be removed. On the
subject of byelaws, he expressed the opinion that
they should be as few as possible. He did not
Hkij even the bye-logisUtion of the Council on
Elication. It was much better that matters
hoild come before the Legislature itself and re-
ceive its sanction in the ordinary way. He, how-
ever, wished it to be understood that he expressed
only his individual opinions, and could not say
That _ihe Commission over which he presided

would viltimately report with a view to legislation

next Session.

Several other speakers took part in the debate,

among whom Dr. Farr gave a general adhesion
to the doctrines set forth in Mr. Michael's paper,

but said he should take exception to one or two
points. He was rejoiced to hear from Sir Charles
Adderley that it was probably the intention of the

Commission to recommend the consolidation of

sanitary law : ho earnestly hoped the new law
would be simple, and not follow the bad example
of the existing law, which went too much into

detail. No Act could be expected to meet every

individual case ; much must be left to the depart-

ment charged with its administration. Having
commented upon the want of tmiformity in the

various divisions of the country, which ho said

was so defective that it was impossible to say
what " Manchester" meant, he recommended the

acceptance of the municipal boundaries for the

towns, and would take the Unioas as the basis of

dividing the country. But in all cases the

boundaries needed revision, and ho hoped a Com-
mission would be appointed to do this with as

little disturbance of existing things as possible.

The lesser districts might be grouped together for

more general works.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
DoRCHESTEii School op Art.—The annual

distribution of prizes in connection with the Dor-
chester School of Art took place on Tuesday week,
Mr. J. Floyer, M.P., presiding. From the annual
report read by the hon. sec, it appears that dur-
ing the year 1869 the school was attended by
88 students, of whom 74 remained on the books
at Christmas. At the Government examination
on March 10 and 11 last, 17 students iiresented
themselves for examination in freehand, of whom
8 passed; 8 in geometiy, 5 passed; 17 in model
drawing, 10 passed ; 6 in perspective, 2 passed.
In freehand B passed " excellently," gaining prizes;

in geometry 3, and in model drawing 5. Eleven
prizes were consequently awarded. In April,

253 works, by 52 students, were sent up to South
Kensington for examination. Of these three

—

Miss Emson, Miss Maskew, and Mr. E. R. Pearce
—were deemed worthy of being admitted to the
national competition ; and five third grade prizes
were awarded. Payments were made on account
of work executed by seven artists and students.
The report, which was unanimously adopted, con-
cluded by expressing the thanks of the committee
to Mr. Campbell, the master, for the efficient and
able manner in which he performed the duties of
his office.

Rochdale School of Science and Art.—On
Wednesday week the fourth annual meeting in

connection with the Rochdale Science and Art
classes was held in the Public Hall, Rochdale.
The secretary read the report, in which it was
stated that the total number of pupils under in-

struction during the last winter session was 191,
ranging from 13 to 45 years of age. The total

number of pupils who presented themselves for

examination in the four drawing subjects was 60

;

in applied mechanics, 16 ; chemistry and elec-

tricity, 21 ; animal physiology and botany, 23,

and in mathematics, 5. The report also states that
the Rochdale classes compared very favourably,
upon the whole, so far as the success of the pupUs
at the examinations was concerned, with those of

any other town. For, while the percentage of

those who passed in the drawing classes was con-
siderably above the general average for the United
Kingdom, the number of pupils who passed in the
other classes was very largely above tho average.

ARCHfflOLOaiOAL.
WoBCE.STEn Cathedral.—In tho necessary

excavations now being made in the Lady Chapel,
in Worcester Cathedral, for the purpose of laying
down a new pavement, It became necessary to

remove three slabs lying on the floor at tho ex-

treme east end. Beneath one of these slabs was
discovered a stone coffin containing the skeleton
of a man partly enveloped in the fragments of a
dress in which he had been buried. When the
Archtcological Association visited Worcester some
years ago the effigy on this slab was assigned by
Mr. Bioxam to Bishop William de Blois, whu
died 1236, and who laid the foundation of this

part f>f the cathedral. The Rev. C. Boutell, who,
with the Dean and the members of the Chaj ter,

examined tho remains on disinterment, expreseen

his conviction that the body was interred as repre-
sented on the coffin lid, in eucharistio vestments,
of which the remains are recognisable. The
lollowing figures worked in gold and silver thread
on a very rich silk have been recngnised :— 1,
PAVLV (the S wanting). The figure has in its

hands a biok and a drawn sword he d erect. 2,
IHOAN; 3, ANDRE; 4, lACOBVS ; 5, BAR-
TOLOMEVS ; 6, DANIEL Two pieces of rich
gold fringe correspond in width with the com-
partments occupied by these figures. There are
two other figures under canopies and on pieces of
silk expandmg in width to 4Jiu. at the base,
these are ADELBERTVS, crowned, with a
sceptre, and NICOLAVS, with mitre and pas-
toral staff', his right hand in benediction. There
is also a perfect Agnus Dei, worked with gold
thread in a circle 1 Jin. in diameter. The other
fragments contain portions of a beautiful border
—probably the border of the chasuble—of a
design resembling escallop shells. The coffin

had evidently been previously opened, when,
besides disturbing the remains, the episcopal
ring, staff, the valuable parts of the mitre, chalice,

and paten, unquestionably buried with the bishop's
remains, were removed.

"gmMng litttlligena.

chdbches and chapels.

Christ Church, Douolas, near Ormskirk. —
Oa Monday afternoon last, a handsome silver

trowel was presented to Miss Morris, of Fairhurst
Hall, near Ormskirk, on the occasion of her laying

the foundation stone of this church. The ceremony
was performed in the presence of a large con-

course of people. 1 he service was conducted by
the vicar, the Rev. W. Price. The cost of the
church will be over £5,000, and will be built at

the expense of Miss Morris, as a memorial to her
mother. The Manchester Diocesan Society con-

tributes £160. The site for the church and school

is the gift of Sir Thomas George Fermor Hesketh,
Bart., M.P., Rufford Hall. The plan of the church
consists of a nave 67ft. by 28ft., and 42ft. high

;

north aisle, separated from the nave by four

pointed arches ; chancel, 29ft. by 20ft. ; organ-

chamber and vestry on the north side of chancel,

and the tower and spire, the lower portion of

which is intended as a children's gallery, is on
the south side. Accommodation is provided for

409 adults ; the whole of the benches and stalls

will be of pitch pine. The inside will be lined

with ashlar work, and the exterior will be built

of Parbold stone in courses and quarry face, and
the dressings of Longridge stone. The tower and
spire form a prominent feature on the plan, and
will be about 115ft. high. The architects are

Messrs. Myres, Veevers, & Myres, of Preston; Mr.
J. Pownall, of Preston, clerk of works; and
Mr. John Preston, of Wigan, builder.

Evebton.—On Monday the foundation stone of

a new church, to be dedicated to S. Ambrose, was
laid in Prince Edwin-street, Everton. The cost of

the building will be about £5,500, and it will

accommodate 700 worshippers. The architect is

Mr. Q. E. Grayson, of Liverpool; and the builders

Messrs. Burroughs & Sons, of Leycester-street,

Liverpool. The style of architecture will be the

Early Decorated Gothic, and the material used
ornamented brick, both external and internally.

London.— A new Jewish Synagogue (an illustra-

tion of which will shortly appear in the Buildinq

News) has been consecrated. It is situated in

U(iper Berkeley-street, Portman-square. The
entrance to this edifice is beneath a handsome
stone arch, supported by several substantial pillars

of the same material. Within is a spacious hall

or atrium, but the building itself is a domical

structure, Byzantine in character, and a square oa
a plan, measuring 70ft. each way, with a wide

gallery along the sides and western end, the

ceiling consisting of a large central dome and

four small domes at the angles, four grea; arches

covering the side spaces. This ceiling is carried

by four piers of clustered columns of Devonshire

marble with carved capitals. At the east end of

the liuilding is a semi-circular recess or apse, iu

which is placed the organ and choir ; and in the

centre of this apse is the ark or shrine, the recep-

tacle for the scrolls of the law, constructed entirely

of inlaid marble. Oue unusual feature in tho

arrangements is the placing of the choir at the

east end of the building facing the congregation,

and concealing them from view by a screen of
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marble, containing openwork grilles of gilded

metal. The decorations are entirely varied

combinations of simple geometrical forms, picked

out with colour. In the carving and sculpture

the lily, pomegranate, olive, fig, and palm occupy
prominent places. Accommodation is provided

for 1,000 worshippers, and the whole edifice will

bear a favourable comparison in size and magni-
ficence with the great synagogue in Great Port-

land-street, which was consecrated about three

months ago. The builders, Messrs. George Myers
& Sons, of Lambeth, have followed very effec-

tively the designs of the architects, Messrs. Davis

& Emanuel. The total cost is estimated at about
£20,000.

Tansley.—Tanslcy Church, Derbyshire, has
just been re-opened after restoration and en-

largement from plans by Messrs. Stevens & Ilobin-

flon, architects, of Derby. The total cost has been
about £500. Mr. Buxton was the contractor.

DoNOASTEit.—On Thursday week the founda-
tion stone of a new Corn Exchange and Market-
house was laid at Doncaster by the Mayor. The
external elevation of the Corn Exchange is in the
Classic style, to accord with the present buildings,

and is treated on Classical principles, the Tuscan
order being employed for the ground story, sur-
mounted by that of the Doric, the columns and
pilasters being properly spaced. The building is

91ft. 6in. by S-lft. inside measurement, and al-

though chiefly intended for a corn exchange , is

also designed with the view to large public as-

semblies. The interior is divided into what may
be called nave and aisles, the centre portion or
nave being 58ft. wide, spanned by six semi-circular
wrought-iron lattice ribs, without cross ties of

any description, so that there will be a clear and
uninterrupted space from the floor to the apex of

the roof inside of about 63ft. Galleries are pro-

vided on three sides of the exchange—viz., over
the settling offices and principal entrance, and
over what have been dialled the aialeu, for the
purpose of giving increased accommodation to
meet the exigencies of large public assemblies.
Mr. William Watkins, of Lincoln, is the architect,

and Mr. J. Athron, of Doncaster, the builder.

MANcnE.STER.—On Monday the foundation stone
of the new building for Owens College, Manchester,
was laid on the site which has been purchased in
Oxfoid-slreet, by the Duke of Devonshire. The
building has been designed by Mr. Waterhouse,
the architect of the Manchester Assize Courts and
of the new Town-hall. The style of the building
is Gothic. It wiU have accommodation for 600
day students, and for a much larger number of
evening students. A sum of £102,000 has been
placed at the disposal of the building committee,
£67,000, of which is at present available for the
erection of the college. The cost of the building
is £90,000, so that a sum of from £25,000 to
£30,000 is still required for building purposes.
When completed the building will form a quad-
rangle, of which that part of the college which
is now in course of erection will form the
western side.

Maschester Free Grammar School.—The
numerous applications for admission to the Man-
chester Free Grammar School having rendered it

necessary to provide more accommodation for

scholars, the trustees have at considerable cost
erected a new building in Long Millgate, which
unites the two old school-buildings, gaining there-

by a better arrangement for the class rooms and
general supervision than has heretofore existed,

as well as accommodation for about 500 additional
scholars. The new building was occupied for

the first time at the commencement of the present
session. It is five stories high, including the
batement, covers an area of 700 square yards of

land, and has a frontage of 40 yards to Long Mill-

gate. The architectural character of the building
is Gothic, adapted to modern requirements ; all

the windows and other openings have moulded
and splayed reveals, with stone dressings ; and
the walls are faced with the best stock bricks.

The main body of the building, containing the
large hall and class-rooms over, is 64ft. in height,
and is crowned by a battlemented parapet and
octagon. 1 pinnacle at the corner. The portion of
.he_ building containing the entrance hall and
staircase f rojects beyond the main building, and
is carried to a height of 77ft. forming a tower
flanked by an octagonal flagstaff turret 88ft. high.
A circular staircase in this turret leads to the
oof. In ^this part of the front is the entrance
oorway 7ft. 6in, wiJe, with deeply- recessed

jambs, detached shafts with carved capitals, and
richly moulded arched head. Over the door is

a stone oriel window of two stories. The work
has been carried out by Messrs. Swindells & Little,

contractors, under the superintendence of Messrs.

Barker & EUis, architects.

TO COBRESPONDENTS.

[We do no', hold ourselves reapoDsible for the opinions

of our correepondenta. The Editor resiwctfuUy re-

qucBta that all commuiiieatious should be drawn up
as briefly as possible, ns there are in.iny claimants
upon the space allotted to eorrespoudence. j

To OoR Headers.—We shall feel obliged to any of onr
readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in tlie provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements arul the ordinary bnsl

ness of the Paper should Ije .itldressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK bTREET, COVBNT GARDEN, W.O.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later tiian 5 p.m on Thursday.

Received.-E. &P., E.H., P. B. H., W. S, R., T. D.,

C. B. A., J. n, T., Homeward Bound, J. n., J. W. T., Rev.
E. K., F. W. 8., J. A. E., C. P., C. U Hallett. Rev. P.

W. M., 8. Schoolfield, Jas. Hogarth, A. G. B., J. A. M.

JoHw James.—8eeour answer to "M. C." last week.
W. D.—Yes, we are glad to hear from an old friend.

J. W. W.—Send very soon or you will be too late.

J. G. Dunn.—Sketch not good enough. We have re-

ceived several of a similar quality lately.

Tbos. Goodram.—We don't know the origin of the
"Green Man" Inn, and don't want to know. In answer
to second query let "T. G." read series of articles on
" Decoration," by an "Experienced Workman" which have
recently appeared in this publication.

W. Wilson. - Very probably.
J. R. Walker.—Can't promise. Other drawings not

wanted. We shall give about ten more of the sketch-book
series.

W. S. Lee.—No stamps enclosed.

S. Oswald.—Received view and descrlption'of Hospital.
The drawing is not good enough for reproduction by the
pboto-litho. process.

Contspitbeiite.

THE ISLE OF THANET.
{To the Editor of the Boildinq News.)

Sib,—I caimot allow to pass unrebuked the

ofiensive manner in which your con-espoudent,
lately sojourning in the Isle of Thanet, has
thought fit to make nse of the name of a former
fellow-townsman of mine. Mr. Smith received
in his youth a regular professional education ; ho
has made a special study of the archicology of

architecture, and has had considerable practice
during a com'se of, I suppose, from twenty to

thirty years. It is true that he was also a
builder, but I don't see why an architect may not
carry out his own designs, or even those of

others, just as a surgeon may dispense his pre-

scriptions or a lawyer make a fair copy of his

deeds. The slur intended to be cast in the

words " 'prentice hand " does not apply in this

case. I know that Mr. Smith, in dealing with an
ancient building has always well studied its

style or various styles, and before making a de-

sign has carefully searched for every existing

fragment of masonry which would indicate what
had been, and has strictly followed these indica-

tions : the more perfect the doorway, window, or
what not, the more exact has been the restora-

tion. The result, perhaps, has not always been
so hai-monious as in instances where the architect

has let nothing of antiquity dictate his designs
;

but the acquisition of truth in the restoration is,

to my mind, the very highest gain. The pleasing
uniformity of another church in the island than
those to which I am refen-ing seems to have
pleased your correspondent, but hero the old
stone windows were utterly demolished, and new
ones of a totally different style and shape were
substituted ! Mr. Smith is responsible for the
whole of the work at Minster, except for the
flying buttresses and substantial repair of the
chancel, which were designed by Mr. Ewan
Christian ; and Mr. Ashpitel had nothing at

all to do with the matter—he did not control

the designs in any wise ; I believe he saw
them (on behalf of the vicar) and approved
of them. I well remember that there had
been some doubt as to the legitimacy of cer-

tain parts of the designs ; and when the
Kent Archajological Society visited Minster in

August, 1864, Sir. Matthew Bloxam, who is an
authority, was appealed to, and he having made a

very minute inspection, said that the restoration

was the most faithful that he had ever seen ; and
it reflected great credit uponthe architect for the

care which he bad bestowed upon the work. At
S. Lawrence the same care was bestowed; and
in a great many instances (notably in the windows,

of which several remained, though much decayed)

the new work was merely a reproduction of the

old. Some years ago, a charge was brought

against Mr. Smith of having wantonly removed
some very interesting symbolic carving from the

capital of one of the columns of the cmx ; bnt

it was proved that these interesting relics wore
nothing more than rude plaster casts which had,

within the memory of many then living, been

stuck up by a plasterer of the neighbourhood. The
east window of the chancel proper was the gift

of the Dean and Chapter of Canterbury, and was
designed by their architect, Mr. Austin. The
new roof of the chancel and other substantial

repairs, together with the seats of that part,

were the work of the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners, under the direction of Mr. Christian.

Had yonr correspondent confined himself to a
criticism of the designs, I might not have troubled

you with this letter, for de gustibus non dis-

putandum, but since he has descended to person-

alities, I could not refi-ain from taking up my
pen in defence. I must also correct some errors

as to the authorship of the buildings on the West
Cliif at Kamsgate, which are noticed in yonr
paper. Both the monastery and college, as

well as the gate, pillars, and lions, were not

designed by the late A. Wclby Pugin, but by his

son, and, therefore, the credit should be given to

him ; the more so as a contrast is drawn between

them and his more recent works on the East Cliff.

—I am, &c., ;^ 0. K. T.
London, Sept. 27th, 1870.

BUILDING SOCIETIES.

Siii,—At the present time, when labour is

scarce and provisions are dear, it may not be

supposed amiss to draw public attention to what
I consider an unpalatable fact. I see yon from
time to time record the proceedings of building

societies, as indeed yon wcU may, as yours is a
building newspaper. No doubt building societies

may have done good by inducing many a man to

invest his savings in a house which would not

otherwise have been built. It is, however, a
notorious fact that these societies have bought up
a great deal of property about London, which ig

now, and is likely to remain for years to come,

unproductive. Take, for instance, Wimbledon.
At the present time there are in and about Wimble-
don many scores of acres of good productive land

parcelled ont into building plots, and have been

for years. I have no hesitation in saying that

land enough has been tak«n away from ordinary

farming purposes to be appropriated perhaps at

some time or other for building to accommodate
thirty thousand persons. At the present time
these " estates," as they are called, have not

houses bmlt on them, and are not likely to for the

next ten, fifteen or twenty years ; neither are

they in any way cultivated. In fact, they are

absolutely improductivo, and I maintain that the

Conservative Land Society, the British Land
Society, Mr. Garth, and others, have, by purchas-

ing these " estates " in the hope of making
enormous profits at some time or another, dono

dis-service to the community. They have been
the means of diminishing for the time, and in aU
probability for many a long year, the productive

soil of the coimtry, and correspondingly decreased

the demand tor farm labour. Some one may say

that evei'y one has a right to do what he likes with

his own. I don't believe it, and particularly as

pauperism is on the increase in London. These
scores of acres in and about Wimbledon are now
barren, and some of them are likely to remain so

for the latter part of this century, when, had it

not been for these societies, and capitalists imitat-

ing their example, the land would be producing

grain, fi-uit, or vegetables, as it did a few years

since. No doubt as it is in Wimbledon so it is in

other suburbs of London. I know it is so in and
about Bamet. I am not attempting to point out

a remedy. I merely lay my finger on a blot and
hope that action of some sort may bo taken to re-

move it.—I am, &-C., Suburban.

UNITED STATES PATENT LAW REFORM.

Sir,—It will, no doubt, interest your readers to

know that by an Act of Congress, passed on the

8th July last, some important modifications were
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made in the law relating to patents for inventions.

By this Act also foreignen are allowed to take

out patents for designs, which will no doubt prove

a great boon to the commercial community in

tliM ooontry. There is also a provision made for

the legiatration of trade marks. It would take up
too mudi of your space to quote in full all the

new parts of the law affecting Englishmen. VYe,

therefore, simply add the main features.

1. The law which required foreigners to put,

and continue their inventions on sale in America,
within eighteen months after obtaining their

patents, has been repealed.

2. The law ]i6rmits a foreigner to patent bis in-

vention in the States, after it has been iutioduccd

and patented abroad for fears, provided it has not
been used in America for more than two yearsprior

to the application for a patent.

3. Models are not now required when the in-

vention can be illustrated by drawings, in such a

manner as to be understood by the examiners.

4. The drawings of patents being now all photo-
graphed, may be had at a very small cost.

5. Under the new law foreigners may take out
patents for designs. The term varies from three
yean and six months to fourteen years, at the dis-

cretion of the applicant. The fees being, of course,

proportionately increased according to the number
of years applied for.

6. Foreign industries may now be protected by
the registration of trade marks, and reproduction
in America without the consent of the inventor
prevented.—We are, Ac.

Hughes and Son.

COVEXT-GAEDEN MARKET.
Sir,—I am glad that your attention has been

drawn to the state of the accommodation at Covent-
Garden Market, and the nuisance caused by the
vans and waggons bringing the collection of dung
and offal back into the market.

I would ask you to call the serious attention of

the public by means of your valuable publication
to the following facts.

Nearly all the carts, vans, and waggons bringing
vegetables and fruit to our London market, after

unloading, do as you state, go away and collect

manure from any source, and of course much of it

must be of the most nauseous and vile description,

some being from cow-sheds, some from pigs, and
other putrid matter from various dung heaps. No
one could credit the horrible filth that is coucealed
under the seeming decent covering of litter in

many 'of these loads this can only be seen when
the loads are taken off in the dung-yard.

On these teeming loads of filth the very baskets
and crates that bring tbe goods to the market
are placed for many hours, and must of course be
loddened and impregnatednith poisonous vapours,
and it often occurs that portions of the filth get
inside the baskets. By having the baskets collected
by other means, say by light carts or vans, similar
to the way the millers collect their empty sacks,

we should effect two great improvements ; namely,
the various fruits and vegetables would come into
the market untainted with nauseous vapours, and
we Londoners spared the nuisance of the dung
being brought back to the market, for then the
loads would go direct from the collecting place s to
the dung-yards.—Yours, &c

,

IjlrBOVEMENT.

THE PRESENT OVER-CROWDED STATE
OF THE PROFESSION AND ITS CONSE-
QUENCES.
Sra,—The above heading will no doubt touch

the chord of sympathy from experience in many
draughtsmen. The evils arising from excess of

kbonr of any kind in the market has been written
ttpon, aeemingly not to much purpose, by some of
ourgreateet political economists; if it had surely we
ihould have received the benefits before this. The
fault seems to be a want of carrying out ideas
WBctically, more than want of knowledge of them.
In nature we observe all magnificently arranged,
forming a grand whole ; she balances the different
•pedes of the creation by fixed and unchangeable
laWB, so that no creature crushes out of existence
any other vai iety of living beings.* She deals
with a tolerant hand upon everything, and not
like man, from his peculiarly constituted social
Uws, hardly giving his fellow room to live. Can
no organization be formed for the benefit of the
architectural profession, to ameliorate the present

• Oar oo.-mpondeat is « -Uinljr no belierer in the Da,,
wuiiao thwrr, or he woold not write w emplialicallv on
bia point.—En. B.N. '

poverty-stricken condition of draughtsmen ? From
the advertisements that appear in the Building

News and other papers, there can be no doubt that

there are far too many draughtsmen in the pro-

fession, and that consequently serious hardships

have often to be endured, particularly by young

men, who are entirely dependent upon their own
exertions for their maintenance. When we see

advertisements for appointments standing for

months unsuccessful, it is surely time that some

general understanding should be come to amongst

draughtsmen. Many architects keen three or four

pupils who have not work for one, and who never

bestow an hour on their training, but allow them
to remain in the office unencouraged and unaided,

and whose only end seems to be their own benefit

;

the consequence being, at the end of the pupils'

time, they can be said to be no more than super-

ficial draughtsmen, only really capable of copying

and tracing.

The case being that many young men discover

that they have served their articles generally for

no benefit to themselves, and have to leave the pro-

fession as a necessity for some independent means
of obtaining a livelihood. I am quite aware

that there are architects who are thoroughly con-

scientious in training their pupils, but these are

more the exception than the rule. Undoubtedly,

the more premiated pupils architects can get, the

better for themselves, whether it is to the benefit

of their pupils and the profession or not, taking

into account their having to earn a living, after

giving away their time and money. It is rather

hard that a young man should receive a liberal

education, pay a premium, and serve four or five

years, and at the end of that time not be able to

earn more than an ordinary mechan'c or labourer.

—

I am, &c

,

J. L. M.

COMPETITIONS.

Sir,—The enclosed is a copy of letter just re-

ceived in answer to my application for " particu-

lars" of a competition for church and schools. I

think it needs no comment. W. T. H.

[Copy.]

"Deak Sir,—The committee have sent con-

ditions of competition to nearly 250 architects,

and their stock is now exhausted (!) I do not

think it worth while to get any more printed,

and therefore cannot comply with your request

of the 26th inst.—Yours truly.

Sept. 27, 1870."

|niemnuuunicittt0ii.

QUESTIOKS.
[1971] CONEY'S WORK ON "CONTINENTAL AB-

CHITECTURE."— Can any cue inform mo where I can get

a copy of tliia worlt. and the price ? —H. J.

[1972] COLOURING SIZE.—now can I colour size a

pale blue? I find on putting indigo into it the size be-

comes a pale green.—V. C.

[1973] POLISHING PLASTER OP PARIS.—Will any
reader tell me if it is possible to polish plaster of Faris,

and if 80, how ? - G. W. A.

[1974] HOUSES FROM STRAW AND WATER-
GLASS.— Is it true that some houFes have recently been

built in this country the prinopal matehals of which waa
straw in bundles impreguatt-d with water-glass or silicate

ofeoda? Any particulars would oblige.

—

Puzzi,ed.

[1976] HEATED CHAMBER.—How can I heat a room
up to 180° continuously in the most economical way? "The

room is 8 yards wjuare, and I have a 4 horse-power boiler

and engine.— A. N. S.

[1970] STAINS ON WOOD. -Some joinery I am at

work on has, on being stained and varnished, become covered
with black stains like spots spread indiscriminately over

the surface. Can any reader tell mo the cause and remedy ?

-Whisper.

[1977] DIAMETER OF SPHERE.-Given the base
of the segment of a sphere, 4ft., and the height, Sin. ; can

tl97S] PRICE IN CUBING UP.-Would any of you
readers kindly inform me, m a case of cubing up the con
tents for approximate estimate of a blocli of wai-thouses
smiiKar to the no V warehouses at S. Katlierino's Docks,
Loudon, what is i he price jier cubic foot usually calcu-
lated for such work in London.—Livertool.

[1979] LIMEKILN.—Willeomereaderfavourmewiiha
description of ngood form of kiln for lime burning, and state
the proper proportion of coal used to lime Inirnti also the
quantity burnt per day? A sketch would be useful.—
Chalk.

[1980] WALL PAPER. -Wliat is the best material to
put on damp walls to keep the paper from being tarnished?—J. T. T.

[1981] RED BRONZING.-Can anyone till mo how
the red bronzing on chandeliers, I>racket8, ic, is done? I
understand the green bronzing and hicquering, but not the
red.-B. J. G.

[1982] METERS.—Can any gas engineer explain this f
When we are cleaning our puritiers our meter travels back-
wards. It has lost l.oaoft. though we have shut the centre
valve.

—

Puzzled.

[1383] WATERWORKS.-What is the cost in laving
mains in roads and streets per mile ? In supplying by
gravitation, what head is required to overcome the pressure
in the pipes?—H. U.s'derhill.

[1934] LIME KILN.S.—Wliatisnowconeideredthelwat
and latest form of limekiln and the number, of bushels of
lime to be protluced from 1 ton of culm from such kiln ?—Subscriber.

[195] MALTING KILN.^Could you or any of your
readers give mo any information as to the most approved
miidfrn method of building a malting kiln ; also where
could the ijest model of such a building be seen ? Could
not the old-fashioned ugly con-l surmounting the drying
kiln be done .away with, and something more sightly suo-
stitrtted ? A few hints iu your next paper would greatly
oblige.

—

An Ohioinal Subsbriber.

REPLIES.
[1917] STRENGTH OF CANTILEVERS.—The canti.

lever described by a " Young Builder" is not strong
enough for the fallowing reasons :—It projects 18ft., and ia

l-5ft. in depth, tlie distance apart heingOft. Aplatform like

this for foot passengers should safely carry at least Icwt. per
square foot. Then 18x6= 10^ square feet, and a distri-

buted load of lOS cwt., or 5-4 tons. The sectional area of

the top ilange is 4-5 square inches. Wrought-iron should
not be strained to a greater degree than 5 tons per square
inch. Therefore in this case there should not be a greater

strain on the top or bottom flange than 225 tons. But
here we have a strain which, if we call it S, is equal to

i W X L W L.
A or .ivhich amounts to.

5-4 X 1,
8 = 32-4 tons.

D Z D 2x1-5
and therefore the iron isnutluly strained. The radical de-

fect of the strarture is apparent at first aight, for the depth
is only half the usual proportion to the length. It is usual
to make the depth about a twelfth part of the length if

r he beam be supported at both ends, or a sixth part if

fixed at one end only, whereaa here we have a projecting

beam of a depth only a twelfth part of its length ; anil

that ia the defect which causes an undue strain on the
iron. To reduce the strain to 5 tons per equare inch the

depth should he 2-16ft., for it is equal to ^^= ^'"^

^i^f
'i a 2 X £,£,'0

= 2-16 But it would be much better to increase the

depth of the beams to 3ft. and proportionately increaM
tlteir dis ance apart, thus, 2-16 : 3 : : 6 : 8*33, or say 8ft.

The structure would thus be stiffer, and would probably

cost leaa.—C. S.

[1949] AREAS OF CIRCLES.—The circumference of
a cirole ia 3'1416 times the diameter. Half the diameter
of a circle multiplied by half the circumference equals the

area of the circle. When diamettr = 1 circumf. = 3"141tJ,

, , 3-1416
and i X

meter = 1, circumference = 3-1-116, and area = 7854. But
the areas of circles are to one another as the squares of

their diameters, therefore area of circle = dia. x -7851—
A. SCAROILL.

7854 = area of circle ; so that when dia*

any of yonr readers give me a rule for finding the diameter
of the sphere completed ?—Delta.

[1950] CAST-IRON TANKS. —The proper mate-

rial to use for stopping the joints of water tanks is

" iron cement," which can be obtained at any ironworks.

Its principal ingredient ia iron borings, and it is suitable

for luting or making tight every kind of iion joint.—

St. Ives.

[1961] BASE LINES.—Five miles is not a very long

base line, and it ia scarcely necessary to make any allow-

ance for the expansion and contraction of the chain. How-
ever, if "Assistant" wiBhcs to dose, he may observe the tem-

perature at th 3 commencement and termination of each

day's work,and calculate the amount by the ordinaryformula

for the purpoae. If L be the length of the chain at start-

ing, and T the temperature, Ll the length required to be

known, and Ti the temperature, then Ll =—
-J

^ tT

9. P.

[1952] HARBOURS AND DOCKS.—The only good

work on these subjects is that of Sir John Reunie, but it ia

both rare and expensive. It contains numerous platt-a

artd full descriptions of the great national harbours and

docks deaigued by that great engineer. Its publishing

price waa eighteen guineas, but a copy may now be had

for much leas, when it ia to be had at all. Try at Spons",

Charing Cross.

—

Lock.

[1953] FIREPROOF FLOORS.—Inreply to "L. L.M.*

the Dennett arch is one formed of concrete, but instead cf

the basis being ordinary lime it is of the sulphate of lime.

It Is certainly one of the best and cheapest means of

oonatructiou available to tlie architect aa but little depth
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is needed for the rise and thickness of the arch. Apart
from its fireproof and other qualities the Dennett laate-

rial is remarkable for itestrengh, 7cwt. per super, foot

being placed on work immediately after construction
without a particle giving way.—S. 8.

11960] TAKING OUT COLOURED LINES.-A srong
solution of chloride of lime will take out almost all

colours derived from animal and vegetable matter, but
will not touch mineral. Keep it in a bottle ready for tiae,

and lay it on with, an old camel-hair pencil—U. & Co.

[1960] Taking out coloured lines. — if the
lines are in either carmine or Inke, "Desperation" will find
that a solution of ohlorideof lime will take them out.—
L. O. V.

[1900] TAKING OUT COLOURED LINES. — Your
c irrespondcnt " Desperation " will find that a little liqnid
chloride of lime, which can bo purchased at any chemist's,
apilied to the red lines by means of a hair-pencil—or if the
lines be near to black ones, which may be affected by
ihe damp, by a drawing pen,—he will find the troublesome
lines disappear instantly. A little clean water should then
be usetl in a similar manner 10 remove any deposit that
may be left by the chloride of lime, and blotted with a
piece of clean paper. If done with care, no trace of the
lines will be left.—A. J. C.

[1960] TAKING OUT COLOURED LINES ON
PLANS.—If "Desperation" will go to his chemist and ask
him for a small quaniity of chloride of lime (saturated
Eolation) he will then have the means of removing the
obnoxious lines he speaks of. Dip an oM but clean carael's-
Iiair pencil in the solution and go over the lines, which
will .juickly vanish. The superfluous moisture can be re-
moved with blotting paper, and no injury will he sustained
by the plans. In any case where the cloride leaves a slight
yellow stain, from not being removed quickly enough, a
sponge and a little clean water will r* move this apjwarance.
Brickwork may be beautifully and accurately represented
by first colouring the whole space with lake or carmine,
and then drawing the moriar joints with a drawing pen
charged with the chloride.—J, B.

[1962] CALCULATION OP LOGARITHMS. — If the
logarithm of 2 be given the log of 4 is also given, being
double the same, and the log of 1(5 is 4 times the log of 2,
and the log of 04 is 6 times the log of 2. ThuB, if log of 2
- a, log of 4 = 2a, log of 10 = 4 a, and log of 61 = 6a.
Since the addi ion of log is = to the multiplication of
quantities.-W. T. M., telfaat.

[1062] CALCULATION OF LOGARITHMS - In
answer to ''Candidate's" inquiry, how to find the logarii hm
of 64 from the logarithms of 2 and 4, the simplest way Iknow IS the following. The number 64 is the square of
the product of 2 and 4. If then we add together the
loganthms of 2 and 4 we have tlie logari-hni of their pro-
duct or 8, which multiplied by 2 will give the logarithm
of the square of S or Gl.—A. J. C.

[1962] CALCULATION OF LOGARITHMS.-To the

iS,l n°l, i?^''?.
*'?'' logarithm of 4, and this logarithmadded to itself will be the logarithm of 64, thus,
0'y0lU2y.fty566 = 2
G0205999132 = 4

0-9030S99S698 = 8
C-90iiO89y86if8 =

1 SOOl 70973.^10 = 64
liecruee jn multiplication add the logarithm of the multi-
pi or and muli iplic and logether, the sum is the logarithm of
8 and 8 multiplied by iteelf is64, and we must proceed the
earaeaa before. -Non-Candidate.

[U62J CALCULATION OP LOGARITHMS -Lo-garithms are used instead of natural numbers as a readvand easy method of calculation. Multiplication by
natural numbers ].s simply adtiition by logarithms,division,
subtraction

; and the intricate process of involution and
evolution, or the raising of powers and extraction of
roots, 18 reduced to simple multiplication and division
Given the h.ganuim of 2 and the logarithm of 4, to findthe logarithm of 64.
By natural numbers : 2 -f- 4 =. 8 and S + 8 = 64ay logs.

: log. a + 4 log. = log. 8 and log. S + log. 8 = 64
Example.

log 2 = -30103
log 4 = -60206

Miuare. Then have everything ready. Out with your
Btuflf, from I he boiler to the mould, and screw or wedge it

up without stopping, and leave it to cool for a few hours.
If " C. J. C." fails again he may blame his timber,

—

Kappa,

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
S. Mary's Chancel Gates, TAtiNTON.—The question of

the erection of the gates between i he chancel and the naveof
the church of S. Mary Magdelene, Taunton, will again come
before the Cousistorial Court at Welln, on the 4th Oc-
tober, It is expoc ed, however, that the proceedings
will be only formal, the churchwardens' opponents to

the application for the erection of gates merely putting
in affidavits in support of their alUgations, and leave

being given to the applicants to tile counter affidavits.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Bromsorove.—The contract for carrying out the com-
(ilefee sewerage of Bromegrove, according lo the plans of

Mr. Purchas, C, E., has been signed by Mr. John Clifford,

of West Malvern, the contractor.

The Drainage of Lincoln.—While the Ijocal Boaid
of this city were vainly endeavouring to evade the perti-

nent inquiries of the Home Secretary relative to the pol-

lution of the river Witham by sewage, strong evidence of

its insalubrity was being supplied by the records of one of
tha city medical institutions. At the Liai monthly meet-
ing of the Lincoln Dispensary Committee, the house
surgeon reported the recent occurrence of several cases of
enteric and scarlet fever, " all on the waterside, and of a
malignant character." These cases, he says, have been
" probably occasioned by the putrid emanations from the
river." Vague assertions about the general healthfulnesa
of the city are, aa \ he Lnnret observes, worthless in com-
par.son with the simple logic of the house surgeon's facta,

as ihe local board, will, we hope, be made to comprehend.
Excremental pollution of earth and water, in all its

loathsomeness, abounds at Lincoln, unless the letter of
"Spero" in the Lincolnshire Chronicle of the 2d instant
ifl a romance. As might have been supposed, the Home
Secretary has not been thrown off the scent by the red
hen ing which the Local Board drew across his nose, and
it is now announced that one of his inspectors will }>a,y

an official visit to Lincoln early in October.

2 + 4 = 8 and log. 8 = -S0;JO9

log. 8 = -90309

8 + 8 = 64 and log 04 ;— A. Scakoii.l.

STAINED GLASS.
Redditcii.—The lirge wedt window of ReJditch Church

has recently been filled with s ained glass by public sub-
scription, to the memory of the late Baroness Windsor.
The principal subjecia are *' Feeding the Hungry," " Giv-
ing Drink to tLe Thirsty," ' Clothing the Naked," " Visit-
ing the Sick." The cost was £200. The window was de-
signed and executed by Mr. Preedy, of London, architect,
who has aloo execute-i other memorial windows, hav-
ing in view the same object, in two new churches in the
adjoining parishes erected from his designs. The one
church at Webheath was erected entirely at the expense of
the late Baroness Windsor, the other at Headless Cross
was materially assisted by liberal contributions from the
same source.

York.—The east end of S. Mary's Church, Caatlegate,
York, has just been embellished with a hanrlsome stained
glass window of the Perpendicular style, tlio subject being
a connected scene of "The Adoration of the Sheplierds,"
going through the entire window, which is of three
lights. The subject is surmounted by canopies on a rich
ruby gi'ound, with architectural tracery of white and
yellow. The three principal openings are surmounted by
tracery filled with angels with musical instruments; these
are alsoon rich rubyand blue grounds. The angels are chiefly
of a silvery white and yellow glass, as usual in 15th cen-
tury work. The colouring of the subject is on a grey-blue
diapered ground. The window was designed and manu-
factured by Mr, Alexander Qibbs, 38, Bedford-square,
London.

•1 -80618 answer.

[1963] BRAZING BAND 8AW3.-" Wood" must bringthe two ends of the saw close together and fasten them;then take a small pan ofcharcoal and place it under theends, and then direct the flame of a blowpipe upon them,rhe ends will soon become red hot, when .priikle Homeborax (powders.
) upon them, and then add your solder

Zlnfi^'^''^''{'^''^l
The way to make the silder is to

^f.l-K?'*'®Pw *'*^''[^'^*'''"S^^°^onepa»'tof -silver in a

am) S'fir'^
tins, when poured out mlist be filed away

w«tr wl^^' ^'""K ',"i*
'' '^'^^^'^^ «f «»^ ammoniac in

rti^L T- " "•^"*«*>/or use this must be taken out with

von mav Z Sl^^ ^'''*'/'' ^""^^ ""'^'J '^"^^ ^^^^ Coolyou may file off the superfluous solder.—F, W. B.

usua/?L?^K^T^^^^^ ^^" TIMBER.-Steam is theusual agent, but where practicable boiling in water is the

^u.^iunf'^r'' ^^% ^''''^ ^^""g '' *« have the right

w"2r J^ nf*^ , f™^ ^'"^'" "'" ^"''- «f>ra8 won't. Onelocality wiUy.eld prime .ash, another close by, « ith em.allv

Cfh'''"' r'^'/r'^
^°^^'"°^- The timbershould l>^ 1 eawtough, and cut from a good butt ; no matter if three yearscut and seasoned, A splinter from this quality of aah wUlpeel or pull of toughb^^and run a long way do/„ the pllnkbefore it givej way. Haifan-hour'sboiliiig will soften 2in.

STATUES, MEMORIALS,tETC.
Kepler.—A monument to Kepler has been erected at

Wei'diestadt, in Suabia. It is a statue standing on a bjise

adorned with bas-reliefe. In the astronomer's loft hand is

a parchment, on which an ellipse is drawn, and in his
right is a pair of compasses. The bas-reliefs represent
scenes from Kepler's life. The monument ia the work of
a sculptor of Nurembei^, named Kreling.

A Statue to Sir Humphry Davy is to be erected upon
a new granite porch, over the entrance of the post-office,
in front of the Market-house, in the centre of Penzance.
The statue will be Sft. in height, and will be carved from
a block of Sicilian marble, weighing about three tons. A
small model of the proposed statue was designed and
modelled by the sculptors, Messrs. W. J. and T. Wills, of
Euston-road, London, and submitted to the committee for
their approval. The design having been accepted, it was
resolved that the commission for the execution of the
large statue be entnistetl to the above-named artista, the
same who so successfully completed the marble statue of
the late Mr. Cobden, for London. The pose of the figure,
says the Corniifh Telegraph, is easy and natural, Sir
Humphry — in the dress coat and overcoat, knee
breeches, stockings, and ample cravat of half a
century ago—leans gracefully, with his right hand on
a safety-lamp, which, in turn, is supported by a rock.
The left hand is upon the hip. Sir Humphry's face is not
only a likeness (to judge by ixjrtraits) but has a pleaaant
and thoughtful expression. The statue, when erected, will
stand between the two centre columna of the buildings,
occujiying a commanding position, and will be seen by
every visitor and traveller entering the ti)wn. It will be
but a few yanls from the house in which he was bom, and
on the Hite of the old house where he served his apprentice-
ship.

The Royal Arcliicological Institute ha^ selected
C\rdiff as its place of meeting next year ; and the
Marquis of Bute will preside.

#ur M(t %mk.

The Thames Embankment.—The waste spaces
on the Victoria Embankment have within the last
few weeks been undergoing convereion into what
promises to be a most agreeable feature of this
splendid thoroughfare. Tho ground has been
laid out by experienced gardeners, as far as has
been deemed practicable, and instead of the heaps
of rubbish with which it was covered a mouth
since, sloping banks are now to be seen covered
with grass, and neat pathways, the borders of
which are already planted with ground ivy. Tho
space lying between Waterloo and Charing-cross
bridges is, in fact, so far completed that it is stated
it wUl soon be opened to the public. It will bo
planted with trees and shrubs, and no expense
will be spared to render it worthy of its position.
The ground between Westminster and Chaiing-
cross is not in so advanced a state, but when
finished it will harmonise with the other portion
of the embankment. All the temporary lamps
which were placed on tho embankment when it

was opened have now been removed and replaced
by lamps similar in design to those on the Albert
Embankment, and placed at close intervals. Tho
standard lamps erected about six months since
near Waterloo bridge stUl remain, none of the
designs having, it is stated, yet been selected.
Several additional improvements are in contem-
plation for the Embankment, and will shortly bo
carried out.

WniTwoRTH ScHOLAKSHips FOH 1870. — The
award of the ten Whitworth Scholarslups of £100
each for the year 1870 has just been made to tho
undermentioned candidates :—To those examined
as students—William Gamett, 19 years of age,
student, Loudon; James Taylor, 21, mechanic,
Oldham ; J. A. Griffiths, 22, engineer student,
Middleton ; H. W. M'Cann, 17, student, Liver-
pool ; J. Perry, 20, engineer, Belfast. To those
examined as workmen.—Edward Tomkins, 24, en-
gineer and draughtsman, Manchester ; William
Dodgson, 25, mechanic, Manchester ; Frank
Salter, 21, mechanical engineer, Leamington

;

Wm. S. Hall, 25, engineering draughtsman, Not-
tingham; Henry Dyer, 21, mechanical engineer,
Glasgow.

Messbs. Milker's Safes and the Bmtish
Association.—In compliance with a request from
a numerous section of the British Aaaociation,

some interesting experiments were on Wednesday
week made with Messrs. Thomas Miluer & Son's
Dre and thief-resisting safes, at the Phoenix Safe
Works, Liverpool. In the iirst instance an ordi-

nary cast-iron safe, without any fire-resisting

chambers, and one of Messrs. Milner's ordinary
fire-resisting safes, of the weakest quality, were
tested in a large fire composed of coal and wood,
the result being, after two hours and a half, that
the former was entirely destroyed, while the latter

remained intact, a £100 note and a large number
of circulars which were placed in its interior

being wholly untouched. In a second test one
of Messrs. Milner's safes, contaiaiug a £100 note,

several gold watches, and a number of circulars,

was consigned to a terrific fire, in which it re-

mained for five hours and a quarter without any
effect of the flames—save a dulness in the colour
of the iron—being visible, while the contents
were perfectly unharmed. Afterwards there was
a testing of the locks, and those of ordinary use
were shattered to pieces from the effects of gun-
powder, while Messrs. Milner's double patent
gunpowder-proof and thief- proof lock defied the
effects of gunpowder, and remained perfectly

secure, after all the powder (CO grains) which
could be introduced into them had been exploded,

A number of attempts were also made to wedge
open a safe, but without the slightest efi'ect.

The death of M. Svoboda, tho historical painter,
is announced at Vienna.

An extraordinary meeting of the North Metro,
politan Tramways Company will be held on the
r2th October, for the purpose of raising additional
capital.

'llio death is announced of Mr. John Braithwaite,
civil engineer. From the earliest formation of
railways ho has been engaged in their construction,
botli in England and on tho Continent. Ho was 73
years of ago,
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The Cagliui Om and Watar Company (Limited)

announce ko intarim diridsnd for the Half year at the

nte of 7 per cent per annum, less income-tax.

Barlow Church, Derbyshire, was re-«pened on

Wedi^sdaf week after restoration and enlarge-

ment.

HuUand Church, Derbyshire, was reopened on

the Wednesday week after restoration.

^mhn S^rabe Jiebhiu.

IfsMt*. SinuoB & Uuon's hut aal« cons iited of the fol-

lowing lots :—
100 Rig* and Memel logs

75,000 Qaebeo deals, tiC

60^000 Quebec ipruoe, tie.

15,000 Lowerport spruce
15,000 Riga while
35,000 Oefle, Skonwick, tie.

85,000 Sondiiwall, Hudikawsll, &c.

aO,000 Gotbeai'Urg
45.000 Dram and Christiana

35,000 Other Swedish and Norway
Ac, die.

The foUowing prioes were obtaiued :

—

Per £ a d.

Christiana 2nd yellow 2i x 6} 120 im. 7

Do. Sid do. 2} X 6i do. 6 10

Do. tlMUB 4in. to 6m foot run 1]

Do. andar4in do.

Do. 3nd white 2} x «J 120 12ft. 6 15

Oram 2nd yellow do. do. 6 15

Do. 3rd do. do. 6 10

Do. 3id white do do. 6 10

Gothenburg 3rd yellow 3 X 9 Petg. std. 9 6

Do. 4x11 do: » 10

Do. 2Jx8 do. 8 5

Do. 4Ui yellow 2J x 9 do. 8 15

GeBe 3rd yellow 3 x 9 do. 9 15

Do. 2J X 7 do. 8
Do. 3 X 7 do. 7 5

Do. 3 X 11 do. 10 6
Hnsom mixed yellow 3 x 9 do. 9

Hamoeand yellow do. 7 15

Uadikswalll9tyeUow4 x 10 do. 10 5

Da 4 X 8 do. 9 10

Do. 3 X S do. 9 10

Do li X T do. 9 10

Do. 4 X 12 do. 10 15

Do.4xll do. 10 10

Do. 2nd yellow 4 X 10 do. 9 10

Da4x8 do. 9 10

Do. 3x10 „ - do. 9 10

Do. 4x12 do. 15

Do. 2x7 do. 9
Do. 3 X 9 do. 9 10

Do. IJ X 1 do. 8 10

Do. 3nl yellow 1 X 11 do. 9 5

Do. 3 X 7 do. 9 5
Do. 4 X 12 do. 9 6

Do. 4 X 10 do. 8 16

Do. 24x1 do. 8 5

Do. <th yellow 4 X 9 „ do. 8 10

Da 4 X 12 do. 8 10

Da 4x11 da 8 10

Do. 3 X 10 da 8 6

liemel oak planks Ir'Sd 5

Monksund 1st yellow 4 X < Petg. sid. 9 10

Noidmaling mixed yellow 3x8 do. 900
Do2ix7 do: 8
Do. 3rdjeUowSx 9 do. 8 10

Do. 2Jx7 do. 7 10

Do. mixed while 3 X 9 do. 8 10

Do. 2Jx7 do. 7 10

Do. 3rd white 3 X 9 do. 7 10
Do. 2J X 7 do. 1 10

Narra crown yellow 3 X 7 do. 9 10

Do. 2i X 7 do. 10

Do. 2ad yellow 3 X 7 do. 8 10

Do. 2J X 7 do. 8 5

Petersburg Itt whits S x II do. 9 15

Do. 3 X 9 <ia 9 5

Do. 3 X 7 do. 8 10
Do. 2J X 7 do. 8 6

Do. 2nd white 3 X 11 do. 8 10
Do. 1st yellow 3 X 7 do. 12

Do. lathwood cub. flhm. £5 to£6 10s.

Poi»ground yellow and whie 12012(1.2^x1 6 5

Quebec 1st bright 12ft. 12ft. 3 x 11 Petg. std.£1915«.to£20
Do. lit dry aoated do. 17

Do. 2nd floated do. 12

Do. 2nd dry floated do. 12 10

Do. 3rd bright do. 9 10

Do. Srd floated do. 9

Do. 3rd dry floatei „ do. 9
£ s. d. £ 8.

Bigacrown white ._ Petg. std. 8 5 to 8 10

Do. half crown do. 7 6 0„ 7 10

Do.latbwood cub fthm. 4 10 „ 6 10

Do. crown logs 18ft. cube 5 2 6,, 66
Soderham 3rd yellow Petg. std. 8

Do. 4tbdo do. 8 5

Swartwick3idyeUow3x 9 do. 9 JO

Do.4 X » do. 9 10
Temeamiiedye'IowO do. 7 5 „ 8 10

Quebec black walnut foot cube 2s. Cd. io3s. 6d.

Do. birch load 2 10 to 3

Bkelleflea miiod vcllow Itg. std. 8 10

BkouTlck yellow balks load 2 3 „ 2 6

Baguenay 2nd spruce. ..120 12ft. 3 x 9 14 „ 14 6

Mesas. Churchill & Sim held a sale on the 22Dd Inst, of

llw first portion of the stock of a well-known timber
metefaant near Paddington Basin. It consisted of dry and
seMoned Quebec pine and spruce deals, Petersburg,
Swedish, Norway, and other d^ls and battens, prepared
pUin-edged flooring and matched boards, poles, lathwood,
Ac AluM>n(htb«piic«« giren were high when compared
with tbcae girea for goods av the docks, the lots olfered

were fully worth the money, and those buyers who require
well^easoned wood cannot du better than attend the next

A supplement to the London G(ufttr, published last

night, notifies that Eiirl Granville has received from her
Majesty's ambassador at Tours the copy of an official note
of the 2l6t iust., from the French Foreigu Dep.ai-tment,

announcing tliat the blockade of the German ports in the

Baltic Sea has been completely raised by the French
squadron.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

3 10
3 10
2 13

Trak loeil<13
QoAbec ndptne.... SIS

,, jrellow pins.. 4
St. Jabn N.a yellow
QuebM Oak, wUte„ 6

„ birch S 15
„ Sim 4 S

Osntsieoftk -

„ dr „ S 5
Memsl ttr ...

El«»
Swediah
MMta,Qaeb«c red pins 8 16

,, yellow pine.. 3 15
Lsthwooil,Dantzlc,tm 9 IS

„ St. Fetersburi 5 10
Deals, prC.,12 It. bjS
hjtiix.,

Qusbee. white spmce 13
&t.John,whiteBpruce.l2 19
YeUow pine, per re-
duced C.

Csnsds, 1st qoslltr. 16 1

}

S&d dc 12
Archsncsl, reUcw . . 1110
Bt.FstersbarK,TSl... 11 10

TmBUu
IS 10 Fiulahd <7 10

4 15 ICemel
4 ISOothenburR, yellow 9

0{ „ white 8
6 10 Gefle, yellow 10 6
6 Soderham 8 1)
6 S Christiania, per 0.,

0| IS It. by 3 by 9 In.

4 lO: yellow 10
4 10 Floorlug boards. i>er

4 10] sq. of liQ., dist yel 7 S
3 0|Flrat white ^ 7

BecoDd qualities .... 6 fi

ruiuos !>TosB pr ton 6
Oiu, Ac.

Seal, pale— pel tuo ?6
Sperm body 83
Cod 89
W^hale, Sth. Bea. pale 86 10
OllTe, Oaillpoll 43
Cocoauut, Cochin, ton 43 10
Palm, ane 89

18 11 LlueSMl 31

13 10 Bapeseed,Bn|;.pale.. 43 10

13 Oottonssol 27 10

13 ol

5
fi 10

6 10

18 1]

14

18 10

11
9

IS 10
12

10 6

9 6

37
49
41
SD 10

41
S4

£69J 70
70 71

Metals.

Pis, Foreign ««« per ton «17 10 £16
.. Kaiciisb W.B. „....« do 30 30 5

, Lad Co. ......„„„..» do ll« 15 SO

„ Oberbrands „.... do IS 19
Sheet Milled do SO 10
Shot. Fateut do SS
RedorHiniom ....„ do 19 15 9010
Litharge. W.B ,,..... do
White Dry ..„ do 8J

„ ground in oU .. do

CoTPBa:—
British—Cake and Ingot perton
BeetSelected .« do
Shstt « do 78 76
Bottoms „ « do 78
Austiallan do 69 72
SpaoishCake .- do 69

ChUi Bars, cash do 63 64

,. Eeflnedingot do 69 1 71
YeUowMetal per lb 61

IROS :—
Pig in Scotland, cash perton £2 11 8

Welsh Bar, in Loudon do 7 6 7 13 6
"Wales do 6 15

Staffordshire do 7 10 8

Bail, in Walos do 7 7 5

Sheets, sioglem Loud,

n

do 9 10 10 5

Uuops. first quality do 8 10 9 5
Nail Bod do 7 10 8

Swedish do 9 13 10

%xi^k felus

TENDERS.
BucKiKGHAM Gate.—For works at 19, James-street,

Buckingham-Gate. Messrs. Middletou & Goodman,
architects: —

Mauley & Rogers £1377
Carter & Sou 1857

Kightiogale l>!'r>0

Scrivener & White 1309

Cakberwell.—For building the nave and aisles of the

Church of ^ 11 Souls, Grosveuor Park, Cauibcrwell. Messrs.

Henry Jarvis & Son, architects :—
Gammon* Sons £6181
Thompson 5930
Dove 5855

Myers & Sons 6748
Longntu-e & Burge 5723

Henshaw 6703

Chelsea.—For S. Simon's Schools, Upper Chelsea :—
Ford £1250
Lacey 1150

Nightingale 1142
Williamson fi Brunt 1135
Cowlaud _ 1120
Steel 1111

Goff lOoO
Parsons ti Telling 1025
Puttick 1010

Whittaker 1010

ShiUito 95.1

Barber & Groom 869
J. & A. Pearse 8U7

Cleygate, Esher,—For making alterations and addi-

tions to Torrington Lodge, the property of H. T. Edwards,
Esq. Mr. F. Allen Edwards, architeoi;

—

Williams & Son £1083
Stephens 971 10
Chessum 960
Whittick 896

ntlLl.—For new male wing to the Hull Borough Luna io

Asylum. Mr. W. Botterill, architoct. Quantities sup-
plied :

—
Fewster f 1389
Brown 1385
Goodwin 1365 12 Oj

Hahherehaw 1365
Hockney & Ligglns 1365
Wales 13+4 12
Halls 1325
Lison & Wilkinson 1323 5
Waller 1281
Jackson 1217 14 8
Evington 4 Wharram 1245 10
Masgrave 1242

HarshaU 1240
Skinner 1168
SimmsouAFrow 1187 15

Stanley (accepted) 1162

HoLLOWAY.—For finishing two houses with shoos iu
Bii'kbeck-road, Holloway. Mr. N. E. Jemiiugs, architect;—

Mann £705
Nightingale 689
Faulkuer 660

Kekninoton.—For National School, Regency-square,
Kennington. Mr. C. A . Gould, architect :

—
Jackson & Shaw £749
Nightingale 733
Ebrow 13«
Nixon <fe Son 093

Stockwell.—For Infirmary, S:ockwell Orphanage :

—

Colls i Son £1588
Thomiwon 1575
Croker 1671
Gibbs & Son 1646
Tarrant 1639
Hart 1497
Nightingale 1386
Galium 1350

Wandsworth.—For house and two shops at Wands-
worth for Mr. Diplock. Mr. G. Foulsham, architect. Quan-
tilies fiimished by Mr. Thomas Nixon :

—

Nixon & Son £1090
Colls & Co 1075
Thompson 106O
Marslimd 1098
Taylor .t, Pitta 102J
Taylor 970
Shillito(too late) 930

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BXnLDINO
ESTIMATES.

S. Maby Abbott's, Kensington.—Extension of timo
to Oct. 7.—For the erection of a new inflrmary and other
buildings adjoining their workhouse. Reuben Grocn,
Clerk to the Guardians, No. 1, Devonshire-terrace,
Wright's-lane, Kensington.
Mebthyr Tydfil Local Board of Health, Oct. 20.

—Contract No. 1, for the construction of the main,
branch, and distributing sewers, and other works re-

quired between Troedyrhiw and the line of the TaffVale
Railway, near Quaker's Yard Station, all in the parish oj

Merthyr Tydfil. The total length of the main and
branch lines will be about 10,000 yards. Thomas
WiUiams, Clerk to the Board, Merthyr Tydfll.

Dover Habbodb, Oct. 8.—For the construction of

works for the improvement of the harbour, including a
dock and passage with one pair of gates, and deepening
an approach thereto. James Stillwell, Register of Dover
Harbour, Dover.
Metropolitan Board of Works.—Albert Embank-

ment, Oct. 7.—For the erection of a new approach to the
existing Lambeth Steam Boat Pier. John Pollard, Clerk
of the Board, Spring-gardens, S.W.
Kidderminster Local Board Waterworks, Oct. 4.

—For the following works, for the public water supply of

their district :—Contract A.—Well and borings. Cfon-

tract B.—Reservoir and other works. James Morton,
Clerk to the Board, Kidderminster.

i> Godstone Union, Oct. 7.—For the erection of an old

women's ward, at the workhouse, at Bletchingly. Alex.

R. Stenning, architect.

Rochester.—S. Margaret's Highway Board, Oct.

S.—For the supply of surface picked flints, free from
hassock, and broken to a size to pass through a ring

2Jin. in diameter. Thomas S. Warno, Clerk.

Midland Railway, Oct. 4.—For the supply of goods

break vans, and low-sided goods waggons. James
Williams, Secretary, Derby.
North London Railway Company, Oct. 5.—For the

building of a carriage shed at Bow. Robert S. Munscl,
Secretary, Euston Station, London, N.W.
North Eastern Railway, Oct. 7.—For the supply o

500 tons of wrought-lron flsh plates. J. Clcghorn, Score

tary, York.
Portsmouth Drainage Works, Oct. 16.—Contract

No. 10.—For laying down, constructing, and completely
finishing, also for maintaining the same for twelve
calendar months after completion, various brick, pipe,

and cast-iron drains, for the purpose of conveying the
storm-water into the harbour now discharged into tho
moats and mill-dam. S. J. Elliott, Clerk to the Local
Board.

BANKRUPTS.
(TO surrender in London).

Henry Weeks, Grosvenor-road, Upper Holloway, builder,

Oct. 10, at 11.—J. Holding and Alfred Dickens, S. Mary's.

road, Horusey, builders, Oct. 10, at 12.

(TO surrender in THE COUNTRY).
George Jones, Newport, Monmouthshire, builder, Oct.

10, at Newport.— George Till, Nottingham, builder, Oct.

7, at Nottingham.
PUBLIC EXAMINATION.—Act, 1869.

Oct. 11, W. Barter, Bramshaw, Hants, builder.

DECI.ABATI0^S OK DIVIDENDS.

M. & M. Slack, Hereford, timber merchants, div. 43-64d.

—J. Meredith, Presteign, lime burner, div. Is. 3jd.—H.

Toy, Birmingham, brassfounder, div. 31d.—J. Hutchings,

Biustead, Isle of Wight, builder, div. 2s. lOd.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATIONS.

Thomas Ingram, Glasgow, painter, Sept. 27, at 12.—

David Monclieff, Edinburgh, plasterer, Sep. 30, at >.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
J ard W Webb, Silvordale, Staffordshire, builders.-

Orr and Co., Hatton-gurdtn, and Cotham, near Bristol, iron

merchants.—Dauicko and Co., Hatcham-road, Old Kent-

road metal refiners.-Anderson and Thompson, Frizing-

ton, Cumberland, LuUders.—Tuer and Co FaruwOTth,

near Bol ou-le-Moors, engineers.—Garside and St8:wl, Hor.

wich, contractors.—King and Sons, Mitre-.treet, and

Minorics, City, and Goulston-square, builders.. -Uarde.

man & Tooth, Birmingham, plumbers.—Warren A Co.

Greenwich, engineers.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Randell, Saunders, and Company, Limited. Qu.irry-

men and Stone MerchanU, Bath. List of Prices at the

Quarries and Depots ; also cost for Transit to any part

the United Kingdom, furnished on appUcatiou.

BATH STONE OFFICE,

1 [Adtt.] Corsham, Wilti
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NOTICE.

WITH the aid of the new postal arrange-

menta whicli came into operation on the

Ist inst., the Building News will in future he

supplied through the post at lus. per annum

instead of 17s. -td. as hitherto. The lialfpenny

postal card will also he found useful to those who

have scraps of huilding information, tenders, inter-

con mvmication queries and replies, itc, to scud.

THE CITY COMPANIES AND THEIR
HALLS.

THE enoTmous increase in the value ot

land in the City of London of late years

has necessitated economy of space and the re-

modelling of buildings planned nnder altered

conditions and to suit different requirements
;

andthe changes which have taken place during
the century in trade and commerce, as well as

in domestic habits, consequent upon the intro-

duction of railways, Lave caused considerable

alterations in the premises belonging to the

various Livery Companies of the Corporation
of London. In spite of the strenuous efforts

that have been made from time to time to

preserve them, the number of these Com-
panies is gradually diminishing. According
to a report made in the year 1837, by a com-
mission appointed to inquire into the Muni-
cipal Corporations in England and Wales,
the City Companies in existence at that time
amounted to eighty-nine, but as the Commis-
sioners excluded from their list several Com-
panies which were practically extinct, or
nearly so, there were evidently others which
were nominally still extant, which would
increase the actual number. The " Post
Office Directory" for the present year gives
the names of only seventy-nine City Com-
panies, from which it will be seen tliat the
process of extinction is still going on. Of
this number, no less than thirty- eight, or one
half, are retiuned as having no hall, their

business being transacted either at the Guild-
hall or at the offices of their respective clerks.

A considerable number of the halls have been
rebuilt within the last few years, in one or

two instances on a scale of great magnificence
;

but for the most part the hall premises have
been curtailed in extent, and the ground thus
obtained has been let on building leases, or
the Corojjanies have erected ^new premises
which have been let as offices, retaining only
a portion for their own use.

Almost the whole of the halls of the City
Companies were destroyed by the Great Fire,
and were rebuilt by Wren ; but very few of
them remain to this day, and none in the
condition in which they were left by that
architect. Of the halls of the twelve Chief Com-
panies, Mercers' Ilall, Merchant Taylors'
Hall, and Vintners' Hall, are the only three
of Wren's buildings which remain, and these
have sufliered considerable alterations. The
buildings fronting on Threadneedle-street be-
longing to the Merchant Taylors' Company
were rebuilt by Mr. PhUip itardwick, about
the year 1852, and are used as offices. The
Hall, however, remains very nearly in its

original condition, and is a noble room. The
windows are Gothic, and it is not improbable,
from the circumstance of its plan, which is

quite Mediseval, and the superiority of its

details to tlie re.st of Wren's attempts at
Gothic, that there were considerable remains
of tlie old Hall spared by the fire, and that
IVren endeavoured to restore it to something
of its original character. A new coffered ceil-

ing was added to the Hall by Mr. rAnson,

about fourteen years ago, and some additions

to the Hall premises are now going on also

under his direction.

Thepremises attached to Mercers' Hall were

altered, and some parts rebuilt, by the late

Mr. George Smith. CJrocers' Hall and pre-

mises were rebuilt by the late Mr. Thomas
Leverton. Drapers' Hall, in Throgmorton-

street, was repaired, and a new street front

added by Mr. Robert Adam, of Adelphi cele-

brity. Adam's front has been recently re-

placed by a new front by Mr. Herbert Wil-

liams, the surveyor to the Company, who has

also rebuilt the hall and court-room. The
quadrangle, which was a very pleasing ex-

ample of Wren's woik, was destroyed to make
room for the rebuilding. Fishmongers' Hall,

which had a very picturesque river front of

red brick, was pulled down to form the ap-

proaches to new London Bridge, and the pre-

sent building was erected by Mr. Roberts.

The basement story is imitated from Inigo

Jones's. Goldsmiths' Hall was removed to

make way for the General Post-oilice, and was

rebuilt by Mr. Philip Hardwick about 1832.

Skinners' Hall has a new front, and was re-

modelled by Robert Adam. Haberdashers'

Hall, in Gresham-street, was rebuilt a few

years ago, and the front pait used as offices.

Salters' Hall, and the premises adjoining, were

entirely rebuilt by the late Mr. George Smith.

Ironmongers' Hall, in Fenchurch-street, has

had a new front. Vintners' Hall remains

very much in its original condition, with the

exception of the backpoition, which has been

altered in consequence of the construction of

Southwark Bridge. Clothworkers' Hall, which
was not entirely consumed by the great fire,

was entirely rebuilt about ten years ago, by

the late Mr. Samuel Angel. This is one of

the last of his works, and is very successfully

carried out.

Of the minor halls buUt by Wren, Dyers'

Hall, Dowgate-hill, has been entirely rebuilt;

Lealliersellers' Hall, S. Helen's-place, alsore-

builtby thelateMr. Pocock ; Tallow-chandlers'

Hall, Saddlers' Hall (Cheapside), Masons' Hall

(Basinghall-street), Coopero' Hall, Weavers'
Hall, have all been rebuilt very recently

;

Plumbers' Hall, Great Bush-lane, Cannon-
street, was turned into a warehouse many
years ago, and finally obliterated by the

Cannon-street Station of the Soulh-Eastern
Railway ; Founders' Hall, Lothbury, was
destroyed by the improvements in forming the

London Biidjie approaches; Joiners' Hall was
used as a wau-house ; Pinners' Hall, Old
Broad-street, has been converted into offices

;

Tilers' and Bricklayers' Hall, Leadenhall-

street, is used as a literary institution, and
now called Sussex Hall ; Stationers' Hall was
entirely rebuilt by Milne in 1805 ; Apothe-
caries' Hall yet remains, although menaced by
the proximity of the London, Chatham, and
Dover Railway ; and with Painter-Stainers'

Hall, and perhaps one or two halls belonging
to minor companies, constitute all that re-

mains of Wren's works.

We have now to chronicle the contemplated
conversion of two large city properties, be-

longing to the Clothworkers' and the Curriers'

Company respectively, which will serve to

illustrate the manner in which changes that

have taken place in the disposition of the city

halls and ofHces have been effected.

The Clothworkers' Company are the owners
of a large plot of ground in the rear of Nos.
26, 27, and 28, Jlonkwell-street, and ad-
joining, on the" northward, to the church-
yard of S. Giles, Ciipplegate, at the extreme
north-west extremity of the city bouudar}'.

The ground is very irregular in shape, and
follows the line of the ancient city wall, and
includes the site of an old bastion, which pro-

jects into the churchyard on the north-west.

This plot of ground was formerly the site of

some almshouses belonging to the Cloth-

workers' Company, which have been removed

;

and it is proposed to let the ground by tender

on a building lease for a term of eighty years

from Michaelmas-day next. The chapel at-

tached to the ahnshouBes, adjoining the old

churchyard wall, is not to be removed ; and
provision is made on the plan for access to and
affording light to this building. The total

area of the ground is !),()52ft., and the lessee

is to erect upon the premises within the first

two years of the term of the lease good and
substantial buildings, with all new materials,

at an outlay of not less than i;lO,0(M). The
frontage next Monkwell-street is very small,

being only loft. 2in., exclusive of a cartway
on the ground-floor 12ft. wide, to be reserved

as a rij^ht of way to the chapel ; but from the

site being bounded on the north and west side

by the churchyard, and the few ditlicultiea

that are apparently presented by the existence

of ancient lights in tlie adjoining pTemise^,

the ground may be advantageously laid out

for warehouse buildings, and will no doubt
command a large rental.

Theotherpropertyto which we have referred

is the estate of the Curriers' Company, which
comprises the houses No. 4, 5, G, and 7, on the

south side of London Wall, andthe premises in

the rear in Curriers' Hall-court, including Cur-
riers' Hall. The whole of this property is,

with the exception of a small part which haa

been already let and occupying an area of

about 6,930ft., intended to be let by tender on
a building leasie in a similar manner to the

ground belonging to the Clothworkers' Com-
pany. The lessee is to erect upon the ground
suitable buildings for the use of the Company,
including a hall containing 700ft. of clear

space and 20ft. high, clerks' offices containing

GOOft. of space, beadle's house, and other build-

ings similar to those attached to the present

hall. These buildings are to be erected in

the rear of the site, and may be either

detached or incorporated with the other build-

ings proposed. 'The tenders are to be accom-
panied by a plan explanatory of the general

arrangements of the proposed new hall and
other buildings, and the nature and purpose

of the proposed new buildings are also to be

stated. The lessee is to expend a sura of at least

J12,000 in erecting and finishing buildings on
the ground to be leased, which does not seem
too much considering the size and character of

the buildings required. The tenders are to

be delivered at Curriers' Hall, London Wall,

not laterthan the 14th day of November next.

These particulars will give some idea of the

changes which are going on, which are rapidly

transforming the appearance of the city, and
sweeping away the few remnants that are left

to us of the times of Charles II. and of

Queen Anne. These changes are almost uni-

versally for the better, because new and appro-

priately constructed buildings replace the de-

cayed and unsuitable edifices of a former

generation, but the antiquary can but regret to

find these landmarks of history gradually dis-

appearing before the advancing tide of change

and commercial prosperity.

STREET ARCHITECTURE BY MR.
ARTHUR GATES.

WE can sincerely congratulate Mr. Gates,

on whom the mantle worn so long and
successfully by I\Ir. Pennethorne has fallen,

upon the result he has achieved in two ex-

amples of domestic architecture with which

he has recently embellished this metropolis.

We refer to the premises built by him fur

Mr. Richard Attenborough, No. 33, Picca-

dilly, and The Hammam, No. 76, Jermyn-
street. The former building is a large rect-

angular block, with a frontage of about 53ft.

towards Piccadilly, and GOft. towards Swallow-

street, and 46ft. towards Piccadilly-place.

As an example of shop architecture it is

highly to be commended, for all the special

difficulties—no small ones, as our readers

know lull well—have been resolutely and
thoughtfully met. While every needful con-

cession has bei n mide to the universal craving

among shopkeepers for space for the exhibi-
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tion of goods in the grountl-floor windows,
the superstructure does not seem to stand upon
insufficient supports. At present, the contrast

of colour between the materials of the ground
story and of those above, the former being all

of dark hues and the latter comparatively
light, gives somewhat of this appearance, but
time will undoubtedly soon bring them more
into harmony, and uien any eii'eot of that

kind will vanish.

A good reason has dictated the choice of

the sombre materials of which the shop fronts

are composed—namely, the wish to enhance
by contrast the brilliancy of the class of goods
to be displayed. This desired resijt has been
successfully achieved, and we areinformed that

silver-work has never before been so admirably
set forth. The structural piers, decoratively

treated as groups of pilasters, are of Lizard
serpentine, arranged according to the ditlerent

tints of the various beds. The most project-

ing pilasters are of lavender Poltesco of two
tints, the next are of dark green Balk. The
window jambs, which are moulded into deep
hollows, are of black Killdown, the upper por-

tions being enriched with delicate intaglio

decorations and gilt. The plinths are of dark
gray granite, and the dados under the shop
windows are panelled with Signal-stsilf and
Poltesco serpentine. The architrave is made
of bright Poltesco, the frieze of Sicilian

marble, and the cornice is of Portland stone
richly carved. The joints in the pilasters

are covered by decorative bands of bronze,
and the shop sashes are of bronze, as also the
capitals and the bases of the pilasters.

A novel and excellent feature in this

ground story is the manner in which the
windows are deeply recessed, so that specta-
tors may stand in tlie spaces thus left without
incommoding or being incommoded by the
foot-passengers on the pavement.

Tlie combined effect of these precious ma-
terials is very sumptuous ; the light Sicilian
fritze, perhaps, looks cold, and is somewhat
in strong contrast to the parts below, but has
been chosen to throw up in relief the letters

of the owner's name, wliich are affixed to it ;

and the Portland stone cornice seems a poor
finish to this iwder of the ground story. Some
confusion is also produced by the immediate
juxtaposition of the dark richly-wrought
bronze casting under the serpentine archi-
trave. This being on the same plane as the
frieze and architrave seems to add another
member to the order and detract from its

legitimate one.^. But, notwithstanding these
drawbacks, this shop-front is highly satisfac-

tory, both in general effect and iu the artistic

design of tlie details, and in its execution.
It is refined as well as rich, and displays au
admirable amount of thought and care on
the part of the architect. The superstructure,
though by no means deficient in the same
qualities, is not so striking. Doubtless it was
intended to act as a contrast to the lower and
principal portion of the building. But to
effect this end harmony has been somewhat
sacrificed. In our remarks upon Mr. Thomas
Wyatt's new buildings in London, we spoke
with commendation upon the rich colour
obtained by the use of red brick and stone
dressings, and as picturesque masses of build-
ings, his are more effective than than Mr.
Catas's, although in point of style and archi-
tectural refinement, and excellence of detail,
they are immeasurably behind his. We
could, therefore, have wished for the latter
more colour in the general mass and a better
skyline. The pasty Suffolk brickwork of
the walling is unrelieved by the Portland
stone dressings, and much elaborate and
delicate work is comparatively lost, and the
small amount of rose-coloured terra- cotta
introduced on the third story makes us only
long for more of it. Still, the work presented
to UB is very good of its kind, and we feel
bound to be tlunkful. Of course we are at
liberty to object to the style employed, and
shall accordingly do so. It is Renaissance, of
the character so largely employed in Paris,

and its treatment need yield to that of no
building that we remember in that city.

When we speak of its purity of style, there-
fore, it must be understood with reservation.
Purer still it might have been, if either true
Italian or Gothic had been wrought out with
the same taste and fidelity. Some little

variety of colour has been obtained iu the
first story by panels of rose-coloured granite,

incised with the names of the various
articles sold at the establishment, the in-
cisions beiii" gilt. The second story is

enriched with a band of sculptured shields,

with the arms of different cities and states,

and the third with the panels of red terra-

cotta before mentioned. Above, a ricli range
of dormer windows produces a striking effect,

but rather crushes the roof, which is deficient
in boldness, and a central projecting portion
of this seems purposeless and ineffective ; and
the iron fender-woik of the ridge, like most
modem crestings of the kind, we could have
well dispensed with, as it looks stuck upon in-
stead of growing out of the roof, and is a mere
useless and intrusive piece of ornament. All
the interior finishings and fittings display the
same delicate and excellent design and exe-
cution, which in our opinion is more fitted

for internal than external effect, so that we
find within but little to take exception to, and
much really to admire.
The other building which we have named

—the Hammam in J ermyn-street, displays
much the same sort of careful design and
.execution throughout its details, but the
style borders upon Gothic in the treatment
of its parts, and the colour is more effective,

red brick having been used as the ground-
work. It is, however, evidently through-
out but an experiment in Gothic by a mind
trained in an Italian school. It lacks the
vigour and spirit of Medieval work, and
mustshare the fate of every compromise by fail-

ing to satisfy thoroughlythe adherents of either
school. Still, it displays the utmost care and
much thought throughout, aud deserves to
rank highly as a modern specimen of street

architecture. The metal columns used to sup-
port the lintels of wide openings, which by
their necessarily meagre proportions detract
from the other well-studied dressings of these
features, are to our mind the most objection-
able part of the design, and we call particu-
lar attention to them because the experiment
was one that many architects have sought to

make, and now that it has been made we think
they may remain satisfied with the ancient
and orthdox treatment with stone columns
as far preferable.

LONDON ARCHITECTS AND LONDON
BUILDERS.

ARCHITECTS and builders are all agreed
that the evils arising from ill-considered

conditions of contract cry loudly for reform.
We therefore hail, as a public boon, every
well-meant endeavour to compile any written
form of agreement or of general clauses likely,

even if not absolutely faultless, to meet with
general acceptation. We say, " general
acceptation" by the entire body of archi-

tects and builders, both in London and the
provinces. Were all the builders and all the
architects in London to come to terms on this

vexed question, the ignoring of the " craft " in

the provincial towns would be fatal to the
healthy durable solution of this great difficulty;

and for this reason—the London mode of con-
tracting is peculiar to the metropolis alone

;

and hardly has its counterpart in any pro-

vincial town, great or small, east, west, north,
or south of S. Paul's. Nor will it meet the
question to urge that, when London has been
enlisted in any given movement of " the
craft," the provinces are sure to follow, and
may be safely ignored. If any one will travel

about England-;-especially into Yorkshire and
Lancashire, our two largest counties—he will,

on inquiry, arrive at the conclusion that, as a
rule, for every ten buildings that go up with-

out an architect in the large provincial towns,
there are at least fifty such buildings in the
metropolis—in other words, that an architect
in London is, as a,metropolitan builder, by
no means so important a personage as his
brother practitioner in the provinces. Nor is

this_ all—the provincial towns are pretty
obstinately wedded to their own modes and
customs. Every country architect is more or
less of a surveyor—that is to say, of works
undertaken in his own office. He takes out
his own quantities, and measures up his own
extras and omissions, if not personally, by his
clerk. If he has a desire for adding F.R.I.B.A.
to his name, he duly pays down his four
guineas a year, and, we presume, duly signs
the bve-laws of that respectable body ; but, as a
rule, he goes on quantity-taking and measuring
his extras and omissions justas before. It must,
moreover, be added that, even London archi-
tects, members of the Institute, when they
migrate into the provinces, find themselves
compelled to drop the London practice of
abstaining from " quantities," &c., and to fall

into the provincial customs. Tliere are, of
course, exceptions, but they are rare. AVo are
speaking of the rule : we could name at this
moment a town of some architectural conse-
quence, not.lOO miles, not north but south, of
London, where the idea of any one but the
architect issuing his own " quantities " would
be scouted as so inconvenient as to be im-
practicable. In the North and AVest of Eng-
land the rule of everij architect his own surveyor
has obtained from time immemorial.
From all this it wUl be at once seen how fu-

tile in all probability would be any attempt to

solve this problem of building conditions that
ignored the state of architectural practice in
the provinces. We much fear that the con-
siderations we have been urging have been
lost sight of in the drawing up of the " bases
of agreement " that somehow have been
" settled " between the Royal Institute of

Architects and the London Builders' Society.

We say " somehow settled," for really it would
seem, from the sudden and un-announced
mode in which it comes on the building public
(if even London, to have been a very hole and
corner affair. The document consists of 20
clauses, and a concluding memorandum, the
sting of the 20 clauses being very appropri-
ately found in the tail of the document,
headed "arbitration clause," and the con-
cluding memorandum forcibly reminding one
of the P.S. of the lady's epistle, which really
comprised all she liad to say of any special

consequence. Here they are :

—

20. Akbitration Clause.—With regard to quan-
tity or value of extras aud omissious, or vai-iations on
the contract aud questions of delay, or tlie withhold-
ing of certificates, or the true iiiteiit and moaning
of the drawiugs and speciiication as to cost—the
arhitrator hciiif/ (sic) au architect awr/ a Felloioofthe
Itoyal Institute of British Architects agreed to by
the parties, or appoiuted by the President (for the
time being) of the Eoyal Institute of British Archi-
tects. The arbitrator to awai'd costs between em-
ployer and contractor.
Memouandum.—Incases where the quantities are

provided, it is recommended that, imless a surveyor
bo mutually agreed upon by the architect aud
builder, two surveyors be employed to take off the
quantities, one appointed by the architect aud the
other l)y the builder, at a mooting conveued for tho
purpose.

This 20th clause and memorandum, it will

be seen, comprise in, as it were, a nutshell

the whole questio vexaia on which English
architects and builJers have been at issue for

we cannot say how long ; and, as we have
just said, the sudden appearance of these

"general clauses as settled" has somewhat un-
settled our architectural nerves. We have
not at the moment any means of ascertaining

what proportion of London builders is ab-

sorbed by the London Builders' Society ; doubt-

less a considerable number. We have, how-
ever, a very strong impression that the

Institute of " British " Architects, so far from
gathering within its bosom any considerable

number of architects " of that ilk," absorbs a

very small proportion indeed of even London
architects ; and this being the case, we cannot
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help thinking the London Builders' Society

has taken rather an unchivalrous advantage of

our sood fri'-nds in Conduit- street ; that, in

fact, " not to ])ut too fine a point upon it,"

these London builders have quite forgotten

the good old rule, '• Hit somebody of your own
size," poor Grimaldi used to prom ulgate in our

younger days. We should really like to know,
in these days of plebiscites and Vatican Coun-
cils, what was the exact amount of unanimity,

notmerely within the Council of the Institute,

but among the entire members of that body

—

a very small one, with, if we mistake not, a

muster-roll much smaller than that of the

Architectural Association. In fact, while we
write, a host of other questions crowd upon
us, space for all which, we fear, the Editor

would utterly deny us. Did all the Hunga-
rian bishops—we mean the country Fellows

and Associates—agree to these general clauses,

especially to clause No. 20 ! i)id they all see

and approve of the final memorandum, or

was it only an after-thought of the Council f

If they all did, are they prepared to give their

country clients and contractors a taste of these

London clauses ? If not, why not I The
more we think about it, the more numerous
are the queries we should like to put. True,
it is not our affair : it is an alfair of the Insti-

tute ; but then, let us not forget it is the

Institute of Vritisli Architects

—

our institute,

in fact ; though, somehow, so very many of us

do not and will not belong to it. Why do
not we belong to it if it is British, as really,

ha\'iug Her Majesty's charter, we all wish it

to be i Let xis hope—and ask no more imper-
tinent questions— that these "clauses of con-

tract ax settled " will either estaVdish the in-

fallibility of the Institute, and so compel
every man of us to come into the Conduit-
street fold, or that some good, bold, rampant
architectural " heresy " may be inaugurated,
and bring about an entire revolution in archi-

tectural practice. We really must have either

the British architects coming into the Insti-

tute, or the Institute made to correspond
with the British architects. Nothing good
can possibly come of this piecemeal—we might
say "peddling"— legislation. W. Y.

NOTES FROM NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.
(From a Cokkespondent.)

{Concluded from page 238.)

rpAKIXG its size into consideration, few to^^ns

-*- possess more fairly good chnrches of the

Establishment or more ugly Dissenting chapels

than Newcastle. I have already mentioned one
or two instances of the latter, but there are qiutc

as flagrant examines remaining to be cited. One
of the worst is situated at the west end of the

town, in Park-road, and closes the vista of a street

a quarter of a mile long. In traversing this

thorouglifai-e every passenger is oppressed by the

monstruns building looming iu the distant per-

spective, gi-owing gradually more and more
appalling as it is nearer approached. It rears

*' Its miscreated frout athwart the way,"

a monument to the genius of the architect, and
a proof of the sagacity of the building com-
mittee.

While upon the subject of architectural abor-
tions in Newcastle, it would be unfair to omit two
recent specimous. One of these is the stau--
case at tlie end of a new portion of the borough
gaol. Tins consists of a curved bay projecting
from the main building, and contains windows
with the sills, heads, and even the sash-bars
worked into a sort of double curve (decidedly not
" the line of beauty"), following no doubt the
rake of the stau-s inside. The effect of the whole
is simply ridiculous, and can be better imagiued
than described. The other "gem," to which I
beg leave to draw attention, is a doorway iu a
new block of buildings in Gallowgate. There are
shops on the gi'ouud floor of these premises, and,
as usual, an eutranco into the corner shop has
been made at the angle, which is splayed ofi' to
receive the doorway. The building above, how-

ever, is brought out to the square, and the junc-

tion between the two is made by masonry fornung

(what I may tei-m, for want of a better deflnitionj

a segmental concavity beneath the overhanging
part ; a piece of sham construction, which would
not stand except for the wood panpiece above it,

intended ultimately to bo concealed. Bnt the

worst remains to be told. The head of the en-

trance doorway is iu the form of a flattened arch,

and goes up into the concave termination of the

splay already mentioned. A moulding is carried

up each door jamb and round the arch. The
result is a distortion which " beggars all descrip-

tion." I fear my attempt to represent the pecu-

liarities of this bijou is very imperfect, bnt if any
of the readers of the Bnii>DiNa Ni:ws are sufli-

ciently interested to lay down on paper an arch
curved in a certain degiee on plan, curved again

in another manner on front elevation, and curved
once more in a different way when viewed from
the side, they will no doubt an-ive at a slight idea

of (he treat afforded by the fearfully and wonder-
fully constructed doorway in Gallowgate. For
my part, I could not believe it to be the work of

an architect, until a fatal accident occurred at

the building, and brought his name to light.

But now let me turn to more pleasing topics.

The restoration of the grand old steeple of S.

Nicholas is now complete (with the exception of

the re-instatement of the clock and its dials).

By-the-way, the view of tins steeple issued in the

BuLLDiNG News" Sketch Book" some months ago
was a very poor one, and inadequately represented

the beauty and the proportion of the structui'c,

besides being incoiTCct in several minor ])ar-

ticnlara. The restoration of the steeple has given

unqualified satisfaction to the people of Newcastle,
and certainly a mighty improvement has been
wrought in the treasure of which they are so justly

proud. But the greatest amount of work has been
executed underground and out of sight, and
probably not one in ten Novioastrians knows of

the difficulties which have been surmounted, and
the pains that have been taken by architect, clerk

of works, and contractor, to make the steeple of

S. Nicholas as sound iu reality as it now looks
upon the surface. The foundations have been
underset to a great depth ; the tmTets and theii'

crocketed spires to a considerable extent re-

bailt ; the Hying buttresses or arches cariying
the lofty lantern made seom-e and strong, and
h'ou lattice girders introduced to tie their feet

together. Wrought-iron chains or straps have
been placed round the tower at different stages
to bind the whole firndy together. The spiral

stau'case inside has . been entii'ely renewed, and
the present perpendicular newel demonstrates
the great extent to which the steejjle had
departed from the plumb. A very large pro-
portiou of the exterior has been re-faced with
stone, and the old wooden louvre-boards in

the belfry windows have disappeared, and slabs of
slate of largo size and fewer number have taken
their place, thus diminishing the " brewery "

appearance of the Enghsh style of louvres. The
mulUous of the bcKiy windows were found disgi'ace-

fally .slender and actually strengthened behind by
balks of timber to which they were strapped. Those
have been removed and replaced by new mulUous
extending the entu-e thickness of the walls, and
the opportunity thus offered has been taken to
give gieater richness and depth of effect to the
belfry windows by increasiog the reveals of the
jambs, mullions and tracery. The internal appear-
ance of the church below the tower has also
been greatly improved. The massive piers have

' been stripped of the whitewash which successive
generations of chm-chwardens had bestowed upon
them ; fresh masonry has been inserted where
necessary

; the mouldings and splays restored, and
the whole cleansed and made as perfect a possible.
It is intended to commemorate and enhance the
restoration of the steeple by the insertion of
stained.glass iu the great west window. A limited
competition took place for tliis work, but I do not
think any design has yet been determined on.
One of the largest buildings lately erected in

Newcastle is the new Infinnary of the Union
Workhouse at North Elswick. Although strictly
utilitarian iu puri)ose and appearance, the edifice
is a pleasing one both externally and internally.
It is built cutu-ely of stone, and is as substantial
an erection as can anywhere be seen. I believe
the plan is a good and complete one, and that
the building has been highly eulogized by the
Government officials who have visited it.

" The
architectural effect of the largo quadrangle is,

however, much injured by the high division wall
separating the aii-ing courts for the difl'erent

sexes. It should bo reduced in height and con-

cealed as much as possible by shrubs and climb-

ing plants. The high wall next the turnpike cuts

(jff much of the view of the buildhig from the

road. This is to bo regretted, for although the
infirmary possesses no ornament in itself, itn

general »ppearauce is really an ornament to the

jiart of the town where it stands, Hid coutrastB

most favourably with the older j)arta of the work-
house ailjoiuing it, and indeed all the Borronnd-
iug buildings.

Among forthcoming works in Newcastle are
the new police-courts, and the new post-office.

The latter will be erected nearly opposite the
west end of S. Nicholas Church, no doubt from
the designs of the Government architect. The
police-courts are to be situated in Pilgrim-street,

opposite the end of Shakespeare-street. It was
at one time decided by the Town Council
to invite competition for the design of this build-

ing, bnt the decision was reversed, and the pro-

perty surveyor of the Corporation is to be the
architect. Ho has prepared several designs, both
Gothic and Classic, but (luckily) noBO has yet
been selected.

The Northern Architectural Association has its

head-quarters at Newcastle. Its meetings aro
held iu what the couvcnuig cii'culars quaintly
teiTU " The Old Castle, Newcastle." It appears
never to have occurred to the oflScers that the old
castle is really and tndy the Newcastle-upon-
Tyne. As it is, the heading of all the Associa-
tion's note-paper displays this singular and in-

congruous blunder. I regret to say that tho
body is a sleepy one, and practically useless (what
the Yankees would call effete). The last " usual
quarterly meeting " was held some two months
behind its time, and even the papers notified to

'be read on the occasion were not forthcoming.
Few, however, would be disappointed thereby, for

the attendance was, as usual, very small. Tho
younger branches of the profession got up, about
a year ago, an independent society. This made
the senior association start from its slumbers and
display unwonted activity for a time, but this

soon wore off', and it is now as drowsy as ever.

As for the Northern Architectural Students'
Society, it stUl exists in a lively condition, and no
doubt will do so if the members continue to sup-
port it properly. I hope it may never share tho
fate of the many societies which young men so
often get up and float, only to siiik them when
their novelty has worn off.

Let the architectm'al students of Newcastle act
more earnestly and determinedly than this, and
they will have no cause to regret tho time spent
in the business of their society. Its objects are
good, and in working for its prosperity the mem-
bers are sure to find many ways of improving
themselves iu the knowledge of their profession.

DISCOVERY OF THE FOUNDATION STONE
OF OLD BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE.

CCONSIDERABLE disappointment has been felt

/ ever since the demolition of the old Black-
friars Bridge in consequence of the failure of the
exertions made by divers and others to find the
foundation stone of the bridge, which was known
to contain a number of coins of the realm and
documents of great interest. Nothing, however,
of its whereabouts could be discovered until Friday
afternoon, when some of the navvies, after digging
about forty feet under the bed of the river, struck
upon some hard substance, and ultimately they
found it was the lost treasure. With great skill

the relic was recovered, safely landed on the em.
bankment, and carefully watched. The whole Of
the contents of the stone, which weighed abouj;

1201b., were in an oak chest, having a meta^
tablet, on which was engraven in large characters

this inscription :

—

" On the last day of October, in the year 1760,
in the beginiiing of a most auspicious reign of

George III., Sir Thomas Chitty, Knight, the Lord
Mayor, laid the first atone of this bridge, under-
taken by the Common Council of London on the
night of an extensive war. The bridge being for

the public accommodation," itc.

The stone and everything else at present found
have been removed to Springgardens for safe
keeping.

*—
A survey of Sussex, on an extended scale, has

been ordered by the Board of Ordnance, and in the
course of a few weeks the Royal Engineers will bo
at woric in the eastern part of tne county collectiDg
tho necessary information for the purpose.
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CONSTRUCTION OP SEWERS IN RUNNING SAND.

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF SEWERS IN
RUNNING SAND.

Bt MnsBs Reade and Uoodison, Civu,
Enoinekrs.*

ALL who have bad experience in engineering
are aware that the most valuable know-

Itrdge la often that acquired while contending
with unforeseen diflicultiea. The introduction of

the preaent aubject to the notice of the British

Aaaoctation will therefore, we hope, require no
apology beyond the simple statement that some
of the tewerage works entrusted to us having been
execut<Hl in difficult sandy ground, we are desir-

ous of rccoiding for the use of others some of the
experience necessarily obtained. Probably no one
who has not watched the process of laying sewers
in ground similar to that which distinguishes the
land on the Liverpool, Crosby, and Southport
Railway, the whole distance from Waterloo to
Boathport, can form any idea of the difficulties

that have to be encountered. The whole of that
district is one mass of sand, resting on a bed of
mow and marl, rarying from luft. to 20ft. deep
below the surface ; and having no natural drainage—in eonaeqaence of the elevation of the shore
line of Mndhills—in wet seasons, in the lower
portions oraUcks, flushes of water form. The
pcmuwent water level in the dryest seasons in
theae ]>bcea ia only a few feet below the surface,

while nnk where you will, before you get to the
depth neoenaiy for a sewer, you are sure to come
to water. Now water in gravel or rock ia not dif-

ficult to contend against, but in fine blowing sand
it forms a subsoil of running sand or quicksand of
the moet lively and insinuating description.
Sheet pile or trench as you may it streams in
between the sheeting in streams of sand and also
forces itaelf bodily upwards in the bottom of the
trench Igr a species of disguised hydrostatic pres-
sure. To keep open more than a short length of
trench the full depth during the laying of the
pipes isimposaiblp, and consequently the difficulty

of laying the invert of the sewer to a true gra-
dientiaimmensely increaaed,while the low gradients
demanded by the general flatness of the country
nqnire for the efficiency of the sewers extreme
•eenraoj. When practical, in order to relieve the
ground of water, it is advisable, we find, when it

eso be done without timbering, to open ou; a
long length of cutting about lift, or 6ft. deep
hryuad where the pipes are actually being laid.

'British Association, Section O.

In our works, from motives of economy and other

reasons, we have mostly used pipe sewers, soc-

keted, glazed, and jointed iu cement. Theoreti-

cally, such pipes with cement joints should form
impervious sewers, but they do not ; with the

ordinary system of laying we know this to be

impossible. The consequence is that where you
have several miles of pipes the subsoil water that

enters the sewers is enormous. Summer or win-

ter the flow is unceasing, nor is this in itself a

disadvantage, but rather the contrary, for the

tendency of the flow is to keep the sewer sweet
and clean. The Blundellsands main sewer, which,

with subsidiary sewers, is about 2.i miles long, in

dry frosty weather last winter when gauged
showed a discharge of180 gallons per minute, three-

quarters of which at least would be subsoil water
;

and apparently, except during rain, the flow doesnot
materially differ at various seasons. This, then,

as far as the water is concerned, is a distinct ad-

vantage, but along with the water sand streams
in, and forms a deposit along the whole length of

the sewer, which is only removed by frequent flush-

ing. In every case where pipes are laid in run-

ning sand, however well and carefully the joints

are made, wo find this to occur. To get the
cement to set before being washed into the sewer
is no easy matter. In laying the pipes, about
20 yards of timbered trench is opened at one
time. A dam of sods, kc. , is then formed across

it in front of the pipes, and the sand between it and
the pipes is dug out until a hole is formed from
which the water can be baled out into the trench
above, from which it is pumped to the surface.

When all is prepared, the pipes are lowered down
into the trench one by one, the joints bedded
being laid on a bed of clay puddle 6in. thick ; the
joints are then made good with quick-setting
cement, and the cement is covered all round with a
good collar of clay puddle to prevent it being
washed into the sewer. With very great care and
judgment a good sewer may thus be formed, but
not a watertight one, and we always find that the
subsoil is drained nearly to the level of the invert
in the very best and most carefully constructed
sewers we have yet seen. This in itself is a posi-

tive advantage, but the consequent admission of
running sand— and it is astonishing how fine an
opening it will run through—is an evil which it

would be well if possible to guard against. In
addition to this, the sinking of the baling-outhole
while laying the pipes has a tendency to draw the
end pipes downwards, and thus interfere with the
true gradients of the sewers. In all sewers in

ground of this nature we have also to form wha -

is called a sump-hole at the bottom of each man
hole, or these will speedily get choked. By the

aid of the flushing apparatus, which we shall

presently descriLie, the deposit in the sewers ia

flushed into these sump-holes, and then cleaned

out at intervals. It is difficult to convey to any
one who has not seen it the insinuating nature of

this sand, but by attention and frequent flushing

we find that well laid pipe sewers iu puch ground

can be kept clean and sweet. Though sewers are

possible and eSective, laid iu the manner just

described, it is a matter of much care and atten-

tion to get thera laid properly, and it is really

essential that a clerk of the works should himself

see every individual pipe laid; with all this, still

imperfect, joints occur, for as soon as the baling,

out ceases, as the pipes are practically plugged up
with a straw plug, which is drawn through the

sewer to keep it clean, the level of the water rises

sometimes even above the top of the pipes, and the

hydraulic pressure thus created will find out all

imperfections, and sometimes prevent the cement
setting properly. Again, in putting in the sump-

holes, the tendency ia to draw the nearest pipes

out of level, and indeed the most satisfactory way

of getting them in ia to sheet pile them all round.

Having had all the.se manifold difficulties to en-

counter we set ourselves to try and devise some
method by which greater care in and perfection

of laying could be obtained.

The model of the subsoil drain and pipe rest we
now have the honour of showing you is partially

the result of our experience in laying sewers in

sand.

At our suggestion Messrs. Brook & Son, of

Huddersfield, the fire-clay pipe manufacturers,

have worked out the invention in a practical form,

and we are now commencing to use it in the sewer-

age works at Birkdale. The primary object of

attainment is this—to get a dry subsoil wherein

to lay the pipes, that the cement joints may have

time to set and become watertight, and by se-

curing more time for the laying of the pipes, lay-

ing a greater length at a time, and the prevention

of diaturbanoe or drawing of the pipes while pre-

paring the next excavations, to ensure greater

certainty and perfection in the gradients and
junctions, and conseciuently improve the general

system of pipe sewerage. That this is of the

utmost importance noun who practically under-

stand the subject can doubt, for the dill'er-

enoe between brick sewers and pipes often

means whether sanitary wurk shall go on or be
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Btoppeil. The Bubsoil drain, it will be seen by an

inspection of the model, is in internal section a

semicircle, and varies in diameter according to the

diameter o£ the superimposed sewers; for 2ft.

pipes wo purpose using drain* 1ft. diameter; for

1ft. Cm., 9in. diameter ; and for 1ft., Cin. diameter.

The length is the same as those in the sewers,

that is, cither 2ft. or 3ft. as the case may be. The
larger pipes we use in 2ft. Oin. lengths. Each
pipe is socketed, and the sides being brought up
square a shoulder is formed, on which the bricks

forming the rest, which also fit the top of the

drains and the curvature of the pipes, are laid.

The pipes in the sewer above are arranged so that

they break joint with the sub-soil drains and the

ends of each sewer pipe rest on the adjoining sub-

soil pipes. It will be seen that this arrangement
secuies ample space imder the sewer for making
the cement joints good. The operation of laying

the subsoil drains is somewhat similar to that

previously described as the mode we adopted for

laying pipe sewers before employing this invention,

the only diiierence being that the joints are made
in clay alone, and from the small size of the pipes

they can be handled and laid much more readily

;

slight imperfections in the gradients also will not

be of the same consequence as in the sewers. When
a sufficient length is opened out, we commence
laying the sewer pipes upon the brick saddles or

rests, which have previously been accurately laid

to the proper levels from sight rails in the usual

manner. As this can he done without hurry or

confusion, a more perfect sewer is the result. The
subsoil drains are continued through some of the

manholes, as shown in the engraving, and are

united to the main sewer at intervals, discharging

their contents into sump-holes which retain the
sand that may be brought down by the water and
which then can be readily cleaned out when
necessary. In each of the intermediate manholes
where the subsoil drains are carried through they
will be fitted with a disc plug on the top for the
purpose of flushing. When the flushing valves (to

be hereafter described) are down, the removal of

any of these disc-plugs will allow of any portion
of the drain being Hushed with a good head of

water. It will thus be seen that while we retain

all the advantage of subsoil water, we avoid the
evils of running sand, which, if not attended to,

accumulates in the bottom of a sewer, cakes with
the sewage matter, and obstructs the flow.

Perhaps some may think that it would be better
to keep the flow of subsoil water entirely separate
from the sewage by continuing the drains through
or round all of the manholes with provision for

admitting the subsoil water into the sewers
whenever required for flushing. Special cases
undoubtedly require special treatment, and
in the case of wet gravelly ground it may
sometimes be an advantage when using the
subsoil drains to carry out a separate system

;

but in running sand the case is different,

for without a certain number of sump-holes the
drains would infallibly get choked, and to fit the
svibsoil drains with separate manholes and sump-
holes would unnecessarily complicate the sewerage
works, besides introducmg other evils. As a rule,

we are in favour of introducing subsoil water into
sewers, as a constant flow tends to sanitary effi-

ciency ; but where the sewage is to be used for

irrigation it may in some cases render it difficult

to dispose of the whole of the sewage, especially

where pumping has to be resorted to. There are,

however, to our minds bo many objections to a
separate system that we should not adopt one
except for very special reasons. None can lay
down rules and formuUc for inflexible guidance in
engineering matters ; all that can be done is to
state principles, and the intelligence of the
engineer must be his guide in their application.
Though primarily the object sought in the in-

vention of the subsoil drain and pipe rest was the
more perfect construction of the sewer proper,
it possesses the additional merit of reducing the
permanent level of the subsoil water t<^ a lower
level than does the ordinary sewer, and is a distinct
provision for that object instead of an accidental
accompaniment of sewerage works.

Brick sewers it is common to contruct with
invert blocks when the subsoil is wet, and they
make a very true foundation to build the sewtr
upon. In running sand we find it very much
better to construct the inverts with flanges as
shown, and to bed them in clay as a precautionary
measure for keeping the sand out of the sewer.
After tlie sewer is completed it is unnecessary to
keep the invert drain open, as the brick sewer
being porous admits the subsoil water and effec-

tually drains the ground. During the construc-

tion of the eewcr the invert blocks act as subsoil

drains, and very much facilitate the work. The
experiments wo have already made with the sub-

soil drains have thoroughly satisfied us as to their

efficiency. We find that when they are laid the

sewer can he constructed with extreme facility with
perfect joints, and that the effect of the sewer
pipes breaking joint with the Bub-draim is not

only to strengthen the Sewer at the joints and
prevent drawing, but to ensure perfection in the

gradients. The subsoil drains are, in fact, a foun-

dation for the pipes of the sewer, and the sewer

itself can be as readily constructed upon them as

if the ground were perfectly dry. Those who
have had experience in running sand will see that

this is no small advantage, independently of the

draining of the subsoil which will necessarily

occur. We have begun to use the subsoil drains

or " blocks," as the workmen already call them,
in the sewerage works we are carryins out at

Birkdale, and when by their aid we get the 10,000

yards of intended pipe sewers completed, we shall

be in a position to -state the results, and to give

further information to any engineers who may ask

for it.

For all sewers flushing is of the utmost im-

portance, yet how seldom is any provision made
for it except by the introduction of a water com-
pany's hose which combines the minimum of effect

with the maximum expenditure of water. In all

our works we introduce flushing valves of the

forms shown in the engraving, but for sewers in

sandy districts they should be used at more fre-

quent intervals, for unless we have abundance of

scouring force we are never safe as to the perma-
nence of the sewer. Frequent flushing is of the

utmost importance ; it is of no use making ela-

borate provisions that cannot be used when most
wanted, or letting apparatus rust for want of effi-

ciency in the executive. Local boards too often

think they have done everything when a sewerage

system has been carried out ; that it should be
constantly attended to is of almost equal import-

ance. No apparatus can dispense with intelligent

supervision, but we cannot speak too strongly on
this point, for, although it is a truism, local autho-

rities act as if everything were self-acting, and
only examine a sewer when it is time to pull it up.

Unfortunately, engineers are partly responsible for

this state of things, for their works formerly were,

from the absence of provision for flushing, appa-

rently constructed on the same supposition.

Flushing gates for large sewers are frequently

used, but we are not aware of valves being used

by others than ourselves for flushing pipes with
their own waters. That all sewers should be
flushed with their own waters should be an axiom
of engineering, for otherwise in drought, when
water is scarce, and the deleterious decomposing
matters which invariably accumulate in the best

constructed tributary sewers most require remov-
ing, they standa good chance of being left to breed

fevers and other diseases. By having the valve,

consisting of a cylindrical barrel, of the diameter

of the pipe it is connected with, built into the

manhole, and fitted with a flap valve hung to a

diagonal face with a brass pin in the hinge, the

water accumulates up the sewer until it rises to

the safety overflow, which should be below the

level of any adjoining cellars. When this occurs,

sufficient hydraulic power is accumulated to sweep
all deposits out of the sewer below to the next
valve. It must be understood that the sewer
above ihe valve for a certain distance also shares

in the cleansing operation ; but the force is greatest

near the valve, and it decreases until it reaches a

distance sufficient for the whole of the water to

get into " tram," when the scouring force is

equalised, though much diminiahed. We have
used these valves in all our works for the last

five yearn, and find them invaluable. They, in

fact, render that possible which would otherwise
be impossible. We use them up to 2ft. diameter,

but for the larger sizes a small portable crab winch,
shown also in the engraving, capable of lifting one
ton, and which fits on the manhole cover, and to

the barrel of which the chain of the valve is tem-
porarily attached, is employed to lift them. For
brick sewers and sewers of a larger diameter, the

flushing-gate manufactured by Mr. Samuel Harri-

son, of Soho Foundry, Liverpool, is used. When
not in use it lies back against the side of the

manhole, and is held in its place by a catch.

When closed and screwed up by the handscrews,

the water accumulates behind and keeps it tight

against its face until reaching the overfl')W. On to

tins gattf is fixed a circular valve near the invert

of the sewer, precisely similar to that described

for the pipes, and when it is required to flush the

Bewer it is suddenly lifted , a rush of water takes

place along the invert and sweeps all before it.

When all has escaped the gate 7an be thrown back

readily, as it is relieved from all pressure. The
flow of water being directed to the invert is moto
effectual than it would te were the gate itself

opened, and the flushing force being applied

through a smaller orifice lasts longer and is more
sustained. The great advantage, however, is that

a very large sewer can thus be flushed without

any of the mechanical aids necessary for opening

a large flushing gate against pressure, and conse-

quently the cost of the gate is not half that of

the ordinary sluice. At the termination of all the

sewers we provide a flushing-box and pipe for fill-

ing the upper part of the sewer above the first

valve, as the natural flow is there, of course, only

small. The gullies we use are easily cleaned of

sand, and have the advantige of remaining trapped
during great drought, as 5in. of water must eva-

jiorate before the untrapping takes place.

The form of ventilator also manuCactured by
Mr. Harrison, of Liverpool.Hhough applicable t")

all situations, is especially so for districts where
either much loose sand is blown about, or where
there is a heavy traffic and consequently muddy
roads. The ordinary form, consisting of a brick

chamber and separate ventilating grid, under such
circumstances soon gets choked with mud or sand,

and the consequent damp also destroys the
efficiency of the cliarcoal. In all sanitary works,

as we before said, we must have efficient superin-

tendence, and the best method of making that

superintendence efficient is to make the work easy

and light. It will be seen that the ventilator

consists of a combined manhole and ventilating

cover. The air grid is in the manhole cover itself,

the frame which it fits into being lengthened into

an air shaft which is perforated at the side, and
the bottom is sealed with the movable mud basket,

to prevent any passage of air from inside to out-

side except through the deodorising charcoal

basket. It will be seen that during a heavy fall

of rain, or should the cover accidentally bo fixed

lower than the road and surface water enter, the
water may overflow the mud basket. To avoid

damping the charcoal, this is provided for by the
overflow pipe, which is carried down into the
water of the sump-hole, which traps it and prevents

it becoming a channel of communication between
the internal gases and the external air. A small

brick chamber or flue is built at the side, covered
with a cast-iron plate to receive the paving. The
mouth of this in the manhole is fitted with au
iron frame to receive the charcoal basket, and the

upper part communicating with the perforations

in the side of the shaft of manhole cover, and
thence with the external air. It is evident from
this arrangement that the mud basket can bo
readily lifted out by its handles and emptied of

its contents, and also that no ins[ ection of the

sewer can take place without this preliminary

operation being guaranteed. We have now
described pretty fully our arrangements for

sewering wet sandy ground. Many of these in-

ventions we use also in other places, but the
original suggestions for them have arisen from our
contentions with sand. In other subsoils, with
quick gradients, we only use sump-holes in those

manholes where the valves are fixed, carrying the

sewer through the intermediate manholes by open
culverts constructed in brick, of the form of the

sewer, and, in fact, forming the bottom of the

manhole, with a shoulder on each side. Un-
doubtedly the most tflicient system of sewerage

is that which sweeps all matter away at once to

the outlet, and sump-holes should only be used to

prevent the possible choking of the sewer.?. The
conditions of perfect sewerage may be summeil up
thus :—True gradients, .as quick as can be obtained,

but increasing gradually from the outlet to the

branch sowers
;

perfect construction ; requisite

depth below the surface ;
provision for draining

the Bubsoil water to the level of the sewers

;

adequate flow of water in the sewers; abundance
of tiushin;^ power ; constant flushing and
sufficient ventilation; and real active supervision

in the executive. But above and beyond that, the

abolition of cesspools, middens, and stagnant

pools, together with a perfect house drainage, are

essential. Often when sewerage works are com-
pleted the whole of their utility in a sanitary

point of view is vitiated by criminal neglect of the

house drainage. It is not merely sufficient ti>

connect existing drains or the overflows of ce a-

pools with the sewers ; they should bo thorou ;1 ly

examined, aliolished, and the drainage re on-

struoted where necessary. We have no doubt hat

defective house drainage is in most cases responsible
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for local outbreakB of fever and other diseases,

rather than the maio sewers. We have not
treated of the ultimate disposal of sewage, as that
is not within the scope of thu paper, but may say
that we firmly believe irrigation to be the only
abaolate remedy, and that in time works for
effecting it will be considered an integral portion
of any sewerage system. That time has not yet
arrived, but we are rapidly approaching it, and we
wish the movement " Godspeed." To consider
ewerage complete when the sewage is only turned
into a river, or on to a shore, is a barbarity un-
worthy of the age, and it is the duty of Govern-
ment, and also we hope its intention, to absolutely
prohibit the fouling of the watercourses and
shore», and so force the question on to its only
I'jgical conclusion.

NEW ELEMENTS OF H.\NDRVILTNG.
(Continiuid from page 222.)

PuTE i.—To Lay Oct the Winders fop.

Ql-ibteb-cibclb Staiss—The Wall-stuino
BbXT by KKBTDiO.

Figure I. Commence with the right angle
B K F. Take B for centre and draw face of
cylinder, also the wall string. Determine width on
narrow end of winders, say 5}in. Let V N be the
f. ce of fint riaer starting. Fir on number of
winders, say six. Let V 2 measure Sjin. Setoff,
f.om 2 on the drcln, five spaces to equal V 2.

jjqiiare over U E. Next divide E N into six equal
I arts. Draw face of riiers. This completes the
position of winders on the plan.

The centre of Newel stands on A.
The neit consideration is the circular wall-string

which is beat by kerfing ; a much better method

than the usual way of bending it over cylinders or
forms. Besides, the work is done in less than half
the time.

The first operation is to find the stretch out
from K to F. Take B and K for radius, also

centres. Make the intersection at P, continue the
circle to 0. Square over R. Let P S equal

R. Then S. K equals the circle K F. Perhaps
a more practical way is—have a pattern to the
curve. Mark one of the winders on it ; also H F
and K L. Then lay out the string by rolling the
pattern, by which means you are unfolding the
curve.

Fig. 2 shows the string laid out and out in for
steps and risers before bending.
The line T F is the stretch out. Lay oflT the

spaces to equal X Y on the circle. Make a pattern,
of parallel width, to equal X Y, the solid wood be-
tween the kerfs. Bfgin at the middle of the
stretch out. Make a cut. Mark with pattern on
each side of it. So continue, right and left, until

the required number of spaces given to T and F are
complete. The string will now bend between the
quarter-circle and all the cuts close. The piece of
solid wood beyond each spring-line is equal to
half the number of kerfs. In other words, the last

cut will pass the spring-lines, showing more or
less solid wood, according to thickness of the saw.
The letters H, F, E, on the upper end, correspond
with those on plan, and show the position of risers

on the string. Then K L, on the lower end, also
agrees with K L on plan. Some workmen build
the stairs in the shop ; in which case the string is

ready when kerfed. Others prefer to fix the strings
and carriages in the building, in which easel the
circular wall-string is bent and secured with a
brace. But, it the finish be walnut, oak, or other
wood, have a veneer of the same. Lay out Btnps
and risers; prick through for those of the kerfed

string, which cut ; avoiding those on the veneer
until bent and glued.

B^ig. 3. Splicing. StulT can seldom be obtained
suiBciently long to have the string reach from
story to story. It has to be m.\dein two pieces by
splicing, and there is no better way than here
shown ; it being a long splice, the joint glued.
Lay on a couple of strips, fasten with screws, re-

moving the upper one when the string is fixed.

(To he continued.)

STRASBURG CATHEDR.\L.

THE Cathedral of Straaburg, of which we this
week give an illustration, possesses in it-

self elements of lasting interest to all lovers of
art. Present circnmstances, however, lend an
additional importance to any particulars of the
grand temple which has so long been the boast
and glory of Alsace. While our illustration was
l)reparing it seemed only too likely that its value
would be enhanced by its becoming one of a few
priceless art treasures that had been sacrificod to
the war spii-it. Tho fearful siege has, however,
at last ended, and with comparatively little

damage to the Cathedral. The roof of the nave
is burned and tho windows arc pierced with shot,
yet the interior is almost entii-e. The astro-
nomical clock is untouched ; a shell had passed
through the window immediately above it. The
spire was struck in several places.

Strasburg Cathedral, dedicated to the Virgiu,
though ranking next to that of Cologne, is con-
siderably smaller, covering little more than
60,000 square feet of ground. The whole of the
eastern part dates from the eleventh and twelfth
centuries, and formed part of an old basilica of
little beauty or size. The nave added to it

renders its appearance still more insignificaut.

This nave, which, together with the west front,
possesses all the beauties, as well as the defects
of the Gei-man style, was probably commenced by
Bishop Werner in the early half of the tliirteenth

century. Its erection has been ascribed by the
Germans to Erwin von Steinbach, but it is more
than doubtful whether he really was the architect
of the nave. " What he really did do," says Mr.
Fergusson, " was to commence the western
fa(,^ade, of which he laid the foundation in 1277,
and superintended its erection till his death, forty-

one years aftei-wards, when he was succeeded by
his sons, who carried it up to the platform in

13G5."
The design of the nave is bold, and the details

pure. The central aisle is 55ft. wide from centre
to centre of piers, and the side aisles 33ft. The
height is 101ft. only, which, as the length is only
250ft., is considerably iu favour of the appearance
of the interior.

The western fagade is much too large for the
church, and although imposing from its mass and
fascinating from its richness, shows throughout
a want of artistic feeling and feebleness of

detail. The defect of putting a second line of

uusymmetrical tracery in front of the windows is

particularly noticed by Fergusson and otliers, to-

getlier with the spreading of the tracery over the
neighbouring walls. The facade is divided into
three compartments, tho northernmost being sur-
mounted by a tower and spire, having at each of

tho four corners of the tower spiral staircases en-
closed in open work. This tower was finished

by John Hiiltz in 1439. The spire rises to a
hiiight of 468ft. The octagonal jjart is tall and
weak iu outline ; the form of the spire is un-
graceful, and the tracery with which it is covered
unmeaning and constructively useless.

The Cathedral probably suffered far more
fi'om its French owuors during the Revolution
than it has done during the late siege. In the
mad fury which sprang up against everything
ecclesiastical, no less than 235 statues were taken
down from difi'urent parts of the building ; only
05 of these have been preserved.

Charles Dickbns's Tombstone.—Within the
last few days the plain and simple inscription on
the tombstone over Charles Dickens's grave in

Westminster Abbey has been exposed to view, and,
strictly carrying out the injunctions contained in

the deceased's will, it bears the following
simple inscription :

—" Charles Dickens, born 7th
February, 1812; died 9th June, 1870." The
letters are in brass, sunk into the atone.
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J[uriutiut ^ ^ttmxim,

the theoey and practiue of monern
house painting and decokation.

By "An Expekienckd Wokk.man."

{Continued from paije 191.)

DISTEMPER.

IN finishing ceilings or walla in distemper
colour various little matters are to be

attended to, as mixing the colour, and laying

it on the work so as to secure a good jol) ; fur

it will often happen that after every precau-

tion and every care has been taken in the

jjri'paratory processes, the work will turn out
bad. This may arise, and often does, from
the colour being improperly or insufficiently

mixed. Another great cause of failure is the

ine(iuality of surface, owing to the colour
being unequally spread. In order to produce
good work two things are essentially neces-

sary in the iidxing of the distemper, namely,
clean and well-washed whiting and pure
jellied size. The whiting should be put to

soak with sufficient soft water to cover it well

and penetrate its bulk. When the whiting
is sufficiently soaked the water should be

poured olf, which will remove any dust or

foreign matter from the whiting. It should
then be beaten up or stirred until all the

lumps are liroken and it becomes a stiif

smooth paste. A good workman will do this

carefully with the hand, and will manipulate
it until it is quote smooth, but it maybe done
most effectually with a broad stick or spatula,

and then strained through a metal or other
strainer. The size should now be added, and
the two lightly but effectually mixed toge-

ther. Care should be taken not to break the
jeUy of the size any more than can be avoided,
and this may be best done by gently stirring

the mixture with the hand. If the jellied

state is retained intact the colour will work
cool and lay on smooth and level. The size,

whether made of parchment clippings, glue,

or any other material, should be dissolved in

a sufficient quantity of water to form a weak
jelly when cold. In practice, we find that
diitemper mixed with jellied size will lay
on better and make a better job than when
the size is used hot. Colour mixed on the
former plan works cool and floats nicely,

while the latter works dry, and drags and
gathers, thus making a rough ceiling or wall

;

and the diff'erence in the labour required is

very much in favour of the jelly size. A little

alum added to tlie distemper has a good elfect

iu hardening, and helps it to dry out solid

and even. When milk is used as a vehicle
for distemper, the skim milk or buttermilk
should be used. The whiting should be
broktn up in as little water as possible con-
sistently with its being properly dissolved or
slaked ; the milk may then be added in sulfi-

cieut quantity to thin the whiting to a
working consistency. This working consis-

tency will, of course, vary, and no positive rule
or proportions can be laid down, as it will
happen that what would be the right propor-
tion or tliickuess for one ceiling or wall may
not be so for another. The state of the atmo-
sphere will also affect the question, as it will
be evident that there will be agreat difference
in the working of distemper colour on fine dry
days and on damp muggy days, and therefore
much must be lefttothejudgmentof the work-
man. But it may be accepted as a fact, true
under all circumstances, that the sooner dis-

temper colour dries after it is laid on the work
the more likely it is to turn out well. The
best plan to follow in distempering a room or

a ceiling is to close the windows and doors,
and stop the free circulation of the air as

much as possible while the distemper colour
is being hud on. This prevents its drying
too quickly, and enables the workman to lay
thecolour on moreevenly, and with less danger
of showing any pieeingsj but the moment that

the wall or ceiling is covered the win-

dows and doors should be thrown wide open,

and as much fresh diy air admitted aa possible.

Tliis free circulation of air absorbs and carries

olf the moisture fit)m the walls. The evapo-

ration is quick, and a good job results, for it

is a fact, which we do not attempt to account

for here, and in fact we could not if we would,

thatif distemper (technically speaking) hangs

long in drying, or, in other words, does not dry

c^uickly, it becomes discoloured and shady.

In laying on distemper colour on walls and
ceilings one great point to be attained

is, of course, a level and uniform surface

when dry, and this desirable result can only

be obtained by the colour being laid on of a

proper consistency and by being laid evenly.

Some workmen make a practice of laying olf

the colour on a ceiling across the light in

straight even lines ; others, again, are in

favour of laying off in the direction of the

light— i. ('., in the direction of the windows of

a room, as they thereby avoid any shadow

;

but iu practice we find it best to lay off the

colour on ceilings in any and every direction,

so that it is laid off and spread evenly and
level, having no more colour in one place than

in another. And this may be done easily if

the workman, after having put a sufficient

quantity of colour upon the ceiling, will

spread it well, and then lay olf gently with

the ends of the bristles of his brush ; and
herein lies or consists the difference between

one workman and another. One will lay oft'

the colour so lightly and, consequently, evenly,

that there will be no hair of his brush seen
;

while another workman who may be assisting

him will use his brush with a heavy scraping

motion in laying off, consequently his

portion of the ceiling or wall will look

streaky, or show light and dark lines and
every mark of the brush, while his fellow

workman's portion will look solidand in tone
;

therefore it follows that no large surface can

be coloured in distemper with a thoroughly

successful result except the workmen en-

deavour to avoid the streaky scraping action

in finishing described above. Another point

requiring attention is the necessity for laying

on the work an equality of colour. Some
men work with a liberal and full brush, while

others seem to be trying with how little

colour they can do the work, and consequently
there results two ditt'erent surfaces of unequal
solidity. Another cause of this inequality

is the fact that while one man will lay

on a breadth of colour and wiU spread

it and finish it iu a little time,

and with little labour, another will keep
on working at it until the colour begins

to set and dry at the edges, and so the work
is spoiled ; consequently it follows, in view of

the foregoing facts, that in a successful job of

distemper work the colour must be spread

evenly and equally, and laid oft" with an even
and equal pressure on the entire surface.

There is an extensive and varied range
of colours which may be used in tinting

distemper, and there are also certain colours

which may not be used under special circum-
stances. Chrome yellows, or any greens

which are made from chromes or have
chrome in combination, cannot be used in any
case when lime is present, as tlie lime de-

stroys the green, or rather the chrome it con-

tains. New walls require a coat of paint to

neutralise the effect of the lime in the plaster

before any of these colours can be used with
safety; but we need not go to that expense and
trouble if we will be content to discard bright

greens. Any of the bright clear ochres mixed
with lime blue make a variety of shades of

green of a mild sober hue, and much pleasanter

to the eye than the bright chrome greens ; for

with the latter there is a glare and a want of

repose when used iu large masses which is

very offensive to good taste , while the former
have a quiet richness which is seldom or ever

out of harmony with anything which may be

placed in contrast with it. By adding Indian

red or black to these greens we may produce

an endless variety of suitable tints for wall

colouring, and all these colours made from

ochre, lime blue, and Indian red will stand

or keep the colour on new walls or in contact

with lime. A great variety of tints for dis-

temper work may be made from Indian red

and ochre with black added, stone colours and
drabs of all shades and hues, all of them per-

manent colours ; all these colours will , of course,

be bright or warm as the yellow or red prepon-

derates. It will sometimes happen in working

distemper colouis that all our calculations are

set at nought by some peculiar property

or chemical matter contained in the mortar

or plaster with which the wall ie done ; or iu

some parts of the wall the colour will fade in

patches, and this, as we have before said, must
arise from some chemical substance or matter,

which has either got accidentally into the

plaster, or forms a portion of the sand used.

However, whatever the cause may be, the fact

is patent and one of very common occurrence.

In these cases we have foirad that theonly safe

and effectual cure is to give the wall a coat

of paint, or a coat of patent knotting. Some-
times the bricks, or a few bricks in a wall, will

cause a stain of their own|size to appear through
and on the face of the plaster. We have often

seen these discolour and penetrate through a

painted wall ; in these cases two or three

coats of knotting should be used. In finish-

ing cornices or enriched plaster work, we
have found in practice, where the work has

to be coloured in tints, that the best plan is

to prepare it as before described, and then
wash over with a thin coat of pure white well

bound with size ; upon this we lay our
tints. We thus obtain a pure groundwork, and
those parts which are to be left white are

m uch purer and better than if they were put
in singly. We are also enabled to cut in the
various tints with a much clearer and sharper

edge on this plan, whereas if we put the tints

on the preparations without whitening first,

we get into difficulties at once, inasmuch as it

is not possible to cut in the white and the

other tints near so sharp, and they will of

necessity not be so pure.

We have just received a communication from
a friend of large experience in these matter.",

who infoims us that he has made a practice of

preparing ornamental plaster work for dis-

tempering with milk alone, and has found
that method very successful in preserving the

sharpness of the ornament. He gives the

work one or two coats of pure milk as a prepara-

tion—this stops the suction; he then mixes his

colours with milk, and picks in the enrich-

ments, and he tells us he has found it to

answer admirably, as he is able to paint the

finest enrichments with a clearness and sharp-

ness of outline almost equal to oil paint It

may be stated here that when any back-
grounds or interstices between ornament or

enrichments have to be painted in of a dif-

ferent colour in distemper, they should bo

done before the ornament is coloured,

and the workman should carry a wet
sponge with him to wipe off any
colour which may have got on tlie face of

the ornament. A can of clean water, a sponge,

and a little care and trouble will save much
of the labour, apd will assist to mako a clean

sharp job at the finish. In distempering walls

we have known cases in which we have been
compelled to use lime instead of whiting,

an instance of wliich has very recently come
under our notice. In this case, which was a

very large staircase wall, every precaution had
been taken, the best of everything in the way
of material was used, and skilled labour of the

best kind, yet the work turned out bad ; it

was washed off, re-prepared, and again

coloured, and still the result was the same.

At last it was suggested that lime should be

used instead of the whiting, and the result

was that it turned out as good a job of dis-

temper as we ever had the pleasure of seeing,

solid and even in tone as a piece of paper.

Now here was a case in which the chemical

properties of the plaster were utterly antago-
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nistic to the usa of whiting and the usual

process**. Difficulties of this kind often occur

m practice, and go to prove that no decided

laws or rules can be laid down which will be

applicable under all circumstances, and that

much must be left to the judnment and ex-

perience of the decorator. Ceflin^s will often

require to be cleaned up or re-whitcned for a

temporary purpose, and for which it is not

worUi whUe or there may not be time to

wash them off and prepare them in the usual

manner. In tlicfe cases we have always found

it the best plan first to brush off all the dust,

and then to damp the ceiling over with pure

water, and while it is damp to follow; on

with a thin coat of whiting and size, stained

or tinted to the proper tint required, or rather

with which it was originally done. This will

be found an excellent and in fact the best

plan for clearing xip temporarily, being

quickly done and at small cost. Of course this

can only be done once, as it tends to fill up

and cause an accumulation of whiting and

size, which chips and blisters if done too

often, and we do not recommend it except

under special circumstances.

ARCHITECTURAL DR.\^^^^'GS BY MR.
BURGES.

\fB. BURGES, of 15, Buckingham-street,

jS'L Strand, is about to publish a work under

this headinp. It will consist of drawings made ia

France and Italy, measured and plotted on the

spot. The selection consists principally of de-

tails, inasmnch as many of the bnilJings them-

selves have been illustrated in the excellent works

of Slcssrs. Ncsfield & Shaw, and occasionally in the

BriLDixG News. The work will consist of seventy-

five foUo sheets, accompanied by an adequate

amount of letterpress ileseribing the various

points of interest connected with the drawings.

The work was commenced in 1864, and discon-

tinued in 1865 in consequence of the gentleman

who was drawing the plates (Mr. W. S. Barber)

leaving London. The work was resumed last

year, the remaining portion of the plates having

been executed by Messrs. Tarver and Lonsdale.

Wo are iufoi-med that no more copies will be

i^ned than those required for the use of sub-

scribers. The reputation and ability of the

author are a snilicient guarantee that the work

will be a valuable one.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHI-
TECTS.—VOLUNTARY ARCHITECTURAL
EXAMINATION.

THE following is the list of passed candi-

dates :—
Cuss or DisTiscTioN.—1864, R. Phcne Spiers,

Associate, London ; B. R. Bayne, Westminster

;

1866, T. H. Watson, Associate. London.

Class OK ProFiciENCY.— 1803, D. E. Gostling,

London ; R. 0. Harris, London ; G. T. Red-

mayne, Manchester ; L. W. Ridge, London ; R.

PbcDC Spiers, Associate, London ; H. Stone,

Temporary Student, London ; T. H. Watson,
Associate, Ijondon ; E. Wimbridge, London

;

1864, H. J. Austin, Gateshead ; R. R. Ba:vne,

Westminster ; W. B. Gough, Bristol ; C. Had-
field, Associate, Sheffield; R. C. James, London;
A. Jowers, London ; M. H. Linklater, Belfast

;

1866, J. S. Edmeston, London ; F. Hunt, Tem-
ponuy Student, London; R. S. Wilkinson, Tem-
porary Student, South Pcnge Park, S.E. ; T.

Wonnacott, Famham, Surrey; 1870, T. E.Mundy,
Tottenham ; J. S. Quilter, Associate, London

;

W. Scott, Northampton ; W. L. Spiers, London.
Pbeliuinakv Class.—1870, J. B. Cohen, Lon-

don ; T. Garratt, Northampton ; T. J. Street,

OoiUford.

METROPOLITAN BUILDING ACT, 1865.

Abcbes ukdeb Pcbuc Ways.

DISTRICT Snrreyor'g Fees.—Mr. William
Wigmore, of Bradfield House, M'alham Green,

builder, was summoned before Sir Robert W.
Cardcii , at the Guildhill Justice Room , for£25 1 0».

,

for District Surveyor's.fees for the building of cer-

tain arches under the public way in Newgate
Market, for the Corporation of the City of

London. Mr. C. H. Clarke appeared for the
District Snrreyor, and another solicitor for the
defendant.

Mr. Edwai-d Power, tho District Surveyor for

the southern division »f the City of London, said

ho was the surveyor for the district which in-

cluded old Newgate Market. On tho 8tb of June

ho received n notice from tho defendant that he

intended to build 52 arches under a public high-

way in old Newgate Market. He went there on

tho 12th of June, and measured and sui-veycd

them. About ten or twelve days afterwards he

fotmd one or two arches complete. By the 20th

of July, 51 arches were complete, and in tho

interim he went fifteen or sixteen times to survey

them, as they were in jirogrcss, and had to mea-

sure them from time to time to see that the walls

were of a proper thickness, the arches of a proper

width or span, and constructed in accordance

with the Act of Parliament. The arches varied

in size, and he had to examine every one sepa-

rately and measure them. They were not arches

attached to houses, but were built on a vacant

piece of ground, under what was a public way,

and adjoining which houses, he understood,

were intended to be built. Each arch or vault

had a separate entrance from without, and divi-

sional paity walls.

Cross-examined.-Each vault or arch was a

separate structure, and one arch was turned at a

time. He had claimed his fees (£25 10s.), and

the defendant had refused to pay them.

For the plaintiff it was contended that each

arch was a separate stnicture, and entitled him

to a fee of 10s. on each, the attention of the

Justice bemg directed especially to the wording

of the 25th section, which recognises the distinct

nature of the service to be performed by the dis-

trict sm-veyor ; and it was also contended that al-

though the wording of the second schedule, which

includes the amount of fees to be charged under the

Act, is somewhat obscure, yet the natural meaning

of the language employed contemplates a multitude

of " arches " and a multitude of " public ways,"

and must inferentially mean also one " arch

"

under one "public way," the other argument

being so unjust as to carry with it its own refuta-

tation. It was also forcibly pointed out by Mr.

Clarke that each vault was really a separate

building under the .\ct, and had Mr. Power elected

to have viewed them as such he would have been

entitled to a fee of 10s. on each. This was re-

ferred to in order to show the Alderman that a

fee of 10s. on each vault was not an excessive

sum, regard being had to tho nature of the work

and its responsibility.

For the defence it was argued that they were

one continuous structure, requiiing only a fee of

10s. on the whole.

Sir Robert W. Garden said that while £25 10s.

was too much to pay for surveyor's fees, he

thought 10s. was too small ; but taking the Act

of Parliament as it stood, he could only order one

fee of 10s. to be paid for the whole of the arches.

Ml'. Clarke then asked for a case to go to a

superior com't ; and it was agreed that as the

case was one of much importance to district

surveyors and buUders, a mle should he agi-eed

upon to get the decision of a superior coui-t upon

it.

BUSKIN'S LECTURES ON ART.'

By SioPFOBD A. Beooke.

(From Macmillan's Magazine for Oct. 1870.)

THERE are few men of our time who have

been more largely praised or more bitterly

attacked than Mr. Ruskin. There are none who
have deserved moi'o praise or more resolutely

challenged attack. He has been so lavish in his

approbation of certain artists and schools of art,

that ho has raised against them a cloud of oppo-

nents. He has been so unspaiing in blame of

certain others, so curiously inventive of terms of

reproach, so audacious in his tilting against re-

ceived opinions, and so felicitous sometimes in

his hits, that he has forced into combination

against him a number of detei-mined foes. Of all

men he should bo the last to object to criticism,

for his own sword seldom seeks the scabbard. And
on the whole, though he professes with a certain

archness a desire for peace, nothing gives him so

much pleasure, or brings out his intellect so well,

as war, when it is on a subject with which he is

acquainted. Ho will run on, giving birth to para-

dox after paradox in an apparently gloomy
manner, choosing for very wilfulness the obscurity

of the Pythoness, as long as his listeners sit rapt

• Lectures on Art, dolivered before tho University o(
Oxford, &c. By JoitK Rcsrih, M.A,, Slado Prolcssor of

Flue Art, Oxford : Clarendon Frees, 1870.

and receptive at his feet. But the moment one

of them, seeing that the paiiidoxes are becoming

intolerable, starts up and meets them with a blunt

contradiction, and declares war, Mr. Ruskin be-

comes radiant with good humour, his intellect

becomes incisive, and he rushes to tho fight with

joy. Nothing is worse for him than worship ; and
if "ho had had less of it, he would have done the

State more service. Half of his morbid and hope-

less writing comes directly of this—that he has

not been of late sufiiciently excited by respectful

opposition to feel happy.
It may be said that he has had plenty of oppo-

sition of late, but it is not the sort which makes
a man draw his sword with pride. Since he has

devoted himself to economical and political sub-

jects, tho criticism he has met has been a criticism

of laughter from his enemies and of dismay from
his friends. It has been felt impossible to go
seriously into battle against him, for his army of

opinions arc such stuff as dreams are made of,

and their little life is rounded with a sleep.

Throw upon them a clear light, and they dis-

perse

—

" The earth hath bubbles, as tbe water has.

And these are of tLcm. \Vhitbcrhavo they vanished ?"

We cannot say with Macbeth, " Would they

had stayed ;" but when we look back on the ex-

traordinary series of proposals for regenerating

the country, and remember the criminal classes

set to draw canal boats under the lash, and the

poor di'essed all in one sad-coloured costume, and
other things of this character, we may foUow
with Banquo's words,

" Were snch things here as we do speak about ?

Or have we eaten ou the insane root

Which takes the reason prisoner ?"

In this way he has brought upon himself the loss

of the impulse he derives from respectful and
vigorous war. He has left the Delectable Monn-
tains where he fed his sheep, and gone back to

the valley of the shadow of death. There, im-

pressed with tho withered image of Carlylisni,

which having sun-endered hope sits now like giant

Pope shaking its hands at the pilgrims of the

world, and unable to do more than mutter coi'scs

at Liberalism, and invoke the help of the aristo-

cracy to sanctify and redeem the people : en-

thralled by this phantom of a past glory, he has

found it almost impossible to go ou drawing, with

the peace necessary for an artist, the tombs of

Verona, or to note down the fleeting loveliness

of a sunset cloud. While the poor w-erc perish-

ing for want of fresh water and decent houses, be

seemed to himself, we conjecture, to belike Nero,

fiddling while Rome was burning. So he aban-

doned his own sphere—in which, whatever may
be his faults, he was supreme by genius—to

follow, haud passibm tequis, in the track of our

Jeremiah, whose style is open to the same charge

which Mr. Arnold makes so iiatheticaUy against

the Jewish prophet. But tho prophetic cry does

not suit the gentler temper of Mr. Ruskin. With
all his eftbrts we are thankful to say that ho can-

not arrive at making the uncouth noise which

Carlyle made, and the uncouthncss of which gave

what he said more than half its force. He is too

tender-hearted to cui'se heartily, and ho cannot

bear, like his prototype, to pour forth ton-ents of

blame without proposing remedies for evils. But

tho remedies Ruskin has proposed are unpracti-

cal at this time and in this countiy, owing to his

ignorance of the state of tho poor. No man is

less fitted to understand their true position. He
is too sensitive to beauty, to cleanliness, to

quietude, not to exaggerate the apparent misery

of a life passed in the midst of ugliness, dirt, and

noise. Ho thinks all tho poor feel these things

nearly as much as he does, and he cannot con-

ceive, as we see from these lectures, that they

should endure to live. Wo should suppose that

he has never lived among them, nor seen how
things among them are seasoned by custom.

Those who have gone from room to room in the

courts which Ruskin thinks so unendurable know
that there is, on the whole, as ranch hapijiness

among them as there is among the upper classes ;

that there is more self-sacrifice, more of the

peace of hard work, more good humour, more

faithfulness to others in misfortune, more every-

day righteousness. Theirchief evils are drnnktn-

nuss, which has only lately vanished from among
the upper classes ; the ton-ent of alms which haf

been jioured upon them, and which has drowned

their independence and postponed their learning

tho lessou of prudence as opposed to their rei'k-

less extravagance. Theii- main wants are a really

active sanitaiy board, directed by gentlemen in

the cities and provinces, who will see that the
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common work is done with common houpsty

:

and education, csj)cciiill.v education in jiliysical

science. Tlio commonest training in tin; first

priuciplea of physiolofry and chemistry, given

accurately, will soon produce that state of active

an{7er at their condition, and determination to

have it rectilied, which no Slate interference can

give them, and which State interference sends to

sleep. True, liuskin advocates this kind of

education, and has advocated it well ; but he has
done it as part of an clahorato system of direction

by the State and by the upper classes—direction

which would bo as evil to its victims as Romish
direction is to the moral force of its patients. No
nation has ever been saved by foreign help : the

poor can never be saved by the action of the rich,

only by their native exertion, and evei'ythiug that

Rnskm says on the subject, in these lectures and
elsewhere, is open to this most grave objection,

that it takes away from the people the education
which is gained by personal mistakes and personal
conquest of mistakes.

Owing to these two things then—ignorance of

the real state of the poor, and the vicious idea of in-

terference from above ^vith the poor—the remedies
which Ruskin proposes are unpractical. At the
same time many of his hints, divorced from their

principles, are valuable, and we cannot doubt the
earnestness and charity with which he sjjeaks,

nor refrain from loving him, though we disagree with
him. But with the want of practical knowledge
has come exaggeration, and with exaggeration
disproportioued remedies ; and the world, listen-

ing to the recital of woes rendered unreal by the
violence of the denunciations, and still more im-
real by the proposals for their abolition, has lent
its ear to Mr. Rusldn for a transient hour, and
smiled and goue on its way, and he, having ex-
pended so much force for nought, and meeting no
real opposition, has slid into melancholy, and
from thence into despair.

Moreover, the treatment of such subjects at all,

at least their dii'ect treatment, was a great mis-
take on liis part, the error of mistaking his call-

ing. He has been given great powers, as great
as those bestowed on any man in this century.
He has read the book of nature with unwearied
diligence and conscientious observation. He is in
every sense a student. But he is far more, in that
lie is a man of genius ; for he can not only see
rightly (see the outline beneath the fulfilment)

,

but he can express with passion which is suffi-

ciently tempered to be intense, and with copious-
ness sufficiently charged with fact to be interest-

ing, that which he has seen in the natural world.
It is not too much to say that for many of us
whose deepest pleasure is in the beauty of the
world, he has tripled our jjowcr of pleasure. And
it has been done, not as the poet does it by
developing intensity of feeling, but by appealing
to feeling through the revelation of fact, and by
the exquisite delight which we feel he takes in
the discovery and the beauty of the fact, and by
the charm of the vehicle through which he tells

his stoiy. Nobody before him took the trouble to

tell us whatmountams were like, for the descrip-
tions of the geologist bear the same relation to

the actual mountains that the detail of the
skeleton bears to the living man. Nobody before
him made the aspect of the sky, morning, noon,
and evening, familiar as a household word, nor
led us to look on clouds and all their beauty as as
much objects of daily observation and delight as
the ways of our children or the face of those we
love. No one before him took us by the brooks
of water and upon the sea, and made every ripple
of the one and every wave fonn of the other a re-

cognised pleasure. Wordsworth gave us much
help, but he taught us to feel more than to ob-
serve and understand. But Ruskin has taught
us to observe and understand, not as the scieutifio

man does for the ends of science, but for the ends
of (Miijht received from the perception of truth,
and no more faithful and splendid work has ever
been done. One would say that this observer of
the vaster aspects of nature for the end of art
would be likely to fail in seeing the loveliness of
the infinitely little, of the " beetle panoplied in
gems and gold," of the " daisy's shadow on the
naked stone," of the opening of a sheaf of buds,
of the fairy wilderness of an inch or two of
meadow. But neither here has he failed, and the
reader of Mr. Rnskin's books may lie on his face
in a field for half an hour, or watch the water of

a stream eddying round a mossy trunk, and not
only feel unremitting pleasure in what he sees, as
Keats or Wordsworth would make him feel, but
know why ho feels his pleasure, add to his stock
lil artistic fact, and gain additional power of

knowing beauty. All our hours of recreation

have been blessed through him.
The same delicate sensitiveness to beauty com-

bined with acute critical percoptiira of miimter
points of excidlence has been applied by him to

poetry. Since Coleridge we have had no finer

work done on the poets. It is a pity that his

criticisms on Dante, ShOikespearc, Scott, Words-
worth, Keats, and others, are not collected out of

his volumes and published separately.* A book of

this kind would bo of infinitely more value than
the useless "Selections from Ruskin;" a book
which iiTitates one, even more than selections

usually do, and has given an entirely false im-
pression of his work to that luckless personage,

the general reader.

The work which he has done on pictures has
been equally good of the same kind. He was
perfectly capable of explaining their technical ex-

cellence, but he did not choose to write for

artists, and we are glad that ho laid this sort of

work aside. For, however good it might be for

special students, it 'gave no help to tho iniblic,

and only led certain woiUd-be connoisseurs to

prate about morbidezza and chiar'oseuro, and
bold handling and a hundred other things, which
in their mouths were little better than cant. We
have been delivered by Mr. Ruskin from the
technicalities of ignorant persons. He has led us

more than all others to look for the conception of

a picture, and to study the way in which the
artist carried out that conception. He has taught
us to compare it with the facts of nature which
we are capable of observing, and to judge it partly
from the artist's reverence for truth. We can
now, having a certain method, enjoy the thing
done with a great deal of delight, without know-
ing how it is done. Of course the enjoyment is

not so great as his who can not only appreciate
the ideas but also tho mode of work ; but it is

something, and the smattering we had before of

artistic phrase was worth nothuig. Those who
have time and inclination can go further, but the
many who cannot have now a real pleasure ; they
can give a reason why they like a picture instead
of talking nonsense. Of course tho dilettante

Pharisees are angry, but that only increases the
general thankfulness of the public.

(To be contimicd.)

COMPETITIONS.
Matlock. — Designs having been invited

for the restoration of the parish chui-cli of
Matlock, Derbyshire, Mr. Blomfield has been
called in to adjudicate on thom, and has reported
in favour of the plan sent in by Mr. B. Wilson,
architect, of Derby. The other architects
competing were :—Messrs. Wilson and Oldham,
Manchester ; Mr. HuU, Northampton ; and
Messrs. Hine and Son, of Nottingham.

WiKKSwoETH.—A meeting of the directors of
the Wirksworth Town-hall and Market House
Company (Limited) was held on Tuesday week
for the purpose of selecting a plan out of the
five sent in in competition for the building. The
one bearing the motto " Multum in Parvo " was
selected by a large majority over " Confido," and
" Maltese Cross." A local journal says that the
style of "Multum in Parvo " is of "Composite
character, or what [may be fairly termed the
Victorian order of arcliitecture."

SCHOOLS OF ART.
EnioiiTON AND SnssKX School of Art.—The

inauguration of the winter session of this school
took place in the Town hall, Brighton, on Friday
evening la.st, under the presidency of the Mayor.
The annual report stated that during the year
18C9, 527 persons had received instruction at

schools under the direction of the master, of

which number 4-'iO had been taught at National
and other similar public schools, 2 ,5 at the day
classes of the School of Art, and 57 at the evening
classes for artisans, schoolmasters, etc. There were
also 1 5 female students. A good many trades were
represented in the School of Art. There were
15 teachers, six carpenters, five clerks, three
working jewellers, three painters, two greengrocers,

two photographers, two cabinet makers, two

We do not nienn to say th.it wo af?roe with all Mr.
Raskin's views^ ou poetry. On the contrary, we often
disjagrce witti him, entirely so, for example, when ho
represents Kents ns morhid and sad—a man of tlie

Ilealtllie^t nature and of thp most hai>pv temperament,
till disca o laid its baud upon his splendid but tin-

developed powers.

engineers, two wood carvers, two millstone dres-

sers, one stonemason, one whitesmith, one foot-

man, one saw-sharpener, and one engraver. The
second annual examination took place in March
last, when, in Freehand Drawing, 10 were excel-

lent, and 48 passed, against 8 and i'i re-

spectively in the previous year ; in Geometry, Ibo

numbers wore 10 and 8, against 3 and ; in Per-

spective, 2 and 5, against 1 and 3 ; in Model Draw-
ing, 4 and 18, against 1 and 8 ; in Mechanical

Drawing, none went up in 1869, one did so iu

1868, and passed. The total number of prizes re-

ceived from last year's work was 20, against 1

1

the previous year, and 4 certificates against I ou
the former occasion ; there had therefore been a
total increase of 50 per cent. The year 186H,

which commenced with a balance of £5 98. Id.

due to the treasurer, closed with a balance in his

hands of £3 Os. lOd., owing chiefly to the hand-

some donation of a friend. A rather smaller sum
than was expected hag been received from the

Departmenti n the current year (1870), and there-

fore a favourable balance at its close can scarcely

be anticipated, unless further exertions are made.
With a larger fubscription list the Committee
could greatly develope tho utility of the school,

as well as allow Mr. White, the Head-master, a

better remuneration than the inadequate one he
now receives." The report concluded with the

balance sheet for 1869, which showed that the

total amount received, including £42 from the

Department and £35 in fees, was £96 lOs. 8d. ; of

this all but £3 Os. lOd. had been spent in salaries,

rent, and sundries. The distribution of prizes by
the Mayor was succeeded by speeches fiom Prof,

Fawcett, Mr. White, M.P.,and others.

Detonpout School or Art.—The followi ig

are the results of the examination in drawing,

with a statement of the success of students in

competitive work sent to the Department of

Science and Art through the Devonport School of

Art ; the Science and Art School, Plymouth ;
and

the Branch School of Art, Tavistock, for the year

ending May, 1870:—One student completed his

examination for the Art Master's Certificate ; one
student completed all the works (excepting one)

for the Art Master's Certificate, but did not pre-

sent himself for examination, although he received

permi.ssion to do so ; fifty-five students passed in the

second grade ; sixteen students obtained prizes

in the second grade ; twenty- two students passed

iu the third grade ; six students obtained prizes

in the third grade ; five students passed in machine
drawing ; two students passed in building con-

struction. These numbers have nothing to do
with those who have passed iu the Science Classes.

In connection with this School of Art there is

likely to arise a dispute concerning the payment
of £10 by the Department of Science and Art of

some interest to art teachers generally. The
school claims £10 on account of the first-men-

tioned student, who has passed the first group iu

the Art Master's Certificate, but the Department,

with its usual generosity, repudiates the claim.

The question simply rests upon the ground

whether the Tavistock branch is a class belonging

to Devonport or not, and as it has been included

in the usual reports for the last two years, and
the works have been sent together, there will be

no dilliculty of forming a true judgment on the

question. In any case the school is determined to

press the matter.

ToEQUAY School op Art.—The supplementary

retttrn of the successful students in the Torquay

School has been received from the Science and Art

Department, and shows considerable progress as

compared with former years. The following^ is

the list of awards :—George Bedford (p. 2, 16a),

animals, in water-colour ; Richd. Barrett (p. 1, 2 b),

chalk drawing from model ; Johu Turner (p. 1,2 b),

pencil outline of ornament. Two landscapes, iu

water-colour, from original sketches by Mr. E.

Vivian, who also received a premium at the R.)yal

Cornwall Polytechnic for the same series, and an

oil-painting from architectural cast by Mr. George

Youlden, have been selected for national competi-

tion, for medals. Awards were made in the Ele-

mentary Section, entitliug the school to draw the

full capitation grant for the following students :
—

George Browne, Fred. Johnson, Richard Leatnan,

Thomas Leaman, Fanny Larter, Mary Lorraiii,

Thomas Matthews, Kate Mayo, Albert Pratt,

Ellen Shoijland, William Tucker, and JohnTurner.

Ou Saturday last the new lino of the Midland
Railw.ay Company, connecting Tottenham and
llampstead, was ojiened for public traific.
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ASCHiBOLOalCAIi.
AacaxoLPGicii. Meeiino ix BKKKsiirRK.—

T^ Newbury Diatnct Field Club, of which the

Earl of CwDUToo u patroo, held their aectind lucrt-

ing on WedoMday week, and risite<l seveial places

pnatrminr great hutorical interest. The members,

who number over 90, aasembled in the muroiug at

SpMobamland, and drove in waggonettes, iCc,

tMiiM to Grimabury Caatle and Camp, from which

ean b* aeen the complete chain of ancient forta in

that part of Berkahii e and the borders of Hamp-
dtin^ the Baaoon-hiU on Lord Carnarvon's estate

baiag dearly visible. Grimsbury was undoubtedly

a very strong poaition in ancient times, and com-
manded the valley in the neighbourhood of Her-

mitage. It is believed to bo the camp to which
Alfred drove the Danes after the battle of Vatten-

doo, in 8rS. Its position is very elevated, and on
the road from the Koman stations of Spiuic and
Bileheater. At the present time it forms part cf

the extmaive estate of Colonel Loyd-Lindsay,

If.P. for the county. Dr. Palmer, the hon. sec. of

the club, having read a paper ou Qrimsbury and the
other forta situated in close proximity thereto,

the antiquaries journeyed on to Aldworth Church,
•nd listened to an exhaustive paper read by the
Ticar (the Rev. Llewyn Lloyd). In the graveyard
• %anda a famous yew-tree, measuring 9ft. round
the trunk, and probably more venerable than the
diiueh itaelf, ancient as that u, having been
•reeted in the early part of the 12tb century.
The church is now beiuR carefully restored under
the superintendence of Mr. St. Aubyn. The
building contains a number of curious monumental
effigies in stone, representing members of the De
le Beche family, who built a castle here and were
buried in the church. They were a Flemish
&imly , and came over with William the Conqueror.
Tho fignres are of unusual size, and the persons
they represent are spoken of among the villagers as
the "Aldworth giants." Skeletons have been found
there showing remarkable strength of bone and
high stature. The last of the line. Sir Nicholas
de U Beche, was tutor to the Black Prince in 1347.
Queen Elizabeth, accompanied by the Earl of
I«ioe*ter, rode on horseback to the church to in-
qiact the tomba, most of which lie beneath arches
beantifully floriated. The carving of the figures
waa seriouslydamaged by the Puritans, who stabled
their horses in the church. This is the only in-
stance of so many effigies of the same period being
found in one church. The figures and the slabs
npon which they lie recumbent are in each case
cut out of one piece of stone. After luncheon the
Club, conducted by Mr. Luke Lowsley, of the
Manor-house, Hampstead Norris, visited Per-
borongh Castle, in the Hundred of Compton. This
«pot i« supposed to be the site of the British city
mentioned by the old chroniclers as Nachededorno,
destooyed by fire by the Danes. As many as 500
Boman coini", all of copper, were discovered close
by, buried in an earthen vessel. Cellars full of
burnt corn have also been found there. The inter-
Kctions of the streets in this ancient city are visible
to this day. On leaving Perborough tho members
m^e acall on Jlr. Lowsley, at Hampstead Norris,
and his collection of more than 2,000 coins (mostly
found in the district), besides other relics of by-^e times, were eagerly examined. Tho parish
church was visited, and in the evening the party
returned to Kewbury. Votes of thanks were pre-
•ented to lereral gentlemen who had contributed
to the mieeeM of the excursion.

^uiliiiig liitdligeitce.

CTtUBCnra ASD CHAPELS.
Cawle HKorNOHAM.—The parish church of

CaaUe Hedingfaam was re-opened on Tuesday
week, after undergoing a thorough restoration.
"ne church is dedicated to 8. Nicholas, and is
Norman and Early English as regards its architec-
ture. The works just cornpleUd comprise the
re^ration of the roof, the restoration of such
window* aa had been destroyed or mutilated in
the flfteenth and sixteenth centuries, and the
noderpioDing and refacing the walls where neccs-
•'y- An orgjn chamlH^r has been erected on the
northrid^^, ofiening bymeans ofa screened arch into
tta north aule of the church, and by an arch of
the same character as the surrounding work into
tbe chancel. ThewaUs internally have been re-
plaafred, and the arcatUng to tho windows
"rtorrd. aa alao have been the chancel arch and
tha buidKMM fifteenth century screen. The

ancient stalls have been restored and additional

ones erected, also a new altar-table and super-

altar. The altar tomb of tho Earls of Oxford has

been restored and removed from the centre of

the chancel to ita north side, and the

whole of the floor of the chancel h»a been paved

with Minton's tiles. The works have been canicd

out by Mr. Z. Rodgers, of Earl's Colne, under

the direction of Mr. Henry Woodyor, architect,

of Graffham, the stonework paving being executed

under Mr. Rodgers by Mr. James Pitt, of Col-

chester.

Cbaiqs.—The parish church of Craigs, Co.

Antrim, wasre-opened on the 22nd ult., after under-

going considerable alterations and improvements.
The additions comprise, on the north, side a tran-

sept 22ft. by 16ft., and, on the south side, a tran-

sept 22ft. by ISft. ; also a side aisle and porch.

The improvements have been carried out from
designs by Mr. ThomasDrew, F.R I.A.I , Diocesan
.Vrchitect, by Mr. John Thompson, of Belfast,

builder. The cost was about £1,300.

Elford.—On Thursday week the Bishop of

Lichfield re-opened the parish church—or rather

the south aisle and Stanley Chantry—for Divine
worship. The other parts of the sacred edilice

have been restored at various times of late years,.

The work of restoration has been carried on by
Messrs. Charles Clarson & Son, builders, Tam-
worth, from the designs of Mr. O. E. Street,

architect, London. The ancient chantry or

mortuary chapel attached to Elford Church, now
restored, was originally built and endowed by Sir

John Stanley (Lord of Elford, in right of his

mother, Maude de Ardeme), in or about the year
1469. It was dedicated to the honour of Almighty
God and the Blessed Virgin Mary (Our Lady of

Pity), the founder directing that it should be called

"The Chantry of the Cross." The entire cost of

the restoration has been defrayed by the Hon.
Mary QrevUle Howard.

Gatton.—This church was reopened by the
Bishop of Lichfield on Wednesday week. The
church retains several features of the " olden
time," which have been scrupulously preserved.
Among others the fine Early Norman arch, with
zigzag and billet, is of peculiar beauty; it has
been carefully restored. There is also a canopied
recess in the north chancel wall, containing a re-

cumbent figure. Many old figured tiles remain,
which have been worked up in the aisles. Every
ancient stone and every moulding connected with
the church has been preserved and re-inserted.

Two stone coffins were found in the excavations
of new aisle and vestry. The architects are
Messrs. Habershon & Pite. Mr. A. F. Whittome,
of Stafford, was the contractor ; Mr. Steel, of
London, the clerk of works.

Little Yeldiiam —The church of Little Yeld-
hamwas re-opened for Divine service on Wednesday
week after extensive alterations, which have occu-
pied several mouths. The east end has been
entirely rebuilt, withcomer buttresses in stages, and
the gable surmounted with a Decorated cross. A new
east window in the 14th century style, with trefoil
tracery, has been erected, with dormer windows in
the latter, and latticed openings in the tower.
Internally, the walls have been cleaned and the
plaster ceiling whitewashed; a western gallery
has been taken down and fresh seats erected.
a small space has been p.%rtitioned off for a vestry,
and the body of the church is seated with low open
benches of pine, varnished, and fitted up with book
shelves and kneeling boards. The whole of tho
works were intrusted to Mr. H. Runuacles, of
Halstead.

St. MojtANco (Fife, N.B.).—An new Free
Church, in the E.irly English style, has just been
opened at S. Monanco, Fifeshire. The principal
front has a pointed gable pierced with a large
wheel window and three lancets. On tho right,
and standing back a few feet, are the tower and
spire, which rise to a height of 70ft. In the
base of tho tower is the main entrance door. In-
ternally, accommodation is provided for 400 wor-
shippers. What may bo termed a transept affords
room for a vestry and classroom, with movable
[>artitions, so that when necessary the space thus
appropriated can be mail's available for 100 more
womhippera. Tho entiro cost has been rather
above £1,000. The church has been erected by
local contract" rj, from a design by Mr. David
Home, of Qrcouock, Mr. A. W'ebster, of Leven,
acting as clerks of the works.

BUILDINOS.

Babnsley.—New gasworks were opened at
Bamsley on Monday. The works are fitted with

the most modern appliances and improvements,
and are capable ol making a large quantity of gas.
Messrs. T. & C. Hawksley are the engineers
from whose designs the works have been erected.

Camde.n-Town.—It is intended to erect a pub-
lic hall and reading-rooms in the Camden-road, at
a cost of from £3,000 to £4,000. Tho hall will
accommodate upwards of 500 persons. The archi-
tect is Mr. Frederick K. Meeson.

NOTICE.

WITH the Rid of the .new postal arrangements,
whicli came into operation on tlio 1st inst., tlie

Building News will in future be supplied through the
post at ;i5s. per annum, instead of 17s. 4d. as hitherto.

The halfpenny postal card will also he found usefnl to

those who have scraps of building information, tenders,

iutercommunication queries and replies, &c., to send.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do nor, hold ourselves responsible for the opinions

of our correspondents. Tiie Editor re;^pectfully re-

quests that all communications shouhl be drawn to
as hriody as possible, as there are many claimant
upon the apace allotted to correspondence. ]

To OiTR Rkaders.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
reatleis who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
teinpUitc'd or in progress in the provinces.

Letters reUting to advenLsements and the onlinary busi-
ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK hTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 ji.m ou Thursday.

Recbivkd.—J. A J. K., W. B., J. B.. W. B., J. W.,
11. M., J. G., W. n. R.. 9. T., T. G., W. M. * Co., J. M. C,
R. M. W., W. &Co, W. E. H., W.B., W. C. 1., J. & Co.

J. S. Stent. — Advertisement came too last for last

number.
W. J. Jerams.—Sketcli returned as desired.

J. D.— Drawing to hand.
W. BiisHELL &, Son.—Aa stated in our number for Sop*

tember 9, iho author of "Handrailing" is Mr. Robert
Riddell, of Philade Ipliia. We are, iu fact, reprinting

the American edition of his book.
Wm. Doublkday.—The photo, of the model of Working

Men's lufltitU'e, now in courae of erection at iiedford, is to

hand. It is a neat building enough, but why tiave railings

on the parapet ?

S. G. Bird.—Did you not see it was an American
machine ?

Jas. IIicks. — Glad to hear from you. Please send iho
pen and ink cketch for photo-litho.

Carlo Linar.—As you did not Tnention the name of

the Buildino News the advertisement went into the
English Mec}ianic, heuce the mistake.

Practice.—Write to i he Secretary of the Royal Insti-

tute of British Architects, 9, Conduit a; reet, W.
G. W. Hancock.—Messrs, Austin and Son's address

is Princes-street, Einsbxiry, E.C.

CDmspBiikncc.

COVENT GARDEN.
{To the Editor of tlie BviLDTsa Netws.)

Sir,—I am glad to see that you have called

attention to the disgracefiil condition of Cuvent

Gardeu Market. I know pretty much of Loudon
and London life, and I am prepared to prove there

iu no other spot to be found in it like Covent

Garden. For pressure and confusion, noise,

swearing, dirt, and overcrowding, there is no other

place like it. Three times a week—on Tuesdays,

Thursdays, and Saturdays—the streets leading to

and from Covent Garden up to 10 o'clock iu the

morning are something like what one would imagine

Pandemonium to be. This arises simply from want
of space, and it is useless to talk of a remedy unless

the capacity of the market is enlarged. Even
then the streets leading to it would be so many
scenes of noise and disturbance. In fact, the ouly

true remedy would be to have other markets in other

parts of London. Billingsgate has earned an un-

enviable notoriety on account of the choice conver-

sation of its habitual frequenters. In this respect

Covent Gardeu, I am sure, will equal it, for I

know nothing more brutal than the ordinary talk

of the porters in and about Covent Gardeu. I

hope. Sir, you will oontinuo to agitate this matter

uutil some step be taken to relieve the market and
make the locality more peaceable,—I am, &c..

An Inhabitant.

Sin,— I notice the letter of "Improvement " in

your last number. I am pleased to unite with
him so far as to thank you for having taken the

matter up. In all other points I disagree with

him. He appears to me to have mistaken tho
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nature of the grievance as well as the remedy. He
speaks of the offensive contents of the dung-carts,

and says that they often contain the refuse of

pigsties. These allegations have been made be-

fore, and have been as often disproved. Will your
correspondent tell us where jiigsties are to be

found within the area open to the collection of

the dung-carts ? From the information supplied

to me by inhabitants of the streets particularly

affected I am sure that this part of the statement
is imtrue, and your correspondent has been
wholly misled. HLs letter proves that he is not a

resident in the district.

It is bad enough that these dung-carts filled

with stable litter, should come into the streets

adjoining the market, and this arises from the
nt;ce.ssities of the case—as the market is much too

small for the business transacted there. The
remedy you point out is the right one, that of an
enlargement of the market, and then the empty
baskets could be removed to a given place, and
the carts come there after the collection of the
dung to receive them , and so pass on their way,
and thus save the surrounding streets from their

presence ; one street instead of several would be
affected, and the delay which arises from over-

crowding would be obviated.

As to the injury that may arise from the
baskets becoming infected from the eflluvium of

the reeking dung, this is a refinement of sanitary

science, which to me is incomprehensible. The
danger is purely imiiginary, as any careful ob-
server will soon discover. The remedy is a proof
of that penny wise and pound foolish policy to

which you allude as distinguishing our local legis-

lators. The proposal is that the carts bringing in

the vegetables should go back empty, and that
other carts should be employed to collect the
dung. It is just as necessary to carry the dung
out as it is to bring vegetables in. The cost of a
double traffic, where a single one now suffices, is

to be laid upon the price of the produce, for that
will be the effect. The suggestion is altogether
wide of the mark. The true remedy is to give
additional space at the cost of those who derive
emoluments from the market.—I am, &c.,

Eklargement.

AMERICAtT RAILWAY TRAVELLING.
Sib,—Will you allow one who has lived some

years in America, and knows something of railway
travelling both in this country and the States, to
jnit in a protest against the summary way ia
which the writer of an article on " Long Rail-
way Journeys," in last week's Building News,
comes to the conclusion that the American sys-
tem is no safer than our own. The exceptional
case of a bandof roughs taking possession of a train
certainly would hardly be met by one guard or
conductor exercising supervision over the passen-
gers, as it may be reasonably supposed that he
would be overpowered by numbers. But putting
aside what I believe to be an extreme and isolated
instance of ruffianism, no one of any experience in
both systems would pretend to say that in the
American plan is either so much opportunity for
unchecked outrageand annoyance, or are there cases
Imost daily recorded of unprotected females being

molested. It is simply impossible, with a conductor
constantly passing through all the carriages, for
any one to misconduct himself. Surely we pay too
dearly for o'.ir insular prejudices by continuing to
isolate ourselves in dull, cold, gloomy boxes at the
mercy of any stray rough who may be locked in
with us for an indefinite period. The writer also
overlooks the fact that the American carriages
are provided with stoves in the winter, and iced
water in the summer, with other conveniences
necessary for decency and comfort, which our
carriages do not possess. Excuse the length of
this letter, and if you will give it a place in your
columns you will much oblige one who likes to
see justice done to the merits of any system that
that is good, no matter what country it may be-
long to.—I am, &c.,

London, Oct. 3, 1870. Cosmopolitan.

OVERCROWDED STATE OF THE
PROFESSION.

Sib,—On receiving your paper, as usual, on
baturday, and scanning through the contents, I
came to the letter of " J. L. M.," on "The Present
Overcrowded State of the Profession." I am not
an alarmist, but I look with gloomy foreboding
on the future of many hopeful and clever young
men who have joined the profession. I am
happy to say I have been the means of deterring
nuny from entering it, an I have received their

thanks. One became a grocer, one a chemist,

one entered a brewer's establishment, one a ship-

broker's, and several others different mercantile

pursuits. Architects, both with and without
practice, go on recklessly taking pupils; and
young men of all sorts and grades creep into the

lirofession in humble positions and without pre-

mium. I am prepared to prove my assertion

that a common mechanic is not only better paid,

but stands a much better chance of employment
than an architect's assistant. I have one son

only, and may be supposed to have the means of

pushing him on in the profession, but I intend to

put him to a business. I wish my warning could

reach the ears of fond parents, who see only the

tinsel and glitter, and know nothing of what is

behind the scenes, not to encourage their sons to

enter such a precarious and arduous business. I

am in a public office, at what is considered a good
salary, though less by half than many of those

I have persuaded to embrace commercial pursuits.

I know one young man who had paid £30i) to be

articled , a good draughtsman and useful assistant,

with good recommendations, who called at every

office in two large towns to seek employment, and
at last got employment of a temporary character

at 20s. a week to assist in a town sui-vey. We are

besieged with young men seeking employment,
and offering their services at a " moderate salary,"

which means 30s. a week. I may address you
again on this subject, for it is time something was
done to bring about a better condition of things.

—I am, &c. J. S.

Oct. 3, 1870.

Sm.—llaving been a subscriber to your journal

since its commencement, I beg to offer a few re-

marks, which I trust will be acceptable to your
correspondent of last week relative to architects

and the treatment of their pupils. I blush to

say such principles are most degrading, and have
been the means of lowering the profession of

architecture in the public mind. Why should

men, bearing the name of gentlemen, stoop to

so low a level ? Pupils are received, premiums
are paid, and instruction promised, but never

given. Most honourable men ! Most honourable

profession ! Let me suggest an improvement.
I would not allow any architect to recei'-e more
than two pupils at'once. Lawyers are not allowed

the profitable luxury of more than two. Why
the distinction ! This would lessen the number
brought into the architectural profession, and in

time would work a decided improvement in favour

of the profession. I condemn the system of

receiving improvers, as being useless and trouble-

some, and expressing the ignorance, &c., of the

architects whose offices they have left. I consider

it would work well if a few architects were ap-

pointed by the Institute, or the Architectural

Association, to examine once a year the articled

pupils, and should their office-teaching be found
wanting, to censure the architects who have
received the parents' and guardians' money.

This- might be done by gentlemen who have
the profession at heart, and would give their

spare time gratuitously for so good a purpose.

In conclusion , I will relate a fact. Some few
weeks ago I called on an architect in the W.C.
district, and on entering bis office 1 saw seven
assistants. I remarked, "You must be getting

on first-rate. Any competitions in hand ? " " No."
" Where is the managing man ? " "I cannot
afford one." " Why the seven ? " " My dear
fellow, they are all pupils

;
premiums from Jt'50

to £200 each. It pays the office expenses ; and,
with the little business I have, keeps me going."

I felt disgusted with my friend and the pro-

fession I have the honour to belong.— I am, &o.

G.T.J.

MR. BARRY'S CASE.

Sir,—AUow me, with all respect, to challenge
the correctness of the conclusions arrived at in

your article of the 30th ult. with reference to the

above. It does not by any means foUow that
because the law officers of ihe crown have
expressed an opinion on an ex parte statement
laid before them by tho office of works, that that
opinion is to bo taken as decisive. Does any
sensible man act on the opinion of the lawyers
opposed to him ? Before the law in tliis matter
is admitted to be against tho architect, a proper
case should bo drawn up on his behalf and sub-

mitted to one or more able lawyers retained by
him ; and I question much whether a vei-y dif-

rercnt opinion will not be given to that so confi-

dently flourished by tho Office of Works.
How does tho writer of tho article make ont

that " it is not a qnestion of professional custom
—it is n question of law " ? And what sort of
lo^'io is it that argnos that as, but for the
percentage paid Sii- Charles Barry, ho wonld
never have made the drawings, therefore they
form part and parcel of tho (luid pro quo of which
tho bargain consisted ? Never was a moro
decided non spquitur than this, as seems admitted
by tho writer afterwards when he questions tho
corresponding piece of reasoning. " I have paid
for these drawings, ergo they are mine." "No,"
wo answer, " you have simply paid for having
yonr building designed and superintended by tho
architect ; and you have no right, legal, moral,
or otherwise, to tho means or iustrumeutg he
uses to that end." If, as tho writer says. Sir
Charles Barry entered into no special contract,
then the tei-ms of his contract should bo held to

bo governed by tho usage of tho profession ; and
therefore it really is not so much a question of

law, but of professional usage, on which tho
opinion of such a body as the Institute ought to
be of more value than that of fifty law officers of
the crown.

I have only further to say that were the case
mine I should deem it my duty to resist such a
demand as the present uncompromisingly,
whether supported by the Institute or not, and
would have no fear for the result. The onus
rests on the Office of Works to show, to the satis-

faction of a jury, that this contract with tho late

Sii- Charles Barry was different from the ordinary
terms on which an architect is employed, and in-

cluded the purchase of the drawings ; and will

that ever be proved ? I believe not ; and there-
fore I sincerely hope this question will not be
suri'cndered in a cowardly manner, at the dictum
of the present|Commissioner and his lawyers ; but
will at least bo tried in a proper and constitu-

tional manner.—I am, Ac.

F.R.I.B.S,

SEWAGE WORKS.
Sir,—May I ask the favour of your correcting an error

in your report of the paper recently read bv me before tlio

Social Science Congress, on " Sewage and Sanitary Works,"
wherel am stilted as having referred ^Accrington9s Ijeing

a town where the sewage works hafl been carried out in
.accordance with my principles, and (iuferenti.ally) hy me.
1 beg lo state that I had nothing wha ever -o do with tho
sewer works at Accrington, nor do I know the principles of
construction. In reply to Mr. Chadwick, I referred to
Great Harwood, near Accrington, aa being a place which 1

thought had received especial advantage from the carrying
out of s.lnitary works, though I did no^ by any means refer
t o in as a perfect scheme. To any gentleman interested in
the subject, I shall be glatl to show executed works, or to
explain what I consider sound principles of sanitary engi-
neering.—lam, &c., Joseph BaiEnLEv, C.E.
New Marke: -street, Blackburn, October 3rd.

|nltrronuuttnic;tti0«.

QUESTIONS,
[I9S6] EXA.MINATIONS AT THE INSTITUTE.—

I shall he glad if some of your readers will inform me if

any prob*tiouary work is re<iuired to b6 aubmittod to tho
Institute of British Architects previous to b^ing examined
iu the preliminary eiamiuation; and also if there is any
examination at the Institute of Siirveyora.

—

Xottingiiam.

[1387J VENETIAN BLTND3.—Can any reader give mo
addresses of mannfacfcurera or vendors of tapes, coi-ds,

and pulleys used, in Venetian blinds?—G. W. Hancock.

[198S] BLUE BRICKS.—Coidd yon inform mc what
lugi'edients are required for making blue bricks ont of

hard black marl clay ? By so doing you will oblige ?—W.
A. Day.

REPLIES.
[19.53] FIREPROOF FLOORS.—" Dennett's " arches

are composed of concrete alone, and are applied >o the

construe ion of floors either in the form of one, or ofa series

of arches, witli a very small rise. Tliey are formed upon
temporary centres^ which may be removed after an interval

of two or three days, according to the state of the weather
aud the size of the arches. Spans of from (Jfc. to 13ft. , as
iu the sketch, can be bridged over in this manner. Tho
thickness of the arch varies from 3in. to 5in. at the crown,
autl from Gin. to lOiu. at the springing. Rolled or riveted

iron girders fonu the intermediate support of the arches,
while tlie outer haunches rest upon projections or corbels

iu tho brickwork,— 15. U.

[lOiil] POST-OFnCE CLERKS.—Examinations for

junior appointments a^ writyrs wore hold every Thursday
and Friday last month. Tliey are now stopjuid for the
present, aud it is uncertain when they will recommence,
is there were no less than 300 applicants at one of tlie

rocenC examinations. If a youth gets an appointment he
receives pay ab the rate of 12a. per week until he has
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w««i low«WM«h toaDUtUhtoMlf to promotion. He

m^thn^mn UmMlf a< uoUmt uunmaiion, vrhioli

W hraM pSnMMBllr atuchod to the d.putinout-

r. o. o.

n«Ml CAST-iaON.—For aU work of »n enginMriog

S*» iB which th. malarial ha. to under™ con

nblalniii tha ia«tiB(a •honW b» made from ihe beet

^^^ j^n girtM^ eolnmna. ar.l work of this sort is

gjjTSL ftom It. 8»t wh«. the material liaa only

t* -.-r* a laaU strain or presau* an inferior deacnptiun

win aHwat |*r«acUy weU.—Foukdry.

nr4l HOtnSS FBOM straw, ET<-.-In the ITort-

teM^ a paper pabUahad br Cusell. some two reaii ago,

ttenma i5a meaUon of workmen's cottages being

baOt of basdlsa of etiaw and some other material. I be-

lieee tkey mn baildinf near Twickenham,aboat ten miles

tnm Lo«>o«.-B. M.

H»TT.] DUMBTER OF SPHKRK.-DiTido the square

af half the choid line or base of i he segment by the height

erTefssdaaa, andtotheqaotientadd the height or verseil

tea. IKeaiunrer will be the diameter required.

24in. ^ half the base rtduoed to inchea

M
M

48

aiii.)&7«

M
Hn. = height or vened sine.

Tila. - tti. lln.—Frakk Chessell.

|l»ni DIAMETER OF SPHERE.—OiTen the base of

lb* s^nent of a tpbere, 4ft. and the luielit 9iu. Kequii-ed

Um itiametnr of the sphere completed. Rule : divide the

•qun of half the base bj the vened sine (height), to the

qootient add the Tersed sin«, and the sum will be tlio

laogth of the diameter. Tho',

+ »in., or/— + »in. I =SJfl.+ 9in. =Oft.

U 12
'

lio., leiiftb of diameter,»W. S.

[I«T7] DIAMETER OP SPHERE.—Square half the
base of thejsegment given, 4ft. — 48iB- , divide by the height
- Ho., then add the height. Thus half of43 = 24 x 24 =
57« -^ 9 = 64 + 9 = 73in. = Cft. lin., the diameter of
spbcn complete.

—

Ali'Ha.

119601 WALL PAPEEL-If the wall will not hold
paatad damp-proof paper, tack it to the plasier and paste
the onUnary papor upon it. The damp-proof paper can
be booi^ at the paperhanger's.—P. D.

U9») WALL PAPER.—Wash the wall before paper-
ing with two or three coaU of shell or seed lac dissolved in
naphtha ot methylated spirit, tiU a slight glaze appears on
the Awe ofthe plaater, showing that it will not absorb more.—B. J.

[l!«8.ll WATERWORKS.-The following U the actual
oort In Liverpool of laying, lead waterworks, and labour,
ladoding opening and cloeing trench, with paving :—

Sto. pipea as above Is. 3d per yard lun
1»IL „ 3s. 8d. „
MIn. „ 8s. 8d.
S«in. ,. 13«. 9d.

Mr. BatMDan has estimated the coat of laying, lead, ard
kboar, tnoching, and carting as follows :—

3ia. pipes as above la ad. per yard ran
l*'n- ,. ^Od. „
Ma. „ 10s. od. „
3»io. „ 16s. Sd. „

KoU that tk« lint is tb« actual coat, the second the esti-
natad, tba kUtOT Indndbif carting As to the second part
oj Ika qanr, tbrn la do pnanue in the pipes beyond thatd— totha head of walar.bat there la the resisUnce to be
ovaraDBO—4nt ftom air, aeaondly from friction caused by
l|«Bd^ ortMa, Talves, and ineqaalitles in the pipes. Thepnama ofthe atawapbete la, aa we know, 151b. per s.uare
iBdl. TbefrletUm is so variable tliat an empirical rule
laiiiiot begiveD, but laUea mav be found in all books
tntfinc of hydnnlioa I will Just give him the i>ar.
ttealan afa teat I have been favoured with, the result of
wbfc* wja that on a length of J 69 miles there waa a loss
ofhMlfrDa MetioD of 19ft. iwr mile. On a leng h ofM« milaa Iha loaa waa lift, per mile. The pressure due
to a head of water U equal to the weight of a square inch
'?T5'""i:''^'°""'l'"^''/ "•• '"•d and the area of
the pins. For InsUiioe, take a head of JOOft., weight of
inch of watm- If . loog - -4341^ x SOO » 8«-8001b. pi»»-mn per amun tach. Say a pipe 2ft. dUmeter -452

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

P«OMjED Utiuzatiox or DtwDEB ScwAOB.—The re-
port «r Mr. Bfttomu), C.E.. on tk« drainage of DimdM andUKhM, Md tU atilizaU«n at the Mwage, wa» on Wednet-ay JMd iwfara Utm r<#Uco CoromlMJoDori. Mr B&t«man
IvovaM to dmia LoefaM, and to oonneot the tewen with»«• of Dnada^UMl dnw off the Mwaevtoa vacant fjxwe

of ground on the Liuka of Barry,about 2,000 acres in extent.

Ue efitimatflB the daily flow.of Benage at 20.000,000 gallons,

and the maximum flow, includitig f-t'irm water, a'

37,600,000. To cairy this quantity, ho prop ees the cou-

•truclion of asewer 5ft. in dianieer, with a fiill of -ft.

Oil), per mile. Tho bottom of the sewer would be at

Mouifieth Links, and at this place pumping cn.iues would

have to he erected for raising the sewage to such a level ai

wouM enable it to How by gravitation to Barry Links. The
length of the main sewer would be b\ miles. Three engines

of 60 horse-powur each would be i-equired to do the pump-
ing work, and their cwt, with that of the construction of

the sewer, would aniouut to £S2,00O. Tho annual expense

of pumping, tear and wear, &c., is stated at .£V00; and

taking the interest on a capital sum of £90,000 at Ij per

oent. llie total annual cost would be £4,700. The cost of

the ground to be acquiroil is estimated at £5 an aero, or

£10,000 for 2.000 acres. Mr. Bateman concludes as follows:
—**

1 he most carfful calculations upon the actual results

obtaint^d from sewage irrigation in other places show that

it« value, when applied to the production of grass, varies

from {d. to Id. per Um on the average of the year, and ap-

parently much more than this vhen applied to other crops.

Assuming but Jd. jwr ton, which is only half of the lowest

of these estimates, the annual value of the sewage due to

T20,00i) persons, when fully supplied with water, will bo

£8,600."

TnETFOBD. — On Tuesday week Mr. Arnold Taylor, one

of Her Majesty's sanitary inspectors, held a court at tlio

Thetfortt Town-hall, for the purpose of conferring with the

Local Board, and hearing evideuco as to the sanitary con-

dition of the town. Mr. Taylor also made a pereoual

inspection of the borough, whieh comprises 6,400 acres,

with a rateable value of £10,000. Mr. Taylor said that

although there were doubtless some bad places, on the

whole the sanitary state of the town was better than he

had expected to tind. In answer to questions as to what
he thought best to be done to meet the requirements of

the Privy Council as regards the drainage, &c., Mr.
Taylor said that the system of sewage irrigation hai been
found to answer best. As regards the water supply, he
contended that the adoption of a proper system of water
works would be a relief, rather than not, to the rates, and
landlords usually fonnd it to be more economical than the
system of puni^M and wells. The Board would in the first

instance have to construct the main, and the owners or
occupiers would have the water laid ou as they thought
proper. Thei-e was no compulsion as regards the con-
sumers, but it had generally been found that the tenants
of cottaga property preferred,when once adop ed in a town,
this system of water supply to that of the pumps or wells,

and were ready enough to pay the small additional tax.

As regards the cost, the inspector said a reasonable time
would be allowed the Board to construct their works,
and that the Act provided that such Boards might borrow
the requisite sum of money, and pay it back by annual
instalments. The meeting th4n dissolved.

Ht'RwoRTii-ON-TEE.s.—On Monday week a meeting was
held at Hurworthnan-Tees, in acconlance with the Sanitary
Act, for the purpose of receiving the report of the com-
mittee appointed to make inquiries and invite applications
for the situation of siu-veyor. The committee presented
applications and testimonials from Mr. G. Dickenson,
Darlington; Jlr. C. E. Crozier, Durham; Mr. John Ross,
Darlington ; and Messrs. I'Anson & Robinson, Darlington.
Mr. Dickenson proposed that he sliould bo paid 5 per cent,
up to £1,200, and 2i per cent, afterwards, or to do tlie

whole work for £100. Mesers. I'Anson fc Robinson offered
to carry ont the works on payment of j per cent, on the
estimata The other applicants tendered for 5 per cent.
Two motions were made, one that Mr. Dickenson should
be appointed, and the other that Messrs. I'Anson and
]{obiu8on should be selected. It was resolved by 14 votes
to 1 that Mr. Dickenson should be appointed to carry out
the works.

Sunderland.—At the monthly meeting of the Wear
Commission, at Sunderland, on Wednesday week, Mr. E.
C. RobBon moved the appoiutment of a committee to
attend the inquiry of the Rivera Pollut on Commission at
Sunderland or Durham (the clerk in imatiog that the
Commission would probably visit Sunderland), with
reference to the pollution of the river. The clerk and others
stated that all the rubbish of Durham was put into the
river, and carried down to Sunderland, where the Com-
missioners had to dredge It out. The motion was adopted,
the committee apiwinted to consist of the chairman of the
Works. Traffic, and Finance Committees, Alderman Cand-
liah, M.P., Mr. E. C. Ilobson, and Mr. W. Stobart.

SpEjiNVMooR.—Election of a Survkvor.—At the usual
monthly raeetmg of the Spennymoor Board of Ilealth on
Wednesday week, the only business of importance waa the
election of a surveyor and insjiector of nuisances, in tho
room of Mr. Byers, resigned. Three candidate? applied for
the vacancy, viz., Mr. R. Beckwith, Hudderstield ; Mr.
italph Foster, Gateshead ; and Mr. Robert Rule, Durham.
The applications and testimonials of the candidates having
been read, the Board proceeded to ballot for the choice of
one of the candidates, with the following result : For
Mr. Foster, 4 j Mr. Rule, 2 ; Mr. Beckwith, 1. An engage-
ment between Mr. Foster and the Board was then made
for twelve months, either party to give three months'
notice to discontinue the connection.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Durham County Permasest Building Socif.tv.—On

Thursday week a general meeting of the shareholders of
the unfortunate Durham County Permanent Building
Society was held in the offices in Sunderland, Mr. Alder.
man Wilson presiding, to consider the state of tho society's
fiuancialaflairs, and to decide on thecouraoio be taken with
respec: to tho |)eti ion in Chancery for the winding-up of
the concern prenon ed last week by Messrs. Oliver & Bot-
terell, on txslialf of clients. Mr. S. S. Hodgson, who is at
the head of the committee of investigation appointed some
time ago, and who presented a repori on the state of ihe
accounts at a previous meeting, now presented the report
of Mr. Tillman, architect, and another gentleman, who
liad been aniwinted to value tho property mortgaged tn the
ociety. From this rejKirt it appeared that the state of the
society'* affairs is very much worse than that which an ex-
amination of the lx«)k8 and accounts had previouHly re-
vealed. It was proiMwed by a shareholder that there should
be a volimtary winding-up under the insjiection of a commit
t©e of twelve of the shareooldeni, but after some discussion

this waa thought iui]>03sible: and it was therefore resolved
not to opp Be the jjctition in Chancery for winding up the
society. It w s resolved that Mr. S. S. Hodgson ^hollhl be
proposed as the official liquidator when tho matter next
came before the Court, and that the present solicitors

should be retained to act ou behalf of the society.

USTOX BUILDINO AND INVFSTMKNT SoCIFTTV. — TllC
tlfteeuth annual general meeting of this society waa held
on Tuesday week at the society's ollio s, Bridge-street,
Bristol, 'ihe report and balance-sheet, which were ex-
plained by the pccretary, presented evidence of the society
beiiig in a very satisfactory condition, both as regards
its securities and investments. It was shown that the in-
come of the socit'ty Jrom its commencement was £i:i2,000,
that there had been advanced on mortgage securities of
freehold and leasehold proi)erty over £73,(,(m, and that the
existing investments, exclusiveofaccumulations, amounted
to £'M\2 0. The total number of shares in force at the
(late of the balance sheet was 1,950 S-lOths, hold by :J7y

shareholders. 'Ihe secretary explained that the bonus
which had been allotted and paid to those shareholdrrs
whose shares ^^ei-ecomplHted, both borrowers .and investors,
was 7 392 per cent, on the amounts paid, or £5 Ts lUl i>er
share - equal to rather more tha.u a yeai's subscrip iou.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
A Disputed Contractor's Bill —Mftcalvf;, v Ditcit-

MONO.—la this case, heard at tiie Blat-kburn County
Court ou Monday week, it api>eared that the defen-
dant had taken the contract from a Mr. P'annvorth
for the erection of two cottages, and the plaintiff, who is a
contractor and builder, contrac ed to do the brick and
stone work of the two houses for £110. Some extra work
waa done, and the plain iff claimed £11 lis. lOd,, as a
balance of account, and for extra work. An agieoment
was signed bythe plaintiff before the work was commenced.
The work was to be done according to a plan deposited
with the clerk of the Local Board at Oswaldtwistle.

—

?or the defence it was contended that the extra work waa
occasioned by the blundering of ihc plaintiff, who had de-
viated from the plan and agreement. The ques ion was
raised as to whether the agreement, was altered after being
orignially written, and as the issue dovulved upon tliis the
case was adjourned for a week for the itroduction of a
wi neas who had seen the agreement signed.

Rights or the Crown ovkr Highways.—\ number
of men belonging to the Royal Engineers were summonad
before Mr. Maude, at the Woolwich Police Court, on.

Tuesday, at the instance of the Local Board. The War
Department had ordered that- tho Royal Marine Barracks
should be supplied with gas from the Government gas fac-

tory, and the Local Board refused permission to open the
public roads, except on condition that the War Office

should pay jtJ12 per year rental, being equivalent to the
sum which the Board would lose in rates by the gas supply
being cut off from the local compani's. The Ro;al Eugi-
neers. however, proceeded to open the roads, and were
snraraoned. Mr. CIulow, War Office solicitor, argued tliat

the rights of the Crown were superior to all local author! fy,

Mr. Maude declined to give judgment for the Board. His
opinion w.os that the Crown had certain rights over thu
Queen's highway, and that *he Board ought not to have used
a questionable power to obtain a collateral advantage.

The Lambeth Potteries Nuisance. — Several sum-
monses were heard before Mr. Ellieon on Thursday last.

under the Smoke Act, against etokers in the Srrvice of

Mr. Jamea Stiff, potter, of Lambeth, and fines inflieted,

ranging from 2s. Od. to £2, with coats. At the close of

tliese casds a number of gentlemen, including the Rev. Dr.
Lees ; Mr. L. H. Spooner, agent to the Archbishop of (.'au-

terbury ; Mr. Lee (Lee and Boulton), solicitors to the arch-
bishop ; Mr. Owen Lloyd Williams and Mr. Edward Brook-
ing, sanitary insi)ectora of S. Margaret's and S. John's,

Westminster, came before the magistrate to ask his assis-

tance under most important circuras ances. Mr. Siwoner
said they had to ask his worship for atlvice iu a matter
highly impor ant to health. For some time, not only the
inliabitantsi'i close proximity to the potteries of Mr. Stiff

and Messi-8. Doultoii, at Lambeth, bub also those on the

opposite sitlo of tho river, at Millbank and neighbourhood,
had suffered ftom the white va^wur frequently Usuing
from the chimneys. It wjw not the black smoke of which
the summonses just heard related to, but in reality muria-
tic acid. That^was amore dangerous thing to public health,

whilst it was extremely injurious to vegtjtable life. Even
the hardest stone would be affected by its action, and that
was evident iu some only a few mou ha back used iu the
alterations and improvements at Lambeth Palace.—Mr.
Ellison said he had no power under the Smoke Act to aid

the complainants, although iu the passing of that

act the matter now mentioned was referred to aa being

far more dangerous than the dense black smoke.

—

Inspector Heath, cf the L division, said every en-

deavour had been made to abate this dangerous nuisance,

but the authorities were powerless to proceed under tho

act. The vapour now spoken of came from the salting

fires used for glazing. — Mr. EIUmou said the only course

would bo to place the matter in tlio hands of the sani ary

au horitios, and proceedings might then be taken under
the Nuisance Removal Act with reference to noxious

vapour. Dr. Lees said he resided at Lambeth-terrace, and
that the nuisance waa most intolerable. He had sorno

few months back a number of picture frames gilded, which
were now quite blackened from the effect of the vapour.

Trees and shrubs likewise suffered. Another gentleman
from Millbank-road gave an account of the dangerous and
destiuctivo chat ;icter of tlie vapours from the potteries.

—

Mr. Elllaon said no doubt it was a moat important thing
, to put down, if possible, such a dangerous nuisance. Tho
complainants had better lay tho case l>efore Dr. PuckU',

the medical officer of health to tho vestry of Lambeth, ami
tho other sanitary authorities, in order to see what steps

could be taken. Ihe applicants, having thanked his wor-
ship, withdrew tooarry out hia suggestion.

The cculral shaft of the Hoosac Timnel is com-

plete. It is 1,030ft. deep. The tunnel proceeds at

the rate of 10ft. per day, and a total of ll,7C5ft

has been excavated.
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§m iffite Cabk.

Nkw Railway AVouks in Livkri-ool—The
railway oompaaiea are cutting up Liverpool. In

order to enable the Great Northern, the Man-
chester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire, and the Mid-
laud Hallways to compete with the Loaduu and
North-Weetern line, they have purchased a large

plot of property for a station in the very centre

uf the busiest portion of the town, including a part

iif Bold-street, which is the Bond-street of

Liverpool. This central station is to bo approached
by large tunnels, with shafts and sub-stations in

different portions of the town.

A Defect in the Smoke Nuisance Act.—

A

local contemporary calls attention to the fact that

the vapour of muriatic acid, which is injurious to

human life and destructive of vegetation, may be
emitted from chimneys with impunity, so far as

the Smoke Act is concerned. "That stupid

specimen of legislation was to have embraced a
clause bearing on this subject, but the Aet passed
without it. And now see the consequences. An
application was made at the Lambeth Police-court

on Thursday week for proceedings to be taken
against Mr. Stiff and Messrs. Doulton, the potters.

It was shown that the vapour coming from the
salting fires used for glazing in their potteries

endangered public health, destroyed everything

—

picture-frames, trees, shrubs, and even the stone
used in the repairs of Lambeth Palace. The magis-
trate was sorry, but could do nothing. The Smoke
Act deals with black smoke—this is white ; and so

proceedings will have to be taken under the
Nuisances Removal Act, if proceedings can be
taken at all."

The Air of London.—South London (says a
local journal) ranks next to the West-end in the
purity of its air, that is, in the abundance of
o.xygen it contains. This is demonstrated by tests

made by Dr. Angus Smith. Of oxygen in 100 parts
of air he found as follows :—W.C. and W. dis-

tricts, 20025; S. and S.W. districts, 20-S83; E.
and E.G. districts, 20-860

; and N., N.E , and
N.W. districts, 20-157. It will thus be seen, says
our contemporary, that the " northern heights of
London," supposed to le strongholds of health,

come out of this trial worse thaa«the maligned
South.

Accidents at the Hall of Akts and Sciences.
—On Wednesday afternoon two accidents oc-
curred at the Hall of Arts and Sciences now
erecting at Kensington. Apainter, whose name
cannot yet be ascertained, was at work in the
UDper part of the building, and while so occupied
dropped his brush down a large shaft. This
shaft ascends from the ground to the top in a
sloping and zig-zag manner, and contains several
bends or angles. The painter, thinking his brush
might have lodged upon the uppermost ledge,
leaned over, but losing his balance he was pre-
cipitated headlong about 50ft. It was impossible
for any one to follow, and as yet no one knows in
what part of the shaft the man is, or whether he
is alive. Very great excitement prevailed amongst
the men, as the brickwork at the bottom is of
immense thickness, and if broken through may
jeopardise the safety of the upper structure.
The other case was that of a lad about 15, who
was " lathing " for the plasterers, when the plank
he was standing on gave way, and he fell about
15ft. on to the edge of a large tub beneath, and
thence into the water. He fell upon his cheat,

and the injuries he received are likely to prove
fatal.

TnAsiWATS.—On Wednesday another portion
of the road tramway system now being constructed
in the South of London, extending from the
Horns Tavern, Kennington, to Hercules-buildings,
near Westminster Bridge, was opened for public
traffic. By this e-vtension the public will have
the advantage of direct tramway oommnnication
from Brixton to within a short distance of West-
minster Bridge.

Wood.—The consuraiition of wood in the
United States is enormous. Railway sleepers
alone require 150,000 acres of the best timber
every year. The annual expenditm-o in W8od
for railway buildings, repairs, and cars, is

•dH,rMt,000 dels. The locomotives in the United
States consume annually 56,000,000 dols. worth of
wood. The wood industry amounts to 500,000,000
dols. per annum, and there are 400,000 artisans

wood.

Cj)ips.

It is proposed to form a now cemetery and burial

ground for tlio Halo district, Farnham.

The two experts who were appointed to report
regarding the fjill of the gable at Bcimont-cresecnt,
Glasgow, attribute the fall of the wall to the inferior

iiuality of tlio ttonc and lime used, ami to the too-

hurried construction not allowing time for the con.
solidation of the mortar. This is the old story.

Inferior materials and inferior work, and rapid do.

cay and destruction as the inevitable consequence.

In south London a piece of land is advertised by
an auctioneer for sale as folio ,vs : --" This eUgiblo

Elot of laud to bo let on long buildinuf lease, or to

e sold ; e'/uiiJli/ uniied for a church itr a tavern.''

It is stated that the Companionship of the Bath
is to bo conferred upon Sir William Tite, M.P.

Millbrook Church, Hants, is to bo rebuilt, at an
estimated cost of between £5,000 and £B,000i

Tt is said that a new Masonic Hall is to be built

iu Park-row, Bristol. The entire plan embraces a
banqiieling hall, with its necessary appendages,
including kitchens, and will cost ±-5,000.

Oldstook Church, Wilts, was reopened yestoiday

(Thursday), after restoration.

An exhibition of occlosi.astical art is to be held at

the fhilarmonic Rooms, Southampton, during the
week of the Church Congress.

(jDimber ^ritbe |lelritlu.

Mo8sr3 Cliurclill & Sini-g sale on the 28th ult. cou-

gisted uf

40,000 Spruce deals, &c.

130,000 Quebec [liue deals, (fee.

;iO,000 S. Peter3l)urg, Onega, and Archaugel deaU, &c
00,000 Swedi.-ih deals aud battens

50,000 Norway deals aud battens

40,000 Finland deals and battens

2,000 Pitch pine planks
200,000 Prepared flooring boai-ds .

3,400 Fresh Norway spars
00 Riga logs

40 Loads Stottiu oak
200 „ Swedish balks
120 ,, Picton birck
20 ,, Quebec hickory
20 „ Quebec walnut
60 ,, Quebec birch

17-'> ,, Quebec oak
100 ,, Quebec red pine
2o0 ,, Quebecyellow pine

^I, 800ft. Nonvay and Swedish mouldings
Arc, <Sic.

Prices asunder:

—

Per £ 5. £ s.

Archangel 2nd yellow Petg. std 9
Uo. deck do. 8 10

Ujorueboig yellow do. ti 15 to 7

Do. -vvlnte do. 5 15
Christiana raiUsawn yellow do. 8 5 ,, 8 10
Dram 3rd yellow 2J x 6i 120 12It. 5 10 „ 6 10

Do. 2uddo do. 8 15
Do. 3rd white do. 5 0„ 5 10

Christiana 2nd yellow do. 6 10,, 7

Do. 3rd do do, G
Drob.ach -white balks load 1 6

FredricksLadt 2nd yellow Petg. std-. 8 10
Georgia pitch pine do. 12 5 ,, 12 15
Gothenburg mixed yellow 3 x 9 do. 9

Do. 3rd do. 4x9 do. 8 10,, 8 15
Do. 3 X 9 do. 8 15
Do.4 X 6 do. 7 10
Do. -ith yellow 4 X 6 do. 1 o
Do.3 X 9 do. 9
Do. 1th white 4 x 9 do. 8 15
Do. 4 X 6 do. 8 5

Holmstrand 1st white 2J x 8J 120 12f>. 8 10
Kragero mixed yellow 2i x 8.J...Petg. std. 8 5 ,, 6 10

Do. 3rd yellow 2J x 7 do. 6 15
Do. mixed white 2.J

x 7 do. 6 15
NyCarleby mixed yellow 2.J x 7 do. 8

Do. whites X 11 do. 8
Do. 2* X 9 do. J

Do. 24 X 7 do. 7

Do. 3 X 7 do. 7
Petersburg Ist yellow 3 X 11 do. 12 15 ,, 13

Do. 3 X 9 do. 9 10
Do. 1st white 3 x 11 do. 9 10 „ 9 15
Do. 3x9 do. 8 15,, 9 5
Do. 2J X 7 do. 8 10
Do. 3 X 7 do. 7 10 ,, S 10
Do. 2nd white 3 x 9 do. 7 10

Onega 1st yellow 3 X 11 do. 15
Do. 3 X 9 to. 14
Do. H X 7 do. 13 10
Do. 1st white 2i X U do. 9 5

Quebec 1st bright 12ft. 3 X 11 do. 19 10
Do. Ist dry floated do. 17
Do. 2nd bright do. 13 5
Do. 2nd dry floated do. 12 „ 12 10

Do. 3rd bright do. 9
Do. Srd dry floated do. 8 15 „ 9
Do. oak load 10

Do. hickory do. £4 23. 6d.

Do. 1st spruce 120 12ft., 3x9 18 10

Do. 2nd do do. 14
Do. 3rd do '. do. 13 15

Do, 1st retl pine 8 X 11 Petg. std. 18

Do.3 X 7 do. 14

Do. 2iu dj. 13

Quebec 3ud red pine 3 x 11 Petg. ttd. £11 15toC12 15
Do. 3rd do. 3x 11 do. K 10
Do. (9fl.) 3 X 11 do. 7 15
Do, 3 X 7 do, 6 15

RimouskiSrdsprucoa x 7 ...120 12ft.3, 9 11 15

„ Do. 1st do, 3 X 11 do. 18 „ 18 S
Do. .1x8 do. 13

Do.3 X 7 do. 14
Do. 2ud sprucu 3 x 11 do. 13 ,, 13 10
Do. 3x8 do. 12 5
Do. 3 X 8 do. 12 16

Seroko 1st yellow 3 X 11 Ftg. std. 14 5
Do. 3 X 9 do. 13 6
Do. 2J X 7 do. 12 10
Do. ij X 7 do. 12 10
Do. 2nd do. 3 X 11 do. 10 15
Do. 3 X 9 do. « 10
Do. 1} X 7 do. «
Do. 1} X 7 do. »
Do, 3rd do. 3x11 do. 8 15
Do. 3x9 do. 8 10
Do. 11 X 7 do. 8
Do, 1} X 7 do. 8 6
Do. 4th yellow 3 x 11 do. 7 16

Swartwiok Srd yellow 3 X 9 do. 8 15,, 9
Do.8x 7 do. 7 10 „ 7 15
Do. mixed 4 x9 do: 10

Stockvikeu mixed yellow 3 x 8 do. 8
Do. .3rddo. 3 x 8 do. 7 10

Soderham 3rd yellow 2i x 7 do. 8 10
Uleaborg mixed yellow 4 X 11 do. 9 15

Do. 4x9 do. 9 S
Do. 3 X 9 io. 9

Do. 3 X 7 do: 8 5
Do. 1 X 9 do. 7 10
Do. IJ X 7 do. 8
Do. 1 X 7 do. 7 10

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Taali I(»d£13
Quebec, red pine .... SIS

„ yellow ptne.. 4
St. John N,a yellow
Quebec Oak, white., ft

„ birch 3 15
„ elm 4 5

Oantdooak
„ ta 3 S

Memel ar 3 10

Bi^a 3 10
Swedish 2 It
MastBiQaebecredpiae 3 15

.. yellow piae.. 3 15
Lathwooil.Dantzic.fm 3 15

., St. Petersburg 5 1)
Deals, pre, 12 ft. byS
by 9 in.,

Quebec, white spruce 13
St.Johu,whiteflpruce,12 I)
Yellow pine, per re-
duced C.

Canada, let qnaUtj. IS 1

P

Snd do 12
Archangel, yellow .. 11 10

St. Peteraborg.yel... U 10

TI3IBER.

13 Ic Finland 47 10
4 15 Hemel
4 15 Gothenburg. yeUow 9

0| „ white 8
6 lO.Oefle, yeUow 10 5
5 OlSoderham 8 1>
S SlChriaUanla, per 0.,

Ol 12 ft. by I by > In.

4 lol yellow 10
4 10 Flooring boards. i)er

4 lOi sq. of liii., flist yel 7 ft

3 olFirst white 7
5 5 Second qualities .... 6 ft

5 5 Ponios Stokb pr ton ft

A 10 Oiu, Ac.

ft 10 Seal, pale,... per tuo .'ft

St)erm body 80
Cod 38

IS 1) Whale, Sth. Sea, pale 36 10
14 Olive, OalHpolt 44

Cocoanut, Coohin,toa 41 10

Palm, flue 33 10

Unseed 30 5
Bapeseed, Bug. pale.. 43 1)

OottoniMd 28

18 1

13 10

18
13

£8 10

11

9
12 10

12

12 10

10 «
« •
B a
a

3ft 10

38 10
37
49

MetALB.
Lkad —

Pig, Foreign per ton
„ Ku«usa W.B do
., LadCo .....•..., do
,, Oherbrantls ».... do

Sheet Milled do
Shot, Patent ^ do
Re<l or Hlnlum do
Llthirg". W.B do
WhlteDry do

,, ground In oil ,. .. do

OorpKK :—
British—Cake aud Ingot per ton

£,7 10 X
19 10 2)
ID 15 «t

19 19 i>

ao 10
32
19 15 21 10 o

3J

Best Selected
fheit

do
do
do
do
do
do

Bottoms „..
Australian
S[)iui8b C^ke ..............
Chili Bars, cash

,. Refined ingot do
Yellow Metal per lb

lous :—
PiR in Scotliuid. ca<(h per ton
Welsh Bar, in Loudon do

Wales do
Staffordsliire do
Rail, in Wales do
Sheets, single in Loudjn do
H-'Ups, fltit quality do
Nail Rwl do
Swedish do

78
78
89 11 72
«9
«2 n S3

68 71

6i

£J 11 ,

7 3 (1 7 rj 8
8 12 8 « 15

7 10 8

7 7 !t

9 10 10 5

8 10 9 .->

7 10 3
9 15 10

Crak fete.
-

The Portland Stone Trade.—We are glad to note an
impetus m this traile. Several of the qilarries have

received orders, and the saw mills will have enough work
to keep them employe<l till November.

TENDERS.
Wil.DERN-BSS-BOW.—For New Foresters' Hall, Messrs

George Lansdown & Pollard, surveyors ;—
Extra if malm

facing.

. £50

. 65

. 47
. 120

B. Nightingale £7829
Kingt Son 7700

W. Higgs 7653

Crabbe & Vaughan 7600
London Building Co 7370 3 J 10

Eaton & Chapman 7320

Capps (fe Ri SI 7176
Winship 71.30

Wicks, Bangs, & Co 6989

30
4«
40
40

W. Uenshaw 6S65 45

W. Wigmore 8S50 4 6

Crockett 6639

Hoaie (Si Clolaad 8298

31

\U
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Kcw*«ioii.—Far th* «netiaii of usw iuanaur and

Mhw baitdii«s Ibr Um fOknliuu of tli« poor of ths

WBMiM * H. SuaB SmU. aichitMt. Qiumtitiw sapplml

^ H,Mi, UoidovB* * Follanl uxl Uassn. Uaim d:

J. «A.WTisk'.
T.A G. Bo^
J. D.OiMrUBJ
Bciim* WhiM....

R.IMT
W.^dnH
J.A8. WaUuM
CappaAKMw
Ciabb * VaoihaB .

.

W.Bio*
Blacknon* Harlejr..

Muiiaj A Bopn
Xarkwick * Ibiucoad
W. WigmoTB
J. A. WUion
HatitbAw
um, KelhUl,*Oo...
J.T. Cbappls

if
0|

£
40816
40530
SS7M
SStU

38100
ST9S0
37370
36»60
S68:S
swa
3«8M
38174
3^>U9
3»1SS
SMM
33*57
33740
S3783

£
700
650
050
433

£
55
130
ISO
33

450
350
320
400
«00
000
450
303
4«S
7l»0

440
380
500

410

£
40060
39780
SSOSO
37943

87690
37485
37000
seooo
36525
362 7.S

36191
S56«6
351 53
34585
34550
33457
33270
33233

LiaBKTH.—For mwn for paroli of LAinb«tb. Mr.

Bii(h Mclntodi. MrTeyor :-
Oradua fissoo

Diddomu * OUnr 12310

Brown.
Jadoott
Harm..

11P68
iimo
10600
10013
•710Fnnon

BlbhMd 0700

(iooiMit SO50

Wtcmora 8999 10—^*
8900BitaoD.

Majo .

Carter .

TRACING AND DEAWING PAPEBS and
KOTK BOOKS. Messrs. I.ktts. Pos A Co., Now Cross, lisvo p^a-

chop series cl • Soctionil " Papers, .vc, on "'
t'l-.P;'"' ™".,J°

drawn t) sc«lo «nJ colouroj, plth.^iu llio r,il.-,l lirn-i .linking

oWortlonsbW throngli tlio wort. Thty »ro ruloil In «.iimrc». 1-W

lA !«. I-*, aiiW liolies, inoi^aslng by eighths to 1 Incli. Sped-

lMttsiuidprioMlorw«ni«lwUlioat oJlarge.on receipt of stojnped

addressed enrelope.

THE

ENGLISH MECHANIC
AND WORLD OF SCIENCE.

WITH WlftCH ABE INCOBPOKATED

" The Mechanic," " Scientific Opinion,".and

" The British and Foreign Mechanic."

rnicr: twopexce weekly.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BOTLDINQ
ESTIMATES.

Po«T««oi-TB DR.UNAUE WoKKs, Oct. 15.—Coutract

No. 10.—For lajing down, constrnctiug, and completely
a^i.hinn alao (or maintaining the same lor twelve

ndar monthi attar comiiletion, various brick, pipe,

1 eaat-iion drabu, for the purpose u( conveying the

nn-watar into tlio barboar now discharged into the

BUNUa and mill-dam. S. J. EUlott, Clerk to the Local

Board.
8. Habt Abbott's, Kkxsington, Oct. 11.—For the

eraetion of a diapensarr, relief office, and work rooms, at

KoUing-bfll Beaben 6recu, Clerk to the Ouardians, 1,

DaTonahiie-t«Traoe, Wrigbt'ii-hioe, Kensington.

IJLaTBB, iKKtAxn, Oct. 1!).—For the erection of a

braneli bank at Oranard. The Manager, Ulster Bank,

Gtanard.
Gbbxt Eastees Railway Compasy, Oct. 10.—For the

paTcbaae ol old scrap iron, &c. J. B. Owcu, secretary,

Biahopagate Terminus, London, N.E.

BaixnrBU., Boltosle-Moous, Oct. 17.—For building

a new eborcb at Uailiweli. Uev, Ai-thur Packer, the

Vioaac*, HaUiwcU. Arcliitccts, Messrs. Payley and
Aoitia, Laaeaaler.
BBAOroBC Wateewobes, Oct. 17.—For making a

tiunel aboot 4,0(X)ft. long, with certain wells, conduits,

Bad otliar worka connected therewith, at Denholmc and
Uxanbope. Town Clerk, Corporation Olliccs, Bradford.

Biaaor'a Ca»ti.e Hiohwav Distkict, Oct. 14.—The
Hlghvaj Board of the said District will consider any
ta&dars wat mar be forwarded to them for the erection

at four btidcea u> the pariah of Buckuell, in the county
of Salop, nans and specifications arc deposited for in-

ifcrtinn at thahoitsa of Mr. .John Lord, in the said

viUsg* of BoduiaU. I'ersous desirous of contracting are

reqacwted to send in tenders for each ijridge scpiinitely,

BM ail altcmativo tender for the erection of the whole.

Mtmn. Pardoe and Ncwlli, Clerks, Bishop's Castle.

BRitiBTOif, Oct. 81.—Fur the construction of the inter-

eapting and outfall sewers. David Black, Clerk to the

Board, yro. Urn., Town Kali, Brighton.
DswaBUBY, Oct. 14.— For the various worka required

in th« erection of four bouses and shop. John Uaii,

Btchiteet, Ac, Laed*.

BANKRUPTS.
(to SDBBK.tnCH IS THE <tH*!CTaV).

Jofan I«wioo, Jan., WbitaUbie, builder, Oct. 31.

rtBLlC EXAMINATIOS.—Act, 1869.

Oc'. 17, W. Brown, Liverpool, painter. - Oct. 19. J. Hes-

sian, Birmingham, timber daaler.—Oct. 'U, 3. Mmith,

Blackbam, stono mercliaut.— Oc'. 35, ii. Carter, Uartie-

poo , builder.
DIVIDKJID METTIXOB.

Oct. 10, 8. Cochran and J. I'arker, Chorton-npon-Med-
lock, bnilden.—Oct. 18, G. Ilan ej, Leigh, Ewei, plumber.

PKCtAUATlOS oy niVir.K.ID.

David Terry, Wbltwood, near Castlefoid, builder, div. 4s,

scorr-fl saqt'E^TBATlON.
William aod James Davidson, Nairn, builders, Oct. ,13.

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGEArilS &
BOOKS.

A Set ol 8 PH0T00RAPH8 (monnted In o«dl«Mri). trom Ibe ori

liiisl drawiuits of the I'ttlZg UK9I0H of the MANCUEbl EK
TOWN HALL conutetltion. SUe o( the photograph 12 by ICl. 1 rice

*^LITHOGRAPH of tho HOTEL DE VILLK AT HAMBUKHU
(the prise dosign]. by O. O. SCOTT. E«.i., Areblteot il U.

.

A PHOTOOBAl'H (iiiouiilcd on wirdhoardi at the a»»iac,

COURTS AT MANCHK3TEK by A. WATKBH0U8E, Esq. Archi-

t»ct. 81u> of the |>holosr«ph M by 'il. £1 H.
The Above, belus very suggestive designs, would be nsefm to s!l

KXECCr^ED^EXAMPLES OF OHCRCHES, CHAPELS. MAN.
810N8, and VILLAS, to be completed in Five Dlviaiona, At 10s. Od.

eMb. Tlieftrat andsecondilivisionoonly just out.
. , .,

These esAiupl™ are by dilHreut Arohileeli. and tbey oonUiu the

•otnAl cost of o«cL builJIug. and the uiAterials used, together

with lh»H1^3UnJ.'iiid chainberpl.-uis. ..t.^-t. o
CUt'KCHEd and CHAPELS erected liy O BIDLAKE, Esq.,

Atchitecl, Wolverhaiiipton, with the plans and the actual co4 of each

eteclion, together with the b)at arraugemeuts of the «eaU, both in

the gallery and the ground floor. 126. 6<1.
.

This liltle book is quite a favourite wilh the profesnon on account

of the well-known ability of the archilect in demgoiug and carry-

log out the different Nonconformist Chapels and Schools Houses,

&o.. In dllTereut iMsrU of England. .
, , , „ n ,

The above PholoBrapiu and BooIib can be had from the Pub-

Usher. S. BIBBECK, Bookseller, 10, Church-Street, Lozella road,

Binniugham.

By THOMAS MORRIS. Architect

A HOUSE FOR THE S CJBURBS.
j\. Socially aud Ar;hit«cturaUy aketched, with a Prefatory

GluQce at the Great City. Third EJition, with Ueatsn^. l-«- ta.

How to Value, CUiai Protect.

A CLUB TO RAILWAY AND OTHER
Coinpensatlo i for Property and Person, the Nature and Value ol

Estates, and Principles of Parochial Assessment 4s. 6d.

A DISCOURSE upon DILAPIDATIONS,
EcclMiaatical and G«neml their Nature and the PrincLpIfB of

A«-Mii.ent succinctly demonstrated. With Apiwndix on Party-

walli, ft) , 4s.

A POPULAR OUTLINE of PERSPEC-
TIVE orOraphicProJ^ctlon, Parallel, Diagonal, ran-angular, Gr.ici-

" ' * Loudqu : SIMPKIN, UABSHALL, and 00.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Davldaiai aad Bcamail, London-street, Fenchurch-

tsast, drll angiiMan.—Oardlnar and Bell, Great Kuaiell-

stnet,8t. OHaaln-tbe-Plelda, architects and surveyora.—
0. aad J. Holiday, Kew?al, juinen.—Bryan and Jolley,

BnrtJey, cnginscts.— ICenyon and Co., Leeds, engiueers.

BATH STOVB OF BEHT QUALITY.
lUifDiu., BAUHnnui, and Cohpaky, Limitcd. Quarry.

a*B aad IHom Mercfaanta, llaih. Li«t of Prices at the
Qaanfaaaad Osnita; alau c-at fjr Traniittoauy part of
yw Called KisfiwiB, fumiaiicdrm applicttioM.

BATH HTONE OFFICE,
(AOTT.] Conham. WilU.

Office—31, Tavistock-^tkeet, Covent-garden.

And all Booksellers and Newsagents.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS by
WILLIAM BURGKS. This work will be ready for piblica-

tiou in about atr weeks' time. The subBcriptioa list, In whi<;h there

lemaiu fifty vacaucio*. will go to press at the end of tins mouth.

Subscribers' names will be received by Mr. W. Burg«p, 15, Bucking-

ham-street. Strand, W.C.

On Hatorday next, in crown 8vo., with 150 wood.nti, prici lOs. 6J.

cloth,

A RUDIMENTARY MANUAL OP
X\_ AUCHITEf'TURE: b-ing a Concise History and Eicplana-

lion of the piindpal Btylea of Euroi>eau A-chitecture, Aucifiit.

Medi;uval, and JieuaisBance ; with their chief variitiona described

and illustrated. To which is appended a Glossary of Technical

Term*. By Thomas UmiiKU., Author of "The atepping Stone to

Architectore."
Loudon: LONGMANS, GREEN A CO., Pateruoster-row.

THE TRADES' ACUMEN : .a Table for
readily Ascertaining the number of yanls. frtt inches, and

p-vrrs in anything th«t rcnuires Measuring. No trade shou'd be

without it. Post free for 13 stsmp'.

Publiihed and sold by ». FUNKENSZTEIN, 23, Great
Queen-street, Holb'^ru.

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

X J- J- OOEDES & CO.,
'^r tlic ratcntccs and Manufacturers of tlic

jsAi. well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Ewbank's Nails),

Dosira to make it known that they have adopted

a "star'' or "cross," as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent out by them,

except Clasp, bear this mark upon their heads, and
that within every package sent from their works

is also placed a card bearlnif their name and

address. All their bags are also branded CoRDiis

an<l Co.

The Nails are manufactured by J. J. ConDE.s and

Co. otit of Scrap and the best kinds of Pig Iron,

and have long since earned the reputation of being

superior to all others. The Nails are all uniform

in make and (umlity, each one perfect, and count

out full 1,000 to the M.

DOS WORK?, NEWPORT, MON.

C. H. DAVIES and 00.'

S

GENUINE AND AUTISTIO

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B,—Dwignoi-uand Tractical Joinors,

CAUBBIDGE HALL* BEWMAK STREET,
LONDON,

LIVERPOOL VICTORIA LEGAL
FRIENDLY SOCIETY.

ESTABLISHED M.\IICII, 1843.

Chief Office :—23, Islington, LlverpooL
London Office :—a, Commeicuil-atreet, Shoreditclu

Tliia Society has been In active operation for 26 years, and takes
rank with the Tory tlrat institutions of its kind.

Claims paid £142,9W
Paid-up Capital 26,y46

Saved laitt 13 months IMi

Wanted, a few energetic Agents and Collectors.

Eules, prospectuaea, and any information can be obtained of

J. JONES Loudon Mun»gor.

KC) AAA READY to be ADVANCED

TEMPERANCE PERMANENT LVND AND BUILDING
30C1ETV,

ON FREEHOLD AND LEASEHOLD PROPERTY.
For any period of years not exceeding fifteen, the mort«iM,'« being

redeemable by equal monthly iustalineuU. Interest (in additiin to

n PinAll premium) 5 per cent, on the balance each ye«r. Ai';»ly to

HBNKV J. PHILLIPS, feectetary.

Oilices—4, Ludgatehill, L'^udon, E.C.

Note.—More than One Million anda Quarter Pounds Sterling have

been advanced upon house property alone.

PORTLAND CEMENT
GUARANTEED.

Tito POHTLAND CEMENT manufactured by Messrs. Putcrs

Bros , on their Woiiidhiim Hill Estate, ou tho River Uedway, near

Bocheater, Kent, BupDlled to Her Majesty's ((overomant. Chatliaiu

Dockyard ExteuBioii Works. Htrbour and Docks of Bermuda, Metro-

politan fLondon) Board of Works, *c., f*t.-<l&m\ proved the best

rortlaud Cement, is coufideiitly reoommended, always gmiravu^ci

to sUnd both testa, and •bricks" can be seen actuUly uribrukeu

after havlug been subjected to a tensile etruiu of I:!J01bs. to tlie liia.

—70iilb8. lOuive the required atreogth.

Made from Gray Stoue and Alumina, the component parts of

which do not vary, this Portland Cement i» always to ba deiiended

upon with cerUintyforft/ivitf/f/t and voloni; and is free from all

tbedefecisof Commoo Clmlk and Lias-made hu)i-.7W'(J'('|''W P""*

land Cementa, in which no confidence can be placed, aoa have

proved to be in some iuatances no better than Common Limes.

Meaare. Peters Bros, have great pleasure in Informinir tbeirf riends

that they have completed tbeir Extensions, tho W orka having now
greater capabilities thaa any on the Med way.

^_^

ITALIAN AND,OTHER MABBLE3.

AYLWIN, STAMPA, & Co., CARRARA
Wharf Orosveuer-road.Vimlii.'o, S.W.. and Steam Paw MiUa.

Auckland «tr«et, Vauxhall, 8.B., .uco««.oni to B. Kahriuotti, and

Bole afients lu Euglaud for the aatoofthe pjodutcolthe Me-Br8. FAU-
KICOTTI'S QHAKRl Ks, .te. at Carrara, Italy, bavo on Siil. a woll-

idected stock of StaHmry. Vein, SioiUan. Dove, BardUla, BUck and

tiolJ and other Coloured Marbles and Alabiuter. most in comiuaud,

lu Blocks, Slabs, and Tiles. Harble sawn by Improved luachlnery,

and ripiied into scantlings. I'ljwerful Steam Lathes for tnruiug

Marble, Granite, or stone columns, *c., up to l*2lt. in length, bbll*-

piug orders for India and the Colonies promptly e^tecuted.

MAIIBLK FIGDEKS, VASKS, *0.

A YLWIN, STAMPA, & Co. ABE EN-
XV allied to execute with the greatest facility and economy orders

for Fisfurea suitable for Gallery, Monumental, and Garden purpoMS,

as well as all other descriptions of Decorative Sculpture work, in

l>oth Statuary and Sicilian Marble. Sculptor, own Models wo.ked

in Marble. Solid Marb'e Bitbs, Mortars. Vases. Sc., kept m stook

at Carrara Wharf, Grosvenor road, Pimlico, S.W^

T EKOY'S IMPEOVED PATENT NON-
I 1 CONDUCTING COMPOSITIOIf for CO,\.TING BOILERS,
STEAM I'll'ES. and other highly heated surfaces. Much superior tj

Felt or any other composition as regards Economy, Lightness, pnra-

bllil'y. Adhesiveness, and EUectiveness, to prevent tlio rwiiatioii of

Beat, save Fuel, increase tho power of steam, and keep the Stoke Hole

aud Engine Boom cool ; It will at once show a leak ; it cannot ealcU

or communicate tire. Used by ll.M. Government In the Dockyard.,

4c La Hundreds of references and testimonials, and all luftr m.^

lion at F. LEEOY and CO.'s, Sole-Manufacturers, \i, Grayatreet,

near I'hilpot-atreet, Commercial-road, E.

MOKTAB MILLS "and PORTABLE
STEAM ENGINES FOR SALE OB HIRE -Stationary and

Donkey Engine-,, -steam Pans, Cornl.li and other Boilers, Furnace

Work, Safety Valves, Steam and Water Gauge.. Pun,i» Tank.,

Shattlnj, Coupling, Plummer Blocks. Rigger. F'^-''^™'''
^^;

«"

Runnera, Hydraulic and Screw Presses, Punching and Shearing

UaehUie., Hydro extractors. Saw frame, and Beucbes, l,r-.ba. Jacks,

Block, and other nselul machinery.-T. T. TAYLOR, 4', VV bile-

street. Borough.

N.B.—Plant arul Machinery Purchmed. (CmW

r>OyAL POLYTECHNIC—Tho accom-
t pushed PKAEOEU FAMILY (six in

'"'•l"'"''' 'l?" SS''",;^

Irom Copenhagen, and will give Ihelr roll, edan 1 ^'''8'";'^"?,'^^^™

dailyathaUpaetS and 8. commencing
f'^^'^' i"^''lZ,f±Z''''^

fessir Pepper 1. preparing an eh.borat« I'«'^'"»,''"'*''* ",' '°"'Jij
THE PUKSENT WAB. and the ImplomenU of De.trucUou uaeu

thereat.—The GHOST at quarter to 3 and qmu-ter-liast 7.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S

Sohl by nil Dealers throuBhout the World-
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THE QUEEN ANNE MANIA.

THE race of Fashion has led men as well
as women, in modern times, tlirough

some strange vagaries, and. architects have
succumbed to quite their share of such
fooleries. It is seldom, however, that any
phase has failed of finding some good raison
il'etre, at least during the early period of its

existence. It has probably been but a re-
action from some previous extravagance with
which society had become satiated, and was
reasonable enough until it, in its turn, broke
its proper bounds and became extravagant
likewise. Ample grounds could be alleged
for the introduction of crinoline, but when it

became too ample equallyjust appeared those
advanced for its discontinuance. So the poke-
bonnet of the Quakeress, and the mere butter-
fly perched on the fair head of the girl of the
period, as if in derision of any supposed need
for a covering, might each lay claim to have
much to say for themselves. The difficulty

is to find thejuste milieu, and were that found,
then tliere would be another difficulty in get-
ting people to be content with it for longer
than its own short day. Of each architectural
fashion, in like manner, much has been writ-
ten botix for and a^'ainst, with no very varying
amount of truth in the arguments ; the
doughty champiuus on eacli side being only
\vrong in persisting to look solely at the side
of the shield next to himself.

AVe speak of course of the successive phases
that have flourished and passed away since
architecture proper died and eclecticism took
its place. While the former lived it changed
often quite as ([uickly, but men stopped not
then to reason of what they did or proposed
to do. When, however, the word Renaissance
was invented, men began to study the matter
as a science, and reasoned out what they should
do, and consequently fell into confusion and dis-
agreement at once, chasing one half-truth after
another like will-o'-the-wisps. An impartial
review of the mighty warfare that has long
been waged bythe adlierents ofthe Greek and
Gothic schools of recent times would be amus-
ing, and the candid critic would probably
come to acknowledge that both were rightand
wrong as well, and to see that the implacable
antagonists were worthjr but one-sided indi-
viduals, just as a calm historian of our Revo-
lution can now concede to the memory of
Royalists and Roundheads alike.

Throughout the recent changes of fashion
in architecture we may note with pleasure a
contintious excellent motive directing the
movers thereof. How true and pure, for in-
stance, were the principles of the intelligent re-
vivalists of Greek art at the time of Stuart and
Revitt ? Did they not rightly give their ad-
hesion to the refined laws of beauty that they
discovered in the Athenian architectural re"-

mains ? Was not the re-action which they
commenced against the low character of work
in vogue in their day a healthy one ? It was
only when their principles were strained to
an extravagant point that they gave way,—
when pediments and porticoes were stuck in
Iront of every country house to darken the
windows and give no shelter in return,—that
the application of Greek architecture to Eng-
lish buildings became absurd. The manly
and bold protest to this abuse of a good thing
which Pugin inaugurated, again, had much
to recommend it. Truth and honesty in con-
struction was a good watchword in his mouth,
and again and again have more recent refor-
mers striven to bring modern Gothic into a
more directly utilitarian path.
The cry for strict utilitarianism has brought

another fashion into vogue—a strange one to

most people's fancy at the first, and certainly

one that seems liable sooner than most of the

vagaries we have noticed to lapse into its ex-

travagant stage. We refer to what we have
termed at the head of our article " The Queen
Anne Mania." We happen to have before us

a curious collection of documents which throw
some light upon its earliest stages and subse-

quent history— a Sibylline series of aphor-

isms sent to us some years since at varied in-

tervals of time by a warm expounder of the

cause. We shall refer to them again, but
would first note what we can recollect

of previous quiverings of the Gothic earth-

crust from the pent-upsmouldering fire below.
" Ye Pointed arch is the origin of all evil

"

was an inscription which greeted us over the

sported oak of a sceptical friend many years

ago, and we took some trouble to try to ascer-

tain what, in the opinion of this scoffer, was
the opposite principle—the origin of all good
—but we failed to gain a definite reply. Per-

fection seemed to be attained in his ideas by
a round hole in a blank expanse of wall

—

contrast and breadth being the only side of

tlie shield then exposed to his organs of vision.

We have watched with some care the develop-

ment of this round-hole style, but are forced

to own that its outcome is as yet concealed

from us.

The Queen Anne Mania is of somewhat
more recent date, but of parallel progression.

A calm review of the historic style we have
alluded to, of the edifices of the reign of Queen
Anne, and of their ornamentation and the

details of their furnishing, has forced upon
some candid minds a recognition of the fact

that they possess many admirable qualities—

•

not contrast and breadth particularly, but
delicacy and what is called domesticity, or

our old friend utilitarianism in another guise.

Modern Gothic has been weighed by the said

candid minds and found wanting, nay, con-

victed in more, than one case of even vulgarity

and coarseness. It is true that from the
coarseness paraded and gloried in at the
Strand Music Hall, for instance, the higher
school of Meditevalists were free, but yet
much mud rightly thrown at such works had
rebounded and more or less bespattered thera.

A re-action seemed called for ;
' the spindle

legs of Queen Anne's tables and chairs dis-

played markedly the very opposite qualities,

and, moreover, their transcendent excellence
had already been consecrated by the approval
of the very highest artist authority of the age.

The fashion first set in for Queen Anne's
furniture, and the vernacular Gothic attempts
in the same direction were voted clumsy in

comparison, and more suited for execution in
stone than in wood. Afterwards the decora-
tive parts of the houses of that date came in
for much just approbation,—the delicate

plaster-work of the ceilings, the admirable
marble chimney-pieces, the wrought-iron
gateways, and the balustrades to the staircases

uf the same material. Subsequently the
fabrics of the houses themselves came in lor

their share, and, we think, for more than their
share of attention. Certainly, as compared
with the dreary rows of houses, such as Har-
ley-street and the like, and modern speculat-
ing-builder's work, the old mansions inQ aeen's-

square show to advantage, but the praise
lavished upon them was too indiscriminating.
Not only the general proportions, but even
the sash-trames brought to the surface ofthe
walling, was found to be full of tone, and the
" Building Act " was abused for prohibiting
this feature for its danger in case of fire to

neighbouring tenements. Not only the grand
old hood-like pulpit sounding-boards over the
doorways were admired, but even the thick
sashbars that cut up all the window openings
into the semblance of a gridiron were asserted
to be essential, the modern practice of using
plate glass in large slieets being said to be
" an invention of the devil."

The first houses that we have seen erected

on this new theory seemed to combine some
Media)val elements with those of Queen Anne,

and narrow lank jr windows were made still

lankier by a Pointed arcli over them, the
space between it and the lintel being filled

in solid, andwhetlierorno the Pointed arch be
an emanation from below, the combination
referred to might well be. In the more
recent improved efl'orts of the style all these

lingering hankerings after the fleshpots of

Gothic tradition are boldly abandoned, and
tlie buildings are allowed to grow, without
forethought as regards composition, in the

faith that the higgledy-piggledy result, if

constructed in red brick with red tile roof,

must prove a thing of beauty, which should
be a joy for ever. Some element of decay
and discord, however, must mingle with all

things mundane, and it must be a source of

chagrin to the architect that when the first

enthusiastic tenant has departed, the next
will assuredly long for more light, or object

to receiving it through a gridiron, and re-

morselessly cut away the clumsy sashbars

and mar the thing of beauty. Of course the
innovator may be consigned to purgatory,

whence, or from some deeper place, he is

supposed to draw the sheets of plate glass he
proposes to substitute, and the architect may
console himself ^vith the reflection that ho
is not the first martyr that has piped to heed-
less children in the marketplace. We, as

unprejudiced observers, must, however,
suggest that though the age possibly shouUl
bow to the art in practice, the art always
must bow to the age.

It was with some curiosity that while pass-

ing the other day a locality in which we knew
that a friend had had a new house erected in

this particular fashion, that we undertook to

search for it, and seeing an odd-looking pile

of buildings of the orthodox materials and
colour we advanced towards it, but the
higgledy-piggledy efi'ect was so exactly what
might have grown by additions in the
course of years, and the absence of all compo-
sition or design, which we are accustomed to

at the hands of architects, was so marked as

to make us hesitate for fear of making a mis-
take. Long did we debate whether it was an
old house new pointed or a new house old-

fashioned, and only at last were convinced by
seeing an unmistakeable look of newness
about the shrunk panels of the doors.

Now, as one of the remarks passed upon the
Medireval school by the adherents of the new
is that it is attempting to revive what is past

and buried, and can never be resuscitated, may
not the (It quoque argument be legitimately

retorted ? And with all the merits, and they
are many, of the old houses of the time of

Queen Anne, or that of the Adams, we do
not think that they are equal to those of th e

best ages of Gotliic, and that if the labour
spent in reviving the latter is to prove vain

,

a fortiori, in our opinion, is that now being de-
voted in setting up once more the former as

precedents to be copied.

"A RUDIMENTARY MANUAL OF
ARCHITECTURE."*

THIS modest compilation by an amateur
from various architectural authorities

will be found very useful as a book of reference

by those who desire to know something of
the subject, and it may safely be recommended
to fill a vacant space on the shelves of the
English gentleman's library. It takes a wider
range than the manuals of Bloxam or Paley,

from which otherwise it does not diff'er mate-
rially in character, and the elementary student
will glean from it a somewhat more conn ected
idea of the successive styles than from t hose
works which were specially devoted to the Me-
diD3val development ofthe art. Nevertheless, we
do not quite see the necessity for its publication.

There is avowedly nothing novel in it, and
it fulfils no want that earlier books have not

• "A Rudimentary Manual of Architecture," &c. By
Thomas Mitchell, Author of "The Stepping-stone vt
Architecture." London: Longmans, Green, is Co., Pater-
noster-row.
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more folly piovided for. The illtutratioDS,

we are told in the preface, are engraved ex-

MWtly for this work from Xicbolson, Brittoii,

Bloxam, and the " Oxford Glossary," and that

the rest are froui Uwill's " EncydopfeJia ;

"

10 that unless the selection has been made
with • different purpose their repetition is

OMleas, except to those who are unable to

oonsolt the works above named. Now, we
hkve been unable to perceive in the selection

any other pnrpoee than to ^ve a chronolo-

gical series of specimens which has been far

more thoroughly done in Fergusson's Hand-
book and Hutory, and in Bloxani, Paley, and
others, as far as the details of the special

styles treated of by them.
Then, tgiin, architecture is not presented

in the explanatory text in a more popular and
less technical manner than before, nor are its

principles more lucidly &et forth, so that the

most we feel justly able to say for the work
before us is that it is a useful little manual for

xeference for those who may not happen to

poness one, and while it is less cumbrous and
expensive than "The History of Architec-
ture " by Fergusson, less profound and argu-
mentative than Freeman's, and more compre-
hensive than either Bloxam's or Paley's, it

does not occupy any field that has not been
already better treated by one or other of those
authors.

A want that yet remains unsatisfied is such
a popular explanation of the principles of

architecture as an art as may attract the culti-

vated portion of the public to devote a proper
share of their attention to an object with which
they are necessarily so intimately con-
nected—such a work as may lead them to un-
deri'tand and look for beau^ in the buildings
around them. This want Mr. Ruskin recog-

nised, and strove not altogether imsuccess-
fnlly to provide for; but his works are too
elaborate and too fanciftd for the general
reader, and his aim has been the elucidation of
only some of the principles which should
govern the art and some of the special varie-

ties of its development. When tne non-pro-
fessional inquirer would learn something of
the architecture of the Greeks, with whose
poetry and prose he is acquainted, of whose
paintings he has read glowing descriptions in
their authors, and before whose sculptures he
has stood in rapt admiration in our National
Museum, he feels that his point has been
missed when he is told that " Greek architec-
ture is that of the column and entablature, or,

reducing the terms to their simplest forms, the
post and lintel or beam." Nor does he feel

much enlightened bjr the stock elevations
and technical descriptions of the several
orders, but in this age of scepticism feels dis-
posed to ask awkward questions as to the why
and the wherefore of what he is apparently
expected to take wholly upon trust. Take,
for instance, the following dictum, that " on
the top of the frieze ran the cornice, which,
in the Doric order, projected considerably, and
waa sculptured on tne underside with mutules
occurring over the triglyphs, on the soffit of
the corona ; under the triglyphs were little

triangular drops called guttas." If the above
very positive assertions conveyed anv definite
meaning whatever to the mind of the reader,
he certainly would wish to know why the
mutules crept out of siglit under the cornice,
and for what purpose the guttic were pendant
under the tngWphs, and what story, if they
have any, they have to tell of themselves.

Mr. Mitchell's condensed descriptions of
these Greek orders is technical and dry, though
tcae and true, and would simply tend to im-
ynm an amateur with a feeling that he knows
nothing whatever of what he is assumed to be
acquainted with, and, more, that it is hope-
leaa to expect that be ever can master so
arbitrary and technical a science. Now, Mr.
Raskin's method of first explaining the
natnial parts of a column, and carrying his
radar along with him, as he treats of the
DM^jhe shall, and the capiul, what varie-
wa offann each are capable of, before he^cdls

upon the memory to register the arbitrary

ones with which individuals have clothed

them, seems to us preferable, and far more
likelv to rivet the attention of the student.

When we turn to the third chapter, we
think the opening of it is calculated to

convey an erroneous idea of Koman archi-

tecture as the successor of Greek. Mr. Mit-

chell says, " The genuine principle of the

architecture of the ancient Romans was that

of the pier and the round arch, which became,

in their hands, the means of establishing a

new principle of construction." That these

novelties effected an important change is true,

but not upon the principles of the arclii-

tecture. Tne architecture of Rome differed

from that of Greece in having no principles at

all of its o^vn, or what we, perhaps, now-a-days
would call very loose ones. This, which
should have been clearly pointed out at the

first, is indicated afterwards in the following

passages :

—

Although the Romans copied pretty closely the
Greek forms and models, in one respect their work
differs essentially from the Orcek, aud that is iu the
mouldings. The Koman mouldings are iuvariahly

formed of sections of circles or ellipses, which
could be i)rodueed hy means of compasses, &c.,

while the Greek mouldings can bo more effectively

drawn by a skilful hand.

We may note in passing that it is one of

our author's assumptions that his readers

know what mouldings are, whereas we should
imagine that many needed a preliminary
explanation on tliis head.

In adopting the principle of the Greek entabla-
ture aud colmnu, the Romans placed the columns
much wider apart, and built piers behind them,
from which sprang an arch which helped to support
the entablature iu the centre. Gradually, however,
the entablature and column became a more and
more decorative feature, often presenting the
appearance of beiug added on to the building for
mere ornament after the structure was itself

finished.

At the conclusion of this chapter Mr.
Mitchell pertinently remarks :

—

When the Empire was di'amng to its close, the
Greek entablature began to disappear, and tlie

arch was made the principal feature, thereby pro-
ducing a consistent system of construction, forming
a nucleus from which the Eomauesque styles were
developed. Thus, the debased Roman style, cor-
rupted as it was from its long association with
foreign forms, and owing to the disturbed state of
the Empire never brought to perfection, formed
the germ of a new school of architecture, adopted
and developed by the Teutonic races of Europe

;

and, in this school the round arch formed the
principle feature, both constructive aud decorative,
as exhibited ui the Byzantine and Romanesriue
styles.

The sketch of Byzantine and Saracenic
architecture in the fourth chapter is brief but
readable, and contains some good general
remarks, as the following :

—

All traces of Greek forms were lost in the adop-
tion of Byzantine proportions, and it is the fact
that the earUer builiUugs erected can scarcely be
coiujidered more than a debased form of Roman
construction. The model of the Christian Church,
instead of being couflned to the rectangular
basiUca, approached more to a polygonal structure,
the gromid plan of which was in the form of a Greek
cross—that is, a cross with four arms of equal
length, each of these armsbcijig mostly sunnounted
by its own dome, which clustered round the great
cupola in the centre. These cupolas or domes
were built on the principle of the ai'ch, and were
supported on semicircular orches and piers. The
capitals to these pillars consisted merely of a
cubical block '.f stouo, splayed or tapered down-
ward to fit on to the top of the pillar, and adorned
by a carved representation of foliage or basket
work, picked out with gold and colour. Often old
Roman, Coriuthiau, and Composite capitals were
used iigaiu, the abaci being covered with a laiger
stone or impost to give a larger base for the arch
to spring from, as in addition to the mere down-
ward weight of an cutabktured arrangement, the
columns had now to sustain the diagonal or out-
ward pressure of the arch. The mighty central
dome was usually coloured blue on the inside, aud
powdered with golden stars, to typify the star-
bosplangled canopy of the eternal heavens resting
over the eartlily worshippers . . . The Byzantuie
style was capable of much decoration, and the rich
splendour of colour and abundant use of gold aud
mosaic adorning the interior ol the dome and the

interior wall surfaces rendered the interiors most
gorgeous and imposing.

A description of the manner in which this
style was carried out in the noble church of
Santa Sophia at Constantinople, and S, Mark's
at Venice, is followed by an equally glowing
one of the Mosque of Cordova and the Al-
hambra, so that the following qualifying
criticism upon Saracenic architecture was
quite necessary :

—

The Moorish style, although founded upon tho
Roman, exhibits an iufcriority in the mode of cou-
stniction which is faulty in principle, and betrays
a want of science in working the materials, with
very little mechanical skill; altogether reducing
itself to a mere system of surface decoration,
plastered upon supports taken from previously con-
structed works, and put together iu a very inferior
manner, exhibiting great magnificence and richness
of ornament, but haraig a very mixed and incon-
gnious character.

The Romanesque style, as developed upon
the Continent, is only just mentioned in the
fifth chapter; but its growth in England, from
the earliest specimens which were erected dur-
ing the Anglo-Saxon period, in imitation of
those of Normandy, and the complete Anglo-
Norman style, is intelligently described, as
also the rise, process, and decline of Gothic,
and the pages are interspersed with woodcuts
of the more prominent features of each, taken
from the sources we have mentioned. Wo
are unable, however, to discern any original
treatment of the subject, or any superior
classification to that of former well-known
architectural manuals. The twelfth and last

cliapter treats of the Renaissance, Modem
Italian orders, and modern architectiu:e ; the
idea of this, not a bad one, being a sort
of condensation of Mr. Fergusson's volu-
minous treatise on the subject. Although
perhaps the least useful to the inquiring ama-
teur, it is at any rate the most interesting to
those who have mastered the elements of the
styles. The Florentine, Roman, and Venetian
varieties of the revived Italian style are de-
scribed and illustrated, and the introduction
into England of the Renaissanceby Inigo Jouea
and Sir Christopher Wren, and others, and
their defects as well as merits, are fairly

pointed out. Then the fashion for Greek,
which supervened at the close of the eight-

eenth century, is touched upon. The inap-
plicability of the latter to our climate and
wants, Mr. Mitchell considers, led naturally
to the reaction which took place in the re-

vival of the truer Gothic principles of con-
struction and decoration at the hands of Pugin
and others. The author's references to recent
works of this Mediasval school at the conclu-
sion of his book are somewhat arbitrair and
limited, for he seems to avow himself a Gama-
liel still sitting wth rapt reverence at the feet

of Professor Scott, and with the exception of

a church by Mr. DoUman, of Upper Clapton,
of which he spealis with admiration, he can
only enumerate a number of the wprks of

that architect, who, though eminent, hardly
now leads the van in the opinion of the pro-
fession ; and, as a climax, he winds up with a

peroration applauding as "the most succe.ssful

achievement of modern pointed-arched archi-

tecture the Midland Railway Station in the
Euston-road," a criticism wliich we must beg
to dispute. We now take leave of the
" Rudimentary Manual " by Mr. Mitchell,

with the reiteration of our opinion that
though neither very novel nor original, bril-

liant nor discriminating, it ^is a creditable,

compendious, and useful work of an amateur.

REPORT OF THE METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS, 1869-70.

WHAT may quite possibly be the last

annual report of the Metropolitan
Board of Works is before us. Like its pre-
decessors it deals only with improvements
effected or effecting, and says little about the
many still necessary for the health, conve-
nience,and ornamentation ofthemetropolis. It
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is, liowever, but fair to remember— if only ii-

cbarity to what may be au expiriii}^ Corpora
tion, that the Boaidduring its fifteen years'

existence has accomplished a great deal of good

work for the Metropolis. " Main Drainage,'
" Thames Embankment," " Finsbury Park,'

and " Southwark Park," which stand in tbt

Report as the titles of some of its sections, con-

veyed to our minds a dozen years back only

half formed ideas of projected improvements,
which in " the good time coming " would some
day or another be carried out. They are now
accomplished facts, and are due to the labouis

of ihe Board of Works.
The Report for 18G9-70 principally deals

with improvements or works already begun.
Numbers of additional sewers and drains have
been constructed, the organization of the Fire

Brigade has been further perfected, and the

important questions of Gas and Water Supply
have occupied the attention of the Board.
The results effected in all the above are well-

known to our readers, and need no further

reference. Among the failures of the year may
be noticed the "Metropolitan Buildings and
Management Bill," which from the pressure

of business never reached a second reading

—

that is, was withdrawn by Sir William Tite in

face of the strong opposition which evidently

awaited it. A hope is expressed that the

(xovernment may next session take the Bill

imder their protection and pass it through
Parliament. One matter at present engross-

ing the attention of the Board is the acqui-

sition for the public of Hampstead
Heath. The death of the late unbending
lord of the manor. Sir T. M. Wilson, has
smoothed the way, and negotiations are now
>)cing carried on with his successor, which it

is to be hoped may turn out successful.

Glancing at the continued progress of the
ThamesEmbankment towards completion, we
take the table of contents of materials used in

its construction, which from their magnitude
deserve record :

—

Granite 650,000 cnbio feot.
Brickwork 80,000 cubic yards.
Concrete 110,000 „
Timber (for coflTerdam, &o.) .

.

500,000 cubic feet.
Caissons (for ditto) 2,500 tons.
Earth flllinf; 1,000,000 cubic feet.
Excavation 1+1,000 ,,

York paving 12S,000 superficial feet.
Broken granite 60,000 superficial yards

IMPROVED AND OLD-FASHIONED
HOUSE BUILDING.

IP there be one thing more than another
which may be said to characterise the day

in which we live, it is the universal idea in the
minds of everybody that all things are in a
state of rapid and progressive and continuous
improvement. Iloune buildinn, more particularly,
ia now-a-days thought to be in a course of im-
provement so marked , indeed, that not only are
the general arrangements of houses better
than ever they were, but all the details of
house buildingare growing apace, all artificial

materials u.^ed in the putting together of
houses are getting both cheaper and better
adapted for their purpose, and sounder and
more lasting —in short, that house building,
like everything else, is progressing, and that
the house building of to-day is an advance on
that of twenty- five or fifty years ago. But
there is nothing like eyesight.

All have heard or read of the disastrous
fire but a few days back in the regions of
Shoreditch, behind the cliurch, among tlie

bye-streets and among its " poor slave house-
holds." It was a very great fire, and nearly
burnt out a whole block or square of build-
ings, bounded on its four sides by narrow
streets which the houses overlooked ; and
should anybody want to see what an " Uhlan"
ridden and burnt-out village in poor France
now looks like, this Shoreditch bit of London
is the place to go to and see it. There are
huge piles of burnt timber, houses gutted and
partially burnt out, broken furniture lying
about in all directions, trees scorched up and

withered by the heat from the burning timber,

ill the little gardens at the backs of the houses
trodden into mud,— in short, a scene of des-

truction and ruin generally, which, on a small

scale, may give a feeble idea of what a French
burnt village looks like after a German raid.

But our present purpose is more im-
mediately, and to which this scene will lead

us, with house building as it exi-sted when
these houses were built, and for this purpose
we would more especially refer to the row
of houses which front Newcastle-street, and
which suffered but partially. Like so many
of the houses in this region of weavers, these

houses seem to have been constructed especially

for silk weavers, and provision has therefore

been made in them for the loom and other

implements of the trade before the coming in

of the present all - absorbing silk - weaving
machinery, which is, of course, driving all

hand work out of the world. Nothing can be

more pleasantly convenient than the mode in

which these houses have been built for the

purposes which they are to subserve. We
spent some hours in one of these poor slave

houses, and carefully examined every part of

it for the purpose of finding out, if possible,

what "improvements" and progress have
been effected in house building since the

days when Cieorge the Fourth was king. Let
it be observed, therefore, that those out-of-the-

world houses do not contain one sinyk item of

improved methods of building, or con-

struction, or material ; that everything in

them is out of date ; and that they would, we
may suppose, be one and all condemned by
any orthodox district surveyor. We take the

house at the corner of Newcastle-street,

abutting on the dead wall at the end of it,

because, as it would seem, it stands a fair

chance of being pulled down (one cannot see

why), and because, for the small charge of one
penny, to help the unfortunate inmates, you
can see all over it at leisure. These houses,

as we have said, were designed speiially for

silk iceavers, and the best and more important
room in the house is consequently that de-

voted to the reception of the looms and other
apparatus used in silk weaving. This is

the second floor ; the one room taking iip^the

whole space from front wall to back wall, with
two long windows reaching nearly across the
room, one on either end of it. This is for the
purpose of affording sufficient light for the
workman. The fireplace is near to the centre

of the wall opposite the staircase, and contains

in this particular room one of those very con-
venient old-fashioned grates, with semicircular

bottom, in which a small fire can always be
kept in without consuming too much fuel,

yet does not go out, which it always does in a
common and lingrsited flat-bottomed grate. No
space is lost by a staircase landing and door,

lor you enter the room through the opening
in the floor made for the stairs. The size of

these rooms is about 14f't. by 15 or 16ft. It

would be difticult to contrive a more con-
venient and cheerful room, and shows how
much is to be got by a double window, for if

the sun does happen to shine you are sure to
'

see it, so that a room thus contrived and lighted

can never be dull while there be but the
smallest glimmer of brightness outside. Of
course it will be understood that while one
window fronts the street the other looks into

the garden ground enclosed by the blocks of

houses, for improvement in this region has
not yet gone so far as to convert these few
yards of grass, flowers, weeds, and stunted
trees, and wooden palings, into dead walls and
stone paved yards ; for as we have observed,

there is no improved building here as yet, and
the Board of Works do not seem to have
scented it out, altered the names of the streets,

pulled down as much as possible, and destroyed
all the little character that the place now has,

little though it be.

The principal room thus devoted to trade
purposes regulates the arrangement of the rest

of the house, which it is perhaps unnecessary
to describe at any length; but it may be no-

ticed that the loft above this main room, and
in the roof, is utilised in all the houses, and is

either workshop or bedroom, the staircase to

it being the narrowest w-e ever remember
to have seen. The main staircase is in the

middle of the house, and thus divides it into

two, with front and back rooms, both of them
being good sized rooms, no space being cut off

from one of them, as in the ordinary way,
by the whole width of the staircase being de-

ducted from one of them. Is not this, we
may ask, a better plan of house designing than
when all the back rooms are sacrificed for the
staircase, and made so diminutive to make
room for it ? One quaint peculiarity must not
be passed over in this note on house building,

for the simple reason that it is not to be found
in improved modern dwellings for the labour-
ing poor, not even in the inconvenient and
smart Peabody blocks of buildings ; we refer

to those matter-of-fact but most useful things

called cupboards. In these houses there really

seem to be no end of them, they are met at

every turn and every corner, and the stair-

case contains a perfect nest of them, large and
small. Dickens himself would have quite re-

velled in this house and its cupboards, and there

is really no saying what he would not have put in
them, or got out of them—not excluding ghosts.
When every floor, as in this case, is let out to

a separate household, these cupboards are a
necessity, and surely it cannot be said to be
an improvement when they are left out. One
thing or two more. Happily for the inhabi-

tants, there are no patent slate cisterns hold-
ing about a pan or so of water, the old " water-

butt" seeming to do very well in the place of

it ; the butts standing a few inches from the
ground, so as to be readily got at and cleaned,

and being open at the top, you at least know
whether they are full or no, and can see as to

the cleanliness and purity of the water. It

may be noted, too, that the closets are out of
the houses; the trifling inconvenience resulting

from such an arrangement is as nothing com
pared to a foul-smelling patented contrivance
in the very centre of the house, and from
which you cannot escape. Let it be again
observed that in this out of the way and
poverty-stricken part of London—Shoreditch,
Mile-end, and Spitalfields—holding, as it does,

so dense a population of working people, there
has not been that rage for improvements
which has fallen to the lot of this more for-

tunate " west-end," so that things are in a
more primitive, and, so to phrase it, natural
state; but if any one, professional architect,

builder, or otherwise, will be at the trouble
of comparing one of these humble but conve-
nient houses for weavers with any complete
suite of rooms on the model lodging-house
plan for the labouring poor, it is just likely

that he, the said protessional, might prefer

the model lodging-house more improved and
perfected plan, butno one having to live in either

,
one of the houses would or can do so. There
is no comparison between them in point of

I

comfort or convenience, or even cheerfulness,

and certainly not in any artistic, or— shall we
say it?— quaint interest. Ofcourse there is none
in the new model lodging-house, which is as

dull and hard as a prison (see the Peabody
buildings), while in the very roughness and
mere attempt at convenience of these houses
which we have described, there i.s, as we have
said, at least a quaint interest, if nothing
more—convenience certainlj', and even size.

With all our present boasting, therefore, of

progressive methods, what has been the gain
during the last fifty years in common house
building \ What newthingf, or arrangement, or

material, or apparatus is there which can be
put forward as a better thing than what is to

found even in this poor neighbourhood of the
Spitalfields silk-weavers \ After better than
a good half-century of art and science teach-

ing and experience in house building, and
almost no end of new materials and new
patent contrivances, we will defy any one,

professional or no, to point out a better human
habitation than this poor broken-down and now
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condemned (why condemned f) eilk-weaver's

h«at*. Bui there is jet one most practical

coniideration which we would urge on

thoM who have houses to build out of the

TCgicm of «ilk weaving, but iu that of silk

wmring. It is this. Every one knows that

the drawing-room is the main and principal

room in every house claiming aristocratic or

eren genteel proportions, and that whatever

the rert of the house may be like, or however it

may be fumishe<I, the" drawing room is not

neglected ; indeed, it is the chief care of those

who centre all their ambition in their house,

and no expense is spared in making it the

envy and sometimes the despair of nfiigh-

bours. Commonly the dull architect of the

hoose, when it happens to have had any, or

the speculating builder, has marred all at the

ontset, for by dividing the space taken up by

the two rooms, front and back drawing-room,

into two instead of having it as one apartment,

and by putting the staircase into the back

room, the whole grand idea of a drawing, or

reception, or company room is at once de-

•tarojed. We are of course now speaking of

of tne better class of town houses, wherein the

drawing-room is a necessity, and consequently

used as such. It is a subject not a little

curious, that of drawing-rooms, for the time

was, in primitive and dark ages, when no such

place had any existence or was ever thought

of or wanted; but of modem fashionable and
well-to-do existence it is—one may fairly say

it— the ultimate end, no one can go any
farther. To have a grand finely-furnished

drawing-room, and to every now and then fill

it with fashionably dressed company, is the
ultima thuU ot modern life. Why not, then,

make the most of the idea, such as it is, and
lay out the fashionable house, beginning with
the drawing-room. To do this well and effec-

tually there is no better or so good a way as

to copy the humble arrangements of a Spital-

fields weaver's second-floor front and back so

cleverly thrown into one. C. B. A.

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. a. a. ZERFFI deUvered the first of a
course o{ forty lectures on the above sub-

ject in the lecture-tUeatre at the South Kensing-
ton Museum, on Tuesday afternoon last. In these
Wctures the subject is to be treated with special

refamce to ditFerunt styles. In his opening re-

marks the lecturer said : Gazing up into the starry
baavent, we abail see there, besides the millions of
puUiog worlds tloating iu space, an immense
quantity of nebulae, shining dimly. These nebula:
are either decayed systems of worlds, once com-
pact and well regulated, but now dispersed ; or
they are worlds in course of formation, seeking,
aoourdiog to the general law of gravitation, to form
a central body by the attraction of cosmical forces.

Id studying art history we shall Gad that the same
wmical ptDcess is continually going on in the
•phetea of art. Forms vanish to reappear again
in entirely new combinations. Dr. ZeriH then
reverted to the first course of forty lectures com-
menced last year, which he said he bad devoted to
the study of the general outlines of the suliject,

and to showing the outer world in conuection
with the intellectual world, and the connection
between ideas and the products of art. In the
preaent oonrse he intended to fill up the gaps
which be was obliged to leave in generalising, and
to draw the especial attentijn of his audience to
the particular process through which products of
ait have to pass in order to become what
th«7 are. Be should also trace with pre-
enioB the general laws according to wtiich the
peeial phenomena of art have been formed, look
upon the isolated art products of different na-
tiona, and refer to the climates under which they
lived. He thould not omit to draw attention to
the differept degrees of religion and political and
aodal dvilisation as so many phenomenal results
of certain inflaences, and trace these influences
Bgaio to their origin and gradual development
After dwelling on the sublimity of Creation,
«T»n ages before man appeared, Dr. ZerfH re-
marked that it was only when by degrees man
rraehad his proper development and became con-
aeiaoa of bia intellectual powers, that beauty may

I e said to have acquired a dimension on earth, for

without man capable of grasping that which

is beautiful, .beauty would have no existence.

Science vanquishes error, industry overcomes

matter, and art reproduces beauty ; but as it is

man who has to perform this threefold task, mau
must be studied, and must be known from an eth-

nological point ot view. Modern science likes to

read history backwards, and read this way no his-

tory was so interesting as th it of art, in which wo
are capable of tracing the graduil progress of

man's capacity to produce works of ait. As iu

Nature, so also iu Art, we shall tiad certain types,

cerbtin fundamental forms, contiuuJiUy recurring,

repeating themselves, and forming new com-

binations, always, however, using up the old

materials. All these transformations aud com-
binations take place iu accordance with certain

laws. He should, then, acquaint his audience

during the course of these lectures with the dif-

ferent styles. Beauty, for this purpose, would be

looked upon as an effect, and not as a mere sum
total of certain causes. He should a lopt the

system ot tracing analogies wherever occasion re-

quired it, and should try to group together what
appeared to him to be the effects of similar causes.

That was a tield which was very much neglected,

and one which was scarcely capable of being ex-

hausted. He should dwell upon the economy of

art, showing how art arises from the necessities of

man, and how man ornaments not oaly his palaces

aud temples, but his every-day utensils—his

spoons, his paddles, and his spears. In treating of

the historical development of ornamental art he

should endeavour to avoid one great mistake. At
a certain period in the study of every branch of

science or art, everything is treated hypothe-
tically ; during another stage everything is re-

duced to a realistic or technical system, which
very often crushes every higher aspiration. He
sbeuld try to be neither hypothetical nor

technical ; but he should endeavour to rouse the

higher artistic feelings of his hearers to a clear

and systematic understanding of artistic tendencies

in general. Above all, he would try to awake
within them the slumbering powers of self -creative

originality. They would study, then, art for its

own sake, and, in so doing, they would become
really excellent practical artists. The subject

before them might be treated in three different

ways. Firstly, there was the realistic point of

view, having nature and geometry as the basis of

art; secondly, the subject could be treated from
the historical point of view, showing, through
antiquarian researches, the gradual development
of art j and, thirdly, there was the critical aspect,

influenced by speculative philosophy aud ffisthetics.

After an analysis of these three standpoints, the
lecturer proceeded to point out the laws of beauty,
harmony, and symmetry, as exemplified in nature,

in crystals, plants, trees, &e., and so brought an
interesting and instructive lecture to a close.

These lectures, which are given by Dr. ZerfTi

under the auspices of the Science aud Art depart-
ment, will be given every Tuesday afternoon at
three o'clock.

THE SLAVE-CHILDREN OF THE MID-
LAND COUNTIES.

" "TTTANTED, several hundred chUdren, of

VV seven years ot age, to carry 5 J tons
of clay per day, for sixpence !

" Put into such a
sentence the facts to which we want to draw
attention would probably awaken men's minds
and consciences. If we suggested the possibility
ot any child with a black skin being compelled, in
Virginia or South Carolina, to employ itself at
the age of seven years for thirteen hours daily iu
carrying about forty pounds of clay on its head
each journey from the clay-heap to the work-
table, and, in addition thereto, being often obliged
to work all night, we have little doubt but that
letters from indignant readers would pour in upon
us. An association with a long name and a
liberally-paid staff of officers would be formed
to control paoplo over whom wa cxn have no
compulsory influence, and to prevent crimes for
which we are not responsible. But as it happens
to be in England that infants are thus enslaved,
we quietly make up our miuds to ignore the fact—at any rate to forget it as soon as possible.
Yet it is as well some should kiiuw it. The
builder should know it ; and the man who lias been
making money out of bricks and mortar for the
last twenty years, and is about to retire on a com-
petence,—a large part of which he has indirectly
wrung from the hearts of the poor Midland
Counties slave-children. The foolish operative

bricklayer should know it, who strikes against the
introduction of the brickmaking machine, aud
thus does bis little best to continue the slavery.

That all iiuii/ know it if they will, we give a few
facts taken from a paper read at the late Social
Science Congress at Newcastle, by Mr. George
Smith, of Leicester.

Personal experience has taught him sympathy
for the class iu whose behalf he pleads, whether
that experience was a pleasant one the following
extract from his paper will show :

—

When a child of abont seven years of age, I was
cmpliiycd by a near relative to assist hiin iu makiu),'
bricks. It is not my wish to say anything against him ;

but, like most of his cliiss at that time, aud like many
ovou now, he thonght kicks and blows formed the best
mcaus of obtaining the maximum of work from a lad.
And, as if these were not enough, excessively long hoars
of labour were added. My employment consisted in
coutinually carrying about forty pounds of clay upon
my head, from tlio clay-heap to the table on which the
bricks were made. When there was uo clay, I had to
carry the same weight of bricks. Tliis labour had to be
performed, almost without intormissiou, for thirteen
Iwum daily. Sometimes my labours were increased by
my having to work all night at the kilns.
The results of the| prolonged and severe labour to

which I was subjected, combined with the cruel treat-
ment experienced by me at the hands of the adult
labourers, are shown in marks which are borne by me
to this day. On one occasion I had to perform a very
heavy amount of labour. After my customsry day's
work, I had to carry 1,200 9in. bricks from the maker to
the floors on which they are placed to harden. The
total distance thus walked by me that night was not loss
than fourteen miles, seven miles of which I traversed
with eleven pounds weight of clay in my arms, besides
lifting the unmade clay and carrying it some distance
to the makoi-. The total quautity of clay thus carried
by me was Ave and a half tons. Fur all' this labour I
received sixpence I The fatigue thus occasioned brought
on a serious illness, which for several weeks prevented
my resuming work. My reason for giving these per-
sonal experiences is that they are precisely similar to
those which are beiug endured by large numbers of
children and young persons at the present day, not-
witlistandiug the existence of the Factory and Workshop
Acts.

A light and genteel occupation for children
truly, even if their education and morals do
suffer ! Perhaps the leas said about morals the
better, in the face of one sentence of Mr. Smith's
paper. He says " Out of the many hundreds ot
brickyard girls whose career I have personally
marked, not more than half-a-dozen have become
decent and respectable wives." What about the
others ? There still seem to be plenty of children
in the brickyards.

And the worst of all this is that the Act which
was passed to prevent it is powerless from the
almost culpable ignorance on the part of its com-
pilers of the existence of such evils. As the law
stands, yards employing less than fifty bands are
exempt from the operations of the Factory Act.
The majority of the brickyards do employ less than
Hfty hands, and consequently escape its censure.

The manifest injustice and absurdity of such an
exemption are obvious. Mr. Smith points to one
instance in which a brickyard numbering more
than fifty hands came under Government in-

spection. A boy under 12 years of age was pro-
hibited working by the inspecting surgeon, and
the next day was found employed in one of the
smaller yards aud working eighty-four hours
per week.
When the evil is so very terrible, and the

remedy is so very easy, will not somebody try

and put a stop to this reproach to the building
trades ?

ARBITRATION IN THE BUILDING TRADES
AT LIVEBPOOL.

THE following scheme for the establish-

ment of a public court of conciliation aud
arbitration has been submitted on behalf of tlio

trades, and rejected by the Master-Builders'
As.sociation :—

The constituency is to consist of all master-builders,
tradesmen, and operatives engaged in the building
trade, or in any of its branches.
The court is to be extra judicial, and to cousist of an

equal number of employers and eniiiloycd, to be elected
at an aunual meeting of each body. Each branch of
the i)uilding trade to send six masters and six operatives;
an iudependeut i>resident to bo chosen at the first

mefcting of arbitrators, and a vice-president to act iu
case of the illness or absence of the president.
The court to be subdivided into three sections—
1. A court of conciliation, to consist of one employer

and one operative to be chosen from the branch in whiek
the dispute has arisen.

2. A court of arbitration, to consist of the president,
six employers, and six workmen representing the brancli
in winch the dispute has ai'ison.

•I. A 82)0cial court, to consist of tlie president, one
employer, and one workman from each branch of the
trade.
The object of the coui-t of conciliation shall be to eon-

ciliato parties in whose establishment minor disputes
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have arisen. Should they fail in doiug so, the case to be
referred to the court of arbitration.

Tlio court of arbitration shall sei-ve as a court of

appeal from the conciliators, and for the Hcttlement of

diS'erences which may arise in any particular branch of

the trade.
Tlie special court to be for the settlement of differences

airectiriLj tlio trade in all its branches, ami ft court of

final appeal from the court of arbitration.
In biin^fiut^ disputes before the conciliatory court, the

parties shall appear in person, the employer being
all two d to send his foreman. Should the dispute have
arisen with such foreman, the proceedings should be
private, lieforo the court of arbitration and the special
court the parties may appear in person, or be repre-

touted by counsel or attorney, as in the County Court,
and the proceodiugs should bo public.

The courts shall taito cognisance of all difTerences that
may arise, but in case the subject of difference bo rate
of \Yrtgea or hours of labour for the future, then their
decision shall only be biudiug for six mouths.
In all cases the majority shall decide, and if the votes

be e(|ual, the president shall give the casting vote.

Tlie master-builders have already agreed to the
priueiple of arbitration to this extent—that in

case of any dispute arising six employers and six

workmen should constitute a court cf arbitration,

who, in the language of the rule, " shall have
power to come to terms, and whoso docisiou shall

be binding on both parties; but, if unable to

agree, they shall proceed to appoint an umpire,
to he mutually agreed upon, who shall act as sole

referee, and whose decision shall be the decision

of the court, and shaU be equally binding on both
parties." The objections of the operatives to

this system are—6rst, that it is difficult to select

a man as umim-e in whose decision they can place
coulidence ; second, that there is no court of

appeal from the judgment of the umpire ; and
third, that the arbitration proceedings are con-
ducted in private. The difference between the
men and the employers is really one of degree
rather than of principle, and it is to be hoped
that some satisfactory solution of the question
will he arrived at. The masters especially should
remember, says the Liverpool Mercury, that in

the event of any serious disagreement arising, it

would be in the power of the operatives to say
that their proposition to establish a court of con-
ciliation had been rejected.

APPLICATION OF SCIENCE TO
INDUSTRY.

DR. LYON PLAYFAIR, in a lecture recently
delivered before the Midland Institute of

Birmingham, said—"When any tribe or nation
can take from another the raw material, which
the last either does not use or uses with less in-
telligence, the first nation must be under the
guidance of science. The science may be un-
developed, dealing with qualities only and not
with quantities, but science it must be ; for it is

impressing upon the material the conception
derived from a cultured intelligence, and making
these of a higher relative value than the mere
local possession of the material itself. This is

the great element of industrial competition in the
world at the present time. Take the case of
Great Britain in modern days. We have in large
quantities, and in fortunate proximity, coal, iron-
stone, and lime. We have copper, and tin, and
zinc, in smn-Uer proportion. As intelligence arose
in this country, and initiatory science became
evolved from industrial pursuits, the inhabitants
no longer sold their mineral wealth to distant
nations, but manufactured it for themselves. As
long as the growmg intelligence of our inhabitants
equalled or exceeded that possessed by any neigh-
bourmg nation, our prosperity was secured

;

because, in addition to the science of the time,
the raw material of industry was in our possession,
and competition with us was an impossibility.
And so it is with all nations. But the moment
that any nation allows the intellectual element
of production to fall below that of its neighbours,
the local advantage no longer suffices for su-
periority. When commerce and science open up
paths of rapid intorcomranuication throughout
the world, the cost of transit of raw material is
dimmished, and the intellectual superiority of
another nation far more than balances the pos-
session of raw material. Roads, railways, ships,
and steamboats, arising in the march of science,
can spread raw material everywliere, ande nable
nations to test their relative intellectual powers
applied to it. Let us take a case : Cotton, being
indigenous to Hindostan, calico was made
at Calient. Soon the intellectual culture of
the Arabians exceeded that of the Hindoos.
Calico was manufactured by them, and intro-
duced into Spaiu, where it flourished. Then
came the gi'eat national crime of Spain in

the beginning of the seventeenth century, when
a million of the Moriscoes, who still pos3r366od

the experience in manufacturing industry,

were suddenly expelled on account of their

doubtful Christianity. With them, cotton,

woollen, and silk manufactures were also ejected

from Spam. The 1.5,0U)) looms of Bevillo were
thus reduced to 300, and the 40,000 silk weavers

of Toledo lost their subsistence as soon as the

intelligence and sluU of the Moors passed to

Tunis. In process of time this country took up
the cotton trade which Spain flmig away, and
made it our own by great mechanical inventions.

Nat, be it obser\'ed, by manual labour, but by
the result of intelligence applied to machinery
and locomotion. And look how much intellect

now exceeds the value of the raw material as a

factor in production. Cotton is grown in America,

crosses the broad Atlantic as a bulky and ex-

pensive freight, is seized hold of by our mechanical

science and manufacturing enterprise, crosses

the Atlantic again 'as calico, pays a heavy im-

port duty, and yet undersells the products of

the mills at Lowell. When the great American
people, through their rising colleges, and by a

better understanding of the effects of restrictive

tariffs, apply their intellectual powers in this

direction, such relative superiority of manu-
facturing science will be impossible in the presence

of the raw material at the door of their mills.

More strange still to see Switzerland, with no
seaboard and no coal, bringing cotton from
America, transporting it through the defiles of

the mountains, then back again over land and
sea, in the form of high-priced cotton goods,

underselling America in her own markets. What
enables such a coimtry to do this ? It is not

cheapness of labour ; it is intellectual or scientific

superiority in relation to the manufacture which
competes successfully against local advantages.

Take another instance. Sweden has excellent

iron, and we send for it to Birmingham, where
you convert it into tools, axes, chisels and
hoes. You send these to America, though good
iron ore exists in that countiy. Well, some day
the Americans find that by giving a different edge
and temper to their axes, or a different form to

their hoes, they can do their own work better ; so

they send to Sweden for the iron, and fashion it

into their peculiar for.n?, and Birmingham does

not send so many axe^i iind hoes as formerly, but
America actually sends over some to this country,

to see whether we like their new forms better

than our own. You see that the mere possession

of the raw material confers but a small advantage
on the country, and that the changes which are

continually taking place are not regulated by it.

The intellect, which has such a predominant value,

receives its expression, at least to a large extent,

by incessant efforts to convert the brute labour of

a man into an intellectual superintendence of

labour performed by a machine. This may be
illustrated by any branch of industry taken at

random. I see opposite my study window, as

I write, a house in course of erection, and the

labour of the builder will serve my purpose as well

as any other. An Irish hodman is oaiTying a
quantity of bricks up a ladder, in order to supply
material to the builder. The sight is familiar to

us still , though not so much so as it was a few
years since, because a change is passing over this

form of labour. Let us study the reasons for the
change. The Irish hodman is a human machine,
unskilfully and expensively put into operation,

He felt that himself, in his tine, confused way,
when he wrote to his friend in Ireland, "Dear
Pat, come over here and earn your money : there
is nothing for you to do but to carry the bricks

up a ladder, for there is a man at the top who
takes them from you and does all the work!"
The man at the top is a skilled workman, more
nearly fulfilling his human functions, for he is

using intellect in his work. The hodman is a
worker also, but only a user of his own brute

force m a very unintelligent way. Every time
that he ascends the ladder with his load of bricks,

he is carrying his own weight in addition to that

of the bricks ; his force is thus wastefuUy ex-

pended. After many years his employer per-

ceives this, and substitutes human labour first

by that of a horse, then by that a steam engine.

Now, when you i)ass a house in course of erection

you will see a horse trotting over a prescribed

course. It is pulling up a whole barrowful of

bricks by a rope and pulley. Tho horse, tended
by one man, is doing the work of seven or eight

hodmen, and with much economy of money, inas-

much as the cost of the hay and oats, from
which its power is derived, scarcely exceeds

that of the beef, potatoes, and beer of a single

hodman ; while increased economy of laboui- ia

also attained, because the weight represented by
the bodies of seven hodmen is not drawn up along

with the bricks. Food, burned within the bodii a

of the men and the horse, ia in both cases the

source of power. Again, in largo houses the horse

disappears, and a small steam engine draws up
the bricks. Economy is again achieved, for the

coal, which is the food of the engine, is less costly

than the hay and oats required for evolution of

force in the horse. A single man, using scientifio

knowledge in tho guidance of tho engine, is now
doing the work of several horses or many men.
Let us analyse tho changes which pass over the

forms of labour illustrated in this particular case.

The first tendency is to substitute the bruto force

of a man by an intellectual superuiteudcnce of a

cheaper form of force, either animal or physical,

the aim being to obtain economy of production,

either through economy of time or by the sub-

stitution of a cheaper form of force for human
labour. In fact, economy of time generally

follows the economical substitution of force.

Savages have an utter disregard of time in tho
perfonnance of labour. They will expend a month
in sharpening a single arrow. Some of the rock
crystal cylinders worn by chiefs for ornaments
are stated to take two men's lives to perforate.

Tho Kamchadals of North-eastern Asia take
three years to hollow out a canoe, and one year
to scoop out the trough in which they cook food.

As soon as a savage tribe employs fire, instead of

implements made of stone or bone, to hollow out

their canoes, they are using a natural power to

economise time and bruto human force, and aro

on the high road to civilisation. In human pro-

gress it is always so, for it is a natural law that

tho sweat of the brow should be lessened by the

conception of the brain. The economy pro-

duced by the substitution of cheaper for dearer

forms of force is remarkable in all cases where
it is applied. The Prussians saw this very
well when they wanted to make England
declare coal as contraband of war in tho present

campaign, that it was representative of so

many men added to the enemy ; for, three or four

pounds of coal, even in the wasteful way in which
it is used, are more than equal to a man's force.

I recollect, some years since, reading an interest-

ing address on this subject by Sir WiUiam Arm-
strong. When coal was first an object of com-
merce, it was transported on tho backs of men
from the pit's mouth to the sea-coast. A man in

this way might carry a load of half a hundred-
weight ; hut after a time a pack-horso was sub-

stituted for the man, and carried about three

hundredweight. As science progressed, tho
pack-horse was attached to the whecl-eart, into

which its load was put, and it pulled down sixteen

hundredweight. Then, as industry progressed,

tram-roads were laid down between the pit and
the coast, and the same horse pulling a waggon
carried forty hundredweight. Finally came the

great triumph of science, when coal was employed
to pull itself. The smoking, snorting, iron horse,

fed with coal and water, drags along the rail load
200 tons. The conversion of coal into force which
produces this great result is, in point of &.st,

scarcely greater than that of the human beast of

burden, or the pack-horse originally used for a
scant result. And yet oui- engines are so imper-
fect that they only use one-tenth and waste
uiue-tenths of the available force in coal I Tho
importance of the transformation may be better

understood if you view the force of coal as ex-

pressed in men's power; just aswe doin speaking

of an engine as having so many horse-power. It

human force were alone used in this country, tho

sum of production must be limited by the number
of inhabitants. In such a case the United King-
dom could not produce more than the products

of the labour of its thirty millions of inhabitants

of all ages. But the coal excavated annually

iu this country represents in actual attainable work
almost exactly the sum of the force of the whole
population of the globe, viewed as adults.

So that the use of a natural force, in substitution

of human power, augments vastly the productive

resources of our small insular kingdom, and en-

ables it not only to supply its own wants, but also

to export to other countries its superfluity of pro-

duction.

On Thursday week tho new church of S. John the
Evangelist, Accrington, was consecrated by the
Bishop of Manchester. It is a Gothic building,
capable of seating 880 persons, and tbo cost has
boon fG,700.
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(Continued front pagt 'ioS.)

r- VTX 5.—KSKTISO THE W.UX AND FbONT

Simnias or Cibcci.\b Stairs.

l\,ta* 1 exhifctts the plaa : The front striug is

iiud« hj kerflog » board vhich is bent on cnrred

rib*. TbcM Up at the ends and fasten with

eiw*, tku fonmcg a groond to which the

tiJBf il Menred. The kerfs being closed show

th«Rf|B]aritj of the cunre.

Clean off with compass, plane, and sand-paper.

This is quite sofficicut fur painted work. Bnt, in

case the finish is hard wood, even then the striug

is nmij to lay a reneer.

It may b« well to stay the work with a brace

or two. Let all fastening be done with screws,

mad not nails. The risers should be prepared to

receive the striug by blocks, screwed on the back,

projecting below risers, t o which the striug is

accnred.

The circle should be gradually diminished, say

Irom riser R, the object being to give a proper

ntim to the rail, startiug from the newel. It

also adds to the appearance of the stairs.

Having already explained the mode of finding

the kerfs, it is now only necessary to say that

E D and V 2 indicate the solid wood that stands

between the kerfs.

The Stretch Oit.—This has already been

shown by constmction, and a practical method has

also been given, either of which mity be adopted.

Let N T, Fig. 2, equal half A H on plan. Take
N and T as radius and centre. Then make iu-

tenectioD as shown. Draw from T the extended

line. Obtain point K by method shown on last

plate, which gives K T as half the stretch out ofL H.
Fig. 3 ahows stretch out for quarter circle of

front striug ; the method being the same as that

alri-aily given.

The letters P S indicate half of quarter circle,

whii'h is the most ready way of applying the same
to the string.

Fig. 4 exhibits the wall string with its steps and
risen cat in, and ready for bending.

The letters T K equal corresponding letters on
the left, and indicate the stretch out of L H.

SfLICnta OF ClBCULAB SxRISOS.

We have already given the splicing of straight

strings ; the method adopted there applies here
;

with the difference that the splice in this case is

secured by a rib, cnrved to agree with the plan
;

the joints here being plumb, and not cut at right

angles with edge of string.

Fig. S exhibits the front string. The letters

P S are equal to half the stretch out of quadrant
uu plan. The stnff is shown kerfed and ready to

U'Dil. Il may lie U-st to have the string screwed
to a rib, the curve of which must be elliptical, for

the reason it runs on the same pitch as tlie striug,

and stands over circle ou the plan. This mctliud
makes solid and good work. Still, the rib might
be dispensed with by carefully bending and brac-
ing the string. Then the veneer being laid,

glu' d, and fastened with hand-screws, is equally
good, when dry.

Fig. 6 shows the starting. Here it will be best
to have a portion of the siring made in staves

;

on aeeonnt of the two dilTerent curves seen ou the
pbo.

(To be eontiniud.)

ROAD ROLLI.NG IN THE METROPOLIS.

WK have just received the report of the chief
suneyor of Marylebone on the use of a

st<«ro-rDller in that parish. It was resolved by
the Vestiy tbat,one of Aveling and Porter's steam-
roUcn ihoold be hired for a month on trial. The
snireyor reports that the total number of yards
rolled in thirty days was 23,115, and the expense
of hire of roller, fuel, and water, jKTI ITs. lid.,
which, after deducting for time upended for
using sjiikcs, shows the cost of rolling to liave
been a-CT farthings per superficial yard. This
result baa been ubuioed with a hired roller, but
the expense would have been reduced by purchase
»t l<ii«t •((} per cent., taking all contingencies into
Meoant.

1 liu IS somewhat dearer than horiic rolling, but,
ajs the report, " the vast superiority in every
way of the work done by the steam-roller will
prore the Utter to be far the more economical."
A eoarineing proof of the economy of steam roU-

itaebedbL.
deos of hi* P*

•'"«I«" '« » reprodactlon of Robert^^ "" "w tli» nbjtet, paliUahed in Pbihulet
ubDer sad Co., London.

NEW ELEMENTS OP HAND-EAILINQ.-PL.iTE V.

ing lies in the fact that less labour is required by
sweepers, and less mud is removed by their

operations than under the old system of coating
macadamised roads. Ouo advantage was that by
night rolling, which was introduced in Gloucester-
place and Baker-street, the inhabitants of the
district, who noticed a rough and almost impass-
able way in the evening, were agi-eeably astonished
to find a road ready for their use in the morning.
The report of the chiiif euvveyor concludes by

recommending that a steam-roller be at ouce
ordered for Marylebone.

GALLOWHILL M.^.N3I0N.

ONE of our illustrations this week represents

a mansion recently completed for the late

Peter Kerr, Esq., of Paisley, at a cost of from
£12,000 to jB1;J,000. It occupies the estate of

Gallowhill, lying on the east side of the road
from Paisley to Renfrew. The architects under
whose directions the building was erected are
Messrs. Salmon, Son, & Ritchie, of Glasgow.

THETUMULI AND MONUMENTS IN
HEBRIDES.

AN account of " A Recent Examination of

British Tumuli and Monuments in the
Hebrides and on the Western Coast of Scotland "

was given in a paper read by Mr. John S. Pheno
before the British Association. The tumulus in

the larger Cumbrae in the Frith of Clyde con-
tained live stone cists, each formed of four slabs

of red sandstone with a largo overlaying slab.

Within the cists were fine white pebbles. The
cists were in an apparently studied position, the
largest being placed nearly north and south, and
on each side one of smaller dimensions trending
towards the east and west. To the rear of the
first was a small cist containing the skull and

bones of a child, and on the western side of that

one there were no remains. The first and largest

cist contained the bones of a largo man. In the

small cist, with the bones of a child, were por-

tions of a broken um ; and in the western one a

clean and empty urn only. There was a uniform-

ity about the whole mound, which pointed

clearly to the cists being of one date, and that

they represented one funeral operation. By the

permission of the Earl of Glasgow a cutting was
made thron^'h the tumulus, affording abundant
proof that the mound had been raised by art. The
next object to which Mr. Phene called attention

was a tumulus at the northern end of Cautu-e, which
is stUl under investigation. In it Mr. Sinclau-, of

Gartcngreuach, discovered an urn similar in design

to the principal one from Cumbrae. A similar

repetition of memorials occuiTed again in the

direction of the Crinan Canal. Other discoveries

were referred to by Mr. Phene, who stated that on
the western coast and islands up to Durness, by
Cape Wrath, indications of a Pagan race were to

bo found.

Eddoational Boaud fob Lokdon.—As a new
board is about to be elec ed, under the new Act,

to impose an educational rate, and direct to a

great extent the educational machinery of the

metropolis, it behoves all who feel an interest in

the matter to use their influence to send the

best men to the board. We see the names of

men who are professional talkers, and others who
are animated by a fussy ambition, are before the

public. But why a man, because he can talk in

Hyde Park, or direct a trades' union, should bo
considered qualified to sit on a metropolitan

cilucational board, we cannot imagine. What are

wanted are men of character—men of judgment
and discretion, who have time and inclination for

the work. The elections will take place next

month, and we ho[ e all our readers will try and
secure the right man for the right place.
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Jfuriiiture ^ ^muimi

the theory and practick of modkun
house painting and decoltation.

By "An Experienced Wohkman."
{Continued from page 264.)

PATENT AND OTHKR PROCESSES I''OR REMOVING
OLD PAINT FROSI WOOD.

SINCE commencing these articles our atten-

tion has been called to several methods
and mixtures for removing old paint from
wood, &c., of which methods and processes

we purpose giving some account in this paper,

as being very useful and necessary to be
known by the painter and decorator. Several

of them we have tried, and can therefore speak
from practical experience. Old woodwork,
which has had a great number of coats of

paint put upon it year after year, is apt

in time to crack and blister. This arises

from various causes, which causes we have
enumerated in a former article. Outside

work, and the shutters inside of windows, are

particularly liable to get into this state from
the heat of the sun, &c., &c. It becomes,

then, necessary to remove the whole of the

accumulations of coats of paint, varnish, &c.,

down to the bare wood, in order to produce a

level and smooth surface to start from in re-

painting. This is the more necessary, in that

any and every additional coat of paint put
upon the old work only adds to the existing

evil. It is a common experience with painters

to find that work that has hitherto given no
indications of blistering or cracking will, im-
mediately on being repainted, commence both

to blister and crack. Why this is so we do
not attempt to determine, but merely state a

fact. Given the necessity for removing the

paint, the next question is how best to accom-
plish that object. The old method used to

be to bum the paint off with red-hot irons.

These were simply flat pieces of iron, about
four or five inches square, or of a heart-shape,

or triangular, like a smoothing-iron, affixed to

handles about a foot or 18in. long. These
were heated red-hot, and held close to the

paint, which of course began to frizzle and
burn under the iron, and, while the paint was
soft with the heat, the workman would scrape

off the paint with a chisel, knife, or scraper (a

flat square- ended knife)—a clumsy process,

often causing more injury to the work than it

did good. This was also a very slow process,

involving much waste of labour and time.

The next improvement—if it can be so called

—was to burn the paint off with either naphtha
or turpentine in thiswise : The workman is

provided with a brush, a pot containing either

naphtha or turps, and a broad chisel, knife, or

scraper. The work to be stripped is then

saturated with the spirit, and, while it ia wet,

a light is applied to the bottom of it ; the

whole surface is immediately one mass of

flame, which softens the paint, and while it is

soft the workman scrapes or chisels off" the

paint. This requires to be very quickly done,

else the paint gets hard. This method does

very well on level surfaces, but is of course

totally unsuited to moulded surfaces. There

is also a very great danger of the operator

hi.Ting his hands burnt, and the burning paint

quickly gets hard on the cold steel of the

knite and blunts it, and has to be scraped off

beibre the workman can proceed, thus causing

delay, during which the flame exhausts

itself, and necessitates another application of

the burning spirit. On moulded surfaces,

both this and the hot-iron process are almost

useless. There is a constant slipping of the

knife in scraping, causing cuts and indenta-

tions in the wood, which, in themselves are

almost as great an evil as the blistering.

There have been two or three patents taken

out fi r machines to effect this purpose, in

whicli the leading principle is the maintain-

ing of a permanent heat to burn off the paint

or keep it in a soft state. One inventor
has a machine in the form of a portable flre-

grate, in size about lOin. by (iin., with two
handles and a sliding lid at the top, and
scrapers attached to the front, just above the

Arc. The grate is fdled with charcoal and
lighted, and when it is of a red heat the work-
man holds the machine in one hand and
places the lire near the work to be stripped,

and when the paint is softened lie applies the

scraper, and gradually moves the whole,
bringing the paint with it ; the scraper being
attached to the front of the grate becomes hot,

of course, and remains so, thus avoiding the

difficulty of the cold steel mentioned in the

other processes, and removing the paint more
easily. The fire in the grate keeps the paint

soft until it is all cleaned oft', and the scrapers

being fixed are not so liable to chip or cut the

wood as the kniTe. The inventor supplies

scrapers of various forms, made to fit and scrape

the ordinary run of moulded surfaces. Another
patentee offers a machine for the same pur-

pose, in which the heat is produced by a very
ingenious arrangement for producing a flame

which shall burn and soften the paint. In
this machine the principle adopted is more of

a scientific nature than the one described

above, but not so efficacious by any means. It

is grounded on the lamp form. The lamp, if

we may so call it, is made of a cylindrical or

barrel form, having an opening in front and a

handle behind; it has two cisterns, the one at

the bottom in the ordinary lamp form with a

wick ; the other cistern is in the upper part

of the lamp, with an open space between the

two ; both cisterns are fed with naphtha or

paratfine. From the top cistern is a safety-

valve, and from this cistern a pipe descends
to a convenient distance behind the wick and
flame of the lamp. The rationale of its action

is as follows : The flame of the lamp heats the

naphtha in the upper cistern and it begins to

evaporate ; this evaporated spirit has no
other outlet but the mouth of the pipe, which
is placed just behind the flame of the

lamp ; it therefore rushes down the pipe,

unites with the flame of the lamp,
and forces it outwards in one bright and
powerful jet of flame, in a horizontal position,

which the workman can, of course, direct on
to any portion of the work. There are no
scrapers attached, and the workman has to

go back to the old system of using the cold

knife. It will be evident that this machine,
however ingenious, will not answer the pur-
pose so well as the one before described.

These inventions are no doubt very ingenious,

and answer their purpose as far as they go

;

but there are many drawbacks in connection
with them ; they do not provide adequately
for the cleaning out of the quirks and mould-
ings of woodwork, and the old paint, if not
all cleaned off while it is hot and soft at the
first application (which is almost an impossi-

bility), becomes ten times harder than it was
at first, after being once burnt, and requires

so much heat to relDurn it that the wood often

suffers in consequence. It will be evident
also that there is much danger of an explosion
in the last-named machine, and that the fumes
from the burning paint must be very injurious

to the health of the workman. We may,
therefore, conclude that these, and, in fact,

all machines in which fire is the active agent
for burning off paint, although they really

do burn off the paint, they do not do it effi-

ciently ; and besides the danger to the person
and to health involved in their use, they
are but a clumsy means of doing what can be
much easier and better done by the aid of

chemistry. We come now to the more simple
and less dangerous means of destroying paint,

provided by the practical chemists of the day.
It will be evident that a very considerable

amount of inventive skill and of chemical

knowledge has been brought to bear upon
this subject, and it would hardly be supposed
that to accomplish so simple a matter so many
clever brains should have been exercised.

There are several chemical mixtures ia the

market for burning or dissolving paint, which
are sold under different names, and which,
like patent medicines, are guaranteed to

answer for all sorts of purposes. Some of

them are advertised to clean paint, stone,

brass, &c., &c., ad libitum. The principle

upon which they all appear to act is simply
to turn the oil contained in the paint into

soap, and the cohesion between the oil and
lead being thus destroyed, of course the lead
and other residue become mere mud, which
may bo washed off the wood with water
and a brush. It will at once be seen
that this is a simpler as well aa a

more sensible process than the burning
with fire. These preparations are mostly
based upon a mixture of common washing-
soda and quicklime, which latter we have
used for a great number of years for cleaning

off old paint. About 2lb. of soda is added
to a bucket of newly-slaked lime, which
should be of the consistency of thick cream.
In this state it is laid upon the work ; it im-
mediately begins to burn or dissolve the paint,

and in the course of time, short or long as the

case may be, the whole of the paint on the
work becomes soft, and washes off as if it were
merely the mud of the street. Doors, shutttra,

and other work which can be taken down and
laid flat, should be so laid before the liquor is

put upon them. This allows the composition to

be put upon tlie work in sufficient depth to

cover the whole of it, which facilitates the
doing of it. It is always best to let the mix-
ture remain on the work a sufficient time to

dissolve the paint effectually, so that there

will be no necessity for using the knife to

scrape it ; the whole may then be washed ott",

and it will leave the wood clean and almost as

free from paint as when it left the joiner's

hands. The lime and soda must be well

washed off with clean water, and the work
allowed to stand for a few days to get

thoroughly dry before being painted again.

In doing any work which it is not convenient
or which cannot be taken down, and must by
necessity be stripped as it stands, the lime and
soda should be mixed stiff, so that it may be
spread upon the work with a pallet knife or

a trowel. Its thickness will keep it moist for a
sufficient length of time to allow it to destroy-

the paint, but itmay be keptdamp by wetting,
which will assist the application. Tliis is

rather a dirty process, but that is the only ob-

jection we know of that can be urged against

its use ; on the other hand it is always con-
venient, always at hand, and very simple in its

application and effect. The operation of the

various patented solutions for destroying paint
is somewhat similar to the lime and soda pro-

cess, and they seem to us to consist of the same
chemical agents. One mixture is sent to us on
the " no cure no pay " principle. This is in the
form of a solution, and seems to us to be
simply the liquor from the mixture of lime
and soda, with some ether chemical substance

added ; it burns or softens the paint, but takes

queer ways to do its work. It is applied

with a brush. After ithas been on some time
its effects may or may not be perceptible,

according to whether the atmosphere is dry or

damp ; if it is dry the composition will dry
also, and not have any effect, but if the next
day should be wet or damp the work which
has been done overwith the composition will

be wet and slimy, and so it alternates day
after day. We found that this did not answer,
and of course returned it from whence it

came : for obvious reasons we forbear to

mention names except where we can give
praise. Another patent composition is called

extract of lethicum. We confess we are quite
ignorant as to what the lethicum may be of

which this composition is the extract, but
from the numerous and particular cautions
given in the circular as to the extract being
carefully washed off the wood with vinegar or

some other acid, we have very grave doubts
as to whether the paint, which is put on afresh

after the old has been removed, will not be
injuriously affected by that portion of the
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oompoaitioii which may lemain in the wood

throogh solntion, for whatever solution js

juti It is almoet impossible to prevent some

portions of it from being absorbed into the

body of the wood.
Tne only other solution we have tried is

manufactured bv Mr. Jas. Gray, manufacturing

chemist, of Glasgow, and is very sensibly

called painters' solution. This mixture, what-

ever its component parts may be, is decidetUy

the best, most eflicacious, and most useful

eomposition for the purpose we have yet

become acquainted with. Its action is quick

and effectual : it destroys the paint and leaves

no injurious effects behind it ; and is equally

efficacious, when reduced in strength, in

cleaning paint of any description, and by
adding a little size to a weak solution for

cleaning paint or varnished work, it will leave

it with a good gloss. Its efficiency in cleaning

stone, &c, we cannot speak to, not having tried

it, but we have a very considerable amount of

faith inits cleansing properties,and we should
think it will do all that its inventor says it

wilL Being a solution, it is of course very

portable and clean!}-, and we have found it of

^leat nae in the workshop and on a large job,

m saving of time in cleaning paint-pot?, cans,

Ac We have a tub or bucket filled with the

olution, into this we put any dirty paint-pots,

cans, kettles, or other things hard and thick

with paint, we leave them in for a time,

when they only require to be washed, and
they are as clean as when new. In workshops
or \aige jobs, this will be found to be of great

service, and will effect a great saving of time
and money.

RCSKIN'S LECTURES ON ART.'

By Stopfobd A. Bbooke.

(From Macmillan't Magazine for Oct. 1870.)

(Continutd from page 265.)

MR. RUSKIN has not only shown us how to go
to work. He has a rare power of seeing into

the central thought of a picture, and his wide
knowledge of the aspects of nature enables hiui to
proQoonce upon truth of representation. He has
performed this labour notably on Turner and
Tintoret. Tamer's phrase, that " he sees mean-
ings in my pictures which I did not mean," is

the exact truth ; and Shakespeare would no doubt
hare said the same had he read Schlegel. He
haa revealed the genius of Turner to tlio world
by comparing Turner with Nature; and those
who have spent hour after hour in the enchanted
rooms of the Ducal Palace, or wandered day
after day throngh the sombre galleries of the
Bcnola Ban Rocco, know what he has done for
Tintoret. It has been said that the worlil appre-
eiated Turner before Raskin spoke. A few per-
toaa and the artists did (no one ever imagined
that the artists did not heartily acknowledge his
genioa^, but artists have not the gift of speech,
nor, with an exception or two, such as Eastlake,
the faculty of criticism, and we have only found
out at Uit from their biographies what they
thought. It is absurd to quote their isolated say-
ings aa a proof that the public understood and
valued Turner before Raskin wrote. Artists say
that they pointed out Tintoretto Ruskm, but
why did not they point him out to the world?
The public wish to be taught, and the artists are
silent. We expect it is that they have not ranch
to say. They know what is good ; so does Mr.
Roskm. But he Ukes the trouble to tell ns what
is good and why it is good, and we owe no gra-
titude to the artists and a very great deal to
him.
Now to do all this, to read Nature, Poetry,

and Painting for us, and to continue doing it, was
Buskin's peculiar work, and the greater part of
tt was most nobly done. Wo ask, with sorrow,
why he abandoned it? We have suffered no
gnat^ grief than when he left it and took up
other labonrs, for which he was eminently un-
fltted, and the eilect of which was to spoil his
powers for his especial business. Sanitary rc-
lonu, political economy, the dressing of EngUnd,
mannfact<,ne)i, crime, poverty ! ,jue diabU allait-

rw«J^ *T *S V*"
'I'''''"*! Iwfore Uu Dnltenity of

it /aire dans Cftte galere f A man must have
iron nerves and little acute sense of beauty, to

play his part in that battlo-field, aad the result

on Rnskin has been like that which would follow

on sending a poet like Shelley into one of the

war hospitals. He ceases to bo able to write

poetry and he kills the patients.

This is one of the groat mistakes which arc

scarcely ever remedied, and wo trace its results in

every one of tlieso lectures, which are weakened
by the forced introduction of inelovant matter,

and by the hopeless tone which much musing on
miserable subjects has brought into his temper
and his style. We trace the latter in the very

first page, where he says that it " has chanced to

him of late to he so little acquainted either with

pride orhope that he can scarcely recover so piuch

as he now needs of the ouc for strength, and of the

other for foresight." Wo appeal to him to throw
by altogether the peculiar class of subjects of

which we speak, and to believe that when God
has given him so plainly a particular work to dp,

it is his fii-st duty to stick to that work, and to

to put aside everything which interferes with it.

Hope will return when ho does his proper labour,

and the noble pride of the workman in his toil

will give him strength when a crowd of importunate
duties outside his sphei-e are sternly shut out, and
he concentrates himself on the one gi'eat duty of

his life—the unveUing to men truth and beauty
in art and in nature.

Wo trace this despondent tone, and the con-
sequent false view of the world, still more pa-
thetically in a i)assago in the " Catalogue of

Examples," whore he describes himself as walking
in his garden early in the moi-ning to hear the
nightingale sing, and sees " the sunlight falling

on the grass through thickets of the standard
peach, and of plum and pear in their iirst showers
of fresh silver looking more like much broken and
far-tossed spray of fountains than trees," and
hears the roar of the railroads sounding in the
distance, " like the surf of a strong sea," and
thinks that " of aU the myriads impiisoned by the
English IVIinotaur of lust for wealth, and con-
demned to live, if it is to be called life, in the
labyrinth of black walls and loathsome passages
between them, which now fills the valley of the
Thames—not one could hear, this day, any happy
bird sing or look upon any quiet space of the pure
grass that is good for seed." It is so strongly
expressed and so prettily ended, and has so much
of fact to bear it out, that one at first is inclined
to believe it all. But it is veiy far from the
whole truth. Every year sees more grass in
London, and more trees ; the parks are more
crowded with cliildreu and working men and
roughs, who.^with all ^thcir rudeness, respect the
flowers and enjoy the meadow ; the song of the
thrush is not quite gone from the gardens of
Kensington and Victoria Park ; in spring and
summer time, owing to the very railways which
Raskin seems anxious to abolish, thousands pour
out of London every week to Eppiug and Rich-
mond and Hampton and the Downs, and even
drink the sea-breeze at Margate and Brighton.
Our poor see far more of the country and of
lovely places than they did in the past times which
we glorify so foolishly ; and bad as London is, it

is better now that we have proved that we can
actually stamp out the cholera than it was in the
days when the black death strode unopposed
through its streets, and reaped a harvest inits filthy
lanes and reeking cottages which it could not
reap at the present time, when the whole nation
Ls ten times cleaner.

It is a picture by Cima of Conegliano which he
introduces to the students with this burst of
sorrow, and he bids them look upon it when they
would be m the right temper for work. " It will
seem to speak to you if you look long His own
Alps are m the distance, and he shall teach us
how to paint their wild flowers, and how to think
of them." Professor Ruskin seems to infer, from
the whole of this passage, and from others in the
lectures, that when these delicate and beautiful
pictures were painted by Bellini, Cima, and others,
there was more enjoyment of the country and of
lovely things by the poor (as if our love of land-
scape Was not ten times more wide-spread than
that of the Venetians?), and that the poor
were better off, and lived a cleanlier aud healthier
life, and had better dwellings than they now
possess m London. Neither Bellini nor Cone-
gliano, we imagine, troubled themselves as
much about the poor as even a vestryman of 8.
Pancras

; and if we take the city of Venice, to
whose school Cima belonged, thefacts wliich speak
or dirt, disease, aud ill-living, are appalling. In

1392 the Doge Morosmi died of a great plague
which swept away 19,000 souls. Not quite a
centui-y afterwards, in liTG, the pest came again,

and 1181 it was again raging with unremitting
fury. In 155(1 plague and famine again devastated
the city. Checked for a time, it broke out again
with desolating violence in IStC ; and in 1G30 the

gi-eat church of S. M. deUa Salute, which guards
the entrance of the Grand Canal, was built by the
vows of the Senate to beseech the prayers of the
Virgin to avert another awful destruction from the
people. We know now pretty well, by our own
sad experience, what these visitations mean. They
mean that the curse of darkness and low living,

and vile dwellings, and pestilential crowding was
as deep over the sun-girt city where Cima of Co-
negliano worked, as it ever has been in England,
as it is not now in England. None of the other
Italian cities were much better oil', thongh plague
was naturally worse in Venice, from its closer

connection mth the East, from its vast population,
and from its want of fresh water and drainage.

This curious inability of seeing facts, when he is

entangled with matters irrelevant to his proper
work, has spoiled some of Professor Ruskin's past
labour, and diminishes the influence of these
Lectures. In another man it would be culpable
negligence. In his case, he is partly blinded by
his crowning mistake, to which we have alluded,

aud partly swept away by his theoiy. But men
should not be blinded, and should not be swept
away, aud Ruskin's work sufl'crs in consequence.
For by and by (and this is frequently the case) he
is sure to see the other side of his theory and to

dwell on that with equal force. Both statements
are set over one against each other, but in difl'er-

ent portions of his works ; and the world of

readers naturally declares that he has contradicted
himself. Ho denies this, saying that he has
stated both sides of the truth ; but stating both
these sides sepai'ately and with equal vehemence,
without having balanced them, he runs into ex-

aggeration in both, aud, instead of distinctly

defining one truth, rushes into two mistakes. The
result is that those who admire aud revere his

teaching, as we ourselves most sincerely do, are
gi'eatly troubled at times to defend him aud to

understand him. They are wearied by the efforts

they have to make to set aside what is due to im-
petuosity, aud to find by a laborious comparison
of passages what the truth really is which he
desires to tell.

We hoped, for example, that in the lecture on
" The Relation of Art to Morality " he would have
laid down plainly what he meant on this vext

subject. But we are bound to say that ho has
done so in a confused manner. His first phrase
is, " You must have the right moral State or you
cannot have the Art." He does not say you must
have certain moral qualities in an artist or a
nation, or you cannot have noble art :—he makes
the immense requirement of a right moral state,

which is either too vague a definition, or means
that the whole state of any artist's moral cha-
racter must be right or he will not produce good
work. Everybody at once denies this, and brings

examples to disprove it. Ruskin says that those

who have misapprehended the matter have done
so because they do not know who the great
painters were, such as those " who breathed
empyreal air, sous of the morning, under the
woods of Assisi, and the crags of Cadore." Well,
let us take him out of Cadore. The life of Titian is

not the life of a man iu a right moral state, in

our usual sense of the words ; nor does it agree
withRuslun's sketch of a moral Ufe, in wliich he in-

cludes " any actual though unconscious violation

of even the least law to which obedience is essen-
tial for the glory of life and the pleasing of its

giver." Titian lived the life of a noble natural
character, but his morals were entirely unre-
strained by any considerations belonging to high
moraUty. He was the friend of Aretiuo, and that
speaks volumes for bis moral standard. Tintoret,
a much higher moral character, despised Aretino.
Titian dined with that vile person with the vilest

of women. It docs not say much for his re-

verence that he had no objection to chant the
Magnificat over a dish of savoury partridges. He
lived freely, ho spent his money freely, he dnink
freely, though wisely. Nor was the society of

his city in a right moral state. It had uot sunk
down into the faded baseness of Venice before the
French Revolution. It had still a reverence for
truth, and honour, and generosity, but these were
combined with an audacious immorality of the
body, with fiery jealousies, with the most head-
long following of passions. A good deal of tliis

is confessed by Professor Ruskin, but his con-
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fcssion only proves that liis original phraso is far
too large far his meaning. Wliat he does mean,
jf we take the illustrations which follow as ex-
planations, is this, that whatever is good in an
artist's work springs from some correspondiug
element of good in his character, as, for cxami)le,
truth of representation from love of truth. But
this only predicates the existence in him of some
moral qualities, not that he is in a right moral state,
which means that the whole of his character is
moral. With these moral qualities may exist
immoral qualities, such as sensualitv, and the
evil influence of that will also he seen in liiswork.
Stated thus, Ruskiu only means that a man's
character is accurately reflected in his art, and
this, mth respect to the ideas of his work, we aro
by no means disposed to deny, seemg it may be
called a truism.
But in other places, in scattered phrases, he

seems to speak directly from the largo statement,
and to assume that it is true in its entirety,
though ho has modified it again and again. This
is the element of confusion in the lecture, and it
18 at times extremely provoking.

_
It is worth while, perhaps, to look at the sub-

ject more closely. Noble art is the splendid ex-
pression, through intense but subdued feeling, of
noble ideas. Nobleness of conception is its first
element

;
hut it is also necessary that the ideas

should be represented simply, directly, and in a
manner true to natural fact; that the harmony of
the work should be complete, and also its finish

;
that the subordination of the parts to the whole
and then- several relations, should bo clear in
statement, unbroken by any extravagance in any
part, or any indulgence of mere fancy ; and that
the technical skill employed should be almost in-
tuitive in absolute ease, accm-acy, and know-
ledge.

Does all this presuppose a right moral state in
the artist ? The first element does partly do so,
for it is not possible that a base person can have
noble thoughts or express them nobly,—at least
111 the ear or to the eye of a noble person ; the
imitation is at once detected

; nor is the feeling
of a base person ever intense, and even should he
possess some passion, ho cannot subdue it to the
calm m which a great thought can alone take its
coiTcspondent fonu. Even that love of sensual
pleasure winch is so characteristic of artist life,
and which by no means supposes a base cha-
racter, though often an immoral one, spoils, we
tfiiuk, the predominance of high imagmation in
artistic work. No one who has studied Titian and
and Tintoret can, in our opinion, compare the
two, so far as moral majesty of thought is con-
cerned, and giMudenr of imagination. In these
points Tintoret as far excels Titian as his life
was simpler and purer than Titian's. The same
may be said of Rapliael and Michael Angelo.
But, on the other hand, a man like Angelico may
bo m a much more right moral state than
litian, and yet never reach his nobility of con-
ception.

_
It is plain, after all, that the possession of

imagination is the first thing, and of iudividuaUty
the second, and that the moral condition only m-
flnences and does not secure or destroy the ideas
of genius. What really reduced the work of the
later artists of the Renaissance to its poverty of
Ideas while retaining exquisite technical skiU, was
not their moral state, which was by no means so
had as Ruskin says, but the wav in which all in-
dividuality was over-ridden by the predominance
of the past. They became imitators, not in-
ventors, and even Raphael's work shows that this
jieademng influence had begun. The Renaissance
began by intensifying individuality and settin" it
free, in the case of art, from the shackles of reli-
gious conventionality

; it ended by laying a heavier
yolte of convention on art than even reU"ion
had done. Art could not endure that, and it
perished.

On the whole, then, noble conceptions in an
artist s work only presuppose so;,!,, moral elements
in his cdiaracter, and it is not seldom the case
that when an artist's moral state is absolutely
nght, there is a want in his work of healthy
naturalness, of fii-e and warmth, of bold repre-
sentation ot human life. He is liable to be over-awed by his own morality, he is lUiely to direct his
work to a moral end as his fust aim; and that
would be the ruin of art.
But putting noble ideas aside, and taking up

the other qualities of great art, such as preeiseness
of handling and the rest, do these necessarily
presuppose a right moral state in the artist or
even analogous moral qualities ? Ruskin boldiv
a iclares that they do. The infinite grace of the

words of Virgil is due, ho says, to his deep
tenderness. The severity—severe conciseness,
we suppose—of the words of Pope, to his serene
and just benevolence. Both of these excellences
may have been influenced by the moral quahties
mentioned

; but we suspect they were mainly duo
to the literary work which preceded tho " jEneid"
and tho " Essay on Man." Pope was the last
great artist of that critical school which began,
we may say, with Dryden. Virgil developed mto
perfection the gi-acefulness which the Roman
world of letters had been striving to attain for
many years. They entered into the labours of
other men, and added to these the last touch.

{To be concluded next week.)

ON MARBLES FROM THE ISLAND OF
TYREE.*

TYREE is one of the few islands in the Hebrides
where limestones are found, and two varie-

ties are sufliciently remarkable to form the subject
of this note. Both occur at Balephetrish, on the
north-west side of the island, and near the coast.
One of these occurs as a beautiful pink marble
with dark green spots, and this, I believe, is un-
known in any other part of the world.
The pink colour is due to peroxide of iron, and

the dark green spots, which vary in quantity con-
siderably in different specimens, are crystals of
homlilende. Three selected specimens accom-
panying this paper illustrate this variety. It
takes a good polish, and two small polished
pillars of it may be seen in the British Museum.
There is difliculty, however, in procuring large
slabs, as these generally contain some pieces of
hornblende, several inches in diameter, and diffi-
cult to polish. It is a beautiful marble for inlay-
ing in small pieces; its eff'ect is well shown
inlaid in a fine white marble mantelpiece in In-
verary Castle. The white marble is too hard
for orduiary working, but, as a facmg-stone for
exterior work, it would be almost imperishable.
The proportion of maguesian is remarkable.
The hornblende in the pink, and the silica in

tho white are variable :

—

Pink. White.
Calcium oarbonae 70-85 50-70
Calcium sulpUii to .... trace
Magnesium 0.1 rbonate. . 2-35 37-92
Pero-xide of iron 3-40
Calcium hosphate — 0-80
Silica — 10-18
Hornblende 23-40
Water _ o-40

100-00 100-00

The peroxide of iron is scarcely soluble in
dilute hydrochloric acid, which leaves most of the
colouring matter.

disturbed in their niches. I should think that
very few shots had sti-uck the building, but tho
splintering, and even the concussion, perhaps,
has been sufficient to bring down a good many of
the light pilasters and spiracles, some of which,
having been attached -with wire, hang hero and
there, swinging in the air. The iron cross on tho
top, about 20ft. high, has been bent to one side, a
matter of no great moment, but on wliich circum-
stance was no doubt founded tho Parisian reports
that the main body of the spire itself was dis-
placed and toppling to its fall. From the minnto
nature of the damage done it is diijicult to • rti-

mato its extent, but one thing is fortunately cer-
tain, that it is not irremediable, and probably it
will not take any very great expenditure of time
or money to set all to rights again. Down below,
little or no essential harm has been done ; thn
rich and beautiful work about the grand portal
and the entry to the chapel of S. Lawrence has
sustamed no injury, and only one sacrilegious shot
appears to have penetrated to the interior of tho
building. Unfortunately, it has entered just at
the spot where the top of the organ rests, and the
instrument has been a good deal shattered, but
there the damage ends. The splendid old glass
of tho thirteenth and fourteenth century had been
removed from tho windows and carefully packed
away when the siege was immment, so it is for-
tunately safe. The wonderful pulpit is uninjnred,
and so is tho altar. The astronomic clock has
also escaped, and, by its side, that quaint conceit
—the life-size effigy of Erwin of Steinbach—still
lounges in its gallei-y, regarding with undisturbed
satisfaction the uninjured beauties of Erwin'a
celebrated column. On the whole, there is every
reason to congratulate the people of Strasburg
and all lovers ot the antique and the beautiful
in architectui-e that the noble cathedral survives
its dangerous ordeal in no worse plight."

STRASBURG CATHEDRAL.
T) ATHER more damage appears to have been
_L\; done to tho cathedral durmg the siege of
Strasburg than was imagined when we last week
congi-atulated our readers on its escape from
destraction.

The coiTespondent of the Times says :—" I am
sorry to find that in my letter of yesterday I
took too sanguine a view of the damage done to
the cathedral. It is principally in the minor
details of the architecture, which my glass did not
enable mo to detect, but much of the beauty of
the spu-o is in its minute ornamentation, and this
has suffered more than I had hoped. Almost
entirely on the north side has the evil been done
the fii-eof the enemy commg from that (Urection!
Ihe prmcipal thing that struck me at first was
that the balustrade round the western side of the
platform had been can-ied away and the shot
which did it, taking it in profile, had passed on
and mjui-ed the upper work of one of the niches
in the first stage of pilasters, in which is placed
the equestrian statue of Clevis.

" The result is not very serious, but for the
present King Clovis presents a rather ludicrous
appearance

; a section of pillars has fallen upon
him and adjusted itself in a slantmg position,
with one end resting on his bridle hand and the
other on his chin, reminding one of the attitude of
a clerk carrying an overload of ledger.-;. The
King's brothers, Dagohert, Itodolph ol°Hapsburg,
and the Grande Monarque, fortunately remain un-

Rciia by Edwakd C. C. Stanford, F.C.S., before the
lintisli Association, Liverpool Meeting, Section B.

LONDON HOSPITAL FIRE-EXTINGtriSH-
ING APPLIANCES.

THE fire-extinguishing plant at this hospital has
during the past few weeks been greatly in-

creased, as an extra precaution against fire. The
works have been supplied by Messrs. Merry weather
and Sons, and are briefly as follows :—A 4in. iron
main has been extended along the front and east
end of the building, fitted with Mr. J. Compton
Merryweather's improved frostproof hydrants.
This fire main is continually charged with water
direct from the high pressure service of the East
London Water Company, so that by coupling the
hose, and turning on the hydrants, a matter of
one or two minutes at the outside, one or more
powerful jets of water may be projected into the
windows or over any part of the building with
great ;force. With regard to the appliances in-
side the building for fire extinguishing, nothing
has been spared to make them perfect. Upon
every floor and in each ward aro placed upon rails
leather buckets filled with water, and in each lava-
tory from which a supply of water can be taken is
a portable fire-pump, all ready for instantaneous
use. The value of these fire-pumps may be esti-
mated when we state that seven-tenths of the
London fires are extinguished by this means, anil
that at every fire-engine station are kept, and with
each fire-engine and fire-escape belonging to the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade are carried, one or more
of these portable fire-pumps. In each corridor of
the hospital there is, in addition to the foregoing,
a powerful engine popularly known as the " cabinet
fire-engine." This engine is fixed in a cisteiu
containing 50 gallons of water, and when pumpeil
by one man discharges a jet of water at the rate
of 20 gallons per minute to a distance of 50ft.
The engine is upon castors and can be easily shifted
in a few seconds to any spot where a fire may break
out. With such appliances inside a building for
extinguishing fire there need be but little fear,
but as an additional safeguard there is fixed a
water tank at the top of the building, containing
about 50 tons of water, with constint supply at"
tached, and connected thereto is a 3in. iron main
descending from top floor to basement, and upon
each floor is a firecock with hose attached for im-
mediate use. Everypartof the fire appliances is, in
fact, capable of the most prompt application, and
such a deluge of water could be brought to bear
through these various channels upon the discover v
of a tire that it could never extend to any but tl.c
most infinitesimal dam.age. The hose of the hy-
drants, firecocks, &c., and of which there is about.
3,000ft., is of leather, with screws of the Londuu

I

Brigade gauge.
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TIm KaqiiU], in addition to the fongoing, has

OD« or two powerful muusl fire-engines. Great

endit it du« to ihe governiirs of the Loudon Hoa-

pital for to thorouftbly protecting the building,

forit ii tarful to contemplate the terrible loss of

Bfa that would neceaaaril; happen in such a build-

]» if fin once held the mastery—hundreds of

^Jp^». bedridden invalids to became a prey to

Um flame*.

EU3T0NSQUARE TERMINUS.

EXTEKSlVE improvements have been in course

of execution since the beginning of this year

»t lie Euston-fquare tei minus of the London and

Kurth-WejUrn lUilway. The works have com-

priied the raising »f the whole roofs of all the

diedi oyer the platforms i.nd railway to an addi-

tional height of 6ft The aggregate dimensions

ct the roof space thus raised, in four spans, are

BOOft by ISOft , and the operation was effected

without any interruption to the heavy passenger

tnffic On the east side a number of small

houses in Seymour-street have been removed,

the spaoa thus gained being devoted to widening

the twininus by 100ft, thereby giving additional

Moommodation for the trains arriving in London.

On the west side, in Birchmore-terrace, Carding-

too-rtmet, new workshops and oOices have been

reetad, and a tunnel for the use of the company's

errant* has been constructed beneath the entire

width of the station. These works have been

carried out by Messrs. W. Cubitt & Son, of the

Oray's-Innroad, under the direction of Mr. W.
Baker, the company's engineer.

GrwUy-im|iroved access to the terminus has

f^mn bean attained by opening out the main

cntnnea direct to the Euston-road. It vrill be

lemembered that there used to be a short street

(impaaable by vehicles, on account of a locked

bar or gate) leading from the north side of the

northern half of the enclosure of Eustousquare

to Drummond-street, directly opposite to Mr.

Uaidwicke's stately Oreek portico through which

accan is had to the station yard. The gate or

bar referred to has been removed, and the short

street in question has been continued direct to

the Euston-road by cutting in two the northern

half of the Euston-square enclosure. These two

halves of the enclosure have been united by a

tunnel passing beneath the level of the new road-

way, similarly to the tunnel iu the Zoological

Gardens, Regent's Park. At the junction of the new
station approach road with the Euston-road there

are two gates, dividing the incoming and outgoing

traffic, and at each corner of the Euaton-road is a

lodge, designed by Mr. J. B. Stansby, assistant

engioeer to tl>e company. Each lodge contains

one room on the ground floor and one room over-

head ; the inside dimensions are 2Ut. square.

The ezteriois of these little buildings, on all sides,

are ornamented with decorative sculpture, exe-

cuted by Mr. Pitts, under the direction of Messrs.

Cubiit. The groups uf figures on the pediments

rcpreaeot England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales.

Tnemooogram LN.W.R is displayed at the four

ocmers, and the names of all the important

towns aecesaible by the company's lines are in-

scribed, in alphabetical order, at the angles of the

two buildings. These structures are to serve as

parcels offices, &c, —
THE LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL AND

ARCH^OLOOICAL SOCIETY.

THE first meeting of the twenty-third session of

this society was held on Wednesday week

in the Royal Institution, Colquitt street. Mr. H.

H. Vale, the president, occupied the chair. Be-

idai memben there were a number of ladies

prsteot, and amongst the visitors was Mr.

fbomaa Wyatt, president of the Royal Institute

of British Arcbitectii. In the course of a few
ramai k* in acknowledgment of the cordial reception

which he met with, Mr. Wyatt said the Institute

attached much importance to the support and
dhesion of the provincial societies, and there

was a growing feeling in favour of the union of

the various architectural societies into one power-

ful body. The President, in bis opening address,

dwelt at eoniiderabl": length on several subjects

of local interest. Referring to the high death-

rata in the town, he said it behoved all the mem-
ben of the profeisioD to lend their aid in extending,

both here and elsewhere, popular knowledge upon
tliC grait and vexed questions afiecting town
populations, the condition of the homes of the
paot,le, the sanitation of our water supply, sewers
•ad public thoioughfares, and, generally, to aid

local legislation by professional knowledge and indi

vidual energy. The authorities, when constrained

to work out the problem of the appropriation of

space in relation to habitations, had found that

their own stringent enactments had required

considerable relaxation in practice, and the bye-

laws relating to open spaces about dwellings might,

he thought, be considered as now almost practi-

cally abolished. If we wore to have cheap and

healthy dwellings for the people the authorities

must meet and encourage private enterprise, and

not endeavour to thwart and cripple it, as those

stringent enactments undoubtedly tended to do.

In a rapidly-changing age like the present dis-

cretionai'y powers in these matters should be

vested iu the m.-ig!strates and corporate officials,

otherwise much money must bo wasted in. appli-

cations for fresh parliameutary powers to meet

the growing wants of a Urge community. Statis-

tics proved, he believed, that their system of

sewerage was the moat costly one extant, although

the town was one of the best situated for efficient

sanitation. Their present water supply could not

meet the wants of Liverpool for more than abouo

ten years, and that five or six years would be

required to carry into execution any scheme for

going to Wales or elsewhere for a better supply
;

and the authorities, therefore, should be up and

doing, lest they should be driven at the last

moment into some hastily devised and temporary

expedient. Good dwellings, good sewerage, and

good water formed a natural sequence in the code

of the sanitary engineer. It was satisfactory to

know that increased hospital accommodation was

being provided at the north end of the town and

at Bootle, as well as at the south end ; and he

hoped it might not be long before the Bluecoat

Hospital was removed into the country. There

was plenty of room in the neighbourhood for the

establishment of more free libraries and museums,
which had a strong educational power, and he

should like to see a permanent exhibition of

paintings in the town. How was art to be en-

couraged there without a public fine art gallery ?

Passing to topics of professional interest, he said

he had for some years marked with great satis-

faction the spread of courts of conciliation and

arbitration for the settlement of disputes between

masters and workmen in the building trade. He
felt convinced that they would prove the very

best—he might say the only—remedy for the

so-called grievances of the operatives and the

so-called tyranny of the masters. He thought

that any reference to the Council of the Society

in matters of special difficulty would be responded

to in a public spirited manner. On the subject of

river approaches, he considered that any scheme
which did not provide better accommodation for

foot passengers would entirely fail to meet the

requirements of the case, and the public had a

right to demand a speedy solution of this long-

vexed question. With regard to the defences of

the port, he considered that nothing short of

armour-plated batteries was likely much longer

to prove of service when opposed to modern
gunnery, whether these batteries were erected

on shore or floated oat on rafts. Liverpool had
of course its best defences in the honour of its

pilots and the shallowness of its bar at low water.

After referring to the restoration of Chester Cathe-

dral, ho said he was very doubtful whether iu

the modern constitution of a town population a

cathedral, in the modern sense of the term, could

be realised in Liverpool, and for his part he would
much prefer to see a few more poor men's churches,

in which the great mass of our people might wor-

ship without restraint, not in the presence of the

rich or the fashionable, but beneath the eye of the

Almighty alone. He did not consider that Liver-

pool had recently made any wonderful strides in

ecclesiastical work, and he thought it must be

patent to allot them that the churches built from
15 to 20 years ago were in better taste than most
of the recent ones.

At the close of his address, Mr. Yale received

the cordial thanks of the society.

EMIGRATION TO TEXAS.

A TEXAN correspondent of the Hub, a coach-

makers' journal, published at Boston (U. S.),

thus writes concerning the condition of Texas :—
" There are two great railroads which by their

chartered routes are bound to cross within its

limits, and whenever they cross, we prophesy there

will arise another Chicago. You will also see from
the same source some account of the probability

of erecting a Urge waggon and carriage factory at

this place, and where could one pay better ? We
have the very best timber iu the world, namely,
the BoUd'urc, which certainly makes the best

and most durable waggon or carriage of any wood
yet known. Board can be had at our hotels from
lOdols. to 12 dols. per mouth, and provisions are

generally low, and all kinds of stock. A good
horse can be bought for 25 dols., cows 5 dols. to

t< dols., oxen 20 dols. to 50 dols.. &c. Choice land
brings from 2 dols. to 5 dols. per acre, and impro-
ved land from 5 dols. to 10 dols. per acre. As for

society, we have good churches, good schools, aud
the laws of the land are generally enforced. It is

a mistaken idea that we Texans are cut-throats and
jail-birds — far from it. We work here entirely after

the good old way, namely, by hand ; but, sir, I

hope and believe that in two years more the Hub
will tell a different tale from this quarter, for here
is the site for one of the lari,'est waggon and carriage

factories in the United States. I say this for the

benefit of any reader who has the hardihood to

cut himself loose from his hearth-strings, and play

the adventurer. Thirty. four and a half years ago
your writer came to this country a boy, when low
ponies, long shank spurs, cow whips, and branding
irons were the style, set off by a full suit of buck-
skin. Those days have passed away and given place

to the sturdy farmer, the busy mechanic, and the
shrewd merchant. We send samples of aur in-

fallible, everlasting, world- without-end hois-d'arc

wood. One of the pieces was cut from a fallen

tree which has lain by the roadside for the past

22 years, and no telling how much longer."

LEGAL.—THE GROUND STORY CASE.

Hammersmith Police Court.—Knightlky, Dis-
trict SuBVEYon OP Hammersmith, v. Yates.

ON Friday, the 8th inst , this adjourned case

was brought before Mr. Dayman, the magis-

trate. The defendant, a builder, built a row of

houses and shops (the floors of the shops being

level with the roadway), and at the ceiling

level of the basement corbelled out chimney-
breasts, whioh the plaintiff, the District Surveyor,

contended were contrary to sec. 20, rule 1, of the

Metropolitan Building Act, inasmuch as the breasts

ought to have been built from the foundations.

It was contended by the defendant that the loicest

floor was necessarily the tjround floor, urging
that it was " next the ground."
The magistrate (who it will be remembered was

at the last hearing inclined to coincide with the

defendant's view) gave his decision, and quoted
sec. 3, clause 6, sec. 20, rule 12, and sec. 23, rules

1 and 3, of the Building Act. Upon sec. 3, clause

6 ("the 'area ' of every building shall be deemed
to be the superficies of a horizontal section of

such building, made at the point of its greater

surface, including the external walls and such
portion of the party wall as belong to the build-

ing ; but excluding any attached building the

height of which does not exceed the height of the

ground story ") the magistrate observed that if

the defendmt's contention were correct as to the

meaning of the term " ground floor," then a

building could not be erected higher than the

ceiling of the lowest room ; and upon sec. 20, rule

12 (" on every floor, except the lowest floor, such
J

slab shall be placed wholly upon stone or iron i

bearers, or upon brick trimmers, but on the lowest

floor it may be bedded on the solid ground ") he
thought that if no underground room were con-

templated this provision would be superfluous
;

and upon sec. 23, rules land 3, (" 1 . Every habitable
|

room hereafter constructed in any building, except
;

rooms in the roof thereof, and cellars, and under-

ground rooms, shall be in every part at the least
j

seven feet iu height from the floor to the ceiling." '

" 3. Cellars and underground rooms shall be con-

structed in manner directed by the said Act for
|

the better Local Management of the Metropolis ")

the magistrate remarked that if the delinitioa
j

were correct, where could the "cellars and under-

ground rooms " be constructed ? The magistrate 1

decided, therefore, in favour of the plaintifT, the

District Surveyor of Hammersmith.

DAMP EXCLUDER.

A MODE of e.xcludiug damp which has the j

advantage of being elaborate, if it be

neither simple nor inexpensive, has been tested

at Paris. For the first coating of the work to be
j

protected the inventor takes, according to the
j

Scientific Review, linseed oil, aud to every 2001b. I

ho adds 201b. of litharge in powder, 101b. of
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mmium or red load, Clb. of umbor in calcined
stoiK', filb. of alum in powder, and lOIb. of tin in
mgot

; 30 per cent, of turpentine to bo added at
the moment of using tho composition. The in-
ventor boils the whole dnrinp; four liours over a
slow fire

;
dnring tho last hour it is, however

requisite that tho fire be l)risk enough to fuse tlio
tin. For tho second coating he uses the same
composition, witli the addition of 3 per cent of
beeswax and an equal projiortion of caoutchouc
boiluiR the whole for an hour over a slow fire
For the third coating the inventor takes (accord-
ing to the qnantity required, of a snitaldo con-
sistency to be applied with a brush) red load in
powder, and calcined ceruse, or white lead
ground with oil and tuqientino in equal qnantity
and 5 per cent, of litharge iu an impalpable'
powder

;
when diluted these ingredients are mixed

with the same composition as used for the second
coating,but at an interval of twenty-four hours And
for the fourth coating ho prepares a composition
as for tho iir.st coating, and when the four hours'
heating have expired, he, at the expiration of an
hour, draws it off clear. Ho then dissolves 40 per
cent, of hard gum copal, and when iu fusion throws
the first composition into it. While stUl warm
and clear the inventor then adds 40 per cent ofwarm turpentme, stirs tho whole well together
adds 10 per cent, of ceruse, or white lead calcined
ami ground with turpentine, and then appUes the
preparation cold with a brush over coatin" No 3

i
lUB KELLVTHonPE TDMULCS.-The prominent

object on the Yorkshire Wolds known as the
Kelythorpe Tumulus, between Beverley and Drif-
field. IS being explored by Mr. J. R. Mortimer, of
Driflield. Nmeteen years ago a partial examina-
tion was made, when a ciat of large stones, con-
taining what was supposed to be the remains of a
iintiBh chieftain, was found. The skull and
bone weapon studded with native gold were taken
and the rest re-interred. The cist has been re-
covered, and u to be re-erected at Driffield
as an lUustration of the ancient mode of burial'
In the tumulus there have been, however, primary
and secondary mterments, and Mr. Mortimer hii
already found several sktletons, interred mostly
with a, flexure of some part of the body, with
heads in every direction. Tho accompaniments
of iron knives, bronze buckles, &e., indicate these
later interments to have been Anglo-Saxon.
The Rev. Canon Qreenwell, of Durham ; Lord
llosehiU

;
Mr. X W, Franks, British MuLeum

Mr. Cadogan, Breukburn Priory; Rev C W
Lukis, Wath, Ripon

; and Mr. Tindall, Bridling-
ton, are also engaged in opening tumuli at Bud-
stone BndUngton, on the estate of Sir Henry
Boynton. ^

_28o
pie character substituted for the old pew» whichwere much decayed. A new pulpit ha, beenSron.thod«„6a«ofMr. E. Swinfen HarrS, jun
architect, of London. The works have been weUS d

^ M'- Walpole, buUder. of Stoney

SCHOOLS OF ART.
BARNSTArLF..-The annual distribution of prizes

to the successful students of the Science and Art
classes of the Barnstaple Literary and Scientific
Institution took place on Friday week. From
the report read by Mr. Thomas Mackrell, the
secreta|7 It appeared that during the past year
there had been an increase in the number of
pupils attending, and improvement in everv
department of study. In illustration of the
large amount of work done in the school, the
report referred to the fact that 520 drawings, in
forty sets, were sent for examination to Londonand thirty sets were pronounced " good," and two'
those of Messrs. Hodge & Brannam, were deemedworthy of a Queen's prize.

Metropolitax Evenino Dbawino-Classes-We have received a prospectus of the various
evening science classes for drawing conducted

and Mr W "mT^ "''"'"'^ ^y M'- H- Adamsand Mr. \y. Maohen) m connection with the
Science and Art Department. The syllabus of
subjects comprises (1) geometrical drawing, (2)machine drawing and (3) building construction
or architectural drawing, the last section being
presided over by Mr. Machen. The classes arf
held as follows :-South-Western Railway Literary
Institute, Wandsworth-road, every Monday even-
ing

;
Trinity Schools, Swan-street, Dover-road,

every Tuesday evening
; Mile-end schools, Stepney-

TJLTi\^f''X^'^''7 "^""'"S ;
Christ Church

I^ational Schools, Ossulstone-street, Somers-town

Tn!^
Thursday evening; and at S.Matthew's

Institute, Danmark-road, Camberwell
day evening.

COMPETITION.
Fak Competition. -Her Majesty the Queen hasbeen graciously pleased to notify to Her Majesty's

±.40 (l,000f. for the best fan exhibited in the
International Exhibition of 1871, being either awork of painting or carving, or a combination of
both, and executed by a female artist or artists
under 2o years of age, subject to certain condi-
tions Mrs. Herbert Taylor ofTers a prize of £25

al f A\Ti ^'^ ^^°- '^^^ Lady Cornelia
Uuest and the Baroness Meyer de Rothschild each
offer a pnze of £10 for the two fans next in the
order of merit. These prizes will be awarded
subject to the same conditions as those decided onby Her Majesty for the first prize.

iitifoiiig |iifel[igeit«.

every Fri.

ARCH.ffiOLOaiCAL.
Dtscovery op Fresco-Painting at ChaidonCnuRCH, S.'RREj.-On Sunday week the pSchurch of Chaldon, Surrey, which has been orsome time closed for repairs and restoration, was

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

BADDE8LEvCLiNT0N.-0n Tuesday Week the new(Roman) Catholic Church, dedicated to S. FraneLand oounected with the Convent of "Poor Clares
'

was formally opened. The cost of the structure
IS about £2,000. The building consists of a nirthex or lean-to entrance, a baptistry, large nave

?. T/;°'"P°i°^''/°/'
"^i°«' choii- with sacristies

Th K*,'/"'^
'""^ ^"'^^^ *° theapexof roof U 44ft.

flcche 40ft. high above the roof. The sitting ac-commodation consists of two rows of open benches,ihe architect was Mr. Benjamin BuckniU, ofSwansea
; and the builder, Mr. J. Hall Clark of

VV arwick. '

sto^t^'n7^™''-^°" ^'""^"y '*'* "•« foundationstone of anew church in Blackburn was laid. It

tobe'free"Th«'"'«f
•!".'*^*' persons, half the seats

RoWn"::", oT De^ly.""''
""^ ^^"^^- ^^^^^ -<1

Ely CATHEDRAL.-For some time past extensive

o7MT'^lr:\^-?- ^l^^ -Perintenderre-opened forservice. Previous to the work bebg of MrT n "^ T\'' "°?''
commenced, the church was in a terrible state of nJi , , ^m^"""' ^^""^ ^^^"^ '" progress at Elv
;l.rt and decay, the seats and pewsTre of aU t^ie mJ'd V T'^"? consist chieHy of what is called
heights and ages, the waUs were crumbling awavt! "^f'T°°"f ''fi^^'' Bouth transept, andfrom neglect and damp, and the building 4s?/ The settlemr fH *^' 5'«PFt'"''nt geneklly

fromte r, " : t'i'' ^,"!''^!?l " -PP°-d to ariJe

aUl

from neglect and dImp'.lnd'Thebuild'ing wasM-
west wall during the course of the restoration,

colo,7r wvT ^•"=^' *" ^'Sht several figures in

H Sb»^ !,
^"'°S '''°^° *° ^^^ ••«<=tor, the Rev.H. Shepherd, every care was taken to remove thecoating of whitewash without damaging trpaint!

cafed wiH^;K V"'
architect and reS communtcateJ with the Surrey Arohceologicil Societv and

Walle?^th:7'"°l'='"l^"'"'°*
'^^- AustinK:

Waller, the fresco has been repaired. It represent

the' wivtHl."'"™"'.'!^^'
^'* ">« PunishS o1the wicked the weighing of souls, the advent oChrist, and the downfall of Satan. DrawiZandphotographs of the work have been taklL^and afull explanation of the allegories is being preparedfor the use of the members of the Surrey Arch",ogical Society by the hon. secretary, for puEt on in the next volume of " Translctions"^^ Th^

frona the drainage of the city. The choir as wellas the transept has been affected by it. The towerat the west corner has likewise long exhibited sirnsof sett ement
;
with a view to strengthen t it ^asbeen girded up with wrought-iron bauds o vervgreat strength, and this, it is supposed has s7cured the stabUity of the tower for'^eS.ns to

Ch^rcifT-""",^;
-'"^"'^ ^o-"*" Catholic

ult aft'.r .lT^^°''^'u'^'''
re-opened on the 25thult after extensive alterations. Among the newworks IS a new altar, from a design by MrJoseph Hansom, jun. ^ ^

oJeTln%~^t'u ^'"^^""g Ji"le church, dedi-

narf 1 ;
*^''°'''"''"'' ^^^ i"«t undergone apartial restoration The walU internall/ have

strll
^Pf"'^ "^ whitewash, the font cleaned, the

string-courses madegood where defective, the pitchot the nave roof rawed, and open benches of a sim-

Leavesden --The ceremony of consecration ot
the chapel and burial-ground, combined with whatmay be torme. the oUlcial opening of the new
Metropolitan District Asylum for the ImbecUe
Poor of London, at Leavesden Woodside, near
Watford, took place recently. The LeavesdenAsylum is beautifully situated on rising ground,
about four miles from Watford, and lying between
that town and King's Langley. The works havebeen carried out and the entire building and
fittings, furniture, &c., completed at a lest costthan the estimates-viz., £135,570, the estimated
C.S bcmg £136,000. The building, or rather
buildings are designed to accommodate 1020
patients. 730 males and 890 females, the average
cost being thus £77 per bed, all inclusive, with^a
staff of 70 officers. The grounds are very taste-
fully laid out and there is a kitchen garden of
7h acres. The asylum is built on the block prin-
cip e. with Nottingham and Leicester red and
yellow pressed bricks, and has an exceedingly
light and pleasing appearance. The central or
administrative block extends from the south
front, facing the road to the lower part of theground northwards, and is occupied by the medi-
cal and official departments, stores, enginery
laundry, &c. There are on the female side five
general blocks, each for 160 patients, 105ft. by
3Sft., and an ioQrmary block for 60 patients. Onthe male side are four blocks for 160 each, and an
infirmary block, the whole being connected with
oovered corridors. The extreme length of the
corridors from the kitchen to the most distant
block IS 180 yards on the female and 138 on the
male side. The chapel, which wiU accommodate
a congregation of 600 persons, is placed on the
left of the administrative block in the frontage
Messrs. Giles & Biven are the architects. MrHenshaw is the builder, and while the buUdi
ing estimate was £85,954, the actual cost of buUd-
ing has been £85,700, or £245 less than the
estimate.

LiNCOLN.-S. Andrew's Church, Lincoln, was
openalonthe 29th ult. The church has been
buJtfromadesignbyMr.J. H. HakewUl, architect,
of South Molton-street. The total length of naveand chancel IS 120ft., and the width of the church
including aisles, is 60ft. Accommodation
aSorded for 1,000 worshippers. The height of
tower and spire when complete will be 125ft. The
whole of the church is paved with Minton's tiles
and the font is of Caen stone, supported bv
Devonshire marble columns. Mr. J. Brown of
Orimsby, was the general contractor, and Mr
Isaac Prowles the clerk of the works. The cost
exclusive of site, has been £7,000.

'

Low Moor.—S. Paul's Church, Low Moor re.
cently consecrated by the Bishop of Manchester
has just received an addition in the shape of five
tab ets for the reredos. The frame enclosing the
tablets IS of carved oak, to harmonise with the
style of the church, and the tablets are of per-
forated zinc. The tablets contain, in illuminated
characters, the Decalogue, the Lord's Prayer, the
Apostles Creed, &c., and were designed and
executed by Mr. W. H. Cunliffe, decorative artist,
King.street, Blackburn.

NoTTiNO-HrLL.—The (Roman) CathoUo Church
of S. Francis, Notting-hill, has just received the
additional adornment of a set of "Stations of the
Cross." These stations, which are painted upon
slabs of slate let into the wall, are all the work of
Mr. N. Westlake. The style of painting chosen
by the artist is a kind of modification of tho Ger-
man School of the sixteenth century.

St. James's.—The Western Synagogue S
Albau'splaee, S. James's, S.W., built in the year
1828, has just been entirely overhauled and re-
decorated, which has totally changed its former
dingy and dull appearance. The gilding through-
out has not been too lavishly supplied. The rails
to the ark are entirely gilt, and, with Bthe
solid black base, and dark marble pedestals of the
Corinthian columns, with their capitals also gilt,
are most effective, and much aided by the reflec-
tion arising from the amber light over the ark.
Instead of tho old gas chandeliers and burners,
and the three massive brass candelabra and
their heavy chains, which formerly lighted
the building, three sunlights have been substi-
tuted. The embroidered velvet curtain and fit-
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ting* for Um wk, &«., together with the cushions

M« all new, and oarriad out in harmony with the

rani character of the embellishment by Messrs.

Abraham t Sons, of Lisle-street, Leicester-

tqnare. The whole of the floating ia covered with
kamptuliooo of extra thiokneaa, by Messrs. Gough
ti Son. VcMra. Buehan & Son, of South.imp-

tao, vara the oontraotora for the repairs, painting,

and dcooiationa, and Messrs. Hulett £ Co. have
exeentad the gaa worki. The expense of the

whole of the work* haa been defrayed by Moss
laaac*, E*q. Mr. J. D. Hayton, of Whitehall, has
bad the auperintendenoe of the works as architect.

SnREWSBUBT.—A new church, schools, and
vicarage foi Shrewsbury, werecommenced in North-
street, Castle-fields, last Monday week. The work
is to l>e cairied on from ph.ns and designs by
Mr. E. Haycock, jun., architect, and is to be a
•tone edifice, something similar in construction to
{>. AlkmundV, described a week or two back.
The church is to be dedicated to S. John the
Evangelist. The contractors are Messrs. Bowdler
and I)arlington.

Tamwobtb.—The foundation stone of a new
church was hud at Dosthill, near Tamworth, on
Wednesday week. 1 he new edifice will cost about
£850 ; and will le from a design by Mr. Holmes,
architect, of Birmingham and Burton on-Trent.

The building will be of stone, and is dedicated to

a Paul.

Thor.vdo>.-.—The parish church of All Saints,

Thomdon, was re-opened on Thursday week. The
church was origiually a building in the Decorated
atyle of architecture, but at some periixl, probably
in the seventeenth century, windows had been in-

•ert<^ in the nave of a Perpendicular character.
There is little of elaborate ornament to be seen in

any of the work, and the nave and chancel are to
all outward appearance one building, and without
aiales. Very little has been done to the exterior
of the edifice, and some shabby patches of brick-

work in the north side still ^1 for removal be-
fore the work of restoration can be said to have been
entirely completed. The roof has been thoroughly
restored, and is now a very pretty example of a
waggon roof of the Decorated period. The reredos
is a carving in oak in three compartments, or three
canopied niches. The total cost of the works re-

cently completed is about £1,100. Mr. B. M.
Phipson has been the architect, and Mr. Grimwood,
of Weybread, the builder.

Thubstonlaxd.—On Monday week the Bishop
of Ri|iun consecrated a new church, to be named S.

Thomas, at ThurstonUnd, the foundation stone of
which was laid about eighteen months ago. The
church, in architectural design, is Old English,
and is a stone structure, capable of seating 380
people. There are two main entrances on the
oath aide, one leading through the basement of
the tower and the other at the extreme end of the
outh wall. The seats ar« open and free. The
total cost of the church will be a about £3,000.
The architects are Messrs. Mallinson & Barber, of
Halifax.

Tnonra Mobiedx. — The parish church of
Thorpe Morieux, Sulfolk, was re-opened on Wednes-
day week after restoration. The church is of three
different styles, which are more distinctly marked
than in many similar buildings; the chancel is

Early Decorated of the beginning of the twelfth
century ; the body of the church (there are no
aiales) of Later Decorated work, and the tower
Perpendicular. The porch, an Early Perpendicu-
lar one, haa been very carefully attended to. The
lower half was of old brick, which has been rebuilt
in flint and atone quoins, with all the fine open
tracery panel work, and the verge board carefully

restored. A new vestry has been bullion the old
fonndationi, with lancet windows of stone found
in the building. New roofs have been erected
with floriated crosses at the apex of each gable.
The chuncel roof ia a waggon-panelled one ; that of
the nave i* open-timbered, with good rafters and tie-

beams. All the walls were attended to and partly
rebuilt, and the rubble and stone quoins shown
externally, and the walls re-plastered inside. It in

very curious that the church is built on a slope
downwards from the tower, so that the scats in
that part appear when looked at from the east
end arranged aa a graduated gallery. Inside
the rood staircase were discovered fragments of a
rich vine-pattern {liscina, with projecting bracket,
which baa been carefully reiitored and inserted in
the louth walL Some of the fragments of carving
found in different plaoea have been worked into a
dwarf rood-screen. Mr. J. D. Wyatt was the ar-

chitect, and Mr. H. W. Andrews, of Bury, the
builder.

WoTTON Church.—A new reredos, the gift of

the rector, the Rev. E. B. Evelyn, has recently

been placed in Wotton Church. The carving is

executed in chalk, and the framework of the

panels is of Keigate fire-stone, being the materials

used in the construction of the church. The
design consists of three panels ; in the centi'e one
of which is a painting of the Crucifixion by Mr.
N. Westlake. The side panels each contain six

quatrefoiU with the chalice and lleurdelys, the

emblems of the Blessed Virgin and S. John,
to whom the church is dedicated. The emblems
are upon a gold ground, and the quatrefoils and
framework sage-green and claret colour. The
reredos and the chromatic decorations (the gift

of Mr. C. llandell), are from the designs of Mr
Gilbert K. Redgrave, architect, of Kensington,
London.

BUILDINGS.

EoTHwELt.-A new free grammar school has been
opened at Rothwell. It is built by Messrs. Bar-
low and Butlin, builders, of Rothwell, from a

design by the rector. The school is lined with
Harborough pressed bricks, the external material
being " chopped " native stone, with white stone

quoins. The estimated cost of the new building is

£650.

Taunton.—The new buildings for Taunton Col-

lege School were opened on Wednesday week. Only
aportion of the college hasas yet been erected, for

want of funds. The site ia near the town, on the
Shoreditch-road. Accommodation will be pro-

vided for 120 boarders. The college ia divided
into two complete blocks by a lobby. In each
block are twelve studies, two boarders' com-
mon-rooms, and a master's room. On the upper
floor of each are two dormitories, 60ft. long, a
master's room, bath, &c. The schoolroom is 9Uft.

by 30ft. There are also provided classrooms, a

day-boarders' common-room, masters' common-
room, dining-room, sick-room, and other apart-

ments. A head-master's house, two more blocks
for boarders, and a chapel on the south side,

library, museum, laboratoi ies, and school of art

are amocg the buildings that are to be added at

some future time. A botanic garden of two acres

in extent is also to be laid out, and a swimming
bath, gymnasium, workshops for the boys, and a

racquet court are to be provided. A temporary
library, museum, and laboratory have been fitted

up, and an iron chapel has been erected for pre-

sent use. Mr. Giles, of London, is the architect

;

and Mr. Spiller, of Taunton, the builder.

couples, and the south side apartments for six
widows. Jtr. Charles Bell is the architect ; Mr
\\

.
Henshaw the builder; and Mr. Case the clerk

of the works.

York.—The Archbishop formally opened, on
the (ith inst, the new schools of S. Denia and S.
George's parish. The elevation towards the churcli
la of red brick with stone dressings, and ia of a
plam and unpretending character. The buildings
were designed and carried out under the superin-
tendence of Mr. Rawlins Gould, architect, and the
work was executed by local men.

NOTICE.

W"^''^
"le aid of the new postal nrrangcmenta,

' » which came into oiieration on the 1st inst., the
BniLDiSG News will in futnre be supplied through the
post at 153. per nnnnm, instead of 17s. 4d. as hitherto.

The halfpenny postal card will also be found useful to

those who have scraps of building information, tenders,

intercommunication queries and replies, Ac, to send.

The New Theatre in the Str.vnd.—The new
theatre in the Strand, named the Opera Comique,
will, it is anticipated, be opened to-morrow
(Saturday) week, the 22nd inst. The decorations

are very far advanced, and besides these there
oniy remain the scenery and upholsterers' work
to be added to give an air of completeness
to the interior. The bulk of the decorative work
ia of carton pierre or composition, with a profuaion

of gilding on a white or nearly white ground.
The ceiling haa a ahallow dome of perforated

work for its central feature, and in this dome is

suspended a sunlight. The ceiling is also divided
by boldly projecting gilt bands or mouldings
into several large panels or spaces, which, with
the space over the proscenium, are decorated

with allegorical paintings in oil by Mr. Ballard.

The general decorative worka are by Mr. Bradwell,

of Great Portland-street, and the gas fittings are

by Mr. Matthews. Great attention haa been paid

in planning the house to secure a good view of

the stage from every aeat, and a commendable and
by no meana a minor feature consists in the doors

of the various entrances being made to swingboth
backward and forward, so that in the event of a

fire or other panic they would offer no obstacle

to a speedy clearance of the building. Some
fuither particulars of the theatre were given in

the BuiLDiSQ News for August 26 last.

Walsall. — S. Peter's new schools, Walsall,

were formally opened on Monday. They are in-

tended to accommodate 270 girls and infants.

The exterior of the building is of red brick, with
stone dressings, and bands of coloured brick. The
architect is Mr. Ralph Chamberlain, of Lichfield-

street, Walaall. The builder who has carried out
the work is Mr. Adkins, also of Walsall. The
amount of his contract was £1,200. The land

cost £250 additional.

TO COERESPONDENTS.
[We do not, liold ourselves responsible fur tlie opinions

of our correspondents. Tlie Editor respectfuliy re-

questa that all comraunifiations sliould be drawn up
aa briefly aa possible, as there are many claimants
upon the space allotted to correspondence, ]

To Ot'R Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief notes of worlds con-
templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-
ness of the Palmer should l)e addres.^ed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK bTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach tiie

office not later than 5 p.m on Thursday.

Received.—W, D., A. S. H., C. N. F.. B. H,, W. M. E.,

Drake Bros., D. 11. & J. L., T. W., J. F. & Sons, A. W.,
G. S. A.,0. W.&Co., W. P,,C, S,,G. L,, J, &W,, E. H.
& Sons, T. A. .1., n. & R., L. 4 N., R. S. 4 Son,, W. F. P.,

W. B. & Co., R, Y. T., W. M. P., G. B., J. A. A., J. J.
G. <t Co.

" A Manchester'Architect " in a letter to us, says ;

—

" You see tliere ia a regular agitation rising about Ijondoii
arcliitects, their builders, and their clients. The clients

seem to me to be getting the worst of it by far."

W. T. Bkown.—Sketch to hand : don't send description.
W. Binoley.—The sketch was returned.
A. F.—Sketches re urned,
A. T, W.—The nunil>ers were forwarded.
J. W. Dpffiei.d.—Cases for any volumes, from Vol. X.

Inclusive, 2s. each.
J. Lanoham,—Sketch returned.
W, T. n.-Consnlt indexes.
C. S.—By writing to the American agent, wlio-^e name

and address were given.

CDl'ltSpilbclltC.

A BONUS OFFERED.

To the Editor of the Bdii-dino News.

Sir,—I enclose an .advertisement cut from this day*8
Telegraph, thinking it may interest those who do husineaB
in this lino. In pity pray for the client.— I am, ic,

J. W. DUFFIELD.
Park-lane, Kensington Gore, W., October 10.

'^PO AECHITECTS.—A BUILBEK that
.X. le slfick of bnsinesB would ithare the profits, or give a bonu^,

for a GOOD JOB.—Address W. X.. Po«t-oflioe, Btttet,

I'iraltco, 8.W.

Wood Green.—The foundation atone of new
winge to the Printers' AlmshouseH, at Wood Green,
waa laid on Saturday. The north wing, when
completed, will contain residences for ten married

TENDERING WITH A VENGEANCE.

Bm,—I think iho subjoined tenders worthy a placn in

your valuable paper aa a specimen of " ti»ndering with a
vengeance." The surveyor's estimate was £2,200;quantities

not supplied.

For laying the sewage mains for the Local Boaid of
Health, Leamington ;

—
Bond, Leamington £2146 9 S
Stanley, I^eamiugton 1737 5
Jfarriott, Coven ry 1600
Warwick, Lejimington 1549 10
Clark, Warwick 135i)

Green, Leamington 126.1

Boon, Coventry 1230
Gascoyne, Leamington (accepted) 963 9
Childs, Rugby 905

I am &c., F. B. R.

AN EXPENSIVE SIIA?T.

Sir,—In the Bi'ii.dino News of the ;JOth ult., page 2iG,

there is an aiticle under this head. Would you or some i»no

be kind enough to answer me a question or two ? First,

iu u.-'ing the pneumatic apparatus is it not a dangerous
employment for the workmen? Second, would it not re-

.(uiro great caution in letting the men out of that highly
pressed atmosphere into the common atmosphere, afl«r

Ixjing under such a pressure for the apaca of four hours?—
I am, &c., R. W.

Middle8bro*-oii.Tee8, October S.
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Intertoiiunumciitwit.

QUESTIOXS.
[1980] BATH BRICK,—Cau any of your readers

kindly inform me of the address of a Bath lirick manii*
factuter ?—IftoNMONOEB.

[1990] REMOVING INDIAN INK.—Will any of your
readers kindly inform me how I cau take Indian ink lines

out of tracing paper? Chloride of lirae will not touch
them. The tracing \a mounted on drawing paper and
;auvas.—G.S. A.

[1931] STRIKES AND LOCK-OUTS. -Can any reader
inform me of the title, date, and publisher of a pamphlet
by Alfred Waterhouse on ** Strikoa and Lock Outs "? It is

referred to iu Good WonU for July, lsti5.—T. L. W.

[1992] SURVEYING.—On meaauiing a growing crop
in a field that has a sloping or undulating surface, should
the measurements cf the length and breadth be taken aa
on a level line, or as the ground slopes?—Tom Pinch.

[1903] NEW ELEMENTS OF HANDRAILING.—
After finding the bevel, viz., the angle K S T, it goes on :

" Now apply this bevel to the siiles of the mortise U ; let its

.'-took rest OP. the surface of the stuff and at .right angles
with P H, as shown on the left, tlien the blade and ihe
sides of the mortise agree." Will some one explain this
more clearly? Again it follows: "To ascertain the ac-
curacy of this bevel extend one side of R to cut
the edge of the stuff at D. Now let the stock of the

Plate: Z

bev<*l V rest on the surface and mark the edge by its

blade, thou the lino on the edge and the side of llie mor-
tise agree." But they do not agree, for the bevel in this
case is an angle of about (il^ and the angle A V Q is an
angle of about 48^. Now the angle A V Q is equal to the
angle A L Z, therefore the angle A L Z is not equal to the
found Ijevel, the angle K S T. Perhaps some one cau ex-
plain this and oblige,—H. R.

[" n. R.," instead of drawing the above diagram oa the
p(jstal card, drew it on paper and stuck it on the card. This
is contrary to regulation, and wo have had to pay an extra
l>enny. Nothing must bu attached to halfpenny postal
cards. -Ed. B. N.]

[1994] A SUGGESTION.—Can you inform me whether
the vulcanite so much used for chains, set-squares, &c.,
has yet been worked up as a moulding ? I thiuk it would
lie a very serviceable article if so med round door panels,
ire, especially on stained and varnished work, if relieved
by gilding. Perhaps same enterprising maker will take
the hint.—W. T. H.

[1995] INTERNATI0NALEXHIBTTI0N,1S71.—There
isa notice published that all artists, &c., wishing to con-
tribute work^ to the forthcoming exliibition are to send in
notice before November 10th. Could you or any of your
readers inform me ploiise as to whom and where notice is

to be given, as the published announcement does not
state ?—An bition.

[1990] UNANSWERED QUERY.—Will some reader of
your jjiper h« kind enough to inform mo the method
ofobtaining the profile of mouldings, such as string-coaraes,
foruicos, architraves, &c.? - Frank Cuessell.

,

ItEPLIES.

^
[1955]^ OPTICAL SQUARE. — Your correspondent

" B. J." must have made some mistake, as the optical
square U never used for measuring buildings. Its sole and
especial use is to lay oft" perpendicular otfsets when they
are too long to be correctly laid out with the chain or
offset staff. With regard to the second part of the (pies-
tion, it is superfluous. The two glasses or mirrors in an
optical square arc accurately fixed at an angle ufW by tlie
maker, and cannot get out, of order, save by actual wilful
damage. However, if it should be necessary to test its ac-
curacy, it can be easily done, by laying oft' a right angle
with some other instrument, such as a theodolite or iwcket
sextant, and checking it with the optical sfiuare. But if
the square be purchased of a good maker it will never get
out of adjustment.— Kin- CADS.

[1956] THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.—It
depends upon what object induces you to join. The
motives which actuate iwople in becoming raembera of pro-
feHsioual and scientific bidies are various. Some join
with exiwctatious of dorivJug pecuniary benefit, and are
nearly always (lisappointod, ai they di^iwrve to be ; others
are content to join for the mere sake of being enrolled on
theli-t; while o.hera again, the minorityj heoome|member8

i>n account of the instruction, information, and collattiral

advantages accruing to all wJio join societies and iu^'itu-

tious with the proper motives.—A. P.

[1957] IRISH COUNTY SURVEY0R3HIPS. — I

should say not. Iu the last exarafnatiDu, when two
vacancies were filled up, it was espedally required iu the
standard for admission that the caadidatM must have had
a practical acfiuaintAuce with engmeering works on a large
scale. All itiformation cau be obtained by writing to
the Civil Service Coramissiondrs, Cauuou-row,Westoaiuater.
—TETf.

[1068] KENTISH RAG.-The stons may be bought at
the Brunswick Wharf, Vauihall, or at South Wharf, Pa*i-
diugton. L can bo hammer-dressed, picked, and tooled,
but is not suited for mouldings or fine work, being a
totally different kind of stone from Bath or Caen stone. A
cubic yard of random walling, for which it is much used
in and alwut London, particularly for churches, can be
built forl4s. 6d.. or thereabouts.—Mkiai-.

[1909] BRAZING BAND8AW3.-In reply to "Wood,"
1. He must make a splice witha file on flat way of saw, the
length oftwo teeth. 2. Get a piece of flat iron, and bend

same sluape as sketch, and with some small binding wire
bind the saw perfectly straight and firm to Hat iron, so that
the splice may come directly over the curve. 3. Wet the
splice with clean water and rub ou some powdered borax, 4.

Make a stiff pa.ite with spelter and borax mixed with water.
Take a piece the size of a sm;iU nut aud lay on top of
splice. Put the splice between two pieces of charcoal, and
with a blowpipe direct a steady flame from a gas.jet on
the paste. By this method I have brazed band saws aud
many other things,—J. Booc.r.sT.

[1977] DIAMETER OF SPHERE. -Divide the square
of half the diameter of the base of the frustrum by the
heiglit, and to the qiiotieat add the height ; the sum is

the diameter of the sphere. Thus with the dimensions

given :
"_ + 9 = 73in., the diameter of the spliere. -

P. Q, P,9

[1981] RED BRONZING.—This is done by the same
process as green bronzing, but using red lacquer. —Kappa.

[1985] MALTING KILN.—If "Original Subscriber"
had quoted the part of England he came from it would
have been easier to answer his query than it is, but if he is

in Yorkshire, say the West Riding he wiuld be able to see
some sample malthouses at Leeds, Wakefield, Milford
Junniion, Mirfield, Ac. It is scarcely possible nor yet fair
tothegeneral readers to give a lengthened account of the
different methods of working in the neighbouohood of the
places before mentioned, and I also think that he will
find some little ditticidty in getting into the model malt-
houses, aathe owners, as a rule, do not like atranger3 about
the premises. However, if he will publish his address I
shall be happy to give him any iuformation I can on this
subject. In reply to the second part of his question, I can-
not say that I consider the old fashioned cowl, if properly
ma<le at all unsightly, and I have never found any otheV
system answer as wwU, though I have seen chimneys of
slate on the ridge of drying kilns about ISin. square by ISiu.
high, and about 2 yards apart and gain a kind of wooden
ventilator wii;h a slated roof, thus

:

but I ihave not found that they | hive answered as well
as the old-fashioned cowls.—I.xiox.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

BiDEFORD.—We read in the tiorih Devon Journal
that the inspector of nuisances in the town of Bideford
has lately been very actively engaged in making a
house-to-house visitation in accordance with the
recommendation of the Local Board, and as tlie re-
sult of his visits many existing nuisances have been re-
moved or are in course of removal, while at the same time
" some unpleasant facts iu reference to defective drainage
anddeficien* water aupply have been disclosed." We can
quite believe it, and would just hint that by taking similar
acciou the Local Boards of places other than iJideford
( London not excepted) would discover similar defects aud
de^ciencies. Ihe Ixreal Board of Bideford has also invited
Mr. Baldwin Latliam to visit the town to give his opinion
on thu proposed alt-oration of the drainage plans, the pitch-
ing of tiie embankment, and the deviation of the culvert.

Ciit:r.TENHAM.—The Cheltenham Commissioners having
recently completed woiks aud purchased a farm for the
disposal of the town sewage by irrigation, the first yearly
letting of the irrigated laud was effected by auction on
Thursday fortnight. The laud is all ordinary grassland, to
which, asyet, the sewage is bu- imperfectly applied, and
comprises 119 acres. It wap divided into six lots, wliich
let at prices varying from £5 18s. to £8 13s. i)or acre, and
realised a total of nearly i9u0. The yearly cost to the
town for interest and repayment of loan in thirty years is

£1,100, so that if the rent of the laud should remain sta-

tionary tlie towu would only be put 10 a cost of £200 a
year, and own the farm free at the end of thirty yeais, as
against an expense of nearly £1,000 a year before incurred
with very unsatisfactory results for deodorising. But, in
addition to the rent of the land, the Gonmlseionera apply

the sewage to adjacent farms at a certain charge per acre,
and have reservwl for experiment several acrw of their
own land which have been broken up for rye grasi, and
aie expected to realts ' a profit of at least £20 per a :re, so
hat the farm will probably Im conducted without lo«s,

even during the first year.

Lincoln.— \ deputation of thj Liiu:oln Locil Board re-
cently had an interview with the directors uf th» Great
Northern Company, ou the subject of the river aud the ob-
tainiug of a lar^r supply of water from the Trent atTurk*
sey, with the view of secoHng a coustant tlow through the
city iu times of drought. The rleputation proposed to the
directors to increaje their putnpiiig powers at Torkiey, on
condition thai they paid them intereai ou the necessary
outhiy—about £600—and the ex))euse of pumping when
water is required, and these toruH were at once acceded
to by the directors,

TttF. Draisaqc ofMiodlesbuoouoii.— ftlr. Robert Mor-
gan, C.E., of the Local Oovemuieut Act O.Bee, has made
bia rei>ort upon the two schemes fur the drainage of Mid-
dlesborough. He says there arc 7,000 houses in iho borougli,
of which lOtJ only nave water-cloaets, the retuaiuJer hiv-
ing covered ashpits. The ex-borough surveyor (Mr. Joliu
Dunning) estimates the cost of liis scheme at £ii,tiiiO I^a.

(jd. , and th * borough surveyor ( .M r. Latham) estimates the
cost of his scheme at £17,611 5a., but to this sum must l>e

added the cost of sewers iu the north portion of tlie towu,
viz., £.1,170, which makes the total £20,81 1 5«. After fully
explaining the schemes. Mr. Morgan says— "Of the
two schemes before me, Mr. Dunning's deals most cjmpre-
hensively witli the requirements of the town, aud may,
with certain modifications, addl Ions, aud combinations at
certain ix)ints with Mr. Latham's scheme, be adopted by
the towu council." Mr. Morgan concludes his report ai
follows:— "I therefore recommend that Mr, Dunning's
plan for the sewerage of Middleslxjrough, with the follow,
iug modifications, bj adopted, vi^. :—That the position of
the main outfall sewor (8ft. diameter), lietweeu the toll

bar atul tho river Tees be abandoned, and in lieu thereof,
that the sewer (7ft. diameter), along the Fleet-road, be re-
duced in diameter, and contmued iu a straight line, acros-i

the strip of laud t>etween the Middlesborough and Rodcar
Railway and the Ormeaby Beck, where tanks may be aU-
vantaj,'eounly constructed, and pumping engines erec ed.
That, if the tanks provided for the storage of sewage
matter are constructed, the main sewers will no longer be
used for that purix)80, and their dimensions thjrefore may
be con»iderabiy decreased. That a sewer be provided for
the drainage of New Linthorpo, and for those p.ixts of the
borough now inefiiciently sewered a-.d not included iu Mr.
Dunning's scheme, and that street gullies be laid down to
connect theremth."

TfiK Norwich SEWPRAnE.—At a late meeting of the
Norwich Towu Council, the Board ofHealth was authorised
to require all owners and occupiers of property at present
draining into the river or cessjiools forthwith to discontinue
the same, and to construct a proper communication with
the common sewer.

LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.
Thk CoNSERVAnvE Land Society.—The report of the

directori*, submitted to the shareholders at tho lait
quarterly meeting, at tlie Norfolk-street olBces, gives the
receipts for the quarter, which wero £3t!,6y;j 7s. ; for the
financial year ended a Michaelmas, £i33,27ii Ijs. lid.;
and the graud totals, £1,583,359 los. id. The withdrawals
were £:J99,97l 3d. 9d. The reserve fund is £10,500. The
auditors were re-elected, and the report iidopted.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Ari-'Hbold v. MvRORitisoN.—A Pl.i.sterer'.s Claim.—

In this case, heard at the Blackburn County Court on Mon-
day we«k, the plaiutitf was a plasterer and the defendant
a joiner and builder. Both parties reside iu Blackburn.
The action was brought to recover £13 48. 6d. fur woi k and
labour done in plastering houses for the defendant. The
plaintiif had had several contracts with the defendant.
With regard to some of the work it had been completed

;

but, with regard to the last houses, the plaiutitf was to
receive money ou account every week. After a time the
defendant refused to pay any more money, and tho woik
hatlto be stopt>el. The plaintiff lived in one of defen-
dant's houses, and a short time ago the defendant put a
distress iu, which was alleged to be excessive, and £1 I'^s.,

the money sold for, claimed back. The defendant alleged
that I he plaintiff left the houses before they were liuishe<l,

and ho paid a considerable sum to have them complete^l

;

he denied that the distress was excessive. His Honour,
after hearing the evidence, said he did not thiuk there was
any breach of duty on 1 he part of the defendant ; hut he
though' if he had stopped the plaintiff, as alleged, and
refused to advance more money, the plaintiff would be
entitled to recover. He thought the amonn', claimed waa
txcessive, and he reduced it for the buildings to £2 '2s. ;

but he gave nothing for the dis ress, which he considered
correctly takeu.

HcMPHRiES I'i Potter.—This action (tried in tho Bath
County Coui-t on the 29th ult, before C, F. D. CuiJlard,

Esq., the judge) was brought to recover the balance of an
acomutof £35 23. 9d., for masonry work at achapelat
Wellow. The plaintiff's couiuel suggested that tho case
should be referre<l to the dL-cisiou of aom-i surveyor, but the
defendant's counsel said that his client hatl previously
made that offer, which was refused, and he now wi-hed
for His Honour's decision. It appeared from the ev i it

of the plaintiff that he had been enga;jed to do the who
of the ordinary masonry work of the chapel at 28. pa
perch, and for the freestone work he was to 1>e pa'd iu
addition. The stone ought to have been ready fur use,
where:is he waa obliged to prepare it himself. He had
also to make numerous alterations, and for extra work he
had claimed £5. In cross-examination, he admitte«l having
uudertaken a part of the masonry at Is. 4d. per jierch.aud
the freestone work at '2\d. per foot. He had charged 28.

jMjr perch for the whole of the masonry. At ameetingof
the chapel trustees he had given a statement of p trticulai s,

but on timliiig tiiat the total was agiinst him wished to
iter it The total was £'j;i ISs. -lii., aud he hvl i-oceived

£^6 58. before the work was fiuisheil. The trUHteea agreed
to let him retain the balance. The plaintiff^s sou par-
tially ccrrobcrat«I his tAtement. Mr. Atwell, boildert
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itatad UttI k* fcad mmtani Um wotk. ud Mtinuted its

nlM •> iCn. b umwtt to tlM d^i»dut« oounwl. Mr.

And aid te kad nlMd Um vkok of tha nuwnrT »t te.

>« M^ »b4 tU ftMtOM wotk *t »d. per foot. Tha

WMttkad not loll him lb*t Uw oontnet pnM w*i X(a.

;» iHi rrii Ihii iliftnni II
«—j-j .V.t <» M«r<ih

UML «k»t(«lM>of tlMcl^M) (of whom itr. Foitar wu
«mA dineMI Mr. I^cr utd man naintnt Horrvll to

m,MO «Mh Um ptainliir lor tbo erection of the onlirukn-

MMuy at k. par nnt, and Uia firaestoua work at L>)(1.

par kuL ud tliia ua pUiatif bad undaitakan at tkoaa

Siom. It waa tahaaqoaaUr found that additional maaonr;

inaaaadad. wkiak ka aciatd to do at It <d. Mr parch.

Bitaatka work waa fidaktd h« bad reoeited tie ISa., and

«» Mi aiiphlM fbr farthar navments tha tntataea and

ktaHwir SMt ud waal thnmjHi the itrius together. Tha

takd akowad that ha waa aotitlcd to £33 ISa. 4il onlj, but

(k« allowad him to ralain the dlffenuca io order to avoid

Mmfmtm 'Dm aloM waa suiqdied to tha plaiutifl' ready

anaand, aad ifha bad dona anrtbing fVirtlier ha haddone

M wiUwat inatniotioDa. For the altarationa and extras be

kad atnaab baen paid, and the eridenoe would show that

1m iMd Hua tkia claim bacanse the work had proved leas

paadtabla tkaa ha had axpacted . Several witneaaaa having

taaa callKl, Hk Boooor held th,tt the defence had been

aa«t, and that tha plaintiff waa only entitled to re-

ru aadia|MUed item of 2a M. Yenlict accordingly.

STAINED aiiASS.

0*«Tl.sBlI>l>'GllA3t.—Three Unoet windows in the oaat

end tl tha pariah church of S. Nicholas, Castle Heding-

baaa, kaTajaatbaen filled with stained glass by Messrs.

Baidnao and Co. Tbe centra light is illustrative of the

Cnicttziaa, tha two aide lights repreaauting S. John and
thaViijio Maiy.

biaarBflU —A lariaand handsome stained glass win-

dow, aahaeiifaad for br a few of the leading members
at iIm magncatiOD, has just been fitted up in the

Traa ChuKcb, It baa a triplet tracery window, di-

vUad hf a tranrmi, and containa six illustrations,
"na AmanelBtiaii to tba Shephards," " The Worship-

fiat bf tka Wlaa Man,' " The Pnaentation iu the Temple,'

"Carial among Uia Doctors," '"Ibe Baptism," and "The
Sa laaa aai tka Mount " The whole has been designed and
•teanlad bjr tba Maaars. Ballautine. The window will

ooat about £S70.

The LoROi-ET MiatORiAi.—Tba fiTe windows in the west
fiuntof iba Bipan Cathedral, in which it was decide«l to

place tba Longlaj mamonal, baro oeeu filled with siaincd

^baa bf Maatia. Bardman, of Bimiinghani. The glass

oDoalftta of a combination of geometrical forms, with the
ooatraBtional foliage peculiar to the works of the period of

tkaatoDawork—riz., tbe twelfth century—worked in tbe
rxbaat and moat varied colours.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.
CaxBUDCa nHiTEBSirr.—Messrs. Farmer and Rrindloy,

aaolptota, Loaidon, have Joat completed five fine figures of
Bahop BtilUiigflaet, Biahop Bateman, Edmund da Gon-
Tilla, Dr. Caios, and Dr. reraa. Tbe figures are carved
oat of Boiaorar slooa, and are excellent representations.

na former baa baan placed in tbe new chapel of S. John's
CoUanaad tkoaa or Oonvillu, Cains, and Uatemau in
ftoait oftka naw gateway of that college. They stand Oft.

ia keiffat, and ara robed. That of Dr. Pene is placed over
tha approach to the circular staircase in the new court of
Caiaa. Edmand de Gonville founded Cains, and at his
daath left meswy for i: s completion at the di«poaal of Wil-
Uam Bitaroan, Bishop of Norwich; and Dr. Caius farmed
tka plana of the three gataways intended to inculcate the
moral laaaoo that ''Humility and virtue lead to honour."

K«w Womu BV Mb. Watts.—Mr. Watta, who has of
late given a large abate of hia energies to the practise of
acalpton^ kaa aomplated i ha model of a life-sized statue of
tba lata iMd HoUaad. This will )« cast in bronze, and
Ions tka ehiaf dement of a design which comprises a d rink
lag faaataia, and wUl be temporality, at least, erected on
tka aoalk alda of HoUaod Park, a little removed from the
Kanaington-raad. Tba same artist has nearly completed
a fatl-aixed memorial elBgy of the late Bishop Iximdale,
which is to be placed under a Gothic canopy, the design
< f Mr. G. 0. Soott, in Lichfield Cathedral.

hu- Office Cable.

DiATii OF Mb. Jamf-s Giles, R.S.A.—After a
rallier protracted illoeu, this well-known Scottish
artiatditd sthiireaideDce, Aberdeen, on Thursday
week. James Qilea waa one of the thirty-five ar-
liata who in tbe year 1888 obtained a charter of
incorporation, and were constituted the Royal
Scottish Academy of Painting, Sculpture, and
Architecture. Of these thirty-five artist* only nine
•» now remaining to us. Six of them have been
taken within the Uat two or three years. Watson
OordoD, Graham Gilbert, Horatio MacciiUoch.
Bolwrt Laoder, D. 0. Hill, have now been followed
by their brother artist, James Giles, and it will be
difficult to fill their places.

Canwan la mi; Applicatios of Aspiialte
*o f^^-^^Boon.—lt U said that the flat roofs at
the Albert Hall of Arts and Sciences, and those
DOW io a Tery forward state at the Horticultural
OudeoB, South Kensington, wiU contain nearly
00,000ft. roper, of Pyrimont asphalte. Messrs.
Lucia firothen are the contractors.

Thk EoTrriAN Copbt, Crystal Palace.—

A

collection of Egyptian antiquities, formetl by the

late Mr. Robert Hay, of Linplum, East Lothian,

has been placed in the Egyptian Court at the

Crystal Palace, where, with the aid of a catalogue,

drawn up by the collector of the relics, and

afterwards revised by that distinguished autho-

rity on such matters, Mr. Joseph Bonomi, visitors

may acquire much reliable information of the

religion, manners, and customs of Egypt. Of

late, imitations of like articles have been manii-

factured, no doubt, but Mr. Hay entered on his

labours as a collector of antiquities as early as

1828, before the stock of real relics had been

exhausted, and while (he supply was equal to the

demand. The Hay collection may be relied

upon. The name of Bonomi would in itself be a

guarantee for the genuineness of the relics now
exhibited. AVe need hardly say that a private

view afforded but an imperfect opportunity for

the study of a subject so profound as that of

Egyptian antiquity, aa illustrated in over a thou-

eand examples of objects of all sizes, all kinds,

and in all sorts of materials, but chiefly in wood,

stone, glass, porcelain, bronze, and terra-cotta.

Of the subjects we may enumerate divinities,

real and doubtful; amulets, trinkets, stamps,

mummy figures and mummy cases, tablets and
vases, bottles, scarabo;!, and papyri.

Waterloo Bribqe. — A correspondent calls

attention to the sate of the drains along Water-
loo Bridge. The stench arising from them is truly

poisonous. The long continuance of dry weather
has exhausted the water in the traps. Until the

authorities attend to this he advises the public to

avoid passing over it, whenever it is possible to

avail themselves of any other bridge.

Decorations at University College.— Wc
understand that Mr. W. Cave Thomas has com-
pleted the designs on which he has been for some
time engaged for the decoration of the Flaxman
Hall, at London University College. The moat
import<int consist of three colossal figures of

Homer, Pythagoras, and Apelles, as representing

Literature, Science, and Art, and are intended to

fill the three recessed ejiaces above the reliefs of

Flaxman which adorn the walls. The eight com-
partments of the dome Mr. Thomas proposes to

fill with figures, supporting medallions, containing

the greatest names in literature, science, and art.

The public is indebted to the Graphic Society for

this scheme of decoration. In the adjoining hall

of University College, Mr. Armitage has just com-
pleted the decoration of the walls with mono-
chrome painting. The first series of pictures

occupies one-half the hall, and represents the late

Crabb Robinson and bis most eminent friends. The
second series, occupying the remainder of the hall,

represents the founders of the institution.

Damiging Public Structores.—A Severe
Punishment.—Our local authorities (says a writer
in the South London Press) find it necessary to

warn persons defacing or injuring public struc-

tures of legal consequences, but they go further
than this in the country. "A friend informs
me that on the numerous small county bridges
in Dorsetshire the following notice is placed :

—

'Any person wilfully injuring any part of this

county bridge will be guilty of felony, and, upon
conviction, liable to be transported for life. By
order of the court, T. FoOKs.' Why not threaten
to hang the offenders out of hand at once ? The
threat would hardly be more absurdly barbarous
in character, or less consistent with the views of

the age."

The Metropolitan Board or Works,— At
the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board of
Works it was stated that Mr. Rutson, private
secretary to Mr. Bruce, had withdrawn his letter

in reference to the candidature of Mr. Ayrton
;

and a strong opinion was expressed that Mr. Ayrton,
of all the candidates, was the least likely to be ap-
pointed.

International ExiiiBi'noN, 1871.—The painters
and decorators are completing their woik in the
Fine Art Galleries for the International Exhibition
of 1871. Wc understand that it is the intention
of Her Majesty's Commiseioners to invite artists

and exhibitors of all fine art works to inspect
these galleries shortly. Manufacturers of brick
and tile-making machines intended to be shown
in motion at the ensuing Exhibition of 1871 are
requested to forward their applications for admis-
sion to the secretary, Lieut.-Col. Scott, R.l':.,

specifying the weight, dimensions, and requisito
horae-power of each machine to be exhibited,

The foundation stone of the now Rnsliton memorial
church (dedicated to All Saints), Bolton-road, Black,

bum, was laid on Saturday last.

S. Paul's church, Oswaldtwistle, w.as opened on
Wednesday wook. Tho buildmg is of iron, of

Gothic treatment, and seats 600 persons. Tho cost

has been .i!650.

Messrs. E. Bume Jones and F. W. Burton have
resigned their member.sliip of tho GUI Water
Colour Society.

Mr. W. J. O'DriscoU, of the Irish Bar, is engaged
in the preparation of a biogi-aphy of Maolise.

Tho Martyrs' Memorial Church, S. John-street-
ro.'\(l, Clorkoiiwell, which we ilhistrateil some timo
since, is nearly completed, and will probably bo
opened in about two months' time.

An improvement has been effected in Tool oy-

sti'cct, Southwark, by setting back tho promises
and wiileniug tho roadway between BuU.court and
Mill-lane.

In a few days the construction of a tramway
along the New Kent-road will bo commenced.

Negotiations are still ponding !for the purchase
of the site of the parish church of S. Mary, Newing-
ton, for the purpose of widening the roadway of

Ncwington Butts.

A public library and museum, presented by Sir

Peter Coates to the town of Paisley, was inaugurated
last week. This edifice, which has been completed
at a cost of .115,000, occupies a central position in

High-street.

The new approach to the steam-boat pier at Lam-
beth Palace will shoi'tly be commenced, tho con-

tract having been given to Messrs. Jukes, Coulson,

Stokes, & Co., tho tender being for ^2,476.

The unsightly triangidar enclosure at the junction

of Unior.-street, Borough, with tbo Southwark
Bridge-road, known as " Flat Irou-squai'e," is being
planted tvith trees and flowers.

The Wesleyan Chapel, at Moasham, Derbyshire,
was re-openod on the 25th ult., after alterations

which have cost iE8"25.

Tho pai'isb church of Kniveton, Derbyshire, was
recently re-opened, after restoration.

A now organ, built by T. H. Nicholson, of Lin-

coln, has jvist been erected in the Wesleyan Chape
at Hoi'nca.stle,

Tho Croditon Local Board has memorialised
the Home Office for power to borrow it".2,000, to bo
devoted to carrying out various local improvements,

A new Congregational Chapel at Abbotsbury,
Dorset, was opened on We<lnesday week.

Tho new studios at tho Working Men's College,

Great Ormond-street, Bloomsburj-, arc completed.
They are large, airy, and well lighteil, and sup-

plied with every necessary appliance.

At a meeting of tho Court of Common Council,

on Thursday week it was stated that tho Lord
Mayor, on the strength of the medical certificate

had granted leave of absence to Mr. Horace Jonos
the City architect, who was in a very dangerous
state of health.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Tmk loulClS
Quobec, red pine .... 8

„ yellow pine.. 4
St. John N.B. yellow
Quebec Oalt, white.. 6

„ Mich 3

„ elm 4
0»utzic o&k 4

„ fir 2
Meiuel&r 3
Cilia 8
Swedish 2
Maste,Quebecredplne 4

„ yellow pine. , 4
Lathwood,Diuitzic,fm 3

„ St. Feteraburg 5
Deal«,prC.,12tt.by8
by 9 in.,

Quebec, white spmce 13
St.John, whitespruoe 13
Yellow pine, per re-

duced 0.
Cauuls, lit quaUty. 18

3nd,do 1'.!

Archangel, yeUuw .. 11

8t.retent>arg,yel.,. 13

Tim

10 13 II.

IS 4 10

4.10,

6 10
15 IS

5 6
10 10

10 6 10

17
10 14

10 1

16 13 10

10 IS
13

RER.

riuland <7
Uemel
Oothenburg, yeUow 9

„ white 8
Oefle, yellow 10 10
Sodertmm 8 1)
Obristlaula, per C,

12 (t. by S by » in.

yellow 10
Flooring Itoards, i)er

eq. of liu., fliat yel 7 6
First white „ 7
Secoud •luaiities .... 6
fL'Hius Stonb pr ton 6

OiuSi Ac.
Seal, p.^le... .per tun 36
Sperm body 80
Ood 88
Whale, Sth. Sea, i>ale 30
Olive, Ualllpoli 4S
L'ocoajiut, Cochin,tou 43 10
Palm, fine 40
Linaeed 30
Raiieaeed, Bug.pale.. 43 It
Oottonsoed 29

13 10
12

7
8

38 10

ti 10
44

Pig, Foreign «»»»•
,, JfiUKUah W.U. , uu

., LadCo. M»»..H»».. do

,, O I or brauJa do
Sheet Milled do
Hbot, i'nleat do
Red or Minium ....» do
LIUiwg-. W.B ,.. do
White Dry do

,, gruuud In oil .- .. do

Oorm :—
Britlah—Calce and Ingot per un
Best Selected do
blK.t , do
iiottumi M do
Aiiatraliao do
SpautehCaktt .«.. do

MiTALS.

....per ton £17 10 X
10 u ill 6 If

10 1.^ 20 U
1:1 13 6 II

20 10
S3 «
19 16 an 10

aj

£67 10 70
09 70
7111 73
,76
an li 71

t»
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EGYPT AT SYDENHAM.
A GENUINE exhibitioa of Egyptian an-

./-l. tiquities has been opened at the Crystal
Palace—that ivwn epitome mundi, in all ages and
phases. It is not very extensive, nor' is it

very novel, but it has the advantage of being
undoubtedly authentic. We see the ancient
people as they lived, as they died, as they
were sepulchred. But the collection is not
unmixed : it betrays strong and close associa-

tions with Greek and Roman Art. We believe
that the celebrated antiquary, Mr. Robert
Hay, of Linplum, with his colleagues Burton,
Arundale, and Bonomi, and the young and
enthusiastic Athanasi, did really purpose to
collect an Egyptian Museum worthy to be
established in the Walhallas and Vaticans of
Europe. Nevertheless, up to a particular
point, they failed. They hung large walls
with photographs and drawings ; they saw, and
thought theycould describe, the monuments—
a commonillusiononthe part of travellers; but,
despite their failures, they did one thing,—they
discredited the Birmingham rubbish. Many
of the objects searched for and found by them
are unique, and many more exceptionally fine,

and nearly all of interest as representing
details of execution or periods oi art ranging
over an interval of upwards of 4,000 years.
That such an illustration is exhibited, in one
chamber, on twenty-one tables, at the Crystal
Palace, sliould suffice to draw together thou-
sands who are not quite infatuated by Signor
Bottesini or Madame Parepa. The work,
upon the whole, was the work of Mr. Hay,
altliough he had associates. He lavished upon
it five years of love ; he died before the ana-
lysis of his Nilotic treasures was completed.
The Crystal Palace Company have purchased
them from his son, and thus we have 13,000
examples of antique Egyptian life, all

authentic, and none from Birmingham—

a

boast which, we fear, the British Museum
itself might not candidly utter. They lift

the veil from the religious, social, and do-
mestic life of those curious heathens. They
are glossaries on Manetho, and commentaries
on Berosus ; they tell us what the Greek
desired us to know ; they fling a light on
Plato ; they give articulation to the laughter
of Juvenal ; for they are antiphonic, these
relics of the dead—they belong to the past, it

is true, but they speak from the past and are
audible. Now, taking the twenty-one cases
at the Crystal Palace as characteristic of in-

dustry and art relative to ^the period which
they represent, no wonder can be exaggerated
if we persist in boasting of our modern
marvels. There is a statue. It is composed
of three metals—bronze in the core, antimony
in the head and hands, gold in the eyes and
necklace ; over all a semi-vitreous paint,

representing a dress that clings modestly to

the figure. Moreover, when the nameless
sculptor completed his task he formed marble
eyci and eyebrows. We must not be too sure
of our superiority when we view these wonders
of, as Tennyson writes, " a day that is dead."
Then that head of a girl, perfectly preserved,
who must have danced at the Court of the
Ptolemies! The myrrh and the aloes are as
pure still as when they were gathered in the
valley of the Nile three thousand years, or
more, earlier before Cleopatra sailed down the
Cydnus. The eyes remain, the brains
remain, the linen is as if woven last week at
Manchester. Less astonishing are the other
mummies, with their brain-cavities filled by
bitumen, and, their eyes of obsidian and
ivory ; but almost incredible is the stain of
henna, red and bright, on a hand that must
have been cold generations before the sacred

birth which took place when the Star in the
East was seen by the Wise Men. It was bad
taste to put a modern ring on the forefinger.

We pass by " a bag of mummified hair," a
"landowner's staff," "three funeral staves,"

a " Lybian bow," an Egyptian bow still pliant
after a lapse of 3, iOO years, and a horrible set

of "viscera vases." They are of interest,

but they illustrate a state of society so remote
from our sympathies thitit seems impossible
to engage any except the most enthusiastic

antiquarianism with legard to them. It is for

the touch of nature making all humanity
kin that we look, and look not in vain; the
lady painting a funeral tablet for her hus-
band's grave ; the woman flinging away in

sorrow the rod with which she once struck
her lost child ; and, very far off in point of

idea, a fancy to strike our imaginations, for a
descriptif n whereof let the official catalogue

be responsible, " part of a head-rest, on which
are sculptured two grotesque figures of Pthah
to frighten away the still more grotesque and
frightful creations of the fancy during sleep

;

it is a common device belonging to head-
rests, particularly adopted by females. These
uncomfortable pillows were used to preserve
the very elaborate chignons of the period
from becoming disarranged during sleep."

From head to foot—there is a Pharaonio boot,

"anciently patched" ; these are mended
sandals. From stocks to stones, three
cramps for joining stones together; these are
almost exactly of the common Parisian
pattern, and might have been modelled amid
the masonry of the Louvre. So with the
gilded cartonnage ; so with the fan-holders,

precisely as they are used in the year 1870
by bishops at Rome ; and so with the arti-

ficial pomegranate that scrubbed the foot of a
Shepherd King, and scrubs now the feet of
an amateur bather in Cairo. We lose our-
selves, of course, when wo wander among the
lachrymatories, or tear-bottles, so pious and so

sad of use; the symbols of Origen, so dis-

tinguished and so unhappy ; and the com-
pound head-dresses of the deities of the Phara-
onic epoch ; but we find ourselves again,

and feel very much surprised, as Mr. Bunsen
would have been, when, believing our-
selves to be in the Egypt of the Hyksos,
of Pthah and the mummies, and the
mystic Ram, we find Grecian wine-jars,

Nitrian and Lybian drinking cups. Early
Christian lamps, Italian tazzi, Athenian
sculpture, Arabian goblets, and Roman vases.

Thi'y are all attractive ; yet why call them
Egyptian ? In the case Number IV., the
character of the collection varies. You have
a basket made of papyrus leaves ; another
containing " offerings to the dead," and " a
finely-made basket, unopened, supposed to

contain seed-corn, which we know was always
buried with the deceased, who was believed
to sow with it the Elysiau fields in the dis-

embodied life." Let us confess we felt a
criuiinal desire to tear the covering oif from
this unopened basket. Yet there was an
abundance of distracting varieties : a hank of

papyrus twine, a toilet box, a casket, with
two locks of hair, "prepared to be thrown
into the tomb by the females who attended
the funeral." In the whole series we observe
the incredible, or, at any rate, unintelligible,

art of preservation which the old Egyptians
possessed. Take a little basket ; it contains
a cake of colocynth. It is as bitter as it was
two thousand years before a single mosque
was built in the Egyptian land. And those
blue-painted eyebrows of the dead, and the
red-wood cheeks of the effigies ; and the
coloured waxen figures, brilliant as when the
artist stained them; and the piece of rose

granite from Thebes, with remnants of gilding

;

and the ointment - bo.x about which the

Apostle might have written ! We purposely
overlook the bronze objects. They are not
Egyptian ; they are partly Abyssinian, partly

Greek, and, generally, not antique; indeed,
they should not haye been included in this

gallery. The image of Horus is manifestly

a Roman imposture. That of Kliem, " tlio

Vivifier," is a spoilt copy from a Latin cari-
cature. It is difficult to guess whether the
figure of Aum is of modern Egyptian, or of
modern Roman conception ; assuredly it is

not Egyptian in the historical sense of the
term. We turn from these to the true
pastorals of the olden Nile, and discover one
that brings to the heart so many associations

:

I' model of the hand-plough of Egypt. This
instrument is always borne by the mummy
figures, who were supposed with it to cultivate
the fields of heaven. A similar plough or hoe
was lately in use in Egypt, the light sandy
soil of which requires no neavier tool." Hard
by this, "a scribe's writing knife ; cast bronzi-

;

a similar specimen found at Thebes was so
perfect as to be still used for a penknife, after

the inertion of 3,000 years." Here was tecli-

nical education, placet my Lord Mayor

!

There is not much to notice in the faces

translated from coffins, the mummies of cats,

the withered bones and bodies of the ibis, or
the multitudinous assortment of canopio
vases, many of which, we fear, are apochry-
phal. Decidedly, no faith can be placed in
the pretended hieratic writings of Nos. 20
and 21. Nor can No. 34, however remark-
able, be accepted as genuine : it is out of
character, time, and type. The Syro-Egyptian
figure, rumoured to be from Crete, is also an
evident barbarism. We leave these gladly
for Table IX., loaded with treasures :—bricks
which the first Israelites might have moulded;
canopic vases with deep incised inscriptions

;

boxes of scarabei in lapis-lazuli, limestone,
porcelain, and glazed wore ; fragments which
tell of the Ptolemies ; hieroglyphs and bulls,

more holy than those of Rome ; emblems,
symbols, mortuary trophies ; corpses iiLscribed

from head to heel with supplications to " the
Lord of Plenty;" specimens of "the sacer-

dotal leopard- skin," "the cross of life," "the
winged expanded solar disc ;

" and, as the
Crystal Palace authorities somewliat dog-
matically say of a certain coffin, " at the head
of this are placed two fragments of another,
to show the Egyptian method of joining by
wooden trenails inserted diagonally, as in the
construction of the Ark." It would be useless

to traverse all this mythology ; so that we
only point out the specimens of industrial

genius preserved:—parts' of a morticed and
panelled sarcophagus ; fifteen specimens of
various coloured glazes ; statuas and busts
in sycamore wood ; porcelain rings and belts;

models of human teeth in Nubian ivory;
limestone figures, light and fair as our Parian

;

beads strung together by threads utterly
beyond our power to date ; hollow blue glass
balls; paint brushes; "charms composed of
mystic eyes," and so forth ; yet among them
are forgeries against which all students of
Egyptian antiquity should be warned. Thus,
the pectoral tablets, representing Anubis as
guardian of the tomb ; the Maltese amulets ;

the Murano glass ; the two big bottles, which
arenot ancient Egyptian, but modern Chinese ;

the cylinders, which are not Egyptian, but
Arabic ; the human-headed vase, which was
a late invention of Italy, and not known to

Egypt ; an I, we suspect, a large proportion

of the amulets. We have said, and we do not
unsay, that Jhe exhibition is genuine, and
that its collector was a man of wide and ex-
haustive scholarship. Nevertheless, in all

this varied assortment, we cannot help re-

marking upon the obvious flaws in our notions

of what ancient Egypt must have been. We
think of it in the presence oi mummies, cats,

the ibis, broken jars, bronze bottles, and
countless relics. Yet we may be mistaken
after all. We may not be able, even with
these witnesses, dug up from tombs, to solve

the problem of the German pedant, and
" fasten the thread of universal chronology
round the apex of the pyramids." Suppose
we are less ambitious, and try to ascertain

when was woven tiat " very large specimen
of coarse linen cloth, hieroglyphically called

the robe of justification, being that in which
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UwdeceMed stood before Osiris. The garment

ii 16ft. by 9fL, and has a fringe along one

•Ida." Beyond question, it is the most sm-

snlar example of textile fabric in existence.

No ruin in the valley of the Nile can be

compared with it as a curiosity. But what

of them, as eamplers to our time ! We can

find nowhere their faithful history. They

stand as their own records, and we must

make oat what we can as testimonies to an

i^ and an art There are some others which,

•a Makrizt says, "even the wise cannot

believe," But as the same author says, "The
history ofancient Egypt is full of such marvels

and snch wonders. If, now, we recommend
to our readers a perusal—so to speak—of the

Nilotic curiosities at Sydenham, it is not to

endeavour tostamp with credence their chrono-

logy, or their geology, or their fabulous The-

b«n learning, not to accept their assigned

dates, not to acknowledge their parables as

strict history. Yet the monuments of their

ingenuity and industry are before us. We
aee their cottager's chair. It resembles exactly

that towards which we have warmed with

love to observe a Devonshire peasant woman
cherishing her child. It is precisely the same

chair, or stool, which, from the days of Egypt

to now, has been sacred to the nursery. If,

then, men have changed, women have not.

We may adopt a new form of throne, but we
never admit a new form of cradle. And this

signifies so much of the vital signi6cance which
thu fresh Crystal Palace Exhibition carries

with it What do people see >. They see the

mortal relics of nearly a hundred dynasties ;

they are called upon to count up the years of

epochs almost incalculable ; they are asked to

read the ruins of ages ; in fact, they are siun-

moned to look upon, as if they were mere
curiosity -seekers, the ruins, if we may say so,

of an eternal past And they are confounded,

at the gate, by a crowdof arbitrary conjectures.

We press upon this point, because it ought to

prevent the public from deriving absurd ideas

from miFcellaneous collections. The collection

at the Crystal Palace is genuine, as we have
said, but' the Chevalier Buusen never spoke
more faithfully than when he said "that
conscious and confessed ignorance is a better

state of mind than the fancy without the

reality of knowledge, and that it is not the

duty of the historian to screw up the pos-

sible and probable into certainty. We do
not, indcea, want a chronology for these Old-
world relics. They lie before us. They may
mark no " standard epoch." What do we care

whether Enentitianous or SethinphUos manu-
factured that kettle i What, to us, is the
tradition of the Sothia circle ? We have the
temples and pyramids, the mummies and the
papyri, and we know, from their testimony,
that a great race existed. We have learned
the royal names, the meaning of the monu-
ments, and their emblems ; and if, as of course
is the case, their chronology is different from
oiu«, all their assumed dates guide us on a
part, at least, of our way. We adopt an
epitome of this whole subject from a learned
and acute observer, who remarks, at greater

length than we can allow, upon the two great

^nps belonging to distinct ages, which are,

m a certain measure connected, but not linked
together, by certain groups that can be proved
to stand Mtween them. The first is that of

the pyramids of Qhizeh, and of the tombs sur-

ronnding theirbases. Theseare,unqueBtionably,
the oldest works of the human hand and the
human genius in Egypt ; they are so massive,
so qniet, to primeval, so archaic and re-
mote from all our fancies ; they suggest
hnge naked giants, vast and yet simple. Tuey
an all peace, moreover ; myriads of^peasants,
and not a soldier. But, with the next era
mf^att a quite different state of things, more
civilisation and less simplicity, but the re-
pnted leign of peace endured for little

BMN than half a hundred years. Notwith-
standing, we may profitably examine these
material chronicles and authorities, and
l««eh ouaelTes a little history from them. We

may not, and must not, depend upon the entire

accuracy of the facts as stated. These

witnesses are telling us a long and dubious

story out of the dark. They bring up, out of

the deep, no more than specimens from the

past Thus we can neither accuse them of

wilful falsehood nor commit ourselves to

irrational incredulity. Still, we have found,

ami we can sec, the signs of an antique

civilisation, very wonderful and beautiful ; no

human want unknown, no human want

neglected ; the proofs are present in our sight;

in fact, these witnesses from the tombs and

caverns assure us that men, as mechanics,

feeling their own necessities, were always, in

a great degree and practically, the same as

they are now.
•

ARCHITECTURAL ART CLASSES.

ALFRED BARTHOLOMEW,known to us

chiefly as the author of an excellent

work upon specifications, was one of the first

English architects who pointed out clearly and
intelligibly the defects of the present system

of architectural education, and who sugMSted

a comprehensive,though impracticable scheme,

for dealing with this difficult question. He
advanced three reasons for the defects in

modern English architecture. " Insufficient

practical, theoretical, and scientific education

of the architect, want of sufficient practical,

scientific knowledge on the part of the builder,

and general unacquaintance with the principles

of taste and scientific structure on the part of

the public." The means by which these defects

were to be remedied was the establishment of

a great national college,which should be the one

educational centre for the entire profession,

granting diplomas to architects, builders, and
workmen, settling the prices of labour and
materials, and undertaking, through its

members, the whole of the architectural work
of the country ! The wonderful way in which
this scheme is evolved in the 114th chapter of

his " Essay on the decline of excellence in the

structure and in the science ofmodern English

buildings," &c., must have made many a

practical man smile. But amidst much that

is ridiculous and chimerical we find the germs
of ideas, which, as far as we can judge from
present appearances, will ere long have, to a
certain extent, their fulfilment, and effect an
important change in the position of the archi-

tectural profession. The establishment of the

Voluntary Examinations is a first and rather

lame attempt to define in some way the

amount of education which the architect

should possess, and a time will doubtless come
when the certificate of the examiners will be
regarded as a diploma, and be required from
every member of the profession.

Mr. Bartholomew, in his enthusiasm,
dreamt of making even the plasterers and
bricklayers pass an examination, and take a
degree, before they could practise as skilled

artificers, and claim wages for their labour,

and between the humble a (or title of the
skilled artizan), and the proud distinction of

M.M.M., or " mathematical master-mason,"
the highest honour in the profession, he pro-

vided a long series of intermediate honours or

stages of perfection. The machinery by which
this vast college was to be worked, the employ-
ment it was to afford to both houses of Parlia-

ment, the bench of bishops, the judges, and the
presidents of the learned societies, and the
laws by which it was to be regulated, are

described with an amount of ingenuity which
amuses rather than impresses the reader. And
when, in conclusion, we come upon the
following dirge:—" Without the formation of

such a society the peculiar situation of the
practice of architecture in England at the
present day but too sadly augurs its total

overthrow,"—we feel that if this college is in-

deed our only salvation, our architectural
future is hopeless.

But this was written thirty years ago, and
earnest, thinking men can at length see the
sign of better times coming, and after the

many efforts made in this direction, the
commencement of the Architectural Art
Classes, and the action of the Institute in the
matter of examinations, may really be regarded
as the indications of a desire to make the

profession of architecture something more
than a mere name or the possession of a brass

plate.

Our readers will doubtless be aware that at

the latter end of last year a joint committee
from the Institute, the Association, and the
Architectural Museum, was nominated to con-

fer upon the best mode of providing for the
artistic training of architectural students.

After many difficulties a room was obtained
in the Museum at Westminster, and classes

for drawing from the antique and from life

were set on foot The activity of the Asso-
ciation has doubtless, in the main, given the
impetus to this work, but several of the older

members of the profession have come forward
both liberally and energetically to aid the
scheme with their subscriptions and their

advice. Classes for drawing have long been
lield in connection with the Architectural

Association, and many facilities have been
afforded by this society to their members, but
the much-needed recognition on the part of

the Institute, and through that body of the
profession generally, has only now been ob-

tained. Mr. Q. Gilbert Scott, it is true,

pointed out some years ago the necessity of

what was then called a school of art acces-

sorial to architecture, but beyond showing how
valuable such a school would be, and urging

its formation, nothing was done in the matter.

These new classes at Bowling-street, West-
minster, have already completed a half ses-

sion of two months with marked success, and
all that is wanted for the future is that archi-

tects should impress upon their pupils the ad-

vantage of, if not the necessity for, acquiring

the power of freehand drawing. The mere
fact, however, of advising or desiring their

pupils to leani drawing will not be sufficient

;

they must also give them the time to attend
these classes, say two mornings a week, and
see that they avail themselves of the advan-
tages thus offered them. Many architects, no
doubt, are very willing that those imder their

care should become good and clever draughts-

men, but there is always a sort of difticidty

and grievance made about giving up office

time to attend classes and lectures. Now this

is extremely unfair and unjust, for it can
hardly be expected that men who are kept
closely at office work from week's end to week's

end will find time of an evening to acquire

special art training which may eventually be
of use to them, but which, perhaps, during

their articles they are apt to undervalue.

Although the instruction at the Architectural

Museum is intended to be, as far as possible,

self-supporting, there are, at the first offset,

many expenses which young men can hardly

be expected to meet—such as the fitting up of

the rooms, the models and examples for in-

struction, and the charges for completing

the access to the galleries, for to the shame of

the profession, the Museum is still far from
being a finished building. We mention this

in order to point out to those architects who
avait themselves of this instruction for their

pupils, that subscriptions are much needed to

establish these classes upon a firm and secure

basis.

To have the means of providing one's

pupils with good sound teaching in drawing
from the round and from life is a boon which it

would be a pity to lose for the sake of a small

subscription, and if the leading members of

the profession would come forward liberally,

the complete success of the art classes would
be established. There is a strong argument,
moreover, in favour of these classes, which up
to the present time has hardly been hinted at,

namely, that the entire system of articles has

lately been more or less attacked. It appears

to us that the objections which have been

brought forward would to a very great extent

be silenced if architects would provide for
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their pupils not only instnictiou ia the pro-

verbial tracing ami drudgery of an office, but
also a certain amount of art education, and
the theory and practice of construction and
design, such as is afforded by the classes at

the Architectural Association. It may be as

well, in conclusion, to allude briefly to the

arrangements which have been made for the

various classes. It was proposed, in the first

instance, that these classes should be six in

number, but up to the present time two only
have been established—namely, drawing from
casts and from the life. In the next session,

which commences in November, and ends in

February, 1871, two new classes will be com-
menced for modelling and for geometry, and
in the summer session, lasting from March
till June, ii is proposed to start classes for

water-colour drawing and for decoration. The
instructors at present are Mr. Wallis (the

curator of the Museum), and for the life Mr.
Weeks. About twenty students availed them-
selves of the school during the short session

whicli ended in June last, and it is hoped that

with the extra amount of publicity, and the
capital drawing here offered for a very mode-
rate fee (303. per session), a much larger num-
ber will join in the ensuing session.

THE AVALL-PAINTINGS DISCOVERED
IN THE SUBTERRANEAN BASILICA
OF S. CLEMENT IN ROME.

WE noticed some time since a few of the
interesting copies of the above-named

wall-paintings, which were expressly taken for

the South Kensington Museum, and are now
exhibited in the ante-room to the Meyrick
collection of armour. We consider them so

valuable to the student of architectural deco-
ration that we propose to recur to the remain-
ing examples of the collection to which we
did not allude on the last occasion. No. 7 is

the Finding of a Widow's Son in the Chapel
of S. Clement ; date about 900 a.d. The
legend hears that this chapel was constructed
by angels on the spot where the body of tlie

saint, who suffered martyrdom by drowning,
rested. Every year this chapel, being mi-
raculously rendered accessible, was visited by
the clergy of Cherson and their flock. On
one occasion a child being left in the chapel
was supposed to have been drowned, but was
found the next year by his mother alive and
unhurt. This painting was executed by order
of Beno de Rapiza, whose figure, as well as

those of his wifo and children, are seen near
the large portrait of S. Clement. This in-

cident is depicted, with considerable naivete

and natural dramatic effect in the upper com-
partment of the painting, which is a large

panel with very dark background, enclosed
by a fanciful ornamental border of foliage and
tendrils, forming the division from the
siibdued vermilion colour which surrounds
the whols of the several compartments of this

and the rest of these paintings. The mother
has joyfully rushed forward to seize her long-

lost child, who evidently recognises her by
his attitude and the pleased expression of his

face. Another figure of the same woman
clasping her infant is also represented in the
same picture close by, as their dresses are
identical, and thus two periods of time in the
narrative are given in the manner not un-
usual in this early and simple character of
art. The bishop and group of attendants are
issuing from the gate of a town and approach-
ing the shrine — a sort of baldachino over an
altar—where the event is taking place ; round
two sides of the shrine, in defiance of per-
spective, is a conventional representation of

water, the fishes in which alone explain its

nature.

Beneath the picture is an effective and well
designed border, with white doves on red
panels, alternating with gold rosettes on
dark ground. This border is interrupted by
the top of a large circular panel enclosing a
full-sized bust of the saint, below which, on

a white panel, are figures of the donor and
his family, with sundry inscriptions. The
general effect of the whole is powerful and
rich in colour.

The painting marked as No. 8 in the list,

like the one just described, was a votive offer-

ing from Beno de Rapiza. It represents S.

Clement saying mass, with the punishment
of Sisinius. Sisinius, the heathen liusband of

a Christian lady named Theodora, having
intruded himself upon tlio celebration of the
Christian rites, was stricken with temporary
blindness, on recovery from which he became
converted. The mutilated painting at the

top of the composition represented S. Clement
installed as pope by his predecessor, S. Peter.

Below is a rudely-executed design of Sisiuius

superintending the removal of a column by
slaves, with inscriptions both in good Latin
and also in the porrupted tongue which was
then gaining ground among the lower orders.

Here again the general composition, the for-

cible toue and character of the colouring,

and the ornamental border above the lowest
painting, are well worth studying, to say

nothing of the details of costume, the archi-

tecture, and other accessories. The uppfa-
most picture has the whole of the upper part

of the figures destroyed. Although the exe-

cution is so rude, the tale is well told. Si-

sinius struck with blindness is well and
naturally given, without exaggeration, and
the figure of his wife by his side is not de-

void of grace.

No. 9. The next, and the most important
painting in the series, represents events from
the history of S. Alexius. In this composi-
tion a triple action may be recognised. Be-
ginning on the left hand, the first group shows
S. Alexius as a mendicant asking an asylum
from his patrician father Eufinicanus, bywhom
he was kindly received, although his relation-

ship was unsuspected. In the next scene Pope
Bonifacius is receiving from the hands of the
dying saint his own written record of his life.

The last group on the right hand sliows the
lamentations of the parents over their dead
son, whose identity is proclaimed by the
Pope. Latin inscriptions below refer to these

several actions. Above is a mutilated com-
position, the upper part of which has perished

as in the last example. It represented our
Lord enthroned between the archangels
Michael and Gabriel, and SS. Clement and
Nykolaus. The date of this work is also in

all probability about 900 a.d. Below the
painting is a border of capital design, and a
very interesting and rich dado decoration of

scrollwork and birds in the enclosed panels.

The destruction of the upper picture is

much to be regretted, as by the fragment left

it would seem to have been simply arranged
and effective. The more important and
dramatic composition below is too crowded,
and not so well arranged as some of the others

we have described.

No. 10 is a painting of Our Saviour sur-

rounded by saints. This, the last of the series

executed for the South Kensington Museum,
represents Our Lord standing on a plinth in

the centre of the panel, accompanied by the
archangels Mihael (so written) and Gabriel,
together with S. Andrew on the spectator's

leit, and S. Clement on the left. The general

composition is similar to that of the damaged
painting mentioned in the last description. It

is an interesting fact to notice that the fingers

of Our Saviour, who is represented in the act

of benediction, are placed in the manner used
in the Greek rite. The drawing is very rude,

and the figures short and clumsy, but the
colouring is vigorous. A sort of twisted

circular column flanks the picture on each
side, and a damaged inscription appears below.

Notwithstanding the evident imperfections

in the execution of the paintings from which
these copies have been made, they are not

more glaring than those of the frescoes that

have been brought to light on the walls of

many of our own medioeval churches; and,

decoratively, they are far more eti'ective, and

the colourin" more powerful. We could
much wish that our modem building bore
down to our posterity equally interesting

records of our passing historical facts, as these
have done to us of the legendary lore of our
ancestors.

THEORY OF THE ARTS.
(Continued.)

EoncATiox—SaBORDiNATiox OP Stodt.

I
HAVE endeavoured to show that the
discordance existing between the Indus-

trial and the Fine Arts—between the moral,
social, and ajslhetic ideas and the commercial
activities of our present state of society, arises

mainly from the want of a proper subordina-
tion of the physical, intellectual, and moral
faculties—the need of the restoration of that

balance or bond of unity whicli was sustained
under earlier and more homogeneous states of
civilisation. In other words, science and
material industry have just reached that point
or stage of progress by virtue of their greater
susceptibility to development and the in-

creased impulse 'given them, at which point
they considerably outbalance another and
third force, without whicli tliey are merely
partially useful, and cannot help onward the
great work of human science towards tliat con-
dition or grand Comtean co-ordination of ideas

which must ultimately take the place of the
present confused, conflicting, and heteroge-

neous state of thought. Hence we see the
apparent discrepancies between engineering
science and Msthetics, between the require-

ments of our streets and railways and sanitary
improvements, and the requirements of correct

taste and fine art. As ever since the days
of Galileo science and religion have been
growing in antagonism—I mean a seeming
one—so ever since the same epoch our great
public utilitarian works and triumphs have
been sadly running counter to our ideas of

the beautiful or the morally impressive. Our
railways, wherever they have intersected a
lovely landscape or traversed a suburb, have
marred rather than improved it from an
artist's point of view, and this, moreover, by
the very essence of its utility. At the pre-

sent day utilitarian art and taste are irrecou-

cUeable, or appear to be so. The union of

the two seems to be impossible, impracti-

cable. If it is effected it is often at the ex-

pense or sacrifice of the fundamental condi-
tion. While the fine arts typified the imity
of ancient civilisations they now characterise

the diversity and discordance of modern
society.

What lies at the root of this sad discrepancy
and want of harmony seems to me to be want
of proper order or subordination in the use of

our faculties and knowledge. I have hinted
this in my last paper, and wiU now more prac-

tically explain the due proportion which
should be subserved in art education. Comte,
and other writers on philosophy, have esta-

blished, I think, beyond a doubt, that the pre-

sent intellectual confusion depends on the co-

existence and employment of tliree incom-

patible systems of philosophy, instead of the

employment of that one which from the very
nature of things must prevail—the one, in short,

according to which the mind has evolved itself,

and the progress of civilisation has subserved.

According to this method or process I have
tried to show the arts have proceeded from
remote ages to modern times. Why they have
lately so retrograded is simply because that

method has been unheeded and checked by
extraneous sources, and the re-employment of

ancient modes of thought and study. In the

study of art, architecture especially, this ra-

tional method has actually been reversed,

that is, the empirical has followed instead of

preceding the rational. We find this to be the
case also in our schools and universities ; the

old systems of philosophy and instruction in

Greek and Latin authors take the lead, the

scientific basis of education being entirely neg-
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lected; the absUact being often taught before

the eoaciete, initead of an accriiinj; experience

being necessary before abstract science can be

aadeistood. Thus in some schools the rules

of grammar, and arithmetic, and geometry,

are taught before sufficient knowledge of ex-

perimentidkind—of language, of number, and

lorm—has been acquired, and before the mind
can poesibly grasp abstractions or complex

ideas. Thus, also, it is absurd to teach stu-

dents drawing hy placing abstract definitions

of points, and lines, and angles before them,

a sort of analysis, in fact, before empirical ex-

periences have been gained. Such an inver-

sion of the method of study must produce

slavish minds and unprogressive thought,

simply because the ultimatum, or principles,

or conceptions, are arbitrarily fixed before ex-

perience has been obtained. As Herbert

Spencer well say^, such a method of instruc-

tion is about as reasonable as prefacing the

art of walking or speaking a tongue by a study

of the anatomy of the legs, or the technica-

lities of parts of speech and syntax. And yet

in the latter study many schools adhere to

the plan of thus inverting the proper and na-

tural order of teaching. Though set rules

in architectural composition are now nearly

exploded, we are doing much the same sort

of folly in slavishly reproducing old arrange-

ments, types, and features, instead of apply-

ing a method of study to the fundamentals of

all art. A\'e thus find conflicting ideas per-

petrated in arrangements of buildings, their

decoration, formative and polychromatic,

while improved appliances and manufactures
of the building art are often at sad variance

with our notions of propriety of taste. Manu-
facturers work in total neglect and disregard

of architectural requirements and taste, as

witness the ordinary run of patterns for

chimney-pieces, stoves, furniture, paper-
hangings, fittings, and decorations in woo J,

iron, glass, and plastic substances. I just

mention them here ; by and bye I hope to

discuss in this journal the proper subordi-

nation of all cognate arts, and the limits of

each, without which order, architecture, as an
art, will be ever in antagonism to the building
trades and arts, and the triple " priesthood "

or combination of architecture, sculpture, and
painting, never in complete harmony or
power.

Science and the mechanical arts, then, will
always be in direct antagonism to fine art,

unless the latter adopt a more scientific

method, and not be content to base its efforts

entirely on the works of our ancestors. In this
utilitarian age there is a great danger of
science (organized knowledge) subserving
only its practical ends ; its cultivation having
become so much associated with ideas of
profit and utUit^. Hence in this practical
capacity science is too apt to take the extreme
and become still more alienated from the fine

arts, as indeed it already assumes in regard to
religions truth and biblical criticism. Again,
the effect of modem fine-art study is quite in
the opposite direction. This opposite tendency
of science and fine-art must be prejudicial
to th« latter as the least fundamental and
profitable effort of the two. The object of
artiets ghonld consequently be to give art a
•cientific basis, a truthful expression, and thus
belp to reconcile the two studies. Having
got to the extreme point of estrangement, 1

believe future progress will bring them more
in unison by the elimination of errors and the
«o-ordination of common principles. I think
we are even now far in advance of the last
century in this respect. There was a feeling
of repugnance to science among artists,
moralists and divines, not yet entirely re-
moved, arising from the emotional part of our
nature, against the severity of science as the
oOipring of the intellect The moral life
most always be larger and more intense than
the intellectual life, as Comt6 even acknow-
ledges in his grand work on " Positivism,"
and hence science was left for a long period
t» scientific men. Here too, then, the gulf

between the two studies has been widened,

and artists have neglected a method, but no
such repugnance exists now.

I think it will be admitted, then, that a due
subordination in our faculties or education is

at the foundation of a proper feeling for and
conception of art. Let us see how this is to

be achieved as regards art generally, the en-

joyments of which imply a pre-existing society.

To be duly appreciative of any art it is neces-

sary primarily that our physical wants should

be supplied. No one can admire a painting,

or a piece of sculpture, or listen to a musical

composition with pleasure unlesshe be— 1. Safe,

devoid of physical danger and sutt'ering, and
possess the facultiesofseeingandheariiig. 2. He
should possess that frame of body necessary

to fit him for the exercise of his mental facul-

ties ; thus, he should be in a certain tempera-
ture, not be subject to draughts, unpleasant

sights, sounds, and smells—in short, an atmo-
sphere conducive to comfort should pervade
the place or object. Another condition, secon-

dary in importance, is that he should be free

from mental anxiety or trouble of any sort,

his mind should be tranquil, and, we might
add, his conscience too.

Beyond thesa fundamental essentials, which
are, I think, put in natural order, come the

higher mental and moral predisposition re-

quisite for conceiving, admiring, and criti-

cally examining a work of fine art. Thus it

will be seen a test of actual value must be
applied to determine the order of any parti-

cular study or art, or, in the case of a complex
art like architecture, to show the proper place

or value of any particular idea or element in

the organical structure. G. H. G.

{To be continued.)

LONDON ARCHITECTS AND LONDON
BUILDEKS.

{Concluded from page 255.)

fT^OWN and country architects and builders

I should now watch with interest the issue

of what may be termed the conditions of
contract movement just being inaugurated
by the London Builders' Society and the
Royal Institute of British Architects; or,

more strictly speaking, the Council of the In-
stitute. A contemporary journal, specially

devoted to the builder's interests, is somewhat
angry because we ventured in our last article

to regard the formal approval of these condi-
tions of contract in the light of a " hole and
corner " proceeding. If, however, as we are
now informed, a strong effort is actually being
made to bring these conditions or clauses into
public use, we do not see how, writing as we are
doing in the interest of architects and clients

(as well as of builders), we can at all qualify
the phrase we have used. Our contemporary
is, we doubt not, quite correct in saying these
clauses are not new to either the London or
the General Builders' Society. Our conten-
tion is that out of the Institute neither the
London nor the provincial architects have had
any fair, adequate opportunity of considering
them. We believe the builders themselves
have acted in perfect good faith. It is their
misfortune that, for sheer lack of any large
club of English architects, they should have
been driven perforce to treat with so very un-
representative a body of gentlemen as tlie In-
stitute of British Architects. In this disad-
vantage lies the weakness of the entire move-
ment. It is too bad that there should be, ac-
cording to the "London Directory" for the
present year, some eight or nine hundred prac-
tising architects, the vast majority of whom
have no connection with this London Insti-

tute, whilst in the provincial towns it is even
more unmistakeably ignored; and that yet,

while this is the case, all English architects
from John o' Groat's to Land's End should be
called upon to accede to a form of contract
conditions which they have had no hand what-
ever in drawing up, and which, as yet, has only
been agreed to by the Council of the Insti-

tute. We now hear that the builders both of
the London and of the General Society mean
CO absolutely decline all future contracts

whose conditions may be at variance with the
arbitration and quantities clauses quoted in
our former article— that, in fact, the London
md the General Builders liai'e actually struck

icork .' Here truly is a pretty architectural

revolution, got up, as it seems to us, on the

very shortest notice ; and with, as it appear?,

not even the Institute, but only its Council,

to stand sponsor for it on behalf of an ill-used

body of gentlemen wliom.we will designate

as " The London and General Architects." The
London and General Architects are, for auglit

we know, quite as estimable and as competent
as the Royal Institute of British Architects.

They are certainly far more numerous, and
represent a far larger body of clients who
dabble in bricks and mortar. What, let us

ask, are they going to do with the recalcitrant

London and General Builders who have just

succeeded in converting the Institute—any
way its Council—to the adoption of these

printed conditions of contract i If the London
and General Builders are at all a large body
of gentlemen, we would advise the speedy
formation of a club or society of London and
General Architects to consider these condi-

tions, and either to handsomely accede to

them or to combine against their acceptance.

Such a society need not meet oftener than
once a quarter. It might eschew all flue art,

with all the sciences, and, above all things,

coffee, conversazioni, and honorary members.
If the architects oi the London and General
stamp don't adopt some such step as this, they

will, it seems, stand a fair chance of being, on
the " divide et impera " principle, gobbled up
in detail by their good friends the Loudon
and General Builders ; for what says our own
good friend and coadjutor, the Builders' Trade

Circular of October 13 :

—

" From all this there is every necessity for the

builders of the country to at ouce stir iu the matter,

aud insist that these conditions be emboilied iu

theii' coutracts. We are told that ou the oceasiou

of sending in tenders for the uevv Home and Colo-

nial Offices at Whitehall, last month, the tenders

were sent in on the understanding that these very

conditions were to be the conditions of the con-

tract ; aud if the Govemmeut authorities have
acquiesced in this, there is no reason why the prac-

tice should not be general."

From the above quotation every architect in

the country, as well as every architect in

town, may see plainly that his customary

oflice regime or system of practice is about to

be ruthlessly set aside ; and why ? Simply
because the builders liave so determined,

after discussing these conditions with certain

architectural societies, and agreeing upon them
with the Council of the Institute of British

Architects

!

Now we might find a good deal to say for

and against these conditions of contract ; but

at present we forbear, and it is an error to

suppose we write with any undue regard for

" dictatorial power " over contractors. What
we do say is that, however satisfactory to the

builders may be these " agreed" conditions of

contract, the great body of English architects,

scattered over the metropolis and the provinces,

have had no opportunity whatever of con-

sidering these conditions ; or of saying "yes"
or " no " to them. The only architects who
have had to do with them at aU are the

members of certain dilettanti societies, and

the council of another dilettanti society—the

Institute of British Architects. There is not

one of these architectural societies, including

the Institute itself, that can fairly be put on a

par as a professional or trades union with the

London Builders' Society and the General

Builders' Association, both of which, we doubt

not, are bona fide clubs or cont'euerations for

the regulation of the building trade, and in no
degree societies for mutual improvement and
the like.

Do we blame the builders for this ? Not
at all. It is an unfortunate thing for them,

and, as we have said for years in these very
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pages, a most disastrous thing for Englisli
architects, that there exists no known chib,
confederacy, or association of architects, that
can deal with such questions, or set up any
pretension at all to speak witli authority for or
to tlie arcliitects of the country. There are
plenty of architectural societies up and down
the country ; but no clubs or societies of
architects in any town, that can speak for or
claim to represent the architects who practice
in it. So it is with the Institute. It is a
learned body of home and foreign architects
and amateurs, with power, indeed, to examine
district surveyors for the metropolis; but,
even supposing it to endorse the action of its

coimcil as to these conditions, the entire Insti-
tute has not even power to impose them on
the eight orniue hundred architects in London,
to say nothing of the numerous architects in
the country, where its rules are ignored, and
its very name is hardly known. The builders,
for lack of any other corporate body of English
architects to address, have, as we are quite
aware, been for some time in communication
with the Architectural Association, the Archi-
tectural Alliance, the few provincial archi-
tectural societies, and, last but not least, the
council—only the council—of the Royal
Institute of British Architects. Well, suppose
they have, cai bono ! Whit have English
architects, practising all over the country, to
do with that ? The great bulk of them have
nothing whatever to do with it. We may
tlien surely say (as far as English architects
are concerned) this is a very hole and corner
affair. We say it, too, with very great regret,
and with real sympathy with the two societies
of builders that have taken all this trouble to
effect a well-intentioned reform in the existing
objectionable system of tendering for, and
entering into, building contracts. Whether or
no the architects all over the country—and
their name is legion—who are unaffiliated to
the architectural societies will tacitly accept
these " agreed " conditions of contract, or
whether they will now incorporate themselves
to consider tliem, we will not venture to say
—Time will show.
Meanwhile the public will require to go on

building. The public—the building public-
is very obtuse and undiscriminating in these
matters. It may be very desirable that in
building it should always take care to call in
as its architect a Fellow of the Institute, or a
member of the Architectural Alliance ; nay,
according to these very conditions, the former
is, or is to be, an indispensable article (of war)

;

but, practically, the public disregards, and
will continue to disregard, the whole machi-
nery. The public employs whom it likes as
its architect ; and, as any one may see by a
glance at our lists of tenders delivered from
week to week, its architects are not always
members of those architectural societies with
which these builders have been in communi-
cation.

Without yielding to the temptation to dis-
cuss these conditions, we will say of them
that they contain much that is good ; and that,
as every one will admit, the present system of
tendering and contracting is anything but
satisfactory or creditable. Our (quarrel is not
witli the builders, nor with the unchartered
architectural societies, but with the general
body of architects, and notably with the Insti-
tute, which might years ago have made itselt

a power in the land instead of remaining what
it unhappily is—a comparative cypher in the
sum total of English architects, powerless to
speak on their behalf.
One feature there is in the movement that,

if these couditious are pushed into public pro-
minence, as our contemporary hints is intended,
will provoke a storm of indignation all over
tlie country. We allude to the standing ap-
pointment of Fellows of the Institute as arbi-
trators i)«r e.r(,-c/;ence. We take it—at least
we charitably hope—this is but a slip of
the pen on the part of its council. We feel
sure there are in the Institute of Architects
veiy many Fellows who will shrink from

giving their sanction to a provision which
unduly invests them with an implied supe-
riority over their very many professional

brethren out of the Institute ; and which
most indecently, as we think, assumes that

none but Fellows of that respectable architec-

tural society are competent or reputable archi-

tects. If we are mistaken in our anticipation

it will be a pity. It is bad enough to have
King Log installed in Conduit-street, where,
and in Grosvenor-street, he has reigned with
such quiet inert respectability for nearly forty

years ; to come out now suddenly in the
character of King Stork will be simply inde-

cent and offensive, W. Y.

GOSSIP FROM GLASGOW.

ABOUT a (juarter of a century ago, there was
in Glasgow what might be called a vioncy-

mania of Bank-hmlimg. At that time there were
built offices for the Clydesdalo, the Western, the

British-Liuen, aud the Union Companies, from
designs by David Hamilton ; and for the City of

Glasgow from the designs of Black aud Salmon.
With the exception of the last mentioned, these

have all undergone more or less of change. The
Western Company, shortly after havmg had its

office enlarged, and to a considerable extent re-

modelled by Bryco, of Edinburgh, got into liqui-

dation. The premises were purchased by the
Clydesdale Company, whoso own office was then
bought by the Inland Revenue Department
of the Government. The tclhng-room of the

British-Linen Company's office has been re-

modelled by Messrs. Black and Salmon ; and that

of the Union has been wholly reconstructed from
designs by the latter architect. A few years

after the four banking offices by Mr. HamUtoa
had been built—if I recollect aright he died before
the Union's was completed—architects were iu-

vitod to compete in designing a new office for the
National. The design cUoseii was that of Messrs.
Gibson and MacDougal, of Loudon. Then fol-

lowed the Commercial's new officL's by Rhind, of
Edinburgh. After this, until within a year or
two, architects' di'awing in connection with banks
has been strictly limited to the occasional drawing
of a cheque. But now bauk-buUding is almost
as active as it was five-and-twenty years ago,
and "branches" are growing up as it this was
the Golden Age, and Scottish mists were the
pluvio auro of Grid's "Metamorphoses."* Doubt-
less the majority of the branches are ordinary
shops, dignified with a cornice and pair of consoles
over the door, but several of them have been
built to order, and have very handsome elevations.
Among these are the branch offices of the Clydes-
dale and the City of Glasgow in Trongate, by Mr.
Rochead; of the Bank of Scotland, in Bridge-
street; the Clydesdale, in West George-street; aud
the Union, in St. Vincent-street, by Mr. Burnet;
and the branch-office of the National, in Union-
street, by Messrs. A. and G. Thomson. The new
buildings for the National Security Savings Bank,
by Mr. Bumet, have been occupied but a year or two;
the local chief office of the Bank of Scotland, by
Mr. Rochead, is little more than completed ; and
the Clydesdale, infected with epidemic acci-
dentaHsm, will build new premises in Saint
Vinccut-place—a few doors west of the Bank of
Scotland—whenever it can obtain possession of
the site. While I am writing about banks I may
mention that tlie British Linen has been covering
its earring with paint, and the Commercial en-
closing its sculpture witli wire.
The i-un upon the banks is seemingly about to

bo succeeded by a march among the insurance
offices. The City of Glasgow and the Scottish
Amicable have each obtained designs for new
offices by means of limited competition, the suc-
cessful competitors for the former being Messrs.
Peddie and Kimiear, of Edinburgh, and for the
latter Messrs. Douglas aud Stevenson, of Glas-
gow. I suppose it must be in consequence of our
recent surfeit of masks aud vases that the City of
Glasgow Company imposed upon competitors the
somewhat singular condition, that in the elevation
there was to be neither " storied urn nor animated
bust." Byron speaks of Monk Lewis making

* Book IV, Fablo li.—!ierpentea e tanguine Medusa mo-
creali.

Parnassus a churcliyard, and our architects seem
to be in a fair way of makiug streets of tymbs
as in Pompeii. They cannot design iu ItaUau
without studying Ku»-ari. On the offices newly-
completed for the Scottish Widows' Fund, a
funeral urn is an appropriate ornament, but it

could be apposite on a " Life " office upon only
FalstafTs reasoning, that " to counterfeit dying
when a man thereby liveth is to bo no counterfeit,
but the true and perfect image of life indeed."
Aud heads arc as conmiou as if every window
was a pillar-y. A bank may find a good feature
iu a face, but an iusuranco office may be none the
worse for its designs being unmasked ; but wo
look for change even in banks. We are becoming
tired of seeing on building after building key-
stones with heads and iiedcstals with urns, and
getting somewhat ashamed of the poverty of in-
ventiou

; and even when iuvcntion is bold enough
to turn the tables, by crowumg the pedestuls
with truncated obelisks, we are impressed more
by the boldness than by the beauty ; the Italian
style is having its day, and wo will see with what
attainment.

An hospital, in connection with the university,
and about to be built iu the neighbourhood of
Glasgow, is iu a vei-y different style of architec-
ture, the Old Scottish. It is from designs by Mr.
Burnet, an architect who has of late been largely
practismg this style in some of the most magiuti-
ccnt mansions that have for many years been
built by Ghisgow's "merchant prmces." I sab-
join a description, taken from a local newspaper.
The i7ar;—"With a frontage of 500ft., tho
hospital will extend about 2iOft. backwards. It
will be three stories in height, with basement,
floor, and attics. The basement floor will com-
prise kitchens, cellai-s, &o. The ground floor will
be occupied by the admuiistrative department, hi-
cluding a clinical lecture-hall, about 40ft. by lift.
In the two upper floors there will bo eight wards,
each 7"2ft. by 29ft., and containing each eighteen
beds. There will, however, be other eight apart-
ments, containing from three to five beds each,
giving a total accommodation of 870 beds. In
the attics tho nm-ses aud domestic servants will
have their sleeping apartments. The wards will
be lighted on every side, and the clinical lecture-
hall will be situated directly iu the centre of the
building. The contracts are all given in, and are
this week (12th October) being considered by a
committee of the Senatm Academicim. The
hospital will occupy between ten and eleven acres
of ground, and the situation—immediately west
of the university—for medicinal and sanitary pur-
poses, is, without doubt, one of the best that
could be found within easy access of the city. It
is worthy of remark that the erection of the now
University Hospital is the first step iu the direc-
tion of caiTjuig out an idea, which, we believe,
has found favour with the Faculty of Physicians
and Surgeons of Glasgow—namely, that there
should be an hosintal or iutti-mary at each end of
the city." Our present hospital, "tho Royal
lufinnary" (supported solely by voluntary cou-
tributious) is close by tho cathedral or High
Church, and about five minutes' walk from tho
old college buildings, now being taken down.
Between the old and new hospitals there will bo
a distance of about two and a half miles. There
are hospitals for special diseases, fevers, &c., iu
several parts of the city.

I see that the cajntals on the small building in
Gordon-street are being altered. I will not sup-
pose that my criticism has had much iullnence
with the architect. I suspect that tho motive
power has been either his own better judgmeut
or his employer's instructions. After this altera-
tion this frontage, although narrow, will not bo
the least ornament in a street in which are some
of the best buildings in the city.

Several of our public monuments have been
undergoing repair or cleansing. Whether inten-
ded ornot, Wellington's face was brightened up as
Prussia invaded France ; and—for " Peace hath
her victories uotless renowned than War "—siuco
then, Knox—tho man who perhaps of all others
has made Scotland what it is—has had his slatno
\rith its columnar pedestal and copiously-iu-
scribed stylobate put into thorough repair. Tho
statue, with its elaboritc pedestal, ofMac6avin,a
Glasgow merchant, aud author of " The Protes-
tant," has been similarly restored. Wcllmgtou,
a bronze equestrian statue by Marochetti, stands
iu front of tho Royal Exchange ; Knox, a colossal,
and MacGavin, an heroic, and both of freestone,
are in commanding positions in our celebrated
NecropoUs. Too frequently after public monu-
ments have been erected they are forgotten and
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NEW ELEMENTS OP HAND-HAILING.—PLATE VI.

nncared for, or it may be, that there ia no fnnd

from wliich to keep them in repair. Happily

for the Knox statno a large sum had been left

orer after every thing had been paid for, and a

portion of this was now available for ita restora-

tion.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

(Continued from pagt 27C.)

Plate 6.—To lay our Siraioht Staibs, havino

A Ctlimdeb at thk Landing of Lkvel Floor.
—t'OKSTBCCTIO!! OF WkEATH FOK TUE SaME.

THIS is the first of the practical lessons on
Btair-bnildins ; it being a plain flight, with

cylinder and wreath at landing.

Fig. 1 shows three steps and three risers.

Draw floor-landing and starting. Let the nndor
aide of rake-rail rest on the corners of steps.

Now draw under side of level mil, raising it above

the floor to snit long baluster 2 2, on sqnarc step.

The nnder side of rakc-rail on corners of stops

intersects at A with that of level rail, giring a

point to set off the width of rail, say 3 Jin., to L.

Let the thickness of plank Dc HJin., and mark
K-ction A L N, which is equal to width of rail

knd thickness of plank, giving N as a point to

draw parallel with the floor. This also deter-

mines tbickncss of rail on rake and level. For
example : Let the thickness on rake and level

•bove be eqnal to N L below. Draw the lines

which give the intersection B. Let B L eqnal

A L below. Next, form section of the plank,

(bowing its plumb-cut landing, same as starting.

The poaition of rail being fixed, H denotes the

mirfsee of the plank for the wreath landing, L
being cut offaqnare with the joint. Oange from

• Tbto Mri«< of artirlcii U * reproduction of Robsbt
KlDon.!.'! work iiu tlic iiul>ject, imliUsbed in PliUadel-
rbU, sad bj Trubaer aud Cu., Luudoo.

upper surface for thickness of rail. Thus the

wreath landing, by being reversed, answers for the

starting.

We are now ready for the cylinder. Its dia-

meter may be unlimited. Supposing its diameter

or spring to stand on a line with riser (the

centre of rail and cylinder shown above). The
centre of baluster being the perpendicular, cutting

neetion at O, gives N as radius. Let L and

diameter of cylinder landing equal N. Draw
dotted lino marked " Spring." Look at the situa-

tion of both diameters. That at starting stands

on a line with riser O, while that at landing

stands back from face of riser. This shows the

necessity and importance of coiTect drawing, it

being utterly impossible to construct stairs or

any work requiring mechanical skill without

a plan.

The learner should remember this fact, and

studiously avoid guesswork ; always seeing the

intention of every line clearly and distinctly

before a cut is made.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the staves for the cylinders,

the joints being glued, and screwed from the

back.

Fig. 4 exhibits the construction of the mould.

Here let it be understood that the centre or

half the width of every hand-i-ail stands on the

centre line of balusters. Therefore, work from
centres for the construction of wi'eaths. For
example : Let O O and O N equal O O aud
O N, Fig. 1. Draw from N parallel with O 0.

Set off on each side of O N the distance A O,

Fig. 1. Setoff half the width of rail on each

side of line from N, and draw the straight

shank. Find the points for the pins, and strilie

the mould with a string. Dress to the lines.

Now lay the mould on the plank, mark and out

sqnarc through. Face one side. Work the

edge square with the surface. Make joint O
sqnare with O N aud the surface. Be particular

to keep stock of sqnare against the joint and the

edge of its blade on the surface. This is the

coiTCct way to prove joints.

Use a 9in. or 12in. square.

Now draw the line O P on edge of stuff. Mark
half its thickness. Next apply the pitch-board or

a bevel, aud draw pitch line as shown. Lay
mould on, keeping its edge P R fair with that of

the plank, and have P opposite the bevel lino.

Mark the surface along the edges of the mould.

Apply to the under sui-face in same manner ; and
you are ready to cut off the slabs and give the

wreath its cylinder form.
The pitch line on the edge is a direction to

hold the plane or saw.

It would be well to use a round for the concave
side. Work close to the lines on the surface,

except at the joint. Leave that a little full. Next
cut off L square with joijit. Now notice the

corner on the concave side : it gives a perfect

direction to foi-m the easing from rake to level.

This being done, gauge to a thickness. Then
the quarter circle that forms the level part of

wreath should be, say Jin. or 4in., thicker than
that of the rail. This will give the opportunity

for continuing the curve across the joint ; besides

adding much to the appearance of the wreath.

It, however, raises the level rail above that which
is shown at Fig. 1. The remedy is simply to

drop the level rail on the drawing to whatever
additional thickness is given to the quarter circle.

Fig. 5 shows the ramp, cap, and base of newel.

To draw the mitre, set off from N half the width

of rail. The solid aud dotted lines then show its

points.

Fig. 6 is a method of cutting the mitre cap to

fit at once. For example, take a piece of plank.

Run a gauge line on, say A B. Now, observe the

mitre above. Extend one side towards C. Draw
from O parallel with it. This gives A C, which

transfer to each side of A, Fig. 6, giving C D for

two cuts made with a panel saw. Have the kerfs

toward A. Now screw the cap through its centre

on the line A B. Next, set the compasses to the

width of rail. Make two pricks on the edge of

cap at E aud F. Enter the saw at D and make a

cut through F. Revolve the cap until E stands

opposite C. Then cut through E, and the mitre

is complete.

Fig. 7 shows how to contract the plan into the

least possible space on the drawing board.

It gives the cuts for the carriage, starting aud

lauding, also the position of the cylinders,

and a plain direction for the construction of the

moulds. It will be perceived that the cylinders

here are much larger than those on the right, and

are reversed
;
yet the height of level rails above

the floors aud cuts of carriage is the same ns

those on the right. Thus sliowing the diameter

of a cylinder is not limited to this or any other

similar stau'S.

Fig. 8 shows the moulds for the wreath.

The consi ruction is precisely similar to that

shown by Fig. 4.

BUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.

EXAMPLES OP HALF TIMBER CIITJBCHES.

THESE churches are now the only existing ex-

amples of their kmd in the neighbourhood of

Manchester, although several others are known to

have existed in Cheshire. Denton dates back to

" Edwardo IV., Septirao," while Warburton is sup-

posed to derive its name from its founder, S.

Werburge. The stone-built part (later than the

wood-biult) bears date 1G45. Warburton is much

as its builders left it. Denton has been '

up " during the last year or two.

' done

COMPETITION.

FAKSWonTii.—Some time since the Local Board

of Faruworth determined to build new offices, and

invited plans for their erection. Those sent in by

Mr. N. H. Hackieg and Mr. Pickup were deemed

most suitable, and a sum of £20 has been voted by

the Board to be divided between tbo.se gentlemen.

It has been decided, after all, only to enlarge tbe

the old offices.

Mr. Haywood, the oaginccr to tbe City Commis-

sioners of hewers, has reportcil to that body that it

is the intention of one of the city gas companies

to open up the Poultry for a short time to lay down

pipes, bat tbat it wUl occasion no injury to the

new asphalto paving, as the repairs can bo quickly

mode.
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COTTAGE HOSPITAL AT LYTHAM.

THE hospital, an illustration of which we give, is

being built by Colonel Clifton, the lord of the

manor. It compriaea on the ground floor a ward
for four men, and a similar ward for four women,
respectively placed to the right and to the left of

a central block of building containing, likewise on
the ground floor, tlie chief entrance and the stair-

case, two rooma for the housekeeper or nurse, an
out- patients' room, and a bath-room. Attached to

each of the wards on the ground-floor, in a pro-

jecting building, is an earth closet entered from a

lobby, in which is placed a siok for water supply,

&c., and from the lobby access is given to a

covered way or verandah, formed in the recesses

between the projecting buildings containing the

closets, &c., and the central block of building.

These verandahs are on the south side of the

building and overlook the beach. The central

building only is two stories high, and on the

upper floor comprises two wards, each for two
beds, to the right and left of the staircase re-

spectively, one ward being for men, the other for

women, with an attendant's room between them.
An additional bedroom is also provided, approached

from the stairs landing ; this room is over a pro-

jecting building at the back of the central block,

and is intended to be used when required as a

ward for highly infectious cases. Each ward will

have fresh air admitted by gratings near the floor

level, under control, and an opening in the ceiling

for exit of vitiated air will be provided, in addition

to which in each chimney breast a ventilating flue

will be formed. All the wards and rooms will be

warmed by open fireplaces. At the back of the

hospital proper are a surgery, a side entrance door

and vestibule, a kitchen, scullery, pantiy, and
washhouse, and entered from the enclosed yard is

a mortuary, with some other conveniences. The
building is being erected of brick quoins, and
other dressings to opening, faced in panels with
cobhle stones, picked off the beach at Lytham.
Bands of blue bricks are introduced, and the heads

and sills to the windows and doors are of stone.

The roofs will have eaves projecting considerably,

and the gables will have cut vergeboards. A
timber-framed porch will serve to protect the
front entrance door. The general arrangement of

the building was devised by Dr. Holland, of Prest-

wich; the architect is Mr. Henry Littler, of Man-
chester. The first stone of the hospital was laid

on the 2nd Sept. by Miss Constantia Wood, niece of

Mrs. Clifton, on which occasion Mr. Fair, Colonel

Clifton's agent, presented a handsome silver trowel

to the lady who kindly undertook to perform the

ceremony. -
THE GAS SUPPLY OF THE CITY.

DR. LETHEBY, the chief gas examiner
appointed by the Board of 'frade, has re-

cently presented to the Court of Common Cotmcil
a report on the results of the daily testings of

gas supplied to the City during the past quarter
by the City of London, the Chartered, and the
Great Central Companies. With respect to the
illuminating power, he states that the common
gas had ranged from an average of Ifi'DB standard
sperm candles in the case of the Chartered Com-
pany at Gray's-inu-road, to 18-3t ia that of the
Great Central Company at Friendly-place, Mile-
end. The average proportions of illuminating
power at the several testing places had beau as
follows :—City of London Company Cannel gas
25'87, and common gas 17'37 ; Chartered Com-
pany, at Lcadenhall-street, 17'0i, and Gray's-inn-
lane, 16-93 ; and Great Central Company, 18-34.

The power had thus been at all times above the re-

qniremenlsof Act of Parliament. As regards im-
purity , sulphuretted hydrogen had not been present
at auy time in the gas of any of the companies
dm-iug the quarter, and the amount of sulphur in

anyotherform had ranged from an average of 13-28

grains per 100 cubic feet of the Caunel gas of the
City of London, to 27-87 grains in the common
gas of the Chartered Company. The maximum,
miiiimuin, and average amounts of sulphur were
as follows :—City Company, Cannel gas, 17-5, 9-6,

and 13--28
; common gas, 26-4, 15-0, and 21-84

;

Chartered Company at Leadonhall-street, 27-6,
1.5-3, and 22-97, and at Gray's-inn-lano, 34-5, 18-1,

and 27-87
; and the Great Central Company, 31-7,

12-4, and 21-19. The amount of ammonia had
not ctcoeded the prescribed quantity of five grains
per 100 cubic feet, excepting on 12 occasions,
from the 12th to the 25th of July last, when the
gas of the Chartered Company at Leadenhall-
street was overcharged with that impurity, but

tho excess arose from accidental circnmstauscs

over which tho company had no control.

M^'

BMCKMAKING BY M.VCHINERY.

(VJOR STAPYLTON, of Myton Hall, Hcl-

perby, near York, has just completed
oxtensivo works for tho miiuifacturo of bricks,

tho following description of which wo take from
tho L'anni'r, Tho estate, under the able manage-
ment of Mr. Calder, is undergoing gi-eat improve-

ment, especially in the erection of m )del farm
buildings and improved dwellings, requiring large

quantities of bricks. To ensure making more
solid bricks than by hand, and doing away with

skilled labour, ho has introduced machinery driven

by steam-power, which enables him to produce
bricks with beautifully smooth surfaces, quite

equal to what are commonly known as tho " patent

bricks." This is all done in one operation, as

follows :—After the clay is cast in the ordinary

way, it is put into waggons, and by moans of a
rope connected with the machine it is hauled up
a tramway and tipped on the rollers, which crush

all foreign matter, such as stones, and thence
enters the pug-mill, where it is thoroughly incor-

porated and made ready to enter tho dies, from
which it passes to the two cutting-tables, on each of

which are cut at once six excellent bricks. Tho
average production of this machine is 20,090 per

day. They are not, as with the ordinary hand-
made bricks, put upon "tho flats," but walled up at

once as they come from the machine, six or eight

bricks high, thereby saving much expense in dry-

ing. Those bricks which are wanted for very
particular purjjoses, such as " facing," are passed
through a very ingenious machine—-" tho rotary

press "—which performs its work of pressing,

and thereby consolidating the bricks in tho most
efficient manner. A brick is simply piaced in

front of the piston, which then forces it into the

mould or die (of which there are four on a re-

volving shaft) of the desired size, and any super-

fluous clay is cut off, thus making all the bricks

perfectly true and of uniform dimensions. Daring
tho return of the piston, tho box of dies or moulds
revolves one-fourth of the way round, thus pre-

senting another empty mould, which has already

been oiled and cleaned by a self-acting lubricator,

directly opposite the piston, to receive the next
brick. In the meantime, a self-acting push plate

forces tho brick already pressed out of tho die

upou a self-acting table, which carries them
away, each brick being impressed with the initials

of the worthy Major.

Both of the machines wo have described are
driven by a horizontal engine of excellent con-
struction ; they ai-e remarkable for their strength
and simplicity of parts, and are the productions of

Mr. John Whitehead, of Preston, Lancashire,
whose name is well known in connection with
brickmaking plant of all kinds. Tho drying-sheds
and kilns, of the most moLlem principle, will also

well repay inspection, and the whole working of

what we may safely call these " model brick
works " expresses the practical knowledge of the
foreman in charge.

the celebrated Dovil'g Dyko, at Newmarket,
has been removed by tho Jockey Ctab, an aa-

sooiatiou of noblemen and gentlomon who onght
to bo ashamed of themselves for committing such
an act of vandalism in order that they might use
tho earth of which it ia composed to make a trial

course for young racehorses. Last year ltappoar.4

that tho Groat 'Tolraon, one of tho most remark-
able antiquities of Cornwall, was quarried
away for the sake of the granito oa which
it stood. This spring, a portion of tho
celebrated Dorchester Camp, near Oxford, has
been ploughed away by an ignorant farmer. Now,
in such cases as thesj, it is a little diffiiult to

know what steps tho nation ought to take to en-
sure the proservatioa of these national monu-
ments. In other instances, however, the case ia

clear. Tho celebrated stouo at 3. Vigians, on
which there is an inscription in the Pictish
language, tho only one known to exist, stands un-
sheltered and unpratcctod in a country church-
yard, exposed to every chanco of injury from
passers-by as well as to tho inevitable cflects of

the weather. A'; aiu, the grand cross at Ruth-
well, on which is a double inscription from tho
Vulgate, one ii Rjman characters and one in

Runes, stands, in tho same manner, entirely with-
out protection. So also the stone at Newton,
which huau iniji-iptioa in an unknown tongue,
is left in private possession. Under these circum-
stances, the Ethnological and some other
societies have memorialized the Homo Secretary,
in the hopo of inducing Government to take some
steps for the preservation of these and other
similar national ornaments. The Ethnological
Society is also endeavouring to collect accui-ato

records of tho present condition of our megalitliio

antiquities. Two such reports have boon re-

ceived ; one by Lieut. Oliver, on tho Channel
Islands, and tho other by Mr. Spencer
Bate, on tho Dartmoor district. Even in tho
few months which have elapsed since these
reports were made, two of tho most interesting

monuments described in them have already been
destroyed. Under these circumstances. Sir John
Lubbock congratulated the Mayorand Corporation
of Rochester on the steps taken to preserve their

ancient castle, and hoped so excellent an example
might be followed by the authorites in other part;j

of our country.

OUR ANCIENT NATIONAL MONUMENTS.

THE mayor and coriJoration of the city of
Rochester, influenced by a desire to pre-

serve from decay and ruin the Castle of Rochester
as one of our national monuments, have obtained
from Lord Jersey a long lease of tho Castle and
surrounding grounds. The formal act of taking
possession of it was celebrated on the 13th of
October, by a meeting, and Sii- John Lubbock
called particular attention to the r.apid destruc-
tion of our ancient national monuments which is

continually going ou. Avebury, he said, is a sad
illustration. It must have been originally the
srandest specimen of a megalithie or so-called
Druidical monument in Britain or even in northern
Europe. Old Aubrey said of it that it " doth as
much exceed Stonehengo in grandeur as a
cathedral doth an ordinary parish church." In
the time of Charles II. sixty-three of its original
stones still remained. Some years ago they were
reduced to seventeen, and ho feared that the
number has since been still further diminished.
In this case the stones were destroyed for the
mere sake of the material, each stone being worth
a few shillings—not, it is said, more than eight in

any instance ; and, in other cases, for the mere
value of the ground on which the stones stood.

Stonehengo itself is being gradually chipped
away by barbarous excursionists. A part of

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.*—Lecture II.

IN crystals we can trace the law of direction and
proportion. The single rays are articu-

lated, the articulation taking place in aocord.ince
with the direction of the fluid. In organic forms
proportion is more developed ; thus we see in the
formations of the animal and vegetable kingdoms
a certain force actively following out the law of
gravitation, working ou the one side apparently in-

dependent of it, and ou the other independent of
the will of the living organism, finding the essence
of their existence in an harmonious balance of thia

conflict. In the human form freedom of w>{i and
movement are perfectly balanced with the elements
of expression and action. In plants, vital energy,
or the dynamic force of growth, is opposed to gra-

vitation, and finds expression in a vertical direc-

tion upwards. This opposition of the dynamic to

the static force produces the cjnoidal or flaming
form. The force of growth can be expressed in

two ways only, one upwards, and the other round
the,stem or trunk. In most animals the vertebrm
is horizontal, and coincident with the motion of

the whole creature. In man, ho ivever, it ia ver-

tical, forming,a right angle with its horizontal

basis. Direction in men and animals is of two
kinds, from below, upwards, aud from fore back-
wards. Motion in them, as the element
of the dynamic force, must be counter-

acted by the bodies representing the sta-

tic force, gravitating towards the earth. Mo-
tion leads to expression and action—expression
referring to the active or passive state of the
mind aud body ; action relating to the move-
ments of the limbs and the whole body. Four
principal controlling elements cau be traced, which
point out the preponderi ice of certain forms as

visible representatives of a general principle,

bringing about unity and harmony ; these are :

eurithmy, proportion, direction or motion, aud
expression. Ornamentation rises from a striving to

express these elements. Thus the ornamenied
object becomes the sign or mark for the ornament

* Abstract of a lectaro delivered by Dr.G. G. Zf.rffi
at tho School of Science aud Art, Sjutb Kensington
Museum, on Tuesday, Oct. 18.
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HmW m for iattanee in'elurs, brooobei, buoUes,

te, wiuch npNMit the idea oi fosteaiDg or

kt^av ti^itfcir A ngnorniark kto be obeerTed

at •Ttt7 (arir ttage in mooumenUl art, as in the

tnmuli, »od Uter on in the roughly-constnictt d

toaibt in Pbi7gi«, Greece, and Italy. It was murf

telte iantopad in the monumenta of Ceutnil

Amaion and Awyria, crystallised in the pyramids,

and reflned in the tombs of Mauaolus, Aiigti:<tus

aDd Uadriao. The ugn is presented in a most

ililimaliiHt form when it i> sumtuoded by rbyth-

deaUy-arnaged atone circles, asa viiiible expression

ct tka nnioa of the many for a single purpose. The
cnnflcctaonooesidetheidea ofbumuny, nbiUt

the periphery becomes a powerful total augmentiug

the fane of the ruling element. As examples of

tlus«e bare the stone monumeuU of Carnac,

Awboiy, Stonehenge, &a Linear symmetry shows

itaelf in leaves, branches, animaU and men, in

all objects of art, more particularly in monu
ments. It consists of the grouping of the

whole object, on an horizontal basis, round

a vertical axi<. This axis is the seat of

the linear symmetrical element. Propor-

tion as an element never works alone, but is

either in connection with the cosmical element,

or with that of motion. It requires a basis, a

middle pieca, and a dominant. This iscirriedout

in plants aiid trees, where wc have the root as

basis, the stem or trnnk as middle-piece, and the

flowar, tonor crown as dominant. The basis re-

prasaats Uw ooamical elcmeat of union, by power-

ful mssses, simplicity of forms, dark colouring,

and a greater number of pillars ; it is expressive of

the static tone from which the dynamic element

rises. The middle-piece is at the same time sup-

ported and supporting, and is the connecting link

between the two extremes. The dominant is the

result, the crowning-point of the dynamic force,

distinguished by a variety of members, by rich

ornamentation, and by a concentration of all the

characteristics of the special object of art. It is

the summit, the crown, the head of the whole.

Direction, or motion is, in its highest development,

only found in man. In a fish, for instance, the

axis or seat of the symmetrical element is not

fixed, as in plants. He pursues a crumb or other

object thrown into the water ; this is his point of

attraction, and has for him a static force. Thus iu

the fish a conBict between the two forces is never

observable—motion iu him is always one-sided.

How different this is with man. He is master of

his motion/^ his will, a conscious force in him, intel-

lect directs the static as well as the dynamic force.

He is the high symbol of perfection, because iu him,

as a detached small world, a microcosm, all the

elements of the macrocosm are united. In
him motion finds expression ; in him expression

attaiiu the very highest power of the beautiful.

Man is, however, not equally formed ; we find dis-

tinctive characteristics in him. "Art," says

Winkelmann, " ought to begin like wisdom, with
a knowledge of ourselves."

Know then thyleU, presume not Ood to bcsh,
The proper study of mankind is man t

aid Pope, in his " Essay on Man." The artist

hsa to oocapy himself with all that interests, dc-

tigbta, or exoitea man. The study of man must,
tbcicfora, be most important for him. Man placed
on this globe is a ray of the earth, a detached ray,

placed in a vertical line on the horizontal basis

formed by the earth itself. The axis of his body
is part of the diameter of the earth. With his

tntaUect be appears to connect earth and heaven.

The vartical line passin;^ through man's body
dividaa it into two symmetrical parts, and cutting
the double organs at an equal distance, divides

the single ones. This symmetrical division holds
good only so far as the total is concerned. The
parts taken separately break through all unifor-

mity, 1 he arms are longer than the trunk, the
kgpi thao tlia arms, and legs and arms end iu feet

aod band* aabdivided into toes and fingers. Yet
notwithstanding this want of symmetry, there is

harmony, which in man is the result of conflict-

ing analogies. All this, however, applies only to
oos race of men, the kVhite, the Aryan. The
laetorar then, taking the tiiree races given by
Jaoquinot, viz , the black, yellow, and white, as a
basis, entered into their characteristics, showing
the infrrior power of the black and yellow as com-
pared with the white. He exemplified this by
dsaeribiog their dwellings ; those of the black being
%nu}guUr, Ihoae of the yellow square, and those
of the white a combination of the two, together
with the dome or arch introduced only by them.
In ooDcIosiun Dr. Zerffi illustrated, by means of
an iogeoioiu diagram, the working of the statio
and dynamic (otms in mankind.

VISIT TO ALNWICK CASTLE.

OKE of the most enjoyable cxom'sions in con-

nection with the recent visit of the Social

Science .Association to the North was undoubtedly

that which was on the 'iSth. nit. paid to tho

domains of tho Duko of Northiunberlnnd, at Aln-

wick. A lai^e party of ladies and gentlemen pro-

ceeded by special train from the Central Station,

Newcastle, to Alnwick, and there, being headed by

the Rev. Dr. Bruce, made a hasty inspection of the

Hotspur Gate as they passed through the old-

fashioned town to tho Castle. Before cnteruag

the Barbican Gate, tho doctor gave a detaUed

account of the grand pile which they had been

invited to inspect ; and again, at intervals, he

pointed ont the many architectm-ivl beauties of

tho structure, and recounted several of tho

Btartling incidents of which it had been the scene.

Alnwick Castle, tho ancestral homo of the

historic house of Percy, is one of the finest ex-

amples of a feudal fortress in the cotmtry.

Situated on a commanding elevation on the south

side of tho river Alne, its position and enoiinoua

strength—in ancient days at least, when the

heavy siege guns and other formidable engines of

attack familiar to tho present day were imknown
—rendered it well-nigh impregnable. There is

reason to believe that a fort existed on tho site of

the Castle during the Roman occupation, and that

the Castle iu its original shape was fust erected

by tho Saxons. No trace of the Roman structure

has, however, wo believe, over been discovered, but

Saxon architecture is distinctly recognisable in the

zig-zag fretwork round tho arch which leads into

tho main court, and perhaps in some other por-

tions of the magnificent pile. It has been sug-

gested by Grose that this arch was not the most

ancient entrance, and his suggestion derives sup-

port from the fact that under the flag tower, be-

fore that part of the castlo was rebuilt, were

foond clear indications of a gateway, which had
been waUed up, directly fronting tho present ex-

terior gatehouse towards the town. Age, and the

rude shocks it had sustained through many cen-

turies, had reduced the castle to a ruinous state,

when in 1847 it fell into the possession of Alger-

non, tho fourth Duke, better kno-n-n as " Algernon

the Munificent," who immediately, says Grose,
" set to repair the same, and with tho most con-

summate taste and judgment restored and em-
bellished it as much as possible, iu the true Gothic

style, so that it may deservedly be considered as

one of the noblest and most magnificent models

of a great baronial castle. An area of about five

acres is enclosed by tho walls of the castle, which

at present consists of a vast pile of buildings

forming for the most part massive towers in the

mcditeval style, the surrounding walls being

flanked by sixteen smaller towei-s. The entrance

from the town is through an ancient outwork
called the Barbican—two solid walls of masonry
enclosing a passage-way, along which the visitor

walks to the Gate-house, which is sm-mountedwilh

Btone figures of armed men fixed to the parapet.

Similar picturesque figures are to be seen placed

at regular intervals on the battlements of other

ancient fortresses in the North, but nowhere else

in such number and completeness as at Alnwick.

From the gateway tho outer wall of the castle

runs north and south, and turning south we arrive

at ihu stables, stable-yard, and riding-school,

which lie outside the castle proper, and are erected

on a scale of great magnificence. Tho estate

offices are placed at the angle where the wall

turns to the east, and still following the course of

the wall, the anditor's tower is reached, admit-

tance being gained to the interior of the castle

through the second gateway. On one side

are the kitchens, in the design and construc-

tion of which great care has been bestowed,

and beneath them arc the coal cellars.

The staircase is of singular form, and its roof is

ornamented with a series of shields of arms, one
hundred and twenty-ono in number, homo by the

diflerent families ^vith whom the Percys have
been allied. The first room which is reached is

42ft. in length, and 89ft. in breadth, and is hung
with portraits of successive Earls of Northumber-
land. Then comes tho drawing room, 47ft. long

by 36ft. broad, remarkable for its splendid oriel

window. The dining room is 51ft. long, 21ft.

wide, and 27ft. high. In this room is the sUver-

gilt shield of Achilles, a celebrated work of art.

On quitting the state rooms, the inner Bally and
old keep with its high towers guarding the inner

court may bo visited. Much of the work in this

portion of the castle is of the time of tho De
Vescis {circa 1150) and the first and second Percys
(1309-1360). Here, too, is a noblo Norman gate-

way, with the usual characteristic armaments,

boldly executed and in a fine state of preservation.

Many other interesting towers and defences re-

main within tho walls, amongst which may be

specially mentioned tho Ravine Tower and Hot-

spur's chair, tho repaired breach in the walls,

called tho " Bloody Gap," tho Constable's Tower,

the Postern Tower, and the Abbot's Tower. Tho
chapel fills all tho space of the middle ward, and

its architootiu-al features are striking and har-

monious ; its great east window is a copy of one

of tho finest in York Minster, and tho groining of

the roof is copied from that of the roof of King's

College Chapel, Cambridge ; and tho walls are, wo
believe, painted in the manner of the celebrated

cathedral of Milan, and present the genealogical

table of tho house of Northumberland. Tho
library is a magniflccnt ap.artment, admirably

adapted to tho purpose it serves. On tho upper

floor of the Constable's Tower is, or wtis a few

years ago, an armoury containing 1,500 stand of

arms, arranged in beautiful order, which were
used by the Percy tenantry at the time of tho

threatened invasion by the first Napoleon. Tbe
park aboimds iu scenery of rich and various

beauty, and contains the ruins of two abbeys;

one that of the Prajmoustvatensiau Canons,

founded in 1147 by Eustace Fitz John ; the other

Hulno Abbey, founded by a Crusader in 1210.

Malcolm's Cross, a memorial of the fall of King
Malcolm and his son, at tlic siege of Alnwick, in

1093, was rebuilt in 177-1, by tho then Duchess of

Northumberland, a lineal descendant of tho

Scottish monarch. At the time of the conquest,

Gilbert Tyson was the owner of tho castle and
barony of Alnwick; and on his death, at tho

battle of Hastings, the Norman lords de Vesci

became tho possessors. Their x'ossession con-

tinued tiB 1297, when the castle and barony were
bequeathed by the license of Edward I. to tho

Bishop of Durham. They were shortly after-

yrards purchased by Lord Hemy de Percy, from
whom they have been regularly ti'ansmitted

to tho present duke. Lord Henry, to whom the

transfer of tho castle was made iu 1310, says tho

Rev. C. H. Hartshorne (than whom no better

authority on the subject can be cited), iu his

"Feudal and Military Antiquities of Northumber-
land and tho Scottish Borders," may be said to

have re-eroeted the castlo, since he built, com-
mencing with the entrance, the following towers

from their foundations :—Tho Barbican and gate-

house of approach, tho Western Garret and the

Abbot's Tower, the Falconer's Tower, the

Armourer's Tower, the Postern Tower or Sally-

port, the Constable's Tower, tho Ravine Tower,
the tower or gateway between the outer and
middle Baily, great portion of the east side of tho

Keep, tho well, and in all probability a tower
standing on the foundations of the present Round
Tower, as well as all the intermediate ones west-

ward of the Barbican. Lord Henry, the first

Lord of Alnwick of the Percy family, was suc-

ceeded by his son, a minor at his father's death.

To him is attributed the erection of tho two
octagonal towers of entrance into the inner BaUy,
to which Mr. Hartshorne assigns the date circa

1850, and he probably at the same time repaired

the battlements of the adjacent gateway commu-
nicating between the outer and middle Baily.

Henry Percy, the son of Hotspm% and sixth Lord
of Alnwick, probably eiiected the next great re-

storation, the repair of the groat western curtain

wall, between 1425 and 1450. He procured a
royal license for embattling tho town of Alnwick
in 1434, and had already built the Keep at Wark-
worth. A long interval devoid of architectural

evidences then follows, but several surveys made
in tho sixteenth century afford complete and
authentic information as to tho state of the castle

at the periods to which they refer. In process of

time tho accommodation afibrdcd by the castlo

became too restricted, and Hugh, Duke of

Northumberland, in 1764, added new rooms to
the building by consolidating tho curtain walls on
the west side. It was Algernon, fourth Duke of

Northumberland, who built tho Prndhoe Tower.
The hall, says Mr. Hartshorne, has undergone
two distinct changes. Fii'St of all it shared tho
renovation of Hugh, Duke of Northumberland,
about a century ago, who made it as handsome a
room as tho knowledge of Gotliic architecture

prevalent at that period i)ermitted. Tho ravages
of time, however, told upon tho noble structuro
which had for centm'ies been devoted to revelry

and hospitality, and its foundations were found
to have yielded to the superincumbent weight of

masonry. There was danger of its falling, and it

was ullimately, iu tho year 1855, found necessary
to take down some, and to consolidate other walls,

tho result bein^' tho present hall, which.^with
slightly altered prop;i]-'.io:i3, occupies tho origiua

j
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site. Tlie examination which preceik'd this

Work, adda Mr. Ilartshorno, "revealed a most
curious specimen of domestic arohitectaro during
the middle ages, sliowing not only the exact
dimensions of tlie former baronial hall of the
first Percy, but the various an-angemouta that
were adopted for cutortainmeats and for con-
vonieuoe."

ART IN SWEDEN.
QWEDEN (says the Salurday Review) is fortu-

(O nate in her capital. Stockholm may be
compared to Constantinople in miniature. Stock-
holm is Queen of the Baltic, as Venice is (Jueen of
the Adriatic; the sea is in her streets, mer-
chandise is brought to her doors along the noise-
less highway of waters. The arts, as usual, have
followed in the wake of commerce. But the de-
velopments have been unequal. Thug architecture,
as may readily be imagined, has lagged behind.
In Scandinavia, as in Switzerland, the abundance
of wood and the poverty of the people long re-

tarded the use of stone ; moreover, the Gothic
style, as employed, for example, in the cathedrals
of Upaala and Abo, seems to have been imper-
fectly understood ; in construction and ornament
these imposing churches are at once massive and
barbaric. Again, it is cause for regret that of late
years the whole of Northern Europe has fallen a
prey to the Italian Renaissance. Consequently
there is not a capital on the shores of the Baltic
which can claim a national style ; every street
shows that foreign ideas from afar have not only
been stolen wholesale, but that even the most
commonplace forms, when stolen, have been per-
verted and spoilt. This lack of originating power
among Northern nations, felt in all arts about
equally, is the most discour.^ging trait in the
future of lands struggling to gain modern civilisa

tion. The Royal Palace, of which Stockholm is

justly proud, would look more at home on the
shores of Genoa, while its handsome vis a vis
across the water, the new Art Museum, comes
from Berlin. Neither does Stockholm assert
originality in her public statues. Scandinavian
sculpture is a blank from the era of Runic knots,
and its nationality became hopeless when Italians
engrafted on the old stock modern grace and de-
bility. That the present Swedish school, it school
it can be called, is a foreign importation seems
sufficiently evident in the fact that the style was
borrowed from Canova, and that the marble was
transported from Carrara. The public statues in
the streets of Stockholm are, almost without ex-
ception, beneath criticism. Yet works have been
preserved within the National Museum which,
somewhat to the surprise of the traveller, tell that
Sweden, during the last and even in the present
generation, has made strenuous efforts to achieve
renown in the sculptor's art. In the review of
the plastic efforts presumed to adorn the Swedish
capital, our contemporary is disposed to regard the
whole school as a profound mistake. Semi-nudes,
which for six months in the year are festooned
with icicles, must surely be out of place. More-
over, just as man in these latitudes needs the
thick and clumsy covering of skins and furs, so
there is denied to the peasant-born artists of
Scandinavia that subtle sense of form, the recogni-
tion of the ideal type in humanity, which belonged
to the Greeks. Wide as the poles asunder is and
must be the sculptor's art on the shores of the
Mediterranean and of the Baltic. Scandinavia has
sold her birthright ; she had an ancient mythology
which would have cast well into the granite of
her rocks, but she has chosen to chisel softly in
whitest marble dancing girls in diaphanous
draperies. Venuses of Southern birth are an ab-
surd solecism. It would have been better for the
sculptors of the far North to have moulded their
styles on the rugged stonework of Gothic cathe-
drals. Figures on Notre Dame at Paris, at
Chartres, and at Rheims, were fitter models than
the works of Canova. And Swedish sculptors, it

bent upon Italy, might have chosen more wisely

;

instead ot following the example of Thorwaldsen,
whose success has been a snare to the artists of
Scandinavia, they should have reverted to that
Northern life in the Italy of the eleventli and
twelfth centuries, which brought nerve to an art
that_ had fallen enervated

; they should have
studied Lombard sculpture, aud have thrown
themselves, in Florence, l'ia.a, and Oivieto, into
the thought and manner of the Pisaui and
Orcagua. Thus the hybrid brood of classic gods
and goddesses who now over-run the galleries of
the North m'ght be thrust out, and their pkce
taken by a stalwart race, cast in stone from the

mountain, or carved in wood from the forest, who
might claim kindred with the giants aud heroes of

Scandinavian Edda and Saga.
Sweden, following the good example of ether

lands, has of late years erected in her capital two
handsome and capacious museums, the one devoted
to natural history, the other to the arts. Thi
latter, which was desigfled to receive coUectioub
previously scattered, contains on the ground-floor

a museum of Northern antiquities scarcely sur-

passed by that at Copenhagen. In the gallery

above are distributed coins, arms, engravings, and
original drawings, Egyptian antiquities, Etruscan
vases, classic and modern Swedish sculpture. The
top story, reached by stately stairs, which the

Prussian architect evidently imported from
Germany, is almost entirely devoted to pictures.

The catalogue shows a total of 1,042 works here
massed together, from the King's Palace and other
royal collections. The gallery, notwithstanding
more than a common percentage of dubious ex-

amples, fairly represents the usual historic schools.

The strongest sections are the Dutch and the
Swedish. Only the latter, which numbers 106
representative works, will add to the traveller's

knowledge. Painting, like architecture and sculp-

ture, has in Stockholm passed through tentative

stages. The arts, having taken false steps, have
run into failure ; the soil is sterile, and whatever
is planted may languish and possibly die. High
art has been the nation's bane. Neither can it

he supposed that the united kingdoms of Norway
and Sweden have a career of historic art before
them. Within the period of recent growth Scan-
dinavia has not been enacting history. She has
dug canals, constructed railways, built ships,

planted and felled forests, but she has done little

on land or sea which an historic painter would
care to record. Swedish painters are wise when
they attempt nothing more ambitious than the
genre of history. Yet it is interesting to find the
essentially Southern art ot fresco penetrating so

far North as Upsala, and it is also satisfactory to

note that the wall-paintings executed in the apse
of the cathedral there in 18.31 by Professor Sand-
berg were, in July last, still in good preservation.

It seems strange that Swedish artists should
succeed in fresco while our English artists have
failed.

RUSKIN'S LECTURES ON ART.*

By SiopFORD A. Bkooke.

(From Macmillaii's Magazine for Oct. 1870.)

(Concluded from page 283.)

PROFESSOR RUSKIN goes stiU further with
respect to Art. After speaking in his best

manner of the day's work of a man like Mantegna
or Veronese, and of the unfaltering, uninterrupted
succession of movements ot the hand more precise

than those of a skilful fencer ; of the muscular
precision and the intellectual strain of such
movement, and of its being governed every
instant by direct and new intention, and of

this sustained all life long, with visible increase

of power,—he turns round and adds :
" Consider,

so far as you know anything of physiology, what
sort of an ethical state of body and mind that
means ! Ethic through ages past ! What fine-

ness of race there must be to get it ; what ex-
quisite balance of the vital powers ! And then,
Bnally, determine for yourselves whether a man-
hood like that is consistent with any vieiousness
of soul, mean anxiety or gnawing lust, any
wretchedness of spite or remorse, any conscious-
ness of rebellion against law of God or man," &a.
&o. (p. 72). In this he has left his modifications
behind and swept back to his large statement, and,
without denying the portion of truth in the
sentence, it is plain that the inference is not at
all a necessary one. These qualities of the artist

may be the result, partly of natural gift, and partly
of a previous art development, into the advantages
of which he steps at once. They presuppose that
the artist has been born into a school which has
brought its methods up to a certain point of

perfection, from which a completer development
is possible. His genius adds to the past what was
needed to perfect it, and Titian or Turner orb
their special Art into its perfect sphere. The
ethic state into which Ruskiu demands that he
should be placed, because ot his precise hand,
may cot be an ethic state at all. His absolute
power of touch says, it is true, that neither the

* Lectures on Art, delivoreil bofore the Uuiversity of
Oxford, &.C. By John Uu^kin, M.A.,Sl.ide Profesaor of
Fine Art. Oxford : Cl.iroudon TrBsa, 1870.

irtist himself nor his parents were dexperate
drunkards nor imprudent sensualists, that they
kept their physical frame in fine order. But doei
that prove his morality or that of his parents ?

V calculating sensualist, who is prudent in hi)
indulgence, may have a healthier body than th >

man who has fought against sensualism all hi)

life. A man may be a liar or a thief, and hi<
bodily powers be in exquisite harmony. Fiueness
)f race does not prove an antecedent morality,
nor perfection of handling an artist's truth ur
lionesty.

Again, ho may have the patient pover of a
great master, his government of the hand by
selective thought, his perception of the just
harmony of colour, and the man himself be at
the same time neither patient, nor temperate, nor
pure in his daily life. For all artists ciu lead a
double life, life in the world aud life in their art

;

and genius and morality are two things, not on>-.

Their several qualities resemble one another, but
they are not identical. The intense inilustry of
genius, its patience, its temperance in the ceutie
of passion, are of its very nature ; but outside the
sphere of an artist's work, in matters of common
life, where these qualities would become moral in

resistance to sloth, to bad temper, and to sensual
indulgence, they may and do completely fail ; nay,
even the restraint of the studio may lead directly

to absence of restraint in the world. One cannot
argue as Ruskin does from the possession of the
one to the possession of the other, though we may
with him distinctly argue from the artist's search
tor lovely forms, and thoughts to express, to his

moral temper. We partly agree then and partly

disagree with our writer, but we have no hope that
people in general will ever know clearly whether
they agree or disagree with Mr. Ruskin on this

subject till he tells us plainly what he means by a

moral state, for surely the prevalence of kindness
and order in a character does not sum up the
whole of its meaning.
With regard to the aim of Art, Ruskin is much

clearer than on the cjuestion of Art in relation to Mo-
rality. He can no longer be attacked on the ground
that he denies that the first aim of Art should be to

give a high pleasure, for he states plainly that

every good piece of art involves esseutially and
first the evidence of human skill and the forma-
tion ot an actually beautiful thing by it. We
agree with him that, beyond this. Art may have
two other objects, Tiuth and Serviceableness.

Mr. Ruskin has done no work so well and so

usefully as that in which he has proved that

great Art is always true, and that so far as it does

not represent the facts tf things, it is neither vital

nor beautiful. The statement has naturally to be
modified when one comes to ideal pictures, but it

bears modification without the contradiction of

its principle; and the mode in which, in tin
"Modern Painters," these modifications are

worked out within the sphere of the oiigi al

statements is equally subtle and true. The
necessity that there should be serviceableness as

one element of the artist's conception appears

chiefly in the Art ot Architecture, and the

general reception of the idea that everything

in a building should be motive towards the pur-

pose of the building is largely due to the " Stones

of Venice" and the "Seven Lamps of Architec-

ture." In the present lecture on "The Rilatiou

of Art to Use," he goes, we think, too far. The
usefulness of truthful portraiture no min deniei,

but we do not believe in Art being fervicojble to

Geology, Botany, and History, except on th; o^ n-

dition of its ceasing to be art. The gieat artist

can draw mountains accurately without knowing
geology, aud flowers without knowing b tmy

;

but he cannot help either geologist or b ta list

by work which, if it is imaginative, must g neri-

lize truth. Moreover, it is waste of time ; a i

great a waste of time as Ruskin himself makes
when he torments himself with business. A
section of Skiddaw, sufficient for all puiposes,

can be drawn by any pupil in the School of Mines.

Again, in the matter of history, it is a very pretty

pastime to illustrate Carlyle's Frederick , to draw
the tomb of Henry the Fowler, or the battle-field

ofMinden; but so far as service to the bistoiian

is concerned, a photograph of the tomb and a map
of the field by the Ordnance Survey would be far

more useful. The artist would paint his impres-

sions of the tomb and of the field of battle ; the

pictures would be delightful, but Turneiiau topo-

graphy would not assist the bistorian much.
Art is not to be a handmaid to Science 'p

History, but to exist only within her own sphero

and for her own ends. Her utiity i* iu the

communication of beauty and the giving of a u jbl»
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«l|J47n«at Sh« is tbo handmud, not of aoy

piltticaUr cU« of taeu, but of maukind, aud Uie

b(«t atirice iogire tu «tudonti who wish to make
•rt ajefal it this, "Don't dravr for the help of

Seieooa or Bkto>7, drew for your own delight iu

Natora and Humanity—and to increase the delight

of othan. If your work lives to stir or confirm

•a enduring energy, or to kindle a true feeling,

or to lead men to look mure wisely, kindly, or

oioaely at the life of humanity or the world of

nature, it will be of more ennobling usefulness

than all the labours of scientilic or historical

ohotan. Lict this beyour aim, to give high pleasure

to men, and to sacrinoe your life for that. Then
be niefulneas of your art is secured."

We bare left oureelves but little space in which
to speak of the three last practical lectures on
" Ijne," " Light," and " Colour." They go straight,

with the inevitable dignasious intermixed, to tLd

obj«t8 of the Art School. The conception which
Bu6kin has of those objects is different from the

otual bue, but it is none the worse for that. It

ia well that one profeaaor at least should see that

one uf the first aims of an art school at a univer-

sity ehould be to teach young men to see beautiful

natural fact aud to love its beauty. In after life

they will demand it of artists, and the demand
will react with benefit both on artists and art.

They cannot learn this better than by drawing
natural objects with accuracy. Iluekin has given
bimaelf tu the teaching of this, and his method
sems to be admirable. We refer our readers to

the Lectures, but his main object, in his own
words, is this, to teach his pupils " to draw spaces

of their true chape, and to fill them in with
colours which shall match their colours." He
is right in dwelling upon colour more than on
light and shade, and in his protest against the
theory that shadow is an absence of colour. No
words in the whole Lectures, considered not only
as truth, but aa establishing in his hearers' minds
a true ideal of Art, are more important than these

two Mnteoces. " Shadow is necessary to the full

praaenoe of colour, for every colour is a diminished
quantity or energy of light, and, practically, it

follows, from what I have just told you, that
every light iu painting is a shadjw t^ liigher

lights, and every siiadow a light to lower shadows

;

that also every colour in painting must be a
abadow to some brighter colour and a light to
ome darker one, all the while being a positive

colour itself. Aud the great splendour of the
Vrneliui school arises from their having seen and
held from the beginniug this great fact—that
sbi<low is as much colour as light, often much
more .... while tlie practice ot the Bolognese
and Soman schools in drawing their shadows
always dark and cold renders j/cr/cct painting
impossible in those schools." That is one
aentenoe ; here is the other : "Whether you fill

your spaoea with colotira or with shadows, they
must be equally of the true outline and in true
gradations. Without perfect delineation of form and
fierfrct gradation of space, neither noble colour
IS poasible nor noble light." Principles of these
kinds worked out in teaching and taught by (ler-

Booal superintendence will make some of hLi
pupils gvod workmen, and all good judges of the
gaooFkl aspects of art. To illustrate these things
and others, and to inspire the students. Professor
Bnalrin , with a noble generosity for which he has
not been auHiciently thauked—he has been so often
generouitbat men have come tu look upon his gifts
as they took ujon the gifts of air and Ught, so com-
mon chat one forgets tti be grateful—he has given to
the Scfao.^1 of Art a whole collection of examples,
many of them ofgreat value and rarity,and many of
tbem his own ptnonal work, the result of yearA of
accurate study and patient drawing. There are
Bone artists who have been im{>ertinent enough to
i1n|jiai and even to deny the artistic quality of
Ruskin's work. But many of these drawings of
flowers, of shells, of old buildings, and especially
of such stonework aa Quthic capitals, Venetian
doorways, tbe porches of cathedrals, are of the
highest excellence, and posaeasa quaUty of touch
and an imaginative sympathy with the thing re-
praacnted, combined with an exquisite generaliza-
tion of truth for which we look in vain in the work
of many artists whose namea stand high.
We believe that by Uuskin's work at the Art

Sdiool in Uxfurd this result at least will be at-
tained, that the young men who afterwards will
become, by their wealth, patrons and buyers of
art, will know good work when they see it, and be
•bta and willing to rescue from the ruin of Italian

and deatroyers pictures which are now
J, onpitiad and unknown. They will

art to waste their money. The expenditure, at

present, of rich people, on the most contemptible
uicknacks, on Swiss cottages and silver filagree,

and Florentine frames and copies on china at

Dresden and pietra dura, is as pitiable as it is in-

credible, lioom after room iu large houses is

tilled with trash which ought to be destroyed at

once, for the demand for it keeps a mass of meu
producing things which are only worthy to pave
roads with. The very production of copies of

pictures is in itself a crime, and the only thing

which is worse is the buying of them.
But we must close our paper. We have

spoken with openness of the faults which we find

in Professor Euskiu's work, and it has been difficult

to assume the critic : for our own gratitude to

him has been aud is so deep, and we are so per-

suaded of the influence for good which he has had
on Eugland, that blame had to become as great a

duty as praise before we could express it. And
even iu the midst of our blame, we felt the bless-

ing of contact with a person of a strong individu-

ality, the pleasure of meeting in the middle of a

number of writers cut out after the same pattern,

with one who outs out his own pattern aud alters

it year by year. His theories may, many ot them,
be absurd, but we may well put up with the
absurdity of some for the sake of the excellence

of others, more especially for the sake of the care-

ful work which hangs on to them aud can be
considered apart from them. Wo should be
dismayed to lose the most original man in England.
It is quite aa infinite refreshment to come across

a person who can gravely propose to banish from
England all manufactories which require the use
of fire, who has the quiet audacity to contradict

himself iu tho face of all the reviewers, and who
spina his web of fancies and thoughts without
caring a straw what the world thinks of them.
The good which a mau of so marked an originality

does to U3 all is great, if it is provoking; and we
had rather possi-ss him with his errors than a
hundred stesidy-going writers who can give solemn
reason for all they say. The intellectual excite-

ment whi -h he awakens, the del'ght aud anger
which he kindles iu opposite characters, and the
way iu which his words create a stir of debate,
marks the man of genius whose mistakes are often
as good as other persons' victories, aud who from
this very quality of individuality, united to the
personal attractiveness of his simple and sympa-
thetic humanity, is calculated to be of great and
lasting good to Oxford.
We have read many lectures on Art Subjects,

many books on Art Criticism. They have their
merits, merits which Mr. Raskin's work does
not possess. They are formal, easily understood,
carefully arranged ; all scattered thought, or im-
petuous fancy, or wild theory is banished from
their pages. We walk through a cultivated gar-
den, the beds are trimly laid down, the paths are
neat and straight, the grass is closely shaven, the
trees are trees of culture, the very limes ou tho
edge are kept iu order, aud walls surround it on
all sides. At last, on the very outskirts of the
garden, beyond the bounding wall, and looked
down upon by a row of pert hollyhocks who have
in the course of many seasons arrived at the
power ot producing double flowers in an artistic

manner, we catch a glimpse of a wild bit of grassy
land, full of grey boulders aud some noble trees

growing as they like it, and below a brook chatter-
ing pleasantly over the stones. Every flower of the
field blooms here and runs iu aud out among the
rocks and roots after its own sweet will. The wood-
bine, the wild rose sprays, the ivy and moss, play
the maddest and the prettiest pranks by tho
brook-side. The sky is blue above, with a world
of drifting clouds, and the ground below is a
mystery of light aud colour. It is true there are
burnt spaces of grass here and there, and clusters
of weeds, and now and then a decayed tree stem

;

but for all that, when we see the pleasant place,

wc do not think twice about it, wo forget our gar-
den, we leap the wall—and we live far more
than half of our art lite with the books ot Ruskin.

methoil by which an Euglish ilnanghtsman can got an iu-
troaiiotion to au assistancy iii America, stating that tliero
are too many architects' assistants in England.
Wo would reply, that no other iiitroiliiotiou than persona!

merit 13 rtqnirad. ConiiKtout arohilectnral luaistauts .no
very scarce iu tho United Stvites, poor ones are iu e\a-m
everywhere. A man of ability and experience can alu:iv3
obtain a permauout situation at good couipeiisation, una
we would gladly welcome manv such to the city of Chicago
alone

; our leading architects will ghuily secure their ser-
vices, indeed, wo know that one of them has recently sent
to Englani for an assistant, owing to the difficulty of ob.
taming those of .ibility in sulScient number in this comitry
Wo were, last montli, in tho oflice of a well-known archi.
teot 111 New York City, aud were informed that his two
ablest assist.-iuts had been sent to him from Euglnnd he
p.ayiug their expeuaes aud contracting with them for a
year.

The United States would certainly seem to
offer a fair field for some of the unemployed of
the profession. Wealth is abundant in the States,
and where men are wealthy they will spend money
on art of some kind. At present it is well known
American architecture is not ot the kind most to be
desired. A purer taste does seem, however, to
be taking root there, and it may be that Ameri-
can architects, who have not the advantages of
the study of the old examples which England
affords, may welcome to their offices those who
can really aid them. A New York man, who
some time since was initrumental in largely in-
creasing the circulation ot our journal in that
city.said to us while in this country : 'American
architects will look at once at anything Euglislu
We know we have no architecture in America
worth calling such ; but that is partly because up
to the present time there has been no demand
for it,_and partly because the facilities of art in-
struction and intercommunication between archi-
tects and artists do not exist among us like they
do in Eugland. A first-rate English architect
would find no difficulty in establishing himself
in Now York."

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL
SOCIETY.

THE annual meeting of the members of the
Northamptonshire Architectural Society took

place last week. The peculiar features of the
churches visited were pointed out and described
by Lord Alwyne Compton, who also related many
interesting facts in connection with the difierent
parishes. The churches visited were Earls Barton,
Qrendon, WoUaston, Strixton, Bozeat, Eaaton
Maudit, Yardley Hastings, Castle Ashby, Whistou,
and Cogenhoe. At the meeting in the evening, at
the Assembly Rooms, Northampton, a paper " On
the Choral -Arrangement of Churches" was read
by the Rev. Owen Davys, and one " On the Con-
nection ot Architecture with Freemasonry, aud on
Masons' Murks" was read by the Rev. H. J.
Bigge. The Rev. F. W. QooJaore was elected a
member ot the society, and the Rev. M. W.
Gregory was elected au hon. secretary. A state-

ment of accounts read by the Rev. H. Ward, the
treasurer, showed that the payments last year,
including life subscriptions to tho amount of
£30, added to the deposit account, amounted to
£111 lis. 3d. The receipts, including a balance
of £74 9s. 7d. at the beginning ot the year,

amounted to £231 ISs. Id., leaving the deposit
account £140.

ARCHITECTS' ASSISTANTS IN AMERICA.
£N "Intercommunication" (No. 1893) in our

number for July 1.5 last, a correspondent in-

quired if there is any method by which an Euglish
draughtsman can get an introduction to an as-
sistanoy in America. The many assistants who
know t» well the crowded state of tho profession
in this country would perhajw do well to consider
the following paragraph, which wo extract from
the American lluilder :

—
Tho DuUiing Kewi of .Tnly inriuires It tkero is any

BuoMaoBOVE School of Art. — The annual
meeting ot the friends of this school of art was
held on Monday evening. Mr. G. W. Gibson,
hon. secretary, read the report for the years
1868-09-70, which states that the working of

the school for the three years has been satisfac-

tory. The total number receiving instruction

in drawing, in and through the agency ot the
school, haid been 7,650, including an average
of 150 taught in the National School. Nine re-

ceived grade prizes, and ono third grade prize had
been awarded to students by the Science and Art
Department, and 27 students passed and obtained
certificates. The amount of aid afforded to the
school by the Department had been £55 Ss. 8d.,

including £10 given in consequence ot Mr. E. J.

Simms, a student ot the school, having obtained

a master's certilicato. The committee tendered
their thanks to Mr. Simms for the services he
had rendered to the school. The total receipts

had been £279 18s., including £193 23. 3d.

received as fees, and there was a balance due
to the treasurer of £7 6s. Au exhibition of

the works executed during the past year by the

students preceded this meeting.
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juil^iitg IntcIIigcitce.

cnuEcnES and chapels.

Bristol.—The coraei- etoae of a new synagogue
for the Jewish Congregation at Bristol was laid

on Wednesday week. The exterior of the build-

ing 13 iiitendeil to be as plain as possible—dressed

Pennant stone, with freestone facings. The vesti-

bule will be the only part of the front which will

have any pretensions to architectural decoration.

The dimensions of the interior will be :—Length,
62ft. ; breadth, 46ft. ; height, 25ft. There will

bo a gallery round three sides of the interior.

The ceiling will be flat, with moulded panels, and
the roof will be of Roman tiles. The cost of the

building will be about £3,000
;
purchase of the

site and the fillings of the interior will bring the
cost up to about £5,000. The architect is Mr.
Fripp; the masons, &c., Messrs. Beavan & Sons ; the
carpenter, Mr. R. W. Bryant.

Leigh.—The church bells at Leigj, near South-
end, have lately been repaired by Messr?. Warner
& Co., at a cost of £250 for new bell, re-casting,

and re-hanginj. The belfry has also undergone
some alterations, which were executed by Messrs.
Thorp & Kemp, builders, Leigh.

Melton Mowbray.—The first stone of the new
Wesleyan Chapel and Schools was laid last week,
with some ceremony, by J. Budgett, Esq., of Lon-
don, who was presented by the trustees with a
handsome silver trowel upon the occasion. The
plans have been prepared by Mr. R. W. Johnson,
architect, of Melton Mowbray, and comprise a
large schoolroom and cLass-rooms oc the base-

ment, the rooms being lift, high, and well lighted

and ventilated. The chapel has side aisles and
transepts, and large galleries on three sides.

There is an organ recess at back of pulpit, and at

back of chapel are vestries and choir rooms. The
exterior will be of brick, with stone dressings

;

and two western towers contain staircases,

galleries, and schoolrooms. The chapel has an
open high-pitched roof. The fittings generally
will be in red deal, varnished ; moulded bricks

will be used on the exterior. The buildings will

be heated by hot air. There was a large apount
of old materials available on the site. The con-
tract was taken by Messrs. Winkles & Kellett, of

Leicester, for £2,400.

Odstock.—The ancient pariah church of Od-
stock, Wilts, has just been re-opened, after resto-
ration from plans by Mr. Fowler, architect, of
Louth, Lincolnshire. The church is mainly Early
English in character, and consists of nave, chancel,
and tower at the west end. The chancel has been
rebuilt, the three-light east window having been
preserved ; and an old Norman doorway, formerly
blocked up, has been opened out and placed in its

original position. The open seats in the nave are
of stained deal, and the fittings of the chancel, to-

gether with the reading desk and lectern, are of
oak.

Omagii.—The memorial stone of the Church of
S. Columb, Omagh, now in course of erection, was
laid on Saturday by the Duke of Abercorn.
The church will afford accommodation for up-
wards of 600 persons, at a cost of about £5,400.
The principal dimensions of the building are as
follows :—Total length from east to west, 94ft.

;

and from north to south in transepts, 88ft.
;

width of nave 36ft. ; of transepts, 35ft. Height
from floor to apex of nave roof, 62ft.; size of south-
west porch, 13ft. by 12ft. The style is Gothic
of the thirteenth century, the details throughout
being of a plain and massive character. The
works are being carried out in accordance with
the designs of the architect, J. E. Rogers, Esq.,
F.R.I.A.I., 179, Great Brunswick-street, Dublin,
under the superintendence of William Hunter,
Esq., the contractor being Mr. John Collen, of
Portadown.

Salisbury Diocesan CnuKcn Building Asso-
ciation.—At the last quarterly meeting of this
association there were only two applicat ions for
grants to be considered. The first was from the
vicar of Tisbury, for assistance towards the restora-
tion of the parish church , a very spacious cdilice
in the Norman style, containing numerous monu-
ments of the Arundels of Wardour. Among
the works proposed were the substitution
of a new roof in the place of the exist-
ing dilapidated one, the laying down a new
floor, and the re-arrangemeut of the seats, by

which an increase of 70 sittings will be obtained.

The cost will be about £1,350. The committee

made a grant of £40 in this case. The second ap-

plication was made by the incumbent of Britford,

near Salisbury. The parish church urgently

needed restoration and repairs. It was proposed

to re-roof the nave, to substitute new windows for

those now in existence, to add an additional 10ft.

to the tower, and to re-seat the church with oak

sittings. It is intended to lay out £1,700 on the

works, towards which the committee voted £60.

Orders for payment of sums previously voted were

made as follows i^Towards re-building West
Lulworth Church, £140 ; and towards re-building

the aisles and reseating Whiteparish Church, £60.

Sherrington.—At Sherrington, Buckingham-
shire, Mr. G. K. Street has restored the parish

church at a coat of £1,000. The church is a cross

church, the tower being in the centre of the build-

ing. It has north and south aisles. The old

church had high-backed pews, abundant white-

washing, and a platform at the west end, which
marred the beauty of the west window. The
whitewash has been removed, the high-backed

pews have been replaced by chairs, the floor of

the church presenting an open area, and the dis-

figuring of the platform has been removed. The
church has a lofty open roof. The chancel shows

the most marked feature of restoration. It has

a new open roof of oak, and has also been newly
tiled. The reredos ia of alabaster, inlaid with
black marble, and is adorned by a cross of polished

granite. Messrs. Shakeshaft & King, of Newport-
Pagnell, are the builders.

SiLLOTH.—At Silloth, near Carlisle, a new
church has been opened from designs by Messrs.

Cory & Ferguson, of Carlisle. The mason and
bricklayer's work was carried out by Mr. Graves,

of Aspatria ; the carpenter and joiner's work by
Mr. Thompson, of Silloth ; the plumber's work
by Messrs. Thompson ; and the painter and
glazier's work by Mr. Westray, of Carlisle. The
amount expended on the present contracts has
been a little under £3,000.

The Westminster Chapteb-Hodse. — Few
persons would recognise in the new building ad-
joining Westminster Abbey, now fast approaching
completion, the old Chapter- House, which a few
years ago was fast falling into decay, and the
state of which at the time was provocative of con-

siderable discussion. Although, as far as possible,

all the old stone has been used, the work is

virtually a new building.

BTJILDIN08.

Brentwood.—On Thursday week two addi-
tional wings which have been for some time
in course of erection at the Shoreditch Industrial

Schools, Brentwood, were opened by the Guar-
dians. Each wing is 234ft. in length. At the
east end is a large board-room. The front pas-
sage leads to the large dining-hall (also used as a
chapel), 70ft. by 37ft., by 36ft. in height. The
works have been carried out by Messrs. Hill,

Keddell, & Waldram, of London, at a cost of

£20,000, from plans by Mr. W. Lee, architect,

of Gresliam-buildings, Old Broad street, Mr.
Jeffries acting as clerk of the works. Accom-
modation is now provided for 600 pupils.

Kensington.—A new art pottery studio is in
course of erection at Kensington for Messrs.
Minton & Co., of Stoke-upon-Trent and London.
It is intended here to educate some of the stu-
dents of the South Kensington School of Art in
practical Chma painting, and also to invite emi-
nent artists to paint upon China and majolica.
The contract has been taken by Messrs. Lucas
Brothers, Great George-street, Westminster, and
the architect is Mr. Gilbert R. Kedgrave,| of Ken-
sington, London.

Melton Mowbbay.—The new cattle market,
which has been more than twelve months in pro-
gress, has been opened for public use. It covers
about two acres of ground, and is conveniently
arranged for the comfort of buyers and sellersand
stock. The beast and sheep pens are all of wood
and cast ironwork, and are strong and substantial.

The area occupied by sheep pens is covered with
asphalte, the pens being surrounded by blue
channel bricks, and the ironwork fastened with
lead into Yorkshire kerbing bedded in concrete.
The beast pens are all paved with Mountsorrel
granite, and the roads and avenues are composed
of granite covered with gravel, the whole being
coated over the entire surface beneath gravel with
gas-tar put on hot. The pig market occupies a

shed the whole length of market on one side, and

a corresponding shed is prepared near the beast

pens for calves. A block of buildings in centre of

market comprises a large settling room for the use
of the public, at the back of which are closets and
other conveniences, the whole being divided by a
large manure pit from the public slaughtor-bouse,

wtuch is fitted up with fasting pens and every
convenience. The walls are lined with while
glazed bricks, which have a cleanly appearance.

A large wrought-iron cistern over these buildings

supplies water at various points in the market.
The market is abutting on two public roads, which
are much used, and four large entrance gateways
give access to the different departments, the piers

being of Derbyshire stone, and the gates of

wrought-iron. The drainage is on an extensive
scale, and is carried Into the street mains at each
end. The market has been constructed under an
Act of Parliament obtained hy the Local Board.
The contractors for roads, buildings, &c., were
Messrs. Weaver & Son, of Melton Mowbray. The
ironwork was taken by Messrs. Richards <fe Co., of

Britannia Foundry, Leicester. The plans were pre-

pared by, and the work has been carried out under
the superintendence of Mr. R. W. Johnson, archi-

tect, of Melton Mowbray, the outlay being a^jous

£5,000, exclusive of site, which formed part of

the Town estate, and was devoted to the purpose
without purchase.

Reopening op Crewe Hall.—Crewe Hall, a
perfect and splendid specimen of Elizabeth.an
architecture, was, as our readers may remember,
burnt to the ground a few years ago. Under the
auspices of Mr. E. M. Barry, R.A., it has now been
completely rebuilt and restored, and on the 1 2th
inst. Lord Crewe called togather a numerous
company to celebrate its re-opening. Service was
held in the beautiful chapel by the Archbishop
of York, who preached the sermon, assisted by
the Bishop of Chester. Many of the local clergy
and a portion of the choir of Chester Cathedral
were also present. After the service upwards of

60 guests sat down to a sumptuous luncheon in
the great dining-hall. The toast of the day,
" The Health of Lord Crewe and prosperity to
Crewe Hall," was given by the Archbishop ol

' York. Lord Houghton, in proposing " The Archi-
tect," spoke of the great beauty of Crewe Hall as

now happily restored, and asked the comixiny to
do justice to the ability and skill of Mr. Barry,
one of the first architects of the day, in securing
whose services Lord Crewe had been very fortu-

nate. Mr. Barry said that the pleasure he
naturally took in his work had been enhanced by
the confidence and kindness he had received from
Lord Crewe. He knew too well that architects,

especially when employed on public works, were
often very differently treated.

Rochester.—On Thursday week the comer-
stone of a new Corn Exchange was laid by the
Mayor, who subsequently opened the Castle
grounds, which had been acquired on a long lease

from Lord Jersey, to be formed into a recreation-

ground for the use of the citizens. The Corpo-
ration take charge of the Castle and grounds, and
will bear the expense of maintaining them in

order ; but the coat of laying out the grounds

—

£2,000, or more—will be met by public subscrip-

tion, a large sum having been already promised
The new Corn Exchange, a large building, which
will be very handsome in the interior, is being
erected in the rear of the present Corn Exchange,
a comparatively small and inconvenient structure,

which will serve as an approach from the High-
street to the new building. There is no oppor-

tuuity for effective display on the exterior of the

new building, from its situation ; but the great

hall in the interior will be a very fine one, while

in other parts of the building there will be a
library and a variety of oflioes. It will cost £5,000
or more.

Walton-on-the-Hill.—The foundation-stono

of a new National School was laid on Saturday
last, by the rector of the parish. The new boys'

school will be erected in close proximity to the
present girls' and infants' schools, near the church,

and is designed to group well with those buildings.

The bell turret, rising to a height of 40ft., will bo

a conspicuous object as seen from the Aintreeand
Church roads. The new school buildings will be
capable of accommodating 200 boys, and consist

of a school-room 80ft. long, 20ft. wide, and ISft.

from floor to ceiling ; two class rooms, each
measuring 15£t. by 14ft., and fitted up with a
gallery. There will be also a conveniently situated
lavatoiy and cloak-room. The building commit teo

have contracted with Mr. Henry Sharrock, of Rice-

lane, M'alton, who ia to complete the works by
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tlMcndot March n«xt, ud who will be asusUd

thento by Utmn. J.h R. KeU^. bricUayen

;

Mr. RobnU,Btton: md ll«~s. AjIm, datera.

Th« pkna haT» been prepared, and the works wiU

be ropeiintended by Mr. Edward A. Heffer, archi-

tect, of South Caatle-ttreet, Liverpool.

NOTICE.
ff TTTH the aM of tka new postnl arranRemciits,

W vhlek «aae into opeimtian ou the Ist inst., the

Brsuuxe Saw* wiJl In futope be snpplied throogh the

pg^ ^ 1^ p^ annum, iu«ite«d of 17!i. 4(1. as hitherto.

The kaltoeaay poital eartl n ill Mso bo (oimd nscfal to

Ikaaf ^o ha*« aenpe ot buUdiu); information, tenders,

fa^^M.i.ftiaaiiinV****'*" qoeries Aud replies, Ac, to scud.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
To Oca R«AD«aa.—We >hali fo«l obliged to any of our

lewleii wbo «ill IkToor tu with brief notes of works cou.

I,inl«lii or la |»eci«M in the proTiseea.

Latleie leUlinf to adrertiMsnieuU and the onlinary busi-

ng of tlM Puw should be addreesed to the EDITOR,
SI, TAVISTOCK fcTREET, COVENT OARDE.V, W.C.

JtJiMliwiiianta for the cnrrent week must reach the

eAae m4 later than 5 p.m ou Thunday.

».—S. * C, B. W. A., 8. W. i Co, G. K. R.,

B. H., W. B. W., J. M., C. A II., S. <t H., E. i: R. W.,

A. II, J. C, E. T. a, J. H., T. T., O. W., E. & K., W. 8.

ParmicK Aru>.—Pteaie leud description to accompany
akat J) of .cnlptnred tonibecouca.

J. LAXiiH.M.—Can't promiM.
JoHx Ui'ix. Jvn.—PerhajM the emAment|and peiapec-

ti» clao, at the Working Meu'a College, 45, Oieat Ormoud-
ativet, would suit yoo.

T. Raauunr.—Next week.

CormpoH^ncc,

ROYAL ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUII.

{To th^ Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,—At thU moment, when the museum is

re-opened after the utual Tacation, I should wish
to remind our subecribers of the convenience for

study afTorded to them, both daily from 10 to 4,

and CD th« evenings of Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday, from 7 to 9 30. The evening arrange-

meota have been made to suit architectural pupils

and art workmen, who find it impossible to attend

during the day.

Tboae who may care for systematic teaching in

the varioua branches of architectural art may
cany out their wishes at a trifling expense by
joinmg the claasea now formed in one of the rooms
of the Museum. Their membership exempts
tbem from the entrance fee charged to non-sub-
•cribers. Applications should be made at ouce to

the Hon. Sec. to the Architectural Art Class
Committee, Lacy W. Ridge, Esq., 23, Bedford-
row. W.C.

During the recess the collection has been par-
tially re-arranged, and the upper gallery has been
railed round, and access to it obtained by a per-
manent staircase. This gallery will now be occu-
pied by a fine collection of casts from Amiens and
other places, and, it is hoped, by a selection from
the Royal Academy. TTie catalogue will then be
proceeded with^ and a copy sent to each member.
From this architects will be able to point out to
tbeir pupils the particular objects they may wish
tbem to studT without themselves visiting the
Museum, and the selection of cases of which
copse* are required, and for supplying which
arraogementa are now complete, will thus be
facOstatede

In oouclusion I would add that although many
new subscribers have been enrolled since the re-
moval of the Museum to its new quarters, the
annual income is as yet insufficient for the proper
maintenance of the institution. 1 should feel
grateful for any names of new subscribers, or eren
of such as would be Ukely to join on being in-
Tited.

The interest on the mortgage debt, now re-
duced to i:900 by JKIOO having been recently paid
off, is a serious charge on the annual income of
the Museum. The extinction of this debt within
a limited period is called for by the mortgage
d*«l, and on this account, as well as for the rea-
•oo above given, an appeal for further contribu-
tkmwill shortly be made. Judging from the
neocH wliicb attended our former efforts we are
hofwlol aa to the result.

On behalf of the Council,
Joserii Clabke, Hon. Sec.

Tnfton street, Dean's-yard,
Wflrtminster, S-W^ Oct , 1870.

OVEUCROWDKD STATE OF THE PROFESSION.

Sir,—Throttgh your endoavour to give fair play iu the

disoussiou of iho ftbove subject, a correspoudeut, shelter-

ing himself behiod the auouymous, and quiie possibly

ftssiimed, iuitiaU " G. T. J.," briugs a grave charge agiuust

a Urge body of highly re«i)ectable aud hoiiourablo pro-

fessional men by stating that an architect to bis knowletlge

in the W.C. district has seven pupils, and not ono iwid

assistant. If thU is true, why does not •* G. T. J." come
befox« ua iu his true name as a gimrantee of the truth of

an assertion, which at present we most look upon with

finspiciou ? rosaibly the knowledge i hat his solicitor, if he

ha* one. would shortly be required niav defter him. Mean-

while I would add that if " G.T. J.V'architectural know
ledge and skill e(iual his acquirements in grammatical

composition his professional breihrou have little to fear

fhim any rivalry on hia part.— I am, ic, li- H-

London, 8.W., Oct. 13.

[" B. H." finds fault with ** G. T, J." for writing behind
initials, aud tumbles into a similar error himself.—Ed.
B.N.]

Sinltrcdinnitiiutittioir.

QUESTIONS.
tlfldT] PRICE OF CONCRETE.—Will you or any of

your readers oblige by giving me the price per cube yard
of concrete for foundation laid ready for the bricklayers.

I gave 33. 3d. per yard for ballast delivered. The propor-
tions are to I blue I'aa. I am sorry to trouble you, and
should not do no unle^ my employer had not agreed to
abide by the decision of your valuable journal. 1 have
done 2,050 cube yards for him, aud although I have shown
him several estimates of completed jobs he is far from
satisfied.—J. L.B.

[1999] LIABILITY OF SURVEYORS. — Are sur-
veyors who *ake out the quantities of buildings answer-
able for the correctness of them? And, iu case of error,
who is legally liable to make good any deficieuces?—B.

[1999] l^IEASURING TRACERY.—Can any reader in-

form me of the method among surveyors of measuring
Gothic tracery windows, chamfered and otherwise? Aro
the joints measored, aud is any allowance made for dowells ?

—P, R.

[2000] SCHOOLS OF ART.—Can any of your readers
kindly supply me with the names t.f those schools wliich
participate in the benefits of the "Free Libraries Act,"
by receiving a certain amount of the borough rate of Id. in
tiie iM)und? If schools of art are ever to be put upon a
satisfactory footing financially, it is high time that a
borough rate should in all cases be levied to supplement the
Government grant. I know of ©nly two schools which re-

ceive help from the borough rales, viz., Bui-slem and Cork.
For want of similar help many schools are sadly oft" for
material, and consequently do not do half as much good
as they could do.—Provincial.

[2001] DAMP WALLS.— Is there any composition that
can be applied externally to cure damp walla, say to white
fire bricks, the composition to be perfectly colourless ? I

think such a material has been spoken of in your columns
and applied to the Houses of Parliament as a preservative,
formed of a silicate of some kind. Perhaps some of your
readers may have heard of it.

—

Arciiitkctus.

[2002] PITCH PINE. -Will you please allow ;tho fol-

lowing to be inserted in your " Intercommunication
Column," that I may be privileged to receive the opinions
of your readers relative to the best method of laying i)itch

pine fioors? 1. Which is the best substance awd width for
the pitch pine board ? 2. The thickness of the rough
boarding ? 3. If the rough Ijoarda are to be laid in the
opjxwite direction to that at which it is intended to lay
the pitch pine, or in the same direction? 4. Should the
pitch pine be glued and nailed on both edges, or nailed
and dovetaihd, or laid upon paper or other material ? 5.

Should tlio joist under the above floors bo pugged?—
Anxioub Ikc^uireb.

[2003] ELLIPTICAL SCROLL.—I should feel obliged
to any of the readers of the Buii.dino Nkws who would
inform mo the method of describing an elliptical scroll or
volute.—Frank CuESdELL.

REPLIES.
[1939] BATH BRICKS are made at Bridgewater,

Soraersetehire, by Brown and Co., also Colthurst, Simmons
awd Co. of that town.—Runcorn Rud Tail.

[lf02J SURVEYING.—Sloping or undulated surfaces
Hliould be measured as on a level line for growing crops

;

it being well-kn-iwn that no more trees, corn, or other
standing crops will grow upon the surface of a hill than
ui»on a plane equal in area to its base; because the natural
direction of all vegetation in perpendicular to the horizon.
Forlaliour, however, the case is diffeient, and the measure
luent in this ca^e should be calculated from lines measureil
on the surface, because the spade, plough, scythe, or sickle
must pass over the w}u)le of the surface.-T. H. R.

[19M3 INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION, 1871.—If
"Ambition" will send a letter to Mr. Wright, OHico it
Exhibition, 1871, Sou^h Kensington Museum, South
KonHingtoD, stating the kind of exhibit ])roi>osetl, he will
lie attended to in due time, and by applying there he can
obtain a book respecting it witli all information.—0. W.
FAiUiiANK, Albert>road, BaUton.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
DiRTUicT SuuvRvon'8 Fees.—At the Clerkenwell Police

Court on the 6th inst., Mr. William Elfick,of 3, Fonthill-
road. Seven Sisters-roa*!. Holloway, was summoned liy Mr.
John Turner, of 8, Ducrdeu Villas, Tollingion Park, one uf

• he district surveyors of Islington, to show cause why he
should not pay the sura of £2 28. Od, for surveying the
erection of a house, No, 4, Fonthill-road, a building ex-
ceeding 600 square feet in arcji, and being three stories in

height. The defendant was alM> summoned for a like

sum for surveying the bouse No. 3, Fonthill-road. The
defendant did" not deny that ho owed the money, but said

he was quite unable to pay at present. Mr. Cooke, the
magistrate, in the first wise made out an order for the
amount claimed to be paid, with 12a. costs, and in the second
case, an order with 43. costs.—Mr, Samuel Newton, of the
Grange, Grange-road, BhickhiU-lane, was likewise sum-
moned by Mr. Turner, to show cause wliy he should not pay
four several sums of j£2 7s. G. for surveying the erection of
buildings exceeding 600 square feet in area, aud being four
stories in height, on the west side of S. Thomas's-road,
Seven Sisters-road, and Mr. Cooke made an order for the
amounts claimeil to be paid, with 4-5 costs in each case.

—

Mr. John DuiToy, of 28, Andover-road, Hornsoy -ro;wi, was
also summoned by Mr. Turner, to show cause why le
should not pay four several sums of £3 for surveying the
erection of houses on the east side of Cottenham-road, and
two sums of £2 for the erection of houses on the eist side

of Campbell-road. Seven Sisters road, aud the case having
been made out, Mr. Cooke made orders for the amounts
claimed, with 43. costs in each case.

RiauTOP Way.-Inthe Bath County Court, recently,

the cjise of Yeeles v. Grey and others was heard. This was
an action by Captain Yeeles, of Bathfoid, to try the right

of the defendants to im?8 over a piece of land belonging to

him on the Bathford Common. Mr. Bartram, who ap-

peared for the plaintilf, at ouce disclaimed any desire for

damages against tlie defendants, lie only wanted them
lo be taught that they must not go there. It seemed that

some yeai-s ago a road was made acrois the common to

convey stone from the quarries iu'o the village. This had
not been used for some years, aud in the year 1809 the

common was enclosed, and this road stopped up, aud by
an award, a portion of thelaud overwhich this road passed

was allotted to the plaintiff. Notwithstanding this, the

defendants still refused to go ano'her way, but daily

walked over the plaintiff's land ; aud this was the trespass

complained of. The plaiutitf was ciilled to prove the fact

of the enclosure, and the award and plan were also pro-

duced, showing hia title. His keeper aud the police con-

stable were called to prove the trespass by the defendants

aud that they had been warned off repeatedly. Each of

the diifendauts addressed the court that they had
known the road for periods ranging from twenty

to sixty years, and doubted the power of any
Commissioner to stop it. His Honour (C. F. D.

Caillard, Esti.), however, explained that if they

had doubted this they should have gone before the Com-
missioner, aud said so before the award was made. They
must obey it, and he gave 248. damages against tbem.

The plaintiff begged that nothing might be charged to the

defendauis for his persoual expenses.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

LAMDETH.—The qualityof the wa'cr supplied by the Lara-
betli and Vau.xhall Water Companies of lalehas been very
bad, aud repeated remonstrances have had little or uo effect

in securing greater purity. Dr. Vineu. the medical ofiicer of

health of S. George's, Houthwark, calls attention to this in

his last report to the S. George's vestry, aud says:—"As
the inhubitan s of the metropolis have uo choice, but must
needs use such water as the companies think fit to give

them, it is desirable that any power the vestry may pos-

sess for obtaining clear, transparent, and pure water should
be brought tj bear upon the companies for that purpose."

We are glad to see that, in accordance with the suggestion

thus thrown out, the matter has been referred to the
Sanitary Committee of the vestry for inquiry aud report.

Maldon.—The water company established seven years
ago for the supply of this town has during that time been
quite unable to meet the requirements of the inhabitants.
It is now stated that the member for the borough, Mr. E.
II. Bentall, has undertaken to provide new welJs, works,
and gear, sufficient to pump at least 50,000 gdlons of
water per day. The hon, member guarantees that this
quantUy shall be supplied daily, or he will not expect any
remuneration for hia outlay.

0utu:t of tre Fleet Sewer.— An engineering work o
considerable perplexity aud magnitude has (says the Times
now been for some weeks in progress at ihe northern ap-
proach to Blackfriara Bridge, where the old Fleet, long
since converted into a sewer, is carried to the Thames be-
tween other subterranean structures that cross either
above or below it. The course ofthe covered brook or sewer
was originally along the line of Bridge-streer, until, on aj)-

proaching the river, it curved sharply to i he west. Tliia
curved portiou was removed when the new bridge Wiis built,
and a new channel was made from the Bridge-street line
to finditspointof exit beneath the abutment, whore hinged
Hapa are placed to prevent the entrance of the rising tide.

The main low level sewer was airried benea hthe Fleet at
a point nearly opposite the corner of the Royal Hotel;
while the Metropolitan Distriut Railway was carried over
it a few yards nearer to the river, and the embankment
subway above both. The niilway diminished thedepth of
the Fleet channel at its point of crossing, and here the
cliannel was increased in wid h, so that its discharging
power might still remain unaffected. The object of the
work now in progress is to render the increase in width
gradual, by forming a sort of bell mouth that le;ul8

up to the railway crossing. A little to the north
of the commencement of the Ijell tho main channel is

divided into four passages, two above and two below,
each furnished with a tidal llap on the riverside, and with
a pen»to.;k on the north side. Furtlicr north again, a
'-bannel of comnmniciUion has been made from tho Fleet
to the low level sewer, and is furnished with a penstock
by >»hieh it can be entirely closed. The general object of
the whole arrangement is that the sewage of the Fleet
shall, as a rule, be disihai^ed into the low level sower at
this point! but the jjenstock admits of its l>eing en irely
intercepted, and the low level sewerrelievedto this extent,
if any occasion for such relief should arise, either from
temporary loss of the pumping power at the outfall or
from any other cause. The bridge outlet will be kept in
reserve for such extraordinary occasions, and will also bo
used for the escape uf storm water. After heavy raius,
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either ono or more of the four uhamicls will be oiieuod by

lifting the iiroper peiiatocks, and the lightor portion of tlie

desconding flood will p:v38 through this course to the

river, while the heavier portion will Htill find its way to

the low level sewor. It waa during the progreaa of those

works that the foundatioa sSouo of the old bridge wai di.-i-

ooverotl.

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.
IIui.i,.—Mr. Sheritr Leatliam lias proniiaod to present

one of the marble atatuea that are to be placed in the

iiicho.i iu the iwrch of the Town-hall. The work hjta been

entrusted to ."^Ir. W. D. Keyworth, juu., of Hull and Iion-

don. The statue will be one of Michael de la Pole, first

Earl of Suffolk, and Lord Chauctillor, &on of Kir William

ae la Pole, whose statue already atlorua the Town-hall.

©iir #ffitc iiiWe.

New TiIapkkt Hall, WniTcnoRcii, Salop.—
Six sets of plans have been Bubmitted in competi-

tion for the above building, the authors being Mr.

Josiah Barlow, Liverpool ; Mr. J. R. Ford, Burs-

lem ; Mr. T. M. Lockwood, Cheater ; Mr. W. H.

SpauU, Oswestry ; Mr. D. Walker, aud Mr. Jas.

N. Crofts, both of Liverpool. The plans have been

open to the inspection of the public, but the Local

Board have not yet come to a decision. The
building is to comprise a corn exchange, assem-

bly room, or county court, with ofBce for the Local

Board, and a large market at back. The area of

ground covered is about 2,000 yards, and the

amount given by the Board is £5,000.

The Institution of CmL ENcixEEns.—The
list of members of this institution, corrected to

the lat inst., has just been issued. At that date

there were 16 honorary members, 699 members,
9'Ji associates, and 176 students, muking a total

of 1,885 of all classes. During the last three

months the deaths have been recorded of three

members— Messrs. John Braithwaite, Samuel
Dobson, and William Alexander I'rovis, as well as

five associates, viz., Sir John Thwaites, Bart.,

Lieut.Col. Julian St. John Hovendeu, R.E,, and
Messrs. William Gammon, George Houghton, and
George Barnard Townsend, while one student

has been permitted to withdraw. In the period

referred to no addition has been made to the list,

as the meetings have been suspended during the

vacation.

The Albert Emuaskmest.—On Monday by
the direction of the Jletropolitan Board of Works,
the first st«p towards planting and decorating the

Albert Embankment was put iu hand, and the

works will be pushed forward so as to bring them
to a finish before the setting in of winter. Plane

trees will be planted on the emankment at a dis-

tance of 30ft. Two large open spaces will be

planted with shrubs, &c., aud enclosed with hand-
some iron railings. One of the open spaces near

S. Thomas's Hospital will not be enclosed, as it is

intended to devote it to the purposes of a recrea-

tion ground for children. The cost of these

inprovements has been estimated at the sum of

£3,000. A new steamboat pier will be constructed

on the site of the old Lambeth stairs, the contract

for which has j list been let to a responsible firm

of contractors for the sum of £2,500.

DcLwicii College.—A most interesting lecture

was delivered by Dr. G. G. Zerffi, of the Science

and Art Department, South Kensington, on the

History of Art, at the above college on Wednesday,
the 12th inst., at 7 o'clock p.m. It formed the
first of a course to be delivered on successive

Wednesdays at the same hour. The authorities

at this college deserve great credit for introducing

this important subject, the necessity for the study

of which is at length being recognised.

SuoPLiFTi.sa ExTBAOKWNARY.—In Northwich
the buildings have a great predilection for sinking,

and that after a fashion of their own. Two shops

in the High-street' have been subjects of general

attention for some time past. They were erected

eix years ago, and soon began to give way to the

influence referred to, so that the gable was two
and a halt feet out of flumb. Although the
building has not changed much lately, it has

become necessary to have its equilibrium restored.

For this jjurpose stays have been braced across,

and 17 screwjatks put iu requisition, and with
wedging on the ship-launching principle, with
which the workmen are familiar, has been so far

successful that during Thursday the lower end of

the building has been raised two feet. No warp-
ing or ci acking was perceptible in the framework
of which the erection was composed, and if the

further operations are equally successful the

owner will have the pleasure of re-entering his

shops iu as comfortable a state as they were at

first.

The Steel-Ribbon Sash-line.—Mr. G. Ilook-

ham, the patentee, claims for this invention that

it is the only metal line based on a good mechani-

cal principle. It is formed of a double band of

watchspring steel covered with a binding of copper

wire. 'The object of the wire covering is twofold.

In the first place it renders the line suitable to

be used with the ordinary pulley ; and secondly,

in conjunction with a waterproofing solution,

applied to the steel underneath, it makes the line

perfectly safe from rust. It also possesses a third

advantage in its ornamental appearance, which is

rendered permanent by the use of lacquer. The
direct breaking strain of the line is very great,

and it will be readily understood that whereas

any other continuous metal line (as e.y., the wire

rope), being of a dnctile nature, is injured every

time it is bent over a small pulley, this line

sustains no such injury, for an elastic material,

such as tempered steel in thin bands, may be bent

and straightened again any number of times with-

out having its force of cohesion impaired. An-
other consequence of its elastic nature is great

freedom and ease in working.

The Illinois and St. Louis Bbidqb.—The
Railway Ketcs says this great bridge over the Mis-

sissippi, when completed, will deserve to rank

among the wonders of railway enterprise. The
bridge is to span the " great father of waters

"

at St. Louis by three enormous elliptic arches,

each of 500ft., and on each shore there will be five

lesser land arches. The superstructure is to be of

steei and wrought-iron, and the piers of solid i

masonry. The effect of the whole design is said to

be light and pleasing, while ample strength is en-

sured. The bridge is designed for the passage of

ordinary carriage and foot traffic, as well as for

the accommodation of a heavy railway traffic. Con-
siderable progress has been made wick the abut-

ment on the St. Louis side of the river, which has

already been brought seven or eight courses of

masonry, or about 20ft., above water level. The
piers, which will be fine specimens of masonry,

will be 108ft. above the bed-rock. Their founda-

tions, which are about 80ft. below high water-

mark, cover spaces 66ft. by 80ft., the whole

being of solid ashlar masonry, faced with granite

brought from the State of Massachusetts. The
eastern pier has been brought considerably above

water level, and at its ijiesent height has an area

of 80ft. by 35ft. The engineer is Mr. Eads, and
the cost will be about 6,000,000 dols. The con-

tractors have undertaken to have the bridge open
for traffic by December 1st, 1871.

Old Blackfriabs Bridge.—The honour of

exhuming the foundation stone of the old bridge

falls to the foreman to the contractor who has the

works on the Embankment in hand. The diffi-

culty of delving must have been great, as the stone

was found 30ft. beneath the roadway in Bridge-

street. Iu the stone was a cavity, in which a

cylinder was placed containing a large number of

current coins of the realm. The cylinder was
stopped at the mouth with a handsome silver

medal, which had evidently been given to the

architect of the bridge, Mr. Robert Milne, by the

S. Luke's Academy, at Rome, as a prize for his

superior attainments in ai'chitecture. The medal,

which maintained perfect sharpness iu the en-

graving, was encased in lead, and covered down
with cement. It was dated 1758, in Roman letters,

and the leaden plate on the stone contained an in-

scription announcing that the foundation stone

was laid by Sir Thomas Chitty (Lord Mayor,

1760), and that Robert Milne was the architect.

The property has been handed over to the Corpo-

ration of the City of London.

Proposed Improve.ment at High-street,
Wapping.—The Limehouse District Board of

Works has been endeavouring to enlist the aid of

the Metropolitan Board in carrying out an im-

portant improvement at Wapping, by widening
and otherwise improving a portion of the High-
street. The thoroughfare is absolutely impassable

at times, owing to the heavy traffic brought upon
it in connection with the foreign and coasting

steam vessels, which load and unload at the

various wharves lying between the south side of

the street and the river. The estimated cost of the

proposed works is about £12,000, of which sum
the Central Board has refused to contribute more
than one-half. The local authorities say that they

are too poor to pay the other half, and if the

Metropolitan Board persists in ita resolution the

improvement cannot be carried out at all. It is

contended by the Limehouse Board of Works that

the improvement would bo beneficial to the whole

metropolis, and that, therefore, the board ought to

contribute a greater moiety of the cost.

Pbe.empted Sites fob Schools.—A matter of

some importance to donors and others interested

in the transfer of sites for schools has been brought

under notice by the Earl of Coventry. The Earl

complains that a site granted for a school may be

sold and converted to some purpose of a very

different description, greatly to the annoyance
and injury of the grantor's adjacent property.

The noble Earl has lately had an example on his

estate at Powick. He gave a site for a school,

and when new buildings were erected elsewhere

he was required to pay what would have been the

full value of the property if sold without restric-

tion and all the costs. He declined to treat with

the Charity Commissioners on their own terms ;

the property has been sold by auction without

restriction, and the building may now be used for

a beerhouse or any other purpose. Under these

circumstances, the noble earl suggests that any
land proprietor who makes a grant for a school

site will be wise not to adopt the form of con-

veyance which the Council of Education prepared

and printed, but to devise some mode of securing

the right of pre-emption upon a reasonable valua-

tion, iu case the building to be erected on the land

granted shall at any time cease to be used for

school purposes.

Architects' Drawings.—It may not be unin-

structive to note the opinion of the Transatlantic

members of the profession on the questions of

architects' drawings, which, at the present time,

is troubling us at home. In reply to a question

put to him by a reader, the editor of the

American Builder replies as follows :—" We have

always considered it a question of but little real

consequence, other than tending to secure to the

architect the building of additions, or repairs to

the building, for it is most exceedingly rare that

he is called upon to duplicate buildings except in

houses for rent, and the drawings are of little

value except to display before new clients as a certain

sort of evidence of the work that has been en.

trusted to him. As a rule, most persons prefer

that their drawings should remain on file in the

architect's office, for the same reason that they

allow their valuable papers, relating to estates,

&c., to remain in the hands of their legal adviser."

If the American Builder's opinion is at all gene-

rally shared by his readers, American architects

seem to trouble themselves little about the

question of ownership of drawings.

Art-Tre.vsures in Paris.—The late super,

intendent of the Fine Arts in Paris, Count Nieu-
werkerke, had, it was said, packed and sent out

of the city the chief pictures belonging to the

Italian, Flemish, and other schools, in order to

insure them against being injured or seized by
the enemy. This, however, was not the case

;

they were packed, but not sent away, and
M. Jules Simon has arranged that not only these,

but the valuable contents of the museum of

Cluny, as well as the splendid collections of

bronzes, medals, cameos, and other o'ojects of virtu

in the Bibliothcque—late Impuriale, now Na-
tionale—shall be stored in the safest places pos-

sible, and has also taken means to place what
remaius in these establishments as far as possible

out of danger from fire.

Street Dust.—During the recent meeting of

the British Association at Liverpool, Mr. C. R. C.

Tichborne, F.G.S., read a paper in the Chemical

Section on " Street Dust as a Ferment," andstated

that his researches ogreed with some of the ideas

put forth by Professor Tyndall in his lecture at

the Koyal Institutiou, wherein he pointed out

how the particles floating in the atmosphere

might assist in spreading contagious diseases. Mr.

Tichborne gave some analyses of various kinds of

street dust, which were found to consist chiefly of

stable manure aud stone finely ground. Some
dust taken from theatres and public buildings in

Dublin was found to consist of from 30 to 50 per

cent, of organic matter, aud the inorganic matter

was rich iu iron. He found out that dust acts as

a ferment in various solutions, and gave the par-

ticulars of experiments made by him to prove this

point ; the most interesting circumstance he made
known was that the street dust which enters the

throats and noses of dwellers in towns is half stable

manure, a substance not conducive to health

when taken internally.
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C^ps.

Th« openJiur eonversariono of tho Associated

Art.In»fitatowiU take place in the rooms at 9

rir^uit-^treet. on Saturday, the 29th inst., when

^ ft«Smt, Mr. Richari Westmacott, R.A.,

r B.8., wiU delifer an address.

TbB Ibrtificalions of Strasburg are beingr rapidly

mdrad. All the masons, cari>ent9rs, and labourers

olthe town are impreesod at high wages.

Xfce Port-oeSoe authorities have applied to tho

/5t» CommisiionerB of Sowers for permission to lay

r^Joamuitio tube from 8. Martins-le-Grand to

X^S^TBiir, by way of S. P-iul's Churchyard.

The sabkiy of the surveyor of roails for tho parish

of 8. Mary, Newington, lias been increased from

£180 to f"300 por annum.

Mr Daniel Baker,the artist by whom the heraldic

naialimn on Mr. Sheriff Jones's carriage were exe-

*^-»*LS Mud to be the first deaf and dumb heraldic

paiMtS^sko has exerdsed his art in this country.

He has pK>«^ tix times for the sheriffs of London
md MI<HJm3»x,^
The building knS^^. whitecr ess. street Prison

b to be sold by order Sl^^Home Secretary.

The Poor Lew Board hai^^^gn to tho Hackney
Ouaidians, intimating that tn^^^imum number
of peraoDS which the workhouse wni|^gntitled to

hoM when the alterations are complet^nB
aeoerdmoe with the regulations of the cubil

eommiMionere.

Sereril of the east end parishes are now engaged

in getting up memorials to the MetropoliUin Board

of Worka, praying that body to defray part of the

expeoaa attendant on the proposed widoniog of

Btten-row, a thoroughfare leading from Whito-

chapel to Betbnal Green. It is urged liy tho me-

moAaliata that this would be a great metropolitan

as well a> loc^ improvement.

Tilbury Fort Garrison Chapel has jiwt been re-

opened, after restoration. The ch.ipel was conse-

cratadin the reign of Queen Eli/Jiboth, but had

Utteriy aerred as a billiard and reading room.

A now organ, by W. H. Prossor, of Vincent-

aquan, Weetminster. has just boon opened in the

perish church of Little Hallingbury, Bssex.

Out of the i:6,000 required for tho restora-

tion of Prittlewell parish church, £2,000 have been

ooOected. Mr. Ewan Christian will be the architect

emidoyed.

The chancel of Frampton Church, Gloucester,

haring been rebuilt ami extended by Mr. Woodyer,

architect, and tho burial ground enlarged, the

bishop conaecrated both on S. Michael's Day.

The pariah church of Tcrrington, near Malton,

having been restored by Mr. Christian, architect,

at a eoet of ^300, was re-opened on tho 3rd inst.

On the ISlh of October the jiarish church of New
Bookanhain, NorfoU, was re-opened after restora.

tioB of the nave, the architect being Mr. W. Faw-

eett, M.A.. of Cambridge.

A Tontine Company is being formed for the pur-

dtaae of the Alexandra Palace and its 400 acres for

MfiO.OOO. The sharea are to be jcl each, to beai

no intareat beyond certain privileges. By w.iy of

enhancing the excitement, there are to be Art
Union lotteries, in which the prizeholdors are to

forfeit their shares in the tontine.

Jlr. J. Ruskin, M.A., Professor of Fine Art in the

University of Oxford, will give a course of six

lectores during the months of November and
December in the museum of that place, "On the

EUnentary Principles of Sculpture."

Tba construction of a railway tivo German miles

laag, in the space of five weeks, an event perhaps
unpreeedented in the annals of engineering, has

bean anooaaafully complotal in tho present cam-
pakin. This is the new line from liemilly to Pont-

a-lloaaon, by means of which Metz is avoided.

The " richest and most beautiful " synagogue in

the world is in process of erection at Turin. It is

a Greek temple in form, mounted on a little eleva-

tion; in colour, white and soft. Its ornamenta-
tion is at the same time elegant and grandiose, and
it la crowned with a bizarre and massive tower,
which, accoriling to a contemporary, recalls risions
of Nineveh and Thebos.

The interior of tho Gaiety Theatre, already one of
the handsomest in I,ondon, is about to bo further
embelUahed by tho addition of a largo number of
mlrrora.

Mr. J. Mosier, sculptor, of Rome, died at Faido,
Bwitzerisnd, on the 4th Inst.

HcrrHatil, the landscape painter, has died at
B»len-Baden.

A new art claaa has commenco<l at the Working
Han's College, 46, Great Ormond-stroot.

The now buildings at South Kensington, fur the
permanent International Kxhibitions, are nearly
eompleted, and the rooms will shortly bo thrown
open (or the inspection of intending contributcrs.

There is no truth in the account of two fatal

accidents at the Royal Albert Uall, which appeared
in the Standard, and has been copied into several

of our contemporaries.

Prizes have been offered by Messrs. Cox and
Company to the members of tho Architectural
Association for designs for church plate which they
propose to execute tor the forthcoming exhibition.

oDiniber %XKh ^ebielu.

Messrs. Churcl.ill & Stm'ti sale on the 12tlt inst. coa-

sistod of
50,000 Spruce iloala, &o.

100,000 Quebec pine deals, to.
80,000 8. Petersburg aud Archangel deals and battens.

48,000 Swedisll deals aud batteus
17,000 Norway deals and batteus
40,000 Fiulaml deals and batteus

200,000 Prepared flooring aud match boards
1,600 Fresh Norway spars
360 Fathoms lathwood
SOO D.autzig deck deals
300 Loads Picton birch timber
80 ,, Quebec hickory timber
60 „ Qiiebeo waluiit timber
90 „ Quebec oak timber

&c., &c.
The prices obtained were as follows :

—
Per £ s. £ s.

=B'"ad v,-llow3 X 11 Pels. sld.
• a X tf.

jj^j
Cjorne]<i)rg mixod wllois :,";", ^j^*

Do. ;)*24 X .-™:;: J
Bo. 3rd. yeUow 3x9...

^—"o^

Do. 3&2J x6
Do. SJ X 7 do. o r, to 10
Do. mi.'ced white 3 X 11 do. " '

Do, 3 X B do.

Do. S&2i X 7 do.
Do. 3rd whites x U do.

Do. 3 X 9 do.

Do. 3*2J X 7 do.

Christinestadt yellow 3 x 11 do.

Do. S m9 do. - -

Cilraar lathwood cub. fthm. £217s. Cd. to £3 28. Cd.

Christiana fresh spars 4 to 6in. ...foot run IJd.

Do. 2 yellow H x (ij 120 12R.
Do. Ist white 3 X 9 do.

Dram 1st yellow 2^ m 6^ do.
Do. 2nd do..; do.

Do. 3rd do do.

Do. 3rd white do do.

Do. 4th do do.

9
9

15

7
••^VX,. 8 15

?*~^^

8 5

7 5
7 10
7 15
6 15
9

Dantzig crown deck deals 40i

Decrown brack do.

Do. 2tid crowu brack do. '.

Do. 1st middling timber load

Do. good middling do.

Frcdrickstad 3nl yeUow 2J x 6J, 120 12ft.

Do. 3rd white do.

Gothenburg 3rd yellow 3 &4 x 11 Ptg.std.

Do. 4th white 4 x 6 do.

Gamla C*rleljy white 3 x do.

Do. 8x 7 do.

Do. 3x8 do.

Do. 3 X do.

Do. fir timber load
Do. 1st yellow 3 x 11 Petg. std-.

Do. 3 X 9 do.

Do. 2J X 7 do.

Do. 1 X 9 do.

Do. 1 X 7 do.

Goflo mixed yellow 3 x 11 do.

Do. 3 X i) do.

Do. 4x9 , do.

Do. 3rd yellow 3 x 11 do.
Do. 4 X 11 do.

Do. 3 X 9 do.
Do. 4th yellow 4 x 12 do.

Ilolmsttand 3rd yellow 3 x 11 do.
Do. 3 X 9 do.
Do.3x 7 do.
l>o. white mixed 4 x 11 do.
Do.. 3 X 11 do.
Do. 3 X 9 do.

Hemoeand mixed yellow 2.^ x 0&ll...do.
Do. 2 X 94 11 do.
Do. 24 X 11 do:
Do. 2J X 10 do.
Do. 2 X 11 do.
Do. 2 X 9 do.

Uusum mixed yellow 4 x 9 do.
Do. 3 X 11 do.
Do. 3rd yellow 4x9 do.

Kragero 3rd yellow 2J x 7 do.
Do. 24 X OJ do.

IjMvig yellow 2J x 7 do.
Do. 2J X 8.J do.
Do. 2 X 8 do.
Do. IJ X 8 do.

Laurvig white (damaged) do.
Petonibui-g 1st yellow 3 x 9 do.

Do. 3 X 7. do.

Do. 2nd yellow 3x11 do.
Do. 3 X 9 do.
Do. 3 X 7 do.
Do. Ist white 3x9 do.
Do. 3 X 11 ; do.
Do. 8 X 7 do.
Do. 2J X 7 do.
Do. lathwood cub. fthm.

Piuton birch 16in. and'up load
Quehoc l8t bright Y. i,iiiol2ft. 3 x 11 ...do.

Do. 2ud bright do.

Do. 2nd floated do.
Do. 2nd dry floated do.
Do. 3rd bright „,do.

7 5
14 15
7

7
6
5 „ 5

4 15 „ 5

8. d. e.

I 1 14 to 17

12

s.

G
2 18
6 5
4 10 ,

5 15
5 10
7 6
G 5

15

B 10
2 10

,

9
9
8 10
S

8
13 10
11 15
12 10

9 15
9 15
9 10
9
g
9
7 15
7 5
8
8

10

£ 8.

15

2 U

10

5

9
9 „

»
9 15

11

7 15

6 15
6 10
7 15

6 10 „
8 10

7 16
4 5
12 10 ,

12
10 5
8
8 10
9 5

,

9 10
,

8 5
8 10
4 0,
2 16

,

17 16
,

13 10
12
12 5
8 16

Quolieo 3rd floated load £8 15to£9
Do. 3rd dry floated do. 9 „ 10
Do. hickorv load. 5
Do. birch lOin- aud up. ...do. £3 7s.6d. to £3 12s. Bd.

Do. oak do. 6 5 „ 15

Do. walnut foot cube 2s. 6<l.t»Ss.9d.

Do. red pine load «8 123. 6d.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

TiMosa.

Finland S7
Mamel
Qothanljapg, yeUow 9

„ whito 8
Qefle. yellow 10 10

6 OiSoderham 8 11

t! Christlanla. per 0..

Teak lo»d iE12 10 18 W
Quobsc, rodplno.... 8 16 4 15

„ yellow pins.. 4 4 10

Rt John N.B. yellow

Quebec Oak, white.. 6 8 10,

„ birch 3 IB
elm 4 " ,

Dantiicoak « 4 10 6 Ml U ft. by » by 9 In.

ftl SIS 4 lol yellow 10

Meineiar S IS 4 01 Florins boards, per

Ri<,A 3 8 S 10| Rii- of liu., Qiat yul 7

a^redui, 2 13 3 First while „ 7
Masta.Quobecredplne 4 5 5 Second iioalitios «

„ yeUowplne.. 4 5 5

Latbwood.DantBic.fm 8 10 S 10

„ St. reterebvirg 5 10 6 10

Deals. pre, 12 ft. byj
by 9 In.,

Quebec, white spruce 13 17

St.John, wbitespruce 12 14

Yellow pine, per re-

duced C.
Canada, 1st quality. 18 10 II

tod do 12 15 13 1"

Archangel, yellow . . 11 II) 13

St. Fetenburg, yeU.. 13 13

13 10
13

10 8
9 8

7
FcuioB Stonb pr ton 6 8

Oils, Ac.

Seal, pale.... per tun 36

Sperm body 80
Ood 37 10 88
Whale, Sth. Sea, pale 30
Olive, OalUpoU 4S 48 10
Cocoanut. Cochin.ton 43 10 44
Palm, aue 40
Linseed 29 10 J» 15
Rapeseed, Bng.pale.. 43 10 41

Oattouseed 29 S410

Pig.

Metals.

LSAD —
Foreign per toa

tciuusi, W.B do
'. L>adCo. ^..„.......... ;o

„ D'herbraoda «.... do
Shflel Milled J"
8li.it, V*Unt « do

lied or Minium .....<.. d<)

Llthm-. W.B. do

White Dry do

„ gruundlaoU do

Corrut:—

n .-lti»U-Cake and Ingot perton

8h'.f.9«l«'"l
ll

BottoL "
J,

Sp,ui8hC?, aX
Chili Bare. <f» •

"

J'
,. Uell.iediih-. "";

Yeuo^ Metal ..^"';:;:::::;::::::: ^Za

Via io Scotland, cash.

.

^
WalaU B»r, ia LondoQ .. ^

.i„
WalM....

"**

SUITordshire
lUll, iu Wales
Sheets, siugle m Loudon :

•
"

' ,

lI.Kipa. flmt qunllty i"* .

Nitil Ho.l
•

-

Swedidh .

£17 10 £ fl

20 I) 2) 6 l>

111 15 %)

do
do

do
do

H (1 18 B
19 15 20
ai 21
19 15 II a) 10

27

M7 10 63
69 » 0.

71 78 "0

75
68 10 71

11

61 62
67 II 69

81 7

Hi U »
7 3 6 7 10

6 10 6 12

7 10 8
7 7 10
9 10 II 10 S

8 10 9 8

7 6 7 IS
!) 10 9 15

t^raJte kebs.

TENDijas.
CiTEllllA.'J.-Fordwelliug ho,_g and shop at Caterham,

Surrey, for Mr. WooUett Mr. Ki^h^j^ Martin, architect.
QuautmessuiipUed by Mr. l'rei!j^,.i,.]j Spji^row, 80, Bich-
moud-road, N. :

—

9 6

6 15

12 15

10
9 IS

6 IS
3
19 10

12 10
6

Scrivener A .,^633
Urown 575 g 4
Hunter

, 660
Jarrett

, g^g
Ward ^ 535

CiTY.-Forawarehoose to be
11.^^;,^ j^ q,^ Swan-Une,

Upper Thames-street City. Mr. Lj
jj Abraham, archi-

tect. Quantities by Mr. Pother :
—

Myers & Sons ...£1969
Browne & Robinson ; '""

jjqq
Holland & Hannea '"".'".?, 1884
Merritt & Ashby .••..•

^^^^

CovKNT-nAltDEs.—For alterations and addiKi^^j j^ ware-
houses at Bedford-street, Covent-garden, forMf,. prjiiari^k
Dangorflold. Mr. Alfred Cross, architect. ', Q„.intie8
supplied ;

—

'

I'atman & Fothoringham *'jl69
Colls & Sons I'a978
Kelly Dlos •* 2943
Newman & Mann .„ t 2926
Macey & Son t 2885
Clemeuce '. 2697
Ilowdi-d & Co t 261T

CuvENT-aABDEK.—For alterations and aiijditions to
wiu-ohouses .it Bedford-street, Covent-ganlun, jj,, j^,^ g_
iloilgson. Mr. Alfred Cross, architect. Quau^i^jj^ g^,.
plied :

—
Newman & M.auu ^I>2:i5

I'atman & Fothoringham Ijj2j

Kelly Bros 1,147
Colls & Sons 1(1:13

Howard ..

Clemeuce

.

CfivENT-OARDES.—For additions at No. 38, B..,.yjr,].

street, Covent garden, for Mr. W. Berrall. Mr. Aui..„j

Cross, architect :

—

Thompson £220 10

Clemeuce 213

Howard 212

Hacksey.—For weighing machine for Hackney Work-
bouie :—

Hart & Co. (to weigh tons) £B3 10

„ (to weigh 10 tons) 106

Pooley&Co 93

Hill, Koddoll <fc Wnldram 83 10

}tl33

'192
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TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

A MOVEMENT is being organised to pro-

_A_ mote technical education for the working
classes. It has been met with universal

approval. Three hundred cities and towns of

the United Kingdom have offered their adhe-

sion to the plan proposed, although some
slight variety of opinion has been expressed

with regard to the means contemplated as

leading to the end. Upon the whole, we
think it best to let the controversy pass by.

The National University for Technical and
Industrial Training should be an institution

by itself, with workmen and the teachers of

workmen as its clients, or it had better not

exist at all. To be frank with the originators

of the project, we would advise them not to

carry their goodwill among men too far ; their

scope, as indicated by their prospectus, should

not include ethics, health, music, or the

gymnasium. No : their credentials are not

of these colours. These are not technical

studies, in the strict and proper sense of the

term ; nor are languages, nor is magnetism,
nor inorganic chemistry. In fact, the report

of the National University nucleus conveys

this meaning when it says, not entirely with
truth, that ''French and (Jerman engineers,

clerks, mechanics, and art-workmen are, on
account of their superior technical education,

rapidly filling the higher situations, formerly
occupied by Englishmen, all over the world."

We would have our workmen look to this,

without putting faith in it implicitly. For
example, it is a mere boast of the French
Commissioners when they assert " it is to

France, rather than England, that foreigners'

go to seek engineers and shipwrights." It is
'

not true. We know, perfectly well, that Spain
and Italy come to us lor hands whenever they
want an engineer or a navigator. Still the

competition increases, and the ground for

rivalry is widening every day. It is distinctly

declared by Chambers of Commerce, all the

realm over, that many English trades are

suffering through a want of practical culture

;

that other countries, tlirough a more earnest

attention to this, are gaining while we lose
;

and that an amount of science is now required,

in alliance with industry, to which our
artizans are not accustomed. Thus, a know-
ledge of chemistry is becoming indispensable

in the textile, dyeing, machine-making, and
leather manufactures. We want bright dyes.

Can we supply ourselves with them i The
Nottingham Chamber reports :

" It is shown to

this Chamber, by the most competent persons,

that our workmen generally are utterly igno-

rant of the properties of the materials they
are daily using, and of the best methods of

using them." We think this charge too whole-
sale and sweeping. With many opportuni-
ties of comparison, we have not seen anywhere
in Europe trophies of maniifacture superior

to those displayed by British artizans. Never-
theless, it is quite true that our workmen,
left to their independent thought, do often

imitate and are usually guided by tradition.

They are not wanting in intelligence—this is

a default wrongly imputed to them—but they
lack originality. They are deficient also in

the application of what information they
possess to their daily handiwork. Observe
this, which is of exceeding interest—"Even
in black, large quantities of silk are sent, at

very heavy expense, every year to the Conti-
nent to be dyed, and returned to Spitalfields,

Coventry, Derby, Alanchester, &c., to be woven
—a fact most discreditable to the dyers of

England. Immense quantities of spun silk

are produced in England, sent to the Conti-
nent, made into ribbon-velvets, and returned

to England in quantities almost beyond be-

lief." Yet we export the machines; we supply

material to the mills of Rheims ; we send the

welt and the warp to the works at Notts,

in Belgium ; we overload the " neutral

markets '' with our unfinished ingenuities.

Then, what is the reason 1 Are we less in-

ventive, or less capable than our neighbours 1

It is difficult to answer these questions. We
are not behind Belgium in lace, or Holland in

toys, or Austria in furniture, or France in

pottery, or Italy in porcelain-painting, or

Russia in the enrichment of malachite by sculp-

ture, provided that wc have the material
;

and yet an English mechanic tells us that we
are " mere hewers of wood and drawers of

water for other nations." I'oircela, as Rabelais

would have said, il y a «"« cmuc. And it

must be a cause worth seeking. Shall we
" lose caste and trade together!" Shall we
fulfil the prophecy of the late Sir Robert Peel,

" if we are inferior in skill, knowledge, and

experience, to the manufacturers of other

countries, the increased facilities of intercourse

will result in transferring the demand from us

to others" ] That is the present state of opinion,

acknowledged and authorised. Now the

object of all the inquiries, and of the Univer-

sity which it is proposed to establish, has been,

in the first place, to ascertain the state of

practical knowledge among foremen and work-

men engaged in manufactures ; the degree of

scientific instruction possessed by the smaller

manufacturers and managers ; and the relation

of industrial education to industrial progress.

The last point is incomparably the most im-

portant. The Lord Mayor was perfectly in

the right when he urged, in answer to the

somewhat voluble deputation which wore his

patience out at the Mansion House, that a

good deal of machinery already exists, if it

could only be applied. Thus we have the

Training School at Chelsea ; the Elementary

Classes in Yorkshire, Lancashire, Worcester-

shire, and Scotland ; the Department at South
Kensington ; but we have none in the north-

eastern, eastern, west-midland, or southern

counties of England. They are, in this sense,

intellectually blank. Mr. Taylor, an active

member of the City of London Livery, tells

us that the City has immense funds at its dis-

po.sal to cure it of the fault which disgraces

other and inferior towns. When will these

funds be applied ? When will Dr. MiU, and
Captain Mercier, and Alderman Gould, and
Colonel Carter be enabled to tell us that the

Livery Companies are, in this respect, fulfilling

their duties ? There are immense difficulties,

of course, in the way. Let us make an ex-

tract^which, unfortunately, must be a long

one—from the Parliamentary report, since it

carries with it a significance that all working-
men will appreciate. " In those not un-
frequent cases where these persons (proprietors

and managers of great industrial undertakings)

have risen from the rank of artizan?, the same
exceptional gifts, including more especially

those of unconquerable perseverance and
energy, which have caused their elevation,

have also enabled them generally to correct

the deficienccs of their early literary training.

Any knowledge of scientific principles which
they may have acquired is generally the result

of solitary reading, and of observation of the

facts with which their pursuits have made
them familiar. More generally, however, the
training of the capitalists, and of the managers
of their class, has been that of the higher
secondary schools, followed in rare, though in

recent years less unfrequent instances, by a

course of more or less scientific instruction in

colleges, like the Royal School of Mines ; the

Royal College of Chemistry ; University and
King's Colleges, London; Osvens College,

Manchester ; and the Laboratories of the

Universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow. Tlie

scientific courses of Oxford have been too

recently instituted, and have hitherto been
devoted too entirely to pure science, to have
had any appreciable influence on the scientific

instruction of this class ; besides which, a

feeling exists, to which expression was given

by Mr. Chance, the eminent manufacturer, of

Smethwick, himself a man of great scientific

attainments and a distinguished member of

the University of Cambridge, that however
suitable the universities may be, or become,

for the training of professors of science of the

higher class, the habits at present acquired

there by the sons of wealthy men are not

conducive to the successful prosecution of an

industrial career." We have been at the pains

of quoting this passage in full, because it

sustains the whole argument of Dr. MilL
Then, in lower schools, llie general fitness of

the teachers is seriously to be doubted, while

in France and (Jermany, for the most part, it

is unquestionable. Not, however, to dwell

upon controverted points, we may refer to the

shortcomings in numerous classes, as alleged

before Parliament, of a national industrial

body—the English—who are assuredly capable

of attaining in every department, French and
German specialities not excepted, to the

highest point. Leaving experimental physics,

elementary chemistry, and botany for a time

out of sight, though all are of the utmost im-
portance and taught in every liealschuU of

Germany, we note the divisions in which
great improvements, according to unbiassed

and practical testimony, are called for. Allu-

sion has been made to Nottingham. The
Kendal manufacturers also aflirm that their

trade in textiles suffers constantly from the

imperfect art and technical education of the

operatives ; and that they purchase French
patterns, French dyes, and French coloured

leathers. Foreign mechanics, in fact, go through

a course, different from that which any ap-

prenticeship could give them, of instruction

in form, finish, and perfect adaptation to pur-

pose. Now, saying not one word of this in

disparagement of the English mechanic, and
making full allowance for external causes, we
go among the Birmingham works, and ask

what countries are more or less displacing us

in the Continental and even Colonial markets.

This, be it remembered, is evidence from the

hardware capital itself, drawn up by the

Chamber of Commerce, and largely sanctioned

at a working-class meeting. Germany, the

United States, France, Belgium, Switzerland,

and Austria ; to enumerate the articles would
be to reprint a catalogue, but we may in-

stance one or two under each head, which
meets us as a surprise : Germany, carpenters'

tools ; France, wire nails and locks ; Belgium,
wrought-iron nails and bits ; the United
States, axes, gimlets, and augurs ; Austria,

leather—nearly all the ornamental work in

this material, which is sold in England, has

been imported Now it is unnecessary to main-
tain that England in these respects, should
beat all the world ; but that she loses ground
is a fact for which a practical reason must be
sought. Staft'ordshire says that it has not de-

teriorated, because it employs imported
artisans ; the Batley Chamber that " the

shawl trade has gone out of Leeds ; " and, not

tediously to multiply examples, so forth

throughout the United Kingdom. In fair-

ness, however, testimony of an opposite kind
should be quoted. From Bradford the report

was that thew'orsted trade of its neighbourhood

was yet the largest in the world, and why ?

Because the population of that district has

been trained for centuries in the combing,
spinning, weaving, and dyeing of the long
wool grown in that and some contiguous

counties, and nowhere out of England. Here
is a fact worth fifty theoretical arguments.

Still, scientific competition is creeping in even
there, and students from abroad are learning

the invaluable mechanical arts of Bradford,

But Rheims buys our Orleans wools to manu-
facture merinos ; Orleans sends for our cotton

to dye it ; Saxony turns £5,000,000 worth
of our worsted yarns every year into cloth

;

and this rather weakens one point urged often

on behalf of ourselves. We have no nalive-

grown silk. True, but Orleans has no
cotton, and Saxony depends upon us for
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her wooL Then wh»t are the remedies?

Fintly, • full provision of teachers,

tkMiioagUy tnined ;
plaia courses of lessous

•ad lectorea in technical schools for the young;

the addition of art to mechanical knowled^'e,

and of theory to practice. We are tending

that way, no douU ; the Science and Art De-

partoient, and the classes connected with the

South Kensington Institution, are doing good

work; but we want more of the polytechnic

nrineiple operating all over the country, and

aqMcially in the MidlAnds aud the North. It

woold be impossible, within ordinary limits,

to advance the wholeof a demonstration which

we have followed through three thousand

paaea ot the parliamentary documents on the

•object ; but a few striking incidents of th e

srste.'u working abroad must be pointed out

;

the apprentice workshops of Lyons and Mul-

faonie—admirable institutions, to which Rus-

sians and Mexicans resort, but no English ;

and, in the result, a great manufacturer of our

country remarks, " the prints of Mulhouse

stand unrivalled in the world." Need it be

added, so do the silks and velvets, in modern
days, of Lyons i And yet, excepting a comb-

ing apparatus contrived by an Alsacian, there

uharoly a manufacturing machine in any
part of the Continent which is not more or

leas a copy from an English prototype. We
wodk in the rough, and they build upon our

baai»—a truth teeming with encouragement.

This, it should be s^d, by the way, is partly

due to the custom prevailing in the more in-

dustrial regions of Europe, of mechanics de -

Toting as much, or more, of their leisure time,

to the discussion of mechanism than to de-

bates on politics. Another thing worth con-

sidering IS, the knowledge of distant lands and
their wants. The small Swiss manufacturers

understand precisely what they should make
up for their customers among the Kaffirs

aud the Japanese. They study their markets
intelligently. So the German engineers, with

their locomotives for the East. Thus the

technical education re<|uired for the industri-

ous classes is more than primary and element-

ary ; it must, at the very least, be carried up
to the second stage, even with agricultural

pnpiU, for, although not strictly mechanics,

thein is a pursuit demanding infinitely more
teaching than they ever enjoy in England,
and means of teaching in the breeding of ani-

mals, veterinary practice, forestry, garden and
fruit culture, the rotation of crops, and hy-
draulics. In Italy are schools to fulfil all these

objects. In Belgium, thereare added tliemulti-

plication of seed and pomology ; in Switzer-

land, topography and petography. Returning
to the precise purpose of these" remarks, we
•spire to see the children of our working-
classes crowding to "calico schools," like

those of Mulhouse ; turnery and joinery schools,

like those of Lyons; basket and ivory schools,

like those of Tuscany and the Tyrol. The
Genoese and Milanese instruct the children of

the poor early in the mystery of the silk

mannfactore, and convert their very factories

into academies for the technical instruction of

the jroung. The Swiss have classes for stone-

cntting, the components of engines, the quali-

ties and Tarious uses of building materials,

and watchnuJcing. The Belgians at Vervier,
send forth annually hundreds of pupils
Tersed in weaving, colouring, designing pat-
terns, contrasts of flowers, and applications of
the new, the mediojval, and the antique in
ornament In Hamburg we have seen boys of
fifteen who could model, without reference,
any kind of carriage ; in Lubeck, young ship-
builders of amazing proficiency ; at Munich,
lads who comprehended all the primary prin-
eij>les of architecture ; and at Nuremberg, even
guls who could work up figures in sand which
•re sold at no inconsiderable prices through
the toy-buying Continent Without dwell-
ing longer upon the details of a question
which every day renders more interesting, aye,
and more important, we will observe, finally,
that far from denying the merits of home iu-
dostry in all its branches, or disparaging the

eff'jrts already made to improve upon them,

still we do perceive the best and the only per-

manently triumphant future for the English

mechanic in tecnuical education.

LOAN PAINTINGS, SOUTH KENSING-
TON MUSEUM.

THE Loan Departmentat South Kensington
Museum has seldom abouudod in real

treasures as it does at the present moment.
There are no less than three important collec-

tions ofpaintings in the various rooms, now ex-

hibiting ; two at the Museum and one in the

old building. Of the former, Mr. Layard's,

we can say no more at present than that it

is well worth careful study, and contains

principally good specimens of the early Italian

schools. There is among the examples a

lovely Luini, rivalling in sweetness of expres-

sion and naturalness of treatment the sweet
" Madonna and Child " by Perugino in the

National Gallery, which has been so terribly

spoilt, almost, in fact, put out, by gilding in

oil the original carved ebony frame, which
added sucli a charm to this most charming
picture ! There are also two fine Gentile

Bellinis ; one a portrait of Mahomet, the

other especially interesting forits magnificence

of colour, and as being one of the first in-

stances of clothing New Testament stories in

Oriental costume. This room, by the way,
contains a late bequest which to us seems to

suggest a warning. We do not know the

conditions of this particular gift, but we fear

that careful—almost too careful in England

—

as the South Kensington authorities are, they
are by no means so critical when they have
nothing to pay. The Parsons bequest doubt-
less contains some fine things, and a few
interesting ones, among them a good early

transfer upon linen, possibly by the same
artist as the fine specimen in the National
Gallery by Van den Weeden, a very highly
finished and beautiful painting of the "Stroll-

ing Musicians," after Lucas van Leyden's
well-known engraving. This is one of the
prettiest things we have seen for a long time.

There are a very few good paintings besides,

the most valuable being a grey sea-piece, by
Turner, and a couple of modern German
water-pieces. These are not in the Exhibi-
tion building. There are, however, many

—

the majority of the whole, in our opinion
—by no means worthy of a place in an
English public gallery —a small O'Connor, for

example, worth a few pounds, and bad copies

of Teniers, Cuyp, and others. We fancy we
have heard that there was no fixed number
to be chosen of necessity from this large col-

lection ; if so, the authorities would have
been far wiser if they had confined their

selection to the eau:ly pictures, and such ex-

amples—few, indeed, but choice—as the little

Wooverman's "Chateau" and the Copley
Fielding's "Moor," both excellent in their

way.
In the other buildings we have a perfect

treat. It needs no comment on our part when
we say that the gems of the Marquis of West-
minster's and Lord Elcho's collections, supple-
mented by single fine examples from other
galleries, are now being exhibited. 'The
Grosvenor picture8,'|of course, take the first

place ; among which are some of the master-
pieces most celebrated in the country. There
are very few doubtful pictures in this collec-

tion. We have no belief in the authenticity
of the so-called Bellinis, but, with the excep-
tion of these and one or two others, we believe
all are fine specimens of the masters to whom
the paintings are ascribed. Facing you on
the right side as you enter the room, your
attention is riveted by the two masterpieces
of the great English rivals of the last century
in portraiture. Sir Joshua Reynolds's " Mrs.
Siddons ai the Tragic Muse," sombre in
colour, deep in expression, and lovely beyond
compare, as she always was ; and Gains-
borough's exquisite " Blue Boy." If one had

not seen the two together, one would have
imagined that their juxtaposition—the one
so colourless, tlie other so full of colour—would
have been fatal ; but there they are, both stand-
ing out, holding their own, and never more
happy than when brought together. In one
point Gainsborough, as is usually the case,

bears away the bell, inasmuch as his pigments
stand so excellently, whereas Sir Joshua's are

evidently a good deal gone, and it is to be
feared that they may go still farther. In
studying these galleries one cannot help ob-

serving the usual inferiority of oil as a
medium, not necessaril}' so, but ordinarily.

That the faults of the medium are not irre-

mediable are seen by such painters as Paris

Bordone, Gainsborough, Teniers, and others;

but Murillo, the Bassani, Sir Joshua Reynolds,
sometimes Leonardo da Vinci, and, above all,

the painters of the beginning of this

century, show the dreadful dangers attendant

upon this now universal medium, unless

great care be taken and no tricks be indulged
in. There are three Bassanos, only one ot

which, belonging to Lord Elcho, gives any
idea of what the artist intended, the black

background having so sadly come up in both
the others. This is quite as fatal as our

hideous cracking, often due also to improper
grounding. In comparing the "Blue Boy"
with the " Mrs. Siddons" we can scarcely

fail to observe that, with all his power, poetry,

aud art, Sir Joshua does not give so accurate

and exact a portrait as Gainsborough. In
the one case we have a magnificent picture,

in the other, a likeness that we cannot doubt
was exactly faithful to the original ; and so,

lovely as Sir Joshua's picture is—and doubt-
less it was far more beautiful when first

painted—we doubt if it was ever nearly sogood
a likeness of Mrs. Siddons as the fine one in a

blue dress and large flop-hat, by Gains-

borough, in the National Gallery. Passing

on the same side you come to a picture that

at once invites the attention. The grace and
elegance of Pietro di Cortona are irresistible,

notwithstanding his unnatural colouring and
imperfect drawing. His picture of " The
Angel appearing to Hagar,' though there is

no perfect beauty in the features, and the

drawing of the hands at least is far from
correct, is perfectly fascinating. The Ish-

mael is exquisite. Much of his charm is

certainly due to his perfect chiaroscuro. Al-

most equally beautiful, though no more fault-

less, is his " Marriage of S. Catherine." On
this side of the room there are two very fine

pictures, not belonging to the Maniuis of

Westminster ; one by Murillo, in his most
pleasing style— a "Madonna and Child,"

both purely Spanish, and evidently portraits.

This belongs to Messrs. Hancock & Son. The
other is a remarkably fresh and genuine

sketch by Rubens of "The Triumph of

Faith," belonging to the Duchesse de Bauffre-

mont. We do not wish to see a better ex-

ample of the facility of his pencil and rich-

ness of colour. Above is a beautiful Both,

in first-rate condition. The glow of the sun-

set is admirable, and so is the drawing of

the bathers. We must not omit mention-

ing " The Annunciation," by Paul Veronese ;

in colour and drawing this is perfectly fault-

less, but with all its courtly air we miss

the religious feeling of the highest school of

Italian art. One of the most religious pictures

is the marvellous "Holy Family," by A.

Vander Werff. There was a very fine ex-

ample of this master in Mrs. Hope's collec-

tion ; but in our opinion this is far superior.

All the light, or rather twilight, is centred

in the infant Saviour, who has sweetly fallen

adeep with a bunch of flowers in his hand

;

the blessed Virgin is gently laying him down.

Everything—even his mother— is subordi-

nated to the beautiful babe. The eflfect is

quite magic. As the iic plus ultra of finish

without hard' ess, and of perfectly soft na-

tural flesh, this is without parallel. The
fine Rembrandt's " Salutation " is also a very

religious picture, much more so than many
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oC his sacred sulijecta ; some of which, as for

example, Lord Derby's "Jacob's I;;imeut for

his son Joseph," are not very far removed from
the ridiculous, powerful though they ahvaya
are.

There are several very fine Rembrandts
;

for perfect finish and beauty of subject

nothing can surpass the small portrait of a
young man in armour. It is rarely indeed
that so perfect and pleasing a specimen of

this master is to be seen. Ilis portraits also

of Nicholas Berghora and his wife are beyond
all praise.

A rather uncommon sea-piece by Gains-
borough shows the versatility of his talents

and his universal success in all he undertook.
Tlie fresh breeze can positively be felt. Of
small cabinet ]iictures tliere are several well
worth careful study. Those which pleased us
best were Domenichino's very sweet " St.

Agnes," a very lovely Albano, and Julio Ro-
mano's " St. Luke painting Sladonna and her
Son." ByR ubens there is also the noted painting
of " Ixion embracing the idolon of Juno," while
the real Juno, in true, almost too true, flesh

and blood, is gliding away. This a very skil-

fnlly-managed picture, very characteristic of

the artist's great powers.

Before leaving the sacred pictures we must
not omit to notice a delightful one by Bis-

caino, very rich in colour and full of cha-
racter without being too conventional ; the
shadows seem too dark, but this is probably
owing to the ground having come up. There
is also a capital example of Garofalo, " The
Holy Family," the Virgin adoring her infant

Son, who lies asleep on her dress.

If we had space we might enlarge on almost
every picture in this gallery. We must now
shortly notice the Dutch School. There are

three fine examples of David Teniers tlie

Younger ; one of surpassing excellence—the
view of his chateau, with the portrait of him-
self and his wife talking to his old gardener,
with a marvellous little dog at their side. Any
one who carefully examines this splendid
work cannot fail to observe the astonishing
power of touch in this master, how crisp and
l)eautiful are his masterly strokes ! No one
has ever been able to do so much, if perhaps
we except our own Turner, with a single

stroke. Not so important or interesting, but
little inferior in other respects, are the two
interiors. The peasant's dinner, or rather
" (5race before Meat," is admirable for finish,

but unnaturally set, and so not so pleasing as

the "Boors Carousing." The character ex-

pressed in the faces of the man lighting his

pipe and tlie one waiting for the light when
he has finished is simply astonishing.

Perhaps one of the rarest, as in our opinion
it is one of the truest and most valuable, in the
whole of this charming collection, is the Paul
Potter ; we do not say this on accoimt of the

known rarity of this master. For so small a
painting it is marvellous. The cattle are not so

beautiful as ours, the sheep are simply hor-

rible, the country flat and uninteresting ; and
yet this small picture impresses one more
than most. The absolute truth to nature, the

evident power of the artist, surpass any-
thing of the same kind. The dazzling flood

of light that illuminates the landscape fully

accounts for the raised fan of the burgher's
wife, who would fain shield her eyes from its

glare. You can see the very wet upon the
noses of the cattle, but most surprising is the
exquisite distant landscape. The amazing
amount of detail, with great breadth at the
same time, is beyond all praise. It is as
charming a picture of this artist as one often
sees, and fully justifies the very high prices
realised by his good works.
We now turn to Lord Elcho's Collection,

which is almost exclusively Italian, and con-
tains some fine early examples. The earliest,

an " Annunciation," of the fourteenth or
early fifteenth century, is only fair, but when
we come to the Cinque-Cento period the col-

lection is rich in fine works. Foremost is a
most devotional i)ainting, by Alessandro

Botticelli, of "The Blessed Virgin and Child."

Nothing could Eiirpa-^s the rapturous devo-

tion of the mother and the repose of her son
;

the colouring is rather low, possibly has faded

to some extent, otherwise tue picture is in a

very pristine state. There is another speci-

men by the same master—a circular " Holy
Family," full of feeling, the character of each

being distinctly brought out—the faith of

S. Mary, the waluiiing perplexity of S. Joseph.

This is a very interesting figure ; the picture

has suffered a good deal.

We must leave to a future opportunity a
notice of other paintings worth mention, and
of several recent additions to the Fine Art
Department and the Loan Collection.

ASHPITS AND DUSTBINS.

BEFORE launching ourselves into our sub-

ject we lay down this proposition. Every
house to which a dustbin is attached, or which
is provided with an ashpit or cesspool instead

of a water-closet, should have an entrance at

the rear. In other words, it should not be
necessary to carry their contents when they
require to be emptied through the house and
out at the front door. Viewing this in the
most favourable light—that is, in those in-

stances in wliich the conveyance of sewage by
water-carriage prevails, as in the metropolis

—

the question is not divested of its disagree-

able and offensive features. Although the
actual transit of " excreta " through the house
does not take place, yet there is quite a suffi-

cient quantity of refuse and putrescible

matter stored up in even the best-kept dust-

bin to render its removal in this manner
highly objectionable on sanitary grounds, and
a constant source of annoyance to the inmates.
The reason is obvious. The enormous and
unwarrantable prices demanded for the merest
scrap of land in and about London compel the
builder to adopt one of two courses. He must
either dispense with the bit of ground that
would be required to form a side or back
entrance, or, if he includes it in his lease, he
must add the rent of it to that of the house,
and thereby possibly increase the difficulty of
letting it. While the majority of tenants
prefer having a " little bit of ground " annexed
to a house, yet veryfew are inclined to pay any-
thing for it. They regard it as a very desirable
appendage to a residence, but have a vague
idea that it belongs gratis, as it were, to the
house. Whatever may be the opinion re-

specting the ultimate disposal and value of
sewage as a fertilising medium, after being
removed from the vicinity of habitations
either in a solid or liquid condition, it will be
universally conceded that the water-carriage
system possesses the merits of cleanliness,

facility, and despatch in a superior degree to

that of any other method. The whole ar-

rangement is more in consonance with English
tastes and habits than any other, and it cer-

tainly appears to be well adapted to the
requirements of a large city. Another most
important point in connection with the sub-
stitution of this principle of drainage and
sewerage for the old privy or ashpit system,
is that in every instance in which it has been
carried out a marked improvement has taken
place in the general health and sanitary con-
dition of the locality. It is questionable
whether the ash and dustpit method could
afford e(iually satisfactory sanitary results

with the very best and most careful manage-
ment. There are, it must be acknowledged,
very few towns out of the many in which this

system prevails in which it is managed pro-
ptrh', or, in fact, in which justice is done to

it. Unfortunately, the ashpit plan is pecu-
liarly liable to be neglected, abused, and mis-
managed. Every one is aware that the common
dustbin is frequently crowded to the brim with
refuse that has no right to be there. A great

portion of its contents consists of putrified

vegetable matter that should at one time have
been utilised insteal of thrown away. If the

itilisation of twhes, cinders, and other
" waste " substances were properly under-
stood, and the principles of domestic economy
thoroughly put into practice, the duatbin
would not require to be emptied more than
once a year, and perhaps not so often. " Throw
it away " is one of the most extravagant and
pernicious phrases ever utteicd.

Many of our readers no doubt remember
that the people of Manchester opposed with
.jreat vehemence and determination the at-

tempted introduction of the water-carriage
system into their cotton metropolis. The
author! lies maintained that even if it were ap-
plicable to that part of the city and suburbs
which was inhabited by a superior class of

tenants, it was altogether unsuitable to those
portions which were resorted to by the work-
ing classes, the indigent, and the criminal.

It was feared that the introduction of closets

liberallysupplied with water would lead to an
enormous waste of that indispensable and some-
times not over abundant fluid, and that re-

garding both methods inthe light of nuLsances,

the wet or liquid would be greater than the
dry or solid one. Let us now examine the
question a little in detail. When the latter

principle is adopted the ashes are mixed up
in the pit with the excreta, and the whole
carted away at the proper intervals. It may
be urged that in the cases in which the wet
system is in vogue it does not do away with
the necessity of a dustbin. In the majority
of instances it certainly does not, but it does
not follow that it might not. We know of

cases where the dustbin is actually a super-
fluous provision, and the dustmen never come
inside the house. This may appear some-
what hard of belief, but it is not a diflicult

operation to accomplish. In the first place,

there is no waste committed in the " cuisine,"

no odds and ends of good food thrown a^ay

;

and in the second a cinder-sifter is employed.
These, in fact, are small portable dustbins.

In the course of a fortnight they become full.

When the dustman goes his rounds the box is

handed to him by the servant, emptied into

the cart, and returned. Any one, whether
rich or poor, who has experienced the value
of this arrangement in point of cleanliness

and economy, would never think of using the
regular dustbin. The cost of the little appa-
ratus is very low, and some of a cheap kind
could be manufactured for the poorer classes.

It is possible, therefore, to dispense with the
ordinary dustbin in houses which are pro-
vided with the wet sj'stem of sewerage. But
even were it not, the removal of the contents
of the dirtiest and worst-kept dustbin in either

London or Manchester wonld not equal in
offensiveness or noxiousness the emptying of
a privy filled with combined refuse matter,

ashes, and excrementitious deposits. If it be
urged that the introduction of closets into the
dwellings of the working classes is incom-
patible with the careless habits of the in-

habitants, who, as a rule, bestow little or no
attention upon sanitary subjects, the ashpit

plan is open to still stronger objections oi
the same score. There are several precau-
tions absolutely indispensable, which must b s

stringently adhered to in order to prevent
that method eventuating not merely a failure,

but a terrible nuisance as well. Whatever
may be the system adopted, it is idle to

imagine that it can ever be altogether self-

acting, or that it should be incapable of

being, not perhaps entirely frustrated, but at

any rate obstructed by the wilful or accidental

neglect of the population. But it is one
thing to adopt such a system as cannot
be converted into a nuisance, by any neglect

or malicious intention, and anothe.- to

employ a method that is susceptible of
such conversion.

The difliculty of bringing any plan for the
removal of the sewage and refuse matter of a
large town into effectual operation is in pro-

portion to the amount of care and atten'ion

which must be bestowed upon it by those who
benefit by its advantages. Should this require
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any great share of exertion on their part, it is

hopdess to expect that the iilan will succeed.

People are so averve to trouble in any shape,

that many, who are thorouj,'hly alive to tlie

paramount importance ofpayingstrictattention

to sanitary matters, continually im]>eril their

own safety and that of others by their neglect

and thoughtlessness. What, then, is likely to

ensue, wnen the practical efficiency of the

whole system depends upon the attention of

thoM who neither know nor care a single jot

abont health or cleanliness ? Referring to

Manchester, as the city where the principle of

ashpits has been brought to the greatest per-

fection, and the dry method adopted by the

ewpoiation in preference to the wet or Lon-

don method, we fiud that for some time post

tke eivic authorities haye been strenuously

engaged in attempting to abolish the old

arrangement of privies, ashpits, and dustbins.

The task they set before them to carry out

was beset with numerous obstacles. The
destmetion of one class of these domestic

necessaries entailed the construction of others

upon the new plan. So far as any newly-built

dwellings were concerned, the difficulty was
diminished, but not altogether removed. In

this instance there would, of course, be nothing

to destroy. All that would be required would
be to build the houses in accordance with the

views of the local authorities, but with that

invincible obstinacy that always opposes itself

to anything in the shape of progress and ame-
lioration, numerous builders and owners of

property refused to comply with the prescribed

conditions. It should be mentioned, as illus-

trative of the practical worthlessncss of all our
sanitary regulations and provisions, that the
opposition against the abolition of the old and
iatroduction cf the new system was enabled
to hold the promoters of the latter in defiance

for nearly a year. The corporate authorities

had unquestionable legal rignt to act as they
did, and yet by dint of the quibbles and ruses

of iheii opponents, they were unable for a long
time to effect the removal of a number of most
offensive and noxious privies and ashpits,

which had been certified by their inspector of

noisances as prejudicial to the health of this

adjoining neighbourhood. This is one of the
fundamental errors in our sanitary juris-

prudence. While apparently it provides for

the execution of the law, it virtually leaves
all the responsibility, uncertainty, and ex-

pense upon the shoulders of those who have
to enforce it. One of the requisites indis-
pensable to the proper management of the dry
method is that the ashes should be placed
daily in the ashpit, so that aU ammoniacal
^ases, and whatever other effluvia of an in-
juiions character may be present, should be at

once absorbed and deodorised. It is needless
to remark that any inattention to this detail
would lead to the escape of the gases, the
dissemination of their poisonous qualities in
the air, and to a return to the ancien regime,
which the authorities have been at so much
trouble and expense to abolish. It is not to be
denied but that with due care and diligence
the ashpit system may be adopted without
fear of creating any nuisance during the time
its contentsare accumulating, but grave doubts
must be entertained whether it be possible
to cart away those contents without creating a
temporary nuisance. Those who have en-
countered the " night-carts " in large towns
like Manchester can only have one opinion on
the matter. Although in the present day of
•cientific progress, in which it may be truly
eaid of everything that can be included under
the terms, that "the end justifies the means,"
we are not particularly squeamish, yet it

inu*t be acknowledged that the wet system, or
the transport of sewage by water carriage, does
POMets the merit ofdispensing with all manual
Mboorofso offensive and disgusting a character.
While admitting that there are instances in
which the dry method may prove of more ad-
vantage than the other, we, nevertheless con-
sider that there is no absolute necessity for any
house, where the principles ofdomesticeconomy

are thoroughly understood, and the water

carriage system is in use, to be provided with

either a dustbin or an ashpit.

SPANISH JEWELRY AT THE SOUTH
KENSINGTON MUSEUM.

AN interesting collection of jewelry has re-

cently been acquired by the South Ken-
sington Museum, from the treasury of the

Virgen del Pilar, at Zaragoza. The objects

are 32 in number, and are at present exhibited

in the end gallery of the south court. It

seems strange in an English museum to find a

collection of votive offerings tothe Virgin: had
they hailed from callous Italy, or from war-

distracted France, it had been another matter;

but coming as they do from the ancient

capital of Aragon, the most Catholic city of

Catholic Spain, " the very Ephesus of Spanish

Mariolatry," we are, indeed, astonished. Zara-

goza, as our readers will remember, has two
cathedrals ; the one, according to Murray, an
ancient severe church raised to the Saviour,

entitled La Seo ; the other a modern theatrical

temple, dedicated to the heaven-descended

Virgen del Pilar, enshrining the alabaster

pillar brought by angels to Santiago. Mr.
Street, in his " Gothic Architecture in Spain,"

says of this latter building, " the exterior

promises so little gratification in the interior,

that I never even made the attempt to pene-

trate into it." Notwithstanding the uninviting

character of the architecture, it would seem
that in the Sagrario of the miracle-working

Vii^n much had been accumulated that was
worthy of a visit, and that the superstitious

reverence of hervotaries, though insufficient to

complete her shrine, had heaped upon her

altar substantial testimonies of tlieir gratitude

and devotion. To complete the cathedral, it

was recently decided to sell the more valuable

of these treasures, and thus we account for

the presence of the jewels from Zaragoza at

Soutn Kensington. Knowing thus much of

their history we find, as mi^ht be expected,

that they are for the most part devotional in

character. For while the humble Aragonese
peasant recorded his gratitude to the Virgin

for a marvellous cure by hanging a wax
model of the afflicted part in her temple,

the wealthy noble caused her image to be
cunningly wrought in gold and enamel,

and formed into an ornament for the figure

carved in black wood which now takes her

Elace on the sacred pillar. And we find her
reast ornaments and pendant ornaments con-

tributed by nobles and kings, who vied in the

costliness and splendour of their offerings.

With the exception of some rather insignifi-

cant filigree work, the whole of these jewels

are valuable, both as examples of delicate

workmanship and of graceful design. The
two trays or baskets, Nos. 327, 328, are scarcely

better than the Maltese work of the present

day, but they serve to show how the tradi-

tional ornament derived from Africa has
lingered, unchanging and unchanged,8ince the

Moors overran Southern Europe. No. 331,
a child's bauble, as the label informs us, is set

down as Dutch work, and indeed, in spite of

the collection being described as of Spanish
origin, many of the best jewels are of Italian

or French workmanship. Perhaps the most
interesting and valuable of these jewels is the

breast ornament, No. 325, set with emeralds,
and with green translucent enamels matching
the emeralds in colour. The value and beauty
of nearly all of these precious stones, however,
is marred by the manner in which they are

cut ; the system employed being that known as

table cutting, a plan formerly universally

adopted, and in which the gems were polished
so as to present a flat surface to the spectator,

faceted only round the edges. This gives to

the most precious materials the appearance of

glass, and destroys the sparkle and brilliancy

which is obtained by the modern plan of cut-

ting. Moreover, stones which have been cut

in this most wasteful way can only be recut

into facets at a great loss in size and value.

So. 319, a bouquet of flowers of cnairnielled

;;old set with rose diamonds, and tied with a
blue enamelled knot set with brilliants, de-
serves special notice , on account of the richness of

the colour and the beauty of the transparent

enamel in green, ruby tint and blue. This art

of imitating flowers in jewels and enamel was
formerly in much greater request than now-a-
days ; and we wish that goldsmiths would
turn their attention to such lovely forms rather

than torture gold and enamel into the distorted

shapes they at present affect. We are at a
loss to comprehend the meaning of represent-

ing dogs and a parrot as offerings to the Virgin.

Thus 324 and 326 are pendant ornaments,
representing chained dogs, of white enamel on
gold ; and 337 is a parrot, in green enamel,
having a very fine hyacinth in the centre of

its breast. In No. 335 this idea of setting a
stone in the breast of a bird has been very
skilfully applied, for the jewel represents a
pelican tearing open her breast to feed her

young, and the stone employed being a

splendid carbuncle we have some reason for

its position. Nos. 341, 342, and 343 are all

representations of the Virgin, on her pillar,

with and without attendant saints, in ena-

melled gold studded with pearls and brilliants.

A cross formed of rock crystal, ornamented
with enamel. No. 344, has six very fine

amethysts set at the back. No. 322 is rather

a singular ornament, made in imitation of a

neckband or tie, having edges of gold lace set

with jewels and enriched with turquoise

enamels, the tie itself being of opaque white

enamel. It w?.3 presented to the Treasury by
the Marquis de Navareus, in 167i). We have
here also a long series of pendant ornaments,

or reliquaries, of rock crystal, enclosing deli-

cate and minute subjects in enamel. Of these

we may particularise 332, which was presented

by Louis XIII. of France, and which contains

groups of the Crucifixion and the Virgin and
Child, the entire jewel being little larger than

a watch. See also 333, 326, 338, and 346.

Morelcurious than beautiful is the fir-cone

mounted as an essence bottle and set in

enamel, and a hand holding a bunch of grapes,

with leaves of green enamel, each grape being

formed of a seed pearl. Perhaps the most
curious of these objects is a ring-stand ; of

filagree work, with subjects in enamel and
sham jewels, and four small bottles of

enamelled copper surrounded with silver

filagree. We have only noted some of the

more striking jewels in this collection, all of

which deserve careful study and attention,

not only for their beauty, but on account of

their authenticity, for they have undoubtedly
been preserved untouched since the day of

their presentation to Our Lady of the Pillar.

We added up roughly the prices attached to

the labels in the case, and arrived at a sum
total of close upon £900, a mere trifle as com-
pared with the amount obtained for the en-

tire collection; one day's sale of which alone

realised upwards of £10,000. The celebrated

diamond necklace given by Queen Maria

Louise was sold for £1,050, and the Order of

the Holy Spirit, set with fine brilliants, pre-

sented by Maria Theresa, wife of Djn Louis

of Bourbon, fetched £3,280.

METROPOLITAN VANDALISM.

Bt A PaOVINCIAL Akohitect.

THE fapade of the General Post-Offioe in

Saint Martiu's-le-GranJ, or " New Post-

Office," as it is even now designated, has always

been considered the best of the late Sir Robert

Smu-ke's works, bad though that best may be in

the eyes of European architects of any edacation

in, or feeling for, Greek architecture. The average

Londoner is proud of " theNewPost-Office; " and,

while showing his oountry coasia over the city, is

sure to take him to view its long tall front of real

cut stone, with its hexastyle Ionic portico, con-

sidered the best of the two largest porticoos in the

metropolis. London is not by any means rich ii'
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specimens of " Greek " avchiteoture, so caUeil..

She possesses the British Museum, the Euston
Termiuua, the " new " S. I'ancras Church, the

National Gallery (soon to disappear). University

College in Gower-street, a more fragment, and
the Post-Offiio, S. Martin's-le-Grand. What arc

these, an metropolitan edifices, in comparison
with other Greek works, as provincial buildings

elsewhere—the Custom-honso and S. George's

Hall at Liverpool, the Fitzwilliam Museum at

Cambridge, the Town-halls at Leeds, Birmingham,
or Mancliester, with many other country build-

ings of Hellenic, or of quasi Hellenic, architec-

ture? Truly a very scanty an-ay of Grecian
" lions" to boast of.

London, then, can ill afTord to lose her Greek
buildings, or to have them defaced and shorn of

the little Athenian character they do happen to

possess. The few she can boast of have been
raised at immense cost, and after an incredible

amount of consideration, competition, and con-

troversy. The erection of the Post-Oftico was
itself the occasion of a veiy important archi-

tectural competition, ending, as is the case with
too many of our town edifices, in the non-employ-
ment of the " successful " competitor, whoso very
name is by this time forgotten ; and this lai'ge

structura is, as we have just said, the chef d' leui-re

of that unquestionably successful architect. Sir
Bobert Smirko.

Well, if any one will just now pass down
Newgate-street, and glance across the vacant site

on the western side of S. Martin's-le-Grand, he
will obtain an nueommonly good view of the Post-

Office, with its fine, well-relieved and, all things I

considered, grand portico of six gigantic columns. '

The eye will traverse these comely features, '

copied with such timid fidelity from the antique
;

pass from them to its entablature, with its proud

structure the better. The thing (or " thingamy,"
for it is a nondescript) does not appear to have
been the work of an architect, and this, if the

case, is discreditable to the Post- Office authorities

It the public buildings of London roquii'o altera-

tion and enlargement there is surely just at this

time no sueli s<;arcity of professed architects as

to justify our having them "done up "and de-

faced in this manner by any common house-

builder ; wliile to behold such bungling perpe-

trated—not with congenial place brick, or weather-

boarding, but with costly and durable asltlar

stone—is deplorable.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

THE third lecture on this subject at the South
Kensington Museum, on Tuesday afternoon

last, was commenced by the lecturer's (Dr. G. G.
Zorffl) j-efemng to the ethnological peculiarities

and distinctions of the various races of the human
family. Coming to the Turanian, or square-headed

races (which races may be further broadly classified

as yellow-sldnned), he said that these people have

small oblique eyes, and a powerful broad mouch.
The amount of brain with the Turanian is nmch
gi-eater than with the black - skinned races,

and stands at 83 J, whereas with the l)lack

races the figure is 75. The facial angle of the

Turanian races ranges from about 85 to 87 i,

as is exemplified in the Mongol head. Accord-
ing to Dr. Marshall's di\ision, the Mongol head
has not such an oblique facial angle as that of the

black or negro. The cheek bones are very pro-

minent. Though a great advance on the black

races, the Tm-auians have only a limited modicum
which theof brain power or inventiveness, which the lec-

inscription ; and so upwards from the pediment
j

turer designated as the dynamic force in man.
into aerial space, amid which will be discerned a

i

Man has two forces working within him, the

I

crowning composition of such intense ugliness

and vulgarity as to make the spectator stand
aghast with astonishment and disgust. Poor Sir

Robci-t Smirke ! Thou wert never the magnus
Apollo of our adolescence ; but never did we know
thee so base and tasteless as to raise such an
amorphous abomination as now unfortunately
crowns thy grand work, the portico of the General
Post-Office in S. Martin's-le-Grand ! It is simply
incredible that such a sca'idalous barbarism
should have boon perpetrated in the nineteenth
century, and in the British metropolis. What on
earth have those busybodies, the " British Archi-
tects," been about that they have missed this

opportunity for a " deputation " by way of jiro-

test to prevent such a national scandal ?

Lest the reader should assume wo have been
exaggerating an evil, let him, if he be an architect
of any soi-t, conceive by way of acroterium, attic,

or lantern, a mass of masonry sunnoimting tlie

classic pediment, that can only be described as
the bald gable end of a loniTe, such as one would
construct over the roof of a foundry, a brewery,
or a railway engine-house. Our own impression
on first beholding it was that it was merely a
temporary construction for the accommodation of

tlie Post-OBice employea. But not so ; on looking
again we plainly saw it to be a permanent work
of costly ashlar stone, shamelessly displaying its

ordinarily pitched gable, flanked on each side

with a lean-to, all thi-ee of these " architectural "

features finished with a common square coping,

such as one sees used in the North of England for

the cover of a privy, or a back-yai-d wall ! We
do not at all believe that Mr. Sydney Smirke
wonld think for an instant of placing sucli a truly
" Gothic " thing above a Classic portico ; and the
question suggests itself, who really is the archi-
tectural genius who has designed, or rather con-
trived, this work of high art ?

We may be told it was necessary to greatly in-

crease the accommodation in the building ; but
that fact did not necessitate " the putting up "

—

wo can use no better term—such an abortion as
this. Any architect of the commonest taste or
capacity would have provided ad the required
accommodation without disfiguring a costly public
structure, as does this most wretched gable

;

absolutely destitute of cornice, string, blocking
course, or architectural moulding of any descrip-
tion, all, we must allow, wisely eschewed by
its contriver, for none of these features would
BUflSco to convert this veritable sow's ear into a
silk purse. It is, as it now stands and may be
seen, a vile act of vandalism, disgraceful to
English taste ; and the sooner it is altered and
licked into something like even moderate and
decent harmony with Sir Robert Smirke's sub-

static and the dynamic. The static force must
be always the same, and this is the moral force.

The principles of abstract moi-ality are always
the same in all races and epochs. The dynamic
force is the intellect, which never rests. The
Tm-anian races are highly developed statically,

but the dynamical force within them is small.

The Chinese, for instaiieo, are very inventive up
to a certain poin*, which they are long in attain-

ing, and when they do attain it they remain sta-

tionaiy a long time. They invented gunpowder,
and many of the most nsuful arts of liiglily

civilized life had their origin with them ; but in

all eases they nev.u- advance beyond the germ,
the fii-st crude outline, and their inventions are

all developed by the white race. The power of

inventive development is peculiarly an endow-
ment of the white races, who have oval-shaped

heads, and the features symmetiicallv arranged.

Botli the forces working in mankind must be de-

veloped, or the result will be an imperfection.

Wherever one or other of these forces has been
neglected disaster has resulted, to individuals as

well as to nations. Only by a perfect develop-

ment of these forces can we accomplish really

great things, and be reaUy civilised beings.

A mathematical definition of civilisation would
run thus : Civilisation is a perfect balance of the
two forces working in humanity, the moral and
the intellectual. Looking at the Chinese, the
Bhuddists, the Hebrews, the Mahometans, the
Middle Ages, with Italy, Austria, and Russia as

they existed but yesterday, it would be seen that

everything with them was morality, obedieutfe
;

the masses of the people had no will of theu- own,
in other words they were highly developed stati-

cally, but dynamically they were neglected—the
intellect was left uncultivated. Italy, Austria,

and Russia have latterly emerged from the thral-

dom which was a barrier to their dynamical de-

velopment, and with free institutions and liberty

a gi'and future is before them ; but where are the

Chinese, the Buddhists, the Mahometans, and the

Middle Ages ? Their condition was illustrative of

the evils of cultivating the statical to the exclusion

of the dynamical force in human nature. Equally
disastrous results have accrued and will accrue

from the cultivation of the dynamic to the exclu-

sion of the static force. Look at the Greeks,
Romans, Carthaginians, and, in our own day, at

the French. These nations, highly exalted and
cultivated the intellect, while morals were con-

sidered to be of comparatively small importance.

Looldng at the English, Americans, Germans,
Dutch,Scandinavians,and Anglo-Saxons generally,

it would be found that they had done more for the

pvogressof civilisation than othcrnations, andwhy?
Because in them was found to exist a more per-

fect balance of the two forces working in

humanity. The lecturer said be bad dwelt so
strongly on this point because a correct apprecia-
tion of it would give a very clear and distinct

insight not only into the history of art, but into
universal history. Ho then introduced tho sub-
ject of pre-historic art. To appreciate tho
meaning of the term "pro-historio," ho said,

people must have an exact notion of time, which
might be divided into time absolute and time
i-elative. Time could bo measured, then, either
by dates or by facts or events. That man existed
before history was, ho adduced the evidence
afforded by the remains of pottery and im-
plements found m juxtaposition with the skele-
ton of tho mammoth iu a cave at Porigord,
in France. An enlarged facsimile of a sketch of
the mammoth on an ivory blade found in tho
Dordogne, in the Cave of Madelaiuo, was also

exhibited. Such works as these must have lain

for countless ages in tho positions in which they
were found—the condition of the strata cvidCinced

that ; therefore, before history was, man is found
exerting his dynamic force in tho production of
such works, eitlier for use or ornament. The epochs
into which pre-historic time may bo divided
were enumerated as follows, by Dr. Zerfli :—Tho
palcDoIithio, or old stone ago ; the neolithic, or
new stone age, and the bronze age. These wero
dwelt upon at some length, as were also tho
evidences afforded by the Lake Dwellings. To
the bronze age succeeded the iron agn, or tlie era
of history. Dr. Zerfli then referred to a diagram
on which were inscribed tlie various elementary
forms of pottery, as classitied by Ziegler. In all

these elementary forms tho square or the circle

is more or less present. Tho lecturer advised a
thorough study of these forms, as a complete
acquaintance with them and their combinations
would be of far greater value to tho designer
than the mere copying of a jar or vase. After an
enumeration of these elementary forms, the
lecturer concluded by tracing tho development of
practical art in the materials used for pottery.

First of all, and corresponding with the stono
age, the clay was used unwashed, and full of

extraneous matter. Secondly, and corresponding
with tho bronze age, tho clay was used mixed
with quartz or feldspsir ; thirdly, and correspond-
ing with tho iron age, the clay was used per-
fectly washed, and tho pottery was elaborately
ornamented, tho ornamentation varying from
geometrical figures to representations of plants,

animals, and the human form. This pottery
showed that, while the savage is capable of orna-
menting beautifully in geometrical figures, as
soon as he begins to depict the forms of animals
or men ho fails. Nevertheless, tho beautiful

sculpture of tho Greeks was but a consummate
development of the rude sculpturesque carica-

tures of barbarous ages.

THE GREAT CLOCK AT STRASBURG.

THIS celebrated specimen of early clock-

making was invented by Dasipodius and
Wolkinstenius, two famous working mathema-
ticians, iu the year 1571. It stands within the

Cathedral of Strasburg, and its details, which are

exceedingly curious, are described at some length

in the Strasburg Chronicle, whence the following

particulars are abridged.
" Herein nine things are to be considered,

whereof eight are in the wall ; the ninth stands on
the ground three feet from the wall. This is a great

globe of the heavens, iu which are three motions
;

one of the whole globe, which displays the whole
heavens, and moves about from the east to the
west in twenty-four hours ; the second is of the

sun, which runs through the signs once every

year ; the thud is of the moon, which runs her
course in twenty-eight days. So that in this

globe you may \'iew the motions of the whole
heavens, the motions of the sun and moon, every
minute of an hour, the rising and falling of every

star, described ! The instruments of these

motions are hid in the body of a pelican, under
the globe. The pole is lifted up to the elevation

of Strasburg, and noted by a fair star made of

brass ; the zenith is declared by an angel placed
in the midst of tho meridian.

" The second to bo observed, are two great

circles one within another, one 8ft., the other Oft.

broad ; the outmost moves from the north to the
south once in a year, and hath two angels, one on
the north side, which points every day in the week,
t'.io other on tho south side,which points what ilay

shall bo one half year after. The iunercirolc moves
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I (onth to north, OBoe in k hundred years, anil

Iteth naaj things deeeribed about it ; as the year of

the vorid,theyearof our Lord, the circle of the sun,

the |««i(ii<nfcillll of equinoctials, with the change

«( the t-V**-' points, vhich things fall out by

tiM rnM'—* which are callod In-pidaliom ; the

ka^jaar, the moveable feasts, aud the dominical

latter, or golden number, as it turns erory year.

Then S» an immoveable index, which encloses for

every vear all these things, the lower part of

which index is joined to another round circle

which is immoveable, wherein the province of

Aliatia and the city of Strasburg are described.

Ob both sides of the circles, on the wall, the

t«Hr««» of the son and moon are told for many
Teats, from 1578 to 1024.

'• The third thing, is a weekly motion of the

plaoets ; on Sunday, the sun is drawn about in

Lis chariot, as the day is spent ; and before he be

fall in, yon have Monday, that is the moon oleax-

forth, and the horses of Mars' chariot putting

forth their heaAa : and so for every day in the

week.
" The fonrth thing is a dial for the minutes of

the hour. Ou the north side, a child, with a

ceptre in his hand, tells every stroke of the clock

;

gn/^hOT child, on the south side, has au hour-

^an in his hand, which runs just with the clock,

a>d when the clock has struck, he turns his glass.

Abore the minute-dial is a dial for the hour ; the

ontermost circumference contains the hours, but

within it is a perfect astrolabe, whereby is shown
the motion of every planet, bis aspect, aud in

what sign, degree, and hour every one is in every

hoor of the day ; the opposition likewise of the

on and moon, and the head and tail of the

dragon.
" The sixth thing is a circle, wherein are the

two signs of the moon's rising aud falling ; at

two hollow places it is seen at what state she is,

and her age is declared by an index.
" The seventh thing consists of four little bells,

whereon the quarters of the honr are struck ; at

the first quarter comes forth a little boy, and
strikes the first bell with an apple, and goes and
stays at the fonrth bell, until the next quarter

;

then oomes a youth, and with a dart strikes two
bells, and succeeds into the place of the child ; at

the third comes forth a man in arms, with a
halbert in his hand, and strikes three bells, he
succeeding into the place of the youth ; at the

fourth quarter, comes an old man with a staff,

having a crook at the end, aud he strikes the

fonr bells, and stands at the fonrth quarter, imtil

the next quarter : immediately to stnke the clock

eomes Death in a room above the others, for this

is the eighth thing : and that at each quarter he
eoases forth, to catch each of those former ages
away with him ; but at a contrary side, comes
forth a figure intended to represent our Saviour,
which drives him in : but when the last quarter is

heard. Death has leave to go to the bell, which
he strikes with his bone, and stands at the bell,

as the old man does at his quarter-bell, till the
next quarter, and then they go in both together.

" The ninth and last thing in this right line is

the tower at the top of the work, wherein is a
chime, which goes at three, seven, and eleven
o'clock, each time a dificrent tune ; and at Christ-
mas, Easter, and Whitsuntide, a thanksgiving

;

and when this chime has done, the cock (which
stands on the top of the tower, and the north side

of the main work/, having stretched out his nock,
shakes his comb, claps his wings twice, aud
crows twice. The tower contains the curious
machinery, the whole of which has long been out
of repair."

«

WINDOW FURNITX7RE—HOTEL DE VILLE,
ROUEN.

(From Mb. BvtOBi'B forOicoming work.)

TWO or three weeks since we called attention to

an architectural work about to be published
by Hr. William Burges. This week we give a
speaman (moderately reduced by Wbiteman and
Baas) of the drawings. We might have selected a
mors elaborate illustration from the lithographs
which Mr. Burges placed at our disposal, but
the one now given is a fair specimen

.

The subject of the illuitration is the lower part
of the window. Hotel de Ville, at Il<;uen. In the
Middle Age* the lowest part of the windows was
not glazed, but closed with abutters when raining
or in cold weather. During tbe summer instead
of tbe shutters a lattice was used, tbe grooves for
which are fhown in the drawing, but the lattices

themselves (which are rarely fouud) are gone.

THE GliEAT CLOCK AT STRASBUEG.

We may inform our readers that only 210 copies

of the work have been printed. There are, we
believe, 160 subscribers, and consequently only CO
copies to be subscribed for. The lithographed
stones having been destroyed, no more copies can
be produced. Tbe work consists of 75 drawings,
including i plates of costume. Among the sub-
jects are eight drawings illustrating parts of

Beauvais Cathedral, and six drawings illustrating

the fleche of Amiens Cathedral. For price, &c.,

see advertisement.

The Ironmongers' Company have voted 100

guineas to the fund towards the completion of S.

Paul's Cathedral.
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the theory and practice of modern
house painiina and decokation.

By "An Experibsckd Workman."

(Continuedfrom page 282.)

DECORATIVE PROCESSES.

HAVING treated of the numerous prepa-

ratory processes used in bringing up oil

and distemper grounds to a state of readiness

for decoration, we liave now to enter upon

the various methods and manipulative pro-

cesses used in the production and application

of ornament (both flat and in relief) to surface

decoration. In a former part of this series of

articles we have expressed our opinion as to

the propriety or suitability of the application

of certain styles of orn >ment to house decora-

tion ; suffice it to say here, that the applica-

tion of deoorative ornament, in order to be

successful, must be snitable, appropriate, and

proportionate—suitable in fitness for the pur-

poses it is used for ; appropriate in having, a

purpose and a meaning in accordance with its

use ; and proportionate in size to the space it

has to occupy. This will be at once evident

if we contrast two or three instances. For
example : ornament which would be suitable

for the diapering or bordering of the chancel

of a church would be out of place if used for

the decoration of a dwelling room or a piece

of furniture ; in the former case, the orna-

ment will require to be somewhat large and
open in design, in order that it miy be seen
at a distance, and the colour also will require

to be strong and positive in tone ; this is all

the more necessary, inasmuch as small or
intricate ornament becomes confused at a

short distance, and thus the effect is lost,

while if proportionate in size it will be clearly

defined although seen from the farthest seat of

the church. On the other hand, in all work
whicli is constantly near the eye, and which
can be minutely examined at any time, the
ornament will require to be carefully and
correctly executed with firm, fine, and sharp
outlines, lined or edged, and modified and
subdued in colour. Of course, sharpness of

outline must not be confined to small orna-

ment, but is essential to both. Character, or

style of ornament, is an essential point in its

application ; for the decoration of the panels

of a door we require ornament which in size,

in outline, in colour, and in distribution of

parts shall be different and yet like the orna-

ment we should use for the ceiling or walls

of the sanio room—that is to say, the orna-

ment used in a room, whatever its size or use
may be, should all be in the same style, but
requires to be in size, colour, and finish of

dillerent degrees. This may appear an unne-
cessary repetition of a self-evident fact, but
everyday experience goes to prove the con-

trary ; we have only to enter two-thirds of

our public buildings, churches, chapels, con-

cert and assembly rooms, and private dwelling
rooms, to see hundreds of instances of tht

misapplication of ornament and colour—

a

conglomeration of incongruous ornament out
of taste, out of colour, and totally out of
keeping the one with the other. There is a

degree of mental blindness to what in them
selves are plain or self-evident facts which is

truly lamentable. Day after day men go on
perpetrating gross blunders in these matters,
which one would think only re(|uired a
moment's thought in order to perceive and
remedy. We therefore cannot too often urge
the desirability, and, in fad, the necessity for

(the youug student especially) striving to

avoid these errors, as being alike destructive

of the true application of ornament and
colour. It is an old saying, and a true one

"batweare taught by our failures ; but we have
jften (especially in matters of taste) gained

nuch knowledge and experience from other

people's failures. It is well to know what to

ivoid ; this knowledge is often of great value
in decoration, as well as in other mat-
ters. Another valuable acquisition gained by
experience is to know when we have done
enough. Many otherwise successful works
ire spoiled from the want of this knowledge.
•' Let well alone " is a common proverb, but

none the less true for all that. It is surprising

the faculty we have for seeing the delects in

other people's work. If we are not beyond
improvement, we do not know but this per-

ceptive power is an advantage, inasmuch as it

ihows us what to avoid. By studying the

public works executed liy some of our best

decorative artists, we may acquire a better

knoA-ledge of the practical application of

ornament and colour than we may get in any
other way. We may, of course, and do
acquire a theoretical knowledge of ornamental
ilesign and harmony of colour from books and
lectures, and are better prepared when we do
come to practice ; but its application to large

surfaces in practice is a very different matter,

requiring much experience and close observa-

tion. Stencil-patterns play a very important
part in the application of ornament to surface-

decoration ; their value and usefulness cannot
be over-estimated. By this means ornament
can be multiplied to any extent at a compara-
tively small cost, thus enabling us to adorn and
beautify what, if it were to be done by the

pencil, would simply be left undone on
account of the enormous cost involved.

Previously to the abolition of the duty upon
paperhangings, stencilling was used as a

substitute for, and imitation of, wall-papers,

as many as six or seven colours being intro-

duced by means of as many different stencil-

plates. Many of these were of course in

pattern facsimiles of the wall-papers of that

day, not much to be admired as regards

design or colouring, but greatly esteemed for

all that. We have seen rooms admirably
executed in this manner in distemper colours

—quite equal to much of the paperhangings
of the time ; and it shows how great the

progress has been in the manufacture of wall-

paper when we consider that thirty years ago
a workman could cover the walls of a room
with a stencil-pattern of two or three colours

at a much less cost than it could be covered
with paper ; but in these later days we can
buy paper at 2d. and 2id. for twelve yards, a
reduction so large that no comparison can be
really instituted between them—enabling us
to paper a room at a tenth of the cost of

stencilling in those old days. The workmen
who were skilled in this kind of work were
known by the not very artistic name of slap-

dashers, the origin of which term we have
not hitherto been able to make out, except
it may be derived from the union of two
very expressive words used in the North for

quick action,—namely, "slap," a quick, im-
pulsive blow with the open hand, and
" dash," a sharp, quick, and broad stroke or

dash made with a pen or brush. The word
aptly describes the quick process as then
used : a slap and a dash and the work was
done. However, be that as it may, the art of

stencilling has made a great stride since that

day. The revival of decorative art in

England may be dated from the Great Exhi-
bition of 1851. The stimulus at that time
given led to much improvement in all branches
of the decorative trades or professions, and
the enormons amount of flat ornament re-

quired by the necessities of modern decora-

tive art has developed and fostered the

designing of ornament expressly suited to

this means or method of decoration. We
say this means (i.e., stencilling) advisedly,

because all ornament is not adapted for

execution by this method, inasmuch as al-

though a certain class of ornament may be

ilone by stencils in two or more colours, so as

to appear as partly in relief by the effect of

light and shade, still its essential feature and
most useful purpose is the multiplication of

flat ornament (i.e., ornament in one or more
colours, without light and shade or any
attempt at the appearance of projection).

The use of stencil-plates is of great anti<iuity.

So early as 1440 stencil-plates were used to

print the dots and figures upon playing cards,*

and for various other purposes ; and it has

been of more or less importance ever since

—

its simplicity being a great inducement to its

use. 'The artist has merely to furnish the

stencil ; the design once cut can be executed

by workmen having no knowledge of drawing
whatever. Any ordinary workman may do
the stencilling under the supervision of the

decorator, the actual operation requiring only

ordinary care ; and it is this fact which makes
the process so valuable and so universal in its

application.

Stencil-plates or sheets may be made of a
great diversity of material. Ordinary draw-

ing papers, linen paper—that is, paper with
thin linen or calico fastened to one side of it

in the course of its manufacture, which, of

course, gives tenacity, and lessens its liability

to break or tear ; but it requires to be used

with care, or the threads of the calico or linen

get loose and cause rough edges—tinfoil, thin

sheet lead, thin sheet brass or copper, are very

often used ; much use is also made of the wide
drawing or cartridge paper, which is manu-
factured 4ft. Gin. and 5ft. wide, and of any
length, and is well adapted for the purpose.

A very tough and serviceable stencil-paper is

made by uniting two or three sheets of the

white lining paper by means of patent knot-

ting. Two sheets are saturated with the

patent knotting, and laid one upon the other,

care being taken to press out all the air from
between tliem. This will be best done if

there is plenty of the knotting put between
them, and they are put quickly together before

the spirit has had time to evaporate, which
it does very quickly, and the knotting dries,

and the two will not unite. They sliould be

placed upon a level or smooth table or board,

and the air pressed out with the hand or a

folded cloth ; when this is dry and hard it

will cut sharp and clean, and be very

tough, which qualities are very necessary, and,

in fact, indispensable, in a good stencil paper.

This object may be attained in a great measure
with all the ordinary drawing and cartridge

papers by giving them one or two coats of the

patent knotting before being used ; which,

besides making them tough and serviceable, en-

ables us to use stencil plates of paper for water

or distemper colours, the knotting causing

these papers to be impervious to]wet or damp. It

also enables us to wash them, after being used,

either with water or turpentine. The gum
shellac, of which the patent knotting is made,
being dissolved in wood naphtha, the turpen-

tine lias no affinity with it, and so may be

used in washing the paint off the stencils. A
good plan also is to give the paper we are

about to use for this purpose a thin coat of

knotting after the design is on and before it is

cut, as it will cut much sharper, cleaner, and
easier in consequence. Paper for this purpose

should be chosen as firm, or rather as free

from blemishes as possible, as there are often

small hard specks in it, which in cutting are

apt to catch the knife, and rip or tear.

{To be continued.)

» Tristan, in hie " Commentaires Hisboriques," p. 657,

engraves ono which gives this insoriptiou ;
'* Du, Cooatau-

tio Aug. Semper Vietori ;" and Quintiiian (" lustit. Ora-
tor.," lib. i., cap. i.), BpoiiliiiiL^ of a moje of teaching the

Roman youth to write on the waxun taldet, advises the use

of a "copy in wood, in which the letters are well cut, that
through such opening* he mjvy trace the characters with
his style. He will not thus be liable to make slips, a.i

otherwise ho would upon the wax alone, for he will be

confined by the b-iundaries of these letters, and neitlier

will be able to deviate from Ilia text." Procopiiw tells tia that

tiie Emperor Justin I. made use of a tablet of wood cut in

tliia manner, through which he traced hia signature in red
ink. His contemporary, Thoodoric, King of the Ostrogotlis,

had his monogram cut iu a plate of gold for the same pur-
pose ; and Charlemagne is reported to have produced his

monogram, 03 a siga-mauual, by the s;ime means, or else as

an impressed stamp.
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BRUS^LS CATHEDRAL.

THE C*th«dr«l Choruh of S. Oaiale, Brussels,

forms the sobjoot of ouo of onr iUnstmtions.

It is eraeilonn, *iU> two large towers at the wost

cnJ. It was eommeMod in 1010. It ooutams

sixteaa ehanels, and many works of art, and a

fair anantilT of eoolasiasUcal rubbish, arranged

with little R'frapi to order or Uste. The romnrk-

able pali.it, cirredin oakand representing in bas-

reUef the expulsion of Adam and Ere from Para-

aise, is well known to English tourists. There is

BtUe to admire either in the proportions of the

btdldiiig or its details.

QCTCK-DRYISG INODOROUS PAINT.

TWO objections to the use of paint—its had

smell and the time it takes drying—are

entirely obviated by the nse of a patent composi-

tion which we have seen in nsc this week at the

Mosenm of Building Appliances. " The Painter]s

DniiUiiiiliiiii " as the composition is called, is

m*n* irith white lead or auy other pigment in

vtmM of oil, tnrpoatine, or driers. The cupboard

we Mw painted at the mnsenm received its first

coat a few minntes before twelve. Within twenty

minntes it was perfectly dry. The second coat

was applied, and in another ten minutes that too

was qmte dry enough to bear touching with im-

paAity to the hand or dress. The very faint

imaH perceptible was rather agreeable than other-

wte. The great saving in labour effected by the

adoptionof this paint abundantly compensates for

the very slight extra cost of the composition, and

if, u we are aaanred by nnmerons testimonials, its

datability eqoals its other good qualities, its

general adoption, especially for inside work, is

certain.

ON ARTIFICUL STONE AND VARIOUS
KINDS OF SILICA.*

Bt Thb Rev. H. Higutos, M.A.

SILIC.\ is fonnd in various forms more or less

eolnble. Some kinds can only be nnitod

with alkalies in the heat of a glass furnace ; other

kinds can be dissolved under a high pressnrc and
after a considerable lapse of time by solutions of

alkalies ; other forms, again, to which the author
particularly wished to call attention, can be dis-

solved under proper precantions even in the cold.

Natural silica of this kind was exhibited both from
Germany and England. By means of this soluble

ilica artificial stone can bo formed harder than
any natural stone except the very hard granites

and primitive rocks. The process is as follows :

—

A concrete is made with any good hydraulic
cement. When this is dry it is steeped in an
alkaline solution of silica, in which is placed a
quantity of tree silica. The following chemical
process then takes place :—The lime in the con-
crete extracts the silica from the solution, leaving
the alkali free, which immediately attacks the
free dlica and conveys it in its torn to the con-
crete. This process goes on continnally till the
lime in the concrete is saturated with siUca. By
this prooess, within a week the strength of the
concrete is increased from 50 to 150 per cent., and
by a longer continuation of the steeping the
strength is still more increased.

As the alkali acts only as a carrier of the silica,

it is used over and over again ; and it is in this
that the economy of the manufacture consists.

The following is the comparative resistance to
a crushing force of several kinds of stone :

—

Per sq. inch,

lb.

The Silicated Concrete or Patent
Victoria Stone 6441

Aberdeen Granite 7770
Dartmoor Granite 6993
Peterhead Granite 6216
Torkshire Landing 5851
Stafford Bine Brick 4032
Portland Stone 2426
Bath Stone 1244
The Etone formed in this manner has been tried

as a pavement in the busiest part of Cheapside,
and in many other parts of London, and for steps,
llntebi, sills, &c., in many parts I)oth of this
kingdom and abroad, as well as in India.
The whole of the stone in the new warehouses,

27, 8. Mary Axe, is made in this manner.
As a cheap strong stone, when mannfacturcd

••**!'?*"'* °fy»}!" '••* '>«'<"« the British Assocla
Uon, Liverpool Heeiljis, Bectlon B.

on a large scale, it is likely to supersede natural

stone, except where the latter is very cheap and

abundant.
In localities, as on the Thames, where tliorc

are faoiUties for obtaining good hydrauUc cement

and hard broken stone, it can be maunfaotixrod at

a much lower cost than Yorkshire or other stone

can be prooored.
•

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

General Headisqs fob Clacsks of Con-tb.vot.

[Approved at a Mectinj of Council held on the

1»« of August.]

" rnHE Council have had under consideration

J_ certain headings of clauses for contracts be

tween builders and their employers, as proposed

by the Builders' Society, and hive referred them

for examination to a committee. The Council,

upon the report of this committee, submitted to

the Builders' Society modifications, which they

thought necessary to make in the headings sug-

gested by the Builders' Society, so as to render

them acceptable to the architect and his em-

ployer.
" The attention given by the Committee and

Council has been limited to the clauses submitted

to their consideration by the Builders' Society
;

but, of course, other clauses are necessary to esta-

blish fully all the relative responsibilities of the

employer and the employed.
" At the same time it is to be observed that

the Council cannot pretend to bind its members
to the adoption of any headings of clauses of con-

tract which the Council may think either reason-

able or expedient ; for in such a legal document

the employer must rely wholly on the opinion of

his architect and legal adviser, both aa to specific

heads and matters of the contract and as to the

form in which they should be drawn, in order to

give them the proper legal efficacy.

" The responsibilities of the contract lie between

the employer and contractor alone j the architect

being merely the adviser of the employer, and
acting as equitable medium between the two.

Auy responsibilities which he may professionally

have rest between him and his employer. Conse-

quently all obligations iu the contract lie between

the contracting parties only.
" The absolute control of the execution of the

work, in all its particulars, must rest with the

architect, who is expected to exercise a just aud
fair judgment between the two parties ; though a

reference is but equitable, if desired, iu questions

as to the quantity, extent, or value of extras and
omissions, alterations or additions, subject to any
special provisions in the contract on this head as

to written authority, periodical delivery of ac-

counts, &c., &c.
" Thomas L. Donaldson, 1 it _ o »
"JohnP.Seddon, I

Hon. Sees.

General Headings for Clauses of Contract, as

settled between the Council of the Royal Institute

of British Architects and the Committee of the

London Builders' Society :

—

1. Contractor to provide everything necessary

for works, as per drawings and specification, or to

the true intent and meaning thereof ; and if

drawings and specification differ architect to de-

cide which to be followed.

2. Contractor to conform to general] acts, re-

gulations, and bye-laws relating to buildings j to

give notices thereby required to be given to local

authorities, and pay fees payable thereunder.
3. Contractor to set out works, to rectify

errors, provile appliances, and to produce vouchers
proving materials to be as described, and genuine,
when required. The contractor to provide plant,

labour, materials, &c., required. All materials
and workmanship to be the best of their several

kinds. To leave all perfect and clean.

4. Contractor to keep on ground a competent
foreman, and to be supplied with a complete copy
of drawings and specification by the architect or

measuring surveyor. Not to sublet without con-
sent.

5. Architect to have at all times access to the
works, which are to be entirely under his control.

He may require contractor to dismiss any work-
man incompetent or misconducting himself, aud
thereupon the contractor is to do so.

6. Contractor not to deviate from drawings or
specification, or execute extra works, unless re-

quired to comply with the aforesaid acts and regu-
lations or bye-laws, or unless upon authority of

architect, to be shown by written order, or by
plan or drawing expressly given and signed, or

initialed, as extra or variation, or by subsequent

written approval signed or initialed. Vouchers

for all such extras to bo delivered to the architect

iir clerk of works weekly in case of day work. No
iay work to be admissablo unless so ordered, or

tor work impossible to be measured.

7. Alterations in or additions to works not to

vitiate contract, and if no price be agreed, the

value thereof to be added to or deducted from

contract, according to schedule of prices or fair

measure and value.

8. AVork and materials bought on ground to

be considered property of employer when in-

cluded in any paid certificate, and not to be re-

moved without architect's consent ; but employer

Qot to be liable for loss or damage thereto.

9. Architect may require such materials to be

removed as in his opinioo are not according to

specification, aud others to be substituted ;
and,

in case of delay, the employer may remove same

and substitute others at contractor's cost.

10. Architect may require work in his opinion

executed with improper materials or defective

workmanship to be re-executed ; and, in case of

delay, may cause same to be done at contractor's

cost.

11. Faults arising from improper or defective

workmanship or materials within mouths

after completion, to be made good by con-

tractor; and, in case of default, employer may
recover costs thereof from contractor.

12. Contractor to insure, iu office to be ap-

proved, in joint names, in half amount of contract,

until works covered in, and thenceforth in three-

fourths until completion, and to produce policies

and receipts for uremium. Moneys received to

be applied in rebuilding or reparation. In case

of neglect, employer may insure, at contractor's

cost.

1.3. Building to be under contractors sole

charge, who is to make good damage by fire, or

from causes under his own control ; and to hold

employer harmless as to injuries to persons and

structural damage to property.

14. Employer to have access to building, and

may execute other works, for which contractor is

to give reasonable facilities, so that his work be

not impeded ; contractor not to be responsible

for damages to or occasioned by such other

works. ^ ,

15. Works (except painting and papering) to

be completed in months after commencement,

unless in case of inclement weather, causes not

under the control of contractor, combinatKui of

workmen, strike, or lock-out afl'ecting any bmld-

ing trade, in which case architect to extend time,

and contractor to complete within such time as

the architect shall cousider reasonable and in

writing appoint. In case of delay, employer to be

entitled to £ per week as damages, if architect

shall in writing certify that works could have

been reasonably completed in the time appointed.

16. If contractor become bankrupt, compound

with or make assignment for benefit of creditors,

or suspend or delay the works (exceiit on account

of causes mentioned in clause 15, or on account

of proceedings by parties interested in adjoining

properties, or for want of proper instructions duly

applied for), employer may require works to be

proceeded with ; aud if requisitions be not com-

plied with for days, may enter aud complete

works—the cost incurred to be repaid by con-

17. Contractor to bo paid, on certificate of

architect and at architect's discretion, during the

progress of the works, as previously agreed, 80

per cent, of value of works executed, until balance

of oercentage equal 10 per cent, on contract sum,

and' thenceforth to be paid fall value. When

works completed or possession given up con-

tractor to be paid moiety of balance of moneys

payable to him (except £ for papering and

painting), and the remainder months from

completion of works or giving up possession.

Provided always that no final or other certihcate

shall cover or relieve the contractor from liability

as defined in clause 11, whether the same be

noted at the time or subsequently to granting

such certificate or order.

1 8. Certificate of architect or award of referee,

showing amount payable to contractor, to bo

evidence of completion, without prejudice to

liability of contractor to make good defects as

aforesaid. The sum reserved for painting and

papering to be paid to contractor on completion

thereof.

1 1. If employer make default for days in

payment of any moneys due to contractor, or it

works be delayed for months by proceedings
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of adjoining owners, contractor to be at liberty

to suspend works, and require payment for works
executed, materials wrought up, and loss on goods

or materials purchased for the works, and not to

be bound to complete contract.

20. Arbitration Clause: — With regard to

quantity or value of extras and omissions, or

variitions on the contract, and questions of delay,

or the withholding of certificates, or thetrne intent

and meaning of the drawings and specification as

to coat. The arbitrator being an architect and a

Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects,

agreed to by the parties, or appointed by the
President (for the time being) of the Royal In-

stitute of British Architects. The arbitrator to

award costs between employer and contractor.

Memoranddm.—In cases where the quantities

are provided, it is recommended that, unless a
surveyor be mutually agreed upon by the architect

and builder, two surveyors be employed to take

off the quantities, one appointed by the architect,

and the other by the builder, at ft meeting con-

vened for the purpose.

At a meeting of the Council of the Royal In-
stitute of British Architects, held on Monday, the
1st August, 1870, it was resolved—" That in

their general intention these headings appear to

the Council to be equitable and such as may be
recommended to the members of the Institute

for adoption."

Thomas L. Doxaldson, ) tt o
John P. Seddon,

'

|

Hon. Sees.

9, Conduit-street, Hanover-square, W.,
9th August, 1870.

EXPERIMENTS UPON THE STRENQTH OF
DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF BRICK AND
CEMENT FLOORS.*

MGARCIN' proposes to replace the brick

• work ordinarily employed between the

iron beams of fire-proof floors by a system of

voussoirs of plaster, forming by their union a

resemblance to a course of freestone.

The voussoirs are pierced with regular openings
to reduce their weight. Each course is formed
of 5 voussoirs, with inclined sides, each having 4

which is equal to 123°3 kilogrammes per sq.

metre.

The second was of plaster, the same system

and the same age as the first, and weighing 102*4

kilogrammes to the sq. metre.

The third example was of ordinary plaster,

slightly trough-shaped, so that the thickness at

the middle of the span was only 0-095 m., and
the weight 130 5 kilogrammes per sq. metre.

(See Fig. 2.)

r I c .e
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The fourth trial was upon a system formed of

hollow bricks, laid -with plaster joints, without
cambre, and weighing 128'7 kilogrammes per sq.

metre.

The fifth was formed of bricks, of the same
kind as the last, forming an arch, with a versed

sine of O'OIO m., obtained by the aid of inclined

joints, with a wedge-shaped keystone; weight
per sq. metre, 143 '6 kilogrammes. (See^Fig. 3.)

These two latter specimens had each 9 bricks

in the span, the bricks weighing 1,980 kilo-

grammes to the 1,000, and laying (edgewise) 55

to the square metre.

The test load in each case has been carefully in-

creased up to the point of rupture.

The following table exhibits the result of these

experiments ;

—

No. Systems experimented upon.
B 'O.'ilung

w 'ivlit in
KllLib'rammes.

Brenlcing
weight per

metre. KUo-
grnmmos.

Weiglit of
masonry per
sq. metre.

Kilogrammes.

Oarcin'a System in Cement 736
„ Plaster 880

Ordinary „ Plaster I 592

,, „ Brick, without arching i 1448

„ „ „ slightly arched I
1821

2.940

2790
1880
4720
5790

123-3
102-4

130-5

Hisfi-a

tubular openings, except the keystone, -which has

but 3. The extreme blocks rest upon a double

X beam, the hollow side of which they li t accurately.

These blocks, employed with joints of plaster,

form arches, which M. Garcin has submitted to

tests, to compare their strength with the other

systems which are employed in a similar manner.
For this purpose two douSle X beams were

held securely by bolts parallel to each other, and
0745 m. apart. The height of the beams was
012 m. Between these beams arches of several

different systems or kinds of material were built,

each having a span and thickness corresponding to

the supports, and a length of 0-45 m.
Some days after, each was placed horizontally

between two supports, and secured by wooden
wedges in an embrasure in such a manner as to pre-

vent any flexure cithe iron beams.
Each was then loaded with bo.xes, containing

iron balls, along the centre of each arch to the
breadth of 0-37 m., or half the span.

The first tried was an arch of Garcin's system
(Fig. 1), made in cement three weeks previously

It presented a surface ofC-745m. X 0-45 m. =
335 sq. metres, and weighing 41-3 kilogrammes.

* From " Extraitsdjs Aunalesdu Couservatoire "through
^vue Industridlft

The third and fourth columns show the
comparative advantages of the different systems.

The voussoirs of M. Garcin weigh 102-4 kilo-

grammes per sq. metre, but their ultimate resist-

ance is only 2,790 kilogrammes.
The systems in brickwork weigh 136 kilo-

grammes, but they resist up to 5,791) kilo-

grammes weight. These figures show for each
of these systems their relative security, and afford

suggestions as to the method of judiciously em-
ploying each.

The Glasgow Institute of Architects.—The
third annual general meeting of this Institute was
held on the 18th inst., at noon, within its Regis-
tered Office, 157, S. Vincent-street. Mr. Alex.
Thomson, vice-president, occupied the chair. The
annual report and treasurer's statement were
submitted and approved of. The following were
elected as the couucil of management for next
year—Messrs. J. Salmon, I. A., 141, West George-
street ; Alex. Thomson, I.A., 183, West George
street; Geo. Bell, I. A., 37, West Nile-street;
John Baird, I. A., 112, West Regent street ; James
Boucher, I. A., 177, S. Vincent-street; Campbell
Douglas, I. A., 2CC, S. Vincent-street ; H. K.
Bromhead, I. A., 159, West George-street ; David
Thomson, I. A., 29, S. Vincent-place; H. H.
M'Clure, I. A., 65, Sauchiehall-street ; John Gor-
don, I. A., 175, Hope-street. A meeting of the

Council was held immediately after the general

meeting, when Mr. Alex. Thomson was chosen
president ; Mr. Campbell Douglas, vice-president

;

Mr. James Boucher, 177, S. Vincent-street, trea-

surer ; Mr. Wio. MacLe.an, writer, 157, S. Vincent
street, secretary ; and Mr. Geo. Bell, 37, West
Nile street, auditor of professional accounts.

€W\\ ^itgineenng.—

—

east CAtX;nLATIOS OF EARTHWORK TABLES.*

BOUT the first thing a railroad or canalA engineer has to do, after bis work is cross-

sectioned, is to make tables of excavations and
embankments for the slopes and bases used. For

the benefit of such, I will give my formu'afor calcu-

lating tables of earthwork, of any slope or base.

By this method an engineer can make tables in

half a day that would, by any other, take three

days.

Now let C = cubical content* in feet of a prism

1 00ft. long of any slope or base and 1-lOtt. deep.

C = 0-2tt., C" = 0-3ft., C" = 04ft., and S =
ratio of slope multiplied by two. The following

is the formula :

—

C -(- C -f S = C,
C + C + (3 X 2) = C,
C" -t- C -1- (3 X 3) = C",

which can be continued in thesame manner ad in-

finitum. Now to apply the formula, let us sup-

pose it is required to compute tables for excavating

prisms 100ft. long, base 20ft., slopes 1^ to 1. 15/

any method find the cubical contents in feet for -v

rism of the above form 0-lft. deep, which will

equal 201 5ft. = C ; and ratio of slope, 14 X 2

= 3 = S.

Example 1.

^contents for 0-lft.

„ 0-2

„ 03
., 0-4

deep.2D1-5=C =

201-5 + 201-5 -f (3 )=406-0=C' „
408-0 + 20l-5-f(3>t2)=813-5= C' „
613-5 -H 201-5 -t- (3 X 8) =82 1-0= C"' „

and so on to any depth.

Example 2.

Embankment: Prisms 100ft., bass 12ft.,

3} to 1. C = 120 75ft. 8 = 3x2 =
120-75 = C = contents for 0-lft. high.

120-75 + 120 75 -|- (15) = 213-00 =
contents for 0-2ft. high.

24300 + 120-75 -t- (1-5

= contents for 0-3ft. high.

366-75 -f 120 75 + (1-5

= contents for 4ft. high.

492-00 + 120-75 -t- (1-5 X 4) = 013-75

tents for 5ft. high.

To insure accuracy in calculating these tables,

it is well to calculate each foot by the prismoid,il

formula; then if you have made an error it will

be detected. I leave it with the person using my
formula as to what arrangement he shall m iki-,

but would suggest the use of two columns only.

Thus, using the figures above :

—

,
slopes

1-5.

C =

X 2) = 366-75 = C

X 3) = 492-00 = C"

I con.

Contents. Depth in Feet.

120-76 =
120-75

1-3

0-1

213-00 =
120-75

8-00

0-2

360-75 =
120-76
4-50

0-3

0-4

....

492-00 =
120-75

6-00

618-75 = 0-5

COMPETITIONS.
New Offices for the Cut of London Uxiov.

—The following gentlemen have been invited t.i

furnish designs in competition :—Mr. F.Chambers,
Mr. Hy. Dawson, Mr. T. C. Clarke, Mr. Th...s.

Blashill, Mr. J. E. Saunders, and Mr. W. Hudson.

Wednesburt Town H.vll.—The building com-
mittee appointed to report on the designs sent in

have made their report. At the last meeting of

the Local Board, the sealed envelopes sent by the

competitors were opened, when it was ascertained

that the selected competitors were :— 1st, "Pais,"
.VIr. J. Loxton, Wednesbury ; 2nd, " Square and
Compasses," Mr. S. Horton, Wednesbury ; 3rd,
" Experiar," Mr. G. B. NichoUs, West Bromwich.
The premium in the first case was £25 ; 2nd, £12
lOs. ; 3rd, £5. The premium in the first case

will be merged in the commission. '' The Chair-

By T, J. NicHOLL, O.E., in the Bailroad Chuette.
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man i«marked («»y« the BirHtiitgham Cazetlf)

Uut Mr. LoxtOD would have to giTO up Ms aeatst

the BiMxd at he wouMbe an interested party, and

it would Bot b* oonaidered fair for the funda of the

Board to be pMaiog through bia hands, his de-

an haTioc been aooepted. He (the Chairman)

wMTeiTK>nTforthia,a»the Board would lose

the wrVieM of one of their moat valuable membert!

Ihfr, Imi). He w»a proud that a Wedneabury

man 'had carried off the prize (hear, hear).

The report waa adopted, and it was resolved to ad-

vertiae for tenders for the erection of the build-

ing." It is well that the competitors and others

who may comj^te for such jobs in future should

hear in mind that the first successful competitor

in this instance is a member of the Board, the

roondia a Wednesbury man, and the third is of

West Bromwich. About twenty-five designs were

sent in for competition, twenty-two of them might

have " spared their breath to cool their porridge."

When will these farce competitions end ?

Yeovil.—Plans have been invited by the

Committee for the new dispensary and infirmary

which are proposed to be erected on a site near

the Kingaton turnpike-gate. No less than sixty

different aeta of plans have been received.

THE ISSTITUTIOS OF CIVIL ENGIXEEKS.

PREMIUMS—8ESSI0K 1869-70.

r|<HK CoDDoil of tb* Inititation of Citil Engineers have

1 awardrf the following premiums:—
1. A T>lfonl medal, sud a Telford premium, in booki, to

Edwaid Duheon, A«oc. Inet. C.E. . for his paper on
'• The Pablio Worke of the Prorince of Canterbury, N ow
Eralaud."

't, A Watt medal, and a Telford premium, in books, to

B. Price WlUiame, M. Inrt. C.E., for liia paper on " The
Maiatanaiueand Henswal of Railway Uolliug Stock."

«S. A Watt medal, and a Telford premium, in bookf>, to

JokaTborebUI narri»>n, M. last. C.E., for hie paper on
" The 8tatiet;os of Railway Inoome and Expenditure

and their tearing on future Railway Policy and Manage.
ment.''

4. A Telford medal, and a Telford premium, in books.

Is Tliomaa Supwith, junr., M. Inat. C.E., for his paper on
" Ttas Uraai ng of Lead Om."

5. A TeHbidmedal, and a Telford premium, in books, to

James Nicbolaa Douglass, M. lust. C.E., for his pa|ier ou
*- TIm Wolf Rock lighthonie."

(. A Wattmedal, and a Telford premium, in books, to

George Berkley, H. Inst. C.E., fur hie " Obeervatioos on
tlMS i&tieagth uf Iron and Steel, and ou the Desii^n of parts

of Stnictiirae which consist of those Materials."

7, A Watt medal, and a Telford premium, in books (to

eonriat of the eeoobd eerieeof the Miuutes uf Froceediu^js,

vols. Xli. to XXX. iuclnsive), to Robert Brigfp, of Phila.

delpbla, U.S. , for hie paper " On the Conditions and the

Liuiu which goTcm the proportions of Rotary Fans."

S. A Wait modal, and a 1 elford piemium, in books, to

Edward Alfred Cowper, M. Inst. C. H., for his Pai>er ou
" R<«ent Improvements in Regenerative Hot Blast titoves

tor Blast Pnniaces."
S. A Telford prrmiom, in books, to John Qrantliam,

M. lost. C.E , furbij) paper on "Ocean Steam Navigation,
with a vte« to its further development."

10. A TrUord premium, in books, to Daniel Makinson
Fox, M. Inst C.C., fur his ** Description of the Line and
Works of the Sao Paulo Railway, in t o Empire of
BnxU."

IL The Manby Premium, in books, to Emerson Bain-
hridga^ Stud. Inst. C.E., for his paper on " Coal Mining
In Kssp Workings."

The Council have likewise awarded tho following
prises to students uf the Instituti-.n :~

1. A Miller prize to fiobert William Peregrine Birch,
Btod. Inst. C.K., for his iwper on " The Disposal of Sew-
age."

t. A Miller prize to Henry Thoa. Mnnday, Stud. Inst.
CK. for hla paper on "TbePtesiut aiid the Future of
ClTil EoglnesriDg."

S. A Miller prize to William Walton Williams, jnnr.,
Btad. Inst. C.E., for his paper on " Roads and Steam
ScUm."

4. A Millar priia to Sydney Preston, St>id. Inst. C.E.,
to bis pareron " The Manufacture and the Uses of Port-
land Cement.''

i. A Miller prizs to Edwanl Bazalfrette, Stnd. Inst.
C.E.. forhis paper on " Underpinning and making good Itio

Fuuiidalions of the fronga c S earn Wharf, Hi. Katharine's,
London."

a. A Miller prize to Joslah Harding, Stnd. Inst. C.E.,
forhis paper un "The Widening of the Liverjiool and
Manchester l^allway between Liverpool and liuy ou, and
on tJje Construction of a Dranch Line to St. Helen's."

7. A Miller prize to the Him Philip .lames Stanhope,
Btad. Inst. C E., for his paper on ' The .Metropolitan
Bistriet Railway."

Owxnamp OP AicHrrECTs' Dbawikgs.—A
pedal general meeting of the Royal Institute of
British Architects (of members only) will be held
on Monday evening next, at eight o'cl'>ck, to dig-
enae the recent decision of the Law Officers of the
Crown with r»ference to the ownership of the
drawings of the Houses of Parliament; and of the
code of onnditbns sought to be im[wiied by tho
OiBoe of Works upon architect! employed on
Ooreroment bnaineae.

• Ilaee prsvloosly reeelTed TeUbrd Medals.

^mfcliig |ntclli§cnrc.

CHimCnES AND CHAPELS.

Cpmbwitch.—On Monday the Bishop of Bath

and Wells consecrated the nowly-huilt church

dedicated to S. Peter, at Cumbwituli, near Bridg-

water. The work has been in j r Jgress for nearly

three years. The builder has Lesn Mr. Squibba,

of Bridgwater, and the architect Mr. C. Knowlea,

of Bridgwater. The edifice will accommodate 240

persons, at a cost of about £2,000.

Dewsburt.—Last week a new mission-room,

belonging to tho new district parish of S. Luke,

Dewsbury, waa opened. The building, which is

from designs by Mr. Henry Holtom, architect,

is entirely of rough-hown stone, and is designed

in the Karly English style of the Transition

period. The gable end is presented to Leeds-

road, with the entrance in a slightly projecting

porch in the centre, flanked by lancet windows.

The sides are broken by buttresses and two-light

windows with Gothic heads, and the building is

roofed with parti-coloured cut slates. The cost

of the buildings, fittings, &c., amounts to £560,

but it would have been much more bad not the

architects and others given their services.

Glasgow.—On Tuesday, the foundation-stone

of a new edifice for the cimgregation of S. Mary's

Episcopal Church was laid by the Sari of Glasgow.

The old building in Renfrew-street is to be super-

seded by an elegant church in the Early Engliah

style, situated in Holyrood-crescent, at the west

end of the city. The coat is estimated at £20,000,

and it is intended to accommodate 1,000 persona.

The sum of £14,500, which was obtained for the

ground on which the old church stood, will be

available for the buildiug fund, in addition to

which subscriptions to the amount of £3,500 have

been received, and the remainder, it is expected,

will be obtained in the course of a year.

Grantham.—The Congregational Church, S.

Peter'a-hill, Grantham , was formally opened for

public worship on Thursday week. The church

occupies a central site at the junction of Avenue-
road and Castle-gate with S. Peter'a-hill, and is

adjacent to the new Town-hall. The style of

architecture adopted is the English Gothic of the

thirteenth century, the material used for the

walling being Ancaster stone lined with bricks.

The church consists on plan of a nave and aide

aisles, divided by two rows of columns and arches.

The church seats 600 persons, and there are two
vestries at the north end. Beyond the vestries is

a school or lecture-room, capable of accommo-
dating 250 adults, and adjoining are three class-

rooms, each Beating twenty persons. An infant-

class-room for thirty infanta, kitchen accommoda-
tion, and other conveniences are also provided. A
minister's house has also been erected on the site.

The total cost of the church, schools, and manae,
exclusive of the cost of the site, will be under
.£4,000. The work has been executed by Messrs.

Rudd & Son ; the plumbers' and glaziers' work
by Mr. Lincoln ; the carving by Mr. Matthews

;

and the painters' and decorators' work by Mr.
Green, all of Grantham. The church is heated
by Blake's patent hot-air apparatus. The archi-

tect is Mr. James Tait, of Leicester.

Holt Trinity, 'Wolverton.—A reredos has
just been fixed in this church. It is constructed
throughout of English oak, from a design by Mr.
E. Swinfen Harris, architect, of London, and con-
sists of three compartments, the centre containing
within a cinquefuiled arch a panel on which is

painted on a gold ground angels censing and
adoring, between which rises the altar cross of

brass on a raised base of oak. The side compart-
ments contain,within cusped arches, the Annunci.
ation, also on gold ground. Old mahogany panels
have been used. The walla of the chancel have
been decorated ; the space over the east window
being treated with the "Adoration of the Lamb."
The polychromy throughout has been very ably
carried out by Messrs. Bell <fe Almond, of London.

HLT.L—On Tuesday tho newly-erected church
of S. Matthew, Anlaby road, Hull, was consecrated
by the Archbishop of York. The architects are

Messrs. Adams & Kelly, of 18, Park-row, Leeds.
The style is Gothic, of the thirteenth century.
The building comprises clerestoried nave with
north and south aisles and a chancel, terminating
with semi-octagonal apse, having organ chamber
on north side, and clergy and choir vestries on the
south side. At the east end of the north aisle is

placed the tower and spire, and communication to

ringing chamber and belfry stages is by a spiral

stone staircase. The church is constructed of brick

and plastered internally. Tho walla are faced exter-

nally with white brick relieved by red brick arches

and bands, and chamfered and moulded biick

jambs nud arches to the several windows, doors,

itc. The spire is to be constructed of brick with

floriated capstone, surmounted with wrought-iroa

cross and copper gilt weathercock ; chamfered

stone coping to the several gables, finished with

saddle stone and crosses. The apex of the roof

of the apse has an ornamental wrought metal

cross. The nave arcading and other internal

arches are of moulded red brick ; the shafta of tho

same are of stone with moulded bands and base?,

the bases being sufficiently high to be seen above

the seating. The internal dimensions of the

building are :—Length, 123ft. ain. ; width, 54ft.
;

height from nave floor to ridge, 52ft. 6in. The
height of the tower and spire, when completed,

will bo 157ft. Accommodation is provided in the

church for over SHO ad ults, and the total cost of the

building, including fence walling, is £4,500. Mr.

C. Hutchinson, Hull, is the contractor for the

brickwork, masonry, plastering, carpenter, joiner,

and painters' work.

Oxford.—Extensive operations have been car-

ried out at Christ Church College, Oxford, during

the Long Vacation. The interior of the cathedral

has been in great part restored, notably the east

end, where two Norman windows, as nearly re-

productions of the originals as possible, have

replaced the former Gothic window. The
screen separating the Latten Chapel from the

choir and northern transept has been removed,

by which step the fine Norman pillars are seen

to some advantage. It is proposed to restore the

exterior when more funds are forthcoming. Mr.
Gilbert Scott, R.A., is the architect, whose plans

have been carried out during the whole of the

Long Vacation. The cathedral ia now open. The
walla of Tom Quad, which were in some cases

showing signs of decay, have been renewed with

fresh stone, while the common room, treasurer's

office, &e , under the hall have also undergone
alterations.

STOuaBRiDGE.— S. Thomas's Church, Stour-

bridge, has been re-opened after renovation under
the direction of Messrs. AIsopp & Sin, of that

town. The church has been reacited throughout,

the sanctuary enlarged, and the royal arms, which
formerly hung high over the altar, removed. The
cost of the work is about £300.

ToBRiNQTON.—A new chapel in connection with

the Torrington Union Workhouse was opened on
Saturday week. It is a building in the Gothic

style, compriaing nave, chancel, and porch, with

an omamentstl bell-turret on the western gable.

The walls are of native stone, with Hatherleigh

stone dresainga ; the roofs are open-timbered, and
the windows filled with stained glass. The seats,

which are open, afford room for 200 persona.

The chapel was designed by Mr. 8. Hooper,

architect, of Hatherleigh, who has been engaged

for some time in carrying out the plana for the

building of a new hospital and enlarging and
making extensive alterations in the workhouse

(which are now nearly completed), in compliance

with the requirements of the Poor Law Board,

at a cost of aoout £1,000. The contractors were

Messrs. Hookway & Petherick.

BUILDINGS.

Blackburn.—The foundation stone of new
Schools for the Holy Trinity Pariah was laid on
Saturday last by Edward Kenworthy Hornby,

Esq., M.P. The building is after the Early

English or Lancet period, and will be of stone,

and is being carried out from designs and under

the superintendence of Mr. James Bertwiatle,

architect, Blackburn.

Darlington. — The ceremony of laying the

foundation stone of S. William's Catholic Schools,

Darlington, was performed on Saturday week by
the Bishop of Hexham and Newc;v8tle. The
buildings have been designed in the Gothic style

by Mr. Richard Robinson, architect, of Darlington,

and comprise a large lofty schoolroom, 122ft. long

and 24ft. wide ; a class-room, 15ft. by 12ft. 9in.,

with two large porches, and separate yards for

boys and girls.

Dklph.—S. Thomas's new Schools, Friar Mere,

situate in Delph, near Oldham, and in connection

with the above pariah, were opened on Tliursd^y

week. The style of the building is Early Decorated

Gothic. The principal front has a large centre
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gable, with 3-Iight windows filled in with Qeome-
trical tracery, and surmounted by a handsome bel-

fry with angle shafts and canopies. The porches

at each end have double-pointed arches and gables,

and between these and the centre are four 3-light

windows divided by stone mullions. 1 he rooms
are lined with pressed brickwork to the cill line.

The architects were Messrs. Lockwood & Mawson,
of Bradford and London,

NOTICE.

WITH the aid of the now postal arrangements,
which camo into operation on the 1st iust., tlie

BciLDlNr. Nkws will iu future bo supplied through the

post at 15h. per annum, instead of 17s. 4d. as hitlicrto.

The Ijalfpcnny postal card will also be found useful to

those who Imve scraps of building information, tondcrs,

iutorcommunication queries and replies, &c., to send.

TO COBEESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold onrselvca responsible for the opiuious

of our corrtispoiidonts. Tho Editor respectfully re-
quests that all comnuinications should bo drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are many claimants
upon the sp.ice allotted to correspondence.]

To Outt Readers.—We shall fed obliged to any of our
readers who will favoiu- us with brief notes of works con-
terai)lated or in progress in the provincys.

Letters reUtiug to iidvertiaements and the ordinary biisi-
ness of tho Paper should be addressed lo the EDITOR
31, TAVISTOCK bTREET, COYEST GARDEN, W.C.

Adrertisements for the curreut week must reach the
oBBce not later than 5 p.m on Tlmraday.

Received —W. Y., H. W. A Co., R. G. & Co., P. N.,
B. v., R. W. P., G. D,, J. & W., W. M., G. M., E. & R,
H. W., M. A Co., W. n. B., R. G. * Co., W. H. L., M. E.
& Co., .1. G., W. & W., Rev. F. G., I. J. & Sons.

Patrick A iiLD.—Description to Land.
J. H. P.—You can send any amount of manuscript up

to two ounces fur one halfppuny. The act says;—"Every
packet must be posted either without a cover or in a cover
open at both ends, bo as -o admit the contents being with-
drawn for eiamination ; otherwise it will be treated as a
letter." We have had to pay threepence on a small packet
for no other reason than tlmt tbe halfpenny stamp partly
coieted the wrapper and partly covered the manuscript.
The manuscript could not be withdrawn without destroy-
ing the stamp. The Post-office took advantage of th'is
miserable objection and charged threepence.

Erratum. -Under the head of " Competitions," in
List week's BuiLDIxo News, the offices for which designs
had Ixien sent in were stated to be for the Farnworth
Local Board, whereas they are for the Local Board of
Barton, near Manchester.

fcrtsjjoitbeirce.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS.
(To the Editor of the Buildiho News.)

Sir,—The following advertisement appeared in
your paper a short time since ;

—

WANTED, a competent Man to act as ASSISTANT
INSPEOTOU of NUISANCES to tho Bromley

Local Board. One having experience in surveying and
Bewer work will be preferred. None need apply whoso
character wiU not bear the strictoit investigation. Ap-
plieatlonsm the handwriting of the candidate will be re-
ceived at any time up to the 22nd of OCTOBER.
Personal applications will not on any account be enter-
tained.—Address to the Sanitary Inspector, Local
Board's Offices, Bromley, Kent.

The following is the reply I received to my appli-
cation:

—

Sir,-The salary my Board propose to give is 25s. perwcea. Yonrs truly,

,, .
, „ Arthdr Jacod, Engineer, &c.

Engineer and Surveyor's Office, Bromley, Kent.
Oct. 17th, 1870.

_^

How the Bromley Board can expect a man
havmg experience in surveying and sewer

work
_
and possessing a character that will " bear

the strictest investigation," for 25s. a week, or less
tban a journeyman carpenter gets, .and about asmuch as a London policeman, I can scarcelv
imagine; can you ? An Applicant.

ENAMELLED SLATE.
Sir,—A friend of mine has just forwarded tome a copy of the Euildixg New.s of the l«th ult

and directed my attention to an article iu it on " Slate
and Its Uses," in which you state that within the
last twenty pears the uses of elate have been mul-

tiplied a hundredfold. You add that '• foremost
among those who turned their attention to work-
ing slate stands the late firm of A. A. Robinson
& Co.," iiud you go on to describe the process of

enamelling by dipping, splashing, sponging,
hand-graining, &c.

From this you would lead the public to infer

that these improvements aad extensions of the
uses of slate are due to the above-named firm.

You surely know that to Mr. Magnus, of the
Pimlico Slate Works, is due the invention of

enamelling slate, which he introduced and patented
thirty years ago. You surely cannot be ignorant

of this fact, far you must have seen his beautiful
productions at the Great Exhibition of 1851, at

the French Exhibition, at the Dublin and the In-

ternational Exhibitions ; at all of which he received

first-class medals (double medals at tho French
and International), as well as the medal of the
Society of Arts. (See Reports of the Juries, Ex-
hibition, 1851, and Paris Exposition.) Aa a friend

and admirer of that talented and enterprising

gentleman, I cannot allow Mr. Magnus's well-

merited fame to be ignored, and his achievements
ascribed to others. I trust to your sense of what
is due to Mr. Magnus, to the public, and your-
self, to publish this letter.—I am, &c.,

Herbert Farren, Secretary.

The Valencia Slate Slab Co., Limited,

155, Buckingham Palace-road,

London, Oct. 25.

OVERCROWDED STATE OF THE PRO-
FESSION.

SiB,—If a man's endeavours to be of service to

his country should depend on his knowledge of

grammar, then we have lain under a grave mis-
take for a considerable time. According to this

theory we should have had no Wellington or Nel-
son, no Brindley or elder Stephenson, yet these
were men whose " rivalry" was felt and feared.

Some living architects in good practice I think
would hardly submit to this new theory. I know
men of professional skill and experience who write
where %vhen it ought to be tccre, and some to
whom it would be an easier task to bridge over
the Straits of Dover than properly to use the
verbs to lay and to lie.

This seems to be, however, the only argument of
your erudite correspondent who signs himself
"B. H." As to his assumption that theseven-jiupil
7na», who belongs to a "large body of highly
respectable and honourable professionable men,"
has a solicitor at his back I think is very probable,
and also that the solicitor finds him a profitable
client.

" B. H." does not refer to my communication in
the same copy of your journal, and therefore I

assume he approves of my sentiments and endea-
vours, as there given.
Your anonymous correspondent seems shocked

at the gentleman with seven pupils, no uncommon
number I believe, and therefore I see no reason
to discredit the statement so graphically set forth.
It may abate the anger of " B. H." to some degree
to be informed that I for one have been the means
of preventing many young men from entering the
architectural business, and during the past month
have prevailed upon three promising youths not
to embark in this highly overcrowded and honour-
able profession. This course I have adopted,
as my position enables me to do, with no other
reward than that of doing some little service to
the community in my humble way ; and I intend
to continue the same course as long as I am able.
I am not influenced by the outside tinsel and glit-

ter, but am behind the scenes.^I am, &o.,

J. S.

THE COTTAGE HOSPITAL, LYTHAM.
Sir,— The illustrations of modern buildings

which appear in your pages from time to time,
should, as a rule, be considered as some guarantee
of their commendatory features ; and buildings of
a special character, such as the Cottage Hospital,
in this week's issue of your journal, would not
improbably be referred to as a precedent, from the
few structures of this class as yet erected or do-
signed.

This fact may be accepted as a fair excuse for
errors in the arrangement of the plan; they are,
however, so fatal, in my judgment, to the health-
ful administration of the hosjiital, that I beg to bo
allowed to draw attention to them.
The only means of light and ventilation to the

central passages, and somewhat narrow stairs, into
which the doors of all the sick wards open,
appears to be by a skylight, which (though not in-

dicated) may be assumed over the stairaaw. Ass
rule, the entrance door would be cl jsed, and thus
'he impure air from the wards will of necessity
commingle.
The ward " A," for " highly infectious caiea,"

instead of being isolated, has its only door on the
half space landing of this general staircase, up and
ind down which the inmates and nurses of the
upper wards will be constantly passing. This
Heems to be a most serious mistake ; either of tho
other wards appear more isolated than this.

The doors of the upper male and female wards,
"B" and " C," are in too direct proximity ; the
shifting of each a foot or two right and left from
each other would prevent sight from ward to ward,
when the doors are open. The absence of a scul-

lery, sink, or closet, to these upper wards, "A,"
" B," " C," isamost unaccountable omission. How
the proper care and attention to the patients' health
and necessities are to be exercised under such con-
ditions, must be matter of surprise to any one
with the most superficial knowledge of an infir-

mary.
The only scullery, " I," seems far too small;

and the only access thereto being across the
kitchen, where the cooking of all kinds will be
carried on, and the attendants most probably take
their meals, is ill-considered. Passing the pantry,
" K," en route ^ though a small matter, perhaps, to
people with strong stomachs, completes certainly
the nastiness of the arrangement.
As a climax of these defects and deficiencies

—

dangerous, as I venture to believe, to the sanitary
condition of the hospital—the wash-house, in-

stead of being a detached building, is brought
under the same roof with the domestic apartments,
and the fumes of foul linen are allowed to mingle
with the internal air, by means of the door just
beyond the kitchen.

Anything more at variance with recognised hos-
pital rule than this can scarcely be conceived !

Opinions and statistics of the highest medical
authorities are not wanting to show that nothing
is so likely to pollute the air, and spread infection,

as the fumes from foul linen.

Considering these things, sarcasm would suggest
a certain consistency in the provision of a roomy
mortuary to this small hospital. But seriously

speaking, is there not some little thoughtlessness
in making Death stare in the face of every hapless
woman who may chance to look out of the
northern window of her ward ? In the absence
of study or precedent, delicacy of feeling would
place so sad a tenement out of sight of the hos-
pital, instead of making it the most prominent of
the outbuildings.

My remarks may seem somewhat severe, but the
gentlemen who are responsible for the arrange-
ment and design of this building will know that,

as a perfect stranger, I cannot possibly be actuated
by improper or jea'ous motives. I know by ex-
perience that medical gentlemen can bring" their
professional knowledge to bear with the greatest

good results in the planning of these structures.

Still it is evident there has been some blundering
here, and as the first stone has not leng been laid,

it may not be too late to take hints which are well-
intentioned.

I have avoided reference to the elevation

:

tastes difier, and there is no rule for hospitals,

more than hotels. It seems to me, however, that
there is no advantage, even on a;sthetical con-
siderations, in breaking up the small roof of main
building into an objectionable "ridge and furrow."
And there is an aerial construction about the

central chimney stack hardly reconcileable with
the plans.—I am, &c., Samcel Knight.

London, Oct. 25, 1870.

CONCRETE BUILDING.

Sib,—In reply to Mr. Hooper's letter in the
BiiiLiiiNG News for April 29 last, I send some
plain facta respecting the relative economy of the
two methods of constructing with concrete, now
being used by me at Perry-street, Gravesend,

viz., building with blocks (my system), and erect-

ing with en apparatus. When I speak of economy,
I not only mean economy of first cost, but as
tested by the quality of the work done by the two
methods. By the system now used by me I h.ave

succeeded in building houses, the walls of which
remain perfectly dry and free from sweating. I
build my walls hollow, SJiu. thickness inside, and
3Jin. outside, with a 5in. air-apace between, so

that a 12in. wall is built with 7in. of material.

By means of the air-space moisture is prevented
from penetrating, as the blocks of which the inner

wall is built are always at one temperature.
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When I fi«t brought my oyetem before your

reiuJen I w« not .wwe of «U these eeoreta. In

mTfiret pUn I bonded my blocks «.he»den and

.tieteheriTMHl ^^'^"S •<> m»ny headers through

the wH wm aproUfic cause uf the walls sweating

in damp weather. This proves that the coating

w faoiBB was porous. I coated my blocks with

eJ^S^XtewaJS. not washed I am now cm^

ins my hewlen. hoUow, and bonding them from

inU to waU about every other one, and I have

come to the conclusion that by these means my

nil! wiU never sweat. I lay two P'eces of

baartoriog on a level piece of ground, and I then

work the concrete with my hand- float (though 1

am not a plasterer by trade, as was stated by

•-^^pur conespondent). well pressed in moulds

f^K „S 6 to 1, Uking care that it be well mixed,

^CZrie-J^ much water and the gravel not too

r^" tiTrC ihen I get my concrete blocks, allh^ ahke. I facsS? ^^^^^^^ ^ j go on. This
not onhr savea nia>" ^^, ^ut skiUed labour is

nmtand nnnecesMry. "V ^y ^^^ woman or
jdoo^boy can make the bl?s;^ ^^^ any com-
mon Uibourer after a day's pnSIoptice would lay
them as well as myself. Instead^ -^ niy blocks
coating as much as bricks at 278. 9d. per C: '.ousand
(as stated in the Biuldinq News for April •.i57;"<»v.

100 blocks, each equal to ton bricks, and there-
fore equal to 1,000 bricks when laid, cost as
follows : 2 yards of gravel, is. ; 4 bushels of
cement, 8a.; labour in making, 38. 6d. ; total ISs.

64, carting for cement (Is. 9d. per ton) not in-

cluded. Your readers will thus see that by my
boUow system I can do double the work in bulk
with just half the material, giving a thicker wall
into the bargain. So much for the non-necessity
for skilled labour and the economy of material.
I shall be happy to see any of your readers who
take an interest in the subject, and will explain
more fully to such the advantages cf the most
economical system of concrete building now in
use.—I am. Sir, tc,

W. Mat, JtTN.
Northflcet, Kent, Oct. 24.

rofliai INCUSED BEAMS.-I should l» glad to be

inEd if th, »rrect maunerof calenla^ing the streng h

„f»,«.,uorgirder V^^a.^^^ly'^.^^^Z Zmi.
B whicli me not ni«ii the same

level. Is ihe beam weaker or

stronger than one of the same

span and loading which i3

Disced upon two supporU on

the same level 1 I have never

been able to find any spf.'a'

fulea relating to thia kind of
,'^™f™'=^°"

between

rl9931 NEW ELEMENTS OF ^A^D-RAIU^G.-7-In

reilv to "H.B."I send the annexed figure bv which I l..ink

that he or any other person must see that the bevel-s given

are correct, but in liis figure misapplied. Let any »>« K«'

apiece of board, and take it to a width and thickness .o

that the square and bevels wiU apply correctly, and draw

liich

WbitSd over it. the breadth beiug also 2ft. ? A solution of

thi. pni>S question would uo doubt be of value to

others than—L. W.

ranlSl DRY FOUNDATIONS.—Which is the best ma-

terWto put in the walls of a house to keep the damp from

rWng' ? am building a house of my "'-»Xl,''7„^„^h

T

recommended to put concrete by 'O""';
»'»'^„%?,"e*ri

and other things by other friends so 'h« I « >

q>"Y, ^J ^
loS to decide among them. In what part of the walls also

ijiouuSam^prSofcou^o bepn. !-Amaiel-b Builder.

PULL UPON,"uni rui^L. >...... TIE.KODS.-Iu the enclosed

drSia>idghtof5tonsis suspended from ihe beams

Q

|nler(0umittiiicatiM.

QUESTIONS.
[80M] SCHOLARSHIPS —Could any of your readeraBn m» any information abont ttaescholaishipa and medals

•^aie riven every year by thcBoyal Academy and Science
aad Art Dtpartmsnt for architootural drawings 1 Have
TOO to attend elaswa in London, or simply send drawings?

tJOMI WATER SUPPLT.-WiUanyone who has made
a Bmilar experiment say if It is poMible by the ordinary
•action pump [at B to bring the water from a weU at A,

B»-

the distance being abont 80 yards and the riw abont lOR
and give tbe diameter uf the pipe !—W. W.

[WWl WORK ON BUILDING SOCIETIES.—Could
•»T««"0«»o'tbeBuiu>iiio NrwB tell me where I could(t a food work on •' Building Kocietiei,'' tbeir principles
4kc, *c.?—T. P., FnatoD. '

BOOT] CHIH.VRT SHAPTS.-I want to erect a brickMl, aqosn on plan, about 70ft. high for a 25 hone-
pawerpoTtable engine, now need as a stationary one. Will•"• rjader kindly give me information aa to what the
aimiisteos sboaJd be, such as thickueaa of brickwork at
baa* and top, flrebrick Uoing, height of name, area of foot-

le M g c" u'''
"'^^' *'"' ''"'"'' "' "''*''' ""^ "^^S"-

B0081 SMALL H08PITAL.-C»n any of your readers

a2t3 r
north, aoath, eaat and

.i"?^ """" WALM.-Can any ofyonr reader, tell me
Ur.JC!!Lj?".?< "','»•»'*»««'• brKk wall of my house
wateroroof? It is alnady coated or washM with "cement,"

i^^iiS'.'**}'*^.'"' "•• "•*• T''« l-rieks have aunncoparlipn of aand In tbem and seem of no n«
ks*|iincMttiwdamp.-DAiip Wau.

in

W0M1 PyoIS CHURCIl SEAT.-Wonld any brother

S-S.^. .. *'"t"«K««:»' ^' Inform me what the " PnginCbonh 8aM ia like, iu coat and shaiw ?—N. 8.

JSi^L 2!?.?*''"° LI«T8.-Will anycorreepondent

SSSfTJSin. '"."*'°" "' "'• manutactnrer of a goo.1bydiaobe lift, capable of raising wvcral ton. weight at

JhteTT^i, ..
' """' ^ '""g'ther a different kind of

~Z*J^.«i* P«f2 «»">?>» n-xlln boieU for the pur-pw of Uftlng Tufton and their lngjage.-PBoisJCTOK

of two roofs of unequal height hy a couple of flat t)J.'i.,£20,O^ ^
I wish to know if the strain or pull upon each is the sanivHona'.
or whether one should be made stronger than the other.
Will someone kindly explain the way of arriving at this
information?— M. M.

[iOl.O.] PLANS OP COTTAGES.—I am desirous of
getting plans of the above, with speciiica! iona and
quantities. Is there not something of tlie kind published
by some society, and where cau I get them ?—N. Y.

12016J MODELLING WAX.-I am anxious to do a
little modelling. Can any of your numerous readers kindly
inform me how I can make and prepare modelling wax,
such as used by jewellers, &c,, and also of any method for
colouring the same ?—W. Wilson.

12017) MOUNTINGTRACINGS.—I should feel obliged
if any of your readers wonld inform me the best way to
mount tracings iu ink or pencil, on drawing paper : and if
a tracing is coloured will the same method applv ?—Yoimc
AnoHiTEcr.

REPLIES.

[1903] HOT AND COLD WATER BATH.—I have
put one down at a small cost (of which I enclose a rough
sketch) on a principle which is much more simple and

the figure produced to any scale, and place the l)a«ern 1 R
on the board at 2 B. Mark the top side, then with bevel A
mark the line C D on the edge of the board :

square over

on the under side and apply the pati ern to the under side,

and that is the mortise required and tlie bevel U correctly

applied, that is, at right angles to any side of the mortise,

reversing the bevels when changing from top to bottom .

but the bevel Bis not required for tins mortise but is

t,iven to be used in the production of a face mould for a

td-rail.—A Practical Staie-Buildeb.

Gilber. ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.—Tf " H.K."

[I993]ve beeiment on a piece of wood he will find tliat all de-

will expen. Vacate" *» t«^"'» '*•" aPP'i^d to the rail. He is

pends ipon i^v^^ ^t'''"'^ """' "'" ''"«',''"
^^f""" i , I?.r^o

so far correct in J"™ :,-: But if the stock of bevel V (refer to

bevels are not alif.ns of a«l in a line with the major axis of

his diagram) be placv'hile tpf bevel S be held square (or pe.pen-

mortise, and the stock ,^gj. ^h

hau.

quite as effective as the more expensive baths. It will be
seen that fig. 1 ia the cistern, 2, supply pipes 3, cold water
taps

; 4, tapj to break communication between hot and
cold water, which should only be used when hot water is
required

; 5, union joints, by which coil and pipes can be
™''"<*'ed or disconnected at pleasure ; 6, hot water supply
to bath

; 7, waste pipe
i 8. furnace ; 9, coil, The pipes

should !» conveniently fixed, so that the coil may be easily
removed when the bath is not in use. It will be quite
plain to " Handy Man " that the water in thefumace must
be made to boil. No. 4 tap sliould then bo turned, which
will cause a flow of water from cistern to bath. This tap
should always be used first and cooled down with 3 tap
This principle dispenses with the difSculty of raising ho
water with a pump, but in case of not having the advan-
tage of the waterworks' water, a cistern or reservoir highei
than the bath is necessary, and should ba supplied with

V-' I.' ^u"" '"' '""^ P"""!' ''"' foimer is the cheapest.'>"—The coil should contain (iOft. My pipes are coiiipo.
and Jin. diameter.—Wedheubury.

ihapel

rkhoiii

buildi

'lancel,

in thi

one, V,

ire opt

Ined gla

om for

by Mr.
•0 has be^

^he plans ior the

dicular) from the side of mortise, " H. R." wif"'*''^"]?
^"'^

the tongues of both bevels will be in the same p'"^ worktiouse
of "wind" asstatedby theAmerican author.—;'in compliance

bor Law Board,
[1093] UNANSWERED QUERY.-There ontractors Were

methods of copyiog mouldings from buildings.
ia by the use of the leaden tape : a thin flexible
this metal, about a yard iu length, is rolled into a l

by being manipulated and impressed upon the mo
to be copied, and carefully removed and laid upon a t _
of paper, it can bo traced off with a pencil. In ui^^ 01 new
tape the rough draft must be corrected by Co Was laid on
w ith the original. A pair of compasses with the rthy Hornby,
inward is useful in obtaining the breadth of men ii „ w^rlTr
if furnished with a segmental scale bar or slide, i, ,

>
one leg and passing through ihe other, the widtipe of stone,
neck of each undercut bowtell may be exactly nK.nd under
Another method, where the mouldings are not ggy^^^gtle
und rent, is that technically called squeezing, and'. '

tised by apjilying wet clay, prepared wax, &c.
beautiful and ingenious instrument called the " CL-r„_ xt.-
graph " mouldings may be copied with the most pW^i ?
accuracy and full sixe, Bee Engineers'and ArchitecWJour.^^^'^o^^t
No. 68. Another method is copying by tlio eye alone, oiyeek by
reduced scale, and adding the inoasureiiients of each fi^ The
The practice of copying mouldings by the eye is of gre.' , ,

importance in acquiring a kuowledgj of the subject.-^ ^ y^®
VV. B. A,, Uckfleld. 'on,

ong
[1999] MEASURING TRACERY.—The usual method, gin.

adopted is to take the superficial area of the tracery, the e^ i «
"'

treme dimenfeions of each stone being taken, and sated*^^^ *^^

in the scliediile of quantities. 'Ihe dowels should tw com:
and the number of them given. No allowances should

-juf
given, as it only falsities measurements.—Tiios. PiNC?*.^ JVlere,

Ordnance Surveyor. ection

11939] MEASURING TRACERY.—The practice is to '''*-^,

follow the opeiations of the mason. Take bed work
plain work, circular 'ditto, sunk work, circular sunk,
moulded work, circular ditto, moulded in short lengths
&c., eyelets, cusp points, mitres giving the size to
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tracery, mitres to cusp ix)int8, &c., measuro all points

and number doweU ; ruti groovea;for glass, circular ditU>.

Bomo take radiating points as sunk work. —W. II. A.

[2001] DAMP WALLS.—Let your querist try Profossor

Clmrch's Indurating process. See Mwssra.'IIockin, Wilson

& Co.'a adveitisemeut in your p.iges.—Ci.ii'Pkii.

[200-2] PITCH PINE —N'o 1. ,i|i[i. thick, aad notmoro
than 5in. widj No. 3, not loas th*ii lin. thick and

4 Jin. wide(7in. will curl and spoil tlio floor. No. .'1. Tho
rough floor to be laid with the Join's at an angle of 45 deg.

with JoisU, and tho top side traversed to a straight surface
and the pitch pine boards laid (Wdll glued on the under-
side) square acroa* the joists in the usual way. No. 4. The
pitch pine can either be dowclled and nailed on the edge
(not through top) or ploughed and feather tongued. If

the latter course be adonted, take care tho groove is a small
one and close to the bottom ed^'«: paper is sometimes used,

but it is a great injury to the tloor, as it prevents wood
to'ichiag wood, and the glue joining the fibres. The effect

can easily l»a tested by glueing two pieces of wood together
with tho paper between and noticing the ease with which
they are parted. No. 5. Floor can be pugged or not, as

desired; of course pngging would be best. I have had excep-
tional experience with tliis kind of floor, and shouhl be
jileased to answer any further inquiries. — Robert
PuiLi.rps, Gainsborough.

[2002] PITCH PINE BOARDS run about ^iu. by S-Jin.

wide, and should be laid on boards lin. thick. If pit-ch

pine is laid straight the rough boards are laid in cross di-

rection. Pitch piuo boards are glutid oa one edge and
undernailed on the other. When the floor is not on the
ground floor it ought to bo pugged in order to deaden
soiLud in rooms below.—R. F. K.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

KiDDEaMiKSTER.—The Mayor of Kidderminster turned
the first turf ot a reservoir for new waterworks on Tuesday
week.

Mos«r,EV Board of IIealtii.—Acting upon the advice
of the Secretary of Sta e for the Home Department, the
Mossley Local Board of Health have unanimously decided
to join the Ashtou-under-Lyne, Salyhridgo, and Dukin-
fleld Waterworks scheme, for the supply of their district,
at a cost of £43,000, or one-ninth the amount of capital to
be expended in the construction of th» works.

TiiR SEWKRAr.K OP DuBUN.—The filthy condition of the
Liffey has for some years past been the sanitary scandal of
Dublin. Measures have just been sanctioned for its abate-
ment. Two intercepting sewers will be made, which, as at
present proposod, will open iuto the sea below the tide-
way. This improvement will be efi'ected at the cost of
£350,000, which will be advanced by the Goveraraent on
tho security of the local rates. It is, however, says the
Lancet, a sad pity that the errors of the Loudon system are
to be repeated in Dublin, atid, if not too late, we would
venture to suggest that some attempt should be made to
divert the outlets to a place where, by pumping, some re-
turn may be obtained. The waste of matters which are
ill fact convertible into wholesome food is unpardonable.

Wri.ls.— xV special meeting of tho Wells Town Council
was held last week for taking into consideration a memorial
by nearly one hundred of the more influential inhabitants
and house owners in the city, calling upon the council to
exercise their rights frir bringing a Ijetter supply of water
to the town ; also an application I)y Mr. W. J. Welsh, with a
view to his forming a private company for the purpose. A
vote was taken, the efl'eot of which was that Mr. Welsh's
application is not to be entertained ; but on the other
point, the motion was carried that the Council should not
attempt a water supply, but this was accomplished by the
castiug vote of the Mayor, who, throughout the discussion
of ihe question—over a period of several mouths—has (says
the Dorset Count;/ Chronicle) taken a very decided part
against tho momorialis s; "in fact, he went so far as to assert
that an additional supply of water is unnecessary, and this
'•' t-he face of iho fact that hundreds of houses aro without

your pape^*^ occupiers obliged to get supplied from the
* ^ t, to obtain wliich some have to go nearly a

WANTED mile." Has the Mayor of Wells a vested
INSPK (iiid disease? Is he a brewer, drawing a

Local Board,ue fiom the beer-shops and public-houses of
Bewer work --h resorts many thousands are almost drivea
character Ti,lie shameful way in which tliey are housed?
plications *

ceived r -^
Personr
tained. LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Board s

-).—The New Vic vuaoe.—Dispute with the
ine loUoi.—At the Dewnbury County-court, on Thurs-
cation:—* case was heard in which Mr. George Watts, of

^ brought an action jigainst John and George
SiR»—;i8o of that place, to recover the sum of £14 178. 6d,,

week, ircumstances detailed in the evidence of and for the
_

Mr. Chadwick appeared on his behalf, ilie de-
Engir being represented by Mr. Turner. The case

been opened, plaintifl' was sworn. He said
s a joiner and builder in Mirfield ; defendants

xl0.iasons. During tho present year, it was arranged
" hf^ltl a vicarage, and on the -Joth of May George Sheard
^Qjied to him for a tender. He demurred, but on Sheard
, g that if ho would do it for him, he should do the

infdrs' work, he went to take the quantities. That w;is
tfi evening of tho letting. Sheard said he had had a
l)rivilege given him ; that it would do if he sent in bis
tender three days after the proper time. He took the
•nautitiea for the joiners", painters', and smiths' work re-

ared at defendant's request, anrl on the 27th of May sent
in an eatiniAva amounting in tho whole to £507 lOd.
d from that estimate sent in a tender on the 28th
.ot the job. On the 14th of July ho told plaintiff the

fjiittee had objec ed to him (Watts) doing the work,
d on asking for names, Uc , he rufuscd to give liira any

\jfinito answer. It was on the 2ath of June when Sheard
first mentioned to him that he (Watts) was to have the job
ofdoing the joinenj' work. In consequence of having made
that arrangement, he bought a horse for £12 to take
up the materials, and gave up tendering for a warehouse

in Dowsburj'. His claim was made up ()f 2.^ per cent,

upon £.^97 lOj., for taking out the (|uantitios and making
the estimate. Cross examined by Mr. Turner : It took him
two days to take out the quantities, but he flnislied w^me
of his calculations while going by railway to Manchester.
He would swear defendant told him if ho cast out the
quantities he alone should have the job of doing the
joiners' work. Ho did not give tho oatimato on tho condi-
tions named in a placard posted on the walls. Ho w.ts not
a painter, nor a smith. Ile-tixamined : He hiul nothing
to do with the vicarage committee, and therefore nothing
to do with the placard. Sarah Watts, plaintiff's wife,

confinned bis statement as to defendant having said he
should have the work. Joseph Walkor, builder, &0., said

he was told by Shoard in Wattu's presence that the latter

was to do the joiners' work. Ci"o3S-exaniined: He con-

sidered the chargrts made Ijy plaintiff re isonable, but he
never paid a joiner for them. Thonuw Ellis, mason,
Hopton, gave similar evidence, but caused some amuse-
ment by saying on crosa-examinaiion that if quantities
were taken out they ought to bo paid for as ordered,
whether made by architect, joiner, or sweep. Mr. Turner
said his instruc ions were that tbiii was a sub-contract,

the tender being made on the condition given on tho
placard, namely, " No allowance for estimates." He also

contended that plaintifl', a jo'uor, was not entitled to archi-

tects' charges. George Shoard, on being calletl, supported
the statement of his advocate, and denied the truth of the
evidence given by the plaintiff and his witnesses. His
Honour said ho thought the justice of the case would be
met if he gave tlie plaintilf ten guiueaa. A verdict for

that auiouut Wits therefore given, and, on the application
of Mr. Chadwick, costs of attorney and wi tneaaea were
allowed.

TriR Chancel Gates m 8. Mary's Cuorch, Taunton.
—This long-pending question again came before the Coa-
sistorial Court at Wells on Tuesday week. It will be re-

membered that early in the present year those ga es wore
erecteil by the rector without a faculty, and wi hout the
knowledge of the thou churchwardens. The church-
wardens were cited to appear in the Consistorial Court at
Wells, charged with having eroded them, and the result

Wiia that Dr. Wallis, Dupuy-Judge of the Court, ordered
the r removal. The order wjis obeyetl, and a short time
ago the present churchwardens applied to the Court for a
faculty sanctioning the re-erec ion of the gates. The ap-
plication was oppo.'>od by several parties, who, in support
of their opposition, laid allegations in writing before the
Court, Dr. Wallis, having admitted these allegations
into Court, ruled that a portion of them were arguments
only, and that he should require the remainder to oe sup-
ported by affidavi s, and the case was adjourned unil
Tuesday last for such affidavits to be submitted. Mr.
Welsh, proctor for the opponents, produced nine atfidavits

fiom different parties Mr. Foster, proctor for the appli-
cants, comphiinetl thiit he had not been furnished with
copies ofthem. Dr. Wallis said the case would be ad-
journed until the next court day, in order that he might
consider the aflidavits. If no counte''-ailegatioQ8 are filed

by the churchwardens, it ia probable that judgment will

then be given.

®«r mtt M\t.

The MiDLAXD Counties Brick Trade.—Mr.
J. N. Peake, of the " Tileries," Tunatall, has for-

warded to U3 a letter, which we canaot insert oa
account of its length and of it3 publication else-

where, denying the statements made in Mr.
George Smith's piper real at the Social Science
Congress, and noticed by us in our number of

Got. 14. We canaot see that Mr. Peake answers
any of Mr. Smith's statements, he simply cnii-

tradicU them, and affirms that no such evils exist
on his father's manufactory. We do not suppose for
a moment that they do. The " Tileries " is wel 1

known to be a large and first-class establishment
of its kind, must necessarily employ a large num-
ber of hands, and evidently comes under the ope-
ration of the Factory Act. As Mr. Smith pointed
out the employees in larnf brick-yards were
already protected. All he asks is that the same
protection shall be extended to the smaller esta-

blishments employing less than fifty hands. We
think if Mr. Peakereads Mr. Smith's paper again
he willfind that his letter was uncalled for.

Proi-osed I.mpsoveme.nts is Shoreditcu.—At
the last meeting of the Shoreditch Vestry a report
of the Improvement Committee was read, recom-
mending that the Metropolitan Board of Works
be memorialised to form a new street from Com-
mercial-street to Old-street-road, as a metropolitan
improvement, at an estimated cost of £292,921,
to be reduced by the value of the land to be
acquired, available for re-sale ; and also to widen
High-street, Shorditch, near the church, the
estimated cost of which (subject to deduction
of the value of tho land acquired) would be
£163,568. The report was adopted. At the
pame meeting it was announced that the Works
Committee of the Metropolitan Board had re-

commended the Board to allow the Vestry of
Shoreditch the sum of £2,207, as a contribution
towards the widening of Huntingdon-street, Kings-
land-road.

The New Opera Co.mique. — The new theatre
in the Strand bearing this name opens to-morrow
(Saturday) evening, with Mdlle. Dfijazet's com-

pany of French comediaos. Tho building has
already been described at some length in the
BuiLDiNO News. It has been constructed from
plans by Mr. K. H. Fowler, architect, of Fleet-
street, Mr. Reid, of Hammersmith, being the
builder. The whole of the ornamental work in
relief has been executed by Messrs. Whit« Si Co.,
of Qreat Marylebone-streot, ia cartonpierre and
papier-maohr, as also the whole of the ceiling,

proscenium, box fronts, 4c. The general deco-
rations were executed by Mr. Bradwell, of Qroat
Portland-street. The furniture his been supplied
by Messrs. W. J. Villars & S in, o£ the London-
road, Southwark.

The IssTiTUTiorf op Civil ENaiNEEBS—The
members have just been informed, by circular,

that the first ordinary general meeting for the
session 1870-71 will take [ilace on Tuesday even-
ing, November the 8th, and that the meetings will
thereafter be continued on each succeeding Tues-
day to the end of May, with the exception of the
27tb of December and the 3rd of January. Every
member and associate has the privilege of intro-

ducing one friend to each meeting, 'fha annual
general meeting, to receive and deliberate on the
report of the council on the state of the Institu-
tion, and to elect the officers for the following
year, will be held on the 20th of December. The
members have been invited to send in any ori-

ginal communications they may have prepared for
reading at the meetings, and have been reminded
that applications for admission from candidates
desirous of joining the Institution can now be con-
sidered and dealt with.

Architectural Art Classes.—Aa we have
already announced, classes for architectural mo-
delling will be commenced at the Architectural
Museum in November. We now learn that the
inatiuctor will be Mr. R. Morris, who is at present
engaged in modelling the terra-ootta panels for
the Wedgwood Memorial Institute at Burslem.

ExHiuiTiojt OF Old Masters.—Tho authorities
of the Royal Academy have determined to repeat
their winter exhibition of the works of old masters
which proved so successful ou the former occasion.
We understand that mmy fine works have been
already promised, including a few early water-
colour drawings by British artists. The exhibi-
will open directly after Christmas.

New Mortuart Buildinqs for the Citv.—
The Sanitary Committee presented on Tuesday a
report submitting amended plans and estimates
for the proposed mortuary buildings for the city
In Golden lane. The Chairman explained that
abiut a year ago the Commission decided to build
the mortuary in question for a sum not exceeding
£13,000, that since then the estimates had ex-
ceeded that amount by about £1,500, and that
the committee were instructed to reconsider the
matter with a view to bring them within the
original sum. They now proposed to pay £5,000
for the site in Golden-lane, and £7,821 for the
buildings—making togather £12,821. Mr. Hay-
wood, the engineer, stated that reduction had
been made by the compression of ihe size of every
chamber, and that he did not expect that a larger

sum than £500 would be required in addition
for the fittings and oraamentalioD. The report of

the committee was carried, and it was referred

back for execution.

Tho tower of S. James' Church, Taunton, is now
in course of being taKen down and rebuilt up to the
top of the second sta^e, at a cost of from X900 to
jt'1,000. The organ has been removed from the
tower and placed in tho north-east end of the church.
Mr. Spillor is the contractor.

Tho exhibition of Eaglish porcelain at the Salis-

bury and South Wilts Museum has been followed
by an exhibition of drawings by the old masters, a
rare and oxcolloat collection of works having b^en
lent by amateurs and collectors in the locality.

Tho erection of a new Masonic Hall in Bristol is

shortly to l)e commoucotl. Tho entire cost is esti.

mated at ±'5.1)00. Tlio Prince of Wales is announced
to lay down tho foundation stone.

Tho Exeter Cathedral restoration fund now
amounts to £13,000.

The Bishop of Exetor has contributed JB500 to a
fund for impro «ing tho school buildings in connec-
tion with the chiu'ch schools in tho diocese of
Exeter.
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A ohik in an Kris hotel ha* a magnifioent sohame

ia lint. It i« a circular hotel, to work on a pivot,

lUaaloooiuotive turntable.^ Tho object is to give

vmj guMt a '* front room.'*

nan will be a private view of the exhibition of

aMBatpieturea in oil at the DucUe; GaUery , Picca-

dilly, ua SatoHay (to-mwrow), next the 29th inst.

nMfaoden of Kessra. J. Weeks and Co., for

warainr Ae »•* buildings for tho Annual Inter-

naMoMl Exhibitions at South Kensington, have

n* epeoin^ eonversaiiono of the Architectural

Aaodaaoa will be held at 9, Conduit-street, this

eraoliv. The oiasses of desi^ and construction

«£1 inMT«T"«~~ on Friday, November 11.

The moauo frieie of the Royal Albert Hall, SOOft.

inlaoKUi by6ft.6in. hi^, covering n surface of

0^900 aquaro foot.is now complotod,and tixod on the

taUtiar of tho building.

Jl plan (or the drains^ of Walton-on-Thames, so

M to effectually exclude the sewage from tho river,

ha« been aanctioDed by the Secretary of Stato, and
win be pfooeeded with at once.

LATEST PRICES OP liATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.
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Craiie Itlus.

TENDERS.
AoiiToa KtriiiM, Wilts.—For new Parochial SchooUt Aahtoa KeyoM,Wilts. Maws. Unadown nod Bhonlaud,

ardtlaOa:— '

Tmden No. 1.

8.Joosa £1411
J.Tillisg 1274 5
Weaks I2i0 10
Kiof AOodwlo.. 1225
Nawoomb* 1200
Dnar^Dowar.. IIKI
A.Bmhh 1119 13
HiaUn 1143 18

TendeiB No, 2.

11146
1112 7

1130 10
lies
1080
1109

7 No tfioder.

(accaptol) 1032 18

BVBSLaii^For slteratioa of bear vaalu in Waterloo-
ixMd. Mr. W. Elab)', arcliHact:—

g«"^*C«*« £432
Bidlav 405
BriDdlsj 4t Ciitehlow '..'.""

380
?»",••••• 835
Bambrook jjO

B^txrirruD.—For tb« erection of a rllU reaidence, for
Ml. J. Bantj. Mr. W. A. Dixon, architect :—

Eaton h (Tbapmau £3«98

jjSfey * Boifeni!;;!;!'.'.;;;!"!;'.;;"";;;;;;; 3557

J}*™: S45S5*^* ••-.• 8389
Wiclu, Baofi, * Co „„ „.., S2J0

Burton-on-Trent.—For the OFeotiuu of tweuty-one
almshouses, Burtou-ou-Treut, for the feofees. Mr. Jouoph
Hitctiolt, arrhitoct. Qii:iutitie8 by Mr. T. T. Green :

—
Wade Bros ;£5t>9S

Huutor & Bennott .'il:f3

Parker & Sou 4705
Haddocks 4888
Wileman 4599
Bowler & Beck 4580
tJpton 4521
HadSeld 4520
Smith St Chamberlain 4445
Lilly 4H3
Mason S8:i0

Lowe & Sons (accepted) 3S50

Clapham.—For stable buildings, enclosure walls, ho.,

Dudley House, Nightingale lauo, for Mr. II. C. Green. Mr.
11. P. Notley, architect :

—

Maxwell 4 Sons £99T
Notley 919 10
Eaton & Chapman (accepted) 890 0-

HANT3.—For repairs and other works to Swan Hotel,
brewery and premises, at Blaukwatcr, H^iats. Mr. E. J.

Reynolds, surveyor, Reading :

—

Marlin, Wells 4s Co £388
Catchpool 321 10
Searle 283 4

Kidderminster.—For the waterworks :

—

Goodm.in lii Burton £5148 !

Uiion 3630
Everai 8585
lliltoa (acoeptai) 28501

Les roM.—For house at Lenton, for Mr. J. Thorpe. Mr.
John CoUyer, architect :

—

Marshall £61?
Smith 598 16
Priestley 680
Attenborrow 680
Jelley 669
Vickers 570
Slim (accepted) 600

NoTTlNOHAM.—For the erection of twenty-one villa
residences in Nottingham. Messrs. Thomas C. Ulue &
Son, architects :

—

B. Dennett ACo £1M22
D. E. l.ynam 13748
T. Fish 13690
F. Mersom 13571
W. Ward 13)10
G. Johnson 13300
W. Slim... „ 13137
G. Bell & Son 12925
J. E. Hull 12890
Stevenson ill Weston 12S16
T. Wood ik Sou 12553

SoMERroRD Keynes.— For mill and farm buildings at
Sonierford Keynes, Wilts. Messre. Lanadown & Shop-
laud, architects ;

—

Dover ife Duwer il288
A. Smith 1133 9 3
King & Godwin 1132
Hinton 1130
Newcorabe 1070
Jones (accepted) 882 10

SwiSDOS.—For Ave cottages, Swindon, for Mr. E. Law-
r.iuce. Messrs. L^usdown & shopland, arcliitects :

—

Harris £1055
Newcombd 1000
Joyc 980 18 4J
Foreshaw 877 15
Dover 860
Turvey 860 6

SwiNDOK.—For new house, Swindon, for Mr. A. Bull.
Messrs. Lansdown & Shopland, architects :

—

Harrison £883 10
Light li Smith 860
Dyer 850
Jones 785
Dover 704
Phillips 743 o
Nowcombe 726
Foreshaw 802
Harris (accepted) 600

No tender
£7«5
797
750
710

Messrs, Lans-

SwiNDOS.—Fornew Chapel at Swiadou, WilU. Messrs.
Lausduwn k Shoplaud, architecta :—

Original tenders. Beduced tenders.
l^yor £1030 Notender.
Dover ifr Dower.. 9^9
Harris 954 7 (J

Smith 948 17 11
Nencombe 900
I>over 850 (accepted)

Swindon.—For new villa at Swindon.
down k, Shopland, architectu :

—

Newcxjmbe £1150
I>over ; 1 loo
Barrett (accepted) looy

SwiSDON.—For new Schools and teachers* residence,
Smudon. MesBra. Lanadown & ShopUnd, architects :—

Tenders for Tenders for ad-
Bchools, iic. ditiuual class-

«. .

.

rooms.
Claridge £2145 .a
Kimtjerly 22fll 0..
Newcombe 2290
PhilltpB ? 1 99 .

.

Smith 2200 0..
I>OTer 2110 0..
HtepheM 2123 0..
Nigbtiogale 2200
Harris 208617 3..
Kings Godwin Cauceptd) 2100 0..
The PoTTEBiEs.—For house and two cottagea, HanJcy,

for Mr. W. Harding. Messrs. Robt. Scrivener is, Sou, archi-
tect;— '

^''e^e* £1«0
i^Iloy 1118
ColliHAnmlson i3f,o
Uarvey ... '....'...'.'.. 1920
Bennett « Cooke

, 1305
Barlow (accepted)

, ...ittit ,.i.'.. 1230

.£178
. 179
. 163
. I7ti

. lyo
. 115
. 160

14S 14
132

Stbpnev.—For labour shwl and dead house, Ratcllft*

Workhouse, for the Guardians of the Stepney Union.
Messrs. Arthur A C. Ilarstoa, architects :—

Hopewell £229

Wimbledon.—For the erection of two houses at Wim-
bledon, for the Rt. Hon. Earl Spencer, K.G. Messrs.
Beeston, Sou, ife BreretoUj arcliitects. Quantities by Mr.
Barnett :

—

Kaaton Bros £3499
Parsons & Townsend S268
Peri7 & Co .S205

Myers -. 3167
Braciher & Sou 301(5

Avifl& Co 2«0l
Adamson & Son 2875

WVLDEOREEN^, NEA,R BlUMINGHAU.—For the CSeCU-
tiou of certain work in tho erection of six houses for Mrs,
Rowley, exclusive of sundry items. Mr. W. T. Foulkos,
Birmingham, architect. Quantities by Mr. W. R. Geen :

—
Street .« £4138
Horsleys. 3533
Briery 3499
Natlens .3i00

Parkers 3337 9
Ravenscroft 3289
Preece 3250
Stafford & Brown. „ 320O
Surman 3149
Steel (accepted) 3115

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randell, Saukder3, and CoitPAXY, Limtted. Quarry-

men and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of Prices at the
Quarries and Depots ; also coat for Transit to any part of
the United Kingdom, furnished on application.

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Advt.] Corsham. Wilts.

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

Dominion of Casad.v — Inter-Colo^ial Railway,
Nov. 21.—For the supply of 40,000 tons of Bessemer stocl
rails, to be delivered iu 1871 and 1872, with the necessary
quantity offish-plates and bolts and nuts, ilessrs. Morton,
Hose, and Co., Fartholomew House, Bartholomew-lano,
E.G., London. Messrs. A. Walsh, E. B. Chandler, C. J.
Brydges, A. W. McLolan, Commissioner*, Ottawa Canada.

Aldeburgh Waterworks Company (Limited), Nov.
1.—For the construction of the works. William Hayward,
secretary. North Cottage, Aldeburgh, Saxmumlham,
Suffolk.

Midland and London and NonTn-WE.STERS Railway
CoHPANins.—Ashby and Nunearon Joint Railway, Nov.
lo.—For the supply of the following materials, namely—
6,700 tons of steel or iron rails (at the option of the joint
committee); 3,300 tons chairs, 90 tons of spikes ; 60 tons of
bolts and nuts ; 270 tons of fishing plates ; 183,000 tons of
oak keys; 366,000 tons of oak tree-nails, James Williams,
secretary, Derby.

8. Luke (Middlesex) Nov. 1.—For laying down and con-
structing 260ft. run, or thereabouts, of 3ft. 3in. by 2ft. 2in.,

half-brick sewer; 100ft. run, or thereabouts, of 2ft. 6in
,

one brick barrel sewer ; and 275ft. run, or tliereabouta, of
18iu. pii>e sewer. W. W, Ilayne, veatry clerk, vestry odico.?.

Vestry llall, City.road.

CnELLAS-ro>r, Nov. 1*2.—The proprietors of the Chellaston
Plaster Mines, situate at Chellaston, in the couu y of
Derby, invite tenders for the sinking deeper of an existing
shaft in the mines.

IIalifax Corporation Waterworks, Nov. 14. — Hebdeu
Extensions. — For tlie Widdop Reservoir and Main Conduit
thence to Peukot AVoll.—Contract No. 7. J. E. Norris,
town clerk, Town Hall, Halifax.

NoRMANTON, Nov. 7.—Infant's School.—For building
the above school. The vicar, Vicarage, Normanton.

BANKRUPTS.
(to sitrrender in the country).

George Bellamy, S. Loonards-ou-Sea, builder, Nov. 5, at
Haitings.—RichanlJohu Oiiapmaii, Brighton, stone niasoi,

Nov. 1, at Brighton.—William Jacdb, Gorleston, buihler,

Nov. 7, at Great Varmouth.—Samuol Moore, Clifton, iron-

monger, Nov. 1, at Bristol.—George Thomas. Littlohamp-
ton, iron and brass founder, Nov. 1, at Brighton.

PUBLIC examination.—Act, 1869.

Nov. 22, J. Brown and C. Leach, Halifax, builders.

L.\8T EXAMINATION.

Nov, 7, I. Rose, Derby, sawyer.

DIVIDEND meetings;

Nov. 11, T. Smith, Manchester, plumber.—Nov, 15, J. S.

Barnsdall, Nottingham, painter,

scotch aEQUESTKATION'.

Alexander Gowie, Glasgow and Grangemouth, contrac*
tor, Nov. 2, at 12, at the Faculty Hall, Gliisgow.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Heaps and Hesketh, Chorley, plasterers.—Holbrook &

Co., Manor-street, Chelsea, ironfoumlurs.— Swallow and
H'eckels, West Harton, brick and tile manufacturers.—
lliton A Brown, Bolfon, ironfouuders.— Pierpoint and
Hepherd, Warrington, buildei-s.—Raven and Ho«*ell, New
Basford, buildcra.— H. and R. Pochiu, Leicester, iron-

raongerj.—Frieake and Sons. Mark-lane, engineeis.

BREAKFArr.—Ki'pa's C(kx)a.—aoATKia^r. asd Com'oB.TiBo.--Th6 very
agT«eablQ cliftracter o( this preiiarHtiou i\M rendereil it a g«n«ni
l»voarit«. TUe CicU Sr;rrt.<; Gfw.tl': remarks:—" By a thoromh
knowledge i>( the naturnl Uwn which govern the opsratlons ot Uig«»-

tion and uittritlun, uud by a cnref ill application ol the Hue |>roperUes

oi woll-»«loi!t«d cocja, Mr. Eyp? has provided our bruakfist tibl««

with w. delicately flavoured bevemgo which miy f«iV6 u« many heftvy

docU>ri' bills." iUch (UKket is la>>ell«a—Jahki &vva & Co., Uomwi-
pathlc ChemUtB, Louduu.
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TWO M0DE3 OP FENESTRATION.

WHAT is the true method of window con-

struction for modern street arcliitec-

ture i Looking through recent works, we find

great variety of treatment and only occasional

success. Beginning with the " vernacular,"

or " Baker-street style," we have tlie common
wide hole in the wall, with a straight .arch or

lintel over it. Then we have the same thing,

jierhaps better proportioned, with a pointed

relieving arch over the Hat one, and a tympa-
num filled in with brick or stone. And then
again we have the lintel omitted, and the

aperture extending up to the round, orpoiuted,

or segmental arch which spans it. So much
for single lights. But when two or more
windows have to be put close together a
question arises which needs consideration. Is

it best to enclose the two by a single large

arch, so that the pier between them may be
reduced to a mere muUiou, or ought we rather

to carry the wall above by the sole means of

the smaller arches t In other words, is the

more or less developed tracery window of

many lights, or the arcade of single lights, the

proper thing for our offices and warehouses .'

Examples of each may be found without look-

ing far. Windows of two lights divided by a

shaft (often with a circle pierced through the
tympanum) are common iu the civil and do-

mestic work of tlie day. They are found, for

instance, in the present Crown Insurance
Office in Fleet- street, in the late one in
Bridge-street, Blackfriars, in Mr. Jameson's
warehouse in Cannon- street, and in many
other cases. The second story in the Strand
front of Mr. Burges's design fur the Law
Courts may be remembered as a very beau-
tiful example oftbeir use. But are they ever
as beautiful internally as externally ? We are

speaking of course not of churches and halls,

but of many-storied buildings divided by
floors. The wall in which they are inserted

commonly appears within as a long horizontal

strip. The ceiling above is flat, or only
broken up by beams or girders. Which
harmonises best with these conditions, the
arcade or the tracery window i Which fits

into the wall-space most perfectly, the long
level range of openings' or the two or three
large pointed arches here and there, cramped
in their height by the floor above? In a
structure made up of several low stories the
windows must necessarily be ofmoderateheight.
Instead of 40ft. and 50ft. from floor to ceiling,

there is perhaps only 10ft. or 12ft. to deal with.

It is a constant problem how to keep the

openings from looking scjuat and dumpy

;

how to give them grace and elegance of pro-

portion. Which most tends to do so, the

single or the double window—that in which
each main arch is almost Cft. wide, or that in

which it is less than three ] Again, in several

recent cases it is hard to see any reason or

purpose at all in the dividing shaft and minor
arches of these two-light windows. Some-
times a single sash-window fills the entire

opening. The muUion and tracery stand
clear in front of it, a perfectly objectless

piece of scenery as far as the construction is

concerned. No winder that the proprietor

occasionally knocks them out as a foolish ob-
struction to the light. No wonder that the
outside public laugli at the architects who
first build a window and then put a stone
screen outside to darken it. For this is a very
different thing from a mediseval tracery
window with muUions inserted to support the
glass. The muUion, or shaft, in this case

supports nothing, except the plate of stone
which blocks out the light at top. It is a fine

example of tlie unrealities which still cling to

modern Gothic, unrealities which it wOl

throw off if ever its living principles prove
strong enough to break through its dead forms.

All compound windows of the class, how-
ever, are not chargeable with theabsurdity just

noticed. Those, for instance, in the Law Courts
design, byMr. 15urge3,are as thoroughly struc-

tural as artistic. Betw,een the two lights is,

not a mullion, but a massive pier on which
the sash-frames depend just as in ordinary
cases. The great arch does not show inside,

and can, therefore, rise considerably above the

line of ceiling. The proportions, though low,

are pleasing, and the construction is reason-

able as well as beautiful. Yet even here,

though the external effect may well warp the

judgment, and make those who come to criti-

cise stay to a hnire, we cmnot legard the

interior as quite satisfactory. The heads of

the two lights do not come within several

feet of the ceiling.; the foiled circle above
them nearly touches it. To say nothing of

the comparative darkness of a room in which
the windows .are so low down, the whole ar-

rangement almost looks as if the floor above
were an afterthought. It is a vertical design

cut off abruptly by a flat ceiling ; not a de-

sign made expressly for a long horizontal strip

of wall. There is, indeed, a class of two-light

window to which tliis objection does not

apply. When neither the main circle, nor
the circle beneath it, appears within, it may
agree with a flat ceiling well enough. Yet,

even then, the <[uestion arises whether, in a
simple class of work, this is not rather a

complicated mode of proceeding. If we can-

not get any light out of the space between
the large arch and the two small ones, why
have a large arch at all / Why not build in the

natural obvious way, with two strong arches
and a strong pier or pillar between them ? It

looks, on the face of it, a more straightforward

plan than to put a couple of weak arches first

and then a strongone over them to make matters
safe. Now this is the system adopted in

many Venetian buildings, and it seems to us
to be one of the things most worth copying
in them. We are not bound to take the
Venetian- Gothic style as a whole. We can
do without its ogee arches and its queer
chimneys, and its billet mouldings. But its

system of fenestration for town architecture

—

a system worked out by the medioeval archi-

tects themselves in one of those mediaeval
towns which come nearest to our modern
ones—looks like a hint from our long-past

pri-decessors as to what they would do if they
living now. It is a system which has no
nousense about it. There is no putting three

arches where two would do, or two where one
would do, according to the prevalent fashion in

our domestic Gothic. There are no shafts and
stonework introduced for the valuable pur-
pose of casting a shadow, and no thin
muUions whose frail existence depends on
the strength of the sash-frames behind them.
There is none of that small, weak, effemi-

nate stuff—that shallow " prettiness," which,
in feeble hands, is the one thing which
English-Gothic always rushes into. We
have columns a foot or more in diameter,
instead of the usual " tobacco-pipe shaft,"

and everything else in proportion. The
ranges of windows look us well inside as

out : it is plain that the architect designed
them for their position, and was not anathe-
matizing the ceiling all the while for inter-

fering with the tops of his arches. The lights

are tall and well-shaped ; they can go up as

high as they ought : if they are fitted with
sashes the design is none the worse for it, for

there is a great difference in the look of a

sash betweeen thin mullions and between
stout pillars. In the former case, the vertical

lines are not strong enough to overpower the

liorizontal ones : the meeting-bar is almost as

important a feature as the mullion. In the

latter case, it is a mere nothing, by compari-
son ; and the projection of the stout column
)1 itself keeps it nearly out of sight. It is

part of the essence of the system that these

columns or piers should be stout ; that they

should each carry the main thickness of the
wall, and not merely, as in a tracery window,
the tympanum of the enclosing arch. To
do this they cannot be very slender. They
must be real columns, capable of doing real

work—not mere ornamental shafts. But they
are not obliged, in all cases, to carry the wall
above by means of an arch : they may Jo it,

in short bearings, by means of a lintel ; and
this lintel may either have horizontal mould-
ings only, or mouldings returning vertically

on to the capitals of the piers. Both modes
may be observed in the Lothbury offices, by
Mr. Somers Clarke, the south front of which
we regard as one of the most successful

examples of Gothic fenestration in London.
We have never ad vocited the Venetian-Gothic
style as a whole. We should be very sorry lo

see it displace the Early French, or even the
Kirly English, as a starting point for modem
development. But, as might be expected
from the conditions under which it arose, it

has some things to teach us which these other
styles have not ; and this detail of house
architecture is one of them. We are not
bound down, it seems to say, to short and
stumpy tracery windows. We are not obliged

[
to use great pointed arches, running every
here and there against the flat ceiling, and
looking as if the room were not half high
enough. We are not compelled to keep the
tops of the lights a yard lower than they
ought to be in order that the pierced circle

above them may not open into the skirting of

the upper floor. Nor need we be tempted,
to the great discomfort of our clients, to

,
specify iron casements because sashes look
badly between thin mullions. We may con-

struct the work in the most direct and un-
affected way, and having put a thoroughly
strong arch or lintel to each light, are not
necessitated to put another pointed arch over
it to make the building " Gothic"; for Gothic,
it is plain, can adapt itself to circumstances.

If it has one type of window for halls and
churches it can produce another for shops and
houses. The grander type may well be re-

served for grand occasions ; for lower pur-
poses, the less ambitious one will, after all,

prove the more beautiful.

ITALY AT KENSINGTON.

A FORTNIGHT since we called attention

to " Egypt at Sydenham"; we will now
say a word or two on Italy at Kensington.
A beautiful page, or rather volume, in the his-

tory of art, is illustrated by the collections at

South Kensington, where the museum is a
little Vatican in itself. In point of fact, so

supreme is the nation of Michael Angelo and
of llalfaelle, that almost whenever we light

upon a work which is a charm to the eye and
the fancy, we may set it down, without con-

sulting the catalogue, as some monument of

Italian genius. And it is gratifying to reflect

that all of this wealth is not ancient or me-
dioeval. The moderns claim their trophies,

and make good their claim. Thus, among
the portraits, are those of Pisano, Cimabue,
Fra Angelico, and the rest of the glorious com-
pany of painters ; but they are generally in

Italian glass mosaic, of our own day, by Sal-

viati, whose process is inimitable, unless we
compare with it the ]\Iiiiton emblazonments
and mouldings. Priceless, in the midst of all,

is that jewel of a doubtful artist's labour, called

the Cellini Ewer, once belonging to the regaliaof

France—an object superior, in our estimation,

to the celebrated Portland Vase. The double
shell of carved sardonyx, the exquisite foot,

the enamelled figures and masks, the disposition

of the gems, the innocent Cupid on the handle,

the Andromeda figure in front, lying like

Nature on a bed of gold, rubies, and diamonds,
constitute the perfection of grace—a com-
panion to Ascanio's Lily. If challenged to

declare what triumph of human Art is with-

out a lUw, we should unhesitatingly indicate

the Cellini Ewer—a poem in conception and
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in execution a gem. Tlie chalice*, mons-

tnutctf, «nJ osti'jisoiw of an early period,

thoui:!i Jisplajin;,' iiiveution, are rude ; but a

marvellous sunipluousnesa of luxury is sug-

gWttU by the Italian harpsichords and spinets

of the sixteenth century, made of pear-wootl,

senlptured, and literally encrusted with ebony,

ivory, Upis-Luuli, and rare marbles, besides

borJers and sUts of jewelling. From these

minute and delicate treiisures wo turn to the

Old Testameul of Hhiberti, from the Baptistry

of Florence ; ami our surprise can never

cc*se at the patient toil—the love, in truth

—

bestowed by those old artists upon their un-

mcrvenary tasks. Look at the Porta di Sa<i

lUmeri, by the Pisan Bonnano. You might

think that the man was only born to build a

gate. It is the Scripture in bronze. Then
those Uoraan, Venetian, and Tuscan mosaics,

wealthy and yet dainty of tint, and surpassing

tin the boasted Oriental panellings, excepting,

perhaps, in material liaccio d'Agnolo's can-

toria, or singing gallery, in marble, from one

of the churches which cluster in Florence,

absolutely Iraujcends the Classic ideal—it is

at once so magniticent and so pure. So we

Camid this Italian splendour : the tri-

B of Santa Chiara ; Kobbia's enamelled

terra-cotta ; the antique fountains from Flo-

rence and Venice ; and Maiano's and Selti-

gnano's altar-pieces, glowing with Italy. Italy,

indeed, is alive and bright, beyond all other

countries, at South Kensington. There is the

famous Cupid of Angelo, wrought when he

was only twenty-four years old, and the still

more remarkable, though unfinished, statuette

of S. Sebastian ; an example of his " recorded

practice of cutting his works at once from the

marble, without availing himself of the me-
chanical appliances in general use among
Bcolptorg for chiselling out in marble a figure

previously modelled in clay." But, delaying

for a moment upon this topic, we may observe

that, without the slightest remorse, not only

Michael Angelo, but many other artists, are

held responsible by the catalogue makers of

South Kensington (what an incorrigible race

these catalogue-makers are !) for innumerable
barbarities which they never perpetrated :

also, that the jargon of this " marble mart

"

wants correction in every way. When shall

we be rid of the slang about " Greco-Roman "

style i The style is either Greek or it is Ro-
man ; or, if not, it is neither, and has been bas-

tardized. Continuing our tour of the marble?,

it is impossible not to linger before the marble
shrine from Ficsole, and Donatello's quaint
yet powerful sepulchral scene in the history

of Christ The head of the Saviour is nobly
imagined. But however pleasant these linger-

iogs may be, they must not detain us too long,

or we snail exhaust our whole study on the

Pisan Baptistry, the monument of Pope
Julias, the Cellini bronzes, the Moses of

Michael Angelo, and the peculiar lUt relief

first introduced into art by Donatello. It is

remarkable that the Italians—perhaps on ac-

count of their possessing marble (and a similar

remark applies to the modern, though not to

the ancient, Greeks) have never cared much
for ivory-carving, which is held in such high
repute throughout Germany and France.
Bat they have always been, especially the

Tuscans and the Viennese, superb enameller.^,

and their trauslucid enamels in relief, illu.s-

trated so brilliantly in the great Shrine of

Orvieto, more than 500 years old, defy com-
parison. Glass, indeed, in Italian hands,
became a material of art, though the days
have gone by when emperors and kings con-
contended for the largest collection of Murano
goblets. Some are here, in company with a
singular variety of other types :—The massive
enamelled works of Venice in her earlier

time, Gothic of shape and sumptuous of
colour—blue, green, and clouded purple

—

though white prevails, as affording the finest

surface for gilding, which emblazons it with
armorial K-arings and arabesfjues, contrasted
with enamel in 0[iaque. Then, thin blown
drinking cups and horns, so graceful in form

and yet so totally unlike one another, golden-

1 tinted. Liter ihau these are the vessels ol

Latticinio, or filagree glass, known to the

ancients, in which threads of opaque white

and coloured glass are incorporated in the

transparent body of the vessel, and these, by

various methods of manipulation, are twisted

or woven iu regular spiral or reticulated

patterns, producing in some specimens a kind

of network of delicate lines spread through

the piece. When these lines cross each other

we have the Vitro di Trina or lacework glass.

" Sometimes the lofty stem of a wineglass is

formed of an elaborately-involved rod of

various colours, resembling a serpent," But
there was no limit to the ingenuity and fancy

of those unrivalled artificers, with their a'ystal

stars and crosses, and frosted and crackled

oddities, and their Avautuiine, produced by
mingling metallic filings or particles of leaf-

gold with the substance of the glass, where
they hang like flies in amber. The people at

Murano imitate these processes, yet they
have not re-discovered the original secret.

It is said that they borrowed it from Germany.
The supposition, however, is sustained by no
evidence. On the contrary, the Venetian
ware has more tenuity, clearness, and^lightness

than even the richest of the famous ruby
glass once manufactured in Bohemia. The
true ruby lustre—iridescent and prismatic

—

such as once adorned the cabinets of princes,

from the potteries of Faeuza, Gubbio, Pesaro,

Urbiuo, and Costel Durante, can no longer

be produced. The knowledge of it has been
extinct since the days of Sauzio, from whom
the term " Raphael ware " was derived,

though for no reason that history affords us.

The name most celebrated in the category is

that of the " Maestro " Georgio Andreoli,
who died in 1552 ,in' a chamber walled with
majolica copied from the Moorish palaces in

Spain. But the Italians, although, as we
have noticed, they command an abundance of

that white and pure stone which sculptors

love, and which has been chosen in all ages
to represent all goddesses and nymphs, from
Juno the imperial to Psyche and Hebe, the
girls of the Olympian Mount, possess also a

wealth for art purposes in their soil itself.

In the year 1400 was born the man who
either unearthed some forgotten craft or

invented a new one. A goldsmith by trade,

an artist in taste, he grew impatient over
bronze and marble, because his imagination
was too opulent and rapid for substances so

hard and so costly. Hence terra-cotta,
" literally cooked earth

—

i. e., burnt clay,"

coated with opaque enamel. His first work
in this material was produced about the year
1438, in the Cathedral of Florence. His son,

Andrea, and his four grandsons carried on the
art, but with them its mystery died. We
have imitators, but none who can tell us liow
the genuine Delia llobbia ware was wrought.
With respect to another class of pottery,

known as Faience de Henri Deux, however,
its secret, long lost, has been found again, so

they say ; but not more than fifty undoubted
examples are known to exist. There is no
enamel on them, only a white body, covered
by a thui and transparent glaze. The last im-
portant specimen in the market—a trifle light

as air—was sold for 1,100 guineas! There
are, of course, spurious " originals " in all the
curiosity shops of Europe ; but what of that ?

Who, in the apotheosis of speculation, has not
a real Rubens or Titian, a cupboard full of
indubitable Dresden, and some of that deli-

cious majolica, made of very modern clay,

which used to be purchased at the great
Doccia works in Tuscany ? To our positive
knowledge. Great Britain, France, Belgium,
and Prussia each have the bullet which killed
General Picton. Then why not the true
Abcuzzi, white and blue ? Perhaps it is

equally pretty, possibly prettier; still we are
not inclined to despise the love which is felt

for the primal work of the artist as distin-

guished from that of the mere modellist and
copier. That magnificent medallion, lift, in

diameter, and bearing the arms and emblems
of Renu,Kingof Aujou, was hung, during four
centuries, upon a wall exposed to every influ-

ence of the atmosphere. It did not suffer in
the smallest degree. The date of the altar-

piece near it, also of Delia Robbia ware, is un- J

certain ; as is, too, the authorship of the Magi,
\

the twelve enamelled terra-cottas symbolising
the mouths of the year, and the Virgin and
Child, in Delia llobbia, attributed to the in-

ventor himself or his son. Howjustified this

sort of dubiousness is may be inferred from
the fact that the Administration of the Louvre,
in 1868, bought, as an original work of the
fifteenth century, a bust by Bastianini, who
died only last year. So of the brass and iron
candelabra, cressets, balconies, grilles, braziers,

and firedogs, assigned, at a guess, to various
names, though in certain instances Italian,

has evidently been mistaken for llhodiau.

The Plateau, with a portrait of Pietro Peru-
gino, and the several pieces inscribed by
"Maestro Georgio," are, however, unquestion-
able. No pretence is aftected concerning the
the renowned Martelli Bronze, or mirror-
cover, the work of Donatello, who made it for

the Martelli family in the epoch of Italian

wealth, and who little dreamed that some 40(J

years after his death it would be sold to an
English curiosity collector for £iio(). The
annals of these treasures, indeed, could they
be traced, would be exceedingly romantic.
Near to the Martelli Bronze is a metallic
mirror, iu a lofty and elaborate stand of steel,

damascened iu gold and silver with wonderful
art. It was made at Milan—at what cost ?

—

for a Duke of Savoy. Why was it sold, and
who are the Dukes of Savoy ] Antique
family jewels,the peasant ornaments of Etruria,

household portraits, an immensity of objects

robbed away in war and revolution, and
handed from mart to mart, find a depository at

South Kensington. There is one truth con-

nected with this which should be noticed

Formerly, it was the pious custom of illustrious

families to preserve as heir-looms libraries and
picture galleries ; now, before the amasser of

them is cold in his grave, we hear the knock
of the hammer. The love's labour of a life-

time is lost ; the " originals " go to Wardour-
street, and the " unique copies " are hawked
about the bookstalls. Now, why else those

pearls, which must once have adorned, or

been adorned by, the neck of some Prin-

cess, and upon which M. Michelet would
have written a rapturous volume ? Why that

incomparable Aquamarine, the largest in the

world, which sparkled once in the sword-hilt

of a Neapolitan king ? AVe can understand the

Pectoral Cross—a villainous appellation to

bestow upon a thing so beautiful—because it

is a loan from Mr. Hope, whose generosity in

this matter has been above praise, and who
makes an use so admirable of his prosperity.

But we cannot comprehend the spirit in which
rich families, the families of kings, royal

princes, dukes, and the rest of the salt of the

earth, appeal upon the death of the head of the

house to the pawnbroker or the auctioneer.

After this indulgence in indignation, we enter

the picture galleries. They are radiant with
Italian charms : the nine remnant cartoons of

Kaffaelle ; copies from the woollen, silken, and
golden tapestries in the Vatican ; rescued

relics from the lumber-room at Wiiitehall

;

plunder^of a precious kind—from Ilauiptou

Court ; works of an almost sacred genius. The
eye never tires of them. '' Ananias Dying,"
" Paul Preaching at Athens," the " Beautiful

Gate," " The Holy Families," that gallery of
" Madonnas," " The Draught of Fishes," and
the exquisite " Garden-Girl," which, in

tenderness, softness, and daintiness of touch,

has never been approached except, perhaps,

by Meissonier. Not much attention is due to

the paintings, " chiefly selecteil as affording

illustrations of costumes," which hang about

the lobby and staircase walls ; nor, unless it be
heresy to hint it, to Domenichino's bold daub,

the " Conversion of S. Jerome," while as for

the Perugino, originally done in fresco for

i
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an Italian church, it has been spoiled by the

trausl'er to cauvas. Not so witli the frescoes

from the Lower Church of San Clemcnte, in

Rome. Tliey had been buried for nearly

eij^ht hundred years, and were only recently

discovered. Copies were made of them on the

spot, expressly for South Kensington, and the

result reflects high credit on the artist. There are

also some striking paintings, and figures, and
landscapes in gilt on Italian leather, the work
of which, however, is far excelled by the

French. Yet, upon the whole, if we would
signalise any classes in the museum as pecu-
liarly worth studying, we should indicate the

the Italian. It is rich in architecture, in

Eculiiturp, in colour, in fine and choice

fabric, in thought applied to art, in a con-

servatism, so to speak, and it is, in fact, a book
of pictures, each illuminated by genius. To
read it isto be enlightened upon ages of human
power and progress, or, as an Italian himself
said, to look down the most glorious vistas of the
past by the light of sunken suns.

THE AIICIIITECTURAL TREATMENT
OF BRICKWORK.

WHEN Charles the Second decreed that

the lebuilding of London should take
place in materials not liable to be destroyed
by fire, he did not possibly contemplate the

changes he would bring about in the archi-

tectural character of his metropolis. The
mediajval wooden buildings, and the quaint
half-timbered houses which had been erected

under the Elizabethan revival of Classic

architecture, had now at once to be replaced
by structures in brick or stone. And, thanks
to the lire, we lost by a stroke of the pen the
picturesquenesa which seems to have been
peculiar to our wooden architecture, and our
forefathers were constrained to adopt novel
methods of building in fireproof materials. If

we can imagine a body with such authority
nowadays as the Metropolitan Board of Works
determining, say from January 1, 1871, that
no buildings in brick or stone should be com-
menced in London, we can conceive what an
impulse would be givento iron and timber con-
struction ; and in 1666, with an entire city of

13,000 houses to rebuild, the demandfor archi-

tects in these new materials must have been
enormous. But the law which teaches us that
with the demand must come the supply, held

food after the Fire of London, and it soon
ecame evident that the new London was to be

a brick city. Indeed, it could hardly have been
otherwise ; the means of transporting stone
were i'cw and limited, and good building stone
is nowhere found in the inmiediate vicinity of
the metropolis. Moreover, there was no time
to be lost ; the chroniclers of that day, Evelyn
and Pepys. describe the wretched straits to

which the unfortunate citizens were reduced,
camping about in tents in all the open spaces
round London, and huddled together in the
public buildings which had escaped destruc-
tion. They did not then doubtless pay much
attention to the architectuie or to the exte-
rior of their houses, and the revival which
was working such wonders in Italy played
very small pait in the rebuilding of London.
Of course, with the masterpieces of Wren and
Inigo Jones before us, the Renaissance cannot
be said to have been entirely neglected in this
country, but, with the exception of the
churches and a few of the mansions of the
nobility, Classic tradition, at the very period
of all others when it had its most important
chance, failed miserably to make an impres-
sion tipon our street architecture. The reasons
for this failure will have to be sought for pro-
bably in the materials, for it seems an un-
questionable fact that the massiveness and
grai;deur of Classic architecture cannot be
translated into brickwork ; it essentially
requires a stone treatment^or shall we say a
stucco one I Luckily that vile sham was then
unknown, and we were saved a stucco rival
of Rome or Florence, for there is no knowing

what Wren might have been called upon to

do had Parker or Austin nourished in 16CG.

Therealcauseof the adoption of the " brick-

wall-with-holes-in-it" style in Loudon was of

course that this was the simjilest and cheapest

way of sticking square bricks together, and
even if we had had designers and manufac-
turers who could have furnished our citizens

with the rich and varied terra-cottas which
were then in use in Northern Italy, we (ques-

tion if their wares would have commanded
any sale. But it is of no use speculating what
might have been the case, we only know what
did happen, and we can but regret that for

nearly 150 years our street architecture

remained devoid of every characteristic. The
age which produced Kensington Palace, Marl-

borough House, and Great Quocn-street was
only better than that which gave us Gower-
street and Maylair in that the bricks were
better made, and red instead of grey, as the

colour is now called—dingy black would be a

fairer term to express the hue of modern brick-

work. The red colour of the eighteenth century

bricks was due, as is well known, to their

being burnt with wood in close kilns, instead

of in clamps with breeze, as is now practised.

The nineteenth century was heralded in with

the discovery of stucco, and stucco has pro-

bably wrought almost as important a change

in the aspect of London as did the Great Fire.

To stucco we may attribute all the evils to

which architecture is liable. These may be

briefly described as bad designs, bad mate-

rials, and bad construction, and the only com-
fort in contemplating a row of stuccoed houses

lies in the fact that they are so deficient in

durability that few, if any, of them will out-

last the ninety-nine years of their leases.

The introduction of stucco may, in fact, be
regarded as the commencement of the third

epoch of London street architecture ; and as

the masterpieces of stucco, we cannot do
better than refer to the works of Nash, who
was its High Priest. In Regent-street, which
still not unj\istly claims to be the finest street

in London, we see, or rather we don't see,

brickwork revelling in Classic attire, and the

terraces overlooking Regent's Park are well-

known examples of the transforming power of

Parker's cement, as it was at first called. In
spite of all our progress in other matters, we
are still sticking in the cement period of our
architecture, and we can only anticipate by con-

trast with our contempt of the plain brick- wall

treatment (which still, by the way, drags on a
lingering existence in remote suburbs) what
will be the feelings of the architects of the

next generation when they reflect upon our
protracted thraldom to this disgraceful sham.
With all the grand new squares at South
Kensington to build,—for with the vast exten-

sion of London northwards and westwards we
still go on in the old jog-trot routine of stucco

squares and stuccoed semidetached villas

—

may we indeed dare to hail the Grosvenor
mansions as a sign of better times coming, as a
dove of promise, as an indication that the
nobility and gentry will dare to enshrine

themselves behind any other material than
stucco ? We hope so ! We verily will try to

persuade ourselves and our readers, that after

70 years of pseudo-Classic civilisation, we are

going to return to something genuine again
and to allow what we have for some time been
showing inside our churches to be seen outside

our houses—namely, ])lain honest brick. If

it were not for very joy we should be tempted
to find many faults with the Westminster im-
provements, and there are to our mind many
for\nsof brickwork better adapted to our street

architecture than the pretentious buildings
springing up on the outskirts of Belgravia.

But we must be contented with small mercies
and hope for better times in the future. At
the Kensington Museum, and latterly at the

Royal Albert Hall, we get entirely another
planjof dealing with brickwork, and the at-

tempt to decorate brick buildings solely with
terra-cotta constitutes to our mind the dawn
cf a fourth period in London architecture. If

our readers smile at our selection of a few iso-

lated buildings as the nucleus of a style which
is to influence the entire architecture of our

metropolis, we can but remind them of the

insensible way in which this very South Ken-
sington infiuence has gradually become ap-

parent throughout the country. If in matters

of art education we are compelled to admit
that we have derived assistance from the ex-

istence of the Department of Science and Art,

why should we scruple to learn what wo can

in matters of architecture from the band of

art students and art workmen who have re-

ceived their training atthe hands of this insti-

tution ? But while South Kensington must
be allowed to have led the way to the success-

ful employment of terra-cotta, we can also

point to the works of Mr. Barry, who has de-

monstrated in the most satisfactory manner
at Dulwich College that this material can bo
employedwith effect; and there are, ifwe cared

to enumerate them, other buildings, both
executed and in progress, which testify to the
growing appreciation of this material for

building.

Now when we undertook to write upon the

treatment of brickwork, we had in view the

possibility of choosing either one or the other

of the following alternatives—either, firstly, to

consider brick (which, as we have shown, is of

necessity the building material par excellence

of London) in the light of a mere constructive

necessity, and to demonstrate that although

we cannot avoid it, we may contrive to veil it

from the eye by meansof some decorative sliam,

such as ashlaring or stucco—or, secondly, to

look upon brick as a true building material,

which should be so considered in the design

and so disposed in the building, as to tell as

brickwork, and as such to form a part of the

architecture. We have shown the reasons for

the adoption of brickwork in London, and we
have pointed out that brick, and brick alone,

was employed for the majority of our build-

ings during 150 years. We have seen that

when stucco was invented, our archi-

tecture was so modified that the natura

material, brick, was constrained to retreat be-

hind a hideous veil of that wretched sham,
through which, however, its constant tendency
is, and ever has been, to show its familiar face,

disfigared and deformed by all the unsight-

liness which bad material and bad workman-
ship can achieve. And now, in conclusion, we
would hail with joy the movement we think
we can see the signs of, and which we firmly

believe will soon be very apparent, in favour

of again employing plain honest brickwork for

the fagadts of our houses and public buildings.

We have endeavoured to prove that the reason

for the ugliness of London is the wantof a style

of architecture suited to the material, and
capable of dealing with the sizes, forms, and
colour of bricks. After two centuries wasted
in hopeless struggles after this style, we be-

lieve that neither in Gothic nor in Classic art

can t^ese exact requirements be fulfilled, but
that to build truly in London we must begin

with a brick 9 x 4i X 3, and on this form
such modifications of the received traditions

of order and proportion as are capable of

being executed in the materials with which
we are dealing. Every one will readily admit
that this is the common-sense method oftreat-

ing brickwork, and for the purposes of enrich-

ment bricks in the form of terra-cotta may re-

ceive any amomit of decoration. In the best

period of all architecture we find the enrich-

ments wrought in the same materials as the

remainder of the building, marble for marble,

stone for stone, terra-cotta for bricks. With
this appeal to precedent we will leave our
readers to form their own opinions upon the

correctness of the principles involved in the

revival of brick architecture which is now tak-

ing place in London, and we can only hope
that the conclusions at which we have arrived

will be justified by the future of London
architecture, and that we may at no distant

period revert with satisfaction to the views
we have now expoimded.
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SOUTH KENSINGTON LOAN
COLLECTIONS.

» ITE lesume this week a notice of the

YV °"«>y fi"* '^^ interesting works of

art which have been lent this year to the

fcienceand Art Department. In Lord Elchos

eoUeeUon especially, there are some excellent

portraits, both for the celebrity of the persons

reprejented and for the power and goodness

of execution. One of the most important is

Paris Bordone's splendid picture of " Palma's

Daujjhter." This is something more than a

nier« portriit. There is acuiious dazed ex

prewionupon theyoung la<ly's face, apparently

•howing that she does not much like reclining

for a model to the painter. It is, however,

in every way a 6ne specimen of the master.

This artist, who studied under, and in

portraiture rivalled Titian, was, like Lucas

Van Lcyden and some others, a wonderful

example of early genius. He is said to have

executed important pictures when only twenty

Tears of age. Anotlier capital portrait, though

somewhat hard, is that of Tintoretto, by

himself, painted upon marble, which, doubt-

leas, partly accounts for the hardness we speak

oL Thereare al-so several of unknown persons;

one by Pantomio, of a gentleman, is .is fine

as one often see^ The power and dignity of

this portrait are admirable. Close to this there

are several nice things of the kind ; among
them a very graceful head of a lady, by Par-

m^iano ; but in interest no portrait in the

place is before Mr. Layard's well-known one

of " Mahomet II.," the great emperor of

the Ottomans, who captured Constantinople

in the year 1453. The picture has a long in-

scription, which fixes, for certain, the painter

and his subject. Qentile Bellini, the eldest son

of Jacopo Bellini, of Venice, at the instance of

this Mahomet, visited the court of the Sultan,

a fact which, no doubt, influenced his costumes

and manner. He was the first painter we
know who introduced such oriental costumes
into his paintings. One good example of this

style of treatment is exhibited at the old

Exhibition building. While writing of the

portraits, we must not omit the delightful

portrait of the " Contessina a Mattel," in the
liarquis of Westminster's collection, by
Andrea del Sarto. He is said to have studied
much the works of Ma^saccio, and to have bad
a wonderful power of copying. This picture,

though much more advanced in handling and
softer in touch, reminds one somewhat of the
speaking portraits of that master. The well-
known Velasquez portrait of the little gentle-

man, the " Piince of Asturias," on a big
Flemish horse in the court of the Manege, also

in the Marquis's collection, is too well known
to need much comment ; those who have not
seen it before should notice the character and
force of the figures in the background. Besides
the specimens of the early masters already
mentioned, the visitor should notice two small
but delicate bits of Andrea Mantegna. It is

a pitjr they have become so black. More
ambitions, and wonderfully fresh in colour,
possessing great sweetness and some dignity, is

the triptych attributed to Vivarini. The
central compartment represents Madonna
crowned by angels, with her divine son on her
lap, who is in the act of blessing a kneeling
nun, probably the lady, as in the case of the
many S. Catherines, in whose memory the
picture was painted ; the wings are divided
into six portions, each containing some event
in our Lord's life. This artist is said to re-
semble Bellini, but he is much more archaic
and.inferior to him in every way ; his drawing
very incorrect. In the pieta, for example, the
foreshortening of the dead Saviour is almost
ludicrous. Above this is a circular painting,
by G. A. Razzi, commonly called " II
Sodoma," of about the same size and of the
same subject as the Botticelli on the other side
of the screen, but entirely inferior to it,

especially in the drawing of the extremities
and want of religious feeling. On the wall
opposite is a singularly pretty but somewhat

feeble' picture of the "Virgin anl Sleeping

Child."

The Venetian school i.^ well represented,

Titian's " S. Seba»tian," with a small finished

study of it, leading the way. There is some

marvellous painting in these, painful though

they are. The perfect repose of the now life-

less and hanging figure is striking. By his

pupils we have an important example ot

Andrea Sciavone, " The Birth of Jupiter."

This picture is wonderfully rich in colouring,

but the outlines are very dark and indistinct.

Nothing, however, can be more charm-

ing than the infant god himself. There

is a mannerism aliout the whole, which is also

noticeableiuhisgieater fellow pupil,Tintoretto,

by whom are some good examples. A small

one of the " Marriage I'east at Cana in

Galilee " is a fair specimen, with all its defects

of affectation and virtue of colour, grace and

elegance. There is much to admire in the

bold tempera painting of the Three Graces, life

size, by JPellagrini. The outline is sharply

drawn iu the wet plaster with some tool, some-

what like the process employed on a smaller

scale by the early Greek artists. There are

several paintings attributed to Correggio. One
of the "Holy Family," unfinished, is very

interesting, showing how an artist of this

celebrity went to work. At first sight one

might fancy it was an original painting that

had been partially destroyed, but upon close

examination we have no doubt that it is what
it is said to be, an unfinished painting

by this great master. As we get lower down
we must notice two spirited sketches, by
Romney ; the laughing girl reminds us much
of the slight but fascinating sketch of " Lady
Hamilton " in the National Collection. Gains-

borough's sketch of " Lady Sefton " is also

interesting, crisp, and true to nature ; every

touch tells.

Of our own day. Lord Elcho exhibits two
fine water-colours by W. Hunt ; one is a capi-

tal fruit-piece, painted with a truth that none
but he in these times has acquired, and a very

high-finished and characteristic portrait of

a monk carrying a big book bound in pig-

skin, with latten clasps and corners ; the

texture is simply marvellous, and the colours

bid fair to rival any executed in oil for du-

rability. This excellent example of this

favourite artist is unexceptionable both for

subject and execution.

\Ve now turn to some of the recent addi-

tions to the loan and other collections of art.

We have noticed already the interesting

collection just purchased at Saragossa. The
Times and other papers spoke of the collection

as containing specimens of art from time im-
memorial. This, we fancy, is a mere mode of

talking. Nothing was bought for South Ken-
sington earlier than the seventeenth century,

which we trust would not have been the case

if fine thirteenth and fourteenth, or even
fifteenth, century work was to be had. In
addition to what we said last week, we would
draw attention to the very skilful hand-
work exhibited in the beautiful pelican al-

ready noticed, and the exquisite chasing of
the medallions in the crystal pendant given
by Louis XIII. Of the more modern
goldwork, nothing approaches the mounting
of the diamond breast- ornament given by the
Marquesa de la Puebla. We nave seldom
seen such skilful and delicate scrollwork. Of
course with our idea of setting precious stones,

so as simply to display the stones themselves,
this method would not find favour. We only
speak of the piece as a specimen of exquisite
hand-work, and we might add of the artistic

utilization of small and uncostly stones. In
some of the other crystal pendants there is a
process well worth imitating -that of placing
finely-coloured miniature painting under the
crystal. Thesespecimensare only fair examples
of the art. 1 litre is, however, a magnificent
instance of it in the Ashmolean Museum at
Oxford, equal in effect to the brightest
enamel.

Sealing a fair comparison to these Spanish

offerings are some similar specimens of Ger- j
man and French work in the great hall, lent

by " A Qentleiuau." It seems to us a pity that

a gentleman possessing such beautiful works
of art as those exhibited by him should not

have allowed his name to be appended. The
" Incredulity of S. Thomas" and "Resurrec-

tion " are beautiful examples of enamelled
figure-work. In addition to these fine jewels,

some good rings and early watches, this

gentleman exhibits very choice specimens of

French and English furniture, the painted

satin-wood of the last century, as good as any
to be seen, in perfect preservation. He also

shows—unless, indeed, there are two gentle-

men—a magnificent clock with charming
silver mounts, with tortoiseshell case inlaid

in oriental figures with mother-of-pearl and
enamels ; an early instance of the imitation

of oriental patterns so prevalent in the early

porcelain.

His finest specimen, however, of precious fur-

niture isanexquisitecabiuet of very light ebony
framing ot very pure and chaste design, inlaid

with plaques and panels of the choicest agates

and other pebbles. Small as it is, it almost

rivals the celebrated spinet bought at the

Paris Exhibition. But the most important

part of this collection is the metal-work.

Some of his specimens of this art are truly

marvellous. Tliere are many excellent ; all

are worth careful examination and study.

Of the smaller pieces the following are worthy
of notice :—A beautiful little miniature hour-

glass. It is only a toy, and probably, that is

judging from an early one we have, not of

much use in measuring time, but the patterns

in damascene work are exquisite, equal to

any oriental specimen. 01 about the same
date is a beautiful piece of chased metal,

seemingly the upper part of a sword scab-

bard. The expense of executing such work
as this would preclude its use at the

present day, except where funds were practi-

cally unlimited; but it is a sad sign of

the present revival throughout Europe that,

notwithstanding the greater beauty and scope

of the styles revived, scarcely anything ap-

proaching, either in design or skilfulness of

execution, the best Cinque Cento works has

been attempted, most of our Gothic archi-

tects having actually repudiated many useful

and beautiful processes of working in metal.

A curious purse- snap is also noteworthy for

the dexterity with which it is worked ; the

design, however, is poor. A set of knives of

the fifteenth century have beautifully ex-

cised handles, the floral and armorial orna-

ments being filled in with translucent enamel
of an excellent colour ; the greens and reds are

very good. There is no mode of ornament
more worthy of imitation for a hundred uses

than this, and we are glad to see that it has

been successfully done in several instances.

The gems of the collection are two very choice

shields of the finest wrought-iron richly dama-
scened. One appears to have been buried,

and so is a good deal corroded, but not so

much so as to prevent its design from being

perfectly intelligible ; the cantia, which is

hammered up to a considerable height, and
afterwards chased and inlaid, represents S.

George and the Dragon, the latter having

come within a very inconvenient distance of

the fair daughter of the King of Egypt. The
border is divided by circular medallions of

great warriors,maleand female—Judith,David.

Hercules, the lintervening spaces being filled

in with very elaborate and capital arabesque

ornaments in gold. It is said to be of the

iilteenth century, though it seems to us clear

of the sixteenth. The shape is circular ; when
perfect it probably was somewhat similar, but
equal to the Queen's great shield.

Far finer in design and execution, as well

as iu condition, which is as excellent as the

Cellini one, is a grand oval shield with the

monogram ^^—]—^ inscribed upon it in gold,

so that it was probably made for Ilenry II. of

France, who so often coupled his II with the
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D of Diana of Poitiers. The modelling here
is as good as in any painting of the period.

The grand scene is the delivery of tlie keys of

a city by a cjueen; a cupid bears a)), olive

brancli before her, and another hovers over
holding the crosvn of victory over the con-
queror. Victory, with a trumpet in her hand,
seems to bless liim as he advances, while the
city in the back towers in miijesly, palace

and town rising one above the other. The
subject may be the submission of Cleopatra
to Julius Giu-iar. We have never seen any-
thing iiner than the figure of Victory. The
drapery is 3iiii[ily marvellous ; such variety of

liatterns, and all exquisitely and tastefully

wrought; such ease and grace is sliovvn that

one can hardly believe that the material is so

stubborn a one as iron. The border is scarcely

as pure in design as that of the circular shield,

thougli in boldness and execution it far sur-

passes it. The masks are of extreme force

and character. If any one wants to see

how delicately iron can be worked by a skilful

artist, he cannot do better than study the
details of the dress of tho one ligure above
mentioned.

It is not a little cu^iou^ that there is

another choice work of art now exhibiting
which also has the Diana monogram, and is

supposed to have been her o.vu hand-mirror,
])resented by the King. The frame is of
ivory, of perfect execution, of the best taste of

the period. From what we have written, we
need not say that the Museum will well rep ay
a visit. Seldom have its walls and oases been
richer in really line works.

THE WINTEct EXHIBITION OP THE
DUDLEY GALLERY.

SATURDAY— the private view of the
Dudley Gallery—being very wet, there

was, comparatively speaking, but a small
number of visitors. The rain may have had
a depressing effect— certainly a leaden sky
is one of the worst under which to view
pictures,—but we cannot congratulate the
committee upon the exhibition's being quite
up to its usual mark. The collection is

designedly one for cabinet pictures, but a
cabinet picture should be a gem, not a pot-

boiler, or, taken at its lowest conception, the
study for a larger work, giving the cream of
the painter's first idea of a subject. Hitherto
the Dudley has been the youngest and
favourite child among exhibitions, and we
regret that it should in any way lose its

usual prestige. Mr. Watts contributes three

pictures; one very fine one, "Love and
Death," No. 108, occupies a central position

at the end of the room. There is an over-

whelming force in the figure of Death against

which the smiUer one of Love seenn hardly
able to conte;id. With all its talent this

picture partakes largely of Mr. Watts's peculiar

mannerism. Anotlier by the same artist,

No. 12i), " From my Studio Window," is an
excellent study of a pine tree, and deserves

attention from its fine colour. Mr. Mason's
landscape is a good Ma^on ; to add, as he
does, that it is from Stalfordshire is beside

the mark ; he paints white very cleverly,

particularly a white goose or horse, or a

child's white cip against the evening sky,

and the first time we see it it enchants us,

but the repetition of the trick wearies and
palls upon us. Mr. Briton Riviere sends
two capital works, the puppy in No. 123,
" Conscience," is so ludicrously ashamed of
himself, and the action is full of humour.
The same feeling of humour is still more
apparent in .Mr. Riviere's larger work, " For
Sile,' No. IGS, which is also well and solidly

painted. " The Thames at Liraehouse,"
No. 14, by 0. Napier Henry, is full of colour,

and the water is excellently rendered ; we
prefer it to Mr. Henry's other picture, " St.

Ives—the Boats at twilight," No. 45, in
which the river is somewhat muddy and the
sky heavy ; there U, however, great indi-

viduality about both paintings. No. 150,
" St. Clement," by A. Legros, is a very
inferior work, the saint has a particularly

disagreeable expression, and seems carved
out of wood. The oidy part of the picture

worih studying is the hands ; they are carefully

wrought out. No. 182,, '-The Sliding Panel,"

by Alfred H. Tonrrier, is very well and con-
scientiously painted; the man's action is good,

it is finished without being laborious, and the

colouring is remarkably harmonious. Mr.
Yeames' picture, "Maggie's Secret," No. KJl,

will not add to his reputation ; the colour of

the sky as seen through the window is so crude
and out of key that it grates upon the eye.

Mr. Poynter's portrait of a little girl, No. 2()4,

is anothur unfortunate picture ; it is doubtless

an excellent likeness, but it is not a thing of

beauty or a work of art. Mr. J. E. Hodgson
contributes one of his Eastern scenes, " A
Pastoral Symphony," No. 179; it is given
witli force, and is replete with life ; it is an
excellent bit of painting, and decidedlv one of

the best works in the exhibition. No. 159,
" Black Rabbit Inn, Arundel," by Harry
Goodwin, is a nice bit of colour, and the artist

in painting a scene has also meritoriously

endeavoured after an eft'ect. It is a pity that

there is so much foreground; the picture would
have been much better, both in size and shape,

if two inches had been taken off the canvas in

front. Mr. A. B. Donaldson's picture. No.
78, "The Return of the Patron Saints to

Venice," is effective in colouring, though we
think the strength of the moonlight some-
what exaggerated; but enthusiasm in colour is

pardonable in a young painter. Mr. H. W.
B. Davis sends two little moonlight land-

scapes, most delicious in ett'ect and very true

to nature. Who has not walked out on such
evenings i No. 32, " Night," a study, and No.
139, 'A Bright Night." No. 152, "An Art
Critic," by Claude Calthorpe, is undeniably
clever, but so vulgar in feeling that all

pleasure in it as a work of art is quite lost.

Miss Starr's " Undine," No, GO, is a veiy poor
performance, so evidently feminine. Why con-
descend to such a bit of puerile and mawkish
sentimentality, when she can paint so much
better ? We are inclined to think that some
of the ladies' pictures in this collection must
have been placed on account of their titles,

for the valuable effect of a bit of poetry in

the catalogue ; take for instance this one,

qualifying a decidedly commonplace young
man witli somewhat sleepy eyes, " The Mild-
eyed melancholy Lotus- Eater," by Ellen
Partridge. Mr. Walton sends three good
landscapes, truthful bits of Surrey nature,

painted with his usual facile execution. His
large work, " The Lowly Valley,'' No. 53, has
much merit, and has great breadth and sim-
plicity of treatment ; the colour is excellent.

No. 74, " Near Midhurst, Su3,sex," is one of

the best of Mr. Ditchfield's pictures in this

gallery ; they are all painted with true art

feeling ; the painter evidently sees into the

poetry of nature; he is, however, a little too
fond of painting a grey diy. Mr. Heywood
Hardy has succeeded very well in grouping
the heads of four dogs ou one canvas, as iu

No. 55, and they appear to us to be very
characteristic portraits ; his love, however, is

plainly for landscape art. No. G2, " A Sliady
Spot," is painted as if he were fond of the
place; it is excellently rendered ; mirk
particularly the effect of sunliglit on the
grass p.isture. The committee have been
guilty of favouritism in placing No. 131, " Our
Country Garden," by C. J. Liwis, in so pro-

minent a position ; it is a picture with nothing
to recommend it ; the artist could do so much
better; it is a mjretricious piinting, there is

no repose about it, and the colouring is most
gaudy and flaring. We cannot speak
favourably of " Cosette," No. 4ti, by G. H.
Boughton ; the woman's face is so hard, and
the painting of the dress badly managed. No.
12G, " The Junction of the Tliaines and Lxl-
don," by Harry Li^slie, is very nicely painted,

as is also No. 17(5, " Erith Church," by the

same artist. The landscapes by A. H, Grace,

have much merit, and are worth looking at ;

particularly No. 97, "An Old English Home-
stead." In fact, the exhibition is not devoid
of landscapes and works of merit, but it has

its reputation to keep up, and it must look to

something beyond this if it wishes to take ita

place among the many fresh galleries now
opening all around it. The Dudley began
well, painters of position were sponsors to it,

.and upheld its first exliibitions ; it opened with

eclat ; therefore, unless itis sustained by more
than usual efforts after pictures with sut>ject8,

after a better class of portraits, and landscapes

as a rule decidedly above the range of dealers'

pictures, the greater will be its fall. We do
not say that it is declining, but looking for-

ward to the heavy competition against which
it has to fight, we recommend an earnest

striving after better things. Half a dozen
pictures that leave a mark upon the memory
will make an exhibition when even a more
than average equality of work is forgotten as

soon as our visit to the Gallery is over.

COMPETITIONS.
Memorial to the htk Marquis op West-

MINSTEB.—A publioJmietiQg was held at the Town-
Hall, Shaftesbury, on Saturday evening last, to

take into cousideration the farm that the pro-

posed memorial to the late Marquis of West-
minster should take. It had been originally de-

termined to erect a cottage hospital, and a con-

siderable sum had been raised in furtherance ol

that object. Subsequently it was suggested that

the memorial should take the form of a middle-

class school. This meeting was called to decide

the question, and it was voted by a large majority

that a cottage hospital, with accommodation for

six beds, should be built, .-vnd it was resolved to

advertise for plans and building estimates.

The Wednesbury Towm-Hall Competition.—
Mr. G. B Nichols and Mr. Samuel Horton, the
authors of the second and third premiated

designs, have sent the following letter to the local

journal :—" On reading the report in the Birming-

ham Daily Post of Wedaesd.iy, the 2tJth lust., re-

ferring to the selection of the design for the pm-
pcjsed Town-U.ill, we were surprised to see it

reported as spoken of by the chairman that one
of tbe selected designs bore the name of ' Loxton
Brothers ' in one corner. We merely write to

ask the chairman of the meeting if such is correct.

If so, it is not only unfair, but unjust to the

other competitors who sent in under motto. Wo
mvy also ask at the same time if Mr. Samuel
Loiton, a member of the Local Board of Health,

and brother to the selected architect, practising

under the firm of Lixton Brothers, was present

at the committee meetings (which were four in

number) held for the purpose of selecting the

three bjst designs, the beat in the end turning

out to be that of Mr. John Loxton. We have

been informed by go id authority that Mr. Samuel
Loxton was present at the committee meetings

assisting to select tho best designs. If such is

the case, it appears very questionable whether the

selection of the firnt prize plan is plaeed iu that

p,)aitioa by mjrit." Ttie whole aifiir needs ex-

plaiuiug.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-R,iILINQ.*

{Oontlimed from page 294.)

PCVTE 7.—CoNSTKOCrioS OF PLATFORM STAIBS.

THE gO)d or bid effect of platform stairs

depunds upou the manner of fixing the posi-

tion of risers on the plan. For example : Take a

twelve inoli cylinder, and let tho risers stand ou
the spring line ; sueh arrangement causes both

rail and string to have a crippled and deformed
appearance. It destroys thu general elfect of that

whicli should be the m >st prominent ajd architt^c-

tural featart! of any iutaiior. A b,idly designed or

ill-executtfJ staircLse will conderaii a whole build-

ing, and nearly every one connected with it.

Tiiere is no objection to having the risers on the

spring line wUen the cylinder is smdl—say, six or

eight inches.

* Thi] series ot arLiUetisa rapri-iaotioa or R^DSar
RloijELL's wjrk oa tite sa')]eet, palilisUjU ia PaiLiljl-
pliia, and by Trubuor ani C,)., LqU'Iou.
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Tbi*, tad the following pr»cti<»l drewiogs, will

cXrUia Uie c->nvct mv'de of finding thf podtion

of turn at the cylinder ; also, the proper construe-

tioD of wreitha for the same.

Kig. 1 is the ground plan of platform stairs,

bating a twelve inch cylinder ; the thickness of

biackct and centre line of rail shown.

Let ona baluster sUind on line O. Set off on

»ach aid* of it tha position of the others. Have

Um spaces from centre to centre to equal half a

The balusters are now m position, and clear

difcetioDi ci*en to draw face of riser, landing, and

guitiag. This done, set off width of steps, and

drawiiwn U and K.

It i* now platu that two balusters stand on

platform, and the space between equals that on

the squat e steps.

Let the end of starting riser be rounded off in

the solid. Work the noniog on end of circula:

step in the same manner.
This completes the ground plan.

The next question is the cut of carriages land-

ing, and starting at the platform. Also height

and pitches of rails.

All this may be shown on a narrow board, in

the following manner :—Set a bevel—or what is

better, have a framing eqimre. Take a piece nf

inch stuff, say two inches wide. Make a sli'^ in

•ach end. Slip it on the tongues of square. Fasten

the ends with a screw.

This may be set to any desired ani;ie. For

example :— Let the mar^^iu on the left, Fig. 2, be

the edge of a board. Keep the fence of equare

•gaiost it. Then draw a line, say K L, and also

^at through A, which equals on the plan.

Kext act off from A three spaces towards D;
•ach to equal O 0. The letter D shows the

•pringin; in the same position as that of D on
be plan.

Let the situation of riser K agree with that on
the plan. The steps and risers are now spread

out, and correspond with those on plan.

The next object is to tiod the cuts of carriage

landing and starting. Also face of platform.

Begin by drawing lower edge of carriage, say

five inches from internal angle of step. Next, set

off depth of trimmer, say nine inches. Now draw
lower edge, cutting at T. Then scjuare up fiom
T, cutting platform at 2, giving V 2, which trans-

fer to plan. Carry up dotted line from 2, and
the cut landing is obtained, also face of trimmer.]

To find the pitches through centre of wreath as

it stands over the plan. Draw the lines touching

corners of square step«, cutting through 4 and 6.

Juin 4 and 6. This line shows the pitch across

the cylinder.

To tind the half height of wreath. Draw a line

throngh joint 5, cutting at £, which gives E L for

it. . Also E F at direction of ordinate by which the

mould is constructed.

Fig. 3 shows a square. Let the sides equal

on plan, or the radius which btruck centre line of

rail. Extend one side, say E F, that being equal
to like letters on the left. Draw from F the

ordinate touching corner of square. Let the
lines from remaining corners be parallel with
ordinate. Make the seat square with it. Have
L K to equal height L K on the left. Joint E T
extended ; thu being the long diameter of ellipsie

;

also pitch a plank

Square over the lines from E, H, 0, T. Let E 5

equal L and corner of square. Make H 4 equal
B U, and T S equal T E. Join S.4 and 4.3 ex-

tended. These lines, to he correct, must equal
the pitches »u the left having curreiipouding figures.

The straight shank 2.3 may beany length desired,

the line U O being the minor axis.

The mould here is always made equal to given
width of rail. Malf of which is on each side of O.

Find the wide end of elli|«e on the pitch E T.

The mould is now ready to be struck with a tram-
mel, stiaight edge, or string. Adopt the last

because the quickest.

To find bevels. Draw two lines from E parallel

with 5.4 and 4.3. Take any point on pitch, say
H. Square over to L. Then, with li for centre,

strike a circle that will touch the parallel of 5.4

and cut at O. Join L, thus giving an angle
which contains the bevel for jtint 5. Its applicj

tioa to the joint is shown by square tectiou ou
right ; the stuck S beiug on surface ul plauk.

Tike H again for centre ; and strike a circle

touching line parallel with 4 3, and cutting pitch
near U. Join this p(Aot and L, and the angle
thus made gives the bevel for joint 2 on the shank.
Its applicfttion i.-i fibown by square f-ectioo.

Tbe mould anl bevels are uow comi'lete. M<trk
the stuU and cut it square thruu^h. Face ow-

.^r\z,

\

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-BAILING.—PLATE VII.

side. This done, lay the mould on and mark the

joints ; also points that will give a direction to

draw lines 2.4 and 5.1 on surface of stuff. The
object of these lines is to prove the correctness

of joints. For example :

Take a nine or twelve inch square. Keep the

stock against joint 2. See that its blade and line

2.3 agree. Tljis all right, hold the square so that

its edge and surface of plank agree.

Adopt this method fur all joints made on haud-
rails. To apply the bevels ;—Run on a gauge line

to half thickness of stuff. Intersect this by
squaringover 2 and 5. You have now the centre of

plank. Let thu blade of bevel pass through it, as

shown. Mark width and thickness of rail on both
joints. Thia may be readily done by having a

thin pattern just the size, and a square line on it

which falls on that made by bevel. The mould,
as it lies, represents upper side of wreath piece.

Cut off the slab N N and work to bevel. This
done, square over half thickness of rail shown at

P. Continue it along the bevelled edge and square
with joint. Transfer 2 3 on the mould to line on
edge. Then draw the plumb line or pitch.

Perhaps the meaning will be better under-

stood by looking at Fig. 4. The plumb line

being that of pitch board which a square step aud
riser make.
You are now ready to apply the mould. Lay it

on. Let the straight pirt on the left be fair with
bevelled edge of stuff. Have line 5 4 stand op-

posite bevel line on joint, as shown by square
section.

Now mark the surface of stuff according to

edges of mould. This being done, let the appli-

cation be the same fur the other side. Cut off the

slabi, and give the piece its cylinder form. Work
up to lined on surface. Hold plane or saw
in the same direction as plumb line on bevelled

edge.

This done, the wreath piece ia ready to thick-

ness. Lay mould on. Keep its joints fair with
those on the stull'; and have line 2.4 opposite that

made on surface. Now square over ; minor axis

on both edges of stuff. Mark half thickness

of plank. Set off half the thickness of rail on each

side of it. These points and square section on
joints give a clear direction to cut the off slab on
upper surface of wreath piece. Work through

half the thickness on both edges that have j ust

been marked. This squares the piece and shows

it a parallel width. Next gauge to a thickness.

The joints are now ready for dowels and hand-

rail screws. Connect shanks and straight rails

first. Cleanoff the joints. This done, take them
apart. Now connect centre joint 5. Be particu-

lar to have lines made by bevel stand exactly

opposite to each other. This throws both shanks

to the proper pitch of stairs. Clean off the joint.

Be careful to have no humps, lumps, or any
deformity in the curves. Take the wreath in both

hands ; hold it up before you ; see that the cor-

ners present to the eye bold aud flowing lines.

This is an evidence of the workman. It would be

well to leave the thickness full at joint 5. Such
precaution gives the opportunity of regulating any
defect that might appear on either upper or lower

side.

It miy be proper to state that the methods
which have juat been given for finding bevels, and
their application to joints, are the same for every

wreath throughout this wurk. Bear this in mind,

so that repetition may be avuided.

The line E T, being both pitch and major axis,

shows thit the mould can be produced from that

line. For example : Take a piece of board ; run

a gauge on the face, say inch from edge. Lay it

on, aud mark E, H, O, T. Square over the lines ;

then transfer the distance between seat and cor-

ners of square. Fiud points to insert pins. Then
sweep the curves, which completes the mould in

a practical manner.

{To be continued.)

S. Mary's Church, Barnsley, was reopjned by
Bishop Jciiner, on All Saints ilay, after restoration

by Mr. Bodlcy, at a cost of £2,U0O.
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FONT IN LLANDEWEDNACK CHURCH, CORNWALL.

£ASr FACE SOUTH FACE

THIS intsrcsting little cliurch,

situftteil in n )irimitive fish-

ing Tillage ueiiv Lizard Poiut,

is one of the mauy Cornish

village churches iu which the

fabric appears to be entirely

of Pcrpcudicular date, but which
contain viry old luid quaint

fonts, Borne of them Norman,
some apparently thirteenth ccn-

tmywork. The sketches repre-

sent three of the four faces

;

the fourth is covered with a
long inscription, very much
obliterated. It would appear,

however, to have ended with

the name of the workman who
executed it, and I presume that

the inscription, not having been
properly arranged, he was
obliged to carry his last word—"fecit "—to the western face,

where he executed it in the

rude fashion which has been
exactly copied on the sketch.

Whether there is any meaning'

in the quaint devices on tlie

south and east faces, perhajis

some reader of the Buii.dino News may be able

to susKest ; my own idea is that they are merely
an cfibrt of an uneducated mediaival village

artisan, who probably designed and executed the

whole work. In the same church is a very curious

hagiascope of Perpendicular workmanship.
J. B. FOWLEK.

GATEWAY, CLEEVE ABBEY, SOMERSET-
SHIRE.

THE Cistercian Abbey at Cleeve is situated

about 14 miles from Taunton. The re-

mains, in a good state of preservation, consist of

the gateway, the refectory, dormitories, and a

small portion of the cloisters. The gateway, of

the Perpendicular period, has some sculptured

figures, in niches, one of which contains a figure

of our Lord on the Cross, unfortunately much
injured by the effects of the weather, but which,

however, does not seem to have suft'ered from the

mad violence of the Puritans. The refectory,

now used as an apple store, has a very fine florid

Pei-pendicular carved liammer-beam open timber

roof, which has escaped the almost inevitable and
detestable whitewash brush. At one end of the

refectory is a large wall-painting of the Cruci-

fixion, very faii'ly executed, and in good preserva-

tion. The dormitory buildings, with various offices

on the gi'ound Hoor, appear to be of the early

part of the thirteenth century, and partake of

a French character ; indeed, it is very evident,

from the style and character of the work, to have
been wrought at least under the superintendence
of a Frenchman, if not by French workmen. The
gateway imder the donnitories, leadmg from the
cloister garth to (presumably) the monks' garden,
is a good specimen of plain early work, and
evidently, from the remains of two groining ribs,

it was entered on the garden side, through a
porch, which would appear to have been as high
as the two stories of the dormitory building, the
gateway itself being kept low, in order not to

interfere with the floor level of the dormitories.

The groining ribs have distinct traces of coloxir

upon them. The Abbey now forms convenient
farm buildings, the dwelling house being a com-
paratively modem erection next the refectory

and the cloisters.

Thomas Batteububy,

NEW CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH, STAM-
FORD HILL.

THIS building (an illustration of which we give)

when completed will bo one of the largest

and most important of the many new congrega-

tional churches in the neighbourhood of London.
It stands on a commanding site at the highest

point of Stamfoi'd-hill. The total interior length

of the church is 120ft., including an apse 22ft.

long. The width across the aisles is 51ft. 6in.,

and across the transepts 64ft. Gin. The height of

nave is 38ft. to plate and 47ft. to ceiling, the roof

up to ceiling being open-timbered, and supported

by trusses with moulded circular ribs. The tower
and spire, placed at the north-west angle of the

building, will have a total height of 160ft. to top

of stone finial. Th i church will accommodate
about 1,400 persons. At the back of the

church is a lecture-hall to accommodate ,S50

persons, two large public and two private

vestries, church-keeper's apartments, itc. The
walls will be finished externally in Kentish
rag in drop coursed work, and the interior of

church and lecture hall in Bath stone ashlar.

Pewing and gallery front will be of pitch pine.

The building is from the designs of Messrs. J.

Tarring & Son, architects, and Messrs. Dove
Brothers are the contractors.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE opening conversazione of this flourishing

society for session 1870-71 took place on

Fi-iday evening last at the rooms in Conduit-
street, and was very fully attended. The walli^

were adorned with a goodly selection of designs

and sketches by members of the Association and
of the Associated Aits' Institute. Foremost iu

point of attraction were some very Icautiful

coloured sketches by Mr. Phene Spiers. On ii

lower level, and extending nearly all round the

gallery, were exhibited the designs of Messrs.

Poynter, Yeames, Marks, Eyre Crow, and Hors-
ley, for the frieze of the new Albert Hall of Art

and Science, Kensington. Several of the prize

designs submitted iu competition in the various

classes of the Association were also hung on the

walls, and much amusement was nflbrded by the

humoroua and cleverly-executed designs for in-

vitation cards of tho"Picts" and "Ootha"
Clubs. Messrs. Gillow, of Oxford-street, sent a

collection of furniture, including one or twe very

good sideboards, and Messrs. Braugwyn, of

Bruges, exhibited some flue specimeug of eccle-

siastical embroidery.

Mr. T. H. Watson, A.R.I.B.A., the President,

having taken the chair, Mr. B. A. Paicc, one of

the honorary secretaries, read a long list of

gentlemen nominated as members, after wliich

the prizes won by the members during tlio last

session were distributed, as follows :

—

Association prize of two guuieas and a lialf to

members for the best essay on either of the fol-

lowing subjects, viz. (1) a monograpli of the

architect Inigo Jones, and his works; (2) An
essay on the causes that influenced the develop-

ment of Medinval architecture. One essay was
submitted on the former subject, and two on the

latter. The best of these essays was found to bo

by Mr. John Slater, B.A.
Association prize of two guineas and a half, to

members of the Class of Design for the best set of

sketches contributed in the class durhig the

session, and prize of one guinea and a half (also

given by the Association) for the second best

series :—First prize to Mr. W. L. Spiers ; second

prize to Mr. A. Webb ; honourable mention made
by the judges of the designs submitted by Mr.

Clarke.

Mr. JowEBs's prize for the best series of detail

drawings submitted in the Class of Design was
awarded to Mr. W. L. Spiers. The extra prize

given by the President of the Class of Design

(Mr. E. C. Lee) was awarded to Mr. J. S. Newman.
Association prize of one guinea and a half to

members of the Elementai-y Class of Design, for

the best series of studies submitted during the

session :—Awarded to Mr. J. A. Reeve ; honour-

able mention made of those by Mr. Yates.

Association prize of two guineas to members of

the Class of Construction, for the best summary
of subjects treated at the meetings of the Class

—

Awarded to J. Sulman, jun.

Sir William Tite's prize of five guineas, to

members of the Association, for the best design

for a middle class school for 100 boys—Awarded
to air. E. Clarke. (The design by Jlr. J. Hinton
Bryan was declared by the judges to be next iu

order of merit.)

The Architectural Union Company's prize of

£5, to members of the Association, for the best

series of measured drawings from existing build-

ings in England, or portions of the same, erected

previous to the eighteenth century—Awarded to

Mr. Robert PearsaU ; second prize of £2 lOa.

(offered by the Association) for the second best

series—awarded to Mr. Alexander H. Kersey.

Honourable mention was made of the series of

drawings submitted by Mr. J. A. Reeve.

The Chairman next addressed a few words of

welcome to the company, after which
Mr. Edmund Shabpe, of Lancaster, made a

few observations congratulating the Association

on the eflforts which it was making to extend the

education of its members, and to elevate the

status of the profession. He refen-ed to the ex-

cursion (made under his auspices) during the

autumn of about forty members of the Associa-

tion to Lincolnshire, andexpressed his willmgness

to give his assistance on any similar occasion.

Professor Keer next congratulated the Asso-

on its prosperity, and on having for its President

this year one of its members who had passed with

the greatest distinction through the Voluntary

Examination. He hoped that the Association

wonld provide the Institute with mauy more
candidates for, the Examination like Mr. Watson,

and that such candidates would furnish the

Association with equally cUstiuguished presidents.

Mr. T. Rogeh Smith having put in a plea for

some attention being given to the pen as well as

to the pencil in order that the numbers, when
in active practice, might be as well able to express

their ideas clearly as to design tastefully,

Mr. William White, F.S.A., and Mr. T.

Chatfeild ^Clarke briefly addressed the members,
who then dispersed to enjoy the music, ic,
provided for their entertainment.

The real business of this session of the Asso-

ciation commences this (Friday) evening. Wo
append a syllabus of the proceedings for the en-

suing session :

—

1870, Nov. 4, Annutil Meeting and Address by
the President. Nov. 18, On the Use of Colour in

Diagi-ams illustrating the History of Architecture,

by Edmimd Sharpe, Esq., M.A., F.R.I.B.A.

Dec. 2, Prize Essay, by the Author ; On the Nine-
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totfulh CVutun-, l)y J. W. Rli.vlis. Deo. 16, The

Ammjnnent "aiid Venlilatiou of Hosiiitnls, by

a 8«Iter. A.R.I.B.A. IXc. !U», Arclutcotnral

TrMtment of Rabbisli, by O. K. Rcilsrave. 1871

,

Jaa. 18, Colour Deoorntion, by J. D. Cracc,

AJU3JI. Jan. '27, Loiuloii as a Field of StuJy

for «n Architect, bv T. Roger Smith, F.R.I.B.A.

Feb. 10, Members' Sciife. Feb. 24, Notes on the

reeent Works at Allhollow's Chnrch, Lorahanl-

atreot, with Ri'inarkson Sir Christopher Wren"

s

ChoTihes, by F. J. Fninei.', Esq., F.R.I.B.A.

Mar. 10, Clu^tian Symbolism, by O. H. Birch.

Mar. 24, Ironwoik o"f the Sli.Ule Ages, by C.

Bailr, Esq. Mar. 21. Treatment of Terra-cotta,

by J. T. Perry, A.R.I.B.A. May 6, General

Baitiuess Meeting; Cantcrbnry, by E. C. Lee,

A.B.I.B.A. May 19, " Put Yourself in his Place,"

brE. J.Taner. June 3, On the External Archi-

tectural Treatment of Portland Cement, by

Rowland Plumbe, F.R.I.B.A. Juno 10, Nomi-

nation of OflBcers; Architeclnrol Decoration, by

C. Aldridge. June 30, Election of Ofliccrs
;

Oeneiml Strength of Materials, by G. Aitchisou

,

Esq., B.A., F.B.I.B.A.

MB. B. WKSTMACOTT, B.A., ON THE
EDUCATION OF ARTISTS.

Associated Akts' Ixstitute.

THEopeningronicr»a;ionf of thia Institute, for

acaaion 1870-71, took place on S.ituic)ay

eTeoiog last in the rooms of the Architectural

Society's bouse, 9, Conduit-street, Regent-street.

The numerous objecta of art and art manufacture
which leLt additional interest to the Architectural

Anodation eoniersazionf of the previous evening

w«ra also retained on this occasion, and the

mtiaioal programme was carried out by the follow-

iog artists :—Vocalists : Miss J. K. Smith, Signer

Kappi, and Mr. Plater ;
pianoforte, Mr. Henry R.

Bin! ; flute, Mr. A. Collard. During the evening,

Mb. RiCH-inn 'Westmacott, R.A., delivered

his usual inaugural addrees. With reference to

the poaition of the Institute, he said that there

had not been asy falling vS in t'oe number of

membeiB during the past year. In the last session

some Tery admirable papers were read, and there

were some interesting discussions and the usual
exhibitions of sketches, lie regretted that the
Institata bad sastained a great loss by the resig-

nation by Mr. Potter of the ofEce of honorary
Mcretaij. From the founding of the Institute he
had been a moat indefatigable and useful worker,
and it would be impossible te describe adequately
the Institute's obligations to him, and it was satis-

factory to notice that he still remained a member
of the committee. The Institute (Mr. Westmacott
proceeded to say) will be carried on upon the
•ame principles as those which have hitherto
guided its proceedings. By combining in its

composition the professors of every branch of fine

art,—painting, sculpture, architecture, and en-
graving,—it is desired to impress strongly upon all

the great advantage of considering that there is,

or ought to be, a close connection between all the
various aria of design, and that they are most
successfully practised when they mutually aid and
derelope each other—a position which might have
been strengthened and illustrated by great examples
if time could have been spared for it. Papers
will, aa usual, be read on art sulgects. There
will be free discussions on subjects relating to
the theory and practice of art, and occasionally
exhibitions of original designs by members.
All these objects are purposed to aid and
derelope the intelligence, diverted to a
pecific end, of those who may take part in such
exercises, and to assist the artist's education in
principles, without which any excellence a work
of art may exLibit must be little other than acci-
dental rather than deliberate ; whereas, when the
excellence is founded on and is the result of know-
ledge and reflfction, a fine work becomes a trust-
worthy example and a safe guide for all time. It
may not be in the power of all or of many artists
to produce works of comounding exctlKnce. Art
is no easy calling, and but few, comparatively,
can expect to succeed in becoming eminently great
in practice. But every artint should endeavour
to be an authority on theoretical questions, and
on the principles of the art he professes. It may
be aaid " Genius will assert itself, free from the
trsmmeU of rule* and dogmatic teaching." There
is DO intention to dispute it; but genius is often
fondly assumed to be present when, it may be,
none, or a very poor counterfeit of it, exists. But
dmittiDg all iU claims, it ia no dispawgemcnt of

genius to assert that ita direction and develop-

ment may be gre.itly aided and iuteusitied by

education. This takes nothing from the value of

the iwssessiou of genius in the sense of its being

a divine gift. It is only intended to show that

where a superior and peculiar power or aptitude

in a particular direction ia exhibited, be it in fine

art, poetry, music, or science, the addition of

education, of a kind to dcvelope the gift, so to call

it, cannot but bo beuufioial. But what if this ex.

ceptional gift of genius has not been vouchsafed,

or that any delusion as to its possession be rudely

dissipated, and the artist awakes to the fact that

he is only endowed with the ordinary common-
place faculties, neither greater nor less, possessed

by other people ? It is with the purpose of Hiding

such average artist that this and similar societies

may have their use by inviting his attention to

.piestious relating to his profession, both in its

theory and practice The lecturer continued :

—

I may here make some remarks on the value of

education beyond its practical uses, viz., the in-

fluence it enables the cultivated professioual artist

to exert in the world and in society when art is

the subject of interest and conversation. If artists

willingly refuse to acquire such knowledge, where

is it to he looked for f If they who profess art are

unable to discuss it, what defence or security can

there be against the false criticism and the pre-

tentious dogmatisci of ignorant but conceited

self-elected arLiters of taste ?—whereas the feel-

ing that a competent judge ia present, in a well-

educated, practical artist, to hear what is said will

of itself often act as a check tocrude and unsound
enunciations on art. Can it be doubted that

such influence was exercised in the society they

frequented by such men as Sir Joshua Reynolds,

B,irry, Fuseli, Flaxraau, Eastlake, and others who
might be named ? Of course the first object of an
artist should be proficiency in his art. This ia to

be the great aim of his exertions. But the

acquirement of knowledge in the theory and prin-

ciples of art need not in any degree prejudice

practice. On the contrary, it it does so it is

owing to other causes, not to any inherent evil

in the acquisition of knowledge—-the mere supposi-

tion is absurd—but to the want of a proper arrange-

ment or distribution of study. The one may be

done, and efi"eotually, and yet the other not be left

undone. I remember on one occasion, when this

subject happened to be matter of conversation, a

person present quoted the cases of certain eminent
artists who were said to be totally uneducated
men, but who had produced immortal works,

and Turner was specially mentioned. There
was no argument in this, and the individual example
was unfortunate. First, such exceptionally-fine

productions are so, not because of, but in spite of,

the deficiencies in education of their authors ; and,

secondly, it is a great mistake and injustice to

parade Turner as an uninstructed and ignorant

man. Turner had not the advantage of a classical,

and.so to say, polite education, but there have been
few distinguished artists who were more able to

express themselves with force and clearness on some
of the most subtle questions of art, its theory and
practice, than was this great genius. I knew
Turner well, and met him often, and can bear
witness to the respect and interest with which he
was listened to (when he chose to discuss art

questious) by the most eminent of his contem-
poraries. He was of retbed habits, and seldom
joined in such conversations except among inti-

mates, but he was not silent from incapacity. No
doubt there have been artists of great power who
have not possessed any large amount of instruction

out of the immediate practice of their calling
;

but, at the same time, it is well known that many
of the noblest triumphs of art that have descended
to us are the productions of some of the most
accomplished and learned men of their own or any
age—Leonarda da Vinci, Michael Angelo, Titian,

Rubens, and others whose names might be added,
were not only great among the greatest artists, in

a practical sense, but they were also great intellec-

tual lights. And education here does not mean
learning Greek and Latin, and following the
ordinary Classical curriculum, but, aa the derivation

of the word indicates, the drawing-out

—

educu—
and expanding the intellectual and moral faculties.

It is to exercise and enlarge the scope of the in-

telligence, and to give a range and power of

thought which, if associated with a real love and
aptitude for art, must greatly aid the artist in his

professional work. We must remember that art,

especially painting, is now practised on very
diirereut grounds to those which gave it its im-
pulse in former times. Except in portraiture

—

^

and then but rarely—the almostuniversal employ-

ment of art was confined to pictures relating to re-

ligion, to Script\ire or Cburch history, and the

representation of miracles and monastic traditions,

and here the subjects were seldom left to the

artist. They were supplied by his employers, for

local or specitic objects, so that, ordinarily, it was

in the material and technical part, and not in tha

inventive, that the painter's ])uwer was chiefly

exercised. How is it now ? The painter has to

try to attract the attention and to please and

tickle his public by finding such subject of

every sort and kind as may possibly bit the various

tastes and open the purses of patrons lut little

qualified ordin.vtily to judge works of high aspi-

ration or of refined treatment. Is it not, then,

highly desirable that artists should qualify them-
selves to produce works which may improve the

taste of the public ? A nd can this be better done

than by offering in the motive of their works
,

subjects of a refined and pure character, rather

than of a low and vulgar and commonplace class

—the natural resource of those artists who, them-

selves uneducated, desire to find purchasers among
an equally ignorant public. We know there are

persons who fancy that the end and aim of art is

imitation, and that a picture which exhibits the

careful and elaborate reproduction of an object,

however trifling or even coarse and repulsive it

may be, fullUs all the requirements of art. Artists

should be ready and able to show the danger to

which such an error may lead, an i while allow-

ing the real value of truthful imitation,

to explain that true art is exhibited in selection

as well as in correct imitation, and in using

beautiful and pleasing rather than common or

ugly forms. This does not imply or suppose

that evety artist is to paint and think in the
" King Cambyses vein." Simple subjects may
be quite as beautiful and expressive as the most
sublime. Those who have a real devotion to art

cannot hut admit the force of these arguments.

Every artist should feel that he ought to be a

teacher of the public taste, and having in his

especial calling the most ready process, as Horace

tells us, of making his appeal, viz , to the eye—he

should study carefully and conscientiously to

place before the public only such subjects and
forms of art as will conduce to this elevated end.

The cultivated and well-educated artist will do

this, as far as ia in his power. At any rate, his

" bringing-up," his training, will make him shrink

from taking for his art subjects which are coarse,

vulgar, or impure.

In conclusion, Mr. Westmacott dwelt on the

fact that amateurs or non-professional members
were admitted to the Institute, and enumerated

the advantages to botb professed artista and

amateurs conferred by this feature.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. G. G. ZERFFI delivered his fourth lecture

on this subject in the lecture theatre of

the South Kensington Museum on Tuesday after-

noon last. The lecturer remarked that during

the stone age we find no traces of writing

properly so called. Instead, ideography was used,

as by the Mexicans. Ideography was called into

requisition by reason of the vivid imagination

of man during the period of his civilisation corre-

sponding to childhood in his corporeal growth.

Out of ideography, sculpture byand-bye took ita

rise, commencing with the same crude form3_ or

outlines. There were still races of men inhabiting

the world who used ideography, and who were,

in fact, in their primitive childhood so far as

regarded civilisation. Dr. Zerffi next touched

upon religion as influencing art. Religion, he

said, was most essential to art, so much so that

without religion—without its grand moral law—
it was impossible to have art. Art being sym-

metrical and based on the law of harmony and

beauty required to be supported by religious

feeling. Religion of some sort must speedily take

root among men left to the contemplation of the

grandeurand beauty of creation. After enumeratirg

the- various developments which religion has

passed through from the most primitive times,

—

fetishism, nature-worship, anthropomorphism,

and lastly, when morality in the abstract becomes

the essence of religion—the lecturer proceeded to

trace the influences which these various forms of

religion exercised upon art. Stonehengo and the

cromlechs and dolmens were undoubtedly the

tgrowth of religion, and at a time, too, when a

.-rtain state cf civilisation had been reached. Tbe

measurements of the stones in such works in tlis
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country, too, were in the same proportion wil]i

those of the stoues of similar works at K iruac and
iu North America. These stoues were fountl with
mortices and tenons in them, thus proving that
there must have preceded them some kind of

woodeu construction. To raise such stones in

position, too, the use of the windlass and lever
must have been known. Those facta are indicative
ot a high degree of civilisation at the time such
wjrks were erected, and everything tended to

tie conclusion tliat Stonelienge and other such
works were templei of religion. As the progress
of civilisation was seen in tlie dLVcflopuient of the
structures erected by inmkind, so also w.-ia it to
be traced iu the development of the Ceramic art.

IVttery was indicative of a high degree of civili-

aitidu among the people who uivle and used it,

and fossil pott'jry, or pottery belonging to pre-
historic times, was generally f.iund with the form
of its vessels corresponding to thi' shape of a gourd
or shell. The most astonishing development of
the Ceramic art had taken place in different
countries aud ages, and by it, in a certain degree,
might be measured the civilisation existiug
amongst a people. As a rule the ruder forms
found iu pottery are the most primitive. Vessels
of pottery were not only fashioned in the shape of
the gourd, but in the shapes of shells and other
objects of nature, and the ornamentation of such
shells as the ci/stidca was often imitated in carvings
by savages. These points showed how closely Art
and Nature were connected, and this brought the
lecturer to a defiuition of style. In pottery, as
in ornamentation, in architecture as well as in
painting, Nature was the basis of Art, bu;
Nature reproduced by means of the artist's intel-
lectu.il force, aud only so far as this was the case
did the product become an object of art. Rjaliam
was only the basis on which idealism was
founded. Nature was to the artist an im-
mense storehouse which he had to study, for
he would never be capable of repro-
ducing its forms if he was not capable
of imititing them. But woo to the artist
who clung with slavish pertinacity to imi-
tation ! He should rather breathe into art the
living ideality ; then only would he become a
master artist. If a faithful reproduction of
Nature were all that was required of the artist,

then Madame Tussaud's exhibition of wax figures
Would be the very Pantheon of sculpture. The
thoiKjht of the artist was wanted much more
than his accurate cast of the features of the person
to be portrayed, and it was this exercise of
thought on the part of the artist that led to the
formation of his style. The artist had t > pour
over the products of Nature the bright light of
his own conception. Every real artist had a

style, and every historian of art had a right to
divide and classify those styles as he liked,

for style originated in the individual's concep-
tion of a certain form. Thus, Michael Augelo,
Raphael, aud Leonardo da Vinci would have each
rendered the same woman differently, for they
wocdJ all have seen her differently, and to this it

WAS owing thiit their styles varied. The natural
object as the basis ot all three productions was
the same, but the style and treatment would vary
with the painter. Style was found not only iu
individuals, but in nations. The more art ad-
vanced—the more reality became idealised, the
more we were capable of idealising Nature—the
more nearly we attained to what was sublime and
perfect in art.

BUILDERS' BENEVOLENT INSTITUTION.
rnHE twenty-third anniversary dinner iu aid of

X the funds of this institution took place on
the 27th ult., at Willis's Rooms, King-stroet, S.
James's, tho President (Alfred J. Mansfield, Esq.)
in tho chair, supported by a large number of the
leading builders aud building material factors of
the metropolis.

The usual loyal and patriotic toasts having been
given, the toast of tho evening, " Tho Builders'
Benevolent Institution," was proposed from the
chair. The President, in introducing the toast,
said ho was glad to see so large an attendance in
the interests of the Institution, which was founded
twenty-three years ago, aud it gave him great
pleasure to see its founder (Mr. Cozens) present.
The Institution was established for the relief
of any members ot the building trade, or of
the trades connected therewith, who might,
from adverse vicissitudes of fortune, become°re
duced iu circumstances. The Institntion had
since its establishment gono on satisfactorily and

prosperously. There were now forty-fonr pen-
sioners in receipt of aimuities from the Institution,
twenty-two males and twenty-two females, tho
former receiving £21 and the latter £20 per
animm. He should bo very glad to see those
annuities increased to £:iO for the men and £25
for tho women—(hear, hoar)--and therefore he
asked tho company to du all thoy could to attain
this result by increasing, it possible, their own
annual subscriptions, aud by cndeavonring to
obtain donations and subscriptions from tho many
persons connected with the building trade who
were unacquainted with tho merits of tho Institu-
tion. The total number of persons who had re-

ceived benelits from the Institution Biuce its

establishment was 103.

The toast of the " Chairman and President "

was next proposed by Mr. Beujimiu Hanucn
(Holland and llinnon), and having been briefly

responded to by the chairman, tho toast ot " The
Patrons, tho Vice-Presidents, and Trustees "

(coupled with tho name of Mr. Robinson) was next
given from the chair, and responded to by Mr.
Robinson. In resiionding to the toast of " The
Treasurer,"

Mr. GEonoE Plucknett pleaded hard for fur-
ther support being given to the Institution by the
building trade. Although its affairs were managed
by an excellent committee, with every regard for
economy, six or eight poor people were turned
away from tho Institution every year because it

had not quite enough to provide for them. When
those poor people came to the Institution they
were far stricken in years, and two or three years
delay was a very groat time to them out of the
short period they had to live. (Hear, hear ) He
felt the more concerned at this because there was
a vast number ot men belong to the trade who
did not subscribe to the Institution. The greatest
possible credit was due to the large employers of
labour—a glance at the subscription list would
show tho large sums they had for years contri-
buted to the Institution. (Hear, hear.) It only
a small portion of the men he referred to wore
to come forward, they would be able to provide
for all those applicants now turned away, and
have abundance of funds. The remaining toasts
were " The Architects and Surveyors," responded
to by Mr. Young, and " The Stewards and Direc-
tors," spoken to byMr. Cozens, the founder of the
Institution.

During the evening, Mr. A. G. Hahris, secre

-

tary, announced donations and subscriptions to the
amount ot £370, a slight excess over former
years.

Mr. Harker officiated as toast-master, and the
musical arrangements were under the direction of
Mr. Winn, assisted by Miss Blanche Reeves, Mr.
Fielding, and Mr. Carter.

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURiVL STUDENTS'
SOCIETY.

THE second winter session of this society was
inaugurated on Tuesday evening last by an

exhibition of sketches, drawings, aud photographs
of architectural and kindred subjects. The meet-
ing was held in the ante-room of tho Literary
and Philosophical Institntion, Newcast!e-on-
Tyne. One of the rules of the Society requires
each ot the members to contribute an ori"inal
sketch once a year at least, aud perhaps the most
interesting feature of the opening exhibition was
the series ot drawings executed by the members
in compliance with this regulation. The series
included perspective views or measured drawings,
with tho details, of the following buildinos, or
parts of them :—Tynemouth Priory, North-
umberland ; Lychgate, Heston, Middlesex ; Con-
stable's Tower, Draw-well, Barbican, and the
Abbey, at Alnwiek Castle ; The Nino Altars,
Durham Cathedral ; Byton Church, Co. Durham

;

The Keep and Black Gate of the Castle, New-
castle

; S. Bede's, Low Priarside, Co. Durham

;

Bolton Church ; Tower of the Grey Friars and
Keep of the Castle, Richmond, Yorkshire ; and Font
in the Church of 8. Agatha, Gilling, Yorkshire.
Besides these special drawings many others
were displayed (several being original sketches
made during the year by the members), together
with a lai-ge number of photogi-aphs, the whole
amounting to upwards of three hundred illustra-

tions of English and Continental arohiteoture.
The exhibition was altogether of the most interest-
ing nature, and if the printed programme of the
Society be carried out in its integrity with the
same vigour and spirit which characterized the
flrst meeting on the list, tho coming session
cannot fail to bo a sncccssfol one.

GOTHIC ENGINEERING WORKS.

IN his recent inaugural address to the Liverpool
. Architectural Society, the President, Mr. H.

H. Vale, said ho could not conceive a finer oppor-
tunity for tho production of great and enduring
stmctural successes than that presented in our
geeat modem engineering undertakings, ho they
dock-works, water-works, or railway works

; for
in all of these we had those essential elements of
grandeur—massivenoss of form and stability of
material. Ho did not think the time was far
distant wlien the Gothic stylo would bo raoro
generally adapted to such ))urposes, an example
of which was furuislied by Mr. Scott's S. Pancraa
Station for tho Midland Railway. Pugin pub-
lished designs for Gothic engineering works many
years ago, and that at a period when the Grecian
Doric portico was considered to be the culmination
of good tasto as applied to a railway station
eiitrance. The great old mediicval gateways were
still left to serve as models, and Mr. Vale trusted
we should live to see our true English style ap-
plied to all tho great engineering works in which
this nation acted as pioneer to tho whole civilised
world.

WORKMEN'S DWELLINGS
POOL.

IN LIVER-

IN his opening address to the Liverpool Archi-
tectural Society, on the 5th ult., the Pre-

sident, Mr. H. H. Vale, said that the workmen's
dwellings erected by the Liverpool Corporation,
and recently completed, were designed doubtless
to supply a long-felt local requirement, as it

would be manifestly unfair to close the cellar
dwellings and demolish obnoxious court houses,
and otherwise trench upon the homes ot the
people, without filling up the gaps in some one or
more ways by municipal interference ; aud the
authorities had found, when constrained to work
out the appropriation of space in relation to
habitations, that their own stringent enactments
had required considerable relaxation in practice,
and the bye-laws relating to open spaces about
dwellings might now be considered as almost
practically abolished. If Liverpool was to have
cheap and healthy dwellings for the people, the
authorities must meet aud cncomago private
enterprise, aud not endeavour to thwart and
cripple it, as those stringent enactments un-
doubtedly tended to do. In a rapidly changing
age like the present, when everything around us
was progressing with an acceleration which
really seems sometimes almost alarming, dis-
cretionary powers should be vested iu the magis-
trates and in tho corporate officials in these
matters, otherwise much money must be wasted
in applications for fresh Parliamentary powers
to meet the growing wants of a large community
like Liverpool. Mr. Vale had learnt, however,
that instead of going for a new act to regulate
building operations within the borough, it was
proposed to vest larger discretionary authority in
tho magistrates, which he considered would jirovo

to be a much more satisfactory arrangement.
The anomalies of the Building Act, as it now
stood, were patent to all, and he believed that,
but for the strong remonstrances of the Society,
a much more unsatisfactory piece of legal ver-
biage would have been enacted in their midst to
impede progi-ess and protect the in -.ompetent at
the cost ot the energetic and intelligent.

Capitalists would go more largely into building
operations but for the stringent nature of the
regulations with reference to open spaces around
buildings, which had too long obtained. Good
homes for tho peoi)lo in plenty (and not merely
as municipal (Experiments) were, in his opinion,
the first and best things to aid in the reduction
of the dirt, disease, and death for which Liver-
pool had become notorious.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION PRIZES.

WE annex a list of tlie various prizes offere I

by or through the Architectural Associa-
tion during the session commenced on Friday
evening last. It is true these prizes are offered

to members only, and that the accompanying in-

formation is within their reach in the Association's
little brown book (which yearly gets fatter and
tatter, like the Loudon Directory) ; but it is

possible that in order to compete for these puzis
many architecta' pupiU and assistants in or near
Loudon may become members of the Association
—not that the Association is in any need of tuch
acquisitions to ita list of members ; they are, in all
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|ivob*bUitT, more ia need of the A^ociatton.

n* Aaneittion gow on tnereuiog the number
ot it! memben year aftw jear, and it has now
about 350 name* on ita books. There is nothing

turflti^iog in thi* when we look at the hearty co-

oprntioQ of the members with each other in pro-

motiog not only a theoretical but a practical

kaowkdg* of their art. A glance at the little

bfowa book i«fered to will show the varied means

for tlM attaiament of this end. In considera-

tion of the useful work yearly done by or under

the auspices uf the Association, masters, no less

than pupils and assistants, ought to be thankful

for iu existence. The prises annually offered by

and through the Association are contended for

with a keenness out of all proportion to their

intrinsic ralue, the honour of winning being the

grand incentive to the competitors.

ormXD ST THl ASSOClATIOy.

r» Utmtfn of tkt Jooflotion.—& Priio of two guineas

and a half for the bast Emnj on either of the fuUowiiig

aUaets, irix. :—1.—A Mouognph of William of Wjkeliam,

orTolm Ttfeorps. t.—The Influence uf a Cattieilnil Church
wm iIm AnUttfciore of th% NeishUxirhuod. 3.—On the

Bteaotwal and otlier difftreucM between Modem and
Msdteral Gothic Architecture.

n Utmben of thr Clatt »/ Dctifn.—A. Prize of two
gvilMSS and a half for the best series of Uketohcs coutri-

Wlad in tlieUlais during the tjession ; and a l>rize of oue
galnea and a half for the ssoond best series.

To titmbtn of the Cla— of Elementary Dniiin.—A Prize

etts gelnea and a half Ibr the beet aorits of Studies sub-

mltied dariof the Sessiun.

Us Jbaitsrs ^IkeCUut ofConttmetion—k Priai of two
ibr tiM bast Summary of Subjects ti-eated at the
iol the Class.

Br SIR W. TITS, 1I.P., r.ILS., t.K.\.h.X.

To Memhen of the Auoeiation.—A Prize of fire tineas
kr the best U<w(u for a hospital for 100 bod.^ The
Mwftmwftdalion and other roquiremeuts are left to the
eonpslilatm. Tbe drawings to comprise two plans, oue
sissstliin, osie section, and one sheet of details. The general

I on a seals of one-eixtaonth of an inch to a foot
the sloTatious and ssctions to a scale of onceighth of an
iadb toaftx>t,aud thadetailsaslargeaaasheet of imperial

r will admit.

making known to the subscribers tbe number of

pupils under instruction, as well as their success

m the several competitive examinations required

by Government. The average number of piii>ils

in attendance on the several classes during tbo

ye.%r has lieen 94, showing a slight increase ou
that stated in tlio last report, when it was 83
The results of the Government examination are

as follows :—In tlio second grade, 27 passed in

freehand drawing, of whom 9 were marked ex-

cellent
;

geometry 6, of whom 4 were marked
excellent; perspective 3, of whom 2 were
marked excellent. 13 received prizes, and 38
)>assed the ordinary examination. On com-
paring these res\ilts with those of the preceding
year, it will be found that in 186S-9, 29 passed
and 5 received prizes, giviug, therefore, 8 less not
receiving prizes, and 7 less as having passed the
examination.

BY TRB AJtCHIrecrrRAL VKIOK OOMPaKT.

To Memben of the A»*ociatioH.~A. Prize of five poundi
Ibr ills best series of Measured Drawings from existing
hnlldfaff in England, or portions of the same, erected
prssioos to the eighteenth century ; and a Prize of two
powsda lea shillings by the Association for the second best
series.

Jf^si—Ths object of tliis Prize is to obtiiu a series of
Dnw ittga showing construction, tbejointing and lK>ndiug oi
nasunry, and general framing of timber.^. Detiiilud
drawiflfs to be nuulo to a M:ale of nut less th.an half an inch
to a Cms, and mouldings, &c. at least onequaiter full size.

Br MBSsaSu cox A soir, in conjonctjo!! wirn
mc JOHN KEITH.

To Memben of the Juoeiation.—The Prizes of 10, 5 and
S svlasas each, for the ttust ilesigns of a set of Communion
Bssilea^ to be executed for the approaching luteniatioual
EsUbltiao. The set to con ist of Flagon, Chalice, Patcu
aad OWirtotj Bssin. Ho reutricti'>n is made as to dosiga,
exsa|A that it should not be of a very early or severe style,
and for general proportions the following sizes may be
taken as a guide : Magon 10 or 12iu. high and to contain
a qnait i Chalice Sin high: Paten OJin. diameter;
CMwtory basin 12 to 16iu. diameter. The detiigos to
bsdriiTensd to the Honorary SecreUries, 9, Coiiduit-streot,
oa or before November Uth, iu order that tuQicient timem; ke obtained fur their iuanu£ictnre.

The |»uea offered to the several CUmos will bo regulated
Bjr thsgoTcniing lioily of each CUas, subject to the sanction
oflhs OoauuiUee of the Auociatiou. All work submitted
fcr any of the above Prizes must he delivered at tlie rooms

SL Hi* Assodatioo, addressed to the Honorary Secretaries.

»Je BsBiy and Hommary of SuhjocU treated at the Chua
ttOtm^nctioa oa or before the 31«t August, ISil, and the
diwrinips for the other I'rizes ou or before the 30th Beptem-
bsr, 1871 . Kach dtjcunteut to be under motto, and
aewwspenisd hy a sealed letter signcl by theConii>etitor,
hearisc on ths oetsMe the same motto, for the purpose of
{»*'"t»f/'«a[ tbesoccsssftll Compeilit.,r with the worli sent
oy bim. XDefe miut also Ijo inscribed u|ion the cover the
Bomber of separata Drawings or other work ssnt, and the
TOls of the Prizs for which it is otfered—any neglect of
these Rgnlstious may prevent tbe work being submitted
tothsJodns.
^^oiTL - No member is eligible to compete for any one of*e above Prln> who has already obtained the correspond-
sag Pms In a previoiu year.

eCHOOLS OP ART.
PoBTgMoDTH.—The establishment of a School of

Science and Art in the borough of Porttmouth
and G<«port was (ormilly inaugurated a fortnight
go by a concertazione, held at the rooms
ooeupied by the icbool, in Pembroke-street, Ports-
moutii.

Yo«K.—The annual meeting of the subscribers
and friends of this institution was h.ld at the
•ebool, Minsteryard, in this city, on the evening
of WVdiiCMlsy week. The committee in pretent-
ing their rep<irt of the condition, jHinilion, and

*r?rr'.^{"'r '"•"""'"l <l>"ing th* ra»t > ear, l House. The members dined together iu
feel that the first i>att of their duly consitle in I evening.

ARCILSiOLOCJICAL.
The Archajological Institution of Great Britain

and Ireland have expressed their inability to
accept tbe invitation made to bold their meeting
next year at Southampton, but they hope to make
a visit to that town at an early date.

Discovery of Wall Paintino in Norfolk.—
When pulling down the north wall during the
recent restoration of Starston Church, Norfolk,
under the direction of Mr. K. M. Phipson, in

about the centre of it, and within 2ft. of the
ground, a niche was discovered. It was about
4ft. wide and the same in height, measur-
ing to the top of tbe arch, and had evidently been
bricked up for some centuries. It was about a
foot deep, and on tbe wall at tbe back of it was
painted in very brilliint colours a scene represent-

ing the death of the Virgin Mary. This was very
well drawn, and some of the more minute parts
were almost like miniature painting, and would
bear looking into with a magnifying glass.

Although it could not be preserved, .« the colour
was so perished that it shook off like dust, a very
careful drawing of it has been made, and will form
one of the illustrations to tbe next number of the
ArclueologUal Journal.

NoiiTos.—A very curious discovery has just
been made at Norton, East Riding. A few weeks
ago Mr. John Newton, of Norton Villa, had an
excavation made for a new vine border, and there
found a slate-coloured Roman lamp of a small
size. A few days ago another bole was dug for a
tank a few feet distant, and four other lamps, all

of red ware, were thrown out, of which three have
marks of the burnt wick. The dark coloured
lamp and the ornate red one have pierced ears

;

the others have merely a projectioa of clay as a
handle. No sign of interment was found, but
the place is close to the small square camp oppo-
site the great station at Malton.

The East Riding TuMOLi.-The Rev. Canon
Oreeuwell, of Durham, accompanied by the Hev.
C. W. Lnkis, ot Wath, Ripon, and many other
archajologists, has spent the month iu the exami-
nation of tbe British grave-mounds on tbe estates
of Sir Henry Boynton, at Iludstone, near Brid-
lington. The barrows form part of a largo group,
some of which, opened last year, produced most
remarkable stone cists, seven in numbsr, and a
large and very peculiar rigl.t-angled mound, all

on the crest of the first range of Wold Hills, over-
looking the wide plain of Holderness. Some in-
teresting discoveries have been made in the
mounds up to this time examined, and the diggings
are yet proceeding, Mr. Oreenwell being now en-
gaged on an enormous barrow, 100ft. diameter
and 10ft. high, likely to occupy some weeks. The
work has aroused the greatest interest in the
neighbourhood, and quite a rage has set in for the
collection of flint imjilementa, which are nume-
rous in the surface soil of the diitriot.

ARCniTECTUBAL AND ArCIIvEOLOOICAL So-
CTHTY OF DrRHAM AND NORTHUMBERLAND.—This
sr)ciuty held ita last meeting for the season on
Monday week at Tyiiemouth and Seaton Delaval.
The day was tolerably fine for the season, and
there was a good attendance of members. Tiny
met at Tynemouth at 1 1 o'clock, and proceedid
to the Priory, which was carefully examined. At
noon, the company went by the Blyth and Tyne
train to Seaton JJelaval, where the ball and chu^cb
were visited. At a quarter to 'i they returned to
CuUercoats, and viewed the Monk's Stone at Monk

the

IViilliing Intel (igciicj.

CHURCHES AND CHAPELS.

BakroW.—On Tuesday last, being All Saints'
Day, the parish church of Barrow on-Soar was re-
opened, after undergoing a thorough restoration,
indeed we may almost say rebuildiug. During
the course of the repairs, which Were commenced
over two years ago, the tower (having been
shaken by i he removal of a portion of the west
wall of nave) fell with a tremendous crash on the
19tb December, 18G8. This accident led to the
reconstruction ot nearly tbe entire building. The
new tower is the gift of Squire llenick, of Beau-
manor, and Mr. Croasley and other gentlemen have
subscribed liberally to tbe building fund. Tbo
church is built of Mount Sorrel granite, with dress-
ings ot freestone. The seating and iulernal wood-
work is of pitch-pine. The font, the gift of Mr.
Crossley, is of Ancaster stone, with steps of IIop-
ton-wood stone, the priest's step being polished.
The font and the stone carving throughout the
building has been executed by Mr. Tinkler, of
Derby. The architect was Mr. Stevenson, of Derby,
and the contractor Mr. E. Roberts, of Weedon

;

Mr. Miller acting as clerk of works. Bairow
Church contains some curious monuments
and a fine peal ot bells. Tbe»e bells were
fortunately removed from tbe tower just before
it fell, and have been tuned by Taylor, of Lough-
borough. The canons have been removed and re-
placed by bolts in order that the bells may from
time to time be shifted round on the stock to pre-
vent the sound-bow from being worn thin in one
place. We propose next week to give a short
discription ot tbe Barrow bells, together with their
inscription, and dates.

Canon Pi'on.—The church ot Canon Pyon,
Herefordshire, is a very fine and venerable struc
ture, of about the twelfth century, with a fine
tower, containing five bells, placed in it about
1750. It has a north and south aisle, with a
chapel at the east end of the north aisle. The
aisles are separated from the nave by arches, the
pillars of those on the north side having beauti-
fully carved capitals. Ou Tuesday, the 25th ult.,

was celebrated tbe restoration ot this ancient and
interesting church, successfully brought to a ter-

mination by the architect, Mr. Ward, whose work
is chiefly conspicuous in the fine wooden roof of
the nave.

CLAPrON Park.—The foundation-stone of the
new district church of All Saints, Clapton Park,
was laid on Saturday last, the 29tb ult., by A. J.

B. Beresford Hip, Esq, M.P. The Rev. F. H.
Stammers, the incumbent-designate, assisted by
several ot tbe local clergy, officiated ; and tbe attend-
ance was more numerous than might have been
expected from the very unfavourable state of
tbe weather. Tbe church, which will accommo-
date upwards of 800 worshippers, will consist of
a nave, lighted by a lofty clerestory, aisles, chancel,
and south aisle, with vestries and organ chamber
on the north side of chancel. The walls will be
faced externally with Kentish rag, and internally

with red brick relieved by coloured bauds. Tbe
tower and spire, to be hereafter added, will bo
erected at tbe west end of the south aisle ot nave.
The style ot architecture adopted is the Early
Geometrical, of the end ot the thirteenth century.
At the conclusion ot the ceremony, a dejedner
took place at All Saints Lodge, the residence of

the incumbent. The architect, under whose
supervision the above works are being carried out,

is Mr. Francis T. Dollman, of No. 9, Adam-street,
Adelphi. Tbe contractors are Messrs. Dove
Brothers, of Islington.

Ehith.—The new (Roman) Catholic Church of

S. Fidelis at Erith, was solemnly opened on the
octave of the feast of S. Edward the Confessor, by
tbe Archbishop ot Westminster. The church is

situated between tbe North Kent Railway .and the
river. It is about 80ft. long by about 25 wide,

and of good height. There .ire two painted
windows containing Pgures of S. Francis and
S. Clare. Beneath these are two small fiesco

paintings representing angels in adoration. The
decorations ot the chancel and of the altar are not
yet complete. Tbe church has co.^t i'1,200,

exclusive ot fittings. The architect is Mr. O.
Saunders.

IlKillci.EiiK.—-V church baa just been erected
at Highclere, Hants, at tbe cost of Lord Cainar
von, from a dcf igu by Mr. 0. G. Scott. Tbe works

i
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were commeuooJ ia the early part o£ the Bummer
of lSti9, the principal stoue being laid by the

Gi>uute33 of Ciruarvou. The church, which
ooca[)ie3 a site wlthiu a short Uistauce of High-
clero Castle, is built of (lint, with liatU atone tlrea*

siuga, and the style ia Early Engliah of the
fourteenth century. The tower ia 5ift. iu height,

and ia surmounted by a apira of uUf t. The decora-

tion of the interior ia exceedingly beautiful, aud
every part of the structure showa that Mr. Scott's

dejigu has been worked out moat carefully and
sucoeaafuUy. The conaecratioa of the building
will be celebrated shortly.

St.vuston.—The old pariah church of Slaraton,

Norfolk, was reopened on Tuesday week, after

restoration. Previous to the commencement of

the work the church consisted of a nave and
chancel, aovith porch, and weat tower, of varioua

dates. The nave roof ia good in detail, and has

been figured in Braudon'a " Open Timber Hoofs."

It has been carefully reatored aud releaded, all

the old parts which were sound enough being
preserved. A north aisle has been added, at the

east end of which a chamber has been provided
for the organ, the old western organ-gallery

being removed. Additional oak benohea have
been provided, similar to those provided twelve
years ago. Mr. U. M. Phipaou was the architect

employed, Mr. Grimwood, of Weybread, being
the contractor; and the total cost has been about
£1,000. The church ia heated by Oiduey'a
underground stove.

Sio.NY Stkatfoud.—The foundatiou-stouo of

the new chapel of S. Paul's, Stony Stratford, was
laid by the BiaLop of Oxford on Wedueaday week.
The new chapel will be erected on the plan of the

colle^'iate churches of the univeraitiea, and will

combine the usual features of ante-chapel, choir,

and sacrarium, with the addition of transepts on
either side of the chancel. The material used
will be local stone of a warm tint, with quoins
and dressings of red brick. Internally, the arches,

strings, and other architectural features will be
of red brick, grey granite being used for the
chancel arch piers, the capitals and other sculp-

tured work being executed in Bath stone. The
floors throughout will be paved with euciustic
tiles. The roof will be waggon-formed, with ribs

at intervals, and with moulded cornice, tie-beama,
and shafted king-posts, dividing the space into
four bays. This roof aud the ceiling of the chancel
will eventually be decorated in colour. Above
the chancel will rise a lofty spirelet. The archi-

tects are Mesara. Goldie & Child, of Kensington-
square, London, Mr. Aveline, of Stony Stratford,

being entrusted with the execution of the woik.

Thornton.—On Wednesday week the memorial
stone of a new Church at Thornton waa laid with
Masonic honours by Earl de Grey audRipou. The
new building will be Early English in style, and
is to coat, excluaive of tower and spire, £5,000.
There will only be one aisle. Accommodation
will be provided for 700 persons. Mr. J. Foste.

,

of Hornby Castle, gave the site. Messrs. T. H. &
F. Healey, of Bradford, are the architects.

TyNEMOUTn.—A new Wesleyau Methodist
Chapel has been opened at Tynemouth. The
building ia in the Renaissance style, and has been
erected at a cost of £3,200. Mr. F. K. N. Haawell,
of South Shields, ia the architect, Mr. T. Kobsoa,
of the same place, the contractor.

Bolton.—On Thursday week a new Conserva-
tive Club, in Mawdaley-street, Bolton, waa in-

augurated. The ediiice ia in the Venetian-Gothic
style, and forms part of a large block named the
Bradford-buildings. The length of the entire

facade is 100ft., the club itself having a frontage
of 4'2ft,, and a roof quite distinct from and higher
than the roofs of the adjoining offices. The club
contains, on the ground floor, a reading-room 30ft.

sipiare and 14ft. (jiu. high, a private writing-room,
aud a spacious lavatory. On the fuat floor is a
dining-room, -iOft. by 30ft., and 15ft. high, fitted

with walnut furniture in the Medi;oval style by
Messrs. Young & Glover, of Wolverhampton.
On this floor there are also a serving-room, pay-
office, committee-room, &c. On the second floor

ia a billiard room, of the same area as the dining-
room, while adjacent to it are amukiug aud card-
rooms. The kitchen is in the basement, and is

fitted with large cooking-range and other appara-
tus by Messrs. Maraden & Co,, of Bolton. The
office portion of the buildinga contains about 43
rooms, approached by a grand staircase two stories

high. The entire structure has been built of

Bolton pressed bricks with stone dressings. The
architect is Mr. George Woodhouae, of Bolton;
and the contractor has been Mr. Joseph Maraden.
The coat has been £7,000, exclusive of the furni-

ture of the building, which has coat £3,000.

NOTICE.

WXTH the aid of tho new postal arrangemcnta,

which c:iiuo iutu uporatiuu on the 1st ult., tho

Qui[.i>[?fn Xkwa will in futtiro bo supplied through the

post at 13<. per annual, iustoad of 17.s. 4d. as hitherto.

Tho liftlfpouuy postal card will also ho found useful to

thoHo who havo scraps of building information, tondcrti,

Intorcommuuication querioij aud replies, &c., to Houd.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[SVt) do no'. h'lld ouraoWes respjuBiblo for tlio opiuiona

of our correaiwudeuta. Tlie Editor respetitfiilly re-

quests that all coiaillunicatious should bo drawu up
as britiUy as pos^tbld, %<4 tht^ra ard ui^iy cUi:u\ut«
aipou tho space allotted to oorrjsponiaaoe. J

To Our Uk.vdcus,—We ahali foul obliged to auy of our
raiulers who will favour us witli briof notes of works con-
tomplatud or in progress iu tho provincos.

Letters reUting toadvertiaemdnta and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper sliould ba addresfi-id to thd EDITOll,
31, TAVISrOClC bTREET, COVENT GARDBN, W.O.

Advertisemouts for the current wojk muat raach the
olfloe uot later tlian 5 p.iu on Thurad ly.

Received.—E. M., A. 9. B., Miss W., W. M., Derweut
Foundry Co., J. <t W., J. M., H. J. W., M. E. & Co., J.

E. & Co., \V. H., W. W., R. D.

AiiCHiTEtn-.—The American Builder is published at

Chicago, U.S. Wo know of uo agency iu London fur the
purp<3ae you naniD.

J. P. G., San Frauciaco.—Tho I'ttt^r would be worthless
without your name.

QUANTITY SURVEYORS.
[To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir,—Referring to copy of an agreement lately

laid before the London Builders' Society, viz.

—

" The membera agree that they will not tender

for any worka in competition the quantities of

which have not been taken out by a surveyor

agreed on by the builders at a meeting of the

competitors." If the above arrangement be

generally adopted, the anxiety and risk incurred

by quantity surveyors will be at an end. At the
present time works are open to contractors unfit

to compete who do not take quantities, the result

being they are either absurdly high or low in their

tender. In two large contracts lately let, all the

contractors but one took quantities, and in both
cases the party not taking quantities got the
contract at a very low figure, the surveyor having
all his labour for nothing, also being at consider-

able expense. The builders are equally dis-

appointed, aud it often occura in caaea of thia

sort that one of the unsuccessful competitors is

called in to finish the work. It ia to be hoped
that architects will support this resolution by
calUng a meeting of buildera to appoint a surveyor
to prepare the quantities immediately on contracts

being advertised.—I am, &o,

QUANTITV ScnvEYOR.

ARCHITECTURE AND FREEMASONRY.
Sui,—In your issue of 21st October, I perceive

it stated in your notice of the Northamptonshire
Architectural Society that a paper " On the

Connection of Architecture with Freemasonry,
and on Masona' Marks," was read by the lliv.

U. T. Bigge. Now, as this is a subject in which
many are interested, I would be glad to know if

the Rev. Mr. Bigge has discovered any docu-

mentary evidence of the supposed connection

between architecture aud freemasonry, either in

or before the sixteenth century a.d. I may
observe that I have been making diligent search

for any documentary or other reliable evidences

of the e-tistence of what, for the last century and
a half, has been known as " Freemasonry," but I

cannot find it. Neither have I been able to find

auy one who can give it. Consequently if the

Rev. Mr. Bigge haa diacovered anything, we
should only be too glad to hear of it. Several

centuries ago there were " free-maaou'," but

these were simply pure operative masons, who
were free of their guild, and who knew nothing

of our " Freemasonry." And, as to " mason's

marks," which, so far as I have discovered, might

have either an odd or an even number of points,

just as it happened, I should be glad to know it

any new information can be given about them,
for as yet they seem to stand for nothing more
than the signature, initial, or " mark " of the

operative mason, merely to show who wrought
the atone,—I am, ic , W. P. BocuiS.
West Nile-street, Qlasgow, Cot. 29.

LIMITS OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
SiB,—In your excellent article " On Technical

Education," which appeared iu the Buii,di."<(J

News last Saturday, a doubt is expressed aa to

the propriety of making modern languages aud
literature, ethics, health, music, and gymnastics,

portions of the curriculum of the National

University. I shall esteem it a great favour if

you will allow me to ofl'er a brief explanation of

this matter.

The National University is designed for the

special purpose of training professors and teachers

for the new technical schools and colleges which
must shortly be called into existence, preparing

candidates for the public service ; managers and
foremen for large engineering, manufactuiing, aud
commercial undertakings ; captaina and chief

officers for the national and mercantile navy ; and
merchants who will trade with every nation on
the face of the globe. To those men, a know-
ledge of the languages, literature, arts, and
manners of the people with whom they are

brought into contact will be one primary ele-

ment of success. A knowledge also of the pro-

ductions of other countries and their contribu-

tions, present and prospective, to our trade and
commerce, are matters highly desirable in a mer-
cantile community, and ought, therefore, in our
estimation, to be taught in the technical schools

and colleges of England, as well as those of the

Continent, where they now hold a diatinguished

place.

With regard to health, ethics, music, and
gymnastics, it is necessary, before giving an
opinion on the desirability of admitting them as

subjects to be taught in the institution, to con-
sider who the students are likely to be, and the

conditions which they are to be placed under
during the time in which they are pursuing their

scientific and mechanical studies. The suitable-

ness of everything will depend on this.

Those who proposed the National Univeraity

assumed that as a rule students from the country
would reside for three years in the inatitutiuu,

and that many of them will he what ueed to be
termed, not only without reproach, but as a

matter of honour, " poor scholars." Th e plan
which we hope to see adopted in the future edu-
cation of Eugland ia, that the best and most
gifted boys in the primary school shall obtain

scholarships of a certain amount, say from £20
to £30 per annum, in the secondary schools, and
those again who have won distinction in the
secondary institutions should have scholarships

awarded them, of say £100 per annum and up-

wards, in the Univeraity. Those young men then
would be the very elite of England's matthoo<],

would come to enter upon a course of severe

study just at the time when the body is being

set or consolidated into the type which it shall

present through life, and having completed their

studies they will go forth and leave the imprea.s

of their Uvea iu every walk of life.

Now, it is neceasary, above all things, that the

health of those students should not only be pre-

served, but in addition to this they should know
how to preserve the health of those who in after

life shall be committed to their care. I need
say nothing of ethics. Without a bright tone of

morality, science, art, aud Wealth are compara-

tively worthless. Studies, especially Ihoae of a

mechanical order, are apt to give an undue de-

velopment to certain acta of muscles to tho de-

triment of the general health, and hence tho

necessity for gymnastics. Music again has beeu

found to be the greatest aid yet discovered to

atudy as well as toil, bv clearing and invigo-

rating the mind. Cheerfulness is essential to

greatness ; sad people are 'alow in body and dull

iu mind.

In conclusion, Mr. Editor, I beg to assure you
that the curriculum of the National Univeraity

is based on that of the most successful technical

institutions in Europe.—I am, &o.,

John Kill,
Seo. to the National Uuiveroity.

4, Storey's-gate, Nov. 2.
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CONCRETE BUILDING.

Sib,—After reading the letter o{ W. May, junr.,

in the Bfdlodco News o( Ust week, I am quite at

a \ot* to undentand how he makee good his claim

ot t«iag able to build the walls of houses on the
' block system" better in all respects than the

eoolinuous or frame principle of concrete build-

ing. In the fitat place, he says be uses his

yi.«<»i«l« in the proportion of I part of cement

to 6 parts of gravel, and in giving the quantity

reqaired for 100 blocks of concrete, whicb shall

le r^iual in bulk to I,UOO common bricks when
laid, he states it to be " 2 yards of gravel, 2^. ; 4

butbels of cement, 8s."; now, as two cube yards

eoiitain 42 bushels, it is clear tb.tt 4 bushels of

cement would be as 1 to lOj, instead of as 1 to

6. Then again, he says he builds bis walls hollow,

forming them of two portions, each 'i^in. thick

with a Sin. cavity, making a 12in. wall, and
bonded w ith concrete blocks cast hollow to pre-

vent damp penetrating, by doing thus he does
" double the work in bulk with just half the ma-
terials" (I assume he means) than there would
be in a solid wall of the same thickness. As the

air space is Sin., and the thickness of the inner

and outer walls together 7io., and there are bond-

ing bricks going through the whole thickness of

the wall, 1 cannot see howtbere can be only half

the materials that there would be if the same wall

was lohd throughout. That any common
labourer would, after a day's practice be able to

lay the blocks as they should be laid, with the

oouraea evenly and properly bedded, and the

"perpends, kept," I very much doubt ; at any rate

square blocks of concrete, each the weight of 10

onlinary bricks and of proportionate size, would
ncceasarily require as much skill in laying as

Uocks of stone, especially as Mr. May, in the
BrtLDiNO News, No. 796, deprecates the use of

cement as a facing material, and leaves the ex-

ternal faces of his walls with the " workmanship "

czposed. Nothing, moreover, is spoken of in Mr.
May's letter about the cost of the cement used in

bads or joints, in labour in building the walls, in

making the rebated blocks for receiving door and
window frames; in casting arch-blocks, or lintels,

or whatever is used for covering door, window,
and other openings; how provision is made for the

fixing of skirtings, frames, &o., and how the chim-
ney nnesare formed, which lattermustsurely puzzle
a labourer of one day's practice. I do not believe

damp penetrates a properly constructed 9in. solid

concrete wall. I have now been living for

more than a year and a half in a cottage, all out-

aide walls being of this description. His built in

a very exposed situation, and totally unsheltered

by trees or by any other building, but the heaviest

laics and storms have never yet caused the least

internal dampness ; and although unprepared to
Bubstantiate Mr. Tail's assertion that concrete is

ten times stronger than brickwork, yet the strength
of a 9in. concrete wall is something marvellous.
Therefore, neither to prevent dampness nor for

inereased strength are the hollow walls of your
eonespondent necessary. The cost per cube yard
of building with an apparatus including the fixing

and removing of the latter, varies from 2s. to 3b.

for labour only, according to the description of
work, and most ofyour readers well know that no
man could mould blocks, and build walls with
them, for less than double such surras. I find by
experience that irregular sized gravel—the largest

poitions, such as would pass through an inch and
a half screen—makes the strongest walls built on
the oontinuoua system, provided there is a suffi-

oiaot amount of smaller nuterial with it ; but to

mould blocks it is necessary to have the gravel of

an uniform size, and not larger than could be
passed through a 4in. mesh sieve or screen, other-

wise the blocks, being only Siio. thick, would hava
very rough and broken arrises, by no means an un-
important nutter where the superficial area of the
bed is so small. The gain by using packing or
rough blocks of atone, broken bricks, &c., bedded
in the concrete, which does not diminish the
strength although it lessens the cost, is also in
favour of solid walla ; in many instances no incon-
nderable sum would have to be paid for carting
away old and useleaa materials, but which can
thus be

I
rofitably re-used where new concrete

buildinp are in progress. I have within this last

year usrd the entire walls, chimneys, kc., of a
larmbousr, the walls of whicb were of stone 2ft.

in thickness and unfit for any other building
purpoae. I have not written this from any pre-
judice, nor fiom any interest whatever in the ap-
paratus or coiitiuuoiu system, but having for
•uue time jast used concrete largely and iu a

variety of forms, and having tried to mould blocks

and found th.-it system had not the shadow of a

chance against the former method, has induced

me to reply to the letter of your correspondent.
T. P.

lnter(oiuinanicati0it.

QUESTIONS.

[•20131 SURVEYORS' CIIARGES.—Would auy of your
coiitributois kindly ill furm mo of the usiiiil chaise made
by surveyors for mejisuriug up and pricing work

;

also if the same pur centnge is chiirged for moaaiiring aud
pricing work for labour ouly ?—L. O. V.

[•2019>] NEOOREC—Can any of your readers iuforni

me the true meaning of the word " ueo grec," aud the

correct theory of thi« style?-HENAiS3A.NCE.

[2020] RESPECTING SCROLLS.- Many thanks to

you for the papers on *' Hand-railing " appearing in the
BuiujisoNews; al^o for your additiunal kindness iu al-

lowing students to put queries through your columns to

the professors of that art. I am encouragtwl 'o do so by
the kind answers to " H. R." respecting the lievels, given

by " A Practical Stair Builder " and 'I'. Rashley. Will

either of those kind friends and brother labourers, or some
others, give me aud yoiir leaders some practical informa-

tion respectiig scrolls? Tho first part of a lail is the
scroll, hence the necesoity fur a good understanding
of the best way of drawing one suited alike for a
vertical or horizontal position; also the way to mould
it, for that is a very important consideration, especially

if the rail boa *'toad'B-back " one. I spent some ye irs

in America, and there one sees very few scrolls ; almost
all the stairs finish, or rather begin, with a mitre
cap on the rail, lience Mr. Riddell did not think it

of sufficient importauoe to go into this matter. J3iit as

his book is for English readers as well as American, aud
scrolls are the rnle aud nut the exception iu this country,

it would be advisable and ace ptable to many who are

studying thia mat er tlirongh your columns for you to

allow some of your correspondents who are practic;d men
to give their viiiws respecting 'he best way of striking

scrolls, and mure especially, as I before raid, the moulding
of th'm. Allow me to suggest the following queries:

—

Are there definite rules for working up the mouldings
round the scroll? What are they? How is one 'Opro-
ceetl in the moulding of scroll where a " patraa " (I believe

I spell it right) is used? What should be the proportion
of the patras to the scroll ; and the corro'^.L position in all

cases for the patras? How should vertical scroll be finished

up, I mean moulded; and where, aud what thd size and
position of "patraees" when placed on vertical scrolls?

llow to finish the eye of scroll of toad-back rail (or other
moulding) where no patras is used?— A Joi.veu.

[2021] SYSTEM FOR QUANTITIES. — I should be
glad to know what is tlie proper and most accurate system
adopted by the besi. surveyors iu Loudon fur taking out
quau itie^. Do they iu a building take out each trade
separately and complete it? or do theytake ihe carcase or
constructional parts of a building by itself, then the in-

ternal finishings of each room, and lastly the external
finishings, thereby mixing all the trades together, ad
afrernards abstracting them ? I have adopted both modes
myself, but cannot make up my mind which is best.

The first tfystein is less trouble to the clerks, as ths latter re-

quires a great amount of abstracting, and is more complex
and tedious, and requires great care. It is doubtful, how-
ever, if tho last is not better for the surveyor, who is not
I think, by this plan so liable to omit anything. On the
other hand, again, there is more difficulty in making a speci-

fication from the quantities taken on tlic second system, or
takingout quantities from specification which is made. I

should be very glad, however, to know which is right,

and which is adopted by the best Loudon surveyors.

—

'Country Suuveyok.

[2022] WHITE FRENCH POLISH.—Could you or

any of >our numerous corres^Kjudents iufonu me of a good
white French polish for auy kind of light wood, such as
birch, sycamore, &c.?—Kkmembeb.

[2023] LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS. — Can any of

the correspondents lo your valuable '* Interconimu' ica-

tion " column inform me how to regulate the size and tie-

Bcripiion of lightning conductor according to size or height
of building to which 11 is to be applied? I find tliat con-

ductors are made of many tliickuesses, but 1 not know
what size to adopt.—U, A. B.

[2024] STRENGTHENING FLOOR.—Will some of
ytjur correspoudeuts be kind enough to suggf^st some plan
of strengthening a floor, the size of which is 50fb. by
ISft. between walls ; the joists are 19ft. 9in. by 2in., and
lOin. centre and ceni re. with three rows of strutting, and
a §in. iron rod through the centre and screwed up tight.

Of course the joists are too ligh', aud there is cousider-
ablo vibration.—O. H.^

[2025] EIDOGRAPIL—Will you or any of your readers
inform me how to work the " Eidograph," or of auy book
which treats upon the subject?—J. Hai.l.

JiFPLIES.

[1997] PRICE OP CONCRETE. - Considering that
*' J. L. B." gave 'Sa. ild. for his baliast delivered, hia con-
crete, wheeled and levelled, ready for the footing courses,

would be worth from 5«. (id. to 6s. per cuoe yard, accord.
ing to circumstances. The latter is a common price iu the
OHtimatfS of eugiueerd aud architects.—A. P. T.

[IflOS] LIABIUTY OF SURVEYORS. — Certainly.
The surveyors are held re«poiiaible for the ccuracy of their

quantities by their employers, as they ought tu l>c. lint

where the legal liability lies, it is not, ua*-y to fiud out. It

generally takes a judge uud jury to di' cover that i>Oiiit,

—

Clex.

[2003] ltLLIPTICALSCROLL.~Having decidexiupoa
the size of the scroll, describe a circle with that radius
A B. Divide tho circle, say iuto teu parts, and draw the

diameters. Divide the radius A B also into ten parts, and
frura centre A, w;th radii equal to A a, A /', &.c., cut the
diamott^rs iu a, b, (tc. Join these iwints and tlie scroll is

complete.—W. W.

[2005] WATER SUPPLY. — With a common hand
pump having 3in. copper chamber, and with pipe of Ijiu.
Iwre, I see uo reason why the water should not come— if
the pipe be tight—snniwsing tlie distance was twice •' 8')

yards," and the rise twice " 10ft."—W. P. li.

[.009] DAMP WALLS.—Washing a wall with cement
will not prevent damp penetratliig, but stuccoing with
Portland cement of the best quality nutl good sharp sand,
in the proportion of two of the latter to one of the former
aud finished about ifin. in thickness, is generally an effec-
tive remedy. Probably the building stands on a wet sub-
soil, aud no damp-proof materials are inserted in the walls
to prevent the damp from rising. This is often the case
when it is falsely supposed the rain peneirates the thick-
ness of the walla. Gay's waterproofing material does not
discolour the brickwork, and is highly recommended by
many who have tried it ; but it is somewhat expensive—
about 2s. 6d. per yard superficial. If there is auy doubt
aboutthe dampness rising from the foundations I should
advise your correspoudent to try the Broomhall Co.'b or
Doultou and Co.'s damp proof course,' they are both ex-
cellent for the purpose and inexpensivo, about 6d. to Is.
per foot superficial according to t'lickness. One wall of
the house might be done first and the eff"ect trietl. A
course of bricks would have to be taken out jus ' above
ground level and the pa ent bricks inserted aud made good
with cement; any bricklayer would understand this, and
the cost would be trifling. Messrs, Gay's, Doultou's, and
the Broomhall Co.'s advertisements are all to be found
in the Building News,—Wiltshire.

[2013] DRY FOUNDATIONS.—The best means to pre-
veut the damp from rising is to bed over all the walls and
l)ier3 a double course of slates in cement one course above
the footings; or asphalte may be ettectually used.

—

J. B. C.

[2013] DRY FOUNDATIONS.—The very best materia
to put in the walls of any building to prevent damp fi-om

rit ing is either the Broomhall Co.'s or Doulton and Co.'s

pateut dami>-proof course. They are of a similar chara -tsr

and each answer tlie same purposes, viz., pieveut damp
f'om rising, provide ventilation under the floors or to
cellars, and bond the walls completely where used. They
are made l.^in. and 3in, thick, and cost about 6d. and Is. per
f(X>t superficial, rsspectively. They have an ornamental
appearance, and should be built iu just above tho outside
gi ound level ; they can also be had any width to suit i he
diflerent thicknesses of walls, and should be used over the
area of all walls whether internal or external. In estimat-

mating the cost it should be remembered that where used
3in. thick they take the place of a course of common
bricks, and for many reasons I prefer the thicker sort. In
the advertisement column of this journal will bo found
the addresses of both patentees.

—

Wiltsuirk,

[2013] DRY FOUNDATIONS.— Let A represent tha
— ... .. I-- concrete, BCD the footing courees, on

['
'

c
—*"[ the top ofwhich, as indicated by the

' fl i thick line marked E, should be bedded
la course of ^in, slate slab, or if to

1 exiiensive a layer of asphalted fouuda
^

__, tion felt, eiiher of which will prevent'
the damp from rising.—Foundation.

[2014] PULL UPON TIE-RODS.-1 expect the sketch
has got upside down ; if so, the pull oa A is ^ Wsec. a, pull

upon B = W J sec. 6; In any case the load is divided oa

implied by these equations, W = 5 tons.—H. A. L.

[2015] PLANS OF COTTAGES.—The Cottage Im-
provement Society in tho Strand, publi-h plans. Ate, of

cottayes at ihecosi of a few shillings each, but X believe do
not provide quantities except at a much higher rate. I have
erected aud am now erecting cottages in pairs for agri-

cultural lulwurers to difi'eient plans of my own, the wall*

&c^, being built of I'ortlaud cement concrete. I have
been enabled to constiuct some excellent co tages as far

as regjuds accommmlation, dryness, appearance, <!zc., and
of a very substantial chai-acter, at a moderate cost,- W. W.

[2017] MOUNTING TRAGI SG3.—Stretch the paperon
a board with glue as for a drawing, and when dry paste

suif.ice, alt-o p;iste buck of tracing, aud when it has ex-

panded fully witli the moisture, lay tho tracing on carefully

Ironi one end, and work wrinkles and airtlaws towards the

edyes witli tlio palm of tlie hand gently. The hand must
be k.:pt p'crfecily dry or the tracing will s.uudge; cut otT

when dry,—H. A- L.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Alfretos.—0» Wednesday week u public moeting of

Ijio ratep-»yera of the township of Alfrotoa w.i8 held at the

Town-hall. The meeting was convened by the Board of

Health for the purpose of conBideriiig the best moans of

supplying the district with water. The Chairmau of the

noard, Mr. Roberta, laid bofore the m-'oting two ]>lan» of

the meau3 whoreby water miglit be brought to supply tlie

difltrict. The first wai from Uuttorloy, by the gravitation

process, at ii cost of £7,000, aupplying %) galloua p jr hea<l

per day for the wliole population. Tbu otbur wan tha^ the

water should Iw brought from a spring SO yanU bdlow the

Buiface on the estate of C. V. R. Morowoo<l, V..iQ\., at a c*jtit

of £3,000, with the additional expense of a pumping en-

gine. Tlie cousiderAtion of tlie aubjttct was adjourned.

An Indian Sewa<ik Farm.—Tlie Kystem of sewage irri-

gation has been introtluced into Madras, with every pi ospect

oi iis turuing out a gre it linancial success. The sewage

farm consists of about 37 acre^i of land, but of the.'je only 2

are at present under cnltivatiou. The laud caino into the

IKJSsesaiou of the Municipal Commissioners early in June,
lSti9, and operations were commenced before the close of

the month. The site is aii old swamp, where water used

to collect and remain stagnant for weeks together, the
ground not being more than 4ft. abovethe level of the sea.

J he soil is said to be as bad as it can be, consisting of a

stiff clay, mixed wi'h mucli salt and a little sand. The
sewage usetl comes from the Perambore barracks and a

village hard by, and amounts ti> about 5,000 gallons in the

day. So far as the experiiueut has gone it promises well,

and no objections have as yet beeti Tnalo on »auitary

rounds.

WiMBORNE.—Tenders are invitad for draining the town
of WimlKjnie, Dorset, for laying out certain lands in its

vicinity as a sewage utilisation farm, au \ for tlie eroction

of an engine house wi hthe necessary engine and pumping
works, in accordance with a scheme sanctioned by the

Home Secretary.
«

STATUES, MEMORIALS, ETC.
Statui ok the Dean of Ripon.—On the occasion of

the promotion of Dr. M'Neile to the deanery of Ripon, a
p\ib{ic subscription wascommenced in Liverpool for the pur-
pose of erecting a statue in his h'juour. Mr. G. G. Adams,
of 12(1, Sloane-street, was entrusted with the commis-
sion, and has now complet-ed the work. The figure

ii 7ft. high, independently of the pedestal, and is

executed in pure white Carrara raarblii. The dean is

represented standing ou the righ leg, tlie left foot a little

advanced, the head erect, and looking to the front. Tlie

left hand holds an open book ; the right is slightly ex-
t'nded, in an attitude of demonstration. The statue is to
\m placed in S. George's llall, at Liverpot)!.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Bavage v. Gkavt.—In this case, tried in the Salisbury

County Court on Wednesday week, before T. E. P, Lefrov,
Esq., jmlge, the plaintitf lived at Idniiston, and the de-
fendant at Stapleford. The action was brought to recover
£17 12:*. 7d. for building a wall, sinking a well, and doing
other work. Ihe defenthint had made certain payments,
but the pbiintiff wai not exactly certain as to the amount.
The defendant said the total wa^ £12 23. Gd., but the
lilaintiffsaid 10s. of 'he money was paid oa another ac<
count which was siill pending. It wai stated tliat the de-
fendant agreed t*) leave the items in dispute to the deci-
Mion of Mr, Cafley, architec, of Salisbury, and that gen-
tleman wen,, over to Stapleford, and measured the work
The defendant expressed satisfaction with the dediic ions
made, but eventually refined to abide by them. After
hearing all the evidence Hrs Honour g ive a verdict fjr the
pUintifffor £5 Os. Id.

®ui' (Bite ^Mt—«

—

ExHiBiTiox OF Paintings at Norwich.—An in-

teresting and valuable collection of oil paintings
and water-colour drawings is now being exhibited
at the Lecture H?ll, S. Andrews, under the
auspices of the East Anglian Art Union and City of
Norwich Fine Art Association. The pictures in-

clude contributions from C. W. Cope, ]{ A , Henry
O'Neil, A.R.A., and others of high degree in the
world of art.

York CnuRcn Bcilding and E.ndowment Aid
Society.—On Saturday the Archbishop of York
presided at the annual meeting at York of the
above Society. Cinr>n H ly read the report of the
Committee, which showed that for the last two
years there had been a marked decrease in the
number of cases in which aid had been sought
from the Society for the building of new churches
and the augmentation of poor endowments. No
fewer, too, than 98 parsonages had been erected
w.thin the last seven years.

Tub Liverpool Architectural Society.—
The student members' subject for the annual
competition will be a design for a town church to
seat 2,000 persons (without galleries) ; the draw-
ings to comprise a plan, two elevations and a
section, drawn to a scale of Jin. to a foot ; one
perspective view, either exterior or interior

; and
the principal ornamental details drawn to a scale
one fourth the actual size. No restriction is made
as to style, but preference will be given (other
things being equal) to designs showing originality
of plan or of architectural treatment. The draw-
ings to be sent in to the Council on the evening
of the first meeting in April, 1871.

Derby Fine Abt and Industrial Exhibition.
—This exhibition closed on Monday last, after

having been open for sis months. From etate-

ment J made by Colonel Wilmot, M.P. (Chairman
of the Committee) we gather that the exhibition

has been a perfect success pecuniarily, and the
guarantors will not be called upon to pay a single

farthing. The total money receipts amounted to

£5,110 2s. 5d., and the total expenditure, as esti-

mated, will, it is hoped, leave a balance in hand of

about £1,355. The total number of visitors since

the commencement was 15i,000.

DEThX'TiON OF SuLrnuR in Coal-Gas.^M. Ulex
says the presence of sulphur in coal-gas can be

proved in the foUowiug simple manner :—Let a

platinum basin be filled with half a litre of water,

and the basin be heated over a Bunaen burner
until all the liquid has evaporated ; the basin will

be found to be coated, on the outside, where it has

been struck by the flame, with a dirty, greasy

looking substance, which, on being washed off with

pure distilled water, and tested, proves to be sul-

phuilc acid. The author further points out that

the glass chimneys used with Argand gas burners
soon become coated over internally with a white

substance, which, on being washed off with distilled

water, will be found to be, on testing, sulphate of

ammonia. The glass panes of a room wherein gas

ii burned for a few evenings consecutively will,

when rubbed with the fingers of a clean hand, im-

part to it a substance which, on the hand being

rinsed in distilled water, will yield a precipitate of

sulphate of baryta with chloride of barium and
a brick - red precipitate with potissio-iodide of

mercury.

Cleveland Institute of Engineers.—On
Saturday week the new session in connection
with this Institute was inaugurated by a dinner at

the Alexandra Hotel, Saltburn-by-the-Sea. About
35 gentlemen sat down to an excellent repast.

The President, Mr. Wm. Barret, occupied the
chair, and Mr. David Joy filled the vioe-cliair.

Memorials of Old London.—Is nothing to be
done with Inigo Jones's beautiful water-g.ite of

York-stairs, at the end of Buckingham-street
(asks the IlliMratcd London News) ? Now that

the Embankment is constructed far in advance of

it towards the bed of the river it is ridiculously

out of place, and its neglected condition most
pitiable. The noble character of the monument
and respect for its great architect's memory alike

plead for its removal to, and preservation on, some
suitable site. Moreover, when the estimates were
made for the Embankment, the rebuilding of the
water-gate in an appropriate position was included
in them. Cjuld cot some appropriate and
honourable place be found for it on or near the
Embankment, say iu proximity to Somerset-House,
with the architecture of which it would not be
inharmonious ? Another fine London memorial
(continues our contemporary), the entrance-gate
and colonnade of Burlington-House, lies in still

worse' plight somewhere, it is said in the wilds of

Battersea, if not doomed to destruction. A
promise was given by the Government that it

should be preserved for re-erection, and the stones
were accordingly removed intact. From the way
in which the monument has since been alluded to
by a I'arli imentary official there is little hope,
however, that good taste will incite to a speedy
redemption of the pledge given.

RoBBiNr, A Foundation Stone.—A singular
theft has just been brought to light at Plymouth.
On the 2Sih of July the foundation stone of ths
new GuildhiU about to be erected in the town
was Uiil with great public and municipal I'clat.

Since that time to the present the work of erection
has been going on at a part of the site some dis-
tance from the foundation stone, which, iu con-
sequence, has remained as it was laid, untouched
and unbuilt upon. On Wednesday morning, as
one of the contractors fur the building was sur-
veying the work, ho noticed that the foundation
stone bore evidence of having been displaced from
its socket. This aroused his suspicions as to the
coins of the realm which had been placed, with the
documents , in a box under the stone, and in order
to eatisfyhimself he told the men to raise the block.
It took four men to do so, the stone being two tons
in weight. It was then found that the box was
was still in the cavity, and that it contained the
documents commemorating the ceremony, but it

was discovered that every coin had been carried

off. Information was at once given to the police,

and in the course of a day or so the story became
known, despite an effort that was made to keep
the robbery a secret.

Tre New Law Courts.—When the altered plan

for theLe V Law Courts was finally settled wo were
a'l ^iven <t ucdeistand fiat the woik would at

once be pushed forward. Since that time several

months have elapsed, during which time the site

in Carey-street has been left surrounded by its

hoardings, in all its des'>lation, undisturbed by
any workmen. We have not heard whether or uo
the Government are working underground ; they
have certainly done nothing above, unless we miy
except the appearance yesterday of some half-

dozen men with a few pieces of timber designed
apparently for the repairs of the hoarding. Surely
Mr. Lowe cannot be preparing another surprise

for us when Parliament meets. If not, why does
not the work go on ?

—

SoUcitor»' Journal.

Penalties for Non-Performance of Con-
tract.—At a recent special meeting of the
Stockton Town Council, a letter was read from
Mr. Robert Heavisides, the contractor for the
works at the cemetery, requesting that the sum
of £289 53., balance due to him on his contract

for the erection of the chapels and the lodge be
paid to him. In accordance with a motion made
by Alderman Laing, the surveyor prepared a
statement of the amount of expenses the com.
mittee had been put to by reason of the non-
completion of the contract. From this it appeared
that the amount of penalties to which the con-
tractor was liable for non-completion of chapels

and lodge was £214, and in addition to that,

there was the contract for the walls, which was
not yet fini8hed,and this was 181 days over the time,

and the penalty in this case was, as in the former
case, £1 per day, making a total of £398 in penal-

ties. Bc.-sides this, £6 lis. Id. had been paid for

rent of house for the superintendent, iu consequence
of the lodge not being ready for him, and £4
73. for watching the cemetery, making a total

of £10 183. Id. It was resolved to pay the
contractor the sum he claimed, less only this sum
of £10 183. Id.

Tub Thames E.mbankment.—Rapid progress

has been made during the last three or four weeks
in the works connected with the new road on the
Victorii Embankment, which will run behind the
Temple station of the Metropolitan Railway.
The road will bo in the form of a curve, one end
of which will be by Somerset House, and one by
the Tem( le-gardens. It is a fine broad road, and
yesterday the men were engaged in laying down
asphalte and a wide pavement for pedestrians.

The leading approach to this new road will be
from Norfolk-street, the railing at the bottom of

which will be removed in the course of a few days,

and an opening thus made which will be of great
advantage to persons approaching the Embank-
ment a-jd the railway from the S rand. It will

be an approach for carriages as well as pedestrians.

Artesian Well in Nebraska —The labours of

the parties who had been boring for the last

eighteen months iu Lincoln, the capital city of

Nebraska, for salt water, have been crowned with
success. At the depth of 600ft. below the sur-

face, in a stratum of sandstone, a lead of the
great subterranean sea of salt water was recently
struck, and the briny torrent came struggling up
around the auger and shot into the air some 8 or

10ft. It has since flowed strongly and steadily,

and with great force and increasing strength, form-
ing a briny rivulet. It is believed by the experts

who have seen the flow that when the auger is

withdrawn and tubing inserted, a stream of water
will be projected from the well to the height of

50ft.', making it the most magnificent artesian well

of salt water in the world.

A Canadian- Wooden Railroad.—A railway

which cost only 6,000 dola. per mile, including

right of way, grading, track and rolling stock
complete, is certainly a novelty. That is the

cost of the Quebec and Gosford wooden railway,

if the statement of the President is to he accepted.
This road is twenty-five miles long; gauge,
4ft. 8Jin. ; speed, twenty to thirty miles an hour ;

length of rail, 14ft. ; depth, 7in. ; thickness, 4in.

Each rail rests on seven sleepers, to which it is

fastened by wedges, so that it can be easily taken
up at any time. The locomotive now used on the
Quebec and Gosford Railway weighs 21 tons,
loaded, without the tender. This road wiU be
completed next month, and ready for traffic. It
is very satisfactory to know that there is an
immediate prospect that wooden railways will bo
practically tested in Canada ; should they provo
to bo so well adapted as it is believed they are to
accomodate new districts where the traffic is

limited, they will come into large demand to act
as feeders to the iron roads.
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MUETIHGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Uoantx.-l^fl I1*Umtt ef BrilUh ^rrkibrb.—Opening

iiltei rT" --'-- -'— " 8p.in.

Soemfg ttf Xm^iMfm.—" On Ui« Eoonoraios ox

jUihn^ MainMiuxx,'' bf Hr. E. 8. CYompUin.
780 0.01.

TrB]UT.-/M(itiili«a a/ CirU SitfiMtn.—" DMcription

of Ik* Cofttnlanu uaal in tlie gtacntion of the

Ko S Contiact of the Th;uu<« fjiilwnkmcnt," hy

Mr.T 1). Ridley, A. I.O.K. 8 p.m.

OmjHH¥. tmaeimMI JrW JmtUule.—BntiMa meet-

The opening meeting of Uie Royal Institnto of

British Architects for Session 1870-71, takes place

oo Monday erening next.

Mr. Hofanaii Hunt, who is still in .Tcnisalom, has

made good progreas with the picture which h.-is for

MOM time past occupied his attention. Uis hciltli

i» teectablished. He wil! probably, says the

Atkemmim, Tisit England for a short time in a few

months.

21,400 and a site have been given towards tho

erection of a new church for the parish of Northam,
Hants.

Tho new Com Exchange at Warehun will bo
publicly oponc<l on tho 15th inst.

A new burial ground for the village of Bourton,

near GiUingham, was consecrated on Tuesday week.

A correapondent of the Xorlh n'tUn Herald fts-

Boits that the s.initary condition of tho town of

Cirencester is simply dcploralle. There is no
aewmge, and tho town is hoQoyiombel with cess-

pools.

Ui» contemplated to greatly enlar^ the Norfolk

and Norwich Hospital situate n Norwich.

The town surveyor of Southmolton has resigned.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.
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TENDERS.
BsLTEDrac—For buikliiig public rotims, Mr. A

riu, arcbitcct :—
y."";"?* ; £2194

SS^::;:;:::;:::::::; JJj;

^"«" 1279

BlackKR IAna.—For shop and stores for Messrs. Spiers

and Poud. Mr. E. FoweU, architect, 1, Walhrook build-

ing*, H.C. :—
lUrrett & Wickerlow jfiS440

JackMU &Bhaw 7717
Moreland & Son 7i^22

Turner & Sous 7041

Avis & Rt>e 7194
Merritt & Ashby 7445

Brass 7436
CoUs 73S0
Nightingale 73B:t

Fish 7^00
Newman Si Manu 71B6
Browne is, Rohiuson 7000
Jewell & Sous 6995
Foster 6927
Henshaw G837
Condelt 6760

Broadrtairs.—For new chapel. Messrs. E. Haberahon
and Brook, architects :

—

Oabome £1440
Nightingale 1398
Wilkins & Sous 1351
HiUer 1335
Harwick 13 8
SUrkey 1270
Suell&Trajte 1045

Croydon.—Ft>r Congregational Church :—
rollani (a. cepted) £2040

IIani-ey.—For house and two cottages, for Wm. Hard-
ing, Esti. Messrs. R. Scrivener & Sons, architects :—

Clewes £1430
Bailey 1418
CoUis is Uudsou 1380
Bennett & Cooko 1305
Harvey 1320
Barlow 1230

Intkknatiosal Exhibition or 1871.- For tho supply
of glass cases and plate glass to be nsedat tho exhibitiou :

—

For the frames.

John Drew £1725 15
Howard & Sons 1557 1

George Smith & Co 1467
Lucas Brothei-s 1446 8
Johnstone, Jeanea, & Co 1315 6
GiUow ii Co 1271 4
Fretlerick Sage 1176 17 10
Holland & Sons (accepted) 1167 15 6

For the glass,

Thames Plate Glass Company £512 11 7

William Uamsay 4-iS IS
London and Manchester Plate

Glass Company 411
Savoy Glass Company 406 14
J inuiugham Plate Glass Company 4O0 6 5
Willmore Brothers (accepted) 3S4 16 10

London.—For S. Pliilip's Schools, Arlington -square.

Mr. Goir, architect. Quantities supplied :— '

Cohen £3350
Jackson & Sliaw 2946
Marwick & Thurgood 28S6
Crabb & Vanghan 2S42
Chapiwl 2799
Snowball 2774
Holland 2767
Wood :?750

CoUs & Co 2723
Crockett 2629
Wright 2625
Marion , 26; 8
Hill, Kcddell, <t Co i615
Wiuship 2590
Myers 2583
Newman & Slaiiu 2586
Cole 2576
BiBhop 25to
Mylitingalo 25?6
Iliigliesdeu 3495
Hensliaw 2143
lilease 2378
Gibbs&Son 2339
Parsons & Telling. 2235

Ix)Nn'JN.—For addilions, alterations, and repairs, 15,
Harriugton-wmare, Hamiwtead.road. Mr. J. K. Coiling,
ai'chittct :

—

Kelley Brothers £60fi
Laidlaw 57-2

Nash 6G8
JIaun 505
Oxford 657
Nightingale 5l9
Eyers 541

L1NDON.—For stone staircase, vaults, &c., in rear of Xcb.
.^0I, 302, Strand. Mr. J. H. Uowlev, architect. Q. untitles
supplied by Mr. T. T. Greun :—

Thompson .£1045
Snowdou 14^6
Merritt & Ashby 1438
Crabb & Vaughan ^ I4I4
Heuahaw 1395
Brass 139a
King & Sons 1379
Kelly Bros 1373
Scrivener &Wliito 1863
Colls &SonB 1286
Sharinngtou A Cole (accepted) 1280

Manchester.—For nowCalviulatic Chapel and School?.
Heywood street, Chcetham, Maucheater. Mr. Richard
Owens, 2, Breck-road, Liverpool, architect. Quantities by
Hr. S, Crowcroft, Manchotter ; -

Thomson, City road fiQ^^
TicJcell 2531
Jonet", Rhyl 2494
Davidson ,..., „.„ 3450
Todd 2439
Troggett 2431
Parr/ 2308
DaviM s Mawdsloy 2309
Heard & Enddius 2365
Thomson, York-street (accept«d) 2327

MAItCATK.—For \ Primitive Methodist Chapel and
prejwher's residence. King street. Mr. Alfred W. Phillips,
architect. Quimtitiea not aupplied:^

Wigmore(WaUmm Green, S.W.)£liU9 10
Garner (Margate) 1380
Hall (Brighttm) 1370
Paramor (Margate) 1350
Osborn (Ramsgate) 1093 7

Srs.=tEx.—For a new infirmary, new board-room and
oftices, and alterations at the Steyning Union Workhouse,
Shoreham, Sussex. Mr. B. H. Nnuu, surveyor. Quanti-
ties supplied :

—

S. Bui-ston & Bnrfoot £5047
Nadin 3995
Bushby 3961
J. & A. Stenning 3922 18
Nash & Co 3828
Watson 3649
Smith 3624
Lockyer 3560
John Chappel 3491
Dalby 3200
Miles 3145
Blackmoro (accepted) 3099
William Chappel [withdrawn) .../..„ 2790

Windsor.—For addition to house, near Wbidsor. Mr.
C. II. Howell, architect, Qnjintitiea by Mr. J. Scotland
Messrs, Widnell & TroUope :—

Thorne ^,.£6723
Kerapsall 5536
P Anson 6514
Higgs 5443
Holland Ai Hanuen 528T

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

DOMTVION OF CaSADA. — InTER-CoLOxI AL RAILWAY.
Nov. 21.—For the supply of 40,000 tons of Bessemer stool

rails, to be delivered in 1871 and 1S72, with the necessary
(tuantity offish-plates and bolts and u\\\a. Messrs. Morton,
Kose, and Co., Fartholomew House, Bartholomew-lane,
R.C., London. Me-sr«. A. Walsh, E. B. Chandler, C. J.

Brydges, A. W. McLelan, Commissioner*, Ottawa Canada.

Midland AND London and NoRrn-WnsTERN Railway
CuMPANiE.s.—Ashby and Nuneaton Joint Railway, Nov.
15.—For the supply of the following materials, namely^
6, 700 tons of steel or iron rails (at Iho option of the joint

committee); 3.300 tons chaire, 90 tons of spikes ; 60 tons of
holts and nuts ; 'J70 tons of fishing plates ; 183.000 tons of
oak keys; 366,000 tuiisof oak tree-nails. Jamas Williams,
secretary, Berby.

Chklt-a^ton, Nov. VI.—Thepropriotorsof the Chellaston
Piaster Mines, situate at Chellaston, in the couu y of
iJcrljy, invito tenders for the sinking deeper of an existing
»baft iu the mines.

Halifax Corporatiov Waterworks, Nov. 14.—Ilebdea
Extensions. — For theWiddop Reservoir and Main Conduit
thence to Peckot Well.—Contract No. 7. J. E. Norris,

town clerk. Town Hall, Halifax.

NORMANTON, NoV. 7.—ISFANTS" ScHOOL.—For buildlDg
the above school. Tho vicar, Vicarage, Normantou.

ST\ine.s, Nov. 7.—For a tower, with spire, to bo erectoil

to the Church at Wraysbury, near Staines. Rev. Henry
West, Wraysbury, near Staines.

Newton Heath, Nov. 17.—For sewering ( where re-

quired), levelling, paving, flagging, channelling, and
otherwise completing Varley-street (from SUver-s'reet to
the Rochdale Canal), within the said district. Joliu Nield,

cleik to the board, Newton Heath.

S. Matthew (Bethnal Green), Nov. 7.—For the erec-
tion of a new building in connection with the workhouse,
Waterloo-road, Bethnal Green. William Tullett Howard,
clerk to the board, Bishop's-road, bethnal Green.

Acton Local Board, Nov. 8.—For making up Oaborno-
road. Edward Monson, O.E., surveyor to the said bo.ird,

Acton.

Daventrv, Nov, 9.—For the erection of the proi>nsed

Aa.sembly Hall at Daventry, Northamptonshire. Mr. T. H.
J^Iarriott, Uavuutry.

Great Eastern Railway Company, Nov. 8.—For the
supply of 6,000 tons iron rails, 350 tons fish plates. J. B.
Owen, Secretary. Bishopsgate Toraiiuus, London, N.E.

L.^NCASniRE AND YORKSHIRE RAILWAY COMPANY. NoV.
15.—For the erection of iron footbridge, at Halifax Station.

Wm. S. L.awn, secretary, Hunt's Bank, Manchester.

HoRNaEY Local Board, Nov. 11.—For the supply of
the following materials, to be delivered on the roads of the
dis-rict, between tho 3l6t day cf October, 1870, and the
IJls day of October, 1871, namely, granite, rivg flint, bal-

List, aud hard core. Also for pavior's work, for the supjdy
nf ])aving, curbing, and chaimoUing. Wm. Hammond,
clerk.

Leeds, Nov. 10.—For two good houses in Mai vern-road,

Beeston>hiU. Riohard Towse, architect, Dewsbury-road,
Leeds.

London, Nov. 18.—For tho supply of 100 caat-irou

mangers, galvanised or phiin, ftn the Geneva! Omnibuy
Comi)any (laini ed). A. G. Church, general manager and
secretaiy, 6, Finsbury-square.

Salford, Nov, 8.—For plating three iron roofs at (he
LiveriKK)! street works. Edwin Andrew, town clerk, Town
Uall.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Randell, Saunders, and Company, Limited. Quarry-
men and Stone Merchants, Bath. Li^t of Prices at the

Quaniesand Depots; also cost for Transit to any part of

the United Kingdom, furnished on applicatio'i.

BATH STONE OFFICB,
[Adtt.] Corgham. Wilts.
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MISS BURDETT COUTTS AND THE
IMPROVEMENT OF LONDON.

IMPROVING London would appear to

divide itself into three quite distinct

items, or three distinct objects have to be
kept in view. First, the improvement of tlie

main tliornnghfares, such as Oxford-street,

Ilolborn, Cheapside, and the Whitechapcl
and Commercial roads, leading, as they do,

from west to ea«t of London, and right

through the middle of it. It would seem to

be almost impossible to divert the traffic

through this line of road (and others like it)

from it to any other. The second means of

improvement lies with the householders and
shopkeepers themselves, each one for himself,

and this, of course, is beyond the reach of

help or assistance of any kind. The public

do this for themselves. But the third means
of improvement is the most difficult to deal

with, and has to do with the bye-streets and
poor neighbourhoods, of which there must be
so many in all great cities, and it is this which
Miss Couttu wishes to make some impression
on, and which she has in some neighbour-
hoods already tried to do. We cannot help
thinking, knowing the poor parts of London
well, that she has.jupto this, most lamentably
and wofuUy failed, and we cannot help ask-

ing who it is, or what body it is, that she
consults, and whose advice she takes, for it is

impossible to suppose that she actually goes
into narrow streets and courts, and looks
about for herself, and personally sees into

what the poor people want. But of all her
mistakes Uolunibia Market is tbe central one
and the chiefest, and most sure it is that had
she consulted any one who really knew any-
thing about London and its needs, she would
never have thrown her wealth away upon it.

May we offer a few suggestions I

What is a London market ( It is a very
curious circumstance that the markets proper
of London do but comparatively little of its

business, almost nothing indeed compared to

the whole ofit. Wh}', wonderful as it seems,
aud we ask Miss Coulls's attention to the fact,

the two best markets in London at this mo-
ment are both of them shut up and barred
like prisons on Saturday night— Billingsgate

fish market and Covent Garden fruit market
—while on this Saturday night all the poor
man's tradings on his own account and for

himself and his family are actually goiug on
elsewhere. Practically, the London working
men and women have no markets except
those that they make for themselves, as this

excellent lady may see if she will be at the
trouble to visit ihem. The New Cat, from
the Westminster-road to Blackfriars, is an odd
kind of double market, so to express it, for it

holds the shops of the tradesmen who occupy
the houses on each side of it, and also the long
double line of hucksters' stalls and barrows
immediately beyond the pavement, and in-

deed in the very gutters themselves. Tliis is

one of the most populous markets anywhere
to be found, and nothing certainly that Miss
Coutts could do would induce any of the
tradesmen—the regular shopkeepers—to go
away from this line of traffic and business to
any other and less populous spot. If the Viry
Houses of Parliament close by were to be
turned into a market they would not go to it,

nor would the population of the Marsh go to
them. Nay, further, if Miss Coutts were to
buy the Palace of Westminster, and let it out
in small sections at mere nominal rents to
hucksters and costermongers, but few of them,
we can assure her, would go there, for the
simple reason that their poor customers would
not travel away from the regular line of

lighted thoroughfare and cheap business, not

even, for a palace location. These people will

keep together the regular tradesmen, the small

barrow traders or costermongers, and the

population of the place whicli live in it, and
in all its surrounding narrow streets and
courts, and where one lives and goes about

all follow. If you want to improve a market
like this you must go to it, "and begin im-

provement with one single house."

Now had we the means and felt inclined to

improve the Lower Marsh, it would be some-

what in this way that we should go about it.

Take the narrowest, and dingiest, and most
mud-begrimed, and ragged tilled streets, of

which there are so very many—almost any
street will do—and buy two or three of the

houses out and out. Do not pull them down,
but raise them one or two or more stories as the

case may be
;
put them into good aud neat re-

pair, and then let them out again, probably to

the same tenants, in the regular way of

business, and without any sort of attempt at

charity or favour to any particular class, and
just see what would come of it. All we would
plead for in the way of architecture, or orna-

ment, or speciality of any kind, would be to

alter the line of roof, and to " gable end " the

street, and thus to throwalittle characterinto

it if possible, by the mere fact of putting the

necessary construction to gome pleasureible

service. No attempt would be made in this

plan of improvement to widen the street, or

to alter its direction, or to rename it, or to

drive away the inhabitants, or disturb the

regular traffic of the place, but only and
simply to add to the narrow house accommo-
dation, and to give to the street a little—shall

we say it ?—Gothic character, or any character

at all. Now all this might be done, and a

great deal more, at a tithe of the cost Miss

Coutts has been put to so uselessly in the

building of the stupid Columbia Market, and
as nothing in the vast sum which Mr. Pea-

body gave to the London poor (as they are

called—somewhat at random it is to be feared),

and without any special knowledge of the

work needed. What next would follow in all

human probability would be this. As soon

as the present landlords of the remaining

houses in this narrow street found that these

two or three of them, thus cheaply improved,
let readilj', and in preference to others, they

would improve their own property in like

manner, <loing of course as little as possible,

but slid something. Now we have a kind of

Aral) hoiior of charity, but there can be little

or no doubt that to improve the narrow ways
of London it is almost absolutely necessary

that some one should begin by some act of

giving ; some one must volunteer to do this

work of the pioneer in the deserts of London.
One pound of right is worth a ton of charity,

and in this mode of doing work no one would
feel the gift; they would only see the result. It

would be in very truth giving with the right

hand without the left hand knowing of it.

The markets will take care of themselves, and
it is more waste of money to attempt to do any-
thing with them. It is the houses and homes
of the working population that must be the first

thought and the keynote of all or anything
that comes after. But still, it must be ever
repeated, do not attempt to do toj much, or

to make things look too new and smart, or the

very people who most need help will all run
away and leave the "improvements " to those

who can do the work for themselves. If we
had our own way and could go to work as we
listed, itwould be in such streets, if any know
them, as Charles-street, Drury-lane, where
there really seems to be no end of inhabitants,

and which looks for ah the world like a vast

wash-house, for out of all nppiir windows
projects along pole with drying clothes of all

colours and hues, shapes and sizes. It is one of

the very few picturesijue streets of Loudon,
and is so couseq^uent on the very excess of

its poverty aud the density of its population.

Another street, with yet a little character and
interest left in it, is what is now called Dun-

can-street, in times of yore Monmouth-street

;

why the dull Board of Works altered the time-

honoured, almost poetic name of this famous
street, imraortaliued by Carlyle and Dickens, it

would be hard to tell. It is a kind of Jewish
street, all the kitchens are shops and ware-

houses of old left-off coats and shoes, furbished

up into " better than new." Would that MiAs

Coutts would improve but one of the worst of

these houses, and bring back, which she might
so well do, the old name of the street Another
special street, or rather nest of streets, a
favourite of ours, and which probably none of

our readers have ever yet entered, is a group

near the Bow-road Station, Bean-street, Flint-

street, Qun-street, and a host of narrow courts,

literally packed with people, who would seem
to own not only the houses, but the very

streets themselves for whole lines of trucks

and barrows line the gutters and even middle

of the streets, and the houses are alive with

humanity. Hosv thickly they are stowed
away in the interiors of these dismal homes
need not be said : their name is legion. To
name Whitechapel, and Shoreditch, and Mile
End, is enough, for all certainly have heard of

them, if no more ; and it is truly melancholy
to think for a moment of the efforts now being

actively made to induce Miss Burdett Coutts

to extend her liberality to the helping to

widen the main thoroughfare of the Shore-

ditch High-street. In the first place there is

no need of it, for all goes on very busily and
comfortably, even on a Saturday night, for the

people like the crowd, and it certainly looks

well, and one wonders how it is that no one

has attempted to paint the busy and Rem-
brandt-like scene ; and in the next place this

should be, and is, the work of the well-to-do

tradesmen of the district. It will not help the

poorer people a whit, it may destroy them and
the traffic, and the market perhaps, and may
be, too, the present colony of tradesmen them
selves, but wiU not help surely the poor of the

place. Let Miss Coutts think well of this be-

fore it is too late and her money gone, as it is

in Columbia Market, no one being in the end
in the least benefited but the contracting

builder ! We have ventured thus to offer a
hint or two on this most important subject of

the improvement of London, as more par-

ticularly respects the poorer class of its mora
densely-inhabited districts, and have named
one or two of them, but of course not a

hundredth part of the whole ; but there is yet

one thing more which cannot be passed by.

It is this : that there is not now, there has not

been, nor can any one see his way to any
plan in the future for preventing, if that be

the best word, the crowding together of so

many human beings in single small rooms.

Build how you may, you will always

find in all such poverty - struck aud
densely - icdiabited places whole families

living in one small room. Many, very many,
have we visited at all hours, and know well

how those in them live. Bedsteads they do
not seem to care about. A mattress on the

floor for one or two or more, with as much of

covering as can be got, satisfies them. Indeed

the more the better, and certainly the warmer.

Nature truly would appear to dictate to such

the best way of surmounting difliculties, for

as all animals without exception, in a natural

state, herd together for warmth, and to defy

weather, so do these of the lower strata of

society, and which it must be remembered
do all its dirty but still necessary work, herd

in like manner together, and from the same
causes. We have seen rooms where it would

be absolutely impossible to live or exist at all

but in numbers, A child in the corner of such

apartment would perish of cold and draughts,

but three or four huddled together in the

same corner, like young rats, covered with

their own clothing, defy both, and bravely

conquer that nature which made both them
and ihe cold winds, and laugh at the society

which pretends to pity them but will </»

nothing. How much might iliss Coutts do

and at how little cost if it only be done in tho
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right way ! One thin:,' more wo ask her to re-

flect ou, as it shows how gooil uatiire may
fail. Everybody who reads this, she herself,

kiudly-hearted as she is, must have conimis-

seratwl the state of those unhappy oues who

ia all weathers are seen without shoes,—stock-

ings are unknown in this desert tract. Bare-

footed they go. But, gentle reader, all such

compaasioa and pity is thrown away and idly

wasted, for not only are all such totally iu-

ditfereut to foot coverings, but ic is painful to

wear them. Give tlicni shoes and they sell

them. In no army-surrounded and besieged

city ia the struggle for existence fiercer than

it is in those parts of mighty London which

Miss CoutU wishes so earnestly to "improve,"

but if you ask of those who are in the very

thickest of this fight for life, which is most

•aeoossful and hopeful, you will find it is

those who are least encumbered with armour.

Swiftness of movement is the soul of pure

street trading and efforts at selling, so that

those without shoes must needs run quicker

than those with I Old Homer's heroes never

felt the truth of this need of swiftness more
thorougldy than the "ragged" of London.

We mention this beciiuse Miss Coutts and

others have wasted, as we take it, a good deal

of gooil nature and sterling coin in the en-

deavour to " clothe the naked." It is useless.

To house them better is possible, and not only

possible but would be a real act of permanent
utility, and a step at least towards the im-

provement of London, but not, as we have

aid, by the building of new hou.-'es or

markets, but by adding to and repairing as

limply as possible those already in existence;

not by the building of new streets or the re-

naming of old ones, but by the simple and
artistic process of adding a little to the art and
character of such streets by taking advantage

of constructional necessities.

C. B. A.

LUMP-CONTRACTS AND THEIR
SUBSTITUTE.

Br Solomon Set-Squaue.

A GLANCE at the above heading may
suggest the question, wiiat is there so

essentially bad in a " lump-contract " that it

should need not merely a reform but a remedy
or substitute ? A lump-contract is the very
thing that nine people out of ten desiderate.

It is to them a sovereign preventive of

future misunderstanding and dispute. Reck-
les) parliamentary agents and engineers
will indeed call a cab off a stand, jump into

into it without asking "what's to pay?"
and ride ever so far " to fair schedule of

prices or unfair measure and value;" but
steady-going people will do no such thing.

Pater, or any way mater-familias, will insist

on cabV>y'a definitively tendering for the work
in a lump-sum. The system is being applied
wherever practicable to all wants of daily life.

It is the desideratum, as we have said, of nine
people out often.

This l>eing so, let us inquire who are the
people who may be said to be dissatisfied

with this very popular system. We have
but to look over the past month's pages of

our own and of every other professional

journal to see who they are. They are our
architects, builders, and clients ; and to this

list of malcontents we will add our building-
surveyors. These all inveigh, more or less,

against the scandals that somehow (with no
one to blame, as usual) have beset the highly
popular system. There i.'i hardly an architect,

tt builder, or a building-surveyor of any bu.si-

nem experience that cannot narrate grievous
cases of s<iuabbling or of fraud tliat have
arisen out of the abuses of the system. If a
liunp- contract ever does end satisfactorily
" to all parties concemeH," it is perhaps be-
cause the architect and his builder, botli men
of long practice and experience, have fallen

in for the nonce with a real sucking-dove for

a client.

It i.i a disgrace to architects and building.

contractors that a man with capital and a

wish to invest it in building cannot even

touch brick and mortar witliout exposing

himself to a sea of troubles. People must
build, however, and some system must be

devised for their doing so in tolerable comfort

and under ordinary conditions—that is to say,

with clients who will have their whole pound
of flesh, and a little more if they can get it

;

architects who are ignorant, timid, or un-

scrupulous, and builders who will scamp
work, if you'll let 'em. Such as these there

will always be till the millenium ; and we
can't wait for it. We must go on building.

The only question is how—by day-work, by
sche<lule and lueasurenieut, or by lump-
contract ?

Professional readers know well enough

that building operations are too intricate, too

much beyond the keu of the lay public, to

afford one even a colour of excuse for advising

a client to build by day-work. Builders are

honest men in their way ; but only in Utopia

could we hope to start a large building by

day-work, if we cared at all to know when it

would be finished or what it would cost.

Architects, too, are honest men, but most of

of them are a trille

—

jaat a trifle—too selfish

and too lazy to be trusted with any large

building to be erected by schedule and
measurement. Some forty years ago the

experiment was tried, or was in full force.

It worked well enough for the builders, often

ruined the clients, aud demoralized the

architects. Buildings were roughly designed

with elevations indeed, but ver)- often with-

out sections, nearly always without speci-

fications, always without details, and
commenced with, if any estimate at all,

a mere approximate estimate founded
on these loo.se documents, not worth
the paper it was written on. The building

"went up," without too many drawings to

elucidate its constructive requirements. The
works were measured up at irregular in-

tervals, and there came in time an inevitable

veritable " day of wrath," quite "unbeknown"
to the client, and equally so to the often

young aud thoughtless architect, when the

structure, perhaps only wall-plate high, had
consumed the whole intended outlay ! Then
it was that the architect, erst on such good
terms wich his enraged client, could scarce

look him in the face, much less consult him
about the completion of tlie work. In those

bad old days, in fact, the works were not
always completed. Tliey remained in carcass

for years as So-and-so's "Folly,"like the palace

seen out of window in Hogarth's " Marriage
a la Mode," to be pulled down again for very
shame, or at best to be bought up and com-
pleted somehow or anyhow by some bargain-

driving speculator ; and then in time the
" folly " of Mr. So-and-so was forgotten.

There have occurred many such cases. This
system (of scheduleandadmeasurenient) might
be all very well if every Mectenas were a

Vitruviua in himself, and both could and
would look after his architect and keep him
up to the mark with his drawings ; but to

say this is to beg the whole (juestiun, as such
men would not employ architects at all—why
should they ? The system came ultimately
" to grief." The public, who wanted to build,

would not have any more of it ; aud they
were wise. It was not the builders, nor the
architects, but the public that held the purse
that some forty years ago set aside the
measurement system, and insisted on the in-

troduction of the e.tisting one of lump-con-
tracts. This latest method answers the
purpose of puldic bodies or committees.
These gentlemen lejoice to hear they have
succeeded in erecting an exceptionally cheap
building by the loss of an unfortunate con-
tractor, the victim peradventure of some
omission in his tender, or of what is worse,
a too scanty bill of quantities, with which, as

matters go, the " board " and their arcliiteot

have " nothing whatever to do." Some
very saddening tales of this kind might be

narrated, especially in relation to edifices

built by| lump-contract for parochial and
cemetery boards. The hardness and insensi-

bility of these boards is extraordinary. They
ruthlessly cut down the commission of their

architects, yet make its payment subject to

impossible conditions : they encourage the
employment of " scamping" or " jerry " con-
tractors ; and, at last, have fallen foul of the
very building surveyors. Quite recently they
have taken to the disreputalde course of ad-
vertising for the lowest tender for computing
the "quantities ;" which, if they would per-

mit these documents to be recognised and in-

corporated with the specification (as was done
in the case* of the Royal Exchange) might be
all very well. But the surveyor, "fortunate"
enough to get the job at a preposterously low
commission, is made by these worthies to

execute a written contract, guaranteeing the
efiiciency of his ill-remunerated services, for

which he is to be responsible, not to them, his

employers, but to the builders ! With this last

feat of " Bumbledom," we have the entire

system of lump-contracting brought to its

climax, and fairly run to seed, like German
marriages for our princesses. These over-

reaching parochial boards never recede from
a cunning position of fence once taken. Even
now we hear of ratepayers complaining that

any building surveyor (however substantial

or responsible) should receive 2 J per cent, for

issuing a bill of quantities ; and no wonder,
when workhouse guardians and asylum com-
mittees can get these documents issued by a
surveyor "responsible to the builders " for a

commission of three quarters, or of even half,

per cent ! It would be the sheerest waste of

words to explain in a professional journal how
nothing short of the creation of a body of

swindling surveyors is to be expected from
the adoption of this latest parochial move-
ment. People who will do work for nothing,

or next to it, have usually nothing to lose.

By a cruel refinement these workhouse and
school boards ferret out a special class of men.
from the usually respectable ranks of the
Metropolitan building surveyors ; and, having
got them and well skinned them, they hand
them over in their helplessness and impecu-
niosity to—ye gods, be " responsible to the

contractors !
" Can anything be more sub-

ver<-ive, in its way, of public credit i Would
any oue of these committee-men set about
iasuring his own life, or his own home, on the

like principle ?

Individual capitalists not infrequently act

quite otherwise ; and express their disappro-

bation of the lump system. They require

simply to have in a building contract all they
bargain for, and to pay justly for all they
have. They find that by this mode of con-

tractiitg, replete with its last invented evOs,

they obtain neither of these objects ; while

architects, contractors, and surveyors, are all

being ground to the dust by the system.

The plain truth is, that a lump-contract,

popularly held to be conclusive aud unalter-

able, is not so at all. It is a delusion to ex-

pect it to be so, as every architect knows
perfectly well. No building we ever heard of

has ever been completed as first designed and
contracted lor, or ever been paid for by the

discharge of its original contract price. The
reason is plain enough to professional men

;

but the unprofessional public cannot under-

stand it. An architect's client orders a

phaiJton, or a gold watch, to be respectively

built aud manui'actured at an agreed price.

Each order is duly executed and for the

settled sura. The cash is paid dow/i, and
there's an end of the matter. " Why," say.i

he, "can't I have for an agreed sum a house,

or a town-hall (or a lunatic asylum, while

I'm about it), supplied fit for use and occupa-

tion like the watch and the phaiJton?" We
all know why he can't; but he doesn't: he
thinks it very hard, and builders and archi-

tects the greatest humbugs in existence. Let

us ask our lively First Commissioner

* Hm Do.-^ALDsoN*^ •' Hnn'tbauk i»f SpfCilUiatious."
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wli.it lie really thinks about them.

AVe nil reriitmVjer how this very fiuestion

hotliered the right honourable gentleman's pre-

decessor, Lortl Llanover ; and what a martyr-

dom he imposed on Sir Charles Barry in his

furious efforts to get to the bottom of the

mystery. He discovered that Sir Charles was
always altering his details, like a modest and
thoughtful man as he was ; and he made up his

mind, did Lord L., to issue no more orders for

Government works till every one of the

details had been drawn out and irrevocably

8ettle<l upon—a thing nearly impossible, and
if possible, preposterous. Which of us would
like to see Mr. Charles Barry's Gothic details

of 1833 brought out of a pigeon-hole to be
applied to the completio:i of Sir Charles
Barry's Houses of Parliament >

This bugbear of extras to a lump-contract
sits more or less enthroned iu every English
architect's office—an anxious fact for archi-

tects, and a very, very serious one for con-
tractors. It is at the bottom of nearly all

the heart-burnings and squabbles that from
time to time crop up in the building world.
Many an architect who, if cash were plentiful

with him, would sacrifice his own private

resources rather than see his fair dealing con-

tractor imdergo a known loss of payment for

an " extra," will shrink in cowardice from
certifying for it in the face of a greedy un-
scrupulous board or committee. He, h la

Barry, will con
. over and superadd to his

details ; but alas, when it comes to making
up the balance-sheet, he will hesitate to dis-

turb the phaeton aud watch theory he well
knows his client has imbibed.
Some builders and the British Architects

are, so we hear, going to furbish up and re-

habilitate the luraji-contract system. They
will never succeed. It has become so rotten,

especially in the metropolis—mainly from the
shortcomings of the Institute itself—that we
quite anticipate it will collapse, like the day-
work and the measure and value systems that
preceded it. Architecturalpractice,astown(uot
country) architects are bent on pursuing it, is

tabooeil in high places ; architects themselves
are pooh-poohed and set aside with a ven-
geance. Why is this ] Because architects

—

Institute architects especially—not only allow
themselves* to ignore the money-details, the
quantities, the prices, &c., that make up the
lump-contracts they have to administer, but
have grown actually proud of their ignorance.
They leave the details of their inevitable

extras and omissions to be settled how they
best may, between builders and building sur-

veyors, pluming themselves, like the roysterer

in the play, on being

111 at reck'ning

:

It recks o' th' spirit of a tapater.

Meanwhile they are being, year after year,

pushed out of their true places as arbiters in
what ought to be their own "little courts of
equity," to which both builders and capitalists

ought to resort with confidence for impartial
treatment. An architect who " cares for none of
these things," with Gallio, will, of course, never
be consulted about them. He will settle down
into a simple designer, or, worse, a mere
draughtsman, with his pencil and his sweet
voice subservient to his patron. His hand
will be naturally against every builder, and
the hand of every builder (with a surveyor at
his back) will be against him. It is not a
satisfactory state of things ; nor can it be
remedied by the drawing up of arbitration
clauses, nor yet by the binding up of the
quantities (not those of the architect but of
the contractor's surveyor) with the specifica-
tion. These expedients will only tend to still

further complicate the already intolerable
system. Is there no remedy by which we
may hope to keep honest patrons, architects,
builders, and " quantity-takers " unscathed by
any of the evUs we have depicted i Can we
not dispense with the unelastic, " unalterable "

lump-contracts, which the client will always

persist in regarding as final ; and the eciually

unelastic bill of quantitiei', which the (Lon-
don) architect will not even look at, and which
the contractor, under the circumstances, will

not have overhauled to his prejudice?

• See tho ProBident's Addreaa at tho Institute, 1869.

ALEXANDR.V PARK AND PALACE.

THE Crystal Palace of 1851, represented by
the People's Palaoo at Sydenham, has set a

national impulse in action, which cannot be too

strcuuously promoted by all who desh'e the

advaucomeut of useful knowledge, and tho eleva-

tion of taste amon^ the people. In like manner, tho

luteruational Palace of Industry and Art of 18()2

is about to iind a fitting memento—lasting and

useful we trust—iu the People's Palace and Park

just completed at MuswcU Hill, for tho improvo-
mout anil direct cujoymout of tho inhabitants of

tho north of the JletropoUs. Both palaces are

needed, aud both have a field of importance open
to them without iu tho slightest interfering with

each other, or Iheir separate spheres of useful-

ness. Unfortimatcly, adverse cu'curastances have
materially hindered and almost threatened tho
prospects of tho latter. The financial crisis and
tho present Continental war have seriously im-
peded, and even now prevent the plans of the

promoters being carried out to their proper extent.

At this juncture, Mr. Francis Fuller, of Wlute-
hall, who has already done so much to further the
improvement of our educational institutions, aud
promote the recreation and employment of our
working population, has come forward to rescue

this national undertaking from difliculty, and
appeals to the owners of property and residents in

the vicinity to assist in carrying out in its in-

tegrity such a valuable institution and source of

attraction in their midst. But Mr. FuUer's
efforts do not end here. With a foresight of what
other directors have done to provide a dividend

at the sacrifice of the primary object, which is too

often lost sight of, he is anxious that, at this

hour of temptation and difficulty, a sinnlar de-

clension in the aim of the Palace aud Park should
not befal the undertaking, nor those who have
its best interests at heart. Wo had occasion to

notice, some months ago, the attractions which the

managers of the Sydenham Palace had resorted

to to increase the dividends of the shareholders

—

attractions that we thought deteriorated from the
character aud lessened the original functions of

the palace as a school of art education. Mr.
Fuller was one of the foremost who called atten-

tion to this misuse ; and it is to he hoped his

present appeal on behalf of tho great northern
rival will prevent a like pei-version of tho object

of its original projectors. It is jnst the time to

interfere to secure to the northern residents of

the metropolis all the benefits likely to accrue
from an establishment having for its end the re-

creation and intellectual improvement of the
people. By the immediate co-operation of those
who have a vested iaterest in this northern park
and palace, I have no hesitation in saying all

the advantages that might have been secured to

the inhabitants of the south will be gained, and
we can hardly estimate tho true value of them.
Possessing an unrivalled site of natural beauty,

not tho mere creation of a day, but adorned by
some of the finest forest trees iu the country, and
having also the most enchanting views, the
splendid building at Muswell-hill—at present
empty and doing nothing—cannot, indeed ought
not, be left to tho chance schemes of speculating
builders and mercenary directors.

Mr. Fuller's proposal is already before the pub-
lic in a readable pamphlet, in which he ably pre-

faces the subject by a r.;fereuoe to a cori'espoud-

once that took place between the Lords of the

Treasury and himself upon the desirability of

Government advancing at interest a sufficient

sum to carry out the " salutary objects con-
templated when the building of the Exhibition of

1862 was removed to its present site."

The policy of tho Government, however, in re-

ference to enterprises of the kind has been to

stand aloof, and accordingly they declined Mr.
Fuller's proposal whilst recognising the laudable

object ho had in view. Failing in Government
help, our author proposes the Tontine piinciple

;

he asks people of all classes to secure the boon of

the Palace and Park for themselves ; aud he shows
them that all members of the Alexandra Park
Tontme and Art Unions will receive specific

privileges and immediate advantages " far exceed-

ing in valuo the amounts respectively snbscrilied

by them," besides the prospect of ulterior benciitM

of immense value. The details of tho preliminary
arrangements are gncciuctly stated. For tho
purchase of tho estate of 400 acres, and tho
Palace and contents, £500,000 is required ; or for

the complete development of all other accessory
objects, £050,000. Tho Tontine to consist of £1
shares, extending over a period of 10 years, at the
expiration of which tho estate. Palace and con-

tents will become the property of those who shall

then be members of tho Tontine. The free ad-
mission and art union privileges explained in

pamphlet, and offered to all, are ample valno for

the money paid for them ; the subscribers for tho
first £500,000 and their nominees becoming in

1881 sole proprietors of a landed estate and palaco

calculated to be then woHh one million and a
half sterling. Such are tho main features and
advantages of tho Tontine proposed, which en-

sures for tho earliest members of the Tontine tho
greatest benefits. Among the privileges of tho
Tontineers may bo enumerated tho following :

—

Oue share can be suiTeudered for free admission
to the Palace and Park for two years from tho
opening ; such surrender excludes participation in

the art unions, and jn the ultimate division of

the property ; or if such share is not suiTcndered
it will entitle the holder to a ticket in each of tho

three art imions, the prizes ranging in value from
<£500 to £2. Should a ticket not draw a prize tho
holder (if among the original subscribers) will

be entitled to participate in the division of tho
estate in 1881. The drawing of a prize by ono
ticket will not invalidate tho holder's right to

benefit from subsequent art unions from other
tickets he may have. Thus tho holder of ten

shares may perchance obtain a £500 prize iu each
of these distributions, and still retain his other

seven shares in the division of the estate. Besides

these privileges the registered holders of shares
will be entitled to free admission during tho

continuance of the Tontine, those holding tho
greater number of shares haviug tho advantage
both in respect to admissions and art union
tickets. Those holding 100 shares to be quaUfied

for election as life governors, tho future trustees

also being elected from this class of shareholders.

We may return to tho other features of Mr.
Fuller's scheme. G. H. G.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE first business meeting of this Association

for Session 1870-71 was held at No. 9,

Conduit-ctreet, Regent-street, on Friday evening
last, the President, Mr. T. H. Watson, in the
chair. The minutes of the last meeting of the

past session and of the coiwenazione having been
read and confirmed, the following gentlemen were
duly elected as members :—Messrs. W. Dudgeon,
L. A. WhitUU, T. Archer, G. H. Elphick, A. H.
Paget, J. Stevens, R. L. Hesketh, R. Creed, T. E.
Price, H. G. McLachlan, J. F. H. Buck, J. R.
Allen, J. W. Brook, E. W. Fry, H. D. Appleton,
G. Elkiugton, jun., A. J. 8. Wrench, G. 8.

Taylor, A. Green, E. W. Mantell, F. Stock, A. J.

Bariow, and T. Andrews. On the motion of Mr.
J. S. QuUter, a vote of thanks was accorded to

those who assisted the Association in providing

the many interesting objects of art for its con-

versazione on Friday week.
Mr. J. S. QuiLTER then moved the adoption of

the annual report, which was taken as read.

Tbo Repoi-t states that iho Diiml)er of niemberB baa
greatly ilioreased during the lust aesBiou, nnd 8ever.il addi-
tional opportunities for iiiatructiiin in the study of archi-

tecture have been otfereil, which, together with the usual
classes, have been well received and sustained by the
members. The papers read at the ordinary meetings havo
been of an instructive character, aud the interest shown
by the members h;w been evidenced by the iucreaaetl

number iu attendance, and by the discussions and remarks
following the papers. The advantage of the Circulating
Ai-chitecturat Library are thoroughly appreciated. Several
.Oilditional books hare been presented and purchase<l

during thM i)aflt year, of which a catTilogue is now issued,

but many books are required to render the library con.

plete, and donations of useful works will be mncli
esteemed. Tho CttMS u/ Construction and Pnictiee has
been carried on with vigour, the meetings have btHjn with-
out exception weU attendoil, the average being nUiut 40.

The replies to the (juestions given at each meeting show
nmch re).earch by ttte members. This class is esjfeciaUy

valuable, aa it brings before the student in turn the several

branches of the professiou which require practical know-
ledge and jtnlgment, aud affords great assistance in pre-
pi-u-ing for the Voluntary Architectural Kxamiuation. In
the CtttJia of Dcslon there haa been no failing otf iu either

the attendance of the members or the quality of the
designs submitted, while in the Elementary CtdM of
Dfdign the intei-est shown by the membera haa been a
matter of satisfaction to the Committee of Viaitors. A
course of lectures ou the Ui8t*)ry of Architecture was given
by Mr. 11. rhuuc Bpiers during the sessiou. These were
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««U 4Ueud«J, and alicitad qiMlal thaoka from tlin

mliin A CUa fnr Inairao ma in Sumying and
l«r»lti»| WAS formol auil abo mil stUmlad. The oounu
«—'-'-« KX oat-diior uhI ux iu il »r Ituoiu. It is pro-

BflMd to tona a dnilJar class iluriiis this sassioti, if a siilfi-

c<«>IB«aih*roru«mb«rs will atusud. Tha rasponaas to

(IM prices oAand at tha oommctiK-vnient of last anasion wai
iKia ao Uxs« as o>ul<l b« d^itroiL 'i'tio viaita to works iu

|in^iasB aad ancient hailUtugs ou aUernata Saturday

afUraooaa hava beeu kent ii)i nitli rc^^iilarity. and int^hlde

Ika Uhnrj i>f the rciupla ; S. Thomx's Uoopi al ; h'erer

aad Sotall Vox lios|titai at Stockwell; Isliiigtou Wurk-
hiiaaa. aad M^^«^ Dweilin^ at Piinlioo aud Kiilham ; 8.

Miohad^ !x-li>ols, riuitio«>: West LmdO:i Syuagogiie.

Bif«ar»-mul; llie Chiuvh of t^. M.irr Ovor>-. Southwark;
tlM Btabop's PaliMSd, Kalliam : and Kirkaldy's Testing

Wcska, tMttbwark An architectural excurviuu waa made
doriac Aufiut hy about thirty unmiborv, noil visits were
|iaid to iba Catitedrali of Liuoolu and retorhoruuijli, and
ahoat tt.irty of tlio iinnrijial churchui iu Lincolnshire.

Mr. Edmuiul 8harp«, of L.aiica»ter, undertook the conduct
of Ilia axciiraiou. A timilsr excursion ii« pn>{xiscd fur the

•od uf this soision. The Architerlunil Attociation

•*Strlcfc-Aaok** has been published monthly during the

yaar. The olasa in connection with the As»oi-iation for iu-

aInwUoB in figure drawing has been discoutinueil during
lint Kliiili, as in its atr^id schools for instruetion in draw-

lag aad modelling have been established at the .\rchitec-

taial Xn^eam, governed by a committee comi>aeed of
laprsasDtatires of the Koyal Institute, the Museum, and
Um Aaaociatiou. With regard to the loItiNtttry ArehUee-
tmnU £raMisutioN, during the past year 3 gentlemen
have passed the PieUminary aud 4 the IToHcisuoy exami-
aalion, of whom s are memt>ers of the AssociatlotL Mr.
T. &«Kttr Smith has coiisent^Hl to represent the Asso-

datton in tlie .Vrchitectural Section of the forthcoiuiug

latanationil KiUibitiou of ts71. Iu coucltisiou, the
laporta^ :—Itshould ever be kept in view that although
atuaban may, to aoma extent, be taken as a proof uf pro-

aparitjr, tha aaoosss of the Association can only bo maiu-
taijMd by the individual effurti of the members. The
OoCBmittaa, therefoiv, trunt that as so nmuy opportuni-
tiai are oflerad, each member will strive to distinguish

himself in one branch, at le;iit. and thereby prove that
this Junior Architectural Hociety is doing what it can to
raise the ttatiu of the Architectural iirofessiou.

Id a few remirka aupplementary to the ref ort, Mr.
Qiiilter, in reference to the prize olTered by Meiisra.

Cuz i, Son for church plate, observed that the

judge of the varioua designs will be appointed by
the AaaocLstioD. The successful design will be

curied out under the superintendence of its

author, whose name will aUo be appended to the

work during its exhibition. The Cummtttee will

take the usual means for furthering the success of

the Voluntary Architectural Examination. The
report having been adopted,

Mr. J. Douglass Mathews, treasurer, moved
the adoption of the balance-sheet of the Associa-

tion for the pa;it session. The total receipts

during the session were £441 lis. 9d , and the
total expenditure £3C4 'Js. 4d., leaving a balance
in hand of £77 2s. 5d., which, with arrears of

members' subacriplioas, estiinaced at £70, and
value of furniture, library, &c., £270, makes the
total assets £417 2s. 5d., the liabilities at the
present time being only £16. This report having
been adopted, the various reports of the Class of

Ueogu, Class of Construction, Elementary Class
u{ Dedgn, Library, Architectural Art Classes,

and Surveying Class were read and adopted.

The PRESCDif.NT's Address.

Mr.T. H.Watsox, A.R.I.B.A., then proceeded
to deliver his inaugural address. After some intro-

ductory remarks, he briefly touched on the princi-

pal works which have been completed or greatly

advanced during the past year, such as the Thames
Embankment, S. Thomas's Hospital, &c., and
then alluded to the recognition by the Royal
Academy of the necessity of offering something
more in the way of education to its architectural

•tudsota than it has hitherto given. As master for

theArchitect viral School the Academy had selected a
gentleman (Mr. R. Phend Spiers) eminently quali-

fied for the post. In reference to the controversy
between Messrs. Barry and Ayrton, he i^aid he re-

gretted that, under the pique of a possibly-success-

ful reaiatance to an unequitable claim, it should be
contemplated tu fence round the free use of the
power which has heretofore been reposed in the
architect and exercised with advantage tu his

client. This power, which is ever used with more
care aa a trust imposed by others than even self-

interest is found to create, can only be limited at
the risk of danger in moments of emergency,
and must have at all times a deadening influence

upon the action of an htmourable and upright
loan. But this and other similar indications tend
to show that we are in a period of transition iu

respect to the general relations of the profession
tu its employers. Nothing can be more desired by
all who wish to do their work conscientiotisly

thaa that by free and fair discussion means may
be foond to define on some authoritative basis the
dutiei which belong to an architect. If it is found
Deceawy to require certain s{iecihc performances
from thoM who profess a particular calling, it will

doubtlew be found equally necessary to provide

some means of ensuring that those who profess

that particular power should be in some way re-

cognised as capable of fultilling the duties which
are the very basis of any contracts that they miy
make with the public. The desirability of a diploma
is now virtitally acceded. It only remains to

discover the means of investitig it with such au

authoritative value as shall make it respected by
the public ; and such a test and means of appli-

cation as will allow of its beijg received by the

whole body of the profession. And here is the

great and itnmediate difficulty to which all our
efforts should be directed. Nothing can be lost by
liberality on the part of the elder men, which may
stop short at requiring the actual test value of

the examination io be maintained and, indeed, im-

proved. Certain it is this must not be lowered.

Those who in the first few years of this movement
entered upon the Voluntary Architectural Exami-
nation were heavily weighted by the uncertainty in-

separable from everything which is new, and the
want of practical experience in the mode of

working the system they were called upon to sub-

mit themselves to. These difficulties have now in

great measure been removed, and it is for those

who now have to carry on the work to bring to

bear greater efficiency and exactness in their

attainments, and to raise the standard to its

highest excellence.

Coming to the question of the education of

young architects, Sir. Watson referred to the
diSiciilties of the old system—difficulties which,
conquered , added strength to him who overcame
them, and served early to discriminate those who
were fit from those who wore unfit for the work.
But with all his increasing facilities, much more is

reijuired of the young architect now, aud it is not
to ba feared that any of these increased facilities

will deprive the architectural student of the
strengthening and improving lesson of overcoming
difficulties. It is especially an advantage to the
student of the present day that the old system is

not so far distant as to have its traditional

teaching forgotten ; nor is the new ao fir established

as to permit of any of the blighting influence
which long establishment seems always to
gather round it. We may now be said

to be in the progressive period of our
artistic life, which is the happy and hopeful
one. The danger of the new state of things ie

that when a fully-established system is at work,
the individuality which has been the great charac-
teristic of all our English art is likely to be over-
spread by the meshes of system, and, while all

will be early brought to a certain degree of ex-
cellence—which is a desirable thing from a utili-

tarian point of view—the few, with higher
qualities for their work, will be longer in coming
to the surface, and many will be over- borne by the
fatiguing length of a contest in which tbe rougher
natures will best bear the brunt of the fight. Mr.
Watson then proceeded to review the position iu
which the architect student is now placed. An
architect, he said, should be both artist and con-
structor—artist first, then constructor. A great
writer on architecture has observed " Man is born
crnstructur," but all will agree he cannot be made
an artist. The artistic and constructive are two
very widely different sets of faculties, and many
are born with something of the one and very little

of the other. With this primary defect we are
submitted to a series of those accidents through-
out our early lives, the result of which is that no
two men are alike, and which culminates in that
grand accident—our entrance into some one or
other of the many offices which all offer such un-
usual advantages to " young gentlemen " to make
themselves acquainted with the duties of the pro-
fession. This accident, properly striven against,
though it may retard for a time, will certainly be
followed by some advantages that will have their
usefulness in life. It is not where there are the
largest works, nor in those offices where little now
remains to do, that the student can obtain that
particular kind of instruction which is so ad
vantageous to him in the early years of his pro-
fessional life, though, of course, the value of a
period spent in acquaintance with the best works
of the best architects of the day is such as cannot
be too highly esteemed. Mr. Watson went on to
point out that the principal accidents of early
education and pupilage were to be averted by a
diligent following up of the various advantages
conferred by the Association oa its members.
Perhaps, however, artistic power was sought after
iu the Association too much to the exclusion of
scientific knowledge. He was inclined to recom-
mend that more attention should he given by the
student to those parts of his education which are

least exercised and need the most care, such -m
careful planning, aud a thorough searching out uf
the reason and fitness of everything he may do.
Good planning is often found connected with
some atrocious detail, aud should be considered by
the student without any reference to the detail

;

aud it is in the care with which the mo;st trivial

matters of usefulness and fitness are treated that
the work of an accomplished architect is par-
ticularly distinguishable. To those who had beeu
introduced to the profession under the most dis-

advantageous circumstances possible, Mr. Watson
said : Defer as long as possible attempting to de-
sign

; learn all you can; draw all you can; ami
uuderstand all you learn and draw. Old work
should be diligently studied, but not in booki
alone—that is waste of time so long as any work
is accessible which the student has not carefully
measured and faithfully drawn. Design in
architecture is a distinct mental creation of an
object, simple or complex, which shall satisfy par-
ticular wants of man, and be capable of fulfilliug

every condition under which those wants may be
felt, and the idea involves not only a fitness of
external appearance, and a fitness of arrangement
of the internal parts, but a proportion and har-
mony among all these, and a definite use and pur-
pose for each line and detail which may constitute
a portion of it, and that cannot be considered
good design that does not present itself in such a
way as to show that no portiou or detail can be
added or omitted without injuring the object as a
work of art or without detriment to it as a useful
thing, and the faculty to make this, which is the
highest effort of the architect's mind, iloes not
come to him but after very careful and laborious
work. Probably the most certain and most in-

structive way iu which the faculty may be ac-

quired is by working the object on which the
student may be engaged backwards and forwards,
so to speak, from plan into elevation and section,

and from these back again into plan, until some
approach to the desired fitness is obtained, and this

should be done as much as possible without the
use of any detail, which diveits the mind aud
weakens the power of judgment. A most curious
feeling is that which is afterwards esperienced
when the mind first feels the power of direct in-

ception of the design of an object at once in its

quality as a cube. This may be done without the
use of paper and pencil, and yet each part be as
distinctly created for the others and put its mark
upon all the rest, as we see in the work of nature,
and as we know the hand to be created for the
service of the body. Design is, of course, the
ultituate object of the architect, but the way to

it should be gradually led up, and very much
should be done before any attempt whatever is

made to create original design. Mr. Watson then
proceeded at some length to indicate the order in
which, iu his opinion, the various classes, &c., in

connection with the Association should be em-
braced by the younger members of the profession.

First, he placed the Library, next the " Visits to

Works in Progress ;" then the Class of Construc-
tion ; then the two Classes of Design, of which
he said that even the junior or elementaiy class

should not be joined too soon. Until the mind is

stored with some carefully-digested material, it is

impossible to make any advance whatever in de-

sign. From the Elementary Class the student
would of course pass to the Senior Class. Next
in order Mr. Watson placed the competition for

prizes ollered by the Association. The Archi-
tectural Art Classes recently established should
be attended independently of and supplemental
to the advantages conferred by the Association,

while the Academy should be entered by every
student who would advance in his profession. As
to the Voluntary Examination, ilr. Watson be-
lieved it to be the duty, as it would certainly be
found in a few years to have been the interest, of

all who wished well to the profession to throw
themselves heartily into it. This should be the
end of the first stage of their professional life, and
may be deferred to the last moment of their
actual studentship. The advantages of travel were
briefly dwelt upou by the President, who, in con-
clusion, gave some souud practical ailvice to those
who were starting in business for themselves.
On the motion of Mr. Lacy VV. Kidge, seconded

by Mr. Phene Spiers, a vote ot thanks was given
to the chairman for his address, and the meet-
ing terminated.

Extenalvo additions are in progress at the Asylum
for Idiots, Earlswood, and a new infirmary, at a cost
of 1' 1,01(0, is proposed.
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ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OP
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. O. G. ZERFFI delivered his fifth lecture

on this subject in the Lecture Theatre of

the South Kensington Museum on Tuesday after-

noon last. Referring to the pi-inciples enunciated
in the previous lectures, ho said that Nature had
been shown to be the basis of art. Art was the

iJealisiition of nature, and had, without doubt, a

purpose. This purpose being admitted, every

work of art must be looked npon from two points

of view—firstly, as a production for a certain pur-

pose, whether i-eal, imaginary, or symbolio ; and
secondly, as the product of a certain substance or

material. The purpose of art was in all times

the same, as far as it was based upon the general

wants of mau. The cave, the hut, the wigwam,
the house, and the palace, had all the purpose of

protecting him from the influences of climate.

The material, however, and its use, both varied

according to the degree of intellectual develop-

ment in the artist. This being the case, it was
necessary to glance at the nature of the materials

or substances employed in the production of works
of art, connecting this consideration with the his-

torical investigation of the development of art.

In illustration the lecturer drew attention to the
band, a broad but not very deep moulding, either

encircling an object or stretching down it to

bring certain forms into greater prominence. The
band might be of marble or of Portland cement

;

it might consist of a simple line, or it might be in

the form of a cord or cable. The general idea
expressed by a band was fastening together, but
the artist would have to bear in mind that this

must be difierently treated according to the ma-
terials of which the band is composed ; it must
be dealt with in one way when in wood, stone,

clay, or metal, and in another when in linen,

wool, or silk. If it consisted of flowers the nature
of such flowers and the forms of the leaves would
have to be taken into consideration by the artist

;

and again ho would have to treat his subject dif-

ferently should it be composed of pearls, the heads
of birds, or other objects. The study of his ma-
terials was thus shown to be of the greatest im-
Iiortance to the art student. Raw material might
be divided into four principal classes—firstly,

such materials as were pliable, tough, and of

groat resistance—as fibres ; secondly, such as
were soft, plastic, and capable of being hardened,
retaining in that state the forms received when
soft—as clay ; thirdly, such as were elastic, had
a vertical resisting force, and could bo employed
as staves—as wood and metal ; fourthly, such as

were firm, solid, resisting pressure, and, when
divided into small parts, could be combined into

any forms, and connected systematically for any
purpose. Referring to this classification it would
be seen that the savage had been acquainted with
fibres ; the mythical man with fibres and clay

;

the traditionary man with fibres, clay, wood, and
bronze; and lastly, the historical man had a-

vailed himself of all these, with the addition of

stone and iron. This would serve as an historical

division. Considering art from a technical point

of view, it was possible to divide it into four
classes :—fii-stly, textile art ; secondly, ceramic
art ; thirdly, carpentry or tektonio art ; fourthly,

architecture or stereotomy. In thus classifying

art, the divisions should be taken in their widest
meaning. The lecturer next referred to the
various forms and patterns which might be used.
Each of these classes of art had certain particular

forms, though a pattern which contained the
very essence of one class would often be utilized

by another. By this means the lines of demarca-
tion became less apparent. They should, how-
ever, be always borne in mind by the real artist.

Forms of textile art were continually employed
in architecture—as in frets and astragals. Ce-
ramic art included vessels of every shape and
pattern, whether made of glass, clay, porcelain,
bronze, iron, or even wood, and might even em-
brace textile art—as in baskets, itc. Ceramic
art, again, served arcliitecture with tiles, bricks,

terra-cotta ornaments, &c. Tektonic art em-
braced not only such wood-work as roofs, rafters,

&c., but included the construction of household
furniture, and thus often required the aid of the
the architect and metal-founder. Architecture
required the aid not only of the master-mason, the
bricklayer, and the stone-cutter, but that of the
artist iu mosaics and the wood or ivory carver.
In fusing the four principal classes of art, we
arrived at our mixed styles. This might be par-
ticularly obsened in the case of the jeweller, for
instance, who combined iu one piece of workman-

ship the principles of weaving, pottery, joinery,

and architecture. The principle of the divi-

sion of labour had been carried too far. This
was particularly the case with art. The mean-
ing of education had been quite misunderstood

when associated with the word " technical."
" Technical education " was altogether a mis-

nomer. We might have technical inttruction,

but edxication was something widely different.

This had been understood by the classical nations,

with whom architecture, sculpture, ornamenta-
tion, and painting were not specialities.

Everything necessary to the construction and
ornamentation of a building was looked

upon by them as of equal importance. When a

master mind, capable of uniting these specialities

iu one harmonious composition was wanting there

resulted a species of patchwork which, though ex-

cellent iu its details, could from a general point

of view, only be considered a gi-oss failure.

As the lecturer had before observed, the artist

had two duties—one" to have a clear notion of

the ptirpose of his work, and the other, to know
how to choose and how to treat his material.

One of the most useful materials, which com-
bined all the qualities of the four classes of raw
materials, was metal, more especially iron. It

was flexible, tough, plastic, clastic, and firm, and
could be used for almost any artistic purpose.

After referring to facility with which cast-iron, by
reason of its cheapness, might be employed in

disseminating a love of art by means of well-

designed statuettes, candelabra, busts, &c., the

lecturer proceeded to treat of Mexican art. He
said that owing to the absence of any reliable

dates, Mexican art must be included under the

head of prehistoric art. Textile art was known
to the Mexicans, as, in fact, it was to all the jire-

historic nations. Ceramic art in an advanced
degree was also known to the early Mexicans.
In these two branches of art could undoubtedly
be traced the first endeavours of the Mexicans at

ornamentation. No country gave us a clearer in-

sight into the primitive development of the diffe-

rent branches of art than Mexico. Jade and
some varieties of basalt were largely used by the

Mexicans. Jade was now so rare that no
traces of it had been discovered either in North
or South America. This, coupled with the many
points of resemblance between the Mexican pro-

ductions and those of Egypt and India, led to the
inference that some connection must formerly
have existed between the Old World and the New.
Dr. Zerffi, in amplification of this view, and in

further illustration of Mexican art, proceeded
to describe in detail a magnificent collection of

photographs (principally from objects in the
Christy collection), kindly lent for the use of the
lecturer by Mr. Charles Harrison, jun.

DAMP DWELLINGS.*

THERE can be little doubt that damp is the
most formidable enemy to health which our

English climate harbours. We are not far enough
north for piercing cold to be habitually or
seriously dangerous. We are not far enough
south to be subject to the fevers, malaria, and
sunstroke of hotter climates. But the list of ills

arising from the moisture of our climate is a long
one; it embraces the most destructive forma of

phthisis and rheumatism, and includes some ail-

ments, such as coughs and colds, from which not
one in a thousand is exempt.
Our dress and our dwellings, our food and our

habits of life, ought to be specially designed to
protect us against inclement weather and its con-
sequences ; and no doubt to some extent they are
so, but not in anything like an adequate degree ;

and it is notorious that our houses especially

stand in need of improvement in this respect.

This might easily take place if public attention
were sufficiently directed to the necessity for it,

and a dry house became an object of constant
demand ; but so long as the persons who take
houses will rest quite content with their being
roomy, well arranged, and pleasant looking, with-
out much thought as to whether they are likely to

prove dry and healthy,—so long will the majority
of builders continue to neglect precautions which
cannot be ob-served without some expense, and at-

tention to whicli does not, they find, add to the
money value of the houses thatthey erect. The first

step to improvement in the average English dwell-
ing-house ia to create, if possible, a state of public
opinion such as would render a badly-constructed
house an unmarketable article.

" T. ItcoER Smith in the Food Journal.

Damp, when it enters a house, comes in at the
roof, at the doors and windows, through the walls,

from the ground, or through leakage of pipes.

The entrance of damp through the roof itself is

fortunately so unpleasantly conspicuous, owing to

its staining the ceilings, that it is not long in

being found out, and before repairs more or len
complete are made. But for this, roofs would be
more commonly untrustworthy than they are, and
injury to health and life would oftener occur

through their failure. Many roofs are, however,

so constructed that, in times of great rain and of

snow, an inundation is almost inevitable ; and the

situation of such houses as are near trees exposes

them every autumn to the danger of overflows

from gutters stopped up with dead leaves. Roofs,

to remain dry, should bo of sufficiently steep pitch

for the nature of their covering ; flat tiles requir-

ing a steeper roof than " pan tiles," and these

latter a steeper roof than slates. Whatever the

covering, the materials should be good and well

secured. Boofs should be so arranged as to dis-

pense, as far as possible, with gutters and flats

occurring in the middle of the building, but
should, ii practicable, throw off the whole of their

water to the sides. The points where they join

walls, parapets, and chimneys, are especially vul-

nerable, and should be especially protected, either

by a lead "flashing," or by a cement fillet with a
small projection formed to overhang it in the

brickwork. It is essential that tiles should overlap

one another sufficiently, and that, if the covering ia

of metal (as lead, zinc, or copper), it should be so laid

as to be free to expand or contract with change
of temperature ; and in exposed situations it ia

essential for tiles, and desirable for slates, to be
bedded in mortar. This, however, must be so

done as not to prevent there being a clear drip

from one tile or slate on to another ; otherwise the

mortar will become saturated, and will conduct
the water to the inside of the roof.

Where a roof is found to be defective, the fault

is commonly due to broken or ill-secured slates or

tiles, to defective covering to the joints next the
walls, or to badly arranged gutters. In some
cases it may be necessary to re-arrange the con-

struction of the roofing, with a view to throw ofT

the water more completely ; but in the majority

of instances the remedy is to replace bad materials

and workmanship with better ones. Where it is

admissible, a simply arranged and well con-
structed thatched roof is dry as well as warm.

For the same reason which makes the defects

iu a roof comparatively harmless, from our
present point of view, defects in doors and win-

dows, though certainly injurious, are not the
worst of faults ; for leaky windows, like an un-

sound roof, occasion discomfort when it rains, and
they are therefore likely to be found out and
remedied. Our sash window, the ordinary kind
in use in England, is well contrived for keeping
out rain ; when well made of seasoned materials,

a sash window is, without doubt, a perfectly

weather-tight contrivance ; and even when badly
made it is superior to a bad casement. Where
casements are employed, the most weather-tight

construction is that which ia universal in France
although rarely seen in England. In this arrange-

ment the window is divided into two folding

casements, or glass doors, meeting iu the centre,

and both opened or closed at the same time ; the

joint being made tight by the edge of one case-

ment being rounded, and the corresponding edge
of the companion one hollowed. There is, how-
ever, a preference in England, when casements

are used, for their closing against a frame ; and
here a clever arrangement of hollows and projec-

tions will effect a good deal in the way of hindering

the passage of moisture. A projecting fillet of

wood, so arranged as to throw off the water which
in wet weather drains down the face of doors and
windows, is an excellent precaution against the

entrance of moisture ; and, where a somewhat ex-

pensive expedient c in be adopted, the mechanical
contrivance called a " water bar" is often success-

ful in keeping out the weather at external doors

and casement windows. For the ordhiary leaky

joints which constantly have to be encountered iu

some rough and ready way, there is no packing
better than a piece of india-rubber tubiuv, naded
up against the edge of the defective joint. The
enemy, however, attacks us openly when it comes
in at the window or the roof ; and the shape in

which it shows itself—that of a stain or a pool of

water—is a palpable guide to the locality where
the defect is, and often furnishes a clue to the
mode of applyiug a remedy.
Where moisture penetrates the W.1II3, the case

is widely different. The harm done is insidious ;
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It tOMj go on long without being detected ;
and

wbeo iwroeiTed it may be difficult to find out

bow the mischief ariaee, and almost an impos-

ability for eren an experienced penon to devue a

remedy. It mu«t be leoollected that nearly all

the mat«iaU uaed in building are porous, and

coiHCqaently absorbent of moisture ;
many of

tkam •!• perrioaa to wet to an extent little sus-

neetad, and in not a few instances they are even

bycrometric. A driving wind and rain, in an

expoMd iituation, will blow through many kinds

U atone walls, and certainly through any sort of

hridt wall, if of moderate thickness and solid

build ; and a wall built with sea sand contains iu

iu very mortar joints a material which has acon-

>tant tendency to absorb moisture. Further,

many a wall which can withstand the ordinary

attacks of rain falling against it, will give way

befor« a stream of water poured down upon it it

a given point ; and it consuntly happens that the

arrangement of our bouses is such as to give

opportunities for this to occur somewhere or other.

Lastly, bad workmanship, or unskilled use of

materials, will make defective walls out of even

good bricks and sound stone.

It is then of the 6rst importance, if a house is

to ba dry, to know how far the materials with

which we propose to build will turn water, and if

we find we cannot rely upon them to do this, to

understand how tu remedy their defects ; for the

same bricks or stones which, built up in one way,

will form but a damp wall, may often be made,

by other modes of handling, to resist weather

thoroughly.

NEW ELEMENTS OP HAND-R.\ILING.»

{Continuedfrom pagt 330.)

Platc 8.

—

Platform Stairs continued from
Second to Third Floor.

Figure 1 exhibits ground plan of platform ; tbe

cylinder 16in. Let one baluster stand on line

0, O. Have tbe space from centre to centre to

eqnal half tbe width of a step. The plan is now
r^tdy for the rail to be on either right or left

hand, going np the stairs say the left. Then
draw riser V and P. Next, set off width of step

on right and left. Draw face of riser landing

;

also that starting. This arrangement gives three

balnstcrs on platiform and two on steps, which is

quite proper for a large cylinder.

Fig. 2 shows cnts of carriages and pitches of

wreath. These are obtained in the following

manner :

—

Let margin on the right be the edge of a board.

Etart by drawing a line to any angle, say that

through L A. Let L B eqnal O on the plan.

Set off from B three spaces to equal L B. This
gives K as the spring. Let K K agree with corre-

sponding letters on plan. Set off square step,

starting from platform and that landmg. Next,
dr»w carriage starting. Let the front of platform
have sufficient depth to give proper bearing for

carriage starting. Assume present position.

Measure distance from K to face of trimmer.
Let K 2 on plan eqnal it. Next, carry up dotted
line from 2, and we have the cut of carriage land-
ing. Proceed to find pitches of wreath by draw-
ini; a line to rest on corner of each step cutting
B and T. Join B T. Then draw from joint C
parallel with platform cutting at L, which gives
A L as half the height. This being equal with
C J above shows that one monid answers for both
lower and upper piece of wreath. Next, obtain a
direction for ordinate by extending A B cutting
•t N, which gives N L. Transfer this to extended
side of square. Fig. 3. It having similar letters,

I need not give the method of drawing the mould
nor repeat its application to stuff.

The method given and explained on the preced-
ing plate applies not only here, but to every
wreath, no matter what its plan may be.

The tangents A, B, C on tbe mould must in all

easef eqnal corresponding letters on the pitches.
Tbe letters on the moulds and those on pitches
being similar, enables the learner to test at a
glance the correctness of liis work.

But, in case they should not agree, then there
is kn error in the construction of the mould. See
to this before proceeding any further.

Fig. 4 shows the position of risers starting
from lecond floor. Draw centre line of rail.

Than extend the diameter S 0. Next form

• TUassriasot srtlcleilis reprodocUon of Kobebt
mnvtVL't work oa tba lubject, pabliabsd Iu FliUsdel-
pbis, and by Triibtwr and Co., Loudon.

NEW ELEMENtS OF HAKD.KAILING.—PLATE VIII.

the quarter circle. Let the centre of a baluster
stand on line O as shown. Set off three or four
balusters on the right. Let each space equal
half a step. Have the riser beyond S stand so as
to suit the dovetail on top of second step. This
done, set off the width of first step. Curve tlio

front of riser. Observe that the position of this

step and riser has been logulated and fixed by
having a baluster stand on the line O. The
object is to give a proper easing to the wreath
starting from the level door, which could not be
done by having the step iu the same position as
that starting from platfoi-m.

Fig. 5 shows the elevation of floor and ramp
landing. Let the step and riser starting stand iu

the same position as that on the right of Fig. 4.

Then set off from line marked height four spaces
toward A, each space equal to O O on plan. This
done, square up lines A, B, C, D. Let under
side of level ramp stand above the floor to suit
long baluster shown on square step. Next set

off half thickness of rail and draw A B. Let
under side of rake-rail rest on corners of square
step starting. Set off half its thickness and draw
E D. Then join D B. This completes the
pitches of the wreath. To find its height, draw
tt line through joint C, cutting at 2 and N. This
gives N E for the upper part, and 2 B for the
lower.

To find a direction for ordinate, extend E D,
cutting at L. This gives L N, which transfer to
the extended side of square. Fig. 6. Then draw
the ordinate, and complete the mould as usual.

Sec that the tangents C, D, E equal correspond-
ing letters at Fig. 5.

i'ig. 7 shows the monld for lower part of wreath.

To find the bevel for shank, extend one side of

square to the right. Let 2, 3 equal 2 B, Fi;;. 5.

Join 3 N. Thus giving required bevel. Next,

square over from N and 3. Let B A equal 2 N.

Add straight wood for ehank. Make N C enual

half width of rail.

This mould may be struck with compasses,

as the lines A B and B C are nearly equal. The
square section shows application of bevel to joint

on shank. The joint C, its square section, shows

that a square is applied, and slabs are cut off

upper and lower side of plank. This completes

the mould.
Return for a moment to Fig. 5, and notice

carriage starting. You perceive that the joist

stands back from cylinder. This is correct, as

the foot of carriage must have a proper bearing,

which would not be the case were the joist moved
forward.

Let the space be fuiTed, and ends of flooring-

boards supported by bridging between carriages.

EARLY GOTHIC STONE CARVINGS.

THE Romanesque details which make one of

the lithographic illustrations of the Bl'ild-

iNo News for this week, are taken principally

from the Architectural Museum Collection.

Nos. 1 and 5 are from the side of a font. Nos.

2 and C are capitals ; the former, drawn from a

cast in the South Kensington Museum, is almost

Byzantine in feeling. No. 3 is an exa nplo of a

beautifully sculptured thurible. No. 1 is a very

quaintly conceived abacus.
O.W.D.
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Jfurititure ^ getanitioii.

HOUSE PAINTINO AND DEC3K\T[0N.

Bi' "An Experibnoed Workman."

(Continuedfrom page 317.)

DECOUATIVE TROCK.SSEH.

IN designing or adapting ornament for sten-

cilling, a knowledge ot drawing is essen-

tud. Thid is so self-evident a fact that we
need not dwell upon it here. There are, how-
ever, certain methods and simple means which
may be used and which are constantly used in

the getting out designs for stencil ornaments,

and which methods tend to facilitate the doing
of the work so much that we are bound to

describe them here. Tiie principal of these

are tracing, pouncing, and transferring. In
using the word tracing, we do not mean it in

tlie ordinary sense (i.f. to copy an ornament
by placing a transparent tracing paper upon
it and marking the lines as they appear
through it), but in its practical and really

useful .sense. In sketching or designing an
ornament which has two equal sides, tliatis to

say, two parts which shall be eiioh a counter-

part of the other, a perpendicular line is

tirst drawn on the common wliite or colonred

lining paper, the paper being of tlie full size of

the space the ornament is intended to occupy.

On one half of this, with a piece of slick char-

coal, one half of the proposed design is

sketched ; the paper is then folded or

doubled exactly at the perpendicular or

division line, with the charcoal sketch down-
wards, and the paper is then rubbed with the

flat of the hand or with a folded cloth or

rubber. AVhen the paper is unfolded, it will

be found that the charcoal has transferred an
impression to the other or blank half of the

paper, being, of course, a facsimile of the

charcoal sketch. We are thus enabled to see

the effect of the complete ornament, and if it

is not suitable in any part a portion of the

charcoal may be dusted oft and the ornament
resketched. If the design is now satisfactory

it should be folded again to its original form,

but the opposite way, with the design outside.

The halt which has upon it the transfer

should be dusted off clean and placed upon
black or other transfer paper. The original

half of the design should then be carefully

gone over with a lead pencil, and cor-

rected in outline, using a light pressure with
the point of the pencil. Wherever the pen-

cil has touched it will cause a corresponding

mai-k to be transferred from the coloured

paper underneath on to the blank half of the

paper, and thus we get the ornament traced

complete in its corrected form, iu coloured
lines on one half and in lead lines on the
otlier. Another method of tracing, so as to get

the lines all one colour, faint or strong as may
bu recjuired, is to sketch one half of the orna-

ment as before described ; the paper is then
opened and is made into transfer or tracing

paper by being rubbed over with a rag or a

ball of cotton wool and Indian red, or other

colour, which will cause the lines to be faint

or strong according to the amount of colour

left on. We no'v take a clean sheet of paper
of the same size and fold it in half, and put
it inside the coloured paper which has the
sketch upon it, which is then traced and cor-

rected as before. If this is projierly done the
whole of the ornament will be transferred on
to clean paper ; it will be evident that by this

means we produce an equal-sided design with-
out measurement, and at a considerably less

cost of labour than by any other method. For
all flat or stencil ornaments this method very
mateiially facilitates the execution of the
work, especially iu all designs to which free-

hand drawing is applicable. Diapers and all

set or geometrical patterns require the aid ol

rule and compasses, as a matter of course.

Designs for stencilling may be placed upon the

Btencil paper at once by the foregoing methods,

thus effecting a great saving of labour and ex-

pense. In putting any set or geometrical
pattern upon the stencil paper, such as diapers
or borders which repeat themselves often in a
given space, we find it facilitates the work if

we cut a section which will comprise the
pattern to be repeated'; with tliia we stencil

the pattern over the space to be cut, having
previously set out the whole in squares,

circles, or triangles, as the case may be ; but
in cutting stencil patterns, which themselves
have been stencilled, care must be taken to cut

them full, tliat is, outside the edge of the
pattern, as all stencil ])atterns in whicli the

pattern is out out print in some degree
smaller than the part cut out, which in re-

cutting must be allowed for. On tlie other
hand, if the ground is cut away, and the

pattern left, the ornament will print larger

than it really is, aild so will require to be cut

close to the line of the stencilled pattern. In
selecting or designing ornament forstencil,&c.,

simplicity of arrangement is very conducive
to a successful result. This will be evident,

if we consider that the parts of stencil orna-

ments or patterns must of necessity be sepa-

rated, simply because the pattern cannot be
wholly cut away, or its various parts would be
disconnected, and therefore ties or portions of

the paper have to bo left to hold the patterns

together. In many cases these ties have to be
filled up with the pencil and colour after the
pattern is stencilled, which causes much e.^ctra

labour ; not only so, but there is scarcely any
possibility of doing this without the piecing

showing, for singular to say, although the

colour with which the work is stencilled

and that with which the ties are filled up are

the same, the two surfaces are so different

that the light acts unequally upon them, and
they never can be made to look alike,—the

rough granular surface left by the dabbing of

the end of the stencil brush may be compared
to a stuccoed wall, and that left by the pencil

to smoothly finished plaster work. From this

it will at once be perceived that it is always
best to arrange the design or ornament so as

to leave as few ties as possible, and tho.se

which cannot be avoided should be so placed
that they will not be seen as ties, or show as a
want or defect in the finished work. Witli a
little care and consideration this may be done.
Ties should be placed at parts which cross each
other ; so placed they serve to conduct one part

under and the other over, and so look natural.

The j unction of stems or stalks with leaves,

whether conventional or natural types, are

proper places for ties. At the junction where
one ornament or part of an ornament springs

out of another, ties may be placed without
their being perceived as ties, and the ornament
may be so designed that the ties will appear
as part and parcel of the ornament itself.

Nothing looks so bad, so unskilful, and so un-
workmanlike as ties when they are badly
placed: they give a common or unfinished ap-

pearance to the work, and distinctly show
how it has been done,—a fact, by the way,
which ought to be concealed as much as pos-

sible, for it lessens the pleasure derived from
it. This consideration leads us to note here
that in all cases where practicable, we prefer

to stencil in the background of the design, as

we thus make it appear as a part of the wall,

tlie general colour of the wall forming the pat-

tern. We may also by this means paint in

bands of a lighter or darker shade, or a piece

round a room, and stencil backgrounds upon
them, which in effect an i finish are infinitely

superior to the same pattern cut out and sten-

cilled in colour. The two may be combined
and worked together with advantage ; as, for

instance, in stencilling a border on a dado of a
staircase, a band of colour maybe painted be-

tween the light colour of the upper part of the

wall and the darker part below ; on this band
a pattern may be stencilled, in which the back-

ground of the ornament is cut away and the

orniiment is formed by the colour of the baud.

Underneath this, a dot or anything else may
be stencilled upon the darker colour, the

pattern being cut out, and above the band,
upon the light colour of the upper part of the
wall, a cresting or ornament, also cut out, may
be stencilled. The whole of the three may
form portions of the same stencil, and may of
course be worked all together, and the

operator may put in four or five colours with
the same stencil and with admirable effect. It

is a law of colour, that when two or more
colours impinge upon one another they arc

best develope<l by being separated by lines

of white. We fulfil this condition in a great

measure by stencilling in coloured back-
grounds, as we must by the very nature of

the process divide the various colours by lines

or patterns of lighter tints than the back-
grounds we stencil in.

In cutting stencil patterns, much care and
practice is required in order to produce a
clean-cut, sharp, and correct working-pattern

;

for e.Kcept it fulfil all these conditions no
good work can result. Various substances

are used for cutting upon,—hard wood, sheet

tin, zinc, &o.,&c.,—but we have found in prac-

tice that wood gets so much cut up and scored,

that it interferes with the free run of the knife
;

tin and zinc are objectionable from a simi-

lar cause, and we, therefore, prefer a sheet of

glass for that purpose—polished plate is best

—and with a good hard and well-tempered
knife, there is no material on which we can
cut 80 well and s > easily. In cutting curves,

it is a good plan, while holding the paper close

to the glass with the left hand, to gently move
the paper in the opposite direction to that in
which the knife is cutting, that is, pushing the

paper against the blade, as by this means we
are better able to cut the curve correctly than
if the paper is kept stationary ; in fact, with
practice curves may be cut c jrrectly by simply
keeping the point of the knife stationary and
moving the paper against it. Circles of all sizes

up to 1 \\n. may be best cut with steel punches,
which may be purchased at any toolmaker'a

or general ironmonger's. Half-circle punches
are also very useful for cutting half rounds,

curves of leaves, and many parts of both con-

ventional and geometrical ornament. When
cutting with these punches the stencil should be
placed upon a slab or square of hard wood

—

box is the best ; a thick piece of lead will

also answer the purpose, but we prefer the
wood, as it can be so easily planed and made
level after being used. In cutting straight

lines, a steel straight-edge is best ; when
wood straight-edges are used the knife

is apt to cut into the wood and
the edge is spoiled, therefore in every re-

spect the steel is the best and most serviceable.

The best form of knife-blade for cutting

stencils is either the curved blade, curved from
the back edge to the point, or else that form of

blade in which the front edge of the blade is

ground away, until it forms a fine point with
the back edge. Tlie narrower or finer the

point of the knife, the better it is for the work,
inasmuch as when the point or end of the

blade is broad or blunt, the lines of the pat-

tern will not be so easily seen, and its

breadth interferes with its use in short curves,

and there is always much danger of cutting

further than v/& intend, and thus cutting the

ties, making them weak and liable to break,

causing much trouble and loss of time in re-

pairs. Whereas with the truer forms of knife-

blades described above this danger is reduced

to a minimum, and from their form they are

easier kept sharp and fine pointed, and there

is no difiiculty iu seeing what we are doing.

We may here give a caution as to the

manner of using and taking care of stencils :

these are often broken and spoiled from want
of care in using, and neglect when done with

fjr a time. Wlien in use the stencil should
always be kept as close as possible to the wall,

if it is not so kept the dabbing or rubbing
with the stencil brush is sure to break it ; this

is especially dangerous on wall surfaces which
are not very level. In turning comers or

angles when the stencil pattern has to be
doubled, it is better to cut a special stencil for
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that purpose, iu oi\ler to avoid breaking or

injonng the one used for the flat surfaces.

A\ hen stentiU are done with for a time, they

should be washed or cleaned with water or

tttipentiiie, as the case may be, and not left

to diy with the colour on them, for nothing

destroys stencils sooner. If they are left in

distemper-colour it makes them brittle and

they crack, and if left in oil-colour and

allowed to dry their sharpness is destroyed for

ever. Stencils should always be laid flat when
done with, with a sheet of paper between each

]>atteni, which keeps them straight aud level

and ready for use. Good stencil brushes are

of conrse'a necessity for producing good work:

these are round in form, with short stump
handles, with the hair set in tin. The hair

is a solid close-set mass, perfectly level ai

the end, and about 1 Jin. long. This seems an

exceedingly simple brush to make, and one

would think that any brushmaker would be

able to make good ones, but this is not the

ease. And it is not so strange when we con-

sider the manner in which the brush has to be

used in working—dab, dab, dab, thousands and
hundreds of thousands of times. We find that

the bristles must be of the very best quallity,

or else ihey cxirl up, and so become useless ;

they also require to be fixed in the handle or

stock with a cement impervious both to water

and spirits, and which will bear the incessant

vibration to which it is subject without

breaking. If this is not so the cement soon

gets broken, tlie bristles get loose and
come out, and the brush is done for.

We have not hitherto been able to find

any stencil brushes which fulfil all the con-

ditions required so well as those made by
Messrs. Hamilton & Co., and although we have
used them for a great number of years, we
have not yet found any of their make which
have either curled or come loose. We make
no apology for giving this unsolicited testi-

monul to the quality of these brushes, inas-

much as it is often of great service to know
where to get good tools. It is often said that a
good w^orkman can work with any sort of

tools ; this may be so to a certain extent, but
there can be no doubt but that he can work
much better with good tools than bad ones.

Stencil brushes are made of all sizes, from a
quarter of an inch to five or six inches in

diameter. These also, after being used, require

to be well washed before being put away, and
the paint and colour carefully cleaned out
from the bottom or stock end of the bristles.

( To be continued.)

A PAINTED CABINET.

ONE of onr illustrations this week represents a
painted cabinet to contain letters, corres-

pondence, and papers. It was designed by and
belongs to Mr. W. Bnrgcs, architect. The pre-
vailing colour is a red ground with gold orna-
ments, the roof being diapered in a tile-pattern
of different transparent colours, the grotmd tmder-
neath being silver. The figures in the three
gables at the top represent Arclutecture in the
centre, Qeometry and the Earth at each end, the
former a female figure holding compasses, the
Utter a male figure clothed with leaves holding
in one baud a tree and in tlie other a block of
stone ; immediately below this come tlie seven
lamps of architecture. The small heads in the
qnatrefoils on the external face of the doors ro-
pK-sent celeliratcd architects, riz., Vitruvius,
Giolto, Bahiua von Stcinbach, and Mnesicles

;

and at the jnnction of the framing are the dis-
agreeables of architecture, viz., Contract, repre-
sented as a bideons monster cut to pieces, be-
eaose ooiitracts are often broken ; Measuring
and Valning, a monater with a mlo ; Arbitration,
a monster showing empty oystcrshell ; Sjicciiica-
tion, a monster writing ; Extras, a mermaid play-
ing on a shell ; Law, a monster, bis tail interhtced
with pieces of money between. On the inside of
the doon are Painting and Sculpture with bells
over, inscribed with the names of celebrated
•Ttista.

Wilton Church, Taunton, was reopened on
BoDday last, after restoration and resoatini;.

BOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
fABCHITECTS.

THE opening meeting of the Eoyal Institute of

British Architects for Session 1870-71, took

place on Monday evening last. The President,

Mr. T. H. Wyatt, occupied the chair, and there was
a very good attendance of Fellows and Associates.

The minutes of the last meeting having been read

and confirmed, a list of subscriptions and dona-

tions to the library was read.

Pkofessou Donaldson aunounccd that among
the deaths since the last meeting were those of

Mr. J. W. Papworth, Herr Zocher, a Dutch archi-

tect of emiueuce, and Signer Poletti, of Girgenti.

The Professor said that he intended to read a

memoir of the late Herr Zocher at the next

meeting.

Mr. T. H. WYATTJthen read

TUE PBESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

After some introductoiy remarks, the P
proceeded to refer to the present

POSITION OF THE INSTHCTE.

As far as numbers and income are concerned,

its position with reference to past years may be

said to be fairly satisfactory :—In 18G9 there

were 265 Fellows, in 1870 there are 275 ; in 1869

there were 2-11 Associates, iu 1870 there are 243.

(Several Associates have recently passed up into

the class of Fellows.) In the list of Honorary
Fellows, Honorary Members, Honorary and Coire-

sponding Members and Coutributiug Visitors there

is little difference. In 1869 there were only five

Students, in 1870 there are seven.

It is a matter of regret that, with reference to

this latter class, the elibrts of the Council have
not been successful. It is one which they are in

every way anxious to encourage. The advantages
are, it is believed, considerable—the subscription

very moderate ; and yet, in proportion to the

number of young men engaged iu the offices of

metropolitan architects, the result is discouraging.

In reference to the anomaly of the Institute

being able (under its charter) to elect a President
from the class of " Honorary Fellows," or per-

sons tmconneoted " with any branch of buUding
as a trade or business," wliilst we are unable to

do so from the class of " Honorary Members," or

persons not being British architects, " but being
eminent for their works or scientific acquire-
ments " (a class subsequently formed under the
bye-laws of the Institute) , it was suggested that
it would be much simpler and more natural if

these two classes could be merged in one—" Men
eminent for their works or scientific acquirements,
not being British architects or connected with
any branch of building as a trade or business, and
resident iu the United Kingdom." The total

number of members, including aH classes, amounts
this year to 624. This is not a very satisfactory

result, compared with the Institution of Civil

Engineers, which now numbers a total of 1,885
members, of which no less than 177 belong to the
student class, as compared with the Institute's 7.

Believing that the number of architects practis-

ing iu England is greater than that of the engi-
neers, the President trusted to see a larger num-
ber of members and associates joining the Insti-

tute, and lending their individual aid to that
power and influeuce which numbers invariably
carry with them. After urging the necessity
of something being done to increase the
number of students in connection with the
Institute, Mr. Wyatt alluded to the esta-
blishment of the " Voluntary Examination
Classes," which, however, was of such com-
paratively recent date that it was difficult to
speak with any confidence of its practical result.
He thought it would be generally admitted, in the
words of former examiners, that the Institute
had in tliis matter, " done its duty in the most
liberal and eifective manner, and is entitled to
the gratitude of all young men now entering
the profession or preparing to do so." Financially
(excluding the noble contribution in 1868 of £500
by Sir William Tite to tlio Library) the position
of the Institute was aa follows :—In 1868 the re-
ceipts were £1,882 8s. ad., and the expenditure
was £1,795 lis. yd., leaving a balance of
£86 13s. 6d. In 1869 the receipts were
£1,951 19s. 5d., and the expenditure was
£1,818 178. Id., leaving a balance of £133 23. 4d.,
thus giving in the two years an average of
£109 17b. lid. excess of income over expenditure,
a margin showing prudent caution on the part
of the executive. During the last year a sum
of £300 has been invested iu the purchase of

£321 lis. 4d. of Consols out of " ordinary fimds."

Iu all cases the moneys paid for " composition "

by members have been duly invested. Special

douatioDS of £50 towards the establishment of

Architectiu-al Art Classes, and £25 to the Archi-

tectural Museum have recently been made. This
liberality (aud in a society with the Institute's

limited income it may justly bo so calledj has,

in addition to expenses of the Voluntary Archi-
tectural Examination, amounting to about £120,
considerably diminished the resources of the In-

stitute and will leave but little balance in hand at

the close of the present year. This closeness of

income to expenditure is, in one respect, specially

a matter of regret. One of the past presidents said,

some years ago, " We ought now to have a com-
petent paid secretary, whose whole time shall bo
at the sen'lee of the society. It was suitable

to the early years of our untried institution to

depend on the gratuitous labour of honorary
secretaries, but wo have overgrown such a mode
of treatment." Mr. Wyatt said he shared this

feeling fully, and so did many members of the
Institute. There was an impression abroad
that under its charter the Institute was botmd to

have two "honorary secretaries," but there is uot
a word iu the charter about their being " hono-
rary," or even that they shall be architects. It

does not say that there are to be two secretaries,

and iu one of the bye-Laws it says that the " paid
officers of the Institute shall be an assistant se-

cretary, a clerk, and a librariau." The same
power that made this bye-law would enable the
Institute to drop the office and the words '

' assist-

ant secretary " (now held by its accomplished
Fellow, Mr. Eastlake) and to substitute for them
the simple word " secretary." Before the annual
meeting of the Institute next May he hoped they
would see their way clear to indulge in the luxury
of one properly paid working secretary, whose
whole time shall be at their service. Happily,
Professor Donaldson (than whom no man in tho
kingdom is better qualified for the post) mil con-

tinue to discharge the duties of " Honorary Secre-
tary for Foreign Correspondence." In the Insti-

tution of Civil Engineers such an arrangement as
a paid and an honorary secretary works most har-
moniously and beneficially, and it would doubt-
less do BO in the case of the Institute of Archi-
tects.

OBITUABT.

Since this time last year, of Fellows, Mr. Bum,
Mr. H. Garling, Jlr. J. D. Hopkins, and Mr. J.

W. Papworth have passed away. Herr Zocher,
an honorary and corresponding member, and Mr.
Alley, an associate, have to be added to the list.

Mr. Donaldson has already done full honour to
Mr. Bum's career. The President said he had
never known a man of higher or more independent
honour than Mr. Bum ; he was fearless in his
assertion of what he believed to be just and right,

and hence the almostunbounded confidence which
his clients placed in him ; such a list as few (if

any) of the profession have over owned. Mr.
GarUng and Mr. Hopkins were early members of
the Institute, the former having been elected a
fellow in 1848, and having been a member of

conncU ; the latter elected in 1847. Mr. J. W.
PapworUi was elected a fellow in 1840, and has
served on the council ; ho was for many years a
most constant attendant at our meetings, one
deeply interested iu the welfare and advancement
of the Institute, and not less deeply read in the
practice, history, and literature of his profession.

OKDINAEY MEEIINOS, &C.

In the name of the Cotmcil the President urged
the members to aid in this matter, and to remem-
ber that well-arranged descriptions of works of

importance, superintended by individual mem-
bers, may be most useful and interesting, as illus-

trating varied views and treatments of the same
subjects, and frequently caUiug attention to tho
application of new materials and new appliances.

Tho Council wished further to remind mem-
bers of tho 29tli bye-law, which says that —" All

members, whether Associates or Fellows, are ex-

pected within twelve months af tea' their electiou

to deliver an original paperto the Council on some
subject coimected with architecture, or to make a
donation to the library or collection." These "ex-
pectations" of tho " early fathers" of the Institute

have not yet been fully realised, though in some
instances the bye-law has been interpreted and
complied with in a very liberal manner. Money
donations to the Library Fnnd, amounting to £40,
have been received during the recess, and among
them is the generous gift of 25 guineas from Mr.
J. Humbert. On the oilier band, contributions
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in the shape of papers have been promised from

Mr. B. Fen-oy, Professor Ansted, Mr. E. Salomons,

Mr. H. Cui-rey, and also from Mr. W. H. Barlow,

the eminent engineer, and the President. A cora-

mittoe, consisting of Professor Kerr, Professor

Hayter Lewis, and Mr. Wyatt Papworth, has

been nominated, withaviowtoproouro and select

papers for the ordinai-y general meetings.

SUtiOESTED AM.VLGAMATION OF THE ARCIHTEOTUItAL

SOCIETIES,

On this subject Mr. Wyatt spoke as follows :

—

At this moment there are, I believe, in existence

no less than eight societies, all more or less asso-

ciated with objects connected with architecture

and kindred to our own :— 1, the Institute ; 2, the

Architectural Association ; 3, the Architectural

AUiivnce ; 4, the Architectural Museum ; 5, the

Arcliitectural Exhibition; 0, the Architectural

Benevolent Institution ; 7, the Architectural
Publication Society ; 8, Architectural Art Classes.

Now if subdivision weakens, it a stream diverted

into half a dozen dilFerent channels takes from
the power of the original current, and if "union
is strength," would it not be wiser and probably
more successful if all these societies, working for

ends tending to advance and benefit one profes-

sion, could be united and worked, if not under
one management, at least, as one society, one
powerful body ? I am not the first of your Pre-
sidents who have felt that some effort might be
made in tliis direction with advantage, and though
I am probably treading on delicate ground, I

cannot help feeling that it would only require

time, patience, and tact, to realise a good deal of

the object I have in view. When a benevolent

society was sought to be established by tho In-

stitution of Civil Engineers, it was not left to the
individual action of one or two zealous and kind-

hearted members only, as it was with ours. The
matter was taken up by the council of the Institu-

tion and a sum of £22,000 was raised in a few
weeks, and its funds are administered by a com-
mittee of seven subscribers, of whom the presi-

dent and two members of council are ex-officio

members. I am ashamed to confess that I do not
know whether any attempts have hitherto boon
made to realise these objects, beyond those

alluded to by Mr. Beresford Hope with reference

to the " Architectural Museum," but I cannot
think there should be any serious obstacle to the
union of three societies Ulte the Institute, the
Architectural Association, and the Architectural

Alliance, whose objects are so similar, if the

union was approached in a spirit of conciliation

and mutual trust. This junction being realised,

and suitable premises being obtained, the five

societies last named might naturally find their

home under one roof. The Institute, consisting

of G24 members, was founded "for the general

advancement of civil architecture, and for pro-

moting and facilitating the aoiiuirement of the
knowledge of the various arts and sciences con-
nected therewith." The Architectural Associa-

tion consists of 550 members, engaged profes-

sionally in the study or practice of architecture,

and of those interested in the various arts and
sciences connected therewith, the Association

dwelling specially on the importance and neces-

sity of a more complete and systematic education
of architectural students. The objects of the

Architectural Alliance, established about 18G2,

are to promote unity of action and good feeling

throughout the country at large, and to aid in

improving all matters connected with professional

practice, such as competitions, unity of profes-

sional charges, contracts and agi'eoments with
builders, &c. The Alliance now includes nine or

ten other metropolitan and country societies, and
appears to be in full action. Here then are

objects, surely, most closely united—the " Asso-
ciation" devoting its great and careful energies

principally to the education of the students of

architecture ; and how successful their energies

have been, and how deep an interest is taken by
the younger members of our profession, by our
assistants, and by the pupils of London offices, is

shown by the fact that, in the last year, 103 new
members have joined the " Association."

UNITY OF ACTION.

Whilst on the subject of " unity of action,"

let me say a few words on the desirableness of

that imity in tho most comprehensive way and in

all that affects our professional action. Wo have
establLshed a code of charges which is accepted
generally by the profession throughout the king-
dora as equitable and as its guide, and which has
been recognised by some of the courts of law ns

fairly binding on employers and employed. Why
should we not lay down one to be our guide in all

matters of competition (since competitions, in

spite of their many inconsistent and unjust re-

sults, will probably still bo reverted to)? Why not
seek to aid by the power and iulluenco of the In-

stitute tho laudable exertions which have for

some time i)ast been made in this direction by the

Architectural Alliance ? Why not seek to form
amougst ourselves a court of appeal for all ques-

tions of professional etiquette and conduct ? Why
not agree to certain general conditions of con-

tract which may be recommended to the profes-

sion by tho Institute as proving an equitable basis

of contract between our employers aud the

builders eugaged in their works ? Your council

has had frequent meetings aud discussions

with the committee of the Builders' Society, and
has agreed upon certain general headings for

conditions of contract between employers aud
employed, which -it thinks equitable and which
will shortly bo submitted to a general meeting of

the Institute for approval and adoption. They
have been approved by the committee of the

Builders' Society, and I am informed that all the

tenders lately submitted for the great work at

tho Government offices were made on the under-

standing that these general conditions formed tho

basis of tho contract. I am glad to find that

my predecessor, Sir William 'I'ite, sanctioned

with his experience the equity of having a refer-

ence or appeal from the decision of the architect

on some points, though not of course on ques-

tions affecting the quality of the work or of the

materials. The absolute power often claimed by
some engineers and architects, of deciding all

questions connected with the contract, and its in-

tentions even, appears to me contrary to eveiy

principle of equity, and though some may still

cling to such powers, wo have abundant proofs

how painfully and yet how ineffectually such
powers work. We can all remember the lingering

years of litigation and expense connected with the

great case of Mackintosh i'. the Great Western
Railway Company, in which Mr. Brunei's deci-

sions were disputed. The case of Smith and
Knight V. Penarth Dock Company has been for

years before tho courts, and is now hung up in

Chancery in spite of Mr. Hawkshaw's powers
under the contract, and Mr. McClean has been
equally powerless to enforce his award in the

case of Hill v. the South Staffordshire Railway,
though his powers of decision appeared un-
limited ; this case has now been fourteen years in

litigation. I believe that many engineers of the
highest position are now in the habit of intro-

ducing arbitration clauses in their contracts, and
that it is by no means unusual to nominate the

President of the Institution of Civil Engineers
for the time being as tho arbitrator between the
engineer and contractor engaged on the work, or

leaving it to him to nominate the arbitrator, an
arrangement sanctioned by the solicitors of the
various public bodies interested.

And may I ask why there should not be one
General Building Act applicable to all towns in

England with a certain population (and with
powers to enforce the provision of the Act), in-

stead of having upwards of 200 corporations and
local boards to introduce varied and conflicting

regulations involving much uncertainty, and
sometimes unnecessary trouble to the architect

practicing much in the country ? The Town
Council of Liverpool has postponed any amend-
ment in its local Act, in the hope that Govern-
ment may introduce one general Act. It surely

would not be impossiblo to arrange one Building
Act which would be sufficiently broad and com-
prehensive to meet the various conditions of

materials and local customs, and sufficiently elastic

to admit of the introduction of novel materials or

of improved modes of construction.

PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE.

If the prospect of a real alliance amongst all

these bodies is too visionary and hopeless, then,

at least, let us have mutual sympathy and
respect, and, as far as possible, co-operation. The
success of any one of these bodies must aid in

the great work we all have in view. The
education and advancement of the architectural

student and pupil is an object of as great moment
to the architect as it must be to the interests of

society. The formation of a student class by the

Institute itself ; tho institution of Architectural

Professorships at King's College and the London
University ; tho various classes and courses in-

stituted by the Architectural Association ; the

establishment of a Voluntary Architectural Ex-

amination ; the Soano Medallion ; the travelling

studentship of the Royal Academy ; the Pugiu
Travelling Studentship ; all offer benefits to tho

architectural student and pupil of tho present day
to which we of a passing generation were
strangers. They are to be largely congratulated
on such advantages, aud I trust there is little

doubt that the future of our profession will pro-

portionately bring forth fruit. AVhat such
opportunities are doing for tho profeaional
student, for him who will hereafter have to earn
his bread by his own hand and head, the esta-

blishment of tho Fine Art Professorships at Oxford
and Cambridge will, I hope, do for those studying
in the Universities, and who from wealth and
position naturally form the principal class of thu

architect's future employers. Hitherto, the
region of art in any shape was, if not repudiated
in the Universities, at least ignored ; and I am sure
there are many members now present who will bear
me out in the assertion that some of onr greatest

professional difficulties and discouragements have
arisen from a want of knowledge and sympathy
with architecture itself, or with the other arts so

intimately bound up with it among some of

our employers. After dwelling on this point at

some length, Mr. Wyatt proceeded to notice

the step in advance lately taken by the Royal
Academy in opening a new school within its walls

specially devoted to tho study of architecture

,

The members of the Academy deserved thanks
for this concession, tardy though it was, and the

architectnral members of the Academy (with

whom Mr. Wyatt imagined the appointment
rested) merited especial praise for having selected

as the future master or director of this school

Mr. Spiers, whoso early career has been so bril-

liant, and who,'from education, power and zeal, is

most admirably qualified to aid and direct the

future students. The establishment of these

classes ought to be universally known amongst
metropolitan students. Printed regulations and
instructions will soou be issned, and he trusted

that every advantage might be taken of this boon,
thus adding another to the several existing oppor-
tunities which tho architectural student of the

present day possesses for perfecting himself in

the study of his profession.

ABCHITECTUBE AND THE STATE.

On this subject Mr. Wyatt said : It is not easy
for an English architect to avoid dwelling on tho
little encouragement given in this country by its

Govei'nment to the development and advancement
of his profession, or (I was going to say) to the
honour of its professors, but 1 have to remember
that lately two of our body have been selected for

such honour as the Crown confers on art, and
that another member will, it is stated, be similarly

complimented. It has been asked " Is Imperialism
necessary for this ? " I do not know that it is,

but I do know that under Imperial rule in France,
in Austria, and in Russia even, far more is done
towards such ends than in England, with all its

boasted wealth and energy. What marvellous

progress has been made in France under tho

strong will and ambition of its late ruler ! an
ambition to hand down to posterity his name in

connection with the grandeur and beauty of his

metropolis, with the embellishment of the great

cities, and the restoration of the great historic

monuments ,of his country, and, though mis-

fortune and reverse are sitting heavily on his later

years, his name will, in history, be held in honour
for the encouragement he has given to the archi-

tecture and art of his country.

NEW AND PROJECTED WORKS IN THE METROPOLIS.

Of the great public buildings in the metropolis,

now in progress or recently finished, the

following may be classed as " National Works,"
undertaken by the Government and paid for by
the country, viz. :—1. The Foreign Office (the

India Office being paid for from Indian Funds)
and tho Home and Colonial Offices, for which
tenders have been lately submitted. 2. The
London University Building in Burlington Gar-
dens. 3. The completion of the South Kensing-
ton Buildings, commenced by Captain Fowke. 4.

The Booms for the Learned Societies in Piccadilly.

The " Albert Memorial," for which so large an
amount has been raised by the subscription of in -

dividuals, from our Queen downwards, and the
" Hall of Arts and Science," wliich may fairly be
classed as a joint-stock undertaking—important
and costly works as they may be—can hardly bo
classed as " national worlis, undertaken by the

Government and paid for by the country." The
" Law Courts," when realised, may, perhaps.
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CUIIM9 onder tlutt dciiomiualioii, for llicy liiiYC

(lurnl Uic luual fate of Uoronmieut vorks- jiro-

cnstinatioo and iuJeci^ou, aud have beon baudied

aboat from one oommis&iou or commissioner to

another, from site to site, and from architect to

architect ; bat, inaamnch as thojr will mainly be

paid for by a fond Trhich has accumulated from

the sailors, I can hai\Ur juvu Govcroment credit

for great liberality or "eaergy in this matter.

Happily we may at last believe that the site, the

plans, and the architect have been finally decided

un, and that in the early spring we shall haro
erideuoe uf more eucrgutic uctiun than is at pra-

Efut ap^iarvut. I have uu doubt that the proper

site luu been at last fixed on, and as little that

this jH'eat work is in the bauds of an accomplished

and able artist, from whom we may fairly autici-

]>a!e a result th it will do honour to his name and
credit to oar profession. That part of the Go-
Tcrument oflioes comprising the Foreign and
Indiui Offices is at last complete, and a new
cuuti-act hns lately been entered into for

the completion of another portion, the Homo
and Colonial Offices. In this great work,
timidity and indecision seem to have largely

prevailed. The prize block plan for laying

oat the Government offices (in tlio competi-
tion originated by Sir Benjamin Hall) has been
disregarded, the new buildings seem to have no
connection with the other public offices as regards
style or position ; they have been done piecemeal
instead of dealing boldly and at once with the
whole group, w.asting money in tlie tenancy and
occupation of inconvenient and detached offices

now rented at heavy rates, and giving increased
Talne to adjoining properties, which will ultimately
have to be purchased. The London University,
in Burlington-gardens, recently completed, was
next noticed by the president, who in congratulat-
ing Mr. Penncthome on his successful work, an-
nounced that it is in contemplation by the Sove-
reign to add to his honours, and thus to mark the
sense entertained by Government of the long and
faithfnl sen-ices of this gentleman. The South
Kensington buildings and the group in Piccadilly
were next referred to as making considerable pro-
gress. Within the block of buildings that sur-
round the old court of " Burlington House," ou
three sides there will be housed six important
literary and scientitic societies and a central post-
office :—The Itoyal, Geological, Chemical, Liu-
nasan. Astronomical and Antiquarian Societies

;

all will bo accommodated. In two years from
this time we may hope to see the completion of
this important work.

There seems to bo an indifTercncc and apathy
on the part of our rulers and our Parliameut to
aid in adorning the metropolis, or to do for our
profession thai to which the rulers of Continental
States attach such importance. Almost all is
left to individual energy and liberality, and a
spirit of parsimony reigns over the art admini-
atiation of this country, as it seems to be
doing in many other departments, and yet some
allowance should be made for the Government of
this representative and independent country.
Here, Ix>ndon is but a spot in the political horizon
—^ mere atom of the wealth and energy of the
kingdom. Manchester, and Liverpool, and Glas-
gow, and Bolton, and Leeds, all ciaun their share
in the power and government of the state. Not
as in France, where i'aris is tlic sun, round which
all their cities revolve and worship, and for the
adormuent and glory of which every Frenchman
i« (or rather was) prepai-ed to make any sacrifice.
I cannot better illnstrate the difficulty the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer must feel in dealing with
public funds for the adornment of London than
in reading an extract from the letter of an ac-
complished and influential architect practising in
one of our largest towns. I had appUed to him
for aid towards the funds for the restoration of
8. Paul's Cathedral; ho writes thus:—"I hope
the fund for the Cathedral will bo raised, but
Parliament haa done so much for London at the
cost of the country that there is not nmcU dis-
position in the provinces to subscribe for London
objects, even when, as in this case, one of national
Uiterest. The remark frequently made is, the
nation provides London with parks, museums,
galleries and libraries, whilst in Manchester,
pverpool, and other large country towns, we have
to find them for ourselves. Let the ratepayers of
London do as much for themselves as wo have to
do for ourselves." Mr. Wyatt then proceeded to
yaas u rapid review the many great works re-
omtlT completed or now in progress in London.
KnUy, he referred to the Thames Embankment,
and cougratuhited Mr. Bazalgctte ou iU design

and workmanship. The removal of Middle-row,

Holborn, was next spoken of as a commendable
and long-needed improvement, and the Corpora-

of London was complimented on the New Meat
Market, in Smithtield, recently erected from the

designs of Mr. Horace Jones, Fellow of the Insti-

tute, and City arcliitcct. The recent improve-
ments at Guildhall, the new City Library and
Museum, and the Holborn Viaduct, were next
noticed. Of the merit and stability of the latter

work the president had no doubt. The two
large railway hotels at Charing Cross and Cannon-
street, by Mr. Edward Barry, and tho Midland
Kailway Hotel, by Mr. G. G. Scott, were the

next works referred to. Eegarding the latter,

Mr. Wyatt said ho was not aware of any in-

stance in this country in which the services

of tho engineer and architect appear to have been
so thorouglily associated or to have realised

such a happy result. Tho new S. Thomas's
Hospital, at Stangate, by Mr. Currey, and the
various hospitals and intirmarics built or
building by the Metropolitan Asylum District

Board, were then mentioned. The latter build-

ings comprise two large asylums for the insane
poor, each accommodating 1,G20 patients, and four
hospitals for fever and small-pox cases, capable
of treating from 5,000 to 0,000 cases annually, at

a cost of nearly half a million of money, all paid
for by the ratepayers of the metropolitan district.

PROVINCIAL WOMffl.

If the metropolis has been thns busy for the last
few years ou works of great public benefit and
improvement, it cannot be said that the country
has been idle. In Glasgow, we have in hand a
great university group, not added to bit by bit,

but started " ab initio " with unity of plan and
purpose, and with such architectural pretensions
and importance as its educational purposes
legitimately call for. In Oxford, there has been
of late and still exists much architectural vitality.

This is exemplified in the Exeter College Chapel,
the new works at Balliol and at Cluistchurch, tho
restoration of the Cathedral, tho new Koble
College, and tho churches of S. Philip and S.
James, and of S. Barnabas. In Cambridge, the
chapel at S. John's, and tho new wing to the
library, by Mr. Scott ; tho now court at Cains,
and the new buUdiugs at Jesus College, by Mr.
Waterhouse ; the important Whewell buildmgs at
Trinity College, with the museum and library, by
Sir. Salvin ; and the contemplated enlargement of
Pembroke College, all prove that Cambridge is

not behind her sister University in such work.
The new Dulwich College and the Charterhouse
buildings at Godalining, and a new chemical
theatre and laboratory at Eton were next ennme-
rated. In Manchester a new Tosvu-hall is just
begun, and a new Exchange is in progress. In
Liverpool a new Town-hall and an Exchange, with
a largo pile of public offices, have just been com-
pleted. In Rochdale, Bradford, and Belfast new
Town-halls are in progress, and at Chester a
building of similar purpose has lately been com-
pleted. AU these works, important as they are,
are but as drops in the great sea of architectural
works now in progress in this country. Nothing
has been said of the numerous pubUo halls of
companies or societies, such as those of the
Drapers' Company, the Haberdashers' Company,
and tho Inner Temple, in London; or of the
public buildings undertaken by corporations or
counties, such as tho public baths at Newcastle,
the Philosophical Institution and Library at
Bristol, the Assize Courts at Durham, the County
Lunatic Asylums building at Berkshire, Lanca-
shire, Yorkshu-o, Cheshh-e and Herefordshire, or
of those for boroughs at Ipswich, Leicester, and
Beverley; aud the Guildhall and municipal build-
ings at Plymouth. Nor has allusion been made
to the numerous private mansions of great im-
portance now in progress in various parts of Eng-
land, or to the gi-eat churches spread and spread-
ing broadcast over the land, though there are
many of such great merit and novelty as to de-
mand special attention if lime did but permit ; or
to the chapels, monasteries, convents and syua-
gognes, which are hardly less numerous ; or to
the schools in towns aud rural districts. With
regard to the cathedrals of England and Wales,
at this moment there are very few that have not
received, or are not receiving, careful and tender
restoration or reparation. At this moment no
less than fourteen English and three Welsh cathe-
drals are entrusted to the care of Mr. Scott, in
many of which important works are actually in
progress, in others merely in contemplation—
viz., Westminster and its Chapter-house, Saiis-

litiry, Ctlouooster, Chester, Exeter, Lichfield
Peterborough, Hereford, Ely, Oxford, Bath, Ch
Chester, Ripon, and Worcester as regards i •

choir, S. David's, S. Asaph, and Bangor in Wale
The work at Bristol Cathedral, under Mr. Stree'.
promises to be as interesting as it is importan »•

Lincoln Cathedral has been entrusted to the car
of Mr. Pearson. If tho public buildings are thu*^

multiplying in number, and impro-i-ing in designs
it cannot bo said that the street and shop archi-,
tccturo of tho metropolis is neglected. In tho
Belgi'aviau district and in other parts private
houses have lately risen with considerable archi-
tectural pretension and adornment, and the thanks
of the Institute of Architects were due to the late
Lord Westminster, who determined to rebuild and
beautify a large district of the metropolis at the
cost of much income to himself. This hnn-ied
list of works, either actually in progress or but
recently finished, is full of interest for the archi-
tect, and of pride for the citizen of a country
where such gi-eat efforts are attributable almost
entirely to the individual zeal, energy aud wealth
of its inhabitants.

CONCLUSION.

There are several other matters of deep interest
for onr profession which press on my mind, and
which I would gladly have referred to, but in the
incomplete condition of some of them, in the
delicate nature of others, aud in the fact that if

health and life aro spared me, it will be my duty,
in the natural order of things here, to trespass on
your patience again next year, it will be better
that I bring this crude paper to a close. It would
ill become me, however, as the President of an
English body of architects, to refrain from ex-
pressing, what I am sure all here and all in our
ranlis elsewhere must feel deeply, our sympathy
and soiTow for the architects of those two great
European countries now engaged in such a deadly
war, but especially for those of France, trodden
down and almost devastated as that country is by
the presence of an enemy in her fair fields and in

her cities and strongholds. We have no less

than forty-four French and German architects
members of our body, and three of these have
received the honourable distinction of onr Queen's
gold medal. It is not for me, holding the quasi-
official position I have the honour of doing, to
attempt to apportion the blame of this bitter

struggle (for blame undoubtedly there must bo in

these " soi-disant " days of civilizatiou and
Christianity, when two of the foremost nations of
Europe are seeking how most readily to destroy
the other and undo all the labour of years in art
and progress). Individually, I can have no
doubt of tho deep blame and responsibility. Un-
luckily, all that we can do is to hope for a speedy
termination to such misery, and to be thankful
that a similar visitation has not fallen on our
own land—a visitation from which France, with
all her energy and talent and vitality, will not re-

cover for many toilsome years. In conclusion,
the President paid a warm and gi-aceful tribute

to Professor Doimldson.

DISCDSSION.

Pkofessor Donaldson, in proposing a vote of

thanks to the President for his address, remarked
on the disparity in point of numbers existing be-
tween the Institute of Architects and the In-
stitution of Civil Engineers. This was to be
accounted for by the fact that the latter body
admitted to membership others than civil engi-

neers—viz., contractors, but tlio Institute of

Architects had, from the first, kept aloof from
admitting builders and persons other than archi-

tects—in fact, it was established with that pri- 1

maiy object. He deprecated the proposed nnion i

of the various societies named in the addi-ess,

because he believed that where what was called
" unity " existed, there also existed sluggishness.
He thought it far better, for instance, that the
young men of the profession should bo indepen-
dent, and manage their own Association. Tho
existence of the various societies led to emulation
and competition in the race towards perfection.

Mr. Marrable seconded the proposition, which
was snpported by Mr. George Godwin. The
latter gentleman, while disapproving of the project
of uniting all tho various societies, was of opinion
that the Ai-chitectural Museum and the Archi-
tectural Benevolent Society might, with advan-
tage, be taken into closer connection with the In-
stitute

; not only would the societies in question
greatly benefit by such an arrangement, but in-

creased prestige woold acome to the Institute

itself.
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Mr. Benjamin Feuuky regretted tliat uo men-
tion had boen uiado by tho I'rusiilcut of what he
(the speaker) called an attempt, on tho part of a
high official, to crush tho Institute. Ho thought
that the Institute should bo outspoken on such
a matter.

The I'uKsinENT, in reply, said that ho had
not touched on tho topic mentioned by the last

speaker from motives of delicacy. Ho should,
however, have an opportunity of doing this on a
subsequent occasion.
The meetinj' then terminated.

ARCHITECTS' DRAWINGS.

THE general question of the ownership of arclii-

tectural drawings has been opened in a new
form in a case wliieh came before the Court of
Exchequer, on Friday. Mr. lObJy, tin architect,
brought an action against the Rev. Mr. M'Gowan
for his claim for making plans of a parsonage-
house to be erected at Holmside, Durham, and at
the trial before tho Lord Chief Baron the jury
found a verdict for the plaintiff—damages £106.
Yesterday Jlr. Aspinall moved, by leave reserved,
for a rule to show canse why the damages should
not be reduced by £97 Is. Tho plaintiff pre-
pared the plans, but the house was not erected,
and the evidence as to custom was that an archi-
tect was paid by commission of 5 per cent, on the
actual cost of the building if constructed, and of
3 per cent, on tho estimated cost if it was not.
Some difference having arisen with regard to the
terms of payment, the defendant wrote to the
plaintiff tliat he would send a cheque for his
charges if he forwarded tho plane, but he objected
to do that on tho ground that it was contrary to
the rules of the profession. Mr. Baron Bram-
weU said that if an architect were employed to
make plans of a building, and paid for doing so,
it seemed preposterous—almost childish—to say
that he should retain them. How was the build-
ing to bo constructed ? Tho court granted a nile
nisi.

COMPETITIONS.
Boys' School fok the Royal Commission of

THE PatuioticFond.—It having been determined
by the members of this Commission to erect a
building upon their land at Wandsworth for the
accommodation of 200 boys, in lieu of the present
temporary erections, designs were invited from
the following architects, viz., Jlessrs. Blomfield,
Diwson, Giles & Biven, Saxon Snell, and Tasker.
The design submitted by Mr. Saxon Snell has
been accepted, and he has accordingly received in-
Btructions to prepare the necessary working draw-
ings and estimates for the erection of the build-
ing, which is calculated by him to cost £15,000,
exclusive of engineering works, drainage, fit-

tings, &c.

Limited Competitions.—Mr. Thomas Henry
Watson, A.R.I.B.A., in his inaugural address as
President of the Architectural Association, on
Friday evening last, referred to competitions as
follows :—"There have been, I think, no competi-
tions of any unusual interest this year. Some
good ones have been proposed, and generally there
seems an inclination on the parC of promoters
to save the profession at large the great expense
of preparing, and themselves the great labour of
cxamiuing, a vast number of designs. The prin-
ciple of limited competition seems to be making
progress, and in one otherwise inconsiderable
affair it is pleasant to notice that an honorarium
was given to each competitor—a small recom-
pence, it is true, for the time and money ex-
pended (generally much in excess of anything that
may be given as premiums, and in which it is
evident the profession is constantly playing a
losing game)."

•

SCHOOLS OP ART.
Derby.—The Prize Drawings submitted to the

South Kensington Museum in the last National
Competition have been lent by the central autho-
nlies tf) the Derby School of Art, where they are
now being exhibited. The opening of the exhi-
bition was also the occasion of opening the new
building for the School of Art. The coUection
numbers upwards of 300 paintings, drawings
and designs, which were selected from a total of
87,000 Works by art students.

GiTiLDKORD.-On Monday week the distribu-
tion of prizes at the Guildford Science and Art

Classes took place, the Mayor in the chair. The
report showed that the school was in an eminently
satisfactory condition; ii students had joined tho
classes since then: formation in May, 1869, Si of
whom had offered themselves for examination,
22 being successful.

Hdll.—Tlia annual distribution of prizes
awarded by the Department at South Kensington
to tho successful competitors at the Hull School
of Art took place at the Public Rooms, Jarratt-
street, on Mond;iy weik, the Mayor (Alderman
Witty) in the chair. From the annual report it

appears that the number of students who have
passed through the school during the year 1S69
was 237. The morning class of ladies had
diminished by 5 students, and the night school of
malo students by 11. There had been, however,
a gre,\t increase in the afternoon class, which,
standing at 38 in 1863, numbered in the last

returns 52, and had since so greatly increased as
to have rendered it necessary for the master to
divide the class into two sections, giving two
sfternoons to each. At the Second Grade Local
Examinations, held on the 10th and 11th March
last, 77 students presented themselves for exami-
nation in the various subjects of freehand ilraw-
ing, model drawiug, geometry, and perspective

;

and of this number 46 were successful, and 55
subjects were passed. The more advanced
students have commenced their studies from the
life. Financially, the school is in a healthy con-
dition, although considerable additions have been
made to the examples for the use of architectural
and mechanical students. A grant of £15 a year
has been withdrawn, but the schools are free from
debt.

La.mbetu.—The drawing classes at the Lambeth
Baths, in connection with the South Kensington
Museum, were reopened on Saturday evening
last, under the instruction of Messrs. Ellis,

Morley, and Sadler, first-class certificated teachers.
The syllabus of subjects comprises geometrical
drawing, to meet the requirements of all engaged
in tho building and engineering trades ; and
will include instruction in tho use of instruments,
the construction of plane figures (straight and
curved lined) from various data

;
plans, eleva-

tions, and sections of simple solid bodies, as
cubes, prisms, pyramids, cylinders, coaes, &c.,
with their intersections and developments. The
advanced course will, in addition to the above,
include instruction in isometric and perspective
projection, and the projection of shadows. In
architectural drawing or building construction,
instruction in the principles of framing, drawing
of plans, elevations, and sections of buildings,
with examples of doors, sashes, floors, roofs,
bonding of masonry, &c., will be given.

^uilliiitg littelligcnce.

ARCHLSlOLOaiCAL.
LivEnrooL Architeotcual Society.—The third

meeting of the session of the Liverpool Architec-
tural and Archa;ological Society was held on
Wednesday week, Mr. Vale occupying the chair.
The paper for the evening was by Mr. H. H. Stat-
ham, jun., and entitled, " Notes of a Short Tour
among the Lincolnshire Churches." The paper
was illustrated by [lithographed sketches of archi-
tectural features, ornamental details, mouldings,
&c., also by some unpublished engravings of
portions of Lincoln and Peterborough cathedrals,
from the drawings of Mr. Edmund Sharpe, who
lent them for the occasion.

SOMERSETSHIKE -'VrCH.EOLOGICAL SOCIETY.—We
understand that it is intended to resume the con-
versazioni in connection with this society during
the coming winter.

The Walls of Conway.—At the last meeting
of the Corporation of Conway, a letter was
read from Mr. Barker, a local antiquary, who
was desirous of restoring the old walk around
the walls of tho town. Extracts from a
letter from Sir Stephen Glynne were also
read warmly approving the plan, which, if

carried out, would, in hLs opinion, be the meaus of
adding greatly to the attractions of the town. Sir
Stephen considered that the walk, if restored,
would surpass the promenade on Chester walls,
as from the walls of Conway could be obtained one
of the finest views to be met with in the Uuited
Kingdom. The jjlan seems to have met with
considerable favour, although nothing has yet been
done in the matter,a8some property-holders object
to the project on the scare of not wishing to be
overlooked.

CntmCHES AND CnAPELS.

Annscboft.—A new church has been erected at
Annscroft, Salop, by Messrs. Bowdler and Dar.
lington, of Shrewsbury, from the design of Mr. J
L. Randal, architect. The character of the build'
ing is of the Early English type. It is built of
Red Hill stone, with Orinshill and Shelvoko
dressings, and consists of nave, 48ft. by 21ft.

;

chancel, 20ft. by 21ft. ; small vestry on the south
side of the chancel, and a north aisle to nave, with
a western porch ; and is capable of holding 250
persons. The porch is surmounted by a bell

turret and spirelet, about 50ft. high. The cost is

£1,200.

BiSBRooK.—A few days since tho memorial
stone of a new church at Bisbrook, Rutland, wa»
laid by the Hon. W. C. E. Freke, of Biebrook
Hall. The new building is to be erected on the
site of the old church, from the desisjns and under
the superintendence of Mr. W. Langley, architect,
Leicester and Uppingham. Mr. Dean, of Upping-
ham, is the contractor.

Bury St. Edmund's Church Building
Society.—The annual meeting of this society was
held at the Guildhall, Bury, on Wednesday week.
Lord A. Hervey, M.P., in the chair. From the
report read by the hon. secretary, it appeared that
during the past year grants had been promised
towards the restoration of the churches at Ashfiehl
and Cockdeld, and the attention of the consulting
architect of the society had been called to the
church at StanningSeld, whose foundation he re-
ports to be in a dangerous state. During the past
year grants had also been paid to Hegham and
Thorpe Morieux, amounting to £55.

Ellaston and Wyaston.—The parish church
church has lately been reseated and other altera-
tions accomplished, by Mr. Thorley, contractor, of
Ellaston. The gallery at the west end has been
removed, and the unsightly and uncomfortable
pews have been replaced by open benches of
varnished pine. The floor of the church has been
renewed throughout, that of the aisle being of
Minton's encaustic tiles. New open stalls have
also been placed in the chancel.

HioHNAM.—The interior of the Holy Innocents
Church at Highnam, Gloucestershire, is probably
familiar to many of our readers. Mr. Gambler
Parry, who, as is well known, has been founder,
architect, and painter, in his own person, is now
continuing his scheme of mural decoration into
the aisles. On a recent visit to the church we
{Bath Express) found Mr. Parry occupied upon a
frieze, which is to fill the upper portion of the
north aisle wall. The design is processional in
character, after the manner of Flandrin's famous
work at S. Vincent de Paul, in Paris, the decora-
tion of the spiritual school at Munich, and—to go
further—the mosaics in 8. Apollinare Nuovo, at
Ravenna. The characters destined to figure in
the procession are chosen irrespective of historic
sequence, and are linked only by their position in
the chain of Christian development. In the group
already sketched in outline upon the wall are
female figures, which by pensive sweetness of face
and grace of attitude, recall the Virgin's com-
panions in Raphael's " Sposalezio." Mr. Parry, by
the way, disclaims all imitation ; his designs ho
declares to be purely creatures of his own brain,

yet it is not astonishing that the semi-conven-
tional, semi-natural types which he adopts should
bear to the elder examples of religious art, long
reverently studied byhun, at least the resemblance
of kinship.

Ipswich.—Sir Shafto Adair has laid the founda-
tion atone of a new Presbyterian Chapel at
Ipswich. The church, which has been erected by
Mr. IJenry Luff, from the designs of Mr. F.
Barnes, is in the Gothic style, the exterior being
of Kentish rag and Bath stone dressings. The
church is 78ft. in width and 38ft. in breadth, .iml
the ground-floor will afford accommodation for
450 worshippers.

Llvsfaen.—The parish church of Llysfaen,
near Abergele, has lately been reopened for
service, after undergoing extensive restoration.
The church consists of anive and aisle, withdoublo
roof and centre gutter. The north part, now called
the aisle, is the oldest part ofthe church, the arcade
and south part being built at a later period, and
stonework being much superior. The church is

built of the limestone of the locality, and tho old
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walli have been retaineU and the arcade re-

wrought ; but the whole of the windows are

new, of Cefn stone, and of the Early Pointed

atyle. A new porch and belfry has been built,

and buttreraes put in seTeral parts to the walls.

The old roof, which is of oak, has been as far as

poisibte retained, and covered with deal boarding

and new (latm. The whole of the internal work
i« new, the nave scats being of pitch-pine, and
thoM of the chancel nf oak. The pulpit and font

are of Bath atone, and the reredos of Caen stone

and raiiegated marbles. The moat conspicuous

part of the internal work is the restoration of the

ehasoel aeraen, which is of oak, the greatest

part of it being new ; but a portion of the old

screen has been retained between the chancel and
the veslry to show the character of the old work,
the panels being perforated in a mosti-iDgular man-
ner. The oost of the restoration is about £2,000.
Hr. O. E Street, A.R.A., is the architect, Mr. J.

Khydwr Jones, of Rhyl, the contractor, and \,he

w,)rk has been superintended by Mr. T. Cbapelon.
I'he National schools are now in progress and
rapidly approaching completion at the same
place, from designs by the same architect, the
ooat of which will be about £1,500.

Over.—The parish church of S. Chad, Over,
wa« reopened on Wednesday, after restoration.

The chancel has been entirely restored under the
superintendence of Mr. Ewan (Christian, the
architect to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and
the remainder of the building under the direc-

tioo of Mr. Teulon. The church has been newly
roofed throughout, the stonework newly dressed,

the windows newly mullioned, and some fresh

lighta pierced. A new reredos by Miuton has
also been erected. The cost has been about
i:-2,000. Mr. Beckett, of Hertford, was the
builder

Shalpobd.—Shalfoi-d Church, near Guildford,
was reopened a fortnight ago to-day, after several

alterations and additions, the cost of which has
been £700. The works just completed include
new transept, new stalls to choir, and the re-

moval of the organ from the gallery to the north
transept. The woik has been carried out by Mr.
Mitchell, builder, of Shalford.

S. ASAFH.—Mr. George Gilbert Scott has
recently inspected the parish church at S. Asaph,
with a view to its restoration. The church-
wardens will, on receipt of Mr. Scott's report, call

a meeting of the parishioners for its consideration.

Thbocklet.— A new Wesleyan Methodist
Chapel at Throckley wa» opened on Tuesday
week. The chapel consists of a nave and east
aiale ; at the south end of the latter is placed the
porch, with the bell turret. Part of the aisle is

screened off for a vestry. The nave, 58ft. long by
23ft. wide, presents an impusing gable 3Sft. high
towards the road, in the lower part of which are
three lancet lights, with a circular six-foil window
over them. The turret is placed at the south
comer of the nave. Mr. F. R. N. Haswell, of
North Shiel.ls, is the architect. The entire cost
has been £1,000.

WAtTOX.—On Thursday week, the church of
S, Mary, Walton, near Clevedon, Somersetshire,
wil reopened by the Bishop of Bath and Wells,
after restoration. The works were commenced
adxiut a year and a half ago mainly through the
liberality of Mr. R. Godwin, a neghbouring estate
owner. Mr. J. Norton, of London, was the archi-
tect who had the superintendence of the work,
Mr. R. Newton, of Wraxall, being the builder,
while the carving, with the exception of the
figures (which were done by Mr. Boulton, of
Cheltenham), is the work of Mr. Margetson, of
Briatol. The total coat has been about £3,000.

WontE—The parish church of S. Martin,
Worie, Somersetshire, was reopened on Tuesclay
week after restoration. The west tower and win-
dow have been restored and thrown into the
church, and the western gallery removed. The
roofs are open-timbered, with tracery principals
and moulded cornices, and externally the nave and
chancel are covered with Staffordshire tiles, and
the north aiale with lead. An arcade of arches divide
the nave from the north ainle ; these were 2ilin.

out of perpendicular, and have had to be taken
down and rebuilt. The two windows on the north
side have been filled with staintd glass. On the
noi th side of the chancel a spacious chapel has
been erected, parclosed off by eUborate screens of
carvtd wo<id. This chapel serves as an organ
chamber and vestnr, and provides accommodation
for the school children. Beneath this chapel is a
beating chamber. The old, quaintly carvtd oak
ataUs, supposed to have originally telooged to

Woodspring Pi'iory, have been restored and fixed

on the south side of the chancel, and a similar

number of stalls, made to correspond, have been

placed on the north side. The floors are laid with

encaustic tiles, by Godwin, of Hereford. Open
benches of stained deal have supplanted the old

high closed peivs. The church has been restored

from plans by and under the superintendence of

Mr. John Norton, architect, of Londou ; Mr.
Diment, of Bristol, was the contractor, Mr.

Clontman acting as clerk of the works. The total

cost was £ 1,500.

BUILDINO.

Maidstone.—Tbo tender of Mr. J. G. Naylar,

builder and contractor, Rochester, being accepted

for the works at the New Post-office, the same
will be commenced at oace. Great delay has been
caused by the estimates exceeding the grant, 'i he
cost will be £3,147.

w
NOTICE.

TH the aid of tlio new postal arrangements,
which camo into operation on the 1st nit., the

BiriLOrNO News will in future be supplied through the

post at 15s. per aaumn, lustend of Hi. 4(1. as hitherto.

The halfpenny postal card will also bo found useful to

those who have scrapi of building information, tenders,

iatercommuuicatiun queries and replies, &c.f to send.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do no. hold oursolvea resixjnsibie for the opinions
of our oorrespoudutits. Tlio Editor respecitfiiUy re-

quests th:it all cotuinunii?.itions should bd drawu up
as brielly as possibla, as th^ji-e are m'tuy (jtijruant.s

upon the space allotted w jorrdsivoalaaae, J

To Our RBADEits.—We sliali feel obliged to any of our
readers who will fkvour ua with brief notes of works con-
templated or in progress in tJie provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-
ness of the l*aper should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCIi fcTKEET, COVEN'T GARDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

ofiioe not later tlian 5 p.ni on Tiiursd.-iy,

ntXKivKD.—T. A. II., H. & C, W. J. C, W. F., II. D.
a., U. W., T.P., J. 0., W. v., F. Hros.,R. U., J. L., Vf. II. N.

F. B. V.—A rather silly question. Of course the size of
the hotel and the number of bedrooms would depend on
the accommodatJou retiuired.

II. n.— Sketch and description to hand.
T. E. K.N'loim.EY.—Next week.
W. Clement Williams.—The tketch came to hand, but

will not be used.
J. B. W-, t^hicago.—A poor tmbliaition.
J. NV.— luquire for yourself of any of the well-known

and respecUtble newsagents of Manchester whether the
architectural publication you name has such a large circu-
lation. You will find that it does not circulate one.tifth
as much as the Building News or Builder.

Inreferenco to Mr. Knight's remarks upon the
" only " scullery, I, it would appear that the
sinks or slop places in coiuiectiou with tho lower
wards have been overlooked. Although small, I
believe they will be found sufficient for the re-
quirements of these two wards. The larger scul-
lery, leading from tho kitchen, ]> for culiuaiy
purposes ouly. The nrraugoinent, in my humlrlo
opinion, is not so "nasty" as Mr. Knight asserts.
And now for tho "climax of all the deficiencies

and defects." The washhonse, although not a
detached building, has its entrance from without,
the inner door being a private one for the per-
son in charge, and only to be made use of on
rare occasions. The " fumes of the foul linen "

need not, therefore, enter the building by this
means. Should, however, this arrangement at
any time bo thought nuadvisable, a bricklayer
may in a few hours til'ectually stop tho communi-
cation. Mr. Knight makes sarcastic allusion to
the "roomy mortuary." When it is considered
that this place, 12ft. by 8ft., is also to ho used for
post-7iwrtem examinations, it will not, I appre-
hend, prove so very " roomy " after all. .\s for
the " hapless woman," she will bo obliged to
keep her curiosity in abeyance, and rest satisfied

with the southern look out, as tho north window,
which is for ventilation alone, will be glazed with
obscured glass.

The only matter, I believe, that I have not al-

luded to is the omission of a closet and scullery on tho
upper floor. This defect will, I trust, at some future
lime be remedied, but until this is eS'ected it is

purposed to substitute portable earth commodes,
&c. 'ihese conveniences in the oi'igiual plan were
provided, hut subsequently, in order to lessen the
cost, such alterations were made as to necessitate
their abaudonmeut. Should there he at any time
a disposition to further expenditure, I have
always thought that the room A might be readily
converted into a bath- room, sotUlery, and closet.

Apologizing for the length of my letter,—I am,
Sir, &c. Joseph Holland.
County Asylum, Prestwich, Manchester.

Nov. 3rd, 1870.

Correspiibeiite.

COTTAGE HOSPITAL, LYTHAM.
{To the Editor of the Buildinq News.)

Sill,—I have only this morning seen your
journal of the 25th ultimo, in which appear a des-
cription and illustration of the Cottage Hospital,
at Lytham. Some mouths ago, by request, I

sketched a ground plan of this building, which is

now being canied out by Mr. Littler, the architect
to tho new County Asylum at Whittingham.
From Mr. Littler's description in the Bcilding
News, he evidently does not thoroughly under-
stand the various uses to which some parts of one
bnilding are hereafter to be applied. Hence he
has fallen into errors which have called forth Mr.
Knight's vigorous denouncement of tho whole
scheme. I have well considered the plan, and oven
yet, with Jlr. Knight's " well-intended hints "

before me, fail to see the " eiTors of arrange-
ment " which render this hospital so " fatal " to
the cure of tho diseases of its inmates.
Mr. Knight assumes that the " only moans of

light and ventilation to the central passage and
staircase is from a skylight." Such is not the
case. In addition to this skylight there is a
large wiudow in the north wall, over tho stair-
case and above tho roof of the bedroom marked
A, which roof has been purposely kejit low in
order to obtain more light and good ventilation.
Over the front door, at the south, a fanlight is

placed, which opens for tho same reason. The
room A was never meant for tho reception of
patients suffering from infectious diseases, the
two wards, B and C, being alone iutcuded for such
cases.

COMPETITIOSS.
Sir,—Under this heading in lost week's issue it is stated

that si.Kty diiTereut sets of plans have been received iu
compBtition for a dispensary and iufirmary at Yeovil.
Having the particulars of the above competition to hand,
which states distinctly that the time for furuishiug designs
is extended to December 15, 1870, I am under the impres-
sion thata slight error has ijeen perpetrated : can you rec-

tify it, and oblige your correspondent ? If within the
limits of iwssibiiity, in common with many others, I should
Ije gratified to see in the Building News from time to time
more engravings of those designs selected by competition
committees to b^'ar tho palm. They might " iwint a
moral" aud any thing but " adoru a tale." Your occa-

sional comparisons of selected and luisolected designs were
good, but why were they discontinued If 1 am, Ac. F.

Inleitmniiiaiuciitioit,

QUESTIONS,
[202li] SURVEYORS' LICENSES.—Is it neoessary for

an architect and surveyor to take out a license for the pur-

pose of valuing artificers' woik, or when is it required so

to do, aud the cost ofsame?—A. B.

[2027] SCAGLIOLI.—Will any reader favour nie with
particulars as to materials and method of making wcaglioU

in imitationof raarbleis, orgivo the name, &.C., of any work
that does V—H. J. W.

[2028] TO BLACKEN BRASS.—Will you or some of

your readers please tell me how to black a brftsa tube? I

want a black that will not wear oil', and one that will shine,
—Tube.

[2029] PITCH PINE FLOORS.—What is the reason

that these floors are always specifled to be laid on a rongh
deal door ? W hy not lay the pitch pine on the joist::^, iu tiio

ordinary way?—N. A. S.

[2030] CONCRETE PAVING. — Can you or your
readers inform me if conciete would stand in*tead of tlags

for passages, areas, &c. and if it wotUd stand evpo-sure to

rain, frost, &c ?—C. F. W.

[2031] ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS.—"Will any o
.v<jur numeroiis corrt'spondents kindly give mo some in-

ifurmaUou .IS to the admission of students to tlie Koyal
Aciidemy of Arts ? Is there any limitation a* to the age

tlie student should bo ; should lie be, or liavu hwu a pupil

of an architect ? 1 believe tho intending studen', hefor

his admission as such, ha« to submit certain drawings fo

approval ; of what do the drawings consist 1 Are tiiey to

Iw original designs, or are they diawiuga made from mea-
Hure-iient of some existing buildings, or are they simply
sonut drawings which he may have made whdst in his

maatei-'s office ? Also whatde*cription of drawings should
thf-y Iw? At what limo aurl how is tho instruction given?
and finally, how should application be made for ailmission

as student Y—Sink Mrtl'.
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[2032] SUSPENSION CHAINS.—Can any enRineer-

jng friend give mo a formula for ciIcuIaLiiig the offect of

a travelling load on a ehain or cord (not n Biwpemiou

biifige)? I am not aware of any work buariiig on thu ques-

tion, and havo bad to improvise.—II. A. L.

[2033] MOUNTrNa TRACINGS. -T am anxious to

know how I can manufaitnro paste foe the above purpose,

ttnfflciontly strong but more transparent than tliat gene-

rally used, and made by boiling Hour in water, ''.an your
corrospoudeut " H. A. L.," or any other uoutributor to

*'lntercommunication" inform me of a prooe«?—Junior.

[200:J] ELLiniCAL scroll.—If a line be drawn
through the centre of the eye of the scroll, inclined about
4b' toth'5 direction of its intended length, and on this line

a fonrtli of the eye's diameter be set off repeatedly each

way, and the first point one way bo made the ccnt.-e of a

semicircle with radius — 3 par s, the flrst jMiint on the
ot-ht-r side tlio centre of another with radius ."., then the
second i>oint on the former side with radius 7, then the
secoud oa the later with radius Q, and su on ; a semi.

circle being struck from each point, bu'. finishing with
only an octant, we hav^e a nearer approach to what was
meant probably by "elliptical scroll " than ihat described
by *' W. W.," p. 310, which is only the arithmetical sinral
or invohite of a circle, and to be struck, if at all, by
merely unwinding a band from a fixed cylinder, instead
(if hia elaborate construction ; tliongli hi.-* curve is cooked
so as to approach rather the more elegant l(i(iarithmic,ei^iii-

«?if?ulrtr or shell spiral. Of course ail such fonnn are bar-

barous and pitiful decorative shifts, quite of a pioce with
the ijomiKjua ignorance of names like elliptirril, Aic,
but required among tribes that get their "arcliitecture"

and upholstery lor '* Percentage on Outlay," and where
professors thereof (save the mark I) write of spherical

triangles for windows like those of We.itminster triforiiim !

—SNOBLAdU.

[2012] INCLINED BEAMS.—la answer to " L. W.,"
I should atlvise liim to get Hurst's " Architectural Sur-
veyor'sllandbook," in which there is much U'lefiil formula;,

tables, and memoranda on building, Aic, and from which
tlie following is extracted :— lo ascertain the Ijreakiug

weight of a beam supported at both ends, and loaded iu

the middle. Multiply the breadtfi in inclies by the square
of the depth in inches and divide

^^z the product by the length (be-

Y\ twt^n the supiwrt*) in feet.

Multiply the quotient by 5 for
oak and -Ifor red piiio {bt:ing the
weights in hundro-lt^-ui^iits (ro-
quirwl to fracture a bar lin.

square and 1ft. hmg). In all

cases when the load is uniformly
distributed double the weight
will be recpiired to cause frac-
ture than if placed on the

middle. Inclined beams supported at the ends have
tlieir breaking weight equil to th;it of the same beams
wtien horizontal, multiplied by the length AC, and
divided by the horizontal distance A B, The br«akiug
"Height of "L. W.'s" beam will be about 27(J tons.

—

Fkank
Cllt-SSELL.

[2012] INCLINED BEAM.—'^L. W." will find i

Hurst's "Surveyo/s Handbook" a reply to his queries. The
safe load on his 'Mm. by 24iu. oak beam is 16^' tons on the
centre; the inclined beam is the stronger in the ratio of
total length of beam to spar, the reason being that part of
the stress is eierted na a thrust along the beam.

—

H. A. L.

[2013] DRr FOUND.VTIONS. — Let your querist
" Amateur Builder" try Kngert and Rolfo's fibrous as-
phalte as an auti <l tmp course, a specimen of which can be
seen attheMu-ieuiji of Building Appliances, JIaddox street,

"W., Loudon; it is set in brickwork and standi iu a tank of
water. I have used all the kinds he mentions and find
this is by far the cheapest and iiio^jt eJfective, its cost being
only l^d. per foot superficial. The damp-proof course
should l»e hiid on the first course of bricks above the ex
icrual grouud. -One who Has Tuuon.

[2019] NKO-GREC—The French archreologista have
Well-substituted this name for Byzantine, tu denote the
mt-diieval Greek Church style; in architecturo, that of
dome vaulting, as the Ogival or Neo-L;itin was that of
groin vaulting. If the term " Gothic " bo u-ed at all it
ought, in etlinographical correctness, t<^ apply quitie as
much to the former as the latter, if notmoie so. Wo might
5 *yUound-Gothic,Dorae.Uoihic,andl*ointed-Cnjthie; though
a truer equivalent than the latter for r)gival would »«j

•'Groin Gothic," the English for ogire being not " pointeu
aich " but groin rib, which meiubor the logic uf our nei"h-
lK>urs has always seen to l>e the essence of the system, An
Knglish writer, to recall the image of medieval building
will mention its " pointed archoj*,"—a FreDcU one always
i B "ogives."—Wwoiir.»-Nn-Snoijland.

[?0I9] NEO-GREC—This term, which should, I be-
hove, be written ne au Grec or nc au Grecque, is applied to
that styld of French architecture lounded on the principles
ofanciont Greek work. In England, in consequence of
the absence of any academical sjst-jm of instruciion in ar-
cLiiecture,theputjlicationof Scuaitand Uevett's "Athens"

and other works by the Dilettaoti Society led to the re-

production, more or leas faithfal, of the actual buildings

of Greece, which were set up sonietimes in defiance of all

consistency either withourcustomsor climate. In trance

the translation and republicatiou of these works some few

years later led to the introiluction of the spirit and prin-

ciple only of these ancient Greek works, so that original

conceptions, Greek in feeling hut French iu their adapta-

tion, corresponded to our English- reproductions. One of

the earliest ne au Grec works is the column of the Bas-

tille by Monsieur Due (not VioUet le Due). Other works

by him are the Palais do Justice and the new Prefecture of

Police, for which latter building the prize of lOO.OOOf, was

awarded to its author. W. Dubau's Ecolc des Beaux Arts,

M. Labrouste's Hibliotheque S. Germain, and M. Van-

doyer's Bibliotheiiue Imporiale, are fine examples of this

style, which abounds in mi^t^rn Paris; its teas pure

examples are known to French students under the title of

liageur."—E<-'ot.R.

[2023] LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS.—Let "H. A. B."

write to a maker of such things for information, say to

Newall, 130, Strand, London.—U. A. L.

[2023] LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS.—The late Sir

W. Snow Uarri-s, who by a siege of half a lifetime suc-

ceedeil in getting red i are to protect, the navy from light-

ning, held i ha . in this climate a conductor is safe if its

secional area nowhere falli short of three-founhs of a

square inch of malleable iron, or a fifth of that quantity

of pure copper; there being no record of a fl;ish raising

these metals in iliat mass toa fiery temperature. A 'bin

band or tube does not theoretically rwiuire quite the

weiglit of a solid rod, as 'here is more cooling surface, but
this difference is small, or practicUly null. It has since

been proved that hardly any commercial copper has a th ird

the conduc'ivity of ihe pure me al, so that unless copper of

si>ecial purity were made for the puriw-^o, iiou mus deci-

dedly be thecheaiier conductor, duration apart. As for the

description and (iimntity of condnc or, " U. A. B. ' must
be letl by no trader into the vulgar errors that ]>ointed lOps

or insulation are any advantages. They will enable, in

fine weather, some pre 'y electrical eqjeriiTrents t'> be

shown, but ir. is now fully established iha on safety they

have no etfect wha' ever. No insulator is worth a pin, and
no condumor shi'uld extend an inch above i he point pro-

tected. In hardly any building can the points needing

protection be only one. To find them you have but to

suppose a model of it before you, and a circular pJa'ie iu

your bands about aa large as it would sstaud upon. What-
ever point might be touched by the centre of the

plane is a point liable to lightniug-siroke, and requires

pro ection by a conductor to the noares . meUU gutter.

None of these jwints can protect ano her, no chimney an-

other chimney, or finial another flnial. On the o. her hand,

aa we assume no building now to be without metal co i-

ne iou from the gutters to tlie ground, m tiie form of

water-pipes, any other conductor bylmv he level ofgutters

is utterly supertiuous, except aa a trader's or*' architect's"

jjercen age-yielder. No cases can be found of injury to a
modern building's exterior below its gu ters. The entry is

always down au unpro;ected chimney. But ihert, are

abundant cases of ships whose mainmast was protected

being struck on another, on the bowsprit, or even a yard.

And in a las century volume of 'he Phil. Trans, ii a
report, with several plates, of a Norfolk workhouse that

was injured through having three conductors, the simple

fact being that it had no guttem or gtack-pii)e8, and was
struck on neither of the throe high protected chimneys,
but at au outer angle of the eaves of a low-pitchei bippjd
roof.-E. L.G.

of treatment obsorraQt U the beet examples of the flfteemli

and sixteenth ooDturies, The lower tier iaoocupiod by five

subjecta, the representation of each filling two imnels,
thus:— 1. Agriculture: (1) TheShepherdt«udiaghi9 Fiouk
and the Ploughman hit Plough, and (2) A Uarvest 8ooue.
2. Indmtry : (1) Women Spinning, &o., and (2) Bleaching
Cloth. 3. Trtulfs: (1) A Blackxmith and a Goldsmith at
Work, (2) A Mas«»n au<l a Builder. 4. The iMtitutiotiM iu

which his Royal Highness took so great an interest : (I)

Education, (2) Orphanage. 6. Commerce: <1) Ships Load-
ing ami uuloading, (2) Merchants uu 'Change. The upper
ii»w contains reprusentaiions of (1) music, i>ontry, and nia-

ttiry
; (l') |)eace, purity, religion, and home prosjwrity ; (3)

architecture, paiutiug, and sculpture
; (4) science and the

learned bodies. In the centre of these is a figure of the
Prince, sotted In an attitude of meditation, book in band ;

in the background are two figures uuToiling the first Crys-
tal Palace or Exliibitioa of 1851, au oveut which exercised
so much iiUluence on arts and commerce.

STATtJES, MEMORIALS, ETC.
MONUME.N'T TU THK LKTR ROKEIIT ScOTT LaUDF.B, R 8. A,—During last week, thu monument to Robert Scott Lauder,

R.S.A., subscribed by the art students who attnuded bis
classes in the Trustees' Academy and National Gallery, has
been erected in the Warrlstou Cemetery, and was inaugu-
rated on Saturday, before the subscribers and Dr. Lau-
der, son of the late R. Scott Lauder, as repre*entativd of
the family. The monument consists of a handsome mono-
lith of grey Sicilian marble, containin;^ an alto relievo
head of Scott Liuder in white marble medallion, with a
block of grey marble underneath, set upon a basement of
freestone. The design and e,xecutiou was entrusted to Mr.
John Hutchison, R.S.A.

Monument to a Welsh Bard.—Pn^eaa is being made
by Mr. A. U. James, sculptor, of Newport, with the monu-
ment to be erected at Groeswen, near Caerphilly, by public
subscription, to the memory of Caledfryn, who, during his
life, was one of the most popular bards of Wales,

The WKt-u.-iUTOM Mokumest in S. PAt;i,'s.—In his in-
augural address to the ArchitejTtural Association on Friday
evening la t, the President, Mr. T. H.Watson, A.R.I.B.A.,
made a brief refeience to the Wellington monumeut now
in course of ereciion in 8. Paul's Cathedral, which he said
is worthy of much attention for the beiuty of its workman-
ship and its sumptuous decoration. If the general stylo
of the design may be questioned (continued the speaker),
there cam be lit-le doubt but that it far excels anything of
the sort that has been done in modern times, and it is to
be hoped, for the sake of art, that its completion may not
be long delayed. The delay which has done so muoh to
spoil ilie eclat of this magnificent monument must rather
be ascribed to the over-anxiety of the artist, to produce a
work of extreme excellence for a very incommensurate
price, which cau only have been named for it in completo
ignorance of the value of the thing proposed to bo given.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Bubton-itpon-TreNt.—Great complaints have recently
been made of the noxious effluvia arising from the Burton
Town Commissioners' sewago tanks at Stretton, and a
letter has lately lieeii received from Mr. Samuel Leech, of
Derby, soUc'to'", on belialf of the inhabitants of Eggingtou,
Willin^ton, and neighbourhood, intimating that had it

not been for the Long Vacation iu Loudon he should have
taken st^pa to procure au iujnuction against tlio Commis-
sioners continuing the nui.sauce. The Commisisioiieis, in
reference to the matter, state that tke works are carried out
in accordance with the advice of Mr. Hawkshaw and Dr.

Letfieby, but that greater care shall bo i akeu In deodorizing
'lie sewago matter. They also urge that the exceptionally
dry weather of the last two or three seasons must be taken
into consideration before condemning the principle of
deodorization.

Dosu.vsTER.—The Corporation ofDoncaster is about to
expand nearly £20,000 on a scheme for applying the public
sewago to purposes of irrigation.

Edenbhuoii Water SUPPT.Y. — The Edinburgh Water
Trustees have resolved to promote a bill in Parliament
next ses-siou authorising them to bring a supply of water
to tlio city from S. Mary's Loch, Selkirkshire. The coat
of procuring a supply of Ij, 000,000 gallons of water per
d.ny hiis been variously estimated at from £400 000 to
£000.000.

REKiATK. — Extensive drainajre works are proposed to Ix)

carried out in the west ward, Reigato, from plans by Mr.
Baldwin Latliam, C.E., at a cost of £13,000. Mr. Hay-
ward will be the contractor. In answer to au aiiplication
to the Home Secre ary for the loan of the sum named, a
letter ha* been received by the Town Council intimating
that Mr. Arnold Taylor had lieen directed to hold au inquiry
at an early date into the sanitary needs of the town.

STAINED GLASS.
TuE Prince Conhokt Memorial Wis'dow, Guildiiai.i.—The window erected at the we.stem end of Guildhall, in

memory of the late Prince Consort, was uncovered by
Prince Arthur on the ^rd iust. The window is a five-light
transomeil one, the lower tier double-panelled, so that tlie

number of divisions is I'l; tiiere are al»o two side wings,
occupieil by four figurea, representing Wisdom, Prmlence,
Justice, and Fortitude. The de3ign> though of the nine-
teenth century, ia intended to harmonise with the urchi-
tecture of tlie hall, and is iu accordance with the I'li'.iciple

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Breaches of the Huli, Local Board of Health's

BuiLDiNi; Rrcjulation.s —At the Hull Police Court, re-
cently,(several persons were summoned before Mr. Travis,
the stipendiary magistrate, for breache* of tlie Hull Local
Board of Health's building regulations. Amoug the cases
wa-ithat of -Messrs. Topham^ Spink, grocers, Anlaby-road,
wlio were summoned for contravening the Boanl's build-
ing regulations in the building of some property at the
corner of Coltman-street, Anlaby-road. Mr. C. S, Todd
(the Board's law clerk) prosecuted, and Mr, T. P. Thomp-
son wasfor thedefondauts.— Ii: opening the case, Mr. Tu<.ld
atjited the information wiis laid under the Kingston-upou-
UuU Improvement Act, 185i, 17th and 18th Vic, cap. 101,
the defendants' buildings at the comer of Coltman-street
being erected contrary to the provisions of the said Act.
The 63rd section of the Public Health Act, 1818, enacted
that 14 days at least prior to beginning to dig or lay out
the found. tions of any house, the person intending to
build should give to the Local Board a writtou notice, and
certain particulars, as to such work ; and it should not b«
lawful to build any such house until such particulars had
been approved by the Local Board : aud in default of such
notice, or if any house be built without such approval, or
in any respect contrary to the provisions of the Public
Health Act, the defendants should be liable to a penalty
of not exceeding jCjO, and the Board might, if it oaw tit,

cause such houae to be pulled down. Again the lOlst sec.

of the local Act enacted tliat in addition to these parti-
culars there should be furnished to the Local Board a cor-
rect plan, or plans, of such proposed building, drawn to a
certain scale, and such plan.i should not be carried iuto
execution, nor the building commenced, until the plan be
approved by the Board. The 99th sec. of the Act enacted
that every house, t ., should have a back yard or open
space at the back of it, of not less thaii 8ft., and the 28th
sec. of the Local Act, 185S, Amendment Act, 18G1, prohi-
bited any hous or building forming part of any street, or
any part of such house, tteing built beyond the front wall
of any house or building on either side thereof, and pro-
hibited the building of any addition thereto beyond the
front of such building on either side of the same, &^ afore-
said. The lO.'Jrd sec. of tlie Local Act enact d that if any
building be made or sulTered to continue contrary to any
provisions of the Local Board, every person offending
should forfeit £5, and li^s. \iGT day u til such building be
removed. .Mr, J. Fox Sharj), C,E., the surveyor tu the
Boiud, and .Mr. AV, H. WVllsted, inspector of buildings to
the Board, having given evidence to the eflect that these
conditions had not been complied with, the magistrata
found the defendants guilty, and was about to inflict a
tine of :iU8. aud cost-*, and I Us, a day for continuance, when
-Mr. Tlionipson stateu that it wai his intention to aak for
a case. Mr. Travis said he should be happy t<j give every
facility for reviewing hia opinion outhe matter, and re-
spited judgment.

FlirnivaLV. Pvbus.—In this case, tri d in the Don-
caster County-court ou Thursday week, the plaintiff, Mr.
John Furuival, of Doncaster, sought torccover from < he
defendants, Messrs. Silas &, Alfred Pybus, also of Djn-
caster, the sum of £48 Is. 7id., balance of a huildor's bill.

Mr. Palmer appeared for the idaintiff", and Mr. Wheel-
house, Ixirrisler, of Leeds, for ttio defendants. Plaintiff
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i^mi to balU • ho«M Ibr tlw dafonJanU, but after he

kMl fM put of Um wock doB*, the difundauU ducideil to

hftT* tm IMiMimile liMlwrt of oii«. lie went on building

tU tm hoaim utU •topped bj the JBoiinl of Health.

AfUnranh, kofravw, tlw aJlerad pUiu wen ivused. Sub-

Mqa^tw 4eted«nts dkduned him from tlie work, and

h» tkMbal Um work he had dona mauured. Ue now
Md fbr the diJweiiae of the lunoant of nluatiou and the

-HIT he had noaiTsd. In reply to Mr. WhMlhuuse,
pUmWatld b* had ^nedto flod all the wooitwork, hut

fci nlUentiil to cutj out thi» oontract aft<?r the Board of

HmIu allend the phuw. Ther« waa, lioweTer, no othtr

III

l

ift

'

thwi dnwn np^ Tie proceeded to do the work as

telwhocoald after Um board of Health had passed the

idas^ OMpi eooM fbar or fire di^ja, when he stopiMtd. in

ooMMqiaaoe of the defeodanta not pajiug au instalment,

ia *—-—'"— with the agtttamaot. After the 1st ot

Av(«st« th« day hewaa diacbAiged, the defeudaute had eu-

caced o4her bmb to carry out the work, and he did not

o^nt. Ia r^ly to the jad(a, plaintiffuidiu building

two hoaaaa Initaad of one o« would have to find two doortt.

two viadowa, aad two floors instead of one. The speeifi-

catioa waa to- a definite sum, £100.—The defence wasthat
the wesh was not done in a satisfactory manner, nor in the
tiBaeikvaeagTvedthat itsboold be: and that the plaintiff

had ahaady laoaivad as much pay as hU work was worth.
His Beneor (K. WUdman, Esq.) {are a verdict for the full

aaeant oUtmed, with costs,

SamjOfCMT Of rac SErroit Park Dihpittr.—Cami>-
BSU. T. HoBSaLOWBR.—nOKNBtX)WEK T CaMPBHI.U— It

will be remembered that these actions were eutered for
trial at the LiTerpool assises in Uurch last, but were
withdrawn on beinff referred to ilr. Gully, barrister. The
ftmt aeiioo was brought by Mr. Campbell, tlte contractor
Ibr Saften Park works, against Mr. llornblower, the archi-
tect appointed by the corporation to saperiuteud their
exeeation, to reooTer the Rum of £100 lent by Mr. Camp.
bell to Mr. Horublower dnhtig tlie progress of the work.
Mr. Homblowerdenied erer having borrowed any money
froCD Mr. Campbell, and brought an action for libel against
him by saying be had done so. The arbitrator h.asr«cently
made his award, and in the first action he b.-is ordered Mr.
UoiBhlower to repay the jtlOO borrowed by him, with all

the coats of the actitni ; and in the second action he Iiiis de-
daied that Mr. Campbell was Justified in saying that Mr.
Hcmbkmer had borrowed money fh>m him, and has
oideied Mr. HornMower to pay all the costs of that action
and the refenmoe.

" TaB CaiaciLGaTn opS. M.\ni-'s Ciil-kch, Tacxton.—
OnTiisarlay week Judzineut was given in this case at the
Coosistocial Court at WelU by the Rev. Dr. Waliis, and
was as fellows:—" The application in this case i» for a
faculty to erect and set np, between the chancel and nave
of the parish chnrrh of S.Mary Magdelene, in Taunton,
two gates fiamed of iron and ornamented with bnu», be-
tween the north and south portions of the chancel sctceii.
Tlio objections alleged seem to resolve themselves into
this—that such gates are intended to effect an exclusion,
either actual or symbolical, of the laity from the cliancel,
an exclusion which, of course, could not l>e legallv justi-
Sed. The Ourt couitidcrs that it will be obviating this
objection, and at the same time effecting the legitimate
purpoM of the application, by decrueing, as it now docs,
that the gatee be erected as au architectural ornament on
eoodition only that no bolt, h«r, lock, or other fastening
shall be attached to them by which to fasten them, to the
eielusion of any jwrson at auy time, if closed ; and that
dnriogtbe time of divine service thuy shall always bo kept
open." The gates in qiiestiou have since beenie-erectud
in accordance with this Judgment.

Thb LtJiDT Oraxiti! Compary.—On Saturday, in the
Bolls CJonrt, Mr Swauston, (J.C., made an ap|iUcation on
behalf of the olBcial liquidator of the Lundy Granite Com-
pany for directions as to the manner in which he thould
act under ceruin ilitlieultics which had arisen. Tlie
Isained gentleman stat«l that the company was formed in
IMS forthepurpoee of working granite on Lundy Island.
The property of the company oonsisted of a lease ftom M r.
lieaTBB, theownerof ihe island, it being transferred in the
naae of Mr. M'Kenna, brother of Sir Joseph M'Kenna.
Jl* S"*?*?? ""* ** *'"t must Iw done with the lease-

« J".'*^?('*" company in the property. The offleial
liquidatar bad been dealing with it, but the imrtiea alleged
to have an interest weie not sathdied with the m.-iniKi- in
which matters stcod. While a Mr Itentall l,a.l purchased
*''•

•V??*'
*•'• M'Kenna bad agreed to assign, but «« now

unwiUuig to do so except on certain terms, which the
•'fficial liquidator could not aoquiesoe in. Further Mr
f^"^ was not willing to assign the lease to Mr. Benlall.UKd Ilomilly said he would not allow the comiiany to pay
mote, and if Mr. M'Kenna did not assign t« Jlr. Bcutall
he must take Mm eoBsM|uenoes of any proceedings which
the latter (antleaiaa might institute against him.

(g)ur mtt CiiMe.

The Mbtbopolita-n Bo.\Rr> of Woiiks. It
baa been arrwiged that the election of a buccessor
to Sir John Tbwaitea ia tbe chaiminni)hii) of the
MetropoliUn Board of Worka Bhall bo held on
Friday next, the 18th in«t., and that it shall be
conducted in the aaiue manner as before. It is
underatood that among members of the Board,
Hr.P.H. I« Breton, Mr. Rantz, Mr. Freeman,
and Mr. Weaterton, are candidatea, with, pro-
bably, many others. No names of outside
uindidatea are publicly announced. Candidates
inay be nominated on the day appointed for the
election, so that in all probability there will be n
long list of candidate* for mtmbem of the Board
to (elect from.

IscDUn AnTitjciTiBB.—Mr. J. BurgcBs, the
editor of two lilipi£ceDt albuma of architec-
tural remaina, chiefly of the temple* of the
Jainaa, or Shrswalu, at Palitana and Oimar, hag

submitted to the Bombay Government au elabo-

rate report suggesting plans for a thorough
survey of the architectural and arohieological

remains throughout the whole of tbe central

area of India. His plans contemplate aUo the

systematic collection of incsimile transcripts of

all the ancient inscriptions, and, as far as pos-

sible, of ancient coins. The lists of remains
appended to the memorandum enumerate up-
wards of 800 temples and other antiquities, of

many of which the compiler has obtained infor-

mation only through the natives of the different

provinces regarding which he reports, and his

lists are the first to notify their existence.

An.nual International Exhibitions.—Her
Majesty's Commissioners for the Exhibition of

1851 notify that an act intituled " The .Protec-

tion of Inventions Act, 1870," 33-34 Vic, cup.

27, has been passed for the protection, amongst
other things, of the exhibitors at the Aimual
International Exhibitions, and cuutains provi-

sions similar in character to those which were
effectual for the protection of inventors at the
Exhibition of 1862, in pursuance of "Tho Pro-
tection of Inventions and Designs Amendment
Act. 1862."

Ahbituation in Bath.—We are now, we
hope, getting into a rational way of settling
trade disputes. The carpenters and joiners of
Bath recently asked for the Saturday half-holiday
and an advance of a farthing per hour in their
wages. The matter was referred to au Arbitra-
tion Committee composed of both employers and
employed, but no agreement could be arrived at.

An appeal was then made, by consent of both
parties, to Mr. Saunders, the Recorder of Bath,
and that gentleman has given a decision in favour
of the men. This, of course, will be submitted
to by the masters. Under the old system there
would probably have been a strike, disastrous to
all concerned.

Sudden DEAxn.—On Friday night last Mr.
Bedford held an inquest at the Vestry Hall of
S. Martin's-in-the-Fields, on the body of Mr.
William Adolphus Carter, aged thirty-three,
architect, 20, John-street, Adelphi, who was
found dead on Wednesday moruing. Mr. Charles
S. Watkins, surgeon, King William street, Strand,
said he was called to deceased on Wednesday
morning, and found him dead. Deceased had
been dead a great many hours. He examined
the room to see if any bottles were lying about,
but found none. On making a jjost-mortem cxa-
mination he found the braiu congested, and at
the base of the skull au extiavasation of blood.
The vessels of the brain had broken and pro-
duced sanguinary apoplexy, which was the result
of prolonged over study. The jury recorded a
verdict in accordance with the evidence.

S. Paul'.s CATnEDUAL.—At a meeting of the
executive committee of the S. Paul's Comple-
tion Fund, held last week, Air. Joshua W. But-
terworth, F.S.A., handed in a communication he
had received from Messrs. Powell, of White-
friars, containing an offer to execute, free of
expense to the committee, and as their contribu-
tion to the decoration of the cathedral now under
consideration, a portion of panel-work of the
wall beneath tho Cotton memorial window, just
put up in the south-east aisle. The decoration
proposed to be used by them may be styled
opaque glass fresco, or mosaic, and is very suit-
able for the representation of figures, draperies,
and accessories on the internal walls of public,
and indeed private buildings ; the enamel shading
being burnt in, the work becomes perfectly in-
destructible, as ia ordinary glass mosaic

; whilst
for works to be seen near the eye, and not beyond
Ufe-81Z6, the effect ia calculated to be even much
more eilective than mosaic. The art which
Messrs. Powell are introducing tliey have dis-
covered is, after all, merely the unconscious re-
vival by them of au art so early as tho third
century, a work of that date having been found
to be in perfect existence in the palace of Prince
Drago (formeriy the Palazzo Albani) at Rome, at
the present time. These mosaics formed part of
the decorations of a hall in tho palace of the
Licunan family, which hall was afterwards con-
verted into a chuich, known as S. Andrea, in
Cautabarbara, and was pulled down in the
seventeenth century. These mosaics are com-
I>08ed not of tessene, but of pieces of gla^s and
marble cut into such forms as to fit them to form
p»rt» of the design in the same manner as wood
IB out m making what the Italians call tarsia, and
the French marquetcrie. A careful drawing of
this remarkable and unique specimen of thiid

century ancient art in glass decoration has been
made by Mr. Alexander Nesbitt, F.S.A., and
deposited by him at the rooms of the Society of
Antiquaries of London at Somerset House. The
offer of Messrs. Powell was unanimously accepted
by the committee, and on the motion of Messrs.
Butterworth and Beresford Hope, the Dean was
requested to thank those gentlemen in the name
of the committee for their liberal donation.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Institution of S;trrc,vorj(.—Opetiiiig meeting,

and address by the President, Mr. R. Uall. 8 p. in!

Tl'ESDAV.— 7rt«fiet*(ion of Civil EiKjinrers. —"On tho
Water Supply of the Town of Paisley," by Mr.
Alexander Leslie, A.I.C.K. 8 p.m.

Wednksdav.— i'octef!/ o/^rfs.—Opening Address, by Lord
Henry G. Lennox, M.P. 8 p.m.

Vrixiky.— Architectural Association.—" On the Use of
Colour in Diagrams illustrating the Ilintory
of Architecture." by Edmund Sharpo, Kso
F.Il.I.B.A. 7. SO p.m.

'

Tho first ordinary general meeting of tho Institu-
tion of Surveyors for tho session will bo held on
Monday, November 14, 1870, when the president,
Mr. Richard Hall, will open tho session with an
address.

A company is in course of formation, having for
its object th» purchase of the Wost-S(juaro Buildings,
West-street, Dorking, as a site for a new town-hall,

Tho work in connection with tho enlargement of
S. John's Church, Bathwick, will, it is anticipated,
be completed before the close of the year.

The Royal Commission appointed to inquire into
tho st,ito ot the law affectii.g Friendly and Building
societies consists of yir Stafford Northcoto, M.P.,
Sir M. Hicks Beach, M.P., SU- S. H. Watcrlow, Mr.
Bcnham Carter, M.P., Mr. C. S. Roundoll, Mr. F.
T. Bircham, Mr. E. M. Richards, .M.P., and Mr-
W. P. Pattison.

The Marquis of Ailesbury has given directions to
J\Ir. Bolam, his steward, to erect a number of im-
proved cottages for the labotirors engaged on his

lordship's estate at Savernake, Wilts, and to pull
down the old and dilapidated dwellings hitherto in

tise.

A now organ has just boon placed in the parish
church of Nafferton, near Hull. Tho instrument
has been built by Meacock, of Doncastor, and the
outer case was designed and decorated by Mr.
Hawley, of the same town.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Timber,

Ttfixk load £12 1» 13 K'
'15 4 IS

4 lu
Quebflc, red pine .

,, yellow pine.,
St. John N.B. ysUow
Quebec Oak, whitv..

,, birch

„ elm
Uautxlc oak

Or .

Memel fir

HiK* 3
Swediah 2
MMtB.Quebecretlpina 4

,, yellow pine. . 4
Lathwootl,Daiitziu,fia 3
' '

,, Bt. FeterBburg 4
Deala,ptO.,12ft.byS
by ^ iu.,

Quobec, white npruce 12
«t.Johu,whiteBpruce 12
Ytillow pine, per r»<

duceil U.

Canada, let quality. 18
9od rfn 12

Archangel, yellow .. 11

Bt. i>nteraburg, yel... 1'^

lb S
fi 5 fi

; 5 6 15

1
12 4 10

; 15 4
3 8 7

2 IS

5 b

17
14

18 10
IS IS 10

ly 12 10
U 13 U

Finland £7
Meuiel
Gothenburg, yellow 8 10

white 8 u
OeAe, yellow 10 IQ
Soderham 8 li
ChriAtiaulA, i>er O.,
12 ft. by 8 by 9 la.
yellow 10

Fluoniij; boards, per
8<i. uf liu., UiBt yel ^ 6

First white 7
Seuuiid ijualiiles .... 6
fuuiuK tiiVNKpr tou 6 U

Oils, &u.
Seal, pale.... i>cr tao !*& ID
Sperm body 78
UtMl 37
Whale. aUi. tiea. pale 35
Olive, Q&lllpoli Af 16
Cocoanut, Cochln,toD 4i \<i

Palm, &u* 3!t 10
Linseed 2U 15
Kapeseed,Eag.pal«., 4S
Cottooaeed 'i.6 lu

&8

10 111

8 10
U 10
12

10 8
U It

7 U
8

Metalb,
liBAD —

Pig, Foreign „... per ton

,, huynsu W.B do
„ Lad Co. «...«.. ... do
,, U'her brands do

BheetMlUed do
dhot, i*at«at do
Kect or Hinlom do
LHhirgfl. vV.B. ....^..., do
WhiteDry ..^ do
„ ground In oU ,,.,**, do

CorrsB :—

Itrltuh—Cake and Ingot per tool i

BwL Seleuted do
8he«t do
B jttoou do
Aastralian do
3i<»ui«ii Cake 'to

Chili Kara, uash do
,. Ketliiecl iBgut do

Yollow Metal per lb

iRos :—

Pfff IU pL'otluid, cash jfer ton
WeUh Bur, lu Londou do

Wales do
StalfordAh Ire di>

Kall.iu Walos do
Hheets, single in Loudon do
Uooiw, lint ituality du
^ ail If Oil do
SiredlBh do

£17 10 £
;iO » 2J (I

]U 15 ^1 u
l-* 18 5 «
ID IS u 2U U
Ul U 21
]U 10 u ;ij lu
U U U

27 U u

67 10
69 .i

7« Q

«J 10 M lu i>

do u u 0tf u
U t>i U U 7

£2 11

7 3
6 1U

7 10
7
U 10
8 lU

7 lu
« IS <i

8 U
7 10 y
lu 5
9 6

7 16 u
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ITALY AT KENSINGTON.
{Continued from page 327.)

SUPERB masses of modern Roman plate

are mingled with the earlier examples of

Italian art and fancy in the Museum of South
Kensington. They prove that the people

have not lost their cunning, although they
display more of manufacture than of that

loving spirit which induced the artists of old

days to spend years upon a cup, a goblet, a

frame, or a cross. A similar observation will

apply to the display of new Italian mosaic,

Roman, Venetian, and Florentine. It is rich

in colour, and the workmanship is perfect

;

yet we confess to preferring the quainter
models. Still, one of these inlaidtables—white
and purple, green and ruby, glowing with
peaches and plums, flowers and leaves, in

natural tints of stone, set out in a verandah,
with a few real peaches, and two—only two

—

glasses of Venetian crystal, and a flagon filled

from Sicily, would possess many attractions,

especially if you could summon Venetia her-

self from her picture, warm with Italian

worship, and place her, opposite you, in that

satinwood chair from Milan. We must not
indulge, however ; but, once more passing the
gates, as immortal as bronze can be, stop

before the Pisan gate—the Porta di San
Rarieri, executed by Bonnano. This is a

marvellous work, very ancient, and authenti-
cally dated as from 1180. The sculptor

bestowed years of toil and thought upon its

elaboration. It is, in truth, a sacred epic,

depicting the Life of Our Lord—the Star in

the East ; the Manger blessed by being the
first cradle of Jesus ; the Magian worship

;

the Mount ; the Supper ; the Garden of Geth-
semane ; Calvary ; the Tomb ; the Resurrec-
tion ; and the Re-appearance. All seems so

simple and pious, yet so vigorous and earnest,

that we know at once that the man who
moulded these scenes was as full of Christian
faith as ever was priest at altar. The true
Medisoval genius is there, grandly illustrated.

Very different, but still curious and beautiful,

is a Siennese cabinet in walnutwood, of the
sixteenth-century style, exceedingly dainty,
and such as might be imagined in any lady's

chamber. StUl, it was not in this peculiar
application of art to industry that the middle-
age Italians principally triumphed. We
meet them far more in their own mood before
the Chapel or Tribune from the Florentine
Conventual Church at Santa Chiara, upwards
of four centuries old, and ascribed to that
little-celebrated though most poetical arti-

ficer, Simon Pollaiuolo. Also in the two
exquisite fountains, one from Florence, the
other from Venice, whichshow howsumptuous
and tasteful was the luxury of the ambitious
nation in those long-past-away ages. In the
same class, too, a magnificent altar-piece,

from the Chapel of the Palazzo Ambron,
wrought by the deft Tuscan chisel ; and one,
purchased among rubbish, from the hand, as

is evident, of Desiderio da Settignano. We
could have desired that a larger" illustration
had been given, side by side with these ex-
amples, to the products of Neapolitan art and
ornamental industry. We must not think of
Naples as she has signalised herself in recent
time. In the generation of Salvator Rosa,
about the middle of the seventeenth century

—

of that Salvator Rosa, painter and patriot,

whose name is associated -with gloom, and
who actually belonged to " The Company of

Death,"—the Southern Italian genius, so
slightly appreciated, except through the
medium of his canvas, shone brilliantly be-
neath the blue Calabrian sky. He, pencil and
sword in hand, dared a style which had never
before— unless, perhaps, by some of the

earlier Spaniards—been 'attempted. Among
his contemporaries were the two Francazonos,

pupils of Spagnoletto, Andrea Vaccaro, an

imitator of Guido Rone, Carlo Coppola, Micco

Spadaro— Coppola, who blinded himself by
painting in the night—Falcone, whose life

alternated between painting and fighting,

and Spadaro, who was a master of miniature.

It is to be hoped that, as a chapter of the par-

ticular history supposed to be written on the

walls and in the cabinets of South Kensington,

the deficiences in this respect will be remedied.

Costly and exquisite are the infinitely varied

forms of artistic industry that testify to the

art genius of the Florentine,Venetian, Genoese,

and Neapolitan artificers, who, in proud
creations wrought from marble, bronze, glass,

or the precious metals, added priceless

wealth to gold, and gave immortality to

marble. Hearth, and altar, cathedral and
mansion were irradiated with their marvellous
ingenuity, which made the most superb

ofi'erings of the earth subservient to their

hand, and fashioned agate, jasper, lapis-lazuli,

amethyst, and porphyry, into countless

glittering splendours. Now, amid these

varieties, which enchant us as we pass, we
would struggle towards a different light, and
discover, if possible, why so much of the

genius thus exemplified seems to have been
lost. A lost art seems to be a lost blessing for

mankind. Who would not deplore if Italy

ever ceased to be a fascination, or become a

fable ? That land meets us always with long-

dormant delights, unmarked by common
tourists ; it is traversed by a thousand un-
beaten by-roads, unsought of antiquaries,

undiscovered by amateurs; yet, in these

courts and corridors at South Kensing-
ton are innumerable hints, far from the tourist-

haunted towns, which might illustrate books
of beauty that never lay on any drawing-
room tables yet. The rank and file of fashion

scan them annually, but with a flighty

glance ; and they are left unknown. We wish
that travel were less costly ; that it required
less of carriages and postillions, of hotels and
couriers, of ostentation and extravagance; then
might intelligent persons, of all classes,

traverse the Continent in comfort, and study
its memorials. Failing this, however, every
one may wander with pleasure among the
copies and relics that illustrate the joyous art

of the prime Italian period. They may not
geologise the Venus de Medici, or speculate on
the Moses of Michael Angelo, as Sir Roderick
Murchison might do on a boulder of the
Baltic ; they may not be all peering pedants,
without romance or music in their natures,

and, belonging to the lowest form of Niebuhr's
school, still they may bring home, even after

a half-educated visit to the great Italian cities,

splendid impressions, worth preserving so long
as they live. Or, they may gain an idea of

the Italian glory at South Kensington. How-
ever, it must not be regarded as an useless

kaleidoscope ; as a mere pasticcio of pillar and
post ; as a market for people in the art-buying
vein, searching for dyptiches and Francesco da
Imolas. We may, in fact, if any independence
be allowed to criticism, and if the South Ken-
sington collections are to teach any truth at all,

note some other intellectual dangers into
which the unthinking populace miglit be led.

Thus, the fear of forming an opinion apart
from the received one. " The Last Judgment "

of the Sistine, powerful though it be, abounds
with much that is repulsive to human feeling;

then that famous " Fornarina ;" what in that
stupid, staring, handsome, yet not beautiful

face could have recommended her to Raphael ?

Her face is that of a peasant, ripe and brown
as a Tuscan apricot, stamped with a total

absence of purity and ideality, and in her
form a presence like that of a female tiger, so

unlike the dear Sladonnas of the glorious

Urbinese. She is a Goth, a Celt, a savage, in

comparison with him, and her figure is de-

testable. In fact, as a bitter, yet not quite un-
just, Urbinese critic -said, long ago, the

divinity of the " Fornarina " did not begin

with her head, and certainly ended with her

shoulders. Let us pass, however, from this

conventional gallery, reminding ourselves,

nevertheless, of the tribute due, and already
paid by us to the immortal artist of Urbino.
There is not much to note in the reputed
" Tomb of Cassar," which has sentback somany
echoes to choruses of school-girl raptures, or
in th? model shrine of S. Peter, which makes
the edifice appear insignificant. But the
little glimpses of Italian life, as exemplifying
a lingering taste in small things, are pleasant

indeed ; the ewels of the peasants ; the ten-

der porcelain cups in the loggias of Modeaa
palaces—hung with gold draperies ; the arti-

ficial flowers made by young girls during their

three days of feata in autumn time ; the pretty

fans (fan-painting is now an exceedingly
fashionable and emulative employment) ; and
the tender toys of a voluptuous people, bright
and beaming. In the Italian gallery, not re-

stricted to pictures, an ideal gathers, which
converts the whole into a long historical, and
still imaginative perspective. They are fond
of their antique history, these southrons of
the European continent, and their traditions

have inspired their art. For them every field

has its Livian battle, every hill its Horatian
ode, every fountain its Egeria ; but they have
not stopped at those sources. They have
brought down their genius, which "joys ia
red and green," from the springs of Jordan,
and the waves of Galilee. All this, it may
fairly be said, gleams and glitters through the
Italian canvas. It is characteristic and his-

torical. In evidence, we have only to mark,
as we move among the scattered yet priceless

specimens, the objects, at once ruins and
trophies, of the rarest genius ever exhibited by
maukind ; even those angular-bladed stilettoes,

arms of Italian ladies, who committed them-
selves to a prospect of possible homicide, are
gems of workmanship, and might have been
finished at Damascus. Stooping beneath the
arch of the Retiro delle Romie, with its

practical inscription, tu vivrai del lavoro del tuo
mani, we have to roam among innumerable
changes in the arts and tastes of a most
artistic and tasteful nation ; a Basilica from
Turin ; a palace of rich marble from the same
capital ; a line of Papal portraits, stolid and
uninteresting, and numerous other varieties.

But we must confine ourselves to the art

illustrations, and to the indication of them
for student purposes. It will be very pro-
fitable to note, with care, the stucco-marked
choir and transepts of the Duomo at Novara,
with the unique frets and mosaics in the same
building. These are manifestly reminiscences
of the Roman style. They are all birds : the
pelican, an emblem of the Saviour's love j
the phoenix, an emblem of the resurrection

;

and the stork, as an emblem of filial piety.

Herein may be traced, not a little, in an
intensely Christian age, of Pagan conscience,

imagination, and thought. All through the
early Italian exempiications, indeed, are
introduced corruptions of antique Roman and
modern Greek, between which students at

South Kensington should carefully discrimi-

nate. We have thus run through a small
part of the collection because, while agreeing
with Mr. Lowe that an Exhibition of Art is not
necessarily and exclusively a school, it should
possess some educational and intellectual in-

fluence. People who visit these places, and
wander for hours among tieir treasures, are
really making a grand tour through the
present and the past, the arts and manners
near, and the arts and manners far oft".

Therefore, it is not simply an amusement
to visit such a gallery as that of South Ken-
sington. What can it signify to any one
whether he has seen a collection of mummies,
and scarabrei, and mortuary-urns, and archi-

tectural fragments, unless he knows and con-
siders what pages of the earth's annals they
illuminate ? The dead, if we are intelligent,

speak to us. We have improved upon our
ancestors in many ways, yet they held up the
torches that have guided us. It is a profitable

reflection at South Kensington, though not per-

haps, a proud one, that we shall have to make
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IBmy discoveries, and practice much inge-

nuttV, and develope much (jenius, before we

can be in certain respects, what Italy, India,

aad even China, were in days which are only

remembered by their trophies.

LUMP-CONTRACTS AND THEIR
SUBSTITUTE.

Br SoioMOJi Set-Square.

{CoHcludtdfrom page 315.)

XN the anticipated break-down of the lump-
I contract system, we may see the evil re-

Suilt of compromising an obvious difficulty, in-

stead of looking it fairly in the face. Under
the old measurement-system, builders ran no
risk of loss from any professional under-state-

ment of quantity of work : their lossc: lay

osually in the inadequacy of its price. That,

if quoted from an agreed schedule, tilled up
by themselves, was a matter under their own
control, and capable of future remedy. But
when the existing lump-system came into use,

the wildest confusion came in with it. Archi-

tects of reputation refused to receive lump
tenders based on anything short of proper
estimates in detail ; and as they themselves,

incapable of foreseeing the evils that have
supervened, neither issued bills of quantities

of their own, nor nominated surveyors to pre-

pare them, each builder had, at aheavy cost,

to call in and pay his own special surveyor,

and get up his tender as he best could. It

was a sad change for the worse as far as

builders were concerned, and after a few
years' trial it had to be abandoned. Gradu-
ally architects themselves got into the habit of

issuing the quantities ; and but for their own
want of courage, and their fatal recourse to

an ignoble compromise, the lump system
might have been satisfactory to every one, in-

stead of being, as we see it to-day, reduced to

an iindignitiea source of contention. There
was a difficulty, or " lion in the path." The
architects of the day failed to look it in the
face, and deal with it intelligently, as they
easily might have done. They simply put off

theeWIday, which now cannot be ignored
any longer. No succeeding body of architects

—not even the Institute—has retrieved the
false step ; but has, if anything, aggravated
the difficulty. The difficulty was, how to deal
with errors in admeasurement: no very great
difficulty, if we come now in 1870 to look at it

in the light thrown on it by that demand of
the London Builders' Society to have the
quantities bound up with the contract. It
might, and it should have been met in this
way. By prefixing to oui architects' quanti-
ties some such unmistakeable heading as
this :—

" These qaaiitilies have been taken out solely by
the architect, who believes them to be correct with-
in a margin <if per cent, on each item, and, if

DO, unalterable pro or con. Seeing, however, that
the contractor has had no fair hand in their com-
putation, but that, coutrariwise, they are, if any-
thing, likely to minify items in the interest of his
coumiittee, Baid architect quite intends to overhaul
them at completion of works, and certify for all
ascertained errors of want or of excess beyond the
said margin, as the case may require."

Instead of a plain-dealing clause like that,
which would have satisfied every equitable
client and contractor, we quantity-takingarchi-
tects turned our ignoble tails to the difficulty

;

clean shirked the question of infallibility, and
threw it, with some some such clause as this, on
the contractors

; abdicating our essential func-
tions as equity-judges-in-contract, and assum-
ing the poor position of simple partisans in the
soleinterestofour clients,—absolutely unfrock-
ing ounelves, in fact ; and this at the invita-
tion of no one in particular :—
"These quantities are assumed to be correct;

bat the eontractor is himsulf to see to their ac-
coracy ; as no alteration wiU ba made in his con-
tract unoant in event of any error therein being,
after ill sife-niag, discovered."

This latter kind of clause lias, we think, dis-
appeared in the metropolis ; but, if we mis-
take not, it still flourishes in provincial towns.

In London, as we have seen, architects don't,

as a rule, take out even their own quantities.

Theynominate surveyors to do it, but won't be

responsible for what they do. Finally, as we
have already shown, parochial Boards and other
committees have taken to nominating the

surN'eyors on the same principle—or want of

principle—that of absolute repudiation of the

sufficiency of their own documents. In these

hard times there are not too many building-

sur\'eyor8 who, even when paid the whole of

their orthodox 2i per cent., can draw a cheque

for (say) the omitted wing of an asylum. How
then are contractors to extract cheques in such

cases from poorer professional men, whom the

Metropolitan parochial Boards are creating by
a beggarly "remuneration" of some J per cent.?

What with the contractors who ought not,

the surveyors who cannot, and the parochial

Boards and their architects who will not be

responsible for the quantities, it may be fairly

said that the lump system has come at last to

a dead lock. Perhaps the sooner it comes to

an end the better for every one connected with

the building trade. In London it cannot go

on much longer. Here, owing to the unwise
bye-laws of the Institute, many architects leave

all measuring and estimating to independent

surveyors. Many of its architects are wholly
unable to measure artificers' work at all,

much less prepare their own quantities.

These gentlemen cannot all at once reti-ieve

the original false step of their predecessors of

some thirty years ago. They must submit to

see the lump system, which they might and
ought to have administered satisfactorily, go
to the wall : for the public—notably the
workliouse boards—will never sanction either

the use of the arbitration clause or the bind-

ing up of mere contractors' quantities with
the specification. London builuers are not to

blame for this, nor are the surveyors. It is

the fault of the architects, who, to reverse the

language of Lord Derby, have got the lump
system into a " muddle," from sheer indisposi-

tion to assert their unquestionable right to
" meddle " with this quantities question. It

is the professional question of the day. Let
us openly discuss and deal fairly with it—we
architects at least, who do not quite repudiate

the adjustment of tenders, day-bills, and
balance-sheets.

The request of the London builders to have
the quantities bound up with the specification

is a very natural one ; and while it is plain, if

these documents are to be prepared by inde-

pendent surveyors, committees will never
accede to the proposal, we think it only right

that, where they have been issued (as in the

provinces) by their own agent, the architect,

the quantities should form part of the contract.

There is not a more respectable class than that

of the London building-surveyors ; but at pre-

sent the attitude of the public and of their

architects towards them is too antagonistic to

warrant the hope of their quantities being
quietly annexed to a specification. In London
at least we fancy we can foresee a far better

field for their intelligent service of the build-
ing public than is now afforded them for the
issue of quantities, for which no one will

be responsible, and for which no one as it

seems, will any longer pay an honest price.

As matters are now being managed it is hardly
worth a surveyor's while to undertake a bill

of quantities, so full of risk and worry and
gambling is the lump-contract system. "We
will conclude by suggesting a substitute for

it, with a brief glance at some professional

wants it would supply, and some special evils

of the existing system, which we cannot help
thinking it would quite remove, and so make
building operations more respectable than they
now are. Our suggestion, such as it is, is

based on the old-fashioned idea that an
architect ought not to (as some suppose) act as

a mere cunning jackal to his client any more
than, as that odious thing, a partisan of the
contractor ; but that in the words ol

the Council of the Institute,* "he is ex-

• See BuiLDiNa Nnws, p«ge 318, " General Headings
(or Clauses oi Contract."

pec ted to exercise a just and fair judgment
between the twoparties." Let us try if we can
to again set up little equity courts in our archi-
tects' offices, to inspire confidence in the minds
of sterling tradesmen who enter them ; and
to, if we don't get it, at least deserve the respect
of all fair-dealing clients, the only men worth
conciliating. This can only be done by as-

suming, on the commencement of a contract,
that, by our efforts to afford fair play to both
client and builder, no one need be put to the
delay, the worry, and the cost of an arbitration.
Let us shut our eyes, as well as we can, to the
possibility of such an evU ; yet let our own
office adjudication of our contracts be so com-
plete in all its documents—so easy to trace

—

tliat if an arbitration should be called for,

the whole arcana of the transaction, em-
bodied in the bills of quantities and ad-
measurements, with all their details, can be
culled from our own archives—our own pigeon-
holes—and laid in black and white as author-
ised documents before the referee. As matters
are now conducted we act on the very reverse
of this principle—nay, we set up painted
cabinets* in our studios, with such innocent
things as contracts, measuiiug and valuing,
arbitration, specifications, and extras, de-
picted thereon, for our own especial terror, as
" hideous " monsters, monsters " with a rule,"

and we know not what else ! They are all

terrible matters intheirway,andsadly prosaic;

but, if architects are all to indulge in this

over-refined luxury of the fear of them, who
on earth is to deal with tliese " gorgons and
chimeras dire "; and what's to become of the

clients ?

But the " substitute " for lump-contracts

:

well, we propose to do away altogether with
irrevocable mysterious quantities which are

for no one but the contractor and his surveyor
to see, and which it is naughty for som e

architects to even talk about. Let quantities

be taken out as now, whether by surveyors or

by architects it matters notf to the scheme.

Let only a moderate fee be paid for them—

a

percentage as now, but proportioned to the

mere professional odium (not pecuniary
liability) incurred by inaccuracy. Let the

dimensions and abstract of these quantities be
lodged in the architect's office for the use of

his drawing-clerks in preparing detail draw-
ings. Let the tenders be submitted as now ;

and by all means let the architect price out

(or get a surveyor to price out) a bill of quan-
tities to be sent in with the rest of the ten-

ders : this will be his estimate of the cost, for

the client to quote for all time—instead of

some fancy sum which he and his architect

might have talked of while the preparatory

sketches were being discussed. Let the client,

if he hesitates to proceed and wishes to throw
up his project, pay the fee for the quantities

(not to be used) which, as they then involve

no responsibility at all, had best be divided

between the surveyor and the lowest con-

tractor, as may be easily arranged. Let the

client, if he elects to proceed, quite under-

stand the accepted tender is to be the basis of

not a lump-contract but a lump-estimate,

whose bill of quantities with its prices is then

and there to be given up to the architect, to

overlook as free from obvious error or

" cooking " of prices ; and if he, the architect,

is satisfied with it, let the work proceed on the

prices or charges for separate items. Let the

gross amount be divided into instalments for

certificate, payable in two, three, or four

weeks (according to amount) after work has

arrived to prescribed stages (to give time for

careful admeasurement of the work at the con-

tract prices), and let the architect (if work has

satisfactorily proceeded beyond that stage, so

as to aft'ord him fair security) certify for pay-

ment of the whole sum, the client bearing one

moiety of the measuring fee, added into the

amount of instalment, and the contractor

* See BuiLDiKo News, page 854.

t It matters not to the ncheme, but., wherever it is at all

practicablo, tho ciuautitiea ought, 1 tiiiiik, to be taken out

by tba perijoa who best understands the drawings and
specification, is likely to draw out the details and to sun-T-

vise the execu ion of the work—the architect, in fact.—S S.
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(unless his surveyor has done hall' the work)
paying the other moiety : there is no reason

whatever why the contractor should not by
himself or his surveyor assist in the prepara-

tion of these measurements for certificate :

they would save the architect an infinity of

anxiety, as to what were or were not safe

amounts to certify on account, with much
misunderstanding between himself and his

contractor on a very fruitful subject of con-

tention. In this way let the proper sum due
for each instalment be ascertained and (if he
have not himself personally ascertained it) be
laid before the architect for certificate, even
to the preparation of the final account, subject

as now to the drawback of a reserved

balance. In this way we propose to get rid

of balance-sheets and of questions of extras

and omissions altogether. As to works
avowedly or fabulously added by the client,

the architect might, if he preferred it, have
them measured up in a separate "black book,"
to show how guiltless he is of them. If he be
wise he will let these " additions " go into the
general account ; for clients who have to draw
cheques for these extravagances don't like to

be reminded of their origin. It is best for the
architect to stand godfather for the whole
cost ; and indeed by the scheme we are sug-
gesting the usual wrangle about these
questions of individual culpability would dis-

appear, for it usually has its origin, not in
the heaviness but in the unexpectedness of the
builder's claim.

This, roughly stated, is our humble sugges-
tion lor a substitute for the lump-contract
system. It may, for aught we at present
know, be fraught with evU; but with very
long experience of building-disputes and arbi-

trations, we are unable to foresee it. Let us
take a review of the proposal, and endeavour
to consider how it would most likely affect

the four classes of grumblers at the existing

system—the clients, the contractors, the
architects, and the building-surveyors.
The client would be deprived of his defini-

tive lump-contract, which, if it were ever
really reliable, would be fatal to the entire
scheme. But it is, as we have already shown,
quite illusory. A client now never knows
what a building erected by lump-contract may
ultimately amount to. By our proposal he
would infallibly see, instalment by instalment,
how far his building was likely to exceed the
original tendered estimate. He could pull
his architect up, to use a driver's phrase, at

once ; and no architect, seeing his client's in-

disposition to pooh-pooh large augmentations
of the early instalments stipulated for in the
" lump estimate," would dare to go on in-

creasing them. A parochial architect would
take care to steer uncommonly close to the
wind ; he might possibly get over the " scrim-
mage" that would ensue on the superimpo-
sition of £100 or so on a first instalment ; but
he'd take care it was not tried upon a second
one. As to the cost of the quantities, and of
surveyor's fees for measuring, these would if

anything, be lighter than they now are ; while
the services, as we could easily explain,
would be far more valuable than they now
can be. There would be no getting in of ex-
cessive tenders and having, per fas aiU nejas, to

cut them down to somebody's sure loss ; nor
would work have to be " scamped " to meet
blunders made in the original tender—an evil
which clients are now often complaining of.

Clients don't want bad work ; and when they
get it are the very last people to felicitate

themselves on having got it for a small sum.
The contractor would be greatly benefited

by the change. He would have no anxiety
about surveyor's computations, or architects'

arbitrary repudiation of his claims for work
honestly done. There would be little or no
inducement for him and the architect to be,
a« now,^ wrangling " all through the job "

about his over-drawing his money or wliat
was to be done about his day-bills. He
would, in fact, have few if any day-bills to pro-
duce, as the periodical admeasurements would
reduce his claims as nearly as possible to mere

" measure and value " by the ratio prices of

his lumjj-estimate.

The architect, with or without a surveyor
" to see fair" on his behalf, would simply
draw out what he felt was needed with all

latest improved ideas. Alterations would not,

as now, necessarily involve " extras." His
position towards both client and builder

would be materially improved. He would, of

course, share in all the advantages predicated

for the client. He of all men would rejoice

to have got rid of extras and day-bills—day-
bills that lie for months on his desk untoiiclied,

because unintelligible and beyond control,

and which can only be in the end sullenly

passed or savagely repudiated in toto. If

there is a skeleton in an architect's closet, or
" a monster," without " rule," to be added to

his "painted cabinet," it is surely a day-bill

!

The building-surveyor, who is now a

grievous sufferer by -the existing system of

gambling with brick and mortar, would be
left to the quiet pursuit of his profession, with

a certainty of being paid for whatever he
measured. Now he too often takes out

quantities for nine out of ten contractors who
" go-in " for a conti-act ; it is taken by the

tenth man, who has taken out his own, and
the surveyor gets nothing, which is a scandal

:

or he takes out the quantities, the job
doesn't go on, and he is left to his remedy at

law against the architect or the committee
who employed him. His calling is anything
but a satisfactory one ; and we have already

seen how its shortcomings have been aggra-

vated by the Local Boards. Our system of

tentative lump-estimates would at once re-

lieve him of these irregularities ; and, indeed,

the oflice of building-surveyor to a non-
measuring-architect in large practice would
be an enviable one, in high esteem, as it

should be.

The foregoing are a few of what appear
likely results of the change suggested. 'That

they would be popular with every class of

client, contractor, architect, and surveyor, we
will not maintain. We have thought the

matter over very carefully, and with a very
sincere desire to see building operations,

where architects and surveyors are concerned,

conducted on a more satisfactory principle,

without, if it be avoidable, the cumbrous
machinery of guaranteed quantities and arbi-

tration; and we would gladly see the strictures

of our readers, if any, directed to the same
end. Why should we pay for guaranteed
quantities to meet the remediable evil of

money having got into John's pocket instead

of Joseph's ; or incur the delay, the bother,

and the cost of arbitrations, when the public
has not ' even the disposition to pay for archi-

tects and surveyors, who might, if it makes
proper use of them, save all further worry
and expense ?

ARCHITECTS AND THE LAW.
(C05IMUNICATED.)

" 'Twill bo rccordwl for a precedent,
And many an error by the same example
Will rush into the state."

Merchant of Venice.

THE case of Ebdy v. McGowan, on which
we offered some remarks to our readers

on July 8 last, has again come before the
courts, and resulted in a further decision of no
ordinary importance to the architectural pro-

fession. It will be remembered that when
that case was tried, the question as to the
ownership of architects' drawings turned up
in it, and leave was given to the defendant's

counsel to move for a reduction of the verdict,

if the full court should be of opinion that the

alleged custom of the profession of retaining

the drawings was not-sufticiently established,

or else to be considered tmreasonable. Ac-
cordingly the question was argued last week
on both sides, resulting in a decision, first to

the eft'ect that the custom was not sulficiently

proved (the evidence on it being contradic-

tory), and secondly, that even if proved, it was
so unreasonable that the court could not

recognise it, unless imported into a contract by
special stipulation. 'This decision practically

settles Mr. Barry's case as well, and in fact, so

completely upsets the principle sought to be
maintained uy the profession, that the
Timca takes occasion from it to sing an lo
paan of triumph over its discomfiture, with
special reference to the " genteel trades-
union " known as the Koyal Institute of
British Architects, which comes in for no
ordinary share of reprobation in the columns
of the " Thunderer." We rather think the
Institute has honestly earned a little of public
contempt, though, as will presently appear,
on difl'erent grounds from those put forward
by the Timen ; but we cannot look on the de-
cision as anything but most unfortunate, and
while compelled for the present to accept it,

do so under protest, believing that it is

neither in accordance witha just view of the
facts, nor with those principles of reason and
common sense which are generally recognised
in our common law.

In our previous articles on this subject we
have always held, and still hola, to the view
that all contracts between an architect and
his employer must be considered to be go-
verned by the usage of the profession, if that
usage be fully proved, and be not in itself

illegal or unreasonable. We have fully
pointed out, how^ever, that the danger was
that whenever a question of usage came to be
discussed architects would always be found
ready and wUling to swear flatly against each
other on the subject, and therefore the first

element, the proof of the usage, would bewant-
ing. Although the Institute has put forward
an authoritative statement of the usage, yet
in more than one instance its members have
not scrupled to give evidence directly contrary
to it, and this glaring disloyalty, so far from
being at once investigated and properly dealt

with, has been passed over as of no conse-

quence. The Institute, in fact, while attempt-
ing by various resolutions and protests to in-

fluence the public and the Government, who
do not care a rush for it or its rules, has utterly

neglected the more obvious duty of calling its

own members to account for violations of
what, at any rate, they have bound themselves
to adhere to. So far, therefore,we do not^'grudge

the Institute a share of public odium, not be-
cause we object to the principles it has
sought to maintain, but because it has not
shown proper firmness and consistency in

maintaining them.
The little reliance to be placed on the

esprit du corps among architects seems to have
been fully appreciated by Mr. Baron Bram-
well, who in reply to counsel's suggestion that

a client who would not conform to professional

usage would get no architect to act for him,
retorted " He would get plenty." The learned
Baron seems to have much the same view
about architects as the late Daniel O'Connell
expressed about his countrymen, " If you
want to roast one you will get another to turn
the spit." Architects, in his opinion, are such
a miserable, hungry crew, that to get work
they are ready to do it on any terms or on no
terms, and do any amount of dirty work to

spite each other. And, indeed, humiliating

as this opinion is, there is too much founda-
tion given for itbv the readiness with which,

in this case and others, architects of standing

are found ready to aid in resisting the just

claims of brother architects, founded on what
should be regarded as unquestionable profes-

sional usage.

So far, then, as the failure of proof of

usage in this case is concerned, we think it is

clearly to be placed to the credit of the archi-

tect who appeared as evidence for the defen-

dant, notwithstanding that the same gentleman
had but just before written a letter to the

Institute declaring his unwavering adhesion
to its published views. T/e are aware that it

has been attempted in these pages to apologise

for this, on the ground that a distinction

existed between drawings for which the archi-

tect charges 2i per cent, and those for which,

with the superintendence, he gets 5 per cent.
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BiAt Uu» i* «inip y hairsplitting, and evidently

would not weijju for a mouieut with the

jitigM ia the preaent case ; for, as the Chief

^uaa (Murked, if a client was entitled to

k«^ tb« plan* for 8i per cent, he would a

Jmiuri be entiUed to keep them when he had

paid twioe a* muoh. The pandlel he adduced

w to HI attorney and the papers left with hiiu

pointed to the <ame conclusion ; so that

tbo^g^ thetv may be differences in detail,

then 1* none in principle, between this case

aad Mr. Barry's ; or, indeed, that of any

aichitect whose client may call upon him at

any atage of a buuneaa, or at its completion,

to deliver op the documents.

But vnm rappoaing the usage to hare l^en

(m it M^ht) folly and incontrorertibly proved,

the Judgaa of the Court of Exchequer have

taken it on them to pronounce it unreason-

able, and therefore not to he recognised.

And here, with all respect to their learning,

we jcttn issue with them, and maintain that

their decision aigties a deplorable amount of

ty^T^"^ as to all architectural matters.

Indeed, the expression* made use of by Barons

JBnmwell and Pigott are so intemperate, and
.^i^lay such strong prejudice and impatience,

ae to give xa a firm confidence that their

denieinn would not hold if the case were

narrieJ faefori a hii;ber and calmer tribunal,

as it may yet be. '' The usage," said Baron
BfiBwdl, " now set up was impossible and
perfectly suicidaL It only need be stated to

show it did not exist It no sooner came into

existence than it cut its throat {tic) by ita

absarditr." Is this language becoming the
jodieial bench of England ] We boldly assert

that it is not ; and we fiirther maintain that

reasoa, justice, and fair play, a^ well as usage,

•le all w favour of the architects' side in this

question, and against the doctrine now set up
with such high sanction, that an architect is

bound to deliver over his drawings as goods
acdd and delivered, and is to be liable to be
dismissed or suposeded at any stage of a
work at the upnce of the client

As to the stock argument of the quidproguo,
or "nothing fjr your money," th»re are plenty
of iastaneca in which the same thing occurs,
witboot being held up as " absurd, ridiculous,

Jec," a* in thu case. If a servant or employe
be diewiii^ the day after he has been em-
jiofti, we all know he has to be paid his full

qoartac's^ or nerh^M year's salary ; and then,
too, the employer gets no quid pro quo. If a
eoonael be retained with a heavy fee on his
brie^ and the case be settled immediately
after, he keeps the fee and the client " gets
aothing for his money ;' but an architect
having done half his work honestly and well,
and being quite ready to do the other half, is

to be ommanlr dismissed, and required to
haad over his deaigns, to be put into other
heads, lest, forsooth, the poor client should
get " nothing for his money." To " such com-
plesioo have we come at last" through the
apithy of the Institute, the unfaithfulness of
individual members, and the popular preju-
dices of the judicial bench.

However, there is one aspect of the matter
in which we can nearly agree with Mr. Baron
Bnunwell, and his echo in the Time*,—" The
case is not so important as governing the
fatore, because people could make their own
baigains with respea to the poeaesuoa of the
plana." It is of some importance as r^ards
the fittore, because in a great many cases no
Iwgain will be made, and every architect inKb cases will be liable to W called upun to
deliver op his plans, tmtil some other decluon
reveiae* this. Till then, we earnestly advise
all aichitecu to make their terms clear and
pneise with ihiir clients, and put this 7)oint
beyond a question. A few words added to
the present Institute scale, and that scale
Blade the basU of agreement, or a few lints
introdneed into the daosea of the building
contract, wouU soon supply the "special
rtipulation" wanting in the present case.
For our own part, we think it would be rea-
seoabU enough to provide that a client should
get copies of the plans if he wLbhes for them

;

but these should be charged for independently

of the 5 per cent (which never hitherto in-

cluded them) ; and it should also be stipulated

that the drawiugs should not be used for any

other works without the consent of the archi-

tect, or an additional percentage for their re-

use. If every client who has built a house

would only take a fancy to get a complete set

of drawings of it for record or reference, we,

as architects, would be happy to furnish them
on these terms ; and this would give extensive

employment to our draughtsmen—a class of

men, to judge by their advertisements, rather

in need of it at the present dull season.

SOMETHING WRONG WITH "THE
INSTITUTE."

THE Royal Institute of British Architects,

according to the recent address of its

president, Mr. T. H. Wyatt, consists of 518
professional members, more than half of whom
(275 Fellows) u>ay be deemed " established

"

architects of seven years' standing. In addi-

tion to these gentlemen, representing, as far

as the Institute is concerned, the entire body
of "British" Architects, metropolitan and
provincial (not to say also Caledonian), there

are affiliated to the Institute no fewer than

106 members, who are not British architects

at aU. Some of them are, indeed foreign

architects ; but the rest of the whole IOC, to

use Mr. Wyatt's words, is made up of " men,
eminent for their works or scientific acquire-

ments, not being British architects, or con-

nected with any branch of building as a trade

or business, and resident in the United King-
dom,"—dummies, in fact, of whom. we need
take no accoimt in what we are gmng to say.

It is that, in the words of the president,*
" This is not a very satisfactory result " of a
Royal Charter to British Architects, coeval,

as nearly as we can remember, vnih. the

Reform Bill of old King William IV. Let us
quote Mr. Wyatt again. He says :

—

" The Institate, consisting of G'21 members, was
foonded for the general advaucRment of civil archi-

tectore, and for promoting and facilitating the ac-
quirement of the knowledge of the varions arts and
Kciencee connected therewith. The Architectural
Association comdsts of 550 members, engaged pro-
fessionally in the study or practice of architectare,
and of those interested in the various arts and
sciences connected therewith."

And he proceeds to show that,during the past
year, the numerical progression of the Insti-

tute has been restricted to ten Fellows and two
Associates—an increase of only a dozen pro-
fessionals—while " in the last year 103 new
members have Joined the Association."

Surely there is here some grievous anomaly
to be rectified. There are hundreds on
hundreds of English architects who ought to
be got into the fold of the Institute ; and
something should be at once done, if the In-
stitute is to maintain its *' British " entity.
Usually in cases of the kind we learn that
the failure is owing to " want of funds ;" but
happily (or tiuhappily) this is not the case
with the Institute. Its income last year was
£1,952, out of which somehow (ia coffee and
conversazioni most bkely) it contrived to
spend £l,H\'.i, leaving only a balance of £133.
Cannot the Institute contrive to lay out a
little less of its income, and to get in by hook
or by crook some more "British architects

?'

The thing most be done, for year after year
we observe this sort of atrophy going on ; and
the Institute lapsing worse and worse into the
condition of a respectable London club ; which
is a pity. How can a small society like this
hope to dictate, as it seeks to do, and ought to
do, to the vast brotherhood of English archi-
tects scattered over the metropolis and the
provinces ? There are in London alone, ac-
cording to the Post-Oflice Directory for 1870,
more than thrice as many practising architects
as the Institute has of Fellows "all over Great
Britain ,-" and to these we must add the vast
number of provincial architects, many of them

• Bm Addna of Fiaidaiit, Bcilouo Haws, psg* 354.

men of eminence and in very large practice.

Cannot thcise be got to Join the Institute ? If
they cannot there is something absolutely
rotten in its constitution ; and the chvter it

has held for some forty years had best be
withdrawn. We write in the interests of the
entire profession ; and with a sincere wish to

see the Institute take altogether higher ground
than, according to Mr. Wyatt's statistics, it

seems at all likely to do under its existing
regime. It is not a mere question ofcomparison
—a very unfavourable one—with the Architec-
tural Association, but with its own ostensible

aim and mission, as indicated by the very
ambitious name it has for these forty years as-

sumed—" The Royal Institute of British Archi-
tecU "—that makes it, as it were, a public cor-

poration for every English architect to sit in
judgment upon. It is the province of the
architectural journals to comment on anoma-
lies such as those so candidly exposed in the
late address of the President, and we trust

the Council of the Institute will recognise the
necessity of dealing with them. Here is the
profession of English architects passing through
a severe crisis (witness the attitude of the
Office of Works, and the recent judgment of
the Lord Chief Baron), and of agi;regated

British architects to deal with it, nothing
to show for our Royal Charter but a paltry

muster of two hundred and seventy-five

practising architects of seven yeara' standing.

W. Y.

THE NEW BRITISH INSTITUTION.

SATURDAY, the 19th, saw the birth of yet

another water-coloor exhibition, an cxhibi-

bition promoted by the same members who last

spring brought before the pabUc a collection of

pietnres purporting to take the place of the

annnal gathering at the British Institntion. This

modem Elisha now comes before ns with a largo

number of watcr-eolonr sketches and drawings of

average merit, chieSy by artists whose names arc

at present but little known to as. In these days

of nniveiBal art edncatiou, a large nnmber or

painters spring np ; yomig men, and indeed young

women also, who having a sort ot taste, or what

is called taste for art, and having obtained a

somewhat saperticial knowledge ot drawing, and

a few months' experience in the way of patting

colour on paper from a neighbouring art training

school, or if in London, from one <^ the many
places where the elements of the art are taught,

sally forth over the country with the warm
weather to set up, so to speak, for themselves,

the result in the antamn exhibitions being a large

nnmber of very carefully finished and stippled-up

landscapes, done on receipt at once laborionsly

and quickly all np toja certain mark of excellence,

mral in feeling, bright in eolonr, without indi-

viduality, witlwnt glaring fsolts, and all calcu-

lated to draw forth from the nnmber of sympa-
thetic ladies with art proclivities who freqnent

sotdi exhibitions their uiinal candid and cxhans-

tive criticism, "How very pretty!" Let it bo

clearly nndergtood we do not condemn this method
of proceeding, for out of the many who thus care-

lessly take np art for a profession, some Claude

or Titian, Ponssin or Turner, may be evolved.

The qrestioH really is,, whether young artists

arc doing the best for themselves by this eaay

way of CAming before the pablie, whether they
may not be too soon satisfied with iheir pretty

litlW pictures, and, by contenting themselvea

with small profits and quick returns, nnfit them-
selves for the higher ranges of art, and reel npoa
producing what is pretty—to the exolnaion o£

tryiag after what is great. The enormous de-

mand there is at the present time for worii of this

kind is very nndermining to the morale of a young
,

artist, and a great inducement to many young
men to enter more and more into the bnsineas,

we cannot say the art, of prodncing pretty land-

scapes. But we are digressing from our sobXect,

and will return to our prooar field—the discnssioa

of the pictures before us. The places of haaonr^

in the gallery are consecrated to the works
royalty, which havingbeso given for the

]

of charity, are exempt (torn criticism.
" The Keeper's Cottage;* byA MacCaflnm, is

vecy woolly in textore, and-the fotegroond,lhoogh

oi naaaaT
works t^M
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it is inteBded to be a rainy li?;-, r,f imch too

sponge a cliaTacter. There i« ^eat^r merit in

this painter's larger work. No. 234, " Cotlars,

Chiswick," the red evening light gradoally living

down belund a giant tree. The cattle in No. H.

" k Scene near Oban," are painted with Mr.
Brittan Willis's osoal power and finish. No. lo,

" Lingering Light," by W. G. Hooper, is a re-

markable evidence of the wisdom of tbo old

painter's adage, " Tmth is not always to be
adopted," as, thongh the effect is given with strik-

ing leality, the imbject itself is a very ngly

one, and devoid of natural grace ; why the trees

stand ont from the sky as if they were made of

cnt paper, and yet we have notaeed more than
once this particnlar effect in nature. In No. 30,
" Evening," by F. Williamson, the sheep are

cleverly painted. Mr. W. Crane sends two of

his peculiar landscapes. No. .S2, " After Sunset,"
and No. 43, " The Hill Side." He may well

call it after sunset, for in his landscapes tke son
never does shine. This defect is, however, some-
what atoned for by the really poetical and
artistic feeling which this painter has for the
gloomy in Nature. In No. o2, the foremost tree

relwres badly off the more distant one, and gives

a blotted effect. In the " Hill Path," a maiden
dressed in a rich crimson gown, seems watching
with interest the contortions of a little demon,
apparently intended by the artist for her lover.

No. 77, " Sir Pandolfo," by H. Wallis, is an excel-

lent bit of colour ; the warm lights in the marble
seat are truthfully rendered, as is also the rich
shade of Sir Pandolfo's' dress ; on the right-hand
side a pretty little Italian flower-giri timidly ap-
proaches. No. 62, "A Surrey Lane," by E. A.
Waterlow, is a rather poor imitation ot those
scenes so cleverly painted by Warren. No. 88,
" Blue Passage," by B. S. SUnhope, is excellent

in colour, thongh the figure is ont of drawing.
ib. Gilbert's landscape, " Now Fades the Twi-
light on the Glimmering Scene," is painted with
an excellent intention. The eoiaax is good, and
the efiieet of the rising erenng mist well gireo.

There is also nmeh trath in tlM pale green even-
ing dcy, while the warmer lijdits on the broken
grassy foreground are gracefoily touched in.

Ko. 5*2, "A showery Day near Bolton Abbey,"
by H. A. Harper, ia good and Cox-Uke in cAeet

;

and No. 89,;." A Gr^ Day on the Kennett," ty
J. H. Leciuird, also deserves attentian. This
artist has several meritorious works in the Exhi-
bitioo. No. 136, "Embroidering the Baefen,"
Igr C. P. Sloeombe, is a picture <rf mack preten-
&n, but the eokariog isomde and inhatnumioaB,
and we cannot mj maeh tar the Iwaaty of
Hnbbs's three aisten. "At Bay," No. 148,
by W. J. Hnekfey, is boldly and well painted,
and the eolonrisg is harmonious ; the man at bay
seems to be twMing his gnn in rather an »iik-

ward way. There ia maeh feeling and nice taste
in Mr. W. B. Scott's picture. No. 1S2, " Lart
March of £ing Edward L," but the want td
power in the drawingiliroa^iont mazs the whole
woric What can hare indneed the committee to
^aee neh a wretched work as " Joaa of Are,"
by J. It. JopKng, No. 145, in saA a promioeDt
positien? The armour is atroeionsly painted.
No. 1C5, " A Breton Scribe," by J. Ifidne, it

wen worth attention; the face of Oe eU naa ia

eapitallT given. No. 173, ' La EWmifledaTnae-
Twear" ia good in action and inteseating from
tbc events at the day, but it is aadly degiamt ia
ooionr; the artist, ]&. A. J. YeilioeveB Ball, has
•Bother and a better work in the gUlefX, No. 9S6,
-'Bebeaning for P^a'a Birthday." No. 180,
" Cleve SGD," by iEss S. S. Wanen, is vigonivify
jisinted, thon^ it is perhaps a shade too Inown.
No. 133. "A^apaaftas UmbeHatoi," I7H. W.
Foster, ia a drndM piodaetign ; smdy Uboar
and time ar« both wasted in tUa ease. Mr. J. P.
Em^e senda a UgUy-ffanshed and clever little

IMtoBe, "The BeJIonn," No. 1S5. Amongtfae
many ttaj nynba sent bgr Mr. Frost to Urn
exhtKtini we pnfer No. 311, "An IneideBt fnm
Urn) Kasaaere <4 the Imoeeats." No. 2S1,
" Rve Minates^ Beace," by J. Hayllar," a stardy
little boy fallea adeep over his drum, is some-
what too hat in esloor. Na 277, " Clere 5CH,"
by E. F. ftiMtaall, la * cnrioaa Jnataatie of gool
colour and ai.b finish, esatoad with an eotin»
ahoenee of I^ and aha^ Mr. Gale's littk
wotk on the screen. No. 335, "The four iDm
EeBwigses takiac their Rnt Freoeh LessoD, ' is
fun of ckamcter, bat we ccitaiBly cannot a^ec
withHts. Kenw^ that they are too beantifol to
Kve ; the losdy MnsWrna is, on the eontzazy, the
perfection of apneas. No. 303. "Tilla Bar-
glieae. Borne," and No. 3i8, "Noiemberg ont-
tide the Walla," are 3Ir. Dosaldara's best wcdks

in the Exhibition, and are both marked with this

artist's gnat feeling for colour and his usual

ability in the mode of painting. No. 355, " The
Exile," by C. G. Lawson, is clever and very care-

fully painted, thongh periiaps a little too highly

finished. There is also mnch merit in No. 380,
" Farmysnl near Cookham," by J. Barker. No.
325, by H. Wilkinson, is good in tma and in its

appreciation of evening li^t. No. 308, " Moon-
rise," by J. H. Leonard, in which the moonlight

is really well felt ; No. 343, " Cookham Common,"
by J. Parker; No. 358, " At Bmseldon," by D.
Law; No. 327, " The Biver Mole, near Leather-

head," hy W. Kiimpel, all deserve attention and
are worth stodying, and call for a longer notice,

but as this is impossible, we aast reqneat onr
readers to go and ciiticiBe for themaetTas.

EBDY T. M'GOWAN.

IN our last number we gave a report of this

trial, which has excited such general interest

to have formed the text for a leading article in

the Timet. Bein^, however, of still greater in-

terest to the profesaiim than to the public, vre

propose to give some calm consideration to it.

We say liiat the matter in diqntte is of greater

interest to the profeasion than to the public ad-

visedly, for the latter have taken it np simply

upon abstract principles of what appears, from

their aide of the question, to be jnstiee. They

are claiming the drawings, not because they

want them, but because they think they ought to

have them- If they got them they would be often

oflittleor no use to them, and they would take no

eare of and soon lose them, except in some par-

tienlar eases ; and at any rate, they have done

without them very contentedly hitherto. Sneii

parti'^^tr eases may mainly be summed itp as

indnded in pnMie buildings. It eannot be denied

for amoment thatit isdediaide that aecnrate plans

useandre&reaee in safeeostody,otherthan the ori-
ginal azehitect's office, and no member of the pro-

fession could be so suicidal as to object to such re-

tention of a set of drawings of any public build-

ing ht may have erected. Architects only object

tint the cost of u additiraial set of piaaa to the

one winch irss made for their own use and the

tiaeiags tbey Be boond to a^^y to aaUe the

«<^ to be exaeoted ahoold he tbown qam them
aoA dedaeted from tlwir bjoo means exorbilaat

Xfaia is Mr. Bany's ease, and HBera from that

of Mr. Ebdy in beisg of infbntely leas importance,

for after all the eoat of an extra set of drawings
is not great in eoofniisan wiOi tlie remanaatian,
not imwi iriaiy alone but tiat mppehiaaaBf to

lepntatibn, wfaidtaasrabiteetRceiTeafroBsaeh
a walk aa the Hoasea ai Parliament. The
fmKmr haiiliihip in the eaae ot Mr. Barry is that

from ilie Ik laiiiil ma^ span Urn being novel he
has not been aUe toprspaaioch an additicaal

aetof draniuyaia nownqnzedbyaeoAoeof
wotka, and, ibmtltm, he k stripiied of all Oe
drawings io his passmtirnto Us yietoaa detri-

ment. Such a contiageney is, ho«ev«gr, ead^ to

be provided against hereafter, and withOe pie-

aent s^fianeca of fhotogia]AQr and lithsgnpfay

it is aa^ at smaS east—a cart irind probaUy
ay be laadn a poatian of Oo eontiaet—to pro-

vide as BMuy eofKa oftke plana aa vrill be needed
by employer, aidntect, bmtdet, and derk of

worka, ai^, we vrill add, the fibniiy of the Insti-

tute g< Architects and otiia paUie institntinns

wfaick oo^ to hare them Into the haiigaiB. As
regards a nnmeroas daaa of works, saeh as
rluiielies and aehoob, however, the want <rf any
paeper antbori^ into whose hands sadiasct of

diawings eonld he cntrasted, and the eertaiaty of

Ihctr aoom being lost forwant of a properjplaee to

keep them in, readers the question A mtle in-

terot to any one bat their arditeel, who must
keep eofita for his own ase and refetenee.

Aad it Toold appear that the arrMttrt, a^in,
has greater iatetest in the foOHalian of saeh
doemBeota than his private cfienta«aeang that

the writer ne«er remembers ever hating been
aslcedfor one, and a similar experience has been
deposed to by mmscrosa azchiteets in all parts oi

theeoontry.
At the same time it cannot be coosdeted aa

other tlma moat destraUe that the oaner of
mawnona ahoold paaseassakl pnscrve sofncsof
an drawings irineh can Onow light noon their

design, eoastraetioD, diaiaafle. See. AH that the
profession really seeks to maintaia is the right to

the copyright at their design, an<l to a fair rc-

moneratioo for the work demanded of tliem.

It is this question of copyright which, eomin;:;

more directly into Mr. Ebdy's case, makes it oi

more importance than Mr. Barry's, and we take
the opportunity of thanking Mr. Ebdy for having
so boldly, at his own east, aupported his view of

the interests of the profession.

We deeply regretted to see a sinr cast opon
him by a writer m a contemporary, as prejudicing

}Ir. Barry's chum by bringicg forward his own
" exceptional and insignificant " one at an ill-

chosen time.

That such a statement is incorrect, as well as

nngenerpus, we need only refer to that made by
Baron Bramwell, viz., " Where the building has
been completed and the employer had paid his

architect his 5 per cent., be Lad derived the

principal port of the beaeflt of his work, and
whether the architect ought in that case to deliver

up bis plans was another question."

Then, again, althouj^ the decision of the Judges
of the Court of Exchequer has been adverse to

the claim of Mr. Ebd^, the result of the trial has
not been so prejudicial as at first sight it wonld
appear, and at any rate the profession should

Imow the ground upon which it stands. To quote

again from Baron Bramwell, " Let an architect

say he intends to keep bis plans in any case, and
his employer will know how to act." It wis the

absence of a previous nndcrstandlog on the sub-

ject that, as tl^ law has been expuunded, lost Mr.
Ebdy his case. The remedy in future iriU be to

iasist npon a proper undeistandiag on the subject.
" Let the em^oyer," say we, " say he intends

to get his architect to design a work for him and
employ some <me else to carry |it ont, and the

architect will know what to do." He oagbt at

least to be at liberty to decline a comiussicm

iqwo sodi terms, sad not to be led on in the sop-

position that he is engaged in the usual manner,

and afterwards turned to the right about, and his

reputation injured as it must b^ by such a pro-

ceeding, wlum the virtoal contract between the

I parties was only half executed. When 3itr.

Seymour remarked that no architect would act

tar a client npon such terms, Mr. Baron Biam-
well's reply that "He would get plenty, and if not

,

let him do wiUtont one," was comic by its absur-

dity and ignoiance.

Suppose this ssme view to be token by the legal

mini! of kmdred arts, the learned judge might

say to an intendingnndaaerofa ^etaze or statoe

from an artist who dedaed to give np»»vutot
the bargain his i^i**-*'^ or models, that ne can

buy some other misdd psiiiting or scntpture in

the exhifaitioas. The advice, however, would be
' hardly coBa<ding. The Lord Chief Baran

instanced a case, which he consideied paialhl,

I of an attoney whose bill of costs had been paid

in a suit which hadcome to an end, and observed

that it would be absard to say fhat he conld in-

rist on ietainiii|;aie briefs and other p^cis when
demanded by Ins eUent.

I This is a point whidt deserves nmeh eonaioe-

istion, for we believe that in tmth it is ttmte

yaiaatj on the part of the I^al jnaleasion, lest

Oat of azdnteetsshooU he better off than their

own in this respect, whidi has prejudiced their

wwAnAt aoiast the eidm set npW the arehitee-

tazal jiiiifisaiiai A correspoBAent in another

eositempotazy, who signed himself "A Pazzledln-

dividnal," has, however, made some observations

so pertJatnt to this point that we win qaote some

of the queries he pate as being, in oar 0|*iiMi,fcr

more to tfao p<8ni raised hy Oat leaned ladce,

althood more periiaps with reference to Mr.

Bany's data than Mr. Ebdy's. " Is a sculptor

.~«ttU.l to retain the model from whieh be exe-

ciries a sistae which has becnnpreaaty designed

laracliait?" " If I aaler a piece of madunery

can I daim an wodEfav Aawings or models which

may have been prqared for tie us* of the work-

men in the manabetnre of the mne T' " If I

emplOT a s«£eitor to prepare a conveyance for

ttle tA-\itafa\j, can 1 demand of him the draft

copy?" "If Baron Bramwell, or any aOer

judge, givesJBdenwat against me in a eaaa^aad

I have 1 iiiiaa iiHj to pn- the coats, am I en-

titfed to deamaA Ae notes he takes oaheariag Oe

Thcoeaad otiher sadi qneatioes maynt he

asked and sfted with advantage. By baring

Bdscdthe aabiect Mr. Ebdy. has. however, tea
gooA and not laom, for even if the view taken hy

the yrafesshm he emmeona ia some n^oels,

what it leaDy seeks is simple jnstiee, to obtain

which ttst the present ibdr caly diaaee seems to
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be br BUikiog saeh » eoatraet with employers nt

th« oommeocMMnt aa ire aanout tliiuk with Mr.

BanaPiCott >> eitlMr " absnrvl or ridictilons,"

•al madi leas " impossiblo." J- !*• S.
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ox THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. Q. O. ZERFFI delivered Ma seventh

Itveturo on this subject in the Icotiire theatre

of the Soath Kensingtou Maseam, on Tuesday

•raaing Iwt. In ooutiuuiug his remarks on As-

symn and Babylonish art, tho lecturer said that

tba naeanbea of Layard, Loftns, Chnrohill,

Bouicher.and Lynch had convinced every archico-

logitt that the valley of the Euphrates and Tigris

had been the seat of a civilization and an original

art. ETsr; step taken on that ground pro.ed

that it had once been the centre of a mighty

n^^v^««l life. Though tho remains were but

scanty, wo still possessed sufficient to enable us

to fonn a oorreot appreciation of Assyrian, Chal-

dean, or Babylonish art. Tho hills of Wurka,
aboat IdO miles from Bagdad, were now tho-

rongUy explored. A square, surrounded by on

^urihf" wall, contained throe l,<trgo and several

^«««ll»T rains, with terraces, tho whole forming

one vast necropolis. In the interior were fouud

clay coffins in large numbers. These ruins were

now covered with a deposit of saltpetre, small

shells, and broken pottery. The quadrilateral

building was of onbnmt bricks, and was supported

at the funr comers by double pillars. The sur-

rounding hills seemed to indicate the former

existence of oonrtyards and secondary constrnc-

ions. The xiriucipal building must have towered

over the others in a pjTjmidal form. The south-

western front was covered with plaster of Paris,

in many places to tho depth of 2 Jin. This stucco

was as firm as ever, though upwards of 2,500

yean most have elapsed since it was laid on.

The construction resembled that of tho i>Ue or lake .

dwellings, and the ornamentation was a remark-
able imitation of woodwork. Most interesting

also were the geometrical patterns produced in

glased and baked clay. Clay walls with glazed
and eolonred coverings were found in several

Assyrian and Babylonish buildings. The mosaic
decoration in gUzed bricks ou tho walls of Wurka,
therefore, did not form a solitary instance of this
description of ornamentation. A peculiar low
wall was discovered at Wurka by Mr. Loftus,
•joslneted of pots pUced one upon tho other
in a horizontal position, with tho monchs
tamed outwards, giving to the whole tho form of
an honeycomb. Capitals in stucco were also
found expressing types of the Ionic and Corinthian
motives. In tho latter case, however, a human
6gan was pUced between tho leaves, which were
these of the palm instead of the acanthus. The
Tolnte of the Ionic t3rpe also resembled two
serpents drinking from a cup rather than tho
honis of tho nun. Warka must have been a
sacred barial-place, to judge from the thousands
of coffins found in tho rains. These coffins wore
of blunt green glazed clay, and imitated the
form of a body wrapped in swaddling-clothes,
thos plunly originating in tcxtiU art. On the
shims of the River Kabur was the artificial

mooad of Arbaa, which had been explored by
Layard. Here peculiar forms of sculpture had
been found, neither precisely Assyrian nor Baby-
lonish in style, but rather appertaining to some
period of transition. They were, to some extent,
important, as they much resembled tho first

European attempts in this branch of art. The
sinews and muscles in the men and animals were
UBch coarser and more ropelike than those in the
later Assyrian sculptures. It was rather difficult
to arrive at an exact idea of what architectural
su^erstructares had been in tliis primitive seat of
Asutic civilisation. There could bo no doubt that
the pUstaring of their wall) with clay and gypsum
absequeatly led to an ornamentation in these
plastic snbstances. In the first instance geo-
metneiU patterns had been used, and at a later
period intaglios and painted reliefs of men and
animals were introduced. The transition from
cloth wisppers to glazed clay coffins had not been
greater than that from woven wall tapestry to
an imitation of sach material on the walls them-
selves. 0/ tho piUars we knew little or nothing,
l.ut we might well assome that tho textile art of
Um CbaUuaos, as also their architectural and
tektonie forms, bore grest resemblaiico in their
later developments to those of Assyria and Persia,
for we found in the empire founded by Asshur
ud Xinns on the shores of the Tigris the same

feelings, motives, and forms, though in a

state of greater development, being, in fact, a

transition into the Early Greek, more especially

the Ionic style. The mounds ou the eastern

bank of the Tisris, of which there were three

(Khorsabad, Nimroud, and Kuyunjik), repre-

sented three palaces, which had all been within

the walls of the groat town of Nineveh. These

mounds resembled those of Chaldioa, having a

more or less squnre form. The principal featui-e

of Assyrian avchitecturo was tho terrace. Tho

arrangement was bare of all symmetry, though

tho principles of proportion and subordination of

colossal masses were observed with a kiml of re-

gularity. Tho apartments were long and coni-

dor-like : the walls being of air-dried bricks, and

of great thickness, covered with slabs of alabaster

There were few traces of independent supports,

such as columns or pillars. The arrangement of

the decoration was a close imitation of highly-

developed woven patterns conceived as largo en-

closing tapestries. The walls and flooring were

covered with tesselated work, and at the entrances

lions, griffins, &c., were represented. In theii'

paintings an old and a more recent style could be

distinguished. The ground in tho older style was

blue-greeu, that in the later either white or yellow-

ish. Tho ornamentation efjboth, though different

in style, -svas in all its motives and feelings taken

from textile art. It was, in fact, embroidery

painted. Palm branches, pomegranates, open or

closed lotus flowers, were the principal motives ia

the older stylo ; embroidery more tangibly ex-

pressed, as in rosettes, tassels, seams and buckles,

that in tho newer, together with a tendency to

architectural ornamentation in the cornices of

the walls. Both styles were distinguished by
strong black outlines, and a total absence of shad-

ing. Amongst the Assyrians wo found principles

ef decoration which far surpassed mere ornamen-
tation witli geometrical patterns. Having drawn
attention to tho diiferent styles to be observed

in tho clay paintings and the reliefs on stone, and
detailed the processes of baking and glazing the

clay. Dr. Zerffi proceeded to treat of the colours

used. Ho said, with refereucs to those of the

Babylonish tiles, that they had been analysed by
Dr. Percy and Sir Henry de la Beche, of the

Geological Institute. They found the yellow to

be an autimouiate of lead, coutniuing tin. This
mixture, thought to be a modem invention, was
now called NoapoUtau yellow, but is clearly shown
to have been known to the Assyi'ians, Babylo-
nians, and Egyptians. Tho white was an enamel
of oxide of tin. The invention of this colour was
attributed to the eighth or ninth century, was
lost, and again reintroduced by Lucca della

Robbia in the fifteenth century. Tho blue (which
was darker than the Egyjjtian) and the groeu
were pure oxide of copper mixed with lead, which
was added to liquefy the colour. The invention
of this mixture is, in histories of pottery, not
generally traced farther back than the twelfth or
thirteenth century. The red was a sub-oxide of

copper. In conclusion, the lecturer said that
Assyrian art was in direct connection with pre-
historic art, and was worthy of careful study. It

formed a link between the productions of the
savage, the nomad, and tho settled agriculturist.

It showed a very correct understanding of what
ornamental art should be. Assyrian architecture
was undoubtedly the first transition from wooden
construction. In examining Assyrian forms and
patterns with a proper degree of attention, the
student would supjjly himself with many new
motives and ideas, which would be highly useful
to him in his own works.

EDINBURGH ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION.

THE first ordinary meeting of tho present
session of this association was hold on Wed-

nesday week iu the rooms, 5, S. Andrew-square.
Mr. Thomas Boss, vice-president, occupied the
chair ; and after the election of several now
members, and tho usual preliminary business of
the meeting, tho president for the cui-rent year
(Mr. R. Morham, jun.) proceeded to read a paper
" On various Defective Internal Arrangements of
Dwellings." Ho introduced his subject by stat-
ing that it came under tho head of the strictly
•' useful,'' and had no claun to belong to that de-
partment of tho architect's work which may be
called the "artistic ;" and that though the sub-
ject was by no means a new one, the importance
of it had, notwithstauding all that had been said,
been much overlooked, and required to bo brought

under notice again and again. He then referred

at some length to the subject of the ventilation

of dwelling-houses, pointing out that, while it was
usual at the present day, in the case of most
public buildiugs, to make some provision for this

important luuction, in the case of dwelling-houses

it was most frequently quite overlooked, and
made to depend very much on the want of fitting

about doors .vid windows ; and then went ou to

show that it was not enough for the architect

that his employers were indifleront to such
matters, but that it was his duty in all cases to

endeavour to impress on them the duty of giving
efifect as far as possible to tho dictates of modern
scientific research, and that the mere indifTerence

to tho importance of proper ventilation was no
reason why it should not be pointed out by him
on all occasions as a very necessary thing. He
then i)rooeeded to remark on dark closets, and
rooms with borrowed lights— things which
would not be tolerated in country houses,
where there was plenty of fresh air, and
which ought, therefore, to be still less

so in town houses, where there is so much
greater demand on the air within a given space,

and that though perhaps not always avoidable,

they should be made use of as little as possible.

He next spoke of the frequent occurrence of water-
closets, either not ventilated at all or ventilated

into lobbies and staircases, but remarked with
satisfaction on recent police enactments on this

head. He then described two different kinds of

ventilating apparatus that have recently come
pretty extensively into use — the one being
Howarth's patent Archimedian screw ventilator,

the principle of which is indicated in its name ; the
other that invented by the late Mr. Gumming, of

Edinburgh, and introduced by him into numerous
privatodwellings and other buildings in town with
considerable success. The next subject referred

to was that of water supply, or rather the waste
of water, which he thought could most effectually

be checked by the use of meters, but admitted
that there were serious difficulties in the way of

their introduction. The question as to the best

land of water-tap, and the case which was tried

in the Sheriff Court a few years ago, wherein the
relative merits of the ground-plug and screw-
down principles were very fully discussed, were then
alluded to, and a portion of the evidence in that
case was quoted to show that in the towns of

Manchester and Norwich the introduction of the

screw-down tap had reduced the quantity required

per head per day from 38 or 40 gallons to from
13 to 15, which was fouud amply sufficient for

all domestic purposes. He lastly referred to the
treatment di-ains often receive both in their

formation and in their after usage, and suggested

that these should always bo laid under the close

inspection of a clerk of works, and that too much
care could not be inculcated on domestic servants

and others to refrain from using drains and soil-

pipes for tho purpose of getting rid of refuse

which they were never intended to convey ; and
he concluded by urging upon architects the duty
of sparing no pains with i-efcrence to this and the

other matters dealt with in his paper, from the

fact that, though not perhaps the most attractive

department of his work in an artistic point of

view, they were of very great importance for tho

comfort and well-being of the community ; and
that no opportunity should bo lost of impressing

on proprietors, and the public generally, but very

particularly on servants, who more than any one
have been benefited by the introduction of various

kinds of domestic apparatus, the duty and ex-

pediency of tho careful use of those appliances,

the very convenience of which often helps people

to forget the benefit they derive from them, and
to take liberties with them for which they are

not at all calculated, and which so frequently
result in the necessity for very expensive repairs,

which, but for such abuse, would have been
entirely avoided.

After some discussion, a vote of thanks was
awarded to Mr. Morham.

NEW THEATRES.
Belfast.—The old theatre in Belfast is about

to be pulled down and rebuilt. The new build-

ing will be considerably larger than its prede-

cessor, the site being greatly extended by the

purchase of adjoining property. Mr. Charles
Sherry is the architect.

Chklska.—The new theatre now in course of

erection iu Sloane-square, Chelsea, is to be called-

the Royal Court Theatre, and it will open in

January next. Mr. W. Emden is the architect.
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LAYING OUT OP CURVES. II.

THE inaccuracies atteDdant upon the

method anciently practised l)y all sur-

veyors, and still, we regret to say, piactised

by some, in laying out curves have been fully

laid before our readers in our last article.

Many of the errors connected with that system

are self-apparent, and the remainder are

plainly perceptible after a little investigation

and patient impartial scrutiny. It has been

shown that the determination of the springing

points could not be ascertained with any
degree of accuracy, or with that amount of

precision whidi always accompanies good

work, unless the tangents were continued to

the point of their common intersection, and
the angle of their inclination to one auother

measured with a theodolite or transit instru-

ment. Such a course is not practicable where
the knowledge of the surveyor is not equal

to the task of a trigonometrical field opera-

tion, and where the only instruments or ap-

pliances available are the chain, tape, and
ofl'set-staff. As the springing points, which
are the data for the commencement and end
of the curve, are not based upon a correct

determination, it is not surprising that the

intermediate points should be equally liable

to errors. From false premises sound con-

clusions can never be deduced. The object

of all profe.isional men engaged in fieldwork

is to reduce their main and tie lines, their off-

sets, and, in fact, all their measurements, to a
minimum. They are well aware that every

time the chain is stretched along the ground
there is an error introduced into the measure-
.ment, and infinitesimal though it may be.

it gradually augments even with the most
skilful management and dexterous manipu-
lation. What, then, must be the value of the

accumulation when carelessness and unscien-

tific treatment combine to enhance its pro-

portions ? Omitting all consideration of the

inaccurate position of the springing points,

ths number of lines that must of necessity be
introduced into the offiset methods, and the

<;ontinual shifting ot their direction, are fatal

to it. As a crucial test we submit the follow-

ing. Let tlie springing points of a long curve,

•say three-quarters of a mile in length, be
accurately determined by the method that

will be shortly described, or by any other

that fixes them to within Sin. of their mathe-
matical locus, and let it be attempted to start

the curve from the one, and by the method of

offsets, and bring it in right at the other.

The most experienced engineer or surveyor
•could not make it " close," not after repeatep

attempts and upon level ground. This is ad-

mitted by the author of the method.*
Having demonstrated the fallacy of the one

method, it is but right to convince our readers

of the accuracy and fidelity of the other. To
accomplish this, we wiU describe seriatim the

steps, both theoretically and practically, that

are necessary to lay out a curve which shall

be on the ground as mathematically correct as

•on the plan which is subsequently made from
it. The plotting of the curve on paper is a

nice and delicate operation, which will be
alluded to iu its proper place. We will first

of all go through in detail the actual opera-

tions that must be performed in the field,

assuming the calculation to have been made.
As a general rule, the field operations and the
calculations should proceed pari jmnsu. It is

impossible for the surveyor to make his cal

culations beforehand, as he cannot know what
his angle of intersection is until he has pro-

longed them to their junction and actually

observed the angle with the theodolite. Our
practice is to take our note-book and book of

logarithms into the field with us, and make
our necessary calculations al fresco, if we are

* Vide Baker's " Elementary Treatise ou Land and
Engineering Surveying," iu the notes to chapter on
** Railway Curvo3.'*

not lucky enough to find shelter. One ad-

vantage of this method is that any very fla-

grant mistake in the calculations is at once

apparent on casting a glance over the ground,

and another that much time is saved, as they

can be practically checked directly after they

are made. Referring to Fig. 1, let AC, B C,

be the prolongation

of the two straight

lines required to be

joined with a curve

of a given radius.

As already ex-

plained, A 'and B
are the springings,

and A C and B C
the tangents of the

curve. In the first

place, if a map or

plan, no matter of

what description,

good or bad, accu-

rate or inaccurate,

of the locality is

procurable,' itshould

be obtained, or at

least a tracing of

so much of it as

will serve for guid-

ance. Upon it the points A and B may
be laid down roughly, and the tangents A C
and B C prolonged to the point of intersec-

tion at C. It is, of course, not absolutely

necessary to obtain possession of a plan, but

even the approximate ascertaining of the point

C will save time and unnecessary trouble in

prolonging the two tangents. If these lines be

of great length and pass through woods and
difficult ground, and no map or plan be pro-

curable, it will save a greatdealof labour if the

directions of the original straight lines, which

of course are identical with those of their

prolongation, be observed with a compass.

They can then be roughly plotted on a page

of the field-book, and a very good idea ob-

tained of the whereabouts of their intersection.

As a compass is always attached to every pro-

perly constructed theodolite, there is no need

of the surveyor encumbering himself with

that instrument in addition.

Having obtained some inkling, by means of

a map, or by the compass, or failing both of

these methods, by the eye alone, of the position

of the point ofintersection C, the next step is

to commence ranging them out, not chaining

or measuring them, for that is done after the

point C has been determined, and the angle of

intersection A C B accurately observed. Let

us begin with the tangent A C. The theodo-

lite is set up anywhere in the originalstraight,

somewhere near to A, one of the points to be

ultimately determined. The telescope is then

directed to a point on the line, or as it is

technically termed " set upon it," and being

reversed the line of sight will give the prolon-

gation of the line. A couple of rods are then

put up " in line " as near the point C as can

be judged under the circumstances, one on

each side of it. If it should be impossible to

see the approximate position of C, from the

spot where the theodolite is set up, a point D,

must be first obtained in the prolongation ot

the tangent. The theodolite must then bo

shifted to it, the telescope set upon the point

where the instrument previously stood, and
being reversed, will give the prolongation of

the tangent A C as before. The same opera-

tion is accomplished with the other original

straight line, and the result will be apparent

on referring to Fig. 2. Let N and N' repre-

sent the two rods or points obtained in the

prolongation of the tangent A C, somewhere
between which the point of intersection C is

situated. Similarly, M and M' are the cor-

responding points in the direction of the other

tangent, B C. Manifestly the point C lies

also along the line M M'. A line is then

stretched from N to N' and fromM to M', and

at their intersection C a stake is driven down
and a nail put in the head of it to mark the

exact point. Many rotigh-and-ready practi-

tioners, who have perhaps never put in a curve

accurately, will be disposed to laugh, if not to

sneer, at this little detail We are the last

to advocate extreme accuracy at the expense

of valuable time or trouble, but when neither

are sacrificed, as in the present instance, it is

the proper course to pursue. It must be

borne in mind that attention to little points

like these makes all the difference very often

between good and bad work. In the case we
are investigating, it cannot be concealed that

the accuracy of the whole curve depends upon
the correct determination of the point C.

Any error committed in ascertaining its posi-

tion will affect the whole of the rest of the

work, and, moreover will entail a large amount,
of additional trouble and annoyance before it

can be detected. As will be seen as we pro-

ceed, the half of the curve might be " got in
"

before the error was perceived, and in order to

amend it, the whole work must be gone over

again. The loss of time, when these contin-

gencies do arrive, as they will, sometimes, in

spite of all precautions, is nothing to the vexa-

tion the surveyor feels at being obliged to go
over the ground a second time.

Tlie point C, being accurately ranged and
marked, the theodolite is set up over the stake

driven there, which can be done with great

precision by making the "plumb-bob" hang
exactly vertical over the head of the nau
driven in it. By observing any two points in

the direction of the lines A C, B C, the angle

of inteseetion A C B is obtained. These points

should be as far distant from C as possible.

The original points, where the instrument was

set up for ranging the tangents, are the proper

ones to adopt. This preliminary operation,

which is generally a very tedious one, espe-

cially where there is much clearing of brush-

wood and small timber, having been accom-

plished, the next step is to determine the

springings A and B, or, what amounts to the

same, the distances A C, B C, which are the

length of the tangents. These are equal to

one another, and therefore the same calcula-

tion applies to both, although the chaining

must be done for each separately. To calculate

the length of either tangent, C B for example,

we have as given quantities the angle of inter-

section and the raaius of the circle. Keferring

to Fig. 1, in the triangle C B M, the angle

B M is known, since P being the centre

point in the curve, the line C M bisects the

angle of intersection, and consequently the

angle B C M equals half the angle B C A. But
the triangle C B M is a right-angled triangle,

because C B being a tangent to the circle at

the point B, and B M the radius, the angle

C B M is a right angle. The proposition, there-

fore, becomes reduced to the following : Given

the angle B C M, the side B M, and the angle

C B M being a right angle, it remains to de-

termine the side U B. Let B M = R, and the

angle of intersection be put equal to S, and the

tangent C B equal to T, then R = T x tan

9
—, or, reversing,T = R x cot — Thislength

having been calculated, it is measured from C,

in the direction of C A, C B, and the spring-

ings A and B accurately determined and

marked by stakes in a similar manner to the

point 0. We liave thus the common current

and end of the curve ascertained with mathe-

matical precision, which can never be done

without the use of an angular instrument. As
a check upon the curve, the point P, or secant

point, should always be determined before

actually commencing to lay it out. For this

purpose all that is necessary is to calculate

the length C P, and set it out in the proper

direction. The direction is at once obtained

by laying off half the angle of intersection from

the point C, and setting up a rod in line, some-

where near where the point is likely to come.

To calculate the distance C P, we have from

the same triangle as before B M = C M X sine

_.. Substituting the proper values of these

nes, and bearing in mind that C M = C P
P M, we obtain R = (C P -f R) X sine
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t. Solving and reducing for G P, we have

i

CP = R(^co9ec I"— lY The line C Pis

then nwMnied, and the point P " staked out

"

to eerve for* check, which will be explained

when the layintT out of the curve is treated

upon, a practical operation for the description

^whieh we have not space on the present

occasion.
—

•

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE lecond ordinary genend meeting of thia

AnodktioD for the present senion took place

oa Friday eveniDg last, the President, Mr. T. H.

WatooD, in the chaii. The minutes of the last

maetinc having been rea'l and confirmed, the

following gentlemen were elected members:—

•

Xeesra. A. Cammine, R. W. Moore, J. S. Uumey,
J. Deane, and H. W. Pratt. Several nominations

for memberahip were then made, after which

Mr. J. S. Quilter, hon. sec., called attention to

the Architectural Drawing Claaaes at the Royal

Academy, which have already commenced, and

which any student of the Academy was at liberty

to join. Some of the Architectural Art Classes

at the Architectural Museum had also com-

menced. Mr. Quilter further announced the

result of the competition amongst the members
of the Aaaodation for the prizes offered by

XcMTi. Cox t Son, for the three best designs

for a set of Communion plate. (See " Competi-

tiona," on another page.)

Mr. Edwtxd Soarpe, M.A, F.R.I.B.A., then

proceeded to give an extempore address

OX TBI ciK or coi-ona ni diaorahs tLLUsiaATiiio

THI! niSTORY OF ARCIUTBCTURE.

Mr. Shabfe, in his introductory remarks, said

be thought the members of the Association would
accept faun as a friend who, having long ago with-

drawn from the practice of architecture as a pro-

fedion, and having therefore no personal object

to sorre, desired to assist the junior members of

the profeiMon in the pursuit of a study to which
he had devoted a considerable portion of his life,

and upon a tolerably complete knowledge of which
depended their future excellence as professional

men—^he meant the study of the history of church
rchiteeture. When he spoke of the study of
the history of church architecture, he meant
the seiioas atudy of a great art—the art of
building during the 'middle ages—and not that
porioiu dilUtanli study of Mediaival art
which, mixed up with the examination of bar-
rows and tumuli, the iovestigation of British
earthworks and Roman roads, and the rubbing of
brasses, passed under the general term of

"archajology." Nor did he mean that attempt
to unite ancient art with modern practice in
ehoreh building and church observances which
•ailed itself " ecclesiology." To the true archi-
tectural student a far simpler and nobler course
was open. He had to trace out and follow the
progress of Hediicval architecture by the help of
the admirable illustrations of it that existed in
every part of Christendom. He had to note the
ehaiqps of form through which Mediaeval archi-
tecture psssed from its rise in the eleventh
osntaij to its complete development in the thir-
teenth century and its subsequent decline in the
sixteenth century—changes of form in outline and
in earred work. In other words, he had to mark
and record the indications of its slow, but con-
stant, regular, and simultaneous progress, and to
turn the lessons which were thus to be learnt to
his future use and pro6t. He was aware that it
had been the practice, in certain quarters, rather to
decry the study of our national monuments, and
to refer the young architect to his inspiration, to
" th«_ light of nature," and so forth. No more
delusive and mischievous counsel could be given,
for architecture, as well as poetry, had its alpha-
bet and grammar, and it was as absurd to expect
an ori^nal detigo from the architect who had not
studied these as it would be to expect a poem
from a man ignorant of language. It had been
m^fiA that knowledge acquired by the study of
old work led to servility, and disposed the student
te oopy ratlw-r than to invent and design. How
was it with the .Medixval builders in this respect ?

Thsy were carefully trained up in one siugle
school of art, and never bad the liberty enjoyed
by the architects of the present day, but yet they
never copied each other. Of the thirty churches
Mr. Sharps and some members of the Association

visited in August last in Lincolnshire, all within

an easy distance of each other, and all erected

within a short time of each other, there were not

two of which it could be said that the principal

features were identical. The saying which had

been applied to the poet

—

pacta uascitur, 7wn Jit

applied equally to the architect. It was not

the study of good work which produced copyism,

but the inability to turn the knowledge acquired

in such study to good account. No amount of

study would compensate for want of talent and

inventive ability. Mr. Sbarpe then went ou to

observe that perhaps the title of the subject on

which he had to speak had not been very cor-

rectly given by him in the syllabus, for though he

should have to explain what use he made of colour

for the purpose of making distinctions between

different periods of architecture, he had much
more to say of those distinctions themselves. His

first business, then, was to point out what those

distinctions were, and in order to do this it was

absolutely necessary that he should have terms in

which to express them. It was very desirable,

moreover, to make use of terms which were

already in general use, but this happened to bo

impossible to him, for the simple reason that none

of the terms in general use at this time were ap-

plicable to at least two of the classes of buildings

to which he had to call attention. He had been

obliged, therefore, to invent terms to answer the

purposes of the minute division of the subject he

should follow. Those terms were contained in a

little work he published many years ago now out

of print (" The Seven Periods of English Archi-

tecture "). Of course no one who had paid

any attention to this subject was ignorant

of the fact that it was to Mr. Rickman that

we were indebted for the terms now in use.

Rickman divided the whole of our national

architscture from the Conquest to the Reforma-
tion into four periods, which he called Norman,
Early English, Decorated, and Perpendicular. It

was no reflection on Mr. Rickman to say that that

division (which had served its purpose so well

since he Wrote) was scarcely suited to the descrip-

tive requirements of architectural writers at the

present day, tor, in the first place, itdidnotinclude

those specimens of Gothic architecture that were
constructed during the forty or fifty years that

elapsed between the first appearance of the

pointed arch and the final disappearance of the
circular arch ; nor (secondly) did it enable us to

distinguish and classify those buildings which
were erected during the seventy years that inter-

vened between the first appearance of tracery in

windows, and the assumption by tracery of the
flawing form which Mr. Rickman indicated as

chiefly characteristic of his Decorated period.

But during these two periods buildings were
erected so unlike those of the other periods,

and having such peculiar characteristics of their

own, that it was impossible to classify them under
or to describe them by the terms hitherto in use.

It was, then, to provide a fitting place in architec-

tural nomenclature for these works that he pro-

posed, in the work referred to, the division of our
national architecture into six periods instead of
four. He passed over Saxon architecture, aa its

remains were so very fragmentary and in so im-
perfect a condition that their study was of very
little if of any use to the architect ; moreover,
did such works exist in any number and complete-
ness, they would possess scarcely any interest as
works of art ; the study of Sason architecture,
thcreiore, was a matter chiefly of antiquarian
interest. As regarded the nomenclature of the
six periods into which Mr. Sharpe divided English
architecture, ho said that although everybody
might be ready to agree that it was necessary to
have these six divisions, every one might not agree
as to the choice of the distinguishing terms of
those periods. He attached ooinparatively little

importance to the question of what should be the
terms used, provided that any given term always
meant the same thing. Therefore he did not say
that the terms ho proposed were the best that
could be adopted, but until he was supplied with
better he should continue to make use of them.
The terms which he employed were :—(1) Norman

;

(2) Transitional
; (3) Lancet

; (4) Geometrical
; (5)

Curvilinear; (6) Rectilinear. He limited the
buildings in the Norman style to those in which
the; circular arch alone prevailed. To the Tran-
sitional period he allotted a good many of the
works which Mr. Rickman classed as Norman. In
the Transitional period both the pointed and
the circular arch prevailed (not indiscriminately,
however) in the same building up to the end of the
eleventh century, the farmer being used for arches

of construction, the latter for arches of decoration.

The Transitional period Mr. Sharpe placed as com-
mencing at A.D. 11-45, and coming down to 1190

;

the Lancet period aa commencing at 1190 and
closing at 1245 ; the Geometrical period as bo-
ginning at 1245 and ending at 1315. The lancet
period was characterised solely by the lancet form
of the windows. Mr. Rickman included in the
Lancet period some buildings which were of the
Transitional and some which were of the Geome-
trical periods. The Curvilinear period was dis-

tinguished by ita flowing forms, the ogee, and the
sinuous forms which appeared not only in the-

tracery but in all parts of the buildings of the
period. Along with the changes of form in the-
outline would be found corresponding changes in
the details. This was an important reason why
architects should not mix the outline forms of one-
period with the detail forms cf another period, for

by so doing they missed the unity and fitness of

purpose, so characteristic of every iwriod of Gothic
art. To do so, in fact, was just as bad as to make
a solecism in language. No one would think of

putting on to a Doric column a Corinthian capital.

It would be like a line of poetry badly spelt. In/

the Rectilinear period the lines were not only
vertical, but horizontal, therefore the term
"RectUinear" was, Mr. Sharpe considered, pre.
ferable to the term " Perpendicular," besides

pairing well -with the terra " Curvilinear."
Almost all the great cathedral iind abbey churches
of the country were divisible into three parts
longitudinally, viz., choir or chanoel,transept3, and
nave. They were also laterally divisible into three
parts, viz., the nave and two side aisles; this tripar-

tite division was also visible in the elevation,

which was contained in three stories or stages.

These he proposed to call the ground story, the
blind story, and the clerestory—terms which
would explain themselves. Mr. Sharpe then pro-

ceeded to explain the various points which dis-

tinguished the several periods of English archi-

tecture from each other. He said that the differ-

ence between the buildings of the Norman and
Transitional periods consisted chiefly in the much
greater lightness of all the parts of those of the
latter period. And here be would say that when
he spoke of these absolute divisions or periods, it

must not be supposed that he meant to draw a
hard and fast line between one period and
another. That was impossible, because architec-

ture was constantly progressing, and therefore

always in a state of transition, and that progress

was never arrested. The windows of the Tran-
sitional period were also longer and narrower,
and the intercolumniations were taller. The
buttresses were more prominent. Mr. Sharpe
then referred to the use of the pointed arch by
the Medisoval builders. This arch was not in-

vented by the medisevalists, as was popularly sup-

posed, for it was to be found in Euclid, and its

abstract form must have been known to geome-
tricians in every age, because the intersection of

two circlea formed it. He was perfectly certain

why it was adopted by the Meditcval builders,

although he believed that about thirty theories

were given in Britton's work on the subject—not
one of them the correct one. In the early part

of the twelfth century many of the large circular

arches used for spanning large openings had given

way. Who could find a chancel arch of Norman
date that was perfectly true ? .^s the builders of

that period were never able to hew stones more
than 18in. in depth, the sides of the voussoirs in

arches of large span became nearly parallel, and it

followed as a matter of course that in circular

arches of a large span the centre voussoirs began
to fail after a certain time. The maxim that " an
arch never sleeps " should ever be borne in mind,
for in course of time its lateral pressure would
make itself felt. Many of the earlier arches in

the Romanesque buildings abroad were not truly

pointed arches, but were modifications of the
circular arch, effected by simply raising the upper
part imperceptibly. The Mediajval builders, find-

ing the increased stability of the pointed arch,

began to execute during the Transitional period

pointed arches of two centres, but preferring as

they did the form of the circular arch, they used
the pointed one only in places where the stability

of the structure required it. The " arches of con-

struction " were always pointed, and the " arches

of decoration " always circular. This waa the
invariable rule between H45 and 1160, after

which latter date the rule waa not observed.

During this period, in consequence of this simul-

taneous but discriminate use of circular and
pointed arches, buildings presented a great con-

trast between their interiors and exteriors

—
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the fonner lookiug like Transitional work, and
the latter like Norman. A fantastical Frenchman
who had written upon the subject suggested that

this appearance was due to a contest between the

lay and clerical architects as to which form
of arch should bo adopted throughout the

building, who, failing to agree, the matter was
compronii.sed by the inside being allotted to

the clericals and the outside to the laity. In

the Utter part of the Transitional period the

pointed arch was applied to arcading and panel-

ling, as well as to window-heads and doorways.
Tlie Transitional period, said Mr. Sharpe, was a

most interesting one for purposes of study, be-

cause it was found in every part of Europe. It

was also in reality the first English architecture

that existed. The Norman influence having some-
what subsided there arose an English school of

architecture, in which the essential features

of Norman work were seized upon and treated

in a totally differeiit way. Everybody
was familiar with the Early Norman deco-
rative forms—the chevron, the billet, and
others. Many of these disappeared altogether,

but one or two were seized upon and treated in

a peculiarly interesting manner. Hitherto mauy
of these modified and improved forms had been
unjustly called Norman. The zigzag ornament
at Selby Abbey Church, for instance, was not
jSforman, but Transitional work. In fact, there

was no time when so much invention was shown
as in the Transitional period. The abacus of the
top moulding of the impost in the Transitional

period was square, as in Norman work. Mr.
Sharpe next called attention to what he termed
the Transitional volute—the little curve which
formed the termination of the leaf of the capital,

which was curved upwards. That little ornament
prevailed in England for about twenty or twenty-
five years. It was universally used, being found
at Jedburgh in the North and the Isle of Wight
in the South. What was most wonderful was the
way in which such ideas were circulated over the
country in those days. This little volute was also

to be found, and had been seen by Mr. Sharpe, in

Sweden, in the South of France, and in Italy.

He had now said quite enough about the Tran-
sitional period to draw attention to it, for after

all it was for everybody to work out their own
knowledge for themselves. He recommended the
acquisition of a knowledge of architecture not
only by reading, but by sketching and measuring.
With this view he enumerated a few of the build-

ings of the Transitional period which would well
repay attentive study. He instanced Malmesbury
(where the pointed arch was first used). Fountains,
Kirkstall, Buildwas, Kelso, S. Cross, Furness, the
Temple Church (wliere the Transitional volute
referred to might be found fully developed), Llan-
thony, Abbeydore, Selby, Byland, Jedburgh,
Kocbe, Hartlepool, Glastonbury, Wells, the galilee

of Purbam Cathedral, Shoreham Abbey Church,
and Chichester. It was during the Transitional
period that true foliage was first developed, for in
the Norman period the carved work upon the
capitals was very rudely executed and with very
little relief. At the close of the Transitional

period builders commenced to have some idea of

foliage growing out of the capital. In the Lancet
or Early English period the lancet window was
the prevalent feature. The circular arch had at

that time entirely disappeared, or was only used
by some accident or chance in building. The
term " Lancet " was not applicable, as some sup-
posed, to those pier arches which were extremely
pointed in form, but to the windows, which were
of the shape of a lancet blade. In the early part
of the period these lancet windows were used
singly ; latterly they were used in twos and
threes. The great progress of architecture

-during this period was clearly visible in the
manner in which the builders connected three
lancets together to form a vrindow. Finding the
head was very heavy, they perforated it with
quatrefoils and cinquefoils, until nearly all the
stone was cut away. In all the windows of the
Lancet period, however, the true characteristic

feature of tracery had not entered, because tracery
only existed where the whole of the stonework
was cut up, and where there were only moulded
stone muUions left. The rage for windows of this

kind which immediately seized upon the whole of
the architects, not only of England but of Europe,
was best shown by the great number of buildings
to which it gave rise—all the noblest cathedrals
of France belonging to that period. There was no
more beautiful example of this in any part
of Europe than we had in the presbytery
•of Lincoln Cathedral. It had been objected

to this work that it was not lofty enough.
Certainly the immense elevation that the French
architects gave to their buildings astonished the

ruind, but it broke the neck of the spectator, for

it was not possible to study the upper parts of one
if their buildings without excessive fatigue. At
Lincoln, on the other hand, every part of the work
was completely within the reach of human obser-

vation and appreciation. In the Geometrical
period Gothic art reached its highest development.

Mr. Sharpe thought there could be no question

that the beauty of the conventional foliage of the

early part of that period was not to be surpassed

anywhere. Nor did he believe that the art of

moulding stonework was ever carried to so high a
degree of perfection as at that time. They had
no notion of moulding stonework abroad, and it

was in this country alone that marvellous effects

of light and shade were produced by that means.
Mr. Sharpe said he could not help urging every

architect to improve Jiis knowledge of the mould-
ings of the period ; they could be measured
with facility by means of the little instrument
called the cymagraph. It was during the Geo-
metrical period that the first approach to the imi-

tation of natural foliage was found. The maple,
the oak, and the vine leaves were attempted to be
copied, and from that point of time, Mr. Sharpe
said, a certain decadence in the architecture of the

country might be dated. He did not think that

the forms in the latter part of the period were
equal to those at its commencement. It was very

much the fashion, said the lecturer, to refer the
architect to Nature, but he contended that leaves

were not suited for anything like exact represen-

tation in stone. He did not counsel the imitation

of such forms in modern work. They were only
suited to the worker in iron and brass. Foliage

in stonework must necessarily be more or less con-

ventionalised. He did not deprecate the study of

Nature, but the work resulting from such study
should be suited to the material in which it was
executed. At the close of the Geometrical period

the art of sculpture (as applied to the human
form) was practised with great success, and at the
beginning of the Curvilinear period this art was
still progressing. In Lincolnshire, the churches at

Heckington and Navenby, together with Lincoln
Cathedral, afforded noble examples of this. Mr.
Sharpe did not think that models even of Classi-

cal times could excel the sculptures of the Easter
sepulchres in those churches. On the whole,

however, the churches of the Curvilinear period

showed a marked falling off from those of the
Geometrical epoch. The generality of Curvi-

linear churches were very plain. The carved
bosses of the period were, however, good. The
decadence of Gothic art was carried still further

in the Kectilinear period. In the Curvilinear

period the prevailing feature was the sinuous
character of the tracery. In the Rectilinear period

much greater harshness, coarseness, and squareness

was found than hitherto. One redeeming feature

was that the architects of this period took the

liberty of finishing the upper parts of the

buildings of their predecessors, and improved the

sky outline by ornamental parapets and pin-

nacles, and therefore they deserved our thanks.

One or two features characteristic of the Recti-

linear period were as follows :—The four-centred

arch came in during that time, also the Tudor
flower ; vaultings also became more elaborate.

Having thus directed attention to the distinctions

he wished to draw between the various periods of

English national architecture, Mr. Sharpe pro-

ceeded to refer to the manner in which he repre-

sented these various epochs by means of colour.

Professor Willis, he said, was the first person to

employ colour in his ground plans for the pur-
pose of distinguishing the parts of buildings

which belonged to different styles and periods.

The Professor, however, applied his colours indis-

criminately, and simply for the purpose of distin-

guitjhing the work of one date from that of another.

It had some time ago occurred to Mr. Sharpe,

however, that the use of colour in this manner
might be carried a point further, and, in fact,

made much more useful, by attaching a lixed sig-

nification to the employment of different colours,

and by causing a specific colour always to

represent a specific period of architecture
;

and it appeared to him that no better basis could

be taken for such an application of colour than

the prismatic spectrum itself, which, in a twofold

sense, was peculiarly adapted to represent the

gradual progress of art in the buildings of the

middle ages ; first, because, as in chui ch archi-

tecture, the progress was so regular and so gradual

as to be almost imperceptible, rendering difficult

the drawing of any exact line of demarcation
between the buildings of one style and those of
another, or to say, for example, where Norman
art ended, and where English art began ; so,

in the prismatic spectrum, it was difficult

to say where one colour ended and where another
began. Yet inasmuch as it was uecaasary, for de-
scriptive purposes, to call certain portions of the
spectrum blue, green, yellow, and red, so, for the
same reason, was it necessary to select and
characterise in the same manner certain portions
of the history of the continuous art of Gothic
architecture, and to designate those parts by
some such specific terms as those before proposed.
And, in the second place, the adaptation of the
priimatic spectrum for this purpose appeared to
be a peculiarly happy one, inasmuch as English
national architecture, lising out of the deep
gloom of debased Pagan art in the dark age of
barbarous invasion, was thus fitly represented as
brightening gradually into the glory and reful-

gence of Christian art in the Geometrical period of
the thirteenth century, and as deepening again in
its descent through the three following centuries
into the dark age of Pagan revival in the seven-
teenth century. He had, therefore, for some
time, for purposes of his own, made use of the
following selection of colours to indicate on the
ground plans of churches the particular dates of

the construction of their different parts, and he
thought he could safely recommend it as a con-
venient one for general use :—

A.D. A.r.

Norman from 106'i to 1145 ... Black
Transitional „ 1145 „ 1190 ... Blue
Lancet „ 1190 „ 1245 ... Green
Geometrical „ 1245 „ 1315 ... Yellow-

Curvilinear „ 1315 ,, l.'BGO ... Orange
Rectilinear „ 1S60 ,, 1500 ... Crimson

Mr. Sharpe exhibited a large ground-pian of

Lincoln Cathedral coloured in this manner, and
(in illustration of the use of colour in defining the
dates of work in elevations) a large coloured
drawing of the west front of that noble building.

A plan of Horbling Church, Lincolnshire, was also

exhibited. In that building every period of

Gothic art was represented, owing to the frequent
rebuilding of portions of the structure necessitated

by the badness or rather total want of foundations.

Mr. Sharpe said he must lay a great deal of blame
upon the old masters in this respect. They seemed
to have literally built upon faith. He believed

that the reason why the Mediscval buildings

stiil remained, despite their inefficient foundations,

was to be found in the tenacity of their mortar

—

a subject to which we in the present day (though
we provided good foundations) paid too little

attention. In reference to the west doors of Lin-

coln Cathedral, Mr. Sharpe said that, as far as he
could tell by comparing them as they now weie
with drawings made by him many years ago, they
had not suffered so much injury as had been al-

leged by the scraping and " tooling " which they
underwent a few years ago. He, however, main
tained that for cleaning old carved stonework the use
of anything harder than the cotton carding-brush

or bristles was a great error. Mr. Sharpe then
walked round and commented on the large number
of full-sized sections of the mouldings of chancel

arches and doorways in the most prominent
buildings of each period of Gothic art in this

country, those belonging to each period be-

ing coloured in accordance with the foregoing

chromatic scale. These sections of mouldings
(which completely covered the walls of the large

gallery at Conduit-street) were brought upon
paper, Mr. Sharpe said, by means of the valuable

little instrument called the cymagraph, invented

by Professor Willis, thirty years ago, but never

used since its invention, except by the inventor,

Mr. Sharpe, and one or two others. Mr. Sharpe

said he had altered and improved it, as he thought,

thus rendering it still more useful. In the course

of his comments on the sections of mouldings ex-

hibited, Mr. Sharpe strongly urged upon young
architects especially the diligent study of mould-
ings, for most undoubtedly, he said, the history of

architecture was written in its mouldings. It

was in the varied forms and deep under-cuttings

of its mouldings that English architecture first

manifested itself. In conclusion, Mr. Sharpe ex-

pressed a wish that the Association, which possessed

so much energy and vitality in its management,
should put itself at the head of a movement which
should have for its object tho extension of a
knowledge of the history of church architecture,

not only amongst its own members, but amongst
those numerous amateurs wiiuhad a strong desire
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to nuke lliwinnlTCH aoqoaintcd with the subject,

•od «bo had now the annnal meeting of some

IjoU miMij only to r«ly »i«m. He should like

to aM tlM AaMciatioa enga^vd in aucb a work.

Oa tk* motioo of the ChMrmau, a vote of

tluaka W Mr. Shtrp* was cirricd by accluuitiou,

•ad the meeting terminated.

JIEW ELEMEN'TS OF HAND-R\IUNG."
(Continued from paje 360.)

Pulti 10.—CoxsTHrcnos of Staihs having

Os« Srir THOU Platform to LiNmNo.

FO. I >ho«« the groand pUm, the centre lino

of rkil given. HsTe two balusters on plat-

form. Let one stand in the centre. S«t oS from
it the others, equal to half a step. The position

of balosters regulates that of risers, as showu.
Here the cTlindir is li'm. Draw diameter A C.

laet the ri;ht hand bo on the rail goiii<^ up the

Ikiia. Then draw risers B and D. Set off width
of step, and draw riser lauding and that starting.

dure the ends of both.

Fig. 2 shows the steps and platform unfolded,

shmmng in same position as those on plan. The
diameter of circle indicated by A V and C 2. Set
off from A V foor spaces to equal O on plan.

Uavc risers B and D stand in same positiou as
those at fig. 1.

We hare now the sitoation of pUtfonu and
landing spread ont, which shows that two monlds
will be required for this wreath. The lowerpitch
being V, 8, T, and the nppcr T Y 2. The line

drawn from S, and mnning into ramp on land-
ing, makes the npper part of wi-eath Imvo equal
pitches. Tho constmction of mould for it is

shown at Fig. 8.

Let each side of the right angle A, B, C, equal
2 6 below ; or O O on pUu. Join A C extended.
This gives ordinate ; because the pitches are
equal, and the ripht angles A, B, C are tangents
to a quarter circle.

Draw seat through C, and square with ordi-

nate. HaTe B V parallel with it. Let height
C O eqoal Y 6. Fig. 2 join V extended. Make
O S equal V. Take a piece of board for the
monld. Lay it on, and mark V, 0, S. Square
over the lines. Make V 2 and S T equal V B.
Let O Y equal C A. Join T Y and Y 2 extended.
These letters, to be correct, must equal those on
pitehes Fig. 2.

Find haU the lonjjth of ellipse by making D C
equal C B. Set off half tho width of rail on each
side of D. Square up to cut the pitch or major
axes. Next, let equal A B. Set off on each
side of O half the width of rail. Now find the
points to insert pins, and strike the mould. One
oeTel answers for Iwth joints.

Fig. i shows the monld for lower part of
wreath. Extend one side of dotted square, say
V 8. Let this equal V 3, Fig. 2. Next, draw
from 8, touching comer of square. This gives
the ordinate. Here, you perceive, the seat is
made on lower comer of square, and at right
angles with ordinate.

Have height from seat to pitch equal with 3 4,
Fig. 2. The line through intersecting seat,
and ordinate is pitch and major axis. Complete
the mould as osnal. See that its tangents from
V and T are equal with V, S, T, Fig. 2.
The angle on the right contains bevel for

shank. lu application is shown on square sec-
tion. Anglo on the left shows the bevel for centre
joint T. This completes tho mould for wreath
of platform.

It will be noticed that the constmction we have
jost given takes up the least possible space on
the drawing board. The seat bemg made on the
lower comer of sqnare, producing tho same re-
mits as if made on the upper.

Fi^. C shows the construction of a wreath
starting from level floor. This has already been
explained for a plan which is similar to that on
the right of Fig. 1. Therefore a short explana-
tion for these monlds is all that is necessary.

Let the under side of level rail J H be the
same height above the aoor, starting as that
landins on the left. The height being regu-
lated to suit the long baluster E on square
Irtep. Take any point on level roil, say II.
Then net off four spaces from H to the left ; each
•pace equal to O O on the plan. This being
doM, H and N represent the diameter. LetB F equal corresponding hitters on pkn. Then

™2J* .•*'*"..'' »'*{«'«• *« » rsprodoctum of Bodcbt
Sr^j'J^.^? ."* "Wect, pnblUbed hi PhUatJel-Hlls,i M il b3rbyTr<ibii«r«n<ICo.,tnndon.

"^""

NEW ELEMENTS OP H.iND-EAILING.—PLATE X.

form the square step. Let tinder side of rail

rest on it. Set off half its thickness, and draw
a line cutting through K. Join K J. This
gives the pitches J, K, N. Next, find the
heights by drawing through joint L, cutting at
R and 2. Then 2 J is the height for level
piece of wreath. Square over from N cnttins
at P. This gives P R as height for upper part of
wreath, and N P directs its ordinate.

Transfer P N to extended side of square at
Fig. (), and draw ordinate extended. Make
seat square with it. Let tho height equal that
below. Then draw the pitch. This done, lay the
board on, and mark the intersections cutting the
pitch.

Next, square over the lines, and find the points
that give L K N. This, to be correct, must equal
the pitches below, which have corresponding
letters.

The square sections show tho joints and appli-
cation of bevels. Tho mould for level part of
wreath is obtained by extending one side of square
to the left, then let 2.2 equal 2 J, Pig. 5. Join
2 N forming the angle, in which is seen the bevel
for joint on shank.
The sqnare section on the loft shows the appli-

cation. The centre joint L, its square section,
shows that tho thickness of rail is parallel with
the surfaces of the plank ; and the slabs cut off
from the upper and under side of stuff. The
tangents H, J, L must equal the pitches at Fig.
5, where corresponding letters are seen.

Observe that the step and riser starting from
the platform ; tho same answers for that starting
from the floor on tho right. Consequently, the
cuts of carriages at both places are alilie.

A church is to bebnilt in Islington, London, solely
lor tho use of children.

liUILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOIi.

WORKSOP PRIORY CHURCH, NOTTS.

THE sketch shows the most easterly pier in th»
south arcade of the nave, with the junction

of the different periods of building. The nave is afc

present used as the parish church, and that, with
the chapel of S. Mary (commonly called the Lady
Chapel), and some fragments of the Eastern parts,

are all that now remains of a very extensive monas-
tery of Canons Regular of theorderof S. Augustine.
The church was dedicated to S. Cuthbert, and
afterwards (in part) to S, Mary, and founded in

the year 110.S. The circular column shown in the
sketch, and the corresponding one opposite, with
the bay to the east of them, and the tower arch
and epringings on the east side of same, are pure
Norman. The nave westward is of later date,

probably about 1170, and consists of circular and
octagonal piers alternately, with continuous
triforium and arches as shown, and two towers at

the west ends of the aisles. Edward Starb.

THE CHURCH OF S. ANDREW, PLAISTOW,.

WHICH is the subject of our illustration this

week, has been a considerable time in
progi'css, the drawings having been made about
four years ago, and was consecrated in July of
the present year. A more detailed description
and interior illusti-ation of the church appeared
in the Building News, on the Uth September
last, No. 818.

The handsomest railroad bridge in the West is

said to be one justercctedat Jamesvillo, Wisconsin,
on the Chicago anrl North-westom Railroad. It
consists of four arches of 60ft. .span, with keystono
80ft. above tho water, built of solid masonry.
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SOUTH EAST PROSPECT OF THE

CHURCH OF S. ANDREW, PLAISTOW, ESSEX.

JAMES BROOKS. ARCHITECT.
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HOUSE PAINTISci AND DECORATION.

Bz "An Experienckd Woiikman."

{Continued from pa^e 354.)

decorative rSOCESSES.

IN using stencil patterns there are two me-

thods of working, the one by dabbing

with the end of the brush, and tlie other

by brushing. The first method will be

easily understood from what wo have before

said. It leaves the colour deposited through

the interstices of the pattern ro\igli and
thick, while the second method leaves

the colour smooth, or comparatively so.

In mixing, the colours for stencilling, care

must be taken to have it of a medium
thickness ; if it is too thin it will not

cover or be solid, and will be liable to run
under the edge of the pattern and cause the

edges to be ragged ; and if the colour be
mixed too thick it clogs and gathers on the

stencil plate and on the brush, and so spoils

the work. If the work is to be done in dead
or llat colour it should always have one-eighth

part of oil added, in order to bind the colour

fast. Ultramarine blue and all unground
colours used without admixture with white
lead or oil require to be bound with eitlier oil

and liquid driers, varnish, or quick-drying
japanner's gold size. We do not advise the use

of quick-drying colours in stencilling when it

can be avoided, because they set and dry so

quickly on the stencil plates that the sharp-

ness of the design is destroyed, and the

stencil plate requires cleaning so often that

it soon becomes useless. The time lost in

cleaning is also an important consideration.

There are, of course, cases in which it is abso-

lutely necessary to use these quick- drying
colours, but they must not be used on oil

paint if we are to produce good work. On
the other hand, we have found in practice

that we can make sharp, clean, and good work
by using quick-drying colour for stencilling

upon distemper grounds. We may, of course,

use distemper upon distemper, but by using
quick-drying varnish colour we produce sharp
and solid work, especially as in using all

strong colours the distemper absorbs the
colour, and being quick drying there is not
time for it to spread and form a stain, as oil

colour on distemper will do.

In stencilling with distemper upon dis-

temper, the ground colours require to be well
bound, in order to prevent tlieirbeiug worked
up in the act of stencilling, whichjis often the
case, and thus shady work is produced instead
of one uniform tint. Milk is a good medium
for mixing stencil colours, and some colours

mil work well mixed with beer alone. Burnt
or raw sienna, and all colours which are not
of a spongy nature, require but little of either

gluten or animal size to bind them, while
ultramarine blue and like pigments require
the size to be used pretty freely.

Oil paint upon oil paint stencils sharp,
whether brushed or dabbed. In brushing, the
stencil is used with very little colour, and in
large patterns the brush is moved with a
sliding motion over the edge of the pattern,
taking care that the brush does not scrape
against the edge ; but in brushing over a small
or intricate pattern, the stencil brush must be
used lightly and with a circular motion, and
with little colour in the brush. We are less
liable in using the brush so to curl up the
edges of the pattern or any sharp points or
angles. The brush should be pressed upon the
pattern, and only the extreme end of it should
be used. We can by this method get a clearly
defined outline, and a smooth surface to the
pattern stencilled. In stencilling two or
more colours with one stencil ixvttern, one
colour should be first stencilled, and while
stencilling the ne.xt colour, that part which
has been previously done must be covered

with a piece of paper, which may be held in

one hand while tlie brush is being used with

the other. It is best to cut this paper to cover

the one colour completely while the other is

being done, in order to keep the colour dis-

tinct ; but if the wall -space to be covered is

large, it is desirable, when there are more
than two colours, to cut separate stencils for

each or some of the colours, and when the

pattern is small and in stencil colours, this

almost becomes a necessity. Stencil patterns

must of course be fastened to the wall, ceiling,

or other work to be decorated while being

used. This is done in the best manner by
using needle points such asare used for putting

up gilt mouldings. Some use drawing pins

and common tacks, but as all these have to

bo pushed into the body of the plasterer wood
in order to hold the stencil, it will be evident

that the thicker they are the larger will be

the hole they will make ; in fact, when thick

tacks or even thick needles are used, the

plaster breaks and leaves an unslightly hole.

We have found it best to use fine needle

points for the purpose. These may be either

fixed into small wooden handles, that is, small

pieces of wood about Uin. long, square sided,

and cut taper to the end where the needle is

placed, or the needles may be pushed into

the plaster by means of a small hollow key,

The blunt end of the needle is dropped iuto

the key with the point projecting, and is thus

pressed through the stencil into the plaster.

The kinds of work which may be done with

stencil patterns are many and various. In
addition to the ordinary stencilling in colours,

patterns may be stencilled upon prepared

grounds in oil gold size, and the pattern gilt.

In this case the size must be used sparingly

and stencilled carefully, in order that the

gold will lay on level and smooth, and leave

no fat edges. Patterns may also be stencilled

in stiff gold size, and while it is wet fine sand

may be thrown upon it with a dredger, as

described in a former article. By this means
we produce a capital effect, the ground being

smooth and the pattern rough or granular. If

the whole of this is gilt we get a beautiful

effect in dead and bright gold. Fine blue

smalts, or any colour of powdered glass may
be used in this manner with good effect. A
very rich powder may be made for using in

the manner above described in this wise :—

A

sheet of ordinary glass must be gilded with
gold leaf, using isinglass as a medium to fasten

it to the glass (which process we purpose

describing in a future article) ; when dry it is

polished ; itshould then be painted with black

japan or any other quick hard-drying varnish

colour ; and is then placed in an oven to

harden. When thoroughly dry and hard, the

colour and gold must be scraped or chipped off

the glass. If it has been properly done it

will leave the glass in small dust scales, which
will be burnished gold on one side and coloured

upon the other side ; these, being thrown or

blown through or with a glass tube on to the

stencilled gold size, adhere and have a

brilliant, rich, and yet quiet appearance.
Dead and bright patterns may also be pro-

duced. The groundwork may be highly

varnished or even polished, and the pattern
stencilled in dead or flat colour, or the ground
may be dead and the pattern stencilled in

pure varnish. By either of these methods
we have a wide field for i|uiet decorative effect,

as even the most dedicate tint of colour may
have a pattern put upon it which shall be quiet,

unobtrusive, and yet rich. Scrolls, em-
blems, symbols, and inscriptions in church
decoration may be prejiared in the workshop
by the artist and stencilled on the walls or

ceilings by ordinary skilled labour, thus re-

ducing the cost of such works considerably.

Stencil plates are also used for diapering

upon glass in imitation of ground glass. The
pattern is stencilled upon the sheet of glass in

a varnish paint. The llux or white semi-

opa<[ue enamel is then brushed over the glass

and made level, and spread evenly with a

badger-hair brush ; the glass is then placed in

the kiln or oven and heated to the necessary

degree to partially melt and eecure the ad-
hesion of the enamel. The heat at the same
tiuie destroys the paint with which the pattern

is stencilled, and reduces it to a loose powder,
which is brushed off, leaving the pattern in

clear glass, and the ground semi-transparent.

Another plan to effect the same object is to

first spread the enamel upon theglass, and when
it is set the stencil pattern is placed upon it, and
with a stiff brush the enamel is brushed off

the glass from all the parts which are not

covered by the stencil pattern. It is then
burnt as before. This plan may be used with
advantage for wall diapering, by mixing the

colour to be used so that it will be fast enough
to allow the stencil pattern to be placed upon
it without injury, and yet loose enough to

allow of the colour being wiped away with a,

piece of flannel, or brushed off with a dry
stencil brush or stiff tool. To effect this

purpose, the colour should be mixed with
japannors' gold size and turps, with jost «.

sufficient quantity of raw linseed oil added to

prevent its drying too quickly. The gold

size (or a quick-drying varnish may be
substituted) will cause the colour to set

with sufficient tenacity to prevent injury

if carefully used, and the oil prevents

its drying hard, and gives the necessary

time for working. Imitations of watered

fabrics may also be done in this manner.

The methods used for transferring designs

to works which liave to be painted in with the

pencil are different in some degree from that

used for stencil work. The designs may of

course be first sketched with charcoal in the

manner described before, and may be traced

directly on to the place they have to occupy ;

but the readiest and most generally used

method is by pouncing. One half of the de-

sign is sketched correctly ; it is then placed

upon a deal or pine board, or upon a board

covered with a double thickness of green baize,

and the lines are pricked through with a fine

needle as close as may be desirable. The per-

forations are made through the two folds of

the paper at once, thus form'mg a complete

design, or the paper may be folded several

times and perforated through the whole of the

folds, producing as many repetitions of the

ornament as there are folds of the paper.

When the design is pricked it is laid upon
the work to be decorated, and any coloured

powder may be dusted upon it by means of a

pounce-bag. The fine powder penetrates

through the perforations, and the outline of the-

ornament is traced in fine dots of colour.

The pounce-bag is simply a fine colour or

powder tied up in a double fold of fine muslin

or thin calico ; but the best plan is to use a

rubber ; this is made with a long strip of

woollen cloth, old or new will answer the pur-

pose; it should be about 2h or Sin. wide ; this

is rolled up into a compact roll of about 1 or

Uin. in diameter, it is then tightly bound
with string or twine in the centre so as to

bind the whole tight together, Isaving the ends

free. It should tlien be out perfectly level at

each end: it is now ready for use. In using

the rubber the end is charged with dry colour

or charcoal in powder, and rubbed over the

pricked design, whicU presses the powder
through the perforations, but does not leave

so much superfluous dust behind it as the

pounce-bag does, and is consequently moro
cleanly in the working. There are, of course,

many colours which are suitable for using in

pouncing or rubbing, but it may be observed

that if colour is used it is always best to use

those which are the nearest in tone to the pre-

vailing colour to be used in painting-in the

ornament, for the reason that when the

pounce colour is worked up in picking-in the

ornament, it is not so much perceived as if it

were of an opposite tone of colour. Ultra-

marine blue and powdered charcoal are the

most useful for the purpose, as both of them
can be dusted off the work and leave no stain

behind them ; whereas if we use Indian red

or many other colours it is very difficult to

clean the work after them, as most of them
leave a stain b ehind. It is, however, advisable
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, when the colour of the orna-

I i( Ikid in ol a lighter colour than that

widi which the detign ia pounced, to draw

the design dightly Uiget than required, so

«h.t the onament may be painted inside the

llBBiin naria, thua avoiding the dirty edge

mM»il hf the pencil gatheriug the colour of

the poonce dots in working. Thu method is

iNiy nieful for every hind of deidgn, and

MimniillT ao in all cases where the ornament

hM to be laid in and partly executed by thoae

woikmea (of whom there are many) who can

ON the pencil, but are not capable of origi-

Batiii^ any design. It will, of course, depend

in a gitat meaaoie upon the person who has to

ezeonte the work as to the closeness with

which the design will have to be pricked. A
fiitt^laas man only reiiuires an indication of

the outline, as he depends upon his pencil to

imjiroTe and correct the design ; and, in fact,

he will design as he goes on with his work,

only requiring the pounce dots as a guide to

the distribution of weight and space ; but

with ordinarv workmen the design will have

to be prickej closely and carefully, in default

<tt which sad blunders are often mode. When
the design omsists of geometrical patterns,

we pnfer to trace instead of pouncing them.

Greater exactness may be thus obtained.

The back, or plain side of the design, is

coloured with Indian red or vermilion in

powder. This should be rubbed olT again,

leaving as little colour upon it aa possible ; it

is then placed upon the work to be decorated,

and the lines traced with a tine blunt stile or

black lead pencil, which will leave the design

in faint-coloured lines upon the worL In
tracing, care must be taken not to press too

heaTily, in order to avoid making indenta-

tions in the paint

BOTAL DfSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHI-
TECTS.

THE Eceond ordinary general meeting of this

Inatitato for the present session took piece

on Monday cTcning last, Mr. E. I'Anson, Vice-

Fiaaident, in the chair. The usual formal basi-

ne« having been got throngb, Messrs. Edwin
Boll and Walter E. MacCarthy were naauimously
elected associates.

Hi. Btsiuas Febbet, F.S.A., then read a
paper entitled

oaasBTAiioss os the west fbost of wells
CATSEDBAL.

After a long description of the west front, Mr.
Feney proeeeded to indicate the measures that
had been taken for its restoration. He said that
at was to be regretted that the perishable nature
of Uoe lias renders it unsafe to be used in the
proposed restoration. The softness of its colour
blending so well with the Donltiug stone, points
to it as the most fitting material, bnt after much
eonsaUation it has been resolred to nse ^Ikcnny
marUe instead; its colonr resembles blue lias

closely, and of its dnrability no doubt can be
entertained, as all the buildings in which it has

I employed afford ample oTidcnce of its cx-
qnalitiea. The Devonshire and other

• a pnrple hne very milike the blue
liaa, aod where so large a nnmberof columns, &c.,
are reqaiied, it is of the highest importance that
the eokwr intended by the original architect
hoold be secured. Those who have watched the
cradition of tlua great western portion of the
cathedral have seen with deep regret the rapid
decay going on from year to year. Every winter
or heavy gale produces fresh mischief, and with-
in a late period the fall of canopies and portions
of the statnea and bases has become dangerous
to thoae daily passing by the north-west corner of
the eathedtaL It became absolntcly necessary
that soma general examination should be made,
to aaoartain the safety of many other parts which
had a Onatening appearance. Mr. Forrcy was
fa«baetod by the Dean and Chapter to have a
aeaflhldfaig erected, and make an examiaation of
the eonditioB of the niches and decorative por-
iioM of the two great bnttresses of the north-
WMk tower; this he did without dpiay, and re-
Mtod to the Dean and Chapter in August, 18()8.
In Ua MJ^ort be said that having made a careful

of the condition of the north-west
I to the west front, from the top to its

base, he was enabled to speak, not only as to the

iusecnre atato of many portions of the buttress

immediately coutiguous to a canopy which

h;ul fallen, but also as to the perilous con-

dition of many other details. It was of

the utmost importance that every feature of

this incomparable front should be saved if pos-

sible, but that could only be accomplished by a

timely renewal of those parts of the design which

are essential to the protection of others. By way
of example he alluded to the abaci to the capitals

of the upper series of niches, containing succes-

sive groups of ligures, illustrating the Last

Resurrection. All these abaci and theu' support-

ing columns were of blue lias, or some imperfectly

formed marble ; the former had entirely disap-

peared, not an abacus remained ; and as a natural

consequence, the wot having penetrated to the

carved foliage of the capitals, the frost bad
materially damaged them, and all would be de-

stroyed in a short time unless some steps wore

taken to an-est the progress of destruction.

Again, although especial care was taken by the

original builders to prevent the cnxshing or injury

to ; the joints by the insertion of oyster shells

into all the bedding-joints of the masonry, yet

sufficient caution was not taken in placing the

Doulting stono on its natural bed ; hence in many
places it had split and fallen, and there were
many parts of the west front which must speedily

become ruinous, and ought at once to be removed
and replaced by good stone rightly bedded. It

was not difficult to discover where this defective

material was used, as a slight tapping on the face

would crush the surface, already weakened by
cracks and fissures, through which the weather
penetrated. It was important, Mr. Ferrey re-

ported, that nothing should bo done to this front

but what was really essential to the conservation

of the valuable artistic work which remained.
Neither new forms nor materials of any kindshould
be permitted. A mere comparison of the engrav-
ing in Brittou's work, published in 1821, with the

state of the front in 18(i8, would show the
ravages which time has produced ; but time was
not the sole pause of mischief. In former repairs,

cast-iron ties and plugs were extensively used

;

these had done immense damage, and objects pro-

bably safe, if they had been left tmdisturbed, had
been shattered by these injudicious efforts at pro-

tection. In any other precautionary steps, copper
dowels and cramps only should bo used. Mr.
Ferrey advised the reproduction of tho canopy
which had fallen, and also the restoration
of the opposite one attached to the cor-
responding bnttress. This had for some
time been gradually wearing away. Although
this was the immediate work to bo done, Mr.
Ferrey could not but direct attention to the ex-
tremely critical condition of many details of this

most beautiful portion of the cathedral. In the
original design all the angular shafts of the but-
tresses and wall arcades consisted of a species of
blue stone, which formed a most agreeable con-
trast to tho Doulting stone, but unfortunately
this had proved a very perishable material ; in
almost every case these columns have faUed. At
the time of his report the south-west and north-
eastern buttresses were wholly without these
essential features, and although the canopies to
the niches retain their position and hang unsup-
ported, yet at any moment they may fall with a
tremendbus crash, and do great injury. He
therefore strongly urged the necessity of replac-
ing these missing columns without delay ; and
further recommended tlio use of some Devonshire
marble instead of Doulting (which in past repairs
had been used), so as to cany out as nearly as
possible tho original intention. Tho inestimable
value of the west front of this cathedral, as being
undoubtedly the finest m England, claimed for it

the utmost possible care ; no measures for its pre-
servation should be neglected. Nothing but the
utmost vigilance could save it from the eiiects of
time, which were then working slowly bnt surely
its destruction. It was unwise to rest satisfied,
and to suppose that because up to that time cer-
tain parts (which looked perilous) had not fallen,
that therefore they wore safe. In conclusion, Mr.
Ferrey recommended that each part of the west
front shonld be carefully e-xamined and strength-
ened where necessary, and wherever it might bo
found needful to replace carved work, he felt con-
fident that tho new portions might be worthily as-
similated to tho old. In consequence of this re-
port, the Dean and Chapter appealed for subscrip-
tions. A committee was formed, and in order that
no doubt should be entertained as to the neces-
sity of tho work, Mr. Scott's opinion was re-
quested on Mr. Ferrey's proposal. Mr. Scott, at

once, made an independent examination of tho

west front, and confirmed in every respect Mr.
Ferrey's report, whereupon the work of repair

was without loss of time commenced. Amongst
the many repairs which have been carried out

from time to time, much of the well-intended

work was but indifferently executed ; thus iu sub-

stituting light-coloured stone for blue lias, as

previously remarked, the beauty of tho front has
boon sadly marred. The carving also, where re-

newed, is both lumpy and heavy, and wanting in

tho freedom and expression of tho ancient work,

and worse than all, in some cases (though happily

few) where tho heads of statues were wanting,

modern ones have been supplied of the most
miserable description ; here and there arms have
been stuck on in cement ; but considering the

largo number of tho statues, we may be thankful

that so few have been deformed and disfigured by
clumsy hands. Within Mr. Ferrey's own recolloc-

tion some of tho beautiful heads of the statues

have been split asunder, the facial portion falling

to tho ground in numberless fragments. Mr.
Fen-y concluded his paper by a comparison of the

west fronts of some of our English cathedrals and
abbey churchos which had been most adorned
with sculpture. Taking Exeter, Salisbury, Lich-

field, Crowlaud Abbey, and Bowden as examples,

it would bo found that the west front of Wells
Catheth-al supplied by far tho most elaborately

ornamented example in Euglaud.

MSCDSSIOS.

Professor Ansted saidheknewWells Cathedral
very well, having made a very careful examination

of it some ten years ago. From that examination,

and from what he had been able to glean of the

histoiy of the bmlding, he thought that the stone

had very much deteriorated within the last thii'ty

or forty years. At the time when Britton de-

scribed tho fabric, and (ten yoai'S later) when the

Commissioners for selecting a stono for the

Houses of Parliament examined it, it was de-

scribed as being in a fair state of preservation, and
tho Doulting stone iu the west front was referred

to as a good material. Tho photographs which
had been projected on to the screen showed
clearly, indeed,that, taking it as a whole, this stone

had lasted very well, and had boon well selected.

It was not to be expected that a building, however
carefully it might be constructed with any of the

ordinary stones of this country, would last with-

out care for more than a few centuries. As fast

as tho original stones decayed fresh ones should

be put in, and it was to be regretted that this had
not boon done in the west front of Wells Cathedral

thirty or forty years ago, when (there was reason

to believe) the whole of the sculptured work was
in a far better state than now. Ho thought that it

would bo recognised as a highly unportant lesson

in reference to material that the stone had really

stood very well indeed for about four or five

centuries, and that within the course of the last

fifty years it had become so decayed as to

necessitate its replacement. Ho noticed particu-

larly the condition of the columns constructed (as

it appeared to him) of the streaked lias, as com-

pared with the condition of the Doulting limestone

used for the purjjosos of sculpture, and it soemed

to him that the lias had reaUy stood quite as well

in proportion as the harder, and probably better,

stone. In fact, it had lasted so well iu exposed

situations that h^ thought it must have been

adopted by the builders only after some crucial

tost. He thought that experience was against

any delicate work in blue lias lastmg fifty years

in exposed places without gi-eat change. With
regard to the material with which it was proposed

to replace the faulty stones, Mr. Ferrey had
stated that his mtention was to uso Kilkenny

marble in tho place of lias. It was possible that

that might prove a very good material for the

purpose, but it was also possible that it would

not be a bit more serviceable than tho blue lias.

Tho earthy marbles that wo had in this country

wore not very durable. They took a good face

and polish, but the polish very soon disappeared,

and he was inclined to think that when the frost

got into them they soon went to pieces, for after

all these marbles were only partially crystallised,

and were liable to considerable variety of con-

dition.

Tho Chairman asked whether the Doulting

stono was an oolite of the same character as

Portland stone.

Pboi'essor Ansted replied that it was a

closely compacted oolite, but contained very few
oolitic grains.

PiioFEsson DoNALnsoN said he understood that

the Kilkenny marble was not a marble at all. It
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W.13 tho name vulgiirly given to a stono whieli

Wd.3 very liard and very diifloult to work.

Professor Ansted said it was a very compact

earthy limestoue.

Mr. G. W. Hemans, C.E., said that in con-

structing a railway in the neighbonrhood of

Kilkenny he had used tho stone o{ tho district for

tho bridges, &c. It was a marblo of a very hard

texture, and capable of taking a very high polish.

It was an exceedingly flue stone, and extremely

iorable.

Mr. J. P. Seddon (Hon. Sec.) having made
a few remarks on the subject, Mr. Charles Ban-y
proposed that the thanks of the meeting should

be given to Jlr. Ferrey for his ijiteresting paper.

Mr. C. P. Hayward seconded tho proposition,

which was supported by Professor Donaldson,

who suggested that the names of Messrs.',^Flukes

& Rudgo (who had attended to illustrate the paper

by meaus of tho oxyhydrogen lime-light and
photographic camera) should he associated with

that of ftlr. Ferrey. Mr. Hadlield, of Sheflicld,

also supported the proposition, which having been

put by the Chairman was cordially agreed to.

Mr. Ferrey, in reply, said he regretted that

the eminent sculptors, Messrs. Westmacott &
Woolner, had not been present to criticise the

statues which had been shown on tho screen.

With regard to the materials to be used for tho

restoration of the work, he said he could in some
measure corroborate Professor Ansted's remarks
as to the blue lias. It had certainly, in many
parts of the buililing, stood remarkably well, but

this had been in nooks, and not in any exposed
situations, where he (Mr. Ferrey) believed it had
totally failed in every case. He had at first stood

out for the use of the blue lias, but when he saw
how universally it had failed he was obliged to

recommend the Kilkenny marble, which was
selected, not only on account of its durability, but

by reason of its colour harmonizing with the old

mateiial. One cause of the failure of the shafts

he thought was as follows :—They were very
long, and had no zones ; tkey entered into a cup
at the base, and the wet trickling down the faces

of them lodged in the cup, and, in time, disinte-

grated the base of the column and loosened it,

and the first gale of wind blew the shaft down.
He had adopted tho Kilkenny marble because
there were so many instances in which that

material had stood for many centuries as sharp
as when put up.

The meeting then terminated.

a further sacriGce of time and money, but are

bound in justice to adhere to the terms of the

original advertisement, to proceed to consider the

designs given in, and to award the premium of

£50 to the beat." The Council instructed Mr.
MacLean, the secretary, of the lantitute, to send

an extract from the minutes to the Lord Provost,

as Chairman of the Waterworks Commissioners.

THS GLASGOW INSTITUTE OP
ARCHITECTS.

A MEETING of the Council of this Institute

was held on Thursday week, Alexander
Thomson, Esq., I.A., President, in the chair.

The attention of the Council was called to the
following advertisement, which appeared last week
ia the Glasgow newspapers —

" Glasgow Corporation Waterworks.
"Design for Memorial Fountain.
"Important Notice to Competitors.

"Notice is hereby given that, in terms of a
resolution by the Glasgow Corporation Water-
works Commissioners, it has been agreed that

the cost of the proposed memorial fountain to

commemorate the services of the late Lord
Provost, Robert Stewart, Esq. of Murdoaton,
shall not exceed from £1,500 to £2,000, instead

of from £2,000 to £4,0u0, as formerly adver-

tised.
" Competitors are invited to make such modiS-

cations or alterations on their designs as may be
thought proper, so as to bring the cost of erec-

tion within the restricted sum.
" The premium of £50 will be awarded for the

design that may be considered by the committee
as most suitable, but they do not bind them-
selves to erect the fountain for which the pre-

mium may be awarded."
It was stated that nine months ago the Com-

missioners advertised for designs for the memo-
rial fountain, the cost not to exceed from £2,000
to £-1,0011, and mentioned that a premium of

£50 would be given for the best ; that about 50
designs had been sent in, involving in their pro-

duction a large expenditure of time and money
;

and that nothing had been heard of the result

by the competitors till last week, when the report
of the proceedings of the Commissioners and the
advertisement first above referred to appeared in
the newspapers. The Council unanimously
resolved " That the Commissioners cannot now
change the conditions of the competition, and ask

ARCHITECTS AND THEIR PLANS.
(From the TiTnes.)

A QUESTION lately i-aised about the Palace

of Westminster lias just been reproduced
in a case of more modest proportions, and con-

clusively determined. It will be in the recollec-

tion of the pubUc that|wheu Mr. Ayrton, on be-

half of the nation, required the delivery of the

plans and drawings-of the Palace of Westminster,
Mr. Barry, on behalf of his^late father, declined

to give them up. The argument employed was
that such plans remained the propertj-, not of the

person who had bespoken and paid for them, but
of the architect who designed and framed them,
and tho customary and recognised usage of the

profession was appealed to in support of the pre-

tension. Wo exposed at the time the unreason-
able nature of tho claim thus preferred, and
suggested to our readers that they should pro-

tect themselves for the future in all such trans-

actions by stipulating beforehand for the delivery

of the goods ordered, as iu all other trade bar-

gains. We can now state that this precaution is,

happily, needless. The presumption has been
formally established in the opposite direction.

Instead of its being necessary that an architect's

employer should make terms for the delivery of

his plans, it will be necessary that the architect

himself should obtain his employer's consent to

their retention. In the absence of any special

agreement to the contrary, it will bo held that
these'goods belong to the customer who purchased
them, and not to the dealer who sold them. So
it was ruled in the Court of Exchequer onWednes-
day last, and certainly tho law in this instance

has proved itself the perfection of reason.

Mr. M'Gowan, a clergyman residing at Holmes-
dale, engaged the services of Mr. Ebdy, a pro-

fessional architect, for the construction of a
vicarage house on specified terms. The architect

was to prepare the plans of the building and pro-

cure tenders for tho execution of the work, his

remuneration being gi'aduated ^according to the
following scale :—If the work was actually com-
pleted, 5 per cent, on the whole sum expended
was to be paid as commission ; if the tenders
were given, but the work left iimdone, the com-
mission was to be reduced to 3 ]}er cent, on tho
estimated cost ; and in the event of the scheme
being droj)ped before the issue of tenders, tho
percentage was to be still further reduced to 2 J.

The pertinence of these stipulations to the point

at issue consisted iu the evidence which they
furnished of a deliberate contract. Apparently
there was some doubt from the beginning whether
the house would be built or not, and the fees

payable to the architect were regulated accordingly;
but, inasmuch as this formal agreement between
the contracting parties could be produced as de-

fining their respective rights, it followed that any
claim not based on the stipulations recorded
must either be established on some special ground
or rejected altogether. That is precisely what
occurred. The work was terminated at a stage
which left tho architect entitled to a commission
of 2i per cent, on the estimated cost, and about
this there was no dispute. Mr. M'Gowan wrote
to Mr. Ebdy announcing the discontinuance of

the project, and asking for the plans and the

charges for preparing them. Mr. Ebdy duly
delivered his account, but declined to deliver tho

drawings, alleging the custom of the profession

as his justification for retaining them. It would
have followed, of oom-so, that Mr. M'Gowan, on
these conditions of dealing, would have got
nothing whatever for his money. He had agreed

to pay so much for plans only, so much for plans

and tenders, and so much for plans, tenders, and
work complete. Tho bargain actually terminated

at the first of these stages. Mr. M'Gowan, after

buying Ms plans, found that he had not occasion

to buy anything more, and so ho wrote for his

plans, and offered to pay for them. Tho architect

was ready to take the price of his wares, but not

to deliver them, on which his customer declined

to pay, and an action ensued which pats the

question at rest. Tho original trial had resulted

in favour of tho plaintiff, but leave was given to

move in order that the coort might deal with the

true question at issue—the validity or invalidity

of the professional plea.

On behalf of the architect tho contention was
that the usage of the profession gave him a right

to the custody of the plans. He had given hia

thought and labour to their preparation, and he
hold them at tho service of his employer for the
pnrjMses in contemplation ; but his employer had
abandoned these purposes, and tho plans were
not want«d. He had thus earned his money, and
if his customer had actually received no con-

sideration, that was hia own fault. The drawings
and specifications were entirely at his command if

he desired to build ; if ho did not, they were of

no use to him, and by the known nsage of the

trade, they were retained in the designer's hands.

On the other hand, it was maintained that no
trade nsage either did or could justify the non-
delivery of goods bought and paid for ; that tho
real contract contained all tho terms of the bar-

gain, and that these terms included no such right

as that now claimed by the architect. Conse-
quently, such a right could only be affirmed on
some pre-existing or overruling condition, and this

was tho condition sought in the prescription

alleged to pertain to the profession. As a matter
of fact, this usage or prescription could not bo
established to the satisfaction of the court, but
tho point was of comparatively Uttle importance,
since judgment was given on broader grounds.

It was held that the claim thus advanced by
tho profession was contrary to all reason. Baron
Bramwell used even stronger words in charac-
terising the pretension set up. " Tho usage con-

tended for," said his lordship, " was impossible ;

he could not help sajdng that it was perfectly

suicidal ; so soon as it was brought into being it

cnt its throat with its own absurdity." We
imagine these opinions will be shared by every-

body who reads them. " In all common sense,"

added the learned baron, " a man is entitled to

what ho is compelled to pay for." So, indeed, we
should think, and a more extravagant or in-

tolerable trade rule than that alleged to the con-

trail was never devised by a trade-union. If it

is not held to be " in restraint of trade," it cer-

tainly ought to be, but from this time forth the

question stands on the simplest of footings. The
privilege, or usage, or whatever it may be, of the

architectural profession is summarily set aside,

and if in future an architect expects or intends to

keep tho goods for which his customers pay in-

stead of delivering them, he must secure that

privilege, not by appeal to trade onstom, but by
the production of a contract to that effect on tho

part of his employer. Otherwise the presump-
tion goes against him. It follows practically that

any person building a house and bespeaking plans

for the purpose will be entitled to tho possession

of those plans, unless he pleases to forego his

rights in such respect by previous agreement. In
that case there is no more to bo said, bnt we
should really like to see with what face an archi-

tect would venture to apin-oach his customers witlt

a direct and undisguised request for payment
without delivery.

COMPETITIONS.
CnnRCH Plate.—We announced some time ago

that Messrs. Cox & Sons (in conjunction with Sir.

John Keith) had offered prizes of ten, five, and
three guineas each for the best designs for a set o£

Communion service, to be executed for the ap-

proaching International Exhibition, ,
members of

the Architectural Association only being eligible

to compete. At the meeting of the Association on
Friday evening last, Mr. J. S. Quilter, hon. sec,

stated that the committee had requested Mr.

William White, P.S.-'V., Mr. A. Waterhouse, and
Mr. B. J. Tarver, to act as judges of the designs

sent in, which were eighteen in numbei'. The
judges reported that none of the designs sent in

came up to the average standard of excellence

which was exhibited in the design of church plate

iu the present day. Of tho designs sent in, the

the judges considered that the ine marked "St.
John " was entitled to the first prize ;

" Or," to

the second prize ; and " Pix," to the third prize.

These were found to be by Mr. Womura, Mr-
Isaac Jones, and Mr. Frame, respectively. The
judges, however, did not recommend that any of

these designs should be carried out wifaout being

more or less modified.

The foundation stone of a new rectory for S. Mil-

dred's, Canterbury, was laid on Tuesd-iy week.
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CCNNINOH IM & DABB'S WOOD-CAEVINa MACHINE.

AWOOD-CARVraa m4-
ehiiM eapabla of atia-

facUril; «iecutuig not only or-

duuuy work, but even etattury

«Dd otb«r objects r«>iuirtng

aaaltrMrattuig, iodrfwndeotly

o{ taj utMtic knowledge in

th* wuriBieo, uiing it will pro-

liaUy attoaith aome of our

readcn and he welcomed by

many. Stidi a machine has

bam inttoduoed by Measn.
Coaaii^gfaam & Dabb, and may
'ba aecn in operation at their

mtkkB in Cadby'g-buiUling^,

laatberlane, Uolbom. It ia

aaafmaeat in size, weighing

only bom 4 c^- *" 3 cwc, ac-

eoraing to tize, and very cheap.

It can be worked either by
(team or a fy-wheel, retiuirea

no akilled labuur, and performs

the work with exaetneaa at an
ezpenae of leas than a tithe of

the tim« and coat hand labour

would inrolve. The machine
we saw at the time of nur

Tint hai aince been sold for

the execution of oak earrings

BOW erecting in the course

of the restoration of Bath
Abbey. The working of the '

jnadune is exceedingly simple. The work

is placed under the cutting tool (ehown side-

by-aide by the tracer), and the latter moved
at will over the outline of the model. Each
moving at the same speed and in the Bame direc-

tions as the other, a perfect copy is obtained. A
revolving motion ia imparted to the cutting tool

by means of the band attached to the fly-wheel,

And the necessary suspension is aObrded by the

jMljosting spring shown. Suitable tables can be

supplied for more elaborate work—statuary, and

the like. The two forms of the machine which
will probably command the largest sale are a

small one for working on a lathe and suited to the

l^niraDOlts of amateurs* and another, shown
Ja our iUoatration, to meet ths requirements of

boiUera and others.

ON ABTISTS- COLOUBS .iND PIGMENTS.
'PHE first coarse of Cantor lectures at tlie rooms
A. of tlie Society of Arts, John-street, Adelphi,

for the present session, commenced on Monday last.

On that occasiou Freilerick S. BorS, Esq., M.A.,

F.C.8., and Fellow of the Cambridge Philosophical
Society, delivered the first of a scries of five lectures

on "Artists' Colours and Pigments." Mr. P. Le
Me»» Foster occupied the chair. The lecture

theatre was crowded.
Mr. Babtt commenced by offering a few observa-

tions on the importance of the application of

(dcnce to the fine arts. He said wo conld hardly
look at the beautiful i>ictarcs of the old masters
without a feeling of regret that we were unable to

view them in all the freshness with which they left

their gifted bands, nor was it possible to see without
ngret the ravages time bad made on many of their

mort tuaooB works. Unhappily this decay was not
mnfhied even to the workaof the old masters alone.

bat the woriu of artists of the present day and of

thoM immediately preceding them were fust losing

that freshness and beauty which they originally

presented. The causes ^vhich had produced these
oahunitons effects would be treated partially in that,

bat aM>re folly in the eneceediiig lectures, and as
ftrMpoasible remedies would be pointed out by
whieh sreaterdurabiiity of colour might heohtained.
The aooption of the means to be snggested, of
eoane, rested with artists themselves, and to em-
ploy them with good effect would require study and
a practical acquainlrnco with those branches of
science which most directly bore upon their art.

The artist's profession was one requiring a high
derdopaMOt of the imagination ' and of the poetical
feeHnga, bat it was a great mistake to draw the
coodotion that sciintific pursuits deadened those
fedinga, for what conhl elevate a man's mind more
than asnieet inqoiiy into the secrets of Nature in
aD it* diffemit forms ? Such pnrsuits would not
OBiy repay the artist in the control which they
woold give him over (he materials he had to employ,
bat open out a new field of beauty from which ho
ad^ gather ideas for the cnrichuimt of Lis works.
Hot merely were artists interested in the nenna-

loftheirr works during their own life-time, bnt
as they lived perhaps as much for the future as the

• Oostrsted and described la the ExfUik Sttchanie,

present, they had cveiy reason to feel a keen in-

terest in securing the lasting durability of their

works. It was mournful to contemplate the pictures

of Turner, and of Sir Joshua Reynolds, and see the

gradual fading of their original beauty, owing to

their lack of this important requisite. Had they
not, then, in the face of these facts, cause to urge
upon their instructors the importance of turning
their attention to the study of science, wliich would
greatly help them in painting vehicles and painting

grounds so that theii- iiictures might escape the fate

of their pi^edeccssors ? Unlike the wiiierr's, the
artist's works conld not be printed, and with the
latter's death died all knowledge of his works,
except what was handed down by tradition. All of

them must be familiar with Longfellow's touching
lines on the artist of Nuremberg :

—

Here, where art was i^till religion, with a simple reverent
heart,

Lived and laboured Albrccht Durer, the evangelist of
art.

Hence, in silence and in sorrow, toiling still with busy
lianil,

hike au emigrant be wandered, seeking for the better
Intul.

Emifjnivit is the inscription on the tombstouo where
he lies.

Dead he is not—but departed— for the artist never dies.

It was that the artists of the present day and of

future times might be enabled to obtain this im-
mortality for their works that he was there that
evening to advocate the claims of science as the
handmaid of art. After these preliminary observa-
tions, Mr. Baiff proceeded to consider the nature of
colour. "What was colour ;" Hail it any property
inherent in matter, or did it belong to matter V The
lecturer then, by a series of experiments (in the
showing of wliicli he was greatly aided by Mr. Ladd
and Mr. Taylor) domonstrated that colour did not
necessarily depend on chemical composition or
upon material arrangement. Heat would change a
colour, and friction would restore it again to its

original hue. Upon what then did colour depend '!

It depended on all these circumstances combined
;

and in order that the ortist might be able to
appreciate the quality of the colours he was using,
and their nature, it appeared to him to be necessary
that he should he acquainted with those agents
which influenced the colouring materials with which
he had to deal. What he wished most earnestly to
impress upon his hearers was this,—that not only
did a knowledge of tlio reactions of chemistry
enable the artist to understand the natmo of the
colours with which he had to work, but it enabled
him the better to master those kindred branches of
knowledge— viz., heat and light, which were
also of great moment. After describing how
the sense of colour was created in the human
vision, Mr. Barfl said that only a day or two ago he
was talking to Mr. Benson, a gentleman who had
devoted much attention to the science of colour.
Mr. Benson explained to him the system which he
advocated. He said it had always been the popular
lielicf that the three primitive colours were red,
ycUow, and blue ; bnt in his work on the " Science
of Colour" he jiroved (and successfully to the
lecturer's mind) tliat the primitive colours were not
red, yellow, and blue, but red, green, and blue—rod
at the bottom of the spectrum, green in the middle,
and blue towards the end. Mr. Benson had also

I

devised some experiments illustrative of this, by
I which artists might be able to tell whether the pig-

ments with whieh they were dealing were pure
colours. The experiment consisted in laying on a
dark ground a piece of cardboard covered with a
strip of colour, and then, on looking at it tlirongh a
prism, the artist would see a perfect spectrum ; and
in the centre a variation of the spectrum. If the
colour was pure, say in the case of vermilion, he
would see the red rays only in the centre ; and if

impure, he would see a mixture of rays. 'The use
of this ingenious method of testing colours was
obvious to every artist. In conclusion, the lecturer
said he had tried to give his hearers some idea of
what colour consisted. He had shown that it did
not consist in the composition of the substance
alone ; nor in its molecular arrangements ; nor in

its having'water present ; nor in its being in a state
without water ; but that it might depend on
some or all of those conditions, and that it was
the duty of those who had to deal with colours
to study chemistiy, physics, and those sciences
which would teach, them the influences which
each particular science bore upon their know-
ledge of that subject. He had also tried to show
that colour really depended upon the reflection

from the substance conveyed to their minds by cer-

tain luminous rays, by which he meant that the red
was a sensation from a red pigment, and was con-
veyed to the eyes by the absorption to a great ex-
tent of the other colours of the spectrum, and that
the red alone, or nearly alone, was reflected back
again to the eyes, and that that was the same with
all colours. He had also shown that in studying
coloiu's, the artist should be careful to mvestigate
the properties of light, and the way in which it

acted upon the substance with which he had to deal.

Finally he had sliown that the shadows produced
by a rough surface were different from those pro-
duced by a smooth surface.

As we have already intimated, the lecture was
illustrated with numerous experiments, some of

them indeed being of a brUliaut character.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGLISH
CATHEDRALS.

TO dispute which church ought positively to

take the first place is idle. Each church
has its own merits and its own faults (says the

Saturday Itei-iew), and there is none which can

be put forward as undoubtedly surpassing all

others in every respect. And, provided the merits

and defects of a building are thoroughly under- 1

stood, the process of striking the balance between I

them is very much a matter for each man's per- '

sonal taste. The question certainly does not lie

wholly between York and Lincoln. For harmony
and unity of design there is nothing like Salis-

bury ; for majesty of bulk and variety of style

there is nothing lite Ely. Perhaps no one will

argue that S. Albans is the most beautiful church

in England, but it is an undoubted fact that it ia

the longest. For overwhelmmg internal effect

Westminster rises above all, but then the mass of

mankind do not look on Westminster as a church,

or as a building at all, but simply as a place for

the display of monuments. Lichfield is very low,

and outrageously long for its height, but the grace

of its three spires is unequalled. For a wonder-

ful fusing together of the effect of the earlier

Romanesque and the later Gothic there ia nothing

like the nave of Winchester. Peterborough has

its unrivalled western portico ; Canterbury hag

the noblest of central towers. Norwich would

hardly receive the first honours from any one,

unless haply at the hands of s.ine most patriotic

East-Angle, but it is well to rtnj.-mber the exist-

ence of so great and magnifieeiit a church, which

very few people out of East Anglia seem to know
anything about. The Cathedral church of Durham
has perhaps a better-founded claim than either

York or Lincoln to rank at the head of churches

of its own siyle. The Norman form of Roman-
CFqiie has, both in England and in Normandy,
prodiiced a series of churches of wonderful size

and grandeur—Jumieges, Ely, Peterborough,

Gloucester, Tewkesbury, Southwell, Norwich,

and the twin minsters of Caen. But Durham, as

a specimen of Romanesque, is above all of

them.

The North London Railway.—This company,
with the view of accommodating the passenger

traflic, are building new and commodious stations

at suitable and convenient points along their line.

Amongst others, a new station has just been

opened at Barnsbury. The station, which is very

extensive, and comprises a station-master's resi-

dence, is situated in the Roman-road, Barnsbury,

some few hundred yards from the old Caledonian

-

road Station, which is now closed.
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BESOBrnios of tiie cofi-ebdam.? used in TnE
EXECLTION OP NO. 2 CONTBACI OF THE TUAME3
EMBANKMENT.*

THE coutract upon -which these cofferJams
were used was let by the Metropolitan

Boinl of Works, in January, 18G4, to Jlr. A. W.
Kitson. It extended from the lauding pier at
Waterloo-bridge to the eastern end of tbo T<>inpIo
Oardens, a length of 1,970ft. Mr. J. W. Bazal-
gette (M. Inst. C.K.) was the engiiieer-in-cliief,

and Jlr. Edmund Cooper (M. Inst. C.E.) was the
resident engineer ; the author of this paper
having charge of the works for the contractor.
Tho breadth reclaimed from the river by this por-
tion of tho Embankment varied from 110ft. to
270ft. ; the depth of water, when the tide was
low, hi front of the wall averaged 2ft., and the
rise of tide was 18ft. 6in. Tho borings showed
the bed of the river to consist of sand and gravel,
resting upon the London clay, at depths varyin"
from 21-58ft. to 27-lOft. under low-water mark^
whUst the foundation of the wall was in all cases
•designed to bo carried down to a depth of lift.
under low- water mark. It devolved upon the
contractor to design dams to the satisfaction of
the engiueer, who reserved to himself the power
to adopt either caissons or coBerdams. The
author considered that dams of timber and puddle
would not only be cheaper, but could also bo
more expeditiously constructed, than iron
caissons ; and having succeeded in obtaining the
engineer's sanction to one of the plans which he
submitted, the work was begun.

The Temple Pier was the most important work
in the couti-act, and it was therefore recjuisite to
lay its foundation dry as soon as possible. To
effect this two short dams, one at each end of the
pier, completely enclosing a short length of the
river wall, were first begun. No 1 was 111ft. Ciu.
long by 2uft. broad, inside measure, and No. 2
was of similar breadth, but a few feet longer.
These dams consisted of
whole timbers, averaging
clear space of 6ft. for puddle. The piles wer
from 40ft. to 4«ft. m length, having oast-iron
shoes 701b. in weight, and were driven 4ft. into
the clay. Cast-u-on was used in preference to
wrought-iron for the shoes, as giving, at an equal
cost, a much larger base for the timber to rest
upon. Where the driving was difficult, shoes
having cast-iron bases and wi'ought-iron straps
ivere employed. The piles were secured by three
Jows of walings of whole timbers, ISio. to llin.
square, through which and passing through the
puddle sj)ace, at distances of 6ft. 6in. horizon-
tally, were bolts 2Jin. in diameter in the lower
waling and 2in. in diameter in the middle and
upper walings. Cast-ii-on washers, 9in. in dia

dams, tho fiUmg-in of tho space belaud the
Temple Pier was gouig on, the line of tho dam
was being dredged, and the driving of the piles
begun. The Temple Pier, 470ft. iu length, was
irregular iu outline, projecting in some parts up-
wards of ;jOft. in advance of the river-wall, and
tho breadth across the foundation trench in the
centre part was 57ft. To avoid the necessity of
having to use a largo number of struts of such
groat length, this dam was strengtheued by means
of buttresses of piles, somewhat simUar to those
used in the coll'erdams constructed for the
Grimsby Docks (i'ide Mia. vf Pruc. Inst. C.E.,
vol. ix., p. 1.) These buttresses were placed at
mteiTals of 20ft., and were backed up by struts
e.xtenduig across the foundation of tlio pier.

The scantUngs of the timbers and the sizes of the
bolts in this dam were similar to those in dams
Nos. 1 and 2, the walings only being a little

stouter, averaging lliu. square.
Before No. 3 dam was completed. No. 4 dam

was begun, and was followed bydams Nos. 5 and 6.

In these and all tho dams, except No. 3, the inner
row of piles was placed so as to coincide with the
riverward face of the concrete in tho foundation
trench. The piles, walings, and bolts of these
dams weresunilar to those iu dams Nos. 1,2, and
3 ; but the shoring was of a dift'ereut character.
Across the breadth of the wall the stmts were
all horizontal, and abutted against walings of
whole timbers, bolted to pau-s of piles, driven
into tho solid ground behind tho foundation of
the wall. These coupled piles were placed at
distances of 18ft. apart from centre to centre, and
were further supported by three back struts to
each pair, two of which were horizontal and one
raking. These struts abutted against piles driven

of a bar 1ft. long and liu. siinaro was taken at
40(31b. The pressure of the water was found to
bo 1.5,12.31b., or 6-752 tons per lineal foot of dam.
The momentum of tho water tending to over-
throw the dam was 110,916, whilst the momen-
tum of tho dam itself was 83,200. It also ap-
peared that if tho dam had been 9-23ft. instead of
8ft. in thickness it would, considered as a wall,
have been, iu relation to the pressure of the water,
in a condition of equilibrium. The resistance of
the piles to fracture at tho ground lino was cal-
culated to bo 47,1271b. in relation to a force
acting at the centre of pressure of the water. If
one-third was taken as a safe load, the result was
15,7091b., to resist a pressure, as before stated, of
15,1251b. Disregarding these resistances, and
reckoning the whole pressure of one bay to act
upon each strut, the thrusts were—on the lower
strut 222-82 tons, on tho middle stmt 77-5 tons,
and on tho upper strut 47-94 tons, liut with
every strut resisting an equal pressure the load
on each would bo 2614 tons. For the pressure
of the puddle on the tic-bolts the autlior had no
satisfactory data, but he assumed it to bo less
than that of a similar section of water, and
approximately tho load upon the tie-bolts was
calculated to be, at all events, less than the fol-
lowing amounts :—On each lower bolt 2 Jin. in
diameter, 85,2501b. ; on each middle bolt, 2m. in
diameter, 54,8751b. ; and on each upper bolt, 2in.
in dmmeter, 37,6251b.
When tho dams had served their purpose, it

became necessary to clear them away, and before
the completion of the whole series the removal of
those first constructed had been begun. The
piles in front of tho ordinary wall were cut off at
a level of 3ft. under low-water mark, and those

into the slope of the filhng material, and backed in front of tho Temple Pier at a level of 7ft. under
up with rubble stones. From the lower waling low-water mark. The removal of the pUes and
to the bottom of the trench, or to the solid ground, ' puddle was effected in the folio-wing manner :

the space in all the dams was filled up with clay, Upon the tops of the piles of each side of the
or with a mixture of clay and gravel, to give ! dam half beams were fixed, and upon these rails
further stability to the dam, and to assist the I were laid so as to form a road, upon which the
lower bolts to resist the pressure of the puddle. ! steam cranes and dredging machines to be usedm
Sluices of 44in. elm plank, and having hinged

|
the removal of the puddle could travel, and upon

flaps, were hiserted iu each dam, through the
]

which tho pile-cutter could also be moved. These
two rows of piles of I

P'''^^/'"'! puddle at tho level of the lower waling, i maehmes were successively placed in position,

13iu. squai-o, with a , .
""** ^°^' -* ^^'^ ^' *'"'^'^ sluices were 8m.

{

and the work was begun. For the first 15ft. iu

L'y ^"'-' i"'*^!'""-! "ross section. In the Temple depth the puddle was filled into skips, and hoisted
Pier dam there were two sluices, 3ft. high and
1ft. wide, and for each of the other dams there
was one sluict) of similar section. In the Temple
Pier dam, two iron cylinders, 8ft. in diameter,
were sunk to a depth of 4ft. below tho lowest
level of tho foundation, for pump-well, and in
each of the other dams one such cyUnder was
sunk. The volume of water lifted out of the
Temple Pier dam varied from 620 gallons to
1,200 gallons a minute, according as a less or a
gi-eater area of tho foundation was exposed ; but
in all the other dams there was much less water
to be pumped. As soon as the walls in any of
tho dams had been raised 6ft. above low-water

meter and !i|iu. thick, were used to distribute the
'™'"''^' "*? further pumpmg was needed, as the

pressure over a large surface of the walings. To
avoid the difficulty of havingto procure a number
of long timbers, the pQes were in a few cases
only of the fuU leugth requu-ed, and the others,
after beiug driven, had lengthening pieces fixed
to them, so as to raise the dam to a height of ift.
above the high-water line. Before proceeding
with the construction of these two dams the
ground was not dredged, but in all the dams sub-
sequently constructed the sand and gravel were
cleared off to the level of the clay before the piles
were driven. Where the gronud had not been
dredged, great difficultywas experienced iu driving
the piles, and in the two dams iu question one-
sLxth of tho whole number pitched, having shown
symptoms of failure, were drawn. In all cases
the piles so drawn were observed to have cast
their shoes, and their lower extremities were
usually bruised into a mass of tangled shreds.
Tho failure generally occurred when the piles
were passmg through a bed of compact sand,
resting upon coarse open gi-avel. Beneath the
gravel, and i-esting upon the clay, was a layer of
septaria, which ofi'ered a serious impediment to
the passage of the piles ; but when once the clay
was reached, the driving was comparatively easy.
The space between the piles -was dredged" to the
lavel of the clay and filled with well-tempered
pnddle. The transverse struts, of which there
was a tier to each waling, were of whole timbers,
8ft. apart in the length of the dam.

Simultaneously with the construction of these

* Abstract of paper rend by Mr. T. D. Ridley,
A.I.C.E., before the luatituUon of Civil Engineers'
Js'ovomber 8 laat.

water which gathered when the tide was high was
passed through the sluices at low water. Murray's
chain jramps were used in all cases, and were
found to bo very efiicacious. In cofferdams there
was usually a frequent settlement of the puddle,
producing channels underneath the bolts and a
consequent leakage. In such cases holes were
bored with a Sin. auger through the inner row
of piles, immediately below the tie-bolts, and
pellets of clay were driven through these into tho
puddle until the leakage was subdued. The
quantities of material used in the dams were ;

—

In the Temple Pier dam, timber 152 cubic feet,
iron 2851b., and puddle 9 cubic yards per lineal
foot of dam. In the other dams, timber 117
cubic feet, iron 2U21b., and puddle 9 cubic yards
per lineal foot of dam. The staging from which
the dredging was executed and the piles driven
consumed 19-6 cubic feet of timber and 131b. of
iron per lineal foot. Sissons' & White's steam-
pile drivers, and those of Appleby Brothers, were
used, iu addition to others wrought by manual
labour. The cost of driving was a little under
4d. per foot of the pile w-hen the ground was
dredged, but was much higher where the ground
was not dredged. The preparation of the pUes
cost Jths of a penny, and tho fixing of the walings
and shoring 4jd. per cubic foot, exclusive of the
cost of fixing the tie-bolts.

In estimating the pressure to be resisted, and
the requisite strength of the dam, the depth of
water was taken at 22ft., the piles were assumed
to be 12in. scpiare, and tho struts 13iu. square.
The weight of a cubic foot of the dam was esti-

mated to be 1001b., and the breaking strain of , i, ^ „ , ., ,, , ,. , . ^

the timber, measured by a load upon the mime^ 1^:^1/1^1^^).
""*'"*"' '*""'^""'

by means of steam cranes. Below that depth it

was dredged by the machines which had been
used for excavating the trench. When the puddle
had been cleared away to the requisite depth the
pile cutter followed and performed its part of the
work. This machine consisted of a platform
upon a stout frame, resting upon four wheels,
which travelled upon the rails before mentioned,
and carrying a steam-engine with the requisite
machinery for driviug a circular saw, which was
fixed at the lower end to an upright spindle, and
adjusted to the proper level. The spindle was
jdaced between tho two rows of piles, and re-
volved in guides at the end of movable arms, so
arranged that it would shift to cither side ofthe dam
byturningahandlo, andby the same motionit could
be pressed towards the pile whichwas being operated
upon unto it was severed by the saw. Two piles
were usually cut off on each side before the ma-
chine required to be moved backwards on tho
rails. When the way was clear for the pile-

cutter, and a sufficient length of dam dredged,
sixty piles could bo cut off" in a day, but the ex-
cavators could not keep pace with the pile-cutter,

and the average number of piles actually cut off

did not exceed thirty-six daily. The machine
was devised by Mr. Charles Murray, of Loman-
street, Southwark, and the author, but tho mo-
tion which regulated the position of tho spindle

was the inventipn of Mr. Murray alouo, and was
patented by him. The total cost of the removal
of tho dams was £1 Is. per lineal foot, made up
thus—clearing out puddle, 13s. 6d. ; dredging
outside of dam, 78. 6d. ; cutting off piles, 33. per
lineal foot.

TESTS OF METALLIC BRIDOES.*

THERE has been hitherto no definite and
settled official rule for testing metallic

bridges on common roads. Sometimes the old
rule is adopted of submitting the bridge to a uni-
formly-distributed load of 400 kil. to the square
metre.

A late circular contains tests well defined, aa
follows :

—

(1.) Metallic trusses should give passage to every
vehicle authorised by the regulation of August 10

from
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ISSi ; that b, to T»tuclee drawn by not more
than &r» honca if they bare two wheels, and by
not mora tluB etgbt if they hare four wheeU

;

11 tnaa kad ia allowed for two-nhe<l waggons
tad 14 tana forfour-wheel waggona.

(3.) The dimenaiona of the p:>rts ar« calculated

ao that th« work of the metal per square milli-

Batra imdar the maximum load is limited to

1 UL for caat-inm working by tension : to 5 kil.

for eaat-irai working by oompression ; to 6 kil.

for wroocht or pUte-iron, both for tension and

Higher figure* are permitted for large bridges,

when justified by quality of metal, form, and dis-

poaition of pieeas.

(S.) Each metallic bridge is subjected to the

following testa :—The first, by load uniformly
distributed, ia made by an additional load uf 400
kil. to the sqoaremetre of floor, footway included.
This lo^ sboold remain for at ieiit eight hours,
and in every case until depr<naion haa ceased.

The aeoond proof is for rolling road, and is made
with waggona of two or four wheels, with mazi-
mnm load, teams attached and walking. These
are to more eloae, in as many flies as the carriage-

way will allow. All should then stand on the
floor tat half an hour.

ThaM regulations, made because of late acci-

daotn, will make the construction of metallic
bridgea more onerous than hitherto, especially for

osall structures. For large works above 20
I long there will be no difierence.

THE CONTAinN.VTION OP W.iTER BY
SEWAGE.

SOME important ezporimentg on water con-
taminated with sewage have been made by

Mr. Charles Hcisch, the bearing of which is

to simplify very mnoh its qoalitativo analysis. A
msanfaetorer of lemonade, finiUns suddenly that
he eonld not keep his beverage more than a day
or two, and nnable to understand the reason of
thia, called in the aid of Mr. Heiach. The mis-
chief waa traced to the water, and it was after-
wards diaoovered that an almost inappreciable
qoaati^ of drainage had reached the well which
w«B being used. Following up this clue, Mr.
Heiieh believes he has discovered a method
whereby lewage, almost in tho smallest possible
quantity,may be traced in water. Six drops of
dear lewage were mixed with 10,()00 grains
gather more than a pint) of West Middlesex and
Mew Birer water. To six onnces of this mixture
ten grains of pure sugar were added. The same
qoanttty of sugar was also added to six ounces of
waterwithont any sewage. In from twenty-four
to sixty hours the first mixture became turbid, and
rarwlad in the microscope certain forms of cells,

graced in a manner which Mr. Heisch regardsM Aaraeteristio. The water without sewageMBMMl elear and sweet. One drop of fresh
rine b 10,000 grains of water nelds a mixture
which inll keep for several weeks, but the ad-
dition of sngar wiU induce the appearance of
tteae oells m from twenty-four to forty-eightMm, Mr. Heisch states that filtering through
the flDMt Swedish paper did not remove the

.
«»' *« boiling for half an hour any

"feotnal. Filtration through charcoal
I alone to have been found capable of re-
>^ the imparity.

THE NEW MINT.
pABLIAMENT is next session to be asked to
JL lanetian tho erection of a new Mint on theniMBM Embankment. The site sclooted U on
the<^ side of the Temple Gardens, next to the

S** I;"^ ^® believe the ultimate removal of
the GMWorits is setUcd; if not, they cannot
«nst «de-by-side with the new Mint. The pos-
rtbto dMger to so imnortant a public building as
Uie Mut from fire and explosions forbids so close a

f"""*"™?-
A daily contemporary credits MrLowe wuh the " l^neficent design of shaming

tlieuaa Company out of countenance." If he
jeoeeds he wiU ccrUinly deserve our thanks.
Oas-works are altogether out of pUce in the
eentreo* the metropolis, and those immediatelym question are scarcely a less disgrace to the
river and the Embankment than the railwayWdgw. The location of the Mint on tho Em-
£^£^Jr ,T^^^' " ^'^'" 'mprovemont on

Slf!^!i ^ ^. '•^o"''g it to SomersetMOMe, from an architectural point of view, while

-S^S!l2J!.»!?v^"^ "*»' " "'" ^ almostmtmar ««•*•« between the Government offices

and the Bank of England. One word to Mr.
Lowe, though ; uo second attempt, please, at any
utilisation of Iiiigo Jones's plans.

PAPERS TO BE BEAD AT THE
INSTITUTE.

AS was stated by tho President of tho Royal
Institute of Architects in his iuaugnml

address, a Committee has been appointed by the
Council for the procuring and selection of papers
to be read at the ordinary general meetings of

the session just commenced. Tho following
papers have been promised, and will be read as
imder, subject to such alteration with regard to

date as circumstances may require :

—

Monilaij, Dec. 5. — " Considerations on the
Selection of Building Sites." By Professor D.
T. .\nsted, Honftrary Member.— " Memoir of

the late Sig. Raffaelli PoUti, of Girgenti." By
Professor Donaldson.
Monday, Dec. 19.—" On the Construction of

Theatres." By Mr. E. Salomons, Fellow.
Monday, Jan. 9, 1871. — " On S. Thomas's

Hospital." By Mr. H. Currey, Fellow.
Monday, Jan. 23.

—

" On the Roof of St. Pancras
Station." By Mr. W. H. Barlow, C.E., P.R.S.
Monday, Feb. 6.—"On tho Mystery of tho

Tomb of Charlemagne, and tho Researches made
of late years to discover its actual Site in tho
Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle." By Professor
Donaldson.

Further papers will be duly announced.

SEWAGE PURIFIC.A.TION.

DURING the past twelve mouths a aeries of
experiments has been earned on at the

Ealing Sewage Works to test tho system there
adopted for the purification of tho sewage of
Ealing. These experiments have been carried out
by Mr. Jones, the local surveyor, under the super-
intendence of Professor Way, who after paying
more than thirty visits has drawn up a most
favourable report, which was published by the
Local Board authorities on Saturday last. Tho
sewage of Ealing is dealt with by means of filter
beds, of which the Professor thus speaks:—
" These filter beds are, in my opinion, of very
great importance in carrying out any process of
purification of the sewage previous to its dis-
charge into the Thames. Without tlicm it would
be impossible, by the best precipitants known, to
clarify the sewage in the tank, for no matter how
perfect the system of precipitation may be, there
is always some portion of flocculent matter which
will not settle, and which can only be removed by
filtration. These filter beds are an excellent fea-
ture of the Ealing Sewage Works." Speaking of
the use of chemicals to precipitate the sewage,
the Professor says :—" Several years since I ex-
pressed tho opinion that if to the system of fil-
tration that of previous precipitation were added,
the Ealing works would be among the most per-
fect, if not the most perfect, of their kind inithe
country. I have seen nothmg recently to alter
that opmion. The precipitants employed are
luue and a cheap salt of iron, the latter made on
the premises by a process suggested by myself
With the Ume is used a preparation of tar, but
the chief efi'ect m the clarification of tho sewa-re
M undeniably due to the lime and the iron saft.
Shiked lune is mixed with water and the tar com-
pound, the lime is kept in suspension in tho water
by air pumped into it by a small steam-engine
which IB also used to pump water. The lime and
tar compound are added to the sewage as it enters
the works. It then passes to the tanks, where
the greater part of the suspended matter is depo-
sited. At the last of the sub-division of the tanks
a solution of uon salt is allowed to flow into the
sewage water, and advantage is taken of a slight
fall to move a small water-wheel, which assists in
the mixture of the iron salt with tho water. The
water then passes by upward filtration through
two filter beds It is not for a moment asserted
that the effluent water at the Ealing works is pare,
and the only question is whether it is rendered so
far free from oflensive matter as to aUow of its
discharge mto the Thames. Since July, 1869 I
have visited the works more than thirty times-
two-tlurds of such visits being during the past hotand diy summer. The state of the water has ne-
cessarily varied with the more or less complete
success of tho treatment employed during tho
experiments; but since the system has been in
good workmg order I have considered the result
to be very satisfactory. The effluent water.

though not absolutely bright, has only a faint
inilkiness, which a more liberal use of chemicals
would entirely remove. It is free from smell,
and samples that have been kept for weeks have
only in rare instances become ofiensive. I have
uo doubt a moderate amount of attention will in-
sure a uniformly good result."

ARCHITECTS AND THE GOVERNMENT.
Royal Institute of Biutish .4kchitects.

AT a special general meeting (of Members only)
held on Monday, the 31st ult., Mr. Thomas

H. Wyatt, President, in the chair, attention was
called to a correspondence which had recently
passed between Mr. E. M. Bai-ry, E.A., and the
Oflice of Works, viz. :—(1.) A letter, dated August
•2-2, 1870, from the Office of Works to Mr. E M
Barry, stating that the Furst Commissioner of Her
Majesty's Works had been advised by tho law
ofiicers of tho C^o^vu that " the contract plans and
elevations of the new Houses of Parliiimeut, and aU
other papers necessary for affording a complete
knowledge of the bmliiings," were the property of
the Crown, and requesting Mr. Barry to deliver up
such drawings and papers accordingly. (2.) A
letter, dated October 20, 1870, from Mr. e'. M
Barry to the Office of Works, complying witli the
above request s« far as the di-awings, &c., prepared
by hunself (for work since executed) were con-
cerned, but urging that the drawings prepared by
tho late Sir Charles Barry were his (Mr. E. M.
Barry's) inherited property, and requesting that he
might be furnished with copies of " the case " sub-
mitted to the law officers of the Croivn, and their
opinion thereon. (3.) A letter, dated October an,.
1870, from the Office of Works to Mr. E. M. Barry,
declining to furnish copies of the case or opinion,
but suggesting that, if Mi-. Barry were disposed to.
submit a "joint case" for the opmion of the law
officers, and would consent to be bound thereby,
the First_ Commissioner would instruct tho solicitor
of the office to act accordingly.

After some discussion, dm-ing which various
letters were read and opinions were quoted in con-
nection with the question at issue, it was resolved

" That this meeting adheres to the opinion enter-
tained by a largo proportion of the profession, and
supported by a mass of evidence as to tho practice
in all parts of the kingdom on the question raised
between Mr. E. M. Bai-ry and the Office of Works,
which opinion was cmboiUod in a series of resolu-
tions passed at the special general meeting held on
May 9 last, maintaining the architect's right of
ownership to his drawings, and promising Mr.
Barry the support of the Institute. But, consider-
ing that the law officers of the Crown have, in a case
submitted to them by the First Commissioner, ex-
pressed a contrary view as to the legal aspect of the
question, and that tho point, if disputed further,
would have to be settled at law, the meeting feels
that it cannot adrise Mr. E. M. Barry personally to
contest his right in a hostile mr.nner. Feeling, there-
fore, that it would be undesirable for any individual
architect to enter into a legal contest with the
Government, and observing from the official corre-
spondence now produced, that the First Commis-
sioner is willing that a joint case should be sub-
mitted to the law officers of the Crown, and that he
undertakes to abide by such decision if Mr. E. M.
Barry wiU do so, this meeting would recommend Mr.
Barry to agree to the princijile of a reference as
disposing of his case."

It was further resolved
" That, inasmuch as the case of Mr. E. M. B.irry

now under consideration has exceptional features,
this meeting is not prepared to accept the decision
concernmg it which may be arrived at (by tho
reference above mentioned) as a rule for general
guidance

; but would prefer that, at the earliest
possible opportunity, a legal decision on a case in-
volvmg the question of an architect's right of
ownership to his drawings, should be obtained in
one of the superior courts, where evidence as to
custom can be produced."
The attention of the meeting having then been

called to a printed " Memorandum of the Terms of
Appointment of Architects for Public Buildings,
recently issued by the Government, it was, after
same discussion, resolved

" That the document in question bo referred to
the Council, with a reqnestthat they will bo pleased
to give their due consideration to the conditions
tlierein specified, and report to a future special
gfuieral meeting (convened for the purpose) their
opiiiion whether any, and what, action should bi
taken on the subject."

GLASGOW .\.RCHITECTUR.\1 SOCIETT.

THE .annual general meeeting was held on Mon-
day night in the rooms of the Philosophical

hociety—Mr. Douglas, I.A., tho president, in the
Chan:. The rules of the society were revised to
accord with tho recently altered position of tho
society, it having become a section of tbo Philoso»
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pineal Society of Gks^'ow. The foUowii
report was rend auil accepted, vix.

:

—" Tli

annual
report was read aud accepted, vix. :—" Tliis society
having become a section of the Philosophical
Society, tlio Council specially drew attention to the
library being now under the charge of the librarian
of the Philosophical Society, and always accessible.
The society's large collection of plaster casts aud
suodols ore now lent to the Glasgow School of Art
aud Haldanu Academy, and have a career of useful-
uess before tliem, to the mutual satisfaction of both
societies. Tlie delegates appointed to attc^nd tho
Architectural AUiance in London were unfortunately
unable eitlier to go or to find substitutes on such
short notice as they had received. The question of
the proprietorship of architects' drawings was
brougUt before the Council by tho Council of the
lioyal Institute of British Architects, who wore in-
formed that it had been tho invai-iable practice in
Shis district to regard di-awings as the property of
the aixhitect. The meetings of tho society have
been made the soiu:ce of some very valuable infor-
mation by tho discussion on oniamental iron found-
.ing, commenced and illustrated by Mr. Thos.
Kassell ; on the nature aud properties of brick as
relating to building purposes, illustrated by the re-
.Bults of a number of experiments, spechilly under-
iaien for tho occasion by Mr. J. Macdonald and
friends

; and on the nature and properties of wood
as a material of construction in buildings, com-
menced by Mr. Campbell Douglas ; also by a paper
on the sanitary aspect of architecture in Glasgow,
by Mr. James Salmon. And the thanks of the
society to those gentlemen for their valoablo ser-
vices have been recorded in the minutes. The re--

"Vised laws have been submitted to the Council by
the committee appointed for that purpose, and are
now laid before tho society for consideration. Alto-
gether the Council have much pleasure iu being able
to report that during the past sessiou the society
appears to have laid the foundations of a yet more
practical and useful existence than it has ever
enjoyed." Tho treasurer's abstract of accounts
showing a balance of 1101., was read, and mem-
bers elected as the Council of Management, viz.

:

•—President—James Salmon, I.A., 111, West George-
«trc9t. Vice-Presidents—Alex. Thomson, I.A.,
l*i. West George-street; John Mossmau, sculptor,
s:i,North Frederick-street. Hon. Secretary-Horatio
K. Bromhead, I.A., 159, West George-street. Hon.
Treasurer—James Howatt, measurer, 116, Bacha-
nan-street. Councillors—Wm. ConuoU, plumber,
108, Argyle-street ; Thomas llussell, iron-founder,
4o, Waslungton-street; C. T. Bowie, painter, 26
Bothwell-street

; Alex. Watt, architect, (i7, Eentield-
strect

;
John Houeyman, jim. I. A., 61, West Bewent-

street
; Wm. Clark, I.A., 37, West Nile-street ; Jolm

Hay, ventilating engineer, 110, Bothwell-street ; J.
Macdonald, brickbuilder, Coniley Park House
Angus Kennedy, I.A., 99, Buth-streot ; Campbell
Douglas, I.A., late president, 2G6, S. Vincent-
street

; James Steel, modeller, late vice-president,
•2:>, Holmhead-street. Thereafter Mr. Salmon, the
newly-elected president, delivered the annual
address.

HEATING BUILDINGS BY HOT WATEB.
THE proverbially fickle climate of the British

Islands (says the Meehanic's Magazine) and
tlie frequent recun-ence of a damp and' cold atmo-
sphere, make tho application of artificial heat to our
dweUings and pubhc buildings a positive necessity.
Contrivances for producing an equable temperature
within doors are consequently numerous, and in
many instai-ces they are of an ingenious character.
Perhaps the best mode of accomplishing the desired
end, as well a.s the simplest, is that of causing the
cu-culation of hot water through iron pipes con-
veniently disposed for the purpose. Up to a
verj- recent period, however, a considerable amount
of hostile prejudice existed in regard to the use of
hot water apparatus, and even now the plan of
heating buildmgs by such agencies is not fully ap-
preciated. Imagining that antipathy to the system
arises in many cases from a lack of acquaintance
with its peculiar merits, we shall endeavom- to ex-
phiin the principles which govern the action of hot
water apparatus generally, and furnish some infor-
mation as to then- best form aud proportions. In
order to do this effectually, we must first glance at
one or two of the natural laws which affect the
circulation of fluids and gases. That all fallin"
bodies gravitate with the same velocity and there°-
lore descend through a certain definite space in a
given time, is an effect of which gravity is the
•cause. It is from this cause that we obtain theuuemng action of the pendulum. To the same
source may be distinctly traced the phenomena at-
tending tue cu-culation of hot water through pipes
and this circulation, once created, forces all the
water in the apparatus to pass successively throu"h
the boiler by which it is primarily heated. It "is
upon the continuous aud uniform movement of the
water along tho pipes that the efficiency of the
hot water apparatus immediately depends. Let us
then, mquire as to the power which insures this
vitahty, for without a clear perception of its nature
there will ever be uncertainty as to the work'U"
of any apparatus of the kind in question. ThS
force which produces circuLition arises from tho

fact that the wateriii the descending pipe is beovicr
than that wliicli is in tlie boiler, or, to put it differ-
ently, wlien heat is appUed to tho boiler a dihita-
tion of the water w-ithm it ensues. The heated
particles ascend through the colder ones, whilst the
latter descend by rea.son of their greater specific
gravity, aud m torn become also heated. Expan-
sion follows, and this species of action and reac-
tion proceeds until all the paiticlcs are equally
heated. It follows that the colder the water iii in
the descending pipe, relatively with that in the
boiler, the more rapid will bo its motion through
the circulatuig pipes, aud hence the diffusion of
heat through their pores and into the atmosphere
surrounding them.
Thus much of the general principles wliich con-

trol the action of hot water ai)paratns as applied to
tlie heating of buildmgs, and now as to their par-
ticular dimensions and details. These will naturally
have to bo varied with the character and size of
the buUilings to be heated. For churches and large
structures of a similar kind, ail'd which have an
ordinary number of doors and •windows, it will be
necessary in devising"hot water apparatus to ascer-
tain, first, tho cubic contents of the auditorium
Having obtained'this knowledge, let the number
gained be divided by 200. Tho quotient will yield
the length in feet of lin. pipe required to mamtain
something like a steady temperature of S.")*. For
smaller apartments, as, for example, dwelling-
houses, etc., tho cubic measurement divided by
150 will furnish the proper length of 4in. pipo.
These simple rules, which are tho result of exten-
sive practice and careful observation, may be safely
reUod upon, unless under very exceptional circum-
stances, and which, of cour.ie, would have to be
duly considered by the constructor of an appara-
tus intended to meet them.
In reference to greenhouses, conservatories, and

buildings of a like character, whore the tomperatiu-o
should reach a mean of 60^ the sum of the cubic
contents divided by 30 will give the length in feet
of 4in. pipe requii-ed to produce the desired effect.
Forcing houses, again, must have special calcula-
tions made for properly heating them. Nothiu"
short of a uniform temperature of 70" to 75^ wiU
suflice for such places. In order to insure this the
measm-emeut, as before suggested, must be divided
by 20, tho quotient bemg the length of circulating
pipe required. For gaming yet higher tempera-
tures, lower divisors will have to be employed, aud
if smaller pipes be determined upon, the length
must bo proportionately increased. These are
points of detail, however, which may be sriely left
to the skilled manufacturer who may be intrusted
with the making of hot water apparatus for special
purposes. Our own data may be taken as the base
of calculations for economically and effectually
heating buildings by meaus of hot water.
We are aware that some horticulturists have

adopted the plan of heating their forcing houses
to a much higher temperature than that indicated
above, aud of allowing a greater amomit of ventila-
tion than is usual. By aid of such arrangements,
it is said, a finer fruitage is obtained, but there is
no doubt that this course involves increased expense
in the first cost of the heating apparatus, together
with a large augmentation in the subsequent daily
consumption of fuel for working it.

An important consideration to the horticulturist
and floriculturist is the waste of heat through glass
roofs and walls. It has been found, from a course
of carefully-made experiments, that one square foot
of glass wUl cool 1-279 cubic feet of air as many
degrees per minute as the internal temperature of
the house exceeds the external temperature. Thus,
if .the difference between tho internal aud the
external temperatiu-e be 30°, 1-279 cubic feet of air
will be cooled 30" by each square foot of glass in
the bmlcUng which is exposed also to the outer
atmosphere. It will bo admitted that tliis fact
shoiUd be allowed its duo weight in contriving hot
water apparatuses for houses wholly or jiartly
constructed of glass. Of course, m estimating the
area of glass, duo deductions must be made for the
sash frames aud wood-work by which the jiaues are
surrounded. If the frames and sashes be made of
metal, the radiatiou and consequent loss of heat
thi-ough them wiU be equal iu extent to that which
results from the glass itself.

The quantity of au- to be heated per minute, so
far as conservatories aud forciug houses are con-
cerned, should not be less than H cubic feet for
each square foot of glass which the buililing con-
tains. When the quantity of heated an- requu-ed
has been thus ascertained, the length of pipe may
bo determined by the following formula, viz. :—
Multiply 125 by the difference between the tem-
peratiu-e at which the house is proposed to be kept
(when at its maximum) aud the temperature of the
external air, and divide tho product bv the difference
between the temperature of the pipes (200°) and
tho proposed temperature of the room. Then tho
quotient multiplied by the number of cubic feet of
air to be heated per minute, and its product divided
by 222, will give tlie number of feet of 4iu. pipe to
yield the desired effect.

Extensive additions are to be made to the Al>er-
deon County Lunatic Asylum, at a cost of £2,860.

OS THE -W-VTEB SUPPLY OF THE TOWN
OP PAISLEY, BENFREWSHIEE.-

IN tho year 1835 parlimentary power was obtained
to bring m water, for the supply of Paisley

from the districts of Gleniffer and Har( law lyiuB
to the south of the town, having respectively dram-
ago areas of 624 acres and of 166 acres. The works
were executed under tho direction of the late Mr
K. Thom, M. Inst. C.E., who made careful cxperi-'
meuts, extcndmg over a period of three years to
ascertain the amount of water flowmg from tho
Gleniffer district, by means of which the quantity
actually available was found to bo 70,354,769 cubic
feet per anuum, which was e<itiivalcut to 31-0«in
out of a depth of 4613iu. of rani, over an area of
27,189,063 Buperflcial feet. Of this quantity Mr
Thorn awarded one-fourth as compensation to bleauh
lields.

The works consisted of a reservoir at Harelaw
capable of holding 14,248,000 cubic feet of water'
with a conduit leadmg from thence to Stanely'
where there were two reservou-s, ono to act as a
9ub.«cUng pond, the other for holding clear water
with regulatmg sluices for taming the water into'
either. The open conduit between Harelaw and
btanely was tho principal feeder for the Stanely
reservoirs

;
m its course it intercepted the burns

flowing from Gleniffer braes, which was ahaost all
pasture ground. The store reservoir was capable of
holding 2.S,310,000 cubic feet, and the clear water
ba.sin 7,194,000 cubic feet. These works provided a
supply of 22 i gallons per head for a population of
50,000. In 1855 the works were transferred from
the Company to the Town CooncU, and the claims
were settled by arbitration at 6| per cent on
capital.

In 1853 new powers were obtained to bring in tho
water of the Rowbank burn, with a drainage area
of l,-220 acres. These powers were however allowed
to lapse, and another nearly similar Act was ob-
tained in 1866, under which the i)reseut works had
been constructed.
Ganges were erected on four streams, and two

ram gauges were placed at different levels, to test
the amount of water flowuig off the diamage area
in proportion to the rainfall. The quantity of rain
laUing on 700 acres, the depth beuig 64 39in. was
equal to 163,614,990 cubic feet, and on 350 acres
the depth of ram being 50-79in., 64,528,695 cubic
feet. The average depth of rain over the whole area
was 59-86in., or 228,143,685 cubic feet, aud subtract-mg the amount measured by the weirs, 179,662,325
cubic feet, there remained for loss by evaporation
&c., 48,481,360 cubic feet, which was equal to
12-72m. of the rainfall, leaving 51-67m.avaLhiblefor
the high ground, and 38-70in. for the low ground
There now remained 170 acres with a ramfall of
3807in. to be added, which yielded 23,492,997 cubic
feet of water per anuum, raising the total to
203,155,322 cubic feet per annum.
The pipes were constructed to carry 184 cnbio

feet per minute, aud the compensation water was
fixed by the Act of 1866 at 92 cubic feet per minute
Storage was provided for 180 days, or for about
77,000,000 cubic feet. A conduit 6.i miles long con-
ducted the water to the Stanely filters, whence it
was couveyed to Paisley by a 16in. pipe. A branch
pipe left the main 3 mUes west of Paisley to supply
the towns of Johnstone and Elderslie, and a set of
filters aud a tank were constructed at Craigenfeoc h
for filtering the water suppUed to those places.
Another set of filters aud a tank were placed on the
high ground to the south of the orighial reservoirs
of Stanely, with a branch pipe leading down to
them, to make up any deficiency that might occur in
the old works.
The store reservoir erected to impound 77,000,000

cubic feet of water required three embankments, of
which the largest was 60ft. deep and 500ft. in length
along the top, with slopes of 3 to 1 on the inside,
and of 2i to 1 on the outside. The puddle wall was
8ft. broad at the top, and increased with a batter of
1 in 8 on each side down to the surface of the
ground, from which point it diminished to one-half
that width, the, greatest depth being 6-2ft. The
other two embankments were respectively 230ft.
long and lift, deep, aud 815ft. long aud ISft. deep.'
The first operation consisted in the formation of a
bye-wash channel, to carry the water of the Eeivoch
bum during the construction of the large bank, as
it was from this burn that floods were apprehended

,

and it now served for convej-iug impure water on
their occnrrenoe. When this was finished, the out-
let tunnel was proceeded with, the purjwsc of which
was in the first place to discharge the water which
would have accumulated during the construction of
the bank, and to receive the two outlet pipes, one
of which carried the compensation water and the
other the water for tho town. The tunnel was 4-26ft.
long, and the interior dimensions were 5ft. 6in. by
5ft. 6iu. It had vertical side walls and a semi-
circular roof. Tho whole length of the arch was
loin, thick, of moulded bricks set in cement, with
an arch of rubble stone set in mortar over it. At
the lower end of the tunnel there was a sluice-house,
10ft. square, mth an arched roof, while at the inner

• Paper road by Ai,EXANDEa Leslie, before the luU
tution of Civil Kugineers.
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oalkcndaf thcbigebaul'- audwas4(ift. long,bcuiK

at Um rate a( m. ii> length for every 30 acres of

lt''m»*o^in«>Jy intended to strip the entire

of tfco buide uf the reservoir, as vegetable

«• ionaerlv considered objeotionable, but

I «( thii led the Commissionets to dispense

wilkit.
TIm iH*« npstand. in the horseshoe recess, was

at (Mt-iran, Stt. filn. in diameter iu the inside, and

SM. VA, the metal being jiu. in thickness. It

kal fanmiee* at diilerent levebi, each being ITiu.

anaiv. and fitted with double brass faces. The

nnptnsaliott water was discharged throngh a

eiwrate pipe, with an independent sluice, and the

water lor the town was conveyed into a cast-iron

well, which was eonstmcted with an overflow to

^.1.. the pnasnre off the clav pipes, which led from

h towai£ Paisley. The totid length of the pipe

timek from the reservoir to Stauely was ll,l-2f>yds.,

of whidi part was of iron pijws, part of clay pipes,

and part of masonry aqueducts, the pipes varying

in diameter from 16in. to ilin. The trench was exca-

lalaJ ift. wider at the bottom than the exterior

diamater of the pipe, and opposite each faucet

than was a clear space of 6in. all round, to permit

ol lite proper jointing of the pipes. -The clay pii>es

van joined with rope-yam and cement ; while the

ina ptoei, which were for the most part turned and

bcn^wne put Uigether with thin cement. Where

day pipes were used in cuttings above Oft. deep, a

tdtSTing arch of rough rubble was formed over

them, which servol thoroughly to protect them from

cniahiBg. Where the depth of the cutting exceeded

ISn^ a masonry aqueduct was substituted for the

cfan S^es, the sectional area of which was 3ft.

The filten eonstmcted at Craigenfeoch for Jobn-

tooe and Elderslie were two in number, each 45ft.

by SlfL. and the tank was &Oft. by 2Uft. and 13ft.

daaa. The retaining walls were brought np with

• voU of 4in. in tlje heart, with two dovetailed

iwaaaaa to form a tic opposite each other; l'2in. by

tin. by Bin. deep, for every square yard of surface.

Ikaae Toida were filled with clean gravel in layers

«( ttn., and each layer was grouted with Portland

eeaient. This formed an excellent watertight wall,

the only objection being the cost, which amounted

to between iOs. and .'>o.s. a cubic yard. There were

two lemi-^iicnlar wells at the outlet of the filters,

with afaiieea to regulate the head of water over the

filters doling filtration. The filters had each a 12iu.

clay pipe along the centre, witli 4in. branch pipes

OMB jointed. The filtering material consisted of

sKTof coarse gravel, tiin.|of small gravel, Gin. of slate

eUpfings or shells, Gin.' of coarse sand, and lastly

IMn. of fine sand. The high level filters and tank

erected at Stanely were of the following dimen-

tiooa: three filter beds each soft, by 60ft., and a

tank lM(t.fay HHft., and lift, deep, constructed on
llw iame principle as the others.

The ennneer for the works was Mr. James Leslie,

II- InatTCi. The contractors for the reservoir at

MethniUeta were Messrs. Alex, i Wilson & Son,

ud tbe coat of it, indasive of sluices and iron-work,

waa n,4SSl. The same contractors executed the

Sltera for Johnstone and EldcrsUe, and also the

branch pipe from the main aqueduct, at a cost of

7,SM/. Mr. John Pollock was the contractor for

the pipe track from Itowbank to Stanely, which cost

13,111/., and for tbe Stanely filters which were not
yet oomideted. Heaan. D. Y. Stewart & Co. cast

all tbe iron pipea, and also laid that portion between
Slaiiehr and Paiuey. Tbe total cost of the scheme,
htrlnMng porcfaaae of land, way leave, parliamen-

tary and engineering expenses, amounted to

70,0U0{.

cautribution to the cause of oriental learning and

historical research.

Abch.kology is YOBKsniBE.—The Rev. Canon

Greenwell, of Durham, has just examiued three

email tumuli near Bridlington, which Mr. Green-

well says are the most important he has yet in-

vestigated. In a tumulus on Thwing Wold, 70£t.

in diameter, but ploughed away until little but a

slight rise remained, and which iu a few years

would, with many of the relics, have disappeared,

Mr. Greenwell found a secondary burial of a man

a little E. by N. of the centre, on the right side,

head to the north, and doubled up. At the feet

was a drinking cup. Another secondary doubled-

up burial was found, a little W.N W., the body

being on the left side and head to E.S.E. At the

centre of the tumulus was a grave in the rock, 7ft.

in diameter and ih. deep. In the mid-grave,

about 1ft below old surface level, was a body ou

tbe left side ; head E.S.E., right hand to the face,

left hand on hip. On the wrist had been an arm-

let of vrood or leather, but it waa too decayed to

make out. Jlidway of the right arm was a large

jet button 1 Jiu. in diameter, very thin, with two

holes uniting at the back. The face of the button

is delicately engraved, in a cross encircled zaring.

On the top o! the button waa a beautiful jet ring,

also delicately engraved. In artistic exactness

and finish they are equal to any modem produc-

tion in jet. Singularly there was no undisturbed

cations, but the mail Kcr in which they are turned

out.

—

Elementary Problems in Practical Plane
Geometry (Longmans, Green, and Co.), by John
Lowres, is a p'aduated course designed chiefly

for the use of students iu science classes, and
well suited to its purpose.

—

lAind and Hoiucs
(Etiiugliam Wilson), by Jolm Parnell, contains a

number of suggestions of value to investors in

either of the desirable acquisitions which form

its title.

—

Tli^ Practical Solution of the Great

Sewaye Problem (John B. Day), by William
Justyne, is an exposition of the combination of

the irrigating and precipitatiwg processes in whicb,

according to the author, is to be found the solu-

tion of the problem.

—

A Diyest of Facts Relating

to the Treatment and Utilization of Sewage
(London : Macmillan and Co.), by W. H. Cor-

field, M.A., M.B., is the result of the meeting of

the British Association Committee on the Treat-

ment and Utilization of Sewage, the author, how-
ever, being solely responsible for the opinions

advanced. The work deals exhaustively with the

subject, and examines in detail the various

schemes introduced np to the present time, con-

cluding with a decided opinion, backed by most
respectable evidence, in favour of irrigation.

—

The 'Thirteenth Annual Report of the Board of

Commissioners of the Central Park, New York
(New York : Evening Post Steam Presses), is a
volume of some 200 pages recounting the im-

provements made iu the park during 1869. The
body at the bottom of the grave, but there were j^^mericans certainly in-oduco more interestini

'"
official reports than similar bodies in this countryvarious human bones scattered widely. The whole

grave, in fact, had been disturbed to put in the

burial referred to above. Part of a drinking-cup,

doubtless belonging to the first interment, was

also found. In the grave there were also three

barbed arrow points of great beauty, and in the

materials forming the mound numerous split

animal bones, fragments of different kinds of

British pottery. Hint flakes and scrapers, and other

relics. The two other barrows have been won-

derfully prolific in ornaments, burials and pot-

tery, stone and flint implement';, and bronze

weapons, but the explorations there are yet in-

complete.

Rome.—The discovery of a Mithrio Temple

below the ancient church of S. Clemente is one of

the most important and interesting of the many
services to Archeology the Prior of S. Clemente

has rendered. The sanctuary is perfect ; the

altar, roof, and seats being all of hewn and mas-

sive stone, curiously faced with a species of stalic-

tite, and giving a sombre and antique appearance

which accords admirably with the fearful rites

once enacted there. The form is oblong, and all

round tbe interior, formed at the upper end like

an apse, is a double row of massive stone projec-

tions or steps, out of the upper row of which six

cavities of semi-circular form have been cut, the

purpose of which is guessed to have been seats for

the priests or initiated. An altar occupies the

end, and above it is a niche for the idol, which

the indefatigable care and research of Father

MuUooly has brought to light, and being carefully

restored piece by piece proves the special rite to

which the temple was dedicated. A fragment of

bas-relief previously discovered, representing a

serpent coiling itself up a tree, and which is waUed
into the crypt, is probably part of the temple and
will be restored to its first locality. Below the

altar is a stone block, obviously intended, the

Tablet thinks, for the slaughter of victims. The
worship of Mithras was introduced after the con-

quest of Persia, and the extreme perfection of the

preservation renders it one of the most interesting

antiquities in Rome.

The one now under notice contains a number of

photographs and other illustrations really well

done of the buildings, animals, and other objects

of interest in the park.

ABCHi&OLOaiCAL.
AsTiQcmzs OF Cevlo!!.—An arcba:ological com-

mittee baa been appointed in Ceylon to investi-

gate tbe mined sacred cities and to collect

uucriptiooa. Several ancient cities have been
cleared of jungle, and many unknown antiquities

bare eome to light. Photographs have been taken

of tbe ruin* of Anur&dhapura, showing the places

wfacre tbe Mahinda meditated and preached ; tbe

Bo-tiee, where Buddhagboaba recited his Visudd-

""*C6* i ""^ ^^' Vihiira, where he transUted

the coaunaotaty on the Buddhist scriptures. A
lalniaiii juat received announce! tbe discovery of

new and Mnj important niina. The Governor of

CcyUm, Sir Herculea Robioaon, encourages the un-
drrtakiog, and, to judge from the photographs al-

ready aent home, we may loon expect a work on the
antiqnitica of Ceylon, which will prove a yaluable

BOOKS RECEIVED.
Mkssiis. Lonumans & Co. have made an-auge-

mcnts for the publication of a series of text-books

of science designed for general use in schools and
for the self-instruction of working men. The
first two volumes of the series, which is to be

edited by Mr. T. M. Goodeve, M.A., have reached
us. They are respectively

—

Ooodeve's Elements of
3lechaniBm,tiui Metals, their Properties and'Trcat-

ment, by C. L. Bloxam. The first of these is well

known, having already been separately published.

Both are very good, and if succeeded by works of

equal merit, the series will be worthy of the

house by whom it is issued.

—

The Elements of
Practical Perspective (Cassell, Petter, and
Galpin) is the last issued voltimo of their techni-

cal series. It is by Mr. E. A. Davidson. If the

publishers of this series are not careful they will

be surpassed by the Messrs. Longmans, not somuch
with reference to the ma ttcrof theirrespective publi-

^uiMng |iitclligeitt£.

—

—

OHUBCHES AND CHAPELS.

Hargbave.—Hargrave Church, Northampton-

shire, has just been reopened, after restoration,,

under the direction of Mr. W. Lewis Biker, archi-

tect, of Danes' Inn, Strand, who gave hiaservices

gratuitously. The tower and spire (which were

in a dangerous state) have been taken down and
rebuilt. A new vestry has been attached to the

chancel, and the old south porch, which obscured

a part of the church door, has been replaced with

a new porch. The low roofs of the nave and chancel

have been replaced with high-pitched roofs, the

pitch being determined from the traces which

existed on the east wall of tower of tht^

weathering of the early nave roof. The old oak

seats of the nave and north aisle have been care-

fully restored, and new ones constructed to replace

those that had been destroyed to make room for

pews. The old screen has been repaired, and the

decorative painting restored under the direction of

Mr. Butterfield, architect, and Mr. Brandon. The
whole church has been newly floored and pived,

partly with boarding, and partly with stone and

tiles. The square modern east window has been

replaced with a three.light Geometrical one of

proper proportions, terminating in suitable tracery.

The tower arch and long west lancet window have

been opened out. Mr. Henson, of Fuiedon, was

the general contractor, the lead work and painting

and glazing being done by Mr. Downing, and the

joiners' work by Mr. Knibbs and Mr. Coleman.

Napferton.—NafTerton, in the East Riding of

Yorkshire, has just had its parish church restored,

at a cost of £6uO, under the direction of Mr. G.

F. Jones, architect. The church contains a new
organ, by Meacock & Son, aud three stained

windows—one by Wailes, of Newcastle, in

memory of Mr. Richard Dicfeon, and the

other two in memory of Mr. Jacob Layboume.

OoinAM.—South Wamborough Church, near

Odiham, has just been reopened ; after complete

restoration. The works have been in progress

for the last eighteen months, under the direction

of Mr. Street, of London.

BOiLDraos.

BiSFr.—According to the Inverness Courier,

Banff has improved very much of late, owing to the

increased facilities aflbrded for feuing. It appears,

from a speech of the Provost, at a meeting of the

Town Council, that £20,000 worth of buildings

have been erected in about eighteen months, and

now that very eligible feus are to be had in the

south of the town, it is expected that there will

1 be a rapid extension in that direction.
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Bristol.—One of those most useful institu-

tiong, a cri'clif, or infant nursery, where mothers

may have their children taken ca'e of while they

are at woik, was opened at Bristol, on Saturday

week. The building has been erected from a

design by JMr. Sodding, architect, of Bristol.

On the upper floor are two rooms, one used as a

day room, the other fitted up with cots.

Kf.lsaie.—Xew school buildings have just

been finished at Kelsale. The interior of an old

building, formerly the workhouse, has been en-

tirely re-modelled, at a cost of about ifldO. Mr.

Norman Shaw, of London, was the architect, and

Mr. T. Denny and Mr. \Y. Kerridge, the

builders.

WAUEnAM.—The new Town-hall and Corn

Exchange at Warehara were opened on Tuesday

week. The building is situated at the corner of

North and East streets. A clock turret, boldly

co»belled out at the angle formed by the two
fronts, with moulded and enriched oak hood above

the main cornice, supported on atone coi'belled

shafts, protects the two dial faces, and has an
open framing for bell and a high and tapering

roof, which forms a conspicuous and picturesque

feature. Nearly the whole of the ground floor

is occupied by a lofty and well-lighted Corn
Exchange, with its entrance from North-street.

A second entrance in East-street, opening into a

spacious lobby, will give access, by a broad stone

staircase, to the suite of rooms on the first floor,

arranged as a Town-hall (occupying the ea.st

front), a magistrates' room, and a large and well-

lighted reading room. The whole of the work
has been successfully carried out by Messrs.

Hobbs, Beer, & Best, of Wareham, from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr.

G. R. Crickmay, architect, Weymouth, at a total

cost of £1,830.

Wells.—The Episcopal Palace at Wells is now
undergoing extensive restoration, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Benjamin Ferrey, F.ll.I.B.A., the

diocesan architect. The lower story, vaulted

with a good Early English groined vault, hereto-

fore used as a store and lumber room, is the

portion of the building in which the jirinoipal

renovations are being made. The walls are being

cleansed, the stonework scraped and relieved of

its coats of whitewash, dust, and dirt, the

vaulted ceiling repaired, and the slender marble
pillars rcpolished. This apartment will be used
as a dining-hall, from which access will be had to

the kitchen, through a vaulted ante-room at

the north-west end. Mr. J. T. Irvine has the
superintendence of the works, as well as

the overlooking of the works now in pro-

gress at Bath Abbey Church and Wells
Cathedral.

Westebdale, Youkshire.—Owing to the re-

quirements of the New Education Act, the

present school is to be pulled down and rebuilt.

The designs have been prepared by Mr. Henry
Perkin, of Leeds, architect, and comprise a school-

room, 27ft. 3in. long by 16ft. 3iu. wide, for fifty

children, with the necessary out-offices, &c. The
building will be of stone, with bell turret of

wood and slate, and the interior plastered, with
open-timbered roof, &c.

OxFOED Architectural and Historical So-
tiKTY.—On the 5th inst. the members of this society

visited the Church of S. Peter in the East, Oxford,

and, under the guidance of the vicar (the Rev. J. R.

King), the fine crypt and other parts of the church
were inspected, Ingram claims for this a higher
antiquity than that of the Norman Conquest,
but subsequent research would seem to fix the
date at the commencement of the twelfth century.

Above the crypt is a fine vaulted choir, the date
of which would be a few years later. The present
church consists of nave, north aisle, chancel, north
transept, and a tower at the west end of the north
aisle. The Norman church was apparently of the
length of ihe present north aisle, as the zigzag

Norman-moulded string-course, which forms the
upper member of the capitals of the shafts in the
choir, runs along the south wall of the nave for

the distance. The south door is a fine specimen
of the work of that period. Over the south porch
is a chamber, whicli has for a very long perio<l

been known as the piirish library, and it stiil con-
tains books, accessible to the parishioners. The
reafainder of the cLurch contains specimens of all

the subsequent styles, but no especial features of

interest.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hoM ournelves responsible for the ophiions

of our correnpondenU. The Editor ro«iwctfully re-

qiltistji that all a>miuuninutioUfl should be dniwii up
as briutly as possiVjie, as there are tu^imv clainiauts

upou the space allotted to correspondence.]

To Onn Re.\dfrr.—Wo fthali fonl obliged to nny of our

readeis who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

teiuplated or in ])i-ogreS8 in tlie provinces.

Letters reUt-inj,' to advertisements .and the ordinary bnsl-

nOMS of the Papur should be addressed to the 1-JDITOR,

31, TAVISTOCK bTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 6 p.ra on lliursday.

Received.—E. U. L., G. W., M. J. L., II. M., T. C. H.,
51. ,t Co., M. & H., W. G. v., J. N. C, Y.. K. B.

\v. P.—Couenlt back numbers for information on build,

ing coucruto walls.

Justice.—Put your question in a definite form.

]. O.—The sketch to baud, bu^ it will not appear.

E. O. H.—Sketch of Wymoudham Church returnetl.

F. Geo. Gree.v. — Se»d address and sketch will be

returnetl.

C. T. Beck.—Sketch of panele returned.

ComspffitbMt

THE AIR AND HEALTH QUESTION.

{To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sir, -The question of " Aitch Ess" (2036,

page 376), will doubtless be readily answered.

Plenty of readers can cite the Acts of Parliament

that hive reirulated how many cubic feet of air

shall " be allowed to each person in a chapel and
also in a schoolroom," that is to say, *' the least

amount " of space into which Government will

allow you to pen a given number, and to have its

lying testimony that you have then built "with a

due regard to health."

Of course this has nothing to do with sanitary

building, a matter which it ignores and involves

in darkness. Health could nowise be aft'ected by
the dilference of much or little house room or

space in buildings, unless their structure prevents

the natural change of air, and is simply noxious

and murderous. As it is well known that we use

up and poison about four cubic feet per head jjer

minute, and that Nature takes care, out of doors,

immediately to remove this from again touching

us by its levity carrying it overhead, a " due re-

gard to health " in any covered place solely means
letting this process go on unhindered, or with as

little hindrance as may be, and has nothing to do
with the capacity of the space. The essentials,

few or many, are summed up in this, that while it

contains breathers, whether one or as many as it can

hold, four cubic feet per breather per minute, and
not merely tliis numher of cubic feet, but the riijht

ones, those particular cubic feet that they have
once breathed shall immediately, without being

diffused or re-breathed, find their way off (as they

always do out of doors) and be replaced by fresh.

A chamber so formed as to allow this to go on
continuously is simply a rightly-built or innocuous

chamber, whether it contains above 30,000 cubic

feet per head (like a mediaival hospital ward
figured by M. Viollet-le-Duc), or only 30 per head
like the dormitory of a man-of-war. A chamber so

made as to prevent this action, to mi-K up the

breathed and imbreathed air, and force the former

to be re-inhaled, little or much, is an insanitary

— i.e., a noxious and murderous structure

—

whether containing ten times or not a tenth of

the legal space per head.

To order, then, that places shall, for health's

sake, contain this or that amount of air per head,

is to assume that this air stagnates, that its natu-

ral throughflow is prevented, or the structure shall

always be a noxious and murderous one. It is of

a piece with, but even more monstrously absurd

than, the plans for "mechanical ventilation" of

buildings, calling in steam power to them, as

if they were mines or works of nature—features of

the country, like rocks or rivers, given you to make
what you can of, which after all, however, is truly

the case—as wheu Sir C. Barry would have built

round North P.dace-yard, and left it afterwards to

be decided to what purposes these wings should be

applied. It is necessarily the case, if you will just

think, where no person for ages has been paid one

penny for designing buildings, that will be done

which yc\i pay men to do. If all that you give

for buihiiug is a "percentage on the outlay," all

that you i)ay for and can expect to have i-

" outlay." Everything in your building, except
tlie ouWny, must either be alms given you of pure
charity or o{ blind chance.

But further, what right has any Government to
ordain that necesoary buildings shall have a
cajiacity of at leant so much I Certain of the
governed have the means to build themselves a
chapel or their cbildreu a school, of so many cubic
feet per head, but not of twice that capacity. By
what right does any ruler or Parliament on eartli

say " you shall beg or borrow the means to build
larger or go withoutthia building"? Itisthe most
outrageous tyranny. ilethodoT (/uality of building
is what a government is bound to regulate, not its

quantitij. In the Mosaic Law we re^ (Deut. xxii.

8), " When thou buildesta house thou shalt make
a battlement for thy roof, that thou bring not
blood upon thine house, if any man fall from
thence." Here is the simple root and principle
of all a'dile jurisprudence and legislation while
this world lasts, it it simply to see that building
is innoxious or unbloody. But neither Moses nor
any ruler had a right to order "when thou build-
est a house it shall be so many cubits long, or
broad, or high, or thou shalt not build in this land
at aU."

Nowif "Aitch Ess" or any building reader asks.

Where is there an unbloody structure in this re-

spect ? where shall we see proof that buildings
or chambers may be made to allow and nowise
hinder the natural ventilation of every breather
within them ? I can tell him where. Unless he
dwells in a village I can direct him how to find
within a mile of him whole hundreds of variously
sized and designed chambers, cheaply or expen-
sively constructed, but all, without one excep-
tion, fulfilling this condition. Probably I shall

not find one, made for human habitation, in his

whole county that fulfils it. I do not know an
unbloody one in modem England. Probably
chance has not evolved a dozen, if any. But I

can make it very plain to him why the others,

above promised, are all rightly ventilated, with-
out exception. E. L. G.

liUDGATE-HILL.

SrR,—This piece of jobbery (see letter in Bdildino
News last week), is, I believe, aquestion of price; ^15,000,

1

am told, is demanded for the fee simple of tfiis ** smaU plot
of laud at the corner," a very large sum to throw away on
a qiieetionahle improvement. I cay questionable, because
to many persons, the roadway j ust there seems quite wide
enough at present : if any change at all be desirable, it

may come at the N. side of Ludgate-hill, to open up a
direct communicatioa , with Cheapeide, north of the
Cathedral.— I am, &c., A. H. GtNT.
November, 18, IBTO.

3!ntomiiraniratioii.

QUESTIONS.
[2038.] ROOFS. - lu a slated roof how are the hips maJe

watertight wheu no lead or fireclay ridge is used?—L. M.

[2039] UEMOVIXG INK STAINS. — Can common
writing Ink be extracted from the leaves of a book with-
out iiijoiiug the paper or letierpreaa ; and il so, how?

—

L, M.

[2040] SCAFFOLBING FOR SPIRE. — How is the
scatlbldiug for a lofty tower aud spire constructed, and
what is the best way to insure the stability aud eaduranoe
of a stone spire ?—L. M.

[20 11] DRAWINGS.—Will some one tell me how to get

a surface on drawings that ha%-e been washed out and
altered, to prevent dust, 4;c., adhering to them ?—R. W.

[2043] RAFTERS.—Will auy of your correspondents
favour me with the mauner of calculating the sizes of
rafters, ties, aud stmts for iron roafs that have to carry a
certain weigbr, and the manner of estimating the value of
aame ?—S.

,

[2043] FACTORY CHIMNEYS.—What is the usual
couatruction, the exteutoffouudation, proportion between
base and height, and the batter given to shaft ? Are they
not sometimes built in two rings of brickwork, aud aspaco
left between as mauhole ?^H. I. G.

[20i4] CHANCEL WALL AND ARCH.—In a church,
wliere the parishioners are resivjosible for the repair of the
nave, and the rector for the reuatr of the chancel, which of
them is under obligation to repair the wall separating
nave and chancel and the chancel arch ?

—

Epsilos.

[2015] CHURCH BUILDING.—Would it be unusual in

a transept church to have two archea corresponding with
the nave arches at the intersection of the transept with
the nave, with opening <iver the centre of each [arch, al^o

correujKiudiug with the clerestory window^; if it be unusual,
what is the usual manner of finishing the intersection of
the traustipt with the nave? A reply in following iasje

will oblige.—School of Art.

[2046] LODGE AJiD VILLA ARCHITECTURE.—Is
there a book with this title by i^lr. McKeuzie, and if so who
is the publifcher ?—T. M.
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ra»«n TAKIXO OCT QUAXTITIKa—WouM »nj- of

Msr Iwill! kiwlU iiklbnn bm thn^nfh ** Intercommunj-

«HriMi " «1m tfa* iiM» r Ikw lakinff oQt qusatitias is dne,

l_tj iilii III n^iim'nili wkM •hon !—J. a, Uoaport.

ISMS] OESiaXSIORHBADSTONESANOSIATES.
-WWnan 1 frt Iktn !-«. E. H.

HMM COXCRKTR BCII.mSOS. — Hiring nrafnllr

aa> aT«M aa Mr. T>U°i ealeaUuou of cost of eono»i«, it

oeeumtoaw tk*t U i* iaeomct in on* nroaet, vhicli

wM rfwiiTM iffirl *'•-[-'—'"—-—> duMtodown
14 jH* oftnkan BWrrud and 1 Toni «f oemant. uid calls

tkto 15 jarA* of ooaoive ; now nir 0xi>ftrieno« ihowa m«
tlhal tte«MlaM htiim la*t in tli« int«ntloM of tho broken

^.imIJ !> mnrillij ^ 1^ .Tanli of coneret«. without

BMnaa* Itr wH. I iboold like to ax aoma explaiu-

lln If rthi—llM raimrir
,

(MM] UOHTXrS'O CONnUCTORS.—IhaTepntnpa
]Mfr cnaaoatha roof of a churcii which haa asanioirculAr

afaa, aad I as ordeivd to fix a lixhtning oondnctor to it

I «>< to kaow th< haat mMuia (br doio); m, also for f.iini;

tkatrinnpaakagtheaUUng. An oarljr reply will mach
ebUfiL-r.^. T.

pom PULL ON TIB BODS.—" H. A.K" haa maiW

n ^^take \>j appljiac a particalar aolntion to a ganei-al

k tB« roda equally inclined (Voni the verticil

Let ' M.'M." make a diaKi^m with
. Ion;, to fttand (or the it loua weight,

r aaid 5iB. line diaw lines parallel to

«i*ml.tkv*—

. botwn i

Ui Mljr te «on«et. Lc

a^ final Um «B« of M

una i«ve*«tigation!» into the river basins of Scotland iwl-

Intert by town Bewage und i^fuae ft*om raiuiufactorioB ; also

tlio butins of the Atb and CaUler, Ix>wer Avon» Wiudnieh,

and th«nppei' part* of the Severn, river haaina extensiv-ily

Mollttted b? woolleu inanufiiot»r«a and the pi-ocosses oon-

nwted therewith : met recently at No. 1, Park Prospect,

Weatmuister, forthepixri^weof sonsiderinp their reports.

GrK-^t TIabwo-^d Drainahk axd Water Sitpi-y.—

Since the fomtation of the Great llarwood Local

Board iu 18(W. a complefe Byf»teni of drainage liaa

been carried out throughout the town, under ihe

suiwriutendenco of Mr. Brierley. C.E., of Black.

bum. MAin and other sewers have been carried

up eveiT street, and almost every house is now joined to

the main Bowerby sumll tributary sewers provide<l with

proper traps couBtructetJ on the best principle. The Ptreet^s

have also Wen i*iived with "setts" flnd channelled, and

tho footpaths flapped. These improvements have all been

etfect^t with mi'uev borrowed under the Public Works

Ac- , 1S63. At I ho time the Board was formed the district

liad suffered much from the want of an efficient wat«r

Bupplv. Tho Hoard at couBiderable expense has sunk a

nuniW of wells and pvit dottn pumps for a gratuitous

supply, the water from many of which haa been pro-

nounced by Dr. Craco Calvert, the eminent chemist of

ManchoBter, to be very wholesome. Since this the Accring-

ton Gas and Water Company has constructed waterworks

in the neighlvinrhood. from which many of the inhabitants

are now being supplied.

fhtlii^lhflr«MhofthenUM*aand&givMthe pull in

iam on tW rapttotira tie*.—B. a.

11017) MOUKTIKG TRACINGS.—As nothing can be

W0n TCTBtJOTH thaii to bare a goo«l tracing spoilt d in tho

MMUtiBf, pvkiqwit might be uMfni to some reader if I may
W aIIootW to «siilain ibe method nliichfor some lime I

ltt*t«l0|*Ml, awi whkli if properly dune will ensure per-

AotaaacMiL iJty tb* p*p<ii' on *hich the tracing is to be

mtfimtad« a diawinc baud, then wiih clean wat«r and
ipoactdamp It tboronghly till auite flat ; then paste your

tiad^; Ujr fi oo tho p^ier, and with a roller, commenc-
i^ ia tba Btlddla^ roll towanls the eilges till {lerfcctly

«v«B ; kara cat the board till dry, when it onght to be

MrfMUy HPfflHh. To mount on linen ; soak the

Bmb ia waieTt tben wring it out and Mtrain tightly on
a board with ttn tafika about Sin. apart, and proceed as

MtaM. I And a rnj good plan for preeorving working
dimwtefi and tradogi on a onilding where are often ex-

posed to the wet is, after being mounted, to give them
a eoai «f stas and then a thin coat of paper Taruish.—
H.ca
non} LIGHTNING CONDOCTORS.—The ratio of the

eoiidaodrity of pore Iron to pure cop|H:r, I was well aware,
has been variotuly stated between eight and five times,

aadi took the Urter, as the minimum, from the late Pro-
hmot W. A. HiUar's " Chemistry." The great ditlicnlty

ofdatenBiains this ratio exactly arises plainly from the
oaadao-iTity ^con>cr being reduced (far more limn any
oUmt qaality) br traces of mUture l>arulv or not to be de-
Meted ia any other way. Heoce I hinted, and maintain,
that it is daafsroas to tniat a oopiK^r conductor, unUti
tptcimUm t£»Ud, less than about half the weight of au iron
^M. Coodactoti of insufficient capacity (even at a single
iwllof ibeirleogth), are of course far worse <hau none.
I hare Ufed OMoalte a house, and seen it struck, and
b»«al7 saved mm beixif burnt down by copper
Ml-virs beliig tmtd and scattered in shots. As for

ft tall efaimncy, "without doubt proiecting the houses
Mooud,'*—«s ft appears firom Bir W. S. Harri/s report that
wl' boat doubt a uip's mainwuul conductor does not pro>
tact tba ODds of the main yard (to tay nothing of other
ata^ andbowsprit)— I must repeat, it is uturly a " vulgar
error," that aay dngle tall object protects others, how-
cTOT iow or near. 1 nerer said (iro or three iwints pro-
tocted DO otbar, bat plainly indicated, by the rule f..*r find-
Sag all poials naadtng oonducton. that tlicy do so. Let
any anaiber at sommiU form a straight line, horizontal or
not, and ^a agtremo oua alone can be «trnck. The rest
afaabmlatriy safo ; and this my lule of the drcalar plane
w^rid 4i0V, Ibr eappoeiuf the end onee raised a single
fasch, MS of the others can be touched with ^« plaoe's
osMtsia Aaaia, if tha triangle between three emuient
poivCi aoaiaiaa no point Juttit>g beyond the plane that
woold tooeh tbrm, these three (whether supplied with
condactnscrpot^ protect everything witliin thcii triangle.
tet tfcevs is DoaDHow of reason to exi>ect any point out-
i4de it to ba protartad by them. Protection of any jvjjat
by another—by fMu ^other- is, as i said, a delusion.—
s> L. G.

IM37I FUTE BUPF TINTED BRICKS. — Fra4sed
M*eha

o

f thfa aoloiir {ormore apj-roaehing )[*ale primro«»o)
can ba ahtalnod fttm Bean's I'^t^nt i nek Company,
Kiat% Cta* Goods OAcae. Tbe quality is firftt-cUss ; they
an taada at a rlasy, Hartfordahira.—ti. C. ic B., Lewesi

STATUES. MEMORIALS, ETC.
Tbe Prince Consort's Memorial in Hype Park.—

The large groups of sculpture are gradually being fixed in

their places. Mr. M'Dowall's "Europe," at the south-

west corner, is in proffress. Mr. Foley's group will follow.

then Mr, Theed's, and lastly Mr. John Bell's " America",

which is now the least, but onre, the moat advance*!. Mr.

Foley is still at work on the figure of the Prince Consort,

which cannot be complettd for many months.

Gloucester Cathedral.—Six of the statues by 5Ir.

Redfem, of London, have been placed on the Fouth front

of Gloucester Cathedral porch. The two central figures

are those of SS. Pet«r and Paul; on the right are the

Evangelists Matthew and Mark; on the left Luke and
John. The statues of the fur Poctois of the Church
will be placed in other niches ; large statues, one
of King Osric, the other of Abbot Serlo, will be erected on
either side of the jiorch ; and ultimately a figure of our

Lord will be placed over the inner entrance.

LAND AND BUILDING- SOCIETIES.
Newhaven and Seaford Building Society.—Tho re-

port of this society, presented at the annual meeting on
Monday week last, states that the number of shares

which have been in existence during the past year is 27f)|,

of which number 75ohave been withdaawn, 57bhare8 have
been taken up during the year, and one borrower's share
has been redeemed. The sum of £2,055 has been withdrawn
by investing members, and after the usual divicend there

remains the sum of £44 towards the contingent fund.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Tanr. -Wo uodentand that the oontracta for the Tain
Watarworka war* settled reevntly. The work has l>ocn di-
TlA»l Into two penioafl,oo« being ukenbv .Mcfl»r<. ft' m
S Marfcanrie, talo, and the oth«r by Hesiin. Macnu; d:
Uiquhart. We beliera work is to 'be cummtoced im-Urauhart.
Medial^,

Xa>or.Oeoeral ^

Fraaktaad. Pi:
e. J. South, ec'.

Ojr PuUXTIOM OF HlVERa.-
"i.lsrm, K C.H., Dr. Edward
'JiAlnjem M«rton, and Mr.

'
o'

oompl-jtcd their ii.*]-.ir;c«

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
FoRinxG A Handrail. — At the Hastings County

Court last week , the ca^e of Saint v. Thomas was heard.
The action was brought to recover £37 13b. od,, for work
done and materiula supplied. A set-otf of £21 13s. 2d.

had been pleaded by defendant, but this claim was with-
drawn, except as to £3 10«., which Bum the plaintiff ad-

mitted to be due. It appeared that some joiners' work
had been done at defendanr,'s houses on a tender at
£78. There was certain extra work, £5 Sc. 3d,, mak-
king a total of £^3 38. 3d., out of which plaintiff' had
received £45 lOs., and it was now sought to recover the
balance. On the part of the defendant the £5 38. 8d. was
admitted, t'roni the evidence of the plaintiff it appeared
that he had undertaken to do the work in quentiou, and
that defendant, after expressing himself jierfectly satisfied

with the work done, complained about tho handriiils, wtiich
he said were bad in workmanship, and he had employed a
mautoal er them. Mr, George Beck, an architect, was
calle<l for the pUiintift*. He said the work, as executed by
the plaintitf, was very well done, and there was no need for
the alterations made by the defendant ; even had they been
necessary, however, the work could be done for £j, at the
outside. James Suatiliall, a Ciirpenter In the employment
of tho plaintitf, corrolwrated thiB evidence. On the part
of the defendant it was contended that the handrail pur
up by the plaintitl' was Uidiy-filiaped and improperly
made, and that the alterations whiih were thus rendered
necessary cost £12138. The defendant was called in sup-
port of this, as were also Mr. Walter Crisford, surveyor,
and Mr. Wainhaui, the joiner who had made tho altera-
tions. JamcH barker, a joiner, naid that the plaint itt'n

handrail was very defective, and that Warnham'a charges
.were fiiir. The judge having summed up the evidence on
l>oth sides, the jury gave a verdict in favour of dettucting
£7 from plaiutift^s claim. Judgment was accordingly
given fur £27 3a. 3d.

Kailwav Companies Divehting Water.—The case of
the Attorney .General v. the Gre;it Kastern Railway Com-
pany was where the company was by its act restricted from
ol^tructing the navigation of a river, or diverting any of
the waters in it or wliicb supplied it. It was held by the
Master of the Rolls tliat this provision applied only to the
coDftmction of the line, and did not restrict any rightB
which tho company might j/otsets an ripaiian propriu or
1 1 was also held that the right of a riparian pruprittor
is to take whatever wat^^r he requires for domeatic pur-
poses, and that the ffu-t that the railway coni]>any did not
require water for such pur))Os*-8 did not entitle them U>
take it forothcr piirpohesuf a different character, such as
for watering their engines.

Reoihtkrei) Ui^KJSH.-The plaintiff in the case of
Mocrea v. lloldswmth regibtered as a design a pattern cnu-
sittiug of a combination of distinct desigus. The defen-
dant slightly altered the combination, but not so as to
affect tiie cenuial apjiearanee of the p:vttem. It was held
by tbe Lord Chancellor, on ajuwal fiom Sir W. M. James,
when Vice Chancellor, that this was au infringem-'nt ol
the copyright iu the pattern.

Penalties for Delay.—Jones v. St. John's Col-
lege, Oxford. —This case, of considerable im]>ort-

ance to contractors, was tried on Friday last, in the Court
of Queen's llencii, before Mr. Justice Lush and Mr. Justice
Hannen. The action was bronght by a builder to recover a
balance of £990 under a building contract with the College.

They set up (excent as to£l20 jiaid into court) a cross claim
of £S70 for iK'ualties, at tho rate of £3 per day, under a
clause in the contract providing for delay in tho completiou
of the works. The builder to this replied that tlitS delay
was occfisioned by alterations ordered by the College, which
rendered it impossible, as they well knew, to complete the
contract and the additional works within the siiecified

time, unless an extension of time was allowed. There w.is.

the usual clause in the contract for referring disputes as to

time, or quantity, or quality to the engineer, who, how-
ever had certified the amount due without any deduction
for peniilties, which did not nppear to have l>een claimed ;

iiud there was a provision for extension of time by him,
but there had been no such extension. The plaintiff greatly

relied upon the recent case of '* Weatwood v. the Secretary
of State for India" (cited trcm 11, )fV^fr?y 7?/';jor(tfr), de-

cided by this Court(Mr. Justice McUor, Mr. Justice Wight-
man, and Mr. Justice Cronipton) in 1803, and where the
Court as to set-off for penal ies held that the contractor
was not liable, the Indian Ooverun.eot having by their

own acts and orders knowingly rendered it impossible tor

the contractor to do the work within the time. On the
other nide, the express temis of the contract were relied

on, and it was urged that, however hard and unjuBtit
might be, the builder had bound himself by it so strictly

that he couUl not resist the claim for penalties, and it was
maintained that the case cited wiis not precisely at>plicable,

tho\igh in the course of the discussion more than one of
the learned Judges seemed to think that it was so, but that
it was wrongly decided ; and in the course of tho argument,
the counsel for the College being asked by Mr. Justice

Jlellor whether, supposing they h.'id given an order for ex-

tensive alterations a day or two before the expiration of
the time, to that it was physically impossible the work
could be completed, and they had refused any extension of

time, they could have enforced the penalties—he admitted
that he was bound to .inswer, according to this view, that
they could not.—In reply, on the part of the plaintiff, it

was urged that ;is this contention was simply monstrous, it

was sufficieiit to show that the defence set up by th©
College was as contrary to law as it was to common sense

and justice; and that the case of " Westwood v. the Secre-

tary of State" was rightly decided, and embodied the soimd
and just principle of law, based on the acknowledged
maxim of law that no one could tiike advantage of hia own
wrong or enforce a penalty for a default caused by hia owq
act and conduct. The Court, at tbe conclusion of the
argument, retired to consider their judgment, and on their

return proceeded to give judgment iu favour of the de-

fenden 8, the College. The plaintiff, the builder, they i^aid,

liade»presf<Iy contracted to do not only the original but tho
additional workn wi hin the specified period, unless there-

was an exteiit^ion of time, which had not been alloweil. It

was tirged, they said, that this was hai*d on tbe contractor,

that he should be liable to penalties for works the nature

of which he could not have known at the time he entered

ii:to the contract. If peraons would bind themHclves to
absurdities or impossibiliticB. they must take tbe conse-

queuces. No doubt these contracts were often very one-

sided, and one of the parties put himself absolutely in the-

power of the other. This was iu reliance on the reason-

ablenesa and fairness of the other side, but that could iit)t

affect the judgment of a court of law. The terms of the-

contract were clear, though its operation might be hard,

ami it did not api>ear that, in point of fact, in this case the

extra works were out of the scope of the contract, or
had been ordered at Biich a time as tomake their corapletiou

impossible. The case cited was distinguishable on tho

pleadings, as the point in question did not apitear precisely

to have arisen, though the Court bad expressed the opinion

mentioned. The judgment of the iCourt, therefore, must
be for the defendants.

§x\x ©ffite CnHe.

Builders' Benevolent Institution.—EtEcnosi

OF Pensionehs.—The thirty-fourth election of

pensioners in connection with this charity took

place yesterday (Thursday), at Willis's Rooms,

King-street, St. James's, Mr. Alfred J. Mansfield,

President, in the chair. As we stated in our re-

port of the recent anniversary dinner, there were

then 44 pensioners in receipt of annuities from the

Institution, 22 men and 22 women, the men re-

ceiving £24 and the women 120 per annum each.

To this number two pensioners were added by
yesterday's election, one male and one female,

there being five male and seven females candidates.

The male candidates were :—William Peters,

Benjamin Johnson, Francis Sandon, William Gale,

and Mark Mintry. The female candidates were :

—

Harriet Proctor, Mary A. Morgan, Frances Seare,

Mary St. George, Jane Brothill, Elizabeth Treve-

than, and Alice Hugoe. The Chairman, after ex-

pressing regret that the funds of the Institution

at the present time would not permit of tlie

election of more than two out of the twelve candi-

dates, declared the poll to be opened, and it re-

mained open from 12 o'clock till 3. At the close

of the poll, the scrutineers, Messrs. Stirling and
•Matthew Hall, announced that the successful candi-

dates were Benjamin Johnson and Mary Ann Mor-

gan, it was also stated that the unusually large

number of 1,200 votes was left unpolled, the votes

recorded being 800 less than at the last election.

A vote of thanks to the scrutineers (proposid by
Mr. Thoni.i8 Smith, and seconded by Mr. John
Thorn), and a similar compliment to the Chair
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man (proposed by Mr. George Plucknett, treasurer,

and secoiuled by Mr. Joseph Bird) baviug been

passed, the proceedings terminated.

I

FnoPOSKD New Eoab in South London.—We
' Fee it is proposed in a local journal to make a new

r ad from the Obelisk, at the foot of Blackfriars and
Waterloo roads, direct to Kenaingtoa Park-road,

Brixton, and Clapham, coming out at Mansion-
House-street, Kennington. It is suggested that

the removal of tlie Blind- School, in S. Geoige's

Circus (which will probably take place in a year

ortwolience) will offer a favourable opportunity

for the commencement of the work. We do not

see the absolute need of such a road, especially as

the existing route of London-road and Newington
Butts is not much lunger, and will be immensely
improved before long by the removal of S. Mary's
Church, and the widening of the last-named
thoroughfare.

The Ashmolean Mcseom.—Mr. J. H, Parker,

F.S.A., recently lectured before the Oxford Archi-

tectural aud Historical Society on the history, the

present state, aud the future prospects of the
Ashmolean Museum, as now proposed to be used
for the assistance of the students of history and
archfeology. He said that he hoped to give new
life to the Museum and the Society by com-
bining them. The contents of tho Museum, with
the addition of the large collection of 2,000 his-

torical fihotogiaphs now leiug arranged in it,

would aftbrd an ample supply of subjects for

study, and illustrations of them. The different

members of the society could study them, each
taking up and following out his own branch, and
when he had mastered it, giving a lecture or

paper upon it for the benefit of the other members
who had not the same opportunity of studying it.

The collection cf objects of interest now in the
museum, although not a large one, is well-selected,

and affords a great deal of information. The photo-
graphs supply what was wanting, and illustrate the
history of architecture, sculpture, and painting for

the first thousand years of the Christian era, in a
manner that could be done nowhere but in Rome.

The Nkw Chairman of the Meteopolitan
Board op Works.—Colonel Hogg was elected

chairman of the Metropolitan Board on Friday
afternoon last. The votes given were as follows :—For Colonel Hogg, 44 ; Mr. Dalton, 15 ; Mr.
Le Bretoo, 18 ; Mr. Riintz, U ; Mr. Savage, 16.

The name of Mr. Runtz was struck out as being
last on the list. A second ballot was taken : for

Colonel Hogg, 23 ; Mr. Dalton, 18 ; Mr. Le Breton,
20 ; Mr. Savage, 13. Mr. Savage was struck out.

A third ballot took : for Coluuel Hogg, 20 ; Mr.
Dalton, 20 ; Mr. Le Breton, 14. Mr. Le Breton
was struck out. Then for Colonel Hogg there
were 20 ; for Mr. Dalton, 10. It was then
proposed that Colonel Hogg should be chairman

;

22 votes were recorded for him, against him none.
On a division, there were for Colonel Hogg, 24

;

Mr. Dalton, 12. Colonel Hogg is therefore the
new chairman of the Board. Lord Robert Montagu
was nominated, but found no seconder.

Indian Antiquities.—General Cunningham,
late of the Bombay Engineers, has been appointed
!Surveyor-Oi.-neral of the Archajologioal Survey
o£ India, with orders to proceed to India imme-
diately and organise on an extended scale the
operations for the preservation of Indian archi-

tecture, which have been already so successfully
initiated by the Government of India.

BciLDixo AND Enlarging Churches and
Chapels.—The usual monthly meetings of the
Incorporated Society for Promoting the Enlarge-
ment, Building, and Repairing of Churches and
Chapels were resumed on Monday at the society's

house, 7, Whitehall, S.W., the Ven, Archdeaoon
Jennings in the chair. Grants of money were
made in aid of the following objects, viz. :

—

Building new churches at Dadleston heath, in
the parish of Eilesmere, Salop; Fewcot, in the parish
of Stoke Lyue, Oxon ; Kinley, in the parish of
Coulsden, near Caterham, Surrey ; Middletou
S. Lawrence, near Darlington ; and Skelsmergh,
in the parish of Kendal. Rebuilding the church
at Downhim, near Brentwood. Enlarging or
otherwise increasing the accommodation in the
churches at Here Ferris, South Devon ; Bishop's
Itchington, near Leamiagton ; Corwen ; Crowan,
near Camborne, Cornwall; Grey well, in the
parish of Udiham, Hants; Llaniehen, near Car-
diff; Lugwardine, near Hereford ; Pattishall,
near Towcester, Northants ; Prittlewell, near
Southend

; Stretford, near Leominster ; Swans-
combe, near Dartford, Kent ; Tolland, near
Wivelscombe, Somerset ; and Warminster Chrisj

Church, Wilts. Under urgent oircumatances the
grant formerly made towards building the church
at Lynmouth, in the parish of Lynton, near
Barnstaple, was increased. The society likewise

accepted the trust of sums of money as repair

funds for the churches , at Low Marjile S.

Martin's, Cheshire ; llowledge S. James, in the
parish of Binstead, Hants ; and Thurstonland S.

Thomas, near Huddersfield. The special fund
for building school churches and mission houses
being quite exhausted, and numerous urgent
cases being still unrelieved, it was resolved at this

meeting that fresh exertions should be imme-
diately made towards resuscitating the fund, and
a special sub-committee was appointed with a
view to making its great importance known, and
soliciting further subscriptions.

Triangular Drawing-Board.—Mr. George
Fawcus, of North Shields, England, says Nature,
has contrived an equilateral triangular drawing-
board for isometrical drawing. An ordinary T"
square applied on the edges of an equilateral

triangle draws tangents that meet each other at

angles of 120", and other lines drawn parallel to

those radiating ones form with them angles of

CO' and 120', which are the exact angles of the
apparent squares of isometrical cubes. The
inventor believes that the use of this new
drawing-hoard will make the teaching of

isometrical drawing both simple and easy.

The practice of isometrical drawing is strongly

urged iu the science and art drawing classes.

Institution ok Survivors.—At the ordinary

general meeting, held on Monday, November 14,

the following names were read and passed, to be
be balloted for on December 12th, 1870, viz.

As Members,—George Arnold, Colton, North
Devon ; Robert Blackadder, Dundee ; Thomas
Buchan, Dundee ; Arthur Cates, 7-\, Whitehall-
yard ; Jonas Paxton, Bicester. As Associate,—
Frederick W. Cardell, 9, Whitehall-place. The
following donations to the library were an-
nounced,—" Proceedings of the London and Mid-
dlesex Archaeological Society," 2 vols., by the
Council of that Society. J. B. Denton's pam-
phlet on " Village Sanitary Economy and Sewage
Utilization," by the author. J. Hutchinson's
" History of Dorsetshire," 2 vols., by E. Kermock.
Dr. W. Farr's " Life Tables," by R. C. Driver.
" Minut«s and Proceedings of the Institution

of Civil Engineers," 2 vols., session '69-70.

by the Council of that Society. J. Corry's
" History of the City of Bristol," 2 vols., by F.

G. Eiloart. H Chamberlain's History of London,"
by F. G. Eiloart. W. Harrison's " History of
London," by F. G. Eiloart. " Journal of the
Royal Agricultural Society " (several parts), by
VV. Brown. G. Bradshaw's " Maps of Canals and
Navigable Rivers in the Southern Counties," by S.

W. Williams. C. Rally's " Remarks on Timber
Houses," by the Author. The folio wing donations
to the library fund were announced,—G. P. Bidder,

jun.,i;il3.; F. Wood, £2 23.; W .Murton, £3
33 ; G. Webb, £2 2s. ; R. W. Glutton, £2 2s. A
vote of thanks was unanimously given to the
various donors. The president, Mr. Richard
Hall, opened the session with an address. A
vote of thanks was unanimously given to the
president for his address.

Proposed Impbovpments.—The Commissioners
of Works and Buildings have given notice of their

intention to apply to Parliament in the ensuini,'

Session for authority to acquire certain lands in
the city, and to build a new Royal Mint. The
lands and houses scheduled are in the precinct
of Whitefnars and the parish of S. Bride, Fleet-
street. The proposed new building will have
a frontage on the Victoria Embankment at
the western side of the City Gas Works,
and will occupy a great portion of the space
between those works and the Temple. The
Commissioners, in the event of the passing
of the Act, will be empowered to stop up,
divert, alter or remove, temporarily or per-

manently, all wharves and landing places, and all

ways, paths, streets, or paj-sages connected with
the scheduled land, and also to sell, lease, or

otherwise dispose of the site and buildings in

the Minories now forming the Royal Mint. By
another Act they seek power to acquire addi-

tional jiroperty iu the parish of S. Clement Danes
for the purposes of the site of the Courts of

Justice, and by a third to take land within

the Liberty of the Rolls with a view to fur-

ther impiovements iu connection with the

Record-offiee, Fetter-lane. Plans of all these

proposed works may be seen at the office of the

Clerk of the Peace for Middlesex, at the Sessions-

house, Clerkcnwell ; or at those of the Vestry
Clerks in the respective parishes where the lands

are situate.

Corporate Genkrosity.—Tho Corporation of

Preston has just presented a gratuity of fifty

guineas to the Borough Surveyor, in recognitioa

of hia services during the drought of 1868 in

constructing the water-works at the Hudder.

The Blackpool Promenade.—The damage
done by the late storms at South Shore has been
measured, and the cost of putting tho roads and
sea-fence in the condition in which they were
before the storm is calculated at £2,600, for

which Mr. Carlisle, the contractor, is liable.

Shortly after the damage was done, the Local
Board served the contractor with a notice to put
a sufficient staff of workmen on the damaged
parts, so that the whole would have been put in

order before the next high tide. The contractor
not having complied with this notice, a meeting
of the Local Board was held on Friday week,
when it was unanimously agreed to take the
works out of the hands of the contractor, and to

charge him for the extra cost beyond the money
held by the Local Board as security—viz., £1,850.
On Wednesday week the Local Board put a large

staff of workmen on the damaged parts of South
Shore.

Lecture-s on Abchitectuiie at the RotaIi
Academy.—It is announced that a course o£

lectures on Architecture will be delivered by Mr.
G- G. Scott, R.A., Professor of Architecture at
the Royal Academy, on the 16th of February,
2nd and 16th of March next. A few tickets of
admission may be obtained at the rooms of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, Conduit-
street.

District Survetorship Examination.—At a
meeting of the Board of Examiners, held on
Friday, the 28th of October, 1870, under the
Metropolitan Building Act, 1855, Mr. Ebenezer
Gregg, of 1a, S. Helen's-place, E.G., was recom-
mended to the Council of the Institute of Archi-
tects for a certificate of competency to perform
the duties of District Surveyor.

More Demolitions in the Strand.—Proposals
have been made to remove another large portion
of the Strand in connection with the projected new
law courts, no signs of commencing which have
yet appeared. The large block of buildings which
the Commissioners propose to take is that which
commences at Clement's Inn-gateway on the east,

extending to Dane's Inn on the west. North-
ward the block is bounded by S. Clement's Inn
Hall, and southward by the Strand. It contains,

in addition to the hall, several large houses
;

amongst others Mr. Carr's hotel, Mr. Tuxford'a

printing office, the vestry-hall, and a long row of

houses in Clement's Inn. It is not stated what
is the precise object to which the new site is to be
applied.

Death of an Edinburgh Builder.—We regret

to record the death of Mr. .Alexander Morrison, an
eminent Edinburgh builder. Amongst Mr. Morri-

son's first works were the Skew Bridge over the

water of Leitb, at Warriston, about the year 1840,

and the Haymarket Station of the Edinburgh and
Glasgow Railway ; since then he has executed

many important works, both in building and
engineering, not only in Edinbui^h, but in all

parts of Scotland, England, and Ireland. His last

work, and which is still partly unfinished, is the

Fettes College.

The Albert bridoe, Cheslea.—An application

was made to the Chelsea Vestry on Tuesday, on
behalf of the Albert-bridge Company, for per-

mi.ssion to pull down the Cadogan-pier, in Cheyne-
walk, and place a temporary steamboat jetty at

the bottom of IManor-street, during the con-

struction of the Albert-bridge. It was decided to

give every facility to the company.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
JIo.\DAY.—Jnsfiiuiion of Surreyorr. — " On Hallway

Rating." By Mr. Rydo. 8 p.m.
Society of Jris.—<Cantor Lectures.) " On

Artists' Colours and Pigments;" Ldcluns II. By
F. S- IJarff, Esq., M.A. 8 p.m.

TUESOAY.— 7iw(i(u(4on of Ciril Engineers.—"On the
Theory and DetAlls of Coustruction of M<;tAl

and Timber Arclios." By M. Julos GauUai-d,

C.E., of Lausanne. 8 p.m.
VTEDSEsnAv.— SociclK 0/ Arts.—"On Peat, and its Prollt-

able Utilisation-"" By Sir- liobert II. Allonay,
il.A. 8 p.m.

VRlt)\l.—Ar(hitret)iralAi30<!iation.—^\) Prize Esaar. Ey
the Author. (2) "Ou the SineteentJl Century."
By Mr. J. W. Hhodea. 7.30 p.m.

L
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Clips.

Tk* fowlatioo itoM of • new BkptM Chapel at

Qoodviofc, oaar fUlfnu'd)* ''<' ^"^ week.

Th, eocBW «tooe of » new We»leyan Chapel,

to coct £S.OOO,uid to icoommodate 500 worshippers,

WM bid at Sutton, laneaihire, on Thursdny week.

Tl» fouiHlatSon stone of a now Presbyterian

a>ai«h wu laid at Uron, K.B.,'on Thursday week.

Out el tbo £8,000 requirwl for restoring 8.

Tichnto's stoepio, Newcastle, Alderman Dodds has

nind £4,000.

Barnaul Castle Church will be reopened on the

SthpitniiiM.

It has been readred to erect a new Wesleyan

ehuwl and schools at Burnley, at a cost of abaut

tf^iOO^ axclusiTe of land.

Mr. Howard Brans, assistant surveyor to the

Salford Corporation, has been appointed borouffh

sumyor to the corponttion, of Barrow-in-Furness.

It is i«0|wnil to rebuild the parish church of

IViii IliJisin Surrey, at a cost of about £6,000.

Three sets of plana have been obtained from Mr.

Smith, arehiteot.

na Caitod Methodist Free Church, Arenne-

paraile, Aceiington. was reopened Inst week, alter

lustBiitinn aiid additions costing JC500.

TkaiMw Wesleyan Chapel and Schools nt Aber-

qr«haii,MoBiDOttthshire,iD .course of erection for the

iMt twehre months, have been opened. The work
was caniod out by Mr. Jolliffe, builder, Pontypool,

from de»i«na, kc. of Mr. E. A. Lansdowne, archi-

tect, Bristol and Kewport, Monmouthshire.

New schoolrooms in connection with the Congro-
gatioiial C%apol at Fektead have just been erected,

•taoostoi about £325.

It Is propoaad to erect a new railway station at

Biitennaad.

IWMslfl Parish Church is to be restored, at a
cost of £2,000.

It ii proposed in Ramsgate to purchase Townley
Castle and grounds (now in the market) for the
purpose of a people's park and recreation ground.

The ehoreh of S. Maty, Castlegnte, York, was
raopsDsd rscently, after restoration at a cost of

The Biabop of Oxford recently consecrated a new
ebapel of ease at Headington.

The fnends of Canon Freemantle are endoavour-
ing, as a testimonial, to raise £2,0<>ri for the restora-

tion of East Claydon Church, of which he ba.s been
near thirty yeus.

The andont citin of Ceylon are being explored,
photograiihad, planned, and described by members
of the arehaological committee. A volume is to bo
prodoeed worthy of the importance of the subject.

The Church of S. Michael, North Kensington, the
foundation stone of which was recently laid, will be
rawly for cooaecration, it is hoped, by Easter Tucs
d^nest.

0Tbe Parish Church of All Saints, Hastings, was
reopepad on All Saints' D&y, after a complete rono
tioo imder the direction of Mr. Buttertield, the
eoit bafiog been £5,000.

A sshoolroom, which has been built in the
Briritton-road, Redhill, Surrey, was opened last
week. Mr. John R. Collet was the arcnitoct, and
nader his superintendence the work was carried
oat by Mr. James Hall, builder, of ijutton.

Mr. Louis W. Desauges, the painter of the Vic-
toria Cross 0all«t7, has been electol a member of
tile Royal Academy of Fine Arts of Lisbon, in suc-
oeasioD to the lato Sir Charles L. Ristlake, P.R.A.
Hariog obtained the Royal sanction and approval,
the Academy hare forwarded to tho newly-elected
member his diploma of academician.

Tlie Cooneil of the Iron an<l Steel Institute met
at l*eds recently, and decided to recognise tho
asrricee which the Duke of Devonshire has rendered
as ftnt president of the society by presenting a por-
trait of his grace to the Institute.

nllow. W to lo; ]0» ; 3nl do., 7i lis to 91 :
Narva 2n,\

veUow! 8/ 10«; M-inkaund 1st yeUow, 91 10a ;
Uernosiuui

iuli«l yi'lloK, 8J 15» ; 3rd yeUow, SI 10» to 91 16» ;
4th

vellow, 71 Itte : Gotlienbllrg mixed yrflow, 9! 10s to 8( los ;

Sid v.Uow s; to SI :.a ; tth yellow, 7( ; Geflo mixed yellow,

SI .'.« to 111 S« : :>nl yellow, 91 5» to 9( IOj : 4tll yellow, S;

to 9J ia< ; CliristinesWdt yellow, 61 IDs tu 71 ; BoUsta 3rd

vdlow 0'

Christiana ;!ni white, at per 120 12ft., 2i x Cj, 61 to

SUM; 2ml yellow. 01 to ellOa; 3r»l yellow, 41 5» lo r,i lOs;

Dram Srd yellow, 6n;w to HI; 2ud yellow, 61 10<; 3ia

white 51. ,„.,,, r

Miramichi 8|iruce, at per 120 12ft. 3x9, 121 to HI .13 ;

&igueiKiy 2uU sprnoe, 131 15«. tol4l; Quebec 1st Bpruce,

151 : 2nj do., 141. to 1« r« ; 3rd do,, 131 to 131 10s.

Quebec bireh, at l>er load, 21 10a to 21 15s; o:ik, 01 to

6I5»j elm, 4I15» to 51; hickory, 41 10s to CI; walnut,

it id io '2* 9d per f(>ot cube ; Dantzig crown timber, 41;

oommon miilJling. 21 12j 'o 31; best middling, 811* 6<i

to 31 15« ; Stettin ojik. 4 17s 6<l to 51 ; Riga lathwood. 4! 10s

lo 41 15» per cubic fathom ; Petersbui-g do., 41 IDs to

51 10s.

Riga logs, at r«r ISft. cube, English crown, 4! 10s to

51 5i ; orown Dutch, 41 5«.

The death is annonnced of Mr. John Bland, timlier

merchant, of CaiditT. The ileceascil was 65 years of age,

and WM well known throughout South Wales and the

West of Kuglaud.

LATEST PRICES OP MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

limber %x:x)n gtbitfo.

iZj^^J^^"^^ *«• obUined at Mmm. SioiKm &
——— «. --. ' .. _ _. _ ^ .

SiLlLf*^* f!i y*??*' '' t« 7M0.; 4th yelliw, 71:lii|wUu,7Ij 4tb wUt«, d lOi; Wiftu Wharf mhed

a 12

S IB

Te»k »» 1om1A13 10

l^aebec, Kdpiae.... 9 15

„ yellow pins.. 4 (>

St. John N.B. yellow
Quebec Oxk, white., 6 5

„ birch 3 1ft

„ elm 4 5

Oajitsloosk .

.. tx ...

Memelflr ...

Bigk 3 s

Swedish 2 7
MAsUiQuebec red itine 4

„ yellow pine.. 4 >>

Lathwood,Diuit«io.tiii 3
„ gt.Petenbnrg 4

[>eal».prC.,12ft.byJ
by 9 In.,

Quebec, whit^sprace 12
8t.Jolui,wblt«5i>ruc« li
Yellow pine, per r*-

daoedC.
Cuud*. Irt quality. 18

tod do 12 IS

Arehftngel, yellow .. 11 lu

St. Petenburg, yel. . . 12

13 H'

4 Ifi,

4iy

6 10
fi

6 fi!

6 19|
4 lU
4 0,

5 7|

2 18

19 1'

ISIO
1-2 10

13 u

Piuland 47
Memel
Oothenburg. yellow 8 10

I „ white ....^ 6
0ellt>. yeUow 10 10
jSoderbam 8 19
Chrifltianift, pei 0.,

' 13 ft. by 8 by 9 lo.

yellow 10
Flooriuir boards, ])er

Bg. of Jin., fiist yel 7 B

First white > 7 Q
Second qualities .... 6

l^utuus 8TOME pr ton 8
I Oiu, Ac.

Seal, pale. ...per tan
Sperm body
Cod so V
Whale, Sth. Sea, pale 3S
Olive, GalllpoU 4i
CoGoauut, CochiUitOD 4'I 10
i'Mlm, fine Sit

Ltuaeed , 3> 5
EtipeMted, Kug.pale.. 46 10

Cottonseed »» 2ti.

?5 10

7a

10 U
8 10
12 10

7
t)

7fl lu

U

BIetals.
Lian —

Pl«, Foreign »»».»»»..».... per ton £17 10 £17 15

„ lUiKUaliW.B. M do 19 15 20

., Lad Co. »„.,»„„.»» do Itf 15

.. Oberbrauds do 13 18 5

SheeiHiUMt ».. do Id U U 20 u
8hot, Pntent
Rfdor Hininm ...,

Lith%rg^ W.B. ...,

WhiteDry ... . .,

„ ground in oil

do
do
do
do
do

21
19 IS 20 10 n

U U

COTPimi—
British—Cake and Ingot per ton ^7
Beet Selected do
Sh#a „ do
butloina r, „ do
Auttralian do
SpMiilahCake ^ do
C b ili Bars, caeh do

,. BeSned lUgot do
YellowUetal per lb

laoir :—
Plain Scotland, caeh per ton
WeUh Bar, in Londuu ., du

Walei do
Staffordnhire do
BaU,iu Wal«i do
Sbeeti, Blugle in Loudon do
Bwope . flrtt quality do
N all Bod do
B wedljdi do

i7 67 10
«8 11 69
71 7»
!6 1) U u

68 IJ 71 10
U 1)

«1 64 11

65 u 69
U U 6i cl

Hi a
7 2 C 7 10 i)

CKI 6 U «
7 Iw 8
6 6 6 10
mo 10 5
8 10 9 5

7 5 7 15
i) lU 9 15

lirak lleius.

TENDERS.
BaionTON.—The Sewers Boajd received 19 tenders for

their new works, and accepted the tender of Mr. Matthew
Jennmg, of 3, Adelaide-place, Ixjndou Bridge, for

BuiGHTON.—For al'erations and a new plate-glass front,
&o,,at the "Gloatur Arms" Inn, Ship-street, Brighton.
Mr. OeorgeTuppen, architect ;—

Garrett £215
Bowiea !..!!!!!!!!!!!!"!!!!!!]!!!!!!!!! 210
Dean jtj^

i^^yer !!!!!!!!!!!!"!!"!!!!!!!!!!;; liii
Ldincaator jyq

Bbixios.— For tho ercctiooof schools. Church-road. Mr.
Joiepb Oale, arcl.ituct •—

K'f'' f35M
5"'™' 3438

X"'" 3124
"""•nou a375
l''"'" 329S
Browne ti Kobinson 3282
""»•''«»' 3243
«'""• 3208
Dewell

^ 3177
King tL Son 3130
Sheiiherd \] 2900

Dbe^mk, hear Lonoton.—For erecting house, &c.,for
Mr. J. Harrison, Dresden, near Lougtou. Messrs R.
Ecriteier t Son, architects :—

|?»'''P •; £1080
llarvejr it Co 999
J. HeaTey '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.*.'.'.

995
Collit li Hudson (accepted) "..!.."!.."iii| 840

Briohton.—For the erection of a yilla on th-^ Clermont
Estate, Brighton, for Mr. \V. H. Hunt. Mr. George
Tuppen, architect. Quantities suppl icd :

Batching & Sou „ £1170
Barnes ,,„ 1147
llancy lOOtf

Kewnham „ losil

Hall 1037
Lancaster 1036
Stenniug lOSft

Dean 1014
Cheeseman & Co 090
Holloway ife Son »70
Lockyer , Pd5
Miles (accepted) 8.jO

Camden-boad.—For the erection of an Athenasnni,
Camden-rojid. First contract for the hall. Mr. rrederick
B. Meeson, .irchiteot. Quantities by Mr. Fi-ench :

—

Carter £2190
Ingram 2391
Biirbor & Groome 2330
Webber 2169
Heath 2050
I^ewnian & Mann 2086
Niblett & Son 1950
Goodman 1019
Sharpington & Cole 1897
Maun 189i
Wright Bros. & GoodchUd 1875
Waterson & Co. IfOiJ

Crockett V,M
Scrivener & White 1787
Till 1775
Langmead & Way 1730
Blease 169J
Parsons t Telling lesS
Grego y & Knight lfJ77

Wood 167.>

Gough & Lawton 1579

Deal, Kent.—For drainage works. Mr. Edward W.
Fry, surveyor. Quantities supplied :—

Neave £1275
W. &G. Demie 1196
Woodcock 1147
Chamberlain 1145
Cottew IISS
Mathews J 1131
Coleman (accepted) 1121

Enfield.—For new sewers for the Local Board :

—

I'earson £1989
Marshall 1480
Semell 1414
Hayues 1400 *
Biley 1363
Batman 1793
Anderson 1263
Standen 1250
Hayward 1199
Simson 1197
Carter 1180 10
KeUy IISO
Pizzey 1177
Hnbberd ll.W
Bayes 1110
Bugbiid 1102 1

Hanley.—For heating china manufactory by steam, for
Mr. C. Ford, Hanley. Messrs. R. Scrivener it Son, archi -

tects .-

—

Boulton (a -cepted) £272 10

London. — For house and shop on the Marquis of West-
minster's estate, Oxford-street, for Mr. T. B. Linscolt.
Messrd. Tollev &: Dale, architects ;

—

Ennor ". £4978
Brass 41)32

SewcU 4682
Howard 4.594

Conder 4393

London.—For house and &hop on the Marquis of Weet-
miuster'a estate, Ox ford-street, for Mr. William Thomp-
son. Messrs. ToUey & Dale, architects :

—

Brass £3920
Ennor 8889
BeweU 3762
Conder 8686
Howard So&ti

S. George's-in-the-East. — For the onstruction of a
brick sewer, 250ft. in length, in AiiMiouy-sTeet, and
about SOOft. of 15ia. pipe sewer in Upper Cliapman-street,
for the Vestry of the parish of .S. George's-iu-the-East,
according to plans and epecitcationa prepared by tha
surveyor :

—

Harris £498 10
Irons 469
Standen 410
Willowby 439
Ennor
Pearson....

Maxwell .

Hubbard .

Botter ....

418
39ii

:I81

377
329

Surrey. — For schoolroom for parish of Cbaldeu,
Suncy. Mr. Richard Martin, architect:

—

J.irrett £218
Barnes 205
Ward I'Jl

Francis 192 10

Sussex.—For alterations and repairs to Old Manor House,
Butler's Green. Mr. L. H. Marcham, arcliitcct ;

—

Browne &, Robinson £1169
Conder 1.300 6
Wells 13)7
Lit' le (accepted) 1j37

SwANKKA Guildhall.—In connection with the pro-
posed alteration of the Guildhal], seven tenders were re-

ceive!. Mr. Plnpiis, the architect, estimated the coat of
tho work at about Jt:2,800, or £2,900 :—

Morgan, Swansea £3750
Williams, Swansea 3507
Bees, Swansea 3189
AVatkiiis & Jenkins, Swansea 3110
R«e«, Neath 29l5
White, Swansea 2750
Everall, Great Malvern (accepted) .... 2672
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I

IN-DIA AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.
NDIA. ia not largely represented in the

courts and galleries of South Kensington.
Indeed, the study of that country has never
yet been made popular in England. It

might have been thought that the terrible

interest awakened by the Mutiny would have
turned attention to the monuments, arts, and
industrial manners of India ; yet no : even at

the Crystal Palace the Oriental collections are
excessively meagre, illustrations of archi-
tecture being almost wholly absent, while the
splendid Museum in Whitehall, which is a
world in itself, attracts comparatively few
Tisitors. But no region of the earth contains
a more splendid accumulation, especially of
architectural trophies, each type being per-
fectly unique, as may be judged from a num-
ber of maguiflcent photographs in radiating
piUar cases. To some of these we would first

direct attention. It must be remembered
that there are three styles of Indian archi-
tecture ; the vast, sombre, and ponderous
style of the south—dark, towering, and sug-
gestive of hateful mysteries ; the beautiful
grove-temples of the north and of Kashmir,
—crowded with images, and encrusted with
carving — built by the sun-worshippers of im-
memorial days who never hesitated to range
a thousand superb columns round one of those
forest fanes ; and the works of those Moham-
medan conquerors, " who designed like
Titans and wrought like jewellers," and
borrowed the art of Europe to aid them, but
who erected more palaces and tombs than
temples. The last are, perhaps, the most
interesting as studies, though the two former
may be more characteristic as looming, huwe
and grim, from the depths of forgotten history.

And these noble relics of the past are sharing
the fate of all ruins worth preserving. We
can understand how in ancient times they
were neglected, buried in the earth, flooded by
water, overgrown by vegetation, burnt for
lime, and left to moulder stone by stone ; but
we are astonished to have it upon official

authority that the railway companies in India
are allowed to convert some of its noblest
structures into stations, to run lines through
them, and even to utilise their masonry,—an
example of barbarism worthy only of the
Egyptians in their degenerate days, or of the
Turks in Greece. Imagine making a quarry
of an edifice, constructed in marvellous beauty
in an age when Ellora, Ajunta, and Ele-
phanta, were young, and still exhibiting, in
certain points, an art and a knowledge of con-
struction beyond which human science has
not gone ! It is sad enough to survey a scene
of ruins, wrecks of great shrines, fragments of
cornices, capitals, shafts, entablatures, and
pilasters ; but it is humiliating to know that
the professed civilizers of a people are wilfully
dilapidating the objects of its most legitimate
pride, and suffering steam locomotives to

shriek through its ma\isolea. No doubt
these erections must for all the future be only
regarded as pictures of former epochs, because
although the Indian religions still flourish

and command their millions of worshippers,
the original iises of the temples are passing
away. No more will be witnessed those
awful rites that once were celebrated in the
sculptured caverns of Kajpootana and
Bengal, or the mysterious processions of
Juggernaut, or the weird and hideous cere-
monies to which were dedicated the mighty
pyramidal-roofed shrines of the KasLmerian
valley. Never again will a Taj Mahal be
reared, a blaze of iridescent inlay, a stately

on account of the lessons they teach, should
be allowed to rot, and even be assailed by
ruthless vulgarity, when they are in reality
almost the only objects in our Oriental
dominion worth travelling so far to visit.

Of course, we cannot expect that our
architects will ever require to copy from
the altars and walls of the llindoo
temples their monstrous figures of human
bodies, double, triple, or quadruple, with
the heads of lions, boars, and elephants,
hawks and rats, and tails made of fishes and
tortoises, besides those other more peculiar
emblems which have never found a place in
the European fancy. Nevertheless, those
immense flat roofs, imsupported by a single
pillar—those gigantic walls, jointed without
mortar—those primeval arches, dating from a
period long anterior- to that in which the arch
was known in Europe—those endless varieties

of form, mounting tier upon tier in a yet
symmetrical whole^suggest an amazing idea
of the era when all else in the land was in
harmony with them, opulent, barbaric, splen-
did ; and the original worshippers were
thronging in and out of those dreary fanes by
day and by night. Moreover, like the colossal

remains of ancient Egypt, they suggest a
thousand questions, which, unfortunately, we
can never hope to answer, with respect to the
dynamical apparatus employed by the giants
of those days. Indeed, we can surmise some-
thing concerning Egyptian mechanics from
hieroglyphs and paintings, because they had
a custom of illustrating their ovra lives and
manners on walls and columns, on sarcophagi,

and even on coffins. But the antique Indians
of no class seem to have had the habit of
thus describing themselves. They illustrated

neither the conquests of their kings nor the
manners of their households, but confined
themselves to the images and incarnations of
their mythology. There must have been a
vast physical genius, or else an endless resource
of manual labour, to drag those tremendous

tico, from Behar, telling of a race of artists

entirely original in their ideas and devoted to

their work. Some writer has said that India
is a great stone-book, in which every successive
tribe holding possession of the land has
written its annals and recorded its faith, which
is true ; and therefore those who visit the
Museum with an intelligent purpose of study,
may learn much more than of mere art. The
Dravidian and Bengalee temples, for ex-
ample, copied at Badamee, appear as dis-

tinctly to separate two epochs, and two
provinces of the same territory, as a figure

inthe calendar, or a boundary across a plain
could do. They are among the gloomiest and
most tombdike structures ever reared, whereas
the Mohammedan mausolea are not less

brilliant than the Mohammedan palaces. We
know, at once, that the builders of the first

spoke one language, and the builders of the
second another. A closer view, moreover, de-
tects inscriptions that are additional pages in
the stone-book, to which we have referred.

From a thousand years before Christ to three
hundred years after it, there are absolutely
no chronicles except these, to tell as they
daily do, of religion, arts, and manners. But,
as relates to au investigation among these
monuments as affecting our own art, nobody of
authority has ever i?ecommended that any
Indian type should be copied in the West.
We could no more worship in an Asoka
temple than we could live in an Alhambra.
Nevertheless there are principles to be
drawn out of the whole that might
very profitably be understood, and hence
it is we would recommend, even to

students not professional, a careful considera-
tion of the architecture illustrated in the ra-

diating pillar-cases. It will have its influence

upon taste ; it will widen the ideas ; it will

suggest how much more there is in the wonder-
creating art than we are commonly apt to sup-
pose. Onceweonly thought of Roman ; then
Corinthian and Doricwere in fashion ; after that

pomp of marble for the sepulture of a ( type such a temple as we find among
favourite queen. Still, this is no reason why the photographs at Kensington, as the hollowed
those works of wonder, inestimably valuable rock, with a most elaborate and singular por-

blocks of stone up the sides of the steep and ' came a revival—a very bad revival — of

lofty hills, on the summits of which the great i
Gothic ; and a long time subsequently Indian

temples—at any rate in the south—were gene-
rally placed. But no amount of mere manual
labour could have reared them to their places
and arranged them in artistic order, as the
edifice rose higher and higher, and became
more elaborate as it grew. We are not aware
of any fragments of machinery, or any tools

or articles of domestic use, belonging to the
earliest period, or any representations of them,
ever having been discovered in India. As for
the Mohaimuedans, there is every reason to

believe that those who followed the Mogul
invaders established a system of arts and
industry, utterly unlike that which had pre-
viously existed among them. And the cause
is evident. They quitted a territory among
the poorest in the world for one which was,
then at least, the richest ; they came from
sands, and rocks, and pastures into a realm of
antique magnificence, bright with riches, so
that the monarch who had hitherto s(|uatted

in a tent speedily erected for himself a throne
of beaten gold, under a vault of marble aud
mosaic, with a floor beneath him aflame with
all the colours of all the costly stones then
abundant in the East. His palace was of
Babylonian dimensions and brilliance, and he
could lavish millions upon his tomb. How
different these jaspers, this sardonyx, and
this opalliiie oriental onyx from that dark
and age-worn specimen, brought by Sir Bartle
Frere from the ruined city of Saitron, in
Kajpootana

!

We have divided the styles of Indian archi-

tecture into three types. In reality, however,
of the smaller classes, the}' are far more
numerous ; but the broad distinctions are all

that is essential, especially as tending to eluci-

date, as it must in some degree do, the position

of the art in our own country. Indeed, it

would be difficult to assign to any particular

architecture was for the first time practically

discovered. Those beautiiul domes, the ad-
mirable arrangement of their supporting
pillars, the subtle breaking-up of the external
parts, so splendid in effect, the exquisite orna-
mentation, of which a better idea, of course,

may be obtained at the India Museum than
at either Kensington or the Crystal Palace,

ought surely to attract any refined imagina-
tion. The gateway at Sanchee, for instance,

may be pointed to as a work far more curious
than the celebrated Ghiberti gates, and not in-

ferior in execution. We are generally apt to

think of Indian sculpture as necessarily gro-
tesque. No mistake could be greater. In
these antique carvings the figures of women
are thoroughly graceful, and those of birds

and animals strikingly natural, while the

groupings are of extraordinary vivacity. The
Permural Pagoda, at Madura, is a model of

form and a treasure ofsculpture. But, linger-

ing once more for a few moments over the

more florid productions of the Mohammedan
epoch, they really do suggest direct lessons to

our student. Firstly, in design and propor-

tion, both usuaUy perfect ; the entire absence
of monotony, both interior and external ; the

profuse and noble, yet harmonised and chast-

ened use of colour ; the abundance, delicacy,

and variety of decoration, as exemplified in

the Taj Mahal at Agra for instance, which is

a blaze of beauty within and without, and
which is constantly quoted to prove the bound-
less wealth and equally boundless ostentation

of the Moguls. Why, it cost considerably less

than our Houses of Parliament ! The fret-

work, and mosaic, and flowers in bas-relief of

the " Mosque of Pearls," in the same city, is

a greater proof of taste than of extrav^ance.
But for sumptuousness the Tomb of the Em-
peror Akbar eclipses all. Those may gain a
faint conception—an excessively faint one

—

who have admired the copy of the coloured

Alhambra roof at Sydeniam. Floor, walls,
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loof, in the Imperial sepulchral chamber seem

M i( built of ^ms, but at Kensington of

MUM oalr an idea of the outlines can be

h»i. And ao with the other imperial svpul-

ckiM. We do not indicate them specially,

bfifimw the object is rather to uot« the point

of PNgren at which tho^e artists reached than

to deaeribe their works. Nothinj; in Europe

Moals or even approaches tlieiu, though it is

fair to remember that the Taj was designed

by a Frenchman, the famous Austin de Bour-

daaux. We suppose there is no colour con-

Mivable whidi u not employed iu the orna-

mentation of these structures—pale and deep

green, bright yellow, every tone of gilding,

Blue in all abadef, several browns and reds,

purple, chocolate, pink, and all else—and this

infrequentand the boldest contrast with masses

of pure white, which must have been peculiarly

dimcult to manage. In tho use of tiles, agoiu,

tbeae palaoMandpalatial tombs of Indiaexhibit

the ntmoet art, while iu the disposition of

decorated colouuades and gateways an eijual

ingenuity was shown. In oruamental figuies

not purely couveutional, the forms of plants

and dowers were predominant. It mu.st be

icaerved for auother opportunity to glance at

the humbler arts of the people for whom these

Taat and airy splendours were erected—
their dreaa, jewels, art manufactures, arms,

fimeifal work, means of conveyance, and
domwtic apparatoa, which are amply illus-

tzat«d at South Kensington. They represent

the complement to the still and stately

Tista of Oriental architectural monuments,
for which among the most opulent native

princes the taste has entirely passed away.
They build their palaces after the Doric and the

Corinthian now, with central block and side

wings. The hiatory of architectural art in
India came long ago to its close.

THE ENGINEER.

WHO and what is an engineer i Shake-
speare thought it sport to have the

engineer hoist with his own petard. When
an accident happens upon a railway, involv-

ing damage to the engme, we are told by the
gentlemen of the press that the engineer did
not see the signals, or that he was buried
under his engine. If a boiler explodes at a
taetOTj, the engineer probably weighted the
wfrty-valve too much, or allowed the water
to nnk too low. If a gentlemen with money
at his command takes a large contract for
public works, he probably finds a suitable
agent in a civil engineer, who thereupon
becomes to the contractor " my engineer."
So that it is not unlikely to be perplexing
to the public to know who and what an
engineer ia.

When the Institution of Civil Engineers
was founded, the members asked Mr. Thomas
Tredgold for a suitable definition of the objects
of the Institution, and he described it as " a
society established for promoting the acquisi-
tion of that species of knowledge which con-
stitutes the profeesion of a civil engineer,
whereby the great sources of power in nature
are converted, adapted, and applied for the
UM and convenience of man."
This latter definition u, of course, accepted

aa the orthodox definition; but the mere ac-
qniaition of knowledge, of any species, can
hardly be said to constitute a profession.
That which constitutes the profession is rather
the practice of that knowledge ; and if we
Mk what is the practice of an engineer, we
ahall find that it is the using of force to over-
Mine the inertia of matter, and to move it.

To make a railway cutting a great deal of
force haa to be used. To make an engine
requires the exercise of considerable force,
Md reqnirea that that force shall be directed
by a knowledge of the sources of power in
nature. But to pick up a pin requires the
owdw of tome little force, if not of know-
Udg^ tDd between the two extremes therem nmnberleae cases in which knowledge,

more or less, of the sources of power in nature

is required and exercised ; and thus wo find

that everybody is an engineer. Everybody
exercising the force of his Jiands in a lawful

manner, do he what he will, is an engineer.

It would seem to be necessary, however, to

limit the term to those who exercise force

legitimately. We have opened the door

rather wide ; wider, a good deal, than those

engineers who are engineers will like ; but

we must shut it in the face of the burglar and
those who exercise force unlawfully. If we
widen the basis of the structure, we will also

take care that there shall be no improper
materials in it. The engineer is constantly

exercising a sacred task ; he is directing by
his will forces not his own in doing something
that some motive impels him to do.

The upper stratum of the engineering pro-

fession will not like this democratic view of

the subject. They know well enough who
and what an engineer is ; he is simply one of

them. Well, to define a thing by the rule ol

thumb, perhaps that is suiticient. People

ought to have an intuitive knowledge of who
and what an engineer is. Amongst these

gentlemen of the upper stratum there is a

kind of intuitive perception of who is who, a
brotherhood, as it were, by which they recog-

nise each other, though, individually, stran-

gers. But the public, whose demands must
be satisfied, still cry Who and what, &c.

If we attempt a definition by saying that

those who direct the forces in nature to the

end desired are the engineers, and those who
do tlie work merely workmen, we are still no
nearer the truth, for the workman directs the
forces of his own body in the same way, the

dilference between the work of the one and
the other being not in kind but in degree
only. If we say the man who directs or

applies the forces in nature other than those

of men is the engineer, we fail because we ex-

clude those engineers who prefer to do their

work by manual labour rather than by
machinery. It will not do, therefore, to clip

the question short by saying that those who
have to do with engines are the engineers.

Let us make a suggestion towards an
answer to the question. An engineer should
be a man who, by the acquisition of so much
knowledge of the sources of power in nature
as wUl satisfy the requirements of a Board of
Examiners (yet to be formed, unfortunately)
that he is able to apply those forces to the
benefit of society, puts in practice the know-
ledge he has attained in any way that suits

him, let that be to drive an engine, to blow up
a fort, to make a railway, or a steam-engine,
or to do any other lawful work. But we at
once leave out of consideration military
engineers. There is a marked line of dis-
tinction between their position and that of all

branches of civil engineering.
It is well known that many engineers—en-

gineers of undoubted position from having
had either a proper education, or from long
practice—have long wished for some standard
of qualification which would mark a differ-

ence between themselves and those unqualified
persons who have the temerity to add C.E.
to their names, without any sort of right to
the distinction, and to these engineers a Board
of Examiners would be welcome. The dis-
tinction ofbeing a member of the Institution of
Civil Engineers is rather an exclusive one,
the rules not admitting of election except
tmder circumstances which not all who are
entitled can command. Besides, many en-
gineers would like to see the style and title of
•• Civil Engineer " and of " Mechanical Engi-
neer " merged into the simpler form of " Engi-
neer," for the work strictly belonging to the
civil engineer is now-a-days so blended with
that belonging to the mechanical engineer
and the shipbuilder that it is impossible, ex-
cept in soine branches—as water-works and
otJier mtmicipal engineering — to separate
them.

Some such considerations as these must have
influenced the Council of the Institution of

Civil Engineers when in 1868 they issued a
circular letter of in<[uiry at home and abroad
bearing on the education and status of engi-
neers, other than military engineers, with the
view to an improvement of the status at

home. The CounoU. have just issued their
report on the results of the inquiry, and it

appears that our system of education for

engineering pupOs has some disadvantages,

though it is admitted that it has also ad-
vantages that foreign pupils have not. The
disadvantages are that our pupils enter on prac-
tice without a sufficient theoretical education
in mathematics, mechanics, chemistry, geology,
and other studies that ought to be gone
through before the pupil enters the engineer's

office at all ; whereas many of our pupils
enter offices without this knowledge, and
have to pick it up as occasion offers, or as

their individual industry may dictate them to

acquire in any way they can, for as to personal
attention by the master he has neither time
nor inclination for it. The consequence is

that few pupils ever do acquire a sufficient

theoretical knowledge to carry them on suc-

cessfully alter they have commenced practice

either on their own account or as assistants

to otners.

The foreign pupils learn their profession in

a different manner. They attend lectures at

scientific institutions, where they thoroughly
acquire that theoretical knowledge so neces-

sary for them, and, in a dilettante manner,
learn to put it in practice ; but they never, in
fact, require really practical knowledge during
their pupilage ; and this is clearly a disad-

vantage to them—or, rather, it would be so to

our pupils at home, where everything is done
by individual enterprise, and where the State

offers no employment to young engineers, who
have to look out for themselves when they
begin practice. Prudence seems to point to a
modification of our own system by requiring

a preliminary examination and certificate from
all pupils wishing to enter engineers' offices,

which should ensure that a certain amount of

theoretical knowledge should be had, however
acquired, so that the pupil may proceed at

once to acquire practical knowledge and busi-

ness habits. Then, when he is ready to begin

practice, and has passed his final examination,

there will be no further need of the inquiry

—

" Who and what is an engineer 1" Engine-
drivers, engine-men, millwrights, and others

of that class will not acquire so much know-
ledge of the profession of an engineer as to

satisfy the Board of Examiners, and will,

therefore, not assume the name of " engi-

neer," but will be satisfied with the name of

their own proper caUing.

THE INSTITUTE UPON ITS TRIAL.

IT is much to be regretted that every archi-

tectural student, as soon as he can wield

his pen, every would-be reforming tyro, thinks

he can gain eclat by caustic general criticisms

upon the conduct of the Institute. Your
correspondent, " Solomon Set-Square," has

treated us lately to rather an overdose of

such class of satire upon the sins of omission

of the elder men of the profession. He finds

tho bane of modern practice to exist in what
he terms " lump-contracts," and blames, of

course, the Institute for not setting its face

against them ; but after wearily waiting for the

morsel of bread which he promised us, at the

beginning of his articles on the subject, should

follow his too liberal allowance of sack, it

was impossible to do otherwise than smile at

the panacea he produced. Why ! not the most
powerful trade-uuion-like combination would
succeed in convincing a single committee
and hardly a single client to plunge
recklessly, as he would propose, into

bricks and mortar, witliout, 1 will not say

counting, but at any rate without sufficient

means of controlling the cost, dependent alone

upon the mutual forbearence and a haphazard

hope of unanimity on the part of the builder,
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tho architect, and the survuyor, to meet
throughout alike the views and the limited
purse of the employer.

Itis, however, in the pagesof a contemporary
that such useless criticism is most indulged
in. The writer of sundry leading articles
lately has first judiciously searched out the
tender places of the officials at tho Institute,
and then jumped upon them, and now is
kind enough to tell them that they ought to
Kke such treatment because it is calculated
to do them good. He first complains of want
of liveliness on their part, and when asked
wliiit character of amusement he would wish
them to provide for liira and others like-
minded with himself, all we can discover
that he can suggest is that they should be
prepared with some architectural news for him.
Surely this is a strange need for the writer of
leading articles in a professional review ! We
should have thought that, in his zeal for the
good of thelnstitute, hemightoccasionally have
dropped in to dispense there Some of the in-
formation which it is more his proper business
to accumulate. If we analyse other of his
complaints, we find them equally groundless,
as, lor instance, the assertion that tlie meetings
are less well attended than of yore. Firstly,
we find the accusation not proven ; and'
secondly, if it had been, there would be no
great reason for surprise, seeing that the
system of publication of the '

' Transactions "di-
rectly after the meetings does, perhaps, tend to
make members less careful to come and hear
for themselves what they can so soon read at
leisure. But the carping critic complains
even as to the tardiness of this publication.
He 13 indeed hard to please ; but we can safely
aftrm that in this his accusation is disproven
by the experience of every member, and we
would ask him if any other society is able to
publish their "Transactions" so well and so
quickly as thelnstitute now does and has done
for several years past. But the Institute has
no students, or next to none, is the next
ground for indictment. And why not ? Be-
cause of the existence of that admirable
younger body, the Architectural Association

;and the Institute has wisely thought it better
to hold out to it and the Architectural Art
Classes the right hand of fellowship, and to
constitute itself the examining bodi/, to test
the selt-education which the junior members
naturally prefer to any it is able to offer.
iJut again, the Institute is taunted with not
comprismg a larger number of those who
practice architecture in London and its pro-
vinces. This reminds us of Stephenson's
famed rejoinder,—"Well so much the worse
lor the cow,"—andaslthe number of members
has been nearly doubled during the present
much-railed-at regime, and is continually on
the increase, we may dismiss this alleged
fault as one that will correct itself.
The expenditure of the funds, which has

been grossly exaggerated (being only about
il,50() per annum), has been called in ques-
tion. Now it cannot be contested that their
administration has been so far financially suc-
cessful that the income has been made to
suffice for the wants of the Institute, and even
to permit the addition of capital. The sneer
that a portion is spent upon refreshments is

rTf 1-
'^"°,8 *''*' '''«y amou"t only to about

i40, of which, I doubt not, llie complainants
consume quite their share. The conversazione,
wbich the general body has repeatedly re-

^M^n r?.^""''^
^^ ^''^'^ annnally, costs about

ilOO. The rest of the expenditure will be
lomid to be studiously economical, and to
consist of salaries to the ofiicials, who if
melancholy, are, by reason of over-work not
over-paid, although the amounts have been
quadrupled under the present regime ; of cash
paid for prizes, medals, and to moderators and
examiners; of the cost of printing and the
Irausactions, and absolutely necessary itemsAt any rate this count of this anonymous cri-
ticism may be safely dismissed, seeing that ateach annual meeting the balance°sheet is
always unanimously approved. J. P. S.

THE LIFE OF AN OCTOGENARIAN
ARCHITECT.*

A LIFE of eighty years, devoted to zealous
and unremuiiug study of architecture, us-

Bisted by constant intercourse with the best
known and ablest of thp architects of the time,
couldnot fail of being fraught with incidents of
interest to all members of the profession, and
withmuch experience and information of value
to the younger branches. It might naturally
be feared that few, if any, who have attained
to such an age, would tlieu have the physical
ability to impart to others the stores that had
been laid up in their memory. Mr. George
Ledwell Taylor, however, has just put on
record, in the shape of an autobiography, his
variedstudies at home and abroad, made during
sixty-five years, comprising among the sub-
jects, the Cathedrals of England, France, and
Italy, and the Temples of Rome, Greece, and
Sicily

; all which countries, he tells us, he has
traversed, mostly on foot, having passed over
no less than 7,400 miles in the course of his
travels. An architect, more than most men,
is accustomed to journey with his eyes open,
and to note with pen and pencil the points which
attract his attention in the buildings which he
visits. We can thus follow him with ease and
with pleasure as he describes places and things,
more or less familiar, if not from personal
observation, at any rate from our being con-
versant with them in books and illustrations.

Mr. Taylor has, in the first volume of his
autobiography, taken this method of leading
his reader with him by the hand, making his
successive tours the pegs, as it were, on which
to hang his discourse. He tells us that his
life has been eventful, and yet, judiciously,
we think, dwells little upon its events, and
much upon what he has seen, and thought, and
learnt about the works of the men who have
lived before him. He speaks of it not having
been his fate to apply his studies to any
extent worth mentioning to practice in the
higher walks of his profession, and to this fact
probably we owe this effort to put on record
the results of his lifelong labour. If, however,
Sir. Taylor's practice has been merely, as he
modestly describes it, a moderate one, he has
left his mark in the liturature of art, and as
the joint author, with E. Cresy, of "The
Architectural Antiquities of Rome," "The
Mediaeval Buildings of Pisa," and the "Re-
vived Architecture of Italy," and as sole
author of " The Stones of Etruria" and "Mar-
bles of Ancient Rome," he has built up for
himself a monument, probably not less en-
during than those material ones have already
proved themselves.
His professional career commenced in 1804

when he was articled, at the age of 15, to Mr!
Parkinson, Mr. Cresy being his fellow pupil

;

and that youthful enthusiasm in those days
was not excelled by that of our own, the
lollowing fact, which henarrates, may be confi-
dently appealed to. They frequently rose at
3 clock in the morning, and walked from
Guildford-street to Highgate, to take lessons in
oil-pamting, returning to breakfast, and thence
to office at 9 o'clock ! With all the energy of
the present generation, we har.ily think°that
many can boast of such early rising. Their
first walking tour was in 1816, to the cathedral
cities in the South of England, and the second
in the same year to those in the north and
east. The method adoptedfor comparing the
several structures visited, shown by the
sketches of the west fronts of York Cathedral
Beverley Minster, and that of the Parthenon'
placed in juxtaposition, is useful and inteUi-
gent, and the drawings themselves are simple
and practical ones, and far better than the
mere pretty sketches which now too often are
the sole results of young architectural students'
tours.

Mr. Taylor says (p. 46), that his drawings
were made from measurements on the spot,

* The Autobiography of an Octogenarian Architect
i>«"ig a Kecord of His .Stiuliei at Homo and AbroadDuring bi<t}--llv6 Years." Vol, I. By Gkoroe Ledwell
lAiLOR, Architect. London : Longmans m Co.

and that! from early habit he got into the
custom of measuring and drawing any building
he fell m witli. The greatest operation of the
kind was that which he undertook with his
friend Cresy, namely, the thorough measure
ment of that gigantic edifice, S. Peter's, a*
Rome, but curiously enough he adds tha
the unpopularity of classic architecture caused
them to abandon the publication of the plates
they had prepared of that structure.
In 1817 the two friends corcmenceil their

grand tour on tho Continent, and devoted
themselves at firsttoacareful examination of tiie
ancient Gothic cathedrals, churches, and other
niediaival buildings in France. When they ar-
rived at Rome, however, they became enchanted
with the ancient buildings, and being con-
vinced that they required to be better de-
scribed, they resolved at once to measure
accurately and draw the different temples,
with the view of publishing them wlien they
returned to England. This object they pursued
diligently, having obtained permission to
erect scaffoldings to each building and to ex-
cavate as they might find necessary in the pur-
suit of their researches. During the unhealthy
season at Rome they proceeded to Naples,
and thence frequently visited Pompeii, and
obtained permission to make drawings.
They also visited Pajstum, " with its mag-
nificent though rough temples."

In the following year, 1818, they went
through Greece from Bari to Corfu, through
Albania and Thessaly, and to Athens, and
through the Morea. Mr. Taylor's description
of his travels through this wild and compara-
tively unknown but picturesque and beautiful
region is most interesting. The account and
the sketches which he gives of the cliffs upon
which the Monastery of Aleteora is perched
may betaken as a good example. He says
that in its neighbourhood there is a labyrintli
of extraordinary rocky masses hurled about
in most unnatural forms, many of them
crowned by monasteries, which are approach-
able only by means of ladders, jointed and
made to draw up. These are said to have
been founded principally from 1,300 to 1500
B.C., and are " finely calculated for religious
seclusion." These rocks are a conglomerate
of pebbles, some of serpentine, marble
granite, &c., firmly held together by an earthy-
cement, from which, however, they often
project three parts of their substance. They
stand up amidst and out of a comparative
plain, which adds to their wonderful efl'ect.

AtChoeronea the travellers came upon some
pieces of marble, which they suspected to be
parts of the famous Theban Lion, mentioned
by Pausanias as having been placed over the
tomb of those heroes who feU there opposing
PhUip, 338 B.C. They investigated the
spot, and digging around these fragments,
were naturally pleased to find their autiv,ipa-
tions realised. They found the head and a
part of the right-hand leg of colossal size and
boldly sculptured. A cast of this lion was
afterwards pat together by Mr. Newton, and
is in the British Museum.

According to Mr. Taylor's drawing accom-
panying this description of its discovery, the
lion is in a sitting position upon a rather
high oblong pedestal. It is a specimen of
the sculpture of the most perfect period of
Greek art, and its discovery was an achievement
to which the author looks back with no small
but very pardonable pride. To the diary of
tho friends' sojourn at Athens, and of their
labours in measuring and drawing the several
Greek Temples, there and elsewhere, are
appended numerous plans, which add con-
siderably to the interest of the notes and de-
scriptions in the text, and many particulars
given in the latter will make this autobio-
graphy a useful book of reference on the
subject, and endow it with more than a tem-
porary purpose.
From Greece they returned to Rome, and

thence [homewards, stopping at Assisi, where
they were agreeably surprised by the perfect
state of the ancient temple at tliat place, the
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iafade of which is in good preservation. Pro-

ennng ladders wiih some difficulty, they

•eeomplished the measurement of it, and

aMordingly a plate of it is given as an illus-

tration to the present work.

The following critical remarks on the

Chotch of the Madonna degli Augeli at the

same places said to be the work of Viguola,

will serre to show that Mr. Taylor was by no

means given toindiscriminating admiration of

the buildings he met with, but exercised a

proper amount of judgment in choosing the

•object* for his penciL
" Some parts of the unfinished fagade are

bold in their masses, particularly the ad-

vancing parts of the extremities, but the pro-

portions of the whole are bad. The interio-

u faulty. The Doric order is used, and is

quite unmeaning in this situation. The
manner of the breaking of the bed-moulds,

while the corona runs straight through, is

peculiar and odd."

To the two churches, one over the other, of

the Convent of San Franceso, at Asvigri, with

their paintings by Uiotto and Cimabue, two
elaborate and interesting plates are devoted,

which, with the next in order, taken from the

Arch of Trajan, at Aucona, show not only the

catholicity of the taste of the author, but also

in very satisfactory manner his power and
method of delineation. Other places in North
Italy were also visited on the route to England,
and this grand tour of the friends was con-

cluded in May, 1819.

This first volume is embellished with so

many and diverse plates, that we give Mr. Tay-
lor's reasons for their selection as follows :

—

The subjects met with in my travels sre pretty
folly exphuned by my rough sketches. I have placed
(be withMrsln which I have visited, and also the
clairie ^temples, in juxtaposition, and to the same
teHt,U> auiblemy readers to jadh'e of their respective

dimensions and extent, aud make their comparisons
readily. Espedally I have placed the west elevation
ef the Temple of Uinerva, Parthenon, at Athens, to
the same scale as that of York. The marble con-
itniction and elaborate linish of the aucieut temples
ifl eertainly must beautiitU, aud so are those of the
cathedrals in their way, bat the magnitude aud
aoeofflmodation for worshippers iu our cathedrals
mpaM the former to an immense degree. Having
ths plates of our work on Rome aud Pisa, I have
given some of them as iUustratious of mj uaiTative,
and have resolved to add the copies I have of my
works on "The Stones of Etruria," and "The Marbles
of Borne ;" and I have given from our work on
" Pisa," which is becoming scarce, several plates of
the cathedral, the baptistry, and the leaning-tower.

The third chapter treats of professional
experiences sube«»(^uent to this grand tour,

when to a great extent the region ol poetry was
exchanged for that of ordinary prose ; the
letter occasionally enlivened by some of the
mbs which fate has in store for most of us.

The publication of the materials so laboriously
attained was the first to be attended with
aeeident, and losses occurred thiough two fires

and • bankruptcy sustained by the author's
printers and publishers. Mr. Taylor, subse-
(juently, was appointed surveyor of buildings
to the Admiralty, an office which he held for
many years, and he received a pension on
vacating it

The Melville Hospital, at Chatham, a plain
but practical work, was erected from the
deaigns, and under the superintendence of Mr.
Taylor, and is the principal work referred to
in this, the closing chapter of this first

volume of the autobiography, of which we
now take leave with but one word of caution
to the author as regards the concluding one
which is promised to us, namely, to remember
that matters and things which may have been
deeply interesting to himself when they
occurred are less so to others at this dis-
tance of time, and with regard to any disputes
in which the other actors, besides hitnsell, are
long since dead and buried, we would say
of anefa, as he hinmelf has remarked of sundry
irieoda, "requiescat inpace."

„ J^.nava of Salisbury Cathedral is about to be
Ughtsd with gas.

ANCIENT IRISH ARCHITECTURE.*
ARDFERT CATHEDRAL, COUNTV KEKKY.

THIS monograph of one of the Cathedrals

of Ireland we warmly welcome, not only

on account of the very great interest which
the structure possesses, but also on account of

the manner in whicli the work has been

executed. We view the undertaking of such
illustrative treatises upon our architectural

remains with some little jealousy, because

unless they be well done they had far better

be left alone, inasmuch as they occupy the

ground, albeit unworthily, and tend to warn
off other and better would-be-labourers in the

same field. We have, however, speaking
with reserve, as being ourselves strangers to

Ardfert, no complaint to find with the man-
ner in which Mr. Hill has culled the fruit of

a highly interesting locality, and his some-
what novel notion of associating with his own
the labours of an able photographer, is a good
one, which we should like to see followed in

future similar attempts. Mr. Hill speaks

with no exaggerative encomium when he
remarks that the excellent photographs which
accompany this work have been specially

taken by Mr. Hudson of Killarney. "Ardfert,"

says Mr. Hill, " is situated a few miles to the

north of Tralee, in the County of Kerry.
Though now an insignificant village, in

former times it was a place of considerable

importance, having been the site of a monas-
tery, founded by S. Brandon in the sixth

century, and a bishop's see from even earlier

times, for it is recorded, in the annals of Innis-

faUen, that a.d. 500, died Carpain, Bishop of

Ardfert. There still remain, in addition to

the Cathedral, the ruins of several small
churches, and a large Franciscan Friary, while
a round tower and other buildings are known
to have existed formerly."

Of the Cathedral, unfortunately, owing to

the ravages of fire and sword, nothing but the
walls are now left. Very interesting walls,

however, undoubtedly they are—a precious
heirloom which it is to be hoped the present
generation will handdown intact to future ones.

Mr. Hill considers, the precise date of the
Cathedral being involved in obscurity, that
by comparison with the adjacent Franciscan
Church, which is known to have been founded
in the year 1253, the two buildings were
nearly contemporary. The original structure
was a simple rectangle, 137ft. long by only
25ft. wide, with a south-west aisle. Subse-
quently a large transept was built on the
south side, with a divisional arcade of two
arches between it and the nave, and a chantry
and mortuary chapel, with a short aisle on the
north side of the choir. To the same period
as the erection of these late buildings and a
defensive purpose, Mr. Hill attributes the
heavy double embattlement that crowns the
main walls. Access was contrived to this by
means of stairs in the west gable. The
western doorway aud its flanking arcades—of
which a good photograph is given, as well as
the carefully-measured sketches and details
in plates No. 7 and 8,—are stated by the
author to bj the only remaining fragments
of an ancient Celtic building, that occupied
previously the[site of the present edifice. This
evidently stands on its original foundations,
since it is curiously far from the axis of the
building to which it now forms the entrance.
The style is a variety of late Norman
Romanesque, with semicircular arches, en-
riched Willi bold zigzag mouldings, the most
peculiar example of which, the inner member
ot the archivolt of the doorway, resembles,
says Mr. Hill, in its treatment, the chancel
arch of the interesting church of Kilmalkedar,
near Dingle. Embedded in the north wall of
the Cathedral is a remarkable piece ol

masonry, formed of very large blocks of lime-
stone, filled up with smaller pieces of the
same material The doorway referred to

• " Ancient IrUh Archltecturo. Ardfert Cathedral'
Count)' Kerry." Drawn and Lithogiaplied by autiiuh
Hiu., B.E., A.B.I.B.A. Cork, 1S70.

being of a fine-grained sandstone, it is uncer-
tain whether this portion of walling was
auterior to it, but it evidently is so to the
thirteenth century wall with which it is

incorporated. The nave is almost devoid of

windows, and the few it has are very small.
The choir, however, has a noble range of nine
lancet windows on the south side, and a fine

triplet of the same iu the east end, the outer
opening of wliich is nearly 301t. high. As Mr.
Hill remarks, the effect of light in this
portion of the building, being so much en-
hanced by the comparative darkness of the
nave, must have been very fine.

We are sorry to learn that this portion of
the church is in a dangerous condition, as its

detail is very good. Like the' contemporary
work, not only in Ireland but also in Wales,
though rigidly simple on the exterior, the
interior design is comparatively lich, the
several lancet openings widely splayed being
combined by banded shafts supporting
moulded arches, which form a continuous
arcade, aud in this instance are trefoil-shaped

at the side and simply pointed at the end.
A not very dissimilar range of side lancet
windows is to be found at Christ's College,

Brecon, and one at Grosmont in Monmouth-
shire ; and these several examples of the same
simple but grand idea may be compared with
advantage. As in the latter instance referred
to, one of the side piers internally is wider than
all the rest, and for no very obvious reason.
The similar range of windows at Christ's

College, Brecon, which was not many years
since in an equally dangerous condition, and
likewise propped up by modern buttresses,

was taken down aud rebuilt stone for stone

under the directions of Mr. Seddon. We
trust that this example may be treated in
a like tender and successful manner.
The photograph which adorns the title-page

of the work shows a curious figure from one
of the niches of the east end, which was
discovered some years since near to it^ present
position. It is popularly called S.Brandon,
and is in the act of blessing, and holds a
crozier in the left hand. It is very ancient,

and certainly older than the niche which
contains it, and probably belonged to the
church now represented by the Romanesque
western portal.

We are glad to see that Mr. Hill has other
monographs of Irish churches in hand, which
we may with confidence expect to prove of

not less interest and value than the present

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

THE eighth lectare of his course oa this sub-

ject was delivered by Dr. G. G. Zerffi on
Tuesday afternoon last, in the Lecture Theatre of

the South Kensington Museum. In commencing,
the lecturer said that during a period in which
many branches of the Aryan race were nomads in

Central Asia, the Chinese had possessed written

historical annals. They knew the globe to be
flattened at the poles, recognised the truth of the

Copernioan system, and were aware of the fact

that the magnetic needle pointed invariably to one

ot the poles (they had mistaken the north for the

south). They were further acquainted with tlie

melting and shaping of metals. They cultivated

the mulberry tree, feeding silkworms with its

leaves, and could weave silk with great skill.

Their pottery showed an eitraordiuai'y develop-

ment in ceramic art. They were also good engi-

neers, having constructed many aqueducts and
bridges. They could drain and irrigate their

land, and had built huge walls for purposes of de-

fence. Their five great emperors represented a

corresponding number of periods of great moral
and social progress. In looking back on the past,

the Chinese perceived that a golden age had gone
by, and admiring the past became a habit with

them. Thus all development v/as checked, as

man should look ever forward and not backward
it he wished to advance. The Chinese had re-

mained children in thought, though they were
old in years. 4,5110 years ago they had attained a

high state of civilisation, and had since that time

remained perfectly stationary. Their textile art
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presented us with patterns that could only excite

the admiration of children. In ceramic art thej

excelled, as far as the substance or mateiial was
concerned, but often neglected the laws of orna-

mentation. It was difficult to say whether in

ornamenting a vase they did not intend to dress a

Chinese lady, or whether in dressing a lady in

brocade they did not purpose decorating a tea-

cup. On the dresses of ladies doves as big as

bustards were found cooing, and on plates and
vases flowers growing upside down and inside out

were to bo met with. The dress of a mandarin
was often ornamented with a bilken tree, which
had fifty diSerent kinds of foliage, sometimes
with and sometimes without the roots. Every-

thing, in fact, was done as it should not be. Their
arohiteotorewas not much better. To understand

the peculiar twiat in their forms it was necessary

to bear in mind that this nation was of Turanian

race, and that the eyes of the Chinese were
placed obliquely. Here and there comparatively

modern motives might be traced in Chinese
architecture. They, however, still remained in

general faithful to the primitive principles of tent

construction. Their towns resembled the large

encampments of nomads. Architecture with the

Chinese was as yet in no way an organic total ; it

was not even a chemically-united composition, but
a mechanically-joined something, without any
ruling and connecting idea. On the contrary, the

only ruling idea that could be discovered appeared

rather to express the separation and independence
of the active elements. The walls were mere
screens in brick, surrounded by framework to

hang tapestry on, and did not support, but ap-

peared to require securing against any weight.

They looked as if movable, distinct from and in-

dependent of the roof. The scaffolding which
supported the vertical as well as the hori-

zontal enclosures belonged partly to tex-

tile, partly to tektonic art, and reminded
one forcibly of the hedges of the New
Zealander. The principle of coating the frame-

work was borrowed from the tent. The divisions

in the interiors of the houses were movable, con-

sisting either of carpets, lattice-work, or jointed

wooden leaves or boards. Chinese sculptured and
painted ornaments bore the character of these

divisions. The principal characteristics of their

architecture were : imitation of woven stuffs,

lacquered panels, and bamboo tress-work, with

protruding knobs, used for fantastic and grotesque

ornament. The lecturer next proceeded to enter

into a detailed description of the enclosures, the

tektonic frames, and the substructures of Chinese

houses. Passing on to the subject of embroidery,

he said that the embroidery of the Chinese was
extremely old, being mentioned in records dating

as far back as 2205 B.C. The stuffs were described

as being of one colour only, the silk being either

white, red, or black. Weaving in colours was not

then known to them. The frequent mention

made of birds' feathers, however, proved thdt these

were used in embroidery. The oldest Chinese

embroidery in colours was perfectly plastic, form-

ing a kind of polychromatic relief on the flat sur-

face of the stuff. This style still prevailed, only,

instead of feathers, artiticially-coioured threads

were used. Specimens of this kind of work re-

minded one forcibly of the sculptured slabs of

Nineveh. It was to be remarked that though the

Chinese employed reliefs in carving, pottery, and
metal work, they hardly ever used stucco reliefs in

ornamenting their buildings. In Mexico, as in

India, stucco became transformed into sculpture.

The absence of stucco was one of the chief

characteristics of Chinese architecture, in which
the void predominated. Chinese walls might be

considered under four heads : 1, as surrounding

courtyards ; 2, as isolated protecting walls at the

entrances of houses ; 3, as substructures ; and

4, as enclosures or partitions in dwellings. These
four descriptions of wall were all constructed

of ai.--dried, baked, or glazed tiles and bricks.

Glazed tiles and bricks were only used for

temples or imperial buildings. The use of

materials in buildings was regulated by law. The
protecting walls had large protruding plinths, and
resembled our fire-screens. They differed in colour

and ornamentation according to the rank of the

occupier of the house. Theouterwails weregeneraily

white, decorated with landscapes orotheroruament.

The inner walls were red, richly ornamented with

gold. These had also a kind of frieze, on
which trellis-work was painted, thus apparently de-

taching them from the roof. In the habitations

of the higher classes, the walls were decorated with

damask
; in those of the poorer people paper-

Laugiugs were uacfl. Thii epecies of wall decora-

tion we owed to the Chinese. The doors, win-
dows, and other openings were of every shipr.

When doors were used they were gen.! ally oi

precious wood, elegantly ornamented, or altogetbet

of pierced work. The walla and columns were con-

nected in three different ways, viz : (1), the wall

was outside the columns, these being, in fact, the
only real support of thereof; (2), the wall was
drawn between a row of outer and inner columns,
a form with which we met in the pneudoperi-
pterosof the Greeks; and (3) the wall was erected

behind the columns. This last arrangement was
chiefly found in kio.'iks and small pavilions. Uhe
roofs of the houses were exact representations ol

the textile cover, being ornamented in various

patterns, conveying the idea of a tent-roof borne
by poles. Pile architecture was much cultivated

by the Chinese, a large portion of the population
living entirely in pile dwellings and boats. Sculp-
ture was not practised by these people , though their

metallo-teknic was highly developed. They had
no painting, being without a sense of symmetry
and perspective, and despising shading altogether.

Everything with them assumed more or less the
nature of caricature. This was nowhere seen
more clearly than in their pottery. Nature had
supplied the Chinese with kaolin

—

i.e., a decom-
posed feldspathic granite—and thus furnished

them with the best material for the manufacture
of porcelain. A description of the forms, patterns,

and ornamentations of Chinese pottery concluded
the lecture, which was illustrated both with photo-

graphs and some spIenHid specimens of Chinese
vases from the rich collection belonging to the
Museum.

g

UNHEALTHY FOUNDATIONS.

DR. STALLARD has been reporting in the
Lancet on the causes of recent unhealthi-

nesa in Liverpool. His conclusions have been of
course disputed by Dr. Trench, another member
of his own profession, and medical oflicer of
health to the borough, and the matter came on
for consideration last week before the Health
Committee. We do not propose to decide, or even
to consider, the differences between the doctors,
but simply to glance at a statement advanced by
Dr. Trench, the truth of which appears about to

be tested in tho bj-i possible way.
Dr. Stallard, in h s report, speaking of a place

called Tunnel-lane, sxys :
—" Tho Corporation are

filling-in the brick-pi s with refuse, consisting of
ashes, fishbones, lobifcr-shells, cabbage-leaves,

potato parings, old door-mats, broken pottery, and
the thousand other perishable articles which the
sewers will not remove. No houses can be
healthy that are built on such a subsoil, and no
sewers can be kept free from noxious gases under
such untoward circumstances."

Dr. Trench entirely controverts this view of the
subject. He says :

—"As a physician and chemist,
I assert that all organic materials—fishbones,

lobsterTshells, old mats, and other perishable
articles—will, if left undisturbed in the heap of

ashes andmacadam detritus, be speedily destroyed
by eremaoausis without the evolution of any
notable noxious gases, and that long before

houses are built on the spot it will be a firm yet
porous foundation, better suited for health than
our boulder clay."

The Liverpool Health Committee, feeling

doubtless incompetent to settle the matter in the
face of two such opposite opinions, are about to

request Professor Huxley to select two scientific

men to inquire into the matter.

"KELLY'S POST-OFFICE ENGINEERS',
IRON, AND METAL TRADES' DIRECTORY."

THIS directory forma a capital office-corn-

panion to the "Architects' and Builders'

Directory," which we noticed some weeks back.
It differs for the better from London and County
Directories hitherto published, inasmuch as a
more thorough division of trades is given than is

possible in a general directory. Another very

good feature is the introduction of the trade-

marks by which the various firms distinguish

their specialities. Messrs. Kelly & Co. have used,

greatly to the advantage of engineers and the

trades connected with them, their well-earned

monopoly of directory making, and the least our

readers can do in return is to apprise them of any
mistakes, and to render any information in their

power that may contribute to make still more
perfect and useful successive editions of thii!—the

first attemxit at a work of its kind.

DRYING OF WOOD.

rHE following is f-ubstautially the lubjeet-
matter of a lecture before the meeting of the

Polytechnic Society of Munich in reply to the
query, What means are applied at Munich for the
proper drying of wood required for architectural,
joiner's, and other purposes ! The author enters,
first, into a series of particulars relating to the
very varying quantity of water (moisture and
juices) contained in various kinds of wood at dif-

ferent periods of the year, from which it appears
that, according to Dr. Hartig's experimente,
woods (trees) generally contain, during the winter
months, about an average of 60'7 per cent, of
moisture ; in March and April, about 46-9 per
cent. ; in May, June, and July, about 48 per cent.;

while up to the end of November the quantity of
moisture increases but little. Air-dried wood
(timber) contains from 20 to 25 per cent, of water,
and never less than 10 percent. Wood which, by
being artificially dried, has been deprived of all

moisture, is thereby entirely altered as regards its

cohesive strength—it becomes brittle, loses its

elasticity and flexibility. In order to dry all kinds
of timber by artificial means, so as to preserve the
essential physical structure, and, thereby, the good
properties of the wood, the drying should be
effected slowly, and the temperature to which the
timber is submitted should be moderate to begin
with, and care should betaken not to eliminate all

the water. The author enters into details, illus-

trated liy engravings, on the best means of drying
timber on the large scale, and states that small
pieces of wood, such as are intended for joiners
and furniture-makers, may be readily and effi-

ciently dried by being placed in dry sand, and then
heated to 100°. The sand acta in the manner of
an absorber of the moisture, as well aa a diffuBer
of the heat.

THE IMPROVED INDUSTRIAL DWELL-
INGS COMPANY.

IN an article on the useful work so successfolly
accomplished by this company, the Examiner,

after describing the buildings recently opened at
PimKco, says :

—" With the completion of the
buildings now in course of erection at Bethnal
Green, the Improved Industrial Dwellings Com-
pany will have exhausted ita present capital of
nearly a quarter of a million sterling in the con-
struction of twelve edifices, containingaccommoda-
tion for one thousand families. And with a
growing population, with wealth and trade, and
public improvement hustling the industrial classes
into cheap apartments, only to be fonnd in narrow
streets, decayed houses, and with inefficient

sanitary arrangements, we ask is a movement
which has proved itself so eminently successful
to stop hero ? We hope not. We are not un-
mindful of the work of similar associations as
well as of private benevolence. For each and all

there is need, and we wish them all Godspeed
;

but the particular recommendation of Sir Sydnny
Waterlow's company is that it has been organised
and conducted as a matter of business, and that,

though its objects have been benevolent, its means
and operations have had no connection with
public or private charity. Speculators, financiers,

and men of capital, who are eager to invest in a
foreign loan, a new railway, a mine, or any
hazardous joint-stock undertaking, it is worth
yom- while to find tho funds for continuing the
work of companies like this one. The shares
may not be quoted iu tho official list, they may
not sell at 3 to 5 premium, and Capel Court may
not esteem them highly ; but they will pay you
a steady 5 per cent., and yonr magnificentventures
do not always do that. Besides the direct return
in hard cash, they will do more : they will clear

away tho coverts of vico and disease which flourish

in our midst ; they will provide dwellings fit for
honest labour in a Christian land ; thereby they
will aid the education it has been decided the
meanest citizen shall in future receive, and thus
we may look forward to a time when Lo:idon
shall contain an indnstrial^opulation alike he lithy,

happy, and honest."

A Largk Caisson.—The huge caisson deaignwl
for the east abutment of the lllluois and St. Louis
Railway bridge, St. Louis, was launched at Suu'h
St. Louis on November 3rd, and was put in posi-

tion opposite the city the next day. Its extreme
dimensions are 84ft. by 79ft., and it is now 23f .

high. It contains CSO,O0Oft. of lumber, weighing
1,500 tons, and 300 tons of iron.
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EDUCATION BOARDS.

A STEP bM been gained in fftTonr of the nni-

mml •doMtioo ei the people. After years

«( tflbrtuidagitation, Parliament last year passed

• met wUeh ia now sboat to be broaght into

oMntion. Tb* istopaTora in many parts of the

eoantTT, dorinc tbe pact week, have eleoted

ahoalbouda : and as in all general elections, the

iiM»Wi an lOiiMwbat snrjirisiug, and more par-

tioalailj to • br as the metropolis is oonoerued.

Ia the tnt piaM, arery lady candidate has been

latai—il. lUH Bnrdett'Contts's Tatioinations not-

vitkataading. This we regard as a real triumph.

ytoMag men candidates hare, in almost every

, been defeated, for two all-sufficient

In the 6rst place, the workmen were, as

, diTided, and consequently distributed their

voting power amongst too many candidates ;

aad secondly, they had little or no money to

mend, and money is an all-powerful element in an

deetion. In some of the metropolitan con-

titaeneiaa, some of the candidates have expended

^ }axgt amount ot money, with the intention of

aet obIt being returned, but with the hope of

baingelMted to the poet of chairman, with its pay

of £1,600 a year. This applies to more than one

ILP. candidate who has been returned. Now
the Board is elected, we have not much fear of its

foiag far wrong, as the public opinion which
jf.».»Ai^ that the Act should be passed will bo

•qadHy «T«.rf«''e in its being well administered.

ALTAB OF BOMAN CATHOLIC CHUBCH OF
8. MARY. NEW YORK.

ONE of oar illustrations represents an elaborate

altar now in coarse of erection in the

Boman Catholic Church of S. Mary, Grand-
street, New York, under the direction of the

architect, Lawrence ). 0. Connor, Esq., of New
York. It is constructed entirely of hard woods
of Tarious colours : the columns are of ebony, with
gilt ornamentations, caps and bases ; the table is

of tatinwood, the plinth being of French walnut

;

the pilasters of ebony with gilt caps and bases
;

the ornamental panels throughout are of white
holly, inlaid with rosewood to the several designs
shown upon them ; the top of the table is of grey
marble, and the centre panel contains a broD?:e

bM-relief, the Lord's Supper, this last work of

art being the gift of the architect. The crucifix is

of ebony, with a silver Christ in the background,
being finished in dull golJ ; the kind of nimbus
round the arch of tabernacle is in gold, with sten-
eilled ornaments in purple and wliite, and the
space above is coloured blue and dotted with gold
tars, the tout tmrmble being exceedingly rich.

The builder is Mr. Newman, of New York, who is

also making the extensive alterations to the
church.

BARROW CHURCH BELLS.

"XlC^ article on this subject has unfortunately

jyX been loet, and I am obliged to rewrite it

fiom my notes taken some mouths ago, when the
bells were stowed away io the aisle daring the
rebuilding of the tower. These beUs are five in
number, and are ouusually fine ones for a country
Tillage. With the exception of the treble they
are all old, and the second and third, which are
evidently from the same foundry, are extremely
graceful in form. The treble, which measures
82in. across the month, and 30in. in height to
the top of the canons, has, saving the date, 1822,
DO inscription and nothing worthy of remark.
No. 2, meaanring 34in. across the month, and
S5in. to the top of the canons (which have now in
all eaaea been removed), is dated 1642. The in-
•ei^ttioD which surrounds the bell just below the
booUer, reads from left to right, as follows :—

•FEDCBA- MLKIHa- •1642- ^
•FEDCBA- LKIHO- WVTSRQ-
This alphabet, which is of beautifully-formed
Italian cspiuls, is broken up into groups in the
manner indicated by a nicely modelled interme-
diate fr -t or running ornament. After the date
IS a shied charged with three belU, the one in
the has j being crowned, probably the arms of the
wander. No. 3, very similar iu every respect to
No. 2, mesrares 87in. each way, the inscription
being:—-FEDCBA- MLKIHO. -XW
VTB- -BQPON- -WVTSRQ- -1642-^
with Um md« shield after the date. No. 4, which

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.—PLATE XI.

is 39in. each way, has this inscription in old

church-text :—" I sweetly toliag m^n do call to

taste on meats that feeds the sovle 01620."

This bell has by way of founder's mark a square

shield, bearing the letters G 0, one on either side

of a Calvary Cross. Above the G is a moon de-

crescent, and above the a sun in glory. The
tenor, a very fine bell, 42ia. in diameter, and 43in.

high, has an inscription in old Roman capitals :

• ALL THEM THAT HEARE MY MOVRN-
FVLL SOWND REPENT BEFORE YOV LIE
IN GROVND, after which foUows the date 1699.

I hope on another occasion to furnish your read-

ers with a description of some of the bells in the
neighbouring churches, and not being learned in

such matters myself I should be glad to hear from
any one who takes an interest in such things,

whether in the information thus collected atten-
tion has been paid to the right points, or whether
there are other measurements wanted, and other
facts which require noting.

OiLBEBT B. BedOBAVE.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.'
(Continuedfrom page 888.)

Plate 11.

—

Construction of Wreath and Ramp
Landinq on a Level Floor.

FIO. 1. It sometimes happens in platform
stairs that the loat riser landing has to stand

on diameter of cylinder, or within a few inches of

it. This plan shows K as face of riser landing,
and K the second riser starting. The cylioder,

16in. diameter ; the centre line of rail struck with
9in. radius. These dimensions will not be under-
stood as arbitrary.

The system by which the wreath is produced
applies to all plans ; no matter what siee cylinder,
nor how the risers are situated, a wreath can be
coiutruction to suit.

Let margin on the right be the edge of a board.
Set the bevel to any angle, say the dotted line at P.

* This series of articloa i« a reproduction ot Robkbt
Biddkll's work on tlic gublect, published la PhUadol-
(•liis, and by by Trubner and Co., iKmdou.

This represents diameter on plan. Let P R equal

a corresponding distance on plan. Form square

step and riser. Next draw floor- Ime. This done,

set off from A towards E four spaces, each to

equal O on plan. Draw lines ; that which has

cut at E gives a diameter. Then make E K equal

corresponding letters on plan. Next form square

step and riser. Let under side of rail rest on

steps. Set oflf half its thickness. Draw parallel

cutting through D. The other pitches are discre-

tionary, say D B and B V. This gives a good

ramp, but lowers the rail, as it stands over riser R.

That, however, ia of little consequence in a situa-

tion like this, where the wreath and ramp must

form a gentle, graceful curve.

The next consideration is the height and direc-

tion for the ordinates. These are obtained by

drawing through joint C, cutting at 2 and H.

Then square over E L. This gives L H as the

height for upper part of wreath, and L E for or-

dinate ; which transfer to the extended side of

square, Fig. 3. Draw ordinate, and make seat

square with it. Let height equal that just given.

Draw pitch and form the mould as usual. The

tangents E D and D C, to be correct, must equal

corresponding letters on pitches. Square sections

show application of bevels.

Fig. 4 shows mould for lower part of wreath.

Extend one side of square. Let 2 3 equal 2 8

above. Draw ordinate, and make seat square with

it. Let height equal that above. Now, draw

pitch. Lay the board on, and construct mould.

It is understood that the sides of the squares must

always equal the radius which struck centre line

of rail.

Weston.sdper-Mare.—It has been arranged, by
permission of the Science and Art Department, to

hold various science and art classes in the Albert

Memorial Schools, Weston-super Mare. The sea.

son was opened on Tuesday week, by Mr. J. ^y'.

CUfft, who gave some practical lessons on inorganic

chemistry. Mr. W. S. Cosbie, master of the

school of art, has consented to hold classes in

practical, plane, and solid geometry, machine con-

struction and drawing, architectural drawing, and

building construction.
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Cibii O^itgineering.

THE EDUCATION AND STATUS OP CIVII, ENQINEERS.

TWO years since the Council of tlie Institution

of Civil Engineers, impressed with the growing

need of greater attention to technical education,

resolved to take some steps for the benefit of

the members of the profession it represents. A
thorough consideration of tlie suViject, during the

sessions of 1867 and 1868, resulted in a determina-

tion to obtain iu the first instance, from the most
direct and authoritative sources, full information

as to the system adopted for the education and
training of engineers, and generally as to the status

of members of the profession in various foreign

countries, where this professon had assumed an
important position. The results of this inquiry

are embodied in a volume consisting of some 200
pages.

The first part consists of information respecting

the educational institutions in Great Britain and
Ireland where instruction is given bearing on the
profession of eui;ineeriug ; the second contains

similar information with regard to foreign countries,

and the status of foreign engineers, and in the

third part are printed various suggestions offered

to the Council, and extracts taken from various

publications bearing generally on the whole sub-

ject.

The education of the English engineer is

pursued altogether at his own cost, or that of

his friends, without any aid from the state, with
which the profession is entirely unconnected. It

is efieoted by a process analogous to that followed
in trades—by a course of apprenticeship to a
practising engineer, generally followed by some
further practical experience in a subordinate
capacity. Theorftical instruction is alto-

gether wanting. If obtained at all, it is owing
to the consideration of the master or the industry
of the pupil. The practical education is the most
perfect possible. If in a good office, the pupil
enjoys opportunities of really taking part in

actual work, and by this he not only acquires
a thorough insight into the practical part of
his profession, but acquires business habits, and
forms business relations, calculated largely to
benefit his future career. There is no doubt that
this thorough proficiency iu practical matters to a
great extent compensates for the deficiency in

theoretical attainments, previously mentioned,
and that, in fact, in many instances it entirely out-
weighs it. Facilities for acquiring theoretical in-
struction, either before or during apprenticeship,
are not wanting in this country, although by no
means so numerous as could be desired. Those
institutions named in the report of the Council
as affording such instruction are : King's College,
University College, the Koyal School of Mines,
and the Royal School of Naval Architecture,
London ; the University of Edinburgh ; the Uni-
versity of Glasgow, Trinity College, and the Royal
School of Science, Dublin

; Queen's College, Cork
;

and Owen's College, Manchester.
Continental engineering education diifers alto-

gether from that given in England. Practical
training by apprenticeship is unknown. The pupil's

instruction begins quite at the other end, namely
by the compulsory acquirement of a high degree
of theoretical knowledge, under the direction, and
generally at the expense of the Government of the
country. A partial amount of practical instruction
is giveu either during this period or afterwards,
bat iu a very different manner, and probably
with leas elEcient results than that imparted in
England.

In France the Government Corps of Engineers
consists of two classes, the Ing^nieurs des Mines,
and the Ingenieurs des Fonts et Chaussces, the
former ranking higher. Members of either corps
are allowed, on certain conditions, to undertake
work on the railways, but all other private
employment is prohibited. Besides these State
engineers, there exists, as with us, a large body of
ci^ engineers, differing only from their English
brethren in the possession of a kind of official

guarantee of their competent education. The
Government engineers first enter for two years iu
the Ecole Polytechuique, from whence they are
drafted off by strict examinations into one of two
special schools, each suited to the requirements of
the respective departments. The pupil there
passes another three years, and on passing a final

examination enters the corps he is destined for,

and begins at once his official duty in the lowest
grade. Civil Engineers acquiretheir education in

an establishment called the Ecole Centrale des

Arts et Manufactures, also imder Government
control. Admission is granted by competition

(about 200 pupils being received annually), and the

course of studies lasts three years. In the first

year the instruction is entirely theoretical ; in the

second year theoretical and practical instruction

are combined. At the end of the course a diplo-

ma of " Ingenieur des Arts et Manufactures " is

granted to all who pass the highest public examina-

tion, and an inferior certificate to those only able

to pass an inferior test. The holders of these

documents seldom fail to find good emi'loyment,

and beginning iu subordinate situations, speedily

gain experience and position.

The Prussian Government maintains a corps of

Master Constructors (Baumeiater). Each of these

must have first received a complete general

scientific traitdug in one of the ordinary schools or

gymnasia. He must then be practically engaged

for one year with one of the State Constructors.

Next he is ad niitted into the Royal School of Con-

struction at Berlin, where he remains two years

receiving instruction in architecture and engi-

neering. He then passes the first State Exami-
nation, and enters upon practical paid employment
in a subordinate capacity. After three years thus

spent he passes a second State Examination, and

is then fully qualified for appointment iu the

higher grades. The student must, during his

eight years of training, fully qualify iu architecture

as well as engineering ; this feature is peculiar to

the Prussian system. For private engineers there

is a Royal Industrial Academy at Berlin, similar

in most respects to the Ecole Centrale of Paris.

In the Duchy of Baden, at the Polytechnic

Institution of Carlsruhe, the educational arrange-

ments attract by their perfectness many foreigners.

The Austrian system very nearly resembles the

Prussian, except that there is only one educational

establishment, and that any students are eligible

for Government employment on passing the re-

quired examinations. Private practice, either in

architecture, surveying, or engineering, is not per-

mitted without a government license.

Russia differs little from France. The informa-

tion given respecting Switzerland, Italy, and
Spain, is extremely scanty. In the United States

there is neither instruction or pupilage. Ynung
men, after education at some college or school,

appear to enter at once as paid assistants into en-

gineers' offices, and afterwards make their way iu

the profession as best they can. " Generally,"

says the late Zerah Colburn, " the system is the

same as qualifying merchants, steamboat pro-

prietors, railroad-managers, ifcc. Those take to it

who like it, and the best young men work up to it

and get on."

In the third part of the report we come to the

suggestions offered to the Council by professional

men and others.

Sir John Rennie recommends that a boy in-

tended to follow the profession of a civil engineer

should be sent to some good school until twelve

years of age. Thoroughly grounded by that time

in reading, writing, composition, arithmetic,

algebra, geometry, English, Latin, and Greek
grammar, he should go from twelve to sixteen to

one of the junior universities, where he should

attend the different classes of mathematics,

algebra, geometry, plane and spherical trigono-

metry, astronomy, natural philosophy, geology,

geography, chemistry, electricity, and drawing.

The assistance of private tutors should be secured,

and they by frequent examinations should severely

test his knowledge. At sixteen he should be ap-

prenticed to some good practical manufacturiug
engineer, where he should commence working with

his hands, going through all the departments of

pattern making, founding, turning, fitting, and
erecting steam engines—marine, locomotive, and
fixed, and all the variety of machinery connected

with them and railways, and acquiring a general

knowledge of shipbuilding. After thus spending

three or four years he should be sent to some
nautical and laud surveyor for a short time, to

acquire a knowledge of levelling, mapping, &c.

He should then study practical hydraulics, such

as the principles and management of rivers, em-
banking, draining, sewage, water supply, irrigation,

harbour construction, docks, bridges, lighthouses,

masonry, carpentry, earthwork, and materials used

in construction. He should practise himself in

drawing up reports, plans, specifications, and
estimates. So much attention should be paid to

architecture as will enable him to design and con-

struct such buildings as railway stations, sheds,

and warehouses. The German, French, and
Italian languages can be acquired at leisure.

By this time the student will be about twenty-
three or twenty-four years of age, and if ha haa
creditably gone through the course of education
recommended, he may, says Sir John Rennie,
" confidently present himself to any engineer in

large practice as an assistant at an adequate salary,

or he may practise on his own account ; but he
must alway/ bear steadily in mind that nothing
but coimtant industry and hard work, combined
with a thorough determination to overcome all

obstaclet iu his progress, can make him a gcod
engineer.

Mr. Conybeare considers that whereas foreign

engineers were some time back deficient in

practical experience, and the English in scientific

training, the former defect has now been remedied
but the latter remains, thus placing the English
engineer at a great disadvantage as compared with
his foreign brethren. He considers English pro-
fessional organisation defective, and suggests that
the Institution should endeavour to influence for

good the scientific education given iu the engineer-
ing departments of colleges and schools ; that no
engineer should take a pupil without adequate
scientific training ; and that engineers in different

branches of the profession might advantageou.ily
exchange pupils for a time.

The suggestions of Mr. Heppel, Mr. Callcott

Reillyi, the Society of Arts Committee, Professor
Jenk n, Mr. Scott Ruseell, and Profes-or Leone
Levi, ditfering more or less, from thooe quoted, are
given ; those desirousof consulting them we must
refer to the report.

STRAINS IN RAFTERS.
By S. H. Shheve, C.E.

RAFTERS, and more especially trussed rafters,
of great length are not iu common use, and

there may seem to be little need of the results of the
investigations of the following paper in general
practice. But the obsciu-ity that exists in regard to
the strains affectiug rafters, and the consequent
proof of the value of the methods which I have
used in determining the strains in horizontal
girders, are sufficient reasons for the following in-
vestigations as an intermediate step between the
consideration of horizontal and of arched trusses.

Mr. Stoney, iu his work on Strains, page 77, says
of the strains affectiug rafters, " An accurate in-
vestigatiou would be very complicated if not al-

together impracticable."
This may be true in a certain sense oidy, as we

cannot tell what lines strains take in a solid beam,
whether inclined or horizontal, but it is not true iu
a flanged or trussed rafter any more than in a
girder.

Oir page 76, Mr. Stoney also makes this singular
assertion :

" The longitudinal component of W
compresses the rafter like a pillar, and accumulates
gradually from the ridge, where it equals cipher,

to the wall-plate, where it equals ." Our

investigations lead to a very different restUt.

Let Fig. 1 represent a pair of rafters, A B and
C.

Let w — the weight miiformly distribnted over
the pair,

s = the span of the roof.

I = the length of each rafter.

h = the height of the ridge above the wall.

X = the horizontal distance of any point in the
rafter from the wall.

y = the vertical distance of the sune point above
the wall.

L = the longitudinal strain.

Each rafter is held in equilibriimi by the hori-
zontal thrust of the opposite rafter, the ouiformly

distributed weight of the roof, — , acting down-

ward, the vertical reaction of the wall, which is —

and the horizontal reaction of the wall.
Taking moments around a point iu the line

of the top of the walls, distant .c from one abutment,
we have for the moment of the reaction of the wall,

— X X in one direction ; in the opposite direction
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«t htTC the weight on x '!. X z mnltiplieil b;

of ito eeatra of gt*ritj^,ta— . Sub-

inettv tbaw, ire have the moment of the longi-

tettuTttnin, which is L, mnUiplied by the dis-

) at riiht angle* to its direction from the point
~ \ wbioh the moments are taken. Thia dis-

I be obtained from dmilar triangles bj

tk> fnpotioo,

3 ' 2 r

fXi* the diitanne, and L x '— the moment of

the Intitadinal strain, and eonseqaently,

k±JL - ILL - ?^ and L = '"-' ^ -i? '-?'
(1)

kgmm from .^iin'^"' triangles

« : » .: A or— Bs —,

.

3 • jr 3 V

-"^ I and eqnation (1) assnm-Whence

Ug iUsform

Theralnesof x in this and the sabseqaent equa-

tions are limited between z = Oandx =— . .

Making « <> 0, L
'aT*

the longitudinal strain

at the wall ; making c - —, L .'Li
'4 A

the longi-

todinal strain at the ridge.
In the aboTe case, the moments were taken about

a point where the horizontal reaction of the wall has
no auDcnt, merely to show that the lon),'itudinal
atoain »»rie*, and consequently that other strains,
or itiain* haring other directions, exist in a
aifofmly loaded rafter.

To aaeertain these strains let A B in Fig. 2, repre-

sent a rafter which is a flanged beam, connected to
the opposite rafter, and the wall by the upper flange

Let u?, < /, A, *, y and L have the same value as
before, and let d = the depth of the rafter at right
angiea to its length

.

*, » and y are measured to points in the upper
flange.

Afi the strains between the two rafters pass
tteMgfaAand all the strains to the wall pass
illRMlgli B. From similar triangles,

- .1 . . d : ,

- »

the Tertical depth of the rafter.
Taking moments around A, we have the moment

of the reaction of the wall, VLL
, less the moment

4

of the load on A B ^.I, which gives '-"-f for

the moment of the horizontal eaction of the wall,

and dividing by* we have '"»
for the amount

y A
of the horizontal reaction.
Taking a poiut in the lower flange, distant hori-

J3{!i7JL< "^ *!;?
»»"B. to obtain L. the lougi-g«bMl stKin, in the upp*r flange at a phu» ver-

OMlly over this point ; we have,

* .,

—J-
• uie moment of the vertical reaction at B

;

w «« ..

- the moment of the load
"- X C V _ M
S
'^*X -5-

on the parts;

»A ^ ^^ ~
, - ^ = the moment of the

barizootal reaction at B ; and

L (i " the moment of the longitudinal strain in

the upper flange ;

Whence

("- —

)

to a (3)

Y _ w » _ to «' _^iy 1 w I

id~ 2dl Wlid Th •

But

y : X : :'^ = ^.or| - '^*
, and 'liJ'

a ' 8hd
10 ^

And

•• ^ =
'Id-

10 1^
, '0 I

•2da ip
w

Taking the moments around a point in the. upper

flange vertically above the point last taken, we
have

L m X to xi

2 d i d a.

_ 10 s 1/

8 h d'

and as
y 2 X

1 ~ a '

, T _ V) X to icS

4 d ida (5)

A strain diffoiinj; from that in the upper flange in

character, bi iiig tension while the other IS com-
prcssion, and in amount by the constant quantity

w I

In equation (4) Xi, the longitudinal strain in the

.L or at the
4

upper flange, is greatest when x

centre of the rafter.

When X •= or-i , L or the longitudinal strain at

B or A becomes ~.
4 A

If there be any vertical strain passing through a
or as, it would not appear in any of the previous
eqnitions because it would have no moment ; but
by taUing moineuts outside of the vertical line pass-
ing through X, we can ascertain the amount of the
vertical strain.

Let any point h be taken, but for simplicity let it

be in the lower flange in a line perpendicular at a
to A B. Let x' bo its horizontal distance from the

wall B, and y' -zAJ its vertical height above the
a

wall.

Then, moment of vertical reaction of the wall

_^ 1 x'

T-
Moment of horizontal reaction of the wall

_'"»/, 2dl\- iih\y - -r)
Moment of the load on a B =

V X /2 x' — a\

Let L' be the longitudinal strain at a, as found
from these moments, then,

J, J
10 ri' w x' X w a? 10 a y' wdl
2 i~ ~ Ts" - "Ta" + Th

And since

ja; _ 23:^

h ~ a '

L' = W Z X 10 a:2

+ 2rf» +
to I

4 A (6)id da
Since L' and L are the longitudinal strains which

meet at a, and as one is greater than the other,
their difference can bo obtained only in the vertical
through a. It plainly follows that the moment of
that difference is equal to the moment of the
vertical force through a or x.
Let V = the vertical force, then its moment is

And as (L' — L) <; is the moment of the difference
of the longitudinal strains, therefore

a.' - L)cf= V(i' - ir)or V=L' - L ('--'' ~\
;

From equations (4) and (6)

Multiplying by -, ,

V='^ -^ (7)

the vertical strain in the web of the rafter.

Wlien X in thia equation equals 7, V = 0;

and V reaches its maxuunm when z equals '^, or

when X = 0, for in either case it is equal to t-

The minus sign in this equation indicates, as it did
in the examples of the horizoutal girders, the
weight going towards the abutment opposite to the J
one from which x is measured. In this case V has 1
no value at the centre of the rafter and beyond
towards the ridge, the weight passes towards the
opposite rafter.

[To be concluded next Kieh.)

EAST END IMPROVEMENTS.

THE Parliamentary notices in connection with
the North-East London Tramways and

Columbia Market approaches have been issued.

Some important improvements are contemplated
by the Bill. A tramway is proposed from
Bishopsgate-street, by the Great Eastern Rail-

way Terminus, to Crab Tree-row. There will

also be a new street commencing at the eastern
end of Crab Tree-row, passing thence in a south-
easterly direction, and terminating on the north
side of Bethual Green-road, between Union-street
and the southern entrance to Thorold-square.
The Hackney-road will be widened on the eastern
side, and Crab Tree-row on the south side at the
eastern end, commencing in the Hackney-road at

Cooper's-gardens, and terminating ou the south
side of Crab Tree-row, 58 .yards, or thereabouts,

in an easterly direction from the junction of Crab
Tree-row with Hackney-road. Crab Tree-row
will also be widened, on its southern side, from
Gascoigne-placo to Virginia-row. There will bo

a new street, commencing at the south side of

Crab Tree-row, at a point distant CO yards, or

thereabouts, in an easterly direction from the

junction of Gascoigne-place with Crab Tree-row,

and terminating in Virginia-row, opposite the

northern end of Turk-street. The BiU may em-
power the owner or owners for the time being of

Columbia Market, either conjointly with the

Company or alone, to make and maintain several

of the tramways, and it will authorise the use

upon one of the intended tramways of railway or

other trucks and carriages extending beyond the

outer edge of the wheels of such tracks and carri-

ages more than eleven inches on each side, and to

authorise the use of all or any of the same tram-

ways for the carriage of fish and other goods.

One of the objects of this last-mentioned notice

is to procure powers to enable the fish vans or

trucks, as loaded at Yarmouth, Lowestoft, Har-
wich, &c., to be drawn by horses and run along

the street in the early morning from the Great

Eastern Railway Terminus into the very centre

of the Columbia Market premises, and to be
actually unloaded there. These fish trucks, later in

the day, wUl be passed on over a tramway through

the less frequented parts of Bethnal Green, and
returned to the railway authorities by a junction

with the tramway of the Great Eastern Railway
Company, authorised by the " Great Eastern

Railway (Metropolitan Railways) Act, 1870."

The power for moving the fish trucks over the

tramways into Columbia Market cannot fail to

present enormous advantages to the fishing

trade.

The Metropolitan Board of Works haa
resolved to take immediate steps to carry out

the proposed widening of High-street, Shoreditch,

by setting back the western side, so as to

widen to an average width of 70ft., commencing
from a point five houses south of Bateman's-row,

and ending at Old-street-road. At the last meet-

ing of the Shoreditch vestry, Mr. Whitehead said

that some years ago the Whitechapel Board of

Works obtained the insertion of a clause in the

Railway Company's Bill for the widening of

Worship- street, but with the exception of the houses

now being pulled down at the cast-end of the

street, nothing had been done. In his opinion,

seeing that the railway companies seemed to

shirk their obligations, it would be a good thing

to refer the widening of the east-end of Worship-

street to the Improvement Committee for con-

sideration, and in order to see whether the rail-

way company could not be compelled to widen

the street. A motion to this effect was then

unanimously carried.

On the 23r.l ult. the Bishop Suffragan of Notting.
ham consecrated a church at New Basford, which
lias boon open for some years by licen.sc.
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TDE KATINO OF ILVILWAYS.

ON Monday last, Mr. Edward Ryde, M.I.S., read
a paper before the Institution of Survoyora in

continuation of the subject of " Parochial Assess-
ments," treated by him last year. The following
portion of the paper was devoted _to the rating of

railways.
In its broad principles the occupation of a rail-

way company does not differ from that of a farm,
and we have to apply to it the same general law.
In each case the rate must bo made upon an estimate
of the net annual value of the several hereditaments
rated thereunto, that is to say, the rent at which
the same might reasonably bo expected to let from
year to year.

If the railway and its stations are situated wholly
in one parish the rentwkich a tenant might reason-
ably be expected to give for the entire property is

comparatively easy of demoustration. But diffi-

culty arises when, as is usually the case, the line

and its stations are situated in many parishes and
the rating for oae parish only is the subject for
consiileration.

Attention will lirst be directed to the more simple
case, and the method of ascertaining the rateable
value of an entire railway and its stations will be
explained.
The flrst element of value is what is called the

grosn receipts of the railway, that is to say, the
total yearly earnings of the line from all sources of
traffic. The second is the working expenses or the
outgoings which a tenant has to make in earning
the gross receipts.

The balance of gross receipts which remain after
deducting the working expenses, is called the net
receipts, and is the fimd out of which the tenant's
profit and the landlord's rent must come. Of these,
it is obvious that the tenant's share must flrst be
provided, because, to take an extreme case, if the
net receipts should be found to be insufficient to
afford him a proper tenant's profit, he [would give
no rent to the landlord. But a sufficient tenant's
proiit being provided, the balance of net receipts
remaiuiug is the rent which he might be reasonably
expected to pay.
Prom this rent a farther deduction has to be made

to countervail the depreciation which takes place
in the value of the permanent way, and to maintain
it iu a state to command such rent. The amount
of this deduction is the sinking fund which would
be required to be laid by yearly to produce a sum
stttHcient to renew the railway and works at the
period of their ultimate decay.
A hypothetical valuation by way of illustration is

appended to the paper.
In estimating the occupier's share in valuations

of this kind, 5 per cent, for ordinary interest on the
tenant's capital, and 10 per cent, for trade profits,
is usually allowed. The arbitrator in the case of
The Great Eastern liaiUoay Companij and Ilaughley
Parish found these two amounts to have been pro-
perly deducted. It is indeed obvious that, as
regards the interest, a tenant requiring to borrow his
capital on the security of his rolling stock would
have to pay as high a rate as 5 per cent, per annum,
or, if it were his own capital, he should be allowed
that rate of interest, because he would have no
difficulty in obtaining it from a person offering the
same security. It may also be presumed as
reasonable that no tenant would be satisfied to
calculate on a less amount of profit than 10 per
cent, on his capital, when taking into account the
rent he would pay to his landlord.
Five per cent, is also very commonly taken as a

proper insurance fund against risks and casualties,
aud a per cent, for depreciation of roUiug stock.
These items are more speculative in their character
than the former ones ; but, being so, a tenant would
probably take care to be on the safe side, and it is

not reasonable to suppose he would undertake to
give a higher rent than would allow him to make
ample provision for these contingencies. The
depreciation of rolling stock will be more or less
accordijjg to the sum expended from time to time
on its repair.

The question of amount of tenant's capital has been
the subject of judicial decision. In what is known
as The Xorth Staffordshire case, it was decided that
the amount of tenant's capital is to be actual value
at the time the rate is made (and not the cost price)
of the roUing stock, and of the movable chattels.
But things so attached to the freehold as to become
part of it, and things which, though capable of
being removed, are yet so far attached as that it

is intended that they shall remain permanently con-
nected witli the railway or the premises used with it,

and remain permanent appendages to it as essen-
tial to its working, are not to bo taken as things
which an incoming tenant would have to purchase
of an outgouig tenant, and for which he would have
to provide capital.

The chattels are defined to be things movable,
such as office and station furniture. It was also
dearly the intention of the Court to include all man-

ner of tenant's tools and implements necessary for

carrying on the business of the company.
The fixtures aro turn-tables, cranes, weighing

machines, stationary steam engines, electric tele-

graph aud apparatus, gasworks, and such like.

The allowance in respect of renewal of vmtj was
judicially settled in The London. Brujhton, and
South Coast Railway (Croydon) case. In that case

it was decided that, although no charge had, iu

fact, been made, either by way of outlay or setting

apart of the gross receipts, still, if the depreciation

be, as it probably is, both certain and capable of an
annual average, though not proper to be, iufact, re-

paid annually, it should be met by laying by a cer-

tain sum annually. The judges said, " We have
considered this question with much attention, aud
upou the whole, we think that the company are en-

titled to a deduction on this head. We cannot
make a substantial distinction between this and
house property, or any other of a perishable nature

which must require renewal ; aud although we think

that the company ought to set apart the sum which
they claim to deduct, vVe cannot compel them to

do so in this iudirect way. And we think that,

whenever the time shall come for actually making
the restoration, they will be stopped from claiming
more than that annual deduction which they now
insist on, exactly as a landlord could not claim to

deduct the expenses of restoration made by him of

a house."
The amount of this deduction is arrived at by

estimating the probable duration of life of the

several component parts of the permanent way,
and by calculating the sum which, if set aside yearly

aud allowed to accumulate at compound interest,

would amount to the sum required, at a definite

period, to reproduce particular parts of the per-

manent way.
The difference between gross estimated rental and

rateable value of lines of railway is difficult to

define.

The cost of maintaining the railway is included in

the working expenses, and is therefore deducted
from the gross receipts before the rental, as de-

scribed herein, is arrived at.

But the rent which a tenant might reasonably be
expected to pay on lease, he providing the sinking

fund, for the ultimate renewal, is beyond doubt the
rateable value of the property.

The second and more difficult branch of the sub-

ject, the mode of determining the rateable value of

the railway in one of many parishes in which it is

situated, has now to be explained.

The same principles and the same general law
must still be applied to the inquiry, and so applied

that under no circumstances must the aggregate
value of all the parts be made to exceed the value of

the whole.
In Tlie West Middlesex Waterworks case the

judges said, " In practice, a tenant of the paro-

chial portion of a canal, railway, gasworks, water-
works, or the like, has rarely, if ever, been known.
But a hypothetical tenant must be assumed, and
the terms of such a tenancy are not diflicult to be
conceived. If in the hypothesis some necessary
incidents are also assumed to be involved, such as,

first, that each part of the apparatus is to continue
in joint co-operation, no one tenant of an essential

part being able to stop his part ; secondly, that the
title to the required land is permanent, so that there

is no risk of being compelled to move fixed capital

;

thirdly, that there is land in the required quantity,

and capital to be invested therein, and occupants
ready to take and work parts yielding profits as

tenants at rack rent, and parts not yielding profit

as contractors for remuneration, provided any
greater profit can be obtained than is ordinary in

such relations. If a tenancy of each parochial part
be assumed, according to this hypothesis, then, al-

though each parish rates separately upon its own
estimate of the value of the part lying within it,

and the law gives no power of making all the
parishes co-operate in rating the several parts
lying in each, nevertheless this court is bomid to

protect the occupier of such an apparatus from
being rated beyond the rateable value of the whole
taken together ; audit is in reference to this pro-
tection that the court must take into its considera-
tion at once, all the separate rates as so many
claims upon one given fund, and must apportion
that fund, bearing in mind that every addition to

the rateable value assigned to one parish must be a
substraction from the rateable value which might
be given to some other parish."

Following the order of valuation already ex-

plained, the first thing to be ascertained is the
amount of gross receipts due to the given parish.

In the early days of railway rating, a valuation of

the entire system of a railway company, trunk and
branches, was made, and the rateable value of the
whole ascertained. This rateable value was then
divided among the parishes in proportion to the
length of line in each. This principle became known
as " the mileage principle."

In favour of this principle it was urged that
parish authorities had no power to ascertain the
particulars of profit and outgoings, from a com-
parison between which the rateable value of the
land occupied is to be deduced, both profit aud out-

goings being affected by circumstances spread over

the whole line. On the other hand, it was urged
that although as regards the railway company, an
entire body with an entire interest, it is matter of

indifference how yon divide a rate, assumed to be
entire for the whole line, yet, as the parishes are
bodies with separate interests, there is a manifest
injustice iu attributing to the same space of land
the same proportionable share of the whole rate

everywhere (the land in the several parishes noto-

riously earning the profits, and occasioning the out-

goings in very different proportions) : because you
cannot do this without depriving some parishes of

what they should receive, in order to give to others
what they should nut have.

It was further urged tuat the ordinary principles

of ascertaining the actual rateable vaiuu of the laud
occupied by the company iu each parish by tue rules

wuicu are appUcablu to any otUcrlaud uceupied by
otuer bodies or iiersous for other puriwsts, were
departed from by the application of tnis iiiileagu

principle.

Assume, for example, a farm of 300 acres worth
to rent 450Z. per annum. By the principle of equal
distribution in proportion to area, each r.cre of this

farm has a rateable value of 30s.

But assume the facts to be that 100 acres are
worth 50s. per acre, or 250^ per annum, and '200

acres '20s. per acre, or 2MI. per annum, and
assume fuituer that the 100 acres of &0s. land
are in parish A, and the 200 acres of 20s. land
in parish B.
Tne rateable value in parish A is 250Z., in parish

B 20Ui.

The application of a principle similar to the
mileage principle would give parish A 150^., aud
parisii B 3U0i.

Tue occupier of the farm would be uninjured, but
parish A would lose lOOi. a year, whicu parish B
would gain.

It was soon found that this state of things could
not continue, as the mileage principle and the
reverse alternately found favour according to
the natiure of the interest of the couteudiug
parties.

The London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway
Company couteuded tuat tuey ougut to be rated in
respect of tuat portion of tucir railway situattd
wituiu the parish of Croydon, iu sucu proportion to
the net earuiugs of the wuole line of railnay as the
length of that portion within the parish bears to
the wuole length of tue wuole line of railway. On
the other hand, The South Eastern Railway (7y;«-

^a/t^, iu the parisu of Westbere, ixni The Midland
Railway Company, in the parish of Basford,
found it more favourable to say that a rate was
bad which was made on exactly tuat principle.

In February, 1851, the judgment of tue Court of
Queen's Bencn upon this pumt, was given in tuese
tui-ee cases as foUows :

—

" Upon the legal question," the judges said, " we
have uo doubt. The poor rate ana tue priuciples

of its assessment are eutu'ely statutory. Ijtat. ti

and 7, Will. IV. ,cap. 96, made expressly with a view
to establish one uniform mode ot rating for the re-

lief of the poor, prescribes the rule : the rate must
be made upon an estimate of the net annual value

of tue several htireditomeuts rated thoreuuLO, such
value to be arrived at as iu manner stated in the
first section. The subject is parochial ; the inquiry

is to be conducted by local autuorilies wilU limited

powers ; if any matters specified in tue section are
locaUy situated without tUe pai'isu,—tuat is, if auy
such affect the amount of the 'net annual value ' or
' reut at which the same might reasonably bo ex-

pected to let,'—they will ot necessity fall within the
range of the inquiry : but beyond this, the principle

does not go. This principle, so limited and luider-

stood, was not first created by the statute just

mentioned. The Court has decided so early as

1827 in the case of Rex v. Kingswin/ord, that it

was to be found in the original statute, 43 Eliza-

beth, e. li., and since that Uecisiou it has been uni-

formly apphed to cases were the same party,

whetuer company or individual, occupies in different

parishes laud forming one entire property, such as

a canal, though ,the profits may be earned in

different proportions aud with a different rate of

outgoings in each. The value which the land
occupied in each parish produces, after the due
allowances, is that upon which the occupier is to

be rated in each."

On these broad principles, therefore, that the

statute provides but one rule, and intends to se-

cure uniformity, the judges ruled against " the
mileage principle," and iu favour of what has ever

since been known as " the parochial earnings

principle.^'

This principle can be very simply explained.

Each separate piece of traffic, whether passengers

or goods, is taken into account and diviUid among
the several parishes through which it has passed
in proportion to the length of line traversed iu

each parisii, i.e., if a passenger pays oue hundred
shilliugs for travelling oue hunured miles, every
mile of railway over which he passes is considered

to have earned one shilling. By this means the
parishes through which the greatest number of

passengers or the largest amount of traffic passes,

the distance traversed being duly considered, se-

cure the largest amount of gross receipts, aud.
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r this dwision of 1851, which is strictly in ae-

with the piinc^lM of Ttluatiou in-

mitUj appbad to othar descriptions of property

xaiimtj* ut niutd.

{To be cOHtimued.)

BILLINQSQATE llARKET.

1 X last th« Court of Common Council has

.^X. datennisad to enlarge the area of Billings-

gata Market, in preference to removing it to

timithSeld, and parliamentary powers will at once

be asked for in order to carry out the alterations.

Ko oat, aays the Fuhing Gazette, can question

tfaa {Hvpriety of thus enlarging Billingsgate to

Beet the greatly-iocreasing demand for space.

The extension and alterations of the market in

1849 iDcluiled the tilling up of the duck between

tha market (as it then existed) and the Custom
Boma Quay, erection of the 'winkle cellars, the

litar wall, and the Italian front. The houses

doomed to demoliliun for the proposed extension

lie between the market and Daikbouse-laoe, and
inclode some well-known plaeaa. It is fortunate

for the numerons salesmen who will be temporarily

dialodged during the progress of these alterations

that they hare now Columbia Market to which to

transfer their business operations.

^uil^iitg liitdligcittc.

CBDBCBBS Alto CBAFELS.

OXFORD ARCHITECTURAL AND
HISTORICAL SOCIETy.

IK Mootdanoe with the programme kid down
lor this term, the members and their friends

vUted S. Mary's Church on Ssturdiiy week. Mr.
JaniM Pkrker condacted the examination of the
bnilding and desoribed its history. He said the
first notice we had of the bnilding was to be met
with in the Domesday Survey, wherein, among
the possessions held by Karl Albericns of the
King, were two houses with the Church of S.

Mary. This was probably a wooden building,

like most of the Saxon erections. In 1189 there
was a rededieation of the Church of S. Mary, but
this may have been another church, as it is called

B. Mary-by-Thames. There is little doubt that a
twalfth-eoitiiiy church existed here, as remains
of iiMWildfld maaoniy of that period and also of the
thittaenth eentnry were fonnd in the recent
repairs. It is probable the twelfth century nave
lemained till it was removed for the erection of
the present church, but the chancel was probably
rebuit in the thirteenth century, and Mr. Parker
believed the prescut choir was built absolutely on
the thirteenth century fuundatious. The remains
of the thirteenth ceutury work consist mainly of
the tower up to the springing of the spire. This
work was commenced in I'jyu, and three of the
atchai of tue tower are of this date. The spire
was probably erected in the reign of Edward II.,

a« it is profusely decorated wiih the wallflower
ornament, which is a sure mark of his time. The
f(«aent chancel and nave were built in the fif-

teenth century—the chancel first, and the nave
immediately afterwards ; both were completed in
IHW. The choir, or chancel, was probably built

1^ Oriel College, and the nave by public subscrip-
tion. The Convocation House was built about
1820, and the details of the vanlting are very
similar to those of the cathedral spire, which was
finished in 1367. The library of All Souls'
CoUege was also visited, and the drawings of Sir
Christopher Wren, who was a Fellow of that
Bociety, were inspected. The visitors were
received in the law litiruiy, recemly erected under
the tUiectiuu of Mr. Brutuu, who briefly addressed
the Bociety on tne interest whicb attached to
these drawings, as illustrating the office work as
execoted by architects of that period. He said
there waa no doubt many of the drawings were
^y the hand of Wren himself ; others were those
of his pnpUs, by one of whom the well-kuowu
twin towers in the large quadrangle of this College
were designed. Among these drawings were
•everal of S. Paul's Cathedral, and one for the re-
eoostmetioD of the streets of London, after the
Great Fire of 1666. A plaster east of the face of
Bit Christopher Wren, taken after his death, was
also shown to the visitors.

Stur Tbamwats roB Dbistol,—Notice ha*
k««o given of au intended »(j(<li alion to tlit

B lard of Trade for permiiitiun to make au<l
Stulain tramways through some of the prin«^ streets of Bristol, under ttie Tramways

Bauall Heath. — The comer stone of S
Thomas in the Moor, Balsall Heath, was laid on
Monday. The style of the building in course of

erection will be Early Decorated, 76ft. long, 41ft.

in width. The nave will be 42ft. high, with

north and south aisles of 10ft. in widtb, divided

into four bays, with bold arches resting upon
ornamental cast-iron columns. The roof will be
of open timber construction, covered with slates.

The chancel will have a rich live-light tracery

window, with crocketed canopy and buttresses,

above whicb, at the summit of the gable, will be
a canopied niche to receive figure ni patron saint.

It is intended to accommodate about from 400
to 6U0 persons. Messrs. Bateman & Corser are

the architects, and Messrs. Hardwick the builders.

Barnstaple —The Independent Chapel, Barn-
staple, was reopened on the 23rd ult., after con-

siderable enlargement and reconstruction. The
enlargement has been effected by adding the site

of a pre-existing house at the east side of the
chapel. The old roof has been retained, but has
been transformed into a very bold aud effective

open roof. The roofing over the annexed portion

is, however, new, and being at right angles with
the main roof gives a transeptal effect, which is

marked externiilly by bold gables on the north
and south sides. On the south, the transept is

continued behind the main building to the depth
of 18ft., opening into it by a large pointed arch,

in which is placed the organ (on the ground floor),

there being a gallery above for school children.

On each side are four lofty cast-iron columns, with
moulded caps, liases, and bands, supporting beams
and arches of timber, forming very effective

arcades, and receiving the feet of the centre roof.

At the eastern end is a large recess, 12ft. wide, in

the thickness of the wall, having a lofty pointed
arch. The spandrel will ultimately be tilled with
Maw's mosaic work. The pulpit stands on a plat-

form, and is constructed of pitch pine on a base
of red oak. The passages are paved with Maw's
tiles. The seats are open, framed in red tir, with
pitch pine ends. The galleries are of red deal.

The front towards Cross-street is lofty and bold,

and the eastern doorway is elaborately sculptured.
The front has a deep bold base of Lundy Island
granite, surmounted by slopes and strings of
Doulting stone. On the upper stage are five

lofty pointed windows. All the windows are
tilled with glass of a pale Cathedral tint. The
materials of the front are German's down stone,
Doulting stone, and Bath stone. The style
adopted by the architects (Messrs Gould & Son)
may be termed Middle Pointed, the leading
features corresponding with those characteristic
of German Pointed work of the fourteenth
centiuy. The stonemasons' work has been
executed by Mr. Pulsford, the carpentering by
Mr. Oatway,and the bricklaying and plastering by
Mr. Thomas Brown. The carving is by Mr. Harry
Hems, the ironwork by Messrs. Hunt ii Harper
and Messrs. Willshire, and the painting and glazing
by Mr. Clarke. The entire cost has been about
£2,200.

Bristol.—The corner stone of the new church
of S. Mary the Virgin, Tyndall's-park, Bristol,
was laid on Wednesday week. The style adopted
by the architect (Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn, of London)
is Decorated, of alx)Ut tho middle of the four-
teenth century. The edifice will seat from 720
to 7fi0 psrsons, and will consist of chancel, 40ft.
long, a transept on each side of the chancel, and
a nave with two aisles. The nave will be
84tt. 6in. long, and 26ft. wide, and the aisles will
be 12ft. wide. The great iuequality of the
ground towards the south affords a meaus for in-
troducing a couple of vestries underneath, and a
wide Btaircase will be provided at the east end of
the church. There will be a lofty clerestory, and
a steeple at the west end. The total cost of the
building, exclusive of site, will be between
£8,000 and £9,000. Mr. J. Diment has taken
the contract for the first section of the building
(chancel, transepts, two bays of the nave, and
vestries for the clergy and choir) at £980.

HiOHCLEEE (Hants).-On Saturday week the Bishop
of Wiuchester consecrated the new parish church
(dedi :iit<:d to S. Michael aud All Angels), whicb
Lord Carnarvon has erected at his solo cost, the
architect being Mr. (i. G. Scott. The church is

in the Early English style, the material used

being flint, with Bath stone dressings. The total

cost is about £6,000.

Liverpool.—On Sunday week the Bishop of
Liverpool opened the (Roman) Catholic Church at
Ince Blundell Hall, which has undergone a com-
plete decorative renovation. In the semicircular
portion of the apse of the sanctuary a large

figure of Our Lord in majesty, with uplifted aud
outstretched arms—the gold background taking
the outline of a cross—dominates the whole
church. On either side is a single adoring angel.

The execution is in encaiiatic by Jlessrs. Giitfens

& Swetz, of Belgium. Over the high altar is

a coloured painting of the Holy Family coming
out of the Temple, by Flatz, aud four other large

paintings by the same artist, in chiaroscuro,

with handsome architectural frames, decorate the
side walls of the nave. The arabesques and
other decorative drawings have been most success-
fully and harmoniously applied by Mr. Park.

Llanvetherine.—The parish church of Llan-
vetherine, in the county of Monmouth, was re-

opened on Thursday, November 17th, after resto-

ration. The roof, which is a waggon-panelled
one, has been thoroughly restored and re-covered
with slates, with a Bath stone ridge, aud the
gables have been re-coped. A new three-light

window has been inserted on the north side of

the nave, and the other windows thoroughly
restored and re-glazed throughout. The defec-

tive parts of the walls have been restored with
new masonry, and the inside plastered. A new
panelled ceiling has been placed in the tower with
a new open termination in pitch pine to the
tower screen. The old shaft and bowl of the
font have been removed and new ones substituted.

The warming is eflected by one of Gurney's
stoves. The total amount of cost is about 1^400,

the whole of which has been defrayed by the
rector, the Rev. F. C. Steele. The works have
been carried out by Mr. Wm. White, contractor, of

Abergavenny.

New Beiqhton.—A new Wesleyan Chapel,
which has been erected in Rowson-street, ]S'ew

Brighton, Liverpool, was opened on Wednesday
week for public worship. Tho architect is Mr.
Henry H. Vale, F.R.I.B. \., president of the
Liverpool Architectural Society, whose designs

were selected in competition, and have been
carried out by Messrs. J. & T. Mason, builders, of

Egremout.

Torquay..—A new Congregational Church at

Torr-hill, Torquay, was opened on Thursday
week. The building is Gothic, of the Lecorated
period in style, and comprises nave, with north

aud south aisles, and an apsidal projection at the

east end of the nave, with a vestry on either

side. The nave is separated from the aisles by
arcades of Bath stone, supported by ornamental

iron columns. The roof is open timbered, with
curved ribs carried on moulded corbels. Over
the aisles and at the west end of the nave are

galleries, the fronts of which are formed with
chamfered panelling, the top-rail aud board being

carried on ornamental iron standards. The galle-

ries are supported by iron brackets cast to the

columns supporting the arcades. At the north-

west corner of the building is a massive i^quare

tower, which rises to a height of nearly 100ft.

It has a belfry stage, on each side of which is a

three-light window, filled with ornamental zinc-

work. The open seats in the body of the church
are of pitch pine, stained and varniehed. The
walls are of uative limestone, with Bath stone

dressings. The church has been erected from a

design by Mr. J. Rowell, architect, by Mr.
Matcham, builder, of Plymouth, Mr. E. Richards,

of Torquay, acting as clerk of the works, and
Mr. James Wiudsor as foreman of works. The
work connected with the heating and lighting has

been carried out by Mr. E. B. Whipple, of Ply-

mouth. The total cost is £a,SOO.

TcNBRiDGE Wells.—Ou Tuesday, the 22nd ult.,

S. Stephen's Mission Church, ia the parish of

S. James, Tunbridge Wells, was opened under
license of the Archbishop of Canterbury. The
church is a small but substantial and appropriate

building, from a design by Mr. Blomtield, and
consists of nave, chancel (duly raised and screened),

organ-chamber and sacristy, and sanctuary suitably

niied, aud there is a bell-turret at the west end.

The chancel walls are stencilled ; and the eastern

window, a triplet, is filled wit li stained glass by
Heatou, Butler, & Bayue. A handsome coronas

of iron and bi»«s was given by Mr. Wright, clerk

of the works.
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BuBT S. Edmunds.—A fine maUing-house is

now iu course of erection in Nortbgate-street,
Bury S. tdmuncl.'i. The building is 186ft. long,
the width being CCft., and it is four stories

high. The steep is for 300 coombs, and the kiln
is unusually large—64tt. by 60ft. The latest im-
provements have been adopted in the construc-
tion of the kiln. It is built with trussed girders,
and the floor is laid with Fison's kiln tiles. The
other part of the ground tloor is occupied by two
oiEces, a large cistern, and a working floor. The
upper stories are supported by iron columns, and
all the working floors are covered with gypsum.
There will be nine hydraulic lifts (worked by two
engines) for raising the grain and malt, the
barley being raised in tbe first instance from the
carts to the topmost story, and then screened
down by gravitation. Mr. Uednall is the builder

;

the ironwork and the hydraulic lifts being in
course of construction by Mr. R. Boby, of Bury.

Cambcidge. — Extensive improvements are
about to be carried out at Pembroke College,
Cambridge, under the direction of Mr. Water-
house. The probable outlay will be £70,000.

LouQUBORODGii.— The Loughborough Uuion-
house haa lately had its infirmary accommodation
increased by two wings of four rooms each, and
other alterations have been effected, the total cost
being £1,179. Mr. W.'Main, of Loughborough,
was the contractor, Mr. John Sudbury, of the
same place, being the architect.

Newton Abbot.—A special meeting of the
Local Board has recently been held in reference
to certain alterations proposed by the contractor,
Mr. J. Harvey, in the construction of the tower
and entrance of the new market. Mr. Harvey
objected to taking the risk of carrying out the
architect's (Mr. Chudleigh) design, as it was weak
in construction, and he could not proceed, except-
ing under protest, unless some alterations were
made. He produced an amended design, which,
after some discussion, was accepted. Mr. Chud-
leigh protested against this course, and asserted
that his design is not only perfect but stronger
than that proposed by Mr. Harvey. In this he is

borne out by Mr. Ashworth, architect, whose
opinion he has taken.

NoTTiNanAM.—A plot of ground on the Hum-
berstone-road, Nottingham, is about to be adapted
by the Midland Railway Company for the erec-
tion of a new and extensive goods station. The
tenders for the various works ranged from
£21,000 down to £14,400, the lowest one being
that of Messrs. James Hall & Son, of Notting-
ham, which has been accepted.

SnEFi-rELD.—New schools attached to S
William's (Roman) Catholic Church, Sheffield,
have been opened. The designs were made
and the work directed by Messrs. M. E, Hadfield
& Son, and the contract was executed in about
four months. The schools are designed to accom-
modate, in all, 800 girls and infants, at a cost of
£800.

SouTHPORT.—Baths ai-e now in course of
erection, by the Southport Baths and Assembly
Rooms Company, Limited, at Southport. The
material, externally, is Burnley Pierrepoint facing,
with Longridge stone dressings. The whole of
the baths will be on the ground floor, and will be
well lighted by top-lights. All the internal walls
will be plastered, and the first-class swimming
baths arcaded, with moulded caps and architraves.
The principals of the large roofs are of cast-iron,
elliptical in form, cast in two pieces, and will
spring from moulded corbels, at level of pilaster
caps. The stairs at back of office lead to a board-
room, 40ft. by 20ft., with retiring room and lava-
tory adjoining ; and a mezzanine floor is formed
between this and the ground floor. The whole
will be opened for public use by May next, and
the total cost, including engiueer's work, will be
about £23,000. Messrs. Horton & Bridgford, of
Manchester, are the architects ; Mr. H. C. Beloe,
of Liverpool, is the engineer ; and the contract
has been let tc Messrs. Swindells & Little, of
Manchester.

T0P8HA.M.—On Tuesday last a new lecture-hall
was opened with a learned address from E. B.
Penny, Esq., of Altamira. The building consists

large lecture-hall, dining-hall, soup

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[W« do not bold ounwlves r«8ponnible for the opinions

of our corr(»|K>ii(leiit3. Thu Kditor re/i|>wtriilly ra-

qtietib) that all cuintuunirations should lA) drawu up
as btiftdy aa jjosflibb, its thero ar» tuany claimautH
upon the bpaco allotted to correspond8iice.J

To OCR Readeks.—We ah&li feel obliged to any of our
readers who will favour us with brief uotea of works cou-
tempiiittid or in progress iu the provinces.

Letters relating to advenisemuntfl and the ordinary busi-
ness of tlie Pajwr should be addressed to the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK feTREET, COVENT G.VRDEN, W.C.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 6 p.m on Thursday.

RECEtv-ro —J. W., E. S., W. H 8. (fe Co., ,T. H., J. &
Co., W. P., J. Harvey, F. C. D., .J.B. & Sons, D. U., A. S.,

R. W. Bimmons, T. U., A. J. L., II. L., Hy. Ilorji-

castlo, M. «. Junr., J. W., J. K. k Co., C. U. A., W. Y.,
H. C. Z., C. L. E., J. 1'. S., W. B.

J. IllCKS,—Drawing to hand. It is rather too imiform
iutint. Why be afrjiid of Haddon / It will mo3t likely
appear.

C. S. S. Johnson.—Photo-li'hography. Smooth white
paper should be upe*!. Pencil sketching will not do.
Washes and coluiirw should bo .ivuided.

G. G. IIosKixs.—The photo, and description to hand.
They will be used iu the Buildino News.
Thos. Pottrb.— Please send tracings.

S. W. W.—Sketch of Newstead Abbey returned.
T. LouA3 W vTsoN.—The outline sent is not too large for

a double-page illustration.

J. Malsohv.—Tile sketch to hand.
J. Babslev.—Sketches received and re'umed.
F. G. GuEKN.—Sketch of staircase returned.
J. R. ALLE.f.—Sketch of cross returned.
E. Starr.—Sketch of nave arc ade returned.
J. H. T.— Sketches returned.
J. W. WooDtiESD.—Sketch received.

P. E. M., Elveden Hall. -Next week.

THE AIR AND HEALTH QUESTION.
{To the Editor of the Buildinq News.)

Sir,—Your correspondent, " E. L. G.," refer-
ring to the above question in the Building News
of the 25th inst, says :

—" If any building reader
asks

, Where there is an unbloody structure in
this respect ? I can tell him where."
The gist of." E. L. G.'s" letter seems to be that

without the free ingress below, and egress above,
of equal supplies of pure and impure air respec-
tively, no apartment of whatever size can be
wholesome, and the buildings referred to as " un-
bloody," are probably those, whether churches or
unceiled attics or gaiTets, which allow the impure
air to escape through interstices of the roof, or
special outlets therein. Or, more briefly, that
air-tight ceilings are inconsistent with wholesome
ventilation, whatever the cubic contents of rooms
or buildings. But if " E. L. G." means more
than this, I, as a reader of the Building News,
though not a "building reader," will be glad to
hear more of the " unbloody buildings " alluded
to- J. G.
November 28.

an adverae decision might cause to tbe profesrion,

it is at least suffering more from the fact of its

being still an open question, and from the feeling
on the part of the public that we are conspiring
against them, and that their interest is not our
interest.

Let me just note the absurdity of a statement
in the Lord Chief Baron's speech in tbe cas« of
Ebdy !i. M'Gowan. In deciding that the client

was entitled to the plans when the building was
not executed, he said :

" If an architect could
retain his plana, which involved, for example, an
estimate of £10,000, his employer would have to
pay 3 per cent, on that, or £300, and get nothing
in return ; that was to say, in a case in which tbe
building was never commenced, he paid that for

nothing, or for services which were useless to him"
(See Building News, Nov. 18). Now if the
building be not proceeded with, the plans are
not worth £300. Why pay the architect at all if

the L. C. B.'s be the correct view of the case ! Let
there be no mistake on this matter. If you obtaiu
the advice of a lawyer and do not follow it, you get
nothing for your money ; if you solicit medical
advice and do not follow it, you get nothing for

your money ; and if you obtain the advice of an
architect, though illustrated by any number of
drawings, and do not follow it, you should get
nothing for your money. Otherwise it is degraded
into a mere trading in plans, or as if the medical
profession were reduced to the level of mere
druggists.—I am, Sir, &c, T. L. W.

Glasgow, Nov. 23, 1870.

of

kitchen, and other private rooms, which have been
very satisfactorily erected by Mr. John Periam,
of Topsham, builder, from plans and under the
supervision of Mr. E. H. Harbottle, architect, of
Topsham, the whole of the expenses being defrayed
by Mr.[Penny, the cost being about £1,000.

"THE CRITERION."
Sir,—An advertisement by the Messrs. Spiers

& Pond has created a great deal of interest, and
I am afraid will result in no less disappointment.
The conditions appear to me to imi)o.se an im-
possibility. I do not see how such a building can
be erected for the specified £20,000. Cubing it
roughly at a shilling per foot, I found the cost
work out to £30,000, and with only a moderate
amount of enrichment ; I do not see how it canjbe
done for less. To avoid quarrelling at the end' of
the afTair, it is advisable the competitors should
consider this point at the beginning, as, tinless the
designs are proved to be capable of execution for
the sum named in the conditions, none of the
competing architects will be employed, the
probable issue shadowed forth being that a hash
will be made of the selected designs, by, perhaps,
a surveyor, who will carry out the work, and that'
adding extra to extra, the cost' ultimately will be
at least the sum I have named for it, and no one
will be satisfied.—I am, &c., p. E. M.

"SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE
INSTITUTE."

Sir,—An article signed "W. Y.," which ap-
peared in the Building News of last week, con-
tains the following statement respecting the
finances of the Institute :—

•

" Its income last year was £1,952, out of which
somehow (in coffee and conversazioni most likely)

it contrived to spend £1,819, leaving only a
balance of £133."
Allow me to say that this is a mistake. The

expenses of the Institute for last year were as
follows :

—

Rent, fuel, and light £264
Stationery, postage, and advertisements ... 54
Salaries and wages 38B
Publication of Transactions : reporting, print-

ing, and illustrations
General printing
Furniture, fittings, and repairs
Refreshments at ovening meetings
Expenses of conversazione
Pmrchaso of books for library
Money prizes and medals awarded
Donation to the Architectnral Masenm
Petty disbtu'someuts and sundi-ios

ARCHITECTS AND THEIR DRAWINGS.
Sir,—The question as to the ownership of

architects' drawings is of such importance, both
to the profession and the public, that I shall make
no apology for addressing you a few lines on the
subject. It is, 1 believe, of the last importance,
that the question should be definitely fixed, and
of comparatively less importance in what way it I cost of the building. The measurer has no
is decided. For, whatever loss and inconvenience I responsibility other than that his quantities should

211
159
50
22
116
37
83
2S
22

£1,428

The surplus income, viz. £384, was invested

—

not in coflfee, but in consols.—I am, &c.

£ s. D.

CUSTOM OF GLASGOW ARCHITECTS.
Sir,—In reference to the article in your journal

by " Solomon Set-square," I think the system in use
in Glasgow would please him, and if m use those
figures in Mr. Burges's cabinet, to which he refers,

would be a memento of the past. I may mention
beforehand that here every trade is separate, and
very rarely is a building given to one contractor,
who may sub-let the trades he does not follow. The
method in which the majority of Glasgow archi-
tects proceed is this : A schedule of each trade is

furnished by a measurer. (A surveyor here devotes
his attention mostly to land.)

In this schedule is entered every article con-
nected with, say the stone-work, from the founda-
tions to the cornice, the dimensions of each stone
when of a large size, as in the case of lintels, sills,

mullions, &c., with their girth when moulded, and
the quantity of each in square or cubic yards or
feet given. To this the builder attaches a price
at which he is willing to give the various articles.

The work is measured while in course cf erection
or when finished, and anything extra over the
quantity taken in tbe schedule, is paid for at the
price which the builder has attached to that
article. And the only way in which a builder
may lose by the job is that in his eagerness to
get the contract he may have put down an insuffi-
cient price. The sizes of materials taken in the
schedule helps to regulate the architect when
making out his details, which can be reduced or
enlarged as he sees tit to lessen or increase the
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•nd Moh tndmiun pays h*I( the cost

hb part of the work. Hoping these

BMT b* of UM to Mr. a &-S., I am,

Si. Mcnoo.

|nttrromnnirarati0ii.

QUEsnoys.

tsHi] ARcnrracra and thkir pcpils.-is it

Ml wMkI Ibr uvhhaeta to gin th«ir aMtatante « fortnight's

>iiM«j ia tW XMT At thair <the udiitaotO oooTeuienco.

atT^angfc tbtj M|- orartiiiM vheo unon oomi>«tition and

uHkf TTfln nf importene*: ftlao. ii it naa&I f>>r Architects

to 4iteit ft portiaa ofa w«eklB nlar/ Id time of illnew ? -

pMfl BTAMPH OX AGREBUEN'TS. —What is th«

fmftr mf^ >ta>np Ibr a yaaiij »gre«inent. and also for an
t^rmmwaX tor three yean, and doee the value of the

lamp vary with the amoaut of rent ?—R. L. B.

{MSB) KfNC POR CEIMXOS.—Information is songht
Uealion of flnaraolted zino iu thft forma-
k lieu of lath and paster : it has been in-

I ia Aneri«a. Qnerisi wishes toknow whether it

has al all beaa iatnidooea in England or Irelnnd. and if so

to wb«M aaplteattoo abooM be mad* for particulars.—W.
anmuNO, DnbUn.

[»«) PARTNERSHIP.—What is the cnstomary per-

Miilita CDirfdwad aa eqairalent for money paid for a

iwrtnenriilp ta aa anhtteot^ hiuine*s. exclusive of amount
allowed ftir time and aerricee? -J. W.

tS0&5}-DlAURTER OP SHAFT. — Can any of your
wJiTi inJbra roe as to the formula for aecertaining the

reoatred Jtametor of a »hafE, Uft. lunjc. to carry safely the
w«||fat ahovo it, aa in the rJerestory of a church ; and
alto bow toaioertain the wel/bt of the wall itself when i'

hasa poiotcal vauU above it of brick or tile, I4tu. at spriug-

i«( and 6Ul at crown? The span is 32ft. —J. T. 13.

fSH61 SCHOOL BUILDIN'O.—Where can I fret a copy
<4 the rales aod regulations for school buildings issued by
the Board of EdaGati^?-D. D.

[J057J SBTTISO OUT A CURVE.—Can any of your
leaden inftmn me of aa accurate method of setting out a

curve as sbovm in the an-
nexed ptketuh ? The radius
according to the figured
dimeuaiona —Turn.

t205fi] JOINERS'
WOKK. — Being in the
habit of readiogyoarvalu-
able paper, and finding
you take the trouble of
aaswerin^ queries from
your varioiitt siipportors,

I am induced to ask from
you the favour of a reply as
to the following conuitiuu
inserted iu au estimate for
the fittmg-npufr he join-
en' work of a villa now
building. This is the coq-
dttion : — '* My estimate
includes bath and lava-
tory compute, fit up with
mahoffony. " By the term
JUUd up in mahogany, I

was led to suppose it to
mean as exprawed—to be
properly cased and com-

1 in mahogany. Would you, or any of your correipou-
all, favour me with what is meant by, and understood

by ttw trade to mean, being fitted up in mahogany 7 and
joa wiU much oblige—R 0.

I**g_ VARNISH OR POLiail USED UPON WALK-
lO BtlCKii, WHIP HANULKS. Etc —Can any of yourno

t oorreapotidruts kindly inform me what kind of
varakh or poliah is used upon walking sticks, whip
baadla^ Ac. a^d obUge?-H. H.

t»60) MBASUREMBNT OF MOULDINGS. - A
bort tioM sinos a coRwwndeut asked for information as
to tba beat mathod tor oUainiog oomct profiles of exist-
lac mooldlnca Mr. Shanw, U A., F.H.I. B.A..
aaawCTcd this query at the Architectural Association on
Fnday week by saying •'they could be meaaured with
faaltXy by mflans of the little instrument called the cvma-
rnph." Will any fellow student briefly dewcn be this little
iaeinuDcst, giving iu price aod makei !—M. B. A.

REPLIES,

I»17) MOUNTING TBACINGS.-Thera fa a point of
etoo toportanee which has not been referred to by any of
tbaae wbobaTaUkanpartinthe "Intercommunication"
•"• tldeaatijtect In your eolnmna, viz., that mounted irac.
la^ eaimw be depeoded on for accuracy, because they do

iJii?*''*!^"'"^'*^*''***'^' ****' more one way than
MHbar, anording to the grata or fibre of the paper, thua
alMlaff the proportion of the drawoig. Sometimes it cou-
«"*• *»• ""J *"d expands the other. As a case In pointlaay mention that I recently obeenred a aection of an
MMiluava (which in the original drawing was Sin. broad)MM o«t exactly WJin. ui the mounted tracing, while
MMirtniUf which had Ijeen Wu. lying acruas the sheet theMarv^ eaine oat i^ui. Perhaps some of yonr mrre-
nnniiBls toay bava dweovcnd sons way of obviating thi-
tba tmtaf was moontMl fa the nsoal aay on a sheet of
|«9vs:i«tobedooaboavd^D.B. K.

J»tt) UOHTNINOCONDUCTORS.-Uishardtosee
bow '*. L-O." sticks to soch a low value for oopi«r In the

fkc« of such reeearohes as Dr. Matthieaen's, and to say that

"hardly any commercial copiwr luia one-third the conduc-

tivi- v of the pui« metal" is not aupiwrted by facts. I f U.M. S.

Bndymion is referred to. the main mast was protoctod but

not the fore raant. and it (not the raainyard) was struck

and shivered: this is au important diffei-euca. If *'E. L. G."

would ftvour me with a n-sume of hii' ideas and experience

on the whole question, omitting any attacks on architects

and all who are capable of vulgar erroi**, he might enable

some one to earn au eitra iwrceutige honestly. —II. A. L.

[2023] LIGHTNIJJG CONDUCTORS — I am ranch

pleased and considerably enlightened by the discussion on

thlA subject, especially by the replies of " B. L. Q." This

gentleman cautious us against tho use of conductors of in-

sufficient capacity, but omits to jrive us auy rul'' by which
we may dotermiue what is a conductor of "sufficient ca-

|>acity."—U. A. B.

[2025] CEMETERY CHAPELS.—There ianoolyection,

I iMilieve, to their being under one con'inuouB roof, wi^h

only one *' receiving" i.all between them. But this is not

a good arrangement, for I have seen great confusion

arising fiom there being two funerals at tbo same time,

one in each chapel. This arrangement is to be seen at the

Bedford cemetery.—J. T. B.

[20-27] SCAGLIOLA.—It is unknown how this imita-

tion of marble is made, even by the men iu the manufac-

tory, who only mould it iiitothe roquireil forms and polish

it, after the proprietor has himself made the mixtme in a
private room. I believe auy marble can bo successfully

imiUted. It is used in the columns of the corridors, die,

at the India House.—J. T. B.

[2038] ROOFS.—I think "L. M.'s" question will be

anbwered by saying that in such cases where no lead is

visible it is put underneath instead of on the top.—J. G.,

Lancaster.

[2039] REMOVING INK STAINS.—Try a weak solu-

tion of chloride of lime and repeated applications. I have
found it succeed.—H. A. L.

[2046] LODGE AND VILLA ARCHITECTURE.—
Ihere is a book by Mr. Mackenzie, and it is published at

22, Paternoster-row, London.—J. G.

[2047] TAKING OUT QUANTITIES. - The money
for taking off qtuintities Is generally taken when the con-
tract is signed; and, of course, the contractor must bo
paid extra for all works done not given in the quan-
tities. -D. D.

[2047] TAKING OUT QUANTITIES.—I believe that
the surveyor's fees are generally paid by the contractor
about the time of receiving his tirs:. or second instalment.
The surveyor should be held reaponaible wheu short.

—

P. W. H.

[2049] CONCRETE BUILDINGS. — " Practice " will
find that with 14 yards of gravel and 1 yaid of cement he
will not be able to build 14 yards of finished waiting, as
he would seem to anticipate, but probably about 12 yards.
With the usual description of gravel the shrinkage is about
one-fifth to one-seventh, the cement and water going for
nothing. I pointed this out in the Builder for October
9, 1S69, wherein I said that Mr. Tail's formula, as supplied
iu his book, being copied word for word iuto the builders'
price books, was likely to lead builders and others very
much astray in their calculations. And thin is not the
only error that may be made if Mr. Tali's calculations are
accepted aa correct, for ho says, " with 7 yards of gravel
use 1 yard of cement of IG bushels to the yard," whereas it

takes 21 biuhels to make a yard, and then eveu your cor-
respondent must assume tha^ a two-bushel sack holds 2
bushels, as cement measures considerably less when emptied
out of tht) sacks than it did when put iu. Cement for con-
crete purposes should weigh 1121b. per bushel, and the
weight is us important a m&tter as the measurement, the
former being in ordinary cases the best criterion of quality.
If, not having actually proved the nature of the gravel your
correspondent intends using, there exists any doubt as to
its fitness, I should advise ** Practice " to try a small piece,
say a cube yai'd of 9in. walling.—W. W.

12050] LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS.—If the finial is
on a roof without hips or any similar metal connection
with the gutters, '• P. N. T." will find the readiest and
and cheapest way to supply one will be inside, or at least
under the slating. Any outside the slates involves the
substitution ofcopper for iron, andawkward orunweather-
pioof attachments, besides unsightlinesa. Inside, a single
iron raft«r is all that is ueedttL-£. L. G.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Blackburn.—The Blackburn Corporation are taking
Bt«|»8 to carry into effect a system of irrigation for dis-

Bwing of the sewage of the borough. Mr. Joseph
rierley, C.E., of blackburn, hua been appointed lO super-

intend the w<ft-k.

Brioport.—Iu compliance with a memorial presented
to the Privy Council, complaining of the default of the
liridport Town Council, as the Local Board of the borough,
in carrying out the provisions of the Local Government
Act, 1^58, with respect to sewerage, water supply, and
other matters, and praying for au inquiry, on Wednesday
last, the 30th ult, Mr. Arnold Taylor, oneof Her Majesty's
inspectors, held an inquiry at the Town-hall.
HuRwoRTH-oN-TcEB.—On Thursday week a meeting of

the committee appointed by the ratepayers ofHurworth.
near Darlington, to superintend the proper pewerage (.f the
township was held at tho Methodiat Schoolroom, l<» re-
ceive snd consider ihe plans prepared by Mr. George
Dickinwjn, C.E, Mr. Dickinson projKMjes todrain tho vii-
lage of llurworth, and the t^nace known as llurworth-
place, on the irrigation principle. After some discussion,
the plans were adopted, subject to the approval of llie
Local Government Act Office. The cost is estimated at
from iil.lOO to £1,200, exclusive of tho land taken for the
punxnes of the outfall and tho disposal of the sewage the
profit from which was calculated to equal if not exceed the
interest on the expenditure.

New Watkr ScuEMta.-We are glad to notice that tho
Cleveland Water Company, who obtained their first Par-
liamentary Act in tho Session of 1S49, for supplyiug
Skulton, Brotton, and Salthurn with water for domestic
and other purprsea, fiom the Lockwood and Moor.'iholm
Becks, are about to apply for another Act to extend their
borders and supply Tjofthouse, Guisbrough, Upleatham, Old
and New Marske, Redcar, and other places. Their present
capital is £12,000, aud they propose to increase it to
£40.000. The Gui.-brough people are prosecuting a scheme
for supply themselves from another source, iu opposition
to the Cleveland Water Company.
Richmond.— The Richmond Vestry has thrown down tho

gauntlet to the Thames Conservators in the matter of the
disiKjKjil of the town sewage. The conservators refuse any
far her to extend the time allowed for the diversion of
the sewage from the Th.araes, unless the vestry will give
au undertaking to complete the necessary works within
twelve months ; but thia the vestry declines to do, prefer-
ricg to appeal to ParJiamenton the matter. The difficulty
of obtaining land for irrigation purposes is, according to
the Lancet, alleged as the reason for the action of the
vestry.

Thk Exeter Supply of Water. — The "Exeter Leal
Board, ac ing on the recommendation of a committee,
have resolved to offer the Exeter Water Company £50,000
for their works, such sum to be exclusive of the company's
debenture debt, with a stipulation that the offor should
not be allowed to prejudice the future action of the Board.
The Water Company have entered into a contract with Sir
S. Northcote, enabling them to obtain their supply for the
city from the river Exe, above its junction with the Culrae,
where the water is much purer than it is at the point of
the comjiany's present works.

Torpoint.- A vestry meeting was held at Torpoint, on
Thursday week, to receive the report of a committee ap-
pointed at a previous meeting to determine upon the best
means to be adopted to hecure a full and adequate supply
of water for the town. The committee reporteil that they
found that the Health of Towns Act, 1848, and the Local
Government Act, 1S58, were both so expensive in working
aa to be unsuited to a town or parisli with a small popu-
lation. The Sewage Utilisation Act, 1865, however, gave
to the parish vestry all the powers, not only for procuring
a supply of water, hut fordoing all that the sanitary con-
dition of the pariah rendered necessary, that were ves ed
in the local Boards of Health, under their respective Acta

;

and not only was power given, but the responsibility of
doing all that was necessary in regard to the water supply,
draining, and other sanitary measures, was made 'o rest on
the parish vestry, which, in the absence of any other body^
would t>e recognised as a sewer authority. If a sewer au-
thority provided a supply of water, the occupier or owner
of a house, not having a supply could be campelled to take
it at a coat not exceeding 2a. per week. A majority of the
ratepayers could divide the parish, but aa the desirability
of doing so in some measure deijended upon the expense
to be iocnrred the committee recommended that before
such a step was decided uixm a committee should be ap-
pointed with power to ascertain where a supply could bo
obtained, and at what coat. It was resolved 'o obtain
professional assistance iu order to carry out this recom-
mendation.

Water Supply of the New Lambeth Workhouse,—
Mr R. Taylor has drawn the attention of the I^mbeth
Board of Guardians to the quantities being taken out forthe
new workhouse in Renfrew-road. The plana were not
ready, as promised to the old Building Committee three
mouths since. If the contemplated cisterns were
constructed, which would only hold 000 gallons

of water, that would be insufficient to supply the
varied requirements of such an establishment. It was
intended that the cisterns should hold 2,000 gallons
instoadof 600 ouly. Mr. Paris, tlie architect, relied on a
constant supply of Wiiter, l-ut the reliance was a fallacious

one, inasmuch as, even with a constant supply, the engine
would at times run out of gear, and pipes would burst.

Then there had not been au inch of room set apart for lay-

ing the gas pipes, and the drainage, moreover, had been
overlooked. All these were matters requiring looking into,

and he hoped that a committee would be formed to con-
fer with Mr. Paris fthe architect) and Mr. Nixon (the sur-

veyor) in reference to these things. Such a committee
has been appoiuteii.

©ur Mtt M\t,

Associated Arts' Institute.—It was an-

nounced that Mr. J. M. Capes, M.A.,of Balliol

College, Oxford, would deliver a lecture on Satur-

day evening last at the rooms of this Institute,

the subject being " Vulgarity in Art." Mr.
Capes, however, sent a letter stating that, owing
to a violent attack of neuralgia, he could not be
present, and expressing a hope that he might
have the opportunity of reading a paper before

the Institute on some future occasion. When
that occasion arrives, we hope he will have a

larger audience than that which assembled ou
Saturday evening last, which numbered just

twelve persons, including the chairman. In

the BciLDiNQ News a fortnight ago we reported

a meeting held to consider what steps should
be taken to instil new life into the Institute,

Either the resolutions then come to have not
been put in operation, or they have signally

failed. Certainly the vitality of a socitty

would seem to be at a very low ebb when,
out of 130 members, only a dozen deign to

come down to listen to a man of Mr. Capes's

standing and ability. The time of the meeting
was occupied by a discussion, started by Mr. Day,
a painter, the thesis laid down by him being that

the artist should represent things, not thoughts
or ideas. In this view he was opposed by Mr.
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Donaldson, Mr. Wilson, Mr. H. C. Boyes, Mr. L.

F. Day, the chairman (Mr. Lemon H. Michael],

and others, who all maintained that the greatest

art was idealistic, not realistic.

Fhescoks by Mr. Hebbebt. — The London
correspondent of the lyestern Mornintj Ncics
says :

—"The admirers of Mr. Herbert's grand
fresco in the Houses of Parliament—'Moses giving
the Law on Mount Sinai'—will be glad to learn
that the same artist is engaged upon a companion
work— ' Daniel giving Judgment in the Case ol

Susannah and the Elders ' He hopes that he
may some day make up a trio with a picture

having for its subject ' Our Lord delivering the
Sermon on the Mount.' But art is long and life

is short, and Mr. Herbert trusts too much to

nspiration to bs a rapid painter."

Law Courts, Old and New.—Last week (says

tlio Laiv Journal) Mr. Justice Blackburn repri-

manded the usher of the Court for opening or not
opening the windows on foggy morniugs, and
subsequently told persons with coughs to leave

the Court. I/ikely enough clergymen would be
glad to order coughers to leave the church it they
had authority to do so. The lenrned judge
ordered the gas to be put out, which resulted

in partial poisoning, as the gas could not be
turned off as soon as it was put out. Upon
candles being called for, the usher informed the
Court that there were only two candlesticks,

which the judge shared with the councel. It

did not occur to the usher to invest twopence in

potatoes and extemporise candlesticks. AVhen
the new Law Courts are built there will be no
more dis-comfort for lawyers or suitors. And
when will the new Law Courts be liuilt ? Perhaps
our great-grandchildren may see them commenced.

" Plans and Specifications Included."—We
cannot help noticing an advertisement in a west
of England journal, of an enterprising firm of
contractors, who, in view of the ayiproaching
operations rendered necessary by the new Educa-
tion Act, ofl'er to 'contract for the erection of

new schooli", or the enlargement of existing

schools, at the rate of from £2 1 5s. per head,

according to accommodati(jn and situation. I'he

Flan, Specification, and Superintendence [by an
experienced and highly- competent architect)

included." If these gentlemen cannot attend
to their own business, we may perhaps afford

architects an opportunity of ^king care to entrust
them with no work which may require the inter-

ference of the " highly accomplished " whom they
keep on the premifiea.

Proposed New Bridge Across the Tees.—
The North Eastern Railway Company has notified

its intention to apply to Parliament during the
ensuing session for [)ower to construct a railway
from near Coopeu-Bewley to Middlesbrough, cross-

ing the Tees between Newport and Billiugham-
hue landing-plice. It is intended to cross the
river by means of a swing bridge, constructed
4(lft. above the level of high-water mark, with a
centre pier in the middle of the river, and an
opening of 120ft. on each side.

Mech.\nical Am.\teubs.—The grand oppro-
brium of the amateur, says the English Mechanic,
is that the result* of his expenditnre are so ab-
surdly trivial. With lathe and apparatus adequate
to produce not models of things but the things

themselves, he rests content, and more than con-

tent, with the former, and the beautiful i.s seldom
or never combined with the useful. Frieud—true

friend—as we hope ever to be to amateurs, wo
Would therefore suggest a much wider boundary
to their undertakings. We do not ask that they
shall turn the pillars of their matrimonial four-

posters—if such venerable institutions still re-

main ; but the thousand and one light and artistic

attings of study, drawing-room, boudoir (a word
lor the ladies) , and such-hke shrines of domestic
life, would certainly not be unworthy of the
amateur's exertions. With lathe, fret-saw,

amateur carving machine, and similar appliances,

few of such articles need be beyond the amateur's
powers of construction, especially as he is sup-
posed to have a fair acquaintance generally with
cabinet-making and such trades as are akin to

that of the turner. Imagine the pleasure and
satisfaction of having a study fitted up entirely by
one's self in oak ! Bookcases, writing-table,
chairs, and all tuch affoiding proof that an
amateur can really work, and that he is not a
mere exquisite who cannot delile his hands with
any dust less precious than that of ivory. In such
a case the opprobrium would wholly vanish

—

there would be something to show and something

to use, to say nothing of a satisfactory return for

the original outlay. Then, again, pass to the

amateur in metal work. If he makes his own
lathe fittings, slide-rest, spiral apparatus, and so

forth, he does well ; but the little model,

beautifully finished as it may be, of an engine,

only suggests that he is capable of much more if

he would launch out a little from the amateur's

ordinary course.

Professional Usage with regard to Plans.
—The Solicitors' Joitmal, after giving a shoit

summary of the recent case of Ebdy t'. M'Gowan,
refers to the plea of professional usage set up by
the plaintiff. After quoting Mr. Baron Bramwell's

remark to the effect that the usage was suicidal,

as its own absurdity destroyed it, our legal con-

temporary says :
—" It seems that, even if this

usage were not in itself absurd, it would not affect

persons in fact unacquainted with it. Usage
forms part of a contract only on the ground that

tiie parties knew or ought to have known of its

existence. This doctriue cannot apply to such a

usage as that set up by the plaintiff. Of course,

the defendant un'ght have been bound to pay for

the plans, although he was not to receive them,
if he had contracted so to do—or, which might
be the same, if he had in fact known of the al-

leged usage, and had dealt with the plaintiff upon
that basis. Under the circumstances, however,

the defendant was entitled to the plans, as the

Court so construed the contract."

Unfounded Charge Against a Surveyor—
One of the Bethnal Green Poor Law Guardians,

named Ward, has, it would seem from a local

journal, on several occasions endeavoured to

trump up charges reflecting on the integrity of the

surveyor to the Board, Mr. Muudy, hut in every

instance these charges have lieen of a vague,

rambling nature, and the accuser has not been

able to substantiate them. Lately Mr. Ward
made a charge against the surveyor of removing

gravel from the Board's schools at Leylonstone to

a cottage belonging to him (Mr. Mundy). The
Board having heard Mr. Ward's statement, Mr.

Goodwin, another guardian, suggested that a

committee should be appointed to inquire into the

matter. Mr. Mundy protested against such a

course, for what Mr. Ward had said had appeared

in the local papers, and no committee had a light

to go into such a matter privately. After some
further conversation, Mr. Ward said he had no
charge to bring against Mr. Mundy. Eventually,

Mr. Edwards moved, " That the conduct of Mr.
Ward in bringing such frivolous charges against

the surveyor is reprehensible, and that the Board
expresses its full confidence in Mr. Mundy." Mr.

Ward: I rise to second it (laughter). The chair-

man: I think it very indecent on your part to do
so. Will any other member do so ? Mr. Paul

:

I'll second it. Mr. Ward: Then 111 support it.

The motion was then cariied unanimously.

Cost of Church Building and Restorations

DURING THE PAST FiFTY YEARS.— In a sermon
preached at S. Luke's Church, Torquay, on Sun-
day week, the Rev. R. R. Wolfe stated that

£15,000,000 had been expended on new churches

since 1818, besides £10,000,000 on restorations,

&c., while £5,000,000 had been expended on par-

sonages, and £15,000,000 on schools. He showed
that out of the 10,000 parishes in England, only

1,355 were without national school buildings.

IVTEETINGS FOR THE ENSUlNa WEEK-
ilosDAY.—Iloyalliuititute of Britixh Architectt. (1) "Con-

siderations on the Selection of UuihUiigSites." By
Professor D. T. Ansted. (2) " Memoir of the late

Signer RatTaelli Politi, of Girgeuti." By Professor

Donaldson. S p.m.
Society of Engineers.—Continuance of paper

" On the Economics of Railway Maiutenarrce."

By Mr. E. S. Crompton. 7.30 p.m.
Society of vlrts.—(Cantor Lectiu-es.) " On

Artists' Colours and Pigments." Lecture III. By
F. S. Barff, Kscj., M.A. 8 p.m.

TijfSDw:—Institution of Civil Engineers.—"On the

Theory and Details of Coustniction of Metal

and 'I'inibur Arches." By M. Jules Gaudard,

(J.E., of Lansairue. 8 p.m.
Wednesday. — Soci£(!/ of Arte. — "On the American

System of As-^ociated Dairies, and its Bearing on

Co-opera'ive Farming." By Mr. H. M. Jenkins.

8 p.m.

New chtirch schools at Eastwool, Rot erham,

were opened on Thursday week. The cost, exclu-

sive of site, has been i700.

Biggleswade parish church was reopened on
Wednesday last, the 30th ult., after restoration.

The church of Sweptono was lato'y reopened
after restoration.

Llantbony Abbey (erecting under the superinten-
of Father Ignatius) is progressing, the windows
are in, and the whole of the first portion contracted
for is now habitable. Three inmates have been ad-

mitted during the octave of All Saints.

The Bidoford Local Board is negotiating for the
purchase of the gasworks of that town.

Mr. James Pennethomo was knighted on Mon-
day.

The site for the now market hall at Whitchurch
is being rapidly cleared.

In a deep cutting near Gravosend, on the now
line between Yate and Thombury, the men have
come on a lorlo of very rich lead ore. Some years
ago shafts were sunk near here, but the work was
abandoned.

The Guardian says an anonymous donation of
the sum of £1,000 is promised towards the £1,2,000
required to complete the nave of Bristol Cathedral,
minus the western tower.

The system adopted at the Ealing works for puri-

fying the sewage, to which we alluded in our last

number a.s having j)rovoii so successful, is the
invention of Lieut.-Colonel Scott, K.E., of the South
Kensington Museum.

Mr. Patrick McDowell, R.A., the eminent sculptor,

has tendered the resignation of his membership to
the Royal Acadamy on the score of ill-health His
group of " Europe " is now being fixed at the base of

tho Albert Memorial in Hyde Park. The^ retire-

ment of Mr. Mc Dowell will create a second vacancy
in the ranks of the Academicians.

The new method of forming mosaic pictures of

porcelain tessene, patented by Messrs. I^Iintun & Co
will shortly be described at the Society of Art.i. a
pap^r on the subject being announced by Mr. Alan
S. Cole.

The public are being invited to subscribe for the
capital necessary to buy up Evans's Suppei Rooms
and to carrj' them on vmder a company (limited).

The second Winter Exhibition at the Royal Aca-

demy of tho works of the Old Masters has received

so many promises of liberal support from the
owners of valualile pictures that tLe collection will

probably be even more attractive than was the
former one.

Side yesterday, prices at per Petersburg standard ;

—

Christinestadt yellow, 61 las to 71 15* ; do. white, Hi 5«

to 7( 15s ; Fredrickshald yellow, 6! ; do, white, ol ; GoUj
Srdyojlow, 81 10jto9U0j; Uudik8W.iU 1st yellow, SI 15

to 101 55 ; do. 2nd yellow. 9! ; do. 3rd yellow, 71 to 91 10
^

do. lat white, 71 5s to 8/ 10* : Ilolmsund mixed yellow, 81

to 81 lOs : do. mixed white, tlos; Kramftrs mixed yellow*

Si 3» to 8i 10,1 ; do. Srd 71 6»to 81 15»i do. mixed white,

71 lOii to 7i 15« ; do. Srd white, 71 IDs ; Lockno yellow, 01 15»

to 71 15«; Lulea mixed yellow, 71 10»to 8I5»; do. 3rd yellow,

71 to 71 16«i Njham mixed yellow, 101 5a to lul luj ; do.

Srd yellow, »l 6» i
Petersburg 1st yellow, 121108 to 131 lOs ;

do. Ist white, 81 .5« to 91 ;
Quebec yellow pine, 12ft 3x11,

1st bright, 181 15« to 191 us ; do. 2nd bright, 121 15* ; do.

1st, floated, 171: do. 2nd floated, 121 10«, do. 3rd brigtit.

81 15» ; do. Srd floated, 81 6» to 91 10» j Suudswall yellow,

71 to SI.

Timber, per load of 60 cubic feet.—Moulmein teak,

51 10«; Sieri-a Leone oak, 31; Stettin oak crooks, il lOi

;

Quebec oak, 01 5j ; do, birch, 31 5* : do. w.ilnilt (per cubic

loot) 2« 2<i to 2s 3rl; Pitea yellow balks, II 6» ; PetersbutB

lathwood, per fathom of 216 cubic feet, 51 5j io5I 10«;

Kiga wainscot logs, per 18f . cube, 21 ; hcandia haud-

spikea per dozen, is 0(1 ; Adelaide yellow pme, per load,

12* Quebec masts, 11*; Calcutta knees, »t per luO pieces,

10*' Rangoon crooks, at per 100 pieces, 12a; do. crooks

and knees, at per do., ICs ; Moulmein wedges, at per do.,

6»3ii- Sydney trenails, at per 1.000 pieces, 11 2»; Liberia

masts' 117s; St. John's and Picton birch, 11 l5a per load;

Dantz'ig real cri>wu dock deals, 11 6« per 40ft. Siu.

At per 120 12ft., 3 x 6in.—Trois Pistoles 1st spniee,

111 15s to 151 10«; do. 2iid spnico, 101 1.5s to 131 5*

;

Quebec 1st spruce, ISI ; do. 2nu spruce, 101 18«. tol-ll; do.

3rd spruce, 121 16» ; Mirami.hi spruce, lU 10s; do. 4ih

Quality, 91 ; Cbristiaua Ist quiilUy white, llil 5a to 161 10s.

At per 120 12ft, 2J x Ojiii,, Dram 2ud yellow, 01 IbtUt

71 6» ; do. 3id yellow, 6118» to 61 Ss.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Uetau.
LBAS ^

»,, if„„i™ .„„ vartoo £)7 1» < £17 U (

; Srerbi^J. •!» " ' » "
'i i

ShietMlUed ^ 1»0' »»J
Jt,,.t Fia(«nt •* <W 1.0 1 » (I il U V

R^VM^um.:.•::::::: a. a»i. o w.eo

,,^"SidiiioU .7 do
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WAQES MOVEMENT.
Miaous' Stkikk at Wittox Park Iboswouk-s.—A

atnJu hu ooeoned unon^ the niuons emiilo^ud Ht
Botakmr, Vugban ft Co. '• Wittun Park Ironnoilu. Tho
frtanaao b aaid to bo (bat the uianagen want tho nieu to
tai* wlj half hour, iaotcad of au hour allowMl fur

TENDERS.
AcTox.—For Um fininMiizi to six haiuw, for Meun.

Bonamaa * NkfaoboD, ooUcitoni. Meaan. W. Waymouth
* Bob, anUtasK :—

H»«W £32(i9
ManltK; Aabbj 2699
fot^tt ....,„,, . 2651
Fraad/ * Booi (aoooptod) .....'..'......'.'.'... 2230

Hl>Ta.—For an look tample, and tarraoes and land-
cap* pidaniiig at the aaat of tha Earl of Strafiord,
Wnlkaa Fkrk, Hoit*. Uaian. 8. Shnibaols & J. u
Stavart, arefaiiaeta, Ko. 1, Wellington-atreet, 8.B. :—

Goddaid (accqitcd) i;i)22

Bocnuiw.—For factorr, for Mr. E. W. Payne. Jtr. J.
Oala, araUtaet:—

Kiat M 8aiia.......„„ J!:i96
Bawall * Sona 1174
Nya _ 1119
Shapbanl „ iioo
HaMhaw „ 1097
Biaaaak * 8oiu...„ lOJO

l^TMirooL.—For No. 1 contract for sugar refinery, to
•• *"jBt in Lore-lasa, Lirerpool, for Momin. Ilenry Tato
•Ja^a. Mr. W. J. Maaou, architeut. Qoantities Bui>-
pOa* BT Mr. Oao. Nortbooft, »imejor, Livoriwol :—

i

tiAbm
;. ^67

litiAWUkinaoD „ 5279
TomUaaoa . _ ,gg8
BaaddMi 4988
Nkbolaoo * Ajia ..',.'.'.' 4»«7
Barroogha .....«« '

'"
4S62

Bobaata t Robinaon ^ '...'"...." 4730
Holiaa AKicol _ 4727
£™*°" .'.'.'.' 4704
Bnaau. _ 4657
Bai(h *Co. (aooqitad; 4937

SuuiHviLL, Jfona—For now Inflrmarj for tho Sontli.mM UaioD-baOM. Mr. John Hadbury, LougUboroagh,

Mala .— „„ £1135

'Si^ 1059

£f*™°" ••-; - -. »7«
Bnilh * Parkins 955 i<i

Franran. Mid g
Maniott, Wartoabr, * S<»tt B90
StaraBaoo * WcaUm ....„ 949
Oollyar „ ann n
]>«ka(aeeqil«d) MO

..i5^!li!?f'StzZ?! "" araction of a Waalayan Matho-4M Okqpal, Uonbn? road. Mount. Wil«)n A Wllloox,
u>gdue<a. 4)naoUtisa aapi>Uad by Maaars. Cord«.»y

'SSZ/i^srr.:::::::::::::: ^
NSS'irs!!':-;::::;;:::

••""•
?««

HiU, Kadd U. A WaWiwn '„.;.'.'"" two
NibUftt*co

..!.;;;;;.' 7^53

Hlgp ' ifl.

fe»i^ * BiTB. „...:;:;;;:;:;::;;; ilt^
" 7216

0868
60OS
6682

MymABov

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINO
ESTIMATES.

WxLSOKKNp D«c 9.—For the erection of fann buildinga

on tho estate of the Rot. James William Ueilaniy. iu Wal-
•oken, nau to tho 8moeth-road Station, on the Great
Butoiu RailfraY. Wm. Adorns, architect and suiTej^or,

Wiibeoh.

Stockton, D«o. 17.—For the Coatham Victoria Hotel.
Charles J. Adams, F.R.I.B.A., aichitect, Stocktua-on-Tees.

LE£I>% Doo. 7.—For the various ^rorks required in the
orection of premlMe iu Park-row. Geo. Coraou, architect,

5, South Parade, Leeds.

Gloucester, Dec. 5.—Esouse Presbyteriak Church.
For the erection of a church and schooU. Medlaud &
Son, architeot«, 9, Clarence-stroet, Gloucester.

FosDYKE Bridge Repairs, Doc. 6.—For the repairs of

Fuadyke Bridge, situate in the parish of Fusdyke. F. T.

White, Clerk of the Peace, Clerk of the Peace's Office,

Boston.

Dover IIarbouh, Dec 10.—For the supply of mate-
rials during the year commeuciiig the Istday of January,
1871, comprising:—Timber, bricks, cement and lime, iron-

work, and ironmonuutV goods, oils aud colours, tallow,

&c. James Stilwell, Itegistrar, Duver.

Si'TTOs (Surrey), Dec. 11.—For the erection of the fol-

toning buildings at Sutton, viz., a new Bchool for about
800 children, with administrative offices aud laundry
buildings to the same; a new wing to the present infir-

mary; anew infirmary, laundry, and mortuary building;
aud a nursery building. Joseph Burgess, clerk to the
managers, Vestry Hall, Walworth.

Wednehbuhv Town-hall, Dec. 17.—For the erection of
a Towu-hail at tlie rear of the I^ooal Board of Health's
offices. John Tandy Bayley, clerk to the board, Holy head-
road, Wednesbury.

EXTENSIO.V OKTiME FOR TeSDERS— HALIFAX CoHPORA-
TioL Waterworks, Dec. 13.—Hebdon extensions.—Widdon
reservoir and main conduit thence to Pecket well. Con-
tract No. 7. J. E. Norris, Town Clerk, Town-hall, Halifax.

Lakcashireand Yorkshire Railway, Jan. 3.— For the
constmotion ofa branch railway (except the ironwork for
bridges) from Fadham to Rosegrove, being in length
2 miles 21 chains. William ti. Lawn, secretary. Hunt's
Bank, Manchester.

Woolwich Union. Dec. 7.—For the erection of a dis-
pensjiry and relief offices, &c., for the said Union. Edward
Brough Sargent, clerk to the guardians. Union Offices,
Edn-ard-street, Woolwich, S.E.

EccLEBHiiJ,, Deo. 7.— I'or the construction of two reser-
voirs, draiua{;e, road making, &C., ut Tunwell Mill. S.
Firth, architect, Uuderclifl'e.

Cardiff, Deo. 7.—For making aud completing a map of
the borough of Cardiff, and the adjoining district, upon a
scale of 2fc. to the mile. Henry Bowen, engineer, Cardilt.

Leeds Union, Dec. 7.—For the erection of a new lodge
at the workhouse, Beckett-street. Henry Lampen, clerk
to the guardians, Leeds.

Maidstone, Dec. 8.—For the erection of a ward for re-

fractory patients, at the Kent County Lunatic Asylinn.
Beale 6l Hoar, clerks to the visitors of the Asyliun, Maid
stone.

SniPLEV, Dec. 10.—For the erection of a villa residence,
Ac, at Baildon Green Wood, near Shipley. John Barton,
architect, St. Maik's, Dewabuj-y.

Stone (StaflTs.), Dec. 10.—For the proposed new schools
and teacher's residence in Stonetield. Mr. William Durose,
Stone.

Birmingham, Dec. 24.—For the erection of a mansion
house a-- Coleshill Park, near Birmiugham. Middleton &
CJoodman, architect, 1, Bedford-builUiilgB, Cheltenham.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
Randell, Saundeius, and Company, Limitrd. Quarry-

men and Stone Merchants, Bath. List of Prices at the
Quarries and Depots ; also cost for Transit to any part of
the United Kingdom, furnished ouappUcation.

BATH STONE OFFICE,
[Adtt.] Corsham, Wilts.

BANKRUPTS.
(to surrender in the COUNTRY}.

Augustus LeaBricknell, Stratford-upon-Avon, engineer
Dec. 8, at Warwick.—Henry Lee Driver, architect, Dec-
12, at Greenwich. George Huutcr, East Dereham, engi"
neer, Dec. 10, at Norwich.—John Parker, Brighton,
builder, December 13, at Brighton.—Alexander Shackletou,
Windhill, near Idle, builder, Dec. 6, at Bradford.—
Jonathan Swallow, Manchester, builder, Dec. 22, at
MancUester.

RANKRUPTCIE8 ANNULLED.
John Bennetf, Grenhara-buildings, Basingball-street,

architect, Nov. 21.—C. E. Holliss, Lombard-street, timber
broker, August 15.

PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.—Act, 1889.

Dec. 20, M. Tombleson. Walthamstow, builder.—Dec.
16, «. J. Whiteley, Farnham, plumber.

DIVIDEND MEETIN08.
Doc. 21, J. C. Ekens, Stockwell, builder.—Dec 14 T

G. Wrigley, Oldham, builder. - Dec. 5, T. Love, late of
flUckpooI, buUder.—Dec. 9, W. Weale, Shrewsbury,
stouemasou.

DECLARATION OF DIVIDEND.
A. Dury, Warwick, d«corative painter, div. Is. 3d.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Hors&ll Brothers, Heckmondwike, stouemasons.-

Keandey and Co., Manchester, carriage builders.—Duley
and Co. Northampton, Ironfoundew.—Hooper and Corke,

Park 'Prospect, Westminster, surveyors.—Rimmer & Son,
Liverpool, timber merchants.—J. and H. Ward, Man-
chester, builders.

BitKAKPAvr,—Vrrs's Coooa.—ORinruL axd C<HivoBTnto.—The very
agreeable chMracter of thia preparation has rsndered it a fteneral
fivoarlte. The CivU S^rviW Ofiz^ttti remarks :—" By a thorough
kiiowledga of the natural iaw« which govero the operation* of diiree.
tlon and nutrlUon. aud by a careful apitUuatlou of tho fliio propertloa
of wnll-sel«ot*d oocoa, Mr. Epps haa proTided our breakfAst tahlea
with n delicately flavoired beverage which m»y save ua many heavy
doctors' bills." Each packet is lat)ened--JAMBS Kppa * Co.. HomtBo-
pathic Chemists, Loiidoii,

AECHITECTUEAL PHOTOGRAPHS &
BOOKS.

A Seiof SPHOTOQRAPHBdnount.'d in cardboard), from the ort-
gii.al drawiuita of the PKIZB DESIGN of the MANCHBBTKBTOWN HALL competitiou. Size of the yhotograph 12 by 10. Price

ALITHOaUAPHof the HOTEL DKVILLB AT HaMBURQU
(ilie prize design), by G. «. BOOTT. Eaij,, Architect. £1 la.

A PHOTOGRAPH (ui-miited on cardboardi of the AS3IZK
COURTS AT MANCHKsTEK by A. WATERH0U8E, Kaq. Archi-
tcct. Size uf the photograph 26 by 21. £1 la.
The above, being very suggestive deaigus, would be useful to all

Srst-cln^s oltices.

EXECITTED EXAMPLES OF rHURCHKS. CTIAPELa. MAN-
SIGNS, and VILLAS, to be completed in Five Diviaione, at lOs. 6d.
each. The first and second diviiiousonly Juat out.
Theae examples are by different archttecta. and they contain the

Actual coat of each building, and the materi.ila used, together
with the groundand cbnmber plana.

CHURCHES and CHAPELS erected by O EIDLAKE. Eb(|.,
Aichiteci, Wolverhampton, with the plans and the actual cost of each
erection, together with the bwt arrangiimeuta of the aeata, both ia
the gallery aud the ground floor. 12b. Hd.
This little book is quite a favonrite with the profession on account

of the well-hnnwn ability of the architect in designing .ind Oarry-
iiig out the different Nonconformist Chapels aud Schools Houses,
Ac. in different parts of England.

The aljove Pbotjigraphs and Books can be had from the Pub-
liaber, S. BIRBhCK, Bookseller, In, Ohurch-atreet, LoMlla-road,
Birmiiighani.

Now rsady, handsomely bound In cloth gilt, gilt edges, price
fis. each.

WONDERS OF ARCHITECTURE.
With 69 Illnstrations. A Comprehensive Popular Sketch

of the Chief Architectural Achievements of Ancient and Modern
Times, including a DeBcriptiou of Notable Buildings which have
been erected.
" The little work before ua ia a groat help to the formation of

om- tastes aud the study of a great science."- NauU aiul i£ili4ary

CASSELL, PETTER and OALPIN, Luflffote-hlll, E.a

WONDERS OF ACOUSTICS. With
over 100 lUuRtr.if ions. Comprising a Popular Account of

the Phenomena of Stiuna ; describing ita KffeotH, Propagation,
Intensity, Velocity, Rellection, Heaouauoe, und Quality; with
Anecdotes and Legends, &c. &e.

CASSELL, PETTER, and QALPIN, Ludgate-Ull, E.G.

A RCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS b>
X\. WILLIAM BUK0E8. This work will be rwidy for publica-
tion in about aiz weeks' time The subecription list, In wbiuh there
remain fifty vacancies, will po to prefs at the end of this month.
The work cef.tains 75 plates of architectural detaili. roofa, manonry,
Ac , besides four plates of coMtume, Price of the work bound, £3 10a.
Subsoribara' namea will be received by Mr. W. Burges, 15, Backiiig-
ham-atreet Strand, W.C.

rilHE TRADES' ACUMEN : a TaUe for
J_ readily Aacertaluing fhe number of yanls, feet, iuchea, and
paru in anything that requires measoring. No trade should be
without it. Post free for r.i atsmpa.

Published and Sold by F. FUNKENSZTEIN. 23, Great
Queen-street, lioiborn.

Just Publisbed, in One bandiome Volume, prion S8a.

EIDDELL'S CARPENTER, JOINER,
HAND KAILER. ASD STAIR BUILDER, ooiulileto.

• To one Autl ull this work will be fouud most lueful."

—

TJm
Builder.

Kdmbuixli : 1H0MA8 C. JACK. London: 8IHPKIN 4 CO.

FOUR LETTERS ON COLOUR IN
CHDEOHES, ON WALLS, AND IN WINDOWS. Bj

EDMUND SKAKPE, M.A., F.I.B.A. Price Biipenoi.
London : K. and F. N. 9P0N. Charing-cro*!.

BlrmlngbaiQ : 8. BIRBECK.

By THOMAS M0REI3, Architect.

A HOUSE FOR THE SQBURBS,
S. A_ Socially aud Architecturally Sketched, with a Prefatory
Glance at the Great City. Third Edition, with l>esigns, l-.i8. bd.

How to Value, Claim, Protect.

A CLUE TO RAILWAY AND OTHER
Cumpenaatio i for Proi^rty and Person, the Nature and Value of

Estates, and Priuclplua of Parochial Aaaettameut 48. 6d.

A DISCOURSE upon DILAPIDATIONS,
Ecclesiastical aud General ; their Nature and the Prluciplet of
Assessment succinctly deiaouatrated. With Appendix on Party-
walla, &j , 4a.

A POPULAR OUTLINE of PERSPEC-
TIVE or Graphic Proj ?ctioii. Paral'el, Diagonal, Pan-angular, Orace-
>uI,3>.8J.

London : 8IMFKIN, MARSHALL, and CO.

BELGIAN WINDOW GLASS.— S.
Fuukeustein, Sole Agent, 25, Great Queeu-atreet, Lincriln's

Fields, ban one of the largest Stocks on hand of any Ware-
hunse in the Kingdom, andean afford to supply the public at l<[d.

ptr loot cut to size, tit ior any building purpose; the be»t evoc
known for greenhouiies, Ac. ; capital thickaess. Also a Large Stock
of K'lugh Plate, Coloured, Stained, Figured, Ground, Fluted, 4m}.,

equally cheap,—Orders per poat shall receive best attention.

GIRDERS.—STRENGTH, LIGHTNESS
aj)d ECONOMY 'are the special merits of HKNDBKeON'S

TENSION GIKDERtf, which are applicable to every deacripUon of

Buildings. In the construction of ttubways, Viaducts, and Ware-
houaea.bythe use of thege Girders a saviog of ntarly 25 per eeut.

may l)e relied upon.—Full particularn aud vstimatea can lie had at

the oflicos of Mesara. PullU A Co. (limited), 8, Gracechurch-stree*,
London. N.B. — Contrsclors tendering for any works requlrlns
Girders wiU do well to inapest tills patent.

TMPORTANT NOTICE I—A Large Quan-
X tity of CONTBACTOR'S SURPLUS PLANT, conaiating of

Steam and Land Craues, ditto Travellera, Holats and Steam Engln-s,

Ac, Ac. cf the most approved conatruotioD, and scaffolding of all

descriptions, trolleys aud rails. Ac, to be disposed ofl—For particu-

lars apply to Mr. Sutton, St. Thomas's Hoflplt*!, StftDgat«.
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ITALY AT KENSINGTON.—III.

LINGERING once more among these col-

lections from Italy, they appear to ex-

pand anil brighten as the eye searches deeper
among the gems. The mine is one of jewels,

but to value them we must go far beneath
the surface. In truth this is the richest cabi-

net of any. From stately monasteries, from
lone oratories, from decaying sacristies and
cloisters, examples have been taken, and, if

we have patience, we shall find a beauty and a
meaning unrecognisable at a superficial glance

;

the more so since it is perfectly certain that

the country! which contributes those gems
contains endless treasures similarlyprecious—
neglected abbeys upon whose walls glow fres-

coes that Raflaelle, at his highest point of in-

spiration, might have drawn ; mountain vil-

lage churches in which hang undesoribed
pictures worthy of the Vatican or the Louvre.
There is scarcely a hamlet or a chapel in the
Val d'Arno, from the fastnesses of La Vemia
to the Pisan plains, in which may not be re-

cognised some memorial of the fifteenth or

sixteenth centuries, like to the chalices and
ostensoirs exhibited here, or the Italian me-
dals ; or the Oriental agates, stamped into

exquisite shapes by the loving Tuscan genius

;

or, even earlier, the seven-branched Candle-
stick of Milan—a work never surpassed ; or

the Triple Portal of Mcestro Mattel. These
justify us, indeed, in presenting the South
Kensington cabinets illustrating Italy as a

commentary, so to speak, especially on the
Mediaeval period— the noblest period — in

Italian art, which has inspired all ages since,

and will be the text book of students, so far as

we may judge, for all ages to come. It is

unfortunate that, except in photographs, we
have here no more expressive representation

of that noblest ornament of Florence, the
Bargello, the Or-San-Michele, the Palazzo
Vecchio, the Duomo, or the Baptistery.

Models of these would be of inestimable im-
portance to students who cannot afford to

travel. But when shall we have such a pub-
lic body as "The Lords Priors of Arts," who
for a hundred and seventy years zealously

watched the rising of that structure—alone
worth a pilgrimage to see—the Cathedral of

Florence ? Instead of it we have a First Com-
missioner, and a Board of Works, eminently
respectable of course, yet not exactly resem-
bling the men who drew Giotto from obscu-

rity—him, the afterwards abandoned, whose

name for evermore
Their children's children would in vain adoro
With the remorse of ages.

We find ourselves nearer to the purpose of the
exhibition when reminded, by copies, of the
Italian portraits, in which gold was mixed
with colours, and in which linen canvas was
used as a novelty. They mark a period in

which art was taking one backward and one
forward step. In fact, the painter's craft was
less conspicuous in this school, though a large

epoch, than the moulder's. Those Ghiberti
gates, to which we have already alluded, and
which Michael Angelo described as worthy
of opening or shutting upon the scenes of

Paradise (every visitor possessing an earnest

sympathy with art will pause not impatiently
before them), occupied forty-nine years in

completion ; but then they were hand chased,

there was no bronze casting in those days ;

and so proud was the Republic of its artist,

that having expended nearly half a century's

labour upon a single task, he yet found him-
self a wealthy man. So with the same
Lorenzo's baptismal font for the church at

Sienna ; and so with the beautiful Medici
casket. Thus was the artist thought more of

than the material. The fifteenth century pax,

executed in niello by Finiguerra, was paid for

at tlie rate of three-tentlis for the niello, and
seven-tenths for the workmanship. A small

pane of the painted glass in the Duomo of

Arezzo brought the painter fifteen florins,

and a fifteenth century florin being worth
about £'i English, it may be imagined that

such a commission was worth obtaining, when
a mighty vault had to be flooded with coloured

lights. Still there was more in the Italian

mind when it wrought these miracles than

the mercenary idea. It felt a mission. There
was, even among the dry technicalities of

Leonardo da Vinci, who wrote about art aa a

cook might write about cookery, a genius of

thought, notwithstanding his many twists and
forced constructions of thought. Yet even he
was a pedant, and did injustice to his purpose.

Why, amid these .exquisite illustrations at

Kensington, should we seek for the reason of

their being ? Is it not enough that they are

charming? Are we bound to apologise for

the existence of a beautiful woman, or a fra-

grant flower ?

See, and scorn all duller
Tastes ;—how heaven loves colour,

How great Nature joys in red and green :

What sweet thouglits she thinks
Of violets and of pinks,

And a thousand flashing hues, made solely to be seen.
How her silver lilies

Chill the sultry showers:
And what a red mouth has the rose, the woman of the

flowers.

Well, it is the highest object of art, and
the Italians of the golden time felt the truth

to incorporate this beauty of nature with the
master-works of their own genius. Thus
they succeeded. They studied, and they
thought out their labours. Not weight, not
mass, not finish of execution, could outweigh,
in their sight, one grain or fragment of in-

tellect, "rhree strokes by Raffaelle, in their

eyes, were grander than the most elaborate

canvas crimsoned and purpled by Dolce.

Look even at the copies, and the story tells

itself, of truth in tone, colour, and space, and
especially of the earth and the open sky, and
the reflecting power of water, whether wave or

ripple, sunlit or rained upon, shadowed or
broken by foam. Now glance at this Canaletti.

That master perfectly understood his task.

He knew the Venetian lakes ; he painted
them of an opaque and smooth sea-green,

sprinkled with an exact average, in proportion
to the extent to be covered, of white concave
touches, rather symbolical than representative

of ripples ; he fixed his gondolas in good
pers-pective ; he shortened them, displayed
both the beaks, placed the standing figure

exactly where it would best break the mo-
notony of perspective, made the canal retire

and fade as if geometrically, and still cut his

shadows as sharp as sunlight. Compare this

with the pond-and-gutter daubs of Pall-Mall
—their spray mere smoke, their waves ex-

crescences. Turn from the Pall-mall school
to the pure polished velocity of the cataract
on Italian canvas, with the foam -globes
darting down Uke white stars, the flash of the
water, resembling green fire on the rock, the
iris bending over the shattered sunshine of the
stream, and space that seems to widen and
brighten from one moment to another. So
much for the more graceful talents of Italy.

And yet all is not said when we turn from the
show galleries of the Cardinalate, and the
jasper work, and the marble carving, and the
picturesque walls, and the cracked panels, to

modem Roman and Florentine magnificence,
and the corruption of ingenuity by contem-
porary dealers. We have still left a stone of

of beauty, in art and taste, most characteristic

of the old Italian culture. In the " Opere
Archittetoniche di Raffaello Sanzeo," a thorough
wealth of this knowledge is found, though still

more in the " Monumenti del genio Literario

d'Ogni Nazioni." We must, at this point,

pause to notice a question of deep interest to

England, which the Italians have lately made
one of almost national importance. It is that

of copyright in art. They, up towithin fifteen

years ago, followed themselves ; and snflered

others to follow the maxim homo homirU luput.

And why ? They possessed no centre of

literature. They had no learned metropolis.

Tiiey had no Leipsic, nor even a Dresden.
The establishment of copyright in art, besides

the obvious effect it must have of encouraging
the production and diffusion of the works of

genius, must also largely contribute to bring
about that literary unity which the most
zealous patriots have hitherto vainly en-

deavoured to promote. It is, indeed, as much
a matter of language as of painting. Italy

has endured too much from the distinctions

between her schools, or, in other words, her
provinces. A grand reform, no doubt, has
been going on. To bring it about the works
of Perticari, Monti, Cesari, and many other
philological writers, have, since the beginning
of the nineteenth century, mainly contributed,
when they hastened the downfall of that old
edifice of pedantry by which the Academy
Delia Crusca had brought the Italian lan-

guage to a dead stand. Now, this may seem
to have very little relation with Italian archi-

tecture, yet it is integral in Italian art. Wit-
ness those twenty fair folio volumes, fit to be
the pride of any people, the "Monumenti del
genio Literario d'Ogni Nazioni," and the
" Biblioteca Storica." But we pass from them
to another cabinet, brilliant with the Italian

fenim. This is the collection of engravings,

t must be viewed in comparison with others,

principally the gems autl signets of antique
times—in cornelian, chalcedony, jacinth, onyx,
sard, opal, beryl, and emerald, and even
copper-plate, twelve centuries old. We find

even Egyptian art-work in glass. The power
the ancients possessed of diffusing colour
through their glass was very great, but nothing
comparable with the Middle-Age Italian.

There is a piece of glass, not quite an inch in
length and about a third of an inch in
breadth, which exhibits on a dark and varie-

gated ground a bird similar to a duck, with
plumage of the most bright and variegated
colours, formed by the alternate introduction
of opaqueness and transparency, a remarkable
circumstance being, that on the reverse was
exactly the same figure, quite as delicately

pencilled. Then we have the Italian cameo
and intaglio, both of which are richly illus-

trated at South Kensington. This is too
interesting a topic to be summarily dismissed

;

but loitering in the Italian Courts, we may
as well give it a glance. The process of die
engraving assimilates somewhat closely to it,

yet holds a lower place. The same kind of

tools were employed, however, as upon the
cameo and intaglio. The artist having exe-
cuted the intended figure upon a piece of
steel called a punch, this was tempered so as

to bring it to a strong degree of hardness, and
under it was placed a piece of soft steel called

the die, which, being made red hot, received
the impression of the image in relief on the
punch, by the latter being smartly struck with
the hammer, the matrix being thus formed
whence proper medallions could be moulded.
As to intaglio, the derivation of the term
has perplexed many authors. Skinner's sug-
gestion is curious. He derives it from talon,

or the claw of a bird of prey, quia prrvcipuum
iatarum ainum robur in talo seu catcare constitit,

signifying, although our classic's Latinity is of

the most dubious kind, that the derivation of
the Italian words intaglio and intagliaro may
be derived from the action of the bird's foot

clawing the earth, "or scratching, or scraping,

or cutting, into any object." We prefer to

believe nothing of the sort. Let us leave this

for niello, or the practice of filling up the
lines of a subject engraved with a metal
diflerent from that of the plate. That was a
charming art, almost forgotten, or, at least

neglected, now. It is as old as Exodus ; for of
niello was the sacred mercy-seat composed.
We had thought to quit Italy at South
Kensington this week, but the world widens
as you travel; and the vista seems inter-
minable.
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THE WINTER EXHIBITION OF THE
SOCIETV OF PAINTERS IN WATER-
COLOURS.

THE ninth Winter Eihibitionof this society

^xalle<], we suppose, an exhibition of

ketches merely as a /<icon ilf parler, as not

one-tenth of the drawings in the Gallery can

lay claim to such an appellation—is now on

Tiew. Far be it from us to cavil with such

good things as are here presented to us by

some of our greateat masters in water-colour ;

but we would remind them that there is

nothing so delightful to a large portion of

the public as to see a little beyond the veil

—

• little into the method of working by which

they arrive at their masterpieces. And how
can this be better achieved than by a veritable

eoUeetion of sketches— real sketches— un-

touched and unworked upon, as they would be

allowed to remain in the artist's portfolio in

his study, and not finished and stippled up
to make them what is called fit for exhibition I

After the dose of the Loan Collection at the

Institution, where we have had an oppor-

tunity of closely examining the works of the

earlier members of this society, it is curious

and interesting to enter the present exhibition

and view the pictures of its living members
BOW adorning the walls. By the way, did

not Uie ,CouncU of the old Water-Colour

eonunit a mistake in allowing the prestige of

neh a loan exhibition to be taken hova. tnem
by a junior society? Be this as it may, the

works now on view at the old Water-Colour
tie most of them no disgrace, and many of

them valuable successors to those which, in

in earlier times, have been exhibited in this

Gallery.

Petnape one of the most interesting pictures

in the Exhibition is that by F. Walker, on the

fintscreen, which he hasbeen either too modest
or too forgetful to name. It is probably one
of the many picturesque landing-places on the

Thames. Itared-brickhousesglow in the sunny
li^ht of a summer afternoon ; a girl in a boat,

with a bunch of flowers on her lap, has been
ferried across the stream, and the keel of the

boat makes nearly the only ripple onthe languid
waters, reflecting the sandy road of the village

•treet ; some people walkmg on the bank, and
ome swans revelling In their snowy white-

neaa^ are so arranged as to make up a perfect

paatotal of village life, replete with grace and
roral beauty. This is certainly a gem of art
The Mune painter sends three other works :

No. 350, "An Amateur;" a perfect bit of

autumn colouring, the subject apparently
being an old man anxious to make a good
choice in cutting himself some vegetables for

dinner. No. 385, " Sketch for Illustration

to Miss Thackeray's 'ViUageonthe Cliff.'"

Thia is a very highly-finished little picture ;

11 the characteristics in the story are very
perfectly rendered, and the difference of

natioiiaUty in the persons present well pre-
•crved. The light coming in at the window,
and the cool shade of the room, arc well given.

And lastly, Mr. Walker sends No. 381, "A
Sketch." He is a rising painter, and will

make a mark in his generation. No. 24,
" Indian Sacred or Bndimin Cow and Calf
belonging to the Zoological Society," by Basil
Bradley, is not quite so well painted as this

artist's other works in the Gallery. The
animals are too strikingly white, and want
some union with the background. To remedy
this white, Mr. Bradley Im introduced a black
ca^ which, being the only dark in the picture,
telli aa black spot. Then there is an un-
pleasant tin pail reflecting the white, which
might just as well have been a wooden one.
Mr. Bradley sends a most delicious sketch

—

No. 207, "French Horses;" he gives so
exactly in it the shadows of white which are
alwavs so difficult to render, and he has
caught with a few rapid dashes of the brush
the very atmosphere of Paris. No. 225,
"Sketch of a French Horse," also white, as
aze all Mr. Bra/lley's animals in this exhi-
Wtion, and No. 267, "Goat and Kid, on the

Dorset Coast," a large work, both deserve high

praise, and will greatly add to this artist's

reputation as a painter. We cannot, however,

speak 30 favourably of No. 2i)-l, " My Friend

Fox, Pomeranian Dog." The animal itself

may be a good portrait, but Mr. Bradley has

given it very unpicturesque and common-
place surroundings. No. 41, "The Giant

Portal, S. Stephen's, Vienna," by S. Read, is a

very clever and interesting work. Nearly the

same view was painted by Roberts ; neither of

these artists seem to us to have been quite

successful in rendering the colour of the walls

of this cathedral, which is, we believe, built of

red sandstone. No. 63, "The Screen, Glasgow

Cathedral," and No. 125, " Bolton Stump,"

both by the same painter, deserve careful

attention. Mr. Foster's drawing of " The
Greta at Rokeby," a spot dear to all artists, is

painted with breadth and power. Mr. Foster

seems to us to have changed his style some-

what, and to be aiming at a larger manner in

his art. In several of his pictures in this

collection he has got rid of that laboured

finish and prettiness which have been so

painful in many of his works. His " Houses

at Eton " is very clever, and has much depth

of colour. He sends also two very nice little

sketches in one frame, "A Beech Tree" and
"A Cottage Door," No. 308, besides other

works. No. 50, " The Pilot on the Look Out,"

is, perhaps, Mr. Marsh's best picture in the

exhibition ; his colouring is rich and full, but

in No. 178, " Jessie," he has painted a fish-

woman in a most ungraceful position: granting

that it is necessary for a fish-woman to take it,

the artist is not forced to paint it. In his

picture on the screen, No. 365, " Sea Cave,"

Mr. Marsh has painted a little girl who has

already advanced some way within the cave

as if she were in full light. Mr. Small field is

a large contributor to this exhibition, and his

works always repay attention, for, he paints

with feeling and with confirmed manual skill.

Many of his pictures are taken from the

Charterhouse, whose present inmates are so

soon to forsake its time-honoured walls for

what is now considered such an overpowering
necessity—country air. No. 56, " Governors'
Room in Charterhouse"; The Junior
Singing Class," is, perhaps, one of the best

of the series. The boys, though their backs
are turned, are thoroughly characteristic, and
the colour is excellent. No. 129, " Chimney-
piece in Governors' Room," is clever, and No.
154, " Gown Boys' Dining Hall, looking down
Cloisters," is an interesting work. Mr. Small-
field sends also a very pretty little sketch,

made for a large picture, already painted, of
" S. Francis preaching to the Birds." No. 57,
" An Old Dovecote," by the same artist, is a
most truthful and loving bit of nature. No.
109, " Trower's Farm, Redhill," by C. David-
son, is brightly painted, as is also 194,
" Knole Park, Sevenoaks." No. 103, " At the
Foot of the Quantocks," by G. J. Pinwell, is

exquisite in feeling. It is highly finished,

and the individual character of each face

clearly marked out. Perhaps, as a whole, it

may be a trifle hot in colour. In the fore-

ground a girl in black, rather a young house-
keeper, has just bought some fish of a woman
hawking her wares from a neighbouring sea-side
town with the help of a donkey cart and a
small urchin in a blouse. A little girl is bent
upon rescuing an apple which has rolled from
the owner's hand under the feet of the patient
old donkey. Behind this group rises the old
village church (one of those of which Somer-
setshire may well be proud), lighted by the
rosy sunset and away in the distance stretch
the grand old Quantocks. It is, perhaps,
wrong to criticise a work of so much power,
but we think that the fault of the picture is

that the relativedistances are not quite kept,
the church comes a little too forward, and the
black of the girl's dress is not sufficiently

carried out. No. 272, "Landlord and Ser-
vant," is perhaps the finer of Mr. Pinwell's
two pictures, and the subject is a most
pathetic one. A landlord, of the low builder

type, steadily turning his back on the empty
desolate hearth, is bullying a poor widow, once
handsome, now haggard and worn about her
rent, the cheerless aspect of her room, and the
miserable appearance of her three half-clad

children, betoken at once her poverty and her
inability to pay what she owes. The colour
and entire rendering of this work are both ad-
mirable. No. 122, " Cottage and Barn at

Holmbury/'Surrey, by G. B. Boyce, is dreamy
and delicious in tone. This artist always re-

pays study ; he sees nature inan original way,
and paints with an ability and power seldom
reached. His particular method of laying on
the colour should be observed. Many of his

works in this gallery are very excellent speci-

mens of his style. No. 300, " Farmhouse
at South Stoke, Oxfordshire," and No. 376,
" Near Dorchester, October Evening " are per-
haps his best. He sends also two excellent

sketches. No. 233, of an old fortified house in
Northumberland, painted on coloured paper.

Thisjartist's choice of subjects is certainlylvery

peculiar, and perhaps his one failing. Why
choose such poor scenes as No. 374, " Out-
side Cairo," and No. 338, " The Roman Dyke
at Dorchester" 1 His power of painting over-

comes the poverty of the subject, but then
why start with such a bad subject ! No. 227,
"The Nun—St. Peter's, Rome," by Walter
Goodall, is perhaps this artist's best work. In
No. 12, " A Study, Rome," the head ol the
man is much too small. No. 325, " By the
Kiver," by J. D. Watson, is very clever and
has a good tone of colour ; it is painted with
much power. No. 344, " The Window," also

deserves attention. Perhaps Mr. Watson's
most attractive work is No. 312, " The
Fisherman's Darling," the figure of the
little girl wading out into the water
to meet her father is charming. No.
241, "Olympia," is the best of the three

chalk drawings of rather colossal women sent

to this exhibition by Mr. F. Shields, and a
clever work. The face is grand in expression,

but the neck is badly drawn, and mars the

whole eifect. No. 186, "A Council of Offi-

cers," by J. Gilbert, is painted with splash and
vigour. The sky is much wanted, as the

white paper left is staring. The costume and
armour are rather iU-assorted, being taken

from different periods. No. 382, " The Rear-

Guard with the Baggage," is full of life and
animation ; and the colour, though a trifle

black, is, on the whole, pleasing. In No. 40,

Mr. Gilbert has certainly succeeded in giving

to the sleepless Henry IV. an expression of

great misery. In 75, " Sketch for picture of

Glasgerion," by T. R. Lament, is happily com-
posed, and the firelight well painted. The
lover, having lulled the company to sleep by
his music, is enjoying a few minutes of bliss

with his fair princess. In No. 83, " Hawk,
ing," the lady's figure comes before that of the

cavalier in front of her, who should not have

had on a black hat. No. 259, " The Sisters,"

by the same artist, is clever. The white

drapery of the elder sister is well arranged,

and the background is picturesque and nicely

painted. No. 44, "Under the Rialto,

Venice," by W. W. Deane, is a work of some
merit ; but the painter has failed to realize

the sharp clearness of the light in sunny
Italy, No. 174, "Study on the Lyn," by G.

Dodgson, is broadly painted, and rich and
good in effect. No. 192, " Sunset in Sussex,"

by H. Brittan Willis, is, perhaps, this artist's

best work here. It is highly finished, without

being sleepy. In No. 118, "Idle Moments,"
by E. K. Johnson, the colour of the blue

drees is very crude and unpleasant ; and there

is a disagreeable fashionable air in the figure

in a blue gown in No. 130, "A Captive," by
the same artist, which shocks our taste. On
the other hand, the woman in No. 149, " Old
Letters," Mr. Johnson's best picture, is grace-

ful and charming, and there is nice feeling

displayed throughout the picture. No. 156,

"The Stolen Kiss," by E. Lundgren, is a

conmionplace rendering of an eastern sub-

ject, and unworthy of this painter's brush.
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We expect better thingsi from him. No. 3:57,

" Gone Away," by F. Taylor, U perhipa one
of the best of the President's works ia the

present exhibition. In No. 286, " Monks at

their Devotion," is a happy specimen of Mr.
Carl Haag's powers. Mr. Nash sends several

drawings, marked by his usual ability. Per-
haps the best is No. 7, " Room in the Gate
House, Kenilworth." In No. 189, " The
Abbey of S. Roguier, Abbeville," by J. Bur-
gess, the coloured paper gives the eil'ect of its

not being daylight, and mars a careful draw-
ing. Space fails us to notice all the good
pictures. We can only beg our readers to

remark besides those wo have already men-
tioned, No. 161, "Olf the Great Ormes Head,"
by J. W. Whittaker ; No. 151, " The Poacher's
Victim," by A. P. Newton ; No. 160, " Car-
rick Castle," by Francis Powell ; No. 316,
" Eel Pots," by Birket Foster ; No. 349,
"Cutting Coarse Grass, Guernsey," by P. T.
Naftel; and 369, "A Group of Cattle," by
H. B. Willis.

BONA -FIDE ARCHITECTURE, THE
ROYAL ACADEMY, AND THE IN-
STITUTE.

IT is very difficult indeed to determine, in
the present state of transition in art, how

to indicate the best way, or indeed any way,
to a brighter and fairer future. If the pro-

blem were to be put to the wisest what to do
first, supposing he had full power to carry out
any system of work, it would without doubt
sorely puzzle him to point out a way or even
to mentally devise one. No wonder, then,
that more simple people should fail to solve
the problem, or to guide to a better state of

things, or even to indicate the road likely to

lead to it. All this is painfully apparent in

the two lectures or addresses just delivered,

one by Mr. T. H. Wyatt, the President at the
Institute, and the other by the President of

the Architectural Association. We do not
now intend to go into all the detailed

matter touched upon in those two addresses,

but propose only to say a few words on a sub-

ject which neither of the addresses even so

much as hinted at, though it is and always
has been to our minds the chiefest thing of

all, and worth all other influences put to-

gether, whether educational or otherwise, in
the future of art. It is that of the providing
and sustaining some means or institution that

shall enable the student of art or architecture

and the humble practitioner to exhibit to the
public his bona-tide work, and thus to evi-

dence publicly hia artistic power. It is not a

little singular, all things (considered, that this

all important subject was not touched on,

mention having been made of almost every
institution devoting itself to art and artists.

A few words, therefore, may help to call atten-

tion to it, and perhaps may aid in showing
how great a mistake it is to neglect it where
so much is done in other ways.
But first we would remark on the strange

activity displayed by the Royal Academy,
and on the direction that activity has taken.
Sir Charles Eastlake, Mr. Wyatt tells us,

said that " no pursuit connected with the
objects of taste can be more fitly recommended
as an adjunct to a liberal education than a
correct knowledge of architecture, and a
power of forming a sound judgment on the
works of the architect ;" and the Academy
have at last, after ahundred years of experience,
come to the conclusion that an architectural
class or department within the boundaries of
the Academy is a desirable thing and likely to

hslp forward the wishes of their late accom-
plished President. For this purpose a dis

tinct class is to be formed for the purpose,
broadly, of " teaching,"—if that be the word,—
teaching '' architecture." What it is precisely
to do probably no one exactly knows, but Mr.
Wyatt says that "printed regulations and
instructions " will shortly be issued, so that
we must now soon know what it is that is

really and pr»ctically and in detail meant,
and how far it is to resemble or to differ from
the lectures and instructions at the London
University and King's College ; but of the
general and main idea there can of course be
no doubt. It is to teach " architecture " to

those who desire to learn it.

It would be not a little curious, if it were
possible, to bring up out of the grave some
one of the men who in old times did the work
of the world's architecture, and to put him in

such a class as this proposed one, and at the
Olid of a '• term" to make him go through the
same examination that the members of it are

destined to undergo, and to make him answer
the same (questions—dates, names, hard words,
new contrivances, patented ifiveutions,

fosthetics, laws of proportion, and the whole of

the rest of the long list of accomplishments
which would quite fill this page, for of this

work there ia no end when you once fairly

begin it. But alas for this experiment

!

The very first question would be enough ; he
would never get over it. If the man who
drew the section of one bay of Westminster
or Chartres, which would be the architectural

and fine art key to the building, were asked
what he thought of the "laws of propor-

tion'' as exemplified in the Parthenon or
the Roman Jupiter Stator, he must surely

have been fairly at a loss what to say. Lacking
words we may suppose him to' point to his
" section " of a cathedral, and finding words at

last, to say, " This is my notion of proportion
;

I know nothing of proportion in the abstract,

still less of principles of proportion." Again,
how surprised would the advanced class, and
the certificated teacher of it be at hia drawing,
so rough and merely practical, perhaps to an
inconveniently large scale, and on an oak
plank, with all done in thick rugged lines like

those one sees in a carpenter's shop, where
the real drawings are made which guide the
actual workman. What would become of this

awkward and misplaced individual when so

brought face to face with his modern confreret

we do not pretend to say, but that he would
be out of the "prize list" ia quite certain.

What a contrast there ia between the Dark-
Age system of doing things architectural, and
our own more improved plans and methods
of work.
But among all these hosts of schools, in-

stitutes, academies, and means of becoming
acquainted with architecture and art, there is,

as we have hinted, yet one other, which, more
than all, is to our minds chief and para-

mount. It is that of the Architectural
Room at the Royal Academy. Let us confine

ourselves for the present to architecture and
architectural students, and the more humble
practitioners. Be it observed in passing, and
it should never be forgotten, that before this

present generation of students no such means
as now obtain had any existence. All our
present race of senior practising arehitects, as

Mr. Wyatt himself, Scott, Pennethorne,
Donaldson, and indeed the whole senior body
of the Institute, had nothing more to help
them in their " learning of architecture " than
the special offices in which they were severally

brought up. Nothing existed but the Schools
—the Antique School, be it noticed, not an
architectural school of the Royal Academy.
So few of this number ever entered the
schools of the Academy that broadly we
may fairly say that none of our present race

of eminent architects had any other advantage
or means of progress or knowledge but that

which they could get out of the "office" in

which they were brought up, and from the

master under whom and for whom they
worked. This is a very surprising thing to

take into consideration, so much so, indeed,

that all else fades into absolute nothing by
the side of it. Why, Mr. Scott, with "fourteen
English cathedrals and three Welsh cathe-

drals," was never a student of the Academy,
and had no more education architectural than
he could get from the master under whom he
was brought up. This ia truly wonderful.

No one disputes that all this host of cathedrals
are in course, under him, of " restoration," and
that in a (according to book) satisfactory and
truly Medieval and Gothic fashion and spirit

and workmanship. It would be marvelloug
indeed, says the President of the Institute, if

with such a list of works requiring deep
thought and study, the world was unanimous
in approval of all that had been done. Indeed
it would, but it is surely a thousand times
more marvellous that any one should be able
to do such things without any of those ad-
vanced and progressive and learned systems of
art and architectural education which are now
organised or about to be organised, and with-
out which, as we are constantly told, no archi-

tect can be competent to his work ; and without
going through which it has been seriously

proposed that no man shall even so much as

enter the Royal Institute of British Architects
at all ! Wonders surely will never cease.

Now, our firm couviction is simply this :

that if a youth or man cannot, as an apprentice,

or drudging clerk, learn his business, say of
architecture, in the office of his master, he is

unfit by nature, in some way or other, for that

special business ; and, moreover, that there ia

no phase of it which he cannot and ought
not to acquire in the office, or whatever else it

may be, in which he is brought up ; and that
all else out of this is merely accomplishment
and mental luxury, so to phrase it. All the
really useful and practical work is to be
acquired, or ought to be acquired, in the office

or on the works, and not in fanciful schools

or from out-of-the-way lectures and learned
speculations. All these may be curious and
interesting enough, and it may be better to go
to such of an evening than to places of mere
amusement, but they are no more than this.

But that which is really and so much needed

—

and it is surprising that neither Mr. Wyatt at

the Institute, nor the President at the Archi-
tectural Association, noticed it—is, as we said,

some extension of the Architectural Exhibition
department of the Royal Academy. We say
the Royal Academy, because it is quite cer-

tain that no mere architectural exhibition

can well succeed as a public exhibition.

AU know that it has been tried, and has, un-
fortunately, failed; and the reason is obvious
Architecture, even as an exhibition of archi*

tectural coloured perspective drawings, is o
too technical and dry a character to be appre
ciated by any but those practically engaged in
it. To the ordinary public a " section " of a
church or a house is simply unintelligible

;

they do not and cannot tell what it means,
and the plan even of Westminster Abbey or
the Parthenon are mere puzzles on paper

—

nothing can be made out of them. An
" elevation," though a street elevation, is bnt
little better ; and " perspectives," though, of

course, more readily understood, are, as water-

colour drawings—and as such they are looked
at by the general public—little better than
conventional daubs ; nature and art alike are

well nigh eliminated from them ; what there

is of nature in such performances is hidden
by the monster building, and what there is of

architecture is hidden under painted trees and
ground. It is truly a very difficult problem,

and the only way out of the difficulty is

through the Academy. In this institution

alone can there be any hope for the future in

this awkward state of things. The public,

the general art-interested public, go to the
Royal Academy Exhibition in crowds, as

everybody well knows, to look at the pictures

or oil paintings ; and when there they will to

a certain extent wander into a room filled

with architectural drawings, and will be to a
certain extent interested in them, and may be
supposed to become more and more interested

in them as they increase in artistic and in-

dividualised merit. What the student of

architecture and the small beginner and
practitioner now want of the Royal Academy
is an extension of the means of exhibiting their

works, so that at least their friends and ac-

quaintances may see them, and ao that their
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iadiridaal power as artists, whatever that may

be, may be evident to all who care about it.

Nothing can be more dismal than the prospect

of the real artist is at present, for unless he be

of « certain social standinK, there is in solemn

truth no hope for him. Of what earthly use

it all the architectural and professional educa-

tion and accomplishment in the world if no

one but the artist himself ever sees the result

of it ! Drawings, if ever so good and able, are

no OM shut up in portfolios ! It is iu the

Eublic exhibition of his work that the true

fe of the artist is to be found, and not in

" voluntary obscurity," as Ruskin has so

foolishly contended. Half the power of

artistic strength consists in the power which

the artist acquires by tlie thought of what

the world thinks of his work, and of itsrelative

merits compared with that of those who work

with him, and in the same age with himself.

It is not, therefore, by the establishmentofnew
schools of art and architecture that the youth-

ful artist or architect is to be helped on his

way, but by the extension of the means of

publicly exhibiting his work—his bona-fide

work, be it observed—to the public, and by

thus enabling him to see what others can do,

how much better, or how much worse, or

how differently.

And here we cannot help noticing how very

interesting a room in the Royal Academy
there might be by the exhibition of bona fide

architectural drawings only ; we repeat the

word only. No one will dispute the fact that

hitherto the architectural room has been filled

with manufactured drawings, perspectives,

plans, sections, and even some details, and that

there never has been an architectural exhi-

bition in the same sense that there has been

an exhibition of cabinet pictures. No one, we
aay, will dispute this for a moment. Archi-

tecture, dry and technical as it is, and conse-

quently to the general public uninteresting,

would perhaps become of interest and worth

the looking at if made up solely of bona fide
works of artistic handwriting, and personal

and individualised work. Art manufacture,

whether of architecture or crockery, can never

be of any real and lasting interest, whether

on paper or in material ; it is only when the

mind and hand of the artist himself go togetber

that real artistic power can manifest itself and
real art be produced. It is for the Royal
Academy to encourage this by the simple and
inexpensive plan of opening one of its rooms
to the architectural student, and to the humble
practitioner, and to those who are compelled

to work out their own ideas, whatever they
may be, and who cannot afford, or who will

not pay others for the execution of the work
which tbey exhibit. We would even go a
step further than this, and affirm that some
interest would be felt by the public at large in

the sight of such drawings as that we have
indicated as the production of the architect of

Westminster or its chapter-house, or Chartres

or its doorway, the men's own work on a
wooden plank

!

C. B. A.

ON THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMEKT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. ZERFFI delivered his ninth lecture on
this subject in the Lecture Theatre of the

Uouth Keoaiogton Museum on Tuesday afternoon

last. In oommencinfi;, the lecturer said that we
(honld be able to trace a common mode of thinking

amoDgBt the nations of Aryan race all over the

world. Whether we met with them in the snowy
and icy regions of the North of Europe, settled on
the t«naoe« of the Scandinavian mountains, on
the pUna of Brazil, behind the Himalayas, or on
the tboraof the Indus and Ganges, we should find

aaalagies in their languages, their myths, their

pbiloeupbical and theologi^ systems, and iu their

arehiiecture and omamentation. When we read of

India (the tun) fighting with Vritra (the Dark
Power), or with Ahi (ihe snake), we had the
iinnc io ot the struggle between Ormuzd and
Ahiiman, between Otiris and the Typhon, between
Pboibaa Apollon and the Python, or between good
•nd evil, clearly before tu. We should find con-

necting links in all the mytht, whether sacred or

profane, ot the Old World nations. These con-

nections would especially become apparent to us

when we compared the art productions of the Aryan

race one with another. We were struck by the

presence of totally different motives in the works

of that race, and we should have to seek for an

explanation of this phenoraeuon by considering

the influences of climate and social organization.

The Aryans must be studied (1) geographically,

(2) from a religious and social point of view, and

(3) arcbasologioally. The )ias9ages in ancient

authors treating of India referred only to the

North- Western portion cf that vast continent.

The South-Eastern' part had only become tho-

roughly known in modern times. We had been

made so well acquainted with the myths, philo-

sophies, poetry, and customs of the Aryan nations

that we might understand their complicated pro-

ductions in textile, tektunic, and architectural

art. Just as their mythology, which at first had

been nothing but a simple Nature-worship, became

transformed into impersonations of the workings

of the physical forces of Nature, so also had their

art gone through all the metamorphoses of

pliable, plastic, elastic, and solid substances.

Their unbounded imagination had led them
to use combinations of the elements charac-

teristic of the four branches of ornamental

art. Thus their wall decorations resembled

shawls, their rock-hewn temples appeared to be

constructed with wooden rafters, and their stone

sculptures seemed to be fashioned in terra cotta or

plaster. On this account, though their great

architectural remains did not date many hundred

years beyond t'he Christian era, we were com-

pelled to assume that their forms, especially in

ornamentation, belonged to a degenerate period.

Their art thousands of years ago had been simple;

had then reached majestic beauty ; and, finally,

had fallen into the state in which we found it.

Overcrowded forms had been produced, as in the

mixed style, which borrowed its motives from

wood constructions, used baked bricks, stone

squares, metals, precious stones, and (very largely)

stucco. In the oldest Stupas we found construc-

tions of a combination of brickwork and stones.

Side by side with these, immense grottoes and
monoliths existed in regions which had been de-

scribed as mere deserts. The oldest rock-hewn

temples dated from the third century B. c. The
theory that Indian architecture had developed it-

self from those temples was as untenable as the

assertion that Byzantine architecture originated

from the many caves in which the anchorites of

early Christianity lived. In both cases history

taught us that whilst fanatics retired into darl

caverns, the piety of others found expression in

highly adorned constructions. We might, there-

fore, positively affirm that whilst ascetic Buddhists

were constructing the marvellous rock-hewn
temples, the Brahmans had their palaces, their

monoUths, and a highly ornamental art. As
with the Greeks, sculpture appeared to have been
the final result of other branches of art with the

Indians. Referring to a photograph of the casts

of the eastern gateway of the great Tope at Sanchi

(now placed in the new Extension Court of the

South Kensington Museum), the lecturer said that

in merely superficially glancing at these casts,

which had b een taken with the greatest care and
accuracy under the supervision of Lieutenant
Cole, we should at once be struck by the presence

of forms belonging entirely to wood construction.

We should see that the carving was that of wood
and ivory. The richness and variety of the pat-

terns, and the minuteness of detail, proved that

the primitive motives of this kind of orna-

mentation had been originally executed in

wood, then, by degrees, in stucco, and
finally, when certain forms had become
fixed, in stone. In the casts referred to, the

arabesques, which were executed with great

minuteness, demanded especial attention. These
also, as well as the sculptures of human and animal
figures, certainly look very much as if taken fro ji

patterns carved in wood, or from models executed

in clay. The monolith pagodas, with their terrace-

like elevations, the pillars and pilasters, and the
forms of the roofs generally, all pointed to this

origin. These instances went far to prove that the

theory that stone-sculpture had been the beginning
of 1 ndiau art was a >ii ere hypothesis,andwasind irect

opposition to the very patterns of Indian sculpture.

The substance that served aa a means of transition

from wood-carving to stone construction must
have been stucco. In the old writings of the

Indians, more especially in the Ram%fina, there

were passages that proved this. Further, in the

Sakuntala, by Kalidasas, we found the following :

—" Over the gate rises an arch of ivory ; above
float flags of a deep yellow hue. The panels of the

door are of gold and stucco, glittering like the
diamond-breast of a god. Look here, there is a row
of palaces, shining like the moon, like shells,

like the stem of a water-Uly. The stucco

is laid on as thick as a hand." This pa8^age can

only convey the idea that the stucco was worked
in relief, as otherwise the expression would be un-
meaning. It was therefore a fact that the richest

forms of ornameutation iu stucco, with mosaic
and other patterns richly painted, existed. It

required no great stretch of imagination to

assume that, as with the Assyrians, Chal-

dscans, and Persians textile art preceded
stucco, so also with the Indians stucco was the

forerunner of stone sculpture. Dr. Zerffi then
proceeded to give a detailed description of Indian

constructions and their ornamentation, and con-

cluded by remarking that no race but the Aryan
was capable of observing Nature with a really

keen understanding, and finding iu it motives and
types, incarnations and forms, of the deepest reli.

gious mysteries. Tree-worship took herein its

origin. The conception that God was everything,

that in Him was everything, that the world was
without and still within Him, that all beings took

their origin in Him and returned to Him, that thus

an everlasting emanation and absorption was
going on, was typified to the Indian mind by the

fig-tree [Ficus Indica). This tree, the lotus

flower, and the serpent (the symbol either of evil

or eternity) were everywhere found in Indian art.

The indian fig-tree took root, so to speak, in the

air, grew downwards, and grasped the earth with
its branches j then again taking root it repeated

this process. This tree was the sacred tree, the

tree of life, a symbol of the incarnation of God's
spirit in eternity. We should see first Egyptian,

then Greek art developing from Indian architecture

and art, just as we should see Gothic art yield to the

more refined modern art. In Indian ornamenta-

tion splendid specimens of au exquisitely delicate

taste were to be observed, but their life under the

pressure of their climate was a dream. Dreams
were bad subjects both for scientific men and
artists. Art, as well as science, required life,

action, change. It should rest on the firm basis

of symmetrical laws, and should never lose itself

in the incomprehensible.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting, held on
Friday evening last, Mr. T. H. Watson,

A.R.I.B.A.,the president, occupied the chair. The
minutes of the previous meeting having been read

and confirmed, the following gentlemen were elected

as members:—Messrs. W. H. Nunn, W. J. Ebbets,

J. E. J. Mann, A. A. Hudson, J. Richardson,

E. J. May, M. N. EUerton, W. J. Cudworth, F. W.
Barrett, P. M. Cumming, and W. H. Wood. Mr.
Quilter then drew attention to a letter which had
been received from a San Francisco architect

who required a pupil. He was willing to give a

salary of £4 or £5 per week to a really first-rate

man. The letter was brought before the members
in order that, if any of them were so minded, they

might try for the berth. The librarian then an-

nounced several donations to the library, including

several volumes presented by Mr. J. H. Parker,

completing for the library the list of architectural

works published by the Messrs. Parker. A
special vote of thanks was unanimously tendered

to Mr. Parker.

Mr. J. W. Rhodes then read a paper

ON THE NINETEENTH CENTUltY.

The object of the author of this essay was to

vindicate, in some measure, this nineteenth cen-

tury. On every side the present was depreciated,

and we everywhere heard it said that there never

was an age so badly off in architectural matters
;

that architecture was finished ; that we had
nothing to do but to copy ; that we were the most
inartistic race that ever lived ; that everything

nineteenth century was bad ; that self was all iu

all. To such detractors of the present age Mr.
Rhodes invited comparison between the world of

to-day with the world as it was under Egyptian,

Greek, Roman, Indian, or Mediteval sway ; and it

would be at once seenwhat a grander worldwe lived

in. London, with its art, science, and commerce,

and its 3,000,000 of inhabitants ; om' giant manu-
factories, turning out their products to supply the

mighty aggregations of humanity in our large

towns and cities ; the steam engine, with its great

power and facility of management ; the loco-
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motive, carrying' its loads of Iminanity and
merchaudiso with whirlwind speed iilong fertile

valleys and ovar great mountains, by Buch
stapendous erections as only Titans could build

;

the number of such works, and their extent, and
the comparatively few years in which they had
been erected ; the steam ship, independent of

wind and tide ; the telegraph ; the giant influence

of the press ; our wonderful and humane system
of lifeboats and life-saving apparatus ; the general
level of education, although so low, yet so much
better than in past ages ; the great luminaries of

the age in science, art, and literature—all these
things showed that the world had advanced, and
not rotrogi'aded. Coming to the architecture of

the nineteenth century, Mr. Rhodes said that an
examination of it would show that that much
abused art was capable of doing some good work

;

and that in some buildings, particularly in

churches, there was a true architectural spirit

pervading the whole structure, showing that they
were not literal copies of old work. The best of

such buildings fulfilled the requirements of the

age ; were built,with the ordinary materials ; had
the necessary conveniences for modern require-

ments, and showed the advance of humanity by the

use of modem inventions and improvements. An
immense amount of good, well-thought-ont build-

ing is done in the present day, and many of our
erections are quite as good, at any rate as far as

the use of material and construction are concerned,
as the old ones ; and in good modem buildings by
our best architects, the principles are quite as

sound as those in the old ones. Mr. Rhodes then
went on to say that although he was crying down
the depreciation of the present age, he by no
means would sit down and say we could not im-
prove. If the matter was taken up in the true
architectural spirit of the present day, it would
be found that our natural, or rather artificial, way
was to see what had been done before, to judge
from that whether or not it had led to good or evil

results. Our immediate predecessors simply tried

to produce an architecture equal to their model,
whether it was Mediteval or Greek. They never
even so much as hinted that they hoped to sur-

pass it. Now our aim can never be too high,

so let us endeavour to surpass all that has
gone before. Mr. Fergusson states it as
his opinion that the Classic and Mediajval archi-

tectures grew to seed. All would agi-eo with this,

but there was a most decided diilerencd in this

point between the Classic and Medixval styles

—

i.e., the Classic seemed to run to seed, or into the
very debased Roman, and was buried iu years of

neglect, and sprouted out a young and vigorous
style. But, alas ! the Gothic is still buried, with
the weight of the Renaissance and the Gi-eek and
Mediseval revivals piled high above its tomb,
where, let us trust, it may remain, and not trouble

us with another fresh start. This being the case,

how absurd to act as we do. Instead of follow-

ing and cultivating nature, and acting naturally,

we defy nature; and attempt to set aside her laws.

Greek art or architecture grew to the perfection
of maturity and glory of the Parthenon, and de-
clined with the decrepitude of old ago. The
Romans (stem, matter-of-fact men, much like

the modem Englishman, with great constractivo

skill), coming after the Greeks, did wonders as
long as they nsed their common-sense ; but the
instant they bowed their necks to the snxierior

Greek, how servile they became, and how great

was their failure ! The Romans failed because
they constantly turned back to their first starting

point ; they invariably looked back to the Greeks
as we looked back to the Middle Ages, instead of

simply looking back to yesterday's work and im-
proving on that. Then the Romanesque builders

entered the architectural arena. Did they copy,
idolise, measure up, and cherish Greek art, which
was undoubtedly better than theii- own ? No, they
built on common-sense principles, presening the
traditions of their forefathers ; they did not write
elaborate treatises or make delicate boundanes;
their boundaries were the materials at command,
and their laws were Nature's. By pursuing theirown
course, and departing from the principles of Greek
architecture, theyanived at perfection in another
form. So it was with the Mediicval builders.

They preserved, but continued, so to say, the
thread of the story, writing the histoi-y of the
world in stone, and telling the grand traths of

Christianity in imperishable words. Now if wo
of the present day (who may be compared to the
Romans, and the Mediasvalists to the Greek
builders), instead of copying, simply study, all

Tvill be well ; if wc look back wo shall see what
grave errors have been made, and wo are simply

drifting towards another. Did not the Roman
study Greek, and fail ? Did not the Greek Re-
vivalists study the works of antiquity, and did

not their era fall to the ground ? Had not the

last generation taken up Perpendicular and Deco-
rated in turn, and failed ? And were nut wc
taking up Early English and Early French, and
should not we fail? Judging from the past, a

revival or renaissance, or a break in any way of

the course of architecture, is its Buro and certain

ruin ; the only real and proper course is to take

that which is at hand, and let each succeeding
generation add its expeiienco and thought, which,
although a slow, is a certain process, and must
finally lead to the desired result. Some of the

great architects of our day have succeeded in

erecting buildings of which wo may jnstly feel

proud, and by which tlio student of architecture

may profit. If wo are to follow the example of

the good men of old who dcveloiied the Roman-
esque and Gothic .architecture from the debased
Roman, and if we are to avoid the mistakes of the

Romans, we must study the works of our day.

It was too much the fashion to condemn all

modem work, simply because it was modern; and
while tills spirit prevailed no progress in archi-

tecture would be made. The old men studied the

work of yesterday; they sketched the last new
building, and made a note of each new bit of de-

tail : each added his mite ; each contributed his

knowledge to the whole ; each thought his work
better than his father's ; each loved his work, be-

lieved in it, and thought it the best in the world.

Not that the essayist wished the architectural

student to ignore the accumulated knowledge
of his ancestors ; but let him continue the

story—not too anxious, but working earnestly,

steadily, and with a fixed purpose ; with true

principles, integrity, manly determination, and
self-reliance ; a good Imowledge of existing and
past styles (especiallyexistingones) , and a thorough
scientific and constructive knowledge for his

stock-in-trade. It seemed a great disgrace that

architects of the present day should sit down and
confess themselves beaten by the architects of

former ages, considering all the opportunities, the

improved materials, and the better appliances,

and the science and intellect now prevalent. The
fact was, there was too much despondency in the

profession. Architects, only wanted common
sense, and an artisiic mind, with a determination

to work on true principles while throwing off all

shackles of precedent, and they need not kneel at

the feet of either Goth or Greek. We were
better builders than our ancestors, and better con-

structors in every way, and individuals were quite

as artistic and much better trained. The author
deprecated the idea that an architect should be
requh'ed to be a walking Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica—a perfect artist, linguist, archa;ologist,

ecclesiologist, naturalist, geologist, mineralogist,

chemist, engineer, and philosopher—on the ground
that a Jack-of-all-trades was generally fonnd to

be master of none, and that the man who was his

own lawyer had a fool for liis client. A man
should not be his own doctor, and if an architect

wanted information as regards his materials let

him pay a scientific man to tell him. More con-

centration, more exolusiveness, was reqtiired.

The architect should bo a perfect builder first,

and should Icani the art of architecture after-

wards. Mr. Rhodes then proceeded to ridicule

the flimsy pretexts raised by servile mediievalists

against the employment of now materials and
appliances, such as plate-glass, cast-iron, the
guillotine sash, framing, and Portland cement
used externally. It was said " The old men never
used plate-glass, and therefore we must not !"

They never used it because they had not the

opportunity—because they could not make it

—

because their wants never required it. Architects

should not bo afraid of their material ; they should
bo master of it, or it would master them. Cast-

iron a modern mediaeval architect could no more
think of using than a Composite column. " Such
cheap stuff as cast-iron ! Bless your life, it would
positively ruin my building ! I would not use it

on any account." Was not cast-iron a veiy use-

ful building material, and much more durable than
wrought-u'on for external work ? And it must be

made artistic ; it would simply show the power of

the architect to make such a material artistic and
beautiful. Similarly weak objections to the

other materials named were answered by Mr.

Rhodes. Everything machine-made, and conse-

quently cheap, was condemned as " bad art."

Mr. Rhodes said bis impression was that art was
the power of making useful things beautiful, and
so long as this was accomplished honestly what

more was wanting ? Macliinery did this to i)er-

foction, and yet it was decried and looked on with
ho^or. In conclusion Mr. Rhodes said : Do
glory in our superiority ; do love your times ! Do
impress the times on your arcliitectnre, and do not

attempt to Btem the tide of human irogress.

But do not drop listlessly down with the current;

pull with the tide, with a cli'ar look-out and a
determination to go straight to the goal. Remem-
ber that "Progress" is the word; "Onward,
Onward " is the world's motto ;

" Backward " is

the architect's 1 Shall the Iron Ago be stayed in

its whirlwind career by the pnny, miserable,

pedantic, divided army of architects who profess

to lead ? Lead away, hut few wiU follow, and
properly so too ! You wish to lead to lies, shams,
deceits, greatcrthan any the worldhasyet seen . . .

The age is essentially common-sense, and the

architecture should be likewise. The age is great,

mechanical, scientific, and refined, and the archi-

tecture should be the reflection of its time, and
should and will be like the times as long as we do
not strain after and try to introduce a false art.

Mr. J. Slateu, B..4.., then read the essay
which gained the prize annually offered by tho

Association. The essay is on

THE CAUSES THAT INrtDENCRD TUE DEVELOPMENT
OF MKDI«VAL AIlCUITECTUnE.

WhUe Europe (said Mr. Slater, after same
introductory remarks) during the sixth and two
following centuries was emerging very slowly and
very painfully from the worse than chaos into

which it had been plunged, first by the dismem-
berment of the Roman Empire by the Goths, and
then, after they had fallen through sensuality and
intemperance in every sense of the word from
their original high estate, by their overthi'ow in

turn by the Franks and Lombards, the populace

had literally no time and no energy for anything
but gaining a bare livelihood, and consequently the

poorest and vilest buildings sutBeed for domestic

dwellings, which were almost the only edifices

reared. Tho buildings the Romans had left

behind them were in ruins for the most part, and
owing to the barbarian storms which had swept

over the counti-y, it was the exception for any one

to understand even what had been the uses of

them. Still, some structures remained to serve

as models, and the few edifices reared during this

period are simply very poor imitations of Roman
buildings. War, bloodshed, and rapine, with

famine stalking after them, had stunted the

gi-owth—nay , had well-nigh eradicated the natural

inventive faculty of the Western nations, and it

is not till we come to Charlemagne that we find

any signs of a re -birth or renaissance in its true

sense ; for although the Lombards noticed and
deplored the increasing deoay of art, and en-

couraged the progress of architecture by all the

means in their power, they were quite unable to

effect any radical improvement, 'i'hese remarks,

however, will not apply to the extreme East of

Europe, where the Roman empire still faintly

preserved tho shadow of its pristine power, and
where, about the fifth century, Byzanthie archi-

tecture had its rise, which exercised a very

marked influence over much of the architecture

of tho West. Charlemagne, by his genius for

consolidation, and by his earnest desire to bring

his subjects into coranmnication with other

peoples, and to make them acquainted with other

branches of learning and industry than those few

which they already had some knowledge of, and
especially through his commercial spirit, woke up

into life the slumbering germs of Western energy.

M. VioUet le Due says that Charlemagne intro-

duced modern arts into France, and this practi-

cally means into Western Europe. He was an

undoubted patron of architecture, as is proved by
the fact that ho gave a certain tone and character

to tthe architecture of tho whole of the district

from the Rhine to the Pyrenees, and although

much of what he effected passed away after his

death, still his inflnenco was so great and exten-

sive as to remain perceptible in certain localities

for t oree or four centuries. Architecture, how-
ever, is BO much the outcome of the special

thoughts, manners, and habits of a nation and of

an age, that it is impossible for any one man,
however great, to have more than a partial and
temporary influence upira it, unless he tyrannises

over art and stamps a certain mark—his own image
and superscription—ujron it. This is what a
groat ruler like Charlemagne would be too likely

to attempt, and, in fact, what he did, for ho
caused the same kind of building to be erected

throughout tho entire extent of his dominions,

totally disregarding the varied nationalities ex-
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Utiuf! Utcivio, and ba<l liis sncressors—
mmtr'tf^a ms tbv wen orer both chnrrli and

•tot*—iMiHaaedhl* power and vigour, Uic.r mast

kave iarriUbiT earned, and therefore injured

nhitecture, which is in its very nature fetterless

•ad frM. Henoe we mast rejoice that the power

ol tk*wtpwon bapui jnvdaally to wane before

tk«t of the ekoek, which was thns enabled to nse

im • numer ao beneficial to ait the power and in-

ioMMS tnm which snch mighty results hare

flovad, (or there can be no doubt that it is to the

Will ijaiwiliin; naoorces of the Church of Komo
«• owe ume—nay, most—of the noblest speci-

Moa ot HedivTal arcbiteotnro, which, without

kar aid, would nerer bare been erected.

(Tait coaeludtd next veti.)

NEW TOWER, CARDIFF CASTLE.

OtJR pUte this week represents a new tower,

just being erected at the south-east corner

of the cortain wall at Carditf Castle, the seat of

the Marquis of Bute. It may be noted that the

tower will be the moat prominent object to the eye

ol tlte Tiaitor aa be enters the town at this point.

The tower is oonnected with the castle by means
ol a eorered way, which is formed on the top of

the curtain wall, the latter being pierced with
ambruures and loopholes on the outside, while

on the inside it is open to the castle yard. The
dimenaioDa of the tower are as follows : Height
from ground to underside of machicolation, 79ft.

9tD. ; from ground to top of finial, 132ft. The
tower is a squire on plan 25ft. outside, the walls

being 6ft. thick, thus allowing deep window
inMsn in the rooms. IntemaUy the tower is

dirided into atagea, commencing from the bottom
thua . Gardener's sitting-room, gardener's bed-
room, (these two rooms have nocommunicaiion with
the others), winter smoking-room, entered from
oovered way on wall, bed-room, clock-room,
aanauta' room, summer smoking - room, with
galleiy at upper part The whole are intended to
be finiahed in the most complete manner, in-

tanullywith painting, decoiatiun, and sculpture,
wbila on the outside also will be placed figures of

the planeta, standing on corbels carved with
the i%ns of the zodiac. The whole tower is

bdag executed in the very best of material, by
Lord Bute's own workmen, from the designs and
under the superintendence of Mr. W. Burges,
architect. The stone is frcm Lord Bute's own
quarry at Caerphilly.

HEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

(Continuedfrom page 410.)

Plate 1'2.—Cojcstrcction of Stairs HAvrNo two
Qt'ARTEK Landinos, THE CyUSOEE TwENTT
rocB bfcnu.

FIG. 1. This plan is adopted when space is
limited to a certain number of steps from

•tartuiB to a landing ; the width, however, being
sufficient to h.»ve steps of proper length, and
•lao aUow of a large cylinder and two quarter land-
ing The cyliuder and thickness of bracket
bang drawn, set off from bracket half depth
ol duTcuil on the step. Then draw centre line
of rail This done, let centre of baluater stand
on line O 0. Set off on each side of it the
position of others. Leave the spaces between
equal to half a step. Now determine on which
side the rail is going up stairs, say the right.
Then draw face of nser on left of baluster 0.
ThU done, set off width of steps in cylinder.
Carre the ends, as shown.

Next, draw face of risers F and N. Set ofi'

width of steps. Then draw nser landing and
tartuig. This shows that one baluster stands on
ea^ landing, and two on a step, which is the
Ui* anangemeot can be made Tor this plan, and
far better than Uviog two small quarter circles,
with a short piece ol straight string between.

Theneztconaideration is the framing for quarter
WodiDgs. This should be properly laid down in
order to give the exact cuts for carriages. To do
which set ofl on the right and left the thickness of
inogB, wdicated by dotted lines extended, which
«i»» a dli*cUr,n to draw the solid lines A U andU A. 'Jhus fuimmg face of landing between the
two atep^ Mext, set off thickness of riser from
laee of thoee curved. This done; we have A B

Eu>2?il.'!^j!rf,'ir'?J?*"
Is a reprodactlon of Rojieiit

SEP^tjV J*i° 5*" •"''lee'. PubUshed io inilUUfil-fUa. aB4 by by Trubssr and Co., London.
'"«"•"

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-BAILING.—PLATE HOC.

and C D ; which transfer to short carriage above,
and we have the cut on its lower and upper endd.

The long carriages are cut in the same manner.
For example : Let dotted lines B and C represent
backs of risers landing and starting. Then make
B A on the right equal corresponding letters on
short carriage. Draw from A face of framing.
Next, let C D on left equal corresponding letters

on upper end of short carriage. This done, draw
from D face of framing landing. The ground plan
properly laid down gives clear and plain directions
to make every cut.

Fig. 2 shows height and pitches of wreath. The
method of laying them out is the same as that for

strings of stairs. For example : Let margin on
the right be the edge of a board. Commence by
drawing a line say A E T, extended. Then set off

four spaces to equal on plan. Draw the lines

;

and spaces, of course, understood to be square with
bevel lines. Letter E represents the diameter E
on plan ; and H above corresponds with a similar
letter on plan. Let E F equal corresponding let-

ters on left of Fig. 1. Draw square step and riser.

Let next step cut perpendicular L. Draw from
L to C. Set ofr a riser and draw step cutting at
D. Again, set off a riser and draw a step. The
position of next riser is obtained by drawing step
N H. Here observe the letters correspond with
those on plan ; H being diameter, and N riser.

Steps and risers are now unfolded and stand in
same position as those on plan.
We are now ready to draw pitches. Commence

at square step below by drawing extended line,

resting on its comers and cutting at L. Now,
draw from R cutting at P. Join P and L. This
gives the pitches, which are nearly a straight line,

yet not near enough to make one bevel answer for
both joints on wreath piece. Ne»t find height by
drawing from joint V, cutting at 3. This (-ives

3 T as half the height. It answers for lower or

upper piece of wreath, because the pitch P R i» i

made parallel with that of F L. Find direction 1
for ordinate by extending F L to cut at 2, giving •

2, 3, which transfer to extended side of Equare at

i'ig. 3. Draw ordinate as shown. Make seat

square with it. Let height equal that on the

right. Then draw pitch and produce mould, as

usual. The sides of square are understood to

equal on plan, and half of major axis obtained

by making N H equal one side of square. Half

the width of rail on each side of H being carried

up to cut the pitch, gives points for both curves

on mould ; also a direction to strike ellipse. The
method to determine exact width of mould at

each joint has already been stated ; but here the

cylinder being much larger than any yet shown,

gives a better opportunity to explain the method
more clearly. For example : Set off half width of

rail below pitch. Then draw parallels with it,

cutting bevels on right and left at B and D ;

giving D C for half the width of mould on straight

shank, and B A for that ot joint V. Then the

width of mould on the right being drawn to cut

line Q T shows the elliptic curve must pass

through the intersections ; thus proving the

accuracy of bevels and curves. The tangents T L
and L V being equal to the pitches at Fig. 2,

proves their correctness.

The square sections show the joints and applica-

tion of bevels.

Erratum.—By an awkward mistake, the title

of one of the illustrations in last week's Building

News was incorrectly printed. Instead of being
" Ely Cathe(b'al Interior," it should have been

"Lichfield Cathedral Interior." Subscribers

will do well to make this correction on the plate

in pen-and-ink, or with aii indelible black-lead

pencil.
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HOirSHf PAINTING AND DECOBATION.

By "An Experienced Woekman."

decorative rkocesses.
{Continued from page 394.)

THE connecting of ornament by lines is, of

course, a necessary part of all decorative

processes. Lines in connection with sten-

cilled ornament are much better done with
the Hat fitch or lining tool and straight-edge

than if stencilled or done with the pencil,

except the line be broken by stops or orna-

ment, in which ca.se it is better done with
straightly cut stencil-lines.

In lining with the fitch and straight-edge,

or both (which method we consider to be the
best lor ceiling and wall work), there are two
things necessary, viz., a good lining fitch or

tool, and a .straight-edge or lath. Of the for-

mer, there are several kinds in use, and, of

a necessity, of difl'erent lengths and thick-
nesses. Scene-painters and many house deco-
rators like the lining fitch to be long in the hair,

so that it will hold a larger modicum of colour,

thus enabling the artist to run a long stretch

of line with one dip of colour ; others, again,

prefer a short-haired fitch. The long-haired
iitch is a useful tool in practised hands, but
requires to be used with great skill, in order
to keep the line of one uniform thickness
throughout, as it will be evident that the
slightest inequality of pressure will cause the
fitch to spread, and the line, as a natural con-
sequence, will be irregular ; for if the extreme
end of the hair is used without direct pressure,

the line will only be of the same thickness as

the end of the tool. As we have before said,

it is only highly-skilled workmen who can
accomplish this properly. A good lining fitch

or tool should be made so that when in use it

shall form a line of the same width as the
width of the body of the hair ; for instance, if

we want a line one-eighth of an inch in width,
the fitch should be made to run the line that

width only, and no more, except much pres-

sure is used. This may be accomplished by
making the lining filch or tool in the follow-

ing manner :—The hair should be fixed in

tin, which tin is secured to an ordinary wooden
handle of the usual strength and length. The
hair should project from the tin about three

quarters of an inch, and be cut in a slanting

direction to three-eighths of an inch, leaving
the hair three quarters at one side of the
tool and three-eighths on the other side. The
hair should be compact and firm in body,
so that it will not spread to any appreciable
extent. A brush or tool of this make will

run a line of the exact width, or nearly so,

of the thickness of the quantity of hair it

contains. In using them, we require to have
them made of various wiuths and thicknesses

of hair, to run lines from one-sixteenth to

three-fourths of an inch inclusive. We have
just recently had some of this kind made by
Messrs Hamilton & Co., and we find them
answer the purpose admirably. Hitherto we
have made them ourselves, and we are sur-

prised that so little attention has been paid to

the matter. It is one of those cases in which
people are content to jog on in the old beaten
track, without improvement. In the tool

above described, the hair, being closelj' packed
together, does not spread ; and when it is

filled with colour and laid on its side on the

straight-edge, with the end of the hair touch-
ing the wall, it only requires to be drawn
carefully along to form a straight line of uni-

form thickness ; and thus any person, with
ordinary care and skill, may execute such
work. Before commencing to run the line, it

is always the safest plan to strike a line with
the chalk-line from point to point of the

object to be lined, as a guide in placing the

straight-edge. Except this be done, mistake."

are very liable to be made.

The colour to lie used in lining with the

fitch should be mixed so as to work freely.

Thick colour will not leave a sharp edge,

and, in fact, cannot be used with anything
like success. It may also bo observed here

tliat in lining it is best to draw the lining tool

along the straight-edge with a quick, steady

motion, and, if possible, not to take it olf the

wall until it has traversed the whole length of

the lath. The line \vill be truer thus than if

it is drawn with a slow, hesitating motion.
The best kind of lath or straight-edge is made
of either baywood or lancewood, and should
be about 2in. or 2Jin. wide, and about ^in.

thick, paving one edge bevelled to one-

eighth of an inch in thickness. This will

be found of the most useful size and weight,

enabling the workman to hold it with one
hand while he uses the fitch to line with the

other. On the otlier hand, if the lath be too

heavy or too long, it will require two persons

to do the work of one. A very useful plan,

especially in lining ceilings, is to have a tin

dipper or " tott," made with a handle on one
side ; through this handle a strap or string

may be passed, and the strap buckled round
the waist with the dipper in front, a little to

the right side. By this means the workman
has his colour always at hand, and has no
occasion to keep continually stooping lor a
dip, which causes much unnecessary labour,

and, in many cases, the cost of a boy to hold
the colour for him. The lath or straight-edge

should be wiped continually, in order to avoid
soiling the work in placing it on the wall.

Lining with the pencil has its own peculiar

work, much of which caimot be done with
the fitch or lining tool we have been de-

scribing ; but much of the work done with
the fitch may, of course, be done with the

lining pencil. A very simple and useful

invention for lining with the pencil has
recently been patented by Messrs. Jones &
Sheflield, decorators, of 4, Walnut-street,

Hulrae, Manchester. The invention consists

of, first, a straight-edge having a slot or

groove cut on the opposite side to the bevel
edge, which is thicker than the ordinary
straight-edge. This slot runs the whole
length of the lath, about a quarter of an inch
from the top edge. On this edge two brass-

headed pins are fixed, one at each end of the
lath. This lath or straight-edge is also di-

•vided into inches and parts, which is, although
not necessary to the working of the invention,

a very useful addition. The second part of

the invention consists of a small brass in-

strument , having one of its parts made to fit

in and run along the slot or groove in the
straight-edge ; the other part is so arranged
that a pencil-stick may be fitted into it by
the aid of a small screw turned by the hand.
The method of procedure is as follows :—The
straight-edge is placed upon the work to be
lined, with the heads of the two brass pins
exactly upon the chalk line, which pins act as

guides for this purpose. The pencil being
fixed in the brass instrument is then charged
with colour and the projecting tooth or peg is

placed in the slot or groove of the straight-edge

anddrawnalonginthe usual manner. The great

advantage in this invention over the old
system lies in the fact of the pencil being
kept steady, and the line perfectly straight,

by the guiding power of the slot or groove
;

for it will be evident that when parallel lines

have to be run they will be much more cor-

rectly done with the aid of this simple
method than by depending solely upon the

steadiness of the hand. Another advantage
which may be claimed for this invention
lies in the fact that persons who have not

had much experience in lining may run straight

lines with it. Lining with the pencil in the

ordinary manner is one of those things which
cannot be done well without a very large

amount of practice, and there being a large

proportion of workmen who have to do lining

without that advantage, to such this inven-

tion will be a great boon. Fitch lining and
pencil ining difler also in the fact that in

running light-coloured lines on dark grouods
the pencil -will lay on a much heavier and
more solid body of colour than is possible to

be done with the fitch, which is of course an
advantage in favour of the pencil. Lining
pencils differ from all other pencils in having
a square end, and being maide with the hair

considerably longer. They are generally

about 2^ ill. long, and of various thicknesses,

according to the width of the line required.

Sable-hair, of which these, and, in fact, all tlie

best pencils used by the liecoralor ami artist

are marie, is obtained from a species of marten,

but diflTers materially from the marten-hair
proper in having a strong spring and fine

soft point. Cheap sable pencils are usually

made of sable and marten mixed, or sable aud
dyed camel-hair. The chief supply of the

best sable-hair is from America, although
large quantities also come from Russia, but
the latter is of much less value for artistic

work. The red sable-hair is obtained from a
very difterent animal. It is a much stronger

hair than the other, and being less pliable is

not so reliable for making good pencils. It

is, however, of great service in manipulating
heavy pigments. Our supply of red sable is ob-
tained oiilv fromllussia and Siberia. The high
price of sable pencils arises from the fact that

it is only the hair on the tails of the animals
which is available for the manufacture of

pencils. In selecting pencils the chief points

to be observed are—^that the quill should be
well filled and the hair firm aud solid, taper-

ing to a fine poiut, which, in using, should
always retain the point unbroken. When
testing, wet the pencil, and place the point
upon the thumb-nail, twisting it round the
while ; if it retains its point it may be con-

sidered a good pencil, but if the point splits

or the hair spreads, it is best to reject it at

once, as it will never be any good. The same
test wUl apply to writing pencils ; but lining

pencils being required to work at their full

breadth, a fine point is not necessary.

Camel-hair pencils are commonly supposed
to be made of the hair of the camel. Pencils

have no doubt been made of camel-hair, but,

singular to say, the pencils sold and universally
accepted as camel-hair are made of the hair

of the North American squirrel, and there is

no resemblance between the hair of the two
animals. We get a good supply of this fur

from Siberia, but this is only used for some
of the larger brushes, and is not fitted for

making pencils. In selecting camel-hair
pencils, the same tests hold good as those for

sable pencils.

BUHL WORK AND HEISNER WORK.

BUHL was a cabinet-maker in the days of Loiiia

the Fourteenth, and was instrumeutal in

bringing into use a kind of decorative furniture,

or furniture decoration, which has been more or

less in favour ever since. It was not usually, in

his work, actual wood that formed the surface

;

more frequently it was brass, silver, or some other
metal, inlaid in tortoise-shell, on a wood backing.

The mode of procedure was curious. A layer, say,

of brass, and a layer of tortoise-shell, each as thin

as veneer, were glued od opposite surfaces of a

piece of paper; another piece of paper was glued
outside, a pattern or device was drawn on the
outside paper, and all the lines of the device

were cut through and through with a tine saw.

A little moiateniDg removed the papers, and
separated the inlay. What followed ? Two
patterns could be produced out of the two ve-

neers : a brass inlay in t irtoise-shell, and a tortoise-

shell inlay ic brass. The inlays thus fabricated

were applied as vaneera to the surface of a cabinet
or other article of furniture. Old cabinets thus
adorned by Buhl and his contemporaries are now
eagerly bought up at high prices by art-collectors.

Another cabinet-maker of the same period,

Reisner, varied the form of Lis productions by
employing two kinds o£ wood instead of brass and
tortoise-shell, usually selecting tulip-wood and
some darker variety. This was called Keisner
work ; like real Buhl work, it now commands
high prices. It is evident that, the principle

once being clearly understood, its application may
be almost infinitely varied, according to the choice
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«l Mrfatab, wiwUMrtartoiM-d>eU, W017, mother-

tt-rmA, •boay, fuiey wood*, gold, direr, bnss,

copnr, or whU not. Choap imiUtioua of Buhl

WoAara DOW produced by cutting out the reneer

lallwiM with > ttamping pnat, instead of b; the

dower ul of s WW. Other cheap imiUticoB are

•daia the pa|iier-m<cb£ workshops of Binning-

ktM ; bneifal pattens in brass, stamped out, are

\ down upon papier-m£eh(', and the in-

^ of the deriee gradually filled up with

__._*• eoattngs of buck japan vamiih. As

t* tka daview that may be cutout with a fine saw,

Mm ft^work of apianoforte furnishes a very good

ick ; although it is not often that the work-

attempts anything of a pictorial character

— ,

—

ScitHtijic Amrrican.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the ordinary general meeting of the In-

titate on Monday cTening last, Mr. T. H.

Wyatt, Fmidont, in Uie chair, tho following

mbUmmb were elected :—Messrs. Thomas Ebdy,

Klehud 8. Lander, and James J. McCarthr, as

FaDowa ; and Menn. Septimus Mawley, Robert

Norton, Alexander Payne, John M. Rogers, and

Thomas Wonnacott, as Associates.

Proteaaor Dosjildson then read

—

a BBiEr aoncB or the IiAte eionor iuffaelli

tOLITI, or omoENTI, SICILT, BONOBIBT AND

ooaBSsrosniKG mehbeb.

la attaipting a short memoir of oor deceased

eoOcagae, I am reminded that so long ago as 1812

our late President, 0. R. Cockerel!, Esq., made
hia aeqnaintaaoe at Girgenti, as I also did in tho

year 1821. He was Uien in all the flush of

yooth, of an eager earnest temperament, and fol-

lowing np the studies of archeology and the fine

arts. The lore of them was impressed throngh-

ont his whole nature, and was the passion of his

existence up to the last moments of his life. We,
who Ut« in the centre of a vast capital, and have

the freest aoeess and command of every facility

for stady and the practice of onr art, can scarcely

fooi a eoneeption of the strnggles to bo gone

thwgh by a young man in a remote country,

withont books, without a congenial and inspirit-

ing circle of educated friends, and without the

eoaunonest' materials at hand to enable him to

rcatisn the fmits of his own conception, and up-

held only by the strength of his convictions and
inspirations.

Oirgenti, althongh lying in the sonthem coast of

Sicily, and with a harbonr, small and insufficient,

it is tme, is almost entirely without commerce,
and neariy without relations with tho outer world.

The town, althongh snrronndcd, as it were, within

its^eiienit by a halo of many well-preserved

tia>|i>iii of the noblest class, and by numberless
ad as yet unopened tombs of the Classic period,
»»«ila«mg artistic riches of vases, bronzes, and
like deposits, and with a good-sized cathedral,

far famed for its echo, boasts only of one street.

It was in snch a place, and under such circnm-
taaees, that Politi painted, having to prepare his

OWB eaaras aad grmd his own colours. He ex-
cavated among the Greek sepulchres, enraptured
by the beanteoiu forms of the ceramic vases
covered with exqoisite historical paintings. Ho
pond over the few books he had purchased with
Us haatUe savings to find out tho sulijccts ; ho
dnHasstr^ them, and wrote descriptions of his

flndiBgi. HiiDiHjf oompoaed the type, and printed

away of them in a press he had set np in

his own boose. He also engraved the plates, and
struck off impressions in the like manner. He
did not get rich by such works, there being little

ar ao sale for them at Gir^^ti, and ho distributed

I freely among his fnends. There is an in-

smeeted with one of his pamphlets of

peeafiariatcmstto ns. From his study of the
vasaa, and a eomparison of the subjects with the
oaUiaea of oar own Flaxman, a copy of which
be possessed and cherished as a treastu'e, he
eatettaiaed the deepest reverence for the talents
el onr eoontiTman. A false report was current
in 1826 thron^ioat Eorope, a* even previous ones
had been, th«t Flaxman was dead ; but he had
been only seriously ill and was recovered. Politi,

with his nsoal characteristic impulse, was struck
with sctnrw for the supposed death of a man
whoBi ha eonaidered to be one of the most
fflaateioas of artists. He had recently extracted
from a tomb an nmqne (inek vase witha b^otiful
abiaet, aad had completed a desoriptbn, which
haMdiUaatntedbyaplate. He dedicated it as

a fitting tribute to the shade of Flaxman, and

sent over to me twenty copies to distribute among

our sculptor's friends and admirers. But here

was Flaxman liring ! and I felt embarrassed.

However, I soon made up my mind ; knowing

Flaxman personally, and assured of the calm re-

ligious philosophy of his natm-e, I called upon

him and frankly told him my commission. Ho
answered me with his usual placidity, " I value

your frankness, and appreciate fully this warm-

hearted act of tho Signer Politi. Be not dis-

quieted, it does not otherwise affect me.jfor a man
at my age ought always to be prepared to die."

Within a month Flaxman was laid in his

grave 1

In Girgenti, as travelled architects are aware,

are the ruins of the immense temple of VJupiter

Olympius, rivalling for extent even those of

Selinus. Its plan occupies a parallelogram,

about 363ft. long by 177ft. wide. It was psondo-

peripteral, having an enclosure wall all round,

with fourteen attached columns on the flanks,

and space for seven at each end—the angle

ones included in all forty-three. The columns

were 13ft. 2in. in diameter, and I could easily

lie in one of the flutes. To the classic

student this was a riddle, for apparently in the

middle of each end front there would be a central

column like the Basilica at Poestum. But there

was stiU another riddle to solve. Among tho

ruins, when the government had had the site

cleared so as to expose all the blocks of stone,

were parts of colossal statues, and the several

portions of a complete figure 25ft. in height were

collected and put together, lying at full length on

the ground. It was evident that the figures had
not been isolated but attached. Tradition had
for ages given the name of the Temple of the

Giants to the mass, interspersed as it was with

fragments of those figures ; and the modern city

in the middle ages had adopted three of them for

their arms.
Politi took upon him to solve this riddle, dis-

satisfied with a design previously made in 1812

by his friend Cockerell, who had left with the

English ;vice-conBul a sketch, showing a row of

Titans between the windows of the clerestory wall

of tho restored nave, and upholding the roof.

This is published in the supplementary volume of

Stuart's " Athens." But this arrangement re-

quired twenty-four giants, and there were dis-

covered only the parts of four, according to my
own observation; Politi could only see three.

Our friend pondered over the puzzle of the pro-

per allocation of these few colossal statues, and a
passage in an old writer, Fazzello, who states that

there was a mass attached to three giants, and
certain columns still remaining upright. These
stood till 1401, when, from neglect of the Agri-
gentines they fell down, forming a vast pile of

stones vulgarly called the " Palace of the Giants "

Politi published a folio work, a copy of which
I now present, with four plates giving tho plan

;

restored elevation and details of the parts still

existing; and to obviate the irregularity of a
column in the centre of the front ho introduces a
vast aperture, 53ft. high and 33ft. wide, divided

in tho centre, as in some of the Gothic cathedrals,

by a clustered shaft, the upper part of which
consists of three gigantic figures. Such an
arrangement under the circumstances is a
clever adaptation, but tho Classic scholar of

our art will consider it rather as fanciful
and ingenious than as legitimate or thoroughly
satisfactory. Whereas Cockerell's position of the
giants is perfectly in accordance with precedent,
and Politi, in 1825, had discovered the fragments
of ten figures. In fact, the two friends seem to
have revelled in the opportunity e Iproducing
something novel and cS'ective to meet the difficul-

ties as to the position of tho giants ; and probably
no more rational scheme will ever be suggested to
settle satisfactorily tho problem of the restoration
of this original and trtily gigantic production of
Greek art.

Mona. J. J. Hittorfl", in the noble posthumous
work recently published by his son, omits the
central column of the front, and introduces a
doorway with an opening almost as large as that
of Politi's, with the usual dressings ; but unless
these werejmade to advance before the face of the
wallj as much as the columns project, there would
not be any sufficient support for tho architrave
in this wide intercolmnniation of nearly 40ft. From
a very minute study of the indications of the
construction at the level of tho floor-line, my
own impression confirms that of Mr. Cockerell,
that there was a (comparatively) small door at

each end of the front next the angle columns,

and thus entering direct into tho side aisles and
not into tho central nave.

I'oUti was a man of immense energy. He
built a theatre and wrote pieces ; for his comic
veui, the peculiar natural gift of the Italians, was
overiflowing : and even in his letters there was a
bright spirit and sparkling wit, which seemed to

counterpoise tho depression in which he too often

wrote to mo. The government appointed him
Curator of Antiquities, which yielded him local

importance rather than official honoraria. Ho
was also Consul for some foreign state, which
entitled him to certain immunities. Thus he
struggled on with adversity up to his death,

painting and writing being his great solace

:

" labor milii sola quies," his oft-repeated motto.

He was .honoured by those few congenial souls

who knew his qualities ; and by the rare ia-

telligent travellers, such as onr own Samuel
Angell, when engaged in laying bare tho archaic

remains of Selinus ; by G. L. Taylor, our Fellow,

as mentioned in his Autobiography just published

;

and by our valued Honorary and Corresponding

Member, the late Monsieur Hitters', who got him
named Correspondent of the Institute of France.

Ho valued such connection with tho various

learned and artistic societies of Europe, whose
members willingly associated his bright genius

with their own researches. But the cares and
expenses of a numerous family, the loss of his

beloved wife, increasing infirmities, and advanced
years, weighed heavily on his elastic spirit, pro-

ducing great nervous irritability, and he closed

his career of intelligence and usefulness in

October last, fully eighty-six years old, and, I

fear, in want, sorrow, and bodily suff'ering.

Owing douijtless to the extreme inclemency of

tho weather, there was a very thin attendance of

members, and, at the suggestion of the President,

Professor Austed kindly consented to postpone

the reading of his paper—" Considerations on tho

Selection of Building Sites"—to some future

occasion, when he might be sure of having a

larger audience. A vote of thanks to Professor

Donaldson for his interesting memoir of the late

Signor Politi having been accorded by acclama-

tion, some business of a private nature was
transacted, and the proceedings terminated. It

was announced that at the next meeting, on tho

19th inst., the foUowing paper will be read :

—

" On the Mystery of the Tomb of Charlemagne,

and the researches made of late years to discover

its actual site in the Cathedral of Aix-la-

ChapeUe," by Professor Donaldson.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

ON tho 9th ult. the fourth annual convention

of the American Institute of Architects was
held at New York. The principal subject pre-

sented for consideration was a schedule of terms

regulatiug open and close competitions for archi-

tectural works proposed by tho Board of Trustees,

which, with slight amendments, was unanimously

adopted. The following is the schedule of terms

regulating open and close competitions for archi-

tectural works, recommended to all architects,

building committees, and proprietors throughout

the country :

—

1. The instrnctions must not require more drawings
or estimates than are necessary in order cleai'ly to ex-

plain tlie design, anti should rociuiro that all the designs
submitted ho drawn to a medium scale, which must bo
clearly defined, and that all perspectives required bo
drawn to the same scale as the geometrical drawings,

and on a plane at the comer of the building nearest tho

point of sight ; a deviation from which will cause their

rejection.
2. In case the amount to bo expended is limited, the

instructions must state that an excess of 10 per cent, on
the expense of executing any design, over and above tho

sum mentioned, will exclude it from the competition ;

the cost of expense to bo estimated by the professional

experts in the jury ; and in case the amount to be ex-

pended is not fixed, then the competitor may use his

own discretion as to the costliness of the design which
he makes.

8. A design will be excluded from the competition if

sent in after the stated period, and if it contains devia-

tions from tho instructions. If, from any of tho above
reasons, all submitted designs aro rejected, then the

jnry are bound to publish reasons which led to their

verdict.
4. The period given for preparing the design mnst bo

long enough not only for perfecting a design and pre-

paring the necessary drawings, but must make some
allowance for the ordinary occupations of competitors.

An explicit statement must be given as to the time when
tho decision on the merits of tho designs is to bo

rendered, and that all designs shall be returned to the

authors of the same. An architect's drawings are his

own private proderty, unless paid for, in which case they

are for the solo use and beneUt of his cUent ; but tho

actual drawings stUl belong to tho architect who made
them.
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5. The deaii^ni? should be sabmittGd to a jury of ex-
perts, whose docisiou is to bo final. Oue-balf of the jury
should bo architects, and, in case nf an open competition
for a public building, they ahould bo solocted by tho In-
stitute of Architeats or it3 Board of Trustees, the other
half to be a^poiutod by the Building Conmiitteo or
owner. The jury must bo named in the instructions,
wiiich thoy sliall have sauctiouod before publication.
No person cau bo competent to serve as juror who sub-
mits a design, or is in any way interested in any design
submitted, or who has not renounced all intoution of
participating in tho execution of the work.

6. Ail designs sulimitted in open competitions for
public buildings should be publicly exhibited two weeks
before the decision is made.

7. In the case of open competitions the first premiums
must not be less than the amount which the architect
would have received had tlioro been no competition, and
at least an equal amount should be divided among the
other competitors, according to tho merits of the designs
sulimitted.

8. It is recommended that, in close competitions
wherein the number of competitors is limited, a sum
equal to tlie full value of one design bo divided equally
among tho authors of all except the premiated design,
which shall be compensated for as provided in the last
preceding rule.

9. Tho instructions must state that in case tho build-
ing is erected after any of tho designs are submitted in
competition, it must be given in charge of the author of
the first premiated design, who is to be employed at the
usual compensation ; and if any other designs, or part
ef designs, are used, it can ouly bo done with the eon-
sent of the autliorsof the same, and thoy must be com-
pensated for tlie full value of the designs or parts of
designs used, irrespoctivo of tho premiums that may
have been awarded.

10. The premiums mnst be awarded, under all circum-
stances, for the designs which may have been admitted
in competition.

11. It is recommended that, in the schemes of com-
petition, it shall be provided that the names of the com-
petitors shall not bo known to the jury.

The following resolution, offered by the Board
of Trustees, was also adopted :

—

" absolved, That a Special Committee of five be ftp-
pointed by the chairman to compile a pamphlet defin-
ing the exact duties and re.sponsiliilities of archit ccts,
their relations to each other, to their clients, and to the
various parties under their control ; and to give defini-
tions and explanations of the schedule of charge, and
any additions to them that may be thought necessary

;

and to present tho result of their deliberations to the
next Convention of the Institute; such report to pre-
sent what is, rather than what should be, the best prac-
tice of the profession."

CHANCEL AND APSE, S. LUKE'S CHURCH,
TORQUAY.

DURING the past three months, Messrs.
Heaton, Butler, & Bayne, have been

engaged fin embellishing the chancel roof and
apse of S. Luke's Church, Torquay, from tho
designs and under the superintendence ef Mr.
Blomfleld, architect. On each side of the roof
there are twelve panels, which contain allegorical

designs, illustrations of the Benedicite. In the
three panels at the top, on the left hand aide ap-
proaching tho altar, are angels holding scrolls

;

the next three represent " Fowls of the air,"
" Beasts and cattle," "Children of men, Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abednego ;

" then are three more
angels holding scrolls, and under them " Angels
of the Lord," " The sun and moon," and " the
stars of,heaven,"—" Oh, all ye works of tho Lord,
bless ye the Lord," being inscribed in white
letters on a red ground at the bottom. On tho
right hand side, angels holding scrolls aro also

placed in the top and third row of panels. Tho
second row, "Holy and humble men of heart "

aro represented by Noah, Job, and Centurion

;

" servants of the Lord " by SS. Ann and Mary
Magdalene, " Angels of the Lord." The bottom
row: "Lightnings and clouds," "Green things

of the earth," and " Whales and fishes,"

under which " Lot everything which hath breath
bless the Lord " is inscribed. The To Deum is

illustrated on the apse, which is divided into

twenty-five panels, five in a row. The upper five

represent the sun's rays in gold and illuminated

colour ; the next five are occupied with suitable

inscriptions on gold labels with red grounds. In
the three centre ones of the third row are emblems
of the Holy Trinity, " The Son," " The Father,"
"The Holy Spirit ;" on either side being " Israel,

Abraham, Moses, David," and " Priests of the
Lord, Samuel, Melchisedeck, and Aaron." The
next five have angels holding scrolls, and the
lowest row " Cherubim and Seraphim ;

"

" Apostles, SS. Peter, Paul, Matthew, ifec.
;

"

" Prophets, Hosea, Daniel, Ezekiel, &e.

;

"

"Martyrs, SS. Agnes, Stephen, Catherine;"
"Holy Church, SS. Jerome, Ambrose, Austen,
Gregory." "Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God of

Sabaoth, Heaven and Earth are full of the
jnajesty of Thy Glory," is written under in gold

on a red ground. " The crown of thorns and
cross," in gold, red, and black, on white ground,
are placed underneath. Tho walls on each side and

over the altar are ornamentally diapered and
blocked, interwmed with the passion-flower. The
rereJos contains illustrations of " Tho Last
Supper," with gold background, tho elements
being shown by bread, Indian corn, and grape
vine, with the texts, " I am the bread of life " and
" I am the true vine." Tho evangelists, SS.
Matthew, Mark, Luke,' and John, are shown
boldly in gold and illuminated colourg on red
grounds. Roses growing from vases, showing the
emblems of the Passion, tho passion-flowers, and
lilies are depicted. An extremely pretty diaper
pattern is carried underneath the whole. The
subjects are executed mostly in gold, interspersed
with rich colours of various hues, tho back-
grounds l)eing of two colours, resembling the
uativo soil of tho country, dark sombre rock
green, and red sandstone. Altogether the work
is a splendid specimen of church decoration, and
doubtless surpasses everything of the kind in the
county; the colours are bright, brilliant, and
harmonious, tho whelo presenting a most artistic

and pleasing appearance. Tho contractors have
carried out the work in a satisfactory manner,
Mr. Barron acting as their foreman. The chancel
was reopened on Thursday week.

ELVEDEN HALL, SUFFOLK-

THE Beat of His Highness the Prince Dhuleep
Singh has been rebuilt by Mr. Norton,

architect, of London, and is now sufficiently ad-
vanced to serve for the partial occupation of

His Highness's family. The portico, domestic
offices, &c., however, have yet to be built. The
exterior of the edifice, of red brick with stone
dressings, is in the Italian style of architecture,

but the interior has by the Prince's wish been
finished in the Indian style. The architect, by
selecting only the most graceful of the Indian de-
tails, has produced a very happy result —and, in

passing, we would observe that it seems a question
worth considering by architects whether some of

the Indian ornament might not advantageously
be engrafted on the pseudo-classical style now in

use,—getting variety without injuring character.

It would certainly be better than that curious

mixture of Classic and Gothic which some affect.

The beauty of the ornament, being as yet devoid
of colour and gilding, does not show to full advan-
tage, but even now is much admired.

The entrance hall, of ample size, is surrounded
with an arcade, the arches cusped, and columns
frofusely ornamented. The arch spandrels are
tilled with rosettes and foliage. The soffits of

arches are moulded and decorated also with
rosettes. The ceiling is divided into compart-
ments by beams, which are richly panelled, and
supported at ends by elaborate corbels. The
several compartments of ceiling are covered with
raised ornament, the designs being varied. The
chimneypiece (not yet fixed) is of elaborate de-

sign in white marble. Across the hall, forming a
lobby, is a glazed screen of fanciful character

;

the glass in it frosted and embossed with a fiow-

ing characteristic Indian pattern. The centre of

the floor is boarded (to be covered with an Eastern
carpet), surrounded by a margin 3ft. 6in. wide of

marble and richly coloured encaustic tiles, made
purposely by the Messrs. Maw. Adjoining the
entrance hall is the grand staircase, which is of

polished white marble, the risers of steps having
a leaf ornament sunk upon them. The soffits of

steps are moulded, the soffits of landings having
sunk panels and flower ornament. The stair

balustrade is of cast-iron, of elaborate and novel
design and excellent workmanship. This stair

goes up to the second floor, and on each story are
enriched cusped arches leading to corridors, &c.
The dining-room ceiling is exceedingly rich.

It is formed into panels of many varied shapes
and sizes, but making a general uniform design.

The larger panels are filled with conventional
foliage in relief, aud the lesser ones with small
convex mirrors, of which there are about four
hundred. This is a peculiarly Indian and eflective

decoration. The room has an elaborately rich

cornice with consoles, the cove panelled and
ornamented with flowers, and having a profusion

of most efl'eotive drop ornaments. The chimney-
piece is of inlaid white marble. This and the wall

decorations are not yet finished.

The drawing-room ceiling is divided by beams
and has large cusped Indian panels with rich

flower ornament, but has, as yet, much unoccupied
space, to be presently filled|in by a peculiar Indian
mode of decoration, and for which Indian artists

will probably be required. The walls of this

room will be covered with Indian embroidery let

into moulded panels similarly to the adjoining
library.

The boudoir it the only room which preserves

the character of the etterior nf the mansion. The
decorations, of an elegant kind, are in carton-

pierre, by Bookbinder. The modelling alone of

the ornament in the apartments described is said

to have cost £8,000. 'The upper part of the house
will be dependent mostly on coloured decoration.

The works have been executetl under Mr. Norton's
superintendence by the well-known firm of
Cutiitts, of Gray's-Inn-Road, London, and in that
pre-eminent style of excellence for which they are

famoits. Mr. Wall was clerk of works, and Mr.
Rush superintendent on part of the builders ; Mr.
Thacker was the surveyor employed-

THE

A
RESTORATION OF BATH ABBEY

CHURCH.
PUBLIC meeting was held last week in the
Guildhall, Bath, to receive the annual re-

port and financial statement of the committee
engaged in this, one of the great works of church
restoration in the West. The chair was taken by
the Bishop of Bath and Wells. The bishop con -

gratulated the citizens upon having thus far carried

the great and noble undertaking to a successful

issue. The edifice had been restored with such
magnificence, and good, solid, architectural taste,

that it would leave a good mark upon this par-

ticular question. The sixth annual report was
presented by the Rev. Prebendary Kemble. In
this it was stated that the original estimate for

the whole of the work was £20,000, and in all pro-

bability this expenditure would be reached, if not
exceeded. But as private individuals had liberally

contributed portions of work, the task of raising

the entire sum had not fallen upon the committee.

For instance, the Freemasons had undertaken to

restore the west front ; thirteen stained-glass

windows had been inserted, and the organ had been

renewed at a cost of at least £5,000. At the com-
mencement of the work it was divided into three

portions. The first was essential to the preserva-

tion of the fabric, and comprised the roofs, win-

dows, and battlements, the cost of which, in-

cluding all contingencies, was £5,814 3s. 7d. In
1868 the substitution of a atone groined ceiling in

the nave for the plaster ceiling of Bishop Montagu
was effected at a cost of £5,5u0. The third por-

tion, now in progress, was the adaptation of the

building thus substantially restored for the pur-

poses of Divine worship. The ribs of the nave
and transepts, and the pillars of the nave, had been
cleaned and repaired, the mural tablets had been
rearranged, and the floor had been rendered firm

by a sub-stratum of concrete. Contracts had been
signed with Messrs. Haden, of Trowbridge, for

heating ; with Mr. Brook, of Bristol, for oak seat-

ings, &a. The cost of these works was estimated

at £6,000, and towards it about £1,000 had been
paid and promised. In eighteen months or two
years the committee anticipate that the whole of

the work will be completed, and by that time they

are anxious to be able to clear themselves and the

church of all pecuniary liability.

The Leicestershire Arohitectorai, and
Arch^olooical Society A bi-monthly meeting

of this society was held in the Town Library, Guild-

hall, Leicester, on Monday week. The following

gentlemen were admitted members :—Clifford

Chaplin, Esq., Asfordby Hall; Mr. William

Barber and Mr. Q. Nattress, both of Leicester,

architects ; and Mr. Samuel Barfield, of Leicester,

sculptor.—Mr. Fletcher, of Belvoir Castle, ex.

hibited a photograph of an ancient carved stone,

now inserted in the porch of Knipton Church.
Judging from the character of tho sculpture

(which was not very distinctly given in the

photograph), it was thought to belong to the

late Norman period.—Mr. Barnard sent for

inspection a fine gold Portuguese coin, lately

found in excavating nearWelUngborough. The Rev.

J. H. Hill communicated a paper entitled " The
Bishopric of Peterborough and its Prelates,"

being a sketch of the See, with notes upon
its Bishops to the present time.—Mr. Joseph

Burtt, Assistant Keeper of the Records, London,

placed at the disposal of the society his " Contri-

butions to the History of Leicester Abbey," read

at the late Congress of the Royal Archa!ological

Institute in Leicester.
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Cm d-iipttring.

AXO DITltU Of COXSTBDcnoN OP

XTAL AXD nXBBB ABCHK8,*

XIiULSTIC uche* siqmottiiig aroad orraUway
fij mra eooiMctad to the horizontal platform by

Billon aad ailii« ;!•«, oeenpying the spaudrcls.

^^ ^uiu. of thnw puts was to transmit the load of

tka atetfona to tba resisting arch ; uo other

fiBBtooawaa osoally attribnted to them, and the

•nk was tha important member ou which the whole

laalad. The spandnl, honovir, forming always a

ligU Uliug or tybti'm, couthbutcU powerfully to

iucrvaso tlie reaistanee of the stmctuie, so that it

woultl be jnstiliable to consider as the chief member,

•01 tile iWated arch, but the framework, more or

laM complex, cunstitnted by the arch, the spandrel

aiHng uii the longitudinal horizuutal piece placed

at the IcTilof the platform. Under tbis point of

Tiew, the arch might be assimilated to a chain of

articulated segments, presenting two modes of cul-

^-|i-twMi wbicli were severally examined.

la the artiealated system it was necessary to

chooan a single triangulatiun, where every piece

vaa eaaeatial; for otherwise, if, for example, two
*-f»«»« were introduced iu each bay, the eolcola-

tion would become indeterminate. At the summit,

the two half-spans were joined by a simple point of

artimlatioii, uke those of the other summits of the

txiangulation, while the luugitudiiial horizontal

pleee was aac^ess in theory ; and iu practice it would

bedeairabU to provide it with a free sUding joint,

in order that nothing might impede the expansion

of the Axed portiou. Under tuese conditions, the

elemeota of statiea furnished easily the stresses on
all the pieees, of wliicb an example was given.

When the stresses in the various parts of the arch

or of the longitudinal were known, the stresses iu

the spandrel bars could be deduced by simple

graphic decompositions. base<l on the equilibrium

of the snmmits of the system. Of this also an
example was given, with further calculations.

Vur a determined hxed loa^i there might be given

to the arch the form of a funicular polygon, a hguro
of eqoilibrinm such that the articulated chain might
"""" itself in position without the intervention

of the other pieces of the framework. In a bridge

the load varied, but it was desirable the figure of

the arch should approach that uf equilibrium corre-

sponding to the complete load. This form would
be the curve called the catenary for an arch of nni-

fom section carrying only its otvn weight, and tbe
paiabola for an arch loaded uniformly per unit of

leagth on a horixontal line. This latter was the
case in suspeusiou bridges, and also in bridges with
comprcssetl mttallic arches, for the weight of the
arch and the spandrels bad but little influence,

proportionately, to that of the horizontal platform
and its test load.

The second mode of calculation referred to rigid

nebes, and consisted in restricting the spandrels to
simple supports for transmitting the loads. The
arch was tlien more strained, and ought to be rigid,

for the funicular form only gave an instable eqmli-
btinm, corresponding to a particular statu of the
load. As soon as tlds state was changed, the arch
DO longer suffered simple comprusiduu, but was
disposed to bend, i.e., to change its figure.

In an arch of masonry, the effect of the mortar
was neglected, and the voussoirs were regarded as
bloeks placed in juxtaposition without ailherencc,
having the power of pivoting one on the other,
round the edge either of the intrsdos or of the ex-
trados; that was what was called a system of idtema-
tire articulation. The centre of pressures, i.e., the
point of application of the resultant of the element-
aiT re-actions of the joint, was considered for each
Jew. The locns of those centres, or the curve of
pnttores, ought not to pass outside the thickness
ofthsarchior the pivotingof certain of the voussoirs
would take place ; the curve ought even to keep
within a zone more limited than that of the arch,
for fear of eudangeriug the crushing of the stones.
An elastie srth wss subject to other conditions.

Uthaooniieetion was very good, as was (or ought
to be) the case with plate iron, the arch formed an
entire piece, suitable to resist both tension and
compression. If it was treated as an arch by the
curve iif pressures, this curve would no longer be
required to reiosin within the arch. When the
arch rested upon the abutments by an extended
snstsining surface, being keyed by a range of
wsdges uere was nothing to prevent certain of
these wedges being driven tighter than others.
Thia wonld then modify the pomt of concentration
et the thrust npon the abntment, and consequently
alaaaB (be other p<rfnts of the curve of pressures.
Hs«aa aroae the nnoertainty which generally at-
tamlsd the Biethad of the curve of pressures, these

I oa)y being determined by arbitrary data

/« .r'P""^""^"'**^ iMtbribr. the Inrtitiition of
Clrll bifuicm t>f M. JciM 0«i uaho, of Launanno
gtmii.i»t«l from tUTnmcb by Mr. Wiiaaan Poie, V.R.H.,
'. last. £.C.)

in regard to the original keying-np, or the yielding

of the materials.

The author considered the proposal to provide a

metallic arch with three pivots, or hinges, one at

the summit, the other two at the supports ; but

hitherto, so far as he was aware, no one had ven-

tured to apply three pivots to large works. M. Maii-

tion had, however, employed two pivots at the

supports in an iron bridge of the St. Denis canal

and tke effect of such a system was examined.
The theoretical calculations of deformation

might be applied with ooulidence where the

arches consisted of a single piece of homo-
geneous metnl. Arches in solid wrought-

iron plate might bo considered to belong to this

category, the metal having been well worked, and
the connections being as solid as the continuous

parts. The theory of these arches had been the

object of the researches of M. Belangcr, and sub.

sequently of M. Bresse, who had entered into great

detail respecting them in his Treatise on Applied

Mechanics (Stabilite des Constructions). An ex-

planation of nis principal formulie was then given.

The Author next proceeded to consider the details

of construction of arches of different materials. He
remarked that structures in timber were the most
economical in many countries, but their durability

was limited. The principal type of timber arches

appeared to be that inaugurated at Yvry (Seine) by
M. Emery, where the arches were composed of

strong pieces of carpentry superposed to the number
of three, for example. But it was preferred in

many cases to leave open the intervals be-

tween the several pieces, in order to allow better

ventilation, and to prevent them from heating ; and
further, because this plan gave an increase of depth
to the arch, and, consequently, a more ample field

to the oscillations of the curve of pressures. Certain

timber bridges presented a compressed arch, a
tensile tie-bar, and vertical connecting-rods, a
system which was allied to the bowstring form.
The tint arches of Wiwbeking (Bavaria), and those
in thin layers of planks superposed of Emy, would
appear only suitable for rooting purposes, being too
subject to deformation for bridges. Among the
American forms of trellis framework for straight

beams, capable of competing with arched openings,
the system of Howe, having iron vertical tie-rods,

deserved special mention.
Cast-iron resisted compression well, but tension

badly. It made good arches in the cases where the
curve of pressures did not pass out of a certain central
zone, and where the flexure was nothing or insen-
sible ; and on the condition that there were uo
powerful vibrations, i.e., that the dead weight was
large compared to the moving load. This last con-
sideration led, in the case of railways, to the
spreading of a thick layer of ballast ou the platform,
iu spite of the increase of load resulting therefrom.
\Vroughtiron was preferable to cast-iron, not-

withstanding its higher price, whenever there was
reason to fear the effects of flexure in certain parts,
or when it was desired to make a light structure,
without loading of ballast. There was also an
opportunity of adopting pivoted supports, and of
calculating the thrust according to the theoretical
deformation. However, this conclusion was not
absolutely true for trellised arches, which it was
necessary to use in the case of very large spans.
Such, for example, was the bridge at Coblcnz over
the Khine, consisting of three arches, each 317ft.

span. Iu general, a solid plate web was preferable
to trelliswork for arches of moderate dimensions.
In effect, the flexure was small, and the longi-
tudinal pressure much predominated

i
the solid

plate acted, consequently, more usefully than iu a
straight beam, which presented neutral fibres.

Moreover, it would only be necessary to employ
rivets at considerable intervals in the ports outside
the joints. To satisfy the most advantageous con-
dition, viz., a large moment of inertia, without too
great depth, it was desirable to adopt for the sec-
tion a double T with large wings. For large open-
ings, however, a box section appeared to be pre-
ferred. The lateral stiffness would depend essen-
tially on the cross framing which connected
together the different arch ribs of the same span.
Where this resource was wanting, i.e., where an
isolated arch rib must maintain itself alone, the
oyal section, analogous to that of the arches of the
bridge at Saltasb, presented itself as one of the
most favourable.

Wrought and cast-iron might be associated in the
same work. This combination had been adopted in
a bridge of three arches constructed in the Pork at
Neuilly, near Paris, many details of which had been
suggested by the new Westminster Bridge. All the
pieces essentially under compression, i.e., the
spandrels and the portions of the arch near the
abutments, ha<l, for the sake of economy, been made
of cast-iron, while the central portion of the arches
and the lodgitudinal bearers of the platform were
of plate-iron.

Arched bridges were, on principle, often more
economical than those formed with girders ; they
admitted better of an augmentation of the dead
weight, for the purpose of deadening the vibrations
and increasing the probable durability. But it was
necessary that saihcieut height should bo avail-

able, and that the abutments should be able to
resist the thrust. AVhen the work was low and the
ground solid, it was easy to give the abutments the
necessary stability mthout too much expense.
The compression, tending to close the molecules of
the metal, appealed to promise to such works a
longer duration than would bo duo to pieces in ten-
sion, which threatened, after a long period, to be
subject to enervation. These considerations in
favour of arched bridges wore, it was true, some-
what counterbalanced by the greater complication
of the forms.
Bow and string bridges were, as the words im-

plied, arches provided with a tie-rod which received
the thrust upon the extremities, without the inter-
vention of supports ; so that the abutments were
freed from the effect of these thrusts, and only
exerted reactions in a vortical direction. The most
.remarkable example was the bridge at Saltash, of
two great spans of doGft. each. The arch, being
single, had to be kept at the two ends at the height
above the roadway necessary to leave a free pass-
ago for the trains ; and this led the eminent
designer, Mr. Brunei, to adopt a curved tie, and to
suspend the platfonn at a lower level. When there
were two arches, one on each side of the road,
there was nothing to prevent their extremities
descending to the level of the platform ; the tie

was then straight, and being strengthened in order
to serve as a longitudinal bearer, it might support
the roadway. An example of this disposition was
the bridge of Audenardo, on the Scheldt.
In conclusion, the Author referred to a work he

had published in 1865 (" Etude comparative sur Ics
Pouts en Fer ") in which he had given formulae ex-
pressing the stresses on the various parts of bow
and string gh-ders, as well as the comparison
between this and other systems of construction.

THE INSTITtlTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

AT the meeting of this Society on Tuesday, the 6th
inet., Mr. Charles B. Vignolea, F.R.S., President, in

the chair, the first ballot for the present session was
taken, when thirty-seven candidates were balloted for
aud declared to be duly elected, includiug eleveu mom-
bors, viz. :—Mr. Crawford James Campbell, Suporiu-
tendlng Engineer, P.W.D., Indore; Mr. John James
Carey, Ei. Kng., P.W.D., India; Mr. William Belling-
ham Carter, District Engineer, East Indian Railway

;

Mr. Walton White Evans, New RoohcUe, U.S.A. ; Mr.
Alexander Eraser, Resident Engineer to the Grand
Junction Water Works Company ; Mr. William Fre-
derick March Phillippg, District Engineer, Punjab
Railway ; Mr. John Arthur Phillips, Aigburth, Liver-
pool; Mr. Arthur Potts, Chester; Mr. Joseph Quick.
Jan., Sumner-street ; Mr. William Robert Robinson,
Resident Engiuoer, Madras Railway ; and Mr. Edward
Walsh, Engineer to the River Witham Commissionera.
Twenty-six gentlemen were elected Associates, viz. ;—
Mr. Charles Augustus Alberga, Stud. Inst. C.E., Buck-
ingbam-atreet ; Mr. John Philip Cortlandt Anderson
Ex. Eag. P.W.D., India; Mr. Thomas Ashton, late Super-
intending Officer P.W.D., Ceylon ; Mr. Robert William
Peregrine Birch, Stud. Inst. C.E., Westminster; Mr.
James Bisset, Cape Town ; Mr. Joseph Bourne, Resi-
dent Fuglneer, &c., of the Isle of Wight Railway, San-
down ; Mr. John Charles Coode, Stud. Inst. C.E., West-
minster; Mr. Charles Cowan, Valparaiso; Captain
Arthur Edward Downing, Assistant Surveyor, Topo-
graphical Survey of India ; Mr. Frederick Dresser,
Assistant Engineer, Bombay, P.W.D. ; Mr. I'rancis Fox,
Westminster; Mr, Thomas Wilson Grindlc, Borough
Engineer, Hertford; Mr. John Falshaw Hobsou, Assis-
tant Engineer, Great Indian Peninsula Railway, Bom-
bay ; Mr. Arthur Lucas, WestTUinater ; Mr. James
Chatburu Madeley, Resident Engineer of the Honduras
Interoceanic Railway ; Mr, William Matthews, West-
minster; Mr. George Palmer, Assistant Engineer,
P.W.D,, Government of H.H. the Nizam ; Mr. Alexander
Rhodes, Assistant Engineer, Great Southern of India
Railway ; Mr. William George Scott, Assistant to Resi-
dent Engineer, Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire
Railway Company; Mr. Peter Soamos, Southampton-
street ; Mr. Herbert Unwin, Engineer to the Gas Works,
Sheffield ; Mr. Thomas Fiusbury Septimus Wakley,
Assistant Engineer, East Indian Hallway; Mr. William
Thomas Walker, Donniugton, near Newport, Salop

;

Mr. Edward Orange Wildman Whitehouse, Hanipstead;
Mr. Charles Henry Willes, Ex. Eng., Madras Irrigation
and Canal Company, and Mr. John Hatton Wilson, Ex.
Eng., P.W.D,, India,

It was also announced that, acting under the pro-
visions of Section IV, of the Bye Laws, the Council had
recently admitted the following Candidates as Students
of the Institution:—Arthur Turnour Atchison, James
Thomas Atchison, Edward Kynaston Burstal, Edmund
Einaon, Walter Freeth, Charles John Goodman, Arthur
Grose, Arden Hardwicke, Fletcher James Iveus, Frede-
rick Jackson, Walter Robert Jones, John Herman
Merivale, John Nowland, Vtilliam Patterson Orchard,
Ernest Edward Sawyer, Gilbert Stiff, Thomas Sugden
Joseph Caliste Grosvenur du Vallou, and Charles
Edward Sabine Younghusband,

Board op Works.—There is now a vacancy
in Her Majesty's Office of Works, Whitehall-
place, for a technical clerk, at a salary o£ £160
per annum, rising to £300 (£10 a-year), with
prospects of promotion if duly qualilied. Any
one between the ages of eighteen and thirty

desiring the appointment, who has been properly

educated under an architect, should apply to the
Oflice of Works, as the appointment will be con-

ferred on the best qualified applicant.
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CLAKK'S WATER-SOFTENINa PROCESS
AT CANTERBURY.

PROFESSOR FRANKLAND has recently paid

a visit to the Canterbury Water-Works to

witness and test the application of Clark's soften -

ing process, which is there easily and successfully

carried out by Mr. Homersham, C.E. The water

is pumped from a deep well sunk in the chalk, and
the effect of the process is to reduce the hardness

from 26'll to 49 parts in 100,000 ; while repeated

chemical analyses fail to detect the slightest trace

of organic matter in the softened water. Dr.

Frankland speaks with admiration of the " mag-
nificent blue tint " of the water in the Canterbury
reservoirs ; and it is important to note that, after

having remarked of this water, " I know of no
better water than this in the United Kingdom,"
Dr. Frankland goes on to say that "the chalk,

oolite, and greensand around the metropolis con-

tain abundance of water which is of unsurpassed
purity after being submitted to this (Clark's)

simple process." The Lancet says :
" Do not this

testimony of Dr. Frankland to the excellence of

the Canterbury water-supply, derived as it is from
the chalk in the immediate neighbourhood of the
city, and his reference to the abvmdance of pure
water lying beneath the metropolis, indicate that

a solution of the difficulties which have hitherto

barred the way to an improved water-supply for

London lies nearer at hand than is commonly
supposed ?"

GEOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND EKDEMIC
DISEASES.

SOME little time ago. Dr. Moffat read a paper
showing that the soil has au influence on the

composition of the cereal plants grown upon it, and
on the diseases to which the inhabitants are subject.

The district in which he practises consists geolo-
gically of the carboniferous and new red sandstone,
or Cheshire sandstone systems. The inhabitants
of the first are engaged in mining and agricultural
occupations, those of the latter in agriculture.
Anajmia, with goitre, is a very prevalent disease
among those living on the carboniferous system,
while it is almost imkuown among those living on
the new red sandstone system, and consumption is

also more prevalent amongst the inhabitants of the
former. As ancemia is a condition in which there
is a deficiency of the oxide of iron which the blood
naturally contains, Dr. Moffat was led to make an
examination of the relative composition of the
wheat grown on the soil of Cheshire sandstone,
carboniferous limestone, millstone grit, and a tran-
sition soil between Cheshire sandstone and the grit.

The result of the analysis shows that the wheat
grown ou the soil of the Cheshire sandstone contains
the largest quantity of ash, and that there is a larger
quantity of phosphoric acid in it than in the soils

of the carboniferous and millstone grit system;
also a much larger quantity of oxide of iron than
in either of them. He has calculated that each in-
habitant on the Cheshire sandstone, if he consumes
lib. of wheat daily, takes in nearly .5 grs. per day
of the sesquioxido of iron more than the inhabitant
of the carboniferous system, and who seems, there-
fore to be subject to this liability to ancemia, in
consequence of the deficiency of iron and phos-
phoric acid in the foodhe consumes. It is not only in
the wheat grown ujion the carboniferous system that
there is a deficiency in the quantity of oxide of iron,

and the phosphates, says Dr. Moffat, but also in
the blood of the animals reared upon it ; so tliat the
inhabitants upon that system take in a minimum
quantity of these constituents of the blood, com-
pared with that taken in by the inhabitants of the
Cheshire sandstone. Ho stated that sheep were
liable to ana'mia—a fact which he attributed to
sheep walks being upon trap and limestone hills,

in the »oU of which there is but little, if any,
iron.

_
New Colliert Sn.vrTS at Shildon.—The

sinking of two shafts to an extensive new
colliery, known as Shildon Colliery, has just been
finished. The colliery is said to be the largest

in the South Durham coalfield. The two
shafts and the walling which have just been
finished arej 14ft. and 12ft. respectively in

diameter, and were commenced on the 29th
June, 1866. The contractor for the sinking was
Mr. G. Wylam, of Houghton-le-Spring, and the
work has been ably and energetically carried out
by hia son, Mr. Jasper Wylam. Mr. W. Bains
has been the resident superintendent of the
works from the commencement. Land has been
measured off for the erection of four rows of

workmen's cottages on the south side of Red-
worth-road, Shildon.

^uifeiitg Intelligence.

CHUnCHES AND CnAFELS.

Amotherbt.—The Rev. C. P. Peach lias set

about the thorough restoration of the ancient

church of Amotherby, near Malton. The nave,

rebuilt about 1710, and the tower remain. The
south chancel wall will be rebuilt, and the north

walls will be pierced for four Roman arches to

add an aisle and vestry. The architect is Mr.

Fowler Jones. A figure, in chain armour, and

two grave covers, with crosses and an inscription

to the Bordesden family (14th century) have been

discovered.

Anstey.—An appeal has been made for funds

to aid in the restoration of Anstey Church, near

Buntingford. It was originally (says the Herts

Guardian) a fine edifice of cruciform shape, and
with tower in centre—like Wheathamstead. It

has now fallen into a most dilapidated condition.

Had Anstey been on any of the main roads of the

county this church would have attracted attention,

and doubtless it would have been restored long

ago. But Anstey is far away from any high-road,

and the visitors to it are few and far between.

The church was built in the reign of Henry III.,

from materials of additional works made to the

Castle in the time of King John, the castle itself

having been built in the reign of William the

Conquerer by Eustace, Duke of Boulogne.

Antbiji.—The new (Roman) Catholic Church
of S. Cougall, Antrim, has just been consecrated

by the Bishop of Down and Connor. The
church, which has cost about £6,000, is a

spacious building, built of black stone with

white dressings, having a tower rising above the

front entrance. It is cruciform in plan, the style

being a modification of Gothic. Mr. James
Connor, of Belfast, is the architect.

Chester Cathedral.—The restoration of the

nave of Chester Cathedral has so far proceeded
that the special services were resumed within it

on Advent Sunday. The last special service in

the nave was held on Whit-Sunday this year.

The old roof of the broad aisle has been entirely

removed, and a massive one of the best possible

oak has been substituted, the whole being relaid

with the original lead, specially recast for the
purpose. The oak groining is now being pushed
forward as rapidly as is consistent with thorousch

seasoning by Mr. Thompson, at Peterborough,
and will be put up in sections as it arrives at

Chester from the carver's bands. The central

boss will contain an emblematic device having
reference to the Prince of Wales, and the other
bosses will bear similar devices in honour of local

noblemen, including the Marquis of Westminster,
Lord Derby, Lord Sefton, Lord Egerton, &c.
Until the completion of the roof it will not be
visible from below, as it will be screened from
view by a closely-boarded platform, for obvious
reasons. The improvements which are now
visible in the nave are the removal of the
whitewash from the walls of the south aisle,

from the handsome massive clustered pillars,

and from the groining of the south aisle. This
groining is of stone, and is a splendid example
of its date. The bosses at the intersection of the
groins, all in excellent taste, and some of them
recording known epochs in the history of the
building, will always be objects of interest to
admirers of the beautiful in church architecture
and decoration. It is intended to go on with the
groining of the north aisle next spring. It has
also been decided to put flying buttresses on the
south side of the cathedral, which will add to the
beauty as well as the stability of the building.
The whole of the work at this cathedral is under
the immediate superintendence of Mr. Gilbert
Scott's clerk of works, Mr. Frater.

Churston Ferrers.—A new Congregational
Chapel has been opened in the hamlet of

Galmpton, which is a part of the parish of

Churston Ferrers, Devon. The architecture is

in the Gothic style : length, 45ft.; breadth, 29ft.;

height, 22ft. It is built of limestone. No con-

tract was entered into, but the work has been
carried out under the direction of the architect

(the Rev. D. Davis, Dartmouth) by Mr. T. Lovell,

of Dartmouth, and Mr. E. Narraway, of Brixham.

Dawlish.—The new Independent Chapel, de-

signed by Messrs. J. Tarring k Son, architects, of

London and Torquay, is now complete. It con-

sists of nave, chancel, vestries, organ chamber,

lobbiea, to., with staircases leading to gallery.

The principal front, facing the Strand, has a tower

and spire 100ft. high. 'Iho style is Decorated,

and the entire cost, exclusive of site, is about

£2,000. The church is designed to seat

500 persons. The building has been carried out

under the e6Bcient superintendence of Mr. H. J.

Newton, of the Torquay office, by the builder,

Mr. J. L. Luscombe, of Torquay.

East Anstey.—On Advent Sunday the parish

church of East Anstey, Devon, was reopened.

The new structure (which in reality the church

now is) is placed on the old foundation, the only

actual addition to the ancient fabric consistuig ot

a vestry, which is divided from the chancel hy a

wooden screen with movable panels, so that it

may on special occasions be converted into a

transept, and hence add materially to the ac-

commodation aflbrded by the church. Various

works connected with the restoration were carried

out by Mr. James Wood, builder and contractor,

of Lurley, near Tiverton, from the designs of Mr.

E. Ashworth, of Exeter.

Easton.—The parish church of Easton has been

reopened. The building is in the Transition style,

and possesses a very rich archway giving access to

the nave, restored some years ago by Messrs. New-
man & Sons. The recent alterations include a

complete restoration of the circular apse internally.

The chancel has been repaved with Minton's en-

caustic tiles, whilst the sanctuary has been

furnished with a new oak table, a super altar in

stone, and a reredos in encaustic work, charged

with the emblems of the Evangelists, &c. There

is a Gothic screen in oak dividing the chancel

from the nave.

Eltham.—On Saturday the foundation stone

of a church, to be dedicated to S. Peter, situated

in the Eltham-road, Lee, was laid by the Lady
Louisa Mills. The new building, which is to be

Early Gothic in style, will be constructed of

brick, with stone columns and window tracery.

It will consist of a nave, north and south aisles,

chancel, and organ chamber. The west end of

the nave will terminate in a tower and spire, the

basement of which will form the principal

entrance. The cost of the church and part of

the tower at present in progress will be £3,950,

of which sum there is still about £2,000 to be

raised. The structure will be erected from the

designs of Messrs. Newman and Billing, archi-

tects, Southwark, by Messrs. Dove Brothers, of

Islington.

Hordle.—The laying of the comer stone of

the new chancel of All Saints' Church, at

Hordle, Hants, took place on Monday week.

For some years past the church had shown signs

of decay, and Mr. C. Giles, of Fumival's-inn,

London, was requested to report upon it. His

report brought before the porishioners the neces-

sity of immediately taking steps for rebuilding

the church, and a committee was appointed. A
design, in the style of the twelfth century, was

furnished by the architect, to be carried out in

red brick, with facings and trimmings of Bath

stone. Mr. Lander, of Burton, is the builder.

HouaHTON Conquest. — Houghton Conquest

Church was lately reopened, after restoration

under the direction of Mr. George Gilbert Scott,

R.A., at a cost of £,S,000. The chancel, which

had fallen into a condition of great neglect, has

been furnished by the rector with a fine oak

roof.

Hull.—On Monday week five foundation

stones of a new Primitive Methodist Chapel were

laid. The style of the building will be Gothic,

the materials used being red bricks, with Ancaster

stone dressings. Accommodation will be pro-

vided in the chapel for 800 persons, and there

will be schoolrooms below. Mr. Musgrave is the

architect, Mr. Robinson being the builder ; and

the total cost is estimated at £2,500.

Ipswich.— Mr. R. M. Phipson has recently

restored the church of S. Mary-le-Tower, Ipswich,

and the enrichment of the stonework has just

been completed by Mr. Phyffers under his direc-

tion. The western doorway, the south doorway,

the corbels on which rest the springers of the nave

roof, and the sedilia, are the principal portions of

the building which have been treated.

Little Dewchurch.—The parish church of

S. David, Little Dewchurch, was reopened on

Thursday the 1st inst., after restoration. The
style is Early Decorated, and the church consists

of nave, chancel, and west tower. The old roof

timbers, previously hidden by a low plaster ceiling,
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kar* boen daaicd, the dunorl krch rebuilt, the

cfaoich naeated, and a new reredtw erected.

Sir. F. Vntdj, ot Baker^atreet, London, was the

•rahitcet. 11m amount expraded waa £1 ,400.

Kakcb.—A new Baptiit Chapel ii now in

•OBW at eraotioo at Maiefa. lale of £1;, from

tea hj Mr. Uaber, anhitwit, of Bedford. Mr.

VnSam Hutdiinaon ii the oootractor.

lloNMOVTBSBiKE.—On Friday, December 2,

TrtnitT Church, Cwmbran, Monmouthshire, wa«

OMBcd for Divine service, after having been

dowd for raitoration. The contract wa8 taken

by Mean. Cod BrothetB, Newport, and carried

ovt from dMigns and under the supervision of

of Mr. E. A. Lanadowne, architect.

S. GeoBOE's Chapel, Wiiidsor.—The Queen

hat Friday viaited the Chapel Royal of S. George,

lor the porpoae of examining the elegant rered'^

Montly areotad at the east end of the choir.

Tba randoa, which is of white and veined

ahbMtar, waa sculptured by Mr. Bemie Philips,

the architect being Mr. G. G. Scott. Slender

pilaaten, with gQt capitals bearing small statuettes

of aagaU V^MJng awoida and orosses, support

terimndy onred canopies relieved with gold.

TIm eentre of the reredoa is ocouined by three

big* panels, that in the middle being a bas-relief,

mmanntinc the Aacenaion of our Lord, the

flgnre of Chrisi rising above a group of bis

di*ci|Jes. The Saviour u surrounded by an oval

gUiriti, gilt. The panela right and left of the

middle one contain bas-reliefs of our Lord appear-

ii^ to Mary and to his diaciplee, all the figures

being finely and expressively carved. The four

outer panels, two on each side of the central

oompartment, are each adorned with two beauti-

fully-sculptured heads of angels, set in frames,

richly ornamented with coloured marbles.

Fbbmikcton.—A new national school at Fre-

mington. North Devon, was opened on Wednes-
day week. The achool is situated in the centre

o( the village, and is very substantially built.

Its dimanaiona are 64ft. by 18ft., exclusive of a

lilf iiwil. 16ft. by 30ft. ; the usual offices are

f<?iniTi~*'""*. and the front of the building is

tunnonnted by a bell turret. The architects are

Ml—n Gould & Son, Mr. John West having

executed the masonry, and Messrs. Isaacs &
Bidge the carpentry.

NiwcasTLE-ON.TmE. — The new block of

sAool buildings (according to the local Daily
Chroniclf) in connection with Bath-lane Church,
presents an imposing appearance now that the

hoarding has been removed from Locke-street.

The church with its well-defined spire, together

with the schools with their elegant open turret,

form one of the handsomest groups of arohitec-

tural composition for religious and educational

purposes in the town. The new schools are on
an extcnaive scale, and the accommodation for

elMi rooms and for other arrangements is in

jcopattioo. The architect of the original struc-

tars, Mr. Thomas Oliver, is also the architect

tor the new works.

FOOLE Whabfedale.—A new school-house is

in ooorse of erection in connection with the
church of this village, from the designs and
under the direction of Mr. Henry Walken, archi-

ScARBOBOUon.—The foundation stone of the
Sew 8. Martin's Grammar School, Scarborough,
was laid on Tuesday week by the Archbishop of

York. The building, which will front Hamshill-
road, will be in the (Gothic style, and will com-
prise schoolrooms and class-rooms for boys and
girls, and a large lecture-hall above. Mr. O. F.

Bodlsy, of London, is the architect, and Mr.
Tbomas Fetch, of Scarborough, the contractor.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We Jo not holU ouraelves responsible tor the oiiinions

of our corrMponilouU. Tlie Kditor resiiectfuUy ro-

nuesU that all oommuuications should bo drawn up

as brieay a> poaaible, »» there are many claimauts

upou the spaoe allotted to correspoudence.

)

To OUB Headibs.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

reiideis who will favoiu: us with brief uotos of works cou-

teiuplat«d or ia progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the oiiUnary biisi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed to the EDITOR,

31, TAVISTOCK bTKEET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

AdvertisemenU for the current week must reach the

olfiaf not later than 6 p.m on Thursday.

RfCEIVED.-C. H. J., A. P- M., T. C. A. T., J. C. O.. E. B.,

T B v., J. H. 8., A. K. a., 0. W. B., G. R., U. G. B.,

K- S. F., H. G. R.

P. AULD.—Can't say anything about sketch for title-page

of Sketchbook without seeing it,

C. W. W.—Sketch of Athelstan not good enough.

B BAKE.—Your sketch of Grey Friars Tower will appear.

J. w. W.—The sketch was not good enough, like a great

many others which have been returned lately.

Erratum.—The interior illustration in our Inst number
was wrongly named. It should have been Lichfield Cathe-

dral and not Ely Cathedral.

MnoBiAL FousTAni, GuAgoow. — The pre-

mium, £50. haa been awarded to Mr. John Sellars,

iiehitect, Glasgow.

Ths COLOSSECif.—The last traces of this institu-

tioatn about to disappear. Erected in 1824, it

raeetved much patronage from the last generation,
and enjoyed a reputation for the gigantic pictures
or psDoiamas exhibited there ; but, after many
Tidasitudss, it ultimately succumbed to the more
popilar and central entertainments of modem

, and DOW its site is to be disposed of. It

I about 81,000 square feet^ possessing a
t of about 800ft. to the Begent's-park and

ASmriMMat

LUMP-CONTRACTS IN GLASGOW.

{To the Editor of the Buildikq News.)

Sir,—It is encouraging to see by the useful

letter of your Glasgow correspondent tha: there is

nothing original, as I had thought, in my scheme

for a substitute for the present unsatisfactory

system of contricting. His letter quite relieves

me from the necessity of replying to the sneer of

another correspondent. A scheme that will

secure the assent of canny clients north of the

Tweed is not so very impracticable, or even absurd

,

as "J. P. S." considers it. Thequestion for archi-

tects to discuss is, not what clients and com-

mittees will sanction off-hand, but what archi-

tects ought fairly to do, and how they ought fairly

to practise. Clients will assent to anything rea-

sonable we can be found to agree about. They

do not respect us for the subserviency that impels

us to idly yield to them the cue we ought to wield

ourselves. I, for oue Southron, should be glad of

some more detailed descriptioa of the Glasgow
system ot tendering.—I am, Sir, &c.

Solomon Set-squahe.

us, a week or two ngo we were all nobodies, or

uext to it, if we did'ut hail from the Institute (!).

I protest against this sort of thiug. If it were
based, like a university B.A. degree, on either a

great, or even a little, "go," I would bow to it;

but we all know it isn't, and tliat no good can by
possibility accrue to the general body of archi-

tects by the Institute's continuance as at present

constituted.

I trust you will accept my old initials. I don't

see why "J. P. S." objects to them. Surely, Jlr.

Editor, an anonymous " W. Y." is qviite as harm-
less as an anonymous "J. P. S.," especially on a

question absolutely impersonal.—I am, Sir, &c.

W. Y.

THE INSTITUTE ON ITS TRIAL.

Sm,—If your correspondent " J. P. S." really

desires, as I do, to see the Institute flourish—not

as a mere architectural society, but as a focus of

union and authority for all practising architects^

he will rather deal with the grave facts I have
adduced from the President's own address than
denounce me because I am young, or, as he says,

a mere tyro in quest of eclat, and write anony-
mously. The complaint I make is a very serious

one : its topic is the professional insigniticance of

the Institute. How does he meet it ? By abusing

its critics, and intimating to the vast body of

architects out of its small fold that it is an ob-

structive " cow " on its line of triumph, to be in

time ridden down by the drivers of the Institute

engine. If by this imperative style of writing

every decent English architect can be terrified

into membership, I, for one, shall rejoice. I am,
however, tired of waiting any longer for the opera-

tion. I see no prospect of it. lliiw ilia

Uichryma.
I have every respect for individual members of

the Institute. I believe it to be a very charming
and agreeable society, where very good papers are

read, very nicely printed and very quickly circu-

lated. I can't say that I hold it to be downright
profane, as evidently does "J. P. S.," to speak
slightly of the Institute ; but I do quite concur
with him in thinking it too bad—nay, absolutely
silly—of your contemporary to question the
hilarity of the Conduit-street executive. It is

almost as silly as to write angrily about it. All

these, and other matters he, with another corre

spondent, speaks of, are mere trifles in presence

of the fact that in 187U, when English architects

are being trodden down by the public in sheer
ignorance, the Institute has not, and is not likely

to have, their adhesion. It is ignored on all sides,

save here and there by those irrepressible gentle-

men who advertise themselves here, there, and
everywhere as F.R.I.B.A. or A.R.I.B.A. I fear

it waa one of these that in a contemporary told

THE AIR AND HEALTH QUESTION AND
ARCHITECTS.

Sin,—If "J. G." will look again at the letter

he mentions (p. 401) he will not tiud any promise

to show him " unbloody buildings "—the pbrase

does not occur—but, on the contrary, I wrote that

I did " not know an unbloody one in modem
England;" that probably I should "not find one

made for human habitation in his county,"

wherever that might be, and that "probably
chance has not evolved a dozen, if any."

A little less haste, then, in answering the letter

before he had read it would have saved him the

guesses that I "probably" referred to "churches

or uncoiled attics or garrets," it being there

written as plainly as I could, and even italicised,

that the 'chambers" and "structures" to be

adduced were not " buildings," nor " for /lUJKaK

luihitation."

I will redeem my promise, but first, it might
have occurred, I think, to an average mind, that

there may possibly be chambers and structures

not admitting breathers within them , and yet

having exactly identical requirements as toair aud
weather, as if they were to be dwelt in. They
may be " variously sized and designed," and
" cheaply or expensively constructed ;" but all

required to fulfil the conditions of excluding rain

and wind—jierhaps even better than " churches

or garrets " usually at present do, and yet promot-

ing the constant outflow of foul and light air, and
inflow of fresh, and, as I said, the outflow

not only of so many cubic feet per minute, but
of the right cubic feet, the particular ones fouled.

Now to see some dozens or hundreds of these

works of true design then, so perfectly and uni-

versally successful in fulfilling the exact condi-

tions wherein all your Smirkes, and Barrys, and
Royal Institutes of British " Architects " (save

the mark !) with John Bull's revenues to play

and blunder and botch with ad libitum, so utterly

and continually fail—to see, I say, these marvels

of art, "J. G." has but to visit, at the neai-est

town, the largest manufactory or store of lanterns

—carriage lanterns, police lanterns, magic lanterns,

street gas lamps, or any sort, however rough or

finished, big or little, from a lighthouse top to a
" bull's-eye." All alike require the exclusion of

rain and wind, the free inflow of fresh air to feed

the flame, and right outflow of all that it fouls,

without allowing mixture or waste of force. lu

short, they require exactly what a perfect dwelling

or meeting room requires ; but, unlike these or

any work of your " architects," they fulfd what
is required. They do it, simply do it—not better

or worse ; there is no more or less about a matter

of totality. A chamber to contain a lamp, or to

contain breathers, is either rightly or wrongly de-

signed, either self-ventilative or non-ventilative

—

that is, in the latter case, noxious or innoxious,

bloody or unbloody. In the case of the lanterns,

either some of the burnt air may be hindered from

exit and mingled with the fresh—as would always

happen if " architects " or chance made them—
or no7ie may be so hindered, which is always the

actual case. Proof : Turn any oue of them up-

side down, and try with a heavy instead of a light

fluid. Fill the inverted chamber with water, and

all will run out. Not a drop will be caught and

retained by any malformation, or even spread by

too level a piece of surface. There is entire drain

'

age in this position ; therefore, in the position of

use, unchecked uyward drainage, utilizing all the

hot air's aacensioual force for its instant removal,

allowing none to cool, be mingled, diltused, or a

second time reach the flame. You see, the details

of a common craft, even the tinman's lantern-

making, are a widely diff'erent thing from " archi-

tc<-l8 " details ; very unlike "J. G.'s ' unceiledor

ceiled " churches or garrets." There is all the

difference between work of design and ol chance.

And that brings us to the main question that I
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promised to answer and make " very plain ;"

—

What makes tbiB difference between the tinman's
work and the Royal British Architect's ? Why ia

there no sixpenny lantern in England wrongly or

imperfectly formed as to its chief functions, and
no church, or palace, or room, in the Houses of

Parliament or elsewhere, rightly so ? Is it the

tinman's greater science and learning that causes

this ? Yes, sir. It ia his possession of this im-
portant piece of learning—that a?^ uiwentilated

lantern is unsaleable. Therein lies the whole dif-

ference. You have taught your tinman this, but
you have taught your "architect" quite other-

wise—that such rubbish as a Palace of West-
minster is very saleable. You have, in every case,

what you pay for
;
you arrange to pay tinman ac-

cording to efficiency of the things produced, and
you get what you paid for. You arrange to pay
Koyal British Architects according to outlay.

Have you not got also here what you pay for ?

What else, British wisdom, would you have ?

Have you ever paid for anything else ?

But pursue the necessary results a step farther.

Let a man of average mind and decency bethink
himself a moment what it must be to plan for the
first time, and advise for the first time another's
expenditure of other men's labour, on the under-
standing of being paid a " percentage on the out-
lay,"—on that very outlay that you are to direct,

80 that every economy is to bring you a loss, and
every waste a gain ! Nay, to be paid for nothing
else, for no doing whatever of yours, but, contrari-

wise, for the amount of other men's work caused
to be spent. Let him only try to figure, if he
can, the manner of man it must take,—the calibre

and quality of mind to accept this position,—nay,
to do it contentedly

; and not only be thus paid
once as a shift, but proceed to do it again a second
time ! Yea, further, to regard it as quite in the
nature of things, a business, a regular way of

living I And if a reader can dive into such an
abyss, this is the manner of mind, observe, from
which British wisdom asks planning of buildings,

—

yea, expects great works !—works the most pre-

eminently calling for dignity of mind, and for in-

vention of every kind, yea, the most godlike arti-

lice and co-ordinance, from men that collectively

publish that the above " appears the best mode "

of paying them "that can be devised.'"—and
stand up in a body of hundreds, with the M.P. for

Bath at their head, to proclaim themselves in-

, capable of devising a way of being paid for their

own work.

Returning, then, to our lantern question, we
find means of making the answer plainer. Be-
tween the tinman's work and the "architect's " we
tiud this immense fundamental difference under-
lying and amply accounting for all others. The
lauterns are the work of ordinary or average
British mind ; but the churches and palaces not
so. Our system is so arranged as to get its archi-

tecture exclusively from a far lower stratum,
from nothing approaching average English hu-
manity, but the last siftinga thereof through a
sieve that, if you do but look at the thing a
moment, can only let the smallest and lowest order
of mind pas'* through. What but the already
dullest and basest quality of mind and soul do you
suppose can go through this percentage-taking
sieve, so as to undergo the further progressive
degradation and defilement the practice imposes ?

All our great-work-designing since Wren, you see,

is demonstrably that of an exceptionally low caste
of English soul, not merely the lowest born, but
artificially-degraded lower, morally and intellectu-

ally. This accounts for all the contrast between
this and common arts, and is no theory observe,

but the true cause as plainly as any cause of any
effect in the world. Will any man attempt to

dispute that the creature which has been paid
percentage on an outlay is necessarily a baser

—

either originally baser, or a more fallen order of

creature, than one which has taken none, and
that he who has taken it twice is again of a more
degraded rank of being than had he stopped at

taking it once ? And can we not see, if we notice
any bit of work more approaching decency or com-
mon sense, amid the unutterable vileness that
rises around us, and if we inquire into its author-
ship, that it ia always some young architect's Jirst

work ; none ever producing a aecond, orat least no
third, distinguishable from the general dung-
heap 1

When another, then, of your correspondents,
" H. A. L." (Intercom. 2023, p. 420) coolly wishes
me, "omitting any attacks on architects," to
' enable some one to earn an extra percentage,"
he somewhat mistakes bis customer. " Omitting
attacks on architects," forsooth, to teach protec-

tion from lightning .' Why, what is lightning-

damage to percentagera' havoc ? What if there

were no conductors, and lightning were to topple

down every stone still left upon another of the

few poor remnants of our forefathers' lovely handi-

work that, being in out-of-the-way nooks, have
escaped this generation of percentage-hunters'

vigilance ? Would lightning be as one of them,
and "break down all the carved work thereof

with axes and hammers T' Would lightning

Scottize the rest of our antiquities, and forge and
set up Victorian shama in their place ? Would
not lightning, hail, earthquake, or any elemental
forces be, as Mr. Ruskin said twenty years ago,

welcome friends indeed, if kind heaven by their

means were to save some noble thing from
"restoration," some pearl from these nineteenth

century destroyers, and mother earth give it

honourable grave f For is not mankind fifty

times richer, as he' said, by the possession of

buried Nineveh than of rebuilt Milan ? Would
not all after generations of Anglo-Saxondom, and
of all mankind, prefer and be more blest by some
Early English stones under the kindly soil, than
all your lying Victorian forgeries of them on its

surface !

" H. A. L." might as well ask Qambetta, just

now, to attend to lightning-conductors, " omitting
attacks on" Prussians, as expect I am going to

abstain from attacks on my country's destroyers,

that in one single reign have all but consummated
the utter clearance of our cradle.land of every
fragment of ancestral handiwork that was precious

or noble, unique and inimitable, monumental or

truly historic ; everything that distinguished a
land of a thousand years' story from Australia

;

these men that in their single generation have
coined into their percentage more of my race's

jewels than I believe civil wara and neglect of all

the three centuriea before them had deatroyed,

and now all but disinherited our scattered race,

for all coming time, of every link with their noble
past

;
yea, nearly made Anglo-Saxondom aa record-

less as Dyaks or Maories, and who, unless soon
checked, will have quite done so ; unless we can
rid our land of them, even sooner perhaps than
France may be rid of Prussians !

And to please "H. A. L," forsooth, I am to

treat of these my nation's most insidious wasters
without " attacks on " them ; these enemies whose
inglorious namea I predict their own grandchildren
will never dare to bear; for though percentage
may, 1 hope, not have many days more—perhaps
be now in its last months—this may be the last

December there will be any to be gotten, yet all

concerned be sure its name and memory will be
kept, while its vile results are in the way—kept to

be cursed and spit upon as long aa English tongue
endures. No attacks, indeed ! Why it is quite
disgusting enough to have to mention, to look at

this Augean stable, and touch with tonga this
" honourable profession." Does " H. A. L." sup-
pose any decent person would do so but for duty,
and therefore to attack ?—I am, tc,

Dec. 5. E. L. G.

EALING SEWAGE WORKS.
Sib,—In your impression of the 2nd Decem-

ber, you give me the credit of the system adopted
for the purification of the Ealing sewage. It

would be very unfair to Mr. Jones, the engineer
of the works, if I did not ask you to have the
goodness to correct this statement. All that has
been done for the Ealing works through my in-

strumentality is this : I suggested to Mr. Jones a
better plan than that previously in uae ; but to
Mr. Jones alone the credit ia due—not only of

carrying out the Ealing works, which are con-

sidered a model for imitation, but also for having
carried them on towards perfection by the addi-

tion of many admirable mechanical and other
arrangements.

My suggestion was, that instead of using

lime only, which does its work very imperfectly,

or metallic salts, which are very costly, it would
be as well to use lime first, to do that for which
it is admirably adapted—viz., to precipitate the

phosphates and carbonates, and, subsequently, by
another operation to fix the sulphuretted hydro-

gen with a comparatively small quantity of per-

chloride or some other salt of iron. 'This idea

Mr. Jones has very successfully dealt with,

and he has supplemented it by mechanical
arrangements which will go far towards removing
the organic compounds which the chemicals faU

to lay hold of.

I may state that I am convinced that Mr.
Jones's works quite justify the very high opinion

expressed of them by Professor Way, and I

agree vith him that the combined system of pre-

cipitation and filtration will in all probability

bring the efiluent water to a sufficient state of

purity to enter the river,—I am, &c.,

Hkney Y. D. Scott, Lieut-CoL B.E,
Ealing, December 5.

|tttm0nnitttitiniti0n;.

QUESTIONS,
[2061] RA.TB1BLE BUILDINGS.—I ahall feel obliged

ifBome of the readers of the Building News will b^j
whetlier a work-shop built of wood, in framework all

round, aud iudejwudent of the ground, covered with feather-

edge boards, something like tlie contractors' sheds seen in
the streets, except the Door andwheels, would be considered
rateable. Au early reply will oblige.

—

Samuel Lsxicxiy.

[2062] ORIGIN OF PULPITS. — I should be glad
through your "lutercommnnication" column to know the
origin of pulpits in our churches, as soma say that the/
are not of older date than the Reformation,

—

i. H.

[2063] DRYING OF WOOD.—In the short notice yoa
give iu your last number under this head there is no aila>

sion to the method of drying by immersion, which is I be-
lieve resorted to in the case of large timbers or flitches

;

will eorae of your readers give their experience of this

method? Steam is sometimes employed, but oht what
will joiners and cabiaet-makera say (o drying their fine

woods in sand ? I can b'^-ar witness to the bad effect of
excessive drying. What has becoms of the famous Desic-
cating Company ?—Z.

[2064] EMPLOYERS AND CLERK. OP WORKS.-
An employer having arranged to cariy out a building ac-
cording to the plans and specifications of an architect, the
architect being at a distance from the locality, and to bo
retiiined and paid his full percentage on the work, has

^-he employer the right to appoint a clerk of works to carry
out the work to the plans, ^c, of the said architect ?

Farther, has the architect a right to object to a clerk of
works so appointed ? Answers or iiiformation from any of
your correspondents having experience in the foregoing
subject will obligee the inquirer, and most likely throw a
little light on an obscure matter, to the edification of your
readers.— C. North.

[2065] WATERPROOF ROOF.—I shall be obliged by
any information on the following difficulty. A building
rather exposed is roofed with double Roman tiles ; the
pitcli is about 30°. As the wet drove in during gushy winds,
I pointed every joint carefully with cement, aud cement
wanhed all the roof. To a great extent thi:) remedied the
evil, yet in driving rains it comea in in a few places and
seems to defy the most careful attempts to stop it. Strip-
ping and slating (with felt under) would > mail consider-
able expense. What can be done to make it perfectly se-

cure? It appears to be as close and sound as possible, and
the minuie crevices or fractures in the stopping are
liardly diacernable. An early reply will muvii oblige.—
Triangle.

heplies.
[2023] HGUTNING CONDUCTORS.—In answer to

"H. A. B.," 1 thought ray first reply had begun by stating
what Sir W. S. Harris had settled aa the least '* sufticient
capacity," both of iron aud copper conductois. In his work
on " Thunderstorms," the last English authority on the
matter, though of 1827, he relates, at p. 109, aca8eofa|in.
iion rod being fused for some inches ; at p. Ill, one of a
copper chain whose links were of roa Jin. diameter '* com-
pletely melted," at Rio Jauiero; but he rejects the in-
ference of Wilson, in Philosophieal Tramacttons^ 1778,
from an examination of the conductors of S. Paul's, Ijou-
don, that there were marks of one having been " consider-
ably hot, if not absolutely red ;

" and a few other stories of
fusion of thicker iron, and concludes, p. 113, that there Is

no case of a copper rotl of Jin. diamet er being ' 'fairly fused*'

;

aud finally, that a jin. rod of copper might be considered
safe in any discbarge ofwhich there has Uwn human expe*
rience. Now he ranks the conductivities of the common
metals, p. 99, iu the ratios of copjier 12, zinc 4, iroa
2 4, tin 2, lead 1 ; so that if we reckon the smallest cap
copper conductor to weigh a pound per foot, the smallest
of wrought iron should be 51b, per foot, of zinc more
than 3, aud of lead more than 12 ; as these latter must
notbeiu danger of being raised lo their fusing pointe,
which are lower than the red heat, the point of danger
from iron and copper. Of the conductivity of cast-iron I
have not found any measure. If* H. A. B. ' can get from
'* H. A. L." soft copper in the form of ribands, tested by
an electrician, and stamped with some government
guarantee of its conductivity, then, if they be as pure aa
the specimens " H. A. L." 8i>eaks of, half the above quan-
tity may be saved. The latter gentleman will find ia
Uarris's later pamphlet, 1847, p, 60, that by his statistics
in one case of damage to ships, out of six (by bifurcating
fiaahes), yards have been struck as well as masts,—in one
case of 200 *' the extremity of a yard arm only ; and in p.
6l>, that one flash out of fifty has even struck a prominent
part of the hull dii'ectly, and no spar. He gives a litho-
graph of the Dido, which had the mainmast protected,
being struck by a forked fiash on the vane- spindle ana
end of royal-yard, which latter was demolished ; and ia
his list of cases, No. 218, the Windsor Castle, had the
foremast and foreyard struck at once.—E. L. G.

[203S] ROOFS.—The best way to make hippetl roofs
w» ertight without lead or ridging is to make a true mitre
with thetdates ; every course to have a small layer of putty
underneath the mitre coloured with lamp black or slat*
dust to the same colour of slates used, aud allow it to havo
the same lap as slates. With this principle and goid
workmanship you will have a firm, neat, and watertight
job.—W. L. K.
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itiS g r^ Ktv^t-'^'^r"^ dispoM. with

ZZmMw ttettlnoiMt. Iti>«T)d>nttlut'J. G.V-

SSia^vMlawarlMlaamtawwoalduot pn'W^'bo

iS mi£b( tk* raof whkh lad fliwhing it •nppoMd to

diL-Fuut.

RSni ABCHITBCIBAKD THEIR POPILS-AreW-
t«k Mattr lin UaalrMiMaati fMutMn couaecutivo <Uvs

talttiT JTri—'— in OM of tha nuuuer muuilis, but

•kanvfer onftiB* vlxa apoa oompstition or other nork

Sflr^— dUfcMMi *»«»*««&. If>na»Mau'u
a*ra*TliWth«r tin* I •kaaM mj bo ooul.1 Imidlj

•nMltoWaSu ia ftUl, althougb it <s haid for Uim if bo

daMi• k&alaiT for m liTin!; and ooly receiro a portion.

II 'ill iliiiwil <m the circuQutauwo of tbe oue, and also

WATER SXJPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

y..«..n Oanu.—Mr. Morgao, who noently bold an

iasaiiT into th« naton aad axtoot of the Barnard CatUe

mSut Mpvlr, hm mad* hie raport. He raoommouda that

lb* Barnud Caitl* Boanl of Health ihonld at ouca take

•toM xo asenra an incTMaad aopplj, and calls attention to

tkadMiimUlitjofatoooe dealins with tbe sewage of the

lowB, whkh BOW diaahuiea ita^into the Tees, to the do-

' '
', cl Dadimton and other plaoee below Barnard

CamwsoL—AppUcatton la being made by tite Commia-

riOBMB ofCauhcMaB to Parliament for power to oonatruct

MWoBal aewon^io., asoording to dtawinga prepared by

Mt. Baalfetta, CJL. aath* lirar Cam iiagai* getting fiUed

uto th* aawift and ainah washed down the drains from

<« iha maaadaatad loada (T) which tbe town of Cambridge

has latalj liannhart oat in, much to the annoyance of

tbastt who lika alaaB boota and (lislike being bvapattered

with abowan of mod ftom paaung carriages.

STAINED GLASS.
BloouBWafiX.—Tha parish church of S. Andrew, Big*

llaawada, hae latalj baan rastored, and ibo architects,

MaiMa. W. O. Babaiahoa and Pita, bare prewntodahand-
asma atalned glaat window, rapreaenting ^' Christ Healing

tbaUper."

LtcHriKLD..—A stained glaas memorial window, to the

maaafy M tba lata Mrs. Spode, of Hawksjard Park, has

jiHt baas plaoed in the cathedral. There are three princi-

pal Ufhta, tha centra being our Saviour on the Cross, the

lifkt tha Agim of 8. Helena, and tbe loft tha Besurt^-
tiaa. n* priaeipal tntt)act in the lower part of the

wladow it tba TafflpUtion, and tba npper put ia filled

wttha tailaty of sal^eett, embellished with rich tracerj

aad ptaaantingeoiundarable beauty of design. The work
ia baa Hardman'i, of Birmingham.

LAND AND BUILDINO SOCIETIES.
LaciM PaovtKciAL Buildikc and I.vvkstmknt Bo-

cikTT.—The twenty-first annual meeung of tbe members
af this aociaty was held laai week. The cash account
abowed aa income from Laedt of £6fi,741 It^., and from
tha other placae of I£l.597Sa. »id. Tbe total income is

illl0.&9r 11a. 9d., and the total axpenaas, including salaries.

k£8MUsL Sid. The stock aocount amounts lo £177, ttiti

4&4(d. Last jaai't balance wat £1.119 1>. lid., and the
I appotttoped were JES8T lOi. This left a net balance
tyaaraf J781 lis. lid., and the present year's

» is £404 2a. 6^ , which, added to the foregoing sum,
gtf(talotalof£l,liiT l<a.Sid.

Bxvnta.—Tha twenty-first anntial general meeting of the
FiDTtdaat Fansanont Benefit Bnildlng, InTostmeut, and
Loan Bodalr was held on Monday week. The number of
thawa Itssitg danag tha ytar ended the a 1st Oct. , 18'0, was
m, aiakiaf a total of <T10 tbaraa. The audited balance
abaal thowa tha aociaty't iraDtactiont in the past financial
yaaraaMlowt;—AniaaatreoeiTedonsharet,£J,38618s. Cd.;

dapoaMl, £i,M0ea. Id. ; laot on mortgagee, £12,09C Is. Ud.
aad tha total amonnt of reccip;s and paymenu,
jai.tMla.id. '

OcaaouB VauuvoT BriLniHo Bocinr. — The
anaaal laaatlag of aharabolders in this aociety was held at
Ih* Athan—m, Briatol, on Monday week, Mr. Whereat

f, Tha dineton* raport tbowed that the cash
fer Iha year amonntad to £21,744 lit. 7d., and

and hit father, a complaint wat laid before a mapslrate,

and a summona ssrTod. Tbe bench made an order for the

defendant to provide another lodging for the lad or the

indenture to ba oaacelled.

8al« bt Ibsdkiu—The case of Spencer t. Hauling, in

tha Common Fieaa, was argued on demuner to tho de-

claration, which ttated that the defendants issued to the

plaintiffs and other persons engaged in the wholesale trade

a circular stating :
** We are instructed to offer to tho

wholesale trade for sale by tender, the stock of Messrs.

G. Kilbeck & Co., amounting, as per stock boolc, to

£2,503 133. Id., and which will be sold at a discount in

one lot Payment to be made in cash." The court said

the circular is a mere invitation to the public to send in

tendert ; there is no promise, either express or implied, to

accept the highest tender. There ib no statement that the

stock is to be sold '* without reserve, "or even at an alarm-

ing sacrifice; on tbe contrary, there is the special circinu-

stanoe that the stock is to bo sold '* at a discount " (.which

means some reasonable deduci ion), which entirely excludes

all notions of an intentiou to accept the highest tender,

whatever it may be. Judgment was given for the defen-

dant.

tt

of tha aodaty were in a very healthy and
atiiAftncy coadition. In moving tbe adoption of the
npoct, Iha ohairiaaa called the attention of tbe members
to tba &ot that doting tha nine yean tha society bad been
fill and ao loaa whatarer had been aaatainad, and ei-

~ ~
I haUaf that the trienaial invaatigation of the

af IhaaooMy, now in progreaa, would thow a very
pnAt to ba diviilad aaiong the sliateholden.

LSaAIi INTELLiaENCE.
I* A TnaaT Liablc roa Damaoeh uoica to a Bodse 1

Ai tba Allriaciiam Coouty Court on tha Mth nit., before
Mr J. W. Uardaa, Jodga, Mr. Wotdyeal, bniUer, sued
Mr. Maadnsiild far £7 daaiaga to a houaa of which ho was
taaaal. It amaaiad that daCsodant entered on his
laasaCT la Um, aad lafk about a year afterwanla, the
haaaa hahn naiM iraMy damagad, tha coat of repairing
a.a* ndanaillai btiac £«>. It wta orgad on bdialf of
dafaad sat that than was only tba ordinary damage of a
year's taaaaay. Hit li<«i.iar tfioaght lUflerently. and gave a
verdJatte tbapUintiif fur £^ It.

Mama an Amarncs.—Tha Barnard CatUe bench
ofaaalaiilaa. oa Wadaatday weak, heard an appUcation
iroa 4afTia Walaoa Godlay, who waa some Ume ago bound
ayyaatkatoBalah BeU,of Mlddlaton-ia-Taaadale, Jmner,
aaS aa tba 7lh nit., Mr. Bell having lakae a poblio bouse
haAtba lad laliva withUa than. Thia b^oontraiy
•a Iha Inge g( tba iodantan aad to tha feallogt of tha lad

Recovery of Mr. Q. G. Scott.—It will be

gratifying to the friends of Mr. Gilbert Scott to

know that his health ia improving. His progress

recently has been such that he has been enabled

to return to his own residence at Rooksnest,

Surrey, and his medical attendants hope that a

few months of rest will do much to restore him
to his usual health.

Scaffold Accident at Middleton-in-Tees-

DALE.—At the new Wesleyan Chapel in course of

erection at Middlett n an accident happened the

other day which proved all but fatal. The
masons were engaged in finishing the walling

above the window-heads, the walls being full

height. One of the labourers had over-

weighted the scaffold, when it fell, and a man
who was standing upon it just had time to

seize hold of the top of the wall. He held on

in this dangerous position for nearly Qve minutes,

when he was rescued by some of his fellow-

workmen. Had he slipped his hold, or the

stones given way, he would have fallen a height

of 50ft., and probably have been killed on the

spot.

The Consehvative Land Society. — The
eighteenth annual meeting was held on Tuesday,

the 6th inst., at the Norfolk-street offices,

Viscount Ranelagh in tho chair. The annual

report of the executive committee stated that

the receipts for the year were £133,270 15s. 1 1 d.,

and the grand totals to Michaelmas, 1870,

£1,583,359 15s. 2d. The laet share number
issued to Michaelmas, 1870, was No. 34,756,

which, at £50 per share, represents a subscribed

capital of £1,737,800, the total withdrawals

being £399,971 3s. 9d. After leaving the re-

serve or surplus fund at £10,500 (exclusive of

office premises and furniture account, which now
stands at the present value of £2,533 10s. 6d.)

the report adds that every payment on the shares

on the register will realise five and a half per
cent, per annum for the present year. The
following members of tbe board who retired by
rotation were re-elected :—The Hon. Robert
Bourke, M.P., Sir Lawrence Palt, Bart., M.P.,

Colonel Augustus Meyrick, and Newnham Win-
Btanley, Esq. The report referred to the success

of the system of combiaed action, as proved by
the readiness displayed by the members in the
taking of the shares of the United Land Com-
pany (Limited) on their third issue.

Cakdipf.—The annual meeting of the Schools

of Science and Art was held on Wednesday week,
when the prizes awarded to the successful

students in the recent examinations were pre-

sented to them. Mr. G. T. Clark presided, and
delivered a long address on the advantages of

Art training.

PaoroSK.n PnBUc Hall fob Habbow.—A pro-
visional committee has been formed having for its

object the establishment of a joint-stock company
for the erection of a new public hall at Harrow.
A site in the High-street, nearly opposite to the
King's Head Hotel, has been secured ot advan-
tageous terms at a ground rent, with the option
of purchanng the freehold within a period of seven
years. The plans of the building (prepared by
Messrs. Uabershon & Brock, architects) show a
handsome elevation and a suitable design. The
following will form its principal features :—On
the ground floor, front and back offices, with
•paciouB ware-rooms in the rear, for the pur-
poae of letting. A valuable space, suitable for
offiMi or a (hop, or for a fiire-cDgine houie, should

it eventually be required for the latter purpose.

On the first floor, the main hall, with gallery,

capable of seating 600 persons, orchestra, platform,

two retiring rooms, ladies' and gentlemen's cloak

rooms, and also a refreshment or club room. On
the second floor, four rooms for the use of an
attendant, &c. The estimated cost of the buUd-
ing, including architect's charges for plans and
superintendence, is £2,000, which it is proposed

to raise in 2,000 shares of £1 each.

Stone W.^terproofing.—At the recommenda-
tion of Professor Abel, chemist to the War
Department, the process invented by Messrs.

Gay & Co., of Alton, Hants, for waterproofing

and preserving stone and other buildings, is, by
the order of the Office of Works, to be applied to

the decayed stonework of the Houses of Parlia-

ment.

Lead Poisoning.—Professor F. Grace Calvert,

of Manchester, says :
—" Great numbers of pri-

vate houses have a leaden cistern heated by
means of a continuous current of hot water, fed

by a boiler placed behind the kitchen range, on
the ground floor. The cooled water from the

cistern returning to the boiler is of course

charged with all the lead dissolved from it, and
as the occupiers of these houses are either not
aware of the action of water on lead, or do not

reflect that the water which they take from the

kitchen range for domestic purposes has circu-

lated through the cistern above, it is not sur.

prising that many of them fall victims to lead

poisoning."

Prospective Growth of Timber on the
Western Prairies.—An American agriculturist,

who has recently travelled in the treeless regions

of the " Far West," mentions facta which tend to

weaken, if not to overturn, the theories of those

who hold that the great plains can never be made
to bear timber. Although the trees that do grow
naturally in those parts are so stunted and dis-

torted as to lead to the conclusion that the

climate is utterly opposed to the growth of

anything better, yet plantations have been made
in Eastern Kansas which are as flourishing as

could be desired; a ten years' growth having

produced handsome trees 50ft. in height. The
most valuable among these are oak, hickory, and
black walnut. It is found, too, that fruit trees,

including the grape-^nne, thrive and yield abun-

dantly in sheltered situations. Is this to be

regarded as the beginning of planting operations

which, in course of years, will cover all the wild

wastes with timber up to the foot of the Eocky
Mountains ? What a grand compensation , remarks

the Athcnaum, that would be for the loss of the

forests which are fast falling before the axe in the

Middle States

!

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSOTNG WEEK.
Monday.—Institution of Surveyors.—''On the Valuation

of Annuities aud Reversions depeudont upon
terms of certain duration." By Mr. William
Matthews. Sp.m.
Society of Arts.—(Cantor Lectures.) "On

Artists' Colours aud Pigments." Lecture IV. By
F. 8. Barff, Kaq., M.A. 8 p.m.

TvP.sTiK\.— Institution of Civil En{/ineers..—Sj>.m.

Wkdnesday.—Sociefj of Arts.—"On a new Method of

Producing Durable Blural Paintings l>y Fictile

Vitrification." By Mr. Alan 8. Cole. 8 p.m.

Friday.— Architectural Association.—" On the Ariunge-
ment and Ventilation of Hospitals." By Mr. S.

Salter, A.B.I.B.A. 7.30 p.m.

C|ip.

A now picture, by Cima da Conegliano, has been
added to the National Gallery, and numliorod 816 ;

it roprescnts tho " Incredulity of S. Thomas."

Workmen are now engaged in luakinn; prepara-

tions for tho planting of trees alouK: the northern

fcido of tho roadway of tho Victoria Knibankmont.

A now national schoolroom is about to bo built

at Gcorgonympton, North Devon.

It has been resolved to greatly enlarge the Roya!

Ilfracombe Hotel, Ilfracombe.

The fine old parish church of Ilfracombe, North
Devon, narrowly escaped being destroyed by fire on
Sunday week, owing to a defect in tlio gastittings.

On Wednesday week tho foundation stone of now
schools for the parish of All Saints, Hull, was laid

by Sir John Walsham.

It is contemplated to erect a new Wesleyan
Cliapol in Darlington, capable of accommodating
1,400 persons. The chapel erected si.x or seven

years ago at tho north end of the town is propoged

to be used for school purposes.
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EXPRl-SSION m BUTTRESS DESIGN.

TO say what an architect makes of his

buttresses is to give no bad measure ol

his power. For one man who can design a

buttress half a dozen might be found todesi^n

a tracery window. And this is especially the

case with beginners. Naturally enough, what
is most ornamental catches their attention

first. They pick out the plums from a de-

sign, and think liownice a design would be if

it were all plums ; and the brilliantideaflaslies

upon them, " Why not make a design so I

"

Why allow anvthing in a building that is not
" pretty " ? Why not put gablets and pin-

nacles, tracery and panelliuir, carving and
coloured patterns all over everything ? Why
not live on plums embedded in sugar ? We
might answer, "Try it." But fortunately
there is no need for so desperate a remedy.
Our hypothetical student is not obliged to

make an experiment on the subject in bricks
and mortar,—materials which have an un-
pleasant sort of durability when experiments
in tliem fail. Other people have kindly
.saved him the trouble ; have tried, and are

still trying, his own idea. All he need do
is to go and look at their work. If, on
mature consideration, he likes it, it will be
time enough to follow in the track ; if he does
not, there may yet be some hope for him as

an architect. Where he can find examples it

is hardly necessary to say. Chapel Gothic
supplies plenty in one fiuarter, recent street

architecture plenty in auother. Mr. Kuskin
calls the practice in (question "the fault of

all young artists." If this be so, some of our
most antiquated designers can boast of one
particular, at least, in which they never grow
any older. To most men, however, time
brings the conviction that the wholesome is

better than the sweet—tliat nobleness of ex-
pression is better than inane prettiness. They
learn to value most what will bear looking at

longest, not what has most of attraction at

first. They grow more critical about the
substances of things—less easily caught by
tlie baits on their surface. They come, in
architectural matters, to insist more on breadth
—ou visible power—on mass of light and
shade—on all the things by which, in some
mysterious way, the artist puts his feelings

into his work and makes it transmit those
feelings to others. They thus come to study
the features which are of most service in

doing this. Unattractive as they once seemed,
they learn by degrees their value. By at-

tempts to do without them, perhaps, if in no
other way, their high importance becomes
manifest. The attention is turned to design
as well as to decoration—to structural details

as well as to tracery and carving. And look-
ing on these things in quite another light

from the first one, it is asked, not only which
of their varieties has most beauty of form,
but what special character and expression does
each variety contain. And thus men come at

last to judge of architectural details as a
composer may judge of musical chords ; not
always choosing the smoothest or sweetest,

but always that which contributes most to
the grand result he aims at. They look on
each design as a separate whole—as a whole
with a character and expression peculiar to

itself ; and tliey find that in bringing out
this special character many a detail may
be precious that seemed by itself only ugly
or useless.

What we now wish to insist on is the im-
portance of this individuality in architectural

works, and the value of buttresses, amongst

other features, in producing it. No one, we
hope, will think we are advocating the use of

them where they are structurally uncalled

for. In such' a case their very absence may
produce an individuality of its own—and a

marked one. But supposing them to be
wanted, it is interesting to see how many
shades of character may be brought out by
difference of treatment. Take half a dozen
modern churches in which the buttress plays

a conspicuous part. There is Mr. Pugin's at

Dudizeele—light, graceful, and elegant. The
buttresses are slender and tall, diminishing
considerably as they rise, and planned in their

upper part with many lines and angles.

There is Mr. White's at Highbury, broad and
massive, naive and quaint in feeling : a sort of

design that is not likely to please the multi-

tude, and that must be incomprehensible to

those who think architecture begins and ends

in " prettiness." Here the buttresses are deep
and plain ; there is not a moulding or a pro-

jecting drip from top to bottom. They are

built of brick, and they are designed for it.

But they are designed, too, to harmonize with

the rest of the church : to aid and intensify

its strong and severe expressions. Then there

is Mr. Street's Memorial Church at Constan-

tinople, equally strong and severe in style, but
not equally quaint. It is very simple,—but
its simplicity is a studied and refined one.

It has little detail of any kind, but what little

it has is beautiful. It shows something of

that power which comes to every true artist,

whether poet, painter, or architect, by pro-

longed experience, the power of making much
out ol small materials. A few careless-look-

ing splashes of colour, a few short words of

daily speech, or a few arches and buttresses,

as the case may be ; and there is a poem, a
picture, a church. It looks very easy, until

you try it. Then you discover where the

magic lay. It was not at all in the materials,

it was entirely in the putting together of

them. Pull them apart, and the charm
vanishes; it is startling to see with what
common things the enchanted palace was
built. Here, in this Constantinople church,

half the effect is due to some of the plainest of

buttresses. But their profile, made up by
skilfully placed offsets into a general con-
vexity of outline, exactly suits their office.

Anything more elaborate would have marred
the general harmony: would have made the
rest look meagre and poor. Far otherwise is

it at Mr. Goldie's church at York. Here, be-

side one of the richest west doorways in the
kingdom,—bcaido cornices, and arcades, and
carving—such buttresses as those at the

Memorial Church would have been out of

place. They are pitched in far too low a key
to suit a design on which the great resources

of architectural detail have been lavished.

Hence, in this case, we find them banded and
pinnacled, with gablets on their slopes and
shafts in their angles, and in the upper story

of the tower it was felt that even so they
were not striking enough ; and the architect

has gone back to Romanesque traditions, and
actually finished them with columns
weathered off above the capital. The expe-
dient is perhaps scarcely to be commended:
but at any rate it preserves harmony and
keeps up the richness of the buttress where
richness is most needed. Mr. Withers's church
at Brussels has far less of the pomp of art

about it. Its decoration is not so positive or

conspicuous. But the proportions of its tower
are as good or better than those of Mr.
Goldie's, and its tower buttresses contribute

still more to the effect than do those of his

church. Their type is perhaps rather German
than English: they diminish by a great

number of slight offsets: the weatherings are

all alike, but the spaces between them be-

come shorter towards the upper part.

Nothing can be simpler, and yet this natural

idea of lessening the stages as they rise has a

peculiar and not ungracclul look. It suggests

the notion of something growing vigorously

upwards, like a young tree or a strong shoot

of bamboo. The same type may be seen at

Noyon Cathedral, at S. Cross, Breslau, and
elsewhere, and its expression is so marked
tliat when once observed it can hardly be
forgotten. Mr. Brooks's church of S. Michael,

Shoreditch, with which we may finish the liat,

makes a very different impression from either

of the two last. The design for its tower
(which we believe only exists at present on
paper) derives a peculiar character from tire

number of narrow buttresses in its belfry

story. This feature by itself is a good one ;

but the heavy square roof which caps it strikes

us as somewhat too plain to be quite in

keeping. The buttresses at the west end
of the nave, arched over to carry octagonal

turrets, are as successful as any part of the
design.

To analyse the way in which all these

different shades of expression are produced,
would be the subject for a book rather than an
article. Many of them depend on variationa

so slight that it would be difficult to explain

them in writing. The rudest sketch in such
cases is worth more than pages of description,

for the position of a weathering, the thickness

of a moulding, may alter the whole result.

Rough as it looks, the profile of a buttress

needs almo.st as careful drawing as the profile

of a face. It is almost as soon changed, and
as soon spoiled. We may note that in good
examples of early date there is often a general

roundness of contour, just as in late wurkthere
is an opposite tendency to hoUowness. In the

former, it commonly happens that the upper
slopes are the flattest in pitch, and that the

successive offsets become steeper as they get

lower down. In certain examples there is

even an angle in the upper weathering itself,

like that in a Mansard roof, but more commonly
a change in the rake takes place at each or

at several of the points where the projection

is increased. Some buttresses, again, have bold

mouldings where the slopes overhang : of

these there is a tine instance at S. Martin's,

Laon. In others, the slopes do not overhang
at all, but join the upright faces by a mere
arris. And in yet others, there are no slopes,

but there are numerous strings and cornices

instead, and a little offset is made beneath

each of these. The use of gablets instead of

weatherings is so common as hardly to require

notice. This, however, is an expedient which
best befits an elaborate style, and we have seen

more than enough of it lately. It is a pet form
in the lowest class of modern work—tne class

whose ideal church is as clumsy as a barn,

but as rich as a cathedral. In the capping of

buttresses, many other shapes are found besides

the plain slope and the gablet just referred to.

There are square hipped weatherings, as at By-
land ; octagonal hipped ones, as at Whitby

;

flat piers carried up from the rake to stop

against the eaves-cornice, as at Tintera ; round
shafts carried up to support the arcading of the

water-table, as at S. Stephen's, Beauvais ; and
flat tops, as iu many instances where a flying

buttress springs from the attached one. If we
include pinnacles, there are plain pyramidal

ones, either on the square or the octagon ; then
both of these with a gablet on each face, or

again with crockets up their angles ; canopies

resting on detached shafts, as at Rheims and
Sens, with arches from shaft to shaft, and with
miniature pinnacles at each comer

;
pinnacles

with panelling, and flat ornament, and diaper
;

pinnacles formed by sculptured figures, as at

the Sacristy of Notre Dame, Paris ; not to speak
of round pinnacles, like those at the Synodal
Hall, Sens ; and triangular ones, like some at

Peterborough, and, if we remember rightly, at

Geddington. But these too tempting details

hardly belong to the present subject. Our
remarks have been meant to apply to buttresses

of a comparatively simple type : to point out
that character, individuality, definite and con-
centrated expression, are amongst the chief

things which an architect should aim at, and to

show that these may exist in a liigh degree,

even where there is hardly anything that can
claim the title of ornament at all.
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THE DOMESTIC ARCHITECT.—I.

mo m»ny voung and perhaps to a few older

J_ aithitect^s Uiia headiug may appear to

nfer to but a verv modest, perhaps eveti trilling,

nutter, and the" due study of domestic build-

ing may seem but little worthy of considera-

timi canpared witli the grander types of eccle-

JnHril and civil architecture. And yet there

k xwmh to think that the weak point in the

pnieaaion lies in the increasing fewness of

pmfeMional commissions for design of private

dwelling*, and in the enormous growth of such

boaineM as is now put into the hands of

bnildero, land-surveyors, estate-ageuJs, and the

like. The pages of the Bcildino News, and

indeed of all the serials devoted to professional

natteia, haveteemeil with complaints ofthe bud-

neaa of the times for architects, in consequence

of the increase of scarcely-legitimate competi-

ton, and various remedies have been sug-

gested ; but the truth not appearing to have

been fully touched, it is surely worth while

to devote some little space to the consideration

of the whole subject, both from the point of

Tiew of an architect and of an employer. For

the present, the contemplation of churches

and public edifices will be passed over, and

domestic buildings will aloue receive at-

tention.

All who intend to build a private residence

dcaire to build well ; if cheaply, still, to the

beat of their knowledge and ability, they de-

sire to build well. They probably generally

have some plan in their neads which more
or less embodies the idea of the dwelling they

mean to erect, even if they have not seen

some building which nearly comes up to the

standard they have fl.xed for themselves. If

dwelling in the country, they probably

•muse themselves in examining such private

residences of recent erection as may be within

reasonable reach, and they will be glad to

receive suggestions from their owners and to

study such plans as may be offered to them.
At this point it is often a question of seeming
chance whether a builder is not consulted and
eventually entrusted with the entire conduct

of the matter, or whether an architect is ap-

plied to. Here it is that very frequently seri-

ous harm is done to the protession, by a too

common mistake into which both employer
and architect are apt to fall. Supposing an
architect has been called upon or sent for; if a

very young man, he will nm the risk of dazz-

ling his client's eye by apicture of a building
so seductive as to tempt him into accepting it,

to find whenreducedto matter-of-fact plan, and
to the touchstone of specification and builder's

estimate, that all his time has been thrown
•way, and the pretty exterior must be given
np or its features so reduced and attenuated
as to be a grievous disappointmetit to both.

Or else the client has already so obstinately
settled his mind upon some rudely- digested
but pet plan, that tne young professional ad-
viser, anxious not to lose a customer, is obliged
to defer to the opinions of his employer, and
strives to patch up something by way of com-
promise between what his judgment would
approve and what his client insists on ; too
timid and inexperienced to direct, and yet not
working with any entliusiasin, as in the former
ease where his was the pet plan that was
iOQgbt to be made to dominate.
At length some plan for the internal

arrangement of the dwelling and a design of
the exterior ate eettled upon, the working
drawings and contract are made, and the
building is fairly commenced. It is then, as
the structure gradually developes itself, that
the owner begins to wish he had given the
subject closer attention, for even he can see
what improvements on his plan might have
"ueen made, and how much better it

might all have been. At this stage of pro-
ceeding he probably blames his architect,
Cngettug that his own obstinacy denied his
adviser • voice when it could liave spoken
with advantage. Finally the building is com-
pleted, the but cold satisfaction of iu owner,

who is only too glad to get so much trouble off

his hands, and to the relief of the architect,

whose professional pride (if he have any) and

personal feelings (if he can afford the luxury)

have been perpetually jarred upon and

mortified, from the first pencil-stroke upon
paper to the last touch of paint in the finished

building. The result proDably is a mental re-

solve, should he have to build again, to avoid

an architect, and to advise his friends to do so

likewise, and to put himself in the hands of a

", practical man," as the builder is emulous of

being called.

Well, when this is done, the fi.r8t steps are

somewhat dillorent. Either a house is visited

together and one ordered like it, but with

(one may be sure) certain deviations and im-

provements ; and if the owner have a plan of

his own, the builder talks it over, and puts

his two feet rule to it, and presently brings

"just a draft you know," which most likely

comprises a showy exterior, quite as delusive

as the dream-like study of the young archi-

tect ; and a price being mentioned, the build-

ing is commenced, and is in due time com-
pleted. How the owner may be pleased will

then depend upon himself, his taste, the

thickness of his skin against the comments of

his friends, the conscience of his builder as to

" extras," and the first year or so's experience

as to repairs ; but the time must come when he
will, as before, wish he " had given the sub-

ject closer attention." We will not suppose
that the builder has in tkis latter case been
dishonest, or in the former that the architect

has been incompetent, and yet the employer
has not fully satisfied himself, although pro-

bably he remains less displeased with his

builder's house than in similar case he was
with the architect's services.

Much of this dissatisfaction is due un-
doubtedly to the indefinite relations existing

between client and architect, and in a less de-
gree to the reticence oftentimes unwisely
assumed on the part of the professional man
upon matters of etiquette, which really should
be as openly discussed aa all other matters of

mutual interest. The prolonged and angry
discussion that the pages of architectural pub-
lications and of the daily press have teemed
with lately upon the really trilling matter as to

whether a client was or was not entitled to

the " plans " prepared for a building the
erection of which he had delayed or aban-
doned, never would have occurred had there
been more confidence between the public and
members of the profession. The solution of
this particular question seems so simple, so

conformable to the rules of common sense,

that, clearing away the angry clouds of liti-

gious controversy, and the fogs created by
judicial opinions on a point which, in all

deference, it may fairly be said the judge did
not fully comprehend , it appears almost in-
credible that any difference of opinion should
have arisen. The simple rule should be this :

let it be in all cases understood that the
original drawings are of course the property
of the architect because they represent his
idea, his copyright so to speak, but if, after his
long labours for and with a client, the latter
wishes to have a set for his own use and
study, surely so reasonable a request should
at once be complied with, perhaps not always
gratuitously, but at such moderate charge as
would pay for the careful and neat preparation
of an office copy. This would satisfy the
client, and the architect would (as he should)
retain the original documents, without which
being carefully preserved no future details
could be made. It has not been claimed that
a client has ever attempted or intended a dis-
honest use of such " plans," and therefore an
architect would be uselessly tenacious of a
fancied right if he refused a copy of that
in which his employer was naturally so
interested.

Now it seems that all this might be changed
if there were a better knowledge of the
principles that should guide in the selection
of apian upon which to build. A man builds

(if for himself) generally for a lifetime, not to

gratify the whim of a moment : " Build in

haste, repent at leisure," is a maxim of which
many ere this have found the truth ; nor is

the character of a house so much a matter of

mere taste as many assert. The planning of a
building requires calculation, science, ex-

perience, as I daresay all have found who
have endeavoured to reduce their ideas into

tangible form upon paper. It is not necessary,

nor indeed possible, that every one not
practising the profession should receive the
education of an architect ; but it is necessary

and quite possible that every fairly-educated

man should know something of its elementary
principles, not, it maybe, of its technicalities,

but enough of the differences and histories of

the various styles and epochs of architecture

to appreciate the excellencies he would incor-

porate in a contemplated building. The
excellencies of a design for a domestic ijuilding

may be briefly stated thus :

Convenient Arrangement.
Facility of Construction and of Eepaie.
Perfect Protection prom Heat and Cold.
Adequate Means of Warming and Venti-

lating.

And (in the country) Congruity with the
Scenery around.

In these may be summed up all that has to

be studied in the contriving and construction of

a domestic building, and however small may
be the house, and however moderate the out-

lay, the architect will find every case that

comes before him present peculiarities of it

own, and will best satisfy his client how that

his interests are identified with those of

his professional coadjutor by sedulously

proving that each of these provisions has been
met in the plan intended to be carried out. In
this list will be seen that, what too many con-

sider the all-important first step, the treat-

ment of the exterior is the last thing thought
of, and that it should be the last thing pre-

sented to a client cannot too strongly be in-

sisted upon. Half of the evils of unsatisfactory

relations between the two result from tlie

sketch of an exterior being shown too soon :

and whilst a really good artist will, whilst

working out the problems of internal arrange-

ments have, in his mind, an external ex-

pression that grows out of and developes

with his plan, he will be slow to give it in-

telligible form until all the main features of

the accommodation have been suitably pro-

vided.

In a country house, unless the ground be of

large extent, the question of site will generally

have been settled liefore the architect's services

are called in ; some little margin may be left

to him, but beyond a general carefulness that

the building stands conveniently upon the

ground, very little is possible in this respect.

And yet even in a small area, careful planning

will permit an artistic disposition of the garden,

walks, levels, and outbuildings, which a con-

scientious architect willduly attend to. General

rules are scarcely possible, the only remark
insisted on being that the features of the

ground materially assist in giving the leading

lines of the plan of the house.

Where the land is of greater extent, the

architect should remember that he must also

be a landscape gardener, at least to the extent

of so placing the buildings as best to com-
mand the natural features of the site, and to

permit of the laying-out of the grounds to

advantage. He should place himself thereon

upon such a spot as may seem to fulfil thsse

considerations, and in so doing a plan will be

sure to grow in his brain whicli will give to

each apartment and portion of the house its

proper aspect and relation. The views com-
manded by each window, and the convenience

of outside approach, naturally give the order of

the apartments and entrance hall, and whilst

there are undoubtedly some general laws of

aspect which it would be well to bear in

mind, on the other hand a skilful use of the

circumstances of each particular case will
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generally permit no room to have any positive

objection as to its exposure and fenestration.

A room may l)o very pleasant to its occupants,

and yet may have to be so placed as to be of

an imdesirable aspect ; the nature of the

ground and other peculiar necessities

frequently compel this, and so the architect

should not pronounce hia ex-cathedra dictum,
that such and such a room must not be placed

in the position that otherwise would appear
most desirable, because its exposure is nut in

accordance to rule, but having determined the

better convenience or comfort of the iinortlio-

dox arrangement, lie should skilfully contrive

such a treatment that will lessen the objections

and overcome the difficulty.

[We mu.st reserve the remainder of our re-

marks on this subject for our next number.]

0".

THE ROYAL ACADEMY.
Distribution op Prize.s.

Saturday evening the usual annual
^ meeting for the award of prizes to the
students took place at the Royal Academy.
The w^eather was wet and inclement, but
three was a good attendance of the Academi-
cians, with the President, Sir Francis Grant,
at their head, as well as of students and their
friends. Addressing the students the Presi-
dent remarked that the Council were dissatis-

fied with the result of the year's studies,
although it was true that in one or two
instances very creditable works were exhibited,
and complained of the small number of com-
petitors. He alluded more particularly to
the deficiency in the class of architecture, only
four students out of a total of upwards of sixty
upon the books having sent in drawings, and
in one division, that of measured drawing
from an existing building, there was no com-
petition, only one set of drawings having been
submitted. The President paid a well-
merited compliment to Mr. R. Phene Spiers,
and remarked that the Academy had expected
better things from the students in the archi-
tectural class, from their having had the
advantage of his experience and ability in
tuition, but as Mr. Spiers's appointment has
only been of very recent date, and it is only
within the last few weeks that arrangements
have beenmade to enable him to enter upon his
duties, it is rather premature for theAcademy
to expect any great results from Mr. Spiers's
instruction. Sir Francis went on to say that
notwithstandingtheir dissatisfaction, the Coun-
cil had resolved to award the whole of the
medals and premiums, with one exception,
and the distribution of the prizes then took
place.

The following is alist of the successful com-
petitors :

—

Painting from the Life, Mr, PRF.DEEirK CorrMAS.
Drawiug from tho Life, Mr. Douola-s MiLi-fat.
Drawing from tlie Aati<[ue, Mr. E. IIiique.-;.

Restoration from the Antique (the Illysm. from tlio P.irthe.
non), Mr. AijKr. Tiiorneycrof-p, sonof Mr«. Tliornoycrofi.

Copy from an Old Miiater (Sir William C'hamtots, by Sir
Joahua Reynolds), Mr. William Gair.

Architectural TraveUing Studentship (1 year), Mr. Walter
Lonsdale,

Arcliitootural Drawing (Strand Front of Somerset House)
Mr, Henry Hall.

Model from tlio jVntique (4polIo), Mr. Abel Thokney-
CKUl'T.

Best Drawing from the Life during Current Year (£10
Premium), Mr, Phederick Cottman,

The award of the travelling studentship (one
year) appeared to give great satisfaction to
the students, and there can be little doubt
that Mr. Lonsdale's design was the best of the
three submitted. The subject chosen was a
mausoleum for naval and military heroes, with
a'chapel attached—a pedantic, academic subject
wHch is not calculated to excite much enthu-
sicsju. Two of the designs were Gothic,
including the successful one, and the third
Classic, based upon modern French models.
Mr. W. Lonsdale's drawings are beautifully
executed, and the design is agreeable, but it is

certainly a matter of regret that most of our
young men take their inspirationfromViollet
le Due's Dictionary. Mr. Lonsdale appears

to be a disciple of Mr. Burges, but he has a
lighter hand and a more graceful fancy than
his master. The jdan of the other Gothic
desigii is, perhaps, better than the premiated
design, but the elevation is not so good,
although there are some remarkable points of
resemblance between -the two. The Classic
design is not at all a happy one, and the
drawing is very inferior to that of the two
other competitors. The perspective shows
the building to a disadvantage; it looks much
better in the elevation.

The drawing of the Strand front of Somerset
House, by Mr. Henry Hall, to which the silver

medal of the Academy was awarded, consists

of foursheets ; one showing the whole elevation
to a scale of 8ft. to an inch, one a single bay
to a larger scale, one sheet of details, and one
showing the measurements. The drawing is

carefully lined and clearly executed, but the
freehand portions are extremely deficient, and
entirely spoil what would be otherwise an ex-
tremely creditable piece of work. The Persians
in the centre of the attic look like caricature.s,

and the key-stones to the arcadeon theground-
floor, which are of singular beauty and variety,
are so ill-drawn that a very great deal of the
eflfectof Chambers's carefully studied design is

lost. There are but few architects among us
who have any knowledge of the human figure,

while in France it is rare to find a student
who has not at least some knowledge of the
subject, and it is to be hoped that the Royal
Academy will direct their attention to this

neglected portion of our architects' education.
Mr. Spiers is, we believe, an advocate for the
study of the figure as a necessary branch of an
architectural course, and we have no doubt
that he will, when the time is opportune,
persuade the Council to carry out his views.
The colouring of Mr. Hall's drawings is rather
heavy, and the shadows are too opaque. The
iron railing to the front is prettily drawn, and
the character of the work has been happily
caught.

We cannot conclude our remarks without
alluding to the insufllioiency of the arrange-
ments, and the want of dignity and proper
feeling which characterised the whole of the
proceedings of Saturday. You enter by that
miserable temporary corridor, which has been
carpeted with cocoa-nut matting as being the
material best calculated to cause dust. To
increase the air of discomfort this corridor
inspires, only every alternate lamp is lighted,
the Royal Academicians being a body to
whom a small economy in the matter of gas
is no doubt an object. There is no provision
for the care of hats, coats, or umbrellas, no
restriction as to dress, and men with muddy
boots and trousers, carrying their hats and
dripping umbrellas, elbow their way amongst
ladies in demi-toilette or evening dress. After
a while the porter, who is a very important
personage, and to whom the whole of the
arrangements for the evening appear to have
been delegated, enters and says authoritatively,
"Ladies and gentlemen, please take your
seats." Then slowly the company file off into
the large gallery, where are some benches
placed in front of a rostrum removed from
the architectural class-room, on which has
been disposed a large crimson cushion, evi-
dently borrowed from some neighbouring
proprietary chapel, and a glass of water.
The ladies and the elder portion of the audi-
ence seat themselves, and the students group
themselves, standing in the background. A
pause ensues, and presently the President and
the Academicians arrive in Indian file. They
aU wear an air of deep dejection—they seem
to feel their position acutely-

wish il; were bedtime, and all were well,

Then the President mounts the tribune, and
commences by congratulating himself that the
occasion does not call for a set speech from
him ; and, after a few rambling remarks, in a
style sinular to that of a clergyman at a
weddin,g-breakfast, he proceeds to distribute
the prize.s. When this is over, we go and
walk about again among the drawings until

we .are tircil, and then go home. Contrast
the manner this would have been managed
abroad, and we have little reason to congratu-
late ourselves. The business is conducted in
a manner quite unworthy of a large and
wealthy corporation like the Royal Academy
of Arts, which enjoys a virtual monopoly ;

and the public are to blame if they endure
such shabby behaviour on tlie part of the
Academicians. Why should it not be made
imperative for the men to wear evening drese I

Why should not the meeting be held in the
theatre, which is far more appropriate than
the room employed! Why should not Sir
Francis Grant prepare an address to the
students ? Why should there be no refresh-
ments i Why, in fact, should the whole
thing be a failure instead of a success ?

THE IIOLBORN VIADUCT STATION.

AMONG the plana deposited for the coming
session is one which we have on a previous

occasion spoken of in the Buildiko News, viz

,

for the construction of a centril railway station
on the Uolboru Viaduct. The Victoria Station,
Pimlico, it may be known (says a railway coatem-
porary), is the property o£ an independent com-
pany, who simply rent it to the companies using it,

viz., the London, Chatham and Dover, the Brigh-
ton, and the Great Western. The rents the
station company receives are sufficient to pay a
much liiglier dividend than any of their tenants
have tliu pleasure of receiving on their investments.
The existence and success of the Victoria Station
Company have probably suggested the idea of the
Holborn Viaduct Station, which, favourably situ-

ated as it is in the City of London, ought in the
long run to be as good an investment as the West-
end terminna. At present there are working
junctions between the South Western and Brigh-
ton Companies, and the London, Chatham and
Dover, but at the Ludgate-hill Station the through
traffic to the Metropolitan (Underground) Railway
prevents entirely the accommodation they require.
The station is not half large enough for the traffic

it might accommodate, while Blackfriars Station,
though much larger and more suited for a
terminal station, has the disadvantage of being on
the Surrey side of the river, and thus is of com-
paratively little use except for excursion and
goods traffic. If the South-Western and Brighton
Companies are to run their trains to the city,

therefore, the Ludgate-hill Station must be con-
siderably enlarged, or a new one built, as suggested,
on the Holborn Viaduct; and, considering that the
former alteruative would entail great expense upon
the Chatham and Dover Company, and involve
the demolition of very valuable property, and as,

moreover, the platforms of the proposed new
station would be on a level with the roadway,
while at Ludgate-hill a steep flight of steps baa to
be surmounted—a very bad arrangement for a
large terminus—we pronounce in favour of the
Holboru Viaduct scheme. The land available for

the Holboru Viaduct Station is in form an irregular
triangle, with an area of about 3\ acres, bounded
on the oast by the Old Bailey, on the west side by
Parringdonstreet, with the grand facade on the
Viaduct, a very large portion of which is already
the property of the London, Chatham and Dover
Railway Company. There is ample space in the
area at command for nine lines of rarls, for three
arriv.il and four departure platforms, as also for

booking-offices, waiting-rooms, restaurants, foreign
luggage registration offices, &o. The two cab-w.tys

will be on a Itfvel with the Viaduct. The offices,

situated in wide forks nejr the outer end of the
station, will have entrances and exits on each side,

to be used according to the platforms the passen-
gers may have to depart from. There is ample
room for a very commodious erection upon such a
site ; but what is of perh.aps greater importance, a
commodious terminal station in such a locality can
scarcely fail to prove a great public convenience in

, ., , , relation to both long aud short traffic. Mr. Mills
and evidently

j ^^j j^j. t. Marr Johnson are the joint engineers.

The new nifant school, S. Simon's, Loedy, Ikts been
coinploteJ. JSow schools and residence, buiit attho
sole cxponso of Sir Charles Hu^h Lowthor, Bart.

,

.it Bowcrs's-row, in the parish of Allerton-Bywater,
will lie opened liotoro the eml of the ye.ir. Tho
new schools and residence at Huggato were com-
menced in October. Messrs. Perstin & Kon, of
Leeds, axe tho architects.
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MEDLEVAL IROKWORK.'

THE Romuu were skilful in the art of working

iron, if wo uiav juOgu from Uic few frag-

,Wi»t. Uttt an left to as. They used iw" ">

tkair bafldiagt, not •• we do at present, but for

tiM. Oamm, vina, ken, He. lu Gaul, after the

Bonu an, ewUin pronnces were famous tor

their wotka in iron, more especially the northern

and cMtcra prorinces—Berry and Dauphino.

yiW^ tlM great branches of industry, that of

inawaila aaArod from the invasions of the liflh

•ad aizili eentvriee ; not that the new coniincrors

wm» br any means ignorant of the manufacture

e( M>(a1i. bat they rarely used those substances

except for utensils, amis, or chariots. As for

the art of construotion, it had fallen so low that

Monia hardly thought of employing iron, except

(^^roogh ironwork lor doors and for makin-j

griUa. The monastic establishments took this

iMk craft once more in hand ; they set them-

aalvaa to reopen abandoned mines, to ostubliBh

fomaeea and forges, and before long they attained

a eomparatiye jx-rfeclion, or, at least, were on-

abl«l lo put in circulatii>u a eonsiJerablo qunutity

of iron articles wrought by tUo hammer. Little

by little the art of working in iron assumed great

impartaneo, and after the beginning of the twelfth

eentaiy, wa< carried to some degree of excel-

knee. The methods of manufacture were, how-

erar, imperfect; they possessed neither rollers

or flattera, nor wire-drawing implements ; they

knew nothing of the motive power of steam, by

wUdiinm can be worked in largo masses. A
^m hammer worked by a stream of water formed

the whole plant of a factory. The iron, ob-

tained in pigs of moderate weight, was given to

the smiths, who by foroe of arm converted these

pig* into bars, into hammered iron, into pieces of

greater or le^ thickness. The file was not then

known, ahean did not exist, or had but very

naail power. From this jjoverty of appliances it

followed that manufacture by the hammer
^«>tt«J a certain perfection. The smiths of the

MLMU Agea had besides acquired great skill in

fpMi»>ii»g heated iron, which at present can be

aeeom^ihed only with great ditTiculty. It

ia true that the preliminary processes in re-

ducing th ) iran to bars were so numerous that

tley imparted to the metal a quality which can

never be attained by our modem methods. Oar

inm paiiin from the state of cast pigs but slightly

WTon^it by the forge hammer to that of bars, by

the proeeaa of Aatteuing in the rollers, without

any intermediate process ; whereas formerly the

iron aimed only by slow degrees, and by repeated

hammeringi, from the pig stage to that of the bar

or plate. This iron, from incessant hammering,

acquired a tenacity, and at the same time a duc-

tility, which it cannot possibly attain by our

pmentprooeaaes. More compressed by the beat-

mg, more compact, more ductile, it did not burn

OKuy so readily in the fire, and was easier to

older at a white heat without breaking up.

mnget.—We thus designate the bands of iron

Bailed and pinned to the woodwork of doors, fur-

niahed with a eye fitting into a hook, and intended

for hanging the doors and permitting them to

•wing eaaily on the hooka. Jousse.t in his trea-

tise on ironwork, so valuable now as explaining

to Of some of the processes employed by the me-
diaral smiths, expreascs himself thus on the sub-

ject of hinges :—" These are bars of flat iron,

which must be pierced all their length, in order

to fasten them to the door with clenched nails,

or with a cramp, which passes over the neck of

the band and through the door, and is riveted on
the other side of the wood. The end of this band
is twisted into a round form, of the size of the

upright of the hook—that is, the end which pro-

jeeta from the stone or wood in which it is fixed.

Thia end enters the tnnst of the before-mentioned

band, which may be soldered and rounded so that

the book may work easily. The Flemish bands
an made of two pieces of iron soldered together

and nmnded as before to reoeiTe the hinge. After

they hare been soldered they are opened and
sfwated to the extent of the thickness of the

doer, and then beat back as nearly square as pos-

riUe, 10 as to make them hug the two sides of

the doer, the outer one especially. Bands of this

kind an bitter than the common ones, because
tkeytake both sides of the door. Three are

eilly nsed, sometimes two, of these Flemish
, or other good ones, with a pivot below,

MEDiaiVAL IRONWOBK.

* Tnuulation liom Tioixxt ls Dec. "Dlctlonnaire
BalMOD^," TsL VUI.,p. 188, aitlda " Sermrerio."

t " D* JtfmtOa OiiTtrtnio da I'Att i* Semirior," par
KiTacan Juoms, U>7.

which takes the bottom of the door ; this is better

still if it is well made and properly put together."

There is no doubt that hinges of doors were made
during the Middle Ages exactly as Joussc shows

that they still were at the beginning of the seven-

teenth century. These pieces of iion, regarded

as concerning the art of the smith, are of very

great importance. The workman who can make
a hinge of the kind so often found attached to the

doors of buildings of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries has attained the utmost limits of his

art, and is competent to work the most difficult

pieces.

Fig. 1 shows various kinds of hinges. At A is

the plain hinge, with its eye at (fc), itsueck at (c),

and the clamp for fixing it behind the thick part

of the neck at (d). B is the section of the hinge

cut through the door
;
(d') the clamp with its

double clenching at (e) ; at / is the fixing of the

ho<^. The line (o p s) indicates the face of the

jamb. The Flemish hinges with double bands

are made as shown in the sketches I, K.

The most ancient hinges have soldered to their

neck an arc of iron, which closely hugs the

woodwork of the door near the margin. This

system, adopted in the eleventh century, presents

a difficulty in soldering, for the iron must bo

beaten down so as to get out from it the stumps

to which the two branches are to bo soldered,

and an end must be left long enough to foim the

eye from, to solder it and bend the extremity. In

these operations care must be taken that the iron

is not burnt, that the joints of the two curved

branches arc strongly made, and that the iron

has exactly the proper degree of heat. But these

difficulties are nothing compared to those that

arise in soldering the many branches of which
these hinges are often composed, and which spring

from the principal stem. Wo are not to sup-

pose that the manifold branches soldered to the

stems of hinges aio mere ornaments. These
branches, pierced with holes, admit of an in-

creased number of nails, hold firmly the boards

between them, form a kind of iron network on
the surface of the door, and prevent the stems

from yielding to the weight of the boards. In

this necessary construction the smith discovered

an opportunity for ornament. The oldest hinges

are, in fact, so constructed that in hanging the door

they hold together, over a considerable space, the

boards nearest the neck or eye. Thus we not

unfrequently find hinges of the latter part of the

eleventh century which take the form of the

letter C, soldered at the neck in such a way that

the two branches nailed on the boards hold them
strongly together over their wliole length. Soon

after this we find a band independent of the

hinges, and called a false hinge, binding firmly

all the boards of the door. Works of this kind

may be seen on ono of the doors of the Cathe-

dral of Le Pay en Velay at Ebreuil. These

are very beautiful ;* they date from the twelfth

century. The whole composition of the iron-

work on the principal door of the Church of

Ebreuil is very remarkable. Each leaf of a door

is hung by two lunges only ; seven false hinges

adorn the boards and hold them together. The

false hinge in the middle, richer than the other

six, forms a double branch of beautiful charac-

ter. This ironwork is placed on skins glued on

the wood and pamted a bright red. Two rings

attached to the muzzles of bronze lions facilitate

the opening of the doors.

GBEENGATE BRANCH FREE LIBRARY,

SALFORD.

ON Monday evening last this building (of

which we give an Ulnstration) was opened

by the mayor. The site is a rectangular plot of

land, on the southeriy side of Broughton-road.

The style of architecture is Gothic, the front

being faced with stock bricks and Darley Dale

stone dressings. The lower portion of the front

wall comprises an entrance doorway and an

arcade formed of sunk panels and piers, with

moulded brick reveals, projecting weathered sills,

and moulded heads. There is other ornamenta-

tion arranged in such harmony of design as to

give the front a very pretty appearance. On the

ground floor there is an entrance vestibule, and

the lending and reference library room is 31ft.

long by '2Gft. wide, and the news-room 34ft. Sin.

long by 34ft. wide in the rear. The height of the

room to the top of the wall plate is 18ft., and to

the ceiling 33ft. The internal fittings and fix-

tures are of pitch pine. The library afibrds room

for 8,400 volumes, and in the news-room there is

accommodation for seventy-five readers. Ample

provision has been made for warming and venti-

lating the building, warrii air being conveyed by

means of flues through the patent-heating appa-

ratus supplied by Messrs. Whittaker & Con-

stantino. The cost of tho building, including

fittings and fixtures, is £1,308. Mr. Scott, of

Oxford-road, has admirably tinted and designed

the principal window facing to the road. The

contractors were Messrs. Thomas Clay & Sons,

of Audenshaw, who have carried on the wcrks

under the superintendence of the architects,

Messrs. Eoyle & Bennett, of Princess-street.

The annual dinner of the Society of Engireera

1 will take place at the City Terminus Hot«I,

(Jannon.streot, on Monday evening next, at nail,

past six o'clock.

' Description referring to diagram omitted.
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THE FORTHCOMING EXHIBITION
01'' OLD MASTERS AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY".

AS the month of December wanes our
thoughts gradually recur to the great

treat we had at the beginning of tliis year in

the Exhibition of Old Masters at the Royal
Academy, and we anticipate with much
pleasure the renewal of sucli a truly refined

delight. From the many rumours now circu-

lating we have reason to presume that the

gathering of pictures in 1871 will be ecjually

excellent, if not in some respects finer, than
tlie collection of 1870. We trust the Academy
will, by a judiciona arrangement, so place

the works of the Old Masters with those of

the deceased members of the English school

that, by a wise juxtaposition of pictures the

art-world may have an opportunity of weigh-
ing and comparing the merits of our own
countrymen with the great painters of the

Dutch and Italian schools.. Gainsborough
and Reynolds last year were gainers rather

than losers by this system of hanging, whereas
the many Stanfields and Leslies placed to-

gether had an unpleasant elFect upon the eye,

and were very tiring to examine after the

rich and harmonious tints of Titian or

Poussin, Teniers or Rembrandt. Report says

that the companion Altieri Claude from
Sir William Miles's collection, a picture

whose history would read like a romance, is

to be shown this year, and also that Lord
Westminster lends many of his finest works
by this great master. We are also promised a

very splendid Ruysdael, a landscape with a

pool, belonging once to Mr. Wells, and so

much admired by the many artists who visited

that gentleman's beautiful country place

—

Redleaf. It is still, we believe, in the posses-

sion of his son. Constable's celebrated picture,
" The Haywain," the oil sketch for which is

in the Sheepshanks Gallery at South Ken-
sington, is also to be exhibited. This land-

scape, at a time when Constable was not
much thought of by his own countrymen,
obtained a gold medal in the French Salon,

and created quite a revolution in French
landscape art. One of their greatest land-

scape painters, Troyon, is said to have'jbeen
much impressed by it, and to have deeply
studied Constable's method of painting. 'The

annual Spring Exhibitions at the Royal
Academy are calculated to improve the taste

ofj the general public, but the Academicians,
by this excellent arrangement of collecting

together and exhibiting the very best speci-

mens of art of all periods, will not only
improve the public but the painters, and
every sincere and earnest student of art will

acknowledge with gratitude his obligations

to them as a body for their discrimination

and zeal. It is greatly to be wished that

those people who are continually copying the
modern painters at South Kensington and
other galleries would go to the Academy and
study the old masters rather than waste their

time by mechanically imitating second-rate

men with the mistaken notion that they are

improving themselves. Let them examine
instead, and take warning by seeing how
Gainsborough copied Vandyke. We believe

a copy he made of the Duke d'Alembert, a
portrait of a warrior in complete armour seated

on a white horse, for his own studio, will be
in the collection. This picture Gainsborough
copied with the intention of obtaining that

peculiar felicity of execution he saw in Van-
dyke, and the copy is an example which many,
if not all, copyists would do well to profit by.

Talking of Vandyke reminds us that the

Queen is. said to have lent several of her fine

worksby this painter to the Academy. Among
the English school we have reason to believe

that Turner, Crome,Vincent, and Constable will

all be well represented ; and from the fact that

Lord Ashburnham and Lord Overstone, toge-

ther with Lord Dudley and Mr. Baring, have
liberally allowed any pictures from their fine

collections to be made use of by the Academy,

we have at least just grounds for believing

that the exhibition will be of more than ordi-

nary merit. It is to be opened to the public

on the first week day of the new year, and
when that happy period arrives we shall hope

to present our readers with a more detailed

and critical account of the Second Exhibition

of the Old Masters.

ON THE HISTOSrCAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

THE tenth lecture of this course was delivered

in the Lecture Theatre of the South Kon-
singtou Museum on Tuesday .ifternoou last by
Dr. G. G. Zerffi. In entering upon Egypti,in irt,

the lecturer said that Herodotus told us that the

Egyptians differed from all the other peoples of

the ancient world in customs, manners, .and laws.

Tbis was, however, only the case at a later period,

when their theocratic and hierarchic organisations

were complete, when everything intelligible and

simple had been symbolised. Theocratic Egypt
had been the essence, the iucarnation, of sym-

bolism, and was undoubtedly a development of

older social conditions. Whilst other nations,

like the Chinese, Assyrians, Chalda;ans, and
Indians, had kept some reminiscences of their

past histories alive, the Egyptians were but a kind

of mysterious symbol. Their spirit had been alto-

gether lost. They had been not only an agri-

cultural, but also an architectural people. They
dug canals, constructed catacombs, labyrinths,

sphinxes, temples, and palaces, all of immense
dimensions. All their works of art had some-

thing silent, mournful, and static about ihem.

Though the remnants of art with other nations

were often mere skeletons, mere colourless out-

lines of an extinct social organization, we could

trace that organisation with a degree of precision,

for those nations had lived living lives. With the

Egyptians we had their art in its different meta-

morphoses embalmed in their monuments, but

the connecting links were wanting. Their life

appeared to have been a perpetual death. The
prospect of death whilst living, and the belief in

a life after death, hiul made their art so stilL

They were, as far as the knowledge of Herodotus

went, the first |>eople of antiquity that taught the

doctrine of the immortality of the soul. Thoir

soul was not, however, conscious of its own being,

and therefore they wtre void of all principles of

freedom. The Egyptians lived for a mysterious

future ; their life was a mere preparation for an
existence in an invisible realm after death. These
facts, if borne in mind, would enable students to

understand the gloomy, the monumental, and
sepulchral arts, and the styles in architecture and
ornamentation of this nation. Symbolism, which
at first had found expression in geometrical lines

and numbers, assumed by degrees more tangible

forms, and whole buildings were devoted to sym-
bolic purposes. With the Egyptians, as with the

early Christian artists, everything had been sym-
bolic. Every form meant something different

from that actually represented. There was often

some slight connection between the apparent
meaning and that really meant. This tendency
led to the composition of monsters half animal
and half human, the animal being used to repre-

sent some general abstract idea, whilst the human
form was the embodiment of conscious intellect.

These symbols had a more tangible meaning with
the Assyrians. They were expressions, merely,
of the power of the king ; but with the Egyptians
they could represent any conception, whether
astronomical, metaphysical, religious, or scientific.

Many analogies could be traced between the
Egyptians and the Indians, Chaldceans, Persians,

and old Mexicans. This was to be done with the
remains of the antediluvian civilisation of Egypt
Only. The more modern developments were so

wrapped up in symboUsm that we could but
guess at the real meaning of the pecuUar forms.

Comparative mythology and religion would by
degrees remove these difficulties. Egyptian
art was certainly a development, whether
we compared it with that of India or

Assyria, China or Mexico. In combination with
Assyrian, Phoenician, and Chaldican motives, it

had .served as a basis for the finest forms in plastic

art and architecture with the Greeks. The history

of Egyptian art might be divided into three dis-

tinct periods or epochs :^-l. The Old Empire, or

Monumental iieriod, which reached its climax
between the fourth and twelfth dynasties (from ii.c.

3229 to B.C. 2S01). Here a time of oppression and

lubjection intervened, coutiflubg down to 1626

B.C. 2. The New Empire, or Hieratic period ;

and 3, the Ptolemeian period, during which Egypt

lost her independence, becoming eventually a

Roman province (30 n.c). The nomad element

had altogether vanished in the works of the

Egyptians. Though textile fabrics and wood
constructions had formed the basis of their orna-

mentation, their stereotomy attained very great

perfection. The Egyptian architect everywhere

attempted to vie with nature. This was to be seen

in the mountain-like pyramids, the crystallised

forms surrounding an inner kernel, around which

the shell was laid like the yearly deiMsits in the

bark of a tree. Natural caves and caverns had

supplied the motives for tombs and catacombs.

The majestic tranquillity of a river, or the bguod-

less immensity of the ocean, ha<l suggested the

uninterrupted lines in the temples. Trees and the

lofty peaks of mountains were imitated in pillars

and obelisks ; woods, with their shady gloom and

uniform variety, in columns and hypoatyle halls.

There had then been a transition into a more deli-

cate use of plants for ornamentation. The
animal was then blended with the human form,

and these composite figures were used in the

construction of avenues. The horizontal line

was predominant in Egyptian temples, striving to

express the sublime thought of eternity. In

the pyramids and obelisks, straight lines and un-

interrupted planes also formed the principal

element of constrviction. The pyramids had had

an incrustation if syenite and reddish granite.

The four triangles were covered with hieroglyphic

inscriptions. The labyrinth built under the rule

of the twelfth dynasty had its brick walls faced

with granite slabs, and its columns of granite.

Even the oldest Egyptian works of art were

painted, encaustic having undoubtedly been

known. The Egyptian custom of reproducing

wood architecture in stone, adorned with stucco,

was also found in Lycia and Etruria Dr. Zerifi,

having described the various Egyptian styles in

detail, concluded by saying that the wall with

the Egyptians had not the mere purpose of serv-

ing to enclose. The pyramidical form, especially

in pylons, was everywhere strictly observed. Aa
a kind of frame, it was crowned with an over-

hanging fluted cornice, and served as an immense

blackboard of stoue, on which the priests could

inscribe their mystic records. In its superfluous

thickuess it appeared to be an imitation of forper

brick constructions. The fact that the enormous

granite blocks were overlaid with stucco bore out

this supposition. Ttiese walls were painted, hut

merely to facilitate reading. The background

was light, the figures in dark outlines. The
artists were, in f.act, rather lecturers in forms

than painters.

The next lecture (on Tuesday afternoon next)

win take up Greek art.

IS lERSPECTIVE WORTH ATTENTION ?

TO my thinking it is, especially in architectural

drawings where the degree of attention is

at once determinable, and thus far I shall no

doubt have the concurrence of every architect

;

but far too little attention is in fact paid to the

science even by those who plume themselves on

the matter of draughtsmanship. They are too

apt to be content with some approach to accuracy

in their principal lines, and totally neglect the

subordinate parts. In literature, punctuation is,

perhaps, more commonly the work of the_ printer

than of the author, who articulates his chief

passages but slurs the pointing of minor inflections.

Something of this sort is peroeptilde in the case

of even so consummate an .artist as Mr. W. Burges,

and is demonstrable by his view of the court at

Cardiff Castle, engraved in the Buujjing News of

December 9, though quite, I admit, with limita-

tion to points of detail. Here is a charming

picture, with groups of figures that would not

discredit a painter of history, yet (though it may
seem like pointing to spots in the sun) it has its

little blemishes and defects. The drawing of the

open gallery looked awkward to me at first ; but

the only cause for this impression is to be found,

I should say, in the lines of the r»ofiug, nor even

here in the horizontal courses of the tiles or slates,

but in the inclined divisions and water-stains by

which the slope can alone be artistically expressed.

As a perspective censor (so to speak], I should

pass most of the roofs in this subject not belong,

ing to the gallery in question ; but here the means

of giving the true appearance of the elope have

been utterly neglected. Take the piece, for in-
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baea, jaatimclar thetne-tonof Uaeback^uuc),

ud it will IM ten that th« lioM which ought lu

mark tha slop* are aa vrrticsal aa thoea ot the

nwthhnnrinc wall. At tha intarnal angle next

thTtoww tha gallaty b ooncanttio with the coue

toond tnirat. bat tha gallery roof haa no ap

proMk to • eone whatever. At the angle of the

aii«t>o<WT the gaileiy roof ia hippe<l, and (strange

to a^ and to bm). the linee of ioclination are

Bade to lean in one and the same <1ir<^:tion,

Ifcni^ll the piaoaa of the roof are at right angles

to «Mholfaarl
iymn»r defeeto are of constant oocurrenoe, and

often han a moat diitorting influence. I think,

therefore, that tha atudjr oj perspective, and the

mora oxteBMre inouleation and adoption of its

rolM^ may be atnwgly commenied to every

attart and to every engraver. T. M.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

{Continuedfrom page 428.)

Plats 18.

—

Cosstbhctios of a Wreath fob

Staibs, CTABnxo wiTu Six Windebs Aim a

NlWSL..

FG. 1. This plan is snitablo for bniUUngs

baring narrow haHs and a limited space for

the ftaiis. The poEition of newel should not

olatnet paisage. Cylinder should always be

man than a qnartcr circle, otherwise it will be

impoasible to prodaco wreath with proper easing

at mitre cap.

Some workmen lay down plan with one sqnarc

le^ then commence with winders. Such ar-

rangement is wrong ; it destroys the beauty of

•tain just at tho placo where the best effect

ihoold be given.

The oentro lino of rail on this plan being struck

with a Ma. radios makes tho diameter of cylinder

Kin. Thif, bowever, is not limited—it may be

more or lam. The narrow ends of winders can
always be made eqnal to half a square step. For
example, draw any straight line, say A B, ex-

tended.

Take any radius, say B, for centre lino of

laU. Draw the circle. Next determine width of

laU and lize of mitre cap. Draw half width of

nil oo each side of centre line. Take any por-

tion of the circle, greater than a quarter, say C.

Then draw from centre through C. Next, draw
Hue marked ordinate. Have it square with C 0.

This done, draw mitre-cap, the centre of which
is also oentie of newel. Let N H be the face of
first riser starting. Make the square line from H
^oal half a square step. Then set off on centre
line the remainder of winders equal to the first.

Square orer L K. Next divide K N into six

eqoal parts. This done, draw winders and one
or two (quu« steps. Bet off the balusters and
draw from centre of each parallel with ordinate
catting line A B, tho object being to show the
length of balnsters standing under the wreath.
The i^roond plan is now complete, and we arc
nrady to proceed with construction of mould.

Fie. 2 abowg thu winders and square steps un-
folded, standing in the same position as those on
plan.

The line L B represents the springing, which
euneapoDds with IJ on plan. Let L K equal
A B or C A, Fig. 1 . Draw line marked " height."
Ni'xt.let mider side of rail rest on centre of short
baln>t«r, as shown on tho square step. Set off
baK its thickness. Fix ni>on height of newel
from top of first step to under side of mitre-cap.
Aasnrne short balusUrs 2-4, and height of newel
8-10. Then setofffiin. and draw undbr side of
cap. Next, set offhalf thickness of rail and draw
line cultinu' at N. This is a fixed point. Draw
from N the pitch over winders to intersect centre
of "fl^on square steps; this lino being entirely
*»eretionaiy. Yet some attention must be paid
It in order to have a proper ramp to connect with
wreath. The pitch having intersected spring
line at L gives a direction to draw from L cutting
at K, which produoes the height K N.
To find length of balmters under the wreath,

set off half thickness of rail indicated by dotted
Unc. Kctnni to gronnd plan and notice lines
drawn from centre of balusters and narrow end
of wjnden, cutting line A B. All are parallel
with ordinate. Then, by transferring the inter-
Metkos thus made to those of Fig. 2, we have
tha aiaet podtion of each baluster and winder

;

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.—PLATE Xm.

ptoU, atui by Ijubacr uul Co., London.

they being unfolded or spr ead out. The dotted
perpe ndiculars show the balusters and their varia-
tions in length.

These points are in a practical sense of no great
importance, yet right and proper to understand,
as a method by which the length of balusters can
be shown.

Fig. 3. We now commence the construction of
the mould by drawing any straight line, say that
marked " Ordinate and height." Let A C equal
A or B A on plan. Square over C E the seat.

Let C R equal O B on plan. Draw circle. Take
A C in compasses, and with A for centre, intersect
tho circle at B. Join A B. Draw B D parallel
with ordinate. Let C V, tho height, equal N K
on the right. Join V D, and we have the pitch.
Now joint the edge of a board for mould. Run a
gauge lino to equal mitre on plan. Lay it on and
mark V 2 D. Square over tho lines. Let D L
equal D B, and 2, 3 equal R P. Join L 3. It is
understood that the gauge lino on the board repre-
sents the pitch V D.
Find points to insert pins. Strike mould with

a string, as shown. Should there be any doubt in
regard to correctness of curves, owing to string
stretching

, points may bo readily obtained
through which cuitcs must pass. For example,
draw width of rail, or a portion of it to left of C.
Make any line parallel with ordinate cutting at X
and pitch. Square it over, and transfer distances
from X to seat, and we have two points through
which the curves must pass.
The same method would produce this or any

other mould without use of string or trammel

;

loss of time making the only difference.
The correctness of drawing is proved byline

L N, being equal to corresponding letters on pitch,
Fig. 2.

r b t
,

The square sections show joints and application

of bevels. Let stuff be cut square through. Face
one side and make joints. Mark width and thick-

ness of rail as shown. Lay mould on. Keep its

joint on tho wide end fair with that of stuff. Let
square line through V stand opposite that made by
bevel H. Then 3 L will stand over the bevel lino

on the left. The application to the other side is

just the same. Take off slabs and give wreath its

cylinder form. This done, cut off slab H, square
with joint. Mark mitre and cut it (but not entirely

through until the moulding is done). Work under-
side first. Gauge to a thickness.

It may bo proper to remark that a wreath
which connects with a ramp (as is here the case)

should have no straight wood on its convex side.

Let the connecting joint be made, as shown at L.
This gives the opportunity of continuing curve on
ramp into wreath, which makes an easier and
better line. Let the stuff be full at joints. Clean
off when the pieces are fastened. See that centre

of joint on ramp stands back from spring line to

equal that on joint L. Also notice the method
given to find the proper mitre for a cap. For
example: Let 2.2 equal half width of rail. Join

tho points.

This mitre looks better on a hand-rail than tlio

usual angle, forty-five.

The Institotion op Civil Enqineebs.—The
fifty-third annual general meeting of the members
of this society will be held on Tuesday evening
next, the 20th inst., when the yearly report of the
Council on the position and prospects of the Insti-

tution, together with a statement of the funds of

the Institution, and of the receipts and payments
during the past official year, will be presented, and
the election of the officers for the ensuing year

wiU take place,
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HOUSE ACCOMMODATION FOR THE
LEARNED SOCIETIES.

[communicated.]

IN our article upon this subject the othur
day, we ventured to suggest tluifc other

sites were obtainable than that pointed out by
Dr. Guy near Parliament-street, Westminster,
wliich we believed was not attainable for

the purpose. We also stated that another
Fcheiue had been prepared besides that of Mr.
Uellaiuy's, for the incorporation of and addi
tioii to luigo Jones's banqueting house. Since
then we have been favoured with a sight of
these plans, in which have been embodied the
other scheme, of which we then knew nothing.
Curiously enough, it turns out to be located
in Victoria-street, Westminster, to which we
alluded as likely to all'ord the accommodation
required. The idea originated with, and the
plans have been prepared by, Mr. Ernest
W. C. F. Schmidt, architect and surveyor,
and Associate of the Institute of Architects.

It appears that this proposal was made and
supported by delegates from several of the
learned societies, at a meeting hehl at the
Statistical Society, on the 2nd November last.

It consists of an adaptation of the central
block. No. 4, of Westminster-chambers, Vic-
toria-street, nearly opposite the Westminster
Palace Hotel, with additional buildings upon
the vacant space of ground at the back of the
same, comprising a large lecture-theatre,

capable of holding 1,200 persons, with mu-
seums, libraries, and all the adjuncts neces-
sary for the accommodation of the various
societies under one roof, by which means their
establishments and number of meeting rooms,
&c., would be greatly economized.

It will be remembered that the opposition
scheme, if we may so call it, only proposed to
find similar accommodation for less than a
third of the number of the institutions which
here are offered to be included—a point im-
mensely in favour of the one under present
consideration. The number of the members
of the several numerous scientific societies not
yet housed is about 12,000. Now the cost of
this site in Victoria-street, together with the
expense of the buildings, could be easily met,
with or without application for Government
aid, by each member subscribing ^5 to a fund
for the purpose ; and this, it may be assumed,
would be done ; the deficit occasioned by any
refusals to subscribe this sum would be more
than made up by the number of those who
would subscribe larger sums.
Under these circumstances, we are disposed

to think that Dr. Guy's scheme might be
carried out, so far as the appropriation of

Inigo Jones's banqueting-hall to the United
Service Institution, with advantage—and it is

far more suitable to such a purpose than as a
church. A new royal chapel might be buUt
in lieu thereof on the Embankment, and form
a beautiful ornament thereto. But we can-

not but think that instead of three or four

societies only being crammed—as we pointed
out they must be crammed—into a duplicate
block to the banqueting-hall, to their mutual
disadvantage, that all the fifteen houseless
institutions now seeking shelter should join

their forces and carry out some such a plan as

that which Mr. Schmidt has laid before them.
Having carefully examined his drawings,

we must own that they are very practical and
economical. In the interests of arclutecture,

we certainly should prefer for such a purpose
an entirely new building, upon an equally

good site. But where are the funds or the

site to be obtained ? As to the latter, we named
Victoria-street, and then our thoughts were
upon some of the vacant plots further from the
Abbey. It cannot, however, be denied that

tlie one selected would be preferable to any of

those, from its pro.\imity to the Houses of

Parliament, and that the buildings now
erected on it are substantial, fire-proof, suit-

able, and economical.

Referring briefty to the plans, we find, [on

reference to the block plan, No. 1, the frontage

House foe the Learned Societies.—Tablr Sbowinq Accommodaiiojj Foesished by
Mil. Schmidt's Plan.

Area of
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aq. ft.

1»,9] 1
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area.

sq. ft.

17,920

Area of
meeting
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sq. ft.

4,000

Area of
Icctmrcthcatrc

nud
gallery.

sq. ft.

.'5,507

is 58ft. 8in., and the total area 17,920ft., the
plot of vacant ground at the back containing
about the fifth of an acre.

The basement plan. No. 2, shows that this

area is divided thus ;

—

Ollice space for two separate societies, and
a large common lecture-theatre to contain
1,200 persons, with refreshment-room, kitchen,
and oflice, workshop, laboratory, grand and
back stairs, stores, heating apparatus, porter's

rooms, water-closets, lavatories, &c., and a
space under museum, which may be excavated
and let as storage, or wine vaults, with a sepa-
rate entrance. A lift also rises to each floor.

The ground floor plan, No. 3, shows a
spacious entrance from Victoria-street, leading
to a corridor lift, wide, with recesses on either
side which would admit of the display of
statuary, armour, or other objects of interest.

On this floor there is again accommodation for

two separate societies, and for museums,
theatre, lecture-rooms, ladies' and gentlemen's
dressing-rooms, haU and cloak-room, inquiry
oHice, water-closets, lavatories, lift, principal
staircase, stairs to theatre, and another entrance
to the theatre from the back, and an additional
corridor from same at right angles to the
principal one.

The first floor plan. No. 4, reached by two
grand staircases on either side of the corridor,

provides 4,485 square feet of space for three
societies. The rest, 1,962ft., is devoted to a
gallery in the theatre, with a staircase and
corridor, the latter available for utilisation

for museum or library purposes. The entrance
to the large library is also from this corridor

;

this has wall space for 50,000 vols., and there
is a general meeting-room to hold 250 persons,

with lavatories, &c., &c., on the same floor.

The second floor. No. 5, has also a general
meeting-room of the same size, and accommo-
dation for three more societies.

The third floor. No. 6, has its space mostly
devoted to museums, but has oflice accommoda-
tion, &c., for tw« societies, and three other
institutions are provided for on the fourth floor.

No. 7 ; while in an attic floor. No. 8, are

bedrooms for the housekeeper, and eight rooms
for gentlemen curators of the societies, bath-
room, &c., &c.

The cost of the purchase of site and existing

buildings is set down as £60,000
And of the proposed additional

buildings 60,000

Total £120,000
The accompanying table shows the extent of

accommodation oflered

.

The Theatre of the Civil

Engineer's Institution holds 450 persons.

Ditto United Service ditto 600 ,,

Ditto Royal ditto 700 ,,

We think that the particAilars above given
will conclusively show that Mr. Schmidt's
scheme is well worth consideration, which we
doubt not it will receive at the hands of those

who are so deeply interested in the subject.

BUILDING NE]fS SKETCHBOOK.
TOMBSTONES FBOM THE NUNNERY, lONA.

THE tombstones forming tha subject of my
sketch are selected from amongst those now

remaining within the chapel of the nunnery
at lona, where the nuns, who were canouesses

of the order of S. Augustine, were interred. No
inscription is to be found on any ol the iU>a^ to

Height
of

theatre.

ft.

69

Area of
library.

Wall

library.

„«.„»' Number of
'P""" seats in

theatre and
gallery.

sq. ft.

2,470 7,344 1,C00

indicate to whom individually they are ascribed,
with the exception of that of the lut Prioress,
which bears a Latin iusoription an I date a.d.
1511. U|X)n some of the stones, however, may bo
observed devices emblematical of the sex, such as
the looking glass and comb upon that of the last

Prioress and the scissors upon one of those illus-

trated in the sketch. Patbick Auld.

DISTRIBUTION OF WATER INTO HOUSE-
HOLD CISTERNS.

AT a meeting of the Royal Scottish Society of
Arts, held on Monday night, a paper from Mr.

J. Winton, engineer, Portobello, was read, "On a
simple means for the better distribution of water
into household cisterns." Assuming that a Jin.

pipe is sufficient to supply five cisterns for tweuty-
two families, he pointed out that when the large
ball-taps or ball-valves are running full-bore at
the bottom of a house, the pressure in the pipes
is so much reduced that httle or no water finds

its way to the top flat. To cure this evil—which,
he held, was due not to the supply pipes being of
an uniform size, but to the largo size of the ball-

taps—he proposed to throttle the supply to the
cisterns by fitting to the end of the spout of the
baU-taps a nozzle-piece having a much smaller
aperture than the existing ball-taps. For the
two bottom cisterns he would allow a nozzle with
an aperture of 3-lOths of an inch in diameter,
and for the others J of an inch . By this means
the pressure would be maintained in all the Jin.

pipes to the cisterns. Such a plan, if carried out,

would greatly improve the distribution and re-

duce the waste of water. He calculated that tho
expense of fitting the nozzles would be Is. per
ball-tap, or, supposing there are 40,000 cisterns
in Edinburgh, £2,000 in all. The saving, how-
ever, would bo enormous ; and it would not be
necessary to expend £400,000 in providing a fresh
supply of water.—Mr. Sang agreed with the
writer of the paper in thinking the present supply
of water to be sufficient, if provision were made
to avoid waste. At the present time more than
half, he believed, was pure waste—just thrown
away

; and he thought some step in the way of

economising tho water should be tried before

setting to work to biing in a new supply.—Mr.
Alexander LesUo said that Mr. Wintou's proposal
seemed rather to be a return to tho old story of

the " strictures," and he did not know that the

public would submit to them again.—The chair-

man differed from Mr. Sang, and did not think

that the present supply of water was sufficient

for household purposes. Nor did he agree in

applying the term "waste "to the water that

escaped and flowed down the drains. A certain

amount of water was necessary to flush the drains

and to can-y away foiU matters ; and, therefore,

ho did not look upon water as waste when it was
employed in this operation, although it might not

be used for household purposes.—Tho paper was
remitted to a committee.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

ON THE CAUSES THAT INFLDENCED THE DEVELOP-

HESI OF MEDU3VAI. ARCHITECTURE.

{C*ncluded from page 428.)

IN the outskirts of that most interesting of old

cities—Treves—interesting alike to the archi-

tect, tho archieologist, and the mere lover of the

picturesque, situated as it is on the banks of the

blue Moselle, with some of the most interesting

relics of antiquity in Em'ope in its immediate
neighbourhood—there stands, in almost perfect

prosei-vation, a building, which to the eye of tho

architect, has perhaps a deeper interest than the

most picturesque ruin ever sketched. This is a

Roman basilica, n«w used as ft Protestant church

,
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1 tke iMimi ol tike deep interest snrh r bnilil-

fc^ fT«8t<M qnhe anui frum the splenjiil siH'cimcu

tt afluida of good bioka mid mortar, which still

•Mm likebr to lad tor a^s, is thnt iu it we have

tko (n« •narvhichtbc earliest Christian chorches

««• bailt, and, indeed, it nas simply by modili-

mUom of and iuproremeuts niton these basiliciv

\l^t the Bedfatrrxl architects arrived at thcirnoblo

wllwiliilii After deseribiu); these basilice, Mr.

CBator nid ikat mrj eulj in the tenth ccntoiy

wama ehaagaa began to be made, and althongh it

it Tiiti'^""C^ proper coarse of tho iuqoiry,

it will b» batter to state them here. One of the

Ant iibanflM was tlie introdactiou of towers to

bold bells, and another early change was effected

by forming more than one apsidal end fur altars,

whiln lor tbe aecommodatiou of the assistant

dergr one ^rt of the building was railed c^

tela the lemainder and called tho choir. As cou-

Hm»liiiiii inoreased, and it became ueocssary to

(iM mora ftni'ti''^ of ingress, a narthex or porch

«a* adiled i> many instances. Thus by easy

tagce of derelopment ire hare arrived at an

almost peifeet plan of a parish chnrch, and,

tpfVine broadly, this was the ;;eneral way in

whidi ebnreh architectoro developed ittielf iu

Enrope, althongh different modilicationa pro-

vailed in different parts, corresponding with tho

vaiioos lemporamenta and tones of tho different

jermltw At Brat the style of these early chmches

«M nothing bat a debased Classic or rather

|VfTT»fl»*—roond arohes. Classic pilasters, cornices,

and antaUatoree prevailed, and this stylo goes by

the goienl name of Itomancsqae thronghout

Enope. Al a rule, the farther we get from

direct Roman inflaenco tho more do wo find

boildurs relinqaiahing old models, and starting off

witb new ideas of their own. Bat wo meet with

ome ttzildng exceptions to this mlo in Italy it-

aelf. At Venice, iu tho ninth century, the cathe-

dral ebnroh of S. Marie was commenced, and
in this bnildiug we have something very dif-

ferent indeed fnm the common Bomon basilica

or any copy of it, as its plan is that of a Greek
OOM, and iu many of its details it closely re-

rwililiill 8. Saphia at Constantinople. In fact,

it h entirely Byzantine in style, and this is

aaooonted for by the fact that the architect was
most probably a Greek. This church of S. Mark
is worthy of especial notice, as it had a very
powerful influence upon tho architecturo of other

part* of Europe, and was the cansc of much of

the Byrantine cbataoter which Mediicval archi-

teetare poMeased in some parts of the Continent.

At Perigneox, indeed, an almost exact copy of S.

Mark's was built about the cud of tho tenth cen-

tury, but the experiment does not seem to have
been repeated. There is, however, another reason
tor the Byzantine character which stamps much
of middle age architeeture, iu the fact tliat the

influence of the popes and the clergy had become
vety extensive by the tenth century, and very in-

timate relations were kept up with the Eastern
duuehes; and when it is remembered that
at that time the reverence for everything
in tho Holy Land was most profound, it is

not to be wondered at that the styles existing
:;the land sbonld be muoh copied. But it

was not simply by making the Western nations
acquainted with Eastern art that the Church of
Brane has made ns her debtors ; it was to a for
neater extent by encouraging native genius and
bj promoting the erection of those noblo build-

iwil which still remain as mouumentb of this

period. In A.D. 'M) William of Aquitaiuo founded
llw mcaaatery of Clnuy. The vigonr and ability

ef the governor of this monastery soon gave it

great pre-eminence, and its influence upon archi-
teetme waa speedily felt. Very little time
elapsed before a church was built, which natu-
rally lerred a model for moet of the churches
in the neighbourhood, and soon, tho monastery
having increased iu size, it was found necessary
to baud a larger church— in fact, the largest ever

in Franco up to that date—which was com-
aed by Abbot Ungues in 1089. Tho monks
I of eoniM intimately engaged in tho erection

td thie ehnreh, and as Clnuy was essentially a
" mieiiHiaiy " monastery

—

i,e., always intent
^loa aendtng ont men to tpiead the Benedictine
»'lo—thoae monks who were sent out carried
with them a knowledge and love of the beautiful
in architecture which bore fruit that Usted for
eeotoriee. France was the first country to bene-a by their labours, but some very fine buildings
were erected during this period iu Germany
through the inflncnoe of the clergy, as, for ex-
amle, the cathedrals of Speycs, Maintz, and
Worms, the latter of which ia unfortimately the

only one retaining its original aspect in any-

thing like completeness. These wore of course

iu the liomauesque style, and we nowhere yet

—

except in rare instances—get beyond circular or

segmental arches ; but the buildings of this period

show a very marked improvement upon those of

a centtury earlier, as is easily seen by comparing

tho buildings erected iu our own country in tho

eleventh and part of tho twelfth centuries with

those of an earlier date ; in fact, architecture, and

oUier arts as well, had received an onward impetus

from the fostering and stimulating care of tho

Church, which showed itself iu tho next two

centuries in tho crowning glory of the Middle

Ages—the hoaveuward-soaring pointed architec-

ture. It is certain that a completo change took

place in tho architecture of Western Europe about

the end of the twelfth century, and many theo-

ries have been started and pertinaciously held to

account for this change, which consisted mainly

iu the substitutiou of pointed arches for circular

ones. Tho pointed arch, although not utterly

unknown before this date, was but sparingly used

in Western Europe. In Perigord it would seem
to have been employed more oxtousivoly than else-

where, but this was owing to the settlement there

of a colony of Byzantine merchants, who intro-

duced domical vaulting into the buildings erected

by them. The theory has found numerous ad-

herents that tho pointed arch came into voguo

owing to tho impossibility which was experienced

of vaulting a rectangalar space not square with-

out its use. Now, in looking back upon history,

it is evident that there are many instances of the

discovery of some new way of bringing about a

desired end at the precise time when the world

appeared to be in need of it, but such an explana-

tion will not suffice if it should be found that

theorizers have jumped at a conclusion as to tho

need without due reasons, and iu this case it has
been shown conclusively by Professor Willis that

there was no necessity for employing pointed

arches in order to vavdt a rectangular bay or

square, as it could bo oflTectually done in two
ways—either by stilting tho smaller arches, or

by using domical cells, both of which expedients

were certainly adopted by the llomanesque
builders, and it is by no means certain that the

Romans were unacquainted with tho same
methods. Of com'se, as soou as the pointed arch
came into general use, it would naturally be em-
ployed iu vaulting such a space as has been de-

scribed, as being both lighter and stronger than
the old forms, but the theory that pointed
arches were the result of a necessity to be got
over somehow is imtenablo. Besides, it pould
bo a most extraordinary coincidence that different

builders in coimtries at a great distance from each
other should at the same time find out the same
difficulty and also the same means of overcoming
it. But if wo find that the pointed arch had an
existence somewhere long before it was introduced
into Europe, and that owing to certain causes
numbers of the inhabitants of Europe were brought
into the neighbourhood where pointed arches
abounded just at the time when they were in-

troduced into Europe, then wo have a very strong
argument for their having been imitated from
some pre-existing specimens. And this is exactly
the case ; for there can be no doubt that the
iwinted arch is of Saracenic origin, and that its

introduction into Europe was tlie result of tho
Crusades, as it was just after the commencement
of these that it appeared.
Almost simultaneously with the introduction of

tho pointed arch, another great change was
brought about in architecture by the use of folia-

tion or foiled arches on a much more extensive
scale than before ; and rapid progress was made
in the skilful piercing of blank spaces loft between
the arches, which constituted tracery. Soon after
the introduction of the pointed arch, Mediaeval
Architecturo reached its zenith. During tho
thirteenth century, the people began.to emerge from
their obscurity, and whereas before this time
the monasteries had been the chief centres of build-
ing activity, and the churches the finest specimens
of architecture existing, now tho cathedrals began
to surpass them. A spirit of rivalry was mani-
fested between the inhabitants of different cities

—which, it must be remembered, were just rising
into importance, and tho funds that were sub-
scribed, althongh too often insufficient to com-
plete what had been begun, must have seemed pro-
digious iu those times. And this popularization
of church building was in a largo measure the
work of the prince-bishops of the time who,
finding that tho Roman church was becoming
more and more monastic, and that iu any conten-

tion with the papal seo tlie monks stood by it

through thick and thin, saw clearly that they

must attach tho people to their side. Tho i-emark

of M. VioUet lo Due, that religion caused archi-

tecturo to advance to a certain point, and then

kept it stationary, is perfectly correct; but it

must not bo forgotten that although the laity

began to take matters into their own hands, it

was still for religious purposes that the chief

architectm-al buildings were erected. And there

was almost a necessity for this, because all parties

respected a sacred edifice, but the incessant local

feuds of the Middle Ages led to tho erection of

domestic buildings primarily with a view to

defence and not to picturesque eifect. Having
thus briefly traced the history of Mediicval archi-

tecture up to its golden age, Mr. Slater proceeded

into the details of its development dm-ing that

period—the thirteenth century. Tho rise of the

laity from their low and ignorant condition, and
their opposition to feudal tyranny, exercised a
strong influenoo upon architecture in promoting

the erection of many very fine hotels-de-villo or

town-halls. The commercial spirit of the age

was rapidly developing itself, and the intercourse

of various peoples with each other was becoming
more and more extensive, and the good effects of

this soon became apparent in tho increasing power
every one who travelled acqtiired of noticing what
he saw and making observations thereon. Tho
consequent widening of the range of the thoughts

and perceptions of men was a powerful cause of

the development of art in the Middle Ages. The
architecture of this country was donlttless largely

influenced by our French conquests, although tho

peculiar genius of tho people soon modified and
made its own whatever it had derived from

foreign sources. It is simply impossible, in these

days of indifferontism and secularism, to estimate

with anything like adequacy the powerful hold

Scripture events and legendjxry stories of the

saints had upon the minds of tho populace in the

Middle Ages. The architecture of the times was
partly a cause and partly a result of this feeling.

Some events in the life of our Saviour wore in-

variably represented in every small chm-cli that

was erected, and, besides, numerous other episodes

of Scripture history were depicted, the effect of

which on a primitive and comparatively ignorant

people—speaking from an artistic point of view

—

is incalculable. Up to this point the develop-

ment of Mediffival architeeture has been looked at

mainly subjectively, that is, those changes have

been principally noticed which were brought

about in the artists and workmen themselves,who
made architecture what it was owing to gi-eater

knowledge, larger and more enlightened views,

and a more scientific acquaintance with tho

true theory of the art. It is quite trne that

nearly all these changes were to a greater or less

extent duo to extrinsic causes, but when compared
with the causes of development which must now
Ise noticed, it is hardly ont of place to call the

former subjective, the latter objective. Foremost

among these must be rankeA the varying local

nature of the building materials, which had a

most marked influence upon tho architecture of a

district, for little or no facilities for tho transport

of materials existed. Hence the materials that

were found in any particular district were almost

of necessity the principal ones employed in the

erection of any building in its locality, and where

tho atones happened to be small, a character of

its own was immediately given to the local archi-

tecture by their necessary use. In Burgundy,

which is exceedingly rich in good building ma-
terials, especially stone, we tiud that tho old

architects, aware that they could implicitly trust

their materials, were able to give much more
projection to their profiles, and generally more
accentuation to their work than in other places.

It may be stated, as a pretty general rule, that

good masons and good working stone exist to-

gether. In parts where stono is of inferior

quality and not so workable, it is sparingly used,

and sharj) arrises avoided as much as possible.

Where stone is scarce and timber exists in great

"abundance and of good quality it is worked into

buildings in a most picturesque manner, as may
be seen in many instances in our own country,

but muoh more frequently in the small towns and

villages of Germany. In many parts of Europe,

chiefly the north of Italy, Germany, and Spain,

neither stone nor wood exist in much perfection,

but, on tho other hand, tho clay is of a very

superior quality, and consequently a completely

new character is given to tho architecture of

theso districts by the abundant use of
;

moulded and coloured bricks and terra-cotta.
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Another of the objcctivo canaes of architectural
dovelopmout was conqaest or civiUsation, as tho

severed the Siameae-twin-like but unnecessary
ideas of constructi^u Tnl" arcomtTorrroight'to I regarCouH^''"TZ sct^""'-'''^."^^''

'""' *''«

a com, try by a couaneriug race will strike root, of the now UWu &,17 ^^*."'*f
,- ^ %'"*j''"'y

f..:!'"^,P^^"^'"'4 «1'""« nP-but tho fruit the; mu^ciX„r"i"?„r-l!^,"'''l'';e/- solelylu most casoa, aud spriug up, but tho fruit tboy
bear will ucarly always bo modilied andf,TaduaUy
altered from that which was almost universal in
the country where the ideas wore indigenous.
Another cause powerfully influoucins tho de-
velopment of Middle Ago architecture is to be
lonna m tho progi-ess made in sculpture, glass
staining, and painting. It must not be thought
that these were independent arts, with only an
lulirect relation to architecture. In Mediieval
times the architect was considered to hold the
liighest place, and every other art was subser-
vient to lum, and made to work in with his de-

P .fn^rV H'"'Jf
"'"' '° "' '">'• ^'o ^"^ impUcitly

f „^I M "S.^'i
^^^ <"'"'yi"'g out of every little do-

tail. Mr. Slater next proceeded to show in detailthe development of sculpture, stained glass, andpamtmg and concluded his essay by a brief re-
ference to the causes that led to tho decline ofMeduoval architecture. According to M. Viollet

liCO m France, but it is only in a limited sensehe speaks thus. Still, for many years after this

ZZS^rtu"'^ symptoms of decadence are

andFrMn
throughout Europe, and in Germany

to be pUced a century later than the date given •

indeed, our own country kept altogether cl?ar ofthe worst vagaries mto which the French archi-
tects were earned and maintained a national

Ihis will he apparent by a comparison of our Per-
pendicular arohitectore with the contemporary
contmental styles. But tho causes of falUngaway are everywhere tho same. Architects, in-
road of rising superior to their art, and master-

wLht hv 111 t-
'.*" ,™" ''^^y ^-'^^ them, and

!Ztl' r^ " ^'^' "^ '"*"'='''« """ing''. curious
inter ections and mouldings, and-worst osfence

«Lnl„T^
masking the real construction, andS ^"""7''"'''.,'?'"' °° existence, to bring

PVP^I """f f^.'"^S effects, which, though

LtSir ^rT'V"'^' '^^ ^«°derful skill sho^
^r!n.f^/ f ""'.'T'

"^ y^' <"'°t™'-y to the first

anarti fwho",'' ^.-^OT" ''=<'°"''"y "°t™«- And
aLlv n 7 • '"T by setting himself deliber-

l^iM '^«?«"'' "''^.'^•s in his works, must in-

hV^^lL "1^ \? deceiving himseU so utterly as tobe unable to distmguish falsehood from truth.

»piers, G. R. Redgrave, Soargill, Blashill, C. H.
p;..^- ^^,S""°i?'' Mathews, Sulman, and the

mS^^rI ;• ^-
^i,

Watson) took part, andMessrs. Rhodes and Slater having renUed to the

mumeipal purposes, occupying the whole of the

Z!,f 1.1:nff
^^"'SO-Bqn^re, with a frontage ofabout 250ft and extending eastwards IlongGeorge and Coohran-streets about 230ft. to John

street, to which street the frontage would be theame as in the square. As the square measuresfrom east to west about 000ft., a better site for
architectural effect could scarcely be had; and as
It contains the Post-Office, and is within half aminute's wa k of the Royal Exchange, a situationmore central and convenient would be difficult tobe found It will be safely inferred by yourreaders that Glasgow is in municipal buildingsmuch behind most towns in England of simUarand many of even less population. This arises

lT.r-"r """'"'• ^"«' I d"e say, is that art

!ui r/v ^^1"°^' to Our stem northern clime-
the Italian brain does not in our duller Britain

operate. We are ever ready with our means in

«''.L"r„!.?Lr^"l^"^. °^ philanthropy, but, as

had evidently not expected this, for some time agothey advertuied for designs for such a fount^n!and received about Bfty perhaps in reply to theb
invitation. A fountain hiilf-coVt is now to be eipenmented with, and accordingly "Notice is'hereby given," &c.,&c., that " co^mpetitors art i"

on tit?'-"
'"'^ -odifications or alterationson their designs as may be thought proper so aato bnng the cost of erection within t'he SrictAsum. But architects are not nowadays what

themTr''"''-^.'"':
^''"O "« I-A.'s\mo„g

OeuncU very properly resolved " That the Com-

tiTc^ZT""^ now change the conditions of

time and money, but are bound in justice to

^^Z^u" '"'^ "^ '}' ""eiaal a<lvertiscmentto proceed to consider the designs given in, and teaward the premium of £50 to the best." TheCommissioners' reply was briefly " That the term,

moved with concord of sweet .sounds," so our sh^edTm'ih'rn' -T'
^*°'^ ''*''« ''«»''8^

hard, cool intellect is not readUy impressed wit" S^to^ilrtC'^^;."!^
the original advertisement" 'may • be sWcthr

^n!;1h^vh"' '"""fl"^
*''« premium,'' but :^{

City H^^ GlaJgowTperhap-s thTugireli Zuding I fnTan Lt^^f-'b
°''^^^? '"'" by ^sWi„%?;'

of the kind in the empire), contain as manf missiwL^ '^^

P«fs°ns comfortably as does S. George's HaUV "^ " ° ^ ""'"' *°^ '"'"''"^ ^^''"''t. desi^n»

hard, cool intellect is not readUy impressed withthe inOuences of art, and we do not pleasantly pay
for what we but indifferently appreciate. There
are doubtless highly art-educated men amongst
us, but municipal buildings is a people's ques-
tion, a question to be put in this wise : Does the

„. ™„ij, ^ uuBB o. (jeorge s Hall
Liverpool, and do they see and hear as well in theone as the other ? Another cause is, thatwhUe the
progress of Glasgow has been great and rapidmany of her buildings for the transaction of
public business either remain in statu quo ante
or have been added to, altered, adapted, or con-verted—of course the dulce never standing in theway of the«eite,and the architect shielded bythat broad jcgis of necessity that knows no lawBut I suspect the chief reason why Glasgow mustin municipal offices remain behind towns of other-

in nnf . ''''=f'^«.
and actually exhibit, designsin not only colours of all kinds, but aUo in

cast iron. This out-Wallace-monuments even theWallace Monument, and adds one more Uli^t,;tion tothe history of competitions. Although aountamtocost £4,000 is' not now to be built

mium '' Tlf
^"""^ '" '" awarding the pre-mium There are competitors who may bebound as httle by the terms regarding "ojt as

rei"n\:fh«tjtL°°r-'°-'y '--t« ^wise much less prete^sFo^s U that ju^t norshe S^rth ''^ ""^.^ -nscientiously limTt^TS
has other and more pressing work L han7. A a SdvLt/"'"-.^'

u' ''''^"'''''l ^ ^^'dently at
scheme thah =ir.l,;f.„f,..,,„° „.-„u. , ", ' -a-

1

a disadvantage with him who cares not for theaddition nt a of,f,,a „ 1 , .. . .
"' "'"''

GOSSIP FROM GLASGOW.
(from our cobrbspondent.)

A NEW broom sweeps clean, and the new Town
Council has made a clean sweep for the

present of the Municipal Buildings scheme. This
scheme was simply to have all the municipal
offices under one roof, instead of as at present in
several biiildiDgs and in several parts of the city-
some, as the Burgh-hall and the Chamberlain's

tt'cL^r.L^l^r?«,?.^:!^«'-tering around

„„!, V,
". ^ i.. coaiujj nurs. on nanc. Ascheme that architecturally might have been awork worthy of a great city likely received its first

mpulse from the inadequacy of the accommoda-
tion and the mconvenience of the separated situa-
tions of the present several municipal buildings •

but meanwhile we must dispose of a larger legfcy'
that has been bequeathed to us by " the wisdom
of our anoestors"-^r and light " at one entrance
quite shut out," and the classic Clyde converted
into

^ cloaca maxima. We are opening up our

WK^ and vennela, and so destroying our fever

fnn^„!..?°'l"i'^*
conservatories; and we mustfollow this by doing no more than justice to anoble river, the source alike of commerce to thecity marts and salmon to the civic escutcheon.Ihe ratepayers generally may know little aboutany necessity for new municipal offices, and care

less about any reputation that might attach to the

deJthT "'. "^'^ P"''"'^ ^"''^g«
;

but the
death-rate return is a matter of fact that mostpeople can care about, and the state of the river

knows^f
"*"'" "'*' "^''^ °°^ '''^^ » °°^«

f.^r ""."f'
™ "^"^^^ ^""^ been recently added

to the statuary m the Corporation Galleriea-of

o^'f Kt".±^ ?!/o-t!^t P-.'>H^...by Brodie,
the Council-chamW L WrjureT^th™

o^l Edrbu^r^h"'" T/^Tf' ^^^^^7^^^
the Assessor's Office, the Treasurer's Office, and man son of V\ t^^^^'^'^'^'

by WilliamMoss
the Office of Public Works, collocating about the bZ' of Orihnr^"mr?*°°' "^ ^^"^S"'^' ^h.
Police Office in Albion-atrfief «nrr,» »„„„!,„„ .. ""f o* graham Gilbert was presented bv bi,
Police Ofhce in Albion-street ; some ?ogether,"a"sthe offices of the Lighting, Cleansing,\nd Fire
Departments m College-street

; and others aga[nmore ISO ated as the Sanitary Office in Montrose-W ' "nl*" °.®'=« '° Virginia-street, theScavenging Oflfice in S. Enoch-tquare, and the

a^dIron^'^^'f
'° ,^Ji«'-«treet. And "'the headand front of all the Council, chamber itself is only

lIZ"1u * building "possessed with double

tberf/hp *'' T" ^'l''«"'g devoted to civil affairs,

««r.f ?.1''S*'- " '' P™bable that such a die:
persion of the public offices may be inconvenient
Ills certam that it ia less imposing then would betheir concrement in one building. Tho incon-
venience has likely been experienced, for some

tiZJ^" *
^"^^""^ ^^ projected for the con-

w^^.f °..'° Ingram-street of the building in

that n''^'i'f,°r"'-'='^"'^''^!
*"^t it ia evidenttnat no "additions and alterations," however

n 1,"
----.-"Aouu, ui uiaagow. The

Graham Gilbert was presented by hiswidow; that of Shakspere is an outcome of th^
celebration of the great dramatist's tercentenary.The Press Dramatic Amateurs played on the occa-
sion the comedy of " As You Like It," and the
proceeds were designed for a bust of the poet to

vrfi"''?lf
*^ ^''V'ty- Competition was in-

vited and the successful competitor was the young
sculptor mentioned. The bust has lain for tlong time in Mr. Mosaman's atudio, as untilutely a fit place had not been determined for itIhe pohce force the other day presented to the
Police Board a memorial bust in marble of the
late chief-constable, Captain Smart. The bust isby our fellow-citizen, Mr. Ewing, and, besides
having other merits, has this first quality in amemonal, an excellent likeness.
The half-miUion,or thereby, consumers of "the

best supply of water in the worid " have declined
to expend £4,000 upon a fountain commemora-

„jj-i- . ° "" "'"» """ cares not tor theadditiono a statue or a story if it only hel tothe obtainmg of the pri^e. In this competition
all may be as pure as the water with which it Uassociated, but "we cannot but remember such

ha"t^?ir„rU
''""J't -n-y be reasonably suppos^S

would nn?h- T^^ flagrantly violati one term

Ta^other An' ^
^^mpulous about the violationot another. Another important consideration iathe awardmgof the premium is the fitness of thedes gn for a certain situation. This condition i^

Ts •t™°ir''-r'''°t''«''"«'>tion is abandoned
as It was when it was expected that the fountainwould be erected in the West End Park. A goJdfountain perse may be a very different thing from

?r .7°^'°'°"°°^*'°° ^thits surfoun™
inga. A fountain excellent in a "square" maybe out of place in a garden. Indeed, before thepremium is awarded perhaps the question oughtto be entertamed, "What is a fountain '"

la ita mere jet d'eau issuing from a gigantic sauceror a basin poised by a group of naiads; a c^Tctemple under a shower, or i Gothic cro'aabeSing a pond
; a Nereid with her back hair in water-

fdl,^or Neptune with his umbrella turned inside

nlJ/J' t^'V*^"'^"*'^
that the originally contem-

plated fountain is not to be erected! Publicworks of art are in Glasgow not too many, and hisshare of the sum sought could not be very much
to the consumer. But I fear that the fitting timehas been allowed to sUp past. As Shakspere
says, we must take the current when it servesor lose our ventures."

""rveH,

.Mfully designed, wlu comprfn L^nVentr^r trv:?f'^''-^''*'."" T"" ''.'"""tain commemoT.
effect with a building planned ah Jf^^ Nor toll "'"f""''?"

''"'^ ""^ the Lord Provost,
would the continuatI^n^o Ingi^mst^e^t ^^^SS.T'^ ^^it^E^measure indebted for it. ^i ^''d^^^^CF.^^^^T^^^^lX'^^t^^:^^^^

I nn «f ^ °l^^-^^ Railway in Scotland—On Saturday the City of Glasgow Union I{ailwaywas formaUy opened by trains running ov^The
full extent of the line. The passengera were theLord Provost, the magistrates and ?ther official
personages, with the directors of the railwayThe new hue is intended to connect the whole rj-way system of Glasgow, though only the NorthBriish and the Glasgow and Southert. Com-panics have earned out the undertaking. The
W,T;^''r'r? ''" tbe contractor, ft is beheved the Caledonian Company wiU soon becomea co-proprietor. The line ^U^be woTeS hTZGlasgow and South-Weatern Company, ^heirtrams rmming into the fine aUtion in Dunlop-street!
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^THEORY OF THE ARTS.

Abt Education.

lC<Mti»ued from pugt 292.)

A RATIONAL method or process, pro-

ceeding from the concrete to the ab-

stract, beginning vrith the exercise and im'

prorement of the faculties of sense, and gra-

(tnailT ascending to the higher mental and

moral hcultiea of our nature is, I conceive,

the only reasonable one to pursue, both a»

(Mi(4s the means of art education aa well

•• w a technical sense in determining the

TkhMt of the component materials and art

[ocjmta constituting tine-art combination

or architecture projier. Historically, itnd in

a pbysioo-geogTaphical sense, we have alre-uly

•een theaame growth or development Laws
of body and mind regulate and determine

social laws or society, for without biology and

psychology the interpretation of social phe-

nomena is found to be impossible. Conversely

•lao, the laws of art progress I have sketched

Teaolre themselves mto laws of body and
mind. It has been shown conclusively by
•oma of our most philosophic thinkers that

the phenomena of intelligence conform to

laws ; why not, then, make the course of edu-

cation conform to the same ? As I have said,

it is the bme of late systems of school disci-

|4ine that indirect means to knowledge pre-

cede the use of direct means—namely, that

books, and fcrms, and symbols are thrust

into the hands of students before that spon-

taneous early development of the faculties of

observation, or that immediate cognition

which the eyes and perceptive organsrequire

fiiat. Thus, also, facts and things are often

pUoed last in the curriculum of knowledge
when they should have come first, and facti-

tioas knowledge is learnt before that which
nature teaches. Definitions, rules, principles,

and all generali8e<l or abstract conceptions,

must follow in the order which the laws of

mind and growth in knowledge require. If

it bad been so we would not be repeating in

this century the literal and obsolete, while
the spirit and beauty of universal princjj>les

are neglected in all our art work no less than
in all our modem acquirement.
The foundation of correct taste, indeed, de-

pends on the proper connection of our facul-

tiea and knowledge, the intellectual and moral
senses. There is a proper order or prwjess of
the mind in judging correctly of the beauty
or appropriateness of a thing, as there is in a
simple process of reasoning from certain pre-
mises and facts. The conclusion in either
case must not be foregone. When w» say
such a thing is a matter of " taste,"

we are too apt to think it equivalent to
fancy or caprice. This laxity in the use
of the term has been detrimental to
the interests of art education. It is true there
is a diversity of tastes or opinions, but there
can be only one standard of truth or false-

hood. The diversity really is the difference
of education or, I would rather say, mental
dUeipline in different people. Architects'
tastes in the present day differ materially, and
people are apt to believe such a diversity
among a class of men professionully educated
for architects must be the result of an innate
feeling for art being wanting more in some
than others, or they imagine "fancy," or
"caprice," or " whim," an indefinable faculty,
to be the sole arbiter But when we come to
think of such a conclusion there in little to
raise our art in the estimation of society. Un-
fortunately, however, such an estimate of
architectural taste is supported by the pro-
feasoiB of the art itseli An acquaintance,
liowever superficial, with one particular period
or style, founded in most eases upon an
archsulogical stuoy, is sufficient often to get
an aicii^ct a repnialion, especially if he have
a chance of embodying his favourite studies
in a building or woik of pretension. Further
than this, there may be no abstraofrnor specific
merit in his desijm whatever. But to resume,
li»y -Jieory would imply degrees of mental

power rather than a preponderance of one

faculty over another—in fact, a state of cultiire

hardly ever attainable in the same individual.

It is just this nice adjustment of power and

knowledge that is wanted ; and tlie regulation

and appointment of our studies according to

such a test of actual value as I have pro-

pounded, seems to be the only way to insure

this. Corresponding with such an apportion-

ment or subordination should be our branches

of art work, beginning with ijtility atid

material as the lowest but primary motive

and means—the basis of all art—and ascending

to the ulterior ends of art labour—beauty and
the gratification of correct taste. In an archi-

tectural work, itspurpose being pre-determiued,

every function and art employed in its erec-

tion or composition should be rightly deter-

mined and estimated inthestructure, instead of

being left to the chance or the whim of tlie

designer. Thus, in a building subserving

public convenience, the apertures for entrance

and exit and light should determine in every

respect the character of the design and its

ornamentation, and not be arranged in a sort

of half-way to meet the latter, as is often

found ; for example, a large apartment re-

quiring a large amount of light or entrance,

sharing a smaller proportion of these essentials

than another much smaller apartment, for no
other reason than to get a certain crotchet

or idea of fenestration externally in elevation.

A certain license may be pleaded in caseswhere
a sufficiency of essentials is obtained, but
the limit of toleiation should invariably be
regulated by a just regard of the essential

conditions of the structure, and never be
allowed to exceed that agreement which the
mind no less than the eye detects. The senses

rebel against a violation of those laws or con-
ditions necessary for the enjoyment of life, the
exercise of daily duties, thought, or imagina-
tion ; and yet these laws are constantly broken
in the arrangement and construction of public
and private buildings, under the designation
of architectural style or taste. In art of the
kind under consideration, the demands of

utility are so various, the conveniences of com-
munication, light, and air so necessary,
that oesthetical considerations become more
than ordinarily irksome to one bent upon
giving his design artistic pretensions, especially

when at the same time his means are limited.

To one who proceeded rationally, and accord-
ing to the order I have laid down, the JBSthetic

would evolve itself out of the conditions
instead of being forced upon them. In short,

a complex architectural composition or build-
ing should be the concurrence and manifesta-
tion of certain laws ; these laws, reduced to
their simplest expression, being corollaries
from the laws of body and mind.

In my last article I will endeavour to sim-
plify what I have in the preceding papers
advanced by a synoptical view. It must not
be considered, however, that such a gradation
in the different branches of art workmanship,
implied by such an order in the relative values
of essentials, wovdd at all lessen the true
position of sesthetics or architecture as a fine
art. Far otherwise. It would give it a scien-
tific basis— one founded on immutable laws
instead of mere fancy—while it would lift tlie

profession above the reproach that it merely
gratifies a taste for the superfluous, and can-
not take its position as a really necessary
calHng. G. II. G.

FRESCO PAINTING.

IN his fourth lecture (Cantor series) at the
Society of Arts on Monday evening last, on'

Artists' Colours and pigments, Mr. F. S. Barfl',

M.A., made the following observations on fresco
painting :

—

Experiments in fresco painting have been made
in this cfinntry of late years, bnt from the resnlte
of those ojipei-iments I am very much afraid that
many of ns have formed wrong impressions aboni
the art. We have seen that in really choice
situatiiius Uie frescoes have become disintegrated,
the colours have gone, the surfaces have come oil

cither in flakes or in powder. If yon visit the
city of Munich, and go to the Church of S. Booi-
faoio, you will see that it has been decorated by
Professor Hess in fresco paiuting, more than
thirty years ago. The paiutin-^s there are stand-
ing well, and have stood well, except where
moisture has come in from behind, and has thrown
off the painted surface from the front. Now, no
painting, whether executed in siliceous colours
or fresco colours, can withstand the action of
damp penetrating from behind ; it is simply im-
possible. Why I speak with confidence about fresco

painting is thac because some twenty years ago a
large public building was decorated in fresco, and
Munich artists were employed as WrfU as English
artists. That building I have not seen for many
years, but I have been told by several gentlemen
that it is stiU in a state of perfect preservation.

The fresco is in no way disintegrated, either In

the ornamental or pictorial portions. I can speak
with coniideuce of fresco painting when it has
been executed in the way it was done by
those gentlemen. I will, to the best of my
ability, mention to you the method in which I
was taught fresco painting in Munich, and speak
of those influences which are likely to interfere

with the permanence of pictures painted in fresco.

But fu-st of all I must take you aside for a few
moments to another subject, though one inti-

mately connected with this. When lime is mixed
with sand, and used for bnilding purposes, it is

called mortar. How is it that mortar, which is

soft when it is first laid, becomes hard in the
course of time ? The lime acts upon the sand,
dissolves some of the silica of which sand is com-
posed, and so a silicate of lime is formed, and this

silicate of lime causes the binding power of the
mortar. The ground U2)on which fresco is painted
is a lime ground. In order to have a permanent
picture, it is clear that we must have a firm and
stable ground. In order to prepare the ground,
first of all the wall must be absolutely dry. There
must be no leakage of moisture from behind.
Then lime which has been " run" (as it is techni-

cally called by builders) for a year or a year and
a half is the best to be employed, for in propor-
tion as the lime has become carbonated by the
action of the carbonic acid of the air (up to a
certain point) it makes a better and harder
mortar for coating the wall with. With this lime

mast be mixed sand, and there is a great

deal in the selection of the sand. It must be

river sand, and should be equal in grain. The
sand should be mixed with water, and allowed

to pass along down a small stream, sa that

in the centre of the stream you would have
sand the grains of which would be pretty

equal in size. This is a point of considerable im-

portance. The reason why new limo cannot or

ought not to be used is that it " blisters," as

buildera term it, and this would be ruinous to the

picture. A well plastered wall for fresco paint-

ing should not have a fissure or a crack in it.

There is no chemical process that I know of that

takes place in fresco painting other than this-

that you get a silicate formed by the action of the

lime upon the sand, and a carbonate formed by
the action of the air ui)on the lime. In painting

a fresco picture, there is no sueh thing as re-

touching work after it is finished. The artist

will have to make his sketch with the greatest

Ijossible accm'acy. The cartoon is made upon
ordinary paper, and then oiled. It is then fixed

upon the wall to be painted, and the part which
the artist desires to begin upon is uncovered

—

that is, a portion of the paper is cut away, and
then the plasterer plasters for about |in. upon
the wall. The plasterer's work is of the greatest

importance in fresco painting. The man who
dots it ought to practice well before ho is allowed

to prepare any portion of wall for the painter. In
that way he will become accustomed to the

suction of the wall, and upon the suction of the

wall depends the success of the fresco. When
the plaster is first put on of course it is very soft.

The piece of the cartoon is replaced upon the

plaster, and then the lines are gone over with a
bono point. The artist then commences his

painting. At ib-st when he paints, the colours

work greasy
;
you cannot get a tint to lay on ; it

goes streaky ; but paint on, bnt only for a certain

time, for if you go on painting too long you mil

interfere with the subsequent suction of the

ground. This is essentially necessary for the

snccessful practice of fresco painting, but it can

only be learnt by experience. Yon Imow by the

feel when you ought to stop. If yon feel your

colour flowing from the brush too rapidly, yon

should leave it and return to it afterwards. As
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the water sacks in the colonr is laid, and in llio

coarse of half au boor ur an huur [yua will fiml

that there is a pleasant siiotiou from your
brash — yoa wOl (iml that the colour will

cover well ; aud this is the time to paint

rapidly. When the colours leave your brush as

though hungering for moisture, then you shoiild

cease painting, for every touch done after

that period will dry gi'ey. It is impossible,

therefuro, to paint frescoes in the same style

that you would in oil. The fresco paintings of

the old masters were not highly linished. Their
efl'eots were got by juxtaposed tints ; theu*

shadows wore got by lines aud coarse otchiugs.

I know well how temptuig it is to go back to a
piece of painting and do somethmg to it that
ought to have been done before. But iu fresco

painting this temptation muiit be resisted, for it

will be absolutely fatal to the permanency of the
work. It is not for me to liud any fault (as

works of art) with the works of the great artists

who have painted in fresco iu this country, but
as regards the mechanical work of their paintings
it cannot have been done properly, or the fres-

coes would not have become so rapidly and
thoroughly destroyed as many of them have, for

many of them are iu situations the most excel-

lent for fresco—on inner walls, in dry places,

where they are not influenced by the percolation
of moisture from behind, nor by the condensa-
tion of vapour in front. Mr. Barfl' concluded his

lecture by au euumcratiou of the coloui-s and pig-

ments most suited for fresco painting, the list of

which will be published when the lectures appear
at length in the Society of Aria' Journal. In
his concluding lecture, on Monday evening next,

Mr. Barft' will refer to siliceous painting, a method
of wall decoration which, for durability and
facility of execution, he considers far preferable

to fresco.

ENGINEERING IN INDIA.

FROM official papers wHch have bccu sub-
mitted to the Secretary of State for India,

prcpiired by Major G. Chesney, R.E., and Mr. W.
T. Thornton, Secretary in the Public Works De-
partment, it appears that the staff of the Indian
Public Works Department comprises 237 Royal
Engineer officers, 126 other military officers, and
533 civU engineers, making a total of 896, and
that at least forty or fifty civil eugiueors must be
sent out yearly from England to maintain the
Department at its present strength. No very
largo supply can bo expected from qualified na-
tives of India. The scheme now adopted, it is

expected by its authors, may widen the field of
competition. The test for admission to the ser-

vice is to be in general subjects of education
(including mathematics), and not in technical
ones, and is to be open to all comers. The suc-

cessful candidates will then enter on a course of

study and training extending ordinarily over
three years. There will be periodical examina-
tions, and the qualifying standard of proficiency

fixed for each year is to be attained by the stu-

dents at the end of the first and second year,
failing which he will not be allowed to remain at
the college. The final examination will be held
at the end of the third year, and will comprise
engineering, mathematics, physical science, and
languages ; and all who attain the prescribed
qualifying standard will be despatched to India as
assistant engineers of the second grade, the salary
of which giade is 4,200 rupees (about £420) per
annum. Part of the last of the three years will

be spent under a civil or mechanical engineer,
whose fee will bo paid by the Indian Go-
vernment, the student receiving an allowance of
5s. per day. The fees payable at the college are
at the rate of liloO a year, which includes the
charges for board and lodging. The salaries in
India range from the 4,200 rupees with which these
assistant engineers will commence, to 30,000
rupees for chief engineers of the first-class. Pro-
motion is wholly by selection ; mere seniority is

considered to confer no claim to it.

SCHOOLS OF ART.

Leeds.—Lord Houghton distributed the prizes

at tlie annual meeting of the Leeds School of Art
on Fric'ay last. The report of the art division

showed the number of pupils who have attended
during the year to be 326, against 255 in 1869

—

an increase of 71 pupils. These numbeis are
exclusive of those pupUs taught in the day schools.

Number of pupils at present under instruction in

iho boys' school, 80 ; girls' sohool, 146 ; total

22ii
; thus making a total of 552 pupils under

instruction of the art masters in this institution.

Tlie average attendance in the school of art during
the present quarter has been 120 j the number of

students who have entered for the \ resent quarter
being 210 against 165 in the same quarter of 1869,
an increase of 45 pupils. A new class has been
formed in addition to those in existence at the
last annual meeting, viz., an afternoon class

(Wednesday). The examination, which took
place in March last, was upon the work com-
pleted aud taught in the school for a period of

eight months only, the greater part of this being
of an elementary character, the advanced pupils

with their work having been taken from the

school by the late Head Master before the new
arrangements were completed. The results,

therefore, as will be seen from the following

figures, show an increase in the successes of the
elementary or second grade examinations, but a

decrease in the advanced or third grade examina-
tions. Second Grade Examinations—Number of

papers passed in 1869, 123 ; 1870, 133 : number
of prizes awarded, 1^69, 28 ; 1870, 38. Third
Grade Examinations—Number of sets of drawings,

satisfactory, 1869, 07 ; 1870, 30 : number of

prizes awarded, 1869, 19 ; 1870, 9. The examina-
tion of the third gi'ade consists of the works of the
students made during the preceding year, which
are forwarded to the Science and Art Department
in London. The above figures therefore give only

the result of eight months' accumulated work,
from the time of the appointment of Dr. R. C.

Puekett as head master of the school. The
examinations in practical, plane, and solid

geometry, machine construction and drawing
and building construction have for the first

time been held in connection with the Science

Examinations in May. Eleven pupils passed

in these examinations, obtaining four certificates

in practical, plane, and solid geometry, five

certificates in machine construction and draw-
ing, and six certificates in building construction.

The committee feel that so far as the work of the

school is concerned, the principle adopted in

August, 1869, by appointing a master whose duty
was confined entirely to the work carried on in

this institution, has proved highly successful.

Newcutle.—The annual meeting of the friends

of the Newcastle-under-Lyne School of Art, was
held at the Guildhall, Newcastle, on Thursday
week. The Rev. Sir L. T. Stamer, Bart., presided.

The report of the Head Master states that the
school has continued to progress during the past

twelve months. In the month of March the

annual examination in freehand, geometry,
perspective, and model drawing was held.

Twenty-two students were examined; 11
passed aud three obtained prizes. The draw-
ings of 39 students were sent to London in

April for examination. The works of 37 were
satisfactory, four prizes were 'awarded, A bonus
of £10 has been awarded to the master in accor-

dance with their Lordships' minute of 1868. A
private class was opened in March, and meets two
mornings in each week.

Newinoton.—Mr. Locke, M.P., distributed the
prizes to the students of the Newington School of
Art on Tuesday evening last. He said he had
known great numbers of men who had risea from
the lowest ranks of mere mechauics to the highest
position by devoting themselves not merely to the
manual exercise of their calling, but to the laws
and rules which regulated it, so gaining a perfection

of handicraft they could never have otherwise
possessed. He added that if the working classes

came forward in a body, and, by means of the
scientific help afibrded them by the Government,
raised themselves to the position they indeed
ought to occupy, they would be not only the most
laborious, industrious, and well-behaved class of

men in the whole world, but they would effectually

prevent the taunt being ever thrown at them that
there was any other nation in Europe which could
excel the productions of their handicrsift.

West Loxdon School of Art.—The annual
meeting for the distribution of prizes to the
successful students of this school was held

on the 8th inst. at the school, 204, Great
Portland -street. Sir M. Digby Wyatt presided,

and there was a large attendance of students and
their friends. Mr. Stuart, the master, read the

report, which stated that during the past

year the number of students in attendance

was 479, being nearly 100 more than in the

previous year. The number of students had been
steadily increasing, so that they now occupied the

position of the sixth largest school in the kingdom.
The success of the school in all comijetitions was
also lorgoly increasing . In 1KG9 the students of

this school obtained 48 prizes of all kinds ; in

1870 they obtained 112. Tbe character of the
work done in the school was also impronng.
One of their advanced students, Mr. Jamee
Rowley, had gained a South Kensington scholar-

ship of £5U a year. Tbe chairman said that on
looking over the statistics he found that this

school was by far the largest in London, and it

would be disgraceful if it were not, seeing that it

was in tbe centre of the district in which the
greatest interest was felt in the arts. The only
school which offered a complete parallel to it was
the Edinburgh School, which had 459 students

;

and in the rewards which were obtained from the
Government, which was the best test after all, they
were nearly equal, one school receiving £103, aud
the other £ll6. But when they came to the
higher prizes the Edinburgh School was far ahead
of this. In comparison with other English schools,

and particularly with that of Manchester, this

school was far ahead ; but the number of students
in this school, instead of being nearly 500, ought
to be 1000. Unless there was progress they would
not be able to stand competition, particularly

against those foreigners who studied constantly
and profoundly. He impressed upon the students
the necessity of perseverance, and pointed out
that it was a mistake to suppose that a few
months' attendance at that or any other school

would enable a workman to complete bis educa-
tion in art. Mr. J. G. Grace, Mr. Donaldson,
Mr. Peter Graham, and Mr. Hubert, also ad-
dressed the meeting.

^raMitg litlelligetice.

CUUKCHES AND CHAFELS.

BarnAnn Castle.—S. Mary's parish church,
Barnard Castle, was reopened on Thursday week
after restoration under the du'ection of Mr. F. It.

N. Haswell, architect, of North Shields. The west
door has been built up and a new large west win-

dow has been made in place of the old one at the

west end of the nave. The east wall of the
chancel has been re-erected. The roof has under-

gone thorough repair, and the two unsightly

galleries have been taken down. The whole of the
old sittings, &c., have been removed and supplied

with new ones. The new gas-fittings are by
Thomason, of Birmingham. The work has been
executed by various local tradesmen, at a cost of

about £4,000.

BioQLESWADE.—The church of S. Andrew,
Biggleswade, which is a fine example of Perpen-
dicular work, has recently undergone a complete re-

storation under Messrs. Habershon k Fite, archi-

tects, of 38, Bloomsbury square. Inside and outside

the whole of the plastering has been removed,
and mi St of the windows have undergone com-
plete renovation. The roof, which is remarkably
rich and elaborate in its details, is entirely

panelled, the ribs being continued each side down
to the clerestory windows in triple shafts resting

on stone corbels, which have been carved by
Messrs. Hibbins & West, of London. The
western gallery has been lemoved, throwing open
the tower, in which a fine window has been opened

out. A capacious organ-chamber has been built

in the north aisle, thus continuing the nave

arcade and improving the appearance of the

church internally as well as externally. A new
stone pulpit has been provided, executed by
Messrs. Wade, of St. Neots. The church Uoor is

laid with Ridgway's tiles. The old deal boxes

have been removed, and light opan benches have
been substituted, affording sittings for a thousand
worshippers. The timber work throughout is of

pitch pine. The church is heated en Marriott's

patent hot-wat«r system. The contractors wero
Messrs. Edey, of St. Neots, the contract

amounting to £1,957. Mr. R. Blackwell acted as

clerk of the wgrks.

BiBMih'GiiAM.—The Unitarian Domestic Mission
Chapel, in Hurst-street, which has recently been
enlarged and almost rebuilt by Messrs. Cresswell

& Sous, from the designs of Mr. A. B. Phipson,

architect, at a cost of £1,200, was reopened on
Sunday last.

Bho.vd Blunsdon.-S. Leonard's Church,
Broad Blunsdon, Wilts, was recently reopened

after restoration. The work was entrusted to

Mr. £. Smith, builder, of Highworth, the approxi-

mate total cost being £1,150.
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(Uauux—Tli« new ehuich of S. Paul, Carlisle,

kat ktalybMnooDncratod. The edifioestauds in an

opaa ifM* of gioood, bounded on all four sides

bj straeta o> roadi. Newbiggw redatona is the

friaeifl aatcrial emplojad, Um roofs being open

tiab««d, high ritehed, and covered vith green

, Um window* being Qeomatrioal ns to their

Tha church eom[mea nave, north and

I, and chanceL The seats are open

cb bench having a very useful feature

te the thape of an umbrella-rack or stand at the

tad ; sittings are provided for 600 persons. A
tower and spire are to ba added at some future

date. The various works were executed by local

tradnmen in branchea, the architects being Messrs.

W. G. Habershon * Pite, of Bloomsbury-6<iuare.

The total cost has been £3,700.

KAXCBCmB.—On We<lnosday week a new
CoDgfontional Church in Grcenhill-street, Greeti-

hevs, Huchester, was opened. The style of the

building ia an adaptation of Italian and Gothic.

It is of brick, with stone dressings, and will

ntir"inni~1^t<' about 800 persons. The outside

liMaiamnMita are : 69ft long hy 48ft. wide, ex-

einnve of Tcatriea, porches, and organ gallery.

The cootnctors were Messrs. Swindells & Little,

of Holme, and the entire cost has been nbout

iC3,500. The whole of the woiks have been

eaitied out from the designs and under the

•nparinteodence of Messrs. Woodhouse & Potts,

arddtecU, Oldham.

NoEwicH.—Tha church of S. Mary Coslany,

Korwich—a fine specimen of fifteenth century

wo^ comprising nave, north and south transepts,

chancel, and tuwer at west end—is proposed to be

natorcd. The present ugly pews are to give place

toopen benches uf pitch pine, and the floors lelaid

with wood and tilet worked in between the monu-
mental slabs. The preaent pulpit is to be care-

fully restored and refized, and the unsightly west
aereen iato be removed from the chancel and refixed

in tta former position. The churchwardens have
oommisaioned Mr. Edwin Bays, architect, of

Downing-street, Cambridge, to prepare plans, &c.,

for the work, which will be proceeded with as fast

as the funds will allow of.

OsraaoE.—The chancel of Ospringo Church,
Ktnt, baa been very artistically decorated by
Meaars. Hoklen St, Son, of Lamb's Conduit-street,

after deaigns prepared by the architect, Mr. E. L.

Blackbuma. Masonry interspersed with bands
of vaiions patterns forms the ground of decora-
tion on the walls, with Gothic drapery on each
side, and the east wall is further enriched with
Gothic drapery bearing the sacred monogram.
Above the eaat window are angels in the posture
of wonhip, and on the jambs of the window are
fignrea of the patron saints—Peter and Paul.
The Tudor window on the north side bears the
Tudor badges (pomegranate, Tudor rose, and
portcullis) in the blocks of masonry, the other
windows and arch having patera: in the blocks of
maaoory. The sedilia on the south side has been
onmniented with a canopy. The tone of colours
used throughout is soft, and has a very pleasant
effect.

Pbjttleweix.—A considerable effort is being
made to remodel the peal of bells in the parish
ehnreh of Prittlewell, near Southend. The tower
and church, which are about to be restored (we
believe under the direction of Mr. Ewan Christian)
data from the twelfth century. The tower itself

fa th* flseat in South Essex, if, indeed, it can be
arpaascd in the county, and is a landmark for
•hips far away at sea. There are now six bells,

tha three oldest dating respectively 1600, 1603,
and 1660. These are hopelessly injured, and
nqoiia re-casting. It is intended, with a, small
a«Vtitioii el new metal, to cast them into a peal of
iigllt beUl. The framework, gear, &c., are rotten
and dangerous, and require to be entirely re-
newed. For this purpose a sum exceeding i!300
will be required. There is an oM tradition in the
noKhbo'jrbood that the bells of Prittlewell
Church came from Rocbford Church in exchange
for the market which was taken from Prittlewell
to Rocbford in the time of Anne Boleyn, who, in
her seclusion at Rocbford Hall, disliked the
aound of the bells. It ia true that in Kochford
tower there is a framework for four bells, three
of which have disappeared, but as the oldest bell
in Prittlewell tower dates 1600, and Henry the
Eighth's reign ended in 1S47, this popular delu-
rion baa no foundation whatever.

A new boildioK for Hcsslo Church Institute was
"IwaJ on Monday week.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
(Wo do no', hold owrsolvea reaiwuaible for tlio opiuioua

of our oomMiwuUouts. The Editor resiwotfiiUy ro-

qiu-«bt tliat all comnmuiiyitious should bo drawu up

&a briefly as poasibla. iw then) are many claimants

njiou the apace allotted to corrsapanieiioe. ]

To Outt Readers.—We ehali feel obliged to auy of our

readeia who will favour ua with brief notoa of worka con-

templated or in progress iu tlio proviuces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed to tho KDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK bTBEET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advortisemoats for the current wook must reach the

office not later than 6 p.m on Thursday.

RecitlVEu.—G. G. n., G. W., E. S., W. D.. J. T. & Ron,

1. M. S., J. W. W., U. I)., W. I! , D. lirothora, M. G. & Co.,

O. C. E., J. Iirindloy, Robt. Donaii, C. W. G , M, ii Co.,

J. W. n.,0. D, R. C, W. U., .7. D. K., Rev. W, E. J.,

U. W. M., U. Si Co., F. B. L., I. & A. E. 1!.. J. P.

n. A. L.—•' E L. O.'a" sweeping charges deserve a

fuller and better answer than yours.

IsguiRKR.—The series of articles on ** New Elements of
Hand-Railing" commenced iu No. S19, Sep.. 9.

C. N. Tripi'.— Sketch returned.
Rev. J. Parkek.—Your letter next week.
Gilbert R. Redgrave.—Your letter next week.
Sketches returned.—W. C. N. Tripp, John Reed, jun.,

J. E. Duun. James Rogers, S. J. Newman, F. Waghorn,
W. T. Brown, W. L. Grant, H. J. Creswell, J. B. Marsh,
James Januan, juu., James Doyley, and J. R. Walker.

J. H. T.—Tlio Sketch Book will consist of sixty plates,

and will be published early next year.

P. AuLD.—Tlianka for your title ])age ibr Building
News Sketch Book ;

' if not superseded by a moro suitable

one it will be used.

fcitspoiibciia.

ARCHITECTS' CHABQES—EESTOEATIONS.
(To the Editor of the Building News.)

Sin, — The letters of your correspondent
" E. L. G." are always well worth reading, as they
evince the mature views of a man deeply versed

and deeply interested in the matters about which
he writes, and though he, perhaps, evinces a little

too much warmth in the purely denunciative part

of hisletter, judicial calmness is scarcely to be ex-

pected from an enthusiast bent ou the removal of

some generally acknowledged evils, and if I till up
the initials rightly the evils he seeks to destroy

have been the subject of his attacks for many
years, unfortunately without much success. In
his present letter there are three several points of

attack ; the first against want of ventilation, the
second against the method of paying architects,

and the third against the so-called restoration of

old buildings.

I propose to take his second objection first.

Architects themselves are fully aware of the ob-
jections to the present system of payment, groan
under its insufficiency, underthe contumely that it

throws on them, and under the loss and degrada-
tion it involves, and would welcome with delight

any Eyatcm that could be devised for paying them
pioperly, that would also spare them the haggling,

loss, and probable law-suits that other systems
seem to involve. In spite of the contumely which
is with such unsparing hand poured out on our
profession, I think, could we agree to be paid in a
more satisfactory manner, that the alteration
would cause a great pecuniary gain to us, for as
far as it has been iu my power to observe the
architect is only too ready to sacrifice himself for

his client.

When architects have risen to a sufficient emi-
nence to command the market, many of them do
decline to be paid except at their own valuation of
their work ; but amongst those who are not so
well known, how is it possible to struggle against
a payment with which the public is acquainted,
and which, if exceeded, is made the subject of
angry recrimination or of a threatened law-suit

'

Law in this country being a luxury for the rich,

must be avoided by prudent men who cannot
afford luxuries and do not wish to be ruined,
and it is useless to inveigh against a practice if you
have nothing practicable to propose in its place.

A jury of experts provided by the Institute
might possibly assess the value of work, but with
so many discordant views it would be difficult to
find the men with the skill to decide on each
man's particular work, and when this was done
what is to give it the force of law ?

There can be no doubt the percentage system
greatly conduces to mediocrity of work, for an
able man sees that when he has once got a repu-
tation nothing is to bo gained by greater skill.

To increase his income he must multiply the num-
ber of his works ; all increase in their goodness

by extra labour and study is solely so much
money out of his pocket. Could an architect be
paid for his extra study or skill, or what not, as
painters are, his aim, like theirs, would be rather
to proiliice more excellent works than to produce
more ordinary ones.

It is not to be supposed that very many archi-
tects do not strive to prodnce excellent and per-
fect works, but in doing so they feel that they are
indulging themselves in a costly luxury, and that
their virtue must be strictly it* own reward.

1 dismiss the oft-repeated statement that archi-
tects are by the present system induced to cause
lavish expenditure to their clients for the sake of
their owu percentage with the contempt it de-
serves. There are men in all callings who '

' would
burn down their neighbour's house to roast their
owu eggs," but as a general rule it is as untrue
that architects increase the cost of buildings for
their own take as that doctors do not try to cure
their patien ts to increase their own fees. This
sort of charge only comes from the most ignorant
and basest of mankind. Architects, like other
men, desire to live by their calling, but such is

the universal desire of mankind to create some-
thing that is convenient or beautiful that architects
are often only too glad to do their work for nothing
if they can see their designs actually executed.
As regards ventilation, the answer is simple : an

unventilated lamp will not burn, one that is badly
ventilated gives a bad light, and every one can
judge of it ; but this is not the case with a room,
and the reason rooms are not ventilated is that the
occupiers do not care about it, and will not pay
the cost of ventilating them properly. The idea is

in advance of the age, and if " E. L. G." has built

many houses, he will know that the owners say
they are quite satisfied with an ordinary fireplace

and window ; and seeing that the subject has been
treated of by philosophers and inventors, without
auy particularly successful results, there is quite
enough failure to discourage the general public.

If "K. L. G." will tell us how to ventilate a room
without causing draughts, and will show us that he
has successfully persuaded many of his clients to
build an extra flue to each room for ventilation, he
will show architects t he way to follow his example.
The public hardly require his vehemence of de-
nunciation to believe them neglectful, incapable,

and useless. If I mistake not Vitruvius found his

public as we find ours.

As to the so-called restorations, it is only too
palpable that a nineteenth-century man cannot
restore any work of a former age, that requires
restoration ; repairs apart, if it be worth restoring, at

the best he can but make a plausible guess, and
at the worst he can but substitute something, if

possible, worse than the original ; but it is open to

question whether any of the work restored in this

generation was worth preservin;.', except as an
historical record. If " E. L. G." thinks it was not
worth preserving, he should impress this fact on
those who call for the restoration rather than on
those that do it, for if those who want it restored

are not restrained, restorers, good, bad, or iu-

diiTerent, are sure to be found, and if they are not
architects they are usually worse than architects.

Occasionally, the general effect of a well designed
building is spoiled, not by restoration but by
alteration. Not long ago a drawing of a restored

church, with the unrestored one, was engraved in

your paper, showing how the original had been
spoiled ; and I saw at Angmeriug a well-designed

tower spoiled by a great cusped window being put
in the middle of the tower, making it look as if it

had a set of teeth in its stomach, and utterly

destroying the proportions of the tower ; but
generally restored buildings are not much worse
than they were before.

Archicology is generally mistaken in England
for art. We happen to be an artless race in an art-

less age, but it is doubtful if architecture is much
worse or less ariginal than the other contemporary
fine arts. Standing with your back to the entrance
and looking down the station to tho bridge, it is

doubtful if there are many more impressive

buildings than the Cannon-street Station.—I am,
&0., G. AlTCHISON.

THE INSTITUTE AND THE STATUS OF
ARCHITECTS.

Sib,—It has struck me as sufficiently curious

that although so much has lately been written in

your pages, and those of other professional

journals, about the shortcomings of the "Institute"

and its presumed inefficiency, yet no one seems to

have noticed that which appears to me to be the

one means by which that highly respectable body
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might atone for the error o£ its ways, and prove

its usefulness to the profession in general,—

I

mean the endeavouring to form the great body of

British architects, which it supposes itself to re-

present, into a legally 'organized and embodied
profession.

If this is in any way desirable— and I think

there can be no doubt that is venj desirable—the

Institute is clearly the proper body to take steps

in the matter; for, small and incomplete though it

be, it is yet the nearest approach to a representa-

tive body now in existence ; and I feel confident

that energetic measures taken with this object,

and with any reasonable prospect of succes, would
do more to right it with the profession than years

of "soirees," and Voluntary Examinations, and
respectable small-talk over coffee iu the evening

The architect's profession ought not to be an
open one. It is simply a disgrace to the compe-
tent members of the profession that any person

who chooses may write "architect'' after his name;
and I fully believe that this has a great deal to do
with the disrepute into which the profession has

fallen with the general public. We ought to have

a body legally authorized to admit those persona

whom it shall find competent to the rank of prac-

tising architects, and to exclude all those who may
be found incompetent. The public would then

have some guarantee against inefficiency and vul-

garity, and, more important still, against dis-

honesty and underhand practices ; and the pro-

fessional man would feel more self-respect, and a

greater confidence in his brother architects, and
would, moreover, be protected against the conse-

qaenccs to himself of unprofessional practices on
the part of others. We should then hear no more of

sharp builders' clerks, whose knowledge ia confined

to getting out quantities, and perhaps making a

decent geometrical drawing, establishing them-
selves in all the glory of a mediecval brass door-

plate, and victimising the too-confiding middle
class public of the country town which may be

honoured by their residence.

I suppose that all this has been urged over and
over again ; but as nothing has ever come of it, it

may be well to repeat it once more.

I imagine that the apathy of the older and more
influential of our architects has always been an
obstacle. They make good incomes ; they are

personally, respected by the public ; and they,

naturally enough, do not see much reason for

getting up an agitation which is not likely to

aifect their position to any considerable extent.

But if the Institute be really that universal and
all-protecting representative body, which its

officials are so fond of portraying to us,— if its ideas

do, in fact, extend beyond its home amusements of

coffee and lectures,—then, 1 say, let it consider

the interests and views of the rising generation of

architects ; let it realise the fact that the men who
are now spending their whole time, and no small

sums of money, in acquiring a first-class art

education, have a right to that protection and
that legal status which is accorded to other

learned professions. Let it no longer, wrapped in

its immaculate virtue, contemplate with placid in-

difference the struggles and hardships of the
men who are now beginning their career ; but let

it come boldly to the rescue, by inviting an ex-

pression of opinion on the subject from the whole
architectural world, and I maintain that it will

soon find its ranks swelled, its usefulness increased,

and its sphere enlarged.—I am, &c., J. 15. F.

TO ARCHITECTS.

SiE,—The following choice morceau is taken
from the Norfolk Cliroiiicle of Saturday last, and
is, I think, worthy of a place in your columns :

—

TO ARCHITECTS.

TENDERS are required lor preparing Work-
iiig PlaiiB, DosigDH, and Driiwiu^'s, with Spocifica.

tious, auU supplying Estimates of Coat, giving out Quanti-
ties to Contractors, and certifying works iu progress and
executed, inclusive of journeys and travelling exi)en3es,
with all else pertaining to the erection of three contiguous
bWELXING-HOUSES, on .he proposed Terrace, Albe-
niarle-road, Norfolk-square, Great Yarmouth, pursuant to
Designs and Elevations furnished by the Surveyor to the
Town Council, ^iich can be inspected at the undermen-
tioned Otliees. Terms in writing t)» bo sent to the ollice of
Mr. Clowes, .'i, Begeiit-strcet, Great Vaimouth, on or before
the 24th of December infetiint ; but the advertiser reserves

the right of rejecting any and every tender.

Can anything be more insulting to the profes-

sional feeling of an architect than this advertise-

ment ? Tenders are required as for a building

contract—travelling expenses, and all extras, with

bills of quantities, are to be included ; and the

advertiser may reject any or all tenders at his dis-

cretion. Moreover, if any architect should be

found willing to pass under the Caudine Forks
of this Mr. Clowes, he is merely to carry out

designs and elevations already furnished by the

surveyor to the Town Council. It can hardly be
imagined that any architect will so degrade him-
self as to tender in this way ; but if any thread-

bare or unscrupulous member of the profession

should be tempted to do so, I hope you will give

liis name such publicity as will induce him for

the future to "tender himself more dearly."^I
am,&c., VwiLANS.

Norwich, Dec. 14.

Intertoumtttmtatioii

QUESTIONS.
[200G] LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS—As I did n,

flufficitjiitly explain ques-

tion 20o0 in the Build-
ing NKWSof the 18th ult.

you will please insert the
"following ;—The diagram
shows clerestory aud aisle

roofs. The building has
three gables, and on each
are three stone statues,
standing l'2ft. above tlie

roofa. Over apex is an
iron finial, 7ft, hjgli,

which ia fixed into a
wooden kiiigpoet. On
south angle is a cam-
panile on whirh stands
a vane. I would be most
thankful to "E. L. G."
or any of your corre-

spondents by letting me
know how I am to fix

copper lightning conduc-
tors to vane of campanile
aud finial of aiiae. Also
by giviug me full infor-

mation as to the point
most needing protection.

—P. K. I.

[2067] HANGING SASHKS.—I should feel obliged if

you or some one could give me any information with re-

spect to hanging sjwhcs. The plan generally adopted ia to

hang them with lines and weights, making a box frame,
for the weiglit to run it, and pocket pieces to frame.
Could you inform me if there is any other plan adopted,
and if so is there any patent for same ?

—

Josh ua L.vne.

"-^̂ ^"•-^-&"""'j

[2068] SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CEN'-
TUUY ARCHITECTURE.— I should feel much obliged if

any of your reiidera can inform me if there is a book pub-
lished which treats of the architecture of the period about
the seventeenth aud eighteenth centuries. The style is, in

fact, transitional between the Elizabethan and Italian

styles. In one example of this style I have seen there was
red brick fluted Doric cohimns, and all the cornices were of

moulded red brick with a stone coping to the parapet, and
with windows, mullioned casement nearly flush with the
outside lino of brickwork. If there is such a book pub-
lislied, where is it to be obtained?—Student.

[2009] THE CYMAGRAPH.—Information where to ob-

tain this instrument and the price would much oblige.

—

A. I. L.

[2070] COMPETITIONS. - Can any intercommunica-
tive one furnish information ancnt ihe competition for

Congregational church and schools at Gateshead-ou-Tyne?
also for national schools at Newport, Salop.— ?.

[2071] USAGE AND CUSTOM.—Can a client legally

demand a detailed measured bill of extras and deductions

from the architect and surveyor, or is it optional, and con-

trary to professional usage and custom? Do architects-

acting for clients—even submit to the overhauling of their

accounts by a surveyor or valuer, also appointed by the

client to test their accuracy and lionesty? Would not such

a proceeding be somewhat infra dig., aud stamp he who
submits thereto as a " small-souled fellow " ?—F.

[2072] B[^DING THE " BUILDING NEWS."—I have

had the last volume of the Building Nkws bound aud the

double-page illustrations have been glued iu the centre

and are spoiled by being so pressed in. Will you or any of

your readers kindly inform me of the beat way lo bind

these illustrations?-F.8.

12EPLIJSS.

[2039] REMOVING INK STAINS.—I have just seen

the undermentioned in a publication:—"To remove ink

stains from a book, first wash th« paper with warm water,

usinga camel's-hair pencil for the purpose. IJy thismeaus

the surface ink ia got rid of: the paper must now be wetted

with a solution of oxalate of ijotash, or, better still, oxalic

acid, iu tlie proportion of loz. to h pint of water. The ink

stain will instantly disappear. Finally, again wash the

stained place with clean water and dry it with whit« blot-

ting paper," No. 2. A very weak solution of salt of lemons

wilT remove ink stains, the p.art washed to bo copiously

wftted with clean water as soon as the ink di.sappuars, or

the solution will burn the paper; dry with wtiito blotting

paper.

—

Ak.sbll.

[2039] REMOVING INK ' STAINS.—If the staiu bo

recent it can l>o readily removed by covering it with a

little powdered oxalic acid (salts of lemon), aud then letting

a few drops of water fall on to the powder. It may be use-

ful to know that grease spots can be entirely removed
from paper by a few applications of iwwdered pipeclay.

—

R. L. B

[20i7] TAKING OUT QUANTinBS.—Thlf,M oor-
re8[x)ndentfl must know, is a vary veied qoMtion. Metro-
politan custom holds the surveyor amenable f>r any slo
of omission. Qaautitie« are ujittally paid fur np<^>u rooeipt
of irstalment No. 1. InatAuces of payment being madeat
signing of contract, aa ** D. D." has it, are cromewlmt rare

;

so are those where a moiety ia paid upon aigaiog and the
other at receipt of fi-Tst iuBtalment. Tlie first iiutaiment
may, I think, be considered the rale ; another ezoeptioD is
when it is spread over two instalment! to acoommodate the
contractor, this iu the erent of his baring to pay direct,
:md yet another exception whin it U not paid at all I Pn^-
vinciaJy, if a contractor employs a snrveyor on Ids own
account—d frequent case—themaster,l opine, is reeiKinsibtti
fsrthe servant's errors—such being nnder these circum-
stances their relative position—and nnut faiu content him-
self with the good ana bad n-i it occurs. The fact of de-
creased remuneration materially strengthens this view uf
the relationship.—F.

[20.51] ARCHITECTS AND TUEIR PUPILS.-It is
usual for architects t^i allow their pupils four wotik*' va-
cation in every year at least—many give raort* ; but to pro-
vent differences of opinion arising a clause to that effect
should invariably be mserted in the articles. Very fow
architects withhold payment for sick days, Experientia
docrt.—F.

[2062] ORIGIN OF PULPITS.-Nehemlab, Ohap.er
VIH., verso 4 :—" Exra the scribe stood .upon a pulpic
wooil."—H. Radbone.

[20C2] ANTIQUITY OP PULPITS.-Ihe solemn read-
ing of the law of Moses to the populace of Jerusiilum must
have l>een an impressive service, when " E«ra tlie scribe
stood upon a pulpit of wood which they had ma«ie for the
purpose." As to its configura ion we are not informed,
though it must have been a spacious raised platform if the
six persons named on one side of Ezra and the seven ou
the other were also uiwn it. Btoue pulpits existed in some
cathedrals, churches, and monastic refectories; and one of
iron is moutioued in the Galiloe at Durham. Entries at
Kxeter, 1318-2C», relate to materials '* j>ro la pulpj/tte," but
that was a diatiuct building on the north side of the church
for lectures aud sermons. Capitals and bases for the
ambos at Westminster were paid for in 1352. Preaching
appears to have been a part of religious services from the
earliest ages of the church ; and the sermons wore com-
monly delivered in the chancel in front of the altar. At a
later time they were addressed from the ambo or residing
desk in the nave, au innovation assigned to Chrysoetom at
Constantinople. In some churches the jjreachor used to
sitaud the congregHtion to stand, and generally the lec-
ture was more of the extempore klud than now ]>revaiU.
The orderly conduct of a mrideru congregation results from
the discipline of ages ; haviug succeeded by gradual pro-
cess habits of comparatively little deoorum aud the open
expression of opiiiien ou the merits of the preacher's dis-
course. The rarity of woodeu pulpits of earlier date than
the Reforma iou i.s no doubt principally attributable t<i

the swesping clearance of church fi^ttings pursuant of that
event, just as with altars, and roods and screens. Yetthev,
one and all, are me:; with in modern Papal churches where
the presence of either can scarcely be due to the Reforma-
tion.—T. M.

[2004] EMPLOYERS AND CLERKS OF WORKS.—
I should thing the employer has the right to employ auj
clerk of works he may think fit on his i>wn work, and i>ay
him too. Ifhedoesthis the architect cannot reasonably
object, but iu cases where the architect pays the clefk of
work he appoints him too.—I. M. A.

COMPENSATION CASE.

THE MEnCHANT TAYLOR.S* COMPANY AND THE UBTRO-
I'OLITAN DISTRICT RAILWAY COMPANY.

A COMPENSATION case was tried at Guildhall, on
t\. Saturday last, the 10th inst., by the Common Ser-
jeant and a special jury, which posseisod 'some ]>oints of
interest. The property for which notice had I)een given by
the Railway Company consisted of No.s. 6, 7, and

7.J,

Great Trinity - lane, and No. 2, Little Trinity - lane,

Cannon -street, containing an area of ."1,378 8<iuare feet.

The houses are old, and their ixwition for years p;ist luul

been unimportant, the rent realisetl by the Merchant
Taylors' Company having been only £117 a year; but in

consequence of the opening of Queen Victoria-street tao
property ob ained a frontage upt>n the new street, and iUt

value was as a matter of course enormously iucreased. Iu
consequence, however, of the dilatory action of the Metro-

politau Board of Works aud the Aletropolitan District

Railway Company, the Merchant Taylors' Company had
been unable to deal with the property, and in the al>seuco

of any data as to lettings to guide them considerable dif-

ference of opiiiion prevailed between the parties inter-

ested as to prospective value of the ground.

The Railway Company was represented by Mr. Hawkins,
Q.C., and Mr. Streeten as junior counsel; tl'e Merchant
Taylors' Company by Mr. Horace Lloyd, QC, aud Sir.

Phiibrick, instrncf ed by Mr. Fisher. The witnesses for the
Merchant Taylors' Company were Mr. Edward I'Ansou, the
surveyortoihe Company ; Mr. Horsey, of the firm of Fuller

and Horsey, who valued thejland as worth Os. afoot reut, or

£6 afoot for the freehold: Mr.G. B. Williams of Mercers'

Hall : and Mr. Farmer, of the firm of Dubonham, Tewson,
aud Fanner, who valued it at 5s. a foot rent, or £5 a ftjut

for the freehold ; Mr. Farmer giving it as his opinion that

a warehouse erected on the site would let for £1,60D a
year. For the Railway Comi>any Mr. Ryder, Mr. E.N.
Clifton, Mr. Stephenson (Hunt 4: Stephensi>n), Mr. Trist

(Norton, Trist, & Watney), aud Mr. Murrell were called,

who repr^entdd the laml as only worth from !2s. 6d. to '.\it.

a foot, their amounts varying from £9,000 tif £12,000. while
the sums claimed by the -Mei-chaut Taylors' Company a

witnesses viiried from £18,000 to upwards of £24,000. The
number of yearx' purchase at which the ground-rent wa-i

ciipitaliMod by the different surveyors en^-aged was from 20
to 224 years' purchase, it beiiii valued as au unsecured
ground-rent. The jury retired to consider their verdict,

and, after a very short consultation, awarde<^l the claim-

ants £13,600, which would make the rental value £550 a
year, with 10 iwr cent, added for compuUory sale, or about
3s. 3d. iJer fo<jt.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

SIZtS>J«Mi?«hitoiraftoatt«rinr Cam. At ftii

^^
.. . ^at. aad > Pfopodtion to lign tl>°

S!lSJ,!SML»SSnitln flmnroftlMffill vm
2SWi^MtsS. TkJsTMaallT nKindi the mola

!Sr tt* koMT wrttnr. and It U rutMsUj nnd«r>t«od

a-. —*-«^—.|thM-|ll *--*- «-——t . iiuniher

|7qi^,^Ii,i„ Miraaitint deUy until OoTemra(>nt

t*kM «to atttr U kwd.

BaTsu'—Tkt fuWi cOtm of th« TlU»ge of Roydon,

1^1 ilHi-J—^-^'—* TCU reMlTVl notim from the

CMk oftlM L« OaMimimy to stop the duchargo of a

tlbdaiB,dMil|yaflM«d(9«»ra(:« n»Uer. into th^

Hw Moct : MM* oTtk* priaclial ntopaven v«re selected

to Ml at tk* aoBDiMto* of th* Mvcr autlionty, ami for

BOBtiw 't^' comatttoe «id«Tonred to got rid of the pre
_ . m At.- 1...^ ..-.- *«^u.tiM (.^ the mtenarum.

aBlflauniraa]niM^«H^*vu..-u .«»—.. — ^

atwmn at tba iMMt nowlble axprnw to t he tatepayc-ra.

ntaaaMTauiimTiBftiiuaaeenful the committee wa.i

oMifMl to naoct to lb* avirtanoe of > profenioual en)!i-

actr and aooorUngly feqnaftted Mr.

rVlMlail and Great 0«or(»<trert, ^

•fad and aanv <l>a pariah Kr the pu

f jj profesaiooal eiiRi

Ir. Jabez Cliurch, of

... WtHtmiiister, to iu-

uwi K» M.J purpoeo of arriving at

m ••»»«•. tfcat gentleman having sent in a

___d npott, it bacama neceMurjf to «ll a veirtry, which

ni kUalTkaU. anl vw largelr attended by the

Mit^liiima 8oBa of thamamben of the committee en-

Mad into a Ibnaxnlanation of bow the matter Btoo<1 sa

i^Bidadtha naarkh and the Lea Coii>«rvancy, the dilB-

c«Kia aad tmhiaa the oommlttee have had to contend

wMk, aad ihaaad ao latiabetoiily to the vestry tJiat the

coaiaa Aar had adoiitad waa the only one tha> could,

adsr aU ika iJiiiaalsiinia be legally adapted, that a rc-

mbsHam »afa—»f all tbey bad done wai passed with

o«lr ibna <esanti»ls.°

IiEOAIi INTELLIQENCE.
Tax Brrao Bewnuot—In the Court ofQueenVBonch,

ImI nesfc^ 8ir John Kaialake move^l for a rule niti for n

MfMar«r< to bciiw up an order ofjustices with a view to

la hitivqaaahad. Tbemotion waa mainly for raising the

qaaattos haUwff. under the numeroiu sanitary Ac s now

latoas^lbm «aa a sewer antbiirity in the parisli of

^rt^"t Than was alio the main p:>int, whutliur tlio

SSiaBaantoty had an'hority to direct c rtain caniUiry

wacka to ba dona in tbe puisb of Epping. It was cati-

toaded tbat In aooaeqnanoe of some defects in the Acts

than was no aawar antboiity in the parhih to levy a rate

fcr carrying ont tbe works.—Rule grsinted.

The Ratixo or Sawraa, *c.—In the Court of Qneen'»

Bndi, ncantly, the oaae of the )letro|K>litan Board of

Watka (appallanta) v. tbe )Mri*li of West Ham (re-

a|ioad«itaX waa beaid. It was a poor's rate appeal

Otfe, la whicb tba qoastion was raised whether sewers

art rateable. Tbe rale was made by the parish of Wc.«t

llam en that portion ofthe sewert constructed by the Board

wbicb hv wl Un (hat parish, with the embankment he-

Inaglat to it, toaatlMr with soma bnildings pertaining to

Iha aocka fcr tBMM tba <awage. The parish, ai to the

laltar, laliad cotna recent Oreeawich case (reported

ia tka BouxHSO Hrwti), in wbicli the sewerage works,

tiMMMIimif bulisas, sheds, andengines, in thatttarish were

keid inXabI*: aad as to tbe sewen, it was urged that the

laadwoaJdbaof valoeif thesewetawereremoved. Onthe
olbsr sida that ove was diatingiiished on the ground ofttie

|icsaaitTalnaortbabiiiUings,*c. Mr Btavely nUI, g C,
and Mr. J. Raymond ware for tbe api>ellaiits (the Board)

;

Mr. Man^ty, Q.C.. and Mr. 0. Tayl4>r were for the re-

aiMiidiiala (iha parish). The court, after a full argument,

dstonnined tbn tbe sewer and tbe embankment belonging

Is It wan act ratoaUa, as being of no present jussible

Taloa. Mooaawonld atthiamomentgiveanythiugfurthe
aewsra cr tha ambanlunent. and tbe Board o^uld make no
liroflt bf than. Therefore tliare was no rateable value, at

aU araala as to tha land ooversd by tba sewersand the em-
haahsaak It mii^ ba tbat tbere was some appearance

af iaeaarfaliBifbi hddtag tha bnildings containing the

Iffnplaf lagliiia aa lataabla. Bat on tbe whole there ap.
uaaiid to baadistinction batwaaa the two cases, and there-

ton^ la awietdanra with tbe fimier case, tbe buildings

sroall ba lataahUi, tbonfb not tba aaweta. Judgment fur

• as to Iha aawen; raU apheld as to the

(Dnr (Office Cable.

Death or Mb. Brahkt.—Tbia well-known

railway oontractor died aomewb&t auddenly on
lliunday week, at St. LeoDard>-on-Sea, where be
had reooitlj been atayiog for tbe benefit of bia

health. Mr. Braiuy has lufiered from periodical

attacks of uthms for (oma yeara, and within tbe
|«at few montha bU health baa given acme
anxiety to hia friesda. But even ao recently as

Wedoeiday Uat be bad projected a journey to

Pneton Hall, near Haidatone, tbe aeat of hia

eoood aoQ (Mr. H. Braaeey, M.P. for Saudwicb)

;

and Ml death, which occurred at Iialf-past four
cl'doefc on Thunday, oocaaioncd very painful diii-

treei to tboae membera of bis family Ly whom
ha waa (ommnded. Mr. Braaaey was born in

1 80!>, at Boogfaton, in Cbeabire, and waa articled

to a local Un<l-i({eiit and larTeyor. Tbe fint
lailw^ eontnct dgned by Mr. Braaaey waa in

1U4, wImb ha took ten milea on tbe (Jrand
Jtiaetion Une, between Biruiingbam and Liver-

pod, now ineoiponted with tbe London and

North-Westem RaUway. The PenVridge Viaduct,

on the same Une, was bis next great work, and

at this date Jlr. Brassey accompanied the late

Mr. Locke, the eminent engineer, into the

southern districts of England, where he executed

large portions of the main South-Westcrn line

and many of its branches. From the south-west

district of England Mr. Brassey was taturally led

by the same engineer to the Continent, where, in

the early days of improved locomotion, he con-

structed a large portion of the Western of France

and the Paris and Kouen Railways, which in turn

led to his contracting for important' works in

Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Norway, Spain,

Savoy, Italy, and Austria, with all of .which

countries his name will ever be intimately asso-

ciated. A fair idea of the magnitude of Mr.

Brasaey's operations may be gathered from the

fact that in the thirteen years from 1848 to

1S61 inclusive, be made, either by himself or in

association with others, 2,374 miles of railway,

at a contract price of £27,993,224.

N.iTiON.M. Technic.m. COLLEGE. — Another

meeting was held on Tuesday afternoon, at tbe

Mansion House, of the general committee formed

some time ago, with a view to the establishing of

a national university for industrial and technical

training. The Lord Mayor, president ; Mr. E. T.

Gourlay, M.P., treasurer ; and Mr. C.Reed, M.?.,

were present. The desirableness of holding a

conference of leading educationalists, presidents of

chambers of commerce and agriculture, and others,

during the month of February, to consider the

various branches of the subject, was affirmed, the

conference to be followed by a public meeting at

the Mansion House. The Lord Mayor promised

to use bis influence to obtain the holding of the

conference in the Guildhall. A committee was

to take the necessary steps towards the holding of

tbe conference.

The East I.o^jdon Mdseum.—The works in

connection with this building are now rapidly pro-

gressing towards completion, and it ia believed

that tbe museum will be ready for opening next

spring or summer. It is announced tbat it will

contain tbe whole of the animal product and food

collections at present in the South Kensington

Museum, and these collections will bo the national

collections in the departments of science which

they represent, in- the same manner as the museum
in Jermyn-street is the national geological collec-

tion. There will also be a "circulating " gallery

of pictures. Application has been made to the

South Kensington Department of tbe Privy

Council, by the local promoters of the East London
Museum, for a space to be set apart in the build-

ing for an Art and Science School, with all the

best educational appliances, and for a library in

connection witk the school, so that tbere will be in

this quarter of London a good central school for

technical education in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the dwellings of thousands of artisans and
handicraftsmen.

Street Tbamwjvys.—The first section of the

Pimlico, Peckbam, and Greenwich Street Tramway
—namely, from Blackheath-bill to New Cross—was
opened for traffic on Tuesday morning. The Act
was only passed in August last, and a second

section of the line—namely, from East Greenwich
to Deptford, where it will join the section just

opened—will be ready for traffic \^ tbe end of

this month. These lines will be immediately
extended towards tbe City and West-end, in

accordance with the company's Act, whereby they

are already authorized to come to the south side

of HIackfriars and Westminster Bridges, and to

cross the Thames to the north side to Victoria

Station, Pimlico. Extensions are now being

applied for to cross the Thames also at London,
Blackfriars, Waterloo, and Westminster Bridges,

thereby bringing their lines into direct communi-
cation with the City, Strand, and Westminster.

It is proposed to erect a town.hall for Coggeshall.

Great alterations have been made in the police

quarters at Billorioay, Mr. Cross, of Hutton, being
tho builder omployctl.

A new iron church for the congregation of the

Rev. Dr. Cordon, situate at the corner of South
Island-placo, Clapham-ro.vl, was openod on Wed-
nesdaj' week. The church is lined throughout with

stained and varnished pine wood. Tho length of

the buildinjir is 98ft., and its breadth about 42ft.

Tho pews are open, and will seat about 500 persons.

The cost has been about £700.

Mr. William Bourne, .irohiteot, died suddenly

on Wednesday night at his residence near Dawley
Bank, Walllicatli, Dudley. Tho deceased ffentlo-

ninn was about sixty years of ago. At the time of

his death tho docoased was superintending the al-

teration of tho Dudley Almshouses to the purposes

of tho Dudley General Hospital.

It is reported that tho Sue/. Canal Company is to

be formed into an English joint-stock enterprise,

with the Duke of Sutherland as chairmau. An an-

nouncement of this kind is likely at the present

moment to attract some attention .at S. Peters-

burg.

All Saints' Church, Woodlesford, was consecrated

on Weduosday last. Messrs. Perstin 4 Son, of

Leeds, wore the architects.

' Tho rebuilding of S. Michael's Church, Barton-Ie-

StreoG, is intended to be completed by Easter,

Messrs. Perstin & Son, of Loeds, being the archi-

tects.

The vioar,ago at Hunslot Moor was finished .about

two montlis ago ; the riojirago at Rothwell is ap-

proaching completion, and plans have been made for

Whitwood Mere Rectory, by Mo «rs. Perstin & Sons,

architects, Leeds.

The Maison.do-Diou Hospital,"at Ripon, has been
rebuilt, and tho old chapol adjoining preserved.

Messrs. Perstin & Son, of Loods, wore the archi-

tects.

Pl.ins have boon prepared for new schools at

Sheriff Hutton, Hunslot Moor, Glodhow, Chapel-

Allerton, Lofthouse, and for tho enlargement of

schools at Pickerhill, Arthington, and East Morton,

by Messrs. Perstin & Son, of Leeds, .architects.

The extensive enlargement of the Prospect Hotel,

H.orrogate, was partly completed for the reception

of visitors before the season, and now the season ia

over the remaining portion and completion of the

tower are in hand, tho architects being Messrs.

Perstin & Son, of Leeds.

A new ball .at Colno has been orocted on tho old

site of Colno Hall, for Mr. Robert Shaw, and ex-

tensive additions have been made to Oulton Hall,

Messrs. Perstin and Son, of Loeds, being the archi-

tects.

The restoration of the church at Aldborough is

almost comiilctod as regards tho n.avo and aisles,

and a contract has been entered into for tho further

rustoration of the chancel and south porch, Messrs.

Perstm & Son, of Leeds, being tho architects.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUINO WEEK.
HoxDAY.

—

Itoyal InHUute of Brillih ArchiUcU.—'^Oii
the Mystery of the Tomb of Cliarlemagne, and
tlie nesearcbeh made of late years to Discover its

Actual Hite in llio Cathedral of Air-la-Chapello."
By Professor Donaldson. 8 p.m.

Society u/ Art*.—(Cantor Lectaros.) " On
Artists' tktlours and Pigments." Lecture V. By
F. 8. Barff, K»ii., M.A. 8 p.m.

'Vcnx>k\.—lMtitHtion of Civi Engineers. — Annual
Oeoaral Meeting. 8 p.m.

WKUK»iD*y.—Socie(» of Arts.—"On a Method of Light-
ing Towns, VauUiritM, or Private Iluuscsby iiiCiiuH

of Vegetable or Mineral Oils." By Albert BUber,
Kwj. 8 p.m.

%mkx %xuk giebitto.

Tlie following prices are f^uoted ill Mussrs. Churchill &
Sim's circular of this month :—Baltic fir timber, iwr load

of 60 cubic feet.—lliga, CSs to C7» ; Diuitzig and Momel
cniwn, 80a to90»i do. best midilling, 70i to SUd :

do. good

midilling and second, 628 to OT* : do. ci>mmon middling,

.'i2« to 67« ; do. small, short, and irregular. His to 55s ;

Stettin, 638 to 008 ; Swedish, .ISj to 558 ; do. small, 47» to

00s ; Swedish and Norway balks, 328 to 38«.

Deals and battens, per Petg. Btil. huiid.—Arohaogel,

Hi lOstoianOs; do. and, 9( to 91 10s; Petersburg, 121

to 13! ; Wyburg, 9( 15s to 101 5s ; Finland and handsawn
Swedish, 71 to 81 ; Petersburg anJ Riga white, 81 lOs to

91 58 ; Christiana deals, best sorts, yellow and white, 101 to

121108! Norway deals, other mrti, 71 to 81; ao. battens,

alCsorts, 61 .Is to 71; Swedish and Oothenburg good sorts,
•

101 to 101 10* ; common and thirds, 81 lOs to 91 lOs ; Gefle

and best Swedish deals, 101 lUs to 121 lOs: Swedish

battens, 8110s to 101 lOs; Dantzig crown deck, per 401t.

3in., 17a to 21*; do. bia*, lis to 168.

American timber, per loa<l.—Reil pine (mixed and

ImiUling), 60s to 05s ; yellow pine, buUiling sizes, OOi to

70 1 ;
pitch pine. 00s to 75«.

American dealu, per Petg. std. huni—Quebec pino, Ist

nnMity floate.1, 161 to 171; 2nd do., 131 to 121 IDs: 3rd,

SI to 91; do. 1st quality bright, 181 to 131 101; 2nd do.,

121 158 to 131 10s ; 3rd, 81 10s to 91 ; New Brunswick mixed

nine, 71 to 81 ; CiUiadiau spruce, per Petg. std. bund., 1st,

81 15s to 111; 2iid, 81 6s to 81 158 ; 3rd, 71158 to 81 ; New
Brunswick 1st, 81 6s to 81 168. ; 2ud, 8s to 81 6s; 3rd, 71 6s

to 71 10s; unsorted, 71 168 to 81 10»; pitch pine plank.-,

121 1 0121 10s.
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THE DOMESTIC ARCHITECT.-II.

THE general position of the dwelling and
its outbuildings having by this time been

determined, the distribution of the plan may
be worl^ed out at home. Many of our English
houses are so thoroughly good and comfort-
able as to serve as models, especially those in

the neighbourhood of London and of our large

provincial towns. In these the happy medium
between tlie town house and the country
mansion has been attained, so much so that a
student could find nowhere else in the world,
excepting in America, plans so well worthy of

attention. The reason is that home life in

England is more sedulously cared for than in

almost any other country, and but few Eng-
lishmen are ignorant of or inexperienced in

the provision of the house arrangements to

secure it. And this is where the builder, how-
ever good a workman he may be, is at disad-

vantage with a man who has had professional

training in an offlce, and can fall back upon
his early home teachings of the life of a re-

fined home. But to return to the subject of

convenient arrangement. A very safe mode
of planning a house is to first settle, upon an
easily-determined scale, the relative dimen-
sions of the principal rooms in proportion to

the intended outlay. Supposing, for the sake
of a moderate example, that the cost of a small
country dwelling is to be £2,000, and that the
building is to be of two stories, with addi-

tional rooms in the attic for the use of ser-

vants, and that its kitchens and domestic
offices are to be upon the ground floor, with a
cellar under a portion of the latter, and an
excavation of sutllcient depth for stability and
dryness under the lemainder of the building.

Calculating the cost of buildings in the neigh-
bourhood of about the dimensions of the one
tinder consideration, a certain sum per foot

cube, or per square upon the grouud floor,

will be made the basis of the estimate, and
this will fix the approximate number of cubit

feet or squares that the house should contain.

This being arrived at, a scale of internal

accommodation may now be determined and
the wished for number of necessary rooms
may be settled upon and their sizes fixed.

Then make diagrams of these several rooms
and cut them out of paper, and having done
so, try and dispose each one with the other
in such a manner as best to suit their relative

position, and the convenience of hall, staircase,

and passage. This is not a usual way, but on
trial will be found more satisfactory than to

make a block of the area intended, and then
to proceed to cut it up into the several por-

tions of a dwelling, and as these little dia-

grams can be transposed and pushed about in

every conceivable manner, the first sketch

plan can be well studied, and its leading

features laid out with loss mechanical draw-
ing and much saving of time and india-

rubber. JIany an evening may be pleasantly

spent witli such little diagrams, admitting
sucli infinite variety of combinations. It is

useless to fix wliat the dimensions of rooms
even upon this definite scale of cost should be,

or to say for instance that a dining room,
should never Ijc less than IGft. in width,

when we know of circumstances that may
imperatively compel it to be made perhaps
but fourteen, or to insist that the aspei t

of the family sitting room should be
south-east , when the nature of the site

and its surroundings compels us to place it

facing the north ; all that an architect can do
is to do the very best he can under the circum-
stances, and, accepting all the necessities of

the case, to so skilfully work them out as to

mitigate an evil and bring to fullest perfection

an advantage. A few criticisms upon our ex-

isting models may be made, and a few general
principles insisted on. In the first place, we
rarely make, in our country houses, sufficient

ofourentrance porch or portico. Whenusedltis
often so arranged as to-be only an ornamental
adjuncttothehalldoor.and frequently scarcely

serves even as a sufficient protection to the

weather. Its projection is insuflTicient to be of

use, unless when extended over the carriage-

drive, when it assumes another purpose, and
all idea of occupation by the inmates of tlie

house is never once suggested. In our varied

climate, in which frequently we are subjected

to a burning sun as well as to a piercing wind,
out-door additions to a house are but of capri-

cious use, and yet in old examples of

English residences the porch was almost in-

variably a portion. of the plan, and witli its

dry and raised floor, its glazed side openings
and permanent seats, evidently was meant to

be sat in and used. The same may be said of

verandas, which are never spacious enough
to be serviceable, nor arranged so as to be com-
fortable. They are generally too flat, often so

low as to darken the windows in the short

days of our long winters, and rarely floored so

as to be pleasantly made use of. It has

always seemed as if in this climate of ours

they might be so treated as to be very useful

and acceptable. They should have narrow
plank floors, which would be both dry and
warm, and they should extend from the house
at least ten feet ; the roof should be carried

as high as the sills of the chamber windows,
and the opening should be above the level of

the tops of the sitting-rooms below. The
pillars or other supports should be slender, so

as not to obstruct the light, and placed toge-

ther in pairs, at intervals sufficiently frequent,

as whilst not cutting ofl' any desirable view
from a window, to permit the space between
each pair to have a frame containing a can-

vast screen or blind placed during very hot
weather. The intention of these screens,

which when put up should entirely enclose

the space in front, is to afford a ready means
of cooling the air within the veranda, and con-
sequently the atmosphere of the rooms open-
ing thereon, by having their outside surfaces

constantly wetted during very hot weather,

as in India ; a simple means of adding to the

comfort of the inmates, which might easily be
attained here. The screens should not come
quite up to the top of the openings, spaces

being left for light, and the ends may be left

unfilled according to the aspect and the posi-

tion of the sun at the time. In American
country houses is often seen an addition to

the spacious colonnades or verandas with
which they are nearly all provided, which
serves the purpose of an additional room.
This has been christened the " ombra " or

shade room, and is a sort of open pavilion

capable of being closed at the sides by blinds,

coveredwithaprojectingroof, and leading from
the veranda in the most desirable situation for

cool breezes that the site may afford. Some-
thing of this kind might be conveniently
planned as a welcome addition to our own
country houses, nor does the conservatory at

all make amends for it, as, excepting early

spring or autumn, the temperature is not such
as toinvite long staying under its glass roof and
in its artificially-heated atmosphere. A large

conservatory with plenty ofleafy shrvibs, a dry
floor, good ventilation, and as little unshaded
glass as possible, may be made a very com-
fortable place to read in or to lounge, but it

rarely is so, because gardeners will so seldom
learn to consider it other than a greenhouse.

A large, well planned winter garden may be

made the pcifection of comfort, and happy is

the man who has the space and the purpose to

provide such. But in the absence of this our

American friend's ombra is worthy of trans-

planting. In summer time it may be left

open, or partially screened on the sunny expo-

sure by removable blinds, and in colder wea-

ther glass sashes may be substituted, and it

may then serve the double use of a conserva-

tory or plant house. Another point in which

very man^ country and suburban houses are

open to criticism is either the distance of the
domestic offices from the principal entrance
door, or else the nearness of the kitchen to

the main part of the house and the frequent

annoyance from culinary odours in conse-

quence. This double objection maygeneraily
be guarded against by so disposing the prin-

cipal staircase that immediately beliind it may
be a lobby containing the servants' or secon-

dary stairway, and beyond this the kitchen.

Next to the convenient and well thought-
out arrangement of a plan, tlie materials and
construction of a private house, whether in

town, suburb, or country, arc matters of con-

siderable importance. Without entering
upon the merits of any novel material or

method of building, suffice it to say that witli

an honest and experienced builder there need
be no difficulty in constructing a substantial,

dry and healthy residence, durable in itself,

and not requiring frequent and costly repairs.

One caution certainly is necessary, and tliat is

against the too free use of cement and stucco.

Cement is employed often as a covering for

imperfect work, whether of brick or of stone,

that is not weatherproof, and the more
smoothly it is finished the greater the danger
of costly reparation. Nor is cement as an
external facing necessarily conducive to a dry
state of wall ; on the contrary there is a dan-
ger that bricks of a softer and more porous
character may have been employed, and the
water absorbetl by them in laying, is confineil

within the wall by the cement, and can only
dry out internally. Hollow walls, that is

walls of a substantial external thickness, with
an inner lining of half a brick in thickness

and a space between of 2in., are much more
commonly in use in American structures than
in England, and it would be well if our
builders adopted more generally the plan,

which for covering with ^cement has many
recommendations. When these are used air

bricks freely opening to the inner space sliould

be used at frequent intervals. There are

many other important points affecting the
dryness and permanent repair of a well-built

house to which space will not permit allusion,

one remark may be made, however, upon the
somewhat unsettled (luestion of guillotine

sashes as applied to window openings. No
mode of glazing is on the whole so convenient
or 30 well serves purposes of healthful ven-
tilation, but however well made, there is often

a serious inconvenience complained of in cold

weather, from the draughts of cold air from the

junction of the upper and lower sash, and of

the difficulty of controlling ventilation with-

out too severe a direct or downward current.

A strip of india-rubber tubing upon the inner
side of the upper sash will effectually exclude
the cold air from penetrating between the

sashes, whilst a very simple, convenient, and
efficient mode of admitting fresh air near the

ceilings of a heated room may be suggested as

follows : Let the top rail of the upper sash be
made 2in. deeper than usual, and the under-

side or soffit of the top of window opening
be made double, with a perforated face inter-

nally towards the room, and open at the

external end. When the sash is fully up,

this opening will be closed, but if dropped
lin. to 2in. it will admit the passage of iresh

air into the room through the perforated

openings, which may be so protected by wire

gauze as to allow only minutely subdivided
streams to pass across the upper part of the

room. This has been frequently applied to

houses that have been erected in diflTerent

situations and the rosalt has been satisfactory,

the supply of air being entirely under
control.

An advantage of windows so constructed is

that when fires are used, a supply of fresh air

for combustion is drawn from above, by which
the draughts that otherwise must find their way
across the floor from under door.-', tlirou"h

cracks and the like, are less likely to be felt.

It is usele.s3 to insist upon flues and air ducts

for purposes of ventilation forming (as they

undoubtedly should do) an integral poition of
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Um pittof evM tkesmiOleet private residence

;

builden will not consUuct them, nor wiU

dwellenc*re totake the litUotrouble necessary

for their aJjustJueul and yrvyiet working ;
the

otdinarr open fireplace and the droppetl upper

tttk of a n-indow constructed as is here re-

commended are all that house-owners usually

would caw to attempt. It may be added that

in a bed-room, eapeciaUy a sick-room, a use-

ful plan i* to have a board ready, the width oi

Um opening and six inches wide, and this

being inserted under the lowersash previously

ttiHek high enough to close down upon it, will

allow a strcam of air to pass into the room

between the two sashes, the current being so

bit>kenthat no direct draught would usually be

Wt. , 1 .

The subject, however, grows too freely to

permit more remarks. Sufficient has been said

to show how many points there are upon which

the domestic arctitect must i>e prepared to

give useful and wcll-cousidered counsel, and

they all form essentials of the first well-matured

plan, eveiT minutia; of which cannot be too

thoughtfully studied. Every intending client

can understand the superior convenience of a

will-digested plan, while he may be compara-

tively unable to appreciate the excellencies of

an exterior every detail of which shall be archi-

t*ctnridly correct ; and the more the public are

forced to see that there has been a skill

employed to contrive superior accommodation

for house comforts within certain limited

areas, the more readily will they employ

members of a profession which places such

practical results before their eyes. So much
importance should be claimed for the " plan,"

tliat it is not unfair to believe that the employ-

ment of professional advisers by private clients

for dwellings of moderate amount (how

niuneroiu that class must be needs no de-

moDCtiation) will ^epcnd almost entirely upon
the con6dence the public may be brought to

feel in the certainty that the arrangement of

the dwelling intended to be built will be more
aednlonsly cared for by an architect whose
education has been duected to that end than

by the builder. It is not securitjr against

breach of contract, or use of improper
materials, or unworkmanlike construction, that

a client really seeks nowadays when employ-
ing an architect to act between him and a
Ttapectable master-bnilder, so much as a

certainty that the very best thought will be
given to the contrivance of the structure, and
that his wants and wishes will be met in the

bett and most skilful way.

CEILINGS.

rpiIEllE were some points in the valuable
I letter of Mr. Knightley on this subject,

whkh appeared a short time since in the
pages of tnis journal, upon which 1 wish to

comment. Agreeing with him of necessity in
his recommendation to bo particularly care-

ful as to the strength and length of the hair
to be n.>ed in the plaster for ceilings, and as
to the substance of the laths, which shonld in
all cases be double, and also that the plaster

should be laid on with the minimum of thick-
ness,—a point much neglected,—I must take
objection to what he said about the use of
Thames sand, and to the omission of any re-

marks upon the character of the lime, which
be aiaumed to )>e made from chalk in all

CMCA Now chalk lime is ordinarily used for

plaster, not, I think, because it is fit for the
purpose, but because it is cheap, and the
mmption rcfjrred to has become a common
one, because it is abont the only purpose for
which it is penuiasible to nso chalk-lime
talL
At best, however, cbalk-Hme can only make

a poor weak porous plaster that shouU be
eschewed because it is unwholesomely absor-
hent, a mere trap for fever contagion and
other diseases. While the be t lias-lime can
be obtained from Cardiff, an I elsewhere, in
I/wdon at the rate of sevente.-n shillings the
ton, no worse material really need be used on

the score of cheapness. If such lime, pre-

viously ground, be run and left a sufficient

time before it is used, a really serviceable

hard plaster may be obtained without fear of

blisters. A mixture of Portland cement will

still further add to its quality and strength.

In fact, for ceilings, as for auy other purpose,

the mortar cannot be made of too good a

material. I pass by other methods tliat have

been advanced with much plausibility for

more quickly indurating pUvstcr, such as that

brought before the Institute of Architects by

Mr. Westmacott, and another now in use at

the South Kensington Museum building,

although both are well worth examination,

and experience will prove their real value.

With regard to the quality of the sand, I

would maintain the same general principle,

that it cannot be too good. Mr. Knightley says

that Thames sand is apt to make the plaster

too " short," and advises the choice of pit or

road sand instead. This can be only when

there has been too much sand employed, and

that with weak chalk-lime. It is impossible

that the admixture of loamy earth in any pro-

portion can benefit any description of mortar

or plaster, and therefore clean river grit must

be preferable to either pit or road sand, for

loam jn any shape is detrimental in proportion

to its amount.
One word with regard to a possible sub-

stitute for hair, as hair is becoming every

day more difficult to obtain. In the pulling

down of portions of old work for the repara-

tion of the Lollards' Tower at Lambeth lately,

some plaster of remarkable hardness was

found ; it was far superior to any of the rest,

and upon examination was discovered to have

been mixed with chopped rye- straw (recog-

nised by several of the heads which had been

mixed up) instead of hair. This plaster

was wonderfully sound and firm. Possibly

other descriptions of straw might be found

equally suitable for the purpose, and at

any rate it would be quite worth making
some experiments on this subject. In places

where it is difficult or expensive to obtain

any other but chalk lime, it is worth noting

that lime made from the upper bed of chalk

is better than the lower and finer beds.

Tolerably hard mortar composed of the former

is to be met with, as in the Isle of Thanet.

The reason of this is that the upper beds have

a good deal of argillaceous matter mixed with

the chalk ; the result, therefore, approaches

more nearly to the nature of hydraulic limes

and cements. A proper proportion of the

right description of clay mixed with the pure

chalk-lime before it is burnt would produce

the same effect. Having obtained a really

good plaster to work with, it is much to be

wished that it might be applied in a some-

what more solid and durable manner than is

usual in this country, and that instead of

flimsy laths nailed under the joists or on
each side of partitions to receive it, short

pieces of wood were fixed in between the

joists or quarters, and the plaster trowelled

on from front and back, so as completely to

envelope these pieces of wood. By this means
the plastering on partitions and ceilings would
not be merely suspended coats, but integral

portions of the structure, which, when dry,

would become almost imperishable and in-

combustible. Thus, instead of being flimsy

ill-connected things, inviting fire to destroy

them, and the means of conducting that

destroying element to all the other portions

of the building, they would be, as it were,

thin vertical or horizontal shields to prevent
fire from spreading and touching the timbers.

This use of plaster, which I advocate, is to a

certain extent common upon the Continent,

and well deserves the attention of architects

and builders in this country.

John P. Seddon.

An oxiilbition has bcun opcnc.l at 0, Conduit-
«trect, of photographs taken by Colonel Stewtiit
Wortley, whicli are to bo soUl m aid of the dis-

tressed French peasantry.

EOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

the ordinary general meeting on Monday
evening last, Mr. Edward I'Anson, Vice-

President, occupied the chair. Professor Donald-
son announced a number of donations to the

library, and Mr. Ebenezer Gregg was unani-

mously elected a Fellow. The death was
announced of Mr. Axthm- Osmond (Fellow), of

Plymouth, and Professor Donaldson read a letter

from Sir James Pennethonie, in reply to the

vote passed at the last meeting congratulating

him upon receiving the honour of knighthood.

architects' deawinos.

Professor Donaldson also read a letter from

Mr. Francis Onvry, the honorary solicitor to the

Institute, in reply to a request made by the

Council that he should give his opinion as to tho

legal aspect of the question of the ownership of

architects' drawings. Mr. Ouvry stated his

"clear opinion" to bo "that the plans, spoeifi-

cationa, and di-awiugs, whether the buildings ho

erected or not, are the property of the client if ho
has paid for them, and that the decision in the

case of Ebdy v. McGowan practically settles tho

question." "I cannot, therefore" (wrote Mr.

Ouvry in conclusion) " advise the Council to

incur expense in prolonging a contest the success

of which is, I think, hopeless." Professor

Donaldson also announced that it was the inten-

tion of the Council to print this letter with the

agenda and notice-paper of the next meeting, and

send it out to the members.
A long and desultory conversation ensued, iu

the course of which Mr. Charles Barry took ex-

ception to the premises on which Mr. Oa\Ty had

based his opinion. As far as he (Mr. Barry)

understood tho question, the case of Ebdy r.

McGowan did not at all settle the question.

(Hear, hear.) The real question was whether a

client when he engaged an architect paid for

drawings, or for something else in the creation

of which the drawings were instrumental only ?

In every opinion relating to the subject yet

given, the judges had started with the fallacy

of assuming that the client had paid for tho

drawings instead of for professional services.

Mr. Wtatt Papworth suggested whether it

would not be well to ask Mr. Ouvry to reconsider

the wording of his letter.

Professor Donaldson thought there could be

no question that Mr. Onvry understood the case

perfectly well. The custom of the profession

had been declared by the judges to be unreason-

able, after having been most fully argued, and

there was an end of the matter.

Mr. Jennings did not think that the real point

at issue was raised in Mr. Ouvry's reply. •

Mr. Charles Babkt then said he wished to

move a resolution somewhat to this effect :

—

"That as it appears to this meeting that some

of the points raised in Mr. Ouvry's letter do not

wholly meet the question, it is considered desir-

able thatlhe letter shonld be reconsidered by him

and the Council before being printed and circu-

lated."

Mr. WvATT Papwokth said ho would second

such a motion.

Mr. Roberts said that the majority of the

profession perfectly agreed with the decision iu

Ebdy's case. They also agreed, however, that

that was not a proper case to try, but that where

a commission was paid for the designs they

should proi)crly be handed over to tho client.

But Baron [Bramwell, in giving his opinion on

that case, went heyoud its attendant circum-

stances, and stated his general opinion that in

every case drawings should belongto the employer.

Mr. Ouvry had argued from IJaron Bramwell's

extra-judicial remarks that the drawings belonged

In every case to the client.

Prof. Donaldson said that tho universality of

the custom of architects retaining tho drawings

of buildings completed ly them could not be

proved. In the face of the fact that this was not

tho practice of many eminent architects, such as

Mr. Street, Mr. Waterhouso, Mr. Sidney Smirke,

and others, the universality and unity of the

custom could not be proved.

Mr. Charles Barry remarked that the interests

of the law officers of the Crown were entirely

against tho profession on a question of this kind,

and the profession fougl-.t at a great disadvantage.

He was anxious, therefore, that the Institute

should not circulate, without due coni4deration,

a letter which condemned the practice of tho

profession.
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Prof. DoNALPSON said tlio Council's reanon
flint the letter slionlil In; pnlilislieil was that the
Institute should uot hoodwiiik tlie 2)rofcssion by
lending its members to think that they had a right
to retain the drawings when it iiad a legal

opinion to the contrary before it. Ho believed
they would lead n great number of their profes-
eional brethren into innumerable difficulties if

they were to maintain silence on the question any
longer. He consiJcred that the discussion of the
question ,had already done the profession more
harm than enongh.

AfteJ some further discussion, Mr. Barry's
motion (vcrb.ally differing from but in substance
the same as before-mentioned) was put to the
meeting and carried.

Prof. DosAi.nfox then read a paper " On the
Mystery of the Tomb of Charlemagne, and the
Eesearches made of late years to Discover its

Actual Site in the Cathedral of Aix-la-
ChapcUc," of which wo hope to give an abstract
in our next number.

ARCHITECTUR.\L ASSOCIATION.

AT the usual fortnightly meeting on Friday
evening last, Mr. T. H. Watson,

A.R.I.B.A., President, in the chair, Messrs. R.
W. Crawley, E. C. Robins, C.J. Jones, G. D.
Reddell, W. McLachlan, — MOwood, and C.
White, were elected members.

Jfr. John S. QriLTEit, Secretary, called atten-
tion to the drawings which had carried off the
Royal Academy Architectural Travelling Student-
ship for 1871,* Mr. H. Walter Lonsdale, the
successful competitor, being a member of the
Association.

Mr. Phese Spikes having detailed the rules and
regulations of the new Architectural School at
the Royal Academy (which will bo found in
another column),

, Mr. S. Salteb, A.E.I.B.A., read a paper

ON THE AliEANGEMENT AND TENIILATION OF
HOSPITALS.

The author commenced by observing that the
subject was more of a in-actical than of an artistic

nature, inasmuch as the arrangement of pBin, the
forms and sizes of the wards, the arrangement of
windows, the disposition of the beds, the cubical
and superficial areas of the various parts, the
ventilation, and such like subjects, were the most
necessary points to be considered by the designer
of a hospital. After a brief historical notice of
some of the oldest and best known hospitals, and
a description of tho ancient modes of arrangement
of such buildings (which modes of arrangement
bore little or no analogy to those which are there-
suit of our better acquaintance with physical laws)

,

Mr. Salter proceeded to notice some of the modem
modes of niTangemeut. During the last century the

L, H."r"^E forms seem to have been very
popnlar, although others were used. Such forms
of plan possessed many advantages, as tho male
and female wards were at tho sides, and kept
quite distinct, tho " adraiuistration " being in
the middle, and thorough ventilation was obtained
by windows on eitlier sides of the wards in tho
arms of tho H ind £. There were, however,
many objections to snch foi-ms ; among the
principal ones were : the connection of the wards
with tho "administrative" block, whereby
miasma or contagion were communicated through-
out tho whole building; the stagnation of the
air within the spaces formed between the project-
ing arms of the H ind £ ; and many others. Tb«
French started the grand idea of the pavilion hos-
pital, first carrying it out in tho Lariboissiere.f
The gi-eat principles can-ied out in this building ai-e

(1) the entire separation of the wards for the sick
(except by low corridors) from the administrative
buildings

; (2) the free passage of air all round
cvei-y ward ; and (.3) obtaining suusliine on both
sides of eacli ward, and tho proper ventilation of
of the wards and their adjuncts. The hospital
ftt Bordeaux, and tho S. Jean, at Brussels, are
built on a similar plan. The Vincennes hospital
shows the pavilion principle applied in a difTureut
way. In the front is the "administration," at
the sides the Tards and sisters' rooms, &c., con-
nected only with the " administration " buildings
by a glazed coiTidor, a space for the circulation
of air being left between tho ward and adminis-
trative buililings. Tho first great hospital built
on tho pavilion principle in England was the
Herbert Hospital, Woolwich. This building

' See Bnri,sn<Q Nrws for last week, p. 44.').

f For plan of wnrd^ and doscripiion, sec BtriLDlKO
News, Vol. XVI., p. 13.

embodied all tho benefits of tho LariboissiCre,
witli some great improvements. The adminis-
trative building is placediu the centre, and in front

of the line of the other buildings, and connected
with the hospital proper only by covered corridors.
The now Military Hospital at Valetta has wards on
one side only, and an open eon-idor on each floor.

Tho Hospital for Incurables at Malta, has open
corridors all round a quadrangle, with wards on
cither side, and administrative and other buildings
at the back and front, and detached dining-rooms,
day-rooms, and chapel, and the wards for special

cases entirely separated from tho other parts of

the building. The new Infirmary at Leeds*
has wards ranged at tho back and front of a mass
ef centi-al buildings, some one story • high, some
more. The new Blackburn Infirmary has an
ingenious arrangement for obtaining space
between ,^the wards by placing them not in a
line with one another. Many other buildings
more or less differing, but all being variations on
tho original pavilion principle , might bo named.
Through the courtesy and kindness of Mr-. Wyatt,
Mr. MaiTable, and Mr. Currey, Mr. Salter was
enabled to show the plans of the StockwcU Small
Pox, the Stockwell Fever, and the new S. Thomas's
Hospitals.t In all,these buildings the great principle
of keeping tho wards for the sick distinct from
tho administrative building, is retained.

From all tho cJata to bo collected from an
examination of tho buildings referred to, it may
be considered that the following are essential
points :—Firstly, that wards for the patients
should be distinct buildings of themselves.
Secondly, that all administrative buildings should
be distinct from ward buildings. Thirdly, that
no more connections should exist between
the two than is absolutely necessary for com-
munication, and that as open as possible.
Fourthly, that the greatest amount of air

that can! possibly be obtained should circulate

around each ward building. Fifthly, that the
wards should be placed north and south, so that
sun gets to each of tho long sides ^of the wards

;

this ensures dryness and cheerfulness. The
author next proceeded to consider in detail the
best methods of dealing with the various require-

ments of a hospital. He laid it down as essential

to the healthy condition of any ward or hospital
that there should be ample facility for the proper
circulation of air in tho immediate vicinity of tho
sick bed, so that the superficial area appropriated
to each bed should perhaps be as much the sub-
ject|of consideration as cubicalj area. A hospital

bed is generally 3ft. 3in. wide, and 6ft. Bin. long,

or thereabouts, and as the bed is generally placed
Cin. from the wall, it may be said that the neces-
sary space for a bed is 7ft. X 3ft. 3in,, =2ift.9in.
superficial. Around this is required space for
ventilation and administration, for the use of a
portable bath, night-chair, &c., without discom-
fort to the adjoining patients. For these purposes
a space of at least 2ft. should bo left on either
side of the bed, making tho total width of space
allowed for each bed 7£t. 3in. As regards the
dist.ance from the wall to the centre of the ward,
this should be so arranged that there is ample
space for the patients, nnrses, and medical officers

to move about without disturbing the patients,
and for carrying beds, &c. in case of need. For
this purpose a space of from 10ft. to 12ft. between
tho two rows of beds is found best to answer, as
it leaves ample space for tables, passage way,
itc, the tables being about 3ft. wide, and the
space between them and the feet of the beds on
either side being about 4ft. Gin. Thus, allowing
7ft. on each side for tho beds, tho total width of

tho wards should bo about 26ft. , or per bed a
space of 7ft. Sin. x 13ft., = Oift. 3in. superficial

or floor space for each bed. Miss Nightingale
thinks 100ft. not too much. As to cubical area,
from all trials which have been made, it seems to

be considered that 15ft. or 16ft. is tho best height
for a ward, as this gives ample space above
tho patients, and the top ventilation is suffi-

ciently removed from them to prevent their

being affijcted by the currents of air. Thus
U4ft. 3in. supei-ficial space, multiplied by
15ft., tho height, gives 1,413ft. 9iu. cubical area;
or by 16ft. height, 1,508 cubical feet. This is

generally considered sufficient in iiractice, but
there are exceptional cases in which 2,000ft. per
bed is provided. Twenty is the lowest number
of beds a general ward should contain, and thirty-

two the greatest number. From 28 to 30 will

generally be found to be a good number. The

• Described in Buii.DiNO News, Vol. XV., p. 855, and
Illustrntcd in Vol. XIV., p. 461.

t Described in Buildiko News, Vol. XV., p. 827.

inrsc's room should ^be near the entrance of and
liavo n glazed winjdow looking into tho ward
lut no door into the ward ; the room ehould be,

entered from tho passi"". The aiv of the name's
room is thus kept free from the air of tlie ward.
For tho same reason the scnlUry should not bo
entered from the ward. Tho bath-room, lavato-
ries, water-closets, sinks, &c., should be kept as
distinct from tho ward as possible, bat connected
with it. It is universally agreed that tho
furthest point of the ward (most remote from the
main building) is the best place for them. If

placed in the angles of tho building, they are best
disposed diagonally on plan. The special wards
have been differently placed in different buildings.
In the Lariboissij're the small or special ward is

placed at tho extreme end of the ward, near the
water-closets and lavatories, which is objec-
tionable not only in a sanitary point of view, but
on account of being so far removed from tho
nurse's room. In the Herbert Hospital tho
special wards are placed in a separate building at
the end of the corridor on the ground-floor ; in
the Malta Hospital they are also located iu a
special detached building ; and in the Small-pox
Hospital at Stockwell in small one-story build-
ings adjacent to tho corridor. As regards day-
rooms for the convalescent patients, in tho Lari-
boissifiro Hospital and tho Leeds Infirmary they
are on the gi'ound-floor adjacent to the corridors
and staircases, communicating with the gardens.
In tho Herbert Hospital (which is a military
hospital, for males only) one large day-room is

placed in the centre. In the Small-pox Hos-
pital and the Malta Hosiiital for Incurables, and
others, the day-rooms are at the ends of the cor-
ridors ; but iu whatever position they may be
desirable, it is allowed that tho ground-floor is

the best place for them, on account of its con-
tiguity to tho garden. Tho proportion of conva-
lescents to the number of patients varies with the
nature of the disease, but one-third is a fair
average to take, and if a superficial floor area of
30ft., and a cubical area of from 450ft. to 500ft.
per patient is taken, it is found to be ample.
Some of the fij-st hospital authorities contend that
day-rooms are not beneficial, and these strongly
uphold the system of convalescent hospitals, on
which Mr. Salter said he had no time to enlarge.
Another means of exercise for the patients is

afl'orded by tho corridors, and these should be at
least 8ft. wide. The staircases should always
have an easy rise ; in the Herbert Hospital the
rise per step is only 4iin., with a tread of 12in.

;

but an average of 6in. rise and 12in. tread is

considered by many to be aU that is required.
With regard to the administrative portions of hos-
pitals, not much of a very definite nature can be
laid down, as the arrangements necessarily vary
with the class of the hospital, the requirements
of the management, and various other circum-
stances. But there are four points which are
generally considered all-important : Fii-stly, that
the front building should be kept purely for the
residences and offices of the establishment.
Secondly, that the kitchen and everything con-
nected with this department shonldj>o in another
separate building, placed as near as possible cen-
trally between the male and female sides of the hos-
pital. Thu'dly, that the operating theatre, &o.,
should be also in a central place. Fourthly, that out-
lying at the backshould be laundries, washhouses,
post-mortem and dead-houses, and such like build-
ings. The best form of water-closets for patients
is a self-acting one, acting by the weight of the
patient on the seat. Slop sinks should be of lead,
and made to bo flushed well with water. The
baths should . be full sized, and of enamelled
copper. Enamelled iron plugged basins set in a
slate bench are the best for lavatories. The best
urinals are the white stoneware lipped ones.
From the passage or landing outside each ward
should bo a dust-shoot with a slidiug door, lead-
ing to a dust-houso in the basement, which latter
should be accessible from the outside and emptied
frequently. Patient and dish lifts on the hydrau-
lic principle are necessary for the complete working
of each pavilion.

Mr. Salter next made some remarks on the
ventilation of hospitals. He remarked that the
best authorities agreed that the best ventilated
hospitals are those that are ventilated naturally
and without artificial aid. Ho referred to tho
experience gained iu military campaigns that,
where the temperature was not too low, the more
the patients were exposed to the fresh air the
more speedily they recovered, di-aughts notwith-
standing. The doors, windows, and fireplaces
should bo tho chief means of ventilation in all
well constructed hospital wards, and other means,
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I w UeU lor {rash tirand odUcU for ritiatcd

ir, an onl^ Meoadaiy to these. The best win-

do* lor hospitals thiit had bevn inveulod is the« frM*^ the .MiJJlos<>x Hospital nindov, first

ialMteesd b; Mr. T. H. Wratt, at that hospital.

It oa^kta of Ui« sxh diri'ded into a nnmber of

korimital put*, Mch of which is hinged at its

bottom nil sad ii nukdo to fall inwards aa mnch

M i* DMonuy hf per]H'i>dicnlar rod and

(mi.ii» This eimtrM an upward current to all

air atiariBg the raUa. This window is now mnch
^nd. Tka doon shonld not bo less than 4ft.

wide, and an better if 4ft. 6in. They are also

better if siaglo than folding, being more easily

gaaaad ia a hnriT'. Above them should be mor-

•ba loan* ventilators nnder the control of the

MBM, Pedestal stores with descending Sues,

aeb as are used in the Herbert Hospital, are re-

1 by many. But these are not always

and, in some oases, ascending smoke

J ba*e been osed, and with success, as in the

AdMhrooko Hospital, at Cambridge, where terni-

•etta eolomns were nsed as smoke flues. Sher-

is^[^iam's rentilaturs were also nsefnl, and in ad-

ditioii to these, exit flues for foul air, and inlets for

fresh air opening on hot water pipes, are found

TSiyaietuf. The foul air exits are placed as

r the ceiling as possible, and conveyed into

eonstmcted on purpose. In addition to

, other foul air exits shonld be made in the

, communicating with tnrretr'on the roof,

I high point of the building. Mr. Salter

I prooeed to explain by means of diagrams tlie

way in which this is carried out in the new hospi

tals at Btoekwell, and in conclusion, remarked

that the drainage shonld be the best of its kind,

wan trapped, and the ventilating pipes should be

eanied tram the sewers to the tops of the chimney
•tacks. The floors should be of the closest-

grained and best seasoned hard woods, tiles, or

esnent. Oak is considered the best for our

diaata, asitabaorbs very little water, and this

eaa be 'litiiit>i«t»«il by the saturation of the wood
ill beeawax and tur]>entiue, and cleaning it by
frattage, as the French do the parquet floors.

The walla and ceilings should be of a very close

pfawter or cement, Parian or Eeeno's being the

Mat, as they are capable of taking a high polish,

aad will absorb the least possible miasma. The
tahr-easea, landings and corridors should be well

Tentilated by windows, openings in the ceilings,

and Shcringham'a ventilators.

A long discussion followed the reading of the
paper, the report of which stands over until next
week.

NORTHERN ARCHITECTURAL ASSO-
CUTION.

A QUARTERLY meeting of the members of
this Association was held on Saturday, the

17th tnst., in the Old Castle, Newcastle-on-Tync,
the president (Mr. Thomas Oliver) in the chair.
Apu«r<m "Old EnglUh SUtutes," by Mr. F.
B. WUaoD, of Alnwick, was read by Mr. R. J.
Johnson, in the absence of Mr. Wilson. The pre-
sident then delivered his retiring address. He
said that at no period of its existence had the
Aasoeiation had so many members, and the
fliian<Hal position also was good. Itefvrringto
the qoeation of the ownership of drawings, he
aaked whether he had not as mnch right to take
o«t a patent for his model bath and wash-house
dliitgn , or model chapel design, as a person had
Cor nia torret war vessel, and afterwards sell to
the Oovemment. Ho next referred to the
neeeaaity of the profession having a diploma.
Befaning to local improvements, he said that
HeweaaUe now stood not unfreqnently first, se-
cond, third, and fourth lowest in the death-rate
ot England. Mr. Fulton, the borough engineer,
bad reformed sod regenerated his staff of officials,

and had nearly overtaken the oniatanding work of
wad-making, paving, flagging, and sewage of the
districts at the east and west endstif the town.
After speaking of the works of Grainger, who
devised the comprehensive scheme of Grey-street,
Uie Markets, the Central Exchange, the Arcade,
Hdoa-sqoare, and Leazes-terrace, he said that at
tbapieacnt time they were carrying out a new
tmet to the Control Station not so wide as Grey-
rtteet, with architecture far below in comparison
to tbe eastern side of Orcy-strcct. They were
baudiag cheaply, bnUJing poorly, not building
«»"*r»ctlo«any or •sthetically equal to Grainger.
—latbediscaaaiaa which followed, Mr. Gibson
Kyto said he was gUd that the President had
paid a tribnteto Orainger. The buildings in tho

new street leading to the station, and in other

parts of tho town were suitsiblo for bnsiiicss pur-

|>oses ; but some of Grainger's buildings were
overgrown dwelling-houses with gi-aud favadc.

—Mr. Matthew Thompson said that so far the

buildings put up in West Grainger-street were of

a much superior character both in design and
constraction to anything Mr. Grainger put up.

—Mr. Hogg said Mr. Grainger no doubt provided

tlie commercial part of the enterprise, but tho de-

signing part he did not.—A vote of thanks was
unanimously passed to Mr. Oliver for his services

as president during the year.—The President, in

reply, said that in his address he did not mean so

much to compare Graiugcr-sfreet West and Grey-
street, so far as tho bnildings wore concerned.

Ho could not say that thy buildings in tho new
street were cheap buildings. Tho scope of his

argument was as to the width, and line, and
curve of tho street.—The election of ofliccrs for

the ensuing year was then proceeded with. Mr.
F. R. Wilson, Alnwick, was elected president;

Mr. M. Thompson, vioeprosideat ; Mr. James
Hogg, treasurer ; Mr. F. Charlton, sccretaiy.

IRON FROM THE SEA-SHORE.*

THE presence of black iron sand upon many
sea beaches has long been noticed both in

Europe and America. Their origin is to be found
in the crystalline rocks, from the disintegration of

which they have been derived. The action of the
waves, by virtue ot the greater specific gravity of

these sands, effects a process of concentration, so

that considerable layers of nearly pure black sand
are often found on shores exposed to wind and
tide. These black sands vary in composition
according to the localities, but as found on the
coast of New England and the Gulf ot S.

Lawrence they consist of magnetic oxide of iron,

with a large admixture of titaniferous iron ore,

and more or lees garnet, the purest specimens
holding from thirty to fifty per cent, of magnetic
grains. Such sands have long been employed as

sources of iron in India, where they are directly

converted in small furnaces into malleable iron.

Early in the last century the considerable
quantities of these sands found on our Atlantic
coast attracted the attention of the colonists and
of scientific men in England, and the Virginia
sand iron, as it was called, was the subject of many
experiments. The first successful attempts at
working it were, however, made in Killingwcrth,
Conn., where the Rev. Jabez Elliot, grandson of
the celebrated John Elliot, the apostle of the
Indians, early turned his attention to the abundant
black sands of the coast, and succeeded ia treating
them in a forge fire similar to the German forge or
modem American bloomary fire. It appears from
his account laid before the Royal Society of Lon-
don in 17C1, that he was then making iron blooms
of fifty pounds weight from this ore, and that his
son had already established a steel factory in
Killingworth, when an Act of the British Parlia-
ment forbade the manufacture of steel in the
colonies. The London Society of Arts iu 1761
awarded a medal to Mr. Elliot for his discovery.
The working, however, was abandoned, and for a
century no attempts were made in America to use
these sands. Some four years since the large
quantities of them in the lower S. Lawrence at-
tracted attention, and successful trials were made
for their reduction in the bloomary fires of
Northern New York, after which an establishment
for workini; them was erected at Moisie in the
Gulf of S. Lawrence, where, under the direction
of skilled workmen from Lake Champlain, their
treatment has been successfully carried on. These
sand 01 ej are remarkably free from both sulphurand
phosphorus, and hence yield an iron of great purity
and toughness. The working is effected in forges
like those used on Lake Champlain, and presents
no difficulties.

BRtiNNER'S IMPROVEMENTS IN GAS-
LIGHTING.

AT the last meeting of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, tho attention of the

members was drawn to Briinner's patent system
of gas-lighting, which consists of various sizes of
burners and of globes and triangles, altogether dif-
fering from those of tho usual fishtail burners.
For instance, with tho Briinner burners, the
gas is allowed to pass out of tho orifice from

• Read by Prof. T. Btebbt Hoht before tho American
Association for the Advsnccmeot oJ Science.

which it ia emitted without that disagreeable
hissing sound inseparable from most of tho
burners that have hitherto been supplied, and
the flame thus produced is kept perfectly steady
by tho larger opening which Briinner's globes
have in distinction to the ordinary globes. It is

claimed by the patentees that these improvements
efl'ect a great economy in tho use of gas, not
merely iu a diminished gas-bUl, but (owing to the
completeness of combustion ensured) iu the im-
munity of goods, furniture, works of art, &c.,
from the injuries so often resulting from being
placed in contiguity with gas-bumersi By
Briinner's system it is claimed that, with a far
superior lighting power, the consumption is from
20 to 30, and sometimes even 40 per cent, less

than by the burners in ordinary use. Experi-
ments were made at the Institute on Monday
evening with a Bunsen's photometer and other
appliances with a view to test the correctness of
these statements, and much satisfaction was
expressed by tho members present. The im-
provements have been tried in many largo
railway stations and public buildings with, it is

said, invariably successful results.

ASPHALTE UNDER FROST.

YESTERDAY (Thursday) the asphaltc in

Cheapside received its baptism of frost, and
it is satisfactory to say that it is certainly not worse
than the ordinary granite pavement imder similar
circumstances. Indeed, with a slight covering of
gravel, cinder-ash, or even saw-dust, it is con-
siderably better travelling, due, we suppose, to the
slighter resistance to traction of the even surface
of the asphalte roadway. It is true, however,
that withont a covering of grit of some kind tho
foothold of tho horses was reduced almost to
nothing ; but even under these circumstances tho
asphalte held its place equally as well as tho
granite, for although on the one hand tho in-

equalities of surface of the ordinary stone road-
way afTorded the horses an appreciable foothold,
on tho other tho obstruction offered to the passage
of loaded vehicles by tho gi-eater friction or heavier
traction of the paved roadway was more than an
equivalent for the extra purchase obtained from
its comparative roughness. At any rate, the severe
frost which had set in at tho time of writing will

amply test tho respective merits of the two kinds
of roadway, and it will be a pity if the want of a
small quantity of sand or gravel, really necessary
in both cases, is allowed to decide the battle be-
tween asphalte and granite iu favour of the latter.

COMPETITIONS.
New Schools, Newport, Salop.—In answer to

advertisement, 34 sets of plans have been re-
ceived by the committee, who have awarded the
premium to Mr. John Ladds, architect, 4, Chapel-
street, Bedford-row, and have instructed him to
prepare specification and details for carrying out
the works.

Offices koh the Citv of London Union.—la
this competition, the Building Committee of the
Guardians, in a report presented to the Board-
meeting on Tuesday last, recommended that Mr.
Hudson's plan be approved as the best, and that
he be employed to superintend the building. Mr.
Hudson's plan would cost £7.800 ; Mr. Chambers's,
£7,876 ; and Mr. Chatfeild Clarke's £9,500. The
adoption of the report having been moved, Mr.
Suter, one of the Guardians, moved as an amend-
ment that Mr. Chambers's plan Bhould be adopted,
as he had followed out the instructions given,
whereas Mr. Hudson had not done so. This
amendment was lost on being put. Mr. Cox
then moved^another amendment—that Mr. Chat-
feild Clarke's plan be adopted. This was seconded,
and in the discussion that ensued, the majority of
the speakers said they considered Mr. Clarke's to
be the best plan. Upon this amendment being
put it was lost, and the original motion was car-

ried by 22 to 16 ; therefore Mr. MudRou's plan has
been -accepted. The Huilding Committee further
recommended that Mr. Chambers be awardid tho
premium of SfA) for the second best depign ; and
that Mr. Chatfeild Clarke be awarded the premium
of £30 for tho third best plan. These recommen-
dations were adopted.

The next meeting of the Roj-.il Iislilute of
British Architects will tiiko pl.aco i n Monda
January 9, 1871, when Professor Anstead will rca
a paper on the selection of building sitoi.
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ON TASTE IN ART.—II.

IT wiU not have been sullicient merely to
have asserted that taste in art is ruled

by dednite laws, and that its cultivation is an
indispensable adjunct to the progress of art,
but It will be further necessary, by a conside-
ration of the works of past ages, to see whether
such a statement is borne out. If I succeedm showing that wherever one or other of the
component forces necessary to the proper
development of taste was insufficiently orwrongly developed art became stationary,
and did not progress beyond a certain point
1 shall have established some claim to have
the hypothesis that they are necessarv to
such development admitted.
To do this satisfactorily, without at the same

time becoming too diffuse, it will be sufficient
to consider the arts of China, Egypt, India
and Greece, as these four countries are the
best examples of the partial or complete de-velopment of the static and dynamic forces,
llie people of China belong exclusively to the
Turanian, Mongol, or Yellow race, and up to
a certain point their development was re-
markable. They possessed the art of printin-r
he mariner's compass, and were weayers of

silk long before ourselves. Their moral prin-
ciples are beyond all praise, those of Confucius
being hardly surpassed by our modern philo-
'?'•,,"!• T^^"' "^"^ "' liowever, particularly
childish. In common with most of the eastern
nations, they possess a very correct taste in
colouring and some of their ornamentation is
reinarkably fine. But it is the idea that they
lack. The power of the intellect wliich pro-duces purpose " and " unity " in a work of
art IS with them quite undeveloped. They

Zl
.^"y/^'tative, but cannot originate, oruse the faculty of reasoning. They will in

portraying the head of a tiger endeavour to
reproduce every single hair, but when thewhole is finished, it resembles the object onlyin so far as that the skin will be well imitated
but the expression of the nature, the whole
notaon of a tiger, will bo entirely wantiu".
The causes of this crude state of their artare not only to be traced to their deficiency

in brain, but also to the checking character oftheir moral laws. They have paid too mucli
attention to regulating morals, and have leftthe intellect a very limited scope for action.Ihe consequence is that they are quite with-out correct taste, and will look at pictures
that are exquisitely beautiful without emo-

irtkt ° ^° ""^"^'^ ^^^ ''^^ °*' tl»e

In turning to the Egyptians, we shaU observe
in their works a decided progress in art, but
shall find that, like the ChiSese they became
stationary. We shall find that as long as they
adhered o nature-worship, leaving their
intellectual capacities unhampered by com-
picated moral forms, -their productions far
out-did those of the Chinese. When, however
their religion "was unfolded by priestly
science into a tedious ceremonial,-when asystem of hierarchy and castes wound itself
through all branches of public activity"-when
their art was regulated by immutable canons-
when, m fact, they devoted themselves exclu-
sively to the cultivation of their static nature
they ceased to produce any works of art worthy
ot the name. In their tastes they resembled
the Chinese more than any other nation
that has since existed. Tliese two nationsnave been checked in their development by a
neglect of the intellectual force, and of their
works one cannot do better than repeat the
words of Goethe, "Chinese and Egyptian
antiquities are at the best but curiosities •

itw very well to make oneself and the world
acquainted with them, but they are of slight
avail for our moral and rosthetic culture."

Ihe development of the Indians, on the
other han,], j, .^jj^i^ diflerent. The works
01 tins nation will prove that the intellec-
tual force when cultivated alone is as power-

ir„r "rifu'"?'''',^-
"' l*"<l"cing a correct tastein art. The Indian nation, the rulers, priests,and warriors of which were of tlie Aryin race

(our own),*.were a people of great intellec
tuat endowments, which they disidayed in u
refined cultivation of language, a very ancieni
speculative theology, and a fanciful stylo ol
poetry

; but nevertheless they were ill-
adapted for the cultivation of tlie constructive
arts. The calm contemplativeness of earlier
and the glowing riotous fancy of later times,'
tound m the domain of natural forms no ex-
pression m the systematic development of
.wiich they could rest satisfied ; and
although the hierarchical system and the
great endurance of Indian workmen achieved
much that is worthy of admiration in
the excavation of grotto-temples and the
hewing out of entire mountains, yet we
miss altogether the directing mind which
could, without a model, have employed and
controlled this industry and exp. nditure of
force for architectural purposes. On the con-
trary, we see here art roaming about with in-
constancy amid an abundance of forms, and
It it almost by accident lights on the simple
and grand, is incapable of using it and carrying
It out as an established and recurring form of
art. Hence we see that the intellect of the
Indians, being left to run wild, so to speak, lost
itself in the contemplation of an exuberant
nature, producing monsters wlien endeavour-
ing to typify or represent it. Tliat the In-
dians liad an art no one can deny, but this art
13 in no respect worthy to be called tasteful.
ihs vast rock-hewn temples of EUora may im-
press the mmd, just as would the pyramids of
•^gypt. oy causing it to reflect on the vast
amount of labour and energy expended on
them, but they can never excite the emotion
of beauty—the Indian temple, because there
IS no harmony and eurythmy in the con-
struction

; the Egyptian pyramid, because it
expresses only a geometrical form. In Greece f
however, we may perceive the working of 'a
correct taste. This correct taste has been re-
ferred to many causes. Aristotle supposes
climate, Barry the form of government, and
others general beauty oJ the corporal frame to
have produ-jed it. But if these suggestions
are correct, why are the modern Greeks in-
ferior to their anoeMors ? Wliy are not the
republics of the present day remarkable for
their art ? And how is it that in Sparta, where
beauty was so greatly prized, art did not pro-
gress at all / Or, again, how do we account
tor the fact that Cicero stated the Athenians
were plain

; and even were this not so. How
IS It that the Circassians and Georgians of our
own days, though beautifully formed, are not
distinguished in art ? D'Hancarville, in his
Researches into the Origin and Progress of

Art in Greece," asserts that Homer taught
the Greeks to express beauty by often praisin<'
It, and sometimes referring them to its laws"Why tiien does the perusal of Milton not
produce great artists in our own day ? Art
IS only to a certain extent dependent upon
poetry. They are sister arts, each inspired
by the same sentiments, but their means of
expression are totally different. The reason
of the really perfect development of taste
attained by the Greeks is to be found elsewhere.
With great truth does Muller observe (in
the work before referred to) tliat " of all the
branches of the Indo-Gerinanic (or Aryan)
race, the Greeks were that in which sensible
and spiritual, internal and external life were
found in the finest equipoise; hence they ap-
pear to have been from the first most pecu-
liarly fatted for the independent cultivation of
artistic forms, although it required a long pro-
cess of development and many favourable cir-
cumstances before this feeling for art, which
showed its activity so early in poetry and
mythology, could be also transferred to
external matters, and ripen into sculpture."
it was, therefore, to the balance of the two
forces, both being properly cultivated and de-
veloped, that the (ireeks owed their art.
The Greek nation was the first to free itself

f P-^i-KEXcn, "DajJsIns," London, 1800. /

Irom the trammels of superstition, which
oppressed with such fatal effect the nations of
' le ham. Its religion was one of beautv,and
the fact that its gods were imagined to ba
«X(iui8itely formed men and women prevented
them from constructing monsters, and at tho
same time gave a great impetus to sculpture.
But the Greeks, in freeing their intellects, did
not discard morals. Their deeds were lofty
their aspirations noble, their respect for virtue
unbounded. Tho developed taste of each
member of the commonwealth was the highest
mcentive to the artist. Each man laboured
tor distinction and sought no other reward
than glory. Their humanising religion in-
duced them to decorate their temples with the
niost exquisite human forms, ami the writings
of their philosophers gave them correct ideas
of beauty and directed their efforts. Here
was indeed a golden age for art. Science,
accompanying and supporting it, produced
that union which is so indispensable, and
together science and art reigned supreme I

ihe Greeks were thoroughly conversant with
the laws of beauty, which their moral and in-
telfectual development enabled them to
appreciate. They shunned the exact and
slavish copying favoured by the so-called
realistic school, and produced not mere men
and women m stone, but superior beings, re-
fleeting the soul, the thought, of the artist,
eacli production beautiful, and still unsur-
passed. It is sad to think that such a state
of perfection should have decayed and
that we should at the present day be
vainly striving to attain what tliis nation
ouce possessed. But wliat caused the down-
fall of the Greeks ? This question can be
answered by any student of liistory. Their
neglect of morals. They lost their reverence
or honour and virtue, and their love for

liberty. In doing away with all checks upon
the intellect, they ran into an extreme; the result
was license, and their decline inevitable. Tho
conquest of the country completed the ruin of
the Greeks, and their art and philosophy
became thm^a of the past. All that we posse/g
of their works excites our admiration, and at
the same time our regret that the most artistic
nation in tlie world should have passed away,
ihus have we seen that correct taste in the
people 13 indispensable for tlie production of
tasteful works of art, and further, that in
nations in whom the intellectual and moral
forces are not developed and b:ilanced such
taste cannot exist. This is borne out in the
case of the Chinese and Egyptians, those
nations having developed the moral, but not
the intellectual force ; in the Indians, whose
Intel ectual force alone w.as nourished ; in the
Greeks, with whom, for a time, a balance of
the forces, and consequently a correct Liste,
existed, which, by a disturbance of this
balance, subsequently disappeared.
But now a word with regard to our own

taste. Are we simply to study Greek forms,
and then think we have attained all the ele-
ments necessary to good taste when we have
once acquired a smattering of the history of
Grecian art ? By no means ; whilst admiVing
the beautiful productions of the pa.st, let us not
lose heart for the future. Let us avoid that
ridiculous pedantry which praises the Greek
merely because it is Greek, and contemns
modern productions because they are not
Greek.
But can it be affirmed, admitting the im-

portance of taste, that we have this necessary
faculty, and that it is at least fairly developed
in us ? I think not. West, the President of
the Royal Academy, said "that he knew of no
people, smce the Greeks, who had indicated a
higher promise to equal them than the
Uritidi nation. But he adde 1 that tliis could
only take place when the whole mass of the
people should awake to tho usefulness of the
arts, and to the splendour which they confer "
ihis 13 just what is wanting now. It may be
true that we are endowed with the capacity
necessary to produce tasteful works of art but
pur people do not know wliat ttiste is, and tho
consequence is that our productive powers are
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lataDt When both the people of England

and tUa the artisU are educated a3 they

•Itoald be, we «haU be better able to judge of

Engliah taste.

There are many prejudices and many er-

loneoBs opinions ' to be combated before

educated taste can be obtained. For instance,

what doea Mr. Yapp, who has written an in

other leapecta, commendable pamphlet mean

by "technical education," which, in his dedi-

e^km to the Society of Arts, he praises that

bodr for having spn^d ! rrobabl;!r that so-

called "education" which consists in teach-

iag an art-student drawing, a carpenter

carpentry, or a shoemaker how to make boots

anddboes. But is thisreally worthy oi thename
" education," or is it only mere instruction i

A man may be able to write beautifully, but

he will not necessarily be able to write a

book; and a student does not become an

artist merely because he has learnt to draw.

No ; the writing and drawing are of course

necessary items in the instruction of any man
who would wish to become either poet or

painter; but what have they to do with

"education"? In what way do they draw

out and develope the intellectual faculties ?

In no way whatever. Here then we

have one great error which must dis-

appear. Let our public and our artists

be educated generally, and let their technical

inatmction be considered as assisting them

only, not as all-important

"The French nation," says Mr. Yapp,
" have been distinguished for many genera-

tions by the great encouragement they have

bestowed as a nation on the fine arts. The

French Oovemment, under every change in

its outward form, has not failed to regard art

as one of the most important instruments of

civiliiation."

Further, he asserts that " of the two thou-

sand works of art annually exhibited at the

Louvre, at least a fourth part is the production

of artists who, though engaged through the

year in the preparation of patterns for manu-
facture, gratify their taste, or (it may be)

their vanity (?), by executing in their leisure

houre some picture or statue for the Exhibi-

tion. In £^gland, the employment of an
industrial artist as a recognised and lucrative

profession can hardly as yet be said to exist

;

and were this once created, through the agency

of schools of design, it would prove a sufficient

remedy for any misdirection of the student's

acquirements. The proBts of a designer for

industry in France are greater than those of a
Kcond-rate artist." Thus we need not fear

that if we educate the taste of our designers

tiiey will get too proud to do their work ; nor

need wc sliare tlic apprehensions of Mr. Yapp
that they may become vain ! As long as

advocates of education think a striving for

higher attainments mere vanity, there is little

hope for real progress in art Not the designer

alone, bnthi8employeralso,and hit employer's

customers, must be educated, otherwise the

artists can have no incentive to produce taste-

ful works. Let the cry of every true friend

to art, therefore, be " educate ;
" educate on

general principles, on the model of the French
and German schools, and wc thull soon be
astonished at the wonderfully rapid progress
that will take place, both in English taste

and in English art H. C. Z.

r/c .3

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-EAILING.—PLATE XIV.

NEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILINO.*

(Continiudfrom page •146.)

Pure 14.—A Wbeath to stand oveu Six
WiSDEns AND t.TABT FBOM A NeWEL.

FIO. J exhibits gruund pl«n of stairs starting

»ith curved tittrs. Cylinder twelve inchce.
lisaow t'lid of winrleis is equal Ui half a Bquan-
»t«p, tbu j.kn Leiog ttill more ciiitracted than
that on |>ri ct-ding plate. It shows that the number
of windera i« nut limited in consequence of liaving
a imall cjlioder.

• TMs «rln ol hUcIm U a reprodactlon of Robert
lllti»ci.L'> work on tbe aabjeel, pubUchcd in PliUadcl-
tU>,«i.i! I') TtiiliiMttnd Co., I.oiiduii.

There may be two, or even three of the narrow
cnda thrown into the straight. Thia should al-

ways be the case with stairs having winders and
square steps, as it gives both rail and string a
much better efTect than having winders terminate
on spring line. You perceive the tangents on thia

jilan intersect at B, and form the acute angle
;

the lengths of A B and C B are equal. The dotted
lines cutting C B are drawn parallel with ordinate,

and give direction to find position of winders
cutting centreline of rail, also length of balusters.

Fig. 2 shows winders unfolded or spread out.

Let C B C(pial corresponding letters on iilan.

Tranfifer intersections made on C B, Fig. 1, to C B
on left. Then drop perpendiculars, and you have
risers standing in same position as those cutting
circle on plan. The dotted perpendiciilara show
position of balusters under wreath. The under
side of rail rests on centre of short balusters T T.

The winders and square steps beyond spring-line

C stand in the same position as those of Fig. 1

.

The pitch over the winders is made to cut at 1).

It miiy be raised or lowered to suit any height of

newel. Letters B D show height of wreath.
Fig. 3 shows construction of mould. This

method differs in no respect from that already ex-

plained. For example : Start by drawing any
straight line, say that marked " Height" and 'Or-
dinate." This done, take any point, say A
Sipiare over. Next, draw circle. Let it and tan-

gi-otn A, B, equal those on ground plan. Let
height A N equal D B on left. Join N h. This
gives pitch or major .axis.

Lay the board on and strike the mould as usual.

See that the tangents 2 3 equal D C, Fig. 2. The
fquare sections show joints and application of

bevels. Slab P is on the under side of stufT. Cut
it ofT square with joint. The drawing represents

under tide of wreath and position of balusters.

The dotted lines drawn from circle on right being

their centres, corresponding with those on plan.

Fig. 1.

CHURCH OF SS. MATTHEW AND JAMES,
LIVERPOOL.

THE late Mr. Glenton liaving left funds for

building a church and parsonage at Mossley

Hill, Liverpool, his trustees last autumn invited a

limited number of architects to send in designs,

when that of Messrs. Piiley & Austin, of Lancaster,

were selected, the plans having previously been

submitted to Mr. Christian, of London. The
contract has been taken by Mr. Winnard, of

Wigan, and the church, of which we subjoin a

view and ground plan, is being built on a very

beautiful siie, commanding extensive views of the

Aighruth district and Mersey ViiUey, and about »

quarter of a mile to the west of the Mossley Hill

railway-station, the stone (new red sandstone)

being for the most part qiiarried on the site.

There will be accommodation for 800 adults, and

the sum to be spent upon the church and parson-

age is £12,000. The following are the principal

heights :—Floor to wall-plate, 40ft. ;
ditto to

ridge, C5ft. ; ditto to top of tower-roof, 145ft. ;

ditto to parapet of tower, 117ft.

Wai ton.—Last week a small chapel erected by

the Wesleyan body in Walton was opened for

divine service. The structure is 32ft. wide and

50ft. long, and will accommodate about 300

persons. It has coat i; 700. Mr. S. Middlebrook, of

Walton, was the architect, Mr. Hugh Hughes, of

Ku-kdale, the builder.
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Jiirnitiut ^ ^ttoratioit.

nouse paintino and decohation.

By "An Experienced Workman."

decorative pb0ceb8es.
{Continued from page 433.)

WE have very considerable doiibta as to

whether polished paint may be con-

sidered in good taste when used for the inte

riors of drawing- room?, or, in fact, of anj
room. There is a want of repose and a garish-

nesa about gloss colours which is scarcely

compatible with that quietness and repose so

necessary to the perfect satisfaction of the

educated eye. Polished glass is beautiful,

and never out of place ; the same may be said

of marble, of gems, and of all steel work or

instruments. With all these polish is the one
thing needful to develops their beauty and
finish, and, in fact, is a necessity of the mate-
rial. This is so self-evident that we never for

a moment doubt its propriety or imagine it

would be better otherwise. Fitness, beauty,

and utility are a consequence of the polish in

all these cases, and therefore proper and right

from every point of view ; but the same
reasoning will not apply to polished paint,

that is to say, plain tints of colours. Of
course, imitations of woods and marbles may
be polished with propriety and without offence

to good taste, simply because we expect to see

them so, and they would not be finished if

left unvarnished and unpolished. But it is

otherwise with p'ain colours, which, when
glossy, have too much the look of the japan-
ner'.s shop or the tea-tray business. These
remarks apjily principally to that so-called

enamel work which is produced by the mere
paiuling of the work and finishing it with
vainish, and which, as a matter of course,

soon becomes discoloured, and even when first

done is a mistake in name and execution, and
a gross offence ag.iinst good taste. The best

enamel work—of which there is but little

done in consequence of its great cost—is free

in some measure from the objections urged
against the common work. Its manipulation
requires so much patience and care that it is

a difficult matter to tind men who have the

necessary (qualifications requisite for preparing
such work, and therefore it is very rare to see

a really good job. In getting up enamel
work, much care is requisite in the selection

and use of the material required. The filling-

up colour, which forms the body of the

enamel, is of the greatest importance to the
ultimate success of the work. Of this mate-
rial there are several kinds manufacttired

—

black, brown, and yellow, for coach-painters,

japanners, and others ; but fur use in interior

decoration we prefer to use the white lead

filling, aa we can, by adding the necessary

staining colours (which do not alfect tlie pro-

perties of the enamel) form a solid body of

colour of the same tint, or nearly so, as tliat

with which the work is required to be
finished, and thus do away with the objec-

tions wliich may be urged against the

black or daikcolouitd filling. For it will

be evident to the plainest comprehension
that if woik which has to be finished

white, or wiih very light tints of colour,

be filled up with dark-coloured filling, that

the number of coats of paint which will be
required to obscure or liill the dark colour

will be so mauy that there is great danger of

the work becoming rough and uneven in parts

—at all events there can be no question but
tliat work which is left with a smooth even
surface, produced by rubbing alone, must be
much finer in texture than any that can possi-

bly be left by the brush. The white lead should
be ground stilf in turpentine, and about one-

fourth part of the ordinary white lead ground
in oil added to it, in order to prevent the

enamel cracking, which it has a tendency to

do, except there be some little oil mixed with

it. A sufficient quantity of polishing copal

or best carriage varnish should now bo added
to bind it so that it will rub down easily, which
fact cannot bo properly ascertained except by
actual trial, inas-much as the drying properties

of varnishes vary, and other causes influence

the matter. If there is too much varnishinthe

stuff the work will be exceedingly difficult to

cut down, and if too little it is apt to break

up in rubbing, so that it is always the safest

plan to try the enamel colour before com-
mencing anything important. The colour,

being properly mixed, should be laid on the

work iu the ordinary manner, using it rather

freely. It may be as well to state hero that

no fiiling'should be put upon new work with-

out the same having had two or three coats

of ordinary oil-paint, nor on old work without
having one coat. This gives a key for the

filling to bind to. Successive coats of the

filling should now be laid on the work until

there is a sufiicient thickness to cut down to

a level surface, filling up the whole of the

indentations and undulations of the panel.

One day shpuld intervene between each coat,

in order to allow it to harden in some
degree. When a sufficient number of coats

is put on (which number will of course de-

pend upon the state of the work to be
filled up) it should stand for a fortnight or

three weeks, tintil it is thoroughly hard ; it will

then be ready for cutting down, which is done
with felt, ground pumice-stone and water.

The felt used should be such as the marble
masons use for polishing marble, which varies

in thickness from one-eighth to half an inch,

and about three inches square. This should

be fastened by the aid of patent knotting or

other resinous gum to square pieces of wood
of the same size, but one inch thick, so as to

give a good hold for the hand in using. These
peices of wood, covered with felt, may be

made of any size or shape to fit moulded sur-

faces or other inequalities. The pumice-stone
to be used should be of different degrees of

fineness, and should be carefully selected, so

as^o be stire that it is free from any foreign

substance. It is sold ready ground, but in

situations where it cannot be conveniently got

it may be prepared from the lump, by grinding

or crushing with a stone and muUer, aid
then passed through fine sieves or muslin ; by
using these of different degrees of capacity

the ground pumice may be produced of

different degrees of fineness. Except great

care is exercised in this matter, it will be found
that particles of grit will be mixed with it,

which in using get on to the work, and make
deep scratches, thus causing endless trouble

and annoyance, besides spoiling the work. The
greatest care is also required in keeping the

felt clean and free from grit. Many workmen
are careless in this matter, and when working
set down the felt on the step-ladder or floor,

and thus particles of sand or grit get upon it,

and so mischief is done. In cutting down, it

is best to use a piece of soft lump pumice-
stone to take off the rough parts. The felt and
ground pumice thould now be used with water,

the woik should be wet with a sponge, and
the felt soaked in water, and then into the
powdered pumice, and the work rubbed
with it, keeping it moderately wet and rubbing
with a circular motion, and not straight up
and down and across, with alight touch, using

only just as much pressure as will cause the

pumice to bite, which will be very clearly felt

while the hand is in motion. Much care and
patience is required to do this properly, for if

the pressure is too great it forces the pumice
into thebody of the filling colour, e.nd scratches

it instead of cutting or grinding it fairly

down. No hurry will avail iu doing this

work, it must have its ti ne ; hurry only de-

feats the end in view, and often causes

much unnecessary labour. A scratch

caused by want of care and too much
haste will often throw the work back
for days, and involve the cost and labour of

refilling. AVe find in practice that the pui-

pose is best answered by using the pumice-
stone, the coarser kind first, then the me-

dium, and finish with tho fmcst last. Ttwib
be found advantageous to let a day elapsi be
twcen the rubbing, for when the surface i8",u

down tho filling will in all cases bo soft*

underneath, and if it is allowed to stand for &

day the newly-exposed surface gets harder,

and of course rubs down better in conse-

(luence. The pumice-stone should be well

washed off the work occasionally, in Older

that we may see what progress is being made
and if it requires more rubbing or not. I

while in progress it is found not to be suffi-

ciently filled up, it may have one or more
coats of filling after it has been roughly cut
down, and before much labour has been spent
tipon it.

When sufficiently rubbed down with the

pumice-.-<tone— that is to say, when it has been
cut down to a fine, level, and uniform surface,

the work should stand for a day or two to

harden. It will now depend entirely upon
the work as to whether it must be polished

upon the filling, or whether it will have to

be varnished and polished. If the filling is of

the right colour, and has rubbed down of one
uniform tint, we prefer it to be finished in this

state, because, in the first place, it will have
a surface and texture which cannot be got by
any other means. Finished in this state

there is an absence of that glare-polish—if

we may use the term—which is inseparable

from varnish polish. It has all the uniformity
of surface and evidence of finish witiiout

that appearance of varnish which is so objec-

tionable, and therefore we prefer it to any
varnish polisli. After it has stood a day or
two, the work, if it is intended to be left in
the state we have been speaking about, must
be polished in this wise :— Take a clean

felt and rotten-stone, either in oil or water,

and with this rub the work as before, until

the polish begins to appear ; then take a boss
(i.e. a ball of cotton wool inclosed in fine silk),

put the rotten-stone upon this and keep rub-
bing with the circular motion until the polish

is unifoim and equal all over. The rotten-

stone must now be carefully cleaned oft" ; if it

is in oil, clean off with fine flour ; if in water,

with sponge, and wash-leather, and water,

taking care not to scratch. A clean damp
chamois or wash-leather will now be required,

which must be held in the left hand, leaving

the right perfectly clear. Now use the ball of

the right hand, press gently upon the panel,

and draw it forwards or towards you ; if this

is done properly, it will bring up a clear

polish upon the work. The hand should be
kept slightly damp by drawing it across the

leather almost every time the hand is drawn
forward. If this is done effectually, a rustling

sound will be produced while the hand is in

motion ; if this is so, the polish will be sure

to follow. The polish thus produced on the

filling alone will be of the kind we have
spoken of above, and will not be at all ob-

jectionable to even the most fastidious taste ;

but it the work has to be finished with a

brilliant lustre and to a high degree of polish,

it will, after being cut down with the pumice
and felt, have to be coated with two or more
coats of the best polishing copal varnish,

having a quantity of the best flake white from
the tube (of which pound and half-pound

tubes may be procured from Winsor & New-
ton, or other artists' colourmen) ; this should

be mixed with tlie varnish in sufficient

quantity to form a creamy mixture, with
which the work must be coated—one, two, or

three coats, as may be desirable. This should

stand for three or four weeks, until it becomes
hard, for the h.irder it is the better it will

polish. It must then be cut down with felt

and the finest ground pumice-stone in water,

and polished with the rotten-stone, as before

described. By this means a bright and bril-

liant polish may be obtained of a very en-

during nature. Tho same process will of

course answer for all varnished imitations of

woods and marbles, and all work which will

admit of tho application of oil varnishes

When the object varnished can be put into

a stove (such as japanners use) to harden the .
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vuni4-t n>«y ''• «B«Je hurd enough to polish

in * ^ew hours, but with work which cuniiot

be subjected to the action of great heat, time

nuot l* ftllowi-d fur the varnish to become

taid enough to polish. Pulty-powJer is

klttiuicd in polishing, but whatever material

w pn>eMS is naed the principal and absolutely

mtetmuj quality to produce successful work

k gentle aad eatefuf rubbing, unwearying

p^enet^ and flli»f''li"'«« in working.

OKBKK AXD BTBUSCAN OBXA.MBNT.

THE authenticity of many of the works

called Etruscan, which have reached

oar time*, is liable to be questioned. Much of

the Known which belongs to the Greeks has

become, as it were, the inheritance of these

people ; but from the peculiar constitution of

their goremmeut aad the state of society in

Ancient Etruria, it has been conjectured—not

without the appearance of reason—that the

works iu bronze and clay, and the bas-reliefs

attributed to them, were the produce not of

the dominant race but of their subject bonds-

men or serfs ; and that, in reality, the Etrus-

cans—called by themselves Uosena, and by
the Oreeks Tyrrhenians or Tyrsenians, who
were but emigrants from Asia Minor—were as

little given to the arts as the Ancient Romans,
by whom, in their turn, thev were vanquished. !

Works of art were probably executed in

Etrurin previous to the arrival of the Greek
colonists in North Italy and South France

;

"but," savs a writer ou this subject, "The
more rude and ancient specimens are exactly

in the style of the Ancient Greeks, from whom
they appear to have learned all they knew, !

and whose primitive style they continued to

copy, following their archetypes strictly and
servilely, but in a most elevated and dignified

manner, lounded upon more enlarged prin-

ciples than had been adopted by the Greeks,"
The Etrufcans, when tueir taste had once
been formed, treated their own conceptions

in the spirit of their masters ; and though, no
doubt, inferior in grace and delicacy of execu-
tion, they aajuired a correctoess in drawing
which may almost be called a national charac-
tcnstic

We have selected for one of our illustrations

a few details of this early classic art, drawn
from authorities contained in the Louvre and
the British Museum. N03. 1, 2, 7, and 8 are
from painted vases, which we reproduce as

el^ant examples of handling in honeysuckle
omameDt ; Mos. 5 and 6 are spirited examples
of Uhodian ware ; No. 3 is a confectionary
mould ; and No. 4 the bronze back of a
mirror-case, representing " Herakles bringing
back Alkestis trom Hades ;

" Nos. and II)

are seaU from drawings on Tarquinii vases.

From these few specimens we see how their
pcodneers united art with manufacture, which
•ppean to derive its chief value from the
former with the Oreeks in their domestic
utensils. Many of these articles have an
emblematic form, which happily combines
beauty and allegory. Thus they surrounded
themselves in their households with objects
which kept alive their poetical faith and sense
of artistic beauty. O. W. D.

METROPOLITAN TEAMWAYS.

THE firrt lection of the North Metropolitan
Tramwiy Ckimpaoy's line viz., that from

Whiteehapel Church to Bow, has now been
workiog for more than six months, and if the
raralt of the fint half year can be taken as an
•aracet of iu future pro«pect«, it may be looked
opon IS a commercial success. The capital ex-
pended on this section amounted to £46,500

;

the reeapU for the six months to £8,557, and
the expemliture to £4 633, leaviag a balance of
£S,824, out of which a dtvidond of 12 per cent,
was d«I«rtd, leiving upwarda of il.fXtO to be
*»'ii«d to the new account. Ko fewer than
MM.lSl feaseBgen were carried during the
sia nootlis, without any accident attributable
tott» fault or neglect of tbo company or of their
•wants.

^
II this result has been obtained in a

mtirely poor oeigbbourhood, and on a line

which ueithor runs far enough into the city nor to

a sufficient distance from it, the success of those

lines which aro now iu progress or proposed, such,

e.g., as the one aloug Jloorgate-street to Isliugtou

and Highbury, cauuot be the source of much
uucaaiuess to their proprietors. The East-enil

line is in process of extension towards Stratford

at one cud, and the city at the other, the limit of

extension westward being, we believe, Aldgate

Church, just within the boundary of the city.

In going to Stratford the tramway will enter

into competition with the Great Eastern Railway,

which from this immediate locality has a large

and increasing traffic to its stations at Fenchurch-

street and Bishopsgate. If the "tram " can suc-

cessfully compete with the "line"—which we
doubt—the future of tramways will be free from

anxiety, and the shares will rapidly increase in

value. One of the chief reasons we have for

doubting its success is that the slow pace at

which it invariably travels will not suit business-

men. For a journey of two miles, lasting no

longer than half an hour, the tramway may meet

their requirements ; but it is a very different

matter when the distance is increased to four

miles, and the time taken to an hour. Ken in

a hurry to get to business, or anxious to reach

home, will not care to be longer than is absolutely

necessary in reaching their destination, even for

the sake of riding in the company's comfortable

vehicles, espeoi-illy when the fare will in all pro-

bability always exceed that of the railway. The
best, and, we believe, only possible way to make
tramwajs successful competitors with the railways,

is to furnish them with locomotives, or road-

Hteamers, capable of drawing two or three cars

of passengers at a rate of eight miles an hour.

This is not by any means a dangerous speed, and,

with ordinary precautious, we do not see why loco-

motives or road-steamers should be forbidden the

public streets. As a rule the tramways themselves

are only permitted on broad and open roads, whore
there is ample room for the traffic ; and we have

not the slightest hesitation iu saying that a street-

locomotive could be made which might be stopped

more readily than many of the vehicles which are

now allowed to be driven recklessly along our prin-

cipal thoroughfares. Tramways, as we have them,
are a great improvement on the noisy lumbering
omnibus ; let us work them by steam, and so make
our means of conveyance worthy of the age of pro-

gress in which we Uve.

FRIENDLY OPERATIVE CARPENTERS'
AND JOINERS' SOCIETY.

THE 43rd annual report of the General Union
of this Society of Great Britain and Ireland

has just been issued, from which we gather that

the expenditure upon benefits by the associated

lodges shows that the total expenditure upon the

various benefits combined is £13,190 9s. 104d.,

being an increase over last year's gross outlay of

£2,524 Ga. 114d., which, with a decrease of 455
members, compared with the average number of

last year, gives an outlay equivalent to £1 ISs.

3Jd. a-head for theyear's disbursements. Taking
the payment of 8d. per week as a criterion, it will

bo seen that the outlay exceeds the income tc

the extent of 34d. per member, irrespective of

each lodge's working and incidental expenditure.

The enormous sum of £2,396 7s. 8d. has been
expended on strikes and turn-outs, being £1,199
10a. fid. above the sum expended in the previous

year. Of the amount named, £2,171 123. has
been absorbed in contiauing the unsuccessful
strikes at Blackburn and Darwen; Prestou,

£C(i 143. 8d.; London, £36 9s. 8d.; the remainder
being made up of smaller sums, minute details of

which are given in the balance sheet. The ex-

penditure on account of loss of tools by fire has
been exceedingly light, amounting only to £63
168. 9d., whilst the tools purloined have caused an
outlay of £113 2s. lOd. To members travelling

in search of employment the sum of £342 12s. has
been paid. The benefit for relieving members
out of employment has absorbed £5,307 9s. Id.

(the two last items beiug largely affected by the

strikes previously noticed), and the disbursements
on sick and superannuation account have reached

£2,964 14s. lid. The outlay to sustain the

funeral and accident benefits gives a total of £1,1 12
which has been absorbed by the claims of live

members to the accident benefit of £50 each,

while the obituary gives a record of 63 deceased
members of .ClO each, and 58 members' wives of

£4 each. The number of lodges is now 136,
against 143 lost year.

KENSINGTON SCHOOL OF DESIGN.

rriHE annual distribution of prizes to the stn-

JL dents of this school took place on Friday
last iu the lecture-hall of the South Kensington
Museum. Sir Francis Grant, the President of the

Royal Academy, presided, and distributed the

prizes, with the assistance of Mr. Cole, C.B., Mr.
Redgrave, Mr. Burchett, the head-master of the

school, &c. At the close of the distribution Mr.
Redgrave addressed a few words to tlie students

on the principles of art, and the objects at which
the students ought to aim, Sir Francis Grant then

addressed the students. The proceedings weie
opened by Mr. Burchett, who made a statement

regarding the position, iise, and progress of the

schools. From this it was gathered that the

medals and other prizes about to be distributed

were won in the local and national competition of

1870, and the works to which they were awarded
were executed iu the twelve months preceding the

April of that year. The prize winners were the

students of the two schools at South Kensington,

one for male and one for female students—the
schools beiug in competition with each other and
with all those of the United Kingdom. The com-
petitors did not, however, include all the students

of the two schools, those in training far future

masterships aud the national scholars not being

eligible to compete for the school prizes. The
medals and books to be distributed represented

only the highest grade of distinctions obtainable

by students, the minor honours not being in-

cluded ; they consisted of three gold medals, six

silver medals, ten bronze medals, and twelve

Queen's prizes of books, all won iu the national

competition, besides 42 prizes of books and 37

freo-studentships wou in the Local Prize section.

This included the whole of the prizes gained at

the great annual competition. At the second

grade examination iu March, consisting in exami-

nation by written papers in geometry and perspec-

tive, and exercises in freehand and model draw-

ing, 144 students "passed," 60 wou "prizes,"

and 9 students won admission at half-fee by ob-

taining certificates of the second grade . At the

third or highest grade examination 13 students

obtained the teacher's certificate. Since the last

distribution of prizes eight students had been re-

commended from these schools far admission to

the Royal Academy, and a total of 22 had been

admitted by drawings made in these schools.

Besides the regular prizes and distinctions, occa-

sional prizes had been offered by the Department

and by manufacturers during the year, some for

general comi^etition, and some only for this school.

By the Department £22 was offered, in eleven

prizes, for fans, the competition being Umited to

female students. Eleven students of this school

competed, sending in 15 designs, and Misses

Montalba and Brooks obtained the first and third

prizes, to the value of £7. The Worshipful Com-
pany of Plasterers offered prizes of £25 for

designs for a "capital of a pilaster" and a

"diaper for wall decoration," limiting, however,

this school to one subject. Two students, Messrs.

Galli and Marshall, obtained the prizes, of £8 8.^.

and £5 5s. respectively. A prize of £5 was

offered by Mr. M'Crum, of Milford, Armagh, Ire-

laud, for designs for table damask. For this there

were 23 competitors and 34 designs. The prizes

were won by Messrs. Marshall, Wilson, and Nunn.
Prizes of £2 23. and £1 Is. were offered for the

decoration of a tramway c ir. Thirteen designs

were made, and the prizes weae obtained by

Messrs. Clausseu and Harris. A steady and pro-

gressive success continued to mark the career of

the school in which these honours aud rewards

had been won. In the half-year ending February

29, 1864, the number of students was 382; the

amount of fees, £878 lis. For the year euding

July 30, 1870, the total number of individual stu-

dents has been 994, aud the amount of fees

for the same £2,623 14s. Among this number
of students, 565 were males and 429 females ; 215

were free students, consisting of students iu

training, national scholars, scholars who have won
free studentships, a detachment of Royal Engi-

neers stationed at the Museum, and other fm-

2)!oy^s of the Department. There were at the

pre'sc-nt time in the school 34 students in training

for art masters or desiguers, 9 of whom were

females ; and 20 national scholars who were being

educated as designers.

In our recent notice of the reopening of S.

Ticon.ird's Chimch, Broad Bluasdon, Wilts, we
omitted to state that the restoration wa^ carried out

under the direction of Mr. Buttorliold.
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SUKVEYOKS TO LOCAL BOARDS.

IN conseriuence of the attention now paid,

sometimes voluntarily, butwe regret to fay,

more often, compulsorily, to sanitary mea-
sures and hygienic principles, the duties de-

volving upon municipal authorities and local

boards have of late years been considerably

augmented. It has become indispensably in-

cumbent upon them to, first of al), recognise

the responsibility that has become attached to

them as guardians of the public health ;

secondly, to devise means for demonstrating
their senseof that responsibility ; and, thirdly,

to carry these means into practical execution.

Slow to do the first, they are still slower to

effect the second, and it is a miracle that the

third is ever accomplished at all. Yet of all

these, the first is unnuostionably the most
difficult step to surmount. Many people will

from a natural apathy and indolence of dis-

position, shirk most persistently duties and
responsibilities which they ought to under-
take readily and energetically. There is

another reason which deters persons from dis-

charging the duties of either their public or

private positions. It is that if they once
acknowledge their liability, they are bound in

a conscientious point of view to satisfy the

claims incurred thereby. Otherwise they

stand in the position of people who sin with
their eyes open, and to whom the classic

motto may beapplied

—

"VUlcomcUora,proboquc,

deteriora sequor." So far as the recognition of

sanitary measures is concerned, it may be

said to be universal. No one would attempt
to deny that every city, town, and village

should be provided with an adequate system of

drainage and sewerage. Adiiference of opinion

may and does prevail respecting the best

system that can be adopted, but it is admitted
by all that the fundamental principles do not
vary whatever may be the system advocated.

These are the rapid and effectual removal of

the sewage from the habitations of men, and
its 8ubscf|uent utilisation as a fertilising me-
dium for the ground. In order to carry out
the works inseparable from the adoption of a
regular plan of drainage and sewerage, it be-

came necessary for local boards to employ a
professional man of somewhat higher attain-

ments and capabilities than distinguished the

older specimens of the ordinary road surveyor.

Many towns have always had their surveyors,

but a vast number recently came for the first

time under the provisions of the Local
Government Act, and thus there were nume-
rous vacancies for appointments of this de-

cription. Let us examine a little into their

nature, the duties and responsibilities con-

nected with the situation, and the renuraera-

tion attending it.

The manner in whicli these appointments
are filled up is pretty well known. The Local
Board advertises in some half-dozen of the

most influential scientific and professional

journals for a surveyor, and appoints a certain

day by which the applications are to be sent

in. These are opened and considered at the
next Board meeting, the chaff sifted from the

wheat, and a selection made of five or six of the
candidates who have either the most merit, or

themost interest with the members, and who are

requested to attend personally before the Board
on a subsequent occasion. On presenting
themselves, they are individually paraded for

inspection before the assembled members, who,
in common language, " take stock " of them.
A few questions are addressed to each, touch-
ing generally upon their previous experience
in Local Board work, and they make their bow
and retire. The fortunate candidate is ulti-

m.ately determined by voting or balloting, and
the affair terminates. The man who h.is the
most interest gets the appointment, we hear
our readers say, and no doubt they are correct

in their surmise. At the same time, a totally

incompetent man would find it extremely diffi-

cult, with all the interest possible, to succeed,
as, however low it may be, there is still some
standard of qualilication adhered to. It would
perhaps save much disappointment and

jealousy if intending candidates would beai

ill mind that there is not the slightest usi-

ill the world " going in " for tliese appoint-

ments unless they possess some little interest

at head-quarters. The best qualification with

respect to experience and ability that anj

man could have will avail nothing unless

backed up by a friend atcourt. There is nothing;

particularly to object to in this arrangement. If

the successful candidate is not the best man
out of the whole, at any rate he is rarely th<'

worst. As a rule, the boards select as good

men as they can get for the money, and fre-

quently they get much better officers than

they deserve, considering the miserable re-

muneration offered. A word or two will be

said about this as we proceed, and the reason

given why, in some few instances, very superior

men, having accepted the appointments, re-

main in so very an inferior position. The
duties of the surveyor to a local board may
be summed up in a very few words. He is

responsible to the board for everything' con-

nected with the ways and works of the town
and district to which he is appointed, and if

the district be new, that is, only recently

made amenable to the Act, and drainage and
other works are in progress, it is no idle state-

ment to affirm that the whole of his time

must be devoted to his duties, supposing, as

we now do, that there is no assistant surveyor

employed. Unless the town be very large, one

officer of this description is considered suffi-

cient—by the ratepayers at all events. The
duties falling to the lot of the surveyor may be

classed under two subdivisions. The first of

these includes what may be correctly termed
routine work, which is pretty constant in its

nature, but generally has a tendency to in-

crease year by year. This comprises the pe-

riodical inspection of the whole district, prepar-

ing reports, attending meetings of the Board,

drawing up estimates, looking after the roads,

drainage, and office-work in general. The other

descriptionof duty is of a different character

and comprises the designing and superintend-

ing of any new works, such as tliose relating

to the drainage, sewerage, cr water supply of

the district. When these are once constructed,

their future maintenance bring them under
the category of tliose included under the head
of routine.

In connection with this subdivision of a
surveyor's duties, there is a very important
point to be taken into consideration, and one
respecting which great diversity of opinion
prevails. It is. Should a surveyor be permitted
by his Local Board to take private practice ?

Much may be said for and against the per-

mission. If there are important works in

progress tliroughout the parish, there is no
question but that the surveyor, unless he be
provided with a deputy or competent assis-

tant, has not any time to bestow upon private

practice. But on the other hand, where these

conditions do not prevail, the mere routine

work is not sufficient of itself to engross either

the time or the ability of an able man, and
there is no valid reason why he should not be
permitted to benefit others by his professional

skill and experience. It must be borne in

mind that our remarks do not apply to sur-

veyors in large towns, where there are one or

two assistants employed, and where the con-
ditions are very dift'erent, but to those of a
moderate size, which constitute by far the
greater number ofvacancies of this description.

Provided a man does his duty to his employers,
it is nothing to them what portion of his time
is occupied in fulfilling that duty. The
question of a professional man liolding an
appointment and taking private pr.actice is re-

duced simply to one of overtime. Any
artisan, mechanic, or common labourer, after

doing liis day 's work, is free to employ tlie rest

of his time as ho i)leases. Industrious men
can often make a good deal of money by
" working overtime," as it is called. Is a

professional man to be denied this privilege ?

After doing his duty, which occupies a certain

number of hours, is he not to be free to

"work overtime" also if he pleases? There

is only one argument which a local board

could, with common justice, bring forwur.l

against this view of the case. It would ba
" W'e give you a liberal salary in order that

you may be able to live respectably, without

dei)ending upon private practice." Unfortu-

nately this is the very last argument that can be
adduced. The maximum salary olftied for

the appointments under notice rarely » xceed»

£150 per annum. It might be asked, what
kind of a person do local authorities exj cct to

get for so miserable a stipend? They cannot

expect to get gentlemen, or bona fide pro

fes.«ional men. It is,!in fact, scaicely enough
pay to induce a good foreman to accept the

situation, as many of that class earn their

four pounds a week regularly and constantly.

Is it any wonder that emirent engineers have
to be called in frequently to set right errors

and blunders that could not possibly have
occurred in works which had been carried out

by really able and competent men ?

It has been stated that, notwithstanding

the wretchedly low remuneration olftred to

local board surveyors, there are some good
men amongst them, although these are the

exceptions. There are many reasons which
conduce to this result. In the first place,

there has been for some years, and there is at

present, a lamentable dearth of employment in

the surveying and engineering line. There
has been literally no work to be done at home
and comparatively little abroad. The only

opening of any kind, however poor, has been

in drainage and sewerage works, and it is idle

to suppose that the low salaries offered by
local authorities are not very good evidence

of the fact being widely known. Moreover,

some men of experience and undoubted pro-

fessional ability occasion.illy accept thcs-e

appointments, on the chance of taking private

practice, and also of eking out their sra ill in-

comes by instructing pupils. This last men-
tioned source of adding to that which is so

small as almostto be called a negative quantity,

is not denied to them. While on the subject, it

should be stated that some of tlieoe appoint-

ments on a higher scale, which are connected

with our large citie-s, are unquestionably in

every sense good appointments, and well

worth acceptance. But these are few and far

between, and moreover are restiicted to a

much narrower scope than those to which we
have drawn attention. With respect to the

latter, one thing is perfectly certain. Irre-

spectively of all adventitious aid or supple-

mentary additions to the private purse, it is

incontestable that no man—we will not say

gentleman—with a family could possibly exist

in the position of surveyor to a local board

on an income of £150 per annum. As the

board's officer he is liable at any time to be

called upon to give evidence in inquiries insti-

tuted by the Local Government Act Office, or

before Parliamentary Committees, and in

such cases his " personnel " is by no means a

matter of indifference. In cross-questioning

a witness, a clever lawyer knows perfectly

well how to make a distinction, and the style

of interrogatories he adopts, and the manner
of propounding them, may be said to be in the

inverse ratio of the witnesses' soct.il rank and

educational status. The failure of one or two

schemes fostered by local boards, may be

traced to their neglect of the old motto,
" Penny wise and pound foolish."

TnK Intkrvational KxnrBiTrov, notwilli.stand-

ing the diaturbed stite of the Conthicnt, will

cortiinly be held nextypar ,it ICpnsingtfin. Nume-
rous promises of support continue to be received

by the Commissioners from nel(;ium .ind Germany,

anil even the French Government have completed

the annexe which they have erected at a coat o£

£7,000 or £8,000. From our own country the

preliminary applications for epace are most en-

couraging, and the fine arts galleries will certiiinly,

come what may, bo well GUed. Manufacturers of

objects which can fairly be claimed as art produc-

tions, such as furniture, pottery, and glass, must
apply for space nest later than the end of this

month
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HAVISO thM •seerUinad the gross receipts in

tke parish, the next step is to allocate to those

neeipto a proper share of the working expenses.

First in orler is—
ilmintfMKte of H"o.v.—In this particnlar item

tka qae«tion to be determined is what expense, on

••Terage of rears, will keep the subject ofassess-

MOl at Ibo value which is the mvasuro of that as-

Mamrnt. This usually ailmits of an easily-ascer-

tained mileage charge, anil, on it, as a rule, no great

eeBtrorersT arises.
, .,

.

Loe^mmwt £iy«iwes.—Thedednctionsnnder this

hank tit BMsarad hj the uombcrof miles traversed

lij mginiii in th- j" *"

Carriage and H agjon Eiptnses.—Thcso must be

pportioDed according to the nnraber of carriage

•ad waggon milea. It may be necessary to explain

Amk the Bipumlnii tarriage mile applies to every

ub nm by a single carriage or waggon. A train

^<9Qfj«*iny of one engine and teu carriages makes,

Bpon every mile of its jouruov, one engine aud ten

earrimge miles. Much confusion sometimes arises

froiathe want of a clear understanding on this

point. Ad engine mnning without a train makes
an emgtM mile, bat that is called light nmuing. A
train mile may comprise one engine mile or two
•ngioe miles, according as there m»y be oue or two
engines attached to the train, and it may comprise

any number of carriage miles, limited ouly by the

namber of eaniages which can be drawn by the

•ogine*. If tba price per carriage mile can bo de-

dneed from tlie company's accouuts, so mnch the

better : but the sum of a fartliing per carriage mile

will be foauil in the South of Eugland to be a very

close approximation to the' actual cost.

Trafie Eipentee and Oentral Charget.—VcAika
the tmree former terns of deduction, this is general,

having as more connection with, or influence on
one part of the line than on another. It \s incurred

for the sake of the whole line, and contributes to

the profits ererywhere. It is, therefore, usual to

diTide thete expenses in proportion to the gross

Twaipts.
Oimnment Dulii.—This being a charge upon cer-

tain danas of revenue, it admits of a very easy
apportionment, according to the amonnt of such
revenue.

Tilhf Rent-Charge.—This may be allowed at its

apportioned sum.
lialrM and Taret.—The deduction nnderthis head

most be calculated on the rateable value of the
railway as deduced by the valuation, at the number
of ihiUings in the pouud to which the rates in the
parish may amooat.
The abore items of deduction having been taken

from gross receipts, the balance remaining would
b* the net receipts due to the piirish if the rateable
Taloe of the whole conroru had simply to be divided
amon^the sAveral parishes in proportion to the
1 •D'.'lh of milway and the parochial earnings in each
parish. Bnl here it must be bame in mind that the
entire works consi.st of two parts. Firstly, the line

«^n»i7,ray. directly producing profit ; aud, secondly,
the >' 'kUhk "tatioiilmililiiigs and sidings)
indi' iug to sncli profit.

Til 1
1 jiug rateable in the several parishes

in which they are situated, the aggregate rateable
Tolao of the whole of them must be doductr'd from
the rateable value of the entire undertaking when-
ever it is necessary to determine the rateaJ)li! value
of the line only; and, as every part of the railway
derives an indirect liencfit from the use of the
stations, a proportionate dediiction must l>o made in
wapeet of stations from the net receipts dne to each
niarate paruh, whether such parish has a station
within it or not.

The nae of the stations being, as nearly as it is

poaribla to determine it, in j>r<jportion to the amount
of grow receipts, the deduction in this respect is

always made in th« proportion which the gross
receipts due to a separate parish bear to the gross
reedpta of the entire undertaking.
Thi mode in which the rnlrahU ralue of the

tlatiom should bo ascertaiucd was judicially decided
in The Xurth Slaffurdnhire cote. The parisli officers
of Hiuton Sprnerr in that case contended that the
dadoction to be allowed in respect of the stations,
boildiogs. and sidings along the lino of railway
onght to Iw ascertained by taking the proper rate-
able value of the land occupied by them as enhanced
l>y their construction ; the true rateable value nt
which the stations onght to be assessed, and not
that at which they may be actually assessed, being
the true sUadard of rateability. The appellants
coBtendad that they were entitled to deduct six per

JTlt ^^J*"" •**•*' """' °' original constrnction,M tba abaance of proof that such cost was excessive.
The Court decided that the dodnction mnst be

calealated npon the actoal valne at which they
ooght to be aaaessed, and not on the original cost of
•oastnictlon.

Tlie orenpiir'f flinrr of the net receipts is deter-

mined in each parish, on the same principlts as those

already explained as applicable to the eutiro sysliin

of railway.
. , , , , . ,

The amount of tenants capital duo to each parish

is generally in proportion to the gross receipts in

the parish, as compared with the gross receipts of

the entire system ; but to this there are sometimes

expceptions, which mnst be dealt with according to

circumstances when they arise.

The renewal of iray and icorks is estimated in the

same manner in the case of a parish as iu that of

the whole system. The cost of the materials and

labour required for the renewal is estimated, aud

such an annual sinking fimd is allowed ns will provide

the required sum at the estimated period of decay.

An outline valuation, by way of illustration, is

appended to the Paper.

The subject would not be exhausted if reference

were not made to the question of " contribulire

laliie,'' notwithstanding the decision in the case of

The Great Kastern Hailimg Uumjiaiti/and Ilaiighlet/,

which has probably set at rest this question for

some time to come.
The advocates of "contribntivo value " contended

,

that although a branch railway might be so unpro-

fitable as to possess no rateable value per se, yet

still it might, by its capacity to feed a main line, be

worth a rental at the hands of the proprietors of

the main line quite irrespective of its local value,

and that such a rental as they might be reasonably

expected to give would be the measure of rateable

valne of the branch railway, divisible among the

parishes through which it p.issed.

Of course any such assumed value'on the branch

would have to be deducted from the value of the

main line, because, as already explained, the aggre-

gate value of the several parts cannot exceed the

value of the whole.
Practical men experienced mnch difficulty in

dealing with the matter, and the frequent trans-

actions by companies iu which branch lines, said to

possess no value in themselves, were purchased for

large considerations, did not in any way tend to

diminish the difficulty.

Such lines of railway may be compared with

accommodation land. Take by way of illustration

a piece of meadow land, the property of a separate

owner, situated in the centre of a gentleman's

estate, and within sight of his drawing room
windows. For such a piece of land a person would

be willing to pay a much higher rent than its

or<Unary annual value would justify ; or, if he could

acquire the fee simple, he might be reasonably ex-

pected to give a larger price for it than any one else

would give, for the purpose of jireventing a nuisance

which might militate against the enjoyment of his

adjoining property, and would certainly depreciate

its value. But assmne the time has come when he

has been able to purchase the land, has grubbed the

hedges, aud thrown it into the adjoining land, BO

that the whole has become one estate, it possesses

then no element of value, beyond that which it

shares in common with the land of which it has

then become a part.

This was the case with the railways. Take as an
illustration a branch line of small value ^er s«, but

a separate property. From it two separate main
lines of railway compete for the traffic to London.

It is not unreasonable to suppose that tlie pro-

prietors of either of the main lines would give for

the branch more than its proper value per se,

because, by its acquisition, tiiey woidd secure not

only the local traffic, but also tlic traffic to London,
inasmuch as a traveller would not change carriages

for the mere purjiosc of travelling on the rival line,

if he conhl be carried through without change ; and
thus the company possessing the branch would con-

trol the traffic thereon to its destination. But ro

soon as the branch has become the same property

as one of the main lines, it may be urged that it

docs not feed the main line any more than the main
line feeds it.

In the Jlimijldeii case the respondents placed
their case upon the ground that, iu respect of the

traffic which passed over IJanghleij, as well as other

parts of the line, each mile of the railway over
which the traffic passed must be regarded as con-

tributuig equally to the earnings of the profits

derived from that traffic ; in other words, that if

the same traffic is carried at a much greater profit

over one part of the line than over another, still

each part of the line must bo considered as equally

earning the profit.

The judges said, " the first question presented to

us is, whether in assessing the railway in the parish

of Haughley, the traffic beyond Haughley is to bo

taken into account with a view to reduce the expen-

diture of the line in the parish of Hanghloy ; for, of

course, the lower the expenditure can be reduced,

the larger will bo the amount of property in

Haughley, and therefore the greater the rateable

valne of the line in that parish. It is correctly

stated that beyond Haughley, on the route to

London, a great accession of traffic takes place, mid
that the carriages wliich start from Norwich witli a

limited number of passengers, are, before they

arrive in London, fill.ul with a large accession. It

is Boid that the effect of this additional truflic is to

reduce the rate of expenses with reference to each

individual traveller ; and that, therefore, taking the
case of those iudividuiUs wj^o have started from
.N'orwich, it is not the expense of carrying those
imsseiigers through the pari^.h of Haughley for
which the estimated expenditure is to be made, but
all the other passengers that join the railway aud
occui>y carriages after the train has proceeded on
must be also taken into account. It is a very in.

geiiious mode of putting the argmmnt, but there is

a plain aud palpable fallacy in it. Take the coach
from Norwich to Loudon : the expense of ninning
it from Norwich to London was so much per mile,

with little or no variation throughout the journey
;

so it is, upon an average, the same with a railway.

Sometimes the coach carried five passengers, and
sometimes fifteen. If it carried five it probably
worked at a loss, oud if it carried fifteen, it worked
at a profit, but the expenses were the same. So it

is with the railway. The question to bo answered,
according to the authorities, is, what is the rateable

value iu each parish throughout the line of railway

which passes over a great nmnber of parishes ')

That is made up of these two elements, the actual

earnings iu the parish attributed to the parish, and
the actual expenses attributed to the parish. On
the simple groimd that the actual profit earned is

mnch greater iu some parishes than it is in others,

the rateable value in those parishes is greater than
it is in others. It appears from all the cases that a

railway is rateable iu the parish where the parti-

cular profits are earned ; it matters not where they

are received. It is so laid down in several cases,

and particularly in the case of Ilex. ». Kingsirinford,

and Meg. r. London and South Western Huilirag

Company. So again iu Hex. v. Loirer Mitton it is

laid down that, if a iiortion of a canal iu one parish

is more productive than portions in other parishes,

either because there is more traffic, or because the

yearly outgoings and expenses there are less, it

ought to bo assessed at a higher proportionate

value ; and it is decided in Jieg. v. London, Brighton,

and South Coast Ilaiht-ay Comjmnn that the value

which the laud occupied in each parish produces,

after the due allowances, is that upon which the

occupier is to be rated iu each. The learned

arbitrator has ascertained what the actual gross

receipts were iu the parish, and then he makes cer-

tain deductions from them, and after those

deductions he arrives at what is the net

annual value in the parish of Haugldey. No
better mode of ascertaiug that annual value has

been suggested, and none which would not involve

greater rtilHculty, or lead to greater iucouveuience

aud greater probable injustice, than the one which
the learned arbitrator has adopted."

(To he concluded next weeh.)

SILICEOUS PAINTING.

ON Monday evening last Mr. F. S. Barff,

F.C.S., delivered the fifth and last of his

course of Cantor Lectures on " Artists' Colours

and Pigments," in the hall of the Society of

Arts, John-street, Adelphi. As at all the previong

lectures there was a large and influential attend-

ance. The chief topic upon which the lecturer

dwelt was siliceous painting, aud to that, with _a

veiy brief explanation of the composition of sili-

cates, this report must ho confined. He first

showed that silicon existed in botli a crystalline

and an amoiiAous foi-m. The general character

of silicates was that most of them were fusible.

They were, however, of two kinds—viz., those

which wonkl dissolve, and those which would

not. Mr. Bansomc had adopted a method of

making soluble silicates, but these included itt

their composition sulphate of soda, which had a

most deleterious cffijct on siliceous painting. The

best way to make silicates of eoda aud potash

was by fusion iu a reverbatory furnace. Whea
cold from the furnace, they should be put into

open vessels containing water, when au oily liquid

was formed. In a dry state the silicate of pot-

ash was less coloured than that of soda. H«
believed that the colour iu these silicates waa

due to organic matter. Having showu specimeng

of these two silicates, he next exhibited a third

of a more purified kiud, prepared for the artist'r

use by Mr. llomney, of Ardwick, near Manchester.

Like the two first specimens, this also had origi-

nally a dark colour, but on being allowed to

stand iu a large vat, colouring matter gradually

subsided, so that in the space of two or tlm o

months it became so clear that the liquid uii;:lit

be drawn oft' from the upper part of the vessel

containing it. Even in this state the liquid was

not in a sufficient state of preparation to consti-

tute it a satisfactory painting material. It was

too alkaline—there was too much potash present.

Jlr. Earff then went on to say that before silicate

of potash could be used with sncceS3 in siliceous

painting, it was necessary to charge it as mnch

as possible with eUica. This could be obtained
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in the form of a white powder ; and to get it in

thij; state iu tlio hest way was by tho forumtion
of tbo gaseous llnorido of silicon and water.
Ho incidentally remarked tliat silicato of soda
might be made very beneficial in saturating the
wood of which houses were made, in which case
fires would be of less frequent oocurrenoo than
they were now. From this stage the lecturer
entered more fully into tho subject of siliceous
painting as originally discovered by Dr. Fuchs,
and as practised lately in various parts. It was
found that when soluble silicates were mixed with
carbonate of lime they formed a hard mass, which
gave tho idea that this hard mass might bo tinged
with colour. In striving to do this Dr. Fuchs first

used silicate of potash, charged with as much
silica as it could possibly hold. Then ho used
Bilicate of soda, but this did not seem to be so
active in its fusion as tho former. Then ho used
them mixed, calling them a " double silicate,"

that is, a silicate of soda and o{ potash. These he
mixed in two ways, first by mixing the materials
of which they were composed and fusing them,
and in the next place he used a preparation which
bo called " fixing solution," and which had more
alkali than the other. In siliceous painting it was
necessary that tho artist should have the silicate

penetrate as far as possible, in order to combine
all the ingredients of which the painting ground
was composed, and a silicate of soda bad this
property. Tho first pomt in siliceous painting
was to have a well-prepared ground, and this was
also most important in fresco painting. In fresco
painting the artist had to use a considerable
amount of lime in making his painting ground
firm, hard, and enduring, because he had to de-
pend upon tho slow action of the lime dissolving
some of the sand, and thereby forming a silicate

of lime, for the hardening process and durability
of his wall. Of course the action of the atmo-
sphere had a great deal to do with this, as he had
explained on tho previous Monday ; but in
siliceous painting the artist had to use a bonding
material wliich would hold together the substances
which composed his wall. In preparing a wall
for siliceous painting he must first see that his
wall was dry. But supposing there was moisture
on the wall on which he was about to paint, by
what means could it be removed ? If he mixed
silica, alumina, and potash with some carbonate
of lime, a»d coated the wall with that, and then
when dry coated it again till it was saturated,
then he would have a wall which would resist from
without the entrance of damp. This plan was
efiicacious even if tho siliceous painting had to be
performed in an exposed situation. The ground
should, of course, bo prepared with good mortar,
(lime and sand) so that there should be left no
cracks, and it must also be allowed to bo acted
upon by the carbonic acid of the air for several
months before it was fit for use in this way.
In order to render the wall porous a quantity of
sand should be used—not rounded but angular
sand. When the wall had been thus prepared and
allowed to dry, it should bo saturated once or
twice with a solution of silicate of potash, or
better still, with the double silicate before de-
scribed, having a specific gravity of 1-2. The
artist would then find a sort of skin oomo over
the wall, which would prevent tho further pene-
tration of silicates, and it was necessary that ho
shoiild be particularly careful to'getridof this.

Various processes were recommended to Dr.
Fuchs for getting rid of this, and amongst
them was one of scraping, but this he ob-
jected to on the ground that it would leave holes
in the wall. It could bo removed, however, by
tho application of a solution of phosphoric acid.
After all this there came the most delicate process
of all, which was to fix on the painting ground,
which should not be more than the eighth of an
inch thick. Dr. Fuchs recommended the tenth
of an inch, but certainly it should not be more
than an eighth. It should be composed of sand
and lime, but there must bo less lime than that
used ia maldng the preparatoi-y groimd. All the
artist wanted was sufficient lime to hold
the sand together while it was being put upon the
wall, and when this was sufficient it should be
saturated again. If he should get too much silica

on tho surface he should apply heat, which could
be done by giving the wall a coating of alcohol
and setting it on fire. In this way the particles

contracted, and spaces were allowed for the sili-

cate to penetrate. When the wall was in this
state it was ready for painting. As to tho me-
thod of transferring a cartoon, the'artist could not
adopt tho system used in fresco painting. He
might adopt any method he thought iJropcr, but
ho (Mr. Barfl) might bo allowed to mention that

the plan ho followed was to rub tho back of the

cartoon with powdered clmrcoal, and then trace

it upon the wall. In preparing colours for sili-

ceous painting the method was to prei)aro them iu

tho same way as for fresco painting. Before
painting the artist nmst- moisten the wall, and
then go on painting his subject with colour that

was simply held in solution by water. It was
obvious that when this water became dry,

tho colour would lie in a finely-powdered

state upon tho walls of the painting ground, and
might ho easily removed. The way the colours

were fixed was by moans of a fine spray of silica,

thrown upon the wall by a syringe made for the

puqiose. This spray should bo thrown on till the

wall was fairly damp, and it should be repeated

after drying, until tho colours could not bo re-

moved. After somo time the painting should be

examined, to see whether the silicate bad gone in,

and left some of the colours imperfectly bonded.
If this were so, tho operation with the syringe

should be repeated. There was no doubt, from
experience in this country, at Berlin, and else-

where, that paintmgs executed in this way were
wonderfully durable. But there was a difficulty

which he had found and felt bound to name. The
artist, as his hearers were awave, was putting in

an alkali of silicate, and there must bo some
alkali of silicate to come out in somo form or

other, which must in its consequences tend to in-

jure tho beauty of tho painting, it not to disin-

tegrate its surface. In experiments which he had
made, such a result had come about, and in

course of time somo of the colours had been

covered with a mildewy appearance, owing to the

salts formed by the carbonic acid gas of the air.

In saying this, he said he must not by any means
bo understood as intending to under-rato this

system of painting, for he entertained tho highest

feelings of admiration for the gentleman who in-

vented it, but their object that evening was to

ascertain the best means of doing certain things,

and having conceived a method of his own, he put

it forward, with the simple desire that it should

stand upon its own merits, and should not detract

from those possessed by other methods. He,
however, would go so far as to assert that his

method was theoretically a better one, end he
believed it would be found to be so practically.

Siliceous painting was said to bo the best of the

permanent methods for mural and monumental
decorations. After some further remarks, Mr.
BarfT said that tho alumina on being fused with

potash foimed a compound, just as silica did

when fused with potash. In the one case, an alumi-

nate of potash was obtained, and iu the other, a

silicate of potash. When the silicate of potash

and the silicate of alumina were mixed, they be-

came, iu the concentrated forms, gelatinous ; but

if they were mixed in a diluted state they were
not gelatinous. At eleven o'clock that morning he
had mixed tho two, and at five o'clock they began
to gelatinise. This was a vehicle for painting,

which might bo used with colours, and the advan-

tage of this process was that there was no appreci-

able quantity of alkali. By using these materials, he
had never known coloured surfaces to become
mildewed in the slightest degree. If artists used
silicate of potash and aluminate of potash, they
would get a firmer, harder, and more cndm-ing

painting-ground than they would by using the sili-

cates alone. Colours to be used in siliceous painting

should be impregnated with silicates. If siliceous

painting should find favour in the eyes of artists,

ho had no doubt that there were many persons

who would make it their study to prepare suitable

colours in the best possible way. Both sUiceous

and fresco painting were very durable when
properly executed, and he very much desired to

see these methods introduced into this country

for tho decoration of our public buildings. He
particularly did so on behalf of the poorer

classes, who, ho contended, had far too few oppor-

tunities of seeing works of art. In conclusion,

the lecturer expressed tho hope that he had im-

planted in tho minds of his hearers a desire to

increase their knowledge of chemical and physical

science in connection with the noble profession to

which their lives were devoted.

Mr. P. Le Neve Foster moved a vote of thanks

to Mr. Barff, and obseiTed that that gentleman's

lectures had combined tho science of the chemist

with the practical skill of the artist.

The motion was canied unanimously.

W^e understand that next session Mr. Barfi' will

deliver a course of lectures on Ceramic Painting.

The New Court Theatre, Sloane -square, Chelsea,

will open on tho 21st of January next.

PATRICK MCDOWELL, R.A.

ONLY three weeks ago we auuouaced to our
readers the retirement of Mr. McDoirell

from tho Royal Academy on account o{ ill-health,

and we now regret to have to record hid death,

which occurred un the 9th inat., at the age of 71.

He was bom at Belfast, on the 12th of August,
1709 ; bis father died while he was an infant,

leaving his mother with very limited means. His
first schooling was with Mr. Qordon, an engraver,

who encouraged the boy's fondness for art. At
12 he came to England, and after spending two
years with a clergyman in Hampshire, he was
apprenticed to a coachmaker in London. His
master four years after became bankrupt, and
young McDowell then took lodgings in the house
of a French sculptor, M. Chenu, where he con-
tinued his art proclivities for sketching and
modelling, and in 1830 became a student of the

Royal Academy. Though a successful competitor
for the public monument to Major Cartwright, as

the work was not carried out for want of funds
ho lost this chance of becoming known, but the
friends of the deceased Major became bis patrons,

and obtained for him many commissions. In
1837, a work he exhibited in Trafalgar-square,
" A Girl Reading," attracted the notice of Sir J.

Emerson Tennent, who in conjunction with Mr.
W. T. Beaumont, became from that time his most
liberal friend and patron. In 1841 he was
elected an Associate, and in 1346 a full member
of the Royal Academy. Among his more impor-
tant works we may mention, " A Girl at Prayer,"

executed after his return from liome in 1842;
" Love Triumphant," exhibited in 1844; "Early
Sorrow," and " Virginius and His Daughter," in

1847 ;" Psyche," in 18:0; " Love in Idleness," in

1852, and a moat graceful statue of tbe young
Earl of Belfast in 1856. His bronze statues of
" Waryn Earl of Pembroke," and " Almeric,"
and the marble one of William Pitt, adorn the
Houses of Parliament. His last great work, the
group of " Europe " for the south-west angle of tbe

Albert Memorial, has been but ijust erected on its

pedestal. His death, we regret to say, took place

before he had seen his work in its final position.

The elevated and graceful refinement of all his

works, and his complete power over his materials,

is most remarkable when we consider that he was
self-taught. He excelled, we think, in his imper-

sonation of female beauty, for he saoriiiced too

often the vigour and expression of the male form
to an excessive and laboured softness and finish.

Among his brother artists he was universally re-

spected, and to his immediate friends and ac-

quaintances his unvarying courtesy and kindness

especially endeared him.

ARCHITEGTTJRAL AND ARCBLSIO-
LOGICAL SOCIETIES.

EDiNBUKon Abchitectubal Association.—
The usual fortnightly meeting of this Association

was held on Wednesday week. Mr. R. Morham,
jun., president, in the chair. A paper was read

by Mr. C. W. Soluerville, entitled " A Comparison
between a Modern and a Media:val City."

After giving a brief historical resume of the

principal architectural features of the Old Town
of Edinburgh, he spoke of the New Town as

characterised by dull monotony of design, and
contrasted with this the effect that would have
been produced by a little more irregularity of

outline. The paper was much discussed.

Liverpool ARcniTECTURAt, Societt.—At the

usual meeting of the Architectural and Archffiolo-

gical Society, held on Wednesday week, iu the

Royal Institution, Colquitt street, the chair was
taken by Mr. Vale. Mr. Joseph Boult gave an
address on " Street Improvements, retrosi)eotive

and prospective." The condition of parks, he
thought, was a question which ueeil not at pre-

sent bo considered, as those parks were not yet

completed, and they had no opportunity of judg-

ing of the effect. The subject of street improve-

ments had excited attention for some time past,

anda committee of|that society, appointed in 1832,

had considered the matter, and presented a report

containing their ideas upon the subject. In the

following year another committee was appointed

at a town's meeting. No fewer than twenty-nine
speoitio schemes were brought before that com-
mittee, of which Mr. Boult was a member, and
the plan of a circular boulevard round the town
was suggested, and becams a favourite project.

At that time the land proposed to Ire used was
vacant, but now was covered with dwellings,

which showed the importance of carrying out any
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„y tintt improTementoit once. Mr. Boult

I MteaUon to the geometriaJ position of the

ti Hi Uadon u propowd by Sir Christopher

Wi«. but ixTW e«Ti*d out • The project of the

AnrhitecturJ Society in 1S52 w« to have a com-

Bua>0i>t>oD from the «>uth end of S.Georges

H>U to the tooth end of Moorfields, with a branch

to North Johnitmt. Mr. Boult described on

th»m»tl»T»riouiimpro»emenU which had been

tmiii^t' tad those which had been earned out.

llrBMdt lelerred to the improvements at pre-

MBt under oorsideraUoc, and suggested many

whieh wooH prove of great convenience to the

trafBe, emedally at the south end of the town ;

and toferredto the possibility of an esplanade

loog the hanks of the river.—A dUcussion ensued

M the mcriU of the various proposals and the

pteiaete which bad been put forward ;
and a vott

of thanks having been accorded to Mr. Boult, the

nectiog tennioated. -

guil^ing Intelligence.

CBUBCHES ASD CHAPELS.
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inaugurated. The boarding-house has the resi-

dence of a master atUched to it. The base-

ment and grouad-tioor contain various requisite

offices, also a spacious dining-hall, a sch-iolroom,

as well as several private studies. The upper

floors contain forty dormitories, bath-rooms, and

other apartments ; ako separate rooms for inva-

lids. The whole is well heated with hot water

and thoroughly ventilated. The staircases are of

stone. No expense has been spared to insure

health and comfort in the riiinutest particulars.

The New General Post-Okfice.—On Friday

last the chief corner stone of the New General

Poet-office, at the corner of Newgate street and

S. Martin's-Ie-Orand, was laid by the First Com-

missioner of Woika (Mr. Aryton, M.P.). The

building will be one of four stories, and it will

have a frontage of 2Si.ft. in S. Martin'sle-Grand,

and another of 144 in Newgate- street. It will be

constructed of Portland stone throughout-, the first

two stories beiug ornamented with Doric, and the

others with Corinthian pilasters. The principal

entrance will be in S.Martin's le-Grand, facing the

present Post office. In the centre of the building

will be a large public office, in which the usual

postal business will be transacted. The floors

are to be thus appropriated :—Ground A""'
„ , ,, , . ....««j n. ' are lo oe tuus »uiirui»n*tcv* .—u.uwuv* noor

BATun-.-A new Catholic chapel was oPf^d at
^^^.^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ Postmaster-General,

B^tley.onlhelSlhinBt. I",* builtjn the style
^ ^^^^ Keceiver and Acoountant-General's oirioes

;

of the thirteenth century, and comprises a nave,

with entrance porch, and scmi-octagonal bap-
|

tiatry, north and south transepts, chancel terrain-
|

tiog with a polygonal apse, and having a chapel i

on ««eh side and a spocioua sacristy. In the south
]

tnoeept ii the organ and choir gallery. The

church will leat 650 persons, and has cost £2,374.,

It is built from designe by Messrs. Adams & Kelly,

oILecds.

Chaduxotom.—The parish church of Chadling-

ton, Glouceeteiahire, was reopened on Tuesday

week after restoration. The whole of the south

ida ol the church has been rebuilt, and a vestry

and to organ-chamber added to the original. On

the north aide of the nave the columns have been

underpiDDed, to give them additional strength,

and like tupport lus been given to the north wall.

A new belfry baa been erected. The whole of the

tool haa been completely renovated. In the

A^ttr»\ two new windows have been added, the

tttings completely changed, and an ecclesiastical

diaign in coloured tiles laid in the floor.

CuELTBSHAU. — The new apse of S. John's

Church. Cheltenham, was consecrated on Tuesday

week. It affords accommodation for 150 additional

wonhippeis. Messrs. Dancey Brothers, of Qlou-

eeatcT, are the builders, and Mr. MuUer the archi-

taet. The whole <<f the wood and stone caiving

haa been done by Mr. Boulton, of Cheltenham.

OsXET.—The foundation stone of a new church

at Oaney was laid on the IHth inst. The erection

U the church, which will be dedicated to S.

PfUeawide, baa been undertaken by Messrs.

Honor k Castle, at the contract ptice of £2,990,

and the architect is Mr. S. 8. Teulon. The chureh

will be built to accommodate 370 people, its in-

terior length being 105ft., and the width of the nave

25ft., and the tran.-ept 18ft. Oin. The depth of

the chancel, which wUl be lighted by 15 windows,

ia lift. Bin. Besides these there will bo 12 win-

dows in other parts of the church (nine in the

nave and three in the north transept). The tower

will be 54ft. high, and the spire 40ft. The walls

are to be built of Ir.cal stone, with Bath st'>ue

drcarings, and the roof Stsffurdabire tiles ; theseat-

ing and roofing inside of deal, oiled and varnished,

llr. H. Uoweaia the clerk of the works.

WoBUOP.—A new reredos has been erected in

the ehurch of S. John, Worksop. The memorial
(for such it is) surrounds tbreo tides of the

chancel, (ontisting of a reredos and an arcade of

ixteen panels. 'The arches of the latter are

OMoldsd and til!«l with polinhed Sicilian marble.

Tha apace below has t een filled with geometrical

motaic tile*. The reredos is formed of three

•SMttTcly moulded arches, cusped and supported

on shafts of Belgian marble. The panels are of

flgored Derbyshire alabaster. The reredoii ter-

l^natea in a erocketed gable, in the centre of

which is a carved trefoil [lanel. The memorial is

Karly Knglish, in character with the style of the

church, and has I een designed and carried out
a nderthesupeilntendenceof Mr. T. Smith, of the
firm of Heasrt. £. & T. Smith, Sheffield.

BUILOIXCS.

tilAJmoTOii.—On Monday last the new board-
tag-house which forma the western side of the
quadrangle of the College at Binswood waa

first floor, Secretary's Department ; second floor

the Savings Bank Department ; the third floor,

the Telegraph Department. The basement will

be formed into store rooms and offices. The old

Pi st-offlce will then only be used for the receipt,

sorting, and dicpatch of letters. The estimated

cost of the structure is £129,700, the contractor

being Mr. ^Villiam Brass, and the architect Mr.

James WilUams, of the Office of Works. The

(rection is being euperiutended by Mr. Trickett.

It will be finished in 1872.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[Wo do uo', hold ourseh'ea responsible for the opinions

of onr correspondents. The Editor lespeotfiiUy re-

(luests that all communications should be drawn up

as brioHy as possible, as there are many claimauta

upon the space allotted to eorreapondease. ]

To OuH Readkus.—We shall feel obliged to any of our

readers who will favour us with brief notes of works con-

templated or in progress in the provinces.

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-

ness of the Paper should be addressed lo the EDITOR,
31, TAVISTOCK (STREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not later than 5 p-m ou Thursday.

Reof.ivkd.—n. C, J. T., B. h., W. 8., J. II., J. N.,

R. C. M., T. B , .T. N. N., R. W., J. U. J T. 1'., W. <fe S.,

T. A., J. P. S., G. W., W. W., C. B. A.

Tno.s. GARuvrrr.—Your sketch for title for Building
NeW8 Ske ch.Book to hand.

P. Al'LD.—We should have said Thos. Garrett last week.

B. T. M., J, U. J., J. N.; W. G. -Sketches returned.

Thos. Pottkr.—The block plan came to hand. Please

prepare a drawing.
JAS. Hh:kk. -The weather has been so unfavourable, in

Loudon at all events, for some time, that we have been
unable to take any plioto-litho, illustratious.

E. L. GABBPrr.— Your rousing letter uoxt week.
Windbag.—Next week.
C. W. WillTTENBURV.—Sketch returned,
W. Clement Wilt.iaM8.—Your sketch was returned—not

that it waa inferior to some which had appeared, bu', be-

cause several other ^orman doorways, iic, had appeal, d.

One object we have had in view was to give as much
variety as possible.

EiiKATUM.— In the last paragraph but one in my le ter

last week 1 am made to say " If ' E. L. G. ' thinks it was
not worth preserving." The Ttof should be omitted.— U.
AlTC'tilSOH.

€mtsp\\k\m.

THE ARCHITECTURAL CLASSES OP THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.

(2*0 the Editor of the Buildino News.)

Sib,—In a letter which I addressed to you
three weeks ago, I promised to send the x'itrticu-

lars of the proposed cmrso of instruction in the

architectural classes in the Royal Academy wluu
determined upon by the Council of that body. Iain
now authorized to state tli<!ra in general terms, jiro-

mising ut the same time that, as the cstaMlisLiucnl

of this school (the first of its kind in this country)
will be necissarily attended by certain diflieulticB,

with which experience alono can make us ac-

quainted, modiUcatiouB may bo introduced where
fonnd requisite.

The inBtructiong I forwarded to you referred

only to the preliminary drawings to bo sent in by

each applicant. These, with the certificate men-

tioned, will be submitted to the Council; if deemed

satisfactorv, their authors will bo admitted as

probationers to study in the architectural classes

and to attend the lectures on anatomy, paiutiiiR,

sculpture, and architecture. The lectures on per-

spective will bo attended by probationers ouly

when there is sufficient room for them and the

students as well.

When admitted to the architectural classes, tlio

probationers will be expected to execute one draw-

ing shaded in Indian ink, one drawing from tho

cast, and one complete architectural design with-

in the six months, and towards the end of this tenn

to attend at tho Academy on two days (to be fixed

beforehand) ; on the first day they will have to

execute a design of a subject which will bo given

at the time, and be of such a nature as to bo

easily worked out in six hours. Ou the second

day a portion of their design will be drawn to a

larger scale, and a time sketch made in threo

hours of some piece of ornament from the round.

All these drawings will be submitted to tho

Council, and if deemed satisfactory, tho proba-

tioner will be admitted as a student of the Iloyal

Academy for seven years, and expected to con-

tinue his studies. In the event of a probationer

not succeeding the first time, he will be allowed to

continue his studies as before. The classes will

ho held ou Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday

evenings, from 6 to 8 p.m.

Course of Instbdction.

Prohationent.

1. Architectural Drawing.—The delineation of

some of the best specimens of antiquity, either

Classic or Gothic, first in lino drawing, and then

shaded in Indian ink in graduated and flat

tones.
•

This is the universal method adopted in France

and Germany to acquire care and accuracy in

drawing, and power and facility in tho use of tho

brush. Its main object, however, is to enable tho

students to recognise in a geometrical drawing

the relative value of tho various projections

either of tho wings or masses of the building, or

of the cornices, stringcourses, or other decora-

tive features, without being obliged to have re-

course to a perspective drawing.

2. Drawing from the Ornamental Cast.

3. Architectural Design.—A subject will bo

given out two months or six weeks, and worked

out at home ; the drawing will be submitted onco

a week to the master ; taken home and altered

after his criticism. At the cud of the two months

or six weeks, finished di-awiugs, not too elaborate,

will be brought back and sent in as probationers'

work.

Students.

1. Architectural Drawing. — Similar to pro-

bationers' work, except that the shading will not

be from copies as before, but the geometrical

projections of shadows wUl be taught.

2. Drawing from the Ornamental Cast.—Same

as before, except that, as tho architect's drawings

are only the means of communicating certain

forms to the sculptor or carver, they should not

be too elaborately finished, but rather, though

carefully drawn, rapid and effective.

3. Architectural Design.-As above, but of a

higher class. Here, as with probationers' work,

text-books will be poiated out to the student, in

which ho may find tho best examples of tho

particular style of his design. Some of theso

books will bo kept in tho architectural room for

reference ; as, for instance, Stuart & Revett's

"Athens," Blouet's "Baths of Caracalla,"

Brandon's " Analysis of Gothic Architecture,"

VioUet le Due's " Dictionnairo Haisonnd," Iiotii-

rouilly's " Rome," and Sauvageofs or Berty's

" Renaissance of Francis I.," &c.

As experience may dictate, the following

courses will bo introduced :

—

i. A course of study, consisting of tho delinea-

tion and projection of vanltiiig and groining from

tho early barrel vaults of the Romans, tracing

its development through the middle ages down to

the sixteenth century.
.

u. An occasional course, in which designs will

have to be worked out in accordance with certain

perfected styles.

G. An occasional course, involving the restora-

tion of portions of certain well-known examples

of antiquity.
. .-, . i

(Those two courses, archaeological in their ten-

dency, arc adopted in Franco by the professors of

tho schools there ; their object being to instU into
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tlio student's mind an aoadomical knowledge of

]irecedont as the best foundation for the acquire-

ments of a Icnowlodge of architectural dssi^n.)

7. A course of composition in orniiniculal de-

signs.

The medals will bo awarded as before. These

are as follows :

—

A Gold Modal and a Scholarship of £25, tenable

for two years, for the best architectural design

worked out at home.
A Travelling Studentship of the valne of £100

for one year, for tlio best Architectural Design

executed in one nioutli in the architectural class-

room of the Koyal Academy.
A Silver Medal for the best Series of Measured

Drawings of some building; and in alternate

ycnrs. in addition, a Silver Medal with books.

And a Silver Jlodal for a Perspective Drawing
an 1 a Specimen of Sciography.

It is to be hoped that in future the competitors

wil bo more numerous. There was only one com-
petitor for the silver medal for measured draw-

ings this year, and none for the perspective

medal. The books of the Academy show during

the last seven years that from 25 to 28 per

cunt, only of the students have ever competed;
now, however, that the Academy have placed

the architectural students on the same footing as

the painter or sculptor, there is no reason why
the number of competitors in both classes should

not be equalised.—I am, &c.,

11. PiiENi: SriEES,

Master of the Architectural School.

BONA FIDE ARCHITECTURE.
Sill,— I have read with much pleasure the er-

cellent article in your last impression but one en-

titled " Bond Fide Architecture ;
" while I have

greet respect for the opinion of your contributor
" C. B. A.," I truityou will allow me to take ex-

ception to some of bis conclusious, and to give my
reasons for so doing. In making the suggestion

he does with reference to aichitectural exhibi-

tions, and to the action of the Royal Academy in

the matter, it appears to me that he overlooks one
very important point, namely, that an architect

is not j'ldged by his drawings or by what be has
in the " voluntary obscurity " of his portfolio, but
by the buildings and the liuisbed works which he
may have executed. This is the real difiioulty

against which an archileot has to contend in any
public exhibition of pictures and drawings, and it

is on this account that he is placed on such an un-
equal footing among his brother-artists. He
may employ a painter, ic is true, to prepare for

him a view of the design he has evolved or the
building which he has executed, but it may be,

and it most frequently is, a very unsuitable sub-
ject for pictorial treatment. Or he may have a

carefully-constructed model, with the details and
accessories most accurately rendered, but both
these modes of placing his work before the public

are highly unsatisfactory. In the water-colour
drawing he has—in the judgment of the public

—

to compete with subjects chosen by the artist

for himself, ruitable, therefore, on account of their

very pioturesqueness for his pencil, while the re-

cently-erected mansion or public building would
rarely be chosen for artistic dclinealion from the

absence of those qualities which in the artist's

opinion go to make a picture. Again, if he ex-

hibits a model, the grande;ir and proportion of a

building, and, indeed, its whole effect, has to be
sacrificed in order to bring it within the compass
of an ordinary exhibition-room. On this score

alone, in fact, all models are more likely to mis-

lead than to instruct. " C. B. A." alludes to the

want of sympathy on the part of the public with
the architectural perspt'utives at the Royal Aca-
demy. Well, in the Architectural Exhibition at

Conduit-strcot, which did actually give us arehi-

tectj' own drawings, the real work of the archi-

tectural draughtsman was equally, and, if pos-

biblo, still more deserted, both by the public and
the profession. I fear that " C. B. A." would find

it quite impossible to persuade a body of urtiats

to open a room specially suited not to a general,

but to a strictly architectural public purely from
didactive motives. He might with much more
reason have urged upon the Academy the desira-

bility of opening an exhibition simply for tlie

stmlies an<f sketches of artists ; for the picture,

e it remerabeiod, is to the artist what the exe-

cuted building is to the arcliitect. Such an ex-

hibition as this might be made not only interest

ing and attractive to the general public, but al, o

most iubti uctive to all concerned. I fear, how-
ver, that until some such " bona fide" display of

a.-tisti' studies is uudurtaken we muut uot expect

the Academy to care for the working drawings of

architects. I fail to follow " C. B. A." in the

exact drift of his argument in favour of extended
exhibiting space for architects. He admits the

failure of the Conduit-street Exhibition, which he
attributes to the fact of its dry and uninteresting

technicality, but I cannot see that on this account
the Academy is to carry on the work of the
defunct Architectural E.xhibition Society, and gild

for the public the bitter pill of aichitecture with

the added lustre of its pictures aud sculpture.

We cannot surely call upon the Academy to give

up wall space for woi ks which appeal to such a

small section of the public. " C. B. A." must
also remember that the eighty-eight drawings,

with about half a d( zen exceptions, represent the

entire number of works sent in last time by the

profession for the whole room offered by the

Academy authorities- to architects, and I can

further assure him that in spite of the promise of

a splendid gallery and the certainty of a large

number of visitors, but few names of architects

have been received by Her Majesty's Commis-
sioners for the fortl -ming Exhibition of 1871.

Under these circumstinces the difiSculty does not

arise from the want of galleries or exhibiting

space, but rather, I fear, from the want of draw-
ings and studies t> exhibit. Perhaps "C. B. A."

and many of ycur readers will be glad to lea-n

that the members of the Architectural Associa-

tion (which society was the parent of the Conduit-

street Exhibition) have no intention of allowing

the annual disjilay of architectural drawings to

drop, and that a scheme is now under considera-

tion for carrying on a purely technical exhibition

of architects' work either at the Museum in

Bjwling-street or elsewhere next year. When-
ever this exhibition is held, I am convinced that

the only difficulty to be overcome will be to jier-

suade architects to lend their drawings for the

iufoimation and instruction of their younger
brethren. Agood—shall I say a well-coloured ?

—

architectural perspective is after all only a species

of advertisement, and as such is worth producing

and exhibiting, but no such inducement exists in

the case of a detail drawing, however good. I, for

one, shall hail with delight any tigos of a disposi

tion on the part of architects to adopt the sugges-

tion of " C. B. A.
;

" though I am sure in this

case space will never have to be begged from the

Royal Academy for the purpose. lu conclusion,

with an apology for troubliug you with so long a

letter, let me assure " C. B. A." that as he has so

well described the amazement of the architect of

the Cathedrals of Chartres or Westminster at the

attainments of his bretiiren of the nineteenth

century, I may also picture the amusement which
his blacklead sketch on a deal board would create

when placed side by side with the beautiful and
careful drawings of Burges or Waterhouse.—I am,
Sir, &c. GiLHERT R. Redgrave.

Kensington, Dec. 15.

THE AIR AND HEALTH QUESTION.

Sir,—Thanking " E. L. Q." for his reply in

your paper of the 10th inst., I would observe

that to say that " without free ingress below and
egress above of equal supplies of pure and im-

pure air respectively an apartment cannot be pro-

perly ventilated," and to say that '* a lantern

fulfils," as re;^ards ventilation, " what a perfect

dwelling or meeting room requires," aie merely

two different expressions of the same theurij.

But tlu'orles are nothing without 2}ractici;^ and
if "E. L. G." will kindly proceed to explain in

your columns how a comfortable eight, ten, or

twelve-roomed two-story bouse can be built,

which shall have all its rooms as well-ventilated

as lanterns are, and at the same time be as con-

venient and habitable as such houses now are in

other retpects, he will I am sure greatly oblige

many of your readers, especially if he demonstrates

that an apartment may be as well ventilated as

a lantern, and at the same time kept at a

temperature of not less than (50 deg. Fah., by
reasonably attainable appliances.

The Briton of average intelligence knows that

a perfectly ventilated lantern can be made at a

reasonable cost and effective in all other respects,

and insists on having it so. Let " E. L. O."

convince the public that the .same holds good of

a house, and architects will have to be as sub-

missive as lampmakers are.—I am, &c. J. Q.

Architect " (p. 442 of the BiJiLDiNa Kewb). Ab
you say, the simple rule, so conformable too to

common sense, should be, " Let it be in all casea

understood that the original drawings are, of

course, the property of the architect, but if a
client wishes a set for his own use and satisfaction

let him by all means have one, paid for at a
moderate rate, or, in some cases, perhaps, even
gratuitously given." I am sure that, for one, I

would gladly follow so simple and satisfactory a
rule of professional practice, and thank you for

so easily settling a matter there never should har*
been any altercation about—I am, &c.,

Dec. 20. A Crry ABcamscr.

sonooL FOR Firry children and residence
FOR TEACHER FOR £160.

Sir,—Thrtroliaa been biiilt ill ray pariah of Wyaall, for
ttiti Bum of £100, a Buliool for fifty cliililren, will) residell a
fi>r teacher attaulied, aud ofBceit. Ttie (limeuiioiui are as
ful.owa :

—

SriliioL.—Leiigtli, 25ft. Sin. ; wiatli, lOft. iiuide ; wall,

lift, high; roof, open, lift. high. Tlie school cout^na
four windows, .Oft., higli by 4ft. wido. There ia aiao porch
.-.nil chimney. The floor is boarded.
Thk Housk. —Two lower rooms: Front, 12f . Gin. by

lift.; kitohBii, 12ft. Oin by Oft. lin. ; height, 8f . Be.1.
rooms : fi-ont, l;jft. by lift., with recess in udditlou; baclc,

9ft. by srt. ; heigiit, 8ft. Oin. All the outer walls are 14iu.
thick. There is .imple room for pantry under at^rcase;
separate office witii dustbin between are to b-) built. The
whole material and workmanship, aud proper painting for
the above, has been found aud done for i;lt>0. The
parishioners do carting without charge. 1 am architect
and clerk of works, Mr. William Bryana, of Wysall,
builder. It is so important to aaaist parishes t> l>uil(l

voluut;iry schools that for 21 stamps I will send two pho-
tographs of buil<Ung. with printed apecificationji and in-

struc-ions.—1 am, Sir, John Parker,
Viciu* of Wiiloughby and Wyeall.

ARCHITECTS AND THEIR PLANS.

Sill,—You have exactly hit the nail on the head

in your remarks on a client's claim to an aichitcct'a

plans in your paper headed "The Domestic

"J. B. F."ON SHARP BUILDERS' CLERKS.
Sir,—Tt ia refreshing to reail such a piece of magniAceut

contempt as your corresjiondent " J. 13. F." displays for

those " sharp builders' clerks," who, by assuming to them-
selvos the sounding title of architect, have caused the pro-
fession to fall into disrepute with the general public. Make,
lie suggests, the architectuial body into a more complet«
trade-union than it is at present, aud we ahall then hear
no more of thoae objectiouable " clerks " and their wicked
practices.

.ludgiug from appearances it would seem tlnit the con-
fiding but victimized public, with wliom ha sympathis<»
BO deeply, haa no disliiie to the terrible underhauJed opera-
tions to wliich it is subjected, as it is a notorious fact—of
which your corresjiondent is not iguoraut—that Ihia in-

jured public largely indulges itself cntinually in employ-
ing those ridiculous creatures in preference to the gentle-

men who are not ashamed to dub themselvea *' th- salt of
the earth," and who endeavour to maintain the lofty pre-

tension that all men, from the common labourer to the
l)ainter and sculptor, shall be subject to them.

If 1 .might venlilve to jxiint out a simple remedy fjr the
disce[mte into whi.ili it is alleged the professiou has f.ilien,

different in every respect to the weighty anggeation oif

" J. II. F.," it would be that, lach member of the profea-

siou affiicted with tliat apecial architectural malady, con-
ceit, should fit once adopt afrong measures for ridding him-
self of the infection, and, if the profession wiihea the world
to accept them as artints, tliey auould loae no time in dea-

cending from their stilts and showing by their works and
by a triHe of common sense that they are uot unworthy
of the coveted honour.—[am, dte.,

Beadkb.

InJerroiuntiinicatiflir.

QUESTIONS.
[2073] WALNUT TIMBER.—What would be a anffl-

oient time for planks of walnut to season, JupiKwiug they

were felled this mouth, and how soon might the timber bo

used for framed work?—Old Timb.

[2074] PERCEifTAGE OR DECIMAL VALUE—

A

and U are doing woik to the amount of £'20,00O. Accord-

ing to the schedule of pricea they have supplied about

jC2,;ir>0 worth. I shall feci grateful if s^me kind reader of

the IJuii-DlhO Nkwm will show mo how to arrive at the de-

cimal value of the work executed on the latter amouut CD

the whole con ract ?—E. C. B.

[•:075] TOPRACriC\L CLERKS OF W0RK8.-I
ahimid obliged for your beat opinion with reference to the

undermentioned ; ttratly, ai to walls built ;fl. 9iu. thick,

average 7in. brickwork inside, that is one counie of headers

aud one conrae of stretchers, old English bond, and 17ft.

liiu. in length, aud the remainder, and ou side facj all

flin . Please to give me your opin on whether you lliiuk

it not likely that the flin a would settle more than bricks

inside aud be more liable to draw the work over outside.

If it would uot be likely to cauae the a one (pioins to go
from the workaoine Jin. No dowels, no iivn tics, no iron

hoop. —An Olu FoRliMAN.

[20 0] PAINTING, GRAINING, Etc.—T slionld feel

obliged if vou or any of your reailors would inf >tm me if I

can demand a full sUtemont of dimension;, and iin;intit e»

of the several clas.sea of painting, graini-g, paperlianging

aud glazing.also the prices allowed fvireach particular work,

in ajob done with tlie agreement that at the coraple ion it

should l« measured and valued by an architect or surveyor

apiiointed by the builder, from wUoui I take the Job.—
SVlUJAJt
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mni FOSTS-LEICBSTBRSHIRB, VORKSHIRE.
_%haU •» au« ba kiu.1 «oiM(li to Ml ni« tha date of

MM k Bnrow Chnivb. latoaMviMi*, and Patrington,

T,,kAin; akn wh««l>K LaioMienhira contaiiu two gtxid

rwii^lrilirlhntiT T N., Ea<t Qxta, L«io«t«r.

nEPLlES.

(IMS] WATBRPROOF ROOF. — In reply to " Tri-

»«ji«* pouitiac with oameiit may euro it, bat ouiy

1^ ^ Aort tisM ; it will ba as bad as ever bafora long.

Ik* «nlT wv I «xM •<>g|w*> piDviUiug the Ul« an hung

^ toaiha or BiUid with ooppea- naila, wonM ba to ttrip

IhaaoC V>^ " *"! 'B ""U J"'" '*"'' i'"- '"*'°"'

^^ otkar than bafon, whieh ciraa tba titaa an ioob mora

k^ Ofaoana yon would raqolra a few mora tilea to make
Ml at nil.—W, L. K.

Itmt] BISniXQ THE "DOILDIXO XEWS."— in

nftf to " F. S.'s " tiuerr I beg to inform bim tliHt I aliw

Untftka Building News, bat my binder stitches in the

^iiaMa p^a tUaatntioiu by tha left hand elgn, and then

IbUitlMaiiaaaBha wvaatoeacape his Icoife when cut-

tiw tiM iiliii Than may ba a better wav of doing it,

o«)y tkb tha beat I eooU think of, and ii is certainly

piafcrabh k> that pnctlaad by your correniMiulent " " *•

-L M. A.

could not conceive how employers could manufiicture cou-

tracts uuless t!u»y Imd been entered into, and .after a very

lengtliy and elaborate exiwsition deciai-ed the plaintiff hjui

no case. He therefore gave a Tetdiot for the defendant,

and allowed all ooaU inoarral.

F. S.'

A BOLTON ARB1TRA.TI0N CASE: AWARD.

Otr« laadara will remamber that in August last a para-

mph appaarad referring to au arbitration case in which
VrTliMa BoUan, of Mandieater, sat as umpire in a dis.

p«t* liafaau Maaan. Day & Raby, Joiners, of Crown-
atraat, BoMon, and Maasni EUis 6 HinchliSe, builders, cf

MaMrwaaai. ailaiog oat of a contract for the carueutei s'

ami Jotean' work for the new Coanty Court buildings in

lUwdataj-atreat. It will ba remembered that the amount
ilullBcd ibr extnwotkl by Maaara. Day tl Raby was X934.

Aflaraaaanl meatinga, we audentand that the case has

aar baaa ae4Ued by tha umpire awarding to the plai utiffs

tha ana of 114 Sa. lOd. ; the coats, which we understand
aBMOat to aboat X300, being divided etiually between the
diaptttanta. Mr. Jamea Lomax, sanroyor, of Bolton, was
arbitrator for Meaan. Day & Baby ; and Mr. Thomas
Taylor, aurreyor, of Manchester, for Meesrs, Ellis &

STAINED GLASS.
XixcnxBTKiL—^The interior of Christ Church, Moss Side,

kfta baan anriofaad by the insertion of two sets of memorial
w<iMknn,wkichfill tha lights of both transepts. Thethreo
li^ta in the armth tnuaept fonn one monumeu* , compri-

nt gnmpaambleniatSealof the three graces—Faith, Hope,
aad Chamy ; and thoaa in the north transept are separate
awvnwnta, balDg aeriptoral raprveentations of Affection,

BaliaC aad Obedianoe, as illustrated t>y leading scenes in

the Una of Bath and Naomi, Mary of Bethany, and the
Virgin Haiy. Tba daaigns are by Mr. Linklater, of the
firm of MaaaiB. Price A Linklater, architects, and the
work has baan azecated in this city by the Messrs. Gd-
miUMiaoQ.

YoBX.—Withia tha paat few days the Minster and S.
Uary's Choroh have had valuablesdditions of stained gla^s
windowa mad* to them. In B. Mary's Church, one of tlie

wlndowa In the sonth aisle of the uavo has ))eeu filled in
by Mr. llioa. Shepherd, solicitor, of York, to the me-
mory of hia parents. In the Minster, the window in
th« waat ihoe of the south tower has been filled in
by aabaertpiioa to commemorate John T. Cleaver,
aoB ef Mr. Oeolja Cleaver. Mr. Shepherd's window,
la in thna lights, ^eacb of which contains Scrip-
tanJaab^aota. TbaCleaverwindow descritjeaascenewell-
kacnrn to raadan of early Church history—namely, the
Maikat plaaa In Boms, where Gregory, afterwards H. Uro-
foaj Um Oiaat, is oompaaaioDatiog British youths there
utUnd lot aale. Meaaia. Hardman, of Birmingham, snn-
pliad hotli tba windowi.

IiAin) AND BTJIi-DINO ISOCIETIES.
Toan PEUiaxcKT Bcilmkc ajd Invkstment So<ifn'.—On Thanday week theanuaal laeetiugof tho members

of ihia aodety was held at York. Tbe directors refer with
aaHalhrflon to tbe operation of tbe society during the pa^it
yaar. Than has lieen an active demand for advances on
aharas, aa Is shown by the amount so employed—£20,730—
which Is conriderably in aioess of any previous year. The
nnmbar of sliarsa entered is 373): and those which have
aithar matorad. been cancelled Riradrancea, or withdrawn,
aaoaat to 1S}|. Tbe nettptemioms renewed amount ;to
£tlt fa. The receipts to the credit of management con-
tiagMit Aand are £487 4s. 6d. ; exceeding the expenses of
mana«a(aaatby/267 13a. lOd.; from thissum £i!i 16e. lOil.
will ba traaslirrted to ibe reaerve guarantee Ihnd- It is
aatiaCMtaijr to obaarre the balances on these two acconnta
are <ai 18s. 7d. In ezoeaa ofthose of last year. Tho direc-
tora propeaa to eontinoe the bonoa of £1 6a. oa each share
Khidi matnrea daring tbe next year.

LEQAIi INTELLIOENCE.
Laanni Couitrif Cocrt.—Imwirtaxt to Buiiders.—Kmna t. Hoxotn.—This was a cue tried at the aViove

??»*. '»"'''"* the plainliir sought to recover the sum ofM Ha, balaaoe forwork done. The plaintiff, a plasterer, on
eiaiataatloB, ihroagh his solicitor, declared the woik hadMMdcaa to a new biUiATd room lo the "Perseverance"
TaTain, In TaMallroad, Urixton, and was for plastcrer'n
•ortdcaabydaywotk. Uisaocoant was£I'J ICs., of >>hi;h
MkadraeatTadiVls. He was prepared to suhetantiate
Martiiabytwowi naaaea. Mr. ?red»rickUononr,buiMer,
HaHiiad the work had been done by contract at an agrewl

JJ*"*^**. andXilOs.foreitraa. He hiul, however, paid
•Mplatetiiri:* 4«. In order to get the work done, lie w.-mCK i?'^.^ *•" •"» agreed or to have tbe work

ZS!i . T- *..? P«*«"."<*ltect, attended, bat thegWMd Jodge did not consider his evidence neceswuy.
HlaHanow, In anmming no, slated he had not the slightest

SSVv^t. ^L!!;;,^''"" "^ **<"» <'™» ""r contract,
•;dtta«lk.pUtet« had not only recairad the amount
f*>* <» mHMn ahly mon than he waa entitled to, He

The RoYAl Academy.— By an alteration in

tho laws of the Royal Academy, the number of

members constituting the Council has just been

increased to twelve. This alteration will not,

however, come into full force until next year, the

number for the present being only increased by
two. After the retirement of the four " senior

members next year the Council will be raised to

its full strength by the election of six new mem-
bers to fill their places ; six members having been
already elected to fill the vacancies caused by the

retirement by rotation of half of the old council.

Death of Miss Heupobd.—The death of Miss

Louisa Herford, an artist of considerable promise

,

has been announced. Miss Herford was well

known as the first female pupil admitted by the

Academy. Her drawing for the competition was
signed " L. Uerford," and obtained her a place

among the other students : when it became known
that " h." represented a lady's name there was
considerable demur on the part of the authorities,

but ultimately her claim to become a pupil was
admitted.

CHUECn Extension.—The Incorporated Society

for Promoting the Enlargement, Building, and
Repairing of Churches and Chapels held its

usual monthly meeting at 7, Whitehall, on
Monday afternoon, the Rev. S. W. Lloyd in the

chair. Grants of money were made in aid of the
following objects :—Building a church at Chalk,

in the parish of Dalston, near Carlisle ; rebuild-

ing (on a n iw site) the church of Bexley-heatb

,

Christchurcb, Kent ; enlarging or otherwise in-

creasing the. accommodation in the churches at

Coberly, near Cheltenham ; Old Radford, near
Nottingham ; and Spennymoor, in the parish of

Whitworth, near Ferryhill, Durham. Blany
applications for the Society's aid stand over till

another month, owing to the great difficulty felt

in obtaining funds.

Society of Enqineees.—The annual dinner
of the above Society took place on Monday at the
Cannon-street Hotel, under the presidency of

Mr. Adams, President of the Society for the
year, and engineer-in-chief to the North London
Railway. About seventy members of the en-
gineering profession were present. The toast of

the evening was " Prosperity to the Society of

Engineers," which the chairman introduced with
a comprehensive sketch of engineering triumphs,
from the harbours and aqueducts of the Greeks
a id Romans down to the great engineering works
of the present day. The toast was received with
great enthusiasm, and was appropriately

sponded to by Sir. A. Williams. Mr. Harris,

secretary to the Society, was unremitting in his

attention to the visitors.

The Landslip at Whitby.—House property
(remarks the Pall Mall Gazette) must be a pre
carious investment at Whitby, j udging from the
great destruction of property that has just occurred
there owing to a landslip. A great portion of the
East Cliff seems to have taken a header into the
sea, carrying with it part of a churchyard, a field,

and several houses. It is stated that eighty-three
years ago a similar disaster occured, causing even
more damage than on the present occasion ; and
altogether Whitby seems to have been in former
years considered by the elements in the light of a
plaything, for we learn by the "Annual Register"
of 1783 that on the Ist of December of that year
there arose at night a furious storm of wind and
rain, which did vast damage by sea and land all

over Great Britain and Ireland, but more especially
at Whitby, where the south-west side of the old
abbey, though supported by more than twenty
Gothic arches, gave way, trembled to the founda-
tion, and not a stone of it remained standing; also,

in the " Annual Register" of 1760 it is stated that
on the 11th of September of that year three
dwelling-houses at East-row and two bridges were
carried away by a great land flood.

MEETING FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Vkiuxy —Archilccturnl AMociathn.—" Onlha Arthitoc-

toctural Troalniontof Bubbish." By Mr. Gilbert
It. RodgraTe, A.R.LB.A. 7.80 p.m.

The now work on " Architecture" by Mr. Burges
is now iu course of distribution to tho subscribors.

From a list of nearly two humh'ed applicants we
loarn lliat fifteen instead of ten arcliitocts have
l)Oon solectoil to compete for Messrs. Spiers and
Pond's Criterion; tbe names of the successful candi-
dates are with one ortwo exceptions but little known
to us.

The private view of tho Second Winter Exhibi-
tion of the Works of the Old Masters will take
place at tho Royal Academy, on Saturday, tho 31st
inst., and the exhibition will open to tho public on
Monday, Jan. 2nd, 1871, for about six weeks.

An acoustic trial of the Royal Albert Hall, at-
tcnrioii with marked fuocess, took pl.acoon Wednes-
day last, on which occasion many architects were
present who had been invited to inspect tho g-al-

Icrics in that buildini; set apart for architecture in
tho forthcoming International Exhibition.

Mr. T. Shepherd, solicitor, has filled in tho north
.lisle of ^S. Mary's Church, York, with stained
{,'lass, in memory of his parent?. A stained mo-
morial window has also been placed in tho Minster.

The Town Council of Bradford, on Tuesday week,
aj^rocd to purchase the undertaking of the local

as company for £210,000.

Tho whole of the new street from Blaclvfriars (op-
posite tho eastern end of the Thames Embankment

)

to the Mansion House is not likely to bo opened
until June or July next.

Application is to be made to Parliament for leave
to alter the foundation of S. Paul's School iiy Dean
Colet, and also for power to enlarge tho building.

A new altar-piece has been erected in the sanc-
tuary of York Minster. Mr. Street is tho dtsigner,
the work having been executed by Mr. Earp.

A meeting of the Royal Sanitary Commission was
hold on Monday last. Sir C. B. Adderley, M.P.,
presiding.

A large number of Wesleyan Methodists as-

sembled at the City -road Chapel, on Monday last, to
witness the ceremony of uncovering a marble monu-
ment erected to the memory of the mother of John
Wesley.

The consecration of the Martyrs'Memorial Church,
S. John. street-road, Clerkeuwell, which was fixed

for to day (Friday), has been postponed on account
of the necessary amount of money not h.aving been
subscribed.

Ciuilier l-rabe Jvebhfo.

This week's sale.—Per Petg. std. Kramfors mixed
yellow, 91 10« to dl I5s ; do. 3nl yellow, 71 15s to St 15s

;

do. common yellow. 7i 158 ; Jacobetadt 1st white, 7/ to

Itlbn; do. mixed yellow, 7i 10* to lOJ 10s; HudikswjiU
mixed yellow, 7 i 5« ; do. mixed white, Ql 15* to SI 10s;

llolmsuud 3rd yellow, 7» 10s to SI 158 ; Gamla Carleby 1st

yellow, 71 to 81 1 Os ; do. mixed yellow, 81 ; do. 2nd yellow,

71; Christiana 2nd yellow, 71 5«; do. 2nd white, 61 10s;
do. 3rd white, 51 15s ; Nordmaling mixed ycUow, 71 5« .

do. :Jrd yellow, Ql Ijs; do. mixed white, (ii lot to 71 10«;

do. 3rd white, HI; Nystadf. white 61 15s to 71 15s; Orm-
Hkoldsvik milhawn yellow, 51 15s to 71 ; do. handsawn
yellow, 5i l.Os; do. handsawn white, OiSs; Petersburglst
white, 81 5s to 91 5s; do. 1st yellow, lOMOs to 13i 5«;

Quebec 1 at bright yellow piue, 12ft. 3 x 11 in., Wl 5s;

2ud bright do., 12ft. 3 x llin., 131 5s; 2ad flaated do.,

12ft. 3 X llin. V2l; 3id bright do., 12ft. 3 x llin., 01;

3rtl dry floated do., 12ft. 3 x llin., SMOa to 91 10<. ; Sunds-
wall mixed yellow, dl 10s to 91 15s ; do. 3rd yellow, SI 10s

;

Stockholm 3rd millcawu yellow, SI 10s; do. mixed white,

81 ; do. 3rd white, 71 5s; do. handaawn mixed yellow, 71 ;

do. 3rd yellow, 51 5s; do. mixed white, 0/ 6s to 71 10s;

do. 3rd white 71; Skelleftea mixed white, 61 15.-*. to 7^

;

do. 3rd white, 6i 5s toll; do mixed yellow, 71 10^ to

81 lOs; do. 3rd yellow, 71 to 71 IQs ; do. iith yellow, 0/ lOs

to7l; Stockviken 3rd yellow, SI; do. mixed white, 7i to

7nOs; do. 3i-d white, Of 15s to 7t 5s; Sandame mixed
yellow, Bl 10s to Hi 10s ; do. 3rd yellow, 71 10s to 71 15s

;

do. 4th yellow, 61 10s to 71 5s ; Uleaborg mixed yoilow,

71 to 91 ; do. l8t yellow, 61 15s to SI 5$.

Timber, per load of 50 cubic feet.—Skelleftea yellow

balka, U 158 ;
Quebec elm, il lOs ; do. yellow piue, U lOs

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Metals.

IiBA]>;—

PlK Forelini »,..« pflT ton £17 13 6 £17 IB

„ ltuKiwl.W.B. do 1!> ll

., L'ftdUo. »..»»»».... do la 15 19

.. Ofberbmud «.... io} H 5

fihe«t Milled do 19 SO

Bhut, P»t«Dt » do SO 10 SI

Hed or Minium do 19 IS 30 10

LUbiuK<«, W.B do
"Whit* Dry do 27

„ groimdinoU .....;.....-.. do o o
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Corrm :—

BritMi-Caka and Tocot pw to« £71
BestSe]eot«cl do 73
Sh-tt do 75 7(1

B>tUjinB « do V7 18
Australian do 74 74
SpiiDiib Cake do
Ciiili HAm. ouh do 61 R4 10

,. ReilTied .Bjfot do 68 70
YeUowM«laI per lb c;

JB'jh :—

Pis ia Scotlauil. ci-^h.

.

Welisb Bar, in Lniidou do
Wales do

SUfTortlxhfra do
BaU. iu W»I« do
KlionU, single m toudoa do
UrH)|iH, lint quality tin

Kail Bod (io

. par Ion £i 10
7 10
tt la

Swedish . do

7 15 S 5

8 IB » 5

7 7? 7 15

1) 10 i* IS

Teak load £12 1013 V
Quebec, red i>liie ..,, 2 15 4 Ji

„ yullow yine.. 4 4 li

Bt. John N.B. yeUow i

Quebec Oak, white,. 6 6 1)

„ birub S IS S <

„ elm 4 6 6 1

DouUlooak 5 6 6 li

•„ fir 2 12 4 (

UemalOr 3 IB 4 <

liitra 3 3 S I<

Swedish 2 7 2 1.

Miute.Quebocredplne 4 B (

,, yellow I'iufl.. 4 5 1

Lathwo<j4),Dniitzic,fm 3 n <

., St. PcttrrBbiirg 4 5 K
DDalB,prC.,13it. byS
byUiD.,

Qu«I>ec, wliite spruce 13 17 I

6t.Jcihii, wliitespmoe 12 14 (

Yellow pine, per !*•
duced C.

1st qojjltj. 18 19 ]

do ]2 IS 181
Alvhangel, yellow .. 11 10 13 I

Bt Petersburg, yel. . . 12 13 1

Finland i7
Memel
Qotbeuburg, yellow 8 10

„ white 6
0*fle, yellow 10 10
ijuderbaui 8 1)
Ohristtauia, per C.,

12 it. by » by 8 la.
>'«Il"w 10

Floiirlinf boardii, per
B'l. of liu., fliat yel 7 6

First white 7
Second 'lualities .... 6
['ciuoB Stone pr ton 6

Oiu, Ac.
Seal, pale per too '5

Sperm bodj 78
Cod SB 10
Whale, 8th. 8aa, pole 3«
OUve, OftUipoU BO
Coooannt, Cochin,ton 45
Palm, flue o
LinsMd ;jO

Rapeeeed, Bog. pale.. 61
Cottonseed 27

13 II

12 (

BUENOS AYEES GOVERNMENT CER-
lIFlCAIJi —Translation :—We. the underaigiKd. at the

request of Meaerfl J,iH. C. TlH.mi-aon and Cn„ certify tliat tho Irun
fcafes of JMessm. Chubb and Son. Loudon, of which these geutleuieu
are ngent-, were exposed for several hours to the Are that took ijIhco
in the offices of the N-itloual Govtirnineut on the evening of the
26(11 liihtiiut; that in our presojie thay were eaaily ojientd with
tbeir reupeotive keyb; that the moneys and important documeuta
they contained were found in perfect order, and that thiwe safea are

-y in use in the National Tnaanry Office.—Buenos Ayrea, July 31,
Signed

J. M. DRAGO, Treasurer of the National Government.
JOSE TOBIAS noJO.
JUAN M. Al.VAEEZ.

A (ruecopy.—A. M. EBLL.
A Urge assortment .f tbcM SAFES may bo inspected, anl lists of

price* obtjuned at CHUUU and SON'.S, 57, St, * uul'schurch-yard,
London ; ti?, Cri'ss- street, Manchester; lii, Lord-Btrset, Live rpool

;

and Hymleylields, Wolvtrhamptoii.

Jt57.

—^

—

TENDERS.
T^SDux.—For r?asftttii)g and vuiitilation at ilie New

luliini vvai-ds, St, Luke's Wc-rkliouto. Mr, U. Saxou Sudl,
iircliitect :

—

Puiitifex ' £.'170 10
Turner & Co 320
Garuett 235
Crabb & Vaughau 2S 1

Jeal 259
Abercrombio 232 8

^riD[»r,h:.>i.:x.— For ulterations, additions, aud roi>aira at
Holly Villa, Hayes, Sliddlesoi, for Mr. Josopli 11. tScutta.

Sir. O. T. Jarvis, arcLitect :—
Winchester, Clielsea £405
ColIiiiB, K^^iisiugtou 'loO

Baldwin, ll.iyes (accepted) ^liS

Hoyle, Ealing SGI

Stkand.—For rebuildiug No. 301, Strand. Mr. J. H.
Rouiey. architect. Quantities supidied by Mi-. Greeu :

—

SLarpiugton & Cole (accepted) iOiiS

Wo'iLWicH.— For dispensary aud relief offices for tlio
Wodlwich Union. Metsrs. Church and Rickwood, archi-
tects, William-btreet, Woolwich. Quaniitiea BUpplied;—

Crockett £2^40
Stiff 2S94
Sollott 28S5
Tcny <fc Co 2797
Hart 2778
Hensliaw 2774
Kiik

: 2759
Stephensmi 2742
iuitun & Cliapmau 2697
Nightingale 2626
Wright iirothera ji Goodchild VfiOO
Luuergan 2582
Avard 2550
Tongue 2490
Wilson 2410
Hurst 5373
Crabb &. Yaughan (accepted) 2290
Architect's estimate 2:00

Woolwich.—Fur engineeriiiK woi ks, ga.s flttings, laundry
littings, cooking apxjaratUR, &u., for the workliouae of the
W<H)Iwich Union at Plums ead, MeBsrs. Churcli & Rick-
wood, Woolwich, luchitects. Quantities supplitd :—

Rosser & Uufl!>eU 13578
Deane 3525
Jeakes & Co 35U
Fraaer & Sons 8370
May 3308
Bonham & Sons 3010
Stiff (accepted) 2932
Archlt«ct'« estimate 2000

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDING
ESTIMATES.

IjANCAsmnEANi) YoitKsHiKE lUiLWAY, Jail. 3.— For the
construction ufa branch railway (exc«pt the ironwork f<>r

hridget) from Padhuni to Ro«egrovo, being in length
2 miles 21 chains. William 8., Lawn, secretary, Huut's
0.ank, Manchester.

KiNVEB Vh AiiAOE Houpn, Dod. 27.—The delivery of
tcjideni fur iUi^^ work ia [xtstponed to Turimiay, Decem-
l>or 27 next. Thos. Hmlth, aicliilect, The Mount, titour-

bndi'o.

Wharfuaijc Union, Fob. 9.— For planw, Biwcitlcatlons

and estiniatutt for the erection of a new workooiise, to ac-

commo<lale 150 inmates, u'cliiaivu of vagrants, on ground
xituate .it Nnwhall, near Otluy. C. J. Newstead, clerk to

the guardians, Board-room, liorougligate, Otlyy,

iSi'TTos (Surrey), Dec. 27.—For the crecliou of now
buildings at Sultou. Joseph Burgess, clerk to the
managers, Veatry liall, Walworth.

North EASTEnN- Railway, Dec. 29.—For the under-
iiientioncd articles, in such quantities as may be required
from January 1 to Juno 30, 1871, delivered at the com-
pany's storehouses, at Catcfcliuad or York. 1. limber,
dealu, Ac. 2. Bar and plate iron. 3. Iroiiwo;k, bolts,

chains, and metal caatiiigK for cnrria^res and wngRons. 4.

Carriage ard waggon springs, steel, flies, &c. 6. Nails,
ti. Brass tubes for lucom<)tivfS. 7. Wire ropes and hemp
fordago. 8. White and red lead. Mr. Baiues, stores,

Ga esliead.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Randell, SAtiNDfrns, aud Company, Limited. Quarry-
men aud Stone Merchants, Bath. I.ist of Prices at the
Quarries and Depots ; also cost for Transit to any part of
the United Kingdom, furnibhcd on application.

BATH STONE OFFICE,
Corsham, WUta,[Advt.]

BANKRUPTS.
(to surrender in THE COL-NTBY).

William Bell, Gateshead, paint manufacturer, Dec. 27,

at Newcastle -upon-Tync—John Buggies, Brentwood,
buildtur, Dec. 27, at Chelmsford.—John Stanley, Groat
Yarmouth, stonemason and builder, Dec. 31, at Great
Yarmouth.—James Moore Edwards, Thornton Heath,
builder, Dtc. 30, at Croydon.— Charles Go<?bt>lt, jun.,

Lowestoft, builder, Jan. 3, at Yarmouth,—Samuel Moss,
Chorltonon-Medlock, builder, Jan. 16, at Manchester.

—

Thomas Walker, Doncaster, builder, Dec. 80, at Shoftield.

—Henry Williams, Tipton, firebrick manufacturer, Jan.
5, at Dudley.

DECLARATIONB OF DIVIDKND.^.

G. Sih rt, Warrington, l>uilder, first instalment of i com-
position of 10s. Jan. 3.— J. W. M'Kellarand T. Blacklock,
Torquay, builders, div. lid.—J. W. M'Jiellar, Torquay,
builder, div. 2e. id.

PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS.—Act, 1809.

Jan, 12, J. Parker, Brighton, builder.—Jan. IS, C.
Walter, Shardeloes-road, New Cross, builder.—Jan. 4, H.
Ford and W. H. Attwood, Eastbourne, builders.

DIVIDF.ND MEETINGS.
Dec. 31, E, Dixon, Kin^f's Clitfe, Northaroptocshire,

plumber.—Jan. 2, W. Thomas, Llanberis, carpenter.—
Dec. 31, G. V. Barlow, Oundle, stonemason,

INSOLVENT PKBTOKS' DIVIDEND,
J. Davies, Dudley, builder, div. la. Id.

SCOTCH SJTQUESTRATION.
John M'lntosb, Dundee, plumber, Dec.

Royal Hotel, Dundee.
at 1, at the

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
SperrJng &. Cole, Widmore. Bromley and Chiselbui-Ht,

plumbeiw.— Pike & Calhuline, Derby, plastorera.— White
head «k Cunlilt'e, Stacksteadi-, slatera.

BftJUKFaET.—Frps's Coco*.— Gratu^'l akd Coi>foRTii:o.--The very
aijrerable character of this prepiiratiun hiu rendered it a iieneral

fivourite. The Cicil Sm-riie Gazette remarks:—" By a Ifaorougb
knowledge of tl>e natural lawH which govern the operations of ditfes-

tiun niid nutrition, aud by a oiireful apiilication of the Sne ttroperties

of well-tele<^ed cocoa, Mr. Ki'ps has provided our breakfaat tables
with » <lelicate!y llavoued ticvera^e wtikh ni >y save ua many heavy
do tord' bills." Each packet ia labelled—JAUfs Erfs it Co., ilomtco-
pathic Chemists, Loudon.

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS.

T J. J- OOEDES & CO.,
**^ The PateDtecs and Slanufacturein of the

MiEK woll-known

PATENT WEOUGHT KAILS
(Commonly called Ewbank's Nails),

Desire to make it know-n that tlioy have adopted
a "star" or "cross" as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent out by them,
except Clasp, bear this mark npon their heads, aud
that withiu every jiackage sent from their works
is also placed a card benriiif^thtiruamo and adtlress.

All their bags are also branded Cokdek and Co.

The Nails are mauufactiired by J J. Cordes aud
Co. out of Scrap aud the licst kinds of Pig Iron,
and have long siuce earned the rt^piitation of being
superior to all others. The nails are all uniform
in make and quality, each one perfect, aud count
out full 1,UOO to the M.

DOS WORKS, NEWPORT, MON.

:i'1. 1. §a(fltt ^ ^0.
hOT WA1£S APFABAinS UANCFACTUHEES.

Estimates forwarded on ajtjjiication.

OFFICES aND SHOW BOOMS,
FAEBINGDON-ROAD, LONDON, E.C

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
GENUINK AND AKTIKTIO

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
N.B.— De^ii{uelsandrIKctl<;a Ji'iuers.

CAMBBIlJOE HAIL, HEVHAB-STBEET

CIMRSiBOHAL
TEAGING AND DKAWING PAPERS AUD
NOTE UOoKS. Messrs. Lktts, Bon tc Co., New Crou, hav* plea*
tiuro in Hiil'Uiittinf; to uiechanim, designer?, and eniilne^re, ft Ttrj
cbeap Bi-riuB of " Sectii^nuJ " Papers. &c., «n wliich plan* can M
drawn to scale and coloured, yilhoiit tlip mini lines howlng
ol iJoclioDSbly throggh tbo Tt.ik . Thi-> urt luUti ni rquiut^,l-10

l-fi, 1-6, 1 8, and 1-6 inches, increuniing by oiKhths to 1 inch. Sped*
mvns ana prices forwarded wUlioiU ohatge, on ncaipt of i<ftinr*f
addressed eoTeJope.

THE

ENGLISH MECHANIC
AND WORLD OF SCIENCE.

WITU WHICH ARE INCOltPOKATtD

" The Mechanic," " Scientific Opinion," and
" The British and Foreign Mechanic."

riUCE TWOPENCE WEEKLY,
Contents of No. 2'Jl).

ORIGINAL ARTICLES .—
On the Arrangement of a Cabinet for Uiuroscopical

Objects
Electricity : its Theory, Sources aud Applioatioas

Qualitative Analysis of Mi.vtures

BiKJntaiieona Generation Controversy

The Utilization of Peat
Beer & Maedlers Large Map of the Moon
On A it Training

SELECTED ARTICLES:—
Italy at South Kensington
The Story of a Piece of sanditono
South African Diamonds
Road Steamers
Physics and Metaphysics

SClb;NTlFlC SOCIETIES :—
The En(jlish Mechanic Society of ArU, Edinburgh

LETTERS :—
To "Ignoramus"
Todhiuiter vtreua Tonkas
Miscellaneous
To Contributors
CarJjulic Acid in Otorrhaia
Ani&^theliti Application fur Bonu and Wound*
Water Softening Process
Batteries

A New Cast-iron Battery
Looomotire Details
Etlucatioual

Speed of Cutting T*.»ols

Remedy for Sca-SicKucsa
Ihe Low Main and liuttou Scams
Gassendi
Steam cycle to Carry Five Persons
" B. A." and Mr. Proctor
Hydraulic Hams
Ilaiubow (Q. 555T, p. 192)
Aluminium Mirrors
Pneumatic Qtioctiou

Camera for Orawing Small Objects
Grammatical Exactuesa
Cooking with Gas
Vibration
Platinic Sulphide, Ferric Bisulphide, and Examination
Question

Eltctro-Magnetium, Etc
Boiler Priming
linpoiidcrublu Flufd aud Balderdash in Geiwral
Water and Elect rtdj sis
" A Mtike " aud the Gieat Pyramids
Guod Fishing localities

I.-.itPi.esil.Ieui nr-.wnft Fly?
Unequal Steam Pressure
t):gan Metal Pipes
'Ibe Organ and lis Construction
Pianoforte Pedals—Swells to Pianoit

Improved Dauicll Battery
Ked Heat
Is Space Vacuous
Ultimate Atoms
Aiiialour Lathe Work.— Pyramids and Snuff Boxes rcrjiia

the hight Direction of Amateur ElForts
Biological

Wood Sectionf.—To "U. P."
Force of Impact
Mounting Butterflies* Tongues
Eicctricjil

Extracts from ('orrespoudeuo6
Replies to Qiieriea

Queries
Unnoticed Queries
Answers to Corrts^poudeutd

OrFiCE—31, Tavistock-strekt, Covest-garden.

And all BookstUcrs and 2^ewsogcnts»

I
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Vein Marble. £4.
Vein Box Chimney

pieoes, 30s.
Vain-ditto. 9in.

jambs. 45s.
A CRCiT VARIKTY IF

CHIMNEY PIECES
IN KTOlK

J— from £1 to £100. .

T. H. HARTLEY &. CO ,

WESTIUN8T£B MABBLE WOBKS,
BAat^STKKlCT.UOBSEFEBBIf BOAO.nAm MIIXOANE, 8,W

The Earl of Sudley'a Begistered

Wrought-iron " Step Protector."

To tw hjMl only of

THOMAS WALKER & CO.,
V, WAUIKOOK. LOMbON. KC.

rrf_ _, tj-_i i_, / »0«« rLATB, U. I Cat to loDt'la, drlllod,'"^ '*'"""•"
I »OLB»LAT«.»»<). I uij ™unl.™a,k.

Till, ta U« tt iaiiM aad mai dw»b]* pmtoctioa for wtxNlan *U\«.
»4 ton aBUIka oral «mnl, Woolrtd^ Aldenhot, th. CiiiUl
r.lM^ IW LM lm.CWIkm. and DoTvr. tho MetropoUUa. aucL
«tt» ll»«| i. A DUinuilAUoxdtotkeTnde.

KVEBT DKCEIPTIOS 0»

WINDOW GLASS.
wad Price Luu furirudtd titt ou receipt of btuluei* card.

JAMES HETLEY & CO.,
n, aoaa«<)DijiK, london.

PORTLAND CEMENT
GUAIiANTEED.

TW rOVTLlllD CaHKHT mmiialactiinil bj MMan. Peter.

•"•i"«^ WMHta- Bin buto. o> Uo BITOT Mtdwi.;. no,BmMm. KoM, •giUod to Hot tUJooljt'o OoToniUitDt. Ch.tli.iu
''~*M«ia" i'l' l» worlu. Horbow ud Dock, of BenuniU. Metro-

e*™ "j* '" ) ••»>' »• Worli. ic. (...M ud frxrd the l«-.l
rwtta*d O.MMI. It coBfldonU)' rM-oajbiendcd. .Iw.y. oiwrrtMfri-./
•« olual toU leMo, ud -tlok.- can he leen v.tu.1:) uohrokeu
»'l" ••''»• *•" oWilootod to • teaailo >tniii of lawiU. to the lilji.
-.««»•. atoia tko raaalnd alnact*.
VadolroM Onv Stono ud Aln... . I

*"»» •'•»• —* ilomlu, Iho eomponont poM. of•'***• •*«>T. tkl. rortludCMieiit is .l».n to be dapondedyu »tU o»l»lli<> te Mnwl* ud colour, ud ie tree &om .11

K,*!"*'* """"^ JMtt ud Uu nude KOK-tmranleed Portludauulj, U •U^ M naOdueo ou be phued. ud h.re
fTT^** J'« •«• l«e»u«M BO totlor tbu Connuon Lime..

.1 U'.'ili' r*
—"^ .'*" «••« pl««m»e la infottalof their friends^"y ^r?'?->fa«»< tbolT

f
«turion^ U.0 Work. b.vb>( no.MM vu*IIUaetta*U7oi)tho]ledv.j.

TUIBEX, SEALS, PLOOEIHG, k MOULDIHGf
JOSEPH AND ALFEED ROSLING,
OUTaVAUC BUDOX WHABT, BAMUIDB,

SUL'SH'^ S"2'1?^Jl!* oowtutlj o> hud. which tmn"^.*™» .A-i-l hf ily rido pnslMOMoomiiv
to loUa tkomr Vnrart pill*

^kTtLwMT. i^ .-T'. '" ?y» wKwuuy on bud. Which ttCM

Tolronmonfrersandtlie Trade generally.

1 ) HULETT AND CO., MANUFAC-
dh.1 wPAitt"."*! CBAMUBUBB*. HALL LANTBBNS
y.^*" ..'-''*"'*-*'-- *«. A l«»o oeeortiuiit of Ih. iiewo.1

USTLffi.V??'"?!? •• "" ««»"ri«l Oo Boivutor. Com•Mo rMi«m Book ud Piico Liet 1^
KOI. HAaO M, Bloa UOLBOBK.

TBI GEAHITE AlTD MAEBLE AGENCY.
OrritBi. • ud 7. CLBMKVrd-LAHB, ac.

i!"™** ***• r'»*--»'«». «< Om Urulteo. Polbhed or lUie-uod.

."*y*.™'**. "»«»« •oWfc Bi-du. Booxh Sooppled. Dreeiwl.

Iltjillu
'••»U •MOnifu udPrtoeo oblolnod, on

WHITE AND HODGSON, AGENTS.

A M I L T K^
Be. • aiid M. OBKBK urBKBT,

PBIZB HID.

& c,
....n... # - "OMoiMinAaK.

Bote Mmrinlmpnul
A. VATKUTi PATBUT WIBB SVUIID. BODBD, ud OVAL

PAUiTINQ BBUSHES.
"^ ' ' J'f^J^^nUt tmhm, animf ud

—-—.., OUBoa, MenhuU
VOW litete iRwocdod oa op

UNOKB THB rATBONAGX OF H.M. TBI QOSBN.

THE LONDON PARQUETRY WORKS,
Th« firat MkDitfactory MtAbllshed i n BnsUnd (In IMl) by

CHA&LSS 8TSINITZ. founder of the EngUsh Parquetry Bualnew
for tiie excluaive produotlou of

" Solid and Plaled" Parquet Floors, Borders,
Oeiliners and Wall Decoration

In QeonietricKl, Curvllinfl&r aad Mos&lo patterns.

Plana and K«timat«s, for Pint-«lau work only, prepared free of

expense. Hauufactory—<-''>uuberwell HhII, Grove Iauq. Cainberwell,

8.K. Sole AKttnU and filiow ILooiu, QUlow and Co., 170 and 177.

Ox(<)nlitrect, W.

GEHISH'S PATENT
Spring & Qate Hinge |«!|y

Ifanulactory.
Koa. n to W, BUTTESLAND'STUEET. EAST.BOAD N.

SprlDg Hihffea of Every Deacrlptlou Bepaired.

JOSEPH GILLOTT'S
STEEX. FEJSTS.

Sold by all Dcalors throughout the World.

LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS.—
R. 8. NEWALLand CO.. Pateiiteee ot the COPPER ROPK

LIOHTNIKO CONDUCTOR, Bupi-ly the aame, with the point and
all Btaples. complete fur fixing, at the following pricee :

—

Three-«ighthe-iin;li diameter Js. Od. per foot.
Utdf-inob diameter 1b. 6d. ,,
Five-eightha-iiich diameter Sa. Od. „

R. B. Newa'l HUd Co. 'a Patent Copper Rope Lightning Conductor
in beiug Ri'ptied by architects, engiuoera, and acientlQc men in all
parta of the world.

Orrion—130, Btraod, London.
„ Oateshead-on-Tyne.
„ 68, Anderson Quay, GUwgow.
It 17( South Caatle-atrMt, Llverpciol.

BELGIAN WINDOW GLASS.— S.
Fuukensteln, Bole Aseut, 25, Great Queen-street, Liooln's

iiiu-FieldR. haa one of the largest Blocks on hand of any Ware-
house In the Kingdom, and can afTurd to supply the public at lijd.

ptr Iwit cut to alza, fit for any building purpose ; the beit ever
kLown fur greenhouses, Ac. ; capital thitknesa. Also a Lai^e Stock
of R ugh Plate, Coloured, St»iued, Figured, Ground, Fluted, &c.,
equally chtap,—Orders per pott shall receive best attention.

FitiZE UEDAL. EXHIBITION OF 1862,

Awarded for FxceUeuce of Manufacture and Beauty of Design

THE ARCHITECTURAL POTTERY
COMFANY, POOLE, DORSET,

MANUFACTURERS of MOSAIC. ENCAUSTIC, and TESSE-
LATED TILE PAVEMENTS, including Vitreous, Blue, White,
and Green Tessera, fur Churches, Halls Conservatories, Ac
White Glazed Tiles. Plain, and with Patterns, for Baths,
Dairies, Ac., Coloured, En«melled, and EinhoBsed ditto;
White and Coloured Glazed Bricks, Metalline Paving
Tiles, 6in., iHn., and 12in.. Black Paving Bricks, Black Facing,
and Arch dlcio. Black Grooved Stable and Fire Bricks, Ridges,
*c.

NaB.—REMOVED FROM 80, PARLIAMENT ST.
TO 84, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, LONDON, WCa

MALKIN, EDGE & CO.,
PATENT

Encaustic &Geometrical TileMannfacturers,
Fob CuriicuKs, Ekthjinck Halls, Conskevatobiep,

Wall Dkcobatioks, etc.

Also WHITE GLAZED TILES, for BATHS, DAIRIES, &c.

"Works : — Burslem, Staffordshire Potteries'

W. & T. PHILLIPS.
ENGINEERS AND IRON CONTRACTORS.

Trussed. Cir.mlar. Gothic, and Flat Roofs, Solid Fhinge Girders
from £10 per ton. Fireproof Floors of lion and Concrete, from 6d
per foot super.

IU>lli!d Joists, Railway Waggons, Bridges, and everykind of Foreign
and KugUsb Iron for building par[>oses.
Girders required for inuaediata use, supplied at a few hoars'

notice.
Designs, Estimates, and Tracings, free of cost.

SO, Coal Exchange, Thaines-street, London; and 19, Brazenose-
atreet Albert-Sfjoare, Mauchester.
London Depot-Railway Arches, Borough-matket, S.E.

A
ftuick-drying Inodorous Paint.

"THE PAINTEK'S DESIDERATUM."

PATENT COMPOSITION for mixing
With whltelead and otier colours, to form a Paint iu 11^„ „.

Unse«d-oll, Turpentine, and Driers. The advautagea of using i niut
Qitxed with this compoaltiun are ;— ]. It drle* very qnickly : in Itas
thanhaUaa hour It is sufflciently dry and hard to receive another
coat. a. It is inwlorous. A room o.n l>e iuhnltitod the sjime day
it is painted. It cleans readily, and is not effected by soap or alkalia
8. Being free from tlie noxious pruperties of the palut inordinary
«••, the aniiuyancf and even alcknuHH wlikh many persons experi-
ence from tb« smell of paint, nuty )«, avoided hy the use of this coui-
WMltion. No. 1, f'.rpure wliitoand light tiuU. 13b. 60. per gallon ;
No. S, for groundwork for graining, draU, and darker colours, 12s
p«r gallon, Bpeoimeus may be seen at t e "Museum of Building
AppUanees." 8, Condnlt-street. and 28. Maddox-street, Regent-street
wbn« souie doom were i)aint«tl with four coats In the course of four
boors.

Manufactory :

211, St. George's-road, Peckham, S.E.

Agents :

Messrs. Livett, Frank & Son, 22, Borough
High-street ; Messrs. G. & T. "WALLIS,

64, Long-acre, London.

ROBERTSON, BROOMAN, AND CO..
^ -. i'*7*'*'^.

***" DKHHiN8 RR0I8TRATI0N AGENTS.
99, riwrt-atjwt. Loudvn. £sUbU*hod 1823. TroepwlvB gratis.

Shoebury and Kent Bricks,
IN ANY QUANTITY, BY BABQE ALONOSIDB.

Blue Staffordshire Bricks,

Roofing, Eidging. and Pav-

ing Goods of every kind.

J. & W. EASTWOOD,
Belvidere-road, Lambeth, and Kent-road

Bridge.

Every Description of the Building Goods of

the Trade always in Stock.

JAMES UNWIN,
AGAR WHAKF, KING'S EOAD, CAMDKN TOWN, N.W.

Blue Staffordshire Bricks
OF ALL DESCRIPTION

ROOFING, RIDGE, AND BLUE, RED, AND
BUFF PAVING TILES, &c.

CHANNEL PAVING BRICKS
Ab suppliea by Her Majesty's Govemnient.
For use at Cavalry Barracks, Windsor, Colchester,

IlouDslow, and Norwich, Wellington Barracks, St.

James's, NewStaff College, Sandhurst, Paris Exhibition,
1S67.

The road crossings in Lambeth, Clapham, Btreatbam,
Wandsworth, and Putney parishes.

Aleo for Drainage Works under Metropolitan Board of
Works, iic, &.C., &c.

RED BRICKS AND RUBBERS, FIRB BRICKS AND CLAY.
Private Resideuce, 67, Nelson-square, Blackfriars-road, 8.

GAULT BRICKS,
OTFORD WORKS, SEVENOAKS, KENT.

WHITE FACINGS, SEWER BRICKS, ALSO SHARP
SAND.

LONDON OFFICE: 12, GREAT GEORGE STREET,
WESTMINSTER.

THE BURHAM BRICK, LIME, AND
CEMENT COMPANY.

London Defot—BURHAM WHARF. BELVEDERE-ROAD.
LAMBETH, 8.E.

GATILT BRICKH. Cornice Tiles and Tubes, Quoins. Chimney-
pots, Drain Pipes, Ac, Grey Stone, Medway Lime, fresh from the
Cdiupauy's kilns, delivered iu barge loads alongside, or by the van
load. Ac, from the Company's depi'it. Plaster of Paris, Portland.
Hibeppy, and Roman cements, as manufactured at the Company's
workk, Burham. ou the banks of the River Medway, and at Mur-
ston, near Bittiugboume, Kent.

Bricks, Tiles, Ac, of any design made to order.

GREAT CULAND CLIFF HYDRAULIC LIME.
1 bi« linje i« perfectly hydmulic. of great strength and tenacity,

aets readily under water, and becomes very bard in a short time.

PARR'S AND STRONG'S PATENT COMBINATION.
(See Builder. May 16. 1'68.)

The Burham Brick, Lime, and Cement Company, having been
appointed sole manufacturers, are prepiucd to uupply Tubes for the
Cellular Walls, &c. Prices and particulars forwarded on appliCihUou.

PETHER'S PATENT DIAPER BRICKS.
Mauufacturtd Okly by the Burham Biick, Lime, and Cement Com-

pany.
A great variety of designs are prepared for diapered surfaces,

string courses, circular columns, window heads, tc, to be seen at
their Loudon Depot.

Architects* own designs executed.

Grand Prize, Paris Exhibition.

HOFFMAN'S PATENT KILN for
Burning Bricks, Tiles, Po^.tery, Lime, Cement, and Roasting

Oiesat a saving of Two-thirds of the Fuel.—For particulars, and to see
it work, apply to Mr. H. Chamberlain, 3, St. John's, Wakefield, or to

Mr. Hermann Wedekind, 3, Great Tower-street, E.O.

BLUE LIAS LIME.
TATHAM, KAYE, & CO.,

10, SOUTH WHAKF, PADDINGTON.
WORKS—SOUTHAM, WARWICKSHIRE.

Delivered by Rail and Boat in Tstham. Kaye. aud Co.*. own
Trucks and boat, to all part, of the kingdom.

PORTLAND AND BOMAN CEMENTS.
TATHAM. KAYE. ANU CO.

10. SOUTH WKAEK. PADDINGTON, W.
ManutacturerBOl VERY SUTERIOIt Portland, Roman, and Lla.
Cement., de:iverett ii> their own BOATS AND TRUCKS, by Canal
aud Ball to all l)art. ol tlie Kingdom.

A. J. TATHAU
14, bOUTH WHARF, PADDINGTON, W

liime Cement, and Plaster Hercbant,
BLUE GOODS OF EVBBY DESCBIFIION.

LXa-HZTE-E^-A-a-JEi
CHARLES STBUTTON,

36, riUNCES-STREKT, COMMERCIAL ROAD,
Lambkth, S.E.

JOHN GOSNELL AND Oo.'s CHERRY
fj TOOTH FA8TE Is greatly superior to any tooth powder, gii-va

the teeth a pearl-like whiteness, protects the enamel from decay, and
iuiIMuid a pleasing fragrance to the breath.

Angel •i>assAge, 92, Upper Thamva-etrvvt, London.
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S. MARY-LE-WIGFORD, LINCOLN.

THE remains of Saxon buildings in this
country are so few and fragmentary tliat

their preservation is a matter of considerable
importance. The value of these structures,
from an archwological point of view, is un-
doubted; even Mr. Fergusson, in his " His-
toryof Architecture," who has a very poor
opinion of Pre-Norman work, and considers
that the buildings erected before the Conquest
must have been of such a rude and barbarous
character that their wholesale destruction by
the conquerors is no matter for regret, ac-
knowledges at the same time that the disposi-
tion and uses of some portions of Norman
buildings, which are at present a mystery to
us, might be easily explained if we had more
Saxon remains to guide us in forming an
opinion. Unfortunately, however, all traces
of Saxon work in England, with the excep-
tion of some fragments of doubtful date, and
the towers of some few churches, have become
obliterated, and we are reduced to conjecture,
or the comparison of buildings of a similar
age abroad, or the scanty records of contempo-
rary authors, as the only means of enlighten-
ment with regard to the character and develop-
ment of civil and ecclesiastical architecture in
this country anterior to the invasion of Wil-
liam the Norman.

Looking, then, to the actual historical value,
as well as the interest attaching to these relics
of antiquity, it is clearly most desirable to
prevent their destruction or mutilation, and as
it is impossible to repair an injury when once
it has been inflicted, or to restore an ancient
feature that has been once obliterated, it is
necessary that a watch should be kept over
these buildings, and that public attention
should be called to them, not only when
threatened by actual or prospective damage
or removal, but even when there exists only°a
possibility of injury or interference with their
value as monuments. The necessity for this
may be illustrated by the example of what
lately occurred at the church of Worth, in
Sussex, which has been deprived of its most
characteristic features in the process of resto-
ration. It is possible that when once the
work of reparation was begun, it was found
impracticable to save the most ancient por-
tions of the church ; but, if public opinion
had been attracted to the subject in time, and
the danger uf interference with such a build-
ing properly explained to the persons interested,
the restoration would not have been under-
taken at all, and the church might have been
preserved for another century or so intact.
The ancient tower of the church of S. Mary-

le-Wigford, at Lincoln, is now possibly threat-
ened with a similar fate to that which so
recently overtook the church at Worth, and it
is in order to avert this possible calamity, and
not in a mere spirit of fault-finding, that we
desire to draw attention to this matter, and to
invite explanation before the works are com-
menced.

_

A short time ago an advertisement appeared,
signed by the vicar of the parish, inviting
architects who were disposed to compete to
send in plans for the proposed restoration of
the parish church of S. Mary-le-Wigford, Lin-
coln. No premium was offered, nor any
further particulars furnished, beyond the date
when the plans were to be sent in.

It is a rather unusual course to advertise for
plans for the restoration of a church, and
although there may be at times circumstances
which may to some extent excuse such a
method of obtaining professional assistance,
It is, as a rule, quite indefensible. We under-
stand that, although the vicar's name is

attached to the advertisement referred to,

that gentleman was desirous of employing
some local arcliitect to carry out the work,
and that the resolution of the building com-
mittee to advertise for designs was carried
out against his wishes. - In any remarks that
we may have to make on the conduct of the
building committee, wo are desirous of avoid-
ing any imputation upon the vicar, who is,

we are informed on good authority, a zealous
and enlightened antiquary, and is secretary of
the Lincolnshire Architectural Society.
The proceeding of the building committee

in advertising for plans, which is only, in
other words, putting up the work of the re-

storation to the lowest bidder, and subjecting
the church to the chance of injury or dis-
figurement at the hands of an incompetent
or inappreciative man for the sake of an in-

considerable saving, would be blameable
under any circumstances. Their culpability
is, however, increased from the fact tkat the
building they thus put up to auction is one
of the aiost interesting churches in the county,
and has a magnificent Saxon tower, of a
character almost unique in this country.
Those who accompanied Mr.Edmund Sharpe

in his excursion to Lincoln in the autumn of
this year may remember the tower of the
church of S. Mary-at-Wigford, which is

situate in the High-street, adjoining the
Midland Railway Station, and is a very
noticeable feature to the traveller on alighting
at the station. It exhibits nearly all the
characteristic features of eleventh century
work, which are thus described by Rickman :—

" First as to the masonry, there is a peculiar
sort of quoining, which is used without plaster
as well as with, consisting of a long stone set
at the corner, and a short one lying on it,

and bonding one way or both into the wall.
When plaster is used, these quoins are raised
to allow for the thickness of the plaster.
Another peculiarity is the use occasionally of
very large and heavy blocks of stone in par-
ticular parts of the work, while the; rest is

mostly of small stones ; the use of what is

called Roman bricks and occasionally of an
arch with straight sides to the upper part
instead of curves. The want of buttresses
may be here noticed as being general in these
edifices. An occasional use of portions with
mouldings much like Roman, and the use in
vrindows of a sort of rude balustre, . . . and at
times the use of rude carvings, much more
rude and shallow than the generality of
Norman work, and carvings which are clear
imitations of Roman work."

—

Rickman, p. 60.

Thd tower has "long and short work " at
the angles, a round arched doorway on the
west, with shallow mouldings, and the tym-
panum filled in with a rude bas-relief ; the
lower portion above the door is unpierced and
entirely unomamented, and the upper part
has four two-light windows with cushion
capitals. The general form is quite uncom-
mon in England, but is not at all uncommon
in some parts of Switzerland and Italy, and it
is, no doubt, a work of the eleventh century,
in excellent preservation. The tower of the
church of S. Mary - le - Wigford is not
mentioned by Rickman in his description of
the buildings of the eleventh century, but is
included in the list of examples in the appen-
dix to the last edition of Rickman's work by
Mr. John Henry Parker. Mr. Parker considers
that the tower and the tower of the nei»h-
bouring church of S. Peter-at-Gowts, belong
to what he calls the Early division of the Nor-
man style, comprising the period from 1060
to 1090, or from a few years before the Nor-
man Conquest to the end of the reign of
William the Conqueror, although he gives no
suflicient reason for this arbitrary assignment of
dates, against which practice he elsewhere
energetically protests. The date of the
building of the church is fixed by the Liberate
Roll of the eleventh of Henry III. as havinn
been in progress in the year 1228. It consists
of a nave, chancel, and north aisle, south
porch and the square tower already referred
to at the west end. The south side of

the nave w the earliest portion in point of
date after the tower ; the aisle appears to have
been added subsequently to the buililing of the
nave, and the windows enlarged probably
during the reign of John. The upper part of
the aisle is of the time of Henry VII.
On the west side of tower is a Roman

tombstone, built into the wall, with the
following inscription :

DIS MNinus
NOMINI SACKI

BRVSCI FILI CIVIS
SENONI ET CARSSO
VNAE* CONIUUIS
EIVS ET yUINTI-F

Half the last line is cut off in the stone,
which has been thus translated : Diis mani-
bus nominii Sacri Brusci filii civia Seno-
mi et caussiraso conjuges ejus et quinti

Every lover of antiquity would naturally
regard with apprehension the proposed resto-
ration of a building of such age and interest
as that we have described, even if the super-
intendence of the work had been entrusted to
skilful and experienced hands, but these fears
would be increased if they knew that the
selection of the architect had been determined
on in the hap-hazard manner proposed by the
building committee of S. Mary-le-Wigford.
It is said that it is only contemplated to add
an aisle on the north side for additional
accommodation, and that it is not intended to
touch the tower. We should be glad to know
that this is the case, but should like to have
an authoritative assurance from the committee
to that effect, as well as that the work shall
be placed in the hands of a perfectly compe-
tent architect.

The people of Lincoln are not remarkable
for their reverence for antiquity. The hall
of S. Mary's Guild, or the ilerchant's Guild
more popiUarly known as John of Gaunt's'
Stables, described by Hudson Turner in his
" Domestic Architecture of England " as pro-
bably the most valuable and extensive ran^e
of buildings of the twelfth century that we
have remaining in England, is divided into
tenements, and used as a malt house, and is
gradually hastening to decay.
The roof is modern, and the upper part of

the walls have been taken down ; the lower
part of the walls, including the whole of the
lower story, are, however, nearly perfect. In
any other country but England steps would
have been taken to preserve this buildin<' as
a national monument. The interesting twelfth
century house on Steep Hill, known as the
Jew s House, which belongs to the Dean and
Chapter of Lincoln, is perishing piecemeal
from neglect. In Turner's "Domestic Archi-
tecture," published in 1851, is a drawing of
the Jew's House, by Twopeny, showing a
lancet window on the upper story, and The
original openin" on the ground floor, both of
which features nave now disappeared.

THE SANCHI TOPE.
rj'^HERE is at present on view at South
X Kensington a most interesting plaster
cast of the eastern gateway of the great Bud-
dhist tope at Sanchi, in Central India, in the
territory of the Begum of Bhopal, and also
some paintings, which show the present con-
dition of the monument and the method
adopted in taking this plaster cast.

This is one of the oldest of the monuments
of India, and the portion from which this cast
has been taken—one of the entrance gateways
to the enclosure round the tope—dates from
about the commencement of the Christian
era. It is interesting in many ways, partly
from the peculiarity of its structure, 'which,
though of stone, evidently bears the impress
of having been derived from still older wooden
constructions, and partly from the character

OrVMK
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and BMBiog of the »culpture» with which it

itdeeonttd.
•n» tope U iittuted on the top of a sand-

gtoaa hill, about 3tx»ft. above Sanchi. It is a

iMBorial monument, a development of the

imple»t nionnds which were erected for simi-

lar purpoeea in the earlier stage* of civiUsa-

tioa i&Woa aU parte of the globe. Neither

the model, which u placed in the same apart-

maBtnar the painting exhibited to show its

pnaoBt eonditSn7»how3 it with all the parts

It once poaMMod, but numerous representa-

tions of topes in the sculptures give the idea

in its integrity, and this luaj be described as

follows:—
. , , vj

The monument itself consisted of a soUd

domical structure of brickwork encased in

stone, about I2»>ft. in diameter and 60ft in

hei^ surmounted by a structure which

npiesented the umbrella - like covering

with which everything sacred was covered,

•B emblem of dignity derived from the um-

bnlla carried over the heads of sove-

nigns to shield them from the sun in that

aoltiy climate. This part of the monument

hMben destroyed, and it is to the smaller

wpwaeiitations of it in the sculptured panels

that it is to be traced as an integral portion

of the work. In the sculpture?, again, it may

be seen that the surface of the dome was hung

on festive occasions with garlands and votive

offerings : a set-off on the domical surface, at

a height in the model representing probably

some 20ft. is said to have been a pro-

CMsion path used upon such state occasions.

This dome itself is supposed to date from

•boot SOD B.C. At some distance around it

is • ntost curious stone raUing, erected some

Sao yean later, composed of upright bevelled

posts, with cross pieces between them, mani-

tertly a version in stone of a wooden

type. To this were added some two

handled and fifty years later still the four

gateways (of one of "which this cast is a copy),

placed equidistantly from each other. Two
massive posts, with groups of elephants as

capitals, bear a series of cross-beams, with

what may be called interties and brackets

to support them; the whole richly encrusted

with ear^'ing, and the hollow spaces be-

tween were liikewise filled with figures stand-

ing upon the beams, and the contrast of this

ornament in the solid and in relief against the

opea sky behind is striking.

These sculptures deserve careful study, as

they most faithfully pourtray the races which
inhabited India at the time of its erection.

The conquering race, the Hindoos, though gor-

geously were most lightly clad, with the view

of ornamentation rather than decency, since

hands and spangles, armlets and head dresses,

compoae what can scarcely lie called the

oovering of the human form; whereas the sub-

ject aborigines seem to have gone in less for

the omamuntal and more for the useful, and
are dressed in coats of eulficient dimensions.

But animals are more ably carved than

the men and women, and some of the ele-

phants are in vigorous action cleverly pour-

trayed. There is one frieze-like group at the

back of the monument of a number of ele-

phants, with upraised trunks, in adoration of

a MKmd tree, which is really fine. Many
oUmt panels also deserve notice, and are

wertiiy of examination as showing the method
and object of the worship then carried on.

One panel, and one only that we saw, showed
traces of the serpent worship. In this a

seven-beaded monster surmounts the altar

before which the devotees are prostrated, but
many show the sacred tree as the object of

adotatioD, and one triple-branched one grow-
iog firam out of an altar upon the principal

fruze in the front is particularly conspicuous.
The wheel which became the emblem of tbi-

law is also held up to honour, and one panel
is filled with a pillar carrying this same
wheel—the veritable pillar of the law. All
these points an now the rulijcct of much
study, from which many valuable results are
ezpcete<l, the ancient creeds having acted and

reacted upon each other to an extent hardly

yet sufficiently realised. Among them Bud-

dhism was an" import;mt one, as its votaries

far outnumbered those of any other cioed ex-

cept the Christian, "and this ancient monu-

ment is one of the earliest records ot the

growth of a religion which now owns not a

single follower in the cradle of itsbirth—India,

but can count in other countries 222,000,000

adherents."

The following information given as to the

operation of taking the cast will show the

difficulties that have had to be suimounted

in the procuring of this fresh object of interest

for the Museum :

—

" This cast was made in the winter of 1869-

70, under the direction of Lieut. H. H. Cole,

R.E., Superintendent of the Archjeological

Survey of India, North AVestern Provinces,

by Serjeant Bullen, R.E., Corporal Jackson,

R.E., Corporal Heath, R.E., and nine native

modellers. The party left Calcutta on the

10th December, 1869, and Jubbulpore on the

13th, where the materials, tools, plaster ol

Paris, &c., weighing in all 28 tons, were trans-

ferred to country carta drawn by bullocks.

Sixty carts wore procured at Jubbulpore, and

and on 20th December the march was com-

menced to Sanchi, about 180 miles distant.

On 7th of January, 1870, Sanchi was reached,

and the work of casting commenced. The
cast was completed on the 21st February.

1870, and reached London, via Hoshungabad,

Bombay, Suez Canal, and Liverpool, early

in June. Three copies were then made by

October of the same year. The process of

making elastic moulds with gelatine was em-

ployed both at Sanchi and in the repetition

of copies in London."

ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS, AND COMPETI-

TIONS. —A LESSON TO THE INSTI-

TUTE.

THE London Builders' Association has recently

set an example to the Institute o£ British

Architects which ought to be of service, if, indeed,

any example, or precept either, oould be of use in

directing the latter body to take active measures

to protect the interests of the profession, its

recent steps having been decidedly of a retro-

gressive, rather than progressive, character. A
proper set of conditions of contract having been

determined on, in which the interests of the

builders are carefully protected, the members
have agreed that in future they will not tender

for any works on competition unless those condi-

tions are observed. A simple measure, and likely

to be as eifectual as it is simple. Contrast it for

a moment with the results of the labours of the

Institute Committees on Competitions and Pro-

fessional Practice." An elaborate report was drawn

up on the first subject some years ago, in which

certain very obvious principles were enounced as

requisite to be observed in competitions, but as

nothing was done to secure their adoption this

paper has remained a dead letter ever since.

Much the same may be said of the paper on pro-

fessional practice issued eight years ago, which
having been triumphantly held up by various

presidents in their addresses as "universally

accepted and recognised in courts of law," has

just been pronounced by one ot the aforesaid

presidents (Professor Donaldson) " as incapable of

proof, illegal, and unreasonable," and the conduct

of those architects who have acted on it, and en-

deavoured (with a fair amount of success, too,) to

secure its legal recognition, deprecated as damag-
ing to the interests of the profession. In the

mean time the public is beginning to find out how
weakly the profession hangs together, and in

every possible way is disposed to infringe on its

hitherto unquestioned rights. As the architects

have not the sense or the courage to lay down
certain conditions on which they will enter into

competitions or undertake works, the public is

determined to do that for them. There is scarcely

ever a competition announced now without a

long string of one-sided conditions, leaving the
architects absolutely at the mercy of the com-
mittees, and yet these are just as eagerly rushed at

as if the conditions were the most fair and honour-
able. One encroachment after another is made, I

lowing, which is a fair specimen of what the

modern system of competition—through the in-

difference of the Institute—is rapidly verging

towards. First we have, of course, the advertise-

ment :

—

" CoMrETmoN.—To AncnrrEcrs.

" The committee ottheNew United Secession Free

Melodist Connexion, being about to erect a chapel

and schools at Swindlington, hereby invite archi-

tects to submit designs for same. As it is ex-

pected there will be a great number of applica-

tions, in order to meet the expense of plans of

site and particulars, a deposit of £10* will be

required from each applicant before these will be

furnished, wliioh sum will not be returned under

any circumstances. Apply (prepaid with enclo-

sure) to the Rev. Worldly Wiseman, Swind-

lington."

Application having been made (with the proper

enclosure), next come the particulars and con-

ditions :

—

" Instructions to Architects and Conditions or

Competition.

" 1. The chapel to seat 1,600 persona, and the

schools to accommodate 500 children; class-

rooms or vestries, average 400ft. super each.

Residence for chapel-keeper. Cost, including

boundaries, lighting, warming, ventilation, archi-

tect's and clerk of works' fees, and all extras, not

to exceed £4,000. As systematic extortion t

forms an important element iu the practice of the

Connexion, this is to be well berue in mind.
" 2. The drawings to be to the scale of Jth of an

inch to the foot, and to comprise block plan,

basement, ground floor, first floor, and roof plans,

a full set of elevations, sections, and details of

every part ; the latter to the scale of lin. to the

foot. Also perspective views of the interior and

exterior, and a complete specification.

"3. The architect whose designs may be con-

sidered best by the committee to receive

premium of £20 for same, and the drawings to

become the absolute property of the committee,

who are not to be in any way bound to employ

the author further, but the architect is to be

bound for an additional sum of £201 *» furnish

from time to time all such further enlarged de-

tails and instructions as may be requisite for

carrying out the work. Should the architect be

employed at a commission not exceeding 5 per

cent, the premium to merge in the same, which

is to include everything—such as travelling ex-

penses, measuring fees, and the salary of

clerk of works.
"4. The drawings must be delivered carnage

free, but the unsuccessful designs to be returned

to their authors carriage unpaid, and the com-

mittee to be in no way responsible to any of the

architects for any damage or for anything else,

and not to be bound to come to any decision or

award any premium. Also, in particular not to

be bound by any rules ot any institutes or societies

of architects ; or, in fact, by anything else but

' their own sweet will.' •

" 5. The premium is not to be paid to_ tha

architect whose design may be selected till

tender from a builder (to be approved by the

committee) is received showing that it can be

carried out for the amount specified. Should the

tenders indicate a larger amount, the arehiteot

not to be entitled to the premium, or any re-

muneration whatever, and is to pay the surveyor «

fees and all expenses incurred in getting tenders,

also the sum of £50 as damages to the committej

for loss of time, &c., relative to the abandoned

design."
|1 . , r j

Nearly all the above conditions, or what a«

tantamount to them, have appeared in vanoui*

recent competitions, and some of them are quih

familiar to us by this time. Perhaps by the timj

they have become universal, and have acquired

the legal force of usage, which the papers of tli«

Institute so much lack, that august body wii

think it worth while to "recommend it

members not to compete on these terms; but an;

such vigorous action as that taken by the Builden

Society is not to be expected from it under •"

circumstances.

" Competition is the Life of Trabe."

* A similar condition to this was advertisod at Loi

"°+ This "mast be n misprint fur " exliortation." It

vcrv suffgestive however. .

.'mr,?'*_»„.i!4;„,. „.,.,„.,.n,i Ml n competition lor
'Thia~conditiou appeared in

I

Wesleyan Clmiiil st I'lymonlli a ''»', y™,^^ »fJ'1„Sso couditiouaVas well us Nos. S and 4, nrolK

coming quite common of late.
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THE EXHIBITION OP OLD MASTERS AT
THE KOYAL ACADEMY.

WE have already announced to our readers the

approaching opening of a second Eshibi-

bition of Old Masters at tlie Rojal Academy. The

private view of this collection takes place to-

morrow, and the exhibition will be opened to the

general public on Monday, the Sud of January.

On ascending the steps at Burlington Ilouao onr

attention is immediately attracted to the two grand

and striking landscapes by Salvator Uosa, lent by

the Marquess of Westrainater, which have been

placed in the vestibule, and which, by their

sombre grandeur and powerful painting, seem to

us worthy seneschals of so many splendid works

of art. Indeed, by their position they lured us

on, after a due consideration of their excellence, to

view the great room in which wo naturally ex-

pected to find the beat pictures ; nor were we dis-

appointed, though the Academy, by the numbtr-

ing of the catalogue, seems to consider it proper

to partake of the more insignificant dishes of the

great feast before attacking theptcci; de resistance.

In our former notice we remarked that the present

exhibition would be a very fine one, but we our-

selves scarcely expected to see so many pictvires of

really surpassing excellence gathered at one time

under one roof, and we feel that to have obtained

such a collection, not only must the picture col-

lectors have been uuusu.'vlly complaisant, but the

Academicians themselves must have acted with

uncommon energy. On entering the great room

our eye is insensibly attracted to the three

centres. No. 110, " The Wolf Hunt," by Rubens,

occupying the left centre, is a splendid specimen

of the master, wherein may be well seen his

wonderful power as an animal painter, and his

fine perception of the brute nature. Let the

student observe closely the way in which the at-

tacking wolf turns round to bite the cold iron

with which the spearman is thrusting him j another

wolf turns upon the dogs who have seized him,

while the foxes, trampled under foot by man and

horse slink away. The trumpeter blowing his

horn to summon the huntsmen to the death is

scarcely less of an animal than the wolves them-

selves. The baron, who with his lady has gone

forth with hawk aad hound to the sport, rides on

bis white horse into the middle of the fray. Who
but Rubens would have dared to bring the white

charger off the light sky, or, with the very ftcatiura

of power, to paint the horse on which a huntsman

is prancing forward of a piebald colour, so as to

make a more .agreeable form of light at that side

of the picture 1 This is altogether one of the

finest works by this master we know of, and

thoiigh it is possible that Snyders may have lent

him some .TSsictance in painting the animals, the

entire spirit jiower and vigorous energy of the

work are undoubtedly due to Rubens. Opposite

the '• Wolf Hunt," on tlie right-hand centre, is the

" Esther and Ahasuerus," of Tintoretto, No. 151,

lent by her Majesty the Queen, from the Hampton

Court collection. This picture is full of animated

life ; there is no feeling of composition in it, but

the sense that it is the scene as it may and must

have happened. This reality is a quality rarely

met with in art
;
psrhaps the Cartoons are an in-

stance of it, although even they have a little more

feeling of pose than Tintoretto's work. Those who
recollect tlie masterpieces by this painter in

Venice will recognise the above quality, so finely

shown in "The Crucifixion," the nailing to the

cross of those three companions, companions only

in death, in life so widely separated ; or the other

grand picture of " Our Lord Toiling up the Hill

of Golgotha." The possession of such works alone

would make Venice favoured among cities. The

Tintoretto now before us is a noble piece of Vene-

tian colouring, and should be studied with the

Rubens in order to compare the diflereut systems

of colour used bvthp Flemish and Veneti.in schools

iu the hands of two such great masters, at once so

different and so eminent. Beneath Uie Tintoretto

is placed a very fine Holbein, No. 153, portrait of

Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk, also lent by

the Queen ; and on either side hang portraits. No.

1,12, .lohn ICvelyn, of Wotton, the famous author

of the " Sylva," by Walker ; the other, the tnie

original of Gainsborough's " Blue Biiy," No 151,

Edward Gardiner, nephew of the painter. It is

satisfactory to see that these two specimens of

English art bear well their juxtaposition with such

a noble portrait as that by Holbein. On either

side again are Claudes, on the right the second

Altieri Claude, No. 149, " The Landing of Eneas,"

which is not so good as the companion exhibited

here last year ; and on the left, No. 1.5t), Landscape,
" The Sermon on the Mou«t," belonging to Lord

Westminster. Other schools of landscape are

founded upon exact and minuto imitation of

uature ; these Claudes, while ciuiuenlly character-

istic of what is grandest in nature, caiTy us into a

happy dreamland far away from the dull common-
places surrounding us. The Claude belonging to

Sir W. Miles contrasts with its pendant, No. 156,

by its greater freshness (a freshness almost

amounting to coldness) and brilliancy : wo shall

refer to it again in a future notice. In the centre

of the great room at the end is placed the portrait

of Lady Anne Fitzpatrick, known as " Sylvia,"

by Sir Joshua Reynolds, belonging to Lady
Lyveden, No. 132. This is indeed the perfection

of portraiture. What a lovely background ! and

what a sweet young girl bathing her pink feet in

the rivulet ! What breadth, what tone, and what

richness of colour I Surely to look at this picture is

to love it ! See, too, how well it bears comparison

with Lord Westminster's fine Rembrandt, No.

136, " Portrait of a Lady with a Fan." Sirs.

Culling Hanbury's Muriilo, " The Flight into

Egypt," No. 128, is a picture full of tone and of a

higher quality than usual, but the lights are a

little crude. On this side too, Turner and Call-

cott hang as pendants. Between the door and

end of the room on the left hand side is a fine

Bassano, "The Portrait of a Senator," No, 120,

and on the right hand, " The Portrait of a Lady,"

by Nicholas Maes, No. 143. This latter is a line

work, and deserves careful study from the young

painter, on account of its breadth of treatment

and perfect finish, without the sense of its being

at all laboured. Here, too, Mulready and Terberg,

Nos. 142 andl46, may be studied in juxtaposition.

The Mulready is full of colour, and carefully and

wonderfully finished, but hot and red, while the

Terberg is at least more true to the general hue of

nature. No. 117, "The Sea Coast," by Jacob

Huysdael, should be closely examined by the

student. Let him remark how the reality of Nature

is attained by truthful labour ; mark the wonder-

fully flat sea with the waves lengthily breaking on

the shallow sandy shore. The rolling clouds and

grey sky and the dunes in the foreground, are all

most characteristic of Dutch scenery, and painted

with extraordinary skill. Mrs. Bradshaw may well

be congratulated on possessing such a rare

treasure. No. 121, " Morning," by Claude, is full

of light and rich translucent efl'ects. No. 119,

"The Glebe Farm," is a capital specimen of our

English Landscape painter, jConstable's, work.

Close by hangs a choice Teniers, " Card-playing,"

No. 122, the property of Mr. Field, of Ashurst.

At the other end of the room is placed No. 160,

"Colonel Tarleton," a noble portrait by Sir

Joshua Reynolds ; and as a pendant to this hangs
" The Countess of Sussex and Lady Barbara

Yclverton," by Gainsborough. Here is, indeed, a

treasury of study. How naturally and composedly

Lady Barbara, a young girl between ten and
twelve, stands beside her mother, just as a

simple child would place herself. How
finely, too, the light of the sky is, without appa-

rent premeditation, so treated as to increase the

principal ma ss of light. How little sense there is

of paint ; how pure and delicate are the tints of

both flesh and drapery. This is certainly one of

Gainsborough's finest works, In this room, too,

may be studied almost a complete collection of the

three diflbrent periods of Gainsborough's great

ideal, Vandyke ; that painter whom on his death-

bed he exclaimed was going with him to a better

place. No. 143, " The Balbi Children," and No.

ill", "A Genoese Senator," are painted in his

first or Venetian manner ; and there are several

other beautiful specimens of his works during

this period in the room. Vandyke visited Italy

early in life, full cf the knowledge lie had ob-

tained from his gnat master Kubcus, yet opin to

all the impresaioDB that would be likely to ba

made upon a young and ardent mind by the Vene-

tian and Lombard schooli. His pictures at thia

time have a fullnoaa of impastu and richness of

colour which we do not nee when ha own style be-

came more confirmed, a* in the very fine replica of

the " Countess of Santa Croce," No. 150, painted in

what we may call Vandyke's middle manner. This

portrait is certainly aa fine aa the one exhibited

last year belonging to the (Jueen,and is identically

the same with it, so that it would be difficult to

decide which is the first and which is the second

woik. When Vandyke had obtained a just cele-

brity and was fully employed as the court painter,

he, like other portrait painters, fell away from

his early earnest excellence and adopted a more
facile method of painting, brilliant and clever in

its way, and which, though perhaps hardly to be

so much admired as his more earnest Venetian

manner, yet enabled him to get through the

enormous amount of work he did before his early

death at the age of forty-two. In this room also

is placed Vandyke's portrait of " Sir Edmund
Verney the Younger," standard - bearer to

Charles I., who was kUled while defending his

standard at Edge-hill. The marshal's baton of

this staunch Royalist is preserved, and placed be-

neath the picture, which is now in the possession

of Sir Harry Verney. No. 137, "Lady Russell

and her Child," is a fine portrait by Romney.
Lord Ashburton's noble Rembrandt, No. 114,

simply called " A Portrait," is a splendid work.

See how grandly the head is set upon the

shoulders, and how vigorously it stands out from
the background. A nest of small pictures sur.

rounds Reynolds's portrait of " Lady A. Fitz-

patrick, two charming little Watteaus, and some

very delicate and highly-finished works by Teniers.

We cannot quit this room, and end our remarks

upon the "Old Masters Kxhibition " for tho

present, without calling attention to Sir Joshua's

portrait of Charles James Fox as a young man,

with Lady Susan Strangeways and Lady Sarah

Lennox, standing in tho balcony of Holland House.

This picture, wo believe, has never left the walla

of that pleasant Jacobean mansion atjKensington

since it was first painted till now kindly lent to

the Royal Academy by Lady Holland. "The rich-

ness of the treat in store for our readers may be

easily estimated when we remind them that in

reviewing thia exhibition we have at present only

been through one room ; true, it is the largest

gallery in the suite, but there are seven other

rooms still waiting to be explored, containing'many
masterpieces of deceased British painters, besides

foreign worka. The entire collection of Lord
Dudley, in which are many priceless treasures,

alone takes up three rooms. We hope in a future

article to point out their excellences to onr rea ders,

but in the mean time they will have enou gh to

do in one visit if they carefully examine the pic-

tures of the great masters already brought un der

their notice.

COMPETITION.

Yeovil Cottage HosprrAL CoMPETiTioir.

—

Tho report of the sub-committee appointed to

select a design for the Cottage Hospital was

approved by the geueral committee on Thursday

week. The motto of tho design chosen out of

twenty-eight sent in is " Well considered," the

author being Mr. J. Johnson, 35, Moorgate-street,

London. The ground pLan shows men's ward for

six beds and an accident ward for four beds, with

bath-room, ward scullery, lavatories, Ac, ad-

joining. Near the entrance is the matron's

room, with stnall window for overlooking the

ward. The out-patients' waiting room, medical

officers' examination room, and the dispensary

are on the Ilchester-road side of the site, and on

the Preston-road side are a small dining-room,

kitchen, scullery, store closets, pantry, wash-

house, laundry, coal-shed, *c. On tho fiiat floor

are wards containing the same number of beds as

those on ground floor, the nurse's room being

over the matron's. A aervant'a bedroom, and

clean linen and clothes atores, are also provided.

Dundee Harbour.—So greatly has the direc

jute trade of this port with Calcutta increased o

late years, that more harbour and dock accommo
dation is needed. At a meeting of the Harbou
Trustees on Monday week, it was resolved to com
plete the Victoria Dock immediately, at a cost of

£120,000, and thereby provide for an ailditional

number of large vessels.
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POLLUTION OF THE YORKSHIRE
RIVERS.

A
GOOD Je«l ha»been said about the pollu-

tion of rivers by town sewage and

Mnoaltand manure, but little ou the pollu-

tMB and obttruction of rivers by manufac-

twUM refuM. Although we noticed generally

tJM&eport of the Royal Commission at the

ii'jrf of iwue, there are a few points in it to

which ve wish to draw public attention. The

Commiasion selected for inquiry the Aire

and the Calder — two rivers in the West

Riding of Vorkahire—as being poUutai by

the refuse of manufactures, as distinguished

from that of agriculture and town-drainage

in the valleys of the Thames and Lea, which
hmA alreadv been reported upon.

Tun is the name given to those small lakes

ritnatcd at a high level in the hills of

tlta Weet Riding ; and Malham Tarn forms

the extreme aonroe of the Aire, in the Scar

limectone strata ; and two small streams

arising in the millstone grit formation, near

Todmorden, viz., the Cal and the Der, form

by their junction the river Calder. These

sonices are all at a great elevation ; that of

the Aiie U-iog 1,243 feet above the mean
krd of the sea, and those of the Calder

1,500 feet above the same level ; while, at

the Junction of the two rivers at Castleford,

the elevation above the same level is but

40 feet. If we take the length of the Aire

basin to this point at 45 miles, there is an

areiaee fail of about 27 feet per mile ; and if

we take the length of the Calder basin at 35

miles, it has an average fall of 40 feet per

mile. The rainfall is very considerable here.

The middle district, up to an elevation of, say,

1 ,iX>0 feet, has an average annual rainfall of

about 30in. ; and in the upper district it

varies from 3<)in. to 8Uin. ; and the whole
district may be said to have an average

rainfall of 36iD. and a minimum of 24in.

These features of the coimtry make it one

peculiarly suitable to manufacturers requiring

large quantities of water for both trade pur-

poses and power.

The principal towns within the basins of

these two rivers are Wakefield, with a popu-
lation of 23,{kk); Dcwsbury, 2o,(KX); Hud-
dersGeU, 35,(KHi; Leeds, 228,000; Bradford,

H«,ooO ; Halifax, 50,000 ; Todmorden, 9,0(K);

Keighlev, 20,(KH); Skipton, 5,CkK) ; Pontefract,

S,3<io; liingley, C.tXH) ; Castleford, C,(X)0 ; and
altogether about 750,000 persons.

These Yorkshire rivers are the common
Teceptacles of all kinds of manufacturing
nfuse, as well as sewage ; and the large quan-
tity of solid matter thrown in forms obstruc-

tions which make it impossible to treat quite

separately the questions of obstruction and
pollntion. They are the receptacles for

Droken pottery and worn-out metal utensils,

cefnse brick rubbish, earth, stone, and clay

from qnaiiiesand excavations, road scrapings,

atreet sweepings, &c.; spent dye-woods and
other solids used in the treatment oi worsteds
and wooUeni ; hundreds of carcases of animals,
M dogs, cata, pics, &c, which are allowed
to float on the surface of the streams or putrify
on their banks ; the flowing in, to the amount
of many million gallons a day, of water poi-
soned by refuse fiom mines, chemical works,
dyeing, scouring, and fulling worsted and
woollen stuffs, skin cleaning and tanning,
alanghter-house garbage, and the sewage of
towns and houses. The amount of solids
taken into the streams by sewers is, in the
^gpegate, enormous, throughout the West
Buiog. At Leeds, the Tolume of sewage
pMsing into the Aire is from eight to ten
million gallons a day, the entire weight of
solids being swept out therewith ; and this is

tke caae throngnout the district wherever
BMis aeven and drains exist

•* Moat of the towns in the West Riding
aye been partially sewered, and some houses
^jto hsre been drained ; but in no single
™^—

w

has this work Wen thoroughly done.'
AtLceda, Bradford, Keighley, Skipton, Tod-" " Halifax, Huddersfield, Dewsbury,

Wakefield, and smaller towns, villages, mills

and houses, the sewage passes at once iuto

the streams of water.

There ,ire lai^e areas of land, both in the

Aire and Calder valleys, which would be

greatly benefited by a proper application of

sewage. Where sewage will llow over a.

sullicieut area of laud by gravity there ought

to be the best return for the expenditure, but

towns having populations of 10,000 and up-

wards may venture to incur the cost of pump-
ing sewage, and so reach lands less valuable

than the rich garden or meadow land at lower

elevations.

Besides the description of the peculiarity of

the rivers in the manufacturing districts, the

Commissioners offer some practical remarks on

the subject of irrigation of land with town
sewage, which are well worth attention.

They say: "When a limited quantity of

sewage or other water containing manure
soaks iuto a fertile soil the first effect

is to displace part of the water already

contained irt the soil, occupying its

place in the interstices, whence the

organic matter it contains is held in

temporary union with the active soil, to be

afterwards absorbed by the roots of plants or

decomposed by the air, so that in a short time,

varying according to the activity ofvegetation

and of decomposition, no impurity whatever
remains." This view agrees with that ex-

pressed by another Commission in a later

report, viz., that sewage water may be suffi-

ciently purified by passing it through a filter-

bed of porous soil or sand intermittently,

giving one filter-bed a rest while another is

being used, so that after the interstices of the

filtering materials have been drained of water
air occupies them, and on again turning sew-

age into the bed through the air-occupied in-

terstices it becomes puiified. To return to

the Report :
" If, then, the sewage which has

soaked into the soil is not displaced by other

water until a sufficient time for it to be
purified has elapsed, it will, when displaced, be

as pure as ordinary shallow spring water. If

it be found that the depth of the active soil

effecting this change is about half a yard, and
that it contains about one- fifth of its weight of

water, a quantity of sewage may sink into

it equal to about 500 tons (per acre), or a depth
of 6in., before the water previously in the soil

within 18in. of the surface is all displaced
;

and if considerably less than this proportion

of sewage, say lin. to 2in. in depth, be put
on rich soil at once, though the drains from it

will run freely, as they do after heavy rain,

they will be carrying away the water pre-

viously in the soil, and not, as is often supposed,
that just poured upon it."

" Civilisation in its arrangements andneces-
sities may be compared to a machine. A rude
and simple machine works well under the
management of a peasant, but as it becomes
more complex in construction, more delicate

in its parts, more refined in its operations, so

in like proportions, must those to whose hands
its working is entrusted be more and more
specially educated, skilful, and attentive.

Modem civilization in Great Britain abstracts

population from the country to ago;regate it

in towns, and this has gone on during the last

half century witli ever-increasing speed.

Cities and towns in medixval times had
little in the way of sanitary works to be kept
in order. At all times the public health was
deteriorated by the accumulated and neglected
filth, and when several seasons of bad weather
followed each other, ordinary fevers ripened
into sweating sickness, putrid typhus, and
plague." Municipal works, " to be of the

greatest service, must not only be skilfully

designed and executed, but they must be intel-

ligently managed ; and, as with the working
machine with refined and complicated parts

there must be care and skilful management,
so in like manner complicated sanitary

arrangements in towns reqxiire the attention of

specially educated men. Local self-governors

do not always recognise this necessity ; and
by attempting to work with uneducated and

underpaid labour, they bring discredit on
their local works. If arrangements for the
prevention of river pollution be added to the
other duties of a local surveyor, the sanitary

machine to be kept in order will be more com-
plex. Sanitary works and arrangements in
towns will only ' produce beneficial results

under skilful superintendence unceasingly
applied. It will be in vain to multiply pre-

ventive works and estaUlish new regulations

unless they are managed and maintained with
the necessary skill and care."

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

O'S THE .DERANGEMENT AND VENTILATION OP
HOSPITALS.

''PHE reacliug of Mr. Salter's paper on this

L subject (au abstract of which appeared in

last week's Building News) gave rise to the

following

discussion.

Mr. New, in proposing a vote of thanks to

Mr. Salter for his paper, said it was a very
clear and iustructive one. He (Mr. New) had had
some experieuco in hospital construction, and tho

question ho thought of more importance than
others in hospital planning was that of ventila-

tion. He should liave been glad, tlierefore, if

Mr. Salter had expressed his own views on this

question of ventilation, and stated which of the

systems bronght forward in his paper he con-

sidered to bo the best. There were two par-

ticular kinds of ventilation, viz., natural and
artificial, both of which had been referred to.

In the speaker's experience ho had fouud the

"Middlesex Hospital window" to be decidedly

the best. Generally speaking, ho had admitted

a small amount of external air, and he had
small apertures for the vitiated air to escape, but
as a rule this was found to be insufficient. Even
if they put an ordinary iron ventilator below it

was not quite sufficieut. But when they could

open the window to any wished-for degree, they
got a volume of fresh air snfHcient for all pur-

poses. He thought, therefore, that this window
was really the best means of ventilation, with,

however, the addition of tho lower apertures j list

above the level of tho floor. It they admitted the

fresh air above, .and did not admit it near tho

floor, they fouud that they did not get that

which was to be desired ; they only got an
amount of cold air which fell down upon the

heads of tho patients. But when the air was
admitted both above and below, that from above

mixed with that from below, and they obtained

efficient ventilation combined with an equable

temperature. The principle which Mr. Mairable

had adopted in the Small Pox Hospital at Stock-

well—of carrying the pipes along the side of the

wards—he thought was an execlleut arrangement,

and one well worthy of imitation, as the fresh air

was well warmed before euteriug the wards. With
reference to tho shafts in tho same building, in

which the air was heated so as to facilitate ex-

haustion, he suggested that Howarth's or some
similar make of ventilators should be fixed at the

top, the spiral caps being kept continually

moving by mechanical means where this was
possible. Thus he thought they would obtain an
exhaustive system which would be amply
sufficient for efficient ventilation. But failing

these appliances, ho thought that two or three gas

jets underneath the shaft (as in Mr. INIarrable's

hospital at Stockwell) would answer tho pur-

pose. As to the desu-ability of having stoves for

warming, and whether they should be open or

close, ho was inclined to believe that the best

system of warming, for hospitals as for other

buildings, was by hot-water pipes. Tho only

advantage in having stoves was that they were

found useful by the nurses for warming or airing

bed-linen, night-clothes, &o., but beyond this he

thought the hot-water pipe system the most

advantageous, although he knew that the ma-
jority of patients liked to see an open fireplace.

He thought that a more even temperature would

bo obtained by hot-water pipes. With regard to

the position of tho water-closets, he thought the

best practice in every respect was to have them

entirely distinct from and outside tho main

building, the approach being by a small well-

ventilated corridor, so that on all sides )jlenty of

fresh air might be got. The cubical space

named by Mr. Salter was, he believed, that

usually allowed by most authorities on tho

question. Tho position o£ tho administrative
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department and atoro rooms deserved careful

consideration ; as also did that of the scallcrics,

lavatories, uruials, &a. The advantage of the
water-closets (when situated at the end comers of

the ward) being placed anglowiso or diagoiuilly

was very great. On the whole, ho thought the

pavilion system the one which was capable of

conferring the greatest advantages on the patients.

That natural ventilation is the best was the feel-

ing of the medical profession.

Mr. Batterbuky, iu seconding the proposi-

tion, said ho was very much surprised that Mr.
Salter had only treated of hospitals upon the
pavilion principle. There were two principal

systems—the pavilion and tho corridor, the latter

of which was tho most useful for study by them
as junior members of the profession, as, by reason
of its greater economy, it was being extensively

employed by hospital committees and boards of

guardians for the erection of small hospitals and
infinnaries. Ho thought Mr. Salter had not been
very fortunate in tho selection of his examples of

the pavilion system. The hospital at Stockwell
seemed to have an excessive administrative depart-

ment, while in the new S. Thomas's Hospital, on
the same system, tho administrative department
was not half so large as that at Stockwell rela-

tively to tho numlier of patients it would accom-
modate. Neither had Mr. Salter treated of double
wards, the advantages and economy of which he
(Mr. Batterbury) thought very gi'eat, as an
inspection of the now Chronic Wards at Mai^ylc-

bone would show. With regard to ventilation, the
great authority, the Poor-Law Board (laughter)

had laid it down as a rale—and they discounten-
anced anything like artificial means of ventilation

—in their "points " (of which there were sixty,

and they might be termed the " Poor-Law Creed")
that there should be, at intervals of every ten feet,

air-bricks inserted near the floor-level, imme-
diately under the ceiling-level of the floor below,
which should have on the underside perforated
zinc, BO that the patients should not have the
control of the ventilation. Mr. Salter had not
spoken of the means of escape from fire in build-

ings constructed on the pavilion principle, and he
thought that he had omitted a very important ad-
vantage in not specifying that the flooring-boards

should be tongued with iron. In conclusion, he
asked whether it was an advantage to have
rounded corners to the wards, as in some compe-
titions which had come under his notice this was
a feature strongly insisted upon, though why he
knew not.

Mr. C. H. F. Lewes thought, on tho contrary,

that Mr. Salter had been very happy iu the selec-

tion of his examples, but considered that to plan
double wards, as suggested by Mr. Batterbury,
would be to take a step in the wrong direction. He
would just point out an omission made by Mr.
Salter in describing the Fever Hospital at Stock-
well. In that building the water-closets and bath-
rooms were placed midway in the length of the

wards, as the wards were unusually long.

Mr. GiLiiKRT R. IJedoeave, iu reference to the
French systems of hospital ventilation, said he
believed that B'rench architects were in favour of

artiticially-warmed air being forced into the
buildmgs by means of fans, or through channels
made in the walls of the building, and that seemed
to him a better plan than exhausting the air by
artificially-moved screw-ventilators in shafts

above. At the new University buildings at Glas-
gow, the air is heated by means of hot-water pipes

in the basement, and this heated air is forced up
by fans and enters the apartment for which it is

iutended through openings in the ceiling. The
entry of this warm fresh au- at the top of the
room drives down the vitiated air to the bottom,
there to find an exit. This system of ventilation,

which seemed so diametrically opposed to tho ordi-

nary and natural method, had not been adopted
without gi-eat deliberation, the most eminent
men of science having been consulted iu the
matter. The reasons given in favour of this plan
were, he believed, that the introduction of hot air

in one place and the withdrawal of foul air in

another, created very dangerous cross draughts,
which were difficult to avoid ; but by bringing in

the fresh air at the top it was more uniformly
distributed. With regard to the admission of

fresh air into hospital wards, tho main difficulty

was to prevent a great rush of cold air. In con-

cluding his remarks, Mr. Redgi'ave said he
thought it highly desirable that some summary
or statement iif the various means of ventilation

should be prepared, specifying the particular

mciuis suited for various requirements.

Ml'. ItitooEs having suggested tliat tho air

might bo washed in some way before entering
buildings, especially hospitals, to free it from
dust, and that tho water employed for that pur-
pose might also bo used as the motive power of

small tiu'bines tor imparting rotation to fans and
oowels,

Mr. Potter proposed that tho names ot Mr.
Currcy, Mr. Marrable, and Mr. T. Wyatt, who
had so khidly lent the numerous plans and
drawings with which tho paper was illustrated,

should be included in the vote of thanks.
Mr. Watson (President) said that before

putting the motion ho wished to refer to one or

two matters dealt with in tho paper. He quite

agi-eed with most of what Mr. Salter had said
;

in fact, most of the points that gentleman had
urged were so well established that there was no
real differenco ot opinion upon them. On one
point, however, he strongly differed from Mr.
Salter, although the game point had been strongly
urged by many writers on the subject. lie

alluded to tho alleged necessity of making tho
walls of hospital wards of a nou-porous material,
and ho was suiiirised to liear it laid down by
Jlr. Salter that the walls should be coated with
some hard material capable of receiving a fine

polish—with marble, in fact, if possible. Now,
although he (Mr. Watson) had practised it him-
self—he had used polished Parian cement for

hospital ward walls—he had great objections to

it. Ho objected to it because with a polished
surface there was no absorption, and because
tho moisture evolved from tlio atmosphere con-

densed npon the polished surface and streamed
down to the floor. His impression was that it

would be far better, instead, to consti-uet rooms
which would answer as hospital wards for a cer-

tain period of time, the walla being so constructed
that at intervals moi-e or less frequent the walls
could bo washed or re-sm-faced. Tho miasma
did not penetrate into the brick wall or even
into the plaster, but hung upon the surface, and
it would hang upon the surface of a polished wall
almost as much as upon that of au ordinary wall.

He thought it would be better in all large

hospitals to have one more ward than was neces-
sary, so that one was always under process of

cleaning.

Tho Chairman having put the motion to tho
meeting, it was nnanimonsly carried, and
Mr. Salter, in acknowledging the compliment,

briefly replied to some of the questions raised in

the discussion. With regard to ventilation, he
said his opinion was that natural ventilation was,
as a rule, the best, for hospitals as well aa for

other buildings, but of course different diseases

requu'ed different degrees of temperature for

their successful treatment. The warmth of the
air required for fever in certain cases differed

from that required in small-pox ; but physicians
were all agreed upon this—that whether the air

came in cold or warm, there should be plenty of

it. Natural ventilation was generally the best

where it could be got, but there were certain cases

in which it was not obtaiuable. You could not
have natural ventilation when you were compelled
to keep up a temperature above that of the ex-

ternal air. Were the damp, foggy air of a
November day allowed to enter the wards of

hospitals without being dried and warmed, it

would prove fatal to many of the inmates. With
reference to tho Glasgow system of ventilation,

referred to by Mr. Redgrave, and now being
carried out by Mr. Phipsou, there were revolving
fans in the basement, which drew in the fresh

ail', causmg it to paas through a film of fine cold

water spray, as suggested by Mr. Rhodes, to

remove particles of dust. The air was then
forced upwards and entered the apartment from
the ceiling, as described by Mr. Redgrave. He
(Mr. Salter) thought, however, that the Glasgow
princiiile was fundamentally wrong, inasmuch as

it was opposed to the laws of nature. To force

fresh air in at the top of an apartment and to

drive the vitiated au' out at the bottom would
require a very considerable driving-down power to

be imparted to the fresh air in order to coimter-

act the natural tendency of vitiated air to rise
;

and surely this would cause a strong downward
draught 1 As to double wards, his opinion was
that they constituted the most injuiions arrange-

ment possible. If you put four rows of beds in

a ward, you must have currents of air from one

row of patients passing over the heads of another

row. This plan was tried at King's College

Hospital, and its failure was notorious, while in

Prance the Assistance Publique, in writing of it,

said it was one of the worst possible arraugo-

meiits for au hospital. As to escape in case of

fire, his idea was that all the wards should bo
fire-proof, and all tho staircases, and with these
desiderata the chances of flr(3 would bo reduced
to a minimum. With regard to rounded conicrg,

the reason adduced in their behalf was that square
comers tended to the collection of dust and the
impediment of tho circulation of tho air of a
room, but he attached no importance to this. .\8

to non-porous walls, and the Chairman's remarks
thereaueut, Mr. Salter said that if the walls were
coated with an absorbent matcruil, during one
Slate of the atmosphere they would take in, and
during another state they would give ont. Many
medical authorities on hospitals agreed in thinking
that a hard polished wall was the best. He thought
that the principle advocated by tho Chairman
would never answer, unless ho removed the whole
of tho wall, even to the bricks, for ho believed it

had been shown by analysis that the miasma
actually did enter the bricks.

The meeting then terminated. Tho next meet-
ing is fixed for this (Friday) evening, when a
paper will be read by Mr. Gilbert R. Redgrave
" On tho Architectural Treatment of Rubbish."

ARCHITECTURAL MATTERS IN
WORCESTER.

By a Provincial AncnrrECT.

WORCESTEll, pos-sessed ot a cathedral of
great antiquity, has by no means the me-

diaeval quaintneas for which so many of our Eng-
lish cities are noted. Most of its ])ublic building*,

and a very considerable portion of the dwellings,

may be said to be of, it anything, a Hanoverian
type ; and the streets all over the city have little

of the irregular picturcaqueness the visitor expects
to see in a cathedral town. The cathedial itself

is too well known to require description. Just
now it is jmdergding a very purgative course of
restoration under Mr. Oilbcrt Scott.

There would seem to be very little bouse build-
ing or now building ot any kind going on
in Worcester, and it it be true that the
local taxes amount on an average to one-
half of the rateable value of the premises
on which they are claimed, the dearth of new
buildings is not very extraordinary. We under-
stand that a £21 house at Worcester, rated at;

SIS, is charged with £9 taxes. Snrely there
must be some need ot waking up the citizens in

the Guildhall, as well as the occupants of the
cathedral. No city or town can be expect«d to
prosper with eiich an incubus of taxation aa this.

It is calculated to paralyse all building specula-

tion.

The Guildhall would seem to be an especial

favourite with the citizens if it be true that, in its

contemplated enlargement or reconstruction, the
citizens hesitate to do away with its street fapade.

It is a vilo Hanoverian composition of red brick

and stone dressings, bedight with a profusion of

sculpture (so-called) by way ot niched figures of

Queen Anne and the two Charles's, five figures

up in the air of Justice and other attendant vir-

tues, very ostentatiously propped up a pimteriori

with iron bars, and a sprawling pediment charged
with golden-winged angels blowing gildeil trum-
pets in honour of the five atores.aid virtues over-

head, or of the three gilded sovereigns down be-

low. Intei'nally the edifice contains two long ill-

proportioned halls. The whole thing is aa un-
couth, as ill-contrived, and as ugly as it well

can be, and the best thing to be done will

be to pull it all down and rebuild it on a better

design.

Worcester is by no means rich in modern edifices

ot good design in any known style. Perhaps its

beat Greek building is the Shire Hall, a preten-

tious pedimented portico of six columns disposed

along Oie side. (!) of a bald, uninteresting court-

room, remarkable for its bad acoustic qualities

—

or, perhaps, we should rather say, its anacoustio

peculiarities. The principal Italian buililiug is a
new stone-fronted bauk near S. Nicholas'

Church, the details of which are as clumsy and
ill-proportioned as it is possible to conceive. One
excellent quality the facade has, and we h.isten

to mention it—good wide quoins at each angular
extremity that almost redeem tbe other glaring

defects of the design. The Corn Exchange in

Angel-street is a compo and red brick structure

of inconceivable ugliness, the style " Greek," and
the order, if anything, " Doric," in courtesy. The
eitizt^ns have just pulled down and sold the mate-
rialn of their old AlhamVra, and iiuilt up a ne tf

uno absolutely indtscrib.ible in its ugUnet>s.
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** KTmV^***" " ii by no menu well giTen in

Ik* rmy NMBlty built gnmnur •ctools, adorned

wUk a stiff tgan ot Quwn Eliiab«Ui in a niche.

•f%^ makmUTvted (light i«d brick and warm-

oaborad (toa*) hM an axcemliDgly plea&ing

bat tha arakitoctural features arc ill-

Bad and iimatiiJaetorr.

I mmh ba aaid for the ilodem Ootbic

at Wonntar. Tita Baptiita in Sansom Walk

aad tha Pnabytariana u CaaUe-atreet have re-

ontir anetad luge steepled churches in the

ttato. na dataila of both are very unaatiafac-

Icty ; ttoaa of the former building remarkably

ao, and tha paliaading and piers are atrocious.

Tka gMianl outline of the Utter edifice is very

aoeaaBfol, aapeoially that of the spire, and here

Iha wnmcht-iion taio* and gates in front are

rtn akaqr designed. But the crown of all

Bodatm Oothic works in Worcester is surely a

aU (too* building in the Tything (street),

rt^trti*^ to the viaduct of the Hereford Kailway.

It b, let vs hope, the work of an engineer, who

ii DO ardiitect. It should be aeen to be appre-

Ona nally good modem work we did see in

Wofoaater; the model dwellings of the City of

Wonaatsr Aaaoeiation for building Dwellings for

tlM I^booring Claasea. It ia aituated in Copen-

hagan-atreet Each flat, rented at Ss. 6d. per

waek, eomprises a good kitchen, one large and

tvo amall bedrooms, a scullery, and a water.

ebaat, all admirably arranged, and well worthy

si tha notiea of the Londoners interested in the

tof such buildings.

KEW ELEMENTS OF HAND-RAILING.*

{Continutdfrom page 164.)

PLan 15.—OoxsTBL-cno!) or a Wbeath is Two
Piacts—Cfpcb Past to Form Baup.

FIOCRE 1 exhibits plan of stairs, starting with
fire winders. The riser of first sqnare

st«p stands on spring. The centre line of rail is

stziiek with s 9in. radios.

It has bean distinetlj (tited, and clearly shown
on tha two pneeding pistes, that winders connect-
ing wUh sqnare stops shonld not terminate on
Wfoa^ liae. The reason is obvions—for, the
nnnow ends being crowded into the cylinder,
natnrally eanses tas wreath to stand on too great
a pitch, and thns makes the ramp on upper part
short and abmpt. Thcso defects are more ap-
parent on stairs having small cylinders, the
wnatk seemingto stand almost upright . Sach an
anaightly appearance can bo very easily avoided
by Ineraaaing tha width of narrow end of winders
sad letting them ran past spring lino, in same
mannw as shown on preceding plate.

Some joiners like to try their hand on this
kind of work, without any regard whatever to
•iUUisbed mles. The situation of winders and
RtSMnl finish not being taken into consideration,
Mass* the ezeention of a handrail to be not only
difflenlt , bat quite destmctive of that effect which
well-eoastraeted stairs shonld have.
Take the plate before ns as an example. It is

i«««i at a glance that the wreath must of necessity
b* in two pieoes. The question to be decided is,

What part of the circle should the joint be made
•pao, so as to give the least work, and at the
aane time to produce the Lest possible effect ?
This point is speedily settled by simply drawing
the two tangents to form a right angle the sides
ol which most equal the radius of the circle.
This at once fixes the joint at B, and gives B, C, D
aataagaats for ui)pcr piece of wreath. Then the
lower side of square, being extended, gives posi-
noiof newel and mitre cap. Also ordinate for

yyy** of wreath; the ordinate for upper part

ff*H*; "• This, however, remains unknown until
t^ants D, C, Band one side of the square are
nialded: which is shown at Fig. 2. Letterstag Uie margin on the right correspond with
tnos* on plan. Line A represents comer of
sqnare

; letter B the joint, and C the angle of
tangenU

; while D shows the spring line. Let
sqnjre steps and winders stand in same position
satbose on idan.

I«t gnder aide of raU rest on centre of short
"ry*^. J** «f halfiU thickness, which draw.«w»^ at K. FU upon height of newel abovi

S. r?.\ *?!»«»• •fcort bahisters 2-4, andjr«« «-W. Now set off Ciu. and draw underas 01 cap.

'"*• **" W Tiubiwr ui4 Co., l-ouOou.

NEW ELEMENTS OP HAND-BAILING.—PLATE XV.

Next, set off half thickness of rail, cuttiHg at
H. Join H K, and we have the pitch of wreath
over winders. Its joint N stands over riser B.
Height and ordinate for upper piece of wreath
can now bo obtained by extending the lino
marked " Centre of Rail." Then draw through
joint N, cutting at L and 2, which gives 2.3, for
height, and 2 L as direction for ordinate. Let T>
L on plan equal it. Join L B. Wo have now
the ordinate for lower and upper part of wreath.
Then, by drawing through centre of balusters,
parallel with B L, and lower side of square, to
cut tangents, gives a direction to show variation
m length of balusters standing under the wreath.
The method being simply to transfer intersections
made on tangents to that of the winders at Fig.
2, where the position of balusters is seen.

Fig. 3 shows mould for upper part of wreath.
Commence by drawing any straight line, say L, 2.
Let this equal corresponding letters on right.
Next, square over L P. Let D, C, L equal
smiikr tangents, on plan. Then draw ordinate
through D; also Imes from C andL parallel with
It. Next, draw seat through P, square with
ordmato. Let height 4 V equal that of 2.3 on the
right. Join V T extended. This is the pitch.
Complete the mould as shown. The straight
wood on shank may be any length desired. It
forms the ramp, and connects with the straight
rail. This piece of wreath having the slabs
taken off the sides is ready to thickness. Then
cut off the slab from upper side of shank, clear
through, and siiuare with jomt. This done,
notice the comer on the concave side. It gives
perfect direcUons to form the ramp. The sqnare
sections show joints and appUcation of bevels.
fo prove tho correctness of mould, see that

)
N K 3, equal oorrcsponding letters on pitches to
tho nght. *

Fig. 4 shows tho motild for piece of wreath
starting from the newel.

Commence by i-unning a gauge-line on a
board to suit mitre given on plan. Square over

from any point, say 0. Let O N equal one side

of square on plan ; and have N H to equal corre-

spotading letters on pitch to the right. Next,

find wide end of mould ; also tho bevel.

Return for a moment to H on tho right ; and
set off on each side of it half the width of rail.

Then draw parallel with H A, cutting pitch. The
intersections thus made give width of mould

;

and the angle formed by pitch and line H A con-

tains tho bavol for joint, on which the mitre is

made.
Observe joint N standing on the minor axis,

which makes the mould on that line always

equal to the width of rail, so taat a square is

applied to the joint, as shown. Find points to

insert pins. Then sweep the elliptio ^ curves

with a string. ^

THE SURVEYORSHIP OF BRIDEWELL
AMD BETHLEHEM HOSPITALS.

THE Governors have issued an advertisement

that they will meet on Monday the 30th

of January next, for the purpose of electing a

Surveyor to the Hospitals. Applications from
candidates desirous of competing for the post

must be sent in, accompanied by answers to a

printed form, which may be obtained ot the

Clerk's office, addressed to A. M. Jeaffreson, Esq.,

the Clerk to tho Hospitals, Bridewell Hospital,

Bridge-street, Blackfriars (E.C.), not later than

the 12th of January next. There will probably

be numerous applicants. Mr. Charles Barry, Mr.
Frederick Marrablc, Mr. F. W. Porter, and Mr.

John Young arc among the candidates.
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THEORY OF THE ARTS.

Aet Education.

{Continuedfrom jntge IS'l.)

APPLYING more practically the theory I

have advanccil to the fine aita, or rather

those related to architectural design, I will

here endeavour to define more clearly the

proper order of art thought, and the relative

values of those art products and labours which
constitute architecture proper or architectural

excellence iu design. As has been wtU said,

it is absurd to suppose that you can properly

regulate education, or the process of forming
and combining ideas, without understanding

the nature of that process. In matter and in

manner our architectural education is

frievously in fault, and the wrong kind of

nowledge is given in the wrong way and
order while the right class of knowledge is

withheld or picked up accidentally as necessity

compels. Ebtablished routine has fixed upon
a certain course of acquiring knowledge which
places the ornamental before the useful.

This is true both of our art education and of

our school or general education. In the order

of time it has been remarked, also, decoration

has preceded dress. A clever writer on educa-

tion has clearly proved the truth of this.

The Orinoco Indian paints and tattoes his

skin from a mere natural love of ornament,
and men dress their children's minds much in

the same way. There is a conventional order

or fashion which has in everything and every-

where exercised a powerful inlluence among
society of all ages and couiitries.

Among the ancient Greeks and Romans, no
less than among ourselves, ornamental arts and
acquirements have preceded the more neces-

sary acquaintance with the fundamental laws
of body and health, and the arts most condu-
cive to the necessaries of life. The due re-

lationship of the two elements, decoration

and utility, has not as yet been properly ad-

justed, nor will it be so until a scientific con-

nection and order be established and observed
in our educaticn. Of late, however, the useful

has so far trenched on the ornamental as to

make severe contrasts and startling discor-

dances in our modern system of life, and
thought, and art, that jar rather unfavourably
with past ideas and art conceptions.

It is only of late that the idea of classifying

the different kinds of knowledge has been
thought of; still later that of establishing

their dilferent vadues correctly. A standard

of relative values is much needed in our
school courses, in our art schools, workshops,
and manufactories ; and until we get some
correct estimate of the actual worths of

various sorts of labour, our best energies and
blood will be misdirected and misspent.

Thus, the comparative advantages of

classics and mathematics is a question hardly

settled satisfactorily, while our pupils and
students of various arts are left to follow the

bent of their personal predilections in deter-

mining what amount of their time and thought
is to be spent in the study of this or the other

subject of their particular vocation. There is,

then, clearly a necessity for a standard of rela-

tive values, as I have hinted in the preceding
papers—a standard based on actual utility as

a measure of value, or some people would
attach an undue value to accidental circum-
stances and things. Everything and every art

and science has a value. Heraldry, symbolism,
archaeology, each is a study of value ; but its

relative worth is what is required to be known
and decided. The proportion between the
time and labour needed to acquire a certain
knowledge or thing, and the result as a
beneficial result of value, must be considered
in estimating such a standard. As I have
said, a complete preparation for an architect

—one preserving the due proportion of the
faculties and knowledge necessary—is an ideal
case, but a proportionate scale, or degrees of

Ereparation in them, is attainable, and should
e acquired by every student and practitioner.

Again, the value of a fact or order of facts

may be either actual, intrinsic, or relative ;

tiius the knowledge of a fact necessary to

physical wants or the senses of the body must
take precedence of facts relating to particulai

times and places, ai)d which are only useful

in connection with such accidental properties.

Hence the absolute truth should come in

value before the conditional, limited, or con-

tingent fact. The truths of most sciences,

the abstract sciences especially, are of uncon-
ditional value ; while knowledge, such as

historical and archaeological fuct.", or those de-

pendent or limited in their application, how-
ever useful, ought to rank second iu our ac-

quirements. In the curriculum for an archi-

tectural education, for example, the inorganic

sciences should come before the organic ; the

properties of bodies in their physical aspect

should be studied first ; their accidental com-
binations as regards time and spice after-

wards ; thus chemistry and mechanics should

precede geology and mineralogy. In the ab-

stract sciences, iu the same manner, the simple

properties of form and (quantity should be

studied before and with greater care than rules

and formul.T) expressing complex relations and
generalisation of truths. Indeed, the order

in which the sciences have been evolved is

the right and only natural process to be fol-

lowed in their study—namely, that the con-

crete should precede the abstract, the simple

the complex, the indefinite and empirical the

definite and rational. The stages of evolu-

tion of our faculties will thus be in corre-

spondence with the steps of our curriculum,

and a normal amount of ability and energy

will be sufficient to achieve a far belter result

than the unnatural course usually adopted by
repetitions of forms and conventional methods
forced upon the mind.

It is acknowledged by the most profound
writers on education that there is more of

self-regulation in things than was imagined
under an age of scholastic thought, when
everything was to be prescribed by rule or

law, even to the value of money, and that the

mind had only to be made by the school-

master. Herbert Spencer, Professors Tyndall,

Faraday, Huxley, Wyse, and others, have
clearly demonstrated the fallacy of these now
empirical notions, and that there is an order

and a place for everything, if the self-evolutiou

of the mental faculties is allowed to indicate

a process or to regulate instruction. There is

much more to be accomplished by self-

education than even at the present day is

acknowledged. The individual activity of

the brain is of much greater influence than
any system of prescribed instruction, the

main and only use of the latter being to dis-

cipline and regulate. The fact, indeed, is

placed beyond dispute by the many instances

of self-taught men, and the observed want of

original thought and power in men who have
stood foremost in our schools and universities.

An inquiry into the cause of this failure in

the results of pi escribed studies leads us at

once to regard the mind as an unwilling task-

taker, as something to be interested by a

course of pleasurable instruction which cannot

faU. to call forth and develop the faculties

instead of repelling them.
It is this self-evolution in the mental pro-

cess, then, that should be assisted in our system
of instruction instead of thwarted. Simple

facts and conceptions, learnt in the normal
manner here shown, aid the successive steps

of the mind in solving further problems by
presenting materials for conclusion. Not so

the ordinary course pursued, where the

generalised idea is conveyed to a mind
ignorant of the facts and premises constituting

such a generalisation. As the mind developes,

a similar development or progression from

observed facts and inferences to abstract pro-

j,ositions is the course to be taken in every

branch of instruction, beginning with the use-

ful, the simple, the homogeneous, and ending

with the ornamental, the complex, and the

heterogeneous. Everything and every idea

must then fall into its proper order and

value, and we should not see so many of those

conflicting and contradictory conceptions

which wo now continually are meeting with

in our practical life in thought and art.

We have seen, then, that the relative values

of knowledge are in a natural sequence or

accord with mental evolution—the most
necessary and absolute truths and facta being

taught and received first by Nature herself;

and further, that such a definite law of pro-

gress has been the invariable law of civilisa-

tion in its outgrowths of art, religion, and
philoso])hy. I will, in my next, more specifi-

cally allude to some of those sciences and arts

which should form the primary instruction of

the artist of design and construction.

a. H. a.

MONUMENTS OF AUT.

IT becomes every day more evident that only a

systematic study of the history of any

branch of science or ait will serye as a firm fjasis

for progress. The French and Germans have

long acted upon this principle, and we can find

no other reason for their general superiority over

us in matters of art but our disregard of the

study of art history. We may congratulate our-

selves on the fact that the antborities at the

Science and Art Department, SoBth Kensington,

have recognised the importance of this much-

neglected study, and supplied the students with

regular lectures on the history of art. On the

other liand, the want of those excellent and

cheap illoatrated works which serve the student

abroad m guides iu this study has long been felt.

To meet this want, we shall furnish the readers

of the BuiLDDio News with a series of system-

atic illustrations, commencing on the 6th of

January, 1871, under the title, " Monuments of

AuT." The illustrations will be taken from the

excellent works of Drs. Kugler, Merz, and Liitz-

kow, and Professors Guhl and LUbke, and will

8»rve as an atlas, showing the gradual develop-

ment of Art amongst the different nations, and

the inSuences of the various styles, chrono-

logically arranged, from the earliest to our own

times. The text will be by Dr. G. O. Zerfki,

Professor of the History of Art at the Science

and Art Department, who will explain in a lucid

and concise manner the illustrated objects. When
the series is complete, it will be found one of

the most compact and at the same time one of

the most elaborate works on Architecture, Sculp-

ture, and Painting, ever published in this

country.

B UILDING NEWS SKETCH BOOK.

DOOE niNOE, GIUMMAH SCHOOL, NORWICH.

EDWARD VI.'s school, better known as tho

Grammar School, consecrated to S. John

tho Evangelist, was begun about a.d. 1315, by

Bishop Salmon, and was probably at first only in-

tended to be a camary or receptacle for human
bones, but as the work proceeded it was resolved

to add tho chapel, which was constructed over tho

origmal camary. Both tho crypt or "lower

chapel " and tho " upper chapel " were conse-

crated, and in both masses for tho dead were said,

and other services performed.

Walter Le Hcrt, who, m the twenty-six years

of his episcopate (1446—1472) added more to tho

spleni'our of the cathedral than any of his pre-

decessors, conceived the design of adding a po rch

to the west end of the buUduig. The access from

the first must have been very defective, and like

all places which have been tho resnlt of an altera-

tion of the origmal plan, the entrance was mean
and awkward.
The door illustrated forms tho moans of com-

munication between the porch and chapel, and ia

built in the original wall; the arch is well

moulded, and in good condition. The iron work

on the lower i)art of the door has suffered con-

siderable damage, and only two small pieces re-

main of an u-on beading which originally went all

the way round. A. Jjio. Iiacby.

STYDD CUATEL, NEAB BIBCHKSTEn, LANOASHIBK.

RiBCHESTEB, in addition to the interesting fact

of its hemg selected by the Romans for one of
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anJ *ttnctiT« to the

Ika Biaiqr aoJ nch varieties of

to ba foanil] in the immotUatr

a of intoTest to tho stndcut of

I hsTiiM; in its ueii;hbourhouJ tlie

ainfamt akuoh or ohapol uf StyiU. Thie liltlo

•4itM te tke oMnrt entire charcb iu Lancusliirc,

^^m «aa of the rarliost iustitatious of the

lia%^t« Hospitallen. erectea about tho oarly

putof the twelfth ci>atarT, and intended to form a

eoaTcnieiit pUoe of devotion for a retired monastio

MteMUmeat.
It it (itamted in the midst of a dcsolate-looUug

"eraA,"aiid although not Tcry Btriking to the

atJi^UT puwr-by, an air of venerable antiquity

fa erorUialaM pniaent, and is heightened by the

acotutt f"^ laxoriooB mantle of ivy, which seems

to hbUi a etrong posaeesion over tho walls and

TOof, aye, even to a forced entrance into the

ehnnh throagli the eaat window, where it drooiis

ia gneefnl festoons over the altar. The walls of

this ancient ohnrch arc composed of a dnrnble

grey grit sandstone Sft. in thickness. In plan it

if a aimple panUelogiam, 46ft. x 21ft. internally,

BliiiBl aisle*, having neither tower, turret, nor

hdby,
TivB principal doorway, hid by a rude-looking

poreh, is at the west end of the south wall, and in

pnnortioD, oootonr of mouldings, and capitals is

• ne nedmen of the Transitional Period.

Another door, shown in the illnstration, and sup-

posed to have been for the priests' use, is in the

north wall, and is of an early Norman character.

The window iu the east gable has three lights, of

fine proportions, lancet-shaped, and without

eutfiagi. There is also a two-light wiudow of

tke Mme simple character in the west gable.

The Ion* and narrow description of window
between the two largo windows in the south wall

ia jerj peculiar, and seems to have been designed

and employed for other uses than that of merely

admitting light and sir. The north wall contains

two window* of an equally early date with the
" priests' " door before mentioned, and similar

in simpUeity of design and detail.

The roof is open and composed of massive oak
tiaibats. There is no reading desk, the ancient

oak pulpit standing on a rude stone base. The
ehaneel is separated from the body of the church
by an oak screen of simple design ; and in place

of an altar there is an old oaken table, rude as a
eotlager's " dresser." The ancient octagonal

font £u earions heraldic or other sculptures on
etch of its faces, some of the arms being those of

the Knights Hospitallers. Within the chancel are

some ancient tombstones, and grave crosses of

•haste dwrign and delioate workmanship.
Serriea ia eelebratcd iu the church once a

month. D. Giiaki.

ON THE HISTORICAL DKVELOPMEKT OF
ORNAMENTAL ART.

DR. ZERFFI delivered the eleventh lectute of

this course on Tuesday week last, in the
South Kensington Museum Lecture Theatre. He
eoomenced by observing that in treating art from
aa historical point of view, the study of the geo-

papUeal position of a country and the etbno-
ugiEal elements of the inhabitants was of the
atmost importance. In taking up Greek art we
bad to deal with that link which connected pre-

historic and monumental art ; the myths and
mode of thinking of the far East and of the tra-

ditional period » ith our own modem art and in-

tcDectasl standing. The branches of art which
we had had under consideration up to the present
wen more or less mere curiosities. They bad
senred to prove that the dynamic force was ever
aetire in mankind, and pnxluced analogous forms
of ornamentation, buildings, palaces, and temples,
but this force had been nowhere counterbalanced
by the principles of symmetry, eurithmy, and pro-
portioD. In Qreek art, however, this balance had
been attained. Though our museums much re-

sambled battlefields after a long and well-con-
taitarl strife, being full of disconnected sculptured
fracnMnts, such as heads, legs, hands, torsos, and
disSgnred faces, we could study from these re-
mains a well-systematised development of art,
which had reached, a* far as architecture, the cera-
mic art, and sculpture were concerned, the very
o«s»< of perfection. According to Plato, tho
Ot«tlu bad settled round the sea like ants and
fro^ ronnd a marsh. This comparison, though
not flsttmng, characterised the geographical
poatixn of the aoeiant Oreeks. The sea was thi-

"•ditwranean, on the shores of which three great

civilisations had developed themselves—the one'

(commercial) witli the Pho^uici.'Uis, the other

(theocratic) with the Egyptians, ami tho third

(artistic, jioetical, and pliihwophical) with the

Greeks. Water was often looked upon as a

separating plrment, a natural frontier, but this was

a more arbitrary assumption. The more we
studied history tho more surely should we arrive

at the coDolusion that rivers, lakes, and seas were,

in reality, uniting clemeuts. The contiguity of

water to a country incited the inhabitauts to enter-

prise, led them to think, and aroused their ourioaitj

as to what was beyond. Prompted by such feelings

as these, men had explored the world, and settled

in distant parts, and thus a magic link had been

forged by an interchange of ideas, wares,

customs, and manners. The Mediterranean sea

was the pronaos to the European temple of

science and art. On its shores the various

nations assembled, and laid the foundations of a

structure destined to last through all time. The
advantages of a variegated geographical position

were greatest in the Peloponessus, which might be

called the grand entrance gate to the north-

western stage of the world's history. In

this place, we should see that a civili-

sation and an art had developed, becoming
models for all other ages to copy, and no doubt
retaining their supremacy so long as taste in art

should exi°t. Comparative philology had taught

us that there must have been a period during

which the Indians, Persians, Teutons, Celts,

Greeks, and Romans spoke the same language.

These nations belonged to one race, having as

distinguishing characteristics a facial angle of

ninety degrees, and, on an average, ninety-two

cubic inches of brain. There could not be the

slightest doubt that the Greeks were Aryans.

Some of the Aryan tribes settled in the Pelo-

ponessus at a very early period. This district

formed originally a portion of a greater continent

which (according to Diodorus) subsequently sank
beneath the ^Egean Sea in consequence of some
natural convulsion. This convulsion was said to

have formed the straits of the Euxine, and to have
broken up the oontineut round the Mediterranean,

uniting that sea with the Atlantic ocean. Tho first

settlers in Qree3e were the Pelasgians, a name
derived from the Greek word signifying the sea,

and used indiscriminately to distinguish all persons

coming from the sea. They were followed by the

Cyclops, or heaven-gazers. Both these tribes came
from Asia Minor. Whether they settled before

the .Egean Sea buried a portion of the European
and Asiatic coAinents, or at a later period, was a

point difficult to decide. It appeared that they
had been an agricultural people from time imme-
morial. Of their walls we had those of Tirynthos,

of Cyclopean construction. The stones were
roughly laid one upon another, and the interstices

filled up with smaller ones. Some of the larger

stones were lift. long. The walls were, on an
average, 25ft. thick, and were provided here and
there with passages and openings. We next had
those of the Castle of Mycenrn, and they showed an
immense progress. The castle had been the seat

of Agamemnon. The walls were constructed of

polygonal stones, well cut, with sharp edges, well

fitted to one another, without the use of smaller

stones to fill the crevices. Still more perfect were
the walls of the old town of Buphagos. The poly,

gonal blocks were so arranged that they began to

form regular horizontal layers, whilst the Cyclopean
walls of Psophis were perfect constructions of

square blocks, disposed iu regular horizontal layers.

The Pelasgians and Cyclops had been followed by
the Hellenes, who received that name from
Deucalion's sou Hellen. They belonged to the
mythical and heroic period, and had already at-

tained a high degree of civilisation when they
settled. In them was exhibited the Oriental love

of splendour, balauued by a feeling of sterner

regularity. 'The town Sipylos (of Cyclopean con-
struction) had been the principal seat of the Tan-
talidcs. This tribe was of Aryan origin, as were
also the Allan tides ; they were both well acquainted
with astronomy. The descendants of Heracles
had next appeared ; they were of Assyrian origin,

and passed through Lydia into Greece. These had
been followed by the Dorians, who came down
from the northern mountains of Greece. In these

Dorians we could trace a deeper sense of beauty,

for they were earnest, manly, and solemn. Their
temples had been the very reQection of their

primitive religious simplicity and their social and
political organisation. The Doric immigration had
taken place eighty years after the destruction of

Troy. Prom this time the name of Pelasgians

digap|>earFd, and Homer speaks of the Greeks aa

Achjoans, Danai, and Argivea only. We should
find that Greece had boen influenced by various
immigrations to a very great extent. A colony
from Sais had settled down iu Attica, founding
Ceeropea, from which 3|iot, said Cicero, knowledge
had spread into tlie whole world. In the year
B.C. 1493, another colony from Phosaicia, under
Cadmus, had arrived. From the leader of this

colony the Greeks learnt sixteen letters of their

alphabet. Next Danaoa introduced milder customs,
and finally Minos, who settled on the Island of

Crete, cleared tho seas of pirates. Iu Crete had
also lived Dccdalus, who was said to have wrought
for Ariadne a dance iu metal, which formed the
model for that worked on the shield of Achilles,

by Vulcan. The Greek word " to embellish,"
which is derived from the name of Da;dalus, led
us to consider him the founder of Greek orna-
mental art. We could observe in these different

immigrations, in the dill'erent names of the tribes

and their leaders, a wholesome variety of iufiuences.

Orpheus from the extreme north, Cadmus from the
west, Cecrops from the south, Minos and Daedalus,

had taught the Greeks music, writing, architec-

ture, law, and ornamentation respectively. The
lecturer having described the geographical charac-

teristics of the various portions of Greece, said

that in studying the influences of climate on art

we by no means laboured in vain. We should
do so with a purpose, that purpose being to make
up artificially that which might have been denied
us by Nature. In our foi.'gy climate we need not
despair; it became our duty to create for our-

selves, by means of deeper study and a higher
intellectual development, a kind of ideal sunshine.

The power was within us, and we had only to cul-

tivate and use it to conquer the difficulties pre-

sented by a moist atmosphere and a leaden sky.

The difference would be that whilst the Greeks
produced genial works of art under the influence

of a sunny sky, we should have to produce
our works under the influence of a bright

and cheery intellectual atmosphere. And the
latter, if we but knew how to manage it,

was by no means less powerful than the former.

We had only to employ those faculties which God
had given us in order to acquire that which we
imagined had been a speciality in the case of the

Greeks, who iu art, poetry, and science had done
everything well, and had known so many things

apparently by intuition—apparently only, for we
should trace the thick sediment from which
slowly, by degrees, and with infinite labour, the

magnificent structure of Greek development was
built up.

In conclusion, Dr. Zerffi announced that the

next lecture of the course would take place on
January 17, 1871, when he will take the mytho-
logy of the Greeks as his subject. As the inter-

val between now and then was a fortnight longer

than originally contemplated, for the first two
weeks of the resumption of the lectures there

will be two lectures per week, in order that the

course may end at the proper date. The next
four lectures, therefore, will take place as

follows :—Lecture XII., Tuesday, January 17 ;

Lecture XIII. , Friday, January 20; Lecture

XIV., Tuesday, January 24; Lecture XV., Friday,

January 27, from three to four p.m. each day,

after which the lectures will proceed aa usual

every Tuesday afternoon.

THE MONT CENIS TUNNEL.

THE year 1870, which is fast leaving ns, haa

witnessed tho accoraplialimcnt of another

great engineering work. Tho boring of the Mont
Cenie Tunnel is at last completed after fifteen

years' labour. The disadvantages under which

the engineers worked have been many. No shafts

could be constructed, as iu shorter tunnels, and

consequently all tho rubbish had to bo conveyed

to tho entrances of the borings. The length of

the tunnel is seven miles and three-fifths, and tho

width twenty-six feet and a quarter. The work-

men, who commenced at both ends, with the Alps

between them, have met exactly in tho midde of

the tuimel, and now, in aU calculations of railway

transit, tho Alps may safely be left out of con-

sideration. Passengers may, on tho completion

of the work, go from Paris to Milan without

changing carriages. Italy has nobly won her

place by this work by the side of France and

England, forthe boring of tho Mont Cenis Tunnel,

if it does not excel, must at least rank equal with

the Uying of the Atlantic Cables and the comple-

tion of the Suez Canal.
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ANCIENT IRISH ARCHITECTURE.*

MR. ARTHUR HILL hag soon followed up
his former folio work on tho Cathedral

at Ardfert, by two smaller quartos, illustrating
respectively Templeuahoe, Ardfert, and Kil-
mallcedar, County Kerry. These are two
very small, but highly interesting structures,
and are amply set forth in the lithographs by
Mr. Hill, and thephotograplis by Mr. Hudson,
of Killaruey, wliich accompany them. It seems
e.Ktraordinary at first sight that so moderate
an amount of what may be called architectural
detail could render so piquant buildings which
in size and form hardly surpass any ordinary
barn, yet tlieir few details tell so eloquent a
tale of days gone by, and have given so much
character, that architects and archajologists
alike will thank the coadjutors in these works
for their faithful rendering of these few ruined
walls, which must soon either succumb to the
adverse influences of neglect and climate, to
which they have been long exposed, or else
lose much of the interest they possess through
necessary repairs or restoration, which may
pa.S3 tlie bounds that necessity might impose.

Both chapels belong to a class of Hiberno-
Romanesque or Celtic buildings, probably
erected during the twelfth century, of which
there are many specimens to be found in
different parts of Ireland, not the least re-

markable among which are these, which are
situated in so remote a part of the country,
almost the very western part of Europe.
Templenahoe appears to have been one of a

twin pair of churches which were erected upon
the site of the Cathedral of Ardfert before the
thirteenth century. The only extant fragments
of the other have been worked up in the later
fabric of the cathedral, as we described in our
review of Mr. Hill's work on that structure.
Templenahoe, though in ruins, still remains,
and is a simple parallelogram about 3Gft. by
21ft. in the clear inside. It had a semi-
circular headed western doorway, and four
very small Norman windows, one of which is

perfect, and a hue, and even rich, specimen
of the style, moulded and surrounded on
the inside by a band of elaborate orna-
ment, consisting of a series of geometrical
figures, delicately carved, and of varied design.
The quoins of the building are also
effectively treated with bold three-quarter
shafts, terminated by capitals all of different
design. The walls are of good irregular
masonry of limestone, with a few bands of sand-
stone to diversify the colour, and all the
architectural detailsareof sandstone. A cornice,
with hollow moulding thickly studded with
beads, is supported at the angles by the shafts

above named and their intermediate corbels,

and is carried along both sides, and it is also
returned a short distance at each end. A
rich semicircular chancel arch gave access

formerly to an apsidal projecting termination
or altar recess, which is now, however, entirely
destroyed, but the eastern wall of the nave
shows where its roof abutted.

The church at Kilmalkedar is a still more
richly decorated building, well built of a
neighbouring freestone. It originally had a
stone roof, constructed on the corbel principle,

the stones being horizontally bedded and
overlapping until the sides met, and were
covered by a single course of Hags as a ridge.

A string-course marks the division between
the upright walls and the sloping roof, straight

on the outside, but curved gradually within to

the apex. The church has now a nave and
chancel, the latter being an addition at some
time before Pointed architecture was intro-

duced. Previously, the nave was terminated
by a small arched recess at the east end, as

Templenahoe may have been. This was only
5ft. wide, and probably, says Mr. Hill, an
apse intended, in primitive fashion, to hold
the seat of the priest ; the altar standing out
independently of the wall, as in the Greek

Church to this day. The arch of this recess,

corresponding to a chancel arch, is moulded
and surrounded by a very effective ornament
formed of a series of round discs relieved on
a slightly hollow ground, and a pair of simple
pila^sters carry a highly-enriched member,
similar in treatment to that of the inner
member of the west doorway of Ardfert
Cathedral. Portions of two side niches of this
apse still remain.
The western doorway is a good example of

its class, semicircular-headed, and of two
orders, with nook shafts ; it is surmounted
by a label mouldiiig with carved heads ; the
tympanum is hlled up with a plain slab of
stone.

The interior of the nave is curiously de-

corated with a series of half-round shafts that

divide the side walls into panels below the
curving of the roof. Only two small Norman
windows give light to the interior, one on
each side opening into the second panel from
the eastern end of the nave. Tney hardly
contain a foot of glass apiece, and are un-
moulded, splayed on the inside, and were not
provided with glass or shutters. The chancel,
tho'igli stone-roofed as well, differs much from
the nave in detail, though still of the round-
arched period. The east window, instead of

being a simple opening with sloping jambs,
has parallel jambs moulded outside, and much
higher in proportion to its width ; and tie
quoins differ from those of nave, being plain
instead of having buttresses.

Altogether these two tiny structures con-
tain as many points of interest and even beauty
as many much larger ones, and we are thank-
ful to Mr. Hill and his friend Mr. Hudson,
for the complete manner in which they have
illustrated tnem.

"Ancient Irish Architecture." Published by the
Author, Akthdr UlLD, B.E., A.R.I.B.A., 24, Keppol-
strtjct, London,

THE TOMB OF CHARLEMAGNE.

AT tho last meeting of the Royal Institute of
British Architects, on tfie 10th inst.,

Professor Donaldson read an elaborate paper,
Ulustratod by several drawings and plans, " On the
Mystery of tlio Tomb of Charlemagne, and the
Researchjs made of late years to discover its

actual site in the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle."
The learned Professor, after some intreductory
remarks, proceeded to describe the strange for-

tunes which had attended the depository in

which lay the body of the greatest warrior of the
Middle Ages, the Emperor of Germany and
Prance, Charlemagne. Many will exclaim, "Oh,
we know where it is, in the Dome of Aix-la-

Chapelle, under the large slab with the inscrip-

tion KAROLVS. MAQNVS." Such wonld, possibly, be
surprised to hear that not a trace of the sepul-

chral vault is to be found throughout tho area of
the cathedral ; and that the slab with its inscrip-

tion is an apocryphal act of the French Bishop of
Alx at the beginning of the present century, and
most probably not over the spot where he was
buried in his royal crypt. Professor Donaldson
then went on to give a sketch of the personal ap-
pearance, the extent of rule, and the circumstances
connected with Charlemagne's death and bm-ial,

iu the course of which he said that at Aix-la-

Chapelle, during the last years of bis rcigu,

Charlemagne erected the mortuary chapel or
cathedral in which his remains were to be interred;

and to give it tho utmost sanctity he built it iu a
circular (or rather polygonal) form of plan, to

coincide somewhat with tho traditional Holy
Sepulchre at Jerusalem.* It was consecrated in

the year 804, by Pope Leo III.

The full understanding of the plan of this

building is necessary to tho ' comprehension of

the cu'cumstances to be presently alluded to.

Tho church had a large open projecting porch,

forming tho entrance, flanked by two circular

towers, in which are ample staircases. The
centre consists internally of an octagon with an
arched aisle all round, and on the further side,

opposite tho entrance, was a square sacellum or

sanctuary, or altar recess, of no great size, being
only ICtt. square in the clear, and square in plan.

Such is the general disposition of the original

* In plan, section, and decoration it resembles the
Church of S. Vitale at Kaveuna, following a type gene-
rally adopted at that epoch of Byzantine art. Both of

them have boeu distlgurod by plaster work iu succeed-

I
iug agoii.

fabric, as is evident from tho bas-rolicf in a
panel of tho later shrine, where the Emperor
is repregeutod oiTering the model of his church
to tho Virgin. The sacoUnm, or altar recess, and
a portion of the cxtomal wall adjoining, were, in
the thuteenth century, or about foar-and-a-lialf
centuries later, palled down in order to form an
entrance to a choir, or kind of Lady cbapol, then
built as an addition. Tho inside has a lower raiigo
of arcades formuig an aisle, abuvo which is a gallery
all round forming a second tier, tho arcades being
filled in with slender columns.* Above is a clere-
story with windows, surmounted by an octagonal
dome. The diameter of the contro octagon seems
to bo 47ft. 6in., or half tho width between tho
outer walls of the polygon, which is y.5ft. iu dia-
meter in the clear. Tho total height, from the
floor to the apex of the dome, is about WHtt. In
front of tho western, or uuiiueulnince, there wan
a square fore-court, anciently called a " Paradis,"
with porticoes and side halls, and facing the
entrance were dwellings for tho priests, similar to
tho arrangement of the Old Basilica of S. Peter's
at Rome, then existing, and there was a passage
uniting tho imperial palace with the ehnrch.
Such were the general architectural arraugcmeuts
of the building, tho exterior of which was probably
of a plain simple character ; but the interior was
profusely enriched with Roman f mosaics, like
those of Ravenna and other churches of that
period, which covered tho plain faces ; and there
were handsome bronze doors, panclluigs, and
gratings, as shown in Wecrth's work. The mo-
saics, however, have disappeared, and the Ulterior
presents the aspect of a degraded period of art.
Eginhard, in the life of his father-m-law, Charle-
magne (c. xxxi.), says ho was buried in this
building on the same day that ho died, and a gilt

arch was bnilt above the spot, with his statue and
the following inscription :

—" Under this is placed
the body of Charles, the great and orthodox Em-
peror, who nobly enlarged the kingdom of the
Franks, and happily ruled 47 years, &c." There
are one or two circumstances connected with this
interment which are remarkable. The short in-
terval that occuiTed after his death, caused, per-
haps, by the state of decomposition of tho body,
rendered dispatch .absolutely necessary, although
his son and successor, Louis tho Pious, was in
Aquitaine, many days' journey distant. It seems,
therefore, probable that tho body was provision-
ally deposited, possibly in the sacellnm or altar
recess, with the arch over it to indicate its posi-
tion. The King Louis, when he arrived, had a
proper place for the tomb carried out, as Ins his-
torian, Nitard, states. Ademar, in his " Ilistori-

arum," libri IL, c. ix., apud Pertz Monnm. SS.
IV., p. 118, described, towards tho beginning of
the eleventh century, the appearance of the royal
sepulchre.

From this description it appears that the
sepulchre of Karolus was in a subterraneous
chamber, in a vault, where tho Emperor was
seated on his throne ; and a monumental part ol
the golden arch was iu the church above ground
with tho inscription given by Einhardt. Mous.
Arendt considers that this latter portion disap-
peared at tho end of the ninth century, in conse-
quence of the invasion of the Normans, who, in
888, took possession Aix-la-Chapelle, and reduced
to ashes the palace of Charlemagne, which re-

mained in ruin eighty years, until the time of
Otho the Great. According to the chronicle of
Hermann do Reichenau, tho interior of the church
was devastated and used as a stable by tho Nor-
mans. In the beginning of the tenth century the
palace and the church were restored, and in 930
they were used for the consecration of Otho tho
First. Tho visible part of the tomb, that is tho
arch, was not restored, aud tho sepulchral crypt
had been forgotten ; for when about the year 1000,
tho Emperor Otho III. wished to visit Charle-
magne iu his tomb, no one knew where it was.
He himself directed the operations tor its dis-

covery, and one of the great dignitaries of his

court narrates the result (Cron. Novaliciense III.

,

32 ap. Pertz).

The body of the great Emperor remained in his
tomb for 165 years from the time when Otho III.

* Rondelot, Vol. I., p. 234, mentions four columns of
red oriental granite in the Salle trAuoUxn oftlie Louvre,
as having come from the tomb (tir rather scpuloliral
church) of Charlcmai^ue, at Aix-la-CbapoUe; they are
about 16in. iu diameter, aud lift. tjin. liit^h ; tliey were
takeu away by tho French i» 1794, as also the rest of
those in the arcades of the galleries ; tho latter, however,
ware restored to Aix in 1815, but were never replaced,
and now lie about neglected.

t Eginliard montious also gold and silvt^r, with candela-
bra and marbles and columns brcu^'ht from Uonic aud
Itaveuna, which could not be procured from elscwbcro.
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te4 Twitod it, A-D. 1000, ontil the time of the cano-

oa of Cterle*, io 1 165, by Pope Alexander, by

I win sal aaoiat*. in the pfeaenee of the Em-
kk.or Barii«n>8sa,the bonesof Charle-

taken np with tho ntmoBt reveicuce

1 tke tpat when- thoy had been 353 years.

Tbey ««n then honnorably placed in a maguili-

wat eeAa* bj BvinalJ, Archbishop of Cologne,

Mil Alantader, Biabop of Liege, and Charles was

mmmImI and pioeUumed a holy Confeasor. Fifty

7«M« aflar, aeeoidiiig to Beinald of liege, tho

la4r at CharioMSM waa placed in a more mag-

attaeat akriae of gold and ailver, which was

lugti it tke tima of Barbaiossa, and completed

Ib dMt of kb nmtninT Frederiok II. iu 1215, and

Meanly ekMd by that Emperor himself with

graat euemovy. Then was added by the town,

•ad Aaiahed (1S56-14I4) a new choir, either to

mm! the iaoneaed neeeasities of pablio worship

•ad crowded pilgrimagee oansed by tho canonisa-

lisa, aad for which the original octagon was iu-

ate, or io rarrr out the greater calt to the

I Hilly, aa is eridenced also in many of the

bsb and abbey cborchea of onr own country,

in tke Lady Chapel extension at the east end.

Tkia inereaae eoireeponds in every particular

tnetanllT with that of tha Temple Church in

lioadaa, where the old Norman circular church

kae tke aariy pointed elongations, so that the

weetoni portion forms, as it were, a

or Teatibnle to the quadrangular area

wed for the lerTices. In the Aix-la-Chapelle ad-

dWoe, the eaatem end is very eflfectirely devc-

Vipad or eTpindfid into a circle, forming a species

«f BOie Morions lanetnary for the altar, and upon
it WM pbioed the shrine with tho relics of the

Mfated Emperar, which remained there during

Are eentmiM. It was opened in 1481, on Octo-

ber 13, npott the earnest application of Louis XI.

«f FVanee, who, in honour of the Virgin and
Okariaoune, ineloaedone of tho arms in a golden

mm weighing 28| marks of gold. After this all

iMmarj of the remains of Cliarlemagne being

eoetaioed in this shrine seems to have passed
away, and the magnificent depoeitoty was sup-

poeed to contain the body of S. Leopard, mar-
tyred nnder Julian the Apostate, and whose body,

laiatliiiiil to hare a greater odour of sanctity, had
keen ti«aafen«d from Otricoli, near Rome.to^Vix,
and depofited in the Basilica of Aix, in the time
of Otho III. : and thus the martyr had usurped
the piece of tlie sainted Emperor in the cstima-
tiea of the worshippers. In fact, so utterly had
the imperial remains been forgotten, that when,
aboat 1780, the ancient altar of the choir was
polled down and replaced by another in tho style

of the " Rmiaiteanre," the shrine with its precious
oootenia waa placed in a sacristy of the church,
wkere Ita other lacred treasures are kispt. The
tiaditka alone remained of the centre of the
polygoo being the dte of the tomb, and a stone
wu plaoed to mark the spot at the beginniug of

tke pnaent centniy. The more recent publica-
tion of many chronicles and other authentic
memurials of the Carloringian epoch, drew the
pabUe attention to a more thorough study of all

beta eonneeted with the reign and porsou of
Charlemagne ; and l*rofcs9or Bock, of Brussels,
ore partlealarly took up tlie question from the
year 18»7 M to the tomb of the great Emperor.
Hia reeearebea attracted the notice of the late
King of Pmaiia, Frederick William IV., who
direeted it<'ps to bo taken to discover the origi-
nal K|nlehnil crypt. Excavations were accord-
ingly made m the atrium of the church, and
«e tke ri^tt-ltand aide of the aisle of the
oetagoa, there wen fonnd various coffins, among
wUek WH that containing tho body of S. Loo-
parl. In the centra of the octagon, where the
bo^ of Charlemagne had always Ijcen supposed
to be deyoaited, wan diaoovercd the remains of
a BoBaa water-eoadait, rendering it doubtful
jketkar it waanoaaible for any crypt ever to haveMB there. With regard to the tomb of Charles
*•>*•»•*• wow negatiTe. But tho inscription
OB the eofBn of S. I<eopard led to the conviction
tkattke magnlflcent ahrinc, supposed by popular
benaftaraoloogaperiod to contain the remains of
tkat aaiai, maat be the depo«itary of some other
IfedounUea. On the 7th of August, 1«4H, the

I waa opened in the presence of a deputation

•h obwarltT h to thl< receptacle of the
^i^r;— -TT*«a«- Th«» btntnti in Aii ttrtdl.
ICyLfg't yyr^***;. •arvy* with the repreunta-
r** "J^.^^ ?* ""•I* «t Profarplne, and Pro.

15?i^***^** •««»< to b.ll«Te it wa. tempo-jy^*—*«* tw.oo.e.i.0. II i, eaUM tha torni,^
a""."'i". S;l21«««>»*«^ br the Prenah to Uie

of the chapter and two physicians, and inside was

found a parchment reciting in most formal terms

tho fact " adfnturam ni nuntoriam " of Uie open-

ing of tho shrine in 1481, the abstraction of the

right hnmcrus, and its being incased in gold by

Louis XI. Underneath waa a tissue of purple

silk of gre.it beauty, enveloping bouos forming a

complete skeleton, with the exception of the skull,

the upper right arm, and a tibia, which are now

in tho treasury of the Basilica, and thus were

recognised the true remains of Charlemagne.

These excavations produced no evidence as to the

sepulchral chamber, and tho curiosity of archaeolo-

gists and autiqnariea had not been satisfied. In

1801 these researches were renewed with the per-

mission of tho Government, under the superin-

tendence of his ExceUency Baron d'Olfers, and

tho direction of the architect of the cathedral,

Herr Zweiner, both of them honorary and corre-

sponding members of the Institute, assisted by

the town architect. Thoy first dug down to

depths varying from Sift, to life, in every direc-

tion, under tho centre and to tho right and left.

They fonnd masses of solid masonry 2ft. thick

running in various dii'ections, not in tho axis of

the buildings, and some stone coffins, but no
evidences of a crypt or vault, or hollow space.

There were traces of constraction apparently an-

tecedent to tho Basilica, probably Roman,
foundations of the original construction iu and

next the old choir, and out away to receive it, and

at lift, deep a spring of water.; It hence apppeara

probable that the original sepulchral vault was
destroyed when the body of Charles was taken up
in 1163, about three centuries and a half after his

original interment, and the hollow filled up so as

to leave no trace of any previous interment, and
this may possibly have been necessitated by tho

fact that in order originally to gain sufficient

height for the vault, the platform over it, on which
the altar stood, may have been raised perhaps a

couple of feet above t he general level of the fioor,

with steps up to it from the aisle in front. Henco,
to have a level floor from the octagon to the new
Gothic chapel or choir, this must have been re-

moved. Upon consideration of all the facts, the

professor said his own impression was that, in

conformity with the practice of that and subse-

quent periods of meduBval religious observances,

the body of Charlemagne was originally preserved

in a vault built under the high altar in the square

recess at the east end, now destroyed, but between
the central octagon and the new choir. It was
anciently the custom tojilace the bodies of saints,

martyrs, and other eminent confessors of the
faith and founders immediately over or under tho
altar, in front or as close to it as possible. Thus,
in the Basilica of S. Ambrogio at Milan the altar

has a baldachino or canopy over it supported by
four columns, and on the top of the baldachino
is placed the shrine of the saint. At the cathedral
in the same city, the body of San Carlo is suiierbly

entombed with its silver coffin in a crypt under
the high altar, a very frequent arrangement in

Italy. And throughout that country are instances
of the very altar itself being a sarcophagus, occa-
sionally with a crystal front, exposing the very
mummy corpse of the saint. In our own land tho
shrine with the body was often behind the altar-

screen in a special sanctuary, where the pious
might worship tho sacred remains at all times
and in greater numbers, as in Westminster Abbey,
8. Albans, Canterbm-y, Winchester, &e., &c.
Consequently he did not think that the body of
Charlemagne could have been deposited in the
centre of the octagon, for independently of tho
evidences " in loco " to tho contrary, it is too re-

mote frem what was and is eonsidorcd the most
holy part of the sacred fabric, particularly when
when we regarded him as tho ruler over so vast a
portion of Europe, the sanctity attributed to him
as the Defender of the Head of the Church, which
was confirmed by his subsequent canonisation,
and as the founder of the cathedral. Therefore,
he apprehended that it was under or immediately
before the altar that his body originally was pre-
served, and only removed whea in the time of
Otho III. he was canonised, and the more recent
choir was erected to give greater splendour to the
worship of tho Virgin, and necessitating the
transference of the remains of the sainted
monarch to a more befitting receptacle and reli-

quary ofj that period, in order to place them
over the new altar. In conclusion, the learned
professor detailed many interesting circumstances
cofinected with the structure of the depositary i i

Charlemagne
; but these must be passed over for

want of space.

The thanks of the meeting were, on the motion

of Mr. Jennings, seconded by Mr. Charles Barry,
accorded to the professor for his interesting paper,

and it was announced that the next meeting would
take place on Monday, January it, 1871, when
Professor Austed will i-cad a paper on tho selec-

tion of building sites.

WORKMEN'S DWELLINGS IN GLASGOW.

A CONTRIBUTOR to the Glasgow Herald,
in a paper headed " Rambles at the West

End," dwells at great length on the builiUng

operations at present iu progress at that end of

the city, and wo are glad to see that a large

number of dwellings for workmen have been
erected, or are in course of construction. The
writer says :—" A few years ago a green park ex-

tended from North Woodsideroad to the Round
Toll-house in Garscube-road, but since then it

has become the site of new streets, and is almost
built up. The tenements forming the outside of

a semicu'ole ojiposito the old toll-house, where
' Garscubo Cross ' is now located, are of a very

fine description, and consist for the moat part of

two rooms and a kitchen, with shops underneath.

In the other streets rooms and kitchens prevail,

so that the working classes iu this busy locality

have received very considerable additions of late

to their house accommodation. Mr. John Dun-
canson is the builder, and he seems to have taken
every precaution to insure cleanliness and proper

ventilation. The closes and back-yards are laid

with asphalte, and as a couBcqueuce they are

easily swejit. In fact, the idea of leaving a small

green at the back of thickly-populated tene-

ments is worse than useless in a practical point of

view. The green is soon trampled into a puddle,

and worn into holes or receptacles for fUth, and
thus a nuisance is created where a privilege was
intended. On this jiroperty Mr. Duncauson haa

erected about 220 houses of one room and a

kitchen each ; 39 of three apartments each ; and
34 shops. On the north side of Garscube-road,

where tho Oakbank Eoimdry used to stand, the

same builder has just completed an extensive

tenement, four stories iu height, and divided into

72 houses of rooms and kitchens, with 13 shops

underneath. This range is intended to bo
lengthened eastwards as soon as posaeasion can
be obtained of an old-fashioned school-house and
the dilapidated round toll-house ; in fact, Mr.
Duncanson intends to open a new street at this

point, which will run almost iu a line with S.

George's-road. . . . On the west side of 8.

George's-road, and south from the old-fashioned

church of S. George's-in-the-Fields, there has

lately been erected a largo square block of build-

ings, consisting of 51 houses of two apart-

ments, and 14 of three apartments each, with

10 ahopa, the latter being mostly situated in S.

George's-road. A tenement haa alao been erected

at the back of tho church, but a part of tho

yard ' abuts upon a new street running east and
west, and forma a very ugly obstruction. In
Inchbelly-road, Springburn, and on Garngad and
Keppoch-hills, tenements are rising, or have
lately been roofed in, tho greater portion of

whicli are designed for the occupation of the

working classes. Tho same may be said of the

Parliamentary-road, where we found lately no
fewer than eight tenements, consisting of 156

houses, 34 of which were single aj)artments, 81

of two apartments each, and 41 of three apart-

ments, besides upwards of 20 shops. In this

quarter also Messrs. George Smith & Co., of tho

Sun Foundry, are busy erecting new works,

which will cover about four acres of ground, tho

fronts extending 450ft. and 320ft. respectively. In

the West End we found, iu various stages of i)ro-

gress, or newly completed, 83 houses of one

apartment, G21 of two ajiartmeuts, 231 of three,

09 of four, 47 of five, and 15 of six apartments

each, besides 98 shops, to say nothing of several

public works. It will be seen, therefore, that tho

great majority of these houses have been erected

specially for tho working classes, and not a few

of them iu situations hitherto held sacred to

middle-class gcntUity."

One hundred and twenty-seven architects have ap-

plied for copies of instructions to competitors for

the erection of the Wharfedale Union new work-

honae.

It is stated that Mr. Samuel Smiles, author of

" Lives of the Engineers," is about to underUtka

the biogri-vphy of the late Mr. Brassey.
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THE BATma OF KAILWAYS.

[Coucludetlfrom jiaije 472).

IN the case of a railway the property of ono com-
pany, but jointly usctl by two or more companies,

it has been laid down that all the traffic is to be
taken into acconnt, as though it belonged exclu-
sively to one company, and that the proper deduc-
tions should be made therefrom. It was held in the
case of The Queen v. the Iioiulnii, Ilrlijhtvn, rind
South Coast Jiailwajj Comp/iii;/, tliat in estimating
the rateable ralne of the Diif/h'ton line in the parish
of Croydon, the traffic of The South A'astem Hail-
v-ai/ Company passing over the line, aa well as that
of the liriyhtoii Company, should be taken into
accomit.
The judges said " The subject of the transaction

between the a])pellants, T/ie Bnyhton Company and
The South Eastern Company, seems to be this : that
the traffic of the latter is to pass over a certaiu por-
tion of the line of the former, in consideration of
the traffic of the former passing free over a certain
portion of the line of the latter. A certain distance,
between two and three miles, of the appellants'
line, within the parish of Croydon, is affected by
this arrangement. We think that the Sessions
rightly decided this to be rent in kind, earned by
this land. It seems to us exactly the same in sub-
stance as if so matty tickets were daily issued, with-
out money paid for them, to The South Eastern
Hallway Company in return for so many received
from them. The tickets mutually transferred
would, on either side, represent so much money
earned. But then, we think these earnings must
be subject to the same deductions as if they were
received in money."

Stations.—Hitherto, stations have been referred
to so far only as it has been necessary to mabe a
deduction in respect of them in estimating the'
rateable value of a piece of a line of railway. The
method of rating each station in the parish in which
it happeus to be situated has now to be explained.

It must still be borne in mind that the rateable
ralne of all the parts of a railway, lines as well as
stations, cannot exceed the rateable value of the
whole, and that the rateable value of each separate
station is the rent which the hypothetical tenant
of a railway might be reasonably expected to pay
for it.

As already explained, it was laid down ia The
North Staffordshire case that the rateable value of
the stations must be calculated at the actual value
at which they ought to be assessed, and not on the
original cost of construction. It was well put by
Lord Denman in his judgment in the case of The
Queen r. The Ore/seers of Mile End Old Town,
that the rule of law laid down by Act of Pai'liament
for ascertaining the rateable value of any subject
refers to an estimate of the rent it should yield

:

that the outlay of capital might fm'nish no such
criterion since it may have been injudiciously
expended, and what was costly may have become
worthless by snbsetiueut changes.
A station may be too large for the requirements

of the traffic, ia which case the amoimt of rent
which a tenant could be expected to give for it for

a year, or from year to year, would only be in pro-
portion to the use which he could make of it. A
station on the top of a high viaduct would be much
more costly to erect than one on the level of the
adjoining laud ; nevertheless, the station on the
level would be worth a greater rent to Hie tenant,
because it would be much less expensive for him to
woi'k, and much more convenient to his customers
—the public. A station on two levels, say a pas-
senger station above, and a goods station below,
must be less valuable to a tenant than a station of
equal area all on one level.

A station originally constracted for the accom-
modation of a given traffic, which may have been
subsequently diverted by the opening of anew liao,

or by other causes, is not worth so much to a tenant
as its original cost would imply. In such a case, so
much of the station as exceeds the requirements of
the traffic would be an incumbrance to the tenant
instead of a benefit

;
just as a farm homestead,

originally intended for the accommodation of 1,000
acres of land, would be of no more value to the
tenant of only 500 acres than a homestead suitable for
the lesser quantity of laud would be ; indeed, the
larger homestead would entail ui>on him repairs,
to the cost of which he ought not to be subject.

In the case of The Queen v. Fletton, in 1859, a
jndgmeht was given which, at first sight, appears
to be a Uttle conflicting with other judgments, so
much so, that the present Chief .lustico BovUl, who
was counsel for the appellants. The Great Eastern,
then TJie Eaifteru Counties Jiailway Compani',
subsequently asked leave to mention the case to
the jndges on the ground that the judgment had
possibly proceeded from a misapprehension of the
facts ; but Chief Justice Cockbuin said that there
had been no such misapprehension. The fact? of
the case were, shortly, these:

—

The Eastern

Counties" Hailway Company were, in 18-1.1, the
sole proprietors of the I'eterhorough station in
the parish of Fletton. In that year they entered
into an agreement with The London and North
Western lltnln-ay Cianpany whereby the latter
Company were, for !l;(l( years, to liave the joint use
of the station in consideration of a fixed payment.
Subsequently, The (heat Northern Jlailu-ay Com-
pany diverted a considerable portion of the traffic

from the North Western to their owa line, and the
station at Peterborough became dlmuiished in
value to a very largo extent. The appellants
c ontended that, in estimating the rateable value of
the station, regard should be had to the use made
of it by the two comiianics at the time of making
the rate. The parish contended that the fixed pay-
ment made by The North Western. Company ought
not to be left out of the calculation. It must,
however, be mentioned that the appellants ad-
mitted that, for the purposes of the case, they
were to be deemed the persons rateable in respect
of the whole occupation.
On this statement the judges decided that the

hypothetical tenant, coming into the place of The
Eastern Counties Company, would take into
account the amount to be paid to liim by The North
Western Coinpauy for their use of the station, and,
therefore, that that iiayment must also be taken
into account in estimating the rateable value of the
station ; but the judges seemed to contemplate that
an altered state of circumstauces might very easily
be brought about, under which the rateable value
of the station might be different. They laid it down
that the true principle was to assume the con-
tinuance of the circumstauces constituting the
value to the existing occupier luiless it was made to
appear that those circumstances were about to
undergo a change.
The rateable subjects in a railway station are

numerous, and will at once present themselves to
the mind. Among them are :

—

The booking offices, waiting rooms, refreshment
rooms, platfoiTus, sidings, turn-tables, goods ware-
houses, carriage sheds, engine houses, tanks, cranes,
and other fixed plant necessary for the use and
working of a railway. The rateable value of all

these depends upon their extent, construction, con-
venience, the accommodation they afford, and the
beneficial use which may bo made of them, the rate-
able hereditament being the land on which they
stand or to which they are affixed, enhanced in
value by them.
Under the provisions of certain Acts of Parlia-

ment, among them " The Public Health Act, 1848,"
land used only as a railway is to be assessed to the
district rates ou one-fourth of its net annual value
only. It has long been conceded by railway com-
panies that this exemption did not apply to railway
stations, but it was reserved for the case of The
South Wales Jiailway Company v. the Suiansea
Local Board of Health to obtain a judicial deci-
sion as to what is to bo considered as " land used
only as a railway," and what as " station." The
judges said, " The lino itself, the siilings, and the
turn-tables, on which the carriages actually go, and
so much of the land at the side as is occupied for
the ueeessflry support of these are, in every sense,
part of the railway, and so much of the platform as
is of the same width as the side of the railway
adjacent is like it to be considered as part of the
railway, but the rest of the property is liable to the
full rate."

There is a more recent case, that of The Midland
Hailway Company v. The Council of the Borough
of Birmingham, in Avhich the judges have fully
confirmed the decision in the Swansea case, that
" the railway, on a reasonable construction of it,

seems to be not only the actual line of railway ne-
cessary for carrying goods and passengers from A
to B, but all the turn-tables, and sidings, and so on,
which are necessary for the jjurpose of conducting
the traffic of the railway. If they are sidings which
are not used for that purpose, and not necessary
for that purjiose, but which are in the nature of
warehouses, then they become rateable at the full

value."

This judgment unfortunately gives-rise to much
litigation at Sessions. The question arises under it

:

What are " sidings not used for that purpose, and
not necessary for that i)urpose, but which are in
the nature of warehouses ? " It has been contended
that a siduig leading to that part of the goods
station of a railway used as a coal depot is such a
sitliug, because trucks belonging to a coal owner
sometiiues stand on it, laden with coals consigned
to a coal merchant in the adjacent town, who may
often dispose of the coals to a customer before they
are unloaded from the trucks, and the customer
may even fetch them away hi his own carts. Again,
it has been alleged that a siding leading to the re-

pairuig shops of a railway company is a siding un-
necessary for the puriiose of conducting the traffic

of a railway company, because the company could
conduct such traffic without being the repairers of

tlieu' own stock, which they could send oil their

l)remises to be repaired.

Judgment and discretion must be exercised in

solving these and all questions connected with rail-

way rating, and the circumstances of each case
must be individually considered.

ViU.UATIOS OF AN EnTIBK BaILWAV.

Qboss BECziPTfl :

—

Beine the entire earnings of the
raUway for one year from all

sources of traffic . . . . £500,000

WoBKiNo Expenses,

Including

—

Maintenance of way .

.

Locomotive expenses.

.

Carriage and waggon expenses
Traffic expenses and general

charges \. 250,000
Government duty
Tithe rent-charge
Itates and taxes

N'el receipts £250,000

Occupier's Suabz,
Including

—

Interest on capital . , . \

Trade profits
j

Insnranee against risks and V 125,000
casnaltics . . . . . , i

Depreciation of rolling stock '

Gross estimated rental . . £125,000
Statutable Deddctions :

—

Annual smking fund, to provide
for the renewal of way and
works 20,000

Net rateahle value of the rail-

way and stations . . . . £105,000

Parish Valcatiok.
Gnoss Receipts

For a year, attributable to the
parish, ascertained on " the
parochial earnings principle,"
say £5,000

WonKiNo Expenses,
Including

—

Maintenance of way: calcu-
lated according to the length
of line in the parish

Locomotive expenses : in pro-
portion to the miles run by
engines in the parish, and
including share of light run-
niug, shunting, piloting, ami
assisting

Carriage and waggon ex-
pen.ses : calculated on an
estimate of the miles run by
carriages and waggons in
the parish

Trajfic expenses and general
charget: charged in the
proportion which the gross
receipts in the parish bear
to the gross receipts of the
whole system

Government duty: in propor-
tion to the amount of traffic

in the parish chargeable
therewith

Tithe rent-charge : the appor-
tioned sum arising out of
the land occupied by the
railway in the parish

Rates and taxes : according to
the rate in the pound with
which the assessment is

chargeable, and upon an
assessment equal to the re-

sult of the valuation
Net receipts in the parish due to

line and stations .

.

EaTEABLE V-ILUE OF STATIONS,

In proportion to the gross re-

ceipts, say

Net receipts due to the line of

railway in the parish.

.

OccupiEu's Shake,

Including

—

Interest on capital employed
Trade profits .

.

Bisks and oasnalties .

Depreciation of rolling stock

ed'\

Gross estimated rental of line in

the parish

Statutable Deductions :

Benewol of way and works, and
annual sinking fund ,

.

Bateable value of the line of
railway in the parish .

.

2,500

£2,500

200

£2,300

1,250

£1,050

200

£850

The claim by Messrs. B. & W. Cuthliertson

against the Gla.sgow Improvement Trustees was
settled nn Thursday week, the jury giving the
claim.ants f2,340 for their property, £180 for its

compulsory purchase, and £300 for removal and
interruption of business ; in a , £2,785.
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Jttilltinq Intflllgrnff.

cauxaiM AXD ctLxrzia.

Bursrtuas. — Chriit Church, Blackfmrs-

rcad, «M n-op*aed on Wsdnesday wevlc i>y the

BmImp of WiBdiMtar, after having undergoue ex-

li«J»« ItWltiniM md rrjiirr The alterations con-

gUk ia tiM repUdng of th« old-fashioned high-

haaked pews with modern open stalls, and the remo-

m1 o( the pul}4t to a mure appropriate and conve-

hat milioD. The flat oailing has also been

roaotadtud a waggon-headed root substituted.

Hm eburcli hai hitherto been «rithout apse, but

ow a areolar apse has been built, containing

fir* stained glass windows, and danked by two

iMtrie*, one for the clergy and the other for the

ehoir. Four of the windows have been tilled trith

ItiBtd glass. The total cost of the works has

b*M upwards of £3,000. Mr. Blonifield was the

mUtset, Means. Qibion Bros., of Southwark,

bslog tka eoBtneton.

Howni.—The parish choroh of S. Oswald, at

Howsil, Linoolnshire, was reopened on the 1 5th

iaat. The church consists of nave, north aisle,

and dianliy chapel opening into the chancel (and

BOW appropriated as an organ chamber), south

Mtcfa and chancel. The inner door of the porch

M Honnan, and an arcade of four semi-circular

arches is Early English. The chancel and bell

gaUa, for there is no tower, are Decorated. Some
of the windows in other parts are of the Perpen-

dicular period. The eastern window of two lights

has been filled with painted gisss. Under the

diraction of Mr. Clurles Kirk, of Slcaford, new
nob ha** been placed on the nave and chancel,

and tha whole of tho church neatly re-seated.

Lnooui.—While the rebuilding of the church

of S. Swithin's is almost at a stand still, and S.

Martin's involved in a mystery, the parishioners

at B. Mark are making considerable efforts to pro-

eoraa new church fur their parish, the necessity

for wUdt aiiiea from the increased papulation.

A design for • church to accommodate 300 per-

OOB hai been larepared by Mr. W. Watkins, of

lineolo, conuating of a nave (without aisles), and
ahiaeel having an apeidal east end. A recessed

iMIplirtery is placed at the west end, and a vestry

•t Um south side of the chancel, and provision is

made for an organ in the north-east bay of the
nave. The windows of the chancel are placed at

a oonaidanble height from the floor line to admit
of a futore reredoa. At the north-east comer of

the nave is placed the bell turret, which is circu-

lar to the height of about 40ft., and octagonal
bom thenos upwards, terminating in a spire, the
tetel bsUit of which from the ground is about
100ft The entrance to the church is by a porch
in the noith-west bay of the nave. The church
i* designed in a plain, well proportioned, and
nhatantfal manner in the style of the first period
at Blriy Bn^ish architecture.

Ln'iKPooL.—On Tuesday the foundation stone
of a chapel to be erected in Wellington-road, Tox-
tath-park, in connection with the United Metho-
diat Free Churches, wss laid. The new chapel
will be in the Italian style, and built of patent
red bricks with Stourton stone dressingx, the
dimensions being—length (ilft, and width 41ft.
Aimnmnindatton will be provided for 650 persons.
Tha total eoat, inclnding the purchase of the land,
b £S,M0. TIm designs for the building have
been iniared Inr Mr. W. L Mason, architect,
of liTerpooI, and Mr. T.Bridge, of Burscough, is

the oontractor.

Lri. -The new Church of S. Mark, Lye, has
basD eonaeerated. Mr. T. Smith, of Stourbridge,
ftfund the plans for a church, with 400 sit-

tings. The cost of the building consecrated is
about £8,000. The memorial stone was laid by
Lady Lyttelton only about twelve months ago
The fabric is of bnck, with stone facings. It
has a nave with aisles, and an apsidal chancel
^hreaty on iU north side. The clerestory is

tniirdj of wood, and so bound together by iron
rode as to rest on the pillars, so ss to be unaffected
bym settlement in the walls which might be
nceariuued by the minea in the vicinity. The

I window of the apse is of stained glass.

Ai?^*?"*'''*^'"''^ "•* ""'^ church, dedicated to
AU Sahita, baa been opened at Shrewsbury. The

!l2r t}"*' erected by Mr. Dyer, of Euston-
road, London, the contractom for the builder'ti
«Nrt,induding footing., quarry floors, fittings, 4c.

,

bstof Hassfs. Bowdler & Darlington, of Shrews-T' «. E. Haycock, jun., who acted for the

committee as honorary architect, designed the

internal fittings.

SiiREWSBUBT.—On Friday week the new Pres-

byterian church of S. Nicholas was opened at

Shrewsbury. The style is Norman. The plan

consists of nave, with clerestory and galleried

aisles. The whole of the internal and external

dressings to doors, windows, &c., are of Bath
stoce. The walls are of coursed hammer-dressed
Qrinshill stone. The front elevation is made
very effective by the erection of a circular stair-

case tower, which rises above the nave, roof-

capped with stone. The architect ia Mr. K. C.

Bennett, Weymouth. The whole of the carving

is the work of Mr. Gcliowskii ; the internal fittings

were supplied by Mr. Birrell ; and the plastering,

&c., has been done by Mr. James, all of Shrews-

bury.

SoiTH Kensington.—On Friday last the
Bishop of London consecrated a new church,

dedicated to S. Jude, which has been erected in a

district which, until lately, was composed of un-
cultivated fields and s Jiall market-gardens lying

between the Fulham-road on the north and Ken-
sington on the south, but which has now become
one of the well-inhabited districts of South Ken-
sington The church is in the Early Decorated
style of architecture, from the designs of Messrs.

George and Henry Qi dwin. Very light galleries

are introduced, and the nave and aisles so

widened that the great bulk of the congregation
is brought towards the east end of the church.
It will seat about 1,600 people, and the whole
cost, including adjacent rooms, which will hold
between 300 and 400 people, is about £11,000.

BUILDINGS.

Glasoow.—The directors of the Glasgow Con-
valescent Home have secured a farm near Lenzie
Junction on which to erect a Home worthy of the
great city. The contracts have just been con-
cluded, aud the work will begin at an early date.

Mr. Thomson, of West Regent-street, Glasgow,
(the architect of the extensive pile of buildings
forming the poor-house, infirmary, and asylum for
Govan parish at Merryflats) has prepared the
plans, and will see them carried out. The cost
will be £6,000

Glasgow.—The brethren of the S. John's Masonic
Lodge, Glasgow, have just completed a new hall,

which with its accessories occupies one flat and the
attics of the building immediately to the north of
the S. Mark's Lodge, in Buchanan-street. The hall is

a spacious apartment, 36ft. by 22ft., with a height
of ceiling of 25ft. Entered from it is the "ad-
jacent," of suitable proportions, the kitchen, &c.,
while on the attic floor are two rooms for con-
versational purposes. The hall ia cardinally correct
in position

—

i.e., it stands due east and west. The
dais at the east end of the hall stands on a plat-
form ascended by three steps, and is provided with
seats for the Right Worshipful Master and the
Depute and Substitute Masters. The seats are
divided from each other by a die, carrying a sphinx
modelled by Mr. John Mossman, and cut in wood
by Messrs, Kay 4; Reid. The chairs for the Senior
and Grand Wardens are situated respectively at
the east end aud south side of the hall, and are
raised two steps. The brethren who do not hold
office will be accommodated on two rows of seats
running round ihe hall, the upper row being raised
Sin. or 4in. above the level of the floor, which is

of mosaic. The hall will accommodate upwards
of 100 persons. The decorations were carried out
under the superintendence of Bro. Mackay, of 168,
Qallowgate.

NOTICE.

ALBERT DURER'S ENGRAVINGS.

THE great interest taken in the life and works oi
the most powerful of the great masters of tho

fifteenth ai^l beginning of the sixteenth centuries,
has induced us to reproduce a series of some of his
most interesting works. We feel sure that our
readers will he glad to see accurate reproductions
of these admirable engravings, the originals of
wliich are now rare and costly.
Tho series will commencs in tho second number

of our new volume—January 13, 1S71—with tho
beautiful " Virgm aud Butterfly."

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves respouaible for the opinions
of our correapoudonta. Tlie Editor respectfully re-
quests that all commuuications should bo drawn up
as briefly as possible, as there are mauy clainian'.s
iipou tho space allotted to corrtisponieace.j

To Odr Readers.—We shall feel obliged to any of our
readeis who will favour us with brief notes of works con-
templated or in pi-ogress in the provinces-

Letters relating to advertisements and the ordinary busi-
ness of the Piiper sliould be addressed to the KDITOR
31, TAVISTOCK fcTREET, COVENT GARDEN, W.C.

AdTortJsements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 6 p.ra on Thursday.

Received.—J. C. A., St. Mango. T. P. Lilly, M.D., E.L.,
E A., J. P., M., T. W. S., J. N.,E.n„ W. J. W., W. H. L.,

J. O., W. O. C, J. O., C. D., R. G. & Co., T. & Sou., The
Alton Union, J. Creeuwood & Sous.

C. S. A II. C. —Plans of cottiiges received ; uotliing par-
ticular about them to call for their insertion.

Remc—By referring to our report (on p. 460 of our last
uumber) of the last meeting of the Institute, you will see
tliat Mr. Ouvry. the honorary solicitor to that l^xly, has
given it as his " clear opinion " that " the plans, 8i>ecifica-

tions, and drawings, whether the buildings be erected or
not, are the property of the client if he has paid for them,
and that the decision in the case of Ebdy v. McGowan
practically settles the question."

Correspiiientc.

Institotion of Subveyors At the ordinary
general meeting, held on Monday, December 12th,
the following names were read and passed for
ballot, viz. :—As lionorary Members— Lieut.-
Qen. Sir William Thomas Denison, K.C.B., East
Sheen, Surrey; The Hon. Charles Alexander Gore,
Office of Woods, Forests, &o., Whitehall-place;
The Hon. James Kenneth Howard, Office of
Woods, Forests, &c., Whitehall-place. As Mem-
ber—Alexander Milne Dunlop, 1, Westminster-
chambers, Victoria-street. The following candi-
dates were balloted for and declared duly elected:
As Members,—George Arnold, Colton, North
Devon

; llobert Blackadder, Dundee ; Thomas
Buchan, Dundee ; Arthur Gates, 7, Whitehall-
yard

; Jonas Paxton, Bicester. As Associate,—
Frederick W. Cardell, 9, WhitehaU- place. It was
resolved that in consequence of the Ist January
falling on Sunday that " the meeting proposed for
Monday, January 2nd, shall not take place."

ARCHITECTURAL DRAUGHTSMEN IN
AMERICA.

{To the Editor of the Buildinq News.)

Sir,—Having seen a notice in your last issue
of advice to architectural draughtsmen, setting

forth the advisability of their coming here ia

search of employment, I am urged by a feeling

of compassion towards such to contradict in tho
most emphatic manner any such delusion. I have
had at least thirty applicants call at my office in

the last month seeking employment, several of

whom are from England, and to-day had a call

from one just arrived. Ho agreed with me that
such notices cannot but be productive of great
disappointment and distress, as there are not only
no grounds for them, but that, on the contrary, the
country is literally flooded with draughtsmen
from Germany, who work for the very lowest

wages, and the great bulk of the architects, being
Germans, give the preference, of course, to their

own countrymen. This, added to the fact of this

city being, probably, the most expensive to live

in on the continent, it is simply apiece of cruelty

to advise young men to leave England, where they
have friends and relatives, and understand the
ways of the country.—I am, &c., C. P. Thomas.

Chicago, Dec. 10, 1870.

PERCENTAGERS AND ARCHITECTS.
Silt,—The points raised in my letter of Dee. 9

—whether three or how many they might be

—

were introduced only to lead to aud illustrate

that increasingly-urgent one for which alone I

should allude to the persons called " architects "

—namely, the present ruthless stamping out of

all national monuments and histoiy to yield them
" percentage on outlay ;

" and I am astonished

that one of themselves should expect me to dis-

cuss with him ; with one who says (p. 456) that

ho would welcome "any system that could bo
devised for paying them properly." (Why on
earth, then, has he devised none but for being

paid improperly ?) I am astonished because I

thought it would be clear enough (p. 439, middle
of col. 1) that I belonged to that portion of the

public—Vitruvins's public, or whatever he chooses

to call us—who regard such claimants, diplomaed

I or not, thu3 proclaiming themselves incapable of
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devising tho first thing they over had to devise,

how to reckon their own pay, as tlio merest
qaacks, with whom wo should as soon think of

fliscassing as of consulting or employing them,
and as soon think of this as of trying the advice
of astrologers. Any of tho questions in p. 450 I

will answer when put by an ordinary member of

society, but shall not stoop to wrangle with a
taker of "percentage on outlay." An "archi-
tect " would " welcome any system that could bo
devised for paying " architects " properly."
Good heavens ! How can he bo an architect if

no deviser ! Was not tho old English term for
which Renaissance pedants substituted this Greek
one, was not tho name of our cathedral-devisers
engineer! And isnot "engineer " from ingenium,
"a device"! What on earth is an engineer or
architect for, if not a man of devices ? But your
correspondent and these men proclaim they
cannot devise tho first of all things that any of
them ever had to devise

—

a way of being paid for
his own work 1 A percentage, say Mr. Tite and
his Institute, a percentage on the cost of all

other men's work " seems tho best method that
can be devised." 0, people of England, we,
Tite & Co., Royal Institute of British Architects,
being to devise all works for you, and bo paid for

our devising, have devised our best as to this first

thing that had to be devised, the mode of being
paid for all our other devising. Lo, we have
devised ! And this is our device :

—

The best, we
deem, " that caw be," that yon pay us for all

other devising so much per cent, of the outlay it

takes to execute tho same. All other men's
work to be paid for by measurement, and then,
BO much per cent, of what is paid for their work
is to be tho pay for our devising of the same,
our ordering, regulating, economising of the
same

!

A reasonable being is expected to arguo with
men lilie that ! Why it surely is rather a disgrao 3

to incur from one of them the saying that on 3

evinces " the mature views of a man deeply
versed in " these matters ! Butas that is what yonr
correspondent is pleased to say, I beg to inform
him and whomever it may concern, that they are
the views of far more than one. We, of the
scattered English race, do not care, compara-
tively, what new buildings may arise, in a putre-
fying community that breeds this manner of para-
sites, and others for ought we know, as pestilent,

though we cannot conceive how. By all means
build, lords of Britain, as many laughing-stocks
for Enrope as ye will. Money not muddled into

Westminster Palaces, Thames Embankments, and
the like, would almost surely run through your
hands to some folly as mischievous. But what
arouses us is the " restoring " oft' the face of the
earth every lovely and inimitable relic of the
handiwork of our fathers in tho ages that our
race blossomed in this its cradle isle ; tho stamp-
ing out by gowned busybodies and shovel-hatted

triflers, by men thatoll'er " percentage on outlay,"

and those their outlay-bribed creatures, of every-

thing that was noble or precious, or monumental,
or even that was true history, everything that

visibly linked us to our long ancestry more than
Maories, everything that could distinguish a land
of a thousand years' story from Australia or

Texas ; the vanishing of all to feed a singlejgene-

ration of yonr percentagers. That is what has
roused us at length to see that this disgusting

system of ajdile bribery concerns those who build

not, concerns our whole exiled race, and must be
checked and crushed without an instant of unne-
cessary delay. Day by day paroentagers are let

loose on what few fragments remain to be stamped
out. We may be too Uto now to save any. We
may not get this infamy agitated into notice tUi

all is gone, as Ruskin predicted sixteen years ago;

but our agitation will not ceaso till these truths

are acted upon :

—

1. That tho man who oiTcrs or gives to another

a percentage on oKy outlay, is a public enemy;
and unless tho said outlay were of wealth exclu-

sively and absolutely his own, of the mere sweat
of his brow, tho offence is one that must be

stopped, if not by common law, by statute
;

and that enforced, if necessary, by line, imprison-

ment, and flogging.

2. That the man who accepts from any other,

or whatsoever services or supposed services, a per-

centage on any outlay, is also a public enemy,
and to be stopped, if in no other way, by fine, and
imprisonment, and Hogging.

The editor of the lluilder, commenting on one of

the late " architects' " suits, talks of some claim
that was disallowed being as indisput able as their

"right to five per cent." (on outlay). Now in

the first volume of tho same Builder, dated 1811,
wo learn that " Lord Kenyon long ago ruled that
a percentage could not be recovered." If Lord
Kenyon's predeoent has been so indisputably over-

ruled as tho lluilder co^siders, does its editor or
the Institute imagine it ia never to bo heard of

again ? I beg to inform any one interested, there

is now an agitation begun which will not cease,—

•

however recordless and monumentless they may
meanwhile make our race and land,—till some
law is passed whereby any ofl'erer of a percentage
on others' outlay, be ho dean or canon, mayor or
town-clerk, bishop or rector, warden or trustee of

whatsoever, maybe fined a full half of tho said out-
lay, of all in which percentage, great or small, was
reckoned ; and any taker of a percentage or any
outlay, bo he called engineer, architect, surveyor,
oranght else, may_forteit tho other half thereof

;

or either of them in defanlt of payment bo im-
prisoned ; and it imprisonment bo incurred a
second time, a public flogging added, or

at a third time two floggings, and so on. We
shall agitato till not only there may be such a law,

but that no alleged custom of any trade or insti-

tute, royally incorporated or not, may be pleaded
against its operation. If ever enforced, it will

assuredly be in presence of testimony enough of

what percentagers brought on tho Victorian ago !

" Monumentum si qwrris circumspice " will be
this accursed thing's epitaph for many a long
day !

Your correspondent talks of tho " loss and de-
gradation it involves " him in, and I have just the
same language in a letter received from Mr. Geo.
Edmund Street some years ago. Of course I

immediately asked, as I now must again, Degra-
dation ! by whom ? Who then degraded you, sir ?

Who required or asked you to take percentage on
an outlay ? No answer have I got from my friend

to this day. Now I publicly challenge thejo two
men who write, one publicly and the other to me,
that they have been " degraded," to name their

dograders.

I demand the name of the person who required,

or asked, or suggested to Mr. Street to work for

percentage on an outlay ; and tho name of the

person who inflicted the same " degradation " on
Mr. Aitehiaon. Farther, about ventilation, the
latter accuses house-builders of refusing to build

the extra flue to each stack—he writes, or you
print " each room," which would be an absurdity,

—the extra flue necessary for foul air exit. Now
I demand the name of the house-builder to whom
Mr. Aitchison ever proposed in vain to build

rooms (or a single room) innoxious or self-venti-

lating. I demand documentary proof that such
proposal was made (as it always was and will bo
by me) and set aside for a non-ventilating struc-

ture on ground of expense ; or else that Mr.
Aitchison withdraw this accusation. I will not
acquiesce in aspersions on respectable classes of

my countrymen, thus bandied about by qaacks
having, by their own account, no " proper " mode
of living.

Again, about so-called " restorations," the
damning fact, and casus belli of my scattered

race against this brood of old Britain's parasites,

ho says that, if not done by such as they,

"restorers will bo found," and if not architects,
" usually worse than architects." I demand
proof of this, and ofler proof of the direct con-
trary, that this finding is not so very easy. The
only others than so -called " architects " likely to

bo sought are masons, builders, or sculptors, and
not metropolitan, but local ones, near enough to

have known and loved, and in some degree ap-

preciated whatever venerable and noble thing it

is whose " restoration " is in question. Now, what-
ever such might bo got to do elsewhere, to old

works not so familiar to them, let me tell Mr.
Aitchison, this sort of men cannot often bo bribed

to lift up tool on their own town's jewels, and
" break down tho carved work thereof with axes

and hammers." It takes strangers from a dis-

tance, commonly Londoners, and certainly some
very much baser order than handicraftsmen or

average country tradesmen, to efl'ect these

eternally infamous robberies of mankind.

He or others of your readers may or

should have heard of one of the worst of

these, our race's utter loss a few years back, of

one of the most precious and then least-injured

relics of lovely handiwork of oui- ancestors'

noblest time, the SaUsbnry chapter-house, now
replaced by a heap of manufacturers' finery sup-

posed to model it. In the guide-book before mo
(Brown, 1SG6), wo iind, "It was matter of

notoriety that tho late Bishop Denison had also

conceived the design of repairing the chapter-

honso. Aooordiugty, at big lamented death, the
restoration was resolved on as an appropriate
memorial of tho de])artcd prolate." And there
follows a translation of a long inscription to that
ofi'eot. Now it woald bo more historical and
useful were it known why this was not began by
tho good bishop himself, but only (as tho inscrij)-

tion has it) "by the offerings of the faithful"
after his death. I happen to romemb«r tho pious
and well-meaning man's installation, and what
was the first story current of his piety on his

arrival. Tho new bishop bad discarded one
tradesman for another, who sold the same goods
at higher price, because he could not think of
dealing at " a shop that would undersell another."
Now you need not wonder that this was a man

to be monumonted " by the faithful " of a couutry
town. Well, the idea of chapter-house " restora-
tion " soon being conceived by this model bishop
of shopkeepers, it was his principle to apply to
the nearest mason and sculptor, born, probably,
nnder its shadow—by name, William Osmond
For years the liberal prelate urged on him the job
and tho profit, but in vain. He stuck to the kind
of answer Chantrcy gave when asked to "restore"
tho Elgin marbles ^for it should be known that
the works of Phidias were to be thoroughly
"restored" when first brought to Bloomsbnry).
Whether ho converted the good bishop to
Rnskinism (or Osmondism, for ho probably never
read Rnskin),'or the bishop merely scrupled to
leave a neighbour and hire a stranger, it is certain
this honest mason preserved Anglo-Saxondom
that monument all the years of Bishop Deuisou's
life. As soon as he had to be monumented, of
course, his former desire being "matter of
notoriety," a restorer was to be found in London,
of the R.I.B.A., and the glorious fabric soon
vanished before the grieved eyes of him who had
so long rejected the bribe, and who, I humbly
opine, ought as well to be remembered in these
days as perhaps any Sarum worthy since his

canonised namesake, S. Osmund. At least, yon
see, some agent more uusaintly and worse than a
Sarum mason, though not " worse than archi-

tects," had to be found for this job ; and the case
will show Mr. .\itchison or his readers, that tho
finding of " restorers, good or bad," even as bad
as architects (to say nothing of " worse ") is not
always so easy as he may think.
Now, Sir, I want to make an appeal I have be-

fore made at this time of year. Some corre-
spondents were lately complaining of want of
employment for their " profession "—percent-
agers. It is, I hope, by this time, full. I hope
there are more than there will ever again bo
employment for. But as for architects, the lack
is of them, not of emi>loyment for them, heaven
knows ! They ai-e wanted, and there is not
enough of them, by some thousands. Bnt suppose
wo say, to bo safely within bounds, work is

waiting for 1,000. I cannot believe tho atmo-
sphere of a percentager's oflSce is so poisonous as
in five years to blind every youth that enters it to

this plain fact. Tho public—all tho public I

ever see—wants architects, not quacks ; and
though it may want much else that this genera-
tion can hardly get as qualifications of them,
there is one paramount negative qualification that

none I know of will dream of dispensing with.

Their architect must never have taken, nor over

mean to take, any percentage on any " outlay."

AU men that I know hold that the single act of

once taking this manner of pay shows a mental
stuff that never can, by any education whatever,
yield what wo want. Now every New Year's Day
the Times has an alphabetical list of what are

called, I think, the " Sworn Brokers." I have
no idea what a sworn broker is, nor wherein he
differs from an unsworn ; but you soo it is plain

their public sufficiently understands what it is

they swear, to make it worth the sworn ones'

trouble aud shillings to advertize all their names
and addresses once a year. Mg public wants,
quite as much or more, the names and addresses

of as many as nndertako the duties of architects,

with this paramount declaration, or oath and
obligation, without which this public will employ
no man—that he never has taken percentage on
an outlay and never will. If any number of yonr
readers under 1,000, declaring this, will forward
their names and addresses to yon, to be alpha-

betically arranged and advertised in the Times at

the opening of the year (which I will undertake),

wo should undcrstaud each other, .lud have a

first foothold for discussion as to the fonnding of

this sorely wanted profession. They may start

with as many modes of remuneration as they

please. We shall soon fiud how to weed them
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domtotkekMt.
hu BflwVmi •KUsiH'J (in the Bvildino Ni

«1 abawkaN), m " th<> best Uiat conld he

HMd," tat «M bcM / oonid drTise ;
aud ?I

I nerer Bet forth mine, irhich

News
be de-

,„ „^ . „_ . shall

r adopt any that mM •>» proved more

„|iiIaaB|d£al. tnie, or fair. The first thing to

U«» iaimmka known ia who of ns holds with

tha aiaaiii aiiMH' pnhUe on this question of the

^^1 IMw to ba darted, onr par; who rc-

Uaa^w aband and monslruns ficlion, and

ff^ to tnat any omtlay-paid class as nnght

bitt Matiknt qoacks. This, as I have said years

i^^Vaow the aole poasible bond of nnion, and

fer a tal OM, anffleient.—I am, Sir, ^,
E. L. Gabbett.

P.8.—Since the above was written, " J. G.,"

in B. 475, thank* me tor repeating the theory of

lailUhtiwi. which of eonrse had been done more

lalh by Tndcold before I was bom, and by

ToaUiaaaB ana other popolarizers of science

IiauBMitlj linee.bnt wishes me " kindly to pro-

eaaito" aMly saeh theory to a particular house,

"in war eotoBna." Certainly I will do so,

biaiaiw fn* whererer it may seem to the public

b«aAt, aa I hare years ago, no one heeding. But

I win not begin gratoitonsly to instmct in the

mdlaMMitiT of an art or calling men professing to

tactlee that art, and getting my countrymen's

aowr on that pretence before they have begun

to lean it. Thtorj/ alone, which is general, and

not ftaetiee, is tlie solo proper business of

joonalists, teachers, or writers of any kind. Tho

[Mtfr"'^' applications thereof in practice are tho

wotk of no writer or teacher, but of an artist—in

tJUa eaaa, of an arehitcct. If " J. G." wants a

dea^n ritfh aa he mentions, let him state to mo
tlM aimnniiMKlilinn wanted, the locality and plan

ol Ua gMWtd, and my charge for this work will

be lOs. per aqnare of floors. I will do the same for

Mr. ^tfaikUnn or any other of your correspondents,

pnrridad be first withdraws from his name in the

Dinttorf and ereiTwhare else, the description

"mrcUtecW I profees to be an Englishiuan,

I not a getter of, or auassister to get,

Ban's money on false pretences.

last patagiapb of " J. G," p. 475,—the
notion ot eieatnrea that pay others " percentage

oa the ontlay " getting anything by " insisting

on baTing," ii too supremely ridiculous. Of
ooaxae what holds good of a lautcm " holds good

of a honae," but not of either (or anything else),

dnsl|fafii1 by pereeniagen on outlay. Of this I

haT* had uppui tune proof since writing last, by
the noTel flickering and imbecile monstrosity of

sooM railwayand street lamps informiugmethatat
length a per eentager's finger has got at tlum ' Of
coarse a li^itlj-eoonomized building ia self-ven-

tilatire like a non-pcrcentager's lantern, but

instead irf ita being my duty to " convince the

paUie ao," I maintain it is the first duty of Mr.
Tito and his Boyal Institute, and Mr. Street, and
erary other percentage-planner, to convince the
mblie it is not so ; and convince ns of much
twaides—to wit, the social purpose or utility of

persons not having, and according to Mr. Aitchi-

aoB, nnable to devise, a way of t>eing " properly

paid " for anything they may do.—£. L. G.

CIBCULARISINO ARCHITECTS.
8ii,—The utility of advertisement is now bo

genefally admitted that it would seem to be
jalaa deUeaey in an artist or profeasiunal man to

neglect a mode of advancing his interest* which
baa been foond to sncceed so well in trade. The
yontbfnl modesty of many beginners in architec-

tore may be strong enough to prevent them from
rsaartin|; to the nyatem of pufling themselves
into notice, and so far as I am aware, instruction
in this art lias not hitherto formed part of the
course d study prescribed to an articled pupil
This oeiiHion I would fain hope will, for the
fotora. be rsmedied.in most architects' omces. As
an caooungement io the tyro, as an example of a
nally nest and effectual styb of puffing, the
adoj tion and Imitation of which cannot be too
•tnini^T recommended, I beg to enclose you a
eop7 ol a circular which has lately been left at
the hooaa of a clergyman in I'cmbrokeshire,
whoas old-bahioncd prejudices, I am sorry to say,
are too strong to allow him to receive it with any-
tWog but tu*|iidoD and dinfavour,— I am, Ac,

D««. 15. WlKDBAQ.
[Copt.]

H .. .f ..d, Dec. 9, 1870.
I>tji« SiK,—rmdiog that the demand for the

*****•*» o* • duly qualified and experienced
ia iaertasing in your locality, I have
to eitand to ... the fortnightly

journeys I have been in the habit for some years

of taking into Wales.

An experience of some fifteen years in restoring

Churches and erecting Houses and Schools in

various parts of England and Wales, will enable

me to furnish plenty of references, including

some from your own clergy.

Any information, too, respecting the dates of

my proposed visits I shall be happy to furnish on

application.

As I can only write a limited number of these

notes perhaps you will kindly inform your neigh-

bours vrith (»io) the chance now probably afforded

them for the first time of securing services equi-

valent to those of a resident Architect, ensuring

efflcient superintendence over Builders, without

occasioning the usual heavy extra bill for " Tra-

velling Expenses."—I am, yours faithfully,

E. H. L. B . . . . B.

I have Plans of all kinds ready prepared.

To the Rev.

Interconnuttnicatifln.

QUESTIONS.
[207S] FENCES.—Is au occupier of land bound to fence

so 08 to restrain his cattle from treBpaadDg on his neigh-

bour's lands, even if the dividing fence belongs to his

neighbour? Thus ; A. haa land adjoining B.'b. The hedge

belongs to B., and is broken ; A. wishes to turn cattle out.

Mu&t he put up a fence or hold watch ^o keep them from
straying on to B.'s laud? A certain county court judge
holiU A. must do so, and that B. can recover from A. for

trespass. Ia this good law ?—J. E. P.

[207f>l COPYING ORNAMENTAL SCUOLLWORK ON
TOMBSTONES.—Having to supply a polished granite

monument to a given design in a country chuichyard, at a
distance, I would feel greatly obliged could auy reader of

the Building News supply me with diractions as to the

beat and roost expeditionsVay of transferring the orna-

mental deaign on tlio top to paper. The atone is first

jjolished, and the dosigu drawn on the surface, after which

it ift relieved about l-lOin. by cutting away the parts be-

tween the members of the design, tho same as in a wood
engraver's block. To sketch off.an accurate copy would take

too long time, aad a photograph would be of no use.

—

I. M. A.

[20S0] TE?JANT'SFIXTURES.—Oananont-goiDgt naut
(whose lease of, say, Ii years has expired) claim and have
njnioved such constructions as a water-closet apparatus, a
jmrtition dividing one largo room into two, a marble chim-
ueypiece in lieu of a wooden one, all of whicli things lie

had done at hu expense to improve tho property during
his occupation? Can be claim, In the event of the above
being allowed to remain, a monetary compensation from
Ilia landlord for improving his (the landlord's) property?
I believe the chimueypiece can be removed, provided the
original one be erected in ita place, but I am not certain

whether the out-going tenant is at liberty to remove the
wat«r-closet, Ac, presuming, of course, t hat he makes good
after removal.—Tir. B.

Qm ma Mk
New Method of Liohtinq.—On Wednesday

week a paper was read by llr. Silber, before the
Society of Arts, on a method of lighting towns,
factories, and private bouses by vegetable or

mineral oils. The system proposed ia to distri-

bute the oil over the house in pipes, like water,
from a general reservoir containing a few gallons

at the top of the building. The flow is regulated
by little cisterns provided with a novel and well-

constructed tap, regulated by a ball-cock or self-

acting float, the lights being aa nearly as possible
on alevel vrith the distributing cisterns. When the
lamp is lighted the oil is by the ball-cock movement
supplied automatically as fast to the wick as it ia

consumed, and a very perfect combustion is

effected. Numerous lights, of excellent quality
and steadiness, were kept burning in the lecture-
room during the evening ; and on the long and
earnest discussion which followed there was a
general concurrence in admitting the great
advance which had been made in this mode of
burning light petroleum oils. There was none of
the unpleasant odour so common ti all the
previous mineral oil lamps.

Sm.\ll-Pox in a Restaurant.—Tho present
severe visitation of smallpox in London is the
occasion of considerable uneasiness to medical
men and sanitarians, more especially on account
of tho culpable carelessncaa of many of tho
pnblic. The Lancet states that a servant maid
has been attacked at a considerable restaurant
ill tho Ilolbom district. The underground
kitchen of the establishment is the room in
which she sleeps, and has been treated for four
days. During the whole of this time tho " chef

"

of the restaurant has continued bis cooking

operations with such interruptions as tho presence

of a sick female imperatively required. Our
contemporary does not envy the patrons of this

establishment, who, if the truth were known to

them, would be horrified at finding that they have
been both eating and breathing small-pox poison.

The name ot this restaurant ought to have been
given.

Ti!K Projected Tunnel under the Meosby
AT Ln'EBPOOL.—The proposed scheme ot forming
a communication between Liverpool and Birken-

head by means of a tunnel under the Mersey has,

we hear, been most favourably received by the
leading merchants, shipowners, and others en-

gaged in the trade of Liverpool. It has also

found considerable favour with the leading

railway companies, who by this tunnel will

obtain a ready means of communication be-

tween the two sides of the river.

Open Spaces on the Albert Embankment.—
At the last meeting of the Lambeth Vestry a dis-

cussion arose respecting the proposal ot the Metro-

politan Board of Works to let on building leases

the plots of ground on the Southern Thames (or

Albert) Embankment, between Lambeth and
Vauxhall Bridges, instead of appropriating them
for purposes ot recreation. It was proposed and
seconded "That the Metropolitan Board ot Works,
having resolved to let on building leases two plots

of land on the Albert Embankment, situated at

the end ot BroaJ-street, the Vestry consider such
an appropriation of the land to be injudicious,

aud solicit the Board of Works to reconsider their

det-irmination, in order that the land in question

may be given to the parish ot Lambeth for the

purpose of converting it into a place of healthful

recreation for the children and youth of that

densely-populated locality, which at present is

much in want ot such a place for benefiting and
improving the condition of the very poor of the

parish." Mr. F. H. Fowler, architect, and one of

the Vestry's representatives at the Metropolitan

Board, opposed the motion, on the ground that

the Board had done its best to preserve in every

district such places as were eligible for the pur-

poses of recreation, and on this very •Southern

Thames Embankment, it had, upon his own
motion, given the parish for the purpose of recre-

ation all the open space from S. Thomas's Hospi-

tal to Lambeth Church, and had agreed to lay out

£3,000 in the planting and embellishment of it.

Ou the vote being taken, the motion was negatived

by a considerable majority.

Lime and Mortab.—The main results of cer-

tain recent experiments made to obtain accurate

information ou the process ot the hardening ot

lime and mortar, as a;iplied for ordinary building

purposes, are that the freshly applied mortar gives

oft', at first, water only, by which process the

particles ot lime begin to adhere together ; after-

wards carbonic acid begins to be absorbed, and
thereby the solidity ot the mass ia increased. The
last stage of the drying of the mortar coincides

with that of saturation ot the lime with carbonic

acid, and this process causes the fixation of the

porous bricks with the mortar. The absorption

of carbonic acid alone, without previous dehydra-

tion, never causes ordinary mortar to become
hard. Freshly made mortar exposed to an atmo-

sphere of moist carbonic acid remains soft ; while

mortar placed under a bell-jar filled with carbonic

acid, and standing over a basin filled with strong

sulphuric acid, becomes rapidly hard. Large

quantities of mortar, especially with a limited expo-

sure to air, take months, or even years, to harden.

Open Spaces in Hackney.—Great efforts are

being made in Hackney to secure to the public

the free use of the open spaces of the district.

We understand that the Inclosure Commissioners

have recently been moved to issue the draft of a-

scheme, by which it is proposed, under the Metro-

politan Commons Act of 18S6, to transfer aud

vest in the Metropolitan Board of Works the open

parts of London Fields, Hackney Downs, Wells-

strccb Common (otherwise Hackney Common),
North Mill Field, South Mill Field, the Triangle,

Stoke Newington Common, and Clapton Common,
and parcels of waste lands at or near Stamford

Hill, Dalston-lane, and Grove-street, and that they

henceforth be "regulated and managed" by the

Board under the name ot the " Hackney Com-
mons." Under this arrangement the Board is to

bu empowered and authorized to execute such

drainage works and other improvements aa

may be required for the purposes of the Metro-

politan Commons Act ; to plant and preserve

the trees, shrubs, turf, and grass ; to fence off such

portions aa may bo desirable, and to preserve the

commons in general free from all encroachments,
j
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TnE Proposed Ti'nnki, under ScABBOBOcon.
—At the last meeting of the Scarborough Town
Council, a proposal to connect the north aad south

bays by a tutint;! under the town was referred to a

committee, who reported that, having conBidured

the application from Mr. Josiah Forster Fairbauk,

C.K., for permisaion to construct a tunnelle<I road-

way from the south shore to the north sands, they

recommended that the Council grant the applica-

tion, subject to Mr. Fairbanlc's conpliance with

certain conditions, one of which is that the worlcs

shall be completed within two years from January
list next. The report waa adopted.

The International Bridge at Buffalo.—
With regard to this great work (says a con-

temporary) everything is going on smoothly
and rapidly, and before the close of naviga-

tion three caissons will be sunk and at least

two abutments completed. On the inside of

the caisson, which rests (irmly on the river bed,

there is iirst laid concrete to the thickness of 5ft.,

on the top of which comes the solid masonry.
The blocks of stone each weigh about a ton. The
masonry will be carried up to a height of 20ft,

above the water, and then the huge timbers of

the caisson will be knocked away, leaving only

the stonework. The distance between the firat

and second caissons will be 190ft., and this

second one will be filled as follows :—Concrete,

lift. ; masonry also 20ft. above the water. The
work is said to be very substantial— strong

enough to resist any masses of ice that may
assail it during the winter. On the American
side work has already commenced in the way of

driving pilea across Squaw Island.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENStTING WEEK.
Fkioay. — Ciyil and Mechanical Engineers^ Society.—" Ou

the Signals and Telegraphs employer! on the
Metropolitan Railways." liy Mr. F. E. Cooper.
7.30 p.m.

Saturday. —.I»jfocia((!d Arta^ Inatitute.—" Ou Architec-
tural Details Applied to Other Uses." By J.
Hungerford Pollen, Esq., M.A. 8 p.m.

I %m\iu %xuh giebielu.

Sale this week >y Messrs. Simson & Mason for De-

P oember.—Archangel 3rd yellow, 71 to 91 ; Bollsta mixed
• yellow, 8! 10s to 10! 10s ; Dram 2nd yellow, si is ; do.

Srd, 7.1 IOj ; battens, 61 2j 6d to 7( 7s 6d ; Fiodrickstadt

whitowood, it 10*1 Grimstadt 1st quality yellow, bllba

to 7i 5» ; do. Znd, el 15« to 71.

Ctothenburg mised yellow. 81 10s to lOl; do. boards

IJin. X 7in., 71; do. 3rd yellow, 7i to 81 15>; do. fir

timber 2! 12i par load : Gothenburg mixed wlii'.ewood, 5!

to 7( ; 3rd whitewood, 4' 15j to 71.

Gelle mixed yellow, 9( to 101 ; do. 3rd, 71 IDs to 81 lOj

;

do. 4th, 71 to 81.

Petersburg 1st quality yellow, IK 10s to 14! ; do. 2nd
yellow, 0! to Of 10s.

Quebec 1st bright yellow pine, 12rt. 3 x 11 in., 191;

it .2nd floated, 121; do. 2nd dry floated, 12! 5s to I2i

10s ; do. 3rd bright, 9! ; do. 3rd floated, 81 10s to 91 ; do.

3rd dry floated, 91 10s.

Sandviken mixed yellow, 8! 10s ; do. 3i-d yellow, 7! lis

to 8( 10s ; do. ith yellow, 71 to 7! 15s ; Skelleflca mill-

sawn yellow, 5! to 7! 10s; do. mixed white, 81; do. 3rd

white 7115s; do. 4th white, 7! 10s.

Suudswall mixed yellow, 8! to 9! 10s ; do. 3rd yellow, 71

lOs ;tIo. 4th yellow, 7! ; Tornea mixed yellow, 7! to 8/

:

Wifeta Warf yeliow thirds, 81 6i to Oi ; do. 4th yellow, 8! .'x.

Prepared Flooring.—lat yellow, Ijin. x 7in., 13s 3d per

square; lin. x 7iu., 8» to 88 8fi. ; do. 2nd yellow, lin. x
6in., 6«. ad.
Per 120 12ft. 3 X Din.—Christiana 2nd yellow, 14! Bs ; do.

Ist white, 15Z 10s; do. 2ud white, 1.^! 10s ; do. 3rd white,

12! 10s.

Quebec timber.—Walnut, 2s lid to 3s per foot ; cherry,

2s; oak planks 8! 10s, oak timber 61 78 6<i, birch 2! lis

per luiul.

LATEST PRICES OF MATERIALS USED
IN CONSTRUCTION.

Mktals.

Leau :
—

Piit Foreign ....« i»r tea £17 13 6 jCIT IB

,. Kii«uwW.B do 10 1&

.. L-odCo. .,»..»....».. do 18 15 19

.. O'iierbruida dw;! IS 2 6 IS 5
St.oul Milled do 19 20 U
Shot. PHtaut « do 20 10 SI

lied or Minium ....„ „.. do 19 15 30 10
Lith\rg-. W.U _....- do
WliiU) l>ir ..„ do 27

,. KroUfldinoU .. do 9

CoppsK :—

British—Cftkosnd Ingot perton £70
Best Selected do 71 7J
ShMt do 74 7(1 9
Bottom „ , do 78
Anstralt&Q do 70 73 1 i

Spwasb Cake do 9 9 9
CllUI Ban. cash do «4 9 65

,. Refined mgot do 64 9 71 9
YellowMetal per lb 9 6i Gl

Iww :—
I'ix in Scotland. c-mh perton £3 V> 3
Weill! Bar, In London do 7 2 7 19

„ Wales do 619 6U 6

HtictU. hIii^Ia in Ixittd.^ ... dtf

SwediaU ^.. .... (lu

7 1(
>

SO
a 10

f « 10 5
• 19
7 1

10
r 19
9 10

TlMBKB,

Teak load <1.>

Cjuebve, red |)ine .... 8
., yelluirpine.. 4

it. John N.B. jrellow
<juob«c Oak, whlU.-,

„ biruh S
„ .Im 4

Oaulalooak 5
<., Hr 1

Mcmel fir 8
Kl(a S
SwedlBh 3
Maat«,Quel>ec red pine 4

., rellowplne.. 4
Latu«ou<l,Dtuitzlc,(m 3

„ St. Fetenburg 4
Deals, pre, 13 ft. byS
by tin.,

Quebec, white epmoe 13
St.Jotm. whitespruce 13
Yellow ptue, per ra.
duced 0.

Canada, let qoallty. IS
3nd do 12

Arobangel, yellow . . 11
St. Petersburg, yel... 12

1011 P
15 4 15

4 1«

6 19
9
9
a 19
4
4
i PJ

3 14

5
9 5
fi

5 10

17
9 Ji

19 W
15 18 1"

10 12 10

9 18 ml

Iriiilaud t7
Memel 9 9
flotbuubnrg, Jrellow A 19

,. white 8
Oelle, yelloir 10 19
Sutlerham 8 11
OhrletlanU, par 0.,
12 It. by 8 by • U.
yellow 10

Flooring buarde. |,er e. d.

*l. of lln., Oiatyel 7 «
Flrat white 7
Hecuiid fiualilloa ....
PUHius Stohb pr Ion •

OILB, Ac.
Seal, pale p«rtos£>9
Sparai body 78
Cod 85 10
Whale, Sth. Sea, pala 88
Olive, UallltX)ll 50
,Coooantit, UochI&,ton 45
Palm. One
Mnaeed 30
Kapeeeed. Kng. pale.. 40 19
Uoltousoed 27

18 9

19 If.

S 10

II 10

18 C

a (

39 10

9
II

45 IK

9

BUENOS AYRES GOVERNMENT CER-
TIFKJATE.—Truiislatiou :—We, the uuderalgiud. at tb«

request of Meaara. Jaa. f. 'riMmifWU Hud Co.. certify thiit tlio Inm
t«afeft of Heosrs. Chtibb Aud Sod, London, of which thue gentlemen
are agent', were exjioseU for Beversl boura to the Are that took j»1imp

In the ollicus of the Nutionol Government on ttie evdiiiiit; of the
2Sth Iniitatit; that In onr preoaice thor were tiuHs o[>eiud with
their re»|Hictive ke76; that the moneys and important documt-nta
they GonuuDod were found lo perfect order, and that theee Bufcs are
now la U80 in the National Treasury Office.—BueucM Ayrea, July 31.
1867. Signed

J. M. DRAQO. TreMurer ot the National Government.
J09ETUUAS ROJO,
JUAN M. AfsVAOEZ.

A trnocopy.— A. M. BELL.
A larija n.isortment of theite SAFES may bo inepoctcd, anl llatauf

pricMobtaiuedat CilUBB anil SOM'a, 67. St. » aura-chur-'h-yanl,
London ; S'*, Croes-atreet, Uancbcster ; 2:{, Lonl-elreet, Ur«rpool

;

and Uoisley-flelda, Wolverhampton.

——
TENDERS.

Ei.TiiAM.—For a villa for Mr. R. T. Fleming, of Lloyd?.
Measre. Tolley & Dale, architects;

—

Iloward £2300
t^abey 2100
B I, I he (accepted) 1050

London.— K. r rebiiiUUiig the firat portiuu of Butler's
Wharf, Sliad T mues, to be kuown asBranders' Wharf, es-

cliisive of fouudii'uuB, vaults, river walls, aud platform,
for Messrs. Brauder Brothers. Messrs. ToUoy & Dale,
architects:—

Aird & Sons (accepted) £29180 3
The foimdations, vaults, river wails, platform, &c., to be
execu ed under a schedule of prices.

PoPLAK.—For dead - house and post-mortem room.
Messrs. A. & C. Harston, architects :—

Abrahams £295
Coleman 264
KiddaU 2G3
lioilges & Robinson (accepted) 250

8. FANCRA3.—At the last meeting of the S.Pancras Vestry,

the Highways and Works Comiaittee piesonted a report
recommendiug that the tender of Mr. Crockett, for general
works to sewera, gullies, and buildings, at 11 jwr cent, off

the Rcliodulo of prices, bo accepted. Mr. Killiugback had
tendered for the work at 3 per cent, below tha', but his

accounts were so nniutcUigible that the committee were
advised to accept tlie tender of Mr. Crockutt. The adoption
of this recommendation having been moved, itvas j>ro|>08ed

as an amendment that Mr. Killingback's tender beaccepteil
aud ihia amoudmeut was carried by iS3 to 3.

BATn STONE OF BEST QUALITY.

Randell, Saunders, and Compaky, Limited. Quarry-
men and Stoue Merchants, Bath. List of Prices at the

Q larries and Depots ; also cost for Transit to any part of

lie United Kingdom, furnished ou appUcatiou.

BATH STONE OFFICE,
Corsliam. WUta.[Advt.]

CONTRACTS OPEN FOR BUILDINa
ESTIMATES.

LAKtAsniBEAND YoRKSHiHE RAILWAY, Jan. 3. - Kor the

construction of a branch railway (except the ironwork for

bridges) from Padham to Uoseyrove, Ijeing iu length

2 milofl -21 chains. William 8. Lawu, secretary, lluut's

Bank, Manchester.
Whabfdalk Union, Feb. 9.—For plans, specifications

and ostimatoa for the erection of a new workhouse, to ac-

commodate 150 inmates, exclusive of vagrants, ou ground
situate at Newhall, near Otley. C. J. Newstead, clerk to

the guardians. Board-room, Boroughgate, Otley.

Wi'-sT Ham District, /an. 9.—For the construction of

about 910 feet run of 2ft. 3iu. by 1ft. 6in. brick sewer,

and about 330 feet run of 15in. pipe sewer, together with

manholes and other works connected therewith, in the

Romford-road, Stratford, E. Charles Wilson, clerk, Town
hall, Stratford, K.
BuAMLEY Union NkwWorkuou.se, Jan. 4.—For tht

erection of anew workhouse, boai-d-room, &c., at Arm-
ley, Hill Top. John Dolby, union clerk, Bramley, ue;ir

Cbovd<jn Local Board of Health (Extension of

Sewage Irrisatiou Works), Jan. 3.—Forlevolliug and pr«-

paring abont ITO acrea of Und, iitoattf at Reddington, for

the rt>oeptlon of the Mtwngo of Crojitiin, and for ciiwlnict-
iug ill outfall aewers, luloea, ohanosU, 4(c. B J. ChsoM.
Wright, clerk, Towa>haU, Croydou.

Board or Works fob the Ijmkhuiae DismirT, .Un. 2.

—For the supply of ttis beat brnkwi Guernsey graiiiU, ami
for gravel and flints. Thomas W. K»t«Uffe, clerk of tlio

Iward.

Hr. Panl-rar, MtbOLKBRX, Jan. 6.—For iheerMlioo of
r.eco'ary buildings aod apparatus of gaaworks, propowxl
to bo erected on their Industrial RchooU Estatea at I^avo**
den Woodside. near :Watford, Herts. Daniel Fildew,
clerk to the goardiaus, clerk's offloae, St. Pancras Vestry-
hall.

Marvport, Jan. 7.—For the mpply of tiro portablo
steam Jib'Oranea. John Barwiie, cisrk to the inut««s.
Harbour Office, Maryport.

MuNir.iPAUTT or Colombo, Jan. 81.—For the prepara-
tion and supply of the smith and fouodar'a woi^ required
for the now pabUo markets and muntdpal offloee at Co-
lombo, Ceylon. 8. Oreuier, aeoretary, MC, Colombo.

EINN18K1LLEH, Jan. 2.—For conitruuling waterworks for

supplying the town of Knuiakillen with water, ftfom llAtly-

doofagh Lough, situate ahtiut 4J milM distant. Edward
Gamble, hou. sec., RnnlakiUeu Waterworks Committee,
Towu.haU, EnuUkilleu.

BuRNTtSLASD, Jan. 1 L—For the construction of a net
dock and other works within the hartMinr of Burutialsud.
— Wallace, town clerk, town clerk's office, BumtUland.

Carlisle, Jan. 4.—For the erectioa of a house, offloes,

and stables, near Carlisle, for Capt G. C. Harringtoa. D.
Birkett, aichitec^ Devonshire-street, Carlisle.

BoURNKMOt'Tii. Jan. 2.—For supplying the framlngi
and letters for the several roads and streets of Bourne-
mouth. Clerk to the Commiasiooers, at their offioes a
Bournemoath.

BANKRUPTS.
PUBLIC EXAUIN.ITION8.—Act, 1869.

Jan. 25, T. Quino, Maoley-place, Keunington Park
builder and estate agent.— Feb. 7. W. Myers. Wembwell,
Yorkshire, joiner.—Jan. 17, J. Calcraft. HaliCax, oontrao-
tor.—Jan, 20, J. Swallow, Ardwick, builder.

DIVIDEND MEETINGS.
Feb. 10, J. Aspinall, Birmingham, pminter.—Jan. 25, G.

Holmes, Church-passage, Guildhall. Milton-str«et, Crip-
plegate, and Rolherfield -street, Islington, builder.—Jan.
25, S. E. Rosser, Harrow Weald and Northumberland-
street, Strand, civil engineer. -Jan. 14, T. W. Pautoo*
Monkwearmoutb, ironfoonder.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Howlett& Co., Hanley, brick manufacturers.—C. B. 4

J. G. Harris. Sparricks-row, Soutbwark, oil merchants.—
R. and P. Ogdeu, Tleywood, paviers.—Armstrong A Mar-
shall, Norfolk street, Strand, civil engineers.—Smlthion ft

Brooke, Brighouse, plumbers.—J, in A. Blyth, Fore-street,

Limohouse, engineers.

Brkae FAST.—Errs's Cocoa.—OSAnrvi. axd Ooi>Ftnmao.--Tb« verr
ai{re«ukl)le chanwUr of this praputttion bH x«nd«r»d it a faiienl
ftvourito. The Civil Sercict Gazette rwnurk* :—" By a iboruiish
knowledge of the OAtunU l&wa which gorero th« opsntioiuot <Ufa»-

tion and nutriUon. sad by a oarefal spplicalioo of the ftD« proparUss
of Krell-selected cocoft, Mr. Eppt hu provld«d oar braaktest tftblM
with a delicately ftavojred beveracs which mvy mv« iu many heavy
doi^tors' bills." Each packet Is U;wll«l—Jaxjcs Krrs A Ca, UonoKH
pathic ChemUts. Loadou.

C. H. DAVIES and CO.'S
GENUINE AND AUTISTIO

SOLID PARQUET FLOORS.
K.B.—D«rlsDeis audPrnctlca! JoiotrB,

CAKBSICGE HALL, NEWUAS-STBIST
LONDON.

PATENT WROUGHT NAIL?.

X J- J- OORDES & CO.,
•^^ The Patentoo and Manufacturers of ths

^]^u well-known

PATENT WROUGHT NAILS
(Commonly called Ewbahk's Nails),

Desire to make it known that they have adopted

a "star" or "cross" as their Trade Mark, and
that all Nails now made and sent ont by them
except Clasp, bear this mark upon their heads,[and

tiiat within every package sent from their works

is also placed a card bearing their name and address

AU their bags are also branded Cobdbs aud Co.

The NaiLs are mai\nfactnred by J J. Cordes and

Co. out of SiTiip and the best kinds of Pig Iron,

and have long since earned the reputation of being

superior to lul others. The nails are all uniform

in make and quality, each one perfect, and count

ont full 1,000 to the M.

DO S WORKS, NEWPORT, MON.

.^^ GEBISH'S PATENT|rr|;3i^
Spring ft Gate Hinge [MjlJiij

lianutaotorj. '

tiel. i3 to »0, BOTTESLANO-STBBET. EAST-EOAO W.
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TUK LONDON PABQUBTBY WORKS,

•• Solid •ad PUt«d"' ParQuet Flooni, Borders,

OeiUnca *nd W«U DaoonkUon

.^mHi rr™™! " «*"• •''•'^^VS?*SriSnr

EHEftP ^B^lOm-
TRACING AND DRAWING PAPERS and
KOTK nnnKS Mmni. L«tt». Son * Co.. Now CroBi. have pleii-

!l^?nlShiSttln?lo SecirMlM, designers. «i..l engineers, a vers

Iwi^ifit °to"»l'' rapers. Ic, on wMch plans can to

gSS^'t? ..£. and" .!i"uoa. ^l.h.nt 'th<. n.l.a ifne. .hewing

«W«llonaWjtMonshtl;evvnk . 1 bey are ruled in squareM W

U l< It. aid 1-8 Inches, ilureasinf by eighths to 1 Inch. Spec!

tddMaaed anmoih

1
HOT WATER APPARATUS MAMDFACTUREHS.

Kstlviatcs furwarded on ap2}Jivatwn.

OFFICES AND SHOW KOOMS,

PAKEINGDON-ROAD, LONDON, E.C:

THB

ENGLISH MECHANIC
AND WORLD OF SCIENCE.

WITH WHICH ABE INCORPORATED

" The Mechanic," " Scientific Opinion," and

" The British and Foreign Mechanic."

rJlICE TWOrEKCE WEEKLY.

ROYAL POLYTECHNIC—Novel and
Inma Me clmracter of the CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY ENTEB-

TAINMKNTS.—PKOFESSOK PEPPEU on THE WAR, AND THE
11F.8TRUCT1VE IMPLEMENTS USED THEREAT! -MR.
GEORGE UROaSMlTU, Jun.. elves the prettiest Fairy Tale, entitled
THK YELLOW DWARF, every Evenli.K ; and Mr. HL'CHET
t'lIAMPKW the same in the Morning, with Vocal Illustrations.

—

Kiipvgeiiient of the Original Warlock, Mr. J. REAUMONT. for TUB
WORLD OF MAGIC, and his Curiows SIa<-k Roiw Automaton.—
Entertainment by Mr. E. D. DAVIES. Premier Ventriloqniflt,
entltletl THE FDNNIEBT OF FUNNY FOLKS 1—MADaMK
BOi:SFIELD'B GRFCIAN STATUARY in White Marble. Th«
PKAFGEK FAMILY. New Ohoet Entertainment. A Machine-
iiia4le Watch, ami Christmas and Chrtitmas Customs, by J. L. KING,
Es(i. Admlssiun to the whole One t'hilling.

tltainring Tapt m/frl.)

JAMES CHESITRMAN & CO.,
MLI lllICUrACT0«B«8 OK CHESTBRMiN'S PATENT

SFRINa, HETAIililC, STEEL,
ANi> c'THfr

MEASURING TAPES,
IRON AND STEEL LAND CHAINS,

BIXOLE AND DOUBLEACTINCi POOR SPRINGS
ESGISEEK8' TOOLS, ETC., ETC.

BOW WORKS, ECCLESHALL-ROAD,
SHEFFIELD.

NoTK'i:.—JH goodt marked with the Kamt and

TRADE MAUK.

METAL WOBKEBS,
In Gold, Silver, Braw, and

Wrought Irou,

29 Sc 30, Orabam-Btreet

BIRMINGHAM

;

AND

124, Deansgate,

UAKCHESTER.

THE

Mountsorrel Granite
Quarries,

VKAB LODOBBOBO', LBICBaTBBSHIBB.
.^a,^ C. B.B.HAHBLEY. Malucar.

rn^ l»i^W> > II hiiyaf—Btoyd at these<ttiarrlM in toakluf
ratiM kita, Cikaa, ttA, aa4 Brokni Oianlu

MO'JKTaORREL OBAKITE COMPAISY
IMBnt Ikair Mamiah OmtIh> raid fa, all Ball«r Blatloiia

aad CaMl Wkanas Ib 11m Bh>(dcnii."' iMl I On»lt«to Ti»|li« s«iaiiil ieodl<)oU|oldloi Bona
r assy dhtr Ofolla In tha.ukr •» Aot Oiulla In Ui»,Unlt«l

IflnMliiM
TBBT BBBT lZbOB BTOCKH Of

OBANITK BETTfi
Far 'aviac Mnati^ Onwnya. Cowtraida, BUUaa,

Ballwar CnariMK Ac. Alao
DBBUBO A>D BCABBLBb BKBB.BOKBK OKtBITB rOB HACADAKUIHO,
OBaKIIKOBAVBLr^B WALKS.

BOl'OI) a«U rquABB STOIIB rOB BDILDIVa
•tot and CmaM UaUu—, BUpa. tc., Bada to otd«.

Contents of No. 800.

ORIGINAL ARTICLES .-

The Machinerv of ARrlcuHure

The Sun's Coloured I'rominenccs

Mounting lor the Microscopo

Geology in Rcliitiou to ARiicullure

The Post-offlce und tlio Telegraph

SELKCTED ARTICLES:—

On the^S^sraUon oJ the RnyE of Heat from the Rays

of Liuht in Solar and O.xyhydrogcn Gas Microscopes

The Efficiency and Durahility of Plain Cylindrical

Boilers

SCIENTIFIC 80CIET1ES:-
Royal Astronomical Society

LETTERS :—
Star Drift . . ii_ ^. ,

The Pyramids—Circumference of the Circle

" B A." on Light

Chair and Carriage Wheel Couslruction

A Launch Steam Screw

Vertebra; of Coal-Measme ReptUos

On Rockets
Improved Bicycle Treadles

Steering the Bicycle

Bicycle Biding j. jvt ji ai •

I'nouinaticB, LocomoHves.Magpetized Needles, Marine

Engineers, Hydro-Electric Machine, Coils, Boiler

Explosions „u - i
The Personal Appearance of Jesus Onnst

Wood Sections
Light and Heat
To " O. F."—On the Rainbow
The Symonds Moon Hypothesis
Cooking with Gas
Boiler Priming
Refraction
Gratis Inventions
Hydro-Electric Machine
Patent Composition Grinding ^VllceI

"Flies in Liquor" and Fleas in Water, and Mr.
Cocktail in Carbonic Acid Gaa

Bonlt'B Moulding, Carving, and Panelling Machine
Chemical—Mr. R. E. Goflin and Mr. G. E. Davis

Clay Retorts
Analysis. — Ethylene. — Platinum and Aluminum
Specula

Musical Strings
Organ Pipes
The Organ—From " An Adept "

Heed Organs and Harmoniums
The Harmonium and the Human Voice
How to Make a Good Printing Press
Turning Short Screws
Grip Chuck
On Tcleseopca
Tool Holder
Screw Cutting Apparatus
Bun's Apparent Diameter
Pneumatic Question
Imponderable Fluid
Electro-Magnetism, &c.
Vibration
The Latlie as a Means of Art, and the " Cui Bono "

Question Replied to
Aerolites
The English Mechaiiio Colony—No. H.
School for Fifty Children and Residence for Teacher

lor £160
Lunar Cosmology
Moimtain Springs
Gunpowder
Electrical
Is Space Vacnons External to Atmospheres ? No. 3.—
How to Measure Atoms

Extracts from Oorrespondenco
Replies to Queries
Queries
Useful and Scientific Notes
Unnoticed Queries
Anotlier Advertiser's Testimony
Answers to Correspondents

OmcE—31, Tavibtock-stbeet, Covent-gaeden.

Aitd all BooktelUr) and Newaagente.

ANCIENI IRISH ARCHITECTURE.
NOW READY.

A series of Ten Plates. 17 by 13ilr.. Lithf»gra]ibed by the Author,
accomvanled by six Photograiih«. and Ueserlptive Letter-

Press, illustrating the Architecture and present
condition of

AEDFEBT CATHEDRAL, Co. KEBKY.
Price 128. 6d.

A aeries of Eight rUtea. 12.1 by I"'"- Pboto-I.itli'iftrapiielfrom tlia

Aiillior's IJrawuiHB, with Four Ph'HograpliH nLd Dt)«3riytivo Lotter-

FroBS of the interestiug Church at

KILMALKEDAB, near DINGLE.

A seripH of Six Plates, 12J b^ lOin., and three Pbotograiths, Ulua-
tratiiig the Ancieot Church of

TEMPLENAHOE, AEDFEBT.

ThfPC Works arc prepared from Drawings for which the Aathor
reueivcil a Medal of Merit from tho Boyal Institute of British
Archi'eclB. May. 1870. The rbotugraphs thut accompouy ihem ha^e
been Hi ccially taken by Mr. Hcdsom, of Killaniey. and are of extreme
excellence. *

The number of Cui>ie§ being liuiitet), those desirous of SubscriblDg
are requMted to eoud their names to the Author,

ARTHUR HILL, B.E..

ABxooiate of the Royal Jnttitute of British Archftects,

84, Kepple-Btreet, London.

CIVIL ENGINEER'S PRICE BOOK, 1871.
Now ready, demy 8vo , with Three Plates and nu-ucrous Woodcuts,

(Joth. jiriue fia ,
postage. M.

rpiIE CIVIL ENGINEEB'S AND CON-
Jl TKACTOlfS-ESriMATK AND PKICE BOOK (Atchley' }

for 1971 wfth 8 ec'flcationa for Permanent Way. fur Telegraph
Matorlals. and fur Works. Pla-.t, Maintenance, and Working «'f a
liai'way; ar.d an Alpbabetica' Priced List of Machinery, Plant,
Tools, and Fittiues required by the Contractor in the Exeontlon of

Public Works. Bv W. DAVLS UASKOLL. C.E.
Loudon : LOCKWOOD & CO., 7, Stationera" Hall-cJurt, K.C.

Now Ready.

WEALE'S ENGINEER'S AKCHI-
TECT'S AND CONTRACTOR'S POCKRT BOOK for 1871.

With El. lit Copper Plates, roan tuck, gilt edges. 6fl, postage, 4d.
" We have olten found it a great aavlng of time, and always correct

when concultiKl.

—

Ki^glish Mi^chanie.
" Every bran'*!) of engineering i* treated of, and facta, fljpires, and

data of every kind abound."—A/ofrftaufca' Magcuine.

WEALE'S BUILDER'S AND Con-
tractor's price BOOK for 1H71. Originally edited

by the lateG. R. BURNELL, Eb<|., C.E., I'Jitio, clotli, 4e., postage 4d
"Well done and reliabJe."—i;jyii>fc Mcclidtiic.

"It otrcfB at a glance a ready method of preparing an estimate Of

speciticatiou, on a basis that is umiuefltlouable."—A'»j7iH«cr.

London : LOCKWOOD & CO., 7, Stationers' Hallcourt, K.C.

ARCHITECTIJEAL- PHOTOGRAPHS &
BOOKS.

A Set of 8 PHOTOGRAPHS (mounted in cardl>«ard), from the ori-

ginal drawings of the PRIZE DESIGN of the MANCHESTEE
TOWN HALL competition. Size of the photograph 12 by 10. Price

£2 2s

A LITHOGRAPH of the HOTEL DEVILLK AT HAMBURGH
(the prize design), by G. G. BCOTT. Esq., Architect. £1 Is.

A PHOTOGRAPH (mounted on cardlward) of the ASSIZE
COURTHAT MANCHESTER by A. WATKRH0U8E, Esq. Archi-

tect. fcize of the photograph 26 by 21. £1 Is.

The abtive, being very suggestive designs, would be useful to all

flrst-cIaBS oilives.

EXECUTED EXAMPLES OF CHURCHES. CHAPELS. MAN-
SIONS, and VILLAS, to be completed in Five IMviaions, at lOe. 6d.

each. The first and second divLsionsonly Juat out,

ThcM exaniiiles arc by ditTerent »n;hitectB. and they contain the

ctujvl cost of each building, and the materials used, togoUier

with the groundand chamber plans.

CHURCHES and CHAPELS ere.ted by G BIDLAKK. Esq.,

Anhitcci, Wolverhampton, with tlie plans and tho nctiml cost of each

erection, together with the b-atarrttngcmenls of the seats, both in

tilt gallery MUdthe ground floor. 1-J«. (Id.

This little t)ook fs quite a favourite wilh the profession on account

of the well-known ability of the architect in dcsigningand carry-

ing out the ditTerent Noucoufurniist Chajwla and Schools HousM,
Ac, in ditfereut parts of England. , . , . a, « .

The above Photographs and Books can 1» had from the Pub-

lisher, 8. BIRBECK, Bookseller, 10, Church street, LozelUroad.

BlrnUDgham. ^
rpiIE TRADES' ACUMEN : a Table for
_1_ readily Ascertjiinlng the number of yartls, feet, Inches, and

IHirts In anything that requires measuring. No trade should be

without It. Post free for 13 stamps.

Published and Bold by F. FUNKENSZTEIN, 28, Ore*!
Queen- street, Holbom.

TT'OUE LETTEBS ON COLOUE IN
Jj CHUKCIIES, ON WALLK, AND IN WINDOWS. By
KDMVND SHAHPB, M.A, F.I B.A. Prlee Blxpenca.

London : K. and F. N. BPON, charingcroaa.

Birmingham : B, BIBBECK.
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